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IJotes and flippings. 
NEXT to Paris New York Is the most Cath

olic city In the. world. The total population 
is said to be 1,627. 000 according to the late 
census. It is estimated that fully one-half of 
these are Catholics. 

AMONG the bllls introduced in the Vermont 
legislature Is: "A. blll prohibiting traveling 
on Sunday, except to church or on errands of 
humanity and charity." The Weste?·n He?·
aldsaya the people of the whole United States 
ought to go to the expense of presenting a 
large leather medal to those Vermont Solons. 

KrNG HuMBERT of Italy, the gallant de
fender of his country from the Vatican, Is 
forty-two years old. His face, like Parnell's, 
has a fixed expression of melancholy. He is 
brave, courteous, and devoted to his ouly 
child, a boy of fourteen. The king speaks 
French as well as he doe> Itallan, and Is said 
to be a charming man to meet. 

IN August last a wonderful occurrence hap 
pened In the house of a certain M. F!oroff in 
Mosci)W. The image of tb.e holy Virgin 
.appeared there; sweet odors filled the house 
at her appearance. Crowds of people. soon 
gathered In and around the house to see the 
apparition, and many of the devout deposited 
their gifts at the threshold. The secular and 
church authorities were informed of the great 
wonder. At the Instance of the former inves
tigations were made, and it was discovered 
that Mra. Floroff herse!C had enacted the 
miracle. She was called to account for the 
deception, but she pleaded that her object 
was not to deceive the people, but to regain 
the affections of her husband, which had 
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markedly cooled off toward her. On Novem
ber 12;h she was sentenced to imprisonment 
for three weeks, during which she will hav 
to practice religious penance. 

"THB cranks," said a man who is dubbed 
as a crank, to a Sun reporter, "are now a 
very powerful body in the United States. 
We havcranks in religion and in politics and 
in society and in finance and in everything 
else. Then we hav half cranks and partial 
cranks and men who are just a little bit 
cranky and others who seem to be cranky 
only on one subject. If you were to count 
us all in, we would look like a heavy force. 
I bold that we ought to organize, assert our 
rights, and stand our ground against the 
cheap ruck of commonplace nobodies, who 
are all just like each other, and who begin 
to shout crank when'ever thlly see anybody 
who has a new idea or who has the spirit of 
manly self-assertion. I would rather liv in 
a world of cranks who kept each other 
a-thinking than in a world of wooden heads 
who spent their time like tiddlytoodles and 
hadn't a notion worth looking at!" 

A MA.1'1 from the far West has favored the 
Sun with an elaborate account of a new city 
which, in his opinion, ought to be founded. 
Here are a few of the many provisions in the 
plan of its author : "Fine mansions of alu
minium built along broad streets adorned with 
trees and flowers.· Three rooms for each per
son, each of them covered with useful wall 
paper. No double bedsteads. Street cars 
propelled by compressed air. Air ships for 
the public service. A. new lauguage-fu!l, 
r.egular, and easy to learn. The same dress 
for both sexes. No cooking in dwellings. 
No bad habits or selfishness or filrting or 

liquor drinking or gambling. No hot food, 
elrcept griddle cakes. No money. Every
body to work according to his or her pleas
ure. O:~ly truth-telling preachers and pro
found thinkers. All new inventions to be 
adopted. Pleasant schools for the children. 
Laundry work made easy through machinery 
for washing, drying, and mangling. 
Theaters. No false legislation. No love 
stories. No taxes. Improved newspapers." 

A NEGRO called on Mayor Tone one day 
last week, says the Denison, Tex., Sunday 
Gazetteer, and made complaint that the 
officers had notified him that he must work 
on the streets. "Now," explained the sable 
citizen, "I think I'ze 'zempt," as he pulled a 
paper out of his pocket. "l'se a preacher of 
the gospel." The paper was a certificate 
from Sinkiller Griffin that the bearer bad been 
called of the L1rd to preach, and that he, as 
one of his agents, had autboriz3d him to pur
sue the avocation of s!l.ving souls. "Are 
you a regular preacher?" asked the mayor, 
placing- his eyeglasses back on the wing of 
his ear. "Yes, sah, that is I occasionally 
exhort the bretheren at Rev. Griffin's church." 
"But," continued Mr. Tone, "hav you a 
regular charge? The law requires that you 
n:.ust be the regular pastor of a church to be 
exempt from road work." "Well, no," re
sponded the colored Bible-pounder, "I just 
sorter preaches round." "That won't ex
empt you, then," added Mr. Tone. Then the 
negro fumbled around In another pocket and 
drew forth a greasy document which he 
handed over, with evident pride and satisfac
tion, exclaiming, "I knows that w!ll prove 
I'm not liable under the law; 'deed it does." 
The paper proved to be a certificate from the 

warden of the Texas penitentiary that he had 
been discharged from prison. The preacher 
and ex-convict was very much disappointed 
when Mayor Tone Informed him that while 
serving a term In the penitentiary relieved 
him from the onerous duty of voting, It did 
not exempt him from doing his share toward 
maintaining the public highways. 

A BALTIMORE dispatch says : Henry Wit
taner, a Platt street merchant, has just 
learned of the whereabouts of a daughter who 
disapp,eared four years ago, and of a son who 
left home e. year afterward. Miss Wittaner 
ardently wished to lead a strictly religious 
life. Her father, she knew, would protest 
against her secluding herself from the world 
in any degree, so she took her mother into 
her confidence. To her the daughter said 
she intended to leave Baltimore and e~iter 
some Roman Catholic order In another city. 
She enjoined her mother to se~resy and soon 
afterward disappeared. Le.ter she wrote 
home that she had become a sister of the 
order of St. Benedict in Chicago, and was 
very happy. She has been there ever since. 
A year after she had gone Benjamin, a son of 
Mr. Wittaner, dropped out of sight even 
more mysteriously than his sister. Armed 
with credentials from a priest in this city he 
went to St. Vincent's Seminary, Westmore
land county, Pa., where he began to study 
for the priesthood. A month or so ago Mrs. 
Wittaner received word from the seminary 
that her son was there, that his health was 
failing on account of overstudy, and that his 
mind was somewhat affected. The sou was 
at once brought home and Is receivin11: med
ical attention. The daughter remains in 
Chicago. 
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~ommnnications. 

Dividing Up, Christian and Otherwise. 
The Twentieth Oentury, an organ of the Inchoate, 

modeled on the hRppy little family in Barnum's Mu
seum, and which bas a cage for Anarchism in its 
menagerie of cranky notions, deprecates the charge 
of dividing up, made by the Independent Pul
pit, as showing an ignorance equal to that of Chris
tian ministers. This ignorance is equally the art of 
ignoring. None so blind as those who choose not to 
eee. Mr. Pentecost, in rebellion against his old 
master Henry George, pretends that the only reason 
why their old ideal, " single tax," would not bring in 
the millennium immediately, if not sooner, is that "it 
would be compulsory." Both alike ignore its falling 
first and heaviest on the least moneyed class, the 
working farmers. This way of dividing up secures 
to the ~ wentieth Oentury its single tax clients ; 
and as Mr. Sullivan says, its most effectiv supporters.
Mr. Pentecost may think that he hops clear out of 
dividing ups, b'!r cutting Communism, but does he 
repudiate the Independent Pulpit's soft impeach
ment of regarding Jesus as the ideal Anarchist ? 
Does not Jesus class with Communists, rather than 
with proprietary Anarchists? Was not the first 
Christian church at J eruealem Communistic? 

The Independent Pulpit's ignorance, sagaciously 
preferring the scattering shotgun to the rifle, hits 
Jesus, Mr. Pentecost, and the "International " or 
revolutionary Anarchists-, represented by Prince· 
Krapotkine's party in England, Elysee Reclus in 
France, and the bomb-thrower's victims at Chicago. 
Let us inspect· the target. Jesus said, " Sell all that 
thou hast and giv to the poor, else remain with thy 
camels outside the needle's eye gate. The Twen. 
tieth Oentury says, Keep no vacant land and stop 
monopolizing, so shall thy days . be- long in the 
Twentieth Oentury. 

what it hypothecated. To the same policy balo~g 
its traffic in indulgences and masses for the souls In 
purgatory. 

As for Anarchism in a political sense, Hebrew the
ocracy included, how could it say, "Render unto 
Cresar the things which are Oresar's Ltribute of al
mighty -eagles like unto Uncle Sam's], and unto Go~ 
those which are God's?" Jesus was perhaps senti
mentalizing here ; but Levites, like our Christian 
pastors, appraised sentiment in market values,. and 
God's belongings by their tithes and tax exemptions. 
Cre3ars were generally friends of the Gods, only keep
ing them from kicking up a row in the Pantheon, 
and but for Yahvah's prejudices against graven 
images, he might t~>:us h~v been throned-r~p.re
sentativly-cheek by JOWl With Jove and other dmne 
reepectabilities. Oresar's tribute paid, priests of 
every god and goddess might keep superstition's 
toll gate; so that between the two renderings Jesus 
seems to hav: made a distinction without much prac
tical difference. The popes were soon aUer to com
bine God and the State in their own persons. Doc· 
tors of the Hebrew Law were perhaps less solicitous 
about its jots and tittles of fulfilment, than about 
their own titular monopoly in it. They were not 
afraid of hell, but the assumption of authority to 
prescribe that patent medicin offended them. . 

Ideal Anarchisms such as-" The son of man IS 
lord also of the Sabbath "-might salta roasting ear, 
but no more than Emerson's, Thor~>au's, or Ibsen's 
would invoke police attention. Divide up or be 
damned, more or less politely, in the mouth of one 
who is neither a highwayman nor a tax collector, has 
a more revolutionary twang. Keeping rich folk out 
of hell might seem 11 sort of charity which their poor 
neighbors owed them, and the rich might be less 
afraid of being damned, than of bein~ saved upon 
~he terms prescribed. This view escapes our doctors 
of divinity, but one of the Supreme Court of Illinois 
reasserted Pilate's condemnation of Jesus. 

M. T. LAZARUS. 
Revolutionary Anarchists, as well as those who like 

Mr. Pentecost, drop the Revolution, cut such used-up God, and Money. 
motive as Heaven and Hell for our faithless age. 
Believers in the goods of this world, they generously Why should the institutions of the barbarous past 
tell the poor to help themselvs in the dividing up. still be permitted to occupy the ground belonging 
But with characteristic consistency, Mr. Pentecost, to the more enlightened and rational present ? 
non-resistant or "passiv," with Jesus, divides up his In a recent lecture by Hugh O. Pentecost entitled, 
homages between or among the revolutionary Com- "A Troublesome God," he said: " I tell you that the 
munist Anarchists of Chicago, and the bomb.thrower idea of God, and the very word God, is what stands 
whose awkwardness they expiated by vicarious atone- in the way of the emancipation of man, bodily, 
ment, thus appeasing the eight manes of policemen. mentally, and morally, to-day, and always will so long 
For this hero, "now in hiding," our non-resistant as they continue to be used or hav any influence, ap.d 
Anarchist predicts a "lineage of popular aristocracy" they must be rooted out of common use." 
(whatever that may be) proud of their patronymic The popular notion about money, and the very 
prestige! term money. belong to the same category of mislead-

Was not Judas one of the twelve apostles, and ing ideas. Both words, God and money, are the in
even the head workman in carrying out ''the scheme vention of an ignorant, cruel, and superstitious pee
of salvation" by vicarious atonement? If, as 11th ple, who lived in a barbarous age, when these insti-
November orators proclaim, the blood of the five tutions were to them a necessity. · 
martyrs is the seed of the Labar Church, and their But the curse under which we suffer to-day is, 
death more eloquent than their living voices for that although the barbarous age has passed the bar
emancipation of the toilers ; then certainly the barons institutions still remain to crush and degrade 
bomb-thrower and Judas are fit subjects for glorifi- the people of this so-called enlightened age. ·· 
cation. But why should the former keep shady ? Both terms, God and money, imply relativity. 
When Counselor Black offered to produce him, The first is Equivalent to king, !'JOvereign, or lord
Governor Oglesby declined, and Prosecutor Grinnell the name of a title implying supreme power and au
said it could not matter. Had they not the m<:ln thority which may be conferred upon some man, who 
wanted, by the throat? Having served his purpose, by conquest or compact may become a ruler over 
the bomb·thrower can afford to dispense with a other men, they becoming his subjects, both sover
~wentieth Oentury blazon of nobility, in his share eign and subjects being interdependent upon each 
of the dividing up. other. " The Lord is a man of war. The Lord is 

011r catholic formula carries to the rich, fear of his name," says Ex. xv, 3 (Lord is his title). 
loss; to the poor, hope of gain. But if Parsons, The term money is equivalent to the word bondage 
Alarming, told the poor to loot stores of the rich, or slavery, and the word tyrant is its correlativ. 
the parsons of Christendom defend them while offer- Bible commentators and dictionary-makers hav 
ing in exchange, heaven's treasures. often resorted to guessing or assuming, in cases 

Governments divide another way, by taxes, salaries, where absolute knowledge of the origin of words 
and pensions. What cohesiv force of public plunder and their meaning were wanting. I shall endeavor 
adds up by tariffs, banking privileges, lind land from the plain words of Hebrew history (believing 
grants, is subtracted from labor, and the four rules this to be the oldest) to get what light I can as to 
of arithmetic dance a chassez croisez in the conver- how the word money originated. Gold and silver 
sion of forces between classes and maeses. mining hav always been among the most important 

The idea of dividing up divides the masses between industries of the world. Anciently the mine·delvers 
ballots and bullets, in the question of priority; but were the lowest and moat degraded clal!s Gf men, and 
men who fatten on agitation and hav families to feed, were always held in bondage. Mine-owners were 
fight shy of revolution. Moral suasion dividends also slave-owners, and the slavee of the mines were 
hav not the inconveniencies .of martyrdom. Mr. called minees. Silver was mined long before it was 
Pentecost has the advantage over Jesus, who lacked used as a medium of exchange, but when the mer
prudential pulpit training in the art of roaring chants required current coin to use al!l pledges. of 
gently. Tirades against vacant land to the tune security in the exchange of wealth, they chose silver 
that the old cow died of, like Henry George's against only, and called it, for that purpose, mono (they 
landlordry, without resisting rent collectors, do not were monometalists). Four thousand years ago, 
rufile those who with title deeds and sheriffs at their probably, the merchants in council decided that as 
back, can make "passiv resistance" rather costly to bondmen, and silver, the products of slave labor, 
squatters. · were equally chattels in the market, therefore one 

The difference in flavor between moral suasion sea- name should be applied to both. So they blended 
soned with hell, and this analeptic dish without red the two words minee and mono, and the result was 
pepper, may not be appreciable to our faithless pal- the word money. 
ates, but soul roasting was a fresh and lively motiv Between two and three thousand years ago, when 
for the old Jews, whose ideas of penalty beyond the Abraham bought a piece of land the silver with which 
grave had been simply political or national, viz., the he paid for it was called current moDey with the 
"being cut off from one's people," the local oppor- merchants (Gen. xxiii 16). 
tunism of .den~u~cing private property in earth lots Three hundred yea~s thereafter, if a Hebrew slave
and boommg It xn heaven lots. What the church l owner should smite his slave to death he would not 
coveted, it cheapened, while extolling the value of be punished, if the slave lived a day or two, because 

he was his money (Ex. xxi, 21). Here we see that 
men held in bondage, and silver curtency used in 
commerce, were both by ancient barbarians called 
money. 

Though well adapted in character and name to 
their own necessitiep, they ars entirely unadapted to 
ours. My ideas of the manner in which wealth 
should be produced and distributed within a nation 
of free people I giv as follows. 

The world's wealth is created by the application of 
human labor, in the preparation of material things 
for human use, whether under a system of bondage 
or freedom. The responsible parties in the produc
tion of wealth should be the owners thereof, and 
under the ancient system of human bondage the 
laborers were recognized as chattels, receiving pro
tection and support in common with the other do
mestic animals. But chattel slavery as concerns our 
country is an institution of the past, which may be 
readily understood by reading the preamble of the 
United States Constitution, upholding the doctrin of 
our Declaration of Independence. 

In a state of freedom man owns himself, and 
therefore owns the products of his labor. But since 
the invention of machinery it is a waste of labor to 
attempt, to work single-handed. Therefore economy 
demands cooperation in the production rf wealth, 
and an equable distribution of it among the ccoper
ators, who are its rightful owners. 

I hav endeavored to show that the word money 
does not refer to any material thing. It is & relativ 
term, and signifias a state or condition of bondsge 
or slavery, which would hav passed away long ago 
were it not for the fact that the institution of money, 
bondage, slavery (different terms for the same idea), 
had" outli~ed the age of davelopment that gave it 
birth." 
' Human slavery ~n Europe and America is out of 
date, and the era of human freedom has potentially 
come. But because the old barbaric institution of 
money is l!ltill ·popular, we hav no proper medium 
through which the wealth created and justly owned 
by the people whose labor has produced it can ba 
properly distributed among them. 

I submit the following illustration of what I be
lieve a medium for the distribution of wealth among 
the people should be. It has been found by invest.i
gation that among all classes of workers, the lowest 
average amount of wealth produced in one day by 
each man would be equal to about $5 in money; and 
I giv the name Daler to the check or certificate that 
represents one day's labor, and call it the unit, not 
ef value, but the unit of cost in labor time. Upon 
this basis I construct the following table of equa
checks, a paper coin to be used as a national currency 
for the distribution of wealth within the nation. 
The denominations are as folio we : 

10 milets .......••......•...•........•.....•..•....... 1 cent. 
10 cenets ........................................... 1 dime. 

• 10 dimets ..•........••.•......•..•................•. 1 daler. 

This is a simple modification of our table of fed
tral money, and should be based, not upon silver or 
gold alone in any form, but upon the whole common 
or undistributed wealth of the nl\tion, of whi(lh every 
citizen born within the nation should be 1!. proprietor 
on equal terms. 

I am well aware that the views herein presented 
can neither be entertained nor actualized except by 
men who hav a rationalconceptio:a of the rights of 
man, and who are also possessed of a moral sense 
that responds to their intellectual convictions. 

WM. u. DAME. 

Brentwood, L. L, N. Y., Dec. 2, 1890. 

The Bible and ~alvation. 
These two words are so joined together that no 

Bible religionist can put them asunder. As Adam 
and his entire · race were lost in his fall, ao by hi~ 
creator's revelation are they to be saved. The entire 
book, more especially the New Testament, claims to 
be for reconstruction. As in Adam all die, so in 
Christ are all to be made alive. Since by thc~.ir 
fruits we are to know them, should there in fact be 
no salvation the scheme and the book must be un
worthy of trust. It becomes no more. nor leas than 
a stupendous failure. Out of the mouths of the 
Jews the Christians are condemned, and out of the 
mouths of the Christians are the Jews condemned. 
On Christ they do not, they cannot believe, and he 
that believeth not shall be de.mned. Moreover, the 
Lord covenanted with Abraham to be a father to him 
and his seed after him forever. They were to inherit 
Canaan throughout all generations. A prophet wa~ 
to be raised up to redeem and save them from all 
their enemies. Notwithstanding the slaughters of 
Moses and Joshua to enforce this covenant, it baa 
most signally failed and they are scattered and per
secuted all over the face of God's earth. 

And while the Christians claim to get their mes
siah (see Gal. iii) through Abraham, they charge his 
seed with the murder of this very prophet and their 
Lord's only son. 

With yet more reason do the Jews retort that the 
entire system of Christianity is a silly myth. The 
conception of a child by a virgin fathered by a Holy 
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Ghost, the third person in a triune God; his birth 
in a stable ; the slaughter of al! the children by 
Herod, that he might find and murder this divine 
child; his flight into Egypt; the numerous miracles 
attributed to him; unlettered himself, his calling 
the illiterate to follow him ; his scourging, like a 
low grade slaveholder, the Jews from the temple; 
the scans, from the beginning to the end, of his cru· 
ci1h:.ion, resurrection, and ascension, are all so re
pugnant to common sense, experience, and reliable 
history thl\t the Jews are compelled to r.eject the 
whole. No testimony on earth can tqual that given 
by the Jews about the man called Ghrist. They 
above all others held and thoroughly learned the 
old scriptures e.ooording to which their redeemer was 
to come. They· exolusivly inhabited Jerusalem, 
Bathlehem, and the entire land of Oanaan. If there 
were such & betrothed couple as Joseph and Mary, 
they knew them. Impossible for Herod to hav 
butchered thousands or hundreds of their children 
unknown to them, and without ita finding its way 
into history. Impossible for them to ·reject his 
ability and willingness to save them in the face of 
miracles demonstrating his divinity. Equally 
impossible for such a savior not to hav opened 
their eyes and convinced, convarted, and saved them. 
H~d there bean a total eo1ipse of the sun, an awfnl 
eartbqu!llke, the graves opening, the saints (who 
must hav been Jaws) coming to life and walking 
through the etreets of the city, no power on earth 
could hav prevented the Jaws from seeing, feeling, 
and believing. Even the learned commentator Ola.rk 
concedes that the latter astounding miracle is hard 
to credit, suggesting that the q r1aking of the earth 
may hav exb•tmad the dead bodtes. Talmage_in like 
manner shu:ffi 3S over the big fish and Jonah, saying 
as the throat was too small Jonah may hav taken a 
Seat On the under j iiiW and ridden to shore. 

Well indeed is it that the common sense of the 
Jews is ·leading them out of thf'lir Bible absurdities 
and into the Fteethought work of their brains. 
They nor we are Infidels, since the word means the 
negation of fidelity-~rue and faithful as we all claim 
to be to our obligations and duties. But in the love 
of Ttuth we search for it in all creeds and books, 
and especially the sciences, built up from the closest 
observations and experience. As the Bible, and re
ligion, the synonym of superstition, get out of the 
way, the progress of our raoa will accelerate until it 
shall come to pass that all, from the least to the 
greatest, shall know the lawa of nature, which to 
know ari!.rht will mi\kft life worth living. 

East Las Vegas, N. M. W. PERKINS. 

More f'rom Huxley on Booth. 
But it is now time to taka a more particular 

criticism of "DArkest· Eagland." At the outset of 
my enmination of that work, I was startled to £.pd 
that Mr. Booth had put forward his scheme with an 
almost incredibly imperfeoh knowledge of what- had 
been done aud is doing in the eame direction. A 
simple reader might well im~agin that the author of 
"D .orkast E 1gland " posed as the Columbus, or at 
sny rata the 0Jrtez, of that region. "G;~ to 
Mudie'a," he tells us, and you will be surprised to 
see bow few books there are upon the social -problem. 
That may or may not be correct; but if Mr. Booth 
h~d gone to " certain reading-room not far from 
Mudie's, I undertake to SllY that the well-informed 
and obliging staff of the national library in 
Bloomsbury would hav provided him with more 
books on this topic, in almost all European lan
guages, than he would read in three montha. Has 
Socialism no literature~ And what is Socialism 
but an incarnation of the social question 1 More
over, l ll n persuaded that even "Mudie's" re
sources could hav furnished Mr. Booth with the 
" Life of Lord Sbafteabury," and Oarlyle's works. 

, Mr. Booth seems to hav undertaken to instruct 
:-\ the world without havin~ heard of " Past and 

·.~Present," or of "Ll.tter-DAy Pamphlets;" though 
,: somewhat late in the dmy, a judicious friend called 
~-his attention to them. To thoee of my contem

·~ -: poraries on whom, as on myaalf, O&rlyle's writings 
'~- ~ on this topic made au ineffAceable impression forty 

· <years ago, who know that all that time hundreds 
.of able and devoted men1 both clerical and lay, 

. hav worked heart and soul for the permanent 
_ . · :amendment of the condition of the poor, Mr. 

\; Boo~h'a ''Go to Mudie's" affords an apt measure 
." of the depth of his preliminary studies. However, 

' , ·'I am bound to admit that these earlier laborers 
1:...\n the field labored in such a different fashion that 
'F the originality of the plan started by Mr. Booth 
:: Nmains largely un!lffecbed. For them no drums 
~" hav beat, no trombones "brayed, no sanctified 
~buffoonery, after the model of the oration of the 

friar in Wallenstein's camp, dear to the readers 
of Schiller, has tickled the ears of the ground
lings on their behalf. Sadly behind the 
great age of rowdy aelf-advertiarnent in which 
their lot has fsllen, they seem not to hav 
advanced one whit ba:yond John the Baptist 
and the apostles, eighte~;~n hundred years ago, in 
their notions of the way in which the metanoia, the 

change of mind of the iii-doer is to be brought ~~l1'ather Finnegan, who insists on my return to my 
about. Yet the new model was 'there, ready for the old home in Philadelphia, but I prefer to remain in 
imitation of those ancient snare of aoula. The pant. Detroit. During the latter days of my stay at the 
ing and roaring myatallogs of some of the most institution I never went into the confessional with
venerable of Greek and Syrian cults also had their out telling Bishop Foley about the doings of Sister 
processions and banners, and their fifes and cymbals Stanislaus. He assured me on every occaaion that 
aud holy chants, their hierarchy of offi.oers to whom be would attend to it, but he never did, so far as I 
the art of making collections was not wholly unknown, know." 
and who, as freely as their modern imitators, prom- Sister Mary X!lvier has been a member of the 
ised an Elysian future to contributory converts. The ordPr from early childhood, and on the opening of 
success of these antique Salvation Armies was enor- the D3troit, branch was transferred from St. Louis. 
mons. Simon Magus was quite as notorious a par- She wms ac(lustomed to go from door to door beg
li!OD, and nrobably had as strong a.following, as Mr. ging for the institution. She is illiterate, having 
Boeth. Yet the apaatler, with their old-fashioned bad no opportunity from childhood to g&in the first 
ways, would not accept such success as a satisfactory rudiments of an education. 
sign of the divine simotion, nor depart from their "I had not been satisfied with my treatment since 
own methods of leading the way to the higher life. the advent of the present mother superior," said she 
I deem it unessential to verify Mr. Booth's statistics. to-day. " Soon after her arrival at the House she 
The exact strength of the population of the realm of ordered me to paint the. outside of a detached house 
misery, be it one, two, or three millions, bas nothing on the premises, and when procuring food for the 
to do with the efficacy of any means proposed for the private table of the mother superior and her assistant 
highly desirable end of reducing it to a minimum. I was invariably ordered to procure the best of every
The sole question for consideration at present is thing, even paying as high as forty· five cants a pound 
whether the scheme, keeping specially in view the for coffee. 
spirit in which it is to be worked, is likely to do ''The direcb cause of my leaving, however, was my 
more good than harm. treatment by the mother superior for having formed 

Mr. Booth tells us with commendable frankness an attachment for an inmate named 1\brtha J ;Jbnson, 
that "it is primarily and mainly for the sake of aav- who undertook to teach me to read and write. By 
iog the soul that I seek the salvation of the body" some means un.known to me information was coD.
(page 44), which language, being inlerpreted, means veyed to the mother superior that I was being in
that the propagation of the special Salvationist creed structed, and the child was placed in the 'preserva
comes first, and the promotion of the physical, intel- tion' class, where commu'!lication with me was al
lactual, and purely moral welfare of mankind second most impossible. 
io his estimation. Men are to be made sober and in- "A few days later the mother superior detected 
dustrious mainly that, as washed, shorn, and dooil .me holding communication with Martha from one 
sheep, they may be driven into the narrow theolog- window to another across the court. The mother 
ioal fold which Mr. Booth patronizes. If they refuse flew a~ me in a perfect rage, tore the silver heart 
to enter, for all their moral cleanliness, they will hav from my habit, and cursed me in a very loud voice. 
to take their place among the goats sa ainnen only She then sent for the girl and slapped her unmerci
lesa dirty than the rest.-London 1. im.es. fully, telling me that I should receive the same kind 

A !Sample Roman Catholic Institution. 
Dts;pQtchfrom Dat1·ott, Mich., to the Sun. 

The House of the Good Shepherd on Fort street 
was established about six years ago. Since last April, 
when Siat~r Mary X1vier left it, the police hav ceased 
to regard the place as a reformatory. 

The last sister to disappear was Sister Immaculate 
Heart, whose re&l name is Mary McQuade. She said 
to-day: "I hav not renounced the Oatholic religion, 
neither do I declare the order of the Good Shepherd 
worthless. I simply rebel against the methods 
adopted by Sister Stanislaus, the mother superior of 
the Detroit branch. I hav seen her violate more rules 
than I had seen broken by all the sisters combined 
during all the years I was at Philadelphia. The 
House of the Good Shepherd is a cloistered order, 
but I hav repeatedly seen this mother superior, accom
panied by a cloistered nun, leave the house and go for 
a drive about the city. 

"Another rule forbids eating out of hours, but it is 
the habit of Sister Stanislaus to eat and drink many 
times during the day, and even to hav coffee brought 
into the chapel. I hav also known her to hav wine 
brought to her, which she would suck through a 
straw during the singing of mass. She has been ex
ceedingly severe with the inmates. One of the first 
orders issued by her was that each girl should com
plete two and a half dozen overalls or shirts a day. 
This was an excesaiv task, but she insisted that it was 
an ordinary day's work at St. Paul, where she had 
been before coming to Detroit. Any child who was 
unsuccessful in completing her task was sev(lrely 
beaten with a strap and compelled to fioish her work 
before going to bed. 

"Whipping for not doing work was a common occur
rence, and was administered by the mother superior. 
It consisted of beating on the h"nda and legs with a 
strap about two feet long, cuffing, and holding the 
girls' beads under water in the bathroom until they 
were nearJy suffocated. 

" The food was horrible; you can scarcely imagin 
how poor it was, but, if ours was poor, that supplied 
the inmates was simply garbage. There were three 
grades of food furnished at the House. That sup
plied to the mother aunerior and her assistant was 
the best the market affords. Ours was the better 
class of that collected by the lay sisters, while the 
inmates had tainted meat, decaying vegetable!', etc. 
The food naturally bred disease. I recall one in
stance where a girl was taken suddenly ill while par
taking of this kind of food, and died. Dr. Chittick, 
one of the House physicians, was summoned and 
pronounced it a case of poisoning, but afterward 
gave it out that it was heart disease. 

" The mother superior denounced the mother pro
vincial, the head of the order in St. "Louis, charging 
her with drunkenness and other irregularities. All 
these things I related to the mother provincial when 
sne next came to Datroit. Sister Stanislaus relieved 
me from all class work, took my keys from me, and 
dismissed me with the remark that she would attend. 
to me l&ter. Esrly on September 12•h I left. I bav 
since written to my mother at Philadelphia and in
formed her of my act. To-day I received her hearty 
approval. I hav been called upon repeatedly by 

of treatment." . 
A girl was found in Firat street who had recently 

-been an inma~e of the House. She was sent to the 
institution about two years ago to receive instruction 
in study and music. She was known at the House 
as Maud. She says: . · 

" The only lessons of any kind that I received 
were on a sewing machine eight hours a day making 
overalls and jumpers. We had to sleep in an old 
shanty back of the House. Bishop Foley knew 
nothing about it, for when he came the sewing ma
chines were put out of the way and we were washed 
and cleanly dressed IJ.nd seated in rows of chairs. 
We were often made to get on our knees and eat our 
food on the floor and to make the cross on the floor 
with our tong11eB Our food was of the worst, and 
nearly always stala, for it was what was begged. 
Our hash was made of tea leaves and such stuff, and 
the catsup often had cockroaches in it. 

"I bav seen the sisters force the girls to eat the 
putrid meat they gave us. I hav seen the mother 
cuff the !iirls around terribly. I bav seen her slap 
the girls for almost nothing at all and put them in 
straitjackets, and hold their heads under water in 
the bathtub. Mattia Thomat~, of Mt. Olemens, had 
nice ban~a when she came. The sisters went to out 
them off, and. Mattie obj 9cted. But they cut them, 
and in the struggle CJut her forehead so that she 
bore the soars for a long time. When I got ou.t she 
sent a letter by 'me to her father, asking him for 
God's sake to come and take her away. 

"A girl got out shortly after I did, but she has 
to wear glasses yet on account of her eyes being 
nearly ruined, and abe baa a sore on her leg which 
the doctor says is due to the poor food and harsh 
treatment she received there." 

A number of similar cases are reported. 
Roundaman Shoemaker says complaints hav been 

coming in for over two years. " The girls," he con
tinued, "whose stories I hav beard unite in saying 
that the present mother superior· is very sarcastic, 
and tells the girls that they are nothing but the scum 
of the gutters. The usefulness of the place, in my 
opinion, is datroyed unless it is put under proper 
supervision." 

Another roundsman says the department will not 
send even the moat dissolute characters to the Home. 

WE are convinced that the Bible teaching, as to 
the present and future condition of the world, is 
utterly aubvereiv of progress, 1md the.t all improve
ment is made in spite of it. Christians do no~ gen
erally believe it now, because it is so repugnant to 
modern int~>lligence ; but there it is in the Bible. 
All Ohristiana used to believe it, and some do still. 
Things are to wax worae and worse, so that Jesus 
asks " When the son of man cometh, shall he find 
faith on the e!uth ~·· The world, and all that is 
therein, shall be burnt up. The early Christiana, 
therefore, sought " a city that had foundations," and 
taught the despising and forsaking of this world. 
When this restraint is removed men will become 
better citizens; and, feeling that they are not work
ing merely to feed the flames of judgment, they will 
show more enthusiasm about improving the world.
.Robt. G. Adams. 
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~ecular Union Guarantee Fund of $5,000. 
Amount pledged to Dec. 22, 1890 ......................... $581 00 
J P. Slayton, Tecumseh, Mich. (paid).................. 25 00 
Charles E. Pease, Clackamas. Ore......................... 1 00 
E. Frost, M11.ynard, Ia. (paid)............................... 5 on 
Reuben Savage, Mavnard, Ia. (.paid)...................... 1 00 
L. Schlegel, University P. 0 , Cal......................... 5 00 
H. G. t:!tillwell, Dryden, Tex................................ 5- 00 

-
Total amount of pledges to Dec. 29, 1890 ...... $623 00 

F. C. MKNDK. Treasurer American Secular Union. 
Plu'ladelphia, Dac. 29, 1890. 
It will be remembered that President Westbrook 

has Offdred to be one of twentv to contribute $100 
each, which would make $2,000 in all. From tbre.
sources (Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. A. J. 
O:ds, and Hon. Abram S<lhell) hav already com~ 
pledges of $100 eacb, making, with Pteaident West
brook's pledge, $400 in all. Shall we not hope to 
hear from some others of the desired twenty at the 
opening of the new year? 

Spurred by Dr Wes brook's offEJr to be one of 
twenty to raise $2,000, Seaborn K1tchem, Sr., of 
_Gibson, Ga., offers to be one of six hundred LibsralF. 

, to raise the remaining $3.0'00 at $5 eacb. He adds: 
"I hope that the brethren wtlt respond freely through
()ut the country and let the Aonerican Secular Union 
move on with the great and good work." By refH
ence to our treasurer's m!'morandum above, it will b~ 
seen that of the desired $3 000 $623 has beln 
pledged to date and part of th"t paid. Lat us hop~ 
that Mr. Kitc"'.ens's C'ff;r will be promptly seconded 
from all parts of the U aited States by fellow Liberal P. 

InA C. CRADDOCK. Corr. Sac. A S. U. 
Philadelphia, Pt~, D~c. 29, 1890. 

CaH to Liberal Societies. 
At the recent Portsmoulh Congress of the Amari 

oan S3cular U aion. the board of dirac~ors were in
strnated to invite all societies, Liberal and otherwis", 
who are in sympathy with our work of separaliPg 
~burch and state, to join us. In accordance wi<L 
Ulese instructions we hereby extend a cordial invita 
tion to all societies, no matter what their religioue 
beliefs or disbeliefs, to become our auxiliarieP, and 
to cooperate with us in our endeavors to separate 
church and stalp, as a means of securing religious 
liberty and freedom of thought for aU. 

Becoming our auxiliaries does not mean that such 
societies are to giv up their identity ; nor are they 
expected to work exclusivly for our principles; nor 
do we a9Bume any right to dictate to such soCieties 
in their localmanagement. Our auxiliaries are ab
solutely independent of the national society, both in 
their local management and in their choice of pric
ciples to uphold, as long as they work for the Nioe 
D3mands of our constitution. The American Secu
lar U aion is a federation of local U a ions and other 
sccieties, together with life and annual members, by 
means of a congre;;s, a president, and the usual ex
ecutiv and honorary offic~'~rs, for the one general pur
pose of securing state secularization and the freedom 
of our institutions from ecclesiastical interference. 
AU sooieties which agree in this one general purpose 
are invited to ccoperate with us in this, no matter 
what other objects they may hav in view. For it is 
understood that no one, acting with us, is bound or 
compromised by the actions 0" expressions of any of 
the participants outside of this common purpose. 
At our congresses and elsewherE', therefore, we en
deavor to cherish an intellectual hospitality which 
shall enable those of diverse views to speak freely, 
and yet to join in this common purpose of securioll 
state secular:z 'tion and freedom from ecclesiastical 
ir::terference. 

Upon application to the corresponding secretary, 
Ida 0. Craddock, a blank will be furnished which 
upon being filled up and forwarded to us with 
the charter fee of $5 will entitle the senders to a 
obarter as an auxiliary to the Americ&n Secular 
Uoion. 

We hope that this call will ba heeded by all 
truly progrAssiv societiAs, whether they be Spirit 
ualist or Materialist, Unitarian or Atheist, Social
ist or Individualist, Christian or Infidel, the 
Woman's National Liberal Union or the National 
Religious Liberty Association. All societies in 
these respectiv groupings, if anywhere near abreast 
of . the times, no. m_atter wh~t their differing 
beliefs, agree heartily m one desire-that religious 
liberty and the right to freedom of thought shall 
be upheld. As means to this end, thsy all recog
nize the necessity for a total "separation of church 
and state. Why, then, should they not ally them-

selva with the American Secular Union, which is divided into fi. ve pads and allotted to five field eecre
working distinctly for this thing ? It should ba taries who are already more or less in the field, and 
remembered that our society i!!_ the only society who would be able to be h.r more aotiv and useful if 
anywhere which po~sesees a constitution so elastic assisted by an annual subsidy of $500 or pro rata 
as to fit all other·organiz&tions and individuals, and according to the time actually employed in Lib~ral 
yet leave them perfectly independent, apart from 1 or Secular propaganda. Webster says, "A subsidy 
their pledge to ccoperate in the work of separating is paid to an ally for his servi!les." That just fits the 
ohurch and state. All other societies which art- plan proposed herewith. How shall the allies be 
pleading for religious liberty require their members chosen 1 How better than by the votes of the actual 
in additior, to aympl\tbize with some special pbas~ supporters of the treasury of the American Secular 
of religious, political, or philosophical belief or dis· UnionJ Let every one who contributes $1 send 
belief. The American- Secular Union alone, among with it one vote for the man of his choice as field 
L'beral societi!ls,.welcomes to its ranks all those who secretary. With $5 the subscriber could name five 
work for total separation of church and state, what- persons, or maybe vote for one name five times. 
ever principles they may uphold in addition. For There may be twenty or thirty candidates voted for, 
this reason it justly claims recognition from all Lib with the understanding that the bomrd shall Bppoint· 
eral societies, whether these be composed of church- the two, three, four, five, or more persons receiving 
men or of Fteetbhlkers, of Individualists or of state tho highest number'of votes, according to the funds 
Socialists. provided. It would of course be neceseary to re-
. Friends of reliRious liberty everywhere ! The quest thtat all contributions with votes be sent in at 

American Secular U a ion urges you to accept. this in once, not strung out through the year. I should 
vitation to band together as bro~hers in one great like to see this plan diecussed in all the Liberal 
army. Ramemhar that, to do this, you will not hav papers by all wi,o hav anything to say for or against 
to sacrifice a single principle or doctrin which your it._ and if it should seem practicable and acceptable 
hearts hold sacred. You pledge yourselvs, &s generally, we should be doing well enough this year 
American Secular U aionists, only to stand by one if we could haw- the appointments made in time to hav 
another loyally in the fight against the God-in· the the field secretaries &t work during the six months 
Constitution party. Bilyond that., you are free to preceding the nnt Congrese, end for the first experi
help in any other cause you will. ment of half a year the subsidy for ecch need be 

It is, perhaps, natural thmt those of you who are only $250. . 
already doing good work for religious liberty along Respectfully submitted by yours truly, 
your own lines should not look with favor on•this E. B. FooTE, JR., Vice-president. 
invitation to become our rmxiliaries. Your local and New York, Dec. 28, 1890. · 
personal pride is touched-and very justly so-at a 
8uggestioD which may seem to relegate you to a sub 
sidiary position. In reply, we again urge you to re 
member that your individuality, either as societies 
or as persons, is not interfered with in the least bJ 
vour becoming auxiliary to the American Secular 
U uion. Ym will be j 11st as free as you ever were 
But your uniting with us in fraternal fellowship will 
everywhere strengthen the cause of religious liberty 
and freedom of conscience, dear alike to you and to 
ourselvs. Every time that an organiz1tion joine 
bands with theAmerinan Secular Union, the dawning 
of mental and spiritual freedom is hastened for us 
all. "In union is strength." Must we repeat this 
old phrase over and over again, in order to empha
s;ze the necessity for cc operation among us all~ 

InA C. CRADDOCK. Corr. Sec. A. S. U. 
By ordPr of the Board of Directors. 
Phil.adelphia, Pa., D ~c. 27. 1890. 

Concerning Field Lecturers of the American 
~ecular Union. 

OPEN LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT. 
MR R. B. WESTBROOK Ptesident of the American 

Secular Union, Dear Sir: You will remember that 
at the meeting of the board of directors of the 
American Secular U a ion two weeks ago, we talked 
of field secretaries, but we discussed candidates and 
their fitness instead of principles, plans, or policies, 
and since that meeting it has occurred to me that our 
time would hav been better spent on the latter than 
the former. At the meeting of the board held in 
New York city about one year ago, when Mr. Rems
burg was present as a member, he made some valu 
able suggestions that we cannot afford to forget, and 
I now write to recall them, and also to propose n 
plan of campaign which bas occurred to me as less 
objectionable than the employment, at necessarily 
great expena£~, of any oue person to act as field sec· 
retary. You may remember that Mr. Remsburg's 
idea was that if the board were to select any one 
person from the large list of those competent to act 
in that cap8city the effect might be unfortunate in 
two ways: First., that it would natur!llly create jeal
ousy amongst many of the equally competent persons 
not selectAd, and perhaps excite hostil feelings 
toward the American Secular Union (which is not 
merely a theory, since the condition did actually con
front us at one time); and second, that to send out 
among loeal societies a paid missionary, wholly sus
tained by the American Secular Union, might, for 
obvious reasons, exert more of a paralyzing than an 
energizing influence on t~ese local organizations, be
sides possibly indirectly injuring the business or 
opportunities of those lecturers who must depend 
entirely on their own efforts. We hav not yet 
devised a plan by which to interest the traveling 
lecturers in doing any regular. direct, or telling work 
to strengthen the American Secular Union and pro
mote its objects, and this seems to be the one thing 
needed. 

Now, therefore, my suggestion, offered ior consid
eration, approval, or rej action, is that instead of try
ing to raise three, four, or fi. va thousand dollars for 
the employment of one or two field secretaries, to be 
whollv supported· by and at the service of the Am sri
can Secular U a ion, we should hit upon a system of 
subsidizing half e. dozen or more of the best available 
persons, and thus engaging a portion of their time, 
service, and energies to do the work of our field sec 
retaries. The $2,500 which would probably pay 
salary and expense of one good man, might be 

Several weeks sgo an 11rticle. from my pen, 
styled, "The War Is 0 J," appeared. In it I de
scribed the enemy, our reliiltiv position~, and the 
fighting tactics adopted by each. Since then several 
battles hav been fought, only one of which was won 
by the enemy. A~ H ifl, we are masters of the field. 
The killed and dying lie scattered about us in "rich 
profusion," and thme that Jiv seem to love (!) us 
better now than their ''father in heaven." The 
killed we sre burying as fast aa possible ; to the 
dying we are singing, 

Hail Columbia, happy land, 
Theological cakes made .out of sand; 

and to the living we are administering the " milk of 
human kindness." Yes, the enemy is completely 
routed. As Colonel Ingersoll once put it, when 
asked by a friend how the war was waging, " My 
God! my Gad! We've got them on the run." 

The first battle we fought was relativ to Grand 
Army Hall, the doors of which bad been closed 
against us by tbe arbitrary action of Post-Commander 
Whitney and his adjutant, James P. Ricker. The 
matter was brought to the attention of the post by 
resolutions as publicly announced in print. The 
session was secret and was made up of fanatics in 
line with Whitney and Ricker. It might appropri
ately be said that the resolutions were given into the 
hJlnds of ''Whitney and his gang." No sooner were 
they present.ed than a fellow with a low, retreating, 
Methodist forehead mechanically aroae and mechan
ically moved that they be laid on the table. The 
said Whitney called one of our Secular friends to 
the chair, I hereby rendeling him powerleso to debate 
the question, amd in s few wiid sentences, adomed 
by " wooly and hard to curry" gestures, defended 
himself. He ended by favoring the table as the 
proper receptacle of the presented resolutions. A 
vote being taken, all voted for the motion save one 
brave, mmnly, and true blue citizen. Thus battle 
one was fought and won by the enemy. 

On the same night the Sons of Veterans met. 
Having engaged their meeting-place after being 
locked ou~ of Grand Army Hall, it was brought up 
at their session. A discussion sweet yet bitter fol
lowed. It waxed warm and continued until late at 
night. Finally a vote w~s teken, and by a good 
round m!ljority it was decided to let the Secularists 
continue in the hall. The prceAedings of the meet
ing came to our ears, and while we r..ppreciated the 
decision arrived at, end the victory accorded us 
there by, we were not given to ~now dissension to 
nudge its way into the ranks of these soldiers' sons, 
if by any way we could prevent it. We held that if 
we continued in their hall, those among them who 
had so bitterly opposed ua would then work harm 
and trouble in the ranks of the~r own order. For 
t.bat reason we gsve up the keys and are now holding 
forth in Giloon's Hall, one of the finest in the city. 
This second battle, don't you see, we won, and made 
it still more dacisiv and cutting to our enemies by 
withdrawing with the sweets, as it were, and leaving 
them tte husks. 

The third battle was won by pursuing closely the 
old saying, " There are more ways to kill ~ cat than 
one." Commander Whitney fell in this battle by 
being knocked out of offiae on the night of the elec
tion of o:ffiClers. He was succeeded by Professor 
Carl Huber. The professor is editor of the German 
paper and a strong friend to Secularism, publicly 
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favoring our Nine Damands Jn the main. This was 
noised against him, but it did no harm-he got there 
just the same. He !'PPOints the adjutant, and·it can 
be safely stated that Rieker will be retired when his 
time is up. A new board of trustees war-a also 
elected, every membsr of which is friendly and who 
would vote for us to again take the ball. B.11t we do 

out of the slough of ignorance and superstition that lage. Though they treated me in this highly aooept
keaps him helpless. able manner, the residents, however, never ceased to 

To convert a R•1ssian paMant from the Greek regard me with suspicion. They positivly declined to . 
church to any other branch of the Christian religion talk about themselvs, though it is fair to presume 
is a penal offense, punishable by a long term of that I might bav bad better success in drawing them 
hard labor in Siberia. If he is already a sectarian out had I been equal to a less dir.jointed way of ask
the peasant may remain so, subject to various hu- ing questions. Th€y were Molokani-Russians, in no 
miliating restrictions. What the Russian Greek way different from their slovenly, ignorant orthodox 
church demands l)f the people is that they "keep brethren, except in the difference that had been 
quiet" &Dll do nothing. "Work and pay for maoses brought about by their emancipa~ion from the slav
and sacraments; giv money to enrich churches, and ery of a medieval church. T.lle contrast between 
buy candles to burn before the icon1 of saints; but the two was so striking and so sharply defined that 
do not think; do noli read ; and, above all, make no the only night I spent in a sectarian village is among 
move toward worshiping GiJd according to the die- the most vivid impressions of the ride across Russia. 

·not want it. We prefer not to "trouhla the peac(l
ful waters." w~ know "we. are the people;" we 
know" we are bound to get there," and we know 
how to leave well enough alone, 

Editor Valjean of the Blade scored one victory 
for us by introducing 111ud edvising the adoption of 
a "tenth Damrmd," whereby the ''survival of the fit
test " would occur; that is, that the knife be used 
on those bad by nature, the impure, and the con
sumptiv, that they be castrated snd not allowed to 
reproduce their kind, When the enemy read that 
they wilted. ~hay knew they would stand no show, 
if that Damand was mdopted and enforced. I met 
Whitney one day tmd I told him the American Sec
ular Union had agreed to the "tenth Demand," and 
that the first subjects t.o be operated on in Pods
mouth would be him and Ricker. He gave a ''turtle
shell" laugh and hied away. I hav not seen him 
since. 

Miss Oraddock, national eeorehry, aided ns ma
terimlly in our battles. She routed a fl~nk of the 
enemy completely by answering through the columns 
of the Blade cartain questions propounded by Dr. 

, J. B. Ciirter. Hon. Charles Watts also answered 
Oarter, and challenged the ministers of the city to 
debate. They failed to accept, and to do that is to 
retreat. At one of our loc!\1 meetings I rmal;yzsd a 
sermon of Rev. Mr. MrE :roy, entitled, "Christianity 
and Seiance, Friends or Foes 1" and in answer to a 
published sermon of Rsv. Dt. Tappan I addressed 
him an open letter through the Blade challenging 
him to engage in Ill friendly controversy. He has 
not as yet accepted, and the probsbility is he never 
will. In Portsmouth it. is just as Ingersoll says, 
"My God! My God! We've got them on the run." 

Portsmouth, 0. WILLS. ANDRES. 

Moujilis the Slaves of Priests. 
Nothing nead be said to American readers regard

ing the principles of monopoly applied to commerce. 
As consumers of articles produced, manipulated, and 
sold at artificially bloated prices, our familiarity 
with commercial monopoly leaves nothing to be 
desired. Personified and put in a popular American 
pantheon, monopoly would represent the evil one of 
commerce. 

Though a familiar subject with us in the realms of 
commerce, we, happily, never bav oco&sion to con
sider it seriously in tha character of custodian and 
purveyor of spiritual food to the consciences and 
souls of the people. Monopolies of this character 
wer<! frequent enough in ante-Reformation times, 
but 'the sole remaining relic of that barbarous age 
is nowadays to be found in holy Russia. 

The orthodox Greak church of the holy Russian 
empire is the most, gigantic monopoly that exists 
on the face of the earth at the present day. It 
owns the exclusiv right to regulate the morale, 
direct the consciences, and warp the souls of one 
hundred million human beings. It has a patent, 
supported by the mighty power of the Russian 
government, granting to it the exclusiv. right and 
title to t:l:J.a religious exploitation of a fourteenth 
part of the population of the earth and the power 
to punish severely the least infringement of its rights. 

Monopoly may not always baa curse in commerce. 
Its defenders hav some~imes even been able to make 
out, owing to peouli~r and exceptional conditions, 
cases where it may bav been s blessing in disguise. 
But there can be no manner of doubt as to the in
fluence and the results of the monopoly in religion. 

The blight of intolerance bas Sll!itten the priests 
with moral leprosy, that bas left them without. any 
resemblance to the same class in other countries. 
Russia is the only couutry in Christendom where the 
servants of the church aud the wea,.ers of the cassock 
and gown neither exercise, nor attempt to exercise, 
a good moral influence on their parishioners. Excep
tions there are, of course, but they "re exceedingly 
rare. 

The Russian church is at one with the government 
in that it regards the people merely as a means for 
its own support and aggrandizement. The two are 
gigantic Siamese twins who wax fat and continue to 
grow in power at the expensa of the toiling millions 
of peasantry, who liv harder and enjoy less comfort 
than any set of- people whom the w'riter, who has 
been in twenty-four countries, can call to mind, un
less it be a certain class of coolies in China. One 
loots them by means of the tax-gatherer and the po
lice, the other by means of the priests, and by trad
ing on their ignorance, which ih encourages, and 
their superstitions, which it is too lazy and indiff~r
ent to root out. And while one forbids the victim 
to move out of his bouse into another without per
mission, or to escape through any channel whatever, 
the other has the monstrous power to imprison or 
seng to Siberia anyone who presumes to assist him 

tates of your own conscience, or you will be punished Every traveler in Rassia has noticed this same di!-
and imprisoned." ference betwePn the sectarian communities and those 

Secured in its monopoiistic power and position by of ihe orthodox peasantry. It admits only one ex
the strong arm of the gl}vernment, the policy of the planation. The orthodox moujiks of Russia are at 
church has become that of the dog in the manger. tbe present day, in spite of the vaunted emancipa
Its intolerance of propaganda is only equaled by its tion of the serfs, the veriest slaves that were ever 
lethargy. It will neither bestir itself to the better- chained to the earth~ No negro in the United 
ment of the people, who hav been given into its States was ever owned and exploited as is the aver~ 
power, nor permit others to do so. Like any other age orthodox peasant of Russia to-day. He is owned 
monopoly that has no fear of competition, it refuses jointly by a pair of hard taskmasters of which one 
to trouble itself about the q,1alitv of the goods it exploits his body and the other his soul. Ol per
supplies, concerning itself solely with the question sonal, political, or religious liberty he is as destitute 
of warning off infringers of its prerogativ. as be was when he was a serf. If now and then one 

In southern Russia, however, notwithstanding peasant of exceptional brains and energy manages to 
the severe penalties enacted against apostasy, a very better his condition, thousands are materially worse 
large proportion of the people are, either openly or off than they ever were before. The moujik has 
covertly, dissant"~rs. If born outside the province simply changed mastErs. The knout has been taken , . 
of the orthodox church. all well and good, there is from the nobles and placed in the hands of the tax
no need of concealment; but if a convert from collector, And the latter, having no personal inter
orthodoxy, peace and security from imprisonment is est in him beyond exacting Cre3ar's tribute, often 
usually secured by bribing the priest to make out spates him less than his former master did. 
false certificates of communion, which are, so to His spiritual master, the orthodox churcb,instead 
speBk, "religious passports." This tho apostate has of sending him a benevolent, religious gentleman for 
to get renewed every year, RS every peasant does his pastor, spiritual teacher, and guide, who would teach 
civil passport from the police. Selling false eucha- him temperance and morality, and cheer and encour
ristical certifieates to btcksliders from the established age him in the hour of adversity, saddles him with a 
church is said to double the income of many puisb knavish servil, who encourages him to drink vodka, 
priests in southern Russia. and bargains like a horse-dealer with him over the 

All dissenting sects are known as heratios. The price of baptizing his children. 
more numerous are the Stundists and the Molokane, Ten chances to one if he ever had a copy of the 
or milk-eaters, so called because they drink milk scriptures in his hands in his life. And if he could 
on fast days. In riding across the steppes of the read and was found by his pastor with a copy in his · 
Ukraine and the Crime&, I used to stumble upon possession the precious gentleman would very likely 
the villages of these dissenter<', as well as of Gar- cause him to be thrown into prison as a heretic a11d 
man colonists. The most curious thing to me and a dangerous persolJ, or still more probable, would 
the point I wish to explain is that you could tell demand a bribe for omitting to do so. . 
a German or a sectarian colony as far as you If by some extraordinary freak of human nature 
could sea it, on account of the v.-st difference the pastor should happen to take interest enough 
between its surroundings and thoge of an orthodox in his work to preach an occasional sermon, before 
moujik village. he may deliver himself of a word of what he would. 

0 aly a few miles across the steppe, on the same say he bas got to write out his sermon and submit it . 
soil, and with no advantages or favors from nature, to the blagotchinny, a sort of ecclesiastical spy and 
you reach a village that seems to belong to another censor. It is unnecessary to a~d that this worthy 
country, or to an age centuries ahead of the one you takes very good care that no hgbt shall penetrate 
hav just left. The houses are built with some pre· the darkness of the moujik's understandillg by the 
tense to architectural beauty; they are painted white channel that he controls.-1 homas StevenB in the 
and roofed with red tiles. The wi.Ddows, which in World. 
the orthodox villages were broken, stuffed with rags 
or covered with dirt, are as clean as in an American 
house. E:ieh house stands in a flower- garden, ne!itly 
fenced, and avenues. of trees are along the streets. 
Here, too, if it is harvest time, you will find the 
peasants owning a threahing- machine and other mod
ern appliances for ssving time and labor. Hitherto, 
though you may hav ridden on horseback all the way 
from Moscow, you hav seen nothing but fl~t~ila and 
rude stone rollers for threshing, and the grain bas 
been winnowed by tossing it in the air on windy 
days. 

The secret of this tremendous transformation is 
that you hav reached the colonies of the sectarians 
who· bav pulled their necks out of the yoke of the 
monopolistic church. When I first reached one of 
these clean and prosperous villages, after several 
weeks' experience among the orthodox, my eyes 
were gladdened as at the sight of an oasis in the 
desert. 

I was alone, a stranger and a foreigner, unable to 
speak the language beyond making known my wants. 
My companion and interpreter had returned to Mos
cow. As I expected, I was received with suspicion. 
For all they knew I might be a secret agent of the 
government coming among them for sinister reasons 
as spy. These sectarians dread an agent of the gov
ernment more than the evil one himself. 

I showed them my American passport, which puz
zled them and seemed only to add to their suspicions. 
At length, however, I was taken in. The bouse was 
as scrupulously clean as a house i!l Holland. Shin
ing brass candlesticks stood in the broad window
sills, and flower-pots full of plants gladdened the 
eyes and added to the cheerfulness of this model in
terior of a cottage. Everything that could be pol
ished was bright, everything of linen as white as 

Lectures and Meetings. 
"RATIONAL Anarchy," will be Mr. A. G. O'Shea's subject 

at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East Fifteenth street, 
Friday evening, January 2d. January 9th, Miss Ada Camp
bell will occupy the platform. 

Mn. W. F. JAMIESON writes: "Our friends hav come to 
our rescue splendidly. We· need no further loans; and I 
send this at once to notify Liberals to send me no more. 
Detailed report will be sent soon." . 

ON Sunday, January 4\h, at 3 P.M, at Fraternity Rooms, 
Bedford avenue and South Second street, Brooklyn, E. D., 
before the Philosophical Association, Dr. L. G. Janes will 
dissect" Mr. T. B. Wakeman's Philosophy." The debate 
after the speech will be confined to the two gentlemen 
named. On the following Sunday Mr. John R. Charlesworth 
will speak at the same place. 

J. E. REMSBURG has returned from 1is Western tour. He 
made a journey of over ten thousand miles, visiting Nebraska, 
Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Idaho, Wyoming, Tens; 
Arizona, California, Oregon, Washingto'n, British Columbia, 
and Chihuahua. He delivered from one to five lectures In 
each of the following cities and towns : Victoria, B. C.; 
Portland, Ore.; Seattle, Wash.; Tacom'l., Wash.; S~n Fran
cisco, Cal.; Los Angeles, Cal.; S~n Diego, Cal.; Ogden, 
Utah; Albuquerque, N. M.; Aspen, Col ; Glenwood Springs, 
Col; Albion, Ida.; Almy, Wyo.; Ban Bernardino, Cal.; 
Monterey, Cal.; Banta Rosa, CaL; Colusa, Cal.; B~n Miguel, 
.Cal ; Merced, Cal; Snelling, Cal.; Tulare C1ty, Cal.; 
Hornitos, Cal.; Michigan Bluff, CaL; Lemoore, Cal.; Han
ford, C~~ol.; Norwalk, CaL; Santa Ana, Cal.; Forest Grove, 
Ore.; Silverton, Ore.; Coburg, Ore.; Buckley, Wash.; 
Slaughter, Wash-; Coalville, Utah; Kamas, Utah; Grand 
Junction, Col.; Canon City, Col.; Yuma, Col.; Boulder, Col.; 
Minden,Neb.; Gibbon, Neb.; Alexandria,Neb.; Humboldt, 
Neb.; Greenville, Ore ; Logan, Utah. 

soap and elbow-grease would make it. . B k Cl th ~2 50. Boards $2 
For supper I bad white bread and fried eggs, cold The Picture oo ' o ' 'i' , • : . ' • 

milk and the only eatable butter I had seen since Many purchasers of the " Freethmker s Pwtorial Text
leaving Moscow. In the province of Ekalerimollav Book" having exdprtessedtiafydetshiree J~~:n~10!~~ifo~ina~ !~dJi: 

· · 1· d t f 1 h 'f . we hav arrange o sa s , there IS a maxtm app 1e o a care u ousew1 e . ti nal fifty cents will send it in allk cloth, gold and black 
" She is good, like a Molokani wife." A~ night I le~tering. Illuminated board covers, $2. In either Etyle of 
slept between clean, sweet sheets, a luxury that I had binding it is the cheapest book for the money abong Free
given up all hopes of ever enjoying in a R-1esian vii- I thought publications. It Is also one of the very est. 



6 TH.J:D TH.U'J.'J:-l SEEKl~I?,, JANUARY 8, :1881. 

• No Evidence of the Supernatural. What is so repu!siv to a sane mind as the dogmm 
The propensity to investigate source being en- of self creation; which, anal)' zed, signifies that God 

demic to the human race, it is obvious that from this begat, conceived, accouched, and nursed himself ? 
small germ sprang all the precious fruits cf reason Yet •· believe or be damned," credulity or death! 
and science. Long liv theology, that cherhhed "science" which 

Enlightenment, liberty, and morality, aiJd their soothes the sinnet's anguish with the ecstat;c consola
concomitant, happiness, in their reepectiv stagu of tion that non-performance of impossibility is re
advancement were, and are, most highly developed warded by the torture of eternal agony ! 
where science bas predominated over euperstition and The biblical character of God is hideous, more 
its train of ignorance, spatby, degradation, cruelty, "infernal" than "divine." His theoiogical attri
and general inutility. . butes are incompatible, anomalous, and heteroge-

AH knowledge is the result of observation and neous; and all the hypothetical phases of his exist· 
investigation, prompted by doubt or mental ambition. en<!e bav proved inadequate to withst.and the test 

N otwitbstanding the fact that during two centuries either of scier.ce or unpr~ j udiced common sense. 
of activ and profound research into all tangible forms Eternity, iiJ:finity, omni:fic ability, omnipotex:cP, 
of matter, both terrestrial and firmamental, not a omniecience, omnipresence, impeccability, magna
vestige of evidence of the existence of hell or heaven, nimity-these bewildering characterist-ics of the 
demon or divinity, or immortality has been discov- alleged God are not only, each and all, alternately 
ered; and mythology, confuted by its own antino- effirmed and denied by the unholy scriptures, but 
miss, has been doubly refuted by history and logic. are logic&lly incapRble of coeval existence in one in-

Although science has enlightened millions of the dividual being. The theological divinity is annihi 
mentally oppres8ed, and greatly mitigated the bar- Jated by the same code of theories by which be wu 
baric rigor of all religioDs by exposing their fallacies, invented. He alternately defends and criminates 
atrocities, extortions, usurpations, and univerqal der- himself by his dictated documentary testimony; and 
potism, there yet remain populous masses swayed human paralogy likewise subverts the very image 
and subjuga~ed by the p~rnicious sophistry of that which it essays to erect.. 
counterfeit science, theology.. Conceding, for the purpose of antithesis, the in:fin· 

Consecutiv government constitutes one of the ity and omnipresence of God, the entire :firmament, 
many recent theological innovations in sophistical animals and man, angel and demon, heaven and hell, 
argument. From the fact that, in the animal king- not. only comprise his ubiquitous throne, but are 
dom, certain lower grades of creatures serve as prey component and inseparable elements of God-i.e., 
to other genera in the ascendancy, this latter order nature. Hence, mortals are likewise eternal, iD:fioit, 
being likewise subservient to another, still superior, omnipotent, impeccable, etc., and in otbet- and all 
the successiv subordination extending to the climax, resp£cts co-equal and co-eternal with God. Obher
man, to whom all living beings are auxiliary in some wise God is neither in:finit nor omnipresent, for om
respect, direct or remote-from this precedent nipresence is absent from nothing and nowhere, and 
some theologians endeavor to establish a continuil.y of infinity includes every infinitesimal atom of substance 
government, by the absolute creation of a dominant and epace. If God were immutable prior to the 
agency, other than nature, still paramount to man. period . of all*'ged creation, then at the inception 

However, in the chimerical attempt to demonstrate thereof he forfeited that attribute, for creation er
tbe subjection of man to an incorporeal power, tails aclion and action incurs change. 
conformably to this false theory of analogous depend- Concerning the Apologists and Reconcilers, if this 
ence, they only manifest the incompatibility of the immunity of transposing, distorting, and otherwise 
distorted rule by abruptly founding. a limit to its misinterpreting the numeTous codradictory, ambig
perpetuity in the person of God. The subordination uous, and fulsome oracles of the sacred texts be ac
of vassal to mlilster, subjeot to sovereign, is no crite- corded to theologians, cannot skeptics and dissenters 
rion of analogous extension. In EXpanding the utilize a similar system of hermeneutics in eubver
limit t<? a hypothetical being and there terminating sion of every creed and theory thus produced? 
that :finite rule which they apply to the in:finit, the By the adoption of the theological ratiocination in 
sophist renounces his own sophistry. · secular matters, every falsehood and libel ever 

If the theory of successiv option and control of uttered 'by human lips could be similarly reconciled 
nature be extended to the supernatural, it then be- with absolute truth, to the utter extinction of dis
comes relevant and applicable to the supernatural crimination between truth and error, morality and 
factors; and it is equally as logical to infer that barbarity, justice and cruelty. 
earth's dynasties of kings and subjects, lords and Should the advance and expansion of reason dur
vassals, are duplicated among the aristocracy of ing the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries be a 
heaven in an eternal line of Gods, co-eternsl, yet plausible criterion of religious decadence, one-half 
ranking singly and consecutivly higher in authority. century hence should record the epoch of dispersion 

Such is the plasticity of theological speculat:on of the last vestige of humanity's universal foe ; of 
that its identical principles may be applied to their the dfflection of annual billions of long-perverted 
own refutation; thus overthrowing theology with revenue to legitimate channels; of the grand frui
the very weapons of its dEfense. tion of the noblest purposes of mankind, perfect 

sary. Will De Witt tell us all about the· rafters, giv 
us the dimensions of the timbere, where they grew, 
how he got them up there, and above all tell us what 
need there is of sky-rs.fters? Matter always existed 
and the planets are kept in their places or on their 
courses by attraction and repulsion among them
selv"; and as there· is no need of sky· rafters I would 
ad vise him to. get them down as quickly as possible, 
and let the members of the Young Men's Christian 
Association saw and split them up for fuel for poor 
widows, insteed of wasting so much time in playing 
ball and other sports, and then hiA hearers would 
bav nothing but imagination to hang their relig
ion on. 

In another SPrmon he says the weather-bureau bas 
several times spoken of cyclones to come the next 
day; but when the day arrived the sun shone bright 
and all was pleasant with no appearance of cyclone. 
Why was that? Why, the cyclone struck a prayer 
tmd glanced c.ff to punish a people that had not 
prayers enough to change its course. Think of that., 
reader ! Oi all the foolishness I hav heard or read 
from the pulpits, I hav found nothing more foolish 
than tbie. When a cyclone or :fire destroys a theater, 
a museum,. or other place of amusement, he calls it a 
jud~ment of God for their wickedness; but when 
his Tabernacle was burnt and his dupes began to 
talk about buying a larger lot and building a larger 
tabernacle, so that he could rake in more inoney, be 
called it a baptism of :fire for the fl,lory of God. 
De Witt has made a journey to the Holy Land and 
talks about the miserable, rocky, barren cot ntry as 
though he thought every stone was sscred 'nough 
to pave the streets of heaven. There is nor nd to 
his praise of that barren country. They f t y he 
brought home ono of the stones to put in his '1 aber
nacle. Why then should be preach any more llf ainst . 
the heathen who worship stocks and stones~ 'l'ne 
teatben prove thfmselvs wiser than Talmage, for the 
stocks and stonea that they worship will not harm 
them, while the God of Talmage is accused in his 
own book of pouring out his wrath and vengeance on 
his own children, and is going to puni~h a large 
portion of them with eteYnal torments because their 
great great- grand"mother ate one of his apples hun
dreds O!L' thousands of years before they were born. 

Reader, think -of· a cyclone striking a prayer and 
glancing off to some other place I Can all of the 
eighty thousand priests of the different sects in this 
country get up anything more foolish' If all the 
prayers. that the human race bas enr uttered to a 
supreme being were packed t·cgether, and if a roue
keto should strike the budge~, instead of glancing oft 
he would go through it witnout knowing 1t. No law 
of nature was ever yet suspended or turned aside by 
prayert~, and never will be ; and the sooner people 
stop praying to unknown Gods, and go to work to 
answer their own prayers by doing gord, the better 
it will be for all. J. HACKER. 

Vineland, N.J., D3c. 16, 1890. 

Taxation. Not in this instance alone are theological princi- _peace and happiness. M. L. SALTER. 

ples eelf-destructiv; but likewise in their perverted Williams, Ariz. The American Sacular U aion is devoted, at least 
application of the theory of evolution do they limit professedly, to the separation of church aiJd state. 
that illimitable process by which they endeavor to Its headquarters and chief cflicers are in our 0 d 
establish an ideal soul and its intangible attributes. 'falmage's FoiJy. Keystone state. Now is an opportunity for it to 
All who explicitly comprehend the theory of evolu- Is Da Witt Talmage insane or a natural- born do some missionary work right at its own door. At 
tion recognize the impossibility of immortality. Not fool, the offspring of a pair of fanatical cranks~ the present tim9 church propert.y pays no taxes, and 
vegetable, animal, and human life alone, but worlds He tells his congregation that they keep their relig- it is very probable that the next session of our legis
and systems of worlds are alternately composed and ion hung up on the cloudy rafters of the sky. He lature will revise our tax laws. Aud they nePd it. 
~isintegrated by nature's ceaseless process of con- makes no distinction~does not seem to bav any real badly enough. The committee on t&ution made 
tmual and gradual mutation. No scientist has yet saints that keep their religion here for every-day use the report and drafted "Bill No. 1," "An set to pro· 
disce~ned immortality oi any subsiance in one phase as their master commanded them, feeding the bun- vide for revenue for local purposes by taxation," ehl. 
of extstence. Evolution implies succassiv compoai- gry, clothing the naked, visiting the sick and impris- You will :find in Section II, page 6, "Regular places 
tion and decomposition, consecutiv life and death. oned; but lumps them all together and accuses th"em of stated religious worship with the necessary curti
But immortality signifies an existence wholly an om- all of keeping their religion hung up on the eky- lage appurtenant thereto, not exceeding five acres, and 
~Ions to,. and independent of, this rule; therefore rafters. the furniture and musical instruments necel!llary for 
Immortaltty would necessitate a direct violation of Is that the reason why poor widows put their and used therein," shall be exempt from taxatiov. 
nature's cardinal and immutable law. "Consistency children and themselvs to death to avoid the pangs Now is the time to work without delay if any good 
is a jewel "-indigenous neither to mythology nor of starvation! Is it the reason why sewing women is to be accomplished. Patitions should be poured 
theology. in cellar and garret when a season of abort work in upon our legislators, and proper litt~rature sent to 
Th~ endeavor to revive the declining prestige of overtakes them are forced to resort to houses of iJl. them to inform them properly upon thil'l very impor

the. Bible by. the s~lf r;f':ting sophistry of spurious fame to eke out a miserable existence? It is not tant question. Many of our legislators take t.bat par
logic an~ smence, IS onvwusly bstet·odox, inasmuch two years since a Philadelphia paper told us that in agraph as a matter of course without a thought., but 
sa ~he B~Ie?ces &re strictly secular instit.utions, owing that city New York and Brooklyn women had be- if awakened at the proper time they would at least 
thetr ori.gm and s'?stemmce to Infidelity. Tbe use come so abort of work that they were flocking by consider the matter. And even if the Secular Union 
of he~etlC ~eane .m . defsnse of religion, and the scores to such places to avoid starvation. cannot gain its o\1j 3Ct it will nevertheless open the 
adoptwn ana apphcat10n of Agnostic sciences to the Ob, if D3 W1tt's congregation hav religion enough eyes of many now blind aud lAt. some light unto the 
enhance~ent of superstition, are a libel on honesty bung up on the rafters to purchase one :five-cent present benighted idolators. Y m will- :find in the 
and consistency. loaf or a one-cent cracker, let them get it down at same section as Bhove, class 4, " Tanble : Horses and 

T~~. m?di:fi~d pre~epts and corrupted dogmas of once, for there are scores of women and children in cattle, sbeep and swine, wearing apparel, household 
ChrlStl&Dity, Its antiscriptural innovations its reli- that city tbBt are suffering the pangs of hunger every furniture, and tools and implements used for the pur
ance upon Materia.listic and Atheistic sciences to hour of their lives. suit of a trade or calling," etc., shall be taxed. The 
~:tract _it~ spiritual end~, its extension of the probib. Until recently Da Witt has h~ld that God upheld rail-splitter shall bav his maul and wedges taxed. 
Ited hmits of tolerat10n, its numherless infringe- the skies, but now he has relieved him of that tire- The woodchopper shall hav his DX taxed-yes, his 
mente of orthodox canons, and other departures from some duty and has got sky-rafters. Will he tell us pants and sbirt e.nd hat, and shoes if he doesn't J!O 
the. ~oc~rins of Christ, its founder, pr'lve modern all about those rafters T The other day I read of a barefoo~ed, shall be taxed, according to Bill No. 1. 
Chl'lslamty to be Infidelity in disguise, or heresy in stick of timber four hundred feet long and :fifteen "Bat regular places of stated religious wore hip with" 
defiance. feet in diameter; and Mr. Reynold!', who is lecturing 

1 

etc,, with their millions upon millions, &nd steeples 
Tne.ol~gy_. i.e., the "science" of the unscientific, in the West, speaks in a late communication of see- towering to the sky, with "all the curtilaf!e appurte

wherem Is ll!ustrate~ that marvelous mathematical ing trees from :five to twenty feet in diameter and nant thereto," shall go without paying a cent of tax, 
problem, thrice one IS one and once one is three three to four hundred feet high. This timber, large J so that. the poor man mny hav the more to pay-so 
may be de~ned as a ~baot~c. medley of orthodoxy as it is, is Jess than a grain of must.Brclseed beside tbat the prophecy msy be fulfilled. Now is t.be 
and In:fidehty, mnd, bemg divided against itself, can the largf'st mountain, in compsriRon with what would! tim~> t.n 11ct 0·1r legislature meet~< i11 "fpw wt=!Pks. 
not enduro. · be wanted for sky-rafters, provided rafters were neces_, I Jfv,lberry, Pq,, J.J, W. LIGHTY. . .. ,, 
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A Petition 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, 

'Tis Sabbath day. You must not fill 
Your hungry maw, 

But seek thee out some pile of stones, 
Get down upon your marrow-bones 
And spelld the dsy in sighs and groans, 

TO THE SENATE AND HOUBli: OF REPREBRNTA-~, 
TIVB OF THE UNITED STA.TEB. 

Such is the law. 

And last, not least, that creature man, 
Who dares our holy laws to scan, Ye Senators who sit in state, 

And make the laws to regulate 
All sinners prone to desecrate 

The Sabbath day, 
We humbly ask in this petition, 
To save such sinners from perdition, 
You pass a law to force submission 

To gospel sway. 

(It may be weli just here to mention, 
Tile saints in solemn church convention 
R~solved. decreed without dissension, 

. . 'Tis their belief, 
That Sunday is a holy day, 
When all should go to church and pray, 
And drop a nickle in the tray 

For their relief.) 

The devil has stirred up of late, 
In every hamlet, town, and state, 
What may be termed a mortal hate 

Of our class. 
They do proclaim fqr gold we preach, 
And disbelieve e'en what we teach, 
83y "Every parson is a leech," 

Or else " an ass." 

When Sunday comes (our holy "fRke") 
Toe ganders fiock to field or lake, 
Toe ducklings follow in their wake 

For sport or play. 
While vacant stand the empty pews, 
The gospel's robbed of half its dues, 
And ministers hav got the blues 

For want of pay. 

Now, what we want to right this wrong, 
You make a law, and fence it strong, 
HJrse-high, pig-tight, also bull-strong, 

'rwm be divine. 
A'ld if they seek to break the law 
We'll make them feel the gospel claw, 
A'ld sell their beds, of husk or straw, 

To pay the fine. 

And having passed such resolution, 
E<Jgraft it on_the Constitution, 
And then apply the strong solution 

To all complaint. 
But still exempt the clergv class, 
To field and fiocks giv them a pass. 
Put no stiff bridle on the ass 

Or godly saint. 

Rut let the donkey roam at large, 
o·.,r all the herds giv him the charge j 
Alone he'll steer the gospel barge 

Through rocks of sin. 
G\v him access to every fair, 
F.Jr he might want to wander there, 
lila gospel gifts and grace to share 

With those wi hin. 

N >W all ye sinners, young and old, 
He take thee to the gospel fold, 
A!ld hear the sacred 'llBS unfold 

His holy brief. 
How Adam, kicked from Eden's garden, 
Without God's mercy, grace, or pardon, 
With Madam Eve, her Dolly Varden 

A single leaf, 

{).1mpelled to earn, by sweat of brow, 
T1eir dally food, like horse or cow, 
To either hold or draw the plow · 

To till the land, 
And all because a wayward wife 
Plucked apples frOm the tree of life, 
Placed there to tempt and stir up strife 

By God's command. 

Ye "bunnies" Ekelping down the path, 
Mind how you cut your Sunday swath, 
Lest you incur God's awful wrath 

Right then and there. 
The gospel hawk is hovering round, 
And soon he'll swoop along the ground, 
And scalp thee like a hungry hound, 

Leave hide nor hair. 

Ye nmping squirrels on the tree 
Mind how you take your Sabbath spree; 
A gospel eye is watching thee 

With direful threat. 
He soon shall raise his gospel gun, 
!:)poi! all your Racrllegious fun, 
And Sabbath-breakers be less one, 

Don't you forget. 

Ye sheep.and lambkins at your play, 
You must not frisk on Sabbath day; 
Uet down upon your knees and pray, 

Your fate bewail. 
Go seek the shelter of some trees, 
Get down upon your bony knees ; 
And if you cannot pray, just sneeze 

And !!hake your tail. 

Now, all ye songsters of the grove, 
Ye bobolinks and cooing doves, 
Leave off your Sabbath songs of love 

And fiy away. 
Go seek some lone, secluded glade, 
Where sunlight never enters shade; 
And sulk like some neglected maid, 

And spend the day. 

Ye ducklings circling round the lake, 
Y 6u must not light your thirst to slake, 
Or make love to your favorit drake, 

Or dive, or swim. 
But hie thee to the gospel herd, 
And hear extolled the holy word; 
And, fluttering like a wounded bird, 

ConfPBB your sin. 

Ye kine all browsing on the hill, 
Or grazing by the gurgling rill, 

And act out Mother Nature's plan, 
Free as the air, 

Bdng him right swiftly to the cross, 
Convince him that he hath a boss, 
And make hiin feed the gospel hoes 

A double share. 

Thus shall the law the church sustain, 
The church and law the priest maintain; 
While all the land shall be afiame 

With gospel light; 
The state and church in one combine, 
A holy trust, a pool divine, 
While priests like rotten mack'rel shine 

In moonlight night. 
Wasl!ington, D. 0. C. W. 

' Unless otherwise specified, all publieations 
! noticed here can be had of 'fBE TRUTH BEEKER 
1 CoMPANY, at tlte priees named. 

"The R\ch Man's Fool," Is a thick paper
covered fifty-cent novel, by Robert C. Givens, 
published by Laird & Lee, Chicago. It is a 
wild effort of imagination, not unskilfully 
worked out, but padded to repletion with 

' commonplace dialog and description. It 
; may serve to amuse but has no real value. 

The Dramatie Mirror publishes a Christ. 
mae number as pretty as colored inks and 
skilful presswork can make it. Portraits of 
some handsome actresses also appear therein, 
and many entertaining sketches by profee
sional people, as those who amuse and in
struct us on the stage are termed. Price, 25 
cents. 

The individualists will thank J. Madison 
Hook for putting their arguments into such 
compact and get-at-able shape as he has done 
in a little ten-cent pamphlet called "Human 
Rights," to which E. C. Walkel", the pub
lisher, has added a lucid Introduction. Mr. 
Hook has dug down to fundamental princi
ples, and has produced a book which may be 
safely commended to the careful study of all 
who want to know what is right and why it 
is right. 

"Shall the Bible be Read in Our Public 
E'chools ?'' by Richard B. Westbrool!;, presic 
dent of the American Secular Union, is the 
lecture he delivered at the Union's last con
gress at Portsmouth, Ohio. As we printed a 
large part of it in the report of the congress 
our readers know. all about it. Dr. West. 
brook has had it very neatly printed for the 
Union by the J. B. Lippincott Company, and 
we shall be glad to help circulate it over the 
country. Single copy 10 cents; per dozen, 
60 cents. 

"Agnosticism and Immortality," by Sam
uel Laing, and "Humanity and DJgma," by 
Amos Waters, are uncovered pamphlets 
issued by the London " Propagandist Press 
Committee" to spread the principles of Rad
icalism. The aim of the writers is to convert 
" by persuasivness rather than undue hostil
ity toward the popular creeds." Both writers 
are gentlemen well known to Eng ish Radi. 
c11Is as scholarly contributors to the Agnosttc 
Jou1·nal and Watts's .Agnostic Annual and 
Literary Guide, and their work is highly ap
preciated on the other side. 

"Socialism vs. Individualism," is a report 
of a debate at Nottingham between Mrs. 
Annie Besant, Socialist, and Mr. Frederick 
Miller, of the Liberty and Property Defense 
League. The gentleman was placed in a 
difficult position, for there are few debaters 
so able as Mrs. Besarit, but he seems to hav 
borne up well, though Mrs. Besant obtained 
the greater share of the appl!mse. The 
debaters dwelt more upon the supPosable 
effects of the two systems applied to Eagland 
than upon their abstract principles, and the 
speeches therefore lose some of their interest 
to non-residents of England. The pamphlet 
is published by C. J. ·Welton, 42 Milton 
street, Nottingham, and would cost 10 cents 
sent here. 

There was once a young man, of Congre· 
gational antecedents, who owned a yacht, 
but he found that yachting and church
membership were not compatible in calm 
weather; so he sold his yacht and bought a 
bicycle on which to ride to church. But so 
in love did he get with his Safety machine 
that he forgot the church, rode all over the 
town on Sundays, and finally started a bicycle 
store. We are reminded of this by receiving 
the Pope Manufacturing Company's Bicycle 
calendar for 1891, a very convenient calen. 
dar for the desk, adorned with texts showing 
the great advantages of owning a machine, 
either Ordinary or Safety. They can be had 
of the company at Boston. The name of the 
J!Onng man who was saved from the church 
by the pU!chase of the Safpty is Smith, and 
his place pf business is 1238 Bedford avenue, 
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Brooklyn, where inquirers as to the fact of au.thor adds to its worth and finish. It sells 
his conversion should apply. Conclusion: at the low price of half a dollar." 
The Bicycle is a moral agent. 

The story of American iron. making in the 
Popular Science Monthly is continued in the 
January number, with an account of the in
troduction of " Iron Mills and Puddling
Furnaces." Dr. Andrew D. White has one 
of his vigorous "Warfare of Science" chap, 
ters in this issue, entitled "From Babel to 
Comparativ Philology," in which the origin 
of the tower legend is given, and the· history 
of the belief that Hebrew was the original 
language is traced. There is a paper on 
"The Peopling of America." by the eminent 
French authority, M. De Quatrefages. 
Garrett P. Serviss contributes one of his 
attractiv articles about the stars, describing 
"Star-Streams and Nebulrn," with an illustra
tion. Professor Huxley writes on "The 
Aryan Question and Prehistoric Man," attack
ing the 1dea that the forefathers of the. peo· 
pie of Europe and India must hav been one 
race, because they spoke one language. One 
of the Monthly·a correspondents raises the 
question what basis science give for moral 
conduct, and is answered in the "Editor's 
Table." Fifty cents a number, $5 a year. 

Adam and Charles Black of Edinburgh, 
whose agents here are Macmillans, hav done 
a first-rate thing in projecting a series of 
small books on " Science in Plain Language." 
Two of these books now at hand are" Evolu
tion: Antiquity of Man," and "Astron
omy : Sun, Moon, Stars, etc." The books 
are what the name of the series implies, are 
written by eminent scholars, and will be 
found particularly useful to those who 
hav not access to voluminous text-books, yet 
desire to know what science says about so 
much of the mi.iverse as man can investigate. 
The two books named are l:lv William Dur• 
ham, F.R.S.E. The one on Evolution deals 
with Natural Selection-Origin of Species, 
antiquity of man, etc; Protoplasm-origin 
of life, etc.; Color-of fiowers and animals; 
Movement-of p1ants. In this last division 
are some interesting data concerning carniv
orous plants. The volume on astronomy 
contains papers on the Sun and Solar Energy; 
the :Moon; Weighing the Sun· and Moon; 
Size and Mass of the Euth; Planet Worldm 
and Suns; Fixed and Variable Stars; Star 
Clusters. Nebulro. and Comets; Contents of 
Space; Formation of the Heavenly Bodies; 
Tides; Light; the Spectroscope. The price 
of each volume is 50 cents. 

"Freethinking and Free Inquiry," a 
seventy-five-cent limp.clotb-bound book pub
lished by W. Stewart &; Co., London, is the 
first part of a series of manuals to be devoted 
to sketching the outlines of a a.ystem of 
Rationalistic philosophy, as "Agnosco," the 
author, explains in the preface. l:luch a ~ys
tem he says. will be based upon modern, 
scie~lific, and evolutionary principles, and 
may be regarded as a critical philosophy. 
Destructiv criticism has long been used with 
good effect in the cause of Rationalism, and, 
while the author admits the good work it has 
done and is doing, he believes that the time 
has come for Rat-ionalism to make better use 
of constructiv criticism, for the purpose of 
building up society upon more reasonable 
lines than those of the past. It cannot be 
doubted that the application of scientific 
methods to the study of society and morals, 
and of evolutionary principles to psychology 
and sociology, and also to ethics, must hav a 
vast effect upon our ideas, not only of life 
and mind, but also of politics and morality; 
and the importaDce of a true method of 
criticism therein cannot be overlooked. This 
volume contains the analysis of Freethought 
per se, and of Free thought i!l science, poli~cs, 
and religion. The synthesis is. Rationahem 
as a philosophy; the scope of Rationalism; 
Education. The summary of the work shows 
the author to be a disc pie of Herbert 
Spencer. 

Of the novel, "Is This Your Son, My 
Lord ?" Miss Susan H. Wixon writes : 
•· This is the title of Helen Gardener's latest 
bonk. The matter is as meaty. interesting, 
and taking as Its title. It is firm, strong, 
daring. It is Ullfiinching for the trut.h. It 
is royal for the right. After one begins the 
reading of this book it is hard to lay it by 
until the last page is reached. It deals with 
facts as they are, in a firm, masterly manner. 
Tae idea that there is one code of morality 
for wom'9n and another totally different for 
men has long prevailed. Through the teach
ings of the Bible and the canon law, woman 
has been, and is still regarded, the slave and 
underling of man. Terribly has she suffered 
on this account. One by one the ecclesias. 
tical chains are being sundered. This book of 
Miss ·Gardener's is one more ringing blow at 
the crumbling symbol of bondage. 

"Many college bovs will see themselvs in 
these pages. Fred Harmon and his schem
ing but weak-minded mother, are types true 
to life. They are in every community. We 
shudder at Preston Mansfield's bestial father, 
yet his kind, in a degree, is far too common 
for the comfort and safety of women. As an 
offset to this claes stands Harvey Ball, brave, 
honest, true-a self-poised, moral man. It is 
a relief to read his character. . 

"The book commends itself to the thought
ful attention rrf every intelligent pPr•on. I-. 
is prettily bound in paper covers, 257 pages, 
and the portrait of its bright ~nd haJldsome 

"Roses and Rue" is the title of Saladin's 
latest volume, a handsomely printed and 
bound book of 256 pages, price $1.50. The 
title reveals the nature of the contents-the 
Roses are the sentiments of love and kindli
ness and good-will, clothed in words of 
beauty; the Rue the bitter, sarcastic, caustic 
arraignment or a false religion and hypocrisy 
which Saladin likes to indite. The book con
tains nearly forty "random notes and 
sketches." as the author calls them, but they 
are really word pictures. Saladin is a 
Scotchman and there is in all his writings a 
background of rugged mountains and invit
ing valleys-Scotch harshness with what he 
conceives to be error, and deep tenderness 
for loved friends and a loved cause. These 
pieces therefore express both sides of this 
character, to whicl). is added a Carlyleian 
contempt for the thirty millions of Eagland 
who bow before Mammon and a Ghost. 
Like Thoreau's" Week" and "Walden" it 
is a volume for the fireside and Sunday mus
ing, to read again and again, and its resonant 
sentences will probably make the reader an 
unconscious plagiarist. The sketches havno 
connection with each other, or anything else, 
yet a purpose runs through the book-the 
purpose to bring out the right and retire .the 
wrong, to point out tbe follies of humanity 
and the feebleness of Christianity when 
brought into the court of common sense. 
They are sadly serious, contemptuously hu. 
morous, tenderly poetic, chivalrously pas
sionate, and when Saladin goes upstairs to 
the golden bedroom prepared for such guests 
as he his biographer will find this volume a 
revelation of his character, and will hav little 
trouble in cataloging his virtues. Perhaps it 
is because these sketches "giv him away" 
so plainly that he selected the~ for a v:olume, 
'for he is something of an Egoist, writtng the 
letter I large, and like most pronounced 
geniuses gages the value of the world by its 
value to himself. His fellow-countryman, 
Carlyle, was a man of that sort, and it seems 
to be natural to Scotchmen, who are (it 
would be treason for us to deny it) of the 
salt of the earth. John Knox's God was but 
a vastly exaggerated Scotchman, a million 
times magnified image of himself, and he 
filled heaven completely. . 

The subjects of the sketches in " Roses 
and Rue" run from such weighty themes as 
"God in the Constitution "--American Con
stitution-to such topics as '-'Warts," and 
the man who can put them both into one 
volume and not become ridiculous may be 
pardoned much. And who but a man of 
genius could make an essay on Thomas Cats 
a pleasing, philosophical, and valuable con
tribution to the literature of science? Or giv 
to a king's mistress, " Fair Rosamond," a 
halo of purity compared to which the aure. 
ole about a messiah's head is impenetrable 
fog? Or pick a dying man of genius out of 
the gutter, and because <he has sometimes 
written well put him into the pantheon ded
icated to the gods? Nearly all of these 
sketches do marvelous things ; they are 
masterpieces of art, and the common world 
will one -day "discover" Saladin as it has 
discovered Thoreau. whose books no one 
read when he was alive, but are now in their 
double figure editions. We hav space for 
only a short extract, and choose a picture in 
Britain when feudal castles, crowded with col
lared slaves, brawling lords, and brutal men
at-arms, were English Institutions, and wars 
with the Northmen were always on hand. 
Standing on the summit of Fairlie Castle, 
like an eagle on some isolated rock, this 
Scotchman dreamed back into the vanished 
past. " G:me were the lichens and the 
fiaunting :Fagweeds and the great gnarled 
knees and elbows of ivy that clung to the 
gray stone and mortar of the time-defying 
walls, and round me were fire and gore; and 
banners tossed above me emblazoned with 
Scotland's ruddy Lion and Norway's sable 
Rwen · the air was rent with yells, and the 
earth ~as riven with armed feet, and the 
sword filled with blood the furrows which 
battle had plowed in desperation and agony. 
Down went the Lion banner; my heart beat 
madly-! was a Scot and not a Dane, and 
over the gulf of ten centuries, swinging a· 
battle-ax with the cry of 'Albanich! Alba
nlch J-Scotla!ld I Scotland I' !rushed single
handed against a forest of Norwegian spears. 
The clang and the grapple were over; the 
evening fell, and to feast on the dead the 
raven came from the field, the gull from the 
sea, and the wolf from the forest. 

"There. was· pea~e. In th~ su~light the 
warder paced lazily to and fro on the battle
ments. Flagons jangled on the board, and 
hoarse voices sang of shipwrecks, and kisses, 
and swords. There was the whirr of the 
wheel as the women spun their lint, and the 
harsher whirr of the grindstone as the men 
sh:npened their blades. 

"I dreamed baok to the olden daYF, 
And knight and dame were there, 

And the firelight of her father's halls, 
On the ourls of Fairlie Fair. 

"And prondly Beauty's white breast heaved, 
Nor valor toiled in vain, 

And the ~rlorions glow of the olden world 
Lighted up the world again." 

One can almost hear the minstrels sbiging 
the ballads, see the brutal old warriors drain
ing their great tankards, and hear the rustle 
of the women's garment.s as they retire to per
mit the noble lords to drink themse!vs under 
the big oak table. T~ine has not done better~ 
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done. Our correspondent's statement implies that 
until " God was pretty well dead " with him he did 
not attempt to do much reforming. Does he think 
he is the only one in the world in the same condi
tion ! Shall the work of Liberalism stop because he is 
no longer studying for the ministry! It occurs to 
us that there are a few hundred thousand people in 
his own state with whom God is not " pretty well 
dead," and who might be benefited by a perusal of 
the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

the Nine Demands of Liberalism do not provide for 
such propagandism. 

Good Work-Push It, Texans! 

As a matter of fact, however, is "God pretty well 
Addre88 aZZ Communications to THE TRUTH BEEKER dead?" We wish we could think so, but the facte 

COMPANY. Mak8 all Drafts, ~ks, Post.1m and Ea;.. ,are the other way. Creeds are crumbling, cburcheP 
press Money OTders payable to fJHARLEB P. OMERB Y. are becoming liberalized in their tenets, people are 

The San Antonio, Tex., Secular Union has 
" buckled down to business," as the secretary puts 
it., and is endeavoring to repeal the Sunday laws of 
the state, so far as they require the observance of 
Sunday as a religious institution. Petitions bav 
been printed and sent to all the Freethinkers the 
Union knows, who are urged to obtain signatures, 
and thus show the lawmakers that Sunday laws are 
considered by a large number of Texans to be o)>. 
noxious and unjust. The following is the t~xt of 
the petition : SATURDAY, JANUARY 3, 1891. 
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Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 
WILL BR AN ARTIOLR RNTITLRD 

"AHfll SPOOKS: WHfR~ ARf THtY?" 
By THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN. 

In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker 
inclose ~o cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

What Kills the Leagues and Unions. 
·Recently we received a letter from the :Jecretsry of 

a ''Liberal League," an unofficial and private letter 
which we are inclined to print as text for a little ser
mon, withholding the name of officer and town : 

"Why do you not publish more books and pamphlets on 
economic subjects? • Those are in great demand these days. 
' God ' is pretty well dead in the higher circles of reformers 
in this city and even in the churches, and now the aspira
tions of men religiously free are seeking physical liberty 
and justice. Only a year and a half ago I was highly con
servativ, and studying for the ministry; to-day I am an hon. 
ored member of the ' League' and working for full freedom .. 

"Affectionately, --." 
Accompanying this was the notice of a lecture to 

be given before the League (which we should hav 
printed had it arrived in time) upon a subject as for
eign to the objects of the League as would be a dis
cussion of the :filioque clause of the Nicene creed be
fore a ta1iff reform club. 

In the first place, there will be found in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER bookstore about all the books and pamphlets 
on economic subjects that hav been issued by any
body, and the genial bnsiness manager will be happy 
to supply the secretary with any one of them at the 
regular price, with discounts suited to the quantity 
purchased. Human endeavor to reform the world 
politically is as laudable ae any reform fffort, and 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, so far as' it can without neglecting 
its own cause, aids it, while not pronouncing for any 
particular reformatory scheme. Education on all 
subjects is our motto. We can furnish literature 
Socialistic, Anarchistic, NRtionalistic; books on Land 
Reform, the Farmers' Alliance, Political E13onomics, 
or Malthusianism; on Free Trade and Protection, as 
well as essays on Physiology, Sexology, Hygiene, 
and Physical and Mental Training. We can furnish 
arguments for Prohibition, High License, and no Li
cense. In short, we are Reformers, with a big R, 
from the front door to the roof of the editorial sane. 
tum, and ask that people investigate every subject 
under the sun, because by investigation of facts and 
by logical thinking thereon is the world shoved ahead, 
and civiliz~tion and happiness and justice promoted. 
The human race, averaging it up, means well ; it is 
ignorance due to the low estate from whence it came 
that has got it into such a deep hole of misery. 

But-and we hav said this 8 good many times-we 
believe the most vital point of reform is to free men's 
minds. Until that is done, nothing else can be 

thinking-there is no doubt of that, but what are 
they doing withal to achieve justice betwee:a man 
and man? Whatever it is, it is only that they may 
hold their congregations. If we were publishing 
only for the few with whom "God is pretty well 
dead" we might well devote more space to economic 
views ; but we are stiU doing pioneer work in the 
mental :field. 

" Seeking physical liberty " are they, and so there 
is no use of killing superstition? But is there no 
room, no opportunity to labor for physical liberty in 
promoting Liberalism 1 Wait. Go back three or 
four years, go out twenty miles from where our cor
respondent writes, and there see a man on trial for 
denying the Christian religion and in danger of a 
dungeon. Is our correspondent's state so physically 
free for heretics that he can afford to fold his arms 
and do nothing to educate the people out of their 
superstition ? Is even he free to do what he pleases 
now on Sundays! Can he afford to ignore religious 
tyranny when the church closes his city up one 
seventh of the time? What economic~ tyranny is 
there that does this ? 

We cannot see the wisdom of Liberal Leagues de· 
serting their colors and flying off to "economics" till 
the battle is won-and it is not won by any means, 
and never will be won by lectures on the politics of 
foreign countries and the discussion of dreams. One 
victory, or half victory, over fanatics who try to im· 
prison for heresy is of more value in achieving phys 
icalliberty than all of these. And generally it is be· 
cause no practical work is undertaken that leads to 
splits in Liberal Leagues and Secular Unions. Do
ing nothing engaging all their energies, they :find 
time to quarrel over theories impossible of realiza
tion. A case in point is a League in a neighboring 
city. For years it wss devoted to lectures and dis
cussion, discussion and lectures, discussion, discus
sion, discussion ! Then it began on "economics," 
and the Economists had the floor; nothing but 
Socialism or its opposit was heard. The Freethink
ers g~:ew as tired of that as the Economists had of 
the discussions on Jonah and' the. whale. The 
League was divided; the Economists, who had not 
been able to maintain a separate organization, 
brought in their followers, and took possession. 
The Freethinkers formed a Secular Union, and there 
are two societies now, and the" schism" weakens 
both. Scores of Leagues hav been killed in just this 
way-too much discussion-no aggressiv work-in
difference-death. If this League had grappled 
with the questions of" physical liberty " presented in 
its own city; if it had gone to work for some one
any one, or all-of the Nine Demands, there would 
hav been no opportunity for the clash of opinions 
which :finally disrupted it. " Satan :finds some evil 
work for idle bands to do," runs the saying. The 
devil in this case was Discord, but he would hav been 
killed had the League done instead of discussed. 

With the Catholics overrunning our politics, the 
Protestants taking one day every week from the peo
ple, and both dipping their hands clear to the elbows 
in every state, county, and almost every municipal 
treasury in the land-with taxes on productiv prop
erty swollen by unjust exemptions-the Bible forced 
into almost every school in the land-heretics de
prived of civil rights in our courts-men imprison~d 
for not observing the church's holy day.....:it seems to 
us a poor time for discussing " iridescent dreams." 
Work, and not economics, is needed; and the harder 
the Leagues and Unions work for the objects for 
which they were formed the less opportunity for 
division will there be. 

But if they deliberately set out to propa~ate So
cialism or Anarchism they should not call their or
ganizations "Liberal Leagues" or "Secular U .nions." 
The constitution of the American Secular Union and 

" To the Hon01'able, the Twenty.8eeond Legislature of tfw 
State of Texas: 

"Realizing the pernicious evils that hav blemished the 
history of the nations of the Old World, by the combining 
of church and state, and fully appreciating the sublime 
wisdom of the founders of our countryin their unmistakable 
condemnation and inhibition of such an evil, 

" Tllereju?'e, We, the undersigned citizens of Texas, would 
most respectfully represent that nothing is more obvious 
than that all Sunday laws contained in our statute books are 
infringements upon our liberties and natural rights,. as 
defined by our fathers and clearly set forth by them in the 
Declaration of Independence and Constitution of the United 
States, and we would most respectfully petition your honor
able body to repeal all laws requiring the observance of 
Sunday as a religious insti~ution, or tending to that end." 

The petition should be circulated for signatures, 
and then sent to the representativ in the legislature 
at Austin, of the district in which the signers reside, 
before the last day of February, 1891. Copies may 
be procured of the secretary of the Union, O~to 
Praeger, 262 East Commerce street, San Antonio. 
We unite with Mr. Praeger in asking that every 
Freethinker in Tens take an activ interest in this 
work. 

No Bible and But Little Religion in Chicago 
Schools. 

The Protestant women of Chicago some time ago 
inaugurated a movement to restore Bible reading in 
the public schools of that city, a practice discontinued 
because of Catholic opposition. They prepared pe
titions to the Board of Education, held public meet
ings, and used the Protestant churches to help along 
the movement, which a few weeks ago appeared for
midable. 

The board, however, has unanimously refused the 
prayer of the petitioners. The report on which the 
vote was based said simply that the committee on 
school management, afber hearing the arguments 
advanced in favor of Bible :reading, had carefully 
considered the subject, and decided that for' the 
general welfare of the schools the petition ought not 
to be granted. 

Chicago leads the large cities of the union in this 
reform. Thera are two puritanical notions which 
the Catholie church opposes practically-Bible read
ing in schools and a blue-law Sunday-for which 
Freethinkers c11ou commend her. That she does it 
for seljisb ends is true, but the result is more justice 
and freedom for the community. 
Bn~ the exclusion of Bible reading is not all of 

Chicaao's reform, if Professor Swing is accurate. 
In a recent sermon he lamented that from year to 
year the religious pages hav been eliminated from 
readers intended for use in the public schools. He 
makes this statement : 

"Thirty-three years ago McGuffey's Reader contained one 
hundred and one pieces inprose and poetry, thirty-three of 
which were religious. In his sixth Reader, published re. 
cently, but seventeen of the one hundred and thirty.eight 
pieces pertain to religion, wit and humor taking its place. 
Children laugh more and muse less. This religious senti
ment ls lessened still further in a recent fifth Reader, which 
has only four religious pieces in one hundred, and in a pop
ular fourth Reader there is not a religious piece. In an ele
gant fifth Reader of a great publishing house of to-day five 
out of ninety chapters are granted to religion." 

Instead of complaining that religious pieces· are 
omitted from the Readers, Professor Swing might 
devote himself to showing why there should be any 
religion in public school books. And instead of in
veighing against "money-making men [meaning 
school-book publishers] who pander to the Material
ism of the times," be should use his whip on the 
shoulders of those who seek to poison youthful 
minds with superstitious teaching, who use the schools 
as nurseries for their creeds, and who steal _the public 
funds to pay for propagating falsehood. It is a 
burning shame that so necessary an inliltit1;1ti9n as 
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public schools should hav been so long perverted to 
the benefit of a religion which is neither reasonable 
in itself nor beneficial to its believers. Lass relig
ion and more morality; less theology and more hu· 
manity, are what children need to be taught. 

Law and Religion. 
A Christian prosecution, mention of which was 

made in these columns some time ago, has, we 
are glad to say, fallen through. It was in Missouri, 
and Seventh Day Adventists were ·the victims. The 
Fayette Banner, of that state, in its issue of Decem
ber 3d, reports~ 

"William Fritz and Robert Gibb, members of the Seventh 
Day Adventist church, near Armstrong, this county, were 
indicted at the August term, 1890, of the Howard county 
circuit court, for what is called in the indictment Sabbath. 
breaking.. Fritz was accused of plowing in his field, and 
Gibb with hauling a load of hay, on Sunday. The partiee 
were arrested on the indictment, and put under bonds to ap. 
pear for trial on Dec. 2, 1890, at our circuit court. 

"On the first day of December, 1890, the parties by their 
attorney made the following plea to the indictment: 

'' ' State of Missouri against Wm. Fritz: 
"'Indictment for S~bbath-breaking. 
"'In the circuit ronrt of Howard county, November term, 1890. 
" ' Now comes the defendant by his attorneY in the above 

entitled cause, and moves the court to q)lash the indictment 
against him for the rea~ons : Said indictment does not charge any 
offense or crime against the defendant under the laws of the state 
of Missouri. Said indictment fails to allege that defendant is noi. 
a member of a religious society by whom any other than the first 
d~y of the week is observed as a Sabbath, and that defendant does 
not observe and keep such other daY as his Sabbath. Said indict
ment is b~Red upon Sect-ion 3,852, revised statutes of Missouri, 1889, 
wbich section of law is religious legislation, and is, therefore, in 
conflict with Sections 5 and 7, Article ii, of the constitution and 
bill of rights of the state of Missouri, and violates the rights of 
cou science of defendant and of the people of this state. 

" • Said section of the statutes of the state of Missouri, a.nd said 
indictment are in conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Constitution of the United States, a.nd a.lso with Section 2, Article 
iv, of the Constitution of the United States, which guarantee to all 
persons the equal protection of the laws. JAMES H. RoB.EaTsoN, 

" 'Attorney for Defendant.• 
"On Tuesday morning, December 2d, when the judge. 

called the criminal docket, the prosecuting attorney arose 
and dismissed the cases against said Fritz and Gibb, so that 
they were not brought to trial." 

The dismissal of the indictmeJlt was probably due 
to the fact, somehow overlooked by the procurers of 
the indictment, that the Missouri Sunday law ex· 
empts from penalty for Sunday breaking "any per 
son who is a member of a religious society by whom 
any other than the first day of the week is observed 
as a Sabbath, so that he obse"es such Sabbath." 

The Picture Book in Canada. 
In THE TBUTH SEEKER of November 29th it was 

related that the customs collector at Napanee, O!lt., 
regarded the " Freethinker's Pictorial T6xt.Book" is 
of "immoral character," and had therefore seized two 
copies of the book directed to Mr. John Herring of 
that place. Mr. Herring's letter to the commissioner 
of customs at Obtawa, protesting against the. seizure, 
was also printed. 

The books were detained on November 3l, and it 
took the customs officer at Olitawa until December 
121ih to make up his mind as to the merits of the 
case. O.a that date he wrote to Mr. Herring as fol
lows: 

"CUSTOMS DEPARTMENT, OTTAWA, Dec. 12, 1890. 
" SIR: Referring to the seizure of books made at Napanee, 

Ont., on the 31st day of Oct., 1890, as per my letter of noti · 
fication to you of the 3d November. 

"Having examined and weighed the evidence presented by 
you or on your behalf as per file No. 4,601, 1890, in rebuttal of 
the charge preferred against you in connection with said 
seizure, I hav reporJed thereupon to the Hon. the minister 
of customs as required by section 179 of the customs act. 
Upon such report the Hon. minister of customs has rendered 
his decision, in effect as follows, viz.: 

"Th.at t}le seizure be released on payment of the duty re
quired by the tariff. Though he considers the officer was 
justified in making the seizure, which said decision is final 
as respects this department." 

This is a sensible enough decision, but on what 
ground, if the books should not be detained, was the 
officer justified in making the seizure! 

The Catholic Church. 
We are glad to note that there is one religious 

editor who understands the m~thods and knows the 
objects of the Roman Catholic hierarchy, and at the 
same time realizes that his churoh is doing very little 
to op.pose it. Jim Buckley, D.D., is no fool. or fa
natic, but a level·headed bigot who works all the time 
for Methodism and Mr. Buckley. In the last Advo
cate he quotes some advanced figures of the new 
religious census returns, furnished by a Seventh Day 
Baptist of Plainfield, N. J. There are, it appears, 
some one hundred and thirty-one distinct sects .hi 

the country, nearly all of some variety of Protestant- ANoTHEB messiah has come. This time he is a negro and 
ism. Saventy-eight of them are included in th;s his local habitation is South Carolina. Will not some Koch 
table: of comparativ religions turn his attention to discovering the 

No. of No. of bacillus of messiahship and also a remedy for the disease? 
. Sects. ME>mb~rs. It is becoming as epidemic as consumption, and about as 

Methodists ................................................. 18 4 747 130 1 Si 
Baptists .................................................... 15 3,974·589 fata. tting Bull was one of its victims. 
Presbyterians ............................................. 13 1,259 034 
Lutherans ................................................. 1 1,056 000 
Congregationalists ....................................... 1 475 608 
Episcopalians .............................. : ............ 2 459.642 
Reformed ................................................... 3 277,732 
Unionistic .................................................. 2 270 000 
Unitarians ................................................. 7 206,500 
Adventists .................................................. 7 119 212 
Mennonites ................................................ 4 lOO,OGO 
~u~kers (Friends) ....................................... 3 83,930 

mversal1sts .............................................. 1 38,780 
Moravians ...................................... : ............ 1 11,219 

Total ....................................... 78 13,079,576 
The Catholics claim ten millions in addition to this, 

but Protestant statisticians allow them only 8,012,-
970, made up by counting all their constituency, 
including baptized infants. To this estimate Dr. 
Buckley adds these significant remarks: 

"But when it is remembered that the Roman Catholic 
church forms one solid army, animated by a common pur. 
pose, subservient to leaders, usually delivered in a mass 
to whatever party will further the ends of the hierarchy
while Protestants are without organization and scatter their 
forces-it is clear that eternal vigilance is demanded as the 
price of liberty from priestly domination." 

This is a true summary of the situation. The 
Roman Catholic church knows what it wants, knows 
how to get it, and is getting it. Money and power
money to use to get more power to get more money 
to get more power to get more money to get more 
power, and so on till the whole United States is in 
her clutch-these two things sum up her wants. 

We wish all editors mcognized this, and possessed 
the backbone to say it. 

What Irish " Home Rule" Means. 
In the struggle between Parnell's candidate for 

PArliament for Kilkenny and the church's candidate 
the conduo~ of the priests was such that the election 
may be vitiated. They· marked ballots for voters 
and led them to the pqlle, having first made campaign 
speeches from their altars. They were overbearing, 
insolent, and tyrannical, and commanded their voters 
as the chief of a band of robbers would command his 
gang of thieves. The1 hav been ut_terly lawless ana 
worked under the direction of their superior cburcb 
officers. "It is diffi~ult," says a report of the elec 
tion, "for anybody who has not been in North Kil· 
kenny to even imagin it. Aside from any political 
considerations their conduct has been a disgrace to 
any civilized country. _ It has surely hurt the Home 
Rule cause, for it shows what Home Rule woulcJ 
mean were the priests allowed any voice in public 
affairs." 

This is just what might be expected, and just 
what we hav said for years. Home Rule means 
Rome rule, and a degradation for Ireland a hundred 
times more abject than now. She would belong to 
the church, body and soul, and be a nation of 
childreD. 

An Object Lesson for Taxpayers. 
A pretty good object lesson for the taxpayers of 

New York w11s the burning of St.. Bernard's Roman 
Catholic church on West Fourteenth street last 
week. The parish is a big one, the churah requires 
the services of four priests, and the building was 
heavily insured, as the bishop did not hav implicit. 
faith in their Lord. 

The interior of the church was burn:t out, but by 
the efforts of the firemen the fbmes were stopped 
then, and the parsonage was saved. About a dozen 
engine were occupied ne111rly all day, costing the city 
hundreds if not thousands of dollars. The building 
cost $150,000; the lots are worth as much more, but 
the church never paid a cent into the treasury of thfl 
city which saved it. There it has .stood for years; 
in prosperity a deadhead, in adversity a beggar for 
aid without which it would hav been entirely de
stroyed. 

There are some hundreds of churches in this city 
just like it and thousands upon thousands through
out the country. 

T. L, GBIGSBY, of Napa City, Cal., sends to FreetTwugTtt a 
petition to open the World's Fair on Sundays containing five 
hundred names. Mrs. Sarah J. Metgter, of Ellsworth, Kan., 
sends one to THE TRUTH SEEKER with· eight hundred and 
sixty signatures.· Next week we will print her letter describ· 
ing the fun she had in getting them. 

BY an advertisment in the Melbourne Liberator we learn 
that the Australian custom house authorities regard "An 
Open Letter to Jesus Ghrist," by D. M. Bennett, as too bad 
to be admitted to the sacred precincts of their country, and 
so hav·" stolen and burnt" it. Mr. A. T. Wilson, however, 
has reprinted it and the people of Melbourne are being 
supplied with all the copies they want. 

NEw YeRK is a cosmopolitan city in religion, sometimes 
too cosmopolitan for the heretical American victim. " I 
can't get anything fit to eat to-day," complained a house
keeper who livs on the east side, one day in the latter end of 
the week; "Friday the neighborhood is Catholic, Saturday 
it's Jewish, and Sunday it's Protestant, and you can buy 
nothing. The storekeepers hav to govern themselvs ac
cordingly, and you see what you get." And the family 
made a meal upon cold meat and fish and wilted salad. 

THE supreme court of Illinois sits in Spl'inglield January 
6th, and some time during the term it is expected that a de
cision in the case of Foster North against the trustees of the 
University of Illinois will be rendered. THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of July 30, 1887, gave an account of the facts in the case. 
The questions at issue were : 1. Can the University of Illi
nois legally compel attendance of a student at a place of wor
ship? 2. Can a student be rE'quired to giv any reason or 
excuse for his non·attendance? H the supreme court de.· 
cides these questions in the negativ-that a student cannot 
be compelled to attend or to excuse absence from worship
then the Bible-in-the-school question will be indirectly settled 
in that state. Illinois has a compulsory education law, and if 
children are compelled to attend school by statute, and by 
the constitution cannot be compelled to attend Bible read
ing and prayer, the Bible and prayer will hav to be dropped. 
Geo. Hunt, the attorney-general of that state, appeared for 
the university at Ottawa last October when the case was tried 
and raised numerous technical q 1estions, but they were of a 
very weak nature, and were promptly overruled by the 
court. His briefs were in no sense up to the standard of the 
regulation brief on the church side of the question in other 
cases of like nature. 

WILLIAM HART, the author of the "Candle from Under the 
Bushel," has met with a disaster terrible iu itself and appeal
ing strongly to the sympathies of his Liberal friends. It 
occurred through fire on the 20~h. and leaves Mr. H"rt 
wounded, with a helpless and injured family to support and 
but little to do with. Mr. Hart kept a jewelry store iu 
Kirksville, Mo., and a local journal describes the accident. 
A large· building adjoining his store was on fire, and Mr. 
Hart and his fam\ly began moving out his stock. They hatl 
been at work but a short time when a p~rtion of the wall of 
the building fell on the roof of his building, crushing it 
down, which in turn crushed through the second story, and 
the entire wreck fell to the first fioor, burying William Hart, 
Volney Hart, Mrs. Bunker, Fred Swett, N.D. Smith, and 
W. M. Price. Volney Hart was killed outright. Swett, 
Smith, and Price extricated themselvs after some delay and 
were given such medical attendance as they needed. William 
Hart and his daughter, Mrs. Rose Bunker, were fastened 
down with timbers so that their rescue was almoRt hopeless, 
but brave men. worked faithfully, but knowing that the 
three. story wall with. its tons of brick was liable to fall and 
crush them any moment. After more than a half hour's 
labor and suspense, Mrs. Bunker was rescued much nearer 
dead than alive. All efforts were then concentrated on res
cuing Mr. Hart, whose calls for help could be heard by the 
hundreds standing in the streets but who were powerless to 
assist. He was found and the timhers and rubbish were re
moved, but to the horror of all it was found that a heavy 
timber lay across one ankle and it seemed impossible to 
move it. Stout men almost gave up in despair and many 
thought he would be burnt alive, but when it became evident 
that the timbers could not be raised so ~s to let him out, an 
inch rope was secured and some one tied it around the pin· 
ioned ankle and about twenty men took hold and by main 
strength pulled the foot from under the timbers and thus 
saved his life, but crushed the ankle, breaking the bone in 
three places. A number of men rushed into the building to 
C!\rry him out, and were just at the door when portions of 
the wall fell with terrible force and piled up in great heaps 
where only a few seconds before lay Mr. Hart fastened to the 
fioor with a dozen men near him working to save his life. 
It was known that'Yolney Hart was still in the wreck, but 
as no calls for help could be heard it was taken as settled 
that he was killed. Work continued until 6 o'clock, when 
his lifeless'body was taken out. It was found that the head 
was crushed, and· the physicians gave it as their opinion that 
death was instantaneous. The body was removed to the 
residence of his parents, where his father, William Hart, and 
his sister, Mrs. Bunker, were struggling between life and 
death. A sadder sight, says the Kirksville paper, was never 
seen in Kirksville and seldom anywhere. Mr. Hart loses 
nearly all his stock, is terribly crippled, and has his own 
family and hij! widowed daughter-in.Jaw with four children 
to support. We suggest that the Liberals of the country buy 
his book and thus help him out of the trouble. The volume 
is worth more than the fifty cents asked for it, and those who 
do this deed of kindness will never regret it. It may he 
ordered of William Hart, Kirksville, Mo., or at this office. 
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WAoo, TEx., Dec. 8, 1890, 
MR. EDITOR: Do not stop my paper, as I do not like to go 

withcut it. I hav been a reader of it since Mr. Bennett's 
trip around the WOrld. JOE PHILLIPOWSK£. 

DELAND, FLA., Dec_ 15, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken the paper since 1877 without 

interruption, and hav always been satisfied with the stand it 
has taken in everything, and so had no cause to wish it 
stopped. Yours fraternally, H. A. BOLEY. 

PoRTVILLE, !LL., Dec. 11, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: It is a good evidence that one is pleased 

with the paper and tte way it is managed, that he has sub
scribed for it for the last fifteen years, as I ha v done. In 
fact, I hav no advice to giv about the management of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER at all. It suits me well enough. With good 
wishes for your success and all concerned, I remain, 

Yours truly, J. L. BROOKS. 

HUNTINGTON, VA., Dec. 9,1890. 
MR. EDITOR: The "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book '• 

is certainly a gem of a book, and every Liberal's home is not 
.complete until he has purchased this one piece of furniture. 
:So now, Brother Freethinker, go and do likewiEe before it is 
too late. 

A word to Brother John R. Charlesworth: If you find 
"God," hold him until the E1itor of THE TRUTH SEEKER gets 
there, became he will write him up for us Freethinkers. 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, F&ANK Ev.lNS. 

ELM SPRINGs, ARK., Dec. 6, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I hav changed geographical location, but 

still enjoy the freedom of the TRUTH BEEKER family. I left 
Champlin, Minn., November 20th. The meeting of friends 
and relative on the way whom I had never seen makes the 
sccial world seem grander. Here amid springs of purest 
water that form babbling brooks, fruit to satisfaction, and a 
warm climate, then, grandest of all, with friends who hav 
dropped the cruelty of imprisoned minds, I am content, to 
say the least_ With hopes for our cause, c_ E. Bmn. 

CmoAGO, ILL-, Dec. 9, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Again I find it my duty to renew my sub

·scription to the invaluable paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER. I 
also send you a new subscriber, a member of the German 
Turner society and a gentleman in every respect. He at 
once appreciated the value of your paper, and with but few 
words handed me the yearly subscription_ I hav taken your 
paper for about three years, but each and every copy is as 
new and interesting as the first_ Let the peop1e all express 
their ideas. It ia the only way to truth- Wishing success 
to subwriLers, Erlitor, cartoonist, and contributors of THE 
TRUTH 8RRKRR, I remain, 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, JNO. C. SPRING. 

FARMINGTON, UTAH, Dec. 14, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $10-$5 on subscrip

tion to paper; $2 50 for the picture book, cloth binding; $2 
for the American Secular Union; twenty-five cents for the 
"Agnostic Annual, 1891," by 0. A. Watts; .fbr the balance 
send leaflets as you may choose, suited to create a doubt in 
the Mormon's mind of his so-called divine church. The 
Mormons will read· with eagerness the editorials in THE 
TRUTH BEEKER nowadays, touching rellgious liberty, as the 
political shoe is now pinching them to some extent. They 
seem to hav forgotten the day when they were the aggressors 
in the same business, that of religious persecution. They 
try to impress on the unacquainted mind that they hav 
always been consistent and just, while the truth is the 
Mormon church policy has not been an exception to all 
religious creeds to "rule or ruin" when in political power. 

Yours for the divorce of church and state, 
HROTOR w. HAIGHT. 

ELLSWORTH, KAN., Dec. 2, 1800_ 
MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $6.50 for subscrip

tion, a new subscriber, and books. I do hope the Liberals 
will organize a secret society. There are very many 
that proqably would join a secret scciety who would not 
join an open society. We all know how fearful and timid 
very many people are about Liberalism. As for myself, it 
would not make the least difference, for I am ac.;ustomed 
to the jeers and gibes that are hurled against all who do not 
accept some sort of church creed. We hav had our full 
share of it here in Ellsworth, ·and I do not know but they 
might hav (!riven me into the church again if it had not been 
for the glorious TRUTH SRRKRR, Freethought, the writings of 
John Peck and B. P. Putnam, and Heston's pictures. 
The choicest blessings of earth eternally and everlastingly 
follow them, is my fervent prayer. They are :my com
panions, and I could choose no better. Those ennobling 
writings, how they hav cheered me in my lone old age! 

SARAH B. MEtzLER. 

DR SoTo, WYB-, Dec. 3, 1890. 
MR- EDITOR : The report of the fourteenth annual congress 

of Freethinkers at Portsmouth, -0., is worth all THE TRUTH 
BEEKER costs. It appears to me that if all of the human 
family could read and understand the objections formulated 
by the invulnerable Westbrook, why the Bible should not be 
read in our state schools, they would take the accursed con
glomerate maAs of putrefaction anrl old oriental mvthology 
and dogmatism, and cast it into the flames-that it deals out 

to them. Read it for themselvs they will not and cannot
it being more popular to pay a fee to some authorized sky
pilot to tell and interpret it for them. 

I find in all my travels a great many Liberals, a peculiar· 
set of go-as-you-please fellows, who will not interest them
selva in anything but the almighty dollar. I hav given and 
loaned THE TRUTH BEEKER to many, hoping to find a sub
scriber for you, but no-they are too indifferent. 

I want and must hav the "Pictorial Text-Book_" 
MARTIN F1 RMIISG. 

CAPRON, ILL., Dec. 17, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $9 and credit it to 

Danforth Nettleton, as subscription for the grand old TRUTH 
8RRKRR. Mr. Nettleton is nearly ninety years old, and quite 
feeble. He thinks Mr •. Bennett one of the grandest men of 
his time. He was one of his Around the World subscribers. 
He thinks THE TRUTH BEEKER is the exponent of all truth, 
and takes great interest in its success. He is a very honest 
and large-hearted man, and very zealous for the spread of 
Liberalism. He says he wants THE TRUTH BEEKER just as 
long as he is able to read one, and he takes great plea'i!ure Jn 
VIewing the illustrations. He says that now he has paid you 
his arrearage on THE TRUTH SEEKER he has fulfl.lled every 
obligation he has pledged, and that he has outlived all use
fulness, and desires to go on the retired list and take a long 
rest; that he does not fear God, man, or the devil, but call 
lie down and sleep in peace. He is thus another Infidel for 
whom death has no terror. W. I. Fox. 

GRA.FrON, WAsH., Nov_ 13, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5-$3 to apply on my 

paper that I commenced taking last February, and $2 for 
your" Pictorial Text-Book.'' I liv on the Stillagomish river, 
and in a new country. I stand almost alone with my Liberal 
views, and very close to a womRn who belongs to the Salva
tion Army and who has told lies enough about me to sink 
her soul forever in her God's hell. I only say, "Poor, 
degraded, deluded womRn, you demand my pity and not 
my anger-'' She has sunk to the lower level of falsehood in 
trying to injure my standing, and so far has failed. She is 
like all the rest of her kind-Believe as I do or I will ruin 
you if I can I But my life shall be ab:>ve such filth and 
slums. Your paper· I prize very much, for there is so much 
food for thought, and I shall continue to take it as long as I 
can raise $3. Wishing you success in your effort to raise 
humanity upon a liberal plane of kindness and justice to all 
humanity, Yours for light and liberty, 

F. J. LILLIE. 

MENRKAUNR, Wis., Dec. 3, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : Each weekly issue increases my admiration 

for your valuable jewel casket of ideas, expressed with a 
spirit of freedom that lifts one's thoughts and feelings high 
above the conventional and hypocritical world round about 
us_ "Truth is mighty and will prevail," and fears no inves
tigation. Many friends who see. your paper for the first 
time hardly know li.ow to hold it, EO scared are they of its 
Freethought expressions. The supernatural bogie has been 
held before their eyes so much that it has become part of 
their nature to believe anything, no matter how absurd, pro
vided it has the sanction of the church behind it. Such 
papers as THE TRUTH BEEKER will soon cause the canting 
hypocrite to go to work and earn an honest living or starve. 

I hav the pleasure to inclose $8 for subscription and the 
" Pictorial Text-Book " bound in cloth. 

Do you exchange with our labor paper, the Voice of the 
People, Marinette ? The editor has opened a free reading
room for our use, and I should like to see it on the table. 

Wishing you every success, I remain, 
Fraternally yours, WM.. SMITH. 

W A OM ANDER, Dec. 13, 1890 .. 
MR. EDITOR: I send you to-day a list of one hundred and 

fifty-seven names for having the World's Fair open on Sun
day in 1893. I shall soon send more_ Millions of names 
co1:1ld be got if some Onfl only would take time. 

About the election in Wisconsin : It was not the Ben
nett law that made it Democrat, but the McKinley bill and 
tariff for protection. The BenRett law has not changed 
more than about five thousand votes. There are good 
points for and against. In the first place, there neither is 
nor was any necessity for a Bennett law, as the state of 
Wisconsin ranks among the first in educ11.tion, and the school 
system was prospering before such a law. We hav a com
pulsory law, and If parents do not send their children to 
school under a compulsory law, they will nevertheless under 
a Bennett law. The English language is taught in all pub
lic and private schools, and the English language needs no 
protector. Another objection against the Bennett la:w is
if people hav a right to make laws to command us what we 
shall learn in schools, hav they not also a right to command 
us to read the Bible in the schools? This is one point that 
I should like to see met. The majority of people hav 
the power to pass laws, and the majority are bigoted Chris-
tiana. Yours truly, WM. ULRIOII. 

WESTFORD, N. Y., Dec. 1, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : Please send me a copy of THE TRUTH SRRKRR 

of June 28th if you hav one. I left my paper on the coun
ter in the store where I work, and a follower of Jesus tore it 
.nto bits as soon as be had discovered what it was. I had 
the satisfaction of agitating the saints tbree different times 
at Schenevus, my home. Mr_ Washburn gave us two lect
ures, and Mr. Remsburg one at Schenevus and one at 
Worcester. I engaged these gentlemen and paid the greater 
part of the expenses incurred. The Remsburg lectures cost 
me over $25 out of my o.vn p1cket, including the pamphlets 
that I d!sLrlbmed afLer e11co l~:cture. Tne way 1 came to get 

in so deep was this: I made arrangements with Mr. Rems
burg to giv us two lectures, one at Schenevus and one at 
Worcester, but God's people heard of the contemplated lect
ures and threatened a boycott on all who associated them
selva with the movement, and as they were all business men 
of Schenevus they " wilted" and wauted me to cancel the 
lecture, which I refused to do. Therefore I had to pay the 
bills. This town has four churches. All but one are strug
gling to keep on their legs. I am the only outspoken Liberal 
here, so you can imagin my position_ I hav loaned and 
given away a good lot of "literature of the devil," which 
has made me quite notorious here among the native and 
caused many prayers to be offered up for the salvation of my 
soul. A salvation mill is going here now. 

Yours truly, 0RRA L. TIPPLE-

CuLLMAN, ALA., Dec. 17, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of your most welcome 

and valuable paper for quite a time, and I must say no better 
paper than yours ever found my attention. I am truly 
pleased with it, and every other sane man should take a 
copy ol it. I hav had quite a number of arguments over re
ligion, and I find most people to believe only part of what 
the Bible says and hardly anything the preacher says. But 
as to me, I do not believe what either one says. I am just 
like the girl's brother in the tale I am going to write you. 
The time this occurred was after a·night meeting. A girl 
and her brother went there, and as church was over the 
preacher asked of the girl permission to escort her home, 
which she did not refuse, but said her brother was with hel". 
"Well," he said, "Bud can ride my horse and we will 
walk." It was agreed, and the boy rode ahead. After get
ting quite a way ahead the boy thought he would stop to 
see what they were talking on, so he climbed a tree and 
waited. It happened to be when the loving couple arrived 
they both stopped under this tree, and there he hugged and 
kissed the girl. Now the girl took on over the sin, but the 
preacher said in 11. solemn tone, " The man above will fix all 
things." So the brother thought he was about to be impli
cated in the afi~~oir. He yells out loudly, "I won't hav a 
damned thing to do with it I" 

Here is another good one : Why is a preacher like a mile
post? He shows the way but never goes there. 

HRNRY BRTz. 

PoRT HuRON, MroH-, Dec. 4, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : If your columns are uot overtaxed with 

communications, we_ will beg space to giv the crank another 
turn upon the question of Freethinkers organizing. I favor 
a secret fraternal Liberal organization, which will bind Lib
erals together in a way nothing else will. I would favor 
both sexes being eligible to membership. Failing in a secret 
society for Liberals, I would like to see a society for Free
thinkers organized on the plan of the Young Men's Christian 
Association, which society only admits to full fellowship 
members of evangelical chu:rches. The Young Men's Chris
tian Association has in most cities rooms containing parlors 
where one can while away an evening in pleasant company, 
with innocent games, a reading-room where most of the 
daily papers of the principal cities are kept on file as well as 
the leading magazines and reviews of the world, a gymna
sium for healthful exercise, bathrooms, etc. A member be
longing to any one local branch of the organization when 
away from home is received into the branch in the city 
where he is stopping and allowed as full privileges as he 
would enjoy where he is at home. I know numbers of young 
men who support that organization for the reading-room 
and bath privileges alone. I think if Liberals would establish 
such quarters they would be well patronized. They would 
strengthen the cause by making Liberals tb,e world over ac-. 
quainted with one another. Why should social and intel
lectual cheer, and conveniences for cleanliness, be monopo
lized by the churches? Besides, no Liberal literature is 
allowed in the Young Men's Christian Association rooms or 
in most public waiting rooms of our cities. If it was it 
would tend largely to cause many to be converted to our 
way of thinking. We ought to establish waiting-rooms 
where Liberal literature may be consulted, even for the mis
sionary feature alone, to say noth-ing of the fraternal and 
social benefits we would derive from it. T. BALKWILL. 

BLOOMDALE, 0_, Dec. 7, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice 1n THII: TRUTH 8RRKRR of November 

1st a letter from g. P. Benton, and in that of November 22d 
one from Wm. Allen, favoring the organizing of Freethink
ers on the Independent Order of Odd Fellows' plan. Now, 
I will g.iv you my idea of that kind of an organization, as I 
hav been a member of the order for twenty-six years,. and 
think I understand somewhat the workings of it_ I will say 
that the. original principles of it are good, and being carried 
out hav done much good in the world, notwithstanding the 
church denouncing it from eTery pulpit, which then made 
it necessarily a secret order. When it was first organized 
in the city of Baltimore, about seventy years ago, by Thomas 
Wildy, they had to hold their meetings in secret places, 
through fear of being annihilated by the church, but .it 
marched bravely on, and when the church found that she 
could not break it down, but saw the good the order was 
doing, some of the sects began to speak favorably of it. 
But remember, at first it was called by the church an insti
tution of the Devil, with a big D. Then some of the "sects 
tried to work themselvs into the good graces of the order, so 
that their members, and especially the clergy, might join. 
and by so d()ing get in return some of the Odd Fellows to. 
j )in the church. Their idea was to hav their church
members, and as often as possible their ministers, sent to 
the· gr!ind lodge and grarlually work Cllristianl v into the 
institution until it would becqme tl!.oroughly Q.qrJst\an, and! . ~-~-~ ""' : ......... ~ .. ~ 
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totally absorbed by the church. And the members of the does not reform his bloody instinct we will waft him to Bt. 
order hav been too indifferent to see this point, so that the Peter's ranch. There let him caper, whoop, and dance, and 
church has the order by the throat to-day. Now, I will say hunt the buffalo. 0 s. BARRETT. 
from past experience I am not in favor of a secret order for 
Free thinkers, for there is no place to draw the line for qual
ification to membership, therefore, as Harry Lee said, '·Let 
the order go to thunder." The American Secular Union, and 
her Nine Demands carried out thoroughly, are sufficient so 
far as organiz'l.tion is concerned, but lecturers and literature 
should be encouraged and be scattered all over the world. 

Yours, DAN WINELAND. 

BoU'rH 0TBKLTO, Dec. 7, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : It is a source of regret that I cannot send 

$50 to help fight the battle against priestcraft, a battle that 
waxes warmer and warmer from day to day. I liv in a 
little town in a small district, where the people are rather 
more than half sectarian. Two churches rear their spires 
skyward, and over half the people-otherwise good-hav 
the ecclesiastical ring in their nose. The portion who are 
not orthodox in belief acquiesce with the churches just 
enough to make their Liberal views of no practical value. 
I am the only practical, outspoken heretic ln our village of 
some four hundred inhabitants. I do not attend church. I 
pay neither obeisance nor money to the priest. I do not 
attend the monthly meetings of the Ladies' Aid Society for 
Foreign Missions. I do not allow my boy to attend, nor 
contribute to the Echemes of tl:e churches to ~et money for 
Christ's sake, nor facilitate in 11ny way the various Baptist 
Jumbo shows that succeed each other rapidly from one 
month to another, to the end that some bellowing priest may 
liv on the people another term. 

Our public Echool, which has two departments and over 
sixty pupils, is infested with the orthodox mumme!ies. My 
boy was marked tardy because he stood outside until the 
;Bible readings and prayer were over, but was promptly at 
his desk to begin his secular day's work. I, as modestly as 
I could, resisted this impious injustice, by requesting the 
teacher to simply confine his management to the line the 
law prescribes, by not making attendance upon the Bible 
readings compulsory. Myself being a minority of one in 
this important step, I found in one hour that I had trod upon 
the tail of the ecclesiastical serpent, and there were more 
pious lies told for Christ's sake in twenty-four hours than 
J-OU can imagin. I am patient, quiet, and composed, trust
ing that my little maneuver will be the means of waking the 
people up to the fact that non-believers hav been paying 
for two and a half hours each week of religious exercises by 
Protestant teachers in school, while if a Catholic or Infidel 
should undertake to promulgate his views he would be shut 
up and compelled to observe the law at once. I rejoice to 
see this matter of ruling such nonsense out of the public 
school so often discussed in THE TRUTH BEKKER. I shall 
enter my written protest next trrm in case the mummery is 
begun, and will try to fight it out alone ; although I am no 
fighter, only intellectually and morally for the sake of a prin-
ciple of justice. MAY PKoK. 

ADRIAN, MroH., Dec. 9, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: With all the missionary efforts made to 

civilize the Indians by Catholic or Protestant, they are still 
looking for the Great Spirit to appear among them in the 
forin of a buffalo, which utterly repudiates the white man's 
messiah. }lad they not been tampered with by the priest, 
or orthodox fallacy of piety, the disaffection existing now 
would hav never occurred; They know no power but nat
ure-their idea of a Great Spirit. They were content with 
her manifest~tions. The recent reception of a Catholic 
priest to their secret haunts precludes confidence in the 
priests as teachers of good. The fact that the messenger, a 
Catholic priest, was distrusted, and only admitted menaced 
by Winchester rifies in the hands of his former pupils, shows 
conclusivly lack of confidence in the white man and his mes
siah and in the sincerity of the preucher. · They were bad 
enough before they knew the cussedness and machinations 
of these stake. burning frauds. The barbarity of the red or 
black heathen bears no comparison to that of the followers 
of the God of the Jews. Jesus, the son of that brute and 
lecherous man David who performed his lascivious evolu
tions in public on a house-top. The Indian has ample pro
vision made for his maintenance. If the' government will 
prohibit the pernicious missionary foolishness among the 
red devil~, and disarm them, national troops will not be 
necessary except to keep out white disturbers. The mur
derous red devils had no business with Winchester guns. 
They are fed and cared for better than Uncle Sam's white 
paupE'rB. The Indian, with all tutoring and trying to civil
ize him, is still a savage. No amount of palaver concerning 
his future estate will change his savage nature. He knows 
but two laws, nature, and the white man's arbitrary law of 
force or compelling obedience·. The first is inherent;. the 
latter is force made to operate immediately upon his actions. 
This he recognizes, but bucks against such handling with all 
his savage nature. You cannot Christianize or civilize him 
with any kind of success. He is far more worthy, however, 
than those trying to convert him to Catholicism or orthodoxy. 
Both doctrine are chimerical and originated in superstition 
and ignorance. There never existed such a messiah as :ta 
taught by the propaganda, nor can one be produced in any 
form. Poor Lo has just as much proof that a messiah 
appears in the form of a buffalo bull as there is proof that 
there will be a resurrection morn. There are some things 
poor Lo should be made to understand-that he will not be 
allowed to support his lazy carcass off the industry of his 
thrifty neighbor; that he will not be allowed to own or 
carry a Winchester rille and shoot his fellow-mortals without 
~ufficient provocation, but he may chastise a so-called Pplrit
ual adviser if he be found cheating .him; finally, that if he 

BoLDnms' Am> BAILORs' HoME, QumoY, ILL., t 
Dec. 10, II: M. 290. I 

MR. EDITOR: In compliance with the solicitations of my 
friend Mr. Balaam Hull, I now attempt to write a few words 
of praise In reference to those valuable books he has received 
from the Truth Beeker Company. After having given them 
a careful :Rerusal-he being kind enough to loan them to me 
-I think he was either very judicious or extremely fortu
nate in his selection, and I scarcely feel that my abliity is 
commensurate to speak with appropriate encomiums on 
efforts so deserving as those of the authors of those noble 
publications~ However, with this apology, that the Soldiers' 
Home Is rather inert, I proceed to what I conceive to be my 
duty_ "Men, Women, and Gods," by Helen H. Gardener, 
breathes the highest sentiments of moral courage, devotion 
to principle, love of truth, disdain for superstition, admira
tion of the present, hope of the future, displaying sledge
hammer logic and humor, _with occasional flights of model 
satire and ridicule, with repartee scarce surpassed by Colo
nel Ingersoll himself. It is a monument to the lady, an 
ornament to her sex, and an honor to human nature itself. 
"The Ungodly Women of the .Bible, by an Ungodly Wo
man "-I think the title could well and appropriately bear 
reversing. Bhe has left no point unraised, no breach undis
covered, no vice unreproved, no virtue unapplauded. "The 
Age of Reason," though an old publication, in many respects 
has never been surpassed, and no Freethinker should fall to 
fortify himself with the soul-inspiring ideas of its heroic 
universal savior. "The Apocryphal New Testament" em
braces a much wider range of detail, a more exaggerated ac. 
count of miraculous intervention, a1:1d slightly more contra
dictory legendry, than the gospels claimed by orthodoxy. 
It is wonderful that they hav been voted out. Billings's (M. 
E.) "Crimes of Preachers in the United States" give us a 
striking example of the consequences of the Christian relig
ion. It is a solemn warning to villains and hypocrite. 
"The Eye Opener" is very appropriately named, being an 
extensiv research, showing the historical, chronological, as
tronomical, prophetic, geographical, and a few of the gram
matical errors of the Bible, disclosing the erudition of the 
author and the ignorance of the so.called inspired writers. 
"Errors of the Bible," by Henry C. Wright. This is an 
elaborate, able, scathing contribution, proving conclusivly 
that the Bible is corrupt in its morals, false in its lawe, cruel 
in its requirements, barbarous in its d~mands, and an out
rage to human justice. "The Holy Bible Abridged" is a 
searching treatis, showing the barbarity of God's command, 
the cruelty of his chosen people, their lack of decency-a 
splendid legacy for the clergy. "John's Way," by E. D. 
Blenker, is a splendid romance, showing how a little courage, 
united with justice, benevolence, and intelligence, will over
turn superstition. The Koran, the Mohammedan bible, 
although claimed to be a forgery, is certainly far more moral 
and decent than the Christian Bible. " Pro and Con of Su
pernatural Religion " is a most valuable work, written by an 
honest, able conservativ, wlro drives straight to the point, 
and consequently leaves the reader no ground of doubt. 

Ex-REv. JosEPH N. M.&xu:Y. 

HowiOK JUNOTION, M:a:., Dec. 7, 1890. 
MR; EDITOR: Thirty-five years ago I left Bt. Chrys

ostome, six miles from here. Since that time I hav been 
all over the continent, working for my living, and occasion
ally moving wherever my services were required as station 
agent and telegraph operator; and after reaching the ex
treme limits of North America in all directions, here I am 
again within six miles of the place where I played marbles 
and where I was .compelled to learn the RomaJ! Catholic 
catechism-which took me nearly all this period of thirty
five years to unlearn again. Bo it took nearly all my life to 
become the free and intelligent man that, under proper cir
cumstances, I should hav been at the age of twenty. five. 

I hav not seen much of this place yet, but I do not think it 
has improved any since the day I left it. Financially the peo
ple are not extremely poor. Bo long as Taschereau, Mercier 
& Co. will hav a great surplus of land and timber to pilfer 
from and to s•and as guarantee for the money they borrow, 
the people will sleep the slumber of peace. It re!llains to 
know what state they will find themselvs in when they wake 
up. Intellectually their state is appalling-! mean the Ro
man Catholics. The clergy can rob, abuse, and tyrannize 
over the people and make them say" Thank you." Two 
years ago a priest named Papin was accused of assal).lting 
two women and a large number of young girls ten ·miles 
from here. He had been for years practicing these naughty 
tricks in the confession box, and might hav continued un
disturbed to this day had he not tackled one little girl whose 
father was a Protestant. He moved against the priest, and 
then a large n"umber of depositions followed. This man 
could not get a lawyer in the place to take the case nor a 
magistrate to issue a warrant. He had to go to Montreal. 
When the high constable came from Montreal the priest had 
disappeared. Three weeks later he was found in hiding at 
the rectory of Beauharnois and was arrested, but the case 
was dropped and the priest Papin simply removed to another 
parish. For proof of this I hav all the Protestant papers 
of Montreal, and my father, who was on the spot and saw it 
all, and yet I cannot find a Roman Catholic here to.day that 
ever heard anything about it. 

Here I am surrounded by four men and two women, six 
all told, wfthin a mile. One of the women keeps a hotel. 
Having no license, she breaks the law, but nobody objects. 
This lady having been too inquisitiv with me, I was obliged 
to reveal to her the horrible fact that I am not a Christian. 

Bhe was thunderstruck. "I am sorry," she said, "but I 
hope God will hav mercy on you and bring you back to the 
fold. But," she added, "I wish you had not told me that. 
It hurts me. I know p"'sitivly there is a hell, and the fear 
of going there is wearing my life away." In fact, the poor 
woman is continually sick, and I believe this constant fear 
has very much to do with it. I tried to help her by trying 
to persuade her that God was much better than she imag
ined, an.d further said to her: " I know too well what pain 
is and ·how long is an eternity to run any risk of losing my 
soul if there was any danger of it. And further, if you 
knew all I know about religion, and understood as I do the 
policy of the teligious order that stuffed you up with those 
falsehoods, your fear would soon vanish, your appetite and 
sleep would return, and you would soon get well again." 
"Oh," she exclaimed, "for God's sake, Mr. L!Lperche, don't 
speak another word about religion I You make me shudder! 
I don't know anything and don't want to know anything. 
It would not take much of this talk to kill me!" The hus
band of this wreck of superstition does not know a bit more 
than his better half, but is not so sensitiv. He told us what 
he considered the cause of his wife's great fear and conse
quent sickness. Four years ago a man went through this 
country exhibiting the picture of hell. My wife enjoyed a 
good laugh when this honest and simple fellow told with 
great demonstrations how Satan, with wings, horns, and 
tail, stanrls by the door of hell, which consistR of a large 
number of big kettles all full of molten metal, and receives 
every damne (damned person) on the prongs of his big fork 
and pitches him into one of those big kettles. When my 
wife told him that the villain who exhibited this miserable 
picture ought to be arrested and severely punished, the poor 
fellow looked agape, and said this exhibition was given in 
the school-house and under the patronage of the priest. 

Within a mile and a half of me there are five churches, one 
Catholic and four Protestant. With a population of about 

·five hundred, one church might do for all the Protestants, 
b_ut, as is usual with those good Christians, they want too 
much elbow-room to allow close packing. 

One of the Protestant divines is in trouble. His son was 
arrested in Montreal last week for setting fire to the college 
where he was studying and destroying $40,000 worth of prop
erty, with the innocent view of hastening the C1ristmas 
vacation. This affords quite a merriment to the Roman 
Catholic portion of this community. 

Yesterday afternoon the priest of Howick drove here with 
his housekeeper and another girl, and they all had a few 
drinks of gin at the hotel kept by the God and hell fearing 
woman aforementioned. I hold the information from a 
young man who had the honor of drinking with them. In 
the evening about 7 o'clock I was at this hotel, when up 
comes a team against the corner of the house, upsetting the 
sleigh over its occupants, who when picked up proved to be 
the same priest with the same two girls. They had found 
the hot gin very good, and cheap, as they paid nothing at 
all for it, and were coming for some more o( it. There were 
six of us in the house when the priest entered with his fair 
companions. The good father, not suspecting the presence 
of a wicked Infidel, forthwith set to making hot slings for 
the ladies. When he turned to go and serve his fuming 
spirits, he looked surprised and somewhat alarmed on be
holding a stranger. The hell-fearing landlady promptly ad
vanced and presented Mr. L'\perche, the station agent, to 
Father Papin. The reverend father expressed his great 
pleasure in forming the acquaintance, but the station agent 
had his doubts as to the reality of the great pleasure. Prob
ably !lOt favorably impressed by the attitude of a Free
thinker, or not wishing to divide his pleagant opportunity 
with a newly made friend, he immediately retired to another 
room with his lady friends. Two services of hot gin had 
gone to that room when I retired. I did not hear how many 
times the sleigh upset on their way back. I would not crit
icise this priest were it not for the b 1d morals he teaches 
and the still worse influence of his conduct. I do not blame 
him for enjoying the good things of the world, but why not 
pay for his drinl{s as other folks do, and why not let his poor 
dupes enj'>Y likewise without suffering this continual pang 
of the damned ? Why rob them of their money and their 
liberty and prevent them from prospering along with the 
rest of the world? Why make them the footstool of other 
people, for the selfi>h and dishonest purpose of fleecing 
them? The saving of their soul is a contemptible sham. 
There is not one priest in a hundred that ,believes In a soul. 
Their worldly conduct proves it. They know that to make 
the people intelligent and moral would destroy the priestly 
profession, the same as the lawyer knows that if the people 
were honest there would be no need of his profession and 
the doctor knows that the knowledge of hygiene would 
badly impair his. 

The moral to be taken from the teachings of the Roman 
Catholic priest and from his conduct, is that the enjoyment 
of anything good is a sin, but that sin is !nevi table, and that 
salvation depends on how much one does penance for what 
he enjoys, and especially how well he pays the priest. Bo 
the poor, wretched dupes n\lver try to lmp:ove their princi
ples, thinking it would be at least useless if not really impious 
to do so. And they never can enjoy peace of mind, not 
knowing if they hav sufficlently chastised themselvs, and / 
paid the priest the full price of a ticket to that castle in the 
air, while they never lose sight of that fiery abode under 
them with doors agape and Satan's blg fork ever ready to 
toss the latest arrival into one of those infernal vats. 

The late Mr. Beecher said hell originated from a sour 
stomach. Mine must be getting sour, as I want a hell the 
worst way for the unprincipled hypocrite that do not balk 
at the ruination of a world when looking for the gratification 
of their own desires. 

Yours for truth and justice, CHAB. LAPEROHII:. 
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.!ldiUd br Miss Buslll H. WIX0111, Jl'all 
l:litw, .Mll88., to 111lwm all Oommu;nkationsfor 
this Oot"n.r• should b~ s~nt. 

"Between the dark and the daylight. 
When the night is beginning to lower. 

Oomes a pause in the-day's ooonpationl 
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

The Family Clock Cracking 
Rhymes. 

Lo I here I am, day in, day out, 
Working with all mv might. 

Sometimes I feel as tbon~rh I'd pout, 
And die, as•t were, outright. 

And yet, iC I am good to work, 
All duties to fulfill, 

At keeping time disdain to shirk, 
Ah, then I fill the bill. 

That is to say, I am" 0. K." 
My owner passeth me 

And brago.abont me everY day 
For keeping time so free. 

But if he fails to wind me up 
And I refuse to go, 

He says I am a "lazy PllP.'' 
And blameth me, yon know. 

Although, in fact, it is his fau.t, 
Forgetting me to wind, 

I'm not to blame if I do halt 
Or fraotions seem inolined. 

When all is right I tell the truth, 
I loathe a. wicked lie; 

I gladly serve old age and youth 
To time as it doth fly. 

I never tire, by night or day, 
But tick, tick, tick. I g<>. 

Well done, indeed, methinks yon say, 
A dear good clock I know 

To measure time esch nnmber'd hour 
By striki11g on a bell, 

Which thing to do I hav the power, 
As I am glad-to tell. 

Sixty seconds in each minute 
I'm bonnd to tick, yon see. 

Twenty-four hours a day hath in it, 
And always so to be. 

Sixty minutes ea.ch hour doth claim, 
Fifty-two weeks a year; 

And so it ever must remain, 
I speak the trn th sincere. 

E. D. BLAKEMAN. 

The Way :Superstition is Perpet
uated. 

DEAR CHILDREN OF THE TRUTH SBEKRR 
CoRNER: I remember very well how some of 
the impressions made on my mind when I 
was a child remained with me for years. One 
time I was playing in the woods with a boy 
somewhat older than myself, and we turned 
some bark off an old log and uncovered a 
lot of snails. Said he, "D.)n't kill them ; if 
you do, lightning will strike you." After 
that I always avoided hurting a snail, and 
the superstition lasted with me for years. I 
never see a snail now-and I am forty years 
old-but I think of that boy's foolish saying 
The same boy told me, if I killed a frog our 
cows would giv bloody milk. After that I 
always let froga severely alone. In the sall).e 
way I was told by my mother, and other 
older folks, if I did certain things the Bad
man- (meaning the devil) would get me. So 
I was always careful not to do those certain 
things. I was told that the Badman was 
black, and was hidden in a dark hole in the 
ground, and had horns on his head. I re
member how I thought he looked with hair 
all over his black sooty face. I could, at 
times, almost see his cloven foot and hear his 
chains rattle. That is the way the parents 
used to try to make their children good. 
Borne people try that plan " even unto this 
day." Bo you see superstition is the first 
lesson that the average child gets at its 
mother's knee. And as impressions m'lde 
on the mind of a child are the most lasting, so 
it is that superstition has such a strong hold 
on the grown-up people. 

When I was a boy it was a favorit pas 
time for the older folks to collect at some 
neighbor's house in the country and spin long 
ghost stories, and tell what wonderful things 
the witches and wizards did in their young 
days. Of course the children were made to 
keep quiet and listen. When the story got 
interesting we crossed our feet, sat with open 
mouths, and gave our willing ears to those 
wonderful things· done a long· time ago. 
Were I to tell you one or two of those stories 
you would laugh till you are sore. Just 
listen to it: 

" I had a cow bewitched. The witch 
doctor told me to take some of her milk and 
put it into an iron stew-kettle and boil it nn 
a fire outside the house. Well, I did, and as 
the kettle bolled it jumped full three feet 
high, but always came down on the fire right 
side u:p, until the kettle was boiled dry. I 
then took it off the fire and found it had a 
picture of a beautiful young woman in the 
bottom. I knew her the moment I saw the 

picture. I took the kettle and put it up I Correspondence. 
against a tree and shot the picture with a' BENJAMIN, UTAH, Dec. 5, 1800. 
silver bullet; the moment the bullet struck 1 DRAR Miss WixoN: I bav hP.ard mother 
the picture that moment that woman fell and father read THR TRUTH SRH:KRR so much 
dead." that I thought I would write a few lines to 

Such was the character of the stories that you. I hav been a Freethink~r all m~ life. 
. . I think the Children's Corner 1s very mce to 

children were entertained w1th m days gone read. I go to school and read in the third 
by. Borne were more laughable, but space reader. I study reading, arithmetic. Ian
forbids the telling of them. guage, spelling, writing, Child's Health 

I was advised to read the story of Samson Primer. .My age is thirteen years. Please 
as a very interesting tale for children and excuse my short letter, for this is the first 

h b . ' letter I ever wrote. 
one t at would. eget a, love for re~dmg the Yours truly, LoUIE HoNK. 
holy Bible-a thmg much to be desued. . 

However, I soon lost all taste for the trashy [We hope this first letter of Louie's w1ll be 

aff
"tr" Th t t 1 followed by m_ any more. Tell us in the Cor-
~ • e s ory was oo arge. . . 

And this is the way superstition is kept ner all about the to_:wn, the cllmate, the kmds 
alive, by telling stories to the rising genera- of trees, fl lWers, animals, etc., and why we 
tiona, from one to another, gene~ation after shoul~ be kind, respectful, obliging, and 
generation. Not long ago I saw a book en- affectwnate toward o~~nother.-Eo. C. c] 

titled, "The Story of the Bible." It was GRAY, TRx, Dec. 31, 1890. 
written especially for children, and read MISS SusAN H. WixoN, Dear Friend: As I 
something like a fairy: tale. I thought then do not see any letter from this part of the 
how well the clergy of the country under- state, I thought I would write one and see if 

d h f . it would be accepted. My papa has taken 
stoo t e art o keepmg alive their gospel THR TRUTH SRRKRR for about four years, and 
myths. Look at the jealous care they hav enjoys reading it and looking at the pictures 
over their Sunday-schools. You will hear very much. I liv about a mile and a half 
them talking of the seeds sown in the youth- from Gray, where a post-ofll.ce has been 
ful minds. That is why they are crying so started. 
loud for sectarian schools. How well they Christmas will soon be here, and then 

everyone will enjoy themselvs, or I hope 
know if their tra_sh is kept out of the young they will. I do not go to school now, but it 
minds that it will. never get a hold on them is not because I am too large. I am not go
after maturer years, when better judgment log to tell my age, but I am in my teens. D J 

will be exercised in everything. any of the readers of the Corner like to ride 
y horseback? If they do, come to see me and 

ours for a happy life and Universal M:en- we will ride horseback together. As I am the 
tal L\berty, B. P. HERRON. only girl, and hav four brothers, I enjoy read-

Gray, Ky. ing the Corner very much. I would like to 
exchange songs and crochet samples with 

I t t· F t Ab t some of the readers of the Corner. This is 
n eres mg ac s on Electricity. my first letter. H I see this in print I will 

The term elEctricity is derived from the write again. I would like to correspond with 
Greek word eltctron, meaning "amber," be- some of the girls and boys of the (;orner. 
cause from amber the properties of what we Your friend, R0s.>. DliSGLRR. 
call "electricity" were first discovered. Six [We hope to b,ear from Rosa again. Tell 
hundred years before the Christian era Thales us about the town of Gray, the climate, 
wrote concerning the attraction which amber scenery, people, schools, churches, and any
when rubbed possessed for dl'y and light thing else that would be interesting.-ED. 
bodies. But it is to an Englishman named C. C.] 
Gilbert that we owe the word" electricity," --
which he derived from the Greek, and in his OAK MILLs, Kt.N., Nov. 15. R M- 290. 

Miss Sus.>.N H. WixoN, Fall River, Mass., 
works-about 1600 A.n.-he discusses the Dear F 1·und: I again take pleasure in writ-. 
force of the so-called "fln\d." Otto von ing you a few lines, for I believe it is the 
Guerike, of air-pump celebrity, and many best way that I can spend this dreary Sabbath 
others after him, continued the investigation day. It is Sunday, but the sun is not shining 
of the subject. in this part of the" moral vineyard," as it 

has been rRining all day. ' 
At the beginning of the last century great I hav attended church several times Iatelv, 

attention was paid to the electric machine. just for amusement. And it is amueemerit, 
The Leyden jar was, as its name indicat~s, too, sometimes. especially when the preacher 

discovered by Maschenbrock, of Leyden. is an "old hard-shell Baptist," or "a shout
Franklin made his first lightning discovery in ing Methodist," for some of them resemble 
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monkeys very much, and a monkey can 

1 9. olta and G 1lvani, to whose inven- amuse anybody. It reminds. me of a little 
tion we owe voltaic electricity and galvan- story I heard not long ago. A lady took her 
ism, and Faraday in more modern times, gave little boy to church. He was a small boy 
a great impetus to electrical science. The and had never been to church before. All at 
great part that electricity has been playing in once the organ began to play, and the little 
the domestic I;_ !story of the world since Fora- boy turned to his mother 'lnd inquired : 

~ " What is that, mamma?" 
day's death is probably known to the young- "Hush, dear," said his mother; "it's the 
est of our readers. What the future of this organ." 
agent may be we can only guess, for even "An organ in church?" whispered the boy 
now it may be said that electricity is in its in- . in a o;tanner which showed he was somewhat 
fancy 1 astomshed. 

· . Presently the organ's notes fainted away, 

Com}Josition of Coffee. 
Coffee is the seed of the coffee plant, which 

is a shrub that will grow in any part of the 
world where the minimum yearly tempera
ture never falls below 55° Fahrenheit. One 
pound of unroasted coffee beans or seeds 
contains: Of water, 1 ounce 4.07 grains; of 
sugar, 1 ounce 17 grains ; of· fat, 1 ounce 402 
grains; of caseine (flesh-forming matter), 2 
ounces 35 grains; or gum, 1 ounce 192 grains; 
of woody matter, 5 ounces 262 grains· of 
caffeine and caffeic acid -(.or stimulating ~rin
ciples), 400 grains; of aromatic or odorifer
ous oil, about 2 grains; and of mineral mat
terP, about 1 ounce 32:\- grains. The caffeine 
of coffee is exactly the same, both chemically 
and physically, as tpeine, the stimulating 
principle of tea. Both substances are alike 
composed of 10 parts of hydrogen· combined 
with 16 parts of carbon, 4 parts of nitrogen, 
4 parts of nxygen, a:od 2 parts of water. 

and a preacher, small of stature, stepped 
forward. 

"Oh, look, mamma!" cried the boy in 
clear accents, "h that the monkey?" 

I learned nothing new by attending church. 
It was the same old tale. 'fhe preacher put 
in his time teaching that the soul nf man is 
immortal, and that a personal GJd is in exist
ence. But he aimply asserted, and that is 
all. He did not, and he cannot, prove his 
assertion~. This is generally the way with 
these haughty "windbags," and there are 
hundreds of them standing in the pulpits of 
America to-day teaching the immortalit.y of 
the soul and the existence of a persor:~al God, 
and yet they caunot produce one iota ot 
proof in support of their assertions. They 
prop their assertions on the Bible, but hav 
they proved that the Bible is true? No, they 
hav not, and they never will They are as 
utterly incap'l.ble of proving the divinity and 
inspiration of the B1ble as they are of proving 
the immortality of the soul and the existence 
of a personal God. I wish they would all 
read Colonel Ingersoll's remarkable produc. 
tion on "The G )ds." 

I ha v read Mrs. Colman's "Reminiscences," 
, a beautiful little volume which we hav 
:lately received from Mr. H. L Green, or the 

"This coffee is so poor I can't drink it" · }1'1·eethinker's Maga-zine. It is a neat little 
said the guest. ' book, clear print and extra good bindina:. an<i 

The New Waiter. 

"Just shut your eyes put it t f 1 ht is well worth the price it is sold at. Every 
, ' ou 0 8 g • Freethinker should get a copy of it. Every 

and don t say anything about it," was the page in it is exceedingly interesring. Mrs. 
reply of the new waiter, who was a humorist. Colman is a noble type of American woman-

The guest did not make any reply, but hood, and we all should feel proud of her. I 
when he came to pay he handed over to the ' read your complimentary not;ce of the 
proprietor of the establishm~nt rt "Reminiscences" in the November number 
cent ' a 80 1 ary of the Freethinker's Magazine, and I heartily 

• agree with you. In fact, I indorse all that 
" Where's the rest of the money?" has been s'l.id of this little work. 
"Just shut your eyes, put it out of sight,, I read all your articles in the Freethought 

and don't say anything more about it. That 'pspe_rs. They are all valuable and are worth 
is what your new waiter told me when I said readmg. Keep on in tlil.e good wo~k., . 
the coff k , 1 I am now a reader of Aunt Elmma s little 

ee was wea • 
1 
paper, the Plaindeale1·. It is bright and 

The new waiter tendered his resignation. : interesting, and although it is not the largest 

and best paper published, yet it is splendid 
for its P!ze. I advise all the young Free
thinkers to send for it. I missed the Corner 
in the last TRUTH BRRKRR very much. Wish
ing you unbounded success, I remain, 

Your Freethought friend, 
GRo.· J. R&MBBURG. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
A.H in a Lifetime. ALiberaiRomanee 

12mo, 300pJJ,, $1. 
Apples ot Gold. And Other Stories 

!or Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band 

S!Jme and Interesting Book, Without Supersti 
tu~n, for Obi~dren and Youth. The Only Free 

~~~~t~~~g~hJjg~:~~~i!~~~~f~~~~:,~~r ~sr~::a 
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illns 
trated covera; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

&ddreea THE TROTH BEEKER CO. 

Giordano Bruno. 
His Life, Works, Wortb, Martyrdom, Por 

trait, and .Monument. 
With a complete list of the .American subscribers 

to the fund for the erection of the monument. 
BY 

GEORGE JAOOB HoLYO.A.KE, THOli:AS DAVIDSON 
THADDEUS B. W AKEMAN1 KARL BLIND, 

LYDIA R. CHASE. 
Single copies 15 cents; ten copies fn a dollar. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

MODEiN IMITATION OF C:El!.IS'l', 
~a to his Life on Earth and. hls Communism. 

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON, 
.\.nthor of "A Protest and a Plea," in Oraer or 

Oreatton. 
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - - 75 Cents. 

W Thif book toaa suppressed by the first Amtr
ioa,n publisher ·.8 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
rhe 8ole B'MtO'I"s and Ea:act Ratios in tM 

Acquirement and Apportionmsnt. 

The 

By J. K. INGALLS. 

Und r Candle From 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

81.00. 

the 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And fm the Consideration of Others. 

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughable. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, - - - 50 cents. 

A.ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed,;, "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," et~:., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those ra.re·powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordina.ry.mind. The book contains many ideal 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishinl!" food for thought. We tnist it 
will ha.v the immense distribution it so rich).v 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1. 

Addresr THE TRUTH BEEKER 

HowCan We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Sttpernahwally Conceived, 

and DidJHe Rise f1·oni 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

P<~.per, 10 cents. For B~~ole at This Office. 

An Only Daughter Cured of Consumption. 
'Vhl!n. death "'"' houl'ly expecte<l from 

ConsttllllltJnn, all remedies lwving failed and 
HJ', 11. .Jame.:~ wa;-; cxyerimcnting·, he accident-: 
ally made a prep:_mttwn of Imlian Hemp, which 
cured Ins ouly child, and now gives this recipe 
ft·ec ou rocctpt of two stamps to pav expenses. 
Hemp al:;o enres night sweats, tuinsea at the 
stomaeh. and ·wi1l brCaJ{ a ft·esh cold 111 twen
ty-font· hours. Address Cmcldock & Co. 1032 
n.ac~. ~treet, 1Jhihttlelphia, l'a., uaming·' tlti.'i 
J),lJlCt. 
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY I 

l'"lhe World's Sages, Thinkers, and 
Reformers. The Biographies of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages. 
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4. 50. 

The Champions of the Chl!l·ch; Th~ir 
Crimes and PersecutiOns. BIO
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion buok to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNE=. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4. 50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the em·tl1. J..wv worshiped, including 
Jehovah Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages,' 8vo. Vol. II. describes f1.~lly all 
the relig~ous systems of tbe. world, mclll:d
ing J udm~>m, Mohammedamsm, and Chns
t1anity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in mor.,cco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernatUl'alism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London Universit-y. 1,115 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leat1· er, $5.0G: 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Commo:a Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r- ,_ •eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 

· gilt edges, $4.50. 

A.nalysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, .and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIS
couNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
""1" ohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Uomplete from the London edition. 745 
"{>ages, Svo. In cloth, $3.~0; 

-·· 
The foregoing volume~ are called " The 

Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered tOo 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

.8. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
l,'OR SALE AT THE TRUTli BEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing fu, 
:tl.uence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib. 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Pqlitical and Religious Refmmer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6() 
cents; cloth, $1. · 

Iufl.uence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Matelialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place ·of 
(.;hristianity. 10 cents. 

ScicuWic T~Iaterialism: Its Ill caning 
and Temlency. 10 cents. 

Spil'itnnlism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

PailHC\ the Po. ~deal and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Wmnan: Her Past ami Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

l'Iaterialism aml Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God'? 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. · 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debateo A four 
<by~' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BuRGEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four 
nights' debate between B. ]'. UNDEawooD 
and Rev. JoHN MARPLEs. Fully reported. 
}'r.per,_3_~o_en~s; ol~.~Q..!'~n~,_,. - ~ 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TBUTli SEEKER OFFICE. 

A. Trnth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the au.thor in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages, 'l'hinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt·edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and ReligiOns of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind tile Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 page&. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben· 
nett was a delegate, followed by a de· 
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letterE 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Go(ls and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of ·the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Marv, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov· 

I COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

.

1

. Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wit!\ Pine Steel Engraving of senalo!' Conlcllng. 

Bound in black cloth, ~ilver side stamp. 
Price, 75 centP. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TU'I'TLE. 

CR~MES AGAINST CRIMINALS. A Historioaland Ori;;o;::a~~viewof the Religion 

AN ADDRESS I CoNTENTS: What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pbal· 
Bv ROBT G. INGERSOLL lie W:orship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 

" • • ' on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 

NWJ York State Bar Association, at Albany, Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be-

N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo-
'l'he onlv Complete and Authorized Edition. lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 

• The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis· 
PRICE, TEN CENTS. dom. ·Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 

'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER CO., of the Individual. Duties and Ol:Jligations of 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. Bociety. Bights of Government. Duties of So· 

ciety to CriminalP. Duty of Self Culture. Mar

New Edition. Beviseii.\Dd Enlanred. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS .. 
•v HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Prioe, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, liO Clants. 
TM Trad8 Supplied at I:JpecW,~ Discounts, 

Address 'l'HE T:&UTH BEEKER, 
liS Lafayette Place, New York. 

riage. Cloth; price, $1. 50. 

~OW READY. 

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS 
OB' 

HORACE SEAVER._ 
OOMPILBD BY 

L. K. W .A..SHBUBN. 

ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1. Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
Judaism, Chiistianity, and Moham- this office. Price, r;o cent~. 

This· volume comprises some of the ablest and 
best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the 
past forty-five years. It is neatly printed on 
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains 
a flue likeness of the venerable editor of the 
Investigator. Every Liberal should hav this book 
in his home. It is now ready for delivery. 

medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1. 50. 

The Modern Science Essayist, Price, $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Ten Cents Ee.ch. A } 
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and The Agn'}Stio nn ua 

Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. l!.hilo~ophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEENLEAF 
Paper covers, 75 cents; Tl!:Ol!n'SON. 

2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. and influence. By Rev •• loHN w. OHADWIOK. 

A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 

FOR 1891. 
Edited by CHARLES A. W A.'I.TS. 

CONTENTS. b t D M B c1 R G H ><ow suns and worlds come into being. By 
e ween · · ENNETT an ev. · · Mr. GABBET P. BEBVIBS. An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Baumel Lain:z. 

HUMPIIREY. This book has had a very 4• EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of I Fundamental Theees of Agnos~icism. 
large sale, and is a splendid work for geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. . . B. Bithell. B.Sc., Ph.D. 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh- 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life AgnostiCISm and the Church of England.W t 
bora. 550 pages. Price. $1. begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. I Avatar Come 1 A Poem Amos a ers. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweell, 6. EVOLUTIOf:i OF AN~AL LIFE: The order , Biladin (W. Stewart Rose). 
D M BENNETT and CYRUS RoMULUS R.j of zoological evolutiOn. By Dr. BoBSITEB. The Instability of Faiths.Bon C. K. Tuckerman. 

• · L d G f RAYMoND I The Iron Band Under the Velvet Glove. ·TEED. Jesus the or od Creator o 7• THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq- G. J. HolYoake. 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; I nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE. Practical Religion .................. Charles Watts • 

· s. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de-~ The Cinerary Urn. A Bonnet.... . ,. 
• • • , • · velopment. By Dr. ROBERT G. ECCLES. . Author of Cmsar JU Flgypt. 

Whatdi \)b.J~CtibOnS toD CMhrBIStJamtyd~ 
1

9. EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BYJAMEsA.SKIL- ~~~~"';:O':t~~~~~~~m ................... B. Russell. 
A scusswn e.t'Yeen . . . ENNETT lJ:n TON. H. J. Hardwioke, M.D., F.R.C.S. 
G. M. MAIR, chYlcled mto the followmg 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SmNEY Is Agnosticism Bound? ................ Paul Carns. 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 1 SAMPSON. I" Is Agnosticism Bound?" . 
original, being borrowed or copied from 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS , · S~Jadm (W: S~ewart Boss) 

h ld t f r I . cnon 1 G JANES 1 The Poems of Joseph Ellis ...... Mirabeau Brown. muc o er sys ems o e 1,- . • · 
2 Miracles and supernatural achieve. 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O. Price, 2li cents. For-sale at this offioe-

me~ts hav been as fully and truly asc~?ed 13, Ei~~~~N AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
to other teachers and founders of relig:~oll THOUGHT. By JoHN w. CHADWICK. 
as to Jesus. . . . 14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STABB 

3. 'J'he story of JesUS and h1s mlSSlO~ HOYT NICHOLS. 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 15. THE EFII'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
roborated by contemporan~ous history. COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This ia SAVAGE. 
h d . · p · $ 50 Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., an ex austiv 1scusswn. nee, 1. · liS Lafayette Place, New York. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteil 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. THE .. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated If h I 

1 1 
d • ,

98 case, and shows what monstrous injustice ronc nvasl·on of ro an I" n I 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. ll l1 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

A.n Open Lettel• to Jesus Chri'st. Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a 
Heroic Endeavor and a Lost Opportu-

5 cents. nity to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

I hav kept a ScRAP BooK for a good many years 
of letters received from patients; some are long 
too long to publish, some are short and good 
Rainy days I sit down and read them, and hav 
learned a good deal about the human body from 
some poor, sicklY woman or overstrained man. 
Here is one of them. I call it a good letter : 

TRENTON, Txx., Sept. 28, 1886. 

L:terrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisl. 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects 
PaPer. 50 .Jcnts; cloth, 75 cents. 

By VALERIAN GBIBAYEDOFF. Mass. I am so proud of my recovery as to express 
With a map and numerous illustrations by well- my feelings in thanks to you. The RBEUMA

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamPs. Price, $1.50. 

To Kennedy of the Medical. Discovery, Roxbury, 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv· 
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa- · 

oloth, 75 cents. 

Th& Beck ·?f Chronicles of the Pil
glims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq 
the ':.'>T'·h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

rh.e First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers... 
10 cents. 

l'he Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
10 cents. 

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 

linful Saintli and Sinlnal Shepherdi. 
11 ...... - . -- -- ·- . 

The present volume is an effort to rescue from 
comparative oblivion one of the manY extraordi
nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
wa~. • , • It points a moral that amidst repub
lican institutions like ours, will not fail to receive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing influence of newlY acquired >tmbition, • • • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Religions 
and Political intolerance both on the tyrani and 
the victim. Contains a heretcfore un_pnblished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory. 

LOOKING BA.CKW A.RD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of'' Dr. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

TISM has made me four legged for six Years. At 
last I bav traded off two of them to Dell-druggist 
-for four bottles of Kennedy's Discovery. I am 
yours. gratefully and unsolicited, J. B. IVY. 

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS~ 

The Bible-What Is IU A pam
phlet oontainin~t eight chapters in refutation 
of the· assumptiOn that the Bible is a divine 
book of pure t!J.onght, and correct in all its 
utterances. Pnoe, 25 cents. · 

Stu.dles ln ~h~olo;}'. A clear exposi
tlon of the bibhoal story of man's creation 
and curse, theologically denominated "the 
fall." Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negativ and affi.rmativ standJ)oint, showing 
Wift it is not and what it is. l'rioe, r; cents. It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are 

free to receive new light will :tina in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. · 

The apJ_~e&l is a ways made to & man's reason, S V 
a,nd to hiS noblest sentiments: never to his Bel• FE Tl AL OF ASHTAROTH. 
ftshness.-[Boston l'ost. 

A SUI{gestion of a reljJly practicable and feasl-
1 
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of 

ble social sta:te greatly 1n aqvanoe of the Present the Moabites by the Jews 
The romant1c narrativ is rich in its forecast of 1 · 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. By A 0 Mm LE 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, ~00. • • D TON. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. Price, • • , • 10 cents, 



Truth Seeker Traots. 
NoTE.-These trncts are especially intended 

for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
ments., When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can !"or tracts, and, when received, 
hand them around among your neighbors, or 
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly, 
etc. To allow much to be done ion this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth, 
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by numbers. Tho numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. 

23 Reply to Shelton's Lotter. Bennett........ 3 
29 Paino Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 

35 Moving the Ark: Bennett................... 2 
37 Short Sermon.· RBv. Theologicus, D. D.... 2 
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. y_ Z. ...... 2 
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1 
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3 
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race.... 3 
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... 5 
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3 
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2 
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5 · 
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2 
62 The .Jew~ and their God ..................... IO 
6.3 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3 
64 Ills we l•:ndnre-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5 
65 ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev. Theologicus, D.D. 2 
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5 
70 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman.... ... 2 
73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2 
74 Daniel in tho Lion's Den. Bennett .......... 2 
75 An llour with the Devil. Bennett. ......... 10 
76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3 
77 TheFearofDeath. D. M.Bennett .......... 5 

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1 
83 ReyjvalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 6 
84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2 
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3 
90 Btblo-Mania. Otto Cor·dates.......... ...... 2 
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1 
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............ 6 
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ......................... IO 
9'1 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2 
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................ 2 

100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 6 
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2 
:o4 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10 
105 Decadence of Christian;ty. Capphro..... 2 

lOT l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... ? 
110 Invocation to ~he Universe. "-'·Bennett.... 1 
lll Reply to Scientific Americab. Bennett.... l 
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage .......... 2 
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ................ .,... 2 
::14 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. I 
:15 The \Vonders of Prayer. Bennett .......... 2 
:;,:cs The Sunday Question. B1lnnett............ 2 
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3 
I20 The Ne\V Age. W. S .. Bell .................. IO 

!@ .... 
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett .......... 10 
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob-

server" ........................................ 10 
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 11} 
I25 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2 
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Un-

derwood ......................................... 10 
130 Tha Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5 
~34 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5 
l37 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3 
138 Science of the Bible. ,Tohn Jasper.......... 2 
:4o Astro-Theology ..... ..... .......... .......... ... 5 
:41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 
::.42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... '.iJ 
~43 Chang W au Ho. Eli Perkms... ... .. .. .. ... 2 
::.48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus....... ... 2 
:49 Age of Shams ............................. ,.... 3 
145 If You Take Away my Religion? Wha'" 

Will You Give Me Instead. :Martin .... 10 
::.50 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and 

\Valcenmn ..................................... 10 
15~ What is the Biblo? M. W. H ............. 5 
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2 
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5 
::.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2 
:<.56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2 

:.59 BoBton Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 
~61 Protesta'llt Persecutions...................... 3 
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street 

Jail. Bennett..;. ............................ 10 
164 Bible Impeached. ·Chapman................ 2 

S<JIENTIFIC SERIES. '-, 
1 Hereditary Transmission. Pro£ Eis-

burg, M.D ..................................... 6 
2 Evolution: Homoge-llous to Heteroge-

neous. Underwood ......................... 8 
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin. .... :.... 5 
5 Resr-onsibility ofSex. .Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3 
6 Graduated Atmospheres.. McCarroll.:.... 2 
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3 
8 HowMarsupialAnimalsPropagate .......... 2 
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10 

:10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three 
Lectures ....................................... 10 

:11 IsAmerieaNewWorld? Dawson .......... lO 
:1a Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism. 

R. 8. Brigham, .M.D ........................ e 
,]8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the 

:Modem Symposium ......................... 1(' 

: ._.See •te at lleM or col .... 
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THE rrRUTH SEEKER. 
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN 

THE WORLD. 
POOlished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Truth Seeker Oornpany, a:t 

28 Lafayette Place, 

NEW YORK CITY. 
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR. C. P. SOMERBY, BUSINESS MANAGER. 
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Will Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original 
Papers of any Liberal Journal. 

Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and 
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty: 

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. HELEN H. GARDENER. 
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M. ARTHUR B. MOSS. 
PARKER PILLSBURY. L. K. WASHBURN. 
JOHN E. REMSBURG. CHARLES B. REYNOLDS. 
CHARLES WATTS. LUCY N. COLllfAN. 
ROBERT C. ADAMS. FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND. 
J. H. BURNHAM. JULIET H. SEVERANCE. 
JOHN PECK. :MATTIE P. KREKEL. 
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN. W. F. JAMIESON. 
H. 0. PENTECOST. SUSAN H. WIXON. 

And many others. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reyjews and magazines the latest papers of 
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLAUGH, PROJ!'ESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC 
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers. 

The Editor of·TI:IE TRUTTI Sl<;EKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON, 
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass. 

Tlte Truth Seeker Gives all tlte News of Freethougltt, and is Always on Guard 
Against tlte Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon tlle People's Liberties. 
If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to -THE TRUTH 

SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THJ<.: TRUTH SEEKER 
publishes each week more letters 'from the people than any other paper in the world. 

THE TRUTH SEIDK~~R js devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institu
tions, ami the Pres-ervation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests 
and the maintenance of lmman rights. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religio~ 
or religions observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly 
opnosed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact. 

Send $3 for a ¥ear's Subscription, or $1 for Four .Mouths' 'rriaJ. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLACE, NEW YO!liL 

AND STEREOPTICONS 
afford the best and cheapest means of object teaching 
for Colle&:es, School& o.ud Suuduy Schools. Our 
assortment of Views. illustrating art, science, history, 
religion and travel, iB iuuncnse. !"or Jlomc Am mu.~. 

ment and Parlor Enterto.lnment, etc., notlJ.ing cau llc fOUDd n.s instructive or a.mut~ins, while Church .Eutt_·r~ 
tsluments. Public .E.r.::• PA. y WELL An instrument with 
hlbltlo~s and Popular a choice selecl.iun of 
lllu8trntcd Lecture"- It VicmsmakeS(t.<IJllel•· 
did Hol'iday present, We nre the largest manufacturers and dealers. and ship to all• parts of 
the world, If ]OU wish to knov; how to order, how to conduct Parlor Entertainments !or plea· 
sure, or Pubhe F.xhibltlomh etc., for MAKING .MONEY, send u.s your name and nd· 

~!~~~)~ ~J'.;'~~1;ft~d ~::urn;~£':~: 208 PAC E B 0 0 K F R E E • 
McALLISTER, !Uanufact'g Optician, 49 Nassau St., N.Y. City, 

INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS .. WORLo~tHoWa£0IWATcHEs, 
By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of. 

Bruno, Buckle, Oomte. Helvetius, Hugo, Hume. 
Owen, Paine, Strauss, Volney, Voltaire, and 
nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

FOR HER DAitY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OEN~URY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread Is the story of two young 

girls and a younger brother who w11re lett parent• 
less, with little money, fair education and much 
courage, to make their way through the world by 
gging to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
inK girl's life and experience in theoityof Ohicago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just such a story 
of human life a.s we should expect Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and apPreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

A New Book by .Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eyes of timid acquiescence hav 

paid to impudent authoritY the tribute of a 
thoughtless yes.-.R. G. Inaersoll. 

CONTENTS. 
A Splendid Judge of a Woman. 
The Lady of the Olub. 
Under Protest. 
For the Prosecution. 
A RustY Link in the Ohain. 
The Boler House Mystery. 
The Time-Look of t'ur Ancestors. 
Florence Oam_pbell's Fa.te. 
MY Patient's Story. 

Price. paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH S;EEKER 00., 

liS LafaYeite PI •• New York. 

DR 0 ~SYTreatedfree. 
Po~lllvely t:tlllEU 
wtth Vt"getnble 

~ Remedies. Have 
; cured m:my thou-

sand cases pro-

~~ct~~et'!~~%~:~~-~{a~~~v~~~t~~!sse~{,!i\p:;~~;~~~d~~cdj~~gve:J~ 
BOOK of testimoni:tls of miraculous cures sent FREE. 
TEN DAYS TREATMENT FURNISHED FREE by mail 
DR. H. D. G'REEN & SONS, Spcclullots, Atlantu. G"' 

Beat grades American Stem-winders : In silver
ina oases, 7 jewels, $7. 50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 
15 jewels, $10; rlo. adjusted, $16. In 3 ounce coin 
silver ceses, !3.50 more ; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5 
ounce, $6 more In best Jilled I!'O!rl ca~e•. opsn 
face, dust Proof. 7 j•wels, $16: 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
jAwels, $1750; 15 j~wels, $1Q.50: do. •<1iusted, 
$24.50. Hunting, $22; $22 fO; $23: !24: $80. 
Ladies', same qualitY, 7 jewels, .$17; 11 jewels, 
$18 50; 15 jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famous, 

New Mod.el "Otto Wettstein " Watch, 
16 jewels end all modern improvements, S3 
more than above adjusted watches. No watch 
in thA world competes with it. Finer watches up 
to $200. •II such prepaid, guaranteed 1 Y"ar, and 
cash refunded if not satisfactorY. All filled gold 
caBes warranted by manufacturers 20 Years. 
Beware of New York Worlct's10 karat and spurious 
oases. Watches cleaned, best won;, $1; springs, 
$1, etc., and returned free. 

FsTABLISBED 1857. 
01"1'0 WETTSTEIN. Bvohelle, rn. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nfltf',d 

specialist, for his "Private Counselor "-,-a va!Uii
ble book for young and middle-aged men, suffer. 
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in 
maturer years. It sets forth an External AppJi. 
cation-A POSITIVE OURE• as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme. 
dies you hav USl.ld. The book is worth many 
times its cost, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a s;pePctiJ ana ;permanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
You saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outsPoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of the Freethought 
Preas. He has manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessful method of treat
ment. and deserves vatronage.-.Freetllouallt. 

Thesd notices are for th6 benefit of Liberals 
who may be f!isiting the places where these socie
ties are located. Local Secular Unions and 
lfreethougkt Societies meeting regularly can 
haf! their gatherings ad'IJertised here free by for
warding the n~ssary information. 

The ltianhattan Liberal ()Jub, N.Y. 
Meets everY FridaY evenin_g, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public oordiallyinyjte<l. 

The Newark Liberal Lea~fue 
Meets everY Sunday afternoon at 3 o•olook at 
Libera.! League Hali, 177 HalseY st., oor. Market 
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free aud 
everybodY welcome. 

Atncrican Secular Union, Ne,vat•l{ 
Bran cit, 

124 Market st.reet. Assembles every Sunday 
evening a.t 7.?0. Lecture•, deba.te~ •. and di•CUR· 
sions on ali 1mnorta.nt secular subJects. Pres
itlent, HENRY BIRD; Secretary, 00RA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJn Philosophical Associa· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity roomst..Bedford avenue and 
Routh 2d ~treet, Brooklyn, .l!l. D., at 8 P.M., every 
SundaY. Lectures fo1lo'l<ed by discussion. Pial
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretarY, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:>~ 
meets every Sunday in Indus~ rial Hall, Broad aL d 
Wood stu .• at 2 :so and 7 :SO P.M. for lectures ana 
free discussions on re!Jgious and social question e. 
Able spea.kersinterestthe audience. N.B.-Trutb 
Seekerpubl!cationsalwaYoon handatoheap rates. 

The Secular Society of Kent, 0.! 
Meets semi-monthly1 llrst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M .• at the town nall. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellznr Wright Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun· 
days of each month at Independent Ohuroh, a.t 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investt-
aator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. Seo. 

()hicago Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:30 P.M., a\ 
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal ()Job 
Holds meetings everY Runda.y evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralhts,No. PO:J, 
Prairie <JitJ', Ia., 

Meets everY Sunday in the Libera.! reading-room 
hall at 2:30P.M. All Liberals are cordiallY in
vited. F. V. DRAPER, Oor. Bee. 

The Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every SundaY at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J .F .MAOOMBER,Pres.; LEROY BEBBIER, See. 

Des Moines Secular Unton 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN 8TEINER1 Pres. 

San FrancJsco, Cal., Frcethought 
Society 

M~et• eVAry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Poa·t Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 PM. in the publio 
school building in Port AngeleM, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. :E'RANK MoRSE, Oor. Sec. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
~raJ Union 

0! Los An~:eles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at Parr's 
Hall. Everyboilv invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Seo. 

.The Walla Walla Llbtral ()Job 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotures.-Free Discnssions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable librarY is at the seryjoe of members and 
friends. O.B. REYNoLDs, Prell.; A.W. 0ALDER• Seo. 

Tile Roeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
SundaY in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, diooussions, reading, and poems. The 
grPatest frMdom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E.~RICE1 Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0BARLES BBEA, Sec. 

Portsmouth, 0., Secular Union 
Meets everY SundaY at 7 P.M. in Grand Army 
Hall Lectures, discussions, readinlj:s, poems, 
music and songs. A cordial invitation lS extended 
to all; Gspeoially to friends frcm abroad. Oorres
pondenoe solicited. J. L. TREUTHABT, President. 
WILLS. ANDRES, Secretary. 

OB, 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This is the history of a.n attempt to found a 
church without superstition, and its success. 
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vita.! questions 
of human oonoem, religious, P0litioal, and other
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan
guage, and easily understood. There is Just sum. 
oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is being brongh$ 
to hie mind. 

:ror 1ale a\ \hil omoe. J.>rioe. tl.uu. 
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RENEWAL of the Louisiana lottery cliarter 
for twenty-five years passed House t:nd Sen
ate but was vetoed by the governor. The 
House then pasfed it over his head, but the 
Senate refused. The point being raised that 
the governor could not veto a constitutional 
amendment, as this was, the case is now be
fore the Supreme Court. 

THE Brazilian govern
ment is refused recogni
tion by Russia, Austria, 
and Germany. 

GENERAL BooTH of the 
Salvation Army has re
ceived $450,000 for re
claiming "Darkest Eng
land." 

ELEOTION of a cardinal 
as the next pope is at 
hand, anrl France is anx
ious that one friendly to 
the republic be elected. 

CATHouos in Germany 
support the government 
in its heavy military ex
penditures, w~ich are 
disapproved by Radicals, 
and the government in 
return tolerates religious 
orders. 

ANN EAYNoR, of New 
Haven, Conn., on the 
morning after Chrlstmas 
was found dead kneel
ing by her bed with 
hands raised, havivg 
been struck dead in 
prayer. 

AN instance of the ten
dency of ecclesiastical 
rule to encroach on civil, 
appears in practices of 
Jewish rabbis of New 
York, now expmed. 
They hav been in the 
habit of selling divorces. 

ON the 28th ult. Big 
Foot's band, of 120 
braves and 250 women 
and children, surren-
dered near VVounded 
Knee Camp, but wereun. 
willing to giv up their arms. At an attempt 
to disarm them they fired, and a conflict en
sued in which Captain Wallace and several 
soldiers, and most of the Indians, were killed. 

PASTEUR says he has himself discovered not 
merely a cure of tubercular diseases, but a 
preventiv, though it will be months or years 
before he can elaborate and publish it. 

JoHN SToOKBRIDGE, of Raton, N. M., who 
strangled and beat his mother to death, says 
he was trying to get the evil spirits out of 
her and all his chastisements were for her 
good. 

IN Italy there is much suffering, and even 
starvation, sa a result of the high taxes 
necessary to maintain military forces suffi 
cient to defend from other nations and the 
papacy. 

PREMIER MEROIER of the province of Que
bec has introduced in the legislativ. assembly 
a bill conferring on all church organizations 
power to take possession of land for building 
purposes. 

GERMAN Catholics deemed their sufferings 
ended with Bismarck's removal, but now 
Minister Van Gassier has introduced a bill to 
secularize all schools, not only in instruction 
but in administration. 

RoMAN CATHOLIOs in Italy propose the for
mation "of a Catholic Italian parliament as 
a counterpoise to the Masonic and foreign 
parliament," as they style the legitimate par
liament of the nation. 

IT is reported that the prime minister of 
Queensland has declared in favor of establish
ing an Australian nation, under an Australian 
parliament with all the powers now held by 
the British Parliament. 

STANLEY is lecturing in the West. He lards 
his deliverances with Christian cant. He 
speaks ill of Emin Pasha because he suspects 
he is an Infidel. In writing of a dwarf race 
of Africa Stanley intimated disbelief in Dar
winism. 

AT Wichita recently, masked men, sup
posed to be Farmers' Alliance men, ejected 
three loan company'• tenants from farms that 
had been sold by the sheriff in foreclosure, 
and reinstated the original owners. In some 
places loan companies apprehend a coming 
war. · 

FRANKLIN, Pa., is indhmant at the white
washing of Rev. Euclid R1gers by the Bap
tist church of Bu~lington, Ia., where he went 
on being dismissed from the former place. 
In Franklin he was charged with lying, finan
cial crookedness, improper conduct with a 
young woman, engaging himself to marry 
another lady while living with one wife, and 
assaulting his wife. 

THE TR:UTH SEEK.ER, JANTIAHY 3. 1891. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COD8 AND RELICION8 
AND REFORMERS. A.NCIEN'r AND 

0
MODERN TIIES 

Biographies of 300 of the Leading Phi!osovhers, 
Teachers. Skevtios, Innov&tors, Founders of 

New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scien
tists, utc. (who were not Ohristians), 

from the time of Menu to the pres
ent. avo, l,075piJ., cloth, $3: 

leather, M; mor., g. e.,$4.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
2a Lafayette Place, N. Y. 

Vol. I. Givs a Full Account of all the Gods, in
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 

Jeans Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 
avo, a35pp. Vol. 11. Describes Fully all 

the Religions Systems of the World. 
avo, 957pp. Olotb, $3 per vol.; the 

2 vols., ~5 ; leatber, $7 ; mo-
rocco, gilt edges. $a. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

DAVID COMFORTET H BATHSHEBA. 

And David comforted Bathsheba his wife.-2 Sam. xii, 24. 

IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 
A NEW NOVEL, 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 
By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
" The shame itself doth call f01' instant Whitman. 

remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
on lished at this office. 

Cloth, $1; paper, iiO cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York, 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Chris tia ni ty? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a cOJ>Y; twelve copies for $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
2a Lafayette Place, New York. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS:tll. 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnillcent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 

churches and Young lllen's 
Ohristian Associa-

tion. 
By RIO:O:. B. WEsTBROOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price Sl, Address THlll TBUT:O: BEEKBB. 

UNBENDINGNESB is an JnrlJcat,ion !18 fre. 
quently of unsoundness as of health.
Land01·. 

AN obstinate man does not hold opinions, 
but they hold him.-Pope. 

SoiENOE enables man to answer his own 
prayers.-lng<rsoll. 

• E!oH disas,ter is a fac
tor in man's education; 
and experience will, in 
future ages, lead to his 
triumph over evil. The 
loss of life in burning 
building@, · instead of 
leading us to implore 
God to avert such disas
ters in future, teaches us 
to use new precautions 
against fire and make 
improved exits. It is a 
great relief to feel that 
we are not under the dis
ciplin of a ruler who is 
to be propitiated by our 
mental exercises, but to 
know that the forces 
that now control us are 
merely teaching us how 
to hecome their masters. 
-Robt 0 Adam.~. 

IF you take this life to 
be simply what old rell!'
ious folks pr~tend (I 
mean the effete, gone to 
seed in a drouth, mere 
human gal!s stung by the 
devil once), then all your 
joy and serenity is re
duced to grinning and 
.bearing it. The fact is, 
you hav got to take the 
world on your shoulders 
like Atlas, and put along 
with it. You will do 
this for sn idea's sake 
and your success will be 
in proportion to your de
votion to ideas. It may 
make your back ache 
occasionally, but you 
will ha v the satisfaction 
of hanging it or twirling 
it to suit yourself. Cow
ards snffer, heroes enjoy. 

After a long day's walk with it, pitch it into 
a hollow place, sit down and eat your lunch
eon. Unexpectedly, by some immortal 
thoughts, you will be compensated. The 
bank whereon you sit will be a fragrant and 
flowery one, and your world in the hollow a 
sleek and light gazelle.~ Thoreau. 

WHIMPERING and truckling fold with powders 
for invalids, conformity goes to the 
fourth-remov'd, 

I wear my hat as I please indoors or out. 
Why should I pray? why should I venerate 

and be ceremonious? 
Having pried through the strata, analyzed to 

a hair, counsel'd with doctors and calcu-
lated close, _ 

I ftnd no sweeter fat than sticks to my own 
bones.- Walt Whitman. 

MATTER . • . is eternal and unending. 
TJ:ie earth, the dust, every created thing 
indeed perishes; but we cannot say that that 
perishes out of which they are created. Sub
stance abides eternally. A thing falls into 
dust, but out of the dust is developed another. 
The earth, as Pliny says, is 11. phenix and re
mains once for all. When it becomes old it 
burns itself to ashes, that out of them a young 
phenix may arise. the former, but rejuve
nated.-Bebastian Fm1~k. 

WE submit the proposition that the universe 
in its entirety is eternal and self-existent.
Edgar 0, BeaU. 

\ 

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission: 
Learning that there is an organized movement amoEg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 

"Sibbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons : 

1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained. 
2. That public moramy may be sub3erved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 

resort when no moral amusements are available. 
3. As a matter of justice also to the tJeople of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 

tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to 
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your bands. · 

4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
tions and human welfart>, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

5. It will benelH the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. · . 

6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
its pleasures and instructions, the morA diffi<lult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers 
will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the da:ys of toil. With choice of Sund~~>y occupation 
restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the ~Average workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 

7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on S11nday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
benefit the F .tir itself, the people of Ohic&go, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity 
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. ' 

Name. Town. State. 
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IJolls anti ~lippings. 

THB superiority of the moral ftber of the 
fem,inin sex to that of the masculin is. again 
shown by the report of the board of police 
justices of this city for last year. According 
to the report, the number of men (81i,069) 
~ested fQ1 violations of law was more than 
three times as great as the number of women 
(1~, 091). The statistics printed by the board, 
says the Bun, are helpful to the formation of 
opinion!! upon several questions that are 
oftOJ;l brought under debate. 

TJ,i' OhrisUan Union says: "Our readers 
will ~~cfl!}l Prof. Booker T. Washington's 
stateUJ,ent, in an article in the (Jhristian Union 
eome tl.me since, declaring in general terms 
~he ignorance and immorality of a large pro. 
portion of the colored preachers of the South. 
We now find in the New York .Age a letter 
from Bishop Payne of the African Methodist 
~pll!copal church, He says : ' I say em. 
phatic~y that not more than one-third of 
the UJ.iniflters, Baptist and Methodist, in the 
SQuth are morally and intellectually qualified. 
I will stand by this statement, and can dem. 
onstrate the truthfulness by painful facts 
~ith r.,gard to names, tim~s, and places.' " 

"WB will now," said the preacher," take 
qp our usual Christmas collection for the 
poor. I wish to remind the congregation 
that I am reliably informed the gamblers of 
this town hav boasted they will outdo the 
churches more than two to one in charity this 
year. At the gambling-house in the bl~k 

·below the sum of $250 was raised yesterday." 

.i' 

THE RUBBISH IN THE CHILDREN'S PATH. 

The organist struck up 11o hymn, and when 
the collectors came back with the baskets 
after making the rounds of the pews it was 
found that the indignant board of trade men 
in the audience had contributed enough to 
bring the collection up to $5GO. The common 
gamblers in the block below were beaten out 
of sight.-Ohioago T1•i!June. 

the jim jams alike to white, black, and red 
men. With the orgies of Sister Woodworth 
now raging right before its eyes the assertion 
of the Journal above quoted and fraudulently 
passed upon its readers as a witticism, betrays 
the utter barrenness of the religious editorial 
brain.-IroncZad .Age. 

THE Hamilton Herald says: "Not only 
has the Toronto council pronounced against 

INTBLLIGENOE comes from Kentucky to the the running of street. cars on Sundays, but 
effect that Andrew Johnson, a member of one has refused to allow the citizens to vote on 
of the hill tribes in the eastern part of the the subject. The Toronto people, it appears, 
state, who has killed in his time something are still in leading 11trings, and are not old 
like twenty men, has reformed and taken out enough yet to be trusted to walk alone." 
license as an exhorter. He is now preaching Saturday Night has also a "palpable hit" at 
with great vehemence and power in the 
mountain district. Johnson was once known those who pretend to be pious just now be-
as the" Pineville Terror." He is a man of cause it pays them to" assume a virtue if 

theyhav it not." Our contemporary observes: 
nerve and a ready shot. There is every rea- ,, Take for instance this Sunday street-car 
son to believe, thinks the WO'I'ld, that the un-
couth sinners of eastern Kentucky will accept question. The preachers are trying to keep 
salvation at Parson Johnson's hands without a corner on the Sunday, they are afraid if 
a murmur. Lorenzo Dow was an able ex. any other attraction is offered their place of 
horter and he was not above doing a little ·worship will be deserted. If they, as 
muscular reasoniEg in his early days, but he ministers of the gospel, as vice.regents of the 
had no such record as Johnson. immortal king, cannot maintain their ascend. 

ettcy and tlll their auditoriums while street-
cars run, they are poor creatures and un-

" IT is to be hoped the messiah dancing worthy to be captains in the army of God." 
craze may not become general among the 
colored people. With the red men and black IT is the women, not the men, who keep 
men dancing, who knows but the white man up the church, and they should boss the 
might take it next?" Thus saith the Indian. whole business, says the Denison Gautteer. 
apolis Journal, ignoring a fact bigger than Let the men attend to civil affairs, to politics, 
any mountain upon the face of the earth. and let the women run the religious bust
There is no danger of the white man " taking ness. That would be an equitable division 
it next." The white man has had it for cent- of labor. Of course the preachers will kick 
uries. The Christian religion has had the vigorously, and we can hardly blame them. 
jim jams since the days of its first inception. ·They do not like to divide the honors with 
And it is no respecter of colors. It imparts the sisters. They prefer to strut around in 

broadcloth, white neckties, and plug hats, 
travel at half rates on the railroads, and mo. 
nopolize the privilege of sporting the title of 
the deity in front of their names, while the 
women make their heads ache dsviaing new 
attractions to draw money from the pockets 
of the wicked men to supply the exchequer 
with the necessary funds to support the dear 
paators and make the ckurch edifice respect
able. But the clergy will hav to come off 
their exalted perch sooner or later, or at least 
let the good women share it with them. 

HINDOO and Mohammedan superstitions 
hav met near Calcutta with such a clash that 
they were subsequently brought into court. 
A desirable piece of land lay waste because 
it was reputed to be haunted by a Hindoo 
goddess who objected to settlers. The Hln
doos did all they could to propitiate her, 
setting apart a tree for her abode, under 
which they erected an idol in her honor, to 
which they made offerings of fruit and 
flowers. Still, the goddess continued im
placable, and one man venturing to cultivate 
some of the land, he and his children died. 
Eventually, some Mohammedans, laughing 
at the Bindoo superstition, undertook to 
reclaim the land, but, somehow or other, the 
goddess manifested herself in a way to scare 
them off. That made the Mohammedans 
more determined and defiant than ever. So 
they took a sacred Hindoo beast, a cow, to 
the goddess's tree, and killed it there, placing 
parts of the carcass among the branches, and 
even smearing the idol with its blood. This 
so outraged the feelings of the Hindoos that 
they invoked the penal code, and five Mo
hammedans were sentenced to imprisonment 
for " outraging religious susceptibilities." 
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fiimmnnita.lions. 

O~t of the D~pths. 
Ther~ never existed a happier family than that of 

John:_,McLaren, ~ason. People envied them and 
wondeJ:'.ed if they ever sorrovved or if their existence 
were -wl:u:ilty"bathed -in sunshine. 
Nq~pingBileemed to distract them. They had a. 

kin'd·'~word arid smile for the most unfortunate in 
Oomrie. There was Mrs. McLarev, with her laugh
ing liquid-blue eyes, two dimples in her cheeks, and 
the prettiest little rosebud of a mouth perpetually 
wreathed in smiles; the baby, John McLaren, Jr., a 
crow,gjng _happy piece of innocence, and lastly hon
est John himself, the merry, twinkling-eyed head of 
the fa_mily, who had a habit, much to be deprecated 
in those degenerate days, of always looking upon 
the silver lining of the gloomy cloud and thus saving 
do!)t'or's bills; 

Ere John started for work in the morning he 
wou,ld imprint a hearty kiss on the laughing mouth 
of his wife, ,who smilingly wGuld chide him with, 
"Behave, John;" make a face at the baby, who 
crowed in return until he got black in the face ; 
then our merry mason set off to his work whistling 
as gaily as a lark. 

No wonder people envied them. Even if the late 
Mr. Pope had known our J obn he would hav averred 
that a "happy man is the noblest work of God." 

If it be true that "those whom the Gods love die 
young," then we wonder no longer how :flowers grow 
so luxuriantly in a graveyard, for they are smiles res
urrected perfuming the world again with their 
fragrance. . 

And then, one must remember that everything had 
gone well with the McLarens. John had always 
b€en in good employlllent on the Dzmfern estate, 
where he repaired stone d:ykes and gossiped with 
the old retainers. "'When he got married he had 
nstalled himself in a cosy, ivy-covered cottage, with 

a moss-grown roof, and a porch that in summer time 
was hid by the honeysuckle. Then there was a sun
dial of his own handiwork standing in the center of 
his well-kept garden, on which one could tell exactly 
the time of day. 

So you see that it was no wonder that the 
McLarens were happy, for they possessed everything 
to render them so, even love. And there lies the 
secret. For where love is, faith, hope, and charity 
abide. 

So the years rolled on, and John and his worthy 
spouse grew still happier and more loving, until one 
day the laird dying, "a most uncomfortable thing," 
as Sandy, the beadle, said, "the like of which has 
ne'er been heard o' i' the kintra side for mony a lang 
year," threw the whole of the tenants into the deeiJ
est dejection. Then the new laird, whose head was 
teeming with tne latest improvements, came up from 
Lo~don, turning everything topsy-turvy on his 
arrival. 

He discharged half of the servants, among whom 
was our friend John, because, he said, he was deter
mined to· conduct the estate on an economical basis. 
He evicted half of his small farmers, for he clearly 
showed that a stock farm was of more profit than an 
agricultural one. So that, in a little while, there was 
a dre~ry waste tenanted only by a solitary shepherd 
and ~1s sJ:!,~ep, where formerly bloomed many a little 
holdmg and lived as many a happy family. 

All . was ·changed. The Gvicted of Oomrie had 
gone, tearful and heart-broken, exiled from the hills 
their· for~fathers had crimsoned with their blood in 
order to preserve their liberty, and when such a 
cruel wrong as this done to them would hav sent the 
fiery cross speeding across the Highlands, and 
brought the vengeance of the clans on the head of 
the Pllrpetrator, aye, even unto th~;~ third and fourth 
generation. 

But tempora mutantttr, only the ruined huts re
mained calling down the vengeance of heaven on 
the tread of the desolator. The people had departed 
assisted by the government, who upheld the landlord 
in his right to take the bread out of the mouths of 
hundreds of people and send them into exile. It 
was his land,· his legal property-at least now it was 
but we all know how his light-fingered ancestor~ 
came by it-and he could do as he pleased. 

That is wh!'t the British government said, and they 
ought to, know what givs legal right to land, for they 
are ~hemselvs the chief of land-stealers in the world. 
Job~ McLuen, having lost his situation, determined 
to gQ_ ~o Lol).d~n, where work was plenty, he believed 
ana-13:9body wanted. ' 

Ofi a bright May morning the McLarens stood 
upon the deck of\the steamer Swallow watching the 
roc~~bound coast of Sc~tland growing dim before 
thell"_ eyes. Then, when 1t appeared like a blue mist 
lyir;tg .low upon_ the horizon, J oh~ turned to his wife, 
whde the tears welled from h1s eyes exclaiming 
"Wae's mP, hinny, we're gaen noo,'' wh~reat his tw~ 
children s.et up a howl and his wife threw herself 
~ponhis neck, sobbing as if her heart would break. 
f3o:t:~Qw had ~ched the hearts of the worthy couple 
.for'· .tbe. fi.rst time. They could stoically see. their 

cottage dismantled and given over to the :flames; 
hear the wild, shrill lament played heart-brokenly 
by Hamish McTavish as the exiled left their homes. 
They' could- see·all-':ihistilbeit:with': aching,J:t.euts;
but outwardly unmoved, but now when· that country 
which they loved so well, and which rears h~r queenly 
head so high amidst the nations of the. world, had 
:flown from-their gaze, the-floodgates of--their hearts 
opened. They wep~, as Rachel weeping for ber 
children but,theY:were nok At-last ~te:r &:weary 
voyage, in which the passengers suffered all the 
horrors of the mal de mer, they steamed up the 
Thames and discharged their freight at Hermitage 
wharf. 

The McLarens were now in their El Dorado, in 
this city of the world, London. . 

For some days they were almost deafened with 
the noise of the drays that continually rumbled 
along the streets and the hum of the multitude which 
seemea to be :flowing onward, no one knew whither. 
No matter what time of night they opened their eyes 
they could still hear the throbbing of London's great 
heart. Sometimes they heard a shriek, then the 
quick patter of feet, th9 blowing of policemen's 
whistles, angry oaths, than the echo of footsteps 
dying away, and then they would cower under the 
bedclothes trying to keep out the noise, and wonder 
what on earth ever tempted them to stray away from 
their quiet purply hills to this bedlam. 

After many applications John at last succeeded in 
obtaining some work, and for two years they lived 
pretty comfortably. But, then, toward the end of 
the year 18- men were being gradually thrown out 
of employment ; pal~, hungry-looking fellows , were 
now often seen sta~ding around the street corners, 
glowering at the rich people as they rolled past in 
their carriages, or listening to one of themselvs orat-
ing on unionism. · 

London was ·beginning . to feel uneasy; the heart 
did not beat with its wonted regularity, but rather 
spasmodically ; rumors were rife of workmen band
ing together to sack the city, and the policemen 
looked graver as they tightened their belts before 
sallying forth to their beats. The demon hunger bad 
cast its bl.ack shadow over the city, pinching the faces 
of the children and slowly drivinR the workmen to 
the wall. Out of the darkness of· this night arose 
the cry of "Bread!. bread! or we perish," but the 
cry was unheeded ;· men dropped exhausted in the 
streets; women and children passe·d :away in the 
gloom with the cry of bread upon their lips ; men 
stole so that they might be imprisoned and liv, and 
a gaunt-looking corpse was found :floating in the 
Th8mee, while aristocrats whirle·d in their business 
traps along the Row careless of the rumble of hun-
ger's revolution. · 

"We asked for· bread and they gave us stones." 
Yea, worse, for when in our time of need we besought 
them, for love of that God whom they adore, to be
stow on us in alms a portion of that wealth we 
helped to create, that our families may liv, they drove 
us back with bayonets wielded in the hands of those 
whom we pay by labor's sweat--pay them so that 
the throne may hav a greater we••pon wherewith to 
crush the multitude. . 0 people ! will ye ever learn 
your power"'-who· it is that ree11ly reigns ? Look, 
look ahead, yonder is Oanaan ; now find your 
Joshua! 

The employees of the factory, in which John was 
employed, had struck for higher wages. The men 
had presented a petition to their employer to urge 
the necessity of paying one cent per hour more, as 
it was almost impossible to liv upon their present 
earnings._ . . 

Thei! employer, a gouty, bloated-looking gentle-. 
man (s1c), gruffiy told them "that if they could not 
liv upon their present earnings, they could, at least, 
decently die upon them." 

The men, with sullen looks and low muttered 
threats, retired to their benches where, swinging 
their tool baskets over the.ir shoulders, they left the 
factory. 

That night a lurid glare shot skyward and, ere the 
fire department had arrived, Thomson's factory was
burnt to the ground. 

_Weeks ~o~led into months, yet John McLaren was 
shll " out,' and the money he had saved had gone, 
as also had most of his household Effects, to keep the 
wolf from the door. From three meals they came 
down to two, and latterly John bad contracted the 
habit of _staying out all day, ost~nsibly seeking worlr, 
but in reality to giv his loved ones a larger dinner. 

Then famin's companion, death, crept up the alleys 
laying his finger upon the children of the poor. 
John heard his footsteps and.offered himself up to 
his cliunmy ·embrace if his chiid might be saved. 

Death smiled and rocked their child to sleep, say
ing, " I am culling the :flowers, giv me time and I 
will lay the forest low." · 

Notwithstanding the sorrow she felt Mrs. Mc
Laren tried ever to keep a smile upon her pale, care
worn face. Her love for her husband was still as 
great as of yore, though •J ohn himself had grown 
sullen and depressed of late. · 
~s he sat by the black fireplace of an evening, 

"w1th hunger· gnawing at his vitals," great furrows 

appeared upon his lowering· brow, his lips would 
tightly compress, his hands twitch as if he fain, 
would grabble an,enemY..-- O~e ~orn!l!-g. they-ara~i ,. 
and·~foilnd famin in;.tb,e rooDJ,;.-~~~~-;rean.e, dear," sa1d 
John, and his voice was as low·and soft-as:;when he 
courted her in Methven woods, "we .cannot let .. our .. 
boy die, ewe must get food." , --. ; ,' -~ 

"Oh; John," .returned his -wife, !~ do Jiothingc·~~~ 
rather Jet us die. honest than -liv criminal. - We bv- . 
been provided for until now and -surely God won't 
let us starve at this time." · · · ·-. 

" Aye, aye, wife, God provides for us as long ·as 
we hav an income, but let fortune turn its back upon 
us then God seemingly sets his face against us ; I 
suppose it is because we sinned in becoming poor. 
But heaven helps those who help themselvs, and 
rather than see you and the bairnie die, I'll help 
myself!" . 

"Oh, John, ma ain love, dinna dae anything 
wrang," cried his wife, relapsing into her fi!Weeti, : _ 
mother tongue in her anguish, " God will help Ulll.: 
only wait !'' · .. 

" well, well, Jeanie," returned John as he but
toned up his threadbare overcoat, "we'll see what· 
God will do."· "But," he added as he left the house, 
" I'll h,.v food in the meantime." : 

The alley in which the McLarens lived ran into 
Whitechapel, so that John had not very far to go ere: 
he came to a store where he knew goods lay very 
near the door. 

But, as luck would hav it, he had walked but 
a couple of rods when he spied a baker's basket rest
ing in front of a house with two very nice loaves in it. 

Here was his opportunity, so quickly availing him
self of the loaves he turned and darted along the 
street. 

Somebody saw him and raised the cry of 11 stop 
thief." 

Fear of being captured with the booty lent wings 
to John. He flew along Whitechapel, his eyes 
bloodshot, his face pale, while :flecks of foam flew 
from his mouth as if from that of a madman. 
" Stop thief " again echoed iJ:J. his ears,· and men,. 
women, and children took up the chase. --

There is nothing so exciting as a miln-hunt_ 
Where man is the hare, and men the hounds, there 
exists a strange fascination. - . 

It is queer. But man is naturally a bloodthirsty 
animal. 

John at length distanced his pursuers, and wind
ing in and out of the alleys, then doubling baek upon 
his track, he at length reached his home. 

To his wife be evaded the question of how he got 
the bread, saying, " We'll hav some mor.e to· 
morrow."- -

They had nearly finished the loaves, and the good 
woman in her innocence was thanking· God for the ~
meal, when the door opened, two policemen entered 
and laid their hands upon John. 

Jeanie was thunderstruck,· but John smiled 
grimly. "All right, I'm ready," said he to the- --
policemen. · · 

"Never fear, ma ain, it wull .: be richt i' the end,ll 
he whispered to his wife, who remained _yet.:_speech
less; "it canna be much o' a sin to steal in order to 
liv. · Keep your heart up and wait for me." Then 
stooping down he imprinted a kiss upon his wife's 
cold forehead, pressed his boy to his heart, and was 
about to go, when \lis wife arose. 

Her face was firmly set, her eyes stern. It seemed 
as though a cloud had passed o'er her, leaving its 
black trace upon her features. '! , ,. 

Her right arm slowly extended; the policemen' 
halted, turning half round, and looked at the woman 
with some fear as she stood there like an ancient 
sibyl about to. utter a 11rophecy. · 

"You hav taken my husband and ruined.our livea 
because we wanted to liv," she commenced; then her· -
voice rose higher and there was a peculiar hiss in it 
as she said, " Take him, but may the curse of a, 
dying woman follow you and the law that .assists· 
you in crushing us; may the>faceof God be ever set 
against you ; may hell open--" . . . . ,:·-

She stopped, pressed her hand to her side, looked 
wildly around the room as if seeking an escape, ·· 
tottered, and fell heavily upon the floor, while a 
crimsoned froth oozed from her lips. . " 

John :flew to his wife's side, calling her by all en~ 
dearing names, but she heard not. · · 

The son knelt by his mother's side, patting her 
hands, and praying her. to open her eyes ·once 
more, but she was deaf to all, for· death had entered' 
the forest and was laying it low. 

" Oome, my · man," said one of . the policemen, 
"we can't wait 'ere hall day." 

"Won't you let me remain by my dead ,~ife's: 
side a little longed" pleaded John. , .. .1 

"No," returned the man of law," the city 'ulllook __ · 
arter 'er, but the laur vants you." 

So he was led away, while his dead wife lay on the-. 
floor, gazing blindly at the ceiling with her eye& 
wide open, and his son sat cowering and sobbing in 
a corner. 

And all that the law may be vindicated. 
Owing to the miserliness of cne man, hundreds:

are- driven- into exile; others, because-of a similal'' 

- ::.!' 
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cause, are made criminals ; women are forced upon 
the street so that they may liv. 

Yet some wonder why men strike work! They do 
so to save themselvs. and wives from entering upon 
a vicious life to which the greed of tile masters tends 
to drive them. 

How is H possible for women to remain untainted 
in this country on $1 50 to $2 50 per week? Many 
are not :Obtaining that sum. Do· you not think, 
gentlemen, that this greed of the capitalist is putting 
a premium on prostitution T I think so. Ask ~tny 
of those eighty thousand stl'eet-walkers who throng 
the London streets what made them adopt that life. 
In the-majority of cases the answer will be, insuf-
ficiency of wages. . 

Hunger drives men and women to evil courses, 
makes possible revolutions that deluge a country in 
blood. , 

Giv the people reasonable wages and hours ol 
labor ; throw open the museRma and art galleries on 

, Sundays so that the people can feast their eyes on 
the beauties, and fill their heads with a portion of 
theknowledge, contained therein; and· crime, I think, 
would greatly diminish,· the labor problem would ·be 
solved, the social evil would lessen; and the people 
would be rendered more contented. 

his face as he tried to stanch the life's blood that 
spurted from the side of his boy. 

"Open your een, ma ain wee laddie," he whispered 
,through his tears, "ou'll gang awa' t"e Oomrie; hees
tye, get up ma doo', it's your ain fayther wha's 
speakin'. Ob, Johnny, wull ye no speak!" and he 
passionately kissed the beaded forehead of ihe boy. 

His son slowly raised his leaden eyelids and as 
slowly closed them again, murmuring, "I'm sleepy, 
fayther,"' then heaving a gentle 'Sigh, his young life 
crept away from the street, far above the London 
tumult; into the unknown. 

Raising his eyes to heaven, the poor distracted 
father exclaimed, "Oh, God, what hav I done that I 
should liv while others die!" Then he sank by the 
side of his boy in a swoon. · 

. . . . . . 
A week after a body was found floating in the 

Thames, on which was found a book bearing the 
name of "John McLaren, Oomrie." At last he had 
found that death which had evaded biin so long
that eternal slumber which is nature's royal gift to 
those whom death plucks out of the depths. 

WILLIAM RoBERTSoN. 

John was brought before a magistrate and charged The Bells Are Chiming. 
with " purloining two loaves of bread," pleaded There is just as much science in the proper ringing 
guilty, and was ordered to be ~onfined for four of a ball as there is in the construction of a wonder, 
calendar weekS with hard lsbor. mysterious and weird. 

John asked the magistrate for God's sake to hav Professional bell-ringers, adepts in the ·art, can 
his wife decently interred and his boy taken c1ue of. produce from bells, ranging in size from the tiny one 

The magistrate, a well-meaning gentleman no that adorns Bossy's neck up to the monster in the 
doubt, who thought that all thieves were of the same steeple high, the sweetest tunes-tunes that carry 
class and criminality, blandly told. John that "he the aged back to childhood's merry days, that thrill 
ought to hav thought of his family before commit- the young, and fill the air with happy melody. How 

· ting the crime." Then John was led away. well do I remember the Swiss Bell-ringers! Oh, the 
Four weeks elapsed, the prison gate was flung music they did make ! An,d on siJnply common bells. 

open and John McL,ren stepped out into freedom. I hav always wished that I could "play" a bell. 
His son met him at the prison gate. They walked But I never shall know how to do this most proper 
quickly away from the gloomy jail, determined to thing, unless I .study and master the science of the 
leave L()ndon and seek their fortunes in the country. art. I hav made several attempts at bell-ringing,. 

"If we could get home to Oomrie, father," said .and my last attempt was a dismal failure. . The. 
the boy, gazing wistfully at his father's changed "Bell" I strove to play upon kicked back a.nd 
countenance. - knocked from my eff<:.rt all the tune and. melody it 

"We'll try, laddie," was the father's only response. did possess. I refer to that great. big Bell that 
They had just reached the head.of the street on chimes throughout the West, among the Rockies 

which stood the prison, when they heard-a confused and on ocean slope. Unlike most beUL', this particu-
babel, and looking in the direction they saw some lar big fellow can talk and write and speak. He does 
hundreds of people being charged by the military. all this with vim, with vigor, and with might. In 

Slowly but surely the people were being forced one of his sweeping vibrations he by print advises 
Jllack by their more disciplined brothers. Now they me "to change front," and all because I had referred 
would halt, stones would fly, and some soldiers to lecturers' "gilt-ediged"_ prices. I pleaded for re
ba struck to earth. ductions somewhat-to take the rounds sometimes 

Then the military would cheer and rush upon the for " glory and bare living." And by the way, in 
people with their rifles at the charge like blood· looking over old letters in regard to lectu~es I find 
hounds eager for their prey. one or two from Bell, the "chiming" lines of which 

At last the mob halted close to where John and announce prices ,twice as high as those given by 
his son stood, beside a pile of stones that some other representative of the world of talk and thought. 
causeway layers were U!ling in repairing the street. · As to changing front,:! don't think I'll do it. I am 

The McLsrens moved a little toward the crowd as doing splendidly the way I am faced at preQent. 
the latter were busy arming themselvs with stones He says "I hav never been in the lecture business." 
and shouting defiance to the soldiers who had like- That is true, and oth~ra who are in it would perhaps 
wise halted. do better outside of it. Of course this is intended 

Some of the rioters were hatless, their hair stream- as no reflection on my chiming friend Bell. He is a 
ing in the breeze; others coatless, with shirt-necks good lecturer ; at least, he has that reputation. I 
open, displaying a·hirsute brawny neck, their sleeves wish him joy. 
rolled up, ana faces red with passion, yet all grasping Another bell is labeled Voss. He rings forth his 
stories ready to hurl in the faces of the government appeal from Los Angeles, Oal., in the interest of the 
hirelings. 

At.last, a pompous-looking magistrate rode to, the Assembly of Pr~?res.s. ,He ~ecently too~ issue w!th 
front and commenced to read the riot act. He just . me on the word, white~ w:,h1ch as used In a section 
got to the·words "in the name of Victoria" when a of the ;Asse.mbly s const1tut10n and by-laws ~raws t~e 
shower of stones, hurtling around his bead, caused ~olor lme tightly ~nd completely. To use. It .thus IS 
him to retire in a manner more hasty than dignified. In a manner say:ng · a~ en to and sanctiOmng, the 

u Oaptain, do your duty," he yelled to the officer cruel treatment l~po,sed upon the colore~ race ~e
in charge of the infantry company, "and kill the fore the .war and Bin~ the ~ar by orth?dox fan~t!cs 
hounds,'·' he added, as he tried to. persuade his head who behaved and still beheve the ~Ible • a dlVlne 
to come out of the silk hat that had been forced eommand fro~ a~ unknown G.od. Voss has my re
almost over his eyel!. spect an~ admll'atiOn for the good he does, but for 

"Attention !'' commanded the captain. " Oarry the bad,. never. . . . 
arms. With ball cartridge-load," and the stillness Local bells a~e salvo .ch1mmg. Those m charge of 
of the street was disturbed by the click of the lever church and prief!t hav a cracked sort of a sound. 
as ·the breech-block fell. Their clappers I am told are worn, and eaten by the-

Then the soldier, out of love for his fellow-man, ologi~al rust. At. any rate, they don't hav that 
raised his hand, saying, •' Men, for God's sake, retire drawmg sound they seem~d to possess before our 
ere it be too late " late congress. - The bells 1n the hands of the Seen-

But the· magistrate was net of a peaceful disposi- larist.s are, on. the other hand, ~ging sweetly and 
tion seemingly, for he angrily yelJed to the officer, merrily .. Tb.ell' tones are eharmmg, and the people 
"Why don't you fire upon the dogs and disperse are heeding. 
them 1'' , The Portosm1.>uth auxiliary bav staded in · upon 

The latter, less b~oodthirsty than the former, who their second six months of existence equipped as 
took good care to remain well in the rear, turned to they never hav been at any other time since their 
him, exclaiming, "You, as one of the people, ought oriJ'nization. The officers they hav elected are as 
to be the last to urge such a proceeding." follows : Prenident, J. L. Treutbart (prominent 

Then more stones were flung, a soldier dropped Mason "&nd business man); first vice-president, 
with an ugly gash in his head, and his comrades Henry Nagleisen (young and prominent business 

' murmured. Qa.ick and sharp then came the com- man); second vice-president, Ed. Woodrow (young 
mand, "Aim, fire I" and ere the rattle of the mus- and popular); aecretary, Lillian Andres (my wife); 
ketry had died away the order was given, "Oharge 1'1 assistant secretary, Miss Alice Treuthart (the eldes.t 
Down upon the people came the soldiery with wild daughter of the president); treasurer, Benj. Woods 
cheers and leveled bayonets. The mob stood for a (leading newsdealer). The committees appointed 
moment, then broke and fled, leaving their dead ·and are : lecture committee, Will S. Andres,. Henry N a
dying upon the street. gleisen, Ed. Woodrow; public work, John Welty, 

Kneeling by the side of ·his son was John Wash Oross, Jas. H. Feurt; ways .and means,_ G. W. 
MoL1ren, with a look of in<:lescribable anguish upon L; Mitchell, · E. H. Da Witt, Will S. _A~dre~. The 

• 

lecture committee purpose to pursue a dJicro:.t :::::n 
of policy from that of the last six months. They 
hitend to bav the best of speeches, debates, lectures, 
essays, and readings, and on subjects in line with the 
Nine Demands. In this way it is expected to enrol 
a big membership, including the high and the low, 
the rich and the poor, the white and the black. 

The local organiz!ltion feels deeply interested in 
the other auxiliaries scattered over the country. 
we would liie . to see them arise from the sleep they 
seem to be in and get down to good solid work. · 
The plan of Miss Oraddock to hav all auxiliaries for
ward to national headquarters a report of each 
month's work, is a step in the right direction. She 
in turn can publish reports in bulk and thereby every 
auxiliary will know exactly what is being done by 
its :neighbors both close around and far s.way. It 
is a capital idea, and auxiliaries should take hold 
and promptly respond. WILL S. ANDRES. 

Portsmouth, ·O. 

Pitch Into the Christian Rf' ligion. 
From the Investigator. 

It seems to us that.whatever progress has been 
made toward a realization of any of the Nine De
.mands, is wholly due to the surrender of some theo• 
logical position. The enemy of the American Secular 
Union is the Ohristian theology, and the obstruction 
in the way to a complete victory for our Secular prin· 
ciples is the faith in this theology. Does anyone con· 
tend that the Christian church, as au org1mized body, 
could logically adopt and defend the "Nine De
mands of Secularism'" Does not everyone admit 
that these "Demands," more or less, imply what is 
anti-Christian, anti-theological, and anti-religious T 

The '' Nine Demands" cannot be reconciled with 
the position· and purpose of the Ohristian church. 
Men and women who accept the Christian theology, 
the Ohrietian faith, and who belong to the Christian 
church, caDnot be counted upon to advocate, and 
work for the success of, the principles of Secularism 
as formulated in the "Nine Demands." The work 
which has been done thus far for the secularization 
of the state has not been done by those who are re
garded as religious. It has been done by those who 
are outside the cburcb, who, for the mo:~t part, reject 
Ohristianity, and who hav no faith in theological 
dogmas. · 

If we hav· correctly stated the facts, then it seems 
to us that the wsy to secure the Beparation of church 
and state in this country is to boldly attack the 
power by a~d ~hroug~ which a u!li?n of church and 
state is mamtamed, VIZ-, the Chr1ehan church. Ec
clesiastical p1roperty is exempted from taxation be
cause such exemption is defended by the Christian 
church. Sunday is declared a sacred day by the 
state because such a declaration waa inspired by the 
Obristian church. The Bible is read in the public 
schools because the Ohristian churcb. has placed it 
there. 

We do not see how a person can show up the evils 
of the union of church and state, and fitly character
ize the power which sustains this union, without 
condemning the Christian theology and the Ohristian 
religion. We therefore are in favor of an aggressiv 
policy which will condemn the false, the wrong; and 
the evil in Obristianity, and we do not believe that 
any other course on the part of the L\berals of the 
United States wm help further the cause of Secular
ism.· 
· While we would not needlessly offend by our lan
guage we hold that the foolish theology of the Ohris
tian church should be shown up fn all its ridiculous
ness. If Obristianity is true, it ought to be .accepted 
by everybody· if it is false, it ought to ben J ected by 
everybody. We regard Ohristianity as false, and we 
think all Secularists and Liberals regard it in the 
same way. We do not believe in personalities, how
ever, and although strongly den~uncing a system or 
organization we do not necessarily attack men and 
women. , 

Until Ohrietians ask to hav their church property 
taxed; until Christialls ask to hav all Symd~y laws 
repealed · until Christians ask to hav their B1ble re
moved fr~m the schools; unt}l Ohristians ask ~bat. no 
more chaplains be emplo~ed m Oongree~ aud I?fJ~Itu
tions supported by pubbc money; until Ohnat1ans 
ask that the oath be abolished in the courts and ~II 
departments of the government-:those :who a~e ~~ 
favor of political reforms on .such l!nes will be ]~Bb
fied in claiming that the evlls, which the Amencan 
Secular Union was organized .to. remove, depend 
upon the existence of the O~r1~t~n ~heology, the 
Ohristian religion, and the Obristian fa1th. 

BRAIN of the New World, what a task is thine, 
To formulate the Modern-out of the peerlees grandtur of 

the modern, 
Out of thyself comprising science, to recast poems, churches, 

art, b th · k (Recast, may-be discard them, end them--may- e etr wor 
is done, who knows?) 

By vision,· hand, conception, on the background of the 
mighty past, the dead, .. 

To limn ·wlth absolute faith the mighty hvmg 'Prese~t-
- Walt Whttman. 
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The Secular Union's Monthly Report. 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED DECEMBER, 1890. 

Thomas Hindle,.Jamestown, N.Y ........................... . 
Michael Collins. Salt Lake City, Utah ........................ . 
W. F. Lerich, Houtzdale, Pa. ($1 annual !Jlembership; 

$ 1 
2 

by the laak of agreement in the ·board upon the 
proper parson to appoint; and at this prese1;1t writ· 
ing, it seems as though we shall hav to dispense 
with such appointee for this year. The gentleman 
recommended at .the Portsmouth congress it has not 
seemed, to the majority of the board, advisable to 
appoint, for· several reasons, principally because of 
his avowed opposition to the constitution of the soci
ety; while another gentleman, selected by the major· 
ity of the board, has been objected to by two of the 
directors, not from personal reasons, as he stands in 
the front ranks of able Freethought speakers, but 
from questions of policy, and also because of their 

$10 Guarantee Fund) ..................................... . 
A. K. and M. J. Olds, McMinnville, Ore .................... . 

preference for the person suggested at the Ports
mouth congress. In the management of Ollr society, 
peace and barmony must always be the first consid
eration; and the majority of the board will probably 
agrae to yield to the objections of the minority so far 
as to table the question of a field secretary indefi-

11 nitly. Upon the other questions of management we 
g are so far united; and it is to be hoped that, even if 
5 we cannot hav a field secretary at present, we may 
1 make a long pull, a strong pull, and a pull all together 
2 for that circulation of missionary pamphlets which 

Charles Otto Mackert, Philadelphia (new) ................ .. 
Anton J. Kraft, Grantfork, Ill. (Guarantee Fund) ...... . 
P. B. Mackey, Bridgeport, Conn. (new) .................... . 
Clemens Vonnegut, Indianapolis, lnd ....................... .. 
John Turner, Philadelphia .................... ; ............ , .... .. 
8. Pdbat, Highland, Ill ......................................... .. ~g stands second only to field work in its importance. 

5 'l'he question now before us is, Shall we carry out John WolfbM:ount Morris, Ill. (Guarantee Fund) ........ . 
Anton J. raft, Grantfork, Ill. (for pamphlet " Shall 

the Bible be Read in our Public Schools?") ....... 
W. w. Wilson, Spiceland, Ind. (balance life member-

Lucy ~~W~i~~~ ... Eipi~~i~~a:·r~a:·c~~~-;~;b'~~):::::::::: 

the plan of work outlined above to a successful issue, 
1 or shall we potter along on a two-penny plan as we 
5 hav done in the past, merely raising enough to just 
1 keep the thing alive, but hardly kicking? 

Mattie M. Wilson, Spiceland, Ind. (new member) ....... 
Will H. Baker, El Monte, Cal. (through Freethought) 

1 Already the correspondence alone is growing be· 

(new member) ............................................... . 
E. Frost, Maynard, Ia ............................................ .. 
Reuben B~vage, Maynard, Ia. (through E. Frost) (new 

member) ..................................................... . 
J. p. Slayton, Tecumseh, Mich. (Guarantee .Fund) life 

yond the ability of the secretary to deal with as she 
1 should. The time is not far distant when she is 5 likely to need a clerical assistant in order to do it 
1 justice, and keep her end up. For the present, how-

member (new) .............................................. .. 
John Corbet, Minneapolis, Minn .............................. . 
P. F. Spencer, Evansville, Wis. (Guarantee Fund) .... .. 

ever, she is doing her best as the solitary corre· 
5 spondent for the widespread interest of our society. 
~ The pledges to the $5,000 Gaarantee Fund come 

in slowly-more slowly than they should. Up to 
date, the amount pledged is $630. Ol this, $73 has 
been prepaid. It is easy to see that something must 

Total .................................................... $104 
F. C. MKNDB, Treasurer American Secular Union. 

Pltiladelphia, Jan. 5, 1890. be dane by Liberals throughout the country, if they 
would make the American Secular Union a success 
for this coming year. We need at least $3.000 for 
this year; and we neecl it soon, if we are to carry on 
the work as ·outlined above. 

Practical Work for Secularization. 
We frequently receive letters which say: "I am 

isolated from other members, but would like to do 
some practical work for the cause. How shall I 
eat about it¥" To all such, of course, we send 
pamphlets, and say : " Circulate these wherever 
you can, especially among mild conservative and 
Ptoteetant church people, where you will find you 
c'n use 'Ohurch Tuation' as an entering wedge 
for other more radical pamphlets." A large nom
bar of these pamphlets, indeed, hav already been 
circulated by Protestant Christians and by Jews 
in Maryland and other states. In Idaho and 
0 (egon, through the enterprise of two individuals, 
a copy of " Ohurch Taxation" has been placed in 
the hands of every member of the legislature. 
This ought to be done in every state and terri
tory of the Union, so as to bring the injustice of 
church exemption before the eyes of o~r legis
lators. 

Then, again, we hav President Westbrook's ad
mirable pamphlet on : "Shall the Bible be Read 
in Our Public Schools!" This ought to be circu
lated widely in such states as Wisconsin and else
where, where public opinion, from sheer ignorance 
of the merits of the case, is setting in favor of 
religious instruction of some sort in the public 
schools. But to do this requires money-:-more 
money than the present financial· condition of our 
treasury warrants us in expending. We are nearly 
out of the first edition of this most valuable 
pamphlet ; nevertheless we hav been able to send 
it to but few of our members as yet (as has been 
our custom hitherto with each new pamphlet issued 
by us) owing to the calls for it by those who are not 
members. 0! course, we desire to sow a good seed 
wherever we can ; and, with the exception of the few 
copies which we hav sent on sale to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, the Investigator, Freethought, and the 
Progressiv Thinker, we hav distributed these pam
phlets individually, and only where we hav thought 
they would be of use. The need for a new edition 
is pleasing; but we hav not the money to expend 
upon it. 

A third pamphlet (an eight-page circular) is now 
ready for printing. It is got up in an exceedingly 
novel and attractiv style, and appeals to the patriot
ism !lf those in~o whose hands it may fall. If this 
be Circulated as It should bt~, our cause will be adver
~ised to the gen~ral public as never before, and there 
IB every reason to hope that the accessions to our 
membership will be numerous, especially from busi
ness men of position and influence throughout the 
country. This is not mereJy a self-congratulatory 
statement on the part of the executiv committee but 
the result of opinions expressed by several prominent 
Freethinkers who are unanimous in approving the 
novel plan of this circular. But, dear friends, to 
print this circular will require money, and we hav 
not the wherewithal in our treasury. 

We had hoped ere this to announce the appoint
ment of a field secretary. But we hav been hiD.dered 

My Liberal friend, you who are reading this ap
peal, let us hav some practic&l evidence of your sym
pathy with the cause of freedom of thought. Help 
the American Secular Union and you help every 
other agency of Freethought in which you are in
terested. For we weleome all Liberals, uo m·atter 
what their beliefs, to our platform, provided they 
work for the Nine Demands. 

Shall the American Secular Union fail, or shall it 
succeed 1 Upon everyone who reads this question, 
falls a .share of the responsibility for either its ulti
mate failure or its ultimate success. Which will you 
individually help it to beT 

-IDA 0. 0RADDoox, Oorr. Sec. A. S. U. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 3, 1891. 

President Westbrook's Reply to Vice-President 
Foote's Open Letter. 

DEAR SIB : It is true that at a recent meeting of 
the board (all the members being present) the sub
jeot of the appointment of a person who had been 
nominated at the recent Portsmouth congress as a 
field seoretary did come up, and after discussion the 
motion to appoint was respectfully laid on the tablE', 
the members standing five to two. It can be called 
up at any time. 

Yes, I do remember the meeting of the board held 
a little more than a year ago in New York. I re
member the position taken by Mr. Remsburg, and I 
hav less faith in it now than . I had then. I do not 
believe that the few public lecturers in the field are 
made of such narrow and mean stuff as to be 
11 jealous " because one or more field secretaries hav 
been appointed by a great national society to advance 
its great work. I do not believe that one of them is 
as foolish and wicked as Messrs. Foote and Rems
burg seem to think they are. They (the accusers) 
may hav to confront these lecturers on this grave 
charge. Most of them are on the Pacific slope ; and 
lecturers might be appointed for twenty or thirty 
states where there are no leoturers, and yet never 
come within two or three thousand miles of those 
now in the field. 

Moreover, if the person nominated at the congress 
had been appointed at the reoent meeting of our 
board, as two directors desired, would not the public 
lecturers all hav been '1 jealous" of him 1 Would 
they not, by Dr. Foote's reasoning, hav proceeded 
at once to take revenge on the American Secular 
Union T 

Then, if the board should 11 subsidize " one or 
more lecturers already in the field, would not all the 
others not so "subsidizlld" be "jealous," and bring 
back the dynamite days ? Did not the American 
Secular Union make an effort to " subsidize " the 
lecturers by giving to each who would accept it a 
large printed commission to lecture and collect 
money for the society, allowing them, I think, fifty 

per cent commission ? This was continued up to 
the Philadelphia congress, in 1889 ; but if they ever 
collected and paid over a dollar, it has never come to 
my knowledge, by record or otherwise. I believe 
that the plan was a prodigious failure ; and yet Dr. 
Foote desires us to try it again ! Allow me here to 
say that I do not like the word " subsidize" as used 
by Dr. Foote. It does mean what Webster says ; 
but, in these modern-, degenerat'e times, the usus 
loquendi makes it mean a bribe ; and the great major
ity· of "operators," and " promoters," so understand it. 
I do :not believe that our lecturers desire a bribe. 
They do not desire any such dickering as has been 
proposed. If I do not mistake, they hate the word 
" subsidy." 

The pian of Dr. Foote for electing field secretaries 
by the votes of subscribers seems to me so imprac
ticable that I can hardly reply with becoming self. 
respect. It seems to amount to this : If a man con
tributes $1, let him cast one vote as to whom he 
desires for field secretary; and if he give $5, let him 
cast five votes-all for one man, or divided among 
five men. This seems to me to be " ballot reform " 
with a vengeance. Besides making the American 
Secular Union a mOneyed ·aristocracy, it would pave 
the way for endless bribery and corruption. Let us 
see, too, how it might work. Some man who is anx
ious to be a field secretary induces his friends to 
subscribe $5, $50, or $100, and this secures him as 
many votes. Another man, fully. as worthy, does 
not dragoon his ·friends to giv money that shall 
count for votes, and so is not appointed. Moreover, 
the board would be bound to incidentally consider 
the intelligence and qualifications of the voters, and 
would be also sacredly bound to scrutinize the char
acter and qualifications of the person voted for. Is 
he intelligent, and has he p1esence and address 1 
Has he· sufficient talent and learning to creditably 
represent the society? D .>es he accept the constitu
tion and general principles and policy of the Amer
ican Secular Union, and will he work harmoniously 
with the executiv officers and the board, and not 
breed discord and dissension? Has he discretion 
and self-control T Above all, is he a man of good 
moral character, pure and chaste, and a man whom 
we can safely send into our families ! 

Then, Dr. Foote seem11 to forget that we hav a 
constitution and a board of directors, the latter reg
ularly elected, and that the powers of the board are 
not to be assumed by individual contributors. These 
contributors voted, or had a right to vote, for the 
officers and members of the board, and they must 
trust the board and abide by their decision, assum
ing that the board hav a better opportunity to judge 
what should be done, than a few scattered individual 
contributors can possibly hav. The government of 
the American Secular Union is strictly a delegated 
government. While it should always respect indi
vidual contributors, it should not be influenced by 
them against its own judgment, and this is the gen
eral understanding of our contributors. 

In conclusion, let me say that, so far as I know, 
the board is disposed to consider the recommenda
tion, so summarily passed without debate at the re
cent congress, and they may feel bound to accept 
that recommendation ; but if they do not, they wilJ, 
doubtless, giv the next congress good reasons for 
their declinature. The board are considering the 
question of appointing as general field secretary one 
of the foremost of our Liberal lecturers, a distin· 
guished orator and scholar, an able debater, and one 
who can well represent the American Secular Union 
anywhere. Such a gentleman is very much needed. 
We hav frequent calls for such lectures, andean find 
constant work for such a man. We shall move slowly 
and cautiously. We believe that there is no difficulty 
about money matters; and I solemnly protest against 
anticipating and embarrassing the action of the 
board by an appeal to the newspapers. I consider 
the Open Letter of Dr. Foote as very injudicious 
and untimely, and quite unexpected from one gen
erally so fair. "The voice is Jacob's voice, but the 
hands. are the hands of Eaau" (Gen. uvii, 22). 
There seems to be a very huge cat in the meal-tub; 
but it is not worth while to set fire to the bouse to 
show the cat. I presume the board will act accord
ing to their bestr judgment, and with self-respecting 
firmness. R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres. A. S. U. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 5, 1891. 

The California State Convention. 

The California State Liberal Union will hold Its annual 
convention at Ban Francisco, on Thursday, Jan. 29, 1891, 
beginning at 10 o'clock in the morning with a business meet
ing and an opening address by Samuel P. Putnam, presi
dent, on'' The Dangers Ahead." Particular attention will 
be paid to the Sabbath legislation now threatened in this 
state and in Congress. In the afternoon and evening ad
dresses will be ·made by the best speakers, and the conven
tion will close with a musical and sociable festival in honor 
of Thomas Paine's birthday. 

Liberals from all parts of the state are invited and ex
pected to be present at this reunion ; and the cooperation of 
those of other states Is desired. · 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, President. 
EMIL B. LEMME, Secretary. 
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Jesus and His Apostles-When Did They Liv! B.a. 79-40; and Nicodemus a minister of King Aria. 
tobulus, B.a. 64. · 

A reader of T.a.E TRUTH SEEKER wants to know how 
" Antichrist " knows that Paul was preaching sixty
two' years before the Ohristian era. 

The facts hav been preseDted in THE T:auTB SEEKER 
many times during the last dozen years. 

In April, 1878, we found and translated an old He
brew document. Our translation was printed in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and republished in a pamphl.n 
by Mr. Bennett with the following title : 

Bepher Toldoth Jeschu: Book of the Generation of 
Jesus. First English translation of the ancient Jewish story 
of Jesus, who was born at Bethlehem about the year 106 
B.o., being the son of a betrothed maiden named Miriam 
(Mary), by Joseph Pandera. By the power of a charm 
stolen from the holy of holies, he cured lepers, raised the 
dead, and wrought other miracles. Wherefore he wail ar
rested by the elders of Jerusalem, scourged, crowned with 
thorns, and by order of the Sanhedrin stoned to death and 
hanged on the day before the Passover and the Sabbath, in 
the reign of Queen Alexandra, about the year 75 B.a. 

Death of Simon Kepha on a tower in the city of the Naz
arenes about 39 B.o. How and why the Romans changed 
" Kepha" to "Petros." · 

Startling evidence that Paul flourished before the middle 
ot the first century B.o., contemporary with the aforesaid 
Kepha. 

It was also republished in " Revelations of Anti
christ," with fnll notes, in 1879. And in 1887 it re
appeared in a pamphlet in England entitled, "The 
Jewish Li.fe of Ohrist," with notes by G. W. Foote 
and J. M. Wheeler. 

The suspicion that Paul flourished a century be
fore the time assigned to him in the book of Acts 
was never, we believe, entertained by· anyone but 
ourself ; nor did we even dream of it until we found 
in that Hebrew document a Simon Kepha dying on 
a tower about 39 B a. Then we turned to Paul's 
epistles to see if we could there discover any clue to 
dates, when lo ! we found in 2 Oor. xi, 32, this : 

In Damascus th~ governor under Aretas the king kept the 
city of the DamascelJ.eS with a garrison, desirous to appre
hend me. 

The nucleus of all the gospel stories antedates 
the Ohristian era. But the text has been corrupted 
and enlarged so as to describe a mythical Jesus 
crucified under Pontius Pilate. ANTICHRIST. 

'l1he Banner Paper. 
For nearly ten years THE TRUTH SEEKER has been 

formost of all papers in America, secular or religioue, 
in earrying aloft the banner of spelling reform. 
Many other journals hav given occasional blasts on 
their bugles, indicativ of cheer and good will toward 
the movement ; but THE TRUTH SEEKER has quietly, 
yet persistently, presented" hav, giv, liv," and numer
ous other words which commonly terminate in use
less e's, shorn of that appendage; and" activ, promis, 
definit," etc., are now recognized as familiar and law
ful spellings by its thousands of readers. When 
these shorter spellings become prevalent, as they as
suredly will within a few years, it will be vain for 
any periodical to try to steal this honor from THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. . 

There is promia, however, that the old "invinci
ble" will soon hav a goodly band of followers. On 
the introduction of the Lawler resolution for short 
spellings into the House of Representative last Jan
uary, great activity began among the spelling re
formers. Numerous petitions for its passage were 
circulated, signed, and sent to members of Oongress. 
The resolution was referred to the committee on 
printing, and the commissioner of education, Bon. W. 
T. Harris, with several prominent professors of col
leges, appeared before·it, and presented reaaons for 
the resolution being favorably reported. The tariff 
and other bills, however, so absorbed the attention 
of tl:le House, that the resolution for short spellings 
was not brought up; but Mr. Lawler intends to get 
a hearing during the present session. 

One result of the agitation has been that many 
prominent journals and numerous smaller papers 
hav given space to articles and notices upon the sub-

Now, we know, from Josephus and other sources, ject of spelling reform, and it was brought promi-
that A.retas, k~g of Arabia Petrea, held Damascus nently before the National Editorial Convention at 
for many years prior to 63 B.a., when all Syria, Da· Boston last June. Without waiting for the author
mascus included, became a part of the Roman em- ity of dictionaries, conventions, or Oongress, several 
pire. And though there were later kings of Arabia independent papers hav lately appeared with the 
Petrea named Aretas-one even as late as A D. 37, short spelling!!. Intelligence, a school journal of 
who fought and defeated his son-in-law Herod, te- Ohicago, and the Leader, a free lance paper, pub-
trarch of Galilee and Perea-yet it does not appear lished at Wichita, Kan., are examples. . 
that the last-named Aretas ever acquired any part of An association of activ workers named the Leag 
the Roman territory. Nor indeed was it possible for for Short Spellinge-L. s. s.-has lately been 
such a petty king to hav marched an army two hun- formed. The members promia to spell "hav, giv, 
dred and fifty miles and taken the strong city of Da- liv," and use such other short spellings as commend 
mascus out of the hands of the Romans. , themselvs to their judgment, whenever practicable. 

For further information on this subject read the Also to aid the movement by circulating tracts, and 
appendix to" Antichrist," pages 357-421. otherwise presenting the claims of the reform; and 

But since the publication of that book we hav especially by having articles in its favor inserted in 
written a " Life of Peter and of Paul." The "Life their local newspapers. The headquarters of the 
of Simon Kepha" (falsely ealled Peter) was printed Leag for Short Spellings is 24 Olinton place, New 
in a series of articles written for the Boston Investi- York. All persona are invited to send their names 
gator, in 1880-1, and the" Life of Paul" in a series as members, or to inclose stamp for information. 
written for THE TRUTH BEEKER in 1882-4. These we · ELizA B. BUBNZ. 
hoped to embody in vol. ii of "Antichrist," but as 
our first book has not yet paid expense of publi
estion we are loth to sink several hundred dollars 
in another volume. · 

We hav been unable to discover a single fact in
compatible with the existence of Je11us and his 
chief disciples a hundred years before the time 
assigned to them in the gospels and book of Acts. 

The historical characters mentioned in the book 
of Acts, and known to hav lived in the first half 
of the first century, are: Judas of Galilee; Annas, 
Oaiaphas, and Ananias, high priests ; Gamaliel, law
yer; Theudas, rebel; Herod Agrippa I.; Herod 
Agrippa II.; Olaudius Ooosar, emperor; Pilate, Felix, 
and Festus, governors of Judea; Drusilla and Ber
nice, sisters of Agrippa II. 

There is not a scintilla of historical evidence to 
connect a single one of these persons with Paul or 
with any apostle or contemporary disciple of Jesus, 
the adored messiah, much less with Jesus himself. 
But on the other hand we claim to hav discovered 
with more or less certainty in the works of Jose
phus traces of the following persons named in the 
book of Acts, all of whom lived and most of whom 
died before the Ohristian era : 

Paul (Pollio the Pharisee); Manaen of Acts xiii, 
1, Vulgate Manahan (Manahem the Essene); Ste
phen (OJJ.ias the martyr, B.a. 66); Herod (the Great), 
friend of Pollio and Manahem; Bernice, his niece; 
Agrippa (M.V.), chief minister of Augustus Ooo3ar; 
Gamaliel (Hillel~), preceptor of Paul; · Sopater or 
Sosipater, embassador of _high priest Hyrcanus; 
Silas (Silvanus), pretor of Ephesus; Tyrannus of 
Ephesus; Secundus of Thessalonica (Jucundus T); 
Tertullus the orator (Nicolaus of· Damascus); Au
gustus Oresar, Roman emperor, B o. 31 to A.D. 14. 

Who but the first emperor was ever designated 
as Augustus Ore.sar? See Acts xxv, 21, 25, 26, 1\Dd 
xxvii, 1. Oompare Greek and Syriac. · · 

There are also two probable identifica~ions of 
persons named in the fourth gospel, to wit: Malchus 
(M:aliQbus), an attache of the high priest Rsroanus, 

At the Brooklyn Philosophical Association. 

The large room of the Philosophical Association 
was filled to overflowing on Sunday, the 4th, to 
listen to a debate between Dr. L. G. Janes and one 
of the vice-presidents of the American Secular Union, 
Mr. T. B. Wakeman. The subject was Mr. Wake
man's philosophy. Before the debate began a lady 
treated the audience to very fine music on the piano, 
after which the presiding officer, Mr. 0. Monholland, 
introduced Dr. Janel'. 

Dr. Janes, who used manuscript, began his address 
by complimenting Mr. Wakeman and by giving 
reasons for the debate. This being done, he turned 
his attention to the subject proper, which presented 
itself under the aspect of the origin, nature, and 
manifestations of mind, and said in substance as 
follows. 

There can be but one science of psychology, and 
to this, which is bounded on one side by Spiritual
ism, on the other by the still lower Materialism, we 
hav to look for information as to mental phenomena 
at large. According to Mr. Wakeman, the universe 
is as we perceive it, and there is in it no room for 
supernatural beings of any kind ; there is nothing 
besides reality-no God, ghost, or spook. This will 
no doubt to the minds of many appear as simple 
Materialism, yet it is not. Mr. Wakeman is not a 
Materialist ; he is a Positivistic Monist. That is to 
say, he has from the pantheism of Goethe, the 
Positivism of Oomte, and the monism of Hreckel, con
structed a new philosophy. 

The relativity of our knowledge has been admit
ted both by Spencer and by Haeckel, and it follows 
that we as finite beings can conceive of the finite 
only-an infinit being is required to conceive 
of the infinit. And while we, the followers of 
Spencer's philosophy, do not admit anything super
natural, we can but, as a result of the limitedness of 
our sense perception, recognize the faot that beyond 
the visible universe is another, a greater and more 

perfect, an Unknowable. Mr. Wakeman's philoso
phy as regards the cosmos is idealistic pantheism, 
but this, as demonstrated by the science of psychol
ogy, is unscientific. 

Mr. Wakeman in reply said : The explanation as 
given by Dr. Janes is but the old theological solu
tion modified, for to assume an outside cause, what 
is that but to say that what we perceive through our 
senses is a mere show, that the reality lies outside · 
our power of conception ? A philosophy which re
fuses to bridge the chasm between man and his en
vironments, near and remote-between the subjectiv 
and the objectiv-is a failure. Spencer fails to do 
this in his Synthetic Philosophy, which leaves room 
for spooks and ghosts, and is therefore unscientific. 
Science does not recognize any "great Unknowable." 
It deals in facts; and for this very reason its <J:ffice 
has been to reverse almost every conception held by 
past ages. I need o11ly remind you of the changes 
wrought by it in the fields of astronomy, physics, 
chemistry, biology. We hav accepted all its conclu
sions in these branches, but when modern psychol
ogy said there was nothing unknowable, nothing su
pernatural, in and about man himself, the majorH.y 
rose up and exclaimed, " We hav a spook in our 
head ; we are veritable spooks." It does not sur
prise me. On scientific questions fools are and hav 
always been in the majority. Laws of nature are 
but the equivalences and correlative of changes in 
matter. Mind is a collectivity of changes in matter. 
It is the outcome of the ego and the impingements of 
the external world; the strain we are subjected to 
when these come into contact, causes wbat we call 
consciousness. It is well enough to assert the exist
ence of a spook, but so long as such a being, inde
pendent of physical causes, has not been produced, so 
long we cannot recognize the assertions of its uist
ence. 

I know that to many minds there is comfort in the 
idea of immortality, but I tell you there is no wis
dom except in truth, and as Goethe says, " Better 
bitter truth than blessed error, for truth always beals 
the wounds that error inflicts." Immortality is a 
terrible curse when you cannot control the condi
tions. No, not immortality for man, the immortality 
of the race, let us hav. The human race is the flower 
of the universe. Human progress is Obrist, buman 
happiness the Holy Ghost. Let us direct our atten
tion, our energies, to this visible, real world; let us 
rise to this our duty, for this duty is the mother of 
happiness. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
W. S. BELL will come East in the spring, and is now 

making engagements to lecture on his way here. His ad
dress is Box 109, Oakland, Cal. 

W. F. JAMIESON gave two lectures in Chicago for the Sec
ular Union before good audiences on both occasions. He is 
under engagement to deliver lectures In Woodbury county, 
Ia. Address all inquiries for lectures to Des Moines, Ia. 

Miss A:DA CAMPBELL is fortunately m11king a good recovery 
from her severe cold contracted in her December tour, and 
will renew her lecture engagements e.t once, beginning Fri
day, January 9th, at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 E. 
15th street, New York, on" Heredity." 

ON Sunday afternoon, January 11th, at 3 o'clock, Miss 
Ida C. Craddock, corresponding secretary of the American 
Secular Union,·willlecture on," How to Make Freethinkers 
of the Young," before the Newark Liberal League, 171 
Halsey street, corner of Market, Newark, N.J. 

Brotherhood of Moralists.· 
Report of the Propaqanaa Commtttee Of the Brotllerllooa of Jloml· 

tsts, at Hanntbal, Mo., for December, 1890. 
SRORETARY'S REPORT. 

During the month twenty.nine membership certificates 
were issued, making the whole number enrolled 1,267. The 
new members are from Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas, 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and England. Brother John R. 
Fleming, of American Falls, Idaho. enlisted fifteen new mem
bers this month. If half our members will make an effort 
our number can be doubled during the coming year. 

F. H. RAu, Sec. 
TREASURER'S REPORT. 

Balance from last report ........................................ $69 !l5 
Received'from Wm. B. Younl!', Kansas................... 1 00 

" • J. R. Fleming, Idaho........................ 50 
" G. D. Dadisman, Virginia.................. 2 00 

'fotal ................................................ $ 73 45 
Mailing constitutions .................................. $3 !l5 
Boston I 7VD~stigator .•. .•••.. •. .•. . . . . •. •. •. . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 55 
Ironclad .Aue.................................... ..... .... 1 30 

6 80 1 6 80 

Balance........... .............................. $66 65 
Hannibal, Mo. A. R. AYRES, Treasurer. 

A OARD OP THANKS. 
Every member of the Brotherhood of Moralists should 

appreciate any favor shown to the propaganda committee, 
hence it give me pleasure to make public acknowledgment 
of our obligation to the New York TRUTH BEEKER, Boston 
In'Destigator, Ironclad Ag~, of Indianapolis, Ind., Secular 
Thought, of Toronto, Ont., and F1·eetluntgllt, of San Fran
cisco, Cal., for the gratuitous publication of our monthly 
reports, and also for occasional favorable notices of our 
order. 

A. R. AYRES,} 
F. H. RAu, Committee. 
WM. GA1"1'S. 
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~ommunieations. governed and directed. A man said to, me once, 
"Look at thit> community of virtuous farmers; they 
plow and deh e from sun to sun and get so damned 

'fhe Relations of the St>xes in the Age of tired that tbfy sleep solidly the night through and 
Reason. there is no time nor energy left to be expended in 

vices." Certain it is that boys can bs made to so 
THE TRUTH SEEKER's review of Helen H. Gardener's aspire to round and beautiful muscles covered with 

• book calls up some very important, even fundamen- pink and ruddy skin that they will prefer chastity 
tal, q'1estionfl. We are, plainly, entering upon the that aids it rather than promiscuity that works 
Age of Ueason. What are to be the principles upon against it. 
which society is to act in it ? The remains of the I do not believe that segregation of the sexes will 
customs of primeval man that survive among us are aid this end; rather a frank ~ingling, all having been 
numerous, but known as such by few. Rationalists informed on the ends, aims, and purposes of nature, 
know and recognize many among religious rites that so to speak, ,~nd striving toward the rational life 
those blinded by superstition do not see. But from thorough knowledge. 
among the so-oalled Freethinkers, how many hav From our earliest and best sources of information 
turned their eyes inward and discovered primeval we learn that the fair, northern races of Europe were 
~us toms that we hav taken no special stand for root- chaste in youth and a..ainly monogamous in marriage. 
ing up! We hav the high authority of Spencer for Out of them bas come all that is highest and best in 
believing that there co-existed among primeval so- the world of society. 
cieties at least three forms of marriage or relations The first step of a woman into promiscuity often 
between the sexes; to wit, promiscuity, polygamy, seems a :r.ise rather than a fall. She is perhaps a 
and polyandry, and possibly also monogamy. But servant, a cook, chambermaid, or scrub-girl. The 
how many recognize the fact that we hav not -yet words of sympathy that come to her are few indeed. 
grown out of that stage? At a rough guess one S.o much easier is she led away by the counterfeits 
might be safe in saying that seventy-five per cent of when they reach her ears~ The consequences seem 
the men are polygamous or promiscuous, fifteen per at first an improvement, fot· she wears silks and 
cent of the women promiscuous, and ten per cent jewels and associates with gentlemen and receives 
polyandrous. It is not open and avowed as in pri- admiring glances. She seems to bav risen instead 
meval societies, but it exists. The important ques- of to bav fallen. Yet most of them perish as miser
tion is, What will be society's attitude toward these able, diseased drunkardP. 
relations when the Age of Reason shall hav been In a little French song a mother looks at her 
fully ushered in ? baby's hand and say!!, " I wonder if these little coral 

Evolution is a progress from the homogeneous to tapering fingers will one day be horny hands 
the heterogeneous. Hence, to go from promiscuity wielding a hammer to break stones on the highway." 
to monogamy, is to traverse the whole circle of evo- The victims of promiscuity bad their babyhood, 
lotion in that department of life. when their fingers were coral and tapering, the 

We know now that a particle of matter, scarcely blood in their veins pure as the water that falls 
visible to the unarmed eye, may grow in the human from the. clouds, and their breath as sweet. as new 
body, when once introduced, till it destroys the nor- milk. These women might in many a case hav run 
mal tissues, or so changes them that the man is a those fingers through the hair of a stanch, true bus
raving maniac. Another, of another kind, grows till band or wound their lithe arms around his neck 
it is a being of the same kind as its parent. The .al- whilst speaking words of love and comfort. But 
most infinit divisibility of a grain of musk shows, they hav come to poison th" race and to poison the 
too, the potency of infinitesimal particles of matter. air with foul odors of alcohol and tobacco and foul 
Is it safe to deny that, in marriage, whether monog- words. 
amous, polygamous, polyandrous, or promiscuous, It is. a fact that promiscuity degrades women 
the parties to it become and remain physically and worse than it does men. O.nce therein women often 
materially a part and parcel of each other? Let lose whatever moral sense they ever had, but some 
each one reflect on the particulars himself or herself,· of the most honorable men in all business relations 
for whilst it would not be improper to go into par- are notorious promiscuists. · 
ticulars here, it might ex!llude the paper from the The question before Ra~ionalists is whether in the 
mails. Bnt it will go to prove that, in promiscuous Age of Reason men shall still demand the vast sacri
relationa, the tendency is to turn our bodies back to fice of womanhood that is now demanded. Or shall 
homogeneity, much as the various subst.ances on land we erow into monogamy in the true senee of · the 
are washed into the sea and mixed into homogeneity. word, growiag at the same time into beauty of form 

It seems undeniable that mental growth proceeds and strength of muscle such as was possessed by 
best among the monogamously related. Braia devel- those virtuous barbarians who with large, muscular, 
opment, as shown by Galton, is slightly antagonistic and gleaming bodies, long, waving blonde hair, and 
to fecundity. Carried to a destructiv extreme as in "fiercely blue eyes," :rushed naked upon the famous 
Newton's case, mental growth, or brain power, de- legions of Varus and made Herrmann's battlefield 
stroys generativ force. The'same is true of museu- thA wonder of all ages? 
Iar growth. I took lessons all one winter in " the In the way of reforming pro10iscuists much cannot 
manly art of self-defense," and. my. mast~r'~ trainers be expected. The vast ma~;s of them will not change. 
to~d me that when they put hun ID ~rammg for a But wherever one does, whether man or woman, he 
p~Ize-_fight, the first. step w~s to take htm away f~om or she should be encouraged and put as on his or 
bts wtfe. Each .Person ~as J"!lst so much energr. ~t- her original footing. The power of superstition is 
may be exerted 1n on~ dtrectiOn to excess, but 1t will shown no more in any one thing than in that men 
not be there to exert ID another. . will marry widows who will not marry girls who hav 

The races of northern E:nope hav gtven us .1!-ea- taken but one false step. 
son,. and .w~re the first ~o evolve out of super~tttton. I hav not read Miss Gardener's novel, a busy life 
Thet~ rehgto~~ were ratwnal as compared wtth the not yet permitting it, and hav to content myself with 
myt~tcal rebgtons of the rac~s that. surround the reading the review of it. But clearly it seems to me 
Mediterranean. So, too, thezr. relations bav bean she puts before us men the question, Gentlemen, let 
m~re nearly monogamous than tn the southern and us in the light of Reasen look coolly and judiciously 
ortel\t&l races.. . . , on the women sacrifiCled to promiscuity and ask our
. The conc~ue10ns. se~m to me to be mc:vttable that, selva if in the Age of Reason it is to be the same. 
tf the. race IS to gam m careb~al power, 1t ~ust come Shall passion devour forever? Ot shall the excess 

. to st!I~tly ~onogamous relat1~ns. . There IS a world of its f()rce be turned into useful channels, and Jus
of h1s.ory ~n the word E_he 1~ h1gh German, that tice and Humanity rulE', in the Age of Rsason T 
means marrtage no~, an~ JB akm to the Greek word GEoRGE-WILSON. 
con, the root meamng bemg "forever." 

Snppoae we take for granted that liberty should 
govern in this matter; that the monogamously in
clined follow out their wishes, the polygamous bav as 
m11.ny wives as they can get, the polyandrous woman 
be no longer required to enjoy secretly the society of 
all but one of her husbands, and the promiscuous 
wives of the public be accorded protection and recog
nition instead of baing, as now, outlawed. If evolu
tion is to act in the future as iu the past, must not 
the principle slowly, and in a long time, put the 
monogamous 8head of all the others in brain and 
muscle power! If monogamy is and lead!! to differ
entiation and heterogeneity, and if promiscuity is 
the back track toward homoeeneity, is there, any 
doubt of what line of conduct R 'tionalists should lay 
out? · 

Lexington, Mo., Dac. 23, 1890. 

'falmag~. 

Mr. TalmagP, the preacher, is delivering, ae every
body is supposed to know, a course of sermons or 
addresses on his recent visit to the Holy Llnd. I 
went to hear him last Sunday. morning. His fame 
and popularity a11 an orthodox divine led me to 
expect something out of the ordinary routine ol 
church service. I was disappointed but interested .. 
This _may sound paradoxical but it is true all the 
same. I was disappointed in the matter of the ser
mon and in the ms.nner of the man, and interested 
to know' how the flabby self-conceits of the divine 
could satisfy the intellectual and moral requirements 
of 11uch a vast audience. 

tial jumble · of phrases. His manner is like his 
creed-hard, cruel, and repulsiv. ;He gav~ us one 
or two autobiographical hints which led me to the 
conclusion that I was listening to the highest devel-
oped Christian. · 

He said, "When I was a young man at Mount 
Pleasant, one Sunday afternoon during my reading 
of D ;ddridge's 'Progress of the Soul' a few scales 
fell from my eyes. When I had been in the ministry 
about a year and was reading to my people a passage 
from the Bible a few more fell, and last Sunday 
evening, whilst preparing for my New York sermon, 
I picked up a book lying on my library table on 
' Consecra.ion,' more scales fell, and now I can see 
God in all his glory." 

Damascus was the theme of the discourse, bu~ 
there was not much of. D.tmascus in it. 

H ~as a grand old city founded by the grandsons 
of Noah. It had a street which was called straight ; 
it was watered by two rivers and surrounded by 
opulent gardens. The population was composed d 
thirty thousand Christians and one hundred and 
fifty thousand MohammedanS'. This led up to a gen
eral denunciation of Mohammedanism .. He declared 
it to be "the greatest error which had cursed the 
world." It had one or two redeeming features, how
ever. First. Everyone must wash before attending 
prayers; and aa these were offered five times a d&y. 
the people were clean. Second. It was a religion cf 
sobriety. Third. The people were not ashamed of 
their religion; I understood these things in the nat
ure of contrasts, but I may be mist.aken. -The po
lygamy practiaed by these people came in for well
deserved condemnation. "Any religion," said the 
preacher," which lowers woman one thoustndtb part 
of an inch below the level of man is an actl treed re
ligion and ought to be destroyed." This was ;1 truly 
manly utterance and I began to think that t 11e 
thoughtful world bad misunderstood Talmagian 
philosophy; but when he referred to Saul on b\s way 
to Damascus and. to Paul the apostle of Jesus Christ, 
I began mentally to examin the teaching of P11ul 
concerning woman: and to test it by the sta1datd 
previously raised. D:d Paul lower the level of 
woman ~ I asked myself. The answer came, 'he 
debased and degr~ded her.' Then Paul preacbe~ 
an ac!lursed religion. t remembered reading that 
Pa·al wrote, " Man is the bead of woman." M"n 
must not cover his heaa because it is the image and 
·glory of Godt but woman must cover her he sd. 
Also, ' Lat woman be instructed in silence and. in 
all ~ubmission. I do not permit women to tea!lh 
nor to hav authority over man, but I order her to 
keep silence." I remembered also what Christ is r.:
ported to hav said ~~obout his mother, and I reme'll
bered. also, tbat at the second council of Macon held 
in the year 585 it was then decided that woman be
longed to humanity because the mother of Jesus 
was a woman. 

I did not want to hear any more. Out of his own 
mouth the Brooklyn divine bad been convicted of 
preaching and propagating an" accursed religion.'' 

HENRY ROWLEY. 

Items of Foreign Freethought News. 
Since Miss Ora"ldock at the Por~smouth congrees 

advocated the adoption of the pansy as a . Free
thought symbol, Belgium, Spain, and Swaden hav 
adopted it. 

IndicLments for blasphemy are very common in 
Germany, Dr. Peue,· of Berlin, Mr. Aug. Kruhl, of 
Hirshberg, and Dr. Voelkel being the latest victims. 
The latter baa at present five indictments against 
him-t.wo in Berlin, one in Halle, one in Miilllhausen 
in TLiiringen, and one in Bernburg. 

The Freethought society of North Stockholm, 
Sweden, bas excluded Henry Berghell from its 
meeting!!. Captain Thomson writes that the conduct 
of Berghell has been a serious obstacle in the way of 
the growth of Freethought in Sweden, and that it will 
prevent many ·from .joining the society as soon as 
otherwiEe would be the case. Captain Thomson on 
behalf of the society asks us to say " Happy New 
Year" to the Swedish Freethinkers in America. 

During the last few months Freethought bas suf
fered by the death of Louise Ackermann, the poetes,s ; 
Alphonse K "rr, the novelist, and Louis J acolliot., the 
traveler and author of "The Bible in India." These 
three individuals hav, each in his or her own line, ren
deied important services to Freethought by embody
ing its maxims in works read by the public at large. 
Though their existence has come to an end, their 
spirit live yet in the works they bav produced and 
the influence they hav exercised, and they did not liv 
in vain. . The fathers hav eaten sour grapes, and the chil

dren's teeth are set on edge. Boys and girls inherit 
the passions of their parents. But if the cerebral 
caliber of the nee is to increasP, it SPems that t hR 
Wll.!!!t.'l must not ~o on in anot.hl'lr direct on. It iq my 
,,<n'oitioD to write A''mq ilay >\ lar11e book on '•Tnf! 
R -da!lsl Q,)nd11ot of L t'" In it I "'bould h.dio\t.e 
~b~t tbe fo-,;cf} or ~n.ar8'y 9f j gqng people miU}~ !;)!) 

Talmage has enormous imagination. "He sees a 
little, presumes a great deal, and jumps to a conclu
sion.'' He describes a thing fairly well, but he is It is a well-attested historiMl fact that the R:>man 
Alrq•tAnt when hA is dacrcrib\ng i!OmAtbine wbi0h Catholi'e 'cnurch bas an fX!"lellent iligeQtiv apparat,us 
neitber hP nor anyone elRe h&'" Rfl~n. HA has a good for all kinds ("If worldly property, yet. it is compata
Wil1lorv for namPS, dal:eeo, ar:d pl~tCPs, but be cannot, tivly rare tb fiod a priest stealing from hiP church. 
rem-.mbl'lr tb~; c.J-np"lrlP.~t. par•A nf hiR rtiscnnr!!A. l~. B ,t, D •menioa Maagio, canonieus of O!lit.&vis csthe
i~ ~ ~i~lf;J;;+6JI;\lted, ~brupt, Wo5h:~l1 ~.nd ~~:Jg~;~sHpe~, , d ,.11 ~l'~ ~s~ii ~~JJt~:c~J to Hi;e ~~t\~11' !~pri3Q.:.:m~~t 
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at hard labor for stealing two massiv gold mon
strances halonging to the church, valued at $125 000 
Tb.e pious thief sold his booty and spent the m~ney 
ou thE! demi-monde of Naples. 

G. M.. Boman's Funeral. 
J.l'rom the Seattle, Wash., Post-InteUigencer. 

· The funeral ceremonies of the late George M. Bo. 
man were held at the chamber of commerce yester
day afternoon, and were remarkable in many partic
ulars. They were marked by a total absence of what 
is popularly termed religion, and yet there was a 

. sol~mnity about . the procee~~gs fully equal to that 
·which characterizes a Ohr1stum ceremony. There 
were no prayer~, no readings of scripture, no words 
of solemn warnmg and exhortation from a preacher 
but th~ words of the speakers were marked by great 
~l~vation of thought, as they held up the good qual 
Ities of the dead man as worthy of imitation. 
~ ·The !riends of the family and th,e pall-bearers went 
m carriages to Mr. Boman's former residence at 
Fremont at lo'clock, and escorted. the remains and 
Mr. Boman's family to the chamber of commerce 
where. the body was placed in the reception room: 
surrounded by a number of :tl.oral wreaths and other 
tributes. There about two hundred former friends 
.of Mr. Boman had assembled, a majority of them be
ing fellow-members of the Washington Secular Union 
of which he was a director and treasurer. AU th~ 
rooms on the ground :tl.oor, as well as the entrance 
hall, were crowded. 

The ceremony opened with a solo selected from 
several hymns and beautifully rendered by Miss 
Houghton. The funeral oration was then delivered 
by. 0. B Reynolds, secretary of the Washington 
Secular Union, who . spoke with much feeling, his 
voice often betraying deep emotion. He said : 

In the presence of death how beliefs and dogmas wither 
and decay. Character alone survives; goodness never dies · 
love only is immortal. ' 

As a. fond mother, when: the da.v is o'er, 
Leails l?Y. the hand her little child to bed, 
Half wxllmg, half reluctant to be led, 
Audleave his broken Playthings on the floor, 
Still gazing a.t them through the open door, -
Nor wholly reassured and comforted · 
BY promises of others in their stead, 
Which though more splendid may not please him more, 
So nature deals with us, and takes a. waY 
Onr playthings, one by one. and by the hand 
Leads us to rest so gently that we go 
Scarce knowing if we wish to go or stay
Being too fnll of sleep to understand 
How far the unknown transcends 
The what we know. 

Dead-resolved back into the elements from whence we 
came-we shall not utterly cease to .exist, for we survive in 
the love and fond affection of those near and dear to us. 
We liv in the memory of those our lives hav benefited. If 
we hav done justly, loved mercy, sought to promote the 
welfare and happiness of our fellow-creatures, we shall liv, 
our influence be felt and our memory cherished by those we 
hav by generous act, or utterance of ennobling thought or 
brave example, cheered or inspired to nobler happier ~ore 
useful lives. There is real peace and joy t;ue comfort in 
the last hour of life, if we know that we hav done well ~nd 
that the ~~;ood accomplished will exert its influence for all 
time. No noble act, no generous impulse of the breast, has 
ever perished. 

Superstition has taught us to fear death .. In health the 
thought of the grave to many is horrible. But when age or 
disease hav brought decrepitude, when there is naught but 
severe pain and suffering, then, oh, so weary vou long for 
rest, for peace, the end; for sleep-the c~lin, peaceful,. 
eternal sleep of the grave that knows no awakening;·trouble, 
pain, sorrow, ended forever. 

We are assembled to do honor to the memory of a true 
b~ave heart. His constant aim was to promote o·thers' hap: 
pmess. In the cause of humanity, the advancement of 
universal mental liberty, the defense of the wronged in 
behalf of the principles of right, our brother had th~i-cour'age 
of a lion. For those who sorrowed or suffered .he had a 
heart as kind and sympathetic as that of the mqst gentle 
woman. . 

Ge?rge M.. Boman. was born at Hutchinson's Ferry, 
H~milton county, near Chattanooga, Tenn., May 22, 1844. 
H1s relative, all his friends, were devoted to the.cause of the 
South. His father, loyal to the Union, had, just before his 
death, exacted a promis from each of· his boys that they' 
would never take up arms ap:ainst the Union. Ail liis rela~ 
tivs, on the outbreak of the Rebellion, sided with. the South. 
me brothers joined the Confederate army and· tried· every 
means first to persuade, then to coerce. But his loyalty to 
his father, his respect for his plighted word, his sense of 
justice, his tender pity for the oppressed induced him to 
forsake home, fortune, kindred, friends, and enter the ranks 
of the Union army to do battle for justice and liberty. He 
enlisted February, 1862, In the Fourth Tennessee Infantry, 
was a brave and faithful soldier, and was honorably dis-
charged June, 1865. . 

He came to Washington October, 1875, without. friends or 
capital, save his own indomitable energy, industry, and 
integrity. Never afraid or ashamed of honest toil, he 
worked hard, practiced economy, invested his savings in 
real estate, and from the very smallest of judicious invest
ments, by his keen foresight, integrity, and liberality, he 
amassed a competence. Wealth only gave opportunity to 
gratify his benevolence. The wealthy respected; the poor 
dearly loved him. ~ . 

You all knew his life. The very worst that can be said of 
him is, he dared to think for himself and giv utterance to his 
honest convictions. He worshiped at thi'i shrine of truth; 
his god was nature; his church all humanity; his creed jus
tice-justice tempered with mercy; his motto, Put yourself 
in his place; his constant endeavor to make all around him 
happy. He read, studied, thought for himself. He rejoiced 
in the glorious freedom and ennobling truths of Liberalism, 
but scorned the empty professions of faith, the bigotry, the 

Daath is a wonderful equalizer. Saint or sinner, Infidel intolerance, and the fanaticism of the church. He. bad only 
or Christian, death enters all homes. contemptuous scorn for the false claims of divinity, but -the 

We do not much wonder when our neighbor's house is tenderest compassion, the most willing, liberallielp, for ~the 
made desolate. But when death enters our own home we needs of suffering humanity. . 
stand appalled. :Then, indeed, we realize we are all travel- He was an Infidel and had the courage to avow it. · 
ere on the same journey of life, and, oh I how much we need Infidel is a term of reproach applied to those who venture 
each other's love and sympathy. When the grim messenger to step aside from the popular current of belief and dare to 
lays his remorseless han(!_s upon our loved ones our hearts think f?r themselvs. Our brother believed, and his Ufe jus
are saddened, numbed with grief, the tendrils of affection tified h1s belief, that a life of uprightness actuated by-a desire 
are ruthlessly torn a9under and our hearts bleed. In our to do good ·to our fellow-creatures was sure of happy results. 
weak humanity we moan and sob, and tears blind our eyes. Dare any here deny that a life of love, mercy, and benevo
lt seems to us the sun of our life is d!\rkened forever, the lence is the best possible preparation for any heaven of the 

-sky of meinory enshrouded in the dark pall of night, the future, if any such there be ? Our brother believed it to be 
stare· of peace blotted from the firmament of ou~ future. our duty to endeavor to lead the erring from vice to the prac-

Yet we know the whitest foam dances upon the darkest tice of virtue by loving admonitions and good example. · ·He 
billows, and the stars shine brightest when surrounded by feared no truth, but accepted without hesitation whatever he 
the blackest thunder-clouds. Joy and sorrow make up the proved was true and rejected only what he proved to be 
lot of our natural existence. To day the clouds of doubt false. · 
may skirt the horizon and obscure the meridian of our fond Then weep no more, dear Christian friends, because of. our 
anticipations. Adverse winds may blow and the storms of brother'"' lack of faith in creeds, since you all well know he 
misfortune rage. lived a life of loving deeds. .· · · 

But soon the angel of light and loveliness, Hope, will Let us endeavor, like him, to make secondary metaphysical 
·twine the sweetest roses round our sorrow-bowed, aching disputations in regard to an ideal world beyond the clouds 
heads, and dress up for us a bower of future happiness, fee- in which we may ·liv, and devote our best intelligence to 
tooning it with the choicest of elysian flowers. The dark practical questions pertaining to this present world in which 
cell of despairing grief has always at least one tiny pinhole we do now liv. Seek to improve mankind with love of 
to let the gloryof hope shine in. right, love of truth, love to each other, and with a spirit of 

It is wonderful to the mourner how the soul, at first sui- fidelity to duty. Learn what is right and do it. Realize 
lenly repelling the light of gladness, admits the first one our duty is ·here and now to do all we can to make all 
little ray of hope unconsciously, and is so soon .beguiled around us joyous and happy-to soothe the sorrows of the 
into a blessed state of calm resignation to the inevitable. affiicted, and help the needy by affording them means of 

. . Joy and sorrow are the beautiful forms of sympathy in employment for the body and cultivation for the mind. Liv 
which hope appears as a gracious angel hovering over the lives of love instead of making professions of faith. 
sorrowful of earth. Practice justice and mercy in lieu of idle rites. and ceremo-

Daath is the inevitable law of nature. Let us calmly re-: nies. And above all, constantly ourselvs do all to help the 
alize it, and go forward in hope and perseverance, relying needy, soothe the sorrowing, comfort the affiicted, instead of 

·on our own indomitable will and energy, and we shall find idlv praying to a God to do it for us. · 
long, broad, beautiful pieces of comfort among the shreds To the dear loved and loving wife, the remembrance of 
strewn in life's pathway. Only let us be sure to gather theni how his life has blessed hers, how each promoted the other's 
as we go; .pass them not by, or we lose them forever; happiness, and the melancholy comfort that, as time passes, 
Tell ere is no retracing our steps in the journey of life. We shall ever cheer, that her self-sacrificing devotion, her tender, 
pass over the road but once. Oh.! let us be careful, watch. careful nursing and loving ministrations alleviated his suf
ful, to do all the good we can, help others all we can, so that ferings·and soothed and comforted him through his weary 
al the end of the journey our hearts shall not be burdened sickness. He fell asleep, to sweet eternal rest, rejoicing in 
with regrets for opportunities neglected. her ll)ve and dear affE>ction. Men may come and men may 

Life and death are essential conditions. On every side we go, ftowers fade, hearts wither, generations go dow)l .into 
see life and death, organiz~tion and decomposition, forma:. the sepulcher of the ages, but none of the glorious attributes 
tion and decay, following each other as regularly as day and -of humanity shall ever cease to be. All that is good and 

·.night, spring, eummer, autumn, and .winter. But for errors noble is secure from the molderinl!: touch of time, for no dis
of bur education we should look calmly on death as a simple interested deed, no generous impulse of the human heart, 
condition of nature, neither to be feared, desired, or but shall survive the stars. 

:.dreaded. And in this assurance we bid our dear brother farewell, 
. ;,_. When our loved ones die we weep and mourn .. We do 80 and proceed to consign him to the bosom of mother earth, 
· pity them. Yet is not. much of our sorrow selfish?· Not for in the hope that his good and useful life may lead honest 

those at peace, calmly sleeping, sweetly resting, their labor hearts to earnest thoughts that shall umpire better, kindlier, 
o'er, their work accomplished, need we weep. more useful, happier lives. Let the virtue of our brother be 

Our brother lived a most useful life, his work well and held in slicred re~embrance as an impetus, an -inspiration, 
,faithfully done. To-day he is at rest-sleeps the eternal to those who remam behind, so soon to follow after. 

, .isleep of peace. . Yet our hearts are sad. Tears fill our eyes; . .Mrs. S. A,;. 0. Rochester then sang in sweet tones 
,,weareberPaved. Thedearcompanionship,thewisecoun~·-:f'li { · · th. "Th · L ' 
·-:·sel, the J.rue &ympat.bv. tbe rearly-help, bis loving minhn.ra- u. 0 exp~ess~on, e Bong, e Long! . ong, 

.. ,.-tionA. are lost to uq B•ll f-•r our dead, all is well with them. -W~ary D •V· ... ·-' 
Jn the language ot l!il·Z!l Cook: · Judge J11nius Roobeotar was then called~npon to 

•Tis along, •tie a lnst, •tiR a. hPautiful reot, speak, and, though his grief at the Jose of Hs best 
When a•lsorr.>w is passed fr\lm th~ brow and the breast 1 friand hardly allowed him to pi'eoarve his composure, 
~n~ the lQne sptrit trulv and wi•elv may crave b d 
~~~v lf4"P fl:ll\~ w dree.~lesR, ~he ~li'E~:P ot ~he ~r~~.ve, , e lieU " few appropri~t9 wo:rds1 ftS f9Uowa 1 

• 

Friends, a good man has fallen. George M. Boman is 
gone. Words were a poor balm to the widowed heart and 
little consolation for the feelings of those who loved him. 
To them I bring the sympathy of a wounded heart. 

But to you, friends, you men of business, you who knew 
him in his daily walks.of life as the honest, upright, success
ful business man, I would speak a word. From the life of 
George M. Boman there are many lessons to learn. To none, 
perhaps, except the widowed heart, was it given to know 
him so well as I knew him. He was my friend, "faithful 
and just to me," as he was faithful and just to all with 
whom he came in contact. With the courage of his convic
tions he dared to liv up to his pretensions. 0! how few, 
alas I can this be said. 

Friendship, love, and truth-these were his mottoes, these 
were his life. Friendship, love, and truth-these three . 
But the greatest of these is love. His love, founded, as all 
true love is, in his devotion for his wife, included love .for 
his friends and love for his country. Nor did it stop there, 
but love for all mankind, love for nature, love for the uni
verse. With this broad affection he lived not for himself, 
but for others. His highest pleasure was the happlne~s of 
others. Universal freedom was his hope; universal happi
ness was his religion. It is well on occasions like this to lay 
aside our business cares and ordinary considerations and 
learn these lessons, lessons which cannot be learned from 
books, but only from human life; learn that real happiness 
consists in seeing others happy and making others happy; 
that true friendship requires: "As you would that men 
should do unto you do ye even so to them." Truth Is as 
broad as the universe, is confined to no time and no place. 
A priceless gem, it is the heritage of all mankind, a treaBure 
to be prized wherever found. Let us take tjlese lessons to 
our hearts. Let them enter in our lives. Let them become 
of us a part. Let us learn to · 

So liv that when our summons comes 
To join the innumerable caravan 
That journey to that mysterious realm 
Where each shall take his chamber 
In the silent halls of death, 
We go not like the quarry slave at night, 
Soourged to his dungeon, 
But, sustained and soothed by a.n unfaltering trust, 
Approach our graves 
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couah about him, 
And lies down to ple!lsant dreams. 

Those present then passed around the remains 
and looked their last on the dead man's face, Mrs. 
Rochester playing low, soft music as they did so, the 
airs selected being such favorite as " Home, S IVeet 
Home," and" Far Away." 

The procession the'.l went to the Odd Fellows 
cemetery, where the Grand Army funeral service was 
read by S. F. Street, commander of Stevens post, 
of which Mr. Boman was a member ;L.A.. Treen, W. 
L. Ames, and M. M. Holmes, the department com
mander, saying the solemn words of commitment. 
The service was adapted for the funeral of a man of 
Mr. Boman's Liberal views, but was not for that rea
son lacking in beauty. The symbols of the order
the laurel of the soldier and the white rose of purity 
-were laid on the casket and then the body was 
lowered to its last resting-place, whi<'h looks down 
on Lake Union and Fremont, the town which Mr. 
Boman, largely by his own efforts, saw grow out ol 
the midst of a dense forest. 

The pall-bearers were E. F. Wittler, Andrew Jack
son, Percy W. Rochester, Judge Junius Rochester, 
0. F. Bauntge, .Judge John P. Hoyt, and W. D. 
Wood. Thei'e were besides the following honorary 
pall-bearers: Ohamber of Oommerce: J. B. Metcalf 
and 'Griffith Davies; Masons: L. S. Rowe and -
Anderson; Grand Army: 0. F. Treat and Lyman 
Wood; Washington Secular Union: R. S. Wilson 
and Richard Winsor. The members of Mr. Boman's 
family who were present were his wife, his son Ralph, 
his wife's father, John D. Selleck, and her brother, 
Edwin Selleck. 

In the Night. 
Lying asleep between the sheets of night, 

I hear a sound arise beside my bed, .. 
Faint first, but swelling as I lift my head ; 

And growing fiercer till I strike a light. 
It issues from a mouth not made to bite 

Nor yet articulate, but small and red, 
With voice imperativ, which spoke and said 

I wist not what, save something to incite 
Me to a livelier motlon, and I haste, 

Without formality of donning shoes 
Or coat or vest, or any other clothes, 

To warm a quart of milk, in toilet chaste, 
Which in a bottle quickly I infuse, 

And thrust-THE BAM&-BENEATH THAT-IN• 
I~ANT'S NOSE ! ! ! 

-George Macdonald in Freethought. 

OauRaH taxation seems to be a subject arousing 
considerable attention of late in church circles. Two 
of the most influential religious journals, the Chris
tian Union and ihe Independent, hav lately de
clared in favor of the taxation of church property, 
just as other property is taxed, and last ~onday 
the Baptist Preachers' Association of Baltimore, 
after a discussion of the subject, voted in favor of it . 
The agitation in favor of such taxation has hereto
fore come as a rule from outside ecclesiastical circles. 
If now it is to be started within such circles, the 
movement will be, as Oarlyle would say, "signific~nt 
of much." If it is to be successful, we shol,lld m
finitly prefer to see the initiativ come from the 
"hurchea tbemselvs than from their enemies . .-The 
Voice. 

-- ~e(ll< 
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their abandonment of polygamy, and this position delity was not responsible for it! If so, why ciJo 
the Sun sbowa oannot be maintained. It points out ~ey charge the exoesaes of the infuriated Christiana · 
that even though fanaticism demanded 1 new revela- during the French Revolution upon Infidelityl:i8oaue 
tion to supersede the old, it bas the equivaleni of one a few leaders of that revolt were heretios ! -
already in the " revelation " of Joseph Smith made in Protestantism bas been, to the extent of "its power; 
11;!4:1, of which the forty-ninth paragraph reads:. · equally guilty with Bomanism. Who aan forget the 
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with all they hav, to perform that work, and cease not their New England! The cc general progress of man· 
diligence, and their enemies come upon them, and hinder 
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Now, after nearly fifty yeare, this item of reveia- the older church. The original germs in the bosom 
tion bas come into great prominence. The Bon. of the Roman church bav fructified and :flourished 
George ,Q. Cannon, the former delegate from Utah, famously in the breast of its daughter, and she 
quoted it at the Ootober conference as the basis of bas herself made not 1 few '' malignant eft'orts to 
Woodruff's manifesto, and argued that it furnished destroy heretics." 
1 complete sanction for abandoning plural marriages. But we will giv the " general progress of mankind " 
President Woodruft' himself pursued the same line of credit for having reformed Protestantism so that 1 

thought in his address to that conference: paragraph which appeared in a Madrid newspaper 
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Hav the :Mormons Abandoned Polygamy f 

The fanatics of the Christian oburob, ostensibly 
in the interest of morality, but really in opposition 
to Mormonism as a religion, are asking for further 
anti-Mormon legislation. Whether or not it should 
be granted is considered at some length by the Sun 
of this city, which arrives at the conclusion that it 
should not, because "civilization bas conquered, and 
the last of avowedly polygamous marriages bas al
ready occurred." Its reasons for so thinking are 
worthy the attention of those Christian obiuoh
members who itch to persecute Mormonism as their 
ancestors persecuted other heretical seats ; for if 
they make more laws against the Utah seat, let it be 
done boldly so that the world can see the true ani· 
mus of their acts. 

Laat year, as a result of the anti-Mormon legisla
tion, President Woodruft' issued a manifesto in which 
be said: 

" The Lord has required at our hands many things that 
we hav not done, many things that we were prevented from 
doing. The Lord required us to build a temple in Jackson 
county. We were prevented by violence from doing it.· He 
required us to build a temple in the far West, which we hav 
not been able to do. A great many things hav been required 
of us, and we hav not been able to do them, because of 
those that surrounded us in the world. When our nation 
passes laws, as they hav done, in regard to this principle 
which we hav presented to the conference, it is not wisdom 
for us to make war upon sixty-five millions of people. It is 
not wisdom for us to go forth and carry out this principle 
against the laws of the nation and receive the consequences." 

And Mr. Cannon, in his speech at the conference, 
also implied that President Woodruft' spoke with 
authority, and that his manifesto was practically a 
new revelation : 

" We hav waited for the Lord to move in the matter; and 
on the 24th of September, President Woodruff made up his 
mind that he would write something, and he had the spirit 
of it. He had prayed about it and had besought God re
peatedly to show him what to do. At that time the spirit 
came upon him, and the document that has been read in 
your hearing was the result. I know that it was right, much 
as it has gone against the grain with me in many respects, 
because many of you know the contest we hav had upon 
this point. But when God speaks, and when God makes 
known his mind and will, I hope that I and all Latter Day 
Saints will bow in submission to it." · 

The fair oonoluaion, thinks the Sun, is that " the 
old dispensation ot" plural marriages, for which 
Joseph Smith is said to bav received a revelation on 
the 12th of July, 184:3, although it was generally 
made public only about ten years later, bas passed 
away ; and if so, the progreasiv legislation of Con· 
gresil against Mormon polygamy, which began in 
1862, may also call a halt. There. is no ground 
for pushing it further merely in order to giv the Lib
eral or Gentile party in Utah an advantage over the 
People's or Mormon party." 

And the same authority might also hav added that 
there is no further need of " progressiv legislation" 
merely to aid one branch of the church to .get the 
better of another branch by confiscating its prop
erty and imprisoning its members. With polygamy 
abandoned Mormonism bas the same right that Prot
estantism bas-no more, no less-and legislation to 
suppress it is contrary to the principles upon which 
this republic is founded. 

" Inasmuch as laws hav been enacted by Congress forbid
ding plural marriages, which laws hav been pronounced 
constitutional by the court of last resort, I do hereby de
clare my intention to submit to those laws, and to use all 
my influence with the members of the church over which I 
preside to hav them do likewise. There is nothing -in my 
teachings to the church or in those of my associates, during :Mother and Daughter. 
the time specitled, which can reasonably be construed to In 1 recent contribution to an English pel'iodical 
inculcate or encourage polygamy, and when any elder of the 
church has used language which appeared to convey such Mr. Gladstone quoted the canon law of the Roman 
teaching he has been promptly reproved ; and I now pub- Catholic oburob, which says : · "We do not count 
Hcly declare that my advice to the Latter Day Saints is to them to be homicides to whom it may hav happened, 
refrain from contracting any marriage forbidden by the laws through their burning zeal for mother church against 
of the land.'' the excommunicated, to put any of these to death." 

At 1 semi-annual conference of the Marmon Referring to this the Ohristian .Advocati, says : 
church this manifesto was unanimously indorsed as "It is impossible without a knowledge of history to 
binding. Governor Thomas declared that this ao- realize the depth of unchristian malignity to which 
tion of the Mormons had " the force of a new reve- the Roman Catholic church sank. Protestants for a 
lation," and that polygamy " bas been buried never long time afterward, polluted by the source wltenoe 
to be resurrected.'' Judge Zane publicly announced they sprang, were also guilty of crimes from which 
that be held the manifesto of President Woodruft' the moral sense of the present age revolts. But the 
and its ratification by the conference to be authori- original germs of such atrocities are in the bosom of 
tatiT, and that "Mormona must hereafter regard the Roman church, and only the general progress of 
plural or polygamous marriages as a violation of the mankind and the asoendenoy of Protestantism in the 
areed and dootrins of the church." He admitted first powers of the globe prevents them from burst
• Mormon to citizenship, and declared that member- ·ing forth jnto malignant efforts to destroy bere~os:'' 
ship of the Mormon church should aot henceforth be Un4Jhristian malignity is good ! Supposing the 
1 bar to naturalization. Infidels had committed the almost innumerable 
~~ only ground upon which new legislation can monstro~e crimes of which organized Cbristianlty 

be asked is that the Mormons were not ainoere in has b~a guilty-would the .Advocate say that IDfi· 

within a short time would not be printed in ,a 
Protestant paper. Even the Presbyterian Observer 
would hesitate to say : " Thank God, we are retum· 
ing to those times when heretics were severely put.· 
ished. The establishment of 1 tribunal of the In· 
quisition will be set up again ere long. Its action 
will be more startling and more fruitful of results 
than _formerly. What a festival it will be for us , 
when we see our adversaries writhing in the flames 
of the Inquisition !" 

But we recollect that it was Protestant Jonathan 
Edwards who exclaimed," Tolerate Atheism! Sir, 
there is nothing outside of bell I would not sooner 
tolerate!" 

What did be mean by that! 

The BreckiBridge Sunday Rest Bill. 
Mr. Louis Wolfea, of Martinsburg, West Virginia, 

believes in doing what be can to help secure freedom 
to exist, and so be wrote to his servants in Con
gress protesting against their having anything to 
do with enacting the Breokinridge Sunday Rest bill 
into law. That be did well in doing this is shown 
by the replies. Senator Charles J. Faulkner said : 

"The legal views you present in reference to the matter 
especially demand considerable consideration, and I assure 
you I will do nothing touchlng this-bill until I hav carefully 
considered all the views suggested by you.'' 

William L. Wilson, in the House of Represent
ative, sent Mr. Wolfes the cheering information ~hat · 
the Sabbatarians are unlikely to get the bill ~afore 
the House this session. He writes : 

'' There is, I think, not the slightest prospect of the Breck. 
inridge Sunday Rest bill being taken up for consideration. 
I hav not examined the blll, as there is little time to look 
after matters that hav no promis of being considered; but I 
hav very decided views as to the impollcy of legislation of 
that kind by the federal government." 

That is good news Mr. Wilson sends, and we 
trust be is right about it. But it will do no ~arm 
for all the Senators and Representative to be told 
that 1 large number of their constituents are opposed 
to all such measurea. They can put the information 
away to be used when occasion require&. -

Queer Statistics. 
'lhe .Democratic Standard, of Leavenworth, H;an., 

publishes a personal record of the prisoners received 
at the penitentiary during the past year. A friend 
sends it on with the remark that it is worth putt~g 
on record, and we agree with him. 

It will be seen from these figures that in these 
oases at least some old-fashioned notions oonoernl~l 
the inoentiv to crime and the prevention thereof !U'e 
poked away. It used to be thought by. the s~Jf. 
complacent pharisees of the churches that religious 
parents would rear children in a moral manner from 
which they would not depart, but the figures of 
Warden Case hardly bear this out. His report 
shows: 

" Parents church-members? Yes, tiOO; no, 175 ; don't 
know, 69. Denominations: Catholic, 69; Methodist, 175; 
Baptist, 125; Presbyterian, 30; United Presbyterian, l3; 
Cumberland Presbyterian, 10; Christian, 30; United 
Brethren, 8; Lutheran, 20; Episcopal, 7; Congregation$1, 
8; Dunkard, 1; Advent, 4; Quaker, 1; don't know, 10.'' 

It useci also to be supposed that the mere fact of 
belonging to a church prevented crime, but among 
these prisoners there are more,oburob-members than 
non-church-members, and as two-thirds of the no~
ohuroh-member8 are still religious, it is very plata 
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that th~ Ohristians form a good proportion of peni-
tentiary inmates : · 

"Hav you been a church·member? Yes, 374; no, 370. 
Denominations : Catholic, 59 ; Methodist, 79; Baptist, 57; 
Presbyterian, 45; Christian, 60; United Brethren, 23; 
Lutheran, 30; Episcopal, 8 ;,Pongregational, 8; Quaker, 1.'' 

More tbiu two to one of these criminals were also 
Sunday. school scholars : 

"Hay you attended Sunday.school regularly? . Yes, 500; 
no, 244." · 

Ohher questions, with answers upsetting some 
usually aocept.ed theories, were these : · 

"Did your parents use liquor as a beverage ? Yes, 200 ; 
no, 500 ; · don't know, 44. 

"Hav you used liquor as a beverage? Yes, 524; no, 220.· 
"Average age at which priQoners began to drink, 18. 
"Were you led into crime through drink? Yes1 350; no,, 

394. . 
"Motive which led to commission of crime: Gain, 200; 

effects of drink, 350; revenp;e, 25; lust, 1 ; self-defense, 50;: 
not guilty, 118. · 

" Prisoners whose ancestry were crimirials, 10. 
" Politics of parents : Democrats, 150 ; Republicans, 500 ; 

Union Labor, 34; don't know, 60.· 
"Politics of prisoners : Democrats, 250; Republicans, 

3.00 ; not of age, don't vote, 194; 
" Character of reading before imprisonment : Miscellane

ous, 500; historical, 50; religious,· 69; legal, 50; scien
tific, 75. 

"Prisoner's boyhood homes : City, 250 ; town, 150 ; coun-
try, 344; · 

"Do you use profane language ? Yes, 444; no, 300. 
" Hav you previously been in penitentiary? Yes, 40; no, 

704. 
"Average number years of schoolirig: 3i; number of 

graduates, 9. · 
"Character of associates before imprisonment: Good, 500; 

bad, 50. . 
"Character of associates before imprisonment : Mixed, 

194. . 
"Places where prisoners spent evenings : At home, 450 ; 

about town, 294. 
"Average age when leavirig home, 17. 
"Causes for leaving home: To enlist in the army, 20; to 

come to America, 25 ; to eam their own support, 400 ; to 
see the world, 80; difficulty with stepmother or stepfather, 
50; death of parents, 100; marriage, 60; ran away, 9. 

" Prisoners who desire to reform, 744 ; don't want to re
form, 2. 

"Disposition as to place or locality : Stable, 454; .roving, 
290." 

It will be seen from these answers that temper
at ce parents furnished more criminal children than 
dJ inkiDg parents ; that only a very few of the orim
ir als were snob through heredity i that the country 
\:reeds criminals faster than the city, while the towns 
make boys eompmlativly moral; that but very few 
could tracie their downfall to bad associates ; and 
that most of the prisoners had usually spent their 
evenings at home. 

AU these things are so di:fterent from the prevalent 
idea that a study of them will incline one to question 
either the value of statistics or of a 11 simple Obristian 
life." 

The Rev. 0. R. Beebe. 
Who is the Rev. 0. R. Beebe T 
The question is asked because in the Nebraska 

Christian Advocate a writer signing tha6 name tells 
about 11 The Failure of Secularism," and crowds so 
much misinformation into two columns that we hail 
him as a genius and desire to know more about him. 
He ought ~ot to be buried under sage-brush. Read 
this: 

" The Secularists headed a demand a few years ago that 
the United States malls should be used for the purpose of 
carryirig vicious, obscene, and vulgar literature, immoral 
pictures, and other instruments of vice throughout the 
land.'' 

And this: 
"The Pairie memorial building of Eoston was sold under 

the sheriff's hammer years ago, and If half the churches iri 
the land were given them to-morrow, they would all be sold 
out by the sheriff iriside of five years." 

And this~ 
''.Who is not familiar with the cheerless history of Lib

eral, Mo., or of lngers()ll, Kan.P. With eve~ possible factor 
to warrant success, these places becam11 dull, wicked, and 
forbiddirig shunned by the outside world, and deserted by 
their inhabitants as rate desert a sinking ship. And this 
went on until .the miriister of . religion came and urged them 
to accept the simple law of Christian progress." 

Where is Ingersoll, Kansas ! 
The rem~nder of the article is as accurate in 

statement as these paragraphs. The Rev. 0. R. 
Beebe seeme to be about the worst possible person 
to write a r~view of Secularism. Like the people 
who composed th: Pentateuch, he knows nothing at 
all of what he is talking' about. 

An Orthodox Christian View. 
In To TBuTB SEEXEB of week before last we re

printed from the Independent an editorial condemning 
the use ~f the Bible and the teaching of religion in the 
public schools. In that journal since appears a let
ter from a doctor of divinity residing in Albany ask
ing the editor some pertinent questions ·on kindred 
subjects, to which questions, however, the Independ
ent editor shirks a direct reply, not daring to follow 
his own logic to its legitimate conclusion. The ~gu
ment of the paper for the exclusion of. religion from 
the schools was that it was a matter of j tistioe to 
Jews and Infidels-an eminently proper and correct 
position to take. But this Albany doctor objects to 
doing justice, for he says that if the Independent's 
position be sound, then" we hav no right to mention 
with reverence there the name of Ohrist, on account 
of the children of the tax-paying Jews. We hav no 
right jo pray, even silently, there, because the tax
paying Infidel would not hav his child's mind per
verted by Deism. . . . On the same ground 
Ohristian teachers should be excluded; for it is un
doubtedly a grievous wrong to the Jew and the In. 
fidel to compel him to place his children under . a 
teacher who can no more restrain his Ohristian in.tlu
enoe, if he be a true child of God, than he can re
strain his breathing." This objector to doing justice 
alsQ goes further and puts the Independent in an 
awkward place-awkward beeause the Independent 
is afraid to be logical-by asking a lot of questions 
which the Nine Demands of Liberalism alone can 
adequately answer. He says: 

" U our public schools must be godless in justice to un
belfevirig tax-payers so must all other public institutions 
supported by the taxes of the people. . Our entire system of 
chaplairis iri prisons and reformatories, in military schools, 
iri the army and navy, in state legislatures, and ·in the na. 
tional Congress, irivolves the saine irijustice. What right 
hav we to tax the Catholic, the Jew, the Infidel, to support 
our military schools, then compel his boy to come under the 
influence of a Christian Protestant chaplain who not only 
reads the Bible to him, but prays before him and for hfm, 
and, If possible, with him ; who preaches to him in public 
and labors with him in private, striving by all means to 
make a Christian man of him? What right hav we to tax 
the Catholic, the Jew, the Infidel, to support the state leg. 
islature, elect him to ·that body, then compel him every 
momirig .to submit to the praying of a Christian Protestant ? 
I hav spent the eighteen years of my ministry in two cap
ital cities, and hav never yet known either a Catholic, or. 
Jew, or Infidel to be irivited to officiate as chaplairi. What 
right hav we to open our great presidential conventions with 
prayer, our world's fairs, in short, every great and serious 
undertakirig? What right hav our executiv officers to issue 
thanksgiving and fast-day proclamations ? What right hav 
they to take the oath of office ? What right has our gov
. ernmeut to stamp upon our very dollars with which we pay 
our taxes the words 'In God ws trust!' What right hav we 
to compel the Infidel to handle such money? When we 
know it is supposed to bum his pockets, and harrow up his 
soul to be in possession of such poisonous stuff. He has a 
right to the clean, cold sllv.er. 

"This argument in behalf of the unbelieving tax-payer 
would also demand a revision of our Christian statute books. 
What place is there for Sunday legislation ? Consider what 
a burden we put upon the Jew. We practically compel him 
to observe two days in the week as rest days. His religious 
scruples hold him to the seventh day, our Christian statutes 
hold him to the tl.rst. Even if some slight concessions are 
made for hia conscience sake, the result is practically the 
same, for no man can work when all the world is restirig, 
neither can he rest much when all the world is at work, as 
every miriister iri the land, with his miserable half. and-half. 
Mondays, can testify. Such a burden has this become that 
the Jews are agitating the question of adopting the Chris
tian Sunday. 

"Then, too, what right hav we tax the Infidel to sustain 
our vast and complicated police machiriery throughout the 
state, and then on Sunday convert the whole system to our 
Christian use, to obtain a qqiet, orderly day in which the 
Christians may read a book and worship a God in whom the 
Infidel tax-payer does not believe? He and his Infidel 
brethren tax-payers 

'' 'Cannot work and cannot play, 
On this the Christian's holy day.' 

"Our Christian churches and iristitutions are exempt 
from taxation, the Jew and Infidel are compelled to shoulder 
their proportion of this burden. In fact, this little proposi
tion to render the public school godless for the Rake of the 
unbelievirig Jew and Infidel is like the genius escaping from 
the bottle-it rises and rises till it fills the heavens like a 
cloud. It is a proposition to render the entire state and na. 
tioilal government godless to accommodate that same Jew 
and Infidel." 

The obvious answer to all these questions is that 
the state has no right to do any of these things, but 
the Independent dare not say so, and calls these in
evitable conclusions "extreme," and thinks it has 
an11wered Dr. Ecob by saying that" w)lat applies to 
public schools in free society does not apply to peo-

ple looked up in barracks and asylums and prisons," 
though. i6 forgot to explain how taxing the Infidel 
and Jew to pay for chaplains for these folks is not 
precisely as unjust as to tax them to pay for relig
ious services in public schools-free society. 

The Albany doctor is right-there can be no half
way work in this matter, and there are only two an
swers to be made to his questions. One of these is 
made by the Liberals in the Nine Damands. The 
other is made by himself, and here it is, though it 
will be received with astonishment when its full sig
nificance is comprehended : 

" Would not the Independent hav a more hopeful task on 
hand to undertake to persuade our Jew and Infidel to be 
humble and thankful that they can hav all the benefits of a 
Christian state for the infinitesimal tax of two or three mills 
on a dollar?" 

- In other words, let the religious journals preach 
to the Jew and Infidel that they ought to be glad 
to be allowed to liv among Ohristians without ask
ing to be placed on an equality with them ! The 
Rev. J. H. Eoob, D.D., of Albany, N. Y., is certainly 
a meek and modest man ! 

Religion in a J nry Room. 
Religion has been the cause of a great deal of coer

cion from first to last in the history of the human 
race, and caused a great deal of unhappiness and suf
fering. It has been forced upon men of all sorts and 
conditions, to accomplish purposes in themselvs goo(}, 
bad, and indifferent. But Judge Balderson, of Wi
chita, Kan., has found the most novel use for it since 
Pori tan times, as a means of compelling a jury to 
agree. 

A jury was out in a murder case, but at 3 o'clock 
in the morning had failed to see alikP. The 
judge then ordered the bailiff to bring in a minister. 
The reverend gentleman began regular religious serv
ices, the jury joining in singing the opening hymn. 
After prayer, the Rev. Mr. Harmon delivered a dis
course, an hour long, on the immortality of the sou). 
He then made a closing prayer, and the jury reached 
a verdict of ''guilty " on the first ballot after the 
benediction. 

It is probable that the judge cannot obtain a pa
tent on his invention, for it is alleged that the ver
dict will be set aside on the ground of undue influ
enoe, as it ought to be. The account of this affair 
reads like a yarn of some imaginativ reporter, but H 
seems to hav really transpired, and is but another in
stance of the unfitness of violent Ohristians to hold 
any office requiring the exercise of fairness and com
mon sense. Nearly the same thing once happened in 
Westchester county in this state . 

Editorial Notes. 
ALL will learn with regret that Col .. J. R. Kelso is very ill 

at his home iri Longmont, Col. 

THE village of South Pass, Ill., sends one hundred and 
forty-six names on a petition for opening the W or! d's Fair 
on Sunday, but the collector was too modest to reveal his 
name. J. L. Gardiner, of Allegan, Mich., forwards a few 
hundred names-the petition is eleven feet long-and will 
gather another list in the same place. It will probably sur
prise the Sibbatarian fanatics to find that the memorials op
posing their attempt to close the Fair outnumber their own, 
but we hope that such will be the case. 

THE latest sensation in Spiritualist circles in this city is 
the placing of Mrs. Harriet E. Beach in the insane asylum. 
Mrs. Beach became enamored of the Dies Debar woman, 
who conviri~ed her, as she is a wealthy woman, that it was 
her duty to carry out the work Luther Marsh failed in doing, 
and establish a home for indigent mediums. Mrs. Beach's 
friends, however, interfered, and when she was announced 
to lecture at Adelphi Hall under the tutelage of the Dies 
Debar took activ steps to get her away from the influence of 
the celebrated painter of spirit pictures. They consulted 
two emirient doctors, who pronounced her to be a victim of 
hallucinations of eight and hearing, and subject also to ex
alted delusions. They certified that she was insane. Upon 
this presentation of facts she was committed to the asylum. 
Mrs. Beach's delusion that she has visited distant parts of 
the material and spiritual universe is firmly fixed in her 
mirid. She is thoroughly sincere iri her belief that she has 
been transported in trance to all parts of the earth and to 
other planets. She describes to her friends in glowing lan
guage a visit of twenty~four hours to Uranus, which she de
clares is a planet vastly more beautiful and highly civilized 
than this. Heaven she has had a glimpse of, and bell she 
has viewed in detail. Mrs. Beach, it is said, announced 
about two weeks ago that she had held communication with 
Olympian Jove, and that he had told her that her husband 
was soon to die a violent death and that she was to hav all 
the property, excepting what it would cost to erect a monu
ment to his memory. Twenty years ago Mrs. Beach was 
confined in the irisane asylum at Hartford, but was shortly 
discharged as cured. 
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WELLSVILLE, KAN., Dec. 12, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you a list or names in favor or a 

Sunday Exposition; so you can see how Liberal the people 
are, although there is but one copy or your paper that comes 
to this place, and it is for, 

Yours respectfully, JoHN PETTIBONE. 

N:&:w BEDFORD, Mus., Dec. 20, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : In my TRUTH SBBKER of Dec. 13, 1890, you 

ask information from vour readers, if the courts in Massa
chusetts open with prayer. Yes, and invariably all over the 
state. I hav asked a well-kaown lawyer, Ron. E. L. Barney, 
who has had practice in all but two of the counties in this 
state. ORVILLE V. SwiFT. 

LIVERPOOL, ENG., l)ec.17, 1890. 
MR. EDiroR: It has been advocated several times lately in 

THE TRuTH SBBKBR by persons writing as friends to make 
the Secular organization a secret one. In my opinion it 
would be very unwise policy. We want more light and 
more diffusion or the principles or Secularism. Do not try 
to hide it. I hav been without supernaturalism sixty years, 
and the progress made in matters pertaining to free opinions 
13 very great, and all we hav to do is to keep going forward. 

CHA.BLES 8TOOKBR. 

DALLAS, T:&:x.1 Dec. 23, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I received the book," Is This Your Son, My 

Lord ?" by Helen H. Gardener. It is of the higher order of 
genius. So' true is nature in her creations and to her creat
ures that she errs only when diverted by selfish ignorance. 
In the portraits or policy and principle, the prime movers or 
all human action, one may search long and deep for a paral
lel. And in the final tragedy nature or fate is kind in oblit
erating an existence which, if continued, would be nought 
but extreme suffering and desolation. J. V. MuLKs. 

CRESSON, Dec. 15, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I failed to receive my paper or the 6th inst. 

This has happened several times during the past half-year. 
Has Mr. Wanamaker placed TaB TRUTH Suxn on his Index 
Expurgatorius? I am greatly pleased with W. W. Walker's 
Jetter in your present issue. To a slight knowledge or as
tronomy more than to any other individual aid do I owe my 
emancipation from the bonds of . theology and superstition. 
Putting aside the immensity or the universe there is nothing 
like a knowledge of the laws which govern our own planet
ary system for causing one to think and reason. With best 
wishes for your succeBB and prosperity, 

Yours very truly, ANNIE M. Con.:&:. 

VALLEY CITY, Du., Dec, 13,. 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5, for which forward 

the "Pictorial Text-Book," and apply the balance to my 
subscription. I am well pleased with THB TRUTH Sssxu, 
and regard it as one or the most potent powers or the day 
for the diffusion or those great truths that, perhaps but 
slowly yet surely, are undermining the temples of supersti
tion and rearing honest, noble, thoughtful men ~nd women 
to dwell in peace . and happiness where their ancestors 
prayed or fought through fear or hat6. Little by little the 
car of progress rolls onward, and· TIIE TRUTH l:lB:&:KER's 
genius artist and able corps or contributors are entitled to a 
large share or the credit. J. JEFF DoBBIN. 

Los ANGELES, C.u.., Dec. 15, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : It bas occurred to me that it would be a 

good plan for the Liberals to select a time during the World's 
Fair at Chicago for a general meeting of the Liberals In 
all reasonable probability there will be a greater number or 
Liberals at the World's Fair than would' be likely to be 
assembled together at any time or place in the near future, 
and why not take advantage or this opportunity and hav a 
general international convocation or the Freethinkers? 
Here the Liberals could be represented from all parts or the 
civilized world. Here all the various Freethinkers' societies 
and organizations could be present, at least by representa
tion. Here many or the great writers, speakers, and leading' 
Liberals of the world could hold an intellectual feast, and 
discuss the best ways and means of advancing the Liberal 
thought. I am or opinion that a meeting of this character 
would be productiv or great good, and hope the Freethinkers 
generally will giv the matter attention. J. M. Voss. 

petitioned to' ascertain, through the commission to be _ap. 
pointed to extract the bullets from· Sitting· Bull, the cost or 
the suppression or this Christian war,-and the number or 
preachers sent as Indian agents, school-teachers, and mis
sionaries, and their salaries. Then root up the gross amount 
and ask Congress to make a law to assess the amount upon 
the church property of this country that is exempt from tax
ation and collect the amount, or confiscate the property, and 
dismiss all that class of heathen from that business. And 
then disband every Indian tribe, build each family a ·home, 
and necessary school-houses, and furnish all education and 
teach them the art of working and making a living. 

And then again, amend the (Mormon) Edmunds bill by; 
disfranchising every man who has or supports more than OJile 
wife, whether Mormon or not. DE-W. C. PBIEST. 

MissouLA, MoNT., Dec. 20, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find four names or new· 

subscribers. I think much of the paper, also the pictures. 
I took the book around with me when trying to get .some· 
subseribers. It was amusing to see some of them open tb.eir· 
eyes. One said, " Fine business that for a preacher's son I 
But then, they are always devils." It is a good way to: 
show· them what the paper is doing by the pictures. If-. 
some one that was acquainted here should see all the Liberals 
he could get several to take the paper. I got the four 
names after a rustle or every evening for a week. 'fhis is 
such a Catholic nest here I The old Jesuit priests came 
over forty years ago, and hav helped many a good Catholic 
here since. Nearly all or the Indians belong to that faith. 
·We had the trouble or stretching four or their pious necks, 
yesterday for murder. A priest stood each side of them; 
crucifix in hand, canting piously as they went-a disgJ;I,ICe 
on the manhood of the age. Wishing you success in. the 
battle for the rights of thinkers, I am, 

Yours truly, 

SARATOGA SPRINGs, N. Y., Dec.16, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $8 50 for subscription and one 

copy or the "Fteethinker's Text-Book." We do not pro. 
pose to deprive ourselvs or THE TRUTH SEEKER, which has 
become one of the family which.· we look for every·week. I 
am not going to giv up· trying to get you some subscribers. 
Everyone, nearly, likes the paper. Even church people hav 
to laugh at the pictures. I can assure you that I thoroughly 
enjoy the whole paper, notwithstanding I am a graduate 
from the Congregational church of this place, which kindly 
dropped my name after I had been a member or the First 
Society or Spiritualists for five years. I shall not quarrel 
with them. They are welcome to their faith. I would not 
exchange knowledge, ever so little, for all the faith in the 
world. I never could accept the doctrin or foreordination 
aud free moral agency as they teach and believe it. I must 
confess I find it hard n'>t to believe in the devil when I see 
how some people, even good Christians,· act, and I think ·he 
will be quite as apt to hav a majority from the ranks or the 
church-going people as from those who do not go to church.' 
I wish you every success in your tight for truth and Liberai 
principles, and a merry Christmas and many or them. 

Yours very sincerely, JAN:& H. MoNTGOMERY. 

WILKESBABRE, PA., Dec. 24, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to thank you for the kind indul..: 

. gence extended to Mr. J. A. Tuttle, of-Brooklyn, who so: 
persistently sticks to his accusations against me for what he 
is pleased to call" quibbling." I hav read.his last carefully 
to see if he had one word or thought that ahould interest the 
readers of TIIE TRUTH SuxBR1 imd hav been unable to find 
it. He has not attempted to say a word .about science in de
feEse .Of his theories Of matter, nor given me the least chance 
to combat anything in it, althoug). his illustrations are some"' 
what amusing. ·He is evidently anxious to havthe.last.word, 
and· no doubt feels that if he can strut upon his own dl)ng-' 
hill and hav the !ast crow and tiop his wings a bit, he would 
feel that he had attained a great victory. He says: "I 
indulged a h:>pe that he had some self-respect and would. find 
it expedient to let go and drop off; but I now think it doubt
ful if a mule can kick hard enough to kick him off." This 
is a most singular though appropriate statement, when he 
thus compares himself to a kicking mule, for indeed he has 
been kicking very hard at some imaginary fly which he lan~ 
cies I am, but in truth he has been kicking to see ifhe·could 
not attract attention to the velocity of his tiying heels and 
thus divert the readers from his absurd. statements-.about 
spooks and sciences, etc. Now, my amiable Tuttle, .do not 
kick so hard; it is straining to the muscles. Besides, you 
never can hope to kick hard enough or high enough to hit a 

GRA.NTFORK, ILL., Dec. 25,· 290. fly sitting upon your back;' all that you can do is to create 

slyly with a white cloth on and walked along softly several 
yards before the darkey saw him, and when the darkey saw 
him he-was so frightened that he let fiy with the ax and split 
Mr. Ghost·from•the top orthe,head to the shoulder~ .and the 
ghost fell dead in the road.. The darkey, being frig;htened, 
struck a gait at the rate or· 2.21. The people came to the 
conclusiQn thatJt was but a foolish accident, and no one had 
a disposition to follow him. But .the darkey was not to be 
found for a while. By and by a man came across him in 
Orreans, but round .that he ·was deranged and believed from 
the bottom or his heart that he once killed a ghost and tha' 
it -was the daddy of Jesus: Poor· darkey, he didn't know 
th$t that ghost story was written by Joseph's mother-in-law 
to make fair weather for Mary. · Gso. R. Hsss. 

Dec. · 24; 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Being fair and unbiased as a Liberal, I like 

to hear . the other side,- and having been to a "child's ser
mon1".lt befog "children's day" at a Congregational church, 
accompanied by my son or eight years, where we heard of 
Satan going about as a,roaring.lion tempting .boys and gir]s 
in ways var.ious and subtle, upon our return home I placed 
the picture or his Satanic majesty in view and the following 
conversation:occurred : 

Q. What is that, pa? A. That is :the devil. 
Q. What, the same that Rev. Mr. B. told about to-day at 

church? A. The very one. 
Q. Well! he-is-a-devil-or-a-devil? isn't he? A. 

. That is what? 
Q. (Af~r some study, with eyes fiashing and indignation 

rising). I'll tell you what I'd do. ll I had him down here 
I'd kill him in a' minute. (A ehort pause, and then the 
second thought or self-preservation crept in.) But if I 
could not kill kim I would be mighty,careful that he did not 
get me. !'would be good if I saw him coming, you· bet I 
(Here other things at'racted me, and for some time nothing 
was iaid; finally he. said :) 

Q. Pa, what good is a d!3vil,anyhow? Why.do people 
want him? They don't hav to hav: him, do they? A. Not 
if they don't believe in him. 

Q W.ell, he will not . come around me, such a looking 
thing as that I . You don't believe there is such a thing, do 
you, pa.? A. No, to be honest, I do not (smiling).· 

Q. Ah, you're laughing ! I thought it was. taffy just as 
soon as you laughed. 

Almost any child will reason out. or the orthodox .schemes 
if he is not compelled or frightened into belief. · The whole 
thing is repugnant to childish nature, And how cruel it is 
to learn them such debasing things I UNOLE J&oK. 

MONTGOMBRY1 ALA., Dec~ 23, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed l>lease find .$2 for which you will 

please. send me the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." I 
hav· been .a. subscriber to THE TRUTH SBBKEB for many years, 
and. should· hardly know how to get along without it now, 
for I consider it the best or any of the Liberalpapers now 
published, and that is saying a good deal. I hav been living 
in this city for about six: years, formerly living in Wisconsin 
and Massachusetts. This is a beautiful city, and rather a 
historical one; and the climate is everything I could wish. 
The people are .genera\ly very sociable and hospitable, and, 
I think, rather partial to people from the North: All seem 
very anxious to hav Northern people come here and settle • 
But there is one great drawback to this Southern country. 
It is immensely priestridden. And that is a curse to· any 
country. Not but .that we hav a Liberal element aere, but 
it is greatly in the minority. I notice it ia here as in all 
other places, ignorance, superstition, and !'eligion go hand 
in hand. That is, I find. people..religious just so far as they 
are ignorant. The darkies here largely predominate, and as 
a mass are intensely superstitious and ignorant, and yet as a 
people they hav got more of the old genuin primitiv religion 
than any people I ever saw or heard of. But in a moral 
point of view they are the most corrupt, licentious,· thieving 
set. or vagabonds you .could scare up anywhere. But I hav 
noticed that if you educ&te the dar key it produces the same 
effect upon him as it does on the white man. It takes away 
his religion. The fact is, if you giv anyone, black or white, 
a scientific education, his religion will spill out of him as 
sure as whisky out of a barrel when the head is knocked in. 

We had.Sam Jones here a few weeks ago, and he got up 
quite .a stir for a while, but the excitement died out soon. I 
consider him the biggest infernal liar, slanderer, and black
guard that I ever saw; and yet he is cunning and smart, and 
a wonderful success financially. He got about $1,500 for 
nine blackguard speeches. Success to THE TRUTH l:l:&:EKBR, 

Truly yours, D. s~ wOODWORTH. 
MR. EDITOR: A friend gave me a religious book to read. mirth for the fiy. n you will promis to quiet down a bit 

The author stated that there was. or used to exist, a society and be contented, the fiy will leave you to feed on the new- 0RILLIA, ONT., Dec, 25, 1890. 
called the Orange County Infidel Society. "They held that est things which your imagination can bring forth. MR .• EDITOR: Allow me·space to describe lectures or Rev. 
it was right to indulge in lasciviousness, and that it was y t J R p Dr. Sexton here last week. His first .was on the folly of ours, e c., • • BRRY. 
right to regulate their conduct as their propensities and Infidelity, and the last on Darwin's Origin of Species. He 
appetites should dictate," and these principles were carried BENTON, PA., Dec. 24, 1890. handled the case well, and proved to the good. Methodists 
into practical operation by some families belonging to the ;MR. EDITOR : I he_re send you $2 for the " Pictorial Tex;t. whose house he· occupied that· there WliS· ·e.. God who was 
society. And the author stated further that they all died Book." I want it for a sample copy. .Please send. at •once ·from the··beginning,· who created all-things and governs the 
some strange or unnatural de_ath. Some drowned, others before the great state of Pennsylvania passes any·more Blue ·universe. We' then began to ask him questions: 
got shot or committed suicide or died or a terrible sickness. laws. The state pa_ssed a law so .late as 1868 making· it a 1. What power created God? Answer. God ·was always 
Now, I do not believe that there were any Infidels who held penal offense to speak loosely or the Holy Ghost, and it is. a ·and, everlasting. 
such views, nor do I believe what that book says as to there wonder that that buffie-headed assembly didn't. p_ass. a ,close 2~ ·'W:a$ Christ a God? Answer.· Christ was not a God, 
ever being such a society, because it said so many untrue time making it a penal offense to shoot ghosts during. the but he was·God·really and truly-good. 
things about Infidels that I knew were not so. Please pub' breeding season. However, there is a story going. the rounds 3. Was Christ really put to death? Answer. Yes. 
lish this letter; perhaps some of your kind readers will here of a ghost being killed in the southern part of thiuitate. · We then had the Rev. Mr. Sexton in ·a ·hole, for if tht~ 
know whether it is true or not. They can answer through A· darkey_ chopped wood for a farmer one day. He was .wox:ld was. made and run by God, and Christ was God and . 
THE 'I'RTTTH S:&::&:KBR' so all mav see.· The book did not l very religious. cowardly; and superstitious. At the .. supper the Jews killed h\m, G'ld·was dead for thr~e days and three, 
me tion in what state the county was. · N101t ·KK~Fr. table they all told ghost stories, and the darkey had w go nights; tllen Wllile til ere W~'l no G >d _at all everything. 

-- home at•er night tllrough the woods. Ooe of the compllny mr>ved on j•xst the same, with the ex:jep too of a few d<>ad( 
. FoND DU L.w, Wr11., Dec 23, 1890 1\t tbe table went altead or the darkey on the slv and hid people, wbQ seeing their opportun'ty ju~~ed up out or their. 

MR. EDITOR 1 I aee by tbe papers that the trouble witn the l hlm11elf in thtl' woods, and when tbe dar key passed by-with graves and ran up to the city. Wilen tl;\ey 81\\V G >d wall del\d. 
lDI.lMlS is 91Q~WS• Now I would sugge&~ tlllt CoDgre~~ be 1n 11 on :0\3 §bOulder the miUl l!tllpped ou~ ot ~M WQQ\1a ~01 ~q}O ta lUe t\t o~ce. It qiq lqWi ~'!.if. \~e~ h~~ oon:-. 
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spired for the last year or two to make a break for liberty as 
soon' as a good ·opp:>rtunity presented itself. However, they 
must hav been good, law-abiding people, for they did not 
get arrested in the city, neither were they killed and put 
back in their graves again, and for all we know they are 
alive and well to this day. · The reverend gentleman tried 
hard to get God up out of the grave, but we jumped on and 
kept him down. We claimed that if God was dead and he 

·was the only God in the world, a dead God could not raise 
·up a dead GJd and we would not let him up without a 
.cause; and Mr. Sexton had no cause on hand to raiee him 
~0 he is there yet, although the speaker said that if w~ 
would buy a book it ·would explain all. And he went his 
way a sadder and a wiser man. 

Another reverend gentleman of this town has since made 
the assertion here th"t Mr. Sexton is the best debater in the 
world and Mr. Ingersoll refused to meet him after being 
challenged several times. Kindly let me know if this is 
true. T. W. MOFFATT. 

[Dr. Sexton is too small potatoes for Colonel Ingersoll, we 
should imagin, though we know nothing of the alleged chal
lenges. Dr. Sexton is a renegade Secularist from England, 
well known to all English Secularists, and particularly to Mr. 
Watts, who has had several debates with him, easily :floor
ing him every time. Mr. Sexton recently had a church in 
Dunkirk, N.Y., In which town information concerning him 
may be obtained.-Eo. T. s:1 

·HoLLOWAY, Lt.., Dec. 20, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: The undersigned heartily seconds the move 

to convert the American Secular Union into a close corpora
tion or Into a brotherhood with a brief code, obligations, 
secret work, etc. 

Most other organizations, whether antagonistic, neutral, 
or friendly to us, pay dues, hav their signs, pass-words, 
grips, badges, and fraternal obligations. By this means they 
are generally a well-known quantity t_o themselvs and easily 
preserve their autonomy; work with u~anlmity, save and 
school their proselytes, and generally push ahead as one 
solid phalanx, thus proving by their vigor and success the 
truth of the hoary maxim, In union there is strength. 
It need not entail on Freethinkers a grievous expense to 

maintain in the fteld a few efficient lecturers " sowing seed 
and binding the sheaves." 

Regarding the future, the :first canso on the political 
docket to be tried and disposed of is the :fierce con:fiict now 
beginning to rage hotly, along both horizontal and perpen· 
dicular lines, between the plutocrats and their mercenaries 
on the one side, and the great, long-suffering industrial 
masses on the other side. To meet this great national emer
gency, a new and third political party is in process of forma
tion as if by spontaneous and unseen influences. All hail, 
third party l 

"First come, :first served," is a stale but favorit adage. 
Taking rather an optimistic view of the future, we will say 
that, next to the overthrow of the monopolies of natural 

. wea'th and artificial privileges which we here term an eco
nomic fight, will come in its logical order by reason of its 
more prominent development, the social :fight, to wit, tem
perance, free suffr:~.ge, educational reform, etc. 

When the antimonopolist and the social reformer ehall hav 
fought their good figh~, accomplished their mission, and 
achieved glory enough for one generation, then the irrepres
sible conflict between the priest and his minions on the one 
side and a liberty-loving and philosopbic people on the other 
side will be inevitable. 

Then, if not before, will the value of a Secular Union of a 
crystallized and known quantity be better understood and 
more fully realized. 

The Farmers' Alliance, Knights of Labor, and other kin
dred organ!z~tions are the best sehools ever devised for 

. developing a better manhood, a freer thought, and a con
tempt for bossism, either in society, in church, or in the 
state. These previous ordeals, with their trying and re
fining :fires-, will greatly tit and prepare our honest and sturdy 
yeomanry for the impen-ding crisis which will surely come and 
try every man's soul. G:s:o. B. BROWN. 

ST. Jos:s:PH, Mo., D:ec. 17, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose for your perusal an article clipped 

from the St. Joseph Herald of this date: 
French doctors hav been led of late by their investigations 

into hypnotism to go to Lourdee, where the wonderful mira
cle cures hav been made under Roman Catholic ministra
tions. A very large number of the most famous physicians 
. of France hav been in attendance during the pilgrimages 
and processions. They selected no cases for their observa
tion but those of lesions or wounds or lung consumption In 
the last stages, all certified as discharged from eminent hos
pitals as incurable. And what do they report? These 
former ur.believing, scoffing, hard-headed doctors-what do 
they report ? Here is the language used in their report : 

"We saw consumptive cured; patients who were the 
·bearers of the most explicit attestations from the medical 
men who had attende.d them. On these we could scarcely 
diwover the traces of a congestion all but perfectly obliter
ated. Lungs in which tubercles and bacilli had been in full 
evolution for months and years were not yet quite perfectly 
permeable to the air, and still gave out now and then a slight 
hissing sound. But all morbid action seemed arrested, and 
the patients declared that t~elr organs were as well as ever, 
and they felt as they had not felt for a very Ion~ time. Are 
these results to be lasting? We cannot reply affirmativly at 
present. But such as they are, they are surely most impor
tant. There can be no Ulusion in what has taken place. 
The -facts are too numerous and too overwhelming. Such 
profound modifications as I hav described are not the effect 

·· of nervous· commotion or of imagination. Try in a hospital 
to make fifteen or twent.y such consumptive get up from 
their bedR; stop the fever. expectorations, sweats, and all 
the phenomena· of nrgsmc dec<>mpnbitiun; restore to all 
these suffprers their1!tr.-ngth. their healthy color, t'1eir j'ly
ousness; fill up these cavernous vo1ds in their lnnl!~, • h<> 
progress of wbich you d11H1 tollowc;d with ~LUI L~r, P ... t 

healthy tissue in the place of these ulcers of these mortified 
ti~sues, just as you close up a wound by covering it over 
With sound flesh. Do all this in an instant in a single sec
ond of time, and then tell me if you hav in 'this only done a 
thing of no account, and undeserving of serious attention. 
There exists, therefore, outside of us, beyond the sphere of 
all human resources, an agent who intervenes and leaves 
behind him the undeniable impress of his manifestations. 
This Is what we shall see with still further evidence when 
we enter on the detail of the facts submitted to our i~vesti
gation." 

The report is very long and minute. Truly we liv in a 
wondrous age. 

The Ht!rald is a very fair and Liberal paper on religious 
subjects, and givs all sides a chance at its columns. Many 
of our Freethought citizens hav availed themselvs of the 
privilege, and occasionally an article is inserted which 
makes narrow-minded orthodox folks open their eyes, and 
calls forth their criticisms. This clipping bears the ear
marks of being placed in the Herald's columns by a Roman 
Catholic. If the statement it contains is false, it ought to 
be exposed. If true, I, in common no doubt with many of 
your subscribers, would like to hear your comments, as we 
believe the age of miracles is past, if it ever did exist. 

Respectfully, *** 
[The famous physicians are humbugs; the cures are hum

bugs; the report is a humbug. Why should Europe go 
crazy over Koch's lymph if a journey to Lourdes would 
cure consumption ?-En. T. S.] 

CULLMAN, Au., Dec. 8, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I hereby send you a genuin hypocritical 

and dangerous notification : 
M&- WILLIAM RIOHTBR, City: Convinced of the baneful ef

fects of keeping open saloons on the Sabbath and of the in
discriminate sale of liquors to minors and to persons of 
known intemperate habits, and knowing that there is a dis
position on the part of some of the saloonkeeper& of our town 
to observe the law when assured that the others will do 
likewise, we respectfully notify you as we hav all the others 
that prosecutions wlll be instituted and vlg&rously followed 
up against all persons violating the law regulating the sale of 

-l!qnors in tbe future. We hav no disposition to prosecute 
for former offenses any person who faithfully observes the law 
in the future, but those who do not will be prORecuted for 
past as well as fut::Lre violations of the Ja.w. Your at•en
tion is called to Section 1320 of the code, Vol. I, and to 3!HO, 
Vol. II. Approved this 17th dav.of Nov., 1890. 

G. W. HANLIN, Chairman. 
W. H. JoNxs, Secretary. 

J. GARRISON, 1 
W.L.MAUGUIRB, 
Cau. M. BROWN, Committee. 
M. F. JOHNSON, j 
Cullman was organized by Germans some six~een years 

ago. I keep .hotel in one houQe and saloon in the adjoining 
house. My customers like drinks while eating tMir meals. 
My saloon is always closed on the so-called Sabbath. About 
five years ago some hypocrite built a house for the Lord (he 
never told them to build him a house). I paid part of It as 
subscription. They always go to the saloonkeeper with the 
su_bscription list. Now they come and say, "Keep your 
door closed on the Sabbath." Who made the Sabbath? I 
pay the license for privilege to sell three hunared and sixty
five days. I pay the state of Alabama for selling three hun
dred and sixty-five days. I pay the county of Cullman for 
selling three hundred and sixty-five days. I pay to the city 
of Cullman for selling three hundred and slxty.:five days. 
They say nothing in the license to the effect that I shall not 
keep open doors on their Sabbath. 

Money l oh, money! thy praise I sing l 
Thou art my savior, my god, and my king! 
'Tis for thee that I preach, and for thee that I pray, 
And make a collection twice each Sabbath day. 

(The church has its door wide open on the Sabb,th day, 
for the purpose shown in the above four lines.) 

Money, that's the real trinity
Three in one and ene in three. 
Priests may call thee filthy trash, 
Yet I know they preach for cash. 

the delusion of saving the imaginary soul from the wrath of 
an imaginary God, in an imaginary future existence; 

My deluded and CJ&dulous parents, :fifty to seventy years 
ago, used to sing, 

Also: 

A charge to keep I hav, 
A God to glorify, 

A never-dying soul to save, 
And fit it for the sky. 

Gird on the heavenly armor 
0! falth and hope and love ; 

And, when your race is ended, 
You'll reign with him above. 

My dear mother's head was extremely full in the region of 
these three inspiring emotions, and to hear her pray would 
melt the hardest heart. 
· In their normal action, in relation to this life, these 
spiritual forces uplifted and sustained her in the great trials 
and affiictions which she endured with surprising fortitude 
and sublime faith. I hav always noticed that persons 
largely developed in this cerebral region were thereby greatly 
inspired and sustained in the cares, burdens, and business of 
this life. It has been contended by some phrenologists that 
this region of the brain proves and relates to a future world 
of spirits. In my present mental status I am impmssed 
that this niight be added to Remsburg's "False Claims." I 
see no proof that any part of the brain, or any power, force, 
or faculty of the human mind, has any legitimate, natural, 
and normal relation .to a future spirit land. 

For the enjoyment, inspiration, and purposes of this life a 
good degree of faith, hope, and love a~e necessary, as well 
as all the higher sentiments of the upper brain. They should 
be led and enlightened by the facts, science, and reason of 
the front brain, the lighthouse of the mind. If church and 
state permit natural cerebral growth, humanity will come by 
evolution out of the perverted action of all human forces to 
a healthful and happy life, here in this life. Oh, how we all 
are, more or less, cheated out of life by false views and 
actions. J. H. CooK. 

ELLSWORTH, ELLSWORTH OOUNTY,-KAN, Dec. 2, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: For the past week I hav been circulatin 

the petition cut from your paper to keep open the World's 
Fair at Chicago in 1893 on Sundays. I hav secured eight 
hundred and sixty names. ·I could not very well confine 
myself to the city, and thought it just as well to take all the 
names I could get and head the petition Ellsworth county 
instead of city. I hav spent eight days at as hard labor as 
I ever did in my life; but feel well paid for my time, al-
though I got many bitter sneers and sonie that I called in
sults. The Rev. Mr. Bull, Methodist, said 'my zeal was 
worthy of a better cause; that the cause I represented ema
nated from saloon men and the devil. I told him it was 
false; that he did not know where it emanated from and I 
did, and it was a fact with me and he was guessing at It 
from his standpoint. I asked a lady to sign the petition. 
She answered: 11 No, I won't. I hav heard enough about 
you and your old paper." Another reverend, Mr. Orwig, 
Methodist, has stolen lumber at one of our yards and was 
caught by the owner of the lumber. He made him pay for 
it, and when the· reverend asked for a receipt it was written 
in this wise: "Received $5 "from J. B. Orwig, for lumber 
that he stole." He demurred, but could get no other re
ceipt. I went to a law office to get the lawyer's name. He 
and his wife signed, and several others. This Rev. Mr. Or
wig was in the crowd. When I was half- way down the steps 
he came rushing wildly after me and said, " I want to sign 
that petition." I gave him the pencil. "Now," says he, 
" this is to keep the Fair closed on Sunday." I said, "No, 
it Is to ~eep it open each and every Sunday of its continu
ance." He exclaimed," You wicked woman, I should think 
you would be ashamed to carry such a paper in the streets!'' 
I quietly said, "That is only a difference of opinion," and 
walked away. But from the more thoughtful I received 
many glorious words of good cheer, and it did me a large 
amount of good. One German said he was never more sur-

(The citizen's door shall be closed on the Sabbath ; 
church has its door wide open.) 

Bishops make a heavy pile, 
Knowing well that all the while 
They are gathering coals to swell 
Their own :fires in blazing hell. 

the.. prlsed than to see an American woman carrying a petition 
for opening anything on Sunday. All he had seen them in
terested in was closing everything but churches. His name 
is Volt Sander. He livs at Wilson, this county. The chat 
I had with him did me much good, and lightened the bur-

·Yours, WM. RIOHTBR-
[It seems to us that Mr. Richter would hav done well not 

to help build that church, as from a business point of view he 
i:nade a bad investment.-Eo. T. S.] 

den. I was cheered by many other Germans, and some of 
our own nationality spoke many words of cheer to this 
weary pilgrim as she tramped the streets, not of the New 
Jerusalem, but of dusty Ellsworth. One old German 
amused me very much when I asked him ir he would sign 
the petition. He said: "No, sir, me no sign dot. lf mine 

COLUMBus, KAN., Dec. 26, 1890. wife bees sick mit a baby on de Sunday I can no get de doc-
M&. EDITOR: I will say a word on the true and perverted tor til de Monday." I said: "Oh, no, that is not the kind 

funcLons of faith, hope, and love. The errors and darkness of a paper this is. I don't belong to the Woman's Christian 
of metaphysical and theological teachings fled from me fifty- Tflmperance Union nor the National Sabbath Union." There 
five years ago, when from observation and comparison I was another German there that could read in Eoglish. He 
learued that the brain is the organ of the mind-of all explained to him what it was for, and told him he knew me 
thought, feeltngs, emotions, motlvs, impressions. How and it was all right. So he signed the petition. And when 
anyone can ·believe this and be orthodox is, to me, strange; I was coming home in the evening I met the old German. 
yet I hav known many orthodox phrenological preachers. He said to me, "Bow many names did you get this after
! saw, forty-seven years ago, poor, deluded women ravlngly noon?" I replied," About forty." 11 Ah," he said, "if I 
insane when Millerism excited to abnormal action the region had been wit you you would hav more nor hundred." I 
of faith, hope, and love; and Millerism sent :firty such per- told him I believed it. On the petition are nearly all the 
sons to the New York lunatic asylum. I told a young man business men of this place, lawyers all but one, doctors all 
whose head was hot in this region of faith, and wbo believed but two, merchants all but three dry. goods mea and 
he had committed "the unpardonable sin," to keep away grocers, lumbermen all but one, blacksmiths all but one, all 
from religious meetings; but he did not, and was sent to the hotel men-of which there are four-nearly all the me
the asylum and died there. The world is full of facts, con- chanlcs. The profe~sors and teachers nearly all hav _signed 
stantly occurring, showing the falRe a.nd perverted action of the petition. And I am p;lad to send you sn many n&.tL~s 
faith, hope, and love, bv wbich our lunatic asylums are 

1 

that I think would vote for separation nf cuurcb sod stare. 
kept full, and sulcirl~> ~t· d m11•.! r,. •mmitted I cn'llrl get more signers but c~nnot Pp~re the time no,, it 

I~ is lllJSt idcr""''• I lie: c I!JbX d p•i~s:lv wlck-d C3', t,o i i!i ~' n<'h; c~ .cL.na5. WLlliu,! )Ullll. .. t! t'n& TtWT!! ,~J>H:KEi! 
excitl_) to ~ctiun 1 iasan(la(/tiuu1 t ... l~ rc~lJJ ot th<; l)-~ta 1 undt;r j bLC.:~c~ 1 ~ltlti- tl<\h/I.H ,J Mli'H.ll'll~. 
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. ~ltildr•n' • ~.,,,,. 

.!ldif& br MISS Suus H. WIXoll, ll'all 
Blew, JCIJU., to tel&om tJli Oommtmiul«onafor 
tl&is 00f'1Uf' Bl'lould lJI UAC. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night iB beginning to lower, 

Oome1 a pause in the daY's ooonpationl 
That Ia known as the Ohildren•s Hour." 

Fragrant Fields of Corn. 
I walked alone one summer morn 
Along the fragrant fields or corn, 
And rye, and wheat in waves between 
Where millet spread its carpet green, 
Contrasting with the darker woods 
Where farmers plant the solitudes 
On hill, and vale, and upland plain, 
Whose whispering leaves, like song of rain, 
Ban II' low to me that lovely morn 
Whose fragrance came !rom fields of corn. 

The buckwheat made a foamY sea, 
So white its scented blossoms be, 
And every lark upon the wing 
With orioles came by to sing ; 
While bees of ours had Yellow geld, 
And almost more than they oonld hold 
Or carry home, snoh olnmBY flight 
They made upon their waves of white. 
For weeks the snn go fierce came down 
The blackbirds• coats were turned to brown 
Like anY sad veil of a nun; 
And yet I loved them, every one. 
So joyous on that harvest morn 
They sang above the fragrant corn. 

In prairie.lanes, whose willow walls 
Are green as ivied waterfalls, 
The children rest in shadows cool 
Upon their morninll' way to school. 
Green walls found north, nor east, nor south, 
Bnt in the west where rosy month 
Of singing boy, or whistling bird, 
The leaves with song hav round ns stirred; 
And bird with wing of blue or brown, 
Bird, red or black, from farm and town, 
Bang songs that hid the rose~' thorn 
Along the fields of rustling_ corn. 

Oh I wind-blown fields. how like the wave 
Of ocean o'er a brother's grave I 
And how like monument of his 
Your every shining tassel is; 
When his last bed is marked by reeds 
And slender leaves •mid ocean weeds, 
Where KOlden sunlight shimmera through 
The pointed spires and billows blue. 

How many slumbering races sleep 
Below these furrows long and deep I 
Beyond the reach of hunters• horn, 
And low, sweet song of tasseled corn. 
Each russet row beneath these shades 
Has felt the lihook of warrior blades, 
A legion ba.ttles, aye, and more, 
Fought ont upon this sanded floor; 
Fields lost and won. and won and lost, 
U oon the tide of centuries tossed, 
Where man and beast, and beast and man, 
Hav filled the universal plan, 
To dig and delve and burrow where 
Some prior owner held his lair ; 
Some insect, fish, or savage crew, 

" Survival of the fittest" grew, 
And yet, to me, what songs are borne 
Upon these fields of fragrant corn! 

C!eartDater, Neb. MA.RY BA.IBD FINOll, 

J eflerson's Views of Religion. 
[The following extracts are from a letter of 

Thomas Jefferson to his nephew, Peter Carr, 
while the latter was In college in 1787.] 

Rellglon.-In the first place divest your
self of all bias in favor of novelty or slngu. 
larity of opinion. Indulge them on any other 
subject than on that of religion. 

On the other hand, shake off all the fears 
and servil prejudices under which weak 
minds are servllly crouched. 

Fix reason firmly In her seat, and call to 
her tribunal every fact, every opinion. 

Question with boldness even the existence 
of a God; because If there be one, he must 
more approve the homage of reason than of 
blindfold fear. 

You will naturally examln, first, the re-
ligion of your own country. Read the Bible, 
hen, as you would Llvy or Tacitus. For ex

ample, In the book of Joshua we are told the 
sun stood still for several hours. 

Were we to read that In Llvy or Tacitus, 
we should class It with their showers of 
blood, speaking of their statues, beasts, etc. 

But it Is said that the writer of that book 
was Inspired. Examln, therefore, candidly, 
what evidence there Is of his having. been In
spired. The pretension Is entitled to your 
inquiry, becau&e millions believe It. On the 
other hand, you are astronomer enough to 
know how contraryit is to the law of nature. 
You wlll next read the New Testament. It 
Is tbe history of a person called Jesus. Keep 
in your eye the opposlt pretensions : First, 
of those who say he was begottea by God, 
born of a virgin, suspended and reversed the 
laws of nature at will, and ascended bodily 
Into heaven ; and second, of those who say 
he was of illegitimate birth, of a benevolent 

heart, enthusiastic mind, who set out with 
pretensions to dlvlnlty, ended In believing 
them, and was punished capitally for sedi
tion, by being gibbeted, accor!ilng to the 
Roman law, which punished the first com. 
mission of that offense by whipping, and the 
second by exile, or death (See thlB law In 
Digest, lib. 48, tit. 19, ,- 28, 8, and Lipslus, 
lib. 2, De Cruce, cap. 2). 

Do not be frightened from this inquiry by 
any fear of Its consequences. If it ends in a 
belief that there Is no God you will find 
incitements to virtue In the comfort and 
pleasantness you feel in its exercise and the 
love of others which It will procure you.· If 
you find reason to believe there is a God, a 
consciousness that you are acting under his 
eye and that he approves you, wlll be a 
vast addltlonallncltement. If that Jesus was 
also God, you will be comforted by a belief of 
his aid and love. Your own reason is the 
only oracle given you by heaven; and you 
are answerable not for the rightness, but up
rightness of the decision. 

In another letter -to the same nephew he 
said: "Glv up money, giv up fame, giv up 
science, glv up the earth Itself and all it con
tains, rather than do an Immoral act. And 
never suppose that in any possible situation 
or any circumstance It is best for you to do 
a dishonorable thing." 

Correspondence. 
Cuu.RWATER, NEB., Nov. 27, 290. 

MY DEAR Mrss WuoN: I Inclose a poem 
for the Children's Corner, but am fearful that 
It should prove too lengthy. If so, cast it 
aside and I shall not complain. The Comer 
Is improving. The" Corner Gospel "is very 
entertaining and lnstructlv. Everyone can 
learn from such " preaching." 

Wishing you success, I am, 
Yours for humanity, MA.RY B. FrNoH. ~ 

VERBA.ILLBs, IND., Nov. 4, 1890. 
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: As we are enjoying a 

day of vacation from school on account of the 
election, I hav voted. to write to the Comer. 

I thought, perhaps, you could giv me the 
desired Information. 
r hav never been able to find a good 

account of his life. This Is the reason why 
I should like to hav It answered. 

This same minister, when asked by me to 
explain the sentence In one of the notes of 
Hutchinson's "Physiology," "Health keeps 
the Atheist in the dark," said that when a 
person is In good health he feels Independent 
of everyone, and Is therefore 1\_D Infidel ; 
when he is In bad health, he feels that he is de
pendent upon some one greater than himself, 
and Is therefore a Christian. 

From this I concltided that all the Chris
tians are diseased In body, and no doubt In 
mind also. But I do not believe what he 
said, for I know a great many stanch Liber
als who are very sickly. 

I am fifteen years old, and would like to 
hav some girl of about my own age to cor
respond with me. 

In the hopes that my letter wlll n:ot find a 
place In the waste-basket, I remain, 

Your friend, EMMA STOOKINGER. 

[REMA.Rxs.-Sori:.e Bible commentaries con
tain statements as given by the professor 
mentioned above. So we hav been told, but 
how well authenticated those statements may 
be we hav no means of knowing. The'' word 
of God" should be more explicit. In either 
case, whether Is meant a narrow gateway or 
the eye of an ordinary sewing needle, the 
difficulty of getting a rich man Into heaven 
would seem to be about the same. There Is 
no authority, to our knowledge, that the great 
Jefferson changed his theological views before 
his death. He died as he lived, a pronounced 
Liberal, hating all forms of tyranny over the 
human mind. He spoke of orthodoxy as 
"the incomprehensible jargon of the trinita
rian arithmetic that thre!l are one and one Is 
three." After he was eighty years of age he 
was stlll more confirmed In his Liberal ideas. 
In another column we giv Jefferson's views 
on religion as addressed to his nephew.-ED. 
c.c J 

Mary and Her Little Lamb. 
I studied the high school course last year, Perhaps the msjority of boys and girls 

but this year I thought I would be more bene- when they grow up to be men and women 
fited by making a compLete review of English come to the co cluslo that Mary and her 
history, algebra. and the common branches. n n 
The study of United States history Is In- lamb were both fictions, as much as the old 
tensely mterestlng to me, as I hav a great I woman who lived In a shoe, or Cinderella ; 
many chances of giving my opinion to our but strange to say, there was a Mary and also 
Christian professor as to the trouble religion a lamb and the world·famous ditty was 
has caused the United States. A_s you are all founded on fact as Golden Days recently ex-
aware, the name of Thomas Pame Is never ' 
mentioned in the histories of the common plained. The author was Sarah J. Hale, who 
school. Yet I never, when t!le opportunity died In Philadelphia some years ago at the 
occurs, fall to glv this great.man the honor age of eighty-six. The lamb, as previously 
due him, much to the 'disgust of my more remarked, must hav died long ago, and on 
Christian schoolmates. I hope all of my Dec. 10 1889 the heroin of the poem 
young friends wlll do the same. Let us ' ' 
always stand up for the right.· breathed her last. Her. name :was Mary~· 

Every four weeks we hav literary exercises, Sawyer. She was born m Sterhng, Mass.,m 
Including a debate. The subject of the last 1806, and In that town the lamb epililode Is 
debate was, "Resolved, that education Is said to hav occurred. 
more beneficial to mankind than wealth." It does not appear that Mary otherwise dis-
The argument on both sides was very good ; . . 
but the afiirmatlv side ruled. One young tmgulshed hers~lf than m owning the lamb, 
man In particular, who professes to be a Lib- but the poem grvs us the assurance that she 
eral, declared that the Bible advocates educa- was a very kind-hearted girl, and In that 
tlon-that It Is the grandest book, the book respect she maintained her reputation until 
of life, the book of inspiration, the book of the day of her death. Her married name 
all books. I took the opportunity of asking M T 1 · 
him while he stood with a crowd of compan- was Tyler, and as Aunt ary y er she 
ions discussing the late debate if he was sfn. was known by all and esteemed by all. 
cere fu everything he said in his argument. Thus the famous trio disappear from the 
He took the hint directly, or rather he under- earth, Mary and her lamb and the woman 
stood Instantly to what part of his debate I who made them both renowned. The poem 
referred, but he seemed to desire that I Itself is one of those Imperishable things like 
should say nothing more about It. Turning " , 
to his companions he said he would "lie any the lllad, which generations yet to come 
time to gain a· point." I intend to try to per- wlll read with undiminished pleasure. There 
suade him that it Is wrong to act the hypocrit. Is no use speculating as to the cause of Its 
He Is well educated and Is very energetic, popularity-it has come to stay. 
and I think he would be a valuable Liberal if 
he could only see that It Is unmanly to act 
the hypocrlt. Now, my young friends, I 
hope none of you wlll ever do as this young 
man has done. Rather be nothing than pre
tend to be both Christian and Liberal, for as 
the saying is, "between two stools you wlll 
fall to the ground." 

I also was on the afiirmatlv side, and In the 
argument mentioned that saying In the Bible, 
" A rich man can no more enter the kingdom 
of heaven than a camel can pass through a 
needle's eye." At the close of the debate our 
professor said he would glv us a bit of Infor
mation; that needle's eye was the name of a 
gate through which no camel could pass; 
that at night a traveler would unload his 
camel and take his goods into the city, leav
ing his camel outside. Now, Miss Wixon, I 
would like to know from good authority if 
this Is true. I would also like to know if 
Jefferson ever was thoroughly Christian be
fore he .died. A minister was our teacher a 
few years ago, and once, In a grammar lesson, 
inquired If the word God was always capital
Ized. I told him I thought It not always the 
case; that some writers write the word with 
a small letter, signifying their dlabelief In 
such a being. He said that was so: that Jef
ferson always wrote the word with a small 
letter. "But," he said, turning a significant 
look upon me, " I hav reason to believe that 
he changed his views before his death." I 
was very Indignant at this remark, and fall
Ing to find anything concerning It In either 
our books or the books of the town library, 

l'or Adoption. 
A gentleman living near Allegan, Mich., 

relates an Interesting story of feline sagacity. 
Some person owning a cat with three kittens, 
and desiring to be rid of them, took them in a 
bag to a wood near the gentleman's house, 
and dropped them. 

In a short time the mother cat was seen to 
approach the house with a kitten In her 
mouth. Reaching the door she dropped the 
kitten and retreated to the woods, from 
whence she soon returned with another kit
ten; but instead of leaving It where the first 
was left, she took It to a neighboring house, 
then returning to the woods brought out the 
third and last kitten, and left it at still another 
neighbor's. 

The old cat then disappeared, and· was not 
seen again until it was time for the kittens to 
be fed, when she visited each house, nursed 
the kittens, and then disappeared again. 

This cours~ of procedure she followed until 
the kittens were weaned, when she dlsap. 
pcared, and has not been seen since. Was it 
reason or instinct that caused the mother cat 
to distribute the kittens to dl:fferent homes, 
so that all might be adopted and the lives of 
all be spared?- Youth's Companion. 

THE 

French Invasion of Ireland in '98, 
Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a 

Heroic Enlleavor and a Lost Opjlortn
nity to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

ByVA.LERIA.N GBIB~YEDOFF. 
With a map and.nnmerons illustrations by well 

k11own artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamps, Price, $1.~0. 

The present volume is an effort to reaone from 
comparative oblivion one of the manY extraordi
nary episodes of the great French revolutionarY 
wa~. • , , It points a,.moral that amidst repub
lican institutions like ours, will not fail to receive 
appreoia~ion. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing influence of newly acquired ambition, • . • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Relifions 
and Political intolerance both on the tyran and 
the victim. Contains a heretrfore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book_, and all who are 

free to receive new light Will fin a in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The ap~;~eal is alwaYS made to a man's reason, 
and to hlB noblest sentiments: never to his sel 
fiahness.-[Bostoo Post. 

A SUI{gestion ot a really praotioable and feasl. 
ble soo1al state neatly in advance of the present 
The romantic narrat1v Is rich in its forecut of 
actual possibilities.-rBoston Traveler. 

1Smo, cloth, $1.00; paper, ~oc. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction o 

the Moabites by the Jews. 

By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

RELIGION OF.MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

D UDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
CoNTENTS: What is Religion? Fetichism. Phal

lic Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotnal Growth. The Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, NeoeBBitY. Re
sponsibility of the Individnal. Genesis and Evo. 
lntion or' Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wi&· 
dom. Ch~rter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. · Duties and . Obligations of 
Society, Bights of Government. Duties of Bo· 
ciety to Criminals., Dnty of Self Culture. Mar· 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

The Agn'Jstio Annual 
FOR 1891. 

Edited by CHARLES .!. W A.'lTS. 
CONTENTS. 

An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Samuel LaiDJ'. 
Fundamental Theses of Ag_nostioism. 

B. Bithell, B.Bo., Ph.D. 
Agnosticism and the Chnroh of England. 

Amos Waters. 
Avatar, Come ! A Poem. 

Saladin <W. Stewart RoBE). 
The Instability of Faiths.Hon. C. K. Tnokerman. 
The Iron Band Under the Velvet Glove. 

G. J, Hol:voake. 
Practical Reli1don .................. Charles Watt,, 
The Oinerary Urn. A Bonnet, 

Author of" Cmsar in Egypt.' 
The New Anglicanism ................... B. Rnsse11. 
Androgynous Gods. 

H. J, Hardwioke, M.D.,F.R.C.B. 
Is Agnosticism Bound? .....••.•...••.• Paul Carns. 
" Is Agnosticism Bound?" 

Saladin (W. Stewart Ron). 
The Poems of Joseph Ellis ...... Mirabeau Brown. 

Price, 25 cents. For sale at thiB office. 

The Candle From Under the 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And f01 the Consideration of Others. 

Insftructi'De, Interesting, and LO!Ughable. 

Bi WILLIAM HART. 
Price, - - - 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed." svo, 888pp, 
silk cloth. $3. 

Spiritualism_ Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain. Spiritualism u to 
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny 
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy 
Oloth, 12mo, 2411pp., $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ,.our meetings, to make them lively and inter 
eating, THE Lmmu.L HYMN·Boox contains song1 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes 
It te hild!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman; 
Parton, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, bY alL who hav emmined· it. Prio~ 
~ oent1. Address T.n ~V'nJ SBBUB Oo. , 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The' Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.JJl TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH A.ND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO .MAINTAIN THE 

A.RGUMEN'r OF THE ARTIST. 

D.esitrns bv Watson Besto11, With Portrait of the Desi.rner. 

Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
The Pests that Bother Uncle Bam.· 
Uncle Bam Ble!!p.!!z bnt the Priests do Not. 
Romanism with .11er Mask On. 
The MaBil Off. 
"Submit to the Roman Pontiff as to God." 
The Skeleton tha.t Uncle Sam maY Some DaY 

find in his Oloset. 
A-New La.oooon. 
The Trail of the Serpent. 
Some Undesirable ImmiJrrants. 
L!!!¥ Loyalty 
"Where Liberty Reigns· the Tyrant Seeks to 

Slay Her."-La Ba.lle. -
The Outcome of Ohnroh and State.Union. 
The God·in-the-Oonstitntion Gnerilla.s.-Lib

erty in Peril. 
Religions Treason the Ruin of the Republic. 
A l'ransformation of the Bartholdi Statue 

}l~~~~ may be Exx11!oted nuder Religions 
What Uncle Bam Should Do. 

. The Chu.reh Robbin;- the· People. 
New York Oity's Annual Gift to the Ohnrohea. 
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrches-1. 
"""""-II 

Thanks;rlvln;r. 
ThankBgiving-1. 

.. -II. 
" -III. 

Sabbath Law11. 
· Ba.bbatarian Efforts in the National Senate. 
Snnda.:r in a Babbatari&n Oity. · 
The Olergy's Opportunity. 
As the Olergy Desire Hnnda.y-1. 
" " " " " II """ "" ~Ii. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two WaYs to Go. 
Which Shall We H&ve T 
A Teacher We Do Not Want. 
The Shadow in Our Schools. 
A New Applioa.tion of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Pa.th. 
Recmitlng for Ohnroh Institutions. 
A Parochial School Lesson. 
Products of the Parochial Schools. 
The Disguise Blips Off. 
A Web for the Unwary. 
The Relia-iona Trap. 
SnndaY·Bohool Sohelara. 
The JoYB of the Snnday.Sohool Boy. 

Woman and the Church. 
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom. 
Enconra~rement to Go Astray. 
St. Paul a.B e. Member of the School Board. 
1'he Ohnroh•a Use for Woman. 
A Oontraat. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope. 
Helpinll' the Olinroh. 
The Obnroh•s Ohief Snpnort. 
When. Womanhood Awakes. 

CONT;ENTS: 

Tlae Clmrch and Thomas Palne. 
Thomas Paine. 
The Preacher and the Pa.triot. 
One Work by Pa.ine Ontwei~rha All the Preach• 

era. 
Why Paine Was Denounced. 
Paine's Services and His Reward from the 

Obnrob. · 
Once Upon a. Time a. DonkeY Kicked a. Lion. 

Studies in Natural Hlliltory. 
A Question for Thei>lo~rioa.l Ethnolo~riata. 
Some Problema in Evolution. . 
The Prototype of the Methodist Revival. 
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Bmte. 

The Bible and Science. 
The Bible a.nd GeoloKY. 
The Bible and Geography, 

The mer;-}' and their Flocks. 
Bhea.ring Time. 
The Olergy•s Hold Upon the People. 
One of a. YerY Numerous· mass. 
'J'he Physician and the Flook. 
DutY to the Oler~r:v. 
At Oonferenoe Time. 
Work of a. Methodist Oonferenoe in New York 

in 1876. 
The Burden of the Oross. 
The Theololl'ian'B Oonoeption of Olerioal Priv-

ileges. 
The Ark of the Lord. 
BYDlPathizin~r With their Pastor. 
One Triumphant Saint. 
Appearance and Fa.ot. · 
Oha.pla.ins in the Army and NaVY. 
A Desirable Bargain. 

Piety In Our P·enltentlarlel. 
A Religions Procession. 

The Atonement Scheme, 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Pra.otioal AJ>plioation of the Atonement. 
The Great Efliea.oy of Baptism. 
How to Get a. Ha.lo and a Harp. 
Divine Beneficence. 
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I. 
" " . " ,, -II. 

A Few Vi 1tims of Divine Beneficence. 
Prayer. 

A Drouth in Oambrid~re, Ill., in 1887. 
Our Father in Heaven. 

The Creeds. 
What Is Ohristianity1-l. 

" " " -II., 
" " " -III. 

The Olamor of the Oreeds. 
BnstaininE the Oreeds. 
Tbe Oreedal Fiddle. 
The Oreeds of the World. 
Ohristia.nitY's HolY Family. 
Ja.nns-faoed Oreedalists. 
The Oreeda.lists and the Government-"Onr 

God, Our Oonntry, and an Appropriation." 

The Christians and the Mohom- Tlae Uses of tlae Cross. 
medans. Its Evolution. 

Their Scientific Records Oompared. Unkind Reilectlons Upon til( 
Two Samples of Cllrlstlanlty's Clmrcla. 

Work. Decline of the Papacy in Italy. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and Hia Whell!!l. 
Pemvians Before and Since the Oonqnest. The Or7. of the Ohnroh, ·• Don•t Hnr\ Onr 

Feelin~rs." 
Dllslllonarles Shake, Old Man; We're on the Bame LaJ 

HypocrisY of Ohriatian Missionary Effort-I. (Tammany ward worker to Methodi1t min· 
" " " , " " -II. iaterial delegate). 

Ohristian Missionaries in India. p tl b th ...,h h 
Missionary Methods in the Ohnroh of En~rland. ersecu ons Y e " ore • 
A Poor Rule That Doesn'G Work Both Ways. The Burning of Bruno. 

The Only Thing_on Which the Beets Agree. 
The Lord'fil Instruments. ' An Unwelcome PtJgrima~re. 

R Wilen Ohristia.ns Made the Laws. 
eli~rions Rule. Superstition the Same tn All Plaoee &nd Agel. 

Bible Doctrines and their Results. Banishment of Ro~rer Williams. 
Biblical Temperance Statements. Oase of Dr. MoGlYnn-the Ohuroh True to Her 

Record. 
'' 0 i i " " Appilied. th Oastinlr Pearls Before Swine • 

The hr B~ an Boheme from Genes B to e The BigotrY of Ohnroh and State 
BYnoptloal Gospels, and the Practical Be· • 

The8~:hority of the Footpad. Some Allegories. 
The Wisdom of Solomon. The Genii who Preside Over the Road to 
The Law a.nd the Gospel Not the Same. Knowledll'e. 
Result of Faith at Findlay, Ohio. The Three Graces of InfidelitY. 
Wh!g~8~~!:~~n,ts Shall We Be Damned for ~h~1¥'!f:/t~fJi:i Rnled the World in the D'rlr 
Irresponsibility of Ohristians-Whence they A~res. 

Obta.tn and Where theY Put their Bins. "Let the Ghosts Go." 
Jesus Paid It All. The Race Between America's luiidei Ora~or 
A Oa.ndidate for Glory-An Old Binner, bnt a and En~rla»d's ObTiBtian Statesman. 

New Saint. The Enemy and the Friend of LibertY. 
Some Tests for Tme Believers. Roman Oatholio PandorJ!.'B Box. 
Followin~r Ohrist. A New Renderin~r of an Old Rhyme. 
An Earnest Ohristian. An Error in Biblical Navi~ration. 
A Trial of Faith. The World Still Moves. 
The Faults in Ohristian MoralitY.-!. Beaven. 
u " " ., " -n. 
" " " " -III. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Outside of the 
" " " " " -IV. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
" " " " " -V. On the Probation Plaa.-Soene Inside of the 

An Incident of a Bnow.storm, JanuarY, 1889. Gates of the New Jemsalem. 
Another Incident of Another Bmow-storm. Into Heaven vta. Pnr~ratory. 
On the Anxious Beat. 
Different Stories of an Alle~red Ooonrrenoe. Dell. 

The Church and Slave...-v. How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain. 
• 1 The Glory of Election. 

The Ghost in the Methodist Ohnrohyard. The Amusement of tbe Saints In Heaven. 
A Olerioal Surprise Party. 

Priests In Politics. The Theolollians and Skeptics. 
The Oolossns of New York. . The Devil's Occupation Gone. 
The Political Oaliban and the ReligiousRognes. Miscellaneous. 

Ireland and the Churcla. 
A Oontribntion to the Irish Question. 
The Ohnrohes in Ireland. 
The Gospel of Peace in Ireland. 
The Trouble With Pat. 

The Church's Idea of Civilization. 
The Gallows One of OhriBtian Olvilization's 

AdJuncts. 
Wha.t Rome Wonld Use to Oivilize People. 

Talma~re•s Petrified Blasphemer-A Belilrionl 
Oam11ai~rn Story of '86. 

The FutilitY of Hitohin~r Evolution to Ortho· 
doxY. 

The Evolution of a Sacrament. 
A Hint to Talma~re1 Bam Jones, eta!. 
The Women's Ohr1stian Temperance Union's 

Omsade. 
Tools of the Olerioal Trade. 
The Modern Balaam. 
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INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. WDRLn~fR0Q[0nYiATcHES. 
By G. W. FOOTE. . 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enla1·ged. 
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, B11okle, Comte, Relvetins,.Hngo, Hume. 
Owen, l'lrin·e, Btra.uiil, · Volney, Voltaire, and 
nearly nine\y other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. l'rioe, 25 cents. Address this office. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

'Preface b:v B. G. INGERSOLL· 
For Her Daily Bread 1B the story or t.wo ;young 

lrlrl.B and a_ younger brother who were lett parent· 
fess, with little money, fair eduoat1oJ!-1 and much 
courage, to make their waY through me world by 
gging to Chicago. The author is also \he heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 
lng eirl'lllife and .experience 1n the oityof Ohioa._go 
amonJ blulf business men, kindchearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just suoh a stor:v 
of human life as we Jhould expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in·; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates iuure to be worth the attentioD 
of the ren of the world. Price 1111 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

A New Book· by Hel~n H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcaet e:ves of timid acquiescence hav 

paid to impudent ·authority the . tribute of a 
thoughtless yes.-B. G. I11{1ersoll. 
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HORACE SEAVER. 
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best editorials written by Mr. Seaver dnrin~ the 
past fort:v-ftve years. It is neatly Printed on 
cream-whil;e paper, bound in cloth, and contains 
a fiDe likeness of the venerable editor of the 
Investwator. Every. Liberal should hav this book 
in .his home. It is now ready for delivery. · 
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AcJdre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER 00, 

Best grades American Stem-winders: In silver· 
ine cases, 7 Jewels, $7. ~o: 9 jewels, $8; 11 Jewels, $9 ; 
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COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 
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Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtt" Pine Steel Engfavtng of Senator Con'klln(J. 

Bonnd in black cloth. silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00, 

AGENTS mnlte 100 PER CENT. profit, on my Corset. 
Belts, nrushes, Curlers and novelties. SampleS 

fREE. \Vritc now. Dr. Bridgman, 373 Broadwav. N.Y. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nfltfl,d 

speo1al1st. for his "Private Oouns~>lor "-a valua
ble book for r_onng and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a Life-wasting Diseaee, as tbe resnlt 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in 
matnrer years. It .sets forth an External ApPli
cation-A POSITIVE CUBE, as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hop_eless or how many reme
dies you hav used. The book is worth many 
times its coat, and shonld be in the hands of 
those seeking a 1veea11 ana vermanent oure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an ontBPOken LibM"al, a human

itarian, and a generons patron of theFreethonght 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
hie progressive and auecessful method of treat

-ment, and deserves patronage.-Freetl'iought, 

Tluu nottc68 Me for tll.6 1J611AJflt of Lt!Jer& i; 
toho mag be fJisiting thl places tohere theBe soc£~
Ues are located. 'Local Sew,lar Unions anil 
Fresthought Societies meeting regularly oa,. 
hafJ their gatherings ad'Oertised here fres by for
toarding tll.6 neussary information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N. 'l'. 
Meets every ·Friday eveninlt, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discnssions. The public cordially Invited 

The Newark Liberal League 
·Meets every Bunda.y afternoon at 3 o'clock a' 
Liberal Lea~rne Hall, 177 Halsey st. cor. Marks' 
st., Newark. N. J. Lectures and disonsaions on 
religious and social qneations; Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular 'Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7 30. Lecture•, debates. and dieous
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG, 

Brooklfn Philosophical Assocla· 
Uon 

Meets at I!'ratemity rooms:,.Bedford avenne and 
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn,.!!<. D .. at 3 P.M., everY 
Sunday •. Lectures follo'lll ed by discussion. Pia•· 
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 26't 
meets every Bnnday in Industrial Hall, Broad "-L d 
Wood sts •• at 2:30 and 7 :SO P.H. for leoturea and 
free discussions on religious and social qnestionB 
Able speakers interest the andienoe. N.B.-Trutl! 
Seeker publications always on hand at cheap rateP. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthlyhftret and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town all. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wright Secular 'Union 
Of Allianoe1 0., meets tbe ftrst and fourth Bnn· 
days of eaon month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussi9n on all Liberal subjects. 
Subsoriptions to THE TBUTB SEEKEB aJld Invest'· 
gator are solicited, R. G. BMITB, Cor. Bee. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 We1t Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
a~e welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club 
Holds meetiMB every Runday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotlaerhood of Morall!lts, No. P03, 
Prairie CltJ', Ia., 

Meets everY Bnnday in the Liberal reading, room 
hall at 2:30 P M. All L'berals are cordially in
vited. F. v. DBAPEB, Oor. Bee. 

The Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block. MinneaPolir, 
Minn. J.F.MACOMBII:B.Pres,; LEBOY BEBBIEB,88t'. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds re-gular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block, B.E corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN 8TEINEB, !'res. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frecthougltl 
. Society 

MAetA evAry Bnnday evening at Union Bquar~ 
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o'clock. A cordiBI mvi· 
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets ~verv Bnnday at 7 30. P 11. in the publio 
sobool bnilding in Port Angole11, Wash. Leot· 
urea. songs, and select re~tding. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBA'IIK MoBBEo Cor. Bee. 

The West .End Progressive Lib· 
eral IJuion · 

or Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, ftrst 
and»third Sundays, at B o'clock, P.M , at Parr's 
Hall. Eveeyborlv invited. MBB· R. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J, H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Llbt ral Club 
Meets every Bnnday at 2 p.m:. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Wasbinl.:ovu. 
Boi11noe Lectures.-I!'ree Disoussions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
nabla libravr is lPot-the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS• Prell.; A. W. 0A.LDEBt Bee 

Tbe Boeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash,, meets every ftrst and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house, 
Leotnrea, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
1m•ateat freedom accorded to all. Our motto. 
n Universal Mental Liberty." D. E- RICE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELLo Vice-Pres.; 0BABLEB BHEA, Bee. 

Porttmouth, 0., Secular 'Uulon 
Meets every Sunday at 7 P M. in Grand Arms 
Hall. Leotnres, disonsalons, readings, poem• 
music and songs. A cordiallnvitat.ion Is extendtd 
to all; especially to friends from abroad. Oorrer· 
~ndenoe solicited. J, L. TBEUTBABT• President. 
WILL 8. ANDBES, Secretary. 

TRY•SQUARE: 
OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

Thil 11 the history of ·an attempt to found a 
church without anperstition, and its sncoes&. 
Uncle Job Baw:ver, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, nses it to discuss all the vital questionr 
of human concern, religious, PeJli~ioal, and othH· 
wise. The book is written in well-chosen ian· 
gnage, and easilY understood. There is Jnst sum. 
alent narrativ abont it to interest the reader antl 
hold hill a.Uen"on while the truth Is beln~ bronghl 
to hl1mlnd. 

l'or 1ale at thll ollloe. Price, 11.1111. i" 
!1 
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SKIBJIUBHEB with Indians hav oecurred 
~lnce the battle of Wounded, Knee creek. 
Pine Ridge agency has been strongly fortified 
by General . Miles. The hostile hav con
sumed the last of the stolen government herd. 
The greatest battle of Indian history seems 
impending, but perhaps u trealy may be _ 
effected; 

, u . . . . . . -. ¥. -- . . -~ _·:Biographies of~IQO .of;.the'Leadblg. PbllOaopherlt 
Vol. I. GivB a Fuii Aooount of all. the GOds, In~ . Teaohers1 Bkepiich,lnnov&tors1 J'ounclers of' 

oluding Jehoval!, Satan, the Hol:v Gho~t, . New Bcnools of "J."nought, Emment BQien-
Jesus-Ohrist, Vulrin Mar:v,~!cnd the Bible, ' · tisti!, etc. (who ·were not •Christians), · 

svc, 885P.P. Vol. I;l. :J)es(lnbes J'~:vall from \he time. of Menu to the· pres-
the Religious Systems of the-;wor.d. ·, · ent. svo; t,075pp., cloth,· sa; 
~o,957pp. ~oth,SSperY?l.; the . leather, It; mor,, g. e,,U,50. 

2 vols., $5, .leather, $7, mo- BY D .... BENNETT 
rocco, g1lt edges, sa. · .... • 

BY D. M. BENNETT. THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00,, 
THE TBUTH BEEKEB, 00. 118 La.fa:vette Plaoe, N. Y. 

. MATTJni as such is indestructible, it caniioi 
be ai:n:iihUated ;· no grain of dust-in the' uni~ • 
verse can 'vanilih from, and· none can enter it. 
I.t is the greatest service rendered to. tis ·by 
chemistry that·for the last hundred years it 
has taught us this indubitable fact, that' the 
unceasing changes and transformations of 
phenomena, which pass daily before our eyes, 

· the formation and de
THB Church of Eng

land has finally instituted 
provisions for monastic 
orders. 

PROTESTANTS In Ger
many are petitioning 
against readmission of 
Jesuits. 

PoLES are flocking to 
Brazil despite deterrent 
efforts of the Russian 
government. 

AN exodus of Russian 
and Russo-Polish Jews 
to North and South 
America is beginning. 

A OONVBNT at Pistoja1 

Italy, has been broken 
up by the authorities for 
refusing to admit gov
ernment inspectors. 

THB Farmers' Alliance 
and the Knights of Labor 
will join to form a polit
ical party which they 
say will regenerate the 
nation. 

SAN FBANOISOO Jews 
will raise $250,00Q to 
buy 1,000,000 acres in 
Mexico and send there 
the Hebrews persecuted 
_in Russia. 

SBOOND Adventist 
Banctificatlonists an d 
Faith Curers of Ohio are 
holding a state conven
tion. They cite scripture 
to prove that the end of 
the world is at hand. HOW TO SELL BIBLES-A SUGGESTION TO THE. AMERICAN BIBLE SOOlErY. 

!ltruction of organic and 
inorganic forms and ftg. 
ures, do not consist . of 
the formation of matter 
previously non-existent,· 
nor of the destril~tion qf 
matter then _ prese)lt; ·. as 

. was generally thought ill· 
earlier. · times; but . :that 
this Qhange co~!lilitl! 'ln 
nothing save in.a contb~
ual and unbroken rota
tion of tlle same sub
stance, _ of which . the 
mass and the quality re
main unalterable · imd 
ideu.tical for all ages.-
Bitohner. · _ · 

INBTBAD" of ascribing 
the wonderful phenom
ena of nature to a cause 
even more inexplic~ble 
than the phenomena 
themselvs, ~e regard the 
universe as the self-con
tained cause of its activ
itie!l, in the same general 
sense that theologians 
imagin · God as the self
contained cause of his 
operations. We hold 
that this is the only rea
sonable view, from ·the 
fact that every form of 
argument indicating the 
necessity of an anteced
ent or creativ cause bf 
nature, would ali!O imply 
the necessity of an ant_e
cedent cause of that crea
tor. We. are, therefore, 
logically driven to the 
conclusion that matter 
contains within itself the 

THE Catholics of Ger- ======~==================~===±================== potency. to produce all many hav formed, under _ the effects which we be-
Dr. Windthorst and other recognized Cdho. IS THI{' YOUR SOl MY-lORD ('J L"b • 1" hold. • • • We recognize no such thing 
lie leaders, an anti-Socialist league," to com- !) . ' '· 1 e_ rty In It_erature. as absolutely dead matter.-.Edgar o. Beall. 
bat revolutionary errors and tendencies on 
social questions and to defend Christian social BEGINNING my studies the first step pleas'd · 
order." ~- A .NJQW BOV.EL, me so much, · 

B The mere fact consciousness, these forms, 
INFLUENTIAL Catholics in Italy favor sus- Y ROBT. G.-I~GEBIOLL. I he power of motion, 

pension of the injunction against voting, and By HELEN H, GARDENER. The least insect or animal, the senses, eye-
organization of a papal political party. But _sight, love, 
the pope has not signified concurrence. AclclreBB. at the Testimonial to Walt The first step I say awed me and pleas'd me 

CATHOLIOB decry the sectarian bigotry of " T7u Bh1111M itself 4oth call j{)IJ' instant Whieman. so much, 
Protestant Toronto in forbiddin~t Sunday ren;ted'U." I hav hardly gone and hardly wlsh'd to go 
street-cars, while it" tolerates ruffianly at- any farther, 
tacks on convents and religious processions, But stop and loiter all the time to sing it iri 
by Orange ruffiane." Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- ecstatic songs; - Walt·Whitman. 

A Fascinating Story of Radical -Truths on llshed at this office. 
CATHOLJOB report that they are nearly one- Tuo:s:uu's habitual thought m~kes all his 

M . th d ,_. N H hir Religion and Social Matters. poetry a hymn .to the Cause of causes, the 
fifth ln ame, one- ir w ew amps e, Spirltwhlch vivifies and controls his own: 
one-fourth in Vermont, two-ftftlls in Massa- Cloth, $1; paper, 30 cents. 
chusetts, over two-fifths in Rhode Island, and GIRARD'S WILL "I hearing get, who had but ears, 
one-third in Connecticut. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., And eight, who had but eyes before ; 

T h i i d d 
f hi 28 Lafayette Place, New York. AND I moments llv, who lived but years, 

HE pope as nst tute an or er o c V- And truth discern, who knew but learning's 
alry, having chevaliers, commanders, and au· ·ard College The·oJo,orv. lore." · 
grand cros~es, to reward services to himself Wh W uld F 11 ., 
and the church. _ It will be called the Order at 0 0 OW AN EXPOS:&: And still more in these religious lines: 
of the Servants of St. Peter. THE 

Of the perverllion of Bte_phen Gira.rd'JmaJnilllcent '' Now chiefly is my natal hour' 
CATHOLIOISM in Australia has increased E:ffacemen t of Chr_ istia ni ty? beqneiK to Philadelphia b:v the Christian And only now my prime of life ; 

thus since 1876 : members, 450,000 to 700,- churches and Young lllen•s I will not doubt the love untold, 
000; clergy, 850 to 620; convents, 70 to 270; BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. - Ohrist\~n~socia- Which not my worth or want hath boughti 
nuns, 560 to 2,100; churches and chapels, Price, 10 cents a cop:v; twelve copies for $1, Which moved me young, and moves me o d, 
620 to 880; schools, 850 to 700. Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., B:vBIOB. B. WE&TBBOoK, D,D,, LL.D. And to this evening hath me brought." 

28 La.fa:veite Plaoe, New York, - Price Sl. Address TllB TBUTB BBI:KBJi. }fJ 
KNUT HAMBUN, a Norwegian, has returned - merson. 

home from this country and written that 
American liberty Is a myth. " Everything 
abov.e or below George Washington's simple 
mind," he says, "is punished." 

HuxLEY's dispraise of the Salvation Army's 
"Darkest England" scheme has blighted it. 
"The sneer of the spiritual paialytic," com
plains a Christian organ, " has had tremen· 
dons effect. Booth is not likely to recover 
from its force." 

OF the debates on Socialism in which Cath
olic clergy ha v been instructed to engage, one 
of the most notable was recently held ·at 
Liege, the abbe Pottier maintaining against 
leading-Boclalists that their scheme is ill, and 
that all good has proc!Jeded from Catholicism. 

WITHIN the last year the navy department 
has established altars and sacristies on a 
number of its ships, nota,bly on the receiving 
ship Vermont and the warship Philadelphia, 
At gala occasions on the Philadelphia the 
national flag is unfurled behind the altar. 
On tlle Vermont a confessional has been 
erected. 

JusTIN PETTIGREW, of Sioux Falls, S.D., 
brother of the Senator, has been dangerously 
ill, and his wife, who is a believer ln Faitll 
Cure, has been treating him with the methods 
of tha_t faith, aided by a professional faith 
healer from Kansas City. His relative hav 
at last interprsed and enforced regular med
ical treatment. 

To- the World's Volumblan Exposition CoQlmission: 
Learning that there is an organized movement amoag -the more conservative church people-manipulated by 1 

11 Sabbath" organization-to induce, your hono~able body to cJose on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1898 in 
Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to· the public on 
each Sunday of its_ continuance. We ask this for the following reasons: 

1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained. 
2. Tbat public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 

resort when no moral amusements are available. 
~- As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of the~r means to make the Fair po~tsible, 

tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to. 
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 

4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend caq 
do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
tions and human welfart>, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing ita 
receipts. · · 

6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair. will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly th~ opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
its pleasures and i'Qs~ructions, the more diffi.oult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers 
will ever have the. power to transfer it from its present position to the" days of toil. With choice of Sunday ocalfpation 
restricted to atte1.1ding church or visiting a saloon, the •verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 

7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
benefit the Fair it~;~elf; the people of- Ohicago, and' the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducb:lg to municipal prosperity, 
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 

· Name. Town. State. 
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~_:--=--~--' _:_ _ THE INOICESTIBLE AND SICKENING. COLLECTION ' - =-~-- OF PETRIFACTIONS. DOLED OUT AS SUSTENANCE. 
TO SUNDAY SCHOOL CHILDR _ 

i . ------
''WHAT M-AN IS TI-l ERE Of YOU, Vv"'HOM-IF HIS SON ~---
_ASK_!f!_f!_EAJJ,--'!':!_LL HE Gl_'!_!_'!_l~ A STONE?" !Pr~~if!dL;:~-~~--~~~~§~~~~ 

HOW- THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL TEACHERS DOLE OUT RUBBISH INi3TEAD OF BREAD. 

IJotts and ~lippings. 

THERE are untaxed churches in Brooklyn, 
N. Y., ~to the amount of $12,000,000, 
and property owned by religious institutions 
to the amount of several millions more. And 
the taxpayers grin and bear it. 

THE Mohammedans of Bombay hav peti
tioned the English authorities to prohibit a 
projected play entitled, "Mohammed," in 
preparation for the stage of that city. Why 
not? The Christians in this city once peti
tioned the authorities to stop a production of 
the Paseion Play, and the authorities did it. 

THE Sun says of the proposed reform in 
New York's divorce laws that" Roman Cath
olic sentiment is too powerful to make the 
change possible, especially as it would be 
backed by the efforts of Protestant churches, 
more especially the Episcopalian and Presby
terian." And yet the same journal has 
repeatedly said that church and state are 
separate in this country! 

THE Rev. Mr. Yates, of Bonham, Tex., 
says Freethought, will doubtless hav less 
faith hereafter in the literal validity of script
ural promises than he had a few weeks ago. 
He read in Mark xiv, 18, that if a believer 
drank any deadly thing it should not hurt 
him, and to prove that the Bible meant what 
it said, and that he was a true believer, he 
took ten grains of strychnin. A physician, 
assisted by a stomach pump, saved his life, 
but he is now willing to concede that the last 
part of the gospel of Mark is a wicked and 
fraudulent interpolation, whose author he 
would be pleased to interview. 

THE census bureau list of religious sects the drones in the industrial hive. They con
discloses one hundred and forty. In the list sume but do not contribute. Investing wealth 
are the General-Six-Principle Baptists, the in church edifices while want pervades every 
Schwerkfeldians, the Theosophical ~ociety, city is wickedness." 
the Life and Advent Union, and others which THIS is the sort of "news" that Mr. P. 
to a majority of people will be entirely new. Donan sends from Fargo, North Dakota, to 
With a hundred and forty creeds formally this blizzard-swept and frozen-up city: 
adopted, and "many independent organiza- "Fargo, Jan. 4th. Here, the sun shines 
tiona" with their own notions besides, the resplendently as it has ever shone since its 
task of those who favor church union, thinks -luminous rays first gilded the tree-tops 
the Providence Journal, is difficult indeed. of primeval paradise, with light fresh from 

THE Tagblatt says that the German govern. the throne of God. Here, the skies are as 
ment has taken the initiativ toward calling a blue as the turquoise arch that spans the fairy 
conference to consider the establishment of isles of the far Caribbean sea. Here, the soda 
an international system of protection against fountains and ice-cream foundries are in full 
Anarchist outrages. Among the subjects blast. Here, the whole air is full of the per
mentioned for the consideration of the con- fume of magnolia, jessamin, and orange 
ference, says the Tagblatt, are extradition for blooms; the mocking. birds and gorgeous 
political murders and the limitation of the paroquets and cockatoos warble musical 
present rights of asylum. An order has also challenges to each other amid the rich foliage 
been issued forbidding the soldiers garrisoned of the sweet bay and mango trees ; the 
in Berlin from patronizing or visiting ninety- banana plants and pine·apples swap luscious 
seven specified restaurants because they are jokes on the weather with the fig trees, the 
conducted by Socialists. olivs and limes; while the tall palms wave 

DR. MoNROK is president, ai)d Miss Baby their feathery plumes in triumphant jubila-
tion over a land that knows no ilL" 

Monroe is secretary, of the North American 
Confederation of Atheists. The platform of AT the annual Sabbath Reform convention 
the society is this declaration: "Jehovah of the Western Pennsylvania Sabbath Asso
wasn't God. Jei!IUB Christ wasn't God. Je- elation, held in Pittsburgh, November 18th, 
sus Christ isn't our savior. He never was. Mr. Crafts said: "New England ought to be 
He never will be. Mary wasn't the mother near the head of the class in Sunday observ
of God. Mary wasn't a virgin to any consid- ance, but it is nearer the other end. The 
erable extent, at any time. God didn't make puritanical spirit has left it and is now spring
the world in six days. God didn't make it at ing up in the West. The Rocky mountain 
all. There is ~o God." A Supplementary Sabbath is improving, while the New Eng
Declaration sets forth these self-evident land Sabbath is retrograding. Through the 
truths: "The gospelisfounded on fable, false- Sabbath Association we hav secured good 
hood, and fraud. Ministers and priests are observance of the law in Boston and other 
propagators of exploded humbugs. They are cities. But there they run Sunday trains to 

carry milk to the babies and newspaper trains 
to carry scandals to the men. We hav rea
son for encouragement in the enforcement of 
law in New York, Brooklyn, Baltimore, and 
all the large cities of the country. Pennsyl
vania obser'\eB Sunday the best of any state, 
and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia the best of 
any cities, bu-t there is room for improve
ment. Only three states are now without 
Sunday laws, and they are California, Idaho, 
and Wyoming. In these states we are mak
ing war and will force the issue." 

A NEW and interesting point of view, says 
·Unity, is revealed in an article by Miss M. F. 
Cusack (the Nun of Kenmare) in the Inde
pendent, on Parnell and Ireland. !;he calls 
attention to the long-continued strife between 
the national school party and that of eccle
siastical education, and tells the story of 
Parnell's refusal to submit to the dictates of 
Cardinal McCabe, whom she describes as 
having no love for his country, being "Ro
man by education, by prejudice, and by in
clination." The educational question is one 
that is continually coming up in Parliament 
in some form, and one on which the Home 
Rule party is divided. Miss Cusack relates 
how., during one of these controversial peri
ods, Mr. Parnell received a letter of instruc
tions from his ecclesiastical superior, which, 
in a rage over such interference, he threw to 
the ground with a word of denunciation for 
"these papist rats." The story is characteris
tic, whether authentic or not, and the charges 
in certain quarters against Mr. Parnell as a 
Freethinker and Infidel doubtless serve their 
part in the present sad embroilment, though 
we incline to think them an incidental rather 
than a leading feature in the case. 
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"-ommunitafions. Jerome was pree:ninently the oracle and spokes- It has been the guide and basis for our present 
8 man of that period. He was the greatest Ohristian English ·or King James's version. · 

scholar since Origem. The . Greek Bible had been This accounts for the incongruities and !'bsurd-
Who Made God 1 haggled, corrupted, and debased by illiterate, big- itiea so obvious and numerous in· the text. What 

oted partisan adherents of the various opposing can we expect of a Bible sifted through centuries 
In a former article it was shown how primitiv man Christian sects to favor and support their respectiv of lunacy ; and what can we expect of the ideas 

and animals, in using their vocal organs to convey to creeds; and a multitude of conflicting copies was of religion and of gutt, good, or God, of mt n 
one another their states of consciousness, evolved distracting and destroying the faith. To save the crazed with starvation and physical and mental 
frol!l the sounds indicated by the. vowels o and u the holy word from infamy Damasus, the archbishop of prostration, in their desperate efforts to return to 
rudiments of language. That 1t was through the Rome urged Jerome to make a pious effort to man's supposed ignorant innocence as at the 
control the will has over the actions of the glottis, save ii. beginning, and as God declared was the only 
the human family hav advrnced in development and· We will let the rabid fanatic define his position proper state, in the fable of his creation? 
acquired the capacity for civilizatio~: That withou_t and giv the evidence of his qualification to rescue · And to establish their faith in the doctrin that 
language man would ever hav remamed a dumb an1- the Bible from the ignominy and desecration with innocence and ignorance were alone compatible 
mal. . . . which it had already . been ruined; also to con vine~ they wandered off into solitude, where they could 

That all the Influences and forces wh1ch made hfe us that he was the victim of the horrors and halluCI- learn nothing and know nothing, in pursuance of 
h~ppy origi_nally were expressed by words that con- natiens . of. his age, and that be was destitute of convictions as taught in the Bible by God himself. 
tamed the vo~els o and u, and were called gute, gutt, every capacity that inspires men to honor or honesty. It was at this period that the Bible assumed an im
or good, or 111 some of the numerous methods of While ere zed with his self-inflicted exile for years in portance as the foundation of the faith that it never 
spelling or writing the symbol. That the priest- solitude he exclaims: "Oh bow often in 'the desert, had before. In order to aid believers to a knowledge 
hood, o~ spirit~al guides of the :people, had made in that vast solitude, parch~d by the su~try sun, did of its contents Jerome, the devout monk and learned 
theological cap1tal out of the sentiment and soun~ I fancy myself in the midst of luxurious Rome ! bishop, undertook its translation into Latin. This 
co!lvey_ed by .the _word good, gut~, .o~ chor}. by ~e1- Plunged in an abyss of bitterness, I hav th~own task added to its significance and value as a guide 
fy1ng 1t,. makmg 1t a. de~on or d~v~1~y, gmng 1t a myself on the floor of my solita1:y cell. Mr hmbs and authority for believers. The fable of creation 
personaht.y ; en~hro~mg _1t as an. IDVIBible P?wer-a were rough with the friction ?f coarse hmclo~h ; was taken as literal history and a record of facts for 
creator; endowmg 1t w1th attributes, motiVe, and my skin dried and blackened 111 the sun, was hke the saints to implicitly obey. 
designs of the individual man, yet of an infinit char- that of ~n Ethiopian and my complexion was livid Profoundly impressed with the be1ief that e:vil 
acter, and used_ it as a means to gain control over as a corpse. I groa~ed and wept throughout the caine into the world through gratifications of the 
the fears, affe~twn~,. ~nd _persons of the people. day; and if in spite of my resist~nce drowsinrss flesh-the animal-in the good things of life, many 

In the ear her clVIhz,.tiOna, as -notably amo~g the overcame me at night, my bones, wh1ch scarcely h~ld thousands left their homes, society, and every earthly 
Brahmans and Gretb, the tendency of their rea- together clashed on the nake'd earth. I say nothmg joy and physical gute or good. They believed the 
sonin~s and s_pec:ni~tions was deductiv o~ backward; of my f~od. In the deserts, even those who are ill command of the good or God in the fable to deny 
and With their hm!ted k_nowledge of ~~ence and of never permit themeelvs to drink anything b!lt water. themselvs every human comfort in the solitude of 
the world of physxcs, w1th_out the abthty to trace If they took anything that required the a1d of fire mountains and deserts in order that they might liv 
effects to ~auses; from theu lack of a knowledge of in its preparation, they would accuse themselvs of in the primeval ignorance and innQcence that Adaiq 
the _operahon of the fixed Jaws of nature, every un- sensuality. Yet even I, who, from the fear of hell, enjoyed before he ate of ~he forbidden fruit, and feJJ. 
familiar. occurren~e or unaccountable phenomenon, had condemned myself to this dungeon, with no The love of gute or good things of this world be
ever~thmg star~lmg, sudden, or unus?al, where a other companion than scorpions aud wild beasts, often came a snare, an evil they must war against. 
~roxxmate physiCal cause was not obv10us,_was as- imagined myself in the midst of dancing girls. Their devotion to the fable was so great and their 
~~g~efi' to .the unseen fo~ces ?r powers, wh1ch _were Fires boiled up in this body prematurely dead. determination to realize its blessings and promises 
IDdlviduabzed or personified JDto demons or duJem- Criminal remembrances desires, and regrets over- so fixed, that multitudes of them in their nakedness 
bo~ied. souls or spirits of the departed, yet activ in whelmed me. I shrunk from my very cen; seeming to and the delirium of starvation died, and their bones 
thell' mxdst. . . dread its walls as the accomplices of my thoughts. were left; bleaching in the deserts. Not a few of 

_In our exper1~nca w1th human nature to-day, ~ven 1 penetrated to the inmost recesses o! the de~ert, or them were arrested by their less infatuated brethren 
w1th our supenor enhghtenment, we cannot fad t J wandered on the summits of moun tams, or h1d my- and taken to the monasteries which were converted 
see how natural and easy it would be for tbe more self in the cavities of rocks. I went and came, not into hospitals to giv the wayward saints a shelter 
shrewd, favored, and priestly element in socieiy to knowing where to seek refuge from myself, until ,t and treatment for their recovery from the tortures 
make capital of this, to increase its stock in trade in last I threw myself at the foot of the cross, bathing and agony self-inflicted at the commands of the God 
furtherance of the craft of living on the .credulity of it with my tears that flowed in rivers, and which I which the Bible had revealed to that age-it having 
the people. In order to keep in favor a?J-d to shi~ld wiped with my hair. I strove to subdue my re- just been brought .into prominence as a sacred book 
ourselvs from danger of these celestial or aenal bellious nature by fasting a whole week. I frequently by the civil and ecclesiastical authorities, a record of 
divinities, we are told _by our spiritual guides th~t .passed entire nights uttering loud cries, until the the will and ways of God to his creature man. 
we must treat them w1th a deference not known In Lord himself dispersed the tempests that raged These anchorites could no longer worship the God 
our condu~t to"!ard men. We must honor the~ by within me and restored peace to my soul." that was the author of these good material things. 
~ay a~d mg~t m our homes ; we must meet p~r!od- His religious !nsanity took a savage turn and he They feared this God or these good things he cre-
Ically m pubhe, fall on our knees, bag, pray, petition, was violent in his curses snd anathemas, and treat- ated, lest through them they might fall from that 
sing, shout, groan, and confess our sins and general ment of those who were lese insane. An armed force ascetic, spiritual eminence to which abstinence, star
unworthiness for life or death.. surrounded his monastery to secure him, but he fled vation, self-denial, and suffering had elevated them. 

It was a stroke of policy and indicativ of clerical and was obliged to hide himself for two years, and From· that period till now religion has consisted in 
shrewdness on _the part. of the ea~ly priesthood soon after died from physical exhaustion and a con- the fear of gute or good, as much, if not more than, 
when they conceived the Idea of_ makmg a demon, a tinual nervous excitement A D 420. . in th'e love of gute, gu~, or God. The Christian 
divinity, out of all the good or gute things of life, This was the mental ar:d moral state of the man world, through Ollristian literature founded on that 
groupe~ into o~e grand cei?'tral pers~nalitr, and who literally made for us our present Bible: For fable, is swayed and governed by the fear more than 
bestowmg upon 1t the express1v and des1gnatmg ap- everyone in those days who translated put h1mself; by the love of God. 
pellation, "God." • · his own state of mind, his own morbid idiosyncrasies When on reflection we can trace to the monkery of 

Who could refuse to accept such a euphonious and and chronic lunacies, with the fiendish horrors that the Dark Ages and to reverence for the fable of ere
ubiquitous divinit_y installed as the author and dis- haunted him day and night as a part of his religion, ation, the foundation of much of our religious belief, 
penser of all that IS good? into the taxt of his translation, and made the philos· to wit, "The fear of the Lord which is the beginning 

But in India, and afterward in Egypt, a revolution ophy or theology of it but a transcript of the visions, of wisdom,!' we see what a tremendous superstruct-
came. the terrors, and ideals that were distracting and ure of faith can be built on a fable, a legend copied 

It was· the output of the ethics, the theology or inflaming with an infernal fury his own imagination. from the Sanscrit of our Aryan ancestors, the Brah
religion, taught in the lessons promulgated in the Yet Jerome was the chosen man above all othere, mans of. India, who invented and used it many thou
fable of creation as exemplified in the garden of from his learning, his orthodox piety, and great sand years before Moses was born, or the patriarch, 
Eden. . prominence in the church, to whom could be en- a Brahman (Abraham), took it with him from "Ur of 

It was-illustrated by the picture ~f innocence that trusted the solemnly momento.us task of preparing a the Ohaldees," when he migrated west of Jordan to 
could be preserved only through Ignorance. That Bible in Latin as a divine revelation for the world. form a colony and establish a religion among the 
it was a fatal error for men to partake of a fruit that Ol course the t~anslation of such a man was received Bedoin savages, whose nomadic tribes peopled that 
would develop the intellect and enable them to dis- as might be expected. region and whose descendants in three generations 
criminate between gute or good and evil. This fable "A bishop of one of the churches in Africa tried constituted the Jewish nation, called the children of 
has. s~ept over. and devastated the civilized and to introduce it, but was forced to lay it aside, for Israel. 
Obristian world ~1ke a cyclone. When :men were told fear all his people would desert him. Though These solitaries or anchorites, which Jerome said 
tbat t!>e per~oDJfied demon called ~od, the repre- Jerome's version found many advocates among the in his day numbered one hundred and three thou
senfatlv genme, the creat_?r and dxs~enser _of all learned, it was not received into general use for two sand in Africa alone, living as near as they could in 
~ood_nes~ to man, decreed m the counCils of h1s own centuries." And good reasons why ! that state of naked innocence and ignorance that 
IDfimt w!sd.om, before t~e worlds wer~ cre.ated, that This translation was not corrupted merely by the Adam occupied before the fall, with the fable to back 
man to. 11'?' 1n peace a~d In harm~ny w1th h1s creator, deep coloring of J aroma's agonizing faith and re- up their claims, dictated the policy of emperors, 
~ust hv 1n absolute 1~norance, 1t produced ~ revul- ligious experiences, 88 depicted by hims~lf, ~ut it creeds to the church, and the terms of salvation to 
s1on among the fanatical devatees of the B1ble. was paganized by the heathen mythologxcal htera- sinners. 

We see what religious fanaticism is doing to day; ture of the age. · The old, old theory of worshiping a personification 
it did much more in ancient times. To know good For as Dr. Draper frankly says, "The i11fluence or divinity representing all forms of gude or good, 
from evil then was to folfeit all right to divine favor. of the heathen classics which that austere anchorite expressed in sounds or words containing the vowels 
To be. fo~nd selecti_ng and appropriating the good had in early life admir~d, but had vainly attempted o and u, through the influence this fable has had on 
and ~eJ~ctlng the evd w~s the ~elf condemnation and to free himself from by unremitting nocturnal flag· the minds of the religious, has been changed to 
convxction of a ~an bemg a smner.. ~n _the fourth ellations, appears in this great version. It came con!or~ to the fa~ulous stories of the avcients a_s 
and ~fth centuries A D., ~ft~r Ohristianity became in a critical moment for the West. Th~ Vulgate copted mto our Bxble. . 
established as a st~te rehg10n, ~n~ to ~etermin or was all the times required." And the times hav ' The cl~rgy.often te}l.~~ o! the powerful1nfluen~e 
settle what was prec1eely the Ohr1stum f81th, fanatics ever since accepted it as the basis of all subse- of the B1ble 1n our cmbzatxon. W.ho can doubt 1t 
and enthusiasts ba? !ittle .to do but sp~culate about quent translations. wh~n the evidence ~t hand is eo forcibl~ that a. fable 
the fall of man, orJgl!lal s1n, ~nd .salvat1o~ by Christ, Such was the state of religion at that time that wh1ch had fou~d. 1ts way there has g1ven fa1th to 
and to carry out their theones 1n practice. Thou- pious lunacy was meritorious and a passport to hundreds of mllhons of people, changed tbe long
sands of them renounced the world with ail its ecclesiastical eminence. established ideas of the conception of God made 
allurements and good things .. St. Jerome a~d _his His insanity was his .glory and he has always from.deifi.ed goodnes~ into a God of battles; a G~d 
!!ra, the fourth and fi.f~la centur1e~, _gave to Ohrist1an- been venerated by ecclesiastics as one of the of. victories and . tr~umphs_; a God ~~? has ID
l~Y many of. the crudities, absur~!ti.es, and contradic- greatest lights of the ancient church. spxr~d al~ the Ohr1stian ~rm1es of the CIVIhz:d world 
t1ons, that even our modern Ohrist1an solons find it Jerome's translation of the Bible has been con- to Invasion, to aggression, to conquest, to the e:x-
hard to wrestle with. sidered by scholars as an able one. termination of his heathen enemies, and to estab-
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ishing his banner, the cross, on the ruins of con
quered and desolated nations! Yes, the Bible and 
our Christianity, by their in:fl!lence and by these 
method3, seem doomed, and threaten, to overrun and 
to Christianize the whole world. 
. After all our tem~oral goods, or the objects and 
In:fl1ences that contribute to our joy and comforts as 
we Gxpress them by vocal utterances in these vow~ls 
were by priestly orders grouped into one catagory 
and deifhd as the dispensaHons of a demon among 
~he invisible genii, thera was but one step to be taken 
10 order to add to it, or him1 the attributes common 
to these imaginary creations. · -

<;liven the existence of a demon, and he must neces
sarily possess all the elements and the constituents 
requisit to perform his functions and duties as a sov
reign over the destinies of all inferior earthly intelli-
gences. T. E. LoNGSHORE, 

(TO BE OONOLUDED.) 

makes the Rllssian people mild and inoffensiv, nor 
entirely the peaceful nature of the people which be
gets the tyranny of the czu, nor yet are the two 
things unrelated social phenomena. They are com
plemental-one could not exist without the other. 
So it is equally true that landlords and tenants, 
money lenders and borrowers, are but the comple
mental products of our agrarian, industrial and 
finance legislation, enacted at the behests of on~ class 
and practically approved by the other. It is not a 
questio:n whether Mr. Pentecost or the wealth pro
ducers generally will hold or cease to hold vacant 
land against those who need-they are not likely to 
get any for either purpose-but simply this: whether 
they will shoulder muskets and charge bayonets, or 
use policemen's clubs to assist in collecting rent and 
ejecting men, women, and children from their homes 
at the command of those who refuse to see or admit 
that any land is vacant. Not whether they will 
themselvs be man-starvers, but whether they will 

Vacant Land Ownership. help enforce man-starving by others. 
It is but recently that" the above phrase has bean Tb.e same is true as to interest. It is a trilling 

employed in the discussion of social and economic matter whether the borrowing class will lend money 
subj acts. It was intended to express that feature of at interest or without interest, to others who are able 
our land system which results in the exclusion of and willing to pay it; but not tri:fling whether they 
the willing workers from the soil they need to culti- will stand guard, for a consideration, over the spong
vate and the homes they require, except as they ing machines of the misers and financial gamblers, and 
acknowledge the sovereignty of the legal holder and join in the still-hunt for bankrupted borrowers, and to 
render tribute to his monarchical power. Mr. Hugh compel payment of interest from those who are nei-
0. Pentecost has made the phrase conspicuous in the ther able nor willing to pay. Forty years ago the 
1'. wentieth Century, and it has been quite generally issue with antislavery people was, not so much 
accepted by the advocates of "free land," as conven- whether they would hold slaves, but whether they 
ient in distinguishing the principles for which they should be compelled to aid others to hold them, and 
contend from the S )Cialistic demand, that all private assist in hunting and returning them to their masters 
ownership of land ·should be replaced by ownership when they :fled from bondage. · 
of the state. The laws which extend dominion over the homes and 

F.reedom of access to place -and raw material, work-places of men, ~nforce collection of rent, inter
necessary to the employment of one's labor, by no· est, etc., must be abolished or rendered void by are
means con:fllcts with any moderate claim men may fusal of the people to assist in their execution. This 
make to the domain they occupy and use in the pro- may transpire as the result (1) of aggressiv revolu
duction of social, or exchangeable wealth. Such tion, (2) of defensiv resistance (3), of passiv resist
freedom would apply only to land which is held ance; leaving political action an_d intrigue out of the 
merely by legal forms and filltions, for no other pur- question. The first could only be successful when 
pose than to enforce involuntary idl~ness, and to public opinion was in its favor, and it had, therefore, 
starve into submission, or the rendering of tribute become unnecessary. The second can only serv.e in 
from, such labor, as may be desired by the usurper. bringing the merits of the issue to public attention. 

It may be admitted, however, that in the discus- The last is the only certain means of abating injustice. 
sion thus far great facility has been shown for con- The tyrant can do nothing without the slave. The 
fusing the question with ill-defined terms, and for landlord can work no bill of ejectment or of "dis
suggesting empirical means for remedying the evils, tress for rent" withou~ the aid of the disinherited, 
not clearly defined or comprehended. What is vacant who are willing to do such work for hire. 
land? This can only ba determined by careful inves· As to whether we should hold the land question in 
tigation; not by an arbitrary fiat of the owner of the abeyance till more superficial issues are determined, 
paper title; nor yet by the first man who thinks he each person must answer for himself. I shall en
can put a certain allotment to a better use than its deavor to point out such ~Bsues as appear to me to 
legal claimant. be tending, not in the direction of progress, but of 

One might imagin a section of open prairie, with· still more despotic rule. AU measures looking to 
out fence, habitation, or any show of human industry more legislativ interference with economic law, all 
for miles around, to be vacant land. But a cattle imbecil or corrupt attempts "to secure proper legis
company may hav inclosed it, nevertheless, with a lation" or to tamper with the "powers of tantion," 
barbed wire fence for purpose oi pasturage. In must be regarded as incompetent. I hav no f•ith 
some respects, then, it'might be removed from that that any measures of that kind will help to "abolish 
category; and it is not readily seen why even such poverty," or make the position of productiv labor 
land appropriated, legally or otherwise, to such use, more independent, or afford it anything more than a 
must be termed vacant land, or necessarily affect un- temporary relief. 
f.vorably the industrious and toiling members of so- I regard the "vacant land" issue as by no means 
ciety. The phrase, et>~onomically applied, has a much the simple problem which some of its friends and 
broader significance. It means that whenever title most of its opposers deem it. It is fundamental to 
to land, whether worked or unworked, places the any practical application of social science, and is vital 
worker under relations which make him a slave or a to all industrial co)peration and exchange. No pub
serf through inability to employ himself, the land he lie or private effJrt can achieve any determinate re
tills is "vacant land," in the sense that it is unoccu- suit which does not proceed in accord w.ith it, nor 
pied and unused by the titled owner. If, however, escape but by sheer possibility untoward ends. 
some lana at the same time is available, which the While we hold responsible for this state of our 
worker will not occupy and work, but voluntarily industrial and social life the exploiting rich alone, 
prefers to work for a master or a landlord, then, as we shall accomplish little. Appeal to moral sense 
regards this man and the lot he works, there is no will hav no effect while inverted economic conditiov,s 
vacant land. are allowed to exert undisturbed sway over the rapa-

0 ;vnership without limit beyond personal oecupa· cious schemer and time serving and truckling_ toiler. 
tion is dominion. Vacant land, then, must be defined No single class are in the wrong alone. When a 
to cover all land, the productions of which are held respectable minority sb.aU decline to hold land out 
from the real producer, unless under equal freedom of use, or to assist in the enforcement of the claims 
and opportunity he voluntarily sells his labor to the of those who do, such holding will come to an end, 
holder of the land. Then he would be only a ma- peacefully and of course. O.aly a military despotism, 
chine or beast of burden, and the director of his or an insane, premature revolution could prevent it. 
labor would be the producer. The land question has Glenora, N. Y. J. K. INGALLs. 
no direct importance to such worker. 

Mr. Pentecost seems to think that each holder of 
land should hav the determining of what is and what 
is not vacant land. This would place the rights of 
the disinherited in the keeping of those who happen 
to hold fictitious titles. But this seems like lifting 
the foot and putting it down in the same place, and 
is not an advance. n this is the only hope of the 
landless it is not encouraging. They hav now access 
to all the land the legal hol!lers are willing to treat 
as vacant. Were there no disposition to take the 
advantage which the law intends to giv, there would 
hav been no call for the law, and no need now of 
agitation to repeal it. It is purely because those 
who own no land can be hired to aid in collecting 
rent and in ejecting those whose refuse to pay it, or 
are not longer wanted on the land, that any land is 
held out of use, or that tribute is forced from those 
who work it. 

It is not wholly the tyranny of the czar which 

Woman and the Church. 
The advanced, thoughtful women of to-day are 

putting forth every effort for the furbher emancipa
tion of their sex ; but every worker in this line has 
found an insuperable barrier in the in:flllence which 
the church exerts over its members. Thousands of 
women are spending their lives, and worse than 
wasting their talents, in getting up church fairs and 
festivals,'for the purpose of raising money to sup
port foreign missions, for the amelioration of the 
condition of their sex in the so-called heathen lands ; 
and they will, with tearful eyes, relate the sorrows 
and wrongs of those intellectually benighted and 
poverty-degraded sisters, whom they are endeavoring 
to raise from the bondage of ignorance and supersti
tion of one kind, only to plunge them into the bond
age of a superstition equally as oppressiv to an en
lightened intellect. 

While these women are thus spending their time 
and money, their prayers and tears, they seem to 
entirely forget the sisters who are writhing in bond
age in this land whose laws are m\de by those 
who hav had the bimefit of this enlightening (!) 
Christian religion all their lives. " Why," exclaims 
one, "if it were not for Dhristianity we women 
·would be in the same condition as the women in 
heathen lands," an assertion which every thinking 
woman can safely deny, and can furthermore assert 
that the advancement of woman has been retarded 
in every possible way by the church. Tb.e verdict 
that issues from our courts of justice to day, and is 
repeated by the lips of the leaders in social life, 
"Stone the woman, but let the man go free," is but 
the echo that has been ringing through the ages 
since the immaculate and most consistent Judah 
pronounced the sentence of death on his partner in 
guilt; and it was thought worthy of record on the 
pages of "holy writ," with many more equally just, 
to be a guide for all future law·makers, and a prece
dent for all good believers in the divine origin of 
that most immoral book. 

Those who hav made the history of the church a 
study, and hav learned something of the condition 
of women previous to the advent of Christianity, can 
not fail to perceive that the church has been a detri
ment to woman. Motherhood, which was the crown
ing glory of the Greek and Roman matron, lost its 
prestige through the customs of the church, which 
imposed upon the mother certain penalties for hav
ing given birth to a child, until not only she, but 
.others, were made to feel that this highest prerog
ativ of her sex was no longer an honor, but a degra
dation. 

The early church Mndemned women to silence, 
and how effectually it succeeded in keeping them 
silent will easily be seen by the fact that for cent
uries no woman's name appears on the literary an
nals. P.revious to this time women had stood high 
as writers and teachers of philosophy, but Chris
tianity most completely snuffed out the :flame of 
feminin erudition, and forbade her to light it again, 
even at the sacred altars of the church; and so late 
as the beginning of this century a woman could best 
succeed in getting an article from her pen published 
when she adopted a male nom de plume. Christian 
customs, upheld by Christian people, and strength. 
ened by Christian laws, closed the doors of all the 
professions against her. Every exertion made out
side of the church to better her condition, was 
frowned upon by both laymen and clergy. To pro
tect the women with!P the church from any innova
tion that might be introduced by the so-called 
strong.minded females outside, they built a bulwark 
whose foundation-stones were the teachings of St. 
Paul, and whose ·framework was church disci plio; 
and from behind this they hav fired their arrows of 
weak ridicule and hurled their darts of opprobrious 
epithets at those noble women who hav valiantly 
dared all these, and deroanden for their sex a higher 
education, a broader culture, and an opportunity 
with man to gain a livelihood or to mount the lad
der of fame through the doorway of the professions; 
and all that has been gained for woman has been 
gained· through the instrumentality of those broad
minded and Freethinking women ; for it is a not
able fact that the pioneers in this work were womeD 
untrammeled by church superstition. Humanity was 
their religion, and all womanhood their sisters. 

This wave of progress set in motion over fifty 
years ago, has crept by insidious degrees to the very 
steps of the church, and a few of those who are 
noble and better than their religion, are trying to 
weaken the wall of prejudice built by the church and 
let 1ihis wave of progression sweep through and carry 
with it the dust and cobwebs of superstition, which 
dim the eyesight and clog the brain of the average 
church-member. But these are individual efforts ; 
the church as an institution is still a drawback to 
woman's advancement. It deprives her of the time 
which should be given to reading and thought, leav
ing her often lamentably ignorant of the current 
eventrt of the time. It holds her, through its disci
plio, to old worn· out theories and exploded fallacies, 
and it clips the wings of her highest aspirations so 
that she may never ascend to a greater bight than 
the church spire. And thus retarded and confined 
they lose all interest in outside efforts, and as the 
years roll on and the narrowing process continues 
one fails to recognize in the church devotee the once 
noble intelligent, and wholesome woman. Men, with 
their 'greater independence and less amount of rev
erence do not so readily come under the dominion 
of the 'church, and as the age of reason and science 
develops itself, religion will lose its control more 
and more over the minds of men, and the church will 
be left to the control of women by force of circum
stances for I predict that in twenty years not a truly 
intellectual man will ever unite himeelf to a church. 
It is a fact that even now most of the male members 
are those who were brought into the church before 
they were old enough to discriminate between rea
son and superstition, and "!ho hav not .th~ moral 
courage to giv voice to the1r later convictions, Qr 
who find it politic to attend church on Sunday and 
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appear devout, BO that the remainder of the week 
under the guise of Ohristianity they can go about 
like wolves in sheep's clothing, seeking whom they 
may devour. Men of this ·kind are only worthy our 
contempt, but to the woman bound to her church by 
cords of a blind love and reverence-her nobler nat
ure crushed-her best desires cramped, we can only 
extend our pity, and with willing hands help to make 
the wave of human progress that is beating at the 
church door so irresistibly strong that it will tear 
down the structure and let those within the cloistered 
shadows emerge into the glorious sunlight of intel-
lectual freedom. E. H. LAWRENCE. 
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that letters do not come asking for our publications. 
The same is true regarding individuals who are 

memberll of orthodox churches. We do not expect 
to win the churches as organized bodies j but they 
are full of individuals who are anxious to ccoperate 
with us /for state seculariz!ition. Moreover, many 
churches in their organized form hav taken action 
for the taxation of church property and the prohibi-
tion of reading the Bible in the public schools. We 
need the assistance of these people; and we cannot 
secure the legislation we desire, without their help. 
Shall we be so narrow, sectarian, and bigoted as to 
drive them away from us! The American Secular 
Union has only one public meeting a year (!lthough 
it ought to hav many more). Can we not hold back 
our peculiar views for the sake of harmony and effi
ciency during this one meeting 1 The largest liberty 
is allowed to local societies. 

Here is a saving clause which affords a safety· 
valve for extremists. Article xii of our constitution 
says: 

Auxiliary societies should adopt constitutions substantially 
similar to this coD,.Stitution, but adapted to local wants. 
Local auxiliary societies shall be absolutely independent in 
the administration of their affairs. The effect of their 
charters shall be simply to unite them in cordial fellowship 
and efficient ccoperation of the freest kind with the American 
Secular Union and with other local societies. Neither shall 
the national society be responsible for the acts or utterances 

The American Secular Union's Policy. of local auxiliaries. 

Several persons h11v recently written upon the true Now, in these local societies more radical views 
policy of our society-notably, three of our most may be advocated, with the distinct understanding 
gifted editors. It is not my purpose to reply to that the national society shall not be responsible for 
these gentlemen ; but, like the mythical person in the acts or-utterances of local societies. This ou~?ht 
the book of Job, I say, "Hearken unto me, I also to be satisfactory to the most radical persons. Yet 
will show mine opinion." I giv it as my opinion that if there were less of ex-

Now, the "Nine Damands of L!beralism," so com· travagance, less of bittel' denunciation, and more of 
prehensivly formulated by Francis E. Abbott, are, kindness and charity-less of the knock-down-and· 
with a slight modification, fully incorporated into drag-out business, and more of the " sweet reason· 
the constitution of the American Secular Union ; and ableness" that seeks to win by persuasion, better 
I know of no other way to ascertain what the society results would follow. I know that the Friendship 
stands for than to study the constitution. The old Liberal League of Philadelphia meets ·twice a day, 
Liberal League and the American Secular Union had finy-two Sundays in the year, and while the most 
substantially, and hav, the same organic law. I extreme Radicalism is freely taught, tht:re is scarcely 
respectfully submit that our constitution stands a meeting in which orthodox Christians and Spirit
for state secularization, and for nothing else. nalists are not heard. The attendance is very large; 
There is not a line in it to which Atheists, Agnostics, I doubt whether there is a Liberal League er Secular 
Jews, or Christians can object.. When advocating Union in the United States that can boast of such a 
its principles, it is not., in. my judgment, necessary society. 
to say one single word about tbeology or religion. In my lecture before the congress at Portsmouth, 

When first elected president, I accepted the office showing why, in my opinion, the Bible should not 
provisionally; and no objection was made to the be read in our public schools, there is not one word 
conditions. It was in these words: regarding theology or the claims which the church 

Regarding the American Secular Union as an organization makes for the Bible. It simply ~bows why the Bible 
for the protection and promotion of the principle implied in is not a suitable book to be read to children. 
its name, and not for the advancement of any dogma of re- But what is this Secular philosophy of which we 
ligious belief or disbelief, I cordially accept the presidency hear so much ! It is nothing lees than Materialism, 
unanimously tendered me, and publicly pledge myself to d h' 
resist the encroachments of sacerdotalism, whether papal or pure an simple, not mg more. It is opposition to 
Puritan. the supernatural and tl:e spiritual. It affirms that 

This was sent by telegraph to Pittsburgh; and there is no God and no future state of being for 
subsequently I wrote and "promised the utmost mortals. All this may be true; but intelligent Free
firmness and diligence in maintaining the Demands thinkers generally eay that they do x:ot know. Like 
of Liberalism, and an honest conformity to thE! seen- Huxley and lngers()ll, they are Agnostics. Those 
Iar principle upon which our government was who believe in spirit are thought to outnumber 
founded." · Materialists a hundred to one, and perhaps more ; 

Finding, during my first year, that certain persons and they point to learned men not a few who sup
were disposed to consider that we were bound to port their views. Theists are also very numerous ; 
add to our creed certain principles of Secular Phi- and distinguished Secular philosophers hav distinctly 
losophy (so-called), and in order to settle this ques- acknowledged that both Theists and Spiritualists 
tion, I prepared and published in all our Liberal may be good and consistent Secularists. Why, 
papers for more than thirty days previous to the then, should we not seek their ccoperation in work
Philadelphia congress, an amendment to the consti- ing for state secularization T We need their help. 
tution. This proposed amendment the Philadelphia We can never succeed without them, as our success 
congress still further amended, and unanimously in securing state secularization depends upon nnw-
adopted. It is as follows: bers. Now, the'D, if. believers in the Secular philos-

ARTIOLB IV.-Non-partisan. ophy-that is, Materialism-see fit to organiz:~ to 
The American Secular Union is strictly un-sectarlan and propagate their particular views, they hav a perfect 

non-partisan in both religion and politics, but will use any right to do so; but they hav no right to force it upon 
and all honorable means to secure its objects, as above ·a society which has for its main, nay, only object, 
stated. lt is not either publicly or privately committed to the complete separation of church and state. 
the advancement of any system of religious belief or disbe- If th A · S 1 U · · · d d · t 
lief, but honestly welcomes all persons of whatever faith or · · - e merican ecu ar mon IS In ee 'a SOCie Y 
party to its membership, on the basis of" no union of church for the promotion of certain forms of Secular phi· 
and state." The word "secular'' is here used in the broad- losophy, then let us say so in so many words. Let 
est sense, as applied to the state, and not to any system of us throw off all disguises and appear in our true 
religion or philosophy. character, and not attempt to masquerade under 

Some few-very few-persons afterward objected the disguise of state secularization. This common 
to this article; but no effott was made to amend or honesty requires; and nothing less will satisfy in tel
repeal it at the Portsmouth congress. I am satisfied ligent and honest friends of truth. Moreover, if the 
that four-fifths, if not nine-tenths, of the members of great and increasing numbers of Liberals and the 
our society are in favor of it. However this may be, uncounted numbers who call themselvs by no particu
my duty is clear. I must support the constitution Iar name, cannot be enrolled in our ranks on the 
or resign·; and I do not intend to resign at present. basis of state secularization, then are we reckoning 
Three unanimous elections to the presidency (with without our host. We should at one\! take our posi
the exception of a solitary vote cast at the Philadel- tion as a band of MaterialistEt, haul down the flag of 
phi a congress) make it imperativ for me to stand to " no union of church and state" · as our special 
my poet, even at great personal inconvenience. ensign, and show our true colors. For my part, I 

In securing a complete separation of church and am not willing to be a party to any deceit. We are 
state, a large number of persons of every creed, and not all believers in the Secular philosophy so called, 
of no creed, can work, and are working, with great though through the mistaken zeal-of some who hav 
energy. I now hav before me a large list of patri- spoken at our annual meetings we are naturally con
otic Secular and religious societies mostly pledged sidered such, and at one of our meetings, at least 
to work for state secularization. Some of these or- (Pittsburgh), the police authorities were directed to 
ganizations are a hundred times larger, and hav done look out for the blasphemers 1 We cannot unite a 
proportionately more work than we hav ever done. material philosophy with our one avowed object of 
By many of these organizations the American Secu- state secularization under our constitution, and, in 
lar Union is invited to ccoperate and to send dele- my judgment, to attempt it is neither honest nor 
gates to their convention&. Scarcely a day passes honorable. R. B. WESTBROOK. 

More About American Secular Union Plans. 
I will try not to trespass on much of the space so 

kindly allotted to American Secular Union matters in 
THE TRUTH SEBKER, and write now mainly to flay that I 
am sorry Mr. W estbrc.ok is not disposed to discuss im
portant matters of our policies without acerbity or im
puting bidden motive. I really hav no ax to grind for 
myself or any other one or more members of the Amer
ican Secular Union. I hav been an observant member 
and somewhat of a contributor and worker for it long 
enough to know that we hav found some plans fail
ures; some mistakes ought not to be repeated; and 
we should study to devise other plans with the hope 
of finding some new and effectiv ones. I could with 
11 becoming self. respect" rebut Mr. Westbrook's crit
icism, but would prefer that the space be devoted to 
what others may bav to say of the plan. Many 
steady and heavy contributors do not get a chance to 
express themselvs at congresses. The Liberal press 
cannot be expected to find room for all they might 
wish to say, but it would be well if they would write 
freely to the officers to help them gage the trend of 
Liberal opinions. It bas lately been suggested that 
available funds could be employed to pay Liberal 
workers "by the job" for carrying on special fights 
in courts or legislatures, wherever contests arise 
involving any of the Nine Demands. Practical work 
such as Mr. Reynolds has been giving us an illustra
tion of in the Northwest may be a more effectiv plan 
even for familiarizing the public with our objects 
than scattered lectures, however eloquent. A con
stitution molded, a law repealed or enacted, a favor
able precedent established in court, nails down a 
point gained. But I hav ao favorit scheme, and no 
wishes other than to avoid known· pitfalls and to 
discover plans of action that fhall commend them
selva to our activ supporten and insure the support 
necessary to success and persistence. 

New York, Jan. 10, 1891. E. B. FooTE, JR. 

The Farmers' Alliance and Libet·alism. 
I wish to call the attention of the cffiqers of the 

Secular Union to the attitude the Farmers' Alliance 
and Industrial Union are taking in regard to the 
uniting of church and state. They are organizing 
and combining all kindred organizations into one 
political party. And their demands are just, and are 
bound to win among all that depend on manual labor· 
for a livelihood, except a very small per cent, that 
are orthodox in their politics. 

I said their demands are just, and I believe they 
are, except those that pertain to religion, and this 
is the part I wish to call particular attention to. In 
its early commencement this became one of its 
demands: "That the law relating to the suppression 
of the transmission of immoral, profane, or obscene 
literature through the mails be made more stringent, 
and be extended so as to suppress the transmission 
of such literature by any public carrier." 

And also the People's party's, preamble to their 
platform for the state of Kmsas reads tht:.s: "The 
People's 'party of. Kansas, in delegation assembled, 
recognize almighty God as the rightful sovereign of 
nations, and from whom all just powers of govern
ment are derived, and to whom all human enactments 
ought to conform." And I wish also to call your 
attention to the resolution they passed at Ocala, Fla., 
asking for the closing of the World's Fair in 1893 on 
Sunday. And in various sul1l-alliances throughout 
this state they passed resolutions that they will en
force all Sunday ·laws against recreation, such as 
hunting, fishing, etc. So you can see they as a body 
are opposed to Secularization, while I know the rank 
and file to be made up of Liberals, I being one of 
thein. And the Liberal element is so strong in some 
of the sub-alliances as to vote to dispense with the 
services of the chaplain in opening and closing, as 
we did in the Cambria alliance. Of course we could 
not sustain it, as it was contrary to the rituals, but it 
nevertheless shows they hav not such easy sailing 
right in the order. While yoa as officers of the 
Union hav not the right to declare in favor of any 
political party, you hav a right to try and Secularize 
all ; being aware that some of your order will sup
port all of the existing parties and any new ones 
that shall spring into existence, and I firmly believe 
that the great labor party that is undergoing national 
formation will find at least four-fifths of the Liberal 
elements within its ranks. Therefore it stands you 
in hand when they come to declare their platform of 
principles to try and hav them form them in consc
nance with Secular principles of government. And 
if you fail, why, then tell your people of your effort, 
and this no doubt would hav a strong tendency to 
alienate the Liberal elem~nt from their support. 
And if it was rightly managed we would hav a strong 
ally in the Catholics, because they are opposed to 
strict Sunday laws and chaplaincies. 

Just as sure as evolution is a law of progression, 
the great labor organizations will become the domi
nant party of this country, and any unbiased mind 
whose intereshs are identical with theirs cannot help 
becoming convinced. And as the laborers are in a 
vast majority, it means their supremacy. And all 
clauses in their demands are progressiv except those 
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pertaming to religion, and as Liberal-minded people 
were the fathers of the movement, it is peculiarly 
adapted to a progressiv class of people,. and the 
religious part is just as peculiarly adapted to a ret
rograding class of people. And as all new move
ments are more sincere in their demands than old 
ones, the dange~ is fro!D- the religious part of this 
movement. If It was ei~her one of the old parties 
that was making such childish demands we would 
hav nothing to fear, because we would know it only 
meant policy, conservatism, and hypocrisy. . 

JOHN w. ABBOTT. 
------~~.--------

Washington Secular Union. 
Words fail me to express the sorrow or to describe 

the loss sustained by the Washington Secular Union 
by the death of Gaorge M. Boman. . 

WASHINGTON BBbULAR UmoN, Jan. 1, 1891. 
M&s. MARY E. BoMAN, De011· Madam: At a special meeting 

of the board of directors of the Washington Secular Union 
held Sunday, Dec. 28, 1890, were passed resolutions of re
spect and sympathy with you at the loss of your noble hus
band, our treasurer and brother director, which resolutions 
will be duly forwarded to you when properly engrossed. 

Under our constitution no nominations for officers are 
allowed to be ma.de. Yet upon the' flrst ballot for treasurer 
you were unanimously chosen to .fill the unexpired term of 
the late George M. Boman. 

The directors realize that none so well as you, his honored, 
loved, and loving wife, knew the nobility of his nature, the 
integrity and benevolence of his life, or can better appreciate 
the honor of being his successor. 

The board or directors repectfully entreat you to accept 
the trust and duties of treasurer and director thus impnsed 
upon you, confldent that the affectionate wife and able help
meet of our lamented brother in his every good word and 
work is not alone the unanimous choice of the officers, but 
of every member of the Washington Secular Union. 

Respectfully, your friend, and coworker for reason, right, 
and truth, C. B. RBYNOLDS, 

Secretary Washington Secular Union. 
We all rejoice that Mrs. Boman has accepted the 

position, not alone because she· is a genuln Infidel 
possessing great business tact and ability, but also 
because her aceeptaBce as treasurer and director givs 
us a woman on the board of directors, among our 
chief o:ffi lers-a practical realization of our principles 
recognizing Equal rights for an· men and all women 
with men. 

At a special m~eting of the directors, held Sunday, 
Jan. 4, 1891, itemized accounts of all receipts and 
expenditures by the treasurer and secretary, up to 
date, were presented, audited, and approved. The 
following is a summary: 
Total receipts for membership ............................. $217 00 
Total receipts for defense fund............................. 244 50 

Total ............................................... $461 50 
Expended by treasurer ............................ $ 57 75 
Expended by secretary............................ 174 52 
One-half membership fees paid to secretary $108 50 

Total expep.diture .................. $340 77 
Cash on hand ........•.................................. $120 73 

Total.................................... $461 50 

Take notice what a sinecure ! what " soft snap ! 
what a boneza! the secretary has had. The consti
tution provides that tho salary of the secretary shall 
not exceed $1,200 per year. At the first meeting of 
the directors it was voted that one-half of the fees 
received from membership should, ·up to the amount 
of $1,200, be devoted exclusivly to payment of the 
salary of the secretary. 

The total amount received by the secretary from 
the Washington Secular Union for the year's services 
of incessant bard work each day, and very often the 
larger part -of the nif{ht, has been $108.50, less than 
thirty cants a day, $9 a month-and find himself. 

I could not hav " found" myself or family-should 
hav been lost to the work-but for the generous 
personal contributions of my Liberal friends, and 
the proceeds of my occasional brief lecture trips. 
I rejoice to announce that if the salary of the secre
tary has been exceedingly small, such cannot be said 
of the work accomplished or its results. 

The foundation of our state organization is now 
well laid. The plans of the glorious structure of 
practical organization command the admiration of 
all who study them. We hav, during the past year, 
labored under very many and great disadvantages, 
met and overcome many obstacles, and realize that 
much of hard, thankless work and self-sacrifice are 
requirtld to c~rry the good work to completion. 
But the outlook is most encouraging; each week of 
late we hav been cheered by rapid increase of mem
bers}lip, and more general and earnest interest. At 
the annual meeting to be held at the G. A. R. Hall, 
Second street, Seattle, on Sunday (morning, after
noon, and evening), Feb. 22, 1891, the directors will 
make a full report of the work accomplished, that 
cannot fail to greatly rejoice and encourage all good 
Liberals, and prove a source of just pride to the 
members of the Washington Secular Union. 

The necessity of even more rigid fconomy, and the 
advice of the lamented Geo. M. Boman, induced me 
to remove to Freemont, a suburb of Seattle, virtu
,ally part of the city (the electric street-cars run from 
the post-office in Seattle to Freemont every twenty 
minutes, fare five cents, and only fifteen minutes' ride). 
Benoetorth ~ll mail , matter for me should be ad~ 

~reseed, Lock B'x 5, Freemont, Wash. The office 
Is ~ow located next to the corner of Grand and 
~aple avenues, where all g~od Liberals, and espe· 
Cially members of the Washmgton Secular Union 
will be sure of most glad and hearty welcome. ' 

c. B. REYNOLDS, 
Sec. Washington Secular Union. 

Lock Bore 5, Freemont, Wash. 

Sabbath Desecration. 
From the Portzana Oreaonian. 

Colonel Shepard, of the New York Mail and 
Empress, recently refused to adv~rLise the program 
of a Sunday evening sl\cred concert at the Casino 
because it included, besides church musit>, some of 
the grand airs from the Italian opera, which were 
given for the benfft of people who could not afford 
to enjoy the opera. At the recent Presbyterian ban
quet in this city one of the speakers remarked that 
"Sabbath desecration has attained such a pitch of 
insolence that it de fief! all law, human and divine. It 
is time we were remembering that God reigns and 
that his law cannot be violated with impunity." As 
a matter of fact, the Hebrew Sabbath according to 
Deuteronomy, Nehemiah, and Hosea, was a day of 
joy, mirth, and good cheer, a holiday in memory of 
the deliverance of the Israelites from their slavery 
in Egypt. Emanuel Deutsch, one of the highest 
authorities on J ewisb questions, says : 

We cannot refrain from entering our emphatic protest 
against the vulgar notion of the Jewish Sabbath being a 
thing of grim austerity. It was precisely the contrary, a 
day of joy and delight, a feast day, honored by the best 
cheer, by wine and lights and spices and other things of 
preeminently bodily import. 

Certain other Old Testament laws, found in Exodue, 
gave to the Sabbath a l arsb and inhuman meaning. 
Fires were forbidden on the Sabbath, and men were 
stoned to death for gathering sticks on that day. 
It is ~lear, therefore, that the idea of humanity and 
freedom attached by some laws of the Bible to the 
Sabbath was entirely reversed in others. The severe 
and harsh view of the Sabbath was ignored and often 
violated by Jesus, who nowhere leaves a word in favor 
of keeping it. He said "the Sabbath was made for 
man, and not man for the Sabbath," and that " it is 
lawful to do well on the Sabbath." He treated it as 
other . days, and was denounced as " not of God, be
cause he keepeth not the Sabbath." Archbishop 
Whately says, "Jesus did decidedly and avow
edly violate the Sabbath." The apostles and fol 
lowers of Jesus were indifferent to the day, and 
there is not in the whole New Testament a pre· 
cept calling men to keep the Sabbath. Finally it 
was positivly forbidden. Another day was soon set 
apart, our Christian Sunday. For a long time labor 
was allowed upon it. . Even under the famous law of 
t)le emperor Constantine farmers were allowed to 
labor freely on Sunday. The emperor Charlemagne 
finally forbade labor on Sunday. 

he had seen more drunkenness in an hour in London 
and Edinburgh than in five months in Paris, where 
he counted thirty-three theaters and places of amuse
ment open on Sunday. On the continent not only 
churches, but libraries, reading-rooms, art galleries, 
and everything that educates are kept open on Sun
day more than any other day. 
. These are the fact~ ~oncerning Sunday ; its origin, 
!ts past austere a~d VICIOus. perversion by the Puritan; 
Its present geDial and liberal observance that is 
stigmatized as " desecration" by the theological 
bourbons of the pulpit. Amovg other signs that we 
are on the eve of a ''New Reformation" we include 
the larger freedom and humane observance of the 
Christian Sunday, which is to-day construed exactly 
~s Christ construed the Jewish Sabbath, viz.: that it 
was lawful to do anything on Sunday that is proper 
o~ other day.s. About a year ago the Rev. H. M. 
S1mmons delivered a sermon on the Sunday question 
before the Unitarian Society of Minneapolis, Minn., 
and he handled it fearlessly. He exposed the ab
surdity of Evangelist Moody, who refused to take 
the Sunday train over to St- Paul one cold Sunday 
afternoon, but went over in a team. The team broke 
the biblical laws as much as the train ; his driver 
b~oke them, and had Mood~'s admirers accompanied 
him to St. Paul by tea~. rather than by train, where 
would hav been the spmtual advantage in tiring out 
a hundred horses and drivers rather than riding 
comfortably in a train in a third of the t.ime with 
only a twentieth of the human labor T This is the 
unanswera~le question that J;"tev. Mr. Simmons put · 
to Evangelist Moody. Mr. S1mmons concluded his 
defense of the rllilroads as follows : 

In view of what railroads are doing to enable hundreds of 
people to see God's green fields and their friends and families 
on this their rest-day, and to come to our city and hear sound 
evangelical sermons, and all with so little sinful labor of 
men and none at all of forbidden horses, I say, "Blessings 
on the Sunday trains." 

Of Sunday newspapers Mr. Simmons makes stout 
defense. If Sunday work makes a paper wicked 
then it is the Monday paper that should be sup: 
pressed, which contains the reports of the sermone. 
If the newsboys ought to be ordered home, why, 
then we must order home the coRchmen and horses 
of Colonel Shepard of the New York JJfail who hav 
broken the biblical law. To the objection that the 
S~nday pape~ is not good, o~ that. its good is mingled 
with bad, w1th murders, bigamies, and adulteries 
Mr. Simmons answers: ' 

But so is the good in the Bible mingled with similar reports 
of Jacob's bigamy and David's adultery, of Joshua's mani
fold murders and the Psalmist's blessing on the man who 
should dash the B<J.bylonian babes against the stones. Still 
preachers do not call the Bible b~d because of these con
tents. Why should such writings be called divine in the 
scriptures, and devilish in the papers? Preachers excuse 
them in the Bible, saying, " It is a picture of life and must 
giv the evil as well as the good." So is the newspaper-and 
we must expect it to contain both bad and good. It pictures 
murders as brutal as that of Samuel hewing Agag in pieces 
before the Lord-it contains poems as erotic as Solomon's 
Song, and plenty of matter no more fit to go into a family 
than is the biblical story of Amnon and his sister, or of Lot 
and his daughters. There is always, in a great paper, good 
reading for all who want it. On the whole a paper seems a 
good thing for Sunday. Or if it is not good for Sunday, 
then it ls not good for Saturday, and the same principle 
which would suppress to-day's issue, would suppress the 
whole newspaper system. But the system is admitted to be 
good. . 

Replying to Rev. Herrick Johnson's dogmatic 
declaration that "the Sunday newspaper had not 
come to stay, if God had come to stay," Mr. Simmons 
said: 

But Herrick Johnson's God has not come to stay, and is 
rapidly retiring before a juster and truer one. That God of 
the biblical story, who forbade fire on the Sabbath, and 
ordered men slain for picking up sticks, has already gone. 
And any God whose orders retain the least injustice and in
humanity is destined to go tn like manner. Not the God of 
creation fable which has proved false, or of a theology which 
desecrates Sunday by preaching that deity Is partial, but the 
God of nature and law, of justice and love, of human rlghta 
and human hearts; this is the God who has come to stay. 
This God "worketh httherto" through all the eons before 
Adam, and ever since, coming with new creation every 
summer, and still smiling on us in this Sunday morning sun
shine. But he worketh best on earth through the growth of 
human justice. and is worshiped best by our helpfulness to 
each other. His Sabbata is kept, not by resting in honor of 
a rest that he has never taken-but in the spirit of that 
better Jewish law, by gtving rest to- the weary, freedom to 
the enslaved, aid to.the OJ)pressed and poor, and joy to all. 
Such a spirit consecrates Sunday and all other days with it. 

The doctrin that Sunday was a substitute for the 
Sabbath was rejected by Melancthon and by Calvin, 
who rebuked the " superstition of Srt.bbatism." 
Luther, with characteristic strong sense, said Sun
day was not to be kept because Moses ccmmanded 
it, but because nature teaches us to rest; and he 
added, "If anywhere the day is made holy for the 
mere day's sake, then I order you to work on it, ride 
on it, dance on it, to do anything that will remove 
this encroachment on Christian spirit and liberty." 
Sports were long allowed on Sunday. In Scotland 
a law of 1457 ordered the practice of archery on 
that day, and Ki.ng James, who gave ~s our best 
English translation of the Bible, wrote a book advo· 
csting leaping, dancing, and May games after 
"meeting" on Sunday, to keep the people from tip· 
pling. The Puritans, in opposition to Luther and 
Calvin, taught that Sunday was a substitute for the 
Hebrew Sabbath, derived its authority from that day, 
and should· be kept like it. The present heirs to 
Puritan errors still persist in calling Sunday the 
Sabbath, despite the fact that Sabbath meant Sat
urday through all the Bible and the early Christian 
church, and still means that among the Jewish peo· 
pie. . The Puritans in trying to make Sunday another 
Sabbath did not take as a model the true, humane 
Sabbath of rest, freedom, and joy, the Sabbath of 
the book of Deuteronomy, of Nehemiah and Hosea; 
but the Sabbath of Exodus, during which there 
could be no labor nor innocent pleasurE'. The Long 
Parliament legislated af{ainst " vainly and profanely Lectures and Meetings. 
walking" on Sunday; King Charles was rebuked by AuGUSTUs A. LxvBY, of New York, president of the Man-
the Scotch clergy for smiling on that etay. Some hattsn Liberal Club, will lecture at the Newark Liberal 
God-fearing people of Glasgow, as they came out of League on Sunday afternoon, January 18th. Subject: 
church, once fell upon and almost killed a drover "Events hi 1957." 
who was going by whistling, and Buckle telle of W. F. JAMII!SON is giving a course of six lectures in Cor
some fishermen on the northern coast of Scotland rectionville, Ia., where, during the year, he has already 
who went out on Sunday to save a ship in a storm given a number of lectures. Mr. Jamieson has favored giv
and had to do penance for it. In Boston there was ing lectures in a town for not Jess than one week. He sa.ys : 
once a cage for Sabbath-breakers. It is this Puritan "Persistent, educatlv lectures are what count for Liberal
view of Sunday that has completely passed away, ism. O.ae or two lectures In a place may be more profitable 
and given place to the justification of the observance for the speaker, but funds expended for one or two lectures 
of S11nday as a day of necessary social and spiritual are almost entirely thrown away. Longer engagements and 
recreation and refreshment. At a ,;ynod of Scotch more thorough work is the demand of the hour." He next 
churches in 1867 the Puritan Sunday was admitted expects to visit Ktngsley and Marcus, Ia. Address him at 
to be a failure, and the great Dr, Guthrie declared. }lis pen:natJent ~dt;lre~.Js, :Pes Moines, la. 
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· ~ommnnieati•ns. ing in such a bank, for they are of the world, and 
shrewd observers of mankind are suspicious of th'Ose 
who are over-much righteous; and it was the· plun

Religious Banking and Bankers.-Miss Willard dered depositors who set the dogs of the law on the 
in a State of Eclipse. _ track of the rogues and chased them down. 

Miss Willard, in her letter referred to, has eclipsed 
The city of Ohicago had an instructiv winding up her own fame. For years she has posed before the 

of the year of grace 1890,. in the failure of the bank- public as a reformer of bad morals ; for morals may 
ing firm of S. A. Kean & Oo. This was, par em- be either good ar bad. She is so outrageously be
inence, a religious firm, organized in a very wicked nevolent that she wishes to compel people by law to 
city, to show to the world of transgressors how busi- drink no intoxicating liquor, not even cider or wine, 
ness, and particularly banking business, could and because she says-in defiance of scripture-that it 
ought to be done in a strictly Ohristian way. It is sinful so to do. She wants to shut the doors of 
opened its daily business with religious exercises. the Oolumbian ·Exposition because she thinks it 
The Bible was its standard of morals. Under such would be wrong, although the vast majority of the 
professions it secured the confidence of the religious people can see no harm in it at all. She wots to 
public. Having no sufficient capital on which to do put a religious creed into the national Oonstitution, 
so large a business as it undertook to do, and after enforce it by law, and subject all who are convicted, 
enjoying and profiting by the public confidence for either of heresy or Sabbath-breaking, to fine or im
some years, it broke up, leaving a large number of prisonment. And yet this lady, whom all the relig
people who had put their funds into the bank for ions women in the country reRard and imitate as a 
safe keeping to find that they were indeed safely model saint, is so 3tone-blind that she cannot dis
kept, not for them, ·but from them. During the tinguish between an honest man and a set of delib
legal investigation that ensued, subpmnas were sent erate swindlers and thieve1.1, provided the latter are 
out to two Methodist ministers who were said to hav pious and devoted Methodists who do business on 
closed up their accounts on the day of the assign· Bible principles, and "perfume the rooms of their 
ment, knowing ·that the bank was about to break, banking-house with the odor of sanctity. 
and that they would lose their money unless lifted. It is alleged that Miss Willard, in her zeal to de
If discovered that such. was the fact, the court no stroy the Pauline character of the Methodist church 
doubt would ask these gentlemen to return the and open up the way for woman to exercise all the 
amounts withdrawn, and share the losses of the rest official functions that men now perform, is aiming to 
of the depositors who were not informed of the real become 1 bishop. But judging from the tone of her 
condition of affairs. letter, written: obviously with the intent to sanction 

tarnish a reputation., How do we know but that. 
systematic whispering may hav been a large ingredi~ 
ent in the witch's broth that has so boiled and 
frothed in the city press for a we(k past T The 
Woman's Ohristian Temperance Union and its affili
ated interests hav had Mr. Kean f~ banker during 
several recent years. .He is a leading Prohibitionist, 
a representativ Methodist· layman. Who knows · 
what hatred of the temperance cause may be back 
of all tbis-:-what blow aimed at an organized move· 
ment .against the liquor traffic? · 

Happily we hav never had much money to deposit 
at any one time, and so far as I know $1,000 will re
place all the losses of _the Womax.'s Ohristian Tem
perance Union and $3,000 those of the Temple, while 
the Woman's Temperance Publishing House receives 
every day nearly half as much as it had on deposit 
with Mr. Kean. But I know by my correspondence 
that the press of the country understand that an 
appalling calamity has overtaken the white ribbon 
movement. Possibly. "The wish is father to the 
thought." There is joy in heaven over one sinnner 
that repenteth. There is doubtless joy in hell over 
one saint that falls. Beyond a peradventure. there is 
a rfjoicing in every·grog shop of the city where the 
temperance cause or any of its advocates is overtaken 
by misfortune, seeming or real. 

But " God is not dead," as Sojourner Truth re
minded Fred Douglas in a great emergency. The 
Bible in business, prayer in a banking-house, these 
are consistent Ohristian means and methods and 
worthy of all good report.' Ohrist and his cause will 
come more and more into contact with every-day life 
of trade. Let us hope for the best,· believe in the 
vindication of character, the rehabilitation of repub.
tion, and the triumph of eternal justice toward the 
banker as well as his depositor!, This is a woman's 
pen, titled lance fashion in this tournament of opin
ion, "with malice toward none and charity for all." 

FRANCES E. wILLARD. 

These saintly bankers it seems were greatly ad- and sanctify the character of Kean notwithstanding 
mired by Miss Frances Willard, and she is now at- his doings as a banker, what an overseer of the 
tracting much public attention by a most extraor- church she would make ! It is well known that the 
dinary letter published in the Ohicago 1 ribune / and pirates and brigands of Italy and Mexico, although 
which, bearing as it does upon the subject! am discus- outlawed by their governments, keep priests to act 
sing, will be published, it is hoped, in TiiE TRUTH as chaplains, and' administer saving ordinances of the 
SEEKER, so that its readers may learn something of church, when any of them are about to die in the act 
the character of this remarkable woman and judge of robbery or murder. Judging from Miss Willard's 
of the fairness of my criticism. Miss Willard, speak- letter, and her total inability to see the difference be- .Mathematical Evidence Against Immortality. 
ing in her letter of the losses which some of her pet tween right and wrong, when the wrong is practiced I admire the candor and sincerity of Mr. W. W. 
institutions hav suffered by the Kean failure, says: by a pious Methodist and Prohibitionist, what a sink Walker in yours of the 27th inst. He objects to the 
"That $1,000 will replace all the losses of the of iniquity the Methodist church would become un- Brotherhood of Moralists because it requires its 
Woman's Ohristian Temperance Union; that $3,000 der such an overseer! John Tetzel, in the sixteenth members to combat the belief in the so-called spirit 
are the losses of the Temple; while the Woman's century, thunderstruck all the honest people'in Eu- manifestations as vain delusions. He calls himself 
Temperance Publishing House receives every day rope, and hastened on the Reformation, by the sale an Agnostic on the subject of Spiritualism, being not 
nearly half as much as it had on deposit with Mr. of indulgences to commit sin. The pope, in order to fully convinced of its truth. He " waits for the 
Kean." From the new religious method of keeping raise money for religious purposes, especially to light "-for positiv evidence that Spiritism is either 
accounts, can any of this world's arithmeticians and build St. Peter's church at Rome, gave Tefzel a true or false, admitting that the phenomena alluded 
bookkeepers tell how much money was actu,ally lost license to forgiv people's sins, provided they gave to may possibly be attributed to other causes." 
by the publishing house? · The Ohicago Tribune, in freely of their money to church purposes: Sins of Oan such desire for knowing the truth be highly 
an editorial published during the process of expoijure all degrees of criminality would be bleached into virt- enough extolled T Is it not worthy of emulation by 
up to date, says: ues the moment the money was paid. Miss Willard those of our Spiritualistic allies who rail at Material-

The Kean bank may fittingly be described as a sink of would be another Tetzel. She has not a word to say ists for not accepting such phenomena as positiv evi
corruption. The more it is stirred the worse it smells. The in the condemnation of the robberies deliberately, dence of spirit existence? Mr. Walke~ seeks for 
'' business" seems to hav been systematically mismpresented and for years, perpetrated by the Kean bank, either satisfactory evidence of an after life, or for proof for years, and the legitimate inference is it was done for the 
express purpose of deceiving so muck of the public as might because they were committed by a pious Methodist that this heirloom of ancient ignorance and supersti-
be tempted to risk cash there. The whole thing rec!!.lls a whose sins .she knows, past., present, and to come, tion is a fallacy. Oan such evidence be produced¥ 
remark by Bunyan about some men. who "make of religion were blotted out of the book of God's remembrance, I believe it can. For instance, what if it can be 
a stalking-horse that they may gain thereby." having been atoned for by the blood of Jei!US; or, mathematically demonstrated that human souls hav 

While the Kean failure and the amount of the de- because Mr. Kean was a Ohristian after the order of bean already evolved from this planet in such num
falcation will not appear in the list of" embezzle- Saint Jacob, who felt that, being a favorit of God, hers-provided always that any hav been evolved at 
mente for the year 1890," just published in a :t rib- he had a right to cheat the Labans who put their all-that they extend in a compact mass fir beyond 
une's extra, numbering 462 persons, and the funds money into his hands for safe keeping. May we not our sun in every radial direction! Think of that, 
stolen amounting to $8,622,956, the losses by this hope that her boldness, only equaled by that of the Mr. Walker, and ye believers in immortality, a com
firm will be published in the list of" defaulters for monk Tetzel, will, like his, arouse the slumbering sen- pact mass of souls filling the space surrounding our 
the year 1891. timent of justice in the hearts of the honest people in earth within a radius of many millions of miles, and 

Miss Willard, as the reader of her letter will see, the Methodist church, and lead them to retire that this accomplished within a few thousand years! 
censured the pulpit and the pew-holders, because lady from public gaze as a moral reformer, and send And our planet one of the smallest ones giving, or 
they did not " leap into the arena " to vindicate the her where she can become a student in some primary which will giv, birth to life and mind essentially the 
character of poor innocent brother Kean. She says: school of ethics! · same as ours. The extent of soul evolution-if any 
" His thirty years of clean life and helpful service in But I am encroaching on your space ; and if you is going on-has never yet been computed, and the 
Ohicago Home Missionary Work, Young Men's Ohris- will publish Miss Willard's letter, which I inclose, I believer in immortality has been left in blissful igno
tian Association work, Sunday-school and Temper- will postpone the remainder of what I hav-to say on ranee of it, but when its extent is presented to him 
~nee work, his simple, plain way of living, seem to this subject till the-next week. VINDEX. in round and undeniable figures it will prove I' stag-
me factors worth recounting in the present crisis. Jan. 3, 1891. gerer. If then the human souls already evolved 
Thirty years of good behavior and brotherly help- from our planet occupy such a vast area of space, 
fulness, ought to count for something; and not to Miss WILLARD's LETTER. what of the souls that hav been and will be evolved 
hav failed before, in all the financial crises of Obi- For days 1 hav waited to see some leader in the at some time from our vastly greater sister planets T 
cago, should surely count for something. Although pulpit or pew leap into the arena of public contro- And where will the necessary room be found for the 
I am pained beyond expression by the silence of the versy in defense of S. A. Kean. His thirty years of souls that will eventually see the light of day in our 
good, it is then true that the world's people stand clean life and helpful service in Ohicago home mis- parent planet, the sp.n, when her life and mind gen
by each other better than do members of the house- sionary work, Young Men's Ohristian Association erating period arrives? Would her soul product 
hold of faith." work, Sunday-school and temperance work, his sim- alone not extend into the domains of adjoining plan-

It is noteworthy.here that Miss Willard is "pained pie, plain way of living, his continuous honorable etary systems! And what of the inferior organisms 
beyond expression," not by the coolly planned and connection in the most prominent way with a bank springing in va~tly greater nu!Dbers fr~m all these · 
executed villainy of Kean & Oo., in robbing confiding as widely. known as any in Ohicago, seemed to me various orbs, beiDgs to whom Immortality the same 
depositors of their hard-earned money but because factors worth recounting in the present crisis. as ours is conceded by Spiritists T Where will the 
of the silence of the clergy and pew:holders and Thirty years of good behavior and brotherly helpful- necessary room for all of them be found, please tell 
their backwardness in leaping into the arena to de- ness ought to count for something among one's fel- me? But this is only a moiety of what we ~v to 
fend the character of a man proved to be a cruel Iow~men; and not to hav failed before in all the finan- consider in computing the necessary space required 
hard-hearted swindler. . ' cial crises of Ohicago and the country at large, for all immortal minds evolved throughout the ani-

After another glorification of Mr. Kean's high should surely count for. something. Although I am verse; ·for all progre~siv scienti~ts agre~ th~t ev~ry 
character " as a leading Prohibitionist a representa- pained beyond expression by the silence of the good, orb in infinit space will at some ttme durmg Its extst
tiv Methodist, and banker for the Wo~an's Ohristian it is then true that the world's people stand by each ence produce essentially the same beings as this 
Temperance Union and its affiliated interelilts" this other better than do members of the household of planet has produced, all having sprung from the 
model Ohristian la4y hints that "hatred of th~ tem- faith. If "Mike" McDonald had been so universally same stock. 
paranee cause may be back of all this" persecution assailed would there hav been so few voices raised in Now then, it can be mathematically demonstrated 
of an innocent man. But how could the haters of his behalfT Does the edifice of character, so slowly that the soul-product of our system (if there ·be 
the temperance cause, by which she means the oppc- and patiently builded, count for 80 very little where such) will, when the sun has added her vast quota to 
nents of Prohibition, hav anything to do either with storms of disaster fall y When one is dead we love it, encroach upon and occupy the domain of several 
bringing about the rottenness and scoundrelism of· to tell of his good and generous deeds. Why should adjoining planetary systems. Do not deride the 
the bank, or its exposure to the public? The in- we not when one is wounded and stricken on life's idea, but wait for indisputable figures, data, an~ 
stincts of this class would prevent them from invest- trencherous highway! How soon a whisper c_an . statistics. This fact established, I aak, Where wil• 
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the necessary room for the souls of these neighbor- pen, and there you are stalled and installed for the 
ing systems be· found 1 I pause for a reply. Will whole trip. It is true you may take a etPp or two 
it be forthcoming! The soul-product of the plan- from your door to the dining-room, if you feel so 
ets and sun constituting our system is of such mag- dieposed, and most of the passengers do not feel so 
nitud~, always presuming that there is any at all, disposed. It is one of the luxuries of a home on the 
that 1f they produced but a fraction of the organ- rolling deep·that they willingly forego. 
isms evolved of them, their souls would be crowded As soon as I was steered into my little pen I 
into ~hesa. adj oin~ng sy11tems in a compact mass looked about me to take in the situation. Here I 
t~taudmg side by Side and on top of each other like was in a stateroom that possessed every feature of a 
pickled herrings (with not a particle of spare room stateroom except that of .stateliness. True, it was a 
to flap their wings in), and the souls of these other room, but it was not a roomy room. I could stand 
systems would be similarly crowded into ours. up, sit down, or lie down. I was cabined, cribbed, 
That these systems gyrate in space, nor maintain· and confined. The berth, or shelf, upon which I 
their respectiv positions, matters not, for their inter- had to bestow my delicate frame of two hundred 
vening (listances remain virtually the sam9, that il!, avoirdupois, was probably twenty inches wide. And 
where some recede, others approach, thus preserving as the one above it was not very much above it, I 
their equal distribution through the vast expanse of found it very difficult to put myself in a reposeful 
space. The eventual filling up of the latter, if im- position. . 
mortality were true, would be the inevitable result, I did not go to bed until the Ooos Bay steamed 
nay, would hav been the inevitable result an infinit far outside the Golden Gate, ond was heaving and 
number of times already, for hav no.t an infinit num" pitching amid the waves of a heavy sea. 
bar of life and mind evolving world systems pre· The window to this dry-goods box of a state-room 
ceded those in existence now 1 Contemplate· the was correspondingly small. I had to open it to look 
meaning of eternity, ye believers in individual im- out upon the rolling deep. I hav seen horses' heads 

- mortality, with all that it implies, and then osk your- protruding through a similar- sized space in the side 
self, Oan such doctrine be true ? Is it possible for of the stable. I fancied a resemblance in pasture, at 
nature to eternally evolve spirits without eventually least. I peered out of this aperture to aee a whale 
:filling up the spaces that divide the life-producing that the sailors said was seen. I caught a sight of 
worlds pervading it 1 Is it possible to eternally add his flukes, but did not see him spout. 
to the contents of a vessel already full to overflowing? Although our voyage along the Pacific coast was 
And what of the souls evolved of these infinit num- not quite as pacific as it might be, it was neverthe
bers ol dead and dying worlds that hav preceded less entirely too rough for the lady passengere. 
ours? What has become of them? Why do our Poor things ! When they came on board rigged up 
sell-styled "spirit-mediums" not giv us some infor- in fine style, and as gay as peacocks, they looked 
mation concerning these spirits of former worlds T charming, but next morning, after they had bean 
And what of the souls that will be evolved of the heaving Jonah all night, they were a pretty sight. 
worlds now in embryo, and which will exist when The Pacific coast is very unlike the Atlantic coast 
our entire present systems will again be resolved iii the matter of bay~;!. and harbors. ·Here we bav 
into their original cosmic dust 1 Eternity is a fact, but few bays. The coast has little indentures like 
gentlemen, a hard, solid, indisputable fact. Eternity saw teeth, which, in good weather, a steamer can run 
and nature will· exist when all present existences or into and make a landing, but even a heavy ocean 
formations will be obliterated, and appear to the swell prevents a landing. When we reached Ft. 
minds of futurity as we now contemplate the beings Bragg, there was too much "swell on" and we could 
and worlds of former epochs. If a few paltry mill- not land. Our tub turned about and ran back over 
ions of years will fill all space with immortal souls, her course twenty milel!, and put into port at Little 
what chance for immortality is there for the beings River, where we lay all night. 
evolved of future worlds? Olaim it for us and not In the morning the Ooos Bay steamed out, and 
concede it to them~ With the same justice may the made a landing, in a few hours afterward, at Mendo
beings of former worlds hav claimed it for themselvs cino Oity. Our captain . informed us that we must 
and denied it to us, seeing that the interstellar spaces, go ashore here, as he should return directly to San 
being limited in extent, admit of only a limited num- Francisco. Here was where I come to grief. The 
her of souls. You say that space is unlimited. Ooos Bay-was lying oft' shore two hundred yards. 
Very true, but are the worlds pervading it not as We had to get into the small boat and be transferred 
unlimited? Is space not baing· filied with souls by to a lighter, and from the lighter raised seventy-five 
an unlimited number of worlds, if the doctrin of im- feet by a derrick, and thus transported high and dry 
mortality be true! Oan you claim this alleged boon on land. 
for the beings evolved of this insignificant speck Although our ship was lying in comparativly quiet 
alone, and not grant it to the beings of far superior waters, she was nevertheless greatly moved by the 
worlds? Dawn upon such presumption and conceit ! ocean swell. The small boat was lo.wered with two 
Admitting the infinity of space, the infinity of the ladies in it, but I ~as invited to climb down a ladder 
life-producing planets must be admitted also, leav- to get into the boat. Here was the ship rising and 
ing no outside promenading grounds into which the falling on the swell, and the small boat at her side 
world's entire soul-product may penetrate to flop rising and falling on the waves of a chopped sea 
their wings and shout hallelujahs in. much more rapidly. At one time the small boat 

· Oonceding the infinity of space, the interplanetary would rise from _three to four feet higher than it was 
spaces separating the worlds are measurable, hence a moment before. I managed to get over the gun
limited, showing beyond all reasonable doubt that wale with some difficulty, arid made my descent until 
it is only a question of measurable time when these I· came pear the side of the small boat, then the 
intervening spaces will be filled with souls to their officer said, "Jump," and I let go, as that was about 
utmost capacity by the infinit number of life and all the jumping to be done. . 
mind evolving worlds. And what then? Would I landed in the boat and slipped upon my fall, 
further soul-evolution not be an absolute impossibil- and found myself with two skinned shine. We were 
ity T Oan the fallacy of immortality, therefQl'e, not carried to the lighter, and here again trouble was 
be mathematically and scientifi_aally proved T brewing for me. The passengers had to be helped 

With these undeniable facts before him, can Mr. up on the lighter out of the boat by parties standing 
Walker still wonder that Materialists regard modern on the lighter and t•king us by the hand and giving 
Spiritualism as the outgrowth of ignorance and su- a heave ahoy pull. · 
perstition, and must he therefore not look for the I got there, but with an additional abrasion of one 
causes of so-called spirit manifestations elsewhere! of the aforementioned underpinnings. I limped 

Marengo, Ill., Dec. 29, 1890. H. WETTSTEIN. through the streets of Mendocino Oity inquiring for 
the time of the :first stage to Fort Bragg. I was not 
amiable. W. s. Bell Goes to Sea. 

I went to the Broadway pier in San Francisco, two 
weeks ago, to take the steamer for Ft. Bragg, two 
hundred miles distant. I may say, to begin with, 
that my trip was not " thing of beauty or a joy for
ever. 

A three hours' ride brought me to Fort Bragg, a 
sawmill town, where I met good friends and a warm 
reception, by 0. 0. Johnson, Oscar }\ucholtz, and 
many others. My lecture on " Liberty and Moral
ity" was well received by a large audience. On 
Sunday night the audience was not so large, but 

A life on the ocean wave, many who heard the lecture, "The Evolution of Re-
And a home on the rolling deep, Jigious Ideas," were as much if not more pleased 

is very good poetry, but it is one of those cases with it as they were with the other lecture. 
where 'tis distance lends enchantment to the view. · The churches exert every effort to keep the people 

The ship I sailed in could not, strictly speaking, away from our lectures. The Christian cannot stand 
be called a floating palace. The Ooos Bay, for that the light. No prophecy could more surely foretell 
is her name, is quite a small boat, and ·as she rolls the downfall of superstition than this fear of the 
and pitches about in the least bit of rough weather, sunlight of science. 

raised; my supposed Liberal friend took up the col
lection. He is reported to make ten dollai s a day 
and allowed me to pay my hotel bill. I was anxious 
to get out of Greenwood. Some said the boat would 
not land there (i.e., at Little Rive:r) and that I bad 
batter take the stage for Point Arena, eighteen miles 
away. The dread of having to stay in such a place 
for three days more and the possibility of having to 
get on board the Ooos Bay in the same rough way 
that I disembarked, induced me to take the stage for 
Point Arena. Here they hav a pier to which the 
boat ties up. 

We reached Point Arena long before the boat was 
due. I sat around in the hotel till about 3 o'clock ; 
then everybody goes to the pier to see their 
friends or freight off. The boat was late. As she 
hove in sight the young people raised a faint cheer. 
It soon became doubtful whether she would come in. 
The doubt was not of long duration-she whistled 
three times and passed by. The gaiety leaves the 
people. We trudge back to the hotel. And here I 
was to stay three days in a lifeless town, and could 
not get away. A'i! Jonah was three days and three 
nights in the mouth.of a whale (Talmage says J onab 
was only in the whale's mouth), so I remained three 
days and three nights in one of the most woebegone 
places it ever was my sad misfortune to be in. After 
the expiration of three days and three nights tbe de· 
spised tub came along, and I was as glad to get 
on board again as I was to get off. · Happy mortal 
was I when I got on the pier of San Francisco, just 
about daylight, and rushed through crowds of hotel 
runners to catch an early ferry-boat for Oakland. 

w. s. BELL. 

Items of Foreign Freethonght News. 
An international Oatholic scientific congress is to 

be held in Paris in the beginning of April. Judging 
from the nome taken by the gathering, it does well 
to open on the first of thot month. 

Twelve persons hav been sentenced by the city 
court of Dessau to six months' imprisonment each 
for blasphemous conduct. The wicked fellows made 
a parody on the cannibalistic feast known as the 
Lord's supper. 

Religious persecution in Austria is on the increase. 
The other day a meeting was broken up by the police 
because some one read aloud Dr. Specht's lecture, 
"Brain and Soul." Science is free in Austria, but 
only so long as its teachings are not imparted to the 
people in general. 

During the past year Dr. Voelkel has given two 
hundred and twenty-five lectures, besides editing his 
paper; been indicted eight times for blasphemy
discharged in five instances; and bas at prosent 
seven indictments for various heretical offenses pend
ing against him. Among the witnesses for the pros
ecution clergymen figure quite often ; the Halle 
c&ee has two such ''holy" witnesses. 

The latest news from Sweden indicates a speedy, 
return to the former state of fraternity among the 
Freethinkers. Since the expulsion from the society 
of Henry Bergbell, the various members of the ex
ecutiv board hav returned and resumed their duties. 
Mr. Lentistrand, whose splendid lecture on " God" 
has recently been translated into German, has not as 
yet reoccupied his presidential chair, but will, we hav 
no doubt, do so in the beginning of this year. 

The Belgian Freethinkers hav met with a great 
loss. Dr. Oesar de Prepe, vice-president of the 
Federation ·of Belgian Freethought societies, has 
breathed his last. The doctor was an activ Free
thinker, and a prominent scientist and philosopher. 
His name will liv forever among the Freethinkers of 
Belgium, and many Christians also will cherish his 
memory, for he, as La Raison eayP, "possessed two 
qualities which mankind admire: geniality and 
goodness." After the impreseiv Secular funeral serv
ices were over, his remains were cremated, Dec. 25, 
1890. 

The Oatholic church of Germany is feeling uneasy, 
owing to the large !}ecrease of its membership dur
ing the past year, a fact owed, it is believed, to the 
intermarriage of Oatholic men with Protestant 
women. To counteract this, two books hav appeared 
and are being circulated among the people. One,· 
written by Paul Majunke, "extraordinary chamber
lain to his holiness the pope," alleges that Martin 
Luther committed suicide; the other, by a Dr. 
Honef, resurrects the old story that " the colonel of 
the devils ordered these beings to proceed to Eis
leben, there to torment Luther, that he might, bated 
and feared by everyone, bang himself to the bedpost." 

the profane and sea-sick passengers familiarly call My friends at Ft. Bragg had arranged, or thought 
her an" old tub." She bas no spacious saloons such they had, for me to lecture at Greenwood. But 
as the Providence and Bristol floating palaces of when I got there, I found that no arrangements had 
New York hav. No ladies' cabin or gentlemen's been made. The ml\n whom I was to find a great IT see!Ds almost incredible that, in the l~tter part 
cabin, where one may sit on cushioned seats under Liberal, was nothing of the kind. I was exceedingly of the mneteenth ce!ltury, a large pr?porhon of the 
an electric light and read the latest magazine or "My disappointed. Somebody lighted up .the hall! but people of E~rope still profess to ~eheve t~e fables 
Pncle Benjamin." . You find no room of any kind ex- nobody came, not even my supposed L1beral frtend. ~f the creahon, fall, _and redemption, notwithatand
.cept a very small one, a half apology for a dining- I could not get away, and so remsined another night mg the fact that .sCieno~ and r~aso~~; both deela~e 
room. As soon as you come upon deck yeu are run and propose. d to lecture. The audience was com-l them to hav bee~ 1mposstble as biatorlo occurrence · 
along tbe gangway~ fe;w steps and then into~ little posed of men. A c_ollection of a few dollars was -H. J. Hardwzcke, F.R.O.S. 
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their representativs at Washington stand, so far as 
this fractional expression of opinion reveals· it, and 
we subjoin the list of those opposed, those favoriDg, 
and those afraid to say much about it : 

SENATORS OPPOSED TO SUNDAY OPENING, 

Wm P Frye, Maine R F ·Pettigrew, S D 
J N Dolph, Oregon James McMillan, Mich 
E K Wilson, Maryland George Gray, Del 
R Blodgett, N" J John E Kenna, W Va 
0 H Platt, Conn 

SENATORS FAVORING SUNDAY OPENING, 
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT t8.00 PER YEAR. Charles F Manderson, Neb Jos C S Blackburn, Ky 

M 0 Butler, S C 
.Addr688 all Oommunications to THJI TRUTH BJIJGKJIB SENATORS WITH NO OPINION FOR P'qBLIOA.TION. 

OOMP ANY. Maks all Drafts, Oheoks, Post-ojflce and EaJ-
pre88 Money Orders payable to (JH.ABLJIB P. BOMEBBY. Anthony Higgins, Del P B Plumb, Kan 
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One subscription with three new subscribers, in one 
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One subscription with four new subscribers, in one 
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Any number over 11.ve at the same rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 
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Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 
WILL BK AN ARTIOLE 

By RON. A. B. BRADFORD, 

ENTITLED 

The Disadvantage of Specialism in 
the Advocacy of Reform.:· 

It is a view of our work which should lead to thought 
and dil!cussion among the Freethinkers of the country. 

In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker 
inclose 2<i cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

In the Lone Star State. 
In opposition to the Secular Union of San Antonio, 

Texas, which is circulating a petition to the legisla
ture of that state to repeal Sunday laws, the clergy 
of that city are endeavoring to induce the same legal 
body to pass more stringent laws regarding the 
" holy" day of the Ohristians. Their special point, 
according to the Denison Gazetteer, is to prohibit 

. brass bands parading on Sunday, and the clergy all 
over the state are appealed to for assistance. The 
Gazetteer says : 11 If those outside the pale of the 
church are to be prevented from malring music on 
S11nday, the law should aiso prohibit the ringing of 
church bells on that day. The noise of a good brass 
band is infinitly superior to the clang of half a 
doz:m or more discordant bells, which drive the sick 
distracted, and serve no useful purpose whatever." 

We ask every Freethinker in Texas who may read 
this to send to Otto Praeger, 262 EIISt Oommerce 
street, San Antonio, for copies of the petition against 
Sunday laws. When received circulate them exten
sivly nnd then send them before the last day of Febru· 
ary to the representativ of -the district at Austin. 

The World's Fair. 

REPRESENTATIVS OPPOSED TO SUNDAY OPENING. 

John Dalzell, Pa 
H StGeorge Tucker, 1/a. 
Clarke Lewis, Mass 
J A Pickler, S D 
T C McRae, Ark 
C H Grosvenor, Ohio 
W J Stone, Ky 
Thomas J Henderson, lll 
Wm Vanderveer-, Cal 
Charles O'Neill, Pa. 
Wm S Holman, Ind 
W G Laidlaw, NY 
H C Evans, Tenn 
M Brosius, Pa 
Charles C Townsend, Pa 
John J Hemphill 
T S Flood, NY 
George W Cooper, Ind 
J S Sherman, N Y 
C T O'Ferrall, Va 
Elijah A Morse, Mass 
W DOwen, Ind 
Levi Maish, Pa 
Seth L Milliken, Maine 
G S Osborne, Pa 
E R Hays, Iowa 
Charles S Baker, NY 
SA Craig, :Pa · 

.A C Harmer, Pa 
D H Brunner, Pa 
N Dingley, Jr., Maine 
John F Lacy, Iowa 
James Buchanan, N J! 
S G Comstock, Minn 
Daniel Kerr, Iowa 
G H Funston, Kan 
Geo T Barnes, G!!. 
B M Cutcheon, Mich 
c·A Bergen, N J 
M S Brewer, Mirh 
B A Enloe, Tenn 
M H Dunnell, Minn 
H C McCormack, Pa 
M L Smyser, Ohio 
Isaac S Strubble, Iowa 
Thos 0 Miller, S C 
J A Quackenbush, N Y 
Burton McMillin, Tenn 
Richard Vaux, Pa 
J H Walker, Mass 
Nathan Frank, Mo 
T G Skinner, N C 
W F Wilcox, Coun 
Joseph D Taylor, Ohio 
C S Williams, .Ohio 

REPRESENTATIVS FAVORING SUNDAY OPENING. 

Wm C Wallace, NY 
N C Blanchard, La 
R H Clarke, Ala 
G L Laws, Neb 
John M. Langston, Va 
I H Goodnight, Ky 
John T Heard, Mo 
J V McDuflie, Ala 
Felix Campbell, N Y 
C H Mansur, Mo 
J E Washington, Tenn 
A J Hopkins, Del 
James B R~illy, Pa 
J W Van Shaick, Wis 
Robert Bullock, Ga 
Charles Tracey, NY 
E J Turner, Kan 
J H Rowell, Ill 
LEMcComas 
M Biggs, Cal (exceptionally) 
Thomas M Bayne, Pa 

· W D Bynum, Ind 

CAHill, Ill 
Silas Hare, -Texas] 
G W Atkinson, W Va 
J P Flick, Iowa 
J Abbott, Tex 
Charles E Belknap, Mich' 
Geo W Fithian, lll 
A Joseph, Delegate from 

New Mexico 
W H Crain, Tex 
J M Brower, N C 
Walter I llayes, I-owa 
W C Whitthorne, Tenn 
H Stockbridge, Jr., Maryland 
John Lind, Minn 
George WE Dorsey, Neb 
S R Peters, Kan 
John L Wilson, Washington 
H L Morey, Ohio · 
R H Nor ton, Mo 
H O'Neall Ind 
R P C Wifson, Mo 

REPRESENTATIVS WITH NO OPINION FOR PUBLIOATION, 

H F Finley, Ky Wm F Barrett, Ind 
.John H Wilson, Ky M M Boothman, Ohio 
C Boatner, La 

Senator John J. Ingalls, Kan., and Representativ 
W. M. Springer, Ill., desire Sunday opening for relig
ious exercises ; the former adds music. 

The majority of those favoring Sunday opening, 
as well as nearly all of those opposing, are decided 
and emphatic in giving their views. A few among 
these who favor the opening do so "to benefit the 
workingman," and for other limited reasons. Sen
ators Manderson, of Nebraska, and Blackburn, of 
K~ntucky, deserve special credit for their open 
avowal of liberal opinions in this matter. The Rep
resentative entitled to honorable mention for their 
unqualified frankness are John T. He,rd, of Missouri; 
W. D. Bynum, of Indiana; J. P. Flick, of Iowa; 
Oharles E. Belknap, of Michigan; Geo. W. Fithian, 
of Illinois; S. R. Peters, of Ka~sas; and H. O'Neall, 
of Indiana. · · 

The Independent, which on the Bible in the schools The situation at Ohicago is briefly this : The 
and the taxation of church property questions is matter rest a with the Local Directory, as the National 

. with the Infidels, has on the Sunday question delib· Oommission will not interfere until that Directory 
erately chosen to go with the God-in-the-Oonstitutiog submits_ its rules and regulations for the govern
par~y, and waxes particular!! hysterical over the ment of the Exposition. The Local Directory are of 
proposed opening of the Ohicago World's Fair. Its the opinion that present action by thein with refer
issue of· the 8bh instant contains several violent, ill- ence to the Sunday opening of the Exposition is 
reasoned, and unfair articles in favor of closing the premature. The avowed reasons for this judgment 
Fair, and also a Oongressional expression of opinion are, that the question is sure to arouse co11flict, and 
thereon pro and con. This· latter is of interest, but as many other questions are now necessarily before 
would, so far as the House of Representative is con- the Directory involving serious conflict of judgment, 
cerned, hav been of greater interest had the Inde- this question of Sunday opening should not be raised 
pendent waited until the next Oongress meets, for until it is absolutely necessary to meet it ; and that 
it will be that body which will act on the question next spriDg there is to be another election of Local 
if it is to be brought up in Oongress at all, and the Directors, and some of the present board will prob
next Oongress will not be composed of the same ably resign and others will be voted out, and hence 
members as this. And it is our opinion that a can- any action taken by the present Directory may pos
vass of the next House will disclose more members sibly be reversed. 
in favor of Sunday opening than the present one. That the Silbbatarians are afraid they will lose in 

However1 the people will be glad to learn how _ the conte~t is plain. '.rhey are incensed at the 
I 

1.7 i891.. 

National Oommission and at the Local Direahory for 
not settling the· matter at once in their favor, "so 
that it may be published to the ends of the earth." 
They consider it necessary to deny the report, tele
graphed over the country, that a prominent Garman 
had been given a pledge by the Directory or the 
Oommission that the gates of the Exposition would 
be opened on Sunday, and liquor sold on the prem
ises, as one inducement to his payiag over his sub· 
scription. They are, too, afraid that Mammon will 
hav something to do in settling the question-that 
the gate receipts for Sundays will be too strong a 
temptation to the thrifty Obicagoans. The railroads 
centering in Ohicago, they say, can dump a hundred. 
thousand pa?ple into the city with their Sunday ex
cursion trains. What that will mean in the way of 
swollen receipts appalls them ! 'l'heir hope rests with 
the national government, and Oongress will be pes
tered by them without cessation. 

It will be seen from this that there is ample time 
for Liberals to roll up some big petitions in favor of 
Sunday opening; these petitions wlll hav large in
fluence in the matter, as off~etting the ones by the 
Sabbatarians, and the opporbunity is a splendid 
one in which to work for our principles. 

Two Kindly Corrections. 
In his letter on "The American Secular Union's 

Policy," printed elsewhere in this issue, Dr. West
brook says of his speech at Portsmouth, Ohio, " there 
is not one word regarding theology or the claims 
which the church makes for the Bible. It simply 
shows why the Bible is not a su~table book to be 
read to children." It seems to us that this last sen
tence contradicts the first, for we understand the 
church· to claim that the Bible is just the book to be 
read to tbe young. If we hav misapprehended the 
attitude of the church in this matter we beg some the
ological authority to set us right. Moreover, Dr. 
Westbrook's view of the lecture does not agree with 
the estimate of it made by the Christian Statesman, 
which says: "It argues the question from the Infi
del point of view, and is in many portions a scurri
lous and blasphemous attack on the Bible as an ob
scene and cruel book. Ohher portions assail its au
thenticity and credibility. As showing the animus 
and ultimate purpose of the assault on the religious 
element in education, the pamphlet will be helpful to 
the friends of the Bible in the schools." And we 
must confess that after we had heard the speech and 
then heard the genial president of the Union object 
to another orator's radicalism we could see no valid 
reason for the objection unless .the president desired 
to keep all the glory of opposing Ohristianity-for 
what is Ohristianity without its Eible T-to himself. 

On another point, too, it seems to us the president 
of the Union falls into error. He says the Secular 
philosophy " is nothing less than Materialism pure 
and simple-nothing more. It is opposition to the 
supernatural and the spiritual." We understand 
this better since learning from the Progressiv 
Thinker that the president of the Union is a Spirit
ualisli, but even then we fail to see why he opposes 
opposition to supernaturalism, since a spiritual e:iist. 
ence, if real, must necessarily be a part of natnre. 
But is the Secular philosophy 11 opposition to the 
Spiritu11l !" - It is not so set down by its recognized 
advocate on this continent, whom Mr. Holyoake, the 
father of the philosophy, alleges to be its clearest 
exponent, for he makes its first principle to be, 
"That the present life being the only one of which 
we hav any knowledge, its concerns claim our ear. 
nest attention." This is not opposition to the spir
itual, for it does not ma~ntain that this life is the 
only one of which we aan hav any knowledge, but it 
is the very Agnostic position which the president 
asserts that intelligent Freethinkers like Huxley rand 
Ingersoll assume. The principle quoted only affirms 
that up to date the. world has no knowledge-that it 
does not know-of another world; and whether 
such world does exist it leaves to the future to dis
cover. The god question it also leaves to the future, 
not affirming, neither denying, tc for such as the father 
is, such is the son, and such is the holy ghost." 

It is true that the Secular philosophy by implica. 
tion contradicts every one of the most cherished 
Ohristian dogmas, and is pure Materialism. But 
that it does not directly oppose the spiritual, we hav 
the authority of the distinguished Secular philoso. 
phers who kindly permit Theists and Spiritualists to 
come into their fold and get wtmn. But why will 
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Dr.-W~stbrooii not tak~:-the word of these philoso
phers mstead of contending that Secularism is noth
ing but Materialism ? 
Howe~er, his explanation of the Union's policy 

throws bght upon one thing-his opposition to Mr. 
Charlesworth as a field secretary of the Union. He 
does not want to send out an English Secular lect· 
urer who in expounding his philosophy would be 
misrepresenting the attitude of the Union. The 
point may be well taken, but alarm in this matter is 
we think, needless. ' 

JusT as we go to press the news reaches New 
York of the death on Sunday, the lUh instant of 

' ' 
Josiah P. Mendum, publisher of the Boston In-
vestigator, of cancer of the stomach. Only ·the 
bare announcement has reached here, and we can 
say no more than that the expected has happened, 
but is no less a cause of grief to his thousands 
of friends. 

JJDWIWOlrOO\\W, 4 

Editorial Notes. 
ONE of the clearest thinkers· and sharpest writers among 

the Liberals of the country writes to the Editor of THE TRUTH 
BEEKER: "I think your answer to Mr. Watts on what- the 
Nine Demands imply is as conclusiv as aily demonstration 
in Euclid's 'Elements of Geometry."' 

T. B. W A.KEMAN says that in our greatly condensed report 
of his discussion with Dr. Janes some needful words were 
omitted in some of the sentences, which he corrects thus: 
Laws of nature are owr record of the equivalences and correl
ative of changes in matter:. Mind is & .correlate of the com
plex changes in our ner'Doua systems under the action of 
the world upon them. The Ego is the outcome of 
these changes under the impingements of that ever
changing environment-thEJ, external world. The world is 
the true God; Humanity the true Christ : Human life is 
more than the Holy Ghost, it Is the only Holy Life. He 
says, read these definitions with his article, "Anent the 
Spooks," in the TRUTH BEEKER ANNuAL for 1891, and one 
will clear up the other. ------

WE hav received the following letter from an afiiicted lady : 
"I wish you to stop sending any more of your papers to 
George Egley, Crescent City, Ill., as he has gone home to 
liv with God, notwithstanding he has been reading your 
paper, but he repented and accepted Christ before he left 
this world. Please do not send another one. MRs. GEOEGE 
EGLEY." Mrs. Egley seems to think that reading THE 
TRUTH B.REKER will prevent one from going " home to liv 
with God," but we assure her she is mistaken. Readers of 
this paper are fully as apt, if not more so, to liv with God as 
anyone, whether they are pestered ,pn their deathbed by 
preachers and their wives or not. From the tone of the 
lady's epistle, ~owever, we judge that Mr. Egley has been 
fortunate in hlB change of residence. 

THE Milwaukee Daily Journal says: " Every educated 
person knows that states cannot legislate on theological 
questions, or make one day more sacred than another. by 
statute. And yet it is from just such legislation these con
troversies arise. All such laws that go beyond municipal reg
ulation are void. No court would for an instant sustain 
an enactment trenching on men's religious beliefs or disbe
liefs. Infidels and Christians stand on the same common 
ground. All forms of religion of all races are free to wor
ship in America, or omit it. They owe no allegiance to our 
religious days. Fortunately our most cultivated churches do 
not take part in attempting to enforce what is persecution 
for differences of opinion. To deprive citizens of natural 
rights bylaw is persecution, no matter how much it is sugar
coated. As long as rights are e<[ual, no one has the right to 
dictate the actions or belief of another on Sunday 01~ any 
other day." 

ONTARIO is blessed with a fine set of customs officers, highly 
moral and very solicitous as to the morals of the people 
over whom they hav been appointed guardians. Mr. J. s. 
Johnson, of Keena tin, ordered a ''Pictorial Text-Book " 
from this office some time ago, and the book gdt a_s far as 
Port Arthur, where it was held by the customs collector, who 
informed Mr. Johnson that it was of an immoral character· 
and would be destroyed; and that if he (Mr. Johnson) per: 
sisted in his nefarious intention of possessing a copy he 
should "be dealt with according to law." Considering this 
statement by the customs officer, Mr. Johnson nai:vely asks, 
"Ain't that hell?" We should say it is I As to ·the legal 
part of the matter Mr; Johnson can refer the Commission of 
Customs at Ottawa to the decision upon the book made in the 
case of John Herring, Esq., of Napanee, in which he said 
that the seizure should be released on. payment of the duty 
required by the tariff. The decision was rendered Dec. 12 
1890. I 

SoME concealed heretic made a little diversion in the 
House of Representative when the shipping subsidy bill was 
being argued in committee of the whole. Mr. Grosvenor, 
Republican, from Ohio, favored the bill, and was interrupted 
by a Democrat with a taunt about the result of the last elec
tion. Mr. Grosvenor replied that the-opposition had not 
won everything, and that ''when the gentleman took st0ck 
tt woulcl l!e fQqnd th!'t never sjnce the· da,ys when the sheet 

• 

was lowered down heaven--" " When was that?" ejacu
lated a deep voice from the Republican side, amid a peal of 
laughter. Mr. Grosvenor said that he was addressing him
self to the Infidels on the other .side of the House. [Laugh
ter.] "When this sheet, containing all manner of birds and 
beasts and creeping things, was let down from heaven there 
was not such a menagerie as would· be found in the hat'py 
fiHilily in which the gentleman from Tennessee would find 
himself." Most of our politicians, not Roman Catholics, 
when they are not " working the church racket," hav little 
regard for the fanciful statements of holy writ. 

AND the Christians love one another! A Seventh Day 
Adventist writing from Kingston, Minn., to his sectarian 
paper relates his experience while attending a Methodist re
~ival : "I was attending service," he says, "and was seated 
m front of the minister, and although I had not manifested 
any unworthy deportment, he called me by name, and told 
me I had been preaching to the people that they had no 
soul, and that I broke the Lord's holy Sunday every week. 
'And tben,' said he, 'when the boys steal your bees [a bee
hive had been stolen], you hav them arrested.' Then he 
said to the boys, '0 boys, I don't blame you; I pity you. 
You hav been all slashed to pieces with false doctrin, and 
told that you had no soul.' Then he said to the audience 
'I hav not money enough to buy me a pair of felt boots: 
but I hav money enough in my poeket to head a subscrip
tion list to raise a fund to indict every Sabbath-breaker in 
this community, and I will. I will call to my aid,' he con
tinued,' the great Catholic community. I had rather see a 
saloon in town.'" And the Christians love one another. 

THE incorporators of Dr. Gunn's " Society for the Enforce
ment of Criminal Law," of which Comstock's pupil, Joe 
Britton, is chief agent, are Robert A. Gunn, Frank Howard 
Howe, Jame~ McCarroll, George T. Gaden, Alfred L. Ryer, 
Charles L. Hildreth, William H. Barber, P. Ernenwein, John 
P. Newman, and Timothy Davenport. It is a queer aggre
gation. Dr. Gunn is supposedly a Freethinker, at least a 
member of the Manhattan Liberal Club; Mr. Howe. is a 
Freethinking newspaper man; James McCarroll wrote the 
" Witch of the Wine-Mark" for THE TRUTH BEEKER years 
ago, is a Freethinking Irish friend of Wm. McDonnell's, 
has worked for years in and about the Bible House, and is 
now the editor of Belford's Magazine,· ·while John P. New
maN is a Methodist bishop, a peripatetic consular preacher 
and is charged with being a Spiritualist. The others we d~ 
not know about. Dr. Hildreth and Mr. McCarroll-to their 
credit-hav withdrawn from the Society, and Bishop New
man is reported to be anxious to follow their example. It is 
probable that the society will be broken. up, as it has not the 
big men baclj; of it that Comstock's society has. Its dissolu
tion will be its most creditable act, and its parent ought to 
be laid in the same grave. ------

WHEN a man helps a cause he loves in the whole-hearted 
way Samoa Parsons, of Ban Jose, Cal., and a few others, 
help Liberalism, we are willing, if need be, to use a whole 
column of editorial space to herald their generosity to the 
world. Here is Samoa Parsons's latest list of benefactions : 
American Secular Union, $10; Boston In'Destigator, $10; 
New York TRUTH BEEKER, $10; Ban Francisco Freetlwught, 
$10 ; H. L. Green's Magazine, Buffalo, $5 ; Ironclad .Age, 
J. R. Monroe, $5; Independent Pulpit, Waco, Tex., $5; 
M. Harman's Lucifer, Topeka, $5; E. C. Walker's Fair 
Play, $5; F. Graves, PZaindealer, Hastings, $5; Lucy N. 
Colman, Syracuse, N.Y., $5; Matilda J. Gage, Fayetteville, 
N. Y~, $5; Ella E. Gibson, .Barre, Mass., $5; Nellie B. Sim
mons, Broadhead, Wis., $5; Elmina D. Blenker, Snowville, 
Va., $5; R. M. Casey, Five Oaks, B. C., $5; Thomas Win
ter, Cincinnati, 0., $5; Jeremiah Hacker, Vineland, N. J., 
$5; J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kan., $5; A. R. Ayres, Hanni~ 
bal, Mo., $5. Andourfriendonly grieves becausehe can do 
no more. " I would like," he says, "to add to my list scores 
of names," and we believe him, and send him hearty thanks 
for what he has done. In "Letters from Friends" will be 
found his cheery letter accompanying the gift. May Samoa 
Parsons's life be long in the land which Thomas Paine, Ben
jamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and a few other respect
able men gave him I 

GEORGE WILBON, of Lexington, Mo., whose contributions 
to this paper hav made his name familiar to Freethinkers, 
writes to the Evening Post regarding the Sioux war. Mr. 
Wilson has lived among the Indians, knows them and their 
ways, and knows the ways also of the Indian agents ap
pointed to look after them. When he was employed in a 
garrison store a frequent subject of conversation between 
him and the Indians around the post was how the agents 
took nine-tenths of the goods to sell and gave the Indians 
one-tenth. " I remember especially one Indian," he says, 
" who came in with his boy and began telling me that he 
was just back from the wak o.pominy. That meant a free 
distribution of annuities or presents. He told me he had a 
squaw and three pappooses, and, 'This is the share that my 
whole family got,' said he, as he contemptuously stuck his 
butcher-knife into a big plug of tobacco that looked as if it 
had been rained on. The Indians said such a trader-nam
ing a Frenchman, formerly a trapper-' got one wagon-load 
of the goods sent us by the Great Father;' such another 
'got two loads,' and so on,' and they traded some to us, and 
sent others up north to trade to other bands of our tribe."' 
To the turning of the Indians over to the religious sects Mr. 
Wilson thus refers : " It was discovered that by turning the 
Indians over to the churches, the ' Indian problem' would 
be solved. A certain long-haired bishop thought that if he 
could lay his hands on Red Cloud's head, he would reduce 
him to peace when he was at war. A warden of the same 
church got to l>e agel!t un\ler ~he regirM ot that religious de-
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nomination, and while his agency was in northern Nebraska, 
he went no further than Fort Laramie, where he industri
ously played· poker, and left his suboruinates at the agency 
to do what is usual in the matter of the Indian appropria
tions." 

THE Tenth battalion of New York militia, located at 
Albany, had a bazu which closed about three weeks ago, 
the proceeds of which were to be devoted to furnishing 
their quarters in the new armory. They established a lot
tery scheme, with a $1,000 capital prize, and there were other 
games of chance, including a wheel of fortune. The Minis
terial Association of Albany called upon the district attorney 
to suppress these unlawful practices and confiscate the 
prizes under the lottery law. Anthony Comstock was called 
upon, as the ministers were too cowardly to act openly, and 
he promised to assist them. The threats kept the officers 
and managers of the bazu in a state of suspense until one 
night, when they met secretly and held a drawing for the 
prizes. The list of numbers which won prizes was sent to 
the morning papers, with the names of the persons who par
ticipated in the drawing hidden under the term '' prominent 
citizens." These lists as published escaped the scrutiny of 
the post-office officials and went out to subscribers. The 
next morning the activ members of the Ministerial Associa
tion hastened to the post-office and interviewed the post
master. As a result, when the afternoon. papers were sent 
to the post-office, they were detained. Since the holders of 
the winning tickets are not known, the agents of the Ministe
rial Association propose to watch the battalion bazar treas
urer and see that he pays over no money. If the ministers 
of this country would mind their own business for a while it 
would be a great relief. Or if the people would promptly 
whack every ministerial nose poked into thei1· business it 
would be a sight to make the gods rejoice. 

THE Little Sisters of St. Francis is a Roman Catholic order 
in this city composed of women supposed to be extremely 
devout, and wholly devoted, under the direction of the male 
church authorities, to good works. They are persistent 
solicitors of funds to pay their expenses, and when their 
wagon stopped' the other day in front of an uptown brewery 
a lady, who was looking out of her window from across the 
street, expected to see a hooded sister alight and enter the 
office on an errand of charitable solieitation. Instead she 
saw the sturdy Irish driver descend from his seat, take a 
beer keg from the wagon and carry it into the building! 
Evidently the sisters or some of their friends had been cele
brating. And that this is not a solitary instance showing 
that things are not always what they seem is revealed by a 
paragraph in the World. A finely proportioned woman of 
some thirty-eight years of age, apparently, in the uniform 
habiliments of a religious order and sheltered from indiscreet 
glances by a long crepe veil, sat in a corner seat in a Third 
Avenue Elevated Railroad train one day last week, and 
seemed absorbed in contemplation. The crisp turn of a leaf 
after a while revealed under the edge of the veil the pres
ence of a book which the passengers· may hav supposed to 
be a breviary. The leaves kept on turning at regular in
tervals, and when Chatham square was reached and an
nounced with considerable abruptness by the gmud, the 
lady in black arose so suddenly that she dropped the volume 
which had so absorbed her. The gentleman who picked it 
up from the feet of the throng pressing out to " change for 
Second avenue," could hardly help seeing that the book was 
"Bappho." 

IN his report for the past year State Superintendent of 
Schools Thayer of Wisconsin will make the Edgerton de
cision on Bible reading in the public schools a boomerang 
for the church which obtained it as well as for the Lutheran 
sect and other supporters of parochial schools. The cases 
in which the decision applies to other religious practJceo the 
superintendent divides into three classes, as follows : " 1. 
Giving sectarilm instruction in schools by requiring recita
tions in catechism; by the use of certain religious exercises 
prescribed by a church of which the teacher is a communi
cant, and by the use of text-books denominational in charac
ter and designed for use in parochial schools. 2. Employ
ment of teachers belonging to a religious sect which requires 
and prescribes a dress or garb significant of their member
ship therein and consecration thereto; leasing of private or 
parochial school buildings owned or controled by religious 
sects for the UB!l of public schools, thus requiring all chil
dren of the district, and sometimes of two or more districts, 
to attend schools taught by persons practically designated 
by religious bodies in buildings consecrated to religious 
uses. By this subtle means a district is required to contrib
ute to support of such buildings and the maintenance of 
schools primarily established to giv sectarian or religious 
instruction. Another but rather more indefinit complaint 
relates to the practice of turning over all reveaues from tax
ation and other public school funds to church parochial au
thorities to be used by them in maintaining their school 
with results exceedingly detrimental to the interests and 
effectivness of public schools and general education." Con
cluding, Mr. Thayer says: "The proper remedy in these 
cases, since the state superintendent is powerless to do other
wise than advise, is to petition one having competent juris
diction for a writ of mandamus prohibiting the use of schools 
in this manner." If this sectarian fight between the Cath
olics and Lutherans on the one side and the evangelical 
Protestants on the other shall result in abolishing Bible read. 
ing and all other religious instruction in Wisconsin's public 
schools, it will not be the first time in which a falling out 
between rogues has resulted in direct benefits to the general 
public. But we should like to know where the Freethinkers 
of the state, particularly the German element, is located in 
this fight. 
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WAGNER, OBE., Dec. 28, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I will send you a petition with a few names 

· before it is too late, for I see the churches are getting in 
their work already. We are having quite a time with the 
Bible in our school. I hav objected to having it taught to 
my children, and it is about to break up the school; but the 
directors, to their honor be it said, are Liberals, so we will 
hav. no prayers or no school. WARREN CARBNEB. 

BozBMAN, Mo1'!'T., Dec. 27, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I should like to inquire through THE TRUTH 

BEEKER if any of its readers hav ever known one H. L. 
Burk. My brother, Henly Lybrook Burk, has been gone 
many years, and we havheard nothing from him. Michigan 
is his nativ state. We conjecture he is somewhere in the 
West, in the mountains most likely. Anyone who could 
furnish the desired information would confer a favor which 
would be deeply appreciated by his relative. 

THOMAs BunK. 

MlLLBVILLE, N. S., Dec. 23, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : Please find $3 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER 

another year, hoping that every subscriber may be able to 
pay up in advance, and also be able to get a new subscriber 
with their own name. Let all try what they can do. 

I think you might as well put your advertisments on the 
first and second and fifteenth and sixteenth pages of THE 
TRuTH SEEKER, and the pictures, and that would make a 
cover for it, and any that like may cut the pictures out and 
not spoil the paper. JOHN SILLARB ARTHUR. 

KIRKSVILLE, Mo., Jan. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read the communication by W. 

W. Walker in the issue of December 27th, and his views 
touching the Brotherhood of Moralists are my views, and 
for the same reason I declined the invitation to join the in~ 
stitution. We know yet but little about the invisible forces 
of nature. However, J hope the Brotherhood may accom
plish much good. I received an invitation: a short time since 
to aid in the establishment of a paper to be run in the in
terest of the above-mentioned institution, if it met my ap
proval, which it did not. I believe it better that a few pa
pers be well supported, than for many to be poorly sup-
ported. WM. HART. 

MoNGo, IND., Dec. 30, 1890. 
To THE So.oALLED TRUTH SEEKER CoMPANY: That you 

mav know that this is a Christian nation and the church 
will and must rule in spite of all your false teachings, Liber
als and Freethinkers are leaving your Infidel ranks by hun
dreds in this state and joining our order, the Patrons of 
Industry, and signing our by-laws. The heading of our by
laws reads as follows: 

We, the citizen~, farmers, and employees of North Amer
ica, believing that almighty God as a source of all power 
and the ruler of nations should be acknowledged in all con
stitutions of societies, states, and nations, do hereby with 
due reverence to him associate ourselvs together under the 
following articles. 

Now, what will you do about it? The amendment to the 
Constitution will come. We take them right in as they come 
to join our order. SoL. BPIRow. 

MARTINSBURG, W. VA., Dec. 22, 1890. 
Mn. EDITOR: I agree with the views of Mr. C. C. Germann, 

as expressed in his letter published in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
of December 20th, with reference to secret societies. I hav 
belonged to secret societies and know what they mean, and 
trust the American Secular Union will never be incumbered 
with anything of the kind. I am opposed to all nonsensical 
forms and ceremonies, and believe that the truth should 
alwsys be known without having any secret society. A 
beneficial association might be organized among the Liberals 
for the payment of weekly relief benefits, and for death 
benefits upon a similar plan to that of the Royal Arcanum, 
Knights of Honor, and the American Legion of Honor, only 
omitting all ceremonies of initiation and other foolish forms. 
Let it be conducted strictly upon business plans and prin
ciples requiring the payment of a stated amount, and let 
everybody know the object and plan of it without having 
anything secret. 

I hav written to Senator Faulkner, and also to Congress
man W. L. Wilson, protesting against the Breckinridge 
Sunday Rest bill, and gave them my reasons for not passing 
the bill. I inclose you herewith their respectiv answers. 

Yours for universal freedom, Lours WoLFB:B. 

MILFORD, MAss., Dec. 21, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I presume my privilege of inflicting a letter 

upon you once a year has not been revoked. Inclosed find 
$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER from Jan. 1, 1891, to Jan. 1, 
1892. If I were deprived of THE TRUTH SEEKER during that 
time it would be a greater infliction than my letter to you. 
Some one has sent me this year Talmage's Christian He'l'ald 
every week. I presume the donor thinks he is working for 
the "master" by sending me the paper with his hard earn
ings. Any person so moonstruck as Talmage is on Palestine 
-as to think it is the birthplace of either Father, Bon, or 
Holy Ghost-would seem to be peculiarly fitted for an inJ 
mate of a lunatic hospital. The Bad Lands that the Sioux 
Indians are going to are far preferable to Palestine and the 
abominable traditions that are connected with it and imposed 
on credulous people. The He'J'ald has a portrait and life of 
Professor Koch, the discoverer of the cure for consumption 
by a lymph. If some professor could only discover a lymph 
that would cure or prevent imposition, he would confer a 
greater boon on the human race than any cure for consump. 

tion; as the consumptive bear no comparison to the·number 
of credulous and superstitious people, and besides, those 
with consumption would need the new lymph as well as the 
others. Fraternally, CHARLES C. JoHNSON. 

COLUMBUS, 0., Dec. 28, 1890. 
, MR.- EDITOR: My first words are, What a fine book the 
"Pictorial Text-Book" is I I was more than pleased when 
I got it. There is not a single picture out of place. And I 
think ·great credit Is due Brother Heston for the talent he 
has shown in getting it up. I showed it to my relative ; 
also to some of my fellow-workmen, who are Catholics. Of 
course every picture did not suit, but they said it was about 
true. I hav sent it to a man I used to work with. He 
formerly belonged to the sect I belonged to, but he got to 
reading and studying, and, as a matter of course, joined the 
Freethought ranks. He is looked down on and despised by 
his friends around him, but he does not mind. He has the 
inward satisfaction that he believes in a far grander and 
more humane religion than they, and that is, the greatest 
good for the greatest number. In the shop in which I work 
one of my comrades was showi!lg a picture of the different 
races of people. I looked over his shoulder and said, " The 
Bible says God made man in his own image ; I wonder 
which of them he is like." or course they couldn't make 
any answer, except to call me some very ugly names. 'fhey 
happened to be Catholics. Inclosed you will find $2.50 for 
books. I hope to be able to send for The Truth Seeker 
Library in a month or- two. Please send me a price-list of 
books and papers published by you. J. H. Wmu. 

NEw 1: ORK CITY, Dec. 20, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I see several of the readers of THE TRuTH 

SEEKER are advocating a Freethinkers' mutual aid and pro
tection society, and I wish to add my voice to the demand 
for the same. It is something I hav often thought of, wish
ing there were such an organization in this city. Why can 
we not hav a society or lodge as well as the Masons, Odd 
Fellows, etc.? We Freethinkers cannot join any of those 
orders because the very first question they ask is, Do you 
believe in a supreme being, etc.? and require you to take an 
oath. Are we then compelled to do without the fellowship, 
comforts, and benefits of such orders? Surely there are 
plenty of Liberals in this city to organize ,and support a 
lodge, and enough in all the principal cities to make a na
tional organization. I am hand and heart in for it. Can we 
not get together enough to organize, and at once? Cannot 
our valued champion, the Editor of THil: TRUTH SEEKER, 
head this thing for us? Can he not publish in THli: TRUTH 
SEEKER a call for all who wish to hav such an organlz~tion 
to meet at his office, or any other place he may select, for 
the purpose of organizing ? I will pledge myself for one to 
be there and. to do all in my power for success of the organi
zation. I earnestly hope in the near future to be a member 
of such an organization. I am heartily in accord with any
thing that will tend to further the interests of Freethought. 
And wishing the cause and our Editor every success, I am, 

Respectfully yours, CHAB. DUNHAM. 

SAN JosE, CAL., Jan. 2, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : The inclosed I intend $5 for Macdonald and 

$5 for Somerby. Look over my list and you will see that 
if my donations or " mites" are small, there is quite a num
ber of them, and they foot up to all I can spare at present. 
I rather giv a little to many than all to one. I can hit some 
who are really needy. I would like to add to my list scores 
of such names as Watts, York, Krek:el, R!!.vlin, Bell, Pente
cost, etc., but my means will not warrant it at present. 
These little sums are tokens of my respect, my thanks, my 
friendship, and my gratitude for what you all are doing, 
and hav done, for the .cause of Freethought. Posterity will 
appreciate your labors and bless your memories. I say, 
then, go ahead, boys! You brave fellows I Scotch the vi· 
pers of superstition. Giv old priestcraft hail Columbia I 
Reynolds, Krekel, and others, are on the warpath up North. 
Shaw, York, and others, are fighting them down South in 
Texas. "Put," "Mac," Bell, and Ravlin are pouring in 
hot shot up and down the coast. Day is breaking ; light is 
glinting; creeds are changing ; gods are scampering; hells 
are freezing over; the New Jerusalem "cob-house" heaven 
has been hunted for with the great Llck telescope in full 
view on Mt. Hamilton as I write, but the pearly gates and 
golden stairs hav not yet been discovered. People are be
ginning to use some common sense. There is yet hope for 
humanity. I am glad they had a good congress. That Ida 
is a worker. I hope the premium book will be published by 
the million; the Girard College reclaimed ; all the money 
raised which is needed to carry on the work, and I hope 
harmony will be maintained in the Liberal ranks and no 
quarreling among ourselvs as in former years. I hope soon 
to send you an order for a few choice pamphlets. While I 
liv I intend to do what I can afford in support of my prin
ciples. With best wishes for your success, I close. 

. SAMOB pARSONS. 

BARRE, Mus., Dec. 27, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : One would infer by reading the letter in 

THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 27th, page 827, that the 
only cause for exclusion from the Brotherhood of Moralists 
wae Spiritualism and immorality. I am happy to inform 
your readers that such is not the case. 

I consider there are four distinct evils that the society dis
approves-Anarchy, Communism, superstition, and immoral
ity. Anarchists are excluded because they are Anarchists, 
Communists because they are Communists, superstitionists 
because they are superstitious, and as Spiritualism is con
sidered superstition that is included. Immoral people alone 
are excluded because of_ immorality; therefore there is no 
imputation that Garrison and his peers would be excluded, 
becauEe they were good, pure men. 

Belief in a deity·and immoJ;tality e:x;cludes no_one; but a 
belief that live birds and men can and do pass through the 
solid walls of a building, is deemed superstition, and as the 
society interdicts aU superstition to be consistent they must 
decide against that, the same as against similar beliefs in the 
Bible. The notion of departed -friends returning _and walk
ing out of lqcked cabinets clothed in the garb of earth, is 
considered as superstitious a notion as that of Jesus rising 
from the dead and eating broiled fish aud honeycomb. The 
sentence from which your correspondent makes an extract 
is this : "To eradicate from the minds of as many as possi
ble all beliefs in so. called divine revelations, special provi
dences, spirit manifestations, witchcraft, prophecies, and· 
miracle, as vain delusions of superstition and the source of 
sectarian hatred and strife." Anything so very bad in that? 
Of course, a Bible believer, or a believer in the phenomena 
called Spiritualism as caused by spirits, could not belong to 
such an organization, and why should he desire to be a 
member? 

-Pardon me, Mr. Editor; I did intend only a few words 
lest some of your readers who know nothing of the principles 
of the Brotherhood of Moralists, should be misled on reading 
the letter above mentioned. 

One word more. I think Horace Beaver, not Colonel 
Ingersoll, is the author of the phrase, " One world at a 
time." 

Eugene, your efforts in behalf of the suppression of 
Catholicism amd in opposition to the Sunday Rest bill entitle 
you and THII: TRUTH SEEKER to everlasting fame. 

ELLA E. GIBSON. 

COLUMBUS, 0 1 Dac. 22, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Gods and Gods, and how many Gods will 

man hav before the end of time? The Christians hav a God 
that delights in the suffering and torments of the frail things 
he has made, or else to send some of them to heaven to dance 
aud cut the p\geoa-wing. We hav one god in two and tw 1 

gods in one at present, that the people are worshiping. One 
is without body, parts, or passions-or brains-but with 
plenty of gall. It is clothed in a gown and is called church. 
The other god has body, parts, passions, but no brains or 
heart. It ie clothed in uniform, with gun and club in hand, 
and is called government. In your issue of November 29th 
I find T. B. Wakeman worshiping the god with a club. I. 
find also other prominent Libtirals that are trying to destroy 
the ghost god, church, on their knees to the god state. It is 
a great wonder to me that such men as Ingersoll, Wakeman, 
Westbrook, and other great minds, should fight ghosts these 
many years while the vampire god, the state, has been 
around and above them crushing the life out of m!ln. The 
state is god; the church is the ghost. Ia the Bible where 
the command is, Go forth and kill, and spare not, not even 
the child at its mother's breast, but the virgins spare-who 
was it that gave the command but the gho£? And god 
(state) executed it~ Did not the state burn Bruno? And 
down until the present time did the ghost god or the god 
state imprison C. B. Reynolds ? Which god is it, ghost or 
state, that taxes the poor man's home and exempts the tem
ple? How long would the vapors of hell and the miasmas 
of religious ignorance and superstition hav covered this land 
if the bright light of liberty's and reason's sun had been 
turned upon man? But there stood the god state and im. 
prisoned, burnt, hanged, and tortured every man or wom\'ln 
that tried to turn on the light. The Liberals hav baen fight
ing a ghost these many years, calling it God, when the real 
god (state) was sitting back enjoying the sacrifices being 
offered to it, in the way of human lives, in wars ; in shops, 
factories, and mines; tithes and taxes; the virtue of wom'l.n 
and girls, and the worship of Liberals as well as Christians. 

T. B. Wakeman knows as much about Anarchy as a Chris
tian does about justice. Society at present is neither co
operativ nor competitiv, but based on god's (state's) favorit
ism. Mr. Wakeman, what has the god, state, done for hu
manity against the ghost god, church, in any clime or time? 

E. T. ADAMS. 

HANOVERTON, 0., Dec. 31, 290. 
MR. EDITOR : As a constant reader of THE TRUTH BEEKER 

I wish to state a few facts and make a few suggestions to 
my fellow·Freethinkers in regard to the Catholic problem. 
A!! many people appear to think that the Catholic church is 
becoming-civilized and is not therefore longer to be feared, 
I present the following case which occurred on last Decora
tion day, within three miles of this place, and has recently 
terminated in a defeat of the ends of justice, by and through 
the efforts and influence of the church. 

On the date above mentioned, the priest at Dungannon, 
Hennesy by name, being filled with the spirit, went to the 
house of his neighbor named McGraw, and with club in 
hand assaulted and beat into insensibility the daughter of 
the family, a member of his church. He was arrested, and 
gave bonds for his appearance at court, where he was sen
tenced to pay a fine of $100, and be imprisoned in the county 
jail for ninety days. No sooner was he in jail than a peti
tion began to circulate among his friends, intended to secure 
his release. lt was signed by his church-members to some 
extent and then presented to the governor, who released 
him at once, without so much as notifying the court of trial 
that such petition had been presented. So much for the 
facts. 

Now, what I wish to suggest to my fellow-Freethinkers 
is, that in the future the religious pretensions of every can
didate for official position should be carefully examined, 
and if he has any Romish inclination reject him at once, 
without regard for political considerations, as they amount 
to nothing compared to the consequences of Catholic su
premacy, which-as Heston portrays with absolute fidelity 
-is rapidly overshadowing the country. If you value the 
liberty which you now hav, do not allow any consideration 
to blind you~!! tQ t~e il:!lpo~t"uce of preserving ~t qnimpaire~ 
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to your posterity, which cannot be.done for any length of 
time, under present conditions. · 

The Catholic church cannot be opposed in the same manner 
as other religious organizations can, for the reason that it is 
more of a political than a religious body. It wields 1m in
fluence to-day over the legisl~tiv and executiv officers of 
most states which should call to a halt every citizen ·enter
taining American sentiments, and cause him to resolve that 
from this time forward he will oppose it with his ballot, as 
a political institution, and thereby render it harmless to all 
save its own slaves, whose ignorance prompts them to resist 
their own liberation. Let every citizen resolve that church 
and state shall be kept forever separate. W. H. KINTNXss. 

EUREKA, CAL., Dec. 11, 1890. 
MB. EDITOR: I hav just read "Policy vs. Morality" in 

THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 29th. As the subj.:Jct 
may interest others as well as myself, I will venture a few 
remarks. 

I do not take the view Dr. Boynton has taken, but I will 
briefly state my ideas, and if I err in any way I shall be glad 
to see the error pointed out. In our daily walks of life we 
do many things without forethought ; an inward prompting 
which. we call conscience, tells us how to act ; and if w; 
analyze the action we will find that we would haT acted the 
same if we had talren time to reflect. This brings us to the 
question, What is conscience ? I claim it to be an instinct 
which we hav partially inherited from our ancestors, and 
partially improved upon ourselvs, and of which policy is the 
root. Every action has its consequences. This the savage 
perceives as well as the philosopher. Therefore prudent 
people, whether enlightened or savage, if called upon to act 
in a strange capacity will hesitate and reflect upon the con
sequences and then act accordingly. This we call acting 
from policy. If the same party is called upon at some fut
ure time to perform a similar action, less reflection will be 
necessary, as the result is-already known. If similar actions 
are frequently repeated no further thought is necessary, as 
former thoughts hav left their impress upon the mind, which 
by the law of association connect themselvs with the cause 
for action, and the actions become spontaneous. This we 
call conscience. These impressions are always more or less 
inherited by the offspring, and people often act in a certain 
way without being able . to giv any other reason for it but 
that their conscience prompts them to do so. 

Enlightened people find by experience that their own hap
piness is increased in proportion as they make other people 
happy. They aim therefore to make others happy in order 
to be happy themselvs; and since their forefathers hav done 
so before them they hav inherited an innate prompting to 
assist the needy, to feel for the unfortunate, to weep with 
those who suffer, and rejoice with those who are happy. 
And these promptings hav become so imperativ in some peo
ple that bitter pangs will follow any violation of them. This 
we call the up braidings of conscience. 

Unthinking Christians often tell us that conscience is a 
divine gift to guide us through the path of life. Nothing 
can be more ridiculous. The conscience of one person will 
often sanction what another person condemns. Even Tor
quemada, who was the most bloodthirsty monster that ever 
llverl, has the credit of having been a conscientious man. 
The cannibal would be conscience-stricken if he 1\lt a pris
oner escape while he and his family are hungry •.. Ignorant 
people think that conscience prompts all people to do good. 
This is far from the mark. A good conscience is perhaps 
the best possession a person can hav, while a bad conscience 
B worse than none. Yet, the promptings of a good con

science are not inferior to policy ; they are the crowning 
point of it. RoBERT GuNTHER. 

FoRT WoRTH, TBx., Dec. 17, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. D. W. Whitney, of Neola, Ia., replying 

to my communication on Prohibition, asks how I know that 
the assertion of the beer advocates that Prohibition in Kan
sas and Iowa is a failure, is false. I answer, by reports of 
reliable persons who liv in both states, by persons who hav 
traveled through them, by statistical reports in many news
papers, by revenue statistias both state and national, and by 
my own personal observation in passing to and fro through 
Kansas. 

Mr. Whitney asserts that in his town of nine hundred in
habitants there is free whisky and five saloons are running 
regularly and drunkenness is frequent. What a happy town! 
And in a state where Prohibition is the law of the land! 
And yet Mr. Whitney says, a little below, "The· only true 
way to do away with the evil effects of liquor is to make it 
just as free as vinegar." Judging from Neola, this remedy 
would fix things nicely. People do not manufacture fire
arms " to kill each other and commit suicide.'' They are 
made to kill game and overcome our enemies in time of war, 
and for other useful purposes. Prohibitionists do not de
sire to prohibit the manufacture and sale of alcohol for 
scientific, mechanical, and other useful purposes. 

Our prohibitory laws forbid the use of fire-arms to kill 
our fellows, and we wish them to also forbid the sale of al
cohol for drink. The latter kills many times more than the 
former. 

If, as Mr. Whitney asserts, the population of Kansas and 
Iowa has fallen off, there are doubtless causes for it. But 
he attributes it to Prohibition. If some of the people hav 
left the states because they could not get enough whisky 
and beer, I conjecture those that are left will not n;uch re
gret their absence. How long must we see and hear such 
misleading gasconade? Mr. Whitney would remove all re
straint and let everybody make what he pleases and sell 
anything he ca·n. That is, or cloSely resembles, Anarchy. 
The.la ws now prohibit the sale of drugs, of meat and vege. 
tables, and many other things, except under certain restric
tions. These are :prohibitory laws1 and so are all crimiDal-

' 

laws. And all are necessary for the welfare of society. 
And society needs the prohibition of the liquor lre.flic (ex
cept under certain restrictions) more than any of the above, 
because it is by far the greatest evil. 

Mr. Whitney closes his article with these words: "I do 
not think so little of my views that I am ashamed to sign 
my name in full." This means that I am ashamed of my 
views. Mr. Whitney is mistaken, and I request you, Mr. 
Editor, to giv my name and address to Mr. Whitney or any 
person who asks for it. The name neither adds to nor de
tracts from the merits of any article, and, as I am not seek
ing notoriety, I prefer to sign, as before; with my Initial. 

B. 
P. S.-For the benefit of Mr. Whitney, I will now add 

that: 

The population of Iowa, 1890, ls .......................... 1 911,896 
" " " " 1880, was ....................... 1,624,615 

Net gain ........................................... 287,281 
The population of Kansas, 1890, is ...................... 1,427,096 

" " " " 1880, wa11................... 996,096 

Net gain ........................................... 431,000 
These figures are from Mr. Robert R. Porter's report to 

Secretary Noble, Dec. 12, 1890, jast received, and show that 
Mr. Whitney was mistaken when he said both states- had 
fallen off in population from 1880 to 1890. B. 

CHEBANSE, ILL., Jan. 1, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : A short time ago I bought the " Freethink

ers' Pictorial Text-Book" of the Twentieth Century Com
pany, published by the Truth Seeker Company. I must say 
that I am well pleased with the book. Both the pictures 
and the prose glv heavy knocks at the old Christian super
stition, and will act like a double-geared mechanism to bat
ter that superstition to pieces. But what I want to say is 
that in perusing the book I was surprised to find one of my 
own poems on page 344, credited to M. Babcock. The sub
ject is, "Why Does Not God Kill the Devil?" I wrote that 
poem in 1874, and it was published In the Chebanse Inde
pendent at the time, and a printed copy of it is now in my 
scrap-book. I got the publisher to print the poem on leaf
lets, which I gave away as long as they lasted. When the 
annual congress of the American Secular Union was held in 
Chicago three years ago, PresidentS. P. Putnam introduced 
me as the author of the poem, "Why Does Not God Kill the 
Devil?" He had stayed at my house on a lecturing tour and 
seen the poem. 

Good Christians can afford to cheat, lie, or steal, becauee 
they believe they can hav forgivness for asking for it. But 
Freethinkers must do what is just and right, for there Is no 
forgivness· or atoning blood for them. Let us glv every per
son their just dues, Old Nick included. I do not know 
whether Mr. Babcock appropriated my poem or some one 
thrust it upon him. He can best explain that matter him
self, and If this statement comes to his notice I hope he will 
do so. 

I do not know that the poem has ever been published in 
any of our Liberal papers, and I will send it to you for pub
lication. 

WHY DOES NOT GOD KILL THE DEVIL? 
Why does not God kill the devil, 

The curse of his earthly domain, 
That we may hav peace and pleasure, 

Without any sorrow or pain? 
. Adam and Eve in the garden, 

Would never hav eaten the fruit, 
Had not the devil been with them, 

Or had he, snake-like, been a mute. 
But he could talk just like a streak, 

And quickly accomplished his plan; 
He argued tue point to the woman, 

And she soon persuaded the man. 

Why does not God kill the devil
Why did he create such an elf? 

But I am not sure about that
He may hav created himself. 

But God is almighty in power-
The book and the preachers say so ; 

And he would need only one finger 
To lay the old wicked one low. 

But still the old devil is living, 
As free as the wind and the s1m; 

And his business seems mainly to be 
Undoing what good folks hav done. 

Why does not God kill the devil, 
If he Is the author of sin? 

For then there would be no temptation, 
And wickedness would not begin. 

Hell fire might then be extinguished, 
And save the expense of the fuel; 

And every poor soul be excused 
From punishment that is so cruel. 

The nine-tenths that go the broad way, 
Accounts of which hav been given, 

Might everyone turn to the narrow, 
And all be landed in heaven. 

Why does not God kill the devil, 
And wickedness bring to an end ? 

There ought to be no opposition, 
For nobody would be his friend. 

And if he's allowed his own way, 
Which up to this time he has had, 

It will soon be a dangerous thing, 
To make the old evil one mad. 

Recruits he has always been getting, 
Till his army is very strong ; 

And if he should muster his forces, 
The fight would be tlerce and long. 

Why does not God kill the devil, 
If he goes about like a lion, 

Scaring the lambs from the savior, 
And driving the sheep from Zion ? 

A man never was a free agent, 
And neither Is he a machine ; 

He's governe4 by wh~t is withiD him 

And that which around him is seeri. 
If God made the devil to tempt us, 

And do us all manner of harm; 
Just let him remove the old fellow, 

And things wlll then work llke a charm. 
Why does not God kill the devil ? 

It does seem to me very odd ; 
For he once took Christ up a mountain, 

And tried to deceive even GJd! 
He showed him tb.e world all at once, 

And spoke of his power and might; 
But Christ had his doubts of the fellow, 

And could not see things in thaflight. 
Since that time the devil and Jesus 

Hav been in all manner of Eq'lirms; 
And there Is no hope that they ever 

Can meet upon good, friendly terms. 
Why does not God kill the devil ? 

It would so much help the elect, 
For he often leads them to trouble, 

Much more so than one would expect. 
Ward Beecher and others are tried 

For sin that they would not commit 
If the devil was not at their side 

To help and to aid them in it. 
And all the way down In the ranks 

The pious ones often play smash, 
Figuring in dishonest grabs

Absconding with public cash. 
Why does not God kill the devil ? 

I ask this great question once more, 
Or otherwise save him from sin, . 

And place him on ()anaan's bright shore. 
The happy millennium can never 

On this wicked planet begin, 
Until God has killed the devil, 

Or turned him away from his sin. 
. All will rejoice in the victory; 

And wish that the good GJd may wln ; 
For the day that the devil is dead 

The joy of the world wlll begin. 
Yours truly, Joe. HAIGH. 

BROOKLYN; N .. Y, Jan. 3, 1891. 
l-IR. EDITOR: A correspondent recently expressed regret 

that we are getting away from the social question, a question 
that ·he justly regards of paramount Importance. Science 
being the FreethiiJker's shibboleth, I will note that social 
philosophy is the on1y branch of science that will apply to 
the social question, and is· not physical but ethical science. 

. I think that distinction should be specially noted by those who 
refer us to science for a solution of the social problem. Ra
tional Freethinkers having been repeatedly charged In THE 
TRUTH SEEKER with being " hypocritical pretenders," or, at 
their best, " but milk-and-water Freethinkers who ha v not the 
courage of their convictions," I will suggest the probability 
that they hav courage and steadiness to balance themselvs 
upon the line of a happy medium between extremes and 
combat the fanaticism on either side. It h'l.ving been sug
gested that Freethinkers are not so numerous that they can 
afford to dispute among themselvs, I will offer the counter 
suggestion that if rational Freethinkers were less than half 
_as numerous as they are, they could better afford to combat 
fanaticism, by whatever name called or miscalled, than be 
suspected of indorsing it; for, fanatics being a damage to 
no cause but that they pretend to advocate, rational Free
thinkers hav less occasion to combat Christian than Anti
christian fanaticism. Moreover, superstition is usually asso
ciated with fanaticism; and I hav not found that Anti chris
tian fanaticism is an exception to the rule; for If the thought 
that all or any part of the evil that is inflicted upon man is 
caused by nonentities is not a superstition, I hav greatly 
mistaken the Import of the term. It Is obviously an absurd 
delusion; for they are not myths but men who lnfilct the 
social evil, and endeavor to divert attention from themselvs 
by charging It to myths; and I note that some who style 
themselvs radical ·Freethinkers are not above a suspicion of 
encouraging that bit of hypocrisy. Christians being in the 
s·ame boat, I will write them a short sermon on the kingdom 
of God and his righteousness, as defined by the gospel of the 
kingdom that they pretend to accept and revere. "There
fore, take no thought, saying, What shall we eat? or, What 
shall we drink? or, Wherewithal shall we be clothed? But 
seek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness and 
all these things shall be added unto you." 

To an Intelligent and thoughtful mind that passage should 
suggest the inquiry: What kind of an Institution should the 
kingdom of God and his righteousness be that it shall glv us all 
thh:gs that are needful? It should necessarily abound with 
all things that constJtute substantial wealth ; yet the gospel 
of the kingdom assures us that it were easier for a camel to 
pass through a needle's eye than for a rich man to enter the 
kingdom of God. If so, It Is obvious that ownership is 
Incompatible with the kingdom of God and his righteousness. 
For where there Is ownership there will be rich and poor, 
masters and slaves, a social relation that is well known to be 
brutalizing to both. Yet such is the kingdom of man, and 
It has been Indorsed by two of your correspondents, who, I 
hope, will hav the courage of their convictions and endeavor 
to defend their favorit Institution. But the abolition of 
ownership, and substitution of universal brotherhood and 
ccoperatlon by all for the mutual well-being of all, will es
tablish tb.e kingdom of God and his righteousness on this 
planet, where we are enjoined by the gospel of the kingdom 
to pray In faith and hope that it shall be, and is the only 
place we know of that it can be, and ·giv human beings a rea
sonable hope of entering. It will evidently be the highest 
state of perfection attainable by human beings, and cannot 
be attained except through a provisional institution equiva
lent to state ownership that will rule tbe nations with a rod 
of iron and take the brutality out of those who inellnctivly 
uphold such a brutalizing Institution as private ownership 
has been practically demonqtrated to l;e, by all the nations 
of the earth, and In all ages of the human race so far 
as.tr!'ceable. J. A. TurrLE. 
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f!hildt•n' s ~tJtttlt. 

JldiUd. bf MISS SUSA.JII . H. WIXO!Il, F~ll 
lll•~r, .ICIJBB., to wllom ail (Jommtt.nfDatlons for 
tllls Oornw slwuid b~ unt. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning w lower, 

Oomes a pause in the day's ooonvationl 
That is known as the Ohildren'B Hour." 

Drink. 
A nioe little bo:v as ever :von knew, 
Oider would drink and tobaooo would ohew; 
And if an old pipe came around handy, 
He'd take a good smoke and feel like a dandy. 
His papa. and mamma with .pleasnTe were wild 
To think that they had such a wonderful child, 
He'd smoke, drink, and ohew with snob great de· 

light, 
It appeared to his parents as though it was right. 
Bnt the scene soon changed. As older he grew, 
More cider he'd drink, and tobacco he'd ohew; 
He'd get on a spree wherever he went, 
And sta:v till the landlord had the last oent. 
Bnt time tells the stor:v. One da:v he was found 
In a lifeless condition nvon the oold ground, 
No longer to cider and whisky a slave, 
Bnt, alas, he now fills the poor drunkard's grave. 

G. W.BMITH. 

A Chapter of Early Life. 
The road of my life is nearly seventy-two 

years long. I was born In Connecticut, under 
the influence and spirit of the Blue Laws and 
Methodist revivalism. I inherited an activ 
brain, a timid, imaginativ, sensitiv, highly 
impressible organism, &nd an insatiable desire 
for knowledge, which I obtained under great 
difficulties. I did not go to school till thir
teen, but could read fluently at four. I had 
little to read but the Bible, hymn-book, and 
the old English reader, but read every old 
book I could get. When I was three months 
old my parents moved away up to New York, 
among its eastern hills, three hundred miles, 
which in those days was a great way to go, 
either on foot or in a wagon. We lived ten 
years in old, open, cold log-houses, noor to 
the beautiful historical Mohawk valley, made 
famous by the stirring scenes of the Revolu
tion and the preceding wars. -we were 
within hearing of the grand and sublime 
Trenton Falls. 

In those days, before ·railroads and canals, 
people did not travel much, and very few 
went out of their own township or county. 
Our fireplace-no stoves then-was only the 
back of a chimney, with stone for the bottom, 
and the top was made of sticks and mud. 

Our food generally consisted of an Indian 
ohnny cake, wet with water and baked on 

a board before the fire; potatoes roasted in 
the ashes, and now and then some fried 
pork, cut into mouthfuls on mother's wooden 
plates, and all put into a platter, out of which 
we all got our mouthful. A piece of wheat 
bread was seldom seen, and to me was a lux
ury. I was very scantily dressed, and wore 
no shoes till I was ten years old. Otten did 
I run barefooted fifty rods on the top of the 
crusted snow four feet deep. On ·snowy, 
windy nights the snow blew in through the 
cracks and covered my bed, and I cried with 
cold feet, from which I hav always suffered 
so much and do now. The johnny cake-if 
any was left-was always frozen in the morn
ng and hard as a brick. I would put a 

chunk before the fire to thaw, and gnaw off 
a little, and then wait for more to thaw. 
With what a keen hunger I did it l How I 
enjoyed it l "Hunger is the best sauce." 
Sometimes we had not even a potato to roast, 
and I wallowed a mile in the deep snow to 
get some of the neighbors. 

My father was intellectual and a good man, 
but a poor provider. When my dear indus
trious mother would complain, father would 
say, "Polly, the Lord will provide." But 
the Lord did not seem to care how much we 
suffered for clothes, food, or fuel. Father 
was a Methodist exhorter and leader, and 
more anxious to save our souls in an imagi
nary future life than to provide for and make 
our bodies happy in this life. 

My parents frequently took me to a camp
meeting in the woods. The chief attraction 
then for me was the cakes which the good 
sisters brought in their old-fashioned work 
pockets and would giv me, the poor, half
starved boy. The preacher, whom I then 
thought to be supernatural, would frighten 
me and fill my timid and sensitlv mind (is 
anything more wicked?) with woeful ap. 
prehensions as'he, with stentorian voice and 
heartless tones, depicted the awful judgment 
day and the fires of hell, tlte lake of fire and 
brimtMne, tbe separation of parents and 

children. And then they would sing, "Par- be far less in that direction. To an b:ihabit
ents and children then shall part, part to ant -of the moon with a good telescope the 
meet no more." exhibitions of the earth's atmosphere must 

Mini ld · be a grand, a thrilling spectacle, . · 
sters wou come to our poor abode, Astronomers teach that the sun w a molten 

and if they did not get much to eat they mass, a seething globe of intense heat. But 
always got hot whisky sling, and we, the I do not see any good reason for accepting 
children, were given one teaspoonful each. that conclusion. I think the atmosphere of 
The men in those days usually carried a flask . the sun is what we see; that as it is much 
of whisky in ~eir pockets to meeting and larger than the earth its: electrical action is 

correspondingly greater. That the globe of 
were generous in treating. Thus they were the sun may be as cool as the earth, and has 
sure of '' the holy influence of the spirit" or its inhabitants as well fitted for life on its sur
the spirits. At ten I was separated from my face as the earth. 
parents, and till eighteen I went through I would be glad to hear from some of the 
ahuses, mistreatment, hardships, and expos- other young folks on this subject through the 

Corner. I wish we could get more reports 
urea still greater than before. from Lick Observatory. To-day I hav read 

Thus! hav given my young readers a clue W. W. Walker's letter of November 11th. I 
to my early experiences, and to how much I thank yori heartily, Brother Walker. 
was cheated· out of my early life-cheated out · L. L. Gooowm. 

Tile Human Eye. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY I 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of 'the Religion 

of Man. 
OONTENTs: What is Religion 7 Fetichism. Phal 

lio Worship. Man'S Moral Progress Dependen 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog 
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position 
Fate, Free Will, Free Ageno:v, Neoessit:v. Be 
sponsibilit:v of the Individual. Genesis and Evo 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Booiet:v. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
oiet:v to Oriminale. Dnt:v of Belf-Onltnre. Mar 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. of this life, by trying to save my imaginary 

soul from a future imaginary hell and the 
wrath of an imaginary, impossible, personal 
God. 

Science givs us interesting details abo~t ' LOOKING B lCKW l nn 
what the human eye has been and what It A AD 

0 my young friends, be thankful that you 
liv at a later and better day, a day in which 
the facts and realities of this-to me the only 
-life are taught you, and how to make the 
most of it. 

may become~ The Veddas of India, which BJ Edward Bellamy, 
are the most ancient written documents, Author of cc Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
attest that at times most remoto, but still re-

My eventful life is in manuscript, but wUl 
never (?) be published. Look in upon me 
here in my little room alone, a poor.rich old 
man, in pain and poverty and struggling to 
liv. With a tear-covered face, and inexpres
sible emotion, I hav written this brief reminie
cence. Bless the Children's Corner. 

PROF. J. H. CooK. 

corded in history, only two colors were 
known, bl~ck and red. A very long time 
elapsed before the eye could perceive the 
color yellow, and a still longer time before 
green could be distinguished ; and it is re
markable that in the most aucient language 
the term which designated yellow insensibly 
passed to the signification of green. The 
Greeks had, according to the generally re
ceived opinion, the perception of colors very 
highly developed, and yet authors of a more 

Correspondence.' recent date assure us that in the time· of 
NoRTH HuRoN, N.Y., Ja.n. 1, 1891. Alexander the Great the Greek painters knew 

DEAR Miss WIXON: I wish you a Happy but four colors, viz., white, black, red, and 
New Year. I am nine years old, and this is yellow. 
my second letter. The weather is fine and the Th d d · d · 1 

It is a thought-breeding book, and ·all who are 
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The a.p\'eal is a wa:vs made to a man's reason 
and to hlB noblest sentiments: never to his sel 
fl.shness.-[Boston Post. 

A sn~gestion of a really practicable and feasl 
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the Present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rioh in its foretlast of 
aotnal possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00;,paper, 500. 
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00. 

THE 

French- Invasion of Ireland in '98 
Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a 

HerOic Endeavor and a Lost Op_portn
nit:v to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

Pleighing is fine also; 1 go out riding almost e wor B to esignate blue an VIO et were 
every day, and my grandpa takes me to wanting to the Greeks in the most ancient By VALERIAN GBIBAYEDOFF 
schooleverymorning. Iliketheteachervery times of their history, they calling these 
much. I am studying geography, arithmetic, colors gray and black. It is thus the colors 
reading, writing, and spelling. Mamma in the rainbow were only distinguished grad
is a music-teacher, and I take lessons of her; ually, and the great Aristotle only knew four 
grandpa plays the violin. Bo we hav plenty of of them. It is a well-known fact that when 
music. I hung up my stockings Christmas 
eve, and the presents I received were too tqe colors of the prism are photographed, 
numerous to mention,- but I did not see Banta there remains outside the limit of the blue 
Claus and I do not think I ever shall. I will and violet in the spectrum a distinct impres
send you a few verses that grandpa wrote for sion which our eyes do not recognize as a 
me to speak in school, and if you think best color. _ Physiologists tell us that it is reason
! would like to see them in print. 

Your friend, BERTHA E. WEED. able to suppose that as the color organ be-
-- comes more highly developed, and even be-

CoLUMBUS, KAN., Dec. 12, 1890. flre the human eye becomes perfect, this 
l'tliBB SusAN· H. WIXON, Dear l!'riend: In outside band will evolve into a color perfectly 

physical pain and deep emotion I hav written I dis 'bl 
a few memoritlB for the Children's Corner, cerm e. ' 
which dispose of as you think best. I must 
suffer with my atrophied arm and shoulder 
in the coming cold weather. I want to write 
you a long letter, but will not take your 
time. I hav so much consciousness and so 
great a mental hold upon life that I must 
suffer on and on •. Be assured. I appreciate 
all that comes from your pen- your high 
aspirations and everythina:t which your 
" Womanhood A wakes." Bless and preserve 
you long for your humane work l 

PROF. J. H. CooK. 
[It is hard indeed to suffer in pain and pov

erty. We heartily wish the r;ew year might 
bring peace and plenty to all. The editor of 
the Corner does all she can, and would do 
more if she could. Any desirous of aiding 
our sick brother Cook, whose experience is 
related in another column, may send contri. 
butions direct to his address, Columbus, 
Kan., and they will be most gratefully re
ceived.-Eo. C. C.] 

ST. EL:oo:o, TENN., Dec. 14, 1890. 

A. Royal Pickpocket. 
Frederick the Great rang his bell for his 

page to attend him, but no page appeared. 
Again and again he rang, but still tlie sum. 
mons was disregarded, and the monarch, 
opening his door and passing into the ante
chamber, found the heedless page asleep in 
a chair. 

The corner of a hitter was projecting from 
the youth's pocket, and his royal highness, 
probably thinking it was a love letter, and 
that it would afford him some amusement, 
quietly abstracted it and began to read the 
contents. It turned out, however, to be a 
letter from the mother of the page, fervently 
thanking her son for his kindness in remitting 
to her a large portion of his salary. 

The king was so gratified at this instance 
of filial affection that he inclosed a large sum 
of money in the letter and returned lt to the 
pocket of his page, who slept on oblivious of 
either his royal master's larceny or generos
ity. 

DEAR Miss WrxoN: Here are some ques
tions I would like to hav the young folks 
from six to sixty discuss. I am a young lad 
only fifty-seven and am anxious to learn. !-

In looking at the sun, do we see the sun, 
or only the sun's atmosphere? 

A. Dog Fireman. 

Is there any heat in the sun, or do the rays 
of light from the sun become. heated in pass
ing through the earth's atmosphere? 

I am of opinion that if there are any 
inhabitants on the moon, or if an inhabitant 
of the earth could be transferred to the 
moon, on one's looking toward the earth, the 
earth would appear to be about double the 
diameter that the moon presents to the earth's 
inhabitants, provided the earth had no more 
atmosphere than the moon is supposed to 
hav. 

I think that a person on the moon would 
not see the earth, but the atmosphere that 
envelops the earth. I think he would see the 
atmosphere in terrible turmoil, leaping and 
vaulting and anon falling to leap a~aln in 
fantastic shapes and with tremendous energy, 
as astronomers tell us of the sun. 

We know the earth's atmosphere is highly 
electric. We see the aurora borealis shift
ing, leaping, mounting, subsiding, and leap. 
ing again, and all with the most amazing 
rapidity. We watch the angry, whirling, 
tumultuous clouds, before, during, and after a 
storm. We see them shift and change with 
wonderful energy and swiftness. No doubt 
the outer portion of the atmosphere shows 
still greater energy, as the reslstt!once would 

The possibilities of the canine brain may 
not yet hav been fathomed even by dog 
lovers. The Caribou Republican tells of a 
wonderful feat of a Newfoundland in that 
town. It seems that when the office of the 
Vaughan House was opened the other morn. 
ing, a hole six inches in diameter was found 
to hav been burnt completely through the 
double floor near the stove. The dog, kn,own 
as Joe, was shut up in the room, and an exam
ination showed marks of the dog's claws 
in the charred wood. Mr. Smith, the pro
prietor of the house, says Joe is a first-class 
fireman, and if he sees a burning cigar stub, 
a match, or a spark on the floor he will 
scratch them with his front paws until the 
fire is extinguished. Mr. Smith has no doubt 
but that Joe saved the building and perhaps 
the inmates. 

A GRAVE in the cemetery at Offranville, in 
France, bears the amusing epitaph: "Here 
lies Mademoiselle Ursule Leveque, who died 
in her sixty-fifth year, surrounded by flan:qel 
and the a:lfection of her family," 

With a map and numerous illustrations b:v well 
known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth 
Ink and gold side stamps. Price, $1.50. 
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ing influence of newly acquired ambition, . • 
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letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory 
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INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. W08lD~;HOftf0IWATcHES. 
By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE T.ALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enlw·ged. 
Oontains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buckle, Oomte, Helvetius, Hugo, Hume, 
Owen, Paine, Strauss, Volney, Voltaire, and 
nearlY ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this offioe. 

A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
. The downcast eYes of timid acquie9oenoe hav 

paid to impudent authoritY the tribute of a 
thoughtless yes.-B. G. I'TII}ersoll. 

CONTENTS, 
A Splendid J adge of a Woman. 
The Lady of the Olub. 
Under Protest. 
For the Prosecution. 
A Rusty Link in the Ohain. 
The Boler House Mystery, 
The Time-Look of Our Ancestors. 
Florence Oauwbell's Fate. 
MY Patient's Story, 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

118 Lafa:veue Pl., New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes ho~d 
of two people al!ke l Why? Because 110 
hvo people have tltc same 'veak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body tor any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
llumor makes the weak spot. ·Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment lett on a nerve or in 
a gland; the Medical Discovery slldes it 
right .along, and you find qu.fck happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the tight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. 

Please state what periodical you saw our ad. in. 

An Only Daughter Cured of Consumption. 
When death was honl'iy expected from 

Consumption, all remedies having failed and 
D•·· H. James was experimenting, he accident
all v made a preparation of Indian Hemp, which 
cn,:ed his only child, and now gives this recipe 
f••ee on receipt of two stamps to )Jay expenses. 
Hemp also cures night sweats, nausea at the 
stomach, and will break a fresll cold m twen· 
ty-four hot:~s. Address Craddock & Co., 1032 
Race 1(··...,~, .:>-.•\adelphia, Pa., naming this 
P?~. 

Best grades American Stem-winders : In silver
ina oases, 7 jewels, $7.50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 
15 jewels, $10; do. adiusted, $16. In 8 ounce ooin 
silver oases, $8.50 more ; 4 ounoel $4.50, and 5 
ounce, f6 more In best filled gol<l oases, open 
facet dust proof. 7 jewels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
jewels, $17 50; 15 jewels, $18.50; do. adjusted, 
$24.50. Hunting, $22; S22 ro; $28; S24: sao. 
Ladies•, same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels, 
$18 50; 15 jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famoua, 

New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch, 
16 jewels and all modern improvements, f3 
more than above adjasted watches. No watch 
in the world oompe~es with it, Finer watches up 
to $200. A 11 snoh prepaid, guaranteed 1 y~ar, and 
cash refnnded if not satisfactory, All filled gold 
oases warranted by mannfaoturers 20. years. 
Beware of New York Worla'• 10 karat and spurious 
cases. Watches· cleaned, best worle, $1; springs, 
$1, eto., and returned free. 

J! STABLISBED 1857. 
01"1'0 WETI'BTEIN, Boohslle, lll. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addr, ss to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WW1 Fine Steel Engraving of Senator Conlcllna. 

Bonnd in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 oen ts. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nntf!d 

specialist, for his " Private Oonnselor "-a valua
ble book for young and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the resnlt 
of youthfnl follies, indiscretion, and excesses ip 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Appli
cation-A POSITIVE CUBE, as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies you hav nsfd. The book is worth many 
times its oost, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a speel!ll ana permanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of theFreethought 
press. He has manY testimonials to the value of 
his progresRive and suecessfnl method of treat
ment, and deserves PMronage,-Preetl'lought. 

These notices Me fO'J' th8 ben~Jfit of Liberals 
UJho may be 'IJi&iting the places where these socie
ties are locate«,. Local BeoulM Unions and 
Frutlwugkt BooietU& meeting regulMly oan 
ha'IJ their gatherings adAJertised h8re fru by fO'J'
UJMding th8 neoessa;ry infO'J"YY'',(J,tion. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o'olook, at Ger. 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o•olook at 
Liberal Leal{~e Hall,177 HalseY st., oor. Market 
st .. Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everYbodY welcome. 

&merlcan Secnlar Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7 .30. Lecture•, debates, and discus
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY BmD; Secretary, 00RA BELL:& 
FLAGG. 

BrookiJD Philosophical A.ssocla-
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms.~.Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!l. D •• at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'7 
meets every Bun day in Industrial Hall, Broad aL d 
Wood sts., at 2:80 and 7:80 P.H. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N .B.-Truth 
SeekerPnblioations alwaYs on hand at cheap rates. 

The ~ecular Society oC Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 11.rst and third Bunda}% at 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
onltivation are invited. MABros HEIGHTON, Beo •. 

Ellznr Wright Secnlar Union 
Of Allianoe1 0., meets the 11.rst and fourth Bun
days of eaon month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to T:iiE TRUTH BEEKER and InveB£1-
aator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. Beo. 

Vhlcago Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 p,:ar., a\ 
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Btrana:ers from abroad 
at:e welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Vlnb 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 21ti 
Grand ave., (Fraternity HaJI). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotlterhood of Moralbts, No. P03, 
Prairie City, Ia., 

Meets every SundaY in the Liberal reading-room 
hall at 2:30 P.M. All Liberals are cordiallY in
vited. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Beo. 

TIJe Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every Bun day a1 7 :80 P.H., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, MinneapoliP, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER.Pres.; LEROY BERRIER, Ber. 

Des Moines Secular Unton 
Holds regular maetin~s at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E corner nh and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethonghl 
Society 

MAetA every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free • 

Port A.ngeles ·Secular Union 
Meets everY SundaY at 7:80 P :ar. in the publio 
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK MORSE, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progrc!lslve Lib· 
eral Union 

or Los An~reles, Oal., meets semi-monthly.!.. first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olook, P.M .• at t'arr•s 
Hall. Everybodv invited. MRs. R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llb•ral Vlub 
Meets every SundaY at ll P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free Disoussions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0A.LDER, Beo. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
or Roedllr, Wash., meets every first and third 
SundaY in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
gr~test freedom a.ooorded to all. Oar motto, 
"Uhiversal Mental LibertY." D. E. BIOE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL> Vioe-Pres.; 0HARLES BHEA, Beo. 

Porttmonth, 0., Secular Union 
Meets every Bunda:v at 7 P.M. in Grand Army 
Hall. Leotnres, discussions, readin¥B, poemsJ 
music and songs. A cordial invitation 1s extendea 
to all; especially to friends from abroad. Oorres
~ndenoe solicited. J, L. TREUTHABT, President. 
WILL B. ANDRES, Secretary. 

TRY•SQUARE~ 
OB, 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This Is the history of an attemPt to found a 
ohuroh without superstition, and Its suooess. 
Uncle Job Baw:ver, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions 
of human oonoem, religious, pelitioal, and other
wise. The book Is written in well-chosen lan
guage, and easilY understood. There is just su11l
oient narratlv about it to interest the reader and 
bold hill attention while the truth is beina: brona:h 
to hl1mind. 

l'or 1ale a' 'hll omoe. J.>rloe, 11.00. 
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THE Catholic clergv of. France, having 
failed in their long endeavor to crush the 
republic propose to sell it their favor in 
return fbr concessions. To which M. Ferry 
says: "For twenty years the republic has 
grown without you, and in spite of you. It 
can stillliv and grow withouti'Ou." 

THE Pilrnellite party in 
Ireland Is growing into 
an anticlerical one. 

COD& AND RELICIONS ,WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
OJ' 

ANCIENT AND .MODERN TIMES 
Vol. I. Give a. Full Account of a.ll the Gods, In~ 

eluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, - the Holy Ghost, 
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, a.nd the Bible. 

svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fully a.ll 
the Religious Systems of the World. 

svo,957pp. Oloth,$3pervol.; the · 
2 vola., $5; leather, $7; mo. 

roooo, gilt edges, $8. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

AND REFORMERS. 
Biographies of aoo of the Leading Philosophers, 

Tea.ohers, Skeptics;· Innovators, Founders of 
New Schools of Thought, Eminent Scien

tists, eto. (who were not Ohristia.ns), 
from the time of Menu to the pres-

ent. svo, 1,075pp., cloth, $3; 
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50. 

BY'D. M. BENNETT. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

1!8 Lafayette Place, N.Y. 

-

TB:E Chrfstians mistake an iiicident for a 
cause, and honestly iniagin that the Bible is 
the foundation of modern liberty· and 1aw, 
They forget physical conditions, make.no ac
count of commerce, care nothing for inven
tions and discoveries, and ignorantly giv the 
Cr€ldit to their inspired book.-Ingersoll. 

MAYOR GRANT of New 
York bas applied for ad
mission to the Catholic 
Club. -- -

THE indirect· influence 
of climate, that, for ex
ample, which arises from 
the circumstance that in 
a hot country man Jivs 
in the open air, while in 
a cold one he livs shut 
up in his habitation
that he livs here upon 
one kind of food, and 
there upon another, are 
facts of extreme impor
tance; inasmuch as a 
simple change in phys
ical life may hav a pow
erful effect upon the 
course of civillzation.
Guizot. 

---~ -===--
THE " Force " bill has 

been shelved for the 
pres~nt, but may be re
vived sOOJ,l. 

OPIUM and Chinamen 
are being smuggled into 
the United States through 
the Puget sound region. 

REv. J. CLARK, Bap
tist, was arrested at Day
ton·, 0., on the 9~h on a 
charge of murdering a 
girl. 

THE cold weather 
which has existed in this 
country several weeks 
has also p r e v a i 1 e d 
throughout Europe, 
causing many deaths. 

HuNGARIAN priests will 
resist the regulations 
which interfere with 
their efforts to secure 
the children of marriages 
between Catholics and 
Protestants. 

A WET TIME. 

THE god.man of the 
New Testament is de
scribed as a being sadly 
deficient in intellect and 
knowledge, and childish, 
petulant, and morose.
H. J. Hardwicke. 

THE Wyoming legisla-. 
ture closed at 5 o'clock 
on the morning of the 
11th, after a heated all
night session, in which 
strong endeavors to keep 
the Bible out of the pub
lic schools failed. 

And David went up by the ascent of Mt. Olivet, and wept as he went up, and had hi~ head covered; and he went . 
barefoot : And all the people that was with him covered every man his· head, and they went up, weeping as they went 
up.-2 Sam. xv, 30. 

FROM all the evidence 
accessible to us, it seems 
perfectly clear that Jesus 
was an enthusiast, who 
did not .always assume 
the n o b 1 e s t .bearing 
toward thoee who dif
fered from him, and who 
Iiot onlv condemned his 
opponents in extrava
gantly strong terms, but 
urged his discipleQ to 
take an· even more offen
siv course (Mark vi, 11). 
Jesus indeed sometimes 
appeared to lose his 
mental balance, so much 
so that his own friends 
declared that he was' be-

SEVERAL members of the committee to 
preserve Adirondack forests are shown to 
hav doue nothing to preserve them, but to 
hav connived in a blg lumber deal to fell 
them. 

IS THIS ·YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 

DR. WINDTHORST said in the German parlia
ment that a man without religion is only a 
beast, when Radical members cried, "What 
was Frederick the Great ?"-that monarch 
having been a Freethinker. 

IN Uganda, Africa, King Mwanga's relig
ious allegiance is being fiercely contested for 

.A NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H .. GARDENER. 

" The shame itself doth. call for jnstant 
remedy." 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

by Frencb. Catholic and English Protestant 
missionaries. At present the former hav 
possession of him, but the latter bear the A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 

Religion and Social Matters. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 1'50 cents. Pub
on lished at this office. 

upper hand in his country. -
GEORGE OLMSTEAD, WhO perambulated 

Hartford on the lOth announcing· that 
heavenly voices were talking to him, met 
with the usual fate of the inspired in these 
days, and will probably become a permanent 
inmate of the insane asylum. 

DR. NEUER, of Denver, who has been at 
Berlin investigating Koch's lymph, will sail 
for home on the 22d, bringing a staff of 
hospital assistants and a supply of lymph. 
He will establish a hospital at Den_ver, ex
pecting to cure consumption by the com
bined influence of the lymph and the famous 
climate of that city. 

Cloth, $1; paper, ~0 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a COJ>Y; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS:ti: 

Of the perversion of Bte.Phen Girard'smagni1loent 
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n 

churches a.nd Young Men's 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
BY BICH. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price Sl. Address TBE TRUTH 8EEEEB. 

side himself (Mark ill, 
21). From the evidence 

afforded by the gospels, Jules Soury con
cludes that Jesus suffered periodically from 
congestion of the brain, and was sometimes 
insane. • • • Strange, too, that, when 
Jesus came to die, he prayed, "Oh, my 
father, if it be possible, let this cup pass from 
me" (Matt. xxvi, 39). If Jesus were God, he 
must bav known that to let the cup pass was 
at one stroke to send the whole of mankind 
to eternal perdition. Moreover, he surely 
knew his own mind, and was not likely, by 
a prayer to himself, to change his own im
mutable will. But all these difficulties shrink 
to comparativly small proportions beside that 
which is involved in his exclamation in the 
last agony of all, as he hung stretched upon 
the cross : " l!Jtoi, Etoi, lama sabaehthani!" 
-Moss. 
THE law of the past cannot be eluded, 
The law of the present and future cannot be 

eluded, . 
The law of the living cannot be eluded, it is 

eternal, 
The law of promotion and transformation 

cannot be eluded, 
The law of heroes and good-doers cannot be 

eluded, 
The law of drunkards, informers, mean per

sons, not one iota thereof can be eluded. 
-Walt Whitman. 

Is the fall of a stone certain, and the fruit 
of an unwisdom doubtful ?-Oarlyle. GERMAN workpeople and Radicals complain 

against control of the\r schools by the wealthy 

~~dt~~e~~~~g!r~ a~~ ~~!~~~~:~\~~~aen~~·u~~~ To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission: 
landowners; of these, 240, with their 586 Learning that there is an organized m·ovement amoag the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 
teachers, are under Lutheran influence, and S bb h ) • • • h bl b d t 1 S W d F · b • the remaining 380, with their 598 teachers, " a at ' orgamzat10n-to mduce your onora e o y o c ose on undays_ the orl 's a1r, to e held in 1893 m 
under Catholic influence. Chicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 

THE leading organ of American catholics each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons : . 
complains that though those religionists are 1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained. 
in the majority in Belgium, " they are har- 2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 
assed by a minority which is ready to do any-' resort when no moral amusements are available. 
thing to inflame the people against the 3 A tt f • t' 1 t th 1 f Oh' h h • f th • t k th F • 'bl Catholic party," and these agitators "hav . s a ma er o JUS 1ce a so o e peop e o 1cago w o ave g1ven o e1r means o ma e e a1r poss1 E>, 
now gone on a new tack-they hav spread tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to 
among the Belgian workingmen the idea of the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 
universal suffrage, an institution wholly un- 4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Chicago, but of the 
called for in the constitu.tion of Belgium's whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
government." do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. ·This ·is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela.-

THE hostil Sioux, whose number-includ- d h lf d th f th 1 t d db h' h d • h t f th bl' If ing men, women, and children-is variously tions an uman we are, an , ere ore, e on y s an ar y w 10 you can ecide 1s t a o e pu 1c we are. 
estimated at 3,500 to 7,000, are environed by 5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
8 000 troops under General Miles. This cor- receipts. · 
d'on surrounds them at all points but the 6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
south, in which direction lies Pine Ridge would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
agency, whither it is wished to drive them. its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers At present writing they hav moved within 
one mile and a half of the agency, and may will ever have the power to transfer it frOm its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation 
come in in peace. However, a shot by some restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the •verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 
uncontrolable brave may precipitate a terrible 7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
battle. The Brule Indian who killed Com- f f Oh' h F • th mander Casey of the Cheyenne scouts, to benefit the Fair itsel , the people o 1cago, and the visitors to t e a1r, ereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
avoid hanging may start a fight. There are individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 
2,500 troops at the agency. Several slight 
skirmishes occurred during the week. Name. Town. State. 
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WHY THE CLERGY WANT THE PARKS, ETC., CLOSED ON SUNDAY. 

THB supreme court of Georgia has recently 
decided that a church may be sold to pay the 
preacher, the case being one in which the 
pastor levied upon the property for arrears 
of pay. 

AT the Sorosis dinner at Delmonico's last 
week, Moncure D. Conway said that Thomas 
Paine was the first of the American Revolu· 
tionists who spoke for woman. He said her 
influence was going to abolish revolutions 
and create peaceful changes. 

AN interesting heathenish usage exists 
among the Polie3hooks (a Ruthenian tribe) in 
Volhynia. A bride being led to the church 
to be married must pass through the fire. A 

World, a huge matrimonial enterprise. We 
suggest that when he has brought the couples 
together he presents each with a work on 
heredity and a copy of Annie Besant's ''Fruits 
of Philosophy." There ar~ enough paupers 
and criminals in the world now. 

WILLIAM ALLBN BuTLBR says that because 
Blackstone declares " Christianity to be 
part of the law of the land," therefore it Is 
a part of the law of the United States. The 
next position for William Allen Butler to take, 
says the American Sentinel, is that the pres
ident of the United States never dies, and can 
do no wrong. It adds: When the Papal 
Monopoly League has elected its candidate 
for the presidency of the United S•ates, Mr. 
Butler will doubtless be called upon to advo
cate this theory to the people at large. 

small fire is built for the purpose on the road, WHBN H. L. Knight, of San Francisco, who 
and the ~elativs of the groom dispose them- has recently rested from his labors, lay dying 
selva in files on both sides to see the bride· a Catholic sister asked him if she might not 
pass over it. They believe that if the girl is summon a priest. He replied: "You may; 
not virtuous the fira must harm her. you may bring a priest, a bishop, an arch-

OF late years Tolstoi, the Russian novelist bishop, the college of cardinals, and the pope 
and social reformer, has practiced the fad of himself. I never closed my door against 
working as a farm laborer on his estate, and any man on account of his religion. But," 
more recently he undertook the duties of said the old man, " I should tell the.m all, 
shepherd for his neighborhood. But his singly and sever!llly, that my chief regret in 
habit of not leaving his bed until 11 o'clock dying is that I can no longer use tongue or 
in the morning did not suit the peasants pen to expose them as either dupes or 1m
whose sheep he was supposed to hav care of, postors." He died as he had lived. 
and they hav compelled him to resign his HuRRAH for Wyoming 1 The lower house 
charge. of its legislature passed the following amend-

G.BNBRA.L BooTH of the Salvation Army ment to the Fitch school code, and then 
says he will do what he can to bring the right adopted the code: "All religious exercises, 
kind of people of both sexes to know one such as reading the Bible, praying, etc., are 
another. This is a part of his "Darkest hereby prohibited in the public schools or 
England " scheme, and seems to be; says the any educational institution in the state of 

Wyoming, which is supported by and is un. 
der control of the state, during the sessions 
of such school or educational institution. 
The teacher or principal of any school or 
educational institution violating the provis
ions of this section shall be immediately re
moved from his or her position by the board 
of school trustees." 

THBRB is no reason for wonder at the fail
ure of Father Ignatius to stir up a religious 
flame in this city, thinks the Sun. To many 
who hav read the reports of his sermons, and 
who hav seen that every reporter has testified 
to his eloquence and fervor, it might seem in
comprehensible that he should not hav made 
at least such an impression upon the public 
as Mr. Moody succeeded in making a few 
years ago. A contributor to the Press ex
plains the failure. He says that a gentleman 
who had been to the meetings complained 
that he was shocked by the bartering and 
beg~ing that attended the services. " I was 
asked to buy a seat, a hymn-book, an auto
graph, and other things. Then I was asked 
to contribute to pay for the hall and for 
Llanthony Abbey." He wondered "if he 
would be allowed to get out with the ehirt 
on his back." This indicates that the cash 
side of the mission has been made apparent 
above the religions side. 

THB pope has sent out a letter in which he 
informs the " faithful" that the world is very 
sick socially and politically, because it won't 
accept him as God's lieutemmt, who has au
thority to be the only thinker on this planet, 
and commissioned to run things in this world 
to suit his "sublime, ineffable, papal nibs." 
He attempts to 11how the G. 0. :r. that he 

"did it with his little hatchet," that the Mc
Kinley bill had nothing to do with it. The 
gang of broken-down Italian nobles, who are 
a majority of the "college," after many cent
uries of successful banking on ignorant and 
superstitious masses of humans, hav actually 
grown, or even bred into the notion that the 
creator of the universe would be obliged to 
make an assignment to them if they should 
close up the Vatican and go out of business. 
Many centu]'ies of in-and-in breeding by a 
few Italian families, has resulted in giving 
them a notion that they are the only pe0ple 
on earth fitted to do business with God or 
Batan.-Loyal American. 

A BOLD Bostonian writes to the Globe: " I 
observed with great pleasure Sunday before 
last, several boys and girls enjoying the ex
cellent skating on a pond near Lake street, 
formerly Brighton, but now a part of Boston, 
a small piece of which, below the U odine 
spring, belongs to me. I had, on the morn
ing of the same day, seen a policeman en
gaged in the old-time occupation of chasing 
some harmless boys off the Frog pond on 
Boston Common. Now, I think the time has 
come when skating should not only be per
mitted, but also made comfortable, on Sun
day in every part of our city. I take the 
liberty of even suggesting to the municipal 
administration the des~rabllity of this reform. 
There is no reason why, during the freezing 
weather, the ponds on the Common and the 
Public Garden should not be kept in prime 
condition for the skaters." It is not likely 
that such an innovation as skating within the 
precincts of the Common will ever be al
lowed. That historic spot is sacred to the 
hanging of witches ! 
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fkommunieations. the sensibility and susceptibili~y cf all organized,life 
being affected by contact with its environment. 
There cannot be conscious existence without a sense 

Who Made God ?-Concluded. of good and evil; sometimes expressed as.God and 
His aubj sets must not only fear transgressing the devil. 

primeval decree, they must be careful not to excite The fact is a fixed postulate and cannot be altered 
his wrath, his vengeance, his hatred, and his cruelty, by man's morbid perversity, or by his capricious 
because it does not require much clerical dexterity pr*judices or false conceptions. 
and genuflection to convert every moral and mental 1..'be sound and sentiment expressed in the word 
obliquity, when indulged by a divinity, into a gude, containing these vowels o and u are common to 
gutt, good, or God. In this way our spiritual guides, many, if not all languages, and mean nothing more 
the priests, by their superhuman endowments and than good in a secular sense. 
their exceptional genius in the realms of the inscru- History justifies us in believing and asserting that 
table and domains of the visionary, hav furnished the good had not been deified or demonized by the pa
world with such Gods as they believed were needed gans in the countries where Christianity originated, 
for its welfare. And not to accept them peaceably and that these early Christians naver heard of and 
and submissivly would be presumptuous blasphemy, knew notbiDg of God or good as a divinity or an 
to deserve and invoke their vengeance. object of worship; or if thfly did they would hav 

The Christian and Infidel world in its bewilder- been as firm in refusing to honor him with worship 
ment bas much to say about God, and with aU the as they were all the other recognized divinities. 
conflicting theories, definitions, and descriptions it It was a principle with them to worship no divin
cannot b9 otherwise. The fable and the fall hav done ity, whether it was God, Jupiter, or Hercules. All 
it a1', "nd set the world ajar. The staggering mental such worship was pagan superstition. 
dilemma and struggle is to reconcile and harmonize I refer now to th~<~ Christianity of the :first a:nd 
the paradox that while God is good he is also the second centuries, when it was an humble, simple, and 
devil. Because in our sacred books and in the vast despised religion or form of ethical philosophy, and 
body of religious literature that floods the world, not worthy of the notice of the aspiring or scholarly 
this duplex character is given to him. The church classes.. But it had spread in the latter part of the 
takes him as he was furnished or presented by the second century and was becoming a power, when 
church fathers. . more scholarly men availed themselvs of the oppor-

It is a diffi~ult and inexplicable problem, but we tunity to ac'aieve distinction by claiming to be con
submit when we are told that God's ways are not as verts; and aching as priests and bishops, soon 
our ways. "How unsearchable are his judgments, brought it into disgrace by introducing their heathen 
and his ways past finding out r• Then we believers corruptions and dogmas and making it a superstition. 
submit and think it is all for the best. These men are now called· the "early Christian 

Bat the Infidels renew the quarrel; displeased fathers." When we read their biographieP, learn 
with the God the fathers, in their great strait and their characters and qualifications for the positions 
bewildering predicamants, felt themselvs driven to de they occupied in the church and as religious teachers, 
fine and interpret as best they could, they proceed to we find they were the destroyers of original Chris
destroy him altogether. They are uninformed and tianity. 
fanatical or they would not do so. For man by nat- From their writings that hav been preserved and 
ure, whether Infidel or Christian, loves good. He contemporary testimony, they all, during their lives 
loves everything that is good. He strives after it as Christians, retained their early pagan faith in 
and livs for it as he understands it. And not to love ·polytheism, and acknowledged their belief in the 
the principle and symbol of all goodness as expressed popular divmities of their day, though they did not 
in the word good, gute, or God, as understood by teach these views in the church. But their pagan 
the ancients in its primitiv sense, and before it was proclivities prompted them to originate new divini
masqueraded in the fable as the God of ignorant in- ties out of words, names, objects, substantivs, and 
nocence, is to be a misanthrope, a monster, a fiend abstractions. They demoniz9d or deified the words 
incarnate. If we destroy God and decry the symbol "chief good.'' of Plato, jesu christi, trt'e wisdom, of 
of goodness, we lapse below the lowest vertebrate P&ul, the good sun or ''sun of good." They also 
animal and put ourselvs outside of nature. deified the light of the sun-the pure atmosphere-

If the God our perplexed ancestors, in their great calling it "holy gas," then spelled Ghost; and pure 
dilemma, mllde for us, is dsfectiv and incongruous, water was Holy Spirit. · 
we hav fully as much right and liberty to revise and Pure love was good ; so they said good or " God 
restore him to his ancien~ integrity, with the broader was IotrP," and "they who dwell in love dwell in 
vision that we enjoy, as they bad in their desperate God.'! L'gbt was good and" God was light, and in 
extremities to do the best they knew how. Let the him there was no darkness at all.'' They soon dei
Infidel understand that a God that is not wholly fied the deputed good men as a kind of divine mas
good, and in every sense represents anything abort sengers or Pervants for their divinities, whom our 
of every good accessible to man, is not the true God, Latin and E lglish ancestors translated in the Bible 
and no sensible God-loving man could be expected into EogleP, or angels, because the Engles were 
to acknowledge or accept it. blonds of fair c9mplexion and comely appearance, as 

If we succeed in abolishing God from our affec- they aupposFd the inhabitants of the invisible sphere 
tiona, our hopeFJ, and ambition-s, we will be the vic- to be. They thus deified departed saints into angels, 
tims of evil, servants of the devil, for there are but and Mary, the mother of Joshua (Jeshu), they dei· 
two acknowledged moral forces, and to abandon one fied as the mother of good or God. And a multi-
is to be subject to the other. tude of other places and things were deified as holy. 

The disciples and Christians of the first century They also, consistent with their inherited, char-
were a sect of humble philosophers of the Platonic ished faith, made a class of worthless or evil· divin
order. They were devoted to good works, living ities, which go by the names of Satan and his 
closely up to the ethics of Jesus. angels, Bee· zsbub, the dragon, the · serpent, and 

They believed in no demons or divinities nor the devil, etc. 
would they worship or sacrifice to any. Ma~y of These holy fathers of the church began this cor
them .were tortured and put to death by the pagans ruption of the faith of the first simple disciples of 
on tb1s account for their Infidelity. This is the uni- Platonism, who rejected all divinities, r.nd the suc· 
for.m. testimo~y of ~hurc~ ·and civil history. Their ceeding writers and defenders of the faith, beginning 
rehg10n consisted In domg good. In our ·Anglo- with the gospel authors, scribes, or copyists and 
Saxon language there was the word good, but no translators, for a thousand years, till printing was 
God. But our Anglo-Suon (English) translators of discovered a:rd the Reformation commenced, when 
the Bible, in order to adapt .it to that idolatrous editors, printers, and publishers, true to the letter 
period, put thia new word or name God in the B1ble and teachings of the manuscript, printed the names 
in de-fiance. o~ t~e Greek text, and by so doing ha; of these Chri~tian divinities with the capital initial 
made Chnshamty a pagan superstition and these to preserve ttem. 
early Christians heathen idolatorP, which if living Ot late yfars science and scholarship hav been 
rather than submit to they would suffer d~ath. ' undermining. exposing, and dissipating these long-

In the light of modern revelations in science and established divinities and superstitions, to the great 
P.hilosophy, ~o. suggestiv of the origin of many. theo- distress and terror of their ardent devotees; and in 
rtes a~d traditiOns, ~o~ma~ an~ beliefs, the.t h!'v long their frenzy to maintain them they are experiencing 
been mcorporated m mstitutiOns and organizations religious spasms in efforts to preserve the precious 
of church and state, to open a general warfare and faith, insisting, with pious pertinacity, that in order 
onslaught on .their existence is to put the parties so to save them they must be incorporated and sus
en~aged o~ts1de of ~ommon sympathy into a forced tained in the civil and political institutions ; in 
~xtle. It Is excludmg all opportunity for social Sabbath laws and by periodical holy observances; 
mtercourse, or mental or moral instruction of the by chaplains and church tax exemptions; and to sa
masses, .who so. muc.h nee~ light and intelligence on curt' the perpetuity of these, to hav our already good 
these vtt"l topics, mvolving human elevation en- national Constitution turned into a divine ordinance 
franchisment from error and the misfortunes 'ever by deifying the word good into a God, that the pea
enslaving those who are its victims. pie may not only obey, but learn to adore, the docu-

When Liberals caricature, blaspheme, or deny the ment thus made holy. 
existence of good, alias God, as s thought without That sinf!uiar freak in human nature that hankers 
reference as to the way it is spelled .or pro'nounced after and &ffi'litizes with these demons or divinities, 
the! array themse!vs. against the knowledg~, ~be ex~ drives some to novel, not to say ridiculous extremi
perience, and co~viCtions of unnumbered I!lllhons of ties in manifesting their zeal and devotion. The 
the human family fo~ unnumbere~ centur~es of the I National Reform Society is sffiicted with this mania: 
past. To deny the existence of th1s good IB to deny Its members seem sanguin in a belief .that, though our 

national- Constitution is a good one, . it . would be 
much better if the word go~d-could be placed in i,t, 
spelled G o-d-it would add much to its virtue an,d 
strength, for then the God divinity would be honored 
and treated with due regard, and in return would 
shower down his blessings on his appre(liativ sub
j acts. These reformers are so confident of the re
sult that no efforts are too great in order that it 
may be consummated. 

It is not wide of the truth to affirm that ninef.y
nine per cent of the people are superficial, narrow, 
and incompetent thinkers; the toilers, the idlers, 
and timid, the trained and neglected, the stupid and 
stalwart., the weak and indolent, see no point-no 
occasion nor necessity for discussing and anaTyzing · 
this divinity or demon theory. They can scarcely 
see a connection between it and the welfare of so
ciety. Their logic and metaphysics are too limited 
and local, too scant and contracted, to grasp the idea 
in i s entirety. How many readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER see no special or essential need for examining 
the question to see its. force and bearing on and 
ag&inst progreseiv and aggressiv thought T How 
many of them know that our religion was ~egotten 
and born in a land of demons! That all Christen
dom to-day is under demoniacal influence; that. it 
exercises all the terror and power of a reality; that 
with our great professions of superior enlighten
ment., this demonology do:ninates our· social, domes
tic, and civil life? H dictates our policy, overrides 
our reason, and demands our reverence. It is sung 
into us in our cradle lullabies, in the nursery and 
Sunday-school, in church hymns and instrumental 
music; at our meal&, when we arise in the morning and 
retire at night, in sickness and sorrow, at our birth 
and at death. It is attuned, enjoined, and glorified 
from the beginni11g to the end of our existence. In 
courts of justice, in legislativ halls, in public procla
mations for holiday observances, in the army and 
navy, on the battle-fields, on the scaffold, and in 
every public office from the hangman to the chief 
magistrate, it is invoked, honored, and reverenced 
in the oath. It hangs over the masses as a pall, a 
thrall that binds them down through life to a mental 
condition of servil obs€quiousnees that forbids them 
int,Estigating, and makes Freethought, Liberalism, 
and rational inquiry revolting and offensiv to their 
instincts. This ecclesiastical and demoniacal chain 
must be broken by inviting attention to its weak and 
rotten links, and in showing where and bow it was 
forged, its utter fragility and worthlessness to fetter 
anyone with an intelligent and enlightened under
standing of' its origin and purposes. 
· · This chain of superstition that links us to the 
ages of rampant demonology is the salient point of 
our warfare. This tether must be broken, for while 
it is intact all our skirmishing and fusillading on the 
mental outposts of the fortress, buttressed about 
and intrenched and cemented together by ancient 
and venerable faith, in the presence and power of 
demons, divinitieP, or of modern gods, will avail but 
little, and will be treated as the ravings of the blas
phemer or as the workings of Satan, their demon of 
darkness. 

The root and trunk of our religion are found here. 
It is by traversing and surveying this ground and 
aequainting ourselvs with the age and with the mo
tive and objects ot those who were activ and fore
most in planting our faith, that we will be able to see 
the character, quality, and extept of the stupendous 
fraud that is now holding the human mind in abey
ance. 

While these demons stand unchallenged and un· 
masked, holding their grip on human affections, our 
pueril efforts to destroy the great ecclesiastical su
perstructure and overturn the foundations of the 
hierarchy that sustains it, all tinder the patronage 
and invincible support of this prince and chief of 
demons men call God-this imaginary divinity, or
dained, equipped, and enthroned in power by 
creativ genius and human skill, as a ruler of this 
world and monarch of the universe-will avail but 
little, if not directed to the root and origin, to those 
seeds of ancient paganism planted and carefully cul
tivated by our Greek fathers and their successors, 
the servitorP, patrons, and founders of our present 
orthodox Christian faith, wherever and in 'Whatever 
degree it prevails. . 
. Much that ia printed, read, or uttered in discus

sions in our Freetbougbt literature to the minds of 
the uninformed masses is accepted as mere declBJDa
tion, or as the crude cogitations of a disordered 
mind, or as the ravings of the irreverent or infamous 
blasphemer, because it is mere fragmentary outbursts 
of railing and denunciation, generally unauthenticated 
and inopportune. Instead of interesting, attracting, 
and instructing, its dl:'ect is just the reverse, and 
tends to strengthen the faith in that which it is 
aimed to discredit and destroy. 

Too much of the force of Liberal sentiment is in 
this way turned against the movement by its over
ultra, injudicious, and often unwise advocates. It is 
much better to calmly enlighten than it is to stun, 
stagger, or frighten and disgust a listener, with 
abrupt and untimely assertion or caricature. 

Philadelphia, Jan., 1891. T. E. LoNGSHORE. 
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Religious Banks and Banking.-Concluded. 
0 :1e would suppose that the frequent exposure of 

frauds deliberately and for years practiced by relig
ious people would cure that large class of persons 
who, on account of tha weakness of their discrimi
nating powers, may be named "gullibles,'' their family 
coat of arms being the gudgeon, that silly fish which 
has the reputation of biting st any bait that looks 
like being good. Their folly consists in supposing 
that religion has any effect whatever in making men 
honest and honorable in their dealings. The ortho
dox doctrin, as to the matter of salvation, is that 
every convert to the church is a regenerated man ; 
that all his sins, considered as debts due to divine 
justice, hav been atoned for, and fully paid and 
settled, by the blood of Christ, whose satisfaction thus 
made to the broken law is set over to his credit in 
the book of God's ·remembrance. This legal trans
action covers not only the original sin which he com
mitted in his representativ, Adam, but alJ his actual 
sins, past, present, and to come, and hence he is in a 
justified state, which means that he is free from all 
condemnation, and is regarded now, henceforth, and 
forever as one who had never sinned. 

This is .the doctrin of Paul, the first great cor
rupter of Christianity, as Jefferson said, and accounts 
for the triumphant feeling expressed in his epistle 
to the Romans (chap. ix)1 where, in tracing the links 
in the chain of salvation, beginning with the fore· 
knowledge and purpose of .God, and ending with the 
saint's glorification in heaven, he says: "What shall 
we then say to these things·! If God be for us, who 
can be against us ! Who shaH lay anything to the 
charge of God's elect? It is God that j ustifieth. 

:-Who is he that condemneth? It is Ohrist that died, 
yea, rather that is risen again, who is even at the 
right hand of God, who also maketh intercession 
for us." . 

Now, taking men as we find them, while a noble 
ma.n whom nature has made out of good material 
would scorn to take advanhge of the certainty of his 
salvation to ind11lge in all manner of sin, the common 
run of people, who compose the vast maj orlty, would 
do that very thing. When a temptation, on the 
highway or byway of life, meets one of these profes. 
sional saints, taking him on his blind or weak side, 
he yieids, secretly, 11.nd perhaps unconsciously feel
ing that if he does yield, the blood of Ohrist will 
blot out the record of his sin, provided he is sorry 
for it. For, as I hav shown, Paul clearly teaches that 
if a saint commits a crime, Jesus, like an attorney at 
law, stands at the right hand of God in heaven as 
his intercessor, and pleads that, as he himself paid 
the criminal's debt on the cross, the criminal must 
not only be acquitted but justified.. The conscious
ness in a believer that the blood of Ohrist has an in
finit value which may be drawn upon, acts on men as 
the knowledge a spendthrift ·son bas, that his father 
has deposited in a safe bank a million of dollars 
which he can check out whenever he incurs a new 
debt. The doctrin of the church, Catholic and 
Protestant, is that the atoning blood of Christ, al
though only applied to sinners on this planet, has 
efficacy enough to redeem the sinners of ten thou
sand worlds like this. The pope of Rome, as God's 
vicegerent, and acting as secretary of the Lord's 
treasury, claims that the unappropriated surplus 
revenue of grace accruing from the infinit value of 
Christ's atonement is under his sole control, and 
that he has a right to use it in his official business. 
Therefore when a man wishes to break the divine 
law he. looks at the list of indulgences, and getting 
the necessary money, purchases a " dispensation;" 
that is, the pope, through his subordinate officers 
the priests, takes out of the surplus fund in the 
treasury the necessary amount of grace, and givs the 
transgressor so much credit on account. 

It is essentially so in the Protestant church. 
There is no other way of accounting for this class of 

· gullibles being so large. They sincerely believe that, 
as to human conduct, all is gold that glitters ; and if 
the gold becomes tarnished by exposure they never 
suspect that it is because the article is what the.min
eralogists call " fools' -gold," but think that it only 
needs rubbing up to make it shine as brightly as ever. 
We had an illustration of this, lately, in the kind-hearted 
old Msssachusetts specimen of the gullible class, who 
was so charmed with the saintliness of a penitentiary 
convict she knew, that, notwithstanding the frequent 
proofs she had of his roguery, she allowed him to be
guile her out of thousands of dollars. 
~ut gullibility is such a -weakness in the hu

man charachr that, until mankind is cured of its re
ligious superstition, it will always furnish swindlers 
t 'ae means of prao tieing their arts of cunning success
fully. If a penniless fellow in Chicago wanted to 
make a fortune in five years he might assure himself 
of success within that time if he understood well the 
art of cajolery. From the history of so many, let me 
sketch the plan. The first step to be taken is to get 
converted at some revival, and evince a gift of prayer, 
and an emotional display of piety in the way of tears. 
We all know what a weapon of offense and defense a 
woman's tears are, and how often the stony heart of 
the judge on the bench can be melted by the appeals 

they make for mercy. It has been said that it is un
manly for a man to weep under any circumstances, 
and certainly, more really deep feeling is exhibited 
in stifling his emotions, and keeping back his tears; 
than in giving them free vent. But our amiable 
class of gullibles hav always yielded to the sympa
thetic force of tears. One of the Scotch preachers, 
during the times of the Solemn League and Oovenant, 
was exceedingly admired by his hearers for his long 
sermons of three or four hours, and mainly because, as 
one of his congregation has recorded: " He had a great 
power o' watter; for he grat, and he spat, and he 
swat like mischief." And · here I may digress a 
moment to say, that one reason why the regular 
clergy of our city churches are being cheated out of 
their congregations by the Sunday papers, is that, 
reading over their little dry sermons of half an hour, 
with no inspiration of hell-fire in them, they awaken 
no feeling in their hearers. They hav no need of hand
kerchiefs to mop the sweat from their foreheads, ·and 
the tears from their eyes and noses, as the old 
preachers had. The weeping part of the church serv· 
ices is left now to the. revivalists, and hence they are 
.the only class of the clergy who succeed, in defiance 
of the Sunday newspaper, in winning souls to Christ. 

But to return to our pious knave. After he be
comes remarkable for his zeal as a church-member, 
which is evinced in his punctual attendance on the 
means of grace, his next step is to get a class of chil
dren in the Sabbath-school, where he is a model 
teacher. Soon he is promoted to be superintendent, 
which, if in a large evangelical church, enables him 
to take a long step toward realizing his hope of be
ing a wealthy man. For a Sunday-school superin
tendent, judging from the number of them exiled in 
Oanada and the penitentiaries of the country, has 
special facilities for paving the way to success in 
making money. Serving the Lord for revenue, he is 
always at his post of duty on the holy Sabbath to 
address the children and tell them all about Jesus, 
and pious little boys and girls who, being too good 
to liv, like little Nathan Dickerman, died and went 
to heaven. AU these children when they go home 
will echo and ree;,ho the praises of our dear superin
tendent in the ears of their credulous mothers, and 
she will repeat them in the ears of her husband. In 
due time, the godly; women of the congregation ask 
their husbands to make the acquaintance of our 4ero, 
and invite him to their houses as a visitor. Our 
pious swindler, even if he is not married into the 
family, knows how to ingratiate himself into the good 
opinion and, finally, the confidence of the husband as 
a business man, because every business man is ac· 
quainted, and holds relations, with others of his class, 
and they enlarge the field of operations. At church 
on Sunday, at the prayer-meetings every week, as 
well as in the Sunday-schools, and especially on sac
ramental occasions, he exhibits his superabundant 
piety, until all who know him hav perfect confidence 
in him as being and possessing all that is requisit in 
the character of Daacon Smith's "truly good man." 
I giv our shrewd adventurer three years out of the 
£ve to achieve this coDquest over the gullibles. 
Then I allow him two years more to trade upon his 
capital, which consists of mere confidence reposed in 
him as a religious man. Upon this he either spec
ulates in stock, with funds stolen from his employers, 
or borrows a little money to set up a bank. If he 
adopts the latter plan, like his late exemplar, Brother 
Kean in Ohicago, he opens the day's busine::!s with 
prayer to his patron deity, the God of Jacob. He 
has a secret reason for this, for Jacob was a rogue 
like himself. He cheated his gullible old father- in
law, Laban, the Syrian, out of his cattle, and also his 
own twin brother, Esau, out of his birthright; and, 
of course, a deity who would approve of such con
duct would be the very one that a swindling banker 
in Chicago would like to worship and pray to every 
day, for he wen· knows that there are plenty of-con
fiding Labans to be found among the million of peo
ple who compose -the population of that city, who 
could be induced to put their hard earnings into his 
bank for safe keeping. 

But now comes the denoument, by which French 
word is meant, the development of the plot, the final 
issue, or result, the catastrophe. Justice, personified 
as Nemesis in the Greek mythology, a virgin goddess, 
although she has the reputation of being leaden
heeled, and slow of gait, has the eye of a basilisk, and 
the scent and endurance of the bloodhound, and at 
last overtakes the transgressor with his ill·gotten gain 
stored away in his pocket. She enters the bank with
out knocking at the door, holds up the insignia of her 
office and authority, puts the offender into the balance, 
weighs him, and finds him wanting in all the attributes 
of character which make an honest and true m&n. 
The church sends her agent to defend his character 
by the absurd and impudent plea that, having been 
for so many years a bright aud shining light in the 
church, etc., etc., he must needs be innocent, although 
proven to be guilty,-thus committing the unpardon
able sin of attempting to unsettle the order of the 
universe and the affairs of men, by blotting out the 
eternal distinction between right and wrong; Jus
tice, however, still declares him to be a robber, yea, 
still worse ; for a robber has courage enough to run 

the riek of being killed in the act, but he is a swin
dler, who, to make himself rich, deliber~Ately nsea his 
religion to get the confidence and the money of men 
and women of moderate means, when he knows that 
they will ultimately be reduced to the pinchings of 
poverty. 

But, most unfortunately, justice can only expose 
and punish the criminality of a swindler after she 
succeeds in catching him. She cannot make him dis
gorge his plunder, and lliv it back to the victims of 
his treachery, although they be hungry widows and 
orphans. They must suffer the consequences of 
their being dupes; for both nature and the law allow 
men to be punished for their ignorance. VINDEx. 

The Preachers and the Actors. 
Prom the New Ym·k Dramatic Mi1"1"01". 

Clergymen hav been giving professionals some
thing to talk about during the last few days. The 
pastor of the Amesbury, Mass., Universalist church, 
the Rr:v. A. 0. White, made his appearance there as 
Miles S ;andieh, in a comic opera called Priscil1a, sup
ported by local amateurs. The house was crowded 
by church people and others eager to see the un
wonted spectacle of a minister of the gospel kicking 
up his heels in public. From all accounts he made 
a success both as actor and singer, and carried the 
house by storm. As a matter of coursE', the Ames
bury gossips hav wagged their tongues industriously 
over the clergyman's exploit, and the community is 
about c qually divided between condemnation and 
commendation. 

But far less innocent and censul'able than the Rev. 
Mr. White's eccentric foray into the domain of comic 
opera w(re the .sermons preached against the stage 
by a clerical sensationalist named Rankin-G. C. 
Rankin-in K&nsas City at about the same time. 
This purblind preacher is one of the few relics of 
that school of orthodox mountebanks who, like their 
contemporaries and prototypes the vagabond stroll
ers, hav become well-nigh obsolete in all civilized 
lands-a school that has done mankind more harm 
than good. Narrow, ill-informed, eatunted with 
false idtas of life, they discuss public qu_estions with 
the unreasoning fierceness of the frmatic and the 
crass ignorance of the bigot. Rl\nkin h~s placed 
himself outside the pale of courteous consideration 
by the agency of his large mouth, tbat-figurativly, 
"t least-discounts the orifice through which Tal
mage emits his Sunday diec0urses. 

I think you will agree with me on this point when 
you hav perused the following extracts culled at ran
dom from his tirades : 

The literature and customs of the brothel will become 
the common fashion of the stage and opera. They hav 
about reached that point already. 

According to the statement of a manager, it is not moral 
excellence or literary worth, or high vocal skill, or elocution
ary merit, or high-toned humor that enters into the "rage" of 
stage attractions, but the grossly indelicate exhibition of the 
" beautiful outlines" of the indecent female form. 

·From this sehool people are being trained in the art of 
perfidy, d :ception, intrigue, and licentiousness. 

It is cultivating a taste for the literature, practices, and 
ribaldry of the dramshop and the brothel, from which, no 
doubt, the average theatrical troupe draws much of the fash
ion of ita stage dress, indecent posings, coarse manners, and 
ill-scented inspirations. 

Such an institution imparts and fosters a deep-seated dis
respect for woman's virtue. It evokes and stimulates the 
worst passions and appetites of men. 

It generates a.n atmosphere under whose pestilential in
fluence the innate love of chastity withers and the lust· of 
conviviality and libertinism grows and flourishes and brings 
forth its abundant harvest. It excites the cravings of the 
toper, it sharpens the wit of the gambler, it furnishes a plot 
for the gay seducer, it opens up unthought-of avenues to the 
foul conspirator against the sanctity of wedded life, and it 
flings the glamour of chuckling cleverness and ingenuity .. 
around the deeds of the pampered rake and the chartered 
libertin. 

There is nothing mean or cunning in human life; there is 
nothing base or groveling in human ·conduct ; there is noth
in~~: smutty or profane in human manners; there is nothing 
slimy in human thought and imagination, and there is noth
ing crafty and insidious in human motiv and purpose that 
is not thrown into some sort of groteeque or bewitching 
shape by the ordin~ry playhouse theatricalo. 

The utterer,of these vicious libels is a popular cler
gyman, whose ·congregation, I am told, is one of the 
largest in Kansas Oity. 

God help the poor Methodist fbek that is led into 
error by the lies of this blatant shepherd! 

Rinkin, by the way, has drawn forth this criticism 
from a brother clergyman, the R1.1v~ Myron W. Reed, 
of Danver: "Dr. Rinkin's sermon was rank and 
wholly ur.called for, and showed the speaker's igno
rance of what he was talking about. While on this 
subj act I want to say that I think actors rank just as 
well as any other class of people, and juab as well as 
preachers. I think .they overdo their a_dv~rtising, but 
then look at De W1tt Talmage. He Ifi ~he best ad
vertiser in the business. I think the best ides would 
be to mak9 the pulpit as attraotiv sa the stage." 

TuB managers of the exhibitio~ at Chicago do ~~t 
seem to hav risen to the conceptiOn that the exh1b1· 
tion is to be a national aff,ir, and as such should not 
be used to propagate the peculiar beliefs of this or 
that sect, especially in v~ew of tho !&?t that~ the na· 
tion, as a nation, recogmzes no rehg10n.-.European 
edition of the Herald. 
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. Josiah P. Mendom. 
· Fl·om the Boston Investiuator. 

Oa Tuesday afternoon, Jan. 11, 1891, the sad 
funeral rites over the .body of the respected and be
loved proprietor of the Boston Investigator were 
performed. The day was perfect. The winter sun 
shone bright and the air was clear. 

In accordance with the wishes of the deceased and 
his family the services were private, and were held 
at his late residence in Melrose Highlands. About 
seventy-five of the intimate friends of Mr. Mendum 
were present to pay the last tribute of respect and 
affection. The casket was in the front parlor of the 
house, and the face of the deceased was seen as if in 
peaceful sleep. A sheaf of wheat was laid upon the 
casket. Near· by was a large bunch of white roses 
with the word "Finished" in purple flowers in the 
center. Many other floral offerings were in the 
room. 

The services c.ommenced with singing, "We Are 
Gatherin~ Home," by the Oommonwealth Q'1artet. 
Mr. L. K. Washburn then made the following ad· 
dress: 

MY FRIENDS: We hav met together to pay our tribute of 
respect to a man who deserved the respect of a world. 

Josiah P. Mendum Is a name that has always been clean 
and pure. His children can cherish It with honor; his 
friends can speak it with pride, and his fellow-men can 
write it with grateful remembrance. 

At the end of a long, busy life, a life of toil, of hardship, 
of bitter struggle, but also of succeas, of victory, and of 
triumphant peace, the white sleep of death falls on the tired 
hand and the weary brain. 

Few men hav lived with more to be proud of; few men 
hav died with less to regret. 

It is a great thing to liv life well ; to Uv in a way to make 
the world better; to be upright and true; to oppose t.be 
wrong; to work for the right; to stand by the poor, the op
pressed, the down-trodden; to speak for the few, the de
spised, the maligned; to spend one's life in the cause of jus
tice and truth. 

Josiah P. Mendum did this, did it quietly, modestly, did 
it as his duty, and it is for doing this that we honor and re
spect him. 

He worked for the good of this world ; he did not waste 
his life in work for another. There was so much to be done 
here, so much that was needed to make human life what it 
should be, that he gave all his thought and labor to the 
present. 

He oould not accept a defeated hope on farth as the 
promis of a waiting joy in heaven, but, instead, he saw in it 
the necessity of a greater wisdom and a nobler life here. 

He lived to make the most of his opportunities while they 
lasted ; he did not ask where they were to end. He never 
complained of the hours or days or years being too long. 
He loved to work, and he could always find something to 
do. Be was activ and interested in his business as long as 
the willing mind could obey its master. 

There was no deceit In this man. He VIliS truthful; plain
spoken even to bluntness. He would not lie to fi!ltter friend 
or frighten foe. He relied upon facts, and he stated thinga 
candidly and without excuse or ornament. He had the 
rugged habit of honesty of purpose, and he did not varnish 
his speech tor utterance. Where his word was given his 
deed was assured. Men who dealt with biro trusted him. 
He possessed the strictest business integrity. He wronged 
no man of his just dues. He paid his every debt. . . 

Sixty years ago the man who doubted the truth of the 
Christian dogmas was looked upon as bad; the man who re
jected the hand of the Christian rellgion was looked upon as 
lost. It required courage sixty years ago to be honest to 
one's intellectual doubts, but it requfred a greater courage 
to follow the fate of one's intellectual convictions. There 
was then more to be encountered by him who avowed his 
opposition to the popular faith. . . 

To Mr. Mendum the Christian religion was false, its 
doctrine were cruel, its preaching was injurious, and he 
determined to do all he could as long as he lived to show 
men that there was no power in the universe to be feareli, 
and that they were wronging themselvs by sacrificing this 
life for another. 

He was true to that determination, and well has he per
formed his task. How much he has done we cannot say, 
for results are not to be measured by what we see and 
know. 

More than fifty years ago, before he was thirty years of 
age, he became the publisher and proprietor of the Boston 
Investi'gator. It was through this paper that he did his wo:rk; 
not as editor, not as contributor, but as manager, who, by 
his careful, conservativ course, by his indomitable energy, 
and by his lofty spirit of sacrifice, which, more than once, 
carried him and those who were dear to him almost to the 
edge of want, kept the paper alive and saved it to do the 
great work of enlightenment to which it was consecrated by 
its brave founder. He gave his life to the publishing of a 
paPer that should advocate the mental freedom of man. 

He never wavered In his purpose ; never faltered in his 
labor ; never turned back in his course. 

He did what to him was right. He was faithful to his 
convictions. His heart and mind were both enlisted In the 
battle for freedom. Every day· for more than half a cent•1ry 
he stood at his post of duty. He lived to see many a dogma 
die, many a truth born, and he had the proud satisfaction of 
knowing that he had contributed by his efforts to the larger 
liberty which the world enjoys. 

The Boston InvetJtigator is alive to.daychiefiy throu~h the 
enterprise, sagacity, pluck, and perseverance of Joaiah P. 
Mendum. It must stand as a monument to his nam:e, and 
no man could hav a grander. . 

The man whom we honor to. day with our presence and 
our thoughts was not before the public. He did not seek of
fice nor position. He had no ambition for olace or power. 
He did not seek to lead men nor to build his fame upon the 
services of his fellow- beings. 

All the triumph he asked was what his own hands could 
win. All the glory of his life was the result of his own 
efforts. He helped others. He worked for the improve. 
ment of the world. He gave his time and talents to promote 
the cause of human liberty and human emancipation from 
superstition. He saw the world of man held in the bonds of 
mental slavery, and he attacked this great evil whenever he 
could strike a blow for freedom and truth. 

He fought for liberty as long as his hands could hold a 

sword, and his sympathy with man's struggles against wrong 
and falsehood ceased only with his breath. 

It Is a great tbinjl; to aid the cause of edupation by furnish
ing facts to the world; by providing a medium for the ex
change of Ideas, and it was this which Mr. Mendum did. 
For doing this thousands hav spoken his name· with grati
tude, and thousands more will liv to be benefited by his 
wise and judicious labors. 

The noblest fruit of human life is manliness. The man 
who lies before us in the peaceful arms of death was a moral 
man. He had no bad habits. Vice had no attractions for 
him. He was mentally and morally clean. He was not 
ashamed of his thoughts. There surrounded him an atmos
phere of self-respect. He life was open, honest, aboveboard, 
and he lived in the light. 

In this age character has made all creeds contemptible. 
It is what we do that shows what we are. The man who is 
sincere need wear no disguise; need make no profession. 
The paint of falsehood cannot hide the face of truth. 

Josiah P. M~ndum could not be a hypocrit. His lips 
could not lie. He told the truth whether it was pleasant or 
unpleasant. He made friends of the best, and it is a noble 
tribute to the sincerity of his character that they remained 
true through life. 

His grasp was warm and kind, and where his confidence 
went his heart followed. He did not use flattery. Honesty 
needs only plain words. 

ln this man's character there was the firmness of earth. 
He held his opinions with uncompromising integrity. If 
they were right, why should he yield ? 

Those who knew him, knew that beneath his every act 
was a reason. 

Re was impulsiv at times, but never unjust. He did not 
want to be wronged nor to wrong others. 

Mr. Men dum had the virtues which delighted in home; 
which protected the family; which shielded the weak. His 
life was divided between the duties of his business and the 
pleasures of his home. In his family relations he was ex
ceedingly fortunate. His home was his heaven, his· best 
place, and it yielded him every happiness, every joy. 

In the sacred quiet and peace of home he passed his last 
days, with the hands and feet of love ever ready to wait 
upon his wants. 

He bore his sufferings patiently; he faced his fate calxuly 
and bravely, and died as he had lived-grandly. 

This man whom we hav learned to respect, esteem. and 
love, has reached the end of life's journey. He has left us 
the legacy of a pure and noble life. We can honor him best 
by imitating his virtues. · 

Over his sleeping dust we say these parting words of re
spect and esteem. 

Farewell. 

At the conclusion of the addraas the q urtet sailg 
the hymn, "Lay Me Low." 

The pall-bearers were Messrs. T. W. Ripley, Jacob 
Bean, L K. Mann, and H. Sargesnt. 

The body was buried in the family lot at Wyo
ming Oemetery in Melrose. 

stancefl, and shouhl ·be restrained instead of pun
ished. 

Mr. Mendum did not suddenly embrace all of Mr. 
Kneeland's ideas, but he went often to hear him, 
formed a friendship for him, became acquainted with 
m:my of his people, and found them pure of life, 
well meaning, and kind in feeling. 

From this point investigation was rapid and per
sistent ; and so thoroughly was Mr. Mendum con
vinced of what he believed to be the falsity and cru
elty of the Ohristian religion, that when Mr. Knee
land was released from prison the printing of his 
paper, the Investigator, was turned over to Mr. 
Mendom, who shortly after became its publisher 
and proprietor. 

In October, 184:7, Mr. Mendum married Miss 
Elizabeth Munn, of New York, a lady of advanced 
Liberal ideas, which she had absorbed in her inter
course with her friend, Mrs. Ernestine L. Rose1 one 
of the first strong advocates of woman's rights, who 
is still living, and a persistent pleader for Free
thought. Mrs. Mendum died in April, 1872; having 
given birth to six children, one of whom died in in
f .. ncy. The others stillliv, and the son, Mr; Ernest 
Mendum, succeeds his father as the publisher of the 
Investigator. 

Mr. Mendum was an Agnostic, with all that the 
term implies, in regard to man's spiritual being and 
destiny. He was positiv in his antagonism to the
ology and Ohristianity. He fought all forms of 
what he deemed superstition with persistency and 
bravery. In all this he had the respect of all who 
knew him well, because of his lack of cant and hy
p:>crisy, and his thoroughly pure character. 

He held to his belief to the last moment of his life. 
He did 'not consider the fact of a future existence 
proved, but felt ready to meet it if there should be 
one. 0.1 the day of his death, feeang that the end 

·was near, he asked, " Is this dee.th '" and, baing told 
that it was, he quietly awaited the end. 

0.1e Ohristian woman, an acquaintance, oDce re
marked of him to show her dread of his indifference: 
" He is a bad man, because be is such a good man." 

He believed thoroughly in the institutions of mar
riage and the home,· and was thoroughly domestic in 
his life, although he could see the faults in the organ
:zation and customs of society as plainly as he dis
cerned the wrongs of oppression. 

He was identified with several of the great reform 
movements-the antislavery contest, shorter hours 
for labor, woman suffrage, and particularly the SKETCH OF MR, MENDUM's LIFE. 

From trte Boston Herald. 
• emancipation of the public schools from all sectarian 

it:tl.oences. He was thoroughly opposed to our sys
tem of so-called protectiv tariff, chi~flJ for the reason 
that he believed that free intercourse between na
tions was a great factor to the progress of civiliza
tion. 

Mr. Josiah Paine Mendum, who has just died, had 
a remarkable career. It was not filled with any 
romantic incidents, startling tableaux, or thrilling 
situations whic~ rendered it sensational, but was 
characterized by rugged honesty, rare intelligence, 
persistent industry, and devotion to the ctmee of the 
oppressed. There were bitter struggles, there were 
frequent triumphs, and a record of success in busi
ness and social life. 

At the time of his death he had published the 
Investigator fir more than fiHy years, during which 
time he had been constantly associated in business 
with Horace Seaver, the editor, until the death of 
the latter a year and a half ago. 

Mr. 1\iendum was born iQ Kennebunk, Me., on 
July 7, 1811, and therefore lived almost a decade be
yond the popular idea of man's term of existence. 
He spent the years of his minority in his nativ town, 
availing himself of the little advantages of the town 
school in his early boyhood, but entering the print
ing business as an apprentice at the age of fourteen, 
on the death of his father. 

Armed with credentials from his employer as to 
his ''industry, sobriety, and a clever knowledge of the 
printing trade," he went to Dover, N. H., in his 
twenty-first year, and obtained work for a short time 
in the office of the Monitor, a Unitarian paper. 

In 1833. however, he returned to his nativ town, 
and found occasional employment in the various 
offi3eS there; but as the chances of regular work at 
remunerativ prices were not promising, he came to 
Boston, imbued with the idea, gathered from his 
Ohristitm parents, who were Universalists, of saving 
what he could and paying as he went. Here his 
work was in a job printing-office, in a stereotype 
foundry, and upon daily newspapers. 

In the summer of 1833 a young friend urged him 
to go and hear Abner Kneeland, the prominent Free
thinker of that day, but for a long time young Men. 
dum refused, because he was afraid of being led 
astray from religion. The "delusions of Infidelity" 
were abhorrent to him, and he feared to listen to 
them because of the possible result upon his mind. 
But when "Fr. K ueeland" had been prose~uted for 
blasphemy, Josiah's friend showed him how incon
sistent it was to condemn a man for his religious 
opinions, and to refuse to hear or read his lectures, 
and even when he was prosecuted for publishing his 
opinions, to condemn him unheard. 

The next Sunday evening the two friends went to 
hear · Mr. Kneeland lecture on "The Treatment of 
Oriminals," in which the argument was that the 
members of this class were ereaturee of circum-

Because of these prpgressiv ideas in behalf of hu
manity he was closely allied at diffdrent periods with 
many of the celebrated men and women of America, 
although he did not agree with all their ideas. 
Among these friends were Robert G. Iugarsoll, 
Horace Seaver, E!izur Wright, Parker Pill~bury, 
William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Mary A. 
Liverm-ore, Susan B. Anthony, Ernestine L. Rose, 
Matilda Joslyn Gage, Frances Wright, and others 
equr.lly well known. 

0Ae of these evinced his friendship and sympathy 
in the following dispatch on the day of the funeral
although, on account of a misd.irac~ion, it did not 
reach its destination until this afternoon: 

Nxw YORK, Jan. 13, 1891. 
ERNEST MENDUM, Boston : Had I not been in the midst of . 

an important trial, I should hav attended the funeral of your 
father, one of the noblest and beet ~f men. There is this 
consolation : He lived a long and useful life. He did good 
and shed llght. Thousands upon thousands do him honor. 
My heart is with you. RoB&RT G. INGERSOLL. 

Through Mr. Mendum's suggestion and persist
ent energy, the Paine Memorial Hall came into 
existence. He proposed the project first at a con
vention of Liberals in Philadelphia in 1869, where 
he urged that in various cities in America there 
should be a memorial hall to the hero of the 
American Revolution, where those of advanced 
thought could hold their meetings. The matter 
ended with the convention, but Mr. Mendum was 
not to be deterred. Not long after he reopened the 
subject in the Investigator, and the result was the 
building, which afterward Mr. Mendum bought, and 
which he finally put into the hands of a corporation 
of which he was the most activ spirit. In this build-
ing the Investigator is published~ . 

A friend thus speaks of Mr. Mendum: " To him 
the doctrine of Obristianity were cruel, and he did 
all that he could to show that there was no power 
in the universe to be feared, and from thia he never 
wavered nor turned back. He always helped others, 
and constantly worked for the good of humanity as 
a whole, with which he had the deepest sympathy. 
He was no hypocrit, and in reviewing his life the 
truth is forced upon the mind that character makes 
creeds contemptible." 

------~~------
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A Kindly Explanation. 
DEAR MR. MACDONALD : I thank you for your court. 

eous ~nd _ki~dly treatment of my reQent article. I 
am qUite mdlif<irent as to what others may think of 
my address at Portsmouth, as it is in print and 
speaks for itself. "What is writ is writ· would it 
were worthier !" ' 
· I personally do not believe in the supernatural. 
I use. the ~ord super· sensuous. instead. If there is 
anythmg 1u the phenomena of Spiritualism it is 
na_t'll;ral. I make no distinction between matter and 
BPI!It, as~ cannot draw the lines between them. I 
be!I~ve v:1th !Iaeckel, as he quotes from Brupo: "A 
spmt. extsts mall things, and nobody is so small but 
contams a part of the divine substance within itself 
~y w~ich it is 1uiimated." I believe with Tyndall: 

Besides the phenomena which address the senses 
there are laws, principles, arid processes which do not 
address the senses at all, but which can be spiritually 
~iscerned." I. think the philosophy of Spiritualism 
IS more defensible than that of Materialism · but I 
do .n.ot t~ink much of the. so-called " phenom~na" of 
Spmtualism. I greatly respect those scientists and 
philosophers who believe that they hav received 
"proof posit.iv" of the continuity of human life. I 
ho:p~ th~t it is true. Many good Secularists are 
Spmtuahsts. The largest contributor of the Ameri
can Secular Union in New York is said to believe 
that he often receives letters from a deceased son. 

You do me unintentional injustice in saying that I 
am. opposed to the appointment of an Eng1ish Secu
lariSt as ~el~ secretary. So far from this being the 
fact., that IS Just what I want to do! My first choice 
for general field secretary is an ''English Secularist" 
par e:llcellence-Mr. Oharles Watts, of Toronto· and 
the board would hav appointed him weeks ago: and 
the money would hav been pledged for his support 
if such unexpected opposition had not broken out. we 
hav reason to believe that the appointment would be 
received with great. favor, and that the necessary 
funds would be forthcoming. It is the wish of five 
out of seven of our board to appoint Mr. Watts to 
this office, and we hope to convince all of our asso
ciates that this is the bast course for our board to 
pursue. R. B. WEsTBROoK, Pres. A. S. U. 

Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 17, 1891. 

:Mr. John E. Remsburg's Plan. 
I think Dr. Foote's suggestions in his open letter 

to Dr. Westbrook respecting Mr. Remsburg's plan 
are both sensible and practical. The Secular Union 
cannot afford to ba without the activ support of the 
Freethought lecturers in the field. It is because 
the Union has not been wiae and open handed in 
this direction that it has not accomplished greater 
results heretofore. It will not better the matter to 
eend out one lecturer commissioned by the Secular 
Union to work for it. Dr. Foote fears that such 
an effort will result in creating jealousies among the 
lecturers, but I apprehend that it will result in 
worse-that it will produce hostility to the Union. 
Why! Simply because this one special agent 
"commissioned" by the Secular Union will be doing 
precisely the same kind of work that each and all the 
other lecturers are doing, namely, lecturing and 
organizing Secular Unions. Whv then should one 
lecturer receive reward from the public and all others 
get nothing! I see very plainly that the special 
agent will do the Secular Union a damage. What is 
now wanted is a ccoperation of the Secular Union 
with the regular soldiers now in the lecture field. 
These workers hav a hard time, and hav all they can 
do to gain a meager support. They cannot afford to 
work for the Secular Union or anything else without 
some remuneration. They are too poorly paid for 
their services and Cfln assume no additional work 
without pay. If the Secular Union will devise Lib· 
eral measures, it may hopefully call upon the Liber
als of the country for a generous support. 

Oakland, Gal., Box 109. W. S. BELL. 

Moses Harman's Peril. 
[The followingletter was received by Dr. Foote, Jr., a 

few days since. It tells where Mr. Harman is and where he 
is likely to be soon.] · 

DEAR FRIEND FooTE: Yesterday I sent a brlef tel
egram to you stating that PhilJips bad sentenced me 
to one year in the penitentiary for mai1ing the 
O'Neill letter. The decision was rendered at the 
federal building in Topeka at 1 P.M. yesterday. The 
reading occupied about forty or forty-five minutes. 
No chance was given me to put in a word of objec
tion. I was not asked if I had anything ta say why 
sentence should not be pronounced against me, and 
acting on advice of counsel, I did not demand the 
customary right of prisoners in that regard. I am 
still at liberty on my own recognizance, pending 
proceedings looking toward appeal to Oaldwell's 
court. These may occupy a week or ten days · then 
jf appeal is not granted, I suppose there will' be n~ 
J!,elp, ~o alt~rn!ltiv, but to ~~n~ing prison I must go. 

~O~E,€1 H4RM4l$. 

When the Truth Was Best. 
The divorce between onr pracMcal and theoretical 

morals has landed ns in such a pass that if 8 man 
tell the truth when it would appear that 8 'lie wontd 
better serve his purpose, he is not believed. An in
teresting illustration of this statement is to be found 
in an anecdote which, when a youth, I communicated 
to a small lo~al newspaper (Annan Observer). The 
less apology Is required for introducing the anecdote 
~ere from the fact that it has intrinsic interest, as 
It relates to. Robert Burns; bas not, as far as I am 
&ware, been Incorporated into any of his biographies · 
and is assuredly authentic.* ' 

Some time after Burns's settlement in the farm of 
Ellisland, which he entered at Whit-Sunday 1788 a 
Highlandman of the name of Donald Mac~ae lived 
on the estate of Blackwood, the bidhplace of no 
mean litterateur, Allan Ounningham. The thatch 
house in which the Oeltic Donald Macrae bad taken 
up his abode was situsted near what is now the 
Auldgirth railway station. Ostensibly, Donald sup· 
ported himself, his better-half, and one or two young 
Macraes, by the vocation of rural laborer; But in 
good sooth, he had almost the same proud conte~pt 
for a plow that Rob Roy had for the shuttle of the 
Sassenach. He was sean out in the fields so seldom 
that the whole neighborhood surmised that the 
worthy Oelt bad more to do with "worms" and 
" stills" than with spades and mattocks. This soon 
became mora than a surmise, and a good many hard· 
fisted men from the plow stilts and brawny-armed 
Vulcans ~xperienced that the waters of the Nith 
were a rather cold and insipid beverage but that 
they tasted absolutely glorious when d~shed in a 
~ank&rd:can with Highland Donald's ~hieky. This 
mterestJDg theory was frequently carried into prac
tice, so that he was pronounced a rare fellow and a 
popular benefactor, this Donald Macrae. Tbe rus
tics grew wonderfully great and wise under the in
finance of his potent "cogie." Through it Jackie 
found courage to pop the question to his sun· burnt 
and amorous Jenny; he grew wise enough to discuss 
politics and " Willie Pitt," and strong and athletic 
enough to take his place in tha forge, even when it 
could be most appropriately said : 

Nae mercy then for airn or steel, 
The baney, brawny, ploughman chiel 
Brings hard owre hip, wi' sturdy wheel, 

The big !ore-hammer, 
While block and study ring and reel 

Wi' dinsome clamour. 
But alake ! ah1ke ! that bugbear, the gager : 

Donald and his patrons were most uncomfortable 
.near " to the lug o' the law." There was a gentle
man of the nam~ of Graham of Fintry, who bad 
secured the appomtment of a certain personage, of 
the &ame of Burns, on the board of excise; and, to 
make matters worse, another gentleman of the name 
of. Miller ~f Dais winton had given ~his same oger
this Ayrshire Burns, the farm of Elhsland at his own 
terms. The farm was so awfully near to the " still " 
too! Well really it was too bad of this Miller of 
Dalswinton. He might be forgiven for all his steam
boats and crotchets and vagaries ; but, really locat
ing that dreadful gager so near was altogether too 
bad. This Burns had already a fame that had pre· 
ceded him. He was known to be a genius who could 
recite impromptus and scribble songs. That was all 
very well-at least, it would hav been all very well 
in Donald's estimation, if the bard could hav found 
it convenient to scribble his songs a hundred miles 
away ; but to do so in the proximity of the High
lander's still, and run the likely chance of lighting 
upon it-as he was a sharp fellow this Burns-was 
terrible even to think of. The gager-poet had a 
great bold forehead, and a large dark eye in his head 
which flashed like fire. Moreover, he had a pair of 
powerful shoulders, " sturdy bearers " also, and ap· 
peared altogether such 8 man as might be extremely 
dangerous to interfere with in the execution of his 
duty-one who would fight for the excise " red-wat 
shod," however the "clarty barm might stain his 
laurels." But Donald and those interested in the 
prosperity of his contraband trade used every pre
caution to keep the still clear from the interfe-rence 
of Bums. 

The minister entered with congratulation and ben
ison to the Highlandman's better-half, and kindly 
patted the J;>ig round heads of all the chubby
cheeked scions of the illustrious house of Macrae. 
· Donald busied himself in filling a horn· drinking 
quaich from a keg of most pretentious dimensions, 
which was secreted in a region of darkness and dust, 
of smoke and cobwebs, among the kipples of the 
house. His visitor poured the contents of the horn 
down his throat, pronouncing the same to be glori
ous . 

. "Now, Donald, has that big gentleman up there 
With the girds any brothers'" be asked, jocularly. 

''Ah---oh-pe-maybe," began Macrae, in great 
embarrassment. -

"Now, Donald, just say it out at once," said the 
minister; '' don't be afraid, my good man, that I 
will betray you to that fellow Burns. I like a drop 
of the creature too well for that. But I just want 
to know if you ha-v any more barrels like that one. 
You had better not tell a lie about it. Do you re
member what I was preaching last Sabbath about 
Ananias and Saphira 1" 
· . "Deed ay, sir ! Her nait\ael hae hardly pe-winkit 
SIDCe. As you said, truth always tells best. Yes, 
there pe anither sax kep up on the rafters, sir." 

"That's right, Donald, my man; never forget that 
truth tells best. I will call back some of these days 
and taste if all the six are as good as that fellow 
that I hav just been preeing." 

"Hon-o-ree; here's Burns ! here's Burns !" ex
claimed Mrs. Macrae, who had been looking out at 
the window. · 

Donald and his visitor glanced out simultaneously, 
and there sure enough was Burns. He was riding 
rapidly, and, it being a warm summer day, he was 
consequently enveloped in the dust of the road; but 
there was distinguishable through the white cloud, 
sitting astride a horse, the stalwart and manly form 
of the gager-poet. • 

"Preserve us all, what will be done now?" ejacu
lated the reverend gentleman in great vexation of 
spirit. ''-He will recognize me, and be forced to haul 
me 1rp charged with smuggling and defrauding the 
revenue." 

"Oome weal, come dool," said Donald, as he went 
to the door, ''her nainsel will pe telling the truth;" 
and, as the minister was about to remonstrate 
against this seemingly imprudent mode of carrying 
out his own maxim, the king's officer came in sight, 
and he had just time to withdraw far ben when-

" Well, Donald, anything to-day?" shouted the 
clear, bold voice of Burns as be drew up opposit the 
door. 

"Yes, Mr. Purns,'' said Donald naively, "there pe 
seeven' kegs o' gran untaen-doun speerit up on the 
joists." 

"0, you rascal," said Burns, laughing; "if there 
had been anything there, you would not hav been 
so ready to tell me ;" and, again placing his feet in 
the stirrups, from which he had extricated them to 
dismount, he bade Donald good-day, and rode past. 

Thus was our Bard for once deceived, not by a 
complex and cunning device, but by 8 remarkable 
manifestation of downright truth and honesty. 

"Truth does tell best !" exclaimed poor, simple 
Donald, clapping his banda gleefully as be watched 
Burns riding away till he was out of eight. 

His reverence came out of the corner, dusting his 
breaks and muttering, "Ay, ay, Donald, so truth does 
tell best; but, to acknowledge the God's t.ruth, it 
seemed to me only ten minutes ago that, fm- once, a 
lie would hav told a good deal better. I wss nearly 
smothered, lying buried in that dark neuk among the 
peatP, and holding my very breath for fear of being 
caught. I feel queer. Let me hav another wee 
drap. If I had not preached that sermon about 
Ananias and his wife, you would hav been caught as 
clean as a leek. I hav saved you. Let me bav a 
good cogful of your stronges~. It is clear that truth 
has got so scarce that, when vou speak it, nobody 
believes you. Here's to you, D.)Dald."-Saladin in 
1 he Agnostic Journal. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
Now, it so happened that, although this alcoholic 

Oelt could coolly defraud the revenue, he dreaded 
making any flagrant breach of the moral law. He 
was a simple, lazy, warm-hearted, and hot-headed 
Highlandman. Sometimes he wes visited by the 
clergyman of the parish, for whom he entertained 
the most profound veneration. He of the " sacer
dotal stole" might be interested in Donald-! know 
nothing to the contrary; but one thing appeared 
pretty obvious-he was deeply interested in the 
" still." 

MRs. MaRGUERITE MooRE, of New York; will lecture in 
Liberal League HBil, Newark, N. J., on Sunday afternoon 
at 3 o'clock, January 25,h. Subject,: "Parnell vs. Glad
stone." 

SuNDAY, January 25th, Henry Rowley will lecture before 
the Brooklyn Philosophical A~sociation, on Robert Burna. 
The speech will occur at Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue 
and South Second street, E. D., at 3 P.M. 

PROF. CoNRAD DIKHL will ask the very pertinent question, 
"Why Don't You Attend to Your Business?" of tbe Man
hattan Liberal Club, on Friday evening, January 23d, at 8 
o'clock P.M. The club gathers at 220 East loth street. 
January 30th, Edward King will talk about Thomas Paine. "Well, n~~a.ld, how are you to-day'" said his rev

erend visitor o.n one occasion. 
"Her nainsel pe unco weel; come iv, sur," said 

Dooal~ . 

*The incident was related to me by the late James Scott, 
M.A., of Clarencetl.eld, Annan, a gentleman of ripe snholar
ship and exceptionally wide reading, and who in his youth 
was intimate with several persons who had been contem
porarilll! eml frle:nds ot lluros. 

J. E. REMSBURG is now on his way E11st. The following 
Is his program for Illinois and Indiana: IIIghhmd, Ill., Jan
uary 21st, 22d, 23d; Litchfield, Ill., 24th, 25th.; Strasburg, 
Ill., 26th; Fairland, Ill., 27th, 28th, 29th; Rtverton, Ill., 
30th, 31st; Quincy, Ill., February 1st; Macomb, Ill., 2d; 
Ipavla. Ill., 3d· Yates City, Ill., 4~h; Mar~teilles, Ill., 5th; 
Rensellaer, Ind., 6th; Goodland, Ind., 7th, 8th; Fort 
Wayne, Ind , 9th; Muncie. Ind., lOth;" Chesterfield, Ind., 
llth; Indianapolis, Ind., l~th, 
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~umntnnieations. 

Gems Culled f'rom Recent Issues of the Re· 
ligions Press. 

The Christian at Work admits the necessity of 
erudition in determining biblical inspiration : 

So far as the higher critici.sm inquires with candor, im
partiality, and clear-eyed judgment into the authorship, the 
date or composition, and the various original sources and 
traditions from which the inspired writers, acting under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit, selected the materials of their 
narrative, it is to be cordially welcomed ; ror it renders in
valuable contributions to sound learning and helps every 
intelligent student to giv a reason for the hope that is in him. 
The books of the Bible can stand any amount of investiga
tion, no matter how severe, tl only it be fair and just. In
fidel researches hav never yet been left in possessio:a. of the 
field, but hav in every case, without exception, been more 
than overmatched by the deeper and broader researches of 
Christian critics. 

That is to aay, if John L. Sullivan will allow me to 
bind his anna behind him so that his fearful "right'' 
can do me no harm, I hereby challenge him to fight, 
arid I am willing to W8ger considerable that he can 
not " knock ms out." 

So long as the guidance of the "Holy Spirit" is 
admitted and writers are dubbed "inspired," criti
cism is called " higher " and a help to " sound learn
ing." But if it goes to the foundation of biblical 
traditions and finds them of the earth earthy, then 
they are claaoified aa Infidel researches, and " hav 
been answered ye&rs sgo." 

As man is an integral part of existing matter, it is 
an impossibility for him to be inspired by anything 
except that whioh may or has come through his vision 
of nature or through living evolvements of eternal 
matter. 

To say that a god or gods exist out of the domain 
of- matter and are not subject to its changes, is a con· 
tradiction of the universality of matter and cannot 
find a moment's lodgment in a refl.ectiv mind. 

The "inspiration " which the church claims for its 
old writers is a supernatural one. The term is a 
contradiction in itself. 

Superior to nature ! Not a tangible thread of 
evidence bas come down through the centuries of 
recorded history upon which to hang the slightest 
doubt that nRture is the Alpha and Omega of 
the boundless universe. 

The " deep and broad researches of Christian 
critics " after truth may be likened to the lazy 
dreamer who builds ~iry castles, magnificent walks, 
prancing steeds, and all the show and glitter of 
munificent wealth, with but a dime in his posses
sion. The we&lth ia his to get, the truth is theirs 
to learn. 

Last week at Omaha, Neb., there was on exhibition a 
picture by Bouguereau, a French artist, valued at $18,000. 
A young man deemed some of the figures immodest and 
threw a chair at it, making two large rents. He claimed 
that Jesus Christ would hav thus acted had he seen the pict
ure. However, be found himself in prison as the result of 
his vandal ~ct. But he is not a solita·ry instance of peo
ple who think they act in a Christian way when they violently 
oppose what they deem wrong. The most violent, vituper
ativ defendere of what they consider truth generally excuse 
themselva in the name of Christ. But as he said to his dis
ciples, so they might be told-" Ye know not what manner 
of spirit ye !Ire of." 

This is a caso of misdirected inspirations, and it 
walil quite unfol'tunate for the young man that his 
"vandal set" was not performed within the pre
cincts of a religious Christian community, for then 
it would hav protected him from arrest and found 
biblical warrant for his violent opposition to· and 
destrucHon of the painting, for Jesus Christ went 
to the extent of ordering the taking of human life 
because some refused to hav him reign over them. 
See Luke xix, 27 : "But those mine enemies which 
would not that I should reign over them, bring 
hither and slay them before me." 
· The young man was right in claiming that 
Jesus Christ would hav done just as he did, for 
certainly if Jesus Christ would murder men for 
objecting to his authority, he would hav made 
short work of an objectionable picture. 

The Independent says of women and the confer
ence: 

What, then, it may be asked, is to be the practical out
come of this attempt to open the way for women to sit in 
the general conference? The outcome will be, we think, to 
emphasize the claims of women to seats in the law-making 
body of the church. The more these claims are examined, 
the more just and righteous they will appear. The question 
has not beenfairly discussed. A great deal has been done 
to enlist the prejudices of conservativ people against the 
women; but these prejudices will in time disappear. The 
spirit of the church is a spirit of progress, and the present 
defeat will only be a temporary defeat. The question is 
bound to come up again, and when it does come up again 
the sentiment in its favor will be overwhelming. It will be 
carried just as lay representation was carried. That was 
defeated the first time, but adopted the second time. 

As a matter of right, as a matter of policy, such 
recognition of women in church conferences is un
doubtedly due, for it is a fact that two-thirds of the 
activ members and contributors to church treasuries 
are women. Take the women away and the preachers 

would be looking for useful employment and might A work on the religious changes of New England would 
eventually produce something of value to the world. be a most interesting study. Belief has varied lik(l a weath
If the church knows its material interest (and it has ercock; nothing has been persistent except arrogant self-

assertion and an ineradicable hatred of the church of God. 
long. been suspected of knowing it too well), it will Change as it may, New England always claims to be exclu
admtt the women at once. sivly and solely right, and expects the rest of the country to 

Why should not women make laws for both· bow to her dictates. 
church and state? The unvarying monotony of repeating the same 

Jf they did not· show better aptitude for it than litany ~nd prayers ?ver and over again is well pre
their liege lords hav exhibited, they should be allowed sen ted In the followmg verse : 
the privilege of quickly choosing between electrocu- God of the priest I thine anointed flatter, 
tion and hanging. Bow, crawl, kneel, in Greek aud Latin chatter 

Laws are generally made for the especial benefit of Their servil mouthings, o'er and o'er again. 
Art thou not tired of the dull refrain? 

lawyers and the direct robbing of unfortunate clients. 
Their titles are very misleading. "An act for the Any change from the dull stupidity of unchanging 
relief of John Smith, who was crippled in the dis- forms of superstitious worship must be a relief to 
charge of his duty as a deputy sheriff," simply means the devotee. Harmless innovations will not be toler
that the lawyer who pushes the claim gets the lion's ated by the Oatholio churcb, which regards as sacred 
share of it in fees and expenses. An act to improve all the ancient traditions of its e&rly fathers. Tran
by grading and paving certain sections of the town is subetantiation is still a Oatholic tenet, and a belief 
a job put up by contractors, legislators, and lawyers in it is a necessary requieit for absolution. Oertainly 
to rob the people and fill their own purses. This is a more easily proved fraud could hardly be devised 
civil law. for placement in a religious creed, and yet we hav 

Ecclesiastical laws differ from civil laws in this : yet to hear of one Catholic who has had tlie hardi· 
The African in the civil woodpile and the negro so- hood to submit the communion bread (after its 
journing in the ecclesiastical fence for ulterior pur- alleged change into the veritable body of Christ) to 
poses are both conspicuously present, but they aim a chemist for analysis. The priests, however, tell 
for different results. tales of the horrible consequences which overtook a 

The civil Jaw deals with persons and property; few impious wretches who took the bread away for 
ecclesiastical law for the most part with beliefs and that purpose, but who were never permitted by God 
creeds. The first enslaves the body, the second im· to carry out their wicked design. It looks like a 
prisons the mind. hopeless taek to reach the reasoning faculties of such 

Now, an ordinary wife in good healt};l, however priest-ridden people, and to root out the inborn au
insignificant in physique, can easily work both of perstition fosterE)d by early training that has made 
these restrictions on an unsuspecting husband, and them pliant tools in the hands of crafty priests. Yet 
before he knows it, he is an ordinary private in the it will be done. 
rear ranks and his wife the commander-in-chief of all The falsehood and the mockery of it, revealed by 
the forces in and out of sight. The church can ill the activ interference of the priests in secular affairs 
afford to lose the mAtchless strategy, the-quiet ad· in Ireland, the unveiling of the sham pretense of 
vance, the intuitiv knowledge of men and their solicitude for the people's interests by the expulsion 
methods, possessed by women, and should open wide of Dr. MeGlynn for espousing their cause, these, and 
its legal doors to welcome an 8lly who has been and many other acta of the ~uthorities of the church, hav 
is the main prop in upholding their fast-decaying raised some doubts, at least in the minds of some 
superstition. · Oatholica, that the infallibility of the pope is an open 

question. But let the Protestant· church remember, 

The Churchman 
scheme haltingly. 

however much it may inveigh against the Catholic 
believes in General Booth's church, it is the mother church, and differs but little 

We believe a fair trial will be more instructiv than a thou
sand dissertations on the subject, and we hold that £1,000,-
000 sterling would be a small sum to expend in such an 
experiment. We sincerely hope the money will be forthcom
ing, but, as we said some weeks ago, we greatly fear it will 
not. 

This is a colossal scheme to relieve the pressing 
necessities of the multitudes whose ancestors, not 
belonging to the "Lord's anointed," were left land
less when royal thieves appropriated the English do
main. What but the power of the church and its 
unnerving superstition keeps back the resistless 
force which could be created by the demands of 
organized millions for simple justice' The crafty 
molders of public opinion, the subservient tools of 
despotic bigotry, the press, the bar, the pulpit, hav 
their hands full in keeping down the fearful rumbling 
of a social earthquake which is approaching nearer 
every day. Why in the name of natural justice 
should men-strong-bearded men in the full posses
sion of manly strength, eager to work and thousands 
of acres of Jand lying idle and unused-be made 
beggars dependent upon the caprice of a debauched 
and effeminate aristocracy Y And then to hav it 
doled out to them in the name of Christianity and 
charity! 

The Evangelist utters its warnings against exceE
siv immigration : 

This country will not be submerged and its social, polit
ical, and religious institutions destroyed because it has had 
no monitions of danger. It will be because those monitions 
hav been unheeded. There is no reason why the great re
public should be made the dumping-ground for the refuse 
of the Old World. 

This a truly Ohristian sentiment, uttered in loving 
response to the cry for succor that comes from our 
brothers in other lands. Poor, miserable men that 
dare scarce lift their eyes for fear of rebuke from 
their superiors at home, seeking more liberty and a 
better chance for themselvs here in this great repub
lic-avaunt! return to your' living death in your 
priest-ridden country. We, too, hav a priesthood, 
and the Evangelist voices its condemnation of you. 
We are afraid of you; our country is small and you 
will submerge it; you hav base designs on our social, 
political, and religiQus institutions; they are at preE
ent beautifully intertwined ; so closely are they iden
tified that hav been taken for triplets. Virtue, good
ness, and honesty, are all they are made of; they 
know no guile, they are as pure as the driven snow; 
and oh ! we fear that you hav smut on your hands 
and that you might take up the triplets to examin 
them and soil them with your plebeian hands, and 
that would destroy them and submerge our country. 

Now, do go away like good men, and starve and 
die in your own country. 

The Catholic News does not believe in the New 
England type of doctrinal evolution : 

from the Protestant, and while they are condemning 
its creed let them look into their own, and in both 
find how long historical fictions survive. 

WM. ALLEN SMITH. 

A Sarcastic Indian. 
The Chicago Tribune having advised. the killing 

of a thousand or ao of the ghost-dancing Indians to 
quell the present ·trouble, one "Masse-Hadjo," an 
Indian of the Quapm,w mission, writes that paper as 
follows : "You s&y, if the United States army would 
kill a thousand or so of the dancing Indians there 
would be no more trouble. I judge by the above 
language you are a Christian and are disposed to do 
all in your power to advance the cause of Ohrist. 
You are doubtless a worshiper of the white man's sav
ior, but are unwilling that the Indians shall hav ames
siah of their own. The Indians hav never taken kindly 
to the Christian religion as preached and practiced 
by the whites. Do you know why thie is the case T 
Because the good father of all has given us a better 
religion-a religion that is all good and no bid, a 
religion that is adapted to our wants. You say if 
we are good, obey the Ten Commandments, and 
never sin any more, we may be permitted eventually 
to sit upon a white rock and sing praises to God for
evermore and look down upon our heathen fathers, 
mothers, brothers, and sisters who are howling in 
hell. It will not do. The code of morals as prac
ticed by the white race will not compare with the 
morals of the Indiana. We psy no lawyers or preach
era, but we hav not one-tenth part of the crime you 
do. If our messiah does come we shall not try to 
force you into our belief. We will never burn inno· 
cent women at the stake or pull men to pieces with 
horses because they refuse to join in our ghost 
dances. Your white people had a messiah, Bnd if 
your history is to be believed, nearly every nation 
has had one. You had twelve apostles; we hav only 
eleven, and some of those are already in the military 
guard-house. We hav also a Virgin Mary and she is 
in the guard-house. You are anxious to get hold of 
our messiah so you can put him in irons. This you 
may do-in fact you may crucify him as you did the 
other one, but you cannot con vert the Indians to the 
Christian religion until you contaminate them with 
the blood of the white man. The white man's heaven 
is repulsiv to the Indian nature; and if the white 
man's hell suits you, why you keep it. I think there 
will be white rogues enough to :fill it. Hoping that 
our messiah will come soon and prove all that his 
prophets hav proclaimed him. I remain your moat 
obedient." 

SILENT and amazed even when a little boy, 
I remember I heard the preacher every Sunday put 

God in his statemente, 
Ae contending llgainat some being or influence. 

-Walt Whitman. 
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Jll~w 1/fubli~alioqs. 

Unless otherwise specified, all publications 
noticed here can be ?tad of TBB TRUTH l:lRKKRR 
COMPANY, at the prices named. 

Mrs. M. A. Freeman has begun the publi. 
cation of a monthly paper called Chicago Lib 
-eral at 25 cents per year. It is little but 
hopes to grow. 

E. C. Walker's Fair Play has put on the 
magazine form, and will appear monthly 
from 718 Fourth street, Sioux City, Iowa. 
One dollar per year. 

The Freidenker Publishing Co., 470 East 
Water street, Milwaukee, Wis., send U9 the 
'' Amerikaniecher Turner-Kalender," a yearly 
publication selling for 25 cents. Our Ger· 
man readers will all want it, as it ls a large 
and good quarter's worth. 

The Popula1· Science Monthly for February 
will contain the conclusion of Dr. Andrew D. 
White's paper from "Babel to Comparativ 
Philology," also that of Professor Huxley's 
discussion of the " Aryan Que~tion and Pre
historic Man." Price, 50 cents. 

The FreethinkM•s' Magazine for January is 
enlarged to sixty. four pages. A fine portrait 
of Moses Harmon constitutes the frontispiece 
and there is an editorial sketch of ·his life. 
Some of the contents are" The Ship and the 
Barnacles," by. M. J. Hull; " The Church 
and The Sabbath," by Franklin Steiner; 
" Betrayed " a poem by Voltairine de Cleyre. 
and much 'other valuable matter. Price 20 
cents. 

AU that can be ltnown or argued on the 
question of the identity of Juniu9 as Thomas 
Paine will be found in W. H. Burr's pamphlet. 
"Thomas Paine: Was he Junius?" printed 
by the Freethongbt Publishing Co., 838 
Howard street, San Francisco, Cal. The title
page is adorned with a big ·picture of Paine, 
copied from the portrait in Independence 
Hall Philadelphia. Mr. Burr contends that 
Pain'e was Junius, and that he also wrote the 
Declaration of Independence. The pamphlet 
sells for 10 cents. 

"Was Christ a Buddhist?" is the subject 
of an article in the January Arena, by Dr. 

·Felix L. Oswald. Another good paper is by 
Hamlin Garland, "A New Declaration of 
Rights." This issue also contains a sympo. 
sium on Helen Gardener's new book, ''Is 
This Your Son, My Lord?" the writers in 
which are M. D. Conway, J. R. Buchanan, 
Matilda Joslyn Gage, Elizabeth Cady Stant?n, 
DJnn Piatt, and Robert C. Adams. With 
the exception of Mr. Piatt, who is a Roman 
Catholic, the opinions are 'favorable to the 
book. The price of the .A1·ena is 50 cents per 
number. 

Mr. Benj. R. Tucker, of Boston, has pub
lished the first English translation of Count 
Tolstoi's latest work, "The Fruits of Cult
ure." This book, like th-e "Kreutzer ~a
nata " has never been published in Russia
It i;, so the advertisment states, a two. 
fold satire on "culture" and Spiritualism. 
The follies of the so-called " cultured" 
classes are exhibited in a humorous picture 
of their fashions, " fads," and mental freaks, 
and the story hinges upon. the e~ect of ~ad
ern Spiritualism on an anstocrattc family in 
Russia. It is in dialog form, well translated 
by George Scb.unaln. Price, $1. 

The Twentieth Century Publishing Com
pany has reissued Hugo Genone's "Inqui
rendo blQ.nd," which was first printed by G. 
P Putnam's Sons. It ie alleged by the au
thor to be a" satire," and deals witk religion, 
though "not wanting," says Mr .•. Genone, 
" in a spirit of full reverence for the essential 
truths of God's universe." The writer thinks 
that " between the pestilential marshes of 
superstition and the cold glaciers of reason 
lies the fertil table-land of common sense," 
but he taUs to show why there is no common 
sense in reason. Mr. Pentecost has " not for 
years enjoyed reading a ·book any more than 
'Inquirendo Island.'" We envy the ease 
with which Mr. Pentecost is entertained, for 
the book is not a work of genius. The plan 
upon which it is constructed is old, .and the 
working out is not particularly thrilling or 
skilful. Its "attack upon religion" is not 
very strong, nor will it greatly tend "to eJe. 
vate the simple truths of Christianity," for 
historically Christianity has no truths and 
ethically it is pretty much all wrong. Price 
50 cents in paper covers and $1 in cloth. 

The Rev. R S. McArthur. of this city, is a 
Baptist, and that sect holds very sensible 
views of the relatlong of church and state. 
In his Thanksgiving sermon Mr. McArthur 
elaborated some of these views, and by re
quest has published the discourse in pam
phlet form under the title, "Three Es9entials 
to National Perpetuity and Power." These 
essentials are : A Free Ballot, A Free School, 
A Free Church. The pamphlet is mainly a 
criticism of the Roman church and an ex
posure of ita methods and purposes in this 
country. Dr. McArthur regards ignorance 
as the enemy of the free ballot, and would 
disfranchise those who cannot read. The 
free school he sees disabled by the Roman 
church, ~n~ tMt cha:pter of the pamphlet is 

a fierce excoriation of the Catholic hierarchy, 
with quotations of sentiments inimical to OU)' 
sGhools from various Catholic authorities, 
from the pope to the little bishops of this 
country. The chapter on a free church deals 
with the Wisconsin trouble over the Bennett 
law, showing that the Roman church" made 
a determined effort as a church to control the 
state for its own purposes," an<l he criticises 
the German Lutherans for followh:g in the 
same line. Mr. McArthur urges a complete 
separation of church and state, and eays the 
Christians "hav no right to tax Atheists for 
the support of Christian churches." This 
subject is already upon us, and is to be "one 
of the live subjects for discussion for the next 
five years." He urges his church to "meet 
it in the spirit of an enlightened patriotism, 
and in a ·common love for what is right .. " 
We sincerely hope his church will heed his 
plea, and that all other churches might fol
low after. The pamphlet is valuable for the 
facts and quotations given, and coming from 
a Christian minister may be useful in winning 
adherents to the Nine Demands of Liberalism 
among religious people. The writer is to be 
congratulated at least upon his courage in 
speaking so boldly upon a subject that few 
ministers dare to touch for fear of unpleasant 
consequences, for Rome has a long arm and 
strikes hard. The price of the pamphlet is 
10 cents. 

D11.niel G. Brinton, A.M., M.D., profeesor 
of ethnology at the Academy of Natural Sci
ences, Philadelphia, and of many other things, 
who is also one of the committee on the Man
ual of Morals to be published by the Ameri
can Secular Union, has written a book called 
"Races and Peoples," which is published by 
N. D. C. Hodges, 47 Lafayette place. The 
volume is composed of lectures delivered at 
the academy last year, since written out, and 
references added in footnotes will enable 
the student to pursue his readings on any 
point in ethnography ln which he may be 
Interested. That Dr. Brinton i~ devoted to 
pure science, allowing no sentiment to bias 
him in dealing with the subject under con
sideration, may be seen from this statement 
in the second chapter, on "The Beginnings 
and Subdivisions of Races." He says to his 
pnpils : " In the rapid survey Cl)ntained in 
the previous lectures you hav seen in how 
many points the races differ. No wonder 
that the· question has often been seriously 
mooted bv scientific men, Could they all hav 
been derived from one common ancestral 
stock? This Is the old debate about ' the 
unity of the human race,' still surviving 
under the more learned terms of monogenism 
or polygenism. 

" As to that other question, whether man 
came into being as such by a gradual devel
opment, evolution, or transformation from 
some lower mammal, this may be regarded 
as the only hypothesis now known to science, 
and must, therefore, be accepted, at least 
provisionally, until some better is proposed. 
It is the only theory consistent with man's 
place in the zoOlogical world, and is borne 
out by numerous anatomical analogies, which 
hav been referred to in my first lecture. 

" In fact, we are driven to it by necessity. 
No other origin of species than by transforma
tion of earlier forms has been suggested, even 
by those who reject it. I do not speak of 
specific creation, for that supposition does 
not belong to science, but to an obscurant 
mysticism, which is the negativ of all true 
knowledge." . 

at utter variance with the character of the 
book, the purpose of which is on the same 
line as that of THK TRUTH BBKKER. Methods 
may differ, but the object is the same; the 
liberation from the thr~lldom of ignorance, 
bigotry, and superstition. If not asking too 
great a favor, your pub\icat\on of the follow
ing passages from the preface will show bow 
little the work is 'hampered with a God,' or 
' supernatural theories :' ' The religion of t.he 
Gods comes from without, as a foreign sys. 
tern, to be received by t}le servil devotee; 
the religion of man originates from within, 
and is a normal growth of humanity. While 
all past ages hav been employed in the study 
and illustration of the former system, not 
until recent times has the latter received 
attention. Those who hav in the past dared 
advocate the rights of man hav been mere!. 
lessly crucified. The field is new; broad 
as the universe ; profound as the depths of 
space ; as high as heaven. In its explora. 
tion, the old charts are worthless, the old 
guides are blind leaders of the. blind, and 
not a step can be taken until the chains of 
superstition and bigotry are cast aside. Not 
alone the manger. born, but every child is a 
divine child, and the immaculate mother is 
repeated in every human mother. The di
vine and immortal spirit of man, and its 
inherent tendency to perfect its powers and 
realize its ideals, is the foundation of the 
new system. Let us ende<Lvor, on entering 
this field, to leave superstition and educa
tional bias as worn-out garments by the 
way, and without revengeful anger at the 
spectacle of the innumerable host or martyrs 
to Freethought swinging in gibbet-chains, 
tortured at the stake, or entombed in horrible 
dungeons along its border, direct our steps 
to the highlands of Freethought. The way 
is new; the obstacles are many; the reward, 
not the praise of the multitude. It offers no 
atoning sacrifice ; no scapegoat for sin. It 
demands an ·upright, manly, self-reliant lire, 
complete in the harmonious activity of all 
faculties and endowments. To assist and 
encourage those who are weary of the theo
logical views of nature and man, and are 
restless under the light of knowledge, is the 
object of tbe following pages ' " 

To~erauce. 

He ls not great whose work or word, 
By fiery indignation stirred, 
Would judge all evil heuts that Iiv 
With no relenting pallhtiv. 

Nor he that by to:> neat a skill 
Would axiomate the human will, 
And bid our fettered minds declare 
Responsibility a snare. 

Nor he that seems, for those who list, 
An icy intellectualist, 
Cramping moralit:Y'B wide span 
In bounds utilitarian. 

Nor he that mercy's forn:. would dress 
In tinseled robes of mawkishness, 
And giv to crimes of worst intent 
His facil tears for nutriment. 

Nor he (nay, least of those alive!) 
Who speaks of sin's eternal gyve, 
And deems that by some dark decree 
Man is what man must ever be ! 

But he is great who fronts all shame, 
And dares to name it by its name, 
Yet feels his breast burn warm for those 
Hard-struggling in temptation's throes! The book is designed and used as a text

book for colleges, and with professors -im- Who rates at full a dreary worth 
parting such instruction at one end of the col- The bitter despotisms of birth, 
leges it matters little what the chaplains say Where tyrant ignorance controls 
at the chapel end. "Races and Peoples" Her loyal tens or thousand souls I 
covers a great deal of ground, is written 
clearly and unambiguously and though its Who sees how vice her venom wreaks 
author differs with Herbert' Spencer and Sir On the frail babe before it speaks, 
J hn Lubbock in some things-especially as 

1 

And how heredity enslaves 
t~ the universality of the rel!gious feeling-it Like ghostly hands that reach from graves ! 
is a volume that every studiOus Freethinker 1 Who well hae pored on life, and thence 
will desire to possess. It is full of informs- Deduced sublime experience; 
tion. Price, $1. 75. Who pities error since he must, 

Though still his pity leaves him just! Of our recent review of his work, "The 
Religion of Man and the Ethics of Science," Whom random ire, whom sudden ruth, 
Hudson Tuttle writes: " It is not usual for Can turn not from the vital truth, 
an author to reply to a review. His book is Nor once retard, nor once advance 
placed before the public free for all to praise His calm and regal tolerance! 

fdds aqd 6nds. 
Ex-PouNDER: " What is the moral of the 

storv.of Lot's wlfe ?" Little Willie: "Please, 
sir, it teaches that we hadn't better be too 
fresh."- Once a Week. 

BAB.IBB, they tell us, come from heaven, 
and in heaven we are aiEO told that there is 
no marryiog nor giving in marri'lge. "It's 
aw muddle," as S:ephen Blaclrpool would 
say. 

"How did yon come to marry John?" 
"Well, he bothered me so that finally I told 
him I'd take him on trial." "But you've 
lived with him ever since?" " Yes; but he 
hasn't ceased to be a trial yet." 

MAMMA: "If you are so naughty, Dorothy, 
no one will love you." Dorothy: "Yes, 
mamma; I know some one who will love 
me, and the badder I am the more he loves 
me." Mamma: "Why, Dorothy, whom do 
you mean?" Dorothy: "The devil." 

"UNOLK JA.oK," said Robbie, as he critic
ally examined a rabbit his uncia had just 
given him, " didn't vou aav the Lord made 
rabbits?" "Guess I dtd, Robbie," was the 
reply. "Well, don't you think," refl.ectivly 
added the boy, "that when he got as far as 
the tail he sorter tired of his job?" 

THK parson's tones were full and deep, 
And soon his hearers were asleep; 
Each head was nodrling on each breast 
In gentle, peaceful Sunday rest, 
And noticing each nodding head, 
.The poor, nearsighted parson said, 

" I'm very glad that you agree 
In everything so well with me." 

UNOLK CHARLES: "And &Te you going to 
buv me something for my birthday?" Mill!e: 
"Yeth thlr, I gueth tho." Uncle Charles: 
"Please, may I know?" Millie: "Yeth t.hir. 
I'm going to bny my dear Uncle· Charles a 
mithtonary." Uncle Charles: "A mission
ary I I'm no cannibal." Millie : "No. But 
J!r&ndma thays you're a puffect heatheo."
Pittsburg Ohronicle. 

KING of the Cannibal islands (to his type
writer): "My dear, just take this note for 
the Board of Missions, in New York." Type
writer: "I am ready, 0 noble Tumtum." 
King: "Gentlemen: The last lot of mission
aries you sent me were old and tough and 
stringy. If you cannot do better-got that? 
-ir you cannot do better I shall hav to make 
a change. and-get-my-missionarics-el~e
where. Yours truly, Tumtum, Rex."-Lqe. 

· " I THINK " said the cannibal jester to the 
three epicur~s who had assisted him in con. 
1:mm\ng a reverend tourist, " I think we 
should put the deceased down on our minute. 
book as' Ruling Passion.' He was so strong 
in death you know." "Stron.(( in death?' 
inquiringly remarked King Fo Fum, picking 
his teeth with a splinter of bone. "Yes," 
returned the jester, complacently patting his 
paunch. "Hasn't it taken four of us to hold 
him?" 

ON& Sunday during high mass at twelve, 
in the chapel o'r the little village of Glengar
iff three ladies of the Protestant faith were 
obhged to take shelter !rom one of those 
heavy summer showers which so frequently 
occur in the south of Ireland. The officiat
ing priest, knowing who they were, and 
wishing to appear respectful to them, stooped 
down to his attendant, or clerk, who was on 
his knees, and whispered to him : "Three 
chairs for the Protestant ladies." The clerk, 
being an Ignorant man, mistook the words, 
stood up and shouted to the congrfg&tlon : 
" Three che era for the Protestant ladies ! " 
which the congregation lmmerliately took up, 
and gave three heart.y cheers, while the 
clergyman actually stood dumfounded. 

A. JIITSSIONARY POHlll. 

There were some little Zulus once 
Who hadn't anY. clothes, 
Who hadn't any stockings warm 
To hide their little-toes. 

or condemn. The aud!ence to which THB I Ah such as he should walk afar 
TRUTH SBBKKR,appeals.lB one in which I feel' With Plato in some purer star, . 
more than passtng interest, .and desire to be I And mark the grand Greek muse and dream 
rightly represented to. It lB true that it is 1 1 

80 
new deathless academe! 

And in a distant country a 
Society for good, 
Decided that the heathen should 
Hav raiment and hav food. largelycomposedof theMaterialistlcelement, n me . 

and for that very .reason should be fair and -lfJdgar Fawcett in Youth's Oompamon. 
unprejudiced. If a reviewer has any obliga-
tions either to the author or his readers, it is 
not to misrepresent the premises of the au
thor. I do not suppose for a moment that 
THK TRUTH S&&KKR critic knowingly mis
represents the positions taken by the ' Re
ligion of Man,' yet he is wide of truth and 
accuracy when he says : ' This may not be 
~he author's fault, for anyone hampered with 
a God to reconcile with actual things, and a 
varied assortment of supernatural theories 
like reincarnation, must of necessity depart 
from strict scientific methods, and assume a 
good deal that he can hav no hope of proving.' 
Had the critic read the book as carefully as 
the 'Scientific. Method' demands, he would 
hav seen that a whole section is devoted to 
disproving reincarnation, and as for God, the 
first chapter give the progressiv rise and fall 
of the gods, until nothing remains but the 
unknown realm beyond the expression of 
force through and by matter l which by its in
finity is beyond the comprehension of the 
b.uman mind, The passage I hav quoted is . 

Nirvana. 
Winds and wild waves in headlong huge 

commotion 
Scud, dark with tempest, o'er the Atlantic's 

breast; . 
While underneath, few fathoms deep in ocean, 

Lie peace and rest. 

Storms in mid-air, the rack before them 
sweeping, 

Hurry and hiss, like furies hate-possessed; 
While, over all, white cloudlets pure are 

1 

sleeping, 
In peace, in rest. 

Heart, oh, wild heart I why in the storm
world raging 

Flit'st thou thus_midway, passion's slave 
and jest, 

When, all so near, above, below, unchanging, 
Nirvana is, and rest? 

-Buddhist Ray. 

So they sent. a pious preacher 
Out to the Zulu wild, 
To teach to them the word of God 
As to a little child. 

So he got his books together, 
And on a sultry day 
He started to the country of 
The Zulus, far away. 

And when the preacher landed there 
The Zulus danced around, 
They took from him his clothes and books 
And flung him to the ground. 

They built of wood a roaring fire, 
They placed him in a pot, 
In vain he preached the word of Gail, 
Those Zulus h€eded not. 

And the men who sent him out from hom 
Think he's doing heathen good,, 
And thore Zulus h~v received h1m and 
Are filled with Christian food. 

-Savannah Ne ws. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER I
I th.at you need suffer no uneasines.~ whatever in regard to. th. e 

• Sunday Rest bill. That bill is .before my committee, and 
F 

0 
U N DE D By D. M BENNETT before the sub. committee of which I am a member, and 

-----· • months ago I caused it to be pigeon-holed, where it will 

E. M. l'dA.ClDOl!IALD, 
o. :P. SOliDBBY, 

Editor. safely remain, I think, as long as I am a member of .that 
Business Manager. committee. I believe with you that the legislation is unwise, 

undemocratic, and un-American, and I would oppose it to 
PUBLISBBD BY the bitter end should it ever get out of the committee and 

THE ~RU~H SEEKER OO.MPA.NY, intotheHouse,whichihavnoideaitwill. 
28 LAJ!'AYETTE PLAOE, NEW YOBK. "!agree with you that Congress had as well leave the com-

mittee who hav charge of the World's Fair and the people 
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR. generally to determin the day on which it should be opened. 

Congress has nothing to do with it, and I do not believe will 
hav. Y:our truly, W. T. ELLis.'' 

This agrees with the views of Representativ Wil
son of Wi3st Virginia, as expressed to Mr. Louis 

SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1891./ Wolfes, of Martinsburg, but Mr. Ellis speaks with 
===================== more authority, as being in a position to enforce his 

views. We congratulate Mr. Ellis upon the good 

.Address cdZ Qommtt,nicaticms to THB TRUTH BBBKBR 
OOMP .ANY. Makll aZ! Drafts, OluJckB, Post-D:f!W6 and BaJ
prsss M()11,611 Orders :pfJ]Jab!e to OH.ARLBB P. BOMBRBY. 

SUBSCRIPTION BATES. 
Single subscription in advance ............................ .. 
One subseriptioR two years, in advance ................. . 
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in one re-

mittance ...................................................... . 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one 

remittance .. ~ ............................................... .. 
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one 

remittance ................................................... . 
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one 

remittance .................................................. .. 
Any number over 11.ve at the same rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 

IN THE 
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Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 
WILL BE AN ARTICLE ENTITLED 

"SHOUTIN' JOE~" 
By W A.TSON HESTON. 

WITH PICTURES BY HIMSELF. 

In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker 
inclose ~ ~ cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

A GREAT maBy complaints hav reached us lately of delay 
and non-delivery of 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER to subscribers. With 
the exception of the two holiday weeks the paper was depos
ited in the post-office each Wednesday, and the fault lies 
with the post-office department. By Thursday morning 
every paper should be on its way to its owner, and should 
reach a very large portion of the country by Saturday night. 
The New York post-office suffers from inadequate facilities, 
but there is no reason why thirty-eight hours should be re
quired to reach Brooklyn-a mile ; three days to reach 
Philadelphia-ninety miles ; and four days to reach Newark 
-fifteen miles, as has sometimes been t.he case. If Mr. 
Wanamaker will allow his censorship of the mails to lapse 
into innocuous desuetude and attend to the business part of 
his duties, his administration of the postal department would 
find greater favor in the eyes of those who pay him, hfs em
ployers, the people. 

~----~~~-------
The Breckinridge Sunday Rest Bill. 

Hearty thanks are due to those of our readers 
who hav complied with our request to write to their 
members of Oongress protesting against the enact
ment of the Breckinridge Sunday Rest bill. The 
letters hav been of great service to the cause of lib
erty. More ought to hav written, and we hope will 
write, though we can now say on the authority of a 
Congressman whose letter is herewith printed that 
the bill is practically killed so far as this Oongress is 
concemed. But we want the Liberals to get into 
the habit of taking an activ part in our politics when 
Liberalism is affected. They are sufficiently nu
merous, by well-directed effort, to hav much influ
ence on subjects where personal interests are not con
cerned, and the more prominent a Liberal is in hie 
own community the greater will be his influence on 
his representativ, either state or national. If only 
the thousands of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers wrote 
letters it would make our statesmen open their eyes, 
and if the readers of the other Freethought journals 
join in those statesmen will wonder what has hap
pi3ned. 

Here is the Congressman's letter alluded to. It is 
from Wm. T. Elli.s, of the Second district of Ken
tucky, written to Dr. 0. H. Drayne, one of his con
stituents at Sebree: 
" HousE OF REPRl!SENTATIVS u. 8., WASHINGTON, D. c.,} 

Jan. 7, 1891. 
"DR. C. H. DRAYNE, Sebree, Ky., Mu D6M Sir: In answer 

to your favor of the 1st inst., I can assure you quit11 positivly 

news he is able to send, and also upon the manliness 
of his position and the frankness with which he pro
claims it to the world. 

'fhe Exhibitors at the World's l'air. 
According to a Western journal, there is another 

force making for righteousness in the matter of 
opening the World's Fair on Sundays. The Amari~ 
can Association of Exhibitors was organized during 
a recent exposition in Boston, and its membership in-
0ludes manufacturers of nearly every commodity to 
be placed on exhibition in Ohicago, and one. of. their 
objects is to control the Ohicago Exposition. Re
cently the president of the Association, Benjamin L. 
Allen, of Boston, has been traveling over the country, 
adding new members to the Association, and getting 
them to adopt iron-clad rules which will govern the 
Fair. 

Regarding Sunday opening of the Ohicago Fair one 
of the activ members of the Association in :Philadel
phia said to a reporter: "Just think what our or: 
ganization means. In Ohicago we will number nearly 
four thousand of the exhibitors, banded together with 
iron-clad regulations. Now, suppose the directors 
and :President :Palmer, and the rest of them, say the 
Fair shan't be open on Sunday. Well, in case we 
think differently, we will order the doors open every 
day in the week. If General :Palmer and his men re
fuse, up go our thousands of exhibits into boxes, and 
back they go to our factories and warerooms. If W9 

disagree with the directors about the price of admis
sion, or anything else, in fact, we win or close up the 
Fair by removing our exhibits. The exhibits make 
the Fair. Take away our exhibits, and who will 
come to Ohicago just to look at General Palmer and 
his friends 1" 

With the exhibitors, the people of Ohicago, the rail
rQads, an<l the public sentiment of the country against 
them, the Sabbatarians are going to hav pretty hard 
work closing the gates of that Fair on Sundays. 

The Literature Fund. 
When the Kentuckians were preparing a new con· 

stitution to be submitted to the people of their state 
in place of the old, Mr. S. :P. Herronand TBE TRUTH 
SEEKER took considerable interest in the proceedings 
so far as the proposed Amendments related to taxa
tion and Sunday laws. Mr. Herron sent us the 
names of as many of the delegates as he could gather, 
and we sent them what literature and arguments we 
hav in favor C~f impartial taxation, and no religious 
Sunday laws. The pamphlets were not wasted, for 
one of the amendments proposed to the taxation 
clause included the churches on the tax· list. . The 
three biggest men in the convention-Govemor 
Buckner, ex-Goyernor Knott, and Judge Hines
favored the amendment, and thus the question was 
brought prominently before the people. Its final 
fate we hav been unable to learn; but we are satis
fied, at this period, to hav got it even discussed. 
And it only cost the Liberals of the country $13.94; 
for THE TiiuTH SEBKER furnished the documents at 
cost and did the work for nothing. . 

Now the Liberals of Texas are besieging their 
legislature for a repeal of the Sunday laws, and our 
Literature Fund enables us to lend them a helping 
hand. We hav obtained a list of the Texas states
men, and every one of them will be presented with a 
copy of Remsburg's " Sabbath Breaking," to enable 
him to vote upon the question intelligently. We 
trust they will read it carefully-the pious ones 
prayerfully. If they do this they can come to but 
one conclusion: that Sunday laws hav no "divine" 
authority; that religious laws are uJaconstitutional 

and un-American; that those laws stand to-day on 
the statute books only as relics from a bigoted past; 
and that they are maintained by a few int a rested in
dividuals by means. of religious prf judice. 

The cost to the Literature Fund of this missionary 
work is $17.89; and it leaves us $35 97 to do the 
same thing over again when a useful opportunity 
occurs. Drop a dollar into this Fund when you hav 
it to spare, and thus help enlighten our lawmakers. 
The usefulness of the Fund is not limited. By it 
last year the Liberals exercised an influence ill form· 
ing the organic laws of all the new states in the 
Northwest, and Kentucky, and :we can reaoh the 
lawmakers of Texas as easily as we could our own 
legislature at Albany. 

--------~~-------
"In Order to Reform" the J nry System. 
A political journal of this city which seems to hate 

reform of air sorts talks sarcastically of the effort 
made last year by some people who do believe in re
form to so amend the system of collecting juries that 
more efficient service would ae secured. It is 
charged that responsible men will not attend court, 
preferring to be fined, as the fines are in nearly all 
cases remitted upon presenting excuses, or if not re
mitted are never collected. Accordingly, the legis
lature of 1889, at the demand of the reformers, and 
upon the report of a special committee of the senate, 
appointed for the purpose, so amended the Oode of 
Oivil :Procedure that the corporation counsel shall 
every three months furnish a detailed list to the 
mayor of the number of fines collected from those 
who failed to do jury duty, together with the reason 
why any fine previously imposed upon a delinquent 
should be remitted. The report' for the last three 
months shows : · 
Fines imposed on delinquents ............................... $63,150 
Fines remitted bv judges .......... , ...... ;................... 60,880 
Fines not remitted............................................... .2,270 
Fines actually collected........................................ None 

And the journal whi~h dislikes reform exultingly 
says: "In order to reform it is quite necessary to 
know what you are about." 

With this remark we agree wholly. But we do 
not agree with the explanation of the jury difficulty 
by the same authority, which explanation is this : 
"S:xch is the activ business life of New York, so nu
merous are the demands upon the time and thought 
of its more energetic and industrious men, so earnest 
and intense is the competition in all branches of 
trade, and so many are the cares and concerns of the 
public-spirited, that it is extremely diffioult to secure 
efficient jurors." It is true that business men dis
like a jury caiJ, and will go to almost extreme lengths 
to avoid performing the duty. Special exemptions 
for some professions are obtained by law, such as 
editors and reporters of daily papers, doctors, minis
ters, lawyers, firemen, election inspectors, and so on. 
In this way the list of eligible men is greatly reduced, 
and those called offer various excuses. to the judges, 
and when these are not successful, " stand in" with 
the clerks of the courts. 

But this unwillingness to serve does not spring 
entirely from lack of time. It proceeds in at least 
one-half the cases from a dislike of the methods 
of the couds, natural. indignation at the lack of 
courtesy with which jurors are treated, a distaste 
for the superstitious mummery of oath-taking on a 
greasy Bible, administered by bulldozing clerks, 
and the utter inadequacy of the remunerati :>n in all 
of the courts in the city but one. 

The present custom of obtaining a jury is very 
old, and was very good in ancient days when neigh
bors met at the call of the court ready to do their 
duty to the community, and the judges and officers 
of the court considered them entitled to equal con
sideration with themselvs. The system is still good 
for sparsely settled districts. But for this city it 
is not good. A hundred men are ordered to· attend 
as a panel for a :PAd of the Sapreme Oourt, for 
instance. S~xty per cent of them are on hand, and 
when court opens find themselvs ranged round a 
room like a lot of travelers in a waiting-room. The 
clerk calls their names, to which they answer ; he 
pats them into line as a drover punches cattle 
through a steamer's gangway, and with about the 
same courtesy, and after they hav kissed a dirty 
Bili>le or called down heaven's vengeance upon per
jurers by uplifted hand, or by persistent maintenance 
of their rights taken the affirmation without any re
ligious twaddle, they get before the judge, who listens 
to their excuses. Being ordered to remtdn, they 
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again take seats around the room and wait for fur
ther ordera. A dozen go in the jury-box. The re
mainder sit still, waiting, perhaps two hours, per
haps all day, when they can go home, to return the 
next morning to again wait the orders of the court. 
This program is repeated with no variation for two 
weeks. 

It is tiresome and disagreeable, and it is made un
necessarily so by the incivility of the attendants, who, 
"clothed in a little brief authority," treat the jurors 
as they would treat a drove of cattle, order them 
around, thrust a dirty book at them, and finally, if 
they are the arbitrators of a ease, pen them up in a 
small, filthy room there to remain until the eleven 
men made obstinate by their treatment shall hav 
been convinced by the one who is always right. For 
their services they receive the magnifi."ent sum of 
one dOllar per case decided by them-s case which 
they may hav considered for two or three days! It 
is not at all surprising that they resod to all sorts of 
means to escape su"h treatment. The judges of the 
courts are usually gentlemen, but they pay little at
tention to the panel; the clerks of the courts some
times answer jurors' questions courteously; the at
tendants are, in this city at least, almost without 
exception, men without one gentlemanly instinct. 
They are the ward heelers, the political workers for 
district bosses, and their positions ara their rewards. 
They are generally Irishmen, Rom1.m Oatholics, serv
ants of Tammany Hall and Archbishop Oorrigan. 

What is needed to reform the jury system is tore
form the courts, beginning in some instances with 
the judges, and certainly extending the reform to all 
the subordinates. Ireland, run by Rome, ou!lht to 
be kicked out of New York's government. Ninety 
per cent of the office-holders are Roman Oatholics, 
dirty, ignorant, bigoted, with no conception of the 
people's rights, tyrannical in spirit, domineering in 
manner, and stupid in the performance of their 
dutiee. That is what New York has obtained in 
handing over the municipal government to the polit
ical wing of the Roman hierarchy. 

" In order to reform it is quite neaessary to know 
what you are about;" and this observation applies 
to the Sun quite as patly as to those well-meaning 
persons whom that journal sneers at as "professional 
reformere." The Stm is largely responsible for 
turning Naw York over to Tammany Hall to be 
plundered for the benefit of its ward heelers. 

Only Another Instance. 
That what we hav said in the foregoing of the in

fluence of Romanfsm in our city's government is 
true is very timely evidenced by the necessary action 
of one of our police captains. Months ago we told 
how the Oatholic "Sisters" of various orders be
sieged . our city hall on the pay-days of the Irish 
Oatholic clerical force, and now it comes out that so 
objectionable hav their visits become to a police sta
tion on such oacasions that the captain has been 
forced t'l exclude them. This is the more peculiar 
as Tammany Hall has for a long time had a virtual 
monopoly of the appointment of policemen, with the 
natural l1lSUU that nearly all the offit1ers are Irish 
Roman Oatholics. 

The precinct in which the trouble occurred is the 
twentieth, with ·the station-house in West 37th 
street. L)cated in the precinct is -the Asylum of 
St: Vincent de Paul, in charge of the Sisters of 
Mary, under the immediate supervision of Priest 
Septier. For several years, on each monthly pay
day, a -sister has visited the station with a regularity 
and persistency acquired only by long drilling as a 
human automaton. In this way several hundred 
dollars a year hav been gathered from the officers 
stationed there. Recently Oaptain Oross succeeded 
Oaptain Murphy in command of the precinct, and 
one of the first things he did was to order the cus
tom discontinued, an order which the sisters dislike. 
To a r~porter, when questioned, Oap~ain Oross gue 
his reasons. "A conscientious sense of my duty," 
he said, "alone prompted me to deny the Sister's re
quest. I do not consider that these visits are just 
the proper thing. H is not a universal custom 
throughout the police department. I hav only 
served in one precinct before I came here where the 
custom was permitted. My experience as a rounds
man and sergeant bas taught me that the great ma
jority of policemen are opposed to having these 
Sisters visit the station-houses on pay-days. The 
policemen's pay is not too large. Most of them bav 

' 

need for every cent which they receive. This looks 
to them like coerciv charity. For this reason, as a 
captain true .to the interests of the men under my 
command, I do not think I hav any right to allow 
the presence of the Sisters on these occasions. 
What the policemen do with their money after they 
leave the station-house is no concern of mine. If 
they wish they can giv the Sister their entire month's 
pay and I will find no fault." 

To the same reporter the Sisters were typically 
meek and Jesuitical, for the very good reason, we 
suppose, that they expect to hav Oaptain Oross's 
order overruled when the top-sawyers of the Roman 
church bring their "infl.ooence" to bear on the high 
police officials of Mulberry street. The Sister in 
charge said: 11 We hav been going to the station
house for years. No captain, until Oaptain Oross 
took command, ever obj eoted to our presence. Cap
tain Cross is a good man, but he is opposed to our 
visits. We respeot his honesty, and believe that his 
sense of duty only prompts his ac~ion in the mather. 
We want the World to say nothing but kindly 
words about Oaptain Cross. We will pray for him 
and will hope that in a little while he will see his 
way clear to rescinding his order. Some of our 
friends hav seen Oaptain Oross, and we hav some 
hopes that the good man will not long deprive us of 
the privilege of visiting the station-house on pay
day. We know we hav the sympathy of most of the 
policemen, beeause they hav come here and assured 
us that they regret the captain's order." 

The Roman Ottholic cb.urch hall elevated the avo
cations of legal thieving and religious begging up 
to high art. If the pope ever moves over here what 
a_ joyous time be will bav ! He will find his man
sions all prepared for him. 

J. P. Mendnm; 
A long career of usefulness ~~ond devotion to liberty 

of thought and lib ha'3 olossd wihh the death of 
Josi1h Paine Mendum, the publisher of the Investi
gator. 

Mr. Menilurn was a careful, frugal, painstaking 
man; thoroughly devoted to his splendid cause, and 
untiring in caring for his paper. He wae not an 
orator nor writer; speakin~ and writing he left to 
Horace Seaver to do ; but to the no less necessary 
part of the work, the practical side, he was as de
voted a'3 was Mr. Seaver to. the public part, and per
formed it no less capably. By his good judgment 
and frugality tb.s Investigator was solidly established 
and Mr. Mendum himself became possessed of a 
comfortable competence whicb. his talented son will 
undoubtedly husband and increase. 

Mr. Mendurn lived longer than most men can, and 
his death became hi!! life. His brain outlived his 
body, and he was as clear mentally two hours before 
the last as ever. He passed away easily, with his 
affairs in order, and fearing nothing. Few men hav 
prepared for the long journey so tranquilly as the 
oldest Freethought publisher in the United States. 

It is a cause of congratulation that his son can fill 
his place in the counting-room of the Investigator, 
and that in the editorial chair of Horace Seaver sits 
a man so able and so devoted to Liberalism as L. K. 
Washburn. The paper will not cease to be an influ
ence for good, nor to delight its thousands of friends 
each week as it has done for over any years. To 
Mr. Mendum's family we c ff 1r sympathy, and to 
those who are to continue his work the assurance of 
good will and cordial appreciation. 

Elsewhere in this issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER will 
be found an account of the funeral, quiet and unos
tentatious as was Mr. Mendum's life, and a brief 
sketch of his life work and personal history. 

The Bible and Protestantism in Pern. 
The manner in which the Catholic church controls 

countries eo unfortunate a'l to be peopled by its 
members is again made plain by a recent incident in 
Peru. We are not particularly in favor of widely 
distributing the obscene book known as the Bible, 
but so long as the R:>mish church permits the Douay 
version of it to occasionally find its way to the lay
man we do not see why the King James translation 
should be prohibited. This, however, is not permit
ted in Peru, neither is the Protestant sect allowed 
to do missionary work among the benighted citizens 
of that republic. 

An Italian, Penzotti by name, the agent of some 
Bible society in this city, went to Peru several 

months ago and applied to the legation of the United 
States for information as to the possibility of selling 
or disposing of Protestant Bibles in Peru and of 
making arg11ments in bvor of that creed. The 
American minister, afher consulting with the govern
ment of Paru, replied to Panzotti that Peru, although 
a republic, held the o .. tholi" religion as param()unt, 
and would not nor could not by its constitution 
allow public worship by any other .. Foreigners 
residing in Peru who are not O.atholics are allowed 
to hav their pla"es of worship, but retired from the 
street, without bells or any manifestation of public
ity, and Panzotti was informed th•t a legal obj ~otion 
was enter~ained against his disposmg of Protestant 
Bibles among the p-aople and to his advocating pub· 
licly the principles of that faith. Nevertheless he 
proceeded to commit these two forbidden acts, 
and in consequence has been in prison since July 
last. At the request of the American society be rep· 
resents the United States legation here wa1 ordered 
by the department of state to inquire into the mah~er 
and if possible use its good offiJes. The minister 
of foreign affairs replied to such a req 11eah that if 
Penzotti would giv a bond to leave the country by 
the fi.ret steamer and not to return his liberty would 
be granted. His friends could not or would not 
giv the security required and he is still in durllmce. 

Whenever the Roman Catholic church has had 
control of a country there has been no liberty of 
thought within its borders. In this she seems to be 
the one thing which is the same yest11rday, to-day, 
and forever, and those- countries wherein she is gain
ing ground should govern themselvs Mcordingly. 

Editorial Notes. 
THE cable· brought news last Saturday that Charles Brad

laugh is again seriously ill. Mr. Bradlaugh has not had very 
vigorous health since his sickness of last year, but has 
reported himself in the National Rej01'mer as steadily gain, 
ing. The present relapse is probably due to overwork. 

THE Indepsndent appears to be growing backward. This 
sentence would seem familiar if found in a Roman Catholic 
journal, substituting the word church for Bible: "Liberty 
of thought in the church does not mean liberty to deny the 
doctrin of the Bible with impunity, and without correctiv 
disciplin. It is always in order to contend earraestly 'for 
the faith which was once delivered unto the saints.' Human 
speculations destructiv of that faith are simply heresies that 
contradict the word of God. Away with them ! " And then 
burn the heretics, does our contemporary mean? 

A WELCOME relief has come to the country in the resolve 
of the New Hampshire Republicans to allow Henry W. 
Blair to stay at home instead of representing them in the 
United States Senate. Dr. J. H. Gallinger has been chosen 
in his place by /the Republican caucus for the term begin
ning next March, and whether the Republicans elect their 
man or not-which they will-Blair is out of the way. It is 
said on good authority that Blair's fanaticism for religious 
legislation is one of the chief causes of the loss of his grip 
on the New Hampshire Republicans. If so, it is a righteous 
retribution. 

THE- citizens of this town are burning with Indignation 
over the dirty condition of our streets, but it never seems to 
occur to them to send a petition to Mr. Pecci, professional 
pope, at Rome. He is the fellow to blame. He runs 
Archbishop Corrigan ; that's sure. Archbishop Corrigan 
runs the Tammany Hall politicians ; that's also sure. The 
Tammany Hall politicians run the street-cleaning depart
ment ; that is likewise sure. And the streets are not clean ; 
that's indisputable. A petition to Rome, as aforesaid, might 
hav a good effect, and we trust the people of New York will 
consider the propriety of sending it. 

BisHOP FREPPEL, at a reception which he gave on the first 
day of this year to the clergy or the diocese of Anger3, made 
an address to his guests in which he declared that the cam
paign of irreligious Frenchmen against the church, although 
now less glaringly conducted, was stU! continued. The form 
of the government, he said, had nothing to do with the mat
ter. He was of the conviction that Catholics must organize, 
not as a party, but under the direction of their bishops, and 
" wrest from Freemasons and Freethinkers the rights and 
liberties of which they hav been deprived." It occurs to us 
that France has in the past had quite enough of Catholic 
rule, and that she will do well to continue the irreligious 
Freemasons and Freethinkers in power. 

Liberty in Literature. 
We hav. ready the Testimonial to Walt Whitman by 

Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, a magnificently got-up pam
phlet of nearly eighty pages, with portrait of Walt Whitman 
and the author. It is printed on extra heavy calendered 
paper, in large type, with beautiful paper cover. The text 
has been revised by Colonel Ingersoll, and the extrapts from 
Whitman's poems by the poet hfmself. It is the only au
thorized and authentic print of the Testimonial. Price, 25 
cents. 

/ 
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l,ttitrs Jront 1/ritnds. 

FORESTVILLE, N.Y., Dec. 29, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed $5 for THE TRUTH BEEKER and 

the picture book. I am getting old and cannot work much, 
but I can look at the pictures and amuse myself. I shall 
always take your paper as long as I can see to read. I am 
almost eighty now, and see to read and write. without 
glasses. A happy New Year to Editor Eugene and mother, 
and all friends of THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

MBs. J. W. BENNETT. 

VINELAND, N.J., Dec. 23, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $6, for which please continue THE 

TRUTH SEEKER and. send me a copy of "The Godly Women 
of the Bible," by An Ungodly Woman of the Nineteenth 
Century, and a copy of Voltaire's" Pocket Theology," and 
a TRUTH 8EEKER ANNUAL for 1891. I hav taken THE TRUTH 
BEEKER from its first number, and now in my eighty-first 
year like it as well as ever. J. B. SHEPARD. 

PEDEE, Wis., Jan. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the AtrnUAL 

for 1891. I hav been a subscriber to the noble D. M.. Ben
nett's paper from the start, and it seems we cannot get along 
without it. Keep hewing away at that old tower Babel! 
No fable! Keep Peck pecking it to f. hem I Light is looming 
up in the far.away distance. Happy New Year to all the 
truth seekers in the world. But the happiest, everlasting, 
self-sharpening New Year to THE TRUTH BEEKER staff, from 
Heston and B. H. Wixon down to the TRUTH BEEKER devil. 

· Yours, DAN BROBB~. 

GRANTFORK, ILL., Dec. 16, E M. 290. 
MR. EDITOR: I must say the outlook for our cause is be. 

coming brighter and brighter. Humanity is evolving in our 
favor faster and faster. I can see the time in the future 
when Christianity and churchianity will melt away like a 
chunk of ice in a hot summer day. The straw's are all point
ing that way, and the ball is rolling faster and faster. There 
is no check to it. People are beginning to think for them
selva, and education is clearing the wool off their eyes. But 
we must at all hazards maintain our free school and keep 
the Bible and prayers out of it. ANTON J. KRAFr. 

LIBERAL, Mo., Jan. 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for $3 for the ship 

of state another year. May the grand old ship sail until the 
bray of the ecclesiastic is heard no more in the land, and 
free thought, free press, free speech, perfect humanity and 
justice, will reign Rupreme. Then and not until then will 
the swords be beat into pruning-hooks and the spears into 
plowshares, and war be known no more. I wonder if the 
Christians would like to send a few more brainless preachers 
to Dakota to teach the Sioux that his redeemer cometh. 

P. J. UMBRlTE. 

DEe MoiNES, It., Jan. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: With my prospects of a lecture course in 

the town where I am, I feel justified in sending Wm. Hart, 
of Kirksville, Mo., $1 for two of his books. This gentleman 
is a thoroughgoing Liberal. The sad affiiction which has 
overtaken him will call forth the aid of liberal-minded peo
ple. I wish my own circumstances permitted me to giv a 
hundredfold more help. I know Brother Hart to be one of 
the most earnest LiLerals in the land, of untiring industry. 
Years ago I was made a welcome guest by himself and ex
cellent wife on many occasions. I will often think of the 
sufferer, made doubly sorrowful in his great calamity, which 
robs him of not only property, but a faithful son. 

w. F. JAMIESON. 

Los ANGELES, CAL., Dec. 29, 1890 
MR. EDITOR : I hav been an interested reader of your 

paper for several months, and hav enjoyed it much. I hav 
tried to propagate its ideas by loaning my paper to those 
who did not take it, and by reading extracts from it before 
the Woman's Suffrage Club of this city, of which I am sec
retary. Most of the members of our club are Freethinkers, 
but a few still are held ha bondage by the church, but even 
they are beginning to feel that they must look outside for 
help, being convinced that that institution will never allow 
them a privilege or a right that it can deprive them of. 
Hoping that the dawn of liberty for all mankind may soon 
brighten into day, I remain, 

Moat reepectfully yours, MRs. E A. LA WRENOE. 

HAMBURG, IA., Jan. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: On January 1st and 2d, Charles Watts, of 

Toronto, Can., lectured in the Opera House in this city to a 
large and i:titelligent audience of about three hundred, not
withstanding the revivals in progress at some of the churches. 
His subjects he handled and vindicated in a masterly man
ner, and in a way to enlarge the mind and understanding of 
many that were present. Had we more large-hearted, 
liberal-minded, educated, and sincere gentlemen like Mr. 
Watts giving their vast learniog to the advancement of 
Truth, whatever that may be, the world would become 
better in a short time and bigotry and superstition would 
soon be things of the past. We hope to hav him giv another 
and a longer course of lectures here early in the spring. Let 
me hear from Liberals in this county and near here, that we 
may make arrangements for him. Please write. Address, 

E. T. DALBEY, Box 3:4. 

BRONSON, FLA., Jan. 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2.50 for the "Freethinkers' 

Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth. I claim the honor of being 
the first one to suggest the publication of such a book, to be 

placed upon the center-table of every Liberal a's a silent 
preacher to all his visitors and guests. And I am satisfied 
that it will prove to be the most satisfactory investment for 
propaganda that has yet been made. I liv in a priest-ridden 
community, and as a matter of course the peopie are igno
rant and superstitious, and an unbeliever is deemed a dan
gerous man and is boycotted. He cannot be elected to any 
office of honor or trust. I had -the misfortune to be nom
inated to represent the county in the next legislature, but no 
sooner was it known that I was an Agnostic thau pulpit and 
press combined to defeat me. I had never seen God or lived 
in any other world, hence was not qualified to 'legislate in 
this. When the old " India-rubber God" is retired people 
will become more sensible and reasonable. 

0. RICHARDSON. 

NATIONAL SoLDIERS' HoME, Wis., Jan. 3, A.B. 291. 
MR. EDITOR : As probably no one else will do it, I thought 

it best to write and send you a suitable epitaph for the late 
lamented Mr. Bull: 

Alas for mighty Bitting Bull, 
The doctor * of the Sioux I 

From Jordan's stormy banks he'll pull 
While another wears his shioux. 

If the papers tell the tale in full 
Anent this bloody nioux, . \ 

The doctor was a vicious bull, 
A match for ancient Jioux. 

Send the ANNUAL for Anno Bcientia 291. 
Yours truly, NEtBON HUNT. 

*l'IIedioin man. 

CBESOO, !A., Jan. 1, 1891. 
MR. EnrroR : I am a constant reader of the National Trib

une, Washington, D. C. I like to be reminded of the expe
riences and exploits of my former comrades. The only dis
agreeable, and, I must say, not only useless, but really de
praving, feature of the otherwise good paper l!i.its religious 
department under the head of " Sunday Meditations." The 
space disfigured with this priestly humbug might be used to 
better purpose, viz , to the dlffusion of practical knowledge. 
Of course the latter is also attended to by such able writers 
as Prof. Felix L. Oi!wald, Dr. J. H. Porter, and a few others. 
But I fear that the practical communications from these 
friends of humanity do not make, as they should, a deeper 
impression upon the reading community than dci the mind
degenerating" Sunday Meditations." I hope, for the sake of 
mental progress, that my fears may not be realized. 

I do wish that Colonel Ingersoll would keep in line with 
his fellow-soldiers by means of an occasional article in "the 
National Tribune. His letters would be appreciated by all 
sensible veterans, and would certainly exert an influence for 
the good of mankind. F. L. DAUBERSMITH. 

CLEVELAND, 0., Jan. 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you clippings from the Cleveland 

papers in regard to a red-hot• heresy trial, that of Rev. Mr. 
l'tlcQueary, which is progressing here. The trial is very im
portant, as it is a landmark in the nineteenth century and I 
understand that the gentlemen expect to definitly and finally 
determin the truth of the immaculate conception. I hav 
always tried to ·be a consistent Agnostic, but I am tainted 
with the belief that in a legal sense Christ certainly was the 
son of God. It is a maxim of the law, Qui facit per alium 
facit per se, "Who doeth by another doeth by himself." 
Now, the Apocrypha to the New Testament shows that 
Mary was a vestal virgin in a Jewish temple. A priest, a 
vicar or agent of God, seduced her. The priest induced 
Joseph to marry her. When J o discovered her condition he 
dem:Irred, or kicked. Mr. Priest said, "It's all right, Jo; 
the kid is conceived of the Holy Ghost." J o, being a devout 
man, believed all the priest told him. If it be true that the 
priest was the agent of God, then on the above-cited maxim 
Christ was truly the son of God. Qui jacit per alium jacit 
per sent. · L. A. WILLSON. 

HARMONY, INn., Jan. 5, 1891. 
MR. EmTOR : Will you please allow me a little space in 

your grand old TRUTH BEEKER? Will some good friend of 
THE TRUTH BEEKER or anyone else pleBse explahi to me the 
difference between faith and animal desire? I am nearly 
seventy-tl.ve years old; perhaps that is the reaBon I do not 
know. A neighbor of mine, a believer in that old obscene 
book, said that all animated nature came from one common 
pair, and that God made them when. he made. Adam and 
Eve, and scattered them all over the world. I ~sked him 
how it came that every continent produces different kinds? 
He said we ought not to ask such questions. That was all 
he said-exit. My opinion is that the conditions of the con
tinents produce everything without the aid of a God or gods. 

I went to hear a funeral sermon preached by a United 
Brethren sky-pilot, and in the course of his remarks he said 
Ged never makes any mistake. Now, the thoug;ht occurred 
to me that perhaps the things that he made out of nothing 

. were pretty good, but when he came to making things out 
of material he made some most egregious mistakes, I 
think. For instance, look at the poisonous reptile, bumble
bees, hornets, wasps, yellow-jackets, etc., to bite and sting 
the people when they go out together blackberrying. Bah! 

J.M. 

GREEN HILL, 0., Jan. 6, E.M. 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I am somewhat disabled in my shoulders 

and arms from muscular rheumatism-brought on from three 
years' service in the army, as I suppose-hut from the way 
I feel to-night I think that I shall be able to celebrate my 
centennial here on earth, unless I should be like one of my 
illustrious predecessors of Bible notoriety, and if such should 
be my luck I want the good old TRUTH BEEKER right along. 
I cannot do without it. It is like a sweet, wee wife. Noth-

ing but death or extreme poverty could cause us to sep~rat~. 
There is, all about here, a scucity of money that willlagt 

until the b1mkers see· fit to disgorge. We poor devils are at 
their mercy. It is a q•testion with me whether it would not 
protect us better to hav our b~nking system revised and not 
the tariff, and let the people get the money direct from -the 
government as they need it, the same a9 they do p:>stage 
stamps. I thil!l.k it would for everyone be better, " the 
laird, the cotter, and the tenant." 

I am still working away with my petition; got about one 
hundred and fifty names; hav five others out at work ; 
when I get them in I will send them to you. With my best 
wishes for you and the TRUrH BEEKER family everywhere, 
I remain, · 

Y:ours for individual liberty, ENOOH WICKERSHAM. 

NEw HAVEN, 0., Jan. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I wish you to acknowledge for me through 

the columns of your valuable paper the receipt of the paper 
called Freethought and several copies of THE TRUTH BEEKER ; 
for which I wish to say that I am tr~Jly thankful to the 
unknown senders of the same. I shall be grateful for any 
reading-matter that any kind Liberal brother may feel dis
posed to send me, and I will try to do &ll the good for Free
thought with it ·I can. I was a soldier in the late war; ha v 
heart disease and hav not been able to do a day's work for 
over three years, and get but a small pension. And as I hav 
nothing but my day labor to depend on. for my support, I . 
hav but little to spend for reading-matter. There are not 
many L!berals in New Haven. We bav one old pioneer here 
who has been here for fifty years, and was a Freethinker 
when I came here thir~y-t'jVO years ago. He is sound on 
Freethought. We like THE TBUTa BBBKER very much and 
hope we may be able to take it right along. I will endeavor 
to do so if I hav to cut the corners closer on something elee. 

Will you please giv me the address of R. G. Ingersoll, also 
of Elmina D. Blenker? THos. S. CHARITY. 

[A letter to Col. R. G. Ingersoll, New York, N.Y., will 
reach that gentleman. Mrs. Blenker's address is Snowville, 
Va.-En. T. B] 

SoUTH CHELMSFvRD, MASs., Jan. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Brother Infidels, how are you f The pict

ures on both sides of the paper are the reason I renew. I 
shall stay by you till.tbe end of time, on the pictures. Every
body will look at them, and often read a little. I came into 
a red-hot hardshell Baptist community, and my old mother 
and brother, that pray over the vicious, were horror-struck 
at THE TRUTH SEEKER. But of course the pictures had to 
be looked at, and mother said after a while that there was 
some gooq in it. When I first got back from the land of the 
Dakotas there was a grand rally made on my belief. They 
all prayed,· and the professional revivalist buttonholed me 
after every prayer-meeting. I could not get in a word edge
ways. At last he broke out with, "What Infidel can say, to
morrow will be a bright, clear day and no sun? Not one 
iota of nature's laws can be changed." "De> you believe 
that story about Jo!lhua cJmmanding the sun and moon to· 
stand still and they obeying him?" I asked him. or course 
he flew the track. "De>n't you let folks know rouod. here 
that you are an Infidel I No one will respect or trust you I" 
But they do. I buy wood and hay and parties take my 
word for the weight and measure, and I do not hav to pay 
till it is gone. But complaint has been made 1 o the select
men about my working Sundays; •and as three men hav been 
fined $10 and costs for getting in hay Sunday, I am careful 
to stand in with the powers that be. Keep your shirt on. 

JOHN C. BL US DELL. 

BLOOMDALE, 0., Jan. 6, 1891. ;: f . 

MR. EDITOR: It is frequently. cast up to me that my belief · 
may be good to liT. by, but could not be good to die by. 
Now, I want to put on record one case that came under my 
immediate experience where a young man lived and died 
firm and unflinching in the belief inculcated by THE TRUTH 
BEEKER and the reading of scientific and Materialistic litera
ture. He first came under my notice about a year ago, 
when· he came from K'\nsas and. the West to--his home 
here, having spent some time in the West, during which 
time he had imbibed the rudiments of his late belief by some 
reading of Lucifer. I soon became acquainted with him, 
and found him to pe a lover of science, a man of progressiv. 
ideas, and withal of an amiable dispo3ition. It gave me 
pleasure to hand him what books and pamphlets, etc., I had 
in my possession to read. I should hav mentioned that last 
winter he was attacked by the grip, which left a lung trouble 
fast on him, under which he labored along until a few days 
ago, with occasional revivals and relapse3. I understood 
from him that his father was much displeased at the course 
he had taken in the matter of belief, and I often thought I 
could discern a certain frigid turn in his father's behavior 
toward me; consequently I called on him but once during 
his illness. 

However, his brother told me that he was thoroughly 
resigned to the inevitable; that he discouraged a certain old 
lady who called on him and wished to talk about Jesus, etc , 
by waving his hand (his voice was gone) and whispering to 
her that it gave him pleasure to hav people call, but he did 
not wish to hear anything of that sort. And when a minis
ter called who wished to pray with him, he told him it was 
unnecessary, and when the dominie further asked if he did 
not wish his silent prayer he still told him it was q1:1ite use
lees, as he had no misgivings concerning what was to come. 
And when, on the point of dissolution, he was asked what 
his thoughts were about a future life, he said he did not 
believe in any; felt satisfied to go ; that all must go, and as 
this was .his turn he wou'd go without regret. His brother 
assured me that he never saw a man go with so much' 
resignation and calmness, and I was quite QVE)rtaken with 
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emotion on hearing how resolute in his belief was Jesse 
Fremont McKee. Personally I consider :him to hav been a 
most estimable person, and look on him and his example 
with much pride. C. C. GERMANN. 

LIMES'.CONE, ILL., Dec. 29, 1890. 
MR. E;oiTOR: Inclosed find twenty. five cents for the" Bible 

Inqu.irer," by A. Jacobson. I want to lend it to a preacher 
of the Free Methodist church. The Protestants, Baptists, 
and Free Methodists are after me hot and h~avy, trying to 
convert me. And while the two former are content with 
sending me books of their faith, the latter made an effort to 
convert me last Friday night at their church. The preacher 
and one Holy Joe, who is always cryl..Jlg, came over to speak 
to me after church was over. The preacher shook hands 
with me and the old ma.n asked me if I had salvation. I 
said,'' No." "Well, you ought tohav." I smiled and shook 
my head. " Don't you feel the need of the Lord?" the 
preacher said. I said, "No, sir, I don't." The Holy Joe 
told me to" holler." I said I would not. Then the preacher 
asked me if I was ready to die. " Yes, sir, quite ready." 
"Are you willing to die now?" "Yes, now, right here." 
"Are you not afraid to meet God?" "No, sir; I am not 
afraid to meet God or the other party." "But God says you 
are unprepared." "Whom did he say that to ?" "He says it 
in his word. Come again," said the preacher. I said I 
would and he went toward the door. I followed and caught 
up with him there and invited him to our debate. He said 
perhaps he would be busy there-at the church, I mean-but 
I told him it would be on Saturday night, so I don't know 
whether he will come or not. 

I went to church again last night, and when they had their 
scripture lesson I repeated verses 17 and 18 of the last chap
ter of St. Mark. He looked hard at me but said nothing. 
Then he preached a sermon in which Infidels were alluded 
to. Which I suppose meant me. All the holy ones eyed 
me-to see what a Liberal looked like, I suppose. He seems 
to be sensible when he speaks on other subjects. And no 
doubt his faith is sensible to the holy ones, but I am not 
holy. 

I would like to correspond with some Liberals near my 
own age, eighteen, as there are not many here, and those w)lo 
are are almost without exception afraid to say so. I will 
close, with three cheers for Freethought. 

ANNA. M. MoRN. 
739 Lincoln ave., Peoria, Ill., care of J. H. Fischer. 

NoRsE, TEx., Dec. 15, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Samuel·P. Putnam, of San Francisco; 

Cal., delivered a lecture on "The Demands of Liberalism 
and Freethought," at Norse, on Dec. 8, 1890, to a good and 
appreciativ audience. Mr. Putnam is a forcible, logical, and 
eloquent speaker. He showed the absolute justice and the 
immediate and pressing necessity of the Demands of Liberal
ism ; and that these Demands are founded upon the Consti
tution of the United States and the Declaration of Independ
ence. That in order to carry out the Declaration of Inde
pendence, and to keep "church and state forever separate," 
the Demands of Liberalism must be heeded, and be enacted 
into law to make this indeed a free country and this nation 
a government " of the people, by the people, and for the 
people." 

The speaker presented the principles of Liberalism, and 
showed that Liberalism accepted all that is good and true, 
and cherished everything that has an elevating tendency ; 
and rejected all that is bad and everything that has a 
degrading tendency. He contrasted the principles of Lib
eralism with the dogmas of Christianity, and showed the 
superiority of the first over the latter. That Liberalism and 
Christianity were diametrically opposit and opposed to each 
other. Thai the one represented enlightenment, advance
ment, science, and evolution; the other, Ignorance, super
stition, stagnation, and degradation. That In order to be
come a good Christian one must not only accept and believe 
without evidence, but acknowledge him or her self totally 
depraved, and must believe in the atonement, the trinity, 
and other equally absurd doctrins and tenets of the church 
-a church instituted by a crafty priesthood for their own 
individual benefit and glory, and for the subjugation and en
slavement of mankind to a superstitious religion and tyran. 
nical and despotic government. On the other hand, Liberal
ism means liberality in everything. It means intelligent 
liberty, the widest liberty of thought and expression-" in
tellectual hospitality." It teaches a true and natural moral
ity. It takes its stand for all that is good and true, and all 
that is grand and sublime. That a true Liberal not only 
accepts all truth, whenever or wherever diecovered, and 
from whatever source it may emanate, but has a vivid per
ception of all that is grand and sublime, ll.nd o. feeling of ven
eration for anything really sacred. 

Liberalism takes its stand for a new and true education, 
in which all man's faculties and capabilities shall be unfolded 
and cultivated. Man's whole being shall receive proper cul
tivation ; his physical, mental, and moral powers shall re
ceive simultaneous and proper education and culture. His 
head, heart, and hand are to receive proper education. 

Liberalism takes its stand for universal mental liberty, for 
universal moral liberty, and for universal industrial liberty. 
It inculcates a true morality and high aspirations. It teaches 
science and progress, and takes its stand for the advance
ment and elevation of the human race. 

Mr. Putnam gave an excellent lecture on the Bible on 
Dec. 9, 1890. · 

I had the pleasure of accompanying Mr. B. P. Putnam to 
Walnut, where he delivered two lectures to good audiences. 
His lectures were well received and pronounced excellent, 
both at Norse and Wabmt. We enjoyed the hospitality of 
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Dean and family while at Walnut. 
;From Walnut we went to Clifton, where Mr. Putnam de-

livered his lecture on " Ev~lution vs. Christianity" to. a 
good audience, on Dec. 12, 1890. T. THBo. CoLWIOX. 

TRENTON, TBX., Jan. 7, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Samuel P. Putnam was with us De

cember 26th and 27th, and gave three of his truly grand 
lectures. The hearts of all Liberals were made to leap with 
joy as he proclaimed to the world the glad truths of the here 
and the now, a~d with an eloquence equaled only by the 
grandeur (!f the truth he announced. He made no promises 
of what might be hereafter, but told what might be now 
and would be if we could only look to this life and strive to 
make it what others had made it up to the present. We 
could get no church or school-house-there being no public 
building-nor any private building, when a retired merchant 
kindly gave us his vacated storehouse, remarking as he did 
that the Infidels were the only persons who had come up to 
a man and paid him up, while the delinquent Christians had 
forced him out of business. How does that sound in the 
ears of those who claim all morality and all good? The 
truth is, it is just the other :way-all who claim most do 
least, and the Christians are the greatest offenders. 

When I, in common with the whole audience, listened to. 
the glorious truths proclaimed by Mr. Putnam with his 
magic eloquence, and were made glad thereby, we looked 
around and ·saw absent-whom? The clergy. We could 
not be surprised at that. But when we saw the teachers of 
our schools likewise not there, we grew sick at heart and 
thought, what obstruction to progress is this thing you call 
religion, keeping the instructors of our children-paid, too, 
by the state-from hearing the great truths of our latest dis
coveries in the vast domain ot science and morals (and Mr. 
Putnam· spoke of nothing else) I And this when it was not 
necessary for them or anyone else to believe what he said. 
Well, I was sick then and I ani sick now, in mind, to think 
and to know such facts, and my children to be educated by 
such influence to shun the truth of what makes all humanity 
grander and better I Must I weep over the prospect of my 
own blood in my children, as did I when I saw an honored 
Baptist preacher weep when he bid adieu to his son for the 
last time before his departure for the penitentiary? I do 
say that the whole system of morals of the church is wrong, 
and when the efforts of our grand army of L\beral lecturers 
are not even attended, but systematically lied on and slan
dered, what can I expect ? 

But I do not know that I need get too sad, when I think 
that had that same Mr. Putnam come here and delivered 
those same lectures ten years ago he would hav stood a 
good chance to be mobbed. Not so now. He or anyone 
else can deliver all the lectures, and the only result is, first, 
ugly looks from orthodox faces-who ever saw any other 
look ?-and next, the Christian lie that is learned from their 
holy book, the Bible. After all, we, and the whole world, 
are evolving. Daylight is just peering over the dark horizon 
of the past, and the resplendent light of man's intellect, 
with the humanity that must be free, will make the future 
safe. Then to the comparativly few Liberals scattered over 
the world:-be of p:ood cheer I The sun of humanity is just 
rising, and who cannot see it? Our free schools, and what 
is better, the printing-press, form the promised messiah to 
make men free in mind, more glorious than in the mere 
freedom of body. DR. W. C. HoLMES. 

SOLDIERS' A.ND SAILORS' HOME, Jan. 10, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I will express a few thoughts on God as a 

financier; the evolution of man and survival of the fittest. 
In the opinions of men, those who hav managed their busi
ness so as to insure the greatest succe~s and accumulate the 
greatest capital, hav been regarded as the most talented and· 
the best financiers. And as God made a sad mistake, when 
he created the devil, who in a short time inaugurated a 
revolt and has subsequently prosecuted a vigorous opposi
tion, it is my purpose in this article to attempt a-brief com
parison of the management and success of the old gent and 
that of his rebellious son. And as it is often asserted that 
dishonesty is never successful, and that honesty is the best 
policy, we would keep a close eye to this maxim in order to 
see which of the combatants must be victorious in the end. 

God, after giving this earth to the devil, like many whim
sical parents concluded to retract, and accordingly one week 
planted a small colony in and about Eden. No sooner, how
ever, had his pap taken a leave of absevce than the boy 
crawled into a snake and instigated another revolt in the 
premises of the new colony, and made his skip. It appears, 
however, that the old man returned in time to prevent the 
revolt from becoming fatal only in part of the stock, as Abe 
seems to hav been a No. 1legitimate offshoot of Gehova. 
But his grandson Kane soon dispatched Abe as an intr)lder, 
knowing that the devil had the best right in those parts. 
And although grandad God was very wroth with his son 
(devil) and his grandson Kane, he allowed Kane to go un
punished, only that he put a ·mark upon him to prevent 
others from murderin·g him (more. of a reward, I think). 
Perhaps grandpap was intimidated by the hostil disposition of 
his grandson; and it really appears so from the success that 
the young desperado achieved, in that his grandpap even 
made him a wife, and blessed him in his business capacities, 
as it is said he built a city. The example here is a little tough 
-that God so blessed him for a private murder on account 
of his je_alousy of his brother's popularity. But as the old 
man has always been faulty in morality this need not excite 
our wonder. 

It appears from all accounts that the devil had a wonder
ful increasing success over his pap by way of the sons of 
God marrying the daughters of men, until the old man be
came disgusted with this mongrel race and concluded to 
drown the entire herd.except Noah and his family. There, 
however, the old man made a fatal mistake in not providing 
for the death of his rebellious son, the devil, whg wall ready 
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for business, it appears, as soon as the shower was over, by 
inciting good old Noah to get drunk; which, in connection 
with the indecent conduct of Ham, excited the ire of the 
old fellow so that he belched forth his curses upon those 
unborn. Of course these were the children of the devil, and 
so he inaugurated a scheme to take revenge by building an 
observatory, or tower of Babel. But the all-wise, all-powerful 
God got scared, not knowing that it was impossible for 
man to go past the limits of the world's atmosphere and 
climb to heaven, and so he could do no better than to con
found their language, and scatter them like· "throwing a 
bombshell among a flock of ~teese. It appears to me that 
they would hav been worse off after they had dispersed than 
before, for the want of some one to interpret. What a won· 
derful miracle that was, for so many people to forget their 
original language and instantaneously to hav another. 
Whether this punishment was commensurate to the crime 
they had committed, we are left to conjecture. But as God 
has always persisted in punishing the innocent for the 
guilty, the penalty has long since been in excess of the crime. 
And there has been but little extenuation, and that is ob
viously in direct opposition to the will of God, and due to 
the benign influence of the good-natured devil. For of all 
the ills the human race has been subject to, the diversity of 
tongues is the most significant. God, being encouraged by 
this victory, now steals a march upon the devil by going to 
old Abe and making great promises-not one of which he 
had the least intention of fulfilling, and which he could 
and did not. He did, however, succeed in raising a discord 
in the case of Jake with his father-in-law and his brother 
Esau, and finally getting Jo sold into Egypt in order that 
he might hav an excuse for killing a great many of the 
devilish Egyptians after torturing them as well as his own. 

It might be proper here to introduce, as a matter of finan
cial achievement on the part of ~od, the fact of his deceit
fully robbing the Egyptians by borrowing their jewels. 
Among the many shrewd plans of this master of finance, 
we must not fail to notice also the ordinance known as cir
cumcision. Decency prevents us itemizing the exact man
ner in which this memorable rite was performed, which is 
suggestiv that decency was disregarded by God when a mat
ter of profit was under consideration. It is only necessary 
to say that, although it was not castration, it was equally 
barbarous, and dlsgus~ing to sensitiv humanity. It appears 
from all accounts that this was the most successful hit God 
ever made to distinguish between his and the devll's stock, as 
we hav no account of it ever being counterfited by the latter. 
The obvious reason is that the devil possessed too much 
humanity, which has always proved his besetting sin. Next 
we follow God from Egypt to Kansan. But as the history Is 
not only published, but preached, it is useless to giv it in de
tail. Suffice it to say that God, with his rude artillery-rams' 
horns, asses' bones, and such like-overthrew all the devll's 
armed Kanaanites and their walled cities in great triumph. 

But though God succeeded so well in thus getting away 
with the devil, the cunning old adversary would steal into 
camp In disguise, and In this way persuade God's children 
that God was not a god, notwithstanding his great deliver
ances and miracles. And in this way the devil was constantly 
annoying God and stirring up insurrection, etc. 

It is confidently believed, and often affirmed, that had 
General Mose, Josh, Gld, Jep, Dave, or Sol, acted as gen
eralissimo during the entire warfare, all losses and captivity 
would hav been averted. But it so happened that this king 
of kings and Lord of Lords made such a poor selection of 
commanders of his forces that finally he was compelled by 
the Romans to send his only son, J. Christ, to deliver his 
property. However, he proved too timid to continue the 
war, but by the aid of General John succeeded in inaugurat
ing an enlistment into the army, sealing with a mark of des-· 
ignation called baptism. The devil has been charged (and 
not unjustly, we believe) with counterfiting this mark, in 
proof of which is the fact that many turn traitor in an in
credibly short time after baptism. 

Shortly after the death of General John and J. Christ, Pet 
and Paul, then Paul and Barny, then Paul and many others, 
had many dissensions concerning their master's financiering, 
until it was settled that Pet was boss, as he had showed so 
much courage in cutting off the servant's ear, denying his 
master, cursing, etc., etc. Pete also delegated his power 
and authority to Pope, who then executed his office and 
prosecuted his wars with greater success than any who had 
preceded him since the day of Dav, or perhaps Gid or Josh. 
And for nearly one thousand years the devil was literally 
chained, while the Spanish Inquisition was built and utilized 
to God's service. Then there were several attemptE made 
by the devil to revolt, without success, until he secured the 
services of Mart. From that time God has been suffering from 
attacks on all sides, and although it has been ascertained 
that across the waters in every direction are innumerable 
friends of the devil, and that his children are constantly in
creasing, and that the devil is much kinder and better to 
his soldiers than God is to his, yet we find God so devoid of 
principle as to maintain that he is perfectly good, etc. 

Conclusion : The means the devil has been using is not 
the sword, but reason, steam, electricity, and all that contrib
utes to giv us ease, plenty, and comfort. While evolution 
has been doing its best to overcome God and improve our 
condition, can it be properly sa'd that as a matter of fact 
the fittest has constantly survived? Or does the survival of 
the fittest only date back to the discovery of Americ!l ? Can 
it be that we shall nevermore fall into the hands of the liv
ing God ? Could we but inaugurate a system of marriage in 
strict accord with phrenological selection so that every man 
would be a friend to good, and an enemy of God-be as 
manly as Ingersoll-we should be beyond the reach of God 
and hav no further use for priests. The supposed millen-
nium would be here. Ex-REv. JosxrH N. M&x&Y. 
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if sanctioned by the editor, on the cunning 
' of the wily coyota, as called on this coast
the name is borrowed from the Spanish lan-
guage. East of the Rockies he is called prai. 

lldit.a. br MISs BuUB H. Waoa, Jl'tJll rie wolf. The animal is of the dog species, 
Hi•w, liCfJBB., to wnom all OommtmltJIJtlonsfor though of a unirorm color-a mixture of yel. 
this Oornw Mould 111 '"''· low and gray-has a drooping, bushy. tail, 
================= ' and carries his head low when traveling. i He trusts more to the sense of smell, which 

~is most astonishingly keen, to detect danger, 

I than either to sight or hearing, which are 
remarkable. To catch this cunning marauder 

================= 1 in a steel trap the greatest cautio~ is neces. 
Why I Don't Send My Only Child sary. First, the trap must be disinfected 

to Sunday-School. of all smell, then handled with gloves. If 

" Between the dark and the dayllght, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomea a. pause in the daY's occupations 
That is known as the Ohildren•a Hour." 

Twelve churches are near where I liv. 
Not one of them five miles away. 

Though they differ somewhat in their creeds 
They are all " the lamb's bride " (so they say); 

Should a Freethinker speak his thoughts here, 
Whore there's so much religious devotion, 

He w~uld meet oppo!ition. I fear, 
And would stir up an angry commotion. 

All my lifetime I've lived near these chnrches; 
Their practices, too, I've long known; 

Fifty years I hav been a Freethinker, 
Oomparativly standing alone, 

But never bav I been discouraged, 
Though slandered by saints, who backbite; 

I hav trusted in science. believing 
That iustice, in time, will make right. 

I am ask•d "why I don't send my daughter 
To church, and the Snnday.school, too, 

For the sake of her 'moral improvement '
To learn what she always should doT 

Then, she might become a good OhrisUan, 
And enjoy, with our church, happy seasons." 

Their questions I'll answer with candor 
By giving the following reasons. 

Super•tition makes lasting impressions, 
Hammered into the brains of our yonth, 

And foolish, miraculous stories 
They are made to believe are the truth; 

Ghosts, witches, and fancy hobgoblins, 
Are tales that to children are told; 

The inbntil minds will bPlieve them. 
And do not forget them when old. 

The legends and myths of" the ancients!' 
Were once just as fully believed 

As the Bible is now by the Christians, 
Not dreaming that they were deceived, 

To doubt them was deemed sacrilegious, 
Deserving of infinit pain, 

And to plane our reliance on reason 
We were told was both foolish and vain. 

They teach little innocent children 
That they must believe thu11 and so, 

Else the good God will be very angry, 
And will send them where bad people go; 

That by nature they're miserable sinners 
Without any hope of salvation 

UnleFs they believe the big Bible 
That tells us all about the creation. 

Creation means something from nothing. 
Although it is hard to conceive 

How nothing can bring to light something, 
Still, we're told," This ill safe to believe." 

Such lessons are taught to our children, 
Though to them they must seem very odd; 

To the child, Santa Olaus is as real 
As Buddha, Mohammed, or God. 

The tale of the snake in the garden, 
Persuading our mother to eat 

Some fruit that her God had forbidden, 
Is a story that's hard to be beat ; 

Beo~use this unfortunate woman 
Was duped in this act-that was planned

A curse on the race was established, 
The whole human race must be damned 

Unless some great scheme of redemption 
Shall stay the ineffable flood 

Of God's wrath, with some plan of salvation 
(Since atonement from sin demands blood). 

So God himself, born of a woman, 
Condescended awhile here to dwell 

With his sin-cursed and ungodly children, 
Just to rescue a portion from hell. 

"Angry Gods, cheating devils. and sinners,• 
These pet words our children hear often; 

Sunday-schools teach our new life beginners, 
Thinking they can their " stony hearts " soften ! 

What c~tn we expect from our children, 
Made to think tli!ey are wholly depraved T 

They are made to ignore human reason ; 
Superstition their minds has enslaved. 

If they'd teach what they know to mY daughter, 
And what tbey don't know, leave that out, 

Teach her something on which she may reason, 
And not tell her "•tis sinful to doubt," 

Perhaps I might then lie persuaded 
To yield to their earnest request, 

But we don•t want our child's mind degraded, 
For our lave for her can't lie expressed. 

So we guess we'll not send daughter Elda 

touched with the naked hands the coyota 
detects it for many days afterward. Differ
ent trappers use different methods, but I set 
traps in gangs-two or more together-plac
ing the bait or scent at some central point, 
always going on horseback and carrying a 
canteen of water to sprinkle the ground 
where I stood while arranging the traps; for 
as a dog can follow the tracks of his master, 
so a coyota can detect the tracks of an 
enemy. In the winter, when food is scarce, 
coyotas may be caught with bait appealing to 
the stomach; but in the summer and early 
fall scent is used appealing to the passions. 
A few years ago, while trapping in the south
ern part of the state, I had an opportunity, 
with the aid of field. glasses, to watch a coy
ota approach some traps. He was very sus
picious, walked several times around them, 
apparently about ten feet away; would 
reach with his forefoot as far as he could to 
paw the bait out or feel for danger; then 
stopped as though to consider for a moment, 
turned around and started off in a direct line 
at right angles to where I was and disap
peared in the sagebrush, but soon appeared 
again with a comrade, both going direct to 
the traps. They stopped a moment to recon 
noiter. Soon one stepped forward, as though 
he thought, I guess it's all right, when, zip I 
something happened, for one coyota jumped 
as high as the length of the chain would let 
him, and the other made a mark across the 
plains that looked like the blending of coyota 
and dust, looking back only from a safe dis. 
tance, as much as to say, "That is just about 
what I thought." 

Some counties giv a bounty for their scalps, 
for they are very destructiv to sheep, pigs, or 
poultry. Their hide is worth only fifty 

, cents. I With much joy to the readers of the Cor-
ner, I remain, T. J. CONLEY. 

Tehama Co., Cal., Dec. 8, EM. 290. 

Correspondence. 
ELMENDORF, TEX , Jan. 2, 1890. 

MISs SusAN H. Wu::oN: I hav never written 
for the Corner, but I admire the tffl)rts of the 
boys and girls, and I always read them before 
anything else. We hav no church here, 
and I hope we never will. I go to a Catholic 
school and pray all day, then come home and 
read THE TRUTH BEEKER. I do not go there 
for religion, but for a good education, as it is 
the best school here. The most people here 
are Liberals. Papa has been taking THE 
TRUTH BEEKBR for three years and he likes it 
very much. Hoping this will not be thrown 
in the wastebasket, I remain, 

Your Liberal friend, WILLIE SINGER. 
["Thrown in the wastebasket!" No, 

indeed. We are glad to welcome you, Willie. 
Write again. Tell us all about Elmendorf. 
Be brave and true, strong in truth, and stead· 
fast in principle.-ED. C. C.] 

PASADENA, CAL., Dec. 28, 1890. 
DEAR Mrss WixON: I read in THE TRUTH 

BEEKER of the children wanting to hav a pa
per to themselvs. I think it would be a 
gr&nd thing. Every time we get THE TRUTH 
SEEKER I wish there were more letters and 
stories. I enjoy puzzles, and was very sorry 
when they were done away with in the Chil-
dren's Corner. . 

To the Sunday-school, though" they" desire it: 
•rwould be "leading our lamb to the slaughter:" 

As you see by the heading, I liv in Califor
nia. It is very nice and warm here. There 
is to be a tournament of roses on New Year's 
day in Pasadena. Prizes are shown in the 
show-windows, many of them being desir. 
able. 'fhere will be a prize given for the 
finest decorated pony or family carriage 
The decorations will be fioral. Well, as I am 
taking up space which would otherwise be 
occupied_ by letters more worthy of being 
read, I will close, hoping success to all effort 

Truth and justice don't seem to require it; 
We•ve no taste for •· Old Sooty's" dominion, 

For we think we would make a poor show there, 
And if Satan makes war up in heaven, 

Our folks would prefer not to go there. · 
Fabtus, N. Y. HOMER' A. BILLINGS. 

for the Children's Corner. 
Yours truly, MARY BEERY. 

LEXINGTON, KY., Dec. 17, 1890. 
Letter from a Trapper. DEAR YoUNG FRIBNDs: Father Huntington 

lectured to us a week ago, and presented a 
EDITOR CHILDREN'S CoRNB:R : In the solitude view on God which was anything but thea

necessary to the occupation of a trapper, I logical. He spoke of the almighty as a force 
take great pleasure in the perusal of THE which was the source of life and motion of the 
TRUTH BEEKER, and am quite interested in universe. With re~ard to the origin of the 

relation between cause and effect, he said 
the Corner, in which of the date of November nothing for he knew that it belongs to the 
29th is a little piece entitled, "The Intelli- nature ~f things. The besom which sweeps 
gence of Toads," which prompts me to write, i this principle away would convulse the crea-

tion, and bring it back to its original chaos, 
that is, if such a state of things ever existed. 

Religion does not belong to any dignified 
series in the order of creation, but springs 
from a fantastic arrangement of materials, 
fraught with danger to the human mind, as 
the condition of the Indian at the present f.e
riod proves conclusivly. This view wil, I 
think, be admitted, when we meet with the 
assertion, in ancient sacred history, that re
ligion was corrupt, and had no connection 
with morals, from the time of Joshua to Sam
uel. 

This latter worthy man attempted a reform, 
which, I presume, caused him to hack to 
pieces Agag, an Amalekite prince, before the 
Lord. · 

Immoral piety is worthy of the contempt of 
all lovers of order ; a safer rule of conduct 
should be substituted as a humanizer and pro
moter of all that is good. We want'rules so 
pure that they could never be based on vice. 
Religion cannot be depended on, for it is gen
erally found in connection with evil. 

FathP.r Huntington spoke of the single tax 
system, but as it will take time to bring it 
about, a little land should in the mean time be 
held sacred to the poor, and inducements held 
out which may lead them to suppose that 
they are at home in their own country. 

The Woman's Christian Temperance Union 
advise in the Union Signal a very strict rule 
under the Constitution, and the successful turn 
which Mormon affairs hav taken will also re
mind us that as long as wise legislation can 
advance civilization, no violence should be 
resorted to, especially by Christian people. 

ALHAZA. 
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LoNG HILL, CoNN., Jan. 6, 1891. N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland. 

Mrss WixON: My father takes THE TRurn MASSACBUSBTTs. 
SEEKER and I read in one of the last numbers Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
about what you termed" The Santa Claus Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
Fiction." I was taught to believe in a Santa A.M. Driscoll, 78§- Front st., Worcester. 
Claus, and enjoyed it very much. If you MIOHI&AB. 
call those falsehoods, I suppose you call fairy A.. Atwood, Eaton Rapids. 
tales the same. I agree that those are, but S. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
of all stories, I like fairy tales the best. You Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., 
say, "No child likes a make-believe story." Grand Ranids. 
I do fully as well as" truly" ones. I think C. Holton &Co-.. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
it is real nice to hav every member of the B:erman Relf, 94 Gratiot ave., l)etrolt. 
family receive presents on Christmas day. Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

ETHEL M. BEARDSLEY. MISSOURI. 
(Aged thirteen years.) Phillip Roeder, 329 Olive st., Bt. Loui1. 

RBMARKs.-Ethel is like very many older E. T. Jett, 809 Olive st., St. Louis. 
NEBRASKA. 

folk who enjoy believing myths to be facts. J. I. Freuhauf, Omaha. 
But this is an age of progress. The fables ·NEW JERSEY. 
are fast being left behind with the ignorant C. Schmidt, 69 Pacific st., Newark. 
and credulous, while those who would keep J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
abreast of the times are ever seeking to "fol- John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey City. 
low truth where'er she leads the way." Casimir Davis, Woodstown. 

As for " fairy tales" the stories of science NBW YORK. 
in earth, air, wind, and wave rival all the Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York,' 
visions of fancy, all the scenes of fairy-laud. Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
If our friend will seek kno:wledge in the won- 8:. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts., New York. 

· Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
derland of beauty and utility spread all R. w. Turner. 349 4th ave., New York. 
around her, she will find her hours profitably ·E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
and pleasantly spent, and gain, at the same B:. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 
time, much valuable information. Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 

We hav never yet seen 8 child who did not G3orge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
' L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 

when questioned, pr~fer a tTue story to a J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.. " 
false one, after real!ztng the difference be- J.VandenBroeck,397Bleeckerst.,NewYork. 
tween truth and falsehood. Ethel is an ex- New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
ception to the rule. When she comes to un- ~; J. King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
derstand the value of fact over fiction, she E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 
will regard it as the one pure pearl above all John Jacques, Akro~~o. 
price. May she never be deceived by the !.if. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland. 
designing and artful, who love falsehood bet- J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
.ter than truth. Emory P. Robinson, Sidney. 

It is always pleasant to receive presents W. Smith, 329 Bu{lerior st., Cleveland. 
when worthy of them on Christmas or 0~ Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

, ' mouth. [Cleveland. 
any ot~er day of the year; still more pleas- Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 
ant is It to giv presents to the needy and des- ORBGOii. 
titute, and any day is suitable for this pur- B. F. Hyland, Corvallis. 
pose.-ED. c. C. C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 

W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

Our Limited Wisdom. 
All the family were reading in the library 

one evening. Mr. May had the evening pa
per, which he put down once to look up a 
reference in the encyclopedia. Mrs. May 
had a French art book, and consulted her 
French lexicon frequently. George asked his 
mother the meaning of several words in the 
story-book over which he was poring. 

Eva, aged five, sat with George's Compan-
ion upon her lap. 

"Reading, too, pussy ?" said her father. 
" Yes, sir." 
" Why, Eva May, you can't read I" said her 

brother. 
"Yes, I can. I can read ' dog' and ' cat' 

and 'boy' and lots of words when I find them. 
I read all the words I do know, and that's all 
that any of you are doing," returned the ob
servant little woman.- Youth's Companion. 

Imaginativ Robert. 
He is a bright infant is Robert, and imag

inativ. When he saw the sun disappear be
hind a cloud at sunset one night he said : 
" The sun hasn't gone to bed, but I guess 
he's undressing himself." At another time 
he said to his father, "I hav got as many 
kisses for you as there are pine needles on the 
pine-trees tmd flowers in the woods." 
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Froude, Garibaldi, Guizot (French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, Prenident U. B. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boston Globe, Gamble, Helea H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn 
GR.ge, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe,.Cardinal Gibbons, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President 
Newton Tl:!eological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo, Daxter A. Hawkins, Ernst Ha-acke!, Hecker's D~ncing Mania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxlev, Hutchinson's Exposi
tion of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes, Hrurper's W~kly, Hallam's History of the Middle Agee, Ingersoll, President Thomas Jefferson, C. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; o. D. 
J,1nes In Am. Nonconformist, Kingsley's Natural History, Abner Kneeland, Lecky's Rationalism In Europe, Leo XIII. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette, Henry Luttrell, Martin Luther, Locke, 
Macaulay, President Madison, President Monroe, Dean MUrnan, Milton, W. H. H. Murray, Dr. McGlynn, Ron. Stanley Matthews, of the U. S. Supreme Court, Manu, Cardinal 
Manning, Maine's Ancient Law, Arthur B. Moss, Massachusetts RecOO"ds, Morell's History of Philosophy, Michelet, Moore, Missionary Herald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop 
Crowther, John Stuart Mill, Wm. McDonnell's Heathens of'the Heath, M81Ckenzle!s History ol the XIX Century, New Haven Colony Records, Neander, Church Historian; Lord Neares, 
Nordau, Bishop O'Connor, Felix L. Oawald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's Cyclopedia, Plus IX. (Pope), Pius X. (Pope), Archbishop Paley, Parker Pillsbury, St. Paul, 
Tb.omas Paine, Plymouth Colony Records, Life of the Rev. Alexander Peden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Quinet W. Stewart 
RJss (Saladin), R0bertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catholic Protectory, Rutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Report to House ot Commons by 
!:lheriff Allison of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State oflCurope, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
In Union Theological Seminary, New York; Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Stwng, Schopenhauer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Sb.akspere, Cb.arles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, E.lmlna D. 
Blenker, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Strauss, A. C. Swinburne, THB TRUTH 8:&BKB"R, New Yor.l: Tabl.et (Roman Catholic), J. P. Thompson, Truth B~lcer Annual, New Fork Tt7n~, Th8 
N~w Englander, Taylor, Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, U.S. Senate Reports, U.S. Senate BuDday Bill!!, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire, Volney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas VIncent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washin~n Walt Waltman, J. M. Wheeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster, Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. White, Wishart's 
Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose, John WU~on, M.A., Ellzur WJight, Lieutenant Vi"ood, U. B. N., J. G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Nathaniel Ramsay 
Waters, W. W. Walker. · 

NEARLY 400 PAGES, 12 INCHES BY 9 INCHES, ~OUND IN BO.A.RDIS, WITH ILLUMINATED COVER, $2; IN CLOTH, GOLD STAMP, $2.50. 
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D.- M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TBU'l'H I!IEEKEB OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four -large volumes. With a steel-pia 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., a 
each volume illustrated with forty-sev 
cuts. Handsomely bound ·in red clot 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in m 
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rocco, gilt edges, $10. 50. 

d The World's Sages Thinkers, an 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edge ' 
$4.50. 
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ir The Champitms of the Church; The 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8v 
1,119 pages_. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.0 

0. 

morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. -
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s. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancien 
and lllodern Times. Two Volume 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 p 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edge 

er 
in 

$8.00. 0 

s, 

f From Behind the Bars. A series o 
letters written in prison. Over 700 page 
Price $1. 50. 

s:. 

s A Truth Seeker in Europe. A serie 
of letters written during a visit of te 
weeks in Europe. Giving some accoun 
of the International Freethinkers' Con 
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben 
nett was a delegate, followed by a de 
scription of what he saw in England 
France, Holland, and Italy .. The letter 
from Rome alo~e are worth the pric 
of the book. Wrth a steel-plate portrar 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 
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The Semitic Gods and the Bible 
Treating upon the gods of the Semiti 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgi 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 23 
pages are devoted, showing that book t 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov 
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1. -
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. 
Judaism. Christianity, and Moham 

medanism • examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages 
Price, $1.50. 
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Thirty Discussions, Bible Stodes 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages 
Paper covers, 75 cents; 
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Christ of p~~r~~r~:.~;.Enigma8of- The Humboldt UbrarJ of Science. 
Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 

Exposed. 
By GEORGE REBER. 

12mo, 400pp., - Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., . . $1.'75. 

SCRIPTURE S P£CULATION1. 

In tbis &Fries are WPllrepresented the writings of 
DARWUI, BPENCl!B, HUXLEY, TYNDALL,· I'ROCTOB, 
CLIFI!'oBD ann otner le ... ct .. rs of thought in onr 
time', at 5? to 75 per em(. lower than u~ual ;prices, 

We have the Library bound in Complete Bets, as 
follows: · -

OLD STYLE. -In tbis style the volumes average 
64Dpages Svo, and are arranged thus: 
Vol. I. Nae. 1-H !Vol. VI. Nos. 60-70. " n. .. 13-24 .. vrr. " n-ao. 

" IIr. " 2'-36. " VIII. " b1-91. 
" IV. " 37 48 " IX. " 9'-103 . 
" V. " 49-59. " X. " 104-111. 
Oloth, plain edge-, f2 vol. (Sepa?·attl!J m· in sets.) 
Half seal, marb;e t><Jges, i2.7' vol. (fn sets onll/.) 

With Creation,· Stars, Earth, Primitive .Ma n, NEwBTYLE.-NoP. 1 to 111 inclusive, are bound in 
t8 vo,e., averaging 492 Pa!.les each, Svo, thus: Judaism. 

By H. R. STEVE;s'S. 419pp., $1.50. 
Oloth, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22 75 per set. 
Half seal, plain edges, 2 i5 " 29 25 " 
Halfseal,marblee<lgea, ~50 " ~2.50 " 

ETHICS OF POSI'JIVIS 
BlfMor., marble edges, 2.75 33 75 " 

In ·set3 onll/. 
All of the following are octavo, cloth : M. 

A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 
Philosophy of the Present Century. 

By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI1 

Prof. of Philosophy-at the Liceo Dante, :florenc 
Price, $1.50. 

WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 
Man's Place in Nature, Numerous ill.; & 
The OrJgin of ~pecifS, 2 hooks in 1 vol. .75 

e. ThePhysical Hasfs of Lile & other Essays. 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. 

2 books in 1 vol. • • , . . . 75 

OLD FAITH AND THE NE 
Animal Automatism, and other Essays. 

W. Technical Edneatiou, and other Essays. 

HUMBOLDT LIIJRA.BY Wonttnuea). 
Current Discussions in Science; and 
Scientific Aspect of Some FQ.miliar 

Things, By W. M. Williams, F.C t:l. 
2 books l n 1 vol. • • • • . :I'll 

The lllack Death. An Account .of the 
Great Pestilenc~ of the l-ith c~ntury; and 

Tlte Dancing Maniaoftlte Middle Ages, 
Bv J. F. 0. l!~ckflr.J\'I D. 2 books iill vol. .75 

The Naturalist on the 1\iver Amazon, 
A .Record of Adv~nture•, Habits of 
Ammals, Sketches of ~rsziliai> 11-nd Indian 
Life avd Aspects of Nature Under the 
Equator, dUC"tng Eteven Yeara of Travel, 
by Henr:v Walter Bates. F.L.S .• A~ sis. Sec. :t? the Rcoyal Geographical Society of 

ni'!Iand. • _ . . • • . ,711 
The RiseandEarlyConstitutionofUni· 

versities, with a Survey of Medieval 
Education. By S. s. Laurie. LL.D., 
Yrofessorofthe Inst.itutes and History f 
Education in thA Universit:vof Edinbureh, .'1'5 

The Religions of the Ancient World, 
inclndmg Egypt, AssYria and BabYloma, 
Persia, India, Phoonicia, Etruria, Greece, 
Rome. BY George Uawlinson, M.A., 
Oamden Professor of Ancient History, 
OxfordJ o.nd Oanon of Canterbury, au
thor oi "The Origin of Nations," "'l'he 
Ftve Great Monarchies," etc. • , , .'15 

Feticltism ~ A Contribution to Anthro
pology and the History of Religion. By 
Fritz Snhultze. Translated from the 
German bv J. tritzgerR.ld, M A. • • .15 

Money and the Mechanism of Exchange, 
By W. StanleY Jevons, M.A., F.R.I:!., Pro
fessor of Logic and Political EconomY in 

A Confession. 2 books in 1 vol. 
By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. WORKS BY OH\.ULl!S D lRWIN. 

tbA Owens Oallel!'il. Manchester. • • .75 
•71 On the Study of Words, By Richard 

Obenevix ~:rench, D.D., Archbishop of 
Dublin. : • • • • • , • ,75_ Authorized translation from sixth German editio 

by Mathilde Blind. 
Price, $1.50. 

HEA.LTH HINTS TO WOMEN. 
Imporldnt Information for All, and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. SCHOTT. Price, $1.50. 

n Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
!Selection; or, the Preservation of 
Favored R!!.ces in the Strugl'!le for Lite. 
New editiOn f<om the latest En!!. ed1t10n, 
wilb addillons and correctionP. . - :1.25 

Descent or Man, and Selec_tion in- Rela 
tion to Sex W1th illustration.. New edi-
tion revisen ADd anl!"n,.,n>ed. • • 1.5G 

Formation of Vegetabl1 Mold 'l'hrongh 
the Action of Worm~ with Observa
tions on tbeirHabits. With illuE·)rationa •. 75 

The Legends of the Patriarchs an d Cbarhs Darwin : His Life and Work. 
By Grant Al!en. ,75 

Prophets. 
By S. BARIN!}-GOULD. 

Will be seized with avidity by all students of Lh 
Bible.-[Congregationalist. 

Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGILUI and FELIX ADLER. 
Price, $1. 

. BELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 
The Evolutionist at Large; 
lignettes from Nature; and 

e Fore' and Energy: A Theory of Dy, 
namics 8 books in 1 vol. 1.00 

WATER, ELEOTIUOirY, A.ND LIGHT. BY 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 

Forms of Water in Clouds and Rinrs, 
Ice and Gt .. ciers. 19 illuat.rations. 

Lrssom in Electl"icity, 60 illustrations. 
Mx Lectures on Light. Illustrated. 

3 books in 1 vol •• ' l.OJ 
WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOER. 

INSTITUTION of llfARRIA G l!J. 1'he Data of Ethics. • • • • .oo 
1 ducation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys

•cal: and And Remarkable D:vorce Cases. 
By PHILANTHROPUS. 

446pp . . . . . Price, $1. 

Progress: Its Law and Cause. With 
llt.fler n~,.qni~it;OTIG, 2 b00k8 in 1 VOl. 

he Genesis of Science. 
.75 

The Dawn of History : An Introduction 
to Pre-Historic StudY. Edited by 0 . 
F. Kear:v,l\I.A •• of the .British Museum. .75 

Geological Sketches at Home and 
Abroad. By ArchibaldGeikie, LL.D., 
F. R.B , Director-General of the Geological 
Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland. , .'I'll 

lliusions: A Psychological Study. By 
James Bully, Author of "Sensation and 
Intuition,"" PAssimism," etc. • • • .75 

Tlte Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lnbhock, B•rt. 2putil in 1. .75 

English Past and Present. 1Tarts I. 
and II.) By Richard Ohenevix Trench . 
2 nR.rts m 1, Oomnlete. . • • • . 7~ 

The Story of Creation, A Plain Account 
of Evofution. BY Edward Clodd, F.B.A.B. 
Over SJ Illus. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New York. 

AGENTs make 100 PER CENT. profit, on my Corset,. 
Belts, Brushes, Curlers and novelties. Samples 

fREE. Write llQW• Dr, Bridgman, 373 Broadway. N.Y. 
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IRON-OLAD AND MANNA SERIEis 
IRON·CLAD SERIES. 

1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh.. •••••••••• 1'1 
2 Secular Responsibility. G- J. Holyoake.. 6 
4 Influence of Uhristianity on Civilization. 

Underwood .•.••.••..•.•.•.•••...••••.•••••••• 25 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H 
HuMPHBEY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh· 
bors. 550 paJZes. Price. $1. The Contrast: Evangt'licalism and 

l'he Factors of Organic Evolution. 
2 books in 1 vol. • . 75 

ii'R'LEOT V{OBKS OF BIOH~RD A. PROOfOR, 

'7 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller.. • 10 
8 Religion ofinhumanity. F. Harrison •.••• 16 
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10 

10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin .•.•••••••••••• 10 
11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin ••.•••• 60 
12 Tyndall's Belfast Inaugural, a-nd Portrait •• 25 
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hum e .•.•••.•.•• 10 
14 Land Question. Ch:!.rles Bradlaugh.. ••••.• 5 
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents? 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. :Setweel\ 
D. J\!I. BENNETT and Crnus RoMULus R 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator o 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents 

f 
i 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. JliiAIB, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new-nol' 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. J\!Iiracles and supernatural achieve. 
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his missiOl\ 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIB denies. This ia 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

1rrial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo 
States. 9ircuit <;Jo!J-rt upon the charge of 
deposrtmg prohrbrted matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon J\!In. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

L :terrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisli 
Godshrp upon a great variety of subjects, 
Paller, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
peacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
mg many church incidents and his evolu. 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

aloth, 75 cents. 

The Bock ~f Chronicles of the Pil· 
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tu 
the 'I'l•F':h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

rite First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seeker& 
10 cents. 

1'lte Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate, 
10 cents. "\ 

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 
linful Sainti and Stmaual Shepherd& 

lfHilM. -

Spiritualism Compared. 
By MosEs HULL. 

Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IllflifORTALITY 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality 
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, '75 cents 

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '7 5 cents. 

Trutlt Seeker Collection of Forms) 
Hy~ns, and Recitations. 

For Orgalii:lling Societies; for Muriages, Fan1r· 
als, Naming of Infant•, Obituaries, Epi-

tapbs, etc. Also 525 Liberal and 
Spiritualistic Hvmns for 

l:looial and Various 
Pnblic Occasions. 

lSmo, 550pp. Price, '7 5 cents. 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, '7 5 cents. 
-~ 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By C. SOTHERAN .. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 
-

Lithograp,1 of D. M. Bennett 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monum3nt. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, - - - 40 cents. 

SOUL PROBLEliiS. 
WIT II 

Theological Amendment and State Personality. 
By .Tos. E. PECIC 

Priee, . - . . 25 cents. 

For all of the above books address 
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKER 00., 

18 f:re'~ 1 Nw La a P ,, e Iorll:. 

F.R.A..S. 
l.ight Science for Leisure Hours. 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects, 
••ereditary Traits, and other Essays. 
1\liscellaneons Essays. 
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Ear.tltqualles, with 14 miscel-

laneona Essavs. 

Charles Brad laugh......................... 5 

6 b~oks in 1 vol. • , 1.50 

16 Why do Men Starve "l Chas. Bradlaugh.. Zi 
1 '7 Logic of Life. Deducecl from the Principii" 

of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10 
18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh •••• 10 
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5 
20 Superstition Displayed, with ·a Letter of 

ii!ELEOr WORK~ OF WM. KINGDON OLIF· 
FORD, F.R.A..::J. 

Seeing and 'l'hinking. 
The Scientific llasis of Mora.Is, and 

• th~r ii'f'Savr. 
Conditions of Mental Development, and 

ot-h~r Essa.YP. 
'I he Un~een Universe, and the PhiloilO

Ph" of tha Pare SciAucep. 
Cosmic Fmotion: Also the Teachings 

of Science. 

Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake. ••.••••••• 5 
21 Defence of Secular Principles. C. Watta.. 5 
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts..... 5 
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 6 
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5 
25 Freethought and Mod. Progress. Watts. 5 
26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence 

5 books in 1 vol. • 1.1!5 on Civilization. Chas_ Watts............ 5 
28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5 
29 Is there a Mom! Governor of the Uni

versa 'l Austin Holyoake.... .• . •. ••••••. 5 

BELEOT WORKS OF ED\V. OLODD, F.R.A.B. 
The Childhood of Ueligion. 
'l'lte Birth and Growth of .Myth, 
'l'lte Cltildltood of the World. 

~ books in 1 vol. 
SELEOT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 

30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5 

• 1.00 ~~ i~:1~1~~:: ~~~\? C~~~~~~sB~ar~~~~~~i;:::::: ~ 
T1·amlatea from the Fren~h b!l J. Fttzl}erala, M.A. 

Tlte Diseases of Memory. 

3!l Labor's Prayer. Char!es Bradlaugh....... 5 
40 Poverty: Its Cause anll Cure. M. G. H .• 10 
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... 6 
43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 6 
4.4 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the 

'I lte Diseases of tlte "ill. 
Tlte Diseases of Personality. 

3 bookij in 1 Vol. 
THE MILKY WAY. 

'l'he Wonders of the Heavens. 32 i!Ius. 
By O~~omitle Ftammarior. 

The Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K"'uey 1\oltller, M A. 

Tlte Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 
its oondition. By Nathan T. Oar1, LL.D. 

1.00 Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10 
4 '7 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Con

dition ('fthe People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 

MANN~ SERIES. 

8 books in 1 vol. • 1.00 

1 Original :Manna for " God's chosen."....... 5 
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard ••• 20 
5 200 Questions WiLhout .Answers............. 6 
6 Dialogue between !I Christian Missionary POLITIOA.L BOIENOE, 

Physics and Politics. An application 
of the- principles of Natur~l Science to 
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot, 
author of •• Tne En!!". Oonor,itnt.;on," and 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
.Freaerick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. 

THE L!ND QUESriON. 
The History of I all(lltolding in Eng• 

land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R.H.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of tlte JJ istribntion 

of Land in England. By William 
Lloyd .Birbeck, M.A. 2 books in 1 vol. . 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
The Mystet'Y of :Matter, and The Philos

ophy of I!!no•o.nce ; ann 
The Essential N atnre of Religion. By 

J. A.llanson Picton. 2 books in 1 vol. • 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays . 

Bv Andrew Wilson, .F.B.S.E. 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • 

[Oonttnuea tn nextooolumn.l 

- and a Chinese Mrmdarin. .•• ••• .•• .•. ••. ••• 10 
'1 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 

by a Weak but Zealous Christian ....••. 10 
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy-

.711 oake....... ....•......•....•. ....•.••••.••.••..• 5 
9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlangh...... 5 

10 A Few Words about the Devil................ 5 
11 New Life of Jacob .. --........................... 5 
12 Daniel, the Dreamet. Austin Holyoake ••. 10 
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10 

.75 14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H •.•. 10 
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10 
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlangh...... 5 
1'7 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5 
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5 

•75 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 
20 New Life -of Moses. Charles Bradli•'gh... 5 
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per :oz .•• 10 

On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will 
.71 , send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; 

$5 worth for $3, 9lld $10 worth for $5. 
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Truth Seeker Tracts. 
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended 

for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
. ments. When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received, 
hand them around among your neighbors, or 
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly, 
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth, 
40 off; on teri dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. 

23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3 
~9 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 

35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2 
3'1 Short Sermon. RG!v;Theologicus, D.D.... 2 
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INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. wonlo~[~Q(OW;m~s, 
By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE T.ALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enla1·ged. 
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buckle, Comte, Helvetins, Hugo, Hnme, 
Owen, Paine, S~ranss, VolneY, Voltaire, and 
nearlY ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

Science ·in Plain languaga, 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQTII'J'Y. BACTElliA, ETc. By 

William Durham, F.R S E. 
II. ASTROtrCMY, SuN. MooN, Suns, ETc. BY Will

iam Durham, F.R S.E. . . 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others ,to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
moRt casual reader. TheY supply a popular nsed. 

The price of eaoh is 50 cents in cloth. 
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DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people alike I Why? Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body fqr any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, in,vard 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland; the Medical Discovery slldes it 
,right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. 

The Caudle From Und~r the 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 
And f<11 the Consideration of Others. 

Instrueti'De, InteretJting, and Laughable. 
BY WILLIAM HART. 

Price, 50 cents. 
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York. 
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Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SE~KER CO. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Bend 10 oents to Dr. R. P, Fellows, the nllt(\d 

speolalist, for his "Private Counselor "-a valua
ble book for :r.o.nng an4 midqle-aged men, suffer
ing from a LlfB-WJ!.Stl~g Disease, as the rest¥t 
of youthful follies, mdisoretion, and excesses lll 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Allpli
caUon-A POSITIVE CURE• SB itmatter8 not hoW 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies yon hav ns~d. The book is worth many 
times its cost, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a 1peP.a11 ana vPrmanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of theFreethonght 
press. He bas manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and snecessfnl method of treat
ment, and deserves patronage,-Preeti'lo'Uflllt. 

These notices tire for the benefit of Liberals 
who mf111 be 'Disiting the places where these socie
ties are locateiZ. Local 8ecul111r Unions and 
Freetho'IJ,gkt 8ocietietJ meeting regul111rly can 
ha'D their gatherings OO'Dertised here free by for. 
w111rding tlu 'MCIJBBOI1'1J information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets everY FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man: Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
nres and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal Leag_'!!e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social questions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles everY Sunday 
evening at 7 .30. Lecture•, debates, and dioons
sions on all imPorfant secular subjects. Pres
itlent, HENRY BmD; SecretarY, CoRA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms1..Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, .Ill. D .. at a P.M., every 
Snnda:v. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles 1\lonholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2ll'T 
meets everY SundaY in Industrial Hall, Broad IlL d 
Wood sts., at 2 :so and 7 :30 P.m. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able sPeakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
BeekerPnblioationsalwaYson hand at cheap rates. 

The Secular Society of U.ent, 0., 
Meets semi-monthly1 tlrst and third SundaYS., at 2 
p.m., at the town nan. All friends of human 
onltivation are invited. l\IARIUS HEIGHTON, Sec._ 

· Ellzur Wrlglat Secular Union 
Of Allianoe1 0., meets the tlrst and fourth Sun
days of eacn month at Independent Church, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subJects. 
Subscriptions to THJil TRUTH SElllKER and InveBtf· 
uator are solicited. R. G. SMITH• Oor. Sec. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., a$ 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnro followed 
by debates. The public cordiallY invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralhts, No. P03, 
Prairie Cit}', Ia., 

Meets ever:v SundaY In the Liberal reading-room 
hall at 2:30 P.ll!. All Liberals are cordiallY in
vited. F. v. DRAPER, Cor. Sec. 

Tho Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every SundaY at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, MinneaPolie, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.; LEROY BERRIER, Sec. 

Des Dlolnes Secular Unton 
Holds reg-ular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
FlYnn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Locust streeta. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frcethougltl 
Society 

Meets every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:80 PM. in the publio 
school building in Port AngtJles, Wash. Leot· 
nres, songs, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vi ted on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-

. nted free. FRANK MORSE, Cor. Sec. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
. eral Union 

or Los An~reles, Oal., meets seml·monthlyJ. first 
and third Sundays) at 8 o'clock, P.M., at t'arr's 
Hall. F.verybodv mvited. MRs. R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Free Discnseions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable librarY Is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Sec. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
01 Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lqctnres, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
gr11atest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HARLES SHEA, Sec. 

Port11mou1h, o., Secular 1Jnion 
Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readin¥s, poems1 
music and songs. A cordial invitation 1s extendea 
to all; especially to friends from abroad. Corres
pondence solicited. J, L. TREUTRART, President. 
WILLS. ANDRES, Secretary. 

TRY•SQUARE: 
OB, 

The Church ot Practical Religion. 
. BY REPORTER. 

ThlB 11 the historY of an attempt to found a 
ohnroh without superstition, and its success. 
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, haviD:g establi~hed 
his pulpit uses it to discuss all the v1tal qnest10ns 
of human' oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and other
wise The book is written in well-chosen lan
gna~e and easily understood. There is Just suffi· 
oient ~arra.tiv about It to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is being bronllh 
to his mind. 

-ror 1ale at thll omoe. Prlae,fi,OO. 
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WORLD'S SAGES, TIDNKERS I CODS AND RELICION8 
· AND BEFORM:ERS~ · .. , .. ,, · · . · · :oll' . : ·. ' 

S&VEN agents . of the CJiurch Missionary 
Society of England along the Niger hav. been 
deposed on serious charges. 

Biographies of aoo. of the Leading Phllosovhers, ANCIENT AND· -.M«:lDEBN TIME~ 
Teachers, BkeptulB..t.lnnova.torsl Founder& of. Vol. I~ Givs a. _Full Aooount of all the Gods, In_• 

New Bonools of ·.rnought, Em nent BoieJi· · oluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the· Hol:v· .Ghost, ' 
tists, eto. (who were not Ohrlstia.ns), · Jesus Ohrist, Virgin· Ma.r:v, and .the. Bible. , . SXE.ll\G, hearirig, feeling, are miracles, and 

AT Cincinnati, between March ,lOth and 
20th, the Farmers' Alliance, Knights of 
Labor, etc., will form a national political 
third party. 

from the time of Menu to the pres" SVo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Full:va.ll . each part and tag of Die is a rirlx:acle. 
ent. svo, 1,075pp., oloth, sa; the Religious B:vstems of the World. D' in 1 in id d d r· · k 1 lea.ther,s4;mor.,g.e.,$4.50. 8vo,957pp. Oloth,$8pervol.;the tv eam. s e_~n out,aiJ, ma.ehoy 

BY D M BENNETT 2 vola., $5; ,Iea.~ner, $7; mo. . whatever I touch or am ·touched: from. 
· · · roooo, gtlt edges, $8. 

THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., BY D. M. BENNETT. Thls h~ad ~ore . than· chu~ches·, Bibies, ·a~d 
118 La.fa.:vette Pla.oe, N. Y. THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. all the creeds. -Walt Whitman. 

BANCROFT, the histo
rian, died on the 17th, 
aged ninety-one. 

-----~--· --- ::..__ ____ -· -------

THE late session of the 
Colorado legislature was 
disgraced by turbulence 
and bloodshed. 

IN Blount county, Ala., 
two proselyting M o r • 
mon elders hav been 
whipped and expelled. 

THERE are revolution-· 
ary disturbances in Chili 
and the Argentine Re
public, and riots in 
Brazil. 

REv. A. G.s:ORGB, of 
Leeds, N. Y., has been 
arrested fnr betrayal of 
his stepdaughter, which 
resulted in her death. 

AT St. John's church, 
Philadelphia, the other 
Sunds.y, at the cloEe of 
mass John Carrigan con. 
linued kneeling and was 
found to be dead. 

SAXONY is disturbed by 
a rellgious band headed 
by Hans Wurzel, who 
c!aims to be Moses's suc
ces~or. Eighteen mem. 
bers hav been imprisoned 
for rioting. 

------
~ --=--

SHIMEl FLINGETH ROCKS AT DAVID. 

~ ---- ~ . ·- -=--=- --=== - -:;; 

ENGLAND has referred 
tbe sealing dispute to the 
United States Supreme 
Court. This is unprec. 
edented, and some think 
it a discourtesy to our 
diplomatic service. The 
court will reject the .mat
ter as out or its sphere. 

l REMBMBER the walk 
to Asneburnskis very 
well-a fit place to go on 
a Sunday ; one of the 
true temples of the earth. 
A temple, you know, was 
anciently" an open place 
without a roof," whose 
walls served merely to 
shut out the world and 
direct the mind .toward 
heaven; but a modern 
meeting~house shuts out 
the heavens, while it 
crowds the world into 
still closer quarters. Be.st 
of all it is when, as on a 
mountain-top, you hav 
for all walls y9ur own 
elevation and deeps of 
surrounding ether. The 
p art rid g e- be r r i e s, 
watered with mountain 
dews; which are gathered 
there, are more memora
ble to me than the words 
which I last heard from 
the pulpit at least ; and 
for my part I would 
rather look toward Rut
land than Jerusalem. 
Rutland-modern town, 
land Of ruts, trivial and 
worn, not too sacred
with no holy sepulcher, 
but profane green fields, 
and dusty roads, and op. 
portunity to liv as holy a 
life as you can-:where 
the sacredness, if there is 
any, Is all in youreelf and 
not in the place.
Thoreau. 

And he cast stones at David, and at all the servants of king David, and all the people and all the mighty men 
were ou his right hand and on his left.-2 Sam. xvi, 6. THE foundations of our 

civilization were laid 
centuries before. Chris

tianity was known. The intelligence of 
courage, of self-government, of epergy, of in
dustry, that uniting made the civilization of 
this century, did not come alone from Judea, 
but from every nation of the ancient world. 
-Ingersoll. 

Tmt pope bas remonstrated with Russia 
for persecuting Roman Catholics, and closing 
their churches at Vilna. IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 

DR. SOHL07.BR, the representativ of Ger. 
many at the Vatican, has informed the pope 
that his country will readmit all religious 
orders but Jesuits. 

1 

A NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

THB Sioux hav entered the agency and 
submitted. They hav pretended to surren- " The 
der their weapons, but hav kept the good shame itself doth call for instant 

remedy." ones, and the general may disarm them by 
force. ' 1 

TnB new president of the republic of 
Costa Rica, Central America, has agreed with A 
the bishop on the payment by the state of a 
sum for salaries of religious teachers in the 
schools. I 

Tn:n: Russian imperial committee on peti
tions has refused to receive, and returned to 
L<:mdon, the petition for mercy to Jews which 
was addressed to the czar by the public meet-
ing at Guildhall. 1 

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., 
1 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

What Would Follow 
THE pope has authorized Premier Mercier THE 

of Quebec to hav " the Blessed Sacrament re-
served in a tabernacle at his private resi- Effacement of Christianity? 
dence.'' Mercier has built & sumptuous BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE 
chapel for the purpose. · 

Prioe, 10 oents a. OOJ'lY; twelve copies for $1, 
THE bill for federal supervision of national 

elections, called by Democrats the "force 
bill," caused an all-night session of Congress 
on the 17 ch, and still is unsettled. Demo
crats threaten trouble if it is passed. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., 
28 La.fa.:vette Plaoe, New York. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS~ 

Of the perversion of Bte_phen Gira.rd'sma.gnl:fl.oeni 
bequest to Philadelphia. b:v the Ohristia.n 

ohurohea and Young Men's 
Ohristia.n Asaooia.-

tion, . 
B:v BIO!l. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Prioe Sl. Address THE TBUT!l BEEKEB, 

EGGSFANCYPOIJLTRYIO VARIETIES. Tenyears 

PY~~:~~::.J;~~~ ~~~~ ;~~eR~cl y:~~~ll~~: 
J.l. MOCK1I247S.HIGH ST .,COLUMBUS 0. 

ANTIQUITY, it must be allowed, whether as 
regards politics, philosophy, or literature, 
was greatly superior to the Europe of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries . ..,... Guieot. 

THE savage beasts are not more formidable 
to men than the Christians are to each other 
when they are divided by creed and opinion. 
-Emperor Julian. 

RELIGION has filled Great Britain with war. 
The history of the Catholics, of the Episco
palians, of Cromwell-all the burnings, the 
maimings, the brandings, the lmprisonments, 
the confiscations, the civil wars, the bigotry, 
the crime-show conclusivly that Great 
Britain has enjoyed to the full the blessings 
of" our most holy religion."-IngersoU. 

RELIGIOUS controversies hav often dislo
cated the social system, hav presented an in
superable obstacle to the fusion of the differ
ent elements of a nation, hav produced long 
and sanguinary wars, and hav diverted a 
large proportion of intellect and energy from 
enterprises that are conduciv to the welfare 
of society.-Leoky. 

1\'lETHODIST missionaries at the Caroline To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission: 
islands desire our secretary of state to ask of Learning that there is an organized movement amoEg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 
~Jiea~h~~P:~!~~~h!sp!~i~~~!~t~oor~~:~~f &~ "S!\bbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
isls.nds complain that the Methodists hav re- Ohicago, the un~ersign~d respectfully put in. this' counter p~tition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 
peatedly stirred up the nativs against govern- each Sunday of 1ts contmuance. We ask th1s for the followmg reasons: 
ment, from jealousy of the Catholic church. I 1. That the A;merican _principle of separation of chur~ .and state r;nay be maint~ined. . 

A CATHouo journal which favors temper- 2. That pubbc morahty may ba su~served by prov1dmg a substitute for the Immoral places to wh1ch men may 
a.nce deplored that in a committee lately ap- resort when no moral amusements are available. 
pointed by liquor-dealers to look after saloon 3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 
interests in the state, twenty-four members tens of thousands of whom can visit the Jl'air only on a general holiday; and a~ a matter of justice also to the visit~rs to 
in forty-four were Catholics. Now, at seeing the Fair whose time or .means may be limited and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at vour hands that the twelve liquor-dealers on the newly • . . • . . " · 
elected board of aldermen of New York are 4. For the pubho good. The openmg of the Fa1r on Sunday w1ll be for the benefit not only of Oh1cago, but of the 
Catholic almost to a man, it laments, "What whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
a showing for the great Catholic body of the do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela-
greatest city on the continent 1." tiona and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

MEXICAN patriots continue to demand the 5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
expulsion of foreign-born priests, urging that receipts. 
the church has been the most deadly enemy h b" t• that S da · f th F · ·1 d t h t d :ftl th t th t d of republican ideas and measures in Mexico; 6 Tot eo ~ec 1on un y openmg o e a1r w1l es roy t e day as a res - ay, we a rm a e en ency 
that it invited the Austrian emperor Maxi- would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
mi\ian to usurp the Mexican government and its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers 
supported the infamous decree that everyone will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation 
resisting be shot wherever found as a traitor; • d t t d' h h • •t• 1 th k' ld h t k I b · and that it has just imported foreign priests, restr1cte o a ten mg c urc or VISI mg a sa oon, e 11verage wor mgman wou ·c oose o eep on a ormg. 
chiefly Spaniards, believed to be disguised 7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
Jesuits, whose "coming is inexplicable on benefit the Fair itself, the people of Ohicago, and the visitors to thf! Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
any reasonable or worthy ground," and who individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 
"go through the country fleecing the people, 
and preaching against the reform laws and Name. Town. State, 
instigating the people to disobey them." 
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Pnussu.N school officials hav administered 
this sharp reproof to the Jew-baiting teachers 
in Cassel : "It bas come to the notice of 

Now that he has· exposed hims~lf so thor- the government that many gentile school
oughly, says the Bun, Father Ignatius should . children ridicule their Israelitish comrades 
be dismissed as a mountebank and nuisance. j as well as adult Israelites, and that many 

teachers encourage directly and indirectly 
this sort of abuse. Such behavior on 
the part of the teachers is most thoroughly 
condemned and must cease. Teachers must 
also punish children guilty of the indecency 
in question." · 

THERE is a deep-felt agitation among the 
Mohammedans of the czar's dominions in con
nection with what they class as being an un
warranted interference with the Koran. 
Some time ago, Councillor Smirnoff, of the 
official press censorship bureau, issued an 

THE following interest
Ing item ofnews~ppeared 
in the Bun, of this city, 
on January 24'.h: About 
three hundred circulars 
were received yesterday 
by members of the 
Brooklyn Spiritual Asso
ciation. The same soci
ety a week ago received 
a lot of circulars headed 
in big letters, ''Madam 
Dis De Fake," in which 
many -members of the 
association were carica
tured. Yesterday's cir
cular owes its origin to 
the Anti-Fraud Society, 
as the circular itself 
avers. It begins as fol
lows: "Free :1 overs, 
fools, and· fakirs must be 
driven out of Brooklyn 
Spiritual meetings. The 
Anti-Fraud Society is de
termined to expose and 
hold up to ridicule the 
contemptible impostors 

order which called for 
the expunging of thir. 
teen verses from the 
Koran. Soon after the 
order was issued there 
was much excitement 
created by the manner In 
which the order was re
garded in the mosques. 
The agitation is gradu
ally spreading through 
central Asia, and the 
Moslem preachers are 
now energetically de
nouncing the action of 
Russia in this matter. 
The emir of Bokara and 
the khan of Khiva, it is 
announced, will send 
delegates to the czar 
asking him to restore to 
the Koran the thirteen 
verses which hav been 
expunged. 

~ called public mediums, 
and the fools who are 
duped by them. Also 
the free-lovers, who, by 
their presence at public 
meetings, keep respect
able people away. All 
persons of good character 
desiring to join the 
Anti-Fraud Society are 
requested to notify the 
secretary." An address 
to the Spiritualists of 
Brooklyn follows in these· 
words : "In our next cir
cular we will giv the 
names, addresses, etc., 
of the free-lovers who 
attend the various Spirit
ual meetings in Brooklyn. 
At the present time we 
are · in possession of 
names, dates, important 
facts, etc., in the case of 
thirty-two persons, and 
we want to get more 
information. If you are 
in sympathy with this 
movement and know of 
any persons whose names 
should appear in our 
next circular, please fill 
in the following form 
and return to us. We 
intend to make it hot for 
free-lovers and medium
istic liars and tricksters." 
In the form at the bottom 
of the circular there are 
vacant spaces to be filled 
with the name and ad
dress of any married 
woman whom the signer 
can "positivly state" to 
be maintaining question
able relations with a 
man, the address and 
name of the man also 

TRYING TO KEEP THE SECTARIAN WOLF OUT OF OUR SCHOOLS. 

WE called attention 
recently to the case of 
Adventist King, who has 
been sent to jail down in 
Tennessee for the crime 
of keeping holy the 
seventh day of the week 
instead of the first. And 
for the term of his natural 
life, apparently. For he 
was sent to prison on his 
refusal to pay a fin e. 
That fine must be paid, 
and King won't pay it. 
So there he is, till, in the 
rustic vigor of Tennessee 
English, the cows come 
home. In Vermont, on 
the contrary, jurispru
dence is not so inexora
ble. One George F. Kib
ling, of Norwich, has 
been convicted of selling 
the incredible number of 
seven hundred and fifteen 
drinks to VermoEters in 
defiance of law. But 
while Tennessee con
demns a Tennesseean to 
an eternal dungeon for a 
n:.erely cranky interpre
tation of a text of hOly 
writ, Vermont has pity 
on a Vermonter whose 
sins number more than 
seventy times seven. 
Not for life does she ip.
carcerate the wicked 
Klbling for selling seven 
hundred and fifteen 
drinks. He will hav to 
polish marble for sixty
one years seven months 
and twenty days only. 
Tennessee is a good field 
for Vermont mission
aries. The only trouble 
is that very seductiv 
brands of whisky are 
said to be procurable in 
the neighborhood of the 

to be given. The blanks, when filled out, I Rankin, Methodist, of Kansas City, referred' bidden to-hold real estate in all the dominions 
are directed to be sent to Thomas B. Kel- to a sermon of Rev. J. E. Roberts, Unitarian, 1 of the czar in Europe and in Asia; Jewish 
say at the general delivery of the Brooklyn as "musty utterances of that blondined type 1 craftsmen will not be allowed to settle either 
post-office. The circular concludes as foi-l of Christianity" and " old rat-eaten litera- 1 in the capitals (St. Petersburg and Moscow) 
lows: "We hope enough additional in-\ ture." Dr. Rob!lrts was present, and it was 

1 
or in any of the large cities of the empire. 

formation will be sent in to make our next I thought by some of the congregation that he 
circular interesting." ~would wait outside and administer a thrashing TBB reason why clergymen liv to be seventy 

1 
to Rankin, but he didn't. years of age on the average, says the Herald, 

LovE and charity are none too common ele-~ · is that they hav an annual attack of bron-
ments among Christian teaChers, observes AooonntNG to the new laws to be promul- chitis, which can only be cured by a tour 
the orld. On a recent Sunday Rev. G. C. gated, says NO'Doye Vremya, Jews will be for- through Europe-expenses paid. 

' 

dungeon against the bars of which Martyr 
King is chafing. Missionaries are human. 
And Vermont missionaries may be also 
thirsty.-Commm·cial Advertiser. 

Mns. ANNA C. FALL and her husband are 
lawyers at Boston, and hav petitioned the 
state legislature to change the law forbiddin . 
contracts between man and wife, As the 
law now stands the couple cannot be law 
partners, and they desire to tackle their 
clients in company. 

,/ 
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g[ommttnitafions. 

The Union of' Church and State.* 
W a hav assembled here to-day to c.:>ngratulate 

ea\lh other, our country, and mankind, upon the ad
vance that has been made in the C!luse of human 
liberty. We are here to giv a new impulse to that 
great progresaiv movement, the object of which is 
to bring the human race out from the dark shadows 
of ignorance, of fd.lsehood and superstition, into the 
glorious light of science, of truth, and of intellectual 
freedom. 

Think of the long night of spiritual darkness 
which enveloped the earth as with a thick cloud for 
mora than a thousand years, relieved only by the 

_p!ole luster of a fiw stars here and there, which 
S9rvad only to make the darkness when they disap-
peared still more appalling. 

0 1er three hundred years ago the day began to 
dawa. Tne cb!l.nge h~s been attributed to the Prot
eata"lt R Jform'ltion. R3ligious writers are quite 
inclined to claim, in some way, for religion all the 
good that has ever appeared upon the earth. For 
insbnc!', in the case of the Sandwich islands, they 
chim not only to hsv convl'lrted and civilized the 
native-a civiliution, by the way, which came verv 
near resulting in their extermination-but they make 
special clsim to having turned them from idolatry. 
I had cccnsion to investigate that question while I 
was spending .a winter there eighteen years ago, and 
found that the people, the chiefs taking the lead, had 
bacome infidel to their own religion, and had de
shroyed thair idols, before the missionaries set foot 
upnn the islands. 

Eqmr.lly b\seless is the claim that to the Protest
ant Reform!lotion we owe the enlightenment of the 
las~ three centuries. The cause lay deeper than that; 
While L::<ther was protesting against the abuses of 
0 1tholici3m, others were protesting against Oatholi
cism itself, while still others-and these were the 
most far-seeing and the noblest of all-were protest
ing against the whole system of which Catholicism 
was the most manifest exponent. There were 
three stra~a of Protestants; one on the surface one 
intermediate, and the other underneath. It wa~ the
third etra.tum, those who planted themselvs upon 
fundamental and eternal principles, who struck the 
light which ha'3 illumined the world. 

Bnt while much has been accomplished, very much 
rem~ins to be done. . While thousands hav cGme out 
into the light of day, tens of thousands remain in 
the ~wilight. There is hope for them, ~ecause they 
are m a sort of purgatory. Ohhers are m the condi
tion of Biagio da Oasena, in Michael Angelo's great 
painf.ing of "The Last Judgment." Biagio was 
master of ceremonies to the pope, and Vasari relates 
that while the artist was at work upon the painting 
Bis.gio objected to the nakedness of the figures, de~ 
clariug them indecent. He seems to hav been a sort 
of Authony Oomstock, Wanamaker man. Michael 
Angelo, to punish him for this and other annoyances 
pla:Jed him, in the painting, in hell, among th~ 
d~~omned. There he was in one corner, as natural as 
life, his head sticking out and his body Pnveloped in 
flames. Bisgio begged the pope, Paul III. to hav 
the caricature effaced. But the pope ref~sed to 
interfere. He told Biagio that if the artist baa 
plMad him in purgatory he could hav got him out 
but from hell there was no redemption. ' 

So there is hope for those who are in the half-way 
house between truth and error-our Universalist and 
U aharian brethren, for .instance. I mean, of course 
the h@.rdshell U aitarians-they are the ones who ar~ 
partly in the dark. There ia hope for these classes. 
They can be got out. B11~ for those who are bound 
hand and foot in the shackles of bigotry and super
stition and who hug their chains-for them there is 
no redemption. 

We are assembled here to-day to continue the 
protesta of the third stratum. 

W a are here to protest against the half million of 
dollars which was paid lsst year for the support of 
aectarian schools from the treasury of the United 
States. The money was expended under the dirac· 
tion of the commissioner of Indian aff11.irs. A protest 
C!lome from New York, and was read in the Senate by 
Senator Jones of Arkansas. It looked very well 
upon its face, but when the facts came to be exam
ined it was found to be not what it professed to be 
a protest against the use of the money for such pur~ 
poses, but a. protest because the Catholics had had 
more than their share of the public plunder. While 
the Catholics had received $356,000, the Protestants 
had h!d only a little over $200,000. Henae those 
tears. The ProtestRnt portion of the plunder was 
skilfully concealed or smoothed over while the 
Catholic part was paraded as though that was the 
only expenditure for sectaris.n purposes. Oould 
e:ffL"ontery «O further! The daughter trying to 
crowd hsr mother out of the public treasury. 

We are h(Ore to protest against the exemption of 
mora than two thousand millions of church property 

*A lecture delivered at the American Secular Union Con
gress at Portsmopth; 0 .. 

from tantion. Lst those who want churches and 
church lots pay the taxes on them. W·Ly should 
they remain exempt, and thus an increased burden 
be thrown upon the shoulders of t!:>ose who hav no 
use for churches 1 Lat those who still wish to dance 
to the old religious tunes, be made to pay the fiddler. 

We are here to protest against all attempts to 
bring about a r.nion of church and state. . 

We are satisfied with the Constitution as our 
fathers made it ; with the declaration that " Con
gress shall make no law respecting an establishment 
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof." 

There are those who are not satisfied with this, 
the most beneficent and admirable provision of our 
fundamental law, and who are working to establish a 
different national policy through an amendment to 
the Constitution. They are the self-constihted re
ligious guardians of the people. In proportion as 
they are losing their illflllence over the judgment and 
the mctral sense of the masses, to the same extent 
are they itching to get control of the temporal power. 
Oonscious of their inability to cope with their oppo
nents on the field of argument, they wish to put 
them down by the strong arm of the law ; to dis
franchise .them ; to drive them out of the country. 
An exponent of theN ational Reform religion, writing 
in the Christian Statesman, Nov. 1,1883, said: 

What effect would the adoption of the Christian Amend
~ent, together with the proposed changes in the Constitu
tiOn, hav upon those who deny that God is the sovereign, 
Christ the ruler, and the Bible the law? This brings up the 
conscience question at once. . . . The classes who 
would object are, as THE: TRUTH BBBKKR has said, Jews, In
fidels, Atheists, and others. These classes are perfectly 
satisfied with the Constitution as it is. · How would they 
stand toward it if .it recognized the authority of our Lord 
Jesus Christ? To be perfectly plain, I believe that the exist
ence of a Christian Constitution would disfranchise every 
logically consistent Infidel. 

In the Statesma?~ of Feb. 21, 1884 Mr. J. C. K. 
Milligan, writing upon the same subj set, said : "Tlie 
worst result will be to disfranchise tnem." 

Those who are endeavoring to establish a national 
religion do not admit that they are working for a 
union of church and state, but at the same time they 
advocate the supremacy of the church over the state. 
They avow their purpose tQ bring the whole land 
under the coerciv control of a religion the principles 
of which would hav to be authoritativly determined. 

This is the kind of union of church and state they 
are trying to bring about. Not such a union as has 
existed in England and in other countries for so many 
years, in which the state is supreme over the church, 
but a union wherein the church is to be superior to 
the state. The supremacy of the state over the 
church is bad enough, but from the supremacy of the 
church over the state, good Lord deliver us. 

President Seelye, of Amherst College, in an article 
published in the Forum, for July, 1886, entitled, 
"Should the State Teach Religion T'' (a question 
which he answers in the affirmativ), after stating 
that religious instruction of a people is indispenBable, 
and that the family would not and could not provide 
it, also that "the church is confessedly not doing 
this work, and unleEs you giv it the ubiquity and 
power of the state, the church neither will nor can 
do it," said : 

The state should provide for instruction in the gospels for 
its own preservation; if the conscience of its subjects ap
prove, well; if not, the state will be cautious, but courage
ous also, and if it is wise, it will not falter. 

Subjects! We are free citiz~ns of the United 
Statee. We are not the "subjects" of any political 
religious, or religio-political despotism. We are not 
the slaves of President Seelye, Sam Small, or any 
other petty priest. We are the cit" z 3ns of a great, a 
free, and a glorious country. 

In a speech in Kansas City this Sam SmaU, a prom
inent worker in the movement, said : · 

I want to see the day come when the church shall be the 
arbiter of all legislation, state, national, and municipal; 
when the great churches of the country can come together 
harmoniously and issue their edict, and the legislativ powers 
will respect it and enact it into laws. -
. C~ur~h ove.r state-the church above imperiously 
Issumg 1ts ed1ct, the state beneath obsequiously put
ting that edict into the form of laws. 

In March, 1884, Rev. J. W. Foster, in the columns 
of the Christian Statesman, said: 

According to the scriptures, the state and its sphere exist 
for the sake of and to serve the interests of the church. 
!Church over state again.] . . . The expenses of the 
church in carrying on her public aggressiv work, it meets 
in whole or in part out of the public treasury. 

What is this in fact but a union of church and 
state, except that the church instead of the state ia 
to be in the ascendancy·? 

The editor of the Statesman does not advocate 
union of churc!l. and state ; oh, no, but he says : 

It is the duty of the state, as such, to enter into alliance 
with the church of Christ, and to profess, adhere to, defend 
and maintain the true religion. ' 

What is the spirit manifested by those engaged in 
this religious crusade against the Oonstitution? 
Their hearts are filled with bitterness and hatred 
t?'!ard those who differ with them in opinion in re
hgJOus matters. They would fain strike them to the 
earth, as Peter was supposed to hav struck Ananias 
and Sapphira. 

Rsv. E B Graham, one of the vice-presidents of 
the N ttional R lform A'!sociation, an organiz!ltion 
whose special (lbjact is to secure an amendment to 
the Constitution, m·aking Christianity tha national 
religion, said in an address delivered at York Neb. 
reported in the Christian Statesman of May 21: 
1885 :· 

If the opponents of the Bible do not like our govetnment 
and its Christian features, let them go to some wlld, desolate 
land; and in the nam.e of the devil, and for the sake of the 
devil, subdue it, and set up a government of their own on 
Infidel and Atheistic ideas ; and then if they.can stand it 
stay there till they die. · ' 

There you hav it We cannot liv together. 
Therefore we, Infidels, Jews, Atheists, and" others" 
if we do not like the kind of government or the kin'd 
of Oonstitution. which they intend to make must be 
disfranchised and leave the country. If .:Ve cannot 
liv together, and if they don't Iike"our government 
or our Oonstitution, why in the name of heaven don't 
they leave the country themselvs? 

At Lake Side, 0., in August, 1887, Dr. McAllister 
said: 

Those who oppose this work now will discover, when the 
rellgious amendment is made to the Constitution, that if 
they do not see fit to fall in with the majority, they must 
abide the consequences, or seek some more congenial clime. 

. Th.ere it is aga!n.. M.ust leave the country. :' Fall 
1n With the maJOrity!' We are with the maJority 
now. And we intend to remain there. 

In my opinion-though I do nqt deny there may 
be some little danger-in my opinion not all the 
priests of Ohristendom can dragoon the American 
people into running the risk of bringing back the 
persecutions of past ages by incorporating any re
ligion into our Oonstitution or into our form of gov-
ernment. · 

In a speech in a convention of the same N ilotional 
Reform Association, held in New York, in February 
1873, Rev. Jonathan E1wards, D.D., said: ' 

We want state and religion-and we are going to hav it. 
It shall be that so far as the affairs of state require religion 
it shall be revealed religion, the religion of Jesus Christ' 
. . . The Atheist i~ a dangerous man. . . . Tolerat~ 
Atheism, sir l There 1s nothing out of hell I would not tol
erate as soon. . . . Atheism and Christianity are con
tradictory terms. They are incompatible systems. They 
cannot dwell together on the same continent. 

There it is again. Must leave the country. Noth· 
ing else will do. No matter how well we behave no 
matter how good citizens of the republic we may' be 
or how worthy members of society, it all goes fo; 
naught. We diffdr from them in opinion, and there
fore must leave the country. B~nishment from the 
country is the punishment prescribed by the American 
Inquisition. . 

The spirit here exhibited is the same as that which 
left its footprints in the Blue laws of several of the 
~merican ool;:mies. It is inherited from the I!lquisi
tiOn of the M1ddle Ages, and turns for its justification 
or excuse to the teachings of those who founded the 
Christian religion. 

I mean Peter and Paul, and their coadjutors and 
successors. Peter, as the story goes, struck down 
dead Ananias and Stpphira for attempting to deceive 
the apostles, and many hav been put to death since 
that day for opposing those who claimed to be the 
successors of Peter. 

Paul said, " If anyone preach any other gospel 
unto you than tha.t ye hav reBeived, let him be 
accursed." Paul was a persecutor by temperament 
and practice. Before his conversion he had perse
cuted the Christians, making havoc of the church 
entering into every house, haling men and wome~ 
and committing them to prison, pursuing them re
lentlessly, even unto death. 

After his conversion, his nature was essentially the 
same as before. "If any man love not the Lord 
Jesus Ohrist," said he, "let him be anathema ma
ranatha." He pictures the L:>rd Jesus as "taking 
vengeance" on those who obey not his gospel. 
Hymeneus ·and Alexander, who had departed from 
the faith, he, Paul, had "delivered unto Satan." 
Alexander the coppersmith had done him much evil 
he said, and he asked the Lord to reward ·him accord~ 
ing to his wotks. In other words, he wanted the 
Lord to help him to get his revenge on Alexander 
the coppersmith. It was a personal matter between 
him and Alexander, and he wanted the L?rd on his 
side.· 

He declared of those in the church who were un
ruly, and vain talkers and deceivers, that "their 
mouths must be stopped." Now, there is one way 
to stop the mouth of a person who is d~termined to 
talk. But we are not left to inference upon this 
subject, for in his epistle to the Galatians he expressly 
says he would they were even" cut off" who troubled 
them. 

The ministers would hav us believe that Paul 
meant only lihat they should be cut off from the 
church. What then becomes of the word " even !" 
" B/Jen cut off;" as though it would be something 
dreadful. Besides, " he would " it could be done 
Now, he could easily hav them cut off from th~ 
church. He bad only to speak the word. But this 
refers manifestly to something that he lacked the 
power to do. 

• 
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Paul did not hav control of the temporal power, 
But when the church obhained control, then was 
done that which Paul would hav done if he had had 
the power. Then were they even cut off who troubled 
them. 

No Christian church or sect of any such church 
has ever failed to persecute when it had the power. 
And these people who are trying to change the Con
stitution in the interest of religion are imbued with 
the spirit of persecution. They are religious bigots. 

We may as well call things by their right names. 
When I w~~os in PAris six years ago I met an old 
friend and acquaint11nca who had the unfortunate 
habit of telling big stories, and making statements 
without any regard to their conformity to truth. 
His stories and assertions were mostly of a harmless 
character, somatimes,made to illustrate his subject, 
sometimes merely for the edification of his compan
ions. A<:~ an enmple of the statements he would 
make: After we had visited one of the largest business 
buildings in Paris, while he was expatiating upon 
its immensity and its wonders, I asked him why they 
bad no elevators in it. He replied that they had bad 
nine elevators, but not being satisfied with them, 
they had taken them all out. The fact was, there 
never had been an elevator in the building. Well, 
he had shown me about the city considerably, so I 
thought I would return the compliment, and took 
him with me to make a call upon Bjornson, with 
whom I was well acquainted. My friend could not 
resist the temotation to indulge in some of his whop· 
pers for the entertainment of the celebrated poet 
and philosopher. Bjornson said nothing. Thenext 
time I called upon him I undertook to apologize for 
my friend by saying that I supposed he had told 
those stories so often that he had come to really be
lieve them himself. "No, he don't," said Bjornson, 
"he is a liar." He believed in calling things by 
their right names. 

So in regard to thes-e people who are making this 
onslaught upon the Constitution; we might indulge 
in smooth phrases, and say they are full of religious 
zeal but err in j udgmant, etc., but we may as well 
coma ou~ in plain Anglo.Saxon, and say they are re-
ligious bigots. " 

They are imbued with the spirit of the Inquisi
tion ; and animated by that spirit, they can even 
coolly contemplate the contingency of a war to be 
waged for the establishment of the Christian relig
ion. R!lv. M.A. Gault, in the Statesman of April 
1, 1886, said it cost us all our civil war to blot slav
ery out of our Oonstitution, and it may cost us 
another war to blot out its Infidelity. 

In reference to this phaaa of the subject, a timely 
warning was given by Mr. Abbott, editor of the In
dem, in a protest against the movement, which he 
was permitted to present at the national conve!-1· 
tion of the National Reform Aesociation, held m 
Cincinnati in 1872. He said: 

I make no threat whatever, but I state a truth fixed as the 
hills when I say, that before you can carry tliis measure and 
"trample on the freedom of the people, you will hav to wade 
through seas of blood. Every man who favors it votes to 
precipitate the most frightful war of modern times; 

To acBomplish their purpose, the fanatics who are 
engaged in this enterprise are willing to unite with 
those whom they and their ancestors hav been abus· 
ing for centuries-the Roman Catholics. 

"Whenever," said the Christian Statesman of 
Dac. 11,1884:, "they [the.Roman Catholics] are will
ing to coo per ate in resisting the political progress of 
Atheism, we will gladly join hands with them." 

In the Statesman of Aug. 31, 1881, Rev. Sylvester 
F. SBovel said: 

We may be subjected to some rebuffs in our first proffers, 
and the time has not yet come when the Roman church will 
consent to strike hands with other churches as such; but 
the time has come to make repeated advances,* and gladly to 
accept cooperation in any form in which they may be will· 
ing to exhibit it. It is one of the necessities of the situa
tion. 

Said Dr. A. A. Hodge, of Princeton, in an article 
in the Princeton Review, for January, 1887: 

All we hav to do is for Catholics and Protestants-disci
ples of a common master-to come to a common understand
ing with respect to a common basis of what is received as 
general Christianity; a practical quantity of truth belonging 
equally to both sides, to be recognized in general legislation, 
and especially in the literature and teaching of our public 
schools. 

Said the Christian Union of Jan. 26, 1888: 
It is quite possible that the time may come when the real 

issue will be between the Theist and the Atheist. • • • 
Whenever that time comes, the Protestant and the Catholic 
will stand side by side in a common defense of those com
mon beliefs which hav been their mutual possession these 
many centuries. 

At the Sl\rstoga National Reform meeting, August 
15-17, 1887, a motion was adopted requesting the 

*"Advances," yes, advances, and "repeated advances" 
to this lady of Babylon, whom they hav been calling such 
a naughty name for hundreds of years. 

No longer is "the woman drunken with the blood of the 
saints." She is in her right mind, clothed in the garments of 
righteousness, and when the crusaders of the American 
National Religion look upon her, they wonder "with great 
admiration." 

The mystery of the woman is told. But sh, tell us " the 
mystery of the beast that carrieth her, which hath the seven 
heads and ten horns." 

National Reform Association to secure a basis of 
agreement with the Roman Catholic authorities. 
And these newly made friends hav since been work· 
ing together in Washington, to forward the religious 
legislation there pending. As the result of this 
combined Catholico-Protestant movement, we, the 
Infidels, Atheists, and "others," who are satisfied 
with the Constitution as it is, are to be disfranchised 
and driven from the country. Even those who did 
the most in founding our government, would not, if 
living, be.permitted to participate in its blessings. 
Jefferson, Paine, Franklin, and many others, would 
hav to flee from the wrath to come. 
It is time the people arouse to a sense of the dan· 

ger which is menaced to their free institutions, and 
realize the attempt which is being made against their 
liberties. 

Some of the religious journals oppose the move
ment ; among others, the ably conducted American 
Sentinel, published formerly at Oakland, Oal., now 
in New York city. This is the only paper published 
which I read from beginning to end. It is partly 
because it is so small, but principally because its 
articles are interesting and valuablt>, and exceedingly 
import~nt. The only considerable national organiza
tion effactually making opposition has been, until 
lately, the American Secular Union. 

But there is another lately formed, of which the 
veteran Freethinker, Matilda Josl:vn Gage, stands 
at the head, "the Wouuan's National Liberal 
Union," and we hail it as a most valuable auxiliary. 
The women hav come to the conclusion that they 
hav long enough made or raised the money to buy 
pulpit carpets and cushions for the ministers' feet. 
They hav concluded that they will no longer be 
mere hewers of wood and drawers of water. All 
hail the day of their political and religious emanci· 
pation. 

The question of church and state is one which in· 
terests all classes. For no sooner will the Constitu
tion be placed under the control of the Christian 
religion by the combined forces of Protestants and 
Catholics-and it can be done in no other way-than 
the question will immediately arise, which of the 
allied armies best represents the Christian religion! 
The Catholics hav the older title, having themselvs 
made the Bible, and it may turn out that they will 
vindieate their right to control the Constitution. In 
that case those who originated the movement may 
find themselvs called upon to drink of the cup which 
they had prepared for the Atheists and Infidels. 

So far as we are concerned, it would be quite im
material which party should prevail. If the Catho
lics, we would be done for at once; if the Protestants, 
we would be done for all the same, only not quite so 
soon. For,if theProtestantsshouldprevail,the next 
question would be, which branch of them, or which 
denomination, or sect, or combination of sects, is best 
entitled to speak for the Christian religion, and there
fore best entitled to say what shall be taught in the 
public schools under the amended Constitution T 

The joint resolution introduBed by Senator Blair, 
proposing his amendment, provides that 

Each state in this Union shall establish and maintain a 
system of free public schools adequate for the education of 
all the children living therein, between the ages of six and 
sixteen years, inclusiv, in the common branches of knowl
edge, and in virtue, morality, and the principles of the 
Christian religion. 

What are the principles of the Christian religion? 
It may be diffiBult to say; but it is sufficientl;v safe 
to assert that one of the principles of that religiOn is, 
persecution for opinion's sake. It is taught in the 
Old Testament-it is taught in the New Testament 
-it is taught in the history of the church in all the 
successiv ages. 

It does not essentially detract from th9 dangerous 
character of the proposed amendment, that the au
thor has the inconsistency to declare, in the first sec
tion, that "No state shall ever make or maintain any 
law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro· 
hibiting the free exercise thereof." This is a mere 
subterfuge. What more efficacious law respecting 
the establishment of a religion could its votaries de
sire, than an act requiring the principles or doctrine 
of that religion to be taught at the public expense; 
thus compelling those who do not believe in such 
religion to pay for promulgating its doBtrins to the 
youth of the country? 

The ecclesiastical power has already lost its hold 
upon the reason and conscience of the masses. This 
attempt to get control of the Constitution, is a des
perate effort to bring the aid of the civil power to the 
support of a " lost cause." 

The attempt should be met with a prompt and 
merited rebuke. Let church and state remain for
ever separate. Let us heed the maxims and warnings 
of the founders, the defenders, and the preservers of 
the republic-of Madison and Hamilton, of Wash
ington and Paine, of Jefferson, of. L1ncoln, and ·of 
Grant. . Let not a spirit of persecution worthy only 
of the Middle Ages find sanction and encouragement 
under the stars ·and stripes, which hav been dedi· 
cated to liberty. Let the Constitution rema~n what 
our fathers intended it to be, the common heritage of 
a great, a generous, and a free people. 

Portsmouth, 0., Oat. 31, 1890. C. B. WAITE. 

J. I'. Mendnm's Death. 
Prom the Boston Investigator. 

On the afternoon of J~nuary 10hh, in his quiet 
home in Melrose Highlands, lay weary and sick unto 
death the attenuated form of J. P. Mendum. All 
that the kind ministrations of a loving family could 
do, every means that the allied · ski11 of six medical 
practitioners could suggest, had been exhausted to 
prolong the life of this kind and useful man. But 
in vain. There he lay, calmly, patiently, bravely 
awaiting the fall of the curtain that should shut him 
away from the living forever. With a mind keenly 
observant of his condition, be had for several weeks 
realized his approaching dissolution, and with cus· 
tomary thoughtfulness had busied himself since 
Christmas in arranging his aff,.irs; in writing or 
dictating letters to distant loved ones, and in the 
bestowal of such gifts among those who were nearest 
and dearest to him as he thought would be useful 
and appreciated as a last remembrance from him who 
held them in esteem. 

·About 4: o'clock Saturday afternoon he experienced 
what appeared to be a nervous shock. He roused 
from his couch and sank back exhausted. A change 
was at this time apparent to those who were with 
him as it must hav been to him also, for turning to 
his ~ldest daughter, who had been since the first a 
most constant and loving attendant at his bedside, 
he said : " Lydia, is this death !" 

"Yes, father, it is," was her reply. 
He rested awhile propped upon his pillow, and 

then asked: "Lydia, are you here~" 
11 Yes, father." 
"Well, dear, do not leave me." And with that he 

again grew quiet. These were his last words, except, 
later in the evening in response to the nurse's ques
tion if " the pain had left him," to reply, " Pretty 
much" or to ask, in a voiBe now almost inarticulate, 
for a' drink of water. But long after speech had 
failed him his strong mind held its seat, and he 
would by gestures indicate the desires his lips could 
no longer express. 

At 10 o'clock he rested quietly with closed eyelids, 
painless and apparently asleep, and thus he was at 
1:30 Sunday morning when his son, Ernest, left the 
room with instructions to be called if any cbange 
transpired, or if his services should be again neede.d 
in the sick·room. He was l'.ot summoned. H1s 
faithful services were never required again by that 
devoted father, for very gently and pai!lles?lY his 
breathing became more and m~re feeble, td!, hke the 
last sigh of a summer zephyr, xt ceased entirely, and 
the loved and loving father, the kind and tru~ted 
friend the wise counselor, the brave and vabant 
work~r who asked only what was right and struggled 
with ali the strength of patient, endurin~ manhood 
to effect it was at rest-asleep forever w1th the be
loved wife' who had pre<ieded him by some nineteen 
years-asleep with the philosophers and all the 
noble dead, whose example he bad cherished, and 
whose memory it was his life's work to honor-asl~ep 
with Voltaire with Gibbon, with Volney, and w1th 
Paine-asleep with ~'Holbac~, wit~ Hume, with 
Darwin and with Mtll-assoCiated m eternal rest 
with Phillips with Garrison, with Martineau and 
Wright, and finally once again united by death m?st 
kind after a brief interval of a yeat' and a half, With 
his lifetime friend and fellow-worker, the sage and 
venerated Seaver. 
. His life was a high and noble one, full of years and 
duty well performed bristling with difficulties and 
over rough and th~rny pathways, which were ~I 
overcome and cleared by the bravery. and de~ermi
nation of this man, till at ~he eJ?d, as hfe s~nk mto a 
glorious peace he could mscnbe upon h1s banner 
what, alas ! so few of us can write-SuBcess I . 

Yes "SucBess" above all words, should be h1s 
epitaph ! He wa~ success~ul in. home life, successf~l 
in winning the esteem of h1s neighbors, succe~sfulm 
his association with his employees, succesafalm bus
iness, where for . the last fifty. years his word h~d 
been considered as good as h1s bond, successful ID 

gaining the admiration and regard of the best of 
mankind-the thinkers of the world--;-and ~t the las~, 
successful in the.sick-room, where h1s patient forti
tude, his wise forbearance and th?~ghtfulnees for 
others softened the hearts of physicians and nurae, 
till on~ and all came to love this good old man, and 
to mourn that a mind and heart so pure and true 
must so soon cease to be. . 

He died loved, he died honor~d, he died at a t1me 
when his services were still requue~, and tbou~b old 
in years he died young in heart, leavmg many friends, 
and can any life be more succeeeful ! The wealth of 
India the fame of Napoleon, measures not the suc
cess that crowned his simple, brave, and honorable 
career. 

The Picture Book, Cloth, $2.50; noards, S2. 
Many purchasers of the· " Freethinker's Pi?torial Text

Book" having expressed a desire for a cloth bmding for it, 
we hav arranged to satisfy the demand, and for an sdtli
tional fifty cents will send it in silk cloth, gold and back
lettering. Illuminated board covers, $2. In either et1fe of 
binding it is the cheapest book for the money among ree. 
thought publications. It is also one of the very best. 
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Let Us Hav Peace. 
Jealousy exists in the ranks of the Ame](ican Sac. 

ular Union, and it is assuming a serious aspect. No 
close observer can deny this. The wailing cries of 
" want- to-be leaders " confirm its existence, and arti
cles recently given in print furnish strong evidence 
of a j salons faction in the organization that are labor
ing in line with a "rule or ruin" policy. Evidently 
it crept in soma time ago. H commenced working 
devilment from the very start, assuming larger pro
portions as time passed on, until now it is practically 
raising hell. Brimstone is in the air. Certain 
satanic angels in human garb are spitting fire and 
flame. And it seems all this spitting is because the 
maj )rity of the directors of the American Secular 
Umon refused to appoint John R Charlesworth a 
"field" secretary. Bllt this is merely a surface in
dication, and down underneath the scum and bubbles 
of the top lies the real cause, the root, if you please, 
of the evil that besets us. Just before the convening 
of the late congress I ran against this root, this real 
cause. It struck me then and there that for it to 
"trail and twine about," without a check, was danger
ous to our best-laid plans; I realized then and there 
that the congress for which my friends and myself 
bad labored so hard, and which we had hoped would 
be the turning-point to harmony and success, would, 
to a great degree, on the contrary, present unpleasant 
things and feelings. I watched this real cause from 
the time I first discovered it until the close of the 
said ·congress, and the effects it worked were damag
ing indeed. The only mistake of that congress was 
the 1mowing of this root to remain in Secular soil. 

-n is poison, and should be dug out, labeled such, 
and placed on the shelf of useless things. It is at 
present blossoming over the shoulders of Dr. F.>ote, 
Mr. Charlesworth, and several editorial writers, and 
a few more blossoms like those of recent date will 
reduce the American Secular U oion to a powerless, 
howling mob. Is this our desire ? D.J Secularists 
in general giv their assent to such a course! I think 
not, and for that reason the national head should be 
maintained in dignity and respect, should be upheld 
and fortified, save only when constitutional rights 
and limitations are transcended. The casting of 
stones at him and the working members of his cab
inet because J ahn R Charlesworth has not been ap
pointed "field " secretary, is, I think, to say the 
least, entirely out of place, and uncalled for. Cast 
your eyes backward in the direction of the late con
gress. Pause with me for a moment at the point in 
the proceedings when the matter of ;c field" secretary 
was called up. It was apparent that Mr. Charles
worth would like to be such official. Now, the con· 
gress could not appoint him to the place, for it had 
not that power. Neither could it nominate him, and 
it did not. What then did it doT Why, simply 
recommended him. And bear in mind, this was not 
done with the distinct understanding that be should 
hav the place, for final jurisdiction as to that rested 
with the board of directore, and a majority of them 
hav spoken against Charlesworth's appointment. At 
the congress I was also recommended, but I with
drew my name. Had I not done this the direQtors 
would bav had two express recommendations to deal 
~ith. ins~ead of on~, in addition to those by way of 
1mphcat10n ; that IS to say, two expressly given by 
the congress, and others impliedly given in the nat
ure of things. There was only one field secretary to 
eelect, and Mr. Charlesworth and myself-bad I 
allowed the recommendation extended me to remain 
in force-could not hav by any manner of twisting 
and parceling been made the field secretary. Two 
separate bodies, you know, cannot occupy on~ and 
the same place at the same time. Is it not obvious 
then that the arguments presented on behalf of Mr. 
Charlesworth to show he should not hav been re
jected are illogical T Is it not plain they rest on 
sandy foundations T And further thitt they tend to 

1 
tear down rather than build up T The fact is, only'" design of SaaularisDl" (so-called), as it is generally 
a few of the delegates to the late congress thought understood, implies a. course of action, public and 
Charlesworth would ba made "field" secretary, and private, in which the theories and sentiments of re
the recommendation and unanimous vote thereto ligion (so-called) are entirely discarded. The true 
was of the complimentary order, such as is frequently Secularist is thoroughly convinced that all results 
given unfitted candidates on the first ballot in state arising from a belief in and a worship of a '' super
and county conventions. I so regarded my recom- natural" or "spiritual" power are i11jurious to the 
mendation, and acted accordingly. And what is well-being of society, and therefore his aim and pur
more, I am not mad about it. I close, hoping for pose in this life is to oppose the teachings and de-
peace in the ranks. WILL S. ANDRES stroy the influence of those who are interested in the 

Portsmouth, 0. continuance of the evil. Bat the question for our 
consideration now is, whether we are satisfied with 

Drifting. Bot Where To! this retrogressiv policy pursued by the -imperious 
and somewhat despotic sway of a self. elected die· 

The Secularist who starts out with the laudable tator, or whether the time has not come for the in
desire to arrive at the truth is sure to become observ· auguration o~ a bolder and more spirited course of 
ant and critical; indeed, these qualities, arising from propagandism to be carried into effect by a plan of 
the exercise of a fearless judgment, enable him to operation that shall cause agitation among the thea
enjoy the glorious privilege of being independent. logical world, and the consequent spread of free in
The true Secularist, however, should not confine quiry, together with the abrogation of that phase of 
himself to criticising his opponents only, but should religious belief which all intelligent Secularists be
keenly and carefully scan the projects of his own lieve to be at the root of all evil. Our cause is suf· 
party. Daspite what has been said to the contrary fering to day, and considerably, too, from the readi
by those professing to know, there exists to-day a ness with which persons pretending to hold Secular 
widespread dissatisfaction among Secularists with opinions hav placed themselvs in the van of our 
respect to the position and progress of their opinions. movement. It was generally the boast of Free· 
Complaints not loud but deep are being heard from thinkers that they were the pioneers of progress, and 
every side, and it is these complaints that tre the that they had always assisted with zeal and liberal
stimUlus for writing the present article. ity the efforts of those who exhibited a manly cour-

The Fteethinkers of the country are asked to sub- age in disseminating their opinions, but we cannot 
scribe a large sum of money for the avowed purpose proffer ourselvs as such now, for we are hampered, 
of state Secularization, but they are given no aesur- burdened, and retarded by a clique of quasi-religious 
&nee of the manner in which this is to be accom- persons who, however good their intentions may be, 
plisbed. State Secularization can never be accom- in their own interests, still are utterly. opposed 
plished unless we turn our efforts to Secularizs the to seeing a bold, brave, and energetic propagandism 
individual. Society is merely an aggregation of inaugurated, but who, on the contrary, will, if they 
individuals, and if we wish to improve society, we are allowed, lead us in the opposit direction and into 
meet first improve the individual that goes to make the hands of our enemies. Let us hav at the head 
up society. "It is admitted that we do not expect to of our party men, and women too, who are not 
win the churches as organized bodies." Then if we ashamed of the name of Infidel, and who would scorn -
cannot win the churches as organized bodies, how can -to bide behind an ecclesiastico-political convention-
we expect to win the state as an organized society ? ality. J onN R CHARLESWORTH. 
0 1r course, then, is very clear. First Secularize the 
individual, and then we shall be on a fair way toward 
S~cularizing the state. It may be said,. What do 
you mean by Secularizing the individual? Teach 
him to labor to promote human happiness and human 
welfare herE>, not to wait until he is dead for that 
which living he might enj 1y. Teach him to work to 
earn the esteem of his fellow-man. Teach him that 
the world has been governed by fear and imag
ination. Teach him that all religions claiming a su
pernatural or spiritual origin are merely human 
inventions. Teach him that all supposed supernat
ural or spiritual creeds come within the circumfer
ence of the same circle. Teach him that God has 
been the pretense and man the real object of adora
tion. Eradicate supernaturalism and superstition 
from his mind and blind devotion from his brain, and 
yon will be on· a fair way toward making him a Secu
larist. . Secularism has two sides to one truth, which 
permeates all society, for closely allied to freedom of 
thought is its freedom of expression upon all sub
jects. It is the sun of truth which dissipates the 
mist from all questions, gazing upon science with 
rapture, and seeks upon the ground of scientific re
search to solve those problema that in any way inter
fere with the work, the wages, and the happiness of 
man. 0 llr principles should hav no limit, but, alas I 
we, as moral reformers, are told by those assuming 
authority that we hav one object in view, and one 
only-the li'eparation of church and state. Now, the 
question arise!!, How long has this been our only 
object? When, where, and by whom were the restric
tions and limitations put upon our platform? Oh, 
could the shades of those Freethinkers who hav died 
a generation ago loom up before us, they would blush 
with shame at our cowardice and inconsistency and 
complllcency of spirit. We should feel our littleness 
of spirit., courage, and energy before their well
directed attacks against the evils of society. ·We 
are to-day pursuing e. decidedly retrogressiv course 
from that pursued by those who hav bequeathed to 
us traditions they fought and suffered for. 'rhis is 
bigotry and selfishness indeed on the part of those 
who hav assumed authority-a bigotry which, like 
the retina of the eye, closes before the glare of light, 
and seeks in· the darkness that obscurity so necessary 
for its contemplation. 

We are being deceived by the cant of progress. 
Our assumed leaders are trying to infuse into our so
ciety an enemy, an ever-watchful enemy, who cannot 
conscientiously go to the length of our principles, 
yet we are assured with an air of grave modesty that 
they will giv us material aid in the furtherance of 
our ideas. Three years will soon hav elapsed, but 
where is the help that is so much sought after and 
enlarged upon T Surely it is time that such a fallacy 
was dispelled from the minds of those having charge 
of our principles, .and above all the means of propa
gating them. I venture to think that the attitude 
pursued by thest:l people has, instead of effecting a 
conciliation, had a decided tendency to excite the de
rision of our enemies and the open distrust of our 
friends, a fact plain to be seen by the chary manner 
in which the subscriptions are coming in. Now, the 

Dr. Westbrook's Policy for the Union. 
L. K. W"ashllurn tn the Investf(lator. 

We print this week a communication from the 
president of the American Secular Union on the pol
icy of this organization. We must confess to no 
little surprise at the tone of this article. We had 
supposed that the principles embodied in what are 
known as the Nine Demands not only carried with 
them a protest against the evils of a practical union 
of church and state, but also a protest against the 
policy of the Christian .forces by and through which 
such union was established and is now maintained. 
Could the emancipation of the negro be demanded 
and slavery not be condemned T CoUld freedom be 
demanded as the black man's rights, and the forc
ible deprivation of this freedom not be character
ized as wrong ! 

Dr. Westbrook is aware that" Atheists, Agnostics, 
and Jews" are not responsible for the evils against . 
which the Nine Demands are directed. He is aware 
that" A~beists, Agnostics, Jews," Infidels, Freethink
ers, and others, who are outside of the Christian 
circle, had no part in forging the fetters which bind 
the state to the church. He knows who is responsi
ble for the exemption of ecclesiastical property from 
taxation; he knows who is responsible for the hiring 
of chaplains for our legislativ bodies and public in
stitutions and paying them with the people's money; 
he knows who is responsible for the presence of the 
Bible in the public schools; he knows who is respon
sible for all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday 
as a holy day upon people who honestly and intelli
gently reject the faith upon which such observance 
is based; he knows who is responsible for the brand
ing of honest men in our courts of justice as unreli. 
able witnesses because they are too honest to take a 
false oath; he knows that Christianity and the Chris
tian faith enjoy privileges and advantages under our 
laws, and he knows who is responsible for this state 
of things. If we should ask President Westbrook 
to say who is responsible for the evils of church and 
state, which the American Secular Union was organ
ized to abolish, he would doubtless acknowledge that 
Christians were. 

Can we demand that these evils be abolished and 
praise the men who are responsible for them 1 Can 
we demand that the wrongs we endure as Freethink
ers, Atheists, Agnostics, be corrected, and approve 
of the religious faith upon which they rest ? · Can we, 
as Liberals, Secularist~t~, work for the total separation 
of church and state, and, at the same time, indorse 
the church? 

It seems to us that we are bound to attack the re
ligious system which is responsible for the evils we, 
ae Secularists, endure, and which we are working to 
abolish. President Westbrook declares that the 
American Secular Union stands for" state seculariza. 
tion and nothing else," and that " it is not, in my 
[his] judgment, necessary to say one single· word 
about theology or religion." He interprets the con
stitution of the American Secular Union as meaning 
silence about the Christian theology and the Chris
tian religion. This is the "polioy" of the U 11ion 
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which he advocates. He says : " I must support thE' 
constitution or resign ; and I do not intend to resigL 
at present." Does President Westbrook mean b; 
this that he e:~;pects those who do not agree with h;F 
" policy" to " resign " as members of the American 
Secular Union 1 

We can hardly imagin a person advocating there 
peal of our Sunday laws, or the laws exemptin{l 
church property from taxation, without r~fl.ecting 
upon the religious system which is responsible for 
these lawe. 

President Westbrook, in defending the "policy" 
he advocates, declares : "In my lecture before tht 
congress at Portsmouth, showing why, in my opinion 
the Bible should not be read in our public school!!, 
there is not one word regarding theology or tht 
claims which the church makes for the Bible." It i~ 
not everyone who possesses the happy faculty of hit 
ting a person and not being aware of having dealt j; 

blow. It is generally known that the OhristiaL 
church claims the Bible is reliable, and yet President 
Westbrook said in his lecture before the congress &1 

Portsmouth: "Each of these accounts-the account1 
of creation in Genesis-is absolutely inconsistani 
with what science teaches in our school-books." 

It is generally known that the Christian church 
claims that the Bible is the "pure word of God," 
and yet President Westbrook said in his lecture be 
fore the congress at Portsmouth that "There are 
more than one hundred passages of the most coarat> 
and vulgar description in the Bible. To print them 
in a book and send it through the United Statef 
mails would put a man in the penitentiary. There 
are entire chapters that reek with obscenity from be
ginning to end." To find out whether President 
Westbrook bit the church, let us ask the church. 

We applauded the words of Dr. Westbrook: when 
we heard them at Portsmouth, we commended them 
when be sent us his lecture in pamphlet, and we in
dorse every word of his lecture now. We hope he 
does not wish to take them back. 

What President West brook says in his communica
tion about " Materialists " and "Materialism " we are 
at a loss to understand. We hope that Dr. West
brook is not ashamed of the company of Liberals and 
Secularists. 

We still stand for an aggressiv policy on the part 
of the American Secular Union. The -Qhristisn 
church is our organized enemy, and it is through its 
teachiDgs that the evils we are wo1king to abolish 
bav besn established. Emancipate the mind from 
religious superstition and the entire Secular battle 
is won. 

Church and State. 
THE SECULAR UNION AND RELIGION. 

I cannot understand why .P.r. Westbrook and Miss 
Craddock insist that the principles of the Secular 
Union hav nothing to do with religion, when H is 
the one purpose of the Union and the every point of 
the Nine Damands to eject and debar religion from 
state affairs, whilst it is the key-note of religion, the 
reason of its origin, its practice through the ages, 
its endeavor now, and its hope in years to come, that 
government is instituted by God to do his will, that 
the church is the master ~f the state, and that none 
but believers in the dominant dogmas and the pan
derers to the priesthood hav any right to a voice or 
title to benefit in civil aff&irs. True, there are iradi
vidual religionists and occasional churches that op
pose ecclesiastical interference in nationrd concerns, 
but even thE~y must object to priestocracy on ac
count of their own inferior powers and.through fear 

. of being swallowed by bigger fish, rather than from 
any <ilesire that the idea of God and the dignity of 
his statute be eliminated from our Constitution and 
courts, as they profess faith in the infallibility of 
the ancient and horrible fiction that the powers that 
be are ordailaed of God, and must, therefore, be sub
mitted to whether we like them or no. It must, 
therefore, be held right that Bruno, Servetus, and 
Rogers were burnt, the Quakers hanged, and Williams 
banished, and wrong that Washington fought Lord 
Cornwallis, or else God made a mistake in his min
isters. 

A BAPTIST BACKING. 
The religious education of children cannot be intrusted to 

the state; it must be left in the hands of parents, friends, 
Christians. For unless " the p~wers that be" make it a 
point to select none but earnest Christians to teach in the 
public schools there will be many schools in charge of per
sons who hav no interest in the Bible, and no power to 
·awaken such interest. Yet who would go so far toward the 
union of church and state as to hav the latter sit in judgment 
on the religious character of a large body of servants? Most 
certainly the result of such inquisition and patronage would 
in the end be evil to all concerned (Alvah Hovey, Church 
and State, 1874). 

That is what a leading Baptist divine and college 
professor ha.s to say on the Bible in schools. If 
some of our liberal Christians and " softy" Secularists 
would assert themselvs as litrongly, we should get 
over the hill of Zion and onto the plains of freedom 
much easier. 

The Baptists hav generally and from lhe first stood 
firm for purely secular government, and they hav 
lately refused to join the crusade to make this a gos-

pel government, howeyer inconsistent with the Bible 
and religion in ganeral ___ their action may ba. ' 

A PRESBYTERIAN's PATRIOTISM, 
FELLOW-CITIZENS: What we need just now is a revival of 

pure Americanism. There is an American life; there is an 
America~ charact.er; there is an American history ; there is 
an A1Derxcan destmy; and these are good enough !Uld glori
ous enough for any man or woman who walks American 
soil. Allegiance to any other nation let everyone here for
swear. Alliance with foreign nobility let every American 
daughter condemn; Every other flag of any other father
land, let them one and all be left behind. As born or adopted 
citizens of this peerless American nation, we salute with a 
rapture of loyalty the one flag whose stripes were baptized 
In the blood of the struggle of a people for its independence, 
whose stars came forth from the awful darkness of a mighty 
civil war to shine with an increasing radiance upon a peo
ple's commonwealth (Geo. B. Spalding, D.D., First Presb. 
ch., Syracuse, N. Y). 

The above is from a review in the Watchman, 
which heartily commends the whole discourse on the 
"American Idea." I do not know why the Editor of 
THE TRUTH SEEKER cov.ld not hav done as much for 
cny address on "American Principle," which he 
slurred over with faint praise and insinuated re
proach, though I therein argued for his own loyal 
sentiments. Perhaps he has tired of my contribu
tions. If so, I will quit. 

A JOB FOR JOBN. 
I herewith mail you a genuin lottery ticke~, at the 

risk of being gobbled up by Holy John. It is a back 
number, one that helped gain our national independ
ence that John profits by. as well as you and I. 

Would he not bav his hands full if this state should 
see fit to follow its own precedent and rte3tablish ita 
lottery? If you are not afraid of his pious clutches, 
I would like you to get this ticket copied by electro
gravure and print it in THE TRUTH SEEKER. but as re 
ports of drawings by lottery are prohibited the mails, 
perhaps even the mention of an old ticket would be 
too much for the morals of the Sunday-school mail-
pouches. · 

I hav no leaning toward lotteries, holy ones such 
as the Bible records and church fairs fakir in, or 
those of the profane sort from boys' marbles to Wall 
street deals, but I do insist that every mail-bl.\g be 
marked, "Hands off," and that no censorship be im
posed on pen or press, and no Holy Offi.c~ be set up 
in the post-cffice. JoHN PRESCOTT GuiLD. 

Tyngsboro, Mass, Ja.n. 18, 291. 

The Parsons Are Atheists. 
"I believe in God, the father; in God, the eon ; 

and in God, the Holy Ghost." That is one of the 
oldest of all philosophical beliefs, and comprises, 
when rightly construed, an accurate figurativ descrip· 
tion of an infinit living existence. 

The acorn is both the son and the father of the 
oak, and contains a subtle and invisible " spirit," or 
power, which determine the nature and species of an 
infinit succession of oaks and acorns. So, also, of 
the seed of the apple, pear, quince, lemon, straw
berry, or aloe, and of all seeds. They each contain a 
"spirit" peculiar to themselvs, by which they pro
duce, from the same soil, water, and air, fruit that is 
sweet, aour, or bitter, as the case may be. Each 
seed is father, son, and contains the vital principle 
that was called the " Holy Ghost," and the three are 
one seed, not three seeds. 

The Bible contains many writings, some of which 
are philosophical, some poetical and historical, and 
some-mostly interpellations-are .parsonic ; and in 
each of them " God" is regarded in a different light. 
The philosopher's "God" was what we call the re
productiv power. The poets created an imaginary 
body for biro. The parsons added bone and sinew, 
and used the philosophic and poetic fictions as a 
means whereby to delude, tax, and govern a super
stitious and ignorant,people. 

A finite mind may recognize infinity, but never can 
comprehend it. We recognize the facts of infinit 
time and space, but nevEr can comprehend them. 
We recognize the infinit force and conditione the 
philosophers called " God," but no person ever can 
comprehend them. 

The parsons profess to recognize God as a person 
(although they sometimes speak of him as a epiriq, 
but no intelligent man cari believe them. An omni
present parson must be shapeless, because be must 
extend equally in all directions. He must be motion
less because, being everywhere, there can be no 
pla~e to move to. The parsons reject all belief in a 
possible God, and, hence, they are Atheists. 

7 ownsend Center, Mass. WM. HARRISON BILEY. 

Items of .Foreign Freethought News. 
The seventh indictment of. Dr. Voelkul for blas

phemy has been found, this time at H~mburg. And 
Mr. E. Vogtherr, of Berlin, stands a fall' chance to be 
convicted of the san:.e heinoue crim1.1, as the state 
court· has in his expression, " God is a phantom," 
seen a malicious attack on an " institution " of t,he 
Ohristian church, for the existence of a veritable and 
cursing God is a necessity to that body. 

Nowhere else are the Freethinkers so activ as in 
France, where every occasio~ is used ~s a means to 
propagate the principles of mental liberty. The 
various festivals and feasts, and some of the "sacra
ments" even, are adopted. But while the plan .in 
itself is the same as the one used by the early Cbns
tian church toward paganism, the Freethinkers do 
not stop at simply changing the names; they keep t~e 
dates and occasions, but discarding the rest, put m 
its place humanity and the l?rinciples an~ teachings 
of mental liberty. We ment1oned some time ago tte 
various secular festivals instituted, and will add to 
these that of baptism, which is celebrat~d as a social 
festival, with speeches, music, and dancmg. 

At the beginning of this year things were lively in 
Sweden. This exceptional excitement caused by 
Henry Berghell is gradually wearing off, and commo~ 
expectation is now centered upon a debate at Maln o 
between Mr. Ludwig Meyer _and Mr. Lennstrand. 
We hav not heard how badly the former was defeated. 
The Christmas and Norwegian festivals were even 
more successful than last year. There is no doubt 
about it Freethought, expounded and managed by 
men lik~ Mr. Lennstrand and Captain Thomson, can 
not be ousted. The last number of Fritankr:ren 
contains a biography and well-executed portrait of 
Mr. J. M. Wheeler, of the London Freethinker, the 
English spokesman for Swedish Infidels. Mr. Leon
strand announces that this year be intends to present 
the biographies and likenesses of sutsh Freethink~rs as 
by deed or writing hav earned for them.selvs an mter
national name as advocates of mental hbert.y. 

In our last "Items" we noted the death of the 
Belgian Freethinker C reaar de Paape. Dr. De Paape 
was born July 12, 1812, in Oatende, and di~d Dtc. 
19, 1890, in Cannes. In his youth he ~tud1ed Jaw, 
while working for his support a~ a . prmter's ca~e; 
he discontinued this study later lD hfe and applied 
himself to natural science and medicin. As a doctor 
he did much good confining hie practice almost f.X

clusivly to the po~rer classeli'! asking no compensa
tion for his services. After hts seventeenth year he 
was a Freethinker and Socialist. The disposal of 
his remains was made occasion for a great demon
stration, joined in by university professors, e~in~nt 
lawyers municipal officers, Freethougbt soCieties, 
Freema~on lodges labor unions, etc. Over two 
hundred wreaths 'sent from Paris, Rome, Berlin, 
Lyons, Marseilles, Amsterdam, Madrid, etc., were 
carried in the procession. At the ~rematory Mr. 
Voiders spoke on behalf of the workmgmen; Leon 
Furnemont, advocate of the Belgian supreme court 
and editor of La Raison, for Freethought ; Lawyer 
Faron in the name of the Progreaaioniste, and Pro· 
fessor'Denis on behalf of science. It would be well 
for Freetho~ght did we count in our ranks more men 
like Cresar de Paepe. 

--~--~~.-------
Lectures and Me6tings. 

PITTSBURGH Liberals will celebrate Thomas Paine's birth
day, Thursday, January 29th, at New Grant Street Theater 
(near Seventh avenue) with au oration by Miss Ada. Camp • 
bell, of Australia. 

W. S. BELL is coming East on a lecture trip, and will pass 
through Salt Lake City, Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, 
Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, to New York. Ills address 
Is Box 109, Oakland, Cal. 

FRIDAY evening, January 23,1, at the Manhattan Liberal 
Club, 220 East 15th .street, Edward King will discourse about 
Thomas Paine. A newly discovered portrait in oJl of 
Thomas Paine will be exhibited by kindness of its owner, 
Mr. J. H. Johnston. 

THE Chicago Secular Union wm· giv a "Thomas Paine 
Entertainment and Ball" at Princess Opera House, 558 West 
Madison street, on Saturday evening, January 31st. ~he 
speakers will be Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, Judge C. B. Waite, 
Mrs. M. A. Freeman, and _General I. N. Stiles. Dancing 
begins at 9:30. 

SuNDAY, February let, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., will tell th~ 
Brooklyn Philosophical Association "What's Best to Eat. 
Dr. Foote is a practical authority on anti-fat. The associa
tion meets at Fraternity Rooms, Bedford avenue and South 
Second street, Brooklyn, E D. New Yorkers take the 
Twenty-third street ferry. 

------~~.-------
Liberty in Literature. 

We hav ready the Testimonial to Walt Whitman by Col. 
Robert G. Ingersoll, a magnificently got-up pamphlet of 
nearly eif!hty pages, with portrait of Walt Whitman and the 
author It is printed on heavy calendered paper, in large 
type ,;ith beautiful paper cover. The text has bee~ revised 
by C~lonel Ingersoll, and the extracts from Whitman s poe~s 
by tb.e poet himself. It is the only authorized and autbent c 
print of the Testimonial. Price, 25 cents. 
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./lommnnitations •. 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I would address the workingmen-the laboring 

poor of the world. Being myself a member of the 
" tin-pail brigade," I hav a right which _you might 
in justice deny to one not of our fraternity. I may 
be able only " to tell you that which you yourselvs 
do know." I only hope my words may awake a 
thought, or stimulate a resolve, to do what little you 
may to work out the problem of our wrongs. The 
time is fast approaching when some action must be 
taken, or we shall bl3come a nation of slaves, or rise 
in mad fury only " to find ourselvs dishonorable 
graves." 

that its progress has in all ages meant and now more 
than ever means the edensidn of the province of 
what we call matter and causation, and the concom
itant gradual banishment from all regions of human 
thought of what we c~ll spirit and spont"?leity." 
Why do I desire to conviDce you of the non-existence 
of a "supreme being~" It is this: As deity fades 
man becomes more prominent. If we can believe 
that man has reached his present high- condition 
by his own endeavor, we exalt humanity. We f?el 
a kindred for all animate creation. We are In
debted to the gener.ations past for our existe!lce 
and enjoyment. Let us pay the debt by makmg 
the conditions a little better for those who come 
after us. Let us leave the world a little better 
than we found it. This requires no spirit of mar
tyrdom no religious altruism, only intelligent sel-

'Tis not in our stars, fiahnes~. Oar own happiness is quite. sufficient. 
But in ourselvs, that we are underlings. This should admonish us to render justice as we 

With ,pool wisdom and brave determination we hope for justice. . . . . 
may walli: out of the social labyrinth uDharmed and . All mankind are equal. Any mfenor1ty 1s due 
unharming. You know the facts-we are poor ; we to circumstances often beyond one's control, while su
do not receive the full fruits of orir labor; we are periority is more often due to favorable circum
supporting a vast army of drones, and this large stances than to any intrinsic value in the man. 
non-producing class are growing fat and insolent, and Human nature is about the same all round. Man 
sneeringly ask, "What are you going to do about it?" began in ignorance and brutality and roamed this 
Well, this is the subject of my story. I do not pro- world for countless ages with the advantage of other 
pose to devote any of its chapters to "political aeon- animals only in constructing a simple instrument 
omy," which I consider a most stupendous fraud for defensiv and aggressiv warfare. When we con
-" springes to catch woodcocks "-an apology for aider the immense period that was passed in this 
appropriating the world's wealth. Man, in his indi- low condition we realize what a slow_ growth man's 
viduality, is the only flmtor deserving ally considera- intelligence has been. In that morn of. evolution a 
tion. What he earns let him take. Man's labor single hour was as ten thousand years w1th us. But 
creates all wealth; this we know, and it is sufficient the "struggle for existence," "the survival of the fit
to establish in justice the result, that man, the crea- test "-that is, those best adapted to take advantage 
tor, should eiJjoy the benefits of wealth. But we find of their environments-the strongest, the most cun-

The one owns city homes, and lands, ning, he who could take advantage of others ~nd 
And the ninety and nine hav empty hands. bend them to his will-produced in time the warr.IOr. 

While it should really make no difference how this As inventiv intelligence grew, man began to thmk, 
state of things was brought about, a study of the and to think of his thoughts. His dreams suggested 
facts of this usurpation would, I believe, stimulate a duality, a second self, that could leave the body 
man to recover his lost birthright, notwithstanding and survive the bod)'s death. His rfflection, shadow, 
the bias which the belief of centuries has established. and echo was further evidence. Absolute ignorance 
Oommon sense must proclaim, in view of all the facts of cause made seeming a reality. All motion was 
science introduces, the farther back we trace the his- life-the winds, the rain, the thunder and lightning, 
tory of man the more nearly he approaches the con- were the action of- unseen beings, hence his sacrificial 
dition of the animal. And whether we accept the offering to appease their wrath. His imagination 
Darwinian theory of his origin, or the special crea- begat eigne and omens, the fetich and the ghost, and 
tion of theology, the evidence has convinced even cunning minds were not slow to t•!t? advantage ~~ 
the most intelligent of the clergy that primitiv man this awesome fear; hence the mediCID man and h1.s 
was a savage. Man hagan in ignorance and brutal- power. The warrior, by his subjugation and acqUI
ity, and while I believe with the Materialist that evo- sition, evolved the ruler and the governor. The 
lution is ever on lines of least resistance, and devoid medicin man became the priest, the many gods be
of any intelligent design, I would not quarrel with came one God. The ruler, to strengthen his goverR
those who maintain the existence of some power ment, invoked the aid of the priest. ~e~ce the 
working toward righteousness. A belief of some divine right of kings and royalty appropriatiDg the 
"great unknown " wealth of the world. The laborer was a slave, and 

That set those wheeling globes in motion, slavery was a divine i!'-stitution. ?nstice ha~ no 
And wound up the vast machine, existence outside the ed1cts of the kings or priests. 

may do no harm. It is, I believe, very important Blasphemy· was the highest of crimes. The rights 
that you divest your mind of the idea of " theolog- of individual man unknown and unheard of. Thus 
ical God that can do something-a power or being we see labor has never lost its rights. It never had 
somehow or somewhere whose will is supreme-for any to lose. 
if such exist, all man's endeavor to correct abuses is Matthew Arnold says, "Workmen hav no natural 
an impertinence. With such a superintending and rights, not one. Only we ought instantly to add 
controling mind, the words of Pope are true, that kings and nobles hav none either." --

Whatever is, is right. But kings and nobles had what was better. They 
To say otherwise is simply limiting the power and had the power, and they successfully asserted their 

wisdom of supreme intelligence. I ask you to think "rights." They made the law, and they made the 
it out. If man by his limited knowledge can take government to ~anforce the law of their "rights." 
the crab-apple of nature and produce the luscious We shall never hav "rights" until we hav the power 
fruit of our orchards ; if he can increase the size, to assert them. 
beauty, and flavor of fruit and flowere, the speed, Arnold said, "All rights are created by law." But 
elegance, and strength of animals, what wonders he was wrong. All "rights" are created first, and 
might the infinit mind perform ! It will not do to the laws are made to preserve them. The "law " 
say, " God has given man wisdom to perform his can make no rights. Neither can government grant 
will." If he wanted his will performed, why not giv them. I know governments claim to do this, and 
him a little o~ his " infinit wisdom," and not wait for when public opinion sanctions the law it may be en
the slow course of evolution ? forcad, but if public opinion be against it, it very 

If you answer, 'l The laws of evolution are the soon becomes a dead letter on the books. Do not 
laws of God," I merely say, the nature of the rose is confound government with civilization, or public 
not changed by giving it another name. To me, the opinion, or society. It has often very little in com
terms " God" and " evolution" hav nothing in com· mon with these. It is an institution founded by and 
mon. If it means anything, God is a supreme ere- still in control of a certain class to preserve and 
ator and controler and director-an omnipotent, om- maintain their "rights." 
niscient, omnipresent being-while evolution is but Think it out, comrades. And I would suggest 
another name for cause and effect. The forces of that you forego a little of that " harmless beverage," 
nature, ever in action, produce change, gravitation, and economize "' little on that "fragrant weed," and 
chemical affinity, chemical union, effect, combinations. buy a little literature on that subject. Even the 
Certain elements in conjunction and under certain price of a "social glass,'' or a" fragrant Havana," 
conditions giv rise to an action we call life. Ol the how can purchase a pamphlet on the question. Do not 
and why we know nothing. But to claim that the exist- be afraid of a name, but read all schools of thought. 
ence of these forces and their action, which we call the Do not accept anyone as being authority, but think 
universalornaturallaw,necessitatesacreator,isintro- for yourself. Talk it over with your fr.iend, your 
ducing a greater mystery to explain a less, and in no neighbor, at the social gathering, the lodge, and the 
way settles the question, for the boy's inquiry is just hall, and I will write again. A. L. BALLOU. 
as pertinent, "Who made God '" Buffalo, N. Y. 

It is easier for me to see in ml'l.tter " the promia ------+-i.------
and potency of all terrestrial life." . Agnostic Musings. 

And, as special design in the anBllgement cannot It is a matter for reflection with the Liberal 
be demonstrated, I prefer to believe that intelligence thinker how long ere the Ohristians will look with 
meets its highest development in man's brain. Pro- the eyes of common sense and justice upon a funda
fessor Huxley says: "While it is thus a philosophical mental error of their religion. The Ohristians over
impossibility to demonstrate that any given phenom- look the fact that in their professed love for Jesus 
anon is not the effect of a material cause, anyone who they are making their God, the one they worship, to 
is acquainted with the history of science will admit be a fiend of the worst character for cruelty, and 

also to be imbued with the lowest, mean est, and 
most trifling passions. At times he seems t o be 

Pleased with a rattle and tickled with a straw. 
The future of this world is, however, hopefully 

better. But how long our architectural, untaxed, 
tinseled . churches may continue .receptacles for 
operatic music, perfumery, and fashiOn, can only be 
supposable. The primitiv or bmsic atructu~e of 
Christianity must, however, retire bafore the h1gher 
realities of civilization as the crudi~ies of ma~ter Uf:l· 
fold before the revealments of smence. Sc1ence ts 
really making our priests and reve!ends ashmmed ~f 
living on the explanations of Mostuc fab~es, and the1r 
ingenuity is well-nigh exhausted. Thmkers of all 
degrees are becoming familiarized with the univtrl!al 
law of progress ; and even the devoutly pious cannot 
help observing how wickedly our ancestors hav been 
terrified with the picturings of hell and hornc;d 
devils. ' · G d 

Agnosticism leads us to kn~w tha~ all nature~~ o , 
and that nature's ever-operat1v, un1ven1al, and Inflex
ible laws admit of no transgression without retribu
tion and therefore loud and noisy prayiiJg to some 
imaginary God is evidenco to the Libe~alized thinkers 
of the sheerest ignorance and hypocrtsy. 

The desire of all Liberal thinkers is demonstrativ 
evidence referable to the tribunal of our reason. 

n is straiJge what questions will at times _be pro
pounded to the Liberalized thinker. The wnter has 
been asked numerous times, and also has as~cd 
others-Oould it be possible, would they· will
ingly reliv their past lives over again with, all ~heir 
cares, pleasures, hopes, pains, rever.ses, and du!ap
pointments? He has yet to get a smgle answer 1n 
the affirmativ. Is this therefore to b~ h~Id as p~oof 
that all our mental enjoyments cons1at m anttclp&· 
tion? 

And yet., as Mr. Paine sa~s, "Let u~ not que.rre~ 
with nature." This is a glorious, magnificent world, 
a spacious academy or university for the production 
of man ! It is true, some students, from unfavorable 
organizations, gr~duate to the gallo~vs ; many as dep
redators on their fellow-man; while others under 
more pleasant circumstances (perhaps the pets CJf 
their grandmothers, or aunts, or from genteel lazi
ness) bellow repentance from some of our ten thou
sand pulpits. 

And here starts another radical question, repent
ance. No man, woman, or child, ever b~;nnt or 
mashed their fingers but they repented of thexr deed ; 
and sincerely pledged themselvs never to repeat the 
folly if they possibly could. . 

Yes this is a beautiful world for the exerCise of 
our r~ason. And what adds to our happiness is 
the oblivious state of our individual future. This 
unhappin_ess can only be made end~rable by the 
exercise of our reason. Here agam let us re
flect. We behold a procession of little Sunday
school children all buoyant with anticipated phoas· 
ure dressed i~ their best attire, and they are w· 
pre~ely happy ! How cruel would the knowledge be 
to them if their future was fully laid before them by 
some ·wormwood croaker that many of them would 
in the hazy future experience the pitterest of ar guisb, 
mayhap in the loss of dearest fnends, loss ~f _wea!th 
and health, yea, of reputat}on-an? ~ufter crm~mal.zn
carceration. No, it is a w1se condition of mans benJg 
that he is oblivious to his earthly future, and at death 
the Agnostic's Hope dispels the doubt of lost individo 
~~ nR 

Brooklyn. 
--------~~-------

Aspects .of Jesus and of the Christian Churches 
toward Property. 

In TH~ TnuTH SEEKER of January 3d, under head 
of" Dividing Up," the reia.tion of J~euism toward 
privativ privilege in wealth was exammed and com
pared with that of modern revolutionary Oommu
niets. Some names of propagandists were mentioned. 
They are rather a political than an economic school, 
though they profess some Morxisms. They r.re not 
to be confounded with practical communists, such as 
monks and Shakers, the followers of J esue. There 
is a· third class distinguishable as not celibates, and 
who call themselvs Christian Socialieta, but I know 
of them only as a few sentimental ssph·ants toward 
a good time a-oomin'. The renunciant attitude 
toward property, comf!lon to the saintho~d, ":bather 
Ohrietian or Brahmin, 1S not frankly altruist ; 1t com
pounds with the selfishness of. privativ privilege by 
private salvations and d~m~ations, or ultramundane 
privilege. This hypocriSy IS analog~us to the pre
tended Anarchism of other Communists, whose po· 
litical success would be the dissipation of their 
theory. No human instinct is more radiQal or uni
versal than that of personal property; it is indeed 
but an expansion of the nutritiv nisus for assimila
tion, but true ~hysiologic~l prop~rty d~es not. extend 
to those privattv monopolies Which, Without m~r~ae
ing personal welfare, prevent others from obtammg 
this. Only blind desperation· can rage against per
sonal property becau~e of its abusiv exten~io~ over 
what is not personal.m the means of assoCiativ pro
duction. Proprietary and i~dustrial ass?ciation is 
very different from Commun1sm, though It ma;r b~v 

" 
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O.:>mmunist accessoriea, as in education and the care 
of the infirm. -

Leaving revoluhionary Oommunism in the clouds 
of the future, where it begs against experience, the 
question of Anarchism or dispensing with govern
ment ; I remark that if the tradition of industrial 
Oommunism among the Essenes of Judea is reliable, 
then the absence of any recorded effort of Jesus in 
that direction shows that he was but a visionary, dis
tracted from practical work and distracting others. 

. What does non productiv Oommunism amount to 1 
As it cannot liv without consuming, i~ must be par
asitic on industrial society, like monachism. For 
preachers, it tallies with the craze of the end of the 
world at hand in which MillerHes still echo Jesus. 

Ohristian churches in general hav not the excuse 
of this craze. With regard to property, they are 
factors of privilege by superstition. They seek the 
blood of labor, which they liquefy like venomous in
sects, by injecting moral poisons, such as their spirit 
beggary of vic"'rious atonement and salvation by grace. 
Essentially monopolist, they are all beggars of the 
question of destinies and enemies to scientific culture, 
which is the productiv industry of destinies. They 
change doctrine as snakes slough their skins, but 
their parasitic and domineering ambitions are con-
stant. . 

B1rren of productiv virtues since the brief excep
tion of the Benedictines, they assume· the direction 
of charities, with what results the Papal S~ates may 
show. 

Myths f&bricated to humor ancient fantas.y by per
sonifying natural fore~ may be dropped w1t~ me.ta· 
physical theology leavmg the church a machme bke 
the state, or gove~nma~tal, f~r privilege an~ pl.under. 
This transformation wlll umfy the ecclesiastic and 
the political power, with "GJd in the Oonetitution," 
under such leaders as Wanamaker, Blair, and F11nny 
Willard. H is now being advanced under pretense 
of opposing certain corporate monopolies· an~ a.b 
sorbing them in a Governmental or State So,(Jiahat 
monopoly. This point of view explains our interest 
in the analysis of Christianity. M. E. LAzARUs. 

A Little While With the Church Folks. 

Our Sclwols to be Protestant. 
F1·om the Junior American Mechantc. 

There is good reason to apprehend that our public 
school system will hav to encounter the severest 
criticism· and the fiercest assault within the next four 
years. UnquestionablY: the R.om~n .oat.holics ~ean 
to press their case agamst thiS ~Istmctiv ~mar1can 
institution until they overthrow 1t or sustam a hu 
miliating defe11t. Infidels intend t.o .giv ~his co':ntry 
no rest until every vestige of rehg1on IS bamshed 
from the schools if they can accomplish their pur
pose. Iu this contest the churches mu11t ~av their 
share. Every Ohristian should put himself 1n closest 
sym~athy e.nd contact with the schools, and every 
chu:Ch should take this cherisbea element of our 
civilization to its heart. 

taken directly to the station, where a Bee reporter 
questioned him regarding his insane act. 

"I destroyed that picture to protect the virtue of 
woman," said the young man in answer to the first 

right left to man to debauch his slave woman and 
her children, you will wonder that any raspact!!.bla 
civilization was left over to our time. 

question. 'lite Danger of a United Church aml State. 
,, In what way do you think that picture endangers Btshop Vennfl" in a'Reoent Sennon 

the virtue of women!" The mixing up of politic'3 with religion, under any 
"n is not a proper picture to hang in a public circumstances, is fraught with manifold and multi

place. I saw those virtuous women looking at that form da:r~gers, especially in a young and free country. 
picture, and the thought ~ame to me, what would Ohief among these manifold dangers is, either the 
Ohrist do if he wer.e here and saw this? I thought establishment of a state church, or, what is equally 
Ohrist would smash the thing if he were there, so I dangerous, the predominance of any particular sect, 
just took a chair and struek it with all my might." either of which is the greatest possible curse in any 

"Did you ever see that picture or a similar one country. 
before to-night!" There is no tyravny so cruel, no yoke so intolerable, 

"Not in a public place among respectable people. as priestcraft when vested with tempoul authority. 
I hav seen them in houses of ill-famf', and knowing Priestcrllft alone is odious enough, evan though it 
why they were found there I thought that the one I can itfluence none but the most ignorant and un-
destroyed was out of place." learned. But spiritual villainy, supported by tem-

" When were you in a house of ill fame!'' poral tyranny, ever has been, is, and will be the very 
"Only a few days ago." best representation o! hell upon earth. More polit; 
"Will you state the purpose that took you to ical atrocities, butcLerieP, crimes, and enormities bav 

such a place?" · been committed in the name and on account of re-
" Yes, sir. I went there to collect a bill." ligion than hav arisen from any and all other causes 
Warbington is a man about twenty-five years old, combined. 

a little above the medium bight, and will weigh In any country where all religious sects are toler
about one hundred and fiUy pounds. He is evi- ated and where religion is absolutely ft•ee, there is 
dently insane upon the subject of religion. He is a alw~ys.great political danger lest any particular sect 
member of the U cited Ptesbyterian church, and has should become largely predominant. In this country 
been identified, to some extent, with the Young the danger lies £qually in rege.rd to Methodism and 
Men's Obristian Association. R'lman Catholicism. In the case of the former be-

The Pope's LamPnt. 
From Leo's October Enoycllca!. 

Not to-day only has Italy become subject to the 
wil>lked and evil influence of the sects; but for some 
t.ime past they hav tyrannized over it as they liked, 
with absolute dominion and power. Here the direc
tion of publjc aff iirs in what concerns religion is 
wholly in conformity with the aspirations of the 
sects· and for accomplishing their aspirations they 
find ~vowed supporters· and ready instruments in 
those who hold the public power. Laws adverse to 
the church and measures hostil to it are first proposed, 
decided, and resolved in the secret meetings of the 
sect · and if anything presents even the least appear
ance' of hostility or harm to the church it is at once 
received with favor and put forward. 

Amongst the most recent facts we may mention 
the approval of the new penal code in which what 
was most obstinately demanded, in spite of all rea
sons to the contrary, were the articles against the 
clergy which form for them an exceptional law, and 
even ;ondemn as criminal certain actions which are 
sacred duties of their ministry. 

cause of its ultra views on the liquor question and 
Sabbatarianism; and in that of the latter, becaus~ of 
its exclusivness and objections against the education 
afforded in the public schools. 

Tile Trouble With the Prohibition Party. 
F1·om tiLe Moon, llfoc:!tson, Wls. 

The law as to pious works, by which all charitable 
property, accumulated by the piety and religion of 
our ·ancestors under the protection and guardianship 
of the church, was withdrawn altogethEr from the 
church's action and control, had been for some yeare 
put forward in the meetings of the sect, precisely 
because it would inflict a new outrage on the churoh, 
lessen its social influence, and suppress at once a 

Letters to Lay Over on Sunday. great number of bequests made for divine worship. 
· J E Greaoru to the n!inois Sabbath Association. Then came that eminently sectarian work, the 

Many wonder why the Prohibition party does not 
go ahead as other new parties hav. Shall we tell you 
why! All right; we shall; but don't curl up that 
little nose of yours; there may be a considerable 
amount of truth incorporated in what we say. When 
you pick up the Prohibitionist platform, the first 
you can find is, they recognize the "Almighty God." 
What does this do? It excludes all disbelievers who 
are in favor of temperance legislat.ion, and awakens 
disgust in the hearts of the believers who wish to 
keep religion and politics entirely separate. They 
hav opened their meetivgs with prayer and afterward 
used language, in many instances, unfit for ~he bar
room which must of course turn many people s stom
achs 'against them. They beg continually at their 
meetings. It is a better way to solicit aid privately, 
as this public begging, accompanied by the pream
ble of their platform and the opaning prayer, make 
a "common sinner" feel pretty much as if he was 
sitting in a house of worehip, and as usual, he for
gets what has been said. ~~hen take the tail ~nd of 
the platform, where they ask for the restorat10n .cf 
the Bible to our public echoole. That completes 1t. 
You bav now a complete minister party, and you re
member that· the larger portion of the leaders are 
ministers. To these causes, muchly, you. can attrib
ute the standstill of the party in question. The peo
ple are afraid of priest.rule and they will not hav it. I wrote to Postmaster General Wanamaker, asking erection of the monument to the renowned apostate 

him if it wss necessary that the mail clerks on the of Nola which with the aid and favor of the govern-
trains should be kept on duty on Sunday, and he ment, ~as pro:Uoted, determined, and carried ou~ by WJty 1 responded that it was absolutely necessary on through means of Freemasonry, whose most author1z~d 
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· tb t• d bl k d •t " O!a Tim.e1·" in a 'cauo ape • routes. I tell you, my friends, e .en Ire amna e spokesmen were not ashamed to ac nowle ge 1 s . . t II tb 
system of train-moving on Sunday is directly trace- ur ose and to declare its meaning. Its purpose Theolog1ans and even philosophers e. us-: e 
able to the abominable practice of .forwarding a~d ~alto insult the pspacy; its meaning th~t, instead ~vol~tionists excepted, for how. c~n tha\b~,J.USJ wh.c~ 
delivering mails on thet day. The railroad compames of the Oatholic fmith must now be substituted the IS Without our power to avo1~ .-th~ b (?t ~men 
are compelled to run through trains to carry tho most absolute freedo~ of examination, ~f criticism, for ~n eyil .thing is many ti~es el~ye • u ~ lB 81ur~ mail bags and they put on passenger coaches and of thought and of conscience; and what IS meant by as hfe, 1t 111 sure as death, th~t . t~~ grb<~o s~~ 0 

invite th~ public to help them pay the expenses. such Iang~age in the mouth of the sects is well the world is just;" that "t~erte :~ Jns.!ce ~~~ e ~wt 
The movement of freight trains on the Sabbath is in- known and, even at the bottom, t. a e~e ~~.n~. ~ni\ ~ 
directly chargeable to the mails. For instance, a · justice!' And yet why is It that m Is. · P" I u ~ 
godly m11on purchases a stamp of this professedly re- Some Sayings of Sense of a world" the manliest mau W:h~ goe~ m a ~~gge 
li ious nation with a coin bearing the inscription ___ • coat is never reve:renced; that ~t rs no even lSOOV· 
"'in God We Trust." Having bought it, he licks it Tile Meanness of Preachers. ered that hs is maniy ~n~tl he IS able to purhchaset a 

· h' h · t t ff up supplica- new garment' Why Hl 1b that the ml>n w o ge s With a tongue w IC IS won O O 3r d H GwrqqA!rrea Townsena in Boston Globe. • If • . ·t d 1 1 cted is not tbe b-at and the 
tiona, and puts it. on e. letter ordering goo s. . e In my youth I was sometimes called to go to hlmse' s.Tf~~n :oa~nc :he is it in this co~plex prob-
know: t~e lette~ will t~av~~?nkS~~~"J·::r~ ~h~:~~~ Girard Oollege and obtain its president, whose name ~!!6~f ·life tb~t thei~ be ~0 many whom fate decre~e 
th~t rams mua run, e ID s Sunda also was Allen, to come and preach for my father. Ac· muet n. oice in ,, cold potatoes" and so few In 
fOreight hetlor:ersd;houl!t!~~~pel: ?.nRush th! good~ cording to the expres~ will of Girard, no minisfter of '· cskee a~d ale," app:~ren~ly far no f&ult of theirs? 

onsequen Y e a s a P . , y' . any gospel had any right to enter the gate o that __ _ 
right through," wbi~h resudltshiD a Lords dtaSBbJbOau{h institution He debarred from his hospitality priests Another Cons1itntional !mmdmcnt. 
ney for a freight tram an t e consequen a · t b h h d b en bro ght up in 

I t f th 'en necessa.ry to the welfare of of every sor ' ecause a a e u b 1 Platro,·m ortlie Amertcan Pa~·w or caztromta. 

:~p t~~~~n N~w, ;h~ is the remedy for this evil? ~taD:c~, where much havoc had b~~n b~ise:im~e~~c~e~ As an import-ant step in defense of the COJ?mon 
Now the scheme I propose is that every person BISB:ICIB~, 1~nd :~· as hlgf~~~!~b more ~qui opoor- echool system cf education, and the perpel:u~tiOn.~~ 
favorlng reform in this line shall h~v printed, stamped, orp. an, e Ieve In a • the separation of c~urch !lnd state, '!"e J 'liD WI • 

or written on every envelope he uses the word\" Do tu;t~ !tor ma:. b't I ·n my youth for the preachers other citizens in s~akmg to mcorporate m tho ~onst,It 
not forward or d;liver this letter ?n Sanday." r~us t ~ ·~ G~:;.r; o~;le;e simply bsc:.use they were tution o! the Umt~d ~tates a hs~xb~et~nth. a.~;n n:e~ 
will the Muntry m a very short time comB to re~hza o VIBI h The rovision mrtainst them embodyiDg the fo!JOWlng. pro I I Jon~. a E a e 
the aerio~sneas of the question, provided a suffialeD;t -not w;n:ed ~e~rethair cur1osity. Thi~ Mr. Allen shall pass any I~W: ~espectmg an estab!Ish~;nt o: re
number of persons will support the plan. N () poh- see me 0 w or local reacher and he ligion, or prohibihng the free exerCise e1. eo • or 
tician in government employ ca.n know what letters was a sort of 6:xhorr~ro colle e pand deliver ad- uae its property o; cr~dit, or any money, r~Jsed by 
are from voters sud what are not, conseq ilently every would c?me ewa£ r l 'ts gThe whole matter taxation, or &uthorJz~ eit~~r to be used, f~r ~be pur
envelope baarina ~he inscrip~ion Will ba.V its weight. rreSS88 ID COUll ry. ~U ~I dubious notion as to pose of maintaining or aidmg by app~opnatiO~ pab-

o --- eaves upon my min . . trictl c:::m k- ment for serviceP, Hpenses, or ?t~erwise, !'DY c uro , 
Wlty Bongnereau•s "St)ring" Was Destroyell. whether ho~or 'ahnd religiOn are s y p \ re~igious denombation, or rehg:o..::s R~met;v, or any 

F'rondlte Omrr"a n·r. . mAr.fs rf re. h o ,rr. • • . . ·r ··t•~~ ·ls'. 'r.sWnlion society, or ~~ncLrtekmg whwb IB wholly 
1 f · If V' u 1

) k il' thB books watc~ Wdro w 1 ·•~" l ' 1 
•• • ' 1 · t" 1 o trol" Warbington made no ~~lrmp~ lo (:!'l~lpe enl ref:l y' • u 1 , • ' .• by clergyman upo.::~ the dlvine I or in p!\rt under eec.~r!r;n or ecc eawfl 1C8 c !l. • 

admitted that he deJtrayod the pHlLurc. He w.-s I before our civil w~r 
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What They Say About the Picture Book. 
ErJ.qar Rioliton. in Watts's Literary GuirJ.e. 

To the purely a~gressiv Freethinker, this volume will be 
welcomed with unbounded delight. The aim of the pub
lishers and of the artist is to ridicule Christianity, to make 
mockery of theological pretensions, and thereby to shame 
mankind out of the pestilent superstitions of their fo.re
fathers. Each alternate page is allotted to the artist, Mr. 
Watson Heston, while the other is occupied with a formida
ble array of facts in explanation and support of the fronting 
illustration. We can guarantee that, to Fre6thinkers, the 
volume will afford considerable amusement; but we cannot 
recommend Christians with sensitiv prf!judice-s to obtain it
especially if they are subject in any way to heart disease. 
The awakening effect might be appalling. 

The World's }'air. 
The Independent publishes in its issue of last 

week a supplementary batch of letters from cabinet 
officers, Oongressmen, and governors upon the open
ing of the World's Fair on Sunday. The cabinet 
officers are Secretary Windom and Attorney-general 
Miller, and, as might be expected, they are both op
posed to opening the Fair. Mr. Miller " holds that 
one day in the week devoted to rest is more valuable, 
both economically and morally, than used in any 
other way; while Secretary Windom expresses his 
earnest sympathy with the sentiment that would 
preserve the American Sabbath inviolate." 

Sixteen governors are represented in the sympo
sium; eight agree with the cabinet officers, five dis
agree with them, and three are astride the fence. 
Savaul more Oongressmen are heard from, the 
m!l.jority in favor of Sunday closing. Oongressman 

. Stockdale of Mississippi is in favor of Sunday open
ing, and his letter is such a unique specimen of argu
ment by which a politician can bs. with the people 
and alao with the Ohristians that we giv it entire : 

" I think the Columbian Exposition should be opened on 
Sunday. 

" In expressing this opinion, I speak after reflection, and 
with due regard, I hope, for the sacredness of the Sabbath. 
The Exposition is expected to be an object-lesson on the civ
ilization of the world, and will hav plenty of objects and 
subjects in it perfectly fit for Sunday study to occupy all the 
Sabbaths, for the same people will hardly be there more than 
two Sabbaths. We deem it proper to teach in our Sabbath
schools the geography anti history of the lands and peoples 
mentioned in the Bible, as well as the different races, their 
laws, customs, triumphs, and failures. 

" In those Exposition buildings people can learn more in 

one Sunday than by a hundred days of Sabbath-schools and 
by listening to a hundred sermons, and prepare themselvs, for 
the balance of their lives, to better understand discourses 
and writi.Dgs on those most interesting themes. 

"It would be regarded as eminently proper for people to 
go to some elegant church edifice and listen to Dr. Talmage 
and discourse solely on the people and products, lands and 
things, he saw on his trip East. Why not let those same 
people go into the Exposition buildings and see what he 
describes and learn that .lesson better than they possibly 
could from description P • 

" There will be paintings by the oltfmasters and by recent 
masters, as well as statuary, illustrating the great events in 
the history of civilized races. Living specimens of the 
present types of those races will be there. 

" There will be paintings of the Holy Land and of sacred 
scenes more vivid and awe-inspiring than pen or tongue can 
portray-the birth, the miracles, the crucifixion, the resur
rection, the ascension, all standing out izi almost living 
characters and scenes, and the great works and achievements 
of the apostles and martyrs as well. They will impress deep 
and solemn religious sentiments on the minds of the observ
ers, particularly the young, never to be effaced. 

" In such surroundings there will be a thousand sermons 
grander and more effectiv than men can preach. 

" I know it will be said, all these things can be seen on 
week days, and so can sermons be heard on week days, 
and other objects· will distract attention from the proper 
subjects of contemplation; but there is something silent 
and undefined in a Sabbath morning that prepares the 
mind of saint and sinner for better and higher reflections, 
and leads by chords soft and charming to the contemplation 
of grand and holy subjects. 

" The older Christians condemn the gorgeous equipments 
of church edifices as distracting attention from the simple 
worship of God. Modern sentiment considers it proper to 
worship, and expects sinners to be converted, amid these 
magnificent surroundings. 

"The disciples plucked the ears of corn on Sunday, 
simply to allay a temporary inconvenience of hunger. Their 
health would not hav suffered until the morrow, nor would 
David's health hav suffered by one day's fast when he ate 
the shew bread. 

" Some of the physicians of that day and this would hav 
told the ma.n with the withered hand to wait until Monday, 
as he suffered no pain and had waited so long; but the 
divine physician would not postpone the opportunity to do 
good, and healed all who came to him at the risk of his life. 

"The people who complained of his acts were neither 
hungry nor a:fllicted. There will be thousands of people at 
the Exposition, wealthy and cultured, comfortably housed, 
who can lounge and ramble away Sundays and remain there 
aa long as they please. They can afford to apply the law 
strictly, as was attempted to be done to the disciples. But 
there will be other thousands there who cannot make a long 
stay, and other thousands still who cannot, or will not, be 
permitted to leave their employment except on Sunday. 
Those thousands must see the Exposition on Sunday or 
never. I believe that if the savior himself would speak, see
ing those multitudes gathered there hungry for knowledge, 
he would open the doors and say: ' Many of the objects 
within testify of me; enter and be profited.' 

" It is not a proposition to erect an entertainment on Sun
day. All the exhibits will be in place, and the only question 
is : Shall the people be permitted to look at them with their 
eyes, or be locked out, and ramble to resorts or go out on 
excursions. To hide them away and bar the entrance to 
those buildings and present to the world the spectacle of 
that great International Exposition-collected from the four 
quarters of the globe-a very cosmos of itself, with its teem
ing avenues of information and marvelous lessons, concealed 
from view, and all those multitudes of poor people, anxious 
to behold and learn, locked out from a scene worth a trip 
across the ocean to see, would be merely to gratify a senti
ment of a few people, and which is without good reason. 
Surely those who would keep the people out will be expected 
to suggest some better means of employing the time. All 
the churches in Chicago will not hold a quarter of the peo-. 
ple. What shall be done with the balance P It will not do 
simply to lock these people out, and say we hav done our 
duty, and if they commit more sin it is not our fault. I sug
gest that services can be held in many places within tne 
building. Let a great man preach in the Music Hall, and 
hav services in other places. Let pious and learned men 
lecture on the paintings of religious character, and giv in
formation and infuse good sentiments at the same time. 
Far more good can be done in that way than by locking the 
people out and sending them rambling through the city on 
Sunday. 

" I believe good morals and the interests of religion itself 
demand that the buildings be opened on Sunday . 

" I hav written more than I intended, but as I occupy an 
official position in the government whicJt givs standing to 
the Exposition, I thought due you in your high calling to 
giv my reasons." 

We like better the letter of Governor Joseph K. 
Toole of Montana. He says without circumlocution 
or limitations that he is "in favor of keeping the 
Exposition open on Sundays." The governor of 
Ohio considers it a social question, and is in favor of 
opening the Fair on a part of Sunday, as is Oongress· 
man Quinn, of New York, who, being a Oatholic, 
would open the gates after 12 o'clock, when the peo
ple will hav had time to attend mas.s. The gov· 
ernor of Idaho, V. B. Willey, would open the Fair 
for the " benefit of the poor people of the city of 

Ohicago; they will find many things of more than 
usual interest in and about the grounds that will 
tend to elevate. their standard and keep them from 
the saloons." The Hon. Dndley Ooleman, Oongress
man for Louisiana, writes this queer letter: 

"Should the Columbian Exposition be open on Sunday P 
I reply most emphatically, Yes! 

" 'rhis Exposition is to celebrate the anniversary of the 
discovery of this country by an Italian, and in a country 
named after that Italian ; and now shall we insult his mem
ory and his ~a me by a violation of the customs of his nativ 
country, by attempting to close the Exposition to those who 
from choice or necessity desire to enjoy the advantages, the 
rights, and the education of this Exposition by visiting it on 
Sundays P ' When in Rome we do as the Romans do.' 
Then, when honoring the memory of an Italian, why not 
remember his religion? This Columbian Exposition is to be 
an inte1·national affair, and as such we cannot expect that 
Puritan ideas should prevail. If an Exposition is ever held 
to celebrate the 'landing of the Pilgrims,' I should then be 
surprised to see that Exposition kept open on Sundays. If 
the Seventh-Day Adventists or the Jews should fnaugurate 
and hold an Exposition for more than a week, I shoulil ex
pect to see it closed on Saturdays. The United States gov
ernment' has invited to the Columbian Exposition other 
foreign nations, prominent among which are our Latin
American neighbors, and they, following the customs of 
their countries, would not only prefer, but hav reason to 
expect, the Exposition to keep open and be running on Sun
days." 

The others, like pharisee Goode~l, of New Hamp
shire, talk about maintaining the glory of the American 
Sabbath, when they mean that they desire to hav the 
Exposition closed on Sundays for the benefit of their 
own religion. Altogether, though, the expression of 
opinion obtained by the Independent is valuable, and 
shows as much liberality of views as could be ex
pected from men in high places of profit, honor, and 
power. And we heartily agree with the Independent 
that "it is of vital importance that this question, 
whether the gates of the Exposition shall or shall 
not be open on Sunday, should be sehtled rightly." 
But we probably shall never be able to agree with 
the Independent's definition of right in this matter. 

A Possibility for Protestantism. 
Basing his estimate on the results of an actual 

religious census of a district on the west side of this 
town, the Rev. Mr. Junor of the D11tch R9formed 
church figures that the population of New York is 
thus divided with respect to religion : 
Roman Catholics .............................................. . 
Church-going Protestants ............................. _ ..... . 
Non-church-going Protestants ............................ . 
Heathen .......................................................... . 

762,666 
258,666 
253.333 
325,335 

Total .... : .......................................... 1,600,000 

With these figures as a text the Sun preaches a 
sermonet to the brethren, especially of the Protestant· 
faith, which may well cause them to think. Ol the 
non-church-going members of that church, enough of 
them, says that paper, ought properly to ba included 
among the heathen to make ·their number equal to 
about one-third of the pop11lation. And neither can 
all the church-going Protestants be called Ohristians 
in truth. Very many of them are only outward 
conformists. At heart they are Infidels and heathen 
Agnostics. They keep up their religious observances 
simply as a matter of social propriety and to please 
their wives; but when they express their honest 
opinions they reveal themselvs 111 more or less rad
ical unbelievers. 

But if we went further, says the Sun, " and under
took to divide the population into those who cling 
sincerely to the old faith of Ohristianity and those 
who reject it wholly or partially, on which side would 
the majority be? Is it not probable that the truly 
faithful would be very far in the minority ? 

"The majority of Presbyterians, as the discussion 
and vote on the revision of the Westminster Oonfes
sion hav shown, are all at sea as to their faith. They 
do not know exactly what to believe, but they know 
that they do not believe the doctrinal standards of 
their church as they are now. And as what they re
ject involves the very existence a:ad sovereignty of a 
personal God, they are traveling on the road to total 
and downright Infidelity. The same may IJ.e said of 
the Oongregationalists. So far as outward indica
tions go, the Baptists and Methodists are less 
affected by the prevailing sk.epticism. The Baptist 
millennia! conference in Brooklyn proved that at 
least a strong party of that communion retain the 
most childlike faith in the letter of the Bible; and 
the new and revolutionary school of biblical criti
cism, with principles and methods so destructiv of 
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the old veneration for the sc,riptures as the veritable 
word of God, seems to hav produced little effect on 
the Methodist ministry. But, according to. Mr. 
ManQueary, arguing at his trial, the ranks of the 
Episcopal church are full of heretics. ' I might a 
tale unfold about the good heretics in our church' 
he said, ' that would probably·. make you tremble fo~ 
the fate of traditional orthodoxy.' The discussions 
at the recent church congress at Philadelphia showed 
a tendency to accept the conclusions of the later 
scientific and philosophical criticism of the scriptures 
which seems to justify the remark. It looks as if 
Mr. MaeQueary were suffering rather because of his 
indiscretion in giving public utterance to heretical 
opinions than because of his singularity among the 
clergy in entertaining them. If all the Episcopal 
heretics were arraigned for trial ecclesiastical courts 
might liav to sit permanently in every diocese. If 
all the heretics of every church were now burnt alive 
at the stake, as Servetus was burnt in 1553, the 
awful tires would hav to be lighted in every town· 
and kept burning ceaselessly day and night." 

Thus it is, if these words be true; that civilization 
is destroying Ohristianity, as our fathers knew it 
eliminating the cruel and absurd, and leaving only ~ 
system of ethics which has nothing to stand upon. 
Without the interposition of science, without an 
appeal to reason and experience, the church will 
some time be in a state of mGral chaos, and that not 
far in the future. It surely behooves the heretics of 
Ptotestantism to psy attention to this possibility. 

• 1-e----

. ·The :Macqueary Heresy Case. -
. The Maequeary heresy trial is affording the press 

of the country a great many texts for a great many 
newspaper sermons. The decision in the ease is not 
expected for several weeks yet, and the sermons are 
likely to be multiplied many times. 
- Mr. Maequeary's heresy consists in denying that 
Jesus was born of a virgin and that there is a resur· 
rection of the body. These are two vital dogmas of 
the Ohristian faith, declared plainly in the articles 
of the Episcopal church. 

The views of the orthodox party are pretty well 
expressed by the Welsh monk, " Father " Ignatius, 
in a sermon preached in the Lenox Lyceum, his 
text baing, "You shall earnestly contend for the 
faith once delivered to the saints." His view was 
that "while Freethinkers, Infidels, Agnostics, and 
Atheists bad a perfect right to their opinions, they 
had no right to hold them and continue to call them
selva Ohristians." He went on: "The Macqueary 
ease affords a magnificent opportunity for those who 
hav accepted Christ to say that those who do not 
believe the truths of Christianity shall not stay in 
the Ohristian church and continue to poison the 
spiritual waters which our children are to drink. It 
is a worse crime to thus poison the soul than to kill 
the body. It is the duty of the bishops to eradicate 
the poison that is now sapping the vitality of the 
church. If Mr. M!lcqueary is right in saying that 
the Rev. Dr. Heber Newton holds the same views 
that he does, Bishop Potter must put Dr. Newton 
out of the church. I hope Mr. Mscqueary is mis· 
taken, and if Dr. Newton is here and will say he 
holds to historical Christianity, I will be very glad 
to beg his pardon for thus publicly accusing him. 
But if what Mr. Macqueary says is true, out Dr. 
Newton must go. If I were a citizen of New York, 
I would petition the bishop to hav the awful charge 
against one of your best-known clergymen investi· 
gate_d, and if it is. proved to be true, to open the 
doors of AU Saints' church very widely. The ques
tion before us is not whether Christianity be true, 
but whether a. m111n who does not believe it can stay 
in the Ohristian church." 

The liberal party in the church hesitate to take 
this orthodox and logical view, because of the wide 
consequences which must logically follow. There 
are a great many Macquearys in the church, and the 
methods by which he has arrived at his heretical eon· 
elusions are the methods of a great pad of Protest
ant scholarship. The very fundamental tenet of 
Protestantism} that the Bible is the supreme author
ity in matters of faith, is Mr. Macqueary's justitiaa
Mon, for the matter must be decided by its teachings 
and they bear more than one construction. And 
while his construction may be different from that of 
many clergymen, it is reached in accordance with the 
methods of modern Protestant criticism, methods 
originating with Germa:c biblical scholars and fol-

lowed by innumerable English and American " di
vines," chief among whom is Professor Briggs, who 
was but a few days ago pronounced orthodox by 
Bishop Potter, of Mr. Maequeary's own faith, and 
elev~ted to a high scholastic position by so orthodox 
an institution as the U.nion Presbyterian Theological 
Seminary. 

The court trying Mr. Macqueary, therefore, bas 
before it, says a very lucid review of the ease made, 
it would seem, in the interests of the heterodox 
party in the church, " this whole method of biblical 
criticism to discover whether it is consistent with the 
faith of the church. As defined by Ptofessor Briggs, 
it proceeds on the theory that the test of divine in
spiration is the truth of the utterances of the script
ures. The old belief that the very language was 
inspired and dictQted by God to human penmen, he 
dismisses as mere superstition, or bibliolatry, as he 
terms it. The divine authority, he teaches his Pres
byterian pupils, ' is not in the style or in the words, 
but in the concept,' or what is conceived by the 
mind. Hence he brings in man's reason to determin 
whether there be inspiration from God.. If what is 
said is true, it is inspired ; if it is not true, it does 
not come from heaven. 

" In other words, if we follow the -precepts of Pro
fessor Briggs, the Bible is to be examined and criti
cised like any other book of religion. He does not 
hesitate to teach that w&ile it contains inspired 
truths, it also contains unexplainable errors. He 
makes of it a fallible book, instead of the wholly 
true and awful word of God. The revelation of the 
almighty he finds not in the Bible merely, but also 
in the church and in the reason. He givs the reason 
the right to separate the chaff of human error from 
the wheat o! divine truth and authority. 

"Hence he rej oieas at 'the age of rationalism, with 
all its wonderful achieve~ents in philosophy,' since 
it is ' preparing men to use their reason ' lor this 
critical purpose. Neither is it surprising that he 
looks forward so confidently to ' a happy reeoneilia· 
tion ' between faith and reason, though be would hav 
defined this outcome more correctly if he had called 
it the surrender of faith to reason. No scientific 
skeptic asks for more than a rationalistic judgment 
cf the Bible on its merits solely, and not as a book 
singled out as beyond human criticism because it is 
the word of God, and therefore of indisputable au
thority." 

An Episeop~l clergyman, writing upon this ease, 
SRid the proseautora of Mr. Maequeary were really 
trying "a school of thought supporbed by an illus
trious company of clergymen." And the position is 
summed up in these words by the reviewer before 
quoted : The court " cannot condemn him without 
condemning them ; and if be is driven from the 
church, they ought to follow. As compared with 
them, he is small and :feeble. Punishing him would 
be like whipping a pupil for following the instruc
tions of a maater whose wisdom be had been taught 
to reverence." 

The Episcopal church is in a dilemma, from which 
it will require much shrewd squirming to find deliv
erance. But however the decision reads, the great 
fact brought out and emphasized is that heresy bas 
found lodgment in the churches, and that the Chris
tianity of to~day is not Christianity at all. 

The Rev. Robert J. Burdette. 
If there bas ever been a " converted" scamp who 

has taken particulAr pains to vilify and misrepresent 
Freethinkers, both in the pulpit and in his humorous 
writings, that scamp is Bob Burdette. One of his 
malicious squibs on " Ingersollism " has been the 
round of the religious press several times. 

The Ohristian Advocate of January 15th has a 
painful duty, it says, to perform with regard to Mr. 
Robart J. Burdette. That duty appears to be to 
rebuke his proclivity to get drunk. The Rev. Dr. 
Buckley writea, in sorrow, of course: 

"A few weeks ago the New York Tribune published an 
account of Robert J. Burdette, the lecturer, having a drink
ing bout at Amherst College five years ago with certain 
students. The Times, of this city, on Monday, January 5th, 
published a dispatch announcing that the Rev. Robert J. 
Burdette lectured on Friday evening, January 2d, for the 
Young Men's Christian Association in St. Louie, and was to 
lecture i::Junday afternoon, January 4\h, at the same place, 
and at the Delmar avenue Baptist church in the evening. 
Mr. Burdette appeared at neither. The dispatch to the Times 
says: 

" ' The air is burdened with rumors of a midnight supper at 
Faust's FridRY after the first leoture ; that a gentleman looidnll: 

ver:v much like the Rev. Bob and anawerinlf to his name was 
there, various houses were visited, and wine fiowed freelY.' 

"We are sorry to see these things, and still more grieved 
to be compelled to publish what we know as a warning to, 
Young Men's Christian Associations, Methodist Episcopal 
churches, and Chautauquas, and all other institutions where 
morality and temperance are valued, not to employ Robert 
J. Burdette as a lecturer. 

" L?.st winter he was announced to lecture before the 
Young Men's Christian Association ~n the Lyceum Hall of 
Morristown, N. J. A large concourse assembled, among 
the rest the editor of this paper. Mr. Burdette arrived late, 
and came upon the platform in a condition which led us to 
think him drunk. Observing· him carefully during the en. 
tire evening, we had no doubt that he was but partially 
recovered from a spree. Subsequently he went to different 
rum-shops in the city, drinking and amusing the persons 
present, and left the place the next morning about daylight 
in an intoxicated condition. The Young Men's Christian 
Association, hearing statements of these things, investigated 

. and found the facts as represented. The lecture bureau 
that furnished him to the Young Men's Christian As3ocia
tion investigated the matter, and found them as stated. 

" What our duty was to the Christian public greatly per
plexed us ; but after reflection, in the hope that this was a 
mysterious lapse that might not occur again, we concluded 
to be silent ; but when the program for the last Commence
ment exercises of Pennington Seminary, of which the writer 
is a trustee, was announced, and Mr. Burdette's name ap. 
peared, we felt it our duty to notify the president privately, 
that he might make inquiry and ascertain the facts. A com
mittee of young men visited the Young Men's Christian 
Association aforesaid and the Lecture Bureau and discovered 
that the statements were correct, and the engagement was 
canceled. 

"It now appears that instead of being an isolated instance 
at Morristown it is becoming a habit. Mr. Burdette is an 
ordained minister of a branch of the Christian church, un
questionably a man of genius, with whom we hav had large 
sympathy because of some pathetic elements in his earlier 
career, but the Young Men;s Christian Association and the 
varied branches of the Christian church that hav employed 
him should be cautioned that they are liable at any time to 
be plunged into a scandal of this sort, and that the moral 
effect of employing him until he reforms is unquestionably 
evil. 

" Publishing the foregoing with sorrow, we shall hail with 
joy the opportunity of placing upon the same page proof 
that Mr. Burdette has become worthy of Uhristian confi. 
deuce." 

We hope that now the Rev. Robert J.,;Burdette 
will cease lying about Infidels and IntidelHy, and at
tend to the reformation of himself ! 

The Natural and the Supernatural. 
A writer in a Christian i ournal criticises his fellow 

church-members for what he considers their "irra· 
tional prayers." His text is the sickness unto 
death of a daughter of his neighbor and the vain 
supplications of a ehurehful of people for her re· 
covary. He says: 

" I could not join in the prayers, I could not lift my own 
1'oice in petition. To my heart it was mockery, it was irra
tional; and yet it is done every day, and he that does it 
mocks God. Christians who would not pray that roses 
might bloom in December, or that the apple might be ri
pened in May, will do the equally silly thing of praying that 
God will stay a self-limited disease. Yet the laws of the dis
ease are no less absolutely fixed than the laws of flower and 
fruit. A fever is a self-limited disease, of certain course and 
character. You may pray that its duration be stopped, but 
will you gain anything ?" 

We contend that when a Me~bodist writes such 
words and a Methodist journal publishes them, hope 
for the final prevalence of Rlitionalism is not without 
ground. The significance of the matter, however, 
may be thought by some to be lessened because the 
writer is a doctor. The more one knows about the 
natural the les~ he believes in the supernatural. 

For Boycotting a Bakery. 
Mrs. Maria Kullberg kept a bakery in Esst Bos

ton. Mrs. Kullberg bas a child. She also had the 
Roman Catholic religion, and has some of it now, but 
not so much as formerly. 

Mrs. Kullberg used to send her child to the paro
chial schools, but as it learned little she transferred 
its attendance to the public school. Thereupon Rev. 
Hugh O'Donnell, her priest, excommunicated her 
and ordered his parishioners to boycott her · bakery, 
to the complete ruin of her little business. And 
now she has entered suit against him for five thou
sand dollars damages. 

Such a suit as this has once before been decided 
in Boston, and against a priest. If Mrs. Kullberg 
can prove damage to her business from the boycott, 
it is likely that Rome will learn another lesson. The 
damage from the excommunication, however, will be 
hard to estimate. 
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DusHORE, PA., Jan. 6, .1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5. Please send me the 

AN~UAL for 1891, and use the balance for benefit of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. w. WHITTIOK. 

CHIOAGO, ILL., Jan. 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $3.25 for the subscription 

to your ungodly paper and for one of those ANNUALS for 
1891. I hav one of the "Pictorial Text-Books" that my 
two little girls never get tired looking through. It seems to 
be always new and interesting to them. If you had any
thing else with pictures in I would order it immediately. 
As solidly for our cause as any man living, I am, 

Yours honestly, W. E. FoULKES. 

Six MILE BROOK, N. S., Jan. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $3 for the year 1891 for the al

mighty TRUTH BEEKER, and twenty-five cents for the 
ANNUAL, whatever it is-I don't know, and I do not believe 
God knows, either. However, keep the flag flying. A 
blessed change is gradually and surely coming. I am agree
ably surprised sometimes, when I travel among the people, 
to meet with so many skeptics and unbelievers in the old 
hell-fire superstition. J.AMES B.ARRY. 

_EssEx, I.A., Dec. 29, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR : I inclose $5, for which I wish the valuable 

paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, one year, also the "Freethink
er's Pictorial Text-Book " I hav been a reader of the Boston 
Invebttgat01' about three years. What is the price of your 
paper in clubs? There are a great many Liberals in this 
vicinity. Please send a list of Liberal books that you hav 
for sale. There are a few school-teachers here who haT 
tried to enforce the scholars to read (a!}d believe) the Bible 
every morning, also to pray; but the directors objected, and 
it was stopped at once. THOMAS G. H. PORTER. 

MOUNT PLEASANT, P.A., Jan. 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I want my paper every week, and on Satur

days if possible, for I feel lonely on Sundays without it. I 
tell you that it is quite a treat, after a hard week's work, to 
receive the glorious TRUTH BEEKER, and hav the grand 
privilege of perusing its multifarious subjects on the holy 
Sabbath. Watson Heston is a terror with his pictures-that 
is, to superstition. And how true to the nature of the sub
jects he handles! His pictorial sermon on Matt. vii, 9, is 
exactly the thing. I know it, for I hav been there. 

Yours truly, J.AMES RoDGERS. 

MouND CITY, Jan. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I must hav THE TRUTH SEEKER while I can 

pay for it and see to read it. Mr. Peck's letters suit me. 
'fhey drive home and clinch. I hav them read when I can. 
I meet many who are like myself but tell me they cannot 
afford to subscribe to THB: TRUTH BEEKER. I tell some of 
them it is worth $3 to them to lose the fear of the devil 
and brimstone. The church-members do not trouble my 
wife for cakes or anything in that line. They pass by on 
the other side. I do not trouble their God-houses, so they 
mark me down for a hard old cuss. I like the way Heston 
does things up. Yours for Universal Liberty, 

. JAMES ADAMS. 

RooKPORT, Mo., Jan. 17, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR: I herewith send a petition to open the 

World's Fair on each Sunday of its continuance. I solicited 
274 persons, and 250 signed the petition. Do you not think 
that is a pretty good showing? There is one dear old parson 
writes a wail to one of our local papers. He says: "Whither 
are we drifting? Here we hav the saloon, and a number of 
our leading citizens memorialize the Columbian Expos_ition 
commissioners to keep open on Sunday, thereby overthrow
ing the Sunday law. Whither are we drifting?" Oh, dear! 
I think I will get up another list. I think I can get :t.nother 
250 names with a littlo effort. I wish you would send me 
your TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL when it is ready. 

G. G. BEOK. 

GOLDEN, I.A., Jan. 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts gave two lectures in the 

city hall, Manchester, Ia., on the evening of January 6\h 
and 7th. The first lecture-subject, "Secularism and Chris
tianity: Which is Superior ?"-was delivered to a small but 
attentiv audience. The second lecture, "Christianity, Its 
Nature a.nd O;igin," was listened to by a larger audience,_ in 
which were three ministers, one priest, and a half-dozen law
yers. During the lecture Mr. Watts challenged them to de
bate, but at the close of the lecture when the call was made 
for questions and criticisms there was no reBponse. All con
vinced? Yes, convinced that they could not answer him. 
Although the Christian angels of suppression gobbled up 
the five hundred hand-b!lls which we had printed and posted, 
the lectures were a success. R. N. HowE. 

further advances. It seems to me.that Remsburg's "Sab
bath Breaking," if it was published in a pamphlet of about 
twenty-four pages and sold at ten cents, would do much 
good, as there are many persons who would be willing to 
read it who would not read a larger work or a more radical 
work. There is nothing in it to offend any intelligent 
church-member, but it might set many to thinking and lead 
them to further investigation. C. W. CAINES. 

Oi!WEGO, OR&., Jan. 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: There is nothing that givs me more pleasure 

than to read your valuable TRUTH BEEKER, and to bea:r the 
proud title of ·• Infidel." Oswego is a small place six miles 
south of .Portland. It has about six hundred inhabitants, 
and three joss-houses, namely, the Catholic, Congregational, 
and· Methodist. The Methodists hav the only Sunday
school. This Sunday-school has an Englishman to teach the 
HolyQueerch..ss. When Samuel P. Putnam billed this place 
for a lecture this Sunday-school teacher cautioned the school 
about going to hear the "In fiddle" speak. When Putnam 
came I told him of it, and in the next issue of Freethought 
the following article appeared : " If there is anything in the 
world that will make a Christian dance, it is the music of 
an " In-fiddle." 

Long liv Heston and the cartoons I E. L. DAVIDSON. 

MouNT PLEASANT, UT.AH, Jan. 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In see in your most reasonable paper that a 

gentleman by the name of John Peck wants to get a Chris
tian of mustard-seed faith just· now for the benefit of the 
sick, and givs a very fair offer of $1,000 a month. It has 
almost made me sick ever since I read it that I am not a 
Christian, as I am only getting $25 a month for grubbing 
land. Would Mr. Peck &!so furnish a couple of hold-ups, 
as in the case of Moses when· they were busy killing babies 
-they could not run, you know? For if so, I will look 
around and see what I can do. 

The Lord says, Pray and you shall receive, but I do not 
think that praying will do any good just now. He has got 
too many churches on his hands. Has too many irons in the 
fire. I know he must be terribly busy just now, because I 
never see a minister call on him nowadays when they are 
sick ; they always call on a doctor. 

But the Lord also says, Hunt and you shall find, and so 
I think I will take a hunt and when I find I will let you 
know. However, in the mean time, I will tell all the Chris
tians I see about the offer, as I consider it a fair one, after 
all. A happy New Year to Mr. Peck and THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. NEILS P. NELSON. 

OxFORD, Nov .A SooTI.A, Jan. 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Things are running along about the same in 

this town. The churches and Salvation Army still keep 
hammering away. That they are making their members 
any better is not, however, very evident, as we hav lately 
had an exhibition of some of the wor!ft and most crooked 
business transactions ever seen in this neighborhood. Had 
the parties been strangers (as were the "Picturesque Can
ada" agents), we would not hav been surprised, but when 
we see them going to church two or three times every Sun
day, carrying a bundle of books under their arm almost as 
big as a haystack, pinching their Bibles so tight that the 
middle appears to be being pinched out at the ends, attend
ing prayer-meeting on week-nights, bawling praises to God 
from the choir, being made deacons and elders of churches, 
looked up to as the leading men of the town, holding up 
their own honor and integrity as things beyond taint, it 
seems a strange thing that so many still hang on to the 
church and its superstitious humbug, notwithstanding the 
trickery and knavery carried on under the cloak of religion. 
We are trying hard to get them to open their eyes and see, 
but it is a difficult matter, as the people here hav got so full 
of the Holy Ghost they hav no room for common sense. 
Wishing you a happy New Year, I remain, 

Yours truly, 8UBSORIBER, 

GLASFORD, ILL., Jan. 14, 1891. 

they had before his visit. ~here was a good crowd out for 
Forney, and they gave the speaker marked attention. Mr. 
Putnam set .our cause squarely before them; and showe:l its 
superiority to orthodoxy in producing good fruit. Then he 
furnished Liberals. With'solid food. 

I wish that Mr. Putnam could deliver these two lec~ures 
in every community in Christendom. They are just suc'l 
talks as our cause needs •. Church people need them to get 
the truth. The weak Liberals need them to prevent stuva· 
tion, and to giv them life. 

We are to hav a four days' debate here, commencing .Feb~ 
ruary 2d, on the inspiration of the Bible, by Mr. 0 A. 
Phelps, Liberal, and Mr. A. 0. Riall, pastor Christian church. 
We are ~pecting a good time. We will show the churc'1 
before we get through that we ha v som ~thing on our si :le 
worthy of attention. 

I see much hard work before us, but I can see enc-mr<lge
ment. Boys growing up are hearing these things, and the 
church can never control them as formerly. They hav lo~t 
their power over the thinking people. There are men now 
in every community talking our cause. We need only 
organization, and a way to circulate our literature, and it 
would cause such a revolution of thought and good as wa1 
';lever seen in any country. T. C. GLAss. 

8TEUBENVILLE1 0., Jan. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I admire your article on what kills Secular 

Unions and Leagues in your first issue of the year. It seems 
to me that nothing C!ln be done to advance the cause of hu
manity while Christianity exists and while priests can rule 
the people with the idea of a ghost who will punish them 
everlastingly if they refuse or neglect to do as they tell them. 
In reading history we find the origin of almost all the wara and 
massacres of the last fifteen hundred years has been religion. 
But for'it this world might hav been a paradise compared to 
what it is. It blotted out the civilization already attained 
by the Greeks, the Romims, and the Moors. R3ligion has 
been the curse of the world. In all ages it has divided the 
people into two or more hostil armies, and now in the short 
time since Stanley has opened Africa, the marquis of L<Jrne 
tells us in the North American Review, the natural rivalry of 
the priests of the Catholics and Protestants is a little disap
pointing. For instance, in Uganda they hav divided the na
tivs into two partie3. The Katolica, as the Roman Catholic 
blacks call themselvs, are at civil war with the Men of the 
Book, as the Protestant blacks are called. Then the Arabs 
come and use these divisions, and King Mwanga had lately 
to hold his court in the security of an island in the great 
lake Victoria, because he was powerless on the main land. 
Serious conflicts hav occurred between tJe rival factions, 
and the missionaries hav been more occupied with dressing 
wounds of late than with the care of souls. The old united 
nation of Uganda has been rent in twain. This has been the 
fate of all nations who admit the Christian priest, until one 
faction crushed out the other. And if either faction gets 
the control of the young in either parochial or public schools, 
farewell to freedom. They will hav the people of this coun
try as they hav in all others where they hav been admitted, 
with their hands on each other's throats. JoHN DowNES. 

NATIONAL HOME, Wis., Jan. 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: May the gods lie with impunity? Now, the 

Christian's God repeatedly called himself the son of man, and 
said he had not where to lay his head (Luke ix, 5, 8); yet 
the veriest idiotic Christian living knows well enough that 
he was not the son of man, but GJd's son, and God h!tnself 
at that; and that he built a limitless universe for his own 
use, and had several places to lay his head. Then, let us go 
back to the prophet, who is the best of Christian authority, 
for he cries out vehemently : " 0 Lord God of hosts, why \s 
my pain perpetual and my wound incurable which refuseth 
to be healed? Wilt thou be altogether unto me as a. liar, 
and as waters that fail? • . • 0 Lord, thou hast deceived 
me, and I was deceived" (Jer. xv, 20). It is q11ite evident 
that for ''plain home talk" and holy impudence Jerry ex
celled, and would hav proved a host in himself in a S.mday
school like unto that of the great Wanamaker's, especially 
on the divine curse. Hear him: "Curaed be the day 
wherein I was born : let not the day wherein my mother 
bore me be blessed. Cursed be the man who brought tidings 
to my father, saying, A man child is born unto thee, muking 
him very glad. And let that man be as the cities which the 
Lord overthrew, and repented not : and let him hear the cry 
in the morning, and the shouting at noontide; because he 
slew me not from the womb," etc. I regret exceedingly that 
the obscenity laws of our country prevent my quoting the 
balance of this sanctimonious slush belched forth by this 
lachrymose prophet Jerry. So I mu_st forbear. Prison bars 
are dolesome thiBgs to gaze upon from the dark side. Yea, 
verily, giv our school.children the Bible, lest they forget 
Abraham's God in the days of their youth, and wax gleeful 
over Joshua lassoing the sun. NELSON HUNT. 

MR. EDITOR : Please find $4 25, for which I wish you to 
send " The Candle From. Under the Bushel " to the parties 
mentioned below. I was very sorry to hear of the disaster 
which befell Mr. Wm. Hart, of Kirksville, Mo., author of 
"The Candle From Under the Bushel." I bought a copy of 
his book six months ago, and would say it is the best book I 
ever read. And THE TRUTH BEEKER is the best paper. 
"Christianity Before the Court," by John Peck, is worth 
the price of THE TRUTH BEEKER for one year alone. I hope 
Peck may liv to be as old as Methusaleh, so he .cau keep 
Christianity before the court. T.tJat is just what we want. 
As for the pictures, I would say, let them come. I would 
like to see one on every page of the paper. I keep hotel, 
and I keep THE TRUTH BEEKER on my desk .and the pictures 
draw' the attention of most of my guests. We hav two 
churches in this place, Methodist and B~ptist, and I do not 
think there are over twenty-five members in all, and most BYRON, MINN., Jan. 6, 1891. 
are women and children. The circuit was so hard up last MR. EDITOR: As souls hav advanced in value, as they 
year that they could not pay the Methodist pulpit-pounder, usually do about this time of the year, our saints (?)are 
so I took a subscription paper and raised him $50 to get holding a week of prayer, prepraytory (preparatory) for a 

M.ANOHEBTER, Mo., Jan. 7, 1891. away on. 1 only got about $? of that amount from the messiah craze revival. They are putting on their war-paint, 
MR. Ef>ITOR : Please send THE TRUTH BEEKER to the fol- church-members. "Superstition and religion go hand in hand. and the war. cry i.s heard in the land. Wounded-Head of 

lowing address for one year. Inclosed find $3 in payment When ignorance rules the innocent suffer as in the case the Methodist trrbe, and Young-man-who-ie-afraid-of-the
of the same. where the Lord struck D<1vid's child whe~ he should hav Infidel of the B3ptlst band, are somewhat hostil toward one 

I cannot get any other subscriber here. There are but struek the old devil David instead. W. F. FAHNESTOOK. I another, and it is feared by our most respected citizens that 
few Liberals in this viclnit.y, and some of them are too poor · \ an outbreak may occur at any time, but as their weapons 
to subYcribe. I giv my papers to some of my friends after TERREI.L, TEx , Jan. 10, 1891. are nothing but thick- pointed lances (tongues) the battle is 
reading them, and hope in this way to do some good. It is MR. EDITOR: I hav just heard two lectures at Forney, not liable to be more serious than heretofore. None hav 
sowing good seed that will soon take root, and bring good near here, by Samuel P. Putnam, on "Liberalism," and been killed, but some quite seriously wounded in reputation. 
fr:tit some day. But we cannot expect to make much change " The History of the Bible." They were the first Liberal Our Baptist minister here said he would be g1ad to visit me, 
for many yeats to come. It is my opinion that the weakest lectures ever dellv<-red In Forney. Mr. Putn11m hRr.f!led but I h!ld to promis th'\t. I would not mention the Bible to 
point in the orihcdcx !ir:e~ ialhe S .Llmlh S•lptrotltion, !\iHl \hem t\O nicely t\.iat, I am sure the churc·J pcOI.-·le who l.e:J.rd him while at my bous~ I When asked ir it was not his place, 
if Lib~rala can break the line there it will be easy to make: him: hav a different opinion of us and our C.iuse now thun nay, his duty, to expound, instruct, clear up the mystery 
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surrounding this book, his answer was that when the devil Orillia, Canada, I was loaned a 00 · of THB TBUT SBBKBB 
had hardened a man's heart against God and his works, it and hav bought one week! py in · 1 ,a · a' 

I t 
· 'bl . Y ever s ce. am more an 

was amos unposs1 e to take him from his (the devil's) more, as weeks pass by, satisfied that it is doin a · reat 
clutches. What grand reasoning this is I I asked him what work. Many of the leading articles are eminent! g uafuted 
the promis was worth, As long as the light burneth the to brush the cobwebs of superstition from the m'fn~ of 11 
vilest sinner may return. d . 11 h 

8 
a rea ers, espeCia y onest seekers after truth. Heston's car. 

I hope that Mr. Peck willliv to see a good many years, as toone are beyond all praise He i i f 
he is doing lots to wipe out this drivel called Christianity. order. · • 

8 
a genus 

0 
no mean 

And there are our noble Ingersoll, Jamieson, Remsburg, I would by your permission giv to the readers of THB 
Reynolds, Mrs. Besant, Miss Gardener, and our Miss Wixon, TRUTH SBBKBB a short account of my experience as a truth 
who help to make our grand old TRuTH SBBXBB the best seeker. I was born in England of Methodist pare ts M 
paper in the world. . I hope to be able soon to send to you grandmother was one of the earliest converts to M:th~dis~ 
for some books. I wish you would send me your list of in the county of Derby she having he d John w 1· 
publications ' ar es ey · preach several times. In my teens I joined the Methodist 

I wish to invite any and all Liberals to write me, as I church and was in communion with that church until1868 
would be glad to read letters from anyone who is the friend when I left England and settled in Canada. While yet in m; 
to humanity, and who has the backbone to express himself teens I was made a teacher in the Sunday.school. As a 
as against a fraud, whatever name it bears. Wishing you member of the church and a teacher 1 deemed it my dut to 
and the readers of your paper prosperity, I am, use my best endeavors to be useful. Prompted by ;his 

Fraternally yours, WALTER A. JoHNsON, motiv, I listened attentivly to the preachers who from time 

MoUND UITY, KAN., Dec. 30, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav noticed one or two communications in 

TBB TRUTH Snxa:B the past summer against Prohibition in 
Kansas-rigmarole, little truth in them. The fellow seemed 
to run on greatly about the detraction and falsehoods alleged 
against temperance folks. The fact is, he was all wrong, 
and, only excepting a few cities like ·the one he writes from 
Leavenworth, Wichita, etc., Prohibition has prohibited: 
The quiet, rural population of tl;lis state of Kansas has been 
greatly benefited by the temperance cause as it has been run. 
One needs no greater evidence as to which side detraction 
has been fulminated on than those communications from his 
prolific pen. There are quite a number of political heads in 
this state that are so demoralized that truth with them is fie. 
tion, for they deny points and facts of history with a subver
siv purpose that tends to perturb states, and every philan
thropic man or woman who assumes to contravene them is a 
mark for all the slander they can invent. Being without fair 
argument to answer their opponent, they stoop to assail char. 
acter, as a means of support, and for political effect to sustain 
a sinking cause. When these cormorants are ousted from 
power and place, and dominance in society, and old corrupt 
parties are supplanted by a new party on more beneficent 
principles, then the "_purification of politics " may not be an 
"iridescent dream." The people are getting awake out of 
their Rip van Winkle sleep of twenty· eight years and dream
ing of pleasure, while being robbed by the million, cheated, 
impoverished, and enslaved through the acts of professed 
politicians, who hav cast their soporific reasonings toward 
the masses in order that monopoly may filch from their 
pockets. Yours, . WM.- B. LBWIB. 

EAs:r RANDOLPH, N. Y., Jan. 18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having just returned home from the revival 

meeting in progress in the Union church of this small city 
between the bramble-tipped hills, I will write a little about it. 
Two white. collared fellows called preachers, from Brooklyn, 
N.Y., hav been converting a few souls to their way of think
ing during the past two weeks. We understand the follow. 
ingpersonshav "sought and found Jesus:" Mary Dixon, our 
artist, a pure and lovable and esteemed young lady, who seem. 
ingly could be no better. She got scared under the Jonathan 
Edwards style of preaching, and her intellect gave way to her 
emotional nature, and she was captured by hearing about 
the dreadful and frightful pictures of hell. Poor girl, we 
pity her, and all such tender souls. Katie More her com
panion, a pure-minded little girl, got scared also. 

1 

JOe W es. 
cott, John Hammel, Fred. Burker, Homer Dixon, Mrs. F. L. 
Rich, Mrs. Chauncy Helmes, Mrs. Jula Parker, Lizzie Gol
den, Dora Dow, Frankie Dow, Kittle Crawford, Dud Walt, 
and Mrs. James G. Benson, all" stood up for Jesus." Amid 
the tumult of voices and discordant ·singing the " good 
sisters and brothers" went forward to the '' mourners' seats" 
and breathed out upon the unwholesome, oppressiv, and poi
sonous atmosphere the learned words of speech we hav often 
heard them repeat before-nothing new, no advancement, 
the same old whangdoodle expressions, synonyms of super
stition. 

I hate those who put lashes upon the body, and I despise 
those who put the soul in chains. As a matter of fact, who 
can reasonably teach what is not known? The 21,757,171 
Christians of America know no more about the future than 
the unlettered savage of the wild West, for both are as 
ignorant about the whence and whither of our lives as 
the lonely rivers of the unpeopled waters or the snow
kissed mountains of California. Fear is the jailer of the 
mind, and superstition is the assassin of Liberty. Religious 
persoB.s are convicts and within their brain you will always 
find some weeping sorrow sits that longs to see the 
bright and happy dawn of joy, a joy tlley once possessed, un. 
til they yielded their freedom, manhood and womanhood, to 
the slimy coils of superstition. 0 fellow-travelers, joy and 
sorrow intermingle in the lives of all, but the less sorrow 
and more joy the better. The brightest day is dark enough 
without our adding to its darkness by going to " revivals" 
and picturing to ourselvs and friends a painful future. Look 
upon the bright side of life, friends. Death is the inevitable 
law of nature, but, friend or reader, all that Is good and no
ble is secure from the moldering touch of time, and every 
generous impulse of the human heart should blossom into 
loving deeds, and liv to be a pall-bearer at the grave of all 
the creeds of superstition's night. Banish all fear from your 
souls, and liv in the enjoyment of the present. Th'd future 
will take care of Itself. Sincerely, H. R JoNKB. 

. PBIOB's CORNERS, Jan. 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR :Through trading with Mr. T. Moffat, of 

to time addressed us from the pulpit, who assured us that 
their word was a counterpart of the Bible which was the 
inspired word of God. Of course, being' a novice, I be. 
lieved all they said, and endeavored to conform my life to 
their teaching. These preachers did not fail to tell us all 
about Adam and Eve and the woeful consequences of their 
eating the forbidden fruit; that their loving God held us re. 
sponsible for our progenitors' sins as well as our own. 
These assertions rather staggered me, but I tried my best to 
"bolt the whole hog, bristles and all." And further, we 
were warned that if these sins were not repented of they 
would sink us in the lowest hell of fire and brimstone. I 
became very anxious to keep out of those hot quarters, and 
~id my best to repent as directed. Having repented, as 
mstructed by these self-styled embassadors of Christ, I was 
told that a further work of grace must take place in my soul 
ere I could be safe. This consisted in what they termed 
being justified by faith in the efllcacy of Christ's blood. I 
did my best to exercise the justifying faith insisted upon by 
these divinely illumined men. At this point I thought I had 
got to the end of my trouble, when I was informed that there 
was another step I must take before I could. take my place 
among the blood-washed throng who day and night thronged 
the streets of the New Jerusalem. This consisted in entire 
sanctification. Under this sage advice I determined to scale 
the last hight, and thus hav a full claim to a good lot 
amongst the sanctified. Thus I did my beet to pervert my 
proper nature, and failed. My duties as a Sunday-school 
teacher necessitated much scripture-reading to prepare my. 
self for the efficient discharge of those duties. This I con
scientiously did, as I also read any books recommended as 
aids in the task of mastering the difficulties by which I soon 
found myself encumbered. After years of study and pa. 
tient determination to reconcile the irreconcilable, I gave up 
the task; and, to make a long story short, I tried to stay 
myself at Unitarianism, but found that between "Rome and 
reason" there is no halting-place. Since I got clear of the 
thralldom of the creeds I hav found true satisfaction; and 
I am doing my little best to pull down what for years I did 
my best to build. 

In your paper of the 3d inst. the poem, "A Petition to 
the Senate and House of Representative of the United 
States," is one of the cleverest things I ever read upon the 
subject touched upon. I suggest that it be printed on fly. 
sheets and be circulated as thick as autumn leaves. I am, 

Yours with much esteem, PBBOIVAL TAYLOR. 

RBD CANoN, WYo., Jan. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : A journal so full of truth as THB TRUTH 

SBEKRB lends vivid contrast to a lie. 
To see a silly advertisment by some quack of his "cure

all" Is quite In time with the money-making Instincts of a 
non-truth-seeking press. Birds of a feather flock together,· 
and traffickers in lies consistently stand side by side in the re
.Iigious journal, while quite often the bray from the pulpit 
reinforces the charlatan's quack. 

The one pictures vividly the horrors of bodily disease ante
mortem; the other discourses on the pyretic condition of 
the soul in an assumed post-mortem state. 

Both hold iu their hands a balm, a " cure-all.'' 
Dr. Quack will sell his universal panacea for $1 per bottle 

after first advertising to cure you free. 
The man that dances under a loud-mouthed bell cries 

" salvat.lon free " with long-drawn " whangdoodle" utter
ance. Then he draws a check payable in eternity's bank in 
return for checks on mundane banks. 

Both quacks and preachers learn deftness in the art of 
fingering the keys of fear in human minds to tunes of hope 
that boom the earthly and the heavenly nostrum stocks to 
make the quacks and preachers richer and the people poor. 
The world's truth seekers hav been its modest men, and 
as they older grow they see the horizon of the unknown 
grow wider. Thus they hav not claimed to be infallible. 
The alchemist, magician, and astrologer were the infallible 
men of old. They .were truth knowers that had never been 
truth seekers. 

The much they knew blocked all their seeking mental 
wheels. 

They showed to the credulous what seemed wonderful, 
and thus inspired a fear ln other minds that checked the 
search for truth. 

Thanks to the truth seekers of the past, we llv to.day In 
an age of science and business. 

The man who claims to-day to hav a medlcin that will 
permanently cure dropsy and asthma without fall deserves 
the contempt of every truth lover and truth seeker. Science 
has not solved those problems yet, and such arrogant claims 
are insults to the toiling thousands of honest truth seekers 

in the science of pathology-which is daily advancing, no 
thanks to these charlatans. 

Likewise the man who claims to work for nothing insults 
every honest man that, in tenor with upright business meth
ods, exacts just payment for his toll. This man Is not a 
business man, but a mere pirate on the high seas of business, 
in short, he is a confidence man. 

It ill becomes THB TRUTH SBBXBB to publish the advertis-
ments of fakirs. · 

Observe the catering to popular superstition pertaining to 
drqgs in the advertisment of a quack nostum. " Posltivly 
cured with vegetable remedies.'' A condition as uncertain 
as health is here warranted. What could be more evident 
than the folly of such words ? 

Observe how a popular superstition gets here a pat upon 
the back-" Cured with vegetable remedies," In short, a 
promis not to use that " dreadful," but indispensable, mer
cury. 

. All for a few dollars a man poses as a philanthropist, a 
g1ver of something "free " to every sufferer. What a gen
erous, self-sacrificing man this must be ; how nicely he 
poses, like other good men we read about, that sell salvation, 
but do not even provide the bottle, underneath a clanging 
Sabbath bell. DB. C. E. BoYNTON. 

MARTINSBURG, W. VA., Dec. 24, 1890. 
MR. EDITOR: As Freethinkers enlisted for the great cause 

of mental liberty and human freedom, we are gratified to 
know that Freethought is slowly but surely advancing, and 
I believe it is only a question of time when thousands of men 
and women who hav been strongly rellglous, and are yet, to 
some extent at least, nominal believers, will accept the prin
ciples of Freethought. It would be very true, if there Is a 
God, the assertion of Christians that if God was, with one 
they would make a majority ; but as there Is no proof he 
exists, then the truth Is all or anything that Is or all or any
thing that Is not. If the gospel is true there la a living per
sonal God, heaven and hell; if not true, then God, heaven 
and hell, are a myth. Then truth represents nothing, for it 
would be a myth. It Is well known to R!!.tlonalists that it Is 
useless and vain to believe in Chrlstlanlty. Much of Its 
propositions Is unjust, and its claim that the gospel is God's 
authority Is unsupported by proof. The fact Is, there Is not 
the least evidence to prove that an almighty God, so long be
lieved in by the world, exists. I do not say there Is no God, 
because I cannot prove there Is not one, but I do say as a 
positivist that the evidence is lnsufficlent-1 may say, totally 
lacking, in anything supernatural and miraculous, demon
strated to me, or, to the best of my belief, to the most pious 
on earth. If there Is a God existing, we can never In this 
life know. Belief and knowledge are different. We can be
lieve In anything without evidence. Imagination, hallucina
tion, and belief are Identical. Acting under a delusion 
comes from belleving whether true or not. Knowledge Is 
knowing what we affirm to be true beyond all doubt. We 
know, if we know anything, that all that exists Is of cause 
and efiect. For all the best and most reliable evidence 
that can be known, the facts of nature and the dally experi
ence of life, must convince the Ra.tlonallst au.d honest in
quirer of truth that we do not know and cannot know of the 
existence of a living personal God. We know the truths of 
nature, which in its own laws of cause and effect Is sufficient 
for all its great wonders. All that Is supernatural is a myth 
so far as we are concerned. Spiritualism is more beautiful 
than Christianity as an ideal state of future existence, but 
alas l we do not and cannot know If its claims are true or 
not. I hav read a great deal about Its claims, but, in the 
first place, what I object to Is that its proposition to the 
world of its way of its alleged truth being proved by self
appointed mediums and spirit rappings and slate-writings,· 
is all open to suspicion, and many of those Spiritualist me
diums hav been proved frauds. I know, If I know any
thing, that if Spiritualism was true all could know Its trttth, 
without going to self-appointed mediums, as plain as the 
noonday sun. If I cannot myself find out the truth that 
there Is immortality beyond the grave, I am pretty sure no 
others can. I am in favor of the fullest and freest investiga
tion into all claims that Splrituallsts make. I hav no right 
to oppose either Uhristianity or Spiritualism through prej
udice, for prejudice is Ignorance, the meanest and most 
stubborn trait of human nature. The truth Is discovered 
only through impartlallty. Existence is a mystery. It we 
are to find the truth and not be humbugged and deluded by 
the claims of Christianity and Spiritualism, we must hav the 
ability to doubt, and the courage to doubt when there is 
room to doubt, then we wlll be true to ourselvs. I know 
that Freethinkers are the most intelligent, broad-minded, 
and noble people, necessarily positlv in their Intellectual and 
mental capacity. They sow not the seeds of delusion, know. 
ing that the truth Is the all in all. Whether there is a here
after or not, I am sure the most pl<ms believer does not want 
to liv and die in delusion. It is very easy to see that faith 
Is powerful enough to satisfy mllllons of men and women. 
It makes no difference how much the heavy, cold hands of 
misfortune fall on them, they lose not faith, but praise God 
from whom all blessings flow. I do not wish to even think, 
let alone try, to advise or dictate to any person o~ny sub
ject that concerns them personally. I wish to be a true Lib
eral. There must be, as Colonel Ingersoll says, Intellectual 
hospitality. If the world Is learning anything, It knows the 
meaning of religious and civil llberty; that indivlduallty is 
asserting Itself ; that man Is responsible to himself and his 
fellow-men. Do what we will, we cannot hurt and Injure 
the unknown and abstract. When we do harm or good, the 
results fall on ourselvs or our fellow-creatures. Whether 
life Is worth living is clearly an open question. Let us be 
true to ourselvs .and we will be true to the truth. 

T. J. CoNNERS. 
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lldUM btl Miss BufWII H. Wa:oa, Fall 
liitw, Ma83., to whom all (]ommtJi16lcaUonsfor 
his 'Oot'rwr should b~ sent. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a. pause in the day's ooonpa.tionl 
'l'ba.t is known as the Children's Hour." 

The J!'irst Ba11jo. 
Go 'way, fiddle, folks is tired of hearin' yon a 

sqna.wkin', 
{eep silence for your bettahr, don't yon hear de 

banjo talkin'1 
About de •possum's tail she's gwine to lecter; 

ladies listen, 
About de ha'r what isn't dar and why de ha'r is 

missin'. 
Dar's gwine to be an obe1 flow said Noah, lookin' 

solemn, 
For Noah took de Heral£1 and he read de ribber 

column; 
And so he sot bis hands to work a c!ea.rin' timber 

patcheP, 
And •lowed he's gwine to build a boat to beat the 

steamer Natchez. 
Old Noah kept a. nailin' a~:d a chippin' and a 

sa win', 
And all de wicked neighbors kept a la.nghin' an• a 

psha.win'; 
But Noah didn't mind •em, knowin' what was 

gwine to happen, 
And forty daYs an• fortY nights de rain it kept a 

dra.ppin'. 
Now Noah had done kotohed a lot of every sort of 

beast•es, 
Ob all de shows a trabblin' it beat •em all to pieces. 
lJ e had a Morgan colt an' sebera.l head of Jersey 

cattle, 
And drnv• •em board de ark soon's he heard de 

thunder rattle. 
Den snob anoder fall of rain it come so awful 

hebby, 
De ribber riz immelitly an' busted troo de lebbY. 
De people all was dr ownded out 'cept Noah an• de 

critters, 
An' men he'd hired to work de boat an• one to mix 

de bittere. 
De ark she kept a sailin', an• sailin', an' sailin', 
De lion got his dax:der up an• like to bruk de 

palin'. 
The sa.rpints hissed, the panthers Yelled, till what 

with all the fusain', 
Yoa couldn't hardlY hear de mate a bossln' round 

and cnssin'. 
Now Ham, de onlY nigger dat was runnin' on de 

packet, 
Got lonesome in de barber s)lop an' oouldn'~ stand 

de racket, ' 
And so, for to amuse heself, he steamed some 

wood and bent it, 
And soon he had a ba.nio made, de first dat was 

invented. 
He wet de ledder, stretched it on, made bridge 

an' crews an' apron, 
An• :fitted in a proper neck, •twas berry long and 

tap'rin'. 
He took some tin an' twisted him a thimble for to 

ring it, 
An• den de mightY question riz, how was he gwine 

to string it?" 
De •possum had as fine a tail as dis dat I•se a 

singin', 
De ha.'rs so long an' thick an' strong, jest fit for 

banjo stringin'. 
Dat nigger shaved •em off as short as washday 

dinner grace8, · 
An' sorted ob •em by de size from little E'B to 

bases. 
He strung her, tuned, struck e jig, •twas nebber 

mind de wedder, 
She sound like forty 'Ieben bands a playiu~ all 

togedder. 
Some went to pattin•, some to danoin•, Noah called 

de f!ggere, 
And Ham he sot an' knocked de tune de happiest 

of de niggers. 
Now, since dat time it's mig!:lty strange dar's not 

de slightest showin' 
Of any hair upon de possum's tail a g:rowin. 
And cnri's, too, dat nigger's ways his country neb· 

ber lost 'em, 
For where yon find de nigger dar's de banjo and 

de posmm. 

Wllat Do You Tllink ~ 
What do yon thtnk of a. duty done, 
Earnest and faithful from sun to sun? 
Does it not show, amid shadows and sln, 
FlaeheB of light from the kingdoms within 1 

L'sten, my children; I'll giv to you 
A simple record honestly true. 
This is the story: One cold spring morn, 
Ere days of roses and warmth were born, 
A friend of mind in her cellar found 
A prettY sight on the cold damp ground : 
Just fonrte•n chickens downy and white, 
PeePinll Wid pecking with all their might, 
And everjl' one in a dismal fright; 
" There's rea.Eon enough,'' the mistress sa.!d, 
" For their poor old mother hen is dead." 
What do yon think the mistress did, 
When the frightened chickens ran and hid 1 

She nestled them seft in her apron's fold, 
Out of the darkness, out of the cold, 

·Then took them up to her own warm room, 
Away from the cheerlessness and gloom, 
Where many a plant was full of bloom; 
She made a nest in her window bright, 
And settled her baby chickens white 
Safe in the sunnY rays of light. 

Whom do yon think she spoke to then 1 
A man or woman, a child or hen 1 

Neither of these, for her dog was near, 
Ani she knew he knew his duty clear. 
So she gently said, 'Now, Onrly dear, 
These fourteen chickens to yon I giv, 
What will yon do that they all may liv?" 

Now, what do yon think that Curly said1 
He bow-wow-wowed with his curly head, 
&nd quickly sprang to the window nest, 
With a l()ok that said, "I'll do my best." 
And they crept around his head and breMt, 
Cuddled down close to his legs and throat, 
And went to sleep in his shaggy ooa.t. 

What do you think of a dog so good, 
To bear the burdens of chickenhood 1 

J!e brought them up like a. mother true, 
And they loved this qneel' old mother too 
As well as chickens can ever do. 
And they ll:rew and cackled, and oro wed and grew, 
And the t•ials of Onrly were not a few. 
But they lived and loved through sun and rain, 
With friendship that never seemed to wane. 
What do you think of a dog like this, 
Having no promis of future bliss, 
Fearing no hell and knowing no creeds, 
Finding reward in doing good deeds? 
Chickens and dog h'lV passed from or.r sight, 
But whenever I see that window bright 
I think of OnrlY's generous dd, 
And the moral clear will never fade 
While memory holds her golden reign 
And I watch this world of saddened pain. 
Only a dog, but so kind and true, 
OheerfnllY finding his work to do, 
Not for the sake of a golden crown, 
Not for the sake of pride and renown, 
Not for the sake of a heaven above, 
OnlY for duty, justice, and love. 
OnlY a dog. Oan we do as well 1 
Ohildren and friends, let the future tel!. 

0 FANNIE ALLiN. 

The Sunday Club. 
DRAR BoYS AND GmLB : In some house

holds and towns Sunday is the dullest day in 
the week, because some people consider it 
wicked to enjoy themselvs on Sunday, or to 
allow their children to play, laugh, and run 
about, as on other days, or to allow places of 
amusement, museums, iibraries, and picture
galleries open on Sunday for their neighbor's 
enjoyment. 

Now, I think that Sunday should be the 
happiest and brightest day in the week, be
cause it is a holiday, the one day out of seven 
that working people hav for rest and amuse
ment. It is the only time that a great many 
fathers hav for getting acquainted with their 
children. It is the only time that the whole 
family can hav a good time or an outing 
together. And from baby up to grandma, 
Sunday ought to be a day to be remembered, 
and made joyful to all. 

Henry Ward Beecher, one of the most tole
rant and liberal of Christians, wrote, I remem
ber, a description of the New England Sab
bath of his childhood, the sad-colored day of 
dreary length where the sun scarcely dared 
to shine, or the children to smile in the strict 
Calvinistic disciplin of the Beecher house
hold. 

And your parents will, perhaps, tell you of 
the Puritans and the Blue laws that they 
made to prevent Sabbath-breaking, which 
they considered almost as criminal as house
breaking. 

Even your fathers and mothers who had 
pious, God-fearing parents, can remember the 
trial of learning psalms and Bible chapters 
and being told to " Keep quiet l It's Sun
day," and sitting in high-backed church pews 
and falling asleep in the midst of drowsy 
sermons, and wishing that Sunday was left 
out of the calendar. That old saying, "a 
week of Sundays," must hav been invented, 
I do believe, by some miserable little, unre
generate Puritan youngster who thought 
that Sunday was almost endless, and that a 
week of Sundays would approximate to eter
nity l 

Even yet, in some households the children 
dread the coming of the day that should be 
the happiest of the week, but is often made 
the most miserable. 

And In some towns the grown folks dread 
it too, because the laws and the customs pro
hibit innocent pleasures and make it a period 
of unprofitable dulness instead. 

Now, I wonder how many young people 
who read Liberal papers ever thought of a 
Sunday Club. 

Our papers and our American Secular 
Union hav talked about the need for Liberal 
Sunday-schools, but, dear mel don't you 
boys and girls hav enough of school during 
the week, and don't you want a good time on 
Sunday ? 0! course you do. 

Then, hurrah for the Sunday Club! 
"You never heard of a Sunday Club?" 
"What is it for?" 
Why, it is to show people what sort of a 

day Sunday ought to be. 

It is to go on _picnics in summer, and an opportunity of calling our attention to the 
sleigh-rides or coasting-parties in winter. It inconsistencies and confilcting statements 

1 d in Lib 1 which exist between science and the Chris 
is to P ay games an · 8 g era songs. tiim Bible. As this is my first, I will not tfre 
Perhaps some of" your sisters, your cousins, you with a lengthy letter. 
or your aunts" can tell you stories, and some Yours very truly, STELLA M. WARD •. 
of you can" speak pieces," hav dialogs and [We feel sure that Stella is a bright, w~de 
tableaux, as they do in school entertainments, awake · 1 d h 11 1 be le ed to gu , an we s a a ways p as 
and invite the grown people in to see the fun. get a word from her. Our kind regards to 
It is to make Sunday a·"joy-day,"and to Mrs.CJisbyandMissJessieDean. Wehonor 
sing all together : them for the good work they are doing. 

Of all the days in all the week 
I dearly love but one day, 

And that's the day that comes betwixt 
A Saturday and Monday. 

En. C. C.] 

I ELM BPRINGs,A:RK., Jan. 9, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: As I sat reading the 

d grand old TRUTH S.KEKKR this morning my 
_ You don't need any by-laws or officers, an eyes fell upon the letters of the Children's 
If you begin next Sunday afternoon with two Corner, and I thought h(}W long it had been 
or three boys and girls, or as many as you since I put forth .my humble efforts in the 
can get, and a ''good time "-games, songs, 1 way of writing a letter to the Corner, and 
stories-your club is organized. 1 almost before I was aware I took up my pen 

No ho will be first to write about their and began writing. And now as I ha v a good 
w, w start, I will go on with it. F1ve years hav 

Sunday Club and the names of the young passed speedily away since as I said I first" 
people who belong to it? And won't the. made an effort to write t~ the Corn'er, and 
father and mother Liberals giv encouragement now I am almost on the threshold. of woman 
and help ? Of course they will. hood, at least, old enough to realize some o 

Then hurrah for the young people's Sun. the responsibilities of life, an~ I would like to 
' call to the minds of all the children who xead 

day Club. the Corner that the future generation depends 
Be sure to write to the editor of the Chil- on us, and we should put forth our firmest 

dren's Corner in regard to the Club. strokes in behalf of Freethought, for the so 
called Christians are doing all they can to 

[A good friend writes the above, and the suppress liberty and they greedily look for 
idea is a good one. The Humboldt Scientific ward to the day .~hen their superstitious dog 
Society, of which the editor of the Corner is mas will again reign supreme. But I fee 
president holds its meetings fortnightly on that we are gaining ground, and the. day is 
Sund!l.ys.' Little science clubs among chil- not far distant when we will realize a glorious 

. victory. I admire Geo. J. Remsburg's true 
dren and young people cannot fail to be pro- courage, and I think his frequent letters to 
ductiv of good.-En C. C.] the Corner are read with interest by all. He 

Chats witll Correspondents, 
C. FANNIE A.-We will hav the face to face 

talk by and by. Be patient. 'fhe little story 
is excellent. We are pleased with all that 
you favor us with, and we think it is "extra 
quality," and no mistake. A book of the 
style you suggest would be attractiv, and 
would sell. We would assist in the Corner, 
of course. Thank you for the manuscript. 

Jma V.-Yes, the cause is gaining ground. 
Hundreds of occupations are now open to 
women that were closed to them a century 
ago. Women are studying in forty-two medi
cal colleges. They practice medicin, Jaw, 
and engage in various kin.ds of business. 
They teach and preach, and acquit themselvs 
in all that they undertake quite as well as 
their brothers. 

L. L. G., St. Elmo, Tenn.-We hope you 
hav recovered from your injury ere this. 
Your communications are always interesting. 
We are proud of our friends everywhere, 
and would be glad to meet them all, but, as 
that cannot be, we may enjoy frequent little 
chats by means of ink and paper. 

M.A. W.-xou are very kind, and your 
suggestion is practical and good. Many 
thanks for remembering the Corner. 

Correspondence. 
FOWLER, 0., Jan. 10, 1891. 

DEAR Miss WIXON: I hav been reading 
Tnn TRUTH SEEKER, and thought I would 
write a few lines to see if they would be ac
cepted. My mother and I are living at my 
grandfather's this winter. My father die.d 
one year ago. It is about one-half mile from 
our own home. This is a very pleasant little 
town, with six stores and two churches. 
There are only a few In this town that take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, but my grandpa does. 
I like very much to read it, but think tlie 
pictures are just splendid. Grandpa has 
taken THE TRUTH SEEKER for four Or five 
years. 

I am thirteen years old, and go to school 
nearly all the time-hav missed but two 
days in the last two terms. At present I 
only study reading, writing, spelling, history, 
geography, and physiology. 

I am doing lots of crocheting out of school
hours. I hav some very pretty patterns, and 
·it any of the readers would like to exchange 
samples, I will exchange with them. 

I thought I would send a song, and if you 
consider it suitable, would like to hav you 
publish it. Yours very respectfully, 

LELIA WALKER. 

ANOTHER NEW LlBER!L. 
GUSTAVUS, 0., Jan. 12, 1891. 

DEAR Miss WixON: I hav lately had a 
chance of seeing and reading THE TRUTH 
SBEKER, and am very much pleased with it, 
especially the Children's Corner. 

I enjoy reading the letters very much, and 
thinking a few lines from me would be accept
able, I will tell you how I was always brought 
up to go to Sundsy-school until a yea"!.' ago, 
when my dear mother died. I then came to 
liv with Mrs. Clisby, who is a Liberal, and 
hav had a chance to see and think for my
self. 

I hav concluded that the church is a hum
bug throughout, and I think the conclusion 
is a wise one. My age is fourteen years. I 
attend district school this winter, and hav five 
studies. Our teacher, Miss Jessie Dean, fort
unately for me is a Liberal, and never misses 

is one of the valuable workers in our ranks 
I ~av read all three of your most excellen 

books, and think they are all splendid. Bu 
ir I ha v a preference it is for " .All in a Life 
time." It is so practical, and takes a person 
through almost every stage of life. There is 
a lesson to be learned· in every chapter, and 
the way in which a point is carried is inter 
eating, to say t)le least, and no one could read 
it without being better and wiser. 

But I am taking up too much of your val 
uable space, and I presume 11.oy letter is get 
ting tiresome anyway, so, rather than become 
monotonous, I will close. With best wishes 
to you in your grand work and a friendly 
good-bye to all the children, I am, 

Yours sincerely, HATTIE M. DAY. 
P.S.-I would be glad to correspond with 

some of the friends of the Corner near my 
own age, which is sixteen. H. M. D. 

[It is always interesting to note the growth 
and development of mind and thought. We 
feel justly proud of those whose first crude 
letters appeared in the Coner, and who hav 
steadily grown toward a noble manhood and 
womanhood. We hope Hattie will not for
get the Corner as she passes into the estate of 
a beautirul womanhood, but will occasionally 
remember her friends of early days. Thanks 
for appr€Ciation of our books.-Eo. C. C] 

A New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eYes of timid acquiescence hav 
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Science in Plain Language. 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQTIITY, BACTERIA, E'To. BY 

William Durham, F.R.S E. 
rr. ASTRO!I'OMY. BUN. MooN, STARS, E'IC. BY Will

iam Durham, F.R B.E. 
These handY series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They supply a popular need. 

The Price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 
a<tllre11 'l'HI!. 'J.'BUTH tiEEKEB 00. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery_ seldom takes hold 
of two people alike I Why? Because no 
two people have tile same weak 
spo1. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searchivg through the body for any hidden 
hu,mor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
ltuinor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland; the Medical Discovery slldes it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
s Jmething that has reached your :weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. 

The Candle From Under the 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 
And fot the Consideration of Others. 
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AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nnt~.d 

sveolalist, for his "Private Oounselor "-a valns
ble book for young and middle·aged men, suffer
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Appli
cation-A POSITIVE CUBE, as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies you hav nard. The book. is worth many 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a lpePI1,1J ana PPrm.anent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of theFreethoD11Lt 
press. He has manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sneoesafnl method of treat
ment, and deserves patronage,-ll'reetlt()U{llit, 

Th~s6 notiCtJ.~ ar6 for tl~ benefit of Liberals 
wl!o may be 'DiRiting tlte places whe1·e these socie
ties a?·e located. Local Secular Unions and 
;r reethougltt Societies meeting regttlarly can 
l!a'D their gatl~1·ings ad'De1·tised here (1·ee by for
warding the necessary information. 

The lUanltattan Liberal Clnb.N.Y. 
Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
nres and discussions. The pnblio cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal LeaKne 
Meets every BnndaY afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
~t .. Newark, N. J. LeotureB and discussions on 
religions and sooial questions. Beats free and 
everYbodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Ne,vark 
Brancl1. 

124 Market street. Assembles everY Sunday 
evening at 7 30. Lecture•, debates, and dioons
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres
ii!ent, HENRY BIRD; SecretarY, 00RA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosopltlcal Assocla• 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and 
>Iouth 2d Rtreet, Brooklyn, E. D .• at 3 P.M., every 
Sunday, Lectures fo)lo"lled by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelpltla Liberal League 2~'1 
meets everY Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad &L d 

·Wood sts., at 2 :so and 7:80 P.M. for leotnros and 
fl'ee discussions on religious and social Questions. 
Able aveakersinterest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
'leekerpublioations always on hand a toheap rates. 

The Secular Society ol' Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly, tl.rst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All frienda of human 
ault1Vation are invited. MARIUfl HEIGHTON, Beo. _ 

Eltzur Wrlgllt Secular Union 
0! Alliance, 0., meets the tl.rst and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Libero.lsnbleots. 
Snbsoription8 to TilE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest«· 
oator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. Beo. 

CltlcaM'O Secular Union 
Meets everY SundaY eveninll at 7:80 P.M., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
a\'e welcome. 

Mllwauk~e, Wis .• Liberal Club 
Holds meetin!!'S every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (FraternitY Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordiallY invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralhts, No. 903, 
Prairie City, Ia., 

Meets everY SundaY in the Liberal reading-room 
boJl at 2:80 P.M. All Liberals 1ue cordially in· 
vited. F. v. DDAPER, Oor. Beo. 

Tl•c Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolie, 
Minn. J.F.MACOMBER1Pres.; LEROY BERRIER, Bee. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin~rs at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E corner 7th and Loonst streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frccthought 
Society 

M~et~ evAl'Y SundaY evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Uulon 
Meets everY SundaY at 7:30 P M. in the pnblio 
school building in Port Angeleli, Wash. Leot-. 
ores, song_s, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. J!'nANK MoosE, Oor. l:loc. 

The West End Progressive Llh· 
eral Union 

Of Los Anll'eles, Oal., meets semi-monthly, first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olock, P.M., at Parr's 
Hall. Everybodv 1nvited. MRs. B. M. BERRA, 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAMs, Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla I.lbt ral Club 
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
nabla librarY is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pre a.; A. W. 0ALDER• Beo. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of'Boeder, Wash., meets overY first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
srreatest !reeilom accorded to ~II. Onr motto, 
"Univers~l Mental LibertY.'' D. E. RroE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; CHARLES BHEA, Beo. 

Port•mou1h, o., Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
Hall Lectures, discussions, readin11s, poemsJ 
mnaio ani! songs. A oordi&linvitat.ion is extendea 
to all; especially to friends fr()m abroad. Oorres
~ndence solicited. J, L. TnEUTHAnT, President. 
WILL 8. ANDRES, SecretarY, 

TRY•SQUARE: 
OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This ill the historY of an attempt to found a 
ohnroh without superstition, and its suooess. 
Uncle Job Sawyer, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to disonss all the vital Questions 
of human oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and other
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan· 
gnage, and easily understood. There is just snfll· 
oient narrativ abont it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the trnth is beinll' brool!'l t 
to hlemlnd. 

wor 1ale a~ thll omoe. l'rloe, ,l,QO, 
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THE Italian j'lurnal L'Italie charges that 
Archbishop Corrigan of New York misap
propriated Peter's Pence to the bribing of 
New York papers to speak well of him, as a 
counteraction to the unp:>pularity which he 
had gained in his diocese and which threat
ened his removal. 

Rxv. A. DE FoRD has 
been sentenced at Mil
waukee to five years• im
prillonment for raising 
the denomination of bills. 

NEBRASKA acd Connect
icut hav each two claim
ants of governorship, 
and are distracted by the 
struggles of the rivals, 

LEo XIII. has written 
to Dr. Windthorst a I'U
Io~y of his zeal in estab
lishing " the German 
Catholic People's Soci
ety" to combat Social
ism. 

WM. FAULK, of Pitts
burgh. Pa., shot his wife 
on the 23 l, and an
nounced that he was 
Jesus Christ, and had 
done it for the good of 
the world. 

THE United States Su
preme Court has reversed 
the decision of the terri
torial court that the rff. 
spring of a Mormon 
polygamous marriage is 
illegitimate and incape
ble of inheriting prop
erty. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINJrEnS' COD& AND RELICiOi\U~ , fl4ms sf lfhonght. . AND REFORMERS~: : . I . . . . . OJ' . . 

Biographies of aoo of the Leading Phllosophers,: ANC11!1NT AND MODERN T~MES. 
Tea.ohers, Skeptics Innovators, Founders ot · Vol. I, G1vs a Jl'lill Aooount of all the Gods, In~ . . , 

New Schools of Thought, Eminent Solen• · eluding Jehoval!, · f;latan, the Holy <?;host, A WISE man never goes the peoples. way; 
tists, eto. (who were not· Ohristians), · Jeans Ohrlst, V1rg1n Mary, ~nd the B1ble. · But, as the planets still move contrary 

from the time of Menu to the pres- avtoh, 83R5PliJ?· ·oVolB. nt. Desofrlti?esWFnllydall . To the world's motion so doth he to opinion ont. avo, 1,075pp., oloth, $3; e e !fl us YS ems o ne or• . . , . · 
leather, $4; mor., g. e.,$4.50. avo, 95,pp. Oloth, $3porvol.; the -Ben JonBon. 

'BY D. M. BENNETT. 2- r~1~o', $5~tl~a·~a~e:,7 ; 1"f0
- MEN of original powers are prone to act in 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., BY D. M. BENNETT. ways unlike ordinary ways. To do what the 
28 Lafayette Plaoe, N.Y. '!'HE TRU~H BEEKER oo. world does, is to guide behavior by imitation. 

Deviating from. ordinary 
usages is declining to 
imitate. And the notice
able fact is that a smaller 
tendency to imitate goes 
along with a greater ten
dency to evolve ·new 
ideas.-Spencer. 

--

.... - --
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ABirHOPBEL PASSEl'H IN HIS CHECKS. 

THE pope, having dis
covered S£cret agents of 
Crispi in the Vatican, 
has dismissed all Italians 
from his service and 
1 aken foreigners instead. 
Even the domestics of 
his apartments hav been 
changed. 

THE pastors and trus
tees of the Central 
Presbyterian church of 

And when Ahithophel saw that his counsel was not followed, he saddled his aes, and arose, and gat him home to 
his house, to his city, and put his household in order, and hanged himself, and died, and was buried in the sepulcher 
of his father.-2 Sam. xvU, 23. 

. IT is the fashion to giv 
the name of Christianity 
to the .Western morality 
of this century ; but 
there is as much differ
ence between the morality 
of to-day and the genuin 
Christian religion as there 
is between the north and 
south poles. The two 
are the exact antitheses 
of each other. A moral 
condition that requires 
that all men shall be 
equal before the law, that 
no man shall be the prop
erty of his fellow, and 
that no man shall hav 
more than one wife at a 
time, can hav no connec
tion whatever with the 
Christian religion, the 
sacred book of which 
teaches us to burn witches 
alive, to buy and sell 
slaves, to desert our fa
ther, mother, brethren, 
and children in order to 
join the ranks of the be
lievers, and to take no 
thought for the morrow, 
b e s i d e s encouraging 
polygamy, adultery, mur
der, theft, and personal 
assaults.- Dr. HOJrd
wicke. 

Wilmington, Del., are indignant at the sale 
of a house and lot adjoining the parsonage 
to a negro, Robt. Graves, wh~ is a wealthy 
caterer. 

CARDINAL MANNTNG has delivered some 
opinions on Socialism, of a value to be judged 
from the premis that "Society is not of 
human but of divine origin." 

MAUD DBNAU, a girl of French parentage in 
Lockport, N. Y., to marry a Protestant has 
had to suffer expulsion from the Catholic 
church and renunciation by her family. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 
A .NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" The shame itself doth call for £nst'l.nt 
remedy." 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

THE morali~y o the 
Old Testament is of a 

very low order, embracing as it does sucu 
horrible and degrading teachings as the phys
ical and intellectual enslavement of one por
tion of the community for the special benefit 
of the other, aggressiv warfare upon inoffensiv 
and defenseless peoples, polygamy, belief in 
witchcraft, and a number of other absurdities 
and barbarities which need only be mentioned 
to be condemned.-A. B. Moss. 

JA:i.I:Es Lrox, the Freethinker who founded 
the Lick observatory, bequeathed $100,000 
to erect a monument representativ of the his- A 
tory and industries of California, and it is 
about to be reared in front of the new city 
hall of San Francisco. 

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

·Ciotll, $1; paper, 60 cents. 
GIRARD'S 

AND 
WILL 

I DO not believe in a slaveholding God; I 
do not worship a polygamous Holy Ghost, 
nor a son who threatens eternal pain ; I will 
not get upon my knees before any being who 
commands a husband to slay his wife because 
she expresses her honest thought.-Ingersoll. 

BEGINNERS. 
How they are provided for upon the earth, 

(appearing at intervals,) 
How dear and dreadful they are to the earth, 
How they inure to themselvs as much as to 

any-what a paradox appears their age, 
How people respond to them, yet know them 

not, 

AT the next parliament of Canada an effort 
will be made to abolish the use of the French 
language in that country. The French Cana
dians are trying to make their language 
rlominant, as a step toward establishing a 
French and Catholic nation. 

A DIBTRIOT court has refused the L...,uisiana 
L'lttery a mandamus to compel the secretary 
of state to allow the constitutional amend
ment passed by the legislature permitting a 
popular vote on extension of the lottery's 
char'er. The case will go to the Supreme 
Court. 

AT Portsmouth, 0., on the 20th, a Bible 
agent found the fifteen-year-old daughter of 
Rev. C. Branch alone, and i:nade improper 
advanc£s and offered money. The father on 
being told broke the agent's jaw, and he 
was forced to kneel and beg the girl's pardon 
in the street before a large assembly. 

DxMOORATIO Senators continue to block the 
pafsage of the btil for federal supervision of 
national elections. They say it would take 
away home rule in every part of the country, 
and is worse than secession. The legislatures 
of Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois, Texas, Ten
D! Bfee, and Alabama hav postponed appro
priations to the World's Fair till the bill has 
been acted on, intending if it is passed to 
refuse participation in the Fair. The legis
latures of West Virginia, Kansas, and North 
Carolina hav denounced the bill. 

THE action of the present Kansas legisla
ture is watched with interest as ind!cativ of 
the course of other states that may fall under 
Farmers' Alliance control. The Alliance in 
the Kansas legislature will endeavor to re. 
duce the legal rate of interest, procure state 
regulation or railroad rates, extend the mort
gage stay law two years, prohibit alien land
holding, giv mortgagors three years to re
deem forfeited land, introduce Australian 
balloting, and forbid employment of Pinker
tons. The senate, however, has but one 
Alliance member, and will probably stop 
these measures if they are passed by the 
house. Similar bills hav h~en introduced in 
the Nebraska legislature. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity'? 
BY GEORGE JA.OOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 oents a COJ'lY; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH. SEEKER 00., 

· 28 Lafayette l'lace, New York. 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOSt 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard's magnificent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 

churches and Young Men•s 
Ohristian Associa-

tion. 
BY RIO:S:. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D, 

Prioe U. Address THE TIIUTH SEEKEII. 

How there is something relentless in their 
fate all times, 

How all times mischoose the objects of their 
adulation and reward, 

And how the same inexorable price must still 
be paid for the same great purchase. 

-Walt Whitman. 

EGGS
FAHCYPOULTRYIO VARIETIES. Ten years 

'Pl'~~~~~:.:.J;:;~~/.:"d~~~~;!"k~d'J:~~~Jl~~: THE pathway of Progress will still, as of 
J.l.MOCK,l247S.HIGHSl.,CDLUMBUSO. old, bear traces of martyrdom.-Lewes. 

To the World's Columbian Exposition Commission : 
Lsarning that there is an organized movement amoEg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 

"Sibbath" organization-:-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons: 

1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained. 
2. That public morality may be sub3ervad by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 

resort when no moral amusements are available. 
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 

tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to 
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 

4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
do so· those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
tions ~nd human welfare, and, th~refore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welbre. 

5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a mucb. larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. 

6 To the objection that Sunday opening of the FAir will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
its pleasures and instructions, the more diffi3ult it will be to change its chars.cter, the less dsnger there is that employers 
will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toij. With choice of Sunday occupation 
restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the !!overage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 

7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral plaees, while it will 
benefit the F~tir itself, the people of Ohicago, and ihe visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 

Name. Town. State. 
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P:A'tt:.A.H .. 
'~Jhe.Jhain <!.hjecf; pf tl1e pagan 
J?.hdl?.Sophers·wrx~ to ·aispel. 
the"( err.o rs -6h£J lltlct[J/nalilon. 
had ·!!o,s.t. aroqnd death, an4 
'h!J destt:oying tJ1/s last cau..9~ 
of fie'a.l" t_o se.curoe1;heliberl!:] 
of nzcln·. · 

CURl'STI-AJM,. 
Th_e nt<fin o4ject of the C:atl1-
ohc p1 .. test-s has been to make 
death /n itself as revolting 
and. a(Jpallt'ng as poss_i ble, and 
h~ repPesenliing esc; ape from its 
te-r~ors as hopeless, excepli h!f com
l'lebe su'bJectilonl:o &heir rule, to con
vert iii into an /nstrumenl; of govern

en"/7," = LECJ<YS His/i.Eu.Moral'>~ 

AND CHRISTIAN IDEAS OF DEATH. 

1Jol1s and IIlippings. 

Tm: Russian calendar is twelve days behind 
time. The Russian government is about 
twelve centuries behind. 

MR. BA.NOROFT rarely attended church. He 
was a prominent Agnostic in his religious 
views. So was General Francis E. Spinner, 
ex-secretary of the tre'lsury. 

A WRITER in the Prohibition Voice utters 
this reproach upon the old-time Christians : 
" The basement story of the Friends' meeting
house in London was once rented and used 
for a wine.cellar. It was once in order and 
highly creditable for the Methodist local 
preachers or class leaders to keep a bar." 

THE pastor of a church at Cutler, Me., has 
resigned. He says he boarded himself, swept 
the church, made the fires, rang the bell ; the 
people whittled in the church, ate peanuts in 
time of service, fired pistols and threw stones 
at his house, laughed aloud, and even used 
profane language in the house of God during 
worship. 

A BILL has been presented in the Kansas 
legislature giving the right to vote and to 
hold office to all women of legal age. The 
women of Kllnsas hav enjoyed for several 
years the right to vote in municipal and 
school elections and to hold some offices. It 
is claimed that they hav made excellent 
voters and first-rate officials, and that elec
tions are always conducted l.n a respectful 
and quiet manner where ladies vote. 

Tms from the Galveston News is the best 
reason for the single tax that we ever saw in 
print: "One reason why the churches will 

be opposed to the Henry George scheme is 
that if the community were admitted to be 
entitled to rent for land, the remission of such 
rent on church property would immediately 
partake of a positiv instead of a negativ 
character, as an endowment of churches. 
And the tax being more considerable, the ex
ception would attract more attention." 

"WE are reminded," says a California 
paper, " of a time-honored custom by read
ing that each ·branch of our legislature has 
appointed a chaplain, and that the chaplains 
hav prayed that the deliberations of. their 
respectiv bodies shall be directed by the 
Lord. Two years ago the same prayer was 
sent up, but did not seem to be in the least 
effectiv. One Christopher Buckley had 
more to do with directing legislation than 
anybody else, and there is no doubt as to hill 
identity. If better results do not follow this 
year, they had better try something else." 

sale, N. J. They lived in the place until a 
few days ago, when they suddenly concluded 
that a witch was persecuting them. One 
nlght Mrs. Posthumos aroused her husband 
and related a horrible dream. To the sur
prise of both, the report proceeds, he had the 
same dream. The vision appeared In the 
form of a washtub, which persisted in danc
ing over their pillow, and in spilling suds in 
their eyes. Then both were seized with vio
lent stomach sickness, and when daybreak 
came they were almost powerless ·to move 
from their couch. Since then an infant has 
blessed their home, but it has never been 
healthy, and yesterday looked as if its stay 
in this world would be of short duration. 
The parents became anxious and called on a 
neighbor, an aged woman, to advise them 
what to do.· She told them that they were 
positivly bewitched, and that another old 
woman, Mrs. Van Z)Ver, living on the Lodl 
road, was the witch. She ordered the feather 
bed tom up, that the instrument serving as a 
medium might be found. The tick was taken 
Into the yard and cut open, and a yellow ca. 
nary bird fell on the ground. That settled 
it. The family at once went into hysterics 
and concluded to move. A truck was hired 
and the work of moving was at once begun. 
Neighbors collected around and the entire 
village was thrown into excitement. The old 
woman on the Lodi road was cursed and 
threatened. When she was asked about the 
charge that she was a witch, she declared 
that she was innocent. She said she was no 
witch and did not believe in such beings. 

MAJOR BAooN, a Georgia lawyer, has dis
covered that the preachers of that state are 
required by law to read from their pulpits, 
four times a year, an act regarding. the ob
servance of Sunday. The statute was framed 
by the colonial assembly in 1763, Section 10 
reading as follows: "And be It further en
acted, that this act shall be read yearly, and 
every year, and at least four times in each 
year before sermon begins; and every minis· 
ter is hereby required to read the SQme in his 
respectiv place of divine worship." The act 
provides penalties for vice, profanity, immo. 
rallty, and for not '' keeping holy the Lord's 
day commonly called Sunday." 

worshiped a Great Spirit or a Jehovah. The 
tribes had their council or medlcln houses, 
which they held most s~cred. They had 
their high priests and their prophets. They 
followed the Hebrew custom in not allowing 
the women to worship with the men. Fifty 
years ago the Sioux exploited the same belief 
that they are dancing themselvs crazy about 
now. They maintained that the Indians were 
the chosen people of the Great Spirit, and that 
in time they were to triumph over the rest or 
the world through a messiah. In marriage 
the Indians had customs which savored or 
Palestine. They gave presents for thelr 
wives. In their bathing and in their family 
relations they followed with remarkable pre
cision many of the requirements of the MoFaic 
law. They observed certain laws of purifica
tion which the Old Testament teaches. Fifty 
years ago travelers found no difficulty in dis
coverinp; the practice of theae rites and cere
monies by the Indians. But as the line of 
white settlement advanced the Indians gave 
up their old customs. Their forms were 
laughed at by white men, and many of them 
were abandoned. The ghost dance, which 
the Sioux hav been scaring the frontier with, 
is the old sun dance under a new name. It 
used to be practiced very frequently as an 
atonement ceremony. There was once an 
Indian feast which was very II Ire the annual 
feast of the passover. Some of the tribes 
kept a feast with branches of willow and pre
liminary fasting which bore striking resem
blance to the feast of tabernacles. The prac. 
tice of offering to the Great Spirit the first 
green com and the first fruits of all kinds 

EARLY travelers among the Indians claim was almost universal among the Indians be
Tm: Posthun:.os family came from Europe to hav found rites and ceremonies strikingly fore they became contaminated with white 

several months ago and settled in East Pas- similar to those of the Jews. The Indians men. 
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fkommnnitalions. 

Christianity and Evolution. 
T,liE GOSPELS. 

It is now generally admitted by all scholars com
petent to express a decided opinion on the subject, 
that the four gospels, which are regarded by ortho· 
dox Christians as the only authentic evidence re
specting the life and teachings of Jesus, are 
practically anonymous productions. · Nobody knows 
who are the authors; nor can anybody affirm thbt 
he knows where. or when they were written. 

It is certain, however, that the gospels which we 
hav, are not copies of the original manuscripts as it 
is alleged they were written. The original manu· 
scripta are alleged to hav been in Hebrew; the gos
pels as we hav them are in Greek. 

Where are the original manuscripts! Nobody 
knows. Were the original manuecripts ever in the 
hands of the Greeks, and if so, does anybody know 
what became of them 1 On these two points Chris· 
tians are silent. They hav no evidence. 

The exact date of the gospels as we hav them is 
not known; it is generally acknowledged, however, 
that there is no evidence of their existence until at 
least the middle of the second century. 

Well, now, if it cannot be shown that Matthew, 
Msrk, Luke, and John were the authors of these 
books ; if, on the cont.rary, it can be demonstrated 
that it is highly improbable that these persons could 
b~v been the writers, we then hav before us for 
consideration anonymous productions, first shown to 
hav been in existence in the middle of th-e second 
century after the death of the person of whose 
career and teachings they profess to giv a faithful 
account. 

What sort of evidence is this T Obviously it is 
evidence which would be rejected by any magistrate 
or j 'ldge before whom it came in the United Kingdom. 
Or what is the law of evidence in America upon such 
a point as that under consideration? It must be re
membered that we are aeked to accept Jesus as our 
nvior upon extraordinary conditions, viz, upon the 
peril of everlasting damnation if we reject him, while 
we shall be rewftrded with everlasting happiness if 
we can manifest an unquestioning faith in Jesus 
the crucified savior. 

Thos. Scott, in the introduction to his admirable 
"E aglish Life of Jesus," observes: "But if the tes
timony of a complete twelve cannot ba had, there 
still remains, it may be urged, the testimony of four 
ivdependent evangelists, two of these being of the 
number of the twelve, while the writer of the second 
gospel was the personal attendant of Peter, and the 
author of the third an esteemed companion of Paul. 
The reply is plain. Peter may hav had a coadjutor, 
Mark; and Paul a coadjutor, Luke; but this does 
not show that Mark and that Luke wrote the gos
pels. In fact, it is quite clear that the three first 
gospels are founded on one or more common docu
ments. Internal evidence proves that none of the 
three are writing from personal knowledge; nor in 
fact h!!.d Paul himself any personal knowledge of the 
hu,num life of Jesus to communicate to Luke, and Mark 
adds little or nothing to Matthew or Matthew to Mark. 
The three synoptic gospels are manifestly not three 
independent narrative, but merely different versions 
flowing out of a common tradition." 

The first three alleged witnesses are therefore not 
witnesses mt all. They do not record events of which 
they themselvs were eye-witnesses. For all we know 
to the contrary, they do not testify to events that 
were witnessed by any persons of their acquaintance. 
Their statements ate obviously based upon tradition. 
Now, suppose a person were called to giv evidence in 
a court of lmw upon a very important point! Sup
pose he proposed to giv an account of events which 
he never saw 1 What would the presiding judge 
say? He would be very likely to speak 1\S follows : 
"How dare you come here, sir, and waste the time 
of the court upon matters of which you hav no per
somal knowledgeT You are no witness. You 
merely propose to occupy the tlourt with statements 
relating to events of which you allege you hav been 
told by somebody who may be as ignorant concern
ing them as you yourself. Get down, sir. In this 
cour~ ~e _only receive the evidence of eye-witnesses." 
And 1f It IS absolutely necessary to hav the testimony 
of eye-witnesses in concerns relating to affairs of 
daily life, is it not equally, nay, more important, to 
hav the same strong character of evidence upon an 
issue the proper understanding of which is said to 
affect our well-being through all eternity!. 

And now with regard to the fourth gospel. . Upon 
this point Thomas Scott writes : "The matter of the 
fourth gospel may be regarded as substantially dif
ferent. from tha~ of the other three. There is 
throughout it the expression of a distinct authorship 
except in the comparativly few passages which relate 
to events which are also recorded in some or all of 
the other gospels. We hav then before us two inqui
rie!!-one which must determin the time at which 
the fourth gospel was written, and another which 
must settle-whether the other gospels are really three 

narrative or varying forms of the same narrativ. If 
for the former it be proved that the time of compo
sition could not be earlier than the middle of the 
second century, and that it may be later, the testi
mony of one more witness is lost, for it cannot be 
the work of John, the son of Zebedee. At bestjt 
can but exhibit the impression made by the teaching 
and conversation of John on the mind of some famil
iar disciple; and we are left finally to determin 
whether in the other gospels we hav the testimony 
of three several persons, each speaking from his own 
knowledge, and writing of events which had occurred 
during his own lifetime and from the information of 
·men . whom he knew to hav taken part in tliose 
events and whose trustworthiness he has had tested." 

How does this powerful writer decide these two 
important considerations 1 

He decides it by a critical examination of the first 
three gospels ; by comparing their points of agree
ment and difference; by examining their style-their 
method of description and narrativ-and this is how 
he sums up the whole question. He says: "Noth· 
ing is more certain than that any number of persons, 
speaking of events which they hav seen, will describe 
them each in his own way. The mode of regarding 
them will vary, the turn of thought and the language 
will be different in each case; and the narrativ will 
giv full play to the associations and the prejudices, 
the intellect, wisdom, or folly, of the speaker or 
writer. There are, of course, certain cases in which 
we should expect them to use the same, or nearly the 
same, words. If they quote from a published docu
ment or proclamation, they will quote alike in pro
portion to their general accuracy of thought. If 
they record a speech which they may hav heard, their 
reports will agree in proportion to the strength and 
fidelity of their memory ; but if we found that the 
letters of three or four correspondents of newspapers, 
describing the aspect of political affairs in Li.sbon, 
Paris, or Vienna, contained here and there a sentence 
couched in precisely the same words, we 'should re
gard the circumstance as singular and suspicious. 
If we found two or three consecutiv sentences in 
each exactly alike, we should conclude that all had 
copied from some common document, or that the 
original writing of one of them was plagiarized by 
all the rest. If in addition to this we found event 
after event described, and question after question 
discussed, in precisely the same phrases by eacb, we 
should dismiss the 1.0atter as too clear for an instant's 
thought. And yet this is. the phenomenon which 
comes before us in the passages which are common 
to two or more of the four gospels ; such passages 
being, of course, far more numerous in those which 
hav received the name of the synoptic gospels to dis
tinguish them from the fourth. No fact could well 
be more momentous. The supplement to the fourth 
gospel informs us that if all the unrecorded acts of 
jesus were reported the world would not contain the 
books which .should be written. The wealth of 
material then was infinit. Yet the synoptists relate 
but a few, and for the most part the same, events, 
often (we may add) in precisely the same words. 
On this point no room is left for doubt. Down to 
the subtlest turns of thought and the nicest details 
in expression there is a substantial identity, which 
proves that the narrative alleged to be those of 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke are in the main one and 
the same tale, garnished with a few additional phrases, 
according to the taste or judgment of the copyists. 
Thus, then, the witness of the four independent 
evangelists is reduced at once to the testimony of 
two unauthenticated narrative, the one supposed to 
exhibit the thoughts and convictions of John, the 
other forming the nucleus of the synoptic gospels. 
In neither case hav we adequate evidence tnat the 
testimony is that of eye-witnesses. Hence, except 
on the assumptions which insure the victory of bibli· 
olators and sacerdotalists, it is impossible to feel 
in those narrative the confidence which we feel in 
handling the work of a strictly contemporary his
torian." 

But why talk only of the "four gospels?" In 
the early ages. of Christianity a number of other 
gospels were quoted. What were they ? L:~t us 
see. · ARTHUR B. Moss. 

Fraud and Delusion. 
I know it to be a fact that there is a large per

centage of church-members and supporters of 
churches that do not believe in religion. They sup
port the church as a matter of business policy, but 
principally fearing its persecuting, enslaving, psycho· 
logical force or mental influence. What the real 
source of this mental force is I think is very little 
understood-whether it is a mesmeric influence ex
erted by all priests or preachers over their flocks, 
or they are simply the medium or means of convey· 
ing it from the heads of the different churches to 
their flocks. I am inclined to think from my ob· 
servation and special investigation on this point that 
the latter case is the truth-that many of them are 
held enslaved by it as well as their flo61ks. 

But my attention was called to this point by read· 
ing an article in one of our leading magazines on the 

celebration of Easter in Jerusalem by the Greek 
church. The correspondent, after giving a graphic 
description of the masses of pilgrims, both Moham
medan and Christian, ass~mbled there from every 
country of Europe, and even from America, and the -
various superstitious scenes and acts gone through, 
at length describes what is called the pretended 
miracle of the holy fire, or fre produced by God at 
the request of the patriarch of Jerusalem at Easter 
at the church of the Holy Sepulcher. The rotunda 
of this church apparently was specially designed for 
this purpose, being left without windows, only very 
narrow holes in the walls for the light to be eaen 
through, with a faithful guard placed around so that 
no prying eyes could hav any chance to see what was 
·going on inside. This pious fraud has been succ.ess
fully carried on every year since the ninth century. 

Here then we hav this sanctified bead of a Chris· 
tian church, in presence of the thousands around 
him from nearly all P!"rts of the 'World, in this en· 
lightened day and age ·of the world, enter this dark
ened building with his box of silent matches or some 
other means of producing light and fire without 
much noise, after offering up his prayer to his God 
to hav him produce the fire. After rising from his 
knees he makes the fire himself, and bands his candle 
out through these holes in the wall, lighted from the 
fire thus produced, to the eager, excited masses on 
the outside, and continues to do so until the tens of 
thousands assembled are supplied with one or more 
lighted candles apiece. The lighted candles are 
passed around so rapidly that a great volume of 
smoke is produced, and even the outside air is per
ceptibly heated, and the whole city, in course of fif
teen minutes, is one great blaze of light produced 
from this holy fire. · 

Now, there can be scarcely a doubt but that these 
patriarchs and heads of this Christian church for the 
last nine centuries were well aware that the Chris
tian religion was a fraud and delusion. But miracles 
of the present time are not confined to the Greek 
church; they also constitute a large stock in trade 
both in the Catholic and Protestant churches, only 
slightly more conservativ, especially in Protestant 
churches. There are two conditions necessary to the 
successful working of a miracle: 1. Ignorance and 
superstition; 2. Priestly or church mesmeric control 
of the minds of the masses, holding them enslaved 
through mental impressions. In this country we 
very rarely hear d miracles performed by the Cath
olie churcb, there are too many rival sects and Free
thinkers around to investigate it. But in Catholic 
countries, especially where the conditions prevail which 
I hav named, the miraculous holy church and holy 
wells flourish, such as the Lourdes. Here they will 
show you hundreds of crutches which they pretend 
were left by the lame that they claim were healed. 
Some travelers try to account for the crutches that 
are left behind at these churches by supposing that 
there may be some impostors, and t,hat some others 
are excited to make a desperate effort to walk with
out them, and thus throw them away. 

But if one·half of what is claimed for mef!merism, 
or electrical pSJchology, as the higher stage of it is 
called by the notable Dr. Dodds, rs true, we might 
admit the possibility of some of these cripples being 
enabled to walk without crutches. Though I radi
cally differ from Mr. Dodds's whole theory of elec
trical psychology as expounded by him in his couree 
of lectures before the United States Senate. But I 
admit the possibility of a mental force capable of 
performing the almost miraculous cures that he 
claims to hav done-such as to make the blind to see, 
the lame to walk, and the deaf to hear, this done 
in course of a few minutes. But he says nothing 
about the possibility of any person being made blind 
or lame by the same force. He lays down five differ
ent ways of bringing his subjects into contact with 
this subtle force. But it is evident the main point in 
each plan is to arrest the attention of his subjects. 
But if Dr. DJdda had not been a theologian he might 
hav added one other plan to the five-that ie, relig
ious devotion. or all of the five plans, this one is 
the moat effectual, in isolating and fixing the mind 
on one idea, and also in bringing it into full sympa
thy with this subtle forca. But as he was not onJy 
a theologian, but also activly engoged in the minif
try, and consequently &ctivly engaged in forwarding 
church interests, he would naturaJJy say nothing 
about this last plan, but instead slyly giv out that 
only persons of good characters should be made 
acquainted with these five plans, lEst they should vic
timize some persons for evil purposes. This is how 
he would cover up the church's dirty, cruel work, 
kMwing well that the church bad a monopoly in t.his 
kind of business. And his spread-eagleism of elec
trical psychology was simply a scheme to bring some 
of those persona under church control who were not 
as yet mentally ensliived by the church-who still, to 
some extent, maintained their self.reapect and men
tal independence-under the specious prom is and hope 
of curing defectiv facultieP. He helps them by his 
plans to get rid of these valuable properties of mind, 
and in all probability fasten a church mind-force 
upon them that will hold them enslaved to church 
interests the remainder of their lives. 
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How very similar to revivalism and the faith cure and entirely ignorant, or at least unsuspicious of the 
the ~iracles ?f the Pt?testant churches of the pres- true purport ~nd }lltimate object of . this res~lution. 
ent time; ·as In hypnotism, the person h•s to get rid The Farmers Alliance is, or should be a Secular 
of his self-respect, reason, and mental independenoe, organization, its motto being, " Equal rlghts to all 
for they hav to get down on their knees and confess and special privileges to none." T. THEo. CoLwraK. ' 
that they are sinners whether they are or not and Norse, Tex. 

paper was watched to see what would be the result 
of his investigation. As none of his efforts appeared 
in print, suspicion was aroused, and inquiry revealed 
the fact that he represented the New York Standard. 

profess to believe in something whether they kn~w it ..;;;...---~----
IS true.or not, thus completely yielding their minds The Western Political Revolt Led by Heretics. Robert G. Ingersoll Nominated for President. 
to the mfl1ence and control of some other leading From the Pittsburgh Dtsvatch. Who shall be president T I nominate Robert G. 
mind, possessing and assisted by a greater mental There are certain characteristics among the leaders Ingersoll as the most truly American, after the pattern 
force; thus the poor dupes become enslaved men- of the People's party movement in this state which of the signers of the Daclaration of Independence, of 
~ally inst~ad of receiving any permanent benefit from make their success in the recent campaign all the whom fifty of the fifty-six were skeptics to Babylon, 
It. In either of the three cases the essential point, more surprising; If the party continues to prosper church and state Christianity, that has "taken peace 
!n o~de~ to be op~rated upon by this mental force, is the sentiment of the state must undergo a complet~ · from the earth," and- turned the church and state 
In ~Ieldmg the mmd to be controled by something change. '!'he rank and file are years behind the "into blood," making the war element dominate 
besides your own will, reason, and intelligence. leaders in every principle of the movement. K\\nsas every other element in the nation. 

Now, it has been freely admitted not only by D.r. ~as heretofore been a state of inte~se religious feel- As a Shaker-a <:lhl'iatian after the pattern of Pen-
Dodds, but by many other persons who ha.v experi- m_g. T~e. churches hav been prommently identified tecostal Christianity-of those who would not fight, 
mented with hypnotism, that it may be used for evil w1th poht1cs and the pastors hav thought it incum- did not marry, had all things common, and held work 
purposes, such as depriving persons of the use of bent upon themsalvs to deliver political sermons. to be worship-1 am intensely interested in main
some of their mental·faculties, or forcing them to do The Methodist church has formed the great taining intact the secular character of the Constitu
things that were very wrong, even criminal acts. stren~th of the Republican party, for its membership tion of these United States, that characteristic of the 
Now, hav we anything in church literature to show has been largely composed of Grand Army men. Constitution which secures liberty of conscience to 
that it has been used for such purposes by the The German Cstholic church has been and is Damo- all classes of people, religious and irreligious, believ
church 1 By turning to the ninth chapter of the goa- eratic. This wil.s due t6 the stand taken by the two ers or skeptics. 
pel of John, we find the story of the man th11t wa~ old parties on the Prohibition question. All of the As things now are, I feel continu!\lly in jeopardy. 
born blind. · When this supposed miracle-working Protestant churches, more especially in the cities, I am afraid of these pious, religious politicisns snd 
preacher, called Christ, was challenged as to. the were forced to espouse the cause of the Republicans people, and the more pious and sincere they are the 
reason why this man was born blind, be said that it on account of their advanced temperance ideas, and more I am afraid of them. If, in legislating to re
was that the works of God might be manifested by the Democratic fight was necessarily against them. strain or kill heretics, they really "think they 1ue do
him. In plain language, it is virtually saying that the The men and women who sprung into prominence ing some God good service," is it any the less mur
man was born blind, and kept so, in order that ha S~nd managed the campaign for the People's party der, or will it be any the less death to the murdered 
might hav a ob.ance to work a miracle upon him. It are, for the most part, Freethinkers and Atheists. heretics? If Thomas Paine were alive to-day, would 
may be the story is a fabrication of some bishop or Some of them belong to the Unitarian church and not every religious person of any church or sect of 
magnate of the early Christian church, but as it is hav such L1bersl ideas on orthodox questions' that Christians, except Shakers, feel just as Talmage ex
fully sanctioned by all the Christian churches of the they hav bean led into a denunciation of the inter- presses himself about Ingersoll-that there ought 
present time as divine trutb, the proof is just ae ference of the church in political matters, and con- to be civil laws enacted to restrain or kill him and his 
strong for my purpose as if it was true. That such sequ~ntly into a fight on the churches themselvs. fellows 1 As a Christian disbelieving in war, force, 
things as hypnotized subjects are kept on hand Jerry Simpson, who made such a wonderful cam- coercion, should I net feel bound to use my power in 
from time to time, we may safely infer from this paign in the seventh congressional district, had all saving souls from an eternal hell hereafter by giving 
story-in order to pose them as persons to perform of the power of the church directed against him. them a temporal hell here! When Roman Catholic 
miracles upon, as the churches'- stock-in-trade. He did not attempt to conceal the fact that he was "Bloody Q 11een Mal'y" of England was asked how 

·When such business runs low at the holy wells, sa- an unbeliever, but on the stump publicly di'Jclared she could be so cruel as to hav heretics hanged, 
cred churches, faith-cure establishments, and revival!', that he gave religious questions no thought what- drawn, and quartered, or burnt at the etske, her t•e
they may trot out these unfortunate victims cf ever, but addressed himself to those which he could ply was, "I subject them to torture hare for a short 
churchly tyranny and cruelty, and restore to them ~nderstand and hoped to change. time, that God may not torture them hereafter 
the use of the limJJ, or organ, or faculty of mind of Mrs. M. E. L9ase is an Infidel, and she is proud of throughout all eternity." As a Christian disbaliev
which they previously, through the mental force of it. She was by far the most important factor in ing in war, force, coercion, or in a hell of fire and 
hypnotism, deprived them at some time of their molding public sentiment in the campaign, and her brimstone, and believing that I would do to others 
lives. philippics mgainst the old parties stirred up the as I would hav them do by me, I can " do violence to 

While the Catholics look on almost with disgust masses to auch sn extent that a calmer discourse no man." 
at the miracle of the holy fire performed by the pa· would not be listened to. "The day has passed," If all men and women ~Are "born free and equ9l," 
triarch of the Greek church, they are always ready said she in converse.tion with a newspaper cor- how is it that some men set themselvs up over others 
to swallow down the so-called miracles of their own respond ant, "when it is a disgrace to be an lnfi. in the name of some God whom those others know 
religion. And przcisely so of the different sects of deL It means now that one is a broad thinker, and no more about than they themsalvs know about 
the Protestant church in respect to Catholic or Greek the people to whom the term is applied represent the him; to compel those others to believe or disbelieve, 
church miracles. Whilst, to an unprejudiced Ftea- advanced thou~ht of the age." to do or not to do, .as they .determin. Ingersoll 
thinker, the pretended miracles of. aU divisions of the- ~rs. Annie L. Diggs, the associate editor of the would say it was un-American, and, as president, 
Christian church are equal absurdities and impost- Alltance Advocate, belongs to the Unitarian church, even the Shakers would rest in peaceful security, 
urea. Is it not evident that the heads of the three and so does Frank Doster, who is baing groomed for knowing that he would sign no bill of religious leg
divisions of the Christian church who ara capable of United States Senator. But the day has passed islation about Sunday laws or Sunday papers-or 
playing such tricky impostures upon their adherents when either recognize~ anything more in Christianity Sunday anything infringing the liberty of consdenee 
are fully aware that the Ohrist:an reli~ion is a hum- than a broad humanxty, and both are ready at all of his equals. "Why am I judged by another man's 
bug and fraud, and a mental delusion? times to defend their position, Mrs. Diggs, next to conscience'" Instead of returning the colored peo-

.Mazo .Manie, Wis. JOHN LrTOH. Mrs. Lease, was the moat successful campaigner in pie back to Africa, I propose to return these church· 

The Farmers' Alliance and the Fair. 
The national Farmers' AUiance in regular, annual 

session at Oilala, Fla., passed the following resolu
tion, viz,: 

We, the national Farmers' Alliance of America, believing 
that veneration and obedience for the laws of God are the 
conserving and saving force of human government, do 
hereby respectfully request that the directors of the great 
national fair, to be held in 1892, do not desecrate the Amer
ican Sabbath by keeping open the gates to the same on the 
Lord's day. 

In reference, and in opposition, to the above reso
lution, the Norse Farmers' Alliance unanimously 
adopted the following preamble and resolution at a 
regular session, Jan. 17, 1891, viz.: 

WHEREAS the National Farmers' Alliance and Industrial 
Union adopted a resolution at its recent seBBion at Ocala, 
Fla., requesting the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday, 
or, as it was termed, on the "American Sabbath" and 
"Lord's day," and, 

WHEREAS we consider such action not only ill-considered, 
but unwise, as it is a step to restrict individual rights in the 
interest of sectarianism ; 

WHEREAS, Hundreds of thousands of laborers living in 
Chicago, or within a few hours' ride of that city, would 
be actually prevented from visiting the World's Fair at all 
should it be closed on Sunday, be it therefore 

Resol'Ded, That we deprecate such action and feel con
strained to enter our solemn protest against the proposition 
to close the World's Fair or Columbian Exposition on Sun
day, as a step toward the union of church and state, and an 
abrid~ment of the enjoyment of equal rights by all irre-
spectiv of belief or sect. · T. THEO. CoLWIOK, 

Secretary Norse Farmers' Alliance, No. 1,023. 

The reader will perceive, from the above, that the 
National Farmers' Alliance-a grand and noble in
dustrial order, consecrated to the industrial emanci
pation of the oppressed and downtrodden farmers 
and toilers of this country-has undoubtedly been 
taken unawares and imposed upon by crafty eccle
siasticism getting in its work, intended to subserve 
its secret purposes, the great majority of that body 
being totally unaware of the ~rue and real import, 

the People's movement. She is a member of the and-state, God-in-the-ConstHution people-who ara 
Woman's Christian Temperance Union, differing seeking the-destruction of the only government on . 
with Mrs. Lease on the Prohibition question. Mrs. esrth where liberty of parson, press, apeecb, and 
Dlggs believes temperance is a virtue, but her tem- conscience is conserved-back to Europe, where tliey 
paranee work is a secondary matter, and the relig- properly belong and not in this gloriously free, 
ious features of it hav no attraction for her. American, non-religious republic. With eternal vig-

HE!nry, Charles, and William Vincent, three broth- ilance, "it is liberty or death." 
ers who own and edit the Winfield Nonconform~st, Will there not arise in Congress some statesmen 
and Oyrus Corning, editor of the Workman, an Alii· like Ingersoll to oppose all Sunday legislation (whi(h 
ance paper published at Eldorado, are of the same is but the entering-wedge to n final union of church 
religious belief as Jerry Simpson. Corning and the and state), and who, when a World's Fair is settled 
Vincente hav been labor agitators for years, and hav upon, will insert a clm.use forbidding any one day 
from the first been recognized leaders in the farmer being designated as a SabbAth, seeing that every day 
movement.. ~he appeals made by the Republican is a Sabbath to some of the world's people who are 
central committee to the church-going element o:n to be invited to the World's Fair? Let it not be 
the temperance question and the ready response of Buddhist, Jew, or Mohammedan, but purely Amer
the pastors brought to the surface the elements ican, to whom all days are alike sacred to liberty of 
which war on religion. conscience, of press and persov, to the " rights of 

The persona mentioned are only a few of the mora man," and to ''common s<mse." F. W. EvANs, 
important, but they represent the furains of the new Mount Lebanon, N. Y. 
movement. A crusade against the existing order of 

TEN persons were killed and twenty severely 
wounded in a church row at Fm:dia, in Roumania. 
The cause of the disturbance was that B very ugly
looking prieat had been assigned to the church by 
the bishop, notwithstanding the communicants had 
expressed a wish to the contrary. The priest was 
told to leave, but would nRt, and the members 
resolved to put him out. Pollee were called, and a 
general free fight was the result. 

things had to be made general in order to be sue. 
cessful. The country preachers at first were very 
pronounced in their advocacy of reforms in politics. 
. They were candidates for Congressional nomina
tions, and in the Sixth Congressional district five out 
of the seven ctmdidates before the Alliance conven
tion were pre!chers. But it was not this element of 
the party which came to the front as the campaign 
progressed. These same people with their liberal 
religious views tt.re without exception single tax ad
vocates. The farmers who hav thrust them forward 
do not comprehend the meaning of the Henry 
George movement nor do they understand why. Hrs infallibility the pope is at present hard up for 
certain of their leaders are supporting Frank Doster cash to keep his "divine mission" in WCl'king order, 
for Senator. and has resolved to charge an entrance fee on all 

Some weeks ago a man who represented himself persons visiting the Vatican museums. The official 
as a correspondent of a New York d"ily came to organ of the Italian government, La Rejorm.ia, 
Topeka and gave it out th&t he intended to thoroughly warns the pope not to do so, and says that the gov
inveatigate the causes of the late uprising. He was ernment will immediately take charge of the art col
extended every courtesy by the politicians, and l:J.is ·lection when fees of any kind are charged. 
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The Secular tJ nion's Monthly Report. 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED JANUARY, 1891. 

"Progressiv Thinker," for "Church Taxation" 
and" Bible in f:lchools" pamphlets ............. $ 8 00 

John Price, Scappoose, Ore. (Guarantee Fund)....... 5 00 
Ignace Glaser, Bastrop, La. (new member)............ 1 00 
Andrew J. Wadlia, Greeley, Col. (Guarantee Fund). 2 00 
A. Schell, Knight's Ferry, CaL, for "Church Taxa-

tions." .................................................... .. 
George Larson, Levan, Utah (Guarantee Fund) .... .. 
A Friend in Virginia (Guarantee Fund) ................ . 
Samoa Parsons, San Jose. Cal. (Guarantee Fund) ... . 
Newark Liberal League, Newark, N. J., for lectme 

by Miss Craddock, on " How to Make Free-
thinkers of the Young." ............................. . 

Rosseau Hess, Fort Custer, Mont. (Guarantee Fund) 
Elam L. R. Gardner, Troy, N.Y., for pamphlets .. .. 
A Friend in New York state (Guarantee Fund) ..... . 
Seaborn Kitchens, Sr., Gibson, Ga. (Guarantee 

Fund) ...................................................... . 

2 50 
5 co 
5 00 

10 ou 

12 25 
1G 00 
1 00 

100 tlO 

5 00 
Abraham Schell, Knight's Ferry, Cal. (Guarantee 

Fund)....................................................... 100 00 
T. B. Frisbie, Hartford, Conn. (new member), $5 

for Guarantee Fund, and $1 for annual cer-
tificate...................................................... 6 00 

Henrv Beichllng, McAuley, Ida. (Guarantee Fund). 5 00 
N. F. Griswold, Meriden, Conn., for "Bible in 

Schools" pamphlet .................................. .. 
Prof. H. M. Cottinger, San Jose, Cal .................... . 
Joseph Haigh, Chebanse, Ill. (Guarantee Fu!ld) .... .. 
F. H. Nicoles, Medaryville, Ind .. $2 contribution, 

twenty-four cents for "Bible in Schools" 
pamphlets ................................................ . 

Wm. Srnith, Geneva, N.Y., for" Bible in f:lchools" 
pamphlets ................................................ . 

George N. Hill, Boston. Mass. (Guarantee Fund) ... . 
B. Brewer, Ithaca, N.Y ..................................... .. 

1 00 
2 00 
2 00 

224 

1 00 
3 00 
5 00 

Total. ............................................... $293 99 
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer American Secular Union. 

(Per I. C. C.) 
Philadelphia, Jan. 31, 1891. 

That Field Secretaryship. 
We giv below an extract from a letter which is a 

sample of those which we are receiving upon this 
subj ~ct. The writer was present at the Portsmouth 
Oongress, and his opinion, therefore, is of some 
value. He became sufficiently interested in the 
American Secular U aion to join later on, as a life
member, and to make his two daughters annual 
members; and the letter given below was the out
come of some correspondence which had been pass
ing between us on a suggestion which he had made 
for spreading the work of our soci~ty : 

SPIOKIAND, IND., Jan. 24, 1891. 
MISS TDA. c. CRA.DDOOK, Sec. A. s. u uion, Philadelphia, 

Pa., My Dear Friend: Your very kind and valuable letter 
was duty received. Will answer that your praise in your 
-former letter of the person you hoped to make field secretary 
geemed to me equivalent to saying Charles..Watts. I hav 
heard him in debate and lecture, and must say that he is the 
best qualified for field secretary of any person I know. He 
is radical in his views, and yet tolerant and courteous to 
those who differ with him. While I would not detract from 
the valuable qualities ol any other of our lecturers, I cer
tainly feel that Mr. Watts has the qualifications for an organ
izer more perfectly and harmontously combined pE>rhaps 
than any other one of them. He does not offend even his 
most bitter opponents in debate. There are persons who 
will attract and convince for a time, and then, perhaps, by a 
harsh or rash sentence scatter to the winds all the good they 
had accomplished. He is an honor and a power in the cause, 
which so much needs such help, and will never bring a blush 
of shame to the cheek of the most refined. We would be 
proud of him. 

I do not intend any reflection on any person, but must say 
we ought to hav the choice of the majority. If Mr. Charles
worth had been elected field secretary at Portsmouth, we 
would be bound to him. But as he was only recommended, 
and as there were so few members present, the board are 
certainly under no binding obligations to appoint him. He 
has abilit:v which will certainly not be ignored, and he will 
hav no difficulty in finding good work to do; and the vote 
given him is a valuable compliment to him. . . . 

Yours very truly, W. W. WILBON. 
Another life.member present at that congress (one 

of the "old guard ") has given us a large contribu
tion, and has cordially expressed his approval of the 
choice of the majority of the board for Mr. Watts 
as field secretary. Another member, whose name is 
withheld for the present, offers us $50 provided we 
secure Mr. Watts's services. The Portsmouth Secu
lar Union people write us that they are unanimously 
in favor of Mr. Watts. These are but samples of 
the growing feeling among our people that our 
choice of Mr. Watts for field secretary is a wise one. 

In view, however, of the fact that the two gentle
men who support Mr. Oharlesworth's candidacy hav 
appealed to the public through the papers, we think 
it only due to Mr. Watts, as well as to the majority 
of the board, that a similar appeal for Mr. Watts 
should be made, and that it should be promptly re
sponded to by everyone who desires that Mr. Watts 

shall be niade our field secretary. We know that his its charter, to report to us what it is doing for the 
friends, both within and without the society, are cause of state· secularization; it is also the e:xce11tion 
legion ; and if everyone who feels that the alliance 'to receive from an auxiliary any financial .contribu
of such a man as Mr. Watts with our society would tion. It is impossible to reach those auxiliaries and 
be _desirable will write to us, we shall know with stimulate them by correspondence only. We need a 
more certainty where we stand. We who want Mr. man in the field whose whole business will be to 
Watts hav no_private axes to grind; we wish before travel from place to place to address such societies 
all to be loyal to the best interests of the people who personally, and to arouse their enthusiasm for that 
hav elected us to the management of the American state secularization wh~se accomplishment .is recog
Secular U .aion work; we desire to pursue only that nizad among Liberals as the corner-stone of our re
course of action which will result in the greatest ligious liberties. The idea that such a business 
good to Liberalism. Between the abilities, experi· agent would cod.ict with the Liberal lecturers now 
ence, etc., of the two candidates, there can of course in the field is ridiculous, and shows a lack of far
be no possible hesitancy in preferring Mr. Watts. sightedness on the part 0f those objecting which is 
At least, so it has seemed to five out of seven mem- unworthy a true Liberal. The advent of such a field 
bers of the board. His scholarship, his address as secretary would really quicken the ·_growth of Free
a speaker, his readiness and logic in debate, his fair- thought in every town, and would pave the way for 
ness to opponents, his popularity among radicals and more lecturers, more radical newspapers, more Free
conservative alike, his tactful perception of the limit t bought literature in that town than ever before. 
to which aggressivness toward the churches may be And supposing that it did not result in more dollars, 
pushed on any given occasion, combine to render but in less dollars in the pockets of the Vberallect
bim just the man to send into the field as the repre· urers now in the field,. is the live.lihood of, say, a 
sentativ of a work which rEquires above all a man of dozen people, to outweigh the gam to the whole 
euoh q u&lifications. cause of Liberalism T However, as I think I . hav 

It has been objected by Dr. Foote that lecturers shown abovP, the advent of a field secretary, pro
already in the field should be subsidized; and W. S. vided he be a suitable person for the position, would 
Bell give vent to a fear that if. a field secretary be widen the field for the Liberal lecturer, instead of' 
appointed, he (the field secretary) will receive all the contracting it. . 
''reward.from the Liberal public," while ''the others .. I bav ~~id.that there is .otbe.r work bes1des organ'
get nothmg:' He informs us that all the other lect- !Ztog ~uxiharies. To put ~t br1e1ly, there are a~ leaslt. 
urers are doing precisely the same work as a field four lmes of work for wh1ch we need a m.an m the1 
secretary, i e., organi~ing Secular Unions. Will Mr. field at presen~ •. ~e wish to reach: _ • 
Bell kindly send in h1s report of the number of Sec- (1) Our auxihar.Ies everywhere, so as to estab~1sb 
ular Unions which he has organized T Up to date, clol!er relations w1th them than hav been poss1ble 
the corresponding secretary of the national society hitnerto, in order that we may all 'York together 
has received no notice of such. Nor, indeed, has she effectivly throughout the country agamst the God
received notice of Secular Unions organized by any in-the-Oonstitution party. 
lecturer save Mr. Remsburg and Mrs. Freeman, and (2) Those Liberals who hav too little of this 
in one case by Mrs. Mattie Krekel-for which last, world's goods to contribute dollars to the cause, but 
however, no application for charter has been made. who would gladly contribute cents, if some regular 
It looks a good deal as though the business of organ- method were adopt~d of ~eachiog them. . 
izing auxiliary societies for the Am.erican Secular (3) Those modera~e ~tberals who stand m1dway 
Union had been considerable of a failure, as far as between extreme rad1cahsm and extreme orthodoxy, . 
lecturers in the field are concerned· and we think it and who are partially or wholly in fa1or of state 
high time that we hav an agent of our own in th.e secularizati.on. . . . . 
field to look after the business interests of the Amen- (4) Pubhc-spmted men ln the community at large, 
can Secular Union. who, though not avowed Freetb!_nkers, are in full 

But I would say that we hav already made appeals sympathy with our principles. . . 
to the lecturers to support the work of the American To perfect these plans as we should Wish, we nee~' 
Secular U aion. 0 1e of the first acts of the board, in Mr. Watts-or some one equally able and experl~
the winter of 1889-90, was to issue an official an- enced. 
nouncement in which the following words occur: In order to get Mr. Watts, we must raise $2 OOOi 

for his salary. We feel sure that, once in the field,, 
a man of his ability and popular.:ity will hav no dlffil.
culty in collecting not only that amount, but even 
more, especially if the plan which we hav for reach
ing all classes of Liberals be put into practice (a 
pla11 which we may here say has been already tried 
in two other national societies, with most surprising 
results). We propose that all lect.ure appointments 
shall be made through the head office of lihe Ameri
can Secular Union, and that all collec~ions made by 
Mr. Watts in the field shall be remitted direct to us 
by the officers of the society before whom he speaks, 
so that he shall be relieved from all annoyances of 
business management, and be able to giv his whole 
attention to his work of lecturing, organizing, and 
gBneral quickening of Liberalism in the communities . 
which he visits. 

We invoke the assistance of all traveling lecturers and 
organizers in forming new societies; and in return we will 
aid them by maintaining a "bureau of information" rPgard
ing LibP.ral societies and activ workers in the cause through
out the United States. 

As this brought out not one solitary response, we 
again issued " An Appeal to the Liberal Lecturer" 
last summer, in which we begged for their co.opera
tion, and entreatfd them to at least mention the 
American Secular Union, and use it as a background 
for their Jectur@B. Oaly two lecturers, W. F. Jamie
son and Miss V oltairine de Oleyre, responded. Miss 
de Oleyre and I discussed the matter in a personal 
interview at some length; and Mr. Jamieson, in a 
series of able newspaper articles, endeavored to pave 
the way for some such alliance; and it is probable 
that, had he been able to attend the Portsmouth 
congress as he had expected, some steps might hav 
been taken by him toward the formation of a lecture 
bureau. The corresponding secretary, in her address 
before the congress on "Methods of Extending our 
Work," advocated the formation of such a bureau; 
but none of the lecturers present at the Oongress 
seemed to care to take the matter up. Only a few 
weeks ago we had the pleasure of listening to a 
most able address from B. F. Underwood on " Resist
ance to the Encroachments of Ecclesiasticism." In 
that address he urged all Liberals to unite, to organ
ize, to do all in their power to reeist such encroach~ 
mente; he deprecated the lack of union among us, 
and criticised moat ably and tffdctivly the style of 
carrying on our periodic gatherings; but singularly 
enough, he entirely omitted to mention the American 
Secular U aion, or even to hint that an organization 
already existed for resistance to such encroachments. 
This, too, although the president and the oorrespond
ing secretary of the American Secular Union sat in 
his audience, and he had been holding a most 
friendly and instructiv conversation with both just 
previous to his lecture. 

In view of such lukewarmness on the part of Lib
eral lecturers toward the national society, I would 
ask, what can be hoped for by inviting them collect
ivly to become field agents for us ? 

It may not be amiss to explain to our contributors 
that the work of a fiald secretary, such as we con
template, includes a good deal· more than merely 
" organizing auxiliaries." It includes, among other 
things of which I will speak later on, keeping them 
after we get them organized. At present there exist 
throughout the country a large number of Liberal 
societies who hold charters from us but with whom 
we are no longer in communication. It is the excep
tion to find an auxiliary which deigns, after receiving 

In the present condition of affairs, however, the 
majority of the board hesitate about engaging any 
field secretary whatever, until we can see our way· 
financially a littre more clearly than at present. We 
therefore make this public statement of the matter, 
hoping that all Liberals, both within and without. 
the society, who feel that it would be a help to the , 
cause to hav Mr. Watts as our field secretary, will' 
giv their financial aid toward making his appoint-. 
ment possible. We hope that those who cannot giv · 
large sums will giv small ones. Grains of sand '. 
heaped together make up bigh mountains. 

It is due to Mr. Watts that his friends promptly · 
send in their assurances of approval, whether con- . 
tributions accompany or do not accompany such1 
approval. 

We hope that we shall hear promptly from a!]{ 
our members everywhere on the matter of the field 
secretaryship. We hope that all Liberals who are 
friends of Mr. Watts, whether in or out of the so
ciety, will also feel like giving at hiast a small 
contribution toward his salary for this year. If the 
responses come in as they should, Mr. Watts could 
be put in the field by April, if not before. Oome, 
friends, how many of you will come forward and 
help make this appointment of the field secretary 
a success T IDA 0. 0RADDOcK, 

. Oorr. Sec. Americsn Secular Union. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 29, 1891. 

Field Secretary-Why One Has Not Been Ap
pointed. 

B. B. Westlwook tn InvestHJato?·, 

EDITOR INVESTIGATOR: You say in your editorial cf 
January 14th: "We supposed that the recommenda
tion [by the congres~] would be respected by the 
board of directors at their first meeting, and the._,. . 
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doing nothing underhanded, than we gain by lion
eyed words to opposers. 

I hav said I am not in favor of a field secretary, 
but if we hav one let us •hav the one appointed by 
the congress, as Dr. De Lespinasse says in his com
munication the past week to Freethought. 

Syracuse, N. Y., Jan. 28 291. LucY N. CoLMAN. 

secretary would commence work soon after." You 
seem t~ llav overlooked the faot that the congress, 
on mobon ()f Mr. E. A. Stevens, passed a unanimous 
resolution of instruction to the board not to appoint 
the person named" tmtil the whole amount of money 
necessary for his salary should be subscribed." We 
issued the call for money as directed immediately 
after we returned from the congress, and only about 
$500 was subscribed (hardly enough for printing .Mr. Wakeman Replies to President Westbrook. 
and ()ffiBe expenses), not one dollar of which was 
specifically for the salary of the person named for . To THE EmToB oF THE TBUTH SEBXEB, Sir : In a 
field secretary. What could the board do under letter of the 17'h inst., published in the Liberal pa
these circumstances but table the resolution of the pers, President R. B. Westbrook says, "Strenuous 
two directors, whjcb was to appoint whenever $500 opposition to the appointment of Mr. Watts was 
should be subscribed toward his salary T made by two directors out of the seven, and instead 

A few days afterward a proposition was made to of discussing the matter in the board first, the pub
appoint Mr. Charles Watts general field secretary, lie press was used for the express purpose ()f defeat
and although the board had no instructions not to ing Mr. Watts." 

than ours were then. The lecturers now in the field 
will welcome you and aid you to secure lecture en
gagements. We need more lecturers to combat the 
pretensions of the clergy. I want to see every town 
and neighborhood ablaze with F£eethought lecturers. 
We need a thousand lecturers where we hav one. 
We need men and women with plenty of vim and 
enthusiasm, who will insist upon speaking their own 
highest, noblest, truest thought. The Liberals of 
the United States should contribute.,not a dollar un
less it goes to sustain F£eethought in every direction. 
If Christians want to join us on these terms, all 
right. No- compromise with old theology; no par
leying; no trimming; no suppression of honest 
thought to win Christian smiles and favors. If, as 
some Liberals say, we hav the churches on the run, 
let us keep them exercising. It will keep us busy 
and them healthy. Let us accept nothing less from 
them than " unconditional surrender." 

JJes JJfoines, Ia. W. F. JAMIESON. 
appoint any other than the gentleman recommended Su:BiBient time has elapsed for some explanation 
by the congress until the money was pledged, they of this remarkable statement, but as none seems to 
felt it prudent to raise by subscription most of the be forthcoming, it is necessary to say that it is quite 
money necessary, before Mr. Watts actually entered the reverse of the truth-unintentionally, of course; 
rupon his work, while they fully believed that the I hav made no opposition, strenuous or other, to Charles Bradlaugh's Life and Works. 
xenown, large experience, and brilliant talents of this the appointment of Mr. Watts, nor hall Dr. Foote to Oharles Brad-
well-known Secularist would secure enough money my knowledge or belief. We hav been trying to feel laugh was born 
fro n the places he might visit to pay his way. our way to that result without unfairness to others. at L 

0 
n d 

0 
n, 

. Strenuous opposition to the appointment of Mr. The facts are, in short, these. At· the meeting ()f S t 26 1833 
Watts was made by two directors out of the seven, the board the motion came up to appoint Mr. H~~ . father, ~ 
and instead of discussing this matter in the board Charlesworth; as was recommended by the congress. solicitor's clerk, 
first, the public press was u~ed for the empress pur- The president objected that it could not be done, was very poor, 
pose of defeating Mr. Watts. because the congress ha~ also voted that he should and not able to 

The end was accomplished. The board thought not be appointed until the necessary fund was raised. giv his son even 
it best to halt for the present and to throw the whole It was lihen found that the amount necessary was a full element-
responsibility upon the two directors who had ob- within the judgment of the board, and I stated that ary education, 
jected to the appointment of Mr. Watts. Now,. Mr. Mr. Charlesworth had agreed to take the field if as indigence 
editor, here you hav the whole matter in a nl\t&hell. $500 was pledged for his family, he_ taking the risk compelled him 
W d of raising the balance necessary by his labors: Then 

bat would you hav the board o T Will you or "t b. t d th t h t . b "th th to withdraw the 
some of your readers advise us what to do under_ 1 was 0 Jec e a e was no 10 armony WI 6 boyfromschool 
these perplexiago circumstances 1 · constitution and purposes of the U aion, and not a at the age of 

R. B. W ESTB~OOK, Pres. American Seo. U .aion. competent or appropriate person. I stated that the e 1 even. The 
. recommendation of the .congress was suffi~ient for CHA.RLES BRA.DLA.UGH. 

The American Secnlar Union. 
us upon those points, but I was quite sure they could awakening of 
be obviated, and 1, therefore, moved, "That the ap- the youth to political thought seems to hav been 
Pointmen. t of Mr. Charlesworth be laid over until at when, at the age of ten, be discovered among his 

I hav received a number of communications sinc8 f tb • b k f Oobb tt' "Gr"d·ro "wh" h least $500 be subscribed for that spe"illl purpose, a er 8 00 s 8 copy 0 e s 1 1 n, IC 
t.b.e '' 0 pen L 8tter " of the president of the Secular and until Mr. Charlesworth shall make such explana- he dilig~ntly essa!~d to comprehend.. ~hat may be 
U aion to Dr. Foote appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, tiona to the board as will satisfy them that he is 

8 
called h1s first political act was the hesitating entrance 

all save one obj acting, not only to the matter, but competent and appropriate person to receive such _of a cba~dler's sh?,P and purchase of ~ ~alfpenny .copy 
especially to the spirit, manifested in the open letter. appointment." of ~he Oharter, ~ha~ famous pehtton for r1ghts 
I hav refrained from giving my opinion, thinking This was laid over and the president now says has whtch was then ag~tatmg E~g}an~. At twel'Ve he 
that perhaps others more capable would- speak, but been "tabled." The president then stated that he became errand-boy m the sohcttor s cffice where his 
I am forced to the conclusion that, as one of the old- had corresponded with a gentleman who was in father was empl?yed. At fourteen he became wharf 
est in years in the society, as well as one of the very every way competent and appropriate, but whose clerk and cashier to a. firm .of coal merchants. 
oldest in membership, having worked with it and for name he was not then at liberty to giv, Rnd he ]eft rr:hrougb these yee!s he mdus~r~ously attended op?n
it when it was known by its original name, "Liberal us in ignorance and wonderment as to who this atr ~nd other meetmgs for pohtJcal. reform, at whtch 
League" (" name that everybody understood with- remarkable personage could be to take the place of he d.u!played talent for pubhc speakiDg, and addressed 
out explanation), I must say what needs to be said the one the congress had named. audiences at the age of fiftPE~n. Rev. Mr. Packer, 
as I understand it. Some week or more after, he wrote to Dr. Footi> under whom h~. held an office of Sunday-school 

I did not at all understand why the president and that "t wa8 our old friend Mr. Oharles Watts editor teacher, now sohCJted some young men, among wh?m 
secretary, at the congress at Portsmouth, showed • 1 

' ' • was Obarles Bradlaugh, to etudv for au ap-proachtng 
such a determination to ie-nore as directors Messrs.. 0 f1 tthhe CSecudl~r T.S'hought,Uof. ToroWnto, andd president exhibition before the bishop of ·London, ('ffering aid 
T. B. Wakeman and D~. Foote, two men whom we 0.t. e b atna tan ecutllar 

1 
mond. det,I?8d et no oppo- in d'fliBulties. Charles, failing to reconcile the four 

all know are" busy men," but in all the fourteen years 81 100•. u ":ere. grea Y Pease an. rte 0 ar!ang~ I?OPt>els with the Thirty-Nine Articles of the Oburch 
of the life of the "U aion" bav never. been too busy a wav 10 whtch It could be done wlthout unf~trness d Eneland, a~bd counsel. The pastor wrote to his 
to work for the good of the society in evil as weU a8 to Mr. Charlesw?rth and ot~ers whom the Ltb~~al~ parents that their son was pursuiDg Atheistical in
good repute, giving not only money but hard work 0:. the codntry mhgh~ also :hmk wolth~~.f 0?nsJ ;,r- quirie£1, and also suspended him from his function of 
to keep the organiZltion in working order. a.ton un. er sue ctrcums ances. 11• 18 vtew r. Sunday-school teacher three months. The young 

Onr president has been (perhaps is now) a doctor. Foote t!ted to arrange a plan that might be gener- man now avoided tbe church in which he coul!l not 
of divinity, and Oatbolic priests are not the only' al1y satisfactory, and ~0 put Mr. Watts and ~any take his wonted place in the Sunday-school, and 
clergymen who sometimes forget to be just to lay ~ood t~e: ant w~m:~~n ::a fieldlt and he published spent his leisure in reHeious debates. He championed. 
members. What does Dr. Westbrook mean when he 1 80 a sue mig e e resu · Obrietianity till in 1849 be was forced to admit his 
says that they hav a man to present as field secretary 0 a th~ 3lst ?f. Decemb?r last I wrote a .letter. to defeat in a public discussion on t.he in~piration of the 
who is a man of good moral character, and one whom the P~AsJdent giVIng my vt~ws of the way 10 whu~h Bible, and professed himself an Infidel. Rev. Mr. 
we can safely send into our families? There imme- the di:ffi<l~,Ity could be obv!a~ed;, As I am. now ac- Packer, after consulting with the youth's father, in
dia.tely comes to me the question, Is not the man cosed of strenuous opposttton. to my frtend Mr. formed the heretic that his employers gave him three 
whom the Portsmouth congress unanimously elected Watts, and as that .letter contams. the only words days to change his opinions or lose his situation. 
for field secretary a chaste man, and may he not be from m~ on. the subJeet, 1 ask that tt be sent to me He refused recantation, and left his place, and his 
invited into our families T for publicatiOn. Lst us know tha worst. bome as well, which had through the same cause be-

l am not in favor of a field secretary. Yours truly, T. B. WAKEMAN. come intolerable. At seventeen be found himself 
No one appreciates the great talent of Oharles New :Y()rk, Jan. 31• EM. 291. alone in the streets ()f London, with no money and 

Watts more than myself, and I wish he could be sue- little clothes. He picked up a scanty living as a coal 
tained by the public in his work for Secular thought; Will Christians Work with Infidels ~ merchant, till his main customer, a baker-woman, was 
but let no one suppose he will be, or is, careful Probably not. If Infidels will join the church informed by some maliciouf!l Christian that hfr coal-
about treading on the toes of the church, for in the and support Christian preaching, Christians will dealer attended .Freethought meetings and expressed 
several times which I hav heard him he bas given "kindly" permit Infidels to work with them 1 To opinions of the same character. Upon this the good 
the hardest blows to that sacred institution that I bold a Secular congress, or convention, and strive to woman declined further coals from an InfideL " I 
thought possible till I beard President Westbrook supprese the free expression of thought, in deference should be afraid," she said with a shudder, "that 
at Portsmouth; his speech put aside even Mr. to the views and feelings of a few Christians who my bread would smell of brimstone." As the woman's 
Watts. happen to" honor" the meeting with their presence, custom had yielded a profit of ten shillings a week 

The president said the lecturers bring no money is stultification. and bad been the young man's chief maintenance, be 
into the Union. If they leave no debts behind them John R. Obarlesworth will find the Liberal lect- was foreed to quit the business. For some time he 
for friends to pay, I am glad, as in my own city two ure field broader than any "board," and more hoe- tried to make a living by various courses, among 
very popular lecturers some few years ago did so, pita~le. Judging by a recent article of his, lately others that of selling braces. His evenings and 
and the friends said pretty hard things about them. published, he ought to be engaged in the lent.ure Sundays were given to discussions and meetings. 

If I remember rightly, we were told at Philadel- field, standing upon his own independent feet. Ever His opinions were at this time Deistical, but fast 
phia that the secretary we were electing was equal to since there was an attempt to gag him, my entire growing to that eomplete Atheism w~ich he after
going out, appointing meetings, and lecturing, and sympathy has been with this young and talented ward so illustriously expounded. Ff~endly !ree· 
that she would do so if appointed. Of her ability I gentleman. tbinkersraised a subscription to ease b1s neceseJto~s
bav no doubt but I hav not seen reports of many. We want no ''policy" that will not treat all our ness, but his independence was ill pleased at t.hiB. 

Dr. Westb;o()k tells us we were threatened with lecturers alike. Special privileges for none. We He had, too, been obliged to borrow what was. to 
the law at Pittsburgh. Does he not know that Mr. older workers hav been fighting the battles of intel- him t.he prodigious sum ()f £4 15s. So ?De mormng 
Watts wa11 at that meeting, and was the one whore- lectual freedom all these years without being in 1850 he silently left his ho~ee and fl'_lends, deter
p1ied to that threat 1 "anointed" or autho!'ized by any "board." I would mined not to return otherwise than JDdependent. 

Finally in my opinion, if we think to reconcile the say to the younger lecturers, whether Timothys or Strolling from street to street, he .encou?tered a 
~burch td our thought and by that means gain their Johns," let no man despise thy youth." Eater the poster soliciting recruits for East I~dJaservic~. En
help, we shall find that we shall lose more good help lecture field, gather your audiences, and fire away, as listing, he. was transferred to a reg1ment dest10ed to 
from people who believe in straightforwardness and the rest of us did. Your chances are better now (Oantlruud on page 92) 
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~emmnniiations. 

Recent Gems from the Religious Press. 
The Christian Union, in answer to an inquiry in 

regard to answers to prayers, says: 
The promises of Christ cannot be treated as commercial 

contracts. The letter killeth. Understand that God wants 
to help you. Ask anything, from a child's top to a divine 
and radiant -comf,ort at the grave where the loved one lies 
buried, and he will hear and answer you, only be sure that 
you are not selfish in your praying, and also that you ask it 
in my (Christ's) name and for my sake, whic4 will help to 
glorify my name and to promote my cause. 

T.he promises of Ghrist cannot be classifisd with a 
commercial promis to pay on a certain day a sum of 
money ; in other words, his promises put in the form 
of a promissory note will go to protest. They hav. 
long since been protested, and repeated applications 
hav only c~used a repetition of the same answer, " No 
funds." If the promises of Ghrist cannot reach to 
the altitude of a merchant's promis, we would ask, 
What are they good for, anyway? 

" The letter killeth." This means, a literal inter· 
pretation of scripture kills it, and so it does, and it 
has been dead for hundreds of years, and ought, in 
all decency, to hav been buried long ago. Its ossi· 
:tied remaina remaining above the earth is an outrage 
on good t11.ate, and inimical to the public health. 
" Ask anything you want for my sake." That is, 
be sure you want nothing for yourself when you 
pray for something, only for Ghrist and his glory. 
And then you will get it, and can use it for yourself. 
But if you should ask it on your own personal ac
count, and say nothing about Ghrist, it would be 
selfish, and you would get severely left. 

This infantil twaddle comes from Dr. Lym'-'n 
Abbott, who is certainly old enough to know better. 

The New York Tablet, yielding to the permanency 
of the French republic as evidenced by Gardinal 
Lavigerie's declaration in its favor, reads a lesson to 
that portion of the episcopate and clergy who hav 
heretofore identified themselvs with the fallen fort
unes of the monarchial pretenders. 

" There is nothing," says the Tablet, " inimical to 
the Gatholic church in republicanism, and the con
verse proposition is equally true." 

This is true, and "pity 'tis 'tis true." Rats will 
desert a sinking ship, and the clerical. vermin and 
barnacles that h11ng on to the monarchies and repub
lics of the world are the first lickspittles to welcome 
the advent of a new regime and kiss the hand, though 
red with blood, that wields the governing power. 

Their contract with governments is a reciprocal 
one, so much patronage for the church for so much 
~ubservience to unjust laws by their poor, deluded, 
Ignorant followers. A churchly politician is devilish 
sly. 

The Christian at Work, in an editori!!l captioned 
" The Danger of a Little Learning," soundly berate~ 
Howard MacQueary for daring to represent himself 
and he.ving the audacity to entertain a thought out
side .of the cut and very dried formula of church 
mythology. Tbe idea of a minister denving that 
heaven is a place and aailing it a state ; that Ghrist 
had a father and mother the same as we all hav; 
doubting the resurrection of the body of Ghrist and 
saying that it was only his spirit that rose from the 
dead. Such views as those coming from a young 
rector giv birth to the horrible suspicion that he 
has actually commenced to think, and if allowed to 
proceed unchecked may (heaven forbid) set his pa
rishioners to thinking also. He should be summa
rily dealt with. The church should dismiss him st 
once. His usefulness is gone. He was a piece of 
church machinery, built at a theological seminary, 
warranted kind and gentle in harness, but he turns 
out to be a kicker, and altogether too fast for his 
dog-trotting associates. Out off his head. 

The Christian Intelligencer, in a not over intelli
gent article, remarks that " our age is characterized 
by investigations into the methods of God's working 
in creation with a greater zeal than was ever known 
and with results larger than were ever attained.'' ' 

If anyone has detected a God acting as general 
" superintendent" of the universe, giving orders to 
supernm;neraries, and assu~ing- all the powers of 
ownership of the whole busmess, and will bear wit
ness to the fact, he will be liberally rewarded by 
hosts of people who hav compl111ints to file in the 
general office. 

A large m~jority of these complaints are against a 
person called a Special Providence. Favoritism in
attention to duty, gross carelessness brutality' are 
among the minor offenses laid at his door. 'We 
cite a few in detail. He impresses a parson that 
he ought to change his church and get a better 
salary, after wrestling with him for days and 
nights until he yields, while, at the same time a 
tre.in full of innocent people are plunged down' to 
an agonizing death by reason of a misplaced switch 
or a rotten bridge. He allows the czar of Russia t~ 
commit untold brutalities upon thousands. of his sub 

The Christian Inquirer, speaking for God al
mighty, as usual without credentials, says : " Those 
who question the efficacy of prayer doubt the truth· 
fulness of God.'' John Foster says (probably after 
an interview with God almighty in which the latter 
told John just how he treated prayerful petitions, 
etc.) 'that though God has certainly predetermined 
what he will do and his purpose cannot be changed, 
yet in many instances he has predetermined it to be 
done in answer to prayer, and not otherwise. That 
is, God has predetermined what he will do in caee 
some one els~ does a certain thing. In other words, 
his determinations all hav a string to them which if 
pulled makes them a verity, if not pulled they 
become nil. It is enough to giv an ordinary 
God a headache to be compelled to prepare a lot of 
determinations ahead, drop down the strings, attach 
them to his coat·tail, snd await the pulling. And we 
hesitate to call John Foster a beautiful liar, because 
we never saw his photograph. 

The Illustrated Catholic American publishes 
twenty-nine "Dont's for some church-goers." Five 
of these " dont's" hav the true Ohriatian business 
ring, and we repeat them : 

Don't fail to pay your pew-rent in time. 
Don't drop your money, it causes distraction. 
Don't forget the command, contribute to the support of 

your. p!rBtor. 
Don't let the contribution-box pass without contributing 

your quarter or dime (no pennies). 
Don't forget to take along extra money on the Sundays 

when a collection is taken up for the orphans or some benev
olent society. 

We beg leave to add a few more dont's, which hav 
probably been inadvertently omitted : 

Don't ask why coroners are not called in to investi
gate sudden deaths which occur in nunneries. 

Don't question the spiritual source from which 
emanates the rosy color of the priest's nose. 

Don't ask to see the financial accounts of the 
church. 

Don't ask why the little sisters of the poor wagon 
stops occasionally at a brewery to get a keg of beer. 

And last, and above all things : 
Don't imagin yourself cspable of a thought unfa

thered by the church. Should you do eo hell will 
overtake you. 

The Churchman strongly objects to the query, 
"Was Ghrist a Buddhist~" which heads an article 
published in tbe January number of the Arena, from 
the pen of Fslix L. Oswald, M.D., Ph.D. The 
Churchman says: "Ita style is offeneiv. The head
ing, 'Was Ghrist a- Buddhist!' is one which no 
writer with the first instinct of a gentleman would 
choose to usa in e. Christian country, and if the 
doubly doctored Felix Oswald did not know it, the 
editor of the Arena ought to hav told him so." 

Felix, you sre offensiv and disagreeable. We can 
your article a farrago of second-hand trash. We are 
well aware that this is an age of free thought and 
free speech, but that is no reason why you should' 
not behave yourself like a ~entleman. Besides, you 
are insufferably vulgar. You hav offended refined 
susceptibilities, you hav disturbed the musical yet 
monotonous cadences of a young rector's voice in his 
reading of the collect to reciprocativ young ladies 
and eminently respectable old gentlemen. You hav 
dared to inferentially classify Ghrist with mankind 
by accusing him of its pat folly, the acceptance of a 
groundless superstition called religion. Don't you 
dare to ever step foot into my Episcopal church. If 
you do, I will hav you pelted to death with chocolate 
caramels 21nd tutti-frutti. 

The Ghristian Herald reproduces the Talmagian 
yawp weekly. 

On January 4th, this worthy successor of Ananias 
accidentally told part of the truth when he said " that 
never since our world was swung out among the 
planets has there been such an organized and deter
mined effort to overthrow righteousness and make 
the Ten Gommandments obsolete and the whole 

Man will then see the real beneficence of the earth, 
and come to realize his· duty to his fellow~ man. 
. From the general tone of the religious press it is 
evident that the Ghristian world has taken the alarm. 
Let's on, courageous friends; our watchwords, truth, 
victory 1 

The Independent devotes a page to biblical extracts 
and comments to prove that it is wrong to hav the 
Golumbian Exposition open on Sundays. Under the 
provisions of the Gonstitution of the United States 
we honestly believe no warrant will be found for the 
enactment of special laws, such as Sunday laws, pro
hibitory laws, c:sr any law that abridges the liberty of 
the citizen in the enjoyment of his right to life, lib
erty, and the pursuit of happiness, so long as in the 
exercising of this right he does not invade the same 
right of his neighbor. With the old Mosaic or Bible 
laws we hav nothing to do. They may or may not 
hav been needful in those ancient days. What we 
hav to deal with is the present attitud& of certain 
fanatics who seem determined to deprive certain peo
ple of the right to enjoy a visit to the Exposition on 
a Sunday. 

Libe.ral, generous men will say at once, let· it be 
open. But liberality or humane feeling is not an in
gredient of church policy. Gommandments, restric-· 
tiona-which do not restrict-and bossism is the 
pervading principle which actuates the church, and 
it behooves every lover of liberty and justice to op
pose the encroachment of this detestable despotism 
into the secular affairs of the people. 

The Observer goes into a paroxysm of indignant 
virtue over the opening of a new theater in Norwich, 
and quotes an epitome of a denunciatory sermon 
preached by Leonard W. Bacon against the morals, 
social life, and lax principles of the town. Is it not 
a Ghristian town Y It must be-Leonard W. Bacon 
preaches there. · 

If the reverend gentleman is so shocked at comia 
opera and the ballet, why not take some plays from 
the Bible? There is the history of Susanna and the 
two naughty elders. There is Solomon with his con
cubines a hundred or more; there is the artless 
David who sent poor Uriah to his death that he 
might get his wife. Gertainly there is dramatic 
material enough here for a nice religious drama, 
which the Sunday-school children would certainly 
enjoy. · 

They must hav some diversion,:why not giv them 
this? 

The Hebrew Journal, under an editorial headed 
" Hardening the Heart," very sensibly observes, 
" Backward we trace the causes of crimes to the so
cial conditions which created or encouraged them, 
which made it difficult for those enmeshed in the 
net of felony to escape from the environment within 
which fate had placed them. The recognition of the 
fact that crime is the development of previous con
ditions, which must be·changed in order to develop 
any radical remedy for crime, must first take place 
before we can hope to produce a diminution of evil." 
Our Ghriatian civilization punishes the effect in the 
person of the unfortunate criminal, but never seeks 
the cause. Like bailing water from a leaking boat and 
never stopping up the hole, our crop of criminals 
never fails. 

Only the abolition of superstition will thoroughly 
cure this shame and disgrace of the race. 

The Freeman's Journal comments on the "Decay 
of Protestant Belief," and quotes in part from an 
interview with the Rev. A. W. Momerie, in King's 
Oollege, England, which in substance denies the ex
istence of the orthodox hell, speaks of miracles as 
seen only by those who expect to see them, and says 
Ghrist did not wish to establish a religion of creed 
or ritual, but of conduct. Also denying the bodily 
resurrection of Ghrist and the inspiration of the 
Bible. We should judge from the foregoing that 
the Rev. Mr. Momerie holds very little in common 
with the established church, and that the matter of 
his being ousted is a question of a few brief days. 
His case is analogous to that of the Rev. Mr. 
MeQueary, of Ohio, on both of whom the Freeman's 
Journal bestows the honorary title of recruiting 
agents of Infidelity. · Next! 

Bible a derision." . The Evangelist publishes a letter from Douglas 
At present righteousness is overthrown, the Ten P. Putnam, who advises a brother parson not to 

Commandments are obsolete, and-for the purposes analyze too much. Don't try to square one chapter 
to which it has been put-the Bible is justly held in of the Bible with another. If that is tried a bungle 
derision by intelligent people. will be made of it. Don't look for Galvinistic ortho-

The spectacle of white-necktied saints with elon- doxy in the Sermon on the Mount, etc. 
gated visages peddling out salvation as a business is Freethinkers hav cause for great rejoicing for the 
happily fast receding before the steady march of many evidences inside of the church, that are daily 
reason and common sense. The one essential truth cropping out, of an unsettled doubt in the minds of 
of the universality and eternity of matter from whence preachers, which is surely an omen of certain col
all existences necessarily sprung is dawning upon lapse of superstitious dogmas and religions. No 
the world. The acceptance of this incontrovertible honest, thoughtful man in the light of this intelli
truth will divert to more useful channels the immense 

1 
gent age can long remain in the church to patch up 

sums of money, the energy, and the time now ex- ita absurdities and become its perpetual apologist. 
pended in promulg~ting a false and silly superstition. WM. ALLEN SMITH. 
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How Mr. Harman Views His Second Sentenc~. 
To THE EDITORS AND PuBLISHERS OF THE UNITED 

STATES: Oi Tou.reday the 15•h ult., in the federal 
buildin~ at Topeka, Ksn., John F. Philips, United 
States JUdge for the Western District of Missouri 
rendered an elaborate decision in the case of th~ 
United St~tes vs. Mc~~s Harman charged with the 
alleged crime of m1uhng obscene literature. The 
re~ding of this j ~dinial opinion ocllupied about forty 
minutes and at 1ts close the aacueed was sentenced 
to imprie?nment at "hard labor," for one year, pre· 
s~;~mably ~~ the K,n~as state prison. No opportu· 
n1ty was giVen the prisoner to say a word in his own 
behalf. He was not asked if he had anything to say 
why sentence should not be pronounced against 
him, and, acting on advice of counse~ no demand 
was made by him for opportunity to say a word for 
himself. 011e reason, and perhaps the chief reason, 
for Mr. Overmyer's acquiescence in this practical de· 
nial of an 41 inalienable right "-:a right that the 
most despotic of judges are in the habit of granting 
'!lnasked-was the fact t.hat he, 0 1ermyer, had an 
tmportant case, 11, murder c1se, to atbend to in 
another court at 2 P.M. of the same day, and it was 
necessary that he get through with his business in 
the United States court as soon as peseible. He 
therefore contented himself with taking the necee· 
sary steps looking toward an appeal on writ of 
error to the United States circuit court. Pending 
these proceedings, which may or may not be success
ful, the priscner is at libarty on his own recogni
zance, the United States marshal saying to him," Go 
about your business, as usual; when I want you I 
know where to find you." 

L'~at April the writer of this was sentenced to 
five years' hard labor in the penitentiary at L~n
sing, K~&n., and actually served four months of tliat 
time, when he was released on a writ of error, and 
is now waiting under heavy bonds a new trial on 
appeal to the United States circuit· court. This 
sentence of- five years was imposed for the alleged 
crime of publishing a plainly worded protest against 
a worse than brutal outrage committed by a hus
band upon the person of a sick wife, a crime 
against which our iaws afford no adequate remedy. 
This protest is known as the Markland letter. When 

· near the time of trial for mailing the protest, another 
letter on the same subject, written by Dr. R. V. 
O'Neill, of New Yorlr, was published in Lucifer. 
The object of this second letter was a vindication of 
the first. Its whole aim and purpose was to show 
the necessity of thorough work in exposing the 
brutalities and bmrbarities to which many wives and 
mothers are subjected by worse than brutal husb&nds. 
To batter illustrate this necessity Dr. O'Neill cited 
forms of vies thB very existence of which is commonly 
thought too shocking to be mentioned or even 
alluded to. Dt. O'Neill did not mince matters, but 
went straight for these evils in language not to be 
misunderstood, but yet without the use of what are 
commonly called vulgar or obscene words. 

For the publication of this second letter I was 
immediately arrested and held to answer at the en
suing term of the United States district court. The 
same court that sentenced me to five years for mail
ing the Markland letter found an indictment against 
me on three counts for mailing the O'Neill letter. 
After various delays the case was submitted to Judge 
Phillips of the Western district of Missouri, the de
fendant having waived his right to be tried by jury, 
with result as stated. 

Oomiug, as this sei~-tence doeE', as the culmination 
of a long line of similar encroachments upon the 
right of free publication, I ask you if the law of 
self-preservation does not warrant you and prompt 
you to inquire where these inv~sions are to lesd, 
or whether there is any limit to these acts of sup
pression and censorship. The freedom of the press 
means the freedom of the persons who conduct or 
represent the press. If a publisher must forever 
run the gauntlet of a secret and irresponsible postal 
censorship, then we hl\v sn end to the freedom of the 
press-that freedom which is guaranteed by the 
Oonstitution of the United States in language the 
most unmistakable. 

It is constantly urged by the defenders of the 
postal l~ws unde1· which I hav been prosecuted and 
sentenced that while the Oonstitution guarantees free
dom of the press it does not sanction " license" or 
"licentiousness." If by this is meant that every 
publisher must be responsible for the abuse of his con
stitutional right of freedom of the press, then there 
can be no reasonable objection-the only question 
being as to whom or to what the publisher ie ame
nable for his sets. If the same rules ware adopted 
here as in other kinds of business there would be 
little or no trouble. If each publisher were held re
sponsible to the persons he may injure by exercising 
the freedom of the press, then there should be no ob· 
j action; but if held amenable to an arbitrary and 
irresponsible government censorship, as now, the 
door is at once thrown wide open for an unlimited 
amount or number of abuses and of class discrimina
tions. 

Believing these postal laws authorizing a cen-

sor~hip of press and ~ails .to be unjust, despotic, 
arbt~rary! and un American In character, I ask yQu 
to g1v th1s matter your earnest and early attention, 
to ths end that. R atop may soon be put to these 
abuses of power, through or by means of an indig
nant protest from the liberty-loving and jus tics. 
loving people of America. MosEs HARMAN. 

The New Learning. 
On Psychical Phenomena she spoke out with decision 

Talked about the Ancient Mystics and the modern ~nes as 
well; 

She discussed the Stellar Theory and the Tripartite Division 
And the character of Shelley, and the Theosophic Smell.' 

Anon she touched on Politics, on Egypt's vanished splen
ilors, 

On Aryans, Euripides, and Rousseau's moral tone · 
Sile quoted scraps of German, using freedom in her genders 

And she mentioned Renan's latest with an accent all he; 
own. 

I listened and I marveled, for I've scholars known in plenty 
Who've struggled all a long life through to master one 

do mail!, 
And here I.fo~nd a maiden, fond of dancing, pretty, twenty, 

Whose provmce was all learning, and who found it smooth 
and plain. 

I loved her, and to love her was a liberal education· 
~ shyly dared to ask her how I might grow wise as she. 

I was but a humble Wrangler, so I spoke with trepidation· 
She marked it, and she sweetly smiled and thus encour~ 

aged me: 

" Oh, the matter's very simple I You hav but to do as I 
dW; . 

Go and hear extension lecturers, peruse the monthly 
Stead; 

Join a Furnivall Society or two, by them be guided, 
0! proper names. and tendencies repeat all you hear said. 

" Two lectures on the Cosmic Soul and three on Man's Re
lations, 

One on Dramatic Genius In E!lgland, Greece, and Rome 
A Tudor Exhibition and a Story of the Nations, ' 

With a visit paid to Stratford or the Robert Elsmere 
Home, 

" Will make you almost perfect in the ways of the New 
Learning, 

That teaches us 'to to talk of things we scarcely know 
by name; 

But you mustn't waste your time on books, like persons 
UJ;ldiscerning, · 

Except about the washing-bills and sins of men of fame. 

"'Browning? Read him?' I've not read him, but I've 
heard a well-known critic 

Glv his views about Sordello to the Ladles• Culture 
Classes; 

And a magic-lantern picture at last Tuesday's Analytic 
Shewed the meeting 'twixt the lover and the wife in' Pippa 

Passes.' 

" Now try this plan and quickly •mit! the wisdom of the 
ages, 

You'll learn the true enjoyment that the love of culture 
brings, 

Find our Being's real Inwardness before you in the pages 
Of the Shilling Oxford Primer on the Origin of Things.'' 

-St. James's Gazette. 

He Worried About It. 
"The sun's heat will giv out in ten million years more." 

· And he worried about it; 
" It will surely giv out then if it doesn't before," 

· And he worried about it; 
It would surely giv out, so the scientists said 
In all scientifical books that he read. 
And the whole mighty universe then would be dead, 

And he worried about it; 

" And some day the earth will fall into the sun," 
And he worried about it; 

" Just as sure, and as straight, sa if shot from a gun," 
And he worried about it; 

" When strong gravitation unbuckles her straps 
.Just picture," he said, "what a fearful collapse! 
It will come in a few million ages, perhaps," 

And he worried about it. 

" The earth will become much too small for the race," 
And he worried about it; 

" When we'll pay thirty dollars an inch for pure space," 
And he worried about it; · 

" The earth will be crowded so much, without doubt, 
That there'll be no room for one's tongue to stick out, 
And no room for one's thoughts to wander about," 

And he worried about it. 

"The Gulf Stream will curve and New England grow tor-
rider," · 

And he worried about it; 
" Than was ever the climaie of southernmost Florida," 

And he worried about it. 
" The lee crop will be knocked into small smithereens, 

And crocodiles block up our mowing machines, 
And we'll lose our fine crops of potatoes and beans," 

And he worried about it. 
" And in less than ten thousand years there's no doubt," 

And he worried about it; 
" Our supply of lumber and coal will giv out," 

And he worried about it; 
" Just then the ice age will return cold and raw, 

Frozen men will stand stiff with arms outstretched in awe, 
As if vainly beseeching a general thaw," 

And he worried about it. 
His wife took in washing (a dollar a day), 

He didn't worry about it; 
His daughter sewed shirts the rude grocer to pay, 

He didn't worry about it. 
While his wife beat her tireless rub-a-dub-dub 
On the washboard drum in her old wooden tub, 
He sat by the stove and he just let her rub, 

He didn't worry about it. 
-B. W. Foss, in Yankee Blade. 

Gnd as an .Engineer. 
On the above subject, Sereno E. Todd, of O:ange, 

N. J., recen~ly deliverad an address, from which a 
few paragraphs are herewith qu)b9d: 
Th~ kind and affachionato apostle, John, taught his 

followers that "Gad is love." N :>w, if we c.an under
stand what love is, we know what God is. You love 
your wife and children. L )VB is an a.ii'Jotion or pas
sion of the hearh. TO.<=~n, lova is not msterial, is not 
composed of nuHer. You all know what a shadow is. 
It is not composed of any subs~ance. 

Aek a mathem:.tician for a definition of a mathemat
ical point, and he will tell you it ill simply a point 
having no length, no breadth, no bight, no depth, 
but simply a point without extension. Such a point 
is simply nothing. People are wont to think that it 
is a palpable absurdity to think of, and hlk about, 
something that is not material, and whiob bas neither 
length, breadth, bight, no·r depth, nor msterial ex
tension. We talk of the depth of love and the bight 
of excitement, which must be understood as figurativ. 
Love has no bight, no depth, nor exhen;;ion, in a 
mathematical sense. Hatred, envy, malice, kindness, 
patience, faith, hope, charity, and mathematical pointE', 
are all considerations, or objects of. contemplation, 
which hav a veritable existence, ·and pl!;y a very im
portant part in all the aff~ire ·of mortal life ; and yet., 
they are nothing. We cannot handle them. We 
cannot touoh them. We cau.uot put a finger on one 
of them and say, I hav it. Yet, all thege little non
entities move the material world. 

Oontemplate for a moment what love has done, 
and the wonders performed by it every day. But 
can you put your finger on love, and show it to your 
child! R~flect for a few momenta what hatred lus 
done, and the woe, the sorrow, the angui~li', and the 
misery that hav filled our beautiful world with worm
wood and gall. Yet, can you put.your finger on ha
tred and tell a broken-hearted mother and her sor
rowing children that here is that thing that sent 
their dear protector to an untimely grave 1 Henca wa 
perceive that it is a very easy thing to talk about and 
to contemplate things that are not material, but 
which are entirely spiritual. ''God is spirit." We 
hav juet nohiced that love is a spirit. Hance, we per
ceive that it is not diffi<mlt for us to contemplate 
things or existences which hav no length, no breadhh, 
no bight, depth, nor extension. 

Ordinarily orthodox people despise Matel'ialists. 
They think a Materia.Iist is as bad as, or even worse 
than, an Infidel. If a man is R M11.terialist he is 
gone utterly to the bad. There is no salvation and 
no hope for him. The poor soul must wail with the 
lost for ever and ever, whore "the worm dieth not 
and the fire is not quenched." Now, consider t\gaiu, 
what gross Materialists we all are. Ages upon agee 
ago godly people materialized everything more th&n 
we do. They believed that our cosmos, the universe, 
was like a huge three, four, or five, or seven story 
building, or an immense fllit, one of which embraced 
all that exists on the earth, while directly below our 
flat was another flllt, or flat three, of fire and brimstone, 
and above our flat was the first heaven, and then 
above this came the second and then the third 
heaven, St. Paul alludes to the third heaven, in 2 
Oor. xii, 2. If there was a third heaven thare must 
be a first and a second. I well remember, when I WIUI 
young and life was new, how we used to sing: 

From the third heaven, where God resides, 
That holy, happy place, etc. 

· Is this not magnificent Materialism? Many excel-
. lent Ohristians hate and despise Colonel Ingersoll 

because he is such a groas Materialist. Oan we find 
an intelligent Materialist who can excel Christians 
in their M&terialisHc notions of God and of heaven ? 
Whoever wrote the book of Genesis was a true and 
thorough Materialist. See bow he aliudes to God 
in the third chapter and eigbt.h verse : "And th£:y 
heard tbe voice of the Lord God walking in the 
garden in the cool of the day;" and the Lord, like 
an ingenious and skilful engineer, having juat fin
ished our magnificent eadh, calls to Adam to come 
out of his hidi~g-place and giv an account of what 
he and Eve had been doing. Then again, contem
plate this wonderful engineer standing on old earth 
with one foot on the sell. and the other on the land, 
and taking a huge lump of nothiDg in his hands, and 
working it over and over, as a boy mnkes a snowball, 
and then tossing it away up, far above the third 
heaven, where it has ever since remained. Then see 
how quickly he made the silver moon, which he 
tossed gently into space, directing her to spin 
around old earth. 

When Mark Hopkins, s.n illustrious professor of 
theology, died recently, I well recollect how orthodox 
editors extoled and eulogized this great and noble 
sky- pilot, because, as they expressed it, " be was a 
firm believer in a personal God !" He balieved that 
God has eye~, eare, ·hands, feet, fingers, and toes; 
and that he has also a nose, which he blows occa
sionally, just as any other man does; and when he 
does blow his nose, the universe trembles. Read 
Ps. xviii 15 and contemplate how the earth trem
bled when 'the great engineer simply blew his 
nose ! How must old earth hav shrunk away when 
the great engineer tooted his steam-whistle I 
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invention, and it seems to strike him as if by inspiration how 
to make various phases of "religious" fatuity grotesque, 
ridiculous, whimsical, or absurd. On the page facing each 
picture are apt and carefully selected citations from numer
ous Liberal writers, each page of citations having an illus
trativ bearing upon the engraving which it faces. Parents 
of Liberal views would do well to present this interesting 
picture book to their boys and girls in order to foster and 
intensify a detestation of priestcraft and all that pertains 
thereunto. · 

The American Secular Union. 
We print in the Secular Union department· this 

week several communications of more than passing 
interest. The Union seems to be in difficulties, for 
which we are truly sorry, for it is an organization 

FEBRUARY 7, 1891. THE T:auTu SEEKER has helped much and from which 
===================== it has hoped much. There is need of it now more 

SUBSCRIPTION BATES. than ever, but there is still more need, if it is to be 

SATURDAY, 

Bingle subscription in advance.............................. '610 000 of any use to Liberalism, of undivided ~ounsels and 
One subscriptioB two yei.U's, in advance ................ .. 
Two new subscribers........................................... 6 00 a constitutional and coherent plan of action. Whether 
One subscription with one new subscriber, in onere- one man or another should be a "field secretary" is 

mittance ...... ~ .............................................. • 6 00 of less importance than whether we shall continue to 
One subscription with: two new subscribera, in one hav a Union at all, what that Union shall do, and 

remittance.................................................... 7 00 whether it returns an equivalent for its cost. Two 
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one . 

remittance .................................................... 8 50 of these points, however, we can leave for the pres-
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one ent, and consider the pressing issues of the present 

remittance.................................................... 10 00 controversy. 
Any number over 1lve at the same rate, invariably First, as ta the personal issue in Mr, Charlesworth's 

with one remittance. case. It seems not to be understood generally, and 

IN THE certainly has not been aoourately stated by any of 
the writers on the subject. The motion to appoint 

Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 him field secretary was madeat the Portsmouth COD· 

WILL BK AN ARTIOLE 
By HON. A. B. BRADFORD, 

KNTITLli:D 

The Disadvantage of Specialism in 
the Advocacy of Reform. 

gress by Dr. Greer, of Ohicago. Some. one also made 
the same motion relativ to Mr. Andres, who declined 
the honor. Mr. Charlesworth was not present, but 
probably would not hav declined had he been in the 
hall. When the motion was made the president said 
that under the constitution the board of directors 
would hav to appoint employees. Some of the mem· 

It is a view of our work which should lead to thought bers of the congress didn't like this, and began to 
and discussion among the Freethinkers of the country. cast about for parliamentary methods to get around 

In renewing your subscription to The Truth S~eker 
inclose -~;} cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

the diffi~ulty, and it was as plain as a mountain that 
the congress desired to put Mr. Charlesworth into 
the field. Some questions were asked the president 
as to the constitution, and he reiterated his decision 

0HARLES BRADLAUGH died at six o'clock on the that the board only could deal with the matter-but, 
morning of January 30th. The immediate trouble he said, in his pleaeanteet manner, the board would 
was heart weakness, brought on by the long illness no doubt feel bound by the recommendation of the 
of last year. Mr. Bradlaugh was prostrated on the congress. The motion to appoint was then amended 
14th ult., the attack then nearly finishing bis life. to read recommend ; it was unanimously adopted, 
Hope of his recovery was entertail:ied until the very and the congress thought the matter settled. 
day of his death, but the case was recognized as Second. Shall we hav a field secretary at all? In 
very serioug, continued sleeplessness exhausting the our opinion, No. We do not think it would be wise 
patient. He bore hie s:ckness with characteristic to put a man into the field under the· conditions now 
fortitude and passed away as became a philosopher existing-certainly not at $2,000 per year and ex
and brave man. England loses much by his death .. penses, whi?h would b_e fully another thousand. • The 
Her Freethinkers and workingmen lose a noble plan was tr1ed once w1th the same person, and, if we 
champion who has won for them many substantial recollect, with not complete satisfaction to the sup· 
victories. porters of the U .aion. It is doubtful if the money 

On learning of the national disaster the Manhattan coul~ be raised, and it i~ equally ~ou~tful if the ex· 
Liberal Olub passed the following resolutions: pendtture of so much 10 one direction would be 

WBKRli:AS, The news which reaches us across the Atlantic 
of the death of Charles Bradlaugh to.day in London sug
geste to every advocate of Freethought and every lover of 
humanity and the progress of the human race the debt 
which all mankind owe to this apostle of liberty; and 

Wm:Blu.s, It is peculiarly fitting that the Manhattan Lib
eral Club of the city of New York should express its high 
estimate of the services rendered by Mr. Bradlaugh toward 
the destruction of the lingering remnants of religious super. 
stition and peculiarly his valiant warfare against the relig
ious test oath in Parliament; therefore be it 

Resolved, That this club now expresses its appreciation of 
the lessons which the life and services of Mr. Bradlaugh 
teach all who desire the improvement of their kind; that 
any amelioration of human society must be preceded by the 
emancipation of man from the bondage of ecclesiastical and 
religious Puperstition. 

Resolved, That such a life as that of Chas. Bradlaugh teaches 
us the infinit superiority of that immortality which the human 
race sooner or later awards to those who hav lived and died 
in its behalf, to that selfish and miserable personal desire for 
e~ernal existence which most of the religions of the world 
hav hitherto held forth as the highest aspiration of the 
human soul. 

What They Say About the Picture Book. 

sanctioned by common sense. And we do not be
lieve the Liberals care to, or will, contribute about 
three thousand dollars for one lecturer and nothing 
for the others. Oertainly it would be neither fair 
nor just. 

Third. As to the work of the Union. This, it 
seems to us, should not be so much in organizing 
sQcieties as in maintaining a headquarters from which 
to watch the progress -of events, to prevent religious 
legislation, and to secularize existing laws. Auxil
iary societies do not support the Union ; indeed, 
they rarely put themselvs forward as organized op
position to unfavorable legislation. Local business 
influences prevent. Individuals support the Union, 
and individuals hav done all that has been done to 
enforce the Nine Demands. The Union president 
and seore\ary should watch Congress and go before 
its committees when occasion requires. They should 
keep their eyes upon state legislatures and prevent 
the enactment of religious laws ; "t least make a pro
test, if they can do no more. They should be pre
pared when men are prosecuted for breaking Sanday 
laws or for committing " blasphemy," to defend them, 

From the AunoB!io Journ~l. L be 1 f 
The "Freethinker's Pictorial T.ext.Book," as far as the concentrating the whole influence of the \ ra s o 

illustrations are concerned, is a reproduction of a number of .the country upon one point if necee'!ary. They 
Watson Heston's cartoons which hav appeared on the front · should, when the way is opened, go into new planes 
page of our excellent contemporary, Tm: TRoTH SKKKKR, of and set forth the objects of the Secular Union. 
New York. If Mr. Heston were only as deftinartisticexecu. They should p•epare comprebensiv pamphlets and 
tion as he is fertil and clever in conception, the" Text-Book" b . f t t h f th N' D a ds and 
would be valuable as a work of art besides being interesti g r1e rae s upon eac one o e tne am n ' 
as a bombshell aimed at Christian ig~orance, superstition, a:d I see that this literature is distributed whe~e it will 
bigotry. Our artist is a man with exceptional fertility of do good. There is urgent work to be done JUSt now 

-opportunities presented-in Texas, Oalifornia, and 
Oregon on· the Sunday question. In Maryland and 
Pennsylvania for church taxation. In Illinois against 
blasphemy laws, for, in order to sq.uelch Ohriet 
S1.1hweinfurth, it is proposed to pass a law in Illinois 
imprisoning men for alleging divinity of themselvs, 
and at the same time enact statutes against blas
phemy. The Union headquarters should be the 
center from which to help local effort prevent all 
these things, to guide the campaign, or to do the 
fighting when there are no local warriors. " 0 ae 
man can chase a hundred, and two put ten thousand 
to flight," if the one or two go at it in earnest and 
are backed by a few thousand with the sinews of 
war, as the Union would be if it took the field against 
the enemies of freedom. Look at the little Seventh 
Day Adventist organization. At its last convention 
it had no more delegates than did the Secular Union 
Oongress, its receipts last year were only some two 
thousand dollars, yet it had distributed hundreds of 
thousands of do1.1uments against religious legislation; 
obtained hundrecle or thousands of names on peti
tions against Sabbatarian bills; been heard in the 
committee rooms of Oongrese, and chased the Sab· 
bath U aion's lecturers out of half a dozen statee. 
The Washington Secular U aion, with only a few 
hundred dollars, by well-directed work taxed the 
churches, got a neady secular constitution, and in 
the court at Seattle thrashed a lot of Sabbatarian 
fanatics out of their boots. THE T:aUTH SEEKER; with 
still Jess money in its Literature Fund, took a hand 
in the ptoceedings of several political bodies, helped 
the local fighters, and made the paths of the Sab
batarians thorny indeed. 

These contests were ones in which the Secular 
Union should hav been prominent. The Nine De
mands demanded it. It requirecl no "field secre
tary" to engage in them; the president and secretary 
are amply qualified to go before any congressional 
or legielativ committee and uphold the Union's prin
ciples. If they needed aid they could easily procure 
it., and they would hav, in such work, the whole 
Li.beral public baok of them with cash and encourage
ment and every Liberal paper doing its level best to 
help the work along. The Union was formed for 
these purposes, and it ought to stick to its business. 

The support of the Union always has come from 
the Infidels of the country, and it must of necessity, 
financial if no other, be what the world will call an 
Infidel organization. And so be it. Instead of de
testing the w_ord Infidel the Union should be proud 
of it, and call the. attention of Ohristians to the fact 
that Infidels are the only ones who will work for jus
tice and to maintain American principles. Let the 
Union say to the churches, "You hav made our work; 
you seek to perpetuate and add to your infamous tyr
anny, and if we are Infidels because we oppose you, 
then Infidels we are and will be." Aud there is but 
little use in chopping the upas·tree down to the 
ground if the roots are left to grow a dozen others. 

We propose that the discussion on " field secre
tary" be discontinued and that the Union go to 
work for the objects for which it was organized. 
The dispute places Messrs. Watts and Oharlesyvorth 
in a very undignified position, threatens the peace 
and happiness of the Oanadians, and we do not 
think that any of the parties like it. 

For Plowing on Sunday. 
At Memphis, Tenn., on the 14th ult., before the 

United States district court, the case of R. M. King, 
the Seventh Day Adventist who has been imprisoned 
by the state court for working on Sunday, was taken 
up on a writ of habeas corpus. The facts are that 
Mr. King was indicted in his county court for quietly 
plowing corn on a retired part of his farm, on Sun
day, and was fined $75 and costs for his offense. 
By advice and help of his fellow church-members, he 
appealed to the supreme court of the state, which 
affirmed the decision of the lower court. Oa there
fusal of Mr. King to pay the fine assessed, he was 
placed in jail, but was released on a. writ of habeas 
corpus, which was made returnable in thf! United 
States district court at Memphis, Tenn., the second 
Monday in January, 1891. In the mean time, the 
services of Hon. Don M. Dickinson, of Detroit., 
Mich., were secured by the Adventists to assist in 
the case, with the design of carrying it, if possible, to 
the Supreme Oourt of the United States, there to test 
the constitutionality of Sunday laws in the various 
states of the Union. 
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Mr. Richardson, counsel for Mr. King, opened the 
·case by setting forth . the facts of his arrest 
and conviction for Sabbath breaking, alleging that 
be is imprisoned and restrained of his liber~y in 
violation of the Constitution of the United States, 
and especially in violation of article 1 of the Four
teenth Amendment : " No state shall make or en
force any law which shall abridge the privilege or 
immunities of the citizens of the United States, nor 
shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or 
property without due process of Jaw, nor deny to 
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protec
tion of the laws." Don M. Dickinson explained that 
the contention of the defense was that King had not 
been convicted in accordance with the law of Tennes· 
see; that there was no law or statute authorizing hie 
conviction, and hence he was illegally restrained in 
violation of the Constitution of the United States. 

The indictment on which King was arrested was 
then read. It charged . the offense of plowing on 
Sunday, the repetition of which under common law 
became a common nuisance. The petitioner's counsel 
held that no such statute existed. 

Judge Hammond, bEfore whom the argument was 
made, held that he had not the jurisdiction to pass 
upon the decision of either of the state courts, but 
counsel for the prisoner contended that the Supreme 
Court of the United States gave him such jurisdiction; 
that if under a mistaken apprehension of the law by 
Jadge Swiggart, of the Tennessee circuit court, and 
the supreme court of Tennessee, this man was ilJe. 
gaily convicted, and it could be shown that no such 
law E'Xisted at all, then the federal court bad jurisdic 
tion to pass on whether or not this man was re· 
strained of his liberty against the law of the land. 

Mr. Dickinson, in his argument, occupied· an en
tire day in showing that the Fourteenth Amendment 
of the United States Oonstitution had been violated by 
the arrest of Mr. King. Mr. Richardson presented 
the religious side. He did not confine himself to 
the question of whether or not his client haft been 
convicted under due process of law, says the Mem
phis Scimetar, "but in the most learned manner 
branched cff into a general diequisition on Sabbath 
laws and religious intolerance, and showed a vast 
amount of research and informati<in on the subject. 
He went back to the days when Christianity was in 
its infancy, quoted the early Christian fathers in 
support of the theory that the seventh day was 
observed as the Sabbath for centuries after the birth 
of Christ, showed how the first day was adopted and 
became the Sabbath fixed by law in the reign of the 
first Christian emperor and renegade, Constantine, 
and defied anyone to produce the slightest divine au
thority for the innovation. It was true, he said, that 
the majority of Christians had accepted it, but there 
remained sects, such as the Adventists, who chose to 
accept the teachings of the word as their guide in 
preference to the laws of man, however sanctioned by 
time or custom. To deprive these people of their 
right of conscience was an outrage, a violation of the 
Constitution of the United States, and particularly 
of Tennessee, in which state during the unprece· 
dented religious revival in the early part o~ the cent. 
ury, what was known as ' sectarian equality ' was so 
earnestly contested for." 

A significant feature in this case was the appear
ance of the " Protestant Pastor's Association" ae 
prosecutors. The state authorities were negligent 
in securing counsel to represent the sheriff upon 
whom the writ of habeas corpus was served, and 
after two days' delay that cfficial secured Mr. Collier, 
au eminent lawyer, to represent him. The "Prot. 
estant Pastor's Aseooiation " then employed another 
eminent lawyer to assist Mr. Oollier, thus, says a re 
port, "securing as strong a combir.ation as possible 
under the circumstances in favor of the prosecu
tion.'' And this " Protestant Pastor's Aseociation " 
proposes, if the case. be decided in favor of Mr. King, 
to take it to the U 11ited States Supreme Court should 
the state of Tennessee fail to follow the poor Advent
ist to the utmost limit of its ability to persecute. 
This vindictiv conduct is p~etty strong evidence that 
something besides a " civil Sabbath " is desired by 
the Protestants who advocate Sunday laws. 

This case has excited considerable interest, but 
not so much as its importance demanda. The judge 
said frequently during the tri•l that it was an im· 
portant one, and he reserved his decision to giv it 
careful consideration. It is expected by Mr. King's 
counsel that the result will be favorable; to which hope 

we add ours that in that case the " Protestant Pas
tor's Association " will carry out their threat to take 
the case before the highest court in the land. A 
thorough exposure of the Protestant fanatics' objects 
is as much needed throughout the country as an ex
posure of the object of the Roman Catholic church. 

Mr. Bradlaogh Vindicated. 
While Oh~rles Bradlaugh, the Eoglish Freethinker, 

Atheist, Secularist, and member of Parliament for 
N ortbampton, was lying unconscious on his sick· bed, 
on January 27th, the British Parliament performed 
toward him a tardy act of reparation. 

To understand it clearly it is necessary to go back 
nearly eleven years. In the early part of May, 1880, 
Mr. Bradlaugh presented himself at the Table of the 
House of Commons, as a member duly elected from 
Northampton, and claimed to be· allowed to affirm, 
as a person for the time being by law permitted to 
make a solemn affirmation instead of taking an oath, 
stating at the same time the legal grounds upon 
which he made the application. 

The Speaker of the House refused to decide the 
question, and a committee was appointed to canvass 
the case. On the 20th of May, this committee re 
ported that, in their opinion, Mr. Bradlaugb, under 
the laws quoted by him; could not be admitted to 
make such affirmation or declaration instead of an 
oath in the House of Oommons. 

Subsequently, another committee was appointed, 
as Mr. Bradlaugh had offered to take the oath which 
the House prevented him from doing, and on June 
16hh this second committee presented its report, 
which concluded in these words : "Your committee 
accordingly recommend that should Mr. Bradlaugb 
again seek to make and subscribe the effirmation he 
be not prevented . from. so doing." And Mr. Brad
laugh has since been a lawmaker of England. 

On the 27th of January, 1891; the House under
took to right itself before the world for its tyrannical 
sets toward Mr. Bradlaugh, and Sir William Guyer 
Hunter, M.P. for Hackney, moved thai the resolu· 
tion of the House forbiddiDg Mr. Charles Brad1augh 
to take the oath or to affirm, be expunged from the 
records, as subversiv of the rights of electors. The 
solicitor-general opposed the motion, saying that it 
was not in accordance "with the traditions of the 
House. The record, he said, was historical and could 
not be effaced in this manner. 

Mr. Gladstone supported the motion to expunge 
the resolution from the records, claiming that it was 
an excess of jurisdiction in an assembly like the 
House, holding almost unmeaaurable power without 
appeal. Ez:cess of jurisdiction, said Mr. Gladstone, 
was the greatest fault such an assembly could COJP· 

mit, leaving on record an error which might be 
turned to evil account in evil times. To see that the 
House did not trespass over the limits of its func· 
tiona was one of the highest and most sacred duties. 
He suggested that the motion would be acceptable 
to everybody by omitting the words "subversiv of 
the rights of electors." · 

The Bon. Sir Henry Stafford Northcote, M.P. for 
Ex~ter, advocated the Receptance of the suggestion 
made by Mr. Gladstone. The Right Bon. William 
Henry Smith, first lord of the treasury, expressed the 
general sorrow which was felt at the illness of Mr. 
Bradlaugb, and the motion, as amended, was passed. 

The result, we are told, was greeted with hearty 
cheers, as it certainly ought to hav been, though no 
cheering now can e:ffs~ce the wrong done the victim 
of that resolution. 

When this scene took place Mr. Bradlaugh was 
near tbe grave, and could not be told of his vindica
tion. The situation brings back vividly the ringing 
words he uttered in protest against his excll:.sion and 
the brutality accompanying it. He stood at the Bar 
of the House, recalling to the members the scene on 
the 3d of August previously when a mob set upon 
him, fourteen to one, and forced him from the hall. 
He concluded· his apeeoh in these words: "It was 
hardly generous, hardly brave, hordly worthy of the 
great House of Oommons, that those sending out to 
tbe whole world lessons of freedom, liberty, and law, 
~>hould so infringe and so stamp them under foot. I 
had no remedy in any court, or I would hav taken it. 
With all respect to you, sir, and the officers of this 
House, if. there bad been any possibility of trying at 
law against the mighty privilege of this House, I 
would bav appealed to that possibility. Let me now, 
before I finish, ask the ear of the House for one 

moment. It is said it is the oath and not the man; 
but others, more frank, say it is the man and not the 
oath. Is it the oath and not the man ? I am ready 
to stand aside, say for four or five weeks, without 
coming to that t~able, if the House within that time, 
or within such time as its great needs might demand, 
would discuss whether an Affirmation bill should 
pass or not. I want to obey the law, and I tell you 
bow I might meet the House still further, if the 
House will pardon me for seeming to advise it. 
Honorable members hav said th!lt would be a Brad
laugh Relief bill. Bradlaugh is more proud than 
you are. Let the bill pass without applying to elec
tions that bav taken place previously, and I will 
undertake not to claim my seat, and when the bill 
has passed I will apply for the Ohiltern Hundreds. 
I hav no fear. If I am not fit for my constituents, 
they shall dismiss me, but you never shall. The 
grave alone shall IQake me yield." 

The House yielded. before the grave claimed him, 
and for ten years he bas sat with the men who once 
excluded him, the superior of most of them in brains, 
industry, and all the noble qualities found in men. 

Editol"ial Notes. 
A GREAT many origins of the late fracas with the Indians 

hav been discovered, but the following from the P1•ogre~siv 
.L(qe, a Prohibition journal, has the merit of being the short
est of any of them: "An Indian killed a cow and was 
arrested for it. He resisted arrest and proved that tne cow 
was his own. In the melee that occurred the agent took 
fright, ran away, and telegraphed for troops. 'rhus began 
the latest Indian war." ------

THE sapient legislature of Illinois, under the guidance of 
the Protestant clergy, propose to make it a penal o1Iense in 
that state to claim to be Christ, or to be personally divine. 
The proposed statute is aimed at "Christ" Schweinfurtb, 
but do tbe clergymen consider that it will prevent the second 
coming of Christ, i( he reads the Illinois papers, or land him 
in jail when he arrives? In this absurd law it is proposed 
to incorporate a stringent section against blasphemy, and 
lhe Freethinkers of that state will do well to be alive and 
activ. Why not present all the legislators with a copy of 
Colonel Ingersoll's defense of C. B. Reynolds, and besiege 
them from every corner until they refuse to pass such Ia ws? 
Let them know there are some folks besides clergymen and 
Christians in the state. -----

A BI!ORRTARY of the American Sabbath Union writes to 
the organ of the S!l.bbatarlan party that through his ante. 
election efforts the delegation to the legislature from south
em California are Sunday people who will be res.dy to vote 
for Sunday laws. "A strong man," he says, "has been 
euga~red to prepare and introduce a bill, and a vigorous 
effort will be 'made to secure some form of Sunday legisla
tion in the near future." This "near future," however, is 
not so imminent as the fact of a large number of Sabba
tarians in the legislature would indicate, for " as but little 
has as yet been done throughout tbe northern part of the 
state, it may," he goes on, "take two years more of hard 
work before we get a Sunday law." And then perhaps they 
will not get it, !or the m'>re the people understand the ques
tion the less likely they are to be cats paws for the preachers. 

· CoLONEL INGERSOLL closes the Press Clnb course of lect
ures at the Broadway 'fheater on March 22d. Ills subject, 
according to the Dramatic Mi1'1'or, will be Shakspere. To 
this announcement Mr. Fiske, the editor of the !Jfirror, adds: 
"All through his career Ingersoll bas looked f'lrward to the 
time when, resting from h!s theological contentions, he 
should be able to giv the best that hislnstrous genius afforded 
to a grand eulogy of the colossal William. That time bas 
come and the fruit of all the thoughtful study and profound 
reflection devoted by this matchlessly eloquent Shakaperean 
to the works of tbe bard has been gathered into a discourse 
that is as sublime as its subj ~ct. I bad the privilege or hear
ing a portion of this magnificent oratorical tribute recently, 
and I advise every lover or Shakspere and every admirer of 
splendid rhetoric and poetic enthusiasm to hear the lecture." 
M_r. Fiske, who 'enjoy a the acquaintance or the colonel, con
tinues In a newsy and reminiscent vein : " Colonel Ingersoll, 
by the way, left for Montana. last. night. He w!ll be absent 
several weeks, engaged in a big will contest i~volving fifteen 
millions. It is probable that be will lecture tn Spokane, St. 
Paul, Chicago, and several cities on his way back to New 
York. Did you ever hear why the colonel strenuously ob
jects to being 'introrluced' to an auuience when be mounts 
the rostrum? Several years ago he lectured in Jamestown. 
The mayor, a worthy man of German descent, and an ardent 
Ingersollian, was extremely desirous to present the orator to 
his townspeople. His admiration, however, was greater 
than his gifts as a speaker. Overcame by the weighty 
character of the ceremony he stuttered and stammered and 
looked the picture of nervous d!womfort. Finally be wound 
up his remarks with: 'And now, lauies and gentlemen,.I 
bav the-er-honor to introduce the orator, whose name ltl 

known from-er-from ocean to ocean-that is to say, it is 
a household word-Mr.-Mr.-Mr.-' 'My name's Inger
soll,' prompted the colonel, realizing that in tho ~ayor'e 
confu6iOn the household word had vnnisbed from 1m mem
ory. The house roared, of course. After that Jngere:ll 
put his root down on pnhlic 'intr01luction~' or ~<nY flp.qr,np 

tion." 
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DBLTA,.CoL., Jan. 12, 1891. . 
MR. EDITOR: TE.s: TRUTH S.s:.s:KER is a paper that I could 

not do without. The church has a greater foothold here 
than the Liberals, but Mr. C. B. Reynolds brightened some 
of their sluggish minds. Our cause is a grand one, so let us 
work for it. ANnR.s:W C. JBNB.s:N. 

N.s:wARK VALL.s:Y, Jan. 19, 1891. 
MR. Ei>IT@R : Skeptics and Freethinkers bear the same re

lation to Christianity that detective do to crime. 
The following I consider nature's axiom: Space, sub

stance, duration, and law, are coexistent, coextensiv, and 
inseparable. They are eternal. E. W. CoUNCILMAN. 

IowA CITY, IA., Jan. 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am, as you know, an old subscriber to our 

dear old TRUTH S.s:.s:K.s:R, and expect to be so as long as I am 
able to pay for my ticket. It affords me comfort and pleas. 
ure to read your editorials, as well as those grand contribu
tions from its friends and readers. And allow me to offer to 
one and all of them my profound gratitude, Brother Heston 
included. Yours for truth and right, J. J. DIBTz. 

TOPBKA, KAN., Jan. 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I sent a telegram this afternoon to say that 

Judge Phillips had rendered decision by sentencing me to 
one year in the penitentiary for mailing the O'Neil letter. 
Three counts-four months on each count. No opportunity 
was granted me to say a word for myself, and acting on ad
vice, I did not ask leave to do so. We are taking steps for 
writ of error or appeal to Caldwell's court. I am out on my 
own recognizance. Will write more soon. M. H. 

NAPLBB, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I wish I could send you some new subscrib

ers. I think if more would read the p~per the community 
would be better for it. I hav read your paper with a great 
deal of interest, and especially Mr. Peck's articles, as I hav 
known him all my life, and know the .respect felt for him in 
this community. He is an old pioneer in the cause, and his 
hard study and labors for the truth hav been appreciated, 
and are beneficial to us all. With best wishes to your paper 
and cartoons, Truly yours, G. H. W.s:LLs. 

PoRT ANG.B:L.s:s, WAsH., Jan. 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I send you to-day a petition to keep the 

Chicago Fair open on Sund~y. It contains about three hun
dred and eighty names. I am sure I could get many more if 
I could spare the time. I got a thousand circulars printed 
at the F1·eethought office and hav distrib~ted seven hundred 
of them here. I will send you one. 

There is no snow here. The ground is not frozen, and 
flowers are in bloom out of doors. Houses ara being built, 
streets being graded, and work is also being done for water-
works and electric lights. FRANK MoRs.s:. 

QUINOY 1 0., Jan. 71 1891. 
:&lR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $7, for renewal and 

two new subscribers. We hav quite a variety of brands of 
religion, all more or less jealous of one another, and at the 
same time nearly all working into the hands of Catholicism. 
I look upon Catholicism as one of the dtukest-laid schemes 
ever instituted by man, working twenty-four hours every 
day, with but one object In view, and that almost in their 
grasp. When I think of the ignorant thousands that are 
landed upon our shores, I am almost ready to say, Good. bye, 
land of the free and home of the brave. J. M. PUTNAM. 

8TEUBBNVILLB, 0., Jan. 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In TH.s: TRUTH SBBKBR of Jan. 3, 1891, Wm. 

Ulrich mentions a point he says he would like to see. met. 
It is a point I hav thought of often : If the people (the state) 
hav a right to make laws to command us what we shall learn 
(teach) in schools, hav they not also a right to command us 
to teach the Bible in the schools? 

Now, in the first place, all those who advocate reading the 
Bible in the schools teach that the laws laid down in that 
book must be obeyed in preference to the laws of the state 
whenever they conflict, which is treason to the state. It is 
true that the Protestants do not make this a part of their 
creed, because some of them see the inconsistency of autho
rizing treason to their own laws, but the Catholics make it a 
positiv law that the child must be taught that the state law 
must yield to the laws of the church in all cases, and estab
lish parochial schools to teach this doctrin and to break 
down the public school system if possible. Now, if this can 
be tolerated, then treason to the state can be taught in our 
universities, and Anarchy in its worst forms would be the 
result. Therefore, I hold that to establish ·parochial schools 
ia treason to the state, and reading the Bible the same thing 
in a less degree. JNo. DowNBs. 

STITZBR, Wis., Jan. 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav passed through a very strange expe

rience, which has seriously a:fflicted me. Through deceptiv 
evidence I firmly believed I had made a valuable discovery 
in a mechanical arrangement of a power-generating machine. 
In paBBing through this experience, which has cost me $200, 
I was hypnotized to believe an absurdity. This demonstrates 
to me clearly and unmistakably the condition of a God
worshiper. He sees God in the clouds, and hears him in the 
wind. This is the condition of a hypnotized savage. How
ever fashionably he may be clothed, he is a savage in mind, 
so far as religious belief influences him. The savage can go 
on with the dance without any knowledge of scientific truth. 
But the civilized man without scientific knowledge does not 

exist. Therefore it is much easier to be a fashionable savage 
than it is to be a civilized man. Science is the mark of a 
civilized man, and witchcraft is the mark of .a savage man. 
It is much the easier to educate the human mind in the be
lief of witchcraft, therefore it· is expedient where the major
ity rules. The end justifies the means ; this is the policy of 
the. priest. The end is money and power. Truth and 
science hav no hand in the game. Let the hypnotizing God
worshiper step out of the light of science, as therein he is 
the enemy of mankind. WM. A. GRISWOLD. 

DISco, MICH., Jan. 20, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I send you an advertisment clipped from 

Talmage's paper, the Ohri&tian Herald, which some one 
sends me free. The advertisment has been running in the 
paper some time, and is as full of humor for me as anything 
they could publish in that paper. It certainly seems as if 
it was worthy of a notice in your columns. 

Respectfully yours, FRANCIS R. PAYNB. 
Cnul!CH WINB, or absolutely pure unfermented GRAPB 

Jmc.s: (without addition or subtraction), BROOK LAWN FARM 
BRAND. Nature's Greatest Delicacy. Givs life, vivacity, 
color. Is more nourishing than beef. Makes cheeks of vel
vet, muscles of iron. No table complete without it. Spuri
ous imitations hav compelled the adoption of the distis.ctiv 
title 

FORBIDDEN FRUIT 
which is our registered Trade Mark. Works, Brook Lawn 
Farm, Esopus-on-Hudson. Presses and casks the largest in 
the world. To be had in New York City at Hudnut's, Cas
well, MaBBey & Co., Kneuper's, Milhaus' Sons, Acker, Merrill 
& Condit, Jackson & Co., Charles & Co., Schoonmaker, and 
others. Pta., $4; Qts., $7-per case of 1 doz. Brook Lawn 
Farm Co., 101 Park Place, l'{ew York. 

CULLMAN, Au., Jan. 19, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I hav been hard at work converting believers 

in Bible myths and hav thus far had success. I hav formed 
both friends and enemies by it. But my enemies can no 
m:ore than kill me. If they do, they cannot eat me. I re
ceived a letter from Rev. Mr. Remsburg; stating he will stop 
over and giv us a Secular lecture. And I want Mr. Rems
burg to hit them hard-hit them right from the shoulder. I 
see where one of our lecturers had his own hotel bill to pay. 
We do not want it to occur to our man in such a way. But 
one thing I must say, and that is this: I read in the ironclad 
Age that a pope, or some lunatic, is having cars built by the 
Pullman Car Company with pulpits in them, in order to 
move the church to suit the cash. My advice to him is to 
go in with C. W. Coup's great railroad show. Then they 
could keep up expenses. If one would not pay, the other 
would. One show is wax images and the other wax imagina
tions. I must say that the pope ought to pay double rates, 
because if a man is able to hav Pullman cars built in order 
to draw nickels and dlmes out of the poor people he is able 
to furuish his own expense. We will name those cars the. 
Rolling Savings Bank, because all that he takes in will surely 
be saved, and saved bE'yond resurrection. .Every church
member ought to think twice before letting the nickel fall, 
because, as in the Bible casting bread upon the waters it's 
gone bread, so it is with every nickel they drop. 

I remain as ever, sincerely yours, H.s:NRY B.s:Ts. 

GRAND RAPIDB1 MICH., Jan. 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I attended the church of Christ on Lyon 

street yesterday. The sacrament was administered after the 
services. To all appearances they hav a powerful church, 
for it was well filled. Before the taking of the bread and 
wine I think fully one-half of the people withdrew. To their 
honesty be it said, one-half of those that did remain did not 
partake of the bread and wine, myself being among them. 
Those that did partake were as honest as those that did not 
partake. Those who did should hav some knowledge out
side of themselvs-as all hav this knowledge equally alike, 
or God cannot be just. Any person having this knowledge 
will do the world a favor by making it known in some way, 
as this is an honest trial between the honest in the church 
and the honest outside the church. There is still another 
division to be made among the people that did partake. 
According to the Bible, "Not everyone that saith unto me, 
Lord, Lord, but he that doeth, is the one." I claim to belong 
to this number. I could not get one in that congregation to 
recognize me. Why? Because I was denied the right to 
spllak an honest truth in that church. I say we must de
mand the right to speak in these churches, as they belong 
to the whole people. If we cannot get this demand, let us 
tax them out of existence, and every other wrong with 
them, and let every honest person rule in their stead, which 
is all those that do right, which I think would be three
fourths of the people, and should be all, and will be when 
this dishonest practice is done away with. 

CHARLBB BACH. 

HARWICH, MASs., Jan. 15, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 for THE TRUTH SBBKBR and 

twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL. Were I a man of leisure 
perhaps I could procure a new subscriber, but under present 
circumstances I despair of it. The illiberal Liberals in this 
town, of which ther1l are many, take no interest in either 
Christianity or Liberalism now. Bilt I do think if some 
good lecturer should stir us up we should hav a " revival." 
Christianity has been on the decline here for quite a while, 
theoretically, and Liberalism on the decline practically. 
I am very much pleased with TH.s: TRUTH S.s:.s:xBR, but I hope 
the anti-Spiritualists will study discretion in their contribu
tions against Spiritualism. Spiritualists are with us, and 
hav done much in pulling down the strongholds of supersti
tion. People love money, and it is but natural that they 
should be mean in palming off their frauds as genuin phe-

nomena. Perhaps I may be thought to be a Spiritualist. I 
wish I had evidence enough' to fully believe it; I would not 
be ashamed at ~ll to tell of it. This one thing I do know : 
that we are spirits nO'ID. The only question with me is 
whether we preserve or continue our identity. And this 
question I would ask, Would it" be any more phenomenal or 
wonderful that we continue to be spirits than that we are 
spirits now? Who knows ? On the .whole, I do not think 
it worth while to be very clamorous against the idea of 
Spiritualism when we are in danger of being swamped by 
the demon of Christianity that threatens destruction of the 
country and is licking its chops of intolerance in anticipation 
of blood. 

I am perusing a book entitled, "Notes on Ingersoll;" by 
Rev. L.A. Lambert-a cunning manipulator of words, who 
has memorized some of science, I should judge; but his 
greatest effort seems to be in trying to belittle Ingersoll. 

With best wishes for the cause of truth, etc., 
B. F. ROBBINS. 

Los ANG.s:LBs, CAL., Jan. 16, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having been converted to TH.s: TRUTH 

Sux.s::R doctrin some two years since, and still holding on, 
I thought I would like to tell the readers of the letter column 
about the case of a boy whom I went to see yesterday, liv
ing in Passadena, a beautiful suburb of this city. His name 
is Johnnie Strang. About ten days ago he broke his arm, 
and is still kept by his fanatical parents without medical 
attendance, the bone remaining unset and the arm frightfully 
swollen. The parents cry mightily to the Lord night and 
day, and pointing out the fact of their great faith, ask that 
the arm may be healed. But so far the mighty God remains 
apparently deaf and there "comes but the echo of their own 
wailing cry." And still the united efforts of theii· neighbors, 
police, and officers of the Humane Society, hav failed to 
induce the deluded wretches who call themselvs parents to 
allow their.own·son to secure sueh attention as may save his 
arm, and it is apparent that this will be another addition to 
the already long list of men and women who hav been crip
pled and ruined for life by superstition. I believe these 
parents to be responsible, and hope they will be severely 
punished by the law to prevent cruelty to children. The re
sult will probably be that this boy of eleven, who nQw de
clares his belief that God wil~ heal him in his own good 
tlme, willliv to curse not only the God he now believes in 
but his misguided parents also, and, being quite intelligent, 
will perhaps one day become a powerful Secularist. 

By the way, I hav been ten months in this city and cannot 
discover whether or not there is a Secular Union here. If 
there is, will some of the members please advertise it in the 
Times ? And if not, I mean to start an organization myself. 

MADAM HBRMA.NN. 

PocATBLLO, InA., Jan. 21, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I hav read Brother Jno. W. Abbot's article 

in TH.s::TRUTH BBBKBR of January 17th, in regard to the Farm
ers' Alliance and Liberalism, with much interest. My opin
ion is that it is a great pity that such a grand party should 
start with a God as rightful sovereign of nations, from whom 
all just government is derived and to whom all human en
actments ought to conform. They had better all join the 
Mormons. If we hav got to be subject to a God it muat be 
the biblical God, and I know of no other church that comes 
as near living up to that God's commands as the Mormon 
church. Frcm what little experience I hav had in this 
world, the people hav come pretty near ruling this world 
without any interference from God. We as a laboring class 
hav been depending on that powerful God too much and too 
long for our own good and comfort, and allowed the sharper 
to gain the inside track on us. I hav been identified with 
the labor cause for years, and I hav found that it really is 
the Liberals that do the biggest part of the work. The ones 
that put their burdens on God to carry generally hav to go 
to church or Sunday-school when they should attend a labor 
meeting. We hav our hands full in fighting for our rights 
from the earthly money-gods; let us not hav anymore. Do 
to others as you would they should do unto you, and God 
would be worse than a brute if that would not satisfy him. 

I am under obligation to Brother N. S. Johnson, Sioux: 
Falls, 8. D., for books printed in the Danish language. 
Brother Johnson is a good writer. I hav read his book en. 
titled, " Is the Bible the Word of God P" with much interest, 
and would recommend it to all Scandinavians who cannot 
read English. The cost of the book bound is $1. "The 
Priest and the Freethinker " is also worthy of mention, and 
reads like· a novel from first to last. It has nearly a hundred 
pages, is bound, in paper, and sells for twenty.fl.ve cents. 

I hav the promis of a new subscriber to TRB TnuTa 
BBBKBR, and hope the others-will also get one each. 

0. PAULSBN. 

BRBATHBDBVILLB, Mn., Jan. 221 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : To let you know that I am in full accord 

with you, and the noble cause THB TRUTH BBBKBR repre. 
sents, I herewith inclose $7.10 for the ''Freethinkers' Picto. 
rial Text-Book " and other books as mentioned. This is all 
for my individual use, although my eyesight is still poor so 
that my family has to do the reading for me ; but as they 
all enjoy it, it is no hard task for them. I think the cause 
is gaining ground, though I could not find a new subscriber 
this time, owing to the influence of public sentiment, which 
makes persons fear persecution. And let me say right here 
that a person who has any dark spots on his past record does 
well to go slow in this cause of Liberalism, because we do 
not propose to be responsible for them, or cover them up 
for them by any wiping-out process, further than living a 
truer and better life in the future. It won't do for a father 
and mother who hav a son in the penitentiary truly and justly 
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convicted of a serious crime, and whose other children are 
not much better by common consent, to advocate our cause· 

· while they cannot only advocate the church doctrln, bu~ 
join the church and get help and praise for it, as being still 
much better than the honest outsider. We can expect only 
honest men and women to join our ranks and remain with 
us; because we hav no dishonest inducements to hold out to 
them, such as forgiving debts without paying dollar for dol
lar in hard cash, and making the best persons out of them 
after they hav committed every crime in the dark calendar 
and must end their lives in open air suspended from the 
hangman's platform. We can only say, Be true and just 
f~r the sake of truth and justice, and be honest, moral, and 
VIrtuous for the sake of honesty, morality, and virtue, and 
these noble qualities, prized by all, will make you useful 
men and women in every community, admired by all. 
Therefore, as most men and women hav been so raised as 
to rely on a wiping-out process, and now need such a process 
very much to make themselvs respectable, they take a short 
cut to the church and hav it done for them rather than sub
scribe for a journal that honestly tells them they, and they 
only, can make themselvs better by proper lives in the future 
while their past history remains as they made it. Yes, ever; 
rascal is interested in having people believe in the wiping
out process, and therefore is a Christian naturally; hecause 
the church proposes to do this dishonest act of excusing 
people from all . wrong done to others without making it 
right. JoHN M. GROH. 

NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Jan. 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I think a good plan for Liberals to adopt is 

to make up their minds during the time intervening between 
political campaigns just how much religious encroachments 
they will put up with in the party to which they expect to 
belong. It is best to decide while no campaign is on; then 
you know you hav arrived at your conclusion coolly and de. 
liberately. A man has no sense in the excitement of a polit
ical campaign. He is ruled by prejudice, hatred, and ani-

. mosity, and never allows his reasoning faculties to assert 
themselvs, which all Liberals claim to be governed by. So 
it is better to settle a few preliminaries in your own mind 
while left entirely to yourself. 

ons, poorhouses, and insane asylums. The question is often 
asked of me, What would we be without the church influ
ence and the Sunday-schools? My answer is, What are.we 
with all of these religious creeds? Let us look rigkt here at 
the facts in the state of Michigan, and what is true of our 
state is a fair state of facts in all other places. In 1840 the 
population of Michigan was a little over two hundred thou
sand, and in Jackson state prison there were twenty-five con
victs. In 1890 the census give us a little over two million 
of people. Matheiiiatics never lie, and these figures show 
that our population has increased ninety per cent, by allow
ing two hundred thousand in 1840 and two million in 1890. 
In 1890 we had eight hundred convicts in our prison, which 
is an increase of 968, seventy-fil'e per cent; and what is 
more striking, the churches hav increased in the same ratio 
that the criminals hav multiplied. It is stated that liquor 
destroys sixty thousand persons every year, and I will inform 
our Liberal friend that liquor never killed a man worthy to 
liv, and its ravages are strictly confined to those who claim 
to be the followers of the lowly Jesus. It seems to me that 
the· saloon is one of nature's weapons to wipe out the 
churches that curse our fair land at this date, and no Liberal 
should try to stop nature's work. When a man has brains 
euough to throw off the church yoke, whisky will do him no 
harm, as he will handle it with care or let it alone. When 
one of these Christians is caught breaking the laws, they 
cry, Whisky did it, when in fact it had no more to do· with 
the crime than the beefsteak the culprit ate for breakfast. 
It is claimed that women and children suffer because of the 
liquor traffic. I will admit this to be true; But when the 
steamer Lady Elgin sunk on Lake Michigan in 1860 two 
hundred and fifty women and children were destroyed in 
twenty minutes. This was the water traffic. Nature is 
cruel to our understanding because she says in thunder 
tones, Obey my laws or be punished. She has no tears, 
affection, or sympathy, and the religious creeds taught in the 
country cause all the woes which affiict the human race to. 
day. Abolish the church and the occupation of the saloon 
men is gone forever. It will only be a question of time 
when the taxpayer will not be able to feed the horde that 
the church breeds, and as self-preservation is the first law of 
nature, the church hypocrite will be slaughtered without 
mercy. Let the whisky kill off five hundred thousand a 
year, and the honest Liberals will not be taxed to support 
the offspring of church hypocrite. Is our Libe~al friend 
aware that whisky kills off one-half of the Catholic priests 
in this country ? No Liberal will ever suffer from the liquor 
trajfic, and as the church pays no taxes, the revenue derived 
from its sales is partially made up hy the tax on liquor which 
they consume. The church teaches that a man can escape 
all the penalties of his wrong-doing, while the Liberals 
maintain that everyone has to answer for himself, no repent
ance, and the penalty is in proportion to the crime he has 
committed. This is according to the law of nature, no es
cape, and all Liberals admit it. Therefore it is unwise to 
drop the most potent weapon we hav to fight the church fol-
lowers with. W. E. LBONARD. 

VINELAND, N.J., Jan·. 12, 291 A.B. 

the invisible poli~e of all tyrannies, seems to be the god they 
aerve, the only law they heed. While this holds their feet 
in superstitious mire, their heads in a dense popular haze, 
what unfound pow«;~r can clear their vision and convince 
them that they will be every way brighter, stronger, happier, 
and hav ability to rightly guide the rising generation, if they 
will rebel against that vicious control, defy its scarecrow 
scandal, and guide themselvs, or be guided, into a rational 
course of wholesome humanhood? This done and the Gor
dian knot of degradation is severed, the riddle of revolting 
depravities is solved, parentage may be purged till pure hered
ity honors humanity •. If women will be free from petty, 
pueril, and infamous frauds, become self-reliant, there will 
be no need of great movements for suffrage, temperance, 
and mor81ity. They will settle· the question of social rel!l.
tions ; will not admit partial standards of honor that make 
them outcasts for that which makes men experts-not just 
that either, but for the first beguiled step toward men's 
skilled experiences. They will not suffer the trials of prom
iscuity; and while hygiene is helping all, and sanitation 
is regulating general excess, men will see clearer, compre
hend women better, and accept the enjoyment of higher grade 
happiness. Exceptions to the order on both sides will needs 
be limited to the degree of balance found in their mutuality, 
and all will know they are working out their long-sought 
liberty. 

If this hasty, forward-looking fragment does not accu
rately hint on all points, it is nevertheless not mainly a dream. 

M. E. TILLOTSON. 

NEOLA, lA.,, Jan. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I hate to take up the space in your columns 

with such feeble and uninteresting matter as I am able to 
giv, but I want to reply to Friend B., of Fort Worth, Tex., 
in the January 17th number. Now, as regards the number of 
inhabitants in 1890 compared with 1880, we are governed by 
the state enumeration, which is much less in 1890 than in 
1880 in Iowa. In Kansas I did not say there were less, tak
ing the state in whole, but less with the exception of a few of 
the large cities. I find in traveling through the state nearly 
all the small towns are lots of vacant buildings. Towns that 
had four thousand inhabitants four years ago ha v now only two 
thousand, and so on. If I am credibly informed, hundreds 
of emigrants at Castle Garden hav been steered away from 
Iowa and Kansas to different parts of the states just on the 
grounds of Prohibition. Now, whether this is true or not as 
regards the population, it is no argument for Liberals in sup
port of Prohibition either way. We as Liberals should not 
argue any subject from a financial standpoint. It is the 
justice of the thing. Hav we any right to claim Libera!ity 
as long as we try to infringe upon the liberty of others? 
Because it is wrong to indulge in liquor as a beverage, which 
I believe as firmly as anyone, I do not propose to say, You 
shall not. There are lots of indulgences which are wrong 
that it would be unjust to prohibit. If I had the power to 
prohibit all injurious indulgences at one stroke, I would !Je 
a tyrant if I usurped that power. That is too much like the 
practice of the churches. They want to dictate to everyone. 
We as Liberals should cease using forcible measures. Love 
and reason are all we would need if it was not for our pro.. 
tectlon against those that choose to rule over us by force. 
If we were all true Liberals we could do away with all laws 
tQ punish crime and also with all laws to force the col
lection of debts. Friend B. says that we do not make 
fire-arms to kill each other and commit suicide. If that is 
so, what are revolvers made for, which are fast coming into 
general use in all our large cities ? There are more people 
killed by revolvers than by liquor, but not one word do I 

Now let us see if a Liberal can be satisfied with the present 
administration from a Liberal standpoint. Under .the Com
stock, Harrison, and Wanamaker regime, it simply places all 
reform literature at their mercy. Just a short time ago 
Wanamaker attempted to suppress a Grange paper known 
as the National Farm and Fir~side, published at Washing
ton, D. C. What for? For advocating the pure lard and 
pure food bills, which if passed would alienate some very 
rich capitalists from the Republican party. Let this be 
taken in connection with the Force bill which President Har
rison is so anxious to hav passed. And besides, I can con
vict him of a usurping spirit, for I heard him say in a 
Epeech in Canton, Ill., in the campaign of 1876, that if Til
den was elected he would not be allowed to take his seat. 
Is it not plain that the Republican party seeks to perpetuate 
itself in power ? And hav you not also noticed that Com
stock and his gang made very few arrests during Uleveland's 
administration? Does this not go to show that Comstock, 
with his modern Inquisition, is altogether more activ under 
a Republican administration? And has not Comstock given 
the thumb.screw one more twist since the" grand old party" 
hae been reinstated, by passing a law that belongs to Russia's 
form of government, by empowering "Holy John" or any 
of his successors to suppress anything that he in his holy 
and infallible judgment sees fit? With Reid, Heywood, and 
Harman suffering at their hands, with whole editions or is
sues of their paper suppressed, can you not see the " hand
writing on the wall?" The Republican party passed all the 
laws by which these bigots act, therefore are wholly to blame 
for the ree3tablishi:nent of the Inquisition, and if they keep 
on retrograding at the rate they hav begun they will out
strip Torquemada in a very short time. Tyranny is like the 
slimy serpent; it gradually but surely embraces you in its 
coils. It gets you to help it to creep in upon your liberties 
one by one until it holds you fast, as the serpent does the 
bird it charms? I hav not voted for either one of the old 
parties since 1884. but what if I had ?-what has that got 
to do with it? The question is, Hav I told the truth? 
While the Catholics hav filched from the public treasures 
through the Democratic party, I challenge anyone to show 
where they hav even attempted to hav a law passed through 
that party to deny anyone his liberties. 

MR. EDITOR: In THB TRUTH SBEKBR of the lOth inst., 
under the head of " Relations of tke Sexes in the Age of 
Reason," George Wilson's comments strike me as so pro
found and practical that a responsiv echo presses for con
veyance. I think investigation that rightly weighs causes, 
notes results, and forecasts conditions that would accrue in 
a passably sustained monogamic system, would accredit his 
conclusions as philosophic. An age of reason or of any high 
at'ribute must be ushered in by evolutionary operations 
through numbers with beneficent intentions until populations 
are so imbued with sentiment and belief that conviction is 
manifest in practice. The evolution of monogamic suitage 
(a word to supersede marriage) has already proved practical 
in theory, nearly the world over. Its favorably acknowl-. 
edged results on general character impel even varietists (it 
now appears) to forbid open plural practice, though claimed 
as an enactment of religious conscience by Bible saints. 
Influences of dual unions where known to prevail are de. 
cidedly more conduciv of happy order, physical health, in
tegral balance of cerebral functions, hence of mental pur
suits and worthy enterprise, than influences of secret plural
ity. And they do not imply lifelong, unloved servitude. 
The hypocrisy system makes varietists who want no divorce, 
but fixed home-slaves,· while they dissipate to their own loss 
and final regret. Any part of the organism used excessivly 
draws from and weakens all other parts. Now, as we are 
seeking the reason and justice age, educational methods 
should be constituted to serve that end. The young and the 
ignorant adults of both sexes should be endowed with full 
knowledge of their social natures, with discrimination be-

Now, I do not believe I am the only one that has noticed 
how things are drifting. There havbeen various reasons as
signed why the administration was so woefully defeated in 
the recent election, but I sincerely believe that when Lib
erals saw how Reid, Harman, and Heywood were treated it 
opened their eyes to the danger ahead, and I think this fs 
at leal!!t one of the causes for such a Waterloo. 

In closing, I want to say the present administration has 
established a dangerous precedent when it has given the post
master. general the power it has. Does it not look as though 
" Infidel literature is in a fair way to be stamped out?" 

JoHN W. ABBoTT. 

PoR~ HURON, Mroa., Jan. 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I see in your paper that some of the Liberals 

are advocating the course of the Prohibition church people, 
which seems to me inconsistent in all those who want to see 
the time come when the false doctrin of the fanatics has 
passed away, never to return again. Alcohol is the only 
weapon that a Liberal has to defend himself from the attacks 
of sky-pilots and their followers. These deluded people 
claim that their churches make people better, while statistics 
show beyond any doubt that Christianity fills the jails, pris-

tween uses and abuses that would giv them nice care and 
pride in conserving nervous, muscular, and brain powers 
for wise purposes in ripe, discerning years. Mr. Wilson is 
right-boys can be taught to aspire to rounded, beautiful 
forms, to understand life's laws, and prefer healthy pleasures 
and chastity's rewards. Girls simultaneously taught would 
form a mutually upholding auxiliary. This line of culture 
should be indispensable. If common schools cannot supply 
it, the lyceum, club, or mission should. On equipping Mrs. 
Chandler for a moral educator I bespoke special attention to 
the young, bnt their educator seems not yet to be educated. 
What is plainly first and most needed is poised womanhood. 
Sickness, long labor with little strength, ceaseless failure, 
loss of beauty, of zest in action, do not call women to a strike 
for true life ; and what shall arouse them from the stupor of 
submission to various sordid and betraying tyrannies which 
hav deluded their reasons and dictated their doings till very 
few of them know what is really womanly, what is manly, 
what is duty to self, posterity, or collectiv races? Ostracism, 

hear in favor of doing away with the manufacturing of them. 
B. also says they do not try to prohibit the manufacture of 
alcohol for scientific and medical purposes. Then I do not: 
understand the 1aw, for in Iowa it is a perfect success as re
gards the manufacturing. B. says also, What a happy town 
Neola must be with free whisky I I can tell you for a fact, 
it is a great deal happier than it was when the Prohibition
ist!! tried to enforce the law. There is not the contention 
and enmity of feeling existing in the community; and no 
more drunkenness; no more whisky sold, but more beer, 
and not near the county expense. As I said in my other let
ter, this is llDt a free country as long as any man is prohib
ited from making and selling any article that the people de
mand. B. said that resembles Anarchy. If so, I am an 
Anarchist. But I am not a drunkard, nor am I a frequenter 
of saloons, nor do I keep it in the house. But when my 
wife wants a little. to make mince pies I do not like to hav 
to be put under a Christian oath. and undergo a surgical 
operation and then pay two or three prices for it. I do not 
use tobacco at all, and am very temperate in the use of tea 
or coffee. But I will never vote to make a law to compel 
any man to refrain from the use of any luxm:y he sees fit to 
indulge in; and to be plain, I do not think any man has any 
claim to be Liberal that will. B. says further, that if some 
of the people hav left the state because they could not get 
enough whisky and beer he conjectures that those that are 
left will not much regret their absence. It is with that the 
same as it is with the Sunday laws. It is not always those 
that want to work on Sunday, or those that want their liquor, 
that oppose the law; the most it is the principle of the thing 
that makes it repulsiv to every liberty-loving man. And It 
does astonish me to hear those that profess to be Liberal ad. 
vacating any measure that had its origin in schemes of the 
priesthood and was got up for the sole purpose of giving 
them more power. Prohibition had its origin in the Method
ist church for the sole purpose of establishing a third polit
ical party on the basis of religion. They saw that they 
were fast losing their power in the legislature. But with 
Harrison and Wanamaker they are pretty likely to enforce 
the Comstock law at least. D. W. WHITNEY. 

' 
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(Oontinued from page.85.) · 
Ireland. The bounty of £6 103. enabled him to dis~ 
charge his debts. Thus, says an English biographer, 
Adolphe Headingley, " he left the circle in which be 
had struggled so arduously, after paying every debt 
he owed, his mind a little embittered by the failure 
of his endeavors, but strong in the consciousness of 
his own fearless honesty of purpose, satisfied that no 
dread of loss, of poverty, of hardship, had ever made 
him deny any of his opinions. He might be mistaken; 
hia lectures, his doctrine, might· prove injurious to 
himself and the community at large; but in any case 
he bad always fought for what he believed to be right 
and true. He was not guilty of • trimming' to meet 
the exigencies of his position ; he could not be sus
pected of hypocrisy. All he bad done was diamet
rically opposed to his material interests ; and if he 
bad failed to earn his living, it was because he had 
devoted himself too much to public work which he 
conceived to be for the public ~ood." His fellow
recruits, who WPre coarse and violent fellows, on the 
voyage over broke into his baggage, and on finding· 
a Greek lexicon and Arabic vocabulary fell to a wild 
game of football with those volumes, from which 
their owner received but their .fragments. Ridicule 
was poured on the scholar, so diverse in character 
from his comrades ; but their contempt was in great 
measure dissipated when, at an attempt of the captain 
to wrong the soldiers, Bradlaugb stood forward as 
spokesman for the injured with a fearlessness and 
vigor that carried success and challenged respect. 
The whipping of one of his teasers finished the dis
persion of their slight opinion, and he became. a 
f&vorit. "Leaves" was the friendly nickname given 
him, from the double reason that he was perpetually 
poring over books and adhered to the drink prepared 
from tea leaves as his llole beverage. As be became 
a teetotaler at the same time he became an Atheist, 
he described that passage in his life as " giving up 
both beer and the Bible." He continued a teetotaler 
till in later life he was commanded urgently by a 
physician to imbibe weak claret. He oft_,n 
haranged his fellows on temperance, and spoke on 
the subject at public meetings in tbe vicinity. On 
the nights when he was denied leave to go to 
the meetings be was let down from windows 
by means of blankets in the hands of the 
soldiers, and the arrest which awaited his 
return be patiently endured in preference to the 
loss of an opportunity to denounce intemper~~once. 
He could not convert all his companions to com· 
plete Freethought, but improved some overween
ing and discourteous passages in a sermon at the 
church to which the regiment was marched Sundays, 
to administer to the pastor such a rebuke as all his 
presumptuous brothers need. He wrote to the 
preacher a letter requesting substantiation of his 
errant assertions, and the next Sunday waited with 
his comrades the uncourteous retort to be expected, 
at the first word of which three hundred ·dragoons 
unbuckled their swords and let them fall with a clang 
that disconcerted and threw out the impertinent 
censurer. Bradlaugh was summoned to account, 
but the arrival of the duke of Oambridge for a grand 
review occasioned a diversion, and the young Anti
christian escaped what might hav bean a serious 
sequel. A small legacy soon enabled him to buy a 
discharge, which was given with the highest com
mendations. 

Returning to London, Bradlaugh had difficulty in 
obtaining work, finally becoming errand-boy for a 
solicitor at ten shillings a week. This employment 
was fortunate as supplying the legal information with 
which be fought his way through after life against 
the opposition of all the established and conservativ 
interests of the kingdom. With unweariable dili
gence the young man now engaged night-work as 
clerk to a building society, began the writing of re
form pamphlets, and entered upon the delivery of 
numerous lectures. In 1854 be married the 
daughter of Mr. Hooper, a working plasterer, who 
bad admired the speaking of his future son-in-law, 
and who lived to hBil with joy his entrance to Parlia. 
ment. Ohrietians unsuccessfully essayed to destroy 
his prosperity by anonymous letters to his employer 
denouncing his religious opinions. 

The course of the young man was singularly noble 
and undesigning. The Secular party which is now 
so powerful in Eogland then had scarcely an existence. 
The Secular cause was the last to promis political or 
other hope to ron aspiring young man. But Brad
laugh, without the slightest consulting of his own 
interests,. t~rew all that he possessed of time, means, 
~nd cred1t mto t~~ cause that he deemed just. AU his 
mcome above hvmg expenses he sacrificed to the 
costs of lecturing, which were heavy in billposting 
and traveling, or to the publication of reform pam
phlets. 

Bradlaugh now begfm. to put in use the knowledge 
of common law, and partieularly the knowledge of 
laws affecting rights of assembly, publication, and 
petition, which he had acquired. By this informa
tion he was in innumerable instances able to vindi
cate workingmen 1md political and Freethought prop
agandists in oppressions by the tyrannical classes. 
One of the first cases of this nature came about from 

an attempted revival, in June, 1855, of an act of the 
time of Oharles V. for ·the suppression. of all trade 
on Sunday. The workingmen, obtaining their money 
Saturday night and finding little convenience for 
purchase otherwise than: on Sunday morning-and 
desiring, too, to buy indulgent trifles for their chil
dren on the walks of their only holiday-were to be 
denied these liberties. All stores were to be closed, 
and shaving and newspaper sales stopped. Ibdig
nant workingmen were convoked to an open-air meet
ing in Hyde park to view the rich and respectable 
employing their horses and coachmen in drives, while 
the wagons of grocers' delivery and the like were 
tied up that they might not desecrate the Sabbath. 
A great multitude gathered, and hooted at the 
pleasure-drivers in alarming fashion. Next, postors 
and handbills were issued, of which this may serve 
as a sample: 

Hyde Park.-On Sunday the open air fete and monster 
concert, under the patronage of the " Leave-us-Alone" Club, 
will be repeated on Sunday next. The " private property" 
('1Jide Inspector Bligh's speech) will be open to the public on 
the occasion. Hot water for parties supplied by Lord 
R"be~t Grosvenor, who is in plenty of it. Dinners, pale 
ale, wines, and spirits of the choicest quality will be provided 
at the West Ead Clubs during the hours when the Ll.
censed Victualers' houses are closed by Jaw. Admission 
gratis to members of the legislature, the clergy, bishops, 
etc. · 

This piece of verse was also fxtensivly placarded: 
Sublime decree ! by which, our souls to save, 
No Sunday tankards foam, no barhers shave; 
And chins unmown, and throats unslaked, display 
His lordship's reverence for the Sabbath day I 

The police commissioner forbid a repetition of . the 
meeting on the next Sunday. Bradlaugh and others 
maintained that the people had as much right to 
meet in Hyde park as aristocratic org-anizations like 
the Four-in-Hand O!ub, and resolved to push the 
project. The meeting was held; the police com
mitted outrages; riots ensued; and arrests were 
many. Bradlaugh came to the front in the assembly, 
though doing no violence; and at the trials he made 
commendable defense of the rights of the accused. 
This was the first in a series of struggles df the peo
ple to maintain their right to assemble in the parks. 
The rich can always hire halls for ventilation of their 
political interests, but the masses are often unable to 
do so, and if they were denied use of the parks many 
of their political grievances would pass unagitated 
and unredressed. ''If the poor wish to make their 
voices heard," says Headingley, " they must preserve 
the right of meeting i"n the parks." This right Mr. 
Bradlaugh has ever been foremost in asserting for 
them. 

In June, 1858, Bradlaugh held his first formal and 
public theological Ciebate, with Rev. Erewin Grant, 
B A. At about this time he edited a radical paper 
called the Investigator, which, however, failed in 
1859. In this year he entered into defense of Ed
ward Truelove for ·publishing the pamphlet, "Is 
Tyrannicide Justifiable T" Debates with clergymen. 
and other Obristian champions now grew thick upon 
him. The England of that period was not the Eng· 
land of to-day. Gross personal abuse and slander 
assailed him everywhere. A specimen of the pla
cards profusely issued against him, selected from the 
ludicrous in preference to the libelous class, is this: 

Grand discovery I To be seen tn-morrow, Sundav, not one 
hundred miles from the Public Hall, a fine specimen of the 
gorilla tribP. standing seven feet six inches in higbt. im
ported into England from Sheffield, the capital of the Holly
hock settlement, in the interior of Africa. and brought to 
this town for public exhibition by Mr. F. Greenfield. This 
gorilla is sald to be one of the finest of its tribe. It presents 
a bold front, is impudent in its demeanor, and growls fear
fully at the approach of a debt collector, magistrate. or any 
government officer. Havin~r been some time in England 
under an assumed name, it has acquired a smattering of the 
language, and will address visitors on the origin, progress. 
and future prospec·s of the gorilla tribe. As the animal 
will ~e properly secured, parties visiting need be in.no appre
hension of danger. 

The town ornamented by this Ohristian argument 
was Dawsbury. At many places the lecturer was 
mobbed. Jeers and insults were his frequent recep
tion. Missile of about every description were ex
perie)lced by him. Water, lime, mud, stones, and 
brickbats were weapons of frequent employment. 
Often he got pressed into an angry Ohristian mob 
and struck and kicked. Several persons spat in 
his face. Howling hordes accorupanied his prog
resses from depot to hall and hall to depot, or sur
rounded his hotel. 11 Kill the Infidel !" '' Murder 
the Infidel!" were cries familiar to his ears. Often 
he had to remain in a hall long after the lecture was 
over, that the mob might disperse and it become safe 
for him to enter the street. At other times he 
would be smuggled out through cellars, back-ways, 
adjoining houses, etc. The clergy were the activ in
citers of most of these outrages. An t>xtract from 
one of thti lecturer's protests in the National Re· 
former reads thus : 

I may be wrong, but I shall never be convinced of my 
error by a mob of true believers yelling at mvheels like mad 
dogs, under the leadership of a pious rector's trusty subor
dinate, or hammering at the door of my lecture-room under 
the direction of an infuriate church parson. I object that in 
the nineteenth century it Is hardly to be tolerated that a 
bigot priest shall use his influence with the proprietor of the 

hotel where I am staying,. in order to "get that devil kic.)[ed 
out into the street" after half-past ten at night. • • • I 
hav also a word of advice to the mayor of Wigan, who ap
pears to be a respectable, red~faced, dumpty sort of shop
keeping person, and who, as I am credibly informed, used 
threats about stopping my lectures by force of law. My 
advice to you, Mr. Mayor, is contained in one word-try. 

Sometimes the persecuted Secularist would face 
the mob dogging his steps and invite them to glv 
fair play and let two of their best men step forward 
to meet him. He was six feet in bight, big boned 
end strongly built. No one ever accepted his cbal· 
lenge. Several times be was arrested and locked up 
in a cell. Wherever the local bigots could, they 
would put on the authorities to stop his lecture; 
the police would lay rough hold on him ; then if he 
opposed their violence he would b~ charged with 
resisting c:ffi!lers. Testimony of· his friends would 
be rejected because of their being Atheists and in~ 
comJ;>etent of the oath. At Davenport, police inter
ruption of his lecture, with legal con!3equences · ~s 
just described, drew from the press of the country 
auch utterances al3 this of Punch : 

[fb' the fact of] magistrates becoming judges of contro
versy, and the po!iceman enforcing their decrees, the 0ffice' 
of the justice of the peace will become a holy office indeed, 
and the constabulary will rise into familiars of a British In
quisition. 

Bre.dlaugb carried the Davenport case to a higher 
court, only to meet an adverse decision, and fall un· 
der heavy costs. 

At the rise of the struggle of the Italians to form 
a united and progressi:v nr•t.ion, free from papal tyr
anny and restraints, Bradlaugh manifested warm 
sympathy with the cause. He became a valued and 
helpful friend of the leaders, Garibaldi and Mazzini. 
On one of his frequent trips to Italy the police got 
wind of his having received a packet of political let
ters. His steamer tcuched at Oivita V acchi•, and a 
boatload of papal gendarmes came on board. Elud
ing their endeavors to lure him from his boat, when 
he would hav been on Roman soil and under papal 
laws, he also . refused the threatening demands for 
his papers wh;cb they next made. The papal police 
treated- his English passport with contempt, and 
prepared to break open his portmanteau. Brad
laugh drew a heavy naval revolver &nd aimed it at 
the nearest of the pope's soldiers, saying he would 
blow out the brains of the first one who approached 
the property. Probably they would hav rushed on 
him and carnsge would hav ensued, when an Ameri
can who had looked on grew eo delighted at 11 the 
Britisher's pluck" that he seized B chair, and, whirl· 
ing it about with terrifit' force, took a stand by Brad· 
laugh, crying, "I guess I'll stand by the Britisber I" 
The soldiers of the Papal States went ashore for re
inforcements or other instructions, and Bradl&uj;rl-> 
and the American induced the captain to steam off 
before the gendarmes' return. 

Bradlangh soon became involved in his first public 
struggle for the securing. of the right of Atheists to 
testify. In a suit over !!I sum of money be was re
fused as a witnese. Here be began that protracted 
fight for repeal of the unjust statute which he event
ually won, after great expense to his own purse. 

The lawsuits in which Brsdlsugh bore part 
are not easy of enumeration. 0 ne of his first 
was against a Rev. Sydney Gedge, who hsd revived 
a legal privilege, dropped by his predecessor, of 
distraining for church rates. He seized the prop· 
erty of his poorest parishioners, even such trifling 
articles as warming-pane, pieces of bacon, and note
paper. :Bradlaugb addressed him several letters in 
the National Reformer, one being in this amusing 
strain: 

Rev. Sir,- I congratulate you on your adherence to the 
Jewish and Christian principles. as especially advanced in 
your new attempt to spoil the Egyptians resident in your 
parish. I hav read with satisfaction your. notice threatening 
to enforce payment ot your vicar rate. It is a fair evidence 
of the love you entertain for your flock. The more cash 
you can collect from them the less attractions will they find 
in the world and its vanities. . • • You are a good and 
faithful shepherd, doubtless, but you hav more regard for 
the wool than for the sheep, and hav an open eye to the 
shearing. 

The clergyman in anger elandered his rebuker, 
who then prosecuted him and won the verdict. 

In 1863 Bradlaugh wss compelled by ill health to 
resign the editorship of the National Reforrne;r, 
which he had founded at the fall of the Investigator. 
After a period of reat, however, he resumed it, and 
raised the paper to be one of tbe foremost organs of 
the world for the diffusion of Freethought and the 
defense of human rights. 

In 1866 the Reform J ... esgue was forbidden to 
meet in Hyde pl'rk. Bradlaugh, to whose cherishing 
care and effor~ tbis great organization largely owes 
its early existenc~>, held that it had u. right to meet 
there. The people assembled, and, despite the resist
ance of the police, carried sway the fence and en
tered. 

The cause of Ireland enlia~ed the aympi!othy of this 
great reformer, and he was of much service in the 
councils of ita leo.ders, discountenancing violence, and 
procuring excision of Oatholic sentiments and 
schemes from its declarations and designs. 

When the National Reformer had been in exist
ence eight years the conaervativ government party 
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attempted its suppression. Thutatute 
under 'Whi~h this attempt was made was 
au ancient one, very dangerou.s to. all 
publications for. the people that might 
be radical either in politics or in re
ligion. ·sradlaugh for a long time 
maintained a gallant fight against the 
Crown. He· twice secured the repeal of 
the menacing statute by the Commons, 
but each time the action was rendered 
null by the dissent of the House of 
Lords. The prosecutors at length 
gave up the fight against Bradlaugh's 
courage and power. "Thus," says an 
Eaglisb writer, "the last Rbacklea that 
limited tbe freedom of theE oglish press 
hav been removed. To Bradlaugh ap
pertains the honor of having fought the 
most recent battle in defense of a lib
erty dear to the heart of every Eng
lishman." 

It was at this time that Bradlaugb 
was invited to stand for Parliament. 
After several defeats by the combined 
'forces of the pulpit and aristocratic 
privilege, he waa elected, and since then 
has been repeatedly returned by the 
~Same constituency. 

Tbe si;ruggles of Bradlaugh to oc 
-cupy his seat in Parliament though not 
;recognizing the Christian oath, are re 
·~ant and well remembered, and do not 
need recapitulation. It will ba recol
Hected that be was expelled from the 
JHouse by force several times, amid 
<dreadful disturbances. 

The New Hall of Saience in London 
is a commodious structure that owes 
its erection to BradlaU!:rh's bounty and 
endeavors. To the large ball are at
tached a club and an institute and a 
minor hall. Lectures, science clasoes, 
and other excellent exercises are held 
here. 

About 1870 the pressure of Brad-
laugh's debts, which he had contracted 

, by his unending litigation for the gain
• ing of the rights of the oppressed, be
, came such that he took a resolution 
·.which evinces the self-sacrificingneas 
: and probity ef his character. . He broke 
1Up his home of wife and daughters and 
ttook lodgings for himself alone at 25 
'3rurner s~reet, so poor that the rent was 
but three shiJlings and sixpence a week. 
Here he lived for some time with his 
}:looks and his work, writing, editing the 
.National .Reformer, answering lecture 
,calls, and b.ying aside cant by cent to
.;ward the liquidation of all claims on 
lhim. 

In the contest between the French 
government aad! the Commune Brad
laugh mediated for leniency to the 
Communists. 

Monarchy in Gre!llt Britain was the re
cipient qf severe attacks from the sub
ject of .this sketch. Throughout Eng
land and Scotland he lectured on the 
advisability of deposing the reigning 
family, and in his famous ''Impeach
ment of the House of Brunswick" 
showed the justice of so doing. The 
extravagance of the royal fllmily- be 
often denounced and resisted. His 
great ambition was to republicanize 
England, and be probably would bav 
been its first president. 

Republicanism everywhere found 
Bradlaugh's hearty support. At the 
time of the Oarlist disorders in Spain 
be visited that land in the cause of lib
erty, doiug so at the riak of his life, 
and having adventures some amusing 
and some perilo!le. The wronged 
(!Verywhel'e were championed by him. 
The native of India received such unre
mitting advocacy from him in Parlia
ment that he became known as " the 

. Indian member." At our civil war be 
• .addressed audiences on the rightfulness 
. of the federal cause and the evils of 
:. slaveholding. 

Laboring men found in this great 
iFreethinker a warm friend of their 
. cause. In Parliftment he secured the 
, establishment of a l~~obor bureau, and 
many other measures in their favor. 

:•Be' made it a practice to giv legal and 
, other advice free to all poor people who 
·would call. He was an opponent of 
~Socialism, deeming it despotic and re-
• pressiv of talent. His tenets were re
: publican and individualistic, leanivg 
. toward extreme liberty and Anarch). 
. iRe published many app~als for op· 

pressed tenantry, and advocated com
plete change of the present system of 
land-ownership. 

In 1873 BradlauglJ. paid America the 
first of three visits. He received 
honors from Wendell Phillips, Obarles 
Sumner, William Lloyd Garrison, and 
others. The title under which the 
Herald announced his arrival was: 
"Cnarles Bradlaugh, the future presi
dent of E ogland, at the Fifth A.:venue 
Hotel." The 'I ribune concluded its 
account thus: "In a crisis the world 
Wollld probably bear a great . deal more 
of Cnarles Bradlaugb. As Mirabeau 
observed of R )bespierre, 'This man 
will do something; he believes every 
word be says.'" Papers under relig
ious in1luence spoke of him about in 
the tone of the Newark Morning Reg 
ister, who described him as " a pestilent 
fellow," who wished to bav "an unlim
ited number of beads, royal or semi
royal, elevated upon pikestaffs, or grin
ning from London Bridge.'' The Oon
gregationalist abused him bitterly. 
Citppings from his Antichristian works 
were sent the lecture bureau that em
ployed him, in hope that his dismissal 
would b~ •ff~cted. 

In 1875 Bradlaugh and Mrs. B~sa.nt 
publisbed the Malthusian work,'' F.tuits 
of P.ailosopb.y." Prosecution for selling 
this treatis upon prevention of unde
sired children was at once started. The 
two reformers fought long, and event
ually conq aered. The book is sold to
day. 

Few men were more loved. It was 
his boast that be could summon an 
army of one million men to level Weat
minster at his command; His honesty 
and ability secured him an attentiv hear
tng in the House such as few eDjoyed, 
and won the friendship even of his 
political opponents. ·" l do not believe," 
a member who is also an editor recently 
wrote, " that there is a more upright or 
more conscientious man alive to-day 
than Charles Bradlaugb. I hav often 
seen him take up a course which was 
directly opposed to his own interests, 
but I hav never seen him do any under
hand or unfair thing. His word is ab
solutely to be trusted. He cannot be 
cajoled or bullied into doing what he 
believes to be a dishonorable or even 
unfair act. He is perfectly candid, 
straightforward, and aboveboard in all 
his transactions." 

A New.Book by Helen H. Gardener. 
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this offioe. Price, 5J cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZ1JD 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," etG., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv o'f 
good in fnrnishin~ food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so riohl,y 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, ~-

AddreBI THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

J. D. SHA. W'S P A.JlPHLETS~ 
Tile Bible-What Is IU A pam. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE TEE 

New York State BUll' Association, at Albany, 
N. Y., Jan . .21, 1890. 

'l"he onlv Complete and Authorized Edition. 
PRIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
phlet conta.i.ning eight chapters in refutation A.lli'n a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. of the assumption tha.t the Bible is a. divine 
book of pore thought, and correct in all its 12mo, 800pp., $1. 
utterances. Price, 25 cents. A. G d An 0 h St 

Studies In Theolo;u'. A clear exposi- PDles Of ol • d t er ories 
tion of the biblical story of man's creation for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 888pp., $1.25. 
and curse, theologically denominated "the Story Hour. An Exceptionally: Hand· 
fall." Price, 10 cents. some and Interesting Book, Without Bnpersti· 

Lib II Tr tin th bj t f tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free· 
era sm. ea g e su ec rom a thinKers' Ohildren's BtorY·Book ever iSsued. 

nega.tiv and affirma.tiv B~lLndpoint, showing 66 full ill t ti d 25 11 1 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. type, h~:~, to~~J~a.~~~.'t~oa.d =~~J, it{Js~ 

U trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

T~e Modern Science EssaJisl. 
Ten Oents Each. 

1. HERBERT BPENOEB : His life, writings, and 
l!.hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF 
THOMPSON. 

2. OHABLEB ROBERT DARWIN :His life, works, 
and infinence. By Rev. JOliN W. OlUD"\VIOK. 

s. BOLAR AND -PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
.1-tow suns and worlds oome into being. By 
Mr. GABBET P. BEBVISS. 

4, EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BossiTEB 
RAYMOND. 

7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, a.ntiq. 
nity, growth. BY Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. RoBEBT G. EooLES. 

9. EVOLUTION OF BOOIETY. BYJAMESA.BKIL· 
' TON. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY 
SAMPSoN. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS 
G. JANES. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O. 
PARSHALL. 

13. EVOLUTION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JOHN w. 0HA.DWIOK. 

14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
• Horr NronoLs. 

15. THE EFFEOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J, 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnlatinl( human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshop. 
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under. 
take a. crusade of one against the Oolora.do 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER. H C w b S d? AddressTHETRUTHBEEK.~ROO. 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG. QW an e e ave c . 

Bi:x: Lectures. . osmian Hymn Book, 
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact l 

Price, 5 cents. 

Decline of Faith. ---
Protestant Intolera!'.::e. 

Washington an Unbeliever. 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. 

Paine and Wesley. , 
Christian Sabbath. 

Each, 5 cents; bound, pa;>., 25 cents; per doz., 40. 

SABBATH BREAKINC,; 
By JOHN E. REMBBrTRG. 

Price, 25 cents. 

St. Matthew Before the Court 
FoR TEE CRIME OF FoRGJiRY. 

By BEOULABIST. 
Price, 10 cents. 

SEMITIC GODS .AND THE 
BIBLE. 

Inclndinlt Allah, Jebovah, Satan, Holy Ghost, 
Jesus Christ, Virgin MarY, Bible. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.") 

833pp ., pap., so c.; clo., $1. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

18 LafaYette Pl., New York. 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Pdper, 10 cents. For Sa.le at This Office. 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. 
A COMPENDIUM OF UNIVERSAL 

HISTORY. 
By WINWOOD READE. 

It is reallY a. remarkable book, in which aniver. 
ea.l history is "boiled down" with snrprisins 
akill.-[Lite.rary World. 

11on turn over his pages with a. fascination aim. 
ila.r to that experienced in reading Wa.shingtoD 
Irving.-IInter-Ocean. 

His his.oryhas a continnitx, a. rmsh, a. carryinG 
J;lOwer.J.. which reminds ns stnkingly of Gibbon.
[New .1:1.aven Palladium. 

The sketoh of early Egyptian history, in th1 
first chapter, is a masterpiece of historical writ 
ing, He has a. style that reminds ns of Macaulay. 
-[Penn Monthly. 
Eighth edition. Extra. cloth, 12mo, MSpp.,$1.7~. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
118 Lafa.:veUe Pl., New York. 

A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WASHB1JRN. 
PmoB, • $1.50. 

Addre81 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00.~ 
88 La.fa.yeUe Place, New You. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface b:v R. G. INGERSOLL· 
For Her DailY Bread ts the story or two young 

girls and a._ younger brother who were lett parent· 
less, with little money, fa.tr educa.ttoRhand much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
gging to Ohicago. The an thor is !Llso the heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, ln the .main~ a h1Bt9rY of a 'rork· 
ing girl's life and experience 1n the 01ty of Oh1ca.go 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypocrits. It is lnst snob a. story 
of hnma.n life as we !lhonld expect Oolonel ln~Jer· 
soll to be interest~d 10 ; and whatever he a.dml].'eS 
and appreciates 1s sure to be worth the a.ttentlOil 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents 
Was Jesus lnsanel Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist. 

2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid, 
for 25 cents. .\ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
if 

SCIENCE -VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

Conflict between Bea.son and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., P~t. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

DRO,SYTreatedfree. 
Positively CUREO 
with Vegetable 

~·· Remedies. Have 
~, cured many thou· 

sand cases pro-

~~~~~et~~';fa~;!~·~:a~~Tw~~it?rdsse;(~f:~~~:;~~d!~edj:iri6veeaJ: 
BOOK of testimonials of miraculous cures sent FREE. 
TEN DAYS TREATMENT FURNISHED FREI by mall 
DB, U. U. GREEN & SONS, SpectollotBt Attonto, Ga. 
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Truth Seeker Tracts. 
· NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended 
for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
ments. When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received, 
hand them . around among your neighbors, or 
leave them m hotels, places of public assembly, 
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eeut. o:ff; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 o:ff; on five dollars' worth, 
40 o:ff,; on ten dollars' worth, 50 o:ff. This rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. · 

23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett ....... , 3 
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 

35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2 
37 Short Sermon. Rllv. Theologicus, D. D.... 2 
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. z. ...... 2 
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1 
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3 
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race.... 3 
!1,9 Sensible Conclusions .. E. E. Guild.......... 5 
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3 
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2 
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5 
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2 
62 The J cws and their God ..................... 10 
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers............ 3 
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5 
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus, D.D. 2 
67 Sixteen Tru.th Seeker Leaf!Qts. No.2....... 5 
70 Yicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 
'71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A.. Codrnan.... ... 2 
73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2 
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett .... :..... 2 
7 5 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett .......... 10 
76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3 
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett.......... 5 

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1 
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A..G.Humphrey. 5 
841foody on Hell. Rev. J.P. Hopps.......... 2 
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3 
90 Btblo·Mania. Otto Cordates ................ 2 
91 Onr IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood......... 1 
94 The N'ev Raven. Will Cooper............ 5 
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ......................... 10 
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2 
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................ 2 

100 140thA.nniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5 
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2 
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10 
105 Decadence of Christianity. Capphro..... 2 

107 The Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... ft> 
110 Invocation to the Universe. \tBennett.... 1 
111 Reply to Scientific A.rneriCB.b. Bennett.... 1 
112 SensibleSerrnon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2 
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2 
:;:14 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1 
:15 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett .......... 2 
::.:1.6 The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2 
11'1 Constantinethe Great. Preston ............ 3 
119 The New Faith. Stoddard .................. 3 
120 The New .Age. W. S. Ben .................. 10 
~ ,. 

122 World's Great Religions. Bennett .......... 10 
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob-

server" ........................................ 10 
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10 
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2 
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Un-

. derwood ......................................... 10 
130 Th<3 Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5 
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5 
13'1 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3 
138 Science of the Bible .• Tohn Jasper.......... 2 
140 A.stro·Theology .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. ..... ..• 5 
:41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 
l42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... lO 
::.43 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins ............... 2 
::.48 WhenDic!PaulLive? Scholasticus .......... 2 
-:49 Age of Shams.................................. 3 
145 If Yon Take Away my Religion? What 

Will You Give Me Instead. Martin .... 10 
~50 The Liberty of Printing. Hul'lbut and 

Wakeman ..................................... 10 
llil What is the Bible? M. W. H............. 5 
152 A ReJUarkable Book. Douglas............ 2 
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5 
::.55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer .......... :. 2 
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. S~elley....... ... 2 

::.59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... lJ 
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 
161 Protesta:nt Persecutions ...................... 3 
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street 

Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman................ 2 

SCJIENTIFICJ SERIES. 
l Hereditary Transmission. Prof. Els-

bnrg, M.D ....................... ,............. G 
2 Evolution: Homo~Eous to Heteroge· 

neous. Underwood ......................... 8 
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... 5 
5 Resr.onsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3 
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2 
f Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3 
8 How MarsnpialA.nimals Propagate.......... 2 
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10 

1.0 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three 
Lectures ....................................... 10 

11 IsA.mericaNewWorld? Dawson .......... 10 
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism. 

R. B. Brigham, M.D ........................ 1i 
lB Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the 

Modern Symposium ......................... 10 
• See ute at .lr.e&41 ot celom.. 

~. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN 

THE WORLD. 
P'Ulilished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the T'I"Uih SetJcer (Jqmpany, at 

28 Lafayette Place, 

NEW YORK CITY. 
E. M. MACDONALD, Em'l'O:a. O. P. SOMERBY, B1JSDIESS MANAGBB. 

DtmiNG 'l'!!l !lAB 189 ) 'l'!!l 'l'B11'1'! S!l!l!EB 

Will Print the Moat Varied and Entertaining Selection of Orlglnal 
· Papers of any Liberal Journal. 

.Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and 
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty: 

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
R. B. WESTBROOK,A..M. 
PARKER PILLSBURY. 
JOHN E. REMSBURG. 
CHARLES W A.TTS. 
ROBERT C. ADAMS. 
J. H. BURNHAM. 
JOHN PECK. 
THA.DD;EUS B. W A.KEMA.N. 
H. 0. PENTECOST. 

HELEN H. GARDENER. 
ARTHUR B. MOSS. 
L. K. WASHBURN. 
CHARLES B. REYNOLDS. 
LUCY N. COLMAN. 
FREDERIC MAY HOLLAND. 
'JULIET H. SEVERANCE. 
MATTIE P. KREKEL. 
W. F. JAMIESON. 
SUSAN H. WIXON. 

And many others. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of 
such emiuent writers as CHARLES BRA.DLA.UGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC 
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers. 

Tile Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON, 
has been elected senior member of the School Board of Fall River, Mass. 

The Truth Seeker Gives all the News of Freethought, and is Always on Guard 
Against the Encroachments of Ecclesiastics upon the People's Liberties. 
If you have any Ideas or Refj:>rms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH 

SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let tqe world know of them. THE TRUTH SEEKER 
publishes each week niore letters from the people than any other paper in the world. 

THE TRUTH SEmKER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institu
tions, ana the Preservation of the United States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests, 
and the maintenance of human rights •. It advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion 
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church property. It is uncompromisingly 
opnosed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact. 

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $l for Four .Months' Trial. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW Yomr. 

INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. woRtn~fsbW'NfOIYiATcHEs. 
By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revi;ed and Enlarged. 
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buokle,·Oomte, Helvetius, Hugo, Hnme, 
Owen, Pa.ine, Btranss, Volney, Volt~ire, and 
nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

Science in Plain Language.· 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BACTEBIA; E'Tc. By 

William Durham, F.R.S.E. 
II. ASTROYOMY, BuN. MooN, STARS, ETc. By Will

iam Durnam, F.R.B.E • 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They snpply a popular need. 

The price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 
Atldre•• THk "l'Bl'J'I'H MEEKER 11'10. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people alike I Why? Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the ston1ach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
lmmor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland; the Medical Dlsco.-ery slides it 
right along, and you find quielk happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps It's a big sedi· 
mentor open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medieal Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon yon thank me for making i 

Best grades American Stem-winders : In silver· 
ine oases, 7 jewels,$7.50; 9lewels, $8; 11 jewels,$9; 
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 8 onnoe coin 
silver oases, $3.50 more ; 4 ounoet $4,50, and 5 
ounce, $6 more. In !Jest filled gola oaseA, open 
face, dust proof, 7 jewels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50: do. adlnsted, 
$24.50. Hunting, $22; $22 50; $28; 124: $80. 
Ladies•, same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels, 
liS 50; 15 jewels, $i5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famons, 

New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch, 
16 Jewels and all modern improvements, sa 
more than above adJusted watches. No watch 
in the world competes with it. Finer watches np 
to $200. all such prepaid, guaranteed 1 yPar, and 
cash refunded if not satisfactory. All filled gold 
cases warranted by manufacturers 20 years. 
Beware of New York Worla's 10 karat and spnrions 
oases. Watches cleaned, !Jest work, $1> sPrings, 
$1, etc., and returned free. 

EsTABLISHED 1857. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, IH, 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Befot·e tbe Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wttll Pine Steel Enuravtno of Senator Con1cztnv. 
Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 

Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

something that has reached your weak spot. AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Write me if you want to know mOre about it. ~Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nflt~d 

The 
, !BPOclalistz for his "Private Oounselor "-a valu&
~e book ror l!:.ODnll' and middle-aged men, suffer

Candle From Undfr the liag from a Life-wasting Disease, as the resnlt 

Bushel 
<3! youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in 
waturer years. It sets forth an External AppJi. 
-(lation-A POSITIVl!i CUBE, as it matters not how 

(Mark iv, 21); or, long standing, how hopeles!l"or how many reme· 
; dies you hav nsed. The book is worth many 

l'
oos Questions to the Clergy·. :, times its cost, and should be in the hands ot 
o • ' those seeking a speeav ana permanent cure. Ad· 

dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. And fo1 the Consideration of Others. 

Instrtuti'oe, Interesting, and Laugoobl~ 
BY WILLIAM HART. 

Prlee, 50 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.-

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outsooken Liberal, a human· 

itarian, and & generous Patron of the Freethought 
press. He has manY testimonials to the valne of 
his progressive and sneoessful method of treat
ment, and dese"es patronage.-PreethoUaht, 
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TMae noticts are for the benefit of Liberals 
who may be tJisitin.q the places where these socie
ties are located. Local Secular Unions and 
Freetlwugkt Societies meeting regularly can 
MtJ their gatherings adtJertised here (7'88 by for
warding the nece88an-y information. 

The Manhattan Liberal CJinb. N. V. 
Meets everY FridaY evenin_g, at 8 o'clock, at Gor
man Masonic TemPle, 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
uresand discussions. The pnblio cordiallY inVited. 

The Newark Liberal Lea;rue 
Meets every Bnnda.Y afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal Leal{~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Leotnres and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everybodY welcome. 

.&merlcan Secular linlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every SundaY 
evening at 7 .80. LeotnreP, debates, and di~ons
sions on all imPortant secular subjects .. Pres· 
ident, HENRY BIRD; Secretary, 00RA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical Associa· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms_JJedford avenne and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, .Ill. D., at a P.M., everY 
Snnda:v. Leotnres followed by disonssion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:117' 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad aL d 
Wood sts .• at 2 :so and 'I' :80 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions. 
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N .B.-'l'rn th 
seekerpublioations alwa:vs on hand atoheap rates, 

The Secular Society of' Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human 
cultivation are inVited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Bee._ 

Ellznr Wright Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0,, meets the first and fonrth Bun
days of ea.on month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free disonssion on a.ll Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKE:S and Investi· 
oator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor.l:!b;:. 

CJhlcago Secular linton 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M., a\ 
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Mllwankec, Wis •• Liberal CJiub 
Holds meetings every Sunday eveninl!. at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnre followed 
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited. 

Brotherhood of Morall!lts, No. P03, 
Prairie CJity. Ia., 

Meets everY Bnnday in the Liberal reading-room 
ba.ll at 2:30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially in
vited. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Bee. 

The Minneapolis Secular linton 
Meets every Sunday at 7 :SO P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
a.ve.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman blook,_Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MACOMBEB,Pres.; LEROY HERRIEB,Bec. 

Des· Moines Secular linton 
Holds regular meetinllS a.t Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Loonst streets. 
Lectures followed bY disonssion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethough't 
Society 

MAetM every Sunday evening at Union Bqnare 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular linton 
Meets everY SundaY at 7:80 P.M. in the publiCI 
-school building in Port Angeleli, Wash. Lect
ures,· songs, and select reading. Disonssion in· 
vi ted on all subJects. Libera.! literature distrib-
uted free. FRAN:S: MORSE, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral linton 

Of Los An11eles, Oal., meets semi-monthly, first 
and third Sundays, at B o'clock, P.M., at Parr'S 
Hall. Everybodv invited. Mns. R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Llbual ()Jub 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla.\ Washington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free Discusslons.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
nable library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prell.; A. W. 0ALDER• Sec. 

· The Roeder Secular linton 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse. 
Leotnres, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom sccorded to all. Onr motto, 
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HARLES SHEA, Bee. 

Portsmouth, 0., Secular linton 
Meets every Sunday at 7 P.M. in Grand Army 
Hall. Lectures, discussions, readinll's, poemsJ 
music and songs. A cordial inVitation is extendea 
to all; especially to friends from abroad. Oorres
oondenoe solicited. J. L. TREUTHABT, President. 
WJLL B. ANDRES, SecretarY. 

OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion, 
BY REPORTER. 

This 11 the history of an attemPt to found a 
ohuroh without superstition, and its success. 
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital question a 
of human concern, religious, pelitioa.l, and other
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan
guage and easilY understood. There is lust snm
cient ~arrativ abont it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is beini bronili t 'o hi1mlnd. . . 

-.or 1ale •' '1111 omoe. l'rloe, ll.UO, 
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COD& AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKER~ 

PoRTUGUESE republicans attempted to over
throw the monarchy, but failed from lack of 
concert. Oporto was the only place where 
the insurgents rose. A number on each side 
were killed or wounded. The government 
has clos<>d all republican clubs and suppressed 
all republican papers. 

ANCIENT, AND 
0
MODERN .TIMES . AND REFORMERS. 

Vol. I. Gl"vs a Full Aoooun• of all the Gods, in· Biographies of 300 of th~ Leading Philosophers, . 
~ • w Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of 8 d 11. •· · · eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, · Now Schools of Thought, Eminent Boion- HUT not your oora to me proud braries, 

CARTHAGE, Dl., reports 
itself haunted by a ghost. 

CARDINAL GIBBONS is 
mentioned for the next 
pope. 

TYNDALL, the eminent 
Freethinker and scien
tist, is dangerously ill 
from infhmed veins. 

THE turning of the first 
spadeful of earth in work 
for tbe World's Fair took 
place on the 27 ,h ult. 

THE Atheistic political 
party in Belgium is 
working for universal 
suffrage, against Catho
lics. 

A OONSUMPTIV lady 
who was treated at Ber
lin wit.h Koch's remedy, 
has died of blood-

. poisoning. 

THE belief that insan
ity is increasing is con
t.radic•ed by the New 
York state commission, 
which says it is decreas
ing. 

CH•PPEWA hdians at 
the RPd Lak<~ reserva
tion, Minn., hav begun 
ghost-dancing, and 
whites ask protection. 

AT Mount Pleasant, 
Pa., on the 27 Lh ult., over 
one hundred miners were 
suffocat.ed or burnt to 
death by a gas explosion. 

Miss DREXEL, daugh
ter of the lare banker, 

Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. . tists, oto. (who were not Christians), For that which was lacking on all your weli-
Svt~:if~Nido:~k~Ift'e:g~sg:ft~:~~~~~ll from the time of Menu to the pres- fill'd shelve, yet needed most, I bring. 

sv~,~~~~-$5~ r:~t:!f.e~;~;;~?e e~!ath~~s4~·:~~~·g. ~~~~~~50~3 : -Walt Whitman. 
roooo, gilt edges, $8. BY D. M. BENNETT. THERE is an abecedarian ignorance tbat 

BYD.M.BENNETT. THETRUTHBEEKEROO., precedes knowledge, and a doctoral igno-
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. · 28 Lafayette Plaoe, N.Y. ranee that comes after it.-.Montaigne. 

-~2_ _,~.-~t~-,-'-t7§~;~~~~~Si ~~;~~~~ 

--~--.~·~- . -~~=- = --:~ . :~~;.1:;,;..~~~~! 
~== -~....:. -- -=· the moral difficulties are 

=--~- ._ a thousandfold more dif-
-·- ficult of explanation than 

-- all the scientific and his-
- torical ones put to .. 

DA.VID PACIFIES GOD BY HANGING SAUL'S SONS. 

. But the king took the two sons of Rizpah . • . and th~ five sons of Michal. • • • Ann he delivered them 
mto the _hands of the Gibeonit~s, and they hanged them in the hill before the Lord. • • • And Rizpah • • • suf
fered neither the birds of the a1r to rest on them by day; nor the beasts of the field by nlght.-'a Sam. xxi, 8-10. 

gather. We hav a God 
who sanctions and give 
encoura~ement to the 
most horrible of crimes; 
who promotes wars 
against inoffensiv and 
defenseless peoples; who 
favors slavery, smiles 
approval upon polyg
amy, and connives at 
atrocities the most ab
horrent and revolting 
that we hav any record 
of in the history- of the 
world.-Ar!lhur B. Moss. 

THE . Pentateuch is 
filled with anathemas, 
with curses, with words 
of vengeance, of jeal
ousy, of hatred, and 
brutality. By reason of 
these passages, millions 
of people hav plucked 
1rom their hearts the 
flowers of pity and jus
tified the murder of 
women and the assassi
nation of babes.-Inge1·
soll. 

:d11 ~~~~c~~:t~~lf:~ig~:~t$~~~~J~~l;~~; IS THIS YOUR SON,· MY LORD z Liberty 
to her order. I 

WM. WINDOM, secretary of the treasury,\ A .NEW .NOVEL 

. 
Ill Literature . 

ALL things are subject 
to law, from the raindrop to the loftiest con
ception of the human brain. There is no su
pernatural ir.terference. Therefore, as there 
are no miracles, there need be no prayer. 
-Robt .. 0 . .Adams. on the 29 h ult. died suddenly of heart dis- ' By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

ease at a banquet at Delmonico's, New York. 
1 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. NoBLE let man be, 
Rich in help and good. 
For that alone 
Distinguishes him 
From all the beings 
Whom we know.· 

A MAINE school committee ordered Bible
reading, and a Catholic pupil refused. She 
was expelled, and has lost a suit for damages " The sham~e itself doth call fOT instant 
in the supreme court. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

remedy." 
INGALLS proposes a series of religious exer

cises at the Columbian Exposition, partici
pated in by the most eminent clergymen of A 
all Christian countries. j 

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

GIRARD'S 

For unfeeling 
Nature is to all; 
Alike the sun shines 
O'er the evil and good ; 
And to the evil-doer 

Cloth, $1; paper, oO cents. AND 
WILL 

As to the best gleam 
The moon and stars. 

BY the taking up of the reapportionment : 
bill in the Senate, the bill for federal electoral I 
supervision has been displaced, and may not Address THE TRUTH BEEKER oo., 
be revived, as the end of the session ap- 28 Lafayette Place, New York. Girard College Theology. Under eternal, brazen, 

Mighty laws 

proaches. 1----------------------~----------
AT Carbon Hill, Ala., white miners are 

rioting and attempting to drive away colored I What Would Follow 

AN EXPOS1i: 
Of the perverBion of Stephen Girard'smagni:lloent 

bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 
ohurohes and Young Men's 

Must we all 
Our being's 
Circle complete. 

colaborers. They hav shot eight or ten. THE 
Two regiments hav been sent there by the :ffi 

Christian Associa-
tion. Man, and he alone, 

governor. E acement of Christianity? BY RICH. Bo WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D. 
Can dare the Impossible; 
He distinguishes, 
Chooses, and judgeg; 
He to the momtnt can 
Continuance lend. 

A LAW to suppress drunkenness will be en
acted in Germany. The young emperor has 
long antagonized liquor. Drunkards will be 
fined or jailed, and saloonkeepers who en
courage inebriety will be fined or deprived of 
licenses. 

EVERY observer in our Indian country says 
that the Indian department and agents hav 
been flagrantly dist:wnest and vile, and hav 
swindled the savages and caused all the wars. 
The government will probably make a change 
now, and may put the care of the Indians in 
military hands, each agency to be under a 
captain or other officer. 

AT the close of services at the Methodist 
Episcopal church of Wheeling, W. Va., on 
Tnursdaythe 28th, Rev. Dr. Brown, who had 
been lamenting the slim attenda111ce, was in
formed that a dance was in progress at the 
house of Salva For(i, a member of the church. 
The minister and two or three elders went to 
the house, forced their way in among the 
dancers, and opened a prayer-meeting, speed. 
ily clearing the fioor and stampeding the 
band. 

THE organization of a Roman Catholic po
litical party in the U oited States, like that of 
Germany, is proposed. Among the objects 
will be resistance of " the taxatiOn of church 
proptrty, the prohibition of parochial schools, 
the regulation of Catholic corporations on 
non-Catholic. lines, and a hundred other 
schemes aimed at Catholics." It is to hav 
counterparts in France, Italy, Austria, Hun. 
gary, Spain, Portugal, Mexico, and the South 
American republics. "A deaf man," says a 
Catholic spokesman, "can hear even now the 
tread of its disciplined voters marching." 

BY GEORGE J A.OOB HOLYOAKE. Prioe 11. Address THE TRUTH SEEJ[EB, 

-Goethe. EGGSFANCYPOULTRYID VARIETIES. Ten yea'" 

pr~~~~~::.~~~~ ~~~~ ~~ifR~d ;:~~~~~~: 
J.L. MDCK,.t247S.HIGH ST .,COLUMBUS 0. 

Prioe, 10 oents a OOJlY; twelve copies for $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette l'la.oe, New iork. 

To the World's Volumbian Exposition Commission: 
Learning that there is an organized movement amo:eg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 

"Sabbath" organization--to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the· Fair may be open to the public on 
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons: . 

1. That the American principle of separation of church and state· may be maintained. 
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 

resort when no moral amusements are available. 
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 

tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to 
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 

4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
tions and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. . 

6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more ~oble and varied in 
its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to chang& its character, the less danger there is that employers 
will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation 
restrictE>d to atteuding church or visiting a saloon, the llverage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 

7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday' will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
benefit the Fair itself, the people of Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 

Name. Town. State. 
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TRYING TO COAX CHRISTIAN CRIPPLES OUT OF THE MIRE. 

lfot~s and lflippinns. 

THE Minneapolis people want to induce Col. 
Robert G. Ingersoll and the Hon. Ignatius 
Donnelly to hav a joint debate about Shak
spere. 

THE position which Bradlaugh had won 
for himself in parliamentary life in a few 
short years and the respect in which he was 
held by all parties is remarkable, and a 
strange contrast to the bitter persecution and 
calumny which he endured ten years ago. 
No private member of the House of Com
mons introduced and passed so many bills for 
the benefit of the public as he. It will be 
difllcult to replace hlm.-Bun. 

To the parish priest at Cronstadt, RussiR, 
is imputed the. power of working miracles. 
So great is the faith in him, says a corre
spondent, that sever11l times a week he is in
vited to St. Petersburgh for the purpose of 
praying with the sick. He never touches the 
patients or those for whom he Ia asked to 
pray, and he claims no power of his own to 
alter the course of nature. His service begins 
and ends in prayer. Marvelous are the sto
ries related of the results that hav foilowed 
his intercession. 

A DIBPA.TOH from Linla, 0., says: Joseph 
Steiner, a member of the Mennonite church, 
living near Bluffton, was sent to jail to.day 
by Judge Ritchie for contempt of court, 
through his refusal to serve as a grand juror 
on account of his religious creed. He ap
peared with a letter from his pastor explain
ing why he could not conscientiously perform 
the duties of a juror. The judge said he did 

not think any religion taught a man to refuse 
to do his duty as a citizen and, after allowing 
Steiner plenty of time to reftect, sentenced 
him to pay a fine of $10 and serve ten days 
in jail. 

IN this midwinter of 1891 a mighty wind 
sprang up. It took the graceful finial of the 
Court street Baptist church spire, in Auburn, 
Me., and bent it over due south. There it 
was left, an awkward sight, giving the 
church a sort of tipsy appearance, suggesting 
that it had been on a spree, and that its finial 
was cocked over its left ear. Of course it 
made folks. regretful. The church decided it 
unbecoming. It was decided to hav it fixed. 
The weeks passed and the wind shifted. The 
south wind saw the sight and regretted that 
so becoming an ornament should go out of 
shape. It evidently decided upon immediate 
repairs, and it puffed its cheeks and gave a 
mighty blow, so quietly and so to the exact 
limit that it blew the finial back to its direct 
perpendicular, and lo I in the morning and 
the evening of the same day the finial was as 
straight as a ,schoolmaster. People now 
crane their necks to look at it, and they say, 
" A miracle." 

JoHN SwiNTON says: "I notice that Walt 
Whitman, the aged Americ11n rhapsodist, is 
again using his brain and pen, notwithstand
ing his paralysis of nearly twenty years, that 
was brought on by his services in the military 
hospitals during the war. Those services 
hav recently been alighted, and that unfairly. 
I can testify that for at least three years he 
spent nearly his whole time day and night in 
waiting on the wounded soldiers in the hospi
tals around Washington. I often saw him 
there, and I must say that his devotion to his 

work was unsurpassable. I hav riot yet for. 
gotten one of the nights in which I accom. 
panied him on his rounds through a hospital 
filled with those wounded "young Ameri. 
cans" whose praise he afterward chanted. 
There was B triple line of cots, and every cot 
had 1ts tenant. On every face, however wan, 
there was a smile of welcome when Whitman 
appeared, and his presence seemed to light up 
the ward. They called him, whispered to 
him, gazed at him, touched his hand, or em
braced him. He did things for them which 
doctor or nurse could not well do. To one 
he gave a few words of cheer; for another he 
wrote a letter home; for another he would 
offer to go an errand; to others he would giv 
an orange, a pipe with tobacco, a few comfits, 
a postage stamp, or a sheet of paper with en
velope; to another he gave a manly farewell 
kiss. The lights had gleamed for hours in 
the hospital that night before he left it, and 
as he passed out of the door there were voices 
calling, 'Walt I Walt I Come again I' His 
little basket, which had ueeu filled with all 
sorts of odds and ends for the stricken men, 
was empty. Such services he rendered until 
the close of the war, when he was prostrBted 
by hospital malaria. It is not necessary to 
admire Walt Whitman's poetry, but every 
one who knew his work for the soldiers in 
the hospitals must praise it as warmly as 
Abraham Lincoln did." 

A WRITER from the Sioux country on the 
subject of the medicin men, says: " The 
queer resemblances between the Indians and 
those Hebrew bands of whose history the 
Old Testament is a record, hav often been 
pointed out, but the writer has never seen 
attention called to the similarity of certain of 

the Hebrew incidents to the common prac
tices of Indian mediciu men. In their early 
history the Hebrew leaders were continually 
holding converse with the almighty. ThPy 
went apart from their followers, up in mount
ains or in secret places, and talked "l'!ith 
Jehovah. That is precisely what the medicin 
men do to-day, or pretend to do. Every man 
who knows the Indians knows that during 
all this messiah craze the medicin rnen of the 
various tribes hav with great formality pre
pared to talk with Gitche-Manitou, or what
ever they happen to call the good spirit. In 
sorne tribes they hav built little wlc!l:-1-ups of 
sapllngs and leaves, and hav gone into them 
and lield conversations that were audible, 
though not intellfgible, to the red men listen
ing outside. The savages hav hearu the 
medicin man's voice and then hav heard the 
voice of some other person replying to him 
in a jargon they could not unravel. In other 
tribes the medicin men hav merely reported 
having held such conversations, precisely as 
the lsraelitish leaders did. It is not for us to 
say that the grounds for such reports of the 
words of the almighty were as slight in one 
case as the other, but it is true that the In
dians hav believed that their priests hav 
really believed such conversation took place. 
Those who hav followed Sitting Bull's his
tory know that his tribe hav long been di
vided as to his power. One contingent has 
held that his 'medicin' is no good, by which 
they mean that if he ever had genuin power 
to converse with spirits that power has left 
him. This often happens. Medlcin men hav 
their day and their decline, and he is a very 
sagacious Indian who can keep up aith in 
hls ministrations for many years at a tinle or 
until he dies." 
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. fommnnitaiions. 

Cardinal Fallacies of Gnosticism. 
Like some bewildered slave that Mockery has throned and 

crowned. 
Inferences from the analyses of subjects extrinsic· 

ally simple and contemptible from familiarity, as 
well as the subjects themselvs, are difficult of present
ing in a manner not i~tim~tiv o~ the ridicul~us. In 
exposing these fallames 1n a simple, homehke way, 
without attempted style or diction-for the best of 
all reasons-or verbal mystifications, I ask the reader 
to eliminate a.s far as possible all tinGture of prejudice 
in favor of ingrained ideas, and in that court ot final 
appeal, the intelle~t aubli~e, impartially teet the 
fundamental validity foundmg the arguments. My 
difficulty is to state a t~esis so clear an~ simJ?le that 

i ts meaning be unequivocal. And thi!!, unlike the 
difficulty of the technologist struggling merely. to 
render his idioms to current terms, is a transcendmg 
one · for not only does ambiguity lurk in verbal com
bin~tions but it is, that an individual word may
and does.:_symbolize different meanings to different 
minds. As for cons~ructing a self-evident thesis, 
that indeed is an honor I should rather decline, if 
only for the reason-though there is a greater-thmt 
the question, Self-evident to whom? js an irresistible 
one. I do not claim that words can exhaust the pos
sibilities of thought. I do not admit that thoughts 
may coextend the Illimitable, the boundlessness of 
fact, but conversely contend that were that possible, 
and should the absolute truth of certain ultimate 
conclusions herein reached be eternally formulated, 
millions of minds would itch to refute the reasoning, 
though undoubtedly the refutations would prove 
mutually obliterativ. I fear not, however, that the 
reason of man can show Agnosticism as here inter
preted, inconsistent with itself, as I attempt to 
show of Gnosticism. 

A c0nsideration of the first fallaey is incidental to 
an e-;r,pose of the second. The second numbers its 
exponents by hundreds of millions, and is all but 
universal. The third is in decline. Under the 
magnetism of reason its postulates sweep to obliv
ion like days of old, but still the name of its 
victims is Legion, although the inference is that 
they will eventually be reduced to a mere contin
gent, whose name in turn-to use a figure of 
speech-will be "Dannis," and the fallacy itself 
be considered an absurdity outlying the vortex of 
human credulity.* _ 

"FIRST FALLACY: LITERAL OMNIPOTENCE. 
Do you believe in an Omnipotent God 1 The 

reservation of many in this century, capable of main
taining a reserve, will be in effect the.t they do. And 
it is a fact, they do. 

But it is also a fact that their reflection on the 
subject has been extremely limited; for belief in 
literal Omnipotence is at'. impossibility of correctly 
revised thought. 'I he idea that any power e-;r,isting 
or imaginary could at the presen:t time chan,qe the 
true history of the past is unbelievable, even unthink
able. 

This alone destroys literal omnipotence, and were 
not such exiguity unfashionable (I am a slave to 
fashion) I might pass to the next fallacy, but, 

•Twas ever thus from childhood's hour, 
I've seen my fondest hopes decay. 

Familiar impossibles, such as the limitation of 
space, etc., being stereotyped in countless philoso
phies, I refrain from piling on the agony, but suggest 
the potential question, applicable only to those profess
ing belief in a literally 0 mnipotent power: "Oan that 
power construct a thing so heavy that he could not 
raise it?" By which the one questioned is so involved 
that if be answer affirmativly he tacitly admits that 
the power could not raise it, or if be answer nega
tivly, which is often done, be not only concedes that 

· in this particular the power is impotent, but be also 
implies that that which is easy to almost any boy is 
impossible to Omnipotence. Now what do you 
think of the question~ Parhaps you wickedly think, 
damn! or expletive of similar eloquence. If so, 
then between your free phraseology and my own way 
of thinking there is positiv similitude. But if you 
are my long-faced Christian friend, then intuitivly 
and empirically I know your opinion, and reply, 
"No, you are mistaken; the mutu~lly destructiv an
swers of intelligent people prove the question nei
ther pueril nor captious." It may to the casualist 
seem frivolous or a play on words, but when reten
tivly held in reflection, a competent reasoning faoulty 
realizes it to be one of the deepest of thoughts, 
involving as it does the idea of self-transcendency. 

ence of a non-existence. If this is not an abnegation 
of sanity, a· transcendency of self and of all laws of 
thought (I appeal to high heaven) : what is tran-
scendency? , · 

Knowing by experience the vigor of adverse con
tentions that the words 11 self-transcendency" repre
sent no real thought, but simply imply unquestion
able impossibility, it may not be impertinent to ask: 
Does the WOrd self present no thought? Does SECOND FALLACY: CO EXISTING OMNIPOTENCE AND VOLITION. 
transcenc!.ency convey none! Or is it exclusivly the As literal omnipotence is, literally unthinkable, let 
resulting combine that not only fails to materialize omnipotent and omnipotence signily all supposable -
into one of the subtlest, or if you will, one of the power. And in this sense: Do you believe in an om
vaguest of ideas, but which expresfi!es al3solutely no nipotent being~ Do you believe in the reality of 
thought T And if it does stand for nothing in your sin? Nine hundred and ninety-nine of a thousand in 
mind, how do you know that othe~ minds ar~ s~ con- tHe century, capable of an opinion, will answer yes to 
stituted as not to perceive a meamn~? 0 r, ~f 1t reJ?- both. And yet they are mutually exclusiv beliefs, and 
resents nothing·, how can you know It to be nnposst- whoso answers both affirmativly transcends himself. 
ble 1 "What is impossible 1 It must be something .If an 0 mnipotent exists, sin and volition do not, and 
of which you J?redicate impossibility. It will not do; vice versa. You doubt this, or rather you know its 
your assumption implicitly assumes what it ostens~bly falsity and demand a sustaining demonstration~ It 
repudiates. Some contend tha.t tho~gh no~ meanmg- is simple. And yet, I ask your concentration, not 
less, the idea of self-transcendency IS so Simple that superficially to the argumentation, but applying the 
the accomplishment of what it means is readily dis- principles of ratiocination, and at least mitigating re· 
cernible as an absolute impossibility. If this be so, caicitrant pnj udice dispassionately refute the reasoD;
then the fallacy of literal omnipotence is manifest ing-or verity it. ·An Omnipotent must be omm
and my main object effected, while the collateral scient,* at least in regard to the present and the fut
issue, my position that the idea of self-transcevdency ure. 
ce>nstitutes one of those ultimate reflections bound- Now it is a fact of which the negation is Unthink
ing the limitations of intelligence, must be seriously able, that if the future be known, then the future 
affscted. I will not reinforce the argument against must transpire exactly as known. Therefore, if it 
omnipotence, which (the omnipotence I mean, not be known (to human or divine consciousness), rllluk! 
the argument) was from the first. t~o weak to be I use the most potential word in the language, it~ it 
interesting. "But," let me ask, "zs It so palpably be known that a man will commit a certain act, then 
obvious that self-transcendency is impossible?" AU it is a fact absolutely susceptible of no simpler dam
analogy as far as I know, without exception, suggests onstration that he must commit that act, for if .he 
causation; and reflection finds no rest but in the does not it would be evident that it was not known 
generaliution of a" First Oause." From the fatb- that he would. For the sake of iteration I say, if 
omless intellect of a Herbert Spencer, back through he does not commit the act, would not that (I appeal 
the vista of ages, the necessity of committing our- to high Omniecience) prove positivly that it was not 
selvs to the hypothesis of a "First Oause" has been known that he would commit it~ But if it be-known 
recognized. Ooncerning the Ultimate Oause, Mr. that he will commit the act, then you must perceive 
Spencer uses these e.pproved words: "Thus the that it must trim spire that he shall or will commit 
First Oause must be in every sense perfect, complete, it. And if it must transpire that he shall commit 
total; including within itself all powe~ and tran- it, then he-must commit-it. There must be no voli
scending all law. Or to use the established word, tion in the case. And if there be no volition, t.here 
it must be absolute." Now I leave it to Unadulter- must be 110 sin. [Now, I do not expect a Gnostic 
ated Logic, if self-transcendency and everything to see this; it would be asking too much. To him 
else may not be included in this unlimited power. the reasoning is nothing more than metaphysical 
If it be a law that a power cannot transcend itself, mud. Thus are we diametri<la,ly constituted, and 
and if the Transcending Oause, as being above that what to one seems the most palpable truth, to 
law can transcend all law, then may it not transcend another is veritable trash.] 
its~lf · thus proving the law reletiv, not absolute~ Naturally, by reversion, it is demonstrable that if. 
But i~ consigning to hades this abominable intricacy, there be sin there must be volitiov, and if volition 
I extend a cordial invitation to anyone to demonetr~Ate there must be no omniscience, and if no omni
or even intimate how he knows that self-transcendency science there must be no Omnipotent being. 
is impossible. And after if not before accomplish- Is THE LOGIC EVADIBLE! 
ing this, he may realize that self-transcendency is If, in spite of the logic, you endeavor to conceive 
not to be utterly sneezed at. The validity of my volition with omniscience, you are brought up quickly. 
IU"gument being dependent on neither the possibility The moment you attempt to reason, that " though 
nor impossibility of self-transcendency, I propose it may be known how a man will decide, be may (in 
not, dogme.tic~lly or otherwise, to establish nor inti- some indefinit way) arrive. at that decision by the 
cate on which side of this highly practical question exercise of his own volition," you are checked by the 
lies the balance of probability or certainty of truth. thought from which the1·e is no eecape and which 
This the magnates of Gnosticism may arbitrate to overpowers "II other pertinent thoughts, namely, if 
the eternal advantage of admiring millione, snd it be known how a mind will decide, then such 
bearing in mind that in the eolution of eomplex, decision is imperativ. 
highly abstract problems, the majority are generally It is impossible to imagin volition compatible with 
wrong, they may logically and complacently conclu~e omniscience even as attributes of one and the same 
that if they decide the reverse of what they rebg- being, human or divine. Assume a divinity endowed 
iously believe, they will probably decide rightly. with prescience. Then relativ to his own future he 

Although the " potential" question is unanswera- must be already fully cogniz11nt. And if his future 
ble, answers are generally attempted. Hera are spec- is known, it must transpire enctly as known, and so 
imens taken from life: Mr. L. answers "Yes "-Mr. he must be incapable of volition. All attempt to 
B., "No." Mr. H. B. answers, "Yea, the Omnipotent conciliate must, from the ver:y nature of thought, be 
could construct a box so heavy that he could not preeminently invalid and equally vicious. True! you 
raise it-he would not desire to, but he can do all may think the me.n may hsv shu:ffied on this mort~! 
things he wishes." Mr. R. answers, "No, be could coil with sin, a mortgage of profoundest hell, on h1s 
not he would not wish to; but he can do all he de- soul. But if he be so conditioned, you may paste it 
sir;s to." Without showing the folly of such replies, in your hat that it is no sin of his, notwithstanding 
the question might simply be put: Oan the power the theologic dogma, " original sin ;" for it must hav 
construct anything he could not raise even should been gratuitously conferred (the irony of the word) 
he desire to? Mr. Gambetti answers, "Yea, he could upon him either by chance or by design. N? other 
construct something of incalculable weight and then hypothesis is thinbble except that fetal existence 
make himself too weak to r&ise it." " 0 dornine may be a sentient, responsible phase of bei:ug; snd 
deus speravi in te," or words to that effect. even then the ides of preexisting knowledge renders 

One of the least palpable answerB is that the void aU !l.ttempta to concilie.te. Those who would 
question itself is absurd for introducing the un- go back beyond this period, that is, previous to.fe
thinkable idea, self-transcendency. But this answer tal life, are reminded that the existence of anythmg 
destrovs literal omnipotence, for if a power cannot there even analogous to mind, to say nothing of sen
transcend itself, it cannot do literally all things. tiency or responsibility, is but a vague, destitute 
And as for the question being absurd for introducing theory, and even were it Iii truth U wo~ld not conoili
the idea, the clinching rfj Jinder is that as the quea- ate omniscience "nd volition. Oonsc10usness ret:ro
tion applies only to those professing belief in literal grading through cycles of conceivable time must 
omnipotence, it is they who implicitly and primarily ultimately tr!dmit the possibil!ty of but. f~ur appar
introduce the idea by maintaining literal omnipotence ently distinct hypotheses: e1~her ommscumce pre
which must include self· transcendency. And of existed the intent to ain-or vwe versa-or they had 
them it is evident that by the continued recognition simultaneous beginning-or they alW!iYB were. Ansi
of the omnipotence theory which they hav dt~stroyed ysea of these alternative, possessing a metaphysical 
and which therefore does not exist, they themselvs interest only, ~re omitted. From which it may sse10 
perform th'il feat of sel!-trauiscendency. . For first t~ey that the argument, not being fully exhaustiv, fails 
postulate literal ommpotence. Then m oontendmg to establish conclusivly, as absolutely certain, what 
that the question is absurd for introducing the self- it undertakes to prove. To which the answer, that 
transcendencyidea, they imply 8 belief that self-tran- it does logically establish the proposition against all 

* The word Gnostic and its derivative I use in their natural scendencyis impossible a.nd so annihilate their own un- arguments unprochronistic to fetal llfe; which is etymological and traditional import. Thus, a Gnostic must · h' h - · h 
define himself, one wlto kn01JJs. An Agnostic defines him, expressed theory of the possibility of Iilli things, W: IC all that was attempted. The idiosyncrasy W.!HC 
one wlto believes lte knows. A Gnostic defines an Agnostic, is an obvious corollary to their expressed dootrm of would Beek to harmonize omnipotence snd volition 
one wlto JYI'Ofe8ses to know nothing. An Agnostic defines biro- literal omnipotence. Now a theory annihilated is one by improvising a hypothetic~! intMJt to sin, further 
self, one wlto believes tlte. ~uman mind incapable of ab~olute that doesnotexist anon-existence, Andyet theycon-
~:df:~:~tiar:~:~o~I~~~¥;~.n~aS:le ~~~~;,8~~e btp;~see:~~~:! tinue to maintain 'this theol'y. A the?ry ~an only. be 
to Gnosticism and its antithesis. 1 maintained as existing. So they mamtam the extst-

"'If literally all knowledge is not supposable, let omniscient 
refer only to all supposable knowledge. 
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back than embryonic existence, it is not within the 
present scope to refute. And as for establishing 
anything with absolute certainty, the metaphysical 
mind realizes nothing with more vividness than the 
futility of such an attempt. Indeed the theory of 
certainty, being the cardinal fallacy of Gnosticism, 
is explicitly exposed in the following section. 

THIRD FALLACY: HUMAN CERTAINTY. 

How vast is the proportion of those who profess 
and really believe that they know certain things ! It 
is indicativ of the generalnesa of the fallacy that an 
Agnostic is popularly considered an eccentric. But 
as Sir Wil!h;m HQmilton hail said: "How indeed it 
could ever be doubted that thought fitself] is only 
of the conditioned, may well be deemed a matter of 
profoundest admir~Ation." 

Now we all know or should know that the word 
"know " is twofold in its prin(\ipal interpretation; 
the duality consisting of, first, a poaitiv, absolute 
knowledge transcending e.ll conceivable contrB.diction; 
and second, of a reletiv degree of certainty (') or as
aurance. Here langu~ge is at f&ult, the fimlt of im
perfect development. De Q uincey says, "AU lan
guages tend to clear themr;elvs of synonyms as in
tellectual culture advances, the superfluous words 
being taken up and ~bsorbed by new shades and 
combinations of thought evolved in the progress of 
society." Which is vary true. But in this case the 
desJnonymizing process is dispem:mble, and in fact s 
synonym or independent word is quite in order. 
The not-so-new-sa-you·might-im3gin shades and com
binations of thought are too much for the one word 
"know," snd a change m10y bll ~dvisable, not from 
any difficulty of discerning between the radio!llly dif
ferent meanings, but bBctmse this will not generally 
be done. If we reserve the word to convey its pri.
mary meaning, then some other word should be 
used to indicate degree of assurance. In the latter 
sense it may truly be s~id that we know, and even 
the Agnostic may and does. use the word with per
fect consistence. But in this section, except in ital
icized instances, I use the word" know," and for con
sistency, its derivativ, "knowledge," though the lat
ter in the early evolution of language became synon
ymous with "learning," in their primary, legitimate 
sense, which implies absolute certainty. And let us, 

· avoiding the superaensible, consider from the pee-
. cincts of reason this stsrtling Gnostic theory that cer

tainty is an illttribute ·of human consciousness. It 
amounts of course to s.n implicit (almost explicit) de~ 
niml of mn omnipotent being. For if a man knows a 
thing, it ia evident that he cannot be mistaken about 
it, and if the1·e be even, one point upon which the 
cremtor cannot mmke a man mistaken, he is not om
nipotent. (A. common objsction which fleams too vul
gar to mention is that though the creator could, it, 
does not follow that he would mRke one mistake. 
Upon which the stricture, neither does it follow that 
he would not, but !SF.I he "could," it follows, one may 
be mistaken, consequently cannot be certain.) Con
sider the case in which a man explicitly deceived 11s 
to the ultimacy of immediate intuition i.r.nd accepting 
the ]lnsophistic~ted testimony r:.f consciousnesB to 
self-existence as unquestionable, chi•ims to Know that 
he exists. If &l msn know that be exists, then be
sides kuowing that it is impossible for ths Eternal to 
m!\ke him mist<>ken on th!!.t point, he must 2iso hav 
to a certain extent a knowledge of the future. For 
he mullt know that on e. cert1dn day, on all futme 
de.ys in fmct, the Semipotant wm not, C!k:nnot, truth
fully demonstrate that he the man WftB mistaken. 
Now s knowledge of t.he futm:e, notwithstanding we 
are accustomed to think we possess it to a limited 
extent. is not less than !~ divine ll\tt:dbute, even if it 
be possible to omnipotence f~DY mQre th1m tlelf
transcandancy. So Wfl sse t:h~t h0 who cl!iims to 
know that he exi.at!'i, not only implicitly deni£B tho ex
istence of 11.n Omnipote:u~, but also, by impliaation, by 
assuming a parthlll knowledge of the future, sets him
self in glory shove his peera, !!! God or mora-tht~~n God. 

Here is an oatGnsible diBprooi of the certainty 
theory. It is met~:>physicsl and consequently, ~leo 
inconsequently, not so good as our own proximate 
demonstration that will slwrtly b~l sprung on the 
persisting truth aeebr. 

The fundamental cond\ti.on of all consci.ousneBB emphat
ically insisted upon by Mr. Ma1~Bel in common with Sir Wm. 
Hamilton and ot.he:rs, is the antithesis of subject and object. 
But now what is the corollary from this doctrln as bearing 
on the consciousness of self? Tne mental act in which self 
is known implies, like every other mental act, a pe1·ceiving 
subject a~d a perceived obje?t. H, then, t~e object pe:
ceived is self what is the subJect that percmves ?· Or if 1t 
is the true self that thinks, whllt other self can it be ·that is 
thought of? Clearly a true cognition of self i?Jplie~ a state 
in which the knowing and the known are one, lll whJCh sub
ject and object are identified; this Mr. Mansel rightly holds 
to be the annihilation of both. 

W. W. CARRINGTON. 

(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.) 

strange events and epochs. The despotism of 
priestcrsft and superstition is passing away and 
greatly modified. It is no longer possible, as of· 
old,in New England, for a man sawing asunder a 
barrel to produce two tubs to be burnt as a wizud. 
The printed histories of the past show tb"'e timidity 
and caution of our ancestors in popular develop
ments. But slowly the wave of unfoldment has 
been surging onward like the mighty ocean on the 
shores of time, and we a;re constantly c~tolled to wit
ness the new, present fact, in place of the misty con
jecture. The awful pealing thunders of Horeb and 
Sinai hav been toned down to be useful in lighting 
our darkened highways and byways, and the ques
tion now ie, "What next?" 

Our Bible societies in the issuance of their book of 
conundrums are finding ready employment for its 
army of priests, which the unfoldments of science 
nre so gently lowering down to common sense that 
they will hardly know when they touch bottom. 

Looking backw&rd, history shows too plainly the 
wanderings and strugglings of man on the untrodden 
surface of creation, but alas ! none can imagin the 
untried bogs and pitfalls into which humanity has 
yet to stumble. 

With our lawmakers it is under consideration 
whether hypnotism is not a dangerous influence in 
the hs:nd9 of unscrupulous operators. It is thought 
possibly many are now in our state prisons who 
hav been hypnotically impressed to commit crimes. 
The writer knew a powerful operator who could im
press his sensitiv, male or female, to do most absurd 
things and express themselvs ridiculously while 
under insensible control. He could also leave an 
impression on the mind· of his subject after he or 
she was supposed to be brought back into their 
normal or natural state. 

On one occasion I was present when he ms.de biEi 
sensitiv (a gentleman) entertain the assembled com• 
pany with a comical impression. He impressed t,be 
sensitiv to cast his eyes upward and gaze on the 
ceiling, which he did, and suddenly burst out laugh
ing. He was asked by the operator what he saw 
to laugh at. "To laugh at? To see " clergyman 
walking on the ceiling head downward." "Well, this 
be~ts me ! Now, how is that done?" " Simply 
enough," said the operator; "on the principle of 
suction-suction, as a common house-fly walking." 
"Well, I'm blamed if he is not one of the greatest 
suckers I hav ever seen! But then, he is a fair spec
imen." Who will deny that hypnotism is R dtmgerous 
~;nd insidious power in the hands of ummrupulous 
people T . D. BnucE. 

A. Remarkable Document. 
The friends of Mr. Ezra. H. Heywood, who w&s 

convicted last June upon a trumped-up and entirely 
groundless charge of "obscenity," hav prepared e 
petition for his psrdon, which will be presented to 
the president of the United States early in the pres
ent month. This petition is signed by about four
teen hundred persons, many of whom are in e&rnest 
sympathy with Mr. Heywood in his efforts to purify 
::.nd enlighten his fellow-men. 

From Princeton, the tow.n of Mr. Heywood's resi
dence, come petitions signed by the chairmen of 
both the Republican ~nd Democratic town commit
tees, as well as by ex-postmasters of Princeton Cen
ter, East Princeton, ~nd Princeton Depot, and the 
present postmaster of one of the Priuceton offices. 
Memy of the signers on the Princeton petition are, 
or hav been, persons holding office of trust in that 
town. This petition contains also the names of the 
librarian, the dentist, the physioiau, and the heaviest 
trlx-payer. This last ought to hav gre~t weight with 
the powers that be, in such a case. The petition 
from Rhode Island ber.rs the name of Eiiz&beth B. 
Ohasa, who is known far !ilnd wide for her an~i
sla.very, woman-suffrage, Prohibition, and other re
form labors. It also beBrs the name of the treasurer 
of Brown Univer<lity. From Connecticut a petition 
comes headed by Rav. J oh:n Kemball, whose services 
l'o hum~nity are too well known to need mention. 
On l\ petition sent from Englll!nd is the name of our 
own beloved countrywoman Elize.beth Oady Stan
i;ov. and her dimghter M.rs. B~ltch. Annie Besant, 
so long aseooiated with Charles Bradhmgh, and who, 
with him, contested the l'ight to publish and sell 
" Fruits of Philosophy," is also a signer of the Eng
lish petition. The petition from Scotland is headed 
by a clergyman of the established church, Rev. John 
Glass, of Old Greyfri!!rs, Edinburgh, one of the oldeat 
churches in Scotland. The Ct~.nad[j, petition is 
headed by Robert C. Adamfl, president of the Cana
dian Secular Union. The signers of the petition in 
Boston &nd vicinity represent various intellectufl!l ac
tivities sud person~!ities, and the unity of purpose 
expressed in their signatures is ~ marked feature of 
the petition. Here we flee the names of well-known 

Looking Forward. ~ntislavery workers who gave to New England a 

semin&ry at. Belleview, N. J., and is signed by the 
teachers there. We note also the names of Andrew 
Jackson D&vis, a man universally known throughout 
the United Ststes; Louis Prang, whose art work 
has done eo much for the adornment of the humbler 
homes of our country; Rev. Alovzo A. Miner, the 
venerable and clear·hesded father of Universalism 
in New England; the venerable WilHam Henry 
But·r, of Washington, who cast hie first vote for 
William Henry Harrison in 1840; George N. 
SteiU'ns, of Chicopee, Mass., who, when !.1e was 
United States dishict attorney in Boston, refused to 
be made a cat.epaw to do· the dirty work of the Vice 
Society; James Redpath, T. R Wakeman, E. B. 
Foote, Jr., M.D., Hugh 0. Pentecost, Lydia Eve 
Bla(lkatone, and others equally well known. 

Judge Carpenter, who imposed the vindicliv sen
tence upon Mr. Heywood, on being told of the num
ber and character of the signers of this petition, is 
reported to hav said in his Podenapian way, "Oh, 
that doesn't amount to anything. You can get any
body to sign petitions.'~ But Judge Carpenter 
formed his judgment about this as hastily and incon
siderately as he did about other matters, and he did 
not stop to reflect that such a petition in such a 
case could come only from those who were familiar 
with Mr. Heywood's work and to. a greater or less 
extent recognized the utility of it. 

Moreover, a number of the signers hav taken 
pains, in addition to merely signing the petition, to 
express over their signatures their views of the out· 
rage of which Mr. Heywood has been made the vic
tim. Mr. WilHam J. Bowditch, of Brookline, Mass., 
who was present throughout the trial, says, "His 
tri~t.l was really s farce. His punishment has been 
aufficiellt, "'ven if he had really done wrong.'' hnel 
Batz, MD., of Oakville, Pa., writes, "I hav read 
Mr. Eerlti H. Heywood's Word, a monthly paper 
published by him, since its first issue in 1872, and 
'<av a file since its first issue which I price very 
highly. I wish that I understood it better. This 
oaper is one of the most unique publications that 
.America has yet produced. While Mr. Haywood's 
ideas of literary expression may be at variance with 
prevailing ata:udards, yet I see nothing more harmful 
nor obscene in that fact than I do in medical jour
nals or occasionally in the daily press. This paper, 
to my knowledge, has a very ,;n:nall circulation, which 
would be the reverse were it devottJd to catering to 
prurient tastes. I apeak as o medical practitioner 
of over twrmty yer4~·s' staDding, of that branch of the 
profession known llB the regular." Thomas Palmer, 
D.D.S., of Fitchburg, Mass., writes, "I hav known 
Mr. E. H. Heywood from boyhood. He has always 
been a radical reformer, and may hav published 
some things you and myself might not think proper 
hi his paper. The paper has only a circulation 
among reformers who know how to judge of reform
atory movements. Mr. Heywood is the last man 
who would publish anything injurious to youth .. I 
hav always read his paper, and know all that bas 
been printed, and it has always been to establish 
some reform he has been interested in and not for 
evil purposes-far from it. Hoping this petition 
ID8Y be received favorably, etc." n M. A. Twitchell, 
of 319 Washington street, Boston, wlites, "That the 
petitions being sent to Washington may move the· 
heart of our president to an act of justice toward a 
noble man is my aincore prayer." Dt'. C. H. Sims, 
of Charlestown, Mass., writes below a long list of 
FJignstures thv.t he waG instrumen~&l in ·procuring: 
"The above names comprise some of the best citizens 
of Charlestown. Most of them liv within a few 
blocks of the prison aud must end'lre the thought 
that a lifelong advocate of physical, mental, and 
mor,.l freedom is suffering and serving an unjust 
sentence so near their comfortable homes.'' Mr. 
Theodore D. Weld, tm ~;arly Aboiit.ioniet, now eighty-
eight years of age, of_ Hyd~ .Park, ~!Ui!El., e&y~, "In 
writing my name to tbJs pstxhou_? wl1lch I do wxth all 
my heart, I wish to say that I ao no~ remember to 
h~v read any of the writings of Mo·. E. H. Heywood 
upon the subject of sex. 1-'rue, for mrmy years my 
ears hav been dinned with the clamor against them 
r.s grosaly obscene and even pandering openly to 
lust. Though not personally v.~qUflinted with Mr. 
Heywood, yet aome of my dear<"!st ~riends kr;tow him 
intim~tely (eapeciallv my beloved, hfelong frwnd 1md 
brother the lilte Elizur Wright). From them I 
learn that the life of Mr.. Heywood baa alwnya bPen 
a model of personal purity, 1\nd that the popular hue 
a:nd cry against his writingA is but the olamol' of a 
mswkiah prudery claiming to preside par excellence 
over the morals of the public." 

Mrs. Abbie Knapp, of Dowagiac, Mich., writ~s, 
"From my standpoint no p11.rdon can atone for tne 
injuatice done those two men, Harman and Heywood." 

Mr. Bellamy's book entitled," Looking Backward," higher sense of mo:r.nlity than wse conc::aived of be
is certainly a valuable and intere.Bting endeavor to fore their times and work, ~11d whose integrity of 
incline th-.:~ reader's mind into 11. refleotiv sto.te on the chs:·aeter nnd purpose neue will question. To-d•y 
past history of the world and also its pos:lib}e future. ~othi?.g swe:ves ~hem .f~om their "ri{!htanue c?nv!c
Happily, published historit!a are s gr.e~~ !<l~ to the hons, · and 1.n this. ~pint they bav ~ffixed the:r Big

thoughtful. The world h11a, pas Bed through mtwy I natures. Tne petitiOn haa been oiroulat.~d m the 

In the face of such testimony from euch sources 
the canting cry of "obscenity". op.en~t$s. like the 
boomenng upon those who set t!; m motion. The 
brightest and best of earth's children see no obscen
ity in Mr. Heywood, nor would such creatures as 
Judge Carpenter see any such thing, wer~ it not that 
the prurient fancies of their own f~ul mx~ds are re
flected back to them from Heywood s t>urxty. 

E. w. CHAMBERLAIN. . 
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A Few Words from Miss Craddock. 
I feel sorry that Gur good friend, Lucy N. Oolman, 

whose words of praise and encouragement to me at 
Portsmouth I hav tre!lsured with gratitude, should 
feel CR1led upon to criticise me as she has done in 
last week's TnuTH SEEKER. Bnt realizing !liS I do her 
unswerving fidelity to truth, I feel sure that she will 
themk me for correcting one or two p1isapprehensiona 
on her part. 

Mrs. Oolman seems to think th&t " the president 
and secretary, at the congress at Portsmouth, showed 
. . . a determination to ignore as directors Messrs. 
T. B. Wakeman and Dr. Foote." If we did this by 
word or deed, it is news to both of us, I think. I feel 
certain that even- Mr. W Rkeman will bear me out in 
saying that we asaured him, over and over again, 
that no slight was intended, either to him Ol' D.r. 
Foote, and that he had no cl\use to feel aggrieved. 
Had the president wished to alight Mr. Wakeman as 
a director, is it reasonable to suppose he would hav 
called him to the chair 1 Had I wished to slight Mr. 
Wakeman as a director,· is it likely that I would eo 
strenuously hav insisted that Mrs. Oolman'e unsu
thoriz9d and unparliamentary method of electing Mr. 
Wakeman should be set aside, and the motion to 
elect him put by the chair, in due parli.-mentary 
form, so that there should be no hitch afterward 
about his election? Had I wished to "ignore" Mr. 
Wakeman "se a "director," here would hav been a 
splendid chance for me. I could h&v allowed matters 
to proceed, unchecked by m call for order; and at 
the close of the coJ:Jgress, Mr. Wakeman could hav 
-been coolly informed that he was not legally elected, 
and hav bean "ignored" then ! Instead of that, 
and out of e.n honest desh·e to s!!.ve future embarrass
ments on this soore to Mr. Wakeman, I insisted that 
Mrs. Oolmau'a action in the matter be set aside, and 
the motion to elect Mr. W akemsn be formiilly " put" 
by the chair, and not by a member on the :floor of 
the house. Neither in this, nor in any other action 
of mine at Portsmouth or elsewhere, baa Mr. Wake
man or Dr. Foote the siightest cause to feel aggrieved 
by hostility on my part. 

Mrs. OolmRn seems to think that the correspond
ing secretary has been remiss in bet· duty, in that 
she has not bean "going out, appointing meetings, 
and lecturing" to ~ny extent. I would respectfully 
call Mrs. Colman's attention to the following from 
article ix of our constitution: 

The corresponding secretary's duty shall be to keep the 
recordg and complete lists of life and annual members, and 
also full minutes of the board of directors and of the execu. 
tlv committee; prepare and transmit to the newspapers of 
the country items of interest relating to the work of state 
Seculariz'ltion; keep a full list of auxiliary societies, and 
conduct such correspondence, under the direction of the 
president, aa usually pertains to such offi0e, and to make a 
condensed annual report to the society of the business or 
the year. 

It will be observed that there ia not a word in the 
above ralativ to the duty of the corresponding sec
retary as a lecturer. Nevertheless, in addition to 
her address at Portsmouth, she has three times 
spoken bafore the F.riendship Liber~l L•ague of 
Philadelphia, and once before the Newark Liberal 
Lsague of Newark, N.J. She also has a st~m.ding 
invitstion to address the adult class of the Philadel
phia Unitarian church of which abe is a member---:an 
invitation which would hav been accepted long since, 
but for the cropping up of this field secretary diffi
culty, with ita esttendaut cm·ref.lpondence, which has 
br.ken up much of h~r outside time. But, however 
willing the corresponding secretary may ba to help 
along matters by extra work RS a lecturer, it is un
wise for her to attempt it. No one person can attend 
properly to the offi~e duties of a correeponding sec. 
rete.ry and do field work too; one or the other must 
ba slighted. I am happy to say that the interests 
resched by my correspondence at•e more and more 
widespread each month. W a need some one in the 
field,. and !'e need that some one badly; but who
elier IS &ssigned to that work ought to be in the field 
all the time, devoting his whole energy to the Amer_. 
ican Secular Union interests. 

The field-secretary agitation has been surprisingly 
beneficial in one direction, at any rate. It h&s 
stirred up in one or two of the Liberal lecturers a 
fear that our appointment of a field secretary may 
leave them out in the cold as regarda audiences (a 
groundless faar, a"! I hav shown in previous articles). 
It has s!so caused them to remember suddenly that 
such a so"iety as the American Secular U .aion existe, 
and to hint that, for a consideration, they might be 
willing to renew their allegiance to us. This is em. 

inently proper on their part, and we devoutly pray 
that our little leaven may work until it has leavenea 
the whole lump of the lecture field, and the lecturers 
shall one and all }Je brought back to the true fold, 
where they may grow in grace eternally. 

I can:qot understand why F.reethinkers should 
think it such a heinous offense for one of their num
ber to treat a churchman in public with consideration. 
The cause of F.reethought is so certain of ultimate 
succese-the cause of orthodoxy is so certainly doomed 
and is losing ground every day so unmistakably-that 
it would seem only charity to let the poor fellows 
down easily, and not wound their self-respect any 
more than one can help. Don't you suppose that, 
down in the heart of the majority who fight for 
orthodoxy, there cannot help being a vague percep· 
tion of the silliness or the fraud of the superstition 
which they hav been taught at their mothers' knees 
to cherish as their life 1 In some few cases, I know, 
they believe through and through the orthodox prin
ciples for which they contend ; but I am fain to 
think, from my own experience, that these cases are 
rare. Moreover, these are not the people whom any 
of us are trying to interest in state Secularization. 
It is the great majority to whom I refer above whom 
we hope to reach, and who would gladly walk with 
us into our clearer light, if we did not frighten them 
away at the outset by our rude jeers at their silly 
little superstitions-superstitions which we can trust 
them to throw away for themselvs, as soon as they 
look at them in the open sunshine. "Speaking the 
truth in love "-do you not agree with me, dear 
friends, that this is really the better way T 

I cannot do better than close this article with a 
brief extract from a letter written me by an outsider 
who has seen something of our platform methods. 
As the letter is a confidential one, I do not feel at 
liberty to giv the name, but will say that it comes 
from a speaker of large experience: 

Could your lecturers confine themselvs to this one point 
[state Secularization], and permit their Agnosticism, if it 
appear at all in their public lectures, to do so only as a 
secondary affair, I think that they could accomplish more 
with church people than at the present time ; and these are 
the ones who ought to be reached, for they are the persons 
who are in the dark on this subject. All Freethinkers 
agree that church and state should be kept separate. Hence 
there is very little satisfaction in lecturing to such people 
alone; and, unless we shall meet the church people in such 
a way as to obtain their confidence, we cannot hope to bene· 
fit them as we should like to. 

IDA 0. 0RADDOOK, Oorr. Sec. A. S. U. 
Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 9, 1891. 

Copy of Letter from Mr. •.r. B. Wakeman to 
Dr. R. B. West brook. 

No. 93 NASSAU ST., N. Y., Dec. 31, 290 E.M. 
My Dem· Doctor : I hav your notice for a board meeting 

next Sunday at 2 P.M. The inclosed card will show you 
that I must speak at that time in Brooklyn and cannot be 
present. 

So, I will tell you in short what I think ought to be done. 
1. The clause I sent you should go Into the pamphlet in 

substance, so that the federati?J character of the Union and 
the autonomy of the local and auxiliary societies should be 
made known. I hav, I think, obtained the assent of the 
Newark Union to the change of their charter on this basis. 
This is essential to the future cooperation of societies having 
different objects and views, and, therefore, ?Jital if we are 
to hav a future. 

2. I think the motion I made as to Mr. Charlesworth 
should be passed. If the $500 is subscribed, and he left to 
hustle about the country to get the rest of his support by or
ganizing local unions, he will do it. If other field secretaries 
are appointed it should be on a similar basis. That Is, enough 
should be given them to earn more by their success In lect
uring and organizing. 

3. These secretaries or lecturers might be selected by the 
?Jotes of subBcribers to the lecture fund, as Dr. Foote has pro
posed. This would take the responsiblllty from the board 
and leave it with the subscribers. If there are several lect
urers they could hav a separate section or state assigned for 
their work. 

4. Where the cause ~ht require several lecturers for 
special work, as now In Wisconsin, these could be specially 
selected and sent there to agitate, lecture, and organize. 

Thus, if every lecturer knew that he would get a certain 
sum, and so much more for every local union he organized, 
or lecture delivered, from the board, or from the audience, 
he would hav the strongest motiv to work; and those inter
ested in the cause would like to help nominate such lecturers 
and contribute to the fund to keep them, and as many as 
pos;ible of them, in the field. I think this plan will obviate 
more objections, and get us free from more difficulties, than 
any other. Hoping for harmony and success from your de
liberations, and wishing you and our diligent secretary the 
happiest New Year, I am, · 

Yours sincerely, T. B. WAKEMAN. 
MR. EDITOR: Here is my letter to President West

brook, which he has, at my request, returned to me 
for pr::.blication. It is the only utterance I hav made 
on the subj act, and it only inferentially refers to Mr. 
Watts, whose name baa never been named or come 
up before the board at all, unless there may hav 
been a meeting at which I was not present. The 
president was, therefore, entirely off of the truth in 
printing that there was a "strenuous .opposition" 
to the appointment of Mr. Watts on my part. I am 
a friend and admirer of Watts, if he has one any· 
where, and if he is to leave his Canada work (which 
I should greatly regret) I favor putting him on the 
same basis as our most favored and popular lecturers 
in the United States. 

More than that would not be fair, and I do not be
lieve he would ask it. My letter points out how that 

could be done, either with or without the appoint
ment of Mr. Charlesworth. 

Of this latter gentleman I am no special advocate. 
But as he was recommended by the congress I think 
he should be appointed, but on a plRn that could be 
extended to others, who hav stood the brunt of the 
battle in the States for many a year. As to the ob
jections to Mr. Charlesworth made by the. president 
. before the board, and, therefore, included in my 
resolution for his appointment as matters to be obvi
ated, I believe they would disappear on a fair ex
amination. 

As to his not being competent, he has spoken be
fore our best audiences at Newark, New York, and 
Boston with great succe!ls, and evidently has his 
heart in the cause, and a head that will keep on learn
ing. He has told me that he is in harmony with and 
heartily supports our American Secular U .nion con
stitution as construed in the first section of my letter, 
and which our secretary Miss Craddock has promul
gated in a very able letter inviting other societies to 
federate with us in our next congress. He believes 
it to be the best form of union for America, although 
differeat from the English method. If there is no 
money for him, there is none for anyone else, until it 
is raised. 

There seem to be DO good reasons, therefore, why 
we should overrule the recommendation of the con
gress. 

0! course the majority of the board can do so, and 
can appoint anyone they choose in any way they 
choose, or they can do nothing ; . but they ought not 
to complain of Dr. Foote and myself, who cannot 
see our way clear to share the responsibility. I 
still think that Mr. Charlesworth and Mr. Watts and 
others should be appointed on the plan stated in my 
letter ; but I am willing to follow in any better way, 
and deprecate the unnecessary feeling that· baa been 
shown in trying to find out that way. Let us settle 
this as a plain matter of business, and go on with 
our work. Yours sincerely, T. B. WAKEMAN. 

New York, Feb. 4, 291. 

The American Secular Union. 
The great blowing before and since the last con

gress, held at Portsmouth, 0. (equaled by nothing 
on earth but Barnum's show), is subsiding and hence 
allowing the dust to settle, and at the same time per
mitting the real value of said congress to be taken. 
It is painfully evident in summing. up its results that 
it is in demonstration of the truth of the criticism 
which I made on the congress of 1889. The attempt 
which was made there and· then to run the Secular 
movement through Obrietian aid and cooperation 
found by enforced sequence the supreme weakness 
of such a method. All efforts made by true Secular
ists, such as those who indorse the Nine Demands in 
the aenee in which they hav been interpreted until 
recently, must ever result in rousing the bitter an
tagonism of the Ohristian; but even under its new 
compromising method it fails to receive any sanction 
from the Ohristian church. When I say Ohristian 
church, it must be understood that I do not include 
either the Unitarians or the Universalists. They an
tagonize all that is fundamental in the creeds of 
Christendom, hence a compromise with them may be 
legitimately considered a questionable transaction. 
If they are to come on our platform with the stolen 
dignity of an accredited clergyman of the Christian 
church, and as a result of that compromise hav the 
advocates of the Nine Damands of Liberalism gagged 
out of deference to these assumed clerical dignitaries 
lest they should be disturbed in the feelings of their 
sacredness, it is high time to protest against any such 
compromise which renders it necessary to impose 
the gag rule, for in doing so we would be on a level 
with the immaculate dignity of the national congress~ 
A Jew, a rabbi, becoming interested in our Secular 
movement, is not strange, because it is evident to 
such that we are necessarily, in the enforcement of 
our demands, antagonizing Ohristianity, and so is 
the Jew. That our platform is ready to hear the 
speech of those who hav something to say and know 
how to say it, whether it is in harmony or out of 
harmony with the Nine Demands, has formerly baen 
considered consistent, without being insulted by the 
chair. And that our rostrum should remain thus 
free is what every man and woman in our ranks will 
maintain, and they will not consent to be gagged. It 
is also equilly true that all speeches made on our 
platform, when emancipated men and women meet, 
come within the province of criticism, and must run 
the gauntlet of the same, and no one shall be allowed 
to say, Not so, out of deference to some one mas
querading in priestly gown or miter, lest the sensitiv 
ear of such should be pained. 

The true method which our platform has recog
nized in years past is as we hav stated-freedom of 
speech courted, all tolerated, with equal freedom to 
use criticism on views spoken, but not on the speaker. 
We said a year ago that there is no compromise 
possible with Christianity. We cannot succeed in 
the realization of our Nine Demands without cross
ing every chosen line of Christian work and endeavor. 
Christianity cannot survive a victory won on the line 
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of our Demands. These two forces cannot both be 
crowned with success. One cannot be taught with
out denying the other. The presence of the super
naturalism in the one and the rights which that pres
ence enforces, show how utterly false it is to sup
pose that Christianity could be so stupid as to toler
ate or wink at the success of Secularism. Any one 
of the Nine Demands can win recognition only at 
the expense of OhristianUy. The enforcement of all 
of these Demands would annihilate the Christian 
religion. What, then, is more presumptuous than 
the idea that we can in any sense of the word look 

. for, hope for, ask for the cooperation of anyone be
lieving the truth of Christianity? Anyone having 
gone so far astray from the fold of the church as to 
offer aid in our cause we gladly take by the hand, 
but if in the presence of this one among us the gag 
rule is to be enforced for fear that the tender feelings 
of this new-comer may be hurt, we only hav to say 
that the acquisition does not pay the expenditure. 
There should be no tricks iri our trade, no concealed, 
masked doctrin. The church must know, and no 
doubt in fact it does know, that our success will be 
its death-knell. It can render us no help, knowing 
that our success is the extinction of priestly rule and 
the dissolving of a hundred thousand of their priestly 
powers. In the adm.ission of this fact we are to con. 
aider the method which has hope for our cause. 
Since the close of the last congress this question has 
been somewhat under discussion. But the facts 
stare us in the face; the history of years lies before 
us and demands recognition. 

And what is the proposition that has a promis of 
victory, prompted by the wisdom of those having 
charge of the movement ? It is, Send out two 
paid advocates-and thus, by a reasonable implica· 
tion, ruin the work which the workers in the field 
are now doing. Is this not the inevitable result of 
the witless scheme! Their already paid advocates 
would hav the chance, by financial necessity, of 
making all of the engagements, having been paid in 
advance. 

There are many who would willingly engage these 
paid agents, but who will engage those already in 
the field. Who will want them when a free lecturer 
is ready at hand to work for them ? They are 
not inclined to make engagements with lecturers 
when they hav to foot the bills, when the same re
sults can be had for the asking. But a still more 
serious objection lies in the fact that free lectures 
can never raise a people up to the point of independ
ence and self-reliance. A hundred free lectures in 
Grand Rapids or any other city will never organize 
a self-supporting society. Any method which tends 
to lift the responsibility from off the shoulders of 
th!:l laity is a destructiv method. Their union in 
sacrificing cc operation with the lecturer is a neces
sary factor in winning success. If the American 
Secular Union can raise $5,000, it might be rendered 
useful in one way-divide it among twenty lecturers 
in as many states for the purpose of paying the travel
ing expenses of these severml advocates. In this 
way many places could be reached and societies 
organized which are not accessible now. With this 
relief these societies could pay the lecturer for his 
lectures, and in most cases this would be done, see
ing that they do not hav to pay the traveling ex
penses of the lecturer. B11t even this, and all other 
tried methods, without effectiv organization cannot 
secure the results so much desired. All are con
vinced of the need of an organization which will 
secure unity of action. This want has been felt all 
the way through the history of Freethought in our 
modern civilization. 

I cannot see the promis of success upon any other 
line than tbl!lt of effectiv organizstion, but I know 
of no organization which secures unity of action, 
outside of heaven and hell, as the foundation, aside 
from political organization. I am fully convinced 
that on this line only can we secure unity of action 
and hope for ultimate success. The reasons for this 
conviction force recognition in the following terms. 
In the first place, all history lends its aid in support 
of this conviction. Etlclesiastical and political organ
izations hav persisted through all historical times, 
and they are the only ones which bid fair to continue. 
And when Secularism will seek support such as is 
only found in political organization it will then :find 
itself in position to play the winning card. A polit
ical organizition founded upon the Nine Demands 
of Liberalism, to be modified by a national conven
tion as in its wisdom it may deem necessary-a 
movement like this would tend at once to place us 
before the public in such an attitude as would 
giv us existence, recognition, and significance, such 
as we hav never reached. Political organization 
means something, and above all things tends very 
largely to secure unity of action, which we hav never 
had, and hence through this we become a factor in 
national politics. 

It is a fsct which does not admit of a doubt, that 
in our present isolated individuality we are not 
worthy of mention seriously by the church. It 
knows full well that isolated shooting is usually 
harmless, and is as likely as not to strike within the 
ranks of the sbooters. It is in the unity of force 

and action that we can hope to command ~tention 
and provoke discussion. It is the union of our forces 
alone which will inspire hope and confidence. 
Th~ absence of tffectiv organization which is so 

c~nsp1ouous among us, places our cause at such a 
discount that it can command nothing. The bright
est days with the most enchanting outlook, JZave way 
to a succeeding dreadful, gloomy night. View the 
hope which former years inspired going out in the 
blackness of a starless sky. Remember Chautauqua, 
Hornellsville, Rochester, Watkins Glen-twenty or 
thirty speakers on the platform-many hundreds of 
attentiv listeners-hall, music, and speakers' expenses 
all paid cheerfully. What has 'become of these in
terested hundreds, these scores of speakers T Why 
are theee splendid gatherings no more T This ban
ner of Freethought which had attractions for thou
sands and was cheering the hopes of these devotees, 
is now trailing in the dust not that our cause is not 
in the heart and life of emancipated man and women, 
but because we hav not cohesiv organization to hold 
together the emancipated thoueaBds. The life which 
throbs in the heart and brain in the preaenoe of 
treason against liberty, is still our hope, but this is 
doomed to die without that unity which organization 
can hold in conservation. The history of the world 
shows that success in all ages has come through or
ganintion. It is true that organization means good 
or ill, and goes down sometimes amid the rush of 
multitudes, but when order comes out of ruin it 
must come through organization. No one need bil 
in seeing the importance, in the light of all history, 
of placing ourselvs before the people of this nation 
in such a light as to force recognition, in that way 
which will command attention. The mercy which 
petitioners plead for is not our method. O.ne cheek 
being smitten, we turn not the other. We demand 
our rights, and by the eternal fitness of things, and 
or~anization, we shall hav them. 

U ader an organization which was political, we 
could determin our strength-a strength which does 
not come of mercy, but a strength which commands. 
And I am fully of the opinion that under a politiol\l 
banner we could marshal a hundred to one as we now 
stand. And we may reasonably entertain the hope 
that those under this organization would hav much 
less trouble with fear. In our present position we 
hav many cowards, but with this political organizs
tion there will be much less reason for the existence 
of this very uncommendable trsit. And in still 
another respect we would hav a decided advantage 
-in the raising of funds. Then we will be able to 
raise a hundred dollars as easily as one now. 

But it will be asked, Will our people be willing to 
leave their political affiliations and come into such an 
organization? I think there is no question upon 
this point. The present unstable condition of po
litical parties is most favorable to such a movement 
as we hav suggested, and I am of the opinion that 
many thousands would be only too willing to train 
under these terms if they only had the chance. I 
hav talked with many who share our opinions, and 
all ll.'e in favor of such a movement and I hav not 
met with a single objector. We hav among us as 
good material in our ranks as there is in the nation, 
and if the throng could find support among our 
leaders, and a convention be called in 1892 and a 
national ticket placed in the field, all would be sur
prised at the support and strength it would com
mand. I see no other line which has a promis of 
permanent success. J. H. BuRNHAM. 

Tile California Liberal Union. 
The third annual congress of the California S~ate 

Liberal Union was opened in Irving Hall, San Fran
ciscc:1 January 29th. Delegates from all parts of the 
state were in attendance, the number increasing 
until during the afternoon session fully one hundred 
members were present. The morning session was 
occupied with the address of the president, Samuel 
P. Putnam. It comprehended a characterization and 
discussion of the forces now arrayed against political 
Secularism and an exposition of the deep, underlying 
prinaiples of philosophical Secularism which govern 
and move the practical elements of Liberalism and 
constitute the logical tlaeory of life, morals, and eco
nomics. 

Upon reassembling for the afternoon session the 
regular business was begun. 

The. following officers were elected to serve for the 
ensuing year: President, S. P. P11tnam; secretary, 
Emil S. Lemme; treasurer, W. H. Eastman; execu
tiv committee, Ra.nford Worthing, of San Diego ; 
Philip Cowan, of Petaluma; W. S. Rogers, of Boul
der Creek; S. Littlefield, W. F. Freeman, of Stock· 
ton; William Stlhroeder, of San Francisco; John 
Robinet, of Nipomo; J. E. Clark, of Los Angeles, 
and R.' H. Schwartz, of San Jose; committee on spe
cial Sunday law legislation, G. E. Macdonald, W. H. 
Eastman, and F. B. Perkins, of San Francisco; A. 
Schell, of Knight's Ferry; W. F. Fceeman, of Stock
ton, and R. Butterfield and N. D. Goodell, of Sacra
mento. The list of vice·presidents included the 
names of a hundred people distinguil!hed in the move
ment in the various cities and towns in the state. 

W. S. Bell on behalf of the proper committee sub
mitted the following resolutions : 

1. Resolved That the Liberals of California., in convention 
assembled, advocate, as the basic principle of this organiz!l
tion, the total separation or church and state; and as neces
sary to this end we demand : 

1. The equitable taxation of church property in common 
with other property. 

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction and 
worship in public schools, especially the reading of the Bi
ble. 

3. The cessation of all appropriations of public funds for 
inRtitutions of a sectarian or religious nature. 

4. The abolition. ol chaplaincies in Congress and state lfg . 
islatures. 

5. The discontinuance of the practice of appointment, by 
the president or governors, of religious festivals, fasts, or 
Thanksgiving days. 

6. The abolition of the religious oath in our courts and 
all other public places. 

Resolved, That we condemn the efforts of the National Re
form Association, the Women's Christian Temperance Union, 
the American Sabbath Union, the churches generally, and all 
other organiz!ltions whatsoever, to secure the passage of a 
Sunday law in the state of California; and that we pledge 
ourselvs to oppose all such efforts to the extent of our power 
and ability. 

Resolved, That we also oppose and condemn the attempt 
now being made to induce tbe committee having the matt€r 
in charge to close the World's Columbian Exposition on Sun· 
day; that 'We should regard such a course as unjust to ex
hibitors and visitors alike ; as inimical to the best success of 
the Fair and public good; as an unconstitutional recognition 
of the claims of the church by the state; as in every respEct 
narrow and puritanical, and calculated to expose America 
and her people to the just ridicule and contempt of the civil
ized world. 

Resolved, That we recommend that the World's Columbian 
Exposition to be held in Chicago in 18D3 be kept open on 
every Sunday during its continuance. 

Resolved, That we sympathize with all movements of an 
economic nature calculated to improve the condition of the 
laboring people-the farmer, the artisan, or the professional 
man. 

Resolved, That in discountenancing a union of church and 
state we base our opinion not alone upon the unconstitution
ality of such a union, but also upon the conviction which we 
hold that the main dogmas of religion taught by the churches, 
and which they are endeavoring to incorporate into the or
ganic law of the country, are unproved, unprovable, and de· 
monstrably false; that religions are essentially tyrannical, and 
as inimical to mental freedom as to civil liberty; that super
stition is as mischievous in the mind of the individual as in 
the statute-books of the nation; and that the~fore we are as 
strongly pledged to aggressiv warfare upon this evil.wher
ever found as when its tenets are enforced upon us m the 
form of legal enactments. 

Rewlved, That with reference to the prevailing discussion 
of the attitude or the American Secular Union toward the 
dogmas of the church, we regard the Secularization or the 
people generally as not second in importunce to the Secular
ization or the state. We are of the opinion that avowed 
neutrality to that which is false is equivalent to tacit Indorse
ment of it, and that in assuming ita present position our 
national organization has surrendered a. full half of its power 
for good. ·We recommend that the Calirornia state Liberal 
Union defer affiliation with the American Secular Union 
until the limits to the scope of that organization are enlarged" 

A long discussion took place over s resolution 
sanctioning Nationalism, the Stanford loan bill, and 
single tax, and it was rejected. 

Resolutions of regret were adopted at the death of 
Vice-Presidents J. W. North, Mrs. R. H. Sohwartz, 
Dolonel H. L. Knight, and Mrs. K\!te Parke. The 
Union also deplores the death of J. P. Mendum, and 
the serious illness of Chiirles Bradlaugh. 

The closing address of the afternoon was deliv
ered by Prof. W. S. Bell. " Where May J 11stice Be 
Found~, was the title of his essay. "J11atice," he 
oaid " is not made in legislatures or tribunals ; it is 
disc~vered in the strata of society. Calvinism and its 
horrors of in:finit justice and glory, when viewed by 
man's reason, is insanity. Is it just for God to tell 
us to forgiv our enemies while be roasts his in eyer
lasting fire? Is it just t? compel me_n to. baheve 
that which they cannot thmk, to obey Ill blmd cre
dulity where they do not know ? Can we love a God 
whom we never saw 1 The child asks : 'Who m!lde 
God~· The mother or bther answers: 'Shut up !' 
Is it just~ . 

The evening session was not strictly under the di
rection of the Liberal Union, but under that of the 
Freethought society. The members of both organi
zations filled the hall to honor the memory of Thomas 
Paine the anniYers&ry of whose birth was cele
brated. A number of ladies and gentlemen rendered 
several heartily applauded voca! and instrumental se
lections and recitations. D.»ncmg followed and con
tinued until alate hour. 'l'ba speaker of the evening, 
N. R. R~vlin, paid an eloquent tribute to Paine, re
viewing the events of his checkered _car~er, a!ld de
nouncing in vigorous words the prEJudwe, b1gotry, 
and intolerance that had prevsiled against the " dis
tinguished patriot."-Chronicle. 

Resolutions of Sympathy. 
At memorial services held by the Chicago Seoular 

Union, February lat, in honor of the late J?siah P. 
Mendum and Charles Bradlaugh, the followmg reso
lutions were presanted by George Schilling, and 
adopted by the society : 

Resolved 'fhat in the death or J. P- Mendum, of Boston, 
and Charles Bradlaugh, or Ellgland, the Liberal .world 
mourns the loss or two of its most pronounced champwns of 
the intellectual progress of man kind. 

Resolved That the Secular Union of Chicago acknowl
edges thei; great services to mankind and commends their 
courage and fidelity to the cause of mental freedom the 
world over. 
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«ommnnieations. 

·Christianity and Evolution. 

consigned to the hottest corner, or treated leniently; 
and tM story ends with Jesus seizing the prince 
of hell, trampling on Death, and taking Adam 
bodily with him to heaven. 

THE APOCRYPHAL GOSPELS AND TRADITION CONCERNING 
Then follow several spurious Epistles of Panl; 

the Acts of Paul and Thecla; the Epistles of 
Clement, and of Barnabas; the Epistle of Ignatius 
to the Ephesians ; and to the Magnesians and 
many others. 

• JESUS. 

It should never be forgotten by those who wish to 
form a just estimate concerning Jesus Ghrist and his 
teachings that, for the first three centuries after his 
alleged death, the gospels most frequently referred 
to, or quoted, were those which are now admitted to 
be spurious, and which now form part of what are 
c~lled the Apocryphal Gospels. 

Most of these books were believed in during the 
first few centuries of the Christian era, and many 
of them were defended by the most eminent of 
the early fathers of the church. 

The Jews who know Jesus and saw him day by 
day, believed so little in him that they crucified him. 
When, however, Jesus bad been dead-assuming, of 
course, that a man of that name who wen~ about 
proGlaiming unpopular doctrine, and who, ultxmately, 
was put to death for sedition, ever lived-when, I 
say, Jesus had been dead a few years, a number of 
ignorant and enthusiastic persons, led by Paul and 
others, went about proclaiming themselvs believers 
in Jesus, but saying nothing about his supernatural 
character, and by virtue of their earnestness and en
thusiasm won over to them a large number of adher
ents. 

In Hone's edition of the Apocryphal New Testa
ment, we hav the Gospel of the Birth of Mary, 
which, in primitiv ages, was attributed to St. 
Matthew, and regarded as genuin by mtt.ny of the 
ancient Christian sects. 

This gospel is to be found in the works of St. 
Jerome, a father of the church, who died 420 A.D. 

"The Gospel of the Protevangelion, or an histor
ical account of the birth of Christ, and the perpetual 
Virgin M~ry, his mother, by James the Lesser, cousin 
and brother of the Lord Jesus, chief apostle and. the 
bishop of the Christians in J erusaleni." This gospel 
was generally credited by the early Christians. 

Then we hav that remarkable book called the Gos
pel of the Infancy, which is crammed full of the 
grossest absurdities and incredibilities, but which 
writings were regarded as authentic by eu~h eminent 
fathers of the church as Eusebiiis, Athanasius, 
Epiphanius, Ohrysostom, etc. In this gospel Jesus 
is represented to hav said to his mother, while in the 
cradle : " Mary, I am Jesus the son of God, that 
word which thou didst bring forth according to the 
declaration of the angel Gabriel to thee, and my 
father hath sent me for the salvation of the world." 

Kuowing baby! It is a pity that in the so-called 
authentic gospels this information is conceaied, and 
Mary is represented to hav kuown nothing of the 
wonderful character of the infant to which she had 
given birth! 

If the gospels ba true Mary was the mother of 
God almigh~, and yet she did not know it. She 
actually had the good sense to think that a child 
who was born could not hav been eternal ; that a 
child who was less than twenty inches long could 
not logicmlly be regarded as infinit ; that a helpless 
child that had to be suckled at the breast could not 
be accurately described as almighty. 

So Mary regarded Jesus in the same light ms she 
did the other members of her numerous family. 

In the Gospel of the Infancy the swaddling 
clothes of Jesus healed a boy who w&s possessed of 
devils, which flaw away in the shape of crows and 
serpents. Poor devils ! or .poor crows ! 

Young Jesus went to school like other good boys, 
but the first thing he did was to attempt to teach 
his schoolmaster Greek, and when the master remon
stJ:·sted by holding U):> the cane wherewith to punish 
the audacious boy Jesus coolly afflicted him with 
palsy so that the weapon fell to the ground. After 
school hours J eaus used to amuse himself by playing 
at games with his school companions. 

One day he played with Judas at making clay 
figures and mud pies. Judas made some clay birds; 
then Jesus did likewise ; and the only difference 
between the two was to be seen in this : that when 
Judas had completed his birds they lay fl.~t upon the 
ground, whereas those made by Jesus when com
plete got up and flew away; which reminds me of 
the story of an American humorist who said th~t he 
painted a picture of a ginger beer bottle so naturally 
that the cork flew out before he had time to paint 
the string to hold it in with. 

In this same gospel we get a glimpse of Joseph at 
work. It appears that Joseph was not 2 competent 
workman, and on one occasion he received an order 
from the king of Jerusalem to make a throne, and 
when Joseph had completed it the throne was found 
to be four spans short of the appointed measure, so 
that it was u~terly impossible for the king to squeeze 
his large proportions into the seat thereof. 

The king was naturally indignant. What was to 
be done~ 

Joseph thought of his boy-or rather Mary's boy. 
Jesus was called upon the scene and he immedi

ately settled the difficulty by stretching the throne 
to the size required. 

And Christians for centuries stretched their mouths 
wide enough to swallow this story, until some heret
ical priest came forward and pronounced it spurioue. 

Then follows the Gospel of Nicodemus, formerly 
called the Acts of Pontius Pilate. This book is sup
posed to hav been fa.bricated toward the end of the 
third century. It seems to hav been written for the 
purpose of vindicating the character of Pontius 
Pilate from the aspersions of the J awe. The most, 
interesting chapter in the book is that which give an 
account of the arrival of Jesus at ball gates and 
the quarrel between Satan and the prince of hell 
-most Christians fancy that Satan is the prince of 
the lower regions, but in that as in most other 
things they are wrong-1a to what should be done 
with him ; in point of fach whether he shall be 

• Gibbon tells us that the early Christians were "an 
ignorant rabble ;" and it was from this class that the 
early disciples of Jesus were won. As an organiza
tion, however, Christianity made, comparativly speak
ing, very little progress until Constantine took it 
under his protecting wing. 

Then Christianity became a power in the state. 
It then gained a political significance. 

But, practically, what did the Ohristians of the 
first three centuries succeeding the death of J esu£1, 
know concerning the merits or demerits, the truth 
or falsehood, of Christian claims 1 Not.hing. 

They did not see Jesus perform his alleged won
ders; they did not hear his Sermon on the Mount; 
they did not see him crucified ; they did not see him 
rise from the dead. In fact, they had no more evi
dence than we hav concerning these things. They 
believed what they were told ; they accepted the 
stories of tradition without question; they were too 
ignorant to inquire closely in~o the evidence, and 
consequently -their belief only served to demonetrate 
their credulity and not their wiadom. 

These stories about, Jesus, to use the powerful lmn
guage of Colonel Ingersoll, " for centuries lived 
in the open mouth of credulity." The ignorant peo
ple were fed on nothing else. It is no wonder, there
fore, that in time they became exceedingly enthusi@s
tic about them, .and were prepared to .go to any 
length in their support of what appeared to them in 
their uncultivated condition to be palpable truths. 

ARTHUR B. Moss. 

To the Brotherhood of Moralists. 
I hav received several invit~ttions from you to join 

the Brotherhood, and here I wish to giv some of my 
principal reasons for not complying with these 
requests. 

I am not an Anarchist, Commnnist, superstition. 
ist, religionist, immoralist, or Spiritualist. 

This looks as though I would make 1\U l\l3nepts.ble 
member, yet I am more obnoxious to this Brother· 
hood than any of these, for one good re~son-th:at 
is, I know too much. I know that people liv after 
they go through so-called des.th, as weH as I know 
they liv here. And I also know that every honest 
person with ordinary sense, by using the nece13SIU'Y 
means, can know thi!':! as well as I do. · 

This knowledge of life after so-called death is a 
scientific fact-& fact demonstrable beyond the least 
ab~dow of a doubt. And there is no mora religion 
about it than there is about eating your dinner or 
digging a ditch. 

Spiritualism is a religion, :& belief (see Webster), 
and Spiritualists attempt to prove their religion true 
by spirit phenomena. They present these facts, 
natural phenomena, to prove their pious fraud, relig
ion, to be a truth; and with aa much reason and 
truth as the Christians claim that geology proves 
that the creation as recorded in their holy Bible is 
true. But the facts of geology, the records of the 
rocks, completely destroy this creation record. So 
the facts of spiritology, spirit phenomena, wil! de
stroy not only Christianity, with its m~ny creeds
and Spiritualism is one of these-but all religions. 
The sciences, geogr11.phy, geology, astronomy, etc,, 
hav greatly weakened the bold of religion on the 
human mind. Now the science, spiritoiogy, has 
been discovered1 and is struggling for recognition by 
the truth seekers, struggling in the bends of its ene
mies, the religious Spiritu1111lists, who are me,king 
great efforts to twist these natural facts into evidtmce 
that their religion ia true. 

This new-disoove1'ed science strikes the Iasli tmd 
deadly blow at this inhum;,n monster C!l!led religion, 
which, aoeording to the hist~riciill record of past 
ages, has bean the man-eating tiger that baa ten·Jr
ized the world. 

Every science has its pscuHar and distinct mode 
of investigation, and spiritology is no exception. Ita 

conditions are as exact and definit as those of chem
istry. It is governed by the same law that the uni
verse is governed, and everything that is in it-the 
law of cause and effect; the same cause always pro
ducing the same effect, and as the cause changes the 
effect also changes. 

This law of cause and effect is the only governing 
power that man has ever been able to discover. 

Religiously speaking, I am an. Atheist, I know all 
gods and all religions are frauds ; scientifically speak
ing, I am a Naturalist, everything that is is natural; 
there is not anything outside nature. 

Good and bad, true and false, pleasure and pain, 
are each the result of a definit and natural cause; 
this is a scientific fact, but religion has a god or gods 
that act in utter disregard to this law of cause and 
effect, working miracles, and so every strange occur
rence with cause unknown is called by religious peo
ple a miraGle. 

During the past ages of recorded and traditional 
history, spirit phenomena of various kinds hav often 
occurred, but hav been misunderstood, or selfishly 
used to gain power over ignorant and superstitious 
people ; this mental servitude and darkness are yield
Ing to th~ power of light, of reason, thought, investi
gation, and the discovery of facts upon which mod
ern science is built. Among all these facts there are 
none of more importance to man than spirit phenom
ena. 

The discovery of these facts, nearly ten years ago, 
was to me the greatest and most important event in 
my past life; there was the turning-point in my life 
from mental torture to happiness, and from igno
rance to knowledge. Now, before this event I did 
nothing for reform; since then, I hav been continu
ally on the battlefield of progress and reform, and in 
the thickest of the fight. , 
· And you, the " Brotherhood of Moralists," would 
hav ine not only giv up this knowledge, but also aid 
in forcing it back froru and out of the minds of man
kind. You are working on the same line with the 
bigoted and persecuting Christians, aiding them to 
drive medium ship from the earth, which, if left to do 
its work, will destroy both your creed pnd theirs. 
The Christian creed is a relic of the dark ages. Its 
policy is and always has been, rule or ruin. It claims 
perfection and all knowledge worth knowing, forbids 
investigation, and persecutes, to the extent of its 
power, .eTerybody who disbelieves its wicked and 
cruel creed. And you, the Brotherhood, hav pledged 
yourselvs to do the same.......:to not investigate spirit 
phenomena yourselvs, or allow if possible anyone else 
to do so, and to destroy, break up, and (you call it) 
expose mediums wherever and whenever you can. 
This ia the obvious meaning of your obligation, and 
for you to use the word " brotherhood " and call your
eelvs moralists snd reformers, in this age of progress, 
and then take an obligation to close your eyes and 
minds ~g!'!tinst investigatiug cartain natural phenom
ena, and prevent others from doing so, if you can, 
plMes you side by side with religion. Your obliga
tion in this particul~r is also s relic of the dark and 
misty past, when religion reigned sup1'eme, when the 
pious attempted to destroy all knowledge but so
cR.lied godly knowledge, and only desiring a very lim
ited supply of that, and prevent all investigation of 
natural phenomena, leat nature should prove the 
Christian religion to be untrue. 

My obj.ect in writing this article is to present facts 
and ide~s to thinking people, and induce, if possible, 
antireligious men and women to form circles for in
vestigation of spirit phenomena (not Spiritualism). 
I appeal to people who are honest and reasomr.ble 
enough not to condemn, li.ke religious people, with
out investigation, which can be made by following 
the concise directions here given. 

I will giv these instructions for forming circles to 
investigate spirit phenomena. 

Persons to compose the circle should be absolute 
unbelievers in spirit phenomena, God, religion, or 
life after death ; in number from two to six or more 
as convenient, half male !iind half female if possible 
-mixed circles are bettel' than all of either sex. 

Sit around a common, clean dining-table without 
any cloth on it (a solid top is best), aa if you were 
going to e&t, flat-footed and bands flat, palms down 
on the table; h!.t.v the room perfectly dark; sit quiet 
and as negativ as possible, tha~ is, without activ or 
wandering thoughts, but with the mind on the busi
ness of the occasion. Let the sitting be from 8 to 9 
o'clock a.t night, two evenings a week, say Sunday 
and Thured!'!.y, sit regular on 'these nights only; sit 
if possible with no two of the same sex next to each 
other; let each hr!.v his or her regular place to sit. 
If there is P.. strong medium at the table, _you may 
get some demonstretinn the first or second sitting. 
This m8y be physic&], such as raps, tipping of the 
tii!ble, or the involuntary moving of some one's hand ; 
this me!lnn writing, and the person whose band is so 
moved should hold a pencil on m slate each sitting 
there~fter with the h!llnd thmt was moved. 

Some one may become cl8irvoyant and see what 
the others cannot, or cllsiraudient and hear what the 
others cannot, or some one may be entr!>nced or con
troled. When entr~ncsd, persons l!re unconscious 
of what they say or do; when oontroled, they know 
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all tha~ they say or ao, but cannot prevent it or do 
1 
thing which has not yet taken place is a revealed fact. 

otherwise. . . If I ~ay t~at Jones's election to Cpngress at the nerot 
If you get raps, make arrangement With the rapper election 1s a revealed fact some one who regards 

that one rap means no ; two raps, do not know.; truth more than oourte,!!y might quite naturalty call 
three raps, yes; and five raps, a call by the. rapper me a liar, and if I was sober I should say he was right. 
for the alphabet. But " respect for the cloth" compels me to modify 
App~int one person to do the talking, and to·avoid. my judgment on this highly educated and titleized 

confuston hav that person to repeat every question at exhibit by merely remarking that his introduction to 
that sitting to the rapper. - truth has as yet been deferred. 

To use the. alphabet either on call or by consent of The massing together of words like messianic, 
the rapper, and thereb_y get names. and sentenc~s Pauline, judgment, mediatorial, reign, proclamation, 
spelled out to you, begm a, b, c, until the letter IS supreme court of the universe, etc., no doubt has the 
c~lled that is wsnted,_ which will be indicated by a desired effect upon religious dupes, and we let them 
smgle rap. Write this letter down and proceed as go, but when facts and truth are quoted we call for 
before until the communication is complete. the proofs and never get them. Please confine your-

The sitters, before beginning, should agree to hav selvs, gentlemen of the clergy, to mythological 
at least twelve regular sittings, the same persons mysteries, for you will certainly be shipwrecked if 
only and no one else, on the same evenings, twice a ou attempt to land upon the shore of truth. 
week, and at the same hour; then if no result, let 
the tired or disgusted ones stay away, and if you can, 
reform the circle with some new members and pro
ceed as before. 

Some circles may make e. failure from various 
causes too tedious to mention here, but very seldom 
for lack-of mediumahip in a circle of six or more. 

A tingling sensation beginning in the fingers, ex
tending to the hands and armE~, points out the me
dium ; this sensation sometimes extends to the 
whole body, which indicates entrancement or control; 
the person feeling this sensation should remain quiet, 
not move or get excited, or mentally resist. The 
whole circle should keep quiet. No danger whatever 
may take place. Do not allow any ruffianism, such as 
sticking pins in entranced persons. In the first 
place, do not go into a circle when you hav not got 
the most implicit confidence in the honesty of every 
person in it, then you will not accuse each other of 
playing the fraud; hav no one in the room except 
those in the circle, and quiet outside. 

Talk to this invisible worker exactly as you 
would to a human being, without regard to what you 
may believe or think as to the cause of what is tak
ing place, and whatever the communications may be 
do not giv up the investigation. The important fact 
is, not so much what you get, as that some one can 
talk back across the dead line, for whether you think 
it or nob you ~are communing with human beings 
who are living outside of their earth body, and if 
you push your investigation you will be convinced 
of this beyond the least shadow of a doubt ; but do 
not believe anything these people tell you, unless 
you hav to; do not do anything foolish or against 
your judgment by their advice; remember, so-called 
death tllkes no more effect on an individual than 
stepping from one room into another. 

As steam is the moving power of the engin, so 
magnetism is the element used by spirits to produce 
these phenomena, a!!_d the will-power of the spirits 
is used to control and direct this magnetism. 

If the antireligious people will investigate spirit 
phenomena, separate it from religion, and place it 
where it belongs among the sciences, they will find 
they can banish religion and its gods, saviors, angels, 
devils, heavens, and hells from the minds of mankind 
far easier than by all other means combined with-
out it. · 

This science, spiritology, generally known and 
demonstrated will stop the flow of people into the 
church, and cause its most intelligent members to 
leave it until only a few pious fanatics are left, and 
when these pass out religion will cease to exist. 

Fear, mystery, and ignorance of what so-called 
death really is, and what there is after, is the great
est stock in trade of all religions. The knowledge 
of spirit phenomena removes these completely, and 
leaves the advocates of religion without their scare
crow argument, even with the most ignorant people. 
I hav found it a moat powerful weapon, and with it 
religion can be struck a harder blow than with any 
other argument, for it is religion's l~st and most 
powerful enemy. W. L. WILLIS. 

Kokomo, Ind. 

Gems Culled From the Religions Press. 

The Observer editorially speaks of "Critical Prop
aganda," and incidentally publishes a commenda
tory letter in which a theological student thanks the 
editor for condemning the "advanced criticism" in-
dulged in by theological seminaries. . 

The editor of the Observer is quite right; any kind 
of criticism, be it ''advanced" or primary, is equally 
fatal in the manufacturing of an all-arouvd orthodox 
theologian. We are astonished to bear that a theo· 
logical student is capable of criticising. We hav 
been informed that due care is always taken to secure 
students whose mental faculties are sufficiently be
numbed by allopathic doses of superstition adminis· 
tered from the cradle up, to withstand all invitations 
to question'' the truth of the word of God." We 
would suggest for the benefit of. the editor of the 
Observer, the organization of an examining board of 
phrenological experts whose duty it shall be to rE>ject 
candidates for the ministry whose bump of inquis
itivness reaches up to the average. This must be 
done. No theology in tlie world will bear question
ing. · It is not made for that purpose-it is made to 
be accepted, and if not accepted, you may be 
damned. 

The Christian Unton reproduces a sermon of Dr. 
Abbott in which he contrasts the activity and growth 
of Roman Catholicism in Brooklyn with the apathy 
of Protestantism, and reads a lesson to his church 
on the value of unity. He thanks God that the 
Roman Catholics hav increased from twenty thou
sands to more than a quarter of a million, the 
churches from eighteen to one hundred and fifty, 
twenty asylums and hospitals established, and 
twenty-eight thousand children gathered in the paro. 
chial schools. Dr. Abbott is thankful for this, even 
if it is Roman Oatholic prosperity. 

It will be observed that beggary and Christianity 
t!!'O hand in hand, and it is the especial delight of the 
~burch to be considered charitable. It importunes 
the man that is struggling to keep the wolf from his 
own door to assist in driving the animal out of an 
unfortunate nei~hbor's house. · Did it ever occur to 
Dr. Abbott or Bishop Loughlin that it would be a 
good idea to unify their forces, sound the bugle call, 
and make a concerted attack upon that gaunt and 
hungry wolf who exists by virtue of injustice, rout 
him, kill him, and forever bury him, that the ·stai_n 
and ignomiuy of pauperism may become but a rehc 
of civilized barbarism T The deep blush of shame 
should diffuse itself over the clerical face of every 
minister of the gospel at this debasement of members 
of his own race reduced to the pitiful attitude of 
beggars ! Millions of acres of land untilled, unused, 
of no use to humanity, to whom it belongs, held out 
of use by owners whose titles are all illegal, no man 
ever having lived who has an unimpeachable right to 
exclusiv ownership in land. It is for the living not 
for the dead, and -yet the edicts of the dead assist in 
its monopolization. "Ye lovers of men," why do you 
not seek the cause of poverty, and having found it 
extirpate it at all hazards ! This doleful charity is 
debasing to its recipients, a burden to contributors, 
and inflating to its distributors. Is it not disgrace· 
ful that under the universal beneficence of nature 
man should be a beggar ? It is not charity that the 
world needs to regenerate it and make men come 
closer together as partakers of one common destiny, 
it is simply justice, which, however, will not advance 
one single step until bigoted superstition has been 
replaced by the acceptance of the simple truth of the 
omnipotence of nature and the consequent perfect 
mental liberty of man. 

The Independent publishes an article from the 
pen of Samuel T. Spear, D.D., LL.D. (and we will 
not add with Doctor Pangloes, an A.S.S.). It is a 
ponderous outburst and is called the " Judicial 
Power of Christ." It quotes the Bible continuously, 
among the first of which is, " The God of the Bible is 
in that book and in human forms of thought and 
modes of statement represented as possessing and ex
ercising judicial power._'' "His throne is in th~ he!'v· 
ens and justice and JUdgment are the habttat10n 
thereof." "From his decisions t~ere ~s DC! appeal, no 
review, no correction." "The ent1re Btble IS pervaded The Christian Herald, the mouthpiece of the 
with this view of God." "The second advent of athletic clerical clown whose gyrstions hav convulsed 
Christ and the immediately ensuing judgment day the universe, givs expression to the followin~ Tal· 
are revealed facts." Of c~urse, thi~ imaginary God magian fable: " Intelligence, art, eloquence, w~thout 
is a judge, jury, and executioner all In one. We b~v the Christian religion is defamation, ruin, disaster, 
always understood him to be so, and also that he IS woe." 
going to take vengeance on those who hav not been Let the pantaloon stop the clown for a mome~t, 
properly introduced to him and take but little stock and ask: Is not intelligence, art, eloquenc~, w~th 
in his fiery threats, but this particular D.D. and l the Obristian religion, defamation, ruin, disaster, 
~L.D. is the first man that has asserted that some· woe T 

Do not these curses at present overtop the '' bless
ings" of the Christian religion 1 

Defamation is common enough, and ruin, disaster, 
and woe are the common heritage of the millions of 
the earth. 

And yet Christianity claitns predominance, and 
everything else within reach. The present unjust 
conditions, the prevalent mockery of human rights, 
are a sufficient answer to the impotencJ' of religion 
as a remedial agent in human affaire. It claims to 
know something of a future life. As a matter of 
fact it knows absolutely nothing, and has never ad· 
vanced a shadow of procf that it does. 

But like the veiled p1ophet of Mokanna, whose 
brow was covered with the silver veil " to hide from 
mort.al sight his dazzling brow tiii man could bear 
its light," this ancient bugaboo, this mythologies 
horror, a man-God"creator, is being revealed, his 
ugliness exposed, his absurd claims denied, and his 
personality relegated back from whence it came to 
the ancient sepulcher of discarded gods. 

The Evangelist heads an obituary of a no doubt 
worthy old lady, "An Elect Lady." There may be 
no doubt of her election, but we question the good 
taste of calling her an elect lady and omitting the 
same title over the heads of other obituaries. 

It is enough to make the Presbyterian spine of a 
lamenting husband chill to the freezing-point to no
tice such an omission in his wife's obituary. If the 
Evangelist bas in its possession a revised list of the 
elect, it might be well to advertise the fact, so that 
prospeotiv widows or widowers might make arrange
ments to hav their expected defuncts enrolled before 
they collapse. This would secure the title "elect" 
and avoid collision with the editor. 

The Christian Advocate has been requested to 
advise the Methodist churches whether or not they 
should receive the money bequeathed to them by 
Emma Abbott. The reply comes with a crisp busi
ness ring, "Oertainly." "The gift of. all mon?y 
which the owner has a legal and moral r1ght to dts~ 
pose of should be received by churches." The 
church prohibits its members from attending thea
ters holding that they are evil and immoral places. 
Th~ eroalted principle which actuates the Christian 
church in its business dealings with the world can 
best be set forth by following to its logical sequence 
its action in this particular case. 

A bank fails, frl!iud is suspected and proved, hun· 
dreds lose their money, a trial is had, no legal claim 
can be sustained against the robbers, and a compro
mise is effected which leaves the thieves quite 
wealthy. They are immoral men, but they hav a 
legal right to dispose of the fruita of their thievery 
and they giv it to the church. Of course the church 
accepts it. Now, says the deacon, if you can steal 
and prove that you did not steal bring us the money 
and we will take it. We will receive the income of 
immorality, but we are obliged to knock it silly in 
the pulpit. 

The Churchman, in a lengthy article on General 
Booth's scheme to rescue one-tenth of London 
from pauperism • and . crime, finds two. points of 
weakness, which 1t behaves are fatal to Its success, 
One is the· petty jealousies of th~ churches, ~he 
other the non-arrest of the economic causes which 
hav created the problem itself. . . 

The first of these points, that of the Jealousies 
of the various denominations, might be cured by 
the disbandment of the churches as such, and a 
reunion of the members for the practical solution 
of the economic causes which hav produced the 
condition, and their abolishment. 

Then would be the commencement of the tran
sition which must cause the granting of the long
withheld right of the people to the use of the land. 
Justice demands it; the solution of the problem d_e
mands it ; hunger, misery, and woe cry out for 1t, 
and they must not cry in vain. 

wILLIAM ALLEN SMITH. 

Increase of Freethinkers and Indifferentists. 
I hav made up the following table, the figures be

ing taken from Whittaker's: 
;a:NGLISH·BPEAKING RELIGIOUS OOMMUNITIES OF THE WORLD. 

1888 1890 Increase 
Episcopalians, 22.500.000 23,000,000 500,000 
Methodists, 16.550,000 16,950,000 400,000 
Roman Catholics, 15,000,000 15,200.000 200,000 
Presbyterians, 11,000,000 11,000.000 no lnc'se 
Baptists 8,450.000 8,600.000 150,000 
Freethidkers, 2,000.000 3,500,000 1,500,000 
Of no particular religion, 11,500,000 13,500,000 2,000,000 

The foregoing show for themselvs-" figures do 
not lie" -and an excellent move bas been made ~o 
such an extent that it will not be many years, at this 
rate of increase, before we are " atop of the heap." 

BARKER. 

SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free 
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An Open Letter to the Postmaster-General. 
To JoHN, WANAMAKER1 PosTMASTER-GENERAL oF THE 

UNITED STATES: . 
.Dear Sir: In your report for the"fiscal year end

ing June 30, 1890, which you "bav kindly forwarded 
to me, I find in explanation of your act excluding 
from the mails" a truslation of a questionable book," 
these paragraphs : 

"An act of Congress passed March 3, 1873 (R. B., section 
3893), provided, ' That no obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, 
pamphlet, picture, paper, print, . . . shall be carried 
in the mail;' and further, that any person who should know. 
ingly mail or cause to be mailed, or who- should knowingly 
receive or cause to be received, from the mails articles be
fore declared to be non-mailable should be deemed to be 
gul.lty of a misaemeanor. and liable to a fine of not less than 
$100 nor more than $5,000, or to imprisonment at hard labor 
for not less than one year or more than ten years. It was 
soon found that it was not enough merely to provide for the 
exclusion of ' ob9cene, lewd, and lascivious' publications, 
but that publications that were simply 'indecent ' had also 
better be excluded; and accordingly Congress, by the act 
of July 12, 1876 (19 Stat., p. 90), extended the prohibitions 
by adding thereto the words, 'or other publications of an in
decent character,' and by forbidding not only the carriage of 
such matter in the mails, but 'the delivery of it from any 
post-office or by auy letter-carrier;' so that the statute was 
amended to read as follows : 

"'EverY obscene, lewd, or lasoivionq book, pamPhlet, picture 
paper, writing, print, or other pu'JUoatton or an tnaeoent chara.ote; 
• , • is hereby declared to be non-mailable matter, and shall not 
be conveyed 1n the mails, nor delivered from any post-oflioe nor 
by any letter•carrier.• ' 

" The statute was thus broadened by prohibiting the 
transmission of any matter offensiv to modesty, or tending 
to subvert respect for decency and morality, first by consti
tuting the postmaster.geneial the judge of the character of 
such matter to forbid its carriage in the mails (which could 
only be prevented byexecutiv order), and second by leaving 
to judicial action the duty of imposing penalties. 

" It does not matter whether or not a given publication 
presented for mailing appears, by complaint or otherwise, 
to a postmaster to be' obscene, lewd, or lascivious,• if it 
does appear to be 'indecent.• He is obliged, in order not to 
become a law-breaker, to refer the (}Uestionable point to the 
proper dPpartment official. It does not matter, when the 
referee considers the question, whether the given publication 
is merely ' obscene, lewd, or lascivious.• If it is simply in
decent, he must exclude it or break the law. A translation 
of a questionable book was, as a matter of fact, presented 
some months since at the post-office ia a Western city for 
transmission in the mails. It was held and referred to this 
department. The assistant attorney-general, finding it in
decent under any definition of the word, issued an order ex
cluding it. To exclude the book was the simple duty of the 
department. For myself I never discuss the policy or wis
dom of breaking the law, and the officials of the post-office 
department do not. 

" Some hav said that the exclusion of a book only i3raws 
attention to it and makes the damage caused by its sale. the 
greater. That, as l"r.onceive, is no affair of a swom public 
official. Moreover, the 'advertising' which it is held the 
department gave the objectionable publication was entirely 
due to the thrifty bluster of the publisher who, however 
much he complained of the injustice of the decision of. the 
department, never appealed to the postmaster-general to hav 
it reversed. The question is not pertinent, either, why the 
department does not exclude certain other publications from 
the mails which are admitted to be indecent. It treat!! these 
cases only as they are brought to its attention ; and one 
complaint is considered as carefully as another. To try to 
pursue any other policy-to try to find publications which 
on one pretext or another might be excluded-would be to 
try to establish a real censorship of the mails, which is en
tirely foreign to what I conceive to be the duty. of the 
postmaster-general." 

In a marginal title to the subject you are discuss
ing, you say also that the "postmaster-general is 
obliged to act when applied to," and in the ease of 
the ; book alluded to that to exclude " any matter 
offensiv to modesty, or tending to subvert respect 
for decency and morality," is "the simple duty of 
the department." 

I now respectfully apply to you for a decision on 
a book published in this city and other ·places, and 
which can be found in nearly every bookstore in the 
country, and is sent through the mails daily. The 
title of the book is as follows : 

THB 

HOLY BIBLE, 
OONTAINING Tim 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

THB FORMER 

TRANSLATED OUT OF 

THE ORIGINAL l'ONGUES; 
AND WITH 

TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPAltli:D AND 

RBVISBD. 

NEW YORK: 
AMERIO!N BIBLE SOCIETY, 

INSTITUTED IN THE YEAR MDCCCXVI. 

1890. 

The volume appears to be made up of little books 
bound together. To facilitate your examinl\tion of 
the work-which, for fear you may never hav seen it, 
I forward with this letter by express, charges pre
paid-J would respectfully refer you to chapters iv, 
xvi, xvii, xviii, .s:ix, xx, xxi, xxix, xxxiv, xxxviii, xxxix, 
and others of the book called Genesis ; chapters iv, 
xiii, xxii, xxxiii, xxxiv, and others of the book 
called Exodus; chapters xv, xviii, xx, xxi, and 
others of the book called Leviticus; chapters v, 
xxxi, and others of ~he book called Numbers; 
chapters xxi, xxii, xxiii, and others of the book oa!led 
Deuteronomy; chapters ii, vi, and others of the book 
called Joshua ; chapters xvi, xix, xx, xxi, of the book 
called Judges; chapter iii and others of the book 
called Rath; chapters j, i~ xix, and others of the 
book called l Samuel; chapters iii, vi, xvi, and others 
of the book called 2 Samuel ; chapters i, xi, xvi, and 
others of the book called 1 Kings; chapter ix of the 
book called 2 Kings; chapters xxxi, xl, and others 
of the book called Job; chapters v, xxiii, and others 
of the collection called Proverbe; chapters i, ii, v, 
vii, viii, and others of th~ book called S'llomon's 
Song; chapters lvii and others of the book called 
Isaiah; chapters i, ii, iii, xlix, and others of the book 
called Jeremiah; chapters iv, xvi, xxiii, and others of 
the book called Ezekiel; chapters i, ii, iii, iv, and 
others of the book called Hosea; chapter i of the 
book called Micah; chapter i of the book called St. 
Matthew; chapter vii of the book called St. ~ark; 
chapters i and ii of the book called St. Luke; chapter 
viii of the book called St. John; chapters i and iv of 
the book called an epistle to the Romans ; chapters 
v, vi, vii, and others of the book called an epistle to 
the Corinthians; chapter xvii of the book called Rev
elation, and such other passages as Mr. Tyner may 
find, if. indeed he find these, to be obnoxious to the 
statutes cited by you in justification of the exclusion 
from the mails of the book alluded to. 

I am also told-but thie, it seems to me, is incred
ible-that ~his volume is read in a great many public 
schools every morning by the scholars, boys and 
girls indiscriminately, and that it is even claimed to 
be a source of that decency and morality for which 
you and I hav such deep respect. If this be true, it 
is a great aggravation of the original offense of 
translating it out of the original tongues-though 
to my certain knowledge no one knows where the 
original manuscripts are. It is also alleged that 
it is used as a text-boek by our c"iergy, though I 
cannot believe such a fact to be possible ; and some 
people claim that it is a history of ancient barbarian 

. ' 

tribes. ·~This of course is manifestly absurd, for no 
people, however degraded in savagery, would per
form the acts and liv the lives recorde.d in the book .. 
And I was told only this morning by the clerk from 
whom it was purchased that it is the book upon ' 

·which two great religions are founded, but in saying 
this, it seemed to me that the salesman was t.::ying 
to impose upon me. 

I am not ignorant of the fact that there is a great 
difference of opinion as to what constitutes a book 
which would come under ·the law of March 8, 1873 
(B.S. § 3893), but since Congress in its great wisdom 
has added the clause italicized by you in the act of 
July 12~ 1876 (19 Stat., page 90), and you hav given 
your definition of such works as "any matter o.ffen~ 
eiv to modesty, or tending to subvert respect for de
cency and morality," the classification of literature 
has become easier ; and I sub~it to you, in all hu
mility, whether the book under consideration does 
not come within your definiti()n of . publications 
which are of an indecent character. If it should be 
so, the public has your word for it that the " post
m._ster-general is obliged to act when applied to," 
and that the exclusion of such works is but " the 
simple duty of the department." The facts tha~ the 
book has had a large sale, is read by the best of peo
ple, and is to be found in ~he home of nearly every 
citizQn of the United States, will of course hav no 
influence with you, for we know that you "never 
discuss the policy or wisdom of breaking the law, 
and that the officials of the post-office department 
do not." And also, that calling attention to the work 
in this public way, by which its circulation may be 
greatly increased, will not deter you from doing your 
duty we also know from your own words, as such is 
no affair of a sworn public official. Whatever adver
tising your department may giv the book will be 
due of course to the thrifty bluster of the publishers, 
and not to you or me who are but doing our duty as 
citizens-! in calling your attention to the work (as 
your department "can treat cases only as brought to 
your attention"), and you as a sworn public official 
who never discusses the policy or wisdom of break
ing the law. 

I do not know that the publication is offensiv to 
modesty or that it has a tendency to subvert respect 
for decency and morality ; a great many people hold, 
I believe, the opposit view; but, so I am informed, 
and am led to think it true by reading the joumals 
of the country, a great many s_o hold of the book 
which your department did exclude from the mails. 
If this latter statement be true, it shows that the 
people cannot possibly be right when placing their 
views in opposition to the wisdom and greater expe
rience of the postmaster-general ; and as I desire 
only truth, and to be exactly right in selecting my 
literature, I hav no other recourse than to apply to 
you, confident that you will act regardless of . the 
thrifty bluster in which the publishers of pernicious 
literature may indulge. 

In conclusion, if you shall promptly decide in this 
matter, I will, with your permission, submit for your 
intelligent examination other works which I may find 
on sale. Some time ago, the Methodist Book Con
cern, the largest denominational publishing house in 
this country, printed a large volume in which meretri
cious pictures of African inhabitants appeared; and 
though I believe the objectionable pictures were re
moved in the second edition, I may perhaps find one 
of the first edition advertised to be sent postpaid on 
receipt of price, to the great damage by breakage of 
the law, and if so I will submit it. I allow no one, 
not even Mr. Comstock, to surpass me in zeal for 
purity and respect for decency and morality. 

Yours very respectfully, 
EDITOR OF THE TBUTH SEBXEB. 

''Godless " Schools. 
The Chicago organ of the Unitarians uses the 

expression "blatant Freethinker." Why "blatant!" 
The term · might be applied to a shouting, bowling 
Methodist, but bellowing Infidels are scarce, much 
scarcer than conceited namby-pambyists who imagin 
they are good Christian oxen because their green cil'· 
cumferences are distended with vanity and wind, as 
the Psalmist hath it. Like the mongrel Samaritans 
who feared the Lord but served their own gods, the 
Unitarians in professing to be in favor of freedom 
yet at the same time abusing those who hav won 
them the privilege of existence, seem to be lineal de
sceJldtmts of these Samaritans. 
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But it is with another point in the same note that 
we should deal. Unity says i 

''A recent writer to one of our religious exchanges on the 
use of the Bible in the public schools says there is a demand 
that these schools. should be ' godless.• This is rank non
sense. Probably not the most blatant Freethinker in the 
land ever expressed such a wish or intention. It is time 
even orthodox writers on this subject learned to distinguish 
between a non-religious and an irreligious attitude, whether 
in an individual or the government; between the principles of 
pure Secularism, which would make no discrimination be
.tween the multiform sec~ and creeds represented in the pub
lic schools, and a spirit of anti-religion. The distinction is 
wide and fundamental, and there is no excuse for an intelli
gent mind longer ignoring it." 

But there are people who desire to hav "godless" 
schools. Freethinkers generally desire it. There is 
no· more reason for teaching Theism in our schools 
than for teaching trinitarianism. God, from the 
savage's fetich to the Unitarian's made-over image of 
the Christian deity, is an unknown quantity, an inde
scribable, unprovable, and unfindable coDcept of 
ignorance. The public schools should tea.ch only 
the known, and to teach " God" is as great an out
rage upon the Atheist as instruction. in trinitarian 
dogma would be upon the Unitarian. We want our 
schools free from all religion, leaviDg that to be 
taught in the home or not at all. 

isters who run the state of Pennsylvania. The 
Lect,der adds, waxing brave as it considers the hard· 
ship of not having soda water and cigars on Sunday: 
"U n.less there is an unexpeBted change in the atti
tude of the legislators on this important question, 
there is, however, praBhioally no doubt that rural 
opposition will not avail to prevent the passage of 
one or other of the reasonable and public-spirited 
bills presented by Messrs. N aeb and Fow in the sen
ate and house respeohivly. The Leader has done all 
in its power to further this end, for the reason that 
we believe that the wishes of the people at large and 
not of e:dremists in religious matters should be con
sulted in the matter of framing new Sanday laws or 
suffering old ones to stand. The laws which we hav 
to-day are undoubtedly oppressiv, and the very favor
able prospect of the abrogation of the worst of them 
which is now offered should prove gratifying to. every 
citizen who values the right of exercising his natural 
liberty, in so far as it does not conflict with the well
being of his fellows." 

"Natural liberty,'' according to this bill, is limited 
to soda water and cigars! The Pennsylvania here
tics are certainly a most reasonable body of people 
and kept well in subjection by their mentors, the 
Christian clergy. A man who is content with soda 
water and cigars on Sunday cannot possibly be dan-

In Pennsylvania. gerous, and one who regards· the privilege of pur
chasing them on ~that day as a grant of freedom will 

It seems not a little amusing, when we remember never be very dangerous to the power that holds 
that this is pretty near the twentieth and is not the. his pious nose to the Sabbatarian grindstone. 
sixteenth century, to hear a grave and really serious d 
di · b . b d . . d But, by the way, what is the Secular Union oing 
sc~8810!l Y a 0 Y of. legislators as ~0 the WIS om to assist in obtaining this slight relief from the Blue 

or wtckedness _of repe.almg so muoh of a statute of laws y A little work by it, and the writing of letters 
A.D. 179~ as wdl perm1t the sale on Sun.days of soda. to their representative and senators at Harrisburg by 
water, o~gars, newspapers, and to perm1t a ~ar~er to the Freethinkers of the state, might help the bill, 
shav~ h1s cus~omers on that day. B11t th1~ lS t~e and possibly brace some lawmaker up to ask an 
burnmg quest1on ~ow before the Pennsylvania l~gu!l· amendment· to it whereby a little real liberty could 
lature, an~ the P~ttsburgh !'.ead?r ta~es to ~~self be secured to the church and religion-ridden Penn
much cred.It for bet~~ enterpr1smg 1n hav1ng obtamed s lvanians. 
an expression of op1mon,pro or con, on the proposed y 
measure from the solons at Hatrisburg. The Churches Pay Taxes in California-On the 

With the exception of Delaware and one or two Land ! 
S()uthern etates, Pennsylvania is in Sabbatarian and On the question of church taxation in California a 
religious measures the most bigoted, backward, and correspondent of the Christian Statesman offers 
unreasonable state in the Union. When the American some information gathered at :first hand from a pas
Secular Union metin Pibtsburgh the Law and Order tor of a Methodist church. The «lorrespondent is 
League, led by " Captain" Wishart, asked the police greatly disgusted at the fact that the minister had 
to suppress its meetings because there might be bias- to hustle a little, but thinks it could not be other
phemy uttered at them. Only a few weeks ago a wise in a state where the Secular theory of govern
Pennsylvanian was sentenced to jail for a long period ment is so generally accepted, where the~ is no 
for swearing a few "oaths" on the str13et. And the ·"Sabbath" law, very little "Sabbath" observance, 
present bill tb repeal the Blue laws of 1794 limits its and no Bible in the public schools of its greatest 
scope to making legal the sale of a few articles so city-11 how could you expect anything but the tri
commonly used that it is supposed that no one can ob- umph of Secularism in California ?" he sorrowfully 
ject. The framers of the bill dare not ask for-reallib- asks. 
erty; they must be satisfied with the shadowy priv- But here is the letter of his downtrodden minis-
ileges allowed by the clergy, and no doubt they will terial friend, the Rev. Dr. Dille: 
feel real grateful if permitted to buy a cigar on Sun
day without thereby becoming criminals. · Some of 
the lawmakers even do not dare to favor this two-for
a-cent bill until they ask their minister about it; Sen
ator Green, of Berks, frankly saying, ·" I will see 
the clergy of my district and get their views." 

Another lawmaker, Representativ Hartley, of 
Greene county, had to consult his Bible. "As far as 
the sale on S11nday of the necessities of life is con
earned," he said, "I will go as far as the Bible. goes. 
I believe our savior has given us an example of that." 
The other opponents of the repeal bill were either 
afraid of the religious people in their districts or 
afraid of their religion itself. However, a majority 
favored the bill, or are not ready to oppose it, and it 
is proaable that Pennsylvanians will be able soon to 
indulge in soda water and cigars on Sunday. The 
Leader says : " The city representative, notably 
those from Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Allegheny, 
are almost unanimous in the determination to vote 
for repeal. The methods of Oaptain Wishart and 
his Philadelphia colleague, Mr. Vail, and the incon
venience resulting to the public from the application 
of these methods, are too well known to the repre
sentative of the constituencies which suffer from the 

.. exactions of those alleged reformers to call for de
\ fense or confirmation. If the rural representative 
\were familiar with the actual state of affairs it is 
hardly probable that so many of them would array 
themselvs against a movement which is clearly 
intended as a measure of relief, and in no sense as a 
hardship to any class of citizens." 

So modest and humble a petition as this surely de
~ll)nds toler•nt QOD,sideration from the Christian min-

''Taxation of churches is quite a vivid fact in my mind 
just now, as I raised about a month ago $680 to pay 
state, city, and county taxes upon the property of the First 
Methodist Episcopal church in this city. Churches are cer
tainly taxed here precisely like any other property. A 
movement was made to secure the passage of an act by the 
legislature of 1887 to exempt church, college, and similar 
holdings from taxation. Dr. Stratton lobbied for it, and al
most all the church organizations favored it. But it did not 
carry, some of the legislators assigning as the ground of 
their opposition that the movement was really in the interest 
of the Roman Catholic church, which is enormously wealthy 
in real estate in California. I confess that consideration does 
much to reconcile me to California's anomalous attitude on 
this question. The matter is usually brought up in our 
churches annually; I mean a special appeal for money 
wherewith to pay taxes." 

The correspondent adds that the Roman Oatholic 
possession of so much real estate raises two sides to 
the question of taxation; evidently, without this, in 
his opinion there would be but one, and that of 
course· in favor of exempting the property of his 
seat. He never thinks that the principle involved is 
broader than one or two city lots. 

Bat it would . be interesting to know if this $680 
was a tax on the buiidings of the Methodist congre
gation or only upon the land? It- baa been braited 
about that as the pious tax assessors cannot exempt 
the churches they are in the habit of assessing only 
the "land and allowing the building thereon to go 
soot. free. Do the churches pay all their taxes? 

A BILL providing for the taxation of church property is 
before the Oregon legislature. Th11 Liberals of that state 
are making a strong fight for justice, and all sympathizers 
with the movement should write their representative at Sa
lem in favor of tlie bill. The Ron. J. D. Garfield, ot the 

House of Representative, wlll be heard from on the question 
when it comes up for debate. ------
. A STBIOT Sunday law is now before the legislature in AI-

kansas, and has already, by clerical inftuence, been forced 
through the senate. J. 0. Corliss, secretary of the Seventh
D&y Adventist organization, left February 1st, for Ltttle 
Rock, to see what could be done to arrest its passage in the 
house. 

A FRmND of the American SecJI}ar Union, one who has 
steadily given more of his time and money to it, as well as 
to all other Liberal and reform work, than almost any other 
man in the country, writes of TuB TRUTH SBBKER editorial 
concerning the Union: "Your· editorial settles in my mind 
the true practical policy for the Union. I haY had glimpses 
of it before, but never saw it so big and shapely, so suffi. 
cient to the needs of the case." 

THE offices of lord chancellor of England and the viceroy 
of Ireland are not allowed by the laws of England to be filled 
by Catholics. Mr. Gladstone tried last week to get the 
House of Commons to remove this religious limitation, but 
the motion was defeated. So England disgraces herself still 
further with her established church notions of putting none 
but Protestants on guard over Ireland and the English ex
chequer. The Catholics should hav fair play as well as the 
Jews or Freethinkers. ------

CumF-JUBTIOII: GILFILLAN of the Minnesota supreme court 
has handed down a decision in the appeal of the Church of the 
Good Shepherd affirming the lower court's decision that it 
must pay taxes on its parsonage. The juclge said: "In the 
clause of section 8, article 9, of the constitution, providing that 
'all churches, church property used for religious purposea 
and houses of worship shall by general laws be exempt from 
taxation,' the words 'church property used for religious pur
poses,' if they refer to land and buildings, do not intend any 
except those whose primary use is for religious purposes. 
A rectory or parsonage belonging to a church society, its 
primary use being for a secular purpose, to wit, the residence 
of the priest or minister, is not exempt because of some part 
of it being also used for religious services." 

THE Independent asks : "Shall we obey God's command. 
ment? or shall we open the Columbian Exposition on Sun
day?" And a Seventh Day Advent paper ridicules the evan
gelical Christian for its lack of biblical knowledge, or dis
honesty, in this way: "After struggling awhile to catch 
our breath at such a question, we venture to ask where 
God's commandment is which says that the Columbian Ex
position should not be open on Sunday. When and where 
was it given? and how does it read ? It this is thought a 
little too definit, we are willing to submit the question in 
the following sufficiently general form: Where has God 
given any command or instruction, or the apostles any ex. 
ample respecting Sunday, which would indicate any impro
priety in opening the Exposition on that day, or which would 
debar his servants from attending it, if ~open on that day?" 

THE Liberals of Masl!achusetts, led by the Invest~qator, 
will thii! winter make an effort to hav repealed the statute 
exempting church property from taxation. A petition to 
that effect has been prepared as follows : 
'' To the Honorable Senate and HO'Use of Representativs, of the 

Commonwealth of MassacMuetts, in General Oourt 
assembled: 

"The undersigned petitioners, citizens of the commonwealth 
of Massachusetts. respectfully represent: That the seventh 
clause of section 5 of the eleventh chapter of the public stat
utes of the commonwealth exempts from taxation 'houses 
of religious worship owned by a religious society, or held in 
trust for the use of religious organizations, and the pews and 
furniture (except for parochial use);' and that such exemp
tion is an indirect taxation for the support of denominational 
places of worship, and is a dangerous discrimination, con
trary to reason and morality, as well as to the spirit, if not 
the letter, of Article X of the Bill of Rights, by which each 
individual is bound to contribute his share of the expense of 
protecting his property, life, and liberty. And property is 
specified as the proper object of taxation. Therefore your 
petitioners pray that said clause, together with all special 
acts of like purpose, may be repealed." 

Residents of Massachusetts can ··procure copies of this 
petition at the Investigator office, Boston. 

AooOBDING to the Road, a Denver priest has made " a gilt
edged ass of himeelf" by saying: "There is not a more un
just or tyrannical system of laws in the world to-day than 
our present school laws. It is an iniquity, a shame, and a 
national scandal. In all honesty and COllSCience I cannot 
send my child to a public school. In spite of all the oppo. 
sition urged against Catholic education in Europe, in no case 
has the law gone so far as to tax the minority for the sake or 
the majority. I charge each and every Catholic parent who 
listens to me, do not send your child to a public school. 
They are godless. They are legally such and they cannot be 
otherwise. We must obey the ml\jority, they say. Oh, yes; 
we discovered your country, we fought its battles, we 
civilized your savages, we gave you all you hav, and now 
you say pay your money to educate our children. Yes, pay 
those who would support the public school and let them 
bear the responsibllity before God. This is the conditiou 
under the vaunted system of American majority. What can 
we do in the matter? Complain? No I If our country 
kicked me I would love it still. Pay your money to educate 
their brats, but never !or one moment send your child to a 
public school, but send him to a Catholic school. where he 
may hav kept before him morality and right, and, above 
all, first, last, and all the time, the holy Roman Catholic 
church." Certainly in his last sentence the priest has 1 e 
vealed the purpose ot his church with unusual frankness 
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NIPOMO, CAL., Jan. 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed_ please find $3 to pay for THE 

TRUTH BEEKER and $1 for the picture fund. Long liv THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, Watson Heston, and John Peck. 

Yours for truth, JOHN RoBINETT. 

LITOHFIELD 1 ILL., Jan. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER for fifteen 

years and I am well satisfied with it. Keep the pictures 
booming. Success to Heston and the Truth Seeker Com
pany. I close wishing you all a Happy New Year. 

ALEXANDER ROBSON. 

LoNG HILL, CoNN., Jan. 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find lubricator for the machinery 

for the year 1891. Some of my good friends think that in 
expending a few dollars in this way I am virtually purcha~
ing a first-class ticket for a brimstone roast, but I prefer it 
to paying pew-rent. JOHN L. BEARDSLEY. 

HAMBURG, lA., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Fred W. Toedt will build a fine large 

Freethought hall here in the spring. This shows that we 
are making some progress at least. Liberalism is steadily 
increasing here, and we hope soon to make this city a Free-
thought center for southwest Iowa. E. T. DALBEY. 

ABERDEEN, B. D., Jan. 29, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I ha v taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for nearly 

a year, and am well pleased with it. I hav been an out
spoken Freethinker for years. The churches are well rep
resented here, eight different denominations holding services 
every Sunday. Wishing you success, I am, 

Yours truly, 0. W. RoYLEY. 

BooNVILLE, IND., Jan. 28, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I want THE TRUTH SEEKER and the ANNUAL. 

This from John A. Reynolds,· the old Atheist and well
wisher of THE TRUTH SEEKER and humanity in general. 
Let us try to keep God out of the Constitution, for if the 
churches get their wishes you and I will hav to keep still or 
lose our heads. JoHN A. REYNOLDS. 

SAGINAW, MroH., Jan. 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to congratulate you on the very 

commendable and praiseworthy paper that you send out 
every week from your sanctum. The grand old TRUTH 
SEEKER ever holds its own, and indeed is on the up grade
grows better and better all the time. Success to it for a 
hundred years. Ever your true friend, J. H. BURNHAM. 

CHERRY TREE, PA., Jan. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Grandpa Buxton is eighty-four and still is 

able to read your paper without the use of ~pectacle3. We 
thought we would send for it for another year and that 
might be as long as he would need it, but we hope he may 
liv many years to enjoy it. He spends a great many hours 
reading and is greatly interested in the progress of Free-
thought. Very respectfully, HENRY BuxTON, JR. 

FOSTORIA, 0., Jan. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am well pleased with the paper. I find 

more good argument and common sense in its literature than 
in any other paper that I hav read; and as long as·your pa
per maintains its present standing and purity, and boldly 
combats the follies and errors of the present forms of super
stition in our country, I shall continue to be a subscriber 
and supporter. Heston's conception of the ancient Jew is 
excellent. His cartoons on the first page hit the bull's.eye 
every time. Yours for truth, WHIT. STEVENSON. 

MARQUETTE, KAN., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having noticed several communications 

with reference to a secret organization or organizations of 
Liberals, I hope the idea will prevail and that all who favor 
it will speak their sentiments. Provision should be made 
for such persons as are alone in a religious community, that 
they may join any nearest organization. An insurance de
partment something like, or on the same basis as, the Ancient 
Order of United Work\)len, would also be a good feature of 
the organization. I sincerely hope something may be done, 
and will be glad to join a society of the kind. 

Respectfully, etc., C. PUTNAM. 

DENVER, lA., Jan. 29, 291. 
MR. EDITOR : What inconsistent creatures the professed 

followers of Christ are I According to his pretended biog
raphers, Christ never instituted a "Sabbath," and never ob
served one, and was put to death by just such sabbatic bigots 
as Christiane are to-day, and the pre-Christ Christians' charge 
against him, at his execution, was, " He keepeth not the 
Sabbath day." Neither Christ nor any of his apostles or 
disciples instituted, suggested, or recommended the institu
tion of a Sabbath-day. And yet nineteenth-century Chris
tians howl and rave for the " observance of the Christian 
Sabbath," and want the gates of the Columbian Fair bolted 
and locked on Sunday. Christian consistency is indeed a 
jewell and it must be on exhibition at the Fair and take the 
first premium. Though twenty thousand poor people in 
Chicago, who must work six days every week in order to 
support their families, and can only visit the Fair on Sunday, 
must be bolted out, what care the " disciples of the meek 
and lowly Jesus?" Though fifty thousand strangers in the 
city, excluded from the Fair, fill the saloons, brothels, and 
gambling-dens of the city on each" holySabbathday,"what 
care the Young Men's Christian Association or the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union? Oh, how beautifully consis
tent. is pretended tenderness in a tiger I M. FARRINGTON. 

DIANA, TEX., Jan. 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I intend to take the paper so long as I am 

able to pay for it. The editorials are always good, anq your 
contributors are men and women far above the average in 
intellect. I would feel small in their presence. I would 
llke to be in possession of the wisdom and learning of some 
of the eminent men and women who write for THE TRUTH 
BEEKER. Some people are born great, while others hav 
greatness thrust upon them; I belong to neither class, and 
therefore am one of the unfortunate. The way things now 
go I can scarcely make a living. I am a farmer by occupa
tion, and my condition and surroundings are such that I can 
not lay anything by for old age. We hav here one disaster 
after another, which serves to keep our noses on the grind-
stone. Yours truly, J. M. WooDs. 

PITTSBURGH, PA., Jan. 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I take pleasure in sending you a post.office 

order once more to renew my subscription for your valuable 
paper and for the purchase of one TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL 
for 1891 and one copy of the " Freethinkers' Text-Book" in 
cloth. I appreciate your valuable paper very much. The 
more I read it the more I like it. The only thing that goes 
against it here is that the common run, and indeed many of 
the educated class, cannot understand it thoroughly, as I 
hav tried it often. The people hav to be educated .so that 
they can get pleasure in perusing it. I was the same myself 
once, but practice has made me to a great extent master or 
the situation now. Wishing you and all in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER office the compliments of the season, and a year of 
great prosperity for THE TRUTH BEEKER paper and all con-
cerned, J. JOSEPHS. 

PORT ANGELES, Jan. 91 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : After searching Port Angeles I did not 

locate in the town. I bought a faTm a few miles from the 
town. I hav been very busy. I hav not when in town had 
time to renew my subseription 'to the dear TRUTH BEEKER. 
I hav not even had the time to visit the Secular Union of 
Port Angeles and get acquainted with the legion of Free
thinkers of the town. In my neighborhood people do not 
belong to any Secular club, but they are all Infidels, Spirit
ualists, or Materialists. I am well pleased with my neigh
borhood, and the other day I heard two boys discoursing on 
God. One said to the other, "I true~ in no God. I trust in 
myself." Here I hav also met an Atheist woman. So as for 
the people of Port Angeles and surrounding country, I am 
pleased. Inclosed please find $5 for subscription to the dear 
TRUTH BEEKER and the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." 

Truly yours, AOHILLEB LAMBOTH. 

BUTLER, PA., Jan. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Sixteen dauntless- defenders of Universal 

Mental Liberty, including Mr. Simeon Nixon as chairman, 
and Mr. Wm. J. Rodgers as secretary, hav organized a Free
thought society in this place, and propose doing all in their 
power to place the flag of liberty above the cross of revenge. 
And if space in your valuable paper will permit, I might 
also say that it is a great pleasure to all who wish to retain 
what little liberty they hav to know that so many intelligent 
people hav joined the great army of Freethinkers who see 
the t~nts of theology standing at the cradle with the 
dagger of- Superstition ready to plunge it into the brain of 
Science and compel the child of Progress to kneel under the 
black flag and the cross of ingratitude and revenge until the 
cold perspiration of hatred chills the heart to that degree 
that it would forsake father, mother, sister, and brother in 
order to save its soul, which would be of'little value e~en to 
a god of revenge. · J. 0. FULLERTON. 

ESTHERVILLE, JA,, Feb. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I received the " Freethinkers' Pictorial 

Text-Book" a few days ago. I hav looked it over carefully. 
I think it is the best book that I ever saw for the purpose 
for which it was intended. I hav sent it on a mission, and 
when it ;returns it will find a place on the center-table for 
the inspection of visitors. There is a revival meeting in this 
place at the present time carried on by a preacher by the 
name of Redling, from Kansas City, Mo. He said that 
Thomas Paine's tombstone was sold for taxes. If there is 
a shadow of truth in the statement I should like to know it. 
If it is not true I would be glad to tell him so. Please an
swer in THE TRUTH SEEKER and oblige a constant reader. 

I will send for the other picture book as soon as it is in 
print. A. R. CoATS. 

[The report touching Thomas Paine's tombstone has as 
much foundation as most preachers' stories about Infidels
which is, none at all.-ED. T. B.] 

NEw CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: As I am a member of the Farmers' Alliance 

and Industrial Union, and since I hav said what I hav in 
former articles, I will tell you what l think about joining it. 
I think it best for all that are eligible to join it. The labor 
movement is an offspring of Liberalism, and in order to be 
able _to hav any effect on shaping the policy of a movement 
and to hav an influence on the same it is best to belong. By 
this means you are enabled to learn the names of the mem
bers, and also by this same means you will be enabled to 
place such literature in their hands as will cause them not 
to demand more than equal and exact justice. No Liberal 
can object to anything but the religious ceremonial part of 
the order. While there is no compu],sion to induce you to 
join the ·new . political party that is now being formed, of 
course all true Liberals will be undecided just how they are 
going to vote two years hence until they investigate its 
claims for existence as well as all others. From a financial 
standpoint it pays to belong. On one certain article I saved 
$14, and there is a continual saving on almost everything 
you buy. JOHN W. ABBOTT. 

INDUSTRY, KAN., Jan. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR. Again I'"ftnd it my duty to renew my sub· 

scription to the invaluable paper THE TRUTH BEEKER. I 
also send you four new subscribers so you may know that I 
hav been doing a little missionary work for Universal Mental 
Liberty. And also I hav been circulating the petition as to 
the World's Fair and so far hav succeeded in getting one 
hundred· names. And furthermore, I must tell you a little 
·anecdote that one of our storekeepers told me the other 
day. His little boy goes to Sunday-school, and Mrs. Gibbs, 
his Sunday-school teacher, told her class what a blessed 
thing it is to call on the Lord in everything we do. Even if 
they stuck in the mud, if they called on the Lord he would 
pull them out. And the storekeeper's little boy went home 
and told his pa what his Sunday-school teacher said, and his 
pa told his little boy that it is not so, and that the next time 
she tells such lies he should tell her that he doesn't believe it. 

I would further state that I received the " Freethinkers' 
Pictorial Text-Book" over two months ago, and it has been 
on the g() ever since. Everybody pronounces it the best 
thing they ever saw to show up the foolishness of Chris-
tianity. J. B. WisE. 

DALLAs, TEx., Feb. 2, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: This is my plan for the suppression of alco

hol. First remove the inoentiv to its creation; free it from 
taxation and license of every description; m~ke it free; de
stroy all possible profit arising from revenue or license; 
make it so free that a living off the sales would be next to 
impossible for the vendor. The first result would be, the 
poor, unfortunate, and perhaps irredeemable inebriate 
would indulge and still hav something left for bread for his 
family. The money in it is what established this demon vile 
that is menacing our very existence. Under such a system 
no gilded dens could exist; fashionable tippling of the upper 
class would be unpopular, because if they were obliged to 
indulge with the rabble the tone would be lost; hence the 
disgust, then reform from natural force of circumstances. 
Result second would be that with one-half of the people 
sober the vendors of the vlle stuff could be made responsible 
for all damage done the victims. Profits thus reduced, th!l 
incentiv is lost. Parallel-money, still the incentiv for 
grasping Peter's pence, established and sustained the tyrant 
~hurch with its priestcraft that robbed mankind for ages of 
all that is noble, good, and true. Error has a money value ; 
truth is independent, free, and above price, and is a moral 
fountain. To be intemperate costs money and entails a 
woful and sad destruction, and, I fear, total oblivion; whUe 
temperance, like truth, requires no mon~y values for suste
nance, and clears the Way to the grand ideal and possible 
real. J. V. MULKs. 

STRASBURG, ILL., Jan. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Last night J. E. Remsburg lectured in 

Kircher's Hall; subject, "Some Facts about the Bible." 
The hall was crowded. Some were pleased, while others 
said that the Christian and apostolic fathers he referred to 
were now rejected by the Christian church. We kindly 
invited two ministers to be With us and lecture on the same 
subject, so we could see the argument from each side. Rev. 
Mr. Harshman did not think it would be beneficial, and 
said, "I accep~ the apostle's injunction, 'If any man be 
ignorant, let him be ignorant."' I suppose he has thrown 
up the sponge and quit preaching, or teaching, as it is some
times termed. The Rev. Mr. Spainour, of the Baptist 
church, said he was sorry that he could not stay and speak; 
that he was holding _a series of meetings, and by attending 
to them might save some souls. One young man said the 
lecture did not amount to anything; that he did not know 
any more afteJ; hearing it than before. Some people expect 
entirely too much of a lecturer. "They think that after fur
nishiug the argument the lecturer should furnish them the 
brains to understand it." Our collection was good. We 
giv the people a chance to vote whether we will hav another 
lecture or not, and then pass the hat; and we always hav it 
by a large majority. We are in favor of a small "surplus." 
Now, will you be kind enough to send me four TRUTII 
SERRER ANNUALS for 1891 for the inclosed dollar ? 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, A. YoRK. 

GmsoN, GA., Jan. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I wish to continue to read the good and val. 

uable journal as long as I liv to read anything. I ha v never 
been able to get you any new subscribers in my settlement. 
Some say they would like to read it but are not able to pay 
that price for the paper, and some will say they are already 
taking more papers than they can read, and others say they 
do not like the paper on account of its Infidelity to the 
Christian orthodoxy, and there are some no doubt who 
do not want to read it and would aot allow others to read it 
if they could avoid it. A large majority of the people in 
this portion of Georgia are professors in some Christian 
church, and very few of them ever read, except a little in the 
local political papers. Even the church-members do not 
read their Bible. They almost always employ a parson to 
read it for them and tell them what it m,eans. And the 
good parson reads the good book for them and _tells them 
what is the meaning of it and they are satisfied with what 
the parson said about it. And they pay the parson for his 
trouble and he goes on his way rejoicing. The wealthy hav 
plenty to pay their preachers, and they are willing to pay 
them because the preachers can show them that God can 
make a camel go through the eye of a needle and a rich man 
can go to heaven, provided he does not glory in his riches 
and loves God better than his riches. The rich man must 
giv freely, for the Lord loveth a cheerful giver ; and he that 
givs to the poor lends to the Lord, and they giv to the poor 
parson and think they hav great treasures laid up in heaven 
and that their gifts will be like bread cast upon the waters 
to be gathered many days hence, and they are happy over 
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the aff&ir. And the parsons warn them against In fl. deli ty, 
which the~ say is o~ the increase.· And there certainly is 
some truth in that, because I know of my own observation 
in the last fl. ve years there has been a falling off of fidelity to 
the Christian teaching. SEABORN KITOHBNS. 

. MILAN, Mo,, Jan. 31, 1890. 
!IR. EDITOR: Why is it that there ia no effort made by 

Liberal lecturers to do some work in Missouri? There is no 
place where missionary work is more needed. I think a 
lecturer could work up a few towns in this vicinity and 
help out darkest America. The church people hav had 
their way long enough. I am anxious to rub their hair the 
wrong way again. We had the great Uaderwood here for 
.two courses, also Mrs. Perry, Leo Miller, and others some 
years ago, but the Liberals quit on that, and l!Ome went back 
to the beggarly elements. One of the most outspoken is 
now deacon in the Methodist brimstone mill. The Spirit
ualists hav kept up circles and made some accessions to 
their ranks. The Liberals are too timid. If they would on 
all occasions speak their sentiments, there would be a very 
perceptible weakening of the church power; besides, ·by 
their showing their colors more would take courage, read 
our papers, investigate, and snake off the nightmare of su
perstition that envelops them. I wish arrangements could 
be made at Kirksville and Milan to hav Remsburg stop off 
and stir up the advocates of sacred mistakes. If Liberals 
would giv one-half for lectures they do for churches, we 
might hav speakers during the winter months, and if the 
pious Christians were refused a few times they would cease 
to beg of Liberals. Not long ago a Methodist preacher came 
into my office asking aid to pay a·debt on his church. I told 
him I would giv him $15 on condition that he devote one 
Sunday to scriptural reading and myself choose the passages. 
He did not want my ducats, but any money made by selling 
rum· to the slaves of passion would be legal tender. It is 
awfully tiresome to hav a man who is a Liberal offer to giv 
twenty.five cents toward a lecture (as was offered me re
cently), and then giv $5 to help keep theology in the saddle. 
I hope all Liberals will awake to a full sense of the work 
that needs be done, take THE TRUTH ·SEEKER, and work to 
advance O!lr lines nearer the messiah camp than was ever 
done before. H. T. KNIGHT. 

WAYLAND, MwH., Jan. 29, 1891.· 
r MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 17, 1991, in 
the" Letters from Friends," I saw a letter from Mango, Ind., 
signed Sol Spirow. It commences : "To the so-called Truth 
Seeker Company : That you may know that this is a Chris
tian nation and the church will and must rule in spite of all 
your false teachings, Liberals and Freethinkers are leaving 
your Infidel ranks by hundreds· in this state and joining our 
order, the Patrons of Industry, and signing our by-laws." 
Now, one hundred rods from where I liv the Patrons of 
Industry hav a lodge in the school-house, and almost all my 
neighbors too belong to that lodge, but I know of only one 
Freethinker in that lodge, and he is Ol'lly a half one; and 
according to Sol Spirow .Freethinkers must be a good deal 
thicker in Indiana than in Michigan. Sol Bpirow says, 
"Liberals and Freethinkers are joining by hundreds our 
order, the Patrons of Industry, and signing our by-laws." 
Now, there is not a word in the constitution or by-laws en
joining any member oi the order to sign anything. Then 
Sol Spirow says, " The heading of our by-laws reads as fol. 
lows: 'We, the citizens, farmers, and employees of North 
America,"' and so forth. Now, there is no such thing in 
the by.Iaws. The above is in the preamble of the constitu. 
tion, and not in the by-Jaws. When a new member comes 
for the president, the president says to the new member, 
"You will not be required to take an oath or affirmation, but 
you shall promis upon your honor as a citizen tbat you will 
observe the constitution and laws." And last, Sol Spirow 
says in his letter, "Now, what will you do about it? The 
amendment to the Constitution will come." Sol Spirow 
would better wait till the amendment to the Constitution 
comes and gets the majority of electors. Then Spirow can 
say this is a Christian nation. I know some Patrons of 
Industry Christians who will not vote for the amendment. 
I advise Sol Spirow to take them right in, Liberals and F,ree
thinkers, to the Patrons of Industry order, and when the 
amendment to the Constitution comes take a club and make 
everyone vote for the amendment. JosEPH WENZEL. 

GARDEAN, P.t..., Jan. 9, 291. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $6 to apply on the grand old 

TRUTH SEEKER, our indispensable family Bible. Should any. 
thing prevent ite forthcoming I should fear the consequence 
would be great. I am sure it is kind in you to send your 
paper after expiration of subscription. Perhaps you think 
as I once heard an agent for goods say-he first learned a 
man's religion, and if an Agnostic he feared not to trust, if 
Christian he wished security. He asstued me that all true 
Freethinkers were honest; if found to be tricky, they were 
tainted with Christianity. 

Please allow me to in5ert here a circumstance showing 
self-confidence in the man of God. Gardean is a little lum
ber town full of bigots, but not enough to furnish a church, 
neither a saloon. Just before Christmas the ladies thought 
to s~rprise the children wiih a Christmas tree. Money was 
raised by the Inhabitants for presents and expenses. When 
every preparation was made, children drilled in their exer
cises, and in the mean time great care was taken that every
thing should be said and done in accordance with the occa
sion. In fact, much skill was exhibited in behalf of the lady 
committee. If you could call a Christian entertainment nice, 
that one was. But just as all were interested, who should 
enter but the meek and lowly man of God, or sky. pilot P At 
once the sisters evacuated the stage, leavfng all to his charge. 
He informed us he learned of the entertainment, and know
:og the lack of material to work with he came. And then 

taking a view ot everything and everyone around him, he 
said: " An entertaiiiment of this kind on such a sacred oc
casion cannot be conducted properly without the material "in 
the form of a pastor. You hav done as well as can be ex
pected without the material. The material must be in the 
form of a pastor, and without, it is not complete." His re
marks were very disagreeable, and many were disgusted 
with him. Since, I hav learned it was the material 1n the 
form of an envelope containing $30 he expected to see on 
the Christmas tree, which the women smuggled out of the 
amount given for the children. A little candy or popcorn 
was sufficient for the children, the proceeds to be given to 
those able-bodied sky. pilots for teaching them to lie. 

MRs. E. N. FAIROHILD. 

HAVANA, ILL., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having read the article in last week's paper 

by Mr. Wettstein~ in reply toW. W. Walker, !feel disposed 
to make a short reply to his so. called mathematical disposi
tion of souls, or spirits. 

In the first place, he sets out to giv us a mathematical 
demonstration, but fails entirely in his effort, and simply 
givs us an exceedingly conglomerate dose of bald assertions, 
which hav no foundation in fact. He seems to lose sight of 
the undisputed fact that there is no accumulation of matter 
in the universe, and, if it were a fact that every human being 
on earth at its demise evolves a soul or spirit into space, and 
that soul occupies the same amount of space as did the 
mortal form, there would be no more space occupied than 
before, and though countless millions ot spirits hav thus 
been evolved into space we still hav plenty of breathing. 
room and room to " flap our wings.;'. And right here I will 
call the gentleman to order, while making a statement which 
is agreed to by every believer in the spiritual idea, viz.: 1. 
Spirits do not hav wings, therefore they require no sp~;~ce in 
which to flaJ?, the wing business being an effete orthodox 
idea too heathenish for consideration; 2. With spirits, as 
we understand it, time and space are annihilated, and their 
movements are similar to our thoughts, and they move 
through space with equal celerity and with as little obstruc
tion from matter. 

I will further state to our friend Wettstein that I hav in 
my hands a mathematical problem which was worked and 
demonstrated, and the exact result given, by some unseen 
power which I am pleased to call spirit, through a medium 
in my presence alone. The problem had been sent through 
the mail lrom a party two hundred miles away, and was 
lying in the post-office in this city when the answer was 
given me. Neither I nor the medium h&d any :kr;o'l'!ledge of 
what the problem was, nor had the party in St. Louis any 
knowledge or even the remotest idea that suoh an experi
ment was to be tried. Neither was it known h me or the 
medium that the problem had yet arrived at the office in this 
city, only as it was asserted by the controling spirit at the 
time. 

Now, if Mr. Wetts!ein or anyone else can demonstrate to 
me that the answer to the problem was given in any other 
way or by any other means than spirit power, I am willing 
to admit Materialism and acknowledge ourselvs all mush, 
roo~s. H. H. PRILBIUOK. 

HuRON, S. D., Jan. 25, 11591. 
MR. EDITOR : With your permission, I will speak with 

our Materialistic friends. I hav been a constant reader of 
THE TRuTH BEEKER for, I think, twelve years or more. I 
enjoy the perusal of its pages with great pleasure, and when 
it is read send it forth among friends and neighbors to do 
missionary work. I hav many a hearty laugh at the sayings 
of, and ,arguments advanced by, our Materialistic friends. 
Yes, a hearty laugh, and do you know why? Their railings 
against Spiritualists sound just like my railings against them 
about thirty years ago, with this difference, I think I abused 
the Spiritualists even worse than the Materialists do now. 
Well, against my will I visited a medium and received such. 
a test as to what was at that moment passing in my home 
sixty miles away that I saw that some intelligence separate 
and apart from ourselvs must hav traversed the sixty miles 
and hav conveyed the knowledge. Returning home, I found 
the statement correct in every particular. I quietly began 
an investigation of the subject which ended in after years in 
the acceptance of the fact that mankind does not cease to 
liv and love after the change called death. Space will not 
admit a history of my experiments in this field of investiga. 
tion. Suffice it to state that I found truth and falsehood 
side by side, just as we do in all transactions of life. I kept 
steadily on my course, not caring for the jeers of my friends, 
until such time as I was convinced that the philosophy (not 
religion, for it is not a religion) of Spiritualism was true, 
when I came out boldly and said so. I derive great pleasure 
and happiness from the continued investigation of the phe
nomena. To our friends who say it is not so : Suppose you 
one and all establish at your own fireside (if it is a harmo
nious one, if not harmonious your attempts will prove fail
ures) a home circle. Sit quietly with hands joined on a 
table without castors or spread. Continue this six months if 
necessary, once or twice· a week if you can spare the time. 
But let it be at a fixed hour and ~or the hour you sit do not 
let anyone come in or go out of the room. Let the desire to 
obtain the truth be the only incentlv. If the railers at me
diums will pumue this course the result in a large number of 
Clses will be wonderful. If you want to invite in a medium 
do so; but it is not necessary. You can develop a. medium 
in your own circle if you will be patient and persevering, 
desiring to obtain the truth only as to a future state o! exist
ence. Is it worth your while to try it? It will cost you but 
little. Or hav you all reached that pinnacle of knowledge 
that you know it all P To say I accept all the theories that 
are advanced by so-called Spiritualists would be false, for I 
do not. I believe a person livs after he ceases to breathe, in 

a place fitted to his needs just as much as this world is fitted 
to his 'needs when he is born into this life. I believe that 
under certain conditions, governed by laws to us unknown, 
the so-called dead can. communicate with the living. This is 
the sum and substance of the belief of seven out of ten of 
Spiritualists. Friend Wettstein need not fear he will be 
crowded in the future life. He will find that a person who 
livs wholly for self in this life has lived in vain. He will 
hav plenty of room in the next world. VERITAS. 

MEMPHIS, TENN., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: A clerical hornets' nest has lately been stirred 

up in this city. The cause of the buzzing by the reverend 
hornets, is the granting of permission by the citf council to 
giv Sunday. night concerts at one of the theaters. No sooner 
had the consent of the council been obtained, than the Prot
estant clergy of the city protested under the plea of Sabbath
breaking, and formed a league for the purpose of influenc
ing their Christian followers against such worldly amuse
ments, and, if need be, invoking the aid of the law to put a 
stop to such unholy "desecration" of· the Sabbath: 

A meeting of ministers was held at the First Presbyterian 
church yesterday evening to take some action in regard to 
the granting of the Sunday concert privilege by the council 
last Thursday. A special committee on Sabbath obgervance 
was appointed and they will report Monday morning. In 
the mean time the following letter, signed by about one hun
dred people, was sent to Vice-President Pettit: 

"Your fellow-citizens whose names you find subscribed 
beg to thank you, in open letter, for your advocacy of their 
most sacred rights in claiming ror them a Sabbath devoted 
to rest and religious exercises, exclusiv of the desecration of 
the Lord's day by operatic concerts on Sabbath night. Be as. 
sured that herein you represent the sacred sentiment of the 
best and purest men and women in this city. With high ea. 
teem, in the name of many whose devotion to the Sabbath will 
soon be attested by organized effort, we are gratefully yours." 

It is always a good thing to hav a civil law to fall back: on 
when their Christian persuasion fails. Where the " desecra. 
tion" of the Sabbath comes in, when playing music on Sun
day, is more than any person can find out, unless one is 
versed in the theological methods of reas()nlng. For in
stance, it a concert is given Sunday night at any of the the
aters, it is called" Sabbath desecmtion,'' even if "sacred" 
music is rendered, but if the same music is played in any 
or the churches it will alter the circumstances, so that it at 
once becomes acceptable to the auricular functions of the 
Christians' God. The music, however, in oplte of its "un
holy" and ''desecrating" tendencies when played !u a the

. ater on a Sunday, forme a very important, factor in aiding 
the pastor in the filling of the pews with people; for with. 
out the aid of good music, the church attendance would 
soon dwindle into a sorry display of empty benches, and 
even the most faithrul church-members wonld soon get tired 
of listening to the dry, antiquated theological harangs 
dished up every Sunday, and perhapg stay away !rom the 
church, were it not for the drawing power or the sweet 
strains from sonic music~! instrument in harmony wir.h the 
human voice. Knowing this fact, the different churches vie 
with each other in procuring the sweetest singers, the great
est organs, and the best performers. 

I hll.v often wondered why some enterprising pastor docs 
not engage a first-class orchestra to interpret classical com
posers to his congregation, in place of his explaining, for the 
two-thousand-and-second time, that, for instance, Moses 
was the meekest man that ever lived, that Da.vid was a man 
after God's own heart, that Jonah did not swallow the whale 
but the whale swallowed Jonah, and that ir we do not be
lieve that Jesus Chdst was born of a virgin and came to suf
fer punishment for sins that neither he nor we ever commit
ted, we shall be eternally damned. 

Not long ago I read in the paperA about a preacher who 
declared that the devil shall not monopolize all the best 
music, and consequently went and hired an orchestra to play· 
in his church. ·perhaps before long we shall see in Sunday 
morning papers the program of music to be played in Rev. 
Mr. Blackcoat's church, side by side with Bible texts to be 
expatiated upon by the Very R~v. Dr. Hellblaze, in St. Mc
Corkle's cathedral; we may be invited to come and listen to 
Rev. Prot Batonswing's orchestra in the Second H\1-rdshell 
Baptist church, at the aame time we are cordially invited to 
come and hear Dr. Howling's discourse on original sin and 
human depravity in the First 'frinitarian.Methodist
Episcopal-Anglomaniac church. 

The theaters with their "immoral" shows must be 
crushed, the opera houses with their ''desecrating" music 
must be shut ou the "holy Sabbath," even H the strong arm 
of the law must be applied. People who want to listen to 
music on Sunday must come to church. Sunday io the busi
ness day of the church. No competition tolerated. 

A curtain in one of the theaters of this city is also under 
the ban of the clergy. The picture on this curtain, repre
senting Antony's reception of Cleopatra, is " immoral," be. 
cause the artist forgot to put a wrapper on Cleopatra and 
bathing suits on the nymphs swimming around her vessel. 
Why cannot a preacher look upon a picture of hurn~n forms, 
even if the clothes should not be represented as heavy as 
those worn e'l'ery day, without impure thoughts flashing 
through his soiled brains ? Why cannot a preacher look 
upon a picture or painting of this kind as a work of art and 
not as one of immorality ? 

If the ministers of the goepel will confine their warfare 
agaiEst indecent advertising pictures, profusely displayed 
on every thoroughfare, and against the numerous demorallz · 
ing dens of iniquity and gambling-hells ot the city, they 
deserve and ought to hav the hearty support of every good 
and order-loving citizen, but when they insist on condemning 
works of art, when not immoral, and innocent amusements 
on the first dav of the week, under the plea of Sabbath
desecration, th~y should be looked upon with contempt 
and treated as enemies of humanity. J. WILTON. 
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.!lcliUd b1J Miss Sus.ur H. W:aolll, Fall 
Hfter, Mass., to wllom all (JorM1JUftiMtlons for 
this OorMr should b1 amt. 

" Between the da.rk a.nd the da.yllght, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a. pause in the da.Y's oooupa.tionl 
That is known a.s the Ohildren•s Hour." 

Origin of Yankee Doodle. 
[The origin of tlile tune of "Yankee Doodle," 

the inspiring notes of whi"h ha.v cheered ma.nY a. 
ma.n in the hour of battle, wa.R a.s follows. The 
British who composed it in derision, were doubt· 
less b-ought to " Ja.nllh a.t the other side of their 
months" before thev heard the last of it. d 

In •he summa~ o{1775. the British armY nn er 
command of Abercrombie la.Y enostmned on the 
G"l.Bt bank of the Hudson river a. little south of 
the city of Albany, awaiting reinforoem~nts of 
the militia. from the Eastern stat~s prevwns to 
marching upon Ticonderoga. Dnrmg the month 
of June, these raw levies poured into camp, oom
pa.ny after oompa.ny, each man differentlY a.rmed, 
equipped, and accoutered from his neighbor, and 
the whole presenting such a spectacle a.~ was 
never EQualed, unless by the celebrated reJnment 
of merrY Jack F .. !etaff. 

Their out1·e appearance fnrniRhed great amuse
ment to the British officers. One Dr. Sha.okbnrg, 
an Enlllish surgeon, composed the tune of Yan· 
kee DJodl.e, and a~ranged it to wbrds.w!J.ioh wer~ 
gravely dedicated to the recruits. The Joke took, 
and the tune has come down to this da.y. The 
original words are taken from ".Farm.er and 
Moore's Historical Collections," pubhshud 1n 1824.] 

Father and I went down to camp, 
Along with Oaptain Goodwin, 

Where we seen the men and boYs 
As thick as ha.~ty.pndding. 

There wag Oaptain Washington 
Upon a. slapping stallion, 

A-giving orders to his men-
I guess there was a million. 

And then the feathers on his hat, 
They looked so tarnal fina, 

I wanted peski!Y to get 
To giv to my Jemima. 

And here they had a. swampin' gun 
As large as a log of ma.ple, 

On a deuced little oa.rt-
A loa.d for father's oa.ttle; 

And everY time theY fired it off, 
It took a. horn of powder ; 

It made a. noise like father's gun, 
Only a nation louder. 

I went as near to it mYself 
As Jacob's nnderpinnin', 

And father went as near again,
I thought the deuce wa.s in him. 

And there I see a little keg, 
Its heads were made of leather

They knocked npon•t with little sticks, 
To oa.ll the folks together. 

And there theY'd fife awa.Y like fun, 
And play on cornstalk fiddles, 

And some had ribbons red as blood 
AU bound about their middles. 

The troopers, too, would gallop up 
And fire right in our faces; 

It scar'd me almost half to death 
To see them run snob races. 

Old Uncle Sa.m came there to change 
Some pancakes a.nd some onions, 

For •lasses cakes to carrY home, 
To giv his wife and Young onet. 

But I can't tell you half I seen, 
TheY kept up such a smother, 

So I took my hat off-made a bow, 
And scampered home to mother. 

A Few Days in Boston. 

never was a member of one, you hav missed The addresses and papers were exceptionally 
something out of your life that you may be fine, especially that of Mary A. Greene, a 
sorry for. The dear little faces were aglow ·member of the Boston bar. Her subject was, 
with health, and the stirring of new thought. "Women and the Law." 
Of all schools for young children the kinder- In the state house this morning I felt, as al
garten takes precedence. Here you can see ways when under the gilded dome (the 
how thought grows, quickens, and expands ; dome of our state house is gilded, and shines 
how it is turned into bright, hopeful, healthy in the sun like gold); the shame of it t~at 
channels. women are forbidden the privilege of the 

A narrow.minded person called a " lady" franchise, for no reason except that they are 
once said to the writer, "We don't want pub- women. Trades, professions, causes of dif
lic kindergartens. We want a little private ferent kinds, hav representation here, all but 
one for our children, but for the poorer th6 cause of women. Men correctly repre
classes the primaries are good enough I" So sent women, some B!ly. Oh, no I That is 
they are good enough for any child. But if not true. How would it seem if only women 
there is anything better, let us hav it in addi- came up here to the state house, to partici
tion, and let it be for all, without distinction pate in business and to frame laws? Would 
of class or condition. That which is good you be properly represented, gentlemen? 
for one child is good for every other without A letter from a distinguished official gave 
reference to caste or race. In the Boston me ready entrance to the executiv chamber 
kindergartens, which are public, side by side and a pleasAnt chat with his excellency, Gov
sit the children of rich and poor, black and ernor Russell. The governor may look like a 
white, and your editor noted that the little "beardless boy," but he has all the dignity, 
colored children were at times quicker-witted grace, courtliness, sympathy, and kindness 
than some of their whiter neighbors. belonging to one occupying the honorable 

From the kindergarten it WdB but a step to position of cbief magistrate of a noble com
a kitchen school, of which there are five in monwealth like Massachusetts. 
activ operation under the public school man- In the room occupied by the lower part of 
agement of this city. the state legislature, called house of represent-

If you could hav seen the eager, earnest ativs, directly across from the speaker's desk 
faces of the little girl cooks, could hav there is a representativ codfish. It is not 
noted the amount of information conveyed everyone that knows why it is tkere. One of 
in the lesson that morning, you would hav the members of the house was once asked 
been deeply impressed with the importance why it was there, and he replied: "I dunno 
of this useful branch of domestic science. -guess 'tis more for ornament than any
We may liv without poetry, music, and art, thing else." But that is not exactly true. 
We may liv without conscience and liv with- It has a history which I may relate briefly. 

out heart; The fish made its original appearance in the 
We may liv without friends, we may liv first state house of Massachusetts, the old 

without books, 
But civilized man cannot liv without cooks. one, nearly a hundred years ago. 

The tendency of modern education is Mr. John Rowe was the one who first aug-
toward the useful and the practical. We gested the throwing overboard of the tea in 

Boston harbor, that you read of in your his
can all realize the force of this saying of tories. And it was at his instigation that the 
Michelet, "The education which puts no-
tions into the head but no skill into the hand codfish was placed in the room where the 
is a curse." From that which 1 witnessed representative of the people sit, as a memo
in the kitchen school, added to the opinions of rial of the great importance of the cod fishery 

to the welfare of the commonwealth. In the those who hav watched its operations for five 
years, the desirability of its introduction at old time much more depended upon this 
au early date into all schools of grammar and nativ industry than in the present with its di
higher grade may plainly be seen. Scientific versifiP.d interests and wide commercial bus
cooking means a knowledge of grains, !ness. · In the formativ influences of the 
meats, vegetables, herbs, milk, fruits, etc., grand old commonwealth the codfish bore 
and how to make them palatable and invit- conspicuous prominence. 
ing. The school kitchen teaches not only The anniversary of Thomas Paine's birth
how to prepare wholesome food, but it con- day was celebrated in Boston, at Paine Me
veys instruction in cleanliness, teaches watch- morial, on Sunday the 25th, a little in advance 
fulness, care, good judgment, quick applies- of the actual natal day. The weather was 
tion, accuracy, thrift, economy, industry, very disagreeable, but the company was 
and independence. splendid. It was pleasant to renew old 

The kitchen visited by your editor is in the acquaintances, and also to meet new ones. 
basement of the Starr King school. That But the tears would come as we all thought 
day the class was instructed in invalid cook- of those we had met in that place so many 
ing, i.e., cooking for the sick. There were times in former years, whose words were 
fifteen in the class, and the little cooks wore always brave, helpful, cheerful. We missed 
white caps and white kitchen aprons. under their familiar faces, but their memories will 
the direction of the teacher they learned that remain fragrant and fresh as the rose as long 
day to make Irish moss, blanc mange, two as we liv. B. H. W. 
kinds of jelly, oatmeal gruel, ice-cream, three BoBton, Mass., Jan: 27, 1891. 
kinds of toast, lemonade, appleade, and 
orangeade. Three little maids acted as 
housekeepers. They attended to the larder 

Correspondence. 

Boston in a wet day I It is slippy, sloppy, and looked out for the sugar, salt, flour, etc., 
mizzly, muddy. Men are to be envied in besides washing dishes, and writing out 

BROOKTON, MAss., Jan. 18, 1891. 
DEA.R Miss WIXON: This being the Chris

tian rest-day, and as it is raining so hard that 
we cannot go driving, I thought I would 
write a line to the Corner. We are all Free
thinkers dyed in the wool. We take THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, the Investigator/ also we hav 
a good supply of Freethinkers' books; 
among them are " Mista~es of Moses," " The 
Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," "Ap
ples of Gold," and many others. In our par
lor we ha v the pictures of Thomas Paine, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, and other great men. 
But some of our neighbors think it awful. 
But weliv as we preach, every.day Freethink
ers. I shall be thirteen the 20th of this month. 
My weight is one hundred and twenty 

such weather. recipes Qf the articles cooked. 
You see, a man can turn down the rim of All the time the teacher was giving instruc-

his slouch hat, deposit his hands in the pock- tion in the preparation of the articles, she 
eta of his mackintosh, and stride gracefully also gave advice relativ to the uses and qua~
along in brave defiance of wind and weather. !ties of the same, and threw out many hints 
But a woman, with a satchel, a bag, a parcel, about the care of the sick, kindness to in
and shawl tightly grasped in one hand, and valids, proper nursing, and the like. Twenty 
an umbrella in the other, has to gather up an lessons complete the course in this branch, 
armful of skirts and pick her way as best she and include baking, broiling, stewing, roast
can over the sloshy pave. A man has pock- ing, and all kinds of plain, ordinary cooking. 
eta, lots of 'em, in his garments. A woman From this the girls learn enough to conduct 
has a watch-pocket. and one more, and that the cooking of a family. 
last, in these days of queer fashions, is hidden One mother said, "I never had a vacation 
in the most outlandish and uncomeatable in all my married life till my Mary went to 
place in her gown. A lady trying to find cooking-school and learned to cook." What 
her pocket nowadays goes through such gy- a help to tired mothers I I thought of our 
rations, such twisting, turning, and diving, girls of the Corner, and wondered if they 
as would astonish an acrobatic performer. know as much about cooking as these in the 
It is generally believed that if a man was ~tarr King school. Some of them do, I 
hampered and fettered by his clothes as know, and are of great assistance to their 
women are by theirs, he wouldn't be long for mothers. I remember my first service in the 
this world. He would soon shufile off this kitchen. I stood on a cricket and washed 
mortal coil along with the coil of clothing, my own little cup and plate. How proud I 
in sheer despair, if he didn't lose his mind as was that I was able to do something for my
well as temper· in the adjustment of his self and to help my mamma! 
robes. The progressiv women begin celebrating 

It was on one such misty, measly, miser- to-day the fortieth anniversary of the first 
able day, when the snow melted as soon as it national woman's rights convention, held in 
touched the ground, that the editor of the Worcester, this state, in 1850. The audiences 
Children's Corner found her way into one of are large and enthusiastic. Looking over 
the twenty-four kindergartens in this city. the refined, intellectual, and decidedly inter
The little toddlers, from three and a half to eating gathering, any man might blush to 
five years, were on hand promptly, and if think such women are denied the right of 
you hav never visited one of these schools, • representation in a professedly free country 1 

pounds. Your friend, KA.TIE C. PAGE. · 
[Glad to hear from you, Katie. Write 

again.-En. C. C.] 

NEWLON, MONT., Jan. 10, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would 

write to you once more to let you know how 
I am getting along. I am well at the present 
time, and hope you are the same. Our 
school was out the 2d day of January. 
We are going to ha v another school the 
15th, I guess. There are not many Free. 
thinkers in this part of the state; the people 
are mostly Catholics. My father has taken 
THE TRUTH ~EEKER for a long time, and 
thinks there is not so good a paper in the 
world. I am thirteen years old. I study 
arithmetic, reading, spelling, history, physiol
ogy, geography, grammar, draw~ng, and 
writing. My teacher's name is M1ss Lizzie 
Hurst. We milk four cows; I milk two and 
my brother Charley two. Well, I will close, 
as my letter is getting rather long. Hoping 
to see this in print, I remain, as ever, 

Your Liberal friend, 
NoRAH A. LovBBING. 

COLUMBUS, 0., Dec. 29, 1890. 
DEAB ·Miss WIXON: I think it is about 

time for me to write for the Corner again. 
I hav not written for the Corner since I 

left Wheeling, W.Va. We moved here the 
20th of June last. 

I like here much better than I did in 
Wheeling. 

This is a much larger place than W.heeling, 
but I would rather liv in the country than in 
the city. 

I could feed the horses, cows, sheep, pigs, 
etc. 

We used to liv in the country when I was 
smaller. 

Columbus has about one hundred thousand 
inhabitants. 

There is a big shop called the Columbus 
Buggy Co., which employs about one thou
sand workmen, and there is another called 
the Buckeye Shop. · It employs about six 
hundred men. Pa is in the picture business. 
He solicits orders for pictures, then sends 
them to Altoona, Pa., to be enlarged. 

I help him some about collecting Saturdays 
and days when there is no school. 

I go to the Twenty. third street school. I · 
am in the Fourth Reader. I study geog
raphy, arithmetic, language, reading, spell
ing, and drawing. I am g0ing to the Gar
field school next Monday, January 5th. I 
like to go to school very well. I hav about 
five hundred schoolmates to play with. 
Don't you think that is enough? My little 
sister goes to the Garfield school now. She 
is in the Second Reader. My oldest sister 
doesn't go to school. She had seventeen flow
ers, but some of them froze; but she has ten 
left. We hav a bird. He has two pieces 
which he sings. I guess he can't learn any 
more. 

We just had over a foot of snow, which is 
melting off fast. I like deep BDOW when it is 
not cold. I hav only three correspondents 
now ;" I did ha v seven. My father is a way 
now. My sister is writing to some of her 
correspondents. I received Christmas an 
engin .which· runs by itself, handkerchiefs, 
candy, and nuts. We don't celebrate Christ
mas, because it is a Christian's day. We 
will celebrate New Year's day. 

I read an essay on Thomas Paine's birth
day when I was in Wheeling. Pa sent my 
sister's and my picture to be enlarged. I 
will be glad when they come. It is about 
time for them to come. I used to gElt lots of 
papers sent to me when I was in Wheeling. 
Pais going to join the Patriotic Order of Sons 
of America. This order is opposed to the 
union of church and state. It is time for us 
to organize, so as to work against an estab
lished religion. 

Liberals are not working as hard as the 
Catholics a~e. They are working hard, and 
even boasting that we will soon hav an estab
lished religion-one that will be the Catholic 
religion. · 

I think when they make such declarations 
it is time for Liberals to wake up, and unless 
we do we will come under the Romish 
church. I will ask some Liberal boys and 
girls to write to me. 

Well, I guess my letter is long enough, so 
I will close. Good-bye. 

O&LO INGRESOLL NoE. 

Increase of a Nickel. 
Some time ago the Ladies' Aid Society of 

this city agreed to invest a nickel in some 
kind of article and sell it at a profit, and re
invest in something else, and so on, to spec
ulate on this capital for two weeks and see 
how much each one could make. 

O.ae lady on the same evening of the meet
ing bought a cabbage with her nickel. She 
carried it home and sold half of it to her 
neighbor for a nickel. She invested that in 
vinegar and pickled the remaining half and 
sold the pickle for twenty-five cents. She 
then bought twenty cents' worth of cloth and 
a spool of thread and made it up into three 
aprons, which she sold for twenty-five cents 
each, and took the seventy-five cents and 
bought molasses and gave a candy-pulling to 
·the children, making them pay ten cents a 
plate for the candy. The molasses made 
twenty-one plates of candy, so she made 
$2.10 on one nickel in two weeks' time. 
How money will grow if properly used. 

THE 

CHAMPIONS OF THE .CHURCH: 
THEIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, 1,119PP· Oloth, $3; leather, $4 i morocco, 

gilt edges,$4.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
l!8Lafayette Place, New York. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed," avo, a33pp,, 
silk cloth, $3. 

Spiritualism Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to 
sliow that Ohristia.ns are inconsistent in deny
ing the alleged truths of tha.t Philosophy, 
Oloth, 12mo, 245pP., $1. 

A.dd:ress 'l'.llE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKER 00, 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 
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The GlorY of Election. 
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· The Oolossns of New York. The Devil's Occupation Gone. 
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Self-Contradictions of the Biblee 
144 MORAL, THEOLOG:IOAL, HISTORICAL, AND 

SPECULATIVE PROPOSITIONS. 

Prier, l5oents. 

SEPHER TOLDOTII JESHU. 

EVOLUTION: 
A SUMMARY OF EVI.DENOE. 

BY CAI>:r. R. C. ADAMS. 
"One of the cheapest and best books on the sub-

. ject." 
Psper, 15 eents. 

The Humboldt UbrarJ of Science. 1 Curre~~~~~~o~fnA:~~~:~n':!~ 
- . Scien~fic Aspect of S~m.e Familiar 

In thisseriesare well represented the writings of I Things •. By W. M. W Ilhams, F.C.S. 
DARWIN, BPENOER, HUXLEY, TYNJ>ALL1 PBOOTOR, 2 books lU 1 vol. • • • , , , ,'/'11 
OLIFFORD and .other leaders of thought in our The Black Death. An Account of the 
time, at 50 to 75per cent. lower than usual :prices. Great Pestilence of the 14th Century; and 

We have the Library bound in Complete Sets, as The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. 
Book of the Generation of JeEUB. First Trans. 

j'rom the Hebrew Original Story ot Jesus, 
Price, 15 cents. 

follows : By J. F. 0. Hecker, M.D. 2 books in 1 vol. .7 

Advancement~ Sol· en' oe OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average The Naturalist on the River Amazon. 
,. 640pages Svo, and are arranged thus: A Record of AdventureP, Habits of 

'Vol. I. Nos. 1-12.1Vol. VI. Nos. 60-70. LA!Jimals.SketchesofBrazlliane.ndindian 
~'!ELLEY AS A PHILOSOPHER 

P.EFOR.mm, 
By C. SOTHERA.N. 

Paper, Svo, t:O cen'·8 ; cloth, 75. 

AND 

SHORT 
LESSON IN HISTORY 

FOR CHRISTIANS. 
A CARTOON 

From Tho Truth 8eek6r, July 11, 1885. 
17x24 in. 6 for 3Je., 12 for 5()2., 25 for $1,100 for $3, 

JOHN'S WAY. Badie~J Domestic 
Story. 15 cents. B:;; ll!rs. JiL D. S!enker. 

LITTLE LESSONS 
FOR 

LITTLE FOLKS. 
By lllns. E. D. B~KER. 

Boards, 4G cents. 

SOUL PRODLEM:S. 
WITH THEOLOGICAL AMENDMENT AND STATE PER• 

SONALITY. 
By Joseph E. Peck. 

Pe;pa, 25~. 

SPlRITUALTSJ\!1 
FROM .LI. MATERIALISTIC S1AND

POTN1'. 
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD, 

The Belfast Address. 
BY PROF. JOHN TYNDALL. 

With Portrait, Biographical Sketch, and Arti· 
cles on Prayer. 

Paper, 12mo, 105 pp,, 25 cents. 
Address and Portrait only, 69pp., 10 cents. 

AGE OF REASON. 
Il'iVEBTIGATION OF 

TRUE AND FABULOUS THEOLOGY. 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Paper, Svo, 152 pages, 25 oents; 6 copies, $1. 
With EXA::UINATION OF THE PROPHECIES, pap, 40c. 

ALAMONTADA, 
THE GALLEY SLAVE. 

BY J, H. D •. ZsoHoKKE. 
'' A philosophical romance." 

Paper, 23 cents. 

LIFE OF JESUS. 
His CHARACTER AND DoOTRIN. 

Being a chapter from "Analysis of Religious Be
lief." 

By VIBOOU:NT AMBERLEY. 
Paper, Bvo, 170_pp,, 25 cents. 
-----'-----~----~ 

Price, 
10 

cents. Answers to Christian Questions 
Religion Not Histo~y. and Arguments. 

By D. M. BENNETT. lsamination of the Morals and HistorY of the New 
Testament. · 

BY PROF, F. w. NEWlliAN. Paper, 146pp,, 25 cents. 
Price, 25 cents. -------------------

:iaLIGION of COJJiJJfON SENSE. AWFUL DISCLOSURES OF 
By Professor L. Uhlich. 

Price, 35 cento, 
e ~-------------------------------

MARIA MONK. 
PAINE VINDICATED. CONVENT MYSTERIES. 

~a:oer, 50 cents; cloth, 75. 

" II. " 13-24 " VII. " 71-80. 1fe and As1_Jects of Nature Under the 
" nr. " 21Hl6. " VIII. " 81-91. EbquaH to~, dlll'mg Eleven Years of '.!;'ravel, 
" IV. " 37-48- " IX. " 92-103. ty hemyWalterBates.F,L.S.,Asl!!B.Sec. " v. u 49-59. " x. u 104-111. Eo t

1 
e Royal GeographiCal SoCietY of 

1 I • 1 ( ) ng and. • . • • • • • .711 
0 oth, Pam e,tlgeil, $2 vo • Se:paratel!J or in sets. The Rise and Early ConstitutionofUni• 
Half seal, marble edges, $~.7~ v~l. (In sets onl~·l I versities, with a Survey of Medieval 
NEW STYLE.-;No~. 1 to 1llmclus!ve, are bound In Education. By s. s. Laurie, L.L.D. 

18 vola., averagmg 492 pagea each, Bvo, thus : l'rofessor of the Institutes and History ·f 
Cloth, extra~ red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set. Education in the University of Edinburgh •• 75 
Half seal, Plain edges, 2.25 " 29 25 " Tlte Religions of the Ancient World, 
Half seal, marble edges, 2 50 " ~2. 50 " including Egypt, Assyria and BabYlonia 
Hlf Mor., marble edges, 2.75 " 83.75 " Persia, India, Phoonicia, Etruria, Greece: 

. In sets on!V. Rome. :Qy George Rawlinson. M.A., 
All of the followmg are octavo, cloth: Oamden l'rofessor of Ancient History; 

WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY OxfordJ and Oa~o~ of <Jan~erbury, au• 
• thor or"The Ongm of NatiOnS" "The 

.Man's Place Jn Nature. Numerous ilL; & Five Great Monarchies," etc. .' • • .75 
Th 0 • i f "' i 2 b · 1 Fetichism : A Contribution to Anthro-e I'Ig 0 0 "pee fS. ooks m vol. .75 pology and the History of Religion. By 
ThePbysical H asis of Life & other Essays. Fritz Schultze. Translated from the 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. German by J. J!'itzgerald, M A. • • .~5 

2 books in 1 vol. • • • . • .7.r.l MoneyandtheMecbanismofExchange. 
Animal Automatism, and other E~says. By w. Stanley Jevons, M.A., F.R.S.,,Pro-
Technical Education, and other Essays. feasor of Logic and Political Economy in 

~books in 1 vol. . . • . 'l'i. O tthle OwSetuns Celle~re. Manchester. • • .75 
· · · n te dy of Words. By Richard 

WORKS BY CH~RLES DARWIN. <Jhenevix ~·renoh, D.D., Archbishop of 
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Dublin. . . • • • • • • .75 

~election • or the Preservation of The Dawn of Histot·y : An Introduction 
Favored R~ces i~ the Struggle for Life. to Pre-Historic StudY •.. Edited by 0. 
New edition from the latest Eng. edition F. K~ar:v, M.A., of the Bntl8h Museum. .75 
with additions and corrections. • ' 1.~5 · Geological Sketches at Home and 

Descent or .Man, and Selection in Rela. I Abroad. By Archibald Geilde, LL.D., 
tion to Sex With illustrations. New edi- F.R.B , Director-General of the Geological 
tion revised Rnd allgmonted. • · . 1.50 . Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland. • .711 

Formation of Vegetable Mold Through .
1 

IDusions: A Psychological Study. By 
the Action of Worms, with Observa- Jam11s. Sully, A·nthor of "Seneat10n and 
tions on their Habits. With illus-~rations. .71'1 IntUit! On,"" Pess!m!Bm," etc. • • • .75 

__ The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II.) 
Cbarles Darwin: His Life and ·work. BY Sir John Lubbock, B~rt. 2parta in 1. .75 

By Grant Allen. • .7r. English Past and PI·esent. (Parts I. 
BELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. and II.) By Richard Chenevix Trenoh. 2 narts in 1. Oomnlete. . • • • , 75 

The Evol1ttionist at Lat·ge; The Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
'Vignettes from Nature; and of Evolution. By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.B. 
Force and Energy : A Theory of Dy _ Over sa Ill us. • • • • • . .7fi 

namics. 3 books in 1 vol. • • 1.00 Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
WATER, ELECTRICITY, AND LIGHT. BY 28Lafayette Plaoe, New 'io:rk. 

PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 
Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers, I. GENTS make 100 PER CENT. profit, on _my Corse~>.. 

Ice an!f Gl~oiers .• 19 illustr~tions. . {Ill fREE Vlri~e~~"~n~~~tr7~~:~nm~~~1~:~~~~~~.;a~p~ 
Lessons 111 Electricity. 60 illustrat10ns. · ' · · • 

Sixa ~~~t~r~s1 ~~l.~ight. mus_trated. • 1.oo IRON~OLAD AND MANN A SERIEa 
WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER. I IRON-CLAD SERIES. 

Tlte Data of Ft.llics. • • • · .00 1 1 Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh... ......... I'! 

Reply toN. Y. O?J.~eJ·ve1·, 
By R. ~. IMGERStlLL, 

With "ROli!A.N CAT HOLlO OANARD." 

i dncation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys. I 2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 5 
Pr~0,"'~!~s~dlts Law and Cause. With 4 Influence of Uhristianity on Civilization. 

GHOST OF ST. JOHNS. otnerDJPquis\t.ion•· 2booksin 1 vol. • ,75' Underwood ................................... 25 
'~"lte Genesis of Science. I '1 Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller .•• 10 

PricP, 15 cents. 

Soienti:fio Materialism: 
ITSMEANilYGandl~NDENC~ 

By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. 

TRUTH SEEKER TRACTS. 
mound.) 

Vols. I, II, III, IV, V, lSmo, 525 Pages in each vol. 
Per vol, pap., GOc. • 

TWELVE TRACTS. 

Pdce, 15 cents. 
By l\1, BABCOCK. 

RELIGION OF HUMANITY 
better than 

ETERNAL PUNISHMENT. 
By M. BABCOOK, 

Pr:ce, 10 cents. 

ROARIHG · UOH 01 TH~ TRACK. 
By M. BABCOOK, 

Price, 10 cents. 

l'be Factors of Organic Evolution 8 Religion of Inhumanity. F. Harrison ..... 15 
2 books in 1 vol. • . . • • • • . 75 9 Relation of Witchcraft; to Religion. Lyall. 10 

SELECT WORKS OF RIOHA.RD A PROCrOR ! 10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... 10 
F.R.A..S. · '[11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. Marvin ....... 50 

Light Science for Leisure Hours. 1~ Tyndall's B~lfast Inaugu~al, ood Portrait ... 25 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 13 Essay on ~1racles. Dav1d Hume ........... 10 
l'lereditary Traits, and other Essays. 14 Land Questwn. Ch&.rles Br~dlaugh. ....... 5 
Miscellaneous Essays. . 15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents 'l 
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. Charles Bradlaugh ·.. .... ...... .... ........ 5 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel- 16 Wh! do ~en Starve? Chas. Bradl~u~h.. 1> 

laneous Essays. . 17 Log1c of L1fe, Deduced from the Prmmpll" 
6 books in 1 vol. . • • 1.50 i of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10 

SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON OLIF-; 18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 10 
FORD, F.R.A.S. I 19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5 

Seeing aml 'l'hinkin~. 20 Superstition Displayed, with a Letter of 
l'he Scientific Basts of Morals and Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5 

oth"~ Essay~. ' 21 Defence of secular Principles. C. Watts.. 5 
Bible Worship. 

Darwinism. 
--------~----------.-.. Conditions of Mental Development, and 22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts.,_... 5 

~olution. 
Design Argument. 

Jesus Not Perfect. 
Underwood's Prayer. 

BY B. F. UHDERWOOD, 
25 cents. 

i'WO IIUNDRED POETICAL RIDDLES. 
For tho Instruction and Amusement of Youth. 

By E. D. Blakeman. 
25 cents. 

TWO LIT'I'LE RED IIU'l'TENS. 
A Story of the Rightway Almshouse. By Jennie 

Butler Browne. 5 cents. 

U!DfRWOOO-MARPl~S D~~AT~ 
(}e; THE EXISTENOE OF A PERSONAL GOD AND 

INSPIRATION OF SoRIPI'URES. 
5etween B. F.IJNDERWOOD and Rev. J. Mar

ples. 
Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60. 

SUPERSTITION : 
RELIGION OF 

" BELIEVE OR BE DAMNED.' 
By M. BABCOCK, 

Price, 15 cents. 

W~y Don't God Kill t~a Devil~ 
Price, 25 cents. 

By M. BABOOOK. 

THE CLERGYMAN'S VICTIMS. 
A LIBERAL STORY. BYMrs.J,E. Ball. 

Price, 2~ cents. 

JESUS CHRIST: 
Hia LIFE, 

TEACHINGS, and IMPERJJ'EOTIONS. 
By w. B. BELL. 

Price, ~5 cenis. 

fOLTA.IR!noi!~ EXILE. RESURRECTION of JESUS· 
A.ndH~~~~J'~~JVg~~~!~:O~~~~~:~it:~~~·. du CONTRADICTIONS Involved In. • 

Chate!et. By W. B. BELL. 
By B. GAsTINEFIY. _ Price, 10 cents. 

Price, paper, 75 cents: eloth, $1. ------------------

W A.IFS AND '\'V ANDERINGS. 
A Liberal Novel. 

By SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
Pap., 5~c.; clo., $1. ------

BIBLE IDOLATRY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 8 cents ; per dozen, 80 centa ; per 100. ,2. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

118 LafaYette Pl., New Yorh. 

FIRST EPISTLE of 
BENNE'l'T, Apostle, to TRUTH SEEKERS, 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
Price, 10 cents. 
------------------

GODS OF SUPERSTITION. 

Price, B cents. 
By D. IIi. BENNETT. 

FoJ: all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH tiEEKER CO,, 

gs Le.fa:vette PI .. New York. 

ot.her EssayP, • 23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 6 
'Ihe Un:~een Umve~se, and the Philoso- 24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5 

pbv of the Pare SCiences. 25 F th "'! t d M d p W tt 5 Cosmic Emotion· Also the Teachings re~ _ou"' 1 an ° · rogress. a s. · 
of Science. • 26 Chr!stm,~J~Y.: ~ts Nature, and Influence 

5 books in 1 vol 1 25 on UIVlhzatwn. Chas. Watts............ 5 
SELECT WORKS ~F EDW CLODD F R.A.B 28 Thoughts on Atheism. Austin Holyoak~. 5 

' ' · ' · • 29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Um-
The Childhood of Religion. verse? Austin Holyoake ................ 5 
The Birth and Growth of Myth. 30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5 
'l'be Cltiidhood of the World. 31 Has Man a Soul? Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5 

8 books in 1 vol. • • 1.00 3 8 Is There a God? Charles Bradla ugh...... 5 
SELECT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5 

Translated (rom the Frenoh bl/ J. F'ttzr;eraza, M.A. 40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H .• 10 
The Diseases of Memot·y. 42. Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... o 
'l'he Diseases of the Will. 43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5 
The Diseases of Personality. 4.4 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the 

3 books inl vol. 1.00 ~-_;Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10 
THE MILKY WAY. 47 Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Con-

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 mus. dition of the People. Chas. Bradlaugh. II 
By Camille Flaromarion. MANNA SERIES• 

The Rontance of Astronomy. By R. 1 o · · 1M fi "G d' h " " K"'Uey Miller, M.A. ngma anna or o s c osen. • ...... .., 
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 

ita Oondition. By Nathan T. Carr, LL.D. 4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard ... 20 
8 books in 1 vol. • • • • 1.00 5 200 Questions Without .Answers............. 5 

POLITICAL SOIENCE. 6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary 
Physics and Politics. An application and a Chinese Mandarin................... 10 

of the principles o! Natural Science to '1 Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 
Political Society. By Walter Bagebot, by a Weak but Zealous Christian ....... 10 
author of "The Eng. Constitnt.ion," and 8 Search Afier Heaven and Hell. A. ~ely-

History of the Science of Politics. By k · 5 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. . .71.1 oa e .... "' ...... "" .......................... • 

THE LAND QUEEUION. 9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 
• f .. dh ld' 10 A Few Words about the Devil................ b 

The History o ... an o mg in Eng- 11 New Life of Jacob............................... b 
land. ByJosephFlsher,F.KH.S.;and 12 Dania~ the Dreamer. Austin Holyoake ... 10 

Historical Sketch of the 1listribution 13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10 
of Land in England. By William 14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10 
Lloyd Birbeok, M.A. 2 books in 1 vol. · .WI 15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10 

MISOELLANEOUB. 16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh .... .'. 5 
The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos- 17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5 

ophy of I,;rnorance; and • 18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5 
The Essential Natm·e of Religion. By 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlangh. 5 

J, A.llanson Picton. 2 books in 1 vol. .71! 20 New Life.of Moses. Charles Bradl&l!>.gh ... · 5 
. Science and Crime; and . 
-,~Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per _loz ... 10 

BY Andrew Wilson, F.R.B.E. On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we wiil 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • • • .7i eend $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; I [Conttnuea tn nea:t column.] $6 worth for $31 and $1Q worth for $6. 
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Truth Seeker Traots. 
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended 

for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
ments. When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can for tracts, and, when. received 
hand them around among your neighbors, o; 
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly, 
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth, 
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by nnmb~rs. The numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. 

23 Reply to Shelton's Letter •. Bennett........ 3 
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 

35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2 
37 Short Sermon. R@v. Theologicus, D. D .. ,. 2 
38 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. ...... 2 
39 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1 
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3 
4'1 Cruelty&Credulityof the Human Race .... 3 
!t9 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... 5 
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3 
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2 
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5 
58 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2 
62 The .le\\'s and their GOd ..................... 10 
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers.-........... 3 
64 Ills we l~ndure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5 
65 ShortSermon. N o.2.Rev.Theologicus, D. D. 2 
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No. 2....... 5 
'10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 
'n Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Cadman....... 2 
73 Foundations.· John Syphers................ 2 
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2 
75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett .......... 10 
76 Reply to E. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3 
77 The Fear of Death. D. M. Bennett.......... 5 

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... I 
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A..G.Humphrey. 5 
84 1foody on Hell. Rev. J. P. Hopps.......... 2 
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3 
90 Biblo-1fania. Otto C01·dates.......... ...... 2 
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood......... l 
94 The New Raven. Will Cooper............ 5 
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ........................ , 10 
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2 
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ..... ....... .... 2 

100 140th.A.nniversaryof Paine's Birthday.... 5 
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2 
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10 
105 Decadenca of Christian~ty" Capphro .... , 2 

lO'l The Sate Side. H. B. Brown............... ~ 
110 Invocation to the Universe. \i.Bennett .... J 
ill Reply to Scientific A.mericab. Bennett.... l 
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.1I.J.Savage.......... 2 
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett ................ .,... 2 
;114 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1 
:15 The \V"onders of Prayer. Bennett .. ; ....... 2 
;as The Sunday Question. Bennett............ 2 
H7 Constantine the Great. Preston ............ 3 
H9 The New Faith. Stoddard.................. 3 
120 The New Age. W. S. Bell .................. 10 
~- .... 

122 World's Great Religions. Bennett .......... 10 
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob-

server" ........................................ 10 
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10 
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2 
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Un-

derwood ......................................... 10 
130 ThB Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5 
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5 
137 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3 
l38 Science ofthe Bible .• Tohn Jasper.......... 2 
140 A.stro-Theology ................... :............. 5 
:.41 Inlidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 
142 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... ~ij 
143 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins............... 2 
148 WhenDiclPaulLive? Scholasticus .......... 2 
:49 Age of Shams .................................. 3 
145 If You 'l'ake A way my Religion? Wha'" 

Will You Give Me Instead. Martin .... 10 
lfiO The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and 

Wakeman ..................................... 10 
l5l What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5 
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2 
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5 
155 Co-operation Society's Redeemer ............ 2 
:56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2 

::.59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 
::!61 Protesta:nt Persecutions...................... 3 
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street 

Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman ................ lii 

S()IENTIFIC SERIES, 
l Hereditary Transmission. Prof. Els· 

burg, M.D ..................................... 6 
2 Evolution: Homogt";'ilous to Heteroge-

neous. Underwood ......................... 8 
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... l'l 
o Resr.onsibilityofSex. lfrs. Cl1ase, M.D... 3 
6 Graduated Atmospheres. lfcCarroll...... ll 
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 3 
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... 2 
9 The Unseen World. Prof.J. Fiske .......... 10 

10 The Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three 
Lectures ....................................... 10 

11 Is.A.mericaNewWorld? Dawson .......... lO 
12 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism. 

. R. S. Brigham, M.D ...................... ., 6 
l8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumbfor the 

Modern Symposium ......................... 10 

.-See aote at ll.eat •t etl .... 

THE -TRUTH SEEKER. 
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL· IN 

THE WORLD. 
P'lllilished every Saturday, at $3 per year, by the Tndh Seeker 0mnpa'111!J, at 

28 Lafayette Place, 

NEW YORK CITY. 
E. M. MACDONALD, EDITOR. 0. P. SOMERBY, Busnm:ss MANAGER. 

D'tl'lUNQ- 'l'HE Yl!IAII. lS9 ) 'l'RE 'l'II.'l1'l'H SEEKEII. 

Will .Print the Most Varied and Entertaining Selection of Original 
Papers of any Liberal Journal. 

L::nong those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and 
wo:nen known all over the world as advocates of Liberty: 

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. HELEN H. GARDENER. 
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M. ARTHUR B. MOSS. 
PARKER PILLSBURY. L. K. WASHBURN. 
JOHN E. REMSBURG. CHARLES B. REYNOLDS. 
CHARLES WATTS. LUCY N. COL11f.A.N. 
ROBERT C. ADAMS. FREDERIC M.A. Y HOLLAND. 
J. H. BURNHAM. JULIET H. SEVERANCE. 
JOHN PECK. MATTIE P. KREKEL. 
THADDEUS B. WAKEMAN. W. F. JAMIESON. 
H. 0. PENTECOST. SUSAN H. WIXON. 

And many others. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER also reprints from reviews and magazines the latest papers of 
such eminent writers as CHARLES BRADLA.UGH, PROFESSOR HUXLEY, FREDERIC 
HARRISON, and other English Liberal writers. 

The EditoP of THE TRUTTI SEEKER'S "Children's Corner," MISS SUSAN H. WIXON, 
has been elected senior member of the School Bo'lrd of Fall River, Mass. • 

The Trutll Seeker Gives all tile News of Freethougllt, and is Always on Guard 
Against the Enct·oacllments of Ecclesiastics upon the People's Liberties. 
If you have any Ideas or Reforms calculated to benefit humanity write to THE TRUTH 

SEEKER (sending your subscription) and let the world know of them. THE TRtTTH SEEKER 
publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world. 

THE TRUTH SEI<:KER is devoted to the defense of Mental Liberty, of American Institu
tions, ana the Preservation of the U nit(Jd States Constitution, so far as regards religious tests, 
and the'maintenance of human rights. It .advocates the abolition of all laws based on religion 
or religious observances. It demands the taxation of church properLy. It is uncompromisingly 
opoosed to anything tending toward a union of church and state, either in name or in fact. 

Send $3 for a Year's Subscription, or $1 for Four Months' 'rrial. 
'xBJ!l TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFaYETTE PLAOE1 NEW Yorur., 

INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. WORLo~floWMOIY/ATCHfs, 
By G. W. FOOTE. 

" IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enla1·ged. 
Contains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buckle, Comte. Helvetius, Hugo, Hume, 
Owen, Paine, Strauss, Volney, Voltaire, and 
nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

Sclence in Plain language~ 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQlTI'l'Y, BAOTEBH.1 TTO. By 

William Durham, F.R.S E. 
II. AsTRO'OMY, SuN. MooN, STARS, E~c. By Will

iam Durnam, F.R S.E. 
These handY series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bars, others to follow-are "ritten in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to liven the 
most casual reader. They supply a P'lPUlar need. 

The price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 
A.~l<"'tl~f:.N '(';;•1- 'i 1 H~•'l1 J.-i X~t!)-:·,1{'!;•<• t?l"' 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Best grades American Stem-winders: In silver· 
ine oases, 7 jewels, $7.50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 
15 jawels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 3 ounce coin 
silver oases, ~3.50 more ; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5 
ounce, $6 more. In best filled gold oases, open 
face, dust proof, 7 J~wels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $18.50; do. adjusted, 
t24.50. Hunting, $22; $22 EO ; $23; l24; $80. 
Ladies', same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels, 
$18 50; 15 jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famous, 

New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch, 
16 jaweis Rnd all modern improvements, $3 
more than above adjusted watches. No watch 
in t.he world competes with it. Finer watches up 
to $200. "11 such prepaid, guaranteed 1 Yrar, and 
caRh refunded if not satisfactory. All filled gold 
oasea warranted by manufacturers 2a years. 
Beware of New York Worla's10 karat and spurious 
cases. Watches cleaned, best work, $1; springs, 
$1, etc., and returned free. 

f BTbBLIBBED 1857. 
01'TO WETTSTEIN, B!'chqlle.lll. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate an1l Assembly of New 
York. 

Willi Fine Steel EngravinrJ of Senator ConkUng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 

:My Medical Discovery seldom takes ho"d 
of two people alike 1 Why? Because uo 
t'vo people bavc the same 'veak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it gees 
searching through the body for any bidden 
humor. Nine times out cf ten, iuu·arrt 
liumor )Ilakes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland; the Medical Discovery ehles i' 
right along, and you find quick happintSe 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Diwover} 
begins the fight, and you think it prett) 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nntw1 

specialist, for his" Private Counselor "-a valna· 
- ble book for young and middle-aged men, sntl'er

Caudle Ji'r~m 
Bushel 

the ing from a Life-wast-ing Disease, as tile result The 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 
And fo1 the Consideration of Others. 

Instructi'l!e, IntereBting, and Laughable. 

By WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

of youthful follies, indiscretion, and bXoesses in 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Appli· 
cation-A POSITIVE cuRE, as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme· 
dies you hav us~d. The book. is worth many 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a ~peft!!J ana PP-rmanent cure. Ad· 
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOliD, 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a. generous patron of the Freethougbt 
Press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and snecessful method of treat
ment, and deservca pa.tronage,-Preeth()Ugllt. 

These notices Me f01' t'M benefit of Liberals 
who may be tJisiting the places where these socie
ties are located. Local BeculM Unions and 
Freetlwugltt Societies meeting regulMly can 
hafl their gatherings adtJertised here fr~ by for
wMding the necessa;ry inf01'mation. 

The Manhattan Liberal ()lub.N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic Temple,220 East t5th street. Lect· 
nres and discussions. The public cordiallY inVited. 

The Newark Liberal LeaKUC 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market 
st .. Newark. N. J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everybodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Ne·wark 
Bran ell. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evaning at 7 30. Lecture•, debates. and diFouB· 
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres
irlent, HENRY BIRD; SecretarY, OoRA BELLE 
FLAGG. ·· 

BrooklJn Pbllosophlcal Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms.~..Bedford avenue and 
Routh 2d street. Brooklyn,~. D., at 3P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures follo" ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2M' 
me eta every SundaY in Industrial Hall, Droa.d aL d 
Wood sts .• at 2:80 and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Ablespea.kersinterest the !\udienoe. N.B.-Trnth 
Ssekerpnblioationsalways on hand at cheap ra tea. 

Tile Secular Society: of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ilrst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are inVited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee._ 

EJizur WriKht Secular linton 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bnn· 
daYs of each month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all LiberalsubJeotB. 
Subscriptions to TnE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvestf· 
aator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. ~~;:. 

(JhlcaKO Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening a.t 7:80 P.M., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures e.nd debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

ltlflwaukce, Wis .. I .. lberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Sunday evenin~ at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture ~allowed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralbts, No. 903, 
Prairie ()It)'. Ia,, 

Meets ever:v Sunday in t.he Liberal reading-room 
ball at 2: 30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially in· 
vited. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Sec. 

Tlte Minneapolis Secular Unto:~~ 
Meets every Sunday at 7 :80 P.M., fit 112 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.; LEROY BEBRIER,Sec. 

Des Moines Secular Uuton 
Holds regular meetinli'S at Good Templar Hall, 
FlYnn Block. B.E corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends !rom 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FnANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frcctllougili 
Society 

MeetR every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial in vi· 
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Poa·t AnKcles Secular Union 
Meets ever:v SundaY at 7:30 P.M. in the public 
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Leot· 
nres, songs, and select reading. DiscllBsion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. FRANK MoRBE, Oor. Sec. 

The West End ProKrcssive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthly!. ilrst 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M .• at l:'arr'B 
Hall. Everybodv invited. MRS· R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Lib· ral ()lub 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Originel 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
uable librarY ie at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDB, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDER, Beo. 

The Roeder Secular tinfoil 
Of Raeder, Wash., meets everY first and third 
Sunday in the month, at tbe Roeder aohool-house. 
Lectures, disoussion81 reading, and poems. The 
greatest frAAilom accorded to all. Our mr-tto, 
"Universal Montal Libert:v." D. E. RICE, Pros.; 
J, W. BELL, Vice-PreH.; 0BARLES SHEA, Seo. 

New Edition, Revise~ 0\nd Enlar&-ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODSe 
BY HELEN H. eARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llents. 
1.'M Trail.6 Supplied at ldpecial IJiscounttJ. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, M cents. 

Please Don't Forget It. 
'!'hat DJ'. II. James' Cannabis Indica Is prc-

jlarcd in Cu.lcutta~ Jndia. from tho purest mul 
wst Native Jlcm}l, ntHl is the only t'ent<.:d,Y 
either in that country or tllis that will po"I· 
tivcly and permanently euro Consltmption, 
Hronchitb~, Asthma, Nasal Catarrh tuul1\crvou9 
Debility or break up a fresh eol<l in twenty-folll' 
!•ours. $2.50 a !Jottlc, tlll·cc bottles for $1i.o0. 
c,·,ultlock & Co., l'l'opriclor;, 103~ Haec Street, 
l'hi I!Ltlcll'hia. 
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JENNIE BARTH, who was made crazy by 
the meetings of Revivalist Mcintosh at Spring 
Lake, Mich., two weeks ago, was so violent 
in the asylum as to require strapping, and in 
this condition was scalded to death on the 3i 
by neglect of an attendant giving her a 
bath. · 

BooMERS on the Chero
kee Strip are about to be 
ejected. 

REPUBLIOANS in Spain 
and Portugal speak of a 
union of the two coun
tries In one republic. 

NoRTH DAKOTA Prohi
bitionists hav secured a 
court decision and will 
try to enforce the law. 

THE number of persons 
frozen to death by the 
e x t r a o r din a r y cold 
through Europe reaches 
hundreds. 

THE czar has given no 
reply to the appeal o~ the 
pope against persecution 
of Roman Catholics in 
Russia and Poland. 

REv. HENRY Sr:II!MONS, 
of Springfield, 0., has 
been formally accused 
by Mrs. Haynes of at
tempting improper liber
ties at a pastoral call. 

MR. EVANS, of Tennes
see, has introduced in 
the Rouse of Representa
tive a bill to establish 
postal savings-banks and 
encourage small savings. 

REV. Fmmx. LEROHE, 
a Roman Catholic priest 
of Syracuse, has been 
sent to the penitentiary 
for three months for tak
ing indecent Uberties with 
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TRYING TO GEl' DAVID W A.RM. 

PRAoTioALLY· the faith of man never had 
but' one object if you press to the root of the 
matter. This was to form a conception of 
the order under which man livs, with the 
view of determining our relation generally to 
that order. Man might ascribe that order to 
fictitious [theological] causes, or he might 
study its real [scientific] laws; in either. case 

his object was to estimate 
that order which was 
independent of him, with 
the view of submitting 
to it better or of attaining 
a greater power of modi
fying it.-Oomte. 

NATURE is not COD· 
qtiered except by obeai-
ence.-Bacon. · 

EnuoATION must con
sist less in the study. of 
dead languages and dy
ing theologies, and more 
in research into nature's 
operations and the en
deavor to conform our 
lives to those beneficent 
principles that underlie 
her methods.-Robt. 0. 
.A.dams. 

Jlow sick one is of all 
sermons such as they 
are l Why will men go 
on threshing over and 
over again the old with
ered straw that was 
threshed out centuries 
ago, when every field is 
waving with fresh, quite 
other crops, craving for 
their hand ?-F~·ou.de. 

AGNOSTIOS consider it 
demoralizing to teach the 
young to d.o good in hope 
of reward.-Dr. Hard
wicke. 

RELIGION has often 
been the enemy of moral
ity.-Ingersoll. ' 

an eight-year-old girl. 

No authentic cures of 
consumption by Koch's 

Now King David was old and stricken in years; and they covered him with clothes, but he gat no heat.-1 Kings i, 1. MoRAL principles hav 
undergone many changes 
for the better. since the 

days of the carpenter of Niizareth.'-.Arthur 
B. Moss. 

lymph hav been produced. Professor Vir
chow, the German scientist, says the lymph IS 
sometimes causes daagerous inflammations 
of the lungs. . J 

THIS YOUR SON, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 
THE Bible was produced by cruel people, 

and in its turn it has produced people like its 
authors.- Ingersoll. IT is rumored that the czar has been 

checked in persecution of the Jews by fear of 
financial difficulties that thewealthymembers By HELEN H. GARDENER. 
of that race through Europe might bring on 
him. I 

SIGNOR CRISPI, on account of opposition, " The shame itself doth call for instant 
has resigned the premiership of Italy. It is 
to be hoped that his successor will prove as ' 
stout a Freethinker and defender against the 
pope. I 

A cANDIDATE of the republican party in 
Spain having been defeated, his supporters 
charge it to government tampering with the 
ballots, and threaten an uprising. Troops 
are held ready. I 

remedy." 

·--
A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 

CJloth, $1; paper, :;o cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. CoNGRESSMAN AMos CUMMINGS writes: · 

"The Democrats maintain their fight in the 
House against the Force bill. Its ghost still 
lurks in the Senate, and is liable at any mo- ' What Would Follow 
ment to materialize." I 

THE 
1\'Ins. MARTHA BURNHAM, of Brooklyn, 

N.Y., who was Injured by being run over on Effacement of Christianity? 
the 30th ult., trie~ faith cure, in which she BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 
and her friends beheved, till the owner of her 
residence interfered and sent for a doctor. I Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Plaae, New York. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS1ll 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnUI.cent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 

churches and Young l!len•s 
Ohristian Associ&· 

tion. 
BY RICH. Bo WESTBBOOK1 D.D., LL.D. 

PAINTERS hav painted their swarming groups 
·and the center-figure of all, 

From the head of the center.fi.gure spreading 
·a nimbus of gold. colored light, 

But I paint mvriads of heads, but paint no 
head without its nimbus of gold-colored 
light, 

From my hand from the brain of every m'ln 
and woman it streams, effulgently flow. 
ing forever. -Walt Whitman. 

MAN alone can 
Reward the good, 
Punish the bad, 
Heal and save ; 
All the erring, straying, 
Usefully combine.- Goethe. 

IT would appear that there could be only 
one reply to the question, What is the use of 
theology ?-viz., None at all.-J. Wilson. 

Prioe Sl. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. NOTHING can by any possibility be more 
useless than a prieat.-Ingersoll. 

EGGS
FANCYPDULTRYIO VARIETIES. Tcnyeau 
experience~ Price List Free. No catalogue. 
PJ~eons-Blue, Fans and Red Jackobins. 

. J.L. MOCK11247S.HIGH ST .,COLUMBUS 0. 
RELIGIONS are like fireflies: they require 

darkness in order to shine.-Sclwpenhauer. MRs. WARREN CROSBY, of Warren City, Ia., \ 
was taken with epilepsy on the 30th ult. 
She procured the attendance of Christian ---------------------------------------------------
Science faith healers, but grew worse, and at · • l't • ,. 
the end or five days a physician was caned, To the World's Columbian Exposition uommuuuon: · 
but came too late to save her. I Learning that there is an organized movement amo:eg the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 

FATHER YonYzsus, of St. George's Roman "Sabbath" organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
Catholic church, Williamsburgh, N.Y., is on Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 
trial for assaulting Mrs. Czesnewicz, the wife each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons : 
or a laborer. She says she went to mass, and Th h A b • t • d entered the sacristry to buy a holy candle. 1. at t e merican principle of separation of church and state may e mam atne . 
Father Yodyzsus sold her the candle, and 2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 
asked her to cross the road to his house that resort when no moral amusements are available. 
he might bless it. She went with him, and 3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 

- before he began to pray over the candle he tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday,· and aa a matter of J'ustice also to the visitors to 
gave her a glass of whisky. He then kissed 
her, despite her struggles. He next gave the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 
her a glass ol beer, and she became uncon- 4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Ohica.go, but of the 
scious tlll she awoke next morning in the whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
priest's bedchamber. He denies guilt. do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is Ill solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela-

THE Farmers' Alliance members in the tiona and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of ihe public welfare. 
lower house of the Kansas legislature do not 5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
attempt any radical labor legislation, as the receipts. 
senate and governor 'Yould block its passage. 
The election of Peffer, the Alliance man, was 6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair.will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
possible only because the two houses sat to. would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
gether. So banks, money-lenders, and ran. its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers 
~~~~~s~~:ti~,0!n~ i!~aik~dn~i~~tli~~!e~a~ will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation 
didate for president. The convention for restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the 11.verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 
organizing a political third party may not 7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
meet till May. The Knights of Labor wish benefit the Fair itself, the people of Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
to join, but the Federation of Labor will not. individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. · 
Some would restrict candidacy for president -=======~;================='='=========;=======::::;:;::==;======== 
to farmers, while others would admit trades- ·.- Name. Town. State. 
union men. 



A··~OURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM. 

~ IJlolts and ~lippinns. 

BAM JoNES says there are but few pious 
people on the secular press. · The Galveston 
News says Sam doesn't know what he is talk
ing about. There are so many pious people 
on the press that they are in the way. 

AN exciting religious feud exists at Dubois, 
Pa., between the Catholics and Protestants. 
The Protestant church and school-house at 
that place were recently burnt, and the 
Catholics are accused of setting fire to them. 

CoMMISSIONER MoRGAN reports nine denom
inations laboring among the Indians, and 
while all are to be commended it is quite 
likely there is small harvest for some. It 
must be uphill work, says the Wo'l'ld, indoc
trinating an Ogalalla in foreordination, getting 
a Cheyenne to intone the creed, or teaching a 
Bannock to wear a broad-brim and say thee. 

A.BoHBIBHOP ltmLA.ND has issued the follow
ing order : "Public sentiment has become so 
pronounced, and rightly so, against lotteries 
and chance games, that we deem it our duty 
to prohibit altogether, as we now do, the 
raising of money for religious or charitable 
purposes by the sale of chances, the use of 
wheels of fortune, or by any method savoring 
of lottery or gambling." This is the old 
story of the world reforming the church. 

WHBN Bradlaugh lectured on Cromwell in 
Cooper Institute, New York, years ago, 
he had occasion, says the T'l'ibune, to describe 
the warrior statesman as drawing his sword 
and throwing away the scabbard. Bradlaugh 
put his hand to his side and drew the imagin-

:b~re4 Ill; tho l'olt-Olllco ac 1tew York. 5. Y., u ~ -..r. 

THE UPAS TREE. 

ary sword. It was a perfect piece of acting. 
You could almost see the flashing blade. An 
old army officer who attended the lecture 
exclaimed, " Great Cresar I That man has 
been in the cavalry!" Which was true, al
though several years had elapsed since Brad
laugh had secured his discharge after three 
years' service. 

ON the possibility that Signor Crispi may 
not be recalled to the cabinet of Italy, the 
Bun says: " The Vatican would hav much 
to gain by the permanent removal of Signor 
Crispi from tlie stage. With him no com
promise was possible. On the other hand, 
the fact that one who seemed invincible could 
be so suddenly and completely beaten, will 
giv immense encouragement to those friends 
of the papacy who hav been urging Leo 
XIII. to permit Catholic electors to go to the 
ballot-box. Had they been allowed to do 
this at the last general election, they might 
now be strong enough in conjunction with 
the rebels against Crispi to construct a stable 
cabinet." 

THE polling at Northampton in the contest 
for the seat made vacant by the death of Mr. 
Charles Bradlaugh progressed quietly and 
uneventfully. There was no excitement 
manifested, and the day being clear and the 
sun shining brightly, the conservative hoped 
to poll a large vote. At the last election the 
late Mr. Bradlaugh (Gladstonian) polled 
4,353 votes to 3,656 polled by his opponent, 
Mr. Thomas Orde H. Lees, who represented 
the conservativ interest, a majority of 697 for 
Mr. Bradlaugh. At the same time, in the 
second district of Northampton, that borough 
having two seats in Parliament, Mr. Henry 
Labouchere (Gladstonian) defeated Mr. Rich-

ard Turner (Unionist) by 4,570 to 3,850, a 
majority of 720 for Mr. Labouchere. The 
election resulted as follows : Mansfield (Glad
stonian), 5,436; Germaine (conservatlv), 
3,723. 

A LoGAN, Pa., dispatch says: "The belief 
in witchcraft, developed about three years 
ago in the isolated hamlet of Bobtown, in 
Logan township, MlfHin county, has spread 
until now there is hardly a dozen families in 
the entire region free from its influence. The 
village of Bobtown is the headquarters of this 
superstitio~s sect. They frequently congre
gate at the home of some congenial spirit and 
talk over matters pertaining to their strange 
belief. There are two witches in this part of 
the globe, one a resident of Milroy and the 
other of Bobtown. Logan has a' doctor,• or 
one who has the power to remove the ' spell • 
from the victims after the unholy eye of the 
witch has 'looked upon • them. Many are 
the stories related of the machinations of the 
witches and the power of the ' doctor' to cure 
the magic spell. About three months ago a 
little child lay sick for several weeks, and the 
child's parents believed that it was a victim 
of a witch's bane. The suspected witch was 
believed to be a resident of Logan. One 
dreary night in November the witch.doctor 
of this place was sent for, and after a long 
pow-wow the spell which the witch and ll.er 
colleague, the prince of darkness, had 
wrought yielded to the secret power of the 
'doctor.• This particular case was heralded 
broadcast and made a host of believers. Per
haps the most serious case resulting from this 
strange hallucination in this neighborhood is 
that of a young married woman whose reason 
has been dethroned." 

A REOKNT press dispatch says : " The 
effect of the Kean bank failure is severely 
felt by the slave. trading chiefs in the Congo · 
country, and has temporarily put a stop to 
peculiar transactions in which Methodist mis
sion funds played an important part. This 
was developed to-day in the county court, 
when in the course of the hearing of Bishop 
Taylor's fund case some interesting state
ments were gleaned of the methods of con
verting the heathen in Africa. One of the 
bishop's methods, it was testified, is to buy 
outright young girls from the nativ kings 
and chiefs. The Rev. Isaac Linebarger, a 
Methodist preacher of thirty years' standing, 
and his wife, made the statements. Mrs. 
Line)Jarger said that after duly prospecting 
among the various people in the neighbor
hood, the bishop would buy young girls from 
chiefs and place them In the mission schools. 
Technically this process is called '' redeem
ing." Boys need not cost anything. Girls, 
however, are worth about $30 apiece. 'Last 
October,' continued Mrs. Linebarger,' I went 
to Kean•s bank and gave Miss Higgins $30 
to redeem a child. She was to be named 
Minnie Louise Waukegan.• Miss Waukegan 
was evidently not of the upper-ten class, for 
Mrs. Linebarger testified that she had to pay 
$100 for three more. Miss Higgins refused 
to take the redemption money until Mrs. 
Linebarger named the children. ' One,' she 
continued, 'I called Sahara Wentworth Estes 
-that was for my mother. The others were 
named respectivly Miss Lewis and Miss 
Estes.• Mr. Linebarger said that a large 
fund had been subscribed for this redemption 
process, and that it was the intention of the 
missionaries to bring the purchased children 
under Christian infiuence." 
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President Harrison's Relig!on; and That of His 
Postmaster-General. 

I remember that last year, the Editor of TuE 
TRUTH SEEKER hauled over the coals, and they were 
very hot coals too, the Rev. Dr. McAllister, a Oove
nanter clergyman of Pittsburg, for a sermon he 
preached on" The Washington Oalamity," in which 
he told his hearers that the fearful destruction by 
fire of some members of Secretary Tracy's family, 
and his own narrow escape, was " a warning" given 
to this nation by an angry God, of more direful ca
lamities yet to come, in case it did not repent of its 
sins, and recognize Jesus Ohrist to be its lord and 
king, and the Bible as its divine statute-book. The 
public became indebted to Dr. McAllister for the in
formation that,. before issuing his Thanksgiving 
proclamation, a committee of his fellow-Ohristians 
called in person on President Harrison, and earnestly 
solicited him to insert into the forthcoming docu
ment, the name of the Lord Jesus Ohrist, in his high 
character as ruler de jure, of all nttions, and not 
omit it, as his pagan predecessors in office had done; 
but that, when the paper was published to the world, 
the sacred name of Obrist could not be found in it ! 
In order to show the facilis decenBus of the presi
dent, the Christian Statesman of a late date calls 
attention to the fact that, in the last Thanksgiving 
proclamation, Mr. Harrison not only omitted the 
name of Ohrist from the body of his state paper, but 
even in the date, avoids using the phrase, anno 
domini-in the year of our L'.>rd ; whereupon that 
journal, in its holy indignation, calls the proclama
tion, not only an unchristian, but an antiDhristian 
document; and Secretary Wylie caps the climax of 
his scorn for the prel!ident, by saying that he was 
" profoundly ignorant of the Ohristian religion." 

Now, Mr. Editor, after expressing our surprise, if 
not sorrow, that a clergyman should forget the 
divine injunctions "not to speak evil of dignities," 
let us calmly, and without prejudice, look at this 
case, and see whether the severe judgment pro 
nounced upon President Harrison is not nearer right 
than wrong. 

For the first time since this government was 
founded, and after a century of agonizing prayers 
that hav ascended to heaven from the lips of his 
covenanted people, the Lord, to prove himself to be 
a prayer.answering .God, raised up and gave to this 
nation as its president a truly religious man, in the 
person of Benjamin Harrison, a ruling elder in good 
and regular standing of the orthodox P.resbyterian 
church. He was a superintendent of the Sunday
school in his church at Indianapolis, a devout man, 
and one that feared God with all his house, and 
prayed to God always. Mr. Harrison, in an inter· 
view with a United States Senator, soon after the 
election, claimed that it was the Lord who had made 
him president, and not Q11ay, Dudley, Oiarkson, and 
Governor Hill, as his unsanctified political opponents 
charged. This delighted the Oovenanters and 
strengthened their faith and hope ; because in this 
claim he plainly expressed the very doctrin they and 
their fathers had contended for so lang and which 
they ~ot from the scriptures, that the civil magis
trate Is a minister of God, deriving all his authority 
to rule, not from the people over whom he ruled, but 
from God; and that he, whether king, kaiser, czu, 
or president, was accountable to that source of power 
for his offil:!ial acts, and to no other. 

Let us now see what the nation got, when, in the 
person of Mr. Harrison as its chief magistrate, it got 
a professor of religion. 

A professor, say of music, is a person who is an 
adept, well skilled, and comparativly perfect in the 
art which he professes to practice and to teach. 
Thousands of the common people love music, and 
sing, and play upon poor instruments, and in poorer 
style, in obscure neighborhoods_. But a professor of 
music is master of his art. He is a model. He is 
an authority. He is to be imitated by all learners in 
order to be proficient. In religion and the church a 
professer is a person who, abjuring the maxims of 
the world, comes out openly as a follower of Ohrist, 
and walks in the straight and narrow way that leads 
to life eternal. Although living in this world, he is 
not of the world, but is a pilgrim and stranger here. 
He lives for the sole purpose of serving and honor
ing Christ as his redeemer. In the harvest-field of 
this world he claims to be of the wheat ; all the rest 
being tares, whose fate, at the end of the harvest is 
to be raked up and burnt. It is remarkable, ~nd 
highly creditable to the character of Ohrist that 
when on earth, he did not proselyte, and decei~e me~ 
by false promises into following him. He was fair and 
candid in laying down the terms of discipleship. 
Knowing that to recognize him as master and Lord 
meant personal danger and coE.stant self-denial, he re· 
quired of a follower a public pledge of loyalty to him 
and his cause as the condition of salvation. Here are 
the words he used : "Whosoever shall confess me be· 
fore men, him will· I also confess before my father 
which is in heaven. But whosoever shall deny me 

before men, him will I also deny before my father _instead of being lef~ as an incurable ulcer in the side 
which is in heaven." of the British monarchy, filling, not only the House 

But both he and his cause were. then suffering of Oominons, but the whole English-speaking world, 
public obloquy, and knowing that shame was one of with its odious stench. Knowing that popery was 
the most powerful sentiments of human nature and the cause of Ireland's degradation, Oromwell would 
the besetting sin of those who felt themselvs to be hav packed the Oatholic hierarchy back to Rome, 
in a small minority; ·and having seen, moreover, how and knocked them in the head if . they refused to go. 
Nicodemus came to him to practice the duties of dis- He never would hav attempted the impossible job of 
cipleship by night because he was ashamed to do so converting into a free state, a nation whose people 
in the daytime, he strengthened the courage of his allowed themselvs to be bridled, saddled, and, like so 
followers, and emphasized the condition of salvation, many donkeys, ridden by the priests. 
by declaring that '' Whosoever shall be ashamed of Behold the contrast between the English Ohristian 
me and of my words, in this adulterous and sinful protector and our Ohristian president! 
generation, of him also shall the son of mam be In imitation of the Roman soldiers, who, before 
ashamed, when be cometh in the glory of his father, going to war, took the Bacramentum, or oath of aile
with the holy angels." In one short sentence it giance to their country and its generals, Elder Bar
meant: No cross, no crown. rison, not only in the little prayer-meeting at Indian-

The reader will easily see from this that the rela- apolis, but in the great congregation of the saints, 
tionship set up between a professor of religion and on sacramental occasions, could join his comrades in 
his God is strictly of the nature of a covenant, or singing, with tearful eyes, and souls full of determi
agreement, between two or more parties-in this nation, the Ohristian battle-hymn : 
dase two-in which it is solemnly agreed that if Am I a soldier of the cross? 
God, th111 party of the first part, will freely and eter- A follower of the lamb? 
nally forgiv all the sins of the party of the second And shall I fear to own his cause, 
part, by imputing to him in the settlement the right- Or blush to speak his name P etc. 
eousness of Ohrist for justification, and bind himself But when he came to Washington, as president of 
to bring him safely to heaven after death, then he, the United States, and the Lord, by a special provi. 
the party of the second part, binds himself to confess dance, bad opened up the way for him to do some
Ohrist before the unbelieving world, to accept all the thing effectual toward fulfilling his secred vows to 
dangers and difficulties which such a confession im- confess Ohrist before the _world, both he, and the 
plies, and devote himself, without reservation, to the flatulent Wanamaker, who had sworn the [ame oath 
promotion of Obrist's cause and honor, by making all of allegiance a hundred times, struck their colors, 
his acts and all his influence through life conduciv and surrendered to the God of this world I Was 
to that sole end. Then the party of the second part there no need to bear witness for Ohrist, and his 
takes the oath of dedication and consecration, by words, in the capital of the nation, on the plea that 
sitting down to the sacrament of the Lord's Supper, there were no sinful and adulterous practices com
and thus becomes a professor. mitted there 1 Why, Washington society has the 

Now, be it remembered that, when Mr. Harrison reputation of reeking with corruption. To be sure, 
made this solemn dedication of himself and all he there is an immense amount of professionalism in 
had to Jesus Ohrist, in consideration of his escape that city ; but the saints are all samaritans-" they 
from the damnation of hell, he did it voluntarily and fear the Lord, but serve their own gods." There 
deliberately. He was not compelled to burden his are, however, the members of the Senate and House 
soul with these vows and make this public profession of Representative, which, of thtlmselvs, are a large 
of the Ohristian' religion, as the Jews and Moriscoes field for the missionary labors of a godly president 
in Spain were by the Oatholics, on the alternativ of and postmaster-general. How many of them put in 
suffering death by the tortures and fire of the Holy the hours of the holy Sabbath in profanely talking 
Inquisition. He did it freely, and would not hav politics and playing poker, instead of devoutly at
lowered himself in the estimation of the world, if, tending church 1 And although each House, pro
like his predecessors in office, he had not done so at fessedly for its own special and spiritual benefib, 
all. Besides, it never occurred to him, away out employs, and pays out of the people's money, a 
there in Indiana, when he publicly entered into this "chaplain" to open the daily sessions with prayer, 
covenant with God, to hav inserted such a clause as how shamefully they treat him, snd the God he rep
this: "That, the said Benjamin Harrison, the party resents, when they so generally sbsent themselva 
of the second part, being a natural-born, male citizen at the time he performs his sacred duty! Has the 
of the United States, and therefore liable to be president ever sent a message of rebuke to them for 
called on, like other citizens, some time or other to their outrageous contempt of divine thiDga? These 
administer the government as president, and take two professors of religion at home were total ab. 
the required oath of office under a purely secular stainers from intoxicating liquors, we are tc.ld. Was 
Oonstitution which ignores. the existence of all the there no need to testify against the debasement of 
persons in the godhead and every form of religion, drunkenness in Washington, when, according to the 
he be allowed to take the said oath with the private uncontradicted statement of Mr. Sb. John, there are 
understanding that it will not be binding upon his two thousand saloons in that city; and when, in the 
conscience during the period of his public service." inaugural procession of March 4th, a whole thousand 
Mr. Harrison made no such proviso. He did not of the keepers marched in honor of the president ~ 
stipulate, as Naaman the Syrian did, on the occasion After being sworn into office, our Obriatian president 
of his being converted to the faith of Israel, that, and representativ of Ohrist attended the ball in the 
when his idolatrous master, leaning upon his arm, pension cffi~e, where four hundred gallons of Roman 
went into the house of Rimmon to worship, and he punch were consumed by the dancers ! He not only -
himself bowed down too, the Lord would pardon drinks intoxicating liquors himself, sRya Mr. St. 
him in this thing. He had the grandest opportunity John, but serves his guests at the White House with 
ever presented to an American Ohristian to put his four or five different brands of the same article ! 
name with Daniel, the prophet, and his brethren in And what, pray, has Wanamaker ever done tore
the lion's den, upon the list of the immortals who deem his pledge as a professor of reli~ion during the 
were true to themselvs and to God under the most two years he has been at Washington~ Has he ever 
trying circumstances. His postmaster-general, the testified for the Lord's holy Sabbath? Has he 
head of the department that comes nearer to the a11ked Oongrees to authorize him to close the post
people than any other, was also a professor of the offices, and stop the carrying of the mails on that 
same Ohristian religion, known all over the country day, so that his officiale, after their wearisome labors 
for being a Sunday-school superintendent and a .of the week, may rest and go to church? Not one 
man of remarkable piety. He was probably selected step has he taken toward the accomplishment of 
as a cabinet officer and postmaster-general for the that object. The sum total of his Ohristian endeavor, 
very reason that he would use his best efforts to thus far, to " confess Ohrist before man," is the or
make the post-offices and the railroads Sabbath- der he issued to his cfficial subordinates to forbid 
keeping institutions. The whole Ohristian public the "Kreutzer Sonata" from being carried in the 
had a right to expect, and· they did expect, that mails ! He still continues, however, in the profess
under such a godly administration religious profes- ing business, and struts before his admiring pupils 
sorship would no longer rest under the contumely in his Sunday-school at .Philadelphii!t, and goes 
of being a mere matter of dress parade and a mask through the solemn mockery of confessing Ohrist on 
for pretentious cowards. sacramental occasions, as if the public were blind and 

When Oliver Oromwell, after the decapitatiOn of could not think. But, if Ohristianity be not a mere 
King Oharles, was called to be protector of the Eng- swindle upon the credulity of mankind, kept up by 
!ish commonwealth, did he put the candle of his re- its professors to benefit themselvs, both Wanamaker 
ligion under a bushel, instead of setting it upon a and his chief must be set down as religious cowards 
candle-stick 1 When he came to London to admin- and apostates, who, after a while, must experience a 
ister the government, did he leave the sacred fearful looking for of judgment and fiery indigna
vows of his dedication and consecration to the service tion when Ohrist, surrounded by his assessors, the 
of Ohrist his leader, at home, with his old, worn-out, angels, shall come to judge the world and separate 
and cast-off clothes 1 Not a bit of it. He was a the sheep from the goats. 
Ohristian before he became protector; and when in- Some readers of this communication may perhaps 
vest~d with almost supreme political power he u8ed feel that my condemnation of the two religious 
it, first and foremost, to glorify God, as the chief end characters I am criticising is too severe. But the 
of man. Had he, and his Admiral Blake, who was ·a parties themselvs would not dare to say so, for they 
chip from the same Puritan block, lived twenty years know in their hearts that I am only drawing a con
longer than they did, English history would not now trast between their religious pretensions and their 
be blotted with the infamous reigns of Oharles II. and religious practices. I am weighing them in their 
James II. Ireland would hav been Protestantized, own scales, even the scales of the sanctuary. I say 
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nothing against their private characters on the score 
of moral£1, for in that respect they are p'l'obably as 
good as the rest of us. They are not private citizens, 
even if they did not hold political dli.ce. They 
stand before the public as profflssors _of the way in 
which, it is claimed, that it is religion which Gxalts 
and glorifies the human character ; and their con
duct in that respect is a silent, but audacious, re
proach on aU who make no such profession. When 
they thus set themselvs up as models and exemplars, 
and assume a superiority in goodness to the common 
run of mortals, they not only invite, but challenge, 
criticism ; and we who are of this world, worldly, 
hav a right to inquire whether that which glistens in 
their character as gold, and givs them their high 
reputation in the church, is the real metal,· or only 
mere tinsel. They profess to be soldiers of the 
Cl'OSS, enlisted for life; and their high calling is to 
make an aggressiv fight for the crown rights of 
J eeus Ohrist as king, against a world of rebels in 
arms ; and we hav a right to examin their ~ilitary 
record, and see if they hav performed on the field of 
battle any deeds of courage for the cause, or any act 
of devotion to their ~reat leader. And it we find 
proof, as we do in these cases, that all the wounds 
received hav Ian their scars behind and not before, 
indicating cowardice and treason, we hav a right, 
and it is :our duty, to, hold them up in their true 
characters before all Israel and the sun. LEx, 
Attorney-at-law for Dr. McAllister and the Oove-

nanter~. 

Our London Letter. 
In the Freethinker of January 4th appears a con

cise and excellent article by the indefatigable Mr. A. 
B. Moss, on" Stocktaking." He givs a statement of 
his own work for Fteethought during the past year, 
and in comparing the past and the present state of 
the moveme-nt shows that there are still as good men 
in the cause as there ever hav been, and he sees no 
reason to believe that there is any sign of decay, not· 
withstanding Mr. Shead's opinion that Sdqularism ia 
fast dying out. The correspondence in the Echo on 
this question vary soon subsided when the replies of 
prominent FreethiDkers appeared and showed that 
Mr. Stead's case could not be maintained. Our ene
mies seemed to think that because the National Sec· 
ular Society couia not show a.u annual increase of 
members equal to that of 1883, Secularism was col
lapsing. IIi ie very certain that any religious society 
that could show such an increase of membership as 
even in-the year when the smallest num.oer jofi:u!d the· 
Secular Society, would be exceedingly rfjoiced, and 
announce the fiaures in large type in all the religious 
journals. If the N 1tional Secular Society included 
all the Secularists in Great Britain, there mi_ght be 
some cause shown that the cause was not "making 
such headway 8S might be erpected, but this is a very 
different matter from absolutely losing ground. 

The Nation&\ Secular Society numbers only a 
small proportion of those who hav left or nev~r 
joined the religious part of the community, and It_ 
appears to be ignored that the little salt has leavened 
the whole camo. and society generally is fast being 
Secularized. Vary few religious teachers of the 
present day bold by the good old fashioned orthodox 
views of Mr. Spurgeon, for instance, who stands 
almost alone in his doctrinal opinions, and the rising 
generation would not ba persuaded to attend either 
church or chapel if such crude ideas were now pro
mulgated. Even in the churches where more liberal 
opinions are preached it is ditlhult to get a congre· 
gation together, as exhortations do not nowadays 
find much favor, the chief attraction being of a 
musical nature. Ooncerts and other entertainments 
hav also to be given during the week, admission be
ing free, or only a small s~m is levied, eo that it ~s 
found running a church with any hope of success ts 
a much more costly matter than it was formerly, as 
these week-night diversions and Sunday organ per
formances are somewhat expensiv, the performers 
not always possessing enough religion to induce 
them to giv their services gratuitously. The funds 
for keeping these things going .come from those 
whose obj act is " how to make the best of both 
worlds," successful exploiters of labor who square 
their rascalities, and compensate for their crimes to 
humanity, by giving freely and liberally to the "min· 
isters of the Lord." 

The death· of Obas. Bradlaugh will be felt very 
keenly by all Freethinkers, as well as by many who 
had no sympathy for his opinions on religious mat
ters b11t w:~.o ad nirdd him for his ind 1mitable will, 
energy, and his persistence in fighting for the op
pressed. In India his death will be mourned by 
thousands of the nativ population who greatly re
vered him, and placed in him all their hopes for 
the remedy of grievances under which they hbored. 
His bas been a long and arduous struggle against 
odds that would hav overwhelmed almost any other 
man. He lived Ion~ enough to gain the respect of 
those who, in the House of Oommons; were at one 
time his bitterest enemies. Only on Tuesday an ob 
ject for which he bad long fought was attained, and 
tlae House ordered tbe resolution declaring him un-

able to swear or affirm to be expunged from its rec
ords, The borough of Northampton will. not easily 
find .a man to take his place. He was admittedly one 
of the most hard-working and painstaking men in 
Parliament, and he will be greatly missed there. 
Ten years ago his death would hav been hailed as a 
national blessing, now it will be looked upon as a 
national calamity. Such men only appear at long 
intervals of time, and it is pretty certain that no 
such one will be seen or heard by anyone now liv
ing. It seems hard that, having borne the heat and 
burden of the day, now that there seemed a pros
pect of some reward for all his toil, he has entered 
into his everlastin~ rest. J. D. 

The Power of Prayer. 
"Oh, save me, God!" we raise the c-ry, 

And prayers for help like incense rise, 
And, when the danger passes by, 

We say that God has heard our cries. 

Who saves the tiny, startled fish, 
Pursued by his relentless foe? 

Who heeds his finny, prayerful wish? 
No one; the fish for food must go. 

Who bears the prayer of harmless bird 
When swallowed bv the larger hawk? 

Who intervenes, by deed or word, 
The murderous design to balk? 

In nature is the lesson shown, 
Where stronger ones survive the wea"lt, 

That God helps him, and him alone, 
Who, of himself, his help can seek. 

.Attkb07'o, Mass. ALIOE M. SINOLA.IR. 

Justice, N Jt Charity. 
All hail· the dawn of a new day breaking, 

When a strong armed nation shall take away 
The weary burdens from backs tJat are aching, 

With maximum work and minimum pay. 

When no man is honored who hoards his millions ; 
When no man fea•te on another's toil, 

And God's poor suffering, striving billions 
Shall share his riches of sun and soil. 

I 
There is gold for all in the earth's broad bosom, 

There is food for all in the earth's. great store, 
Enough is. provided if rightly divided. 

Let each man take what he needs-no more. 

Shame on the miser with unused riches, 
Who robs the toiler to swell his hoard, 

Who beats down the wa~es of digger of ditches, 
And steals the bread from the poor man's board; 

Shame on the owner of mines whose cruel 
-And- selfish measures hav brought him wealth, 

Whlle the ragged wretches who dig his fuel 
Are robbed of comfort and hope and health. 

Shame on the ruler who rides in his carriage ; 
· Bought with the labor of half. paid men
Men who are shut nnt of home and marriage, 

And are herded like sheep in a hovel pen. 

Let .the clarion voice of the nation wake him 
To broader visions and fairer play, 

Or let the hand of a just law shake him 
'Til his ill-gotten dollars shall roll a way. · 

Let no man dwell under a mountain of plunder, 
Let no man suffer with want and cold ; 

We want right living, not mere alms-giving, 
We want dividing of labor and gold. 

-By Ella Wheeler Wilcox. 

St. Peter's Soliloquy. 
(AT THE GA.TE.) 

'' Heu pietas I Heu prisca fides /" 
In spite of all our gospel and revivals, 

The bue'ness here is getting rather. slow. 
We don't get ten per cent of the arrivals, 

The most of them are stopping down below. 
·The chap who owns that system of caloric 

And runs the basement, he is pretty sharp. 
He doesn't giv 'em problems hyperbolic,: 

Nor say a word about the win.gs and harp. 
He fixes 'em on earth; that's what's the matter, 

And we don't fix 'em tlll they get all through. 
Our plan is good, but then his plan is better, 

For he don't bother 'em; Lord knows we do. 
Salvation Armv I Bosh I That doesn't fetch 'em, 

And missionaries ; well, that scheme's too thin. 
That chap downstairs, he m"nages to catch 'em, 

Because what we scare off he gathers in. 
We once could get 'em, on the deluge story, 

And do 'em up about the rib and ark, 
Or knock 'em with the picture of our glory ; 

That's busted, also Jonah an.d the shark. 
You see, down on earth they're always mlx'd up, 

And each sect sends tbe other ones to h-11. 
We always fall'd to get the matter fix'd up, 

And what to qo is pretty hard to tell. 
A miracle might work, but who could do it? 

There's no one here to do the thing up brown. 
Suppose we tried on A, we'd be sure to rue it; 

No; nary miracle; it won't go down. 
I think l'li go and put the case to Moses, 

He might perhaps get up a scheme or two. 
He caught 'em once, but no one now supposes 

That his old Pentateuch was ever true. 
Here, Gabe, you watch the gate a minute; 

Don't be particular with those who edt. 
This thing's played out, there's really nothing in it, 

They've tumbled to our racltet, that is all. 
-Juxta in Boston In'Destigator. 

Progress of the Cause in Washington. 
The Archipelago de Baro, East sound, is the ll!ost 

lovely garden-spot in the straits of Fa ca. Tourists 
fail to realize any correct idea of the beauty and 
fertility of the Puget sound country, who fai~ to 
visit the islands from Skagit Head to N anaimo. 
For the thousand and one charms and surprises of 
an ever-shifting scene, and for startling tff~cts, as 
well as for ease of access from all sound cities, the 
islands which lie in the waters of the Archipelago de 
Haro, known as the San J nan country, are unsur
passed. Orcas island is the largest of the group, 
and is made up of bold and high mountain rangee. 
As the little steamer makes the run up ·the beautiful 
bay called East sound, the picturesque village of the 
same name looms up in wondrous beauty. Situated 
amidst mountains and inland seas, its loaation, ro
mantic scenery, facilities for boating, hunting, and 
all outdoor sports, render it the most delightful and 
desirable place for a rural home, a retreat from the 
bustle and worry of city life. But not alone is E1ost 
Sound a most desirable place of residence for the 
eDjoyment of wealth acquired, but it offers great at
traction to those who desire to earn a competency 
by fruit-raising-an easy and pleasing task, for the 
locality is just one great, lovely fruit-garden. Or
chards and strawberry plots abound in every direc
tion. All around, save at the water front, the stately 
forest is rapidly receding before the. march of prog
ress and fruit culturE>. Despite the prominence of 
the Emanuel church (Episcopalian), God is not with 
them, or at least not with the pastor enough to in
duce him to defend hie faith. And the same is the 
case with a Methodist church, whose method is to 
denounce. instead of hearinfl. and offaring evidence 
that Infidels are wron~. Freethought is making 
rapid growth. Ashton Thomas, of Waldron, a hand· 
some, stalwart young L"beral, possessing courage, 
energy, and devotion to t.he cause, took. the respon
sibility and aroused the Lthera's to making an effort 
to establish a local Liberal U aion. I delivered three 
lectures at the echool-housP, and was astonished that 
despite darkness and rain there was each night a 
large attendance and great interest manifest. 0 ·u 
laet ni{lht's lecture was followed by a d&nce, kept 
up till full dawn. I succAeded in obtaining twenty
nne members to the Washington Secular Union. 
They elected that earnest, outspoken Infiilel, A. K. 
Jackson, as vice-p'l'eeident, and executiv Offi.ller of the 
state society for East Sound. I had a most pleasant 
visit, and expect that when the de.legaMnn attend o~r 
annual meeting Sunday, February 221, they will 
come authorized to engage me for· another course of 
lectureB. 

Blaine, Whatcom county, since my previou~ visit 
has made almost magic progress. It bas mtles of 
handsome broad, well graded, good sidewa1ked 
streets-~bout seven miles of streets, and twelve 
miles of really good sidewalk, at a cost of $75 000. 
The electric light company hn put in one of the 
finest systems on the coast, at a cost of $50,000. 
A.'lli there arA" numbsr of brick blocks costing from 
$13,000 to $20,000, and, better tba.n all, a gra~d 
large brick school-house costing $18 000. Au electrtc 
motor line, a telephone system, and an immense can
nery are under way. The fisheries and coal fields 
are being developed. No place on the coast o:fft!rs 
better inducement to the settler to invest capital and 
m'ke a home.· And the march of progress is sus
tained, for Liberalism keeps pace with the once 
little now bill, city's wondrous growth and advance
ment. The Opera House was crowded each of the 
three nights I lectured. Fourteen good and true 
Liberals were added to the roll of the Washington 
Secular U aion and that -pooular citizen and energetic 
young busine~s man, J. M. G. Merritt, was unani
mou1dy elected vice-president. There is a loud call 
for Mrs. F. 0. R ~ynolds, and doubtless immedia•ely 
after the annual meeting, S11nday, Fdbru•uy 221, 
she will visit Blain~.>, and win the activ cooperation 
of the good women to our cause, all that is needed 
to mt~ke Blaine the nearest possible approach to an 
earthly paradise. 

The annual meetin"? of tbe Washington s~aular 
U aion will be held at G. A.. R Hall, Hinckley Block, 
corner of Sscond ""'rl Oolumbia streets, S ~a+.t.le, on 
Sunday, Fdb. 22, 1891. Morning session at 10-,d
dress of welcoms; reports of secretary, tre,surer, 
and boud of directors; short spaeches by d~leglites 
and members on" Mathods to orom'lte our atm~ and 
objl3cts." Afternoon session at 2 -~lecti'ln of ~!R 'qrs; 
short speeches by delegates and members O'l Ways 
and means;" address bv Mrs. F. 0. R3ynolds. 
Evening at 7:50-lecture by Rw. H. Hmgurud, the 
able and eloqttent exponent of L\benlhm, on "The 
Livas of Great ThinkArS, and the Treatm'lnt They 
Hav Rsoaived at the Hands of the Ohut'c"lt." 

0 B. REYNOLDS, 

Sec. Washington Secular UAion. 

Tnum freedom of spaech will not b~ a~tained unUl 
men can be -permitted to express their Ideas abont 
G Jd as freely as their noUons about geology. The 
First Oause is as legitimate an object of research as 
is electricity.-Robt. 0. Adams. 
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Westbrook on Wakeman. 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 7bh, T. B. 

Wakeman, Esq., says, in regard to the" strenuous 
opposition " I alleged had been made by himself and 
Dr. Foote to the appointment of Mr. Oharles Watts 
as field secretary : "I hav made no opposition, 
strenuous or other, to the appointment of Mr. Watts, 
nor has Dr. Foote to my knowledge. or belief. We 
hav been· trying to feel our way to that result with
out unfairness to others." My statement is pro
nounced by Mr. Wakeman "quite the reverse of the 
truth." Then, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 
14th, he grows bolder and affirms that "the presi
dent was, therefore, entirely off of the truth in print
ing that there was a 'strenuous opposition' to the 
appointment of Mr. Watts on my part. I am a 
friend and admirer of Mr. Watts," etc. Now, since 
my truthfulne8s is called in question, I must print 
what is necessary for my vindication whoever may 
Fu:ffer from it. In a letter from Dr. Foote dated 
Dec. 25, 1890, he writes: ''Now, as to Watts indi
vidually. To practically import him and put him to 
the front will be to affront all the Americans in the 
field, and I think there would be such a wail from 
them as would make it impossible to collect the 
funds to pay him. Jealousies, especially race pref. 
erences, are not 'Liberal,' but they are human and 
natural, or, at least, common and inevitable." This 
letter, Dr. Foote says in a postscript, was shown to 
Mr. Wakeman, who said, "Send it on." In another 
letter from Dr. Foote, under date of December 31st, 
he writes: "But the more I remember the past ex
perien~'e of the American Secular U.11ion with him 
(Mr. Watts), the more I am certain it cannot be 
done, unless you are prepared to find contributions 
from new sonrces rather than the old stand-bys. 
Mr. Watts once left the Union in debt and in hard 
straits to square itself with gentlemen from whom his 
pay [had been got], by ~oans on notes of the Union
in no dishonorable way, to be sure, but with a sort of 
reckless disposition to make himself comfortable what. 
ever might happen to the American Secular Union. 
. . . If you are bent on carrying out the plan with 
Mr. Watts, and my action has made it difficult, I am 
glad of it, and some day you may be glad, too, as I 
think you may discover that it must hav led to dis
aster, to your discomfiture and discredit as a leader. 
• . • Please let these letters. be presev.ted (to 
the board) and filed as my views and Mr. Wake
man's, who fully agrees with me as he says to-day." 
Now, I leave your readers to decide whether I am 
" entirely o:ff the truth," and my statements " the 
reverse of the truth." I do not characterize Mr. 
Wakeman's allegations as they deserve, but leave 
others to determin whether he has not at least 
"cracked " the commandment which forbids the 
bearing of false witness against one's neighbor. 
The strange course of Mr. Wakeman at the 
P.Jrtsmouth congress and since, may hav been 
prompted by the " new philosophy" of which he is 
the exponent, but it 8eems to me more like J oab's 
philosophy with Amasa, when he took him by the 
beard and kissed him, saying, "Art thou in health, 
my brother ?" and then thrust his dagger under his 
fifth rib until his bowels gushed out and fell upon 
the ground (2 Sam. xx, 9, 10). Allow me just space 
enough here to say that I think Dr. Foote and Law
yer Wakeman make a great mistake in seeming to 
regard the Americu Secular Union as a sort of soup 
society to which cer.tain persons may come with their 
little pails and occasionally get a ladle full of the 
delectable compound ! I believe that our Liberal 
lecturers are not as mean and jealous as some 
persons seem to think them, and are not like one of 
old who said : " Put me, I pray thee, into one of the 
priest's offices that I may eat a piece of bread" (1 
Sam. ii, 36). R. B. WESTBROOK. 

February 14, 1891. ----------.. ~-------
.The Field Secretary. 

From the first moment that the action of the board 
of directors of the American Secular Union upon the 
above subject was made known, I had mentally re
solved to abstain from expressing any opinion what
ever concerning it. But as I hav received so many 
letters from my friends upon this subj act, I beg to 
ask indulgence for giving a general reply to the 
equivocations of certain interested persons. In fact, 
from the treatment that I hav recently experienced 
at the hands of those who hav assumed a fictitious 
leadership of our principles-~d a course of treat
ment which they seem inclined to keep up-I feel 
myself compelled to take this step. I hav no desire 

to create ill feeling, or even division, in our ranks; 
but that such will inevitably ensue unless the present 
administration is deposed is absolutely certain, and 
as I am actuated by the principles of justice to all, 
and inspired with a love of universal freedom, I am 
only desirous of preventing such a catastrophe and 
establishing firmly in our· midst an organization In
fidel in character, name, and policy, and one whose 
power and influence shall be both heard and felt 
from the Atlantic coast to the slopes of the Pacific. 

As is now pretty well known, the majority of the 
board of directors are utterly opposed to my appoint-' 
ment as the field secretary, and, for some reason, 
best known to themselvs, they positivly refnse to 
ratify the recommendation of the late congress, an 
action on their part which has been characterized by 
one of the best and truest members of the Union 
(and one whose presence at the late congress renders 
his opinion also of great value), as "a truly delight
ful instance of popular government when the sover· 
eign people point emphatically one way and its trusted 
representative go duly in the opposit direction." I 
cannot say that I ever expected to be put into the 
field as a Freethought missionary while Westbrook 
and Oo. maintained an absolute control of the situa
tion. I even intimated this at the Portsmouth con
gress, after my election, to those of my friends who 
were present, and who were so sanguin of the good 
work that I could accomplish were the opportunity 
given me. Therefore I fully anticipated what the 
result of the meeting of the board would be, know
ing the antipathy shown toward me, and the prej· 
udice existing . in the minds ()f the president and 
secretary against me. Not only hav the majority 
of the present board (or at least some of them) 
been content with their proved opposition to my
self, but they hav been guilty of using the most 
contemptible means that only the most constructiv 
malice could invent, in order to defeat justice and 
serve their own selfish ends. They hav vilified 
my name ; attempted to blast my reputation, to 
damage my character, and to prejudice my own 
friends against me. They hav even questioned the 
very existence of the society to wh!ch I belong, 
and which I successfully organized on September 
last, and now that they find the society too strong 
for them to break up, they in the most abject 
manner possible threaten to revoke the charter of 
the said society unless it carries out certain con
ditions which they hav assumed a fictitious right 
to dictate. · This distinctly proves what I said at 
the last congress, viz., " affiliation" means 8ubordina
tion to Westbrook, hence his assumed right to 
dictate by what name a society shall- be known. 
But the Newark branch is not disposed to change 
its name, and if Mr. Westbrook is still inclined to 
revoke the chartPr, I can only say, Let him try. 
I can easily ui:J.derstand why he seeks to revoke this 
charter. In fact, the wish is father to the thought, 
because I should then no longer be a member of the 
Secular Union, and the board could not consistently 
appoint a non-member. Thus the way would be 
clear for him to appoint his own candidate. 

This, again, brings another question to the front
was Oharles Watts the man they originally intended 
to nominate against me ! In a recent issue of this 
paper was published a letter from one of the· " two re· 
sponsible" directors, T. B. Wakeman, in which he 
expressly states that at the meeting of the board of 
directors the name of this personage was " withheld" 
from them. Now, why was the name "withheld!" 
Why did the president prefer that two out of the 
seven directors should take a step in the dark? Did 
he expect that be could so impose upon their intelli
gence as to get them to vote for a man whom they 
did not know, and whose name could not be given 
them T If Oharles Watts was the man they first 
had in view, what possible reason could they hav for 
withholding his name then, and publishing it to the 
world now 1 But the truth is that Oharles Watts 
was not the man, but another one whose name they 
did not want to giv, in case they could not bulldoze 
the rest of the directors, and one whom Miss Orad
dock herself has very inadvertently stated to be a 
" prominent Philadelphian." If proof of this is re
quired, it can be supplied upon application. 

Besides this, they hav stooped so low as to say 
what is not true in order to gain their object. They 
hav tried to influence my own friends against me by• 
saying that the person who nominated me at the late 
congress tried afterward to get the nomination with· 
drawn, as be bad regretted what he bad done. Now, 
this statement I deny, and declare to be positivly 
and absolutely untrue, a statement willfully false and 
uttered with malicious intent. I hav taken the lib· 
erty of writing to my nominator, and he denies the 
above imputation, and even intimates that, so far 
from desiring to withdraw his motion tci appoint me, 
when overtures were made to him, and when my ene
mies attempted to place obstructions in the way of 
my appointment, "I took the ground that such in 
this ca~e was unnecessary, and that I would oppose 
any such arrangement." And be concludes with: the 
following expression of opinion: "I am satisfied 
that you can do good work if given the opportunity. 
If the members of the Union convened in congress 

bav no voice in.matters pertaining to their c.wn inter
ests, why not avoid the expense of such congress by 
leaving all and everything to the executiv board !" 

Is not this instance sufficient to show what the 
present administratiQn will resort to, to gain their 
selfish object! . ''If· false in one thing, false in all 
things." Let every star that dots tbe firmament 
look down upon their inconsistency. Let the sun, 
that brilliant orb of day, shine down upon their sel
fishness. Let the whole of nature in loud and unmis
takable language speak out against their prevarication. 

It was a singular coincidence that in the very s"me 
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER in which Miss Oraddock 
appeals for the friends of Oharles Watts to speak 
out in his behl!olf, there should be three letters from 
my friends speaking out in my behalf, and all of them 
tried and trusted friends 'of the U .11ion, and this in 
addition to an editorial·condemning the action and 
policy of the pres~nt administration. But as .the 
appeal has been made as well a.s publication of ex
tracts bom letters, it will not be out of place for me 
to giv a few extracts from some letters that hl!oV been 
written to me. In addition to the one already 
quoted (my nominator's), I hav received a_nother, 
from one of the best supporters and subscribers of 
the Union in which he says: "My impression was 
that the c~ngress appointed you, and that the board 
of directors had nothing to do but put you out as 
soon as there was money enough to pay your ex
penses;" and further: ''When I sent my contribu· 
tion to the Guarantee Fund it was with the intention 
of getting some cash .. there to start you out." . An
other friend of the Union, firm and true, wntes: 
"I know of no one better qualified than yourself, 
and I should like to see you at work. We want no 
half-hearted policy undertaken, but an earnes~ move
ment against the frapds, falsehoods, and foobshness 
of Christianity." And still another writes, advising 
me not to accept the office under the present ad~in
istration becacse, says he, "they would handicap 
you, aud by placing obstacles in your path injure 
your future prospects;" and he adds : "I am in your 
favor, and if you still desire to accept, knowing the 
disadvantages you would labor under, I shall still 
vote for you." I could still go on, but I will refrain 
from so doing because I do not wish to trespass.fur
ther upon the space of the paper. 

But I venture to think that the assumed head of 
our national organiz~tion has run us against a rock, 
a huge black rock; towering over the prospects of 
our cause, .and that unless he tacks and puts about, 
or givs up the rudder of the ship to. more c&pa~le 
hands, this rock may be the means of e1ther sphttmg 
the vessel or causing it to founder altogether. 

The administration has doubted my capability to 
fulfill the duties of such an office ; but I here state 
unhesitatingly that, with the sum of $1;000 at my 
disposal, I can do more work, and work that shall ~e.· 
of value to the organization, in one year th•n the 
whole of the present administration has accomplished 
during its existence in power. This io an opinion 
not confined ·to myself, but one that has teen ex
pressed by many influential members and friends of 
the Union. Therefore I appeal to all Freethinkers 
to strive to rescue our society from the labyrinth 
religio8o in which it is now entangled, and let us hav 
a Union that is prepared to fight that system of re
ligion which is based upon law, not upon love ; upon 
bayonets even more than Bibles-a Union whose sole 
object is to free mankind from all phases of supernat. 
uralism, that hav hitherto been so injurious to its 
well-being. 

I hate personalities as much as any man, but I 
submit that I hav not been more personal than the 
circumstances of the case demanded, and a defense 
of my own personal honor would justify. The state
ments I hav made are factP, not impressions, of things 
done and opinions expressed, of professions made 
and promises violated. I sincerely thank those kind 
friends who hav written me their sympathy and sup
port. No wondBr ·you were surprised at my silence; 
but in conclusion let me say that it is with ereat re
luctance that I pen these words, for I bad decided 
not to speak; at al~ and should not hav done so now 
only the occasion demanded it. I would state here 
that I hav nothing against Oharles Watts. It is in
deed a matter of deep regret that Mr. Westbrook 
has by his own imprudence brou~ht us to such a po. 
sition. JOHN R. 0HARLESWORTH. 

"Let Us Hav Peace." 
On page 64 of the last TnuTH SEEKER we had qui~e 

an article under the above heading, and as I am a 
peace man, as well as a life-member of the American 
Secular Union, I at once gave this article a close 
looking over, and that more than once. I apprehend 
that the writer is honest in the course he has teken 
aDd in what he has said. But as for a peace measure, 
from my mental standpoint it is otherwise. But it 
bas opened the way for other members of the Amer
ican Secular Union to expose the sophistry of their 
presiding officer, in trying to make it appear that it 
is out of order to criticise the Christian church or its 
holy Bible in the congress. This church and Bible 
are the very things that brought about the need for 
the existence of the National Liberal League, that 
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was organized at the Centennial in 1876, and at the 
annual congress held at Cassadaga in 1884: by a vote 
was changed in name to the American Secular 

. Union. 
· And now) Mr. Editor, in the last TRUTH SEEKER 
·page 88, under the heading, 11 The American Secnla; 
· Union," you gave your readers something to think 
about-as many of them, at least, as are members of 
the American Se~ular Uni?n. I carefully read, and 
re-re~d, and. considered th1s article of yours, when I 
felt hke say10g, That friend spoke my mind. That 
was the way that we used to do in the business 
~eatings of the Quaker church when some subject of 
Importance was before the meeting, and some mem
ber with a superior quality of brain, well stored with 
good sense, and with the control of good language 
to impart that sense to the meeting, would get the 
subject so plain before the minds of the members 
present that an ordinary quality of brain could· see 
the matter in its true light. Then the hearer would 
rise from his seat and say, 11 That Friend spoke my 
mind;" and so I hav said of you and your article, and 
I may include the Boston Investigator, 11 These 
friends hav spoken my mind." 

And this is the way to bring about a lasting peace. 
Be open and honest to yourself, and clothe your 
thoughts with as much intelligence as you are master 
of ; and there stop, and be ready to hear what can 
be said on the other side. It will not <lo for us to 
waste much of our time and ammunition shooting at 
one another, when we hav such a bold, aggressiv 
enemy in our midst, ready to take any advantage of 
our weak side. and who would be glad to see the Amer
ican Secular Union, with its predecessor, the National 
Liberal League (which name I think was the better 
one of the two), blotted out of sight and hearing, 
and more of these Radical thinkers shut up in prison, 
or burnt at the stake, as their predecessors used to 
be treated by them when the churchmen had the 
political power in their bands-whieh they are now 
trying to allain get under their control. 

Adrian, .Mich., Feb. 12 EM 291. S. D. MoosE. 

~he appointment are ve~y slim, and would be, even 
1f I were an orator and had studied the Delsarte 
system of expression. . 

On January 12th I wrote to Mr. L. K. Washburn 
an anxious inquiry, which he has published in the 
Investigator, as follows: 

Dear WaBhburn : Who is to be field secretary, you or I? 
Mr. Washburn's reply is embraced succinctly in 

the three words : 
Giv it up. 

. I am ~ndecided w~ether to parse this reply in the 
1mperat1v or declarat1v mood; that is I do not know 
"!bather ~t a.dvises me to stop looking for the posi
tiOn, or Indicates that Mr. Washburn is unable to 
answer my question. I hoped for something more 
explicit. 

Nearly all the lecturers are now heard from. Mr. 
Remsburg favors Dr. ll'oote's plan; so do Bell and 
Jamieson. Dr. York favors neither, but local organ
ization. All these opinions are worthy of respect. 
The Hon. A.. Schell speaks this week with no uneer
tain voice, and he has great influence with me be
cause he knows more without effort than I d~ by 
exerting myself: 0 hherwise he would be conducting 
a Freethought JOurnal and I should be enjoying my
self on •.ranch, paying off other people's mortgages 
and mak10g the world better by living in it. ' 

I am also in receiph of an expression from Mr. 
Charles Watts himself. He writes: 

My Dear Boy: How are you anyway? Let me congratu. 
late you on the acquisition of a son. When I see hbn I will 
recite the " Progress of Madness" for his benefit. 

Yours cordially, CIUs. WATTS. 
The direct bearing of Mr. Watts's letter upon the 

subj~ct ~nder discussion may not be apparent to all, 
but 1t will be seen at once that he addresses himself 
to one in a parental manner. 

I hav sounded Putnam on the subject of a field 
secretary, and he is rather non. committal; thinks 
any lecturer would exhaust the subject of the Nine 
Demands · in less than a year ; believes a lecturer 
whose expenses were paid in advance would get most 
of the appointments; instead of raising money them-

Secularism. selva the people of a community would wait -for the 
From the Ironczaa .Aae. field secretary ; prefers to look out for himself and 

Secularism is worldly-mindedness. There is no to be responsible to no one but his audiences; de
system of ethics or morality that can be formulated sires to be at liberty to attack the orthodox fraud 
out of '' secularism," or be based. upon it. Secular- wherever found, on legal or religious ground ; would 
ism belongs to the domain of_p()litics. Only polit- wave the Freethought standard still, and casually 
ical agencies can honestly be employed to promote demand, of those who claim so much for God "Why 
Secularism. They who go about calling themselvs don't he lend a hand !" ' 
Se!'ll!ari,!ts, holding up the white :flag of peace to the . On the whole it may be best to conduct the Seen
clergy in the left nand while litaobing the Bible·an:d- lai' Union along the linifs ·laid down by President 
the church with the right, deQeive no clergyman. Westbrook. Invite Christians to cooperate, and 
The church sets them down aa Atheists, hypocritically then at the end of a year let the secretary .report 
sailing under false colors. No honest, square 11 Sec- how many religious organizations hav joined the 
ularist " will open his mouth about the Bible or the Union; also how much money or encouragement has 
Christian religion. been subscribed by members of such organizations. 

The way to build up organizations is to begin at 
the bottom, not the top. ~ ltdidels want to organ
ize~if they want to put workers in the field-let 
them begin in school districts. Let them encourage 
local workers and speakers to form home societies. 
It is childishness and driveling puerility to talk of 
putting one or two authorized field secretaries in the 
field in this gre~t country to canvass for gudgeons 
and contributions to an brganization that declares 
it is not opposed to the church. Who but the clergy 
wants to put God in the Constitution ? Who but 
the clergy wants the Bible in the public schools T 
Who but the church, that is tC! say, the clergy, op
poses the Secularization of the government ? Who 
is there for "Secularists " to fight but the clergy ? 
Let honest Infidels hav nothing. to do with hypo
critical fraud and fJ'lse pretense. 

Winning Lines for the Union. 
From the San Ji'ranctsco J!reethought. 

The presentation of the name of Charles Watts as 
candidate for field secretary of the American Secular 
Union should hav a tendency to settle the discussion 
as to men if not as to method, because Mr. Watts 
will fill the position to everybody's satisfac.tion. 
The same is true of manv others also, but so long as 
he is a candidate, why object! If I were a member 
of the American Secular Union I would vote for him, 
and I would vote for Washburn, Putnam, Bell, Rems
burg, Reynolds, or Jamieson, singly or severally, if 
nominated. Were I wealthy I would pay the secre
tary's salary. Were I a lecturer I would be a field 
secretary without salary, as most of the lecturers 
now are, and rustle for myself, as all of the lecturers 
now do. 

It is true that Mr. Watts is editor of a paper, of 
which he would no doubt be traveling correspondent, 
so that it would become in a measure the official or
gan of the Union. His paper is published in Can
ada, but an American organization with an offioial 
organ in Canada must ·serve to cement the relations 
of the two countries and perhaps lead finally to the 
annexation of the United States to the dominion. 

I received a private letter from Judge Westbrook, 
the othsr day, and although it is written in the kind
liest spirit, and although he says he had a hearty 
laugh over my writings, still I could read plainly 
enough between the lines that my chances of getting 

Tax Them to the Top of the Steeple. 
From the Phelps count!/ Heraza, Bertrana, Neb. 

A. circular reaches us from a far Eastern state, with 
this heading, 11 Shall Church Property be Taxed ?" 
We answer emphatically, Yes! ·It should be taxed 
equally with all other property. Either all property 
should be taxed or none should be. The church has 
no rightful claim to special favors from the state, but 
is an institution that can and should bear an equita
ble share of the burden of taxation. It is not the 
businel!s of the state to look after the church, further 
than to giv it the same protection extended to all 
other institutions-no more, no less. If the ch!Irch 
cannot exist without the aid of the state, that is en
tirely its own affair, and no concern of the state's. 
The church is, or ought to be, purely a religious in
stitution, voluntarily supported by those who accept 
its tenets or beliefs or not at all. The state is, or 
ought to be, purely a secular iastitution, existing 
solely to preserve civil and national rights, liberty, 
equity, and justice, and extending equal protection 
to all, but favors to none. 

lB so far as a portion of the property in a commu
nity is exempted from taxation, by just that much is 
the taxation of the remainder increased, and this is 
neither right nor just. The circular mentioned 
states: 

The exemption of church property from taxation virtually 
compels taxpayers to support all places of worship so 
exempt. The taxpayer is compelled by direct legislation to 
contribute to church support just so much as his own tax is 
increased in consequence of the exemption of church prop
erty from tbxation. Our present exemption laws impose a 
tax on the many for the benefit of the few, and practically, 
in some instances, on the poor for the benefit of the rich. 

This is true. All over this country there are 
wealthy religious associations whose vast property is 
safe from the touch of the taxgatherer. All over 
this country are humble hom~s ready to be sold for 
taxes. In New York nit.y t.here are churches whose 
property is worth $1,000,000, yet it pays no taxes. 
The bronze doors of Trinity, presented to it by 
William Waldorf Astor, are alone worth $100.000. 
A.uother church edifice has one window worth $50,-
000. ThARe MRociat.ionR "re able to pay their preach
ers from $5,000 to $25,000 a year, yet their property 
bears no share of the tax burden. Not far away are 
the homes of hundreds of workingmen and poor 

people, whose humble property is taxed to the full 
limit, and whose share of the public expense is pro· 
portionately greater because the magnificent posses
sions of favored institutions _go }ree. Surely there 
are few who cannot see the injustice of this. 

Items of Foreign Freethougbt News. 
The Freethinkers of Bel~iam -propose to erec~ a 

monument in honor of Oesar de Paepe, and a consid
erable sum has already been subscribed. 

Mr. Leon Furnemont, advocate in the Belgian 
supreme court, editor of La Raison, and more or leas 
activly connected with every Liberal movement in 
Belgium, has been elected president of the board of 
directors of the Belgian Freethought Association. 

The time seeml not far away when there will b" a 
realization of the proposal of 0. Oil wa, editor of La 
Verit~ Philosophique, to adapt tre pansy as a 
universal Freethought symbol. Dr. Voelkel basad· 
vocated it, and Dr. Specht, secret11ry of the Garman 
Freethought Association, devotes-nearly a column to 
the same purpose. 

In Spain, as everywhere else, the Freethinkers are 
conspicuous as advocates and defenders not alone of 
religious but also of political llberty. We see that, 
among other FreethinkerP, our friend and contempo
rary D. Ramon Cb.ies, editor of Las .Dominicales, an 
excellent Spanish Freethought weekly paper, is one 
of the honorary presidents of the republican party 
in poor king-ridden and priest·ridden Spain. 

In our last " Items" we mentioned that a debate 
between Mr. Lennstrand and Rev. Mtij ~r had taken 
place, and that we supposed the former to hav been 
victorious. Since then we hav received further in
formation which confirms the correctness of the 
prophecy given by us. While a debate between a 
Freethinker and a minister does not create great stir 
h~re in America, it is otherwise in Sweden. And we 
suppose the faithful send one prayerful message 
after another to their father above to assist t-he cham
pion of the faith. But, as usual, Jehovah was busy 
with something else, and the result waP, as the Swe
dish telegraph union flashed across the wires, " that 
while Mr. Meijer talked about everything imaginable, 
Mr. Lennstrand confined himself to the subject to be 
discussed, and hence the victory was Lennstrand's, 
since his opponent's arguments were but scraps of 
sermons." We congratulate Mr. Lennstrand, and 
hope that the next time he takes up a debate he will 
engage a hall accommodating more thnn eight hun
dred persons1 since several hundred had to be turned 
away. 

A. late number of the Grashdanin, a Ruesian or
thodox semi-official :.;>aper, contains, among other 
highly interesting n:flections, the following: 11 Com
pulsory education is a foolishness, a lie, an Anarchis
tic invention. What do we use educated people for, 
anyway! There is more confidence. shown to the 
analpbabets, who know nothing but are pious, than 
to those maltreated young people who bav passed 
throu~h God knows how many institutions of Jearn· 
ing. The so· called fool that is a natural man has a 
credit of ten thousand rubles where the educated 
person has but one hundred rubles credit, for no 
sane man will trust such dangerous people who can 
not-alone read everything but also write. Jt. is the 
same in the artisan world, in stores and mills. In 
none of these places do we hav room for ladies and 
gentlemen with diplomas, for we know that ignorant 
people are more trustworthy. Why cultivate and 
enlighten! What good are schools end academies 1 
Away with the stuff! Let us return to a natural 
state !'' Oan we wonder that condit-ions in Russia 
are so bad as they are, when such opi11ions are pro
mulgated? 

Lectures and Meetings, 
J. E. REMSBURG's nppointmen~s for Ohio were as follows: 

Dayton, February 13~h ; Shepard, 14th; Columbus, 15th ; 
Bloomdale, 16th; ·Clyde, 17th; Bhreve, 18th, 19th, 2mb; 
Andover, 23d. 

AT the Brooklyn Philosophical Association, Bedford 
avenue and South Second street, E. D., on Sunday, the 22d 
instant, Dr. M. L. Holbrook will tell what he thinks is 
"The True and the False in Mind Cure." 

J. E. RB~IBBUF.G's appointments after leaving Ohio are as 
follows: Linesville, Pa., February 21st, 22d; Russell, Pa., 
24th, 25th, 26th; Newark, N.Y., 27th; Prattsburgh. N.Y., 
28th, March 1st; Dundee, N. Y., 2d; Canoga, N. Y., 3d; 
Bouckville, N.Y., 4 h; Gloversville, N. Y., 5th; Hudson, 
N. Y., 6th; Glen Falls, N. Y., 7th, 8lh; New Haven, Conn., 
9th; Orange, N.J., 10th. 

To accommodate Mr. Charlesworth, Dr. E. B. Foote occu
pied the platform of the Manhattan Liberal Olub last Fri
day, and Mr. Charlesworth will discourse on the "R~tional 
Treatment of Criminals" on the evening of February 20th. 
It is Mr. Charlesworth's intention to get up a lecture tour in 
the West about the beginning of March, and fliends in Penn. 
sylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois who desire his services 
may addreBB him at 505 East 83d street, New York city. 
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~ommnnitafions. 

Cardinal Fallacit>s cf Guosticism. 
And Mr. Spencer con chides: 11 So that t.he pereron

ality of which each is conecious, and of which the exist
ence is to e11ch a fact beyond all others the most cer
tain, is yet a thing which cannot truly be known at 
all : knowledge of it is forbidden by the very nature 
of thought." And following a demonstration of how 
the futility of other than relativ knowledge results, 
appear these remarks : · 

Deep dow!! then in the very nature of life the relativity of 
our knowledge is discernible. The analysis of vital actions in 
general leads not only to the conclusion that tnings in them
selva cannot be known to us, but also to the conclusion that 
knowledge of them, were it possible, Wit>Uld be useless .. 

And he says of one who has sufficiently investi
gated the evolution and ultimate nature of things : 
11 He more than any other truly knows that in its 
ultimate essence nothing can be known." (In which 
Mr. Spencer is reduced to using the verb of dual sig· 
nificance. so that his sentence seems a contradiction 
in spirit as well as in terms.) 

Add now to the claim of tb,e Gnostic professing 
absolute knowledge_ of existence but the qualification 
of place, and it may be refuted in our own exquisitly 
simple and original manner. For instance, suppose 
a man to aspire to the certainty that be is in this 
room. The human mind is subject to dreams more 
or less vivid. Suppose now that on occasion a dream 
may be fully as vivid as wakeful existence 1 If there 
be an 0 mnipotent, this is possible, and if there be 
no Omnipotence it is possible. For who can know 
that it is not within the bounds of possibility! Evi
dently no one : Therefore it is possible that. it is 
possible; consequently it is possible. Simply be
cause it is contrary to experience does not prove its 
impossibility. We are ineluctably forced to conclude 
that notwithstanding all adverse probabilities, it may 
be that an occasional dream may be quite as vivid as 
reality. And when this is admitted it follows that 
what to a man seems the most positiv realism may 
be but the fantasies of a dreaming mind Or if it 
be possible for man to know that no human dreams 
can ever be as vivid as reality, how about the dream
ing fancies in the canine world-how about the 
imagery of insanity, which is sometimes apparently 
as realistic as reality 1 What can man know of this 
in its diffdrent degrees 1 And if he does not know 
that it can never by any possibility be as vivid as 
reality, how can he know that even now he is not 
sut·j ~ct to it? If it be answered, "because the 
impressions of reality are persistent, ever pressing, 
while the fantasies of insanity are temporary and 
intermittent," the reply is that even if the impres
sions be but transient, nevertbeless, while they last, 
if they be as vivid as reality, they must seem just as 
persistent as real cons~iousness and be indistin
guishable therefrom. But further even than this, if 
the impressions of insanity be not as vivid as reality, 
still if they .exclude, as we are compelled to think 
they do, at le11st in some cases,. all intimations of a 
vivider state-if to the subjsct of insanity, as exac~ly 
similarly to the mbject of reality, it appi:>ars that his 
is the real existence-bow then can man know that he 
is beyond the pale! This interro'}ation is imperativ 
-satisfy it. To say that a subject of insanity may 
realiz'3 or hav even an evanescent intuition that he is 
non compos, is to express what in the present 'lltatus 
of thought and lan~uage might casually be accepted 
as a verbally intelligible statement, but which really 
expresses nothing. For suppose it predicated that a 
subject of insanity may be conscious of his lunacy
the attending sophistry is: 11 If thil_!l be true (which 
it is not, except perhaps in his lucid intervals), then, 
so far as he realizes his insanity, he is really compos 
mentis, provided it be true that what he realizes is a 
fact, namely that he is unsound." Which is a multi-· 
plication of contradictions. And if a man cannot 
know that he is beyond the pale of insanity, which 
notoriously exhibits a thorough contempt for all 
restrictions of place, how then can a man know that 
he is in this room 1 H'l may believe it-a thousand 
times agreed. And believe it with as transcendingly 
powerful a conviction of which his very nature, of 
which his soul (if he has a nature or soul) is suscep 
tible. But between the idea expressed by the word 
believe used in its intensest sense, and that symbol
ized by the word "know," what an abiding, what an 
absolute infinity of difference! 

Enough I to those who from the constitution of 
their minds cannot, at least without farther rt1lection, 
be convinced, I can but say that deep in my secret 
mind of minds I am conscious of a slight but persist
ent intimation that for all I know to the contrary 
with abeolute bowlEdge they may be right and I 
rn11y be wrong. In othEr wcrds, I believe in the fal
libility on all points of all hurnan minds except that 
of tb11 ancmaly who is the mareimus in eretremis of 
the Roman Oatholic superstition tbroughcut the 
world, but more especially in the fallibility of my 
own mind Should it be asked, bow I know that I 
am conscious of an intimation, the answer is : "I do 
not know it, I only know it." 

An uncertain degree of abasement of the human 
mind before a divine intellect is a point propounded 
by theolOflY and insisted upon by religionists. But 
why not, if only for perspicuity, extend the theory to 
its legitimate limits, its ultimate boundary; unquali
fied fallibility, instead of leaving a factitious and ar
bitrary but unarbitrated quantity, vacillating as the 
variations of the different orders of minds under 
which it comes in contemplation! Between skepti
cism and positiv assurance there can be no interme
diate ground. 11 Here endeth the third lesson." 

REMARKS. 

1. To suppose possible an.,thing more than a rela
tiv demonstration of . the fallacy of human certainty, 
involves a contradiction, thuF-were it demonstrable 
absolutely that nothing is certain, then the fact that 
nothing is certain would be one certain thing-the 
premia and conclusion cancel. The very cons:st
ency of Agnosticism depends upon its being accepted 
in its entirety, without reserve. 

2. Is it necessary to explain that our first two fal
lacies, to be even consistent with the third, must be 
proven fallacies only relativly 1 That is, by the 
standard of limited reason coextensiv with Gnosticism 
they are inevitable fallacies, but according to Ag· 
nosticism, they are not necessarily absolute fallacies, 
for they are such only as demonstrated by the iden
tical or similar modes already presented, and as Ag
nosticism repudiates· the absolute ultimacy of human 
proce"lses, believing there may be something as--far 
t.ranscending reason as reason excels automatonism 
(to_which generalization Gnosticism can never attain, 
for the moment it does it becomes Agnosticism), it 
follows that the first two 11 fallacies" may not be fal
lacies, and as accepted religion depends on their not 
being fallacies, it results that reli~ion is (nncon
sciously) dependent on Agnosticism. Verily! Verily! 
(to adopt the vernacular) I make no charge for this 
nut, presenting it as gratuitous refreshment for 
clerics and Gnostics. Let them crack it. Let them 
refute the reasoning and we, too, will join the great 
array and enthusiastically prate against Agnosticism. 
Agnostics are open to conviction. Gnostics, as their 
name implies, exhibit a cast-iron expression of ab
solute certainty desiflned to paralyze the relativ and 
reduce to idiocy the highest generalizations of Agnos-
ticism. · 

3. Gnosticism presupposes the load of proof to 
rest eternally upon skepticism, which arrogantly says, 
" I do not know," and is required to prove bow it 
does not know. Is it possible that a change is at 
last about to come over the spirit of the controversy 
and Gnosticism be compelled to display its creden· 
tials, to demonstrate, or at least present some intel
ligible intimation of, how it does know anything 1 

Gnosticism believes in, or rather knows that there 
is, a God, and a very capable one-capable of any
thing but making a Gnostic mistaken. As for be
lieving that, " excuse" the Gnostic. Here be draws 
the line, and f(mces his God. 9ne of them (of the 
Gnostics, I mean) has said, "no merum arbitrium 
can make more th.-u one geometry, one scheme of 
pure physics, for all worlds," and the Omnipotent 
(~he irony of the word) "could but follow the laws 
of curvature, measure, and proportion." And this 
11 transcendent audacity," as Mr. Spencer says, stand
ing behind the Power and noting the conditions to 
its action, p11sses current. "May we not, without 
hesitation, Bffirm that a sincere recognition t.hat the 
truth that our own and all other existence [its rela
tions, conditions, and possibilitie" J is a mystery ab
solutely and forever beyond our comprehension, con
tains more of true religion than all the dogmatic 
theology ever written T" The fact is, what the Gnos
tic would really accomplish, could he establish his 
pitiful postulates, would be. from the standpoint of 
the relativ to pry the absolute from its poise, and 
together with it " spin forever down the ringing 
grooves of change." Or, to borrow a little poetic 
confectionery and apply it not more grotesquely than 
the originlll was applied, the lines of Ooleridge may 
be slightly changed to read : 

The owlet Gnosticism, 
Sailing on obscene wings athwart the noon, 
Drops his blue-fringed lids, and holds them close, 
And, looking ut the glorious sun in heaven, the Absolute, 
Cries out, " Where is it ?"* 

4. Belief in the existence of sin is of universal ac
ceptance. But deeper even (or as deep) than the 
belief in sin, is the eternal conviction that in all hu
man actions or decisions involving right and wrong, 
are the mutually recalcitrant components, temptation 
and resistance. Indeed no man has yet perpetrated 
the suggestion that sin is possible apart from these ; 
and the most that has been contended is that one 
predominates over the other. If then, human decis
ions, like everything else tangible or evanescent, 
t11ke the direction of least resistance (in this case, 
are determined by the preponderance of temptation 
over resistance or vice versa), where then does re-

*Professor Huxley, although an Agnostic concerning re
ligion, repudiates (while other Agnostics maintain) the" ab
solute" of philosophy; and the recognition of this quasi
inconsistence among Agnostics, may impart an impulse to 
the reverberations of Theistic thunder already resounding 
throughout the land. 

i89i. 

sponsibility, and consEquEntly si11, ccme in 1 . And i 
human a~tions are determined by the preponderance 
of temptation over resistance, or the renrse, where 
does responsibility,· and cons£quently sin, obtain T 
Has this ever been · adequately answered-if so, 
where, when, and how! Show me a thesis on the
odicy and I will show you a theory beyond its _depth. 

5. Mr. Spencer speaks of the Agnosticism of 
11 First PrinciplFs," which, he says, along with its 
denials, its everlasting no, " emphatictlly utters an 
everlasting yes." Now tbe Agnosticism of "Oardinal 
Fallacies of ·Gnosticism," so far from formulating an 
everlasting no, unburdens itself of what will be con
sidered an incorrigible and idiosyncratic don't no or 
don't know. After all, between the everlasting no 
and the everlasting yes, is not the eternal don't 
know. the conservativ middle, the rational corollary T 

6. Last year's controversy between Professor 
Huxley and the Gnostics is so pertinent that I revert 
to it. 

Discussion is infinit ; nor can it establish the 
truth, for decisions of point& of controversy are falli
ble, even from a Gnostic view. For while the 
Gnosti~s do not admit that all minds (their own for 
exception) are liable to universal error, they recog
nize that some minds may be ahead of the times. 
So, if the Agnostic be a century too soon for his to 
be the accepted views, and if those judging the con
troversy be not similarly rdiLcted, the decisions may 
be contrary ·to truth. Besides, Gnostic J admit (I 
hav papers to sustain the statement) that in highly 
abstract questions the majority are generally wrong, 
and they correctly claim to constitute a quorum. 

The Agnostic states his belief, and Mr. Mallock, 
springing an ipse direit on that crucial point, says, 
You do not believe that "unless in some dim andre
mote sense" (consistency thou art a gem!), and he 
proceeds with consummate copiousness to illuminate 
us thus: · 

Agnosticism, then, expressed in the briefest terms, amounts 
to two articles, not of belief, but of disbelief. I do not be
lieve in any God, personal, intelligent, or with a purpose ; 
or, at least, with any purpose that has any concern with 
man. I do not believe in any immortal soul, or in any per
sonality or consciousness surviving the dissolution of the 
body. 

Now, I protest that this is not in the "briefest 
terms." In the name of perspicuity, what is the 
matter with, I do not believe in a God nor surviving 
soul? 
· Why is this not as brief 1 Besides, there is not 

the slightest disbelief expressed. Dr. Wace cites 
Dr. Johnson as saying that an unbeliever is an In
fidel. Webster's Dictionary has it : 11 Au unbeliever 
is not necessarily a disbeliever or Infidel." And 
this is the rational interpretation ; for if a mere un
believer be an Infidel, how much worse must be an 
actual disbeliever-but nothing worse is possible, 
the disbeliever is the Infidel ! Moreover, most Ag
nostics do believe in a Supreme Something, a being 
or a principle analogous to, but (God forbid !) not 
identical with, the Ohristian's God; though why any 
obloquy should apply for not believing, or for even 
disbelieving in, a Presiding Intelligence, is to me 
one of the insolubles. Is there anything in this 
world more palpable than the pre-sumptiv notion 
that belief is either a ki:Dd of metaphysical exotism 
or else an indigenous product of the will? Is it nob 
equally likely that the belief underlies and produces 
or constit.utes the ego .'?J The Bible says, ~he fool 
hath said there is no God, but men far removed 
from imbecility, especially, perhaps, the rank Mate
rialists and those whose lives hav resembled a whole
sale tincture of merry bell, hav gravitated to 
the conclusion, 11 There is no, God." Mr. Mallock 
says Agnosticism tells us that the soul shall die. 
Agnosticism tells every man to decide such questions 
for himself or be wiser still and leave them in statu 
quo. He says the Agnostic principle " is that ll.oth
ing is certainly true but such truths l mark the 
such I] as are demonstrated or demonstrabie." Now, 
the idea of any truth being untrue is a Hibernicism 
that may obtaiD in the Gnostic process, but which 
nowhere appears in Agnosticism. It is because Ag
nosticism is so much deeper than this, so far deeper 
than is dreamed of in Gnostic sophistry, that it would 
appear a graceless ta~k to radically enlighten the 
great majority. But Mr. Mallock himself ably defines 
the rock on which we split, so that not only a didac
tor but every intelligent man may determin where he 
stands provided he does not oscillate in indecision 
on the fence. He Pays religion " builds up its fabric 
of certainties." Now, Agnosticism regards that 
fabric-ation of which hA spE>aks as being constructed 
of uncertainties. And Dr. W ace even disingenuously 
admits as much, for -when driven to the wall lily the 
impinging mallet of Agnosticism, be says : " The 
first word of the Christian is not ' I know,' but ' I . 
believe.' " "The first word !'' As an American gentle
man of Ethiopian lineage would observe, " don't tell 
me a Susie.'' But on the contrary I leave it to the 
sacred conecieLce of any fair-minded man, Ohristian 
er Infidel, if it is not an evasion, for th.e question is 
not what is his "first word," but what is his ultimate 
position, and although the first two words of the 
Ohristian creed are, "I believe," still Dr. Wace i~· 
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. plioitly admits the difference between "know " and 
"believe," and more than implies that the Ohristian 
does not 44 know," only u believes." Why then does 
he not admit that they hav. doubts and are uncon
sciously Agnostics T Dr. Wace ·explains that this 

·belief is belief in God the FAther, God the Son 
and God the Ghost. Now, were this the whol~ 
truth, then as to the firs~ item there would scarce 

· be a difference between the Ohristian and many 
Agnostics. But the part omitted is that "belief 
admits of all degrees from the slightest suspicion 
to the fullest assurance" (vide Webster's Diction
ary). So at last we come to the cardinal difference 
~etween G:nostic Theism and Agnosticism; which 

· 1s that while one believes in God to thC~ limit of 
belief, without reserve, without at the same time 
realizing that his belief is fallible, the other while 
believing in a Supreme Unknowable is not obliv
ious to the equally deep and abiding belief in the 
relativity and fallibility of . thought and belief itself. 
As for the second item, the half-God~half-man theory, 
this the Agnostic accepts cum magno grano. The 

. Ghost theory he throws to omnivorous Spiritual
ism.; while the blasphemous idea of the method of 
producing semi-divinity (Luke i, 34, 35), together 
with other ethical parts of the picture, he rejects 
as fit sustenance only for that highly enlighteninll, 
unbigoted, untinseled religion, Rotten Romanism. 

And speaking of this putrefying superstition re· 
minds us that this mundane footstool, if you hav no 
objections, is indebted to Dr. Wace for perpetrating 
the original and elegant alliteration of "rotten rat· 
iocination ;" which might. be used devotionally with 
telling effect. Involuntarily the reverend preben
dary is mentally daguerreotyped as battering the 
walls of High Halleluiah with his "0 thou Omnipo
tent ! pity the rottenness of our ratiocination," or 
words of similar kidney. 

7. In conclusion: To palliate any apparent devia
tions from the strict letter of orthodoxy of whiah I 
may be accused, I would remind that all transitions 
from cowparativly concrete to relativly discrete be
liefs, by violating established associations and appar
ently eradica~ing morality, naturally cause an appre
ciable amount of laceration. But to neutralize erro
neous impressions that any captious spirit of dises
tablishmentarianism. obtains, or that my tendencies 
are toward a delimitation of immortal hope, I suggest 
the too seldom realized fact, that the alternativ of 
o.bliviou opens to us an avenue of hope, rivaling or 
excelling in all hypostatic d~siderata the conceptions 
of heaven itself ; thus supplying two goals of hope 
in the place of one. In oblivion there can be no 
unhappiness, while in eternal life there may be wail
ing and gnashing. Life eternal may clog, oblivion 
never. To the question, Whom would you rather 
be? is the answer, He who is destined to the greatest 
amount of ultimate happiness, comparable to the an
swer;_he who is destined to the least of aggregate 
misery. Pliny says, "There is no joy which can be 
weighed against the smallest degree of grief;" which, 
though an euggeration, still suggests what is univer
sally ignored, that even if heaven be attained, there 
is no indication that it will be eternally retained. 
What destruction from analogy is there indicativ of 
such retention! And conversely, does not the ob
scene book itself instance a precedent in which Hal
Ieluiah has been lost, or hav I the biblical and .Milto
nian versions " mixed 1" 

For oblivion, I quote one grand peroration of the 
great American theomachist, the apostle of the relig
ion of. love and charity, .Mr. R. G. Ingersoll, who, in 
suggesting in place of the cherished hell theory the 
adequate hypostasis of oblivion, "the dreamless 
drapery of eternal peace," as he inimitably terms it, 
closes i~ the poetry of prose with these remarhble 
words: " Next to eternal life is eternal death. Upon 
the shadowy shore of death the sea of trouble casts 

· no wave. Eyes that hav been curtained by the ever
lasting dark will never know again the touch of 
tears. Lips that hav been sealed by eternal silence 
will never utter another word of grief. Hearts of 
dust do not break. The dead do not weep. And I 
would rather think of those I hav loved, and those I 
hav lost, as having returned, as having become a part 
of the element11.l wealth of the world. I would rather 
think of them as unconscious dust. I would rather 
think o1 them as gurgling in the stream, floating in 
the clouds, bn1·ating in the foam of light upon the 
shores of worlds. I would rather think of them as 
the inanimate and eternally unconscious, than to hav 

· even a suspicion that their naked souls had been 
clutched by an orthodox God." · 

Do11btlesa many bold, bad spirits may 13e found 
vicious enough to combat Agnosticism as herein 

. inferentially exposited. But let me say: All that is 
-known is known in consciousness (or its penumbra) 
only. Oonsciousness is relativ, finite, conditioned. 
How then can it transcend itself, grasp the uncondi
tioned and possess absolute knowledge T An Agnos
tic says : Though consciousness r~veals all we know, 
it conceals much more than it reveals; like its em
blem, light, which, while revealing the landscape, 
vails the starry hosts. Night lifts the vail of light, 
but what shall lift the vail of consciousness !-death'-

. perhaps. •· W. W. 0ARBINGTON; 

I 

In Memoriam. food, and the little nourishment taken was not assim· 
DtED.-At his home near Longmont, Oo1., Jan. 26, ilaied. The highest medical practitioners were !um-

1891, ·Ool. John R. Kelso. monad, but humbly acknowledged their inability to 
The immediate cause of death is believed to be help. I would here acknowledge the aid and com

a co~plicat!o~ of stomachic troubles, involving fort·brought us during the last few days of the col
chrome gastr1.c Inflammation, from a probable encysted onel's life by the frequent visit~ of a kind, intelli
rebel bullet 1n a tumorous growth of recent origin. gent woman who called herself a "natural healer," 

Deceased was born near Columbus, 0., March and who, though she could giv me "no promis of 
2~, 1831. His parents were of Scotch descent, but restoration to health," would "do what she could to 
w1t~ a Greek cognomen, the import of which was, relieve suffering." This she did to such an extent 
I will rule, or conquer. This name seemed char- as to render natural sleep and rest possible, where 
ac~eristic of the family, whose ruling traits were rest had heretofore been only artiticiaiJy induced. 
pr1de, energy, bravery, integrity, and intelligence.' In my anxiety and weariness I could not well grasp 

The deceased was, in his birthright richly en- the ph!losophy of the sile~t forces of this, to me, new 
dowed, inheriting from his father his st~lwart form remedial agency. Some t1me I would study this sub· 
iron physique, intense love for the right and courag~ ject and giv to you the tesult of that study. 
to defend it; from his mother an almo~t unbounded From the first the colonel did not expect to re
love for the beautiful, a high degree of poetic~l cover. He enjoyed, more than in health, if possible, 
talent, and an intensely religious nature, while from the visits of his friend$, so long as he was able to 
both. parents he derived the indomitable energy talk and listen. Later he wished "to take each one 
physical and mental, which marked his entire life' by the hand." He talked calmly, cheerfully, of busi-

His early advantages for education were exceed~ ness matters-of the last obsequies and of his pres
ingly limited, .but h~s thirst for knowledge so far. ent and ti~al resting-place. He hoped that n~ badge 
overcame all dtffi.cult1es as to make him the finished of mourmng would be worn, no demonstratiOns of 
scholar that he was, with a college course of only grief be made. He wished the exercises to consist 
seventeen weeks. · . of remarks by the friends who had known him best 
· The dispatch and neatness with which be per- ~nd loved him most; the music for the occasion of a 

formed all tasks, made his labor, at the early age of Joyous r~ther than of a sad nature-one piece com
seven years, a valuable aequisition to his parents memorat1v of the regard his friends bore him-one 
who at the time removed to southern Missouri: to be a grand pooan of joy over his triumphant exit 
With this journey his childhood days ended and the from the lower and entrance to the higher life. He 
str11ggle for food, for mind and body, bega~. had famil!arizad himself with the philosophy of life, 

At the age of twelve his religious nature h"d so bu~ to h1m there was no death, consequently no 
developed that he was taken into church member- philosophy of death. The change usually termed 
ship, but not until two years later did be "experience death he rega1ded as a natural one, and as much to 
religion." be desired ( e.t the proper time) as was life. The 

At sev:enteen he was a teacher in the public schools ca.l~, brave .mar;mer in wh!ch he. ~et th.is change 
and a licensed exhorter in the Methodist church. ehc1ted admiratiOn from h1s Ohr1stian friends, and 
This "calling" led to such an analytical and syn- helped me, his wife, to calmly, bravely bear the inev
thetical study of the Bible as to make him more itable-yes, to liv for the purpose of completing his 
familiar with that volume than any other person of incoD;lplete work. 
my acquaintance. Such study provoked doubt. The day (Wednesday, the 28hb) appointed for the 
Doubt produced religious despair-a feeling that by last sad rites was too stormy to render it possible for 
these sacrilegious doubts be had committed the " un- any except the near neighbors to reach us. The 
pardonable sin," had doomed his soul to eternal snow had fallen to a great depth and still came down 
burDing. in blinding gusts. A few strong men with diffioulty 
. Only a powerful constitution, physical and mental bore the casket containing all that was mortal of our 
saved him from insanity or suicide. ' loved one to the temporary receptacle, a little vault 

The antidote for this terrible malady came through of . solid m~sonry aboveground, beneath the tre~s 
!»ore study, and resulted, to him, seven years later, wh1ch he himself had p~anted, t~e!e t~ rest untll, 
1n the great peace of mind which characterized his together, we may go, he lD the spmt, I m the body, 
li(f:l and (!eath, and to the world in the writings which or both in the spirit, to ou.r chosen California ho~e. 
hav saved many other earnest souls from a similar At some future favorable t1me the deferred obsequies 
ordeal. will be held in the now desolate home, over the do-

In his twentieth year be decided to become an au- mastic happiness of which not even the shadow of a 
thor, but resolved to study twenty years before com- passing cloud has heret~fore fa~len. To this home 
mitting anything to paper. In his fortieth year· be her beloved h~sband's fne~ds Will ever be cordially 
took up the pen, so recently laid down, near the welcomed by h1s devoted w1fe. ETTA D. KELso 
close of his sixtieth year. His writings, nine distinct 
works, are of a theological, scientific, and philan
thropic character. Six of these bav already been 
brought before the world. His miscellaneous writ· 
ings he left ready for the press, while his autobiogra
phy must, for the five past years, be continued as 
biography. 

His last and best book,." Government Analyzed," 
about two-thirds written, he wished me to complete 
and bring out in time for the campaign of 1892. In 
this work, this labor of love, I here bespeak such aid 
and encouragement as would hav cheered the author 
in the consummation of his literary plans. 

His domestic life, his long career as a teacher, his 
record in Oongress, his thrilling war history, etc , 
appear in detail, and form important factors in his 
soon-to-be-published autobiography. 

With a few words respecting his last years, I 
close. The professipn of teaching, followed for 
thirty years, was abandoned in June, 1885. 

Early in July he came to Colorado, where, in our 
country home, he settled down to a quiet life devoted 
to his literary work, and varied with such manual 
labor aa he deemed essential to balance his excessiv 
intellectual effort. 
· These years he was wont to speak of as the happi
est of his life, and fraught with the greatest good to 
'the cause to which he was devoted, viz., human hap
piness. He used often to say, " I am doing the best 
thinking of my life." Nearly all of his composing 
was done while engaged in manual labor. Olten be 
came to the house too full of his subject to admit of 
using his pen. At such times he would walk the 
floor, while I, with more rapid pen, could barely keep 
pace with his thou~ht. So much had been accom
plished that the worlt to which he had allotted two 
more years would hav been completed early in the 
present one. 

His health, since coming to Oolorado, has been un
usually good, his only ailments being those incident 
to a born dyspeptic, aggravated by many serious in-
juries incurred during the war. · 

About six months ago his stomach trouble seemed. 
to assume a new phase, occasionally causing great 
suffering. Two months ago he broke down entirely. 
By the constant but moderate use of opiates, these 
weeks were very comfortably passed. . . 

During the entire time there was no demlnd for 

The Death of Charles llradlaogh. 
At a meeting of the Secular Society of Pittsburgh, 

Pa., Jan. 31, 1891, the following resolutions were 
passed: 

WHEREAS, By the death of Charles Bradlaugh the world 
h'ls lost one of the foremost and most fearless champions of 
civil and religious liberty, who died a martyr to the cause he 
espoused. Therefore 

Resolved, That in Charles Bradlaugh we recognize a man 
whose brilliant attainments were supported by an indomi
table courage and, unswerving persistency which enabled him 
to push to a successful issue, before his death, the great ob
ject for which he contended. 

Resolved, That the members o! the Pittsburgh Secular 
Society hereby desire to express their sense of grief at the 
loss of one of the most faithful and most gl!ted co. workers 
in the Freethought world, and to record the pleasure and 
profit they hav experienced in his brilliant intellectual attain
ments. 

Resol'/Jed, That we hereby extend our deepest sympathy to 
the bereaved relative and friends of the deceased, hoping 
that, even In the sadness of their affilction, they may yet find 
consolation in knowing that the worth of his private quali
ties and the value of hls public services are properly appre
ciated. 

Resol'IJed, That a copy of these resolutions be properly en
grossed and sent to the family of the deceaaed, and that a 
copy be sent to tpe daily press of this city and the American 
and English Freethought papers. 

• Brotlterhood of Moralists. 
.Rli1Jort of t118 Provaoanda Committee of the BrotMr~ooa of Moral 

ists, at Hannibal, Jfo,, ror J"nuar11, 1891. 
BEORBTARY's REPORT. 

· During the month fitty.five membership certificates 
were issued, making the whole number enrolled 1.322. The 
new members are from Arizona, Missouri, New 1: ork, Col. 
orado, Alabama, Ohio, Washington, California. Michigan, 
Texas. Brother Maurice Pritchard, of 8ieru Valley, Cal., 
enlisted eight new members; Mrs. H. W. Potter, E'\ton 
Rapids, Mich., ten members; Frank Morse, Port Angeles, 
Wash., eight members. Brothers, work to exceed this 
report. F. H. RAu, Secretary. 

TREASURER'S REPORT • 
Balance !rom last report ....................................... $66 65 
Lauar Tonnek, Missouri....................................... 50 
Samoa Parsons, California..................................... 5 00 
F. R. M., Arkansas, F. M. Washington, each ten 

cents, and H. W. P., Michigan, thirty cents, 
for constitutions.......................................... 50 

N. P. Jones, Colo¥do.......................................... 1 00 

Total ................................................. $73 65 
Mailing constitutions, etc..................................... 5 9) 

Balance ............................................. $67 70 
Hannibal, Mo. A. R. AYBBB, Treasurer. 
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Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 
WILL BE AN ILLUSTRATED ABTIOLE 

"SHOUTIN' JOE." 
By WA.TSON HESTON. 

WITH PICTURES BY HIMSELF. 

In renewing your subscription to The Truth Seeker 
inclose 25 cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

J nst What Does the Sun Mean 1 
From the New York SUn. 

It would seem as though the government and people of 
the United Bt!l.tes were hardly i.n need of such violent and 
grotesque protection against the Roman Catholic church 
and other churches as that afforded in the cartoons sup
plied by Mr. Watson Heston to THE TRUTH BEBKEB d~g 
the years 1886 to 1889, and now published in a volume, 
" The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" (the Truth Seeker 
Company). Mr. Heston's pictures are so pessimistic in tone 
that, if there were nothing but tone to them, they would 
be very depressing indeed. But there exists, fortunately, 
in their material expression a humor which is not the less 
stupendous because it is unconsciously afforded. There 
really lies in Mr. Heston's pictures a great amount of 
cheer. They are comics, and being ·so we do not see why 
anybody shoUld find fault with them, unless, indeed, their 
author, who may feel that the interference of fate with 
his intentionS is impertinent and unjust. 

I are because those mercenary agents of Sate, whose 
financial interests are at stake, are aciiv in their op
position to all measures which promis ·to save the 
country from the blot, while good citizens are apa
thetic. These things ought not so to be. Until 
those who hate vice are as activ in its suppression as 
its abettors are in ita promotion reforms will not 
move rapidly." 

In this crusade against " vile literature" we are 
happy to be arrayed with Messrs. Cree and Buckley. 
It was only last week that we sent to Mr. Wana
maker, by express, charges prepaid, a copy of a book 
purchased at a big 'house which has, we presume, 
more than three millions capital. It has a big pub
lishing house, occupying ihe whole block ·between 
Astor Place and Ninth street, and Third and Fourth 
avenues, and has recently enlarged its facilities by 
building another story or two. 

The book we purchased is openly exposed for sale, 
aDd the clerks are unblushing in supplying it to 
customers over their counters. The firm occupies 
what is known as the " Bible House," and the book 
we bought and sent to Mr. Wanamaker bears a title
page as follows : 

THE 
HOLY BIBLE, 

CONTAINING THE 
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

TRANSLATED OUT OF 
THE ORIGINAL TONGUES; 

AND WITH 

Tlm FORMER TRANsLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND 
R:&YIBED. 

NEW YORK: 
AMERIOA.N BIBLE SOOIETY, 

INSTITUTED IN Tl£E YEAR MDOOOXVI, 

1890. 

Mr. Cree says that Zola's novels are excluded from 
the railway news-stands of France on the ground of 
immorality, and that their sale is totally prohibited 
in England. If such be the fact, and if this country, 
or its post-office department, is to follow the example, 
we submit that the work to which Mr. Wanamaker's 
attention llas been called-by express, charges pre
paid, on account of the statutes cited by the post
master-general-should likewise be prohibited from 
transmission in the mails. There is no consistency 
in making fish of one and flesh of the other, for the 
other is as fleshly as the one. 

r A. Proposed New Tax Law for New York. 
Assemblyman Dempsey, of Rome, Oneida county, 

has introduced in the lower house of New York's 
legislature 11 an act for the assessment and taxation 
of real and personal property, and for equalizing 
taxation thereon." The first section is as follows : 

" All real estate and personal property in this state, 
whether owned by individuals or corporations, copartner
ships, joint stock companies, or associations, and all moneys 
owned by the residents of this state, and all moneys owned 
by individuals, or in possession or under the control of a 
resident of this state, as trustee, guardian, executor, or ad-

Vile Literature. ministrator, and whether represented or secured by stocks, 
bonds, mortgages, promissory notes, or other evidences of 

Mr. Thomas H. Cree writes to the Christian Ad- debt, shall be listed and assessed as hereinafter provided by 
vocate complaining that Zola's novels and other this act, excep~ such as are hereinafter exempt." 
"immoral literature" are carried in the United The list of exemptions occupies a page of the bill, 
States mails at the rate of one cent a pound, while and among them are these : 
Bibles and Sunday-school literature must. pay eight "Every building used for a college, incorporated academy, 
cents per pound. According to Mr. Cree all the one- public school; or other seininary of ·learning over which the 
cent-a-pound matter is immoral, for he cites Mr. state exercises supervision, every building used for public 
Wanamaker's report that II 'a million dollars in postal worship, the mansB or parsonage belonging to an organiud 

religious BOdety and actually occupied by its minister or 
revenue were lost each year by reason of this favor priest, to the amount of two thousand five hundred dollars. 
to certain publiahers of fiction, trash, blood-curdliag "The personal and real property of every minister of the 
tales, and French impurities. One publishing firm, gospel or priest of any denomination, to the amount of fif. 
with three millions capital, and a hundred or more teen hundred dollars." 
sm~ller houses, are doing all they can to prevent ac- The corresponding sections of the present statutes 
tion. They are heard in the committees of Congress, on the same subjects are : 
and their agents are in the lobbies to see that noth- "The following property shall be exempt from taxation : 
ing is done, and while people quietly submit nothing . . • 3. Every building erected for the use of a college, 
will be done. Bills to remedy the evil are before the incorporated academy, or other seminary of learning and in 
Senate and House post-office committee, but the actual use for either of such purposes, every building for 

public worship, every school-house, court.house and gaol 
people show so little interest in the matter that they used for either of su~h purposes ; and the several lots 
quietly rest there." whereon such buildings are situated and the furniture be-

The Advocate indorses Mr. Cree's complaint as longing to each of them. 
worthy of careful consideration. " All Christian '' 8. The personal property of every minister of the · gos• 
people and good citizens," says Mr. Buckley, 11 agree pel, or priest of any denom\nation, or every such minister or 
that the circulation of vile literature is a curse to priest who is permanently disabled by impaired health from 

performing the activ duties of the ministry, and every such 
the young and the country. The facility with which Ininister or priest, who has reached the age of seventy-five 
this kind of literature is disseminated is a disgrace years ; and the real estate of such minister or priest or such 
to our government. That the laws under which the disabled or aged minister or priest, when occupied by him; 
mails are carried should discriminate in favor of this provided such real and personal estate does not exceed the 

value of one thousand five hundred dollars. 
pernicious matter is a shame. This fact has been "Bee. 5. If the real and personal estate, or either of them, 
pointed out frequently, but things remaill IB they 'of any Ininister or priost, exceed the value of one thousand 

five hundred dollars, that sum shall be deducted from the 
valuation of his property, and the residue shall be liable to 
taxation.;, 

The proposed exemptions, it will be seen, are 
somewhat less than at present, but are by no means 
so few as they should be. At present the property, 
real and personal, of the parochial schools maintained 
by Lutheran, Jewish, and Catholic bodies are ex
empt. The new bill would subject them to the tax
gatherer's visit. It will therefore, unless amended 
to suit them, be opposed by the churches. 
And it ought also to be made the subject of Free
thought protests unless amended by striking out the 
exemption of churches and ptrsonages and the min
isters' property. There is no decent reason why 
churches should not bear their share of the public 
burdens, nor why a minister should hav fifteen hun
dred. dollars' worth of real estate exempt when the 
farmer must . pay a tax on every rod of land he pos
sesses, and the workingman on the full value of his 
home. 

The bill is now in the hands of the assembly com
mittee on taxation and retrenchment. 

· Mr. Gerald, of McLeBnan County. 
Before it is too late we desire to wreathe with 

praise the action of the Honorable G. B. Gerald, of 
McLennan county, Texas, in protesting against the 
election of a chaplain for the legislature of which he 
is a member. When the house of representative 
was about to do this unconstitutional act· he spoke 
as follows: 

"Mr. Speaker: I desire to be recorded as refusing to 
create the offl.ce of chaplain, and that I may not be misun
derstood and thereby do an injustice to a candidate from my 
county, I ask two minutes to giv the reasons for my course. 

" I will not vote to create the offl.ce of chaplain, because I 
do not believe that any prayers offered by hlm will hav the 
_slightest effect upon the course of legislation here. 

"The constitution of this state provides that: 'No man 
shall be compelled to attend, erect, or support any place of 
worship, or maintain any ministry against his consent. . . • 
And no preference shall ever be given by law to any relig
ious society or mode of worship,' yet this house, by the 
selection of a chaplain, indirectly give preference to what
ever society and mode of worship he may- advocate, and 
directly compels the taxpayers of this state, who may not 
desire to do so, to contribute toward his support. 

"In my opinion we can only be justified in creating 
offl.ces and paying salaries where they are necessary, for the 
enactment of laws for the benefit and government of all the 
people of this state, and the offl.ce of chaplain not coining 
within this category, I cannot; by vote, consent to appropri
ate either the time or the money that will be necessarily con
sumed by its creation." 

Mr. Gerald did not expect his words would pre
vent the choosing of a chaplain, for he knew how 
determined the Christians are to override every prin
ciple of fairness, every law, every constitution, to 
obtain au advantage for tl:ieir pet sectarianism. But, 
in the Waco .Day, he followed up his protesi with 
another, explaining the first. . He said : 

"Two minutes were allowed for nominating speeches, 
and by taking more time I could hav easily shown that the 
combining of the offl.ce of chaplain with legislativ bodies is 
a part of the church and state policy, which our whole 
theory of government condemns; and which every good 
citizen, no matter what his religious opinions· be, I think 
should condemn, and especially so, if he is of the Baptist 
faith, for the history of that church is filled with protests 
against combining church and state, and dema'nding the 
right of individual religious opinion as the highest right of 
the citizen, and condemning the state in any attempt to infiu
ence or restrict it in favor of one faith against another. 

"There is not an intelligent member of that body who can 
disapprove of my course, unless he is prepared to condemn 
the course of that grand old hero, Roger Williams, who,· 
rather than surrender the right for which his co-religionists 
had contended in the face of a bigoted king, went forth amid 
the snows of winter to make his home among the savages, 
who were more kindly than his neighbors ; unless he is pre. 
pared to condemn that grander hero, Thomas Jefferson, 
Deist and Freethinker that he was, whose statute of relig
ious liberty pulled the foot of the established church from 
off the neck of the Baptist church in Virginia." 

We do not know whether Mr. Gerald is a Free
thinker, but that makes no difference. He has cor

. rect ideas and American principles; he is a brave 
man, and he is worthy of all honor for the stand he 
made. Three cheers for G. B. Gerald of McLennan 
county, Texas t --------.. ~-------

ALTHOUGH the members of his family are Roman Catholics, 
.one of his sons being a Jesuit, General Sherman has long 
been.known as a Freethinker. Once, not long ago, he wrote 
that he believed in a supreme power; that was as far, he 
said, as his religion went. A year or two ago, he wrote \n 
the North ..d.merican BeUe'fD, "I am not a Catholic, and can 
not be." Yet when he lay unoonscious on his deathbed, a, 
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Roman Catholic priest was brought to his bedside who ad
ministered to him" extreme unction." It was a sacrilegious 
thing to do, a vulture-like proceeding of which only that · 
church and its members could be capable. It ought to win 
for the conspirators the contempt of the civilized world. 

F. Q. STUART, who is the editor of the Indi'IJidualUt de
partment of" Living Issues," regards municipalization as in 
perfect line with individualism. But who regards Stuart as 
an authority on individualism ?-Liberty. Exactly. But 
who regards Mr. Tucker as an authority on authorities? 

MR. W. S. ANDRBB, of Portsmouth, 0., desires us to print 
a long article embodying a new constitution for the American 
Secular Union which he proposes to offer at tbe next con. 
gress of the Union. We must decline, at the present time, 
to use our valuable space in that way. The next congress 
of the Union is altogether too far in dim futurity. B,esides, 
it hasn't yet recovered from the last. 

A WRlTBR in a Kansas paper offers some subjects for dis
cussion by the Alliance and lyceums. These are three of 
them: 

"Reso!vea, That we morally aPProve what we religiously con· 
demo. 

" ResolVed, That the scriptures should never be di@cussed excePt 
by the self·constituted;divinely.appointed, and then not in public. 

"Resolvea, That teachers a.nd Preachers should lead instead of 
follow in the march of progress." 

HoFFMAN's Catholic Directory says the Roman church has 
8,778 priests, 7,631 churches, 3,277 parochial schools, at· 
tended by 665,328 children, and a total Catholic population 
of 8,579,966 in this country. The population is probably 
overestimated. New York is put down as holding 800,000 
Roman Catholics, an overestimate of certainly 200,000. But 
that the church is spreading too fast for the good of 
the country there can be no doubt. 

THB Olvristian Statesman concludes that it is useless to 
longer petition the Commission of the World's Fair to close 
that show on Sunday. The contest, it says, has been trans
ferred to Washington, because the Ways and Means Commit
tee of the Fair has decided to ask Congress for five millions 
of dollars, and Grandfather Hoar proposes to tie a Sunday!' 
closing string to the appropriation. Very well; the Liberals 
and other opponents of Sabbatarianism can go to Wash
ington too. Letters go to Washington as cheaply as to Chi
cago, and a great many railroads run into that legislativ 
town. 

the ark on account of his goodness. Jacob deliberately lied 
to his own father, and yet we are told that he was highly 
favored of God. The muscular Samson, now puzzling the 
Egyptians with his enigmas, now engaging in the grotesque 
slaughter of one thousand Philistines, and then amorously 
frolicking with Delilah, is enshrined with such names as 
Moses and all the rest of that· long retinue. David, the same 
who scribbled on the gates of Gath and seduced Bathsheba, 
was a deceiver, an adulterer, and a murderer, and yet was a 
man after God's own heart. • • • Don't go to the old 
covenant for your morality. I will not take drunken Noah 
as my model of sobriety, nor licentious Lot as my model of 
chastity. I will not take lying Jacob as my model of truth
fulness, nor murderous David as my model of brotherly 
love." 

MR. L. K. W,ABBBURN, editor of the In'DestigatiJ'r, in trans
ferring our recent editorial upon the American Secular 
Union to his columns, says: ''The article in another part of· 
this paper, from the Editor of THB TRUTH SBBKRR, ex
presses what the president and secretary of the American 
Secular Union ought to do so clearly, that the proposition to 
appoint a lecturer for the Union at additional expense to the 
Freethinkers of the country, seems like wishing to hire an
other person to do the work which one is already paid for 
doing. Evidently there is a lack of agreement between the 
officers of the American Secular Union and its supporters, 
and if the Union has nothing better to do than perpetuate 
this disagreement the sooner it dies the better. We hav ex
pressed our opinion upon the affairs of the Union quite fully 
of late, and until some matter of new interest arises, do not 
feel that any further discussion of the American Secular 
Union is necessary." In another column he adds: "All the 
money you please for Secularism, not a cent for a :field secre
tary, seems to be the decision of the Freethinkers." 

THB Kansas Alliance legislature follows"the old custom of 
opening its sessions with prayer, and the Concordia Blade 
uses the occasion to ask that " reform " house why it em
ploys a preacher for three dollars to spend five minutes in 
prayer. "Do not these reformers know," queries the Blade, 
that the constitution forbids taxing the pe')ple for promul
gating aRy religion? They ought to know this," goes on 
M.r. Hagaman, "and pTobably do know it, but don't care. 
Other legislatures hav done it and they follow the precedent. 
All of which satisfies the thoughtful person that all their 
howling for ':reform' is demagogery. ·Of what good is the 
praving? They had a morning prayer the day they stole 
$1,460 for stamps. Ag~i.n, when they voted to cheat the 

Tms is the way the Worcester daily Telegrann treats the senate revising committee out of its well-earned money, and 
advent of Lent, with its diet of fish and eggs : " To-day is again when they violated their oaths and turned two honestly 
the time for people who are not worth saving, as well as for elected members out of doors and put defeated men in their 
those who need to train down a bit that they may not be so places. So the stealing, the rascality, the knavery and 
strong in wickedness, to begin starving themselvs.. But demagogery goes on just the same notwithstanding the 
those who find no gratification i:iiexlif'bitillg fads to the worfd prayers, and why tax the people for useless ceremony?" 
nor in unmercifully taxing their pockets or their bones to We know nothing about the Blade'a charges of dishonesty, 
support those who liv by selling hollow humbugs to the vain but its argument against employing chaplains is sound. 
or the gullible better keep right along with substantial food 
that they may gather strength to do something worth doing. THB Catholic clergy of Canada desire neither annexation 
There are enough fashionable hypocrite and religious heathen to nor trade reciprocity with the United States, because they 
already, and all-the-year-round acts of the right kind are fear the heretical influences of the civilized country. The 
worth more to the public and to the individual than too stiff archbishop of Halifax has written a letter to a newspaper 
a reliance for a few weeks on poor eggs and a borrowed ex- which the Oatholic Re11iew calls " a guide to the real feeling 
pression of the face." in Canada toward the United 8tates." In this letter the H~i-

fax priest defends the right of the clergy to take part in pol-
THE lnte1iiJ'r, a Christian paper published in Chicago, says: itics, and declares that " the church, the mother of modern 

"Our great civil war began with a duel of artillery, the guns kingdoms, the shaper of European ci'Diliz~J,tion, shall not be 
planted miles apart. It was at first a fight at long range, and pushed aside to leave a free hand and a clear field to the 6'/Jer
not very deadly in its aim or effect. But any visitor to the scheming Atheists, that for their own selfish ends they may 
field of Peteraburg and Weldon Junction will find the rifle wreck the work she initiated and guarded a thousand years." 
pits in which the conflict was finally fought out, within On the question of voting he says : " Should a candidate for 
pistol shot of each other. That Christianity and Infidelity Parliament advocate, say, unrestricted reciprocity, and 
are approaching the final struggle is seen in the fact that should a prelate conscientiously believe it to be the first 
the contest to-day is not !or the conversion of the philoso- step toward annexation, and should he hav good reason to 
pher but for the possession of the child. Whoever gains pos- believe that its promoters had that result in view-viz., to 
session of the cradle, be it Agnostic, Romanist, or evangelical destroy our fair Canadian nationality and to make of this 
Christian, gains and holds the field." In the fight between country the fattening-ground of carpet-baggers and traitors 
the two great sects of Catholicism and Protestantism there is -should not he advise, exhort, entrea.t, aye, command his 
an opportunity for the Ar~;nostics to " gain possession of the people, who naturally could not see as far as he, to vote 
cradle." It is, of course, on the American principle of total against such a candida_te_?_" ___ _ 
separation of church and state, and that other great principle 
that when thieves fall out honest men get their due. BRI ZILIANB, having learned a good lesson by their past ex. 

perience of the paralyzing effect of Roman Catholicism upon 
EvERY Freethinker in Pennsy1vania should at once write all progress and any development toward national greatness, 

to his representativ at Harrisburg asking him to vote for the are determined, it seems, to .shake off the terrible incubus. 
bills introduced by Representativ Ford, of Philadelphia, on An exchange says : "We understand that the relations be
the Sunday law. One of these bills provides that ''on all · tween the Brazilian government and the Roman Catholic 
appeals to the court of quarter sessions from any summary clergy in Brazil aTe on the point of being placed on a footing 
conviction for violation of the law of 1794 the evidence as to of open hostility, all attempts to come to an agreement hav
whether the work performed was a work of necessity ing !ailed. The correspondent of a contemporary, writing 
or charity shall be a question to be determined by from Rome, says : ' The Brazilian episcopacy has published 
a jury." This will prevent a bigoted judge from taking a an energetic remonstrance against the religious reforms in
case of " Sabbath" breaking away from the jury and pun- traduced by the actual government, and especially hy Mar
ishing a man off-hand on a technicality of law. The other shal Deodoro da Fonseca. In it the bishops begin by pro
of Mr. Ford's bills proposes amendments to the statute of claiming ~heir love for their country, declaring, however, 
1794, declaring that it shall not be construed to prevent, that they will oppose all measures introduced against the 
among other matters, "the printing and sale of newspapers," church, and especially those regarding the liberty of con. 
shaving by barbers, and the running ofstreet-cars and " other science, civil marriage, the suppression of the cross in the 
passenger '{ehicles." Membflrs of the Pennsylvania legisla- national flag, the absolute ab'llition of all state religion, 
ture should be urged to vote for these bills and to add such and the ineligibility, both political and administrativ, of 
other amendments secularizing the state as it is probable can priests. The suppression of the Brazilian legation to the 
be passed. Liberals of Pennsylvania, brace your legisla- holy see will be an inevitable consequence of the attitude 
tors up 1 taken by the Catholic clergy.'" 

THB Rev. Dr. Boardman, of Philadelphia, said in a recent MR. CORLISS, who built the big engin for the Centennial 
sermon: " It is hard to reconcile the characters of some of Exposition, is alleged to hav been, " under divine provi
the Old Testament heroes when we look into the Bible and dence," the means of closing that great fair on Sundays. 
see the heinous crimes which crop out in each of them. The story is told by the president of WaShburn College : 
Noah, steeped w_itk wine, lay in his tent unconscious of his l "Mr. Corliss, as is well known, was appointed one of the 
nudity', and yet this was the man chosen to take charge of commissioners to arrange for the Centennial. At an early 

stage of the proceedings he beca.me convinced that a strong 
pressure would be brought to bear for keeping the Exposi
tion open on the Sabbath as on other days. 'When re
quested to build the engin for the occasion,' Mr. Corliss re
marked, 'I found that the necessary outlay of means and 
time would be such as to preclude me from undertaking it. 
The great consideration,' he continued, 'which finally in
duced me to comply, was the hope that, by so doing, I might 
aid in securing the proper observance of the Cb.ristian Sab
bath in tb.e sight of all the nations of the world.' And when, 
at last, the question directly confronted the commission, as 
to whether or not the Exposition should be open to the pub
lic on the Lord's day, the firm position which Mr. Corliss 
took in refusing the use of his engin in Mechanics' Hall on 
the Sabbath, virtually decided the question." Mr. Corllss is 
dead now, but it would be just as well to get commissioners 
and engin builders for the Chicago Fair who are not so ever
lastingly pious. 

Tm: Christian Stateaman is grieved. '' THB TRUTH SBRKBR 
publishes an almost full-page cartoon depicting a school
mistress with a group of terrified children striving to shut a 
school.room door upon a raging wolf whose distended jaws 
and cruel fangs, together with one forefoot, are already 
within the room. The wolf has a collar around his neck 
inscribed' Religion,' and the teacher is the American Secu
lar Union. The United States Constitution hangs in the 
form of a shield upon the wail. One of the pupils holds a 
slate in one hand upon which he has inscribed the sentiment 
'No Religion in Our Public Schools.' Thus the passions of 
all haters of God and of the Christian religion are appealed 
to to embitter the impending conflict." The Statesman, how
ever, is more pious than just, for it adds in another note, of 
the rescission by the House of Commons of the resolution 
which excluded Charles Bradlaugh from that body, these 
bigoted sentiments : " It is· no excess of jurisdiction for a 
national legislature to exclude from its membership one who 
denies the being of God and holds no allegiance to that 
higher law which, more than any written constitution, is 
fundamental to the state. If an earthly government will not 
admit to seats in its legislature those who refuse allegiance to 
its own authority, how can it welcome those who deny and 
refuse the corporate allegiance which. the state owes to the 
lr.ing of kings ?" 

BoMB Sabbatarian fanatics are trying to get a law in Ala
bama preventing the running of freight trains in that state 
on Sunday. Their fellows in Texas ask for a law prevent
ing barbers frou:. keeping their shops open on Sunday, and 
in the California legislature a bill has been introduced for
bidding fishing on that day. The Indiana legislature has 
been asked to prohibit the use of tobacco in churches. The 
Boston police hav decided to enforce the law against Sunday 
trade in cigars and toba.cco, which has been a dead letter 
ever since its enactment. Officers hav been instructed to 
arrest all violators of the law, and to use all means to obtain 
evidence against them. The Druggists' Alliance has voted 
to continue to disregard the law. In the county court of 
common pleas, Judge Lippincott has decided that the fol
lowing New Jersey Blue law is still in operation and effec
tiv: "That no traveling, worldly employment, ordinary or 
servil labor or work, either upon land or water (works of 
necessity and charity excepted), nor shooting, fiShing (not 
including fishing with a seine or net, which is hereafter pro. 
vided for), sporting, hunting, gunning, racing, or frequent. 
ing of tippling-houses, or any interludes or plays, dancing, 
singing, fiddling, or other music for the sake of merriment, 
or any playing at football, fives, ninepins, bowls, long bullets 
or quoits, nor any other kind of playing, sports or pastimes 
or diversions, shall be done on the Christian Sabbath, or the 
first day of the week, commonly called Sunday; and th~t 
every person being of the age of fourteen yea.rs or upward 
offending in the premises shall, for every said offense, for
teit and pay to the law for the use of the poor of the town
ship in which said offense shall be committed the sum of one 
dollar." 

CYRus RoMULUS RoMUB TRBD, with whom Mr. Bennett 
once continued in these columns a controversy on theological 
matters so long as with the help of inspiration and clairvoy. 
ance he could make out what Mr. Teed was driving at, pub
lishes a paper called the Flaming Sword. Mr. Teed himself 
is wandering over the wild and wooly West, but he has lett 
an able representativ in the editorial chair, as witness this 
from the last number of the Sword: " When you find a man 
who persists in telling you that he is always ' open to con
viction,' you can generally conclude him to be the poorest 
kind of material to work upon with progressiv ideas. There 
is an Atheistic paper published in New York called TRUTH 
BBBKBR. Having existed for many years it has presumably 
been searching all this while for the truth. Every week it 
contains satirical sketches founded upon biblical quotations. 
Its general tone is that of unavailing blasphemy. The 
motto of another well-known Materialistic journal is, ' Hear 
both sides.' Still another periodical heads its columns thus: 
'Truth wears no mask, bows at no human shrine, seeks nei
ther place nor applause; she only asks a hearing.' Now, if 
you follow the course pursued by these various journals for 
a few years you will invariably find them at just about the 
same point from which they started, yet blatant in their 
clamoring for tmth. A man who has been searching for truth 
for years and hasn't got any further than Materialism Is truth
proof. If another starts out with Spiritualism and after 
years of truth-seeking is still lingering within the confines of 
its inadequateness, you can conclude him to be 'ghost
struck.' Or if, being • open to conviction,' one pitches his 
tent in an orthodox camp and persistently clings to its poor 
means of shelter, you had better conclude him to be' closed 
to conviction.' " See the gaping wounds the SwiJ'rd leaves l 
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SARATOGA, N. Y., Feb. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: We are delighted with the" Text-Book." 

Good luck to Watson Heston. May his shadow never grow 
less. I hope to be able to send you other subscribers soon. 
I will do my best for the cause. JANE H. MoNTGOMERY. 

LEoN, N.Y., Feb. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am well satisfied with your paper, the pict

ure book, and other literary matter that I hav received. I 
think the cartoons hav a tendency to excite a desire In those 
who look at them to diligently search the scriptures to see it 
those things are so. E. C. DuRFBB. 

A.LLXGAN, MzoH., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I send you my second volume of names. 

You can stick it to the eleven-feet one that I sent you last 
month. I may perhaps send volume three. I will if I can. 
I hope you will get a hundred miles of petitions, so as to let 
the orthodox know that there is some one on earth besides 
them. J. L. GARDINER. 

ATLANTA, GA., Feb. 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: THB TRUTH BEBKBR leads all publications 

of its class. 
The very best paper in all this wide nation, 
It laughs at the church and derides its salvation; 
In science alone it finds man's true elevation, 
And in churches and creeds finds schools of damnation. 

Wishing you all success, I am, 
Truly yours, THOMAS M. TAYLOR. 

P ARIB, ILL., Feb. 2, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : My TRUTH SBBKBR caine to hand this morn

ing. I read your article on tbe Secular Union, and I am 
ready to indorse your recommendation. I heartily congratu
late you upon the stand you hav taken. It is, I think, the 
only true one if we ever shall succeed in Secularizing the 
government. Do not turn aside either way to attack any
body's religion. But the ChristiaR system will always be an 
obstruction that must be overcome and brought to respect 
civil government and its laws as supreme. You are right; 
go ahead. And I hope the trouble you deplore will soon 
subside. J A. ·wALTHALL. 

RBNl1RBw, PA., Feb. 4, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: You can count on me for a life subscriber. 

I can never be happy it THB TRUTa BBBKBR does not come 
once a week. Keep the good work progressing. I will do 
what I can for you from time to time. But my means are 
very limited. There is a fair sprinkling of Liberal men and 
women through the oil country. I am somewhat notorious, 
as everyone knows ine as an Infidel. I never let an oppor
tunity go by to hit the old hog, Superstition. If I was able I 
would take the field against her-I mean, if I was educated, 
I would giv my life to the cause of Fteethought as against 
superstition. Please send me Miss Gardener's new book and 
the ANNUAL when ready. THos. BOWSER. 

Los ANGELES, CAL., Feb. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Carry the news to Joseph Cook, and break 

it gently to Brother Wilber F. Crafts, that fully one thou
sand people assembled in Illinois Hall on January 29th to 
honor the memory of that great and immortal man, Thomas 
Paine. It was the first meeting of the kind ever held in this 
city ; and though the venal and cowardly daily papers, with 
one exception, inserted a paid notice of the meeting where 
it could. not be found or seen without a prolonged search, 
we filled the hall and astonished the native with the size of 
the audience. lnelosed is the program, which was fully 
carried out, and not till the hour of 10:45 did the ceremonies 
end. The Los Angeles admirers of Thomas Paine feel proud 
of their first effort to honor his name aud natal day, and 
judging from their first attempt, it will not be their last. 

Very truly yours, C. S&VBRANOB. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Jan. 30, 1891. 
TRUTH BBBKBR PuB. Co., Gentlemen: . Please answer 

through your paper, or tell where the information may be 
obtained: When was the portrait of Thomas Paine placed 
in the Independence Hall, Philadelphia? By whom was it 
presented? Giv artist's name, and such other information as 
you hav upon the subject. I hav made every effort here to 
obtain the information without success. 

Yours in Universal Mental Liberty, J. B. ELLIOTT. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : 1 am unable to answer the above inquiries. 

I hav before me now three different engravings of the like
ness of Thomas Paine, apparently made from the portrait 
that is now in Independence Hall. The last and by far the 
best one is imprinted on the title-page of my pamphlet, 
"Thomas Paine-Was he Junius P" 

The two other engravings ascribe the portrait to Romney, 
who was born in Lancashire, Eng., in 1734. He was a dis
tinguished artist, and painted portraits of the great Cowper, 
Warren Hastings, Lord Chatham, and William Pitt. In 
1798 he was compelled by ill health to desist from work and 
he died in 1802. . ' 

Whether the portrait in Independence Hall is an original 
or a copy I do not know ; but in my judgment there is not 
a nobler countenance in the galaxy of Revolutionary fathers 
there exhibited th~>n that of Thomas Paine. W. H. BuRR. 

THORNTON, R.I., Feb. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $4 for subscription, the 

AN'NUAL, and other books as named. Thornton is a new vil
lage, just started up with two factories. One is what is 
called the British Hosiery Company, and the other the Thorn
ton Worsted Mill. The hosiery Iilill is worked and manned 

wholly by men and wo~en from England, and doing a g~od 
business. As almost every vlllage in America has- a God
house in it, so has Thornton, but it does not run at present 
on account of war In tke camp. The minister left, saying 
~hey were all Infidels. I wish it was so. .When English
men come to this country it is a new birth to them. They 
had rather walk in the fields than attend church. I was out 
around trying to get a subscriber, but did not get one. They 
would say, "I do not believe in a church and don't attend 
one." Some would say, "Well, I don't know. I may sub
scribe for your paper; did not want to for fear of losing a job 
of work." Such Liberals are what Brother Peck calls web
footed Liberals. What a blessing to America it would be if 
all of the churches were turned into a good Secular school
house, and priestly drones and Bibles, with the rest of their 
rot-stuff, not allowed in there to fill minds with superstition 
and ignorance. I am waiting for the time to come when 
churches, and popes, priests, and ministers, will not be 
known in the land. WILLIAM A. BBNNRTT. 

EMMETSBURG, lA., Jan. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find draft for balance on the '' Pic

torial Text-Books" you ha v sent me, and also draft for seven 
subscribers for 1891; also cash for one more "Text-Book." 
Two years ago only one person took your valuable paper in 
this, Palo Alto county, Ia. Now the above list, and many 
others, anxiously await its coming. The copy that I receive 
is read by at least a half-score, and I take a happy delight 
in leaving it on my table for all to see and read. When your 
first copies appeared, they were a " haly horror " to the 
"holy of holies." Catholics shuddered when they got a 
sight of it, and holy water was in great demand tor a few 
days thereafter. Protestants who got a sight of them were 
kept busy saying, " Oh, Lord, make us truly thankful tor 
what we are about to receive, pardon all our sins, especially 
for looking at THB TRUTH SBBKBR, for Christ's sake, amen." 
But when the " Text-Book" came, heavens, what a commo
·tion I Some said, '' How do you expect to liv in this com
munity with such a book on your table?" Others said, '' Oh, 
Cohoon, you are lost I lost I" And one very dear friend of 
mine, and by the_ way a good Catholic, and ex-county at
torney, will not stay in my office when the lids of the 
"Text-Book" are open. He seems to see the very devil in 
the book-and I halt believe he is right, as I can see the 
Old Nick himself in almost every picture, and clothed in 
priestly robes too. And yet, dear TRUTH SBBKBB, I hav sold 
every one of them-about fourteen in all, I believe-and still 
I must hav more. But don't you tell, for I might be excom
municated if Father -- should find it out. How I wish 
I were a millionaire-wouldn't I giv it to the old dry-bones! 
I would gladly exchange my title to an orthodox heaven for 
money enough to keep myself, wife, and boy safe from a 
religious boycott, as we all know that means expulsion from 
all Chri~tian society and being shunned by almost every 
religious crank. Yours truly, C. E; CoHOON. 

0LIVB BRANOH, MISS., Feb. 2, BRA OF BOIBNOB 291. 
MR. EDITOR: What will you do, my brother? A new 

year, with a new almanac, a new hope, and renewed ambi
tion, is upon us. An old year is numbered with the misty 
past, is laid away as a vesture well worn. What will you 
do, my brother? is the question that I want to ask every 
reader of our noble bauner of truth, a paper that is read and 
read till every leaf is worn away. What will you do? Not, 
what will you say in the columns of a Liberal paper? What 
will you do? Bee here, my brother, are you a Liberal? 
Hav you enjoyed the blessing of mental freedom? Do you 
love truth and right ? Do you think Freethought will do to 
liv by and to die by? If you do not, join the orthodox 
church and do not be a hypocrit. But if you do, then do 
not be afraid to tell your orthodox friend that he is in dark
ness, and do not be afraid to tell him why you think so. Do 
not be afraid to declare that the Jewish records are not the 
words of God. Do not be afraid to show up the vile fraud, 
Christianity. Do not be afraid to show your paper to your 
friends and ask them and advise them to read it. Do not be 
afraid to show the Christian world that Infidels, Atheists, 
and Spiritualists can liv up to a higher moral standard than 
they. Do not be afraid to snatch the flames of hell from the 
innocent brain of helpless youth. Do not be afraid to buy a 
few tracts and mail them_to your friends. I want this to be 
a great year for Freethought. What will you do, my 
brother? There is no man without influence. Cannot you, 
my brother, rescue one brain from the prison bars of super
stition? If you will, I will, and the rest will, and, oh I but 
think of it, in one year we could thus double our ranks. 
Without system we can do nothing. How easy is this I 
Each one can surely rescue one. Pull down that file of Lib
eral papers, mail one to every little boy whose mind you 
know is being molded into clay. He will thank you for it 
some day. Come from behind the screen and then you will 
know your true friends, and your own real worth. What 
will you do, my brother? Will not each one bring home a 
friend, and then, oh, send a line here and let me rejoice with 
him and you. "GRAY." 

LINCOLN, N. M., Jan. 31, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Last Sunday a parson preaching on the 

prophecies of the old Bible said that when Babylon was de· 
stroyed (which had been prophesied hundreds of years be

. fore) the country was cursed for miles around, and, although 
the soil was very rich and fertil with a large river running 
through it, it has not been inhabited by man to this day. 
Again, a pipus lady told us the other day that the country 
around the spot where the Mountain Meadow massacre took 
place is and has been a barren waste since the Mormons 
committed that inhuman crime, while before, as the name im
plies, it was a beautiful, fertil spot. While I make allow
ances in these cases, I would like you to tell us through THE 

TRUTH SBBKBR what you know about these two things. 
· Yours for truth, J. N. Coli:.· 

[A writer in Tri TRUTHBBBKBR a few years ago, after re
citing evidence from Layard and others as to the present 
state of Babylon, concludes : " Thus we see that the city 
which was to be destroyed by a great army ' from the north 
country,' the city whose time was near at hand, whose days 
it was declared should not be prolonged, which.was to be 
'perpetual desolation,' after the Jewish captivity, and never 
to be inhabited nor dwelt in from generation to generation, 
where the Arab was never to pitch his tent even· the city 
which was to' be as when God overthrew BodoS: and Go. 
morrah '-was a· large and important city after the prophe
cies were written and after the captivity of the Jews; that 
Alexander intended to make it the seat of his grea~ empire; 
that afterward it declined gradually like other ancient cities 
yet ',Jews still lingered among the ruins' in the time of 
Augustus; that in the second century of the Christian era, it 
still contained inhabitants and 'many great and beautiful edi
fices still standing;' that at a later date Billah rose on the 
sit6.of the ancient city; that the town has now a population 
of from eight thousand to nine thousand, and is peopled 
chiefly by Arabs; that other portions of the ground on which 
ancient Babylon stood are inhabited by Arabs whose settle. 
menta show ' the activity of. a hive of bees,' while all around 
the green morass is spotted with flocks of the black buffalo · 
and that a Bi-itish traveler actually saw Arabs with thei; 
tents retreating from the marshes, which form a part of the 
site of the old city." We know nothing of the condition of 
the scene of the Mountain Meadow massacre.' Of course, any 
change there is due to natural causes. If all scenes of mas
sacres committed by fellow-believers of your preacher had be
come steril, there would be little· agriculture in Europe.
ED. T. S.] 

LEXINGTON, KY., Feb. 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Nelson nobly attempts to reduce emo

tional influence to a system. Rousseau and others make it 
plain that feeling is often a stronger factor in civilization than 
reason. Nature sometimes acts the tyrant, and to take her 
by the collar we must hav, or suppose we hav, a long line of 
well-disposed ancestors. Many influences conspire to draw 
us from the upward path. Many say, ''I would do better if 
I had a chance; it is all compromise, after all." Germs of 
disease may infest the organization, mental and physical, 
but a strong will and constitution can conquer them. It we 
are sick we are half devoured by worms ; when we are well 
we should command them to take a back seat. 

It would seem that necessity, in the moral life of man, 
would giv a black eye to responsibility. Mentality and 
moral feeling are not governed by blind mechanical rules. 
You tell a wicked neighbor to do better; do you speak to a 
machine that way? The heart which beats with love and 
refinement is not a machine. "We are not such slaves," 
says Cardinal Gibbons. He remarks also tliat motive need a 
stronger incentiv than the intrinsic excellence of virtue. We 
need a little push from God now and then-God, whose will 
is our sanctification. If we were entirely governed by sur
roundings, we might be glad of a push from God or the · 
other one. Kant thinks that the principle of order is in us ; 
but if it was not in nature as well as in our experience, what 
would become of us ? 

Plautus said, "Keep what you hav got. Do not kill your
self~ Get all you can." 

Men hav progressed in a certain direction; their inventions 
are useful and highly demonstrativ. But women declare 
that truth and goodness shall rule the world. On these 
points their development is intact, ·has not been arrested. 
They suppose that female folly, luxury, smoking, drinking, 
licentiousness, cause nations to sink; Does nature in hetero
geneity place these mountains in the way which cannot be 
leveled? Well might Harulet observe, "What a piece of 
work is man I" Erasmus comforts us a little. He said the 
heart was not black as ink. 

Gladstone made, the other day, the assertion that barba
rism and organized robbery were making full head way against 
us, as if free agency was" played out;" still, he was opposed 
to the antidote, submission. I think I should also demur to 
such a proposition. · ' 

But how has the world been treated? What a thirst for 
power the church has always manifested I Even the Presby
terians tried to force Charles I. to sign the Solemn League 
and Covenant. And the descendants of those very men are 
now feeling their way to our throats as a free nation. 

Buddhism, combined with the notions of Jewish sects, 
gave the first impetus to what was called Christianity. It 
was an eclectic system, modified by Greek culture before 
Christ, who was steeped in the lore of the Essenes, accord
ing to Eusebius. All learned men are called Atheists. Even 
the divine Tillotson was stigmatiz~d thus, with those who 
are in advance of. the spirit of their age. The Greeks, 
slighting the god Necessity, defined Elohim as all power 
and force, in the abstract; while Plotinus diluted and sweet
ened the usual pill of fanaticism. The Druids, in conven
tion thousands of years ago, decided not to worship the 
god of Light-he would benefit us anyway. From this 
followed the worship of devils, such as Seithern and Moloch. 
lphigenia was held down by her young gentlemen acquaint
ances and stabbed, to secure the safety of the Greek army. 
Observe the gall poured into the human heart, which by nat
ure is haunted by sweetness. The Jews remark that the 
"last finality of thought is knowledge of God," which ought 
to lead to great practical results. The ancestors of lo, the 
poor Indian, probably worshiped some great god, which has 
resulted in untutored minds, with total wreck of body and 
estate. Thus the craze goes on. Religionists hav not ad
vanced the world, but courageous men, and often bad on~s. 
Samuel, the prophet, meddled with everything •. David ·was 
his own prophet, and Cromwell hls OWD king. HeDry Vlii. 
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was his own pope. Louis XIV. dismissed his prime minister 
politely. being able to do· his own thinking. He even had 

. the daring to Bli.Te the life of. Moliere, the author of. Tartuffe. 
Pericles, Lee;> X., Herod the Great, laid great stress upon 
the tine arts as civilizers. Were they slaves? 

I am suffering miserably in poverty. Will anyone help 
me? If not, I will do all I can, and die the same. Mr. 
Macdonald and Miss Wixon are very kind. ALHAz.&.. · 

. PounA SPRINGs, CoL., Feb. 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : As the weak things of the world are to con

found the mighty and the great, I here assume the appesr
an~e of a critic, not for controversy's sake, but for the full 
development of truth. 

In THII: TRUTH BEEKER of January 24~h appeared, in an 
article from the pen of T. E. Longshore, some strange ex
pressions, viewed from an humble standpoint. -We do not 
expect to confound the philosophy ot so able a writer, but 
we may at least, perchance,· through your indulgence, drop 
a word of truth, which7may produce some g<>od, independ
ent of the Christian God. The Christian and· In1idel world 
(says this writer) in its bewilderment has much to say about 
God. But the Infidels renew t1le quarrel. Displeased with 
the God the fathers in their great strait felt themselvs driven 
to define and interpret as best they could, they -proceed to 
destroy him altogether. They are uninformed and fanatical, 
or they would not do so. 1

' For man, either Infidel or Chris
tian, by nQture loVPB good." The natural conclusion agree
able to these words forces us to accept the word God as 
co existent and equivalent to good, having ·the same root, 
he declares, :~.fter many centuries ,of-distinct common usage, 
in which a fact has been established and two distinct words 
evolved. By a technical fineness of logic he has made out 
a case, and indicted of ignorance and fanaticism other In
fidels, as Is obvious above. Infidels and Christians love 
good, and consequently all must love God, and all that is 
necessary in the premises is to prove that they were origi
nally the same under older systems of theological interpreta
tion. Then he turns his shot and shell loose upon his c;>wn 
fortress, and it. is brushed away like chaff, as may be seen in 
his concluding remarks. Says he : "This chain of supersti
tion that links us to the ages of rampant demonology is the 
silent point of warfare. While these demons stand un
challenged and unmasked, holding their grip on the 
human affections, our pueril efforts to destroy the 
great ecclesiastical superstructure and overturn the 
foundations of the hierarchy that sustain it, all under the 
patronage and invincible support of this prince and 
chief of demons men call God, this ruler of the worfd and 
monarch of the universe-" as it occurs to our mind, the 
gentleman has disposed of this God in such a way as to de
molish him altogether, notwithstanding Infidels love good. 
After twenty years.of strict Christian schooling and twenty
five years of serious Liberal ret!.ection, we hav· been forced 
to the co:::clusion that one of the most :potent influences to 
establish truth and convince the people of the error of Chris; 
tian teaching, is to knock their God out of time when an 
opportunity presents itself-not arrog&ntly, not with a spirit 
of fanaticism, but by deliberate, solid, straightforward rea
soning, proying to them that God and good are not synony
mous terms, and that moral virtue is not essential to Chris~ 
tian salvation. 

The time bas passed in the history of intellectual advance
ment and religious bigotry, when further pandering to the 
C<lUBe of the enemy of mental liberty should be the rule of 
action-coaxing favors by covering half the truth and con
ceding vital points of differences. Such as D. M. Bennett 
and Colonel Ingersoll, who strike solidly from the shoulder, 

· hav wielded the most powerful int!.uence in the cause of ex
posing pious frauds, notwithstanding they offered no com
promise when a truth stood ready to enter where credulity 
had filled the place. THE TRUTH BB:BKBR caricatures are 
working a deep and lasting conviction of the- truth of rea
son, and the false show of faith and dogmas. The letters 
from Mr. John Peck which were given through THE TRUTH 
BEEKER a short time ago, hav spread over our land like an 
intellectual wave. Superstition cannot be rooted out in a 
day, or an age. It must be eff<cted by a steady application 
of rational logic, presented- to the minds of coming genera
tions, where every available fact should be placed before the 
youths of the country. To withhold the strongest points of 
argument for fear of offending the over-pious Christians, is, 
we think, a very grave mistake. You may as well pore into 
the solid granit for human reason as into the brain of the 
hidebound, over-zealous Christian. When a human being 
has so nourished his imagination that he becomes fanatical, 
he is impervious to reason ; his eyes and ears are sealed to 
every emotion of religious reasoning. Looking neither to 
the right nor to the left, he continues to climb on in his 
aerial castle. At every succeeding imaginary lift he ap. 
proaches nearer his ideal heaven, and becomes more and 
more confirmed in credulity and !ess capable of rational re
flection. He has grown from a myth to a positiv assurance. 
The most scientifio mind, who has a fact in nature figured 
out and scientifically demonstrated, is more liable to doubt 
his senses than the credulous Christian who has most pleas
ingly wound his imagination up to such a degree as to think 
he has a fact not to be shaken. 

The idea, God, although passiv, is the grand monarch Su
perstition, and the parent of credulity-truly, as Mr. Long
shore says, the monarch of the world. But why charge 
Infidels with bigotry because they would dispose of this 
hyena standing over and devouring the human family? Why 
should we· not draw a distinct line between this God and 
that good? When we do work, do it effectually. Put facts 
and figures before the impressible minds. Superstition 
must fall before truth and reason. One thing only hinders, 
which is now drawing more closely around_ mental liberty. 

Church asd state is their. last and desperate effort. If they 
should gain the ascendancy, farewell to liberty 1 All the 
poison serpent ot the past wants is a chance to raise his head 
above the people. He lies, full of venom, in every town, in 
every state, and at the head ot our nation. Keep up your 
aggressiv warfare. Continue Heston with his inspiring car-
toons. • H. MuRRAY. 

SoLDIERS' AND BAILORs' HoME, } 
QUINoY, ILL., Jan. 21, B.M. 291. 

MR. EDITOR: This letter will be on the subject, What they 
say. No doubt the fear of what may be said has in all ages 
and at all times had a salutary influence upon human con
duct, but that it has also been inimical to human progress is 
also true, and to call attention to this fact is the object of 
my communication. 

How often do we hear persons remark, " How such and 
such things will look!" and, " What will people say?" with
out the least regard to duty, utility, or right, only consider
ing if they can escape public calamity, which proves a want 
of courage. Now, what we want as a people is to eliminate 
fear of public opinion when duty is to be considered. Does 
history giv us an instance where any man has ever accom
plished anything great without enduring rebuff, ridicule, 
and censure ? I know it is claimed that while we gain the 
contempt of our contemporaries we cannot expect to benefit 
nor convince them, but this is not true. I speak from per
sonal experience aRd observation. For· I can call to mind 
that in early as well as in more advanced life, before and 
after I had assumed the doleful occupation of sky-pilot, I 
looked upon Infidels as the most contemptible of humanity; 
and as I hav changed; so I hav had many regard me with 
llorror, and yet within a few weeks learn to honor and re
spect me, which is only the result of increase of knowledge. 
The world moves. We are born into the world-i.e., the 
most o( us-with a vague innate feeling that antiquity is the 
sum of knowledge; that our habits and customs are sacred; 
that change is not only useless, but weak and erring, there
fore criminal, but the nineteenth century has been crowned 
with so many inventions. due to the environments growing 
out of our free institutions, which are the result of the rev
olutionary struggle, that what the old fogies may hav to say 
is growhig fainter and fainter, because the church to a great 
extent has lost its power to do. And yet among the cowards, 
who seem to constitute a great number, the ostracism of 
church people-i.e., the devil's army-s.eems an impassable 
barrier. But what if they do sneer; what if they call me 
Bob, Robby, or even Ingersoll's disciple? Deep down in 
their hearts they envy me, and wish they could get there 
themselvs, and would rather trust me than any of their holy 
brethren whether Protestant or Catholic. It is only their 
jealousy that .causes them to treat me with contempt, and 
any of them could easily be bribed. Then should we be 
deterred by what they may say, when we know that it is 
avarice, ignorance, superstition, and fear that prompt those 
who oppose progress, advancement, and reform? They 
really seem to think that investigation can change a fact; 
that they hav a patent-right on God, a deed to heaven, a sea} 
to immortality, and a guarantee to all customs from the 
almighty. Yet they are afraid that some reformer will over
power their almighty God, and then they will be dispossessed. 
Are such persons worthy of our consideration ? Should we 
fear them, be deterred by what they say? What did they 
say of Martin Luther and his reform, of Voltaire, of Paine, 
of Washington, of Webster, of William Lloyd Garrison; and 
hi short, of every exponent of human rights and every advo
cate of individual judgment? It has long since been recog
nized as a virtue to maintain your rights when invaded by 
your neighbor or fellow-man, but to take one's part when 
God attempts to do a wrong is thought exceeding sinful. 
But for my life it seems to me the latter is the more praise
worthy, for the following reasons: 1. Because God, being 
all. powerful, can procure what he needs without wronging. 
anyone, while our fellow may through fear of want be ex
cused. 2. Man may err in his judgment and claim what 
does not belong to him, but a God cannot be excused, for 
mistakes do not belong to him, and consequently if attempts 
of wrong come from that quarter, it is only fiendishness that 
prompts him to act. 3. Finally, instead of being awed 
when our rights are invaded, U is our duty to resist, no 
matter from what source, mPn or gods, earth or heaven, no 
matter what they say. True, most of people are so selfish 
that they look more to what people say than to what may 
be the possible result. Such timid persons are the hunkers, 
the hold-backs who fail to see the advance of the world. 
They are afraid to admit that the world revolves, for fear 
the water would all spill out of their wells. They fear the 
doctrin of evolution, not so much on account of the fact of 
their ancestors being monkeys, but because they are mon
keys themselvs. They despise demonstration and science, 
lest they learn that heaven will be proved a myth and hell 
an impossibility, and thereby they be robbed· of their most 
saDguinary hopes. No one should fear what they may say; 
but, the more is said against you, be the more determined, 
if you are right. Ex-REV. J. N. MAXEY. 

TYNGSBORo, Mus., Feb. 8, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I pity, or should if I had any sympathy for 

it, a cause that has such an absurd advocate as the mar. 
velous Leonard, of Michigan. The " Massachusetts Pro
hibition correspondent" has met heretofore with consider
able heterogeneous argument designed to dignify the court 
of Alcohol and the halls of Gambrinus, and he has often 
sought, with considerable success, to make saloon solicit
ors hunt their holes; but never has he met the match, 
among all those who bolster booze, in giving away their 
own ground, found in the speaker for licensed llquor as 
discovered by his letter in THB TRuTH BEEKER of Feb.ruary 
7th. He says: " I see in your paper that some of the 

Liberals are advocating the course of the Prohibition church 
people, which seems tQ me inconsistent in all those who 
want to see the time come when the false doctrin of the 
fanatics has passed away never to return again." 

Liberals advocating what course of Prohihition church 
people? No · Liberal is advocating their God-in-the
Constitution-Bunday.Bible-and-blasphemy-laws course. We 
OBly advocate the prtncipl6 of prohibition, to greater or less 
extent, of intoxicating liquor, or anything else alike harmful, 
if there be such-which we don't see-on the same ground 
that we justify any government and judiciary, namely, the 
good of the governed, justice to the judged, and, to that 
end, the security of liberty by law, the fortification of free
dom against both invasion and insurrection ; and we esteem 
as the greatest foe to freedom, the worst enemy of liberty, 
the cursedest of curses to civilized countries and barba
rian wilds, the one that comes in by the mouth to steal away 
the brain, the wrecker of reason, the deluder of hope, the 
mocker of love, the aper of friendship, the seducer of man
hood, the debaucher of womanhood, the soiler of childhood, 
the bane of all-

Whisky and wine, or beer and brandy, 
•Tis one, •tis gall, 
Old Alcohol. 

Leonard ludicates: "Alcohol is the only weapon that a 
Liberal has to defend himself from the sky-pilots and their 
followers." Oh, awful! What a miserable limbo Liberals, 
or at least such of them as the Michigan Leonard, must be 
in to be deprived of all defense against the worshiping 
church, except the wine-cup l Only a bottle to oppose to 
the Bible l Only beer to answer creed l Only the saloon to 
silence superstition l Only the bartender to combat the pul
piteer l Only a hell-fakir to pit against a sky-pilot l Alack
aday l Bad to see l Well, well! What shall we say? Giv 
us a rest I Of two evils choose the least. Dismiss the hell
fakir and let the sky-pilot be. 

But as for Liberals who hav more talent of reason than 
taste for rum, we will carry on the war against both church 
and saloon with wit instead of wine, with brains instead of 
beer, with 'argument instead of whisky, with sentiment in
stead of sensuality, with conscientiousness instead of cussed
ness, with wisdom instead of wantonness, with knowledge 
instead of knavery, with school-houses instead of sample
rooms, with Secular societies, Brotherhoods of Moralists, 
clubs for ethical culture, literary and library associations, 
lecture courses and halls of learning, instead of liquor leagues, 
with Charles Watts and Robert G. Ingersoll and Thaddeus 
B. Wakeman and L. K. Washburn and the Brothers 
Macdonald, etc., instead of Louis Schiel, and trust we can 
pull through all right in time, with such a team, and such 
cohorts, and such guns and ammunition, without the aid of 
the Leonard of Port Huron and his huge pile of beer-barrel 
redoubts. We do not doubt but that we can. 

But, proclaims this positiv Leonard: "Llquor never 
killed a man worthy to liv, and its ravages are strictly con
fined to those who claim to be the followers of the lowly 
Jesus." Would to Nature that this were so, but it is too 
good to be true, and anyone with half an eye to see or half 
open ear to hear (outside of Port Huron, which may be an 
anomalous place) knows it is false. 

It may be that men with little brain can stand liquor like 
mullet-beads. It is those with the most sensitiv organiza
tions that feel the fang of the poison serpent the sharpest. 
It is not the butchers, the sailors, the coal-heavers, the hod
carriers, the men of bone and brawn, but the poets, the law
yers, the doctors, the editors, even the judges and states
men, the men of heart and head, which liquor plays worst 
havcc with. And if the Mike Maloneys, Henry Schneiders, 
and Romeo Macaronis regularly get their legs tangled up or 
their viscera discumfuddled and are lugged off on a hand
barrow and tln,ally help fill a common bone-yard after a · 
thousand sprees, the community does not condole that it is 
much matter. But when in their prime, in their youth, in 
the midst of their manhood, in the bloom of their hope, the 
Altamonte, the Condorcets, the Edgar Allen Poes, the Henry 
Kirke Whites, the Lord Gordon Byrons, the Robert Burnses, 
the wards of genius, hav been wrecked by gin, or the alco
hol devil under some other alias, the world has cause to 
mourn as well as heaven to weep and hell to gape. Every 
man is worthy to liv. It is because Uqu'Or unmans a man 
that we mean it shall be banished. 

"Liberals admit that the law of nature executes its pen
alty," but they do not all mind U. They are not all honest, 
wise, or even decent, and if they were, should they not sus
tain laws to keep the sinful church people in order? I do 
not want to kill off the church people; I want to convert 
them to sober reason, as I do the Liberals. . 

But what does Leonard mean by declaring Prohibition to 
be a church people's movement, and then claiming that they 
alone are the worse for using liquor ? If they alone are 
over-fond of the bedeviling beverage, they should be the last 
to propose its prohibition. Who is inconsistent here ? 

Leonard also alleges that the liquor revenuP. "!'lhich relig
ious tipplers pay helps to liquidate the debt they owe Lib
erals on account of taxless God-houses. What of the por
tion paid for liquor that does not return in revenue? And 
what of the cost of courts and police, that far outruns such 
revenue, on account of liquor's doings ? 

If Leonard cannot tell better than that liquor has no more 
to do with crime than has beans, then he doesn't know liquor 
or else he doesn't know beans. If that will raise his angry 
passions he may cool off in a snow-bank. 

JOHN PBBBOOTT GUILD, 

P. B.-Will D. W. Whitney inform us when" Prohibition 
had its origin in the Methodist church for the sole purpose 
of establishing a third political party on the basis of religion?" 
Who were the originators? It would be very interesting 
history. G. 
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!lditdcl TJr Miss Susu- H. WaoR, J.l'all 
Hltw, HfJ8s., to whom all Oomm-unic~Jtlonsfor 
this 00f'nw sho-uld b11 sma. · 

" Between ~he da.rk a.nd the da.yligh~, 
When the night is beginning ~o lower, 

Oomes a. pause in the day'S occupations 
Tha~ is known as ~he Ohildren's Hour." 

A Tiny Bud. 
A t-iny bud burst from the ground 

Upon a hillside fair: 
Dea.d leaves and grass were strewn·a.round, 

While cold and keen the air. 

A !Htle girl ca. me out to play 
Upon the hillside there, 

And spied the little bud tha.t seemed 
To her so cold a.nd bare. 

" 0 little bud, why are you out, 
When it is, oh, so cold 1 

Why do you peep above the ground, 
And all your leaves unfold 7" 

"It is my mission, little one; 
Da.me Nature sent me here; 

To me it seemeth not so cold, 
. Though early in the yea.r." 

" What can you do, you little bud 1 
So frail you seem to me." 

" I soon shall open, little girl, 
A flower then I'll be. 

"All flowers once were naught but buds ; 
Ae women once were girls; 

Why are you here, my little one, 
With your flaxen head of curls ?" 

" I must confess you're in the right," 
The little girl did ory; 

"We a.U must bud before we bloom, 
And liv before w~ die." 

ADELAIDE RANDALL. 

Mother is Sick. 
He was fifteen hundred miles from home, 

and so situated that it was impJssible for him 
to return at the time I am writing about. 
One day he received a telegram from home, 
of only three words, and yet those words were 
powerful enough to make the strong man turn 
pale, and every nerve and fiber of his body 
vibrate with a more energetic thrill than the 
pulsating wire which brought the message. 
That night he did not close his eyes in slum
ber, but tossed like a fever patient in his 
bed, and was constantly repeating the words 
of the telegram, " Mother is sick.'' 

He knew well that it was no light or ordi
nary sicknese, for had it been the wires 
would not hav been burdened with it. Sbe 
was not very well when he left home, and the 
frequent letters he received bore the monoto
nous sentence, "Mother is as well as usual." 
But this telegram meant that mother's disease 
ha1 reached a crisis, and that the worst was 
feared. It took no prophet to interpret its 
meaning. 

The next day when he met with his fellow~ 
workmen they said: "Why, G--, you look 
pale. Are you sick?" "Oh, no," he said as 
cheerfully as it was possible for him to say 
it-and he always spoke pleasantly-and he 
turned away with a choking sensation that he 
would gladly hide if possible. His fellows 
noticed that he talked but very little that day, 
for he was usually very chatty and talked of 
mental, moral, and scientific matters in a 
manner which was new to them, and they 
liked to hear him. And they liked him even 
when he talked against, and upset, their own 
pet theories, pecause he seemed so sincere 
and earnest, and. so pleasant, as if he wanted 

. to teach them some better way. 
The second night was also a sleepless one, 

and when he met the workmen in the morn
ing, they said: "Why, Mr. G--, you are 
sick. What is the matter?" He drew from 
his vest pocket a slip of paper and handed it 
to the foreman to read, while the strong man 
bowed his face in his hands and wept. 

A silent sympathy was accorded him which 
was like balm to his lacerated feelings. Is it 
any wonder that he made mistakes in his 
work that day? And how grateful he felt 
when the foreman, usually harsh and crabbed, 
called his attention to them in a kindly man. 
ner. 

That night he received a long, loving letter 
from home, telling how " mamma had been 
very sick, but was much better now." How 
like oil upon the troubled waters this mes
sage fell upon his distracted mind and body. 

I doubt if there are three other words, 
great or small, in the whole language that 
hav the power of those three small ones, 
"Mother IIi sick." I never hear them with
out a shudder of apprehension, and I do not 
believe any decent husband and father can. 

And what an epoch it becomes in the 
family for dates of things happening " before 

mother·was sick," "when mother was sick," trees growing here, and in the summer it 
or "since mother was sick." And how the. looks like a mass of blooms. It is all I hav 
d!lar mother will reme~ber every kindly act to tell you to-day. . I 
and token that ahe then received 1 Please excuse mistakes and bad writfug. 

Yours truly, Loul:B HoNE. 
What a pity it is that the average young 

· d 1 [When you write agam, tell the readers of . · "" 
man. oes not proper y appreciate his mother the Col1ler about the bees, an~ how honey is I 
until he is twenty,five, or perhaps forty, years 
of age, when he may hav no mother to ap- made.-En. C. C.] 
preciate. And I fear some young ladies, too, 
do not estimate the dear mother at her full 
value. 

Let me tell you, young men .and young 
ladies, husbands and fathers, you do not, and 
cannot, repay the kind and constant care of 
her who would willingly die, if need be, to 
secure you a good name and position in so
ciety and in the world. · 

PLANTSVILLE, CoNN., Jan; 25, 1891. 
Miss SusAN H. Wu:oN: I hav never seen 

any letters from this town. I n'lver we,nt to 
church or Sunday-school. ·There are six 1 

churches here, and plenty of people to go to 
them. My .father hall taken THE TRUTH 
BEEKER as long as I can remember. I like to 
look at the pictures and read the Children's 
Corner. We think the picture on the front 
page of the last TRUTH f?EBKBR is a very. nice 
one. ·It has been snowlDg all the forenoon, 
so that now the snow is deep. Hoping to see 

Let us all strive to repay the debt we owe 
our mothers, to the best of our ability. And 
not only to our own mothers, but to the 
mothers of our own children. 

this letter in prlnt, I am, your non-church- .CRIM.ES. AG •IN ST.- .CRIMINAL. ·s. going friend, ERNEST N. WITHAM. ~ 

Fathers are well enough in their way, per
haps, but the love and influence of a mother 
is beyond the power of language to express. 

St. Elmo, Tenn. L. L. Goonwm. 

"A Young People's Paper." 
Some time in the future, we feel confident, 

some one who has means will come forward 
and advance the necessary funds to enlarge 
our Children's Corner to a young people's 
paper. We can then hav more space to ex. 
press and impress our thoughts upon the ria. 
ing generation. No one can doubt the good 
work that such a journal could be capable of 
doing. If we can save the children we save· 
the nation.-Miss Wixon. 

I sincerely hope that our friend and 
teacher's desire may some day be fulfilled, 
and that the young Liberal people may hav a 
journal of their own, with Miss Wixon for 
editor. What a grand opportunity this 
would be for us, to hav a paper of our own 
in which we could express our thoughts and 
through which we could receive the instruc
tion of such an able and etncient teacher as 
Miss Wixon. I believe all the young Liberals 
and some of the older ones would be willing 
to contribute something toward the publica
tion of such a journal. I know I would for 
one. Miss Ida A. Ballou, of Buffalo, N.Y., 
who is a writer for the Corner, and whose 
bright letters are always appreciated, in a 
letter to Miss Wixon thus expresses her 
opinion : " I sincerely wish your hopes may 
materialize and. we shall hav a Liberal young 
people's paper. I will do all in my power to 
bring it about and help you an· I can. I 
think it would be an excellent thing. 'As 
the twig is bent the tree is inclined.' 'I think 
every Liberal that is interested in the welfare 
of his children ought to contribute to its 
support." 

There is no doubt but that such a journal 
would be valuable, for under the direction of 
Miss Wixon it could not fail to be otherwise. 
The project is oue that is worthy of the atten
tion of all true Liberals, and it is to be hoped 
that they will all take an interest in the mat
ter and aid in establishing a " young peo-
ple's paper." GEO. J. REMSBURG. 

Oak Mills, Kan. 
P. 8,-Please excuse an· mistakes, as I am 

writing very rapidly. Best wishes to Miss 
Wixon and the Cornerites. G. J. R. 

[We thank our friend George for his. kind 
wishes and commendation of our work. We 
hav to say that several private letters fully 
indorse the project of a Liberal paper ex
pressly for the young. But it costs a great 
deal of money to publish such a paper as we 
would like to see. While the project is ma
turing slowly, we will do the best · we can, 
with the aid of our very able correspondents, 
whose valuable contributions greatly help to 
make the Corner all it is.-Eo. C. C.] 

· Correspondence. 
GRAY, TENN., Jan. 15, 1891. 

Miss SusAN WIXON, Dear Friend: My 
papa takes THE TRUTH BEEKER, and I like to 
look at the pictures and read the Children's 
Comer. I am fourteen years old. 

I hav a horse, bridle, and saddle of my 
own. I hav been going to school a little this 
winter. I am not going now. We hav three 
dogs, one a common hound and two English 
hounds. For fear of the waste-basket, I will 
close. Your friend, WILLIE DINGLER. 

[Another bright, brave boy. We hope to 
hear from-him often.-Eo. C. C.] 

GRAY, KY., Jan. 2, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WixoN: I thought ·I would 

write a letter to the Corner, for my first, as I 
see it is not filled .out as it should be. My 
father has taken 'J,'HE TRUTH SEEKER for 
twelve years, and al11.o the lrorwlad .Age, and 
I read them both. · · 

I hav an uncle that is a Freethinker, and 
also a cousin who· is a Freethinker. My 
school-teacher to whom I went last fall was 
a Freethinker. It would take too much 
space to ~ention all the Freethinkers in this 
neighborhood. And I think there will be 
more in America than there are if MisR Wixon 
keeps on at business·as she is now. She is 
raising them up in brightness instead of igno
rance. I will close, and write . more .• next 
time. Your thirteen-year-old Freethinker, 

Tii:.DEN GRAY. 

BoND, KAN., J~ri. 28, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WixON: This is my second let

ter to the Children's Corner. There is a 
church about half a mile from our house. 
There has been a revival for the last :week, 
but it only succeeded in getting one. convert, 
and that was a young girl. Some of iny 
schoolmates call us · Infidf'ls and heathens, 
because we do not believe in God. _Last year 
our teacher read the Bible every morning, 
and we Infidel girls either stayed out-doors 
or went in the house. and tool!: out our slates 
and pencils and made a noise. I like to read 
the nice storie11 and letters in. the Corner. I 
will close. Your Freethinker friend, · 

THERESA HELLSTROM. 

[I would not distUrb otheis wh() desire to 
read the Bible. We should be tolerant of 
others if they are not of us. Will Theresa 
tell us in the Corner about the town she live 
in, and her studies, pets, and ·how sh~ spends 
her evenlngs?-Eo. C. C.] 

Sing a Song of Sixpence. 
A hidden meaning is said to be concealed 

in the familiar rhyme of "Sing a Song of 
Sixpence," and the following pretty expla
nation of it is given : 

" The four and twenty biackblrds repre
sent twenty-four hours. The bottom of the 
pie is the world ; the top crust is the sky 
that overarches it. The opening of the pie 
is day-dawn, when the birds begin to sing, 
and surely such a sight is ' a dainty dish. to 
set before a king.' 

" The king, who is represented as sitting 
in his parlor counting his money, is the sun; 
while the gold pieces that slipc through his fin
gers are golden sun!!hine. The queen, who 
sits in the dark kitchen, is the moon, and 
the honey with which she regales herseU is 
the moonlight. 

" The industrious maid, who is in the gar
den at work before the king-the sun-has 
risen, is the day-dawn, and the clothes she 
hangs out are the clouds, while the bird which 
so tragically ends the song by 'nipping off her 
nose ' is the hour of sunset. So we hav the 
whole day-in a pie." 

Fun at the Table. 
An Austin man read in the paper that the 

family should always be the scene of laugh
ter and merriment, and that ·no meal should 
be passed in the moody silence that so often 
characterizes those occasions. The idea 
struck him so favorably that when his family 

BENJAMIN, UTAH, Jan. 16, 1891. was gathered around the table that evening, 
DEAR Miss SusAN H. WixoN: I thought·! he said: 

would write again, for my first letter was very " Now, this sort o' thing of ,keeping so 
short. 

Father and mother were the first people blamed mulll at meals has got to stop. You 
that lived in this little place. It was twenty. hear me? You girls, put in an' tell stories, 
one years ago they came here, and my oldest an' keep up agreeable sort o' talk like ; an' 
brother was the first child born in Benjamin; you boys, laugh and be jolly, or I'll take and 
he is twenty years old. We had a little house dust your J'ackets with a grapevine· till you 
with one room in it; now we hav a big one · · , 
with seven rooms. It is a very little place. I can't stand. Now begin l 

Father is a bee-keeper. He has two hun- The glare that he sent around the table 
dred and twenty· stands. There are apple-; made the family as f~uny ~s a funer~l. 
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UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
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Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir-
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DONALD KENNEDY 
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USE THJ: 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vonr meetings, to make them lively a.nd inter· 
eating, THB LmERAL HYMN·Boox contains song& 
by the best poets. adapted to well-known tunes. 
It if' hill!:!IY recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.rl:.on, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav exa.min~d it. Pri~ 
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MRs. MARY RoLOoMll, of Augusta, Miilll., 
applying for a divorce, testified that her hus
band Is a God-fearing man, and they used to 
hav devotional exercises out of a large family 
Bible. But after the exercises he would use 
the masslv book as a weapon to maul the 
entire family with. Judge Hicks granted 
the divorce. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS 1 CODS AND. RELICION8 
AND REFORMERS. . AN.OIENT. AND 

0
jiODERN TIMES 

Biographies of ·aoo of the Leading Philosophers, Vol. I. GI'ns a "'ull Aooount of all the Gods, in· Teachers,. BJ[eptio~Innovators1 Founders of • -" 
New Schools of ·xnought, EDUnent Boien- eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 

tists, eta. (who were not Christians), Jesus Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 
f •h ti f ,... t th avo, 835pp, Vol. n. Describes Fully all rom • e me 0 w.enu o e pres- the Religious Systems of the World. 

ent. svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8; svo,957pp. Oloth,S8pervol.; the 
leather,s•; mor.,g. e.,$4.50. 2 vols., $5; leather, $7; mo· . 

BY D. M. BENNETT. roooo, . gilt edges, $8. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., BY D. M. BENNETT. 

28 Lafayette Place, N. Y. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

ff'lls of ~hongltt. 

WELOOHE • • • the beauty of Independ
ence, departure, actions that rely on 
themselvs, 

The American contempt for statutes and 
· ceremonies, the boundless impatience of 

restraint.- Walt Whitman. 

THERE Is b;J. the world at large an increasing 
THE census quarrel 

continues. 
~~~--..,.,~--~-~-~-~--=--~ ~ ~ ~ - ~-

- - ,.<! ~ -~-~ ---. 

inclination to stretch un
duly the powers of so
ciety over the Individual, 
both by the force of opin
ion and even by that of 
legislation; and as the 
tendency of all the 
changes taking place in 
the world is to strengthen 
society, and diminish the 
power of the individual, 
this encroachment Is not 
one of the evils which 
tend spontaneously to 
disappear, but on the 
contrary to grow more 
and more formidable.'
Mill. 

Tm: ConsPrvatlv or 
Catholic party gained 
the elections in Spain. 

====~- ·--:-· · .. -=====- . 
GENERAL SHERMAN 

died on the 14th, of ery. 
slpelas, aged seventy-one. 

BELGIUM, Spain, Por
tugal, and Old Servia 
hav had popular upris
ings. 

JAMES REDPATH died 
on the 10tb., aged fifty. 
eight, from being run 
over by a street-car. 

BRAZIL and the United 
States hav concluded a 
reciprocity treaty by 
which they wlll admit 
certain articles free. 

CHUROH OF ENGLAND 
dignitaries are alarmed 
at the increase of . civil 
marriages, and wlll work 
for amendment of mar
riage laws. 

PROFESSOR HENOOH Of 
the U alverslty of Berlin 
has given Koch's lymph 
to twenty-two children, 
of whom only one lm· 
proved, while several 
grew worse. 

Tm: Catholic Univer
sity of America has 
failed to secure. St. 
George Mivart; the oppo
nent of evolution before 
whom, Catholics say, 
"Darwin and Huxley 
recoiled." 

-= --
= 

SOLOMON IS ANOINTED. 
And Zadoc the priest took a hom of oil out of the tabernacle, and anointed Solomon. And they blew the trumpet· 

and all the people said, God save King Solomon. And all the people came up after him; and the people piped with 
pipes, and rejoiced with great joy, so that the earth rent with the sound of them.-1 Kings I, 39, 40. 

UTILITY teaches that 
the general happiness is 
to be the aim of the ln
dlvldual.-AnnieBesant. 

THE standard of Util
itarianism Is not the 
agent's own individual 
happiness, but the great
est amount of happiness 
altogether .-Mill. 

THE current religion Is 
indirectly adverse to 
morals because it is ad
verse to the freedom of 
the intellect. But it also 
directly adverse to morals 
by inventing spurious 
and bastard vlrtues.
Winwood Reade. 

IT is hurtful for people 
to lmagln that they can 
please God by any cere
mony whatever. If there 
is any God, there is only 

Two clergymen of the Swedish state church' IS 
hav introduced in the Swedish parliament a 
blll to allow persons to leave the state church 
without entering another. 

THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~ Liberty in Literature. 
one wav to please him, 
and that is, by a consci

entious discharge of your obligations to your 
fellow.men.-Inge'l'soll. 

THE Missouri Pacific, Southern Pacific, aa1 
Atchison railways may unite, under Gould 
and others, aggrep;atlng 35,354 miles of road, 
or one-fifth of all in the Union. 

BuENOs AYRES will erect a statue to Colum
bus, and the pope has addressed that city on 
the subject, falling, however, to mention the 
opposition of his church to that discoverer. 

A DEW DOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" The Bhame itself doth call for instant 
remedy." 

By ROBT. G: INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

SuBMISSION to injustice is a vice Instead of 
a virtue, and he who thinks' it a merit to 
signalize his . unworldliness by falling to as. 
sert his own rights encourages oppression 
and fraud and endangers the rights of his 
honest fellow-men.-Prof. Feli~ Oswald. 

THE insolence of the aggressor is usually 
proportioned to the tameness of the sufferer. 

To protect the Greek Uatholic church of 
Russia from proselyting by Mennonites, mem- A 
bers of the latter sect hav been forbid to keep 
mills, inns, or any like places which they can 
use for propaganda. . · 

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and SoclalMatters. 

~leth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub- -Ames. 
lished at this office. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
IN Protestant Eu~pe, Can11da, and the 

United States the whole Mosaic cosmogony, 
with its fiat.earth theory, cret:~tlon of man, 
etc., as taught in Genesis, has been destroyed 
by Copernicus, Newton, Laplace, and Dar. 
win ; slavery has been abolished ; witches 
are no longer burnt at the stake ; polygamy 
is discontinued; and human sacrifice, adul. 
tery, murder, rapln, theft, and personal as
saults are no longer justified. Hence the 
people of these countries ought not to be 
called Christians, but skeptlcs.-Dr. Harit. 
wicke. 

HENRY STRAGER, a rich farmer near Flat
woods, Pa., says the Lord appeared to him 
a few days ago and commanded him to sell 
all he had and giv to the poor. He Is dispos
ing of his property at very low prices. 

THE pope has p:ot up gold medals for the 
surviving Papal Zouaves who In 1870 de
fended Rome and the papal power against the 
forces of the cause of Italian nationality. 
There are a dozen In New York, nearly all of 
Irish nativity. 

ON the increase of Catholics in Australia 
from 450,000 in 1876 to 750,000, a leading 
member of their faith remarks: "If our holy 
religion. continues to augment thus for thirty 
years half the population of the Southern 
continent wlll be Catholic." 

IT is said that the Uolumblan Exposition 
will be attended with many pecuniary diffi
culties and in the end prove a financial fail
ure, and that Chicago cannot even raise 
money to erect the buildings. Chicagoans, 
however, take an opposlt view. 

A SENSATION Is being created In North 
Carolina by Alex. McCallum, a· negro 
preacher. lle Qeems to hav a memory as re
markable as Blind Tom's faculty for music. 
He can, it is said, repeat any part of the 
Bible, or the whole bock, word for word. 
Nine years ago he declared on coming out of 
a trance at a camp-meeting that this power 
had been given him by inspiration. Preach
ers censured him, saying that he was pos-
sessed by devils. _ 

Tm: ante-mortem statement of Lotta 
Townsend, of Fishklll, N. Y., whom Rev. 
Harry George seduced and then led to 
undergo aborticide, sets forth that he entered 
her room and knelt by her bed in prayer, and 
after calling on the Lord to help him in his 
domestic troubles, dishonored her. Stories 
of theft and suspected arson in the past life 
of the preacher now come out. He has 
always been aggresslv In missionary work 
against the unbelieving and impenitent, and 
has held high charges. 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a OO:t>Y; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Place, New Yo 

AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOSk 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagni:ll.oent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 

ohurohes and Young lllen•s 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
BY RIOB. Bo WEBTBBOOE, D.D., LL.D. 

Price S1, · Address THE TBUTB BEEEEB, 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT. profit, on my Corset.. 
Belts, Brushes, Curlers and novelties. Samples 

fR£E. Write now. Dr. Bridgman, 373 Broadway. N.Y. 

THE general doctrine of Christianity hav 
undergone many changes, and in some cases 
and among some sects ·little except the name 
survlves.-.Arthur B. Moss. 

To the World's Volumbian Exposition Vommission: 
Learning that there is an organized movement amoag the more conservative church people-manipulated by a 

"Sabbath'' organization-to induce your honorable body to close on Sundays the World's Fair, to be held in 1893 in 
Ohicago, the undersigned respectfully put in this counter petition, and ask that the Fair may be open to the public on 
each Sunday of its continuance. We ask this for the following reasons : 

1. That the American principle of separation of church and state may be maintained. 
2. That public morality may be subserved by providing a substitute. for the immoral places to which men may 

resort when no moral amusements are available. 
3. As a matter of justice also to the people of Ohicago who have given of their means to make the Fair possible, 

tens of thousands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to 
the Fair, whose time or means may be limited, and who certainly are entitled to great consideration at your hands. 

4. For the public good. The opening of the Fair on Sunday will be for the benefit not only of Obicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the happiness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. This is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela
tions and human welfare, and, therefore, the only standard by which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger attendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. · 

6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will destroy the day as a rest-day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly the opposite. The more beautiful you make Sunday, the more attractive, the more noble and varied in 
its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be to change its character, the less danger there is that employers 
will ever have the power to transfer it from its present position to the days of toil. With choice of Sunday occupation 
restricted to attending church or visiting a saloon, the ~verage workingman would choose to keep on laboring. 

7. Finally: Opening the World's Fair on Sunday will harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it will 
benefit the Fair itself, the people of Ohicago, and the visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal prosperity, 
individual education, public morality, and the development and good of the whole country. 

Name. Town. State. 
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A BIT OF HISTORY.-IRELAND SOLD TO HENRY II. 

THE cow-punchers of Oregon are swearing 
vehemently because a bill has been introduced 
in the leeislature of the state to prohibit pro
fane language. 

SAYS Colonel Ingersoll in an interview in 
the Minneapolis Journal: '' There are a lot 
of men in this world who think they are 
d--d important. But they aren't." 

AT the BalUmore B·aptist conference it was 
admitted by Rev. A. Rowland that as long 
as the Bible remains in the public schools 
the Catholics will hav just cause for com 
plaint. 

WM.. HuGHES, of New York, on receiving 
sentence for procuring fraudulent divorces 
addressed the court thus : " Our Lord and 
savior has promised that though our sins be 
as scarlet they shall be made whiter than 
snow." 

A OOBRKBPONDENT of Our Day, Writing Of 
Pennsylvania, says: " In no other state hav 
I found so many post-oflices that do not open 
on the s~bba.th." ThE-n in no other state, 
adds the .American Sentinel, has he found so 
many postmasters violating the law which 
provides that post.oflices shall be opened a 
portion of every day. 

To Bennett Is w· repeal measure was 
signed by Governor Peck, of Wisconsin, on 
the 5th inst., in the presence of a number of 
leading men of the state. A brand-new 
gold pen, and green ink, were used. The 
pen has been placed ln the vaults of the ex. 
£cutiv mansion, there to be kept for 1111 time 
811 a souvenir of the event. 

CoNGRESS has gained a valuable addition in 
the person of Rev. Jas. Kyle, Senator from 
South Dakota, who in a speech on the last 
Fvurth of July said: ''Our nation cannot be 
divorced from religion. It is incorporated 
into all her institutions. It was an honor to 
the founder of the Christian religion that he 
demanded entire obedience to the powers 
that be." 

" INmsoBEET fl.nanciering " is the name 
given to the fault which resulted in the re
moval from his office and ministry of a bishop 
of the United Brethren in Kansas. Several 
able clergymen hav seriously impaired their 
usefulness and compromised their character 
by notorious conduct in money matters that 
is charitably indicated by the words " indis
creet tlnanciering."-Ohserter. 

THE pope will shortly issue an encyclical 
dealing with the Socialist upheaval and with 
its relation!! to Catholic Christendom. We 
are told that the pope's purpose is to break 
the union which now exists upon the conti
nent between Socialism and Atheism, and to 
recall workingmen to the fold of the great 
Communist, whose views of wealth and of its 
proper distribution are set forth .by the evan
gelists. 

A DISPATCH from Philadelphia, February 
16 h, says: "The state supreme court to. day 
affirmed the deci11ion of the court of quarter 
sessions in the case of the commonwealth 118, 

Waldman, and thus upheld the law against 
barbers shaving on Sund&y. Waldman had 
been flned by a magistrate and he appealed 
from the decision. The court intimated that 
while shaving on Sunday might be a necessity 
they had nothing to do but to interpret the 
law sa they found it. 

A BILL has been introduced into the Con
necticut legislature, providing that every 
person who shall keep open any warehouse, 
or manufacturing or mechanical establish
ment, or any commercial establishment, other 
than a drug store, or engage in any public 
sport, on Sunday, between sunrise and sun
set, shall be fl.ned not more than $4, nor 
less than. $1. The bill was referred to the 
committee on judiciary. 

TwENTY converts to a Block Island, R.I., 
church were being baptized through a hole 
cut in the ice, when a well-known Newport 
lady, who was visiting the island, and who 
chanced to witness the ceremony, wanted to 
stop the baptism. She became quite excited, 
declaring that the converts would become the 
victims of pneumonia and die. She was in· 
formed that it was the ancient custom of the 
island and of the Baptist church, and that it 
made no difference how the mercury stood, 
the baptism a!ways occurred whell arranged 
for.' 

CoL. RoBERT G. lNGBBSOLL has returned 
from his Western excursion, and explained 
the report sent from Minneapolis that he was 
to meet Ignatius D.mnelly in joint debate, 
Donnelly to defend his Bsconian cryptogram 
and the colonel to uphold the Shaksperean 
end of the controversy. "I was asked to 
meet Mr. D,>nnelly," said the colonel, "and 
debate this question, and I declined. I did 
so because .Mr. Donnelly claims that he has 
discovered a cipher for Bhakspere. Well, 
it is his duty to estBblish the truth of his 
cipher or theory, and not to precipitate a 
debate on it. I am in the world for tacts and 
not for theories." 

IV. 

ABOBBIBHOP JANSSEN, Of the dioceee em
bracing New Orleans, has issued a pAstoral · 
Jetter spPakisg thus of secret societies: 
"Some of these secret societies bear a close 
resemblance to the sect of the Masons; they 
claim a chaplain, who, without authority, 
ministers to the living and to the dead; they 
use rites and ceremonies which many con
sider a good enough substitute for "rellg!on ; 
they prescribe oaths by which members ab
dicate their libe;rty and promi11 to obey all 
orders that mRy be given them from a su
preme, a grand, or other lodge, and the 
members invoke upon themselvs all the 
anguish and torments possible for men to suf
fer, if they fail in their obligations. Again, 
these societies are generally r tnce1ed by men 
who belong to the MaRons. Daily experience 
abundantly teaches that these secret and 
dangerous societies root up faith in positiv 
religion ; they lead men to belittle the teach
ings of Christianity and to abandon the praC
tice of their religious .duties. As a rule, 
Cat!tolics, when joining these societies, soon 
cease to hear mass on Sundays, cease to fre
quent the sacraments, and the spirit of evil 
infatuation takes such a hold on some that 
they would prefer leaving the church to God 
rather than to giv up such dangerous associ
ations. In the confessional penitents should 
be urged to leave such societies. At the fu
neral of a member of such a society no rites 
or ceremoni9s pecnliar to the society can be 
tolerated, and the priest is fmbldden to at
tend the funeral whenever such ceremonies 
hav been performed before or are to be per
formed &fter the services of the church. The 
clergy are also forbidden to officiate whenever 
any of these societies attend the funeral ~ 
regalia." 
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fismmnnitaiilltuJ. 
Is the Genealogy of Christ a True Record W. 
If Ghrist was celestially begotten, then· why hav 

the gospel writers of the books of Matthew and 
Luke given us Joseph's pedigree, if they did not sup
pose that he was the father of Ohrist T For if Ohrist 
was not a son of Joseph, and had no natural father, 
he could not be a natural descendant from Joseph's 
ancestors; consequently he could not be of the line
age of David or of the tribe of Juda, especially if his 
mother was of the tribe of Levi, and his only earthly 
parent, and her name is not on either of the genea
logical lists. But suppose he was the son of Joseph 
and a descendant from David, if so, what then be
comes of his divinity? 

Notwithstanding how these two writers hav each 
of them picked out the naiUeS which are inserted in 
the two different lists, they are nevertheless er
roneous and untrue beyond all dispute. They con
tradict each other in every particular, which is an 
absolute proof of falsehood. 

In the book of Matthew, chapter i, we hav on the list 
but twenty-seven names from David to Joseph; how
ever, in that distance of time it would more likely 
amount to nearly twice that number. This writer has 
selected the names of the kings of J uda, except some 
left out by mistake, for in his list he says that 
Joram bagat Ozia. But we are informed in several 
places in the Old Testament that Joram was dead 
and buried about sixty-one years before Ozia was born, 
and that Amazia was his father. So in that space of 
time between J oram and Ozia, the names of three 
successiv generations are left out of the genealogical 
list, besides others here and there omitted. · 

But it is no more difficult for a priest-ridden Chris
tian to believe that Ozia was born sixty-one years 
after his father's death, than to believe a man could 
hav been born of two mothers, or. that a man could 
build a city after he had been dead ten years, and 
that a man was born two years previous to the birth 
of his fe.ther, besides a great number of other ab
surd stories too numerous to mention. Yet the priest 
makes his dupes believe that God is the author of 
such nonsense. Why are the priests so terribly op
posed to Bible investigation unless they are afraid 
of being detected in their skilful deception, and fear 
their income diminished? 

However, we must consider that the book of 
Matthew was not written until more than one hun
dred and fifty years after the time Joseph is supposed 
to hav lived, and then some parts were translated 
from Joseph's dreams, and of course almost anyone 
knows how easy it is to giv a true account of what an
obher man dreams, especially since so long a time had 
passed after J osepb, Ohrist, and all the apostles were 
dead. So it is no wonder if the book of Matthew is 
not in conformity to truth. 

We will now see how Luke agrees with Matthew 
in regard to Joseph's genealogy, and then compare 
the two accounts together. Maybe the writer of 
Luke can be better relied upon, bebause his narrative 
are not founded upon dream,.- However, should 
anyone doubt his word, then as for proof read the 
three first verses of his gospel, where it will be seen 
that his motiv was to .write a biography of Ohrist, 
not that he was an eye-witness, so that he could know 
anything about the character of Ohrist, and not that 
he was inspired to write it, but because. he himself 
and many others believed the tales which were then 
in circulation. Such is the evidence given by the 
writer himself, yet it is about as good as that of a 
dream. Most likely the four gospels originated 
nearly in the same way, though they are now said to 
be the word of God. 

In the first chapter of his book we are informed 
that a girl got to fooling with • ghost and brought 
a boy into the family. It is fortunate for the clergy 
that it did not turn out to be a girl, as it has 
proved very profitable to them. 

Now, since the book of Luke is introduced with 
such assurance of its reliability, we will now see how 
accurately it is in harmony with that of Matthew in 
respect to Ghrist's or his father's pedigree. 

Luke has on his list the names which from 
Joseph to David make forty-two generations, while 
Matthew has but twenty-seven names from Joseph 
to David on his list; besides, there are only two 
naiUes of Joseph and David that are alike in the two 
lists. 

Now, since these two writers so much disagree that 
they did not even agree upon who was the father of 
Joseph, how then can it be expected that they could 
know anything about the m.ore remote ancestors, 
especially if they believed that Ohrist did not hav 
any ancestors in this world, and that he was of the 
same age as his father, and much older than his 
mother! However, that could be no reason for mak
ing such absolute contradictiv record of Joseph's 
pedigreE~, had they known their business. No doubt 
when these two pedigree-compilers first got the idea 
into their heads, there had so long a period of time 
passed away that all traces of Joseph's pedigree 
were lost, which in some degree may account for the 
errors in their registers. 

Nevertheless it seems very strange that these two 
writers tell us that Ohrist was the son of God, 
begotten by a ghost, and yet they hav given us his 
genealogy through Joseph. If they did not believe 
that Joseph was his father, and again if they believed 
that Obrist had no earthly father, why did they not 
giv us his mother's genealogy instead of that of 
Joseph? However, since they hav made such blun
ders of Joseph's genealogy, can we suppose they had 
any better knowledge of her descent ? 

Such is the harmony between the writers of the 
books of Matthew and Luke as represented in the 
commencement of their history of Jesus Christ; and 
now since we are convinced of their falsehood, and 
that they in the very beginning of their enterprise 
hav given us such glaring absurdities and contradic
tions as hardly can be found in any story upon record, 
if they cannot be believ~d in the very first thing 
they say, how can we believe what they hav said 
afterward ? And since they hav lied about Ohrist 
in their account of his natural state, how then can we 
expect they could tell the truth about his heavenly 
mission, of which they could know nothing at all by 
any means ? And according to their own testimony 
they knew no more about his earthly mission than 
what they had obtained from tales and doubtful re
ports, besides the fabrications invented by designing 
priests. 

Now after you hav read this article in a critical 
manner, and also hav carefully read the four gospels, 
and can still firmly believe all that is there said and 
promised, then your faith must be as strong as any 
mustard seed ever produced, if not a trifl.e stronger, 
and if your faith is up to the standard pitch you are 
entitled to the miraculous power as promised in the 
gospels, and that is simply for you to believe that 
you can perform anything whatever (you really know 
to be absolutely impossible, for that which is possi
ble for man to do is no miracle). However, if you are 
unable to remove mountains, or stand a full dose of 
poison, and cure all manner of diseas~s, then you are 
either not a true believer or else the promises are 
totally worthless. Take it either way you like. 

Omaha, Neb. ' A. JAcOBSON. 

The Cause in Washington. 
. The annual meeting and election of officers of the 
Washington Secular Union will be held at G. A. R. 
Hall, Hinckley Block, corner of Second and Colum
bia streets, Seattle, on Sunday, Feb. 22, 1891. 

Morning session at 10 o'clock-music; address 
of welcome; reports of secret•ry, treasurer, and 
board of directors, giving account of what has been 
accomplished by the organization during the past 
year ; short speeches by delegates and members Qn 
"The best methods of effecting ' our aims and ob
i~~" . 

Afternoon session at 2 o'clock-election of officers; 
address by Mrs. F. 0. Reynolds; five-minute speeches 
by delegates and members on" Ways and means." 

Evening at 7:30-music; recitations by little 
Stella Langdon; lecture by Rev. H. Hangurud, the 
fearless and eloquent exponent of Freethought, sub
ject, " The Lives of Great Thinkers, and the Treat
ment They Hav Received at the Ha:p.ds of the 
Ohurch." 

The Washington Secular Union, despite many ob
stacles and discouragements, has done much good 
and effectiv work. The organization is an established 
fact, and its irdluence recognized and respected by 
press and politicians. 

The Washington Secular Union is practical, ag
gressiv, sails under no false colors. It is an avowed 
organization of Infidels. While respecting the opin
ions and sentiments of all individuals, "it regards 
the Christian church as our organized enemy, and 
that it is through its teachings that the evils we are 
working to abolish hav been established. Emanci
pate ·the mind from religious superstition, and the 
entire Secular battle is won." 

The general object of the Union is to prevent the 
union of church and state, to the end that equal 
rights may be established, protected, and perpetu
ated; and as a means to accomplish this general ob
ject the specific objects of the Washington Secular 
Union will be to continue to urge the adoption of 
such measures as are necessary to effect the complete 
Seculariz"tion of the government in all its depart
ments, and secure to all the full liberty of their opin
ions on the subject of religion, whatever they 
may be, without molestation, disability, or depriva
tion of any political or civil rights ; to advocate 
the taxation of church property; the total dis
continuance of religious instruction and worship 
in the public schools; the repeal of all laws en
forcing the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath; 
the cessation of all appropriations of public funds 
for religious institutions or purposes of any kind; 
the abolition of state-paid chaplaincies; the substi
tution of simple affirmation under the pains and pen
alties of perjury for the judicial oath; the non
appointment of religious fasts, festivals, and holidays 
by public authority; and the practical establish. 
ment of simple morality and intelligence as the 
basis of purely secular government ; and to make 
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the organization a· real benefit and protectioB 
to every one of its members in every part 
of the state, so that in case of religious persecution 
or wrong, injury, or injustice done to any member of 
this organization on account of opinions held or ex
pressed on the subject of religion, or for refusal to 
conform to any religious rite OJ.: ceremony, the whole 
force and power of the united Liberals of the entire 
state shall be brought to bear in defending, secur
ing, and maintaining his or her legal rights. The 
Washington Secular Union insists that contributors 
to its funds hav the sole right of decision as to how 
such funds shall be expended ; and tbt the opinions 
of its members expressed in convention overrule sll 
wishes or opinions Qf the officers, who are the ser
vants, not dictators, of the members; and that all 
resolutions and instructions of the conventions must 
be obeyed and carried out in good faith. Officers 
who are dissatisfied or unwilling to obey instructions, 
always hav privilege to resign. · 

Every Infidel in the state has a personal interest 
in the work of the Washington Secular Union. 
Ohurch-members willingly giv of their means, and 
weeks of their time, to aid the cause of superstition. 
The Liberals of Washington, one and all, each and 
every one, are earnestly requested to attend the 
annual meeting to be held at Seattle, Feb. 22, 1891, 
one day for the cause. A large at.tendance at the 
morning session will hav great influence on press, 
public, and politicians, as well as upon our enemies. 
A small attendance will undo much that ha~ been 
accomplished, bring discouragement to the faithful, 
self-sacrificing workers, and render tl:ie enemy jubi
lant. Liberals of Washington, man and woman alike, 
you cannot afford to injure the cause by your ab
sence. Oome and aid in the achievement of a glori
ous victory. 

I hav made two lecture trips to Victoria, B. 0., 
under the aus~ices of that most genial of Liberals, 
Wm. Jensen. Victoria is the unrivaled queen city 
of British Columbia, the peerless gem of Vancouver 
island. It is of a verity a most beautiful city, with 
superb scenery, magnificent park, delightsome drives, 
broad avenues and wide streets, stately mansions and 
cosy, picturesque dwelling-houses, and in the lower 
or business section stately edifices devoted to trade. 
Her twenty-two thousand inhabitants evince all the 
persistent determination and stick-to-it-ivness of 
the Briton that has become from association im
bued with the push and energy of the American. 

Victoria carries on trade with the United States, 
Great Britain, Australia, China, Peru, Chili, Sand
wich islands, Japan, and Mexico, in coal, fish, hides, 
lumber, and furs. Among the leading resources of 
the town apart from its position as a government, 
social, and educational center and Ill manufacturing 
and commercial city, may be named the sealing in
terest, the fishing and Indian trade of the northwest 
coast, and the fur trade of the Hudson Bay Com-
pany. . 

Eequimalt harbor affords the most perfect shelter. 
The anchorage is very large, and the approach can 
be made blindfold, so wide is the channel and so 
regular are the soundings. The government navy 
yard is located here, with a dry dock that cost $900,· 
000. Last year twenty-two British and eight foreign 
sealing schooners brought to this port 35,310 skins, 
valued at $24:7,170. Nearly seventy thousand tour
ists visited the city last summer. And now, to crown 
her many attractions, our two courses of lectures 
were so well attended and aroused so much enthusi
asm that on my last evening with them I organized 
the Victoria Secular Union, with thirty-one names, 
with James Duck, late minister of fiDance for the 
Dominion, for president; Wm. Jensen for treasurer, 
and Mr. Hastings for secretary. The membership 
includes some of the most highly respected and in
fluential citizens of Victoria. Standing-room was at 
a premium at the lectures. It is conceded even by 
our opponents that the Opera House would be 
crowded if a lecture was announced there. The ex
ecutiv committee are engaged in securing a suitable 
hall for the society's meetings, and propose to secure 
the services of our better half, Mrs. F. 0. Reynolde, 
immediately after the Washington Secular Union's 
annual meeting. 

The Sunday fanatics are at work there, and are 
getting signatures to petitions to the government to 
enforce rigid Sunday observance. I secured a for
midable list of names to a counter-petition, and was 
astonished on reading the heading of the petition 
prepared by our Liberal friends to find an extract 
from a proclamation of Queen Victoria to her sub
jects in 1858, in which the British queen puts to 
shame the goody-goody Sunday-school administra
tion of the free and independent United States: 
"Firmly relying ourselvs on the truths of Ohristianity 
and acknowledging with gratitude the solace of re
ligion, we disc!aim alike the right and t.he desire to 
impose our convictions on any of our subjects. We 
declare it to be our royal will and pleasure that none 
be in any wise favored, none molested, or disquieted, 
by reason of their religious faith or observance, but 
that all shall alike eiJjoy the equal and impartial pro
tection :of the law; and we do strictly charge and 
enjoin all those who may be in authority under UB1 
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that they abstain from all interference with the re
lig_ious belief ?r worsh~p of any of our subjects on 
p~In o~ our highest displeasure." This is genuin 
L1berabsm-no matter what the views or opinions 
of the powers that be, there is no desire to impose 
their convictions on others. It is to be hoped that 
the Sunday fanatics of the United States will take 
pattern after her most Christian majestyand that 
they too will themeelvs practice the Golden Rule 
and do as they would be done by. · 
. May success attend the Victoria Secular Union. 

c. B. REYNOLDS. 
Lock Boa:. .. 5, Freemont, Wash. 

Recent Gems from the Religions Press. 
• The Ohristian at Work, referring to the discus
~Ion now going on in many Protestant religious 
JOurnals in regard to the doctrin of papal infallibility 
being repudiated by the Catholic church thirty-five 
years ago, whereas now it is accepted, says : 

As a rule, whatever the Roman church may be, it is nQthing 
if not logical. The councll was confronted by a dilemma. 
It must either make the infallibility dogma retroactiv or it 
must not. It decided wisely to :fly in the face of its own 
history (although one of its own ecumenical councils had 
pronounced Pope Honorius a heretic), and held that all 
popes, past, present, and future, were, are, and will be in
fallible. 

We cite the approval of the Ohristian at Work of 
this decision as an apt illustration of pious "logic " 
and clerical wisdom. The Catholic council were in 
the same position that the early Christians were 
when book after book was presented to be added to 
the " word of God " until finally they were all bunched 
together and canonized, and although for the most 
part they are mere copies of more ancient fabulous 
legends, yet the big, broad seal of the· church 
stamps them with the monogram of a God " no fel
low can find out." 

The Ohristian at Work meant to say that it ad
mired the politics of the Roman church in claiming 
infallibility for " all" the popes, just as the Christian 
politicians hav claimed a supernatural origin for all 
the books of the Bible. Thai's good politics-claim 
everything. 

The Ohristian .Inquirer reproduces. from t.he 
Arena extracts from an article entitled1 " The Rum 
Curse," in which is the following : 

Rum is criminalizing the poverty-stricken world. The 
great deadly shadow which rests so heavily over the teem
ing, seething, struggling millions is the despair of the philan-
thropist. · 

What are we doing with a "poverty-stricken 
world?" 

Hav the crops failed? No. 
Is there not enough land to produce sufficient for 

the sustenance of all? Oh, yes, and to spare. 
Then the earth is rich with fruitage, and man is 

poverty-stricken and fast becoming criminalized by 
rum? 

"That is just about the size of it." 
Ourious anomaly, isn't it? 

. And this too in an age of Christian civilization, 
with its home and foreign missions, its shoutin~ 
evangelists, its towering steeples, its magnificent 
cathedrals, its infallible pope, its thousands of very 
reverend gentlemen who draw big crowds and large 
salaries, and after all to be "a poverty-stricken world, 
criminalized by rum !" What does Christian civiliza· 
tion mean? · 

Must we find the answer in the condition of the 
" seething, struggling millions " who find temporary 
oblivion from these horrible environments in rum 1 
That is the million-tongued answer-this is the 
" harvest of human souls'' living under the benign 
"radiancy of the gospel.'' Eighteen hundred and 
ninety-one years of Christianity, and what a spec
tacle! 

Has Christianity ever done anything for the gen
eral welfare of humanity ! 

Never. · 
· Our friend of the Arena is wrong. " The clergy, 
lit by divine love," could not exterminate intemper
ance. Nor can all the prohibitory laws that were 
ever framed eliminate the drunkard from this coun
try, nor abolish the sale of liquor, but if these effusiv 
Prohibitionists will stop battling an effect and attack 
the cause of intemperance, they will find it in the 
poverty of the millions. Abolish poverty by estab
lishing justice; open up the vacant land for idle 
hands to plow, let the labor- market for once seek 
laborers and find them scarce-then will intemper
ance cease as a colossal evil and " horlible examples " 
become a rarity. 

The Ohristian Intelligencer takes Archdeacon 
Farrar to task for uttering these words, " No one 
has ventured to push the metaphor ' Abraham's 
bosom ' into a tenth part of the extremas into which 
thousands hav pushed the equally metaphorical word 
' Gehenna.' " Says the Intelligencer : 

We entirely dissent. Abraham's bosom has universally 
been interpreted to mean a place of repose and honor and 
bliss, while GehennR. has justly been regarded as a place of 
penal suffering and final retribution, which ia strictly correct. 

It is a very sad thing to .see men of Dr. Farrar's position 
seeking to evaporate its significance under the plea tliat it is 
a_ metaphor. It is the most certain and fearful of all reali
ties. 

We are, then, to accep' both Abraham's bosom 
and Gahanna as realities. I hav had the misfortune 
to know several Abrahams in my experience and al
though I never rested on their malodoro~s shirt 
fro_nts, nor noticed an::y ~oom there for the repose of 
quite a number of mdhon of saints yet, neverthe
less, these particular Abrahams kept a 'cc place" where 
prop.er~y co~ld '.' ~ep~se" at three per cent a month, 
and It ~s quite vmd In ~y recollections that, on my 
way thither, I could not possibly hav felt worse had 
I been going to Gehenna instead of to Abraham's. 

Dt. Farrar wants to abolish both places Abra
ham's bosom and Gehenna. He has· my sy~pathy: 
He probably knows Abraham as well as the rest of 
us, but why the Intelligencer should feel so "very 
sad " about Gehenna's being turned into a mythical 
metaphor, I can account for only on the general sup
position that it is the devil's territory, and therefore 
under the loving care of our mother church. 

The Freeman's Journal exults over the rather ex· 
traordinary address of Dr. Charles A. Briggs at his 
~ecent installation as professor of biblical theology 
In .th~ Presbyterian Union Theological Seminary in 
thiS City. It quotes from the address the following: 
" Superstition is no less superstition if it takes the 
form of bibliolatry. It may be all the worse if it 
concentrates itself upon this one thing." And also: 
"Another fault of Protestant theology is in its limita
tion of redemption to this world." 
T~e Journal observes: 
Dr. Briggs inclines, perhaps unconsciously, to Catholic 

views in his repudiation of what he calls bibliolatry, the pe
culiar vice of Protestantism, and also to his adoption of an 
intermediate state between heaven and hell. . 

Here's a how~do-you-do, a theologic muddle, a 
Catholic upholding a Presbyterian, and a Congrega
tionalist yelling at them both for their apostasy. 
The Independent is shocked at Dr. Briggs's levity 
in making a joke at the expense of the :Bible. "The 
Bible," says Dr. Briggs, "is no better than a mass 
book for stopping a bullet, and is not as good as holy 
water for putting out a fire." This coming from a 
n~wly made professor of theology just entering upon 
hiS duties as a teacher of its indeterminate elasticity, 
is simply horrible, and we do not wonder that the 
Independent is convulsed with inward throes of 
pious horror at such a· spectaale. " Between reason 
and the Bible," says this saintly paper, " we will 
take the Bible and the Westminster Confession of 
Faith, as a supernatural revelation from God; if this 
be' bibliolatry,' so be it." Dr. Briggs has his choice
the half-way house 'twixt heaven and hell, which the 
Catholic church offers, or a snap judgment at death, 
which settles the business for us poor shivering 
wretches. Yet stay, there is a way out of his di
lemma. Instead of poking fun at parts of the Bible 
let him search and find it all a huge joke which hu
manity has long regarded in earnest. 

The Ohristian Advocate publishes the fact of a 
Spiritual msdium and his wife being sentenced to 
fifteen months' imprisonment for swindling an old 
widower out of several thousand dollars on the plea 
that his dead wife wanted it to use in heaven. 

This is quite the proper thing to do, but why not 
imprison other swindlers who prey upon the credu
lity of mankind ! Why is not the priest arrested 
who takes money from po_or dupes for masses for the 
repose of the souls of the dead! He can be as easily 
conviated of fraud as the Spiritual mountebank. In 
fact, their cases are exactly analogous-one takes ~he 
money for the use of the dead, the other pays it for 
the repose of the dead. Both are incapable of prov
ing before a court of inquiry the slightest iota of 
truth in their promises to their victims. And, to go 
still further in the line of equity and fair play, why 
are not the dispensers of " salvation," who are sup
ported by money from '' believers" in their Spiritual 
seancee, made to stand up in a court of law and 
prove that they do save somebody from a locatable 
hell ? If we are to imprison venders of one form of 
sup-erstition, why not imprison the peddlers of all 
forms T Ohherwise we protest against the prosecu
tion of the Spiritualistic frauds, and stamp their im
prisonment as an outrage upon the right of an indi
vidual to become a victim when it so pleases him. 

The Ohristian Union, in an article by Lyman 
Abbott, D.D., entitled, "Elijah Taken to Heaven," 
says, " If anyone doubts or denies the truth of the 
story it is not worth while to argue it with him." 

Of course not, for if the dissenter happened to be 
versed in Hebrew mythology or had read Goldzbier 
on that subject, he would know that this fable pro
ceeded directly from the heathen Chinee, whose 
prophet U shas as a ended upward in a :flaming red 
chariot as did Elijah-a clear case of downright pla
giarism from the heathen by the Hebrews. But Dr. 
Abbott proceeds, " However inaredible to the unbe
liever this account may be, it ought not to seem in
credible to the Christian.'' Ol course not. Having 
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~wallo~ed the whole ~hri~tian sche?De at one fell gulp, 
tncluding a creator brmgmg suffermg and crucifixion 
upon himself, making a devil to combat himself and 
his creations, providing a hell for the reception of the 
devil's. victims, after digesting these things and pro
nou~cmg them good, a little matter like Elijah's as
cension can be taken as a dessert and will assimilate 
in the stomach without trouble. 

~~ is a pitiful sight to see a man of Lyman Abbott's 
ability the. h~mble. apologist of the anaient night
m~es of biblical history, but we believe he is evo
lutmg o~t of the role of an apologist, and will soon 
~merge mto the effulgent sunlight of perfect mental 
bberty. 

The Ohristian Alliance in an editorial almost 
makes the blood chill in our veins by the recital of a 
Christian lady's visit to a horse show and its terrible 
effect upon her. She was in doubt before she went 
as t~ '!hether it was a proper place for a consearated 
OhriStian to be seen, so she took a seat in the back 
r~w, not wishing to be observed by her worldly 
fr1~nds ; but she was soon seized with agonizing 
patns and had to leave the place, and the editor re
marks, God made her understand that it was no safe 
place for a child of his-and right here the editor 
makes the startling assertion that " there are places 
and there are places." The reader will please bear 
this in mind. But he continues, "God says, 'I will 
make the places round my bill a blessing [he does 
not tell us whe~e his h~ll is located], but there are 
other plaaes which are pitched with the slime of the 
pit, blistered with its brimstone, it may be death to 
enter them.' " He further adds, " The writer would 
not dare to go to a worldly entertainment simply for 
pleasure, but only when he could save a soul· and 
once· upon attempting to read Robert Inge;soll's 
books he had such a shower of brimstone over his 
:flesh and soul that he was glad to close the book 
and leave God to answer the unwholesome blasphe
mies." 
. Th~s editor is too utterly good for this world. It 
1s .a pity that he had not lived in Elijah's time ; he 
might hav had a chance to steal a ride to heaven on 
that flaming chariot of fire. It is quite too bad to 
hav such _saintly men die. They are a positiv help to 
sound philosophy as an exhibition of its living antith
esis. But we are surprised to hear that Ingersoll's 
books hav been dipped in brimstone and shower it 
over their readers, and also that a horse show " is 
pitched with the slime of the pit.'' We advise Mr. 
Ingersoll to look into this brimstone business ; and 
as to the horse show, why, the board of health shall 
be notified. WM. ALLEN SMITH. 

Thoughts. 
Ol public opinion, 
Of a calm and cool flat sooner or later (how im· 

passi! ! how .certain and final!), 
Of the prerndent with pale faae asking secretly to 

himself, What will the people say at last 1 
Ol the frivolous judge-of the corrupt congress

man, governor, mayor-of such as these 
standing helpless and exposed, 

Ol the mumbling and screaming priest (soon, sootl 
deserted), 

Of the lessening year by year of venerableness, 
and of the dicta of officers, statutes, pulpits, 
schools, 

Ol the rising forever taller and stronger and 
broafler of the intuitions of men and 
women, and of self-esteem and personality ; 

Ol the true New World-of the democracies re
splendent enmasse, 

Of the conformity of politics, armies, navies, to 
them, 

01 the shining sun by them-of the inherent light, 
greater than the rest, 

Ol the envelopment of all by them, and the ef
fusion of all from them. 

-Walt Whitman. 
---------~~---------

Facts. 
Prom tiLe Preetlttnker's Mauaztne. 

Susan H. Wixon's "Children's Corner " in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is not only interesting to children, but to adults as 
well. It adds very much to the value of that large, popular, 
well-known Freethought journal. 

"The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," published by 
the Truth Seeker Company, is having a large sale. We 
would like to receive orders for it from many of our subscrib· 
ers. The price is $2. 

---------~~------
"HE that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, 

and he that believeth not shall be damned" (Mark 
xvi, 16). No teaching that I bav any knowledge 
of has been so productiv of evil aa this. By 
making belief a virtue and unbelief a vice, it has 
been the mainspring of persecution for hundreds of 
years. It has strangled science and thwarted prog
ress. Christians who unfeignedly believe in this 
doctrin persecute wherever they bav the power.
Arthur B. Moss. 

------------~~---------
SEND for catalog of our. publications~ Sent free 

on application. 
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Open Letter to M.r. Westbrook-Unofficial. 
R•ading your Jetter in reply to Mr. Wakeman in 

Tu.E TRUTH SEEKER of February 21st, in which you try 
to make the worse appear the better reason, I feel im
pelled to enter the arena once more, for the purpose 
of showing .both sides of the truth, or rather the 
whole truth. You hav confessedly attempted to vi~
dicate yourself "whoever may suft'er from it," and as 
you hav made me suft'"r by your reckless use of con· 
fldential letters I shall hav to hew to the line and let 
the chips fall where they may. Y JU hav from the 
beginning of this discussion shown a willingness to 
disregard the opinions, feelings, and even rights of 
others, while yourself giving evidence of the posses
sion of an extremely ttmder hide that will not bear 
any irritation without intense rtflex action, which, 
however, sometimes seems to be action without due 
rtflection. You gradually crowded Mr. Obarles
wortb into such an unpleasant sitQation that he was 
goaded to spe11k out plainly. I bav heretofore been 
respectful, at least in print, both out of consideration 
for your seniority and fnr the peace and prosperity 
of the American Secular U aion, but you hav mistaken 
my forbearance for timidity, and hav tested the hick· 
ory qu"S!ity of my patience too ~ar. 

W aen you informed me in your "private for the 
present" letter of Dccsmber 25 h that Mr. Watts 
was your dark horse for eenerat field secretary, you 
blandly asked me to'' write frankly," and I hav done 
so, tempering my frankness according to the purpoRe 
and supposed destin&tion of each Jetter. I hav 
writ~er;a you tbreA kinds of letters, and if they were 
not always properly labeled I depended no your 
j •1d~msnt to guide you to a legitimate use of them. 
01 the first kind was my open (published) letter, 
proposing that s01·plus funds should be divided 
am'1ng several suitab e secretaries or field agents, etc. 
T aat letter Mr. Wakeman gave his assent to. I 
wrote you another kind of Jetter to presen~ my views, 
indorsed by Mr. Wakeman, to a board meeting when 
i~ was expected that one would be held when we 
could be present., Besides these, I wrote personal 
letters, some of which M~. Wakeman knew nothing 
of, and in one of them I said: 11 I bav written more 
openly to you Uum I hav written or talked to anyone 
else," flnd again, " M v ori!linal. intent was to invite a 
confab, not a contest." With that object in view my 
firs& open letter dtd not erpose any serious differ
ences in the board, and was a discussion of policies 
only, not mllntioning persons or comparing quali 
fios.tions. Y Ju began indulging iri obj ~ctionable per
sonalities, which I hav wished to av01d till now. I 
think it was very inconsiderate to Mr. Watts to hav 
brough~ forward his name at all, and to hav involved 
him in this unpleasantness, but since you hav been 
so free to quote what I said as to his candidacy 
that served your purpose, being matter from a pri 
vate letter, I will ba more j lBt with the contents of 
that letter, and quote from it a sentence that you 
prt:ferred not to mclude in your otberwiAA free quo. 
tation. It is thi11: '' NouJ as to Mr. Watts. I am 
free to say that I do not know of anyone more likP-ly 
to fill tAe btll to the satisfaction ot the officers of thP. 
America.n Secular Union. in the capactty of fidd 
secretary, but ( r,b.ere are but~) let m~:~ first caU your 
attentton to the open letter inclosed herewith, which 
I propo~e .to c.ft'er t? the _Liberal papers for printing; 
as contammg my v1ews In general on tbe field sec
retary q11estion-views which bav naturally or spon
taneousJv cropDed UD since the mf!At.ina- in Pailadel
p~ia, and 'which would hav been flJf~red in this way 

.. w•.thout regard to Mr. Watts, or anyone else in par
ticulm·." '!'ne above occurs in the letter in wnicb 
you discovered other matter more suitable to your 
purpoqe of making things very uncomfortable for 
Mr. W akem8.n and myself. If the letter was not 
marked coLfi lential, its style, and the fact that it was 
in response to your request to" write frankly" ought 
to ha~ sav.ed it fro?l publicity, but when you take 
such hbfr,Jes you mtght at leas~ play fair by quoting 
all thst bears on t:.e question in dispute. 
· To help you to a fuJI appreciation of the meaning 
of that sentence I must remind you that 11 the officers 
of the American Sacular U aion" include Wabman 
and Foote as weU as Westbrook and Oo. A fair 
analysis of that and other letters about the same 
time will show tbt!lt our protest was against putting 
Mr. Watts'' to the front," as I said, at a large salary 
and f'XpenRes that woutd certainly eat up all that we 
could collect ah?ve present expPtJses, In ehor~, our 
protest wa.9 agrnnst your plan rather than ynur man. 
I opposed appoiatiug one big man at a big salary 
aud selecting fJr that plan one whom I feared could 
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not enlist sufti"ient support from old-time friends. I The di:fll!lulty now is to giv the president the ben
Mr. Wakeman distinctly said, in a letter which I first efi.t of the excusing word" unintentionally." 
saw but lately in print, of Mr. Wattt.'s appointment: For my letter of December 31~t was, ISS I said, a 
"We bav been trying to ,feel our way to that result plain feeler toward the appointment of Mr. Watts on 
without unfairness to others,'' meaning that he proper terms. Dr. Foote expressly told him that his 
would like to bav him enlisted in the work on aJair otj ~ction was not to the man buli to the plan, and 
basis with others. We hav not made any "strenuous in t·he very letter of Dr. Foote from which the ·pres
opposition" to him as a secretary, but I bav opposed ident quoted, these wordll, which he suppressed, 
his appointment on your plan, at $2.000 per year, stared him in the face: 11 Now, as to Mr. Watts, I 
and your haste to put him in the field tile middle of am free to say that I do not know a'.lyone more likely 
Filbruary, saying, "I see no trouble about raising to fill the bill to tbe satisfaction of tbe cflioera of the 
the money." I doubted that the money could be Americlm. Secular Uaion in the capacity of field sec
raised, and no~ wishing to see the American Secular retary; but (there are buts), let me first call your 
U aion founder and leave Mr. Watts stranded, I was attention to the open letter inclosed herewith." 
rt>ady to do anything except resort to public discus- And then Dt. Foote shows how to get the " buts" 
'eion of persons in order to block your pian, hoping out of the way, and I wrote for .the same purpose. 
that by a little delay you would Jearn (what you must Now, how could the president, with these words be
now know) that many h.flaential Liberals wo~ld take fore him, talk about our" strenuous opposition" .to 
my view of the matter, that you would see that I had Mr. Watts, and not see that he was not truthfully 
sizsd it up aright, and that then we might find some representing our position to the world T 
other course for smooth sailing. The impression given was that I was in personal 

I was aliXious to bring methods up for discussion, opposition to Mr. Watts and the president, when, on 
but did not see the necessity for indulging in dis· the contrary, there was no "strenuous" or other op
agreeable personalities, nor could I till now. I dis- position to Mr. Watts, nor to his reasonable appoint
clairn all responsibility for what bas happened in that ment, nor to the president, but only to the pres
line, and hold you responsible for it all. ident's "plan with Mr. Watts." My motiv was, as I 

I hav, in perfect frankness that has oft'ended you, said, to feel the way to the appointment of Mr. 
but for your own enlightenment, written to you what Watts either with or without Mr. Obarleswortb, but 
I would hav said to your face-things that I do not with justice to other Liberal lecturers and papers of 
yet find it 11 necessary" to· print. I much regret. the Stat9s I was willing, as my said letter shows, to 
that you thought it necessary to vindicate yourself put Mr. Watts on the most favored terms with any 
at the expense of otherP, and, alas, without success. of them; and that certainly was not opposition to 

I suppoeed that some things might be properly him or to his appointment. Dr. Foote, without any 
written in private letters that would better not be said particular talk with me, took a similar view, as all his 
in letters to a board, that letters might be written for letters show. The forther desire was, as Dt. Foote 
a board meeting tbGt should not be printed openly, wrote, and the president quotes, "to prevent if poe
and I trusted that your age and experience had eible your [the preeidenli'.f] discomfiture and dis
taught you the propriety of discriminating, but since credit as a leader.:• To aid in this friendly desirE! 
you donned war paint and feathers you hav adopted Dr. Foote, it seems, privately and confidentially 
the motto, "All is fair in· war," and employed any wrote to the president the past history of the League 
weapon that would help you to hew down and walk on this lecture business. I did not see those letters, 
over those in your path, and perhaps yon hav been for they were confidential, but the information was 
encouraged so to do by their disposition to let you such as the president should know under the circum
play warrior alone. E reo after you threatened to stances. 
open your ''budget" auainst mA. I wrote my second As things were, I agreed with Dr. Foote that it 
thought on American Secular U uion plans, wholly was unwise to ignore the wish of the congress, and 
void of oft'ense, not that I feared the venom of the the Liberal press, and our other lecturers, by the sp
arrows in your quiver, but to make for peace and pointment of Mr. Watts, or any other man on the 
some plan on whicn all might agree. I prt-ferred to plan proposed, and my said letter proposed another 
stop tile quarreling and go to fi~htine for our prin- plan concisely expressed. 
ciples. T.lle matters in dispute ought to hav been The president could not be advised_ with; took 
setti. .. d without using the names of persons, at least every suggestion as a personal insult, "&trenuous 
in odious comparisons. As to j ;alousy, the diction- opposition" to Mr. Watts, etc. The unfortunate re
ary will show that its meaning is not limited to an suits are just those we predicted and advised against. 
implication of meanness, as you would bav it; but The fact is, we had no interest nor motiv except to 
that one may be nobly j~alous of liberty, or properly do the best for the Union and all concerned. Bat 
j :~alous of any action tnat would be u1 j 1st to him- the-president, instead of listening to the history of 
self or others. The workers for Sacula11sm who hav the Le•gue, went to reading his old Bible history, 
earned some support from the contributors to the and imagined, without any reason whatever, that we 
movement, who can aft'ord to put up a certmh:t (yet were trying to knife him, and had put ''a dagger 
uncertair) amount per year, hav a right to obj~ct to under his fifth rib," and that "his bowels had all 
any plan t;hat would divert a very large portion of a gushed out," etc. Now, if this is true, it is not our 
general fund to some one person. doings at alJ, but his own willful and frantic hari-

You hav written to me on postal cards, in anything kari, and there is no one in the world more willing 
but a private way, slurs about my personal friends or competent to lend him a hand or a truss than D.r. 
that would not look pretty (ror you) in print, but it Foote. But the trouble is, evidently, not with his 
was considEration for you, rather than for my friends, " bowelll," which were all right to last accounts (as 
that has led me to hold them back. We hav already his anxious friends may be glad to learn), but with 
trespassed too much on the space of Liberal papers his head. Dr. Foote has been trying to reduce that 
that might be devoted to better objects, but now section to normal size and activity by hard facts and 
that so much has come out I would not veto a full cooling advice. But with only partial eu..,cess so far. 
publication of all letters, being confident that they He still seems to think that the Union is his private 
would prove what I started out to say, that Mr. property; that we, as other members of t.he board, 
Wakeman and I hav only opposed giving the whole hav no right to dift'er from him as to its aft'airs; that 
''delectable soup compound" to one wmker, and if we do, we are stabbing him or worrying him. 
tbat we hav not opposed giving anyone in particular Then, although a noted lawyer and divine, he seems 
a generous "ladldul" at tile same time with others. to think I cannot mean what I say because I am 1 

As you seem to think that Mr. Wakeman's mind "lawyer." Then, at intervals, he complains of my 
bas been auiding my band, I close by saying die- ''strange course" at Portsmouth, which must be 
tinctly that every letter has been prepared without simply bfcause I then helped to extricate the con
previous coneultatio~ with him, and those that hav gress and himself from the almost fatal results of 
received his sanction were type-written bEfore he saw his willfulness. Then, he thinks I hav some terrible 
them. I bav not your convenient familiarity with " new philosophy;" well. it may be new to him, but 
the scriptnrell, but I do know something of the "new it has been before the Liberals for a quarter of a 
philosophy," the ecienttfio basis of Secularism- century. It teaches that, although it is well to fed
enough to say that one of ita ol::j -·cts is to get the erate in congress with those who are in favor of church 
whole truth rather than any qUibbling or partial taxation, yet that the main support of Secularism, 
statement of it, and that it does not teach that it is political, or other, must come from its friends rather . 
fair to vindicate oneself at whatever cost to the feel- t,han its enemies, whose respect can be won by good 
ings and rights of other!!. It teaches that altruism fighting and nothing else. Then the president, be
should dominate egoiBm, and that makes it a d1flioult fore be barely recovers from his fright at this "new 
philosophy for some folks with big beads to compre· philosophy," gets a BC!U'e at soup ladles. He seems 
bend. There seema to be pressing need for that to think that soup is a good thing, but that it won't 
coming book on morals for Seculsrists. P;ease ex- do to dip it out, and so the whole bowl must go to 
pedite it. Yours" frankly," E. B. FooTE, Js. Mr. Watts whether other workt>rs get a drop or not. 

Wakeman on West brook. 
MR EDITOR: Dt. Westbrook has put" the worst," 

whiob I ClillJt:d for, in hia last letter, aud what does 
it amount to' It confirms every word. I wrote, and 
proves that whl'n he said that there bad been'' stren
uous opposition" to Mr. Wa•ts on my part, and I 
will now add, on the p~rt of De. Foote, be was "c ft' 
of the trntb," and that his satttPru~>nt was '' the re
verse of the truth-unintentionally, of course." 

• 

Yes, Dr. Foote, these and similar wild fancies and 
babbling& show that the head is the trouble i never 
mind the truss and bowels-wean him from "Samuel." 
Let him see that he occupies a representativ posi
tion, and that he must not mix up his personal feel
ings with it; that we, as members of that board, hav 
a right to be consulted, and to vote and suggest 
without incurring his raJZe or 'ridicule; that it is 
folly to sacr,fioe our Liberal friends to please our 
theological enemies ; that personal antipathies hav 
no place in 1 representativ body, u.d that we hav to 
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look and act only for the best interests of the Union I or now &Tid again he would cb~ck the figures in ' This ignorance of man's psychical nature, thee!' 
and its cause. Bat as you work him off his Bible "General" Booth's accounts. Wtth the exception false ideas of the nervous system an~ of the m!sterl· 
anll our theological enemies, recall to him these lines of the last all were happy thoughts and happily ons action and marvelous u.daenee 1t exerts. 1n the 
of that old book, even if he forgets all ~he rest: said. . . animal economy, over the intellectual functton, the 

Faithful are the wounds of a friend, When Dr. Hu·rater's telegram telling of success moral and religious sentiments, has J~d to mamy a 
B11t the kisses of tM enemy are deceitful. reached me on Tuesday night it was anguish un- delusion. Human beings hav seen WAtches, ghosts, 

New York, Fdb. 21, 291. T:B. WAKEMAN. speakable to withhold the news from him. I dared angels, spirits, signs, and omens, the heaven.s and 
not take the risk of rousing him on a subject so near the earth hav furnished. Ttley hav been env1roned 
his heart. I could rouse him, and did so inadvert· with these weird, nondescript intruders from the un
ently once or twice, on unimportant matters, but this explored realms, that hav haunted. harassed, and be
was altogether di:fhrent. 0.1 the Thursday I men· Jeaguered them day and night. Yat these are lvut 
tioned in his hearinu that I had j11st been called to some of the wonders revealed to us through the ma~
see a friend from N nthampton. " What did you velous powers, the undefined resources and susceptz
aay T" he asked. 11 Some N nthampton people hav bilities, of the nervous system. Many examples ar.e 
come to inquire after you," I replied. "Poor fel recorded in medical works by experts and FXpert
lows. ooor fellows," he said; and thenceforward be menters in testing the extent and pFculiarities of 
had N Jrthampton in his mind, and j 11et before I left this nerve force over the diseased and the healthy 

Charles .Bradlaugh. 
DIED JANUARY 30, 1891, AGED 57 YEARS, 

From eliS National Re.Jormer, 
011 Ftiday, J inuary 30 ,h, at half past 6 in the 

morning, my father died from uremia, following on 
Briga~'s disease. 

All is said when that is said, for that is the end. 
It is a hard task to write of what passed in the days 
before, but I hav been so harassed by friend and foe 
alike to describe his " last moments " that I fear lest 
my silence sllould be mistaken; and it -would ill be
come my father's daughter to shrink from any task, 
however hard, especially where it concerned him. 
Were it merely to gratify idle curiosity, I would not 
put pen upon paper; but for the friends who loved 
him, who worked with him, I would do much-even 
this, bard as it is. 

After his illness of 0Jtober-November, 1889, my 
father was never really wel1; but latterly, wiGh the 
bitter winter, be began to feel ill-a general feeling 
of depression and ill health. He worried very mueb, 
and had to work very hard to meet his money liabil· 
ititos as they fell due. 

Oa S•turday, Jt\nuary lO.;h,be had occasion to go 
out and instead of taking a cab as was his custom, 
wa~t by' the underground railway, thinking that the 
little walk between here and the station would do 
him good. Wnen I beard him come home I ran 
down to him as usual, and was struck with terror to 
see his face : he looked as bad as at any time during 
his last illness. After a little rest this passed away, 
but) not understanding the attack, he decided to see 
hili· physician on the Monday, and then we learned 
that he was suffering from hypertrophy of the heart, 
which of course, as I subsequently found out, was 
merely a sequela to tbA t.errible Bright's disease. 

Oa Tuesday night (l3;h) came the alarming. attack 
of cardiac asthma; buG on Wednesday morntng he 
got up at his usual early hour to work. He did not 
think himself so ill, and although he gave way to me, 
tbouaht me ov~r-car~ful when I asked to send for 
Dr. R•mskill. Dr. R1mskill told him that he would 
be better off in bed, but as this was not at the mo
ment insisted on he did not take to his bed until 
Thursday when, Mr. Bell having told me it was 
really a g;ave matt.,r, I put it to him. N 3ver was 
there a braver and more really patient man than my 
father ; and although not at the moment feeling the 
necessity. be gave way. 

01 Friday evening (JanU1Ary 16th) came the next 
heart attack and although I had powerful remedies 
at band and used them as I had been instructed, if 
the doctor had been three minutes later in bringing 
a still more powerful stimulant he would hav bMn 
too late. 0 a Saturday night an attack was averted 

· bv a timely use of remedies: on Sunday night and 
Monday morning there were two attacks, not so 
severe as that of Friday night, but lasting much 
longer. Then I had to call in a nur~e from the Bond 
street institution. Tuesday and Wednesday were 
better days-no return of the spasms of the heart 
and altogethE~r brighter. 

Thursday (22 ·) was the best day of all; I wrote a 
few letters ff)r him, he read his papere, did a little to 
his book on "L'bor and L\w," went over some of 
''General" Bootll's accounts, talked over his own 
money and other matters with mP, and generally 
passed a good day, quietly and without any ex,.itement, 
putting his papers down immediately when I vant
ured to suggest that he had done enough. That 
was our last good day, and every moment is vividly 
impressed upon my memory. He had troubled very 
much about t.he possibilities of his motion not com
ing on on the 27 ub, and was delighted when I told him 
D:. H•lDter was to do it. 11 Tile very man I would 
. hav ohoseQ " he said. Then later on : " Y "1 think 
I can q11ite 'rely upon Hunter doing itT'' "Q·rlte," I 
ans<~Vered, and then he ceased to trouble about it. 
"We shan't; carry it this time," he said, 11 but if we 
only get a good Tote I shall be satisfied." When it 
was rumored that Mr. Gladstone was ~to speak, he 
said: ." Well, if Gladstone speaks that settles it: 
the government will be bound to take it up; and of 
aourae they hold 'he maj :>rity; but I shan't mind 
that." 

The bad night of Thursday (22 J) left him wearied 
and depressed on Friday. 01.1 Friday night ~here 
came tba hemiplegia and its sub~eq 11ent uneonsetous · 
ness. 0 '1 S\turday I bad to get in the second 
nurse. Oa Saturday night the brain partially reoov· 
ered, but never again was my father wholly con. 
scious. Ha always knew me and always responde~ to 
my voice up till the evening of the last day ; but 
his mind wandered:· his "little book on .' L\\w and 
L\bor'" was "j·tst out"-be would find health in 
Rnother trip to Bombay and back-be would go to 
Loeb Long-he would fi,sh some "back :water"-

him to get a little lunch, he was anxious to 11 write human organism. . 
t.o Oampion to make an appointment for Monday." A viviQ one is the case of a healthy culprit, con
When I came back after a very short absence there demned to death, who was given over to medical fX· 
was a marked change for the worse, and I sent for perts for exPerimentation ar.d to ascertain the extent 
the doctor. In the evening his breathing beeam~> of nerve idluence on the vital forces. · 
very labored and painful to listen to, but about 10 He was properly secund, 'his arm bared and 
o'clock it grew a ltttle easier and was never again so fastened in position. He was told that his executicn 
labored as in the ea•ly evening. The doctor's omi- was to be Efftlcted by being bled to death. When, 
nous words, "Any relative or anyone who has a right with all the silent solemnity of the death chamber, the 
to know shot~ld be apprised of hia condition," struck vessel above the arin wae. so arranged that the wa~m 
a chill to my heart, although I already knew that he water could be felt runnmg from the supposed ID· 

was dying and had warned those whom it nearly con- cision in the vein, which was pretended to hav been 
ce•ned in the afternoon. made by a mock instrument used, and he could hear 

Alas! I was his last child, and I chose to keep the :fluid dropping into anoth~r vessel on the :floor, 
my terrible vigil by his side alone, save for the pro· the culprit felt and ''knew" his life was oozing away 
fessional nurse. To moisten his lips and wipe the with the loss of his blood. 
death d&mps from his brow was all that I could do The test.was continued, till he grew_so weak t~at 
now. Hfl l•v in a Rtate of con:.a from the early even- be really d1ed, from hemorrhage, but wtthout losm.g 
ing until 6 30 on Friday morning, when j ~st as the a ~rop of blood. His knowl~~ge that .he ~as to ~1e 
minute hand of hie watch touched the ha1f hour he thts way was so real, so posltlv, that 1t killed hl!n. 
drew his last breath. He received it from the action and authority of two 

It would seem needless to say that; he died as be of his senses, with the additional aid of that latent, 
bad lived, a consistent and conscientious Atheist, mysterious sixth sense, his credulity. In this ca~e 
were it not that the infamous word '1 recantation" the victim felt and beard the movement of the flutd 
h:&d already reached my ears, and before I had been in leaving his arm, and the knowledge obtained from 
fatherless for thirty hours I received written inqui- this limited and narrow source produced a fatal 
ries as to whether he bad not·ehanged his opinions result-a tendency all such knowledge is liable to 
on religiora questions during his illness. Kaowing produce and very, very often does produce. 
as I well do by bitter experience that there are eer- W.hat Spiritualist's knowledge could be more 
tain Christians who are utterly unBcrup~lous in what positiv and giv him greater assurance that he hRs 
they say about an Atheist, I hav taken the precaution intE~rcouree with spirits T. . . 
to procure signed testimony, from the independent Why should we be wllhng to be dece1ved by a 
and impartial witnesses who hav been in attend1n:ce clamorous testimony from one or two o! the senseR T 
upon him during this Jas~ few wefks, that he was And in aU these mysterious and questiOnable oases 
never heard to utter one word "either directly or about the existence of facts, why be so hasty, so 
indirectly bearing upon religion or any religious easily satisfied? . . . 
subj~>ct." . Wpy not wait for that more m~ubttable evtdence 

The funeral-a silent one, as my father washed- furDJahed by the concurrent testtmony of all our 
took place at Brookwood on Tuesday, Februarj 3 J. senses, by which we can ste, hear, touch~ and scent 
s-,me a~count will appe6r in Df'Xt week's National the spirits if their perfume is perceptible .to _the 
Reformer. HYPATIA ERADLA.UGH BoNNER. olfactories; then our confidence and cniluhty tn a 

misunderstood seduetiv nervous ii .tluence cannot so 

Spiritology. 

The confident and forcible article of W, L. Willis 
nn this topic, in 'THE TRUTH SEEKER of February 
14 ;b, to the Brother.bood or Moraltets, is one likely 
'0 arrest the attention and possibly hav an undue in· 
1l ,,.nee on the minds of some readers. 

There are other views of Spiritology that are quite 
as plaueible, if not more demonstrably true, than 
hi11, which it would be well to hav fUmined and con
sidered, that a too hasty and mystical j 11dgment may 
not be formod on this psychic~! topic. 

readily mislead us, often to our chagrin and humilia-
tion. . 

The healthy, normal action of all the senses is es
sential for the acquisition of real knowledge. 

Brother Willie assures us that he knows what 
affi ·ms, and that it is not simply belief. 

Thel!e spirit messages and evidences do not c"me 
or respond to the normal action of all the senses of 
a he&lthy, vigorous, critically observing man. The 
spirits need the dark, the abaence of robu~t doubt, 
passiv submission to conditions, to that flabby,·un
critical acquiescence which must be secured by 
eliminat.ing from the compa~y or circ'e th?e? persons 
who do not wish to be decetved. and retatnmg those 
who hav the servility to ~it in q 1iet, hopl:lful ex

be pectancy, patiently, till their .credul!t~ i~ gratifia~. 
Admitting that this attitude 18 reqlllstt IG to arimtt 
that the spirits can only pose, appear, or perform 
when shielded from the pre~ence of the observmg 
critic and when they can gratify 1 he passiv and har
moni~ue company or circle composed of this .n~gativ 
and doeil material. If the viQita of tho sptrtts are 
eodioed to the people of this 1l msy ty~e they~"! 
an,.wer for their amusement and inetrocuov, but 1t IS 
d· ffi mlt to 'Bee of what practical use they can be in 
the sterner works and walki of lifa, and to what ex-

E ten nearly ton years of attention and experience 
may be entirely too limited a period for one to ac· 
quire such positiv knowledge as he claims to enjoy. 
All the mysteries of the nervous system hav not 
been solved by centuries of study and investigat'on 
of experts and specialists. It has been abundantlv 
proved and it is establish<>d as a historical scientifi~ 
fact that not a few people hav known with great as
surance things as realities, positiv existences, that 
never had any beinq, And these delusions hav bad 
all the force and 'ffi uscy of absolute entities in work
ing out their fatal consequences. Millions bav liv~d 
and died with the assurance cf their verity, and that 
of their existence there was no poseibility of deoep· 
tion. 

Yet while Brother Willis is so confident of his own 
knowledge, he will not take the recorded testimony 
of this cloud of witneeses. 

Man j !let as honest, j 11st as sincere, and. j11:Jging 
from his statements, more intelligent and critical, 
hav had as strong an array of facts and evidence!! 
for their faith or knowledge as he ht~ produced, or 
can produce, for his knowledge. Yet they hav all 
been deceived. K lOWledge obtained without t.he 
use in acquiring it of all or the mej Jrity of the 
senses or from those who hav used aU their senses in arq1;iring it, combined with a wellf!trounded jud~· 
ment, formed from varied and ext~>nAlV past expert· 
enee, cannot be safely trusted. Such d~fec~iv and 
empirical koow'edge bas d0ne much mtscbtef. It 
bas led multitudes into extr~mes of ennduch that 
proved their ruilland led to untimely death. 

tent they can prove their own existence. . . 
There is much said about the phenomena of S ptrl h· 

ualism. The phenomenon in the case of th.e.cu•prit 
that was killed without the presence of sp1r1ts, and 
simply by the illusion of ~is. senses, shows ~o what 
extent people c~n be decetved ~y the obsess10g, ~e
·ceptiv, aod illustv control of a dtso.rdered, or errahc, 
undisciplined nervous systf'm. Satence has not been 
able yet to remedy this misforlune. . 

Some people can see and feel and kn~w tbtngs 
that are no~ cogn;z,ble to other mor? .wtde aw~k3 
explorers, even with £qu~~ol opportumttes, lacktng 
the proper, sensitiv, necessary nervous system. 
Tbe world has long had its· army of gbos~ ~eers, 
and the nervous disturbance prod.uced by c1 v!l1 z 3d 
habits will likely continue and Jnor .. sl'!e th111 SO· 
called spiritual intercourse. T. E. LoNGSHORE. 

DB. LEW'S G J A.NRS, president of the Bro?klyn Ethical 
Assor.h<tinn, wllllect.ure before the Newark L1beral League, 
No 177 Halsey street, corner of Mtuket, Sunday afternoon 
at 3 o'clock, on "Life as a Fine Art." 

• 
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~ommnnitations. 

"Sugar Will Catch More Flies than Vinegar." 
It will occur to the reader that I hav chosen a 

very popular text, and it can hardly be questioned 
that its advocates can claim for it inspiration. I am 
willing, however, to concede that it has the same 
right to claim inspiration that other sacred texts 
hav. If anyone should be inspired to take advantage 
of my concession I would nevertheless call in ques
tion the advantage which this inspired text is 
intended to suggest. The real value of a victory is in 
proportion to the results secured .by that victory. 
If the results are worthlesa, the value of the victory 
may be reasonably called in question. If it should 
be readily conceded that sugar would bring flies to 
terms more readily than would vinegar, it may still 
be an open question as to the value of the captured 
flies. It is thought by some that the true way to 
capture men and women so that their cooperation 
can be relied upon, is to m!lke them think that what 
we represent is not quite as bad as they think it is. 
By making concessions we can bring them nearer to 
our terms-by loeing sight of the intrinsio value which 
truth represents and at the same time calling policy 
to our aid and thereby enabling concealed trickery to 
play the winning csrd. And behold, the man is 
caught, the gentlemmn "walks into the parlor"
but as useieas therein as is the fly caught by sugar. 
There is really but one honorable course to pursue 
in the presentation of truth, and that course excludes 
all attempts to please or displease. Truth keeps no 
pay-roll. It has neither debit nor credit. n comes 
self.reliant, resting on its intrinl'lic value, its merits, 
only. That it is the truth is an. sufficient. It has 
been disgraced and brought into discredit a thousalid 
times by taking therefrom or adding thereto. It is 
not in need of going on dress-parade, as all attempts 
at dress deform it. It never encourages deformity, 
and hence has no dress. And it never will encourage 
or tolerate falsehood on the lips of those who wor
ship at its shrine. It is the enemy of all deceit, and 
holds in immeasurable contempt all measures which 
recommend it on the ground of policy. 

If anyone is offended at the truth, it is not the 
fault of that truth. If anyone is pleased at the truth, 
that only shows his good sense and impressibility. 
A man or woman won to our side through the truth, 
on account of the truth, is not an ever-shifting com
modity or uncertain quantity, but is stable, and you 
can build hope upon such a one such as will not fail 
in the time of need. There is no discovery for such 
a one to make which will jeopardize his or her alle
giance or render· their adhesion to the cause doubt
ful. But if they hav been won through a half
knowledge of the truth, and the other half made up 
through the sugar policy, they will in the time of 
temptation be as useless as are the flies caught in 
the same way. It is the truth that should attract or 
repel, and we may take it for granted that those 
whom the truth does not attract are-not needed in 
the ranks of honest conviction. An inspired or a 
semi-inspired advocate can perhaps afford to use de
ceit and prevaricate for the glory of God, but an ad
voeate of uninspired truth cannot afford to lie for 
God's sake, nor yet for the sake of anyone else, in the 
interest of truth. 

Honest conviction of what is true should never be 
on the retired list, neither should it be couched in 
the terms which designedly or undesignedly may 
mislead . as to its real meaning concealed, even if 
thereby tndorsement is secured. Conviction of truth 
half concealed in hopes that a favorable verdict may 
be rendered, is treason "gainst honorable conviction. 
When an audience is at its wits' end to determin 
what tpe orator or writer means, and will go through 
the process of mental cat-drawing to find out whether 
the orator or writer bas the truth at all, as honorable 
conviction, this is to hazard self-respect to say the 
least. While an honorable advocate of the truth is 
ever bound to honor his conviction on all needed oc
casions, he is under equal obligation to respect the 
honest conviction of all others, despising them only 
when they through policy seek to deceive or mislead 
and this we will indulge in only as we are willing t~ 
~ece~ve the s~e at the hands of others when we are 
1n bke condtbon, and thus admit the application of 
the old heathen rule, " Do unto others as you would 
t~at ot~ers would do unto you." Mr. Ingersoll in 
~~~ dealmgs with the public has fully demonstrated 
thiS fact-that honest conviction of the truth and an 
honest presentation of that truth demands neither 
deceit nor J?Olicy as the ground of its recognition. 
No attempt 1s ever made by this advocate to please 
or displease ; to do so is beneath the dignity of this 
honorable advocate. The advocate is of but little 
consequence in comparison with the truth which he 
utters. 

Truth does not demand acceptance on the ground 
of ei~h~r pleasure or pain, but only on the ground 
that It 111 true. Honest conviction is not a question 

,of pleasure or displeasure, but one of fact. It also 
11~eks expression in terms which exclude ambiguity. 
N J one needs to be left in doubt or forced to guess 
vJ.,~t !be truth means which the advocate presents. 

• 

No sacrifice of conviction, no meeting you half-way, 
as error and truth hav no terms of reconciliation. 
The honest seeker for the truth will not turn aside 
from the truth on account of ill report, nor on ac
count of the name or place from whence it came. He 
is anxious only about one thing, and that is, Is it 
truth! This question settled in the affirmativ, is all
sufficient. His allegiance thereto is not to be mis
taken. If the story of the supernatural is true, it i6 
folly in us to seek for truth in the natural, for the 
natural is an unstable quantity. The laws that· are 
revealed in it may hav no such meaning or revelation 
to-morrow. For all nature is on the tilt, and must 
ever fluctuate as the eupernatural movee. The dis
covered truth of to~day may be only error on to
morrow. The real conflict is on the line of the 
supernatural or the natural. Modern thought and 
reeearches lend their aid in support of the natural, 
while superstition, ignorance, and bigotry are on the 
side of the supernatural. 

The thoughtful will not long hesitate in chooe
ing sides, and hence we see that the entire trend of 
modern civilization is on the side of the natural, and 
while it may not deny the supernatural it lends its 
aid in support of the natural, seeing no chance, no 
need, for the supernatural in this universe. Hence 
the fixed allegiance of the scientist to the natural. 
There ie, in fact, no half-way ground on which the 
natural and the supernatural can meet. It may be 
more agreeable to some people to think that there.is 
at the head of the universe an infinit personality, 
man-like!', who has a feeling for them, and who, imag
ination affirms, has created these human beinge. We 
can readily see how this might eventuate in comfort 
to those thinking thus. But, as we hav said, it is not 
a question of pleasure, comfort, agreeableness, dis· 
pleasure, discomfort, or disagreeableness; but a 
question of fact, of trutb. None of these are factors 
in the determination of the . truth. An honorable 
conviction may please or displease another. Truth 
may please or displease. But its function is to jus
tify itself, and in the justification of itself it justifies 
everyone that accepts it. It does not plead for 
recognition on the ground of favor or disfavor, but 
upon the ground of what it is in itself. The truth 
should not be made offensiv, nor an honest convic· 
tion made such on account of an objectionable 
method in its presentation. 

This is very true, but this differs very widely from 
the object of this criticism. It is true that the truth 
may be made attractiv or repulsiv by the way in 
which it is presented. Neither of these are worthy 
of a count, and in neither case ought they to hav 
any weighty influence as to the reception or there
jection of the truth. Truth is worthy on its own 
account. I am decidedly in favor of having the 
truth presented in the terms which will make it the 
most attractiv, but do not wish that the truth should 
be compromised by the attraction or dress in which 
it is made to appear. The merit of truth must alone 
recommend it, and not its dress. The eminent point 
ever to be guarded, is, in no way to compromise an 
honest conviction, or the truth, by any concession in 
gesture, word, or act which tends to make the convic
tion stand for less than it is, or make the truth less 
than it is. To induce another to step on our plat
form by the sugar treatment, or win an inquirer by 
making terms of surrender less than the honest con
viction as truth demands, is a misdemeanor, hence 
we conclude that our text is no more trustworthy 
than are other inspired texts. I hold that the sugar 
treatment, in the field of science and truth as well 
ail honest conviction, is not the kind of treatment 
that has a promis of victory, such as people now 
demand. The sugar treatment is good in a gospel 
that has a heaven to giv, " won through guile and a 
lie." But in the gospel of science the sugar treat
ment is not worth a --- here or hereafter. Facts 
are the sole material out of which the structure is 
built. J~ H. BuRNHAM. 

A Communication the World Did Not Print. 
To THE EDITOR OP' THE WoRLD: The semi-weekly 

World has for some years past been paying its regu
lar visits to my rural home, and in the issue of Janu
ary 2nh I read nearly four columns of matter giving 
the theories of a number of clergymen concerning 
the second coming of Jesus Christ to the earth, 
which event they think is very near at hand. With
out meaning the least offense, the clergy are the 
employed attorneys for their respectiv sects and 
creeds. The people are the jurors in the box, whose 
function in the court of inquiry is, like that of the 
judge on the bench, not only to carefully hear, but 
impartially weigh, all the evidence in the case, and 
thus ascertain the truth, whatever it may be. 
Among the thousands of the World' a readers are 
many .honest and sincere men whose mi11ds may be 
perplexed by these theological cipherings. Therefore, 
on the maxim, A udi alter am partem, will you allow 
me to say a few words in your columns which may 
lead this class of doubters to see the truth and be 
satisfied in their own minds T 

There are three passages in the New Testament 
which clearly and authoritativly teach the doctrin of 
the second coming of Christ, because they are de-

clared to hav been spoken by Christ himself instead 
of any of his followers. The first is in the gospel of 
Matthew (xvi, 27, 28), and is in these words: "For 
the son of man shall come in the glory of his father, 
with his angels; and then he shall reward every man 
according to his works. Verily I say unto you, 
there be aome stand·ing here which shall not taste of 
death, till they see the son of man coming in his 
kingdom." 

I hav put the emphatic words in the quotation in 
italics, as I will the rest, to show. that the second 
coming was to take place in the·generation then liv· 
ing. That those who saw him face to face here 
would see him with the same eyes after his death 
and return to· the earth. 

The second passage is in the gospel of Mark 
(viii, 38, 39) : "Whosoever therefore shall be ashamed 
of me and of my words in this adulterous and sinful 
generation :- of him shall the son of man be ashamed, 
when he cometh in the glory of his father, with the 
holy angels. Verily I say unto you, that there be . 
some of them that stand here which ahall not taste 
of death till they hav aeen the kingdom of God 
come with power." 

The third passega is in Luke ix, 27: "But I tell 
you of a truth, there be aome standinq here which 
shall not taate of death till they aee the kingdom of 
God." 

Now for the argument based upon these passages. 
Ohriet eitlaer gave tbeee promises and assurances as 
stated by the evangelists, or he did not. If he did, 
then it is evident that he was mistaken as to the 
matter of fact ; for it is cenceded by all that, after 
his death, he did not return to the earth in the gen
eration then living. If he did not utter these words, 
·so plain and unequivocal in their meaning, then the 
three evangelists who record that he did were also 
mistaken and our faith in them as trustworthy histo
rians is consequently shaken. I think they were 
not mistaken, because the rest of the New Testament 
writings, except the fourth gospel, giv abundant evi
dence that the early Christian church were all daily, 
and even hourly, expecting the event to take place. 
Paul, although he had no personal acquaintance with 
Christ, as the other apostles bad, was so sure of the 
event that he did not expect to die at all, but to 
meet the Lord in the air, when he came with the 
angels to gather his living and resurrected saints 
together, and to prepare the world by the cleansing 
process of fire, for the setting up of his visible king
dom, the seat of government being at Jerusalem. 
The extremely ascetic ·and self· denying inculcations 
in the apostolic writings were all based upon the uni
versal expectation that the great day of the Lord was 
near at hand; and while in other times such things 
as marriage and business ti:ff!\irs of all kinds might be 
right and prudent, in _the then existing state of 
things they were wrong and imprudent. It was 
Paul's belief in, and his constant expectation of, hear
ing !'t any moment of the night or day, the sound of 
the archangel's trump, announcing Christ's approach 
'in the clouds of heaven, that led him to say to the 
Corinthian Ohristians those fatal words concerning 
marriage, which the laws of the Christian nations of 
Europe hav ever since used, to the dishonor and en
slavement of -woman : " So avoid fornication/ let 
every man hav his own wife." 

I said that the promis of Christ's return to the 
earth during the generation in which he lived and 
died, and recorded in the first three gospels, is not 
mentioned at all in the fourth gospel. This very 
striking fact is explained when we are told by the 
critics that this gospel was written in the aecond 
century, after all Christ's (lotemporaries were dead, 
and when his failure to return to the earth was 
apparent to all the world; and since the deification 
of Christ as the omniscient God manifest in the flesh 
was the object in the writing of this gospel and was · 
involved in extreme doubt by the fact recorded by 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, it was not alluded to in 
the gospel of John. 

The church remained comparativly quiet on the 
subject of the second coming of Christ for a thou
sand years, but in the tenth century the prophetical 
arithmeticians began their work, and found out that 
the end of the world, and the coming of Christ in 
person to set up his promised kingdom at Jerusalem, 
was to take place. at the close of the period then ex
piring. But when the Christians saw that Jerusalem 
and all the holy places were in possession of the 
Infidel Mohammedan power, they began that won
derful movement called in history the CrusadeP, 
which consumed parts of three hundred years in 
fighting, in order to rescue Jerusalem and prepare 
the throne of David for the occupancy of David's 
son, when he would fulfill the promis of his second 
coming. But he never appeared; and Jerusalem, 
from that day to this, has been owned by the Moslem 
power. Passing over other movements of the same 
kind elsewhere, we come to our own day, when Mr. 
Miller, an American student of prophecy, seemingly 
ignoring the words of Christ recorded by the first 
three evangelists, that his second coming was to take 
place in the first century; and not the nineteenth, set 
the time for the year 1843. Some of our cotempo
raries1 rivalillg the strong faith of the primitiv ChriS· 
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tian.s, believed in the time appointed, and waited, in I thoughts to our children ; tell them the truth as far 
a~xtous hope to welc,?me the1r returning Lord, and as we know it. There is 00 such thing as truth 
\\'Itn~ss the resurrectiOn of the dead. saints, and the corrupting the mind of a child if told in simplicity 
burnmg up of the world, the creat1on of the new and sincerity. But I want yo-d to " catch on " to the 
hea':ens and th.e new earth on~ of its ashes, and the idea that every reform has been met with the cry of 
gloriOus establishment of Ohr1st's kingdom at Jeru- "necessary institutions." The belief in a flat world 
sale!D. <;Ieorge Rapp, the founder of the Economist and a solid firmament was necessary. And to those 
Soctety, .I~ Beaver county, Penn_., and one of the who would teach otherwise, "Let him be accursed." 
best ~nd s~ncerest men who ever hved, was a convert A never-ending hell was a great necessity, the 
t'? thi~ fattb, and expected to use the great wealth whipping-post was necessary, and yet we find the 
his society had accumula~e4 to tr~nsport his followers more liberty the mo~e rectitude, the less restraint 
to Jerusalem when. Ohr.Ist s a!r~val there ,:would be and ~ictation the more expansion and Rrowth. Ed
announ.ced. He w1uted ID .anxious expectatiOn of the ucaiton elevates; panisbment degr11des. " Thou 
event till 1.847, when he dted. But he did not ex- shalt not" is ever answered with "I will." The 
pect to die. In his last sickness he said to his " spirit of revolt" in man's nature is really the basis 
attendant, who relates the fact, that if. he did not of his manhood. Religion has sought to abolish it 
f~el sure that ~e ~as b?und to present himself. and therefore religion has been a curse. Parents by 
hiS de•oted diSClp!es m person to Oh.rist at Jeru- the!r sut>erior str~ngth attempting to force upon 
salem he would behel"e that he was dymg. But he thell' children their own narrow views and ideas 
did die, and h.is "people," as he lovingly called them, would bav kept tbe world in darkness but the 
now ~educed m numbers to be~ween thirt:'! and for~y, " spirit of revolt," the ego of man, that rehgion bas 
are ~till on the lookout !or the signs of Ohrtst's second regarded as an imp of hell, is the true savior of the 
commg. Under the mfluence of the sentiment of world. 
religion what proposition i~ there in the whole Ob, comrades, encourage your children to think 
world that a ~an cannot beheve, and what deed is for themselvs ; counsel and advise, but, as you value 
tbere .. th~t he will not unde~take to perform T your child's advancement, never command. 

Be!Iev;ng we hav no real mterest that can ever be Let me dwell upon this paint. I believe it is of 
put tn Jeopardy by the t~uth, I respectfull~ su~mit yital importanc~. If our wrongs are ever righted, 
the above ~o those ~ho ~sh to satisfy thell' mmds Jf human equality and justice are ever established 
on the subJect of discusszon. A. B. B. among men, it must come through the proper in-

Enon Valley, Pa., Feb., 1891. struction of childhood. Do not think that because 
you m!'Y never hav had the advantages of school 

L tt t W k. education you can teach your child nothing. The 
e ers 0 or mgmen. child's character is in your hands. Think a moment 

domradee; l hav endeavored to impress j'Ou with what a responsibility is upon you. Do not farm out 
the belief that man has traveled down the ages with your charge. There is nobody like the· parent to 
absolutely no guide but the dim twilight from the teach the child. There is no precept like e:rample. 
"lamp of experience," or what the duke in the play If you hav bad habits, prepare to drop them now. 
would call the 11 sweets of adversity." Oountless lives If you cannot do this you should, at least, improve 
were sacrificed to gain a single fact, while the nature every opportunity to impress upon the young and 
of the fact was still unknown or grossly perverted. growing brain the evils of· those habits. The. phys
Maay fingers were burned in learning the nature- of ical and moral education should precede the intell0ct
:fi.re, yet the pain of the burn was a mystery still. A ual. We workers, who leave our home before the 
something was conceived to be in the fire that could little ones awake, are too much inclined to shift the 
hurt. This something in the fire, in the flood, and responsibility upon the mothers, and while I believe 
the storms unseen but powerful for evil, became that most children are more indebted to the mother 
gods or devils, and men became the slaves of their than the f"ther for any good that is in them, I be
own imaginations. Tyranny or slavery is ever the lieve the father has a wonderful influence in shaping 
state of the animal. Giv power to the slave and be tbe actions of the child. Ohildren imbibe the popu
becomes a tyrant ; deprive the tyrant of power and Iar error that the man is the real provider, and as 
he is a slave, and this rule or serve was also the state such has a respect the mother is denied. Beside~, the 
of early man. The first governors had f.llaves for vexatious cares of a household keep the mother too 
their subjects. The slave's loyalty would giv his often in that frame of mind which makes the prattle 
life for the whim of his master, as the dog will lick of children annoying. Oh ! if she could only under
the hand that beats him. The ruler prescribed the stand bow important to the young mind this same 
law, and the gospel and justice was the edict of the prattle was, I am sure she would not so contempt
master. Thus the beginning-ignorance, credulity, uously throw it aside. And then, the father coming 
and cringing obedience. Morality had no existence. home at night is too apt to forget or ignore the 
Excess was the only virtue. I say all this to impress demands of his child, but thinks his leisure should 
upon your mind the fact that man began wrong- be devoted to his pipe and paper, and after that 
that his belief, founded upon error, led him ·into the saloon. I know, friends; I hav been there. 
credulity; excess and misery led him to establish But, let me tell ~ou, it is all a matter of habit. 
institutions of slavery. I want you to feel that hu- Real enjoyment can be found at home ''teaching the 
manity is deserving of great credit for being as good yonng idea how to shoot." 
as we find it. And while I want you to wage war on For many years the slave of the habit of tobacco, 
institutions, I would hav you entertain the kindest I thought enjoyment was only under its influence. 
of feelings towar.:l our brother man and sister But to-day, poor as I am, speaking from a purely 
woman. We are but the product of evolution. As selfish motiv for happinese, I affirm wealth would be 
George W. Oooke says, "No man has a passing no consideration in exchange for escape from the 
fan~y that did not come out of some adequ1te and habit I once possessed. 
natural cause. The beliefs of men of every sort hav Yet it is not absolutely necessary for you to forego 
been the result of causes in man and nature to be t-hese "luxuries of habit" to rear the tender thought. 
found. There is no guess, no speculation, no theory, Devote a little of your leisure to your children. It 
but plain and simple demonstration from the facts of may be a little irksome at first, but by and by an 
primitiv belief." The ideas of a future state of interest is awakened. You will pursue the subject 
existence, of heaven, of bell, of gods and devils, with the keenest of pleasure. I say nothing of duty. 
were brought about by the very necessity of thought I don't like the word. With charity, it should paas 
and logic working upon false data. Questions into oblivion. Your own pleasure should be your 
arose in the mind of ancient man, as in the mind aim. Your own bapphiess will be your reward. You 
of modern children. With none to instruot1 tbev love your child; let your child understand it. Place 
formed their own conclusions. Orude and nonsen'- confidence in your cbild, and your child will bav 
sical, they were accepted as" proofs of holy writ," confidence in your smile, and- a smile rewards you. 
and a study of heredity convinces us that belief, Be cheerful, and happy faces welcome you. If your 
like "the trick of nostril and of lips, descends children do wrong, take them in your arms, tell them 
through generations," and becomes established as a you hav often done the same yourself. Let them 
type of men and races; and thus established it is feel that 11 we a~:e all but children of an older growth." 
clung to with all the tenacity of our nature. Go to your wife and children for counsel and advice. 

Faith, fanatic faith, once wedded fast Never engage in anything that affects their welfare 
To some dear falsehood, hugs it to the last. ·without their consent. Make your home your grand 

But the light of scientific truth iii slowly entering council-chamber. The trouble with us male bipeds 
the domain of the intellect, and the monsters of belief is, we hav inherited from " a long line of ancestors," 
are discovered to be but the illusiv forms of harm- reaching back to the monkey-man, an egregious con
less phenomena. And yet, like " greatness going ception -of ourselvs. We think we know it all; that 
off," it " rives the soul in parting." And all manner women and children are mere outfits taken on for 
of evil is predicted with the loss of our religious be- man's enjoyment and man's advancement; that 
liefs. And thousands now are giving their money to . woman bas but one mission in the world-as Tenny
propagate belief which in their hearts they know to son's man has it, 
be false, yet think a religious training necessary to The bearing and the rearing of a child is woman's wisdom. 
keep the young mind in virtue's ways. They some- Let us outgrow this animal propensity,· as 
how think religion necessary to morality. Think it well as the animal sense of possession, and greet 
out, friends: Does morality depend upon falsehood! our wives as co-mates and partners in life'l! journey. 
Is it necessary in the rearing of our children to play The time has come for woman to assert her rights 
the hypocrit, to teach them or allow them to be as well as man. She bas been the puppet o1 man's 
taught that which we do not believe to be true ? pleasure long enough. Let her assert the ego of 
No, friends, I am confide:n~ it is better to apeak our womanhood on an equal plme with that ot manhood, 

• 

Woman is not undeveloped man, 
But diverse. 

It is more than probable that 
Could we inake her as the man, 
Sweet love were slain. · 

Fear not, her wondrous love, with independence, 
will establish an individuality to regenerate the 
world, and love and liberty shall reign. 

Buffalo, N. Y. A. L. BALLOU. 

Unequal Taxation. 
Watson Kinderline in Solelhirl/, Pa., ·Club Journci!. 

As the proper adjustment of taxation is now occu
pying the minds of all taxpayers, the present is a 
.tHting time to discuss the many points at issue; and 
as no class of men hav greater cause to complain 
than the farmers, it would be well for them to state 
their grievances. · 

It is claimed that all taxes are exacted by govern
ments for the expenses of protecting said property 
from the encroachments of unprincipled men who 
might seek by force to dispossess rightful owners. 

We hold the deeds to our farms through the aid 
and protection of laws, and these laws are enforced 
by dlioers of our own selection, and whenever these 
officers are unable to fully protect the rightful owner, 
then the sheriff is authorized to call on the governor, 
who bas the power to direct military aid to insure 
justice to him who is being illegally dispossessed of 
hill property. The same mRy be said of all property, 
be it personal or real, and it is for this protection 
that taxes are assessed and collected. Our local taxes 
are expended both for our comfort and protection. 
Our county taxes go to sustain our courts, maintain 
our poor, and to pay the expense of our elections. 0 ur 
school tax is applied for the benefit of our children, 
having for its main object the equalization of the 
advantages of education among all classes alike. 
Our road taxes are expended for our safety, comfort, 
and convenience, and directly benefit the taxpayers 
most interested in the good condition of their roads. 

Admitting, then, that taxation is as necessary as it 
is unavoidable, the chief point at issue is, how shall 
these taxes be ftsseseed, so that impartial justice may 
be secured to all. While personal property of all 
kinds receives protection, and as the rights of owner
ship are maintained at public expense, why should it 
not be compe1led to pay its full proportion of tax? 

If we accept the statement of values as given in 
the public prints as true, we find farm real estate in 
Pennsylvania estimated at $1,180,000,000, while 
property, both real and porsonal, belonging to cor
porations, is valued at $2.342,000,000. The former 
pays nine mills tax, while the latter only pays three 
mills and yet bas twice as much property protected. 

It behooves us to inquire why this great inequal
ity in the rate of taxation. Why should farm land 
pay three times as much tax on property as is paid 
by corporations, when both are alike protected? 

There is but one way to equalize taxation, and that 
is to tax every species of property in proportion to 
its income and its ability to pay. As all receive the 
same protection in their ownership, why should they 
not pay proportionately for that protection 1 

Tbe great loss in the destruction of railroad prop
erty that occurred in Pittsburgh during the riot in 
1873 was paid br by the taxpayers of the county, and 
yet that county received but very little aid from 
tsxes levied and collected from the corporations, 
whose losses they were obliged to make good. All 
property, except that which belongs to the state or 
nation, should be taxed, and until taxes are equalized, 
assessed justly, and collected impartially, all protec
tion should be taken from those that shirk that 
duty. 

Ohurches of all denominations should pay for the 
protection they receive in proportion to· the value of 
property protected. As many take the precaution to 
insure against loss from incendiary fires and from 
thunderbolts, why should tbey ask to be exempt 
from paying · for police protection and for public 
highways T When the Nativ American riots occurred 
in Philadelphia, in which two costly churches were 
destroyed, the city was obliged to pay the losses 
incurred, and yet these same properties had never 
before or since paid any taxes toward the support of 
the protection they received. Taxes came with civil
ization, and protection became necessary as man
kind acquired private property. The farther man ad
vances from barbarism his needs and his necessities 
multiply, and with this new life come an increased 
cost of living, better facilities for travel, and new 
ambitions to gratify. The nearer he approaches his 
destiny, which is independent manhood, the more he 
will insist on an equality of rights and louder will be 
his demands tor just and impartial taxation. 

W.K. 

You shall no longer take things a~ second or third 
hand, nor look through the eyes of the dead, -
nor feed on the specters in books, · 

You shall not look through my eyes either, nor take 
things from me, 

You ahall listen t«;> .. n sides and filter them from 
yourself. · - Walt Whitman. 

• 
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proper department official. It does not matter, whep. the 
referee considers the question, whether the given publica
tion is merely ' obscene, lewd, or lascivious." Hit is simply 
indecent, he must exclude it or break the law. A transla
tion of a questionable book was, as a matter of fact, pre· 
sented some months since at the post-office in a Western 
city for transmission in the malls. It waa held and referred 
to this department. The assistant attomey.general, finding 
it indecent under any dt-tlnltion of the word, issued an order 
excluding It. To exclude the book was the simple duty of 
•he department. For myself I never dl~cuss the policy or 
wisdom of breaking the law, and the officials of the post
office department do not.'' 

Two weeks ago there was forwarded from this 
cffiae, by express, a volume of which the following is 
a copy of the title-page : 

THE 

HOLY BIBLE, 
OONTAINING TBE 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 
7R~NSLATBD OUT OF 

THE ORIGINAL TO.:-tGUES; 
AND WITH 

One subscription with one new subBCriber, in onere-
mittance ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

TuB FORMKB 
600 

TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND 

RBVISIW. 
One subscription with two new subscribera, in one 

remittance •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One subscription with three new subscribera, in one 

remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One subscription with four new subscribera, in one 

remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
A.ny number over 1lTe at the aame rate, invariably 

w\tb one remittance. 

IN THE 

7 00 

8 60 

10 00 

Truth Seeker Annual for 1891 
WILL BB AN ILLUSTRATED ARTIOLE 

By MUS ADA. CAMPBELL, 
BNTITLBD 

Side Lights on South Sea Missi()ns. 
In renewing your subscription to The Truth SPeker 

Inclose ~ ~ cents and the Annual will be forwarded as 
soon as issued. 

------~~~-------
A Bit ot History. 

:Probalily few Irish Oatholica are aware of the 
fact that their country was brought under the Eag· 
lish yoke by the cold-blooded avarice of nne of _their 
popes. :Pope Adrian IV. in the year 1156 issued a 
bull in favor of Henry II., of England, in which he 
exhorts that monarch " to invade Ireland, in order to 
extirpate the vice and wickedness of the nativs, and 
oblige them to pay yearly from every house a penny 
to the see of Rome." (See Hume's England, vol. i, 
p. 346 ) Hume. says the tribute was a penny from 
every house, but some historians, and also the Loyal 
American, say it was a penny per lj.ead. Home also 
says that this act of ecclesiastical robbery was ordered 
by Adrian III., but as the first two popes of that name 
had passed over the river Styx before the time of 
Alfred the Great, and the third Adrian followed his 
predecessors duriDg Alfred's reign, it is conclnsiv that 
Bume is mistaken. :Pope Adrian IV. was Nicholas 
Breakspeare, an Englishman, and it is quite likely 
that he was iDfiaenced both by a desire to aid Eng
land and to get boodle for himself. This act of papal 
treachery compelled the Irish slaves to annually pay 
the pope for the favor of being enslaved. Verily '' ht> 
that giveth to the poor Irish, lendeth to the pope." 

WATSON HESTON. 

To a Washington Offi1•ial. 
'Io Jomr W.A.NAMAKD, PosTMASTER GENERAL oF THE 

UNITED STATU: 

Dear Sir: Ia you,. ttnnual report for the fiscal 
year ending Jane 30 1890, you say: 

"The discussion of the anti-lottery bill and 1 he exclusion 
of certain litera•ure from the malls hav caused a good deal 
to be said during the past few months about a censorship 
of the ma'l8, so called ; and, lest people who believe in fair 
play and a j•tst administration of the law should find them
salve still misunderstanding the course of the department 
with rtference to these two questions, I beg to submit a few 
facts. It has heen explained elsewhere that the intention is 
to enforce the spirit as well as the letter of the anti-lottery 
aw. That ls also the purpose with re'erence to the laws 

regulating the circulation of indecent literature." 

After quoting the statute excluding indecent liter
ature from the mllilB, you add, under the heading: 
"TBB PJSTMASTER GENERAL OBLIGED TO AOT WHBN AP

PLIED TO. 

" It doPs not matter whether or not a given publication 
presented for mailing appears, by compl11lnt or otherwise, to 
a postmaster to be ' obscene, lewd, or lascivious,' if it does 
appear to be ' indecent.' He is obliged, In order not to be
come a law-breaker, to refer the questionable point to the 

.. 

NEW YORK: 
AMl!lBIOA.N BIBLE SOCIETY, 

DISTIIUrED IN THl!l YEAR li1DOOOXVI, 
1890 .. 

Up to the present time no acknowledgment has 
been received from your offiJe of the receipt of the 
volume, and this apparent neglect causes the follow
iDg inq•tiries to be made: 

Hn you received the book 1 
Hav you read the complaint 1 
Hav you relerred the "questionable point to the 

proper department offioial 1" 
Has the referee considered the point whether the 

given publication is " merely obscene, lewd, or las
civious ;" or, 

Has he considered the point whether it is " simply 
indecent 1" 

Has he considered the book beariDg in mind your 
definition of excludable matter, namely: " Any 
matter o1fensiv to modesty, or tending to subvert 
respect for decency and morality 1" 

Does he, or do you, think the passages to which 
your attention was called in the book sent for your 
examination fall under the terms of your definition 1 

If· not;, why not, as you pronounce the " Kreutzer 
Sonata" to be ''indecent under any definition of the 
word 1" 

If you or your assistant should find this book to 
be as objectionable as the other, would you or the 
officials of the post-office department " discuss the 
policy or wisdom of breaking the law" cited in your 
report 1 · 

If you do not act in this case, either pronouncing 
the book mailable, or excluding it, of what worth are 
your words declaring that the postmaster-general is 
obliged to act when applied to 1 Is not a bookdealer 
in New York as much entitled to a decision on a book 
as a publisher of Ohicago 1 

You need not be afraid of benefiting your com
plainant by drawing attention to this book, as he is 
not the publisher and does not sell the book, having 
respect for the laws enacted by so superlativly a wise 
body as Oongress at the instance of so pure and 
honorable persons as Mr. A. Comstock and his clerical 
Rnd baeiness friends. We shall make no ''thrifty 
bluster," to use your own words, if yoa decision 
should be adverse to the volume, being content to 
simply perform a public duty and to aid your de
partment in keeping the mails pure and the mail 
bags from rotting out through contact with filth. 

We solicit the favor of an ear1y reply. 

The Art Pharisees. 
The trustees of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

hav had exposed in • very t1factual manner th" hy
pocrisy of their plea for closing that institution on 
S11nday. Au enterprising reporter of the World 
is their Nemesis, and he baa found that the museum 
is open on Sundays-to the friends of th_e cffioers I 

The reasons for Sunday closing given by the 
trustees hav been three--that Sunday is a holy day, 
that donations hav been made to the museum wlth 
the condition of Sunday closing imposed, and that 
such opening would be too grPat a strain upon the 
employees. All of these reasons are invalidated by 
the fact, admitted by the offiaers, that it is their cus
tom to issue tickets of admission for Sundays, and 
supply them to their friends. • 

Two Sundays ago the World reporter seated him· 
self near the doors of the museum and watched 

these friends visit the place, and then tried to get 
in himself. The result and the information he ob
tained are thus related: 

"At 8:80 the World reporteJ;, having carefully observed 
the method pursued by the tP.n people whom he had seen 
enter the Metropolitan Museum, mounted the steps and 
touched the button. As he did so a small boy standing by 
him said to him : 

" ' That ain't open.' 
" He had hardly uttered the words when the obsequious 

servitor who had opened the door to previous visitors and 
refused otllers came-.out. He looked at the reporter through 
the glass storm door, which he then unlocked and opened 
about an inch and a quarter. 

" 'Is the museum open?' he was asked. 
"'No, sir,' said the man in livery. 
".But I FaW reople go ln.' 
"' Oh, they had tickets, The public are not. admitted on 

Sunday, only friends of the trustees or people they know. 
If you know Gen. De Ceanola or any of the trustees he may 
glv you a ticket.' 

"' no you hav many visitors of this kind here on Sunday?' 
"'Not a great many. It is q11let here on Sunday, and 

those who hav cards like to visit the museum, when they 
can see the works of art bet.ter maybe than on a week-day. 
Sometimes people who are only in the city for a day or two, 
who know the truateeR, come in on Sunday, when perhaps 
they could not come at anv other time.• 

" 'What do you do here?' 
"'Look after the door,' was the reply. 'Ihav strict orders 

not to admit anybody not provided with a card or accom
panied by one of the trustees.' 

" 'Do the trmtees themselvs ever come on Sunday?' 
"' Oh, yes. Sometimes they come with friends. General 

Cesnola was here this morning.' 
"'What do the other men do whom I see in uniform?' 
"'They are here,' was the reply, 'to look after the 

museum and.belp in the work.' 
"This guardian of the portal could not explain when 

asked how the Metropolitan Museum of Art could be both 
closed and open on Sunday, or what difference it made 
whether one or a thousand people were admitted so far as 
the conscientious and religious scruples of the trustees were 
concerned, He appeared to think that his bell"g on duty 
with several companions on Sunday at the public expense 
was 'an accommodation to the trustees,' but that to open 
the museum to the public might be ' a desecration of the 
l'abbath,' and much to be feared." 

Turning away from the doorkeeper, the reporter 
sought the president of tl;le museum, Mr. H. G. Mar
quand. Mr. Marquand was asked if the present sys
tem cf cards and attendants did not completely 
remove the moral oJ: j actions to Sunday openiDg. 

"That is true," said Mr. Marquand. ''You must 
remember that the trustees are in favor of opening 
the museum to the public on S11nday. The matter 
is even now under consideration, and I believe that 
before long something will be done. There are 
t':"enty-five sr more trustees. We feel that there is 
a strong sentiment in favor of opening the museum 
to the public on the Salb•th, and, if we can make 
the necessary arrangements cautiously and properly, 
it will be so opened. ~ut we do not like to throw it 
open like a meat matkst. I expect the matter to 
come up at the next meeting. There are a great 
many details to be arranged. I realize that there 
are more people who want to go into tbe museum on 
Sunday than there are others wishing to keep them 
out. 

"As re8flrds the cards issued by trustees permit
ting people to visit the Metropolitan Museum on 
Sunday I wish to say," concluded Mr. Marquand, 
''that when a stranger is passing through the city, 
somebody from Washington or the West or some. 
one perhaps who is about to leave for E11rope and 
who is anxious to see the works of art, that being 
their last and only chancP, and they apply to go on 
S11nday, we issue the card. But it is not common, 
and it is a convenience to the people receiving the 
card." 

A trustee to the museum who was seen later dis
posPd of the remaining ol j ctions heretofore made 
to Sunday opening. He said: "From a Sabbatarian 
atandpoint it makes no difference whether one person 
or • thousand go there on Sunday. It is a mistake 
to suppose that the museum eDjoys any legacies 
given it on the understanding that it should not be 
opened on Sunday, as I hav seen stated. The 
trustees would not accept such a br quest." 

It will be seen from these statements that the 
course of the trustees heretofore has been one cf 
evasion, hypo_crisy, and something closely akin to 
downright lying. They hav maintained their posi
tion by arguments and statements now admitted to 
be false, and they are in an unenviable position. 
They hav been enabled to keep the institution closed 
because the general public thought that it was 

· bolted, barred, and locked on Sunday solely because 
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of strict Sabbatarian views on the part of many of 
the trustees and friends of the institution who were 
putting their hands in their pockets annually and 
turning over to it large sums of money, on the 
distinct understanding that the Lord's day should 
not be desecrated by having the doors opened. 
Many people dissented from this view, but they re
spected the conscientious scruples of the trustees 
so long as they believed them to be faithfully ob
served. Now, however, this pretense is blown to the 
winds, and there is no longer a possibility of deceiv
ing the public. It may b~ humiliating to the phari
saical Sabbatarians to be detected,· but it is likely 
that the people will ere long be decided gainers by 
the exposure. 

----------------~ .. ~-------------
Sabbatarians in Calitornia and Pennsylvania 

The American Sabbath U aion is pushing its work in 
California and Pennsylvania, and brings a large amount 
of iL1lllence to bear upon the legislatures of these 
states. In the former state they ask for the enact· 
ment of a law as fallows: 

"Any person who, on Sunday, gets up, exhibits, opens, or 
maintains, or aids in getting up, exhibiting, opening, or 
maintaining any bull, bear, cock, or prize fight, horse race, 
circus, gambling-house, saloon, or any barbarous or noisy 
amusement, or who keeps, conducts, or exhibits any theater, 
melodeon, dance-house, or cellar, or pther place rf musical, 
theatrical, or operatic performance, spectacle, or representa. 
tlon where any wines, liquors, or any other intoxlcailng 
drink or drinks are bought, sold, used, drank, or given 
away, or who purchases any ticket of admission, or directly 
or indirectly pays any admission fee to or for the purpose of 
witnessing or attending any such place, amusement, specta
cle, performance, or representation, is guilty of a misde
meanor. 

"Every person who keeps open on Sunday any store, 
workshop, bar, saloon, banking-house, or other place of 
business, for the purpose of transacting business therein, ie 
punishable by fine not more than $50 nor less than $5. 

" The provisions of the last preceding section do not ap. 
ply to persons who, on Sunday, keep open hotels, boarding
houses, bat ber shops, baths, markets, restaurants, livery 
stables, or retail drug stores, for the legitimate business of 
each; or to such manufacturing establishments as are 
necessarily and usually kept in continued operation; or, ex
cept as to keeping open a bar or saloon, to persons who, on 
account of conecientious scruples, observe and conform to 
the provision of said last preceding section on a day of the 
week other than Sunday." 

At Sacramento, on the 11th instant, a bearing on 
the bill was given to its friends and opponents. 
The Rev. Mr. Thompson repreaented the Sabbath 
Union, and S. P. Putnam, president of the Oalifornis 
Liberal Union, spoke· for that organization. The 
churches were also represented, and the hearing was 
a lively one, Mr. Putnam being reinforced by officers 
of the Seventh Day Adventist organization and one 
or two liberal politicians. Mr. Thompson's speech 
was of the usual Sabbath Union variety, a plain per
version of the facts of the matter. The law should, 
he held, in the cause of religious liberty, secure to 
every man, however humble, the same privileges 
that are guaranteed to the president, the judiciary, 
and other branches of the government. People who 
want to e11joy religious liberty and equal rights 
should bav the protection of law, which many of 
them are not now permitted to do. The bill now 
before the legislature provides that all classes of 
business shall be placed on an equality, eo far as 
Sanday observance is concerned-no dism-imination 
was made against saloons or any other class of bus· 
iness. 

In reply to this distorted view, Mr. Putnam said 
that a Sunday law was in cot1lict with the federal 
Constitution, which guaranteed perfect religious lib
erty to every man. A Sunday law was mandatory 
and compelled persons to do certain things against 
their will. If a man wished to go hunting or fishing 
on Sunday, it was his perfect right to do so, or pass 
his Sunday as be pleased. Sumptuary laws are re· 
pugnant to the Oonstitntion. If a St1nday law ca"O 
be enforced, so can baptism, and so can any other 
religious system. There must be a total separation 
of church and state. If newspaper cftices are kept 
open on Sunday, or stationery or other stores, or if 
a man eees fit to go fishing or hunting on Sunday, 
that does not prevent other people from· passing 
their Sunday just as they please. It is no interfer
ence with anybody. Talking of" a Sunday law to 
protect people's health is absurd. People should be 
able to take-care of their own health. As well pass 
a law to make a man take pills, whether be wanted 
to or not. The advocates of a Sunday law could 
present no proofs in support of the assertion that its 
observance is necessary to health. As to the moral-

ity of the thing-that which it is wrong to do on 
Sunday it would be wro11g to do on any other day. 
All the arguments of the Sunday-law advooatelil were 
based on false premises entirely. 

Senator Carpenter, who followed Mr. Putnam, 
made the legal point that the constitution of the 
state prohibits special legialation, while the bill in 
question specifies certain avocations which it is pro· 
posed to prohibit on SllDday. He would like to bav 
some of those interested in its passage explain, if they 
could, how it was proposed to harmonize the provi
sions of the bill with those of the constitution. 
']!here was no reeponse to the senator's question. 

There were several speeches on each side, and 
the committee was kept up to a late hour. As yet 
they hav made no report on the measure. . 

In Pennsylvania the hearing was on Representativ 
Fow's bill to relax the strictness of the Sunday 
law of 1794. The Sabbath Union was represented 
by two ()fticers, but the Liberals had DO one to speak 
for them. Mr. Fow defended his bU1, and was as
sisted by other. representative. As in California, the 
result is not yet Jroown. 

It is plain, from the energy and fanaticism dis
played by the Sunday law advocates, that the people 
of this country will be forced to exercise a little of 
that eternal vigilance which is the price of liberty if 
they do not want to be dominated one-seventh of 
their time by the churches. 

General Sherman's Religion. 
The Rev. P. TT Sherman, son of the late General 

Sherman, a Jesuit priest, bas explained why " ext.reme 
unction," which is a Oatholio rite, was administered 
to his father. Hh statement is in three seotions, 
the first of which is: 

" My father was baptized in the Catholic church, married 
in the Catholic church, and attended tbe Catholic church 
until the outbreak.of the civil war. Since that time my 
father had not been a communicant." 

That is, General Sherman has not been a Oath· 
olio, but has been an apoitate, since 1860. That 
this is true is testified to by General Sherman, who 
wrote, "I am not, and cannot be, a Catholic." 

The second section is : 
"But he [General Sherman] always said to me that if 

there is any true religion, it is the Catholic religion l" 

There is but one conclusion from these statements 
and that is that General Sherman did not believe 
there is any true religion. And his further state
ment that be believed in a supreme power, but that 
belief was as far as his religion went, bears out 
this inevitable conclusion. Moreover, the statement, 
" If there is any true religion it is the Catholic relig
ion," is a common one among logical skeptics to 
Christianity; for if any part of that system of im· 
posture were true, the o~tbolics hav got the logical 
and consistent part of it, j 11st as the Calvinists hav 
got bold of the logical and oonsisten.t end of Prot
estantism. We hav beard General Sherman's state· 
ment made by avowal Infidels a hundred times. 

The third section of the R3v. P. T. Sherman's 
statement is : 

" A week ago to-day my father received absolution and 
extreme unction at the hands of Father Taylor. My father 
was unconscious at the time, but this fact has no important 
bearing, for the sacrament could be administered to any per. 
son whose mind could be interpreted as desirous of receiv
ing it." 

That is, when General Sherman was unconscious 
and could not object,_tbe church hastened to his bed
side with her rites, that she might in after yeare 
claim another great man as hers. The assertion 
that " the sacrament could be administBred to any 
person whose mind could be interpreted as desirous 
of receiving it" is thoroughly and openly Jesuitic. 
General Sherman meant that no religion is true, and 
the church interprets his remark to niean that Oa 
tbolicism is true ! Tortuous are the sinuosities of 
theology, and skilful is the church in following 
them! • 

Had General Sherman been conscious when the 
rite was to be administered to him, he would, un
doubtedly, bav said to the priest what be said to a 
pious woman who sought to entangle him with her the 
ology, taking advantage of his good nature in stand 
ing godfather to a child named ·for himself. When 
the baptismal ceremony had been performed, the 
godmother said to the general : "Now, we bav prom
ised to teach this child the Lord's prayer, the Oreed, 
and the Ten Commandments. We hav been arrang
ing it so that the father shall teach him the Lord's 

prayer, I am to teach him the Oreed, and the Ten 
Commandments fall to your lot." 

"Taere are elevBn O.>mmandmsnh, mtdam." 
"What I Eleven Oomm!mdments? Why, what 

do you mean, general T T a ere are only ten Com
mand mente !'' 

'· Y dB, madam; there are eleven, and the eleventh 
is, Mind your own bu·dness." 

Tae R Jman O.ttholio cburoh does not appear to 
advantage in her swooping down upon a dying 
man, and the explanation of the Rav. P. T. Sher
man, Jesuit priest, does not add to her glory. 

Editorial Notes. 
Wrr.TIAM HA11T, Kirksville, Mo , author of "The Candle 

from Uader the Bushel," who with several members of his 
family was badly ivjured at a fire which consumed his store 
and stock of jewelry, writes us that through the generous 
ps.tronage of the readers of TaB TRUTH BEKKER, whose at
tention to the calamity we called at the time, be has received 
orders for a great many copies of his book, and his finances 
are agreeably easier. He still suffers from the accident, be
ing un& b'e to walk, but the bones in his broken leg are unit
ing slowly. He desires to thank the friends who hav ordered 
his book and those who hav Ppoken well of it in the press. 
"The Candle from Un<lP-r the Bushel" sells for fifty cents. 

TBB Freeman's Jou,.nal a11d Catlwlic RPgistiJ1" says: "It 
must be borne in mind that Protestant misSions all over the 
world are proved and acknowledged humbugs. Bishop 
Taylor, of England, the head of such affairs in Africa, said 
as much when be intimated that they were failures, though 
his office prevented him from going to the root of the dlffi. 
culty. The two German explorers, who hav a better knowl. · 
edge of Africa than any other thousand men in the world, . 
Baron Wiemann and Emln Pasha, both· Protestants, hav 
stated the same fact in plain language. Lord Macaulay 
states in his memoirs and letters that the Iadlan Protestant 
convert was usually a liar and a thief." And the Protestants 
speak similarly of the Catholic missions I 

TaB acting governor of Alaska ls thus described in the 
Alaskan by a missionary writer: "We hav cause to rejoice 
In another fact, and that is, that we bav another most effi
cient laborer, commissioned by the Lord Jesus Christ and 
therefore eminently qualified by the gifts and p:races of his 
spirit for mission work-! refer to our friend, Judge Peck
inpaugh. The judge needs no one to Jay hands on him, 'to 
stir up the gift that is in him;' for the fire always burns and 
he is a Boanerges. His trumpet glvs no uncertain sound. 
You will always find him on the side of right, standing by 
his guns with hls fiag fiying. I should try to say something 
in his praise, but be needs it not; for his face shines, and it 
is Sf If-evident that his soul is pure gold, well refined. He 
conducts a. Bible clas~ for the naUva every Sabbath, using an 
interpreter. The school-room is filled to ovetflowing with 
adult native who hang on his words and drink the truth as 
the desert sands drink the dew. He is also activ in every 
good work in the little church for whites downtown. A 
sincere, loving, genial friend and neighbor; a gentleman in 
the true sense of that word-thank God and President Har· 
rison for sending us Brother Pecklnbaugh I" 

THAT the Catholic church is ever and always a political 
as well as religious organization, scheming for its own pecu. 
nlary and political welfare is again clearly shown by two 
paragraphs in the Oathfllic Re11lew. Ooe relates to the reci
procity treaty with Brazil, and the Re'Diew concludes: "It is
not too soon, therefore, for the Catholics of the United 
States to determin how far their influence shall be a factor 
in our new relationB Catholics may rest assured that Prot
estant thought and Infidel opinion will exert their power to 
gain what footholds opportunity may present. It ls our 
duty, therefore, as American Catholics to awaken within 
our ranks a mutual interest for South America in every way 
possible." The other is on the recent election in Spain: 
"The Conservativ or Catholic party has been triumphant in 
the elections of Fpdn, and for a time peace is assured to that 
oft-distracted nation. The character of the elections is such 
as to let Catholics clearly understand where the dangers or 
the future are likely to spring. The rural constituencies 
were overwhelmingly Conservatlv; the cl"y prpillations 
were more divided and cast their votes for Sociall~m and 
Republicanism. The Conservativ propaganda should there. 
fore be carried on In the large cities with vigor." And still 
another In the B<lme line is this on Italy from the Freeman's 
Journal: "The interesting dilemma in which Italy is now 
placed, naturally brings up a subject we hav already dis
cussed. It is the possible iufluence Catholics might exercise 
in shaping the ministry it they decide to take part in the 
parliamentary elections. About half of those q•1alifled to 
vote did not Approach the polls in the last election ; and it is 
fair to assume that the great majryrlty of the abstainers were 
il'fiuenced by the commands of Pius IX, renewed by Leo 
Xlii. Sup?OBe that prohibition were now withdrawn, as 
the great majority of loyal Italian Catholics desire it to be. 
Suppose a new election were made necessary, and we believe 
that such will be the result of the present complication. A 
large part of the government votes at present consist of 
those who are directly or indirectly dependent upon a bu
reaucratic center. There are teeming thousands of petty 
officials ln. Italy, and they are not only supposed to vote as 
told tbemselvs, but also to infiuence their relatlvs. With a 
dissolved ministry this insidious power would be removed, 
and many thousands would recover the courage to vote 
accordin!Z to their consciences rather than their pockets. 
Thus it would be pos9l le to form a Catholic cabinet." 
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GRAND Couu:a:, WASH., Feb. 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I received the '' Pictorial Text. Book , and 

the " Humboldt Library" all right. The picture book is the 
best thing out. It will knock more superstition to the square 
inch than any book of printed matter, as any fool can read 
the pictures. I am well pleased with the " Humboldt 
Library " volume, and think it a valuable work. 

J. H. LAFOLLETT. 

HANNIBAL, Mo., Feb. 15, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Orten I hav been thinking seriously why 

our lead,ing Liberal papers do not make it a rule to compel 
contributors and correspondents to sign their names in full 
to their articles for publication. Invariably I hav made it a 
rule, and I am not alone in this, to skip such coinmunica. 
tiona. Brother Liberal, be bold, come out and do not hide 
your light under a bushel. Let us hav your name and ad
dress if you expect us to read what you write. 

F. H. RAU. 

Lm:a:BAL, Mo., Feb. 4, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for TRUTH B:a::a:x:a:n 

ANNUALS for 1891. I hav tried, and failed, to get subscribers 
for TH:a: TRUTH S:a::a:KEB, and for the '' Freethinkers' Picto
rial Text-Book," but I did make out to get four subscribers 
for the ANNUAL. I hav taken TH:a: TRUTH B:a::&:KEB ever 
since I first saw its grand old founder at the Woolcott con
vention, and bav bought a good many of the books, and I 
am now compelled to part company with you by my poverty. 
We are very sorry to part company with TH:a: TRUTH 
S:a::a:x:a:n, but, Good-bye. Josl!PH FRITTS. 

Eun:a:KA, CAL., Feb. 7, 1891-. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just read "Vacant Land Ownership," 

by J. K. Ingalls. It almost made me sick at the stomach. 
When will theorists ever get sense enough to stop writing 
for newspapers until they know what they are writing about? 
Let Ingalls come on this coast, where millions or acres of 
good land are waiting for somebody to come and take them, 
and he will soon find that idle people do not want vacant 
land; it is cultivated farms they want. In other words, 
they want to reap the benefit of other people's labor. 

ROBB:BT GUNTHB:R. 

CHB:HALIB, WASH., Feb. 3, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: I find that my subscription for the dear old 

TRUTH B:a::a:x:a:n has about expired, and not wishing that you 
stop sending the same, I remit. I cannot do without it. 'It 
seems to be a neceBBity-so newsy, ever watchful for the lib
erties of the people generally and individually for their goOd, 
informing its readers of all the doings and actions of the sky
pilots to chain and enslave the people by enacting laws to 
force them from believing in common sense or reason but 
to believe with blind faith in that old heathen Bible as the 
word of God and they as his prophets, priests, and rulers. 

N. B.UBY COFFMAN. 

BARB:&:, MAss., Feb. 18, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : I am surprised that W. L. Willis should say 

in TH:a: TRUTH Snxu of February 14th that the Brotherhood 
of Moralists hav pledged themselvs not to investigate spirit 
phenomena nor allow, if possible, anyone else to do so. It 
is a false statement. Why will anyone permit his prejudice 
to run away with his truthfulness I 

His instructions how to form spirit circles are amusing. 
They are forty years old, and out of date. The victims then 
practiced these rules on " clean " tables and were caught, 
the same as he was caught only ten years ago, and poor 
Walser, of Liberal, Mo., was caught at a more recent period. 

May truth and good sense save him, for I can't. 
ELLA E. GmsoN. 

BASTROP, LA., Feb. 11, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: I am in receipt of your last edition, and as a 

new subscriber for your estimable paper and comparativly a 
young member of the American Secular Union, I must say 
that I hav enjoyed reading the contents, and admired Wat
son Heston's pictures especially. Keep on with the good 
'J'7ork in exposing the follies and humbugs of the so-called 
" Christian church" and in fighting for the separation of 
church and state, and I hope the days are not far o:lf that 
every cathedral and every acre of church property shall be 
equally taxed with saloons and dives. Do not the churches 
produce as many Ignoramuses and idiots as the saloons do 
drunkards? Atd as the one is as bad as the other to any 
community, why not tax the church as well as the saloons? 
Inclosed find twenty-five cents for the TRUTH B:a::a:x:a:n 
ANNUAL of 1891. Yours for church taxati0n, 

!GNAOB: GLABRB. 

TAN:&:Y, IDA., Feb. 2, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : I am a Freethinker, and firmly disbelieve in 

the dogmatism of Christianity, which some style as God's 
inPpired word. Let me say right here that my writings are 
just as near God's inspired word as those we find in the 
scriptures, only more truthful and less injurious. We some
times hear of an cccasional Jesus being born in our time, 
who comes as near being the son of God as the on5 some 
eighteen hundred years ago, only born of a virgin who had 
been overshadowed by a preacher. And still they say we 
must believe that wonderful book called the Bible or forever 
be damned. Who wrote the scriptures? I would answer, 
men who were very ignorant and superstitious and UI 
informed in scientific knowledge. And its teachings do not 
harmonize with the facts and teachings of nature known to 
be true. I was talking with a Christian the other day. He 
said he believed the Bible to be God's inspired word, 1 

asked him if he believed in a hell, a lake of fire and brim
stone, where all sinners would go. His answer was, No, he 
did not believe in a hell at all. I asked him if he believed 
that Jesus took two thousand devils out of one crazy man, 
or enough to enter as many swine and .cause them to rush 
over a precipice and plmlge in the sea and drown. Well, he 
said, he dilln't know. Poor fellow, that is just the way with 
thou!ands. They do not know what they are believing· ln. 
They hav been taught from childhood that the Bible· is so 
and they think or course it must be so. H the world could 
only hav the millions of dollars that it uses to support its 
priests and preachers in keeping the world in darkness slid 
ignorance, and this amount of money used for schools, every 
person might receive education enough so they would be 
raised from darkness, and know what they are believing in 
at any rate. But Christianity from its birth has fostered 
ignorance, superstition, and falsehood. It has retarded edu
cation and science in this world generally. 

N:a:LBON Rl!QUA. 

T:a:RB:&:LL, T:a:x., Feb. 2, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: We havjust had a·four days' debate between 

Mr. 0. A. Phelps, Liberal, and Rev. Mr. Riall, pastor of the 
Christian church of this place. It resulted in a sweeping vic
tory for Liberalism. It caused many Liberals to come ·to 
light of whom we did not know. We had the best audience 
ever assembled in Terrell on any occasion, and many were 
turned away for want of room. The debate has done us 
more good than all the lectures we ever had by visiting lect
urers. One reason is, the splendid audience seemed ·to 
arouse more enthusiasm. Mr. Phelps is a gem. He capt
ured every unprejudiced person, and the church people 
think better of him than they thought they would. He: is 
gentlemanly, full of zeal, and has the fire that is necessary 
to win. He . has an appointment to debate on the 17th at 
Penton, Tex., with a Baptist preacher. Much interest :is 
awakened, a thing so neceBBary in • Liberalism. Mr. Riall 
defended his cause manfully, and hiLs done hlmselr much 
good for the courage he had. The loss is from the self· 
righteous who think their cause too good to be criticised, but 
cause others to think they are wanting in ability and cour• 
age to defend it. lfespectrully, T. C. GLAss. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., Feb. 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I send this obituary : Died at Washington, 

D. C., on Jan. 28, 1891, Jacob Wolrsteiner, of Bavaria, 
Germany, in the seventy-sixth year of his age. Deceas~d 
was born and brought up as a devout Catholic, but changed 
his belief· entirely during the revolutionary period of 1848, 
and fled to this country'ihe following year. He was a true 
friend of, and enthusiastic worker in, the cause of Free
thought and reform. In 1872, after eleven years of govern
ment service, he retired to private life and took an actlv 
interest in all the living issues of the day. The funeral serv
ices ·at the residence were simple but impressiv, commenc
ing with Mo.zart's Prayer froiD '' Cosi·Fan Tutte," finely ren
dered on the organ. In place of the usual divine, one of the 
deceased's friends stepped to the side o! the casket, enriched 
only with an emblem, "At Rest," a beautiful floral pillow, 
and a sheaf of wheat, and delivered the funeral address :fn 
the German language, first reviewing the life and character 
of the deceased, and closing with a short but able discourse 
on the Religion of Humanity. According to the last wishes 
of the deceased, the ·remains were taken to Baltimore, Md., 
and cremated in the Loudon park crematory in the pres!lnce 
of the relative and a large number of friends, including sev-
eral prominent physicians. 0. L. WoLFsTEIN:a:B. 

!PAVIA, ILL., Feb. 9, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Hon. John E. Remsburg; of Kansas, was 

with us on the 3d inst., and spoke to about one hundred 
persons. His subject, grand Indeed, was Thomas Paine. 
Those present, even those tinctured with Christianity, were 

.carried away with the masterly and scholarly manner iin 
which he h&ndied the subject. One gentleman said, " If our 
ministers~knew as much of Christ as Mr. Remsburg does,of 
Paine, and if they would or could use as beautiful language 
and avoid abuse as he did, they would convert the world"
just what Paine is doing through Ingersoll, Remsburg, and 
other disciples. 

Some who heard Mr. Remsburg do not agree with him
because they hav not read as much history-but they admire 
him as a man, and a great •many are sorry they did not 
attend the meeting. The papers here praised him for his 
beautiful tribute and manly sayings. Remsburg had no con
demnation for any candid belief, and beautiful words !of 
praise went out to those who hav different views, if honest. 
ills comparisons of Paine and his maligners were unique 
and truthful. All who hav a chance to hear him should not 
fail to do so, for his brain is ricb in thought, fertil and invit
ing in sentiment. Truth is what the people want, and what 
as their minds grow they will hav. The speakers or truth 
hav always been slandered and persecuted, but truth w:lll 
shine like fixed stars long after the manly lips that spokei it 
are cold in death and the slanderer and persecutor hav sunk 
into lnslgnlfl.cance. C. B. RANDOLPH. 

NoRTH Aun:a:LIUB, MmH., Jan. 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Not seeing anyone has written anything from 

this part of the devil's heritage, I thought I would scratch a 
few lines to you. I think I can see in this section where I 
liv that the people are getting more Liberal than they were 
twelve years ago. I hav had a great many talks with my 
neighbors since that time on the subject of religion, and they 
hav got so that they wlll not say much about this religion. 
I made one of the preachers acknowledge in my house that 
the old Bible is a forgery, and also acknowledge that the 
written account of Moses's death must hav been written by 
some one else. We had a long talk. We did not di:lfer 
much. He was quite Liberal in his talk: I liv about one 

mile and a half from the Baptist and Methodist church 
combined. Some of them think that I am a very bad man, 
and I presume I am, like the rest of Infidels. The preachers 
do not come to my house very often. Some of my neighbors 
try to get them to come and tll.lk with me, but they wlll not 
come. They tell them that I will not abuse them in talking 
with them,· but they do not come. I was invited not long 
ago to speak before the Patrons of Industry at the school
house. I told the committee if they wanted me to speak on 
the subject of equal taxation I would do so, and they said 
that was just what they wanted, but some did not think that 
I wouid go in for taxing all church property. I tell you 
that some of them were very uneasy in their seats, but they 
did not leave the house. I hav found out since that as a 
general thing I was well liked. I am not much afraid of 
them. 

I want all the readers of your valuable paper that belong 
to the Farmers' Alliance to ·write what is going on, so we can 
all keep posted. I read very-carefully that small article by 
Mr. John W. Abbott. I think I shall get before the Fatmets1 

Alliance before long, and speak on equQl taxation or all 
church property. Josl!PH LAK:a:. 

C:a:NTBALIA, KAN., Feb. 8, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Allow me space in your valuable paper to 

correct or contradict the statement made by your correspond
ent, Mr. Wm. B. Lewis, of Mound City, Kan., in your last 
week's issue. He says in his article that Prohibition pro
hibits in Kansas, except only in a few cities like Leaven
worth, Wichita, etc. Mr. Lewis's statement looks very 
absurd to a citizen of Kansas, and is far from the truth. ·on 
the contrary, I am hold to say Prohibition does not prohibit 
in Kansas, and I will giv you a few facts to prove my asser
tion. At the fair held in Atchison last fall there were many 
saloons run openly·In the city, without the customary green 
screen up at the door. On the fair-ground there was a large 
stand where eight men were kept busy dishing out beer to 
the thirsty crowd. At the reunion of old soldiers held in 
Topeka last fall there was beer sold within two blocks of the 
capitol. I speak from personal observation. Mr. Lewis 
would only hav to visit any railroad depot in northeastern 
Kansas to satisfy himself of the falsity of his statement. 
All a person has to do in Kansas is to send his hard-earned 
money to Missouri and his order is speedily fl.lled, either for 
beer or whisky, and by the empty beer cases and kegs 
around the. railroad stations it looks as if Prohibition did not 
prohibit by any means. I will state that I am opposed to 
the saloon and consider it a curse wherever it is allowed to 
exist. I am also opposed to hundreds of thousands of dollars 
going out of the state of Kansas, as they now do, eveey year 
for whisky and beer. I think it would be much better. to 
hav an optional high license and allow every man and woman 
over twenty-one years of age a chance to vote whether they 
would hav a saloon in their town or not. Mr. Lewis speaks 
of a new party in Kansas. Does he mean the Prohibition 
party? I will state for his benefit that the vote polled in 
this place last election was over three hundred and there was 
barely one Prohibition vote cast, and this is a first.class or
thodox town, I am sorry to say, with two churches running 
in full blast the year round. I will ask if Mr. Wm. B. 
Lewis is a subscriber to the grand old TRUTH B:a::a:xu. The 
reason I ask the question is, his article looks very suspicious 
to a Kansaslte, and sounds more like a good Methodist than 
a Liberal. Yours for truth, A. H. BoNBT:&::&:L. 

BAN Qu:a:NTIN, CAL., Feb. 10, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Through the kindness of Brother Wood I 

hav had the great pleasure of enjoying a feast by reading 
your most worthy paper. In my opinion the name should 
be changed to" Truth Speaker," for it contains more solid 
truth than any paper I know of. It is a pity that we hav not 
more of the same kind in this great country. But rest as
sured of one thing, and that is this, the copy which finds its 
way every week to this hotbed of crime is like a ray of sun. 
shine to many of the benlgkted, priest-enslaved minds who 
caught their first gleam of reas9n's pure light by hearing 
words of truth read by either Brother Wood or myself from 
the columns of your free and brave little paper. 

In the hopes that I may awaken some sleeping mind 
through the columns of THB: TRUTH Bx:a:x:a:n by a few ideas 
plainly expressed, permit me to state, I am an Infidel not by 
reason of having read Infidel works, such as Paine's "Age 
of Reason," Voltaire's works, or, in fact, any work on Infi
delity, but I became an Infidel by studying the Bible. And, 
as previously stated, I hope I may awaken some poor be· 
nighted mind by a few remarks and quotations from this 
greatest of impositions. I expect to be damned by many of 
the so-called Christian fraternity when I say, all gods, all 
religions, all Bibles, are but the creations of man, and are the 
tools by and through which priests and preachers hold their 
subjects willing and voluntary slaves. Religion does not 
appeal to reason, common sense, or the laws of nature, but 
it does appeal to man's superstition-his weakest part, the 
twin sister of ignorance. Once dispel man's superstition, 
and that moment religion wraps her dark robes around her 
and beats a silent, reluctant retreat. If men and women 
would sit down and study the Bible as they would any other 
book, they would soon detect behind its golden promises the 
cunnhig hand of the priest. But no, they leave that to the 
priest or preacher to do for them, and the result is that not 
one in every twenty thousand has ever read a chapter of the 
Bible in his life. It is to all such I wish to address my re
marks. First, let me say that the-whole Christian edifice 
stands upon the truth or falsity of the first book in the Bible, 
to wit, the book of Genesis. If it is unauthentic, and conse
quently unreliable, of what value is the whole book? None 
whatever, because this book tells us who made the world, 
and how long ~ time it required to make it. It tells us how 
man was created, and what was required of him by his ere. 

. . ~ . - l 
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a tor. In fact, it purports to giv us the history of the entire 
creation, and claims this knowledge to be imparted to man 
by the. creator himself. Is this true ? Emphatically I 
answer, no. 

Now, reader, let us look into the book ltselt, and ponder 
well as we read. It says, "In the beginning God created 
the heavens and the earth." What does this prove? Well, 
my dear readers, it proves that the author lived in the pres

. ent tense, and was speaking of an event _in the past tense
this, and nothing else. Consequently he knew as little 
about the beginning of creation as we do, which Is more 
clearly proved by the subsequent verses. He tells us the 
earth was without form and void. Then how did it exist? 
and why designate a non-existence as an earth? Again, he 
tells us, "And darkness was upon the face of the deep." 
Deep what? Deep air? Ah, no, for in the next line we are 
told that the spirit of God-not God, but the spirit of God
" moved upon the face of the waters;'' thus leading the mind 
of man to infer that boundless space was filled with water, 
in which the earth was created and submerged. Think of 
it, ye sages, would a publisher of this age be so unmindful 
of the reputation of his house as to dare publish such an as-

. sertlon In the face of the present sciences? Let us look a 
little further. "And God said, Let there be light, and there 
was light." (He did not make the light, but commanded it 
to appear;) And we are also told that" he divided the light 
from the darkness." How did they get mixed ? '' And the 
light he called day, and the darkness he called night, and 
the evening and the morning were the first day." Now, 
please remember, the sun has not as ·yet been created. This 
great event, or feat in legerdemain, was not performed 
until the fourth day. Now, the question is, What consti
tuted the first llght? from whence came it? and whither did
it go? It could not hav been the sun. Do we not know 
that without the sun there would be darkness ? In fact, its 
absence creates our nights, and without its presence life, 
whether animal or vegetable, would surely die. 1: et this 
book tells us In chapter i, verses 1 and 2, that the earth 
brought forth grass, herbs, and trees at word of command. 
To prove that the whole space was filled with water, we are 
told in verses 6 and 7 that God made a firmament, or said, 
" Let there be a firmament" In the midst of the waters. What 
for ? Why, to divide the waters_ from the waters. '' And 
God made the firmament and divided the waters which were 
under the firmament from those which were above the firm
ament," etc. 

Just think of it I Does it require a man with a college 
education to account for such balderdash as this? No; 
that poor ignorant author thought when he saw the rain 
falllng in torrents that there was as much water above him, 
held in subjection by the great curtain of blue, as there was 
around him on the earth. He knew nothing of the law of 
attraction. He never saw a dog-sun In his life, and if he 
had he would not hav known what it was. He was tot'llly 
ignorant of every science now known to man. He lma~lned 
the stars to be so many luminous. headed spikes, by which 
the firmament was held in place. His entire knowledge of 
astronomy is embraced in five words,·" He made the stars 
also." Think of God's great knowledge! Why, my dear 
readers, this author could only speak of what he saw, not of 
what existed, consequently the whale is the only fish spoken 
of in the whole fish creation (see verse 21). This author 
tells us that God made everything before he made man ; in 
fact, he came near forgetting man altogether ; notwithstand
ing he is the first historian of. the creation (and there are 
several,· as shown by this book), yet he does not even hint at 
the manner of our making, or even giv us a name, but leaves 
that to the second author, whose history begins at the fourth 
verse of the second chapter. Now, please note the difference 
between these two accounts. This author, No. 2, has a 
great imagination. He tells us that God made the plants 
and herbs before they grew, before they were In the earth. 
Thus he tries to account for vegetation. 

And he reverses the order of things by saying, or showing, 
that he made man before he made the animals. In fact, as 
shown by verses 19 and 20, when he had made the animals 
he (God) paraded them before Adam, to see what he would 
name them. (Why did not God name them ?) And this 
author says, " But for Adam there was found no helpmeet 
for him." Can it be possible that God expected to find a 
helpmeet for poor Adam among the animals? Now, friends, 
this author plainly proves that the world had grown old 
enough and the people had so far advanced in the knowl
edge of metals that they knew gold when they saw it, and 
were good judges of its quality. "It was good," as shown 
in chapter il, verses 11 and ·12. 

This author (No. 2) also shows us that labor was not a 
part of the curse on man for his disobedience, for we find 
that Adam was the first gardener. And strange to say, 
author No. 2 tells us all about how man and woman were 
made. We are indebted to this author for the rib story. 

In his third chapter he tells us why the woman was 
named Eve-" because she was the mother of all living." 
Now, this proves that this author also. was In the present 
tense and speaking of the past, else how could she be the 
mother of aU living, .when we are told that Adam and 
Eve were the only people on earth, and it could not hav 
reference to Adam, who was created first and of whom 
she was a part ? 

Time and space will not permit of my referring to all the 
passages in this book which clearly prove it to be the work 
of man, and that, too, at a much later date than it claims 
This author shows that God was ignorant of the acts of his 
own creation, as shown in Adam and Eve eating the for
bidden fruit; and also in the case of the murder of Abel, as 
he asks Cain, "What hast thou done?" etc. This author 
tells us of the number of Adam's children, and shows us 
that people knew the uses of Iron and brass, and also of 
.!Dusical Instruments, such as organs., My I how those peo-

ple progressed l-and ~ll acquired during the life of the first- ·be chief God in heaven. I don't wonder at it. This infor. 
created man. We are told that men did not call on the mation we receive not in the first book, Genesis, but in the 
name of the Lord until after the birth of Enos. Then, last one in the Bible, Revelation, and we gain this informs_ 
friends, follows the third author. In chapter v he seems to tion from a spiritualist. We are next told that the devil 
be a positiv fellow, and so anxious is he to hav his account tempted woman and man, God's first work. He next aspires 
received as the only authentic one that he tries to giv the to tempt God's only begotten s.on (oh, what ambition 1), hav
entire genealogy o! man, but he gets knocked out in the first ing previous to this (his last act) tempted God himself to 
round by showing his utter Ignorance of the lives of Cain further a:ffilct poor Job. Did the devil ever damn a ~p-an's 
or Abel, but commences his account of Adam's family with soul to hell? No. Is there any account of him ordering the 
the birth of Seth, when Adam was one hundred and thirty murder of women and children, or promoting a man to 
years old. This author tells us that God made man male priesthood because he had murdered a man and woman, as 
and female, and called their name Adam. He never heard Phineas did? No. Did the devil tell the woman the truth? 
of Mother Eve, but declares that a certain holy man, Enoch, Yes, and God so acknowledges It, and admits he was afraid 
never knew death. Here we see the hand of the priest play- that man might put forth his hand and eat of the tree 
ing upon the credulity of the people. Author 2 would of life, and liv forever. Is there one word in the whole 
hav us believe that there was a time when serpents walked book that shows the devil to be a comparison to God for 
on their tails, which must hav been before the curse, and in cruelty? No, not one. If this Is true, why are we taught 
chapter ill, verse 19, we are told that poor Adam was cursed to fear him? Now look at his physical construction, com
to eat bread in the sweat of his brow. So we must infer posed of part animal, as bat's wings, and human hideous· 
that prior to the curse, although he labored in the garden to ness. If the authors gave God a heaven, they must glv the 
till and keep it, he did not sweat a drop. devil a dwelllng-place also, so they gave him hell. Please 

But to proceed. The entire book of Genesis shows God look at the material of which heaven is composed-jasper, 
to be one of the greatest ignoramuses that could be thought in fact, all of the precious stones found on the earth, and its 
of. He knew nothing of the character of the very men streets paved with gold.· Its inhabitants (angels) are beau
. whom he designated as just men, as in the case of Noah, tlful women. (Did you ever see a bearded angel7 No.) 
who was the secopd man on earth to curse his fellows, and Do they hav any useful vocation In heaven? No, nothing 
who was the first to make strong drink and the first one to but playing a harp and singing hosannah. Why Is this ? 
get drunk. God's judgment of cliaracter was about as poor Simply because the people of that day-or even of this
as his own character was cruel and changeable, If we can would not want to go there if they had to work. How was 
believe his book. And strange to say, all of his selected hell first conceived of? By that poor savage author looking 
servants were of the same class as himself. The character on fire and also through suffering pain. 
of this man·created God embraced all of the worst passions Now, my dear readers, from whence sprang all of this 
known to humanity. He loved- the smell of blood. His worse than nonsense? I wlll tell you. It Is the teachings 
covenants made with man were witnessed and signed in the and writings of priesthood, originally derived from a prehlF
blood of the innocents. His orders to Moses show him to toric race of idolators or fetich-worshipers, who through 
be more of a fiend than the devil. Why, the devil was a their incomprehension of what they beheld, and Ignorance of 
saint compared to him. The devil never ordered the mur- the laws of nature, conceived the idea of a God. When 
der of innocent children, or made it a crime punishable with they heard the roll of the thunder and saw the flash of the 
death to be a mother. Why, friends, this man-Created fiend lightning, they imagined a higher power than themselvs. 
actually slew the first-born of Egypt, himself, and passed And we stlll find on earth people who prove this conception 
over the land at night to carry out his helllsh work. But, to be true-people who never saw a Bible or heard a priest 
·strange to say, his power of discernment was as frail as that chant of God's mercy and love. 
of his judgment. As we are told that he ordered the Israel- Now let me speak of the impostor Christ. I wlll glv him 
ites to smear their doorposts with blood. What for? Why, the credit of never once directly claiming to be the only son 
so he would not make a mistake and klll a -babe of his own of God. He always left that to others to say for him. In 
people. Is there a man of lntelllgence that believes this fact, we hav not one word of his writing, not even his auto
story? He had no u~e for married women ; no, nothing but graph. He always called himself the son of man. He, too, 
virgins would suit or satisfy his black lust or that of his peo. obtained control of his subjects through sleight-of-hand per
pie. His word was as unreliable as his nature was cruel. formance. In fact, there Is a great slmllltude between his 
He declared that he would destroy man from off the face of methods and those of Moses. Moses turned water to blood; 
the earth, but scarcely had he made this threat when here- Christ turned water to wine. Moses gave his people manna; 
membered Noah and his family. Why? Because he was a Christ gave his followers bread and fish. Moses cured cases 
just man, and all of his generations were perfect. Was this of leprosy; Christ healed the sick and raised the dead. 
true? If so, how Is It that so much sin Is stlllln the world? Moses died and no man knows of his sepulcher to this day; 
God, having seen his mistake, confuses the people's tongues Christ ascended up to heaven. So it goes. If we find a 
at the tower of Babel. Thus do they account, or try to, for main incident in the life of Moses, we find also a similar 
the many languages on the earth, thus showing that the flood scene in the life of Christ. Moses's birth was attended with 
and Babel story was also written at a late date, possibly at danger; so was Christ's, so much so that his mother and 
about the time when MOBiilB established his tabernacle. father had to take him to Egypt. Thus we see that one 

The church would hav us believe that God is merciful. religion copies after its predecessor. And please remember, 
The entire book proves to the contrary. The church would there hav been several Christa on earth; and what Is more 
make us believe that the patriarchs we~:e saints and God- strange is the fact that they all claim miraculous concep
lovlng people, but the book clearly shows that they were tlon. As the Old Testament shows an entire ignorance of 
Idolators and a barbarous people, having no settled dwelllng- nature's laws, particularly of astronomy and of mineralogy, 
place. They took no stock In God, as shown by the remarks so does the New. In the Old we are told that In the hills of 
of Jacob, "If God wlll be with me and wlll keep me In this Canaan one can dig brass (think of It); In the New, we are 
way that I go, and wlll giv me bread to eat and raiment to told that men were raised from the dead notwithstanding 
put on, so that I come again to my father's house In peace, they were decomposing. We find the Bibles of other relig
then shall the Lord be my God" (Gen. xxvlli, 20, 21). And ions, and find also that they antedate our own in age, and 
remember that this chosen servant had robbed his brother we also find almost the same language In both. Now the 
Esau of his birthright through the connivance of his mother, question Is, Which one borrowed from the other? But what 
and he had just robbed his Uncle Laban not only of his stock ls_stranger· stlllls the fact that the pagan Bibles glv God the 
but of his idols also. Abraham was no better, for he palmed best character, far kinder and more merciful, not cruel at 
his wife off as his sister, and received remuneration for his all. Does this not seem strange? And yet because an Infi
act. And Isaac tried the same scheme, but it did not work, del declares the Bible of the Christians to be the work of 
as we find that the same king (Ablmelech) cou!d not be ancient and modern priests, he Is told he Is unfit to liv. -
fooled the second time. This book shows us that this God Does their Bible teach love? No. The Old Testament says, 
was one of the finest accoucheurs that the earth ever saw. "Leave nothing alive that breatheth ;" and Christ says, "I 
In fact, he was an adept at the business, as shown in the came not to bring peace but a sword," etc. Is this the sen
cases of Sarah, Leah, Rachael, and others too numerous to timent of love in either case? They tell us we hav a soul to 
mention. be saved. Has science ever discovered such an organ? No. 

His (God's) ambition knew no bounds. He loved titles. And notwithstanding the Christian believes this to be true 
First he Is known as God. Then follow, Lord God, Lord that he has a soul, he as a rule is more ignorant of his Bible 
God Almighty, That I Am, I am That I Am, Jehovah, Ter- than an Infidel. The. Christian tells me that God so loved 
rible, and other titles too numerous to mention. We are told the world that he sent his only begotten son, etc. Is this 
he always sided with the weak, but the"book shows he true? Do we find thisaseertlonln the Old Testament? No, 
thought more of the tribe of Judah than all of the others it Is In the New. Is love born of fear? Another thing
put together, and we find it was in point of numbers the Who was Christ's heavenly mother? If he was with God 
strongest tribe of the twelve. We are told that nothing Is ere the world was made, and is the only begotten son, who 
impossible with this God, but in Judges i, 19, VIe are told, was his heavenly mother ? Not Mary ; she was of the earth. 
"And the Lord was with Judah, and drove out the inhabit- And again, who were the sons of God (not son)? Who 
ants of the mountain, but could not drive out the inhabit- made wives of the daughters of men, spoken of in Genesis 
ants of the valley, because they had chariots of Iron." This vi, 2? One would naturally believe, if man's soul was so 
most holy book shows that God was proficient in legerde- important an organ, that people would be better and 
main, or sleight-of-hand business, and taught it to Moses. acquaint themselvs with their holy book. When an Infidel 
He was very partial to volcanoes as a place to reside in, and tells a Christian that God came down on earth especially to 
nothing pleased him so much as to talk through fire or burn- tell a priest how to make hair oil or how to rob a bird's nest, 
lng bushes. He preferred as associates the greatest whore- he will not believe it. But it is all there. Well, the world is 
mongers (David). They were men after his own heart. getting wiser and better every day, not through religion but 
And an incestuous beast (Amnon) was certain ot pardon. the eternal laws of science. Science has given us all the 
He could order the death of innocent children but spare a blessings we now enjoy. Religion has given us discord, 
harlot and her family simply because she secreted his spies. paupers and bloodshed. Science has made us happy and 
In fact, he preferred the harlot's house In which to make his prosper~us on earth. Religion curses us here and damns us 
covenant concerning the land of Canaan. In fact, there is hereafter-if there is a future. Science has made true men 
not a crime known to man which he has not committed. and women free and happy. Religion has made them false 
He even stoops to catering to the devil to eettle an argument, and unhappy, and made them slaves. May the ~y soon 
by putting a few more boils on poor Job. come when every church will be a seminary of learnmg and 

Now let us look at the other character, that of the devll.l every preacher an honest man and a true teacher. 
We are told by the same book that he at one time aspired to PRoF. WM. PATTBBBON, 
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!IIUW bw lbss Busu B. Wuo111, Fall 
Ulww, .MtJU., to whom all Oommv.AiMtltmsfor 
thls Oornw t!wu.ltllH amt. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night iB beginning~ lower, 

Come& a pauae in the day's oooupationl 
That i1 known as the Ohildren•s Hour." 

Prisoner Jim. 
A desperate, dangerous man, 

Bent to pri•on fot" lite-
He was qU1ok at mutinous plan 

And eager to sttr up strife. 

BulkY, moro•eo, and forbidding, 
Oeld, repul iv, and gr m, 

With always a word moat stinging, 
Bnoh was prisoner Jim. 

A oarty of visitors went, 
In leafY Jane one day, 

To see where the lawless were sent
The prison old and gr&y. 

Among them was one little girl, 
With oheeks all ro~Y· red, 

With the eun-gold oaught in the ourl 
That orowned her lovely head. 

The feet of the obild grew weary 
Olimbing the prison stair; 

With ~eeing the prisoners dreary 
And walls so bleak and bartt. 

Near by, as sullen aq ever, 
Hard at work in his plaoe, 

Stood the conviot, Jim. with never 
A smile upon his faoe. 

"Come, Jim," said the guide," would you mind 
Helping the ohild up•tairs? 

She's tired, and is lAgging bahind, 
Wearied of our affair d." 

Toe oonviot turned, frowning and fie roe, 
And look of dFfianoe oas '• 

As if with his eyPB be would pierce 
The hearts of all that pa.geed. 

Two little hands upra!seEI near by, 
Softly a vnioe lisped, "Ye•, 

If you uw, Mister Jim-I-I-
I will-kiss YOU-I guess !" 

Jim glanoed at the ohild, and a moan 
Was heard within the Place 

That grew bright with the light that shone 
From oae sweet baby fao~, 

Then, tenderly as a father, 
Lifting the l•ttle maid, 

Jim looked as thoul'h he'd die rather 
Than she should be afraid. 

He oarried the ohild on his arm
To bim •twas saintly bli•s, 

When she turned with innocent oharm 
And touohed his lips with a kiss. 

At the top of the stairs she said, 
La.ughin~r in joyous 1dee, 

As she patted Jim on the bead, 
" Now, won't you pleaae kiss me?" 

The oonviot paused, with questioning look 
At thoae who stood apart; 

Then, olose as the l•aves of a book, 
He held her to his heart. 

With white and trPmbling lips he kissed 
Th" lace upon her gown ; 

And from his roughened face was missed 
The old-time ugly frown. 

"I think; Jim, at>d I b'lfeve it's true,'' 
Said she, "I seem to see 

That EomewhPre, J1m, •waY c.ff, that you 
Knew a wee girl like me." 

Jim blushed to the roots of his hair, 
By that sweet voioe bPa:uiled ; 

While slowly be went down the stair, 
CrYing jast like a ohild. 

None knew very muoh ,of the man, 
Or whom his friends mia:ht be; 

For since he was under a ban, 
From him all seem~d to flee. 

But, sinoe that day a joy has lain 
Upon the oonvi•t grim, 

And the {lrlson does not oontain 
A better man than Jim. 

-S•t•on H. Wixon in Housewife. 

Say, "Jack Robinson." 
DEAR YouNG F.RIBNDS: "What a funny 

thing to say I'' I think I hear some of my 
young friends of the Children's Corner ex
claim. Do you know why I ask you to say 
it? Because you will never strike a blow, 
or say an angry word, or do any act of hasty 
temper, if you pause long enough to say this 
simple phrase. I saw such a terrible thing a 
few days ago that I could not help but think 
of the very many bright boys and girls to 
whom my word of warning might not come 
amiss in the beginning of the new year, and 
so, if kind .Miss Wixon will let me, I will tell 
it to you. 

Two boys, evidently " partners," were 
cleaning the snow off a sidewalk near my 
home during the last snow-storm. They had 

"Jack Robinson " he would not be in the Religiously, I am a Freethblker; politically, 1 had ~ixty.six men. The other two vessels 
terrible plight he is in now. His " partner" a Republican. I were of smaller size, with fewer men.-En. 

k•- t 1 1 hi d h k .My vocation is that of a tiller of the soil. C C ] 
was wor .wg oo s ow or m, an e spo e "Plowing is paramount to praying," says·, • · 
sharply to him. This the other boy resented; Colonel Ingersoll. In my estimation the I ==~============== 
words ran high and, sooner than I can tell it, horny hand that holds the plow is more pious AT the conference of Catholic priests of the 
tlte older boy, with a face distorted with ·than the sacred palm pointed in prayer. I archdi®ese of New York, last week, there 
anger, plunged a large clasp. knife into the believe the Bible as an aggregate a burbarousll was proposed for their decision the case of an 

. book a man-made volume of inconsistent 
eye of his companion, inihcting a terrible b&m~ral, and preposterous precepts. ' imaginary priest called Albertus, a moderate 
wound. The poor fellow sunk to the side- And in this communication 1 propose to . Socialist, who believed he had a right to at
walk screaming with pain, while the other substantiate my statements with indisputable tend those meetings in which the property of 
boy, too frightened to run, was taken in facts, instead of faith, miracles, and myths. individuals in land was attacked, and who 
charge by a police officer who like me had It is exceedingly more expedient to love went to two confessors the fl.rat of whom 
b ' ' and adore our associates than to love a dead d ' i 

een an eye-witness of the sad occ~rrence. deity (Christ). We can aid them, we cannot condemne him for attending the meet ngs, 
The wounded boy was quickly hurried into aid him. 1 do not believe in a triune god- while the second said he had a right to go to 
the hospital ambulance which soon came head, that mathematical mistake-one is them, but that he should not, for the sake of 
dashing up, where it was discovered that the equivalent to three, and three is equivalen~ peace and to avoid giving spiritual offense to 
sight of his left eye was gone forever. The to one. d weaker brethren. The case to be discussed 
other wretched actor in the little tragedy was go~d~~!:~e :rl; t~~t~gsfs~1 .?~~;a:w:~[ :~~ had been constructed so that it would fit the 
sent to the House of Refuge. It is to be and now," and "The good time's coming, anti-povertyites. · Archbishop Corrigan and 
hoped he will learn to keep his temper within boys." Not the "meohanlcal monotony" of i Vicar-general Preston, who presided, had 
bounds, and I also hope some kind friend "The Sweet By and By," which excites our two papers, by Father McMahon and Father 
will teach him the simple, easy plan of say- laughter. I approve Thoreau's sublime McGovern, read. Both maintained that 
ing "Jack Robinson." It .he learns that :~~~~~· t~el Pl~!t,~n~h~ftr~r;:t~ t~e ~~~~r:~; Albertus was wrong in contending that the 
simple bnt valuable lesson he will never again 1 don't think we are possessed of posttiv matter of attending the meetings was merely 
be guilty of such a terrible act. proof of a future life (Ecclefl. iii, 5; ix, 5). political and beyond the province of ecclesi-

One more true story and I will draw my The "clamoring creeds" feign to believe astical authority. It was an ecclesiastical 
little Jay sermon to an end. During the '70s that a grain of faith is adequate to remove a matter, because it was a question of right and 
the United States government issued o\-ders m~'t~\~~~ in facts which are demonstrated wrong. For ages the church and the world 
that the Modoc tribes of Indians were to he truths. ' hav recognized the right of individuals to 
removed to the Klamath reservation. The Faith is evidence of things incomprehensi- property in land. Although the doctrin 
orders stated that they were to be moved ble. which denies such right has never been ex
peaceably if possible, but, if necessary, force I denounce any doct~~n that inculcates such plicitly denounced, the church has implicitly 
was to be used. The peaceable way was not absurdities as this: Cursed be he that condemned it by her action. She has accu-

keepeth his sword back from blood." ''I 
succesPful, and suddenly the soldiers sur- come not to bring peace, but a swOJd." mulated property in land. For these reasons 
rounded the Indian camp. A "pow-wow" 1 find in 2 1:3am. xU, that David, "a man the first confessor was right in condemning 
was held and, after some little talk, pro and after God's own heart," slew Uriah and then the action of Alb~rtus. The course pursued 
con, the Modoc chief advised his people to ahducted and committed a crime with his by the second confessor, who told Albertus 
lay down their arms. They all obeyed him (Uriah's) wire. I find in Genesis a disgusting he had a right to attend the meetings of the 

· account of Lot's depraved deed. 8 i li · b h t f th with the exception of one brave. Lack of space precludes my penetrating moderate oc a sts, ut oug t not o or e 
This brave, it seems, had seen his father deeper in those aberrant dogmas. sake of avoiding scandal, was condemned by 

murdered by a mob of white men about a The Uhildren's Corner has a talented corps both priests. They held that, as tlte author
score of years before while going to warn of contributors, such as Annie Stockinger, ities had decided it was wrong to attend the 
some other white people cf danger from an· Sadie Magoon, Geo. J. Remsbure:, and that meetings by making such attendaJ.J.ce a re-

sweet warbler of the West, Mary Baird Finch. h i i hi h n1 th 
other tribe of Indians, who were hostil. A Miss Elda B. Billings, 1 will answer your served case-t at s, a case n w c o y e 
l!eutenant was told by the officer in charge to letter soon. . bishop or some one delegated by him can 
disarm the Indian. Instead of obeying or- I hav attained the age of twenty. giv absolution-the prieEt had no discretion 
ders he told the Modoc with oaths and in- CHAS. D. MoBRTDE. in the matter. All he had to do was simply 
suiting epithets to Jay d~wn his arms. This P.~.-1 hope you'll accept my humble to act according to the law. Whatever his 

' contribution. I hlghlv appreciated your i b hi bli 
the Indian refused to do unless he was asked poem entitled, "When Womanhood Awakes." private opinions m ght hav een, s pu c 
properly, adding "that he was no dog." Yours for Universal Mental Llbertv, action as a priest should hav been in harmony 
The lieutenant drew his revolver. The In- C. D. MoB. with the judgment of )lis superiors. The 
dian was equally quick with his; both pulled point was made in the conference that if the 
trigger at the same instant, and both fell dead. ST. ELllw, TENN., Feb. 9, 1891. second confessor gave absolution to Albertus, 
Poor Indian I He deserved a better fate. lbss SusAN WJXnN, My Daar Bi&ter: My that absolution was not valid on account of 
An Indian war was the result. Before the two young cubs, Hoza and Loree, are very the reservation that had been put on those 
ill-tised Modocs were conq•Iered the.govern. much interested in the Corner, and Heston's who atteoded the meetings of the moderate 

pictures. They are growing up to be perfect 
ment spent probably three millions of dollars, little heathens. When THE TRUTH SBII:XER Socialists. At a session of the same body a 
and not less than two hundred lives were lost, arrives there is no peace until the Corner is .few days after, Archbishop Corrigan thor
exclusiv of Indians. read, and the pictures explained. Some of oughly reviewed the questions brought out 

If that officious lieutenant had only said the pictures are enough to make a turtle by the thesis. He quoted authority from the 
Jack Robinson; how much misery and cause- la~~~y think 1 can answer any quPstion. but holy see to ~rove that the doctrin of the 
less bloodshed would hav been avoided 1 there they are greatly mistaken. They book moderate Boetalists was against the teachings 
And so, boys and girls, when you feel the me often. of the Catholic church. "There was noth-
fl.ush Qf anger mounting to your cheek, try They hav been readwg about the discoveTy ing left of Albertus when the archbishop got 
my simple little plan. of America by Columbus, and the voyagas through with him," was the way a priest 

If a schoolmate is not honorable and plays aNnd dihscoveries by othwiertheathrly navigatitors. who attended the conference put it to a Bun 
ow t ey come at me ese ques ons, 

you a mean trick, don't scold or strike; say and I am fii}Ored: reporter. 
Jack Robinson. Is your teacher unjust or Who paid the men? What wages did they ================= 
partial? D;>n't say the rude words you feel receive; or were they to share in whatever 
tempted to; say Jack Robinson. And when di~coveries were made? The king and 

· h f h 1 if queen of Spain furnished and fitted a..t the 
you come ome rom sc oo or shop, yo~ snipsfor Columbus: what remuneration were 
hav any ugly looks or cross words, don t he and his men to receive if successful ; or if 
carry them in to mother. She has troubles unsuccessful, what? 
and trials enough. Can you enlighten us three little boys, and 

If you don't think you can answer her all of our cousins ? 
}@ving emile and kind 'words, say Jack Rob Very truly yours, L. L. Goonw~N. 
inson before you cross the threshold, and all [It was with great trouble the exped1tion 
your cares and bitter feelings will melt away was fitted out and started. King Ferdinand 
before you hav turned the knob. bad no faith in Columbus or his project. 

If Miss Wixon will let me, and you want He was against it, and declared there was no 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, SOOpp., $1. 
A..pvl~s of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band

some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti
tion for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free
thinkers' Ohildren•s ·Story-Book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated oovers ; 4to, 22•pp., boards, $1. 

Addrea1 THE TRUTH SEEK"I!JR 00. 
me to, we will hav another talk soon. money in the treasury. Queen Isabella, like 

Your friend. EDWARDS RoussBAU. many another large-hearted woman, bravely SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. said : "I un_!lertake the enterprise for my 

own crown of Castile, and will pledge my 

Correspondence. 
DALLAS, Tn ;Feb. 2, 1891. 

Miss B. H. WixON, Dear Madam: If worthy, 
giv my suggestion space in the CornPr-to 
me it is the most interesting part of the cor
respondence, and the children must be en
ter,ained. When not so weary, I wlll write 
more and add other suggestions to " progres. 
siv good." . As I say to others, criticise even 
to censure if needs be, but forgiv letters and 
pen. · 

Please hav the form of affirmation printed 
in the Corner. 

Respectfully yours, J. V. MuLxs. 
[Form of affirmation: "You do solemnly, 

sincerely, and truly affirm that the evidence 
you shall giv in this case shall be the truth 
to the best of your knowledge and belief, 
and this you affirm." The witness responds, 
"I do."-Eo. C. C.] 

jewels to raise the necessary funds." 
Columbus signed an agreement on his own 

terms. It contained five articles : 1. That 
he and his male heirs should hav the office of 
admiral over all lands he might discover, with 
honors equal to those of the grand admiral of 

OK, THB 

ConBlct between Beason ana. Slu"Derstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. . 

Castile. 2. He should be viceroy and I'. K. W hb ' W 1.. 
governor-general, with right to name gov- u. • as urn s or.a.s. 
ernors for the king's approval. 3. He should 
hav one-tenth of the net value of pearls, pre
cious stones, gold, silver, etc., found within 
lands of his discovery. 4. That he and his 
lieutenants should be sole judges in all dis
putes that might arise between his jurisdic
tion and Spain. 5. He might at any time ad
vance one-eighth in any venture, and.receive 
a corresponding share of the profits. These 
documents were signed by both the king and 
queen, but it was Isabella who defrayed all 

~nnday and the Rabbath. 11 A law 
. regufatin~J human oonduot on the Sabbath is 

an impertmence." Prioe, 10 oents. 
The False Teachin~ of the Chris

tian Church. 11 The Thirty-nine 
Artioles of the Christian ohuroh are thirtY
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 oents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induoe the DeitY to under
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle I" Prioe, 10 oents. 

been at their occupation some time, and the S 'MOTH, ILL .. J ~n. 30, 1891. 
older boy was not in the best of humor. ·It. MIFs SusAN H. WixON, Ma amie: As I am 
may be that hunger or cold or misery in· a subscriber-almost the youngest-to THB 

the expenses. 
Some of the men accompanying Columbus 

were paid in advance, how much is not, per
haps, known. O.hers were impressed, and 
by this means the full complement was se
cured. The ship commanded by Columbus 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact! 

Prioe, 5 cents. 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was JeRnR Insane! Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Pnb lie Schools and· the Catholic ' 1 TRUTH 8EBKBB, and a reticent reader, I deem 

some of its manifold forms, made him so-l it discreet that 1 should sound the blaring 
do not know. But if he had stopped to say 1 bugle anent bibliology. Church. Price, 5 cents. · 
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ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 
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J ~mes Sully, Author of" Seneat10n and 
Intuition,"" PA~•imism," etc. , . , .75 

The Pleaslll'es of Life. (Parts I. anrl II. J 

By Grant AI! ea. 
SELECT WORKS BY GR!.NT ALLEN. 

Bv Sir John Lubho"k• B•rt. 2 PBl'til in 1. . 75 
English Past and Present. 'l'arts I. 

::e and II.) By Rwhard Chentvix •.rrench. 

The .Evolutionist at Large; 
lignettes from Nature; and 
Force and Energy : A Theory 

namics. 3 books in 1 vol. 
of Dy-

WATER, ELECTRICITY, AND LIGHr. 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 

Forms of Water in Clouds and Riv.rs, 
Ice and Gl~tciers. 19 illustrations. 

Lessons in Electricity. 60 illustrations. 
Six Lectures on Light. illustrated. 

1.00 

BY 

3 books in·1 vol .• • 1.00 

WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOER. 
The Data of Ethics. • . . • ,6iJ 
1 dncation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys

ical; and 
Progress: Its Law and Cause. With 

other Di•quisition •. 2 books in 1 vol. • .75 
he Genesis of Science. 

fhe Factors of Organic Evolution. 
2 books in 1 vol. . . 75 

:!ELECT WORKS OF RIOH~RD A. PROCfOR, 
F.R.!..S. 

Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 
!lereditary 'fl·aits, an<i other Essays .. 
Miscellaneous Essays. 
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel-

ltmeons Essays. 
6 books in 1 vol. • • 1.50 

SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON CLIF· 
FORD, F.R.A.9. 

Seeing and 'l'hinkin~. 
The Scientific Bas1s of Morals, and 

nth~r EssavP. 
Conditions of .Mental Development, and 

ot.her EssavP. 
'I he Um;een 'Universe, and the Philoao

phv of the Pu.re Sciencee. 
Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings 

of Science. 
5 books in 1 vol. • 1.21J 

SELECT WORKS OF ID N. CLODD, F.R A.S. 
The Cltildhood of Religion. 
'fhe Bh-th and Growth of Mytlt. 
the Cltildltood of tlte World. 

2 uarts in 1, Cowulete. . , , , 75 
The Story of Creation. A PlainAccount 

of Evolution. By Edward Clodd, F.B.A.S. 
Over SHUns. • . . , • , .'1'5 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Plaoe, New Yozk. 

Af!!rNTSmake 100 PER CENT, profit on my Corsets, Belts, 
Orb Brushes, Curlers and Medicines. Samples 
FRE£. 'Vrite now, Dr. Bridgman, 375 Broadway, N.Y. 

IRON-OLAD AND MANNA SERIE~5 
IRON-CLAD SERIES. 

. I Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh... ......... 5 
2 Secular Responsibility. G. J. Holyoake.. 5 
4 Influence of Uhristianity on Civilization. 

Underwood ................................... 25 
'l Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Mueller ... 10 
8 Religion of Inhl.1manity. F. Harrison... . • 15 
9 Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Lyall. 10 

10 Epidemic Delusions. Marvin ............... 10 
11 Philosophy of Spiritualism. ·Marvin ....... 50 
12 Tyndall's Belfust Inaugural, and Portrait .. 25 
13 Essay on Miracles. David Hume ........... 10 
14 Land Question. Ch~>rles Bradlaugh........ 5 
15 Were Adam and Eve our First Parents 'l • 

Charles Bradlaugh. ...... ...... ............ 5 
16 Why do Men Starve? Chas. Bradlaugh.. I> 
17 Logic of Life. Deduced from the Principii" 

of Freethought. George J. Holyoake. 10 
18 A Plea for Atheism. Chas. Bradlaugh .... 10 
19 Large or Small Families? A. Holyoake.. 5 
20 Superstition Displayed,- with a Letter of 

Wm. Pitt. Austin Holyoake........... 5 
21 Defence of Secular PrinCi!Jles. C. Watts.. 5 
22 Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts...... 5 
23 The Christian Deity. Charles Watts....... 5 
24 Moral Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts.. 5 
25 Freethought and Mocl Progress. Watts. 5 
26 Christianity: Its Nature, and Influence 

8 books in 1 vol. 
SELECT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 

on Civilization. Chas. Watts............ 5 
28 Thotights on Atheism. Austin Holyoake. 5 
29 Is there a Moral Governor of the Uni· 

verse 'l Austin Holyoake...... .... .. .... 5 
30 Philosophy of Secularism. Chas. Watts... 5 
31 Has Man a Soul? Chas. Bradlaugh........ 5 

' 1•00 38 Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh...... 5 

TransZatea trom the Fren~h btl J. Fitzaeraza, M.A. 

The Diseases of Memory. 

39 Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh....... 5 
40 Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M. G. H.. 10 
42 Science and Bible Antagonistic. Watts... o 

'l'lte Diseases of the \\ill. 
The Diseases of Personality. 

3 books in 1 vol. 
THE MILKY WAY. 

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 i!:lus. 
By Ca.mille F1ammarion. 

The· Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K~tUey Miller, M.A. 

Tlte Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, . 
its Oondition. BY Nathan T. Car1, LL.D· 

1.00 

43 Christian Scheme of Redemption. Watts. 5 
4.4 Logic of Death; or, Why Should the 

9- Atheist Fear to Die? G. J. Holyoake. 10 · 
4 ~ Poverty: Its Effects on the Political Con

dition c.fthe People. Chas. Bradlaugh. 5 

MANNA SERIES, 

3 bo<iks in 1 vol. • 1.00 

1 Original Manna for" God's chosen."....... 5 
3 New Life of David. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 
4 Why I was Excommunicated. Barnard... 20 
5 200 Questions Without .Answers............. li 
6 Dialogue between a Christian Missionary POLITICAL SCIENCE. 

Physics and Politics. An application 
of the principles of Natural Science to 
Political Soc1ety. By Walter Bagehot1 author of "The Eng. Constitnt.ion," ana 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. , 

THE L!ND QUE!UION • 
The History of I andholding in Eng

land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R. H.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of the JJistribution 

of Land in England. By William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M;A, 2 books in 1 vol. 

MISOELI..ANEOUS· 
The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos

ophy of hno•ance ; and 
The Essential Nature of Religion. By 

J, ~llansnn Picton. 1.1 books iu1 voJ. 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

BY Andrew Wilson, F.R.S.E. 
2 books in 1 vol. , 

[Conttnuea tn :ne:ct COlumn.] 

and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10 
'l Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 

by a Weak but Zealous Christian ....... IO 
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy-

.7':! oake ........................................... , 5 
9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 

10 A Few Words about the Devil................ b 
11 New Life of Jacob............................... b 
12 Daniel, the Dreamet. Austin Holyoake ... 10 
13 Specimen of the Bible: Esther. Holyoako 10 

.'2'11 14 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10 
15 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H. 10 
16 Twelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5 
17 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5 
18 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5 

75 19 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. li 
' 20 New Life of Moses. Charles Bradla,gh... 5 

1

21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per :Oz ... 10 
On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will 

.7r I send $L10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2; 
$5 worth for $31 and $10 worth for $5. 
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Truth Seeker Traots. 
Norn.-These tracts are especially intended 

for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
ments. When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received, 
hand them around among your neighbors, or 
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly, 
etc. To allow much to be done in this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth, 
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. 

23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3 
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ 5 

B5 Moving the .A.rk. Bennett................... 2 
B1 Short Sermon. R@V. Theologicus, D. D.... 2 
B8 Christianity not a Moral. X. Y. Z. .••... 2 
B9 The True Saint. S. P. Putnam............. 1 
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. a 
41 Cruelty&Credulityof the Human Race ..•• a 
i9 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... 5 
52 Jvfarples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3 
5B Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2 
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5 
68 Prophecies. Underwood..................... 2 
62 The Jews and their God .••.•....•••.•••••••• 10 
63 The Devil's Due Bills. Syphers .•.•• -....... 3 
64 Ills we Endure-Cause and Cure. Bennett. 5 
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2 
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5 
10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 
'11 Paine's Anniversary. C . .A.. Codman....... 2 
73 Foundations. John Syphers •.••..••••••.••• 2 
74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2 
75 .A.n Hour with the :Pevil. Bennett .••••••.•. 10 
76 Reply to I<J. F. Brown. Bennett............ 3 
'17 TheFearofDeath. D. M. Bennett.......... 5 

82 Christian Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1 
83 Revivalism Examined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5 
84 Moody on Hell. Rev. J. P. Hopps.......... 2 
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson. ·····•··· 3 
90 Biblo·Mania. Otto Cordates. .•.•••.••.••.•• 2 
91 Our IdeasofGod. B. F. Underwood......... 1 
94 The Ne\.1 Raven. Will Cooper............ 5 
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ......................... 10 
97 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2 
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................ 2 

100 140th.A.nniversaryof Paine's Birthday •••• 5 
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2 
104 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10 
lOfi Decadence of Christian>tyo Capphro..... 2 

107 l'he Safe Side. H. B. Brown ............... f 
110 Invocation to the Universe. :-i Bennett.... 1 
111 Reply to Scientific .A.meriCB\\; Bennett.... 1 
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage ..•.•.•... 2 
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2 
:'.14 Where Was Jesus Born? S. H. Preston. 1 
~.15 The Wonders offrayer. Bennett .•.•••.•.• 2 
:1.6 The Sunday Question. Bennett .•.•••••• ".. 2 
li 7 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 

.H9 The New Faith. Stoddard •••..••••••••••••• 3 
120 The New .A.ge. W. S. Bell •••••.•••••••••••• 10 

l~ ' 
122 World's Great Religions. Bennett .••••••••• 10 
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob-

server" •••••••••••..•••..•.•.••••.•••.••.•••••• 10 
524 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...••••.••..•••••.•.•• 10 
125 Gerrrian Liberalism. Neymann............ 2 
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Un· 

derwood ..•...••.•••......•••••.••..•.•.•••.•..•• 10 
130 Tha Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 6 
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5 
l31 Christian Love. C. L. James............... 3 
138 Science ofthe Bible .• Tohn Jasper.......... 2 
140 Astro-Theology .. ••• . .••. .. .. ...•... •.•.•• .•• .•• 6 
:>.41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 
:42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon. .••.....• !ii 
143 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins .•.••••......•• 2 
::.48 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.......... 2 
:49 Age of Shams •...•••.•.••...•..•......•........ 3 
145 If You Take Away my Religion? Wha~ 

Will Yon Give Me Instead. Martin •... 10 
160 The Liberty of PriNting. Hurlbut and 

Wakeman •....•••.•••..••.••.•••.•......••..•• 10 
J.5I What is the Bible? M. W. H •.......•...• 5 
152 .A. Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2 
163 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5 
:55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2 
:<56 Free Speech & Free Press. Shelley.......... 2 

:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... 5 
~60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 
161 Protestant Persecutions...................... 3 
162. Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street 

JaiL Bennett. ............................... 10 
1M Bible Impeached. Chapman................ I 

SCIENTIFIC SERIES. 
1 Hereditary Transmission. Pro£ Els-

burg, M.D •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• G 
2 Evolution: Hom~us to Heteroge· 

neous. Underwood......................... 8 
4 Literatur0 of the Insane. Marvin.......... G 
ll Resr.onsibility oCE!eL Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3 
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll •••••• t 
i Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... a 
8 HowMarsupialAnimalsPropagate. ••••••••• I 
9 The Unseen World. Prot:J. Fiske .......... 18 

10 The Evolution T)eory-Huxley's Three 
Lectures ••••••••.••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• lt 

11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Daweoa .......... 18 
l:l Evolution 11.ot" Atheism nor :U:aterialillm. 

R. 8. Brigham, M.D........................ 1i 
l8 Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the 

Modern Symposium ......................... 10 
.. See .. teat .... ,..... .I· 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
LARGEST AND MOST POPULAR FREETHOUGHT JOURNAL IN 

THE WORLD. 
P'Ulilished every Sol'lllrday, at $3 per year, by the Truth See1cer Omnpany, ol 

· · 28 Lafayette Place, 

NEW YORK CITY. 
E. M. MACDONALD, EDrro:a. 0. P. SOMERBY,. BUSDIBI!8 l.Luu.GB& 

DUBIN!~ 'l'D DAB 1S9) 'l'D 'l'IU'l':E SEEit!ll 

Will Print the Host V arled and EntertaJning Selection of Original 
Papers of any Liberal Journal. 

Among those who have written and will write for its columns are these eminent men and 
women known all over the world as advocates of Liberty: 

COL. ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
R. B. WESTBROOK, A.M. 
P .A.RKER PILLSBURY. 
JOHN E. REMSBURG. 
CHARLES WATTS. 
ROBERT C . .A.D.A.MS. 
J. H. BURNHAM. 
JOHN PECK.. 
THADDEUS B. W .A.KEM.A.N. 
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HELEN H. GARDENER. 
ARTHUR B. MOSS. 
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CHARLES B. REYNOLDS. 
LUCY N. COLUAN. 
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publishes each week more letters from the people than any other paper in the world. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 LAFAYETTE PLAOE, NEW Yomr. 

INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. woaLn~E~W.EOWATcm, 
By G. W. FOOTE. · 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Oontains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buokle,Oomte, Helvetins, Hugo, Hume. 
Owen, Paine, Strauss, VolneY, Voltaire, and 
nearly ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

Paper. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

Science in Plain Language. 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQmTY, BACTERIA, ETa. BY 

William Durham, F.R.S.E. 
ll. ABTROIIOMY, BuN. MooN,.STARI!, ETa. By Will

iam Dnrnam, F.R.B.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow..,-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They supply a popular need. 

The price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 
&ddre•• 'I'Hil TRUTH I:!EEKEll 00. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people alike ! Why ? Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve· or in 
a gland ; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi· 
mentor open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready t9 tight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the tight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. 

The Candle From Undtr the 
Bushel 

,Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to t~e Clergy : 
And fo1 the Consideration of Others. 

Insflr1/AtifJe, Interesting, and La;u!{hable. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Best grades American Stem-winders : In silver 
ine oases, 7 jewels, $7. 50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9 ; 
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 3 onnoe coin 
silver oases, $3.50 more ; 4 onnoet $4.50, and 5 
ounce, $6 more In best filled gold cases, open 
facet dust proof, 7 jewels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
jewels, $17.50\ 15 jewels, $18.50: do. adlnsted. 
124.50. Hnntmg, $22; $22 50; $23; 124: $80. 
Ladies•, same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 ;Jewels, 
$18.50; 15 jewels, $:5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famous, 

New Model "Otto Wettstein" Watch, 
16 jewels and all modern improvements, $8 
more than above adjusted watches. No watoh 
in the world competes with it. Finer watches np 
to $200. 1111 snob prepaid, guaranteed 1 y~ar, and 
cash refunded if not satisfa.otory. AU 1llled gold 
oases warranted by manufacturers 20 years. 
Beware of New York Worla's 10 karat and spnriom 
oases. W atohes cleaned, best work, $1; springs, 
$1, etc., .and returned free. 

FBTABLISHED 1857. 
OTTO WETTSTEIN, &chelle, Dl. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt- ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before tile Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth F'tne 8teel Engravtng of Senator Conkling. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Bend 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nntfld 

speolalist1 for his " Private Oonnselor "-a valua
ble book ror young and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses i!l 
maturer years. 1t aets forth an External Appll. 
cation-A l'OSITIVE CUBE, as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hop_eless or how many reme
dies you hav nsod. The book. is wortl:i many 
times its coat, and should be m the hands of 
'hose seeking a 1peea1J ana pPrmanent cure. Ad· 
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human
itarian, and a generous patron of the Freethonght 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sneoessfnl method of treat-

. ment, and deaervee patrona.ge.-~eetl'loUg11t. 

Th&8 noticu are for t7uJ benefit of Liberals 
tllho ma11 be 'Disitin,q the places ~here these socie
ties are Zocate4. Local Secular Unions and 
Freethougltt Societie8 muting regularly can 
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertised here free by for
~arding t7uJ n6C6SBM1J information. 

The lUanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets everY FridaY evenin~r, at 8 o•clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect· 
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark .. lberal League 
Meets every Bnnday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
Liberal League Hall, 1'1'7 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social questions. Beats free and 
everYbodY welcome. 

American Secular 1Jnlon, Newark 
- Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bnnday 
evening at 7:30. Lecture•, debates. and diaons· 
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres-
ident. HENRY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brooklfn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at FraternitY roomsl..Bedford avenue and 
Bonth 2d street, Brooklyn, .!!<. D.; at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2~' 
meets everY Sunday in Industrial Ha.U, Broad u d 
Wood sts •• at 2 :10 and 7 :SO P.H. for lectures anci 
free discussions on religions and social QnestionP 
A.ble speaker& interest the audience. N.B.-Trntl 
Beekerpnblioations always on hand at cheap ra tre. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nall. All friends of humar. 
oultlvation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTOll", Beo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Allianoe1 o., meets the first and fourth Bnn· 
days of ea.on month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free disonssiun on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investc-
gator are solicited. R. G. BMITH, Oor.l:!b~. 

Clllcago Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets ever:v SundaY evening at 7:80 P.M., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 Weat Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Bnnday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. · 

Brotherhood of Morall!lts, No. P03, 
Prairie City, Ia •• 

Meets every Sunday in the Liberal reading-room 
hall at 2:80 P.M. All Liberals are cordiallY in
vited. • F. V. DnAPEBo Oor. Beo. 

The Minneapolis Secular 1Jnlor; 
Meets every Bnnday at 7 :80 P.llll., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Booms 12 and 14,Eastm.an blook~_Minneapolip, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBEBtPres.; LEROY .HEBBIEB,Bec. 

Des Moines Secular linton 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
FlYnn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Leotnres followed bY discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLill" STEINER, Prea. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frcethougllt 
Society 

Meeta every Bnnday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets every Bnnday a.t 7:30 P.)[. in the pnblio 
school building in Port An¥elell, Wash. Leot· 
nres, songs, and select readmg. Discussion in
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted tree. FnANK MoBilE, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral 1Jnlon 

Of Los Anlleles, Oal., meets semi-monthlyl.. :first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M.J_at rarr•s 
Hall. Everybodv invited. Mns. R. ro.. BEnnA, 
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLIAMBo Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llbnal Club 
Meets every Bnnday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotnres.--Free Discnssions.-Oriirlnal 
and B&leoted Readings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYl!loLDB, Pre11.; A. W. 0ALDEB, Beo. 

Tile Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
0! Boedar, Wash., "meets every il.rst and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
srreatest freedom accorded to all. Our mottQ, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. BIDE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; 0HABLES BHEA, Bee. 

New Edition, Revlseii.\Jld Enl~ed. 

MEN, WOMEN Iii GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lents. 
TM Trade Supplied at l:ipec{aZ Dia«Junu. 

Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 
liS LafaYette Pla.oe, New York. 

Phot.ographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, 5~ cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vonr meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
estmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK contains Bongo 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnues. 
It 1~ hiK!lly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.rl.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Priot~, 
111 cena Address T-HB TBUTH BEEDB Qo. . 

• 
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IJlews of th• ffeeh. I WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS COD& AND RELIC IONS 
- ·. AND BEFOB:MEBS. A.NCIENT AND 

0
MODEBN TillES 

Biographies of 100 of the Leading Philosophers, v 1 I ....., .,._, • 1.1... 
FJU.NOE has instituted a court to pass upon Teaohers SkePtics Innovators, Jl'ounders of o. ~ ..-.va a ~"" .a.ccount of· a.ll the. uuds, in-

• ~11 lawbs or other .governll?ental action touch- N~iwtSch~ls(ofhThought,otEminChriseptt. Boie)n· cly= cfa~.?t;th-J:t~~ry~ha~l~'l:: B?~~~t, 
mg la or matters, to cons1st of sixteen work- • s s, e .... w o were n Ians • svo,885pp. Vol. n. Describes Fully all 
ingmen sixteen employees sixteen men from the time of Menu io the pr?s- the Religious SYStems of the Wor1d. 

! . . • ent. svo, 1,075Pp., cloth, $3, 8 957p 01 th s3 1 • th 
versed m labor sfhtrs, SIX members of the leather, Si; mor., g. e., 14.50. v:'vols P-15 . feacbefe~i!\iio e 
lower house of the national legislature, three BY D. 111. BENNETT.. rooc;;, xilt ed.ies, 'ss, • 
fro'll the senate, and seven from institutions 

1 
THETRUTHBEEKERCO., BYD.M.BENNETT. 

of learning. 118 LafayeUe l"lace, N. THE TRUTH BEEKER CO, 
CONGRESS is consider

ing many schemes of In
dian management. 

A NEw count of sects 
in England makes them 
251, against 40 a cen.tury 
ago. 

THB lately hostll Sioux 
chiefs hav j•1st been on 
a visit to Washington, 
D.C. 

THE Senate has passed 
the b•ll appropriating 
$135,000,000 to pensions 
ror the year. 

A STEAMSHIP fireman 
named Sadler has been 
arrested as "Jack the 
Ripper." 

KANSAS is considerivg 
adding state and national 
suffrage to the municipal 
suffra11=e its women now 
possess .• 

THE Sunday CloPiog 
Association of England 
is making renewed en
deavors to enforce Bun~ 
day observance. 

IT is said that Roman. 
iPm bids fair to overrun 
Persia and rule in place 
of t'be ancient rellgions 
of Assyria and Baby Ion. 

STANLEY will giv to 
General Bonth, for the 
Salvation Army, all the 
costly gifts he has re
ceivf d from crowned AN EXA.MPLE OF BOLOMON"B SliARTNESS. 

FoB centunes a scepter combining the form 
of a cross and a bludgeon was the significant 
emblem of tyrannv. With the aid, nay, in 
the name, of the Christian hierarchy, the 
despots of the Middle Ages elaborated a sys
tem of subordination or personal freedom to 
autocratic caprices, which, by comparison, 
makes the tyranny of the C'aLars a model of 

liberalism. Every im
portant function of so
cial and domestic life 
was subjected to the con
trol . of arbitrary func
tionaries, armed with 
irresponsible power or 
witl!. a system of opp•es
siv penal by. laws. Cen
sors suppressed every 
symptoms of visible or 
audible protest. Every 
echool was a prison, 
every judgment. seat a 
star-chamber. Peapants 
and mechanics had no 
voice iii the councils of 
their rulers. The merit 
of official employees was 
measured hv the degree 
of their flunkevism.
Prof. Felix 08Wald. 

NoT in the Bible, but 
in the Koran, do I find a 
sentence that best enun
ciates the great need· of 
the hour-reform in 
civil BPrvice of the repub
llcs. It reads, "A ruler 
who appoints a man to 
office when there is in 
his dominions · another 
man b~tter q\lalifiPd for 
the position, slns against 
God ann ag>linst the 
state."-Chadwick. 

THE world, after all 
our FCience and sciences, 
is still a miracle ( i. e .. a 
thing to be wondered 
a•); wonderful, inscru
table, magical, and more, 
to whom•oev .. r will think heads and other persons. 

GEFMANY will aJlow 
:members of. the Free 

And the king said, Djvide the living child in two, and giv half to the one and half to the other.-1 Kings iii, 25. · of it.-Oarlule. 

::~i~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~ ~~r!~~Bi~~~?e~l:ri~~: IS THIS YOUR SOl MY LORD~· 
man. . 1 I 1 

THE Farmers' Alliance In forming its third 
party w11l not ally the Nationalist or Com- J A .NEW .NOVEL, 
monwealth party, or the Socialist, as they are. 
too Radical. j By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

GENERAL BHERMA.N's body was conveyed to 
its burial-place at St. Louis with impressiv 
military demonstrations in the cities and " The 'Bhamd it8elf doth call /01' instant 
towns through which it passed. I remedy." 

SIXTBEN workmen's clubs or associations, 
some Catholic, others without any religious 
profession, hav joined together in Ghent, A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Belgium, to form a "Workmen's Anti-
Socialist League." 1 Religion and Social Matters, 

C::Ieth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New Yerk. 

GLADBTONB is heading a movement to dis
establish the Church of En~land in Wales,' 
for the reason, he says, that abolition of the 
exclusiv privileges of that church will de-
velop the religious life of the country. I -----------------

1 

What Would Follow PETER HELGREN, of Minneap•lis, three 
weeks ago shot Miss Christian Peterson be-
cause she rejected his love. On the 18th a THE 
detectiv discovered him near Kingston hold- E:ffi f C • • • ? 
ing a revival meeting in the family of Jens acement 0 hr1st1aU1ty 
Oleson. 1 BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

L!!GIBLA.TION to giv every town in Massa- , l"rice. 10 cents a co:py; twelve copies for $1. 
chusetts that is without a public library Address THE TRUTH BEEKER co., 
b"oks worth $100 on condition that the town' 118 Lafayette l"lace, New Yo . 
make an11u11l additions. has revealed that of 
the state's 351 towns 248 already hav public 
libraries. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
'Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOBi 

Of the penerslon of Bte11hen Girard•smagni1lcent 
bequest io l"hila.delphia by the Christian 

churches and Young Men's 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
By RIOJI. Bo WESTBBOOI:o D.D,, LL.D. 

l"rioe 11, Address THE TBUTJI Sll:li:J:D. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

I DOTE on myself, there 
is that lot of me a.r:d all so luscious, 

Each moment and whatever happens thrills 
me with l'>Y, 

I cannot te11 how mv ankles bend, nor 
whence the cause of my faintest wish, 

Nor the cause of the friendship I emit, nor 
the cause of the friendship I take ae;ain. 

That I walk up my stoop, I pause to consider 
if it really be, . 

A moming.glory at my wiiV'fow satisfies me 
more than the metaphvsics of books. 

-Walt Whitman. 

Asonmnm the cause of things to secret • 
proprieties hath arrested and laid asleep all 
true iYlquiry.-Bacon. 

MBN will only truly think for tbemselvs 
when they learn that the evidences of "God's 
truth" are all around them, not in musty 
manuscripts, copied, altered, erased, defaced, 
and "restored," but in the glorious book of 
nature, which admitR of no forgery, no eras
ure, no lie.-Robert (J. Adams. 

THE miraculous has nothing to do with 
the moral.-I11gersoll. 

THE fountain-head of all good actions is 
not to be eought in the belief in Gnd or in 
immortality or in whatever is connec•ed with 
them, but in the conviction that it is the duty 
of the individual to act in the manner which 
is recognized as good and useful by society.
Buehner. 

B:s:oRETA.RY GIBBON of the whisky trust has 
been. iYlflint~d for offering a detfCtiv in dis
guise $25 000 to blow up a distillery at Chi
cago that refused to enter the trust. The 
proof seems complete, as the dynamite was 
handed to the detectiv and is produced, and 
incriminating letters to him are exhibited. 
The 150 operative in the distlllery were to be 
blown up with It, and even the agent was to 
perish by an unexpected fXnlo•lon and thus 
the crime be hid and the $25,000 saved to the Narne. Town. State. 

rftend. I -------------...L.------------___J!..._ _____ _..:.::..:=:.:.:...~-----
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WHAT UNCLE SAM WILL YET BE FORCED TO DO. 

THll: (}en tral Pre•byterian ~aye: " The truth 
is, that there seems to be a craze in certain 
quarters fCJr human machinery within the 
church. There seems to be a want of con
fidence in the effic~cy of the agencies and 
means which our L1rd bas instituted. It 
is a subtle form of ULbelief creeping into 
the church." 

• BRRE is a comical rebuke bestowed upon a 
lawless youth bv a Georgia judge: 11 Younp; 

-man, you were blessed with a noble and ex
emp'ary f•ther, who inculcated In your young 
miod the principles of honesty snrl virtue, 
and a pious mother who nightly offered up 
prayers for you ; instead of which you go 
around stealing ducks!" 

Nxw YoRK city reJoices In a "Lambs' 
Club." Col. Robert Inger~oll is an ardent 
Lamb. A young man asked him the other 
day lf he thoup:ht It a sin to gamblP. "A 
sin!" exclaimed the genial colonel. 11 No, sir, 
a blessing. Come_ and eee us gambol at the 
Broadway Theater next Tuesday afternoon. 
I'll giv you my views then." 

A RoMAN Catholic priest writes that "at 
this time of the year many ot the sick expe
rience an increase of sadness and loneliness. 
and to do something to lessen the trials of 
these dear onesie a pleasant duty of Christian 
charity." The application proposed by the 
priest consists In "sending to the sufferers a 
little water from the grotto at Lourdes." 

THE Indians feel very cross over the way 
their messiah acted and hav now lost all faith 
in their strange belief, because the messiah 

did not render them assistance In their hour 
ot need. The ghost shirt is now regard.Pd 
by them as nothing better than an ordinary 
piece ·or cloth or sheet. Their fanatical belief 
In the power ot the shirts to protect them 
from all harm has almost entirely disappeared, 
for the present, at least. 

"A MI!MrRIAL has been sent to Conll:ress," 
said a lady, "aeklng tl:at body to make pro
v!Fion for submitting the question of female 
suffrage to the yote of the American peop1e. 
I am opposed to it for the reason that only 
men are to do the voting, and I hold that 
women also should be allowed to vote on it. 
It is a q•xestion on which we ought to bav 
the opinion of everybody, without regard to 
sex." 

THE following amusing lie Is cabled from 
Hamburg, Germany: "A very tragic inci
dent occurred in the court February 221. 
Two Socialists, Sigiemund and Ber~naon, 
were ordered to appear before the m<~glstrate 
to answer charges of blasphemy preferrerl by 
the public prosecutor. Although suffering 
from acute influenza, they obeyed the sum
mons, and- while listening to the evidence 
against them they both suddenly expired." 

AT the Anti-Poverty meeting last Sunday 
Dr. McGlynn said: "I was excommunicated 
for preaching doctrine Into which, a cardinal 
told ,.me, the Catholic authorities bad never 
even examined. I would see them all burn
Ing, and myself on top of the heap, before I 
would retract one word of what I eaid. 
Hail the pope so Identified himself wlth God 
that he is beyond the pale of criticism ? 
Must we wait until he is dead before we can 
criticise him ?" · 

THE R:v:Mr. Milligan, who is a. candidate 
for the p11storate of the Covenanter church in 
Coldenham, Pa., and who was invlterl to de
liver a trial @ermon there on the 22 I ult., 
startled the co"gTf g<J.tion in the midst of the 
delivery of the sermon by saying: "I regret 
to state that I am an exceedingly nervous 
man, and am annoyed by a young lady in the 
congrega1lon who nas been endeavoring to 
flirt with me this morning. I hELV neither the 
time nor inclination to return the compli
ment at this time, but may do so later." 

MR. CAHILL bas Introduced into the assem
bly a "b•ll providing that cigareta shall be 
examined by the board of health." While 
Mr. C11hill is about it, exclaims the Bun, why 
doesn't he bring in a "bill prohibiting all 
perHons from smoking cigaretP, pipes, cigars, 
rattan, sweet ftrn, or dried pond lily stems 
without a l<cense from the board ot health?" 
H the annual bill-fall continue8 to increase at 
the present alarming rate, by 1023 oo cltlzen 
will be al'owed to breathe unless his lungs 
hav been tested by a national board of pneu
mometry. 

A REMARKABLE @Cene, and one that struck 
part of the audience as very amusing, oc
curred in the Michigan Democratic state con
vention on the 26 h ult. Arter the prelim
inaries were gone through with Rev. Mr. E. 
R. Clark, a local preacher, was cRl1ed upon 
for prsyer, and in bls prayer he made a 
stump FpeP.ch. The delPgatcs were wrought 
up to a h'gh pitch, and when he asked the 
deity" to guide the footstEp' of the conven
tion In the track of that grand old Democrat, 
Thomas J tff~rson," the convention broke llato 
applause. 

A FR!I.NKLIN, Pa., dispatch says: "Menard
Hutchinson, liviog five miles soutbwel!t of 
West Middlesex, recently j 1ined a Fl1.rmers' 
Alliance cltsb, understanding tbat it wa~ not 
a secret society and therefore would not 
come under the ban of the United Presbyte
rian cburch of which he was a member. 
After being inltia•ed he round reason to 
change his mind. He determined to go be
fore the elders and confess that he had un
wittingly slnnod against the ordinances ot the 
church. Forgivness was extended to him 
provided he would leave the Alliance, which 
be did promptly." 

AT.D)s M'lines, h., the coroner's jury in 
the case of William Pro•zn'ln on the 2Lst ult. 
rendered a verdict dl'clarlng that he came to 
his death "by reason of prt:ICtlclng the teach
Ings of an aPs0ciatlou of personqcalling them
~elv~ Cbrist!Rn l::lclentiRts." Protzman was 
taken lll about the middle of December with 
typhoid pneumonia. He and his wife were 
believers in the doctrln of Christian Science, 
and Mrs. Garren, a teacher of that belief, was 
summoned to treat the patient, whr> grew 
rapidly wo·se. As his cnndltlon became 
more eeriouq, additional ''doctors" ot the 
same belief were summoned. All established 
laws for the treatment ot the sick ·were disre
garded. The patient was deprived of watch
ers a.t night, although assistance was fre
q•tentlv offered by relative and friends. 
Moat of the time he was delirious, and when 
the neighb:Jre finally threatened to call tbe 
attention of the authorities to the manner of 
his treatment the sick man was placed In a 
hack and moved to another buildinJZ half a 
mile distant. The grand jury will investlgate 
the case. 
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Iff. • ti what possible motiv could you hav to burn your The Religion of. Charles Bradlaugh. 
a6mmltntta #nl. neighbor's house, or cut his throat., or rob his family, Much has been written of late of Mr. Bradlaugh as 

then, that you hav not DOW T Does crime pay T • Is a milD, a politician, ud a social refor~er; b.ut very 
the condition of the criminal superior to that of the few writers hav had the courage to v1ew h1m, as I 

Religion and .Morals. good citizen T The criminal, whether he believes in propose to do in this article, in the light of a religious 
All the religious beliefs that exist, or hav ever ex- God and Bible or not, is a criminal because it is his reformer. . 

isted in the world, hav sprung from a craving for nature to be so, because circumstances hav developed And yet, considered from this point of view, sub· 
kno~ledge of the unknown. Confined within the the evil that is in him, and, perhaps, because churches sEquent ages will probably regard Mr. Bradlaugh as 
boundaries of scientific investigation this craving has hav taught him the lie that sinners can sin and yet one of the· mightiest workers for religious reform 
resulted in the discovery of all we know of the know- escape the consequences of their sins. The murderer the world has ever seen. 
able. Extended into the realms of imagination and will not stay his hand from striking the fatal blow It will naturally be asked, What do I mellll by 
superstition it has caused men to accept fucied because he has read that Moses slew a man and es- religion T 
revelations of the unknowable. The subtle, the caped punishment for the deed. The thief will not The late Matthew Arnold once defined it as 
crafty, and the ambitious, uniting for the purpo.se of steal one horse the less because he believes that Jesus "morality touched by emotion," and this defini.tion, 
drawing thei'r subsistence from the weak ud 1gno- stole two donkeys, and r.ode in triumph into Jerusa- which is large and comprehensiv, comprises !~at t~e 
rant, formed the various bodies of priesthoods, Iem on both of them. The evil doer will not turn wisest ud best among men now regard rehg1on 10 
through which such revelations hav been supposed to from his evil ways because he is told that all his bad its essence to be. 
coo;1e, and which hav ever preyed, and still prey, upon deeds were atoned for long ago by the immolation Mr. Bradlaugh, I am aware, never used the word 
the vitals of a suffering human race. The untutored of a god-man upon a cross. And yet men tell us religion in this sense; in my judgment he was often 
democracy were thus brought into subjection to an that Bibles and churches alone prevent them from too prone to accept the definitions of the more 
ecclesiastical aristocracy. The next step was to sub- joining the ranks of criminals. If I did not know narrow-minded among his opponents. 
due the lay leaders of the people, or purchase their that their religion, which tells them ·that God sent a He was, however, one of the ablest exponents o_f 
adherence. Priests and medicin men would not will- lying spirit among his prophets to deceive his people, the philosophy of Secularism, which the most e~u
ingly permit the civil power to exercise Ill inde· led them to lie even against themselvs, I would not nent philosopher of this century, John Stuart Mill, 
pendent authority liable at any time to act in oppo- trust myself unarmed in the presence of some Chris- said might well be regarded as "the religion of this 
sition to theirs. The temporal ruler must be taught tian believers. world " without regard to the question of another. 
that the preservation of his right to rule could be My Christian friend, maybe you do not cut your And now let me clear away some of the misconcep-
best secured by alliance with ecclesiastical law. neighbor's throat because you hav a natural aversion tiona of the ordinary public respecting the views of 
Thus au unholy league was formed for the mainte- to being. hanged or electrocuted. Or you may hav Mr. Bradlaugh on the greatest problems that can 
nance of oppression. Man was chained body ud no i~clination to such butchery, or no motiv for such engage human thought. 
soul. The doctrin of the divine right of kingo to a deed. But if I knew that Christianity and the Bible Many perfectly honest people imagin that Mr. 
govern was the bulwark of the throne. The sword were all that stood bet ween my throat and a knife in Bradlaugh was in the h~bit of launching fo~th e~
of the tyrant was the guardian of the altar. your hand, I would try to shoot you down before phatic denials of th~ enstence of God, but .1n th1s, 

To be good and faithful subjects of the church you came within cutting distance. as in most of the v1ews they formed of th1s great 
and of the empire, men must be trained ud disci- I w.ould rather. trust to the possible risk of two man, unless they took the trouble to go and hear 
plined in obedience. They must not act according weeks in the workhouse as a preventiv of crime than him, they were egregiously mistake». 
to their own judgments of right and wrong. The to all the hell-fire and brimstone the orthodox ever Speaking with a personal knowledge of Mr. Brad
laws of church and st!lte must direct their actions. imagined. One policeman is a better guardian of the laugh of over sixteen years, I can conscientiously 
That natural code of morals which every man who peace than all the horned and long-tailed fiends that aftirm that he was most cautious and guarded in his 
has brains enough to know right from wrong can ever visited Dunstan, and the more fasriinating devils language on every sul>ject, on theological no less 
construct for himself must be ignored, or worse, that tormented Anthony. And still more, one grain than on social or political questions. 
condemned as tainted and corrupt through original of common-sense morality free from religious adul· What then did he say in reference to the question 
depravity. Instead of acting with reference to re- teration is a better purifier of the world from vice than of the existence of God T 
suits upon the being aftected by the action, men all the jaiiP, policemen, priests, and churches on Here are his exact words : '' The Atheist does not 
must conform their lives to artificial standards set earth combined. say there is no God, but he says, 'I know not what 
up by designing, often wicked, teachers. Not to do To save the world from moral error and deform- you mean by God; I am without idea of God; the 
good because it produces good, but to do t~e arbi- ity, to train men to lead virtuous lives, is a glorious word "God" is to me a sound conveying no clear or 
trary will of an unknown god, expressed tnrough task. Under the false pretense of accomplishing distinct affirmation. I do not deny God, because I 
priest or magistrate, must constitute the moral life. this task, Christi~U~ity begs our support. It would cannot deny that of which I hav no cona:eption, and 
The human being11 must be clay in the hands of the hav us aid it by our money and our presence in its the conception of which by its aftirmer is so imper
potter. The potter was the god the fears of fools churches. It deludes us into exempting its prop- feet that he is unable to define it to me '" (Plea for 
created. His right hand was the church, and his erty from taxa'ion and feeding and clothing its ex- Atheism, p. 3~. 
left hand was the state. pounders for no value received. It givs people a How different this to the cross and brutal Ian-

Thus we find that the morals of mankind hav book containing some gems of truth buried in such guage which mlllly people imagin Mr. Bradlaugh was 
become rotten to the core, because the rottenness of a muck-heap of ridiculous absurdities that it takes a wont to use in dealing with such a subject! 
religion has been blended with them and has infected man who· has nothing else to do a lifetime to pick Having no idea of God, Mr. Bradlaugh naturally 
them from the beginning. We meet with one who them out. It gathers, once a week or so, a few real turned his attention to subjects the issue of which 
has no scruples in robbing the widow and the or pretended believers together, and urges them to could be decided in this world. 
orphan, yet would tremble to eat meat upon a Fri- tell a being who is supposed to know all their True, he criticised the Bible; but in doing so 
day. We find another who will cheat, lie, and thieve thoughts, what they want him to do, and preaches to he never relied exclusivly upon his own critical 
six days in the week, but will not do a stroke of them doctrine which they hav already learned and powers, but always supported his contentions by 
honest work upon a ~unday. And yet every day previously accepted. And then it forms for them a quotations from such great authorities as Spinoza, 
we hear it said by people who a~mit that all relig- system of morality to agree with , those doctrins. Kalisch, Colenso, and others. It must be remem
ions are false, that they are necessary to preserve The morality, like all the rest of its work, has in it as bered also that after Mr. Bradlaugh had beeu 
morality among men. Such morals as religions giv much of truth and goodness as it derives from criticising the Bible for some years it underwent 
us, no doubt religions are necessary to preserve. human nature. All the rest is false ud bad be a revision, and alterations were made which showed 
But the morals are as false as the religions from cause it is the outcome of a false revelation. But that the work of the eminent critics above named 
which they spring. We cannot found a code of common sense will sometimes OJlerate in the mind had not been in vain. 
ethics upon a system of lies and expect it to be true of every man, woman, and child whp is not a hope- It is worthy of . notice also that many of the 
and good. And so we may all make use of a new less lunatic. It s~rikes at the theological founda· leading lights in the church hav since modified 
litany and say, " From the l~ws of churches and of tion on which this morality is built, often smashes it their vhw of the Bible, as the issue of such a 
priests, from the commands of kings and governors, into fragments and the whole structure falls. Then notable book as "Lex Mundi" from Oxford dem-
from the false teachings of hypocrite ud fools, from the pious fools exclaim, "See the result of skepti- onstrates beyond a doubt. · 
the ignorance of religious schools, from the caprices cism and Infidelity. The loss of faith leads to the Hr. B ~adlaugh nev~r attempted to destroy the 
of gods, 0 man, deliver us. That we may be taught loss of virtue." And well it might be so when even truths of the Bible;;.;,..he merely pointed out some 
to know right from wrong, that we may acquire the the natural virtues of these church-trained dupes of its errors, many of which hav now been ac-

. power to refuse the evil and to choose the good, 0 hav been dragged from that humanity to which they knowledg3d by the leading scholars in the church. 
man, hear us. Th"t we may together strive to ben· belonged and imbedded in the sand of a theological In time t l come, therefore, I verily believe that 
efit each other and ourselvs, that we may win in the system which the breath of reason could at any time Mr. Bradhugh will be regarded by Christians in • . 
fight with tyrants who hav enslaved us, that we may scatter, and the tide of an advancing knowledge must the light of a great religious reformer. 
drive out the will of God a:g.d plant upon the walls eventually sweep entirely away. I would not giv Turning, however, from what Mr. Bradlaugh did 
of the temple of human right our own purified and two straws for a virtue which knows no better foun- not believe to what he did believE', let me say at 
ennobled free will, 0 man, help us." dation than dread of hell or fear of God. There are once that h 3 aftirmed his belief in the infinity and 

We found a system of morality upon theological too many mercies at the eleventh hour, too many loop- eternity of existence-in other words, tha~ an un
doctrins which will not stand one breath or reason. holes to escape damnation. And if there were not, ending chain of causes and effects compr1sed ex
We hav no right to complain if such structures fall. the man who leads a good life only because he .fears istence. 
We hav no cause to regret their fall.· Let them go. to liv a bad one, is altogether too mean a being, too He believe I also in the iuvariability of nature's 
In their places build a new structure in which each prone to crime in his heart of hearts, to be trusted laws; and this naturally led him to disbelieve in 
man can move and breathe and exercise his individ- in a civilized community anyway. all miracles, Christian and pagan alike. 
ual liberty in perfect harmony with the liberties of We exempt our churches from taxation, and their He believe l that all the good in the world was 
his fellows. Let us raise higher and higher our own members, or those who hav been led astray by their to be brough ~ about by human effort-by the em
human will till it shall tower above, overshadow, teachings, fill our prisons which we are taxed to sup- ployment of material means. 
crush, and utterly extinguish the will of God. There port. If we would teach our people to be moral, we Instead of hoping that things might get better, 
is no man or woman on earth so low and vile as not must first discover in what true morality consists. he worked to make them better. No task, how
to be worth more than a million times all the gods We must separate it from the rubbish blended with it ever formidable, frightened him. The word failure 
that ever'brought desolation upon the world. For in through ages of priestcraft. We must learn that he expunged very early from his vocabulary. 
man and woman, however depraved, we may still find those actions are moral which contribute to the He saw at a glance what was wanted, and worked 
some capacity for good, while gods hav shown us noth- general good, those immoral which are injurious to with indomitable will ud courage to accomplish it. 
thing but their power to keep us in subjection to evil. the community. For the first and greatest command- He assailed injustice on every hand. When quite a 

But the climax of absurdity is reached when our ment of the human moral law is this: Thou shalt do youth in the army, an arrogant landlord stuck up a 
honest Christian neighbor in whom nativ human as thine own judgment teaches thee is good with- post forbldding persons to walk across a certain 
goodness is so strong that, in spite of his creed, q:a out regard to God and devil ; and the second is like pathway; young Bradlaugh looked up the law on the 
spite even of the Bible he reads, he is still a respect- unto it, Thou shalt suffer every man and woman to subject, pulled down the post, and stuck up in its 
able and decent member of the community, tells us do as he or she thinks fit to do, provided only that place the llJlDOl;DI3ement that the said prohibition 
that but for that creed and Bible he would perpe· they interfere not with thine own or others' rights. was removed by Charles Bradlaugb, of the Seventh 
trate outrageous orimes. Why, my good friend, E. J, BowTELL. dragoon guarde, then stationed in Ireland. 
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This was characteristic of his whole life. He was 
always pulling down some impediment in the path 
of progress. 

Many of the obstacles to progress that he sought 
to remove were intellectual. I refer now to those 
which most people regard as religious, but which 
Mr. Bradlaugh viewed in the light of superstitions. 

And how tenaciously some people aling on to their 
superstitions, even when they feel that they" are no 
longer defensible, only those who make it their duty 
to assail error wherever they find it can properly 
understand. · 

The religion of Mr. Bradlaugh may be summed up 
in the language of Thomas Paine : ''All the world is 
my country, and to do good my religion." 

Mr. Bradlaugh did not believe in creed!, but in 
deeds. 

Let me record a few of the good things he did in 
his day. · 

In the first place, he fought the battle of the free
dom of the press, and printed his paper, the National 
Reformer, "in defiance of her majesty's government." 

In this battle he had against him such eminent 
counsel as Sir Robert Oollier, Sir J.D. Ooleridge 
(now lord chief-justice), and Mr. Orompton Hutton; 
and yet he was successful in the fight. After thie 
great victory John Stuart Mill wrote to him and 
said: "You hav gained a very honorable success in 
obtaining a repeal of the mischievous act by your 
persevering resistance." Mr. Bradlaugh saw that 
without freedom of the press and freedom of speech 
we could get no progress. 

He therefore fought for the right of public meet
ing in Hyde park and other public places, and stood 
by the people in the face of great danger. 

On more than one occasion I hav seen him when 
'he has been assailed, and I know not only the great 
courage he always displayed, but the extraordinary 
strength he was capable of exerting on such occa
sions. 

To show the power he had over the people take 
the following case. · 

I was present at the Victoria Music Hall when Mr. 
Chamberlain, then the beau ideal of a Radical, was 
delivering an address. The hall was crowded to suf
focation and thousands were unable to gain admis· 
sion-indeed, so great was the throng outside that 
Mr. John Morley (the chairman) and Mr. Oham
berlain found great difficulty in getting in them
s~lvs. Among the members of Parliament on the 
platform was Mr. Bradlaugh. The meeting went 
on smoothly enough during the ajidress of Mr. 
Morley, but when Mr. Ohamberlain rose to speak 
the people outside forced the doors open and came 
in with a rush. At this moment a glass door came 
down with a crash, and almost caused a panic. 
The chairman appealed for order, but the rush 
from outside was so great that many lives must 
hav been lost had not Mr. Bradlaugh at this junct
ure gone outside and addressed the meeting, and 
by his presence drawn o:lf the crowd who were 
struggling to get inside. 

On the following day, on my own behalf and 
tha~ of a few friends who sat near me, I wrote to 
Mr. Bradlaugh, thanking him for his conduct in 
going outside to address the meeting, and thus, no 

. doubt, saving many from being fearfully inj ared 
or even from an untimely death. 

Mr. Bradlaugh was always the friend of the op
pressed. When Joseph 1\lazzini, the Italian patriot, 
was an exile from his nativ land, he found in this 
country no greater friend than the late member for 
Northampton. 

All the world knows now what Mr. Bradlaugh did 
for the people when he had duly taken his seat in the 
house of Oommons after being unjustly and illegally 
excluded for some years. He caused a large number 
of perpetual pensions to be commuted ; he passed 
his famous bill for making it legal for unbelievers to 
giv evidence upon simple affirmation ; improved the 
truck act ; and was preparing to secure an act of 
justice to our brethren in India by gaining for them 
a fair system of representation, when unhappily his 
valuable life was suddenly brought to a elose. 

His religion then was expressed in his actions ; 
and surely none will deny that the accumulated ac
tions of a life such as his constitute a good record. 
Morality, to him, was to be judged by the utility of 
one's actions. AU actions that promoted the well
being of humanity were good, while aotions which 
had . the opposit tendency he re~arded as immoral. 

It is quite true that he did not believe in a future 
life ; he was not satisfied with the evidence in favor 
of the immortality of the souL But surely if good 
conduct merits future happiness in some other world, 
he will deserve it. He has gone to his grave loved 
by the people, and praised by many who were once 
his greatest enemies. Let us reverently repeat over 
his grave the words he once uUered over the gran 
of an old colleague : 

He did well, he did his best; 
No more weary, now at rest. 

AnTHUB B. Moss. 
P.S.-Thfs article was originally written for a 

London weekly, but was rejected on the groutad 
that it might offend some of its readers.-A. B. M 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I ha': dwelt upon _the fact that man began wrong

began 1n absolute Ignorance, devoid of language or 
intelligence, or at least confined to a few words and 
the merest rudiment of knowledge. This and this 
only, distinguished him from the brute. 'I want to 
impress upon you this fact. I believe it is of the 
utmost importance in solving all questions of right 
conduct. We must return to :first principles. In
stinct is inherited memories and early impression 
with unconscious application, a survival of the fittest 
modes looking to the perpetuation of the species, 
a purely natural selection. All modes of existence 
become fixed in habits, even as inherited memories 
b~o~e fixed ~ instinct. Reason is a conscious ap
phcatton and IDtroduces a new factor in evolutien. 
We begin to think and to apply ways to means and 
conscious selection begins, but still the instincts and 
habits of the animal are strong within us. And this 
is why the strong were tyrants and the weak were 
slaves. And this is why we still are such " base, 
ignoble slaves." We hay voluntarily assumed the 
chains of superstition, and although a large majority 
we are still tlte slaves of a few. The debasing in:flu· 
ence in this connection has been the idea of obedi
ence to authority impressed upon the growing mind 
as a duty. "Ohildren, obey your parents." That par
ents could be wrong was something the young mind 
should never contemplate. Servants, obey your mas
ter; his authority is just. Oitizens, obey your sover· 
eign. " The king can do no wrong." And over all. 
the unquestioned authority of a God. The cry is 
still, Obedience, children, wives, citizens, and slaves. 

Obedience, 
Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth, 
Makes slaves of men, and of the human frame 
A mechanized automaton. 

In other words, we are moved by an instinct of 
obedience to authority inherited from a savage an
cestry. The old slavish fear is in our organization, 
an echo of the time when might made right, when 
disobedie.nce was a sin and disrespect of authority 
the highest of crimes. Think it over, friends. Why 
should one man assume the power to guide, control, 
and direct another, each the equal child of nature T 
Is it not simply because he is stronger and in his 
own conceit wiser 1 The parent domineers his child 
because he can. It is the old brutish instinct in our 
nature. The presumptuous claim the right of pos
session. The child, the wife, the slave, is mine or 
thine. The right of possession givs the right of 
authority. Deny the right of possession or prop
erty in the wife, the child, the slave, and we hav no 
basis in nature for authority. We predicate, 11 All 
men are born free and equal," but it is in theory only. 
Practically they are slaves and equal only with others 
in like condition. From the cradle to the gran we 
run the gauntlet of authority, parental, school, theo
logical; and political. 

The man 
Of virtuous soul commands not, nor obeys. 
Power, like a desolating pestilence, 
Pollutes whate'er it touches. 

I hav said, obedience to authority was impressed 
upon the growing mind as a duty. And I said be
fore, I do not like the word duty. Like Oleopatra's 
"but yet," "it doth allay the good procedure." Jus
tice I love and mercy I admire, but duty I detest and 
charity I abhor. The man 11 in duty bound" may well 
believe that life is not worth living. "Let us render 
unto Omsar the things that are Omsar's." I believe 
in reciprocity. But duty is an obligation without an 
equivalent. When once a debt is paid, even in 
interest, it is, or should be, canceled ; but duty 
is a debt drawing interest forever. We owe our 
existence to God, saith the preacher, hence we are in 
duty bound to follow his mandates, as prescribed by 
hill agents and written in his book. We owe our 
life, liberty, and possessions to government, cries the 
politician. Hence our duty is to honor and obey 
our rulers, perpetuate and support political govem• 
ment. Duty to his country makes a man throw 
away his life upon the battle-field, making his loved 
ones orphans and his wife a widow. Duty to govern
ment makes a man a slave to party politics, corrupt
ing his youth and debauching his manhood. It was 
duty to his God that made John Oalvin burn Serve
tuB at the stake. 

I pity the dumb victims at the altar, 
But does the rob'd priest for his pity. falter? 

No. God's outraged majesty must be vindicated. 
It is duty to the law that bids the judge condemn 
the man to the gallows who in a moment of passion 
kills his neighbor. Duty to God, to government, 
and the law has gibbeted, guillotined, and burnt its 
thousands. Madam Roland should hav said, "0 
duty, what crimes are committed in thy name!" 
The majesty of law demanded victims, when several 
uniformed slaves met their death. in dispersing a 
public meeting in Ohicago. Somebody threw a 
bomb, and four men, innocent of any crime against 
any individual, must die the death and three others 
wear out their lives behind prison bars. They had 
said that lawyerf!! and priests were useless drones, 
consuming the honey of the working bees, and that 
the workers should destroy this system of robbery. 

They had said the laws were of the rich, by the 
rich, and for the rich, and they claimed that govern
ment had become subversiv to " life, Jiberty, and the 
pursuit of happiness," and in the words of the Decla
ration of Independence, "whenever any form of gov
ernmen£ becomes destructiv of these ends, it is the 
right of the people to alter or abolish it." They had 
said that wealth and cunning, by the aid of supersti
tion, had enslaved labor ; that ~overnment was ma
nipulated by these to make this robbery respectable. 
They had said the law must be strangled, and the 
government abolished. They proalaimed the right 
of revolution, and prophesied the coming of the 
storm. Like John crying in the wilderness, they 
lifted up their voice in behalf of downtrodden labor. 
11 Prepare ye ! prepare ye I" It was duty that led 
them forth like lambs to the slaughter, and duty to 
the government and the majesty of law swung them 
from the gibbet. That government should seek to 
destroy its enemies is not to be wondered at. But 
that we, the laboring poor, should join the. rabble 
and cry, " Orucify them ! Orucify them !'' would be 
strange indeed, did we not know that duty bids us 
act, duty to our party, duty to our government. duty 
to our God, anything but duty to ourselvs. A West
ern editcr, feeling the call of duty, prints what 
was repugnant to his own feelings, being satisfied it 
was needful to the reform he advocated. At the com
mand of duty he placed his head in the mouth of the 
lion of the law, and duty to society and its respecta
bility urged the " lion " to sacrifice the editor. I 
know it is claimed that the "blood of the martyr" is 
necessary, or at least a great help, to all reform. 
But it seems to me I had rather hav one quiet but 
persistent gentleman or lady whose actions are 
prompted by feelings of pleasure than a dozen dead 
or imprisoned martyrs to duty. Professor Sumner 
says, " Every man or woman in society has one big 
duty-that is to take care of his or her self." 

This is a social duty, fortunately for the matter, 
so that the duty of making the best of oneself indi
vidually is not a separate thing from the duty of 
filling one's place in society. But the trouble begins 
with " the common notion . . . that one has a 
duty to society as a special thing, and that this duty 
consists in considering and deciding what other peo
ple ought to do." It is always the other fellow we 
are concerned about; to see that he is properly in
structed, controled, and protected, constitutes . our 
one great duty. Yet man is essentiaJiy selfish. He 
is all the time scheming to better his condition, at 
the same time trying to make it appear he is disin
terested, if not an actual philanthropist. Well, what 
would you f Do you not advocate selfishness f Yes ; 
but not hypocrisy. Let us acknowledge the corn. 
The protection we would throw around so generously, 
and the charity we would display so ostentatiously, 
are really prompted by egotistical motivl'. To hav 
protectors we must hav masters; to hav masters we 
must ha'f slaves; to be charitable we must hav vic· 
tims of injustice. What the world needs is equal 
opportunity. Withdraw all class advantage and let 
the best man win; withdraw the advantage and pro
tection guaranteed to capital and the labor question 
would be settled ; withdraw the protection granted 
the landlord and the land question would be no 
more. Aud so with every question that perplexes 
society, at the bottom is the injustice of class legisla- . 
tion, sanctioned by ancient custom and hallowed by 
a sense of duty. A. L. BALLOU. 

Bu_tfalo, N. Y. 
------------~~.----------
Years of the Modern. 

SeU!otea from Wazt Whttman. 
Years of the modern ! years of the unperform'd I 
Your horizon rises, I see it parting away for more 

august dramas, 
I see not America only, not only Liberty's nation but 

other nations preparing, 
I see tremendous eutrasoes and exits, new combina

tions, the solidarity of races, 
I see that force·advancing with irresistible power on 

the world's stage, · 
(Hav the old forces, the old wars, played their parts t 

are the acts suitable to them closed T) • • • 

Never were such sharp questions ask'd as this day, 
Never was average man, his soul, more energetic, 

more like a God. . . . 

The earth, restiv, confronts a new era, perhaps a 
general divine war, 

No one knows what wiJI happen nex~, such portents 
fill the days and nights ; 

Years prophetical ! the space ahead as I walk, u I 
vainly try to pierce it, is full of phantoms, 

Unborn deeds, things soon to be, project their shapes 
around me, 

This incredible rush and heat., this strange ecstauc 
fever of dreams 0 years ! 

Your dreams 0 year:!, bow they penetrate through 
me I (I know not whether I sleep or wake;) 

The perform'd America and Europe grow dim, retir· 
iDg in shadow behind me, 

The unperform'd, more gigantic than ever, adnnoe, 
advance upon me. 
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man,forgetting, however, in their excitement, that Mr. 
Charlesworth, the very man they wPre putting forward 
for the cffi<lP, had the misfortune, like myself, to be 
born upon English soil. N Jw, considering the ori
gin and composition of the American race, it would 
be very interesting to know what serious objection 
there could be to any person, simply on account of 
his being an Englishman, filliDg any tffi!ie in a Secu
lar society. 

But what a grave and narrow. minded inconadstency 
for those persons to int-roduce the qurstion cf n~
tiovality who publicly profess to indorse the doctr1n 
of Thomas PaiDf', wb£:n he said, "The 'll:Orld is my 
country." FJr Liberals to speak of "jealousies, 
""'pecially race prderencf!e;" as mentioned by Dt. 
Foote, is to show that· Secularism is not by any 
means the only philo&ophy a " few American Liber
als" do not understand. 

F 0 MENDE 1'rRII.snrer. • • , • • Pbiladelvhta. Pa. 
OoBBBRPOsDiNa fiBOBETARY, Ida 0. Oraddook.Broad and Oolnmbu~ 
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The A.meriean Secular Union-Personal. 
Within the last few weeks I hav been innrdated 

with letters from the various parts of the U.aited 
States, a!king my opinion upon the present condi
tion of the American Secular Union. It is to be 
regretted that any misunderstanding should hav 
artsen among members of what could be made a 
most useful organization. In my opinion the present 
offioers, having betn elected, should be properly sup
ported, at least for one yt-ar, •nd then, if it is found 
that th~y ~av forfeited the confidence of those whC! 
el~cted thew, they should not again be placed in 
:power. I find it is generallyconcFded that the pres 
t:Dt board is the best that the Union has bad for 
many years; therEfore, it is cnly jost that its mem
bers should bav a fair opportunity to carry out their 
program without unnecessary and reprehensible 
efforts being made to thwart their every movement. 
I write thus the more freely because I do not quit, 
agree with Dr. Westbrook upon many points, yet I 
J;"ecogLirl's in that gentleman a noble nature and an 
honeet desire to do what he considers best for the wel
fare· of the U .aicn. Moreover, he bas devoted hie 
time and energy to the cause to a greater extent, 
perhaps, than any previous president has dcne; and 
besides, he bas the assistance of a most able and 
•cco~plisbed secretary, one who in all probabilit:y 
oould not be tqualed and certainly could not b(' 
excelled. Q ae t.ning in my opinion is evidently re
quired, and that -is an amendment of the constitution. 
4s it .. ow stands, it appears to many persons to b£: 
not qoite clear whether the Union is a political, Sec
ular, or an anti-theological organization. As to the 
field secretaryship, my advice is to let that matter 
stand over until the next congresP, and in the mean 
time let harmony prevail and other practical work be 
done. 

Now, it must be understood that I hav neither 
the time nor the inclination to take a prominent part 
in the unpleasant and undignified controversy which 
has recently teen going on in the columns of some 
of the American Freethoueht journals upon the sub· 
j'lct of this field secretaryship. In fact, the matter 
would not be referred to at all by me if my name 
had not been so freely and erroneously used in con· 
nection with the question. J ndging from the nck 
less and vehement manner in which two or thre£: 
writers hav given vent to their evidently pent·up 
feelings in rderence to myself, the ordinary reader 
may reasonably suppose tbat the board of directorl' 
of the American Serular U aion had cffered me the 
c.ffiJe of field secretaryship, and having consented to 
accept that position I was now a candidate for it. 
The truth is, nothing of the kind baa taken place, 
and those who hav so indiscreetly concerned them· 
selva upon the subject hav been victims of their 
own faJJcy. It would hav been far better for them 
to hav learned all the facts of the case before writing 
such impetuous folJy and exhibiting such childish 
simplicity. The whole affair would be to me ex· 
tremely amusing, did it not reveal the sad spectacle 
of petty j ;alou.y and anti-Liberal conduct upon the 
parii of those from whom I certainly expected better 
things. Would it not hav been wiser to hav caught 
the .bare before indulging in senseless recriminations 
as to the best mode of cooking it !_ 

For the benefit of the ratiOnal observer of this 
silty coL:fLct, and also for the consolation of the 
fault-fiaders themseJvs, let me say most distinctly 
that tne board to my ·knowledge bas not sent me an 
invitation to be field secretary, and therefore I could 
not hav accepted any such invitation. Moreover, I 
wish it to be clearly understood that I hav not been 
in competition with Mr. Charlesworth or anyone 
else for the office·. By the way, this gentleman bas 
placed his '' friends" 111 a most unenviable pollition 
by his statement in last week's TRUTH SEEKER 
Tnerein be alleges that '·Charles Watts was not t.be 
man" intended for the lectureship. Now, this is a 
tremendous "set· back" for those unfortunate victims 
of a mucb.-to-be·regretted mental dll.ction, and it 
should tend to allay the alarm Wh1c.11 their vivid 
im1gination bad cor j !lred up as to myself. 

I& appears that five out of the seven members of 
the board did me the honor (for which I am grateful) 
of expressing as their opinion that I should be well 
suited for tbe field secretaryship, and they made 
this fact public. Thereupon, without waiting for 
tbe off"r to be submitted, accepted, or rt jected, one 
or two excitable American-born heroes roan into print 
protesting with nativ pride against their national rights 
and emoluments being thus usurped by an English· 

With questionable taste and in a method calculated 
to mislelld, it has been alleged i.hat my engagement 
with the Union about seven :years ago, when first I 
~"&me from l,llogland, re!Julted in a pecuniary loss. 
Now, in justice to m:JBPlf, Jet me emphatically state 
1hat I had nothing whatever to do with the business 
part of that engagemPnt. The secretary traveled 
with mt>, made all the iecturivg eng11gements, tock 
ell fees, and paid all liabilitiP!l, my duty being only 
to lecture where appoint ... d. This I did on all occm· 
sions. The financial failure was not to be wondered 
at when two persons were appointed to do what one 
d us could easily bav accomplished, and thus bav 
saved the salary of one person besides half of the 
railw111y and hotel e:roPIJses incurred. I kept my 
engagement and thE~ Union paid me honorably with
out any di!!pute. Why ebould Dr. Foote refer to 
the matter as he does at the prPsent time 1 The 
reeson is not difficult to divine. Would the doctor 
refuse to take hie ff'eB for medical services rendered 
even to an Eoglishman T I trow not. The men· 
tioning of this circumstance might hav bad some 
force if I applied for atJother engagement under 
similar circumstances to those existing on the former 
occasion. But I do not, and fortunately now there 
is no necessity for mv so doing. It is to be regrettPd 
that the fact of an E oglh!hman receiving years ago 
a few hundred dollars for traveling thousands of 
miles and lecturing moet nights, should otill be a 
sore point with certain Americans. This is protec
tion with a vengeance, and by way of a slight com
pensation, if the grieved ones will accompany me the 
next time I go to Eoglar:d they shall be guaranteed 
full pay for all the engagements they fill and shall 
never be reproached, although they are Americans, 
for receiving the reward of their labors. Would 
this be free trade or reciprocity, which ! · 

I find that sorrow dwells in another quarter. Al
though, as already stated, I was never a candidate 
for this much-coveted secretaryship, yet Freethought 
of February 1st has an article, written almost, one 
would think, in tears by one of its editorP, foreshr.d· 
owing the ruinous consequences to other lecturers, 
snd also to ot-her J!'rPPthought papers, if I accept the 
cffiee with Secular Thought. at my command. Tbe 
editor says : "Besides invading, fnll-armed and pan
oplied, the territory of lecturers, will he [Mr. Watt~ J 
also bring his paper. at the expense of all subscribers 
to the GuaTantee Fund. into competition with the 
established Free~hought journals now struggling for 
an existence! • • • Ia any porti m of h1B time to 
be devoted to woJ king for thtt.t paper 1 If yes, will 
that be fair toward line other j '~urn ala !'' D Jes this 
wl'iter forget that when one of the present editors of 
Freethought was a paid 1ecturfr for the Union, a 
tew years ago. be was a~ the same period an activ 
11gent for a Vberal j :)Urnal, and that much of his 
time was " devoted to working for that paper T" 
Be~ides, this agent carri~>d hundreds of dollars' 
worth cf books and sold them at the lectures for the 
benefit of the firm owning the paper in q•1estion. 
Was that " fair toward t.he other j ournats " then 
·• strugglina for existence T' 

The m•tter, however, is Dot worth further setious 
notic£>. The letter from D':. Foote, Jr., to Dt. 
Westbrook, and the article referred to above, fully 
explain the whole matter, and indicate without a 
doubt where " the l!lhoe pinches." I feel deeply for 
the dis~urbed condition of the effi cted ones, and I 
will do all that is possible to be done to comfort 
them and to " admini!lter to a mind diseased" that 
consolation which ehould be sufficient to restore 
them to quietude end repoee. I can assure them 
that I hav no intention whatever, at present, of 
"invading their tnritory," inasmucll as I can com
mand as many lecturing engagements as I require 
upon my own account. Moreover, I promis in the 
name of that "high cultured humanity and loving 
brotherhood of man" of which, at present, so much 
is heard but so little is seen, that if the tfftJr of the 
field secretaryship is made to me I will not accept it 
without conferring in aH humility with the other 
lecturers in the American Freethought. field. I will 
also do my bePt to prevent Secular Thought from 
in any way iJ juring oth€r "L beral paperl!," and if 
in epite of au my tff.>rts I should fall to restore 
traz,quillity to the disconsolate oneP, I will remove 

·with Secular ~ hou:~ht to l::hberia, Tjmbuc~oo, or 

some other foreign land w:here perhaps, even in the· 
midst of semi ben barism~ an unfortunate Englishman 
may be permitted to w.ork without the dremd of 
wounding the tender susceptibilities of, and calling 
forth heartfelt denunciations from, individuals similar 
in misfortune to the stars of Liberalism in enlight
ened America. · A•fter thus supplying the " balm of" 
Gilead," is it too mu~h to hope that ment~tl health 
will be restored and that " principles, not men," willl 
engage the attention of those who so loudly profesBI 
to be working for the "common good T'' Persoualfy 
I can realize more pleasure in useful work than in 
childish disputations and zealous bickering, and 
therefore I shall continue to employ my time and 
energy in seE>king to strengthen that monment 
which every Freethinker should bav dear at heart. 
In the words of the " immortal bard," 

Pardon what I hav spoke, 
Ful' 'tis a studied, not a present thought, 
By duty ruminated. 

CH!llLltS WATTS. 

Mr. Charlesworth a11d the American Secular 
Union. 

In reading the article of the Hon. A. Schell, of' 
Kai~bt's Ferry, Oal., I thought a short statement; 
would not be amiss. 

The principal reason· why Mr. Westbrook- Wmt 
unanimously rt e'ected was t.hat Le wanted to sta.y in 
the cffice to finish the work in regard to the hand
book on MoralP, on which two years hn been con
sumed, discriminatina between the value of the sev
eral manuscripts. Being an eminently moral man 
himself, the congress thought t.bat any book on 
morality which secured his recommflndation would 
be eminently fit to ladle ready-m11da morality oufl 
from, in teaspoonful doses, to the coming Secular 
adolel!cents. 

If the name of Charles Watts hsd been mentioned 
at the congress as the c flbial candidate, the rec· 
ommendation of the congress would certainly hav 
been given with such hearty Emphasis that nobody · 
else would hav had a ghost of a show. This WillE\ not . 
done. No intimation of any such purpose was givei\,. 
bd Charlesworth on the contrary was presented ~: 
and recommended by the congress. 

The administration showing that it was inimiC!fJjto , 
the candidate, and the treatment he received while , 
addressing the congress, made all the present. mem- . 
bers more solid in his support than they otherwise 1 

would hav been. 
Mr. Schell goes into the mutual admiration blHI'o

iness. 
His recommendation of Mr. Watte's merits goes 

for naught. . . 
There is not a Freethinker in this country who 

does not know what Mr. Watts is and bow valuable 
to the cause. That is entirely out of the quel'ltion~ 
and nobody denies it. The point is, hav the admin· 
istration the moral (they are great on morality) rigb• 
to snub, to insult, and discard a gentleman whom 
the whole conprees indorsed as unanimously as they' • 
r1 ij1ected Mr. Westbrook? Is it a part of the bean· 
tiful policy of the administration to insinuate that 
Mr. Charlesworth is not a moral man(" fih to be re
ceived in our families ") 1 If the administration hav 
anything to say against the moral conduct of John 
Charlesworth, if they can show that he is unfit to 
be received in our fami:ies, they should openly make 
the Liberal public acquainted with the facts, and if 
they can prove this it will settle the matter at once ; 
and if they cannot the recommendation of the con· 
gress should be ratified. · 

The trouble with Mr. Charlesworth seemS' ( 
to be that he is too radical and ihat he .. 
bas no respect for the feelings of Ohristnms, , 
Unitarians, and other ~ipeds of that ilk. Having'; 
had the pleasure of heanng Mr. Watts twice, I dare• I 
state that he is not a whit more delicate on that sub~.' 
j'3ct. Moreover, the Atheists, Spiritualists, and Agt 
nosticP, who form the great bulk of the suppo:rterSJ 
of the Union, admire just such traits, and a trt\veling 
pansy. peddler, who would not from time to timq slap 
the Christ- God £quarely in the face, would probabl')" 
not be much to their taste. 

Personally, I hav not the sJ=ghtest regard fo'l' the 
theistical feelings of anybody, and must confess tllato 
until now I hav ye~ to meet the first Christian who 
had any respect for my feelir.gs on any aubjeat wha• 
ever. 

If we are going to pander to the prfjudiees of f he 
Christians, we bad better hire some U oitall'ia:n, God, in
the green· and· blue minister and eend him OD the J oad 
with a certificate of moral character and his cb' arch 
diploma in his poeket. Then our well· belond field 
secretary could dead beat his way on half fart 1 rail
way ticketP, like all the other well-beloved ttf rvanta 
of J ehovab in the land. 

Separation of church and statP, cburch ~axation. 
etc., are fine principles. But can they be b etter ad~ 
vocat"d thl!n by open and equare e:xposill ~ of the 
humbug on which the whole matter rests! On dem
onstrating that Jehovah is a myth, it foUoWI'slogically 
that any favor shown to his church hy tbe commu
nity at large is an absurdity, and if ther' are people . 
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, bent on adoring a myth they should pay their own 
piper. 

If we will ht\v to bolster the American Secular 
Uaion up by affiliating with other soQieties; if the 
American Secular Uaion cannot keep its banner 
:fbating by the unaided tfforts of the Infidels of this 
broad country; if we must try to wheedle monetary 
and moral (') support under the false pretense of not 
being opposed to religion, we may as well throw up 
~he sponge, dig its grave, and write on it, Requiescat 
~n pace. 

M neover, not a single clergyman in the country 
would in the least be hoodwinked. The clergy know 
OD what side their bread is buttered. Tnose that 
entagon:z3 the church in any way whatever, even ·only 
-by trying for taxa~ion, are taken by them as enemies 
.,.nf religion. -
.. 'The parting advice of, 11 Stop wrangling and come 
· down with your cash,'' does not sound very well in 
: Liberal ears. Why in the name of common sense 

should anybody come down with the cash if he had 
. not the right to say bow it ahould be used or whether 
:it be paid towArd an action which he deems utjust! 
. Tnere has not in all the controversy been snown 
one good, eubstantiel reason why John Ob.arleswortb 
should not be appointed, unless it be the sweet will 
of the admhtistr~tion, which may be good enough 
reason to Mr. SJbell, but seems to me and others 
nothing but an arbitr"TY "buse of power. 

DE LE PINASBE, Life-member. 

The Q 11arrl' I in the U a ion. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With 

your permisaion, I would like space for a few 
thoughts on the seemingly interminable question of 
a field secretary for tbe American Secular U aion. 
The recent discussion of that question has apparently 
arous<>d a feeling of personal enmity that threatens 
to result in a situation that may sadly disturb the 
harmony that should exist among Fteethinkers if 
they expect to accomplish any ~ood bv their efforts 
in &dvanoin~ the principles of L'beral Fteethoughi. 

Fteethinkars bav said and written much in denun
ciation of the tendency of religion, especially Obris· 
tianity, to cause contention, discord, and strife, that 
in the past hav, and in the future may not only es
trange friends but cause death and destruction in 
their most dire form. 

Perhaps it may seem impertinent in me to claim, 
or even wish, to say a word on this subj ~ct. I am 
not a member of the Sacular U aion, because. for 
twenty years I hav by ill health been shut in from 
the world of b•tsinesa and social life. But I hav 
been and am a Fteethinker, and wish to be a Liberal 
one ; therefore I am very anxious that all who 
wish to advance the cause of L:beral Fteethought, 
and especially those who occupy by right the posi
tion of speakers and leaders, should be careful, con
siderate, and j 11st to all. 

The president of the American Secular Uaion may 
'hav been a little hasty in what he said and did at the 
Portsmouth convention, but he seemed ready and 
anxiou~ to harmoniz ~. &Dll from the published ac
,cciunts it looked as though il; was accomplished, and 
·at the close of the convention all felt friendly and 
·ready to work together with a hearty good will for 
;the advancement of the cause. 

Perhaps the president and secret."ry m~ay hold 
opinions that seem foreign to the Nine Dama.nds, 

:,but it looka as though they were honest, energetic 
workers for the best interest of the U.aion, as they 

·. understand it. -
The preaident's"published articles hav been short, 

• argumentativ, and to the point, and be seems to hn 
maintained his position hv rtfdrence to the constitu

. tion and by-lows of the U aion. 
Miss Ora.ddock is evidently a zealous worker, and 

·, tha insinu~&tions that as ehe l'Aceives a salary she 
miflht also perform the duties of fiald secretary seem 

:asking too much. 
Tae publi~hed articles of several of the gentlemen 

:seem in some respects too radical and personal to 
accomplish the desired object, and only serve as fire
'brands that may destroy tne harmony and usefulness 
.of the organizstion. 

As Mr. Oaarlesworth was only recommended by 
the oonvantion, and the exacutiv board cannot agree 
in regard to his appointment, would it not be well to 
drop the whole matter hr the present, and leave to 
lecturers now in the field the work aa in former 
years, and induce as many new ones to engage in it 
as possible T The field is abundantly large for all 
good ones. 

without re11ort to any fight among tbemselvs or with 
others. '' L•t. us h11.v pe"""·" CoNVJUlSE CLOSE. 

Grattan, Mich., Feb. 25 1891. · 

A.n Eminent Evolutionist's Demise. 
The writer has j ~at returned from the funeral of 

Prof. H:. D. Gsrr1son, which was held at his home, 
3625 v.mcennes avenue, this city, where this stalwart 
Ftt>ethlflker breathed his last, Monday, at midnight. 

Ptof. E. S. Bastian, his lifelong friend and admirer 
spoke in tender pathos over the remains of the aims' 

k , ' wor , and accomplishments of the deputed, and the 
remains were then taken to Graoeland cemetery for 
interment. 

After a rf1ference to Professor Garrison's career 
Ptofessor Bsetian said : · ' 

" ~ sho~ld do ~cant j •1stice to the memory of Dr. 
Garnson 1f I d1d not speak of his relations to the 
pbilosophic&l thought of the time. 

" Ha was a chemist, a physicist, a naturalist. But 
he,~bould not ~" ~stimated as a mere specialist • 

He was prt e atnently a philosopher, and as such 
deeply interested and closely identified with the great 
mtellectual movements of our time. 

''He was a b~>liever in the modern renaissance 
~&n~ accepted ur 1lmchingly the petty persecution and 
so01al oblcquy fr)r teacniog a doctrin so repellant to 
the tradttions of society and of the church. I do 
not believe he wonld hav 1lmched had be Jived in the 
days of Giordano Bruno and seen before him the 
m~trtyr's pyre." 

No religious nor pretense of religious ceremony 
m~rrAd the funeral of this scholar, philosopher, and 
friend. 

Professor G,,.rison was born in D ?arborn county, 
Ind., 0Jt. 5 183! and completed hie education at a 
Oincinnati med•oal college. At the breaking out of 
the rebellion, be eerv<>d u.s first assistant surgeon in 
the F.Jurth Indiana V .Jlunteers. 

After Appomatox, he returnt>d to Oincinnati, and 
for a while praaticed medicin. H<~ then came to Obi
cago and established the drug firw of Garrison & 
Olark, which continued for ye=rs at 511 State street. 
The enterprise and public spirit of Professor Guo
rison is shown by the fact that DE', short.ly after com
ing to Ohicsgo, batJRme the leading lir:tht in the 
founding of Bennett Medical Oollege. For years be 
filled the chsir of chemistry in that imnitution. In 
1878 hA reBi!lned and started en a year's lecture tour 
in the Old World. 

While in the world's metropolis, be mat and won 
Miss Marie Harold, who survives him. 

He had startt~d out on a professional tour and 
ended it in " honevmoon. After E'pendin~ se~eral 
months in R Jme, Egypt, and the Holy L11.nd the 
professor with his bride returned to Ohica~r.o, w'here 
be accepted the chair of chemistry in the Oollege of 
Pharmacy, &ntl later was cre&tf'd dean, a position he 
retained till N JVember last. He resigned to enter 
the lecture fi<>1d, where he proposed to devote the 
rem&indsr of his life. 

Ha proposed giving OQulsr demonetrationa of the 
truths of astronomy and geology, as he doubtless 
posaassad the !arge~t c:>llection of photographic 
view a on soientifiJ subj ~cf.s of any individual-extant. 

His lecture season had advanced bu~ two weeks 
when he wss stricken down by illness, but which at 
fi ~At no one considered chmgerous. 

Professor Gurison wall an authority on the sub
jects of ashronomy, g€olop,oy, and P"leontology, and 
the author of se•ersl boob and P"mphlets of t~l
most world-wide renown. 

So conscientious and devoted was be to the Vb
eral c!iuae, thst., even while holding such responsible 
and public posit.ions, he Feveral times enga~ed the 
Grand Opera H,1use, s11d. st great financial loss, 
gave a course of scientific Jec1uree, the best demnn
strations of the evolution theory ever given in Ob.i
cago. He believed in calling "a spade a spade," to 
uae his own expression. He w~e not only free from 
superstition himself, but would not rringe nor cater 
to the superstitions. Ptnfeesor Girrison was s 
moral hero who made sacrifi•es that others Jess bold 
and dtfisnt might sef,.Jy and bone11tly tread the path 
of life. He h"d a wholesome contempt for s large 
class of Liberal hypocrite-quite numfrous in our 
midst-and despised cmnt in every form. As a 
friand he was firm, stancb, and unwavering; as a 
mai.t and citiz~m be was a'3 honest in his tranesct.ions 
as he was chivalrous in hie opinion!'. In these pe 
riods of hollow pretense aud hypocrisy the Muse of 
Liberalism C~&n ill £'pare euoh sn e:u.mole d truth 
and ~onn'.'. In. the death of. Professor Gurison ag
gre!IRIV L ber11ham ln"'"" "D tntelleclnl\1 fli'nt.. 

Chicago, Fob. 26 1891. E A. STEVENS. 
Lst all true Libersls unite harmoniously, and sus

taiu the cause by precept and ex~mp!e, as well as by 
financial aid. ever showing by kind words and good 
works that Fteetbinkars are in advanced Btble re· Most M.ak~ It a ramp.1ign IssoP. 

· ligionists in their desire for the good d humanity, Oar legislature is now wit.bin foQr days of &djourn-
by pursuing their work in a spirit of charity that will ment, and has done nothing io the line of raxin 11 
show th11t their' ff 1rts to defeat the union of church church property. We presented t.he Iarllest Jist of 
and state, the S11nday IawP, the Bible in schools, and petitioners, perhaps, tb"t. was ever presented to a lf'g 
in favor of enaQting laws for the taution of church islature of the state. T n~>re wera over tan thousand 
property, are for the general good, and that they names. TLey came from all sechiona of the state. I 
will continue ~o urge the adoption of t~eir P!inciples, l was present at the capital when the legi•lature met, 
b,J ever,y oaaMAstent and leg•l ·means 1n the1r power, and eanvassed the membeu as to ~heir views oR tho 

sHbj act of taxing church property, and I found quite 
a large number that seemed to favor it, bah when the 
time for action aame they almost universally want 
back on it. J.D. Gnfield, of 0Jos county, a fear
lesS' Freethinker, was about the only one that was 
solid. A maj 'lrity of the other members are dema
gogs expecting political promotion. I am of the 
opinion that the only way to get the law exempting 
church property from taxation in this state repealEd 
will be to make it an issue in the campaign before 
the people. To elect men with a tacit understanding 
that they favor taxation ot church and other ecclesi
astical property without an open pledge, is not by 
any means a safe way, for when they begin to feel 
the pressure ot the church power the courage of 
their convictions fails them. The matter in the state 
senate was treated with contempt, and no word in 
vindication of the petitioners was o:ftered, althou~rh it 
was claimed that we bad at least one outspoken Ftee
tbinker in that body who was expected to urge and 
support the measure. 

I inalosA lln editorial from the daily Oregonian of 
Fdbruary 12 ,b, which will giv a better idea of the lib· 
erality and true statesmanship of the present OrE>gon 
senate. The Oregonian is one of. the ablest and 
most widely circulated newspapers on the Pacifio 
coal!t, and its editor, although thought to really be 
Agnostic in his private sentimelllts, but who ufually 
caters to popular religious feeling, overhauls the 
senate for their outrageous want of respect for the 
wishes of the people. · 

I am satisfied that a very large mejority ot the 
p<>ople, through the country districts particalarly, 
are in favor of taxation ot church property. I think 
the petition in my neighborhood was presented to 
one ttundred and twelve persons just as they were 
cursorily met, and on~ hundred and ten signed it, 
only two refusing. 0 .1r minister (that is, not my 
minister, but the preacher of the villagE) signed it, 
and quite a number ot church-members. And I pre
sume this is a fair sample for a large part ot the 
state from the number of petitioner£!. 

LEE LAUGHLIN
North Yamhill, Ore., Feb. 17, 1891. 

WIIAT THB ORKGONUN BAlD. 
The action of the state senate in refusln!! courteous treat

ment to petillons asking for the t.axstlon of all church prr·p. 
erty Is not to be commended. Wlth<mt dl~cmsln~r I he wis
dom or unwisdom of such legislation, It Is but the enct 
truth to aay that t.he q11estlon of the taxation of church 
property is everywhere recognized as an entirely proper sub
ject for respectful ie~rislatlv treatment. President Grant 
sod President Gt~rfield both favored the taxation or chnrch 
property. Many of the ablest men In all parties favor it, 
sod It has been a subject of reRpectful consideration and de. 
bate before the legislatures of Mt1RS8Clmsett8 ana New York. 
Many of the leading ministers of the great B~ptlst church 
hav declared that they rlo not believe in the exemp1loo or 
church property from taxation, beyond the church edifice 
actually nsed for worship; and not a few ministers In all 
churches are in favor of full taxation of everything owned 
by the c)lurch. On the question of the exemption of church 
property there Is much to 'be said on both sides. It Ia a p"r
fectly legitimate, non-political public q•testlon. upnn which 
m~n of excellent lnt.,lllgence ann Abll\t.y w!f1.,1v fliffer, and 
the petition of the German Tnrn-vereln, of Portland, de
servPrl respectful treatJTeot at the hand of a bodv that is its 
lej!iBlature and the legislature of the whole people. 

With the rapid locrea8e In tbe value of property In the 
larv,e cities and towns of the Eist and middle West 'he elt
emption of all church prnper1y has become a severe public 
burden, Ruch as was never contemplated \n the early days of 
the republic, and when so abe a ma.o and so sound a Iawver 
as Ex-Governor Hnadly c.f Ohio urges reformatory le~<tlala
tlon, we may believe tllat the abuse Is real and relief nece~
fB.ry. The burden of taxation is bitterly felt as our clvitlza
tloo grows older, and the time will come when Ore~<ton. like 
the East. will not disdain the consideration of the question 
which our state senate has dismissed with contempt. At 
present It is probable that the weight of public oplolon Is 
ag&lnst the tu.xa11oo of church edifices, or of charitable, be
nevolent, or educational lnstlmtions, whether mana~red by 
church corporations or not. There are reasons for exempt
ing the latter which do not even 8pply to cburch edifices. 
The st.ate does not undertake to locutcate rellgloo or to en
cou•agepublic worship. Therefore the exemption of cburch 
edifices Is a little illogical. It Ia clone, however, in obedi
ence to a sentiment nearly universal, and the opposition 
to it makes sm&!l headway. The state does support ed
ncatlon, on the other hand, and maintain public cllBritles. 
It is perfectly logical and reasonable tberefore that it should 
alrl private enterprises which Aupplement its own work In 
this direction to the extPnt of p'lving the taxeR on their 
property, as it does when it. rlPdares them exempt. 

Lectnres and Meetings. 
w. F. J uHK90N recently held a aix eveolag debate 

with a Campbellite preacher at Marcus, Ia. He was last 
we~k lecturing at Columbus Junction; his address is Des 
Moines, Ia. 

MRs. H 8. Lura's engagements are aq follows : Brockton, 
Mass., M·uch Stb. and M!I.Y 17Gh; Newburyp'>rt. Mass, 
Anrll 5 b and 12 h; Willinnntic, Conn., April 19 h and 
26 h; B Jstoo, the m 1nthg of M~rc 1, Mw, an 1 J IDe. 
Camp meeting dates: P~iklanrl. P.J.., July 9.h, llt.tl, 12 h, 
14·.h; Harwich, Mass , J 11ly 2! h-26 h; 0 1~et, July 31~t 
and August 21; Cassadllg'l.. N Y., August 7 .h, 9oh, ll'h; 
8noapee, N. E!, Aul!;ust 16 h-18.h; Ni~&ntlc. Oooo., August 
231. Permanent ad lress, 5l Worceoter st., Bt)atoo, Miss. 

AT the Liberal Club on the eveoiniZ of the 6 h lnst.ant John 
Heverly R Jbinson wlli talk about" Free Lf)ve." Dr. E ll. 
Foote, Jr., wlli preside this month, and visitors will ~ret 
more than five cents' worth ot fun each nlgltt. The Olub 
meets at 220 E~st lS;h street. 
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was soon appointed to the place. And so it has been 
at nearly all the agencies, and it is still going on, 
and will as long as the church has control. 

The Indians and the Iissionaries. The missions are not one whit better-they could 
not be worse. They are all money-making concerns. 

I hav spent twenty-four years of my life among I was employed two years at a mission as teacher 
the wild Indians of the northwest. My occupation and mterpreter, and I know whereof I speak. But 
during that period was divided ae follows : three to read the doleful, whiniDg, miserable lies written 
years, from the spring of 1867 till the spring of 1870, by these Ohristian missionaries, and published in the 
as a soldier at Fort "Rice, DAk.; three years keeping Ohristian organs back East, one would think them 
a woodyard on the Missouri river; six months guide just too good for anything this side of paradise. 
for General Ouster; two years teaching in a mis11ion They tell how wonderfully the Lord is blessing the 
school at Oheyenne river atzency, D&k.; five years good work, how eagerly the poor benighted Indian 
interpreter for Gen. Wm. P. Oarlin, at Standing embraces the savior, and the only thing lacking is 
Book agency, Dak.; six months a scout at Fort Ous- money to carry on this labor of love, and won't the 
ter, Mont.; three years a scout at Fort Buford, Dak.; good people contribute more liberally of the store 
three years in the mining regions of Montana, and with which the Lord has blessed them Y As for 
four years among the frontier settlements along the themselvs, if they hav hardships to endure, if they 
Missouri river in Dakota. These twenty-four years hav given up the comforts of a good home back in 
hav been replete with experience. The famous the states, deprived themselvs of the pleasures of so
u peace policy " had just been adopted by the gov- ciety ; ·if they hav consented to become household 
ernment in the management of Indian affairs when I drudges, to do the cooking, washing, and scrubbing, 
reacheil the Indian country in 1867. This cc peace why, they glory in it. They are so glad that they 
policy" consisted in turning over the entire manage- can do something for the dear savior. They expected 
ment of Indian agencies to the churches. Under trials and tribulations, "praise the Lord!" And 
this rule everybody expected to see the Indian aerv- while they are doing so much for Jesus, the dear, 
ice purified, wars cease, and the Indian himself rap- good people ought to send them more money. 
idly evoluted from his primitiv, savage condition to a Money, money, money-you can hear it jingling all 
state of civilization. And how perfectly natural it the way down through the pages of their corre
was that the people should expect this, when Ohris- spondence. You can hear it ringing in the tones of 
tians repeatedly claim for their religion great oiviliz- their voices. You can see it shining in their glances. 
ing influence. And now, after a trial of twenty-five Money, money, money, is the first and the last verse 
years, during which time the Indian " ship of state" of their song, and mo:ney is their chorus. 
has been manned by a" gospel crew," with hooded But you hav read these letters yourselvs. They 
monks and sanctimonioue "Bible-bangers" in com- are all very much alike. If there is any variation, it 
mand, and "sky-pilots" at the helm, what is the is n.ot ou the Bubject of. contributions. Now let me 
result T Mast the shameful, humiliating story of present the facts-plBln, unembellished facts. In 
crime and fiendish outrage be told, and published to the first place, there are no hardships in the life of a 
the world, in order to awaken the American people missionary among the North American Indians. 
to a realizing sense of what they hav done, and are There might hav been years ago, and doubtless 
still doing T For the system still prevails. Are the were, but that time has long since passed. There is 
people blind, that they cannot see the smoke of bat- no drudgery, no housework outside of the mission 
tie that hangs like a funeral pall over the beautiful parlor. Indian girls do all the hard work, while the 
valley of the Little Big Horn T Are Ouster and his female members of the missionary service liv like 
three hundred brave followers forgotten T Are the ladies born to wealth and distinction. Each one has 
people deaf, that they hear not the rattle of musketry her maid. Bedroom work, and dining-room and 
and the booming of cannon at the Pine Ridge kitchen work, are entirely beneath her station. And 
agency T Does the preacher pound the pulpit and ae to her being deprived of society, and giving up a 
bray so loudly to the skies that the . people cannot good home and all that, bless her dear heart, she 
hear the shrieks of pain and terror, and the groans never had a better home in her life. The chances 
of the dying Indian women and children shot down are that she · had to wade around in the filth of a 
in the battle (T) at Wounded Knee T Oan they not cow-stable and do the milking twice a day before she 
hear the sobs of the mothers, the sisters, and the got a job as stewardess on the gospel ship. And 
wives and little ones of those who fell among the she certainly was never admitted to better society 
soldiers in that battle 'I Surely, " these things were than she finds at a frontier post. The wives and 
not done in a corner." The Dakota hills are still re- daughters of the army oflicers are of the very best 
verberating with the sounds of battle. Go back with society, bright, intelligent, and sociable. They hav 
me through the last twenty-five years and you can their regular weekly hops and entertainments, and 
trace the course of this gospel ship as she sailed the ladies of the mission are invited. They !Always 
from year to year, by the , wreaks and devastation attend, and they don't go afoot either. They ride in 
and the filth left in her track. Oh, great is the In- a carrial:[e behind fine horses, driven by a coach
dian agent of the Ohristians ! man. Why, if they had to giv up the luxuries of a 

Under this arrangement, of course the Ohristian prosperous mission and go back to the humdrum life 
missionary has everything his own way. In the at their old house, they would die of ennui. Poor 
first place, a man to be eligible for appointment as things, send them more money. 
Indian agent must be recommended by his church to And how about the male missionary, the boss of 
the board of Ohti~atian missions in Washington, who, the ranche, who has given up all for Jesus, and is 
if they find him sound in the faith, giv him their wearing away his precious life in the service of the 
indorsement. There are in the United States about master T Go with me into the mission library and 
eighty-five agencies. These are divided among the here we find him at his daily toil. But it's all for 
several Ieadir.1g denominations. In the country the Lord, so he doesn't mind it. He is only too glad 
where I hav been, the patronage is about equally di- that he has found something to do for the savior. 
vided among the Oatholics, Protestant Episcopals, But he could do so much more if the dear people 
Presbyterians, and Methodists. There seems, how- back East would send him some more money. La~k 
ever, to be no difference between them. They are of money sadly retards the spread of the gospel. If 
all alike after filthy lucre, all thieves and robbers- the widows would only put more mites in the box, 
yes, murderers, for by their dishonest practices in and send the box to him, it would enable him to do 
withholding from the Indians what justly belonged wonders. He sits in a large upholstered armchair, 
to them, and what the government had provided and is just now writing a letter to the Boston weekly 
for them, they were driven to hostilities. One Brand Snatcher, setting forth the fact that another 
instance will be sufficient to illustrate the way these soul is born into the kingdom. He had yesterday 
Ohristian agents hav of doing business. In 1875, baptized another Indian baby, but in order to con
one year before General Ouster was killed, the agent tinue the good work he must hav more money. 
at Standing Rook agency, who was a devout commu- The letter finished, he rises from his chair, goes to a 
nicant of the Oatholic church, stated in his official cupboard, from which he takes a bottle of Mumm's 
reporb to the commissioner of Indian affairs that Extra Dry, turns out a glassful, and takes a drink. 
there were 7,300 Indians enroled at that agency; the This reminds him that he must write for more 
government therefore provided for that number. money. Poor man, he's been struggling along with 
The cost value of these provisions, in round num- only three bottles of champagne a day, and it won't 
bers, amounted to $40 per capita for one year. do. He can't bear up under it. His arduous duties, 
Now, ihe fact was, there were less than 2,000 Indi- ·which require him to write sometimes as many as 
ans at that agency in that year. But while the gov- two letters in one day, and to stand in a pulpit and 
ernment was providing for 7,300, the less than 2,000 talk nearly an hour every Sunday, are too much to 
who really were there were compelled to kill their expect from a man of his caliber, and while it is 
ponies for food, and were driven by hunger to join quite true that he owns a large herd of cattle that 
Sitting Bull' a ~and, which swelled his numbers with graze free of charge upon the Indian reservation, and 
starving, desperate Indians, and made it possible for are tended by Indian herders who receive their pay 
him to meet and defeat Ouster in 1876. in old clothes that are given to the mission by Ohris-

In this instance the agent was defrauding the gov- tian dupes in the East, and said cattle, grazing on 
ernment of the cost of provisions for 5,500 Indians an Indian reservation, being exempt from taxation ; 
whose only existence was on paper, a sum total of and while he is a large stockholder and director in 
$220 000 per year. Not satisfied with the theft of the First National Bank of Pierre, S. D., yet he 

· this enormous sum, he even robs what few Indians needs more money. My dear, good Ohristian peo-
are ai the agency. Finally, to prevent a general up- pie, send him more money. E. H. ALLISON, 
rising, Gener&l Oarlin arrested the agent and sent Scout U.S. A. 
him out .of the country. But another equally bad National Military Home, Montgomery Co., 0. 

An Open Letter to the President. 
To Mn. BENJAMIN HARBISON, President of the 

United States, Sir: I am informed that an applica· 
tion has been made for the pardon of Mr. Ezra H. 
Heywood, who was convicted of a violation of the 
obscenity laws in Boston on May 13, 1890, and sen
tenced by Judge George M. Oarpenter to two years' 
imprisonment in Oharlestown state prison, and I am 
requested to urge such reasons as are in my knowl
edge of the case in support of the application. 

Upon the trial of Mr. Heywood I acted with Mr. 
George W. Searle, of Boston, as the defendant's 
oounsel, and I cheerfully comply, inasmuch as I con
sider that a great injustice has been done Mr. Hey
wood, which should be redressed as far as is now pos
sible, not for Mr. Heywood's sake alone, but for the 
purpose of maintaining in their integrity all the 
guarantees of liberty which were in former years the 
safeguard and protection of the citizen. . 

Mr. Heywood was convicted of a violation of 
Section 3893 U. S. Rev. St., upon an indictment 
setting forth certain matters published by him in the 
Word, a monthly paper of which he has been for 
the last seventeen years the editor, which matters 
were alleged to be obscene. The gravamen of the 
offense, as will be seen by an inspection of the stat
ute, is the depositing, or causing to be deposited, in 
the mail, the prohibited matter. · 

As to the matter in question which it is pretended 
is obscene. This matter forms part of the record 
and is open for inspection. No evasion or misrepre
sentation can change the quality of that matter. It 
is absolutely fixed. It is fastened down into cold 
type just as Mr. Heywood intended to print it, and 
it appears upon the record just as he intended to 
publish it. I maintain that it is not " obscene" 
within the meaning of the law nor within any fair 
and just application of the language of the statute. 
Nothing that transpired upon the trial tended in any 
way to convince me of the contrary, or to change the 
views which I originally had upon that. point. I am 
deeply impressed with the purity of Mr. Heywood's 
motivs and firmly convinced of the urgent necessity 
of his doing just the thing that he has done. The 
publication which called out the most determined 
antagonism from the prosecution is that set forth in 
the indictment as the second count, and. upon the 
trial referred to as " The Mother Article." I desire 
here and now to say that I regard that article as the 
purest and most holy utterance upon the subject of 
which it treats that I hav ever seen in print;, and I 
know that Mr. Heywood fiO regarded it. It was be
cause I thought this that I sent it to Mr. Heywood 
originally, using the mails as a means of conveying 
it to him, as I had an absolute right to do. I do not 
overlook the fact that there are great diversities of 
thought and that there is room for honest difference 
of opinion upon this subject, arising from the varied 
education and experience of individuals. It is for 
that very reason that I insist that in suoh a case as 
the present it is a grievous and oppressiv wrong to 
submit to a jury a mere question of conventional 
taste or an abstract and unsettled question of ethics, 
under circumstances calculated to arouse the bitter 
prejudices of the thoughtless, as was done in this 
case. 

As to the question of "depositing in the mails." 
Upon this point the testimony of the prosecution and 
that of the defense did not materially vary. The 
main facts are these : Mr. Heywood on the afternoon 
in question went to. the post-office in Princeton at 
about five minutes before the time for closing the 
mails. He took with him a basket of his papers 
wrapped ready for mailing. The papers were 
weighed, and instead of collecting the postage thereon 
the postmaster's clerk, contrary to law, and in viola
tion of his duty, made a charge upon his books 
against Mr. Heywood in a running account opened 
and which for some time had been kept open for 
that purpose. Mr. Heywood · then said, "I want 
those papers to go out by this afternoon's mail." 
The clerk refused to send them out by that mail and 
stated as a reason that some questions had been sug
geated by the authorities in Washington as to the 
character of Mr. Heywood's publication. Mr. Hey
wood having taken th~ papers to the office with the in· 
ten£ion of mailing them, and having met with a re
fusal of his request that they go out in the next mail, 
which at that time was not yet closed, and not hav
ing paid any postage upon them, stood in loco peni
tentice, and he thereupon demanded the return of 
his papers. This was refused. In the evening of 
the same day Mr. Heywood called upon. the postmas
ter and pointed out to him the decision of Judge 
Field in em parte J aokson, 6 Otto 733, wherein that 
judge said : cc Nor can regulations be enforced 
against the transportation of printed matter in the 
mail, which is open to examination) so as to interfere 
in any manner with the freedom of the press. Lib
erty of circulating is as essential to that freedom as 
liberty of publishing; indeed, without the circulation, 
the publication would be of little value. If, there
fore, printed matter be excluded from the mails, its 
transportation in any other way cannot be forbidden 
by Oongress i" and the decision of Judge Beu.edict 
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in United States vs. :&ennett, 16 Blatahf. 358, 
wherein that judge said: "Such matter may be sent 
by express without violating any law of the U .aited 
States ;" and thereupon again demanded the return 
of his papers so that he might send them to his sub
scribers by express or other meane, as under these 
decisions he had a right to do, and thereby avoid 
any question as to the legality of his act. This de-

-mand was refused by the postmaster, although the 
papers demanded had not heen mailed, but were still 
in the possession of the postmaster and were ille
gally detained by him in his oftiBe. At the close of 
the testimony the judge was requested to charge the 
jury as to this question of depositing, as follows: 

purposes of instruction, had shown them pictures of. under pretense of promoting purity. Parity is not 
the reprodnctiv organs of both sexes. In summing consistent with trickery and it will not do to assert 
up, the prosecution alluded to this item of testimony purity while practicing such methods. The methods 
and stated that Mr. Heywood had shown his chit- employed to get Mr. Heywood into prison do not 
dren " obscene" pictures. I endeavored to get the incline any thoughtful person to respect the moral 
judge to correct that false, damaging, and unfair purity of those who employ such methods. The pre
statement. The success I met wit!!, and the kind of tense of ultra purity is too transparent. The strained 
correction that was made, will be seen at the end of effort to appear shocked at Mr. Heywood's utterances 
the judge's charge. deceives nobody. Will any thinking person who sees 

A deteetiv was called who testified to sending for a judge employing snob methods to compass the im
Mr. Heywood's paper and receiving copies of it in prisonment of a man he is bound by the most solemn 
due course of mail, also to an interview with Mr. obligations to protect, believe 'that judge to be any 
Heywood, in narrating which be represented Mr. less brutal in his sexual relations with women, or any 
Heywood as expressing a desire to avoid detection less vindiotiv in his daily dealings with his fellow
and aa saying that he did not sell the papers to every men T xxx. 

. That if the defendant merely attempted to mail the pack
ages and did not complete the act himself, or attempted to 
deposit for mailing and delivery the matters as charged in 
the indictment and if prepayment in cash or postage stamps 
was not made on the papers offered by the defendant there 
was no offense. 

one, but only to him (the detectiv) as a special favor, I make this statement solemnly impressed with its 
and that be (the detectiv) must be very careful and truthfulness, with the rectitude of Mr. Heywood's 
secretiv about it, as spies were about, etc. conduct a~d motive, and with the necessity of bring-

This kind of testimony was introduced with the ing the methods pursued in this case to the attention 
purpose of making it appear that Mr. Heywood was of those whose business it is to provide remedies for 
doing his work surreptitiously, and of misrepresent- such wrongs. I would suggest that provisions facili
ing his motive in such a way as to excite the preju- tating appeals and compelling the employment of 
dice of the jury against him. Except as to the mat· ofticial stenographers in all criminal cases would fur
tar of receiving the papers by mail, this kind of tea- nish very wholesome checks upon the tendency to 
timony was, under the judge's ruling in this very arbitrariness on the part of United States judges. I 
case, wholly irrelevant. All attempts on the pad of regard this matter as one of paramount importance 
Mr. Heywood to show the motiv for his conduct to the whole American people. 

XXXIII. 
That if the defendant merely and only put the papers into 

the weighing-scales, on the counter of the store of the post
master, for weighing, and the postmaster refused to allow 
them to be deposited in the malls and took and kept them 
for his own examination, or for the examination of other 
authorities at home, or at the seat of the United States gov
ernment with a view to determining whether they were mail
able or not, and they were never any further or otherwise 
attempted to be mailed by the defendant, or by the post
master, then the government has not proven this part of its 
case, and the defendant for that reason should be ac-
quitted. · 

XXXIV. 
That if, in addition, Mr. Heywood the next day demanded, 

or asked of the postmaster the return of the papers left for 
inspection and was refused that demand is evidence to be 
considered by the jury that he did not intend to deposit the 
papers for mailing and delivery. 

XXXVI. 
That if, when the papers were brought to the postmaster, 

he refused to mail them until after an examination, there 
was, up to that time, no deposit in the malls for mailing and 
delivery, and if, afterward Mr. Heywood demanded there
turn of the papers and the postmaster refused to return them, 
but mailed them instead, the postmaster cannot be consid
ered Mr. Heywooti's agent for such mailing and the mailing 
was not the defendant's act. 

XXXVII. 
That, unless the jury find that subsequent to the conver

sation with the postmaster about the mallabllity of the 
papers and the postmaster's refusal to mail them, the defend
ant intended that they should be mailed, he is entitled to ac
quittal. 

xxxvm. 
That the defendant's demand for the return ot the papers 

to him is one of the facts to be considered by the jury in de
termining whether or not he intended to deposit the papers 
in the mail for mailing and delivery at sny time after the 
postmaster's refusal to accept them witho:~t examination. 

XXXIX. 
That it Is for the jury to determfn from all the evidence 

whether the intent of the defendant in leaving the papers 
with the postmaster on April 28, 1890, was that they should 
be deposited in the mall for mailing and delivery, or that 
they should be examined by the postmaster to ascertain if 
they were mailable or not, and if they were simply left to 
abide the reliult of an examination with no intent to deposit 
them for lllailing, if they should be found to be non-mailable, 
defendant must be acquitted. 

These, with a number of other requests, very care
fully prepared by my associate and myself, many of 
them being accurate quot•tions from the opinions of 
other judges in similar oases, were brushed aside by 
the judge, who made not even a pretense of any de
liberate consideration of them. They were simply 
ignored, and the points they raised were not sub· 
mit ted to the jury in any form except as shown in 
the judge's charge. Upon this point, as to deposit, 
the judge, in his charge, said : " He need not hav 
deposited;" thereby implying.that Mr. Heywood did 
deposit the papers in the mails: Again, the judge 
said: "It was stated by both the postmaster and 
the prisoner that the prisoner brought a basket of 
papers to the post-office and put them on the counter, 
offering them thus to the postmaster for the purpose 
of sending them through the mails. That consti
tutes the act of depositing them in the mails for 
transmission and answers that question in the affirm
ativ." It will be seen that the judge here states to 
the jury half the truth, which is always more dan
gerous than an entire falsehood, and omits any men· 
tion of the postmaster's refusal to mail the papers 
in the regular course, of the faot that the postage 
was not paid, and of the fact of Mr. Heywood's de
mand for the return of the papers onder the law 
which guaranteed their free transmission in other 
ways than by mail. 

The whole conduct of the trial gave me the im
pression that it was the fixed determinationof the 
judge at the outset to get Mr. Heywood into prison 
by any means, fair or foul. At the opening, I in
voked the most patient, diligent, and painstaking 
receptivity on the part of the court, and oalled atten· 
tion to the violent prejudice of the ignorant masses 
against any discussion of topics relating to seL The 
judge cast a vacant gaze all around the room, and 
then answered me that he did not see any prejudice, 
as if prejudice were a palpable entity that· could be 
seen by looking for it. Many such incidents might 
be mentioned to show the evasivness and insincerity 
of the court, but I will call attention to only two. 

Mr. Heywood testified thtt, in pursuance of what 
be considered his parental duty, he had instructed 
J:ai!il f)hil~J:en m tbe relations of the sexes, and, for 

were rigidly excluded, the judge holding that the In the hope that you will arrive at snob a conclu
motiv of the defendant was not material and not to sion as will tend to establish justice, promote the 
be taken into consideration as an element of the de- general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty, 
fense. Yet, by permitting this trick to succeed, a I submit this statement to you. You will aot here
very false impression of Mr. Heywood's motive upon accorliing to your capability. 
and purposes, which motive and purposes, I Very respectfully, ED. W. CHAMBERLAIN. 

insist, were of the very essenae of the ques- 10 Wall se., New York, Feb. 14:, 1891. 
tion to be tried, was allowed to be conveyed to 
~he jury. If such an impression did prevail among 
the jury, and I believe it did, nothing could be fur; 
ther from the truth. The real fact was that Mr. 
Heywood had been publishing his paper for about 
seventeen yeal's. He had openly mailed and sent it 
to his subscribers and to those who wanted it. He 
had not obtruded it upon anyone. No person was 
produced upon the trial who had been injured by 
Mr. Heywood's publication, nor anyone produced 
who was even offended by it. I do not believe it 
was possible for the prosecution to hav produced 
any such person outside of the little clique who were 
peauniarily interested in tormenting Mr. Heywood. 
It may hav been true that Mr. Heywood, in his con
versation with this detectiv, expressed a desire to 
avoid contact with those who for many years had 
carried on a brutal persecution against him. Tbat 
is quite natural. But that Mr. Heywood, by any 
language he may bav used at that time, should bav 
conceded, intimated, or intended in any way to con
vey the impression that he was engaged in under
handed, secret, or illicit business, is ·so contrary to 
the nature of the man, so at variance with the record 
of his whole public and private life, and so incon
sistent with the very outspokenness which has been 
the means of furnishing a pretext for his tormentors 
to bring him again into court, that , no intelligent 
person not subject to the vicious influences with 
which this jury were surrounded can believe the de
tectiv's story in the way he and the prosecution in
tended it to be believed. Yet that story was in
vested with as much weight as if it had been true or 
credible. 

It is unfortunate that no minutes of the testimony 
were preserved. The judge's charge to the jory, 
however, bas been accurately reported and printed 
in order that Mr. Heywood's friends may see some· 
thing of the character of the trial. I annex a copy 
herewith.* No lawyer can read this charge without 
a deep sense of the degradation brought upon his 
profession by such instructions from a judge to a 
jury. Tbe idea of a judge charging a jury in a crim
inal trial that 11 The way of the transgressor is hard !" 
The idea of a judge charging a jury in a case of this 
nature that 11 the statute is plain, clear, and distinct," 
when, in United States vs. Oomerford, 25 Federal 
Reporter 902, Judge Turner, a judge at least equally 
entitled to respect as Judge Oarpenter, had, with very 
great reason, characterized this infamous statute in 
the following language: 

We hav been taught to believe that it was the greatest In
justice toward the common people of old Rome, when the 
laws they were commanded to obey, under Caligula, were 
written in small characters and hung upon high pillars, thus 
more effectually to ensnare the people. How much advan
tage may we justly claim over the old Roman if our crim
inal laws are so obscurely written that one cannot tell 
when he is violating them? If the rule contended for here 
is to be applied to ·the defendant, he will be put on trial for 
an act which he could not by perusing the law hav ascer
tained was an offense. My own sense of justice revolts at 
the idea. It is not In keeping with the genius of our insti
tutions, and I cannot giv it my sanction. 

The idea of a judge charging a jury, "Nevertheless 
we ought to punish him." All these things are sim
ply revolting to the common sense of justice. 

The proceedings upon the trial were vindictiv and 
brutal to the last degree. The monstrosity of it is 
plain when we consider that all this outrage is done 

Sustain Liberty's Defenders Now. 
The Defense Association has expended the small hal· 

ance of its general fund (and more too) for several 
hundred pamphlets of four kinds: first, Mr. Julian 
Hawthome's letter to the Twentieth Century on the 
Heywood case and the general principles involved ; 
second, M.r. Obambel'lain's letter to President Harri
son in behalf of Mr. Heywood; third, Mr. Hugh 0. 
Pentecost's address on Harman's first indictment. 
These are all valuable literature to show the abuse of 
the Oomstock law, aqd the outrageous treatment 
that such cases reaeive in the United States courts of 
justice (T) in order to construe the law against well
meaning reformers and defenders of the liberty of the 
press. There are important issues to be fought out 
in these cases, and they are well discussed on the side 
of liberty and progress in these three pamphlets ; 
but we bav also obtained from Mr. Harman, the 
publisher, two hundred copies of a fourth pamphlet 
entitled," An Appeal to the Women of America," 
written by Mr. 0. L. James, to arouse them to the 
fact that those who defend for them the right of 
self. control of their own.persons, and plead for their 
release from various existing systems of sexual 
slavery, are being persecuted in order to suppress 
the attack made on secret vices that seriously affect 
the well-being of wives, children, and families. The 
last pamphlet deals mainly with the case of Mr. 
Oaldwell, of Ohicago, the publisher of the Ohristian 
Life-one who is working toward reform of some of 
the same evils that Harman and Heywood bav 
sought to remedy, but in a different line and way. 

All these pamphlets are useful tracts to hand to 
thoughtful persons who may be expected to take an 
interest in these matters, and possililly aid our side. 
One of England's execrated judges of many years 
ago, Scroggs or Jeffreys, ruled that if anyone should 
go about instituting a reform he should be found 
guilty of high treason. The United States Oourt 
spies (inspectors), attorneys, and judges are now 
construing the obscene postal law in a similar man
ner, and trying to make oriminals of those who are 
to-day promoting necessary reforms. The ruling 
above quoted was given in a case where some young 
men pulled down some houses of infamy. Now our 
" victims" are prosecuted because they would abolish 
infamous vices and abuses in family life. J_ S. Mill 
bas s"id that vices must be exposed as the first step 
to their suppression. We invite progreesiv workers 
everywhere to inform themselvs about this modem 
reactionary crusade and inquisition, by sending to us 
for these pamphlets, and distributing them where 
they will awaken thought and new converts. We send 
all four pamphlets for ten cents, or in lots at twenty 
cents per dozen. Old friends and new ones are also 
reminded that the general fond needs replenishing. 
All subscriptions heretofore received hav been 
duly acknowledged. and any new ones will be, as 
usual-ten cents or $10. Bradlaugh's great victories 
for freedom in printing are, since his death, recei~ing 
due recognition. He ought to hav been better sus
tained and aided when engaged in his noble contests. 
There are to-day three worthy martyrs struggling 
bravely and with too little friendly support for the 
rights and betterment of all. Let them be encour
aged and helped to success now, rather than granted 
a tardy though just appreciation some day in obituary 
notices. All subscribers to the fund are regarded as 

· (*Annexed to this letter was a copy of the judge's charge 
to the jury, which was printed in THE TRUTH SEEKER of 
June 28, 1890.-ED. T. B.] 

correspondin(l members. National Defense Associa
tion, E. B. Foote, Jr., se~retary, 120 Lexington 
avenue, New York. 
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THOSE who bav sent twenty-five cents for the 
ANNUAL for 1891 will receive the pamphlet about the 
time they get this issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Those who hav not yet ordered a copy should do 
so at once. The ANNUAL is crowded with interesting 
articlee, with original illustrations, 8nd like all pre. 
vious issues is worth more than double the ccst. 

WE would bin again call_ the attention of our 
readers to the" FreethiiJkers' Pictorial Text Book.'' 
It is the mnst unique work in Freethought literature 
and has ext~ited the most friendly encomiums and the 
most bitter denunciations. n ia the best or the 
worst-just as the reader is a Liberal or a religious 
bigot. In illuminat.Pd board cover£!, $2 ; in illumi· 
nated cloth covers, $2 50. postpaid. 

Onr Anarchistic Friend Pentecost. 
Mr. H. 0 Pantecost has an unhappy way of w&~1-

dering wide from the paths cf accuracy and faot to 
make it eppear that Lib~>rala are illiberal and no more 
just than the church folks. This is, we preB\liDe; 
because he once recklessly made tlJe Bssertio11; and 
though afterward induced by THE TRUTH E'EEKEB to 
take it back, he seems to delight to return to the 
sutj~ct. 

In one of his letters to Freethought Samuel P. 
Putnam said that" the government of Me:tico to-day 
is the most Liberal government on the face of the 
earth." To substantiate this statement Mr. Putnam 
related that a" vast amount of church property bas 
been confiscated. . . . Oonvents are forbidden. 
The clericals are not aiiowed to wear their c:fficial 
garb on the streets. They must dress like other 
~olks. They cannot perform .a Jpgal marriage," 

To this Mr. Pentecost reeponds: "I judge that if 
the Mexican c:ffi~ials should drive the church people 
out of tile country, or m~ke it & ,capital ( ff.:nse to be 
a Ohristian, the MHiran govn11ment might be con
sidered still more Liberal. Is the kind of tyranny 
Mr. Putnam describes biB idea of being Liberal' 
On Mr. Putnam's own showing the Mexican govern. 
ment is exceediDgly illiberal toward the Oatholic 
church, quite as illiberal as the church is toward 
other people. What right should a government hav 
to oonfigcate church property, or forbid priests to 
dress as they pleas£>, or not recognize the legality of 
the marriage they solemnize 1" 

If Mr. Pentecost bad stopped for a moment to 
think he would not hav written this, or at least he 
would hav seen the reason for it. 

The church property of Mexico had to be confia. 
cated because the church b~d stolen it from the peo
ple. By exemptions, fees, laws in fs.vor of ecclesias
ticism, and a general working upon the superstitious 
fears of the ignorant Mfxicans, rich and poor alik~, 
the cbu\'c'u hild gathered the wealth of the country 
into her hands. Taking it back was but an sot of 
naLit~tion, as a palioell'un foro as ~ il.!.i.ef to disgorge. 

In was simply making the church start over again 
and sbrt ~:quare, giving the people a chance to 
choone wbiit to do, where before they had been com
pelled to support the church. 

Oonvents are a part of the church's huge system 
of imposiure and spoliation. Women hav been be· 
fooled into giving their lives and their means to the 
cburch, and the co!lvents are the jails for t~em after 
they h&v been robbed. The vast abuses of the con
ventual systfm hav been adeq11e.tely described. In· 
the United States & Jlun can get out if abe chooses, 
though with mu:~h di:ffi3ulty, but in countries where 
the church rules the state, like Spain and Qld Mex
ico, the connnts were literal prisone, and worse. 
Their suppression wM but the rescuing of prisoners. 

What a man ehall wear upon the streets is per. 
baps no goverriment's business; but when one thinks 
of the al j ~ct aupsrstitious rfg&rd which the average 
R Jrotm Oatholio has for priestly robes, the wisdom 
a!Jd justice of the prohibition· are apparent. It is 
like protecting children from the bugaboofl and 
specters and og!'rs which their little imaginations 
see around them ready to carry them away. 

The power of lfgslizing marrisge was taken from 
ths priests because they had made it a means of op. 
pres sir g and of controling the people. In other 
Catholic countries ~tB well fHI in Mexico the church 
bad plsced such fees upon it that the great mass of 
the p3ople were living without regular marriage. 
The. government of M~:xico has now given them a 
chance to make their relatione regular and at the 
a&me Hme deprived the church of its great power to 
rob them. 

M~. Pentecost further ~aye: "While we hav a 
gov~rnmsnt the utmost that a Liberal should ask of 
it with rf'gard to the church is that it should extend 
it no dnuial aid. While ether property is taxed 
church property should be taxed, but no legislativ 
d'scrimination should be made against the church." 
What shall be done when we do not hav a govern
ment ia not worth disoussiDg here. Eut what the 
eovarnment of M•xico has done is j11st what Mr. 
Pantecost aays,i~ shou'd do-Extend no c:fficisl aid 
to the church. To bring this about. it had first to 
rester;;, to the people what tbe church had robbed 
them cf, and let the church go en upon its own 
hook, euppcrted voluntarily, or not at all, as the 
peopie saw fi~. And to say that laws depriving the 
church of its power to rob and oppress are discrimi
nations 11gainst the cbHob is to misuse the English 
langu&ge ~s grutly as it would be to say that laws 
agBinst theft and slavery are infringements upon 
parsoul liberty. Mr. Pentecost stands up so 
!ltn;ight for iiidividuaiism that he leans backward. 
Lat him get into plumb and then be will be right. 

U ufair Dh.crimination. 
The R3v. J, B. Oaldweli publishes monthly a little 

paper which he calls the CMiBtian Life. The num
ber before us is devoted to tntreating men and 
women to hav no close sex association unless a child 
is desired. The little magszine is of an ultra relig
ious cbarscter, the writus quoting scripture, and 
"interpreting" and dis~orting biblic~l incidEnts aJJ d 
ell~inga, to support their positions. Jesus is fre
quentiy refared to, and the divine spirit is alleged 
to hsv taken poseession of them so th&t the Christian 
liverB become purer than the angels and coJlsequently 
iii little better tbsn anyone else on earth. It is full 
c.f religious cant, feeble sentiment, and unrestrained 
ignor!!lnce. But the purpose ia as we hav said, and 
the writc>rs are evidently honest, EincerE>, and imbued 
wit,b Ill strong belief ibst they are right. 

Llllst fall Mr. C;,ldwell published a number of the 
msgF zine cslled "Mtrital Purity," an essay written 
by Ohnrlea E. W~~;Jker, tA Congregational preacher of 
Stlllk R1pids, Minn. He was promptly arrested by 
McAfee, a Western imitator of Oomstock and an 
employee of a Western ''vice society." McAfee 
seems to hav be:en iiDe:pired by the publication by 
Mr. o~Idwell of a ddeul!e of Mr. HBrman, both 
editors working on the BBme lines. Mr. Oaldwell 
haa not yet been brought to trial. 

Whenever he issued one of his magazines Mr. 
Oaldwell seems t.o hav submitted it to the poat.dliee 
department, and sometimes to Anthony Oomstock, 
and be baa so far been promptly answered, either 
by reference to the loc!\l district aHorney, or the 
question being dEcided by the Washington depart. 
ment, which i5-SO Mr. Wanamaker zffirme-obliged 
to &ob when applied to. l.o. this be has beeD more 

successful than the Elitorot TuE TBUTH SEEXEB, who 
three weeks ago applied for a decision as to the mail
ability of a book which was for"'arded to the depart
ment. The volume was entitled : 

THE 
HOLY BIBLE, 

OONTAINING THE 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 
'R~NBLATKD OUT OF 

THE ORIGINAL TO~GUES; 
AND WITH 

Tim FORMER TRANSLATIONS DIUGENTLY COMPAIDI:D AND 

RBVISKD. 

NEW YORK:. 
AMERIOAN BlBLE SOCIETY, 

INBriiUl'ED IN THlll YE.ul MDOOOXVI1 

1890. 

Now it seems to us that here is a discrimination 
against the Infidel an-d in favor of the Christian, 
which is against the Constitution of the U aited 
States. Why cannot THE TRUTH SEEKER E Jitor 
obtain from the post-o:ffi0e department an answer to 
• plain question as well as can the editor of the 
Christian Life? Mr. Caldwell's publication a11sumes 
to be animated by 1ihe purpose of promoting purity. 
That also was the object in calling Mr. Wanamaker's 
attention to the volume named ''The Holy Bible." 
The book was found to be widely circulated, read in 
public schools, and even preached from in churches, 
but complaints as to its purity of language and 
ideas reached us from all over tbe country, and we 
felt it to be our duty, as Mr. Oaldwell feels itt~ be 
his, to labor for the protection cf the young and for 
the elevation of the whole human nee above the 
standard which the book seems to set. So we sent 
the book to Washington, but up to this time with no 
result. Why is it that the Ohristian is favored by 
the government and the Infidel ignored 1 

Will Mr. Wanamaker please answer 1 

Another Heretic. 
Professor C. A. Briggs, reoently appointed to the 

chair of biblical theology in Union Theological Sem
inary in this city, is being pursued by his orthodox 
opponents, and it is proposed at the next general 
assembly of the Presbyterian church to try him for 
heresy. His inaugural address in his new position 
will be the basis of the complaint, and the following 
sentences are the particular specifications, according 
to a Western Presbyterian editor: 

"The Bible is no better than a mass book for stopping a 
bullet; and is not as good as holy water for putting out a fire. 
Superstition Is no less superstitious if It takes the form of 
blbliolatry. It may be all the worse lf it concentrates !•self 
npon this ooe thing. There is nothlnl! divine In the text of 
its letters, words, or clauses The divine authority is not in 
the style or in the words, but In the COIICf'pt. The great 
mass of the Old Testament was written by authore whose 
names and connection with thPir writiDI!:B are lnst in obliv
ion. U this is destroying the Bible the Bible is destroyed al
ready. But who tells us that thePe traditional oames were the 
authors of the Bible? The Bible itself? The creed or the 
church? Any reliable testimony ? Pure conjectural tradi
tion, nothing morel It is here that the higher criticism 
comes ln. Men cry out that we are destroying the Btble, 
but it Is men's theories about the Bible that we are destroy
ing. We desire to know whether the Bible came from God. 
There are errors In the scriptures wblch no rne li11s bren 
able to explain away, and the theory that they were not in 
the original text is sheer assumption, and no man can rest 
with certainty upon it. . . Progresslv sanctification efter 
deAth is the doctrln of tl;e Bible and the church. The bug
bear of a judgment immediately after drath and or a magical 
transformation in the dying hour should be banished from 
the world.'' 

These expressions are rightly regarded hy the or
tbodox of the church as heresy, and the gener~l as
sembly, which has the veto power over the Pppoint
ment of profesaors, will be asked to declare Profes
sor Briggs unsound in the faith, as he certainly is. 

"Go on, presbyteries and synods, go on! Thrust 
the heretics out of the church-that is to say, throw 
away your brains,-put out your eyes. The Infidels 
will thank you. They are willing to adopt your ex
iles. Every deserter from your camp is a recruit for 
the army of progress. Olin go to the ignorant dogmas 
of the past; read the 109 Pdalm; gloat over the 
slaughter of mothers and babes; thank God for total 
depravity; shower your honors upon hypocrHs, and 
silence every minister who is touched with that .her~ 
esy called genius. 

"Bs true to your history. Turn out the astron
omers, the geolo~ists, the naturalists, the chemists, 
and all honest scientists. With a whip of scorpions, 
dri•e them all out. W a want them all. K iep the 
isnorut, ths superstitious; the bigoted, aad the wrU• 
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erEi of charges and speoifioations. Keep them, and make the Indians "half as wicked as would the example of 
keep them an. Rspeat your pious platitudell in the an' UBCO guld, hypocrlt who would rob them under the 
drowsy ears of the faithful, and read your Bible to cloak of humanity and starve them in the name of religion." 

the 1mpport of institutions unless some form of C~thl'lli<r 
worship is. permitted in those lnst.ttutions. Tbe bill reads! 
"It shall not be l11wful for any ofllcer of the state to p'lf to 
or for any incorporation, institution. society, or association 
nor to managers, agents, or ofllcers thereof, any ml'lneys. of 
the state whatever, unless the free exercise and en.fnyment 
of relil!:lous profession and worship without discrimination or 
preference as gual'anteed by the third ~ectlon of Article I of 
the constitution of the state is in good faith allowed to all in~ 
mates of such institutions or beneficiaries." The ~rnvernOl' 
and controler may prescribe niles to ascertain whether the' 
provisions of tlils act are complied with in and by the man:~ 
agers of such institutions to which appr,.,prlatiouE! ol' money!f 
by the state hav been made. It a leo says that anv ta:rpavetr 
may apply to the attornev-l!eneral to take me11.snres' to p~e~ 
vent th~> payment of any funds of tbe state in violation (Jfflle' 
act. The act applies to all epprnpr!·ltions made this year:,. 
and the primary design is to enable the Roman cbnrch to !iet 
up its paraphernalia of worship in the House of Rof11ge on 
Randall's I •land, whlcb. is now controled by the Prote~tants. 
Tammany Hall will of course vote for It, hnt the Prntestan•s 
from the country districts of the state will undoubtedly de-

heretics, as kings read some forgotten riot-aet .to 
· stop and stay the waves of revolution. You are too 
weak to excite anger. We forgiv your eft'orts as the 
sun forgivs a cloud-:.s the air forgivs the breath 
you waste." · 

THE attempt to pass a Sunday law in California has prob
ably failed for the present, owing to the opposition of the 
Liberals of the state. The scene in the senate chamber, 
after the Rev. Mr. Thompson bad openPd the debate, is thus 
described in poetic measure ~y George E. Macdonald: 
" There was quiet for an instant-you could hear a creeping; 

A. Sample Death-Bed Conversion. mouse-
And then a shortish ma11 arose near the middle of the house, 
Who said he was an Infidel, from Inftilela be oame, 
That he represented Infidels, a.nd Pntnam wall his name." A Cincinnati paper recently published a story of a 

death bad conversion, or reversion, which aft'ords the 
religious people much consolation. The tale runs in 
this way: 

The remainder of the poem is as bad as this. but it relates 
that when Putnam got warmed.upthe clerical crowd wasn't 
in it, and that the committee declJned to report their bill. 

" As a strong man he defied God ; but when death ap
proached be sought him. 

" The words might form the truthful epitaph of many a 
grave. 

"It le well that mercy is promised to those who seek it 
even at the eleventh hour, else the peace of mind of sur
rounding friends would be destroyed bv ima11:lnatlons that· 
coulrl picture tbe dPparted one only in the torments of hell. 

"The death-bed scene of George Kellog~ Stillman is cre
atinl!: much diPcusslon both among those who, like himself, 
denounced Christianity, and among his religious friends. Mr. 
Stillman was a vetE'ran engraver ard very well known in 
this city, where he lived for a long time. 

" An attack of pneumonia, aided by a previous stroke of 
paralysis, rapidly brought him to death's door, a11d Qn 
Saturday one week ago it was seen that he had but a few 
hours to liv. It was thought best to let him know, and Mr. 
Samuel Morin, with whom he had lived since the death of 
his wife tPn years before, said to him gently: 

IN a letter to the Bun "Private 'l Dalzell tells of an Inter
view bad with General Sherman in :whl~h the general ex
pressed his opinion of several of the generals of the army. 
Private Dalzell asked : "'And of Howard: how about that 
Freedman's Bureau scandal ?' With a grim smile : ' Howard 
is a soldier, every inch of him. His p:lance is not compre
hensiv. or quick, but he is a very safe comm~nder in the 
field. Personally he ·ls honest to. a fault. I know he Is 
blameless In the Freedman's' Bureau :matter, and a poor man 
to. day. Why, but the other day I had to lend him money 
enou11:h to reach the command to which I assigned him at 
Omaha. It was his rell¢on that got him into aU his trouble. 
Those rell~ious fellows did all the stealln~~: and let the blame 
faU upon Howard. Why, just let a fellow wlt.h a white 
necktie and a Testament under his arm approach Howard 
and he would never suspect him of being a thief.' At" this 
the general laughed grimly." 

f.eat it. · 

THE Roman Catholic church in Canacla has 11:one aotivlv 
into politics and will prnbablv cnntrol tbe npxt Plectlon. It 
is needless to ~ay tbst her !nfi•JPDce ~rnes to the conPPTvativ 
party. Archbl@bop Fabre, at Montreal. bBR instrnctprl Cath. 
olic11 to vote for t.he candiiJ,.tps of that party. anil the c1ergy 
thronflhout the provll"ce of Q•1ehpc Bre nnw openly npp-.~ing; 
the Liberal party. The archbishop's letter to the cle·11:y 
says: "Beneath the British fiBg, which protects rather than 
dominates, we enjoy tbe mos•. precious llbPrty, ~anctfnned 
by solemn treaties, and which prPs•rves tons Intact our law!!, 
our· institutions, our Janl!mJ!e. and, above all, our religion. 
You bav bPen able to pnPPess thePe favors np to fhe prPPent 
time, thanks to the action of divine prnviifenre, which: 
~~:nides our people; thanlrs also to the power which freelY 
acc'lrded these llbHtles in return f"r tbnPe sentlm•nt11 M<'l 
acts of perfect loyalty which yon hav never ceRserl to flff1l1" 
upon each and everv occasion. Mllv we anrl our very de11.r 
brethren remain faithful to our trad!t.ions and to our dntieR 
in this rePpe"t In order that onr conntry may not he PxpnsPd 
to the Joss of that which is favorAble to her anrl t.hat which 
brini!'R upon us the admiration of the people of other MilD· 

tries." In the country districts the prie•ts are fnrhiilrlinl{ 
their people to vote for the llherRls on pain or the church'R 
dlllplPasure, which means a refusal of the 11 Aacrsment.s" and 
excommunication. The liberal press bas taken t.hls letter as 
a text for criticism of the church, and the a,.cbhishnu hae 
been rounrlly abused for his interference. One llheral c~n~ 
dldate wrote him asking if he meant what he salif. anrl re
ceived an evaslv reply, which cloPPd as follows: "It would 
be most desirable that the press shoulil take it. as a rule not 
to discuss episcopal documentP, but to content Itself wlt.h 
publishln~ them textually." Which means thiJf. the church 
does not propose to bav her methods crlticiPerll The arro
gance of Roman Catholicism seems unbounded. 

"'Mr. Stillman, you are going to die, perhaps before 
morlllng.' 

"'Yes, I know it,' replied the sick m!ln, calmly, 'I am 
gohill;! to leave you forever-but where? Whe:.;e will I go_?• 

"Midnight came, and the dying man's f&.ce grew careless 
again as he playfully remarked that he must make a speech. 
Strength seemed to be given him for the moment, and words 
hurried from his ashen lips. He described the glories of 
ancient Rome and the deeds of great men to his wondering 
audience, and finished his address with a gasp that looked! 
to be his last. Then a change came over him. The loGk of 
pain and trouble again entered his dim eyes. He looked 
about appealingly. 

" 'There's srmethlng else you want to say?' inquired Mrs. 
Morin, who sat by his side. 

"Then, slowly and painfully, with earnest words, broken 
by ftts of coughing and moments ot exhaustion, Mr. Stillman· 
repeated a portion of the L')rd's prayer; and when he stopped 
exhausted he looked up and whispered: 

" ' He knows the rest. • 
"It was seen that Mr. Stlllman was repentant, and his de

vout hostess prayed for him as his life ebbed away. The 
dying man was now past speech, but his lips kPpt moving 
feebly, and in answer to q•testions as to his belief and pen
itence he signed an afllrmativ.. He retained his conscious
ness to the last and died in peace." 

It now turns out that Mr. Shillman bad all his life 
been a Christian, _for years a member of a Baptist 
church, was never known as an Infidel, and that the 
death-bed scene is a glorious lie for the glory of 
God. 

What won't the Christians do to bolster. up their 
system of impoature I 

Editorial Notes. 
CoL. RoBERT G. INGERSOLL is the ftrst and second choice 

of the senior class of Cornell's law sQhool to address the 
school on commencement day. Colonel Ingersoll recently. 
lectured in Troy, and one-half the house was sold within 
two hours after the tickets were ready. Hili subject was, 
"Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child." 

IN California's senate Mr. Wilson has moved to amend 
the state constitution so that no chaplain can omciate in the 
legislature or any state institution. Freethought is requested 
by a Sacmmento clergyman to say that " this is · not an 
attack by Infidels on Christianity, but that it is offered and 
advocated by a professed minister of the gospel," which 
that papar thinks is a sign o! a quickened conscience. 

ELSEWHERE the activity of the Roman Catholics in Cana
dian politics is described, but the item Wall hardly written 
before dispatches from Albany described also the defeat of 
an excise bill because of opposition from Catholic prl~sts. 
The bill wa9 not a particularly sensible measure, but the fact 
that a few priests can control •rammany Hall politicians to 
the extent of defeating a pet scheme of Tammany Hall liquor-
dealers is decided1y significant. · 

As a specimen of the reasoning of those Sabbatarians who 
are making s.o much trouble all over the country we extract 
the following paragraphs from a letter of Rev. Wllllam 
Weir, district secretary of the National Reform Association, 
to the. O~rl"stian Btausman : 

"Ohria+, the Universal King, is the primary source of the laws 
of the @tote." 

"His morslls.w is the ~tandard for the laws of the state." 
"The Ami>rlosn •tate ill bnund to make and enforce only such 

Ia w•· as Cbri•t t.be Kin~ approveP." 
"Everv cHiz•n Is bound in oonsoienoe toward God,,.. well as by 

fe•.r of COllSrqnPn~es, to obey from tbe hear* Pver:v •nob law." 
"Every Jaw o{ the ~tate cor>trary to the Moral Law bfling oon· 

trary to t.be liiate·s primary Constitution is in the highest sense 
·nn•nnetitntional'" 

" No citizt>n opposFd to the Mo,.al Jaw is qualified to make the 
laws of the state, since he rejects the primary Oonstitntion of the 
state." 

.These sentiments are not tl;wse of a religions lunatic, but 
of an nr~anlzation whose power is fPlt in nearly every legls
Jativ body in the co"\}ntry, from Congress up to a city 
council. 

IN an interview with a Htrald reporter last week in rela
tion to Sunday openin~r of the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
one of the trustees said : "There are trustees who hav been 
goln~ dePP down into their pockets for many years to sup. 
port the Museum. They kept on givln~, giving, and !!iving 
when the public did not ·care a straw about. the institution." 
As a matter ofcold'fact the public of New York were hardly 
awlire of the existence of the Museum before the ~ecretary 
of the Secular Union (Mr. S. P. Putnam) and the Editor of 
T:HE TRUTH S:s:EKBR circulated the petition for Sunday 
opening, The trustees bad gotten tbelr appropriations in a 
very quiet way, tlirough the effortl!l of a gentleman versed in 
politics, l!.ad expended them as though thev were private 
fund•. and had in every way managed the Museum as they 
would their own private property. The agitation brought. 
the Museum into prominence, alld it is safe to say the at. 
tendance has since quadrupled. Instead of deserving con. 
slderatlon, as the trustPe thinks, the fellows who kept the 
museum as a private art gallery de~erve exFcratlon. But 
when they die the people may possibly be allowed to enter 
ori Sunday public building-s for which they hav been taxed 
·hundreds of thousands of dollars. 

IN his spl'lPcb In support of the bill rPmoving the legal rlis. 
abilities of Roman 'Catholics to the f1fficeq of viceroy of lrP
land anrllord chancellor of En~tland, Mr. Gladstone said: 

ONE of Colonel lngersoli'R cb.aracterlstlc deeds of big"
hearted genero~it.y was performed on his recent trip tO' 
Montana to conduct a law c'l.se. It waq a benefit. lectnre for 
two little girl!! made orphanq undel' peculiarly pathetic clr. 
cumstances. Ex:-Speaker Witter of thll Ml'lntana le!!:iRiatnre 
was suddenly summoned home bv the illness nt hi~ wife·, but 
arrived only to find her dead. On the train he himself was 
stricken with pneumonia symptomg. and within two dave 
was laid beside his wife. Be was that rare p~rsnnag:e, an 
honPst politician, and in his pockets were tnunrl j •1st seventy •. 
five cents. His estate corresponded with his cash. Two 
girls, ageil six and seven. were thus left to the charity of the 
people, and the ex-speaker's friends, some of Montana's 
noblest men, Ptarted a fund for their m>J.intenance. It Willi 

while this was belnp: raised t.hat Colonel IogerRoll waR calJe<i 
tn Helena. The fund was brought to his notice by Ron. J. 
K Clark and H. L. Frank, who Intimated that. " lecture by 
him would swell the fund, and that they could aff~rd to pay 
him handsomely beslrles. In five minutes the colonel con
sented to lecture, declined all compensation, anrl bnna:bt a 
lot of tickets tor his lmmerliate friends. The nwn•r of the 
Opera Hon•e, John Mnf!nlre, gave the use of the bnildlng, 
and on Friday night, February 6 b.. Co1nnel Tna:erRoll lect
ured on ShakRpere. The receipts were $1.16~. m11kin~r t.be 
colonel's donation" to the orphan children >J.hout one third of 
the total amount rai•ed. The penp'e of H••lena ara enthusi
astic over the PplenrHd act, ann If thev could elect a presi
dent of these United States, Mr. H~rrison woulrl be nusted 
to-morrow. The papers of the city commend Colonel Inger. 
sollln warm words, and the orthodox j 1urna.ls of the state 
will do well not to sayanv•hing ag11inst him just nllw. The 
lecture was tho one he will deliver for the Press Olub In this 
city on MaTch 221, when our readers will be m11de ac
quainted wit.h ROme or its beauties. Sbakspere has b~rn or 
great beoetit to the world. but there arc two lit.tle girls in 
Montana who will unrloubtedly feel more than ordinarily 
grateful to him all their lives. And it fq pleaRant to know 
that Colonel Ingersoll's manv h11m•we d aerlg !l.te being P..p. 
prer.iated by others than his personal friends. The Troy 
Budget sBys of this latest public benefaction: "A Western 
paper l'xpresses snrprise bec11nse C )]onel 1 Bf)b' In~eraoii 
lectured for a charitable purpose In H~leoa, anrl not only re
fused to accept a cent ror his •ervices, b•It in addition bought 

THII: Interior department allPges that the army is not fit to 
hav the management of the Indians because some of the sold
iers will drink whisky-when they can get it; and they are 
not averse to the seductlv game of poker, and whpn an 
impenitent mule lays its ears back and refuses to budge the 
soldiers will occasionally exhort the animal in language not 
strictly appropri11te to a Sunday-school or a prayer-meeting. 
Ail this is ot course very lamentable, says th.e .u~rald, but it 
is verf doubtful whether o11e of ~hese 'bad soldiers would 

"A distinguished man and admlrahle member of this bouse 
was laid yesterday in his mother earth. He wae the su}'ljoct 
of a Jon~t controversy in thi11 bouse-fl. controversy the begin. 
nlng of which we recall and the ending of which we recoJ. 
lect. We remember with what zeal it was prospcuted; we 
remember how summarily it was dropped; we remember, 
also, what reparation bas been done within the last few dayR 
to the distinguished man who was the immediate objPct of 
that controversy. But does anybody who bears me believe 
that that controversy, so prosecuted and so abandoned, was 
benffic!al to the Christian religion? The penple of this 
country SBW through tae imposture which blinded many 
members of this house, and it is In· the name even of that 
relle:ion which the vast bulk of us believe to be holy, believe 
to be the greatest. and only true treasurer of mankind-it Ia 
in that name-if I must fall b!!ck upon such a rewurce
although it. is mainly· and broadly on the grounds which we 
are here to discuss, namely, the grounds of constitutional 
law and political wisdom-that I ask vou to glv vour assent 
to the "Second reading or this bill." That was a fine tribute 
to pay to Mr. Bradlaug:h. 

A sO-OALL'ED new 11 Freedom of Worship" bill has been 
introduced in the legislature of New York by Senator Emer
son. Colonel. George. Bliss is the drawer of the proposed 
law1 which aims to prevont the diversion of public mO.D.OJ' to 

a number of tickets of admisai')u. Tbev evidentlv don't 
know the elrquent Infidel very well out West. His heart is 
always a gMd rleal bigg:er than hls pocket." And its neigh
bor, the Barat~gian, adds, "Who doubtg but th~t those 
ticketa·wlll help 1 Bob • to admission 11omewhere else somP 
dayf" 
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N:&w CAMBRIA, KAN., Feb. 9, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: The city council of Salina was waited.upon 

by a ministerial committee, composed of Rev. F. D. Baker, 
Rev. c. P. Chittenden, et al, praying for the repression of a 
periodical called the Kansas City Bunday Bun, and the idea 
struck the mayor,C. R. Underwood, so forcibly that he urged 
its carrying out, and so they forbid the selling of it upon the 
streets of S~ina. But not long since, one of the former pres
idents of the Young MeR's Christian Association it is pre
sumed went where all the " goody-goody " young men go, 
i e., to Canada, and it is estimated that he took with him 
$20,00(Jbelonging to other parties, and all the ministers and 
the papers of Sa.lina that had anything to say upon the sub
ject had nothing but the kindest words of praise to offer in 
regard to their very nice young man. JoHN W. ABBOTT. 

MBMPBIB, TBNN., Feb. 7, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find a clipping out of the Oommer

eial of this city, which, though not of late date, perhaps 
would be interesting to the readers of THs TRUTH SBEKBR, 
and perhaps useful to some Christian brute who wants script
ure authority for beating his wife. It is a pity that the book 
and verse are not given, but Mr. Leiber may be willing to 
accommodate his pious confrer68 by quoting the passage in 
the" Holy Bible"-or rather, Holy Bosh. 

FoRT WoRTH, Tu., June 6.-Henry Leiber, aged thirty
three, has a wife of fourteen, obtained from ·her father on a 
contract that she was not to be worked in the field. Henry 
is a well-to-do planter, and claims the divine right to beat 
his wife whenever he sees fit, quoting his authority from the 
Bible. Whenever Henry's food was not cooked to suit him 
he thrashed his wife. Yesterday he ordered her to go to 
the cotton field with his negroes. She refused to go· and 
he beat her. She returned to her father's and to-day filed 
suit for divorce. 

Yours truly, J. WILTON. 

MT. V:s:RNON, ONT., Feb. 10, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: So much pleased am I with the paper and 

pictures that I write these lines to encourage you in your 
good work. I get my paper from the news. agent of Brant
ford. He also got me the "Text-Book," which just suits 
me. All who handle the book hav to, and can, read the 
pictures, whether they want to or not. I want you to send 
me your catalog of publications, as I want some more of 
your books and pamphlets. Being a farmer, I don't feel the 
evil effects of outspoken Infidelity as much as some others. 
I used to take Secular Thought, but economy compelled me 
to drop one Liberal paper, so I chose TJU TRUTH S:s::s:K:s::s:. 
The pictures settled the case for me. I wanted them for the 
children and myself. I occasionally send copies of THE 
TRUTH S:s::s:K:s:R to friends and relative, and some write that 
they intend subscribing for the paper. 

We are on the eve of a general election. Bc.th p )Utica! 
parties are hopelessly tied to the tall of the Catholic church. 
Of the two, the Reform party is the moiJt truculent and 
subservient, and has sold itself body and soul to the pope. 
In this country the Catholic church holds a party in each 
hand, and at election time the political cow which will giv 
the most and richest milk is the one the church supports. 
At present the United States can hav no sensible use for 
Canada, and we hav no use for ourselvs in a progressiv and 
liberal sense. No doubt this country will become a sort of 
Spain in North America. · J.u. S. PALMER. 

K:s:NT, IA., Feb. 15, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Tn:s: TRUTH S:o::s:K:s:R came ·to hand a few 

days ago, and a more happy man would be hard to find just 
on the strength of it. I am happy to think that I hav a term 
paid in advance for such a help to enjoyment of the time 
and such an educator. Well, language fails me to express 
my high approval of the paper. I hav been a reader of THB 
TRUTH S:s:BKBR eight or nine years, and I am going to tell 
you that it has helped me in every way. I feel that I am a 
better man in every way. It has brought me to a sense of 
duty. I am made to love and respect my family and treat 
my wife better ; though I always had a high ambition to do 
that which was right, and to provide all things honest in the 
sight of men-not God, for I never thought he cared a snap 
whether I was honest or not. I hav thought many times 
that I ought to get up and tell my sweet experience, so take 
the present opportunity. I belonged to the church for eight 
years. I prayed, I sang, I washed the saints' dirty feet, and 
was baptized by triune baptism, so I was pushed under once 
in the name of the Father, once in the name of the Son, once 
in the name of the Holy Ghost. And I did many more things 
which space here excludes. Now, dear brother and sister 
Infidels, can you say that I had no faith? Yes, bless you, I 
had even more faith than that, but will not tell. Now, how 
do you think I became enlightened so wonderfully now? 
Why, just one little peep at the noble TRUTH S:s:liKBB, and I 
mustered up all the common sense that I had left ; that is 
how. So I will hav Tn:s: TRUTH S:s::s:K:S:R as long as my dol
lars last. Then, it is so cheap; what is $3 for the amount 
of news it brings weekly? The only advice I wish to make 
is, keep that mighty Heston at work. G~~:a. W. K:s:IM. 

P:s:LLA, lA., Feb. 13, 291. 
MB. EDITOR : I am not a subscriber to THE TRUTH S:s::s:KBR, 

but my father is a devout believer in " truth and justice to 
all with malice to none," as well as a subscriber to your val
uable paper, and to do him justice and speak a work of en
couragement to the few, out of so many, that are trying to 
do that which is right in the way of enlightening the world, 
I thought I would write a few lines on the subject of relig· 
ion. I am not a believer in the divinity of Christ, nor do I 
believe that the world was created in six days. It seems 
strange to me how any m"n with a "spoonful of brains in the 

back part of his orthodox head" can, after reading the holy 
word, believe such a mixed-up mess of stuff as that which it 
contains. When God created the universe, why did he not 
make all things to harmonize with each other ? For instance, 
if he wished his beloved children to enter the kingdom of 
heaven, why did he place temptation before them and then 
prepare a place of eternal damnation for them if they should 
allow themselvs to be tempted by that which the "all
merciful God" set before them ? If God foreknew all thliigs, 
he must hav known that his children would sin, and why 
did he not nip the thing in the bud, and that would hav 
settled all future contests between good and evil and there 
would hav been no need of a Satan or purgatory? · 

The day 1s fast approaching when people will become wiser, 
and when we shall hav no more prayers and Bible readings 
in our public schools, and when the churches will become 
lecture halls and opera houses and theaters, and public 
money will be paid out where it will be most beneficial to 
the majority of people, instead of paying it out to support 
a few aristocrat know-nothing sky-pilots that do nothirig in 
the way of enlightening the people, but simply stand up in 
the pulpit and put on airs and tell the same story over and 
over until the members become completely disgusted and 
weary of listening to them and finally drop out one by one 
until there are not enough of them left to form a quorum 
(that is, the required two or three) to claim the divine favor, 
consequently when tb.e hour of death draws near they be
come almost raving maniacs through the fear of an endless 
hell. Such is the goodness and mercy of God. 

Yours for Freethought, MBS. C. B. l{. 

CoLUMBUS, KAN., Feb. 26, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : When I read Bradlaugh was dead, I was 

filled with deepest emotion and cried like a child, for .to me 
he was a friend and brother in the broadest, highest sense. 
I hav ever marked his noble, high, triumphant career with 
the greatest interest and approval, and I wish to giv ptlblic 
appreciation of his great worth and serTice to humanity, be
cause his early life, in his struggles to obtain knowledge ; 
his toils, hardships, and opposition ; his resistance tQ false 
doctrbis and legal and conventional tyranny and the suppres
sion of his irresistible self-hood and manhood, were in niany 
respects like my own, with far more power to endure and 
resist. He was near and dear to me. He was one of the few 
great and good men that appear on earth to teach us the pos
sibilities of the future of man when humanity, truth, liberty, 
and manhood shall lead ami dominate the world. His body, 
face, and towering, symmetrical head tell his character and 
capacity, the aspirations, the scope, and altitude of his great 
mind. Like me, he was a Materialist-everybody is, if he or 
she knew it. He was a godless man, an Atheist. He had 
to be; his clear and discerning mind brought him to it, and 
he saw at once that he could" not serve God and" hu
manity, that Gods must die that humanity may livand make 
the most of life, and earSh in time be the abode of health, 
joy, peace, a'ld plenty. He taught by·precept and example 
what an Atheist can do and be, however much the Atheist 
has been and yet is belied and disparaged by orthodox and 
Spiritualists, for want of belief in what to him is absurd and 
impossible. But our mental and moral Hercules the invisi
ble is prematurely laid low. But he is immortal in the 
never-dying fragrance and effulgence of his glorious life and 
career. Like Paine, his worth and power will be more and 
more felt, recognized, and applauded as we grow onward 
and upward toward the light of a higher life. Even his 
Parliamentary opponents will more or leas relent and regret 
their unjust and unmanly treatment. What a grief, what a 
loss, to Annie Besant, his coadjutor and defender I What a 
loss to all who love truth and humanity I I had hoped he 
would liv twenty years more to see and reap the reward of 
his great services to man. What an irreparable blank ·he has 
left, for there is but one Bradlaugh. Blessed and sacred is 
his memory to me. 

The faithful muse shall tell the world thy fame, 
And unborn realms resound thy praise again. 

J. H. Coox. 

NATIONAL Hom:, Wis., Feb. 10, A.B. 291. 
MR. EDITOR: How vividly we remember the most trivial 

events of our boyhood days. A way back in the dreary win
ter of 1836-7, in the town of Maryland, N. Y., there ap. 
peared, like the ill-omened star of Bethlehem, one Be
num, Brother Benum he was called by the God-afllicted sis
ters of his church; but alas for these dear, deluded sisters! 
for he proved anything than a brother. 

Now, although he enjoyed a remarkably "soft snap" 
through all that long, rigorous winter, his devilish designs, 
amorous intrigues, and sanctimonious Tillainy seemed to 
know no bounds ; and while the whole neighborhood was 
ablaze with scandal, yet he never lost an opportunity to 
preach his regular sermon on Sunday, and every night in the 
week he kept them on their knees and bathed in tears, while 
their shrieks and groans shook the rafters of some farmer's 
house in the neighborhood ; and thus he held them down 
until the spring in spite of the good advice they had received 
from one or two senaible skeptics. He had at length, how. 
ever, become so reckless that he was (as near as it ever can 
happen) caught in the act of adultery ; that is, the woman 
was caught, not the man, for man cannot commit this hei
nous offense, oh, no I but woman only, vile, wretched woman 1 
For the truth of this assertion I refer you to the holy script
ures, where a woman was caught in the very act of adultery 
and dragged before God's youngest son for-trial. Now, in 
this most remarkable suit, before the highest tribunal on 
earth or in heaven, there was no mention of any man in this 
most horrible crime, which was punishable by stoning to 
death. 

Nevertheless, Brother Benum's career seemed drawing 
speedily to a close, in our settlement at least. Now, these 

~t991. 

horny-handed farmers aBSembled late one night to talk about 
the weather and things, while Benum, nearly used· up, had 
fallen asleep. One thought he _had smelt a rat or something 
for & long time. Hereupon the rest· thought so too, and all 
began to wax hostil, and in their kindling fury dragged this 
candle of the Lord before their rustic church committee; 
they thought they had him at last, for he looked so ·repel'l.
tant. Ah, me ! how little they knew the man I For Benum, · 
being deeply impreSBed with his religious duties, and feeling 
the great necessity of opening everything with praJ er, fell 
at once upon his knees and fervently besought God to put 
some sense into the heads of ~is deluded and rr. uch befogged 
comm1ttee, and after reminding Uod that they were fools 
and asses, he waited not for their customary amen, but 
sprang like an enraged lion to his feet and with glaring orbs 
faced this awe-stricken and half. paralyzed committee. He 
scored them for all their faults, follies, sins, and above all 
their consummate ignorance and babyish imbecility. "Think 
you," he thundered, "that your women are, or ever were, 
virtuoua? I tell you, no I For there is no such thing as 
Tirtue on God's green orb among women ; and as regards 
yours, I will name to ·your faces at least a dozen of thein 
that I myself--" At this stage the committee groaned ; 
but the inspired scoundrel held them down until he had told 
his disgusting story, to the everlasting shame of, doubtless, 
many respectable WOJil!ln of our God-crazed neighborhood. 
Now, there was not a man among these stalwart rustics who 
could not easily hav doubled Benum up and consigned him 
to the flames in the stove; but they didn't. Why? Becaue 
they were as helpless in his presenee as a nest of young 
mice under a lion's paw. 

I hav not the slightest doubt but Benum hypnotized our 
whole neighborhood, and had it not been for outside influ
ences over which he could hav little or no control, he would 
hav been as safe in his most damnable practices there for 
any length of time as Schweinfurth, or Lszuus in Abraham's 
bosom. " 

But this almost lifeless committee, after· confessing their 
shortcomings to Benum, declared that they had serious 
doubts about most women-folks ; but begged that " dear 
Brother Benum" would withdraw from their m\dst for a 
season, at least .. He would for a bonus. He got it, mounted 
his pony, and rode prayerfully away, while the committee 
wept. Yours truly, N:s:LBON HUNT. 

CAPBON, ILL., Feb. 16, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Another pioneer FreethinkEr has gone to his 

rest. On. the 18th of February, 1891, Danforth Nettleton, 
prostrated by dieeaEe and age, paBSed away at Belvidere, 
Boone county, Dl. He was buried on Sunday, the 15~h, in 
the Long Prairie cemetery in the town of Leroy, Boone 
county. He has been a stanch Freethinker for many years; 
has been a sincere friend and patron of THE TRUTH S:s:BKBR 
and the Freethought cause; was always ready and anxious 
to work ~or its advancement. He made special request that 
no representativ of any church was to conduct his burial 
senice, but that his Freethinking friends should perform 
that service; consequently the last rites and ceremonies of 
burial of this venerable father were conducted according to 
his wishes. 

The following address was delivered at the grave by W. 
Fox. A FBr:s:Nn. 

Friends and Neighbors: Before us stands the monument 
dedicated to the memory of our friend and neighbor, Dan
forth Nettleton, and his family. Some years ago he antici
pated this event, and caused it to be erected, and inscribed 
upon it what he desired to publicly proclaim-that he was a 
Freethinker, such he lived and such he died. He further 
provided for this event by choosing friends in sympathy 
with his line of thought to conduct the service at the grave. 
And in taking a retrospectiv view of his life it shall be my 
desire to answer his request truly. 

Our frlend and neighbor had reached a ripe old age, and 
life's care and suffering had become quite burdensome to 
him at times, and for some time past he frequently expressed 
a desire to cast off life's burdens. " But Mother Nature 
ushers us into this world without our consent or knowledge ; 
nature forces us out, with the same disregard for our wishes 
or feelings. We enter in perfect helplessness and Ignorance; 
..,.e retire with but faint perceptions of universal knowledge." 
Could we hav the choice between individual life and non
existence, many there are who would welcome the latter. 
Many poor, struggling human beings hav been cursed with 
life, cursed with the inheritance of feeble bodies or impure 
minds, and are hampered and hedged in on all sides by mis
ery and misfortune. No amount of effort could make their 
lives more than passably endurable. Others are born into 
an atmosphere of peace and healthfulness, where they are 
upheld in usefulness and purity by the mere force of circum
stances. So secure are they, so guarded, that scarcely any
thing in the form of temptation can reach them. They are 
good of necessity. It is clearly the duty of every rational 
being to do as much good and as little evil as possible; and 
if we only impose upon ourselvs the conditions we thrust 
upon others our standard will be high enough. Knowing, as 
we do, how grudgingly Nature bestows her gifts upon some 
and how lavishly upon others, why should we praise or cen
sure each other so loudly ? Between us and the inner life 
of everyone a veil is drawn; and we can comprehend but 
little of the internal eJllo\ions or secret motive. There is 
some good in all. Let us then endeavor to cultivate a sym
pathy so true, a helpfulness so great, a charity so broad, 
that it may embrace humanity ; and crowd out all evil from 
our own hearts. When, as to-day, we look upon the lifeless 
form of a friend, let us reflect upon these facts. Let us re. 
member that we know not how often those closed eyes hav 
looked through clouds of trouble for rays of hope, those 
silent lips uttered warm appeals which were unheeded, those 
folded hands scattered blessings which yet liv. 

While we regret his loss, and miss him from our daily 
lives, we will not harrow up our hearts with vain regrets or 
fruitless fears. A true and noble man, he made of life the 
best he could·. No fear of God, no thought of future pun
ishment or rewsrd, controled his acts. His mind was free 
from superstition, and his sense of right and justice was the 
law he obeyed. 

His early life was one of ceaseless struggle and toil, with 
few opportunities for me~~l culture. l!e came to this part 
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of the country in an early day, with nothing in hand, to 
build for himself and family a home out of the unbroken 
soil of this neighborhood; and by honest industry, persever
ing toll, privations, and hardships, he succeeded. 

In his latter years he was quite an extensiv reader and in
dependent thinker, on the problems of the life forces in the 
realms of Mother Nature. Nature and nature's laws were 
his constant theme of study and . thought, and his conclu. 
sions, as he frequently stated, were that when man's organ
ism broke down through disease or age to death, the rune. 
tiona of the brain ceased, the individual identity mingled 
with the elements of nature, and the man was at rest. 

What a foolish God indeed, who knew no better than to 
plant his fourth Commandment on those unscientlflc and 
nonsensical statements of Genesis, which are no longer cred
ited save by those over whose intellectual horizon the densest 

·His work well done, let him rest in peace, and leave for 
us his good example and his honored memory. 

And while we glv to Mother Nature that which is her own, 
we bury all that's left us of this friend, and say, regretfully, 
our last farewell. · 

Feb. 10; 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: " God is angry with the wicked every day" 

(Psalms vli, 11). "Anger resteth. in the bosom of fools" 
(Eccles. vli, 9). If the Bible writers called their God a fool, 
were they better than fetich-worshipers ? Can Christians 
blame us for not getting down on our knees to an almighty 
fool "up dar in de sky?" How much inspiration did the 
prophets and seers need to hav in order to call God a fool? 
Will some reverend please inform us ? 
If God wrote the first chapter of Genesis, he is just what 

David and Solomon say that he is. In describing the work 
which Jehovah did on the third day of creation, the account 
reads as follows : "And God said, Let the waters under the 
heaven be gathered together unto·one place, and let the dry 
land appear; and it was so. And God called the dry land 
earth ; and the gathering together of the waters called he 
seas; and God saw that it was good. And God said, Let 
the earth bring forth grass, the herb yielding seed, and the 
fruit-tree yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed is in itself, 
upon the earth ; and it was so. And the earth brought forth 
grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree 
yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, a~ter his kind; and 
God saw that it was good. And the evening and the morn. 
ing were t:he third day" (Gen. 1, 9--13). Now, I will let any 
impartial judge decide as to wliether this passage does not 
explicitly declare that all land vegetation was created on the 
third day. What else can it mean? Yet we are told in the 
succeeding verses that on the fowrth day God created the 
sun, without which no vegetation can exist or grow, as well 
as the moon, stars~ and otb.er planets. But all geologists, so 
far as I hav been able to discover, teach that, as regards our 
solar system, the sun, Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, Jupiter, and 
Mars were all in existence millions of years before the earth 
had a separate form; and that the moon itself must hav 
existed for ages before any land vegetation could hav grown 
on the surface of the earth. Did this God know what he 
was talking about when he inspired Moses , to write such 
nonsense? Was not Solomon correct in observing that God 
was a fool? 

Again, we read in the twentieth and succeeding verses 
concerning what God did on the fijth day. We 1lnd that on 
that day he said, '' Let the waters bring forth abundantly the 
moving creature that hath life;" and that on that same 
1lfth day of creation God created " every living thing that 
moveth, which the waters brought forth." Now, if this does 
not mean that God created all the fish and other inhabitants 
of earth's waters on the fifth day of creation, what does it 
mean p If it means anything else, then black may mean 
white and white may mean black whenever found in the 
Bible. 

Theologians, and theological school-teachers who teach 
geology, assert that the days of Genesis mean vast geolog. 
leal periods. But will any self-respectirig geologist dare to 
assert that two of these vast periods elapsed between the 
beginnings of land vegetation and the commencement or 
marine animal life, and that the former preceded the latter ? 
Is it not well known to the most superficial student of geo. 
logical science that, millions of years before any or our preS
ent land vegetation existed, saurians of huge size and fan
tastic forms had plowed the surface of the mighty deep 
and fishes innumerable sported amid its briny waters? Is 
It not a well-known fact that life on thia planet did not com
mence, as Genesis asserts, on the land, but in the ocean ? 
Has it not been conclusivly shown by an lnvestigatioa or 
those rocks lying immediately above the metamorphic, that 
land vegetation did not, as Genesis declares, antedate lif~ in 
the ocean by two vast geologic periods? Says W m. Denton : 
" Life did not commence on the land ; for the land surface 
of the globe was a wilderness of bare and heated rock ; and 
life upon it was an impossibility. The first fossils we find 
giv us reason to believe that life commenced in very simple 
forms, and in the ocean " (Lectures on Geology, p. 76). 

So it appears that the scheme of stretching the days of 
creation into vast millennia does not succeed in getting the 
theologians out of their dilemma. Before geology had been 
placed upon a solid basis, theologians were unanimous in 
declaring that to put any other meaning upon the word 
" day" than twenty-four hours would be destructiv to bib
lical exegesis. Watson, author of the'' Institutes," a stand
ard work in the regular course of study of Methodist min
isters, says it is not safe to attempt to change the signification 
of the word, because to do so is to destroy the foundation 
of the Sabbath. How does it happen that the clergy are 
now so vigorously advocating a Sabbath or Sunday law, 
when their own interpretation of biblical geology under
mines the very foundations of their holy day 'I Is it because 
their creed is in most danger at that point? If so, let the 
war go on. Theology will just as surely be compelled to 
yield this point as it did others, such as the fiatness of the 
earth's surface and the earth as the stable center of the uni
verse. The time is now ripe for the utter annihilation ot 
the Sabbatarian pret~n~Jop{l 9t the church, and this point 
~houlp 'I>~ e;mphasl~!lr 

ignorance prevallsl A. H. DABBow. 

:MAKANDA, Iu.., Feb. 4, 290. 
MB. EDITOR : I see that my article with regard to the 

Brotherhood of Moralists is thought by Miss Ella E. Gibson 
to be mlsleading. I am sorry that one so candid and intelli
gent as she is should think so·. I certainly did not intend it 
should be so. Several friends whom I respected had urged 
me to join the order, and my aim was to plainly, candidly, 
and briefiy giv some of the reasons why I could not comply 
with their request. Miss Gibson says, "There is no imputa
tion that Garrison and his peers would be excluded from 
membership," and glvs as a reason, "because they were 
good, pure men." Then, further on she says," A believer 
in the phenomena called Spiritualism, as caused by spirits, 
could not belong to such an organization." In view of the 
fact that Garrison was such a believer I cannot harmonize 
the statements. Then she adds, " Why should he desire to 
be a member?" I do not know why? I incline to think he 
does not so desire. It is too much like joining the church. 
The church claims to be preeminently a moral organization, 
yet, like the Brotherhood of Moralists, a pure moral charac
ter in the applicant is not sufficient to secure membership
he must subscribe to a creed. If, as in the case I mentioned 
in my former communication, he sees a chair move over the 
·fioor in apparently intelligent response to questions both oral 
and mental, and is asked for the cause of it, he may attrib
ute it to hypnotism, electricity, jugglery, or any other such. 
cause, no matter how foolish or absurd, and he can still be a 
good member of the order; but if, like thousands of others of 
our purest citizens, he thinks the most rational solution of 
the phenomena is to attribute them to spirit agency, and is 
honest enough to say so, he is unworthy of membership. 
This exclusivness, I think, cripples the order and hinders its 
usefulness. It tends to widen a breach among the genuln 
friends of reform that ought to be, I think must be, closed 
up before we can succeed in the rescue of our imperiled lib· 
ert\es for which we are all laboring. In this crisis of our 
fate, when confronted by an organized, wily, and powerful 
foe who has sworn to crush out our liberties, why should 
we 'demand of the honest ally who offers to help fight free
dom's battle that first he must say our shibboleth. Why 
should we e~clude him from our ranks because in some 
minor details "he followeth not with us?" I am equally 
ready to cooperate with the honest and earnest workers of 
either party. When I wrote my former article I did not 
expect to further discuss the subject, but Brother Wettstein, 
after making some very remarkable statements, and asking 
some questions which he seems to think will be difficult and 
which he asks me to answer, says, "I pause !or a reply. 
Will it be forthcoming ?'' 1: es, sir, I will answer. But first 
let me thank you for the kind and appreciativ words you 
were pleased to write with regard to the spirit of my former 
article. You call the belief in the after life an " heirloom of 
ancient ignorance and superstition." Is not that begging the 
very question in dispute and assuming to settle it by asser· 
tion without proof? If in the end Spiritualism is proved to 
be true, as I hope it will, it will then be found that the igno
rance is on the other side of the question. As to supersti
tion I think it an improper term as applied to Spiritualism. 
If Spiritualism is true, then a faith in it is simply a belief of 
facts, which never can be superstition, and if it is not true, 
Spiritualists are mistaken as to the evidence, that is all, and 
there is not necessarily any superstition about it. It is easy 
for either party in a controversy to call the other ignorant, 
superstitious, etc., if they are so minded, but it proves noth
ing and does no good. You ask: "What if it can be math
ematically demonstrated that human souls hav been already 
evolved from this planet in such numbers-provided always 
that any hav been evolved at all-that they extend in a com
pact mass far beyond our sun in every radial direction, 
. . . and all this in a few thousand years?" Why, my 
dear friend, if you can demonstrate all that it would be 
awful. When I read it I almost felt a sense of suffocatio~~ 
and as the Irishman said, I wanted a "gasp of fresh air. 
An ~ld lady, after reading your letter, said it gave her the 
"horrors." It would put me in a terrible fix if llfe continues 
-an old man, the sands of whose life are nearly run out. 
just about to make my bow and depart, to hav it demonstrated 
that as soon as I did so I would find myself in the center of 
an enormous globe, 200,000,000 miles in diameter, composed 
of a "compact mass of spirits," on top of each other like 
pickled herrings and no " room to flap my wings in I" 
Why it would b~ as bad as the orthodox hell. I don't won
der that, with such a faith, you hate and oppose the doc
trin of immortality. Annihilation would be infinitly prefer
able to such a fate. :But I can scarcely think that one so intel
ligent as you are can really believe such statements de
monstrably true. If so, I wish you had. given the '' dem
onstration "-the "indisputable figures, data, and statis· 
tics n you tell us to "wait for." Now, though I never stud
led arithmetic a day in school in my life, I propose to use a 
few " figures," and, if possible, see what they do dem
onstrate on this question. 

To get fairly and intelligently started, let us assume that 
the "few thousand years" you speak of, during which our 
race has existed on this earth, amount to 200,000 years, and 
that the average number of inhabitants of each generation 
was two billions, and that one generation passed away every 
twenty years-which are very liberal estimates. This would 
giv us an aggregate population, up to date, of 20 trillions of 
souls. By allowing a small fraction less than four square 
feet to each pereon, they eQuid aU et&Jld on the territory of 

the United States. At the same estimate, it would require 
14 mllllons of vears to fill up all the standing-room on a 
planet like our earth-say 8,000 mlles in diameter. Yet 
you say that in the " few thousand years " that our earth has 
been engaged in the business " enough souls hav been 
evolved, provided any hav, to extend in a compact mass far 
beyond our sun in every radial direction" (if you please, let 
us stop at and call it, 100,000,000 miles) I That is to say, 
the spirl~ evolved from our planet in that comparativly 
short period would form a globe of spirits, in "compact · 
mass," 200,000,000 miles in diameter, or 15,625 billions of 
times the bulk of the planet that produced them I You cer
tainly do not mean, in earnest, to say that the truth or a 
proposition, or statement, so infinitly unreasonable and pre
posterous, can be established by " mathematical demonstra
tion." Let us suppose that the sun and all the planets in our 
syatem were now to commence their period of evolution of 
spirits, and that they should each produce tkem, in propor
tion to their bulk, as rapidly as we hav supposed the earth to 
do. In one million of years our earth would evolve one 
hundred trillions, the sun 1,400,000 times as many as the 
earth, Jupiter 1,200 and Satnrn 1,000 times as many as our 
earth, etc. (This is more than fair, for although the sun: is 
1 400 000 times larger than our earth, it is only 850,000 times 
h~avler; it, Jupiter, and Uranus being, "bulk for bulk," 
only one-fourth the weight of our planet, and Saturn and 
Neptune only one-sixth.) At this rate of production, our 
entire solar system would evolve a fraction less than 141 
quintillions in one million years, and allowing twelve cubic 
feet to each person, and calling our globe 8,000 mUes in 
diameter, it would requirfl our entire system over 28,000,000 
years to form a planet the size or ours. Now, if these hasty 
calculations are correct, or even approximately correct, you 
made a frightful draft on your imagination when you penned 
your-letter. 

You farther state that it can be " mathematically demon. 
strated" that when the sun and all the planets arrive at their 
soul-producing period (if they ever do), they will evolve not 
only souls enough to fill ail the space belonging to the solar 
system liut enough to encroach on and occupy the domain of 
several adjoining planetary systems I It is very difficult, if 
not impossible, for the human· mind to gain any clear idea of 
the vastness of the space belonging to the domain of our 
solar system. Let us try to get a little idea of it. 

Down low in the southern hemisphere, In the beautiful 
constellation Centaur, is a bright star called Alpha Centauri, 
which, astronomers tell us, is the nearest fixed star in the 
heaven, being twenty trillions of miles distant. In the north
ern hemisphere, in the constellation of the Swan, the star 
called 61 Cygni is ascertained to be about three timea 
as distant, or sixty trillions or miles. No stars in any 
other direction are nearer than these. Our system, then, 
moves in a region of otherwise unoccupied space at least 
eighty trillions of miles in diameter, a fair division of which 
would giv it the control of a vast globe of space forty trill
ions of miles in diameter. Now let us suppose the plane of 
our horizon extended in every horizontal direction till it 
reaches the boundary or our system, "where gravitation 
shifting turns the other way," and we hav a plane forty 
trillions of miles in diameter, containing more than one and 
one-fourth octillions of. square miles. Now, take the soul. 
product of the entire solar system for one million of years, 
and this plane will afford each one of them an area of over 
8,900,000 square mUes. Or, to state it differently, it l_Vould 
require our entire system to evolve souls more than 8,900,-
000,000,000 years to furnish one soul for every square mile or 
that plane I Then, if that immense globe or space were cut 
into planes parallel to the first, and one million miles apart, 
there would be forty million planes. In view of all which, 
it would seem that our believers in immortality need enter
tain no serious apprehension of being badly crowded for a 
while yeti 

So far we hav gone on the supposition that the globes 
forming our system were evolving souls continuously, but 
such is not the fact. Of the higher forms or grades of mind, 
they eeem shy producers. Our planet existed hundreds of 
millions of years, perhaps, before it evolved a single rational 
being, and it will probably continue to revolve, a dead 
world, millions of years· after it hal!l ceased to produce 
them. And it is probable that neither the sun, nor any one 
of the planets but our earth, has in all the untold millions of 
years that it has existed produced a single one. 

But, Brother Wettstein argues, if spirits are produced at 
all, they wut be et~mally produced, and must of necessity 
ultimately fill up all space. This conclusion is, I think, in. 
correct. It is a self-evident proposition that if you continue 
to giv, wi'hout any equivalent b3lng returned, the supply 
will ultimately be exhausted. If the earth furnishes the ma
terial from which spirits are evolved, and none of it is re
turned, the supply will be exhausted, and the production 
cease, as certainly as it would were it any grosser product. 

It will be inferred that I am a believer in immortality. 
On that subject also I am an Agnostic. I really know noth
ing about it. As a rule, there is a beginning and an end to 
all organisms. There are, however, sometimes radical 
changes in the manner, form, and conditions of lite. We 
see the locusts, after groveling seventeen years in the dirt 
and darkness, leave that form of life, and, like the cabbage 
worm, caterpillar, etc., become an activ, winged insect, 
and, with apparently much improved faculties and capacity 
for enjoyment, revel for a time, in apparently unalloyed 
happiness, in the pure air and bright sunshine of heaven. 
But in the end it dies. It may be that, with continued life, 
a far more glorious transformation awaits humanity. I hope 
so. But, if it does, it all!lomayend. We may theorize about 
immortality, or settle it in the usual way of the church, 
by authority, but I see no way of determining it, but by ex
perience, and 1 know of no one who has l!ved long enough 

d it W. W. W ALKBR. to o • 



3dited ~ Miss BuiWil H. WIXolll, Fall 
Jlllew, Masa., eo tA~hom all OorMA'IIiiiMatfonBjfW 

tthis OONWr should lJ1 •m'. 
·" Between the dark and the daylight, 

When the night is beginning io lower, 
Oomes a pause in the daY'B oooupationl 

That is known as the Ohildren•s Hour." 

A Ditty of Chicago. 
:The city of Ohioago abe sittetb by the Lake, 

And a very great and mighty town ·a she; 
·.There are sights •o ~ee in plenty, a.nd there's 

money for to make 
In divers ways, as we shall ehortly see. 

And in this famous citY dwelt a very pions man, 
And be stood alone communing with hims~lf; 

His hands down m his pockets to the elbows he 
did jam, 

But be found a. doleful scarcity ot pelf. 

"Ah !'"quoth this pions genUeman, "my pockets 
they are lank, 

Bot I ha v a soh~me to :ti \1 them up again; 
The WBY I mean to do it is to start a. savings 

bank, 
And the course that I shall follow·s very plain. 

"I'll start my banking business on a most relig· 
iens plao, 

I'll open every morning with a prayer, 
Ana er• we close a.t evening I will warble forth a 

,. 1JBalm, 
And I"ll place a Bible near my office chair." 

So be started up the bnsineHB in a very dandy 
way, 

And practiced his religions rites apace; 
And he a: ways went to meet1ng upon the Sabbath 

day, 
And in the "Amen comer" took his place. 

And tl<e saints came flacking to him with pockets 
full of pelf, 

And poor men brought their savings to biB door; 
And whea they saw the B1ble lying on the oftioe 

shelr, 
·They said, "We've found an honest man once 

more." 

And a very godly woman, who hates the smell of 
gin, 

And loathes tbe very name of lager beer; 
And thinks a whisky oacktll<il the unpardonable 

ein, 
And that even cider is a thing to fear, 

She brought a lot of money that Hhe had gathered 
UP 

]!"rom many other women in tbe land, 
To build a gorgeous "temple" with a woman on 

the top, 
And sbe placed it in the "honest" banker's 

hand. 

And when she brought it to him be was kneelinlt 
down in prayer, 

And snpp!ioating loud the throne of grace; 
And wit.h t<>ars of meek colltrition he bedewed the 

<,ffi e chair, 
And a sanctimonious odor filled the place. 

And the sight was so affecting that ohe could not 
help but say, 

"How beantifnl a thing it was to mix 
R<"ligion up with banking in this very lovely way, 
· Instead of beiD.g up to sharper's tricks.•~ 

.And 80 the ba.nl:.ing business flourished for a little 
space, 

And the banker raked in dollars by the score ; 
And the banker's breeches pockets were :tilling up 

apwe, 
And he said," It's nearly time to close the door. 

·"But first I•ll tip the wink unto the dearest of my 
friends, 

To ta.~e their moneY out without delay; 
The working folks ha.v left enough to answer all 

roy ends, 
And I ma.Y need my friends' another day." 

Next day tha morning papers said the Bavings 
bank was "bust," 

And everything was gone to kingdom come i 
It didn't damage mnoh the saints among the llP· 

per ernst, 
But the sinner a in the workshop felt it some. 

And one, he spake quite hotly to his fellows in the 
shoo, 

And he said, "I hope the devil gets the man · 
Who, jnst that be may equetze us, goes in part. 

nership with Jeans, 
And hurts his fellow beings all he nan." 

But the very godly woman, who loathed the smell 
of gio, 

Planets, Suns, and Atmospheres. 
To L. L. GooDWIN : Fifty-tlU"ee years an 

educator and ardent votary of astronomical 
science, I answer your questions with great 
inspiration and pleasure. 

From all that I know, and from my own 
observations of the sun in eclipses, I can say 
it is the sun's atmosphere we see, and not th~> 
sun. H this be true, then it is true of &11 
suns (fixed stars) and the invisible planets 
that revolve around them. It is very doubt· 
ful about there being any heat in the sun that 
comes to us. · 

I think heat on the surface of the earth is 
the result of the earth's and sun's atmos
pheres' ccoperativ action. The result, or 
heat, is seen and felt on and near the earth, 
where the atmosphere is the most dense. 
The electricity, or whatever it may be that 
passes from the sun to the earth, produces 
continually increaFed friction as it approaches 
the earth, and heat is in the same proportion. 
We hav been taught in the text books that 
heat on the planets must diminish as their 
distance from the sun increases, and 'IJice 
'llersa, and that the heat at Mercury must be, 
if my memory is right, twenty thousand times 
as hot as red-hot Iron. We are taught that 
tbe heat and light of bodies diminish as the 
equare of the distance increases; thus the 
heat and light three feet away are only one

, ninth of those which are but one foot away 
from the body emitting them. 

But this is true only in a horizontal direc
tion, on or near ~he earth's surface. If we 
~o up toward the sun, heat diminishes, so 
that at three miles from the earth it is freez
ing cold. 

AjZain, at our coldest time in the winter 
we are three millions of miles nearer to the 
sun than in our hottest season. 

I agree with you In your conceptions and 
analogies as to how the earth would appear 
to a person;, on the moon, the appearance of 
the aurora ,borealis, the character and func
tions of electricity, etc. 

Probably every body in the Great All has 
Us aerial, electric, magnetic atmosphere, both 
for production and protection. The human 
brain has its atmosphere, its halo of colors, or, 
if I may so speak, its cerebral solar spectrum. 
Clairvoyants hav often told me with great 
enthusiasm what a brilliant crown of colors 
encircled my upper brain, or head: No 
words can express the charming, fascinating 
tffect colors hav upon me. The atmospheres 
of persons vary in character and quality !.B 

much as the persons from whom they ema
nate. I believe, when two persons are at
tracted and congenial, their atmospheres blend 
more or less ; when two persons repel each 
other, their atmospheres, or spheres, collide. 
Perhaps there is as much. difference in the 
atmospheres of suns and planets as in those 
of human beings. " Well, I think you are a 
pretty smart chap for a young lad of only fifty. 
seven, judging from your analytical, discrimi
nativ, comprehensiv expression." I am only 
seventy-two, and know how little I know, 
which is more than everyone can say. 

However wise you may be in astronomy, it 
you hav not read Colonel Kelso's "The Uni
verse Analyzed," you ought to. Its concep
tions, desc·iptions, and logic in relation to 
world development, gestation, growth, and 
decay, and that the universe, as a whole, is 
and appears always and forever the same, 
satisfies my mind far better than anything 
else I hav read. 

How an astronomer and a true cosmologist 
can believe in the inhuman, absurd, pueril 
myths and dogmas of the God-creation hum
hug, is very strange to me. Most of our 
Freethinkers would be greatly expanded and 
exalted if they knew more of astronomy. I 
hav only barely alluded to a few points, for 
I need much more space than the Children's 
Corner can giv me. Hoping that, as we are She felt her feelings very badly burt 

That worldlY·minded people should 
things of him, 

say such young, we may yet grow much, I bless you 
and reach out my hand to shake. 

And draggle his religion in the dirt. 

For it was quite impossible so good a man should 
err, 

Snob a. bright and shining pillar of the ohurob. 
Then the funds she had ennnsted him did no' 

belong to her, 
· The other women might ha.v d.ff ,red mnoh. 

And so this pious gentleman turned out a s:hock· 
ing fraud, 

And didn't pay a. copper of his debts; 
For you s•e be had no capital, but juat the grace 

of God, 
And th"'t can't be accepted as assets. 

And the citY of Ohicago still sitteth by the lake 
And gazech out aoro•s the waters J>rond; 

But religion's at a discount; ana the Peovle fairly 
qnake 

When theY strike a man who sas~ his prayers 
too loud. 

B.ll. a. 

PROll'. J. H. CooK. 

Cltats witlt Correspondents. 
E. Rouss&Au.-Come again, "and you will 

be welcome every time. You hit the nail on 
the head, as the saying is. 

S&D!B A. M.-Your story is on file and wUI 
come along in good time. We are as busy as 
busy can be, and that's the reason you do 
not get a nice long letter. llope you are well 
and happy as you deserve to be. 

J&MKS B.-It does not mature very fast, 
that is, the project of the young people's 
paper that you kindly ask about. It needs 
capital, and lots of it, to start any kind of a 
smart paper, such as ours will be when it 
does start. We are promised brains from aU 

1891. 

parts of ·the world, but we need· some money weeks p"ast, but I must stop now and go to 
back of the brains. work. Pa says he aims to start me again the 

Gso. J. R.-We call you our "right-hand ht of July and let me continue two· months; 
· a1 h bri h then I must stop again and pick cotton two 

man.". We cl m that we hav t e 2 tes_t and a half months. Pa BllYB you are one of 
young men and young women, the darlingeat the grandest ladies among Liberals. He talks 
little girls and little boys, in our Childreg.'s ·about you. so· often. We hav your photo
Comer, that can be found in a journey ·graph. Pa save he has had it seventeen 
around the world. · · · · years, long ·btf>re I was born. Remember 

M y -So you want to be a captain in me. kindly to all ·the children d the Corner. 
ATTIB • , , · And now, as this is my first letter, I will 

the Salvation Army I That s .. all perfect _non-. close, hC1ping to see it in print ere long. I 
sense, Mattie. Be a captain in the Liberal . will write you occasionally if it is acceptable. 
ranks, and scatter joy and sunshine as y.ou I must close and get our dinner. A1fection
go. You want to be up with the times, and ately, your little orphan bov~ Good-bye. 
not a thousand years behind them. I V. BuRR CAsEY. 

E Doa SANTOS.~ Your communication is, [We shall snuggle you into the warmest 
recelved and will appear soon. place in the Corner, Burr. Tell us _about 

cotton when you· WI-ite··again..;..how.it'•grows, 
its blossom, fruit, and the pickivg·o:f it. 
Yes, Leonard Geiger is better tli.an gold.:, He 

Correspondence. 
BHiOROll'T, S. D., Feb. 8, 1891. . 

DuB Miss WIXoN: My uncle has taken thinks we do not know how mtich· good he 
THE TRUTH SBBKBR for a long time. I like is doing, but .it comes out every once in 
the Corner very much. We go to a literary a while. Thank papa Casey for compliments. 
meeting every Thursday night. I .read a -ED. c. c.] · : 
p!Pce out of the Comer ; the title of it was, I . -
·• Found Asleep." I am twelve years old. I DoaoHESTBR. N11B , Feb. 8.1891. 
go to school. I study the Fourth .Reader, MISS B. H. WIXON, Dear Madam: I now ~ake 
arithmetic, history, geography, spelhng, and my p~n In hand to write a letter to ·the 
writing. I hav one brother who is nine years Children's Corner. I like to read the· let
old; his name is James. He goes t~ school.! ters in the Children's Corner. I go to 
I must stop for this time, and I wlll wfite school, but did not go to-day because it. was 
some time again to the Corner. I remain, stormy. . .. 

Your Liberal friend, GBA.o.& A.. MILI.BB. I like my teacher; her name is Miss Sche-

BBOwNsvnLB, ORB., Feb. 8, 1891. 
DBAR M1es Wu:oN: I thought I would 

write a few lines to the Corner. I like the 
Comer and the children's letters. My 
grandpa takes the grand old TRoTH BBBKBR. 
I always look at the pictures, and read the 
Comer. Grandpa has taken THB TRUTH 
BBEKBB long before I was born, and now I am 
eleven years old. I go to l!chool. I am In 
the Fourth Reader. I stndy,arithmetic, read
ing, writing, geography, and spelling. I am 
an orphan. I liv with my grandpa and 
grandma. Aa this is my .first letter to the 
Corner, I hope it will not be thrown in the 
waste-basket. I remain, :: 

Your friend, BwoHB EVERBST. 

PmLADBIPHIA, PA.J, Feb. 2, 1891. 
DBu Miss WIXON: I am highly pleased to 

read the ar1icle in THE TRUTH ~BBKBR this 
week about the Sunday Club. Father thinks 
it is a capital idea, and he says he is willing 
for us to start a Sunday Cl*b In our house, 
as he believes in the children enjoying them
selva on a Sunday. They hav school enough 
all the week, without having Sunday-school 
to attend to. I am much delighted to read 
the Children's Comer. This is my second 
letter to the Comer. It has been a year and 
a half since I wrote my first letter. I am 
keeping that and felt proud to read it to-day. 
I go to school every day, and will be thirteen 
next June. I am in the third grammar, for I 
was promoted to-day. I am anxious to leave 
school, but father says that I must learn all I 
can while I am young, as he thinks I am too 
young to go to work. I go to the Sunday 
meetings every Sunday with father and my 
sisters. We children often . think that if 
parents would take their children to our Lib
eral meetings what a large gathering of chil
dren would be there. W-e often ask: father 
how it is, but he says he cannot understand 
it. I will conclude with my love to the ed
itor and all the children that write to the 
Children's Uorner. ELBANOR LoNGll'ORD. 

N:u:w ERA, OR:u:., Feb. 5, 291. 
Dux Mms WIXoN: I wlll try to write a 

few lines for the Children's Comer for the 
first time. 

My papa and ma~ma are Liberah, so we 
children are not grow1ng up in ignorance. 

I go to school. I am fourteen years old, 
and study readlng, history, arithmetic, phys. 
iology, geography, grammar, drawing, and 
spelllng. 

Our teacher is a young lady who is well 
known in the Liberal ranks. Her name is 
Miss Katie Kehm. 

We hav a Liberal lyceum here, but we hav 
only a small attendance, yet we keep up 
courage. 

We celebrated Thomas Paine's birthday 
here, when our president, Miss Kehm, deliv
ered an address. 

I must tell you about our bright young 
secretary, Miss Laura Zoek. She is a very 
nice reader. . 

We are also trying to establish a L1beral 
school. If we can get as much as $1,000 we 
will build one of the best schools on the 
coast. 

Wit.h best wishes to you and the children, 
Yours for liberty, WILLIB .JBss.z. 

A OllAlDUNG LRTTBX FROM A CHARMING' LITTLE 
BOY. 

BRUNO, S D,, Feb. 1, 1891. 
Dux Miss WIXON: Will you suffer a little 

orphan and a non-subscriber to appear in the 
Children'& Corner of TaB TRUTH ~BBKBR? 

Pais not a subscriber to 1'HB 1'RUTB S.a:sKBR, 
from the fact that we are too poor to pay for 
it but st!ll we get one every_ week. That 
g~odman, Leonard Geiger, of Hudson, N. Y, 
sends us THB TRUTH SEEKER and lnflebti 
gator every week, and I enjoy reading your 
Uhtldren's Corner so much. I do love to 
hear little Freethought children talk. I am 
one myself. But I am the only chlld Infidel 
I ever saw hence I hav .Do ·Itttle boy asso
eiates. I hav been golilg to school for a few 

rer. I hav two miles and a half to go· to 
school. ··' 

I am twelve years old this June. 
The reason why I cannot write any better 

is because I was ltft.handed, and after 1 got 
so I could write pretty good, the teacher 
made me write with my right hand-that set 
me back. 

My grandpa takes TaB TRUTH SBBKBR; · 
I study reading, arithmetic,· physiology, 

grammar, writing, geography, and spelling. 
I go to the lyceum Friday nights and spefik 

pieces. We hav speaking at our school every 
othl'r Friday afternoon. 

We had a. snow here last Tuesday, the first 
snow we hav had to amount to anythiog. 

. I hav "The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text
Book." I like to look at the pictures in it .. 

This is my first letter to the Children's Cor
ner, and I want to surprise grandpa, as hQ 
does not know that I wrote it. 

My papa and my grandpa like to read. 
Papa takes four papers and so. does grandpa, 

and after they get through readiDgtMm they 
exchange papers. 
· Grandpa thinks THB TRUTH SBBKBR is the 

best Gf them all. 
If you do not put this in the waste-basket 

I will write. again some day. 
Yours truly, a little Freethinker, 

JBBS:U: A. JOHNSON. 

TH~ TRUTH SHKfR li~RAR.Y. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth SPeker Annual and Freethink-

er•' Almanac ...........••...........•.. :... 2S 
2. Men. Women, and God~. Helen B. Gardener. M 
8. Age of Beason. Tnomas "a•ne.... •.•. .. . . •. 2S 
4. A.n wers to Christian Qnestions. D. M. 

Bennett .............. , ............•......... '5 
5. f"!br1•ti10n A b~n,.ditiPS. J ·hn Peck.......... 25 
6. Victor Bngo·s Oration on Voltaire . ... • .•. .. 16 

OTHER NU.JliJERS lN PREPA.RA.TCON. 
Yearly snbsoribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Single copies of each 
book 11ent up ,n receipt of prioe. 

THE TBUrH SEEKER COMPANY. 

HO'V TO 

PRESERVE HEALTH. 
· By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D. 

CONT.I!NTS: 
Tt-A PrPvention of Di•e•se-Hygiene of D"ffer

ent 0 g_ans-A~e and Orconation-The Dwelling 
- Tne Oare of the Rick-Nnrsing-l'be. Family 
Phyilician-Jinw·to Giv Aid In Emprgenoies-•·ou
M.gion• and Mi;,.smatic Di•<>•s~·-DisPases of twe 
Nervous ~ystem-A.ltered Nn1-ritiou-'T'he Respir
atory and Dig~stiv anti Urinary Tr4cts-The 
Skin-P!lrasites-.M.othe•hood. 

Ford yeA Bartrp·. MD , Professor Bellevue Med
icallJolJegt>, N. Y , sayK : "I regard your book, 
• How to Preserve Health,' • B the Il!Ost s~nnd, 
s•nsible, and n•efnl book on the t~Pl~s wh1cb it 
diPc'l•ses that I bav ever met. I w1sb 1t oonld be 
in the banrta of everY intelligent he"d of a f,.mily 
anrl in the librarY of everY suhool, for I think it 
wonld popularize avast amfmntof importan~ and 
nstfnt knowledge, and thus be of llreat service to 
the <'Ommnnity. I am particn•arly pleased witb. 
one featn •e of it; ~bat it t!oes I• ot profus to teach 
•osing and drnvgmg, "'QlCh our a• x1ons grand
motben and otb.ers. lacking the rt qnostt e•emen
ta•y knowledge ar11 too pron• to ln~ulge In, and 
oftentimes do great harm thereby. I convratn
la'e yon on the wisdom ""tl snncessof this tff ort." 

John B. Hamilton, M.D, Snrii:POII·Gen~ral r·f 
the Navy, and "rofessor of t!nrgery, Georgetown 
UniversitY: "I thank yon for the ~xoetlent book, 
• How to Prouerve Health .• I bav no doubt of the 
necessity of snob books, and YO"r& lB of such 
w•rit that it Will sUrPiv be •oooes•fnJ.•· 
· S•mnel Sherwell, M.D., Professor< f Diseases of 
th .. Skin, Brooklvn: " • our • x ·ellent t.reat.i>e, en· 
t1t.led 'How to Preserve Health,• appears to me 
admirably ad~pted for the reading of the laity, 
oornctiog as tt does a larg" number of fR.!se 
impressiOns that nrevail among them The 
dtrect suggpstions, as in remarks on the skin, are 
of decided value." 

Price, Cloth, $1.00 ... 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 
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NO"W"T READY.-~PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 
- . : 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM.: TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION ' . . ' 

I 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH A.ND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS._ 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF_)!ACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO .MAINTAIN THE 

ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Designs bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desitn1er. 

lJncle Sam and the Priests. 
The Pests that BJther Unole Bam. 
Uncle Bam Ble•ps, but ~he Pnests do Not. 
Roman1Bm with Her Mask On. 
Tbe M&& , Off. . 
"~ubmit to the Roman Pontiff &B to God."· 
The Skeleton tha.t Uuole Sam may Some Day 

find 1n his Oioset. 
A New Laocoon. 
Tbe Trail of the Bel"Pent. 
Som~ U ode~irable Immigrants. 
Lav Loyalty 
"Where Li.bertl!' Reigns the Tyrant Beeks to 

· t!lay Ber."-La S&lle. 
The Oatoome of Oburoh and st .. te Union. 
The God-ln-the-Oonatitution Guerili&&.-Lib· 

erty In Peril. · 
Belkions Treason the Ruin of the Republic. 
A .l'ransformation of the Bartholdi Statue 

wBhioh may be· Expected onder Religious 
ule. 

What Uncle Bam Should Do. 
The Chareh Robblnr: the People. 

New York Oity'B Annual G1ft to the Ohurohel. 
The Taxpayers and the Ohurohes-1. 
" " " " " --n 

Thanksr:lvtnr:. 
Tha.nkegiving-1. 

" -II. " -m. 
Sabbath Law~;~. 

Babb"tarian Efforts in the National Senate. 
tlnnda.y in a. Babba.taria.n Oity. 
The Olergy•s OoportnnitY. 
As the Oiergy Desire ~unda.y-1. 
" " " " " ~11. 
" " " " " -ill. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two Wa.va to ·Go. 
Which Sbsll w .. H&ve T 
A Tea.ohAr We Do Not Want. 
Th" Sbadow in our Schools. 
A New A.pplioation of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles m the Path. 
Recruiting for·Ohurch Inatitutfon1. 
A Parooh1a.l Boho ... l Le•aon. 

frorluota of the Pa.roohia.l Schools, 
h~Disguise Blips Off. 
W!ib for the Unwary. 

~
he Relildous Trap. 
uoda.:v·Bchool B~h<9l&rs. 
he Jo:vs of tbe Banday-Sohool Boy, 

Woman and the Church. 
Wom&n's Path from Servitude to Freedom. 
Jiluoouragement to Go AstraY. 
St. Pa.al a.s a Member of the School Board. 
·the Ohnrch's Use for Woman. 
A Oontraat. 
Fishing. 
Woman the SuPPorter of Prea.oher and PoPe. 
Helpmg the Ohnroh. 
'The Ohurah's Ohief Bupnort, 
"When Womanhood Aw&kea, 

CONTENTS: 

The Church and Thomas Paine. 
Thomas Paine. 
The Preacher and the Patriot. 
One Work by Paine Outweigh& All the Prea.oh-

era. · 
Why Paine Wa.a Denounced. 
Paine's Services and Hia Reward from the 

Olluroh. 
Once Upon a. Time a Donkey Kicked a. Lion. 

Stndle!l In Natural Htstoey. 
A Queation for Theological Ethnologilltll, 
Some Problema in Evolution. 
The Prototy]!_e of the MethndiBt Revivli.l. 
Religion in Man and Inatinot in the Brute. 

The Bible and Science. 
The Bible and Geology. 
The Bible and Geography. 

The Cler~ry and their Flocks. 
Bhea.rinli' Tim~. · 
The Olergy'll Hold Upon the People. 
One of a. VerY Numeroua Olasa. 
'J he Phyaioia.n and the Flook. · 
DutY to the OleNY· 
At Oonfereuoe Time, · 
Work of a Methodlat Oonferenoe In New York 

In 1876. 
Tbe Burden of the Orcas. 
The Tlleologi&n•a Oonoeption of Olerioli.l Priv

ilee-ea. 
The Ark of thLLord. 

· 8ym!!_athizing With their Paetor. 
Oo,a T.riumphant Saint, · 
Appearance and Fa.ot. . 
Obapla.ina in the Arm:v and Na"Y. 
A Desirable Bargain; · . · · 

Piety In Onr Pent~enttarles. 
A R61igious Prooeiillion: ... 

The Atonement lcheme. 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Pra.otioal A.PPJioa.tion of the Atonement. 
The Great J!<tli~a.oy of Baptiam. 
How to Get a. Halo ana a .Harp. 
Dfvine Beneficence. 
Tlle Taberna.oles of the Lord-I. 

u u ,. - " -u. 
A. Few Vi~tims of Divine Beneficence. 

Prayer. 
A Drouth in Oambridge, Ill., in 1887. 
Our Father in .llea.ven. 

The Creeds. 
Wka.t Ia Ohristia.nity r-1. 

•• " " -II.' 
" " " -III. 

The Ol&mor of the OreedB. 
Sustaining thl! OreedB. 
T11e Oreeda.I Fiddle. 

The £hrlstlans and the Moham• The U11es of tile Cros8 .. 
medans. Ita Evolution. 

Their Bcientlfio Recorda Oompa.red. Unkind Reflections- Upon the, 
Two !iiamples of Christianity's tJilDrch. 

Work. Decline of the Papacy in Italy. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old T1ger and His Whel!!_B. 
Peruvians Before and Since the Oonquest. The Or~ of the Ohuroh, ·• Don't Hurt Our 

Feelmg~." · 
lllls•lonarles Shake, Old Man; We're on t.he Same L&J' 

Hypocrisy of Ohristian Missionary Effort-If 
1
<Tammany ward worker to Mathodi•t miJI,. 

" .. · " " " -1 . ster1al deleg&te). 

~1~r~~a.~r~::!g~a~i~~g610g~s;,-ohofE1!1tland. Persecutions by tlae tJhurch. 
A Puor Rule That Doesn't Work Both Ways. The Burning of Bran<>. 

'l'he Ouly Thlng_on Which the Secta Agree, The Lord's ln!ltruments. An Unwelcome P!lg•image, · 
Beligioua Bul Wnen Ohrist~ans Made the Lawa. 

e. BnPerati~ion thA Same iu All Placee &nd Ages· 
Bible Doctrines and their Results. Bd.uiahm .. nt of Bo~eer Wila .. ms. '· 

Blblioa.l Temperance Sta.tementa. Uade of Dr • .M.cGJynn-the Oborch True to Her: 
·• " " Applied. ~6001 d. 

The Ohriat.ia.n Boheme from Gene~is to the Oas~mg Pe,.rls Before Swine. 
Bynoptioa.l Gospels, and the Practical Be- The Rlgotry of Oburoh and State. 

Tbe8~~~borityofthe FootPad. So~e Aller:orles. 
The W1sdom of Solomon. The Genii who Preaide Over the Ro:.d' it)> 
The Law and the GospA! Not the Same. Knowletlge. 
Reaa1t of Fd.lth a.t Flndl!i-7• Obio. The Three Graces of Infidelity. 
Which Statements Shall We Be Damned for A Olerioal Move. 

Dtsbelieving r The Trinity that Ruled the World in *he J!)arllt 
IrresponRiblli~y of Ohriatiana-Whenoe they " Ages. 

Obtain '&nd Wllere they Put the1r Bins. Let the Ghosts Go." 
Jeaua Paid It All. Tue Raoe Betwesn Amerioa'B Inii.dei Orator 
A Oandldate,for Glor:v-An Old Binner, but a. and Engla>~d's Oll•!Btian StateiiiDftll, . 

New Saint. The l!lnemy and the Friena of Liberty. 
Some Testa for True Believers. Roma.n Oatholio Pandora's Box. 
Following Ohrist. · ·· · A New Bendermg of .. n Old Rhyme, 
An Earnest Ohriatian. An Error In Rlblioal Navigation. 
A Tr1al of Faith. The World Still Moves. 
The FaUlts in Ohristia.n Morality.-!. He 
" " " ··• " -II. avcn. 
" · " ". " ., -III. 0 th i 'P .... " " " " -IV. n e Probat on la.n.-Boene Outaide of the 
.. , " " " " -V. Gatea of the New Jerus~lem. 

An lnoident of a Bnow.storm, January, 1889. On d~~e~rgf~~~n;;:~~~:feeJ?8ide of the 
Another Incident of Another Bnow.slorm. Into Heaven vta. Purgatory. 
On ·the Anxious Beat. · 
Different Swries of a.n Alleged Ooourrenoe. Dell. 

The Church and It lavery, 
The Gkoat in the Methodist OhurohYa.rd. 

Prlest8 In Politics. 

How to Make the Bond to Ba.lva.tlon Plain. 
The Glory of Elect• on. 
The Amusement of the Ba.inta in Heaven. 
A Oler10al Surprise Party. 
The Theolo~rians and SkePtics. 

The Oolossus of New York. The Devil's OoonPation Gone. 
The Political Oaliban and the Be!igfonsRoguea. !Discellaneou!l. 

Ireland and the Church. • 
. . . Ta.lmage•s Petrified B'aSPhemer-A Religion A Oontribnt1o~ to the Ir1sh Question. Oampaign S•ory of '86. 

The Ohurobea m lrel!'nd. The FatUity of Hitching Evolution to Ortho. 
The ~ospel of ~eaoe 1n Ireland. doxy. 

The Oreeda oh_he World. 
Ohristianity'B HolY Family, 
Janus-faced Oreedaliata. 

The Trouble W1th Pat. The Evolution of a Sacrament. 
The Cllurch's Idea of Civilization. A Hint to Ta.lm .. ge, S~m Jones, et a!. 

The Women's Ohr1Bt1an TemPerance Union's 
Orusade. 

The· Oreed&llata and the Government-"Our 
God, Our Oountry, and a.n Appropriation." 

The Gallowa One of Ohristla.n Olvillzli.tlon•a 
Adjuncts. 

What Rome Would Uae to Oivilize People. 

AUTHORITIES QUOTED: 

Toole of ~ile Olerioal Trade. 
The Mod~>rn Balaa.m. 

President John Adams, Robert C. Adams, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 
tlfue lr\sb Massacre, Cardinal Baronius, Cardinal Bellarmine, Bvron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher. Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant., 
Buck's Tlleological Dictionary, Buckle's History of Civtiization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of .Massachusetts, Governor Brownlow of Ten~essee, J. M. B'1cldey, D.O., Cuarles 
Bradlaugh, Professor Buchner. Beauchamp, Prof. James Bryce. M.P., Edward Beecher, Bible Mvths, A.. Bierbower, M. B'lhc'lck. Council of Constance, Ohrilltian Statesman, Dr. 
ThGmAS Cooper, Rev. Jameg Freeman Clarke, Dr. Carpenter, Uhristian Adtlocate, Oatlwlic Re-oiew, Catholic World, Chinlqnv's Fifty Years in the Church of R>me, Rw. Mnucure D. 
<Com way. Thomas Carlyle, Presbyterian Confession of Faith, The ahronicls of Perth, Jesus Christ, Congregational Creed. Pof. W. K. Clifford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobhet.t 
CK1 th:e £agfish 011urch, Oatlwlic Union and Tt"mes, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius Olay, Prof. Theodore Dwight, D~rwin, Wllllam Deotoa, Diiua's Manual or Geolo~v. Prof. Vau 
:B11rea Deaslow, Durh&m's Commentarie Upon the Book of Revelation, Dowling's History of Rmilaaism, Oiderot, Draoer's Iatelf.,ctuaf Development of E•uope, Draper's Conflict 
Betwreen Reli~lon and Science. Ct:la.u'lcey M. Depew, Eiward Everett, Emmons's Volume of Sermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Ban Francl.~co fl'reethougltt. Jas. Anthony 
Jl'rou.de, Ga.d.baldl., Gu!Zot (French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, President U. B. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boston Globe, Gamble, Helea H. G>lrdl!ner. Matilda Joslyn 

1 ~.e, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming;, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbous, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D. D., President 
lt fei.wtGn Theological Institution; D'Holbach. Vlcto~ Hugo, Dexter A. Hawkins, Ernst Haeckel, Hecker'l! D~ncine Mania of the Middle Ages. Professor Huxlev, Hutchinson's Exposi
t!, '\l..ot the Minor Prophet!!, Hobbes, Ha;rper's Wukly, Hallam•s·History of the Midd'e Ages, Ingersoll. President. Thomas Jefferson, C. H: Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; 0 D. 
Jo. win .Am. Nonconforrriiat, Kmgsfey's Natural History, Abner Kneeland, Lecky's Rationalism in Europe, Leo Xlll. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette. Jlenry Luttrell, Martin Luther, Locke,, 
Mat 'm\ll1&Y1 President Madison, President Monroe, Dean Milman, Milton, W. H. H. Murray, Dr. McGlynn, Han. Htanley Matthews, of the U. S. 8upreme Court, Manu, Cardinal. 
Man tti\:nr;, Maine's Ancient L~w, Arthur B. Moss, Massachusetts Recorda, Morell's History of Philosophy, Michelet, Moore, Missionary Herald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop, 
Crov. 'lilb~. John 8tuart Mill, Wm.' McDonnell's Heathens of the Heath, Mackenzie's History of the XIX Cent.ury, New Haven Colony Records, Neander, Church Historian; Lord Neares,. 
Nordt ~,jl.tshop O'Connor, Felix L. Oswald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's Cyclopedia, Pius IX. (Pope), Pius X. (Pope), Archbishop Paley, Parker Pillsbury. St. Paul,. 
Thom. \BIP.ainc, Plymouth Colony Re~ords, Life of the Rev. Alexander Peden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Quinet, W. Stewart; 
Ross (l la.ladia), R<1bertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catholic Protectory, Rutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Report to Bouse of Commons by 
8heri!I. Qilljaon of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State of Europe, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
in Union • 'X~ieolog\cal Seminary, New York· Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Strong, Schopenhauer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Bhakspere, Charles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, Elmica D •. 
Blenker, flercviBysshe Shelley. B•.rauss, A. 'c. Swinburne, THB TRUTH BBBKim, NetJJ York Tablet (Roman Catholic), J. P. Thol!l.Jlson, Truth Beeker Annual, NetJJ York Tt'mea, Th4, 
NetJJ Eng. ~.Taylor, Rev. T. D., Witt Talmage, U. B. Senate Reports, U. B. Senate Sunday Bills, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire, Volney, Gllbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal W'~man, President George Washington' Walt Waitman, J. M. lo\ heeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster. Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. Wbite, Wishart's 
Memmrs of" t!he Marquis of Montrose, John Wfuon, M.A., Elizur Wright, Lieutenant Wood, U. B. N:, J. G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Nathaniel Ramsay; 
Waters, W. W. Walker. · • 

NEARLY 400 PAGES, 12 INCHES BY 9 INCHES, BOUND IN BOARDS, WITH ILLUMINATED COVER, $2; IN CLOTH, GOLD STAMP, $2.50~ 

Sent by Mail on Receipt of Price by THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City. 
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PIONEER PITH. 
THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALIS'II:. 

By 0Al'T. R. 0. ADAKI!Io President of Montreal 
Pioneer Freethou~rht Olub; author of 

"Travels in Faith from Tra-
dition toRe&Bon," 

and 
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence." 

A compendium of soientifio .and oritioallorf', 
Best handbook for introdumng the general 
reader to the principles and data on whioh Ra.· 
tionalilim !1 ba»ed. 

Paper, lflmo, 100pp., ~ cents. 

EVOLUTION THEORY. 
Three lectures by PROF. THOS. H. HUXLEY. 

Paper, 10 cents. 

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB tE STORIES, 
ESSA.YS, and LECTURES. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents. 

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION. 
"Jesus the Lord God, Oreator of Heaven and 

Earth." 
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MB. TEBD. 

Paper, 80 oents. 

~fSAMT-HATCHARO 0[8AT& 
BETWJ:EN 

ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOHABD 
ON 

Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Oharaoter, and the 
Influence of Ohristiauity. 

Prioe,ll!l cents. 

BIBLE BALANCED. 
Comparing the Bible's B9st Teachings and Say

ines with those of PhilosoPhers who 
Li~ed previous to Bible 

Authors. 
By G. 0. DARLING. 

Paper, - • liO oents. 

~mL~ FAHHICATiOIS REfUTED. 
Errors Exposed. 

By O. B. WBITFOBD, M.D. 
Prioe, 111 oents. 

BIBLE MORALS. 
TWENTY GRIMES and VICES 

Sanctioned by Scripture. 
By J. E. REKSBUBG. 

Prioe, ll5 cents. 

CRUIES OF PREACHERS in the 
United States and Canada. 

By M. E. BILLINGS. 
Prioe, 25 oents. 

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM. 
By MA:x MULLER, M.A. 

Price, 10 oents. 

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance 
and Religion. 

By JOHN E. BURTON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES. 
By JNO. E. BURTON. 

Prioe, 10 oents. 

C~ristianilJ an~ Mateiialism. 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Prioe, 15 cents. 

CHRISTIANITY 
A REWARD FOR CRIME. 

By o. B. WHITI!"Oli.D, 1\I.D. 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

CHBISTUNITY from a SCIENTIFIC and 
HISTORICAL ST A.ND!>OIN1'. 

ByW. N. MoLABEN. 
Paper, 50 oents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianns. 
Adventures in the Land . . 

of Ooamos. New Scripture (evidently msp1rrd). 
Discovered by I. N. FIDEL and A.IIoox. 

Prloe, 25 cents. 

THE CRISIS. 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Written during the American Revolution, and by 
order of General Washington read 

to the anny. 
Paper, 40 cents ; oloth, 75. 

CULTIVATION OF )RT. 
ITS RELATIONS 'l;O 

lbuJ;GIOUs PURITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING. 
By A. R. OOOPEB. 0 I 

Paper, 20o.; fiexible olo., s;. 

fHE DA.RWINS. A. Domestic Rad· 
ioa.l Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 

Pap., 150o.; olo., 75. 

l'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

18 Lafayette PL. New York. 
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HUMBOLDT LIBRARY 
-OF-

POPULAR SCIENCE. 

No. 1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
A series of familiar essays on astronom .. 

,·Jcal and other natural phenomena. By 
Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S. 

No. 2. Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers, 
Ice and Glaciers. (19 illu.trati<ms). By 
John Tyndall,F.R.S. 

No. 3. Physics and Politics. An application 
of the principles of Natural Science to 
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot, 
author of "The English Constitution." 

No. 4. Man's Place in Nature, (with numerous 
illU..trations). By Thomas H. Huxley, 
F.R.S. 

No. 5. Education, Intellectual, Moral, and 
Physical. By Herbert Spencer. 

No. G. Town Geology. With Appendix on 
Coral and Coral Reefs. By Rev. Charles 
Kingsley. 

No, 7. 

No. 8. 

No. 9. 

The Conservation of Energy, (will• 
numerous illustrations). By Balfour Stew· 
art, LL.D. 

The Study of Languages, brought back 
·to iLs true principles. By C. Marcel. 

The Data of Ethics. By Hebert Spencer. 
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begins the 11ght, and you think it pretty 
bard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about It. 

Please Don't Forget It. 
That Dr. H. James' Cannabis Indica Is pre· 

pared in Calcutta, India. from the purest and 
best Native Hemp, und is the only remed,Y 
either in that country or this that will, posi
tively and permanently cure Consumption, 
Bronchitis, Asthma, Nasal Catarrh and Nervous 
Debility or break up a fresh cold In twenty-four 
hours. .2.50 a bottle, three bottles for $6~. 
Craddock & Co., l'roprletoJ·e, 1082 Race Street. 
Philadelphia. . ,' . _. _ _ . , 

How Can We be-Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper,10 cents. For Bale a.t This Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
I'M Bolt FtJtJtorB tand BQliJCt BtaUoB in tlil 

.4C!fUWMn4!1nt tand Apportlcmmen.t. 

BJ J. K. INGALLS. 
Prlee, Cloth, tt.oo. 

WETTSTEIN'S 

WORLD-REIOWNED WATCHES. 

tlon 
Meets a.t Fraternity rooms1.Bedford avenue a.nd 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!l. D., at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed b:V disonaBion. Plat
form free. Oharlea Monholland, secretary, 148 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League ~:S7 
meets every Bunda.:v in Industrial Hall, Broad a~; d 
Wood ats .• a.t II :30 and 7 :80 P.ll:. for lectures and 
free dfsonsaions on religions and social questions. 
A.ble speakers interest the audience. N.B.-'l'rnth 
Beekerpnblioationsalwa:vaon ha.ndatohea.p rate1. 

The Secular Soclet}' of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthl:v1 1lrat a.nd third Bnada;vs, at II 
P.M., at the town nail. All friend• of human 
cultivation are ln'rited. ltiJ.Bros HEIGHTON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wrlrrht Secular lJnlon 
Of A.llia.noe1 0., meets the first and fourth Bun· 
days of ea.on month a.t Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Jl'ree disonssl9n on a.ll Liberal subjects. 
Bnbaoriptions to THB TBUTil BEBKEB and IntH!ItC. 
gator a.re solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. tl~. 

Chlcarro Secular lJnlon 
Meets ever:v Bnnda:v evening a.t 7:30 P.K., at 
Princess Opera. Honae,558 We1t Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Btran1rera from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club 
Holda meeti.!!J<"B every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand a.ve., \Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public oordia.ll:v invited. 

BrotJterhood of ltlorall!its, No. P03, 
Prairie <Jlt)', Ia., 

Meets ever:v Bnnda.:v in the Libera.! readinr:room 
hall at II: 80 P.M. All Liberals are oordia.U:V in· 
vited. F. V. DBAPEBt Oor. Bee. 

The Minneapolis Secular lJnlon 
Meets every Bnnd&:v a.t 7 :80 •·•·• at U2 Nicollet 
a.ve.,Booms 111 and a, Eastman block, MinneaPOlis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOl'IDlBB,Prea.; LBBOY BBBBIBB,Bec. 

Best grades Amerloa.n Stem-winders : In sliver· 
ine oasea, 7 jewels, $7,50; 9 jewels, $8; 11 jewels, $9; 
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 8 ounce ooin 
silver oases, 13.50 more ; 4 ounoet $4.50, and 5 
onnoe, $6 more. In beBt filled !lola oases, open 
facet dust vroof, 7 j~wels, $16; 9 jewels, $16 110; 11 
jewels, $17.50\ 15 jewels, $18.50: do. adjusted, 
124.110. Hnntm~~r, S22; 122 W ; $28; 124; $80. 
Ladiea•, same qnalit;v,7 jewels, $17; 11 jewels. Des -olnes Secular linton 
118.50; lli jewels, S :11. 14 karat aolid gold, SlO ... 
more. The famom, Holda regular meetina-a at Good Templar Hall. 

"'' v d 1 u Otto W t' tel " W ' h Flynn Block. s.E. corner 7th and Locust streeta .. ,ew ... o e e ,~a D a~c I Lecture& followed b:v diBOUBBion. Friends from 
16 ;lewels and a.ll modern improvements, $8 abroad heartily welcome. 
more than above a.djnated wa.tohes. No wa.toh P'BANILIN Bnmu, Prel. 
in the world competes with it. Finer watches up 
to $200. sllanoh prepaid, guaranteed 1 y-Aa.r, a.nd San Francisco, Cal., Freethourrh& 
cash refunded if not sa.tisfa.otor:v. All filled gold· Soclet}' 
cases warranted b:v ma.nnfa.otnrera 20 :vea.ra. MA&tfl every Bnnda:v evening at Union Square 
Beware of New York Worza•s 10 karat a.nd spurious Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'Clock. A cordial iD'ri· 
oases. W a.tohes cleaned, best wor.t, Sl; springs, ta.tion is extended to all. Beata free. 
$1, eto., and returned free. 

JrsTAliLISBED 1867. Port Aurreles Secular lJulon 
Ol'l'O WETTSTEIN, Boohelle, IH, Meets every Bnnda:r_ at 7:80 P.M. in the pnbHo 

school building in Port Angelea, Wa.Bh. Leot· 
urea, song_!!, and select reading. Disonasion In· 
'rited on a.ll aubjeota. Liberal literature distrib· COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh Pine Bteez Engravt1111 of Senator Conkling. 

Bound In bla.ok cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TBUl'H BEEKEB 00. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows. the nflte,d 

apeotalist! fbr his "Private Oounselor "-a. valua
ble book ror-r.onng a.nd middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, a.a the result 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, a.nd excesses in 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Appij. 
cation-A POSITIVE CUBE• a.s itmattera not how 
long standing, how hoi!_eleBB or hiJW many reme
dies :von hav used. The book. 11 worth man:v 
times itB cost, a.nd should be lD the hands of 
those seeking a •11fl'-!ZV ana permanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor a.t Vineland, N. J, and aa.:v where 
:von saw this a.dvertiB~ 

A GOOD. WOBD. 
Dr. Fellowl is an outspoken Libera.!, a human· 

ita.rian, and a a-enerons p~tron of the Freethongbt 
p~esa He ha.s many testunonia.IB to the value of 
his progressive a.nd sneoessfnl method of treat

. manto and desenlll patrona~re.-Preet11oug11t. 

nted free. Jl'BANK MoBBz, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Pro;-resslvc Lib· 
eral lJnlon 

Of Los An~telea, Oal., meets semi-monthl:vJ..tlnt 
a.nd third Bnnda:va, at s o'olook, P.M., a.t rarr'l 
Hall. Everybodv mvited. MBB· R. M. B:s:au, 
Pres.; J, H. MaWILLLUIS, Beo. Beo • 

The Walla Walla Llbfral Club 
Meets every Bnnda.y at II P.ll:. in Grand Arm:r 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington 
Boienoe Leotnrea.-lrree Discnssions.-Oriirlnal 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large va.l· 
na.ble libra.u is a.t the service of memben and 
friends. 0. B. BEnloLDs, Prea.; A. W. 0ALDEB, Beo, 

The Roeder Secular lJnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse. 
Lectures, disonssions, readina-, and poems. The 
llrAa.test freedom ACcorded to all. Our J!tOtto, 
n Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. Bioz, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe·Prea.; OH~ES BHEA1 Bee. 

New Edition, BeTiset pd Eal&rpd. 

MEN, WOKEN & GODS. .y HELEN H. CAIIDENER, 
Introdnotion by 

BOBEBT G. INGEBBOLL. 
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 150 eenta. 

TM Tr~ Suyplied at I:Jp6c€al IJi8cut.lmtl. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

118 Lafayette Place, New York. 
Phot.ogra.vba of Miss Gardener are for sale a.t 

this office. Price, liO cents. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel enuavinii:B of this celebrated na.tnraliat. 

2xlli inches, suitable for fra.min~~:, sent postpaid, 
for 211 oent1. .lddre11 THE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

u 
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M11MBRRB of the cburch of Father Yodyz9uB 
at W!lliamsburgh. N. Y., hav issued a cir
cular stating: "During the three years he 
has been with us he llas received all the 
money donated for the church. Where has 
be pm it? As it is not in the church it must 
be in his pocket." 

BLAIR has apprcpri
ately been appointed 
minister to China. ·-

THE TRUTH SEEKER, -MARCH ·7, 1891.. 

WORLD'S SAGES, TIDNKERS CODS AND RELIGIONS 
AND REFORMERS. ANCIENT AND 

0
MODERN TlM:ES 

BiograPhies of 100 of the Leading PhUoiOPhera, 
Tea.ohers. BkePtich,lnnovators, Founders of 

New Bohools of ·.rnought, Eminent Boien· 
tists, eto. (who were not Ohristians), 

from the time of Menu to the pres
ent. avo, 1,0'1'5pp,, cloth, sa; 

leather, Sf; mor., g. e •• M.50. 
BY D. !1. BENNETT, 

THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
l!S LafayeUe Place, N. Y. 

Vol. I. Glvs a Full Account ·of all the Gods, in· 
eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible, 
avo, 885P;J?. · Vol. U. Desoribes Full:sr all 

the Religious B:vstems of the World, 
Svo,957PP. Oloth,S8pervol.; the 

2 vole., S5; leatber, S7; mo-
rocco, gilt edges, SB. 

BY D. !I. BENNETT. 
TBE TBUTH BEEKER 00, 

PEOPLB ask me, if I take away the Bible 
what are we going to do ? H o ov can we get 
alonll: without the revelation )hat no one un
derstands? What are we going to do if we 
hav no Bible to quarrel about? What Me 
we to do without hell ?-Ingersoll. 

No conscientious man can be truly happy 
except bv ignoring the 
doctr!n ot future ever-
1 a·s tIn g punlsbment.
Robert 0. Adams. 

IN D IAN TERRITORY 
ghost. dancers continue, 
and trouble Is feared. 

---==-.. ----===-

MollMoNs are emlgrat. 
ing to a tract of land 
near Chihuahua, Mexico. 

BEVEN tbomand Chi
cagoans will be sued for 
monty promilied the 
Fair. 

THE pope is preparln~~; 
inPtructwns to Cardinal 
Gibbons on American 
owols. 

Rxv. SELAH MERRILL 
}las been a p poI n t e d 
U oited States consul at 
Jerusalem. 

(' ATHOLIOB haV for the 
firs~ time appeared as 
members of the Japanese 
parliament. 

AUSTRALIAN parochial 
schools report ten per 
cent !ncreaee of attend· 
ance last year. 

SEVERAL thousand 
boom.rs hav entered the 
Oh!:!rokee strlp, but will 
be expelled by troops. 

0ATHOLIOB haV gained 
the ascendant In the re-

-. 
.:::- ::==--

-

= . -= 

--
AHIJAH SPOILETii JEROBOAM'S NEW GARMENT. 

·~ 

! ' 

THE medieval miracle
creed still lurks in the 
popular explanation of 
the more occult phenom
ena. While the natural 
SPquence of cause . and 
tffect is, for instance, 
freely admitted in such 
p'aln cases as the stabil
ity of a well built house 
and the collapse of a 
rickety structure, the 
phenomena of health and 
disease, of atmospheric 
chanp:es, or of the (appar. 
ent) caprices of tortune 
in war or games of chance 
are still ascribed to the 
interference of prAtE>r
natural a~~:Aucles.-Prof. 
Feliz 08'11Jald. 

public of Columbia, B.A., 
and are Catholicizing the 
schools and other !net!. 
tutions. 

And Ahijah caught the new garment that was on him and rent it in twelve piec,es;-1 Kings xi, 30. 

BIBLE miracles I hav 
demonstrated to be or no 
more value than pagan 
ones ; and I hav sought 
to show that belief in 
miracles'in past ages re
sulted from the Ignorance 
and credulity of the 
masses who believed in 
them, and that, as the 
people become more In
tel igent and their knowl
edge Increases, their be
lief In supernatural Inter
ference with the laws of 
nature gradually dimin
ish911 to the vanisblrg 
polnt.-Arthur B. ltftJBB. 

CATHoL•os are arranging a parochial school 
exhibit for the World's Fair. 

M&.GDALIN'A WITT, a girl workin~ for the 
sisters of St. Joseph's Hospital, New York 
city, has developed religious mania. 

PBoVIDENOE, in anger with Massachusetts 
churches, sent a thunder-storm in winter, on. 
the 28th ult., which injured !our of those 
buildings. 

A PAPAL allocution to French and Braz\lian 
Catholics instruc•s them to leave present 
political parties and unite to procure hberties 
tor the church. 

THE bishop of Cloyne, Ireland, has had 
read In all hie churches a letter warning the 
people that Parnell designs to induce them to 
defy the church and ignore religion. 

AROHBIBHOP lRRLAND has pronounced for 
closing the World's Fair Bund~Lys, as not to 
do so " would be almost an official declara
tion thllt the American Sunday has passed 
into oblivion." 

DR. WINDTHORST, the leader nf the Cath
olic party Ia Germany, where his church is 
denied many liberties, said in a toast at a 
public dinner that America is the model for 
Germany to follow. 

CA.imna.L GJBBOI!JB said last Sunday that 
" our savior declares that the nuptial bond is 
-ratified by G.1d himself, and hence no man 
nor any legislation framed by men can validly 

, diswlve the compact." 

THE archbishnp rf Montreal favored re. 
. election of Sir John M•cdonald's party, to 
. secure veto of the measures a b )lishlng Catb
.ollc separate schools, and French as the 
.tfficiallanguage, in Manitoba. 

IN a Jer~ey City, N.J., synagog on the 28th 
ult. Benj. Lippscbutz received internal Inju
ries by beiug knocked down and kicked by 
the Cassells, uncle and nephew, In a dispute 
over possession of a place for prayer. 

IN the Indiana senate on the 24·h ult. Sen
ator Magee charged President l::lnaffer of the 
Street Rc~llway <Jo., who is also president of 
the state Y. M. C. A., with offering him 
bribes to vote a~~;alnst bills to which the com· 
pany is opposed. 

CANADA is turmoiled by the pa-rty that asks 
reciprocity in trade with us, and the party 
that charges the reclprocationists with being 
infillenced by United States greenbacks. 
Tnere is talk: of ''civil war," the "point of 
the bayonet," "cowardly traitors," "rebel 
conspirators." "Yankee hirelings," and the 
" battle cry of loyalty." Some of the mottoes 
are: ''Home rule, not Yankee rule, should 
be and is the rallying cry of every true 
Canadian." •· Vote !or Kmlbach anrl 'God 
Save the Q teen,' and against 'Ya~o.kee 
Doodle.'" ''Vote for K:mlbach and the 
union. jack in 'perferep.ce to the stars and 

;;!!tripes." 

THE 

i Truth See~er .Annual 
Jfre~thinltt~~' ~lmamu:, 

1891. 
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Calen<lar for 1891, Side Lights on South Sea Missions. 

i . Freethonght in the Unite<l States, 
Ada Campbell. Illustrated, 
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: 'i Story of the Year Abroa<l, -

Some Alasltan 1\lyths. Ida C. Crad
dock. Corresponding Secretary. of 
the American Secular Union. Illu~ .. 
trated, 

35 

Disadvantages of Sp<;ldalism in 
the Advocacy of Heform. A. B. 
Btadford, 7• I 
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trated, ·;: 8I 

I 'I Anent Spoolcs: 'Vhere are They? Gaining .Gt•ound in England, 
Thaddeus R. \Vakem:1n, 4~ 

"\Vherc the Roman Catholics Got 
a Litany. - s> 

NEW YORK: 

PRICE 25 CENTS. 

WHAT men want of 
reasons for their opinions 

they usually supply and ma.ke up in rage.
Tillotaon. 

THE question as to the general existence of 
religion among men is Indeed, to a great ex
tent, a matter of definition. lf the mere 
sensation of fear;'"'·and the recognition that 
there are probably other beings more power
ful than man, are sufficient alone to c·onsti
tute a religion, then we must, I think, admit 
that religion Is general to the human race. 
But, when a cb.ild dreads the darkness and 
shrinks from a lie:htless room, we never re
p:ard that as evidence of religion. Moreover, 
if these definitions be adopted, we cannot 
longer regard religion as peculiar to men •. 
We must admit that the feeling of a dog or a 
horse toward its master is of the same char
acter, and the baying of a dog to the moon 
is as much an act of worship as some cere
monies which hav bP.en so described by trav
elers.-Lubbock in Origin of Gi'Dili~ation. 

NoT alone in nature, but also in literature, 
the fathers were ignorant and unscholarly. 
Jerome and Orlgen were the only ones who 
could read Hebrew, unless we except Doro
theus. Justin Martyr quotes from Jeremiah 
and calls it Isaiab. Clement of Alexaodria 
quotes as scripture pasRages which are not in 
t;ne Bible. • • • In quoting from an oppo
nent he would insert-not with intent to mis
represent, perhap3, but with the same result 
-words not in the original, and he even does 
.the same in q •1otlng from the B ble. Ter
tulllan q.uotes as in Leviticus a passage not 
in that book; he mi•qtiotes history; he cites 
as In Isaiah a passage not In that book, but 
in Revelation, and he Is frequently inaccurate 
in quotations. The gospel writers committed 
the same blunders. The man who wrote the 
gospel of Matthew attribu tea to J aemlah a 
passage which is In Z Jchariab; and the writer 
of the gnspel of .M~rk attributes to l;aiah a 

· passage whicb. is in Malachi. One curious 
illustration of this, and or how sacred books 
are formed, Is Feen in the excess or the Cath

. olic o-ver the Protestant Bible. The former 
has quite a number of books whlcb are not 
in the latter-such as the two of MaccabeeR 
and the Bong of the Three Children-which 
Protestants call the apocryphal Old Testa
ment, but which Catholics consldtlr as much 
the word of God as any other books. The 
reader has already seen that the ancient J ewe 
tlld not consider these authoritativ, and the 
Palestinian Jews did not Include them In the 
sacred collection. The Greek Jews, however, 
thought more of them, and the Alexandrian 
Jews placed them in an appendix to the 
GreAk canons at the end of their Bibles, the 
same as they used to be printed In our old· 
Bibles. Tb.e early Cb.risthms of Africa could 
not read Hebrew ; they had to use the Greek 
manuscripts; and as they saw the apocryphal 
books .in the collection, they supposed they 
were a part of it. The result was that the 
~arly Biple-makers in the African church in
cluded the apccryphal books because they 
were'. not intelligent enough to leave them 
out.-Bromon 0, Kulsr. 
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THE CHIEF OBJECT OF CHRISTIAN WORSHIP. 

SusAN H. WIXoN, of the Fall River school 
committee, says she will urge the establish
ment of school kitchens in the Fall River pub
lic schools. She thinks the ability to trans 
late Horace is a prettier accomplishment if 
accompanied by the knowledge how to bake 
bread and fry potatoes.-New York World. 

THE Bowman Evangelical Conference at 
Allentown, Pa., on the 2d deposed from the 
ministry and expelled from the church the 
Rev. N. A. B~rr, of Adamstown, for gross 
slanier and defa!Jlation of character. The 
Rev. s. P. Spreng brought the chargee, on 
the strength of postal cards written by Ban: 
to Spreng, in which occur these words : 
"Bob logereoll is the champion blasphemer. 
You are fast gaining the reputation of being 
the champion liar of America. If you hav a 
superior, it must be lsher, Horn, Bowman, 
and Yeakel. Not for all the bishops' hate, 
historical chairs, and editorial tripods in the 
world would I want to be in your place. 
Yours in pity." 

A DISP.A.TOH to a Catholic paper reads: 
"Columbus, 0., Feb. 25.-The Catholics of 
Ohio will appreciate the services of Mr. Ttit
hill, state librarian, in adding to the state 
librar,t· a valuable collection of Catholic 
books~: Several hundred volumes of fiction, 
philosophy, history, and poetry by noted 
Catholic writers, were received lately. Here
tofore in the selection and purchase of books, 
Catholics hav been ignored, Mr. Tuthill be· 
ing the first librarian who has shown any 
consideration to the claims of justice which 

might hav been ur~ed by Catholics." We subsisted on fiour and water, refusing to club by marrying hie beet girl and then wait
wonder if "the claims of justice which touch any of the meats or other articles of ing for membership." 
might hav been urged" by" Freethinkers, food prepared on board. They were seven WITH the marks of nails on both hands and 
that they should also be represented, will days on the voyage, and had been for eleven feet, James Qqinn, an old man, lay on a cot 
meet with the same consideration. days practically without food when they in the Philadelphia Hospital on the 27th ult., 

IN the committee of the whole the Minne- reached the Barge Ofll.ce. They were too suffering from wounds eelf-infiicted whil_e 
eota senate has recommended that the follow- weak to walk and were greatly emaciated. seeking to crucify himself ae hie savior was 
ing bill be passed : "That any female person AT the " gambol, of the Lambe' Club at crucified. Though the pain of the wounds 
who shall, upon the stage or platform in any the Broadway Theater, New York, last week, must hav been intense, the old man seemed 
theater or opera house, concert hall or any Col. Robert G. Ingersoll opened the exercises not to notice it, but to suffer great mental 
public place whatever where other persons with what was styled on the program an in- agony over imaginary sine. He clasped hie 
are present, expose her nether limb or limbe troductory address, but which the genial hands in constant prayer in penance for past 
dressed in tights eo called, or in any manner colonel himself designated ae a "talk." And miedeede. For years he has been a religious 
whatever eo that the shape or form of her a very plain talk it was, too, for it wile ad- enthusiast, but hie family had never seen any 
nether limb or limbe are plainly visible to such. dressed not only to the actors on the stage reason to suppose that hie monomania on this 
other persons present, shall be gnllty of open but to the people who sit aB auditors to hear subject would lead him to do any injury to 
and gross lewdness and lascivious behavior and see theatrleal representations. Colonel himself. For the previous week he had been 
and guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon con- Ingersoll came out fiat-footed against the unusually wild in hie religious ideas, and on 
viction tbereof shall be punished by a fine of eo-called realistic dramas of the day, de· Thursday night the climax came. Roughly 
not lees than $5 nor more than $100, or im- nounced them vigorously and advocated the marking out the form of a erose upon the 
prleonment in the county jail not leas than cultivation of more of the ideal in stage pres- fioor, and procuring an old hammer and some 
five days nor more than thirty." entations. While he did not advocate the nails, he was ready for the eelf-eacrifice. 

RELIGIOus zeal explained two cases of vol- tearful and lugubrious to the exclusion of Placing a nail upon hie right foot, a sharp 
untary starvation admitted to the Barge Office everything else, neither did he go in for the blow from the hammer drove it clean through. 
hospital at New York a few days ago. The continuous grin and the desire to make laugh- Great as the agony must hav been, he pro b. 
patients-Michael Bucher, thirty.eeven years ter prominent above all things. The blend- ably made no sound, knowing that it would 
old, and Mrs. D wara Elyeon, seventy years ing of pathos and merriment, he thought, arouse hie mother, eon, or daughter. An
-were passengers on the Cunard steamer ought to be the aim of our actors and play- other nail was placed up:>n the other foot, 
Umbria, which arrived Sunday from Liver- wrights. Colonel Ingersoll's talk was vigor- but the blow from the hammer failed to drive 
pool and Queenstown. They came from ouely applauded throughout. ThiB speech of it through. It struck a b:>ne, in which it be
Russian Poland, and both are orthodox He- Colonel Ingersoll's was spoken very poetically came imbedded. Laying hie left hand fiat 
brews of the strictest sort. They told Dr. at times. The· Herald in its account of the upon the floor, with the palm upward, h

3 

Guiterae that after reaching Hamburg, Ger. entertainment designates Colonel Ingersoll ae drove a third nail deep into the flesh. While 
many, which was four days before they em- a "Lion Lamb," and further usee this am us- seeking to drive a fourth nail into hie rlght 
barked on the Umbria, they could find no tug language: "That merry-hearted lamb hand, which must neceaearily hav been 

8 

"Kosher" food, or food prepared after the that has no wool on the top of hie head, verydifficultoperationconeideringthelacera. 
manner prescribed by the Hebrew religion. Colonel ' Bob' Ingersoll, made the bow for tion of hie other hand, the family were 
On board the Umbria they met the same dif- the Lambg, and welcomed everyone from awakened and Quinn·wae prevented from 
ficulty, and during the entire voyage they the stage, urging every young man to form a completing the job. 
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~ommnnitations. 

What Is a Messiah ~ 
In debatiDg any controversial subject it is well 

tbat each disputant should know tbe meaninll of the 
terms used by his opponent and by himself. . Offense 
is often taken by misconstruing some remark of 
another. Once on a time two men fell to wrangling 
on the question of the annual production of corn in 
the world end the countries which produced the 
most. They figured and disputed till each thought 
the other an idiot. The Epglishman bad included 
all cereals in the term ''corn," while the Yankee bad 
been thillkiDg only of our great maize crop. Neither 
one knew what the other was talking about. 

Now as men will differ so much on provable 
questi~ns relating to things of this little world of 
ourp it should be no wonder that, when they leav~ 
the ~ornfield to dig with the same tools in the J>ound
less, unfathomable, mystic field of theology, they 
should raise bell and discord. 

Most persons imagin something they call God, and 
are terribly afraid of it. The savags pictures a 
savage God smashing things with lightnings and 
storms. The cruel man's God is a God of wrath, 
"taking vengeance on his enemies "-dealing in 
slaughter and pestilence. The more merciful :nan 
carves in his mind a more merciful God, and smgs 
of his "loving-kindness," even though a hurricane 
has just destroy.ed his growing corn. Many people 
of the present age hav adopted an ancient God and 
undertaken to clothe it with garments of love and 
peace without first removing its fighting costume 
and washing off the war-paint. He who steale, and 
is just intelligent enough to know it is wrong, will 
hav his God say to other folks, Thou shalt.not steal. 
Man is his own model in ~onstructing a God, hence 
many gods with different attributes. 

Barbarous tribes are prone to evolve prophets to 
sing their woes . and .their glories. The J ewi_sh 
prophets, like 8 kmg's Jester, were allowed great m· 
dulgence in innuendo and prognosticating evil ; and 
although the Bible word prophet means little more 
tban our word minstrel, many folks of to-day imegin 
that the ancient prophet was given to see a map of 
the future for ages to come, and are 111tudying the 
affairs of this age from that old map. They hav 
attached an unwarrantable meaning to the ·word 
prophet. 

The old Bible angel was supposed to be some· 
what superior to man ; to dwell in some celestial 
border-1and, and to be employed in bringing ·mes
sages to men and women. In those days angel sig
nified "messenger," and be was the mail-c8rriet from 
myth land. He bad all the faculties and passions of 
man, however-would eat, drink, and curse just 
the same, and often meddled with women. It is 
solemnly recorded that when he made love to a 
woman the progeny was a prophet or a giant. But 
the Christian bas completely metamorphosed the 
ancient angel. He has changed the sex to the fem
inin, and attached to her now Grecian form con
venient wings, so that ehe can hover about us with 
ease. And the angel doesn't cohabit with mortal 
women any more. 

Now, 8 greater and more important mistake is 
made, through Christian imagiution, in regard to 
the Bible meeeiab. Chambers's Cyclopedia says: 
11 The oldeAt biblical records in the messianic indica
tions refer to the high degree of prosperity which the 
chosen people expected for, themselvs.:• ~he same 
authority says also: 11 The word Christ IS Greek, 
signifies anointed, and corresponds exactly in mean
ing with the Hebrew word messiah." Either word 
signifies one anointed. All the kings of Israel were 
anointed, and thus were believed to be guided by 
heavenly power or influence. David was not only 
anointed, but was called lord and a man after God's 
own heart. 

All people are apt to flatter themselvs that they 
are the special objects of divine care; and the Jews 
seld this conceited notion· in excess. They had 
been slaves in Egypt and in Babylon ; and they 
sang · praiees to their God, who they believed bad 
with a strong band delivered them, and would make 
of them a great nation. Notwithstanding David de
stroyed seventy thousand of them at a lick, they 
looked upon his reign as the most glorious one in all 
their history ; and though he did some things which 
nowadays would send tte doer to the gallows, he 
was much exalted for his success in thrashing the 
heathen round abou~ and taking much spoil. And 
when this brilliant throne of David fizzled out 
through the reigns of a few inferior successors, and 
the Jews found themselvs the unwilling subjects of 
Rome, they naturally looked for another anointed 
Moses or Joshua to deliver them from Roman bond
age and restore the kingdom and house of David. 
No thought of any other kind of savior. That is 
where the Jews stood in the time of King Herod. 

But Christian or E3sene monks, in process of time, 
concocted the fabulous story that Augustus Canar 
ordered the whole world to be taxed ; that a certain 
Joseph and his espou.sed wife, to pay their tax, went 

I from Nazaret.h to the city of Bethlehem (a journey 
on foot or ass-back of about seventy miles) in cold 
Dacember, at a time, too, when the days were accom
plished that the wife should be delivered of a child ; 
that she did giv birth to a son as soon as they found 
quarters in a stable, and that some shepherds sme 
that very night and inquired, Where is he that is 
born king of the Jews 1 Now, this question sug
gests no thought of a savior or king of the world
much less that a God bad come in that manner. But 
this chapter of the story got abroad before the 
Christian system was half made up. Follow briefly 
the story: Herod, on hearing of this young king of 
the Jews, orders the slaughter of all the infants in 
Bethlehem; the parents of this prodigy flee with it 
to far-off Egypt; and when this Herod is dead, they 
go back by a long round-about way to their home in 
Nazareth. And, curiously, all these incidents take 
place " tbat the scriptures might be fulfilled." . And 
very strange it is, this king is not seen or beard of 
again till he is twelve years old and gets lost in J ern
salem. Then, when his parents found him after a 
three days' hunt, his mother scolded him, saying, 
" Son, why hast thou thus dealt with us! behold th.y 
father and I h&v sought thee sorrowing." And be 
went home with them. This is another premature 
chapter in the story. It furnishes poor material 
with which to make a God. Yet more strange it is, 
that this king is not seen or heard of again till be ie 
about thirty years old. He is then brought out from 
somewhere, made to say strange things in an inco
herent manner, perform some new mjracles, and is 
anointed by magdalenes from head to feet with oint
ment of palm-oil or goose-grease. He is also made 
to denounce about everything and everybody on 
earth; and he is finally charged with blasphemy and 
sedition, and broueht to execution. 

There is presented a piece of Vtry weak timber in 
this God structure; for, when Pilate lEks, "Art thou 
king of the Jews?'' Jesus replies in the affirmativ. 
Here is at most only a king of the Jaws-no univer
sal king or savior of the world-much less a God. 
If Jesus was a God, why did he not giv some intima
tion of the important fact himself, instead of leaving 
the claim to be made by some John a century or so 
later? This chaptc;r also of the Christian story lacks 
the cunning of a skilful architect. It does not well 
support the superstructure. In fact, the Christian 
svstem is a structure of patchwork wrought upon 
by monks and dreamers for two or three centuries ; 
but which falls in piec~s on the firBt touch of reason. 
It is a great castle in the air with no substantial 
foundation. During that visionary time it seems 
that all study in science, art, and practical philcso
phy was suspended, and that mystic, speculativ the
ology absorbed all attention. 

But the Jews never could see that this Jesus ful
filled any scripture, or that be possessed any qualifi· 
cations to restore the kingdom of David; and many 
of them deny that any such person as the Christian's 
Jesus ever lived. The Christian, however, entertains 
the absurd notion that the Jews did not understand 
their own language, but that be (the Christian), a 
thousand mile:a distant and centuries later, can! 

Now, whether this particular Jesus lived or not, 
when we think of the disagreements, disputes, quar· 
rels, excommunications, persecutions, and fightings 
that took place among the so-called early Christians; 
their destruction, so soon as they got power, of all 
literature t.bey could hunt up that did not suit their_ 
dogmas-stifling the intellect of the world in fire 
and dungeon for a thousand years; using a cross as 
divine authority for robbing and slaughtering mill
ions of innocent people; their fanatical crusades 
against those of other religions, and the intermina
ble religious wars among tbemselve-the conviction 
is forced upon us that Chrietisnity brought, not im
mortality, but hell to light. And all this was the 
1esult of mistaking the true meaning of the Hebr.ew 
word messiah. L G. REED. 

A Second. 
In the issue of TBE TRUTH €EEKER of the 7 oh in st., 

F. W. Evans put in nomination Mr. lngersoll for 
president; and I, being a citizen of the same repub
lic and believing that the undertoking, should it suc
ceed, would be for its best interest and welfare, do 
most cordially second the nomination. In so doing 
it may not be considered out of place by some to 
portray some of the qualities of the nominee which 
so eminently fit him for the tffice. His distin· 
guiebed ability as a statesman, his high rank in the 
legal profession, hie patriotism and devotion to his 
country, and his generous and Hberal sentiments on 
political and religious questions, are so well known 
that any attempt on my put to portray them would 
hardly be more than an idle waste of words. His 
unpopularity among certain rigid doctrinal church· 
members, caused by his excellent lectures and ora
tions, and successflll discussions with some of the 
most prominent writers and clergy of the age, in 
showing up the inconsistency and fanaticism of many 
religious beliefs, ought not, with those who appre
ciate the generous and charitable impulses of his 
nature, to be any 'objection to the movement. 

Although an Infidel and having great regard and 
love for his noble acts and truthful sayings, _yet I 
do not second the nomination because he bas too 
much respect and reverence for the Great Cause or 
god of the universe to accuse him of being the 
author of the Koran or of that collection of filthy, 
silly contradictions, the Bible. I do not do. it . 
because his views are not in harmony with the 
professedly Bnspired writers of the old scriptuxes, 
especially as to the right of men to use their wives as 
mere slaves, nor with St. Paul, whether inspired or 
not, in having so little respect for woman as not to 
allow her to express a single thought. in her own 
church. I do not do it because he has such a horror 
for the burning of Bruno and Servetus, the tortures 
of the Christian rack and thumbscrew, and the 
thousands of other heinous, atrocious, and infamous 
crimes committed in the name of Christianity simply 
on account of a little difference of opinion about a 
hereafter .of which they knew nothing, any more than 
we. I do not do it expecting in any wise to increase 
or enlarge the esteem and admiration in which he is 
now held by the great elements of science and prog
ress; for the luster of no position, however exalted, 
can outshine the brilliancy of his fame already 
achieved in his grand efforts, in behalf of humanity,· 
to clear away the dark clouds of superstition and 
bigotry from the nineteenth century. 
. It msy be well to remember, in seeking him for the 
place, his desire to be unfettered in word and 
thought, which is probably well known, particularly 
in one instance. This was when, a few years ago, Rt 
a time when a nomination was almost equivalent to 
an election in Illinois, a convention offered him the 
governorship, if during the campRign he would keep 
silent on religious questions. B11t his positiv reply 
in the negativ, knowing that be could not in any wise 
even be provoked to allude to such matters during 
the political issue, however untrammeled in liberty 
of 6xpression, shows clearly the magnanimity of his 
resolute mind, and his inflexibility of purpose not to 
be burdened for any time by any pledge, however 
great the inducement. 

While a prisoner in the late civil war, thinking it 
best on one occasion to make a few statements in re- . 
gard to the situation, although under the power and 
control of the enemy, and without permit to do so, 
he made the attempt. After a few friendly, social 
words, quite a collection of soldiers was gathered, 
who were much pleased and interested in his re
marks. A group of officers near by who were also 
interested said to themselve : " This will not do. If 
we let him continae, he may convince our own men 
that they are not fighting fora just cause." So they 
closed his lips. The salaried priests and clergy, if 
they bad the same power, would not only smother 
every thought .that flows from his generous soul, but 
consign every publication, if not himself, to the 
brirlling flame. What would Ingersoll's retaliation 
be to such a procedure T-Injure them not, but teach 
them better. 

With such a character at the bead of the nation 
there would not be a hamlet, town, or village in it 
but that the people thereof, women as well as men, 
could hav a voice in choosing their own postmasters, 
even if contrary to their Congressman's choice. And 
every inhabitant, no matter what his political or re
ligious belief, whether Mohammedan, Buddhist, or 
Jew, or either of the score or more of different Chris
tian divisions, would be shown the same courtesy. 
And if he had the authority, every person, sect, or 
church would be protected in the right of selecti11g 
their own day of rest, and not be compelled to keep 
in sanctity some other day also, against their convic
tions of right, only because they were in the minor
ity-as is done, contrary to the spirit of the Consti
tution, throughout our land. 

Colonel Ingersoll is unexcelled by any of our 
presidents in the r£quisit qualifications to discharge 
the offiBial duties, and with but little variance with a 
majority of them on religious questions, but unlike 
them in having the courage and manhood to let his 
honest thoughts be known to the world, knowing at 
the same time that be would elicit the hatred and 
contempt of those fanatics who so dread and fear to 
hav their s'lcred dogmas tinctured with the truth. 

These are a few reasons why I eo heartily second 
the nomination. W. L. RYDEB. 

Monticello, Ind. 

The Pnritan Inquisition. 
Some months ago, Moses Harman, editor of Luci

fer at Valley Falls, Ksn., was prosecuted by instiga
tion of Postmaster-general Wanamaker, for mailing 
his paper containing articles charged as obscene. 
The first of these was a narrativ, written in a tone of 
serious indignation, of an outrage by a husband on 
the person of a sick and mutilated wife, inflicting 
irreparable injuries, and of which no law took cogni
zlnce. The persons not being named, it is diffitlult 
to see what use this narrativ could serve, but still 
more difficult to see what it had in common with 
obscenity, which, as generally understood, flatters 
lust. The practical point, however, is not the defi
nition of obscenity; but of who are the constitu.-
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tiona! and legal, as well as moral, censors of the press. 
Are they the subscribers to each publication, and its 
purchasers on whom its continuation depends; or 
are they pnstmrasters and judges, directed by the 
central government, the president and his appointee 
the postmaster-general ? If the latter, when was 
this feature engra.fted on the United States Oonsti
tution! Whatever local laws may be in K-.nsae, 
th.ey must reqnire considerable stretching and twist
big to put .Ill man in jail for jive years for presuming 
to differ with his judge upon a point of taste, with
out having injured anybody otherwise than by pro
voking a whiff of diaguet. And this without even 
complaint of his subscribers. And this while lech
erous novels pass unnoticed and family newspapers 
welcome them. And this for mention of acts to 
which the laws attach no penalty. And this while 
almost every daily and weekly ha<J columns of crim· 
inal narrative sRturating the. popular mind with the 
details of evil. Neither editor was tried at home 
nor allowed to appeal. Heywood was arrested and 
sentenced in Boston ; H~rman taken to Missouri 
and sentenced by Judge Phillips, without a jnry, 
after having been rele11.sed under a writ of error 
from a prior sentence by Judge Foster. Wana· 
maker's intervention was evident in Heywood's case 
by a telegram to the prosecution, "Push Heywood." 
It is also affirmad relativ to Herman's. The alleged 
offenses in both casea were of the same utterly friv-. 
olous character. For the true inwardness of these 
prosecutions it must be known that, beneath the 
pretended obscenity, there was in both cases a pro
nounced tendency to "free thinki'[!,g," and in Har
man's this was formulized as one of the. counts 
against him. Heywood was not very obnoxious to 
the church, since they kept the communion grape
juice in his w~ab.ingtonian cellar; but be was a 
Damocrat, &nd had caused the defeat of his local 
postmaster in a previous election. Hence the entente 
cordiale between this functionary and the postmaster
general of Sunday-school celebrity and pie-crust piety. 
Both editors are poor men, husbands and fathers, 
and unreproached in their family or civic relations. 
The general tendency of both papers inJulpated was 
decidedly toward greater continence and Malthusian 
policy in marriage; in no·respect pandering to lust
ful ideas, but asserting the sovereignty of woman 
in sex relations. ' 

Wanamaker, on his side, is bent on asserting 
postal sovereignty over the whole domain of the 
press. Raid, the medium, imprisoned for fraudulent 
advertiaments, was not permitted to giv the court 
eridence of his peculiar powers, which he offered, 
but condemned upon the arbitro~ry denial of them 

·and consequent presumption of fraud in their adver-
tisment, while excluding the testimony of Raid's 
clients in support of them. Such tactics of despot
ism are remark!i.ble in Prosecutor Ady, viz., 41 There 
must be some sort of tribunl\l to determin what is 
obscene and what is not so. In this case, your 
Honor's mind [Judga Phillips]'' If upon looking at 
this adicle, you say it is obscene, then the presump
tion of the l~w is that Harman knew it was obscene 
and be must suffer the consequences of his delib
erate act in depositing that in tne mail." 

Mr. Hftrma~ replies: " The presumption of the 
law is a very convenient one for a man predetermined 
to convict another in a ma~ter depending altogether 
on opinion, and not upon fact. n is precisely the 
old argument that sent thousands to prison or to 
the stake for differing from their judges about blas
phemy and heresy. Joseph Adywill be remembered 
for his zeal in pmsecuting heretics to the peculiar 
code of morality now enforced by fines and imprison
ment, at the inetigrotion of the American inquisition." 

Mr. Ady elsewhere pretends that it is possible 
_ to determin what constitutes the crime of obscenity 

just as well as any other. Well, then, replies Mr. 
Harman: "Take a case of murder. The first thing 
is to show that some one has been killed ; then, that 
some person killed him, then that the killer acted 
with malicious intention. Try to apply such com
mon sense tactics to the alleged crime of obscenity!" 

Where indeed is the spiritual corpus delicte, when 
the language used is inoffensiv to its readers, and 
which none need rood unless they choose ! I myself, 
a subscriber to Lucifer, disliked its tone and atopped 
it years ago, but it never occurred to me that the 
editor ought to rot in j ~il for not :fl. ?>ttering my taste, 
the offense against wnicb implies my own passiv
ness, as when I quit reading it ceases. The prose
cuting judges and attorneys impute to their victims 
their own subjectiv impressions, as in presuming 
that "Harman knew what he printed to be obscene." 
Even if so, who is the worse for it, unless himself? 
To assume that some people are prevented from do
ing evil, by showing bow evil some other peo
ple are; or that the mere mentioning of such evil 
will do more than natural aversion, instinctiv and 
magnetic, for keeping the pure aloof from the foul, is 
a delusion. No publicity can add to the contempt 
with which the monstrosities in question are re
garded ; but they are far from being as mischievous 
to society as the crimes that befoul our dailies and 
weeklies, and to which no legal exception has ever 
been taken. It is curious that our puritanical rulers 

• 

should begin by mskiDg it criminel to write ~bout 
acta which they hav not rendered it a cr3me to com
mit, by attaching 111 penalty to them. Thia booDsist
ency is on par with their pretended Christian s~b
batb, the prohibitiv character of ·which, their own 
gospels say, was repudiated by Jesus, whose wor
shipers they pretend to· be; then by his epoatles 
and the fathers of the Christian ahurGh, by itfl 
popes, and with e~phasis by Luther, by Oalvin, b;i 
MeJancthon, by MJ!ton, ·by the eminent Church of 
England writers, all recognizing, with Moses in Exo
dus,. the commandment of Sitobbath·kseping as ex
clusiv on the J sws, ''a sign and a bond" between 
them and Yahvab, and these Jews themaelvs keep 
their Saturday festivly. 

Between the two fBnaticisms, that of Hsrm:m and 
Heywood for stirring 111 stanch, and that of the puri
tan millionaire shopkeeping skinflint, doubled with 
the president, in our post~l despotism, by their S:.b. 
bath prohibitions; it is difficult to tumign the pillm 
of absurdity; but in their Irivmlry of censorship i:u 
morals, the earthen pot naturally gets broken bv tho 
iron pot. ~ 

The unofficial crank is n~turally limited. in his il:d:L!
ence to the fell(jwehip of hie partiouh?.r craze; he csn 
not be aggreasiv; but the official cr&nk, impoainh'' hi:o 
will l.ike a driving-wheel by tho judicial and p~liee 
machmery of a vast 1uee over unwilling millions, 
compromises at once business, pleasure, he1>lth, social 
order, and persona! libart;y, in tha excluziv int!:lred 
of a church monopoly, the same that h<r.s inehigu.ted 
the persecutions of F.reethiukers, now, as in the pt~.st 
of Ohrist~ndom. Harman and Heywood in j ;;il muke 
the entermg wedge for "God in the Co:ustitution." 

The reckless and insolent malignity of Wa:ln 
maker's legal tools in the perseuution of H~rmf!n f>;P· 
pears in such counts as the following, a1~swered by 
Harman ta Judge Phillips, from the 10rgumenb of 
Mr. Ady of Kt.nsas Oity. Three of thei!e counts are 
for J;Uailing his pl\per to s. subscriber and to two 
others at their request. Also, "I am accused of 
publishing a paper in the interest of the freedom of 
the press. To this I plead guilty. And i.f this ba 
crime, then I am a criminal. I regard the heedom 
of the press as the palladium of all our 1ibartie0. I 
am also accused of making e.n obscene ill~·ticle in tho 
paper called Lucifer. A.a the offBnee c&lled obscan
ity is an offense against good tRate only, not ag~inst 
life or property, and as there are as mrmy at:Jndurds 
of taste as there are persona, I do not undez·tQ!J:e to 
speak for others than myself, nnd for myself I say, 
I am not guilty of this charge. I know whet tho 
postal law is in this m&tter, and while I maintain th~t 
it is a foolish, un-American, invasiv, and very d!:h.1ger
ous law, I do not think ~nything I published prop-
erly comes under it." -

It is needless to follow Mr. Rarm~n in his cita· 
tiona drawn from the O'N ail le~ter or hie dcfcrwa of 
its. usefulness. What he provea is only his own ain
cerity and the fact that his subscribers hold viows 
like his own. They form e. sort of semi-ascetic sect, 
whose doctrin is Malthusian, in so fa!:' as diff<Jl:ing 
from the general views oi Sacui!;,rista or labor agita
tors, or of Anarchists. The sexuml abuses Oll which 
they insist are deplorable, but, dependent on womtiln's 
industrial dependence, can find no cure short of her 
industrial emancipation. They will cease of them
selva, when cooperativ housekeeping is substituted 
for that of the isolated !smily. 

Mr. Ady's last charge is that Harman mailed the 
paper cootaining the O'Neil letter, after he was 
arrested for he.ving sent another copy of the sa·:Xle~ 
showing on his part "a determination aud a defi~noe 
against the powers of government as inte!.'preted 
through the ordinary tribunals." A.n ~trrost, i~ <iip
pears, is for Mr. Ady proof of guilt. Thli'. H~rman 
replies: "If to assert and maintain my eitiz3n right 
to publish and mail whatever I think will be for the 
public good, irrespectiv of what "' prosecuting attor· 
ney, ten or fifteen years my junior, msy tbink ~bout 
it, be an act of defiance, then I \)lead guilty. I eer
tainly do not owe any allegiance to prosecuting attor
neys or the grand juries manipulated by thoro. I 
claim ,the right here and now, a.nd to my 1atGst 
breath, whether in prison or out of prisOY.l, I hope 
I shall never cease to defend the sams right, fer 
every man to publish and oirculmte through the com
mon mail anything whatever, subject only to personal 
responsibillty, on proof that I h~v injured flnyone 
in person, property, or repubtioD." Be concludes: 
"I know not what my sentence is to be; but 
if I had a hundred, a thousand, or ~ million lives, 
all in the pri{lle of manhood, instead of but ouo life, 
now in the ser~ and yellow led; all those lives, in 
prison or out of prison, should ba sped in defense 
of the rights of free speech, free press, and honegt 
investigation, and in defense of woman's r:ght f;o 
own and control her own person-in defanse of the 
right of unborll. millions to a pure!.' hm:edity, ftltller
hood and motherhood, so that in yesro tc cam a thare 
may be fewer born imbecile to fiil asylums and poor
houses, fewer born criminals to fill pdBons r,nd fur
nish employment at high s&laries fo:r pr.o!lecutiog 
attorneys, aheriff3, h~ngmen, j ~il-keepers, and p~ni
tentiaries. I ask no clemency, but justice only. I 
know that I hav sought to injure no one by what I 

hav published. If it is the will of the man who now 
holds my liberty, probably my life, in his hands, that 
I shall go to prison, so be it. I can much better 
nftord to end my days in prison th&n you, Judge 
Phillips, can afford to send me there.'' Onn the 
American nation 11fford it 1 

M. EDGEWORTH LAZARUS. 

Troublous Times for tile J!,aith. 
F1'om tne New Yorle sun. 

The committee appointed by the last general as
sembly of the Presbyterians to revise the Westmin
ster Oonfession in accordl\nce with the :recommenda
tions of the presbyteries baa closed its seasions at 
Washington, lifter having practically completed its 
t~;sk. 

As the committee consists of representative of both 
the mt?.jority in favor of revision and the minority 
opposed to such ch&nges, and as its deliberations hav 
pro::lsoded wi.tl,lout friction, undoubtedly the ~mend
'llents advised will be of the natura of compromises. 
rna dootrin of election will be suger·coated with a 
ctatement of the loving-kindness of God, and the 
damnation of non-elect infanta and of the heathen 
"liH not be procl~imed, but will be left for logical 
inference. In other words, the terms of the Confes
a~on will be mtide more pal!!.table to the refined and 
•keptictal sentiment of the dsy, but the substance of 
1ta doctl'in will remain the same. It ia a body of 
f~ith so logic!t!l and consistent throughout that no 
p~trt o~n be removed without destroying the cohesiv
uass of the wholo. All that the committee on revis
on csn do is to fltick on a little orna.ment here and 
uGre to hide the ruggedness of the construction and 
to gi.v it an eppeal'&nce more grateful to the sansitiv 
roEgioue tftste of the Presbyterian~:~ of the preaent 
time. 

Of course tho report of the committee will not be 
finiJIL H can only propose changes which will not be 
msda until they u.re approved by two-thirds of the 
p;;esbyteriea; and hence the agitation of the aubjsct 
will only receive further stimulus. It will go on 
during several years to come; and meantime a ques
t,ion of far greater importance than the mere polish
ing up of the old Confession h&s 3risen to complicate 
Lho ai.tustion. It is the question whethel' faith has 
any supernatural basis whatever. 

The found~tion of the faith of Christendom is the 
Bible. The church is built on the theory that the 
dootrins and otatements of scripture are the revealed 
word of God concerning the truths of eternity, 
which else would be unknown to mankind. But 
PtofeFJBO:r Briggs, the foremost teacher in the fore
mOBii of the Presbyterian schools of theology, in
struets his students that the Bible is not the word 
of God, but a fallible book written by fallible men. 
So far as it is true, his doctrin is substantially, the 
Bibla ia of God, rmd only so far. Its trutha, accord
iag to him, are liro.ited by the ctpacity of its human 
writers to S~pprehend truth, and its erro1·a are pro
portionate to the limitations of their knowledge and 
perceptions. If tht is so, undoubtedly the superior 
intelligence and greater enlightenment of thia day 
would ba able to write a better e.nd a truer Bible 
th!!.n the old scriptures. They would make it mora 
etrieUy in accordance with the conclusions of mod
ern science and philosophy, by which Professor 
Briggs give hia students the right to test the truth 
of the scriptures. 

Thie is the instruction in biblical theology that
mmdidater; for the Presbyteri~n minis~ry now re
ceive. It destroys the supernatural foundation of 
religion by rejecting the authority of the Bible as 
s revelation from heaven. The churoh is left with 
llOthing to lean upon except th0 conclusions of hu
tmm re"-son. The mystery of life snd death, time 
and eternity, becomes unfathom&ble, for the intel
lect of m11n cannot sound those depths. It must 
giv up the problem and content itself with Agnos· 
ticiem. If the Bible is r..ot the revealed word of 
God, finr.l And absolute in its truth, theology is 
mere guesswork, an.rl the origin and destiny of man 
a<·e unexplaiv&blo. 

That is tb.a momentous quer;hion now before the 
PreRbyteriana. Dincussions of revisions of their 
m'eed ia time thrown ftway until it is settled. If 
P;:ofessor Briggs ia right, the whole Oonfesaion of 
Fa,i.~h is bum on fiCltion, and not on eternal verities. 
H he is right, it proceeds from false assumptions, 
by which the words of men ara m!\de the inbllible 
wol.'(l of God, aud it is the construction of auper
etition mnd not a etru!lture founded in revealed 
truth. 

Wa h!6v coma upon troublous timea for the faith 
when theologitms themsslvs are working away with 
all thsir might to destroy its foundations. 

VLERIOAL despotiam ia still a potent ally of intem
perance. In hundreds of British and North Ameri
can dtiea the dearth of better pa.atimes drives our 
workiDgmen to the pot house. They di'illk to get 
drunk, as the only available means of escaping te
dium and the consciousness of their misery. Nature 
craves 1·ecreation, and the suppression of that in
stinct hrz.s avenged itself by ita perversion.-Prof. 
Feli~ L. Oswald. 

.. 
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American Secular Union. 
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE BOARD. 

The bo!lrd of diractora of the A'llerican Secular 
U o~on, at a meeting bald at their dlbe on March 2, 
1891. agreed rmd resolved as follows: . 

'rhat under present circumstances it is impracti
cable to appoint any field secretary or lecturer; 
and that, therefore, we rely upon and urgently re
quest all liberally·minded people, to the extent of 
tneir abilit.y, to further the employment and suppor1 
of thoee Liberal lecturers now in the fi.,ld who arc 
helping the American Secular Union in its work, and 
who can thus do for tbe society the work of a fiela 
secretary. 

Thst, for the third time in the present administra
tion, we call upon Liberal leoturera to assist in tbt 
work of Lioeral organiz•tion, by forming unions m 
Rocietias to be connected with the American Secular 
U uion, so that it may become in fact, as well as i~: 
n~tnf'1 tba r&!Jying point and CCO peratiV body of thE: 
L1berals of the United Stat.es. . A ad~ eiccs the mattet 
has been so thoroughly discussed in the paper£1, and 
severallec~urers hav shown so earnest a desire to co
operate in the wmk eo dear to all, we trust that thio 
t 1ird call will be responded to promptly by ever)' 
lecturer. 

'l'il:a6 this course is now imperAtivly demanded b~ 
the work which presses upon ue. There an 
measures affecting the dearest rights of those who 
would be Iree from ecclesiastical control and ii;:tlu
ence now pending before CongrEss and state legis 
1 \tun;s, in which this societ.y should take an activ in
tJrest. The measures which w~ hav already taken 
in regard fo the opening of the World's F.air at Obi· 
?ag?, an.d the inspection of religious and eleemosynary 
mstttut1cns, all need to be pushed to practi0al re· 
suits. 

T.here is also a large amount of literature which 
should be distributed without delay. 

In order to further these matters already under
taken, we must hav meanp, and we urgently request 
all liberally-minde.d people to ~ome to the support 
of these undertakmgs, by sending us the sinews of 
war in immediate contributions, or subscriptions 
upon which we can rely for the future. 

We urgently request all Liberals to rally to the 
support of the local auxiliary societies, and to cause 
them to report monthly or otherwise to the sec 
retary, so that our literature may be circulated 
through them, and so that the propet petitions may 
reach the people thrnugh them and be signed. 

In ~iew of the necessities of the work, all di:ffdrences 
hav d1sappaared; and we ask the Liberals of every 
phase to unite with us in heartily and unitedly push· 
ing the measures which were never more necessary 
tbBil now. 

We hav great pleasure in announcing that the 
matter of the priz9 essay for Secular moral instruc
tion has been brought to a successful report and the 
sward of the prlz3. The president has also negoti 
ated the publication of the work in book form with· 
out expense or responsibility to the Union in~ man
ner that wiii be highly satisfactory to all. ' 

With one accord, we now ask all to join us in 
furtbPring the work of the American Secular Union. 

R. B. WESTBROOK, Pres. American Sec. Union. 
F. 0. MENDE 1'reas. •• 
IDA 0. CRADDOCK Oorr. Sec. " 
T. B WAKEMAN, V1ce Pres. " 
E B. FooTE JB, " " 
J. 0 BEN'fLEY, " " 
T. w. STAUFFER, " " 

Phil1delphia, M~rch 2, 1891. 

The Secular Union's Monthly Report. 
CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED FEBRUARY, 1891. , 

F. J. Porter, Adrian, Minn. (life membership) ......... $25 00 
T. R. Burrows, Oi:Jath>~m, N. Y. ............................ 5 00 
Alexander Cochran, Franklin, Pa........................... 10 00 
Wm. Smith, Geneva, N. Y. (" Btble in Scb.oola" 

pamphlets) ........................... ~..... 1 00 
Eliza B. Burnz, New York (" Bi'b!e in .. S~h~~·~~·,; 

gampblet~). ................................................ 80 
J. W. rozier, Pittsburgh..................... 5 00 
Chas. E_\ Blackburn, Mountain V1ew, W~~h:·CP~~~ 

pn eta) ......................................... . 
C H. l::lmvtJy, Bullu, Pa. (pamphlets) ........... .. 
J. H. l->etpud. Vine!anr1, N.J ........... .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.: 
T 8. FclEtne, Hartford, Conn. (pamphle•s) .......... .. 
W. H. W1ll1~DJS. Albany, N. Y. (membership acd 

p!imph:e s) ............................................... .. 
P. B !tLcke~, BtiCg"port, Conn. ( uarantee fund) . 
Henry Bdchllng, McAuley, Ida ........................... . 

2 00 
2 50 
(j 00 

60 

1 60 
2 00 
2 00 

Liberty Secular Union of Dayton, 0 (cbarter fee, 
thrnugh Barton Pickerlnjl:. sec)................... 5 00 

Seaborn Kitchens, Sr., Glbeon, Ga. (pamphlet~) ...... 1 00 

Total ................................................ $68 00 
F. C. MKNDR,.Treasurer American Secular Union. 

Philadelphia, March 2, 1891. 

an entering wedge, not only for Secularization of the 
£<tate-the princ,ple for which the American Secular 
U!!ion works first and foremost-but you .will hav a 
c~anca ( aspecia.!ly if yau ha': acted on the sugges
t~ons of that c1rcular reg&rdlDg a badge) of doing a 
httle off band preaching in' behalf of your particular 
phase of Fteethought, whether that pnssa ba Mate· 

The Prize .Awarded. rie.liem or Spiritualism, Daiem or Atheism, or any 

M tb 
· other. , 

ore an a year ago, a priza of one thousa~d 
:iollare ($1 000) was df.sred by the Amtrican Sscular 0 1e Iesf of the circular is devoted to the maiter 
Uuion .. for lihe beat eesay, treatis, or manual ef a universal badge for Freethinkers. Therein we 
lldspted to aid and assist teachers in our free public hav spoken of Otto W ettstain'a "Fteethought Sci
schools and in the Girard College for orphans, and ence, Reason vs. Superstition," and oi the .. U ni;eraal 
'lther public and charitable institutions professing to M~<ntal Liberty" badge of the late Lady Churchill; 
be unsectarian, to thoroughly instruct children and :md last, but not least, of the pansy. Tbis latter, we 
fOUth in the purest principles of morality, without- may here remark, seems to be growing in favor. 
nculcating religious doctrine; tbus recognizing tht- Since France adopted the pansy, Belgium, Sweden, 
egal right under our federal Oonatitution of all our ~nd Spain hav followed suit; and now Dr. Voelkel 
Jit;zevs, J 5ws and gentilell, Catholics and Protest ~nd also D t. Specht, aecretary of the German Free~ 
lnts, L',berals and Agnostics, and all other classes, though~ Association, are advoc&ting it, so that it 
,vhetber believers or. disbelievers, to hav their cbil- >eems hbly that Garmany, too, will ere long fall into 
:lren instructed in all the branches of a common sec line on this badge. 0 ar Canadian brethren, also, 
1lar education in our state schools, without having seem to view the idea with favor. Oapt. R Jbert 
'·heir tender minds biased for or against any sect or A.dams, president of the Oan&dian Ssaular Union, 
paTty whatever." writes to us that he is much plea.!!ed with it, so that 

Nearly twelve months were allowed for the praptt- he has already obtained several pins for fri~nde. 
ration of this manual, which was to contain not lese Even John Wanamaker's manager of the jewelry 
:·,han sixty thousand, nor more than one hundred department has gotten wind of the pansy badge; 
~housand words. More than fifty persons of all and, when I was purchasing a plnay pin there dur
(llasses, but mostly professional, sent in elaborat€ ing Christmas week,· I found that he had already 
manuscripts. The committee appointed by ths sub· c:msulted jewelry manufActurers as to prices, de
scribers to the ftmd to examin the papers consisted J;Igns, etc., and that he was quite allxious to get us 
~f R. B Wflstbrook, chairmsn; Prof. Felix Adler '1P a piJ:!, and on very re&eonable terms, too. Oaly 
A.M .• of tb('\ Et.bical Ooltme Societ.y; Prof Dlniel a: r.hink what a "judgment" it would be, if the man 
Brinton, M.D .• of the Universit,y of Pennsylvania. ~hom some of our brethren stigmatize aa "Holy 
P<of. Frr.nces Emily White, M.D., of the Woman'~ John," and who symbolizes to them all tflat is C!lllam
Medical College of Pennsylvania, and Ida 0. Orad- \tous in a union of church and state, should come to 
dock, secretary. The work of eumining so man\ be the means of furnishing a rallying standard for 
manuscripts by so large a committee waa simply im- tha Freethought army, before whoae sseaults the 
mensa. The task is at last completed. The com· Ohrietitm church is already shaken to her very 
mittee deeided that no ons manuscript presented foundations! 
fully met the condil!ions of the offer, but th11t two of I~ my address at Portsmouth, indeed, I said, re
them together did, clearly showing that morality can ferrmg to the pansy as a Freathought badge: "Think 
~e .taught without teaching theology, and how tc w?rat it would me.an to bav such a badge worn by all 
ao 1t. The one-thousand-dollar priz3 was ordered to L:berals, at al.l t1mes! Suppose, for instance, that 
be eq11ally divided between two gentl!•men. They L1be!als got mto the way of having their letter· 
hav accepted the award, and the essaJs will be pub- paper and envelopes etamped with a pansy. Why 
lished in one volume. there would be a sensation in the post-o:ffi 1e whe~ 

The successful contestants are Nicb.olas p .Aine those myriads of pansies bagan to blossom out, I 
Gilman, A.M., editor of the Literary World, Boston, can tell you I John W&namaker would think twice 
sod author of " most popular book on ,, Profit· before be closed the mails to any honest seeker after 
Sharing;" and E:iward Payson Jsckson, A.M., mas- trutb-!ealizing, as he would, tbe surprising extent 
ter and professor of physical science in the celebrated of the Freetbought constituency." Slowly, but 
Latin school of Boston, and author of several surely, the pansy is winning its way as a badge of • 
succes~ful books. It is believed that theee' ess!lJ s Freethougbt. The wife of one of our most promi
cannot fail to meet the views of the most conserva- aent life-members, berselt a life-member and a faith
tiv, 11!1 well as the most radical student. ful supporter of the American Secular Union, was so 

The committee sincerely sympathiz~ with the large impressed by our suggestions at Portsmouth, that, 
number of disappointed contestants. Ssveral of the •lpOn her return, she had made for herself a beautiful 
essays were of a high order-acime of them too high and cos~ly pan~y pin, which she wears constsntly as 
for our purpose. A number of them are to be puh- her testimony m behalf of Freethought principles. 
lisbed by the writers. However, all of the contest- From a town in Iowa there came, some months ago 
ants hav bet~n personally profited by the labor of . the request that we should, as a society, formally 
writing, and a most important question has occupied . urge the adoption of this badge among our people 
the best thoughts of the most thoughtful and intelli- ·and a~ding. that, if we kept these b~dges on sale: 
gent persons in the community. We extend our our friends 1n that town could dispose at once of at 
hearty thanks to all who hav so kindly written not least six or eight. In the branch post-offiee which 
so much for the priza as for the cause. ' bas a room in the same building as the American 

The title of Mr. Gilman's work is: ''The L~ws of SBcular U Ilion has its room, are two officials whom I 
D1ily Conduct: a Manual cf Practical M'arals for .regular I! furnis~ with~ our latest pamphlets,:as they 
Teachers and Parents." The Htle of Ml'. Jackson's seem kmdly. disposea toward tbe Liberal cause. 
work is : "Dr. Don's Morning Talks : a Colloquy on Some days s1ncP, one of these gentlemen said to me 
Good MonJe." The book will appear on or about pointing to his comrade : " Sae, Miss Oraddock

1 

Sept. 1. 1891 R B. WESTBROOK, Pres. A. s. u. Frallk is wearing the pansy badge." What do yo~ 
IDA 0. CRADDOCK Oorr. Set'. A. s. u. suppose the badge wasT Only the lithographed 
Philadelphia, Pa., March 2, 1891. pansy blossom cut out of our circular, a little margin 

of paper left along the stem and inked, to giv the 

The }'hg and Pansy Leaflet. 
We are sending out this week to each of our mem

bers a copy of our new lee:tlet. It is a small lee:tl ~t 
---:of eigh~ pages ~mly-~nd is gotten up especiaily 
w1th a vtaw to c~rculaticn among outsider" who 
know little or nothine: of our principles and who 
therefore remain indifferent to our work' not from 
any real hostility, but from ignorance. ' 

Hsre is· a chance for Freethinkers to help the 
cause by judicious circulation of these Iet:tlats. 
Try what you can do with the copy which we send 
you; and t.hen send us thirty·five cents for a dcz'ln 
more-, or $1 for tbr~e dozen. Two young girls in s 
Western town, who hav joined during the past ye8r 
wr.ite. us: ''The attracti~ pamphlet sef Hng forth th~ 
prJnciples of t~e Amencan Secular Union we will 
keep 1n a consptcuo!-'s pl!UlP, where callers may see 
tt, and on every suitable occasion we will call the 
attention of ~ur friends to it. By this meaner, per
haps we can Induce a few to read and investigate 
further." That is just the right use to make of this 
little lithographed Jet:tlat; and you cannot do better 
t~an follow the m~seionary enmple of these young 
g~rJ&. Keep our Circular on your parlor or sitting· 
room table, or on your office der!k where its gay 
colors will catch the eye, so that the casual caJlc:r 
will be induced to take it up; and then you will hav 

stem body, and pinned on our friend's coat lapel 1 
That was a whole week ago ; but the pansy still 
shines with undiminished luster against ita dark 
background, and has evoked many a word of praise 
from its wearer's friends. 
. But whether you, my friend, individu~Ily believe 
m badges or not, we hope that you will make use of 
our latest circular in some way in behalf of the work 
so dear ~o all. We hav had quauela enough in our 
ranks this winter, and personalities which, if kept up 
can only result in damage to the cause of Free: 
thought. While we contend among ourselvP, our 
church enemies gain ground, and S9cularintion of 
the state becomes daily more impossible. The as
sertion that the American S lCular Union is doing 
little or nothing for freedom of thought comes with 
a bad grace from those who are doing all they can 
to binder the present management. Let us cease 
our diffarence~, and, whatever our private bitter
n.esses of feeling, resolve to press forward side by 
e1de under the banner of the American Secular 
Union, a~ loyal comrades as we are zealous fighters. 
Oome, frtends, what do you say T How many of you 
love the cause well enough to magnanimously re
frain from further dispute, and to rally about the 
old standard once more 1 IDA 0. CRADDOCK, 

Oorr. Sec. American Sacular UlliOD. 
Philadelphia, March 9, 1891 • 

• 
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A German Freethooght Martyr. 
It seems almoet incredible that the land of Goethe 

and Harmann, of Humboldt and Haeckel, should on 
the eve of the nineteenth century be the ~cane of 
what seems to be a systematic persecution of Free
thinkers by the authorities. Yet such is the case. 

· And instead of diminishing, the persecution becomes 
more e:densiv, more bigoted, and more uncompro
mising, and this in spite of the fact that millions of 
Germans never set foot in a church. 

The reason for this persecution is evident. It is a 
well-known fact that the present emperor, who is 
half crazy, holds a very high opinion of the sacred· 
ness of royalty, and believes fully in the ivjunction 
about obedience to " the powers that be." Hence 
there can be no better ally for him than the orthodox 
parson and no better friend than Jehovah. To pro 
teet both becomes a question of self-preservation 
with him. · 

That the reader may understand how it is possible 
for him to render his wishes commands to the judges 
in the various states, it will be necessary to go back 
so far as 1862, when the foundation of o:ffioial despot
ism was laid in Germany by the now retired chan. 
cellar, Prince Bismarck. Through threats and bribes 
he induced the Prussian supreme court to render a 
certain political decision, the wrong of which was 
evident evan to a lunatic. Having thus set the prec. 
edent, the supreme court did not hesitate on succeed 
ing occasions to become the tool of the government, 
and the minor courts and judges, who naturally 
would look to Berlin for a good e:rample, found 
there nothing but corruption, and were not slow to 
discover that those judges who were most zealous to 
obey the government's wishes were mnst Mure of pro
motion. The wars of 1864, 1866, and 1870 followed, 
Garman official unity was established, and although 
we hav several kingdoms and other minor " sover 
eign" states in Germany, there is virtually but one. 
Every command issued from Berlin -is law in Ger
many, not alone in civil and social matters but also in 
military aff•irs in time of peace. The difference be
tween the Prussian army and that of Saxony is, the 
former hav one row of buttons on their coats, the 
latter two; the Prussian soldiers wear gray and 
dark-blue uniforms, the Bavarian light-blue. 

From the above facts it will be seen that official 
tyrannv in Germany is easily practiced and profita
ble. Yet to the honor of the Garman legal profes· 
sion be it said, that in matters of religion several 
judges refuse to follow the government's dictates. 
But many trucklers are still left-more than enough 
to disgrace the German nation and m&ke justice a 
farce. 

During the lasb year we hav from time to time, 
in" Items of Foreign Freethought News," given the 
readers of this journal information of the doings of 
the Freethinkers and the church in Europe. It will 
therefore be unnecessary to recount the cases of relig
ious bigotry which hav disgraced Germany, hence 
we can confine ourselvs to what has taken place in 
the last month. 

Since we wrote last, Mur. Heinrich-Wilhelmi has 
been discharged in the suit brought against her last 
fall, and so hav Dr. Voelkel, in two minor indict
ments, and Mr. Sohultza and Dr. Ruger Etberfeld; 
but as in Muihhausen, Aleace, nine workingme11, in 
Berlin Mr. Pens, and in Bernburg Dt. Voelkel, hav 
been indicted for blasphemy, the latter being sen
tenced to fourteen days' imprisonment, we think the 
situation is rather gloomy for Freethinkers in Gel'
many. 

The latest news from that country is that the 
court of Muihhaueen, Thuringen, on February 12;b 
sentenced D.r. Voelkel to six months' imprisonment. 
The doctor, of course, has appealed to a higher 
court. 

The activity and incessant prosecutions against 
our friend on account of his services to Freethought, 
cannot fail to arouRe our sympathy for him and also 
a corresponding feeling of contempt for such a rtov
ernment and for judges who prostitute their o:ffi.3e 
by trying to suppress free speech, free thought, and 
free press, the three necessary conditions to the ex-

. istence of liberty. 
Dr. Titus Voelkel, lecturer ~or the Freereligious 

Societies of Germany, and edit.or and proprietor of 
that excellent p~per. Freireligioses Sonntags Blatt, 
was born D.ac. 14. 1843, at Wirsitz, PrussiaJ.l. Poland, 
and is the son of a Rnman Catholic physician and a 
Protestant mother. His father later became a Deist 
and Freemason, while his mother reached the stage 
of a Rationalist, and this mental evolution of the 
parents was fortunately conpummated when young 
Voelkel reached school age, hence he was sent to a 
realschule-in this case a scientific academy, free 
from religious teachings of the orthodox kind. The 
teachers of this institution were R~tionalists, one 
even an Atheist, he~ce there was no chance for the
ology to trouble young Voelkel's mind. The princi 
pal studies were natural pbilo~opby in the line of 
Lamarck and Darwin, mathflmatics, history, and 
Latin, and later, French and English. The result 
was naturally that Dr. Voelkel and his brothers and 
school-mates were from their youth either Agnostics 
or 4t~ei!!ti. 

From 1860 to 1865 the doctor studied, at the uni
versities ol Konigsberg and Berlin, theology, natural 
philosophy, and matht>matics. From 1865 to 1870 
be lived in France, whence he returned when the war 
broke out, and for ten years following he served as 
teacher of French and natural philosophy in higher 
private schools, misunderstood by most, hated and 
feared by many on account of his political and relig
ious Radicalism. Then he became editor, publisher, 
and lecturer, and he writes to us, "That I am now 
and shall be to the end." 

An idea of the work performed by Dr. Voelkel can 
be imagined from the fact that in 1889-which was 
no extraordinary year-he gave 187 FrAethought 
and 250 ethical lectures, and traveled 19 900 miles, 
besides attending to hie editorial Iabore. 

The doctor is at the present time publishing an ex
cellent translation of Paine's "Age of Reaeson," 
which he enriches with numerous valuable and 
highly interesting notes of a critical and explanatory 
character. But better even than this is his Text. book 
for instruction in Freereligious Societies. It is impos
sible for us to do justice to this little work in an 
article of this kind ; the book bas to be read to be 
appreciated as it ought to be. The titles of a few of 
the ch!!apters of Part I, which we hav lying before us, 
will giv our readers an idea of the subjects treated : 
Nature; Family; The Human L\fe, Its Davelopment 
and Work; Truth ; Justice; Liberty; Faith and 
Reason. How concise and yet how suggestiv is the 
opening sentence, what a field for instruction does 
it not open : " There is a book not written by man ; 
it can be read "by every creature; it is the only book 
that cannot be falsified-the great book of holy Nat
ure." And hera is his definition of Liberty: "Nat
ural law is the highest liberty." Other quotations 
are: "In religions, as in everything else, all is nat
ural." "On religion, as on any other subject, reason 
is the supreme judge." ''Man needs truth, and he 
will find whatever he needs of it by a close applica· 
tion of his reasoning fioculties." 

In 1870 the doctor married, and he has now a 
large family, the youngest child six years of age; 
his domestic life is happy, and as he eJJj·)ys robust, 
health we trust that he may continue for many years 
to oome in the good work baing done by him. And 
while the present age may ba divided in opinion as 
to his merits and the value of his services to mankind, 
future generations in the land of Humboldt and 
Haeckl31 will look upon him ae a benefactor, and the 
persecutions he now euff~rs under will each and all 
serve as recommendations commanding respect and 
honor to D.r. Titus Voelkel, the "most hated man," 
the standard-bearer of truth and liberty in Germany 
at the. close of the nineteenth century. 

Items of Foreign Freethougbt News. 
That new Fteethought b1dge, the pansy, finds 

general favor. Spain and Portugal hav adopted it 
officially, and the Ftee~hought papers of those conn· 
tries advoi3ate its general assumption. 

A case of immoral relations between nuns and 
orphan boys left in their charge to be educated in 
t.he "Jove and ·fear of God," bas come to light in 
Soag, Bohemia. The government has begun a bogus 
investigation. 

Our brothers in Sweden are not satisfied with at
tending to missionary work at home. Mr. John 
Lindell, one of the most activ Fceetbinkers in 
S ;veden, has left for Australia to carry the gospel of 
L1ght and Liberty to bis countrymen there. 

Religious persecution is the order of the day in 
Germany. The last number of the Freireligioses 
Sonntags-Blatt reports no less than four new cases. 
We direct the reader's attention to the article, "A 
Germs.n Freethought Martyr," wherein there is pre
sented a faithful picture of the religious persecutions 
in Germany. 

The city council of Vienna is worth preserving for 
exhibition in a dime museum. Some time ago a 
school-boy committed suicide, and as reason for this 
act there was pointed out the " total abRence of 
pictures of saints and Marys" in the schools. The 
aldermen vot11d insta;ntly one thousand gulden for 
the purcha!!e of such articles, to put a stop to the sui
cidal tendency, which at the present time has reached 
its periodical high-water mark. 

A " Committee on Moral Laws " has been organ
ized in France, with Mr. Jean Paul Cea as president. 
The oommUtee's aim is to lay down those rules and 
teachings the following of which is deemed favorable 
to the moral development of mankind. Tbe society, 
of which we will treat in a special article in a future 
number, is not confined to France, but has its repre
sentative and adherents in almost tll countries 
where Freethinkers liv. 

ThinRB look a little brighter in Austro- Hungary, 
where E. Schwelba edits the Lichtfreund, the only 
Antichristian paper existing there. The vigorous 
propaganda by him and his followers has at last 

awakened the government to recognize the fr,ct that 
not all A11strians and Hungarians are euper11iitious, 
and a law granting liberty of worship or no worship 
will soon be s.aked of the chambers by the minister 
Gf church and education. 

The death of Ch~&rles Bradlaugh has exciic,d wide 
comment, not alone in journals printed in the Eng
lish language but also in the Freethought magazines 
and journals of continental Europe. All writers 
agree in paying well-merited tribute to the di ceased's 
high character as a man, and to his services lo wo1k· 
ingmen and especially to the spread of Freeth!;u~nii 
in the British t>mpire. From Sweden, SpaiD. Hol
land, Belgium, France, Garmany, Auatria, and Vene· 
zuela the voice of praise and sorrow is heard. Cer
tainly a man so widely known, honored, zmd missed 
cannot hav lived in vain. 

A late number of 'La Reforma, the c.fficial paper 
of the Italian governm~>nt, publishes an intereeting 
piece of news, which we hav in vain sought for in 
Catholic papers, although it refers to his holiness 
at the Vatican. Government lawyHs hllv discovered 
and furnished incontrovertible proof in support of 
the truth of the assertion that. tbe testament l f tha 
late Cardinal Consalvi was falsified in favor of tlle 
papal chair. And while millions of dollars hav thus 
been turned over to the pope, several of the rightful 
heirs hav died as paupPrs in po(1rhouses alld hos
pitals erected in glorification of Roman CAtholic 
benevolence by money stolen from them. The gov· 
ernment demands rflst.Hut.inn. 

What Is the D1fference! 
The Russian government, desirous of an excuse 

for closing Polish Roman Catholic churches, has 
been forbidding the repair of these buildings, and 
has shut up a considerable number of them, on the 
ground that they are unsafe. 

Congress has power to rPvoke t.he charttr of t.he 
church of J,.~>us Christ, of Latter Day Saints, in the 
territory. of U tab. 

Congress and the courts hav the powfr to cauE'e 
the property of the said corporAtion to be seizfd, and 
taken possession of, and held for fin&l proper dispo
sition. 

The act limiting the amount. of real estate whir h 
could be held by a religious corporation in a tFrl'itOJ y 
and forfeiting to the United States l'eal estata 
held contrary thereto was a valid exercise of Con
gressional power. 

What is tbPre in common between free America 
and despotic Russia? '{'o an unbicuaed ob1.1erver, tl e 
answer would seem to be, a considerable amount ( f 
civil and religious tyranny. Petitions bav been eex;t 
to the secretary of state from all parts of this ecnn· 
try urging him to protes~ against the acHon of the 
Russian government against tbe Jews. Whether pr
titions were circulated in Ruasia urging that govern
ment to protest against our treatment of the Mor
mons I do not know. Inasmuch as the mP.asun s 
adopted here against the Mormons bav been Eevere 
enough to mmee many of them to migratl', euch a 
protest from Raesia would liOt be more inconsistent 
than the one urged upon our secretary of stat.e. 
Classification and recognition are mental operetions 
which people in ~enenl hav not yet become very. 
adept in performing. Tfu.e popular notion of a 
tyrannouR act seems to be one that ie performed by 
a tyrant; the government of R1ssia is tyrannous, 
and the government of the U raitad S~atea is frea; 
hence the acts of the former are tyraunoua ; while es
sentially the same acl;s, if committed by the b,tter, are 
the reverse.-To Day. 

LActures and Meetings. 
THB lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Cluh. 220 E!lst. 15th 

street, on Friday evening, March 13th, will be by W. C. 
Owen. Subject, "Jay Gould, Revolutionist." · 

W. F. J~MlKBON Is lecturing in Muscatine, Ia. He has 
calls into Missouri and Arkansas, but may not hav time to 
fill them this winter, aq be desires to fill nll en~~:agements in 
Iowa before leaving the state. Addreea, Des Moines, In. 

M&. CHABLEB WATTS will make a lecturing tour through 
Iowa and other places weRt of Ct>lcago In April or May next. 
Friends wishing lect11res from Mr. Watts at that tlmP Phonld 
write at once to his agent. Franklin Steiner, Box ~82, Des 
Moines, Ia. 

W. s. BELL, of Oakland, Cal., In coming east in Apr!! has 
changed his route from that he heretofore Intended to take. 
He wlll come over the Union Pacific throagh Ogden and 
DPnver to Omaha. He has made engagements for leclures 
In Nebraska. 

JoaN E. RKMBBURG will spend this month In the Sunny 
South, and he passed throup:h this city last TueBdav on his 
way there. This trip Is the first any Liberal lecturer 
has made through the Southern states, and we hope will 
wake that BPCtion up a llt1le. HIR route and dates 11re: 
Rlcbmrmd, Va., M<~rch 11th; R~lell!'h, N C., 12 h; 
Charleston, 8 U, 13 h ; OcRla, Fla , 14'h. 15 h ; Tampa, 
Fla., 16'h, 17th; D~ Lflnd, Fill., 18·b; Gainesville, 
Fla., 19 h; Chattanooga, Tenn., 2lqt, 22·1; D ;]ton, Ga., 
23d; Oenter. Ala .. 24 h; Cullm<~n, Ala., 25th; New OrleRns, 
La., 26·h; Poncbat0ula La, 27·h; Broo~h11ven, Mls•. 28 b, 
29'h. When he completPs this trip Mr. Remsburg will hsv 
carried the goPpel of Freethought into more than torly 
1 tates and territories. 
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flommunitalions. j the "Sceond Fal!e.cy" is uselessly interrupted by a to establish the criterion of truth, until Cartesiua 
heading "Ie tha Logic Evadible !" the "Remarks" passed his famous dictum as such criteriQ.n, "Cog ito, 
1.1rs mad~ to sw3.Ilow up an independent treatis con- ergo sum" (I think, therefore I 6xist) ; but hie disci· 

Cardl.n"l F."llaci"es of the "Cardinal Fallacies cerning "Sin," which ought to hav been the "Con- pies soon found out its falle.cy and retorted it, "Sum, 
"' •• elusion" or the "Ooroll~rium," as the result of the ergo cogita" (I exist, therefore I think). Some of Gnosticism." h · h 't argument. . Scholastics maintained that aut onty was t e crt e· 

THE TRUTH SEEKER in its last two numbers, of Let us now trim the thicket of the fallllcious rion of truth, as least so far as ethics were con-
February 14th s.nd 21st, published two verbose "F~HMi.oa" u.nd proceed to reduce it to its essence. earned; but this opinion was soon abandoned. 
articles under the heading of " C~rdinal Fallacies of As we etliltt:il. above,.the "Fallacies" pretends to over- German thinkers hav cut this Gordian knot by dis
Gnosticiam," signed, W. W. Carrington. throw the credibility of the existence of a God, and iinguishing subj ectiv certainty from th~ obj activ one. 

Since these articles purport nothing lees than the for Uli~ purpose it assails two of God's attributes, Resaon is the criterion of subjectiv certainty. Ob· 
summary overthrow of Deism by the me&ns of met"'- t>:Ud the fOuthmi.ty of reason. jectiv certainty ml'lly not exist at all and is squarely 
physical arguments on the one hand, and vindic!lte An ignoratio elenchi underlies the entirs treatis, . denied by pessimistic philosophers, while all others 

· "A~nosticism" on the other; the Editor of THE or :lB n PI~in English person would say, "You don't allow that objectiv certainty is~ matter of no impor-
TRU-TH SEEKER will hav the kindness to &How me to k~ow wfi.,t yen are talking about." tance, and is no more than if not existing. Exam-
m:>ke a few remarks on them in order that I might CARDINAL FALLACIES OF. THE "FIRST FALLACY." pie: A beautiful grove on the hillside with enchant· 
reduoe them to their proper measure and plsca them 1. "Literal Omnipotence." Under this head a ing scenery, sweet perfume of flowers, delightful 
whEre they belong. he~p of useless ~ud meaningless words ar~ piled. up wa~bling of birds. in the _rising sun, etc.,. are thiD~S 

The essay in question is itself s tissue of "Csr- without definition of the terms, and questiOns with- which the reasomng subJect (man) perceives; he IS 
dinral F~:.llacies" and such other fr21ilties as might mia- cut auswor. "Literal (omnipotence)," "self- consciouo of them, therefore their existence is a sub· 
lead bona tide Infidels, providing they were ~ble to tr~:usce:cden<Jy," !: what is impossible?'' "transcending jectiv certainty. It there were no human (or rea~on
fish out some me&ning from that cata:r.act of phrases ccr.use," "potGu-tial question," "what is tra~scend· ing) beings to become conscious of thos~ s~me things 
and words. We divide these" Cal'din~l F.:nllacies" eney ?" ete. li.l'El p~r~ly useless, p~rtly meamngless -as we are not conscious of such or similar scenes 
of the "O&rdinal Fallacies" into two groups: A) bom~n~~t. ' on the planet MarE-they might be objectivl:y certaiD, 
form"'l mistakee, and B, object m1stekes. If the !l.ntbor were an adept in philosophy, be yet they could not eon cern us; for the subJect they 

A.-:uORMAL MISTAKEs. would know that all h:s questions were thrashed o~t do not exist. " .. 
This class will cont~in the errors of the author cv2 r and over again for seven hundred years, until Apply this reasoning and method to the spiritual 

which he commits against terms and egainst methods the Seholafltico buded them for good. He would world" and you conclude that, if supernatural. po~ers 
(Dialeotics and Methodology). ~lso !mow why these questions ware buried never to do exist (objectivly), they do net exist sub]ect!vly, 

1. Gnosticism-Agnosticism: It :ls a "petitio dse f!il~'ain in the minds of metapbysiciRns or experts because reason, the criterion of subjectiv certaJDty, 
principii" to call Christian TrinitR.l'illlnB" Gnostics," in phllosophy. Lat ua explain it. is not conscious of them, sines no such powers are 
if not a downright" argumentum ad hominem/' not W.h"'t is "omnipotence~" 0 ronipotence is. an at- within the realm of subjectiv perception. 
only became the sect of that name does not exist. i.n tribn~e of powe1· to perform all possible deeds. Criterion of Truth, therefore, is evidence. . . 
our days and the idea. itfJelf has been repudi&ted by What is ~'possible," or "possibility!" Possibility Whether sin exists? depends on its defin1ti9n. 
the church; but mainly for the reason thlilt Ch:l.'istis.n !a the freedom from contradiction in the terms. If sin be transgre&sion of law, it does exist. Where 
philosophy abhors the imputaMon. Christian phil.oa- Possibility iEi phyaicsl, mortal, and logical. It is pos- there is no law, there is no sin. Few r,nd easy la~s 
ophy does not claim to know God. On the contrary, eibla logic1'.lly that Archimedes should lift the earth mean few and slight sins (trtOnegressione)

1 
and vwe 

the Sc;holaatics teach that God's existence cannot be f:wm out Ha m:hit, but it is impossible physically. versa. 
demonstra~ed by arguments a priori, it munt be To murda!: end stef!.l is possible both logically and Therefore: 1. Omnipotence does not involve log-
proved a poste1·iori. They say with St. Augustin phveicaUv but it is impossible morally. ical impossibility, consequently it is possible. 
that they know better what God is not t.he:o. what he - What, utbe:t', is impossible logically? A proposi- 2. God's all-knowledge and his (hypothetical) will 
is. If the author does not know thif!, he lS\bors tio!l is logi.3tt.lly impossible, whose terms contradict. do not impair man's free will. 
under "ignoratio elenchi./' if he does know &nd Thus: + 4 sL.d- 4 {plus four and minus four): one 3 Self-transcendency is non ens. 
still calls his adversaries by ~a nickname, his ~.etion excludes the other, like wood-atone (wooden stone). 4. Man has subjsotiv certainty by his reason, the 
is not dignified. Agnostic ia not yet li sciantificia1Iy FurHwrmora, two nag~tiv propositions cannot admit criterion of truth being evidence. 
accepted term. But if it me!lns what its etymology ~:ny ~cmo1uaion; Hms: (1) no animal is stone; (2) no 5 Sin exists where law is acknowledged. . 
hints at, "one who knows not" (viz., things "F.rupsrnat- man i8 hse; what conclusion could be drawn from Since these points are proved to be true, their 
ural"), the suthor a till commits two ae:;:i.ous mlisiiakea th~s0 ? A i;hing logically impossible is called non opposite are fallacies. 
when he ml.\kes the" Gnostic" define the Agnosfuic ens (no bdr;g). Q. e. d. 
as "one who profesuss to know nothing," end !n the Now, i.f we 2pply theas principies, so well known 
Agnostic' a own definition, "one w.ho belJ.sv,ga the to hn::Ici6e1s, the author's zeal to compel God to do 
hum~n mind to be incapable of ~l3solute knowledge." whaf ia s. non ens, th~t is, a mere negation of possi
In the former, those who knew nothing are cert!linly bility, ir; highly ridiculous. 
not olnimed by the Agnoatioe; in the l~t~er the au- 2. What is "self-transcendency~" A term that 
thor kms the Agnostics by simply ideniifyiug them wn 11ld be better urH."lm:atood in English if called 
with Pynhonisns, according to whom nothing e~n " Sfllf-ovane~ehing ;" in other words, it is s term 
bs known except the one proposition thilt "nothing :.sr;Drtlng, say, i;hgt, ~ thing is six fee~ higb, yet it is 
c!m. be known." Thst Agnost.ics are not identical ~1::;o sevllil feet high ~t the same time. These are but 
wHb. P,Vll'l'ho:oiems we know well snough. 1 hHr:.d I?Wr•inge :ln ths d::~rkness. " Self" is one term, 

2. "Unaclultera~ed logic "-"metaphysical mud:" ,: trmn~cm:ideney" !.;; ~not:ter. Suppose "self" refers 
One who reads the euthm:'s essay must be misled by ~0 "Petsr" which term wm include all properties 
the supposition t.hat H is m logicm.l tre~tis, whereas it of p 6 t5r. 'To " tnmseend" means to mount over, or 
is not. The appaml to logic, on Sit Je!\st three oec!l.- to i:.ou on~· · by ~his term we !lttl'ibute more to Peter 
sions, is vein and erroneous. He means sound thM ~ "s;:Jf (Ps~er)" Mtulillly meant; thus: the 
reasoning, that is, not contrary to the ls.ws of syl- figu;ce 4 !s 5; whiGh is contradiction= non ens. We 
logism. We know not whmt "tldu!terated" cr "un- m'~H fnrthm· ~aa th~>t Spencer's quoted words: 
adulten:.tcd" logic ia; we know that logic la the 1 4< Fin;~ O":UQS mnst bo tot&l-!\bsolute," are just ~s 
science snd IH'~ of thinking; thiflt is, !t: course of :ru!ea glmurd t<B ite " tmnscending the lRws," but we must 
for terms, propositions, syllogisms, defini~i.ona, e~o. n 1·ocerad. 
There is flO flrguillg in logic mbout Supsrnaturfil 0! £' CARDINAL FALLACY OF THE " SECOND FALLACY." 
self-tra:mscendent. The arguing p1ut of philcaopby " Oo existing omnipotence and volition "-a hom
is roet~p~ysics, whi~h comprises ?ntology, emn.uo!ogy, biist) wh~eh, i.f 'fspped, will memn absolute P!edeatina
~tnth~opo,ogy, ps:v.cnology, p~yawlogy, Jus fYaturcei Mon <W oppOBHd to hun;amn "fre~ will." . n 18 e:not~e'l.' 
Ethwa 1Vaturahs1 or ethxcs li!ll:ld e!:'ll;h8oHlS. I, d o1023 ds;;.Cl. and bur1ed questions which are betng 
is e~uallr, ~&in to apeak ?f "premi~es" and '~ c~n- drggged into existence by Oalvinietic ignor~~once. 
cluew:ns; smce auch premtses lil.re no. medle, no rr.lld- Let liB :recb<~e i.l.l AU knowledge, all power, and 
die tm·ms employed, thet•efol."e no conclusion mm takfl wm i:ll'o t~~'l'<'e of the :meny attributes of God. 
placo. '' Metaphysic~l mud" is au unworthy e:z.- 'fhmJB flltt!.·ibul.es are not different from the essence 
p1·es~ion. All mcdern sa well es S~noient philosophy of Gcd tb!it ii! they are God, eo that, according to 
is ",nwtap~ysicB," and the. t~rm. is. onl:v dsnou:uced Christ1~n theoiogy, G_nd km:~ws all tbi~ga and God 
by tnoae Wl:lO hsv bitd no trsmmg m 1t. Whflt sre tbe wHJg !<ll thinga fl'Om 1:111 etermty, and thmgs step out 
works of Herbert Spencer but met!!.physiof:l ~ So a:re l.nb cxiBhmce from the f.!t2te of possibility and v_irt
the tmt,bor's m:ticJes. u~Jii',y b. time &nd under the oircumstances thus 

3. :1'-ranspire ia a linguisticer.l misk;ke, cmnmiMed. forekniwn1 Bn:d thus forewilled by God. Iu other 
by all who are unfamiliar with English e>tymo1ogy. wcrd8, if I so8 a blind man approach a ditch I also 
" Tl.'~nspire" memns to leak through, from trans, see tbt ha is blind, I also know that he will fall into 
throngh, aud spiro, spirare-vi-tum, to breathe, blow it vet my will is not ita e~mse. God foresees and 
(wind), li.ke wind blowi~g through canvas; an~ it.is f~r~willa not only that s. man does or does. not do a 
employeo. of aocrets wh1ch leak out through :m.d1s- thiw;' but 11Jso t!:u11t be does or neglects It by free 
creet ttflttle. Hence it ce,n never signify to oc;cur or will ~'r by mis~mko. God' a fora-will does not inter
to h:ilppen, in which me~P.ning the tluthor uses it. Jere wit.h mm::.'s free will, becmuse hia fore-will is, 

Aa to methodology the chief faults of the essay rtl'fl thr~,t m.Rn r4hcuid perform e thing freely. 
the total eJ.bSeDOe Of method j the lack Of definitiOii.lS CARDINAL FALLACY OF THE "THIRD FALLACY." 
of the terms employed ; the bewildering showe'-' cf 1Iuman ce1·tainty. This question belongs to that 
superfluous words, which circllmstaneo engenders part of logic which ia called "Logica Critica," and it 
confusion, and renders tha eesay unir..ta!Hgibla e.nd bears ~h0 title oi "The Criterion of Truth," and not 
unreadable. ~<Hum:m Clartl\inty." Juet like the two others, this 

B.-oBJECT MISTAKEs. is also 11. demd and buried question; why should it be 
Mr. W. W. Carrington's ' 1 Csrdinal F~11Miea of dr~g~od before the public once more~ The essence 

Gnosticism" fills eight columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER; of it~ in e nutshe!!, is this: We bav no ideas in mind 
and iA divided into three parts, viz.: except tb;:ough our senses; but our senses are falli-

" Firat Fallmcy: Literal Omnipotence." ble, thercdo1·e our knowledge of things cannot be ab-
" Second Fe.llaoy: Co-existing Omnipotence snd eolu~ely certain. In other words, judgments paaaed 

Volition." by re~son !llro fallible; they cannot establish ce~-
" Third Fallacy: Human Oertninty." tainty. Raaaon is not the criterion of truth. Phi-
This ~bird part is followed by "Remtuks." While Iosophers were working through the past centuries 

A. MoayoR6sr. 

"Not Too Mnch of This Good Thing" 
Was the heading, in the Chicago Herald of February 
22d over the beading of an !irticie referring to the 
ent~l'tainmsnt and ball given by the Seculllr Mutual 
Improvement Society, in Princess Opera House, in 
honor of Washington'.: birthday. Tha first part of 
the program waa r. one act comedy, improved and 
adapted for the occasion by E. A. Stevens, entitled, 
"Too Much of a Good Thing." The characters were 
all well rendered by the particips.nts, the Herald 
aecordiD@' them all justly merited praise, and the 
Chicago ~ ribune declaring thet the performance re
flected the greatest credit on all the performers. 
Following is the cast: 

OHARAOTEES. 

MRs. PERKINS ................................. Mies Frankie Prentice. 
MR. PERKINS ............................................. Mr. Geo. Borst. 
HATTIE PERKINs ............................... Mies Hattie Coleman. 
NELLIE PERKINS .............................. Miss Dora Schoefthaler. 
EumoE BowLEs .................................... MlsA Grace Stiles. 
JENNIE CowPEB .................................... Mies Nellie Rlple.y. 
ToM PERKINS ....................................... Mr. Louis Harrts. 
FRED ScHUYLER .......................................... Mr. Jno. Stiles. 
PoLLY ............................................. Miss Lizzie Prentice. 

As "Tom Perkins," Mr. Louis Harria was a revela· 
tion to most people, few being aware that he was a 
ns.tural-born geniue, excelling as ~comedian many 
professionals of to·day. . . . 

Miss Grace Stiles a:nd M1ss Frank1e Prentice 
deserve special mention for the ease and naturalness 
with which they sustained their part.s. 

The young coxcomb, "Mr. Schuyler," was cleverly 
presented by voung Mr. Sbiles. In the play was in
troduced a duet by Dor~~o Scboeftl:li't.ler and Grace 
Stiles, "Beautiful Sea," in which their voices blended 
charmingly. Miss M. Harris performed the accom
paniment. "Tom Perkins" sang mn Irish eharacter 
song which brought down the house. 

After the plP.y, the flo?r _was cle~red for dancing, 
and a most enjoyable &ffstr 1t was, as some of the old 
and honored friends of tbe cause, men of wealth and 
influenct>, lent their presence on this occasion, who 
hav not been present for a couple of yea.ra. 

The supper was both excellent in quality and 
service. . . b 

The Secular Mutual Impl'ovement Soc1ety Wit • 
drew from all connection with the Chicago Secular 
Union some time ego, and si~:~ce that bav maintained 
an entirely independent org~nizstion, prosperiDg.far 
beyond their expectations. 

So far from the Bible containing a true record of 
the events it professes to n1u·ra.t~, ~ ~areful cons.id~r
ation of its contents shows that It .IS maccurate 1n 1ts 
science, falr;e in its history, and b&d in its morality. 
-Arthur B. Moss. 
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Unle8s otherwise specified, all publications 
noticed he'l'e can be had of TBR TRUTH SEEKER 
COMPANY, at the p'l'ices named. 

The "Captains of Industry," second 8eries, 
is now out •. It is a book for young Ameri. 
cans, and its object Is to hold up brilliant and 
worthy examples for the youth of the coun
try to follow. And when we add that James 
Parton is the writer nothing more need be 
said of its intrinsic merit. Mr. Parton is the 
best biographer that we know anything about. 
His "Life of Voltaire" cannot be ma!ched in 
the field of biography for its grace and frank
ness of style. It is at once history and blog. 
raphy, and is as melodious as a poem. The 
sketches in the "Captains of Industry" Ee· 
ries are written in the same easy way. They 
are of men for whom Mr. Parton enteTtains 
a personal affection, and through whose 
example he hopes the young men of to-day 
may be lifted out of poverty. There is a ro
mance about their careers which acts as an 
incentiv upon the reader, who will be loth to 
drop the book ere he has read clear to the 
end. We heartily commend it for all boys 
from ten to twenty years of age, and for 
their fathers. Price, $1 25. 

.Mr. Benjamin R. Tucker has z>ublished 
Count Leo Tolstol's "Ctmrch ·ana State," 
translating it directly from Tolstoi's manu 
script. It was written several years ago, but 
he has thus far kept it in manuscript in con
sequence of the aroitrary regime existing in 
Russia. It is an assault upon both church 
and state from the standpoint of Christ's 
teachings. There are many good things In 
the title essay, but the standpoint assumed 
reduces its value to nineteenth century folks. 
The bulk. of the book is an essay on" Money." 
Other subjects are: Man and Woman: Their 
Respectiv Function~; The Mother; A Second 
Supplement to the Kreutzer Sonata. Tolstoi 
is something like eighteen hundred-years be
hind the times, and his philosophy is in keep
ing with the age in which ·he mentally live. 
The book sells for 50 cents in cloth ; 25 cents 
in paper. 

There seems to be a fad nowadays for writ
ing novels which shall, while amusing, also 
preach heresy, social or religious. Several 
of these hav been sent to us, but almost with
out exception they are neither good novels 
nor good sermons. Mr. Thompson in his 
recent work on the "Philosophy of Fiction" 
has explained why this is almost necessarily 

the" preaching" pages and the desired effect 
is lost. Like the old farmer who reproa,hed 
the boy that went down cellar to draw elder 
and returned with a pltcherful on which 
floated drops of candle grease, the average 
reader wants his " taller and cider sep'rate." 
Others who like them mixed will find this a 
fairly interesting work. 

The passing wayfarer will be more startled 
by the title of the "Confessions of a Nun" 
than by its contents. H Sister Agatha" is 
the writer's convent name. It is a story of 
love and intrigue, spiced with what the book 
critics call realism, which means a hint of 
vice revealed in decorous phrase, and is the 
alleged experience of a young girl from her 
novitiate to her desertion of her religious life 
and her marriage. Incidentally several other 
nuns make confes~ions, and life in a convent 
is depleted as anything but the quiet, satisfac
tory existence the church teaches. The 
writer is something of a voluptuary in style 
and tries to giv those who expect racy read
ing in confessions of nuns as much of what 
they are after as be can for the money and 
keep clear of the law. The book will not be 
read by good Roman Catholics. Price, 50 
cents. 

Those who want a home- made Spiritualistic 
novel, after the style of Lois Waisbrooker's 
"Perfect Motherhood," will find one in 
Mary E. Buell's "The Sixth Benge, or Elec
tricity." It is not, however, much of an ex
ception to the novels heretofore spoken of. 
It is chiefly dialog, too long drawn out, much 
of it commonplace, and unless the worthiness 
of its object make amends for literary defi
cl~>ncies it ·wm never be regarded as an 
·'Uncle Tom's Cabin" of Spiritualism. But 
as, possibly, we may be prejudiced against 
fictional and didactic mixtures, it is better to 
quote the description of the publlshers, 
Messrs. Colby & Rich, of the Banne1· of 
Lt:glit. They say that it" is. a new and pleas: 
ing story so interestingly told that. each indi
vidual character of its d'l'amatis pe'l'aonaJ 
speedily comes to be regarded by the reader 
as a familiar acquaintance. and all of them 
as every-day associates. One of these pos
sesses spiritual gifts, being both clairvoyant 
und cla1raudient; and, added to these, a clear 
perception of the philosophy and phenomena 
of modern Spiritualism. In the course of 
the narrativ much Is expll).ined that is prob
lematic to those newly investigating the sub
ject, and in some instances to long. established 
Spiritualists." Those having more faith in 
their judgment than in ours will do well to 
send us $1.25 and receive a copy of the 
work. It is bound in cloth, 521 pages. 

so, but with the cause we are not now con- Austin Bierbower, who wrote so good a 
cerned. The most brilliant exception to this work on "The Virtues and Their Reasons," 
sw~eping rule is a work ca.lled "Jerome has now given us one on "The Socialism of 
Leaster," by Lillian Sommers, writer of the Christ; or, the Attitude of Early Christians 
.book ''For Her Dally Bread," to which toward Modern Problems." Without consid
Colonel Ingersoll wrote an introduction, and ering the inconsequence of the inquiry Mr. 
in grateful acknowledgment Miss Sommers Bierbower has entered upon, or what possible 
dedicates this book to him, "who, unsolic- utility it can be to us of this day to know 
ited, stretched forth a helping hand when" what a band of half-insane and altogether 
she" most needed it." What raises ".Jerome deluded people thought or said upon the 
Leaster" above -the multitude of preaching stupendouR problems which the twentieth 
novels is that the sermonizing is skilfully .century must solve or see Anarchy and tyr
concealed in working out the plot, which is anny enthroned in the world again, it may be 
that of an inventor whose home is ruined by said that In writing It the author of this book 
the fanatical devotion of a wife to her holy ·has done not a little to help the clergy out of 
Catholic religion. Like Dlclrens, in hla the hole they are ln. At present the "cloth" 
works which swept away many abuses in cannot preach Christianity and at the same 
Enj!;land, Miss Sommers's char!}cters are time advocate the ultra views of the social 
made real, and it is their lives, not their talk, reformers. This book will teach them how 
which appeal to the reader. There is more to do it. But at the same time they will hav 
than a touch in" Jerome Leaster" of the gen. to, as Mr. Bier bower has done, stretch the 
ius which shines in Olive Schreiner's "S•ory meaning of Christ's words beyond plausibility 
of an African Farm," and at the same time to show that he meant such deep and far
more of the conventional fiction style. The reaching s,)c!alism and humanitarianism as 
book will be promptly placed upon the our modern 11ge is forced to consider. That 
Index JCropu?·gato'l'ius of the Roman church, the early Christians were Communists there 
for it damns her convent teaching and relig. is no question. But this idea was not enter
ions ecstasies to everlasting perdition. It is tained by Christ, as Mr. Bierbower by impli
at once a warning against and a revealment cation admits; only by his followers. 
of the power of religion; of its abuse by the Christ's ideas, as any fair reading of the evan
church, and the hideous consequences too gelists will show. were bounded by his imme
often following its complete possession of a diate present. He believed himself to be sent 
sentimental but true woman. Every woman to manage things spiritually and to gather 
of culture who leans toward Romanism the people into his father's heaven. He did 
should read it. It carries a great lesson, and not believe his kingdom to be of this world, 
those not in danger will find it touch their and his opposition to wealth wa.s because the 
sympathies tenderly but strongly. Lovers of rich men were st\ff.necked about receiving 
good works will hold it as a book when his doctrin, and he could not readily convert 
loaned to be recovered and reperused. them. This close companionship with the 
Price, $1.50. poor was because he found them willing, as 

the poor and dissatisfied usually are, to re-
" Almost Persuaded," by Will N. Harben, ceive a doctrin which promised them relief 

paper cover, 50 cents, is another of the from toil, or at least a substantial reward 
preaching novels, but is not so much an ex- therefor when they were translated. He 
ception to the general worthlessness of the3e played to the gallery because the orchestra 
works as ''Jerome Leaster." But it is a chairs and boxes would not applaud him. 
hundredfold better than most of them, and His doctrin was, to snffer here for 
makes for righteousness in a pathetically en- the sake of recompense hereafter; and it 
tertaining way, somewhat after the manner is just this miserable Idea that holds the 
of the Unitarians and other good people who world back. It is also the idea of all relig
confound virtuous and charitable works with ions, and is one very good reason why relig
religlon. There is, however, too much con- ion ought to be dethroned and the entbus!
sideration of religion in it for a novel, and asm it evokes turned in some practical 
not sufficient for a polemical treatis. Stanley direction. Jesus r?.D away from the offer of 
Clayton, the hero, Js a skeptic. His father is an earthly k!ngahip, however unable the 
a very orthodox Christian. His sweetheart offerers were to bestow it, showing that his 
is also a Christian. Henry Lawson, a young reformatory zeal was all for the" spiritual" 
man employed by the elder Clayton to be a life. In this, as Mr. Bierbower concludes, 
companion to Stanley, is of the same faith. he was imitated by his followers, who 
Theology is considered in a series of conver- "veered from their original course," the later 
sations between the four, and the skeptic has apostles not only acquiescing in but "up
no trouble in maintaining his ground. It re- holding the social systems of the day, giving 
quires, however, a very skilful novelist to up their time entirely to the spiritual or 
sandwich didactics into a work of fiction, and moral." This seems to be regretted by Mr. 
where the novel proper is as skil!ully done Bier bower, but perhaps it was just as well. 
as in this case the average reader wlll skip, A polity founded upon the teachings of 

JaauR would suit very few but Reformed 
PreFbyterians. The price .·or "Socialism of 
Christ" is $1. 

Mr. Caleb 8. Weeks sends us two works, 
one a five-cent tract, "The Philosophy of 
Evil: a New Gospel Lesson from the Apple
trees," and the other, "Selections from the 
Poets, With Responses" by himself. The 
first Is a reverie coming to the poet when he 
sought the shades of Westchester after an un
usually long spell of work pulling hard-bedded 
t€eth (for be it known Dr. Weeks is a dentist, 
and that a j!Ood one). Under the apple-trees 
be lay and dreamed. and the wretchedness of 
the world flitted like a picture of despair 
across his vision. "The selfishness and 
nameless wrong which so greatly prevail, 
swaying indivldnals and society, producing 
great crops of miserv, came to" his" recollec
tion, and with it the fact tbat the same un. 
happy condition existed, differing onlv in de
gree, in all human society, not excepting the 
beautiful country around" him. But in nat. 
ure he found a !!Olace and a balm, and. the 
apple-trees talked to him of better times, of 
prophecies of golden fruition of men's hopes. 
A.s the fragrant blossoms evolute into nour
ishing food, so should man's travail in this 
vale of woe finally cease and the period of 
ripening come to the race. Mr. Weeks 
lls~ned, learned, and his "spirit expanded 
with gratitude to the divine Father and 
Mother.'' But he forgot the sour apples, and 
far be it from us to disturb his dream. 

The Selections from the Poets is fl. more 
pretentious volume. The Introduction only 
wHl giv an adequate idea of its scope and 
purpose. He says : 

"In reading the works of some of the poets 
who ho.v treated of nature and life, especially 
those who hav dealt with the moral asp<cts 
of these subjects, and while greatly interested 
in their flashes of genius and the glimpses of 
natural law which they revealed, I hav, 
nevertheless, seen some of their truths dis
torted, or so connected in statement with the 
pre-received errors as to seem to confirm the 
errors, while truths highly beautiful were left 
obscure, or failed to convey their full import, 
by the omission of important sides of the 
philosophy presented. Where the facts of 
outer life were seen, the vital principle-spir
itual law.s-underlying, overlapping, encir
cling, pervading, filling, and moving all, unit
Ing nature in a co-working system, and 
making physical phenomena lnt€lligible, were 
sometimes so enveloped by dogmatic mists 
that a blurred view was imparted even by the 
poetic inspirations. In these cases, as well 
as where the thought enlightened me, there 
would arise the desire to answer, to amplify, 
and brln~r out some of the antithetical or 
counterpartlng- truths that the clearer light of 
our day affords. So I wrote Responses on 
the margins of the pages while reading, imi
tating the styles of the authors. Some of 
these I afterwards copied, enlarged, and 
placed in connection with the poems and 
passages reqponded to; and though I may 
lack the ability to perfect them poetically, 
yet, believing that some portions of our life's 
philosophy and laws are more fully and truly 
given in my Responses, I ha.v concluded to 
publish them. 

"This statement! am aware does not show 
the modesty that authors are expected to ex
hibit, but it tells the m:otiv for my work, and 
it would be absurd to affect modesty while 
presuming to respond to some of our greatest 
poe! a. 

" In some of my Responses I hav repeated 
thoughts uttered in others; tor my purpose 
in this work is to put the corresponding idea 
in proximity with that which suggested it 
and to make the answer to each selection 
complete in itself. 

"The selections occupy the even. numbered 
pages; the responses, the pages opposit." 

Those who like Mr. Weeks's philosophy will 
find the correct.ions he has· made to the poets 
quoted just to their taste. It is hard to dis
tinguish some of them from the original, save 
by the sentiment expressed. Price, $1 25. 

When Moses had written the five books of 
the Pentateuch, including a graphic account 
of his own funeral, he is generallv thought 
to hav closed his literary labors. But some
bodv sends us the" Sixth and Seventh Books 
of Moses," just as though he was on better 
terms with the Hebrew lawgiver than the 
Jews themselvs. It is, however, not claimed 
that Moses wrote them, only that they are 
" taken from the Mosaic ·hooks of the Cabala 
and the Talmud, for the Good of Mankind." 
They are discourses on Magic and Spirit-Art, 
fanciful explanat.ions of biblical incidents, 
and we fail to see wherein mankind is bene
fited by them. 

Aim W. Brayton, of Glen's Falls, bas writ
ten a little board-bound book on the "Origin 
of the Bible, in Prose and Rbvme, with 
Other Poems, both Rellglous and Domestic." 
Mr. Brayton is an irreligious person. but his 
poetry is of the home-made order. The book 
was. probably published for his· personal 
gratification and to circulate among his neigh
bora. We hope they will read it and become 
imbueQ. with its author's Infidelity. 

Mr. James Vick says, and we agree with 
him because he furnishes grat!s seeds for the 
foreman's garden, the fruit whereof we ex
pect to eat, that "no lover of a fine plant or 
szarden can afford to be without a copy of 
Vick's Floral Guide for 1891. It is an elegant 
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book of over one hundred pageil St x 10§
inches, beautiful colored illustrations of Sun
rise Amarant.hus, Hydrangea, and Potatoes. 
Instructions for planting, cultivating, etc. 
Full list of everything that can be desired in 
the way of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, 
Plants, Bulbs, etc. Also full particulars re
gatding the cash prizes of $1,000 and $2GO. 
The novelties hav been tested and founrl 
worthy of cultivation. We hope it will be 
our good luck: to see the Nellie Lewis Carna
tion and taste the Orand Ra.pids Lettuce. It 
costs nothing, because the ten cents you send 
for it ca.n be deducted from the first order 
forwarded. We advise our friends to secure 
a coPy of James Vick,Seedsman, Rochester, 
N.Y." 

The March A'l'ena opens with an essay by 
Prot Alfred Hennequin, on "The Drama of 
the Future." Rev. Cha.s. F. Deems wri eq 
on ''Evolution and Morality," taking the 
position maintained ,by conpervativ ortho
doxy. Prof. Joseph R 1des Buchanan con
tributes an essav on "Nationalization of the 
Land a~:~ First Presented." Rabbi Solomon 
Schindler discusses immigration. The Rev. 
Howard MacQueary writes on "Shelley the 
Skeptic." Albert Ross write~ on " What is 
Immoral in Literature." C. V<in D. Cheno
weth contributes a paper on the diEcoveries 
being made by students of psychology. W. 
D. McCrackan writes on "The SIViBs Refer
endum." Henry A. Hartt, M D., argues at 
length that drunkenness is a crime, and 
should be punished as such. The editor con. 
tributes short papers on "Home Influence 
and the Child," "An Object Lesson in Free
dom," "Class Interests and the Rights cf the 
People," and "Herbert Spencer's ArraiJ.!n
ment of Class Medical Laws." Price, 50 
cents. 

Mr. S. D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich., has 
printed in neat pamphlet form his individual 
experience as a child, a youth, and a man. 
To which be has added two of his articles 
originally published in this journal. Mr. 
Moore is one of the most zealous of Liberals 
and a man of shrewd common sense. Those 
who hav made his acqutJ.lDlance at Liberal 
meetings w!ll probably like his pamphlet as 
a reminder of a sterling worker in the cat se, 
and Mr. Moore will probably send them one 
for 10 or 15 cents. 

Ella E. Gibson has begun the publication 
ot the M01·alist at Barre, Mass. It is the or
gan of the Brotherhood of Moralists, and it 
is to be devoted " to scourging error, over
coming vice, harmonizing truths,. enlisting 
the sympathies of the masses, inviting them 
to walk in the paths with us and be our com
panions over the dusky fortuitous road-bed 
of experience, aspiratioLJ, and determination; 
resolving, that as we see the truth we will 
obey its teachings and follow it to the end, 
be it t~roscrlption for oplniou's sake, ostra
cism for our unpopularity, or derision for our 
attempt to lead society away from its antag
onisms into the more congenial atmosphere 
of thought, reason, practicability, general 
good, and usefulness." Miss Gibson is a good 
writer and will undoubtedly make a good 
editor. The Moralist appears monthly at $1 
per year. 

Swedes, Danes, and Norw~gians should 
send to N. S. Johnson, Sioux Falls, S. D., 
for a copy of his book entitled, "Is the Bible 
the Word of God?" Mr. A. Jacobson, who 
can read it, and ls a man of good judgment, 
says: "It is a book that not one of all the 
priests of Christendom can refute, althoup;h. 
they may be disposed to exhibit their ability 
to defame and slander; which, by the way, 
is the only method practicable for deceiving 
those who are behind the veil. All who ex:
amin the book critically, come to the con
clusion that God never intended any man to 
write the Bible. How can anyone believe 
that God would so degrade himself as to 
blacken his own character in the manner 
shown In this book? 'fhere are many pas
sages so obscene in the so. called word of God 
that even the most shameless priest would 
not dare to read them to the public. I do 
sincerely recommend the book to all those 
who would investigate and Ree forthemselvs." 
We believe the price is 25 cents. 

'rbe publishers of her hook say: " Helen 
Gardener, the author of 'Is This Your Son, 
My Lord?' corrects the impression that 
would naturally follow the reading of her 
frank storv. that it had been prompted by 
Tolstoi's 'Kreutzer Sonata.' The manuscript 
for her story, it would seem, was in the hands 
of the publishers 1om; before the first Eog
llah version of the Husslan book appeared. 
and was first intended as a serial story for 
the .A'l'ena. ' Is This Your Son, My Lord ?' 
is enjoying a phenomenal sale. Although 
less than four months hav elapsed since it 
was brought out, four editions of five thou
sand copies each hav been issued." 

"The True Theory of Christianity," by 
Andrew w. Madison, price 15 cents, to be 
had of A. C. Huene & Brother, 111 Broad
way Brooklyn, is not a book of much logical 
ability, dealing principally In assumptions 
about" things that men should know." The 
author is a Christian who is content to 
"know" there is a God, a heaven, a hell, a 
Holy Ghost, and a soul which is the real 
man. We think, however, with Artemas 
Ward, that it ls better not to know so many 
things than to know so many things that are 
not so. 
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Several months ago Colonel " Bob" Ingersoll delivered a 
lecture at Philadelphia for the benefit of Walt Whitman, the 
old poet and his work being the subject. It was an apology 
and defense as well as an eloquent and impassioned address, 
and being about equally characteristic' of the subject and the 
speaker it caused a decided sensation in the audience, none 
of which accepted the whole of Whitman or Ingersoll. The 
1 ecture has just been printed in full, with the title, " Liberty 
in Literature." It is subdivided under heads, some of which 
are, "The Religion of the Body,"" Humanity," and "What 
is Poetry?" A good portrait of the poet, by Grlbayedoff, 
faces the title-page. 

DJflerent Methods of Literary Censors. 
Mr. A. Oomstock, the activ censor of literature, 

has made the annual report for the Society for the 
Suppression of Vice. In this report he relates he ia 
occasionally applied to to act as censor of manuscripts 
as well as of printed matter. But he does not allow 
his office to be used to advertise salacious works, and 
takes much credit to himself for his virtuous ways. 
He relates one instance wherein he proves himself to 
be a worthy successor of his saintly nameeake : 

"A young woman in June last called at our office, saying 
she had written a book to advertise herself as an actress, in
tending to outrival Mrs. Lan~try. She bad taken her manu
script to a printer to hav it published, but because of itl! 'spicy 
character,' as she said, he refused to publish it, and referred 
her to our office. She propoeed, as a matter of business, to 
pay us to allow her book to be issued. When shown the 
law, she proposed to strike out the unlawful matters, and 
then brazenly wanted to know if we would ' not attack her 
book just a little to make it sell.' Receiving a negativ re. 
ply, she then offered to pay liberally for this as&istance, all 
of which was declined, and her book was not published." 

Mr. Oomstock proceeds, it seems, on different lines 
from those followed by Mr. Wanamaker, the 
postmaster-general, who bas also set up as censor of 
literature. Mr. Wanamaker says in his last report 
that the thrifty bluster which publishers may make 
over books excluded from the mails can hav no effect 
upon his conduct. We eall attention to his words: 

"Some hav said that the exclusion of a book only draws 
attention to it and makes the damage caused by its sale the 
greater. That, as I conceive, is no affair of a sworn public 
official. Moreover, the 'advertising' which it is held the de
partment gave the objectionable publication was entirely due 
to the thrifty bluster of the publisher who, however much he 
complained of the injustice of the decision of tbe department, 
never appealed to the postmaster-general to hav it reversed. 
The question is not pertinent, either, why the department 
doe!! not exclude certain other publications from the mails 
which are admitted to be indecent. It treats these cases only 
as they are brought to its attention; and one complaint is 
considered as carefully as another." 

Mr. Wanamaker affirms that he has no discretion 
in the matter, and is 11 obliged to act when applied 
to." Moreover, he treats cases as they are brought 
to his attention, " and one complaint is considered 
as carefully as another." In view of this poaitiv as
sertion we can but wait with patience for his deci
sion on what we believe to be an important matter 
to which his attention was called four weeks ago by 
$he l!lditor of THE TnuTu SEExEB, who forwarded to 

him a book of which the subjoined is a copy of. the 
title-page: 

TBS 

HOLY BIBLE,, 
OONTAINING THE 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 
TRANSLATED OUT OF 

THE ORIGINAL TONGUES; 
AND WITH 

Tml: FORlllli:B TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY COMPARED AND 

R"RVIBBD. 

NEW YOBK: 
AMEBIOAN BIBLE SOOIETY, 

INSTITUTED IN TliE 'ili:AR MDCCCXVI, 

1890. 

We had begun to think, as no decision on the 
book has as yet reached us, that perhaps Mr. Wana
maker does not always reply to letters sent him. 
But, on reading his report, and pondering upon the 
positiv statements made therein, we must conclude 
that he is considering the quality of the work sent 
him for his decision. This is well. The matter is of 
grave importance, and one tbat no honest literary cen
sor would decide hastily. The book has a wide cir
culation, thousands of copies having been printed by 
the firm publishing it, and if it is to be suppressed a 
great number of people will be affected by the deci· 
sion. On the other hand, the responsibility of per
mitting the mailing of a work of such a character is 
one that the honest censor will not lightly assume. 
There are several chapters and verses in the book 
which at a first glance seem to fall under the 
postmaster-general's definition of non- mailable print. 
They must seem to any hone!:Jt censor 11 offensiv to 
modesty," and "tending to subvert respect for de
cency and morality," and therefore Mr. Wanamaker 
should not be hurried in making up his mind, how
ever prompt Mr. Oomstock may be when he is applied 
to by Ohristian editors or writers of spicy books. 
As a short horse is soon curried-so at least it ie 
said-it may be that Mr. Oomstock has a reason for 
a quick decision not possessed by Mr. Wanamaker. 

On the New Tax Bill. 
The members composing the Assembly committee 

of this state on Taxation and Retrenchment are F. 
P. Demarest, of Rockland; James L. Dempsey, of 
Oneida; 0. W. Sutherland, of Kings ; L. P. Gillette, 
of Niagara; William Ryan, of Westchester; S. J. 
Foley, of New York; George M. Beakes, of Sullivan; 
J. 0. Keelir, of St. Lawrence; J. Aepinwall, of 
Kings; W. D. Stevenson, of Washington; and Will
iam Kennedy, of Onondaga county. They may be 
addressed at the Assembly chamber, Albany, N. Y. 

This committee has before it a bill revising the tax 
laws of the state, but still exempting church prop
erty and property of ministers and priests to the 
extent of fifteen hundred dollars. As at first drawn 
the bill would tax parochial schools; but on protest 
of the Oatholics, Mr. Dempsey, who introduced the 
measure, has assured the public that he has no desire 
to hit the Oatholic church, and it is, therefore, prob
able that an amendment exempting parochial schools 
will be tacked to the bill. 

We hav sent to the members of the committee 
copies of the speeches made before the Ways and 
Means Oommittee of a previous Assembly by T. B. 
Wakeman, Gilbert Hawes, and S. B. Duryea advo
cating the taxation of ecclesiastical property, and 
also written them letters calling attention to the 
need of equalizing taxation more than the bill now 
before them does. We think every Freethinker in 
the state should do the same. Letters should be 
sent also to every Assemblyman not in this com
mittee by residents of each one's district The fol
lowing is a list of the Assemblymen and the counties 
they represent : 

Albany-Walter E Ward, Rep.; Michael J Nolan, Galen 
E Bitt, John T Gorman, Dem. 

Allegany-A B Thompson, Rep. 
Broome-Israel T Deyo, Rep. 
Cattaraugus-B B Lewis, J B Whipple, Rep. 
Cayuga-G W Dickenson, L W Noyes, Rep. 
Chautauqua-W C Gifford, E E Woodbury, Rep. 
Chemung-Robert P Bush, Dem. 
Chenango-H A Truesdell, Rep. 
Clinton-Albert Guibord, Rep. 
Columbia-Henry L Warner, Dem. 
Cortland-Rufus T Peck, Rep. 
Delaware-Henry Davie, Dem. 
Duchess-Willard H Mase, Rep.; Edward B Osborne, 

Dem. 
Erie-William F Sheehan, Speaker ; Matthia!! Endres, 

Henry H Guenther, Frank D Smith, Dems.; Edward Gal
lagher, Rep. 

Essex-W D Palmer, Rep. 
Franklin-Wm. 0 Stevens, Rep. 
Fulton and Hamilton-John Christie, Rep. 
Genesee-F T Miller, Rep. 
Greene-Omar V Sage, Dem. 
Herkimer-H H Greene. 
Jefferson-He:ary J Lane, Isaac Mitchel, Reps. 
Kings-J Aspinwall, Rep._; Joseph J Cahill, John Cooney, 

J J O'Conner, John Kelly, WE Shields, Adam Schaff, James 
F Quigley, C W Sutherland, Thomas F Byrnes, M C Earl, 
Dems. 

Lewis-G H P Gould, Dem. 
Livingston-Elias H Davis, Rep. 
Madison-B R Mott, Rep. 
Monroe-Frank M Jones, C R Parsons, W H Denniston, 

Reps. 
Montgomery-John F Dwyer, Dem. (Mr. W B Dunlap 

was first chosen, but the Assembly has unseated him and 
given the office to Mr. Dwyer.) 

New York-8th Assembly district, John E Brodsky; ~let 
dis., D M Hildreth; Reps.; let dis., PH Duffy; 2d dis., T 
D Sullivan; 3d dis., P Farquhar; 4th dis., P H Roche; 5th 
dis., D F Mullaney; 6th dis., B J Foley; 7th dis., M T 
McMahon; 9th dis., W H Holcomb; lOth dis., W Bohmer ; 
11th dis., W M Lawrence; 12th dis., M Dlnll:elspiel; 13th 
dis., J H Southworth; 14th dis., Wm. Sulzer; 15th dis., L 
Drypolcker; 16th dis., W G Byrne; 17th dis., J Kerrigan; 
18th dis., D F Martin; 19th dis., John Connolly; 20th dis. 
Meyer J Stein; 22d dis., J Blumenthal; 23d dis., G P Web: 
ster; 24th dis., C C Clarke, Dems. 

Niagara-Garwood L .Judd, L Parson Gillette, Dems. 
Oneida-C Haley, James L Dempsey, Dems.; R B John. 

son, Rep. 
Onondaga-H H White, Wm. Kennedy, I Ba.wmlller, 

Reps. 
Ontario-F 0 Chamberlain, Rep. 
Orange-Grant B Taylor, Michael N Kane, Dems. 
Orleans-Wallace L'Hommedieu, Rep. 
Oswego-N N Stranahan, W H Selleck, Reps. 
Otsego-Oscar F Lane, R M Townsend, Dems. 
Putnam-Hamilton Fish, Jr., Rep. 
Queene-B B Townsend, James A McKenna, Dems. 
Rensselaer-Levi E Worden, Rep.; James M Riley, J W 

McKnight, Dems. 
Rjchmond-John Croak, Dem. 
Rockland-F P Demarest, Dem. 
St. Lawrence-& R Maltby, J C Keeler, Wm Bradford, 

Reps. 
Baratoga-C R Sheffer, Lewis Varney, Reps. 
Schenectady-A J Quackenbush, Dem. 
Sullivan-George M Beakes, Dem. 
Schoharie-A R Hunting, Dem. 
Schuyler-Charles T Willis, Rep. 
Seneca-W H Dunham, Dem. 
Steuben-G Brundage, Milo M Acker, Reps. 
Suffolk-James H Pierson, Rep. 
Tioga-R W Clinton, Rep. 
Tompkins-Nelson Stevens, Rep. 
Ulster-George M Brink, Rep.; Jacob Rice, George H 

Bush, Dems. 
Warren-W M Cameron, Dem. 
Waehington-W D Stevenson, Albert Johnson, Reps. 
Wayne-E B Norris, Dem.; R P Groat, Rep. 
Westchester-C P McClelland, William Ryan, Dems.; 

James W Husted, Rep. 
Wyoming-! Bam Johneon, Rep. 
Yates-Everett Brown, Rep. 

Vigorous communications to these gentlemen-the 
more the better-from their constituents protesting 
against the exemption of church property will ac
quaint them with the fact that there are some peo
ple in the state who want the tax laws revised fairly, 
and in the interests of the whole people. The ex
empt property in this state figures up an enormous 
sum. In 1886, when Messrs. Duryea, Wakeman, and 
Hawes were before the Ways and Means committee, 
Mr. Wakeman estimated that the church property 
actually in use in this state, and exempted, together 
with cemeteries and sectarian institutions, would 
amount to more than three hunared millions. Mr. 
Duryea went far beyond this, saying: "According 
to the report of the state board of assessors, it is 
estimated that the liberal exemptions of property 
consecrated to religious worship, to the usee of 
charity, and educational institutions of a private 
character, aggregate in value over five hundred mill
ions of dollars, and a very large proportion of the 
property is held for speculativ purposes and not 
directly used for its ostensible object." At two per 
cent, a low average rate of taution ia this state, the 
amount given the · churches, private schools, a~d 
charitable institutions in this manner is ten millions 
of dollars, saying nothing of the large gifts of cash 
made direct-in this county aggregating between 
one and two millions per annum l It is a burning 
shame and an outrageous swindle upon the people. 

It may be that nothing can be done this session
indeed, it is hardly possible-but if a few thous"nd, 
or a few hundred, people will write their legislators 
protesting strongly against the swindle, the Solons 
will be set to thinking. The taxation question will 
not be finally disposed of this year, and it will be 
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well to lay a foundation for future work. Free
thinkers should also write to their local papers in 
this matter and agitate it unceasingly whenever op
portunity occurs. 

-------4 .. ~-------
General Sherman's Views on Religion. 

The. Catholic Union and Times prints this dis
honest paragraph : 

"My father was baptized in the Catholic church, married 
in the Catholic church, and attended the Catholic church 
until the outbreak of the civil war. Since that time my 
father had not been a communicant, but he always said to 
me, 'H there's any true religion, it is the Catholic religion.• 
Thus speaks General Sherman's oldest son, the Rev. Thomas 
Ewing Sherman. Surely this ought to settle dispute as to 
the religious convictions of the great commander." 

It is somewhat difficult to tell just what this Jes
uit priest did say about his father's belief at the time 
of hie death, and it may be well to reprint what he 
wrote June 1, 1878, just before his depar~ure tc 
England to pursue the studies which hav made him 
so thoroughly a Jesuit. The latter was addressed to 
the Bon. Samuel Rebar, and in it are these para
graphs: 

"My father, ae you know, is not a Catholic, and therefore 
the step I am taking seems as startling and as strange to him 
as, I hav no doubt, it does to you, my dear sir. I go with. 
out his approval, sanction, or consent; in fact, In direct 
opposition to his best wishes in my behalf. For he had' 
formed other plans for me, which are now defeated, and had 
other hopes and expectations in my regard, which are neces
sarily dashed to the ground. 

"Feeling painfully aware that I hav grieved and disap
pointed my father, I beg my friends and hie, one and all, of 
whatever religion they may be, to spare him inquiries or 
comments of any sort, for I cannot help feeling that anything 
of the kind would be ill-timed and inappropriate." 

O.a his son's action in taking orders General Sher
man expressed his views pretty freely, according to 
R Washington correspondent of the Philadelphia 
Inquirer: 

" 'Oh, yes, I am disappointed. I am more than that, I 
am angry; mad, very mad all over. Mrs, Sherman and I 
agreed to disagree on that question. I had no objections to 
the girls' being under their mother's influence, but I claimed 
the boys. Their mother was very devoted to her church, 
aLd I never interfered with her in that matter, but I believe 
that loyalty belongs to the government first. I do not want 
to eay that a man cannot be a good American citizen and a 
loyal subject of the pope. If there ever should be nn issue 
affecting the safety of American institutions in conflict with 
the supremacy of the Roman church, they will put the pope 
above the president. We may not see it, and some Jiving to
day may. I believe that our Constitution, with the institu
tions which hav grown out of it., is .the grandest heritage 
given to the human race. It is above creeds because it owes 
no allegiance to any power save God and the people. Man 
is lnatinct!vly a religious animal, but an American does not 
want his religion mixed for him or filtered through somebody 
else as the custodian of hls thoughts. That may do for the 
ignorant subjects of a foreign state, but it will not do for 
free-born, Intelligent, self-confident American sovereigns
the people." 

In an interview had with him by the same writer, 
when General Sherman was mentioned as a candi. 
date for the presidGncy, he said : 

"I was born a Catholic, and they say I cannot get out of 
the church. I am not a Catholic. I believe that death is 
the end of all. The spirit muy go on, but that is only a 
matter of faith." 

These statements ought to settle the question, but 
ot course the Oa.tholic j ournala will go on printing 
the lie that Gsneral Sherman lived and died a Roman 
Oatholic and in the full communion of the Oatholic 
church. It is a way that disreputable organiz11.tion 
has of making history. ·· 

A Bradlangh Memorial. 
Following the example of American Freethinkers, 

who hsv built a Paine Memorial Hall, our English 
brethren propose to raise a Freetbought Hall mnd 
Institute in memory of Oharles Bradlaugh, " whose 
name will thus be continuously associa~ed with the 
sprer~d and maintenance of those principlas which 
were the inspiration of his life." The building of 
such an institution will, say the committee, afford 
the thousands of Freethinkers who are mourning the 
loss of their great leader, an opportunity to ex·press 
their feelings of admiration, gratitude, and affection 
toward him. 

The Hall when erac!ied will hav to be held by trus
tees, personally, for the owners, as En~liah law does 
not allow Infidels to hold property in the name of a 
society. This injustice was one which Mr. Brad
laugh intended to right, had he lived. But the funds 
can be held by the National Secular Society, or by 
the appointed treasurer on its behalf, until the proj-

ect is ripe for execution; when the total amount will 
be invested in the Hall and Institute in the names of 
a sufficiently large number of elected persons, who 
will act as trustees for the Freethought party. Mr. 
G. W. Foote, president of the National Secular So
ciety, is at the head of the movement to build the 
Hall, and has associated with him many prominent 
English Freethinkers. Mr. Robert Forder has been 
elected secretary of the committee. 

The scheme is a good and feasible one. It will 
honor Mr. Brsdlaugh as he would like to be honored, 
and the Hall will be invaluable to the Freethinkers 
of England. Mr. Bradlaugh's large and valuable 
library shoulcl be preEerved intact until the building 
is finished, and then transferred to that as a. legacy 
to his thouse.nds of friends. 

The Law and the Book. 
While the Copyright bill was pending before the 

last Oongrese, Tiddy Witt Talmage, a notorious per
son of Brooklyn, sent the following telegram to a 
Senator and to a Representativ: 

"In the »ame of religion I would ask that the conference 
committee on Copyright blll, when appointed, and If within 
its power, would so amend the bill as to allow the Bible in 
whatsoever language and from whatever land, to enter free. 
There should be no duty on the Bible, and it would be a 
glorious thing for our American Congreas to set an example 
to the nations of the ee.rth by placing the Bible on the free 
list." 

There is a law authorizing and compelling the 
custom house authorities to destroy all books of an 
obscene character which lewd people import to this 
country. Instead of asking that the Bible be ad
mitted duty free, the Brooklyn person should call 
the attention of Oollector Erhardt to that Jaw in con
nection with that book. 

What monumental assurance the preachers do pos
sess! 

In the Golden State. 
A bill passed by the Oalifornia senate provides 

that "any person who for valuable consideration or 
promis of reward undertakes to predict to another 
the future, or reveal the past by means of cards, 
communicatio_ns from the dead, examination of any 
part of the person of the dead or living, looking at 
the stars or heavens, or representations thereof, 
planets or other bodies, heavenly or otherwise, or by 
any means not natural, or who prints or causes to 
be printed, or exhibits any sign or symbol intended 
to induce others to hav their fortunes told, or the 
past rsve&led or future predicted, is guilty of a mis
demeanor." 

What do the Oalifornia senators want-to hav 
their fortunes told for nothing T 

We tmggest that they now enact that any person 
who mekee two bites of a cherry, or pays more than 
a bit for a driDk, shall be hanged until he is dead 
and m!lly God hav mercy on his soul. 

There's nothing like protecting the dear people. 

Editorial Notes. 
SEATTLE, Wash., sends a petition against closing the 

World's Fair on Sundays just fourteen feet long. It is signed 
by busiooss men who evidently know their business. 

BY a vote of sixty to thirty-four the lower house of the 
Kansas legislature passe.l the following bill : " Section 1. 
That women twenty-one yee.rs old and possessing the other 
necessary qualifications of voters shall be entitled to vote at 
all general, special, and municipal elections In the state the 
same as men. Bee. 2. That women twenty-one years of age 
and posEessing all the other necess&ry qualifications shall 
be allowed to be voted for and hold all state, county, mu. 
n!cipal and townsl11p offices in the state." The bill was re
jected by the senate, however. The Alliance legislators 
generally voted for it, and If that party ever captures both 
branches of the Kansas legislature the women of the state 
will get their rights. 

THE OathoUc Rev(£w \hinks that "the treaty with Brazil 
recently made' by Mr. Blaine, has a meaning for American 
Catholics which very few seem to underRtand. Commercial 
intercourse with Brazil means at no distant day social and in
tellectual reciprocity which must Influence both countries to 
some degree, but Brazil in particular. The prominent Ideas 
in our religious, intellectual, and political life are certain. to 
find favor in the new republic and to hav many supporters. 
They will work their way into the life of the Catholic nation, 
as some of them hav already done; and free divorce, god
less schools, Atheistic legislation of all kinds, will become 
noted in Brazil. The one good thing In the United States 
which might influence the Brazilians for good these poor 
people will never hear of, the Catholic body. That body has 

no means of making itself known outside of the United 
States, and what is worse, it cares very little about making 
itself known. It has no daily press and a very poor weekly 
press. For all it cares Brazil may turn Protestant, as 
surely will turn Atheistic under the new Influence which 
will follow the current of trade." 

THE general mean selfishness of church corporations is 
again shown ln. this city In connection with .the proposed 
opening cf Morningside avenue from 110Lh to 122::1 street. 
The property-owners on the west. side of the avenue hav 
agreed to move their houses ten feet further back wHhout 
expense to the city, but the trustees or the new Episcop~l 
cathedral hav refused to agree to this. The church prop
erty extends along the avenue for three blocks. George .M:. 
Miller, on behalf of the trustees, sa1d they needed no stoop 
line, and the trustees were very much opposed to giving the 
city ten feet of land along the entire line of their property 
for nothing. The board of street opening, however, thought 
thar., as the property was exempt from taxation, the trustees 
should not exact pay for a strip of laud the loss of which 
would result in improving their property. It will probably 
require legal force to compel the church trustees to consent. 

IN the P1•ogressi11e ..dge a writer on 11 Esthetic of Trees and 
Waters" asks: "Why are the Scotch noted the world over for 
their stern morality? Is it all due to her splendid schools ? 
Ask her forests, her lakes, her highlands; they report how 
well the beautiful in nature wakes the moral and poetic 
ideals of the beautiful In social character." The q'test!on Is 
as easily answered as was that of the boy who asked how It 
could be that a girl born of the same parents as himself 
could be no relation. The boy lied. The Scotch are logical 
theologians, stern parents, economical livers, and great fight
ers for their own liherly, but they are not filled with a 
11 stern morality." Beware of a tradin~~: Scotchman as you 
would of a blarneying Irishman. The Scotch will h!1V their 
pound of flesh, blood and aU. And In proportion to Its 
population Calvinistic Scotland used to, and perhaps does 
now, giv to the world annually more illegitimate children 
than either Ireland or England. Th·e religious customs of 
the land were responsible for this. The writer of "E;lhetic," 
etc., ls advised to read Saladin's "Woman." Its author Is a 
Scotchman, and proud of it. There is nothing gained by 
holding wrong notions about races. Life on the rugged hills 
of Scotland makes Scotchmen defenders of freedom, but the 
Christian religion has made them immoral, as the word goes. 

Tax new state of Washington has got a Sunday law which 
some of the people do not like, and Senator Owings bas pro. 
posed some amendments to It as follows : 

"To amend Factions 1,200 and 2,007, code of Washington, to pro
hibit the keeping open of certain Pisces of bu•inoss, rLn<l p;·ohibit. 
ing certain acts to be done on the tirst d11y of the week, commonly 
called Snnday, and to exempt incorporations a":d citiea from the 
operation thereof. 

"Be it enaoted by the leldsla.ture as follows: No person shall 
keep open a.ny pla.yhouse or theater, race ground, cockpit, or play 
at a.nY ga.me of cha.nce for gain, o~ en2age in any noisy amuse· 
m•nts. or keep open a.ny drinking or billiard salorm, or sell or diE
pose of any intoxica.ting be.,erage on tho first day of the week, 
commonly called Snnda.v. Provided, that this section Rha.!l not 
apply to nor be enforced in any city now iucorporatetl or whioh 
may hereafter become inoorpora.ted nnder the hws of the ~ta\e of 
Wa.shington. 

"That section 2 OR7 of the code of 1he sta.te of WaRbington be 
and the same is hereby amended so as to read a.a follows : It shall 
be unlawful for any person or persons of this territory \statt) to 
open on SundaY for the purpose of trade or sale of gooila or mer
chandise, shop, store, or building, or place of buqiness whatevrr. 
Provided, that this chaPter shall not O.PPIY to hotels only in so far 
as the sale of intoxica.ting liquors is concerned, and aha.ll not 
apply to d·ng storeP, liverY stables, or undertakers Provi<lod 
further, that this section shall not a.pply to, or be enforced in any · 
city not incorpora.ted in the sta.te of Washington." 

The ministers of the state are circulating petitions ag~tinst 
the amendments and preaching against the wicked senator. 
What the chances are for the adoption of the amend
ments, which practically repeal the law, we do not know. 
Probably Mr. Reynolds will soon be heard from on the sub. 
ject. 

THE Sacramento Bee prints the following lnciden~ occur
ring during the Sunday law discussion before a legislativ 
committee of that state. The Rev. Mr. Ti:wmp3on is the 
Sabbath Union representatlv. At the hearing Judge Car
penter questioned the constitutionality of a law that allows 
privileges to eomEl that it deriies to others. Thi9 remark 
stirred up the Reverend Thompson, who, In a sneering and 
insulting manner, retorted that he wa9 amazell at the dense 
ignorance of a man who was called "judge," and who 
should raise such a question. Now, the veteran lawyer Is 
anything but ignorant, anrl he Is a bad m~n to trifle with, 
as Thompson subsequently discovered to his discomllture. 
While the judge was leaving the capitol with some !riend3 
at the close of the committee meeting, Thomp3on, to Car
penter's amazement, approached, In a fresh and familiar 
way, and began to talk, at the same time taking the senator 
by the arm. The tall form of the old soldier was erect in a 
moment, and shaking off the preacher he turned upon him 
the withering power of his sarcasm. ''If I were Jesus Christ 
and made a man a Christian," he exclaimed, " I'd make him 
a gentleman first, or I'd kill him I" Thompson's "ch(;ek" 
came quickly to his rescue, and he asked to know what he 
had said that could be objected to. He got the information, 
and In a way that he will probably not forget. "You talked 
like a blackguard, sir," replied the senator, "and you ought 
to control that foul mouth of yours! You not only de
nounced the judges as ignorant, but the juries of the coun
try as low aud brutal." Thompson had enough, and as soon 
as he could, parted company and went h!s·way. 
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CHIOAGo, ILL., Feb. 14, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : The 11 Liberty and Literature " is a very 

dainty ~pecimen of press-work, etc., and the Whitman part 
is excellent. Very truly, F. M. Monms. 

RuDD, WAsH., Feb. 10, EM. 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I received the picture book all right and am 

highly pleaged with it. It is at present making the rounds 
amongst my pious neighbors on a missionary expedition, 
which I hope may result in some converts to Liberalism and 
one or two new subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Respectfully yours, RioHAED RmrsJGxn. 

GoLDEN, lA., Feb. 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose you $3 25 for renewal to your 

most excellent paper and for the ANNUAL. 
Right you are on the field secretary business, and 1 hope 

your advice wlll be acted upon. There is a spirit of dogma
tism manifested oh tho part of some Freethinkers which ill 
accords with their professions of Liberalism. 

Yours, R.N. HowE. 

SALEM, ILL., Feb. 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5.75 for TsE TRUTH SEEKER, 

the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text. Book" in cloth, and the 
TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL for 1891. I am now in my fifty. 
fourth year, and there are no papers which giv me more 
solid comf0rt to read than the good old TRUTH SEEKER and 
that little noble and electric spark called the Ironclad Age. 

Respectfully, S. S. S. 

CHATHAM, N. Y.; Feb. 13, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed you will find check for $5; send 

one of Heston's picture books, cloth, $2 50, and an ALMA
::uc, twenty.five cents; pass the balance into tho distribution 
fund. I think your remarks on the American Secular Union 
very timely and appropriate. The money would be best ex
pended watching laj'l'makers and defending citizens against 
Christian fanatics in the courts. T. R. Bunnows. 

SHKRMAN, Txx., Feb. 16, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Here are fifty cents in stamps, ft~r which 

send THE TRUTH I::!ERKE& for three months to George L 
Kolb. He never saw a Liberal paper, but he is bitterly op
posed to the church and the Bible, and there ia no doubt but 
he will continue with you. I go to Dallas, Tex., to-day, and 
Liberals desiring to make arrangements with me for lectures 
can address me there. DR. C. W. McOonMIOK. 

:&iOEGAN, T:RX., Feb. 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Your subscriber, Hirum Snodgrass, died 

Feb. 1, 1891. He died a strict Liberal; was conscious of 
the approach of death, but held his convictions to the last. 
He will be missed in this place. He was honest, sober, and 
Liberal; kind to his opponents, rarely giving offense to 
them. His wire is Christian and will not read THE TRUTH 
BEEKER; discontinue it. W. L. BATEMAN. 

GLOVERSVILLE, N. Y., Feb. 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am now able to giv you that which I think 

will giv the readers of your paper in this vicinity much 
pleasure. J. E. Remsburg will be here Thursday, March 5, 
1891, provided nothing interferea. "False Claims" I think 
will be uEed for his subject. I look forward to success, and 
will giv you a detailed account after the lecture. 

I hav met a few who I think can be gathered in as sub
scribers, say five or six of us. Hav you any club rates? 

W. p, LocKLIN. 

RILGWAY, N. Y., Feb. 28, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am glad you hav brought the attention of 

the postmaster-general to the matter of allowing so obscene 
a book as the Bible to be transported in the mails, and that 
you press him ror a decision in the last TRUTH BREKKE. I 
hope you will press in the same way for an answer as often 
as once in two weeks for some time yet, to call public atten
tion to tte matter. It is too much to expect that he will 
giv y~u a decision on the law and merits of your inquiry, 
as that is not the way the Christians treat inq•1iry after 
truth. GEo. L. PRATT. 

GnKENSDURGH, PA., Feb. 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find my subscription anrl twenty

five cents for the ANNUAL.' THE TRUTH BEEKER is all 0 K 
yet. I wish I could only say as much for the American 
Secular Union. I think Mr. Westbrook would like it if we 
would all join the church. The secretary already has a very 
well-defined faith, and the president can quote scripture 
equal to a Talmage. He also says something about a cat in 
a meal-bag. Yes, I am very certain of it, and ir the members 
of the Secular U a ion don't be very careful they will get their 
clothes spoiled b:.dly. JoHN S. BYRns. 

UNION CITY, MIOH., Feb. 16, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I am sure you will accept the congratula

tions and the loud huzzas of the TRUTH BEEKER family !or 
your open letter to ll'lr. Wanamaker. Never, though nearly 
sixty-seven years of age, hav I seen a more apt and oppor
tune action performed than that of sending the open letter 
and that nasty book to the postmaster-general for his action. 
We want nothing so much as pure literature to purify such 
as were born nasty, and those that hav become nasty by Chris
tian association, as well as those that are made nasty in the 
nasty Sunday-schools where the nasty stories in that nasty 
book are read to them by nasty teachers. The nastiness of 
that one book has polluted nearly all the literature in the 
land, and it is high time that this fountain ot filth be ex
cluded from the mails. The issue is made, and the eyes of 

the world are anxiously waiting to see if there is to be any 
discrimination made between the nastiness of Christians and 
non-Christians. Impartiality in the execution of all law, 
and justice in its administration, is all we ask and is the 
birthright of every citizen. J. GREIWITS. 

MILWAUKEE, Wrs., Feb. 21, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been interested in the discussion of the 

Secular Union affairs, and was especially delighted with 
what our friend Jamieson said. He spoke my sentiments 
exactly. 

Our meetings here in our city fiourish as usual, and seem 
to create a greater interest all the time. Other meetings hav 
started up here, conducted upon a similar plan. Our pro. 
fessional men and others hav always taken an interest and 
hav spoken for us whenever they could. We hav both rad
ical and conservativ speakers, but that mo.kes no difference 
as long as there is a discussion to follow the first speaker. 

Respectfully yours, A. B. SEVKRANCE. 

CoNCQUENEesnG. PA., Feb. 9, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed please. find $5 to renew for two 

more years, as I think that is as long as I shall hav any 
earthly use for the paper, as my sight is getting very dim 
and I feel physically that the weight of years is slowly creep. 
ing upon me-though making my exit and shuffling off 
this munda1:e sphere givi! me but. little concern. And as re
gards this world, it will never be fit to liv in until all the su
perstitions are eradicated. from the face of this earth. The 
worst enemies of man in "this world are stalking abroad in pur. 
pie and fine linen, faring sumptuously every day, and they 
are trying to feed the souls of a hungry multitude througp 
an emptied stomach. A. CurBR&RT. 

MARSBFIE:LD, OnE., Feb. 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed p1ease find $5 to pay for the cham

pion advncator of truth, justice, and liberty. We in our 
struggles through life see so much of. the opposit of these 
three great principles, it is too great a solace to the mind to 
do without the reading of the many able articles in your val
uable paper in defense of these principles and dealing blows 
at the violators of them. I do not intend to do without the· 
paper as long as I am poEsibly able to spare the money to 
pay for it-which is not always an easy matter, owing to the 
frequent violation of these principles by the powers that be. 
Wishing unbounded success to you and to the many brave. 
and wise contributors of the paper, I am, 

Very respectfully, W. A. GILMORE. 

low .1. CITY, I.A., Feb. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In your issue of February 14'.h, on page 

101, appears an article by J. H. Burnham, entitled, "The 
American Secular Union," the last column of which treats 
of political organization. I most heartily indorse his ides, 
and am of the opinion that we can accomplish more for the 
cause of Liberal\Sm by calling a national convention in 
1892 and adopting a platform broad enough for R. G. Inger. 
soil to stand upon, thq,n by any other method. In this way 
we should better advertise our cause and get it before the 
.people. Let our lecturers in the field take up the question 
and every activ as well as dormant member go and vote for 
our candidate to test our strength, regardleEs of old party 
affiliations. Hoping that this may bring out more and better 
suggestions, I am for progress and reform, 

Yours truly, J. J. DIE1"Z 

DALLAS, ORE ' F<lb. 20, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: Find inclosed $3 25 for next year's subscrip

tion and for an ALMANAC. This letter will reach you, as the 
inclosed express money.order is of no value for a Jew 
postmaster. I lost several letters since holy Wanamaker 
had so many of his brother Jews installed as postmasters. 
If only a two. cent stamp is to be torn, a Jew is so smart as 
to know that fifty make a dollar. When I last year sent to 
you an order for subscription and ALMANAC, I mentioned 
some Jew doings. I did not get several TRUTH SEEKKR pa
pers, and a number afterward were a long time delayed. I 
had written to you that I would write more; you had that 
printed in the 11 Letters from Frienqs," so they had to punish 
me for it and then see what the next writing wou1d be. 

In the last paper, February 14',h, I see W. L. Willis giv
ing to the Moralists his knowledge of spirits. O.:we a medium 
came here. I went to see the fun. We formed a circle by 
joining hands-but not round a table-and she, the medium, 
feigned to sleep, and spoke many things that were not so 
One of my neighbors had often jerkings in his hands, caused 
by nervousness and imagination; he would hav made nict 
rapping on a table. R. W. KIENTOFF. 

ST. Lours, Mo .• Feb 24, EM. 291. 
Mn. EDITOR: It has been quite a while since I hav written 

a line or so to your valuable paper, so I will drop you a few 
lines to let the readers of TBB: TRUTH SEEKER know that I 
hav not forgotten the grand old TRUTH SEEKER or the cause 
of Liberalism. Notwithstanding my situation as a medical 
student and my severe application to my studies, I hav 
always found an opportunity to do something for the cause 
by helping to enlighten the minds of some of my youthful 
associates whose innocent minds had become entangled in 
the meshes of religious superstition. I am proud to say that 
I hav succeeded in Liberalizing more than a half dozen to 
such an extent that they look upon the Bible as an obscene 
book filled with lies and stories of cold- blooded murders and 
shameful debaucheries. Two or three are avowed Atheists. 

I do delight to get a lot of Christians together and in an 
innocent manner hand them a Bible telling them that they 
should read it, and also tell them what portions of it they 
should read daily, praising their GJd with uplifted hands. 
It is effectual with a great many Protestants (Catholics claim 
not to believe the Protestant's Bible). 

I hav been very sick for'some time, but I did not send for 
a sky-pilot, while my physician was summoned in his stead. 

I hope that every Liberal will exert his latent energies for 
the advancement of Freethought in the year 1891. Support 
our Liberal publications if you can do no· more, and you 
may feel assured that you hav done something for the cause 
of Universal Mental Liberty. Do not be afraid of being called 
an Atheist. I am proud that I am one. 

J,OSEPH SHELH.AM, PH.G. 

NoRTH BALTTMORll:, 0., Feb. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: About the American Secular Union much 

has been said and written of late. I desire to add my opin
ion with others in regarq to the matter." I am inclined to 
think it was a mistake when the name of the society was 
changed. The main object of the society should be Anti
christian-to be real truth seekers, even sb.ould we be able 
to extend our investigations into a future state of existence. 
The Secular. part, the Nine Demands for separation of church 
and state, are minor and side issues-:-in fact almost a dead 
issue. The uniting of church and state is hardly possible at 
this day and age of the world. Our government is good, 
and will improve. The word progress is written on the 
wings of time. It is hardly possible that mankind will ret
rograde. I look upon the present society, controled by Dr. 
Westbrook, etc., as a mere side-show of one idea only. 
Let us form a society on a broader platform, as Liberals, 
trutli seekers, or Antichristians, and do what we can to pre
vent any attempt to unite church and state. It is the opinion 
of the greatest and best men that this is the best government 
the sun ever shone upon, yet we find hundreds whining and 
complaining and finding fault because every man, woman, 
and child is not compelled to earn his daily bread by the 
constant sweat of his brow. And the man that earns fair 
wages to-day and spends the same for strong drink to-night 
howls to-morrow for increase of wages, or that the sober, 
frugal, and industrious husbandman may be compelled to 
divide his store or " capital" with him who has wasted his 
substance in riotous living. We ought to be consistent. 
We ought to hav national, !!tate, and local societies; and to 
do so there must be laborers in the vineyard. 

S. M. BowER •. 

HIGHLANDS, N.J., Feb. 13, 1891. 
Ma. EDITOR: In as few lines as possible I wish to bring to 

the notice of brother Liberals the misfortune that has over
taken Capt. Wm. L. Johnson and family. Though poor, 
they are the stanchest supporters of Liberalism in this com
munity. Diphtheria and scarlet fever hav for some time been 
on the rampage here, and it being in their family, they hav 
in cons£quence of their open rejection of Christianity been 
double sufferers. Notwithst.anding the fact of their having 
the best medical aid available,· death has robbed them of 
their hrightest hope, in their youngest son, who, though 
young in years, was old in ideas and developed an interest 
in Freethought matters creditable to one double his years, 
showing clearly that no cobwebs of superstition obwured 
his view in what was best for his fellow. beings-truly an 
evidence that had he attained manhood the world would 
hav had another of those men (who, however, could not 
claim a harp and crown in heaven when life's work was at 
an end) in which it could rejoice and feel that it was better 
for their having lived. Owing to the fact of their having 
to confine themaelvs to the attention of one another without 
any neighborly assistance, they hav been unable for a long 
time to ply the vocation upon which their livelihood depends, 
and in cons£quence hav become somewhat financially em. 
barrassed. And the fact of Captain Johnson having always 
contributed largely and willingly in proportion to his means 
to every appeal put forth for the advancement and support 
of Liberalism and the Nine Demands, entitles him to more 
than a passing notice in his present troubles at the hands of 
us Liberals who wish to encourage Freethought and prove 
to our fellow-beings that a friend in need is the "God in
deed." And fnr the furtherance of a small fund to alleviate 
in some respect his present distress, I inclose $1. 

INFIDEL. 

D:n:s MOINE·s, lA., Jan. 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I send. this obituary: Died, in Des Moines, 

Ia., Jan. 30, 1891, Prof. V. C. Taylor, aged seventy-four 
years. Professor Taylor was born in Barkhamatead, Conn., 
in the year 1817. At an early age he imbibed a taste for 
music, and to this his life was devoted. In his own line he 
probably had no superior and but few equals. His pub
lished musical works are as follows: "Sacred Minstrel," in 
1846; "The Lute, or Musical Director," in 1847; "Choral 
Anthems," in 1850; "The Concordia," in 1851; "The 
Chime," in 1854; ''The Celestina," in 1856. In addition to 
these he wrote two operas, 11 Elizabeth" and 11 Joseph." 
I think Professor Taylor was a Freethinker, and one of the 
most outspoken men that ever lived. Yet he was always 
courteous, and ever had a sincere respect for the honest 
opinion of anyone, whatever that opinion might be. Though 
a Spiritualist and devoutly attached t"o that philosophy, he 
was tolerant and charitable toward those who differed from 
him. He was an admirer of THE TBITTH BEEKER and espe
cially of the cartoons. When the pictll!'e book was issued 
he bought four copies to loan and c,rculate among his 
friends and thus spread the gospel of Freethought. Victor 
C. Taylor was one of the most generous and benevolent of 
men, and no man had more friends and fewer enemies than 
he whoae death we all mourn. The funeral took place in 
the Unitarian church, of which he was for many years the 
musical director, Rev. Miss Hultin pronounced an eloquent 
funeral sermon, after which tho remains were carried to 
their eternal resting-place in the peaceful shades of Green
wood cemetery. The world is better and grander for the 
fact that this good man has lived in it, and though .dead 
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he will liv forever in the hearts of those whose fortune it 
was to come in contact with his manly, tender, and noble 
soul. Farewell, dear friend, a long farewell. 

FRANKLIN STJi:INEB.. 

COLUMBUS, 0., Feb. 18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $2.50 for the " Pictorial 

Text-Book," as I must bav one to keep on the table so that 
·anyone that comes in may see what we are, and perhaps it 
may be the means of leading somebody into the glorious path 
of Freethought. I sent my other " Pictorial Text-Book" to 
a comrade in England for a Christmas present. I was afraid 
it would not get through the mails, but it did. I hav since 
heard from him. He says it is simply grand, and he will 
never be tired of looking at it. I also sent him some of my old 
TRUTH SE~KRRB. He thinks it is a grand paper, but thinks 
most credit due Brother Heston for the pictures, and hopes 
he will be spared many years to help the glorious cause-to 
which I heartily say amen. 

I believe a Mr. Remsburg lectured here last Sunday after
noon and evening, and I am sorry to say I could not possibly 
be there, owing to my little girl being sick. It was very bad 
weather; it rained incessantly all the afternoon and evening 
so that I do not expect there were many out. I think it ~ 
pity in a large city like this that the Freethinkers cannot 
meet together once in a while. If there are any that take 
THE TRUTH SEEKER and hav the time to spare, I would be 
only too glad for them to make a call on me. I am almost a 
stranger here, although I hav been here over two years. 1 
never went to any o! the churches, so you see I missed the 
great opportunity of making friends. My grandparents 
were strict Methodists. They said to me on leaving Eng. 
land, "Whatever you do, join a church of some kind, as it 
will save you from a thousand ills." I think the opposit my. 
self, especially if one were to follow the example of some of 
God's dear people. 

There hav been some letters on forming a secret organiza. 
tion. I think it a grand idea, as then there would be a bond 
between us drawing us closer together. 

I see a brother in Kansas advocates joining the Farmers• 
Alllance and Industrial Union. I think that a good thing. 
I intend joining the Citizens' Alliance, for I believe that 
wherever you find a party pushing for genuin labor 
reforms there you find Freethinkers, and I believe we ought 
to go into them and do our level best to help them on, for it 
we want any obnoxious laws repealed it will be through the 
Labor party that we wm get it done. If any brother sees 
this that attended the lectures of Brother Remsburg, will he 
kindly write to THE TRUTH SEEKER and say what kind of 
meeting he had? My only regret is that I could not hear 
him myself, as I hav never heard Freethought spoken by any 
one. All that I know about the subject is what I havread. 

'fruly yours, J. H. WHITE. 

RoaHEBTER, N. Y., Feb. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Dear sir, you may remember that I hav at 

intervals sent communications to your paper, but I shall 
never be able to send another. For twenty-five years my 
only daughter was in the habit of writing my letters, or 
sometimes my husband would do it for me, but on the 13th 
of last August he .was stricken with paralysis, losing the en
tire use of his left side. To add to my grief and trouble, 
my dear daughter died on the lOth of December. You may 
be sure that my cup of misery is full, for my husband is en
tirely helpless and will never be any better, though he may 
liv for months.· It is impossible to form any idea as to the 
termination of such cases. My principal reason for writing 
to you is to urge you to call attention whenever and as often 
as you can to the great need which exists for mutual aid 
societi~ among Infidels. For more than fifty years, with 
small means and limited opportunity, I hav been doing all I 
possibly could for the extension of Freethought, and for that 
purpose hav sent hundredJJ of Liberal papers all over the 
country, and now when for days I see only my afflicted hua. 
band, my son, and the woman who assists me, I am forcibly 
reminded of the great need which exists for human sympa
thy, and think how very much worse it would be if, like 
some of our unfortunate brothers and sisters, we had n9t the 
means of helping ourselvs. The man who works ten hours 
a day year after year, no matter how industrious or econom
ical he may be, cannot always save sufficient to support him. 
self in case of sickness or misfortune, and an Infidel has less 
chance than men generally. He has no preacher or priest to 
recommend him if he gets out of a job, and as a rule he 
stands almost alone, with little that is hopeful to look for. 
ward too. When Edwin Forrest died he remembered the 
unfortunates of his own· profession, but our rich Infidels 
seem to pay no attention to the unfortunates who hold simi
lar opinions to themselvs, and when they die their wives get 
all the properties, to be spent in the follies of fashion or the 
furtherance of superstition. No poor Infidels are ever men. 
tioned in their wills. Sometimes we are told of the Girard 
College, the Lick Observatory, and so forth, but if half that 
money had been spent in building plain, comfortable homes 

·for Infidels who suffer through old age, sickness, misfortune, 
or on account of their unpopular opinions, it would hav 
been of more bentfit to a great number of worthy individ
uals, and to the world at large, for there would not be so 
many men and won:en afraid of speaking their honest 
thoughts when they saw they were appreciated and not 
always to be ostracised. RuTH BRETT.KLL. 

Feb. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am not dead, and do not want to die until 

I convert some more of my heathen neighbors. I call them 
heathens, ns they represent that heathen's belief, Believe or 
be dsmned. And they teach it to their children. T.hey 

pl~nt the seed of hatred in the garden, the brain of their 
children, and in some cases it apparently would take the life 
of the child to pluck it out, and the older some of them get 
the worse it is to take away the superstitious beliefs-there 
would be nothing left but a pile of offal. I am doing all I 
can with my scanty means, and in this country cash is very 
scarce and the laboring masses hav found it out, and so has 
John J. Ingalls. They hav organized, and so must we, and 
we need literature for distribution. 

I am tired of hearing so much about this field secretary 
business. There are some people so jealous they are afraid 
that some one will get a little notoriety, that's all. Stop 
it.· Send out all that want to go, and giv all a chance. Send 
them out with plenty of cheap literature, and with books 
and lecturing they can organize and make it pay. As I said 
last season, let Heston get up a panorama, and a wayfaring 
man, although a fool, could not help doing good for our 
cause. Through our free school system people are getting 
more intelllgent, and they naturally see the light easily. But 
the ignorant Christian cannot see and the hypocrit dare not 
acknowledge the light. As it is said, "The light shineth in 
darkness and the darkness comprehendeth it not." The 
Truth Seeker Company could afford to get up some pano
ramas, and it would, in my opinion, pay well, as it would 
talk it the man could not. He might know enough to dis
tribute literature, sell books, get subscribers, and take up 
collections enough to meet all expenses as well as pay all 
hands. As Robert G. Ingersoll says about the miracles, giv 
us a little one, a. very cheap one, just one, and we will be
lieve, and try our hand without any salary. I hav circulated 
a few small dodgers that contained chapters and quotations, 
and I hav been told that it did more good than all the preach
ers in the country. They are reading their Bible. Some of 
the most intelligent hav left the church, and at their last re. 
viva! of three weeks, with two or three preachers, they did 
not get one convert, thank the Lord, amen, notwithstanding 
that book of filth says a prophet is not without honor save 
in his own land. I am a poor writer and a worse talker, but 
giv me a good panorama and leaflets and some one to help 
organize, aDd Sam Jones's tabernac1e mu~t fall and all such 
foul-mouthed sky. pilots will see themselvs as intelligent peo
ple see them. Inclosed find circulars, and money for liter
ature as named. I will send my subscription and others soon. 
Without THE TRUTH SEEKER I would be in a world full of 
trouble and nobody but ordinary men, but with it I am in 
heaven with good ruen and women. H. B. V. V. 

KENT, 0., Feb. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : You are aware that a number of TRUTH 

SBBKBRS are taken in our Secular Society here. I hand you 
a challenge by a Dr. Swarts, lecturing here. He edited 
the Mental Science .Magazine, Chicago, but inclines toward 
our platform, and is to giv a lecture under the auspices of our 
society here. If it please you, we would like to see his 
challenge in THE TRUTH S:n:RKRR. If any reverends come to 
time we will post you. L. G. Rxm. 

AN OPEN LETTER TO RRV. li!R, RIDDLB, PASTOR OF THE OON· 
GRRGATIONAL 0HUROH1 K:RNT, 0. 

Re/IJ. M1·. Riddle, Sir: As I came out of the post-office Sat
urday, you, Ron. Marvin Kent, and Rev. Mr. Richards stood 
in close convereation, your back toward me. As I passed 
you remarked, " The whole country is full of cranks," and 
turning you pointP.d toward me, remarking, "And there goes 
one of them." I replied, "A crank turns the machinery all 
the same." To this you said, " You don't use the right oil." 

Regarding your first remark as slangy and Inciting provo. 
cation, I passed on, reasoning to myself as follows : " I am 
as conscientious as he, I hav pursued my work here as my 
sense of duty has led, and 'with malice toward uone, and 
charity for all,' I will still pursue it. I hav wronged no 
man, I pay my way with three dollars out to one in, I use 
neither wine, tobacco, or any harmful thing. I am under 
the American eagle and a Constitution of liberty in religion. 
I was Jed, a few years ago, by better views out of the min
istry, renounced the dogmas, errors, and religious bigotry of 
failing orthodoxy. I am teaching truth, am opening eyes 
blinded by ignorance and religious error, and for this my 
duty toward multitudes of honest souls inquiring after 
better hopes than they get in the superstitions and husks of 
creeds, does my calm judgment tell me I must endure taunts, 
derision, wrongs, slights, and slang from the foam of inci
vility?" I may be" a crank" or what you mean by an igno. 
rant person, and I neither do nor will use the "oil" of the
ology, but I prefer to allow an honest community to hear 
and jud~~:e as to the crank, and the oil. I now invite you, or 
any other orthodox minister, to a public discussion of any 
one, or all, of the following claims of your theology. The 
debate maybe in Kent's Hall or the Opera House, and I will 
relieve you of all expenses. You may choose one or more 
judges, I an equal number, and they an additional one. It 
:vou do not accept the public discussion, will you choose a 
Kent, Cleveland, or an Akron newspaper and discuss the 
doctrine ln it, you taklng the lead, or else the defense? No 
personal flings need be used. 

OrthodoxY teaches eternal punishment, also that heaven and 
hell are literal, fixed places, and tha.t the dead go to these places. 
Yon may affirm, I will denv. · 

Yon may affirm that God and Satan mean literal ~;>ersonalities, 
and that tlley hav been seen, and will be seen as nstble forms in 
etAmity. I will deny 

Yon may affirm the inspiration of the Bibl~. or that it was dic
tated or written by anyone Exo~pt men. I will deny. Still, I esteem 
11>11 Bible for wbat it is1 not for what priests sav it is. You may 
affirm six days for creat10n; that God made the first human pair 
as Moses claimed, and that the fall of man had anY reference to a 
personal devil, a literal garden, trees, or frnit. I will denY it all, 
ar<'uing evolntion and science only. 

Yon may affirm the repurrection of the body, an<! that immortal· 
ity means the meeting or reunion of visible forms after deatb. I 
will deny both, claiming that immortalitY is spiritual and not 
literal. 

In support of our opposing claims, we may make free use of 
scripture, as woll as reason, common sense, eto. 

If you accept, be so kind as to inform me at once. which 
subjects you choose, not delaying for the next ls~ne of Kent 
papers. Time necessary for our preliminaries 18 passing. 
For truth's sake I hope you will accept. 

Very respectfully, · A. J. SwARTs, Ph.D., Scientist. 

B:n:LVEDERB, ILL., Feb. 18, 1891. 
MR. EnrroR: There is no question that has ever been asked 

that has been attended with so much perplexity and been so 
unsatisfactorily answered as the grave question of the truth 
of the existence of a supreme being. It seems to be a prob
lem that can never be solved. Yet it is a question that is of 
the utmost importance to man. It Is a question that mill
ions of people consider of the most serious nature-in truth, 
a question that is paramount to and above every other ques
tion, for upon it, they think, hinges every other question 
that pertains to the ultimate welfare and happiness of man. 
It is perfectly useless to discuss such questions as, Is there a 
hell ? where is it ? what kind of a one is it? how long 
will it endure? who will go there? is there a future state 
of bliss for man ? or in short, is there another life for man 
or not ? Every one of those questions most certainly hangs 
upon the first question, namely, does God exist? When our 
attention is called to the wonders of the universe and all of 
the various phenomena of nature, such as the animal, vege. 
table, and mineral kingdoms of nature, the wondrous anat
omy of man and the powers of his mimi, we are asked, can 
we look on all those things and not be struck with evidence 
of a design, yes, evidence of an intellect and an intelligence 
in planning that is infinitly supreme ? If our feeble mind is 
not able to grasp or able to reason out the matter from a 
Darwinian or any evolutionary standpoint and we yield our 
assent, and say in our heart: "There is a God, for as we 
cannot look on a watch and its evident design and not be 
convinced that it did not grow on a tree, but that there was 
a designer and a maker to it, so we cannot look on the won
ders of nature and not be convinced but that there was also 
a designer and maker to it," then when in our helplessness 
we ask, Who is this designer ? what is this designer ? where 
is this designer ?-then our d!fileulties and perplexities be
gin, for if in obedience to popular opinions we fly to the 
Bible for information and guidance, lo, we find ourselvs in
volved in mystery and confusion, being logically convinced 
that if there is a God he must be either somewhere, every. 
where. or nowhere; somebody, everybody, or nobody; 
something, everything, or nothing. If we take the Bible as 
our platform, we must hold that God is something, some
body, and somewhere, and also that he is a person limited 
in parts, power, and knowledge. It teaches us that he is 
limited in parte by describing him as making man in hie own 
image. It teaches us that he is limited in knowledge, by 
recounting his ignorance of the wickedness that was going 
on in Sodom and Gomorrah, save through a vague report 
that had reached him, to be positiv of which he had to come 
down himself so as to ascertain the truth of the report. It 
teaches us that he Is limited· in power, by his inability to 
drive certain tribes of Philistines out of Palestine because 
they had chariots of iron. Now, if superstition has not 
quite crushed our reasoning powers, it becomes evident to 
us that a God limited in parts, power, and knowledge, con
fined to locality, and subject to the powers and laws of nat
ure, would not be a supreme being-in fact, would be no 
God at all. Finding it absolutely necessary, in order to 
make our God supreme, to abandon the literal reading of 
the Bible, we are compelled to maintain that he is every. 
where. Our Methodist brethren and almost all of the ortho
dox sects hav been compelled to see the necessity of this 
now, although they still maintain that he is a person and 
could show his back parts to Moses; yet when occasion 
requires they will stretch him out so large that he can 
easily contain the whole of the inlinlt immensity of space. 
But when we assent to the view that he is everywhere, we 
discover that.we hav got into a worse predicament than ever, 
for it logically follows that if God is everywhere then he 
must be everything and consequently everybody, since two 
things cannot possess one place at the sam12 time. Then the 
whole universe is .God, all nature is God. If there is a hell, 
it certainly has a locality, and as every locality is in the cen
ter of space, it follows that hell is in G::>d. This is appalling, 
and some might say blasphemy, but it is a logical deduction 
of reason it God is everywhere and hell exists. But if to es. 
cape such a horrible and ridiculous position we claim that 
hell is a myth and assert that God is everywhere and every. 
thing and everybody, then we hav become Pantheists, which 
is next door to Atheists, for it follows that if God is every. 
where, everything, and everybody, then God is simply 
another name for nature, and the astounding thought dawns 
on our mind that there is no God. This is a pretty predica. 
ment to get into just by yielding our assent at the first that 
there is a proof of a supreme mind as shown by the evidence 
of a design in the workings of ntl.ture. One way of escape 
from this predicament is to abandon reason altogether, shut 
our eyes, and blindly follow some one of the thousands of 
blind leaders of the blind who claim to know all about the 
facts of the case. But a more reasonable way is to take the 
scientific stand that matter and force are eternal, uncreatable, 
and indestructible; that there is no possibility of there ever 
having been a creator, and consequently there Is none; but 
inasmuch as the power of the human mind is limited, since 
by no possibility can the finite grasp the infinit, it follows 
that there is no one capable of giving a just verdict for or 
against the question. But since, as has been shown, no 
matter what position a man may take in regard to a belief 
in God from a religious standpoint, if he reasons logically 
about it he will end in proving that there is none; and since, 
again, no matter what position a man may take from a 
scientific standpoint he will end if he reasons logically 
in proving the same thing-adding these two facts together, 
the mathematical conclusion is that there is no God. But, 
as has been said, there being a limit to the powers of the 
human brain, the modest philosopher is compelled to take 
the Agnostic's stand, that the assertion that there is no God 
cannot be absolutely proved. This is the position taken 
by your humble servant. H0BJ1JtT Sw AIL. 
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I Nothing is to be said about bad deeds; 
they die out wherever we plant and cultivate 

================ 1 the good. And now, dear young truth 
lldiucl bf Miss Busu B. WIXOI!I, Fall. seelters, awake and start ; and I feel sure 

Ritw, MF.m., to whom all oommunlDatfons fOJ' 1 that the Editor will gladly insert your reports 
thls Oornw should b4 unt. bt the Corner. 

fihildt ,,, , S{t""''. 

" Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a. pause in the day's ooonpatlonl 
That iB known aa the Ohlldren•a Hour." 

Let us make a record in the Corner, one 
that will sparkle with truth for the grandest 
cause mankind has ever aspired to. Do not 

I dispense with the third-class deeds; they are 
hard enough to commence on. 

================ UNOLB JA.OK. 
A Sewing Song. 

I hav a little servant 
With a single eye; 

Dallas, Te.x., Feb. 2, 1891. 
[Certalnly.-Eo. C. C.] 

you not urge it upon your numerous corre. 
spondents to send in their mites, be they ever 
so little? The Christians are doing compa.ra
tivly nothing for the drouth-stricken country, 
so it is left for Freethinkers to save them. 
It is estimated that at least six or eight hun
dred thousand dollars will hav to be raised 
for them between now and the time they can 
raiee crops again. Now, please take this 
matter in hand and urge it strongly. A few 
of us made up $10 and sent it to them and 
got a receipt for the same. I come to you, 
dear Ml~s Wixon, for I know you hav so 
much influence. Please talk it to your nu. 
merous children to whom you send weekly 
communications. 

She alwnys does my bidding 
Very fa.,thfully; 

Now, please insert this if you think proper, 
and perhaps you will hear from me again. 

Correspondence. GBo. w. KEIM. 

But she eats me no meat, 
And she drinks me no drink, 

CALDWRLI,, IDA-., Feb. 15, 1891. [We thank our friend for his kind wishes, 
MisS SusAN WixoN, DeO/J' Friend: This is and we will print in the Corner any plan he 

my first attempt to venture within the bounds may formulate whereby aid can be extended 
of your acqu!lintance. I am from" away out 

A very clever servant, as you well maY think. 

Another little servant 
On my :finger sits; 

West, in Idaho, "the gem of the mount- 1 to the sufferers in Nebraska, with whom we 
ains," and will !ay, all that is necessary to' deeply sympathize.-ED. C. C] 

She's the one-eyed little servant 
Very nearlY fits; 

But she ea.ts me no meat, 
And she drlnks me no drink, 

A very clever servant, as you well may think. 

Now, one more little servant, 
Through the single eye, 

Does both the others' bidding 
Very faithfully ; 

But she fats me no meat, 
And she drinks me no drink, 

A very ole1er servant. as you may well think. 

A needle and a thimble, 
And a spool of thread, 

Without the :fingers nimble, 
And the knowing head, 

TheY would never make out,~ 
If they tried the whole day 

To 11_ewa.sqnare of patchwork, as yon well may say, 
-St. Nicholas, 

complete the "gem" would be a few " pearls 
of great price," such as yourself, Mrs. 
Krekel, and others. As this letter is intended 
for an introduction, I will make it such by 
telling you that I am a resident of Caldwell, 
a thriving little town of some six hundred 
inhabitants. It boasts of three churches. 
That sentence speaks for itself, for of course 
the church rules. Still, there is some hope 
that light will yet penetrate our midst, as 
the church only manages to drag along at a 
" shaky old gait " by the aid of those who 
enjoy church soup and godliness. 

I imagln you are pretty well acquainted 
with me, so I will close in the hope that this 
letter will at least not receive a hearty wel
come to the waste basket. I am, 

Yours for liberty, LILLIAN PoTTBB. 
[Welcome to the Corner, Lillian.-ED. C. 

C.] 

Progressiv Good. WooDLAND, WAsH., Feb. 9,.1891. 
DlHB CHILDREN: After reading about the DRAB Miss WIXON: This is my third letter 

Sunday Club, Uncle Jack is about to submit to the Children's Cor!ler. I am fourteen 
i 1 d P I 

years old to. day. I weigh one hundred and 
a creation of h~s also. Let t be ca.le ro- thirty.four pounds and am five feet five and 
gressiv Good, till something better is offered .. one-half inches high. I am very large for 
Let each and every boy and girl do some 1 my age. I hav a brother Henry who is one 
kind act to father, mother, brother, sister, I year and a half older than I am, and I am 
or friends something new something to. half a head taller than he is. We will soon 

' ' !leave Woodland for a small place named Nis-
surprise and make them happier-do it i qually City, near Tacoma, Wash., where we 
without apparent effort; do not hint or men-j hav some lots. We will leave our farm 
tion about it, or make any reference, but be 1 where we hav resided ten years •. Our far!D 
as sly ·as a fox. Do not state you are tool of one h.undred and twenty· scree 1s. on a hlil 
you g to do anything but be sure to do overlookmg the beautiful Columbia river; 

n ' we can see St. Helena and Columbia City, 
something-a kind word-offer to help two small places on the Oregon side of the 
another-be well behaved, carefully ad- river. We hav had a very nice winter, only 
dress and reply; divide with your mate your having about half an inch of snow, and hav 
apple or sweetmeat; defend the weak and I not had any frost to speak of but. plenty of 
rebuke the overbearing. Now comes some- mud. The March flowers are all m bloom. 

. i I hav not been to school since last June, but 
thmg harder-tell the truth under any and l I intend to start to school as soon after we 
all circumstances; confess wrong you hav hav moved as I .can. There are more chil
done; still harder, hold your temper, forgiv dren writing to the Corner than formerly. I 
a penitent, rebuke an insult without a blow, will hav to stop or my letter will go ~o that 
do it by silence or reason . do not wound awful waste. ba~ket. Wishing all ~he Liberals 

. ' and truth sePkers success, I remam, 
another by harsh JOkes or cutting words. Your truth,seeking friend 
Now, let us rate these as I hav written them, ANNIE BALL~ORN. 
third, second, and first class, commencing at 
the simplest first. Every member of the 
Progressiv Good will, upon performance, put 
down the act, and what it consisted of, how 
performed and to whom, upon paper, but no 
names are signed or mentioned, only mother 
and father, etc. Acts may be stated thus : 
Arose promptly on the first call this morning, 
February 3d; helped brother fix his kite; 
went quickly on an errand, and returned 
promptly; gave half my apple to my mate; 
spoke no unkind word to-day, April lOth. 
Any number from six to twenty, or more, 
may be in the band. 

'fhe prlce of membership admittance will be 
the correct repeating of the form of affirma
tion; this, if you heed it, will inspire you to 
truth!ulneas. Be parliamentary. Hav your 
president, secretary, and collector, and they 
can be changed about among you, being hon
orary. They may be pleasantly conferred, 
with int!'resting preliminaries. The slips are 
gathered, classified, and reported, by their 
class and numbers, and totals, etc., and you 
will meet to classify and grade the acts. You 
may also sing, declaim, and hav arguments 
on the degrees of self-denial and forbearance 
required to perform truthfully any of the 
parts tested. The finest part of the enjoy
ment is in concealing each and every identit§ 

et>t, • under no consideration betray 
one Bnvther, or try tO ftnd WhO did this or 
ti;J.at; claim nothing, nor admit .nothing; by 
so doing you shut out selfishness and mutu
ally share the feast. 

C.AMERoN, Mo., Feb. 12. 1891. 
DRAB Miss WixoN: Please excuae the lib

erty I hav taken in writing to you. As I hav 
never written a letier to the Children's Cor
ner, I now take the opportunity of writing 
you a few lines. Father is about the only 
one that takes THE TBUTH SEBKRR in this 
part of the country, though thtre is a great 
number of Freethinkers here. I would. like 
it if we could hav a I·iberal organization here 
of some kind. I cannot go to church and 
listen to a two hours' sermon when it is so 
near dinner time when the parson gets up. 

I hav been expecting to see an account of 
the death of one of the oldest Freethinkers 
that ever lived in this part of the country. 
He died last month in his eightieth year, and 
he died without fear of the hereafter. He 
left a large family of " Infidels," as the good 
Christians call them, who continue taking 
THE TRUTH SxRKJ!B. Well, as this is getting 
to be a long letter, I will hav to tell the ob
ject of my writing. I am now going to 
school at Cameron, and the professor told us, 
about two weeks ago, that he wanted us to 
find out .James Russell Lowell's address. I 
hav asked two daily papers for the same and 
I hav not yet received an answer, and as you 
are always doing good work for the young 
folks, I hope you can giv some info:mation 
about this great literary man. 

Yours truly, HABRY C. LIVENGOOD. 
[The address of James Russell Lowell is 

Deerfoot Farm, Southbridge, Mass.-En. C. 
C.] 

KENT, lA., Feb. 13, 1891. 

In summing up reports, it may be thus (I 
omit headings and preliminaries): 

Mies SusAN H. WixoN: I hav been a reader 
of 'l'HB '£RUTH SREKEB for some time, and I 
must earnestly and sincerely say that you are 
editing one of the best children's pages that 
I ever saw. Oh, how I wish you may hav a 
long life, and that you may continue the 

60 good work of conducting the Children's Cor-
30 ner as now. Miss Wixon, the principal object 
10 of this short letter is to bring about a feel-

Deeds of third class .......................... .. 
Deeds of second class ....................... . 
Deeds of first class ............................ .. 

ing of sympathy for those destitute pe0ple in 
'l.'otal...................................... 100 the West. Now, could you set forth a plan 

Argument............. .. ............................... by which there could be some means col-
Question, etc .............. , ............................. lected for the poor starving in and about the 
uoncluslon, etc .......................................... , vicinity of southwest Nebraska? Could 

BANOROFT. S.D., Feb. 8, 1891 
MISS WIXON: As our niece, who is also our 

adopted duughter, is writing to the Corner, I 
will add a few words to the children. Most 
of them, no doubt, hardly know how to ap
preciate the privileges they enjoy of having 
Liberal parents and being taught useful 
things instead of the old legends and ghost 
stories some of their parents were taught as 
truth. :&Iy own experience may not be unin
teresting to them by way of contrast to their 
own lives. 

I was brought up in the strictest orthodox 
way, and my childhood's days were dark
ened by such stories as the bears eating the 
children for laughing at the peculiar appear
ance of an old geutleman. But the story 
that made most impression on my mind was 
that of " that lake of fire and brimstone" 
where 11 the worm dieth not." Of course I 
could but believe that this was all true, but it 
was terrible to think that it was true. Al
though I wae taught how to avoid the place, 
the remedy seemed to me to be worse thau 
the disease. 

But when the war of the Rebellion broke 
out I thought I saw my wav out. We of the 
North were very sure the Lord was on our 
side. For why shouldn't we think soP 
Weren't we told so every" S:~bbath day" by 
the minister, and on other days by everybody 
else? So I reasoned, If this was God's war, 
and if I should giv him a lift by fighting the 
South for him, he could not in honor send 
me to that lake of burning brimstone if I 
should be killed in battle, or if I should be 
so fortunate as to get through alive I could 
join the church and be saved anyway. But 
I found when I went there that the South 
were just as certain that God was on their 
side, and with as good reason So the true 
light of reason gradually dawned on my 
mind, and a glorious light it is. May the 
time come when all children will be permit. 
ted to walk in its light. Your friend, 
. C. STRAT1.'0N. 

OAK Mn"Ls, KA.N., Jan. 30. R M 291. 
Miss SusAN H. WIXON, Kind Friend: The 

last Corner was. a very interesting one; in 
fact, I believe that department of THE TRUTH 
SBBKRB improves every week. 

The poem by Mr. Homer A. Billings was 
read with much plPasure indeed. It is very 
interesting and contains some timely sug
gestions to parents who delight in stuffing the 
minds of their children with the dogmas of 
theoiogy and the absurd stories of the Bible. 

Mr. Conley has given us a graphic descrip
tion of that cunning little animal, the coyota 
or prairie wolf, and 1 believe the readers of the 
Corner would be pleased to hear from him 
again. 

There was only one thing lacking in the 
Corner, and that was an article from your pen. 
I hope to see one in the next. I know the 
young folks appreciate your writings. I do 
for one, and in saying this I believe I voice 
the sentiments of every young Freethinker 
who has had the opportunity of reading the 
productions of your pen. 

Since I last wrote to you, that grim-visaged 
monster Death has taken from the grand army 
of Freethought a. brave and tireless veteran. 
I refer to the lamented Mr. J, P. Mendum, 
whose death recently occurred at his home 
near Boston. In his death the Freethought 
cause has sustained a great loss. Peace to 
his memory I 

I am attending school at present. Our 
teacher, Miss Mayfield, is a. lady of more 
than ordinary intellectual ability, and you 
will not be surprised when I inform you 
that she is a Freethinker, for you know 
that when a woman possesses such reasoning 
power as Miss Mayfield really does she is 
sure to throw aside the dogmatic doctrin of 
theology, and step proudly out in the sunlight 
of truth and Universal Mental Liberty. 

I hav just heard the news concerning the 
senatorial contest in this state, and I am 
somewhat disappointed at the result. My 
favorit candidate, Bon. John J. Ingalls, was 
defeated by Judge W. A. Ptffer. Judge 
Ptffer Is, undoubtedly, an able man, but he 
will not distinguish himself in the United 
States Senate, as Ingalls did. 'l'he Atch. 
inson Globe says: "1'be defeat of Mr. In. 
galls Is one of the marvelous things of the 
present time; that such a man should be de
feated will prove a discouragement to men 
engaged in politics that they will not soon 
recover from. • • • He is one of tbe famo-qs 

men of the nation; it is a shame that his own 
state did not appreciate hlm as he Is appreci
ated elsewhere." The Globe is exactly right, 
and it is one of the papers in this state that 
has been faithful in its support of Ingalls, 
and it is one of the best papers in the state, 
too. 

My father has lately received a copy of Mrs. 
Freeman's new publication, the Chicago Lib
eral, which I hav read, and I find it to be 
quite interesting. It is not a very large pa
per, but its letters, 1;\rticles, editori&ls, etc., are 
of ~ood quality. I wish it success. 

Just as I was ·getting ready to close this let
ter, THE TBUTH 8.B:BKBB came, but as I hav 
not had time to read it, I cannot giv my opin
ion of the Corner this time. I hope you will 
push the project of a child's paper. I sent 
you my idea of the project some time ago, 
but I was almost ashamed to send it, as it 
was written in such a hurry. Wishing you 
and the Cornerites a happy and prosperous 
New Year, I remain, 

Yours truly, GBo. J. RsMSBURG. 

SuGA-B RUN, PA., Feb. 18. 1891. 
Miss SuSAN WIXON: I think we young 

folks are getting very neglfgent in our writ
ing to the Children's Corner. So I will make 
another effort in the way of writing fcir the 
same. 

I take great pleasure in reading letters or 
short stories from the pen of George J. Rems
burg, Leonora and Ansa Stockinger, and 
many others. 

We can by writing letters cultivate our 
minds and giv our opinions in regard to the 
belief we uphold. . · 

When we "first begin to write letters we 
can think of nothing to write, but as we con
tinue it becomes not only an easy but a pleas
ant pastime. 

I wonder how many of the children of the 
Corner bav read the Bible consecutivly. I 
must admit that I hav not. But I think that 
we had better all read it, and note down the 
e;ood and the bad points, and then we shall be 
b"tter qualified to argue with people on the 
subject. 

I hav read many Liberal books, but I think 
that I will place Helen H. Gardener's " Men, 
Women, and Gods " at the head of the list. 
Her arguments are unanswerable. Every
thing is written in a way that makes one un
derstand immedi11.tely that she Is fully conver
sant with the subject dealt with. 

Last week, for the first time in my life, I 
was in court as a witness, on a suit brought 
by a Miss Leggett, of my acquaintance, 
against a railroad company. She received 
very ~evere injuries. I was subpenaed by 
her counsel, and my testimony. was Impor
tant, as I was a passenger on the train on the 
night the young lady was injured. I was 
rather disgusted, when sworn, to bear that 
jumble about "answering to God on the 
great day." I think it unnecessary. It is 
enough to affirm that your evidence is " the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth." 

I hav a little incident to relate, which I 
think is very amusing, about a gentleman 
friend of my acquaintance. He was visiting 
at the residence of an uncle of mine, a Lib
eral. My uncle is a great admirer of the 
works of Thomas Paine. Several times he 
asked permission of his friend, who is a de
vout Christian, to read to him passages from 
Paine's "Age of Reason." His friend 
strongly insisted that he did not want to hear 
read any of the works of this silly and bl>.s
phemous author. My uncle of course did not 
read it aloud then. The next day he was 
reading, and said to his friend, 11 Mr. B--, 
I would like to read you some from thie 
book " Bis friend did not objeot, and he 
read for some time. He finally concluded, 
saying, "Oh, that Beecher, what a wonderful 
man!" "Oh, yes," his friend Fald, "I know 
that writing must be from Beecher, as no 
other person can write like that." My uncle 
at last told him that he had been reading from 
Thomas Paine, at which Mr.· B-- was 
greatly surprised. 

We hav great fun at home playing "Bible 
Cards." There are one hundred cards, and 
five questions on each card, each one bearing 
the name of some Bible character. We hav 
played with our Christian friends, but their 
memory someway always leaves them at this 
particular time. Is not this strange? We 
seem to keep ours, though, and answer many 
of the questions. 

I noticed in the " Letters from Friends" in 
the paper a letter from a Mr. R. R Jones, of 
East Ranrlolph, N. Y. He statdd ·that the 
Christians had been holding revival meetings 
at that place, and among the persons that 
joined the church was a very lovable young 
lady, and an artist of rare merit. Such is the 
case at Klnzua., a town some two miles dis
tant from here, and her cousin, Ida Green, 
and several other children, hav joined the 
church. 

If the weather had not, been unfa.vorabl!l, 
I should hav liked to go and witness these 
proceedings, as I thinllt they will fast de
crease when the truth is more widely scat
tered over the land. 

~,earing my letter is getting too long for 
publication, I will close, with beat wishes to 
the Children's Corner. 

FANNY B. MORBISON. 

A. Generous Child. 
"Ar: n't you going to divide your jum

ble with your little sister, Willie?" 
''Yes'm; I gave \l,er the hole 1\ve rqlll-

lltes ago." - · ·- · · 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A. DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH A.ND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, A.ND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO JUINTA.IN THE 

ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi~rns bv Watson Heston, With J»ortrait of the Desi~rner. 

Uncle Sam and the Prlest.s. 
The Peats that Bother Uncle Bam. 
Uncle Bam Ble~ps, bnt the Priests do Not. 
Roma.nism with Her Mask On. 
The Mas• Off. 
"Snbmit to the Roman Pontiff a.s to God." 
The Skeleton that Uncle Bam ma.Y Some Day 

find m his Oloset. 
A New Laocoon. 
The Trail of the Serpent. 
Some Undesirable Immigrants. 
La.Y Loyalty 
"Where Ltberty Reigns the Tyrant Beeks to 

Bla.Y Her."-La Balle. 
The Outcome of Ohnroh and Bta.te Union. 
The God-in-the-Oonstitntion Gnerill&B.-Lib· 

erty in Peril. 
Religions Treason the Rnin of the Republic. 
A .l'ra.nsforma.tion of the Ba.rtholdi Btatne 

which may be Expected nnder Religions 
Rnle. 

What Uncle Bam Bhonld Do. 
The <Jhureh Robbin;- the People. 

New York Oity•s Annna.l Gift to the Ohnrohes. 
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrohes-1. 
" " " " " -n 

Thanks;-lvin;-. 
Thanksgiving-I. 

.. -II. 
" -III, 

Sabbath Law11. 
Babbata.ria.n Efforts in the National Senate. 
Bnoda.y in a Ba.bbata.rian OitY. 
The Olel'gY'S Ooportnnity. 
As the Olergy Desire l:lnnda.y-1. 
" " " " " -II 
" " " " " -IIi. 

The Children and the <Jhnrch. 
Two Wa.:vs to Go. 
Which Shall W"' HaveT 
A Teacher We Do Not Want. · 
ThA Shadow in Our Schools. 
A New A.pplioation of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles m the Path. 
Reorniting for Ohuroh InatitntionP. 
A Parochial Bohon! Lesson. 
Prodnots of the Parochial Schools. 
The Disguise Blips Off. 
A Web for the Unwary. 
The Reliltions Trap. 
BnndaY·Bohool Boh<!>lars. 
The Joys of the Bnnday-Bohool Boy. 

Woman and the <Jhnrch. 
Woman's Path from Bervitnde to Freedom. 
Encouragement to Go A.stray. 
St. Pan! as a Member of the School Board. 
'l'he Ohuroh's Use for Woman. 
A.Oontrast. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope. 
Helpmg tbe Ohnroh. 
The Ohnroh's Ohief Bnpnort. 
When Womanhood Awakes. 

CONTENTS: 

The <Jimrch and Thomas Paine. 
Thomas Paine. 
The Preacher and the Patriot. 
One Work by Paine Outweighs All the Preach· 

ers. 
Why Paine Was Denonnoed. 
Paine's Services and His Reward from the 

Ohnroh. . 
Once Upon a. Time a. Donkey Kicked a Lion. 

Studies in Natural Hi!ltory. 
A Questio11 for Theological Ethnologists. 
Some Problems in Evolntion. 
The Prototype of the Methodist Revival. 
Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute. 

The Bible and Science. 
The Bible and Geology. 
The Bible and Geography, 

The mer;-y and their Flocks. 
Shearin.- 'J'ime. 
The Olergy•s Hold Upon the People. 
One of a Very Nnmerons Olass. 
'The Phyaioian and the Flook. 
DntY to the Oiergy. 
At Oonferenoe Time. 
Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New York 

in 1876. 
The Bnrden of the Oross. 
The Theolollian's Oonoeption of Olerioal Priv-

ileges. 
The Ark of the Lord. 
Bymp_a.thizing With their Pastor. 
One Trinmphant"Saint. 
Appearance and Fact. 
<Jna.plains in the ArmY and Na:vy. 
A Desirable Bargain. 

Piety In Our Penitentiaries. 
A Religions Procession. 

The Atonement Scheme, 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Practical Aj>plioation of the Atonement. 
The Great Ellha.oy of Baptism. 
How to Get a. Halo and a Harp. 
Divine Beneficence. 
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I. 
,, " " " -n. 

A Few Vi~tims of Divine Beneficence. 
Prayer. 

A Dronth in Oambridge, Ill,, in 1887. 
Our Father in Heaven. 

The {)reeds. 
What Ia Christianity T-1. 

" " " -1[.1 
" " " -Ill. 

The Olamor of the Oreeds. 
Sustaining the Oreeds. 
Tne Oreedal Ftddle. 
The Oreeds of the World. 
Ohristianlty•s Holy Family. 
Jann~faoed Oreedalists. 
The Ureedalists and the Government-.. Otir 

God, Onr Oonntry, and an Appropriation." 

The <Jhristlons and the Doltam• The Uses of the {)ross. 
mot:dans. Its Evolution. 

Their Boient1fio Records Oompared. Unkind Reflections Upon tbf 
Two Samples of <Jhrlstlanlty's <Jimrclt. 

Work. Decline of the Papacy in Italy. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and His Whelps. 
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pn ' ·P .u • . of JJand in England. By William 

_B_I_O_G_R_A_P_H_' -Y--0-F_S_A_T_A_N-. I Lloyd fiirb;~~~E~u!;~~;~~ 1 Vol. ' 

Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 
Fiery Domains. 

Tiy KERSEY GRAVES. 

The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos
ophY of I"nOrR.nCe; an<l 

Tlw Essential Nature of Religion. By 
J, ·\!lanRI)U Picton. 2 books in 1 vol. 

Price, 35 cents. Science and Crime; and 
------------------ · Science and Poetry,~ith other Essays. 

l 
Bv Andrew Wilson, F.B.S.E. 

2 books in 1 vol. . • ·• • , 
. [Continuea in next cozumn.J 

T'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

18 L&faYeiie 1'1 •• New~or.ll:. 

and a Chinese Mandarin ................... 10 
'i Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 

by a Weak but Zealous Christian ....... 10 
8 Search After Heaven and Hell. A. Holy-

oake. ...... ...... ............ ................... 5 
.T.l 9 New Life of ,Tonah. Chas. Bradlaugh...... 5 

J.O A Few Words about the Devil................ II 
ll New Life of J!J,cob .• -......... ................... I> 
12 Daniel, the Dreamet. Austin Holyoake ... 10 
13 Specimen ofthe Bible: Esther. Holyoake 10 
l4 Acts of the Apostles: A Farce. A. H .... 10 

.71! l5 Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A. H. lO 
lG 'fwelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh...... 5 
l7 Who Was Jesus Christ? C. Bradlaugh... 5 
l8 What Did Jesus Teach? C. Bradlaugh.... 5 
l9 New Life of Abraham. Chas. Bradlaugh. 6 

,75 20 New' Life of :Moses. Charles Bradi&'1gh... 5 
21 A Secular Prayer. Holyoake. Per ~oz ... 10 

On orders for Iron Clad and Manna we will 
send $1.10 worth for $1; $2.50 worth for $2,; 

;7t $5 worth for $31 and $10 worth for $5. 
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Truth Seeker Traots.JNFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. 
NoTE.-These tracts are especially intended 

for distribution as Freethought missionary docu
ments. When sending subscriptions for your 
Truth Seeker, or money for books, please add 
whatever you can for tracts, and, when received, 
hand them around among your neighbors, or 
leave them in hotels, places of public assembly, 

·etc. To allow much to be done in this way with 
a little money the following discounts are made. 
On one dollar's worth 10 per eent. off; on two 
dollars' worth, 20 off; on five dollars' worth, 
40 off; on ten dollars' worth, 50 off. This . rate 
of discount is given on these tracts only. Please 
order by numbers. The numbers not mentioned 
are out of print. 

23 Reply to Shelton's Letter. Bennett........ 3 
29 Paine Hall Dedication. Underwood........ li 

35 Moving the Ark. Bennett................... 2 
3'1 Short Sermon. Rev. Theologicus, D. D.... 2 
38 Christianity not a :Moral. X. Y. Z ....... 2 
39 The True Saint. S. 1'. Putnam............. 1 
43 Christianity a Borrowed System. Bennett. 3 
47 Cruelty & Credulity of the Human Race.... 3 
!t9 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild.......... li 
52 Marples-Underwood Debate. Underwood. 3 
53 Questions for Bible Worshipers............. 2 
54 Open Letter to Jesus Christ. Bennett.... 5 
58 Pt·oplH•cies. Underwood..................... 2 
62 The Jc1\"ol and their God ..................... 10 
63 The Devil's Dne Bills. Syphers............ 3 
64 Ills we J£udnre-Canse and Cure. Bennett. 5 
65 ShortSermon. No.2.Rev.Theologicus,D.D. 2 
11'1 Sbcteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2....... 5 
'10 Vicarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon.......... 3 
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. A. Codman....... 2 
'73 Foundations. John Syphers................ 2 
'74 Daniel in the Lion's Den. Bennett.......... 2 
'75 An Hour with the Devil. Bennett .......... 10 
'76 Reply to K F. Brown. Bennett............ 3 
'77 TheFea1·ofDeath. D. M. Bennett.......... 5 

82 Ciuistiau Courtesy. D. M. Bennett......... 1 
83 RevivalismExamined. Dr.A.G.Humphrey. 5 
84 Moody on Hell. :Rev. J. P. Hopps.......... 2 
89 Logic of Prayer. C. Stephenson.......... 3 
90 Biblo-Mania. Otto Cordates................ 2 
91 Our Ideas of God. B. F. Underwood......... 1 
94 The Ne1.,.. Raven. Will Cooper ............ 5 
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ..... · .................... 10 
91 Special Providences. W. S. Bell.......... 2 
98 Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker................ 2 

100 140thAnniversaryof Paine's Birthday .... 5 
102 The Old Religion and New. Bell.......... 2 
:o4 Evolution of Israel's God. Rawson ........ 10 
105 Decadence of Christian1tyo Capphro..... 2 

l 01 ·The Safe Side. H. B. Brown............... ~ 
110 Invocation to the Universe .. , Bennett.... J 
lll Reply to Scientific Ameri~. Bennett .... 1 
112 SensibleSermon. Rev.M.J.Savage.......... 2 
113 Come to Jesus. Bennett..................... 2 
;.14 Where Was J esns Born? S. H. Preston. 1 
:15 The Wonders of Prayer. Bennett ........ ,. 2 
;as The Sunday Question. Bennett ....... ;.... 2 
117 Constantine the Great. Preston............ 3 
119 The New Faith. Stodda1·d .................. 3 
120 The New Age. W. S. Hell .................. 10 

ll"" ..... • 
122 World's Great Religio11s. Bennett .......... 10 
123 Paine Vindicated. Ingersoll and " Ob-

server" ............................. ; .......... 10 
1124 Sinful Saints. Bennett ...................... 10 
125 German Liberalism. Neymann............ 2 
126 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. Un~ 

derwood ......................................... 10 
130 Tha Ethics of Religion. Clifford.......... 5 
134 Talks with the Evangelists.................. 5 
l37 Christbn Love. C. L. James............... 3 
138 Science ofthe Bible. John Jasper.......... 2 
l40 Astro-Theology ............... ... .... .. ..... .... 5 
:41 Infidelity. H. W. Beecher.................. 2 
::.42 Synopsis of All Religions. Saxon .......... lO 
143 Chang Wau Ho. Eli Perkins............... 2 
148 When Did Paul Live? Scholasticus.... ... ... 2 
:49Age of Shams .................................. 3 
145 If You Take A way my Religion? What 

Will You Give Me Instead. Martin .... 10 
150 The Liberty of Printing. Hurlbut and 

Wakeman ..................................... 10 
loi What is the Bible? M. W. H ............. 5 
152 A Remarkable Book. Douglas............ 2 
153 Liberty and Morality. Conway............ 5 
:;_55 Co-operation Society's Redeemer............ 2 
:56 Free Speech &Free Press. Shelley.......... 2 

:59 Boston Bennett Indignation Meeting...... II 
:60 Sabbath Observance. Coleman............ 3 
)61 Protesta'llt Persecutions ...................... 3 
162 Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow Street 

Jail. Bennett. ............................... 10 
164 Bible Impeached. Chapman ................ i 

SCIENTIFIC SERJES. 
1 Hereditary Transmission. Prot: Els-

burg, M.D ..................................... ~ 
i Evolution: Homogt":'.eous to Heteroge-

neous. Underwood......................... 8 
4 Literature of the Insane. Marvin.......... II 
5 Resr:onsibility of Sex. Mrs. Chase, M.D... 3 
6 Graduated Atmospheres. McCarroll...... 2 
'l Death. Frederic R. Marvin, M.D.......... 8 
8 How Marsupial Animals Propagate.......... l! 
9 The Unseen World. Prof. J. Fiske .......... 10 

10 The Evolution T)eory-Huxley's Three 
Lectures ....................................... 10 

11 IsAmericaNewWorld? Dawson. ......... 10 
111 Evolution not Atheism nor Materialism. 

R. 8. Brigham, M.D ........................ IS 
lB Nibble at Professor Fiske's Crumb for the 

;":>, Modem Symposium ......................... 10 .-See aete at ll.etA of eel.... :> 

By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
HORRORS." 

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Oontains a Sketch of the Life and Death of 

Brnno, Buckle, Oomte. Helvatius, Hugo, Hume, 
Owen, Paine, S•ranas, Volney, Voltaire, and 
nelj.I'lY ninety other prominent Freethinkers. 

PaPer. Price, 25 cents. Address this office. 

Science in Plain Language. 
I. EvoLUTION, ANTIQniTY, BACTERIA., ETa. By 

William Durham, F.R.S E. 
II. AsTRo'<OMY, SuN. MooN, STARS, E'l:o. By Will

iam Durham, F.RB.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are "ritten in a way that 
oannot fail to make them interesting to ev~n the 
most casual reader. They supply a. popular need. 

The pr1ce of each ie 50 cents in cloth. 
a.d!lre•• 'l''Rl!; 'J'lHJ'l'H t<Jl\lf,l{l!'V no 

The Candle Frcm Und· r the 
Bushel 

,Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And fm the ·consideration of Others. 

Instructi'De, Interesting, and LauiJhable. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

!.ddress THE TRUTH SEEK:li:R CO. 

A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eYes of timid acquiescence ha.v 

paid to imPudent antbofity the tribute of a. 
thoughtless yes.-B. G. Inaersoll. 

OONTENTS. 
A Splendid J11dge of a Woman. 
The Lady of the Olnb. · 
Under Protest. 

. For the Prosecution. 
A Rusty Link in the Ohain. 
The Boler Honse MysterY. 
The Time~Lock of Our Ancestors. 
Florence Oampbell's Fate. 
MY Patient's Story. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

es La.fa.:veUe Pl .• New York. 

Gol. Kelso's W ork:s. 
rhe Bible Analyzed. "For Sledge-

hammer Logic nnsurPaBBed." avo, 833pp,, 
silk cloth, $3. 

~piritualism Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to 

· show that-Ohristians a.re inconsistent in deny
ing the alleged truths of that philosoPhY. 
Oloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In yon r meetings, to make them livelY and inter· 
estmg. THE LmEBAL HYMN-BooK contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tm;ee. 
It ie hifl!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Parton, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price, 
tO oentB Address 'r.HB Tli.UTU: BEEKER Oo 

CAN 0 E Rand Tumors CURED : no knife·. 
book fr~e. Drs. Gn.ATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury~ Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people allke I Why? Because 110 

two people have the same weak 
spot. Brginning at the stomach it goea 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out cf ten, inward 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland ; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along,. and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Write me if you want to know more about it. 

DR O'SY
Treatedfree. 
Po~ltlvely tCitEU 
w1th Vl'getnble 

~J RemediPtt. Have 
, cured many thou-

sand cases pro
nounced hopeless. From·first dose symptoms rapidly disappear. 
and in ten days at least two-thirds of all symptoms are removed. 
BOOK of testimoni'l.ls of miraculous curec; sent FREE. 
TEN DAYS TREA TMUT FURNISHED FREE by mall 
DB. H. H. GREEN & liONS, Speclollsta, Atlonto. 0.. 

THE 
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

THEm 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1,1111PP. Oloth, $8; leather, $~; morocco, 

gilt edges, S4.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(W()rds and .Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and tile Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WA.SIIBIJR.N. 
PRIOI~, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa:vetie Pla.oe. New Yort. 

HowCanWe be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supe1·natumlly Conceived, 
and Did He Rise f1·om 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Sa.le at This Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
Tli~ Bole Fa~Jtors and E:vaot Ratios In tlu 

ADqui1·ement and Apportionm.llnt. 

By J, K. INGALLS. 

Price, Cloth, $1.00, 

WETTSTEIN'S 

WORLO-R[HOWHtO WATCHES. 
Best grades American Stem-winders : In silver· 

ine oases, 7 jewels, $7.50; 9 jewels, $B; 11 jewels, $9; 
15 jewels, $10; do. adjusted, $16. In 3 ounce ooiu 
ailver oases, !3.50 more; 4 ounce, $4.50, and 5 
ounce, $6 more In best filled llold cases, open 
face, dust Proof. 7 j~wel•, $16; 9 jewels, $16 50; 11 
Jewels, $17.50; 15 jewels, $1H.50: do. adinsted, 
124.50.. Hunting, $22; $22 W; $23; S24; $30. 
Ladies•, same quality, 7 jewels, $17; 11 Jewels, 
$18 50; 15 jewels, $ 5. 14 karat solid gold, $10 
more. The famous, . 

l{ew :Model "Otto Wettstein " Watch, 
16 jewels and all modern imProvements, sa 
more than above adjusted wa.tohes. No watch 
in the world competes with it. Finer watches up 
to $200. ""snob prepaid, guaranteed 1 Yoar, and 
cash refunded if not satisfactorY. All filled gold 
oases warranted by manuf>t.cturers 20 years. 
Beware of New York World'B 10 karat and spurious 
oases. W a.tobes olea ned, best work, $1; springs, 
$1, eto., and returned free. 

FSTABLISBED 1857. 
01'TO WETTSTEIN, Rochelle, m. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addr, ss to Rosoof 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and A.~sembly or New 
York. 

With Ptne Steel Engravina of Senator Conkling. 
Bound in black cloth, silver side ota.mp. 

Price, 75 ·cents. 

Address THE TRUrH BEEKER CO. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the Dflt~,d 

specialist, for his "Private Oonnselor "-a. va.lna· 
ble book for young and middle-aged men, suffer· 
ing from a Life-wasting Disease, as the rest\lt 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses l!l 
maturer years. It sets fortb ,!lD External Appll. 
cation-A POSITIVE OURE, as 1tmatters not how 
long standing, bow hopeless or h\)W many reme
dies yon hav used. The book. 18 worth many 
times its oost, and should be m the hands o! 
those seeking a ~peed!/ and permanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and BaY where 
yon sa.w this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is a.n outspoken Liberal, a. human· 

ita.rian and a. generous patron of theFreethongb1 
press. 'He bas manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sueoessfnl method of treat
ment, and deserves pa.tronage.-Preethou{l'ht. 

These notius are for the benefit of Liberals 
who may be 'Disiting the places wlwre these socie
ties are looated. Local Secular Unions and 
Freethougkt Societies meeting regularly can 
ha'IJ thei1· gatherings ad'D&rtiaed he1·e free by for
warding tll.e necessary injo•rmation. 

The ,uanllattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets evar:v FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook. a.t Ger
man Masonic TemPle, 220 EPost 15th street. Leot. 
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meeta every SundaY . aft.ernoon at 3 o'olook a.i 
Liberal League Hall, 177 HalseY st., oor. Market 
at., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

A.mcJ,"ican Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7 30. Lecture", debates, and di~ons
sions on all important secn1ar ~ubjeots. Pres
ident, HENRY BIRD; Secretary, OonA BELLE 
FLAG~G~·------~~------~------------
BrookiJ n Phllosopblcal Assocla· 

tlon 
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and 
l:!onth 2d ~treat, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.nr., every 
Sunday. Lectures follo~ted by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles l'!Ionholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pliiladclphla Liberal Lea~ue 2:i7 
meets every SundaY in Industria.! Hall, Droa.d aL d 
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.ll!. far lectures and 
!roo discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekert>ublioationsa.lwa:vson hand atahea.p rates. 

Tlte Secular Society of:" Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., a.t the town nail. All friends of hnman 
cultivation are invited. MARinS HEIGHTON, Sao. 

Ellznr Wrlgllt Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bon
daYS of eaoh month at Independent Cbnroh, ai 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberalsnhjeo,s. 
Subscriptions to TilE TRUTR BEEKER and Inve8t'• 
aator are solicited. R. G. SMITR. Oor. l:!b~. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meets ever:v Sunday evening at 7:30 P.111., a.* 
Princess OPera House, 558 West Madison s~reet. 
Lectures and debates. Stra.ngera from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., <FraternitY Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited. 

Brotherhood ot Morali!lts, No •. 903, 
Prairie Cit)', Ia .• 

Meets every SundaY in t.he · Liberal reading. room 
ball at 2:30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially in
vited. F. V. DRAPER, Oor. Seo. 

Tile Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every SundaY a.t 7 :30 P.M., at 412 Nioollei 
a.ve.,Rooms 12and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMDll:R,Pres.; LEROY BERRIEB,Beo. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin:;rs at Good Templar Hall 
Flynn Block. s.E oorner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by disousaion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frccthonght 
Society · 

M"etR every Bundn.y evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•clook. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Boats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in the public 
school building in Port Angeleu, Wash. Loot• 
urea, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. FRANK MORSE, Oor. Seo. 

The West End Progressive Llb· 
eral Union 

Of Los Anlleles, Cal., meets semi·monthlyl..ftrst 
and third Sundays, a.t B o'clock, P.M .• at l'a.rr•s 
Hall. Everyboilv invited. MRs. R. M. BERnA, 
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAMS, Reo. Seo. 

The Walls Walla Lib' raJ Club 
Meets everY Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Soionoe Leotures.-Free Diacnssions.-Original 
a.nd Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable librarY is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEB, Beo. 

Tile Roeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets everY first and third 
Bnnda.Y in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
<:r~ateat freAtlom accorded to all. Onr motto, 
"Universal Mental Libert:\'.." D. E. RIOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; UBARLES 8BEA, Seo, 

New Edition. Revlse!l Md Enlarr;ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
BY HELEN H, CARDENER, 

Introdnoti<•ll by 
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, ffioth, 1.00; Paper, 50 .,ents. 
l'M Trade Supplied at lipedal 1Jiacount8. 

Address THE T.&UTH SEEKER. 
28 La.faY!ltte Place, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale a.t 
this office. Price, 5J cents. 

AlEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist. 

lx15 inohes, suitable for framing, sent postpaid, 
ror 25 oents. 4.ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
u 

l'HE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price, 95 Cent~, 
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Jls;.vs o( tlu 11111!''1t. j woRLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, COD~ AND OJ' RELac:noNa 
-- -~ AND REFORMERS. ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES 

Biographies of aoo of the Leading Philosophera, v · F G d i Teachers Bkeptios Innov&tors, Founders of ol. I: Givs a nil Aooount of all the o s, n· 
Gli:NERU BooTH bas secured $30 000 more New Schools of Thought Eminent Boien- . olndmg Jehova~. l;la.tan, the HolY <;!-host, 

b ' d i d' b In tl ta to ( b • t Oh · t" ) Jesus Ohrtst, Vugm Mary, and the Blble. 
A BELIEF that all the atrocious cruelties of 

the Hebrew wars, which those barbarous Is
raelites endeavored to excuse th'.lmselvs for 
by attributing them to the command of God, 
were really sanctioned and ordeted by a being 
of lnfinit perfection, is injurious to morals, 
and has been the warrant tor untold butcher
ies committed during wars waged In the 

t an the $500 000 that he · es re to eg s • 8 • V! 0 wera no ns l&ns • svo, B35pp. Vol. n. Describes Fully all 
his "D ukest England" work. from the tlme of Menu to the Pr;s- the Religious SYstems of the World. 

ent. Svo, ~,075pp., cloth, f8, svo,957pp. Oloth,$8pervol.; the 
ON the 5th two students for the Jewish leather,si, mor.,g.e.,$4.50' 2 vols.,$5;_leather, $7; mo· 

ministry at the Hebrew Union College at 1 BY D. M. BENNETT. roc~, g1lt edges, ~s. 
Cincinnati committed suicide together. j THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., Bx D. M.BENNETT. 

28 Lafayette Place, N. y, '!'HE TRUTH BERKF.ll 00. 
A sTATUE to Sherm'l.n 

will be erected in New 
York. 

PoPE LKo has cele
brated his elghty.first 
birthday. 

THK empress of Aus
tria will make a pilgrim
age to the Holy Land. 

VroTORIA, Aus., has 
prohibited publication or 
sale of Sunday papers. 

JKBUITa in Eagland are 
preparing a complete 
commentary on the Bible. 

AT Toronto, Can., on 
the 2J, six men were 
fined for swearing in the 
streets. 

JEws ask the govern
ments of the world, 
including ours, to giv 
them Palestine. 

THK K'l.w Indian~ hav 
a new prophet, who says 
that in five years the 
whites will leave. 

S!!OT.ARIAN hostilities 
&re being fanned to a 
dangerous blaze in the 
Canadian election. 

THK second Catholic 
International Scientific 
Congress will be held at 
Paris Aprillst to 6:h. 

~-;~=~~E=~~~~~~:~~~~~~~i~~iil;illi! name of God. No one ~I 
~ need hesitate to destroy 

'- that dogma through fear 
'?}~~~~~~~~~ "'~=::=:::::;::~=- · that the world will grow 

;;-;; ~~ ;::;;:- worse if its "restraint" = ..- = is removed.-Robert a. --=-- .Adams. 

==.:.. IF one can be good 
--:::- only in good company, 

A PROPBEr KNOCKED our. 

and resolute only under 
· favorable conditions, he 
is mostly outside of him
self, his environment, 
Instead of his character, 
actuating. him. The 
independent man has 
worked up much of nat
ure into his own being, 
and has the forces of ac. 
tivity within him to re
sist and to act, so that 
outside circumstance is 
comparativly weak. In
stead of being the play 
of winds and waves, he 
moves against · adverse 
forc~s, and is himself a 
power determining the 

J 
current of surrounding 
events. There is a di:ffer-

[

ence between guiding a 
vessel and being driven 
n it.-Bkrbower. 

THE ideas of the Bible 
,,writers are only incom-
1 plete Intellectual phases, 
I exemplifying the great 
llaw of evolution. The 

GKo. DAcvrosoN, a Bap
tist· preacher of Tulla
homa, Tenn., bas been 
arrested for illicit distil
ling. 

And when he was gone, a lion met him by the way, and slew him; and his carcase was cast in the way, and the 
ass stood by it, the lion also stood by the carcase.-1 Kings xiii, 24. 

I Bible writers were lgno. 
. rant upon many matters 
! upon which we hav now 
! something approaching 
' detl.nit · knowledge; the 
Bible eosmogony, its ge
ology and biology, are THE Vatlcan receives 

from tJits country many letters asking Dr. 
McGlynn's reinstatement. 

AT Augusta, Ga., on the. 4\h, Rev. Julius 
Rosenthal, ex-rabbi, attempted to cowhide B. 
Lesser, a member of his congregation. 

THK Farmers' Alliances of Kansas, Ne
braskn, Iowa, and Missouri design to control 
the graiH and cattle markets of the country. 

A ROUNDBMAcN and section of police were on 
Sunday the let detailed to the services at the 
troubled Roman Catholic church in Williams
burgh, N.Y. 

PROTESTANTs are alarmed at the proposal 
of Catholics to establish a Catholic political 
party, saying that such a party" would own 
the country." 

DoNEGAL, Ireland, Protestants protest that 
the Balrour-Z~tland fund is disbursed to 
thriving Catholics while needy Protestants 
are neg!€cted. 

IN Rome, Catholic societies designed to 
march with their banners to the tomb of Pius 
JX. and deposit an anniversary wreath, but 
the government forbade. . 

TBK country about Mount Oreb, 0., noto
rious for White Cap outrages, is distracted 
-with revival meetings. People stay in 
trances for days. Several hav become insane. 

FoR neglect that caused loss of life in a col
lision in a tunnel of the New York Central 
railroad, the directors, including Chauncey 
Depew, hav been arrested on a charge of 
manslaughter. 

To the memorial from LoBdon asking 
Russia to cease persecution of Jews, the 
holy synod of the Russian church returns a 
r€quest, in nearly the same words, that Eng
land repeal the laws restrictiv of Catholics. 

CatOAGO trade unions ask of the Fair man-
1\fl:Crs: 1. Employment of union labor; 2. 
Eight hours; 3. Preference to local residents 
and American citizens; 4 Minimum wage of 
$1 50 to unekilled labor; 5. Arbitration. 

TIIOM As WILLIAMSON, called "Salvation 
Tc m" because a leader In the local branch of 
the Silvation Army, will be hanged at Seda
lia, Mo , on the 20th, for murderlrg two men. 
He had murdered one man before, and it Is 
now believed that he poisoned his wife. 

To accusations by Roman Catholics, Indian 
Commissioner Morgan says that he is so far 
from '' discriminating against the Roman 
Caiholics and dismissing teachers from the 
public service simpl,f because they belonged 
to that sect," that he has even "retained 
those belonging to the Catholic church who 
were not properly fitted for their work, and 
allowed the continuance in government 
Institutions of sectarian practices, which I 
think should not be tolerated in government 
institutions, rather than incur hostility for 
correcting abuses and dismissing incompetent 
persons." 
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-- quite valueless in view 
of our modern knowledge on these subjects; 
an impartial investigation of geology and 
paleontology, reveals to us unmistakable evi
dence of . the vast age of the earth and the 
great antiquity of the human race-an antiq
uity beside which the few thousand years 
claimed by the Bible writers sink into utter 
insignificance.-.Arthur B. Moss. 

I DBKAM'n in a dream I saw a city invinci
ble to the attacks of the whole of the 
rest of the earth, 

I dream'd that was the new city of Friends, 
Not~lng was greater there than the quality of 

robust love, it led the rest, 
It was seen every hour in the actions of the 

men of that city, 
And in all their looks and words. 

-Walt Whitman. 

Eouo lTIONAL ethics should fully recognize 
the rights of the body. We should admit 
the unorthodox, but also undeniable, truth 
that an upright and magnanimous disposition 
is a concomitant of bodily strength, while 
fickleness, duplicity, and querulous injustice 
ar~ the characteristics of ctebillty.-Felw L. 
Oswald in the Bible of Nature. 

THE greater number of the books of the 
Bible are anonymous. No one knows who 
wrote them, and no one knows when they 
were written. They are, in the cases of the 
most important books, of those most relied 
on for doctrinal support, compilations from 
preex:lsting records. But who wrote those 
records, and who made the compilations, are 
entirely unknown. When the books of the 
Old Testament came into use they were not 
considered inspired. That idea was an after
thought. And the Christian church places a 
hi~~;her value on some of the books taan the 
original possessors or than Jesus himself did. 
In the same manner, when the books of the 
New Testament came into use they were not 
considered inspired or the word of God. 
Many gospels, epistles, and revelations, not 
now in use, were read in the churches in the 
early centuries. About the close of the second 
century or the beginning of the third, when 
the (.Jatholic church was forming, a source of 
authority for appeal in case of dispute over 
new doctrine was necessary, and the fathers 
inf!tituted the theory that certain books were 
inspired. But the books which they said 
were divine were not always the same books 
which we hav now. They declared many 
books to be inspired which we do not think 
to be; and they ignored and rejected many 
books which hav since been invested with 
divine honors. The contentions of the sects 
made it impossible for the new church to 
unite on the gospels which had bel'n first in 
use, and thev were, therefore, discarded, and 
our present four gospels were substituted. 
To glv them greater authority, the names of 
apostles who had been with Jesus were forged 
to them, literary forgery in those days not 
beln~ ·considered a crime.-Keeler·s Bhort 
Historv of the Bible. 
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, '' St 'E pi pl11.u1 ius ~ells us that 8011te 'r'11te~s 
' cuul fountains were annually trcn1sfornred 
into wine, in dttest«tion oF th.e mir«cle !Jr 
Cctn«i ·mufhe nddsth«t hq had. himse11! 
·dl'urtk of one of the.se founta.in·s,~nd· ~i~ 

breth-ren of anoth~r. '~'"~ft.,.... 
(Lecky's Hist. Eut"ope«n.Morals. Vo1':f. fJ'78.) 
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SAINTLY LYING FOR THE GLORY OF GOD AND THE BENEFIT OF THE CHURCH. 

i!elve, one can tear the advertising leaves out 
· and then hav a good book. The Sunday 

================= came for the first use of the books in church. 
HAIL and farewell to Minister Blair l And, 

wishes the World, may he hav a long and 
pleasant stay in China l 

SENATOR CANTOR is after the Hebrew rab. 
ble who hav been granting divorcee at ran. 
dom in tble city. He put ins blll last week 
to amend the Penal Code by providing that 
until a marriage le dissolved or annulled by 
a proper tribunal or court of competent juris. 
diction, any person assuming to grant a 
divorce, or who shall declare a marriage die
solved, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. 
Assemblyman Blumenthal put in the same 
bill in the house. 

THE refusal of the English Parliament to 
remove Catholic disabilities le thus blamed 
by Catholics there : " The ministers know 
well that a Jew or an Atheist, or a Quaker 
or a Mohammedan, or a member of any of 
the comic little sects which British Protest
antism ha.e spawned, le quite eligible either 
aa lord chancellor or lord lieutenant, but they 
vote down a bill • • • to remove the 
doubt whether Catholics are • • • eligible 
for these positions or not." 

HERRle one of Dr. Miner's latest anecdotes: 
"A certain church people who wished some 
hymn-books, but had no means to buy them, 
found a friend in the manager of a large 
patent medicln firm. This manager wanted 
to get them up a hymn. book for nothing, 
provided some extra pages might be put in 
to be printed with hie advertlemente. It was 
agreed, for these ely people thought to them-

All the congregation was supplied, and every 
one sang; but this le what they sang: 

" Hark the herald angels sing, 
Stroud's pills are just the thing ; 
Glorious Christ, eo meek and mild, 
Two for man and one for child." 

THE Holy Synod of Russia has sent an ad
dress to Queen Victoria which le a paraphrase 
of the memorial of the lord mayor of London 
to the czar ori the subject of the persecution 
of the Jews, except that for Jews the Roman 
Catholics of England and Ireland are substi
tuted. The queen le begged by the Russian 
Synod to remove the yoke of exceptional and 
reetrictlv laws which oppresses her Catholic 
subjects, "making them a pariah caste, de
graded as if an accursed race." As the lord 
mayor said of the Russian Jews, these Catho
lics are described as serving in certain regi
ments beyond their due proportion, and yet 
forbidden the liberty of etri ving for the lofti
est civil places. Russia le held up to England, 
as England was held up to Russia, as an ex
ample of religious toleration. "We who hav 
learned to tolerate all creede," says the ad
dress, " beseech your majesty to order. the 
repeal of those laws that afilict the Oathollce," 
"the representative of a creed which le the 
mother of our religion and yours." 

IT was to be expected that the "cranks" 
would appear at an early stage to impress 
their views upon the mana~ere of the World's 
Fair. A cbnventlon just held at Washington 
has resolved, first, that the Fair should not be. 
opened on Sunday, a!ld secondly, that no 

liquor should be sold in the buildings or on 
the grounds. As to the first of these propo
sitions, it le to be assumed that the managers 
of the Fair are as well aware of th.e demands 
of enlightened public opinion as their volun
teer advisers. The feeling in favor of the 
exclusivly religious observance of Sunday is 
much weaker in Chicago than it was at Phila
delphia or than it lB in any Eastern city, and 
local opinion will doubtless prevail with re
gard to thie"matter. The other requirement 
would banish from the Exposition all the Eu
ropean restaurants that proved eo attractiv a 
feature at Philadelphia in 1876, and it le not 
in the least likely to be fulfilled by the man
agers at Chlcago.-:-N. Y. Times. 

THE "Legal Protectlv Association of Cigar 
Manufacturers of the City of New York and 
National Inquiry System" eat around five big 
tables at Delmonico's recently and ate its 
tenth anniversary dinner. There was pres
ent, among others, Col. R. G. Ingersoll, who 
responded to the unique toast, "Facts," with 
a very Interesting speech. He said : "What 
would we all do if we had to stick to facts ? 
How disagreeable life would be If everyone 
told the truth l Imagln yourself meeting a 
friend-on the street and telling him that he 
was looking sickly, and that, by the way, 
you didn't care to hav him call at your house 
again. The truth le the weakest thing in the 
world. It always comes into the arena naked 
and there it meets a healthy young lie in com
plete armor and the reeulf le that the truth 
gets licked. One good, solid lie will knock 
out a hundred truths. The history of the 
whole world le nothing but lies. Take the 
age of chivalry, that has fed and lnfiamed 
the Imagination of mankind; that was the age 

of cowardice. There le a thousand times 
more. courage in the world to-day than there 
was then, and yet the world le etlll on its 
knees worshiping those ironclad knights all 
if they were demigods. There was not then 
the love for human liberty that there is now. 
Those are facts. If all the books in the 
world except those that contained nothing 
but facts were destroyed there wouldn't be 
anything left but dictionaries and works on 
the multiplication table. The world le fulL 
of lies. For instance, you know as well as I 
do that a pure Havana cigar lea lie." This 
made the cigar manufacturers laugh at each 
other. 

A DJ~PATOII from Boston says: " One of 
the most noted women in the world will soon 
be here in Boston. This le Annie Beeant, 
who has a world-wide reputation as a social, 
religious, and political reformer. Her long 
association with Charles Bradlaugh in the 
English Secularist movement and her works 
upon social relatione first brought her into 
prominence, and created a tremendous stir in 
Great Britain. Her work among the poor 
in London has endeared her to them and 
kept her also before the public. Recently 
she made a public avowal of her interest in 
the Theosophical Society and Mme. Blavat
eky, following that by joining that society 
and taking the joint editorship of Lucifer, 
the London Theosophical magazine. She 
comes to Boston for the purpose of attend
ing the annual convention of the American 
Bfction of the Theosophical Society, which 
le to be held here on April 26th, as the per
sonal repreeentatlv of Mme. Blavateky, and 
special delegate from the British Section of 
the society." 
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Mr. CJnway;s .Mistakes About Paine. 
Au essay on American slavery aopeueil in thP 

Pennsylvania Journal of March 8, 1775 signed 
"J a~t1ce and Hamanitv." Dt'. R lBb in a Jetter to 
J ~mas Oheetham, in i809 says tbat the writer of 
that essay was Tnom•s P11ine. 1\lr. M,;lncure D 
0Jnway discovered the paper in J .muary last, and 
has putially .reproiluMrl it in an article published in 
tbe Nution, Feb. 26 1891. 

Ta>3re are several errora in the article which I am 
sO~"ry to hav to notice. 

·u 11 will be ob3erved." says Mr. Conway, "that Paine was 
at this time a devout Christian." 

DJubtleas the superfi"ial observer, knowing little 
or nothing of p,ine's life, would readily accept this 
infereJ>.Ce from the argument in the essay, because it 
is partly based on the B1ble and Christianity. B•1t 
we hav ample pr.>of that at this very time, 1775 
P<~ine was as Mnfirmed a skeptic as when he wrott: 
his 11 Age of· R '"Qno" twenty years later. 

In J <~nuat'y, 1776 J Jhn Adams published a pam 
pblet entit.led, '- TaoughtR nn G 1vernment," and in a 
letter to Dt. R 1sb, April 12 1809, he says: 

This p'l.mpltlet you know was very unpopular. N.., man 
at.te•npted in t.he public p~pers to silppnrt it but yourself 
Mr Taoma~ Paine was so hi~oly offenderl witll it that he 
came to visit me at my chamber at Mrs Yard's, to remon 
strare and evea sMld at me for it, which he did in very 
ungen·eel terms. In return I only laughed heartily at him. 
aud rallieJ him upon his grave argument from the 0 d Tes
tament to prove that mnnarchy waR unlawful in toe sight of 
G >d. "D > you seriouqly believe, Paine." said I, "in that 
pious docrrin of yours?'' This put him in good humor, and 
he lauglled out. '' Tb.e 0 d Testament I" said he, '•I do not 
believe In tile Old Te3tament. I hav had thoughts of pub
lisl'lin~ my sent1mentq of It, but upon deliberation I hav con
cluded to put that off t\ll toe latter pa.rt of life," 

B 1 t further, P .~oine himself tells us in his "Age of 
R •aaon" that his skepticism began in childhood. 
He l'ays: 
. I well remember when about seYen or eight years of age 
hearing a sermon read by a relation of mine, who was a great 
dev'>ree of the church, upon the suhject of what is called 
"Redemption by the deat<~ of the son of ·God." Af-er tne 
sermon was ended. I weo.t iato thP. garden, and as I was 
going down the g~rden stE'pq (tor I perfectlv recollect t e 
sp-.1) I revolted at the recnll~ction of what I had beard, 
and J.llonght to myPelf that it was milking God almiguty act 
like a paq~iona•e man. that. killed htR son when he could 
not. revenge him• elf ar>y other way, and II!' I was sure a man 
would b l banged that did s1wh a thing. I could not see for 
what purpose they preached such sermons. 

A,1other error of M•.•0JO'V'f i11 Uut the art.icle on 
slavery published Much 8 1775, was '1 Tnomas 
PAine's Ftrst E 1•ny." S l«ln b tbe hea.:Jing of the 
article in the N.1.tion, and to make certam the writer's 
me•ning I qu Jte him, as follows: 

What Paine told Dr R ISh wa~. no doubt, that the anti
slavery essay was the first he had ever written or oJI.,red for 
publication. 

Tnere is no reasrm whatever to d"~ubt Paine's statement 
that he had published nothing in E 1gland. The cause of 
America, he says, made him an aut.nor. It Is nevertheless 
true that his earliest essav, whicl:! I hav just found, was a 
plea for the American slave. 

Allowing it to be probable, as· Mr. 0Jnway sup 
poses, that the essay on slavery was written a montb 
eat'lier than the fi~!!t of PAine's contributions to the 
PennsyliJania Magazine, can it be true that his 
"fr~li elil~ay £'1Ver wri t.t.f!Q or oft'dred for publication" 
was in D3cember, 17i4T 

A vara nf th'l ex,stenos of a printed essav by 
P iine in 1772 Mr. 0 lnway attempts to reconcile tbt
cJntrf\ lie non bv sa yin~ in regard to" T.he Oase of 
the 0 fli 1ers of E r:"ise :" 

'1' 1ts, however, though printed, was not published until 
1793 

I aD lll91Db9r, 1772 Paine wrote to D~. Glldsmith: 
Hllrewith I preq<J'I.\ vou with the C'\~e o' tb.e Otllcm•• of 

Eltcise.- . . . I W'\q. arlvisei to prim 4000 copie~; 3000 
ot wb.nu were s-1t-,•~·1b3i for by the otfic<Jrs in gener"l, 
and the remaining 1000 reserved for presents. 

B 1'. tlti~ h llJ~ all in r~g'd t'l flarliar essays by 
p,irt'l. I q 1 lte farther fom M:r. 0 lOIViy's article: 

0 te writer s~vs hls "S1n~ 011 the De'l.th of General 
Wolfe" w~<J published in the Gentlemrtn:s Magnzin.e, but 
thOII!!'t wrtt.tel} q,t, r~'l\Ve'l. E lglaad, lt was first p .bUshed in 
the Pennsylvrznia Mag7zine. 

I turn to thq "Mti'W~lla.neouq Pllemq" in M3n
dam's edition of the" Works of Thomas P<line" and 
fiad the following note to the aforesaid verses: 

This Song was written immedlq,tely after the death of 
General Wolfe. A•. this t.im'l a prize wa'l offererl for the hPst 
epitaph on the celebrated hero. Mr Paine enteTerl the list 
among other competitor~. but his mat•er growi11g too long. 
for an epitaph, and a88Uminl!another Rf>ape. hP. entitlpiJ it an 
Ode and it was so published in the GentZemrzn a M11grzzin.e. 

It wag BOO'\ after set to music. became a popular song 
and was sung by the Anacreonatic and other societies. ' 

Tbe death of Gan .. ra.l Wolfe was in SE>ptf>mber. 
1759 At that tims Paine W'"' a master stay mabr 
at Sandwiclt, where on the 27;h of s~ptember be 
married Mary L'mbert, daught~r of an ex~iseman of 
th"t. placE>. P4tne did not bec'lrne an tX ·isR ...... ., till 
1764 and was not stationed at L ~wes until 1768. 

luow proceed to notice another error of Mr. Oon-
•w 'Y which concerns myself. He says : · 

Mr. W. H. Burr maintains that Paine, under the name of 

"Ca•cll:" wrote numbers of the Erglish ~~Crisis" during the I Ja~uary, 1776 he returned with a ~argo of saltpeter. 
:y~ar 1775 bPginning in April. This i~ d1sproved by the iu- Hence 1 Ill fer that' P"ine \Vent first d all vll a 
trmslc t:VIdence in Caeca's e~says that he was then in Lon- l'k · · · · A ·1 1775 d t d b th 1 t 
1'10!'. whereas Paine waR certainly in America throughout I e miSSIOn JD pr1 • an re urnE Y. . t 1 

1775 editing the Penrwgl'fJania Mflgnzine. An interview with of January, 1776 reaay to put to press h1s pam
Raeo in tbe lartt:r pari. of M.arcn, and another with D:. phlet., " Oommon Sense." 
Franklin in October, are also on record. _ _ My diRcnvery that 1• Oasca" was Paine was made 

The interview with Dr Rilsb in March, 1775 I do in Oat., 1880, and four days after t.hat discovery I was 
not dnubt; but I do dispute the allE>gfd 1nu•rview bappy to fi.ud -that Librarian SpdfJrd bad anticipattd 
with D ·. Fravklin. Paine S83"S in Orisis No. III: me, his identift«lation of the writer being ba!lfd, bow-

In October 177.5 Dr. Franklin proposed giving me such ever, not on tbe series of articles by "OaEca," but on 
materials as were in n!s hands towards completing a h!sr.ory an extra number of The Orisis, publiRhed separately 
of the prf'sent transacl.ionP, and seemed desirous of having in a pamphlet and ,.ntitled "A.. Orisis Ettnordinary." 
the first volume out the next Spring I had then_ formed the [t was dated Aug. 9; and was all about Gen. Gsgb'S 
outlines of •· Common BenfP" and tlnisbl'd nearly the first 

1 part, and as I supp,lsed I he D ICtor's design In getting out a proclamation of June 2 h in Boston. Taking a t~;:lt 
olstory was to "pe'l the new year with a new system I ex- from Horace, Prr>jecit ampullatJ, the writer gave i~ a 
pectPd to surprise him with a produc•ion on the eubjec free translation tbua: 
much earlier 1han he thoujZht of.; and without informing 
him of what I was doing got it ready for the press as fast as 
I convenientlv could, aLd sent him the first pamphlet that 
was printed elf. 

That proposal of Dr Franklin I claim was not 
made at an "interview" in Philadelphia, but in alet
~er to Paine in L:>ndon. 

Aoil now let us cnusider Paine's connection with 
the Pennsylvania Magazine. While Mr. Oonway 
was writing his article for tbe Nation, I was prepar
ing a speEch for a celebration of Paine's birthday, 
and I need only repeat a portion of my r,.marks as 
printed in the Ironclad Ao11 of February 14·b. 

0 a the 4 ;b of March, 177 5, Paine wrote to Frank
lin in L)ndon: 

Your countenancing me has obtained for me many friends 
and much reputation, for which please accept my sincere 
thanks. I hav been applied to by several gentlemen to in· 
struct their sons on very advantageous terms to myself. and 
a printer and bookseller here, a man of reputation and prPp
erty, R 1bert Aitkin, has lately attempted a msg"zlne, but 
having little or no turn that way himself, he has applied to 
me for aesls·ance. He bad not above six hundred subscrib
ers when I first a~sisted him. We hav now upwards of tit. 
teen hun"red, and daily increaqing. I hn not entered Into 
terms with him. Thle is only the second number. The 
first I was not concerned in. 

Tbe first number of the Pennsyl11ania MaJaZine 
was J snuary. P .Aine tells Frank I.ll tbat be was not 
concerned in tbe first. And yet in the first num
ber there appeared several anonymous contributions 
which were undoubtedly written by Paine. Oae of 
tbe 3e related to surveying and was signed" P." An· 
other. describing a new eJectric macbio~, was signed 
"A lantic11s." A third one on the 11 U ;ility of Mag
RZ oes,'' without signature. was probably written by 
P .. ine, and it is supposE~d that he may hav written or 
r'"viPed a brief 11 lnt.rodl•c'ion to the Pennsylvania 
Mag,zi.ne" dated Jan 24. 

Tae F~bruary number, which PAine says he was 
concerned in, has thrfe articlfls believed to hav been 
written by him, to wit: "U 1eful and Eatertainivg 
Hmts," by " Atlanticus ;" "N 'w A'lecdotes of Alex 
ander the Grtat." si~ned "Eiop," and an unsigned 
poem entitled 1

. Snowdrop and Oritic." 
The Mar«lb numbsr baa an article on the 11 Life 

and D .latn o' L'lrd Otive,'' unsigned, but credited to 
1 Atlanticus" in Paine's works. And in the same 

numb-rare two poems signed "At.lanticus," one on 
the 1

' D ath of Gen. Wolfe" and the other 11 A Tale 
of the Molllr and the Jew." 

I'l the Magazine for April I ftnd but one proba
ble c1ntributton by Paine, namely" Oupid and Hy
mFn." signed II E~op." 

D.uing all tne rest. of the yeat' I discoTer only 
two contributions by Paine to the Magnzi.ne, to wit: 
two poems by 11 Atlanticus," both in the July num 
ber. 

H appeal's, thersfore, th't all the editorial al!sist
ance rend,.,.~il bv P"ine to the publisher of the Penn
sylvania M 'gazine, was upon two or three of the 
earlier i.IUmbtlrs. 

It certainlv endell by about the ht of April; and 
for the Puflbient rE~aoon that. Paine waa not there 
du•ing alJ t.he rest d the YPA ... 

0 1 the 21 it of January, 1775, the first number of 
a weekly paper c•lled Tbe OrtSIS appeared in L.,ndon 
Tbe oril'lcipal object of the publication was to oppose 
the British ministry in their Mnduct of affairs, espe
cially in regard to America. Tile writers were anot~y
moua and audscious. The leadinu tt.rticle in the first 
number may hav been written by Pa<ne, who was at 
that time in Philadelphia. At all events, a series of 
articles cnnh·ibuted to The Orisis by '1 Oasca,'' begin
ning April 15 h and continuing for a year, were un
doubtedly wr.tten by Paine. 

About t~e time of t.h~ p11'hlicat.ion of the first 
letter of 11 0Rsoa," April 15 1775 P .. ine was in L JD 
don. What brought him tbere ! Hostilities had be
uun in America, and the most pressing need of the 
colonies was gunpowder. This need was doubtless 
anticip't"~d by P<~inA, wb.o took his dep•rturA 'hefore 
the first bl""'hh<>tl at L -xingtoJ>, Apr. 19. 1775. In 
0 ~tobt~r, 1775 Gen. Wasbineton had penved up 
G~o. HoWd in B 1ston, but dared not advance one 
stt>P becaaPe "" h11.d not five rounds of powder. 
In D~cem"er D·. Fa k'in 11ent a letter to M Da
mas, in F ance, by a .Mr. Storey, in ~losing £100 to 
defrav expenses in procuriog a shipment 01 tmail 
armq, ammunition, and saltpeter. 

Previn,t->ly in the same year Chades Biddle was 
sent to France to procure munitions of war, and in 

0 1 soule, of slavery more than dePth afraid 
Go~ge wastes his pardons or his gasconade. 

The earlier numbers of Tlle Crisis were reprinted 
in American newspapers, and I hav here a repri~t 
of the first twenty-eight numbers in a book, by John 
Anderson, New York, 1776. 

I hav, furthermore, tlliS advertisemAnf:. clipped 
from Holyoake's 11 Reasoner," March 25 1855 : 

Paine's Crisis 1775, • • • This rare book was ordered to 
be burned by the common hangman, in the Palace yard, 
Westminster. 

Ten of these twenty-eight numbers are signed 
"OaMa," and several more unsigned are undoubt
edly his. 

Who started the publication of The Orisis in 
London T Franklin had been insulted at court and 
was about to leave E :~gland forever. Already be had 
sent Paine to Pniladelpbia with letters of introduc
tion. But he himself did not embark until t.bree 

·months after the first issue of The Oriaie. P .. ine 
and Franklin were bosom-friends, and worked to
gether evfln when far apart. Without .their sFcret 
work American independence would not bav been 
achieved. Is it, therefore, any exaggeration to say 
that Paine and Franklin made this nation? 

11 Oasca " was unknown to the publisher of The 
Orisis, and was in or about London from April or 
May till Decem her, 177 5 as appears by repeated rtf
erences to the unknown contributor in tbe paper 
itself. 

" Oasca's " la11l; 6ommunication was in tbe paper 
dated April 13 1776. The writer was then in Amer
ica, and his " Oommon Sense" had gone through 
many editions. 

The cause of America was the priiJc~pal f;l-pfYIA "f 
"Oasca." In his first letter, dated Ap1il 15, 17751 
11 Oaeca" says: 

Hu the Americans ever yet been (ff;tough if men th~>y 
shortly wUl bt>) In arm~? H,av they yet bad a prP~pt>ct 
of any other te1m~ than such as would m'lke •h~m slave~? 
. . . They are not destitute of a·ms alreany, ~>nd they 
will be S"pplled with more In spite of our vigilant tl.t!et. 

Four days after the date of this letter, or t'ather 
of The Orisis containing it, the massacre at Ltxillg
ton occurred. 

In "Oaeca.'s" letter on May 6, 1775, he says, 
addressing DL". Johnson: 

I once more call America a nation, and a fZrt>at 11ation. 
Too far distant from the mo1her country to rtceive hom 
her either immediate or timely assistarce on any ~uddt:n fnr
elj!'n attack, she must in such a case find succor wilhin her
self or perish. 

In Paine's 11 Oommon Sense" we filld the same 
sentiment elaborattd; and in 01 Ossca'e" nfxt par
agraph the words " common sense" occur, as if 
foreshadowing his wo1.k in America. 

If unwarrantable oppression mlly be resisted upon revolu
tion principles, the tie between E .p;land .and America is act
ually dissolved, our protect.ion is withdrawn, our tyrannic 
sword un~heathed, and common sense proclaims aloud that 
obedience in America is no more. 

11 Oasce," being in E1gland at this time, hsd not 
ye~ heat'd of the batHe of L~xiogton, and Paine in 
his II Oommon s~nse" says: 

No man wa<~ a w~rme,. wislter for a "~conciliation than 
myself, before the fatal 19 h of April, 1775. 

But the subeeqaent letters of" Oasca" all breathe 
the spirit of Am~rican i,(l~pendence. 

The Orisis of June, 1775 contains a Jetter" To the 
K ng," which, though untugned, was doubtless writ
ten by" Oasca." Tbis was j 1st afr,er th~> news of the 
massacre at L11xington had reached E Jgland. I 
quote the first paragraph : 

Sir: Like that fell monstpr and il!lft>rnal tyrant, Charles 
the FtTst, you Rre determined to deln~te 1he land with inno. 
cent blood. F,rE'd whh r~ge at 1he more than savnp;e bar
barity of your mercenary t.roops. your cursf'd instruments of 
slaughter in America. I can no longer kt>Pp within the 
bounds of decency. The bnast of every true E11glishman 
must be filled with indignation, a11d that respPCt which is 
due to a king will be lost In a noble zeal for the preservation 
of our country and fellow-subjects. 

The publication of The Crisis in Et'glanif ceased 
aft~~>r the D '"l~n tinn of lndep~• ""rC" IL 1776. 

On the 23d of D~cf-mb-r, 1i76. A littJ,. pamphlet 
was prmted in Amerira tlalleii "The Orisi111," by 
"Oommon Sl:lnee," written upon a d"umbead by 
Thomas PainE', a private in General WashingtoiA'S 
armT. 

To the foregoing facts and arguments I will now 
add: 
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1 Tnt t~9 work of editing the Pennsylvania 
MtJgazine was next to notbina, the only aruc1e of an 
eiiGoraal n•tura b:~ing tile brief introduotion to the 
first number, which Plline says he was not con
cerned in. 

2 That Paine's own contributions were undoubt
edly gratuitous, it being an unswerving principle 
with him to t&k ~ no pay for and make no profit from 
hi8 literary wm k. 

3 · Tnat the assistance rendered by him wag prob
ably canvassing for subscribers, the number of 
whom, he says, had risen from six hundred to fifteen 
hundred since he first &"~sisted the publisher, and 
was daily increasing. F Jr tllia work, even b<c<fJre 
entering into terms with Mr. Aitkin, he would be 
entitle.l to a com'llission; and the pay would come 
as faa~ as the money was collented. ConsFqllentl} 
the publisher's book would show ( \S indeed I am 
informed it does) paym'!l"t.l!l made to Tnomas P&ine 
all through the yeu 1775 In his absence the) 
would of course ba received by his authoriz~d agent 
or lmbstitute. 

4 But whatever engagement Paine may bav made 
with the publisher his sudden depsrture from thir. 
country was a thing he would strive to k .. "P a~ 
set-ret as possible; and if, as was q11ite likely, RJbert 
Aitkin was a Scotch To1y, Piine would hav bad the 
strongest motiv to hoodwink him with the under 
standma that he would soon return and attend to 
his work in person. . 

And now in conclusion, Mr. Conway will remember 
that before his article appeared in the Nation I 
warned him against committing errors in writing a 
life of Plline, and tha& be cheerfully invited my 
criticism. I am sorry to fintl so many errors iu tht
article rniewed, and hope they will be fewer in the 
forthoomina biography. W. H. Bunn. 

Washington . .D. C., Ma ... cb 8 1891. 

Rec .. nt GemM-t"rom th., R li~ious Press. 
The I.ndependmt of the 12 n inst. in its leading 

article on tile •· L •gic of Miracles," says in substat ce: 
The Christian church cannot move a single step toward 

tle exclusion of superna uralism from the B ble without 
taking frbm it its divine authority, and sinking it to the com
mon level of other bonks. The "Thus saltn the Lord" is 
gone and a.H that remains Is the ·Thus saith man. 

As well may we speak of the dryne~s of water, the 
sunlight of tile evening, the impart.iality of human 
j 1stice, or the humanity of Jay G·Juld as speak 
soberly of the "L Jgic of Miracles." Logic io dtfiaed 
as the science Clf the laws of thought, and thought 
fiade its logical limitation within the natural environ
ment in which man finds himself. The moment 
thought seeks to transcend this limitation tht mo
ment it becomes vague and Illogical and wotfally 
lacking of a basic principle. To ascribe the origin 
of ancient miracl~>s to a God or Gods is still more 
illogic~tl, from the fact that the origin of tba God or 
G~ds themselvs is vailed in a mystery which is the 
dir~ct antithesis of logical thought. 

Tae fact is that this manuhctured exbibit marked 
A 1. is composed of most· delicate materials, and 
altllough it is called G )d almighty and said to be all 
powerful, etc., yet its keepers are terribly nervous 
and yell at the top of their voices at the mere 
shadow of the approach of reason with a stick in its 
hand, f >r fear that an inquisitorial punch in the ribs 
may produce its utter collapse into crumbling ruins. 

Tb.e great danger to the religious circus is from 
th~ keepers themselvs, who, although they are 
trained to the business and taught due rE>verence for 
its colossal Jumbo, yet will, in spite of the fran· 
tic appeals of old ring-masters and clowns, kePp 

· raising up the blanket which covers it and nposin~ 
~he hideous sores and ulcers which are fa!!t eating 
away its very nisteDce. Siys tbe Independent 
"Any system of criticism, be it high or low, that 
attempts to accommodate itspJf in whole or in part 
to the demands of any form of Infidelity ( 'lr rl'asor) 
will undermine the foundation of its own faith." 
We would suggest that it might be well to issue an 
order to these employees forbiddina them to raise 
or allow others to raise Jumbo's blanket, on the same 
principle that a saw-n:oill exhibits the familiar sign, 
"Don.'ii monkey with the bu2z saw when in motion." 

The Christian at Work, under the C&t>tion of an 
article called "Tbe Tree Tested by itA Fruits," inti 
mates that all tff,Jrts at reform from Positivists and 
Fteethinkers hav come to naught, and thus ex· 
presses it: 

N"w what hav the Positivists done since the death of 
Comte? They hav indt>Pd carried on the work of speculativ 
philosophy, but to what good purpose?· Meanwhile asvlums 
and hospitals hav been going up, and now all Eal!land is 
ringing with a plan for alleviating misery and wretchedness, 
and all this the work of Christian men. 

Saeing that misery and wretchedness is the logical 
output of (Jnristianity, that it is born, reared, and 
DUrturl'd into colossal proportions under the " benefi
Cell ce of Christian civil· z ,tion," we see no good rea
son why Christiane should nnt take care of the vic 
time of their iniquity. The Freethinkers and Posi· 

. tivists ~y reason of the wide prevalence of ignorant 

. sop.,rstition through which the masses are taught 
that it is a certain God's will that they shoold be 

poor and miserable while others should be rich and 
happy, 1i ,d tbeir way blocked by b1gotry, intoler
ance, and an animal fear which the ctlurch ha11 iiB
planted in its dt!luded fJllowers. Wtil the Chris 
tian at Work tell us whence comes this misery and 
wretCrAdoess of which 1t speakij T N >t from gen
erous N tture, which the church blasphemes by b.and 
ing it over to an ilofernal Gild ; not from the dehb 
erate choice of the victims tbemselvs; whence camPs 
it then 1 It comes from the impish environment of 
the mass~s produced by the seJfi ·hness which is th .. 
natural corollary of supernatural religion. E imi
nate that curse, make the ·land free, and you cat 
close up your "hospitals" and "homes" and " asy
lums," and mankind can at last come into posseseio1. 
of its natural heritage-the earth. 

The Christian Intell•gP.ncer tells us how very gooo 
bibliolat.ors are in these words : 

Those who accept the Bible with simple (~b, how sim
ple!) unquestioning faith, count the words as coming frono 
God, wio n no rPgllJ d tor higher crh.iclsm nor any other crill 
cism, btcr>me saintly, are divinely sustained In 1rial~, endun 
hardness cheerfully; these hav mr.re holiness, godlir e3~, ~p:r. 
ituality; than those who do not accept the ecripmre11 witb 
like faith. 

Hear us, ye factory hands who toil from sunrisr 
until sunset; hear us, ye miners who rir;k your live• 
tbatyemay not starvt-; bear us, ye railroad men; bear 
·as, all ye toilers of t,ht~ earth, who barely liv upon tbt 
wages ye rece1ve, do ye not know that if yC:.u wil 
endure hardness cheerfullv JOU only bav to beoomr 
a bibliolator, swallow the B,bJe at one gulp, !And yor 
shall be fed and clothed and housed spiritually. I 
is true you may faint with hunger, that you may b· 
evicted from your home and ldt to frefz~ and starvt 
to dllath on the highway with your helpless family dy 
iog about you-in fact, you may all finally die fran 
this treatment, but do not blame the boss or the su· 
perintendent because they gather around their cos~ 
fireplace for evening prayer; remember you are • 
bibliolator and it is God's will that you should au ff -r. 
Smile and die happy, my dear brother, bless Goo 
with your latest breath, aDd pray for the boss and 
superintendent. They need it badly. 

The Cht-istian Inq•tirer says in regard to the 
whereabouts of E j ill"s body : 

There is a point beyond which a zeal for knowledge I· 
simply lmpertmence. Seeking to know what had brcome o1 
Elijah the sons of the prophet were rebuked after their un 
successful search. 

This Wl\8 rather hard on the sons. or coursf 
they were cnrious to know what had become of th• 
old man. S.1ppose we should, in this day, regaTC' 
Rucb set king of knowledge as an impertinence ? 
What would become of our detectiv bureau' Shal 
we prohibit wivPs and sons from setoking buebandt 
and fathers 1 It is true they may not light out iJ 
a chariot of fire, but the Montreal special has born• 
away to Canadian shores many a Chrietian ornamen• 
to society, some of whom bav nevfr been hearr 
from, AR was the case with E j ,h. But then no on• 
ever rebuked the sons for bu11ting for them or tbt 
wives for finding out whether they went r ff witl 
another woman or not.. I presume most of E j 'h'• 
relative are dead and it will be of no use for me t• 
express a suspicion which bas lut ked in my mind fo1 
years, and that is that it mi~ht be poRsible tha• 
there waR an undFrstanding between El>j'h anc:1 
his son E isba, and that inst.~>ad of going up h 
a chariot of fire t>e made of his son an immorta 
liar, and sneaked c ff with a young woman of Gilf(al. · 
This may not be historically correct, but it will hold 
its own with the rest of the sto,ry. 

The Christian Union reviews t.he uH:erances of 
other religiou" j mrnals in criticising D ·. Briggs't 
position, and t-xoresses 11urprise "that hyper
orthodoxy and ltofidelity should end~avor to forbit' 
the banns which unite reason and scrip•ure." It, if 
a surprise to me to bear that there ever was an' 
unity between reason and scripture, or any idea of 
their being j 1;ued in wedloclr. D ·. Abbott . says 
"wbinb unite R Jason and SClrip•ure," conveying th• 
idea that tbey are alrel!dy married. We are inclined 
to believe that Dr. Abbott iP mistaken, and that at 
the worst tbey hav only bPen 1l rting. That the two 
opposit extremists should forbid the banns is an 
evidence t.bat at lfast for once thf'y hav agreed upov 
a very proper t.hing to do. They are totally uLfitted 
for each other, and their ancestors hav waged per 
pe~oal war against one another for centuries past., 
and it is impossible for them to be even on friendh 
terms, and the professor or doctor who tries the role 
of match-maker for this incongruous couple will find 
himself in the position of the man who tried to msk
peace botween a fighting Irishman and his wife
lihey both turned upon him and beat him unmerci
fully. 

such a love as to protec., the race from ir justice and 
legaliz~d wrong. Will D ·. Abbott show a few spfci
mens of such a pnfect m"nbood which Christianity 
has produced 1 C.tnnot D ·. Abbott see the reason
ableness of setting thiogs right in this world which 
we know are wrong, befJre we speculate upon our 
prospects in another world of which we know abso
lUtely nothin~? Subordinating the aff•irs of this 
ife to the hopes for another, is insulting to the 
bentfi<leMe of nature of which we are the ungrateful 
r~>cioitnts. 

The absurdity of D ~. Abbott's remark "that 
tt would be j11st as rational to declotre that one 
.bnegates his reason in accepting Legendre's Geom
•try as to declare that he abnegateR it in accepting 
r.be B1ble," is but another proof of the power of su
Jerstition over minds otherwise logical.· It is piti
,ble. 

The Oh.ristian Advocate, alluding to a leUt>r sent 
o the 'I rlbune antlnt the late Atheist, Charles Brad
augb, g1vs a remark wnich the writer of the Jetter 
,JaimE~ t.o bav made to Bradlaugh, and which (oays 
,be Advocat•) can be applied to evFry At, heist or 
[, fidej in ihb world. This is tbe remark said to 
av b •en made by Mr. Steinitz to Mr. Bredlaugh: 
You cannot solve the great mystery of life and of time and 

f 8pactl. Ir you wish to dissuade people from believing In 
;onfucm~, Moses. Ohrl~t. and Mohammed, you certainly 

cannot txpect them to believe in Bradlaugh. 
Aside from the mamfest unfairness of repeating a 

·emark made to a person who is now dead and also 
,ot giving his reply thereto, waiting as it were. until 
tis lips are fnrevPr closed and then launching it 
'orth, a one-sided rdf,.ir for the benefit of the church, 
.side from this there is •b~olutely nothing in it tl!at 
.ny Infidel could not answer, nay, would rather see.\t 
o bav such a question propounded that in its reply 
1e might furever silence the propagation of the false 
1otion that Atheists or Infi.rh•ls nre seeking for a 
aersonal following, such as Moses, Christ., or other 
Jropllets ~athered about them. 
· The Fceethinker, Atheist, Infir!el, or whatever 
tame he may be calh•d by, advises his friends to fol
ow no man, priest, God, or devil; to beli.,ve nothing 
bat is not consistent with his reason. Ha does not 
lait his hook to catch silly fish who bite only to be 
••ten, as t.hecburch does. H!'l does not seek converts 
;o sny atfirmatiu views of his own. He pleads with 
nan to use his own reasoning power to free himself 
rom error and •upersti1iov, and the one si"~le per
an he tells his friend to believe in is himself. 

FJllowers of anybody or-anything enqJave them
elva and become voluntary prisoners. They debase 
bemselvs by becoming mere copyists of a man per
•aps inferior on the whole to tbemselvs. 

Tllis has been the d~>ailly foe to progress andre
·orro, and we would a~k Mr. Steinilz to tDX his mem
Jry a little further and giv Mr. Brsdlaugh's answer 
o his wonderful question. He h11s done remarkably 
v~n with his query; perhaps. he c~an do as well with 
•he answer. 

The Examiner, that ri~id Baptist•sheet, actually 
levotes a column to "Onida" llt.nd bAr BI!Pimlt on 
!Jhrietianity published in the North American .Re
•Jiew, and is ·• at a loss to discover the grounds on 
vhicb the editor of so generally respectable a period
cal should bav chosen as the assailant of Christian
ty the curious and r~a•.ber disreputable person who. 
mder the naine of ' 0 lida' bas for many years in
(pRted current literature." After t,boroughly posting 

0 tid a" up for her cordial hatred of "our country
.vomen," by relating an alleged interview between 
1ne of our countrywllmf'n and the '' ir:.feeter of cur
ant Jit,erature," tbe Exr1minfr duls more with the 
1haracter of the assailant, than the matter a•sailed, 
, refnue that lawyers often take in a poor caee
ittRck tht> character of the opposing principal. 

Tbe interv1ew cr ''call" OJJ 0 11da is thus given: 
"An AmeriCJan woman risked a call upon her in 
F10rence and was greeted with the remark, ' I don't 
13are to receive Americsns, they are so ignorsnt and 
underbred' " To whicb, says the Examiner, our 
'Ountrywomali with bfcomivg spirit replied, "I sup
pose you think so he(lauBA th<-y read so many of 
your nasty books." If the books are "nasty," we do 
oat see that "our countrywom\D" helped her case 
r>r gave more evidence of t,he lady than d:d Oaida in 
her very rude greeting. Tb~ arraignment of Chris
tianity which Ouida mabs r ffdrS nothing new in the 
wav of piercing the vulnerable armor of the church, 
and it is mentioned not so much for its own ir.herent 
•ppoeit,ness aa to note the fact that the subj•ct is 
becoming so interesting IIJJd popular as a tbtme fer 
.. ssays and deb•t,es that 0 tid a, a sensational novPI
ist., writes n11 it for a periodical like the North 
American R·view and that the editor of the Exam
iner reviews her article and writes her name and 
does not rE>port the emell of brimeton? in the air 
while doing it. Surely we are p'l'niJrfBRJDg. 

WM ALLEN' SMITH. 

196 Broadwny N w Yn-k N. Y. 
-

Dr. Abbott says the scripture ev,rvwhere appea1P 
to reason, but be fails to 11ay just where we ~an find 
tbis appeal, and we cannot see how tbe nature of re. 
ligion assists in the development of perfec~ manhood l 
Perfect manhood s"Jould inclode in its constituents Sx111n for catalog of our publications. Se:nt free 
a. broad, noble, unselfish love for our race, so fllll of on application. 
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The Torch of Reason vs. The Pansy. 
The desirability, if not necessity, of an appropriate 

emblem for all classes of Freethinkers, Liberals, and 
Secularists must be conceded ; in fact, a popular de
mand for such a badge must be supplied. What 
shall it be ! A design symbolical of the glorious 
work and principles we are contending for, at once 
suitable, self-explanatory, beautiful, attractiv, novel, 
and original; or something commonplace, inappro
priate, witliout sense or meaning, and moreover the 
public property of every man, wom._n, and child, a 
common article of adornment found upon every five
cent counter, in every millinery and jewelry estab
lishment, a flower which already is worn by thou
sands who would indignantly scorn any connections 
with the Liberal or Secular propaganda, and which 
represents religious thought even more than pro
gressiv thought? 

Some ten years ago the late Miss Oharehill placed 
upon the market a small, modest emblem represent
ing U. M. L. (for Universal Mental Liberty), and a 
globe, symbolical of Universal Mental Liberty over 
the world. It had a moderate sale, and the writer 
occasionally received orders for the same. Being de
sirous of improving the rather humble design, I con
ferred with Miss Churchill concerning her price for 
a half interest in the same, including privilege to 
remodel it. From a letter, now before me, I quote 
her startling answer : " Providing your improve
ment on my design is pleasing to me, and providing 
a joint patent can be obtained, I make you the fol 
lowing offer: That you and I take out a joint patent 
in the United States, you to furnish the means to do 
so, and for the sum of $14,000 (!.! !), $2.000 down 
and good security for the balance at fivA per cent in

.terest, the $12 000 to be paid in $1,500 payments 
every six months, I will assign to you my part of 
the patent for the United States.-Lucy Churchill." 
This letter, which can be seen by anyone calling at 
my store, and its exorbitant proposition, induced me 
to originate and patent an entirety difterent design, 
and one which quickly superseded Mies Churchill's, 
as by far the more beautiful and appropriate em
blem of the two. I not having the time or the 
needed capital to properly " push " the badge, it has 
not had as large a sale as it otherwise would hav 
had, yet thousands of them, of both sizes, are worn 
by many of the best men and women in the United 
States. I hav voluntary testimonials from almost 
every prominent Liberal in the United States a few 
of which I will here append. ' 

From Miss Ida Orat!ldock, written a few days be
fore the last congress, and in response to a diamond 
badge sent her conditionally that she would wear it 
which, of course, implied tbat she indorsed it as th~ 
most suitable emblem for Liberals : 

PHILADBLPffiA, O~t. 7, 1890. 
DBAR Sm: Your favor of 2d inst. at hand, inclosing $10 

for the American Secular Union, for which we thank ynu 
heartily. Tile Freethought badge-pin also arrived safely, 
and I need hardly say how delighted I am with it. I 
deeply appreciate this token of your esteem and shall be 
only too pleased to wear It, especially at our coming con
gress. The design is beautiful, appropriate, eft'ectiv, and 
the more one looks at it, the more it grows upon one. One 
thing which especially pleases me In it is the arch of blue 

· sky around Freethought, which suggests the freedom 
which Liberals, and only Liberals, possess of reaching 
upward and outward for new truths, through all infinity of 
space and time. But the whole design is eminently suitable 
for what it is intended to symbolize, al!ld again I thank you 
for this gift. Yours very truly, IDA C. CRADDOCK. 

PORTLAND, 0REG:lN. 
Your beautiful badge.pin received. To say that it is 

beautiful is simply to repeat what everyone says who looks 
at it. To say that the design covers the whole field or our 
work is to say what_all must recognize at a glance. 

MATTIB p. KR&KBL. 

FRBEMONT, WASH. 
ln my perambulations I find every intelligent worker in 

the ranks of Infidelity desirous to possess and proud to wear 
the beautiful and appropriate emblem your genius has 
designed. It enables genuin Liberals to show their colors. 
All who love the cause of Universal Mental Liberty, all who 
desire the flag of liberty to wave above the cross of cruelty, 
all who ilevote time and means to keep aflame the torch of 
reason that it may illumin the darkness of superstition, are 
proud to wear the badge-pin, the emblem that so fully ex
presses their sentiments. Th~> pansy represents nothing or 
anything ; all characters, no characters ; priest, parson, or 
school-girl can wear it ; it is suitable to all who hav no 
convictions, aims, or purpose, or wish to disguise or conceal 
their true intent. 

Only honest, outspoken men and women will bear the 
burning torch of reason and openly declare themselvs in 
favor of" Free Thought," the enemies of superstition. 

c. B. REYNOLDS, 
Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 

In view of these facts, what are we to think of the 
dupliaity of our secretary, who, ten or fourteen days 
after writing the above letter, upon her own respon
sibility champions the adoption of a pansy · and 
DC?W again, witho~t . cona.ulting the great body of 
Ltbarals who sustam her m office, upon so important 
a question appeals to the "patriotism of every Free
thinker," in an expensiv pamphlet paid from fund l in 
our ~reasury, to adopt tbt~ pansy ''as a silent, unob
tru~Iv .tea~imony of his principles," etc.? Being pe
Cuniarily mterested, I reluctantly write this article at 
t~e risk of my motivs being miacom trned, but I 
will add that when my design is improved upon or 1 

more appropriate emblem suggested by Miss Orad· 
dock or anyone else I will cheerfully withdraw mine 
and use my utmost influenae to induae all to wear 
the best badge. Bat until then I protest against 
the arbitrary usurpation of a single individual to 
attempt to crowd upon a vast army of intellectual 
men and women an emblem without sense, without 
meaning, and which no doubt in France or other 
countries will soon be superseded by the sun of sci
ence and torch of reason. Let every Liberal vote 
or speak his mind upon this important question. 

Respectfully submitted, OTT) WETTSTEIN. 
Rochelle, .Ill. 

I would re'spectfully call .the attention of the convention 
to the fact that the only real advantage of· petitions is that 
seeking signatures calls attention to, and arouses interest in, 
the question at issue. Signatures are easily obtained, but 
hav little or no weight with legislators. But if personal let
ters are sent by voters to the members of the house and sen
ate, urging certain action, every such letter tells, because 
each letter is positiv evidence of a voter's real interest and 
desires, and no politician can afford to ignore the personal 
desires of a large and wide-awake .number of his constit
uents. 

Every member of both houses of the legislature was del
uged with letters inclosing the cartoon and leaflet, signed by 
voters of their respectiv precincts-a gentle hint that if they 
fail to work and vote for right and justice, those voters will 
fail to work and vote for them next election. 

We need to use the same tactics in repeal of all Sunday 
Washington Secular Union. laws. 

Thanks to thb indomitable energy of our treasurer, Geo. 
The annual convention of the Washington Secular M. Boman, and the efforts of the Washington Secular 

Union was held at G. A. R. Hdl, Seattle, on Sunday, Union, the revenue bill passed by the last legislature decrees 
Feb. 22, 1891. Daspite bad weather, counter attrac- that all church property, private school, and hospital prop. 
tions, and other disadvantages, there was a good erty shall be taxed at full valuation; aud this is in strict ac-

?ord with the constitution, and every principle of right and 
attendance and very earnest interest. JuPtice. 

The delegates and members assembled realized Your secretary wrote an open letter to Governor Ferry, 
it was not a mere hurrah gathering, but a business which was published in Seattle and Tacoma papers of June 
meeting for the f f · t th d 27th and 29th, calling his attention to the law, and urging 

purpose o con err10g oge er an him to use his rightful authority in compelling assessors to 
decidi~g on th~ best course to adopt to carry out comply with that law. Some fi!ty copies of the Tacoma 
the a1ms and objects of the organization. The Globe containing the letter to Governor Ferry were sent to 
morning and dfternoon sessions were devoted to this assessors of the dlfferent counties. 
purpose, and with excellent results. On July 11th I published a letter to Attorney-general 

The report of the secretary, reciting what h'"d Jones, in answer to his of July 6th, in regard to taxation of 
.. church property, and over one hundred copies were distrib-

been aceomplished during the year, the first of the uted by mail. 
organization, and making suggestions connected I received a letter from a member of the house committee 
therewith, awoke much enthu~iasm. on the revenue bill, himself an earnest Liberal, in!orming me 

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY. that tlte emergency clause was not attached to the bill be-
T, h 

0 
cause it w'l.s understood the churches should hav one yea'l" 

0 t 8 ~ce/l's and Membe?•.q of the Washington Becula;r Union of grace tJ pay their taxes, so they could not complain that 
in Uowoention .Assfmbled: 1 t was a burden suddenly sprung upon them; that if a case 

Ladies and Gentlemen: The work of your secretary I hav was now made in the courts, the churches would concen
found to be onerous. demanding zeal, persistellce, and untir- trate efforts to effect repeal of the law at the next session of 
ing industry. The first important matter demanding action the legislature, but if the matter rested till next assessment, 
was in regard to the law would be surely enforced; and its repeal be almost 

PAID OHAPLAINB IN THE LJ!GISLATURE. impossible. ' 
Your secretary wrote a number of letters of remonstrance We need to heed the admonition of Washington, "E'er-

to members of the house and senate. nal vigilance is the price of liberty." There is need of 
The follnwing letter to Hon. A. H. Eddy, !rom Snohomish, every Liberal in the sta'te joining our organiz~tion, and of 

is a samnle : the election in each precinct of an executiv officer as vice-
OFF!OB OF WASHINGTON 8EOULA.R UNION, SBATTLB,} president Of the State SOCiety, SO they can in their official ca-

Feb. 3, 1890. pacity, as the representative of Liberals of theirrespectiv pre-
RoN. A. H. EoDY, My Dea;r Sir: The Liberals of our cincts, demand compliance with the law, knowing they are 

~tate hav just completed practical organization. Our object·· backed in their just demands by all the genuin Li.berals of 
IS to secure Secularization of our government-to keep the state. 
church and state forever separate and our flag above the SUNDAY LAWS. 
cross. Any law enforcing Sunday observance, or the religious ob-

While it may not be advisable to publicly express our servance of any feast, fast, or holy day, is a violation of our 
appreciation of your efforts to enforce compliance with the constitution, which declares: "Absolute freedom of con
consti.tuti(;m. and put an end to paid chaplains in the houses science in all matters of religious sentiment, belief, and wor
o.f legislatiOn. and exemption of church property from taxa- ship shall be guaranteed to every individual." "No one 
tJOn,- we desire to assure you of our earnest support and shall be disturbed in person or property on account of relig. 
sympathy in your efforts in that direction, and that you may ion." . 
~epe!ld on the Liberals' grateful remembrance of your serv- Hence no person pursuing any legitimate occupation, or 
ICes In behalf of equal rights to alL lawful pleasure or pastime, on Stmday, any more than on 

If you can suggest any service or action on our part that any other day of the week, can be disturbed because of any 
will. be helpful in preventing payment of chaplains and to one else's religious sentiments. What is lawful on any one 
abolish the o~ce, plea~e drop me a line, and you can rely on day in the week is equally lawful on every other day of the 
your SUj!gesuons meetmg prompt and energetic action. week. . 

Your friend and coworker for regson, right, and truth, Enly in October, under the scheming of Rev. Wilbur 
C. B. REYNOLDS, Bee. W. S. U. Crafts, who made his headquarters at Tacoma, from whence 

Success crowned our first endeavor. And it is a strange he issued instructions to his dupes and unprincipled emis
fact that since the legislature cut off the salary of the chap- sarles, the fanatics of Seattle endeavored to enforce the ter
lains prayers hav been like angels' visits, few and far be" ritorial Sunday law, and arrested the proprietors of three 
tween. It is perhaps wicked to think that prayers come and barber-shops for keeping open shop and working on Sunday. 
go at the beck and call of the" almighty-dollar." It may Two, not members of our Union, were scared into paying 
be more charitable to believe that the ministers cea9ed pray. $25 fine, and promising to close their shops on Sunday 
ing at the capital because of the lack ot appreciable effect on thenceforth. Mr. Christopher belongs to the Washington 
the members. . Secular Union. He retained counsel before he was aware 

OATHS AND AFFIRMATIONS. that the society would defend him. His counsel was as-
The constitution especially guarantees, Art. I, Sec. 5.: sisted by our president, R. Winsor. Judge Rivers decided 
"The mode ot administering an oath or affirmation shall that the word "trade" in the statute does not apply to 

be such as may be most consistent with and binding upon handicraft or mechanical labor, or ordinary work or occu
the conscience of the person to whom such oath or affirma- pation, but to sale or barter of goods or merchandise. The 
tion may be administerPd." prisoner was discharged. Two weeks later Mr. Christopher 

Sep. 2. "Absolute freedom of conscience in all matters of was again arrested, and this time taken before the superior 
religious sentiment, belief, and worship shall be guaranteed court. The Sunday fanatics retained able counsel to assist 
to every individual." the prosecuting attorney. Every possible ~ff\)rt was made 

Yet in several courts of law witnesses were required to to secure a conviction. We entered a demurrer that the 
take oath or make affirmation with raised hand. Your sec. court had no original jurisdiction in any such cases accord
retary promptly called the attention of the judiciary to the ing to the statute. The court sustained the demurrer. The 
constitutional bill of rights, and wrote articles tor Tas TRUTH prisoner was discharged. 
SEBKBR, ln'Oe~tigator, and Ironclad Age. "Know· your Exasperated by 'repeated failure, the fanatics swore out 
rights and dare maintain them." The rie:ht is now conceded warrants and had the principal clothing merchants arrested 
in all courts of the state, that no person in the state of Wash- for violation of the Sunday law. After many delays, the 
ington can legally be required to take any form of oath or case of Mr. Hershbergh, a member of the Union, was made 
any special form of affirmation other than such as shall be a test case. Col. James H. Lewis and General Metcalf ap
most consistent and binding upon their conscience. peared for the defense. The jury promptly rendered aver-

No person when making an affirmation need to raise their diet of acquital. All the prisoners were discharged. 
hand, bow their knee, sit, stand. or assume any particular In the case at Spokane Falls the jury promptly acquitted. 
positio~ other than such as beet suits their own pleasure and In the last case at Tacoma, that of a barber, not a mem-
convemence. · ber of the Washington Secular Union, his counsel applied 

NO QUESTIONS AS TO RELIGIOUS BELIEF. for and We furnished him With brief, made Up from the 
No judge, no lawyer, juror, nor any other person has any f::leattle cases. The jury promptly acquitted, and the court 

right, in any court of justice in this state, to question a wit- very wisely decreed that the fanatics who instituted the 
ness or juror in regard to his or her opinion, belief, or disbe- persecution should pay all the costs-since which they hav 
lief on matters of religion. . remained quite passiv. 

TAXATioN oF OHUROH PROPERTY. Thus our victory is complete and the fanatics are utterly 
In this connection your secretary desires to express admi- routed. We should hav preferred that a case should be 

ration and gratitude to that noble Liberal, our lamented carried to the supreme court and decided. Fanatics still 
treasurer, the late Geo. M. Boman. He was ever ready to hav power to annoy by procuring arrests. 
giv advice, to make sacrifices, and do hard, efficient work to There is great interest in this subject, and now would be 
advance the cause of mental liberty, and secure entire and just the right time to issue a leaflet or small pamphlet giv
complete divorce of church and state. He very greatly ing in concise form the biblical, historical, and legal facts 
helped to make my position as secretary endurable, ever in- in regard to Sunday laws and Sunday observance. Such a 
spiring to renewed hope, courage, and endeavor. Realizing pamphlet would at this tirue be eagerly read by all classes. 
the need Of prompt action to defeat the SUbtle schemes Of RBLIGIOUB EXBROIBBB IN PUBLIO BOROOLB. 
the combined church organizations, &nd that delays are dan- The law requires appeals to be made to the local school 
gerous, he anticipated some of the work of the Union He board. Not t111 relief or justice has been refused by the 
commissioned Watson Heston to design a cartoon to "show board, can an appeal be made to the superior court for a 
most forcibly the injustice of exempting church property mandamus. 
from taxation, and under the title of '' Taxed and Untaxed " Your secretary has done an immense amount of writing 
most ably did Heston fill the order. At Mr. Boman's re- to various school boards, and in several cases succeeded in 
quest, I wrote the leaflet, "Words of Wisdom," and mailed obtaining orders to teachers to comply with the constitution 
three thousand copies of the cartoon and leaflet to Liberals and cease all religious exercises in connection with school 
throughout the state, with requests that they would induce work. 
friends to sign and forward the accompanying letter, with Once we can obtain a decision of the supreme court all 
cartoon and leaflet, to their members of the legislature, Mr. religious exercises and instruction in any public school of 
Boman paying the entire cost. Washington will end forever. 
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The most devout Christians are really as much interPsted 
as Liberals in the enforcement of the wise provisions of the 
constitution prohibiting religious eJtercise or instruction in 
our public schools; for if, just now while Protestants are in 
a majority it is right to read the Protesta'lt Bible, repeat the 
Lord's Prayer, and sing gospel hymns, soon Catholics may 
be in the majority and instst on resiling the Catholic Bible, 
repeating prayers to the Virgin Mary, and performing high 
mass. 

Why has not the one as much:right in our public schools 
- as the other ? · 

The law, our constitution, is all on our side of right, but 
the arrogant assumptions, the law-breaking proclivities, of 
priests and parsons render an appeal to the courts to enforce 
their obedience to its just requirements an absolute neces
sity. No other remedy will ~vail. 

TBE STATE UNIVKRSITY. 
Modifications, consideraule concessions, hav been made in 

regard to old· st.yle chapel services, but religious exercises are 
persisted in, contrary to the letter and spirit of the constitu
tion and the law. Your secretary has been compelled to let 
the matter go by default, the president in his legal capacity 
refusing to take action till ample funds are in the treasury 
to meet his retaining fees and all legal expenses. 

TJJANKSGlVING PROOLAMATION. . 
Crowded with other duties, I failed to mail a letter of re. 

monstrance to Governor Ferry against making proclama. 
tion of Thanksgivin~ as a religious holiday. While we con
cede the right of appointing legal holidays, in which no per
son could be compelled to transact busmess, yet, my letter 
said, the servants of the people hav no right to settle the 
vexed question of which God is to be .worshiped, nor ap. 
point any set time, or recommend the observance of any set 
time. for such worship. My letter continued, that "Force 
and Energy" are regarded by the most intellle:ent citizens of 
Washington as "the supreme ruler of the Universe," and 
that the citizens of Washington, when they bad cause of grat
itude to any God, or man, were fully competent to select 
time and mode of returning thanks without any instructions 
from their servants or politicians. Go .. ernor Ferry kindly 
inclosed me a copy of his proclamation, Informing me that 
.it had been prepured before he received my letter. 

I would respectfully urge that every Liberal in Washing
ton write a letter to the governor upon this subject not later 
than September of neJtt year. 

TO WIN WOMEN'S HELP. 
One of our greatest needs is to win the hearty cooperation 

of good women. Success depends on our doing so. But 
they ne attached to their churclu!s, and many noble, con
scientious women will not read a Liberal or scientific book, 
pamphlet, or paper; will not attend a Liberal lecture, l!lOr 
listen to any facts or arguments on the subject. They, as 
well as many well·intentioned men, hav been educated to 
believe that to do so is to step upon the devil's ground. 
How can we reach them? T.b.ey will all read their local 
newspaper. · 

Your secretary has received very encouraging letters from 
those places where by the influence of the executiv officer of 
our society items and articles tending to awake to thought 
and investigation, without arousing prejudice, hav been 
sent by your eecretary and published in local papers. Be
lieving this work most important, practical, and likely to add 
to our number, I call attention to the need of electing vice
presidents in every town, and the weekly or semi-weekly 
furnishing of items or articles for local papers to the vice
presidents throughout the state. To render this work possi
ble and to facilitate the great labor devolved on your secre
tary, he should be furnished with a type-writer-the best 
attainable and most efficient manifolder. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
C. B. REYNOLDS, Secretary. 

At the afternoon session election of officers for 
the ensuing year was held. In accordance with our 
constitution no nominations were allowed. E\ch 
delegate wrote on the ballot the name of the person 
he desired to fill the offiGe. E\Clb officer was bal
loted for separately. Every offi.Cler was elected on 
the first ballot. No better evidence could be afforded 
of the harmony of the convention, no more gratify· 
ing assurance to the persons elected that they were 
the first and unanimous choice of the society. 

The following offiClars were elected: President, 
Robed J. Wilson, of Seattle; secretarv, 0. B. Ray· 
nolds, of Freemont; treasurer, Mary E. Boman, of 
Freemont ; direCltors at large, Albert Rosenow, 
of Walla Walla; P. B. Morton, of Saattle. These 
officers comprise the board of directors and executiv 
committee. 

WHO AND WHAT THEY ARE. 

The president, R. J. Wilson, is to-day the leading 
Liberal of Seattle ; a young man, but a deep thinker 
and a shrewd observer, possessing excellent j tldg
ment. He is a genuin hustler, a true Liberal in the 
best and fullest sense of the tarm-an Infidel de· 
v.oted heart, brain, and pocket· book to the cause of 
mental liberty and humftn progress. He is making 
a success of life, and is regarded by the business 
men of Seattle as a most reliable, energetic, rising 
man. He came to this city a stranger, without 
friends or funds, depending solely on his ability, in
tegrity, and energy. He has deserved the good suc
cess that has rewarded him. 

The Washington Secular Union can rely on his 
judgment, zeal, and devotion to the aims and objects 
of the organization. 

The secretary, 0. B. Reynolds, during the past 
year did the very best he could, and, with the in
creased facilities, accepts the burden for another 
year. 

Of the treasurer, Mary E. Boman, I will say: The 
action of the board of directors in electing Mrs. M. 
E. Boman as treasurer and member of the board, to 
fill the place of her deceased husband, was heartily 
indorsed by the convention by her unanimous elec
~ion as treasurer lor the ensuing year. Mrs. Boman 
Js a lady of sound practical common sense and more 
tball5Vt!J.'a~e l>usine~~ ~l)ility. The love<l An<l hon· 

ored helpmate of George M. Boman, she is thor-. 
oughly imbued with his spirit of love of liberty and 
devotion to the aims and objects of our organiZition. 
The society has not alone secured ·an effiClient treas· 
urer, but proved true to its principles and elected a 
clear.headed, energetic, public-spirited woman of 
means and iilfl11ence as one of the board of directors. 

Director at large for east of the Oascades is A. 
Rosenow, the prince of Walla Walla, not prince be· 
cause of haughty mien or lordly airs, but because 
an aristocrat of the Oourtlandt Palmer style-a 
prince in the nobility of his nature, his broad views, 
his generosity, his lofty aims, his good, pure, useful 
life, and noble efforts to promote the greatest good 
to the greatest number. 

The director at large for west of the Oascades is 
P. B. Morton, of Seattle. He brings to the offiCle of 
director the experience gained. by dealing with all 
sorts of persons, as the suc!lessful ag-ent of one of 
the largest business enterprises of the UDited States. 
He is an out and out Infidel, pure snd undefiled; 
kind, modest, gentle, yet fearless, energetic, and per
sistent in defense of right, uncompromising in oppo· 
sition to wrong or injustice. He Iivs for the good 
he can do, ever seeking his own happinees by pro
moting the happiness and welfare of others. 

If anbounded success does not crown the efforts 
of the Washington Secular Union during the ensuing 
year, it will not be for lack of ability, zeal, or fidelity 
on the part of the board of directors. . 

SUNDAY LAWS. 

Moved and seconded, unanimously carried : That 
the secretary be and is hereby instructed and au
thorized to write, compilt>, and hav printed five thou
sand leaflets or pamphlete, giving as concisely as 
possible the facts, bibliClal, historical, and legal, in 
regsrd to Sunday laws and Sabbath observance. Said 
le!l:flets or pamphlets to be for gratuitous distribu
tion throughout the state. 

RELIGIOUS EXERCISES IN PUBLIC-SCHOOLS. 

On motion, carried unanimoasly: That the board 
of directors be, and are hereby, authorized and in
structed to, at the earliest possible opportunity, make 
a test case in regard to religious exercises . in our 
public schools, and to carry such case to the supreme 
court for decision. 

On motion, carried unanimously: That the secre. 
tary be instructed to mska written appeals to the 
Liberals of the state for contributions to the defense 
fund, to meet the necessary expense of such an ap
peal to the supreme court. 

TYPE·WBITEB FOR THE SECRETARY. 

Motion made, seconded, sud carried unanimously : 
That the Union provide a type.writer for tbe use of 
the secretary, and that a collection be taken forth· 
with to raise funds to pay for the same. 

A collection was taken amounting to $53.90; it 
was ascertained that the price of a first.class type
writer would not be less than $100. 

On motion, carried unanimously : That the seClre
tary be, and is hereby, empowered to use funds of 
the Union suflhient to make up the cost of a suitable 
type-writer, purchase the instrument at once, and 
solicit contributions from Liberals (who did not at
tend the convention and so saved expense) to repay 
said balance of cost of type-writer, and as contribu
tions are received by the secretary he shall pay the 
same over to the general fund of the organization. 

FIELD SECRETARY. 

Motion made, seconded, and carried unanimously: 
that Mrs. F. 0. Reynolds be, and is hereby, appointed 
field secretary Cif the Washington Secular Union. 

Motion made, seconded, and carried unanimously : 
That a special lund be raised for the express purpose 
of defraying the expenses of the field secretary when 
laboring in places where the resident Liberals are 
not able to pay the full amount of cost incurred. 

Mrs. Mary E. Bom•n pledged $50; Jacob Drissler, 
of Willapa. pledged $50; H. A. Towner, of WillaP111, 
pledged $50; J. F. Miller, of Lynden, pledged $10 
each year, to said fund. 

On motion, it was ordered that the secretary make 
written appeals to the Liberals throughout the state 
for contributions to the field secretary fund. 

Motion made, seconded, and carried unanimously : 
That Liberals in any part of the state desiring the 
services of the field secretaly to lecture, or aid in 
forming local auxiliary Unions, may make application 
to the secretary, stating full particulars of their 
needs, and just what the Liberals of the place are 
willing to do toward defraying the expenses. AU 
such applications shall be promptly laid before the 
board of directors, and when they are approved by 
them the field secretary shall be engaged to per
form such needed services, and shall be paid from 
the field secretary fund such amount as the board of 
directors shall deem just and equitable. 

VICTORIA, B. C., SECULAR UNION. 

Motion made, seconded, and unanimously carried: 
That the Washington Secular Union in convention 
assembled send fr•ternal gr~eting to the cdficers and 
members of the Victoria, B. 0., Secular Union, and 
pledge thelll 0\l,t' l!ympathy ~n~ Qijr !J,earty ccopera-

tion in the grand and noble work in which they are 
en~aged. 

O.a motion adjourned. 0. B. REYNoLDS, Seo. 
R. J. WILSON, Pres. 

On Sunday afternoon a stirring address on the in
justice of Sunday laws was delivered by Mrs. F. 0. 
Ra:vnolds. 

On Sunday evening there were recitations by the 
great, original Devere, and the talented fairy child 
of geniuP, Little Stella Langdon; and a lecture by 
Rev. H. Hangurud, subject, "The Ohained Bear, or 
the L\ves of Great Thinkers and the Treatment 
They Recpived at the Hands of the Ohurch." 

The recitations were rapturously encored. The 
leClture was intensely interesting, and the e.peaker 
was heartily applauded. The attendance was large. 
The convention was a decided success. 

0. B. REYNOLDS. 

Are Onr Clergy Wise Men t 
No one can say so I As individuals they do not 

compare favorably with good. practical smart fellows 
out of the church. In San Francisco we hav 10,000 
men who are away up above our clergy in all that 
makes a gentleman and a model man. In council 
they fall away behind an ordinary meeting of gentle
men in conduct, manners, appropriate and logical 
speech, and practical common sense. No conference 
of the preachers of this city meets that does not dis
play the most lamentable ignorance on very impor
tant topics on which society outside has alreedy 
passed judgment. Their discussion of the wicked
ness of our city, the Sunday question, the way to 
catch our young men, and their patronage of such as 
Moody, the boy preacher, and others, betray a most 
lamentable weakness of understanding. 

On the laws of their CO\ilntry, the ordinary political 
stump-speaker is infinitly beyond them, even on such 
matters as pertain to religion. He knows, and they 
do not, it would seem, that as a nation we care for 
no one reli~ion more than another. This is not by 
any law a Ohristian country. They are not recog
nized by our people or our law as anointed or ap
pointed, or in any sense the agents of God, more 
than others. All men are equal before the law. 
There is neither pastor nor maater, bishop, arch· 
bishop, or cardinal in this land. It is all bosh. The 
assumption of a title, as bishop of Oalifornia, or San 
Francisco, is all idle nonsense. H is simply bishop 
in the Oatholic or Methodist church, no more. 

So when they speak of the wickedness of our city, 
and our young men who never go to church, their 
proposed remedies are mere midsummer madness. 
Moo<ly and Sankey and the Salvation Army are of no 
use. Our young men graduates of the common 
scbool are away up above that sphere. What they 
need is a school of preachers who can say to them : 
"Our religion is true, and we can prove it. Oome 
on with your Ingersolle, or any other men. Let 
them make their objections and their criticisms l 
We will meet them in public assembly and confute 
them all." And they dare not do it. They hav not 
a man in all their ranks who can giv a sound reason 
for the faith that is in him. 

Then they deplore the fact, continuallv, that our 
sm1ut men neglect the church. Out of 55,000 voters 
Jess than 2,000 attend their f)reachings on Sunday. 
Now, if we admit that 10,000 of these are away be
low them in morals and manners, are sometimes 
drunken, and occasionally fall into the bands of the 
police, yet the account stands thus : 
Without the~church............................................. 43,000 
Attending church................................................ 2,000 
Down below church.................. . ......................... 10,000 

TotaL...................................................... 55,000 
Those out of the church are awav above the 

church. They need neither · preacher nor police. 
They hav the schools, the newspapers, the law, and 
the scientists lor guides. And the church can never 
reach them, save by a demonstration of the faith. 

· H. M. CoTTINGER. 

Lectures and .Meetings. 
J. E. RRMBDUBG left New York at midnight, Tuesday, 

March lOth, for his Southern campaign. He spoke In Rich
mond Wednesday night, to a fair-sized audience, many of 
whom seemed to be in hearty sympathy with the speaker. 
The leading dailies all gave full reports of the lecture, and 
thousands who did not attend had the benefit of it. The 
Times and Dispatch, while indulging in a few sarcastic 
thrusts at Freethought, were diffuse in their praise of the 
address, characterizing the speaker's language as "vivid," 
"eloquent," and "beautiful." The Dispatch man was evi
dently expecting to see the traditional hoof and horns, and 
was probably disappointed because he did not. He says: 
"Mr. Remsburg, whatever his religious, or more properly 
irreligious doctrine are, is quite a handsome man. He has 
an exceedingly gentle look, while there is nothing violent or 
bloodthirsty in his manner of address." On Thursday night 
Mr. Remsburg spoke in the Metropolitan Opera House at 
North Carolina's capital, Raleigh. 

SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent Cree 
on •pplioation. 
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~ommnnitations. 

In Seareh of a Spirit. 
One reason why I admire your paper is, that its 

title, which covers a vast field, implies that those in 
search of truth are not limited or co:diaed to any 
rules or forms, so when this paper give any rules or 
forms by which it should be govflrned in its search 

· for truth, and says we should not go beyond this, 
then it will be time f.Jr all who are honest searchers 
after the realities of our existence and future des
tiny to depart and leave it to its fate. It is my de 
eire that &ll who read it are true to its title, and let 
this be their motto : 

Let truth be tressureQ up wherever found, 
Let it be on Christian or on heathen ground. 

I am not a confirmed S ,Jiritualist, but I say, if 
there is any future for us beyond the so c•lled death, 
I would be glad to know it. 

Tnere are many of your readers who do not follow 
the motto of the paper they read. S Jme go so f u 
as to say that all who are Spiritualists are insane, or 
they h~v lost their retwln, or they are mesmerized 
or put into some kind of a sup~rnl\•ural condition of 
mind in order to see the tnings that they claim to 
hav seen. 

Now, I am j 1st reasonable enough to say that all 
this is nonsense. Any man who sets his j 1dgmen• 
against many others who hav an equal chance of see
ing and hearing with him, aod yet will say they 
were mistaken, their eyes deceived them, and their 
ears lied to them, that they were in a delusion or a 
dreaming vision, that they were exoited and their 
imagination deceived them-such a person, who i~ 
presumptuous enough to giv himself 111uch superiority 
over his feilow-crP!IItUrf'B, is an egotistical fool. S ,J 
omon has said, " He that is wise in his own conceit. 
there is more hope of a fool than of him." Silch 
persons as these surely are wise in their own con· 
ceit. 

Aft.Ar au enminaUon of a few communi6at.ions to 
THE TBUTB SEEKER on Spiritualhm, I fdel compellPd 
to critiotse, in j a Hice to those who are honest inves 
tigators and are willing to reason. I am also 
prompted to say what I do by a rfq'test to join an 
association styled the ·Brotherhood of Moralists, 
which claims to be a Liberal society whose purpose 
and obj lOt ie to eearcn for truth; and yet their con 
stitution contains an article which r£>quires all ita 
members to combat all theories and opinions or be
liefs in the continued existence after the grave of 
this self.conscious, individual, intelligent principle 
we call life, as insane deluAions. This I cannot do, 
because their creed is inconsistent with itself; it in· 
volv6l~ a plain contradiction. Tiley hav defined their 
boundaries and built a wall around their creed out of 
which none can go who are honest searchers after 
truth, and yet they all claim to be truth seekers, for 
all read the paper bearing ·that namP, yet their very 
profession of hith ie a slander on and a forf[ery of 
that name. They say to all who j Jin them: We are 
searching for the truths which are around us all 
along the j -.urney of life, and we want to add these 
as fast as possible to our store of knowledge, but 
you Cilnnot go outside of our inclosure to find them. 

This is to shut the door of progress and close in a 
few who will say, "The present is goo :I enough for 
me ''-!1. few who hav expressed their opinion that 
what suits theLD should suit everybody else, and who 
hav taken an obli~ation to exposr;~ mediums. H is 
the same as saying : ''I don't want to know any 
more ; I will stop here and let progressiv humanity 
tzo on and l£>ave me behind. I will become firmly 
fixed and planted. I will become petrified and 
fossilized. I will sink into tbq rust and oblivion of 
past ages. If there is a fulure of endless j "Y in 
store for me beyond· the grave, I want to know 
nothing about it. I will be as intolerant as the 
Christiane. I hn been pereecuting in intolerance." 
Saoh as tbisis poor encouragement to the honest 
and earnest 8£>eker after truth. 

Bat it Is a b~tter satisfaction to know ~bat we are 
not, neither do we intend to be, bound by their 
creed. 

I bRv j11s~ bf'en readin~ in yont" papFr a letter 
from W. W. W•lker, nf D ·CPmb9r 27th, in wbioh be 
speaks of the Brotherhood of Moralists, and givs hi~ 
obj ~ctionP, which at"e identically the Pame as mine. 
I hav seen the same manifestations that he speak~ of, 
and many more, whinh COilVince me that there ie sn 
intelligent force that can answer q•1estions to the 
satisfaction of the pPrson· who asks thP q11eetion. I 
hav seen this done among a few assecr' bled neigl bors 
who knew nothing abnut tricks. E ectricity and 
magnetism are forCftS, but these forces cannot be 
made to kqep time to music, or allswer qnAstionP, 
giving datA& of entertainments eniJ the numbPr rf 
years bark to certain events. Many q 11estions of 
this charaeter I hav s kod in circlP!l for t.be expreBP 
purpose of testing this invisible forcP. sr d all eucb 
questions werF> answered cnrrf'ct.ly. I koow it could 
not hav bE>~>n done by frifks when no person in the 
hou<~e knew the answer bnt. me. 

N i:iw the field is open c..ffcring a splendid opportu-

nity for some persons to immortaFz~ themselvs by 
fXplaining or fXposing, in such a way that we shall 
understand, how this is done. If this can be ex
plained by any otber philosophy than the Spiritual, 
the person. who is fortunate enough to discover it 
will make enough to pay him well for his trouble. 

Any society that claims to be Liberal and yet 
maintains a clause in its constitution which is a bar 
to progress, is inconsistent and unre~tsonable. None 
but those who are egotistical enough to think they 
hav solved the mysteries of the past, present, and 
future, and want everything to stop where they stop, 
will ever take such an obligstion and try to be du
plicates of Joshua--who commanded the sun and 
moon to stand still, but the sun and moon moved 
on, and so will all na~ur" rE>gardless of either Joshua 
or the Brotherhood of Moralists. 

It does ssem strange that Spiritualism-has met so 
many enemies and survived all of them, and the 
more it is persecut.~>d the more it seems to grow. 
Y ~t it may be that Spiritualism has been permitted 
to liv throutzh t.hese many years so that the crown
ing glory of its destruction may be given to the 
Brotherhood of M'lraliste. 

" By their fruits ye shall know them ;" so I 
oroobesy thA downfall of this association. Progress 
is the order of the agP, and if we do not grow we 
must decay and our substance giv nourishment to 
qomething that will grow; such is the order of nat
ure. 

When I sav I am in search of a spirit, I say it 
shall be my hoopa., endeavor, first, to ~oearch into 
everything that 1 ff ·rs any prospects of obtaining 
more light; and eecond, to protest agains~ anything 
that resists instruction or reason on any subject. If 
we did not, it wou'd be fa11ing in with the church 
f,natiea. If we advocate reform, i~ is not consistent 
with our principles ~o resist inveAtigation. 

We had a materializing medium here from San 
Franciec", who hA1d Fe mces in our town for two 
wePks. Many said she was a fraud, but during all 
that t.ime none wer .. able to detect or discover where 
th<~ fraud was. While the bee., opportunity was 
• ff ired f 1r detection, yet after all this she may hav 
been a fraud. 

It is not proper for the honest i"vestigator to 
jump at conclusions prematurelv. We should con
tinue to eeareh for the facts until we are well satis
fied that we hav C'lnvicted a medium of fraud before 
we come to that conclusion, and if we convict one 
medium it does not imply that they a,.e aU frauds, 
for the very word fraud signifies a principle which 
the fraud pretends to represent. If there is no gen
uin, there is nothing to counterfeit and a fraud would 
be impossible. Tbe word fraud originated where a 
true person was falsely represented. At this age 
t.bere are many frauds who call themeelvs Jesus 
Ohrist, which implies that a person ones lived who 
was known by that name who said he would come 
again. 

Frauds and couuterfei•s appearing everywhere are 
the things which l!bould inspire the honest investi
~ator to more diligent sFarch, for &JDong so much 
fraud th.,re may be found some genuin and true me
diums. So there i11 evidence and rea~on enough to 
convince llny person who is blessed with good sense 
that this Spiritualistic theory is not all a vain delu
sioll. as tbi~:~ Brotberl>nod would hav it. 

North Yakima, Wa.~h. JAMES BECK. 

The Phenomena of .Mediumship. 
I consider an i:xpoeition of the true philosophy of 

the phenomena(!) of "clairv'lyllnCA." "clairaudience," 
" table-talking," "mediums hip," "f e mces," and other 
kindred hallucinations to be an esPential guide to the 
intAllectual facultiPI! in the pn,. .. ,1it of ah11olu~e truth. 

In t.he edition of F·bruary 14:ch, W. L Willis des
cants on what he erroneously PntitiPs the " facts" of 
a "new sciAnC!l." Tbe aforesaid "facts" which he 
labors to divulge, subvPrt the ultimate principles 
which he intends they Phall maintain, inasmuch as 
the operation of the occu1t forcqs which he so ex
plicitly dt>scribes, reveals the true basis of the phe
nomena, which ill dist.orted to his own conception by 
unmitigated pr* j 11dice or inordinate credulitv. 

Tbe alternate collocation of the opposit sexes 
around the t.able and its insulat.ion. the mental qui
esceDce of the whole, are pre~minently auPpicious to 
the production of hypnotic catalepsy and transmis
~rion of the same; and the oppressiv darkut>ss and 
utter silence facilitate the <~laboraHon of the chimera 
an :I its contagion. An h1l1ence simiJar in character, 
though milder in t>ff,•ct, pervades the immediate pre
cincts of the en'hueiaetic revivalist, irrespectiv of 
the n~tturP nf his adopted supPretition. 

If Mr. Willis will as!!ume the Iab'lr rf historical 
rest>arcb, he will al'cPrt.ain that the essence of his 
"new science" is familiar to a aect of E ryp~ian sor
cerers which boasts an ant'q·tity of forty centuries, 
the primitiv records of whil~ll are still Pxt.ant. pre
served by hiero{llypbic inPcript.ion!l ~~ond symbolic 
repref.!entationP; that the Arabic and Moorish ma~i
c:sns were convt>r"ant with the same methods of fn
ducit'g and controling the magnetic sympathy wbich 
he now alleges to be a recent innovation; that Hip· 

pocrates himself utiliz•d this potential property in 
assuaging pain-; that E lCulapius likewise exercised 
it as an anodyne, subdued hysteria, nostalgia, and 
hypochondriasis thereby, and in critical cases tff cted 
a magnetic equilibrium between himself and hie pa
tient., in order to diagnose latent symptoms other- . 
wise palpable to the mind of the patient alone. 
Von H~>lmont, a Flemish philosopher who flourished 
An. 1630, was an advocate and practitioner of the 
already ancient art, conaerning the simplicity of 
which he ·States, " magnetism is activ everywhere; 
it is a paradox only to those who ridicule everything, -
and attribute to Satan what they themselvs are un
ablA to explain." 

The system of Mesmer was identiaal in principle 
and application with that now expounded by Mr. 
Willis. His clinic apartments were "dimly lighted, 
and hung with n:.irrors; bewildering strains of musio 
often broke the profounil stillness; • • • holding 
each other's hands, the patients sat in mute expect· 
ancv." 

When thus the imagination is intoxicated, and uu
rePtrained by the intellect, prt~viously lulled into a 
narcotic stupor, the magnetic . current, no longer 
under control, follows tbe line of least resistance, 
and the powers of communication are established by 
and under the complete direction of tbe person des
ignated by Mr. Willis as the " medium," i e , he or 
she who best resists the soporific impulses, and 
whose self-engendered fantasies, either ocular, au
ricular, olfactory, gustatory, or men~al, are simul
taneously transmttted to all connected. 

In the event of the presence of a neutral within 
the circle, the current is broken by his magnetic non-
conduction, and the spell impotent. _ 

. I hav witnessed the consecutiv excitation o• every 
separate mental faculty when .the subject was under 
mesmeric ~>ubjugation. In this condition, if the 
oper~tor excite the seventeenth phrenological faculty 
in hie own brain, or concen~rate the neurotic current 
of the subject to that organ by external manipulation 
of the corresponding portion of the cranium, visions 
of the weird, the unearthly, and the mysterious at 
once throng the eulted imagination of the 11ubj act ; 
and if the operator actuate the motory subdivision 
of the language center in his own brain, that center 
being internally situated in ·the parietal lobe and 
hence unsusceptible in the su~j ~ct to the iLfluevce 
of external cont.aot on th" head, as in the preceding 
instance; the subj •ct unconscioUtdy transcribes the· 
words sympathetically yet silently dictated by the 
operator_ Thus the magnetizer may produce an 
mnsion of sound by exciting the auditory center, of 
vision by the optic center, of taste by the gustatory 
gan~lion, etc. · 

Everyone instructed in the rudiments of acoustics 
knows that no sound can exist inaudible to all save 
a few, other conditions being equal ; that atmos
pheric vibrations or undulations produce like oscil
lations of the tympanum of every ear at all times, 
its interior and exterior configurations being 
normal. 

By hypnotic suppression of the sentiments incident 
to the organ of veneration and exacerbation of that 
of deetructivness. profane thoughts and sacrilegious 
language are as 'ff ,ctually induced in a moat devout 
ecclesiastic as expressions of piety can be superin
duced by fomenting it to abnormal action even in an 
Atheist. Hence, religious or A'.heistic, "spiritual" 
or oecular sentiments, visions, and sounds depend 
solely upon the volition of the "medium," regard
less of the auspices of any "spirits" whatsoever, 
either terrestrial, "celestial," or "infernal." 

An invisible "spirit" can possess. no brain, no 
nervPP, no concomitant body, and therefore can 
neither think, impress, nor convey thought, ignoring 
the absurdity of visual manifestation. 

To a single, unvarying qoestion propounded by a 
secon~ pfrson acting undc,r my instruction, at. divers 
timf'B during nine distinct "table-talking" 1 ' f e 't!CeS" 
in San Francisco, as many d ff·:rent and em 1l cting 
responses were rendered, six of which, or two-thirds 
of the whole, were diametric~Ally contradictory. n 
thus appears that the "spirits " are as fallible and as 
ignora11t as tlleir iJ'Iventore. 

H, to cite Mr. Willi~'s rhapsody," death takes no 
more fffsct on an individual than stepping from one 
room into another," the orgauic dissolution of the 
physical elements is a chemical delusion, and experi· 
ence and knowledge are but the specters of a fright
ful nream. 

When Mr. Willis dAmonstrates that thought can 
originate or be reprcdilced otherwise than through 
the instrumentality of a brain conn£>cted with an 
animate body, or evinces that mind can be elaborated 
or perpet.uated by another species of motion than 
brain motion, he may then promulgate hiA hntastio 
hypothesis without fear of nfutation. o.berwise, 
until the ilecay of reason and the obsole~cence of 
logic, his t ffJrts must be in vain and hie scheme go 
by default. 

Were it possible to perceive and remember ante
natal existence, we might reason from analogy that 
memory might survive the decomposition of its 
essential factors; but until the sublime mechat illm 
of the human min" be artificially created and artie 
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ficially preserved, they rear castles in the ether and 
dream of shadows who hope for immortality. 

If we can impel our understanding to belie'f'e the 
inc•edible, to renounce experience, to doubt science, 
and to abandon the material, and repose implicit 
ootfidence in the inaudible, the intangible, the 
insorarable, the imperceptible, the eternally absent, 
and the unnatural, then only can we reject the jewels 

-of knowledge and choose the gewgaws of a fre11zied 
imagination. . 

I deem it logically more absurd to admit the 
existence of sensate, incorporeal beings within or 
without the domain of human cognizance or commu 
nication, than to concede the reality of the most 
inconsistent personage of oriental mythology. 

The " spirits" and the " soul" alike are foonded 
on the poet's dream and the fanta11y of the alchemist 
In slumber they thrive, but.· in wakefulness the;y 
vanish like the vapors of the dawn. 

Sincerely submittPd, M.. L. SALTEB. 

]{ugh Owen Thomas. 
There died in L'verpool on JAnuary 6\h one of 

the tr.•eatest eurgeonil and most admirable of meD 
that E 1gland has produced. Seldom hav so many 
tribut.es from churchmen been paid to an Infidel a~ 
the Liverpool clertrY paid to Hugh Owen T.llomas. 
with whom thdy of£en disputed, who always opposed 
their religion, who scattered heretical literature witb 
a liberal hand, who sheltered Charles Bradlaugh 
when he was most unpopular and when to be that 
;zreat m"n's friend was to be socially ostracised. 
0 Je of Dr. Thomas's favorit means of controverting 
the church was to get Mr. St.ollker. his newsman, to 
obtain a great number of TRUTH SExKEBB sell what 
be could, and then giv aw"V ~.lle remainder at th~ 
expense of Dr. Thomas. Y dt when death suddenly 
cam .. to the Iofidel the clergy could find no words 
too .:fl,ttering to be said over his bier, and one of 
them compared him to J d&Us Christ because on Sun· 
days be treated as many of the poor of his city free 
of charge as came to hie bouse. At his funeral over 
four hundred workingmen, representing more than a 
dr z~n societies, as well as l'epresentativs from med 
ical instit.utions and colleges,. were present. 

Tne funFral, strat ge to say, was conducted by 
N JDCOnformist clergy, and this is what one of tbP 
speakers, more honest than some preachers, said of 
him: 

Tl!e m11.n whose mortal rem.a'ns we a~e now about to con
sl~~;n to the earth wa& a remarkable person in many respects. 
Be waR a man of undoubted genius, and with this he com 
bined deep earnes•ne~s of purpn•e. great power of will, an 
untiring industry, anrl great gQodoess of heart. Tl!eee quail 
tie•, f •Und so rarely In such happy combination, he devoted 
to a proft>ssion peculiarly adap erl to giv fullest scope to 
their exercise and develnp·ment. His genius enabled htm to 
dl•cover new ways and methods of tre,.tine: many r f the 
severe ills that human fl•sb Is heir to. Htslndefatl.l!able 
industry enablt'd him to gi.v a wide fC"pe and permanent 
Effect to theFe products of his ~~:en! us His goodness of heart. 
and kindly disposition won him the esteem and Jove and 
confidence of all witb whom he C>~me in contact, whether ln 
his professbnal nr private capaci•y. His humanitarian be 
nevolence Is wltnes8ed to by the readiness with which he 
besto,.,ed his profesPional skill upon the poorer part of the 
community, as Is tf'sl.lfi~d to by his Sunday labors on their 
behalf His c •mparativly ef\riY deR.tb will exCite universal 
re~·et, and w 1• be rep:arded as a severe loss not only to this 
large town of L1verpool, hut to the country out.slile; to 
Wales. wnere his name was a household word ; to Scotland 
anrl lr· l"nd. whence tCores tiou~~:ht the benefit of his grear 
skill W oatever else our d -parted friend was, he was un 
doul>tedly an honest and a good mR.n. However some of us 
who hail the honor and privilep;e of his friendship might re. 
gret that he d1d not see eye to · ye with us In regard to t.be 
Unrhinao cre~d, none of us ever for a moment could find 
fault wttlt his Uhr•stian practice. Yea, If integrity In deal· 
ing~, if purity of life, If benevolent labors be Christly. q•1al· 
\tiel!, our late friend was truly one of the most Chr1st!lke 
meo T ever knew. I say tbiR with the utmost confidence. 
after twentv-eight Y"ar~ of the closest int.lmacy with him. 
During that l•mg interval a• a ChrlsTI!in minister it was wy 
privilege to ltarn much from his practical Chrlsriaoiry. In 
hie oomestlc relations, whether as husband or brother, or 
whatever ntber relationship he held, he was simp\~ perfl'ct
at, least as perfect. as it Is possible for human being to be. 
And as a friend, there are th'lse both within and outside the 
prvfession whn c~n testtfy with great sincerity and gratitude 
h•lw true, sywn'l.t.bPtic, and helpful a friend be was. Tbe 
great lesson of D! Thomas's lire is that the noblest life Ia the 
useful. and that , he hig-hest form or usefulness is that devoted 
to the serv•ce nf suffering humR.nity; and In this field of 
human service Dr. Thom11.s has a noble record. 

Another wae l:Jollfst fDc.ugb to flY this: 
He was not a Christian-at least not in the conventional 

and tlleolo~rical senPe. Be nevt'r jo>ined a visible church. 
But be bas c~st out many a devil in his time, and }nosed 
many a p•or victim from his ir firmity. He did this, what. 
ever you may call h\m, He did it, though he followed not 
us. In many things be strangely arid strikingly resembled 
our L'lrd, the son of man, the good physician, -the friend of 
publicans and sinners. He did not come to churr.h. I wish 
he oad, perhaps. And yet·he was at church. He drd not 
lounge or s·eep his 8unda~s away. He ministered to his 
own poor and sick and suffering congregation. He healed 
on the Sllbbatb day, and showed the day was made tor man 
and not man for the day. 

A writer in the L1\erpool Mercury tells bridy the 
story of his life: 

Fur many years Dr Thomas has remained one of the 
most notable men in LiverpooL Here his figure was famtl· 
iar to everyone, but he et j·ned a profe~sional reputation, as 
a surg~on particularly. whiCh exte"ded beyona the bounda
rieS or the country. 1'hat never a month passed by wil.hout 
" diatinguiahed ~!iller at the well-known house in Nelson 

street evidences that he was himself a most distinguished 
man in his profession, nor only in regard to the neatness and 
prt>clslon with wh'ci:l he executed his work. bu•. that as a 
writer on subjects bearing upon his dally occnpation t.e was 
held In high esteem. There iR one striking proof of there
ga•d In whicb be was held beyond our own country in the 
fact that only last year the honorary degree of doctor of 
mt>dlcln of St. T ouis was conft>rred upon him In C">Pjuncrion 
with Professor Btrgmano, of Berlin, a name prominently be
fore the public at. t.he time of the contrnversy in relation to 
the treatment or Emperor Frederick. Toe honorR.ry degree 
of St. Louis is conferred upon no more than two men each 
year, and, bearing in mtnd !hat the honor Is conferred with 
the ~auction and approval of some of the most distinguished 
medtc&l men of America·, It will be Peen In bow t>mt:aent a 
mannl'r the abilities of Dr. Thomas were rt>cognlzed. 

He had an extensiv surgery attached to his bouse. T]J.~re 
were patients from a distance who remained for weeks on 
the premi~es, and there was often a large number of b1R pa. 
tients residing In the immediate locality of the house. Tneae 
patients came from all parts of the town, "Dd the arrival• 
at his RU"gery from dav'to day included cases from R JCh 
dale, Bury, Belton, and a host of the towns clustering to 
gether in the whole of South LR.ncasblre, and particularly 
the southeast. With his patients be Inspired tbe most ab
solute confidence, and if there appeart-d to be a degree of 
rnughnt>ss in his treatmt>nt every patient was ready to de
clare that Dr. Thomas had perhaps given them the very 
minimum of pain consistent with the due execution nf his 
task. There was a ldnd and generous side to Dr. Thomas's 
cbaracter which was shown In his t•eatment or patleins. 
Oo B<lDday mornlr>g q•tite a multl•u.Je of pe•lple would ava\1 
theme .. IvA of the opportunity ot a tree day to obtain the serv. 
ices of Dr. Thomas without QOAt, ·Poor mothf'rs broue:br 
their children to him. and if a dtoformlty conld be rectifi~d 
it was Dr. Thomas who wnulrl prove himself 'q <lal to th .. 
task. 1'hls was the wo•k Dr. Thomas s<>t hlm~e.r on the one 
flay In the w~ek on which, had he cued. be mi~bt bav 
sought health by change nf occupuion and release from the 
At.ratn of a profe~slon making a sovere tax upon his energies 
But he cb.ose to ~~:iv him•elf ·up to a work of charity, labor
wg to btlng relief to St>:lf ·ring bnroanlty. 

..l. Scotl~h W 1 (•h 1'ria1. 
From thll Aonosito JoornaJ. 

One of the most. mist~rable chapters in history ie 
that dealing with witchcraft and its aruel punish 
menta. Belief in the existence of this imaginarJ 
crime was universal, the finest intellects being no 
lese infected with the preniling superstition than the 
most ignorant. Witnesses could always be found 
who, tinder the sanction of the most. solemn oaths, 
gave evidence of events and acts at once absurd, in
consistent. and impossible. Indeed. the trials, con 
ducted with all judicial solemnity, furnish the most 
painful proofs of the fallibility of hu!Dan tesMmony 
and the infirmity of human j IdJlment.. Judges. 
possessed of piety, good sensP, and learning, imag· 
ined they were fulfilling all the precepts of the law 
by dooming miserable and trembling aged women to 
the stake and sca1f.J1d 

Oiergy, English and Sootch, persecut.ed those de
nounced for this ( 1f,•nse with all the alacrity of thf' 
Inquisition. Toe cruelty of the proceedinRs appParP 
enhanced by the formality and precision with which 
thPv are narrated. The following account of a trial 
at K rcaldy is a typical instance: 
THE TOWN'S PART I'IF BX1'BN~ER DlSBURSli:D EXTRAORDIN.AJULY 

UPON WlLLl6M OuKB A~D ALI•ON DIOK: 
£ ~- d 

Gt~l mel Inatersoll oo the Klttsas R v •htion. 
Inr.ervt w•a 1>11 a Corresvonll•nt of the Chicago Heralcl. 

"Tell me what you think of the defeat of Sanator 
Ingalls." 

"I think that the farmers hav made up their minds 
that it is time for them to present a long ist of 
grievances. As a class they work hardest and in the 
end hav little rPcompenee for their labor. A y{;ung 
man who goes into the business of fuming is li~oble 
to find at the end of ten years that he lost h·s health, 
his labor, and the land that he started with. FArm
ers bav j uet aR much right to the protection of the 
~overnment •A the merchants, manufacturers, and · 
<~peculators. Tae government. goes to the rescue of 
Wall street whenever the stringency of the money 
market makes speculation dangerous. but the farm
ers are obliged to keep on paying two or three times 
as much for the use of money to develop and im
prove their farms as is charged for the use of money 
employed in the interests of great corporations. 
M:r. lngaliR underestimated the strength r;nd sincer
tty of the F.srmers' Alliance just as hundreds of other 
politicians did, but by this time be probably realizes 
that the farmers are in earnest." 

"What do you think of tb~ weight that Sanator 
Ina-alls'A suooellsor, Judge P. 1fjr, will hav in the 
Sena~e !'' 

" J uat, as long as he owns himself he will hav the 
weight of one vote and that is enough to enable him 
to play Pee-saw successfully with a gr,od many sena
tors without asking them to giv him the long end of 
the plank. J net as long as he remaine sole proprietor 
of himself he will be all right, and his presence in 
the Senate will be an it :flaence for the good of the 
Farmers' Alliance. His presence in the Senate is 
likely to be the nncleus around which will form 
q11ite a contingent of farmers. I am thoroughly in 
<~ympathy with the farmers in their endeavor to ob· 
tain redress for grievances. There are a good many 
things in their new political creed that I do not be
lieve in, but on the whole, they are in the position 
which Shakspere contemplated when be wrote: 
'Thrice armed· is he who bath his quarrel just.' I 
am delighted to see them aroused; to see them hk
ing an interest at least in their own welfare. The 
penple in towns unite easier than farmers. Tbey 
hav had the benffit d organization, which means 
power. They know that bankers, merchant~>, and 
railroads are willing to make all they C8n-wHiing to 
r.ekB the last. cent from the farmers. D.scussion will 
do good. or course, they will not do all they set 
out to do. Bu~ it is a good thing to find out what 
vou can't do. The tillers of the soil are slaves in 
t.he old world, but they can ba sovereigns here, and 
[ hope that they will liv up to their privileges. I 
do not want their votes. I ask no favors, but I 
know that no country can be gr~at if the soil is cul
•ivated by ignonoce. We need intelligence in the 
field-education behind the plow." 

For ten loads of coal to burn them (five merkF) ... 3 6 8 JAOOB bad four wiVE'S, Leah, Rtchel, Bilhab, and 
For a tar bar1el. ................................................ 0 14 0 . l 
For towes ....................................................... o 6 o Z lp!ib; at:d the abundance of his wives, as we I as 

·For harden t<• be j•1mps for them ......................... 3 10 0 ,f his children and cattle, is spoken c.,f as prof • f 
For making of thew .......................................... 0 8 0 r.he divine favor, just as it would be to-day in U ah. 
For one to g<~ to Finmour.h for the laird, to sit 

0 
roe element of tl::e crim" of D&vid (be man after 

upon tl!eir as•ize as j•1dge ......................... 0 6 N b -> • 
1'o the ex .. cur!oner for hill pains ......................... 8 14 o God's own heart). which at-ban re ukl'". lB not tbe 
For his ~;;xpensts bere ........................................ o 16 4 polygamy, bnt. the manners, in robbivg Uriah of his 

-- -- wiffl, when Uriah, instfad of an opuJ.,nt fl ;ck of 
Total .......................................... £18 1 0 womeJl, had only "one lit.tle ewt> Jamb." But it is 

The depositionR on the trial are very rema· k.bl·. •• the L"rd God of hrael" who Pins to D4vid: "I 
Alison was the w1fa of William 0 ·ke, and it appt'an delivered thee out of the band d Saul, and I gave 
from the depositions of many witnesses t.hat she wa~ r.hee thy mastPr's bouse and thy master's wives into 
in the habit d wrangling with her husband. Tat- thy bosom." It is needl~>se to cite a sir•gle furt-her 
speeches on these occasions are slated in the illfor t.eJ't to prove that the God of th<> 0 d TP~tamfnt 
mations to be "tending to witchcraft." Sae bad ~i•~>ntly sanctiontd polygamy.- V. B. Denslow, 
been beard to say, "Tbou hast caused many sbip11 tP LL.D. 
llO down." "It bad bAeD JlUde for the people of 
K:rkaldie that they had koit a stone round about thy 
ne~'k and drowned thee.'' 

From the evidence it would appear that. this luck 
les11 couple were poor and wrPtchtd. They would 
bitterly curse the fishermen ai•d the marinere ; and. 
if the storm arose, or an enemy captured the veeeel, 
they themselvs thought the evil spirit had brought 
on the disastfr in answer to thPir call. 

The tragedy was consummated b~ Alison's dealara
tion : "Being demanded by Mr. James Stmpson 
minister, when and how she fell into co•enant with 
Satan, she answered that her husband many times 
urged her, and she yielded onlv two or three years 
since. The manntor was thus: He gave her ·soul and 
body, quick and quid<!er, to the prince of darkness. 
But she in her beart said, 'G 1d guide mP.' And 
then she said to him, 'I shall do anything. that ) ou 
bid me.' And so she gne hArself up to the evil 
spirit in the afc1reeaid words. This she confessed at 
about four hours at even, freely, and without c,m
pulsion, before Mr. JameR SimnQon, minister; Will
iam Tennant, baillil'; R .bert French. town clPrk; 
M.r. W1lliam Mtlcolm. ecnoolm•ster; William Oraig, 
and James MdJer, writer hereof." 

The judge sentenced both to death by burning at 
the stake, in ac"ordance with the toale of _costs de
tailed above. 

DECAYING and ·moribund reliuions are, as in this 
vile pertoacution of the J ~<WS in RllBE>ia and Germany, 
betaking themsPlvs to t~eir last resource~;_ the! hav 
lost f'Verytbin~ but their myths, once the 1llue10n of 
the childhood of humanity, but now the scorn of its 
rnat.urit'v · once accPpted by ignorAnCP, but now con
tradictt'd' by Pcience; lea vir g to the clinging belit ver, 
whose eyes are closed and ears stopped, no other 
rPfu~ .. t.han the friRhtful and absurd cret>d, Credo 
q•da obsurrlu.m (I believe because it is absurd)
Vwtor Jlvgo. 

Tm:oLOGIA.NB no longer speak with authority. The-y 
are cu11ten£ to suggest and to deprecate hasty con
!radictio-.:J. Those who believed on trust bav passed 
into uncertainty. Those who uphold orthodoxy can 
not agree on wbat ground to dtfend . it. • - . 
D ·ntrins once fixed as a rock are now :flu1d as water. 
Ji'roude. 

IroNOB to him wbo, self complete, alone, 
C•r vet~ to the grave a pathway all his own, 
And, heeding not what men may think or say, 
A:~ks but himBelf if doubtful of the way. 

-Lord L'!Jtton, 
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So Good. 
Prom t718 Investioator. 

The TRUTH BBBKBR ANWAL AND FBBBTHINXB.RS' ALMANAO 
for 1891. We can forgiv the ANNuAL for its late appearance 
because it is so good. The calendar for 1891 contains a vast 

1 fund of information. The review of Freethought in the 
lJnited States for 1890 presents the subject in a hopeful light 
to those who are working for the overthrow of religious 
superstition iB. this country, while the "Story of the Year 
Abroad," as told by G. W. Foote, in the National Secular 
Society's almanac, 1891, shows the prospect equally encour
aging in England. "Some Notes on Alaskan Myths," by 
Ida C. Craddock, is interesting to the student of ethnology. 
T. B. Wakeman, Esq., discourses on "Spooks," and he 
voices the growl.Bg conviction that " the ghosts are almost 
gone., "Bide-lights on South Sea Missions" is a valuable 
article by Ada Campbell. A. B. Bradford wants the Free
thought papers to discuss the tariff question, and thinks 
they could abandon the special antireligious work, to which 
they hav been devoted so long, to advantage. "Bhoutin' 
Joe" is a humorous story with a profane religious vein run
ning through it, by Watson Heston, that will be pronounced 
" immense " by all who read it. Altogether the ANNuAL for 
1891 is a success. Price, 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

Better Than Any One Else Could Do It. 
Prom Secular 'l'hcruoht. 

"Liberty in Literature: Testimonial to Walt Whitman,'' 
by Robert G. Ingersoll, with a fine portrait of the poet. 
This is a well-printed and neatly bound publk:ation of 
the lecture delivered by Colonel lngefSOll in Philadelphia 
last October. It is issued by the Truth Beeker· Company, 
and it is one of the colonel's best efforts. Whatever genius 
and beauty there are in" Leaves of Grass" he has presented 
in a form that perhaps no other living man could do. All 
our readers should obtain a copy. It is published at 50 
cents, in paper covers 25 cents. 

Mr. Talmage On Our Side. 
For his sermon on the 8th the Rev. T. De Witt 

Talmage chose as. a text the story of the irruption of 
frogs which covered Egypt, and, after a striking de:. 
scription of the horrors of such an infliction, said 
that the modern parallel of this curse was the spread 
of immoral literature. 

The preacher pictured the evil by glowing words 
and rounded sentences that filled the church. Im
moral literature, he said, is one of the most loath
some, one of the most frightful, one of the most 
ghastly of the ten plagues of our modern eities. 
Tllere is a vast number of books and newspapers 
printed and published whieh ought never to see the 
light. They are filled with a pestilence that makes 
the land swelter with a moral epidemic. And he 
elosed with this exhortation : "Abstain from all 
those books whieh, while they hav some good things 
about them, hav also an admireture of evil." 

We desire to eall the attention of the publie to 
this attempt to induce people not to read obscene 
and bestial books even though they contain" some 
good things." We should hav been better pleased, 
however, had Mr. Talmage named some of the books 
under the ban, and we find ourselvs wondering how 
he would regard 1 work to whieh, some five weeks 
ago, we called the attention of Bon. John Wana
maker, postmaster-general of the United States, with 
a request that he aet upon it officially and s_tate 
whether qr !;lot ~t if\! • m-U-~le ~ook under tbe olassi-

fieation he makes of sueh works in his last report. I gratlon of the Methodist Episcopal church would begin. 
The work in question bore 1 title-page 18 follows: What an evil creature woman must be, and what a power 

she must havl H she is not kept out of the General Confer
ence the church will disintegrate. Once admit her to the 
riiJ.ing body and she will break the church to pieces. She 
will snap its bonds of unity in spite of all its godly males can 
do to keep them intact. If this fear be well founded, it 
would seem to be unwise to tolerate her at all in the church. 
Put her out I If she is capable of accomplishing such sa
tanic results in the General Conference, she must be all
powerful for mischief in the Quarterly Conference, and the 
Sunday-school, and the prayer-meeting, and the congrega
tion. Put her out. Let her hav a church by herself. This 
is the reductio ad absurdam from the .Ad'Docate•s argumentum 
ad'Dersus feminam. But it seems to us that in the following 
the Ad'Docate sinks to an argumen tum ad in famiam : 

THll: 

HOLY BIBLE, 
OONTAINING THE 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS 1 

~BANSLATBD OUT Ol!' 
THE ORIGINAL TONGUES: 

AND WITH 
THB FoBMB.a TRANsLATIONS DILIGENTLY CoMPABBD AND 

RliVISJW. 
NEW YORK: 

AMERIOAN BIBLE SOOIETY, 
UISTITUTBD IN THE YBAB MDOOOXVI, 

1890. 

Of eourse Mr. Talmage would not hesitate an in
stant in deciding sueh a question, for he abstains 
from all books having even an admixture of evil, and 
the work in question contains several chapters whieh 
seem to us grossly vulgar, offensiv to modesty, and 
tending to subvert respect for deeeney and morality, 
as Mr. Wanamaker puts it in his report. Oan it be 
that Mr. Talmage had the same beok in mind when 
he gave the adviee to abstain from all books with 
sueh admixture t It is a work very generally known 
and widely read, having been translated into several 
languages, and its eireulation is pushed with mueh 
energy by a large firm in tllis eity calling itself the 
"American Bible Society." If Mr. Talmage will 
write us that he has never seen the book we will 
send him one by express or messenger, as his opin
ion on it, now that he has so clearly stated his notion 
of a readable book, would be of great interest. Mr. 
Talmage belongs to the same denomination that has 
the honor of numbering among its members the 
postmaster-general, and perhaps he has influence 
with Mr. Wanamaker. We hope to enlist his aetiv 
efforts in our behalf, in this matter. 

Women in the Methodist Church. 
The ministers of the Methodist ehureh are an un

grateful lot, and deserve to be spanked by. the 
women of their ehurehes and sent off to bed, there 
to meditate upon th~ baseness of ingratitude to ben
efaotors. 

Sixty-six per eent of the membership of that de
nomination is composed of women-who wear 
dresses~ Upon their support the ministers depend 
for their livelihood. Without it the ehureh would 
go down. A great number of these women, by far 
the larger portion of those who hav expressed an 
opinion on the subject, desire to take part in ehureh 
eonferenees and hav something to say as to the de
nominational legislation affecting them. But the 
ministers do not propose to allow them to vote, if 
we may judge by the aetion of the ministers in the 
B.Xtimore and Philadelphia conferences, a large ma
jority of whom hav voted against the admission of 
women to the general eonferenee. This we consider 
base ingratitude. 

Ever sinee the question was first mooted the 
women hav found their advocates among the laity of 
the opposit sex. A large proportion of their own sex 
hav been content to hug their ehains, make slippers 
for the dear preachers, and repeat like parrots the 
abominable doetrins of Sh. Paul. And the ministers 
hav ehuekled to themselvs and used their fair church
members as though the entire ownership of women 
was vested in themselvs. The preachers hav eon
tended that to allow woman to hav anything to say 
about her own ehureh affairs, beyond arranging for 
sociables and money-making schemes, is to advocate 
and adopt a method of seriptoral interpretation that 
overturns and destroys utterly the authority of rev
elation as held by the ehurch. If the plain sense of 
the Bible on this subject is to be set aside to aeeom
modate modern sentiment, they argue, not a single 
evangelieal doetrin will be safe. Whatever is dis
pleasing to human reason or the ambitions of men 
will be east out until finally the whole Bible goes .. 

Of eourse in this adherence to fossilized ideas the 
Christian .Advocate, edited by Jim Buckley, is eon
spieuous, and, if the Independent be right, even in-
famous. The latter journal says : · 

"'Instant in season, instant out of season,• has been the 
Christian Ad'Docats in preaching the doctrin, 'I suffer not a 
woman to sit in the General Conference,' reproving, rebuk
ing, exhorting, warning. What manner of evil things are 
likely to follow in woman's train, if she be made eligible to 
membership in General Conference, it has minutely de
scribed, and it is still discussing these ' probable conse
quences.• Last week it expressed the opinion that such an 
act would be ' an act of folly unequaled in the history of any 
frote~t~n~ QOIQ.D.JUlllOlll' and t)le day it i~ ~~en ' tl!.e diei!ltl'-

" ' Whatever the consequences, whatever reaetion may take 
place in the joint movement to bring women into church or state 
politics, this once done will remain. Experiments in legislation 
as respects suffrage alwa.ys modifY the commuaitY and make a 
place for themselvs, as is the case with laws relating to citizenship 
or vested interest. Thus legalizing slavery made necessarY it& 
recognition in the Oonstitution and raised up an immense mass of 
interests and their representative to be protected by law. Thus 
licensing saloons makes the organized political-power of rum. So 
that this movement, once established,' etc., etc. 

" Slavery, the saloon, woman I These are pari passu the 
three jontes et origine11 maZorum /" 

If Mr. Buckley ean afford to put woman on the 
level of slavery and rum as evils e:ffi.ieting tlbe world, 
the women probably ean. But the man who argues 
in this way is none the less a ruffian because he is a 
striet constructionist of " God's holy word." 

The War of the Roses and Some Other Errors. 
A eopy of the " eight-page pamphlet " of whieh 

the officers of the American Secular Union wrote 
some time ago has reached us at last. It would 
probably hav got here before had· the responses to 
the secretary's appeal for funds been more generous. 

The pamphlet is a parMoularly pretty little work, 
and evidences the possession of good taste by the 
secretary. On the title-page is a picture in colors 
of the American fiag-red, white, and blue, and a yel· 
low staff-with a verse of patriotic sentiment-

" Forever float that standard sheet I 
Where breathes the foe but falls hefore us, 
With freedom's soil beneath our feet, 
And freedom's ba.nner stream\ng o'er us?" 

This is followed by another poetical inquiry : 
""Oh say, does the Star Spangled Banner yet wave 

O'er the land of the FREE?" 
We regret, however, to see only forty stars in the 

ibg, but we presume the secretary sees no use in 
counting states like New Jersey and Delaware and 
one or two Southern commonwealths. With this ex
ception and the necessarily painful nature of the 
inquiries put, the front page of the eight-page pam· 
phlet is a beauty. 

Noris the last page behind the first in irideseenee, 
and one star differs from another star in glory only 
in the angle at whieh their light streams upon us. 
Here we hav the Pansy (from the French word 
pensee, meaning thought) in brighter than its nat
ural eolors-dark blue, light blue, red, yellow, green, 
and purple, and one who objects to wearing sueh a 
distinguishing mark should procure him a new eom• 
plexion or go and learn of the G .A. R.'s. In eonnee
tion with the subject of the Pansy (from the Freneh 
word pensee, meaning thought) the secretary tells 
us "for the benefit of inquirers1 that Freethought 
does not mean bitter denunciation of those who 
ho!d different religious views from our own." This 
badge is recommended for adoption, to express 
at first glanee, without complexity of detail, 
the basie principle of Freedom of thought for whieh 
"Liberals of all isms are eon tending." On this sub· 
jeet the secretary glow.3 with the enthusiasm for the 
beautiful so becoming young womanhood, and thus 
exhods those obdurate individuals who fail to realize 
the necessity of a label : " Lat every patriot who is 
a Freethinke~: in this sense, adopt the pansy as his 
badge, to be worn at all times, as a silent and unob· 
trusiv testimony of his principles. In this way we 
shall recognize our brethren in the eause, and the en
thusiasm will spread; until, before long, the uplifted 
standard· of the pansy, beneath the sheltering folds of 
the United States 11 ag, shall . everywhere thrill men's 
hearts as the symbol of religious liberty and freedom 
of eonseienee." 

We mention this badge particularly because, from 
a letter from Obto Wettstein in the Secular Union 
department, it seems likely that the fuss over the 
" field seoretary " is to ba transferred to the sym
bols. This " war of the roses " bids fair to be more 
merry than the other, and we trust less bloody. 
Soo:JA lll•7 w~ he .. r tb<! seoretafr ~·1 ; 
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"Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York ; 
And all the clouds that lower'd upon our house, 
In the deep bosom of the ocean bury'd," 

And Mr. Wettstein: 
" H this white rose offend thy sight, 

It in thy bosom bear ; 
'Twill blush to find itself less white, 

And turn Lancastrian there." 

There is a great deal better chance for poetry and 
fun in this conflict than in the other. Mr. Wettstein 
has a badge to sell and Miss Oraddock a sentiment 
to uphold. He will get a good advertisment and she 
will help the manager of Mr. Wanamaker's jewelry 
department. Our admiration for the sex compels 
us to say, 11 Here's to the lady!" but until Mr. 
Wanamaker answers the letters addressed to him 
from this office we hope his jewelry department will 
go broke. . · 

Up to this point we take it that we hav been 
admiring the work of the secretary, and certainly
Hr. Wettstein and Mr. Wanamaker's jewelry depart
ment to the contrary notwithstanding-the flag and 
the poetry and the pansy (from the French word 
pens~e, meaning thought)-and the secretary too are 
worthy of our deepest feelings of reverence for the 
beautiful. The cover pages alone will take this little 
eight-paged pamphlet into the homes of the esthetic. 
But the work of art is not alone ornamental. There 
are serious matters dealt with on the inside pages ; 
for these no doubt the president is responsible. 
But at the risk of being labeled one of those 
obtrusiv and undesirable individuals who indulge in 
11 bitter. denunciation" we shall hav to call attention 
to one or two serious errors of statement. As for 
instance :l 

11 We hope that this call will be heeded by all truly 
progressiv societies, whether Spiritualist or Material
ist, Unitarian or Atheist, Socialist or Individualist, 
Ohristian or non-Ohristian. All such societies, no 
matter what their differing beliefs, agree heartily in 
one desire-that religious liberty and the right to 
freedom of thought shall be upheld." 

titude of the Union, and if we must hav internecine 
strife, let it be this war 'of the roses. There's fap in 
.that. 

" Let me be umpire in this dreadful strife. 
I see no reason, if I wear this rose, 
That anyone should therefore be suspicious 
I more incline to Somerset than York: 
Both are my kinsmen, and I love them both." 

Editorial Notes. 
TBE Ohristian .Ad11ooate . prints in its last issue two para

graphs about the last Congress. In one Dr. Buckley ·says 
that notwithstanding its faults the country would be worse 
off without a Congress than with one. Why the thought 
occurs to him is explained in the second paragraph : "Con
gress, in its closing hours, passed a bill granting $10,000 for 
the grading and extending of Massachusetts avenue to the 
site of the National University of the Methodist Episcopal 
church." Ten thousand dollars ought to purchase a favora
ble opinion I 

BY Dunlap's special cable comes this dispatch to the Press 
from Berlin: ''The Roman Catholic authorities in Treves 
announce that the holy coat of Joseph, the husband of Mary, 
wlll be exhibited during the summer, when it is expected a 
pilgrimage from the entire Catholic population of Germany 
wlll be made to view it. The garment was recently in
spected by learned clerical experts, and by them has been 
pronounced genuln." " Learned clerical experts" is good · 
it would hav been better, however, had the last word bee~ 
liars. But it is humlllating to refiect that there are human 
beings who wlll believe the story. 

THB Chicago Sabbatarian fanatics hav formed a " Colum· 
bian Sunday Association." The object is " to prevent injus
tice to the fifty thousand or more employees of the Columbian 
Fair and related industries by opening the Exposition on 
Sunday," and "to arrange for·and carry on great mass meet
ings on the Sundays during th~ season of the World's Expo. 
eltlon, to be addressed by distinguished speakers on themes 
appropriate to the day. Chorus singing to be a feature of 
these meetings." How about the speakers and chorus slDg
ers? - Don't they need protection too? And then the 
audiences-wlll not they violate the Sabbath in attending 
mass meetings quite as flagrantly as by nsitlng the Fair? 
Out upon such hypocrisy I ..;_ ___ _ 

AsSEMBLYMAN DRYPOLOHBB wants the legislature to paSS a 
blll providing that St. Michael's Home in R!ch.mond county 
may care for destitute children, and may receive a per cap
ita allowance of the public funds devoted to such purpose 
in the same manner as other similar institutions. That is to 
say he wants the state to pay two dollars per week for each 
pauper child of drunken and debauched Irish parents that 
pollee justices can be induced to commit to the home. That 
is the way the Catholic church keeps its membership up. 
And Mr. Blumenthal on the same day asked the legislature 
to exempt from taxation property at Rockaway Beach owned 
by a Hebrew society and used as a sanitarium for Hebrew 
children. Why should the state help support a lot of sick 
Jewish children and not the _sick children of all the people? 

We do not believe that all Ohristian societies de
sire religiou!lliberty. If they do they choose curious 
ways to show such belief. If they do desire it, 
why pass Sunday laws, or blasphemy laws T or force 
Thanksgivings upon the people? or chaplains upon 
the legislatures T It seems to us that the laws the 
Union is trying to repeal (is the Union trying to repeal 
any laws T) are evidence in themselvs that all Chris
tians are not desirous of religious liberty for others. 
Even the Unitarians look upon the average Free-
thinker as a "blatant" person whom society should THE arrogant hoggishness of Roman. Catholicism, a cult 
•t d A d •t · t f . f which assumes to own-the country, is again brought promi-

Sl own upon. n 1 IS 1 grea cause 0 grie to nently forward. This time it is a Roman Catholic member 
theJl!. that such persons will not stay sat upon, but of the New York Assembly, and the point is made sharper 
insist upon rquirming around and making things by the fact that the member, a saloon-keeping Irishman, is 
uncomfortable for the sitters. so ignorant that he wrote his motion so as to substitute him-

Another serious error of phraseology is the use of . self for St. Patrick as Ireland's "patron saint." This is the 
the word 11 sectarian " when 11 religious, is really, or resolution offered in New York's Assembly chamber on 

Friday, March 12th: 
should be, meant. Non-sectarian, but religious, so- "Resozvea, If the senate concnr, that when the legislature 
cieties, are the very ones the Union is trying, or adlonrns on Monday evening, it be nntil Wednesday morning, in 
ought to be trying, · to keep from stealing public ~::~::.?,ration of the birthday of Ireland's patron saint, T. D. 

funds. The chaplains in our legislatures make non- The resolation as written was laughed out of the house 
sectarian prayere. Thanksgiving and fast:days are and ruled out of order by the speaker. But the mover 
non-sectarian periods of religious foolishnese. The could not see what his fellow-members were laughing at. 

oath is a non-sectarian superstition. What the Union 
was really organized to accomplish is to get religion 
out of the way in our government-religion of all 
stampe and stripes, from the Roman Uatholic to The
istic Unitarianism-Gods of all degrees of fncompre
hensibility, from the Jewish Jehovah to the most 
attenuated . Unknowable of the philosophers. Olear 
them out, sweep them away, and let the people gov
ern themselvs. 

A NIOB little tale comes from New Haven dated coinci
dently with the recent visit of John E. Remsburg to that 
city. It reads: "The French Catholics of this city are in a 
state of excitement over what they call a miracle. A former 
member of the church while indulging in the most terrible 
blasphemy was stricken with paralysis a few days ago and 
is now unable to speak. The man's name is Louis LeMay. 
A number of friends had called on him to persuade him to 
attend church, when he began to denounce church, religion, 
and priests. The next minute LeMay, it is said, was seen to 
grow rigid. His arms drew up convulsivly and he gasped 
for breath. He endeavored to speak but could not utter a 
word. The persons who witnessed the sudden and fearful 
stroke at once pronounced it a visitation of providence. They 
were completely awed by the man's condltlon." As we said, 
it is a nice little tale-and also a nice little lie. 

Nxw YoRK has a~ other Elliott F. Shepard in the editor of 
the Recorfkr, a new venture in daily journalism which is 
trying to make money take the place of brains in pushing 
itself to the front. Hear him: 

And we object to the statement also that the re
ligious enthusiasts who are threatening our public 
schools are 11 well-meaning but thoughtless." They 
are not well-meaning at alii They mean to use the 
schools supported by public funds to further and 
foster and sustain their particular and pet supersti
tions, and this is not well. It is as bad as it can be, 
and we hope the president of the Secular Union will 
in the next edition of this eight-paged pamphlet re-. · Th fl. ( "No man shonld be allowed to openlY insultandontrage the feel· 
VISe 1ts text. e ag and the pansy from the ings of a chnrch-going community. There stands npon the comer 
French word pens~e, meaning thought) are all right, of Fifth avenne and 85th street in this town the walls of what was a 

d th t d 
1 • t 11 f y k' •beantifnl chnrch ediftce, a bnilding rolemnly consecrated to the 

an may ey S an gilDS a 0 Or S assaults ! worahip of God. The front of that building il now decorated with 
but it is giving away our case to pat the church on ftaming showbills of theatrical performances. Take them down! 
the back, ready to say Good Lord, Good Devil, as The front of a church is not the place for circus posters." 
the wind t Th ch ch has 1 dturg fo fifth "b The facts are, this old church building was given up as a 

. se s. e ur -e er r ri S church and used to exhibit paintings in. The interior 
which she has never been slow to use. Let us hav was burnt out, and afterward the building was sold to a 
tile te1t revised, because it does not 6rul7 (liv tbe tt- Jew, who allows its fllinefl wall~ to be w.ade bulle~ board~. 

The editor of the Becur/Ur talks like a full-fledged fool. 
There is within a stone's throw of this office an old church 
now used as a theater itself, and worst of all, the plays put 
on its stage are villainous. Why not shriek about that ? 
What difference is there between a brick or stone " solemnly 
consecrated to the worship of God" and a brick or stone not 
so treated? " Outraging tha feelings of a church-going 
community "-bosh I 

WB noticed a week or t~o ago the Freedom of Worship 
bill now before the New York legislature, stating its object 
to be to effect an entrance for priests into the Randall's island 
House of Refuge. The Times now comments upon the bill 
and says that while the effort ill not likely to succeed any 
more than those that hav been made so many times before, 
there is evidence that some sinister influence is working 
against the House of Refuge elsewhere than at Albany. 
The number of commitments to that institution made by the 
magistrates of this city has been diminishing in a mysterious 
manner. For several years prior to 1888 they had exceeded . 
200 annually, sometimes reaching 300 or more, but in that 
year the number fell to 137. In 1889 it was 136, and last 
year it was only 67. Has there been such a gratifying re
duction in the number of juvenil delinquents, or hav they 
been sent elsewhere? During the year 1889, when 136 chil
dren were committed to the House of Refuge, 851 were sent 
to the Roman Catholic Protectory, to which the city pays 
for their support a good deal more than it costs. Appar. 
ently, concludes the Times, the priests, who are unable to do 
their proselyting in the public institutions, hav found some 
means Of getting the objects of their solicitude sent to their 
own institution, where they can tall e care of their religion 
and get a proportionate' amount of the public funds for their 
pains. 

WHAT shall we think of the Rev.Mr. Driver, who has been 
poslrig, as we learn, in the Northwest as the redoubtable 
champion of Christianity who met and overcame Colonel 
Ingersoll? His reputation was the greater, as if this were 
true he is the only Christian who ever" debated" with Colo. 
nel Ingersoll on even equal terms, as the world acknowl
edges. Judge Black, Dr. Field, Mr. Gladstone, and others 
who hav put lance in rest against him, hav been unhorsed 
and sent limping from the lists. The colonel's controver
sial victories over his opponents hav been admitted in 
every case even by those who did not share his views. But 
Dr. Driver, when a few thousand miles away, said he had 
debated with and overcome the great A~nostic, and the 
Young Men's Christian Associations which employed this 
new Christian David advertised the selt-aeserted victory with 
much assiduity. But mark how plain a tale shall put him 
down: 

11 LAW 0FFI<lB OF BonT. G. INGEBBOI.Lo 45 WALL STREET,} 
"NEW YoBKo Feb. 14, 1891. 

11 D. W. SMITH• EsQ., Port Townsend, Wash., Dea1· Str: Your let
ter was only brought to my attention this week on mY return from 
several weeks' absence. 
"I never' debated' with' Dr. Driver' in my life-onlY met him 

incidentallY once, that I remember-and I am not sure of that 
once, bnt m;r aecretarY sa.Ys he thinks I met him once-or rather 
he met ~e at one of mY lectnres somewhere in Oregon. 

11 However, the matter is not 'Worth attention. 
"Thanking yon for your kind letter, and Mr. 0. B. Reynolds for 

his remembra.nce, I am, yonril verY trnly, R. G. ING:&lBOLL." 

And now" Dr." Driver has lost his reputation among his 
honeat friends, and there is none·so poor to do him reverence. 
Lying does not pay. 

THE Independent has at last attained to omniscience. It 
knows precisely .who is and who is not to be saved. It pro. 
claims that knowledge in these words: "Those to whom the 
gospel is made known, or who hav the means of such knowl
edge, and hence hav the opportunity of acceptance by. re
pentance and faith, must, by these exercises, accept that · 
gospel, or die under the penal curse of sin. Compliance 
with these gospel terms of salvation, on the part of all such 

·persons, is the one thing to be done, and that must be done, 
and if here they refuse, no matter for what reason, then, for 
this compliance there is no substitute and no equivalent." 
The people affected by this law it calls the " rejecters of the 
gospels," and thus describes them : " All persons are such 
rejecters who, having the knowledge of the gospel or the 
means of such knowledge, for any reason fall to accept it by 
compliance with the conditions which it prescribes. They 
may be open and undisguised Infidels, with their heads and 
their mouths full of objections to Christianity; or they may 
not be such, and may be simply careless and thoughtlells 
persons, liTing for this world and for its transient pleasures. 
But in either event, the one fact which puts upon them the 
stamp of gospel rejecters is their own non-compliance with 
its conditions of salvation. This fact exists with knowledge 
or the means of knowledge, and it is, moreover, a positiv 
and voluntary attitude of the mind, without any invincible 
ignorance or absolute necessity, but a matter of fr1le choice, 
and that, too, in circumstances which make the opposit 
choice alike possible and obligatory. All such persons ot 
every grade and type of character are embraced in the one 
category of gospel rejecters. The Jews, as a people, in the 
time of Christ were, and since that time generally hav been, 
such rejecters. MUlions of others in Christian lands belong 
to the same class." What a crowd there will be in hell! 

So Much the Worse for the Country. 
Prom tl'lll Sun. 

That able,· lurid, aRd highly sulphurous journal, THE 
TRUTH BBBKBB, ie Insidiously and satanically booming in its 
correspondence the nomination of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll 
for president of the United States I Though demons may 
wag their fiery tails in fiendish joy at the thought of Bob, 
their own Bob, running hell-bent for election, they are still 
doomed to disappointment. Colonel Ingersoll wlU not M
cept tht:l noJJ$atiOA· 
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COLVlLLB, WABH., Fclb. 29, ~891. 
MB. EDITOR: You can count on me as a subscriber to 

THs TRUTH SBBKBB as long as I can pay for it. I cannot do 
without it and be happy. There are a great many Iutidelsin 
thi~ county, but very few outspoken Liberals. Mr. Putnam 
lectured here last fall, and there was a good turn out each 
night. C. B Reynolds is doing good work on the sound. I 
hope by ntxt fall we can hav him with us oil the east side of 
the s'ate. Yours for liberty and truth, c. H. PBOUTY. 

GLBNOBA, N. Y., March 4, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : I regret that my idle scribbling on vacant 

land should hav so disturbed the stomach of friend Gunther. 
But Jacking "sense enough to stop writing," let me tell of 
other things I " don't know "-for instance, where the mill
ions of acres a·e that are "waiting for some one to come 
and take them." GJvernment, they say, has no more culti
. vable land, and has doubled its price on what it has. It 
looks as if some body wanted vacant land. Settlers report 
to me that no tolerably good land can be had in California 
but at speculators' pr1ces. My daily paper says that a largt> 
;tract of cultivated land opposit Pembina, and a large part ol 
:Far~o and Grand Forks, is l!kely to fall into the maw of 
·the Great Northern railroad ; but I " don't know" whether 
·the~e are the ·'idle people who do not want vacant land, but 
·Cultivated farms" and city property that they may "reap 
the benefit of others' labor," to whom Mr. Gunther refers. 
In another paper I read that ten men own 229.0CO of the 
385,000 acres in Marin county, Cal ; and tlat there are but 
102 land.owners in that county outside of city and town lots 
Mr. Gunt.b.t>r should eBlighten us as to which class of idle 
people he refers to. J. K. bGAf:LB. 

NoRTH, UTAH, Feb. 28, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: In response to the inquiry made by your 

correspondent from New Mexico, I will say that during more 
than twenty years I hav frequently been on the site of the 
Mountain Meadows massacre, and hav never BeE'n any un. 
usual. desolati• n there. Since the massacre, a man named 
Daniel Slll, and others, hav herded large tiJcks of sheep 
there, and herds of horses and cattle range over the coun. 
try. Otherwise than as these stock keep the range, near the 
spring, closely cropped, the Mountain Meadows raise as good 
crops of grass, sage brush, and oak brush as usual. Snow 
and rain, heat and cold, and all the elements, are just as 
propitious now as they were before the ArkanB>lB travelers 
camped on the Meadows ; and the propitiation offt~red up in 
the t:erson of John D Lee has not in the least affected the 
vegetable productions of that place. 

It is a pity that people should so industriously strain the 
truth in trying to sus1ain their superstitions. It is my opin
ion that h<tlf told truths are a part of the food on which 
superstition is fed. 

I know of any number of ranges in the Western country 
that, under similar conditions, hav been eaten out equally 
with the Mountain Meadows, and, of course, look ·equally 
desolate. GBORGB A. BUBGON. 

Nsw YoRK, N. Y., Feb. 23, lf91. 
MB. EDITOR: The blanks received in THB TRUTH S&BICBB 

for circulation petitioning Congress not to permit the Co. 
lumbian Fair to be held at Chicago in 1892 to be closed on Sun. 
day, are received weekly. Oa reCeipt ·or the first one I 
attemp ed to circulate it, but soon found the labor in .my con. 
dition would be too much, and passed the blanks to inter 
ested friends. But it seems to me impossible that the gov
ernment can pursue so suicidal a course, with the result of 
the Centennial fair at Philadelphia fresh in their memory, 
and I will not believe it possible that in the intelligence of 
the present day it C'l.n be closed on that day. I think the 
churcil might as well attempt to rrevent the sun from rislr g 
on that day, only permitting it to rise on a week. day. Miss 
Marie C. J. Mayer, a much-esteemed young lady among her 
SliBOCiates, who has been pursuing her studies the past two 
:years in Paris, informs me persoLally that the American de. 
partment at the French fair in Paris was kept obstinately 
closed on Sunday, to the inconvenience of her and her fellow
pupils, who had no other time to visit it. It must be hu
miliating to the American church.gner to see the wiid geese 
dying over the steeples of the churches in their yearly mi
grations north and south, beyond the reach of r- fi •-shot, on 
Sunday. Gso. M. DAVBNPOBT. 

TYNGm"~BO, MJBB, Feb 26 291. 
ToW. L. WILLIS, Kokomo, lnd: As a member and au. 

thorized representativ of the Brotherhood of Moralists, I re. 
ply to your adverse epistle addressed to them and printed in 
THB TRUTH S&BKBB of Feb. 14, 1891. 

You being, as you say, "not an Anarchist, Communist, 
superstitionist, religionist, immoralist, or Spiritualist," you 
do not appear to be cataloged with the inarlmissibles to the 
Brotherhood of Moralist• ; and what you o:lfer as reasons r ,r 
not uniting therewith, after several invitations to jJin, seem 
to me to be irrelevant, no matter whether or not your claim 
to knowledge of life after death is well grounded in scien
tifically demonstrated facts. The Brotherhood of Moralists 
calls for knowledge, and if you hav it, and can show, as you 
say you know, that when man dies he live again, you above 
all others would and should be most welcome to our family 
circle, over twelve hundred strong-beating the twelve 
apostles a hundred to one. As says the editor of the Moral 
ist, the organ of the Brptherhood, " We trust our readers 
will not infer that the Brotherhood of Moralists, as an organ. 
ization, is committed to the non-immortality doctrin. • • . 
No person is excluded from the Brotherhood of Moralists or 
expelled therefrom tor believing in a deity or a llf~ after 

death." It·is the primAry principle or the·order, as written I lad}) knowledge of life after so-called death can be got, 
in its constitution and explained in its "D~fense," that rea- knowledge which you hav fought and are now fighting 
son is the only criterion of conduct, and therefore whoever against, and you would prevent anyone from using these 
acknowledges reason-human intelliience-as·final authority, means or any other to get tliis knowledge. Y 1.1u may deny 
and beha vee himself according;ly, is acceptable and desirable this, but the sneer exhibited in the language you use, con
as a member. Like yourself "I am an Atheist· I know all sciously or unconsciously to you, give you away. 

' ' 1 • b t bl ., I Gods and all religions are frauds. I am a naturalist; every- I wll inform you that I was not 'caug t on a a e. 
thing that is is natural." And so say we all of us. used altoget.her other pr0cesses in my investigation. The 

JoHN P. GuiLD. one I gave is the easiest understood and observed by invee

ELBINOBB, CAL., Feb.~. 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: In this country of Atheists and Infidelity to 

the church, we are not entirely God-forsaken, as the few re
ligious people are willing to testify. Our rainy season occurs 
between October and April, but this time it begins to look as 
if we would hav a dry winter. Old-timers, however, saw 
indications of a storm. and the Spanish priests, who are all 
old-timers, therefore ordered prayer to be offered, a mass. 
Of course the Lord heard them and the rain came. It 
seems, however, that they did not limit his Lordship to any 
given amount, and within five days no Jess than 10. inches of 
rain hav fallen, doing great damage. Our Elsinore lake, 
which is a body of water three by eight miles, has raised six 
feet and is now discharging to the sea. Is it not time that 
our state legislature is taking some hand in this matter of 
prayer? Are these religious cranks to rnl«:' us indoors and 
out and call down rain without limit P It seems to me that 
•he statute should provide that any priest, minister of the 
gospel, deacon, or other religious person, or any person at 
all having inti<.Ience with any God, Holy Ghost, messiah, or 
other supernatural being residing in the clouds and having 
unlimited power, who willfully uses such intiuence in prayer 
and causes rain to fall in quantities of more than two illches 
at any one time, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon 
proof thereof any such priest, minister, deacon, or person 
having used such infiuence with any said God, messiah, 
Ghost; or supernatural power shall be adjudged guilty and 
punished and fined, as in other cases of crimea enumerated 
in this code. 

The matter has already gone too far. Here we are in 
Elsinore now with railroads washed away, bridges swept 
into the lake, wagon-roads torn up, and ti'Jur daily rising 
in price, with the gloomy prospect that we shall hav to sub
sist on green alfalfa hay for two or three weeks. 

Very truly, F. H. HBALD. 

MINNBAPOLIB, MINN., Feb. 20, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Some few weeks ago a story was started hy 

some Ignorant and credulous persoB in one of the country 
districts of Minnesota, that a certain woman had given birth 
to a devil. It was reported to the daily papers of Minneap. 
olis and St. Paul, and, without farther investigation at the 
time, published. The press throughout the country of 
course took it up, each editor tampering with it to suit his or 
her own particular belief, until n(,W I am informed by 
communications from Liberal friends in different parts of the 
country, who wish to know the truth in the case, that cred
ulous, superstitious Christians are reporting it as a case of 
" divine vengeance upon an Infidel woman who had blas
phemed Jesus Christ." 

In order to giv some idea of the credulity and supersti
tion exhibited in these report~ I take the followine; from a 
communicationrec~>ived from a Liberal friend in New York. 
He Fays : " All the French papers of Canada are publishing 
an incrfdible report of divine vengeance on an Infidel near 
Minneapolis, to the tffect that about two months ago a Mrs. 
M. blasphemed the name of J.,sus Christ, a»d that about 
three weeks later she gave birth to a devil completely cov
ered with hair two inches loDg, and with two horns and a 
long tail, and claws instead of DllilB; and that the infernal 
kid was not five minutes old when he jumped out of bed 
and b~>gan his career of rai.eing hell, and that now, though 
only five weeks olil, he is t11e terror of the neighborhood, 
and the whole state of Minnesota in a stir over the mal.ter." 
(Is it not a sad predicament that we in Minnesota are in?) 
Other communications hav accounts of similar ·reports, and 
nquest the truth in the case; so I hav tho~ght it best to ask 
you to publish the facts in your paper for the benefit of all 
Liberal friends who are not in a position to obtain them first
hand. 

Shortly after the story was first published, a number of 
physicians went from Minneapolis and St. Paul to investi
gate the matter, and found that there was not a word of 
truth in it. The papers hav since stated that it was a com
plete fabrication. 

It is the work of the old trinity-ignorance, credulity, and 
superstition. People who hav adopted a scientific way of 
thinking do not giv credence to any such reports. Here we 
hav an illustration of how a story or report, perhaps with 
no foundation, perhaps with some common natural occur
rence as a foundation, gets magnified to enormity in a few 
weeks in these enlightened times, with the press to make 
records. How, then, can we put credence in those miracu
lous stories of the Bible, which were paesed around orally 
for a generation or so before they were written ? 

LBBOY BBBBIBB. 

KoKOMO, llm, March 1. 1891. 
Miss ELLA E. GIBBON : In THB TRUTH SBE.KBB of February 

28th you make some remarks on my article of February 14th, 
in which I effirm that the Brotherhood of Moralists hav 
pledged themselvs not to investigate spirit phenomena nor al
low, if possible, anyone else to do so; and I also said, this is 
the obvious meaning of their obligation; and if I hav made "a 
fal~e statement" I am not aware of it. The papers I havre
ceived from the Brotherhood justify me in saying what I 
hav said, or I do not understand the language used. 

By following the directions which I gave, " amusing, 
forty years old, and out of date" aa they are (with thill wise 

tigators who·hav little or no knowledge on tbh suhject. 
I hav seen in THB TBUTH SBBKBB articles from you 

claiming that what are called spirit phenomena are or hav 
bllen about you, and yon claim to understand and be famil
iar with these things. Now, you will do me a great favor by 
stating what phenomena there hav been about you. Giv all 
the particulars of each phase, and esptcially explain the 
cause, so others can Jearn how to get the same. You are so 
much wisPr than I am that surely-you can make the whole 
matter clear, and then perhaps investigators will be able, by 
your instructions, to dispense with that " clean " table that 
" amuses" you so much • 

Please do not forget to relate the full particulars of how 
you saw, from your house in the East to Liberal, Mo.,.what 
was going on· there when "poor Walser" was getting fud
dled by the spirits. Tell how you did this, and giv direc
tions how others can see things at so grPat a distance. • 

I made a similar req•1est of you once bef,,re, but you were 
ss silent. as you suppose the so.called dead to be. Now, I 
mean business. I am a truth seeker, and I beg you to do 
your part by telling all you know about spirit phenomena. 

Now is the time for you to present the "truth" you pos
sess and use your "good sense" to make the same clear to 
the understanding of the common mind. If you are anxious 
to "save" me, as you call it. do not giv it up with 11 I can't." 
Please try, and greatly oblijZe, · 

Yours for truth, W. L. WILLIS. 

BLOOMDALE, 0., Feb. 15, 291. 
MB. EDITOR: In view of the present controverRV about 

tactics to be pursued by the American Secular Union, a 
voice 11 from the gallery" might not be out of place if you 
will kindly grant me space for a few minutes. 

D:. Westbrook's mode of action to me seems mucl;t too 
mild and gentle-like striking· a man in the face and then 
begging to be excused, or like a man about to set fire to an
other man's house but previously notifying him of his inten
tion. In time of war each army prepares for battle and does 
not send its scouts into the enemy's lines to expose its plans. 
When old N!ipoleon wished to p;iv b11ttle he concocted his 
plans on the spur of the moment and sent his men out for 
the immediate execution of these plans. From his achieve
ments we may learn that bold and precipitate action gener
ally leads to success. We want to ridicule the church to 
death; to attack her as she attacks us, without mercy, with
out gloves. If we wish to please the church and not our
salve, we could not do this batter than by holding our 
ton~ues; that would suit them best of all. 

Y vu will pardon me .if I say a few words in reference to 
myself. Having received numerous Freethought p<&pers 
with requests to become a subscriber, it grieves me to say I 
am so situated as to make it impossible to do so laudable an 
act. And every time you call for help, as in the case of 
Jeremiah Hacker, Wm. llart, and others, mv heart aches 
because I cannot respond to these calls. It gave me pl~>as. 
ure to see how Samos Parsons, of California, donated. Most 
of the Liberals, I believe, when they were still Christians 
gave fnely to that worse than useless cau~e. and now since 
their mental emancipation should do doubly well for this. 
great and good cause. 

I here affix:, as the rest of my letter, some ideas j'ltted 
down as they pass throu~h my mind. Tney may not be 
new, but what is new under the sun? 

To employ the ignorance and prej !ldice of the muses is to 
take hold of the lever of Archimedes with which he proposed 
to move the world. 

The ideas of heaven and hell are both ch\ldren of the hu
man brain, and hav no existence in facts. 01e of them is a 
place where all wish to go, and they wish it for their friends; 
the other is a place where no one wants to go, and all 
wish it for their enemies. 

Knock down as much of the church edifice as you can at 
every ·opportunity,- and hold up the tree of knowledge as 
Ion~ as you ltv. 

Our wishes do not establish anything in the realm of nat
ure; if they did, our prayers might be of some value. 

To engage in what is commonly called a brave fight ls 
what I term a misapplication of force. 

One of the j >ys of the priesthood is a lot of young people 
who attend Sunday-school with regularity; and I mlgbt add, 
their greatest joy is a powerful congregation who attend and 
pay well. C. C. 6&RMANN. 

EtMIR.A., N.Y., .Feb. 28, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Your complaint ·against the transmi~sion 

through the mails of a certain book entitled, "The Holy 
Bible, containing the Old and New Testaments: translated 
out of the Original Tongues," etc., which in your honest 
opinion is "obscene," "lewd," and "lascivious," is highly 
commendable, and should meet the approbation of every 
moral person in the country,' The very many passages 
which you hav cited in your complaint are certainly most 

, grossly " offensiv to modesty, and tend to subvert respect 
f\Jr decency and moralir.y." Millions of copies of the book 
complained of hav p'I.B&ed through the mails decade after 
decade, and never btfore, to my knowledg~>, has there been 
a complaint entered against the book. The only reason I 
can glv for thill state of things is that the work in its en
tirety has not been resd and examined aa to its whole con
tents, for oertainly no refined and moral•mlnded person 
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can read the entire work, passing through your citations and 
many others not mentioned, without becoming disgusted 
and blushingly a11hamed of its rampant lewdness, obscenity, 
and laPcivlouRness, wholly unfit for pure minds to deliberate 
upon for one moment. There is not a single church congre
gation In the land nor an assemblage of decent and respect
able men and women that would tolerate in their presence 
and hearing the reading of the passages to which you hav 
.called the attention of the post-oftice department for a deci
sion. Not a single woman constituting these assemblages 
would remain in the church or social gatherings, and if any 
of the men remained it would be only to punish the Impious 
immoralist who by reading the vile literature referred to 
insulted their wives and dau~~:hters. There is not one person 
out of one hundred that knows anything about the vast 
amount of the Immoralities, debauchery, licentiousness, and 
vllenePs contained In this book. and when a believer in it is 
apprised of Its obscenity and Impurity, and absolute unfit
ness for the prePent age as a bnok upon which to base a high
toned, sound morality, he at once becomes enra~~:ed and even 
abuslv, and says that it Is a history of the times in which it 
was written, and the wickl'dness, debauchery, and all the 
vileness h!id to be given to be a guardian against the com. 
mission nf these evils by future ~~:eneratlons. Hav not these 

· historical accounts been a most damnable curse to the world? 
Hav ·they not degraded the human race? Hav they not 
polluted the human mind I' Hn they not been an incubus 
to clvlllz!lt.lon? Yet this stenchful Jewish literature is 
claimed to be for the world's j!'ood, written by divine inspi
ration, bv Jewish b!lrba•lans inspired by a barbaric God. I 
am for driving such a God out of heaven, out of hell,. out 
of the world, out of the nation, out of the state, out of soci
ety, out of the home, out or the human mind. While God 
and the book complained of exist where human beings are, 
there can be no human liberty, no true happiness, and man 
cannot attain to his hlrzhest posslbUlties. Since you hav ear. 
nestly sought for a decision whether the volume entitled 
the " Holy Bib1e" is or is not au immoral book within the 
meaning of the la"''', I hope you will press the matter to a 
conclusion, as you Peem to be determiBed to do. Can Mr. 
Wanamaker, after bei01~ applied to. refuse to entertain your 
req1test? If so, by what right can he or his department 
Ignore an American citizen's rPq•test, especially so lmpor. 
tant a one, which interests the body pnlitlc? In Mr. Wana
make.r's Own lane:uage, he cannot possibly refuse to act In 
your MBe without becoming a lawbreaker. This important 
case will be watched with very much interPst. 

L. DB WITT GRISWOLD. 

LExt•GToN, KY., March 8, 1891. 
MR EoiTOR: We hav listened with pleasure to a lecture 

by Miss Sybil Carter, a foreign missionary. She slanders the 
Buddhists, although they hav expounded beautifully the idea 
that we are our own ~~:ods. 

A human bein~~; is a p1werful organization, the highest 
form of natural force, the cause of causes. Dame Nature 
stoops from her pedestal to recognize an intelllgent will, un. 
affrcted by a" passlne: fancy." What has the might of a 
locomotiv to do with the passing brene? 

This hint reminds. me that the Freethought cause is now 
affectl'd by every "passing breeze.'• It requires a powerful 
organization, so pe1fect and complete that it will almost 
mnve itself. D 1n't the Masons and the Catholics know that 
this is so? Then, with truth on our side, who can stand 
against ue? Big heads aud bayonets will hav their own 
task to.perform, without dissensions. Those lack-luster and 
frozen faculties called intuitions we do not adhere to so 
much as to spontaneous motivs aiod acts which are ihe off. 
spring of well-ad vised judgment and gentle experience. If 
you wish to advance the Freethought cause, send a loaf of 
bread to the starving' Christian, insulted dally by some 
church-also a dime, to buy coal oil and an Infidel tract. 
You may look for results. 

The best part of our machinery is to be found in the sweet 
Impulses of nature-in good deeds, sympathy, love, and 
kindness. I saw the other day a very pious woman glv a 
kick to a very sweet little girl living with her, Sarah Wells, 
for a trifle. Mary Lutson, a larger girl, who hates Sunday. 
schools, drew her into her arms and kissed the face of the 
sobbing victim all over, then placed her in her own mother's 
doorway, slngil'g to her a lovely song. I carried fruit 
to them, what little I had, and thus we had a pleasant time. 
The vixen disappeared. 

Do not diFcourage Mr. Charlesworth. He knows what to 
do with bayonets and kind words too. 

But the hardest problem to solve is to draw a house. A 
lecture on a literary subject wlll always call out hearers-a 
lecture such as we might expect from an Infidel. Then If a 
few leave the house, those who remain will be benefited. 
The sale of tickets will enable the lecturer to glv a tract to 
each person present. 

We are told that nature is always struggling to revert to 
original types of org11.nized being. Truly the mills of the 
gods ~~:rind slowly. Life and Freethought are the o:aly anti
do• es to inertia and fear-the last a df'mon that haunts the 
mind to cause it to return to the idea of God. Lest some 
maddenln11; passion may in the future hav power to rearouse 
some wolfish instinct in the numan heart which we thought 
h!id pllBBll<l into obllv.hn, let us stand firm. 

Even Misq C!lrter, the sweet missionary, would fain waste 
money In bullrllng churches in which we should be reminded 
of Rhadrach & Co., whose performance rivals the Indian tire 
of the sutte<>s. Modern jug~lers bathe the hand In a solu
tinn of alum, vitriol, and onion juice, after which they are 
ab'e to take up red•hot coals of fire without injury. 

Miss Carter woUld carry the .human race to the threshold 
of sensual religion, when the plee.Rure of a refined experi
ence is more exquislt than gold of Ophir, more precious than 
costly gems; 

Some Christians linagln that even the benevolence of Cato 
at a political crisis was injurious to Rome. Others sav that 
the Epicureans ruined the most Ptable commonwealth In the 
world. Eplcurua lived, with his disciples, on barley cakes 
and water from the spring. Temperance in all things, was 
his style of luxury. He thought good behavior was condu
clv to happlnes11. It was Cardinal Gibbons who misunder
stood the maxims of this great philosopher. A man Is not a 
sybarite who finds happiness in virtue. Colonel Ingersoll 
(our future president, I hope) does not attribute improve
ments to religion. Perhaps he thinks good principles are 
more important than creeds. If a Christian nation is sink
ing, the righteous always say "a little more religion would 
prop it up." 

The fine arts are a hindrance to vulgarity and coarseness. 
If a people are wrecked. let them die genteelly. 

I· hav been burnt out, and cruelly persecuted. Please 
remit something to Mr. Macdonald for my relief. I will 
send in return a portrait of Mr. Bennett, or ll'gersoll (oil 
painting), or Mr. Macdonald, If I could get his photograph. 
A. registered letter is best for this place. ALHAZA.. 

LmooLN, NBB., March 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: During the interim of silence upon my 

part I hav eagerly watched the columns of the grsnd old 
TRuTH BBBXBR, and hav with persistent and growing Inter
est read every thought projected by the different advocates 
of Liberal organization, and am astonished that so few 
hav so far pointedly expressed themselvs, when certainly PO 
many must surely be In favor of such a measure. But then. 
I am fully aware that all great reforms come slowly, but 
nevertheless surely. Yet I cannot refrain from fanning the 
feeble dames at every opportune momPnt, hoping that soon 
the proper fuel will be added which will sturt such a com
bustion and emit such heat that it will at once warm up 
every Liberal (and there are quite a number in our city of 
sixty thousand Inhabitants) to such an extent that he will be 
able to throw off this dormancy and enter the work with 
renewed life. Let us keep the pot boiling; the end is not 
yet. And ere long some one will hit upon a method or de 
vise some plan or plans that may be favorable enough for 
~~:eneral adoption. Nearly all organizations that hav sprnnl? 
up and. reached proportions worthy of note hav been at first 
crude emanations from some enthusiastic mind, yet the re
fining processes of sifting the p:ross matter through successlv, 
but perhaps not greater, minds, has seldom failed to either 
establish the matter as wholly practicable. demonstrable, or 
useless. And thus It will be In the case of Liberal organlza 
tion-the seed must be properly planted; and in this boasted 
"land of the free" we hav the soil especially adapted for it~ 
reception. The brawn and brain of the Liberal element of 
this country will watch with interest its first appearance aP 
it shoots forth watered by the pure refreshing of Freethought 
and nurtured by the sunbeams of reason, and will vie with 
each other in keeping It free from tl!e choking ltfiuenceP 
of Christian weeds, clods, and supersti1lon; and sfter a 
healthy growth is assured we surely can lind some one 
who will champion our great cause until the harvest shall 
come and its fruita shall gladden and make merry with bene 
fits the hours of all who now are unable in its absence tfl 
enjoy them on account of the creed-bound laws that govern 
all institutions that hav so far been Instituted for the relief 
of the fellow-man in the strugeles Incident to human life. I 
say, Onward I the victory can be won. 

Just now there seems to be quite an agitation through the 
columns of TBB TRUTH BxBKER In regard to the Splrltnal 
phlloeophy, and I like "Verltas," from Port Huron, S.D. 
for his frankness In stating his belief Ia the communication 
of spirits with the denizens ot·earth. 1: et I am myself morP 
nearly situated like H. H. Philbrick, of Havana, Ill. I hav 
been. an honest investigator of this occult force (for I deem 
it a force) for twenty-six years, and I am not yet of the opin
ion that the varied phenomena or any of them that I hav 
ever witnessed are the work of decarnated spirits. It 1~ 
true, I hav witnessed many problems that I could not solvE' 
~nd that I think would be useless to glv to Brother Wettstein 
Yet when I am through Investigating, If I ever am, If I hav 
Indubitable evidence that it is not the wot k of spirits, thev 
I wlll step fearlessly and without any compunctions upon th~ 
·broad Materialistic platform upon which Brother Wettstein 
so grandly stands. Durin~ my period of Investigation it 
has been my fortune to meet with many honest mediums, 
and a great many dishonest ones-at least, so I bellevfd
and my deductions are that there Is a force outside of thl' 
medium and the sitter. Yet what that force is I am totally 
at a loss to explain, and so far, unless some good Materialist 
can mathematically or otherwise demonstrate that it Is not 
the work of spirits once endowed with forms in earth-lire 
but who hav passed through the change called death or dis
solution, then the Spiritualist has the best of the argument, 
because I cannot see how anyone who will honestly and fear
lessly investigate can deny that these maslfestatlons do take 
place but in so many lnstancps are unexplainable. Hence 
the honest believer, having sufil.clent evidence, calls it Spir
itualism. The Materialist shakes his head, looks wise, and 
when asked how and by what means these phenomena are 
produced at once exclaims, Fraud l I will not attempt to 
glv in this article any of my experiences. I hav already 
encroached upon the space of others. Bufil.lle it to say that 
all I hav witnessed has been witnessed by hundreds of 
others, with much more that I hav not had the time or oppor
tunity of seeing, and the testimony of thousands can be re
corded In this same line whose opinions and whose state
menta for truth and veracity none ought to question. 

Yours for truth, J. H. GuTHRTE. 

KENT, 0 , March 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Will it be In order to call our Secular and 

Freethlnkini leaders to a halt? I, for one, am always ready 

. to read articles from Brothers Watts, Burnham, Westbrook, 
Foote, tt al (" stars in our Freeth ought sky '') but I really 
think the " rancid " discussion now going on in defense of 
each other's past "views and good lnteutlons" as regards 
the proper and best way to promulgate Freet.hought to our 
people, should be brougl!t to a close, for the following rea
sons: 1. "A house divided against itself cannot stand." 
"In union there is strength." "Charge on our enemy and 
not our friends." 2. We must leave the Christians In both 
precept and practice, and it is not best to preach unity, 11ia 
Ecience, and practice Individual destruction, 11ia superstition. 

The past has shown its terrors through the door of Igno
rance, not becauqe our ancestors were not honest In their 
lntentlonq, but bec!luse they themselvs were crude. living 
In a crude a~~:e. The present has risen above the idolatrous 
age of Individual and saintly worship, and we no longer 
should pay our tribute of devotion. to either ourselvs or 
otherE", but to principles and charity. I hav no doubt but 
that the combatants avd advisers In the little war now wag. 
lng are eager to "bury the ha'chet" aF d " work together for 
the good of the Lnrd" (elevation of men). A little oil scat
tered on the troubled waters will calm the surging waves. 

I used to clerk for an archltect-i. e., I cut the timber 
down and he drew the plans for putting It up again-and I 
le&rned that it required the best timber to make shingles, 
and that a goor'l roof was rPqulsit to preserve pe•ICe In the 
family, for" a leaky roof makes a scolding wih." For my 
part, I think that any one of our great spe11kers is good 
enough to make shingles, foundation sills, or finishing lum
ber, and that It will take all of them, also us little nails, to 
make the great edifice of F.reethought (we must be hit on 
t"M head to be driven), 

I feel like saying, Eugene, you are a "b•lck," for you hav 
at last struck the key-note, in s'lowing up Wanamaker, Oom
stock, & Co. In their unscrupulous way of keeping "ob
scene, lewd, and lascivious" books out of the matls. But, 
Brother MacdonfLld, don't you know you will cast a lasting 
disgrace upon G Jd's book? You naughty Eugene, I will 
hsv Mr. Heston "show you up" In picture, for you must 
not be so vile, and if my father, his father, and his father's 
father were alive they would say, "you Infidel wretch." 
However. I do not care; I do not suppose I can go where 
·hey a~a, for they "cast their burdens on the Lord," and I 
am trying to carry mine myself. 

A word, please, to T. E. LongAhore, who I think Is rather 
premature In some of his logical conclusions, in his "con
demnation act" 118 W. L. Willis In '• Bplrltology" In THE 
TRUTH BEEKER of February 28th. While I am no Spiritual
Ist or Bplrltologlat, I "know sometlngs" that tells me "I 
rlon't know some other tings," and what I don't know Is 
what I am seeking, and while In tho field d research I am 
willing to hav " all the conditions" rlght so that no fog shall 
• bscure the sun In its attempt to reach the earth and make 
its light known to me In all manner of ways. Mr. Lnng
Rhore says," Knowledge obtained without the use in arq·tlr
;n~ it of all or of the majority of the Penses," etc., "cannot 
be safely trusted." I would ask Brother Longehore how 
many of his senses he brings Into use to add up a coluren of 
figures. He certainly cannot hear, feel, or smell the figures 
or the amount when added. · The sun shlves; we see it and 
feel the hfat, no more. We Bee and smell a rose-two out 
of five. We see two bodies approach each other, say It Is 
"attraction," yet cannot hear, smell, reel, or taste it-only 
one In five. He seems to vote against" conditions," and I 
think conditions are necessary in all things. A combination 
of conditions only can glv us our electric light; the least 
fault In the dynamo, conductors, or circuit will endanger the 
light. A ·d even an arc-lieht of great candle. power cannot 
be seen by a blind man-optical condition bad. Science 
reaches of but three forms of material-gollds, llqnlds, and 
gases. We can see and feel the solids ( -.ome of them can 
he tasted, and others can be heard when In motion). The 
lfqulds can be seen and felt, and some of them smelt. The 
~~;asPs can be learned but (rom two or three at most of the 
five senses. A cloudy condition obscures the rays of the 
sun, yet it shines "all the s~me." A clean table Is a tine 
tui· g, even to eat on. saying nothing about Inviting '· an
l!:elic spirits of the departed" to dine with us and teach us 
of the hereafter; and If they can know, write, or materialize 
better with a "low lamp," let us yield to them. As this Is 
my first time on earth, that I know of, I do not wish to dic
tate to the spirits how they shall do or ask (l mav be able to 
change the conditions hereafter to suit Brother Longshore), 
and will listen as best I can. 

I am not dlsp'lsed to think all persons fools or deceived 
because they see things that I cannot or are easier conviiiced 
than myPelf, for I may be wrong. I hav friends who call 
me a fool (!lnd I 1rnow 11) because I cannot be convinced. 
They say I hav seen enough to make me a Spiritu~llst. 
Well, If so, I am either a fool or not honest ([ think both). 
But the facts are, the question is too great to jump at con
clusions. And now I will side with Longshore and admit 
that we know not of the great law of psychology that may 
govern all thA phenomena called Spiritualism. Allow me tfl 
state a fact that I fail to understand. In the fall of 1880 1 
was traveling with a son eighteen years old. We traveled 
by night, with horse and carriage. One night after "hitch
ing up" my son said, " Pa, there Is something going to hap. 
pen to-night." I said, "Nothing more than common." 
"Yes," said he, "somethlrg more than common." Ia about 
two hours from that time he was bitten by a copperhead 
snake. His mother, two hundred miles away, waked up 
that night at 2 o'clock, and she says she knew there was 
trouble. In two days after, I rPcelved a letter from her ask 
lng what was the ·matter. My son Is not superstitions, 
neither has h~ ever seen any ghosts or predicted trouble be
fore or since. Where docs fJither the psycholog'cal Jaw or 
Splrltoloj~;y come In? A. D. 1:\w.ur. 
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"Would you hav kept it it it had belol)ged: tory by either baptizing the defeated party, .recite to think they are very good;· Some 
to some other person?" I or having their heads separated from their pieces are so laughable, and others 'are so 

" I don't know, perhaps I might it I'd bodies. melancholy. My father takes THB TRUTH 
· , N 11 1 d h ld BBBXBR and has been taking it for several lldit.c!d bJ Miss Bus.ur H. Waoll, ..zr11u ne~er seen you. ew re g ons were gratte upon t eo by years. A.Iid 1 like it real well. It is too bad 

Biter, .Mast., to wl&om 11u 0~ Jqr But why should that make any dl.1fer- missionaries-tor Isis and her son Horus were that England has lost its great and .JtOOd 
this Oornw should ~ ""'· ence ?" substituted the Virgin Mary and Christ. Bradlaugh. I am of the opinion that Eng-

Jimmy was silent. But, my friends, I feel sad to-day. My land has lost its greatest and grandest. man. 

"Between the dark and the daylight, 
When the night is beginning io lower, 

Oomes a. pause in the day's oCOUPa.tlODI 
'l'hat is known &II the Children•• Hour." 

"A Big Enough l'amily ." 
"I think there was chilena enough

There was Kitty and Pom1> and me; 
A cat and a dog and a little boy 

Are a big enough family, 
We used to hav lots o' fun, :von bet, 

And now we hav none at all; 
There's !oms thing upsta'rs in mamma's bed, 

A little red thillg in a shawl. 

" If I slide down the bannisters, 
Jes' make a. little noise-

A woman comes out and pats my head, 
ADd talks about' good little boys.• 

Sbe wears a. white apron and a. eap, 
And 'pears to own the house, 

I wonner 'f she thiDkB a fellow like me 
•s got far on his feet, like a mouile t 

" TheY're all the time talking about m:v nose 
It's broke on the bridge, they say, 

And they were certain sure there'd be 
An accident there some day. 

And when I look io the glass they laugh ; 
It's funny, I suppose. 

But nobodY ever did that before 
When anything hurted my nose. 

"When paPa comes in, he B&YB1 'Rullo, 
You little rat-hoW's Sist' 

He means that wiggly thing upstairs 
The cook calls • Little Mbs,• 

That's got the puckers in her skin, 
And Equinties in her eyes, 

And looks like a 'gyptian mummy, 
•SpeciallY when she cries. 

" Her nose is ten times broker'n mine, 
Don't look like a. nose, a bit. 

It's got little holes, but not anY bone, 
And mamma keeps pinching it. 

Ja.ok Wilder·s got a brother now, 
'At can walk and pitch a. ball ; 

Why didn't they get a child like that 
•Stead of that thing in a. shawl 1 

" AnYhow I've got Pomp and Kit, 
They know a. lot for true, 

TheY scoot when they see that woman come, 
And that's 'zactly what Ida. 

Bile can't catch us, but when she saYS 
That baby's the image o' me, 

I wish that Pomp and Kit and I 
Was all the familY," 

-Eleanor Kirl:. 

Jimmy. 
Judge Cheney was passing down the street 

when close by his side he heard: "Mornin' 
Star, Times, and Herald 011e tor a nickel, 
three tor a dime I Paper, mister ?" and the 
little ragged newspaper-vender held one be-
tore the judge. · 

''Yes, my little son," he answer£d, "I'll 
take one of each kind," and taking the papers 
and putting a quarter in his hand he started 
along. 

11 Wait, mister, you havn't got your change. 
The papers ain't only ten cents, and you've 
gin me twenty.five." 

11 That is all right, my good boy. I do not 
need the change, you are welcome to it." 

"He called me his son and his good boy, 
nobody never did that afore,'' h~ said in an 
undertone. 

Often the judge would be in town with his 
horse and carriage, and after this occurrence 
Jimmy (for this was the boy's name) always 
seemed to be around, and would step forward 
with a, 11 Hold your boss, mister?" refusing 
to take any pay unless actually compelled to 
do so by the judge. 

It walking the streets Jimmy would inva
riably follow him, and once in a heavy wind 
his hat blew off and Jimmy activly caught 
it and saved it from harm, retusiDg as usual to 
take pay tor the act. 

11 Why do you do these things tor me, my 
boy; and then refuse the money I offer you ?" 

"Oh, •cause I want to." 
"But why do you want to?" 
"Oh, •cause I do." 
"But that's no reason." 
"Yes it am," said Jimmy, runniDg away 

shouting, "Star, Herald, 1'imes, three for a 
dime!" 

" Strange," mused the judge. 
A few days after this, while hurrying along 

the street, he heard a shouting behind him, 
and a voice saying, "Wait a minute, mister; 
wait a minute," and turning he beheld Jimmy 
with his purse. 

"I seen you drop it, sir. You didn't quite 
get it In your pocket, an' it dropped." 

" Why did you not keep it, my son?" 
" 'Cause it's youm." 
II Because it Walj mine ?" 
"Yes, si~.'' 

"Will you go home with me ?" little cat, " Bessie," is dead. She was charm- It is as though America had lost her immor-
" Yes sir." illg and intelligent. She came galloping in tal Ingersoll. I hav memorized a piece en-

, . titled, •1 Heaven Below." That is the kind of 
They talked but little on the way, but after at breakfast time, pressing the latch of a heaven we want, rlght here and now. My 

they had reached the house and entered the door down with her paw. She brought in shoes are getting a little the worse for wear, 
library, the judge remarked: "I suppose you sparrows, and mewed until I pretended to and I thin~ it I were asked which I would 
hav no idea of the amount of money in this eat one. She never caught mice, but spent take, tile Bible, heaven, or a new pair ot shoes, 
purse." much.time in the cultivation of her voice. I would take the latter. Wishing you ever 

" , so much success in your good work, I remain, 
No, sir. Her paw had a graceful told Your little friend, MAuD V. HAIGHT. 

"Over a thousand dollars." Which envious cats hav tried in vain; [A sensible girl is Maud.-Eo. C. C.] 
" By cricky I Beg your pardon-! mean, Her lovely voice, oh, it were bliss · 

oh, my I" To hear her purring once again. CIBNB, ILI.., Feb. 15, 1891. 
"Now do you not wish you had kept it?" And in the hue of her dear coat DBAR Mxss WIXON: As it is the preacher's 
11 ' , There was a softer tinge of blue day to make his bread and butter, and it is 

No, sir i I wouldn t keep nothing ot Than since old Eve's Grimalkin mewed raining too much to entertain myself out of 
youm it anybody would giv me the hull Hath tinged a mortal pussie's flue. • doors, I thought I would write to the Comer. 
world, I mean unless you wanted me to hav ALHAzA. I liv with my stepfather. He takes THB 
it." •Flue, means fur. TRUTH SBBKBR, has the 11 Freethinkers' Picto-

" Now, I want you should tell me why you -rial Text-Book," and mother has the book, 
follow me about and do so mll.ny favors tor 11 Men, Women, and Gods." 
me tor nothiDg." Correspondence.· I read the Corner. I like very much to see 

• J c F 17 8 1 so many names of young people who are 
" 'Cause you allers look kind at me, and SAN AOINTO, AL., eb. • 1 9 · brave enough to speak or write these senti-
11 d d d b d Dun Mxss WixON : I thought I would 

ca e me your son an your goo oy, an write a few lines to the Children's Corner and menta. As tor me, I can't exactly say what 
nobody never did afore, and I've tried to be see It they would be accepted. 1 am twelve I am. I can hardly say I am an Intldel. I 
good ever since." years old. 1 go to schoGl and study readiDg, rather beli~e I am an Atheist. d li 

"Hav you no father, mother, or other writiDg, spelllng, arithmetic, geography, I am In my twentieth year, an am not ke 
tl h most boys bf Christian parentage who think 

relative?" g~:ammar, and music. We hav ve 8 eep, the first step toward manhood Is a chew of 
"No, sir, not as I knows on. Gr11.nny nineteen head of horse.s, and about twenty- t b bl d dr t 11 0 live head of cattle. I wish some of the girls o acco, g swear. wor s, a am o qu r, 

Biggs kep' an' pounded me when I didn't beg about my own age would write me a letter. or joining the church. 0! all these I hav 
a lot, till I runned away and wouldn't llv The next time 1 write 1 wlll tell something done neither. I do right because it Is right, 
with her no more; then I sold papers." about California. I will close. So good-bye, and not because I am afraid of going to eter-

" w uld ll ll 1 h Your friend, LuOINDA c. CLARK. nal hell if I don't. One day at Sunday-school 
o you ke to v w t me any the superintendent made a glove on the black-

better?" board; on the wrist he .put, 11 I don't," and 
"What, llv right here .and be your truly BnuoB, S. D .. Feb. 25, 1891. on the fingers, 11 chew, smoke, drink, or 

son?" DBAR Miss WixON: Having never written swear," and then asked who could put it on 
to the Corner, I thought I would let you to hold up their hands. They looked amazed 
hear from South Dakota. to see two Freethinkers hold up their hands. 

11 Yes.'' 
"And be dressed nice, and go to ·school 

and could I call you papa?" 
" Certainly, and my wife will be your 

mamma." 

We hav had such a nice winter here, al- They were my brother and I myself, and 
most summer weather part of the time, until their church-members could not. It is hard, 
this month we hav had some cold weather. but they knew it was so. As this is my first 
My !ather has taken this paper tor two letter, I will close. · 

"Oh, but maybe she wouldn't like me I" years, and could not get along without it. Yours respectfully, EL:MBR W. PRIDB. 
We are talking of having a Liberal society 
here the coming summer, and I am going to 
send tor a 11 Coi!mian Hymn Book," so as to 
hav singing at our Liberal meetings. 

" Yes, she will," said a pleasant voice in 
the doorway, and a beautiful lady glided into 
the room and kissed him, ragged and dirty as 
he was. Jimmy commenced to cry. 

"Why, my son, what is the matter?" 
asked the judge. 

"I'm so-so happy," he sighed. 
"Now, this will not do. I will hav good 

Jacob giv you a bath while I go out and 
purchase you a suit of clothes. Here, I will 
measure you first. As soon as you are 
dressed we will hav dinner.'' 

Jimmy did · not look like the same boy 
after his bath, and the donning of his new 
suit, his pretty stockings and neat slippers, 
and his long tangled hair arranged in beauti
ful CQrls by his mamma. She then led him 
to a long pier glass to view himself. "My, 
I guess I'm somebody else I" he exclaimed. 

"You are Jamie Cheney now," she re
plied, " our little son.'' 

Jamie, as we will now call him, was very 
awkward at the table. He commenced to 
eat with his knife, then observing his papa 
and mamma, he blushed and used his fork 
instead. But the judge and his good wife 
soon put his mind at ease, and taught him 
the use of his napkin and other table man
ners. He is now a man, a kind and dutiful 
son, a good husband and proud father. Who 
among our rich will do what Judge Cheney 
did? 8ADIB ATHBNA MAGOOIII. 

Station D, Los Angeles, Oal. 

A Letter from Alhaza. 
DBAR YouNG FRIBNDB: Cardinal Gibbons 

quotes St. Paul's remark, that God chooses 
the weak to confound the strong. I think I 
would not oppose the strong, if they conduct 
themselvs in a reasonable manner. 

He also makes the assertion, that Christian
ity was established by the finger of God, 
and not by the might of kings. On the con
trary, I think religion was propagated in the 
usual way, and no method omitted tor this 
purpose that the craft of man could suggest. 

Anything that could be made available
persuasion, intimidation-was resorted to to 
coerce the human mind into acceptance. 

The most' shameful and dishonorable ap
peals hav been addressed to that principle of 
credulity, which St. Jerome remarks is with
out limit. 

I am fifteen years old; am attending 
school, and am going to college this summer. 
My brother started this week. It you start a 
young people's paper, I will subscribe tor it. 

Your Freethinker friend, 
MAuu CARPBNTBR. 

AoMB, WAsH., Feb. 11, 1891. 
Miss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear Friend: I am 

a little girl . only seven years old. My papa 
has taken THB TRUTH SBBKBB a number of 
years, and I read the Children's Corner. I 
like it very well. This will be the first letter 
to the Corner that I hav ever written. I hav 
one of your books; it is the 11 Story Hour.'' 
I hil.v another book which has about all fairy 
tales in it. I never like those untrue stories. 
I am a Freethinker, and I guess I shall al
ways stay one. Papa and I came out here 
to get land, and papa took up a claim in 
Baker valley. At school I study reading, 
writing, arithmetic, grammar, and spelling. 
There was a young man who is a Liberal, and 
he taught school, and he put me in those 
high studies, and I am getting along nicely. 
My mother died five years ago, and papa and 
I were lett alone. I guess my letter is getting 
tiresome, P.l) I will close. 

Your L\beral friend, LORA R. FLIOK. 
[A remarkably good letter for a. child of 

seven years.-ED. C. C.] 

BYRON, MINN., Feb. 24, 1891. 
M!ss SuSAN H. WixON: Dear Madam, and 

Sister in Truth: In the issue of this paper 
of February 21st I notice comments of your· 
self, and our esteemed friend, Geo. J. Rems
burg, in reference to a child's or young peo. 
pie's Liberal paper. Now, this idea strikes 
me so forcibly that I beg to offer, in my fee
ble way, my suggestions. Now. Liberals, 
let us see what can be done. How many 
will pledge their support? I here offer and 
pledge $5 to be paid on demand. Now, if 
we can just get our friends interested we can 
soon hav the project under way. If a paper 
of the kind be started, would it not be a good 
idea to hav Heston furnish suitable cartoons, 
as they would Interest the children, and are 
the best means to educate them, as a child 
never forgets an object.lesson. 

For tear of tiring you and your readers, I 
will close, with the hope of seeing this proj
ect discussed by abler pens than mine, and 
that you will get the support you so much 
deserve, and hav won by your earnestness 
and zeal in behalf of the noblest cause woman 
can engage in, emancipating humanity from 
the curse of superstition. 

Fraternally yours, 
WALTBR A. JoHNSON. Force was often used, and a fiendish cruelty 

which exposes not so much the barbarity of 
man as it does the terrible instincts of the l-IILTON, Feb. 14, 1891. 
brute revived by the fire of fanaticism. The Mxes SusAN H. WIXON: I am going to 

r ki w · write to the Children's Comer to-day. I 
might 0 ngs 1 hen we know. 80 well think some of those letters that are written ia 
Ji.ow Constantine employed his power in this the Corner are real nice. And the recitation
connection, even offering rewards to obtain pieces, they are fine also. I hav memorized 
conv~rtf,l. Q.4arleJUa~ne closlil4 every . ytc- ; lio~e Qf ~lle~, ~nd eo~e of tl:le people t4&t l 

CoRYDON, PA.; Feb. 20, 1891. 
D.a:AR Miss WixON: I hav never written a 

letter to the Children's Corner, but as I am 
a Liberal I think it is time I do. 

Where I liv the people are mostly " Chris
tians," but papa, mamma, and all of my 
near relative are Liberals. I am glad of this, 
tor I do not desire to hav any relative who 
are 11 Christians." 

I attend school here. I am in the higkest 
room, and in some of the highest classes. 
Our teacher is a young man, and he would 
be a very good person to learn from it he 
would spend all of his time on his school ; 
but he · does not. He is studying to be a 
minister, and of course he is thinking more 
about this than he does ab:>ut his school 
work. He has preached several times in our 
church here. He is a great hand tor relig
ious exercises in his school, and spends alto
gether too much time every morning reading 
the "holy book," repeating the ,Lord's 
Prayer, and sinl!'ing hymns. I don't think 
this is right ; he is not hired to preach and 
pray tor us.· Then, all this takes time that 
we ought to be using on our studies. 

I hav no sisters, but hav one brother eight 
years old. He is very bright, and learns so 
easily-reads well in· the Third Reader. 
There is nothing he enjoys so well as to hav 
some one read to him-not childish stories, 
but any kind of reading that entertains grown 
people, such as tales of adventure, lives of 
great men, ~nd anything of interest. 

I am takiDg piano lessons from a lady 
friend of mine here, and I try very hard to 
understand music and play well. . 

I am living with an aunt of mine here, so 
that I can go· to school, as there is none in the 
place where I liv. Auntie has such a dear 
little ?;irl, two years old, named Camilla, and 
she has 11. Mo~her Goose book and can repeat 
almost every rhyme In it. She thinks she is 
reading them, but she is just saying them 
from memory. She has a figure made to 
look like San:ta Claus, which she likes better 
than any doll, and she thinks she cannot go to 
bed unless she takes it with her. 

My cousin Fanny Morrison livs at Sugar 
Run, and I like to go down to see her. I go 
down often on Saturday and stay over Sun
day, and Fanny and I hava good time while 
I am there. We study and read together and 
play duets on the plano. 

I hav an aunt living in Brooklyn, and she 
sends me St. Nwholas and Life, and I spend 
many pleasant evenin~s reading them. I like 
to read the Youtk's Oompanion too. 

I am happy to hil.v the spring come; then 
I can go to the hills and gather the beauti
ful trailing arbutus and the cunning little 
lichen. When I am on the hills I am always 
happy. 

I hope I shall see this in the Comer. It 
so., I will write again some day. 

Your little Liberal friend, 
FLORBNOB B. AIKBN. 

AlEXANUER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engra.vlhgs of this oelsbrated naturalist, 

2X15 inches, suitable for framing, sent Postpaid. forr O~D.if. .A.dclf!lBB ~B;J!l ~lHJ'J;'~ S~~~J. 
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RELIGION OF MAN 
ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 

BY 
D1JDSON T11TTLE. 

A Historical aDd Critical Review of the BeliJrion 
af Man. 

OoNT:&MTs : What Is Religion f Fetichism. Pbal· 
lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on H,s Intellectual Growlih. T.ll.e Great Theolog 
ical Problem. Man's F11oll, and the Christian 
Scbeme for his .Redemption. Man's Position. 
J!'ate. Free WiU, Free Al{enoy, NeceBBity. Be· 
•Ponsibility of the Individual. Geneeis and El'O· 
1ution of Spirit. The Law of llloral Government 
rke Apostles. Belftsh Propensities. Love. W1s 
dom. Charter of Btghts. Dnties and Obligatiom 
·•f the Individua.l, Duties and Obligations ol 
<iociety. Bi~rhta of Government. Dnties of So· 
.Jiety to Crimina.IP. Daty of Self Culture. Mar 
riage.: Oloth; price. Sl.IIO. 

Brain and the B1ble. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Prt>face by B. G. INGE-RSOLL. 
·Unansw'3rable. Price, $1. 

Crerd of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in I vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY W 

By MOSES HUI;L <Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

What People Say of Oar Books. 
J. H. Cook writes of William Hart's book, 

11 The Candle From U oder the Bushel:" 
" Some one has very kindly sent me three 
copies of the above book. which I hav read 
wlrh great mental guqto and freq•tent hearty 
lau~hs at the author's witty comparisons, 
incongruities contradictions, ludicrous de
ductions, and absurdities, of which the ho:y 
Bible Is so prolific. Surelv the author Is an 
acute critic, a keen and discriminating logi
cian. The book shows great study and re
search, and is a most thorough analysis, dis
section, and comp<~rison of different books 
and passages of the 'inspired word.' Its 
style ·eminds me of D. M. Bennett's.' Inter
rogatorif'B to JAhovah.' Would that 'The 
Candle From U ader the Bushel' could be 
read by and illuminate all G ldltes and priest. 
ridden blbliolog\sts. Reader, however wise 
you mav be, if you are able.buy and read, 
and circulate this very valu11b'e and impor
tant add·tion to Freethought and human lit. 
erature." ' 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

CRIMES AGIINST CRIMINALS. LOOKING BACKW.A.R.IJ HEBREW MVTttOLOCY; 
AN ADDRESS 

Lmli:RTY IN LtTBRATUBE. a Testimonial to 
Walt Whitman, by R •bert G Ingersoll. 
An ad<lress delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 
2L, 1890.· 

By BOBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERIID BEFORE T.Blll 

NetJJ York State Bar • .Asaociation, at .Albanv. 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Complete ana. Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN CENTS. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
liS LafaYette Pla.oe, New York. 

B)' Edward Bellamy, 
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoil's Process," etc. 

It II a.thought-breedin~r book_, and all who ar• 
ree to receive new liJrht will ftna in it satisfactioJ 
•nd inspiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The apJ.lea.l is a.lways made to a man's reason 
.nd to his noble1t sentiments: nel'lr to his sel
ishness.-[Boston Post. 

A sng~restion of a r8ally praoticable and fea&l, 
Jle social sta\e llll"e&tly in advance of the pre1ent. 
l'he romantic narrat1v ia rioh in ita forecast o1 
~tual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

lllmo, cloth, 11.00; paper, 600. 

Tbis ·address of Co!onel Ingersoll is a grand 
defense of the right of llbertv of utterance. 
Its eulPgy of Whitman is a tribute to all the 
men and women who hav struzgled for "lib 
erty in literature." W 11lt Whitman is not, 
according to our idea, the American poet. 
Be is only a prophecy. The song of liberty 
must be free from dirt. Colonel Ingf'rsoll 
has made the most of what there is in Whit
man, and has &l!'&in shown in this "test!. 
monlal" his ardent love of freedom and his 
wonderful power of expression. The volume 
contains a portrait of the "good gray poet." 
It contains 77 pages and is handsomely bour d 
and p1intert. C1ot.h. 50 cents; paper, 25 
cents.-Bobton ln'DeBtigator. 

The Modern Sci·enco Essayist. G iiA.Rn:S SEWiiL 
Ten Cents Each, 

1. HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and AND 
1J!:,_ilooophy. By Mr. DANIEL G:am:MLE.U a· d Coli Th I 

2. CHA;~o:OBEBTDABWIN;Hislife,works, Jl"Br ege . eO Ogy. 
and inftnence. By Rev • .JoHN W. CRADWIOJt. AN EXPOB11: 

3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
· ow RUn~ and worlds oome into being, By 

The Truth Seeker Companv has laid upon Mr. GARRET P. BRBVIBS. 
the Gaze uer table a C"PY of R ·bHt G Inger. 4. EVOLUTION OF TH""- EARTH: 'l'he story of 
soii'A testimonial to Walt W nitman, entitled geology. By Dr. LEwis G. JANES, 
•• L'berty in LHerature." Tl)is is an aadress 5. EVOLUTION Oil' VEGETAL LIFE: How life 

1 P II d hi 1 bellins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 
delivered by the colone in ll 6 elp 6 • sst 6. EVOLUTION OF ANIM.AL LIFE: The order 
Oct.ober, at a recPption tendered the vener- of zoologica.l evolution. By Dr. BosBITEB 
able poet, and which was ext.ensivly pub. RAYMOND 
lished in the newPpaper pres~, but In a some 7. TBE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq-
wbat mutilated form. As it appears in the uity, growth BY Prof. E. D. Con:. 
little book before us it has been carefully re. B. EVOLt'TI(•N OF MIND : It.s nature and de: 

velopment By Dr. bOBEBT G. EccLEs. 
vised by the author. The cover is orna- II. EVOLUTION OF BOOIETY. ByJAlltEsA.SJtiL-
mented bv a gr>od picture of Mr. Ingersnll, ToN. 
and the hkeness of tbe Bllthor of" Ltl&ves of 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY, By Z.Srnl'IEY 
Grass" is glven as a frontispiece. It is a B.un>soN. 
bandFOme little b >ok with a neat cover, and 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEwr& 
is well printed on h .. avy paper. Tlle price Is G. JANES 
onl}' 25 cents. 11 If I .were to edit the great 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON C. 

ld I 11 • I b PARSHALL. 
books of the wor •" says ngerso • • mtg t 13. EVOLUl'ION AS RF.LATED TO RELIGIOUS 
leave out some lines, and I might leave out THOUGHT. By JoHN w. CBADwrcJt. 
the beet. l hav no right to make of my brain a. PHILO .. OPHY OF EVOLUTION. BY STABB 
a sieve and say that only that which passes BoYT NICHoLS. 
through belongs to the rest of the human 15. TBE EF"'Ec·rs OF EVOLUTION 0~ THF 
race. I claim t:he right to rhonRe. I glv that COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MmoT J. 

G SAVA6E. 
rillht to all."-.Sunday autteer, .lJenison, Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER co., 
Te~. 28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

The address delivered by Col. Robert G 
Ingersoll at the testimonial Cf lebratlon In 
honor of Walt Whitman, which took place 
in Philadelphia last October, has been re· 
printed in a neat volume under the title, 

Liberty in Literatiure. 

Of the Penerllon of Stephen Gir&rd•amagniloezd 
bequeat to Philadelphia by ths Ohristian 

ohurches and Yonng lllen'l 
Chriatian Alllooia-

tion. 
By BlOB, B. WBSTBBOO.K, D.D., LL.D. 

Prioe S1. Address TBB TBuTBSIII:I.Ku. 

What Would Follow 
'l'HE 

Effacement of Christianity'? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cent1 a CO~tY; twelve copies for S1. 
Address THB TRUTH SEli:JtBB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
!11 in a Lifetime. A LiberalBomanoe. 

. 12mo, 800pp., S1. · 
!.pol~s of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12m111 is3pP., $1.515. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band· 

some and lutereetin~r Book,_ WUhont Supersti
tiont for Children and Youtn. The OnlY Free
thin&en• Children's Story-Book ever i1sued. 
66 full-pace illustrations and 116 smaller; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illUI!· 
trated covers; 'to, I!Upp., boards, S1. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH SEEDB CO. 

OR, 

Tbe Rational~ of tbe Bible. 
Holy Scriptures Treat ofNatural Phenomena Only. 

By MI!JTON WOOLl!.Y, M.D. 
Svo, 613pp., $2.50. 

Faith and Reason. 
ACCOUNT OJ!" THE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Illustrated. 

By JoSEPH SIMMS, MD. 
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments 

and fdatnr.,d. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3 ; leather, 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

AMBERLEY'S LtFE OF JESU1. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

Prom the;, AnalysiS of Religions Belief." 
By VISOOUNr AMBERLEY. 

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF .ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent

ury befcre,, and Peter nod Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

Full index, 446pp., $1.50. 

'tHEOLOGY .AND MYTHOLOGY. 
. AN 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 
Price, $1. 

NATH\.IUEL VU:GHlN. 
A RadiCal No'D, l of Marked .Ability. 

BY FBEDEBIItA MACD:Jl'IA.LD. 

" Liberty in Literature." The orator was 
happily chosen for the occ"sion, and his trib-
ute to Whitman ekq·1ently sets forth the VB· 
rlons aspects of t.he poet's genius as the 
interpreter of modern democracy, and as the 
prophet of the identity of sp.lrit and matter 
in man and of the equal sacredness of both. 

By BOBT. G. INGEBIOLL. SCIENCE VERSUS 
404 pages. Price reduce~~ $1. 

RELIGION, A FEW WORDS A "BOUT the DEVIL. 
Address at the Testimonial to Walt 

Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office, 

OB, TO 

Conflict between Ieason ad Su}:lerstitlon. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBII, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Addresa 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00, 

Ia concluding his oration Colonel lugersoll 
says: "As you read the marvelous book, or 
the person, called 'Leaves of Grass.' you 
feel the freedom of the antlq11e world, you 
hear the voices of the morning, of the first 
great singers-voices elemental as tho~e of 
sea and storm. The horizon enlarges, the 
heavens ~~:row ample, limitations are for~otten 
-the realization of the will, the accomplish. 
ment of the ideal. seem to be within your 
power. • • • A feeling of independence 
takes possession of the soul, the body ex. 
panda, the blood flows full and frf'e, superi-

IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~· TRY •SQUARE: 
A BEW DOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" TM s'halrrM itllelf doth call for instant 
remedy." 

OB, 

The Church .. of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

Thill 111 the history of aD attemPt to found a 
_ ohnrch without aupentition, and Its auooeae. 
Uncle Job Sawyer, the Pastor, ha.vinc eatablished 
his pulpit, nses 1\ to dilloUI!s all the vital queation• 
of human concern, religloUI!, pelitioal, and other 
wise. 'l'he book Ia written in well-choseD Ian· 
guage, and easily undentood. 'l'here II Just snffi· 
cient narrativ about it to interest the reader an<l 
hold hia attention while the triith Ia bein~r brou~rll t 

ors vanish, flattery Is a lost art, and life be
comf'S rich, royal, and superb. The world 
becomes a personal possession, and the 
oceans, the continents and constellations be
long to you. You are in the center, every. 
thing radiates from you, and in your veins 
beats and throbs the pulse of all life. . • A 
• In this one book, in these wondrous 
'Leaves of Grass,' you :tlod hints and sugges~ 
t!ons, touches and fragments, of all there is 

Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 
Religion and Social Matters. 

on to hla mind. 
•or e&le at thll nfllee. Priae. 11.DD. 

Cloth, tl; paper, 60 cents. THE 

AND 
0Tmm BIOGRAPHIOAL SOTOHBS AND ESSAYS. 

By CHARLlS BRADLAUGH. 
With Poruait and An to biography. 

Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 1llmo, 
260 pp., S1.25. 

MONKS, POPES, .AND 'f'HEIR 
POLITICAL ISTRIGUES. 

By J. !LBERGER. 
376pp., $l. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. 

POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS. 
ACCOt:NT OF 

Vicars of Christ a:c.d Vicegeren!s of GJ:L 
Paper, ftO cents:. cloth, ';5 cents. 

CASE . .AG1JNSL1 THE CHURCH. 
A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 

. Price, 15 cents . of life that lies between the babe, whose 
rounded nheeks dimple beneath his mother's 
laughing, loving eyes, and the old m1.1n, 
snow-crowned, who, with a smile, extends 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York:. UNIVEBSEA.NA.LYZED ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus
hie hand to death."-Home Journal. 

"The Ori~in of the Chris• ian Bible." By 
0. B. Whitford, MD. The auth'or shows 
that the Bible had a Hindoo origin, and that 
the Hebrew stories and legends helong to the 
f11.mily of myths that owe their existence to 
the &uperstitions of the East. This pamphlet 
con•alns a tzreat many valuable quotations 
and references and shows consld.,rable re
PP&rch and study. TrJith Beeker Co., New 
Y ,nk.-Bo~t'Jn ln'Dtht'gfltor. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
l'rice, 11> Cenu. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

MODEBN IMITATION OF CIBIS'l', 
As to his Life on Earth ana. his Comm'IUilam. 

B~ MRS. E. LYNN LINTON, 
Author of "A Protest and a Plea," in Order or 

Creatton, 
Cloth, 12m.o, 279 pp., • 715 Cents. 

w Tlli8 book waa lfUIP1J'I'uW by th4! frrBt. .Amer. 
iotm publisher ... 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana

lyzed," "The Real Blasphemen," "Spir
itualism Snstained," ett;., etc. 

The latest and beat work of an aD&lytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideal· 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fnrnishin&' food for thon~rht. We truPt it 
will hav the immease distribution it Be richlr 
llleritii.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, Umo, sa. 
Addrell• TBB TRUTH SEEKEB. 

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

'.PrioP, 25 oenta. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD .. 
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest 

plane." 
Price, to cents. 

LITERATURE GF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. M.A.Rvm~ 

15 ceJiitl, 

For all of the above book• address 
THE TBUTH tiEEKEB CO, 

18 LrofaretM l'l,,JIIewlorll. 



TRUTH u[l£8 LIBRARY. INFIDEL DEATH-BEDS. 
ISSUED MONTHLY• 

By G. W. FOOTE. 

"IDLE TALES OF DYING 
SubJcriptlon price, $3 per annum. HORRORS." 
Na. BOOKS lSWED, Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

era• A.lman~c . . .. • ............ •• . • . •. ••••• •. 25 
2. Mqn Women,audG·Jdd. HelenH.G .. rdeuer. 110 
li. Age of Reason. Toomas Pa•ne.... ....... ... 2l 
4. An wera to Christian Q11e~tions. D. M. 

Bennett ..................................... fll 
5. Ohr~•Uau A bsurditi~B. J •hu Peck.......... ~~~ 
8. V1ctor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ::.. ... ... 1b 

OTHER NU,IlHlRS IN PREPARA'l'CON. 

Y ~arly subsoribers will receive all the bookP 
Issued during the year. Siegle copies of oaoh 
book sent up n receipt of price 

. THE TBUrB S I!:EKER COMPANY. 

HOW TO 

PRESERVE HEALTH. 
By LOUIS BARKAN. M.D. 

( ONTJ!:NTS: 
T~>e Prt>veution of Di~e·se-Hygiene of Differ 

eut 0 gaud-A·•e and IY'·CDnation-The Dweill' a 
-Toe Care of the Riek-Nuts!Dg-rhe Famib 
Phy•ioiau-flow to G;v Atd 1o Eme,.Qeooies-• ion 
t"giou• and Mt .. sm .. tio D••,.•s~·-Diseases of hf 
Nervous •ystem-Alteraa Nutrition-'l'he Besptr. 
ar.ory and Di~tf'sttv a.orl Urinary Tr,.otB-Tht 
S.kio-Parasitea-Jilothe•hooel. 

FordycA Bar!.!'"· MD, Professor Bellevue M~d 
ioaii.Jolleg~, N. Y, so.ys:' I· r~ga.rd :vour book. 
'H"w to PresHve H~alth,' os the mo•t sound. 
B nsible, and U•eful book on tbe topios wbiob 11 
dhcnoseB that I ba.v evl!r met, I wish it oon d b• 
in tbe bands of every intelligent be10d t>f a f,.m;h 
anrl in tbll library of every suhool. fnr I think i 
wontd popnlarillle a. va•t a.menot of ImPortant anl' 
u~tfa• koowl•dge, and thu~ be of ll'reat service t• 
tbe l'<lmmuuity. I am pa•ttCu•arly p•eaaed witl 
on~ f 'a.tu a of it.; that it <loea r· ot. prof••a to teach 
r osmg and druqgiDil'• whiob our a.• xious grand· 
motbe•a and otbera Jacking th" r• qutait elemeo· 
t..·y koowledgA are too prou- to in, Ulll'e to, a.o<l 
ofteot.imes do ~treat harm ther .. by, 1 CODil''"&t.u
la.•a you on t.be wisdom ""it ouooe1111 of thio ffi' •rt." 

J.•hn B. JJa.miltou, M.D, SurKPOll Geo .. ra.l • 1 
theN ~vv. a.od •rofeasor of !:!Ur~rery, GeorgPtOWJ> 
U••iversitv: "I tha••k you for toe tX3ellent bo<>k. 
• How to Pre•erve H<'a.lth.' I bavno doubt of tb~ 
neoes•ity of such boob, and YO"rB is of suot 
mArit that it w1ll snr•lv be oucoe••fol.'' 

S ·mu~l Soerwell, M.D., Professor ,.f DisPasea of 
th- Skto, .Brooklvu : '' • on• · x ellen• t.r .. a.ti•e, en 
tttled 'How to Preoerve HAaltl>," appears to mf 
a.dmir&l)ly ad <Pted for the r~a.diDil' of the laity, 
Corr•Ciing &S It dO~S 8. l&Til'e DUmber of f ... JPt 
imp•e•s1oos that nreva.il a."'ong th•m Tht 
dt•ect sugllPSti 'DB, as in rema.rks on the skin, an 
of deoid"•i value." 

Price, Cloth, $1. 00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

J. D. SHAW'S P AM.PHL.ETS. 

The Bible-What Is IU A pam. 
phlet oont&ining eight chapters in refuta.tioL 
of the a.ssnmptiou •hat the Bible is a divinf 
book of pure thoull'ht. and correct In all it• 
utterance&. Price. 25 cents. . 

Studies In Theolo;;y. A clear exposi
tion of the biblical story of man's crea.tiot 
and onr11e, thAologica.lly denominated "tht 
fall." Price, 10 cents. 

Llberaltsm. Treating the subject from a 
negativ and affirmativ st!.ndpmnt, showiup 
what it is not and what it ts. Price. 5 cent&. 

H . 

The Agn'}Stio Annual 
FOR 1891. 

Edited by CHARLES A. W.A.1."1'S. 
OONTENTSo 

An Allnostio View of th<> BtblA ..... Samuel Lainl'. 
Fundament..! Theses of All'noo>ioi•m. 

R. Bitball. B So., Ph.D 
Agnosticism and the Ohureh of England. 

Amos Waters. 
Avatar, Oome I A Poem. 

Sa.la.dlu (W, RtAwart Boas). 
The Iustabilitv of Faitba.Hnn 0. K. Tuoterma.u. 
The Iron Hand Under the Velvet G nvA, 

G J, Hol:voake. 
Practical Rel'llion .................. Oharles Watts. 
Toe Oiuera.ry Urn. A Sonu~t. 

Author of" Cmaar In F.upt. • 
Tbe New An~rHo~tnlam ........ ; .......... B. Russell 
Androgynous Gods. 

H. J H&rdwicke, M.D .. F.R.O.S 
Is AguoaMoism S •nnd 1 .... ............ Paul Oa.rus .. ra AgnostiOTBm Souud ,., 

Saladin (W, S\ew~trt Ross). 
The Poems of Joseph Ellis ...... Mlr .. beau Brown. 

Prloe, 25 oenta. For sale at thia oflloe-

THE 

French lnvJs1onof Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of. Unwritt.en Hi•tory That Tell of a 

Heroic Enile&vor an<l &· Lost Opportu
nity to Throw Off Engl .. nd·a Yoke. 

By V&t..ERI&N GQJB&TROOFF. 
With a map ao<l numerous illuPtrations by well

known artisTs. Handsomely bounil in ailk cloth. 
Ink and guld side stamps. Price, $1 110. 

The pt"e•eut volume is au •ffort to rescue from 
oompar&tive oblivion one of tbe many f'Xtra.ordi· 
nary episodes of the great Fr~nch revo•ur.ionary 
wa.· •.••• It P"int• .. moral •hat,.middt r"pnb
bo"n IDS 1it.UtJOD• like OUrS, Will uot fail to rPC~ive 
apprpc <ttiou. It shows. on on., hand. the elavat
io~r io1!UADOe of oewlv a.•·qnir<'d «mbttion, , , , 
and on •b!' other the deba•iDil • ff .ot• of BdiRiouli 
and Polittca.l lntolera"ce bot·h on tbe tyrAnt and 
the victim. Oouta'nB a here•• f.,. e unpnbllahed 
letter of Thomas P.tne to the French Duec&ory, 

New Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 
Contains a. Bketoh of the Life and Death of 

Bruno, Buokle, Oomte, Helvetius, Hugo, Hnme. 
Owen, Paine, Btra.uBB, Volney, Voltaire, and 
nearly ninety other prominent Freethinker•• 

Paper. Price, 115 cents, A.ddreBB this oflloa. 

!c:ence in Plain Language. 
(, EvoLUTION, ANTIQ"'TY, BAOTBBU., E'To. By 

WU•lam Durham, F.R S E. · 
II. AsTBo•cxy, BUN. MooN, STARS, ETo, By Will

iam Durnam, F.R.S.E. 
These handy aeries of •olumea on science-of 

which the above works form the tl.rat two nnm· 
btors, others to follow-are ,. ritteB in a. way that 
~a.nuot fail to make them interesting kl even the 
moat oa.eual re .. der. They aupply a. popular need. 

The pnoe of each is 50 oentsln cloth. 
.,, .. ,..,.. l')t}! I'KI;TI:l .. lilii:KlllB 00 

The Candle From Undt:r the 
Bushel 

· '-Mark iv, 21); or,_ 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And fo1 the Consideration of Others. 

Instructi'D~, Interesting, ami ~Tuib~. 

Br WILLIAM HA.BT. 
Price, 50 cents. 

\ddrelll! 'l'HE TRU'l'H SEEKli:R CO. 

A.. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eyes of timid aoqute1oenoe hal' 

oa.id to tmpudent autho·ity the tribute of a 
•houghtless yes.-B. G. I~ersou. 

CONTENTS. 
A. SpleBdid J ad~re of a. Woman. 
The Lady of the Olub. 
Under P otest. 
For the Prosecution. 
A Rusty Link in the Oh.tn, 
The Boler House Mystery. 
Tbe Tim.,-Lock of • ur Ancestort. 
Florence Oa.m_]lbell'B Fate, 
MY Patient's Story, 

Price, paper, 110 oente; cloth, $1, 
THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00., 

liS La.fantte Pl •• l!lew York. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
rhe Bible Analyzed. " For Sledge

hammer Logio unsurpa.ased." svo, 883pp •. 
silk cloth, $3. 

.;;piritnalism Sustained. This worl 
g_oes no\ so far to sustain Spiritualism as k 
show that Ohrietia.ns are inoonlliltent in deny 
inc the alleged truths of tht.t philosophy. 
Oloth, 12mo. hllpp,, S1. 

A.ddre11 THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

BINfr, BROTHERS, SINfr. 
11l!IJ: TIOI 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them hvely and in\er 
eating. Tn LIBll:BAL Bnm Boo.: ooatains sonp 
by ~he .beat POtltB, adapted to well-known tnull! 
It tl' hlll!!ly recommPnded by Messrs. Wakeman 
Par'.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker 
a.n.d. indeed, by all who haT ~mined it. Price 
~ centa Address 'llHJ: TBUTB 8:u:Kml Oo 

GANGER and '!'nmors CURED: no knife, 
book free. Dr~. GR.ATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

UONALD KENNEDY 
of'Rox~ur~, M'ass., sa~s 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes bo1d 
of two people alike I Why? BP.canse no 
two people ba-ye 111c same weak 
sput. Be-ginning at the stomach H A'Oer
sea.rching through the body for any hiddev 
humor. Nine times ont of teo, lnwarct 
humor makes the weak spot. PerhapF
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or w 
a J!;land ; the Medical Discovery slide& Jt 
right along, and you tlnd qnlck happiDHe 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere. 
ready to fight. -The Medical Dlseovery . 
begins the fight, and you thiDk it. pretty. 
hard, but soon you thank me for malll•t: · 
S'lmethi""' that has reached your weak s)D('>t. 
Price Sl 50. Bold by every Druggi•t la Qe 
United States and Canada. 

Please Dontt Forget It. 
That Dr. H. James' Cannabis Indi;eru l&pr.e

pared in Calcutta, India, from the panesll a:nd 
best Native Hemp, and Is the only neliU!dy· 
either in that country or this. that wiil' posi
tively and permanently cure Cons11U1JptLo,.,. 
B•·onchitis, Asthma, Nasal Catarrh 81HiiNerVGU3o 
Debility or break up a fresh cold in twenty·f<'JUJlr 
hours. $2.50 a bottle, three bottle~ :llor lllilill'· 
Crartdock & Co., ProprietQrs, 1032 R""le' Str~ 
Philadelphia. _ . . 

T1IB 

CRA.JIPIONS OF THE CHURCH : 
'fDm 

trllnes and Perseeutfons. 
81'o, 1,11VPP. Oloth, $3; leather, M; moroooo, 

gilt edg&Bt tt,50, 

BY D. M. BENNETT, 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Latayette Plaoe, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OOLLBOTIOK 01' 

Ori&lnal and Seleeted Hymns 
( Worda and Jl~) 

For Llbl"ral and IEtblcal Societies. 
For School• and the Dome. 

OOJIPILBD BY 

L. H., WASDBt1BN. 
PBIOB, • • .1.60. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER 00 • .._ 
118 La.fa:vette Place. New YorK. 

HowCan We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 oenta, For Bale at Thia Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
I'M Boll ll'tMJtora and Jl(t(J(Jt Ratioa m tl&t 

.Acplr411'MnC and .Apportionment. 

BJ J. I. INGALLS. 
Prt.,e. Cloth. .1.00. 

New Edition, BeTfs6t nod E~ed. 

MEN, WOMEN I& GODS. .y HELEN H. CARDENER, 
Introduotkn by 

BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 
Priae, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 5()1)1lnt& 

TM Tf'tidd StlfJPlied at lJpedal 1Ji8cquntl. 
A.ddrels THE T:RUTH BEEKER, 

liS Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 
Pb0tngra.pbs of Miss Gardener are for ea.le at 

this office. Prioe, 5 oeo ts. 

A." EMBL£M OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Bend 10 eents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nnte,d 

speota.bat2 for his "Pri,a.te OounsAJor "-a va.lua
blA book ror young and middl&-a.ged men, euffer
mg from a Life-wuting D1aeue, u tbe result 
of youthful follies, iudlaoretioo, and excesses in 
maturer years, It set"' forth au External A.pPli· 
cation-A POSITIVE OUBE, as it matters not how 
,oug ata.ndiug, bow hoP~ leas or how many reme
dteB you hav ns~d· The book is worth ma.ll3" 
~lmes Ita ooat, and sbon 1d be in the hands of 
•hose peeking a •ZJeP41l ana J)f'nn.amnt cure. Ad· 
dresa the doctor at V1Dela.nd, N. J, and ea.y where 
you saw thiB a.dvertiBment. 

A GOOD WO!IDo 
Dr. Fellows is au outanokeo Liber&l, a. huma.n

tta.rta.n, and a generous patron of the FreethougtJt 
orese He has many testimonials to the value of 
biB progressive and sueoessful method of treat
men$. and deea"ee patronue.-.Preeti'IOUI171e. 

~ '!Wtlca ar~ for tM b61uJflt of Liberals 
tDM mag be oisiting tM placu vihtl'/'6 (he86 I!Od6-
tus aN lollaUfi. Looal Secular Unions and 
/f'1'66tiwugAt 8oci6tia m&ting regula'l'ly ca11 
hat thar gath6rings adfJerti8ed lwre {r68 by for
tDarding tM 'n6CSBBUII'1/ information. 

The 1uanhaUan Liberal Club.l'l,Y. 
Meets every Friday eTening, at 8 o•olock, at Ger• 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 5th street. Leot· 
urea and disousl!ions. The publicoordiallytuvited, 

'I he l'l"wark Liberal League 
Meete every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
Liberal Leal[lle Hall, 1'17 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st .. Newark. N.J. Lectures and disouesions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
evArvboilv w .. Joome 

American ~ecolar Union, Newark. 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
t>Veniog at 'I' 30. Lecture , debates, and di•ous
atoua on all tmnorta.nt aeon ar subjects. Pres
Meut, HBNBY BIBD ; Secretary, OoBA BELLll 
FLAGG·~----------------------------~-
BrooklJD Philosophical Associ&· 

· tlon 
Meets at Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue and 
~nth 2d ~treet. Brooklyn, E D .. at 8 P.M., evAry 
Sunday, Leo•urea follov ed by dlaouRsioo, Plat
form free. Oharles Moobolla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League ~67' 
aaeetaevery Sunday in Indus,ria.l Hall, Broad ud 
Wood ate .. at ll :10 and '1 :10 P.H. for lectures and 
free disousaions on religious a.ud soola.J questions. 
A.ble apea.kentnterest the audience. I!I.B.-'l'ruth 
qMkernublio~tlonPa.lwavaon baud a.tnhea.n ~atPs, 

The Secular Society of Kent, 0., 
lleets eemi-monthly1 flret and third Buadays, at 2 
• •••• at the town nan. All friends of human 
<lUJtivatloR are Invited, M'ABIUB HEIGHTON, R"O, 

Ellzur Wrlt;ht Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the llrst and fourth Bun. 
da.ya of eaoh month at lndepeod~>nt Church, at. 
10·30 A.M. Free discueslun on all Llberalsubjeots,. 
RUbloriptiona to Tmc TBUTB SEEXEB and lnveBt" · 
gator are solicited. B. G. t!HITH, Oor. b~. , 

Chlca~ro Secular Unl.,n 
Meets even t!nnday eve ulna at 7: ao •·•·• al' 
Princess Opera. House, 5118 We1t Madison 1treet, 
f..teoturee and debates. Strangers from abroad'! 
arl'l welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wl1 .. Llbt'ral Club 
Holds meetln~t& every Runda.y ev~oing at 218.1 
Grand a.Ye., (Fra.t.erutty Hall). Lecture followed I 
by dAba.tes. Tbe pnblln cordially Invited. 

8rotherbood nt lftorall .. ts, No. P03j, 
Prairie Cit}. Ia .• 

llll'leta everv Run day In t.be Liberal reading, rooD!) 
hall at II: 30 P M. All L berate are oordia.lly in'
vited. J!'. V. DBAPEB, Oor. Beo, 

The Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meeta every Sunday at 'I' :30 P.K., at U2 Nicollet 
ot.Ve.,Rooma11la.nd a, Eastm&n blook,llllnoea.polis, 
'\linn. J.F.MAOO'MBEB.Prea.: LEROY BEBBIEB.Reo, 

De8 lllolne" SeC'ular l'nlon 
Holds renla.r meetin~ra at Good Templar Hal', 
Ftynu Block. S.E corner nh and LooUdt street,, 
Lectures follnwed by dieonaaton. Fnendb from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

Saa Francllf"O. Cal., Freethoughl 
Society 

M"et• ev"ry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 4,21 Post atre~>t, at 8 o'olook. A. cordial ln'ri
ta.tiou is t~xtended to ali. Sea.te free. 

Port An(l'el"8 Secular Union 
Meets ~verv Bunda.Y at 7 80 P lK •. In the public 
•obool buildinll in Port Aogolea, Wash. Loot
urea. songs, and select reading. Disousstoo in• 
vited on all subJects. Liberal ttera.t.ure distrlb· 
uted free. FBA!fX MousE, Oor. Sec. 

The West Fnd ProeresJJive Lib• 
f'ral (Jolon 

or Los An~teles, Oa.l,, meets saml-monthlyl.. ftrst 
and third Sufi days, at 8 o'clock, p,JII: , at t'arr's 
Ball. Everyboil" invited, MBB R. M. BEBBAr · 
Pres.: J. B. MoWILLIA.MB, Reo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Lib ral Club 
Meet& every Sunday at 2 P.lt, in Grand ArmY 
ball, Main street, Walla. Walla., Wuhlngton. 
Soieuoe Leotures.-Fre& Disoussiooa.-Origina.J 
and BelAoted Beading& and Poems. A large val· 
uable library is at the service of membero and 
friends. 0. B. REYliiOLDS, Prea.; A.. W. 0ALDEBo Beo, 

The Roeder Sf'cular IYnlon 
or Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Boo day in the month, at the Boeder aobool.houae. 
LMotures, diaouaaious, reading, and poems. The 
grPatest fr~"ilom accorded to &II. Onr motto, 
"Univer&Bl MAota.l Liberty." D. E liiOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; OBARLES BBEA, Bee. 

W,\NTED 
'l'o ftn-' a. good location for Watch Repair Sh<"l), 
Oity pref .. rrpd in Washington, Oregon, c .. ufor
Dia., or A,.lzooa OornBP""deoce t<a.•oeBth 110• 
liolted. w. W. Wilkison, 8.9 N. Uherry at.,Naah• 
nlle, Tenn. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial AddrE ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and A.!lsembly of New 
York. 

WUI'I Jl'lne sr.ee! Enoramno of 8mator Contltno. 
Bound In black cloth, silver Bide atamp. 

Prio~, 75 centB. 

A.ddrell THE TBU'l'H BEEKER 00. 
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THE chief of police of Hoboken, N. J., has 
forbidden improper theatrical posters. CaP
tain Hayes has been made the oiDcial censor 
of posters. The managers of Cronhelm's and 
Jacobs's theaters Uv been ·notified that all 
posters must be submitted to him before they 
are given to the bill poster. 

ENGLAND has had a 
blizzard in which 115 
lives were lost. 

DR. WINDTHORST, 
Catholic leader in the 
German parliament, died 
on the 14th. 

CLERGYMEN and others 
in Hoboken, N. J., hav 
sent the police a protest 
against Sunday theaters. 

AT Pittsburgh the Jun
ior Order of American 
mechanics hav protested 
against display of the 
Irish fiag on St. Patrick's 
day. 

S1x Madrid physicians 
appointed to investigate 
Koch's remedy report 
that it has not made one 
cure, and should be sus
pended. 

RBV. FATHER GRATON, 
Catholic priest of Mani
toba, in his eagerness to 
be at the polls aBd work 
election day, got caught 
in a storm and frozen to 
death. 

THROUGHOUT Lehigh 
county, Pa. , the Evan
gelical churches are con
vulsed over the "Bow
manite quarrel." Sev
eral church buildings are 
locked and defended by 
one faction against an
other, and police hav 
been required. 

THE Russian press 

t 
I 

I 
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THE TRU'I'H SEEKER, MARCH ~1 •. 1891..· 

QOD8 AND RELICIO.N8 WOBLD'S · SA.QES, T~KERS, ff•" of f[honght. OJ' 

ANCIENT A.ND. MODERN TIIES AND REFORMERS~ · . 
:iJiographfes of 100 of the Leading Phllosophera, 

i'eachers1 Bkeptich,lnnova~rs1 Pounders of 
New Bonools of 'J:nought, .l!lmlnent Scien

tist&, eto. (whq were not Ohrilltian&), 
from the time of Menu to the pres-

Vol. I. Give a l!'uli Account ()f all the Gods, in
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the· Bol:v Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrtst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 
· SVo, 885PJI. Vol. U. Describes ll'ulll" all 

ALL the phenomena <;>f "\]Vitc.hcraft are now 
believed by-scientists to ·be the products of 
natural laws. If. they are right, is not God 
proved guilty of ignorance when he gave the 
edict, "Thou shalt. not suffer a witch to liv ,"-. 
and was it not a wicked ignorance which 
through this command has caused such 
countless murders and persecutions? Dr. 

the Religious Systems of the World. 
svo,957pp. Oloth,S3pervol.; the 

2 vols., $5; leather, S7; mo
rocco, «ilt edges, $8. 

BY D. M.BENNEi'i'. 

ent. svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $8; 
leather,·s•; mor., g. e.,U.50. 

BY D. M. BENNEi'i'. 
i'BE i'BUi'B BEEKER 00., 

i'BE i'BUi'B BEEKER 00. 28 Lafayette Place, N. Y · 
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~ -- -~ 'Efrat.E 'L~sso.N". 
'' Nou(in the ei_ghteenth yeaP of kin}! Jero-:
bottm + -:- -:; reiqne~ ABIJAM ·(we~ Ju.da.h .. 
-:- + -!- an.d J--us mothers ~was MAACHAH 
~ dctu,g'ht~r gf Abishalom. -:- ·-:- -:- Art~A~IJAM 
·slept with lus fathers, -:- -:- ~:- and A s~.lwi son 
reigned in hjs stead. In the twen 1elih year 
of Jeroboam king.'oj fsra.el reigned ASA over 
Judah-!--:--~- And his, mother's name w.!!:§ 
MAACHAH tihedaughtergf Ab"ishaiOrn. '' 

= .1. Kings,'XV. 1. 2. 8, 9. 10. = ----- . ---- .. --

SEARCH THE SCRIPTURES. 

Sprenger, in his "Life 
of Mohammed," esti
mates that nine million 
people hav been put to 
death as witches during 
the Christian era. BlaclL. 
stone said that to deny 
witchcraft was to deny 
revelation. How can 
the inspiration of this 
law stand the light of 
the present day ?-Robert 
0. Adams. · 

TBUTH must be inves
tie;ated without any side 
glance to t h e c o n s e
quences whick that in
vestigation m a y h a v 
upon· our hopes.- Greg. 

THE discovery of what 
ie true and the practice 
of that which is good are 
the two most important 
objects of philosophy.
Voltaire. 

LET us look on as 
.calm"ly as may be at the 
huge tarmoil of confiict
lng controversy; smile 
with equal calmness at 
the bigots; who would 
damn people for losing 
their way in the dark ; 
at the pompous dogma
tists who would face it 
out that they can see as 
clearly in the dark as in 
broad daylight ; at the 
feather-headed enthusi
asts who take the first 
wfll-o'-the-wisp for a safe 
guide, and patch up a 

censorship has autho
rized the publication of 
the new Russian trans

new religion out of scraps 
and tatters of half
u n de r stood science.-::=======;=======::=:==========:;=================;:::!,=====: Leslie Stephen. 

lation of the Koran without excising the pas. 
sages previously supposed to disparage tbe 
Russian orthodox religion. 

THE Catholic religions orders will each 
build a college at Washfugton auxiliary to the 
great Catholic University, making our capital 
a hot. bed of ecclesiasticism. 

THE Catholic League of the People, founded 
In Germany ·to oppose Socialism, has just 
held its first ge11eral meeting at Cologne, the 
archbishop of Cologne presiding. 

LoRD MAYOR SAvORY of London lately de
livered a pious address which is shown to 
hav been stolen from one of Spurgeon's ser
mons. Of his efforts to lie out of it the Pall 
Mall Gazette says that they hav an odious 
flavor of sanctimonious humbug. 

CATHOLIOB continue to cry against " the 
Holy Father being compelled to submit to a 
government which has robbed the church, 
oppressed the people beyond the power of 
endurance, and which has not been backward 
in ava!llng itself of every opportunity to in
sult and vfllfy his Holiness." 

THE cremation of the remains of Emma 
Abbott has drawn fresh invective from Chris
tian anti.cremationists, the chief Catholic 
organ in America saying : " The modern ere. 
matory is an insult to Christianity. Its in
ventors intended it as an hourly argument 
against the doctrin of resurrection, and the 
blasphemers so use it." 

·To Indian Commissioner Morgap's state
ments that to avoid hostfllty from the Catho
lic church he has tolerated incompetent teach
ers belonging to it, Catholics indignantly 
exclaim that " Thomas J. Morgan is the first 
commissioner of Indian affairs who ever dis
covered that the sisters and fathers in charge 
ar.e unworthy and incompetent persons." 

~ THE Christian girl, Esther Solymosi, who 
disappeared in Hungary nine years ago just 
before a Jewish Passover, is thought to hav 
been found living in New York. It was said 
that Jews had offered her as a sacrifice, ac
cording to the custom which Christians ac
mise them of. Eight Jews were charged with 
murder and confined in dungeons fifteen 
months before trial and acquittal. 

IN the forenoon of Saturday, the 14th, five 
thousand citizens of New Orleans, headed by 
lawyers, merchants, and other leading citi
zens, broke open the jail and killed eleven of 
the Italians whom the jury had failed to con
vict of murdering Chief of Police Hennessy. 
Most of the local papers approve. The 
jurymen are ostracised. Several of the Ital
ian vessels in our ports on hearing the news 
put their fiags at half-mast. The Italian con
sul has protested. Blaine has communicated 
to the governor of Louisiana the president's 
disapproval, saying that among the killed 
were three or more Italian subjects, whom 
our treaty guarantees security of person and 
property. 
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i Tm; individual does the right thing out of 
regard for his own good, his own advantage, 
his own fair fame, and his social position, or 
having the fear of the law and of punish
ment before his eyes. The better ordained 
and regulated the social order in which the 
individual live, the keener will be his own· 
desire to lead a virtuous and moral life. To 
this may be added the moral instinct or the 
spontaneous disposition toward a moral be
havior, a sort of moral organization which 
each individual receives from those parents 
and ancestors who hav lived for long ages in 
more or less orderly social or political condi
tions. If to all this be added the powerful 
influence of education, habit, and example, 
we are in possession of all that is necessary 
for moral behavior, without being obliged to 
hav recourse either to an innate moral law 
or to the means of grace or the hope of glory 
held out by the church or religion. This be
ing so, what is the good of those everlasting 
hvpocritical confessions of faith and profes
sions of religious dogmas, which are opposed 
to reason, and neither required by, nor con
duciv to, virtue and morallty?-Buchner. 

THE educated inan is his own priest, his 
own pope, his own church.-Ingersoll. 

THE civilized man is distinguished from 
the uncivllfzed in this: that while the latter 
is content when he has obtained food enough 
to satisfy his immediate wants, the former 
looks ahead and makes provision for months 
or even years. " Lay not up for yourselvs 
treasures upon earth, where moth and rust 
doth corrupt, and where thieves break 
through and steal" (Matt. vi, 19). With 
banks, insurance companies, and provident 
societies by the score in our midst, how is it 
possible for Christians to say thev practice 
the above teaching ?-Arthur B. Moss. 

THE obligation of natural affection counted 
as nothing compared with the duty of theo
loj!:ical conformity.-Feli:rJ L. Oswald tn the 
Bible of Natur~. 

I CHANT the chant of (Uiation or pride, 
We hav had ducking and deprecating about 

enough. -Walt Whitman. 

THE fathers, in asserting that the books 
were inspired, were guided not by critical 
ability, but by ignorance and superstition. 
Instead of being great scholars, they were 
extremely credulous, and in general very in
ferior intellectually. After much controversy, 
it became apparent that they could not agree 
as to what books should form the Bible; and 
councils took the matter in hand, and for 
nearly twelve centuries they discussed ·it. 
And finally, the Roman Catholic church in 
the council of Trent, and the Greek church 
in the council of Constantinople, decided once 
for all what the list should be for their ad
herents; and the Westminster assembly gave 
the Ensdish-speaking Protestants their cata
log.-Keeler•s 8hort Hiatocy of the Bibld. 
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··when e RATIONAliSTIC 3PIRIT 
WRESTED THE BLOOD-STAINED SWORD 

FROM THE PRIEST AND pe~secution. 

was uni ormly ~ -:- -:- -!-
defended in long, learned ancl 
elaborate treat-ises, hH the besii 
and greatest men the Church 
ha.cl produ.ced. -:- +-:- "~- It Wd.S 
onl~ when the bctttle had bee 

w011- w lten the cu1.ti-do gm at i c 
pa~t.Y, acting IN OPPOSI-TION 

TO THE CHURCH, "had RENDER 
PERSECUTION IMPOSSIBLE:.. 
that t.he greo.t. body oF .the
ologatW'ls -revased then" ar. 
guments, and discovered 
that to'punish men foJ-4 
their opinions was wholl.y 

at uariance with: 
their faith! 

[,J.ECKY. 

HOW THE CHURCH WAS FORCED TO QUIT MURDERING. 

IN Belgium one out of every two hundred 
of the population is a monastic brother. 
These thirty-two thousand monks, notwith
standing their vow of poverty, hav property 
valued at $26,000,000. In France there are 
fully ten thousand Sisters of Mercy, who l:lpon 
entering the eight hundred cloisters of that 
country, resign all claims to their property. 
Yet the property of these orders is worth 
more than $f>,OOO,OOO. 

IF this country is to be m!llntained as a 
free country, says the lronclad .Age, the In
fidels must maintain It. Infidels originally 
made it free, and its keeping is in their 
hands. It takes liberal men to maintain are
publican form of government, because they 
are tolerant, just, and hate tyranny ~nd op
pression. Bigotry and proscription are ty
rannical. Intolerance is the weapon of po
tentates and priests. It yields nothing for the 
common, good. The Infidel cheerfully con
cedes to others the rights he claims for him
self. He is mindful and watchful of the 
rights of all. He is not clannish and narrow, 
but broad and general in his views. His 
thoughts grasp the whole community of na
tional interests. He can lift himself above 
personal considerations. He can excuse the 
Ignorant prejudice that proscribes him, and 
still be just to his persecutors even. The In
fidel alone is capable of perpetuating a sys
tem of government in which the rights of all 
men are sacredly observed. 

PRINOJI NAPOLEON, whose death occurred 
last week in Rome, was a Freethinker. Of 

the clerical· ghouls who hovered around his and any change that can be construed as fa
deathbed the Times says: " The denuncla- voring this radical movement is viewed with 
tion by the Paris correspondent of the Lon- suspicion by the powers that be. From the 
don Times of the unseemly and revolting American. standpoint, the present demand 
conduct of some of those present In the last would seem eminently fair and desirable, 
hours of Prince Napoleon is as deserved as it even from the point of view of the clergy. 
is unqualified : 'Public opinion is revolted But in Denmark politics and religion are so 
by the hideous zeal of those who tortured closely connected that no question can be 
the dying in order to n:.ai:e them client!' of considered from a non-partisan slde.-Inde
the confessional ; it is revolted still more by pendent. 
the rebel son who persists in rebellion in or
der to secure ephemeral and useless power. 
The confessors, cardinals, nuns, and other 
religious persons hav shown a willingness to 
revive alf the horrors of the Middle Ages. 
The only one who leaves the horrible scene 
with a higher reputation is the p:.:ince him
self, who preserved intact his force of wlll to 
die as he had lived, with a horror of counter
feit in his soul and with contempt for hypo
crite on his lips.'" 

A l!ILL has been presented in the Danish 
Folkethlng,or lower house, providing that lay
men may be permitted to speak at interments. 
It is claimed by its advocates; who belong 
excluslvly to the party of the Left, that this 
measure, if passed, would relieve clergymen 
of much embarrassment in . the case of the 
burials of Infidels and non. churchgoers. It 
seems at present very improbable that the 
blll will be ·passed, as it is strongly opposed 
by the government party. The whole ques
tion hinges upon the relation of the church
yards to ihe church and the commune re
spectivly, and the ecclesiastical authorities 
are not likely to allow such a concession to 
be made if they can help it. There is in 
Denmark, as In England, a powerful move
ment in the direction of disestablishment, 

A BRABB band stood at the grave of Dr. 
Bhoettly at Egerton, 0 , a few weeks ago, 
and played a variety of lively tunes as· the 
clods fell on the coffin of the dead physician. 
It was in accordance with his expressed wish. 
His dying injunction was that there be no 
mourning or appearance of mourning on the 
occasion of his funeral. He made a provi
sion for the payment of $2f> from his estate 
to the band should the leader carry out his 
instructions to the letter. The leader did so 
and got his money. The dor!tor was an In
fidel and sought in this way to show his con
tempt for all religion. He directed that 
there should be neither singing nor praying 
nor any form of religious ceremony at his 
grave. His req1test in this regard was also 
complied with. His neighbors were shocked 
beyond expression at the funeral, but none 
more 110 than .his wife, who was a devout 
Catholic. Mrs. Bhoettly, who was a hopeless 
invalid and knew that she must soon die, was 
overcome with grief at the manner of her 
husband's burial, but as she loved him de
votedly she determined that she must be 
burled by his side. It is said that a letter 
was written to Rome asking what should be 
done in the case, and that an answer was re
ceived that in view of the sacrilege at the 

physician's funeral, if the wife was laid by 
the husband's side the ceremonies of the 
church mast be omitted. For a iong time 
the woman's desire to lie beside her husband 
struggled with her religious feeling, but love 
for her husband finally conquered. A few 
days ago she died and was taken to the cem
etery without ceremony, followed only by a 
few of her late husband's friends. 

LABOUOHKRK, the noted editor of London 
Tr']tth, writes: "Mr. Bradlaugh was a man 
of herculean physical strength, but of great 
nervous susceptibility. I believe that he 
never entirely recovered from the rough 
usag!'l which he met with when he sought to 
force his way into the House of Commons. 
• • • Never was a man less understood. 
I never knew anyone with a stronger sense 
of public decorum or with a deeper respect 
for law. Mr. Bradlaugh was my colleague 
for ten years. During all these years our re
lations, political and personal, were always 
of the most cordial character. He was, in 
private life, a thoroughly true and amiable 
man, while in public life he was ever ready 
to sacrifice popularity to his convictions of 
what was right. He was, as is known, an 
Atheist, but his standard of duty was a very 
high one, and he lived up to It. His life was 
an example to Christians, for he abounded In 
every Christian virtue. This the House of 
Commons came at last to recognize. I do 
not think that there is a single member more 
popular or more respected than he was on 
both sides. Often and often Conservative 
hav, in a friendly way, said to me: 'What 
a much better man your colleague is than 
you are.' And I entirely agreed with 
them." 
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Atheists-Before the Court. 
Scant justice would Atheists giv us if they were not. re

strained by public opinion created by religious sentiment 
(Rev. Robert Court, D.D., of Chicago, Sunday-school lesson 
in the Lowell, Mass., Weekly Jowrnal, 1890). 

If Atheists hav not always given ~eligionists such 
justice as they might desire, it is largely because the 
insolent pretenders to piety hav first set the force 
example, the example of injuring those of adverse 
opinion. Indeed, justice exeeuted to Christians, ac
cording to their code, the le:c talionis; " such meas
ure as ye mete shall be measured unto you again," is 
the last thing they think of. Nay, they cannot en
dare the thought, ~~ sc::o~ th~ir bankrupt oou
soienoes with the forged receipt, 11 Jesus paid it all." 

Jesus died and paid it all-
All but a dollar and a quarter; 

Yet sin had left a crimson stain, 
And they scrubbed it out with water. 

(Revised Hymn). 
Bruno, Campanella, Kepler, Vanini, Galilei, Copernicus, 

Descartes, and Spinoza had to force their way through a 
snapping and howling pack of monkish fanatics who beset 
the path of every reformer, and overcame the heroism of all 
but the stoutest champions of ll.i!:ht and freedom. From the 
tenth to the end of the sixteentli century not less than three 
million "heretics," i.e., scholars and free inquirers, had to 
expiate their love of truth in the fiamell of the stake (Prof. 
Felix L. Oswald in The Bible of Nature). 

The wholesale charge made by the Theists, or 
Godites, of every . stripe, against Atheists, of their 
being without moral principle, coupled with the com
mon habit of ascribing Atheism to whomsoever holds 
other views than their own, is in itself the worst in· 
justice the world ever knew, the most infamous judg
ment that wickedness can devise, it being the dog
matic basis of tyranny and torture, ostracism and op
pression, hate, death, hell and damnation, which the 
ignorant and iniquitous, superstitious, selfish, and 
sensual pious in power hav always brought upon 
whomsoever they would, so far as they could, fur
ther coolly stultifying themselvs with the self-righteous 
sentiment that God in his go_odness~ Brahma in his 
bliss, Jupiter in his justice, or Jehovah in his jeal
ousy created and suffered the ungodly to liv on pur
pose to amuse himself and minister to his saints or 
furnish them subjects for that climacteric act of 
Christian and other faith-the holy barbecue of live 
heretics. 

Aud if the sectarian cannot brand and burn others 
as formerly when he was in power, he makes the 
moat of his liberty to belie them that his income may 
abound. This milder method may be even more 
potent than the fiery ordeal in that it is not so furi
ously resisted. Says Edwin Marlitt : 

Blasphemy, Infidelity, scoffer-the influence of tllese 
favorit denunciatory words of your party is not to be un
derrated. Principally by their means a large number of in
telligent beings, incredible as the statement is in the nine
teenth century, are in apparent subjection to a minority 
of narrow-minded fanatics. Many men of intellect hav a 
certain faith ip. the infiuence of these worn-out anathemas 
upon the masses, and are silent in spite of their more en
lightened convictions, and this give the throne upon which 
your party is seated feet of clay for a certain season (Little 
Moorland Pri~cess). 

Moral sentiment did not evolute from a theolog
ical seminary. Chastity will not die with the clergy. 
Good will outliv God. 

Why is anyone an Atheist, and why is Atheism 
ever avowed, when it has exercised against it the 
odds of public opinion, popular legislation, and auto
cratic ukase, unless it ifi because the Atheist is a per
son ol ori~inal convictions and has · honesty and 
courage enough to declare them T 

The Atheist's faith will never shrink 
Though pressed by pious foe, 

He will not tremble on the brink 
Of threatened God-damned woe. 

(Gospel Hymn Revised). 

Who are these terrible Atheists, and what hav they 
done to call forth the sweeping sentence of the Chris
tian Court T We will first Jet one answer who is most 
frequently cited as an example of godless impiety by 
the volatil victims of Atheophobia, Voltaire, the in
spirer of liberty in France, but who yet was not an 
Atheist, but a Deist, as were also Moses and Moham
med, Solomon and Socrates, Jesus and Josephus, 
Thomas Paine and Theodore Parker : 

Why is a society of Atheists thought impossible ? Be
cause it is thought that men under no restraint (fear) could 
never liv together; that laws avail nothing against secret 
crimes ; and that there must be an avenging God, punishing 
in this world, or another, those delinquents who hav escaped 
human justice. But among the gentiles, several sects had 
no such curb ; they were persuaded that the soul is not a 
substance, but a faculty of the body; and consequently their 
only check was morality and honor. The Roman senators 
and knights, in Cicero's time, were downright Atheists; 
as 11 neither to fear nor to expect anything from the gods, 
amounts to a denial of their existence." There is, in Athe
ism, no temptation to those sanguinary procedures for which 
fanaticism is notoriou!l. Atheists, for the most part, are 
men of study (Voltaire). 

Thus is stoutly set aside the olden fib, 11 The fool 
hath saith in his heart there is no God.'' If the de
vout readers dispute the famous French Cyolopedist 

we oite yet again the opinion of one they are fond of 
quoting as a champion Christian philosopher, the 
author of the 11 Novum Organum." If he is not ac
cepted . as an authority on the subject his logic nev
ertheless remains and needs no strengthening : 

Atheism leaves a man to sense, to philosophy, to, natural 
piety, to laws, to reputation, all of which may be guides to 
practical and moral virtue, though religion were not. But 
superstition dismounts all these and erecteth an absolute 
monarchy in the minds of men. Therefore Atheism did 
never perturb states, for it makes men prudent and content, 
as limiting their views to this 1\fe, and we see the times in
clined to Atheism were civil times. But superstition hath 
been the confusion of many states, and bringeth in many a 
primum 'ITWbile [first mover, as a mainspring] that ravishes 
all the spheres of government (Lord Bacon). 

Thus the great Bacon wUh one bold sweep of his 
pen demolishes the blatant defamation of Atheism, 
and impeaches the meek pretense of that mock piety 
which is childish toward God and cruel toward men. 

Christianity has always opposed every forward movement 
of the human race. Across the highway of progress it has 
always been building breastworks of Bibles, tracts, com
mentaries, prayer-books, creeds, dogmas, and platforms, and 
at every advance the Christians hav gathered together be
hind these heaps of rubbish and shot the poisoned arrows of 
malice at the s~Jldiers of freedom (Robert Ingersoll). 

Atheists hav been the leaders of the peQple's prog. 
ress ever since 11 fear hurled the God an engin on 
the world" to crush inquiry beneath its idolatrous 
wheels, for whatever invention in art, science, or 
philosophy, or attempt at reform in religion, has 
been made for the benefit of man, the priests and 
their panderers hav cried out,· "Impiety!" 11 Blas
phemy !" "Atheism !" 11 Crucify him !" " Damn him !" 
It would take too long a time to recite the countless 
instances of religious injustice, for the history of the 
world is the record of religious wrong, as may be 
read in brief in Winwood Reade's 11 Martyrdom of 
Man." 

Every concession of the rightfJ ol the people made 
by power assumi-ng to be ordained by God, has been 
wrung from them by those whom they would like to 
roast and damn as Atheists, because . the very claim 
that anything can be made better than the creator 
left it is a tacit denial of God's jurisdiction. 

Once, to be an Atheist was to be an outlaw ; now, 
to be an Atheist is to be a knight of order. 

-Atheism is the gospel of happiness. It is the herald of 
good news-that this wondrously beautiful world is not un
der the wrath of any monster in the skies. Christianity 
stamps upon the human heart the counterfeiting die of a 
devil, and seeks to save sinners from a horrid hell by a bribe 
of a blissful heaven. Atheism grasps all the gopd it can 
hold, seeks truth for its own sweet sake, strives to scatter 
the sunshine about the hearthstones of happy homes, and 
teaches men to lead noble lives, that they may _leave tile 
world better than they found it. Christianity seeks to save 
souls from pits of its own digging, to sever the shadowy 
shackles itself has forged from the fog of mystical faiths. 
Atheism comes to wrench from the world the frightful veil 
with which creeds and churches hav wrapped the fair face 
of nature, to giv us a glimpse of the peace of an earthly 
paradise, and to teach us to stand fast in that liberty where
with our natures make us free ; to usher in the glorious gos
pel of gladness until the doleful discord of religions hav 
sighed out their last sad notes· on the dying breeze of even
ing, and the blessed breath of the beautiful morning shall 
bring the cheerful chorus of hope and joy and ju!!tice from 
the gladsome lips of emancipated men (B. H. Preston). 

All the good that Atheists, InfidelP, . skeptics, 
and heretics hav done, all the harm they hav left un
done, declares the Christian Court and echoes the 
doting crowd, is due to the iiJfluenoe of religion of 
some sort, and mainly to Christianity. Say, rather, 
that whatever of good the religious hav done, what 
evil they hav thought to shun, Christians especially, 
should be credited to the natural humanity of man· 
kind, and the impulse and teachings of dissenters 
to creeds, of whom Atheists are chief. 

The boastful assassins of our two presidents were 
under religious influences, and so, too, were the oru
oifiers of Christ, the slaughterers of Socrates, the 
hackers of Hypatia, the exeouters,of Robert Emmett, 
and the burners of Bruno. 

Rev. Wm. S. Sloan, in an article in the Golden 
Rule (Christian Endeavor organ), says: 

A very useful book to read is the life of one of the great
est of our race, the " Memoirs of Socrates '' by Xenophon, 
with the companion records by Plato in his "Apology of 
Socrates," and his" Phoodo,'' all of them to be obtained in 
excellent English translations. These books_ would almost 
suffice to educate a man. Certainly they are beautiful pict
ures of the be!t men by the best writers of that far-otf time. 
'l'he reading of the "Apology of Socrates" is very stimulat
ing. 

How much of the 11 Memoirs," 11 Apology," and 
11 Phmdo" of Socrates, was due to the influence of 
the Christian religion ! Or were his wisdom and in
tegrity, and . the admiration and brilliancy of his 
biographers, inspired by the pagan religion (of which 
Paul said the Athenians had too much), for denying 
and ridiculing which in his academy he was, by a 
contemptible ooort of hypoorits, doomed to drink 
the deadly hemlock T 

But after all, at this late day of protestation 
against theological tyranny and ignorant bigotry, 
Atheists and skeptics hav themselvs largely to 
blame, inasmuch as they deny their own dignity and 
cringe beneath the shadow of the dessioated skeleton 
of eoolesiasticism which hisses through rattling teeth 

and warping jaws its· jealous taboo of Fre_ethought. 
I hav good backing in Mr. E. Belfort Bax: 

No matter what a man's belief or absence of belief may be, 
you may be· quite sure in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred 
he will profess to hav conscientious scruples as to calling 
himself an Atheist. The reason of this is not far to seek. 
The question of God or no God has very little to do with it. 
When the popular theory of the mounted policeman up 
above is discarded, all that remains is a highly subtle philo
soph\cal problem which it would be the rankest humbug in 
any ordinary man to pretend he felt the smallest interest in 
or even understood. The real point in the " not-an-Atheist" 
cant lies in the fact that the word Atheism is supposed in the 
popular mind to imply the rejection of the current bourgeois 
morality, the avowed sanctions of which rest on the abnor
mally developed policeman theory. It is bourgeois senti
ment which is the well-spring of objection to the word Athe
ism, and not suddenly evoked scruples on refined points of 
metaphysic. (Our 'Agnostics 1 hav, to suit their own con
venience, chosen to giv the word Atheism an altogether new 
and non-natural signification. Until recently it has simply 
meant, both in its etymology and usage, a non-believer in 
God. A highly respectable " Agnostic" of to-day, who ac
cepts this latter position, in order to avoid calling himself an 
Atheist, has ingeniously twisted the word Atheism into 
meaning exclusivly the attempt to prove dogmatically the 
non-existence of a deity. Armed with this brand-new defi
nition of Atheism, he is able to pass in middle-class circles 
as a highly creditable person, who is " not an Atb.eist-oh, 
dear, no!") (Ethics of Socialism). 

The futility of this effort of the non-religious. to 
escape the opprobrium of the Godiferous by the use 
of the fig-leaf of Agnosticism is apparent, in that 
they are called Atheis~s all the same, as they are in 
practice if not in name. Says one : 

Now, I hold that .the moment the idea that· God e-..er was 
or is a partial God enters the soul, that moment doubt in 
him, in some form or other, enters the mind and heart and 
he ceases to infiuence the moral character of man. And is 
not this why all partial religious teaching leads to and is re
sponsible for largely the Atheism and Infidelity of the world? 
Ingersoll, Mill, and the Infidel Pentecoat were partialists 
originally. They tried to progress without recognizing the 
fundamental truth, 11 the univerealfatherhood." They landed 
in the belief of universal orphanage (Rev. E. W. Jenkins's 
sermon at Connecticut Universalist convention, 1889). 

Until Universalists and other "liberal Christiana" 
quit calling their betters "Infidels/' they should bot
tle their boasted " brotherhood of man " business. 
The God idea even in them, as ever, is a divider of 
the race; and if the " partialists " hav helped drive 
·our greatest men to progress, blessed be partialism 
for that. 

Who or what is this God or great what-you-may
call-it, that doubt, ignorance, or denial thereof is 
accounted infamous T Let certain of their own poets 
and professors answer. 

Being whom we ooll God and know no more (Derzhavin). 

Then why need we care' 
God is a word used to express not our ideas but the want of 

them (John Stuart Mill). 

Mill has come out of. the mill alf right and is in 
the college curriculum. 

The inftnit is not an .object of human thought at all. • • · • 
Attributes of mind must be conceived as existing in a person, 
and the existence of an indnit person is inconceivable 
(Mansel, Limits of Religious Thought). . 

Any less than an infi.n.it would be a our-tailed God. 
Man's talk about the inll.nit is a mass of barren, vague, 

and meaningless abstractions, in which they bafile about 
nothing (Hooker) •. 

What has no outline can hav no dimension. A 
point is infinit and is but a mathematical departure. 

As a transcendental is an unconditioned being, God cannot 
be ecientifi"Cally known (Sir William Hamiltan). 

That which is known at all is scientifically known. 
The transcendental is contemptible. The uncondi
tioned lacks the condition of existence. 

Uod will only punish men for wickedness, and not for 
holding opinions. That is the truth which cuts into the 
knot of sophistcy and ends that great error, that error itself 
is guilt. The church should be more intolerant of selfish
ness, cant, and hypocrisy, and less indignant with original 
opinions. The minister should be the pattern of intolerance 
of all that is immoral, and the model of tolerance of what is 
honest doubt and honest belief in what di:lfers from himself 
(Rev. Phillips Brooks, Trinity church, Boston). 

That is an advance of the Christian standard to 
which the rank and file of superstition, as it is in 
Jesus, will never come up. Their war-song is: 

Am I a soldier of the cross, 
A follower of the lamb, 

And shall I llv in love and peace 
With those ..,-hom God doth damn? 

No, I must tight as well as pray, 
Glv me a gun, 0 God l 

The Atheists hav got no rights, 
We'll blot them off the sod. 

(Watts, altered). 
But the Atheists will not get from the earth for 

all the gospel gunning. There are others that might 
better be spared from the " footstool," as says the 
Rev. Mr. Greene, pastor of the Shattuck street Uni
versalist church, Lowell, Mass. 11 To sit down in 
the dirt and wait for God to olean up is worse than 
Atheism." Says Parker Pillsbury, the . venerable 
Abolitionist and Spiritualist: 

Not Frederick the Great alone, but every brave captain, 
practically beli~ves that God is ever on the side of the heavi
est and best-handled battalions. In any desperate engage. 
ment the church herself would trust the best general, though. 
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an open Atheist, sooner than her devoutest saint, if a cow. you and I." "He that conquers himself is greater 
ard or a fool, though he should fast forty days and pray than he that taketh a city," saith the scripture, and 
forty nights before every battle (Popular Religions, Concord, there is no doubt but that· it is of far more impor-
N. H., 

1891
)· tance to cultivate, guide, and control ourseln, than 

Peaceable people could get along better without · any city, society, or government. Still, the saying 
any such gunner of a God. As to the Atheist as a was founded upon a false premia-that the self is 
champion of righteousness, the Seventh Day Advent- vile by nature, and all its desires carnal; that it 
ists hav nominated one, so-called, Colonel Ingersoll, must be "conquered," brought under subjection, 
for president of the United States. •. after which the person's duty to his God requires 

The late vindication of Charles Bradlaugh by his that he should go out and help to conquer others, 
Christian peers, in expunging from the Journal the and this idea- led to all the trouble which ushered in 
record of the bigoted exclusion from the British the Dark Ages. 
House of Commons of that champion of the rights Religious fanaticism and bigotry influencing the 
of all (not excepting the Irish) for his Atheism, mind of the hordes of poor, ignorant slaves, they 
ought forever to solder the flippant tongues of all arose in all the ferocious anger of their God and 
sacred slanderers to the dome of their fly-traps and crushed out the civilization of Greece, the light of 
melt their malicious pens in the fire of repentance. reason and philosophy, which bad reached a high 
But no; the godly traducer will not cease from degree, but which, alas ! illuminated only the homes 
troubling the i~telligent, hOnest, and brave, until the of an aristocracy; and it went out like a rush candle 
races of fools and frauds shall hav become extinct as before a tornado when the angry populace arose in 
the dodo. Robert Swail well sings: the fury of duty to its God. " Truth crushed to 

When o'er mankind the church held sway, earth will rise again." Slowly but surely we are 
In superstition's palmy day, emerging from the darkness of faith to the bright 
The arguments the priests adored light of s~ientific reason, and when we shall hav 
Were thumbscrews, fagots, fire, and sword. again reached the proud eminence occupied by those 
Now, .when of these they are bereft, ancient philosophers, our position will be uliassail-The only weapons they hav left 
Are threats of Gods beyond the skies, able, for practical science, unknown to those sages, 
With personal abuse and lies. · will enable us to verify our assertions, and intra-
Behind a wall of obscene Bibles, duce a new feature that destroys all ideas of ariB-
They skulk and sling their slanderous libels. tocracy, by proving the lowness of our origin-that 
With hate they load their gospel guns, we are but the result of the forces of nature, the And poison shoot at freedom's sons. 
But truth will silence soon their roar, effects of ·causes beyond our control. We shall hav 
And priests will be believed no more. no God to thank that we are not as other men ; but 
The persecuting, slandering clan a generosity born of a knowledge that men, like 
No more will dwarf the mind of man. blocks, are but as they are hewn, will abide with us. 

Meanwhile we hav this thought to console us : A sympathy for unfortunate humanity will build 
Rob&rt Court and all the unctuous crew of "unco homes in place of prisons, and treat as diseased 
guid," as named by Robert Burns, from the pope of what now we punish as criminal. Experiments in 
Rome to Clarke Braden, may spout their spume at hypnotism or mesmerism establish proof that our 
the shining stars of reason, but these bayers at 'the actions are the result of suggestion produced by 
moon cannot rob those brilliant orbs of a single physical or mental impressions, and these may be 
salient twinkle, whilst this shall be the ringing eulogy received and acted upon without the knowledge or 
of every Atheist valiant for reform : cooperation of the will. The will power may be set 

Well hast thou fought aside or lie dormant without affecting physical ac-
The better fight, who single hast. maintained tion. Hence the individual is not always account-
Against revolted multitudes the cause ab~e for his actions, and hence the injustice of judg-
or truth, in word mightier than they in arms; ing the actions of others. And this Buggests the 
And for the testimony of truth hast borne cultivation and improvement of self, the extension 
Universal reproach, far worse to bear and dominion of the will power. The noblest anci Than violence. 

JoHN PBESaoTT GurLD. 

:I'yrigsboro, Mass., March 22, 291. 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I hav said man is essentially selfish. iie does not 

like to admit it, because he has been taught to be
lieve he ought not to be, and the desire not to be has 
grown to a conviction that be is not. Yet the motiv 
power to all action is self-happiness, the satisfaction 
of self. As in the old ,question of" the freedom of the 
will," we think of self as apart from the organism
like the advocl&tes of Spiritism, who would make 
mind an entity. Scientific psychology and physiol
ogy prove it an illusion; The mind is but an expres
sion of the brain, and self is the identity of mind 
and organism. The poet says, .. 

It is the mind that makes the body rich, 

but it might as truthfully be said, It is the richness 
of the body that makes the mind. The simile of 
Longfellow is appropriate: 

Though it leads, yet it follows ; 
Though it bends, it obeys. 
Useless one without the other. 

The organization of the individual is the essence 
of communism with the will, a true representativ 
governor. To gratify an idea is just as selfish as to 
gratify an appetite. The religious devotee who tort
ures his body, 

In hope to merit heaven by making earth a hell, 
is just as selfish as he who "makes a god of his 
belly." Rsad the characters portrayed by Charles 
Dlck{lns, with this idea in view. J arndyce is found 
to be as selfish as Skimpole. We follow Jarndyce in 
all his eccentric ways in making others, in whom he 
is interested, happy, and the great satisfaction he 
finds in so doing. His charity to the Skimpole family, 
allowing them to liv in idleness according to their 
father's peculiar ideas; his hospitality to Skimpole, 
and hie enjoyment of his guest's simplicity; his 
"growling," and the " east wind," what was it all but 
the artifice of a selfish nature. Esther was indignant 
when reading in Skimpole's autobiography that Jarn
dyce was a very selfish man, yet it was true, even as 
it would hav been true had J arndyce written the 
same of Skimpole. Selfishness brought man out 
from brutehood. Let UB cultivate it and trust it, 
the ego of man. What a lesson to woman was the 
action of the heroin of "An African Farm !" Lyn
dall preferred death and disgrace to the surrender of 
self, feeling that life in bestowing love must withhold 
liberty. She would hav none of it.. Oh, the gran
deur of dying Lyndall addressing her emaciated 

. features as reflected from the little mirror : " We are 
not afraid, you and I; we are together; we will fight, 

grandest expression of the human lips are the words, 
I will. Let us look into the mirror and say to our 
reflection, as Lyndall did : " We are all alone, you 
and I. No one helps us, no one understands us, but 
we will help ourselvs." And what is more, we will 
let others do the same. We owe allegiance to no 
soul but our own. We are in duty bound to no 
power but that of our own organization. Let us 
'' dare asBert the I " supreme. In other words, let 
us be selfish and mind our own business. 

Yet I would not ignore man's social nature, nor 
that power which 

Bid each on other for assistance call, 
Till one man's weakness grows the strength of all. . 

Yet it seems to me that the harmony and beauty 
of society depend upon keeping distinct and clear
like notes in music.-the various individualities ; that 
true social laws hav so 

Linked the general frame 
And bade self.love and social be the same. 

Selfishness is an essential. of man's nature, yet; 
like everything else pertaining to that nature, it is 
susceptible of cultivation, improvement, and reform. 
Epicureanism has evolved from gluttony. Sex-love, 
the most beautiful thing in nature, has sprung from 
brutal lust. And intelligent selfishness is a differ· 
ent degree from animal satisfaction. Yet it is well 
to return to first principles to know that what is, is 
but a modification of what was ; to feel that the 
source is no shame to the stream; that all our idea!! 
of beauty, purity, and goodness are but the culti
vated sense of the brute. It is well to go back over 
the road we hav traveled to view the. snares and pit
falls our tired, ignorant ancestors tumbled into; to 
view again the false signs that led their ignorant feet 
astray. We may follow our ancestral line hack to 
those fellows Mr. Pentecost tells of as having thin 
legs, small heads, and large abdomens; whom Inger
soll apeaks of as having teeth twice as long as their 
forehead was high, with 1 spoonful of brains in the 
back of their orthodox beads, skulking through the 
forest afraid of their shadows. We may see them in 
this condition passing centuries and thousands of 
centuries with little or no improvement. Yet grad
ually a chlulge is perceived. The rough stone age 
passes into the polished stone age, and countless 
ages roll on, but the ingenuity that put a finer edge 
upon the rough stone finally utilized other minerals. 
The necessity for better tools to kill their pr~y 
sharpened their ingenuity. Their teeth an~ nalls 
grew blunt as their tools grew shaTp. As their fore
heads grew their teeth retired. And when the 
heretic came to the "gentleman in the dug:out " 
and insisted on improving his craft b1 puttiDg a 
stick in the middle and a rag on the stick to catch 

the wind, his orthodoxy began to weaken. It is 
indeed a question of brains, 1 struggle betweep.. the 
forces of intelligence and the forces of superstition~ 
But the hand of Science has written upon the 
walls of the Gods the legend, so plain no seer is 
needed to interpret: 

Thou art weighed in the balance and found wanting. 
.Bujfa~o, N. Y. A. L. BALLOU. 

Our London Letter. 
The leading English jaurnals hav been well-nigh 

unanimous in their expressions of opinion as to the 
important work done for humanity in general and 
his countrymen in particular by the late Charles 
Bradlaugh, and fully appreciate the national loss 
that has been sustained by his early decease. Some 
of them in their admiration of the man hav gone 
so far as to declare that he was a Christian, although 
he himself was not aware of the fact. From this 
it would appear that many professing Christians 
hav no knowledge of their own creed, simply. im
agining that a man whose private life is above re
proach and whose honesty is beyond question, 
must ~~ necessity be a Christian, even when he 
openly avows his utter disbelief in the whole sys
tem of supernatural religion. Charles Darwin was 
a Ohristian of the same class according to these 
people's ideas. The fact is, the Christian. ranks 
number so very few, if any, men of note In any 
department that they are intensely eager to claim 
every really great man after his death, no matter 
what his opinions on religious matters may be. 
Curiously enough, the Daily News, of which it is 
said Labouchere is part proprietor, calmly states 
that Charles Bradlaugh's " Atheism had never any 
vogue and it was when he turned away from it to 
politi~s that he became influential with the work
ing class." It would be interesting to know who 
inspired such utter nonsense as this. No doubt at 
some future time there will be tales told of a death
bed recantation overheard by some one who was not 
pre11ent, as in the case of Thomas Paine. W. R. 
Bradlaugh, the "evangelist," must be a very pe
culiarly organized individual. What he intended to 
convey by the reference to Job xxxiii,. 15, 16, ap
pended to the wreath he sent, may be known to 
himself but to the general public they convey neither 
sense n~r meaning. He muBt be a very small-minded 
man as he has written an article in a religious paper 
with the intention of belittling his dead brother by 
giving a distorted account of incidents in his early 
1ife. Fortunately no one pays any attention toW. 
R. Bradlaugh, and his endeavor to emerge from his 
well-merited obscurity will meet with no success. 

Undoubtedly the finest panegyric yet written has 
emanated from the pen of the editor of the Agnostic 
Journal, and no words of mine could posBibly giv it 
anything like justice. ·It is much· to be dep~ored 
that two such master minds were unable to work 
together. If they could hav combined forces they 
would hav earried everything before them, but H was 
not to be; they were so much alike and yet so differ
ent both fighting for the Bame cause and yet so 
ant~gonistic to each other; but it is not in the nature 
of things for two Napoleons to be in the field to
gether. It was unfortunate the two men. we!e s_o 
separated from each other, and I cannot but thiDk It 
was from a misunderstanding that might perhaps 
hav been rectified if only some one had known how 
~~~ . 

The ·National Reformer is, I. see, to be co~tJDued 
under the editorship of Mr. Robertson, certa10ly the 
best man who could hav been choBen for the work, 
even apart from his having been sub-editor for some 
years. Under his direction the journal is not likely 
to decrease in interesting matter, and now that the 
political record will be elimii~ated mo~e space can ~e 
devoted to Freethought articles, which, after al~ 1s 
the most fitting matter for a Freethought paper. 

A plan is on foot for erecting a suitable memorial 
to the late great. Atheist. The idea seems to be to 
raise sufficient funds to erect a Freethought hall ~nd 
institute which is perhaps the best way of keepiDg 
his mem~ry green. His exteneiv collection of books 
will form a fine nucleus for a Freethought library, 
and no doubt many Freethinkers will leave their own 
collections to be added to it. At present a Free
thought society cannot legally hold property, but 
the movement now working for the repeal of the law 
which is answerable for this iniquitous state ~f 
affairs will sooner or later be successful, and then It 
will be seen whether Freethought will not make far 
greater strides than Christianity ever did even w~en 
supported by the whole force of the Roman empll'e. 
The people who do ~II they c~n to ke~p us poor are 
never tired of taunting ns With the httle we !J.av to 
show in the way of handsome buildings and grand 
institutions, but when we hav the same . freedo~ 
they posseBs, they will hsv cause to open Wide . the1r 
eyes with astonishment at the progress that Will be 
m~~ ~n 
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Miss Craddock Answers .Mr. Wettstein. 
The ancient Danish king, Otnute, who thought, by 

waving his scepter angrily over the bit of ocean at 
his feet, to check the rising tide-a tide which was 
risiilg not only in his small harbor, but all over the 
earth-has had his imitators in every age, and the 
latest copyist of King Oanute is our good friend and 
quondam hithful upholder, Mr. Ohto Wettstein. 

Mr. Wettstein has chosen to accuse me, in public 
print, (1) of duplicity, in that I accepted the badge 
which he presented to me, although I advocated the 
pansy ; and (2) of u!lwarranted presumption ill: sen~
ing out an attract1v and presumably expene1v cir
cular, without first getting permission from the body 
of our members throughout the United States. 

The second charge can be 'disposed of briEfly. 
The Flag and Pansy pamphlet was not sent out upon 
my own responsibility, but with the unanimous and 
cordial approval of the entire board of directors. It 
was submitted in detail at a full board meeting, and 
certain additions and alterations there suggested 
were acted on by the executiv committee with ~scru
pulous fidelity. All for taking a vote from the entire 
body of our members throughout. tbe cou :1try every 
time that we get up a new c:rcular, the very idea is 
absurd, and would soon stop the wheels of the Amer
iC!m Secular Union. If we are to go into a commit
tee of the whole for everything of tbis sort, it would 
be better to dispense with a boa~:d of directors alto
gether. 

As to the charge of 11 duplicity," Mr. Wettstein 
does me the honor to publish a complimentary letter 
which I wrote, thanking him for the badge-pin which 
be so kindly sent me just before the Portsmouth 
congress. He adds that this badge was sent Mit~s 
Oraddock "condHionally that she would wear it, 
which, of course, implied that she indorsed it as the 
moat suitable emblem for Liberals." Indeed? In 
what way, pray, does my acceptance of a gift commit 
me to considering it the handsomest thing in the 
world~ Bnt let us see what Mr. Wettstein himself 
wrote me at the time : 

RomiBLLE, Iu., Oct. 2, 1890. 
Miss O&ADnooK, Esteemed Friend: I inclose my annual con

tribution to the American Secular U aion, and only regret 
that at present it cannot be $100. . . . 

Per prepaid ex. I also take the liberty to send you one of 
my small badges which I designeu · to represent emblemat
ically the principles for which we agitate, and which in you 
and President Westbrook hav such noble champions. I hav 
read with great interest all your able and stirring contribu
tions to the Liberal papers, and am satisfied that the present 
officers are doing all in their power to place our national so
ciety upon a solid footing. . . . 

P.S.-As the occasional idiosyncrasies of certain ladies or 
gentlemen prompt them to refuse to wear badges of any kind 
-B. F. Underwood, for instance-you will kindly return 
the emblem I send should you object to wear it personally. 
Otherwise it is, I assure you, cheerfully presented as a token 
of recognition of the efficient services rendered in a good 
cause. WE'J7fSTEIN. 

It will be observad that there is not the slightest 
hint in the above letter of my being expected to "in
dorse " this bldge "as the most suitable emblem for 
Li.berals." J ndging from this letter, almost anyone 
would say that the gift in question was sn innocent 
and friendly token of esteem to me in my official 
capacity. And I very naturally accepted the badge, 
and wrote Mr. Wettstein a grateful letter-the let
ter which he published last week. Had there been 
the least hint given me of its being bestowed "for a 
consideration "-that consideration being the pledg
ing of myself to advertise Mr. Wettstein's badge to 
the exclusion of everything else-it is needless to 
say that that pin would hav been returned to Mr. 
Wettstein forthwith. My conscience and my per
sonal independence may hav no especial money value 
to the world, as the world rates those things; but 
they are everything to me, and I hav never yet re
ceived sufficient pecuniary inducement to part with 
them. And I really think they are worth a little 
more money than the price even of Mr. Wettstein's 
" diamond " badge. 

When Mr. Wettstein's gift reached me, I had al
ready drafted most of my speech for the Porhmouth 
congress. To hav omitted mention of the pansy in 
that address-aven had I been so inclined, in order to 
help on Mr. Wettstein's badge trade-would hav been 
to giv the play of " Hamlet " with Hamlet left out, 
as the pansy was one of the features of my discourse. 
I did consult one or two friends on the advisability 
of mentioning the "Torch of Rsason" along with 
the "Pansy;" but we concluded that it might seem 
to bring the two into conflict, and raise hard feelings. 
However, I wore Mr. Wettstein's badge beside the 

• 
pansy at the congress, and I 11m right glad and proud Union. 11 The white rihboners" are known far and 
I was wearing it, too. Perhaps I should hav thought wide throughout our country. When Fteethinkers 
differently, bad I realized that the giver was even shall wear the pansy as persistently, Fteethought too 
then expecting me to return for his gift 11 a consider&· will become a political and a social power to an ex-
tion," so to speak. tent at present un%nown among us. 

My position regarding the two badges is perhaps Since the Portsmouth congress, I hav worn Mr. 
best explained by quoting the following from our Wettstein's gift with pride and pleasure, every d .. y 
new circular: until last evening, when I read in TuE TRUTH SEFKEB 

Various badges hav been from time to time adopted by his•denunciation of what he is pleased to call my 
Liberals. Perhaps the two best known are the 11 .Free- "duplicity." This morning, after mature delibera
thought, Science. Reason vs. Superstition"· of Otto· Wett- tion, I laid hie bs.dge away in my bureau drawer, ae 
stein, and the 11 Universal Mental Liberty" of Lucy Chur· it seems to be no longer a gift, but an article for 
chill. E1ch of these sets forth an idea which we cannot b 'd · b' h 
affJrd to throw aside ; and the wearing of one does not ex. which a price is expected to e pa1 -a pr1ce w IC 
elude the wearing of the otber. It ls hoped that they will be I am not preparad to giv. If Mr. Wettstein wishes 
even more widely adopted than at present. it returned to him, he can hav it, by mail or express, 

There is, however, need of a badge which shall ex- as be may direct. If be wishes. me to continue 
press at first glance, without complexity of detail, that wearing it, let him say so, in a way which his innate 
basic principle of fretdorn of thought for which Liberals of h' . I 
all isms are contending. This need seems to hav been met sense of justice and courtesy tells 1m wd approve 
by the Freethinkers of France, Belgium, Spain, and Swe- itsslf to me. I think it would hav· been in better 
den, who hav adopted tbepan~y as their badge (French pen- taste bad be offered his remonstrances to me pri
see, meaning thought). We join with them in r(cJmmending vately by letter, where we could bav discussed the 
this flower as a. simple and inexpensiv badge of Freethought. matter quietly and amicably, instead of airing his 

It will be noticed that we hav no idea of bringing private grievances through the public press ; but, 
the pansy into competition with Mr. Wettstein's since be. has chosen the newspapers as his m~di~m,
badge. Indeed, as late as Feb. 17, 1891, I wrote Mr. I ~hall be constrained to request him to reply to the 
Wettstein as follows: abo~ alternative through the same medium. 

DEAR MR. WETTSTEIN: I hav received a letter from a. lady Dr. Holmes says, in· his "Autocrat of the Break-
in Los Angeles, who is trying to organize an American See- fast Table:" 
ula.r Union auxiliary in her city, and she asks me if we hav 
a badge, as she thinks, and very justly, that we ought to Did you never, in walking in the fields, come across a. 
show our colors. I hav told her, of course, of the pansy large fl!lt stone, which had lain, nobody knows how long, 
adopted by the Freethinkers of France, Belgium, Sweden, just where you found it, with the grass forming a little 
and Spain, and recommended by me at the Portsmouth con- hedge, as it were, all round it, close to its edges,-and ha.v 
gress; and I hav also described your badge at length, and you not,. in ob_edience to a kind of feeling that told you it 
given ber your address. Perhaps it might be well for you had been lying there long enough, insinuated your stick or 
to send her some descrlptiv circulars and prices of your your foot or your fingers under its edge, and turned it over 
badge. I hav mislaid the circulars you sent me-possibly . . . ? What an odd revelation, and what an unforeseen 
they hav been thrown away in .the hasty clearing up just and unpleasant surprise to a small community, the very ex
previous to the congress-and so I could not send her any. istence of which you had not suspected, until the sudden 
Her name is . . . dismay and scattering among its members produced by your 

I want to thank you over again for the badge which you turning the old stone over I 
so kindly sent me. I wear it every day, and on all occasions, In the same way, Dr. Holmes goes on to say, do 
at evening companies, etc. · · · People ask me " What we create ahrm when we overturn, or try to over-
that badge is for?" and then I can use it as an entering b · d t · h th 1 f 
wedge for a. little "testimony," as the Quakers would say, turn, a long-esta hebe cus om w1t e ever o re-
on behalf of Liberalism. It has one disadvantage, however; form. All the little people who hav thriven under 
it costs too much for those Liberals who are not blest with its shadow are filled with terror when we seek to 
much of the world's goods to buy. In that respect, I think move the stone from over them. 
the pansy has an advantage. However, I trust sincerely W'th I' ht h f fi th 'd '11 
that neither badge will ever become a rival to the other; 1 a 13 Ig c angre 0 gure, e same 1 ea Wl 
each symbol has its work to do, and there seems to be no perhaps apply to the American Secular Union-that 
reason why either should supersede the other. At the Ports- splendid block of gra.nit destined for the corner
mouth congress, I wore both side by side. stone of liberty's temple, but still far from its desti-

However, Mr. Wettstein seems resolved to con- nation, and lying midway of the path of progress, 
eider the two badges as necessarily opposed, even if wmiting for the levers that shall move it forward. 
other people do not so consider them. Last D acem- Through the p&st years it baa rolled onward and 
ber one of our Western members (whose name I do stopped, rolled onward again and stopped again, by 
not feel at liberty to.giv without having his permis- spells. Where it stops there are always lives to take 
sion) wrote me: shelter beneath it, adapting themselvs to the locality 

1 am anxious to hav introduced the "pansy, and the where it lies. But by and by the levers of a new 
"flag" by circular, and also by lapel button, badge, Pnd administt•ation move it onward a little further, and 
charm. As to this letter, I wrote Wettstein for prices, etc. those who hav been flheltered temporarily by the 
The answer he sent is not encouraging. He seems to think rock are disturbed, annoyed, possibly embittered, by 
his badge is the badge; that i~ is worn by thousands; and is its shifting as the levers are plied. For my own 
to be worn by generations yet unborn. 

part I would not cause inconvenience to any living 
Indeed, at the close of his article in last week's creature, even the meanest insect that otin~s, if it 

paper, Mr. Wettstein asserts with charming compla- could be avoided. But what are we to do? Shall 
cency his belief that even in France (which country we let our fair and mighty corner· stone lie there only 
first proposed the pansy) this :6. 1ral emblem ''will halfway to ita goal, for fear of disturbing a few lives 
soon be superseded by the sun of science and the that hav flocked beneath it for a timeT Shall we 
torch of reason." Why, then, if Mr. Wettstein feels not rather ply our levers manfully, lifting it onward, 
so sure of this, does he take such alarm at the mere onward, still onward to its appointed place as the 
suggestion of the pansy? Oan it really be that he corner-stone of that splendid temple of freedom in 
fears he shall be called on ere long to do what he whose building every true L\beral is taking a hand
says he will when something better than his comes a temple, or rather say a home, where not a few fa
along-i.e., "cheerfully withdraw" his, and use his vorita, but all creatures alike, shall find shelter? 
"utmost in:fl.nence to induce all to wear the best Let us remember that the law of life which never 
badge ?" fails to work out relentlessly in the long run, is the 

At all events, he seems to think the fact that the Jaw, not of favoritism, but of evolution, of survival 
pansy is so easily and cheaply obtained, being ''found of the fittest. Since Mr. Wettstein has chosen to 
upon evel'y five-cent counter, in every millinery and bring his badge and the pansy badge into a needless 
jewelry establishment," etc., is against it. To my competition, so be it! The fittest is bound to sur
mind, this is an argument for it. Many of our peo- viva in the end. And when we remember that the 
pie, who would not feel like paying out several dol pansy is adopted alrAady by France, Sweden, Spain, 
lara for one of Mr. Wettstein's pins, would gladly Belgium, and that Garmany is thinking of adopting 
invest a few cents in the pansy pin. And why it, it will be seen that the pansy has already a good 
should one individual hav a monopoly of a badge for start. I do not take up the numbers of enthusiastic 
L\berals? Is this true Liberalism? Is not the es· letters which I bav received from Freethinkers on 
sence of Freethought perfect freedom for all, irre- this aid~ of the big water, both within and without 
epectiv of favorite ? our society, as we can well aft' )rd to wait for these 

Bnt the pansy has another advantage in its adapt- until some time in the future, when they can bav a 
ability to diffdrent tastes. It occurs in nature in newepaper column or two to themeelvs. Meanwhile, 
an almost infinit variety of colors and markings- if it is to be a contest between the two badges, let 
dark purple, lavender, yellow, brown, white,· etc. us on either side possess our souls in patience. And, 
N :>r are Hs Freethought wearers confined to a j ~w- above all, let us not forget that the last, and not the 
eled brooBh or a scarf-pin. They can wear the nat- least, of the Nine DJmands which our constitution 
ural blossom in their buttonholes ; they can em- makes, includes " the promulgation of a universal 
broider or paint it on silk or cardboard or ribbon; brotherhood on the groumd of a common humanity." 
or stamp it on their envelopes and writing paper; IDA o. CRADDOCK. Oorr. Sec. A. s. U. 
in short, it can be used in a number of dift'etent Philadelphia, Pa., March 21, 1891. 
ways by the same person and at comparativly slight 
expense, if one wishes. See how the Women's 
Ohristian Temperance Union has grown ! What 
could b~ a more "common article of adornment" 
than a bow of white ribbon or white cord 1 And 
yet the women of that organization are proud to 
wear it; and from what I know personally of the 
workings of that society, I think it safe to assert that 
the wearing of this bit of cheap white ribbon or cord 
in their buttonholes hae been one of the chief factors 
in the spread of the Women's Obristian Temperance 

The Pansy Pin. 
I am in receipt of several letters asking my opin

ion of the proposed "pansy pin" as an emblem of 
American Freethinkers. I hav to say that I am not 
in favor of its adoption. It is a pretty enough idea 
and very sentimental. It signifies thought, but 
seems more appropriate for lovers' fancies and the 
affe.ctionate regard of friendship than for the sturdy, 
irrepressible, wide-awake, independent, and some· 
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what aggressiv Freethinker of the times in which 
we liv. 

The pansy is hardly expresaiv enough, in my opin
ion, and, besides, it is already too common. Every
one almost has sornethinU., some ornament, in the 
pansy order. I hav owned a " pansy pin " more than 
ten years which was sent me from Switzerland. 
There are pins, ear rings, cuff buttonP, chat•ms, fin
ger-rings, lockets, elides, bracele.ts, etc., now jn the 
market, made in pansy shape or decorated with pansy 
forms. These-rue worn by all sorts of psople, who 
cherish all shades of opinions-people who know 
nothing of, and care less for, Freethoughl Thus 
the pansy would not bs a symbol in our country for 
the recognition of Radical or Freethinking views. 

And why should we seek another symbol or badge 
when we already hav one repr9senting all that is 
necessary? 

Obto Wettstein's be!utiful pin is the handsomest 
emblem for F teethought. It is unique. It means 
something. It is representativ. You see at a glance 
what it is and know readily what it stands for. It is 
expressiv. It tells what it is, while the pansy signi
fies simply thought. Mr. WeMstein's pin shows tlie 
fhming torch of reason, the sunrise of science and 
Freethought illumining the universe, while the night 
of superstition lies in darkness and shadow .below. 
If I might suggest any change at all in it, I would 
eliminate the word superstition entirely and substi
tute common sense, unselfishness, brotherly love, lib
erty, or some other equally appropriate word. in its 
stead. And the colors I would hav red, white, and 
blue. 

America should lead, not follow. It does not be
come an independent people like Americans to go to 
another country seeking an emblem to express the;r 
freedom and independence. America is in the ad
vance-the greatest nation in the worJd. Let the 
badge of her noble workers for humanity and the 
rights of men be a product of the genius and in
dustry of her own citizens. France might adopt 
our badge with credit and honor to herself, since it 
expresses so well our mutcal views. No doubt 
French Freethinkers would do so, could they but 
fiee the very attractiv pin patented by Mr. Wettstein, 
who certa:nly deserves the patronage of Liberals 
everywhere. Lst us not go to W!inamaker, or to 
any dealer who would crush us and injure our cause 
if he could, but let us send our orders to those who 
are with and for us, who love the cause that we love, 
and who are striving to make the world a- better 
place for those who are to come, as well as for those 
who liv to-day. SusAN H. WixoN. 

Cain Lately Raised. 
And it came to psss in the year that the Adam 

family were.evicted from the Eden domain Mrs. Eve 
Adam sent for her regular practitioner, and lo ! she 
was in a fair way to make Adam one of the most 
miserable of mankind. 

How anxiously Mr. Adam walked up and down the 
adjoining room; how, when he heard a little squall, 
his face shone as a cherub's; how, when he heard 
a second, his face elongated like unto a bass viol as 
he sorrowfully muttered, "Eve, Eve, remember the 
Malthusian doctrin to keau it holy;" then, when the 
bald-headed disciple of Esculapius came, with oily 
smile, to pay his respects to Adam and receive his 

. fee, how the irate father of mankind took the aston
ished doctor by the scruff of his neck and pitched 
him out into darkness where he lay weeping and wail
ing and gnashing his teeth, feeless-are these things 
not written in the Book of J ah? Now, it came about 
that the lad Oain grew apace and became a weary
limbed clodhopper. Ae he sadly skipped from fur
row to furrow, followed by the old man and his tlail, 
he often would cast envious ayes toward his brother 
as the latter sat upon a hill, playing upon his mouth
organ, with the wondering sheep at his feet. 

For the lad Abel was the gentle shepherd of Ante
diluvia. 

Then Oain's anger arose and he said, "Lo, my 
brother pulls a wire ! I, even I, needeth to till the 
land, while he amuseth himself with Wagnerian se· 
lections. This must not be ; it is not meet that the 
elder son should toil while the younger plays the 
dude!" 

At eventide, as Oain wa.s trying to get the kinks 
out of his back, he conceived of an idea. 

"Ha !" laughed he sardonically, " I will even take 
my apples, my onions, my cherries, and my cabbages 
and hie me to the house of Ja.h, on whose front porch 
will I lay them as an offdring. Then will I pull a 
string, aye, even a tow-rope." 

So he gathered him some fruits of the ground, 
in which the worm was not, and sneaking around 
laid them on the doorsteps of Jab's mansion. 

But in the cool of the evening as Jah went for a 
strpll, be smelt a most noxious exhalation proceeding 
from the porch of his new house, and he wot not 
what it was, saying, "Behold, I will cane that son of 
a painter who hath left his tlesh-pots decaying in 
front of my new house!" And he foamed. 
~.Then Jab entered the house by the hckway (for 
he did not care to be seen, as the sanitary inspector 

might be around) and climbed to the second story, 
where, peering out of a window, be beheld the wilted 
cabbBges and rotten onioiis of Oain's first offering! 

And he waxed wroth and more so as the perfume 
rose higher and higher, and be vowed he would put 
his mark upon Adam's son and heir. · 

Behold, in process of time, it came to Abel's ears 
that O"'in had stolen a march upon him in the good 
graces of the mighty J ah. 

SJ Abel, taking one of his fattest lambs (with mint 
sauce and caperB), went round to the back door of 
Jab's residence and gave them to the cook. As Jab 
sat in his sanctum playing "solitary," he smelled the 
burnt-cffering of Abel. 

And he opened his mouth saying, " Who is this 
that bringeth to the high and mighty J ah spring 
lamb and caper sauce!" 

Then up spoke the cook, for a mighty man was he, 
" May it plea!!e your invisibleness, it was thy servant, 
Abel, he of Kalimizoo." And the Lord was pleased 
and showered blessings down upon Abel. But Oain, 
on learning the above, got tearing mad, even to the 
ex~ent of making things lively at the diggings. 

And behold, as Oain was ripping out a few pro
fane remark!!, old Jab pounced upon him, even as a 
hawk springeth upon a fat pullet, saying LJab, not 
the hawk, sir], "Young feller, I've been layin' fur 
you, even you. If ever thou bringest around to my 
front stoop any of thy,_dog-rotted cabbages, I'll hang 
thee as high as Haman. Where is thy meat, thy 
spring lam~, for it is written, man cannot liv on 
rotten onions l" 

"Alas, your greatness." moaned the unfortunate 
Oain. 14 I've nary a lamb." 

"Then go West, young man," thundered the ter
rible J ah, 14 and rustle with the cow-punchers," and, 
turning away, Jab saluted Abel, his beloved of tithe· 
payers. . 

Ae J ah turned his back, Oain shook his fist at 
Abel, muttering, 14 Verily, ye gatherer of wool, I shall 
be even with you. I shall cause ye to see an aurora 
boreali,a when the old man gits." 

And he did. For doth it not say 14 that Oain 
arose and slew his brother'" Yea, verily! 

That day at dinner, J ah had no spring lamb or 
mint sauce, and he said to his cook, " Gabe, what's 
the matter with Abe!" 

But Gabe wotted not. 
So that evening, as Jab was looking out of his 

front bay-window, he espied Oain returning from his 
daily toil. Oalling him to the door J ah asked, 
14 Oain, wbere's Abe ?" 

"Sav, old man," returned this son of Gall, 14 d'ye 
think I am a private intelligence office ! What do I 
know about Abe !" 

But at that moment the evening wind brought to 
the nostrils of . J ah a smell so peculiar that, as the 
bald-headed buzzard knows, he knew blood had 
been spilt. And he looked at Oain, who trembled at 
his loolr, saying, " When thou resolvest thyself into 
a lynching party, young feller, thou oughtest to 
cover up thy tracks." 

Then . J ah laid hold of Oain, dusting up the road 
and two or three adjacent counties with him, until 
the latter thought he bad been wrestling with a full
grown D&kota blizzard. And the Lord set his mark 
upon Oain-the same mark can be seen when the 
spirit of Oain has been raised in a political meeting 
-so that whoever should see him would know it was 
Cain, the fratricide, for Jab had so disfigured him 
that even his mother didn't recognize him. After 
Jah had so marked him, be made Oain tramp, hound· 
ing him off to the Land of Nod, the paradise of tramps 
unto this day. Here endeth the history of Oain. 
Selah. WILLIAM RoBERTSON. 

Misapplied Genius. 
Talmage is probably the best specimen the world 

offers of misapplied genius. 
He will make an enthusiastic, entertaining dis

course with but a single word as a text, and if you do 
not reason over it, but just swallow it whole, it seems 
quite satisfying. His sermon on the word "Oome" 
is an instance of this kind. It opens thus: 

Texts: "Come."-Gen. vi, 18. "Come."-Rev. xxii, 17. 
Imperial, tender, and all.persuasiv is this word "Come." 
Six hundred and seventy-eight times it is found in the script
ures. It stands at the front gate of the Bible as in my first 
text, inviting antediluvians into Noah's ark, and it l!tands at 
the other gate of the Bible as in my second text, inviting the 
postdiluvians into the ark of a savior's mercy. "Come" is 
only a word of four letters, hut it is the queen of words, and 
nearly the entire nation of English vocabulary bows to its 
scepter. It is an ocean into which empty ten thousand· 
rivers of meaning. Other words drive, but this beckons. 

Then he goes on and tells of invitations persuad
ing one and another to "come " where wrong, evil, 
and wickedness lead down, down, down, and pleads 
that all such invitations be resisted, and the word 
be applied t:beologically, as " Oome to Jesus." He 
tells the story of 
a wife whose husband had been overtllrown by strong drink, 
and she went to the saloon where he was ruined, and she 
said: "Giv me back my husband." And the bartender, 
pointing to a maudlin and battered man drowsing in the 
corner of the barroom, said : " There he is-Jim, wake up; 
heTe's your wife come for you." And the woman said: 
"Do you call that my husband? What hav you been doing 

with him? Is that the manly brow ? Is that the clear eye ? 
Is that the noble heart I married? What vile drug hav you 
given him that has turned him into a fiend? Take your 
tiger claws off of him. Uncoil those serpent folds of evil 
habit tha~ are crushing him. Giv me back: my husband, the 
one with whom I stood at the altar ten years ago. Giv him 
back to me." Victim was he, as millions of others havbeen, 
of the word " Come !" 

He follows this sad narrativ with one of a different 
nature, thus: 

I like the faith displayed years ago in Drury L~ne, Lon
don, in a humble home where every particle of food had 
given out, and a kindly soul entered with tea and other table 
supplies, and found a kettje on the fire ready for the tea. 
The benevolent lady said, "How is it that you hav the kettle 
ready for the tea when you had ho tea in the house?" And 
thA daughter in the home said: "Mother would hav me put 
the kettle on the fire, and when I said, 1 What is the use of 
doing so, when we hav nothing in the house?' she said, 1 My 
child, God will provide. Thirty years he has already pro
vided for me through all my pain and helplessness, and he 
will not leave me to starve at last. He will send us help, 
though we do not see how.' We hav been waiting all the 
day for something to come, but until we saw you we knew 
not how it was to come." Such things the world may call 
coincidences, but I call them almighty deliverances, and, 
though you do not hear of them, they are occurring every 
hour of every day and in all parts of Christendom. 

How easy to make out a case when there is no one 
to show its flimsiness. If the widow's was an "al
mighty deliverance," what was that of the drnDkard'a 
wife f If a God sends the blessings, be just as surely 
sends the miseries. If he sends the deliverances, ha 
just as surely sends the temptations and compels the 
results. , 

The widow's case of need was nothing to be com
pared with that of the poor woman whose husband 
had been so cruelly and deliberately ruined and de
stroyed. The whole world is ready to relieve a case 
of real, deserving need, but who had power to help 
poor Jim's wife T Her whole life might hav been 
one of prayer-of earnest, beseeching, supplicating 
prayer-and the innocent prayers of her little ones 
added to it, and atop of those the prayers of his old 
mother sitting in the chimney corner, the mother 
who had reared and loved him all her life ; and yet 
of what avail T No "almighty deliverance" there. 
No, nor anywhere l The Gods are powerless. Gods 
of wood, brass, and stone; Gods of imagination ; 
Bible Gods-not one of them lifts a finger. Man 
must become his own savior and redeemer. Man 
must edncate and uplift the race. Man, with 
woman's help, advice; and guidance, will by and by 
be more noble, more divine, and more powerful for 
good than any God the world has yet pictured. 

All great ideas, the race's aspirations, 
All heroisms, deeds of rapt enthusiasts, 
Be ye my gods [good8]. ~' 

ELMINA DRAKE SLENKEB. 

Freedom of Worship in the Institutions of 
New York. 

At the regular weekly meeting of the Manhattan 
Liberal Olub. the New York branch of the Ameri· 
can Secular Union, Friday evening, March 20hh, 
two hundred persons present, the following reso
lutions were adopted without a dissenting voice: 

WHEREAS: A bill is now before the legislature of the state 
of New York known as the "Freedom of Worship" bill, the 
real purpose of which is to giv Catholic and other priests 
access to the House of Refuge to carry on religions services 
therein, and whereas the pollee magistrates of New York, 
acting under influence of the Roman Uatholic church, hav 
manifested a determined purpose to commit children to the 
Catholic Protectory and other sectarian institutions rather 
than to the House of Refuge, where the expense of caring for 
them is less than at private institutions : 

Reso~'l!ed, That as members of the American Secular Union 
we are entirely opposed to permitting sectarian or religious 
exercises in any public institution, either with or without 
payment of priests or clergymen of any denomination for 
such services. 

Reso&'lled, That any other than purely secular teaching 
and exercises in our public institutions, such as it is the 
purpose of this bill to provide for, are entirely inconsis
tent with American principles of government. 

Reso~'l!ed, That rather than proceed further in the direc
tion of establishing more intimate relations of the church 
and state, our legislators ought to provide at once for 
correcting the mistakes already made in this direction by 
doing away with all present arrangements by which public 
funds are misapplied to the care of the state's wards in 
sectarian institutions under the control of religious bodies 
and for their profit. 

Reso~'l!ed, That we therefore ask the legislature to reject 
this "Freedom of Worship" bill, and to substitute for it 
and enact one that shall cause all delinquents to be cared 
for only in public institutions, when at public expense, 
and exclude all religious services from them. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
w. F. JAMIESON has gone to Arkansas to giv courses of 

lectures. Address him, Rogers, Ark. After flll!ng the en
gagements there he will answer calls to lecture in Kansas. 

w. S. BELL leaves California April lOth, on a trip East, 
and is to lecture in Utah at Morgan City, Echo, and Park 
City; in Wyoming at Carbon, and in Iowa at Arcadia, Ham
burg, Peoria, Ottumwa, New Hartford, Briston, Ryan, and 
Maquoketa. 

AT the Liberal Ulub Friday evening, March 27th, will be 
presented Dr. Klug's great entertainment consisting of an 
exhibition by electro-micro-stereopticon of the invisible 
world of microscopic life. Microbes and animalculro of 
many kinds will be shown in their activ, living state, strug
gling for existence and pursuing happiness in their own 
way. 
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~ommnnitations. 

Prohibition vs. Anarchism. 
Human nature in the aggregate presents to the 

student of ethnology a strange compound of incom
patibles. It seems to be an innate quality common 
to the species, and often crops out in eccentricities, 
disastrous to the individual-a kind of mental mal
ady, or psychic lunacy, that no training or knowledge, 
observation or experience. will correct. Some of 
the writers for THE TRUTH SEEKER seem to be affected 
with abnormal maniaphobia in their virulent and 
bitter hostility to Prohibition. Prohibition is civili
zation, and anti-Prohibition is Anarchism. In their 
rabid onslaughts on Prohibitio~ their attacks are 
without qualification or limitation, evidencing that 
they are opposed to all prohibition on prinQ~ple. 

It was prohibition, they should not forget, that 
helped to make them what they are; that gave them 
the civilized qualities they possess, and has enabled 
them to open this warfare on the principle they are 
indebted to for what there is of them above the un
tutored savage. 

Prohibition begins with the cradle, and accom
panies man all through life. It was law, civil 
statutes and enactments restraining the savage out
lawry on the part of some who rebelled against 
morality and order, in invading others' rights, that 
prompted to prohibition. 

It is the prohibition and the J.lenalty, with the 
public sentiment that grows out of them, backs 
them up and maintains them, that is at the very 
foundation of civilization. It is to hold the vicious, 
the unfortunate and neglected, in restraint, till the 
gradual influence of education, training, and disci
plio will operate as motive to take the place of com
pulsory enforcement by prohibition and punish
ment. 

Prohibition, as a principle, has heretofore been, 
and will long continue to be, indispensable to civili
zation, and the man who fights it is an enemy to a 
beneficent institution that is securing to him his 
right to liv as something more thmn a savage. 

The sober, industrious, and orderly portions of so
ciety must defend themselvs against those Anarch
ists who would heartlessly victimize them, and de
feat all their efforts in elevating their lives and im
proving their domestic and social condition. The 
Ten Commandments is one of the earlier prohibition 
codes enacted to help men out of savageism. 
. Our modern anti-Prohibitionists, unless they mis
represent themselvs, would favor and advocate the 
repeal of these prohibitory injunctions, and turn the 
savage element loose on society, ad libitum, to com
mit their depredations. For if there is no prohibi
tion, there can be no penalty. 

It these revilers of the present anti-saloon move
ment are not Anarchists in the most ultra and offen
siv sense, then they are Prohibitionists. They must 
believe in some kinils of prohibition. Perhaps they 
favor prohibitory statutes and .penalties against 
murder, highway robbery, arson, and some other 
gross offenses against society. Yet all these m-imes 
combined are not equal in their devastations on so
ciety, in their malign consequences, to those that 
flow directly and indirectly from the licensed saloon 
traffiCl in intoxicating beverages. No man with his 
eyes open, and with an honest purpose to see the 
facts, weigh their import, and count the cost of this 
accursed traffic, can fail to see the horrors and enor
mities that produce such wide-spread desolation. 

In the material world man as an animal confronts 
prohibition at every turn, in natural law, or the laws 
of nature. Fire, water, air, earth, gravitation, tem
perature, poison in solid and gases, in the excesses 
or abuses of which he reads and feels the penalty at
tached, is suffering and death. These are nature's 
fixed prohibitions for man as an animal. 

In the moral or immaterial world of thought and 
feeling, to which man under culture has emerged, 
prohibitions are no less essential and indispensable, 
and his enlightened moral instincts prompt him to 
formulate them. 

For the sentence of death is the penalty for an
archy in the moral, as certainly as it is written in the 
material the fate of the transgressor. 

Men enslaved by their prejudices, embittered by 
their revenges, bigoted in their hatreds, may dog
gedly deny and sneer at the well-established facts 
and statistics, the careful calculations, and logical 
conclusions and estimates drawn therefrom. It is 
the testimony of grand juries, of criminal courts, of 
wardens of prisons and penitentiaries, of superin
tendents of reformatories, houses of refuge, alms
housss, and charity organizations, that nearly all the 
criminals, pauperism, vagrancy, and destitution are 
the product directly or indirectly of the drunkenness 
and waste that result from the public protection and 
moral support given to this legalized rum traffic, 
forming a school of vice for the training of young 
men and boys in the habits of tippling and dissipa· 
tion. 

We hav yet to learn of any government, either 
civil or eoolesia~tioal, which included among its sub-

jects all classes and ages of the population, that has Prohibition does not ·prohibit and should not 
been a success without having incorporated in it the prohibit. · · 
principle of prohibition. It will not be denied that They know that no law can prevent or prohibit a 
such a society could be maintained, composed of edn- member of Congress from praying in private or in 
cated, disciplined, and cultivated adults of mature the house if it is secret and silent prayer. All the 
years. sensible. Liberal wants or asks for is that he should 

But wherever governments hav existed, or are not by law or rule be obliged to contribute his funds, 
likely to exist in the very near future, a large pro- his legal and moral support, by acting with a party, 
portion of the governed must remain without that for religious practices and beliefs, that he opposes, 
intelligence, docility, and high moral sense to always because they are frauds and superstitions. 
act with such wisdom as to never wrong one an- lR asking for this he convicts himself of being a 
other. , foil-fledged Prohibitionist, and at the same time he 

Young children cannot know what is right or best, disparages and criticises his brother Prohibitionists 
or what is wrong, and till their minds are developed for refusing to support a political party_ and a law 
by experience and example, their judgments are that compels him to contribute his money and polit
matured, they must be held in restraint by the au- ical influence to uphold the rum tr1ffic, the source of 
thority and force of the will of the parent. more crime, pauperism, immorality; and lawlessness 

A large proportion of . the parents hav not the ca- than all the other prohibitions combined in the Nine 
pacity to instruct and disciplin children judiciously. Demands could prevent if they were granted; and a 
These grow up in ignorance and without opportunity thousand times more evils th11n they are producing, 
of ever becoming qualified for self-government or can produce, if they are allowed to continue in 
through moral restraint. defiance of his claims. 

Children who are taught to lie, and steal, and . These anti-Prohibition Liberals are queer fellows; 
cheat, and prRctice deception and injustice, can they want their speculativ religious prohibitions 
seldom be found to do right or to submit to any just established; but no prohibition of ·the causes of 
regulations without prohibition, nor even with it, degradation, sensuality, pauperism, crime, and 
while suffering all the penalties attached to its viola- taxation. 
tion. The Prohibitionists know that Prohibition will 

Until all the pl!)pulation arrives to a point of moral not prohibit'the people from drinking any more than 
excellence when everyone will possess absolute self- from praying. To do that is not their prospect or 
control over the pl\ssions and impulses, prohibition purpose. Nor is that the object in any sense of the 
will be a requisit part of government. Till all children Prohibition party. It is oniy to ask for a law that 
can be taken in infancy from ignorant, incompetent, will exempt them from a compulsory support of the 
vicious parents, and be kept away from their vulgar, rum traffic, civilly, morally, and financially; knowing 
coarse, and demoralizing influence, and not be _cor- as they do its enormity as a business, judged from 
rupted by drunken habits, licentious lives, improvident its results. They know the moral sense and just 
or filthy practicss, and are carefully trained and dis- indignation of the community would suppress it at 
ciplined in mind and morals for self-government, we once were it not protected as a foul and leprous pet 
will need prohibition. O!lr public school system of the laws, for bibulous politicians and their tip
professing to provide education for all children, is piing and drunken henchmen and hangers-on, who 
the beginning of a policy that must be carried much giv their political support to the party or parties 
further in elevating character before its benefit will that giv them the rum. 
supplant the need of prohibition. All statutes or legal enactments are to· establish 

School laws are prohibition laws to protect so- intelligent, orderly, uniform methods of transacting 
ciety from the depredations of fools and the evils and business among civilized men, and to prohibit abuses 
crimes that result from ignorance. The petty vices and wrongs being inflicted by the few, who through 
and immoralities, the degradations and brutalities, of cunning, shrewdness, or strategy would outwit, op
an ignorant population, are a constant menace, im- press, and trespass on the rights of, the ignorant, 
pediment, and drawback to civilization, which every incompetent, or less unfortunate. Laws are but 
enlightened, cultivated citizen believes in prohibiting prohibitions to protect the weak from the aggres
as far as practicable, by enacting and enforcing a sions of the strong. That the law does not always 
school law and making education compulsory as far succeed in this, and bad men, Anar0hists, and the 
as public sentiment will sustain it. Education is a unscrupulous from habit, through technicalities or 
civilizer. The educated villain is the exception, perversions defy law, or misconstrue it to promote 
whose moral sense in childhood was ignored, over- their own selfish gains, only shows a defect in the 
looked, or :neglected, for which he is not so much re- precision and rigidity of the law, and that it is not 
sponsible as his parents and teachers. sufficiently prohibitory. . 

All the Liberals who uphold the Nine Demands As the p~ciple and purpose of all law is prohib-
are prohibitionists. They all favor the necessary itory, the man who opposes prohibition is opposed 
legislation, which is prohibition of the liberties and to the law, if he claims to hav any consistency in his 
privileges religion is taking in invading the civil in- faith ; and in spirit, principle, and purpose is an An
stitutions, the schools and educational provisions, archist, in the most lawless and savage sense of that 
the military systems, and opportunities open to it to word. He may deny the allegation and try to prove 
propagate its dogmas and doctrine. Anti-Prohibi- it false by the testimony of his orderly, moral, and 
tionists certainly cannot object to this, and are with exemplary life. But he must not claim that his good 
the church in any attempt on the part of Prohibition- life is the result of his principles, for that would be 
ists to curtail their liberties to do what the gospel impossible. It is the effect of the workings of the 
and their conscience require of them as a religious principle of prohibition, enforced on him and around 
duty. Of course no real, true, consistent Liberal him by-the society of those who believe in prohibi
could disapprove of this freedom of conscience. tion and so protect him and his class from being vic-

Certainly none of these anti-Prohibitionists, in our timized by falling a pray to their own Anarchistic 
country where we recognize the right of majority principles. . 
rule-if the influence of the majority is in favor of If laws had been enacted by the British govern
having the Bible read in the public schools-can ob- ment prohibiting the slave trade and slavery in the 
ject to it, nor can they consistently favor any prohib- American colonies, and if when the Constitution of 
itory law to prevent it. the United States was adopted it had contained a 

These opponents of Prohibition certainly would prohibition of slavery in the states-admitting that 
deprecate any efforts on the part of a minority to it did not entirely prohibit it-it would hav placed 
ask for a compulsory law to prohibit the exemption the moral sense of the best people on the side of law 
of churches from taxation. and made slavery Anarchy ; it never could hav made 

If the churches hav a majority of public sentiment the arrogant demands it did, nor could it hav had 
in their favor, it would be a person·al, selfish jeal- the power to rise in rebellion, that produced a waste 
ousy on the part of any Liberal to want to restrict of life and treasure exceeding anything known in the 
the church in its constitutional rights by any legal history of the race. This is an example of the beau
prohibitory measureP. tiful fruits of anti-prohibition Anarchism, which the 

Yes, but the anti-Prohibitionist says our Constitu- enemies of Prohibition can contemplate with such 
tion, which secures liberty of conscience to all, makes complacency. 
no provision for these special privileges for religion, These enemies of Prohibition hav no claim on, and 
and all these encroachments of the church on the can claim no protection from, the law. If they are 
civil, military, and educational rights of the people robbed of all their property, abused and maltreated, 
are unconstitutional outrages of aggression on free- they certainly would be happy in their martyrdom 
dom. in the hands of savages, in showing the world their 

If they are, then what civil or legal power has conscience, their faith, and their conscientious devo
made them so but the prohibition in the Constitu- tion to their humane principles. 
tion 1 Then prohibition makes them so; but you If the Anarchist is so disgusted and outraged at 
are opposed to Prohibition, and to be consistent with the evils of law and civilization-which we all own do 
your own pretensions and professions of hostility to exist, on account of the Anarchical principles and 
Prohibition you should institute a crusade in favor proclivities not yet eliminated from civilization-does 
of a repeal of all these constitutional prohibitions he expect to improve his condition by abrogating all 
and carry out your principles like little men to their law, all prohibition and restraint, and returning to 
legitimate and logical results. unqualified savagery! 

These Nine Demands are all asked to be secured If the Chicago martyrs were not prohibitionists, 
by laws, to prohibit religion and the church from but were Anarchist in principle, even if they did not 
intrenching unduly on the rights and consciences of 

1 
commit the overt act o! using the dynamite, they 

the anti-Prohibition Liberals. should be happy and reJoice to hav the opportunity 
They want these prohibitions when they know of proving their sincerity and their undaunted and 
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whole:souled devotion to the exalted a~d sublime I greatest scientists has been ac~edited with remark
principles that animated them. All anti-Prohibi- ing that " every handful of earth and rook of the 
tionists, or A11arohists, must feel honored and immor- earth's crust represents a human grave." How does 
talized in the fate of their brother martyrs, just as this rough estimate tally with Brother Walker's arith
one tribe of savages would when it falls a prey to metio ? Swell up every handful of earth and rook 
the rap~n and des~ru~tion of a stronger tribe: into the s?ze of a human body (or spirit), and how 

oeption of eternity, and a sample of his still sublimer 
logic. But seeing ·that he has resorted to assump
tion to strengthen his oase, let us apply a little of the 
·same plaster to our 1ide of the matter, to see which 
has the greatest sticking properties. 

And furthermore, does this very assertion that 
space will not be filled with souls " yet for •· while " 
not contain a tacit admission that it will be thus 
filled after a while? 

To d1e. for a ~IDOlple,. however da~nable, IB no- many milhon tim.es larger than our planet would he 
ble, her01o, godlike, glorious, they beheve. • compute the entire mass to form? His mathemat-

. Proh~bition does 1!-ot. prohi~it, is the cry of the ios, formidable though it appears, must certainly, 
~naro~~st, -therefore 1t ~s a failure, a fraud, and an therefore, be so only on paper. To start aright, is 
Jmpositiop on personal r1ghts. half the battle won. Now, I could giv him aloga-

T~ere 1~ P!obably not a s~tute .o!" record that has rithmio'! computation based upon the estimate of 
not, 1n prmo1ple or purpose, 1n spirit or letter, some· three children to every couple since the time of Adam 
times been violated by SQme one, therefore it did not and Eve, a computation made by one of our best 
prohibit, and on that account it is a failure and mathematicians, showing that over six hundred thou
fraud. To be consistent, the Anarchist would hav sand quintillion " souls" hav already seen the light 
all law abrogated.. of day, which, if piled on top of each other, would 
' While prohibition has done immensely to bring us form a spiritual halo around this earth many million 
up from savagery, there is much openly avowed and miles in diameter, taking this planet for its center. 
secret Anarchism and outlawry yet to overcome by When we now consider that every planet in our sys
enforoing all the necessary prohibitory laws and tem, and the sun itself, no doubt, will at some time 
usages among the lawmakers and executors, and the evolve the same life and mind as our planet does at 
nominally law-abiding, before prohibition has done the present period of eternity, must the entire soul
its work. product of our system after its evolutionary period 

The Anarchist opposes prohibiiion and hates it, has passed not come in close proximity to the envi
beoause of the abuses and extremes to which relig- rons of our adjacent systems, vast though the dis
ion or the churches are trying to carry it in their tanoes that intervene between them be? And must 
own interest by prohibiting Sunday work and Sun- the souls of these neighboring systems-seeing that 
day amusements, and in suspending all public and every world in space has sprung from the same par
private activity on their so.oalled holy day. The ent stock, the cosmic energy pervading it, which 
hearts of these pious zealots are right, yet. their must produce essentially the same life as our planet 
heads are wrong. But are sensible men to refuse to -not be radiated toward our system so that they 
do what is necessary and right for their own welfare eventually will meet T Is auoh meeting of souls 
and that of society, because others abuse this right? from the various systems diffused through space not 
Are we to refuse to do a thousand things that would inevitable, seeing that perpetual additions are (b& 
be wholesome and for our own interests, because re- lieved to be) being made? Will the same processes 
ligioua people do the same things, and, in their igno- of soul-radiation not go on beyond our neighboring 
ranee and zeal for religion, sometimes abuse these systems, each one throwing off its soul-product to 
same good things ? To do so would be very silly. the next, that to the next again, and so on to infinity? 

We all know that Prohibition will not make so- We see what a prodigious result can be attained in a 
oiety perfect nor banish drunkenness, but it will few thousand years by one little planet alone, but 
witbhold from the aoaursed traffic in alcoholic bever- even though it 'took as many millions, or even trill
ages the sanction of the law and moral sense of the ions, of years, what it takes thousands to actually 
community, and be a public protest against the state accomplish-whatever this actual result within a 
or the nation deriving a ravenna of hundreds of stated period may be--what is any .specified term to 
millions of dollars by sanctioning and licensing a eternity? A mere bagatel! No more than an hour 
traffi.a in a poison which can do no other than injure, to us earthworms who gage everything by our lim
ruin, and destroy its victims. The millions who are ited standards. In claiming immortality for their 
living on this traffic produce nothing in return for being, believers fail to form an adequate concept of 
the support they receive from hard-working, honest eternity. Let them consider that we are now in only 
industry, but poverty, crime, lawlessness, and insan- one of an infinit number of world-generations, and 
ity; for the maintenance of which the industrious aan anyone doubt that the same mind-evolving proo
and frugal are taxed, and are sponsors for all its eases hav been going on during every one of tbe 
abominations. world-epochs that hav preceded those in existenoa 

H is diffiault to reconcile the incongruities exist- now, and that they will likewise continue during 
iog between intelligent Liberalism and Anarchism, every one of the iofinit cycles of gflnerations to come? 
or sea how any Anarchist can hav a proper sympathy Then what need is there, in fact, of any soul oompen
and interest in the welfare of his fellow-beings. It sation at all, -seeing that a question of time within 
must be that his bibulous habits hav paralyzed, which the soul-products of the various systems must 
stupefied, and debauched . his mental powers, and mflet, is of no consequence to eternity T 
disq111lified him for discerning good from evil; or Say that instead of Mr. Walker's assumed period 
he must be a victim to spite, passion, and preju- of two hundred thousand years a trillion years, or 
dice, tm, Samson-like, in desperation he would even as many ages, will be required before the soul
sooner. pull down the pillars of society, involving products of the world will meet, precluding further 
his own destruction, than join in the philanthropic soul-evolution, do you reaJizg, ye believers in immor
e:ffort of removing the temptations from the young tality, that we hav actually arrived at the end of this 
and weak, that they may hav an easier pathway lio vast period of time now ? Why? Because you or I 
a higher and purer civilization. hav not opacified the commencement of this term I 

Drinking and drunkenness hav done more to de- You admit the eternity of nature, no doubt, but this 
grade man physically, morally, and mentally, and to involves an admission that there was no beginning 
keep him groveling in a state of social vassalage, to mind-evolution, hence your own specified period 
a viobim to the ills and oppressions of the sober and during which a plethora of souls would result in space 
clear-headed, than all other causes combined. began a trillion years, or ages, ago, so that we hav 

The drunkards' families and their descendants can now reached its termination ! (Oheokmated, are 
seldom rise from their inherited disadvantages, the you?) 
constitutional imbecility, and incapacity to meet life's But if a trillion ages do not suffice, in your estima
struggles successfully, but are crowded out to form · tion, to produce such a result, make it longer, extend 
the lower caste or substratum of society. it back into eternity, or ahead into eternity, as far as 

They are the weaklings that priests and politicians you please, the final result is the same, the soul
use to aid themselvs to place and power. They are products of the infinit number of life-evolving worlds 
the class to be used against Liberalism, which seeks must meet at some time and then space is full, 
to subvert priestcraft. So that the Liberal who op· which means that Nature may as well "step dawn 
poses Prohibition, indirectly supports the powers of ancl out" for want of further room to stow away her 
the priesthood. T. E. LoNGSHOBE. souls in. You can't dodge the issue, wriggle and 

Philadelphia, March, 1891. . wiggle as you may. 
If, then, it is evident that soul-evolution implies 

Soul-Computation. the 1nnihilation of nature, the ~act that an eternity 
In THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 7th Mr. W. W. of her existence has not impaired her potentiality, of 

Walker essays to confute my proposition in a former which postulate we perceive unquestioned proo! all 
issue that if immortality were true, a plethora of around us, demonstrates the fallacy of the dootrm of 
souls in space would be the inevitable result, pre- life everlasting. 
eluding future soul-e~olution, which would be tanta- ~ sage was. once~ ,asked: ':What . is eternit1 ?" to 
mount to asserting the finiteness of nature. He an- wh1oh he replied: ' On an 1sland 1n the Indian sea 
ewers what he calls my "very remarkable state. lies a diamond mountain, and every century a bird 

· menta" by the still more remarkable assertion that comes to rnb its little bill thereon, and when the en
the aggregate population of the earth up to date, ao. tire mountain has been worn ~ff, a momen~ of eter
oording to his · figures, is twenty trillions of souls, nity has passed.': I was .remmdefl of th1s w~~n I 
who, allowing a small fraction less than four square rea~ Mr .. W~ker s re~ssur.mg. (!) remark that our 
feet to each person (or soul), could all stand on the believers m ~mmortahty-m '!1ew of t~e figures pre
territory of the United States. This is the pith and sented by h1m--need entertam no ser1ous apprehen-

We will assume, then, for argument's sake, and 
also to expand his conceptions of eternity somewhat, 
that his figuring of the number of souls evolved on 
this planet so far, is correct; nay, let us go farther 
than that and suppose that only one soul is evolved 
every year from each one of the infinit number of 
life-generating worlds in space, considering now that 
this process is perpetual and had no beginning, be
ing transferred from every dead or dying planet to 
its next successor, the startling fact confronts us 
that even at this slow rate of soul-evolution the 
whole universe would hav been filled with souls cen
tillions of ages ago, because a sufficient time had 
elapsed prior to this period to produce such a pleth
ora, the very lowest rate of increase continued dur
ing the entire infinit past inevitably producing such 
a result: 

Therefore, what is any stated period to eternity ? 
Space would indeed hav been filled in the past an 
iDfinit number of times over and over again, if im
mortality were true, a paradox on the face of it, as it 
can be filled but once. 

Now pit your assumption against mine, Brother 
Walker, and your own candor shall decide which will 
"stick.'' 

Immortality then implying a plethora of souls, no 
matter how large the chunk you are minded to slice 
out of eternity to produce it in, and such plethora 
involving nature's annihilation, we hav no alternativ 
but either to reject the dicta of science of nature's 
eternity, or to renounce the dootrin of life everlast
ing. One or the other must go. Oonoiliation be
tween them is not conceivable. 

An immmortality that is circumscribed by a few 
limited periods of a finite planet, or the duration of 
which is computable, is a misnomer in its very ap
pellation. 

It may be answered to all this that spirits are not 
to be gaged by our physical bodies, to which I will 
reply that the most advanced school of spirit philos
ophy holds that they are subject to the same Jaw of 
dimension as when .in the tlesh, retaining the same 
proportions and size. Spirit " essence " is indeed 
considered to be the finer element of the individual, 
preserving the integrity of his physical and mental 
idiosyncrasies, as constituting his or her distin
guishing features, inviolate. Without such preserva-
tion of characteristics and form, recognition in the 
"spirit-land" would indeed be impossible. Neither 
could one spirit merge or blend into another, as this 
would destroy the identity of both. Hence it is be
lieved that they occupy the same amount of space as 
when in their tleshly " tabernacle," and as this space 
must be somewhere within the universe, it matters 
not how remote they may be, or how far they may 
sojourn from their parent planets, the occupancy of 
the interstellar spaces separating the life-evolving 
worlds, seeing nature· has eternity to accomplish it 
in, is only a question of time. Therefore what folly 
to resort to mathematics to eonfute this self-evident. 
fact! 

Does Brother Walker still wonder that I cannot 
believe in immortality? H. WETTSTEIN. 

Marengo, Ill. 

The Liberal Association of Texas. 
The annual meeting of the Liberal Association of 

Texas will be held in San Antonio, April 10th-12th, 
1891, to which all Liberals are respectfully invited. 

The objects of the Association are: 
1. To encourage the study of man in all his 

relations. 
2 To seek to realize the truth in life. 
3. To aid in "those movements that tend most to 

the improvement of the individual and of society, 
and to the unity and freedom of mankind. 

4. To facilitate the association of those who hav 
at heart and hold dear that absolute freedom of 
thought and expreBBion which is .. the natural right of 
every rational being. . . 

5. To inaugurate a system of positiv, tolerant 
thought, ethical oultur~, and prac.tioal bene':olence, 
in which all Liberal-mmded people can un1te and 
work in harmony, for the moral elevation, intellectual 
imt>rovement, social well-being,. and consequent hap
piness of the human race. 

substanoe of his figuring, and I need not therefore sion of being. or~~ded .fo~ a wh~e yet.'' . . 
enter into its details. Now I ask what reader of "For a while ! Th1s IB beggmg the question w1th 
Brother Walker's soul-oomputatio~ who has any a vengeance. . It is assumin~ that we are i~ the 
knowledge of the history of this planet whatever was commencement of s?ul-evolut1on,. bene~ ~he~~ 1s no 
aot impressed with the idea that his statement was a dang~r that space will be fill~d w~th sp1nts . yet for 
far more "remarkable" one than mine T One of the a while I" That' a our Agnostic fr1end s sublime oon- , 

No confession of faith in any religion ; no adher
ence to any special system of philosoJ?hY; no alliance 
with any particular political party, "!ill be dem~ded 
of those who desire to participate 1n the meetiDg ; 
the simple indorsement of its objects, and a willing
ness to work for their accomplishment, being the 
only requirement. 

J.D. SHAW, } 
JoHN L. JAcKsoN, E:~teeutiv Oomwittee, 
T. V. MuNSON. 
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mailable qualities of 1 work sent him from this office 
some m weeks ago. The title of the book was as 
follows: 
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HOLY BIBLE, 
OONTAINING THX 

OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

to its owners many thousands of dollars annually in 
rentals. Even Trinity church corporation, with all 
its wealth and power, never dared tQ ask for exemp-
tion for its business buildings as the conspirators in 
the Young Men's Ohristian Association hav done . 
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.um WITH 

TBANSLA.TIONS DILIGENTLY 
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We hav done what we could to head off this. rage 
for elempting the property of piety, but it will avail 
little if a wide and- deep public sentiment is not 

- aroused. Two weeks ago we printed a lis~ of the 
OoMPABBD AND Assemblymen at Albany. Let every reader of THE 

TRUTH SEEKER in the state write to his Assembly
Addr688 all Oomm'!llll.icaflons to THJI TRUTH 81111KJIB 

OOMP .ANY. lJlakl all Drafts, ~ks, Pos~~ and llr»
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Two new subscribers .......................................... . 
One subscription with o:ae new subscriber, in one re-

mittance ...................................................... . 
One subscription with two new subscribers, in one 

remittance ................ :.. ................................ .. 
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one 

remittance ................................................... . 
One subscription with four new subscribers, in one 

remittance .................................................. .. 
Any number over 1lve at the same rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 

'IJ 00 
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Will Want to Read Heston's Shoutin' Joe. 
From the Denison, Tex., Bun4av Gazetteer. 

The Truth Beeker Publishing Company, of New York, 
hav placed on our table a copy of their useful ANNUAL for 
1891. In addition to the usual calendar pages for each 
month and valuable condensed historical information accom
panying, it contains about a hundred pages of refreshing 
original reading matter. The first article is a brief review 
of Freethought progress in the country during 1890; then 
follows the story of the year abroad. " Some Alaskan 
Myths," by Ida C. Craddock, is an instructiv article in a field 
few hav investigated. Thaddeus B. Wakeman has cfilntrib
uted a chapter on "Spooks." The next article tells where 
."the Roman Catholics Got a Litany." "Bide Lights on South 
Sea Missions," illustrated, by Ada Campbell, furnishes infor
mation not to be found in the foreign mission reports. Mr. 
A. B. Bradford contributes a thoughtful article entitled, 
" Disadvantages of Specialism in the Advocacy of Reform." 
"Shoutin' Joe" is a story by Watson Heston, with illustra
tions by himself. Those who are familiar with the produc
tions of Mr. Heston's pencil will want to read this story. 
The ANNUAL will be mailed by the publishers for twenty-five 
cents. 

The Battle With Indecency. 
Some of the good ladies of Philadelphia-Mr. 

Wanamaker's own village-hav made themselvs 
prominent lately by protestiDg against the exhibi
tion of paintings of~ female_ forms in an art 
gallery. They claim such exnilbtion to be offensiv 
to modesty and tending to subvert respect for de
cency and morality. They therefore asked the man
agers of the gallery to remove them. 

The Reverend Samuel Small, who was in Mr. Wan
amaker's village at the time, told a congregation of 
these objectors how Georgia deals with people who 
try to subvert respect for decency and morality. 
Under Georgia's laws, said Mr. Small, the publisher 
who sends immoral prints or papers into the state, 
though he reside in New York, for example, is held 
to hav violated the laws of Georgia. Some time 
ago a number of copies of the Police Gazette were 
sent there for·sale. Thereupon the governor of the 
state made a requisition upon the governor of New 
York for the publisher of the Police Gazette. On 
being tried in Atianta, li'e was sentenoeato a fine 
and to four months in the chain gang on the streets. 
The latter part of the penalty was wiiVi!d, he giving 
his solemn pledge that no copies of the paper should 
ever again be sent to the state. 11 If a man," added 
Mr. Small, " should paste upon the walls of Atlanta 
such pictures as are seen on all the walls in Phila
delphia, repre!!enting ,!J.all-nude wome~ he would 
spend the following nig:til in jail." ' 

Now we o~mnot suppose that Mr. Wanamaker 
can of his own responsibility arrest, try, and im~ 
prison people for mailing publications offensiv to 
modesty, but according to his last report the law 
clothes him with power to decide what books are or 
are not of the character alluded to, and he is also 
compelled (so he says) to act when applied to in 
such oases. And now that his fellow-villains of his 
own village hav begun a crusade against indecent 
things, we really hope that he will cooperate with 
them to the extent at least of deciding upon the 

NEW YOBK: 
AMEBIOAN BmLE SOOIETY, 

INSTITU'l'BD IN 'l'D YEAB li[])OOOXVI• 

1890. 

Up to the present time we hav heard nothing from 
the post-office depar,ment in relation thereto, not 
even an acknowledgment of the receipt of the book. 
But now that the postmaster-general finds himself 
backed up by the good women of his burg in ob 
jeoting 'o things calculated to subvert respect for 
decency, it is hoped he will hav sufficient courage to 
oonsid•r the work sent him. We are extremely 
anxious for an official ruling in the matter to guide 
us in our publishing department. 

Let him emulate in his own sphere the patriotic 
and moral conduct of the city council of Mankato, 
Minn., which has decided to keep the bill-boards in 
that city free from obscene pictures, particular ob
jection being made to lithographs of amazons in 
tights and ballet-dancers. in short dresses. Our 
postmaster-general can at least do for the mail-bags 
what the Mankato council has done for the bill-boards 
of that town-that is, if he;~ finds the book sent him 
to be offensiv to modesty. There is no computing 
the damage possible to mail-bags and bill-boards by 
being compelled to bear salacious matter. Fiat 
justitia, ruat ccelum. 

Lost Ground. 
If anyone thinks the Liberals of the country hav 

no work before them to. preserve their independence 
and obtain justice, let him ponder on the news of 
just one week, as it bears on the matter. 

In last week's TRUTH SEEKEB Mr. 0. B. Reynolds 
reported the work done in its state by the Washing. 
ton Secular Union. ·Our readers were made glad by 
the following information : 

"Thanks tothe indomitable energy of our treasurer, Geo. 
M. Boman, and the efforts of the W!!oslrlngton Secular 
Union, the revenue bill passed by the last legislature de
crees that all church property, private school, and hospital 
property shall be taxed at full valuation." 

There was, however, a string to this, of this color: 
" I received a letter from a member of the house commit

tee on the revenue bill, himself an earnest Liberal, inform. 
ing me that the emergency clause was not attached to the 
bill because it was understood the churches should hav one 
year of grace to pay their taxes, so they could not complain 
that it was a burden suddenly sprung upon them." 

That was a strong string, and the church people 
showed mighty good-or bad-sense in attaching it 
to the taxation law. The ink was barely dry on Mr. 
Reynolds's report before he wrote us as follows : 

" The legislature of our state, the most vile, infamous, and 
rotten and corrupt that has ever misrepresented any people, 
has, durlng the last days of its sessions, repealed the law 
taxing church property. Conscious of their iniquity, they, 
Christian-like, seek to bribe God by robbing honest people 
and making an offering of the plunder to his church." 

So it seems that the work of Mr. Boman has gone 
for nothing, and that through the complacency and 
good nature of a member of the house commit
tee on the revenue bill the churches hav never paid 
a dollar of the public burdens, and will JI.Ot hav to 
do so un~il the law is nenaoted. 

On this subject Mr. Reynolds closed his congrat
ulatory report in these words : 11 We need to heed 
the admonition of Washington-' Etemal vigilance 
is the price of liberty.' " It appears that some one 
has slipped up in his vigilance-probably some 
"eamest Liberal'' of a legislator who is also a poli~ 
tioian. 

In New York state the assembly is going further 
than ever in the direction of exemption. 11 Jimmy " 
Husted," the Bald Eagle of Westchester," has intro
duced a bill exempting from taxation all the property 
of the Young Men's Ohristian Associations in the 
state. This is a bare-faced steal, because the build
ings of these associations are generally built in bus
iness streets, with stores and offices to let, from 
which are derived lll'ge revenues. .The Young Men's 
Ohristiu AssociatioD h11dquarters ~iD this City brings 

man, at Albany, protesting against these measures. 
From Pennsylvania also comes bad news. The 

hOuse committee to which was referred Represent
ativ Fow's bill modifying the Blue law statutes of 
1797 has reported the bill unfavorably, and the 
reform movement is probably dead. Pennsylvanians 
are still to be ruled by the notions of people who hav 
been dead nearly a hundred years. 

This result has been achieved largely by the ffforts 
of the Rev. Wilbur F. Orafts, who has spent forty 
days in 11 Sabbath Reform work " in the. westem part 
of the state, holding meetings to protest against the 
modification of the law, and against Sunday opening 
of the World's Fair. He has also 11 raised about 
$2,500 at these meetings, a large part of which is de
voted to Sabbath literature to follow up these meet
ings." 

Another step backward in Pennsylvania is the in
troduction of prayer at the opening of the term of 
the state supreme court in Philadelphia. The prayer 
was long, strictly orthodox, and the union of church 
and state, so far as that court can make it, is com
plete. A religious journal, in commenting favorably 
upon this mesalliance, give the result of an inquiry 
made as to this practice in other states. It finds 
that in Massachusetts each sitting of the supreme 
and superior courts of the state, and also each term 
of the United States courts, is opened with prayer, 
some clergyman being invited for the purpose. 
The same custom prevails in Maine, Vermont, and 
:New Hampshire, except that in the former state 
11 the chaplain of the court " is a sort of recognized 
officer, and entitled to sit upon the bench with the 
judges. In Rhode Island, the district court, but 
no other, is opened with prayer at the beginning 
of the term. In Oonneotiout, the terms of the su
preme court of errors, and the criminal terms of 
the superior court, are opened on the first day of 
the session with prayer. And this is in a country 
in which church and state are supposed to be sep-
arate! · 

Ohio has fallen into line in a tuppenny-ha'penny 
sort of way and exempted charitable societies and 
religious associations from the payment of license 
fees when they giv exhibitions. Tennessee has given 
the grand juries 11 inquisitorial power in oases of 
disturbance of public worship," and on top of that 
has passed a law that freight trains shall not be run 
in the state on Sundays. 

In this jungle of religious fanaticism, where the 
wild beasts of tyranny and bigotry sneak trium
phant, the only clear spot is the refusal of the Cali
fornia legislature to ·pass a Sunday law. But if the 
people of that state do not unceasingly exercise 
that eternal vigilance so eloquently recommended by 
Mr. Reynolds-but which some one in his state 
failed to practice-they will hav a Sunday law tying 
them hard and fast before they realize what has 
struck them. 

A. Minister Refuted. 
A Western friend sends us this clipping, with a 

request for refutation through THE TRUTH SEEKER: 
"Last Sunday evening Rev. A. B. Brown, pastor of the 

Presbyterian church in BehOIJ!.e, Wash., preached a sermon 
very appropriate to the occasion. It was in reference to the 
Christian in public school life and the need of recognizing 
the teachings of the Bible in all public affairs. He quoted 
Andrew Jackson's famous words uttered in his last illness 
whe:o. questioned concerning the welfare of our country : 
'That book, sir,' pointing to the Bible, 'is the rock on 
which our republic rests.• Also Daniel Webster's words, 
'If we abide by the principles of the Bible our country will 
go on prospering and to prosper; but if we and our posterity 
neglect its instructions anc:l its authority, no man can tell 
how a hidden catastrophe will overthrow us and bury all 
our glory in profound oblivion.• 

"At the close of the discourse Mr. Brown referred to Lin
coln's firm decision when he said to his cabinet after the bat
tle of Antietam, 'I hav made on my knees a solemn vow 
before God, that if the enemy were driven back I would 
crown the result with the proposed declaration of freedom,• 
and then drawing forth a pocket New Testament said, 'I 
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am right, for I know that liberty is right for Christ teaches 
it, and Christ is God. I hav told them that a house divided 
against itself cannot stand. The future would be something 
awful and dark if it were notfor this rock on which !stand.', 

This is with preachers a favorit method of "refut
ing Infidelity," and these particular references to 
Jackson, Webster, and Lincoln hav been made prob
ably from every two-for-a cent pulpit in the country. 

· Some years. ago Mr. Talmage, a BrookJyn person of 
s~me notoriety, rolled them out in his best gymnas
tic style when he was "answering" Oolonel Ingerson, 
and that gentleman devoted a few words to their 
consideration in his "Interviews on Talmage." We 
cannot do better thlln quote him : 

"I find that he [Mr. Talmage] has the disease that seems 
to afilict most theologians, and that is, a kind of intellectual 
toadyism, that uses the names of supposed great men instead 
or arguments. It is perfectly astonishing to the average 
preack~r that anyone should hav the temerity to differ, on 
the subJect of theology, from Andrew Jackson, Daniel Web
ster, and other gentlemen not eminent for piety during their 
lives, but who, as a rule, expressed their theological opin. 
ions a few minutes before dissolution. These ministers are 
perfectly delighted to hear some great politician some 
judge, soldier, or president certify to the truth of th~ Bible 
and to the moral character of Jesus Christ. 

"Mr. Talmage insists that if a witness is false in one par. 
ticular, his entire testimony must be thrown away. Daniel 
~ebster was in favor of the fug\tiv slave law, and thought 
1t the duty of the North to capture the poor slave-motller. 
He was willing to stand between a human being and his 
freedom. He was willing to assiet in compelling persons to 
work without any pay except such marks of the lash as they 
might receive. Yet this man is brought forward as a witness 
for the truth of the gospel. If he was false in his testimony 
as to liberty, what is his affidavit worth as to the value of 
Christianity? Andrew Jackson was a brave man, a good 
general, a patriot second to none, an excellent judge of 
horses, and a brave duelist. I admit that in his old age he 
relied considerably upon the atonement. I think Jackson 
was really· a very great m9.n, and probably no president 
impressed himself more deeply upon the American people 
than the hero of New Orleans, but as a theologian he was 
in my judgment, a most decided failure, and his opinion a~ 
to the authenticity of the scrip~ures is of no earthly value. 
It was a subject upon which he knew probably as little as 
Mr. Talmage does about modern Infidelity. Thousands of 
people will quote Jackson in favor of religion, about which 
he knew notning, and yet hav no confidence in his political 
opinions, although he devoted the best part of his life to 
politics."-

In regard to the alleged conversa~ion with Lin
ooln, it is purely apocryphal. A.j referred to by Mr. 
Brown it is all awry, and he had evidently forgotten 
just what the original lie was. We will tell him. 
The basis of the story is found in Holland's Life of 
Lincoln. But Antietam and the Emancipation Preo
lamation do not figure in it at all. A man by the 
name of Newhon Bateman is responsible for the yarn, 
and the confession of Lincoln is said to hav been 
made during the presidential campaign of 1860 
Lincoln was then at Springfield, Ill. Mr. Ba.tema~ 
was superintendent· of public instruction at the 
time and a zealous Christian. He was frEquently in 

·Mr. Linooln's room at the state house, and on one of 
these visits they were canvassing the probabilities of 
the election, to take place within a few days. Mr. 
Lincoln had a book in whioh the intentions as to 
voting of nearly all the people were recorded. It 
was found that nearly every olergyman and elder 
and prominent oburohman was against Mr. Linooln 
because of his views on religion. After carefully 
consulting the volume, Mr. Bateman alleg~s that Mr. 
Lincoln said : 

" 'Here are twenty-three ministers, of different denomina. 
tiona, and all of them are against me but three; and here ·are 
a great many prominent members of the churches a very 
large majority of whom are against me. Mr. Bat~man, I 
am not a Christian-God knows I would be one-but I hav 
carefully read the Bible, and 1 do not so understand this 
book;' and he drew from his bo1.1om a pocket New Testa
ment. 'These men well know,' he continued, • that I am 
for freedom in the territories, freedom everywhere as far as 
the Constitution and laws will permit, and that my oppo. 
nents are for slavery. They. know this, and yet, with this 
book in their hands, in the light of which human bondage 
cannot liv a moment, they are going to vote against me. I 
do not understand it at all.' Here Mr. Lincoln paused
paused for long minutes-his features surcharged with emo
tion. Then he rose and walked up and down the room in 
the effort to retain or regain his self-possession. _ Stopping 
at last, he said, with a trembling voice and his cheeks wet 
with tears : ' I know there is a God, and that he hates in
justice and slavery. I see the storm coming, and I know 
that his hand is in it. If he has a place for me-and I think 
he has-:-I believe I am ready. I am nothing, but truth is 
everythmg. I know I am right, for Christ teaches it and 
Christ is God.' ' 

"As the two men.were. about. to sep~rate, ~- Ba;eman 
remarked: 'l hav not supposed that you were accustomed 

to think so much upon this class of subjects. Certainly 
your friend!! generally are ignorant of the sentiments you hav· 
expressed to me.' He replied quickly: 'I know they are. 
I am obliged to appear different to them; but I think more 
upon these.subjects than upon all others, and I hav dorie so 
for years; and I am willing that you should know it' (Life 
of Lincoln, pp. 236-239).". 

This disposes of Antietam and the cabinet soene, 
for the liES do not ocordinate. The remark, "I hav 
told them that a house divided against itself cannot 
stand," was used as a key-note of his oampaign, and 
supplemented by this : 11 This government cannot 
endure permanently half slave and half free." But 
there is no authority fo~ the sentence about the fut
ure being "awful and dark" were it not for the 
11 rock on which I stand." That is pulpit cant added 
by some unknown liar. · 

Now as to the statement of Mr. Newton Bateman. 
Nearly two years ago we published from the indus
trious and accurate pen of John E. Remsburg a full 
consideration of the question, Was Abraham Lin· 
coln a Ohristian T In it Mr. Remsburg brought out 
all the evidence he bad been able to find in a ten 
years' search on both sides. Ol this interview be
tween Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Bateman he said: 

" The publication of this story produced a profound sensa
tion among the personal friends of the dead president. It 
revealed to them the unpleasant fact, assuming Holland's ac
count to be correct, either that Newton Bateman, who had 
hitherto borne the reputation of being a man of veracity, was 
an unscrupulous liar, or that Abraham Lincoln, whose repu. 
tation for honesty and candor, long anterior to 1860, had be
come proverbial, was a consummate hypocrit; and loath as 
they were to "believe the former, they rejected with disdain 
the latter. 

'' Referring to this story, Lamon, in his ' L\fe of Lincoln,' 
says: 

"'There is no dealing with Mr. Bateman except by a flat 
contradiction. Perhaps his memory was treacherous or his 
imagination led him astray, or, peradventure, he thought a 
fraud no harm if it gratified the strong desire of the public 
for proofs of Mr. Lincoln's orthodoxy• (Life of Lincoln, p. 
501). . 

" While Bateman undoubtedly misrepresented Lincoln in 
his account of their conversation-for it is not denied that 
he had an interview with Lincoln-it is quite probable that 
he did not to the extent represented by Holland. Bateman 
doubtless exaggerated the affair, and Holland magnified 
Bateman's report ot it. In an article originally published in 
the InderJJ and subsequently quoted by Lamon, Lincoln's law 
partner, Mr. Herndon, says : 

'"I doubt whether Mr. Bateman said in full what is 
recorded there. I doubt a great deal of it. I know the 
whole story is untr)le-untrue in substance, untrue in fact 
and spirit. As soon as the [Holland's]'' Life of Lincoln" was 
out, on reading that part here referred to, I instantly sought 
Mr. Bateman and found him in his om.ce. I spoke to him 
politelyand kindly, and he spoke to me in the same manner. 
I said substantially to him that Mr. Holland; in order to 
make Mr. Lincoln a technical Christian, made him a hypo
crit; and so his "Life of Lincoln" quite plainly says. I 
loved Mr. Lincoln, and was mortified, if not angry, tn see 
him made a hypocrit. I cannot now detail what Mr. Bate
man said, as it was a private conversation, and I am forbid
den to make use of it in public. If some good gentleman 
can only get the seal of secresy removed I can show what 
was said and done. Ou my word, the world may take it for 
granted that Holland ls wrong-that he does not state Mr. 
Lincoln's views correctly' (LamOn's Life of Lincoln, p. 496). 

"In a lecture on ' Lincoln's Religion,' delivered in 
Springfield in 1874, alluding to the same subject, Mr. Hern
don says: 

" ' My notes of our conversation bear date December 3, 12, 
and 28, 1865. Our conversations were private, I suppose. 
However, I can say this much; that Mr. Bateman expressly 
told me Mr. Lincoln was, in the conversation related in Hol
land, talking politics and ROt religion, nor Christianity, nor 
morals, as such. I hav persistently dogged Mr. Bateman for 
the privilege of publishing my notes, or to giv me a letter 
explaining what Mr. Lincoln did say, so that I might make 
known the facts of the case. Mr. Bateman has as stoutly 
refused.• 

"Dr. Bateman finally permitted Mr. Herndon to make 
public a letter, marked 'confidential,' which he had written 
Mr. Herndon in 1867. In this letter Bateman says: 

"'He [Lincoln] was applying the principles of moral and 
religious truth to the duties of the hour, the condition of the 
country, and the conduct of public men-ministers of the 
gospel. I had no thought of orthodoxy or heterodoxy, 
Unitarianism, Trinitarianism, or any other ism, during the 
whole conversation, and I don't suppose or believe he had.• 

"Had Lincoln made the confession he is reported to hav 
made, this would hav suggested to Mr. Bateman the idea of 
his admitted orthodoxy as well as his reputed heterodoxy. 
Had Lincoln declared that 'Christ is God,' this would hav 
suggested to him tile idea of Trinitarianism. It will be 
seen, even from this letter, that instead of talking theology 
and professing a belief in Christianity, he was talking poli
tics and denouncing the intolerance and bigotry of Christian 
ministers. 

" Dr. Bateman privately asserts that he was not correctly 
reported, that Holland's version of the interview ' is col
ored.' It is to be regretted that he had not the courage to 
state this fact to the public, and his plea, ' My aversion to 
publicity in such matters is intense,' is a poor apology for 
refu~ing to do so." 

Mr. Remsburg go:~s on at length and conclusivly 
shows the internal improbabilities of the story, and 

the internal and external probabilities that Mr. 
Bateman lied (exaggerated, he calls it) considera
bly, and that Holland then added the wealth of his 
literary genius to the tale. That Mr. Holland was 
capable of doing this is evidenced by the remark 
he made to one of Lincoln's Springfield fdends 
whom he was interviewing for materials for his 
Life. On Lincoln's religious views, which Mr. Hol
land was endeavorillg to ascertain, the martyr
president's friend suggested 44 that the less said the 
better," meaning that Lincoln bad none, or rather 
that he was opposed to Ohristianity. Holland was 
equal to the emergency, and promptly replied, 
"Oh, never mind, I'll fix that !" 11 And he did," 
adds Mr. Remsburg. " With dramatic embellieh
ment he presented to the delight of the orthodox 
world the now famous, or rather infamous, Bate
man interv¥Jw." 

------~~--~--

In Cook Connty, Illinois. 
Three years ago E. A. Stevens, as secretary of the 

American Secular Union, succeeded in restraining the 
board of county commissioners of Oook county, Ill., 
in which .district Ohicago is located, from paying 
money to the Ohicago Industrial School for Girl11. 
His suit was based on the law forbidding appropria
tions of public funds to sectarian institutions. The 
place is managed by 11 sisters," and its board of t:ffi
cers has always been exclusivly Roman Oatholic, 
thongh the school was organized under state lawe. 
The supreme court held that as the school was in 
the House of the Good Shepherd and its mone:ys 
went in with the moneys of that institution it was 
oonduoted on a sectarian basis. · 

The amount of money saved Oook county by the 
Union secretary's suit has been over thirty thousand 
dollars. The managers of the school hav applied to 
every board of commissioners since, but the order 
of the court was a rook in their way. To overoome 
the objection they built a new house for the school 
and recently made a new application for five hun
dred and fifty dollars per month. The president of the · 
oounty board appointed a special commission to find 
out if the institution was sectarian, and on this com
mission were two Liberals, Mr. Stauber and General 
Lieb. The commission found the school to be secta
rian, and now the Oatholic managers propose to take 
the case to the court of appeals, in which still sits 
their friend, Judge Moran. It will be a hard fight, 
but the evidence is on the right side. 

Mr. Stevens began another suit against another 
Oatholi~ institution, at Feehanvllle, but it was allowed 
to drop when he resigned the secretaryship of the 
Union. Illinois laws against sectarian 111ppropria.tions 
are quite sharp, and had this second suit been pushed 
it is probable the Secular Union would hav won an
other victory by simply enforcing the lawe. 

It is time the Union again took hold of practical 
work. It can do a good deal if it goes about it in 
the right way. 

------~~------
Editorial Notes. 

AT the annual meeting of the Washington Secular Union 
the secretary was instructed to prepare a pamphlet on Sun
day laws and Sabbath observance. In the words of the peo
ple, what Is the matter with John E. Remsburg's "Sabbath 
Breaking?" It will be a long while before a work more 
closely crowded with facts, opinions, and arguments than 
that is prepared by anybody. It covers the ground faithfully 
and fully. 

PBOFESSOB W. R. HARPER, of Boston, appears to hav been 
studying mythology. Recently he lectured to the Young 
Men's Christian Association of that place and he incidentally 
remarked that the story of the Garden of Eden was fouud in 
the traditions of several other ancient peoples besides the 
Jews. And in every story, he said, there is a woman in the 
case and also a confounded fool of a man only too willing to 
be tempted and then mean enough to lay it all to the 
woman. 

WILLIAM H. HERNDON died of the grip Tuesday, March 
17th, at his home, near Springfield, Ill., aged seventy-two. 
He was for many years the law. partner of Abraham Lincoln, 
and it was not until the latter was elected president that their 
business relations were Eev.ered. He leaves five children. 
A. son, Willie, aged twenty-one, died of pneumonia only 
a few hours before the father passed away. Mr. Herndon 
was a contributor to THE TBUTH BEKKER, writing upon Lin
coln's religious views, and about a year ago he published in 
two volumes a Life of his former partner, whom he rever
enced deeply, and whose good name he always defended 
against the fanatical churchmen who endeavored to make 
the world believe that Lincoln was a Christian. His and 
Lamon's Life of the same great man, and ,John E. Rems
burg's "Was Abraham Lincoln a Christian ?" which will be 
published in book form when arranged, completely destroy 
the claim of the church to Lincoln. For his labors in this 
matter Mr. Herndon deserves the thanks of all Liberals. 
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Lxstm, MroH., Feb. 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav no doubt that our secretary is a fine 

little lady, but I think she should not be ashamed to be 
called an Infidel. For my part, I am proud to be styled an 
Infidel, and I inform everyone that I am proud of it. Was 
Thomas Paine afraid to be spoken of as an Infidel ? Was 
D. M. Bennett ashamed? Is our Ingersoll ashamed? No, 
no, not much. The church tries to make us ashamed of 
the name of Infidel. Let me say .to you, sister secretary, 
when I first came out and said I was not ashamed to be 
c1lled Infidel I got severely snubbed by the church and by 
some of my best friends, as I supposed they were. That 
was six or seven years ago, but I hav stood as firm as a rock. 
They all know what I believe, and what I think of the 
churches. And now they really condescend to call on the 
Infidel; they now say, "I wish everyone was as good as 
Mrs. Haynes." They are coming around all rlgh t. 

SARAH D. HAYNES. 

NEw HAVEN, CoNN., March 11, 291. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find stamps for the TRUTH SEEKER 

ANNU A.L for 291. 
I would like to giv a slight account of my religious ex

perience in my youth. I am now past eighty years of age. 
At about the age of ten years I attended a Methodist meet
ing. The preacher did his best to paint the tortures of a 
hell of fire and brimstone, to which the souls of all unbe. 
lievers must go after death, to remain there eternally. Every 
fiber of my boyish nature revolted at the cruelty and injus
tice of such a God. I felt a bitter antagonism, not to say 
hatred, toward such a being. Since that time I hav been 
called an Infidel. Later I searched diligently in science, 
philosophy, and reason for a God and man's immortal soul, 
but failed to find either. God is said to possess omnipotence 
and omniscience, qualities which, to me, seem antagonistic. 
H he knows man's final destiny, can his omnipotence de
stroy that knowledge? If it can, he is not omniscient; if 
it cannot, he is not omnipotent. Has 4e mortal faculties? 
Reason implies limited knowledge. Love, anger, hatred, 
misery, vengeance, imply imperfection and change. Search
ing for God is like putting clear water in a vessel and setting 
it on the stove until it is evaporated and nothing is left
that is God. Life to me has not been an unpleasant journey. 
I hav not been troubled with fear of Gods, demigods, devils, 
ghosts, fairies, witches, warlocks, or kelpies. Although not 
aggressiv, I hav never hesitated ·to express freely my radical 
unbelie!. Much of my enjoyment along the journey of life 
I attribute to freedom from fear of the supernatural. 

I will only add, you are doing a grand work. THE TRUTH 
SEEKER is the champion of the world for Freethought and 
sound sense. And Heston is more than a brick; he is a 
tower of strength and beauty. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and its contributors. I. K. P.ASTELLO. 

CoALING, ALA., Feb. 28, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : In a late TRUTH SEEKER in an article on Spir

itology from Mr. Willis, he says some may become clairvoy
ants and see what others cannot, and others clairaudients, 
and hear what others cannot. Now, his article has learned 
me a heap. I went out a few days before to feed my hogs 
and the wind was pretty high. I commenced calling them, 
and I could hear them coming. Now I know it was just 
those spirits, for no hogs came. I ·also went for my cows 
and I could hear the bell in every hollow, but when I got 
there it was somewhere else. Now, lt was the spirit of the 
bell fooling me. Will Mr. Willis explain how a red light is 
not red to some, and the same of green and white ? Will he 
explain how the Christian sees his savior hanging on the 
cross and hears that small still voice speaking peace? Now, 
according to his logic these are verities, as much as his here
after. Has he never done enough or thinking to know it is 
constant association and the same· environments that makes 
life what it is? Does he not know that he sees his dead 
friends just &3 he last saw them? Twenty years ago I was 
separated from a friend that was very congenial to me then, 
and that feeling continued until a few months ago, when 
that friend visited me and we did not hav a thought in com
mon; I loathed his thoughts. So of the spirits. My father 
and mother died in their decrepitude. If death does not 
change a person any more than going from one room to 
another, will they be that way to me and at the saine time 
young to their parents, over in the other world, or limbo, or 
whatever it is? If those spirits would just make some use
ful communications, it might do ; but they do not. They 
could help Walter E. Reid if they would, but they do not. 
So they are of no use, and all Christians and Spiritualists 
are monomaniacs without doubt. 

Your letters to Holy John are splendid. Keep them up. 
H. J. WARD. 

RioHMOND, .VA., March 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: We had our first Liberal lecture here last 

Wednesday, the 11th, by J. E. Remsburg, the champion of 
the great apostle of liberty, Thomas Paine. He had a few 
hearers, not over seventy-five. I will not speak of the able 

. manner in which Mr. Remsburg handled his subject. I am 
not able to do him justice. But I will say a word of the 
manner in which the people took it, as viewed from three 
points, namely, Freethought, orthodoxy, and revenue. The 
morning paper startled the city by its head-lines thus: 11 The 
Infidel Defended." As my name was down as taking a 
prominent part, my friends, both orthodox and Freethought, 
hav been calling on me ever since, most to condemn, a few 
to congratulate. Many of them had had hopes of my one 
day joining the church and forsaking the paths of vice for 
the narrow road to glory, but now they say I am lost, for-

ever gone, for being instrumental in having such a cursed 
lecture in our holy city. A few congratulate me and re
turn thank11. But one of the strangest things of all is that 
so many Freethinkers were sick the night of the lecture, and 
they all were attacked with nearly the same disease, and, 
more strange, they were all well by the next morning. Not 
one who holds office or is in any way prominent and has Lib
eral views was at the lecture. • 

Some hav called to learn where they could get Thomas 
Paine's works. Others hav consented to read them if I 
would lend them. Others hav declared they would die be
fore they would read one word of 11 Tom" Paine. The lat
ter class is not made up of what you would call the ignorant, 
for some of the first members of the bar are included in it. 
One good, God-fearing lady yesterday borrowed 11 Common 
Sense" and 11 The Age of Reason" from me under the pre
tense of wanting to read them. She took them home and 
burnt them, then told me that while she was doing it she 
was praying for my deliverance from that awful sin. One 
minister has announced that he would preach to-day on the 
heinousness of Infidelity. I am invited to attend church. 

Many hav told me I hav injured myself financially by taking 
part 1n the lecture. ·I am now anxious that there be a series 
of lectures delivered here as soon as practicable. If dates 
can be arranged to suit, I can secure good houses to any 
good lecturer; that is, I can secure the best and most proper 
hall on certain nights of the week, and if such nights can be 
arranged I wm- see that it is well advertised. 

E. H. BAKER. 

WILLARD, MioH., March 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Levi Williard passed to a higher life Jan. 9, 

1891, of paralysis and typhoid fever. He was born March 
24, 1825, at Brimfield, Portage county, 0. In November, 
1856, he, with his wife-whose maiden name was Sarah In
graham-their two little boys, and a sister of his wife, 
m~ved from Granger, Medina county, 0., to Town 15 North, 
Range 3, East Michigan-a dense forest, which left all laid
out roads, and many other conveniences of civilized life, 
some miles behind. We found a few settlers in the town
ship south of ours. In passing from that time until now, 
we hav not space in which to dwell upon the amount of 
hard labor performed, privations and hardships endured, 
nor the many lonely hours spent by the settlers, while 
clearing their land and erecting the necessary buildings in 
which to shelter their families. As time passed Mr. Wil
liard was ever ready to assist the new settler in various 
ways, and also was very activ, in fact taking the lead, in 
the organization of the town (which was named Beaver), 
school districts, etc. He was particularly interested in the 
advancement and improvement of schools, and as his sons 
grew up he gradually left the farm-work mostly in their 
hands and became activly engaged in the political field, with 
the interest of the laboring man in view. He was always an 
outspoken man in expressing his views on any subject. Be 
has taken and read THE TRUTH SEKKKR for the last fifteen 
years; was a great admirer of the pictures, because of the 
thoughts contained, which speak highly of the . .ability of 
Watson Heston. After coming to Michigan six children 
were added to the family, which made eight, four sons and 
four daughters, all of whom survive the father except the 
third son, who passed away two years ago at Fresno, Cal. 
Two daughters are in North Dakota. The other five liv in 
Bay county, Mich. The wife and mother, with the two 
younger children-who are grown up-are still on the same 
homestead where Mr. Levi Williard placed his small family 
over thirty-five years ago, which, like Bay county, has since 
that time very much improved. The sister passed away in 
the fall of 1879. She was energetic in her labors of useful
ness, especially in teachiQg the young. The funeral services 
of Mr. Williard were held at the house. Appropriate re
marks were made by the Rev. S. H. Roblin, pastor of the 
Universalist church of Bay City, in the delivery of which he 
showed a manly independence by varying from the usual 
service on such occasions, and trying to conform to the 
wishes, as previously expressed,· of him who lay silently be
fore us, thereby proving by his example that as we are not 
expected to all see alike on certain points, we can extend a 
brotherly hand, and show sympathy and charity. Our 
neighbors hav been very kind, for which we would express 
our thanks. S. I. W. 

GAYLORD, KAN., Feb. 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SBEKER of the 14th I noticed 

articles by "Veritas," W. L. Willis, and H. H. Philbrick, 
relating to Spiritology or Spiritualism, and as a light-seeker 
I respectfully ask permission to state my experience and to 
ask for more information. I am not an advocate of any par
ticular class, but a new convert to Liberalism, fully compre
hending the gross fallacies of the Christian creed and search
ing for the most reasonable doctrin of Freethinkers. I be
lieve with Feuerbach that 11 God is the mirror in which man 
sees himself." But I cannot bring myself to think that this 
life is the end-all of our intellectual existence. Spiritology 
claims to afford direct communication with the life after 
death, to unfold the curtains surrounding the unknown 
world, and to render what to non-Spiritists is remotely incon
ceivable, concerning immortality, in a clear light laden with 
indubitable proof of the reality of a continued existence af
ter we cross the dead line. But do not the phenomena of 
Spiritology involve something of the material nature? Can 
a thing immaterial perform tricks it is credited with, such 
as moving tables, chairs, beds, etc., and actually cause a 
pencil to write between two slates ? If spirits, at our indi
cating a desire to hav them do so, will aid us in solving a 
problem, answering a sealed letter, or in doing any one feat 
which without their ai!l we should not be able to accom
plish, might they also not extricate us from the pit into 
which we accidentally tumble, release the criminal from his 

cell, build our houses, dam our streams, or in fact do any. 
thing we hav been accustomed to execute by physical labor? 
Do not understand me to be affirming or denying any ques
Uon. I ask these queries which through some investigation 
on the subject hav risen unprovoked. 

Two years ago, at the instigation and under the direction 
of a stanch Spiritualist of our vicinity, six of the neighbors 
began holding circles. For two weeks there were no mani
festations. At the end of that time a lady of the circle 
seemed to hav feelings that indicated, as the leader said, 
trance-talking. But nothing came of it more than partial 
unconsciousness. Sitting one night with the la.dy referred . 
to, and her husband also a member of the circle, my arm 
was moved involuntarily and commenced writing, as we 
thought. On bringing a light we found first ,the outlines of 
a revolver. Following this was the name of my control, 
with a description of his death, which he said was by means 
of the pistol in the hand of an assassin. The name of· the 
murderer was given, together with the burial-place of the 
murdered man, also the names and post-office of his brother 
and father, and a request to go to the place of killing and 
capture the criminal. Relying fully on the written matter, a 
young friend and I went to inquire into the case, and,.strange 
to say, found neither grave nor treacherous villain nor any. 
thing to corroborate the testimony of my atmospherical 
visitor. I still courted the impious fraud, my control, and 
would receive communications when sitting alone, some of 
which were true but most of which were the most stupendous 
misrepresentations. Interrogations placed on slates and the 
substance of them unknown to me would sometimel!l be in
telligently answered, but more frequently the reply would be 
a collection of meaningless words not pertaining to tlie 
query at all. After two months of such proceedings I gave 
up in disgust, believing that further acquaintance with so 
unreliable a power could result in gaining no definit evi
dence. 

I am fully aware that by following the rules sa given by 
Mr. Willis the peculiar results described will be_obtained. 
Yet does tb.e evidence indicate human intelligence in spirit
ual form, or does it not rather show a perplexed 11tate of 
the material mind? True, things may be done while under 
this in11uence which indicate that a subtle and strong power 
unknown to us is acting in conjunction with us-the prob
lem is solved, the table made to move at our beckoning, and 
many other wonderful freaks are performed-but may this 
all not be the workings of some unseen agent, say electricity, 
and still hav no connection with spirits ? 

One medium will be made to say that such a condition il!l 
true, another decl&res to the world that something directly 
the opposit is unimpeachable, and so in the information 
gathered through mediums relating to a point in question 
there are frequently as many opinions expressed as there are 
mediating agents. Moreover, the stories reported by each 
intervening party will . in most cases harmonize with his 
ideas in natural mood. 

Now, is it not possible that divulgences from these minds, 
almost abnormal by action of this subtle power, which may 
be strictly temporal, are not from across the dead line, 
but the particular theory of the individual confounded with 
the ideas of the others in the circle or immediate vicinity. 
Hoping to get some one's views on the subject, I am, till 
then, one in the dark. · RoLLA. CL.AoK. 

RocHESTER, Mws: , Feb. 22, 1891. 
MR . .EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8 50 for four subscrip

tions for THE TRUTH SEEKER, which please forward to the 
addresses on inclosed blank. It has. taken me some time to 
get the names, but perseverance will overcome large ob
stacles, you know, and I feel fully rewarded, for I feel satis
fied that the little seed thus sown will not fall among thorns. 

I also inclose an article clipped from a Detroit paper 
showing the dire strait into which the clergy and their fol
lowing are thrown in order to be able to combat the Liberal 
and Freethinking masses. How long is it since a Catholic 
priest would not coadescend to notice a heretic or Protestant 
priest? How long is it since they were the bitterest ene
mies, ready at a moment's notice to bum, behead, or tear each 
other in pieces in the most approved style? It is but a short 
time, and now we find them walking arm in arm, occupying 
the same "pulpit, and making a combined effort to keep the 
faithful in the dark and narrow path. And it will take their 
combined efforts to keep them there, for superstition and ig
norance are slowly Jading before the light of such mediums 
as THE TRUTH SEEKER, Independent Pulpit, etc., and I sin· 
cerely hope that their light may never grow dim. 

Find inclosed twenty-five cents for the TRUTH SEEKER 
ANNUAL for myself. 

Yours for liberty of conscience, R. D. WATSON. 
JI'ATHB:R O'BRIEN ON PRB:JUDIOE. 

The fact of a Catholic priest occupying a Unitarian pulpit 
was suftlcient to attract a large audience to the Unitarian 
church last evening, but Rev. Father Frank A. O'Brien, of 
Kalamazoo, appeared perfectly at ease as he discoursed for 
an hour on 11 Prejudice." The principal portion of his re
marks were devoted to a defense of Roman Catholicism 
against the attacks of Protestantism, which, he said, were 
due entirely to a misunderstanding between Catholics and 
anti-Catholics. He did not believe a leveling of the differ
ences would make the world Catholic, as he did not believe 
that would ever be accomplished. He had met Protestants 
who were laboring under the belief that Catholics were 
taught that all non-Catholics were on the straight road to 
hell, and he had invariably found it very difficult to convince 
them to the contrary. Prejudice against the Catholic church 
had been created through writers who delight to paint the 
church with a brush doultly dyed in the gall of bitterness, 
and to a vast majority of non-Catholics the church is the 
beast of Revelation, the scarlet woman, an old man on a 
golden throne with his great toe exposed for good Catholics 
to kiss. 

They believe the pope to be Antichrist, and that the 
church must obey him implicitly; that he is incapable of 
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sinning, and rejoices in untold wealth; that he directs the 
politics of the country by an arrangement with Tammany, 
and is some day coming to America to put to death every 
one who is not a Catholic. They believe the church trafiics 
in sin by selling permission to commit sin in quantities to 
suit ; its members worship sticks and stones and even old 
shin bones of dead men ; that the Virgin Mary is made a god
dess, and we are taught to lie and commit any other sin 
when the end justifies the means; that priests pretend to 
fore;iv sins ; that no Catholic can read the Bible, and no mat. 
ter what kind of life a man live, if he can only be oiled be. 
·fore he dies he is all right. 

Another fallacy is that young people are forced into con
vents against their will. Some Protestants will find these 
ideas overdrawn according to their opinions, but a majority 
will find some of these phases firmly fixed in their minds as 
an exact representation of the Catholic church. The feeling 
against the church is, in a measure, acquired from informa
tion furnished by reformed Catholics or persons dismissed 
from the church. The newspapers, too, seldom giv the 
Catholic church fair play, and there is a class of papers 
which eke out an existence -bY dealing in .lies which hav 
been refuted a thousand times. In looking over a recent 
issue of THB TRUTH SBBKBR he found a list of penances ex
acted by priests for sins committed, but judging from the 
prices it must hav been a closing.out sale, viz.: "Swearing, 
25 cents ; cursing, 15 cents; lying, 50 cents ; disobeying 
pare11ts, 371 cents; reading the Bible, $1 ; killing a Protest
ant, 10 cents." 

A Sunday-school book he had recently read compares 
Mormonism to popery, and says both pander to the lusts of 
men, as nunneries are but priests' prisons for women. He 
thought, in the interest of morality, that Sunday-school lit
erature should be more closely scrutinized. The public 
libraries, he said, contain very few Catholic books. There 
are two sides to every question, and if the testimony of 
Catholic historians is not admitted, surely only one side can 
be known. Catholics are to blame for the existing state of 
affairs. An ignorant Catholic cannot giv an honest answer 
to an honest question, yet his mutterings are often taken as 
authority on Catholic matters, and the bad Catholic, who 
does not practice what he pretends to believe, brings odium 
and disgrace on the church. The foreign Catholic is also to 
blame for a large portion of the prejudice, as he persists in 
presentil;tg the churCh in the garb of a foreign nationality. 
He b_rings his Sunday-breaking customs with him, by which 
he not only scandalizes Protestants but good Catholics as 
well. To such .Father O'Brien would say, " Either this 
count~y is good enough for you or ·it is not. If it is, then 
be true Americans and drop your foreignisms. If it is not, 
get out of the country as soon as you can, the country would 
be well rid of you." 

Father O'Brien said he had unlimited contempt for the 
"policy Catholic," whom he described as the meanest of 
the lot. He denied that the church was responsible for the 
actions of the many who call themselvs Catholics. He then 
closed his discourse by telling some of the things which 
Catholics do not believe. The pope is not believed to be in
fallible, he said, except in matters of faith and morals. 
There is no such thing as kissing his great toe ; all Catholics 
are not holy, nor will being a Catholic keep one from going 
to hell ; indulgences are never sold, nor is an indulgence a 
license to commit sin ; a lie cannot be made justifiable ; the 
Virgin Mary is not a god, she is honored only as one highly 
favored as the savior's mother.; priests cannot forgiv sins at 
will and Catholics are not forbidden to read the Bible, but, 
on the contrary, popes, bishops, and priests are continually 
urging their people to read it. 

KBNT, 0., March 10, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Our society closed a series of meetings Feb

ruary 15th, given as a library benefit, which in point of num
bers and financial as well as intellectual profit exceeded the 
expectations of the most Banguin. This desirable result was 
chiefly brought about by the good example set by Miss Ada 
Campbell in giving her service for the opening meeting held 
in the Opera House, Kent, 0. Her subject, "Heredity," 
drew a large and appreciativ audience. The people, learning 
that the brilliant Australian was going to donate $10 to
w~rd liquidating the debt incurred in adding $51 worth of 
books to our one-hundred-and-eight-volume library," caught 
on," and, emulating the good example set, paid all the ex· 
penses of the course, and almost paid off our debt. Had it 
not been for a blunder in taking the collection at the wrong 
time we would now hav been out of debt, for numbers of the 
large audience,- tired of waiting for the "passing of the 
hat," reluctantly left the hall, taking home the shekels 
started toward our coffers by Miss Campbell's unselfish 
example. 

Not long ago we wrote a distinguished Secularist to get 
his terms for Sunday lectures. The reply was, $25 per 
}ecture, "becauae I can get it." Contrast that enthusiasm 
with that spirit of devotien to liberty which characterized 
the pioneers and agitators of the antislavery times, notably 
Stephen .Foster, of Massachusetts, who, instead of driving a 
good bargain with those whose liberties were equally men
aced with his, would receive no compensation save the com
mon one, the overthrow of slavery. That spirit actuating a 
would-be deliverer of the people from church thralldom is a 
better credential than that crystallized in a paid field secre
tary, I think. 

Inclosed find a copy of a set of resolutions adopted at the 
one hundred and twenty-sixth meeting of the Kent Secular 
Society, in memory of a lifelong Secularist, Ambrose C. 
Hind, who joined the Kent Secular Union June 21, 1885; 
died Feb. 27, 1891. 

To placate certain narrow-viewed sectarians, relative or 
the deceased, our local press refuses to publish these tokens 
of respect to our dead brother. Naturally we look to TaB 
TBUTH SBBKBR to right the wrong by giving prominence to 
the Christian injustice thus sought to be meted out to the 
voiceless dead. Mr. Hind dared to do his own thinking and 
to express his honest thought. He believed in and practiced 
the "religion of this world," Secularism. He could not 
accept the dogma, "Every doer of the law, every moral 
worker, is accursed, for he walketh in the presumption of 
his own righteousness," even though asserted and fathered 
by Martin Luther, the so-called reformer but heretic of his 
time. Our late brother accepted the truth for itil own sake, 

as evidenced to his mind, whether found in or out of any Neither do we make the request m a spirit to be construed 
Bible. He repudiated the doctrin of Wesley, that the prac- · in the light that we do not think it can be done. We only 
tice of justice· and mercy, i.e., simple morality, is nothing ask that mediums lend a hand by constituting themselvs the 
before God. He had· the manhood to refuse ·his assent to channels through which the spirits may operate. If spirit is 
~~:#t infamous dogma as set forth in Luther's "Table Talk," synonymous with intelligence, and, as we may rationally 

.u one hav faith enough in Christ he may commit adultery assume, wishes its existence known to the iRhabitants of the 
and murder a thousand times a day withGut imperiling his earth, and if mediums are inspired with a similar wish, one 
salvation." For his thus being true to himself-the best important condition is as good as already fulfilled. If spirits 
evidence of a true manhood-certain devotees of a fossilized do communicate through human mediumship, conveying in
religion are apparently ashamed, and, like the efforts of the telligence to man, why has not the Spiritualist a predication 
mother church to appropriate the influence of his illustrious upon which to. base a demonstration equal to that of the 
name, practicing her worse than idolatrous mummeries over electrician? 
the unconscious body of the hero of the March to the Sea, The trouble has been that the proofs, however good they 
they would rather hav it appear that the one for whom we may hav been, hav been confined within circles entirely too 
and they mourn had died a partisan of some sect, sham, or small. To convince a few favored individuals in a little cir
superstition. Had our late brother been a hypocrit and cle is to ignore the world. Why should not the many 
given a thoughtless assent to the impositions of his time, no doubt, when we may reasonably conjecture that were the 
sh~me would hav been felt. But the real shame is, that in claims of Spiritualism true the earth itself would be literally 
this enlightened age such mental serfdom exists and willing ll.ooded with spirit communications ? If in common occur
slaves uphold the existing tyranny. And the dupe, if his eyes renee, for !Jistance, persons everywhere indiscriminately 
were opened, might easily see that to the Jew the Catholic is were receiving messages from departed friends through me
a heretic, to the Catholic the Lutheran is, to the Lutheran diums of whom they had never heard, every message bear
the Methodist is, to the Methodist the Universalist is a here- ing evidence of authenticity and explainable on no other by
tic, and so on, or that the heresy of one age ia the orthodoxy pothesis than that it came from the personality designated, 
of the next, consequently they all are heretics in the estima- would it not constitute a body of proof almost, if not quite, 
tion of the adherents of older superstitions. incontrovertible, or at least far more effectiv than any as yet 

As the early Christian church held it a virtue to deceive produced? It is not surprising that there are 80 many 
and lie for the glory of the then new heresy (see Mosheim's sound-minde~ people unconvinced of spirit existence, when 
History), so now its slaves would bury their dead under the they know, or may rationally assume, that all this proof 
livery of a lie, rather than hav it known that a dear rellltiv could, or inevitably would, be forthcoming were the claim@ 
was not a mental slave. Shades of B~;uno, Hypatia, Coligny, of Spiritualism true. Especially is it so when we consider 
Paine, Jefferson, Lincoln, and all other heroes or martyrs of the fact that it could all be accomplished within the condi
the race l your noble examples, so freely given, that the lib- tiona demanded. Not only this, but the mediums would be
erty and equality of man might be secured in " the here and' come famous-the most important personages on earth. 
now," hav met a poor response from the minds of the un- Honors would be heaped upon them by everybody, irre
thinking. The religion of believe or be damned is bearing spectiv of rank or class. Every religion would melt away 
its necessary fruit of intolerance. If our dead btother had before their advance, and instead of contumely they would 
been of that faith, which puts blind belief above words and receive the approbation of all mankind. The emoluments 
while preparing a hell for the honest doubter at the same would be no less than the honors bestowed by a grateful 
time steals Girard's millions to make sectarians, he might world. The most ignoble of men would cheerfully part 
hav been a Methodist, a Lutheran, or a Catholic, in short, a with their means to receive authentic intelligence from d!l
Chrlstian, but not a Secularist, hence, as he was a member parted relative and friends. 
of a society which has for its cardinal principle the Iibera- Then, may we not reasonably ask why the proof does not 
tion, education, and elevation of mankind, the truth must be come ? Common sense, reason, and humanity demand a 
suppressed that orthodox appearances at least may prevail. fair and unequivocal answer. Why should a medium adver
Verily we liv in strange times, among stranger devotees of a tise for patronage? Do not spirits know their own? Or do 
strangest superstition, the natural outcome of the Christian they forget the name and post-office address of their relative 
dogma, " He who affirms that the gospel requires works for and friends ? Why cannot a spirit indicate Its presence to a 
salvation, I say flat and plain he is a liar "-Martin Luther's medium, slgnlfy its desire to write, dictate a communica-
interpretation of his master's" Believe or be damned." tlon, also the directions on an envelope, to a friend unknown 

RBBOLUTIONB OF RBBPBOT. t di ? 8 k d 
WHBRBAs, Under the government of immutable law, our o the me um uppose man in had for a long time 

brother A. C. Hind has met death with that fortitude inhe- been receiving messages of this character, what most likely 
rent in an upright life; therefore be it would hav been, or would be, their attitude toward Spiritu-

Resol'IJed, That in our brother's untimely decease this coun- alism to-day? 
try loses a brave defender, one who has proved his patriotism Now, if it appear that this line of proof is both reasonable 
by giving of the best years of his life that the best govern- and possible, and that it has been deliberately. and absolutely 
ment on earth might be preserved and perpetuated. 

Resol'IJed, That this society, deeply sympathizing with his Ignored by Spiritualism, what must be the reasonable infer-
family in its great bereavement, realizes that Secularism loses ence? Evidently it is the sort of proof we mi~~:ht naturally 
a faithful adherent, and the community an exemplary mem- expect. The answer, I think, will suggest itself. 
ber who knew that there is _a philanthropic and medical art Viewed from still another point of observation, we find 
of preparing men's eyes for the light as well as their arms almost as much cause for doubt. But to dwell upon the re
for liberty. 

Passed at the one hundred and twenty-sixth meeting of suit of such observation would be merely to repeat that 
the Kent Secular Union, March 1, B.M. 291. which has already been written by others; so I shall only in-

M. H. HEIGHTON, Sec. Kent Secular Union. timate that the fact that spirits might oftentimes render val

BozEMAN, MoNT., Feb. 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The time of Liberals no doubt would be 

more profitably occupied in the discussion of practical meth
ods for the promotion of the objects of the Secular Union, 
but as the question of Spiritualism seems always up and in 
order, the temptation to mix in becomes irresistible. I may 
plead as an apology that it is only, after having read the in
terminable discussion year in and year out almost forever, 
about once in five years that my desire to speculate becomes 
uncontrolable. 

To my mind, l:;piritualism is a question the solution of 
which depends solely on proof. The discussion has been 
prolonged many years without the slightest approach to a so
lution, and may be continued indefinitly with the same re
sult. Under these considerations, it would seem that we 
might suspend discussion for a time and devote the interval 
profitably to proof. I think we may assume that every sane 
person is desirous of knowing the truth, be it what it n:.ay. 
Also, we may assume that if spirits do exist, in such a form 
as represents the intelligent principle of man's nature, they 
are desirous that their friends and relations left behind 
should know continued existence to be a fact. 

Furthermore, I think it will be conceded by all that all of 
the proofs so far hav failed to be in proportion to the magni
tude of the question seeking a solution; that while compar
ativly few hav received evidence satisfactory to themselvs, 
the great mass of mankind hav not been reached. Now, it 
would seem that, admitting these two assumptions to be 
true, there will be no necessity of violating any of the con
ditions demanded by Spiritualism in furnishing the required 
proof. 

I am a stickler for conditions myself. Nothing that exists 
can for a moment be exempt from conditiOns. Therefore I 
frankly concede that if spirits do exist, they are entitled to 
all the conditional considerations of a God or of anything 
else. 

We will further concede that it Is only through legitimate, 
definit, and prescribed channels that it is possibl• for them 
to communicate. This is one of our own necessities, and I 
can see no impropriety in conceding the same to spirits. It 
is within these conditions, iron-bound as you please, that we 
respectfully ask tor proof, and eee nothing irration&l iu so 
doing. 

uable service to humanity by conveying intelligence of a 
mundane character obtainable in no other way, and persist in 
not doing so, can hav no other tendency than to create addi
tional doubt. And I think we may reasonably infer that, 
like the God myth, they are not even abreast of the times, 
and that perhaps there is no more room for them in the uni
verse than for him. However, to my mind it seems but fair 
to admit a difference in the nature of proof necessary to 
prove the existence of God and that necessary to prove the 
existence of spirits. The latter are human at best, and may . 
lack power of self-demonstration, whereas with the former 
no proof is possible unless from himself. Each argument to 
prove his existence refutes not only itself, but every other 
argument adduced for a like purpose. · The fact that men 
feel themselvs called upon to prove his existence furnishes a 
strong negativ proof that he does not exist. Did he exist, 
no necessity of proof would exist. The fact would be uni
versally known, It is absurd to assume a being so extrava
gantly omnipotent that he lacks the power to furnish tangi
ble evidence of his own existence. To concede this is to 
commit a sacrifice beyond all power of reparation. Yet the 
stickler is driven unconsciously into it at the expense either 
of the power or of the existence of his God. 

With spirits, however, we will forbear. We will not ask 
as much of them as of a God. They are only finite at best. 
We will only ask them to do that which it is fair to assume 
they can do. Is it not barely possible that some stray spirit 
is watching over me as I write this article with ample power 
to communicate its contents through a medium to the world? 
If so, what is to hinder us from instituting, as a beginning, a 
systematic method of proof which may ultimately c )nvince 
the world? Suppose we organize a circle which will em
brace the United States. Let the circle be formed by TaB 
TRUTH SBEKBR, the Ironclad Age, Freethought, the Inde
pendent Pulpit, and the In'IJeotigator joining hauda. Ol 
course, everybody else and his family will be in the circle. 
Then let persons, designated or otherwise, write communi
cations to some of the papers in the circle, to be reproduced 
by spirits and published simultaneously in the other papers. 
The accomplishment of this by spirits will not be difficult, I 
should think-no more so, at least, than spirit materializa
tion. Besides, everybody can derive a benefit. This plan 
will ha v the hitherto unknown merit of reaching the mill-
ions, and no conditions be violated, Tnos. Bmm:. 
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!ldiud btJ Miss BuB.Alll H. WomB, ll'all 
tUt$', Mll83., to whom all Oommtti1&1MtlonB/Of' 
thi8 00f'nM' should b' unt. 

" Between the dark a.nd the daylight, 
When the night is beginning to lowllr, 

Oomes a. ps.use in the day's occupa.tionl 
Tha.t is known as the Ohildren'B Hour." 

What ~f Thy Life 1 
What of thy life, 0 friend of mine 1 

I do not a.sk thy creed, 
Or whether plant of grace divine 

In thy heart eca.tters seed. 
The form of faith tha.t fills thy wa.nt 

I do not ca.re to know; 
Nor whethe,. a.t baptismal font 

Christ's love to thee did fiow. 

How oft it is you fast a.nd pra.y 
Alone on banded knee, 

Or by wha.t chart you shape your way 
You need not tell to me. 

But tell me if the inborn good 
Stand~ forth in bold relief, 

If virtue. ne'er misunderstood. 
Of jewels all is chief. 

And dost thou own from hour to hour 
Truth's ministrations sweet; , 

And does her matchless, living power 
Make a.ll thy life complet81 

Are all thy da.ys so thickly strown 
With good and loving deeds, 

That, making others• cares thine own, 
Thou ha.st forg.ot thy needs 1 

Hast thou no quarrel with thy friend, 
Nor strife or bitterness 1 

Dost see in all much to commend, 
And much to prize and bless 1 

Dost keep the pesee with all mankind, 
Knowing no shame or fea.r 1 

Striving in every act to find 
Thy conscience sweet a.nd clear 1 

In all thy wa.ys ha.st thou e'er done 
The best thy ha.nd could do 1 

If so, I'm sure thy crown is won, 
Fadeless and pure and true. 

As cor duct is from day to day
This is the test of man ; 

The inside life, the outside wa.y, 
Ccnformed to natures plan. 

Who makes his rule of life by this, 
Mnst walk with angels here; 

On ear'h must liv in peace and bliss, 
With Love's evangels near. B. H. W. 

Didn't Like the Sermon. 
There is a familiar story about how Daniel 

Webster, when he waei practicing law in New 
Hampshire, loftily denounced a quotation 
from a text. book made by a rival attorney as 
absurd and untenable, upon which the oppos
ing lawyer quietly explained that the passage 
so contemptuously treuted had been intro
duced into the volume from one of Lord 
Mansfield's decisions, that great jurist's exact 
language being preserved. The following 
anecdote about a famous old character in 
Whitley· county, Ky., has much the same 
flavor. Joshua Barnett was a wag and a 
religious orator and possessed a prodigious 
memory. The Jelico Ntws tells the story: 

"Uncle Josh, as he was generally called, 
had an appointment to preach one Sunday 
at an out-of-the-way log school-house in his 
neighborhood, and two noted lights of a 
rival denomination attended the meeting for 
the purpose of crltlclslng the sermon. One 
was named Jones, the other Warman. Uncle 
Josh, who, it appears, was aware of their 
intentions, concluded to checkmate them, 
and instead of preaching a sermon he com
menced repeating from memory and without 
any comment whatever one of the epistles of 
St. Paul. For nearly an hour chapter after 
chapter fell from his lips accompanied by a 
grave and decorous gesture and intonation. 
Brother Jones at the !lnd of some thirty 
minutes arose with grave disapproval written 
all over his face and re.tired from the house, 
and took a seat in the yard ·upon a barkless 
and prostrate tree, which was used as a 
horse-block. Brother Warman stood it ·some 
ten minutes longer, when he too arose and 
joined Brother Jones. 'Well, Brother War
man, what do you think of such a sermon?' 
said Brother Jones. 'Think?' said Brother 
Warman, 'why, I think if the good Lord 
wlll forglv me this time for listening to such 
rotten doctrln I will never be guilty again:•" 

A "Beautiful Story" by a Little Girl. 
A little girl, aged three, informed her 

mother that she knew a beautiful story about 
a giant. 11 Would you like to hear it, 
mamma ?" asked she. 

"Well, then," she continued, "once there 
was a great, big, ugly giant, and he was very 
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fond of eating little girls. One day as be 
was walking along through the woods he met 
two little girls-one very good little girl and 
'one very naughty one. 

" First he took a bite out of the good little 
girl, and he made up a horrible face, and 
said she tasted awful nasty. Then he took a 
taste of the bad little girl, and he smacked 
his lips and said she tasted dreadful nice, 
'cause, you see, mamma, she had eaten nuts 
and raisins and candy when her mother told 
her not to, and that made her taste sweet. 
Then the old giant said : ' I'll never again 
eat a good little girl. I'll always eat the bad 
ones." 

A Lesson on the Use of Words.· 
Don't say: He will be apt to catch cold, 

but liable to catch cold. The difference in 
the two words may be thus illustrated : "A 
very studious boy is apt to learn, but liable 
to hav a headache now sud then." 

Don't say : I am not used to those sort of 
things, but that sort of things. 

Don't say : That will prevent him going, 
but that will prevettt his going. 

Chats with Correspondents. 
ELEANOR K.-The Beacon Is published in 

San Francisco, Cal., by Slglsmund Daniel· 
ewlcz. It is an organ of Anarchists. The 
Chicago Liberal Is a bright and breezy 
monthly published and edited by Mrs. M. 
A.. Freeman at the low price of twenty-five 
cents per year. The story "Evicted," now 
running through its columns, is very interest
ing. 

JoHNNY.-It is better not to retaliate. Be 
brave, however, and hold up your side 
against all odds. They cannot kill you for 
being an unbeliever. 

Correspondents will please be patient. 
The letters are all here, and there is a large 
number waiting to be printed. They wlll ap
pear in due tlme.-Eo. C. C. 

Correspondence. 
PHILADELPmA, PA., Feb. 25, 1891. 

DEAR Mies WIXON: I hav never written to 
the Children's Corner, and as I hav a few 
minutes to spare, I thought I would write 
you a few lines. I was ten years old on De
cember 26th. I am in the ninth j!'rade B, 
and must study hard to keep up with the 
rest of the boys. On Sunday evenings I go 
with my parents and sisters to the Liberal 
League. I do not understand very much, 
but I do understand Mr. Letterer more than 
any other speaker, because he'· talks plainer 
than any of the rest. As it is getting late I 
will close. Yours truly, EMIL SoHULZB. 

QumoY, 0., Feb. 24, 1891. 
DB~R Mrss WIXON: As this Is my first let

ter for the Corner, I will tell you that I am 
fourteen years old and go to school. We all 
love our teacher; we think she is splendid. 
I study the Sixth Reader, history, arithmetic, 
spelling, geography, grammar, physiology, 
hygiene, and writing. I love to read THB 
TRUTH SEEKER, especially the Corner. I 
think it is very kind in you to notice us little 
folks, and glv us so much good advice. We 
do not go to church, and hav no use for 
preachers or priests. Hoping to see this in 
print. I remain, 

Your little Freethinker friend, 
SALLIS: R. ARGABRIGHT. 

LYoNs, KAN., Feb. 29, 1891. 
MIBB WIXON, Dear Madam: I thought I 

would write a letter to the Children's Corner 
to night. I attend a district school about a 
mile from here. The weather has been very 
severe on account of sudden changes, for 
which Kansas is noted. In regard to church 
attendance, I cannot say that I ever attended 
but twice, to my knowledge, in fourteen 
years. My mother and father are both rro· 
found Infidels. We hav a library ful of 
hooks of all kinds, including Paine's "Age of 
Reason," and many others of that order. I 
hav your 11 Story Hour" and think it a su
perior book of its kind. For fear of making 
my letter too long I will close. Wishing you 
success in the good work you are in, 

Yours truly, RALPH BuTLER. 
[Let us hear from you again, Ralph, and 

often.-ED. C. C.] 

SHERMAN, MwH., March 9, 1891. 
Miss WIXON, Dear Friend: I hav written 

two letters before to the Corner and will en
deavor to write again. History is my favorit 
study. What do the Uornerites say to h~v
lng a history class in the Corner? What I 
propose is this : The little Cornerites are to 
write to the Corner and ask history ques
tions of one another and answer questions 
asked by others. Now you hav heard it, what 
do you think of it ? 

I think it would be lnstrnctlv as well as 
amusing. 

I am the only Freethinker among the schol
ars attending the school I go to, but am not 
ashamed of H. I am really proud of being 
one. 

Up here in northern Michigan we are hav
ing plenty of snow and cold weather. Well, 

my letter is getting rather long, so I will 
close. With best wishes, I am, · 

Your Freethinker friend, 
M. AURORA SOUTBWIOK. 

P.S.-What does Miss Wixon think of 
what I propose? M. A. S. 

[The proposition above stated is a good 
one. Send along the questions and answers. 
-En. C. C] 

He found the island peopled by a race or 
Indians with fairer complexions than any he 
had hitherto seen-" people all of good stat. 
ure, well made, and of very graceful bearing, 
with much and smooth hair." They hav all, 
without exception, emigrated and dlsap.. 
peared. Trinidad well deserved the . name 
which its Indian inhabitants. had bestowed 
upon it-Iere, the land of humming-birds. 

The·area of Trinidad is 1,764 square miles 
DALEVILLE, IND., Feb. 24, 1891. and contains nearly 200,000 ·inhabitants, rep-

DEAR Miss WuoN: 1 come to the Corner resenting people frotn all climes and coun. 
again, if you will permit me. tries. The physical aspect is that of a com. 

It has been quite a while since 1 wrote to parativly level country, none of its mountains 
you, but 1 hav not left off reading the Chil- possessing the towetlng grandeur of the lofty 
dren's Corner. That is what Hook for next peaks which distinguish some of the.smaller 
to the pictures. West India islands. The valleys and plains 

I am desirous of information and would are watered by large rivers, and the mount
like to aak a few questions, but do not wish to sin ranges are everywhere deeply indented 
tax your patience. with ravinGs and deep gorges, through most 

I always had an idea in my mind that one of which flow more or less abundant streams 
could not believe anything unless one under_. of water. There cannot be a doubt that the 
stood it. island owes much of its richness and fertility 

lp the beginning God created the earth, and to these streams, which, flowing through the 
started .it, 1 suppose, just as he desired. valleys, cover them with never-falling verd-

All at once the devil appeared on the scene ure and beauty. 
and everything changed. Among the products are sugar cane, cacao, 

If he had not, there would not hav been cocoanuts, tobacco, limes, plantains, yams, 
so much trouble about this tar!Jf question, sweet potatoes, and. all tropical fruits and 
for there would not hav been any woolen vegetables. 
manufactories, for we would not hav needed With these few lines I beg to close, wish-
any clothing. lnp: the Corner success and yourself health. 

Now, why did not the devil leave things Yours fraternally, EM. DOS SANTOS. 
alone when they were right in the first place? 
It seems as if he is bound to be ·ahead. 

Now, they say there is only one devil. 
Well, how can he be in so many things at 
once? Oh, they say, it is his imps. Well, 
let us see. Are these imps_ in bodily form no 
spirit (evil spirit)? Well, how many spirits 
has one being? One, I think. It is puzzling 
to me and I would be too glad for some one 
to explain, so I could believe. ' 

We hav had quite a revival in the Christian 
church here, and several things happened 
there that I could not understand. Their 
minister was one of the leading member's 
sons, and of good standing in the church, as 
far as I know. But he said you must love the 
Lord and fear him. How can we love a thing 
and fear it at the same time? 

And, too, be said of our friends that only 
those that loved the Lord and feared him 
were our frle11ds. 

He said that the more riches a man had the 
more responslbllity he had toward God. 
Well, they are now taking up collections. to 
hire him as their minister. Why does he not 
preach for nothing? He has plenty to Uv on; 
besides that, he does not practice what he 
preaches. 

One more thing : Is the heaven space? 
Ofttimes we hear a remark something sim
ilar to this, '' As the stars shine in the 
heaven." Are not the stars in space just the 
same as our own planet? 

Will some one explain to me, for I am not 
very well educated, why Mr. Soomaker 
said that the more knowledge and education 
we had the more responslbllity we had 
toward God. 

Cousin George, let us hear from you. I 
would like to say more, but am afraid this 
will go to the waste-basket. I will close with 
best wishes for the Comer and its leader. 

Your friend, SALLIE REMBBUI!G. 
[Ask the minister to explain, Sallie, and let 

us hear what he says.-Eo. C. C.] 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread 1B the story or two young 

girls and a r,ounger brother who were lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair educatloa, and much 
courage, to make their way through the world by 
g_oing to Chicago. The author is also the heroin, 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. work
ing girl's life and experience 1n the city of Chicago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypocrits. It is just such a story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 
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Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnlatin~ human conduct on the Ba.bba.th is 
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a. crusade of one against the Colorado 
beetle!" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price. 5 cents. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teal' hin;-s or Secularism Com· 

pared witlt Ortltodox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
PoRT-OF SPAIN, TRINIDAD, WBBT INDIBB,} Rea~<on, and Is It Sufficient to 

Jan. 23, 1891. Meet the Needs of Mankind l 
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: Perhaps you may Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 

think that I am dormant and the interest Evening Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefa-
usually manifested in the Corner has gone, tory Lett.ers by George Jacob Holyoa.ke and Colonel In~ersoll, and an Introduction by 
as it is qnite a while that I hav not contrib- Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 
uted something. I am so very busy at this A Reply to Fatlter J.ambcrt's 
time of the year that really I scarcely get •1 Tactics or Infidels." 20 cents. 
time to do anything outside of my business. Post free. _ 

At the same time I must really say that my Christian tty: Its Ori;-ln, Na1nre, 
interest in the Corner has increased tenfold, and Jntlnence. 32 pages. Price, Hi 
particularly as I now perceive a greater num- cents. 
berof Cornerltesaremakingthemselvsknown Tile Horrors or t11e Frenclt Revo• 
by sending in their letters and essays, and I lntion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
sincerely wish that they will· continue and Price, 10 cents. 
contribute oftener. I generally, in my leisure Secularism: Destructiv and Con• 
hours, read with much interest the letters structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
which appear in the Corner, especially those· 10 cents. 
of my friend and correspondent, George J. Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
Remsburg, and the essays of Miss Stockinger. to be Contradictory and Defectiv as an Ethical 
In fact, the efforts of all your pupils-if I may Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 
so call them, ourselvs, as I include myself in A"nosticism and Christian Tlteism: 
the list of Cornerltes, although being a big Which Js the Mo1•e Reasonable l 
boy, twenty-three my last birthday. 24 Pages. Price, 10 cents. 

As I am at it, I may as well glv a brief de- Evolution and Special Creation. 
scription of this place. 10 cents. 

Trinidad is an island situated to the east- Saints and Sinners-Wlticlt l 24 
ward of Venezuela, from w hlch it is seps- pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 
rated by only a channel; is between 10 deg. Tlte Superstition of tlte Cltrlstlan 
3 min., and 10 deg. 50 min. north latitude, Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-
and 61 deg. 39 min., and 62 deg. west long!- tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 
tude from Greenwich. It was discovered by Tlte Glory of Unbel'ef, 22 pages in 
Christopher Columbus, '\\·hen on his third cover. Price, 10 cents. 
voyage on the 31st of July, 1498. He was Nature and tlte Supernatural; or, 
surprised, says Washington Irving, at the Bell~'r and Knowled~e. 24 pages. 
verdure and fertllity of the country, having Price, 10 cents. 
expected to find it more parched and sterll as 'l'lte American ~ecular Union • Its 
he approached the equator; whereas he be- Necesdty and tlte .Yustlce or Its 
held groves of palm-trees and luxuriant for- Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo-
eats sweeping down to the seaside, with fount- nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 
sins and running streams beneath the shade Tlteolo;-lcal Presumption : An Open 
The shore was low and uninhabited, but the Letter to the R"v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
country rose in the interior and was culti-' N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
vated in many places, and enlivened by ham- dealt with : 1. Wb:v Do the Olergy Avoid 
1 t d tt d h bit tl I d Debate? 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism e B an sea ere a a ons. n a wor ' Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 
the softness and purity of the climate, and Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
the verdure, freshness, and sweetness of the Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
country, appeared to equal the delights of 6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 

5 cents. 
early spring in the beautiful province of Va- Addren . THE TRUTH BEEKEROO., 
lencla in Spain. ilS La.fa.:veUe PI., New Yorlr. 
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CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. LOOKING BA.CKW A.RD 
AN ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
By Edward Bellamy, 

G. E. Wilson, 814 B. State st, and Brentano - DELIVERED BEFORE THE 
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding book, and a.ll who are 

free to receive new liah twill find in it sa.tisfa.ouon 
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

Bros., Chicago. N6fJJ York State BM .ABBociation, at .Albany, 
J. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., C=.ieag'), N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

ll!IDUJ!IA., 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition. 

The &p{le&l is a.lwa.:vs made to a. man's reason, 
and to hi8 noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. " . Wm. E. Far, South Bend PBIOE, TEN OENTB. A SUI{gestion of a. rea.lly pra.otioa.ble and feasi
ble soo1a.l state area.tly in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of 
a.otua.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

KANSAS. THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
E. D. Sharpnack, Galena, Kan. 28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

LOUISIANA.. 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. 
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Ba.ronne st., New Orleans. 

MAI!iiB. 
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland. 

KA.i!BA.CBUBBTTB. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st •• Boston, 
Johnson Bro•s 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester. 

)(10H16A.N. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., 

Grand Ranids. 
C. Holton &co:. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Retl, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

)(ISSOURI. 
Phillip Roeder, 322 Olive st., St. Loui1. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st, St. Louis. 

NBW JBRBEY. 
C. Schmidt, 69 Pacific st., Newark. 
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey City. 
NBW YOBX. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
R. W. Turner. 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J.VandenBroeck,397Bleeckerst.,NewYork. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J. King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

· omo. 
John Jacques, Akron. 

12Jno, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 

The Modern Science Essayist. G iiAR:D:s BEWiiL 
Ten Oenta Each. 

1, HEBBEBT BPENOEB : His life, writings, and AND 
~~~ollJ: By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF Girard College Theolou. 

2. OHABLEB BOBEBT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and infiuenoe. By Bev. JoHN W. OHADWIOK. AN EXPOS:fi: 

8. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
Jiow suns and worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GABRET P. BERVIBS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The stor:v of 
geoloa:v. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

Of the perversion of BteJlhen Gira.rd'sma.gni11.cent 
bequest to PhiladelPhia. by the Ohristia.n 

churches and Young lllen'B 
Ohristia.n Associa-

tion. 5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. By BlOB. Bo WESTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order Price .1. Address TilE TBUTB BEEK:U. 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BoSBITBB 
HAYMOND. 

7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

B. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. BoBEBT G. EooLEB. 

9. EVOLUTION OF BOOIETY •. ByJJ.m:sA.Bxn.
TON. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. BmNEY 
BAlln'SON. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MOBALB. By DB. LEwiS 
G. J.A.NBB. 

12. PBOOFB OF EVOLUTION. By NELSoN 0. 
PABBHALL. 

13. EVOLUTION AS BEL!TED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. OHADWIOK. 

14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
HoYT NICHOLS, 

15. THE EFFEOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION, BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

Liberty in Literat,ure. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
_· ·BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE, 
Price, 10 cents a. COllY; twelve copies for $1. 

Address TBE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Libel'Jll Romance. 

12Jno, 800pp,, 11. 
A.pvles of Gold. And other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, S83pp,, $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 

some and Interesting Book~ Without Bupersti· 
tiont for Children and Yontn. The Onlr Free. 
thinKers' Ohildren•s Btor:v-Book ever lSsned. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
tYPe, hea.v:v, toned paper, broad margins, illnB· 
tra.ted covers ; 4 to, 22,pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF· MAN. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD J;tEADE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., $I.'l5. 

SORIPTUR£ SPECULATIONS. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, 

Judaism. 
Primitive Man, 

By H. R. STEVENS .. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM. 
A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 
By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI1 

Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

Price, $1.50. 

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. 
A Confessioa. 

By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 
Authorized translation from sixth German edition 

by Mathilde Blind. 
$1.50. Price, 

HEA.LTH HINTS TO. WOMEN. 
Imporl.unt Information for AI~ and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. ScHOTT. Price, $1.50. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 

Bible.-[Congregationalist. 
Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER. 
Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

' By PHILANTHROPUS. 
446pp. - Price, $1. 

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MoSES HULL. 
Paper, 60 centil; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality. 
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, '75 cents. 

N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, SIXTEEN SA. VIORS OR NONE. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports- Address at the Testimonial to Walt 

mouth. [Cll3veland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., "Whitman. 

OBB60lllo 
B. F. Hyland, Corvailla. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

l'BNNSYL V A.NJA, 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this offi.ce. 

OR, THB 

Confl.ict between Beason and Superstition. 
. BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. Du Bois. 
H. Heyne, 10th and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ TRY•SQUARE: 
. OB1 

Pittsburgh. 
RHODE ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H·~h st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSBBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXA.B. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

UTAH. 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, Ogden. 
f{enry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

W A.SHIN6TON TliBBITORY. 
Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BN6LA.l!ID. 
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson'• Court, Fleet street, 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

A.UBTBALIA.. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. 

NBW ZBALA.l!ID. 
A- D. Willis, Wanltanui. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price, IJG Oen\r. 

A .NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" ~ slwlme itself doth call /01' instant 
remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

«:Jlotb, $1; paper, 60 cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Jos])ua Davidson: 

JriODEBN IJrii'l'A 'l'ION OF CltBIS'l' I 
As to his Life on Earth and his Communism. 

BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON, 
Author of "A Protest atad a Pl!lB.," in Order or 

OreaS6!;t.a, 

Cloth, 12mo, 271) pp., - 75 Ct~nts. 
11F This book tDaB B'Upp'J'essecl by the first .A mer. 

lean publisher ... 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This Is the history of a.n attempt to fO'IUlcl a 
church without superstition, and ita success. 
Uncle Job Ba.w:ver, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.1l the vital questions 
of human concern, religious, pelitica.l, and other· 
wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.n· 
gua.ge, and easily understood. There is Just suftl. 
cient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is beina brouaht 
to hilmind. 

•or 1a.le "' thll olllee. Price. 11.a0. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana· 
lyzed," 11 The Real Blasphemers," 11 Spir

itualism Sustained," etc., etc. 

The latest and best work of an a.nal:vtio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
·IJ!e subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fnrnishin~ food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so rich]F 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, ~. 

Addre111; THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

By KERSEY GRAVES. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

Tru.th Seeker Collection of Forms7 

Hymns, and Recitations. 
For Organizing Societies; for Marriages, Fnner· 

a.ls, Naming of Infants, Obituaries, Epi
ta.phs, etc. Also 525 Liberal and 

f:lpiritnalistio Hvmns for 
Hooia.l and Various 

Public Oooa.sions. 
18mo, 550pp. Price, '75 cents. 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By C. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett, 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cenm. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cenis. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amendment and State Personality 
By Jos. E. PECK. 

Priee, 25 cents. 

For a.U of the above book& address 
TBE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 

'- IB Lafa:vette Pl,,Rew'lork. 



-THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subxcrlptlon price, $3 per annum. 

No. BOOK_S ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-
. ers• Alma.n&o • • •• . • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . • . . . • • .. • • . 25 
11. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener. 50 
a. Age of Bea.son. Thomas Paine.............. 25 
4. Anawers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett ••••• : •••...••.•.••..•••.••....••••.• ~5 
5. Ohriatia.n Absurdities. John Peck.......... 25 
o. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........... 15 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PR.EPARATlON. 

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 
-issued during the year. Bingle copies pf oa.ch 
book sent upon receipt of prioe. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY. 

HOW TO 

PRESERVE HEALTH. 
By LOUIS BARKAN. M.D. 

CONTENTS: 
The Prevention of Disease-Hygiene of Differ

ent Orga.ns-A~~:e and OconPa.tion-The Dwelling 
-The Oa.re of the Sick-Nursing-The FamilY 
Physician-How to Giv Aid in Emer~~:encies-Oon
ta.gions and Mi11.sma.tio Diseases-Diseases of tae 
Nervous System-Altered Nutrition-The ResPir. 
a.tory and Digestiv and Urinary Tracts-The 
Skin-Parasites-Motherhood. · 

Fordyce Barker. M.D., Professor Bellevue Med
ical Oolleg_e, N. Y., says: •· I regard Your book, 
• How to Preserve Health,' as the most sound, 
sensible. and useful book on the topics which it 
discusses that I hav ever met. I wish it could be 
in the hands of everY intelligent head of a family 
and in the library of every sohoo!J for I think it 

· would poPularize a. vast amennt or imPortant and 
useful knowledgeiand thus be of great service to 
the community. am pa.rtionlarly pleased with 
one feature of it; lha.t it does not Profeaa to teach 
dosing and drugging, which our anxious grand
mother~ and others lacking the reqniait elemen
ta.r:r knowledge are too prone to indulge in, and 
oftentimes do great harm thereby. I conJZra.tn
la.te you on the wisdom and success of this effort." 

John B. Hamilton, M.D., Sure:eoB·Genera.l of 
the NavY. and Professor of Surgery, Georgetown 
Universit_y: "I thank you for the excellent book, 
• How to Preaerve Health.' I hav no doubt al. the 
necessity of snob books, and Yours is of snob 
merit that it will surely be sucoesafnl." 

Samuel Bherwell, M.D., Professor of Diseases of 
the Ski11J Brooklyn : " X our exeellent treatise, en
titled • .ttow to Preserve Health1' apPears to me 
admirablY adapted for the rea.dmg of the laity, 
correcting a.s it does a. large. number of false 
impressions that prevail among them. The 
direct suggestions, as in remarks on the skin, are 
of decided value," 

Price, Cloth, $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT. profit, on my Co~ 
Belts, Brushes, Curlers and novelties. SampleS 

fRE. Write now. Dr. Bridgman, 313 Broadway. N.Y. 

J., D. SHAW'S P AIIPHLETS• 

The Bible-What Is It l A pam
phlet oonta.inin¥ eight chapters in refutation 
of the assumption that the Bible is a. divine 
book ·of pure thought, and correct in all its 
utterances. Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In TheolOCJ'. A clear exposi
. tion of the biblical story of man's creation 

and cnrae, theologically denominated "the 
fa.ll. '' Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
nega.tiv and aftirma.tiv s~"ndl!oint, showing 
what it ia not and what it is. Price, 6 oenta. 
tf 

The Agn'JStio Annual 
FOR 1891. 

Edited by CHARLES A. WA'ITS. 
CONTENTS, 

An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Sa.muel Lainz, 
Fundamental Theses of A8'_nostioism. 

H. Bithell, B.So., Ph.D. 
Agnosticism and the Church of England. 

Amos Waters. 
Ava.ta.r, Oome! A Poem. 

Saladin (W. Stewart Ross). 
The Instability of Fa.iths.Hon. C. K. Tuckerman. 
The Iron Hand Under the Velvet Glove. 

G. J, Holyoa.ke. 
Practical Religion .................. Oha.rles Watts. 
The Oinera.ry Urn. A Bonnet. 

Author of" Owsa.r in Egypt,• 
The New Anglicanism ................... B. Russell. 
Androg711ons Gods. 

H. J. Ha.rdwioke, M.D., F.R.o.s. 
Is Agnosticism Sound T •••••••••••••••• Paul Oa.rns. 
"Is Agnosticism Bound T" • 

Saladin {W. Stewart Ross). 
The Poems of Joseph Ellis ..•.•. Mira.bea.n Brown. 

Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office. 

THE 

French Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten Hiatory That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost Opportu· 
nity to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

BJ" VALERIAN GRIBA.YEDOFF, 
With a. map and numerous illustrations by well

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamPs. Price, $1. 50. 

The present volume is an effort to reacue from 
comparative oblivion one of the many extra.ordi· 
nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war. • • • It points a moral that amidst rePub
lican institutions like ours, will not fail to receive 
appreciation. It shows, on one ha.n.d, the elevat
ing intluenoe of newly acquired ambition, , , • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Religious 
and Politioa.l intolerance both on the tyrant and 
the victim. Oonta.ins a. heretofore unPublished 
letter of Thoma.s Paine to the French Directory. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCH 2S, f -I J l. 

Science In Plain Language. 
I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIAo ETC. BY 

William Durham, F.R.S.E. 
II. ~BTRo•oMY, BUN. MooN, STABS, ETa. ·By Will

lam Durham, F.R.s.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the tlrst two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a. way that 
cannot fail to ma.ke them interesting to even the 
most Oa.BJlal reader. They snppb• a. popular need. 

The pr1oe of each is 50 cents m cloth. 

The Candle From Under the 
Bnshel 

(.Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 
And fot the Consideration of Others. 

Instr~ti'IJe, InteresUng, ancl LOI!lflhable. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

A New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eyes of timid acqnieaoenoe ha.v 

paid to impudent authoritY the tribute of a. 
thoughtless :rea.-B. G. Ingerson. 

CONTENTS, 
A Splendid Jadge of a. Woman. 
The Lady of the Olnb. 
Under Protest. 
For the Prosecution, 
A Rusty Link in the Oha.in. 
The Boler Honse MYstery. 
The Time-Look of our Ancestors. 
Florence Cam_pbell's Fate. 
MY Patient's Story. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1, 
" THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

as La.fa.:rette Pl •• New Yorll:. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
The Bible Analyzed. " For Sledge-

hammer Logio nnsnrpa.ssed," svo, 833pp,, 
silk cloth, $3. 

Spiritualism Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism a.s to 
show that Ohristia.ns are inconsistent in deny. 

- ing the alleged truths of that philosophy. 
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp,, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00, 

SING', BROTHERS, SING. 
USB Tllll: 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
estmg. THE LIBERAL HYMN·Boox contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tu.nes, 
It ie hi~y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.rl;on, Wrig_ht, Green, Unde1'11'ood,Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price, 
15.oenta. Address 'Dml TB1l'1'118:u:K.KB Oo. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife·. 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

0 

DONALD KENNEDY 
of'Rox~ur1, Mass., sars 

.My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people alike! Why? Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sedim!'lnt left on a nerve or in 
a gland ; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Price $1.50. Bold by every Druggist in the 
United States and Canada. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 

By A. c. MIDDLETON. 

Prict>, 10 cents. 

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS 
01' 

HORACE SEAVER. 
OOMPILBD BY 

L. K. W .ASHBUBN. 
This volume comprises some of the ablest and 

best editorials written by Mr. Seaver during the 
past forty-tlve years. It is neatly printed on 
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains 
a tlne likeness of the venerable editor of the 
InfJBsttgator, Every Liberal should ha.v this book 
in his home. It is now ready for delivery. 

Price, $1.00~ 
Addresl THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

THE 

OHAJIPIONS OF THE· CHURCH: 
TJIBIB 

()rimes and Persecutions. 
8vo, lolliiPP. Cloth, $8; leather, $4; morocco, 

gilt edges, $4.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLECTION. OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
( WO'I'cls and Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L, K. WASHBURN. 
PBIOB, , , $1.50. 

Addresl THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe. New York. 

HowCan We beSaved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead?. 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Sale a.t This Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
The Bole F~tors ancl JlaJ~t .Ratios in the 

.Aoguir61Mnt and .Apportionment. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 

Price, Cloth. tt.oo. 
New Etlltlon. Revl8eii8Rd Enlanred. 

MEN, WOMEN • GODS. 
aY HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lents. 
The Trad8 Sunliea at /:ipedallJiscountB. 

Address THE TJRUTH SEEKER, 
ll8 LafaYette Place, New York, 

Phot.ogra.phs of Miss Gardener are for sale a.t 
this office. Price, 50 cents. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. p, Fellows, the nnte.d 

speola.list1 for his "Private Oounselor "-a. valua
ble book ror young and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a.· Life-wa.sting Disea.se, 11.8. the resqlt 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses m 
maturer years. It sets forth an External ApPli
cation-A POSITIVE OURE• a.B itma.tterB not hOW 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies yon ha.v used. The book. is worth manY 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a Bpeeav and. vermanent cure. Ad
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a. human

itarian, and a generous patron of the Freethongbt 
press. He bas manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessfnl method of treat
ment, and deserves pa.~ron&ge,-Preethouf1ht, 
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TM86 notices are fO'I' the benefit of LibiJ'I'als 
wlto tnal!/ be fJisiting the places where these Bocie
ties are locatetl. Local Seeulf11r- Unions ancl 
Freetlwugkt Soci8Ues meeting regulOII'l1/ can 
ha'IJ their gatherings oit'IJertised here free by for
warcling the necessf111'1/ information. 

The It.lianhattan Liberal Club,N.Y; 
Meets every FridaY eveninA', a.t 8 o'Clock, a.t Ger
ma.n Ma.sonio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot
uresa.nd discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday .afternoon a.t 3 o'clock a.' 
Liberal Lea.g_~e Hall, 177 HalseY st., oor. Ma.rke' 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and sooia.l questions. Beats free and 
everYbody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Bran ell. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80, Lecturer, debates, and dieous
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENRY BrnD; Secretary, 00RA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at Sp.M,, every 
Sunday. Lectures followed bY discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:l,. 
meets every Bnnda.:r in Industrial Hall, Broad O.L d 
Wood sts .. a.t 2:30 and 7 :SO P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions &nd social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
Seekerpublioa.tlonsalwa.yson hand a.tohea.p rates. 

The Secular Soclet)" of Kent, o,, 
Meets semi-monthly1 11.rst and third Sundays, a.t 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wrlr.;ht Secular Union 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the tlrst and fourth Snn· 
da.YB of eacn month a.t Independent Ohnroh, a.\ 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to Tu TRUTH BEEKER and In1lBBt(· 
gator are solicited. R. G. SMITH• Oor. l:!b>:~ 

Chicago Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets everY Sunday evening a.t 7:80 p,ll:,, at 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 Weat Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Btrane:ers from abroad 
are welcome. 

. Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunda.:r evening a.t 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall), Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralbts, No. P03, 
Prairie City, Ia., 

Meets everY Sunday in the Libera.! reading-room 
hall at 2: 30 P.M. All Liberals are cordially in
vited. F. v. DRAPER, Oor. Sec. 

TJ1e Minneapolis Secular Unloti 
Meets every Sunday a.t 7:30P.M., a.t 412 Nicollet 
a.ve.,Rooms12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J,F.MAOOMliEB,Pres.; LEROY BERRIER,Seo, 

Des Moines Secular Unton 
Holds regular meetin~ts at Good Templ&r Hall, 
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freetltought 
Soclet)" 

Meet& every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'olook. A cordial invi· 
ta.tion is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY Bnnda.Y at 7:30 P.M. in the pnblio 
school building in Port An~eles, Wash. Leot
nres, songs, and select rea.dmg. Discussion in
vited on all snbJeots. Liberal liter&ture distrib-
uted free. FnANX MoRSE, Oor. Sec, 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthlY, tlrst 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olook, P.M.J_a.t Pa.rr'B 
Hall. EverYbodv invited. MRs. R. ro.. BERRA, 
Pres.; J, H. McWILLIAMS• Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llbt ral Club 
Meets every Bnnda.Y at 2 p.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disoussions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
ua.ble library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pre&.; A. W, 0A.LDERo Beo. 

The Boeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder sohool-honse. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
"rea.test freedom accorded to all. Our mo~to, 
n Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. DIOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL. Vioe·Pres.; OHARLES SHEA, Beo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addr~ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and A!lsembly of New 
York. 

WWl F'tne Steel Enaravinu o_f Senator Conlclinu. 

Bound in black cloth, silver aide stamp. 
Price, 75 oente. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engra.vinlEB of this celebrated naturalist 

2X15 inches, suitable for fra.mine:, sent postpaid. 
or 25 cents. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

u 
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COD& AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKER~, 1 

THE proposed law requiring a signature to 
every newspaper articl!l is opposed as re
strlctiv of the liberty of the press. 

Tn& New York senate bas enacted that all 
pollee justices be selected from lawyers, 
which Is a delicat~ way of arranging that 
New York city justices-Tammany Catholics 
-be able to read and write. 

THE grip preVail B 
again. 

G&N. J OK J OBNBON died 
on the 21st. 

LA WRRNOE BARRETT 
died on the 20th. 

PRINO& J&RCM& BoNA
PARTE died on the 17oh. 

WIOHITA, Comanche, 
and Kechi Indians hav 
resumed ghost-dancing. 

ANCIENT A.NU
0
IODERN TIMES · AND REFORMERS. 

Biographies of 100 of the Leading PhiloRopherl!, 
Teachers, Bkeptio!!.! Innovators1 Founders of 

New Bohools of ·~·honght, Ellllnent Buien
tists, &to. (who were not Ohri&tians), 

from the time of Menu to the pres-

Vol. I. Givs a Full Aooonnt of all the Gods, in
olnding Jehonh, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, au.d the Bible. 
Svo, 885PJI, Vol. ll. Desoribes Fnlly all 

the Religions SYStems of the Wor1d. 
svo,ll57pp, 01oth,$8pervol.; the 

e vols., S5 ; leatner, $7; mo
roooo, Kilt edges, $8, 

BY D. M.BENNET'l'. 
THE TRUTH BEFKEB 00. 

(/""'! .... 

1 

ent. avo, 1,075pp,, oloth, ss; 
leather, St; mor., g. e.,U.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 LafaYette Plaoe, N. Y, 

THE Farmers' Alliance 
has as yet secured no 
legislation in Kansas or 
any other state. 

~- ,.!'' 
( 

THE Catskill, N. '\., 
jail holds two clergymen 
-Rev. Louis Woodruff, 
embezzler, and Rev. 
Harry George, seducer. 

THREE children of 
D:miel Doan, Springfield, 
Ia., hav died under min
istrations of two female 
Christian Science heal· 
ere, who hav fled. 

A HAOKENBAOK, N.J., 
Fchool meeting, on the 
17 h, dismissed Vice
principal Stone for saying 
11 hell" before pupils. 
Rev. John Voorhis was 
elected a trustee. 

Miss SusiE GILBERT, a 
Birmingham, Conn., 
echool-teacher, made her 
pupils doff shamrocks 
and green ribbons on St. 
Patrick's day, and her 

'<) 

r\C\ 
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THE RAVENS BRING ELIJAH SOME REFRESHMENTS. 

HooD an ass in rev'rend'purp1e, 
So you can bide his tw:o ~~ombitlous ears, 
And he sliall pass·for·a cathedral doctor. 

-Ben Jonson, 

EDUOATION ls the only interest wo.rtby the 
deep, controlinp; anxiety of the thoughtful 
man.- Wendell Phillips. 

I AM ashamed to think 
how easily we capitulate 
to badges and names, to 
large societies ana dead 
institutions.-Emerson. 

THE past has no claim 
to infallibility any more 
than the present.
St"!'bhs's Oo~stitution~~ 
Htstory. · · ,, · 

How strange and sad 
is the laxity with which 
men, in these dayB,JIUf
fer the mnst inconsistent 
opinions to lie jumbled 
lazily together in their 
mir ds l-OoZeridge. 

HUMAN thought has 
grown ; science has in
creased ; men think more 
and believe less ; men 
bav found that the moral 
doctrine of Jesus meant 
moral suicide ; the af. 
fairs of this world engage 
their attention, instead of 
the affairs of the next
in a word, so-called 
Christianity has changed 
into Rationalism, while 
still retaining the old 
name.-.Arthur B. Moss, 

WHo spreads knowl
edp;e dispenses alms to 
the ignorant ; and who 
.possesses it, attains the 
veneration and good-will 
of all. Knowledge en
ables its possessor to dis-
tinguish what is forbid

dismissal is demanded 
by parents. 

CARDINAL JAOOBlNI at 
the St. Patrick's day ban-

And the ravens brought him bread and flesh in the morning, and bread and flesh in the evening : and he drank 
of the brook.-1 Kings xvli, 6 

den from . what is not ; 
• • • it is our friend 
in the desert, our society 
ln solitude; our compan
ion when far away from 

qnet at Rome praised 
the religious propaganda of the Irish through 
the world. "God," he said, "is acting 
through the Irish· people." 

To a p~otest of German Protestants ap;ainst 
the Catholic chief chaplain of the army being 
ranked in court precedence before the Prot
estant the press organ of the emperor re. 
plies:'., They meddle with what is in no way 
a matter of concern to them and the govern
ment does not feel in the Ieast disposed to 
alter its etlquet to please these good gentle
men." 

R&v. DR. BLAND said at the last weekly 
meeting of the Methodist Ministers' Assncla. 
tion of Chicago, in debate on tlie New 
Orleans tragedy, that there are circumstances 
in which lynching is justifiable. 11 I wish," 
said he, •' a hundred thousand leading citizens 
in this city would rise up and put an end to 
some of the law-breaking that is going on 
here-S!l.bbath desecration and Sunday sa. 
loons." 

PRHBID&NT MoGRATH of the Kansas Farm
ers' Alliance says that the Alliance in the 
future will depend more on business manage
ment than on politics. " Through our organ
izRtlon," says he, 11 we are in a position to 
know where every bushel of marketable 
grain in the four states is to be found. When 
trere is a rise in the market we w!ll only sell 
enough grain to satisfy the demand, and thus 
prevent the speculators from getting control. 
We wlll fix a price which will giv us a fair 
profit and only sell at that price." 

!NT&RE9T is directed to the palntinl!: being 
finished by the German artist Max Hom, of 
"Columbus before the Council of Salamanca." 
Columbus, a forlorn and disappointed man, 
has his rapt gaze seemingly endeavoring to 
plercP. futurity and his arms stretched after 
some imaginary elusiv object. There is a 
provoking smile on the face of the fat monk 
ln front. Another, prePsing a Bible to his 
breast. wears a smile of contemptuous pity. 
An elderly bearded monk is touching Ms 
forehead with two finp;ers, as if to emphasize 
the general estimate of the visionary. 

ITALIANS both at home and in this land con 
tinue indignant at the New Orleans lynching. 
Some of them say that they forbore sending 
gunboats to the Mississippi only because of 
former friendl!ness with this nation. They 
are holding indignation meetings in our 
cities, and demand the trial of the l~nchers at 
Washington. Secretary Blaine awa1ts answer 
from the governor of Louisiana. Judge 
Marr, of New Orleans, has charged the 
grand jury to investigate. Italy may be 
offered indemnity. Parkinson, leader of the 
lynchers, has received what purports to be a 
Mafia warning, but is not alarmed, as the 
slightest injury to him would cause the wip
ing out of about all the Italians in the i y 
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.mr homes; it guides us to happiness; it sus
tains us in misery; it raises us in the estima
tion of friends; it serves us as an armor 
against our enemies.-Mohammed 

WHAT do you think endures? 
Do you think a great city endures? 
Or a teeming manufacturing state? or a pre. 

pared constitution? or the best built 
steamships? 

Or hotels of granit and iron? or any chef
d'muvres of engineering, forts, arma. 
mentb? • • • 

l'he place where a great city stands is not the 
place of stretched wharves, docks, man. 
ufactures, deposits of produce merely, 

Nor the place of ceaseless salutes of new
comers or the anchor-lifters of the de
parting, 

Nor the place of the tallest and costliest build
ings or shops selling goods from the rest 
of the earth, 

Nor the place of the best libraries and schools, 
nor the place where money is plentiest, 

Nor the place of the most numerous popula. 
tion. 

Where the city stands with the brawniest 
breed of orators and bards, 

Where the city stands that is beloved by 
these, and loves them in return and un
derstands them, 

Where no monuments exist to heroes but in 
the common words and deeds, 

Where thrift is in its place, and prudence is 
in its place, 

Where the men and women think lightly of 
the laws, 

Where the slave ceases, and the master of 
slaves ceases, 

Where the p.>pulace rise at once against the 
never-ending audacity of elected persons, 

Where fierce men and women pour forth as 
the sea to the whistle of death pours ita 
sweeping and unript waves, 

Where outside authority enters always after 
the precedence of inside authority, 

Where the citizen is always the head and 
ideal, and president, mayor, governor 
and what not, are agents for pay, 

Where children are taught to be laws to 
themselvs, and to depend on thempelvs, 

Where equanimity is lllustr'l.ted in affairs, 
Where speculations on the soul are en

couraged, 
Where women walk in public processions in 

the streets the same as the men, 
Where they enter the public assembly and 

take places the same as the men ; 
Where the city of the faithfulest friends 

stands, 
Where the city of the cleanliness of the sexes 

stands, 
Where the city of the healthiest fathers 

stands, 
Where the city of the best-bodied mothers 

stands, 
There the great city stands. 

~ W•lt Whitman, 
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1Jot1s and flippings. 

A FBBNOH law has just been enacted, limit
ing the hours of labor for women and chil
dren during the day and forbidding their 
working by night. This law imposes on all 
industries the obligation to giv one day of 
rest i~ seven to women and children. The 
amendment proposed requiring ·that that 
day of rest should be Sunday. was voted 
down, but doubtless Sunday will be the day 
chosen by the employers. 

" WB don't want any Catholic party in this 
country. American sense of justice wlll 
produce the only party we require on that 
score in the United Statee."-The Catholic 
Union and Times. Just so; tlie Roman 
Catholics are too sharp at present to advo
ca!e a" Catholic party," especially as long 
as they can hold the balance of power in the 
great political parties. But we warn them 
to quit meddling with the political parties, 
by which they ara securing to themselvs 
large sums of the people's money and other 
state patronage. They must put a full stop 
to this system of robbery, otherwise there 
wlll be an anti-Catholic party formed in this 
country, to the grief of Romanists.-A.mer£. 
can Baptist. 

BBV.!BAL cases of clerical bigotry and intol
erance hav recently disgraced the Established 
Church of Eogland. The vicar of a Devon
shire charge declined on a recent Sunday to 
proceed with the service till a lady member 
of the choir had left the church ; the only 
ground alleged for this extraordinary act was 

FATHER TIME CUTTING DOWN RUBBISH. 

that the lady had attended a mission service 
at a Wesleyan chapel. Another case is that 
where the rector of Barmouth refused per
mission to allow a lady, a member of the 
Welsh Calvinist Methodist church, to be bur
ied in the same grave as her late husband. 
The third instance is perhaps the most de
plorable of all. The fact that Rev. H. Mar
riott, a clergyman licensed as a preacher in 
the diocese of Exeter, had been attending 
services at a Baptist chapel, was reported to 
the bishop. The bishop wrote a letter of in
quiry to Mr. Marriott, who replied that, in 
his endeavor to obey the divine command, 
he thankfully united with all branches of ev
angelical worship. The episcopal reply to 
this very laudable confession was a prompt 
demand that Mr. Marriott should resign his 
license .to preach in the diocese. 

THB Paris correspondent of the London 
Times writes: Opponents of the separation 
of church and state in France hav frequently 
declaimed against the absence of ceremonial 
pomp in civil marriages. They pointed with 
pride to the splendor, or at least the stateli
ness, with which the Roman, Jewish, and 
even Protestant rites surrounded hymeneal 
unions, and they scouted as absurd and gro
tesque the efforts of M. le Maire and his aco
lytes to m!lke official weddings successful 
from an esthetic point of view. The laugh 
has now been turned against the church peo
ple by the Freethinkers and Iconoclasts, for 
an imposing marriage service has been per
formed in the mayor's office of the Third 
Ward or Temple district of Paris, the civil 
ceremony taking place to the sounds of ap
propriate music. The grand or central stair-

case of the Mairie was ornamented with 
shrubs and flowers. There was a gorgeous 
usher, who did duty for a Bumble, and pre
ceded the bridal procession to the Salle des 
Fetes, a real organ pealing forth the while 
the jubilant strains of Mendelssohn's" Wed
ding March." A rich carpet which was laid 
down along the part of the .floor to be trav
ersed by the bride, bridegroom, and their 
friends must also be noticed, a&'well as the 
llghts which glimmered over the scene. The 
nuptial knot was tied in the Salle des F{J:es, 
the entry of M. le Maire, girt with his tri
color sash of office, being duly heralded in 
imposing tones by an usher. A brief hyme
neal homily was then addressed to the happy 
pair by the municipal functionary; a mad
rigal and a serenade were played by an or
chestra, while the demoi~elles and gart;ons 
d'honneur made a collection for the poor as 
in church. The wedding being concluded, 
the organist once more set to work and 
evolved from his pipes the coronation march 
from Meyerbeer's "Prophe~e." 

AT the trial of Carey Warburton for smash
Ing the Bougereau painting, this hypothetical 
question was put: "Suppose the case of a 
young man about the age of the defendant, 
who, when a boy, was fond of solitude; who 
frequently talked on the subject of religion 
and contemplated entering the ministry ; 
who one time wrote a letter to hfs uncle, then 
his guardian, on the subject of religion, tor 
the purpose of converting the uncle to his 
own views on that subject; who expressed 
himself as being an enthusiast on the subject 
of religion, as his father ..,.as said to ha v been ; 
the trend of whose mind is toward religious 
subjects ; who, for more than a year past, 

has been in the habit of talking a great deal 
on the subject of woman's purity, at times 
being considerably agitated when discussing 
such subjects; whose mind dwells on such 
subjects with more or less constancy for 
about half his time, but who has had lucid 
intervals during the last year aggregating 
about one-half the time, but who, even while 
his mind is dwelling upon the subjects 
named, was able to do and attend to busi
ness; who, in Dacember last, on being 
brought in close personal contact with an oil 
painting of a nude, life-sized woman with a 
number of cupids about her, on exhibition in 
a:ra art gallery, in the presence of a number 
of persons, seized a chair and hurled it 
against and through the painting and who 
immediately set the chair upon the floor, 
coolly walked away, saying he did the act lor 
the protection of woman's virtue; whose 
grandfather for a time seemed not to know 
anybody or anything, and while in that state 
occasionally put a Bible on a stand, saying, 
• We are going to hav a prayer meeting soon; 
Christ is now out in the field husking com;' 
whose father would occasionally in railway 
cars, standing upon one of the seats therein 
upon his knees, read extracts from Sweden
borgian literature and deliver exhortations 
thereon to persons present in the cars, who 
once loaned a book on the subject of Sweden
borgianism to a neighbor to read it, and 
would himself go and get it once or twice a 
day, and who was killed by shooting himself 
with a revolver ; an uncle of whom was 
known to preach a sermon in the forenoon 
and steal a horse in the afternoon; and state 
whether in your opinion the young man de
scribed in the question is or is not sane," 
The jury disagreed. 
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~ommttnitalions. religion, instead of being the mere growth of super
stition in the minds of savages, taken advantage of 
by a self-constituted priestcraft, is in fact but the 

Liberalism and Mysticism. lingering and degraded memory of the science of the 
ancient world, and ~hat evolution, instead of being a 

Ostensibly the object of the Liberal organi~ati?n straight liDe of progress, travels in cycles, like the 
is to secure from tne federal, state, and terrxtorJAl earth itself in its cyclic path around the sun, having 
governments the concession of the Nine Demands of iGs days and nights, its winters and summers. And 
Liberalism. These Demands, as the readers of THE according to the Hind"fte, humanity has been in its 
TRtrTH SEEKER are all aware, require the taxation of dark age since 3102 B o. 
ohurch property, the repeal of all Sunday laws and Underlying the apparent absurdities of all religious 
blasphemy laws, etc., intending thereby to completely myths are real truths, but of all Christian denomina
secularize the state. tiona the Catholic alone has retained anything like 

Yet there is perhaps not a reader of this paper the real meanings of the symbols and myths they 
who does not intuitivly recognize that these Nine hav preserved. In every case the true me~ning is 
Demands are not sufficiently comprehensiv to consti- concealed, yet in the Sangkrit V~das, Uparrishads, 
tute a working basis for the American SecularUnion; the Bhagavat-Gi!a or Song Celestial; in the magic 
that, in fact, they do not express the actuating prin- incantations on tbe clay tablets of Chaldea; in the 
ciples of the organization nor its evident purpose. Egyptian Book of the Dead, Sphinx, and pyramids ; 
To secure the recognition of these Nine Demands by in the Jewish Talmud and the Kabala; in the book 
the ordinary methods of political reform is clearly ·of Job (which is an Egyptian and not a Hebrew 
hopeless, for it is an evident fact that the reform em- work); in the Apocalypse of St. John; in the para
bodied in the Nine Demands can be procured only bles and sayings of Jesus; in the veiled writings of 
when a sufficient number of the people hav been Pythagoras, of Plato, of the Neo-Platonists and 
sufficiently emancipated from the direct and indirect. Gnostics, of Paracelsus and the other fire-worshipers 
influence of the church, and the Jesuitical practices of Germany, are traces of the science of the ancients 
of the church hav been met and foiled. Take, for -a science which began where our modem seience 
example, the taxing of church property. It is use- stops btdil.ed and despairing. The priests and ma
less to reason with the Christian portion of the pop- gicians of old possessed a knowledge of forces in 
ulation that in exempting church property from tax- nature and powers in man wholly unknown to mod
ation an unjust tax is thereby imposed upon non- ern science. To illustrate this: Among the frag
Christian taxpayers, w:ho are thus compelled to sup- menta preserved of Egyptian art is a picture of a 
port private corporations to whose principles and large Anubis standing beside a sick man stretched 
purposes they are diametrically opposed ; for in so upon a couch, and in the act of making passes 
doing we merely appeal to the Christian's sense-of over him, with one hand raised above his head and 
honor and justice, which is the very quality that in the other placed upon his breast, showing that 
the Christian is conspicuously absent. In the his- what we call mesmeric or magnetic healing was 
tory of centuries what instance hav we of the Chris- known to the ancient Egyptians. The clay tablets 
tian church dealing generously, justly, or honorably unearthed at Nineveh show that the Chaldeans 
with her opponents? The foundation dogmas of also understood this art perfectly. Yet it is only 
Christianity are the very acme of injustice, and their of late that the fact of mesmerism has been ad
vitiating effect is shown too clearly in the Jesuitical mitted by our modern scientists. Indeed, our sci
craftiness, hypocrisy, and intolerance of the devotees entists had hardly stopped laughing at the super
of that faith. · stitions of witcheraft, magic, and sorcery when 

In its real work the Liberal organization is the mesmerism and that mesmeric ,process technically 
avowed combatant of Christianity, and in making the termed hypnotism became proved facts, and several 
Nine Demands it merely throws down the gauntlet. European countries hav already passed laws against 
Now, while entirely in sympathy with the objects employing hypnotism for evil purposes. One can 
of the Liberals, it seems to me that the society is too learn more concerning magnetism from Pataujali's 
limited in its scope, having no proper conception of Yoga Aphorisms, an old Sanskrit work, than from all 
the real nature of religion, and no adequate estimate the modern books on mesmerism ever published. 
of the power wielded by the chfirch. It is commonly Again, the Spiritualists are aware of certain phenom
held that man has evolved from lower forp:1s of life, ena out of the ordinary run of natttre, showing the 
and that in progressing from the savage to the civil- action of forces unknown to modem science. The 
ized state he has created the baseless superstitions of phenomena of Spiritualism marked a certain point in 
religion. .A.ccordilag to this theory the present is an a minor cycle of evolution, now about closed. Such 
era of greater knowledge and civilization than any a cyclic termination is mentioned even in the Bible 
that hav preceded it. Now, the stubborn facts of (vide Joel ii, 28, et seq). 
history and philology directly oppose this supposi- The dabblers in " magic" are already many in this 
tion. As far back in history as man can be traced country, and during the coming years much evil will 
he was as perfect as he is now. The languages of surely be done by them, through " mesmerism," 
savage peoples are all the corrupted forms of nobler which is the key to what is commonly called "magic." 
language, and savages, instead of moving upward "There are several remarkable cycles th•t oome to 
to civilization, are moving downward. to inevitable a close at the end of this century. First, the 5,000 
extinction. The most perfect language, and, in fact, years of the Kaliyug cycle [the ' dark age' of the 
the only scientific one, on earth is the oldest of all Hind"fts, the ' iron age' af the Greek occultists] ; 
known languages, Sanskrit. Tracing the origin of a~ain, the messianic cycle of the Samaritan (also 
Christianity, we find it was stolen from the Greek Kabalistie) Jews of the man connected with Pices 
and Jewish religions, and that these had come from (Ichthys or' Fisherman,' Pag.). It is a cycle his
the religion of Egypt, which in turn had been derived toric and not very long, but very occult, last~g about 
from Aryavarta, or ancient India. Turning, then, to 2,155 solar years, but having a true significance only 
ancient India, we find " language so marvelously per- when computed by lunar months. It occurred 2410 
feet that Attic Greek is poor in comparison with it, a and 255 no., or when the equinox entered into the 
language embodying the science of sound, and upon sign of the Ram, and again into that of the Picas. 
which the whole of modern philology is based. It When it enters, in a few years, the sign of Aquarius, 
is, in fact, the key to all other languages, even to the psychologist~ will hav some extra work to do, and 
English. Its extant literature is so voluminous that the psychic idiosyncrasies of humanity will enter on 
a lifetime is too short for its perusal, and it comprises a great change" (Mme. Blavatsky, Esoteric Char
poetry, philosophy, mathematics, etc., which reveal a acter of the Gospels), 
higher state of civilization than we hav at this time. Observe that I am not attempting to throw any 
Greek, Latin, and modern languages contain nothing light upon what the secret science of the mystics is, 
that will compare for grandeur, splendor, and depth for I would not do so if I could. I desire only to 
with the philosophy of the Sanskrit. Here, then, is suggest that religions are derived from ancient 
the original source of all systems of religion and science, which partially explains the hold they hav 
philosophy, sciences, and arts; where Homer drank upon mankind, and wll:ich they would not hav if they 
inspiration, where the Arabians obtained their mathe- were the mere outgrowth of savage minds; that the 
matics and engineering; • the Chaldeans and Egyp- priesthood hav a thorough knowledge of .the weak
tians th~ir astronomy; Hermes, Pythagoras, Plato, neeses of human nature, and skilfully mold their 
and Ammonius Saccas t their philosophy; and here church services, rituals, ceremonies, etc., so as to 
we find a key not merely to the origin and true mean- take advantage of the weaknesses; and that the order 
ing of religion bnt also to the secret mystic doctrins of Jesuits retains a knowledge of the subtle forces of 
underlying every religion, taught only to the initiated nature employed in magic, and by which they wield 
few and never to the multitude. Here we find that a greater influence over humanity than would be 

deemed possible by anyone who has never investi
gated such forces; and that such organizations as 
the Liberal League hav not examined sufficiently 
into the real nature of religion, and are therefore 
engaged in fighting a foe of whose real strength and 
secret resources they h!'v not even dreamed. 

* The so-called " Arabic " notation is derived from the 
Sanskrit, the Sanskrit being almost the same as those we use 
in 1;he present day. Arabic is written from right to left, but 
in ancient Arabic manuscripts the figures are written from 
left to right as in the Sanskrit, showing clearly that they 
were borrowed from the latter. Engineering is called hindi 
in all Arabic languages, and so of all Arabic words relating 
to mathematics. 

t Pythagoras is recorded by the Greeks as having visited 
India. He is mentioned in Sanskrit writings as Yaranachara, 

. the Greek teacher. Ammonius's disciple, PlotinuR, also 
went to India with the Roman emperor Gordian. The phi
losophy of Pythagoras, Plato, and Ammonius is identical 
with that of the Vedantins and Buddhists. 

Of late years considerable interest has been 
aroused in mystic literature, and the works of the 
mystics from Plato to Robert Fludd hav been 
largely studied, and from the mere surface mean
ing of these works all sorts of absurd systems 
hav grown up, of which perhaps the shallowest and 
craziest is the "mind cure," or, as it is also called, 

"Esoteric Christianity," "Christian ScieJ!Ce," etc. 
Now, as a matter of fact, every mystic· book ever 
written, from the earliest Sanskrit works to the 
writings of Mme. H. P. Blavatsky, is so written ali 
to conceal its real meaning from everyone who has 
not the secret key, and to one who has caught even 
the faintest glimpse of this hidden meaning nothing 
could be more absurd than the theories extracted 
from such books by the Christian Science people. 

However, to those who hav never pursued the sub
ject of mysticism, it may be interesting to briefly 
consider one of the maxims of the mystics, " Man is 
the microcosm of the macrocosm "-that ie, man is 
a miniature of the universe. Remember that our 
modern scientists regard all forces as " modes of 
motion" or "vibration." Light, heat, sound, etc., 
are wave-vibrations. Also that the scientists are 
tending to the belief that matter and force are ul
timately identical. Now, just as every religion has 
its trinity, S() has Modern Science, namely, matter, 
force, causation, and Modern Science inclines to the 
belief that these three are one. Is it not clear that 
the dogmatic statement of the religious trinity in 
unity is a degenerate statement of an ancient scien
tific fact! Let us call this trinity matter, force, and 
the· universal mind. 

According to· the mystics, the universe, though 
eternal, has its periods of waking and sleeping, or of 
manifestation and unmanifestation, or in Sanskrit 
Manvantara and Pralaya. Imagin, if it be possible, 
the universe during Pralaya, or repose; no suns, 
worlds, -or manifested life. The Greeks called it 
chaos, the depth, the abysm; the Hind"ft mystics 
calle.d it Mula-prakriti; in all religions it is the im
maculate virgin-Isis of the Egyptians, Diana and 
Venus of the Greeks and Romans, Mary of the 
Catholics, a word also eiJZnifying the sea ; modern 
science would csll it undifferentiated cosmic matter. 
In the universal mind the idea of the univeree slum- . 
bars. The period for manifestation comes, and the 
sacred word (the" Logos," the "Ohrist,!' vide John 
i, 1-6) goes forth from the universal mind; it is the 
Verbum, the Vach, the creativ vibration, force, the 
second member of the trinity, and setting in motion 
the cosmic matter it establishes centers of energy, 
suns and their systems. . 

In lihe astral light the seer perceives whirling 
spots of light, from mere dots to great globes. 
They are centers of energy-so. called "elementals," 
and are semi-intelligent when highly developed
" gnomes," "fairies," "nymphs," etc., when they at
tain to forms. Such centers of force in the macro
cosm are suns, from which emanate all life and force 
in the solar systems. What is commonly caHed the 
"soul" of man is such a center of energy in the astral 
light, and constitutes the " elemental self," the animal 
or'' carnal" man. The vibration that created it is the 
"Christ principle;" and the eternal idea in the uni
versal mJDd is the immortal spirit, the true self, the 
"father which art in heaven." 

Man before the evolution of his physical body was 
a sphere in motion, according to esoteric philosophy. 
Plato describes primitiv man as a globe; the Egyp:. 
tians represented him as a winged globe, the "ecara~ 
beus" or winged beetle. . The center of this sphere• 
is the heart, where there is a spot of light (just as 
shown in the Catholic pictures of Christ). From 
this center proceeded the evolution of the physical 
body, or rather, at first the magnetic or astral or psy
chic or soul body (spoken of by St. Paul), and then, by 
progressiv materialization, the physical body. The 
astral form is the pattern for the physical, and has 
sometimes been vaguely cognized by those having 
an arm or leg amputated. 
- As the universe (the macrocosm) has its periods of 
manifestation and unmmnifestaHon, so has man (the 
microcosm); he swings like a pendulum between the 
objectiv and the subjectiv, "earth" and "heaven." 
Physical death is the end of the swing in the objec
tiv; the physical body dies and the magnetic body, 
and then astral sphere, is dissolved into the " soul of 
the world" or aatral light, and the ego exists in the 
subjectiv state. Naught of the late individual can 
survive the dissolution save that which by reason of' 
its pure nature is drawn into and becomes assimi·· 
lated with the Christ principle (the higher ego) andl 
this is the foundation of the vicarious atonement, so' 
degraded by its dead-letter interpretation. Again 
the ego swings back to the objectiv, forming anew 
the astral sphere and the physical body, and thus 
another incarnation is accomplished. 

Man, being a trinity of: the idea from the univer
sal mind, the magnetic sphere, and the physi~al 
body, and being the product of all the forces of the 
universe, is called the microcosm of the macrocosm. 
Again, as his magnetic sphere is but an individuali
zation of the one substance of the universe from 
which it is not severed, it is also asserted by the 
mystics that the microcosm and the macrocosm are 
one. " Man is therefore the quintessence of all the 
elements, and a son of the universe, or a copy in 
miniature of its sou], and everything that exists or 
takes place in the universe, exists or may take place 
in the constitution of man. The congeries of forces 
and essences making up the constitution of what we 
call man, is the same as the congeries of forces and 
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powers that on an infinitly larger scale is called the 
universe, and everything in the universe reflects it
self in man, and may come to his consciousness ; and 
this circumstance enables a man who knows himself 
to know the universe and to perceive not only that 
which exists invisibly in the universe, but to foresee 
and prophesy future events. 0 n this intimate rela
tionship between the universe and man depends the 
harmony by which the infinit becomes intimately 
connected with the finite, the immeasurably great 
·with the small It is the golden chain of Homer, or 
the Platonic ring'' (Paracelsus). · 

. The descent of spirit into maUer and its return is 
told allegorically in the parable of the prodigal son, 
who take~ his portion, goes to a far country, and 
finally returns, enriched with experience, to the mys
tic "house of the father." Taken as a literal story, 
as it is by the Cb.ristians, the parable is immoral, but 
this hidden meaning lies beyond the scope of theol
ogy. . Similar concealed meanings are in all the par
ables, for, as stated in the Bible, Jesus taught openly 
to his disciples, but spoke in parables to the multi
tudes, explaining the parables to his disciples after
ward. His death would seem to indicate that even 
he " cast pearls before swine" too liberally. 

"In every mythos there is a logos," said the 
Greeks ; that is, in every myth there is a meaning. 
It is useless ,to ignore this. By devoting themselvs 
to the study of these meanings Liberals will make 
better progress in ridding the world of dogmatic 
religion tba_n by ridiculing the· sublime mythology 
of the ancients as the fairy tales of semi-savages. 

As to the "Esoteric Christians" who hav so ter
ribly mangled the surface meanings of mystic books, 

· I dread them more than the " exotei:ic Christians " 
who are content with the dead "letter that killeth." 

In combating dogmatic religions let us constantly 
keep in mind that no bitterness against individuals 
should ever enter our hearts. Considering each in
dividual as a unit of consciousness in the universe, 
an immortal idea of the universal mind, passing 
through the great cycle of existence, let us aid each 
other toward the light, not blaming others who 
are blinder than ourselvs, for nature knows 
we are all blind enough. We. are truly prodigal 
sons, and the husks upon which the swine feed 
are not particularly palatable even to Christians 
who pretend a great relish lor them. We are all of 
us-Christians, Freethinkers, Spiritualists, and Ma
terialists-prisoned in the -house of Mahamaya, the 
great Illusionist; and while I hav no creed or sys
tem of belief to urge upon anyone, allow me to sug
gest that much of the great mystery of life and death 
may be rendered clear by an earnest and thorough 
study of ancient science and philosophy; and that, 
in the words of its profoundest modern expositor 
(Madam H. P. Blavatsky, "Origin of Evil"): "The 
reasonableness of conscious existence can be proved 
by the study of the primeval-now esoteric-philos
ophy. And it says there is neither death nor life, 
for both are illusions;· being (or be-ness) is the only 
reality. This paradox was repeated thousands of 
ages later by one of the greatest physiologists 
that ever lived. 'Life is Death,' said Olaude Ber
nard. The organism livs because its parts are ever 
dying. · The survival of the fittest is surely based 
on this truism. The life of the superior whole re
quires the death of the inferior, the death of the 
parts depending on and being subservient to it. 
And as life is death, so death is life, and the whole 
great cycle of lives form but One Existence-the 
worst day of which is on our planet. He who 
knows will make the best of it. For there is a 
dawn for every being, when once freed from illu
sion and ignorance by Knowledge; and he will at 
last proclaim in truth and all consciousness to Ma
hamaya: 

" Broken my house is, and the ridge-pole split! 
Delusion fashioned it ! 
Safe pass I thence-deliverance to obtain." 

J. M. PRYSE, Fellow Theosophical Society. 

The Women Are Advancing. 
Oaly a few years ago, women, wives, and daughters 

in New Jersey were the property of the husband and 
father. To-day, what is the position of women in 
this state T They are no longer property; but they 
stand on the broad platform of republican equality 
with the opposit sex, except in two or three respects. 
They now are allowed to go to the ballot-box and 
vote for the election of certain officers. Here, in the 
Oranges, women turned out by the hund.reds to vote 
at the elections of school commissioners. In the 
near future women will appear at municipal, town, 
and state elections, all saddled and bridled and 
armed for the contest, holding in their business-like 
grasp 

A weapon that comes down as still 
As snowflakes fall upon the sod, 

Yet executes a freeman's will, 
As lightning does the will of God; 

Nor from its force shall bars and locks 
Prevent them-'tis the ballot-box. 

"Behold what Christianity has done for the eleva
tion of women," bigoted Christians exclaim. There 

never was a blacker and wickeder falsehood. Chris- recognize the rights of woman, married or single, to 
tianity has not done so much as to lift one's little possess property, to buy and sell, to sue at law and 
finger for the elevation and improvement of women. be sued in any court, to draw her own documents 
Christianity, and all the Protestant clergy, would and plead her own case and make her own arguments, 
hav kept women f_?re':er and ev~r .in ~ervil subjection whether she has a husband or not. Bigots who 
and cr~el sub~rdma.tton. Chnstuamty says ~hat " a c?uld not keep women longer in the capacity of me
wom~n s provmce 1s home and to bear children." mal slaves now clap their hands and exclaim : "See 
~o ~atd old St. Paul, th~ accepte~ exponent o! Chris- ·what Christianity has dona. for oppressed and down
tt~mty.. Read what thts _old ~eliba~~ has wrttten in trodden woman!" Immortal truth says: "Behold 
hts Eptstles of the Cortnthians : I suffer not a what Freetbought and science hav accomplished !" 
woman to speak. It is a shame for a woman to 
speak in the church. If she would know anything, 
let her inquire of her L wooden-headed] husband at 
home." 

As chainless waves majestic roll 
When tempests sweep the sea, . 

So, with a high and bondless soul, 
. She is, and will be, free. 

Orange, N. J. SERENO E. ToDD. 

Exemption from Taxation. 

Only a few years ago, in the Presbyterian church, 
in which I was an honor_ed deacon, an excellent wo
man, prompted by the exuberance of love to God 
and love to men, arose to tell of her cheering ex
perience. Before she bad uttered one sentence the ATTENTION OF THE OITY OOUNOIL OALLED TO THE OON• 
domineering parson arose and, in a commanding STITUTION. 
tone of voice, said: "Sit down, Mrs. Corwin 1 You ·EDITOR PREss-TIMES: At a meeting of the house of 
are not allowed to speak here!" 1 well recollect the delegates March 12oh tha corporation counsel sub
first time that the subject of a female prayer-meeting mitted an opinion upon the petition of the House of 
was introduced. The clergy, and the officers of the the Good Shepherd for an exemption from taxation. 
church, all said that could never be allowed unless The opinion holds that the property is not ex
the pastor, or a deacon, could be present to lead the empted b~ law, but that the city council may exempt 
exercises and to see that they did ~verything de- the same tf they so choose. 
cently and in order, and did not gossip and fall out The attention of the city ·council is respectfully 
and pull each other's hair and spit in each other's called to the provision of our state constitution, 
faces. I know about all these facts. The wife of a Art. i, Sec. 2 : "No public money or property shall 
near neighbor was accustomed to read a chapter in be appropriated for or applied to any religioua wor
the Bible daily at her own home and pray to God. ship, exercise, or instruction, or the support of any 
The Protestant clergy thought that was not allow- _religious establishment." 
able. But they did not see how the grave impro- Has the city council a right to giv the public 
priety could be obviated. So they all concluded money outright to a religiouEI or ecclesiastical body, 
that they would bav to bow in meek submission to to a missionary or tract society, or to a church? 
the inexorable fiat of him who doeth all things for Is there any difference between releasing one from 
his own g],pry. . a debt of $10-which he is bound to pay-and giv-

The illustrious Jonathan Edwards, a zealous ex- ing him $10 T 
ponent of Presbyterianism, was one of my maternal Is there any difference between paying out money 
ancestors. 1 used to think be was one of the great- from the public treasury and remitting taxes that 
est men that ever lived. But now 1 do not cherish would otherwise come into the public treasury T 
his memory nor hold his writings in respectful esti- To compel a man to furnish contributions or money for 
mation. He bad six beautiful daughters, aU of the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves is sinful 
attractiv form and symmetry, and all of whom were and tyrannical. Be it therefore enacted by the general as-

t 1 th 
· f t . t sembly that no man shall be compelled to frequent or sup-

no ess an SIX ee 10 sta ure. To "Show how obe- port any rellglous worship, place, or ministry whatsoever.
dient his wife and daughters were, the fact has been Tltomas Jejfe?'11on, in gene1·al assembly of Virginia, 1785. 
handed down by tradition, that when the great expo- The divorce between church and state ought to be abso
nent of Presbyterianism entered the apartment where lute. It ought to be so absolute that no church property 

11 f th d 
. l anywhere in any state, or in the nation, should be exempt 

any or a o em were 'engage ID any emp oyment, from equal taxation ; for if you exempt the property of any 
they all rose and stood in silence until their liege church organization, to that extent you impose a tax upon 
lord waved his monarchical hand for them to be the whole community.-President Ga?·field to Con,q?·ess, June 
seated. (His biographer refused to publish an 22, 1874. 

t f h · · hib"t' f th l'C t I would also call your attention to the importance of 
accoun o sue an tmpresstv ex I ton O e euor s correcting an evil that, it permitted to continue, wlll prob-
of modern Christianity to elevate women from a do- ably lead to great trouble before the close of the nineteenth 
mestic condition of menial slaves and social serfdom.) century. It is the acquisition of vast amounts of untaxed 
"Oh, see! Lo! Behold what Christianity bas church property. In 1850, I believe the church property of 
done for the elevation of women !" the United States, which paid no tax, municipal or state, 

0 
amounted to $87,000,000. In 1860 the amount had doubled. 

nly a few years ago, in the far-famed city of In 1870 it was $354,483,587 •. By 1900, without a check, it 
churcheli-Brooklyil, L. I., contiguous to New York is safe to say this property will reach a sum exceeding $3,
city-the Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler allowed a woman 000,000,000. So vast a sum receiving all the protection and 
to talk (not to preach) in his church, concerning the benefits of government, without bearing its proportion of 
love of God. Well, what was the harm or impropri- the burdens and expenses of the same, will not be looked upon acquiescently by those who hav to pay the taxes. 
ety in allowing a well-educated female to talk to her The accumulation of so vast a property as here alluded 
sisters on the great theme of love to God and love to without taxation, may lead to sequestration without con
to man T Why, the whole clergy rose up in a rage; . stitutional authority and through blood. I would suggest 
and they hauled Brother Cuyler up before a terrify- the taxation of property equally.-General Grant's Mes-

sage, 1875. 
ing tribunal and affrighted the timid divine in a ter- When a religion is good, I conceive that it will support 
rible manner. Sleep departed from his languid itself. When it cannot support itself, and God does not take 
eyes, and his knees became weak as water, at the care to support it, so its professors are obliged to call for 
forbidding contemplation of the outlook that the help from the civil· power, it is a sign, I apprehend, of its 
doors of the paradise of heaven were to be closed being a bad one.-Benjamin Franklin, Oct. 9, 1780. 
forever against him for allowing a woman to speak · Let right and justice prevail. Surely religionists 
in his church, in palpable violation of the command should aet the example of sustaining the laws of the 
of St. Paul and in bold defiance of the regulations state. C. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. W. S. U. 
of the Presbyterian church. I cannot suppress a [In the letters to the board of aldermen, and the 
hearty laugh at the contemplation of Brother Cuyler. bouse of delegates, I added:] 
When he began to hear the roaring flames and to "It is quite impossible that it should be any source 
smell brimstone, he fell on his knees and begged for of trouble or anxiety, either to the church, or the 
mercy and promised, "by all that is in heaven above sisters of the House of the Good Shepherd, to raise 
or in the earth beneath, or in the waters under the the necessary amount to pay their honest dues ; 
earth, that he never would allow another woman to since they each and all hav such abounding faith in 
open her mouth in his parish." That is the way the blessed promises." 
Christianity has elevated women. Whenever one 
attempted to rise in the scale of being, the stento
rian voice of every sky-pilot and subordinate official 
would be heard : " Sit down ! Put her out ! Women 
are not allowed.to speak nor to teach I" But women 
hav broken the· ecclesiastical yoke of serfdom and 
hav cast it off in spite of Christianity. The irresist
ible force of environments, the amazing evolution of 
free thought, free speech, and a free press, the 
unfoldings of the mysterious webs in the universe of 
matter, the opening of boundless fields of scientific 
thought and philosophic investigation (and not 
Christial!lity), hav given to woman an immortal soul 
(which primitiv Christianity denied her). The 
cheering triumphs of mind over matter all hav aided 
women to rise to a free, independent, and glox-ious 
womanhood. 

And the Lord said: If you had faith like unto a grain of 
mustard-seed you might say to this mulberry tree, Be tho:I 
rooted up, and be thou transplanted into the sea : and it 
would obey you.-Douay Bible, Luke xvil, 6. 

Ask and it shall be given you: seek and you shall flnd.
Douay Bible, Matt. vii, 7. 

If the -prayer of faith can only receive answer 
when personal exertion is put forth, because the 
Lord works by means, then t~e attention of ~he good 
sisters is respectfully called to the method prescribed 
by Christ, as the most proper and truly Christian 
way to raise money to pay taxef!. 

But that we may not scandalize them, go to the sea, and 
cast in hook: and that fish which shall come first up, take : 
and when thou hast opened its mouth, thou shalt find a sta
ter: take that and giv it to them for me and thee.-Douay 
BibZe, Matt. xvii, 26. 

All of which is respectfully submitted. 
o. B. REYNOLDS, 

Secretary Washington Secular Union. 
Now, a few bed-rock facts will suffice. Only a 

few years ago wives were bought and sold for money 
in New Jersey or bartered for merchandise. I hav 
in mind two instances in which the husbands sold 
each his wife; one for the paltry sum of $10. But SEND for catalog of our publieations, Sent free 
the Revised Statutes of New Jersey, now in force, on applieation. 
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Attention, Auxiliaries ! 

Do you know how the American Secular Union is 
supported at present T By voluntary coBtributions, 
at irregular inte~vals, mostly from a few weal_thy _and 
generous Freethinkers. · A few smaller contributiOns 
come in from time to time to eke out the funds; but 
the greater part is furnished bJ perhaps six or eight 
wealthy men. From month to month, the financial 
existence of the American Sacular Union hangs by a 
thread. Four different months, indeed, hav seen a 
deficit in the treasury; and only the generosity of 
GWO or three individuals tided us over at those times. 
And yet the records show that our finances are in a 
better condition now than formerly, when we used 
to be months and months behind; so that we ought 
to hav some hope for the future. 

T ilo corresponding secretary of the American But fancy a •• national" society which is not sup, 
Saoular Union appeals to you for your help in form- ported financially by the majority of those whom it 
ing li closer organiz~totion than at present exists be- represents 1 
tween your<?elvs and the parent society whose char- Something must certainly be done by the great 

. ter you hold. It state secularizJ.tion is ever to be- body of the Liberals, if they care to help on the 
coma anyt.hing much more thin empty talk, it is cause of state secularization for which this society 
sbsolutely necessary th&t Secularists throughout the works; and that something must be done in a sys
U oited States be welded together into one body. tematic, business· like way. It is hi~h time. that we 

that they will pardon me for it, and not cheri~h any 
resentment for an oversight which has been un!'void
able. We are getting matters gr&dually systema
tized; and I trust that each auxiliary will come for
ward prQmptly upon seeing this notice and open up 
communicttion with this office, so that we may know 
just who and wbah are our auxiliaries, what their 
strengtb, and what work they a.re able to do in their 
community. · 

I would ask that the offieials of each local society 
consider the suagestion of five-cent contributions 
from every member once in three months for theJta
tional society. In cases where the society is too 
small and struggling to afford this amoun~ from each 
member, perhaps the proposal of a penny contribu
tion will bring out a cheerful response. This contri
bution should be levied, in order to make a prompt 
start, at once, to be counted for the beginning of 
April. Then the 1st of July ought to bring .in an
other; and the ht of Outober another. 

Let us hav a grand rally of our auxiliaries! one 
and all. Send in your five cent contributions and 
your monthly reports; and let it be as soon as possi
ble, please. And so I close as I began, in two words 
which I hope the Editor will hav put into quite big 
type, so that they will stand out clearly to your eyes : 

AT'rENFION, AUXlLIARIES! 
J DA 0. CRADDOCK, 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
Philadelphia, March 27, 1891. 

What is the et~.~ote of matters now ! Some Free- got out of the old two penny, pottermg rut of talkee
thought society somewhere decides to become aux- talkee, and did some practical work. We ought to 
iliary to the Amsric~n Secular Union, sends on its hav auxiliaries so well organized, and in such con
five dollars ch~rter fee, receives in return its charter, stant communication with this ofliee, that all we 
sundry pamphlets for missionary work, and a letter should hav to do would be to press a button, as it 
of suggestions from the secretary of the national were, and the response would be immediate in any 
society. Taia is the beginning; and this, alas ! is al- given Iocalitv, against any given infringement of the 
most alws.ys the end. In vain may the secretary rights of a FreethiDker. 
entreat that such auxiliaries keep up the communica Sse what the early Methodists accomplished with To the Liberal Lecturer. 
tiou with the national society; in vain may she beg their class-meeting system, and the penny-a-week By a resolution of the board of directors of the 
f·Jr monthly rep:>rts of the work done along the lines contributions which it was made a regular custom American Sacular Union on Dec. 7, 1889, it was 
of a tate secule.riz •tion; in vain may she remind them for e"ch member to g1"v 1 They hav become to-day t d J!t' t h L'b 1 1 t .. unanimously vo .e to ouer o eac 1 era ec urer 
tbat the national society has a right to expect such the wealthiest Protestant denomination, simply by half of the charter fee for any auxiliary which he 
auxiliaries to aid it by financial contributions, or by not de"'p1·81·ng th"" day of small th1"ng•'- Se. e how ht · Th "f th h t f · $5 · b b I d " "' - mig organ1ze. us, 1 e c ar er ee 1s , we 
ecHv missiOnary work, or y otb. n eed, as to the papal church thrives by help of the Peter's will return him $2 50; if it is $10, we will return 
fiaancial aid, the following list of those societies pence from Ireland and elsewhere! And yet the him $5. We think this a much better plan than the 
which hav contributed since I became correspond- Irieh, in the main, are a great deal poorer than even old way of "donations to lecturers," when an activ 
ing secretary will show the state of the ~ase better the poorest of Americans. If these ignorant, down- worker for the society frequently did not receive any~ 
than will a c Jlumn of argument: trodden, priest· ridden people can do so much to up- where nearly as much as be was worth to the society. 
Nov., 1889, Linf'sville, Pa., Liberal League, through hold superstition, shall not L'berals do as much, or The laborer is worthy of his hire, and we think it 

Wm J Ddvis ........................................... $. 25 00 more, to uphold freedom of thouaht? t h ld t · 
Dec. 21, 1889, Newark, N. J, Liberal League, ... but fair that a lee ut•er s ou receive a cer liD per 

through A Pionnie..................... ........ ....... 10 00 But not alone in money contribution should your cent of what he brings into the society, where he 
Jan. 21, J890, L'1cust Dale, Pa., Secular Union, aid be given to the national society whose charter acts as a sort of traveling orgaJ:~izer and missionary 

· through Osrl Neumann, president............... 5 00 you hold; it should be given in persistent, faithful for the American Secular Union. 
June 27, 1890. G~lden, Ia., Ethical Secular So- mt"s:I"onary work 1·n your own commun1"ty. It 1"s too It . h L"b 1 1 t th h tt t" 

t b h R N H 4 06 ' IS t e 1 era ec urers, en, w ose a en 1on cie Y· t. rong owe......................... often the case that a Seoula"r Union is composed en- 1 t d Sept. 28, 1890, Friendship L!beral League, Phila- we would especially call to the above reso u ion, an 
delphia, in response to personal !ippeal by Ida tirely, or almost entirely, of men. The women-your invite them to do what they can to increase the mem· 
c. Craddock.............................................. 12 35 mothers, wives, daughters, sisters, sweethearts, and bership of the American Secular U.nion, to spread its 

Nov. 1, 1890, Golden, Ia., Ethical Secular .Society, fr1·ends-shoul·d be urged to take a hand. You · d t · "b t" t th t h h R N H ~< oo prinCiples, an o secure comr1 u wns o e reas- . t roug · owe ................................. · " should hav mueJ"c a. tall your meetings. Every Sec- · ·I b · f I Nov. 3 1890. E izur Wright Secular SJciety of Alli- ury. The said resolutiOn, as wll e seen, 1s o ong 
snce. 0., through R G. Smith .................. ,.. 5 00 ular Union· should be the nucleus for a Liberal standing, having been passed on Dec. 7. 1889; but 

Nov. 3 1890, Portsmouth, o., Secular Union, Sllnday-school, and also a Liberal lyceum for the I take this opportunity of cslling public attention to 
through J. L. Treuthart and W. S. Andres.... 500 00 young people in their te9ns. More by work among it, 88 it seems not to be generally known. 

Jan. 11, 1891, Newark, N. J., Libernl League, for the young, than by any other means, will you build f II 11 tt t" t th lecture by Ida Craddock, on "How to Make I would also respect u y ca your a ·en 10n o e 
Freethinkers of the Young"........................ 12 25 up such a Freethc.ught society as will approve itself article directly preceding this, entitled: "Attention, 

--- to the indiffarent public-that public whom you will Auxiliaries," in which I suggest certain principles to 
Total.. ...................................... $578 60 hav to win over before state secularization becomes be carried out by the local societies ; and would ask 

of which $500 was given by the Portsmouth Secular an accomplished fact. If your people are Atheists, that you urge upon all auxiliaries the furtherance of 
Union. Of the other sooieties, it will be seen that Atheism should be taught jn your Sunday· school; if these matters. 
two-the Newark Liberal League and the Golden you are Unitarians, teach Unitarianism; if you are Trusting that you will do much ~ffactiv work for 
Ethical Secular Society-hav contributed twice. Spiritualists, teach Spiritualism; if you are Theoso- the American Secular Union as missionaries for state 

That is to say, in the course of one year and five phists, teach Theosophy. All roads lead to truth at secularization and as orgtmizers of local auxiliaries, 
months, out of all our auxiliary societies through the last,· and it is the extreme of bigotry to insist that I · am, 
Ieng~h and breadth of our country, only seven hav all our fellows shall walk along only our special road, Yours very truly, IDA 0. CnAnnoox, 
step pad forward to aid the national society by con- even though we feel quite sure that ours is the most Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
tributions. direct of all.· If all these isms are represented in Philadelphia, Pa., March 30, 1891. 

• I-
But, it will be said, the other auxiliaries are too your society, they should also be represented in your 

poor to contribute. We do not believe this; in fact, Sunday-school, and the children taught to choose 
we know to the contrary, in some C!lses. But where ~mong them for themselvs. I owe the foundations The Badge Fin. 
they ct.nnot giv money contribntions, they can at f my own Radicalism to the fact that, as a child, I Mr. Wettstein writes: "Please send your note on · 
least do missionary work for state seculariz,tion; as allowed to sit and listen to the grown-up folks badge-pin to TB.E TnuTB SEEKER." Now, in place of 
and they can report the work done. In fact, it is for abating on ·religious matters, and I was thus early sending my note, allow me to say this: I think Mr. 
this thnt their chllrter has been given to them. How ccustomed to seeing that there might be more than Wettstein's Freethought badge is fine, magnificent. 
many societies hav been heard from since the Ports- ne side to a theological statement. But remember Mrs. ·Green and myself both wore them, and we are 
mouth Oongresa regarding work done or attempted! above everything, whatever the special ism you teach, proud of them, and I wish every Freethinker in the 
ExMtly three-the Boston Ingersoll Secular Society, to see to it that the young people are imbued with a United States had one. I also think that the one 
the Portsmouth, 0.,. Secular Union, and the AI- passionate desire for freedom of thought, for other invented by Miss Ohurchill was very pretty and ap
bion, Id1., Secular Union. A few others hav people as well as for themselvs; and see to it that propriate, and that the Liberals ought to erect a 
scattered along at intervals through my first year's they realiz'l the necessity for demanding state secu- monument over her grave with that pin engraved 
correapondence; but they were few and far between lariz'ltion. and for joining hands with the American upon it. She was a noble, brave woman, and very 
-so faw, thnt it would hardly pay to collate them S(cular Union, which is working for such seculariz&· energetic for a woman who was confined to her bed 
from our letter fi'er. tion. for fifteen or more yearl'. Her sister, who survives 

My brethren, these things ought not so to be. These tbin~.:-the grown-up people's lecture and her, has the pin for sale, and I wish abe could sell 
We ought to be organized on eome sort of a sys- debate, the Freethought Sunday-school, and the five thousand of them, as the pin is well worth the 
tematic plan; there ought to be regular monthly or young people's Iyeeum-even if begun on a very, money and the sister is in desti~ute circumstances. 
quarterly reports sent in to the offiee of the national very small scale, will assure the permanency of your Her address is West Richfield, 0. I hav not seen 
society; and, wherever possible, there ought to be a society more than any one of the three separately Miss Ida 0. Craddock's new badg£', but the picture of 
small contribution levied on every activ member of will. But whatever line of work you follow, please it representing the pansy is most beautiful, and I 
an auxiliary, to help along the work of the national let us hav a regular report, either monthly or hope she may ba able to dispose of ten thousand of 
society. Suppose that every member of a Secular quarterly. them. Now, if anyone else desires to get up a differ
Union, when the plate was passed around on the I make this appeal through the newspapers, be- ent pattern from all these, let him or her do so and 
American Secular Union contribution day-say once cause I want to be sure of reaching all our auxiliaries. stand the chance of getting a sale for H. Oompeti
in three months-put in five cents, think what a help The list of auxiliaries handed me upon my entrance tion is the life of business, and then, as Freethinkers 
it would ba to the American Secular Union work! to this cffice, although a great help, seems to be as a matter of course do not think alike, or look alike, · 
There are few of us who could not afford that sum incomplete. In many cases I can get no answer to let each wear a different badge-pin if desired; but 
once in three months. To collect that five cents by the letters which I hav addressed to the societies for the sake of the cauee we all love do not let us 
individual letters from this office would, of course, there given. In other cases the auxiliary seems to dispute and quarrel over this question of a symbol of 
be out of the question. But it would be a compara. be dying down, but would evidently rekindle with a our faith like a lot of foolish children. I am sorry 
t.ivly easy thing for the officers of an auxiliary to little judicious fanning of its zeal. From time to to say Freethinkers are toe much inclined to each 
collac~ those donrations from their members when time, as I can find a spare half hour in the midst of desire their own way and all too apt to condemn 
the regulat American Secular Union "day" comes the regular office correspondence, I am trying to those who differ with them. We hav a powerful, 
arouud, and to forward the total to the national so- reach our auxiliaries. But if I seem to hav over-

1 
well-organized enemy in the Christian church to 

ciety. looked any to whose notiee this article comes, I trust meet, and we need all the energy and fighting power 



, 
we hav to contend with that. enemy, and should 
waste none of it in conflicts among ourselvs. Fur the 
last fifteen years our domestic contentions hav done 
us great inj,try, and now that the foolish rupture in 
the Se0ular Union bas been for the time compromised 
and settled, do not, for truth's sake, hatch up another 
dispute over so small a thing as a badge ph:. 

H. L GBEEN. 
------~~.-------

.More on the Same Subject. 
Having been asked my opinion aa to the desirabiJ. 

ity or appropr_iateness of the pansy as a Freethinkers' 
emblem, I would s~y that I regret the discussion has 

· commenced with such ll.!;ridity. I very much admire 
the pansy as & fllw~::r, but cannot see.wherein it sym
bolizes anything of the D ,mllnds we desire. If pen
see means thought, that in nowise designates .Free
thought. It is just now a very fashionable flower 
lor feminin adornment., and we would be apt to make 
a great mistake if we concluded that the numerous 
wearers had the remotest idf:>& th!lt it m::;ans thought, 
much less that it represents Freethought. It lacks 
distinctiv signifi Jan ea. H in time the pansy were suffi 
ciently ostracised by the Christians and we could 
fael pretty sure every wenrer was a pronounced Rid
ieal, then I would as soon hav the pansy as any other 
flower. Just as the white, red, and blue i'ibbons hav 
become expreasiv of 6artain movements without any 
special inherent eignifi!lance in th<3meelvs, the pansy 
might be adopted with success if we bad a large 
following. But the scattered, isolated Freethinkers 
are so few the.t it would l3e a very remote possibility, 
in my judgment, to secure for it the distinctiv char
acter t•equired. 

Being the fortunate possessor of that magnificent 
Wettstein. badge, Ion~ recognized as the emblem of 
the American Sacular Union-and certainly it would 
be hard to imagin anything more appropriate-! feel 
reluctant to forego it. All may not be able to 
secure such a suitable emblem, but that is no good 
raason to take something that has no more distinc
tiv Freethought character than the pretty pansy. 

Hood, of sarsaparilla fame, long ngo discovered 
the subtle beauties and hidden significance of the 
pansy, and like all men who know a good thing 
when they see it, has scattered millions of pansies 
all over this ~ountry. Might not the badge-wearers 
ba mhtaken for patent medicin agents? If the 
American Sacular U .:don adopted the pansy for the 
extension of its business, may not it _be in danger 
d a da:nage suit for infringement on an advertising 
trade-mark of sarsaparilla, whose prior adoption 
could easily be proven T Then, if damages were 
awarded, can we calmly coDtemplate the possibility 
of their collecting them! Yes, there appears scme 
riak to run even in wearing the pretty pansy. Be-
ware ! E. A. STEVENS. 

Mr. Wanamaker's Awkward Position. 
FBIEND MAonoNALD: You hav now got Postmaster 

Wanamaker in a trap-a trap of hie own setting. It 
is the same the churches of Massachusetts used to 
catch witches and Q ·1akers in two or three hundred 
years ago. Wannmt\ker took it to catch Infidels in 
but has caught himself, and if you perform your 
duty wisely And resolutely, when you get through 
with him you will hav done more to kill the fraud
ulent and filthy Bible and the one hundred and forty 
different sects that hav been founded on it in this 
nation, than all that baa been done in the last fifty 
years. I am glad you csll on him each week to 
answer your. questions about the Bible. Keep on 
until you get a reply. There is only one way for 
him to get out of hie tr&p hon.orably, and that is to 
confess that the Bible is an obscene, man-made book 
not fib to ba read in schools or familia!!, stop its pas
sage through the m!iils, then liberate H&rmao, Hey
wood, Reid, and other vietims that he has entrapped 
from prisonEl, bonds, and fines, pay them for the 
time and money he hae caused them to spend, and 
stop tampering with the mails. If be will do all this 
he may gain some reapect in the world; if he does 
not do it he will go down to his gr!&ve in inhmy and 
his name will be coupled with those that hanged 
witches, and bored the tongues of Q 1akers with red
hot irons and hanged them on Boston common for no 
other offense thflotl telling needful truth. 

Go on; stir him np eve1·y week ; giv him no reat 
till he decides to do justice. JEBE. HACKER. 

Vineland, N. J., March 16, 1891. 

lrljudicious Lies. 
A Dt. Hammond ha.s baen for some weeks ex

pounding the goa pel and 11 converting" sinners in 
this Christian city. I hav rei!.d in the city papers 
from time to time of the wonderful utterances of this 
man. They hav the flavor of fAlsehood, and the 
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fair for a good crop." ""lea," said the man in return, ""I storm, the family, four men and three women, ran 
sballhavagoodcropifGodalmlghtywlllletltalone." The naked out on the streets, began praying and yelling, 
stalk and blade grew and the ear seemed to be well filled. d b t •· t .. th t 
Then the same golden hue was to be 6een upon the fields of an wound up y a ·tempol.llg o uear one a no er o 
golden grain. At the time of harvest the man engaged bar- pieces. Tba neighbors came to the rasous of the 
vesters to cut and gather in the grain. On entering the field unfortunate- ones, but not soon enough to prevent 
they examined the ears but could find no wheat, and, after the youngest daughter, a beautiful girl sev .mteen 
cutting a swath through the center of the field and down one years old, from killing her brother with a club and 
b~d~b~:dai~u{~:~~\~aJ~~d.there was not a grain of wheat to then throwing herself on the corpse and tearing out 

Deacon Ford, now of Viola, m., vouched for the truthful- with her teeth its eyes and other parter, all of which 
ness of the story. she brandished in the air while crying. "I bav driven 

There were several conversions last night and many gave the evil spirits out of my brother!" What a beauti
their experiences. There will be a children's meeting at 4 ful It f b 1" f · th 1" • f · I 
o'clock this afternoon, and regular services at 7:30 to-night. resu o a u; 1D a re tg10n o our B&VlOr · 

"Deacon Ford" vouches for Dr. Hammond, but 
who will vouch hr the deacon 7 If there was one A correspondent from Scrantov, Pa., sends us a 

clipping from a German-European paper. From it 
grain of truth in this silly story Dr. Hammond would we gather the information that the property in hard 
giv names and dates. Several "conversions" fol- cash found in the house of the Ie.t~ Ar:3bbishop Simor 
lowed the narration of the story. If they believed of Gran, Hungary, amounted to $701 960-a nther 
the story they were already converted. Wonder if 1 f h ld th 
the "Infidel farmer" was "converted." It is now in arge sum hr a man who during ilia li e e at, 
order to hear from him. J. K. MAGIE. "Blessed be the poor," and hinted· in a broad way 

Washington, .D. O. that it was IU"! easy for a rich man to get into heaven 
as for a C!lmel to pass through the eye of a needle. 

Items of Foreign Freethonght News. We hav doubts as to the salntion of the dear bishop's 
soul. And yet the m&ttcr has a serious, e. tragic 

Mr. Richard E rlz has been sentenced to six Repect, wheu we remembEr how poor, how miserable 
months' imprisonment by the city court of Z ;vickau. the populace of Austro-Hungary is, owing to the 
The "crime," of course, is blasphemy. O.o. the excessiv taxes and the "tender mercies" of the 
other hand, the state court of Leipzig has discharged church. 
Dt. Vogtherr, of Berlin, who for a similar offense 
was sentenced t.o six weeks in jail by the city court 
of Potsdam. 

Freethinkers must be on the lookout now, espe 
cially in France, for reorganization of. the " Society 
for Warfare agai.o.st A. theism" has taken place. This 
society consists of old ladies, pious Bonapartists and 
L ;gitimists, and, of course, priests. But as the 
whole company bas been blessed by the popP, per
haps we need hav no fear, remembering that as a 
rule a pope's blessing works like a curse. 

Two weeks ago we announced that Dr. Titus Voel
kel had been sentenced to six months' imprisonment 
for blasphemous utterances against Roman Catholic 
dogmas. Since then we hav been informed that the 
champion of Freethought has been suddenly arrested 
and locked up on an order of the royal Saxon court 
of Halle. Why he is arrested no one knowe, but it 
is supposed to be because he is too impious to be 
allowed at large. 'N ~thing like the consistency of 
Christiane : 11 Love your enemies." 

The trouble in Austro-Hungary has been reneweC'. 
It is owiDg to the vague laws, and the unjust deci
sions given by different courts at various times, re
garding the relation of the children of Freethinkers 
toward their parents and the church. Some j •1dges 
hav decided that the fact that the parents are Free
thinkers does not exempt their children from sub
mitting to the rites of baptism and confirmation. 
Nsturally Freethinkers object, hence the trouble. 
But as Dr. Schwells, editor vf .Der Lichtfreund, has 
taken up the matter, au organized opposition will be 
brought about, and with it, we trust, victory. 

A savior has made his appearance in Gyoma, Hun
gary. He ordered his followers to cruc!fy him; 
they made a good strong cross, but at the last mo
ment the savior backed out. His indignant followers 
in their ignorance took him to the nearest· court 
house, where the judge when informed of the matter 
told them to go ahead and crucify the Christ. 
11 But," he added, 11 if be does not resurrect on the 
t.bird day I will hang you all on the fourth day." 
The followers of this Christ bav not yet got their 
sins washed away in the blood of the new lamb. 

In D .mmark the pious king has for religious rea
sons prohibited the erection of a crematory. When 
the writer was last in Denmark the society for cre
mation numbered over three thousand members, rep· 
resenting all liberal professions. Since then it has 
grown, and now numbers people from all classes of 
society. H is unnecessary to mention, I. suppose, 
that the pious king is very old, near his third child
hood. This rather unpleasant bit of news is cfflet., 
however, by another decidedly comical. A petition 
signed by several hundred church-members (all are 
church-members in Danmark; even the writer of 
this news used to be) aeked the minister of ecclesi
astical affairs to discharge a certain clergyman on 
the ground that no one in the congregation ever 
knows what he is talking about. The clergyman in 
question is rabidly ()rthodox and preaches fire-and
brimstone sermons, so we do not wonder that no one 
understands qjm. A gentle hint that Christianity is 
dying out. 

0 1r friend C. Oilwa, the ori~inator of the pansy 
emblem, l'eoommended by the U uiversal Freethought 
Congress of 1890, bas a very iLUpious article in the 
last number of La Verite. Sp1ce will not permit us 
~o reprodu.-.a it entirely, but for the benefU of those of 
our friendi! who hav Catholic acquaintances we copy 
the following dates of the enunciation, by popes 
and cou ncilP, of the Cilrd in Ill dog m \S of the Roman 
Catholic church : 

A D. 
325, Dlvin.ity of Christ. 
372 Worsb.ip of saints. 
381 D vinity of the Hols Ghao~. 
€i00 u •EI r f L\tin in services. 
688 726 784, Worship of itu~ges. 
1000 1015, Celibacy of priestR l!lud religious orders. 
1076, Inf&llibility of the church. 
1119, L3tters of indulgence!l. 
1160, The seven sacraments. 
1215, Transubstantiation. 
1225, Auricular confession. 
1459, Purg•tory discovered. 
1854, Immaculate conception of Mamma Mary. 
1870, Infallibility of his fallibility the pope. 

Religious persecution has begun again in Sweden. 
Viktor E. L"mnstrand has been sentenced by that 
travesty of a civilized man, King Oscar the Little, to 
pay a fine of three hundred crowns for two lact.lues 
which be delivered previously to his last imprison
ment, and for which he hRS been discharged ag not 
guilty by the supreme court of Sweden. E\"idently 
the clergy-ridden king fears the growing popularity 
of Mr. Lennstrand, whose lecture on the "Bible in 
the Light of Modern Sllience" is attracting euoh 
great audiences that he has been compelled to hire the 
second largest hall inS tcckholm. Beaides giving theee 
lectures Lannetrand travels extensivly, and we do 
not see how he can get time to do all of bis w01·k, 
even with the assistance of that indefatigable worker 
and stanch Freethinker, Capt.. O~to Thomson, for he 
not only lEctures, but oont.ributea excellent ilnd 
scholarly editorials to .Fritankaren, ~nd hns also 
issued an annual 11 Ljus och Ftihet" (light and 
freedom), which in interest ~nd genuin i11for~ation 
stands second to none. Thts annual, the priCe of 
which is twenty-five cents, contains like:t:essas and 
bio~raphies of Colonel lngeraoll, Kuut Wicksell, 
Ph.D., and Konrad Duebler, besides ftrtioles from 
Hugo DJStbjeveki, and Lennstrand, and poems, t.be 
best ~~ which is 11 A Christmas Song for Fteethiuk
ers," by E. Hellborg. 

----~~~.--------
Lectures and Meetings. 

THE lecture at the Manhattan Liberal Club, Friday even
ing, April 3d, will be by Dr. Charles H. Shephard. Subject: 
"The Sanitary Advantages of the Turkish Bath." 

W. F. J AMIXSON is lecturing in Arkansas (Hogers and Des
bra), and is engaged to deliver lectures in Kansas a month 
ahead nearly every evening. Address, Burlington, IC\\n. 

wonder is that a mrm can thrive on such weak and While we never hear of anyone becoming insane 
silly lies. I clip the following from the Post of this on embracing Freethought, we can scarcely pick up 
morning, Merch 27th : a paper without finding one or more ins_tancee of re-

Last night Dr. Hammond preached a sermon which was ligious insanity. In the last number of La Reforma;, 
regarded bv many as one of the most forcible he has yet de- an Italian paper, we find the following: In M£zz·.
livered. He related a story of an Infidel who lived near auso a whole family consisting of seven grown per-

J. E RRMEBURG is still preaching the gospel of Freethought 
in the Sunny South. While firing his hottest shots at su
perstition, he had, when last heard from, suffered no vio
lence, and hoped to run the gauntlet safely. After leaving 
Florida he went to Chattanooga, Tenn., where be gave three 
lectures, closing his engagement there March ~2d. On the 
23d he lectured in the Opera House at D~lton, Ga., to a 
large audience. On the 24th he delivered a lecture In the 
court house at Centre, Ala., and on the 25th be addressed 
a small audience in the court hous6 at Cullman, Ala. At 
every place the lectures were well received. In a notice of 
his last lecture at Chattanooga, the Chattanooga Daily Tir;tes 
says: "About four hundred people a•~embled last evcnm_g 
to listen to Hon. John Remsburg, of Ko:~nsas, to deliver h1s 
lecture on 'The Sunday Q•restion.' Mr. Remsburg ia a 
Freethinker of the most ultra school, and, judging from the 
frequent bursts of applause which greetrct h.ls re..,._ark•;, a 
)llajorit:y ot lli~ lu~arers agreed strongly w1th h1s opinwn~. 

Utica, N. Y., who bad a beautiful farm, part of which was dd 1' tt k d b }" · ma i 
sown in wheat. One morning a neighbor was passing the sons, were au en y a ac e y a re lgiOUB n a. 
~~ld ~~d f~~~r~eg to ~l).e Jnij.del fa.rJP..er, "Your wheat bld.s . ln tbe Qliddle of tb(l PiBht, durin~ ._ heavy UUQW 
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~ommnnitalions. The detail of police, constables, sheriffs, militia, etc., 
for the proper preservation of this stolen property, 
of course involves political sagacity. 

districts, please, and calm down that section of ·the 
church? Nothing like the soft, purring tones of a 
preacher to cool down a rantankerous woman. 

No less does the church yield in political acumen. 
Recent Gems from the Religious Press. The pope, who is the prime minister of, and stands The Independent publishes a communication from· 

a correspondent who has been a church-member for 
forty years, and who is troubled when he seek! to 
pray by strange questions occurring to him, like the 
following: " What are you doing ? Talking to 
empty space, are you ? Who hears you T How do 
you know that there is anyone who cares for you? 
If there is anyone who cares for you why doesn't he 
speak to you and tell you so ?" 

The Christian Advocate once more furnishes an. at the head of, tp.e religious thieves who hav ~tol~n 
t illustration of the flimsy quality of argument away the peoples r~a~on to piar at footba~ w1t~, IS 

ap · f t' · f •th H ·t. of course never obhv10us to his own or h1s feltow-put forth lD favor 0 unques tonmg al . ear 1 . ft ' . t t ( h. h . th . a·sgui·se they era smen s 1n eres w 1c m e1r 1 . 
The meekneas required. of a Christian in th~ reception of call the church) and of course to perpetuate this 

the truth [sic] is a childlike, teachable dispOSition, without . . I . dl' h t d h a· I b. h 
which no one can 1earn anything, even from nature. spiritu~ swm e e mus nee s. av car. ma s, IS • 

· - d t th t ops priests, acolytes, churches, Images, mcense, and 
That ts to aay, after a young man n~s fou!l o~ a oth~r toggery to keep up the joke and keep .down 

Santa Ohms is a myth, that a beautiful girl will tell the eo le. It works first-rate, too, and has a 
fibs, ~hat the _average .manufactu~er of popula! pro!- stroxf' erphold upon its victims than does Lord Salis· 
erbs IS a contmental bar, that a kmg. or a .president IS bury'~ government. If the latter wishes to eliminate 
merely a bundle of hum~n bones hke himself;, t~en the priest let him abolish the church, which would 
must he get dow!!: OD; hxs banded kn~es a.n~ ,~1th be uickl followed I> . the collapse of all 
meekness and a chlldhke, teachable disposxtiOn be- mon~chial governments fncluding the one Lord 

. Of these pertinent, reasonable questions the cor
respondent asks to be relieved, a.nd seeks advice from 
the Independent as to how to get rid of them. The 
editor assures him " that this is a common experience 
with all Christians," and advises him to speak out his 
private prayers, and pay no attention to the intrud
mg queries, as they don't amount to anything any
way. "The more he troubles about such thoughts 
the more they will trouble him." 

lieve that which be cannot comprehend and never S r b bl ' t 
dare to find out. · a 1s ury so a y represen s. 

The absolute and provabl111 falsity of the Advocate's 
assertion that " without this childlike, teachable dis
position no. one can learn anything, even from nat~ 
ure," is easily sean in the fact that there does not 
exist anything in the visible realm of nature in 
its relation to msn but whmt is susceptible of proof 
positiv and unanswerable. 

It is the vain attempt to get beyond this realm 
of n&ture which girds us round about, that 
has brought all the trouble in the world, and 
when a man tells us that to be receptiv of nature's 
truths we need a lamblike faith and an absence of 
comprehension as deep and profound as an average 
Christian's, why, then of course we yield the palm 
and crown him-prince of liars. 

The Sunday Union and Catholic Times still 
harps upon a familiar strain, " What is in thine 
hand?" heads an appeal for money, ar.d after quot
ing Moses, David, the widow with her two mites, etc., 
concludes by citing the case of a poor girl and what 
she did for the church, as follows: 

A poor girl who had nothing but a sewing-machine used 
it to aid a feeble church. · All her earnings above her needs 
were given toward building a house of worship, and in a 
year she had paid more in proportion to others a hundred 
times richer than she. RCJ you can, if you will. Do likewise 
and reap the reward of Dorcas and the poor widow. 

Is it not about time to gat out a warrmnt for the 
arrest and punishment of these religious fakirs ! 
To appeal to the very poorest of their victims to 
part with money which they absolutely need for 
their own sustensnce ! So strong is the hold of their 
superstition upon them that they hav been known to 
giv to the church and want themselvs. The charac
ter of men who will accept, much }Jlore demtmd, toll 
from these poor creatures, is not at all modified by 
priestly garments, but rather emphasizes the cold.
blooded cruelty of the church upheld by the brawny 
arms of priest-ridden labor. 

The Oentral Presbyterian, of Richmond, Va., in 
speaking of the "Ohurch of O.hrist in Japan" ex
presses a fear that that inh.nt church is not suffi
ciently fortified ag&inst R~tionalism and Infidelity 
and says: 

The times require the utmost completeness and precision 
in doctrinal statement. The assaults of Skepticism are 
more and more subtle as history proceeds. Of course the 
spirit of God may counteract them successfully by preserv
ing a high degree or spirituality. 

Then the church doubts God, for "he may coun
teract it." May T If such a God exists a.nd it was 
In his power to counteract it (which all Christians 
~elieve), and he did not do it, why waste time in 
futil human endeavor to stem the tide of omnipo
tent reason which is fast rising upon the unprotected 
abores of ancient superstitions? We giv fair warn
ing-better take off you" clerical garbs and jump 
into the pure waters of R~tionalism, whose flowing 
tide will bear you up to fairest mountains of un
shackled thought. Wait not to be submerged. The 
tide is rising fast; nothing will stay its onw~rd 
course. The old levees, the old spiles, &re fast 
crumbling to decsy. The old mountains of lies and 
misrepresentations are receding before the argus
eyed optic of reason. All aboard ! 

From the N aw York Observer· we glean the fact 
that: 

Lord Salisbury in a recent speech at Cambridge delivered 
an uncompromising denunciation ot priestly rule, which he 
declares to be the great vice of religious organizations. 

This is particularly gratifying, coming as it does 
from England's prime minister, but Lord s~~,lisbury 
must be ll!Ware that the priest is but a creature of 
the church, from whose elastic constitution he finds 
abundant warrant for anything it may please him 
to do. Besides, the church, as well as his gov
ernment, is a political machine. 

The prime minister executes the behests of his 
fellow-aristocrats, which, of course, are shllped to 
contribute to their conjoint self-interests, in there
tention of property originally stolen from others, in 
controling noisy claimants thereto, and the proper 
filching from laborers of the products of tim 110il. 

The ~wentieth Oentury takes Samuel P~ Putnam 
to task for 6alling the Mexican government the most 
liberal government on the . face on the earth to-day, 
in the face of certain restrictions placed upon cler
icals in that country. Mr. Pentecost says : 

I judge from this that if the Mexican officials should drive 
the church people out of the country, or make it a. capital 
offense to be a Christian, the Mexican government mtght be 
considered still more liberal. 

As the Mexican government has done neither of 
these things, let us inquire what it is that it has done 
which would invalidate its title to be " the most lib-
eral government on the face of. the earth." · 

·It is reported that a vast amount of church prop
erty has been confiscated. Oonvents are forbidden. 
The clericals are not allowed to wear their official 
n-arb on the streets. They must dress like other 
folks. They cannot perform a legal marriage. 
Tbis is what the government has done, and it has 
done well. If our government would do the same 
it would perform but acts of justice and right. 

The trouble with Mr. Pentecost's idea of liberty to 
let everyone do as they please is that it will not con
form to present con~itions, for the reason that by so
. cial and political usages we are made interdepend
ent and a superstitious church and· ita blinded fol
lowers are a menace to the natural thought and rational 
action of those who do not affiliate with them nor 
wish to hav their children imbued with their sense
less doctrine. The church is always seeking con
verts, is always aggressiv. Hav not the people as 
good right to ask for its abolishment dB a common 
nuisance as ita adherents hav for its continuance 1 

Its property is the aggregate outcome of the 
trembling fetu" of deluded victims powerless to help 
themselvs. Let it be returned to the people and 
put to some useful purpose. Mr. Pentecost forgets 
that the average man is no match for the arguments 
of these dealers in brimstone and eternal fire. They 
deceive men, they rob them, and they should be ex
terminmted with a relentless hand, just the same as 
we do a burglar from our homes. The strong must 
protect the weak. 
· We suppose that Mr. Pentecost would be offended 
if he was forewarned that the sleek young man to 
whom he might be talking was a bunco steerer and 
thief ; to follow his argument, it would be the 
proper thing to stand by and witness his plueking, 
because otherwise we mieht invade the sanctity of his 
individual freedom. No government or country 
should tolerate, much less protect, any institution 
which aims at the subversion of the human mind from 
its natural liberty .of thought to one of base subjec
tion to superstitious beliefs. Let them first prove the 

. truth of tlieir contentions, then giv them a license. 
Otherwise let the institution subside and end its dis
graceful reign. We can find all the religian neces
sary s.t our hand within the rea!m of visible nature 
without groping aimlessly on its outside. 

How beautifully characteristic of your even Ohris
tian is this editorial advice ! Pay no attention to 
reason or the protests of common sense, but go right 
on ignoring that most priceless gift ; if possible, ex
tirpate it, and become a meek and lowly follower of 
the lamb. There may be comfort in this, but it is 
akin to the comfort of a sleeping cat on a 1leecy rug, 
and it reaches to about the same mental altitude. It 
is animal desire for safety which brings convert.s to 
Christianity, not mental progress or education. 
They are in it to save their precious individuality. 

WILLIAM ALLEN SMITH. 
196 Broadway, New York. 

A Tribute to Barrett. 
Oolonel Ingersoll's lecture on Shakspere will ap

pear in book form in his own good time. He does 
not care to hav imperfect reports printed. The fol
lowing is his brief tribute to Lawrence Barrett, 
given as a prelude to his lecture llt the Broadway 
Theater on the evening of March 22d : 

"My heart tells me," said he, " that on the threshold of 
my address it will be appropriate for me to say a few words 
about the great actor who has just fallen into that sleep that 
we call death. Lawrence Barrett was my friend, and I was 
his. He was an interpreter of Shakspere, to whose creations 
be ~ave fiesh and blood. He began at the foundation of his 
profession, and rose until he stood next to his friend-next 
to one who is regarded as the greatest tragedian of our time 
-next to Edwin Booth. The life of Lawrence Barrett was 
a success, becau.se he honored himself and added glory to 
the stage. . 

"He did not seek for ~ain by pandering to the thought
less, ignorant, or base. He gave the .drama in its highest 
and most serious form. He shunned the questionable, the 
vulgar, and impure, and gave the intellectual, the pathetic, 
the manly, and the tragic. He did not stoop to conquer-he 
soared. He was fitted for the stage .. He had a thoughtful 
face, a vibrant voice and the pose of chivalry, a;Dd besides 
he had patience, industry, courage, and the·genms of suc
cess. He was a graceful and striking Bassanio, a thoughtful 
Hamlet, an intense Othello, a marvelous Harebell, and the 
best Cassius of his century. 

"In the drama of our human life all are actors and no one 
knows his part. In this great play the scenes are shifted by 
unknown forces, and the commencement, plot, and end are 
still unknown-are still unguessed. One by one the players 
leave the stage and others take their places. There is no 
pause-the play goes on. No prompter's voice is heard, and 
no one has the slightest cue to what the next scene is to be. 

" Will this great drama hav an el!-d? Will the curtain fall 
at last? Will it rise again upon some other stage? ·Reason 
says perhaps, and hope still whispers yes. 

" Sadly I bid my friend farewell. I admired the actor and 
I loved the man." 

The lt~cture was a success from every point of view. 
The house was crowded and over two hundred peo
ple occupied seats . on the stage. Hundredfi were 
turned away from the box-office before~ the lecture 
bAg&n. The immense audience present, says the 
World, listened to an orator who was thoroughly 
wrapped up in his subject. Oolonel Ingersoll is a 
Shakepere enthusiast, and his treatment of the im
mortal dramatist was masterly throughout and ex-

The Ohristian Union concludes an article en- quisit in its finer passages. He held the vast throng 
titled, "A. Biblical Revival," by quoting as its epit- spell-bound, and at the close of his peroration his 
ome of the whole Bible business, that it is a recital delighted hearers cheered again and again, until he 
of experiences of inspired men "who knew in part was compelled to acknowledge the tribute to his elo-
and who prophesied in part." quence by reappearing upon the stage. 

Mr. Abbott speaks tenderly to the mother who There was ~eep and genuin sorrow in the orator's 
fears that the Bible will be taken away from her words as he pronounced the eulogy on Barrett. He 
children by higher criticism, and logically tells her then immediately began his lecture proper, and for 
that by taking God out of it it will bring it nearer to over an hour and a half discussed and analyzed the 
her and her progeny. genius of Shakspere. A. more appreciativ or atten-

That may do for some, Mr. Abbott, but not for all. tiv audience never listened to a lecturer. After de
There is Aunt Huldah Orane, she is "agio " it. She claring that it was hard to overstate the debt which 
asys them high-class critics ain't worth a hill of beans. humanity owes to men and women of genius, he told 
Old Parson Hezeki&h Hornblower, dead and gone to about the birth and early life of the subject of his 
glo,ry now nigh untow forty years ago, was worth discourse. Shakspere, he said, was tC!lo great a 
more fer old-style orthodox sermons than all yer theme to adequately discuss. More than three cent
putterin' high falutin' ninnies, who think themselvs a uries ago thE! most intellectual of the human race 
match for. God almighty, ever dreamed of knowing. ·was born. The cradle in which he was rocked was 
But they'll git come up to when the horn of Gabriel canopied by neither myth nor miracle. This babe 
blowP, and don't you forget it. What? Blowing became the wonder of mankind. But little is known 
awsy hell and damnation and letting everybody into about his early years. It is certain that he never 
heaven ! Don't believe a word of it-some's got to received anything more than the most ordinary of 
go to hell and some's got to go to heaven-that educations. Ignorant people are apt to overrate. the 
ends it." value of education and think the colleges QID trAns• 

Will Mr. Abbott make a tour through the country mit capability. 



History tells but little, continued Oolonel Inger
soll, about Shakspare's father or mother, or, for that 
matter, about himself. There is not a letter in ex· 
istence which he is known to hav written or whieh 
is known to hav b~an written to him. About all that 
is known of his father is that he was officially re· 
ported for not going monthly to church. This is 
good so far as it goes. Neither is anything known 

·of his mother. beyond the fact that she had a beauti-
ful name. 

The speaker devoted some time to telling of the 
many great men who were contemporaneous with 
Shakspere, and called attention to the singularity of 
the fac.t that none of them are even mentioned in any 
of the plays. We can only account for Shakspere, 
said he, aa we do for the highest mountain, the great· 
est river, or the most perfect gem. No really great 
play had been written since his time. Shakspere did 
not rely upon the scenic artist or the stage carpenter. 
He put his sceneryin his lines. He dealt with ele· 
mental things and with universal man. Amid all 
surroundings the human heart is substantially the 
same. 

The colonel ridiculed the idea that Bacon could 
be the author of Sbakspere's plays. He quoted 
some poetry written by Bacon, and asked how it 
could be possible that Bacon had put the perfect 
children of his brain at Shakspere's doorstep and 
left the maimed and deformed at home. Bacon's 
best may compare with Shakspere's common, but 
Shakspere's best towers above anything Bacon ever 
wrote" like a domed temple above a beggar's hut." 

.About Mr •. Bradlaugh Personally. 
G. W. Foote in the Freethinker.: 

While at Northampton with Mr. Bradlaugh, and 
on other occasions, I saw something of his personal 
tastes and habits. He struck me as an abstemious 
man. He was far from a great eater, and I never 
noticed him drink anything at dinner but claret, 
which is not an intoxicating beverage. On the 
whole, I should say it is less injurious to the stomach 
and brain than tea or. coffee. He was rather fond of 
a cup of tea seventeen years ago, and latterly his fond
ness for it developed into something like a passion. 
More than once I found him at St. ;John's Wood 
drinking a big cup of pretty st~ong tea, and was 
seduced by his genial invitation into joining him in 
that reckless indulgence. He used to smoke too in 
the old days, but I believe he gave up the practice 
under Mrs. Basant's influence .. About seven years 
ago, however, he resumed it. .I do not think he ever 
attained to the dignity of a pipe. He smoked cigars. 
Some time in April, 1889, I spent an hour with him 
at the House of Oommons. He got the speaker's 
leave to take me into a lower smoke-room, and we 
" discussed" a cigar and some claret while discussing 
some Freethought business. The claret he seemed 
indifferent to, but he pufted the cigar with an air of 
enjoyment. 

Daring the Northampton election times I used to 
take a good stiff daily walk. All through my youth 
I had plenty of exercise in the open air, and I still 
grow desperately fusty. without a brisk tramp at 
least once in the twenty-four hours. Mr. Bradlaugh 
generally took a .drive, and I remember telling him 
with youthful audacity that he ought to walk for his 
health's sake. Of course it was difficult for him to 
walk in the streets. Hie stature and bulk made him 
too noticeable, and mobbing was very unpleasant. 
But he might hav driven out of town and trudged a 
mile or two on the country roads. My opinion is 
that his neglect of physical exercise helped to 
shorten his life. Occasional bouts of. fishing were 
very well in their way, but daily exercise is the 
necessary thing. I do not forget the tremendous 
labor, physical as well as mental, of lecturing on 
burning questions to large audiences. All that, how
ever, goes on in hot, crowded rooms, full of vitiated 
air; and it givs no proper exercise to the legs and 
loins or the lower vital organs. 

After one of my remonstrances Mr. Bradlaugh in
vited me to play a game of billiards. It was the 
·only time I ever played with him. His style with 
the cue was spacious and aplendid. The balls went 
flying about the board, and I chaffed him on his 
flukes. He had not the temperament of a billiard· 
player. Still, I hav heard that he played _a fair 
game at St~ Sbephen's; but I can hardly believe it 
without first-band testimony. I am willing to be
lieve, however, that he was a good chess-player. 
Oertainly he bad a head for it. But chess is a vile 
game for a brain-worker, whose recreations should 
never involve a mental stn.in. 

When I first knew Mr. Bradlaugh he was living at 
To~tenham. I never visited him there, but I often 
called on him at his later lodgings in Turner-street, 
Commercial road. He occupied the ground floor, 
consisting of two rooms. The back was his bed
room, and the front his library and workehop. It 
was what the ·Americans call a one-horse affair. 
Shelvs all round the room were filled with books. 
Mr. Bradlau~h sat at a desk with his back to the 
fireplace. O.a his right was the door communicating 
with bis . bedroom, facing him the door opening on 

the passage, and on his -right the street window. 
The room itself could hardly hav been more than 
twelve or thirteen feet square. I once told him he 
was too near the fireplace, and he said it was some
times good to hav the poker handy. At that I 
stared, and he told me the following story. 

Let the war-drums louder and loufier roll 
Defiance, as on for the goal we go I 

Rise to the Hero's stature in so'!ll : 
Cower not down with the corse laid low. 

.A.H! No l 
WE DO NOT BUBY THE HA.TOHET SO I 
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-Gerald Massey in Arena. 

• The day he was brutally ejected from the Honse of Oommons. 

May Be Open on Sunday. 
From the Evening Bun. 

One day a gentleman called on him and was in
vited to take a chair. He sat down facing Mr. Brad
laugh, and explained that he wanted advice on a 
very particular matter. God almighty had told him 
to kill some one, and he had a difficulty in selecting a 
victim. Mr. Bradlaugh put his hand behind him 
and quietly grasped the poker. The inspired gentle- It is more than likely that the Metropolitan mu
man put the problem as a knotty one, and 'begged seum will at last be open on Sundays, and that the 
the assistance of the clever Iconoclast. "Well," working people, .whose hard and uninteresting lives 
said Mr. Bradlaugh, keeping quite coo~ "what do through the six other days make museums and such 
you say to the archbishop of Canterbury?" " The things possible, will hav a chance to look at the 
very man !" exclaimed the inspired gentleman. He things which belong to them. The Metropolitan 
got Mr. Bradlaugh to giv the archbishop's address, museum is not exactly an institution to be proud of. 
and said, "Good-day," with a profusion of thanks. It bas some good pictures, but at least "hundred 
Mr. Bradlaugh went to the door to look for a police- bad ones for every good one. It is difficult to 
man, but none was visible, and the inspired gentle- reach. It bas galleries consecrated to the glory of 
man was soon out of sight.· . individuals who hav had the impudence or stupidity 

" So you see," said Mr. Bradlaugh, "it is good to to present vile imitations of great masters to their 
hav the poker bandy. I never saw or heard of the fellow-citizens, and it is managed by men dull 
man again, and I knew he couldn't get near the arch- enough, or timid enough, to accept such stupid gifts 
bishop. There are too many flunkeys in the way." and label them with the names and titles devised 

Those were my struggling days, and Mr. Brad- by the swindling dealers of Europe and America who 
laugh was very kind to me. I remember the Sun- thrive by palming sueh things off upon rich, vain, 
day evening when I told him I thought of taking to and uneducated Americans. But still there are 
the Freethougbt platform. He pointed out the some things to be learned in the museum. The mi
h~trd and thorny path I should hav to tread, but · croscopic reproductions of Europe's architectural 
when he saw I was resolved on the attempt, he put wonders stimulate study and wake up the mind, 
his hand on my shoulder and said, " There is no though they . are but toys in themselvs. The em· 
young man in the movement I would sooner wel- ployees hav fine stripes on their uniforms, it is fun to 
come." work the turnstiles, the place is warm in winter and 

In the very same room, on another Sunday even- cool in summer, the collection of old glassware is 
ing a little later, I first saw lames Thomson. He really fine, though falsely labeled, and the inscrip
came down to the Hall of Science with Mr. Brad- tion on the memorial erected by actors to Edgar 
laugh, hi whose employment he then was, and I gave .Allen Poe is admirably adapted to make a cat die of 
him the article I had brought for the National Re- laughing or to giv an Englishman a stitch in his 
former • . He shook halldB very cordially, and I was side. 
delighted to meet one for whose poetry I h.sd a The enjoyment of these things should not be with-
profound admiration. . held from working people, and it is pleasing, there-

It was also in the Hall of Science, about the same fore, to announce that the place will probably be 
time; that I met the eccentric Mr. Tuberville, opened to them on Sunday before very long. 
brother to Mr. Blackmore, the novelist. He was a But don't get a wrong idea about the thing. The 
man of parts with a bee in hie bonnet. He claimed directors of the museum are not going to open the 
kinship with Tuberville, a minor poet of the six- museum from any feeling of decency, or beoause 
teenth century, and he loved to talk of poetry. His they bav come to recognize the rights of the people. 
knowledge of Shakepere was profound and minute. If such things had any weight with them, the bon
He admired Mr. Bradlaugh's perorations immensely, e11t work and pleadings of the newspapers of New 
as well as his bold defense of Freethought. He York would hav opentld long since the doors of the 
made out a will in Mr. Bradlaugh's fa.vor, but he sub- institution which they selfishly govern. Other 
sequently made another will, and died in circum- things hav influenced these directors. For instance, 
stances that necessitated an inquest. By agreement, at first they based tlleir refusal to open the museum 
however, Mr. Bradlaugh obtained £2.500 from the on Sunday upon religious principles. It is quite true 
estate, and the windfall came opportunely, for his that there are pictures in the museum that would 
struggles and litigations had involved him in consid- make the lowliest Ohristian swear any day in the 
arable debt. I know he had often to borrow money week, and which should therefore be hidden on Sun
on heavy interest. One day, at Turner-street, he day, such as the landscape painted by the poet 
told me that a creditor of this species had coolly in- Browning's son, presented by Mrs. Bloomfield Moore, 
vi ted him to diimer. " Hang it," he said, "you can't a deep admirer of Browning, and hung at the top of 
dine with a man who charges you sixty per cent." 11 staircase. This picture, which to the scientific mind 

sugge~ts the dissection of a hum.an. liyer, ~s un
Ohristian, and so are some of the umtations 10 the 
Marquand collection. But the directors did not use 
these good arguments when they spoke of ~h;e neces; 
sity of closing the place on Sundays for rebg~ous rea
sons. On the contrary, the directors were talking 
in a general way ; they were revealing themselvs, 
some of them at least, as hypocrite and liars. 

Bradlaugh's Burial. 
" Sponge out the Record, make tardy amends 

With tears of contrition that shame as they flow. 
Blot out the Past, f01'giv and be friends, 
. . Up from Ms gmve may the G Uv grow !" 

. AHl No! 
WE DO NOT BUBY THB HA.TOHET SO) 

They who hav harried him till he is dead, 
For their cowardly creeds shall reap as they sow. 

Not at his tomb is the last word said: 
We shall pay back to them all that we owe 1 

AH! No! 
WB DO NOT BUBY THB HA.TOBET SO I 

Over his ashes they pray for peace, 
Who hav helped to quench his fiery glow; 

But not for an hour will our battle cease; 
Our spoils of triumph his tomb shall strow 1 

AH! Nol 
WE DO NOT BUBY THE HA.TOBBT SOl 

Do they think we hav ever forgotten the way 
He was badgered and bandied to and fro? 

Do they think we hav ever forgotten that day 
Of the cruelest gladiatorial show?* 

Aa! No! 
WE DO NOT BUBY THK HATOHBT SO! . 

'Tis one more lost of unnumbered Uvea, 
Wrecked, or taken by tortures slow 1 

'Tis the common lot of the Thinker who strives 
To the death for Tyranny's overthrow l 

AHl No! 
WE DO NOT BUBY THK HATOHKT SO J 

Birds of the night from their hiding-place 
Will venture to mount their middens and crow. 

There are those who will feel he has turned his face 
On the other aide for their safer blow 1 

AH! No! 
WB DO NOT BUBY THE HA.TOHBT SO 1 

Deeds, not words, for our Champio.n brave; 
Deeds that will lighten the weight of woe. 

I may not follow his dust to the grave, 
But I shall be with you when facing the foe. 

Aal No! 
W11. DO NOT BURY THB HA.TOHBT SO I 

The Evening Sun printed t~e fact. that .e~me of 
the directors had a habit of takmg their families and 
friends to see the things on Sunday when the vul· 
gar herd was locked out. This revelation was 
awkward. But something must be said, economy 
w~~os urged, and a Metropolitan mu~eum direct'?r had 
the impertinence to explain that It cost nothmg to 
show the thing to himself, his friends, and his fellows 
on the Sabbath because, of course, they would not 
steal and it was· unnecessary to pay officials to 
watch the treasures on that day. With the work· 
ing people, on the eontrary, t~ieving w~s. ~o be looke_d 
for not to mention the horrible possibility of their 
co~ing with lunch-baskets to scatter crumbs. 

Working people will owe the opening of the mu
seum on Sundays, not to the honest p~otest~ of 
their own class or to the newspapers which might 
represent the0::, but to the interest of society, t~at 
vague body whieh consists of educated peop~e With 
time on their hands, and who, as a rule, ~e a f~ll'ly de· 
cent lot if you approach them on the r1ght s1de. 

These hav determined to hav the museum open all 
the week. They hav started '?ut in earne~t .. 

Teas are given where the directors are mv1ted a_nd 
talked to. Petitions are issued, an~ covered with 
the signatures of. citizens who pay ~~~ rents. . 

To-day, for instance, such a petitiOn was gomg 
about in the principal up and downtown restanTants. 
That carried about the Oafe Savarin by Mr. Oliver 
Sumner Teall was soon clOvered with names. It was 
a fair sample of the lot. 

The Metropolitan museum, such as it is, will soon 
be open to everybody. 
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Bill No. 347, introduced in the senate of New York 
state by Mr. Emerson, was referred to the judiciary 
committee, and a public hearing was given on it 
March 24th at Albany. The bill provides that no 
incorporated institution shall receive any state 
moneys "unless the free exercise and enjoyment of 
religious profession and worship " is allowed to all 
its beneficiaries. It is practically the same bill that 
has been offered many times during the past sixteen 
years, and though general in its scope is generally 
understood to be urged mainly to enable Roman 
Oatholic priests to say mass and make proselytes in 
the House of Refuge, now under Protestant control. 
The waifs of New York who become wards of the 
state, are committed by police magistrates either to 
the Oatholic Protectory, the Juvenil Asylum, or the 
House of R9fuge. All are in their ·organization 
private institutions, but all are ran on public moneys 
either appropriated in lump sums, or paid at the rate 
of $2 per child per week. 

No one appeared before the committee to favor 
the bill, and the first to come forward against it was 
Mr. James M. King, secretary of "the National 
L9ague for the Protection of American Institutions." 
He found many unconstitutional flaws in it, but 
started out with declaring it "unnecessary in that 
it proposes to correct an assumed violation of the 
constitution of the state, which violation does not 
e1:ist," and concluded by recommending a radical 
cure for all this contention between sects by amend
ing the N9w York state constitution by inserting as 
follows: 

" This state :shall not use its property or credit, or any 
money raised by taxation, or authorize either to be used, for 
the purpose of founding, maintaining, or aiding by appro
priation, payment for services, expenses, or otherwise, any 
church, religious denomination, or religious society, or any 
institution, society, or undert~king which is wholly, or in 
part, under sectarian or ecclesiastical control." 

He was followed by Mr. Miller, representing the 
House of Refuge, and he devoted himself mainly to 
asserting that the House of Refuge is entirely un
sectarian, that clergymen of all denominations hav 
been invited to address the inmates, that they hav 
refused to permit the ceremony of regular "mass," 
and therefore the Jesuits are promoting this legis
lation. As he was becoming vehement in denounc
ing them, he was interrupted by the Rev. Mr. Mc
L9od, of Albany, a Presbyterian preacher, who d&. 
sired to speak also in opposition, laying stress on 
the inevitable religious controversy and strife which 
would follow if the bill were to become a law. 

The committee was anxious to pass to the consid· 
eration of important constitutional amendments re
garding elections, and at first reluctantly heard 1 few 
remarks from E. B. Foote, Jr., who appeared there, 
as he informed them, to represent the great "un
churched millions," those who were much interested 
in proper management of state affairs, in preventing 
any entangling :alliances of church and state, and 
wbo wogld uot !:l~nction jobbin~ oqt !l~t'te funotiot~!l 

6o priva6e church institutions, however '' unseo6a
rian.'~ Oopies of the . American Secular Union pam
phlet were distributed, together with a printed slip giv
ing the resolutions adopted a week ago at the Liberal 
Olub meeting. The argument presented in behalf 
of Secularists, Agnostics, Liberals, Freethinkers, and 
pagans in general, made these points : 

1. That all the arguments offered so far show 
that sectarian teaching in institutions receiving pub
lic support is unconstitutional; that 11.othing need be 
said to fortify the excellent and forcible arguments 
made by Mr. Oram six years ago (exhibited in pam
phlet form) and Mr. Moller to-day; but, 

2. That the House of Refuge was not run in the 
purely unsectarian way claimed ; that there was a 
Methodist parson, Rev. W. 0. Steele, stealing $2,000 
per year and the accommodations of a well-furnished 
residence from funds appropriated by the county; 
that the printed "Manual of Devotion" (exhibited) 
teaches total depravity, vicarious atonement, miracu
lous incarnation, and eternal damnation, all sectarian 
dogmas, since the Universalists and Unitarians would 
not indorse them; 

3. That Oatholic ind ·Protestant institutions are 
all run as proselyting machines, contrary to constitu
tional provisions ; that the pickings are pretty fairly 
apportioned between them ; and to giv each entrance 
to the other's domains would be to invite merry war 
and unending Eqaabbles; 

4. That, if the constitution is to be ignored, it is 
not advisable to make matters worse by legalizing 
the introduction of all ·sorts of religious ceremonies 
into state-supported institutions. '· 

5. That the only thing to do, that is worth doing 
and doing well, is to abolish the present methods, 
e~tablish purely state asylums fo-r the care of all 
its wards, and employ no clericals or religious 
teachers in them ; giving only such education in 
morality and civility as will enable the young per
sons, when discharged, to be good citizens and make 
their own way pro1.1perously in the world. 

6. That this is the only constitutional and satis
factory way to Bettle this quarrel ; that in this matter 
there is but one right thing to do, and until it shall 
be done there will be a never-ending contest between 
sectarian societies for the profits they hav discovered 
in caring for juvenil delinquents at $102 per year 
when it costs them about $40. 

Toward the end of the discussion Mr. McLeod of
fered the following substitute for the bill : 

" An act with reference to the payments of moneys of the 
state to incorporated institutions, societies, and associations : 

"It shall not be lawful for any officer of the state to pay to 
or for any incorporated institution, society, or associa
·tion, nor to the managers, agents or officers thereof, any 
moneys of the state to be used for the purpose of founding, 
maintaining, or aiding by appropriation, payment for serv
ices, expenses or otherwise, aRy church or religious denom. 
ination, or religious society, or any institution, society, or 
undertaking which is either wholly or in part under secta
rian or ecclesiastical control." 

No doubt the Protestant sectarians would p~efer 
the latter to the original bill, but probably they 
propose it with the expectation that it may defeat 
any action ; while some of the Oatholic party were 
heard to say that the best way would be to substi
tute secular state institutions for sectarian private 
ones, but if that can't be, then the "Fr~edom of 
Worship Bill" is the fair solution of the difficulty. 

If both these great contestants meant what they 
say, the right thing could be done right speedily, but 
they are adepts at using words to conceal their 
thoughts, and the result is a drawn battle-with no 
gain to either, but a continued loss to "the un
churched millions " who pay taxes to pay costs of 
taking care of juvenil misfits at double the actual 
e][pense, while cramming them with creeds that are 
a hindrance rath.er than an aid to their becoming 
good citizens and practical, self-supporting men. 

A. Story Started On Its Way. 
The Philadelphia Inquirer comes up again with 

the statement that 
" Col. Robert G. Ingersoll has given evidence of late that 

his views upon the future state are undergoing something of 
a change. He is not as antagonistic as he was. He has lost 
his pugnaciousness. The sneer at all things religious is 
wanting. He seems to hav arrived at that point where 
he is ready to believe in the possibility that death does not 
end all." 

The Inquirer finds its text in the eulogy of Law
rence Barrett by Mr. Ingersoll on the evening of his 
lecture on Shaltsv~~~. <,~uoting these words: 

" ' My heart tells me that on the threshold of this address 
it will be appropriate,' he said, 'to say a few words about 
the great actor who has just fallen into that sleep that tDB ·call 
death.'" 

The italicising is done by the Inquirer, which con
tinues to quote : 

"In the drama of our human life, all are actors and no 
one knows his part. In this great play the scenes are shifted 
by unknown forces, and the ·commencement, plot, and end 
are still unknown-are still unguessed. One by one the 
players leave the stage, and .others take their places. There 
is no pause-the play goes on. No prompter's voice is heard, 
and no one has the slightest clue to what the next scene is 
to be. 

" Will this great drama hav an end? Will the curtain 
fall at last ? Will it rise again upon some other stage '1 
Reason says perhaps, and hope still whispers yes." 

Upon this last it comments: 
. "'Reason says perhaps.' That is the furthest that Inger. 

soli has ever gone. His reason heretofore has led him to 
declare the reverse. And when to reason he adds ' hope 1 

he is getting dangerously near the line when Intldelism 
merges into Christianity." 

We hav heard all this before-Beveral times. But 
now, as then, it evidences no change in opinion by 
the great Agnostic. He has never said, at any time, 
in any speech, or book, or article, or conversation, 
that " death ends all f' nor has he denied the possi
bility of lliother life. Some of his utterances upo11 
this subject it may be well to quote for comparison. 
The first public one that we recollect was in May, 
1879, a tribute to his brother Ebon P. Ingersoll, 
when he said : 

" Life is a narrow vale between the cold and barren peaks 
of two eternities. We strive in vain to look beyond the 
hights. We cry aloud, and the only answer is the echo of 
our unavailing cry. From the voiceless lips of the unreply
ing dead there comes no word; but in· the night of death 
hope sees a star and listening love can hear the rustle of a 
wing.'' 

Over the grave of little Hai-ry Miller about the 
same time he said this : 

" Why should we fear that which will come to all that is ? 
We cannot tell, we do not know, which is the greater bless
ing-life or death. We cannot say that death is not a good. 
We do not know whether the grave is the end of this life, or 
the door of another, or whether the night here is not some
where else a dawn. . • . 

" Every cradle asks us 'Whence ?' and every coffin 
' Whither?' The poor barbarian, weeping above his dead, 
can answer these questions just as well as the robed priest of 
the most authentic creed. The tearful ignorance of the one 
is as consoling as the learned and unmeaning words of the 
other." 

These were said years ago, but compare them with 
the words in the eulogy of Lawrence Barrett and see 
how little change in sentiment there is. 

In 1884, in his lecture on Orthodoxy, he said: 

" They tell me that the next terrible thing I do is to take 
away the hope of immortality I I do not, I would not, I 
could not. Immortality was first dreamed of by human 
love; and yet the church is going to take human love out 
of immortality. We love, therefore we wish to liv. A loved 
one dies and we wish to meet again ; and from the affection 
of the human heart grew the great oak of the hope of im
mortality. Around that oak hav climbed the poisonous 
vines of superstition. Theologians, pretenders,.soothsayers, 
parsons, priests, popes, bishops, hav taken advantage of 
that. They hav stood by graves and promised heaven. 
They hav stood by graves and prophesied a future fl.lled 
with pain. They hav er~cted their toll-gates on the highway 
of life and hav collected money from fear. 

"I would not destroy the faintest ray of human hope, but 
I deny that we got our idea of immortality from the Bible. 
It existed long before Moses. We find it symbolized 
through all Egypt, through all India. Wherever man has 
lived he has made another world in which to meet the lost 
of this. 

"We do not know, we cannot say, whether death is a 
wall or a door ; the beginning or end of· a day ; the spread. 
ing of pinions to soar, or the folding forever of wings; the 
rise or the set of a sun, or an endless life that brings rapture 
and love to every one.'' 

In 1888 Oolonel Ingersoll discussed religious 
questions with Dr: Henry M. Field. O.n the sub· 
ject of immortality Mr. Ingersoll said: 

"Upon the question of immortality.you hav done me, un
intentionally, a great injustice. With regard to that hope, 
I hav never uttered ' a flippant or a trivial ' word. I hav 
said a thousand times, and I say again, that the idea of im
m0rtality, that, like a sea, has ebbed and flowed in the hu
man heart, with its countless waves of hope and fear beat
ing against the shores and rocks of time and fate, was not 
born of any book, nor of any creed, nor of any religion. It 
was born of human affection, and it will continue to ebb and 
flow beneath the mists and clouds of doubt and darkness as 
long as love kisses the llp3 of death. 

" I hav said a thousand times, and I say again, that we do 
not know, we cannot say, whether death is a wall or a door 
...... t)l~ begiiPlin~, Of ~1!-<l, ot a day=tije epreaqin~ of ll~o~ 
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to soar, or the folding forever of wings-the rise or the set 
of a sun, or an endless life, that brings rapture and love to 
everyone. 

"The belief in immortality is far older than Christianity. 
Thousands of years before Christ was born billions of people 
had lived and died in that hope. Upon countless graves had 
been laid in love·and tears the emblems of another life. The 
heaven of the New Testament was to be in this world. The 
dead, a!ter .they were raised, were to liv here. Not one sat
isfactory word was said to hav been uttered by Chriat-noth. 
ing philosophic, nothing clear, nothing that adorns, like a 
bow of promis, the cloud of doubt. 

"According to the account ia the New Testament, Christ 
was dead for a period of nearly three days. After his resur. 
rection, why did not some one of his disciples ask him where 
he had been? Why did he not tell them what wor1d he had 
visited? There was the opportunity to ' bring life and im
mortality to light.• And yet he was as silent as the grave that 
he had left-speechless as the stone that angels had rolled 
away. 

"How do you aceount for this? Was it not infinitly cruel 
to leave the world in darkness and in doubt, when one word 
could hav filled all time wlth hope and light? 

" The hope of immortality is the great oak round which 
hav climbed the poisonous vines of superstition. The vines 
hav not supported the oak-the oak has supported the vines. 
As long as men liv and love and die, this hope will blossom 
in the human heart. 

"All I hav said upon this subject has been to express my 
hope and confess my lack of knowledge.· Neither by word 
nor look hav I expressed any other feeling than sympathy 
with those who hope to liv again-for those who bend above 
their dead and dream of life to come. But I hav denounced 
the selfishness and heartlessness of those who expect for 
themselvs an eternity of joy, and for the rest of mankind 
predict, without a tear, a world of endless pain. Nothing 
can be more contemptible than such a hope-a hope that can 
giv satisfaction only to the hyenas of the human race." 

Just before this, Oolonel Ingersoll was troubled 
with a sore throat and the Ohristian press for sev
eral months seemed very solicitous as to his health 
and reported him weak and feeble physically, and 
not only that, but made the Inquirer's present 
assertiou that there was a growing disposition on his 
part to lay down his arms, and even j ain the church. 
In an interview we had with him then we calied . 
these thimgs ·to his attention, and he replied like this : 

"I do not think the Christian press has been very solici
tous about my health. Neither do I think that my health 
will ever add to theirs. The fact is, I am exceedingly well, 
and my throat is better than it has been in many years. Any 
one who imagine that I am disposed to lay down my arms can 
read my reply to Dr. Field in the November number of the 
North .American Rt'Djtw. I see no particular difference in· 
myself, except this : that my hatred of superstition becomes 
a little more and more intense; on the other hand, I see 
more clearly that all the superstitions were naturally pro.. 
duced, and I am now satisfied that every man does. as he 
must, including priests and editors of religious papers." 

The next year, June 25, 1889, Oolonel IDgersoll 
wrote these words to Mr. E. R. J ohnes : 

... I congratulate you on what you hav said concerning the 
' wax figures' of Milton. If anyone is open to the charge of 
barren Materialism, it is Milton. His • heaven • was simply 
another England-with government somewhat worse. You 
hav endeavored to establish your doctrin by reason-by 
something universal-and you hav wisely left out the provin-

. clallam, tlta prejudices, and the puarilities of Oltristianity 
Love and hope are universal. As long a·s men love and a~ 
long as they hope there will probably be in heart and brain 
the splendid dream of immortality. It may be that we Uv 
no more-that we go back to the unconscious dust, and yet 
the heart will always say,' Perhaps there is another life.• 
But whether there is or not let us all paint on the canvas of 
the future the pictures that delight and satisfy the soul. 
We know that in this world after joy comes grief, as after day 
comes night ; and it may be there is some world where 
after grief comAs joy, as after night comea day." 

There doesn't seem to be much merging of "lnfi. 
delism into Ohristianity" in that. But this letter 
was made the basis of hundreds of articles in relig
ious and ~eoular journals-and if we recollect rightly, 
tbe InqU?,rer was the very paper to begin-claiming 
that Oolonel Ingersoll " was backing down in the 
rigor of his assertions." But right on the heels of 
that letter Oolonel Ingersoll wrote several articles 
indicting the Christian religion as thoroughly and 
as vigorously as ever, one of them being." Why I Am 
an Agnostic," and the subject w"s dropped. Now 
the Inquirer starts it again, with no better basis 
than before, and we suppose the story will grow, 
11 going from Sunday-school to Sunday-school, from 
pulpit to pulpit, from hypocrit to savage-that is to 
say, from missionary to Bottentot-without the 
slightest evidence of fatigue-fresh and stron~; and 
in its cheeks the roses and lilies of perfect health." 
Every Ohristian paper in the country will take the 
Inquirer's insinuation, probably . change it to an 

· ~ftirmatiou of a fact, print it as the absolllte tntth, 

and the unthinking chu'l'ch folks will believe it. 
Then U will go over to Eogland, from there to the 
conti.Qent, and then "be used by zhissionaries in' 
Ohina, Japan, India, and Africa." 

" There are thousands and thousands of tongues 
ready to repeat what the owners know to be false, 
and these lies are part of the stock in trade, the val
uable assets, of superstition. No church can •fford 
to throw its property away. To admit that these 
stories are false now is to admit that the church has 
been busy lying for hundreds of years, and it is 
also to admit that the word of the church is not and 
cannot be taken as evidence of any fact." 

Editorial Notes. 
THE Baltimore World states facts succinctly. It says: 

"No one who has ever heard Bob Ingersoll talk or reed bits 
of his beautlful word p~inting can but desire to hear more 
and read more. Ingersoll is a great friend of the 'good 
gray poet,• Walt Whitman. A. lecture by Ingersoll on Whit
man entitled ' Liberty in Literature' has juet been published 
by the Truth Seeker Company." But why " Bob?" Why 
n'>t Robert, or colonel? 

E. H. MU.RRAY, a tourist, contrasts the Australian and Cal
ifornian Sunday in these words : " The American Sunday 
simply baffles the Australian. In Sydney the day is ob
served with severe strictness ; no bars are open, concerts are 
unknown, vehicles go slow in passing places of worship, and 
even a candy shop must remain closed for the day. BJit 
Sunday in San Franscisco·is a gala day. However, I saw 
fewer people drunk on the street of San Franscisco on Sun. 
day than in Melbourne or Sidney." 

THE Catholics are building at South .Yonkers a seminary 
to cost half a million of dollars. The grounds will comprise 
seventy acres, and over seventy thousand dollars were paid 
for them. Of course neither land nor buildings will pay 
taxes. Every city priest in the diocese will pay one hundred 
dollars, and every country priest seventy.five dollars, annually 
toward the cost. As a priest's salary in the city is alleged 
by the good Catholic people to be only six hundred dollars 
this will seriously cramp their finances •. 

TaB last issue of Luoifer states tllat after nearly two 
mo:raths of delay the " writ of error" made out by David 
Overmeyer in the case of the United States against Moses 
Harman, charged with the violation of the postal laws, has 
been allowed by Judge Caldwell of the United States circuit 
court. By giving bond in the sum of $1,000 for appearance 
at the June session of the United States circuit court, to be 
held at Leavenworth, Kan., in June next, the editor of 
Luoifer is allowed to enjoy the sunshine and air of liberty a 
while longer. He is now bonded, in the two cases against 
him, in the sum of $6,000-$3,500 for his appearance at the 
said term of court, and $2,500 ·that he will prosecute his 
appeal" to effect," or to legal termination. 

TaB governor of New Hamphire has issued a" fast day" 
proclamation which ought to suit the God-in- the Constitution 
party. He says : "Abstaining from our usual avocations 
let us all observe the day with decorum and solemnity. ·In 
the congregation of worshipers, at the family altar and in 
the closet, let us with sincere contrition acknowledge our 
transgressions before almighty God, who has been so fully 
revealed to us as our heavenly father by the Lord Jesus 
Christ our savior." Fast day in New Hampshire is a hollow 
humbug, like the preachers. Originally invented when the 
state was a part of Mass&chusetts and as grimly puritanical 
as' a witch-whipping magistrate, the custom has been contin
ued to these degenerate days when it is anything but a day of 
humiliating abstinence from food. With the exception of· 
the Fourth of July it is as riotous a holiday as New Ramp. 
shire knows. 

THE (}hristian Statesman says: "The New York legisla
ture has a new tax bill before it, which still proposes to 
exempt churches from taxation as the laws of the state hav 
always done. The Secularists are making strenuous opposi
tion to this feature of the bill. The state, however, will not 
be swayed by their clamor from its traditional policy. The 
exemption of churches, like schools, colleges, and hospitals, 
rests on the ground that these are not private property used 
for personal advantage or gain, but are devoted to the public 
good, and it is good policy to encourage the devotion of 
individual means to such ends. The opposition to it always 
proceeds on the denial of the truth and value of religion
that is on grounds distinctly Infidel." The Statesman is 
pretty nearly right in this last assertion. Very few people 
but Infidels are advocating the taxation of churches. But 
the Infidels wlll arrive at their destination sooner or later. 

II'IFIDBLS will now please join the church l {J'hristianity is 
all right, and firm as the hills. Dr. Buckley says so in these 
words: "Infidels claim that their opposition to the Bible is 
found~d on its inconsistencies and contradictions. If, how
ever, each case were studied with care, it would be found 
that tlleir attitude toward the Bible had its orlgin in some 
misrepresentation of that book. Nearly all Infidel attacks 
on the Bible are aimed at some caricature of its doctrine, 
and all the assaults of unbelievers on Christianity are leveled 
against false and distorted views of that system. They re
gard the bigotry, cruelty, and tyranny which persecuted and 
put to death such as refused to conform to certain unreason
able requirements, the fatalism of extreme Calvinism, and 
the inconsistency and hypocrisy which sometimes creep into 
every denomination as fair representations of Christianity, 
anq de!¥ t~eir h~a~\)st blQw~ a~ains~ t!;!e~. 'fij.~ re~ult i~ 

they hav never touched Christianity nor the Bible. These 
stand intact, bearing no mark of the battle-axes of the giants 
of unbelief." But if Christianity has never been touch€d, 
why these revisions of Bible and creeds ? If it stands intact 
why try heretics and expel them from the pulpits? What 
is the church afraid of ? -----

D&. FooTB, the representativ of the Freethinkers at the 
headng on the Freedom of Worship bill-editorially referred 
to elsewhere in this issue of TaB TRUTH S&BKBR-informs 
us that he was surprised to find Elbridge T. Gerry, the 
president of the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children, working for the Roman Catholics in this matter. 
This zeal on the part of Mr. Gerry is probably due to the 
fact that the Catholics hav recently made a raid on the New 
York Juvenil Asylum, endeavoring to get their priests into 
that Protestant institution, and Mr. Gerry is probably will
ing to let them into the Randall's Island House of Refuge if 
they will let his pet institution alone. The Randall's Island 
Refuge is a state reformatory, and both Catholics and Prot
estants aTe willing to cripple it-the former on behalf of the 
Westchester Protectory, and the latter in the interest of the 
Juvenil Asylum. It is a game of grab of vagrant children, 
and a consequent grab of state funds, on the part of both 
churches. The Protestant opposers of the Freedom of Wor
ship bill, as well as Senator Ives, the Catholic member of the 
om mittee, talked very fair at the hearing, but that was 
with intent to deceive. Senator Ives was the legislator who 
I>roposed to open the doors of the Juvenil Asylum to the 
priests, and tlle Protestant professional philanthropists re. 
allze that they must make concessions to save that institu
tion exclusivly to themselvs. It's a matter of log-rolling. 

WALTBB E. Rxw, the medium sent to prison by Mr. 
Wanamaker's orders, has been released from the Detroit 
House of Correction, his term having expired. He was given 
a reception by the Grand Rapids Spiritualists on the evening 
of March 22j, when he lectured on "Ten Months a Con..-ict 
and Its Lessons of Wisdom." Recalling incidents of his 
early life Mr. Reid explained why he left the church and 
became a Spiritualist. His parents both died while he was 
an infant, and at seven years of age he found himself won
dering if he should ever meet them. That he might do so he 
joined a church. "I had begun to fear death," he told hls 
audience, "because, unless I were a Christian, it would for. 
ever separate me from the parents I had never seen. 'Lov
ing in Life and in Death not Separated,' is inscribed upon 
their tombstone. I, too, was now a Christian and a church-· 
member and was ready to meet them. My mother had lett 
me her precious little Bible, and it was while reading the 
pages of that book that I firmly determined to devote my 
life .to its teachings. But, alas! an unforeseen and insur
mountable obstacle intervened. By merest accident I learned 
that, while a man of great nobility d character, my father 
was not a Christian. Great God! The anguish of that mo. 
ment. If he were not entitled to a place in heaven, where 
else could;!he be, according to the faith ot the churcl:J. of 
which I was a member, but in hell? The church lost its 
.charms when it pointed a bony finger toward a hell for my 
father and a heaven for my mother." Then he became a 
Spiritualist and found p:;..e.:.:ac.:.:'..:.e·:.....---

THBY are very pious in Massachusetts on Sunday, but still 
Satan finds a way of ingratiating himself with the people. 
Cigars are.not to be had on that day by ordinary purchase, 
but the druggists hav found a way to serve the slaves of the 
weed. A reporter for the Boston Herald stepped into a 
pharmacy at the South End a week or two ago and asked 
for some cigars. The young gentleman bank of the counter 
handed over a peculiar package that looked as if it might 
contain cough drops or a corn cure. "Twenty.flve cents," 
said the young man significantly, "or we c~n giv you some- . 
thing made from a different formula for firteen cents." The 
pack~ge consisted of a cardboard 4 x () inches, and so folded 
as to make an elongated case open at the ends. Around this 
carefully folded was a dark paper wrap per sealed at the ends 
with red wax. U p'>n one of the broad sides of the package 
was printed the following : 

"WONDER BELIEF. 
" AN EFFICIENT ANODYNE 

"To allaY re;tlessness, calm mental and bodily nerv1U9neas, and 
to prodnoa a general state of delightlnlla.ngnor and repose. A pal
liativ for Nervous Oonih and paro:z:rsms of Ohronio Asthma.. An 
aid to digestion," 

At tlle back was printed: "Indorsed by. many eminent 
physicians." Along the sides appeared the following : 
".., OA.UriON-Thls drng is a J>owerfalseda.tiv polson, looa.ll:v 

irritant, and shoU!a bg kept bevona tl•e reach or olttzaren. 
"An infusion of twenty grains of this drag in a half-Pint of water 

(used for an enema.) will prove an eflblent antidote for Pol~onlng 
by stryobn!a. National Dispensatory, 21 Ed. 1880." 

The scribe broke the sealed ends and drew forth three 
cigars. This reminds us of the experience of a New Yorker 
who recently visited the city of Worcester, a gentleman of 
age and consequent experience, who has managed so far in 
his life to get along without a guardian. The ride in the 
cars had made him thirsty, and when he got off the train he 
looked for a place to irrigate his throat. There was no 
saloon in sight, and he inquired of a nativ who said the 
demon of drink was not known in town. The nativ's state
ment was doubted by the visitor, and later on he saw a per
son who looked as though he occasionally tarried with his 
enemy, to whom he repeated.his question. "See that barber
shop there?" returned the bibulous-looking individual. 
The visitor saw. "Go in there, and sit down in the chair," 

. continued the interlocuted. " Get your halr·brushed, giv the 
barber twenty-five cents, and then go into the back room 
and wash your hands. There's a closet over the sink and 
in it the barber sometimes leaves a bottle and a glaes. You 
can't buy any liquor, but if you steal a drink no one wll1 
llrosec;:ute yo\l." And it w~s just as the !jeQon<J ~~tiv~&tq, 
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FoRBBTVlLLB, N. Y., March 16, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I received your picture book, and was very 

much pleased with it and hav enjoyed it very much. 
MRs. J. W. BENNETT. 

HAvANA, ILL., Feb. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I believe this is the fifth year I hav taken 

your paper, and I am glad there is such a paper. I am 
proud of the way this paper battles for our rights, .and my 
sincere hope is that it may continue to expose the absurd 
and ridiculous things so commonly found in the teachings of 
Christianity. J. A. WBABBR. 

GusTAvus, 0., March 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : THB TRUTH SEEKBR is a grand and glorious 

paper, just the kind of mental pabulum that I wish to pro
vide for my family. No other periodical can boast of such 
.a splendid corps of writers. In fact, the best brains in the 
·COuntry do the thinking for its columns. We could not pos-
.sibly keep house without it. MARY A. CLIBBY. 

LoNG HILL, CoNN., Marchio, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for renewal and $1 

:tor" Is This Your Son, My Lord?" May the Lord be with 
you all, is my humble prayer. 

Is not the controversy about the field secretary getting to 
be a rather wormy chestnut? They would better air their 
dirty linen in some backyard. JoHN L. BEARDBLBY. 

BARRB, MAss., March 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I will only say in reply to Mr. W. L. Willis's 

peremptory letter in to.day's TRUTH SEEKBR that when he 
will satisfactorily expl!\in to scientists, philosophers; and 
anti.Spiritualists how these so.called spirit manifestations 
are performed with the aid of spirits, I will explain how they 
are performed without the aid of spirits. Mr. Willis is not 
in a state of inquiring receptivity, but of positiv defiance. 

ELLA E. GIBBON. 

N.oRTH MEHOOHANY, PA., March 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5 to renew my sub

scription. But this must come to a close before long, as in
firlnlties and age are creeping on ; but if I close my car~er 
before the two years roll around I shall hav the satisfaction 
of knowing that I hav pontributed to extend the life of one 
of the grandest, freest, and most enlightened Liberal papers 
in the world. Had I the means I would endow it and make 
it free to all mankind and put it out of superstition's grasp. 

LEVI KBLLBY. 

MAKANDA, ILL., March 10, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I think our cause is deeply disgraced by the 

unkind, bitter, and most undesirable controversy about the 
field secretary. I agree with you exactly as to the use of 
our funds-at least, until they are more abundant than at 
present. It seems as if we were never going to hav sense 
enough to organize and act in harmony. The church de
voutly thanks God for our dissensions. They are the delight 
and joy of the enemy, as they are our shame and weakness. 

w. w. WALKU. 

D.n:LAVAN, MINN., March 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find stamps for the TRUTH SEEKER 

· ANNUAL for 1891, also a "Liberal Hyinn-Book." We are 
well pleased with THB TRUTH SEEKER, and with Watson 
Heston's pictures and cartoons. The one in March 7th we 
would be glad to see fulfilled. We are old people, but my 
wife says she would like to see R. G. Ingersoll president; 
then there might be some prospect of seeing the idea of the 
cartoon fulfilled. I wish you the highest prosperity, also all 
true Liberals throughout the world. OLD 76. 

BusHNELL, ILL., March 7, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : This jangling and wrangling among bright 

Secular Liberals would seem, from a circumscribed stand
point, ludicrous, but considering its possible, aye, probable 
effect, it is anything but amusing. I would bring them all 
into the nursery, allowing no discussion as to who struck 
first, and make them kiss and go to bed like good children, 
"for we be brethren." The " Truth Seeker Text-Book" is 
an arsenal .tilled with most effectiv weapons. Let every 
Freethinker walk in and equip himself. The only fault I 
can find is, it is too nice to lend. S. L. BABBITT, M.D. 

GREENVILLB, MIOH~, March 5, 1891. 
MR, EDITOR : I was in hopes some of my friends would 

send for the paper. We hav some Freethinker.s, but they 
are· not free enough to take the paper. We hav a plenty of 
free Christians, that hav a plenty of the popular policy, that 
come to our grange, and sometimes I " get there " with a 
selection that helps to civill.ze these Christians. And on the 
whole they are more Liberal than they were at the first of 
my reading my paper to them, for at first they would rub 
me out like a pencil-mark on a slate. So now I think your 
paper is the main part of the machinery that grinds out pro-
gression of the highest order. Joe. BuRGEss. 

SHIBLE'Y'B PoiNT, Mo., Feb. 20, 1891. 

been a blessing here. Many hav had their eyes opened who 
supposed the Bible was of divine origin. Freethought is rap.. 
'dly gaining ground here, especially among the young. 
The ghost-dancers must go. GBo. W. Soo1J:s::s:. 

' 'CHARLEVOix, MIOH., March 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The Lord, or the preachers, are doing a big 

work in our little burg. It commenced by the Baptists 
ducking a batch. The Methodists and Congregationalists 
were not to be outdone, so it has been which and t'other 
for some weeks-meetings every night in ·all three mills. 
The consequences-many souls saved and great additions to 
the churches. And yet the storekeepers say that the change 
of heart experienced by so many does not bring them 
around to pay their honest debts. Why should ~t, when 
Jesus paid it all?/ 

An honest man's above their might ; 
A man's a man for a' that. 

Success to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the whole fraternity. 
ROBERT MILLER. 

BLOOliiDALE, 0., Feb. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : It give me much pleasure to say that we 

had Mr. J. E. Remsburg here on the 16th inst., when he 
gave us his lecture on "Sabbath Breaking," and to our great 
surprise everything went off in the most genteel and orderly 
manner. We had expected trouble from some of the very 
good people. All seemed to be pleased with Mr. Remsburg 
and his talk, and some hav expressed sorrow that he did not 
speak longer. Others expected ·more hammer-and-tongs 
work and were surprised to hear such a scholarly discourse 
and such a gentle laying on of the stripes. It had been rain
ing all day, and continued before.and during the lecture, and 
still we had about two hundred persons to hear the blast of 
a Freethought trumpet. And from the commotion it caused 
for a few days there is no doubt but that some persons hav 
learned to view the question from a somewhat different 
point of vantage. Our local paper came out with a very 
favorable mention-had to giv credit where it was due. 

Yours, etc., C. C. GERMANN. 

Los ANGELBB, CAL., Feb. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I write to inform you that Miss H. H. Gar. 

dener's book was duly received, and has been carefully read 
by myself and some of my friends, and with one voice we 
wish to say that we think it one of the most readable books 
that we hav ever read. Miss Gardener's unanswerable argu
ments while attacking the many vulnerable points of the 
old Jewish scrap-book-a book which has caused so much 
misery in the world, and yet is still being held as a holy 

·terror over the trembling, ignorant souls who hav not the 
freedom and independence to think and judge for themselvs 
-are really refreshing. And her easy ,and effectiv manner 
in probing through the web of priestcraft sophistry, and let
ting in the light of science, reason, and truth, is really mar
velous; and doubtless her work will meet with the highest 
appreciation by all true lovers of truth and Freethought. 
And we sincerely wish fuat every man and woman in the 
land had a volume of this work, and would giv it a thorough 
and careful reading. J. W. BARTELL. 

DWIGHT, ILL., March 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I may as well pen you and the patrons a few 

lines. again, for I see my subscription will soon expire, and 
it is an open secret, I believe, that editors would rather hav 
subscriptions renewed just before death than any other time. 
Though I may be a-pottering round quite a while yet, hence 
will renew for two years ahead and send you a quarter for 
the ANNUAL. Now, friends, a parting word-but as I never 
belonged to any church you must not expect me to address 
you in the ministerial tone, although old enough, being now 
in my sixty-fifth year. Well, I must be brief, and in case 
this should be my last, unless I can say something pretty 
awakening, why, I may pass away unknown and unsung. 
Now, by the old Jimtwister-1 can scarcely think of any
thing very emphatic, but, friends, here goes the old reitera
tion, the best I hav in the locker for you, to wit-the most 
stupendous fraud and humbug ever palmed off on this world 
for truth is the holy Bible, consequently we cannot rely upon 
anything therein recorded. T. J. JoHNSON. 

NoRFOLK, NEB., March 16, 1891. 
MR. ED1TOR : I notice in THE TRUTH SBBKER that some are 

in favor of nominating R. G. Ingersoll for president of the 
· United States. While I should be very glad to vote for him, 
I do not think that the people of the United States are quite 
ripe for electing him. Every church in the country would 
be turned into a political meeting-house and the preachers 
would preach against him. There is no question that R. G. 
Ingersoll would be as good a president as this country ever 
had, but did you ever know a preacher to be in favor of re
form that would be for the benefit of the people at large ? 
They are always in favor to fill their own pockets, and they 
promis the people something good in the sweet by and by. 
But to come back to the subject. I should like to see the 
Secular Union take hold of it, call a convention in proper 
time, and nominate · R. G. Ingersoll for president of the 
United States in 1892. While we can hardly expect to elect 
him, it would bring out quite a discussion, and by so doing 
it would set a good many people to thinking, and thus 
it would be a gain for Liberalism. I would like to hear 
from some of our able writers on this matter, and set the 

Mn. EDITOR : Inclosed find a petition for opening the 
World'a Fair on Sunday. I could hav got more names, but 
the Christians are mad in these parts now. We had a de
bate between Elder Browder, their big gun, and James 
Magee, a country farmer. Browder affirmed that the Bible . 
and science harmonize. He made it as clear as a mud
puddle. Magee affirmed that the Bible was of human origin. 
The cranky divine never attempted to answer a single argu
ment, but did as all preachers do-when hard pressed did 
nothing but abuse his opponent. However, the del;)p,te has 

ball a-rolling. C. F. W. MA.RQUARnr. 

CORUNNA, biD., March 10, E e. 291. 
MR. EDITOR: It has been a long tl,me since I hav seen a 

word from this part of the moral universe. Not wishing 
your readers to think we are converted to the Christian faith, 
I send greeting to your legion of truth seeking readers. We 
llote still on the broad, level road that lead11 not to spirit land, 

1991.. 

but to eternal rest, peace, love, charity, and liberty. De-· 
spite my desire to liv again, I am thoroughly convinced that 
I shall not. If spirits were a thousand times more numerous 
than the living, as they must be if all who hav died are now 
spirits, it is indeed strange that not one has ever turned up 
in this vicinity. The churches are activ in this vicinity, and 
many persons are being converted to the carpenter's wife's 
san. Baptisms are taking place weekly all around us. They 
plunge the poor victim through a hole cut in the ice into the 
frigid waters of some muddy creek. It is indeed sorrowful 
to witness such scenes. But more sorrowful was I to see 
your old-time subscriber and worker in our ranks, Samuel 
Rakestraw, join the enemy. I cannot understand how such 
things are possible. His wife burnt a valuable library of · 
book!! of your publication. But I am cheered to hear of 
progress in other places, evea in Brazil, Mexico,.and Europe. 

Fraternally yours, · Joe. A. SHADE. 

KENT, 0., March 20, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I inclose resolutions passed at the twelfth ' 

meeting of the Kent S. s. L. Association : 
WHEruus, Under the government of immutable law our 

associate brother, Ambrose C. Hind, has met death with 
that heroism born of an upright life; therefore be it 

Resot'Deil, That in our brother's untimely decease our 
country loses one of her bravest patriots-a defender who 
proved his patriotism in deeds of valor oil many a hard
fought field, that the immortal Declaration of Independence 
might no longer remain a lie in the administration of that 
government projected by the genius of Paine, shaped by the 
wisdom of Jefferson and Franklin, protected by the sword 
of Washington, preserved by the generalship of Grant, and 
purified and perpetuated by the statesmanship of the mar
tyred Lincoln. 

Resot'Deil, That this association, while deeply sympathizing 
with his family in its great bereavement, realizes the loss to 
the community of an exemplary citizen, and to the science 
of human cultivation the ·loss of a devoted student, who 
had the courage to let his light shine, in the face of persecu
tion, on the solemn shams of superstition. , 

M. _HEIGHTON, Sec. (ex-officio). 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., March 16, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find sixty-five cents for pamphlets. 

I am ordering these for a young friend of mine, who, Uke my
self, until recently has been a Sunday-school class teacher. 
But he has become much interested in THE TRUTH SEEKER 
and tracts which 1 hav. He wanted to buy them of me. I 
told him, No, I wasn't selling them, but he was perfectly wel
come to read them all, and more if I had them. I say, scat
ter them abroad. He told me after pay-day on the railroad 
he would want several more books. I will try and get him 

·to subscribe for THB TRUTH SEEKER also. 

Scatter them abroad, and speak 
To all your friends about, 

And tell them if for truth they seek 
Just leave the Bible out. 

Instead of it, you'll giv them this 
TRUTH BEEKER and some tracts, 

Which teach pure science, ignore myths, · 
And tell us what are facts.· 

Publish this, that others may know what new subscribers 
and members are doing. J. L. THOMAS. 

SALMON UITY, InA., March 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: We hav had a great deal of sickness in our 

family within the last year, and Christians hav had .the au
dacity to telL us it is all on account of our belief. Our little 
boy has not walked for a year, on account of sickness, only 
by the aid of crutches, and he could not do that well until 
we treated him under Dr. E. B. Foote, of New York city. I 
think in another month our son will be able to walk without 
anv aid of crutches or cane. Now, if the Christians' God 
aftl.icted our son in this way because his parents did not· be
lieve in that old Jewish history of wholesale murder, rob
bery, and rapin, wby does he idle around and let br. Foote 
outgeneral him in one of his most pleasant pastimes, that of 
visiting the sins of the parents on the children? Truly Dr. 
Foote is a wonderful man. And if what the so-called Chris
tians say is true, he, Dr. Foote, is more wonderful than ever. 
I would advise anyone in bad health or disabled in any way 
to advise with Dr • .Foote. He will do just what he tells you 
he can do. If God knows all things, past, present, and fut
ure, he knew· such men as Dr. Foote would exist. Why did 
he allow such grand, great, and good men as he to spring up 
and down his mighty work of revenge? The fact is, it is all 
a fable, and no thinking man or woman that pretends to be
lieve it does actually believe it. We see occurrences every 
day that refute that old book of riddles and falsehoods. If 
God made something out of nothing, he might hav been 
thoughtful enough to procure a patent-right on the invention 
and sell out to some energetic man that could carry on the 
work after our mighty maker chose to retire from this little 
globe, ·BO that many persons in the United States, and in 
':tact, all over the world, WGuld not be in a suffering condL 
tion, and helpless. But instead of doing so, he .retired from 
this sphere, perched himself upon his magnificent throne of 
luxury, and peeps down upon this world of failure and des
titution without ever one look of sympathy. 

C. W. COCKRELL. 

CENTREVILLE, ILL., March 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I received yours of the 5th inst. ~iving me 

to understand that I hav come to the station of 291, and I 
suppose I must get a ticket for the station on the line of 
Freethought for 292. As I do not. think Christ will appear 
with old woolly-headed Gabe, or that this world will come to 
an end, by that time, I inclose $5 to pay for another year's 
journey with the rest of you godless scribes and pharisees. 

And now I want to say a little ab()ut what you published 
in the paper some time ago about this infernal Mormon out
lit here, giving your readers to understand that the Mormons 



were being persecuted by the Christians. I deny this ; they 
are nat. But just change the word " persecution " to prose. 
cution by United States law for their beastly rascality and 
Jiving in open violation of the laws of this great country. 
And old. Woodruff's manifesto is a lie and all humbug. Do 
you suppose the old fellow, and Smoothbore Cannon, and 
many others, hav put the women away, and given them lib
erty, as the law requires? Not much. The fact is, the 
Mormons· hate the law, and also its officers. And many of 
them are living wlth the women the same as usual, and some 
are hiding and skulking from the law and deputy marshals. 

Well, now a little of something else. I think it would be 
a good thing to print John Peck's" India Rubber God" in 
pamphlet form, so we can send it to our friend. 

Well, now I must tell you what I want: Two ANNUALS,
two copies of Miss H. H. Gardener's book," Men, Women, 
and Gods," and if you hav any of Mr. Bennett's "Gods of 
Superstition" send me some. 

I find it uphill business to get a subscriber in this saintly 
place. It is like comDlitting the unpardonable sin. 

I admire the way the good lady, Miss Wixon, is conduct
ing the "Children's Corner;" also the language of the other 
ladies who write for the paper. It seems time for women 
now to step to the front and vindicate their sex in vigorous 
lauguage, fearlessly. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, 

WM. WILLIAMS. 

MoAULEY, InA., Feb.17,.1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav taken your paper_ tor about seven 

years, and never hav found fault with any of your editorials 
until the issue of February 7th, which has just been received. 
In your editorial on "The American Secular Union" you 
say that in your opinion we should not hav a field secretary 
at all. But I say that we should hav one, and the verdict of 
the contributors to the Guarantee Fund is the same. Those 
that pay for the fiddler hav a right to choose, and also say 
who the fiddler shall be, providing that they do not form or 
appoint a committee (in business it is called a board) to at
tend to the management of the affair. In my opinion, the 
members at the congress had a right to recommend whom 
theyphiased, l?ut no right to say to the board, You mu!jt ac. 
cept this or that man, or, You must not question the ability 
of the person that we recommend to you. The board has 
also a right to say what the program of the field secretary 
shall be. The field secretary, as I understand it, should try to 
secularize the states and not the individual. Suppose that 
the state of Washington had tried to secularize all of its citi • 
zens first, why, they would hav to wait for state seculariza. 
tion until all Catholics were Protestants and all Protest
ants were Catholics. This, in my opinion, should be at
tempted by having the field secretary lecture on the Nine 
Demands and set them forth with as much ability as Dr. 
Westbrook has set forth "Church Taxation," and " Why 
the Bible Should Not be Read in -Our Public Schools." 
And wherever the field secretary lectures petitions should be 
signed at once to repeal all laws that stand in opposition to 
the Nine Demands, and to make law of the Nine Demands. 
If we cannot do it in one year, let us try to do it in nine 
years. 

I, for_ one, want some music from the Nine Demands, and 
hope that the Christians Will dance to the music until they 
are outwinded and say," Just stop that music and-we will 
giv in to the Nine Demands." We want the Nine Demands 
expounded with great ability, and the field secretary that 
does this will not hav time to say that we are pampered by a 
clique of quasi-religioul!l persons in the board of the Amer
ican Secular Union. Mr. Charlesworth need not feel any 
more dislocated than aBy person else that asks for a posi
tion and does not get it. And I do not think.that it looks 
very dignifying for anyone to call the board a clique of 
quaBi·religious persons and look for a field secretaryship 
from them. And even if they were a clique of qua8i
religious persons they would not hav appointed a quad
religious field secretary when appointing Mr. Charles Watts, 
of Toronto. 

Now, I hope that we will all dance to the music of the Nine 
Demands. Salute your partners, right and left, join hands, 
and circulate. HENRY BEIOHLING. 

FRANK SwiTOH, 0.RE., March 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I wish to touch a few points and ask a few 

simple questions, which may be the cause of bringing out 
the truth regarding said points and questions, if the truth 
does not already appear on the face of them. My great 
question is: Why does not God practice his preachings? I 
will quote several of his teachings, and point out how he 
should practice them : 

"Render unto Cre:!ar that which belongs to Cresar." Yes, 
and why not the adviser render unto the different states in 
which he is permanently located that which is the states'
taxes? 

"Sell all that thou hast and giv to the poor." Who ever 
heard of God's selling anything to divide amongst the poor ? 
But on the contrary, he takes what the poor had. I tell you, 
my friend, he does not even sell a piece of his property, 
even to pay his delinquencies with his hired hands-preachers, 
who can be found all over this world claiming to hav back 
salaries due them. 

" It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle 
than for the rich to enter the kingdom of God." Who owns 
~ore in these United States than he? How does he expect 
to r~ach the kingdom? Perhaps he intends to arbitrate it. 
It he could only hav a committee of five, and let me pick the 
committee, I think he could make it all right. For instance, 
Romulus Teed as knave; Comstock, the man of morals, as 
jack; Holy John to play the deuce; Cardinal Gibbons as 
right bower, and the holy see (pope of Rome) as_ chairman. 
He would iet thert~o Now, if God would filell half that he 

hath and distribute amongst us poor woodchoppers here in 
Oregon, I think we should be able to say as the dude did 
when his lady friend asked him to say grace at the tea party. 
He had never done such a thing in his lite, and what a 
dilemma he was in l He rolled his eyes up and down the 
table, then to the floor, then to the ceiling, and as quick as a 
flash he clasped his hands and said : " Thank!!, God, thanks. 
Thanks awfully." 

Now, Mr. Editor, am I right--is not this excluding papers 
from the mails the first step to the suppression of the press? 
If they can stop your paper because it has an item contrary 
to law in it, can they not also make anything that does not 
suit their ideas contrary to law? Last November a little 
paper published in Kelso, Wash., had a little advertisment 
in it of some sort of a homespun lottery, wldch did not 
amount to anything, and the postmaster rejected the paper, 
and told the editor he did not like to do so but his polit
ical neck had the noose on it and he had to do so against his 
will to keep the Kelso post..office. · Now, no one knows 
better than a country editor what it costs to run a small 
country paper, and its small circulation and the bad-pay 
subscribers who will take the paper two or three years and 
then if asked to square up make themselvs mad and quit the 
paper and the pay both. We all know that simple subscrip
tions would not pay office rent and keep a fire on da~p. cold 
days. The advertising is where the money is, and if you 
cannot advertise you cannot exist, and if you do advertise 
you cannot mall. You might as well chase out the devil, 
make a pie of your case, and placard your door: "Holy 
John's holy breeze blighted us." 

-I append a short poem by myself. 

HARRISON MAKES KNOWN IDS THOUGHTS TO Bl8 WIFE: 
I'll rise quick in the morning, wife, 

And I'll tell you what I'll do
l'll take my little Johnny and 

Giv him a talking to. 

Be has made an awful muss, 
And surely he has seen it, 

And now I'll r&ise a little fuss 
If Johnny doesn't clean it. 

He has played the devil- in our malls ; 
He has trampled on the press ; 

And now he thinks he'll tie the rails 
Of the U.S. mall express (Sundays). 

He has got to stop right here, tight now, 
And take another track, 

Or else he can lament on how 
He came to get the sack. 

He has got to stop right here or git
I tell you, wife, 'twon•t do-

Or else we'll lose our little grip 
In eighteen ninety-two. 

Bow true the saying of the bard 
Who framed these words together : 

" The rigid righteous is a fool, 
And the rigid wise another." 

That "Open Letter" from New York 
About the holy Bible, 

Shows his promptness to come when called 
To be an open libel. 

Those patriotic sons of light 
Are fighting hard for truth 

And liberty and equal rights
They're taught it from their youth. 

There he comes-He., John, come here! 
What do you think of doing 

To straighten up this present year 
The fuss you've got a-brewing? 

Ah, ah, just stop, sir, no back talk l 
Or, damn your dirty pelt, 

You'll hav to take a little walk 
In some far land for health. 

D. w. LEONARD. 

CENTRAL CITY, CoL., March 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Accept my thanks for your promptness in 

sending me the " Phonetic Primer " I asked you to get Die. 
It is not as radical as I wanted, but from it I obtained sev
eral important points. The style of shorter spelling I wished 
to get was such as was published in either Cincinnati or 
Cleveland many years ago, and from which I received im
pressions that hav followed me down the years that hav 
since passed insisting upon recognition. 

For my gratification, I hav written out eight lines in the 
ordinary way of spelling and then the same words in the 
style I call the "short way." In the "English as she is 
writ" 287 characters are required, while in: the short way 
189 answer the same purpose so far as I can determin, and I 
hav used but thirty-five characters. With 45 or 50 charac
ters why cannot the English language be as elegantly ex
pressed as by our present method, and at the same time 
leave the word so that the letters composing it wlll unerr
ingly establish the pronunciation, without either teacher or 
dictionary; entailing upon the compositor much less work 
to accomplish the same end, and, above all, making the 
acquisition of our· language so much easier for our little 
folks to obtain-which is hard enough at the best? As it is 
now; they hav not only the letter to learn but also its many 
sounds and infiections, as well as certain rules requiring its 
use in one place and not in another, making the burden unnec
essarily heavy for the feeble mind to grasp. It does seem to 
me there should be an easier and a shorter method than the 
one now in use, and as THE TRUTH BEEKER is a sort of a rev. 
olutionary affair anyhow, why would it not be a good idea 
to print two pages, facing each other, in the shortest and 
most intelligible method that the ingenuity of the nineteenth 
century could formulate ? Such insertion, with the sounds 
of the dUiereat Gharaotera composing its alphabet placed at 
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the top or the page as a key, would, I think, be a worthy 
addition to the already interesting and unequaled TRUTH 
SEEKBR, and which might induce other papers to add a col
mnn or two in like manner and increase the space from time 
to time as the public might demand the new for the old. 

The eight lines I mention are these: 
"ENGLISH AS BRB JS WRIT." 

Be caught at a laugh on the draught of a sough S6 
Which lmJUght on a oough before he was through S8 
And he wrought in a trough a roughening of dough, S9 
Tough ~nough he thought to plough 28 

The snake that sloughed its skin in a slough S6 
The drunkard who fought the poisoning draught S9 
Tlwughfraught with phthisis enough he sought S9 
To wreck the thoughts of yough or meigh S2 

Total •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 287 
In the absence of the characters necessary to represent the 

sounds of a phonetic alphabet such as I mention, we will 
substitute numerals for such characters as may be needed 
tor illustrating my idea; and to denote the long sound of a 
vowel will double the letter: 

au as in cau~~:ht represented by 2 
th " with think " " S 
ah " ah father " " 4 
th " them " " 5 
ch " church " " 6 
sh " shape push " " 7 
hiw "· when while " " 8 
oo " voo tool " " !l 
ing " fling " " * 
ow. " CO'W nOfD " " $ 

THE SHORT WAY. 
He k2t 4t a 14r on 5e dr4rt ov a auf 
8i6 be2t on a k2t befOre he woz Sru 
4nd r2t in a tT2t a rufn* ov do 
Tuf enuf he Sot tu pl$ 

5e snak Sat slutd its skin in 5e sl9 
5e drunbrd h9 f2t 5e polzn.* dr4ft 
50 fr2t wS Sgls enur he s2t. 
Tu rek 5e 32ts ov y9 or me 

Now that the award has been made on the "moral" ques
tion, as poor as I am, I will contribute $5 toward a fund for 
the purpose of obtaining tbe best ideas leading to a method 
of spelling on a principle similar to what I hav marked out 
above. Will those who are more competent than I am to 
decide upon such a question giv their opinion aa to its feasi-
bility, and oblige, A seeker after truth, DE HENO. 

CINOINNATI, 0., March 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Regarding the "Pictorial Text-Book,"whlch 

has been received in good order, I am unable to find words 
of admiration. It stands above criticism, both in art and 
its intrinsic value. It is a great cathedral of truth, moral 
and scientific; a real paradox of biblical sacred absurdities. 
It is incomparable with tb.e so-called paradox of Rev. M. c. 
Lockwood's phraseology, an answer to which I herewlth 
subjot.i:J., to be given space in our good TRUTH BEEKER if 
you deem it advisable. D&. N .. T. TANSKI. 

THE DEVIL. 
.A-nBtOer to .Rev. H. a. LoalGwooa, D.o. 

In behalf of honest truth, I herewlth take up the gage 
thrown down by Reverend Lockwood in last Sunday's issue 
of the Cincinnati Enquirer. The said challenge, quite a 
bombastic effusion, reads as follows : 

"Wherever Christ is his [the devil's] works are destroyed. 
And the supreme spirit holds him forever bound a furious, 
raging, and immortal thrall. 'Why doee not God kill him.?' 
I answer that he does. Be kills him wherever and in whom
soever God is known. The knowledge of the truth is the 
rlestruction of the devil. Be was a liar from the beglnvlog.· 
Do I believe in the devil? No. Is there a devil? Y11s. 
Who can explain my paradox ?" 

It is beyond any honest and well-balanced compreh<msimi 
how an eminent doctor of diviuity like Itev. M. c. Lock
wood will not hesitate to style an article a paradox, of which 
he knows, or ought to know, that it does not contain any 
truth in disguise. Such teachings are simply and clearly 
heterodox. 

Regarding your relationship to the devil, Rev. Mr. Lock
wood, you· are either purposely pretending to not believe In 
him, or you do so believe without becoming aware of this 
solemn fact, as long as you remain a Christian, true and 
faithful to your creed. It is a case of riaked blasphemy to 
deny his Satanic majesty any and all dividends from the 
Christian belief and adoration, on a straight parallel with 
the supreme spirit of heaven. 

Not the slightest animosity can possibly exist between the 
two great powers; on the contrary, the most harmonious 
understanding and cooperation is discernible in each and 
every important ·transaction concerning mankind. Instead 
of "holding him bound a furious and raging thrall," God 
actually prearranges the visits tor the black prince of hades, 
and furnishes him free passes to wheresoever he counts on 
gains. . 

Without the devil's consent and valuable assistance, Jesus 
Christ would hav been absolutely powerless to redeem this 
sinful world. And, after carefully surveying the proceeds 
of this bloody undertaking, the cunning Cloven·Foot seems 
to hav had a good reason to laugh in his sleeves. 

Unless the devil agrees to lose his brains, and commits 
suicide, God will be unable to get rid of and kill him, no 
matter "wherever and in whomsoever God is known." 

I heartily coincide with one of your sentiments, reverend 
friend, that " the knowledge of the truth is the destruction 
of the devil." But this very knowledge of the truth Ia 
equally fatal to the existence of the heavenly father; for, 
according to the generally accepted Christian, as well as 
your own, teaching, the whole and all knowled~re of God 
consist merely in faith, in a pure and unadulterated "con
ception of the consciousness, apart from the media of the 
senses." 

This constitutes, in a nutshell, my whole answer to your 
challenge, reverend sir; and that it is a true and honest 
paradox, in every point and term, I am ready to prove by 
the ecclesiastical codex of your own guiding star, the holy 
Bible itself. 

I am at your service, Rev. M. c. Lockwood, D. D. 
Respectfully, N. T. T.u<sKI, M.D. 

'C'JMinnati, 0. 
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~hildr,n's ~"'"''• 
lltllutf bf Mms Buslll H. Wowa, l'all 

llltw, NMs., to whom all.OommtJIAIMtlonsfor 
this Oornw should lJ~ 11n~. 

" Between the da.rk a.nd the da.YUght. 
When the night is beginning io lower, 

Oomea a. pause in the daY'S ooouP&tionl 
~a.i is known a.s the Ohildren•a Hour." 

Misunderstood. 
Two little sand heaps by the sea., 
As much alike as pea. a.nd pea. 

Beside one heap a little lad 
With serious eyes, and all intmt 

Upon his work, with patience had 
Molded a mound, and as I went 
Past him, I wondered what it meant. 

" A pie?" I asked. "A fort," said he. 
Two little sand heaps by the sea., 
As much alike as pea.· and pea.. 
Beside the other pile of sand 

There sat a tiny gold-haired maid; 
She patted with her baby band . 

The warm white hillock, and I said, 
"That is a noble fort you've made." 

" No, 'tis a pie," she answered me. 

Two little ~and hee.ps by the sea., 
As much alike as ilea. and pea.. 

We grown folk hardlY understand 
The happy fanciea children hav. 

Busy amid the rea-beach £and, 
That is washed white by many a. wave, 
The boy would be a patriot brave, 

A housewife would his sister be. 

Two little sand hea.ps by the sea, 
As much alike as pea. and pea.. 

-E. Cavazza in Harper's Youna People. 

After Many Years. 
[DBAR Miss WIXON: The following is a 

little story written by a schoolmate of mine. 
and thinking your readers would be interested 
I rewrote it and send it to you. 8he is verv 
anxious to see it in print.-IDA A. BALLOU.] 

" Hush, children, don't you see that you are 
bothering your pa ?'' And Hannah, a colored 
servant, spoke rather sharply to two little 
girls who were amusing themselvs in a rather 
noisy fashion in Mr. Sinclair's large and 
spacious drawing-room. He was a Sunday
school superintendent, and the father of the 
oldest girl, Ida. Lillian, the youngest girl, 
was adopted and treated as ·one of the family. 
He allowed the children the liberty of the 
drawing-room, since Lillian had a cold, and 
it was storming outside. While he is writing 
his sermon let us take a peep at the room and 
its inmates. 

:Mr. Sinclair was tall, dark, very stately, with 
a "stand-off don't-touch-me" air, that for
bade any confidence, but inspired a fear and 
dread that no one could explain. 

Ida resembled her father very much, had 
the same chilling reserve, and if thw~rted 
was-well, not a very pleasant person to en" 
counter; But if pleased, and ehe felt like it, 
sbe could be very sweet and agreeable-a little 
of her dead mother's sweetness of disposition. 

But Lillian was just Ida's opposit, that is, 
in race color. Her complexion was a soft, 
pinky white, with pretty dark blue eyes that 
seemed to say, "I love and am yours if you 
love me." As for her character, that is hard 
to describe. She always seemed afraid of 
Mr. Sinclair and Ida. Yet I think. from a 
certain little instance that happened-I'll tell 
you of it afterward-she was, if aroused, any
thing but the timid, shrinking little girl that 
she looked to be. 

It happened this way: Mr. Sinclair was 
interrupted from his interesting occupation 
of saying grace at the supper table by the 
voice of Hannah denouncing some one in not 
very polite tones; anyone would jump to 
the conclusion she was addressing some 
tramp. He was heard to say, "Now, my 
pretty gazel, you wouldn't go hard on a 
poor boy that hasn't tasted a mite of food 
since this morning, would you?" 

"Well, the impudence I" exclaimed Han
nah, indignantly. "Don't address your bet
ters in that tone, young man, or--'; 

But here, yielding to Ida's entreaties to go 
and stop Hannah's language, Mr. Sinclair 
arrived on the scene. 

It was a young boy about fifteen, with 
honest-looking eyes and a very rag·ged coat. 
After listening to the boy's plea and Hannah's 
indignation, Mr. Sinclair silenced the latter 
with, "Giv the boy something to eat, Ban. 
nah," then, after a moment, he continued, 
" Don't you know what Christ said, ' I was 
hungry and ye gave me meat."' And with 
that he walked into the dining-room. 

The boy chuckled softly to himself, "De 
ole cove is a minister, is he? Well, I ain't 
Christ, b.ut i1 h~ il! a follower he oug]lt pot to 
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own this," holding up a silver fork and'look
ing critically at It. " Therefore, ' Presto I 
change oh, and begone oh I'" the little vag
abond tried to put it in his pocket after ac
complishing his maneuvers succeEsfully. 
But, alas I Hannah caught him in the very 
act, and dragged the culprit to where Mr. 
Sinclair sat peacefully eating his supper with 
Lillian and Ida. 

"There, Mr. Sinclair," said Ha~nBh1 tri
umphantly. "You fed me, yes, but I didn't 
steal." 

"Silence, Hannah I" thundered Mr. Bin
clair, rising in a white heat and seizing the 
boy by the coat collar. "How dare you to 
insult my kindness in this manner by stealing? 
I repeat, how dare you?" 

"But, sir-" commenced the boy, now 
thoroughly frightened. 

" Don't you dare insult me in my own 
house." Administering blow upon blow he 
kicked the boy down the steps. 

Ida couldn't keep her face straight, and got 
up and left the room fearing her father's an
ger. 

Lillian rose also ; her face was white as 
death, more with anger than fear. She did not 
dare to interfere, ,although she longed to. 
But instead,- she hurried down the steps to 
where the boy stood ruefully wiplng the blood 
off of his face. Lillian, with a great throb 
of pity, exclaimed,'' I'm sorry, oh, so sorry I 
Here, my poor boy, is a fifty-cent piece; it's 
a small amount,-! know, but it will get you 
a supper. Keep out of trouble, and try and 
keep honest. Good-bye." And Lillian hur
ried into the house again. 

The boy looked at the shiny piece of money 
lying in his hand. " She's a stunner and no 
mistake. But the other. Ugh I she's too 
much like the old man. Did you see the black 
one laugh, though, when the old duffer kicked 
me?" And once more putting hie dirty hand
kerchief to his face he limped away. . . . . . 

Many years hav passed since that event. 
Mr. Sinclair has grown older, grayer, and 
sterner. Ida and Lillian hav not changed 
much. Ida is statelier, more beautiful, in her 
maturity. Lillian has developed into a sweet, 
whole-souled woman, one of the few women 
who are the blessings of humanity. 

Ida and Lillian are in the carriage to attend 
the duchess's grand ball. It is in honor of 
her nephew, Sir William Chancy. More than 
one mamma's heart is fiuttering for a 
daughter's chances for matrimony at that 
ball. Before it was over it was whispend 
that Miss Lillian Sinclair had secured the 
matrimonial prize, Sir William Chancy. For 
as soon as Sir William Chancy put his· eyes 
on Ida and Lllllan he recalled, oh, so vividly, 
the minister kicking him down stairs, and ll. 

laughing, mocking face, and a pitiful pale 
one, with blue eyes swimming in tears, for 
Sir William Chancy was no other than. the 
little beggar boy Lillian had so g1lnerously 
befriended. He told her of it, too, one day, 
when in their own home they were sitting in 
their large drawing-room with their children 
on their laps. No one scolds them now, 
and Lillian exclaims, laughingly, as she looks 
fondly up ln her hm:band's face, "I was 
hungry, and ye fed me not, but gave me a 
fifty-cent piece instead." FLORA MoEWEN. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Correspondence. 
WEsT EATON, N. Y., March 2, 1891. 

DEAR MIBS WIXON: My papa takes TBE 
TRUTH SBBKER. Mamma and Floyd and I 
went to Buffalo last fall. We went down to 
Niagara F!lllB. We went to Canada. I saw 
a rainbow, and I think it is very pleasant 
there. 

I study spelling, geography, arithmetic, 
and reading. We hav four horses. We hav 
had lots of snow this winter and lots of fun 
sliding down hill. 

I am ten years old. I think I will close 
for this time. JA.MKS W. DA.RR(.W. 

STILLWATER, MoNT., March 3 1891. 
DBAR Miss WIXON: It has been a long time 

since I hav written to the Children's Corner. 
I like to look at THE TRUTH SEEKER very 
much. Papa and I are keeping house. I am 
thirteen years old. My birthday comes June 
27th, and papa's birthday is May 27th. He is 
fifty-two years old. Mamma died on the 26th 
of November last.. My oldest and only sister 
is married. I would like to hav another good 
mamma. Since mamma has died, our school 
has stopped, and I suppose I will hav to go 
away this spring to school. Well, I must 
close now, hoping to find this in print. 

ABBIE FRA.NOEB HuNDLEY. 

I am in the grammar school, and I study 
arithmetic, geography, spelling, and reading. 
I am nine years old. 

There was a lady in the audience Sunday 
when you spoke who said you looked enough 
like my papa to be his sister. If you were, 
that would make you my Aunt Susan. 

MABBL F. WASHBURN. 
[Mabel will hav to lie counted as our little 

niece, anyway.-ED. C. C.] 

BoULDER CRlmB", CAL., March 3, 1891. 
DEAR Mrss WrxoN: This is my second let

ter to the Corner. I hav not written to it for 
about two years •. 

I read the letters in the Corner every week 
and like them very much. 

I hav been sick for a long time and cannot 
go to school. 

I am in the third grade and hav six studies 
-reading, history, spelling, arithmetic, geog
raphy, and business forms, besides practicing 
writing and drawing. · 

I suppose a great many of the boys and 
girls that write te the Corner hav never lived 
in the country. I hav, and I think it much 
nicer than living in towns or cities. 

It has rained so hard here that the railroads 
are impassable, but the mail manages to get 
here somehow. 

There is one church in this town and they 
talk of building another. We do n<•t go to 
church or Sunday-school. 

As I cannot think of anything more that 
would interest the readers of the Corner, I 
will close. 

Your Liberal friend, 
ELwiN D. RoDGERs. 

BvFFALO, N.Y., Marolt 1, 18!H. 
DEAR Miss WrxoN: It has not been long 

since I wrotl' my last letter to the Cbildren's 
Corner, but I wanted to write and thank 
George Remsburg for his kindly notice of 
my letter in the last issue. I was glad to 
hear that " the young people's paper " is 
progressing. It has always been my one 
hope that some day I should help the chil
dren. I thought tbey needed it so much ; 
and was therefore very glad when the chance 
came in the shape of a letter from the editor 
of Fair Pla!J, inviting me to conduct a chil
dren's department. I send a greeting to you, 
Miss Wixon, sister editor and teacher. Thank 
you for your kind advice. Reading your 
books when a child always lt:ft a deep and 
lasting impression upon my heart ; and when 
I grew older I found that years hadn't erased 
the impression that Little filusie left there 
I hav always wanted to write and tliank 
you all I could. And now that the oppor
tunity has come I havn't the time or space 
to write as much as I should like. But in 
conclusion, I will say that I cordially invite 
the readers of the Children's Corner to write 
to me as soon as convenient. 

Ever your friend, IDA A. BALLOU. 
rone of our little ones, grown up and able 

to take charge of a department in a news
paper I Is it not excellent? Go on and grow 
in grace and wisdom, Sister Ballou. Here's 
hearty covgratulation from the Eo: C. C] 

NORTH HURON, N. Y., March 4, 1891. 
DBAR Miss WIXON : To-day the wind is 

blowing very hard, the weather is cold, and 
the ground covered with snow. I liv about 
one mile from Lake 0Jtario, and about two 
from Big Sodus bay, where they fish all win
ter by cutting holes through the ice, and catch 
large numbers of pickerel and perch. I liv 
near a little lake, and go fi bing with grandpa 
almost every day through the summer; we 
get fish that weigh five or six pounds and they 
are very fine. 

I hav been sick about three weeks so that I 
hav not been able to go.to school. 

We hav two churches in this place, one 
school-house. two stores, one mill, blacksmith 
shop, and a billiard saloon. We hav almost 
all kinds of fruit that grow in this latitude, 
such as apples, pears, peaches, aprico s, 
plums, quinces, and cherries. 

I would like to hav you come out here in 
the summer when . the fruit is ripe and go 
fishing with me. Gra.J.Jdpa has a little sail
boat, so we can go sailing when it is pleasant. 

I bad a letter from II girl that live in may, 
San Diego county, California ; she saw one of 
my letters in THB TRUTH BBEKli:R, so she 
wrote to me. Her name is Grace Johnson. 

Grandpa has one or two hundred back: num
bers of THE TRUTH SEBKBR, and he says he 
will send them to anyone that will send their 
name and poet-c fllce address to him, free. 

My papa ls postmaster here, and we get 
our mail every day. I guess I will close. 

From your friend, BERTHA E. WBBD. 
[We would be pleased to visit Bertha some 

time and go sailiilg on the lake with her.
Eo. C. C.] 

" Only Loving Them." 
A baby-carriage stood in front of a small 

shop. · In it slept a pretty dimpled baby. A 
drowsy puppy lay on the pillow, its black 
nose close to the baby's cheek. 

By the carriage stood a ragged little waif, 
dirty, with scarcely enough clothes for de-

" Are you caring for these?;, said the lady 
to the waif. 

A wonderful- smile lit up the dirty little 
face. "No, please, ma'am. I'm onlv loving 
them." · 

.OUR NEW 1891 FLOWER SEED OFFER. 

A Magnificent. fLOWER SEEDS Collection of 

v~~~~s,FREE! 

100,000 homes where 
ah·eady taken, we now mnke 
lowing colossal offer•: Upon receipt 

Vent.s in. silveJ' o,• stamps, 1ve wilhtmcJ 
fcs' \Vorhl fo,·Threc Months, and to 

"""''""'"""'""' tve wilt also send Free a11d post paid, a largs 

h!~ul~;y~~~~ie~~e~0l!~f,~~Y~~ 0~&~!~:,c~e~J:~:~r ~~~.~~:he~ 
mnms, Asters, Phlox Drumm ondll, Balsnm, Cypress VIne, 
Olgltalls, Double Zinnia, Pinks, eta., eta, Remember, twelve 

~:::!do~feScfl!nt~f s~~i~'e t~r::.~O~~~~:~~~~~~~~p b~J~eft~R~~C~~~; 
Seetl House Bltd warranted fresh a11d l'ellnble-, No lady can 
afford to miss this wondeJ•ft1l opportunity, 
eubRcrlber many ttmes the valne of money 
yonr money a11ll ntnlte yon a 11resent 
of both seeds and Jlll)ter If you nt'e not 
sat!Atle•l. Ours Is an oltl nud J•ellnble 
)mbilshlng house, endorse1l by all lel\tl
Ing ncwl:'lpllper.s. I>onotconromul this 
oft'"r wtt.lt the schemes 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regulatin~ human conduct on the Sa.bba.th is 
a.n impert!Dence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the OhriBtia.n church a.re thirtY• 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

T·he Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praYing God to kill gra.sshop. 
pers, or trYing to induce the DeitY to under
take a cmsade of one against the Oolora.do 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 'I 

Price, 5 cents. · 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane 'I Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholic 

·church. · Price, 5 cents. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teat'hin;;s of Secularism Com• 

part'd with Orthodox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism: Is It Founded on 
Rea•on, aud b It Sufficient to 
Meet the Needs of mankind r 
Deb,.te between the Editor of the Ha.lifsx 
Been ina Mat! and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Lotters by George Jacob HolYoake and 
Oolonel Iosrerso!l, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 nsges, >5 cents. 

A Reply to Father I. ambelrt's 
•· Tactics of Infidels." 20_ cents. 
Po&t free. · 

Cllrlstlanlty: Its Orl;;ln, Nature, 
and JnOucnce. 32 pages. Price, 1li 
cents. 

The Horrors oJ' the Frencl1 Revo• 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con• 
structtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory a.nd Defectiv a.s a.n Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. · 

A~nostidsm and Christian Theism: 
Whlcb rsthc More Reasonable! 
24 pages Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution end Special Creation. 
to cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which Y 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The tonperstitlon of the Clnistlan 
l!innday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel cf. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

N'ature and abc Supe:rnaiural; or, 
Bell rand .Knowledge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Ame~lcan titecular Union; Its 
Neces!Oily and the .J"usttce oJ' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 Pages in cover. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;-lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the followinl<' subjects are 
dealt with : 1. Whv Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of AgQosticism 
Toward Ohristianit.y_ 8. Freethonght a.nd 
Men of Science; 4. The Difference between 
Facts and OP.inions. 5. Obrist a.nd Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.mty.a.nd Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addres1 THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00., 
28 LILfCL:vette PI •• New York • 

. REVERB, MAss., March 12, 1891. cency. She stroked in turn the baby and th.e 
DEAR Miss WIXON: I am very sorry I ESSENCE OF CHRIS ·riANITY 

could not get out to hear you lecture but I puppy. i · 
had a bad cold. I hav not been to schbol for A lady, pasfiling by, noticed the strange I BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 
a week. I do not like staying at . home picture-the cunning little dog, the ragged 'fr~I\f!lf!ted frolll the German by ~~or~e Eliot, 
very W9U. I aUl glad rou ba,d !1. pleASIJ.nt aa.r .. child, Th~ b!lbts motber was in the shop. I ffi~ ~~~ . 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

'rHE ABSURDITY .A.ND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE J. DIDNE J.ND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND.REVEALING THE ABUSES OF J. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY~FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLJ.RS TO .MAINTAIN THE 

ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desla-ns bv Watson Heston, With Po~trait of the Desieuer. 

CONTENTS: 

Uncle Sam and the Priests. Tile Church and Thomas Paine. 
The Posts that Bother Uncle Sam. Thomas Paine. 
Uncle Sam Btenps, but the Priests do Not. The Preacher and the Patriot. 
Romanism with Her Mask On. One.Workby Paine Outweighs All the Preach· 
The Mas-. Off. era. 
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff as to God.'' Why Paine Was Denounced. 
The Skeleton that Uncle Bam may Some Day Paine's Services and His Reward from the 
A 

find in his Oloset. .Ohuroh. . 
New Laocoon. Once Upon a Time a Donkey Kicked a Lion. 

The Trail of the Serpent. 
Some Undesirable Immigrants. Studies In Nat ural Hlilory. 
Lay Loyalty A Question for Theological Ethnologists. 
"Where Liberty- Reigns the TYrant Beeks to Some Problems in Evolution. 

Slay Her."-La Salle. · The Protot}'}!e of the Methodist Revival. 
The Outcome of Ohuroh and State Union. Beligion in Man and Instinct in the Brute. 
The God-in-the-Oonstitution Guerillas.-Lib- · 

erty in Peril. The Bible aud Science. 
Religious Treas!Jn·the Buin of the Be~ublio. - The Bible and GeolOllY· 
A l'ra!lsformat10n of the Barthold! E!t~~;tue The Bible and Geograpb.y· 

wh1oh may be Expected under Belig10us ' 
Rule. The Clcr;--, and. their Flocks. 

What Uncle Bam Should Do, Shearin&: Time. 
The Chureh Robbin;- the People. The Olergy•s Hold Upon the People, 

N Y k O·t , A . One of a-Very Numerous Olass. ew or 1 Y. s nnual G1ft to the Ohurohes. 'rhe Phyaioian and the Flook, 
Tfle Taxii!'Yers a,ftd tlffl Ohurphes-1. Duty to the Ole!KY· 

-n A.t Oonferenoe Time, 
Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New York 

in 1876. 
Thanks;-lvln;-. 

Thanksgiving-I. 
.. -11. 
" -III, 

Sabbath Laws. 
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate, 
Snnday in a Sabbatarian Oit;v. 
The Olergy's Ooportnnity. . 
As the Olergy Desire Hnnday-L 
" " " " " -n " ,, " " " -IIi. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two Wavs to Go. 
Which Shall We Haver 
A Teacher We Do Not Want, 
ThA Shadow in Onr Schools. 
A New Application of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Path, 
Becrniting for Ohuroh Institutions, 
A Paroohtal School Lesson. 
· Prodnots of the Parochial Schools. 
The Disguise Blips Oft', 
A Web for the Unwary, 
The Religious Trap. 
BundaY·Bohool Boh~lars. 
The Joys of the SundaY·Sohool Boy, 

Woman and the Church. 
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom, 
Encouragement to Go Astray, 
Bt. Paul as a Member of the School Board. 
1'he Ohurch's Use for Woman. 
A Oontrast. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope 
Helping the Ohuroh. • 
The Ohuroh's Ohief Bupnort, 
When Womanhood Awakes. 

The Burden of the Oross. 
The. Theologian's Oonoeption of Olerioal Priv· 

degas. 
The Ark of the Lord. 
B;vm!!_athizing With their Pastor. 
One Triumpliant Saint. 
Appearance and Fact. 
Ohaplains in the ArmY and Nav;v, 
A Desirable Bargain. 

Piety In Our Penitentiaries. 
A Religious Procession. 

The Atonement Scheme. 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Practical A]:tp_lioation of the Atonement. 
'l'he Great Eftlnao;v of Baptism. 
How to Get a Halo and a Harp, 
Divine Benetl.oenoe. 
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I. " " ,, ,, -u. 
A Few Viatims of Divine Beneficence. 

Prayer. 
A. Drouth in Oambridge, JU,, in 1887. 
·our Father in Heaven. 

The Creeds. 
W.ll.at Is Christianity f-1. 

" " " -II,' 
" '' " -Ill. 

The Olamor of the Oreeds. 
Sustaining the Oreeds. 
The Oreedal Fiddle. 
The Oreeds of the World. 
Ohristianity•s Holy FamilY. 
Janus-faced Oreedalists. 
The Oreedalists and the Govemment-"Our 

God, OurOountry, and an Appropriation," 

The Christians and the Moham• The Uses of the Cross. 
medans. ItsEvolution. 

Their Boientifio Records Oompared. Unkind Reflections Upon th( 
Two Samples of Christianity's Church. 

Work. Decline of the Papao;y ill_ Italy. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and H1s Whelps. 
Perun'ans Before and Binoe the OonQ.uest. The Ory of the Ohuroh, ·• Don't Hurt Our Feelings." 

lllls•lonarles Shake, Old Man: We•re on the Same Lay 
Hypocrisy of Ohristian Missionary Effort-I. (Tammany ward worker to Methodiftt min· 

" " " " " · -II. lsterial delegate). 

~~~~~~a~::~:tg~a~~lge1B~~·ohofErudand. Persecutions by the Claurcll. 
A Poor RUle That Doesn't Work Both Ways. The Burning of Bruno. 

The O.aly Thin~t_on Which the Sects Agree. 
The Lord'll Instruments. An Unwelcome Pilgrimage. 

B li · B 1 When Ohristians Made the Laws. 
e KiOUs u e. Bup~rstition the Same in All Places and Ages. 

Bible Doctrines and their Results. Ban1shment of Roger Williams. 
Biblical Temperance Statements. .OasBe of Dr. MoGIYnn-the Ohuroh True to Her 

,, .. " A li d eoord. . . PP e • Oasting Pearls Before Swine. 
The Ohns~1an Boheme from Genesis to the The BigotrY of Ohuroh and State 

BYnopt1oal Gospels, and the Practical Be- ' 
Thesl~:horitY of the Footpad. Some Allegories .. 
The Wisdom of Solomon. The Genii who Pres1de Over the Boa.d to 
The Law a.nd the Gospel Not the Same. Knowleiflle. 
Resn!t of Faith at Findlay, Ohio The Three Graces of InfidelitY. 
Which Stateptents Shall We Be Damned for TAhOleTri!'ailtYMtohvet. B 1 d th W ld i th D k DisbelieVIng r e nn a. u e e or n e ar 
Irresponsibility of Ohristians-Whenoe they "LAtgtehs. Gh t G n 

Obtain and Where theY Put their Bins. e e os B o. _ . 
Jesus Paid It All. Tne Baoe Between Amer~oa'ft Iunde• Orator 
A Oa.ndidate for Glory-An Old Binner, but a and England's Oh~1st1an Statesman. 

New Saint. The Enemy and the Fnend of Liberty, 
Some Tests for True Believers. Boma.n Oatholio Pandora.•s Box. 
Following. Ohrist. A New Be~dering of a.n Old Rhyme. 
A.n Earnest Ohristian. An Error lD Biblical Navigation. . 
A Trial of Faith. The World Still Moves. 
The Faults in Ohristian Morality.-1. Heaven·. 
" " " ., " -II. 
" " " " ·• -III. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Outside of the 
" " " " -IV, Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
" " " " -V. On the Probation Plao.-8oene Inside of the 

An Incident of a Snow-storm, January,1889. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
Another Incident of Another BBOW·Storm. Into Heaven vta. Purgatory, 
On the AnXious Beat. 
Different Stories of an Alleged Ooourrenoe. II ell. 

The Church and §lave-.v, How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain. 
- 1 The Glory of Election. 

The Ghost in the Methodist Ohurohyard, The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven. 
A. Olerioal BurPrise.Pa.rtY. 

Priests In Politics. The Theolo~rians and SkePtics. 
The Oolossns of New York. The Devil's Occupation Gone. 
The Political Oaliba.n and the BeligiousBogues. JDlscellaneous. 

Ireland and the Church. · Talmage's Petrified Blasphemer-A Religions 
A O!)ntribntiol} to the Irish Qnestion. Oampaign Story ot '86. 
The Ohurohes lD Ireland. . The FutilitY of Hitching Evolution to Ortho-
The Gospel of Peace in Ireland. doxy. 
The Trouble With Pat. The Evolution of a Sacrament. 

Th Ch h ' Id f Clvlll tl A. ffint to Talmage1 Sam Jones, et az. e nrc s ea o za on. The Women's Ohnstian Temperance Union's 
The Gallows One of Ohristian Oiviliza.tion's Orusade. 

A.dlunots. . Tools of the Olerioal Trade, 
What Rome Would Use to Oivilize People. The Modern Bal&am, 

IAUTHORITil~S QUOTED: 
President John Adams, Robert C. Adams, D•Aubigne's History of the. Reformatic•n, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 

the Irish Massacre, Cardinal Baronius, Cardinal Bellarmine, Byron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher, Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant, 
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's Hif1tory of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of Massachusetts, Governor Brownlow of Tennessee, J. M. Buckley, D.D., Charles 
Bradlaugh, Professor Buchner, Beauchamp, Prof. James Bryce, M.P., llldward Beecher, Bible Myths, A. Bierbower, M. Babcock, Council of Constance, Olvristian Statesmo;n, Dr. 
Thoma,s Cooper, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Dr. Carpenter, Ohristian Ad'llooate, Oatlwlic R6'1Jiew, Oatholic World, Chiniquy's Fifty Years in the Church of Rome, Rev. Moncure D. 
Conway, Thomas Carlyle, Presbyterian Conre.ssion of Faith, Th8 aMonicle of PNth, Jesus Christ,· Congregational Creed, Prof. W. K. Clifford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobbett 
on the English Clmrch, Oatholic Union and Time8, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius ~'lay, Prof. Theodore Dwight, Darwin, William Denton, Dana's Manual of Geology, Prof. Van 
Buren Denslow, Durham's Commentarie Upon the Book of Revelation, Dowling's History of Romanism, Diderot, Draper's Intellectual Development. of Europe, Draper's Conflict 
Between Religion and Science, ChaunceyM. Depew, Edward Everett, Emmons's Volume of Sermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, San FranCUJoo F'reetlwught, Jas. Anthony 
Froude, Garibaldi, Gulzot (French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, Presi·dent U.s. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boswn Globe~,.. Gamble, Helea H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn 
Gage, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming, Greg's Cree•d of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbons, ratrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President 
Newton Theological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo, Dexter A. Hawkins, Ernst Haeckel, Hecker's Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxley, Hutchinson's Exposi
tion of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes, HarpN'Il Weekly, Hallam's History of the Middle Ages, Ingersoll, President Thomas Jefferson, c. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; 0. D. 
Jones in Am. Nonconformist, Kingsley's Natural History, Abner Kneeland, Lecky's Rationalism in Europe, Leo XIII. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette, Henry Luttrell, Martin Luther, Locke1 
Macaulay, President Madison, President Monroe, Dean Milman:, Milton, W. H. H. MumLy, Dr. McGlynn, Hon. Stanley Matthews, of the U. S. Supreme Court, Manu, Cardinal 
Manning, Maine's Ancient L11.w, Arthur B. Moss, Massachusetts Records, Morell's History of Philosophy, Michelet, Moore, Mi88ionO!Iil HlYI'ald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop 
Crowther, John Stuart Mill, Wm. McDonnell's Heathens of the Heath, Mackenz!e's History of the XIX Century New Haven Colony Records, Neander, Church Histori~n; Lord Neares. 
Nordau, Bishop O'Connor, Felix L. Oswald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's Cyclopedia, Pius IX. (Pope), Pius X. (Pope), Archbishop Paley, Parker PUlsbury, St. Paul, 
Thomas Paine, Plymouth Colony Records, Life of the Rev. Alexander Peden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Quinet, w. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin), Robertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catholic Protectory, :Rutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Report to H®se of Commons by 
Sheri:ff Allison of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State of Eu.rope, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
in Union Theological Seminary, New York; Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Strong, Schopenhauer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Shakspere, Charles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, ~Imina D. 
Blenker, PercyBysshe Shelley, Strauss, A. c. Swinburne, THB TRUTH SBBKBB, New York Tablet (Roman Catholic), J. P. Thompson, TruCk Seem Annual, New York T,ma, T"M 
NWJ Engla.nder, Taylor, Rev. T. De Witt Taln1age, U.S. Senate Reports, U.S. Senate Sunday Bills, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire, Volney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washington, Walt Wkitman, J. M. ~heeler, Archbish"op Whately, Daniel Webster, Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. White, Wishart's 
Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose, John Wilson, M.A., Elizur Wright, Lieutenant \Vood, U. S. N., J. G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Nathaniel Ramsay 
Waters, W. W. Walker. · 

NEARLY 4:00 PAGES, 12 INCHES BY 9 INCHES, BOUND IN BOARDS, WITH ILLUMINATED COVER., $2; IN CLOTH, GOLD STAMP, $2.50. 
. -

~nt by Hail on Reee!vt of Price by THE TRUTH SE~KER COMPANY, 28 Lafayette Place, New York City. 
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Agents for the Truth Seeker. 
ALABAMA. 

Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
· OALII!'OBNI•. 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. 
Ball & McCarter, 7 w. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. let st., Los 

Angeles. 
Max NewsStand, let & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. c. Scott~ 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Oal. 
Estate of l:S. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San 

Francisco. r cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran. 

CANADA. 
T .C .Allen&Co., 124 Granville st. ,Halifax,N .S. 
Mrs. W. B. Cooke, 1701-2Yongest., Toronto 
James Foster, Weiland, Ont. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont. 

OOLOBADO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

I!'LOBIDA. 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLINOIS. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historioa.l and Oritioal Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
OONTENTB : What is Religion! Fetichism. Pha.l

lio Worship. Man's Mora.! Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. The Grea.t Theolog. 
ioa.l Problem. Man's Fa.ll, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The APostles. Selfish ProPensities. Love. Wis
dom. Oharterof Rights. Duties and Obliga.tions 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Booiety. Bights of Government. Dnties of .Bo· 
oiety to Orimina.lP. DutY of Self Oul~nre. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. LOOKING BACKWARD 
AN ADDRESS 

By Edward BellamJ", Mrs.S.E.Ames, 169 Washington st., Chicsgo. BT ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
Post-office News Oo., 103 Adams st., Chicago. Author of" Dr. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 
G. E. Wilson, 814 S. State st, and Brentano DELIVERJID BEFORE THE 

B Chi It is a. thought-breeding book,· a.nd a.ll who a.re 
roe., cago. NtJt1J York Btal6 BOll' Association, at Albany, free to receive new lightwillftndin itsa.tisfa.otion 

J. W. Howe, 48 8. Halstead st., C:!:.ieag'). xr Y. J, n 21 l890 a.nd inspira.tion.-[New.York Tribune. 
INDIANA.. .t.r • ., a • ' • The a,ppea.l is a.lwa.Ys ma.de to a. ma.n's reason, 

J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 'l'he onlv COl;lllllete and Authori!ed Edition. and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

Wm. E. Fa·r, South Bend PRIOE, TEN OENTB. A suggestion of a rea.llYpraotioa.ble and fea.si-
KANBAB. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., ble sooia.l state great!}' in a.dva.noe of the presen1. 

E. D. Sharpnack, Galena, Kan. The romantic na.rra.t1v is rioh in its foret.mst of 
LOUISIANA. 28 Lafa.Yette Pla.oe, New York. a.otnalpossibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatnr st., New Orleans. 12mo, cloth, ' 1•00 ; paper, 500. 

Al. J. Dwyer, 226 B!~:~ st., New Orleans. The Modern Scienco Essayist. GIARddreABB TRHEDTR~TSH BEEWKERIOOL. L 
N; G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland. 

II.A.BB.A.OBUSBTTS. Ten Oents Ea.oh. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, a.nd AND 
Johnson Bro's /j N. Main st., Fall River. ~r:fo~oW.· By Mr. DANmL GBEENLEAl!' Girard College Theoloorv. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78~ Front st., Worcester. 2• OHARLEBROBERTDARWIN:Hislife,works, ,., 

IIIOHIIUN. a.nd influence. B:V Rev. JoHN W. OJUDWICK. AN EXPOS:fi: 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. a. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., Mow suns a.nd worlds oome into being. By 

Grand RaDide. Mr. GARRET P: BEBVIBB. 
C. Holton &co:. 87Woodward ave., D. etroit. 4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The storY of .geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. li. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. begins. BY Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

JUSBOUBI. 6. EVOLUTION OF .ANIMAL LIFE : The order 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louil. of zoologi.oa.l !!Volntion. By Dr. RossiTER 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 7• 'l'H~A~~~~ENT OF MAN: His origin, a.ntiq-

NEW JBBSBY. nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. 00PE. 
C. Schmidt, 69 Pacific st., Newark. 8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its na.tnre a.nd de-
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. velopment. By Dr. BoBEBT G. EccLEs. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 9. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. BYJAMEBA.BKIL-

Jersey Ctty. TON. 
NBW YOBX. 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z.BID~EY 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. SAMPsoN. 
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS 
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts;, New York. 12• p~g:~~~~F EVOLUTION. By NELSON o. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. PABBHALL. 
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York. 13. EVOLUTION AB RELATED TO--RELIGIOUS 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. THOUGHT. By JoHN w. 0HADWicx. 
J:f. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. HoYT NicHoLs. 
G •orge Gross, 169o Broadway, New York. 15. THE EFli'EOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE 

" <> OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. SAVAGE. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " Address THETRUTHBEEKEB 00., 
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleeckerst., New York. 28 Lafa.yette Pla.oe, New York. 
New York News· Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
8. J • .Kin~r.l79 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
John Jacques, Akron. 

Liberty in Literat,ure. 

Of the perversion of Stephen Gir&rd'sma.gni1loent 
bequest to Phila.delphia. by the Ohristia.n 

ohnrohes and Young Men's 
Ohristia.n Assooia.-

tion. 
BY RIO:&:. B, WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price S1. Address THE TBUTH BEEJ:JIB. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a. oo:py; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 300pp., Sl. 
Apoles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for BoYS a.nd Girls. 12mo, 38Spp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally B;and

some a.nd Interesting Book, Without Bnpersti· 
tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free· 
thinKers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever issued. 
66 full-page illnstra.tions a.nd 21i sma.ller ; large 
type, hea.yy, toned pa.per, broa.d ma.rgins, illnB· 
tra.teil covers ; 4 to, 224-pp., boards, $1. 

Addresa THE TRUTH BEEK~B CO. 

Christ ot Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., Price, $2. 

MARrYRDOM OF MAN. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 

Sixth edition, 544pp., $1.'15. 

SCRIPTURE S PECUU\ TION~. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, 

Judaism. 
Primitive Man, 

By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM. 
A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 

By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI, 
Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante; Florence. 

Price, $1.50. 

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. 
A Confessioa. 

By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 
Authorized translation from sixth Getman edition 

by Mathilde Blind. 
$1.50. Price, 

HEA.LTH HINTS TO WOMEN. 
Important Information for All, and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 

By MME. W. SCHOTT. Price, $1.50. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 

Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 
Bible.-[Congregationalist. 

Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FRoTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER. 

Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION qf MARRIAG_E. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By PHILAN'rHROPUS. 

446pp. · Price, $1. 

The Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MoSES HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL DfMORTALITY 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candicl Arguments for and Against Immortality 

By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, 75 cents. 
N. He:xter, 803 Supenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. · 
W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland. 

BT ROBT. Q. INGERSOLL. SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, SIXTEEN SA. VIORS OR NONE. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBB&OIIIo 
B. F. Hyland, CorvalliJI. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

PBNNBYL V .A.NI.A.. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. DuBois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave. 

Pittsburgh. 
RHODE ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSBBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga.. 

· TBXAS. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Col wick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

1l'l'"'-H• 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, Ogden. 
H.enry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

WABHII!l&TON TBBBITOBY. 
Stine Bl"os., Walia Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BIII&L.Um. 
Watts & Co., 17 J ohnson'JI Court, l!'leet street, 

London. . 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. w. 

- NBW ZBA.L.A.ND. 
A. D. Willis, Wanuanui. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price, 25 Centl, 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

OB, THB 

Con:B.ict between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, Mf LORD~ TRY•SQUARE: 
oB, 

A NEW NOVEL, The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER •. 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" Tlu sll.anM it.~elf doth call for instant 
remedy." 

This ia the historY of a.n a.ttempt to found a 
ohnroh without superstition, a.nd its snooess. 
Uncle Job Ba.WYer, the pa.stor, ha.ving established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vita.! questions 
of hnma.n oonoem, religions, palitioa.l, a.nd other· 
wise. The book is written in well-chosen la.n· 
gna.ge, a.nd easily understood. There is Just sufti. 
oient. na.rra.tiv a.bont it to interest the reader and 
hold his a.ttention while the truth is being bron~~rbt 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 
Religion and Social Matters. 

~loth, $1; po.per, :;o cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

on to his mind. 

28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

J40DEB.N IJ4I'l'A TION OF CiB.IS'l', 
As to his Ll.fe on Earth &nd. his Communism. 

BY JdBfl. E. LYNN LINTON, 
Author of "A. Pro~Bt a:Rd 11. Plcrt," in Orller of 

~e~~. -
Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., • 75 Cents. 

!IF This book toas 8Up'JJ'I"Used by th6 first Amer. 
iean publisher ... 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

l'or tale a.1; thll otl!.ce. Prloe. 11.00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Ana.lyzed," "The Bible Ana
' lyzed," "The Real Bla.sphemers," "Bpir

itna.lism Sustained," etv., eto. 

The latest and best work of a.n ana.lytio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy propertY of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas 
tha.t will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishin&" food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so rich].v 
merits.-[The America.n Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $-1. 

Addre111 THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Ttnth Seeker Collection of Forms7 

Hymns, and Recitations. 
For Orga.nizing Societies; for Ma.rriages, Fnn'lr· 

als, Na.ming of Infanb, Obituaries, Epi· 
ta.phs, etc. Also 525 Libera.! and 

Spiritualistic H.vmns for 
tlooia.l and v a.rions 

Public Oooa.sions. 
lSmo, 550pp. Price, 75 cents. 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
By w. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By C. SOTHERAN; 

· Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett, 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comtc. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 

Paper, 40 ccniR. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amendment and State Personality. 

By .Tos. E. PECIC. 
Priee, 25 cents. 

For a.ll of the above book& address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

18 Lafa.Yetie Pl •• NewYork, 



THE 

TRUTH S~~~~R liBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $:1 per annum. 

No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
I. The Trnth Seeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac • •. . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . • • . 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener. liO 
a. Age of Reason. Thomas Paine .•.•..•......• 25 
4. Anewers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett •.....•.....•........•...••..•.•.•.•• ~5 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck.......... 25 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration Qn Voltaire........... 15 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

. Yef!,rly subscribers will receive all the books 
issued during the year.· Single copies of each· 
book sent upon receipt of Price. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER COMPANY. 

HOW TO 

PRESERVE ·HEALTH. 
. . 

By LOUIS BARKAN. M.D. 
CONTENTS: 

Tbe Prevention of Disease-H:wdene of Differ
ent Organs-A~~te and Occu~ation-The Dwelling 
-The Oare of the Sick-Nursing-The Family 
Physician-How to Giv Aid 10 Emergenoies-Oon
tagious and Mi~~.sma.tio Diseases-Diseases of tke 
Nervous I:!YBtem-Altered Nutrition-The Respir. 
atory and Digestiv and Urinary Tracts-The 
Skin-Parasites-Motherhood, 

Ford~oe Barker, M.D., Professor Bellevue Med
ical Oollege, N. Y ,, BaYs : " I regard Your book, 
• How to Preserve Health,' as the most sound, 
sensible, and useful book on the topios which it 
discusses that I hav ever met. I wish it could be 
in the hands of every intelligent head of a. family 
and in the librarY of every schoolJ for I think it 
would Popularize a. vast ameunt oi important and 
useful knowledgeia.nd thus be of great service to 
the community. a.m particularly pleased with 
one feature of it; ·that it does not profess to teach 
dosing and drugging, which our anxious grand
mothers and others lacking the requisit elemen
ta1'Y knowledge ·are too prone to indulge in, and 
oftentimes do great harm thereby. I con~Zra.tu
late you on the wisdom and success of this effort." 

John B. Hamilton, M.D, Bur~reoB·Genera.lof 
the NavY, and Professor of Surgery, Georgetown 
UniversitY: "I thank you for the excellent· book, 
• How to Preserve Health.' I ha.vno doubt of the 
necessity of snob books, and yours. is of such 
merit that it will surelY be anooesefnl." 

Samuel Bberwell, M.D., Professor' of Diseases of 
the Skin, BrooklYll: ".tour exoe!lent treatise, en
titled 'How to Preserve Hea.ltb,• appears to me 
admirably adapted for the reading of the laity, 
correcting as 1t does a. large number of· false 
impressions that Prevail among them. The 
dire_ct suggestions, as in remarks on the skin, are 
of decided value." 

Price, Cloth, $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

J. D. SHAW'S PAMPHLETS;. 

The Bible-What Is IU A pam. 
phlet containing eight chapters in refutation 
of the assumptiOn that the Bible is a divine 
book of pure thought, and correct in a.ll its 
utterances. Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theolo;;y. A clear exposi
tion of the biblical story of man's creation 
and curse, theologically denominated ·"the 
fa.ll." Price, 10 cents. 

Liberalism.. Treating the subject from a 
nega.tiv and affirma.tiv s~~tndpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

tf 

The Agn'JStio Annual 
FOR 1891. 

Edited by CHARLES. A. W .A.'lTS. 
CONTENTS, 

An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Samuel La.in:z. 
Fundamental Theses of Ag_nostioism. 

H. Bithell, B.Bc., Ph.D. 
Agnosticism and the Ohuroh of England. 

Avatar, Come! A Poem. 
Amos Waters. 

Saladin (W. Stewart Ross). 
The Instability of Fa.iths.Hon. C. K. Tuckerman. 
The Iron Band Under the Velvet Glove. 

G. J, HolYoa.ke. 
Practical Relig_ion .................. Oha.rles Watts. 
The OinerarY Urn. A Bonnet. 

Author of" Cmsa.r in Egypt." 
The New Anglicanism ................... B. Russell. 
AndrogYJlOUB Gods. 

H. J. Ha.rdwicke, M.D., F.R.O.S, 
Is Agnosticism Bound ? ................ Paul Oa.rus. 
" Is Agnosticism Bound?" 

Saladin (W. Stewart Ross), 
The.Poems of Joseph Ellis ...... Mirabea.u Brown. 

Price. 25 cents. For sale at this office. 

THE 

French Invasion of Irelan~ in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost Opportu
nity to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

By VA.LERIA.N GlliBA.YEDOFF. 
With a. map and numerous illustratio"ns by well

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamps. .Price, $1.50, 

The present volume is an 6ffort to rescue from 
comparative oblivion one of the many extraordi
nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
wa.,., .• • . • .It po~nts a mora._l that amidst repub
lican 1nstttut10ns like ours, wlll not fail to receive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing infiuence of newly acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Religious 
and ~ol!tioa.l intol~ra.nce both on the tyrant and 
the VICtim. Conta.ms a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the .·French Directory. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. APRIL 4, 1.891. 

Science in Plain language. 
I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIA, ETC. By 

William Durham, F.R.B.E. 
II.AI!TBO.OMY, sm.. MooN, STABS, ETO •. By Will

iam .l)urna.m, F.R.B.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a. way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They supply a. popular need, 

The Price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 

The Candle From Under the 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And fo1 the Consideration of Others. 

Insflrueti'De, Interesting, and Lan.tdhab!e. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

·A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eYes of timid a.oquieaoenoe ha.v 

paid to impudent authority the tribute of a. 
thoughtless :ves.-R. G. Inoersoll. 

CONTENTS. · 
A Splendid Jo.dge of a. Woman. 
The Lady of the Olnb. 
Under Protest. 
Vor the Prosecution. 
A Rusty Link in the Oha.in. 
The Boler House MYstery. 
The Time-Look of Our Ancestors. 
Florence Oa.~pbell's Fa.te. · 
MY Patient's Story. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

118 LafaY&Ue 1'1 •• New York. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
The Bible Analyzed. . " For Sledge

hammer Logic unsurpassed." Svo, 833pp,, 
11ilk cloth, sa. 

SpiritUalism _Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to 
show that Christians are inoonsistent in deny. 
ing the a.lleged truths of that philosophy. 
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB T.Hll 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In Your meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting. T.HE LIBEBAL Hnm-Boox contains songs 
by the best p6ets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It iP hi&:_hly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
l'a.rton. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. l'rio~ 
15 cents. Address 'lla TBUT!l B:uUB Oc-

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

· DONALD KENNEDY 

of'RoxburJ, Mass., sa~s 
My Medical Discovery seldom tskes hold 

of two people alike I Why? Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, inward 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland ; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big aedi· 
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your we&k spot. 
Price $1.50. Sold by every Druggist in the 
United States and Canada; 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction ot. 

the :Moabitea by the Jews. 

By A. c. MIDDLETON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS 
OJ!' 

HORACE SEAVER .• 
OOMPILBD BY 

L. K. W .ASHBUBN. 
This volume comprises some of the ablellt and 

best editorials written by Mr. Seaver during ihe 
past fortl!"·five years. It Js neatly printed on 
oream-wh1te paper, bound m cloth, and eontams 
a. fine likeness of the venerable editor of the 
Investtoator, Every Liberal should ha.v Wt boo~ 
in his home, It is now ready_ for delivery. 

Price, $1.00. 
AddresiJ THE TBUTH . SERKJ!:B p-o. 

THE 
CH.UIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

TliBIB 

()rimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $S; leather, M; morocllo, 

gilt edges, M.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
S8Latsyette Plaoe, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLECTION· Ol!' 

Original and Selected Hymns 
( Wm-cls and Music) 

For Liberal and Etkleal Soeletles • 
For Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. W A.SDBlJRN. 
PmoB, • • $1.50. 

Addrell THE:TRUTH BEEKEB 00., 
liS Lafa.yeUe l'laoe. New York. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

tlw Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Pe.per, 10 cents. For Sale at This Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
7'7&' Sol' FactOf'B and JlaJact Ratios In th8 

Aoquirement and Apportionment. 

By J. K, INGALLS, 
P:rlee. Cloth. tl.OO. 

New };tlltion, Bevlset mtd ERI&r£ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
BY HELEN H. CARDENER, 

·Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llAnts. 
Till Tt'ad8 B'UjJpliea at t:Jpedal IJi8cuuntl. 

Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 
liS LafaYette Place, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, 50 cents. 

A.N EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. R. P. Fellows, the nnte.d 

I. specialist, for bis "Private Counselor "-a. va.lua
, bl11 book for Young and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a. Life-wasting Disease, a.a the result 
of :routhfnl follies, indiscretion, and excesses i!l 
JD&ta.rer years. It sets forth an External Apph
ca.tion-A l'OSITIVE OUREt a.B itma.tterB not how 
long l!ta.nding, how hoPeless or how many reme
diea FOil hav ustd. The book. is worth manY 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those eeeking a rrpeeav ana permanent cure. Ad· 
dreBII tlw doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outsPoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of the F'reethougbt 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessfnl method of treat
ment. and deserves pa.trona~re.-Ji'reethottght. 
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Th686 notices a/1'6 fm- tM benefit of Liberals 
mho may b6 fJisiting th8 pl1U68 mhere tll.68e socie
tie& ·are Zooatd.. Local Becu.la/1' Un~ and 
i!''l'et!tlw'Ugkt Societies m&Jting regulalrly can 
ha'D their gatherings adloertised here free by for
mMcling th6 necB88a/1'11 information. 

Theltlanhattan Liberal Clnb,N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at B o•olook, at Ger
ma.n Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited. 

The Newark Liberal Lea;;ue 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clook at; 
Liberal Lea.g_-ge Hall, 177 HalseY st., cor. Market. 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on· 
religious and social questions. Beats free and\ 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Ne,vark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Lecture~. debates, and discus
sions on all important seonJa.r subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY BIBD; Secretary, CoRA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl:rn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity roomsl.Bedford avenue and 
South Dd street, BrooklYll, .l!i. D., at 8 P.lll:., every 
SundaY. Lectures follol! ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;;ne 2~'7' 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall. Broad at; d 
Wood sts., at 2:80 and '1 :30 1'.11. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions, 
Able SPeakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth 
Seekerpublioa.tions always on hand a. toheap rates. 

The Seeular Society of Ii.ent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 11.rst and third Sundays, at 2 
1'.11., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MARtus HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellznr Wrl;;ht Seeular lJnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Sun
days of each month at Independent Church, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Investi-
oator are solicited. R. G. li!lii:ITHo Oor,"l:!b;,. 

Chlca;;o Seenlar Union 
Meets everY SundaY evening at '1:80 l'.M., at 
Princess Opera. House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debate&. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Brotherhood of Moralbts, No. PO:J, 
Prairie City, Ia., 

M;eets every Bnnda.y In the Liberal reading-room 
hiill at 2: so P.lll:. All Liberals are cordially in
vited. F. v. DRAPEn, Oor. Beo. 

The Minneapolis Secular lJnlon 
Meets every SundaY at '1 :80 P.lll:., at 412 Nicollet 
a.ve.,Rooms12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOlii:BEB,Pres.; LEROY BEBBIER, Bee. 

Des Moines Secular Unton 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templa.r Hall, 
Flynn Block, fi,E. corner 7th and Locust streeta. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FBANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethou;;ht. 
Society 

MAeta every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o'olock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Au;;eles Secular lJnfon 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:80 1'.11 • .in the public 
school building in Port An~telell, Wash. Lect
ures, songs, and select rea.dmg, Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK MORSE, Cor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthlyl.. first 
and third Sundays, at B o'clock, l'.lll:., at J:"a.rr•s 
Hall. Everyboclv invited. Mns. R. M. BERRA, 
Pres.: J, H. McWILLIAlii:So Reo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 1'.11. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington. 
Schmoe Leotures.-Free DisousBions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable libra.v- is a.t the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W, 0ALDEB, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Ro~der, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
llrea.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. RIOE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL• Vice-Pres.; CHARLES BHEA, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and A!lsembly of New 
York. 

Wttl'IF't'TIIl Steez Engratrl'llfJ or Senator C011kltng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver &ide stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel en~rravin~rs of this celebrated naturalist 

2X11i inches. suitable for framing, sent postpaid, 
or 25 aents. .\ddreaa THE TBUTH BEEKEB. 

u 
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CATHOLICS are angry at the proposal of the 
New York board of education to reward 
teachers who hav served well fourteen years 
without having been absent more than two 
hundred days, by ordering that their salaries 
be not less than $750. This causes Catholics 
to denounce "the public school system and 
its proposed raids on state treasuries." 

RBv. How~ RD CnosBY 
died on the 29th ult. 

THil: pope has sent the 
World's Fair an apostol
ical benediction. 

IN England prohibition 
of the reckless practicing 
of hypnotism is asked. 

THB Mafia trouble may 
cause Italy to refuse par
ticipation in the Exposi
tion. 

THB grip is raging, 
especially in Chicago, 
where there are many 
deaths. 

W ALTBR CHAPIN, Of 
New York, died on the 
20th ult. of pneumonia 
neglected under faith 
cure treatment. 

IT is thought that the 
World's Fair committee 
should hav asked Whit
man or some other 

• American poet for a 
dedicatory ode in place 
of Tennyson. 

IN Russia recently, un
der the law forbiddiug 
those born in the state 
church ever to leave it 
for another, hundreds of 
converts to other sects 
were sent to Siberia. 

J:'HE TRU'l·H. SEEKER, APRIL 4, 1.891. 

WORLD'S SAllES, THINKERS, CODS AND RELICION8 
AND REFORMERS. ANCiENT A.ND 

0
IODERN Ti:M:ES 

BiograPhies of 100 of the Leadin~r PhilosoPhers, 
'l'eaohers, Skeptic@.! Innovatora1 l!'oundera of 

New Schoole of ·~·hought, Emment Boien. 
tists, etc. (who were not Ohristians), 

from the time of Menu to the pres
ent. . svo, 1,075pp,, cloth,· $8; 

leather, ••; mor., lr· e., H. 50, 
BY D. 111. BENNE'l"l'. 

'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKER 00., 
BS'Lafayet.te Place, N. Y. 

Vol. I. Givs a l!'nll Account of all \he Gods, ~in
cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrisl, Virldn Mary, a)ld the Bible. · 
svo, 881iPP. · Vol. II. Describes l!'ullyall 

the Religious Systems of the World. 
svo,91i7pp, Oloth,$3pervol.; the 

2 vola.; $5; leather, $7; mo-
rocco, gilt edges, $8. 

BY D.lii.BENNE'l"l'. 
'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKER 00. 

AN ANGE£. BAKETR FLAPJACKS FOR ELIJAH. 

EVBRY change has its immediate evil.-.
.Atldnson • . 

I MUBT choos.e to receive the. truth,· no 
matter how it bears upon myself; must fol. 
low it, no matter where it leads, from .what 
party it severs me or to what party it allies,' 
-.-Dr. Ohanning. 

IN the twentieth cent
ury war will be dead, 
the scaffold will be dead, 
animosity will be dead, 
and dogmas will be dead, 
but man willliv.-ViCtor 
Hugo, · 

HE who would value 
himself on his honor 
should be so punctual in 
all his engagements that 
more reliance should be 
placed on his simple 
word than on the oath of 
another.-lsocrate.!. 

THBRB is only one cure· 
for the evils which newly
acquired freedom pro
duces, and that cure is 
freedom. If men are to 
walt for liberty till they 
become wise and good 
in slavery, they may 
indeed wait forever.
Macaulay. 

Fox science the volume 
of inspiration is the book 
of Nature. Coaf~onting 
all, it needs no eocietles 
for its diasemination. 
Infinit in extent, eternal 
in duration, human ain
bition and. human fanat
icism hav neve]j; been 
able to tamper with it. 
Oo. the earth it is illus
trated by all that is m,ag
nificent and beautiful.; 
on the heavens its letters 
are suns and worlds.-
Draper. 

0ATHOLIOB are trying 
to induce the president 
to remove Commissioner 
of Indian Schools Mor
~~:an, alleging discrimina
tion against Catholic 
teachers. He says he 
has removed such teach-

And as he lay and slept under a juniper-tree, behold, then an angel touched him, and said unto him, arise and 
eat. And he looked, and, behold, there was a cake baken on the eoals, and a cruse of water at his head. And he 
did eat and drink, and laid him down again.-1 Klne;s xix, 5, 6. 

MEN are continually 
mourning over heresy 
who are cheating .widows 
out of their inheritance 
and making business 

ers only for insubordination. 

THE British government has announced a 
royal commission to consider the labor ques
tion. 

THE English Law Times reports general 
complaint among lawyers of lack of business. 
"Urime and contention are both declining." 

EvA BRANNOCK, of Pittsburgh, Pa., a re· 
ligious enthusiast and faith cure believer, 
said that she met a command to fast every 
time she opened the Bible, and began a forty 
days' fast, which she completed on the 26:h 
ult.-whether honestly or not no one knows. 

THB Kansas.agent of the Farmers' Alliance 
has sent advertisments to the Alliance papers 
throughout the state, stating that he would 
advance money to all farmers depositing 
grain in the Alliance warehouses sufficient to 
meet their necessities and would giv them 
the advantage of the rise in the market when 
it came. 

ON the 29th ult. at the burial of Jen Sen 
in a neat lot owned by Chinamen in a Pitts
burgh cemetery, 1,500 men and boys trampled 
graves and shrubbery, jostled mourners, and 
snatched the coins, printed prayers, burning 
joss sticks, and perfumed paper placed on 
the graves by the Chinese, accompanying the 
scene with cat calls, jeers, and howls. 

C.&THOLIOB complain of the American 
League, an organization to oppose election 
of Catholic political candidates, especially 
strong in Illinois. The Memphis Catholic 
Journal says: "There is only one sure 
method of uprooting this deadly evil, and 
that is the remedy that Chicago applied to a 
few of the leaders of the Anarchist move
ment." 

A RROALOITR!NT Catholic of Montreal, 
Can., named Le May, on being solicited to 
return to the church mission cried, "To hell 
with the mission," and began cursing priests, 
pope, and church, when he was stricken 
speechless and partly helpless. The doctors 
pronounced the seizure paralysis from ex
citement, but Catholics in Canada and this 
country combat the physicians and claim it 
as a divine visitation. 

CATHOLIC leaders in summing up the year ! 
since the last E'lster, remark: "In regard to 
the question of incorporating· voluntary or t 
religious schools into the public system, some [ 
progress has been made in New York state, 
whose influence over the school system of 
the country is likely to be marked. 8everal \ 
Catholic high schools or colleges hav been ! 
admitted to the benefits of the state univer. 
sity scheme, and some of the regents hav ex
pressed the opinion that this can only be the 
forerunner of a long-delayed act of justice
the admission of Catholic and other religious 
schools to the benefits of the tax paid by all 
the citizens." 

THm 
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men bankrupts by their selfishness. • • • 
Even morality in the lowest sense will be a 
broader principle than ever religion has been 
it it touches the every-day miseries and 
wants of needy men and women.-S. J, 
Stewart. 

THB man who will not change his opinion 
is like standing water, and breeds reptile of 
the mind.- W. Blake. 

THBRB is no such thing as providence, for 
nature proceeds under irresistible laws, and 
in this · respect the universe is only a vast 
automatic engin. The vital force which per
vades the world is what the illiterate call 
"God."-Draper. 

MANKIND ought to hav a rational assurance 
that all objections ha v been satisfactorily 
aDswered; and how are they to be. IUis'wered 
if that which requires to be answered is not 
spoken ? Or how can the answer be known 
to be satisfactory if the objectors hav no 
opportunity of showing that it is unsatis
factory ?-John Stuart Mill. 

Do you elevate woman by setting her to the 
task of breeding blockheads ? Are you likely 
to improve the race by enfeebling the minds 
of the mothers of that race by an insidious 
administration of immoral Jewish fables, ad
ministered in the holy name of religion? 
What sort of mental and ethical stamina do 
you expect in a child whose mother was a 
religious imbecil and whose father was a 
moral hypocrit ?-Saladin. 

SooBATBB says that he knows nothing 
except the one fact that he is ignorant, and 
that he is superior to others in this particular 
-that they believe that they do know what 
they do not know, while he knows this one 
thing alone, that he knows nothing. And it 
is on that account that he imagine he was 
prono":Inced by Apollo to be the wisest of all 
men, because this alone is the whole of wis
dom-for a man not to think that he knows 
what he does not know.-Oicero. 

THE cha,.ge of impiety is always brought 
against such as differ from the public faith, 
especially if they rise above it. Dlodorus 
Siculus-(lib. i, p. 75, ed Rbodomon) relates 
~n instructiv case. A Roman soldier in 
E~ypt accidentally killed a cat-killed a god, 
for the cat was a popular object of worship. 
The people rose upon him, and nothing 
could save him from a violent death at the 
hands of the mob. All religious persecutions, 
if it be allowed to compare the little with the 
great, may be reduced to this one denomina
tion. The heretic, actually or by implica
tion, killed a consecrated cat, and the ortho
dox would fain kill him. But, as the same · 
thing is not sacred in all countries (for even 
asses hav their worshipers), the cat killer. 
although an abomination in Egypt, would 
be a great saint in some lands where dogs are 
worshiped.-Theodor8 Parker 
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OFFICIAL INCAPACITY-THERE ARE NONE SO DEAF AS THOSE WHO WILL NOT HEAR. 

lfot1s and ~lippings. 

THB bill tor the disestablishment of the 
national church in Wales was rejected by a 
majority of thirty-two in the House of Com
mons. 

DB. MoRTDIKB GBA.NVILLB, of London, has 
cabled this formula tor the grip to the 
Chicago health department : "Dr. Mortimer 
Granville begs physicians to try five irains 
camphor in twenty minims tincture of iodine 
and one dram of glycerine, with syrup, fre
quently for influenza. Strong meat juice is 
also recommended. No antipyrine." With 
the statement that the doctor is one of the 
most eminent physicians of the day, and 
during the prevalence of the grip last year 
contributed much to the medical literature 
ot the subject, the Chicago health officer 
givs the formula to the public without recom
mendation. 

REv. JoHN R. EBKBLY, of Lewistown, Pa., 
ltas shown a partiality tor the phrase, " 0 
Lord, shower thy blessings down upon us I" 
which is incorporated in all his prayers. 
When this period of his invocation was 
reached the other night the congregation was 
thrown into a state of consternation by a 
copious tall of water from a trap.door directly 
over the minister, drenching him through 
and through. The services were checked by 
this extraordinary fulfillment of the preach
er's supplication, and tranquillity was not re. 
established until an investigation revealed the 
cause of the unexpected downpour. John 
L. Smith, a fifteen-year-old boy, had secreted 
himself in the attic of the school-house before 

.I• 

the meeting and given practical effect to the 
Rev. Mr. Eberly's prayer with two buckets 
ot water. • 

THE terms of the new law tor the regula
tion of immigration, which went into effect 
on the 1st instant, are more stringent than 
those of the law of 1885, which has been 
violated with impunity. It provides tor the 
exclusion of certain classes of undesirable 
immigrants, and tor the sending back of all 
who come here unlawfully, including those 
who become a public charge within a year 
from the time of landing. It provides tor a 
prompt and thorough inspection of immi
grants by authorized officers empowered to 
deter:min their right to land. It puts a check 
upon the operations of the agents of steam. 
ship companies in Europe by prohibiting 
them from stimulating immigration to this 
country. The federal courts are to hav full 
jurisdiction in all causes arising under the 
law, and penalties are provided tor its viola
tion. 

BoMB one signing himself " Catholic Lay
man " has written this sarcastic letter to the 
TirrtJJB ot this city: " In an editorial you say 
that the Roman Catholic Protectory, in addi
tion to being run as a profitable boarding
house, is used to secure proselytes. In sup. 
port of this you show the number of inmates 
in the House of Refuge is decreasing, to the 
profit of the Protectory. Now, permit me to 
say that your imputation is unjust. In se. 
curing the inmates of the Protectory our 
priests hav been actuated only with the de. 
sire to minister to the spiritual welfare of the 
members of their own church. The great 
difference between the number of inmates of 

the House of Refuge and those of the Roman 
Catholic Protectory is simply indicativ or a 
larger Catholic crimioal element, as an inves
tigation will speedily show. We Catholics 
hav all we can do looking after and endeavor. 
ing to prevent the increase of our own crim~ 
inals, without proselyting Protestant ones." 

AN exchange thus wrestles with the prob
lem of Adam's racial peculiarities: "There 
has always been a tradition among the Afri
cans that the first man God created was a 
black man, and that the scare he and his con
sort received when God called upon them to 
know why they were in hiding after they had 
eaten of the forbidden fruit caused them to 

ABoUT two miles above Parkersburg, W. turn pale with sheer fright. How much of a 
Va., the site or a large prehistoric village has basis of truth there is tor this curious belief it ' 
been found, and many relics unearthed. The would be hard to tell ; antiquarian research 
scope of the village covers an area of about having, during the last decade, added to 
tour acres, and presents the appearance of rather than taken from the original tradition. 
having been at one time closely packed with The earliest memorial tablets found by the 
people. The earth is burnt in many places, late George Smith in Palestine and other 
and is intermixed with fragments of pottery, parts of the orient, giv the tradition high 
bones of animals, such as deer, bear, turtles, credit. One of Mr. Smith's inscriptions or 
etc , with many utensils and ornaments of tablets, which has been deposited in the Brit
stone, bone, and shells. W. T. Miller, a ,ish museum, in class K, No. 3,364, give an 
young archBJ')logiat, reports that in one half account or the creation of man by the god 
day he discovered in a large excavation made Mir.ku, or 'Noble Crown,' and runs as tol
in one part of the field a skeleton in a sitting lows: 'To fear them [the gods] he made 
posture, with knees elevated and arms cross- man ; the breath of lite was in him. May 
ing the breast, facing the west. With this the [the god Mir-ku] be established, and may 
skeleton were found torty.nine bone and two his will not fail in the mouths or the dark 
hundred and fifty shell beads. About two races which his hand has made.' The 
teet from this one another was found, also above is said to be the earliest allusion in 
with its head facing west. Two hundred and existence to the biblical account of creation, 
fifty bone and a bell beads were found by its and it distinctly points to the first race as 
side. Another one was found within three being dark and confirms what Sir Henry 
teet, extended with its head to the west, with Rawlinson sal.d long ago-that is, that the 
a heavy stone weighing fifteen or twenty word 'Adamn' (Adam) means 'dark race,• 
pounds lying on its breast. There were two in distinction from 'Sarku,' meaning 'li~~:ht 
hundred beads of shell hnd two hundred and race.' Mr. Smith during his life put forth 
ten beads of bear teeth by its side. The many ingenious arguments to prove that the 
bones of these skeletoJis were all badly de- account of the sons of G.Jd marrying the 
cayed. Their size indicated that they had daughters of men (Gen. vi) simply meant that 
belonged to a people about the bight of a the Sarku were intermarrying with the 
medium-sized man, but of much stronger and Adamn people. To sum the whole matter 
heavier bone. up, was Adam a negro?" 
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. Christianity Charged with Plagiarism. 
. Prom the New York Herala. 

I conr::ider the New Testament certainly of Indian 
origin ! This, I think) can easily be proved by the 
numerous points of resemblance between the lives 
and doctrine of the founders of the Buddhist and 
Ohristian religions, coincidences which are certainly 
not the result of mere chance or accident. 

The conclusion which every honest inquirer is then 
forced to is that one account must [l,ecessarily be a 
copy of the other, and since the Buddhist biogrl)pber, 
living long before the birth of Ghrist, could not hav 

) 

allowed them to go two by two to be a comfort one 
to another. 

Both teachers were regarded by some as God, by 
ot~ers as sent by the devil. · · 

Both performed wonders-healing the sick, feed
ing the huDgry, etc. 

The walking upon the waters and the declaration 
of death some time before are common. 

MORE PARALLELS. 
We can continue these parallels further : 
Thus the woman from the crowd called him 

blessed. The Samaritan woman at the well and the 
Ohandala wom~tn. The cour
tesan Magdalenaand the cour-
tesan Ambapali, both con
verted by the teachers. The 
rich man who came to Bud db~ 
by night and Nicodemus. . 

The triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem and the triumphal 
entry into Rtjagriha. 

Jesus said to Pater, "Move 
away," as Buddha to his dis
ciple U pawanlil. The mission
ary command, " Go and 
preach," was given by both. 

, In the Buddhist legend 
~ we hav the traitor Davadatta, 
--...- the same as Judas in the 

-....'>lflf:ll,.-=--.~ Christian legend. Wonders 

THE TEMPTATION OF BUDDHA AND CHRISTo 

~1 and earthquakes, etc., oc
lTb , curred at the deiith of both 

sages. We hav also the part
ing of the garments and the 
strife for the relics. And be
fore their death both masters 

~orrowed from the Ohriatism one, tha plain inference 1 put I! similar question : " Which among you can 
Is that the early creed-mongers of Alexandria were accuse me of a sin'" said Ghrist. And Buddha, 
guilty of an act of plagiarism. The parallels in the " In me there is no vestige of selfishness, nor of 
lives and histories of the two sages are clearly envy, nor of covetousness, nor of desire." 
drawn, and I summarize some of them. , Professor Seydel, of the University of Leipsic, in· 

THE GENEALOGIEs. stances in his work, "Das Evangelium von J esu," fifty-
The genealogies of both are carefully traced from one analogies all distinctly. pointing to Buddhism 

their respectiv ancestral kings (Mshasammata and rather than Christianity as the original source. The 
David) down to their {a there (Suddhodilna and probability is that Buddhist legends were carried over 
Joseph), who, on the other hand, _according to both by the Essenes and others into Palestine, and were 
legends, were not their real fathers. Both virgins made use of by the evangelists to adorn the . gospel 
(Mt~oya and Muy), who were to become their mothers, nsrrativ. · 
wer.e greeted previously by the angela and dans. Professor Beal, too, in his " Romantic Lagend," 

The conception by the Holy Ghost; announced by cites many singular coincidences. Dr. Hubbs Schlei· 
G .ibriol corresponds with the dream of Maya of a den in his work entitled" J eeua eil;t Buddhist," quotes 
white elephant from heaven entering her side. in all some hundred parallels. 

The wise men from the East came to offer frank- Indeed, the abundance of the materials for the 
incense and myrrh ; so at the birth of Buddha argument in favor of the formal harmony of the 
gods and devas, princes and brahmans, came with Christian and Buddhist· tradition is so great that I 
presents. · mJist limit myself to a few more typical examples. 

As Herod was afraid of the child, so King Bimbi- BUDDHA THE SA vroR. 
sara made inquiries from his ministers to search the Just as the Buddha wae pointed out :as the phy-
land and find whether anyone lived who by his supe- sician, savior, and deliverer-sa the deliverer irom 
riority would become f111roous. the bonds of iniquity, as the deliverer from sin, 

The Simeon of the Bible corresponds with the death, the devil, and hell-even eo were the disciples 
Brahman Asita, ran aged man who came down from and his followers called the " Children. of God," and 
the Himalayas to see the thirty-two marks and the according to some authorities as eons or children of 
eighty signs of the Buddha. Buddha. It is also remarkable that the formula 

The presentation in the temple of Jesus is similar "Follow me!" is especially stated in the Buddhist 
to the request made to the father of Buddha by the accounts to hav been the usual one in calling the dis
elders of the Sskya race, that the ehild be taken sol- ciples. And as in the gospel of John, Jesus is sup
emnly to the temple, which wns done with great posed to say, "My kingdom is not of this world," 
pomp. so also the saying attributed to the Buddha reads, 

In his twe1fth year J .asus was found discoursing " I know indeed that a kingdom is appointed for 
in the temple with the teachers, so the fBther of me, but it is not a worldly kingdom which I seek." 
Buddha found the Holy Son in the wood surrounded Surprising, too, is the striking similarity appiuent 
by the wise of ages p11.st, both hearing and 1\Bk· in both accounts of even the usual changes of phras
ing them questions. The forty d&ys' fast in the wil- eology at the introduction and conclusion of the 
dernea~. is common to both teachers, as also the preaching. Thus these phrases occur over and over 
temptsnons by the devi.l and the temptation by Mar& a~ain : " At this time " or " Again at that time," 
and his host. Then the angels ministered to both •. "V arily, I say unto y~u." Yet again : "Who hath 
A~terward the Buddha bathed 
m the stream Naranjana and 
Jesus was baptized in the 
river Jordan. The he!!.vens 
opening and the voice from 
heaven proclaiming t he 
teacher llilre to be found in 
the Buddhist scriptures. 

The Sarmon on the Mount 
begins with blessinllEJ ; so, 
too, in the Lalita Vivtau ~~~ 
of Budc'lhe.. The Bvddb& 
pre8ched many of his eer
mt ns from s holy hill situ- · 
!lited in the neighborhood of 
R!ly~grih~, the Buddhist 
Oiipernaum. The first dis
ciples were followers of John 
the Baptist ; so, in the Budd
hist legend, the followers of 
the Brahman Rudrska. The 
first number of disciplt!a in 
both accounts was five; then 
in both the number increaees THE BAPTISM OF BUDDHA AND OHRIST. 
o sixty, seventy, and eighty. Jesus sent them two ears to hear let him hear the word," "In order that 
y two; in the Buddhist books it is said that Buddha it might be fulfilled which was spoken," etc. 

asked them not to go two by two, in order that infor- Since these expressions occur not once but fre
matio:i:l might . be spread wider, but afterward quently throughout the narrative, we are compelled 

~o co!l~lude from t.he resemblance that the evangel
Ists lmng later must hav had before them the sacred 
scriptures of the Buddhists. Like Luke, the. Ab
hiniskramana Sutta eoncludes the first period of 
the master's life with the words, "So the child waxed 
and increased in strength." In addition to the mere 
verb~~~ol resemblances are to be remarked some of the 
chief hymns, such as the songs of the heavenly 
hosts at the birth, and the annunciation to Mary by 
the angel Gabrie1, which should be compared with 
the Gathas recited by the Brahmans at ·the inter
pretation of the corresponding vision of the mother 
of Buddha. 

Simil&rly the many poetical interpolations in Luke 
all bear a like character in style and sound, and carry 
the impress of the Mahayana writings of tile Buddh
ist Gathas. 

INCONSISTENCIES IN THE GOSPEL. 
When we find in a short sentence in the gospel 9f 

Mark (i, 13) the history of the temptation, we know 
directly that it is an extract from other poetical 
pieces. Now, it is there stated, '<And he was with 
wild beaats." Indeed, anything similar to this is 
not found in the other gospels, which might hav 
served aa a coincidence, but only in the expositions 
of the Buddhist accounts. Nor does this corre
spond with the other warda which Matthew also 
has, " The angels ministered unto him." These 
ministrations relating to the temptations in the wil
derness occupy three full ch!!pters in the "Lalita 
Vistarm." 

That the Ohrieti!!ln· gospels bear so close a like
ness to the Buddhist may be declared by some to be 
entirely due to similar conditions, owing to the ori
gin of both in the E!llst, but on closer examination 
the harmony here Is not merely in the many sym
bolical words, but the correspondence of entire narra
tive is so general that the theory of . undesigned 
coincidences cannot be entertained. Thus it is re
lated of the Buddha that he had compared himself 
to the Sower who sowed the seed of the faitt. on the 
fields of the hearts of men. · 

Again, one of the older disciples came to the 
Buddha and presented himself before him as the 
prodigal son, by whom he was regarded as the lov
ing father, and after he had come back ·again to him 
hs was installed with much expense in t!le place aa 
son and heir of the house. · 

One of the most etrikinl:{ incidents is the account 
in the gospel of John ix, 13, of the or..e "born blind," 
when placed in comparison with the detailed parallel 
passage in the Saddharma pundarika. In this sutra 
the ·idea ascribed to the maater who healed the ptto
ple (the blind people of the world) is t1Jat this man 
is presented li!llil an example to everyone on account 
of his sinful condition in a fornier life. In the Indian 
phase of thought the idea of a rebirth in bodily form 
is the fundament~l idea, but in the gospel of John 
the question of !!lin in one life being the consequence 
of sin in a previous life stands unique and unsup
ported. This c1.11se arouses the eullpicion that suffi
cient circumspection wes not used by the gospel 
writer in his borrowing. 

A totally aimilal' impress is contained in all ~he 
three synoptic gospel!!, where Jesus said that the 
secrets of the trHe doctrin of the word are hidden 
from the hoi polloi, but are known only to the dis
ciples. The motiv for this teaching is clear in the 
Buddhist scripture, while it is an enjgma in the gos
pels, fer the Buddha distinguishes between the eso
teric circle of the disciples (the Bhiksbus) and the 
exoteric followers of the word (the Upasakas). 

It Cilrn ho.rdly be possible that Jesus also should 
hav in like manner made a distinction between his 
disciples; but 1lt t'iny rate it is highly improbable that 
it could hav spontaneously arisen in the gospels. 
Ag&in, in the Buddhist account the words occur, " Of 
the sun, which shines for the good and the·evil; of 
the rain, which falls for the just and unjust: " the 
mustard seed serves as the simile for littleness, and 
the words, "Perishable is the city built of sand, 
which cannot m.mintain itself." It may also be stated 
here that the comp£rison in Matthew is incorrect 
about the foolish man who built his house on the 
aand. Houses are well known td stand strongest 
upon s good foundation of sand, but the Buddhist 
city of sand is somethiug quite different. 

COMPARING THE DOOTRINS. 
Proceeding now to the comparison of the doctrins 

taught by Jesus and Buddha, we cannot here take 
credit to ourselva for an independent mnd criti!)al 
ex&mination of the text, so as to affirm what wae and 
what WlS not the pure, original Christianity and the 
primitiv teaching of the Buddha. We might cer
t&inly assume that n.t all events the highest moral 
and spiritual ideas in both teachings proceeded from 
the masters themselvs. And we might leave it un
decided as· to how fAr either the masters themselvs, 
or first the disciples and later on the dogmatic theo
logians, ha.v mixed up and confounded the esoteric. 
fundamental ideas of the pure word with exoteric 
speculation and BUl)9l'stition. But it is easy to point 
out that the fu:::.damental ideas of both teachers were 
the same. 

The ultimate goal which Jesus pointed out to his 
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disciples to strive for was the life eternal. As the Now here we hav, indelibly carved in rocks still 
absolute existence, only the all-one, the unchange- visible, a pure piece of history. It shows that the 
able, can be eternal, because without form and with- Buddhist king Asoka was closely associated with the 
out shape. No material body, no difference and pe. Greeks, and that he sent missionaries to Egypt. It 
culiarity of form, can be everlasting, for what is show&, furthermore, that at any rate he was under an 
formed necessarily yields to time and must once impression that the Buddhist religion had been there 
again decay. Each appearance can be only relativ established. 
and changeable. If thus we attain to perfection and PROOli FROM THE HISTORY 01!' CEYLON. 
desire the life and the full satisfaction we must be One more piece of evidence I may notice here. In 
delivered from our present world and all other worlds the "Mahawanso," an old history of Oeylon, it is an
of form. Eternal peace and unchaDging happiness nounced that on the occasion of the building of the 
can only mean an absolute existence. This is pre- Buddhist tape of Ruanwelli enormous numbers of 
cisely the idea of the Buddhist goal of perfection, Buddhist monks came from all parts,including thirty 
which is Nirvana. thousand "from the vicinity of A'Jassada, the capital 

And even the outward working and visible form of of the Yona (Greek) country." In the same history 
this striving is, in Buddhism, just the same as in the is a statement that Aaoka did send a missionary 
doctrin of Jesus. Love and compassion for every n-'med Maharakkhita to Greece. A'Iassada is agreed 
fellow-creature, and not merely for mankind, but for by all Orientalists to be Alexandria. The Buddhist 
all nature generally. Such is the essential character history states that the monks came from the vicinity 
of the doctrin of Buddha, and in the carrying out of of Alexandria. This word, I think, is important. It 
this fundamental idea the success is more complete, was in this vicinity that convents of mo11ks practic
better and more general, in Buddhist countries than ing rites precisely like tho11e of the Buddhists existed 
in Ohristian lands with their European civilization. in large numbers in the days of Philo (30 B.o ). It 

I must also remark before going further another may also be mentioned that Nagasena, a Buddhist, 
striking similarity between the two religions. had a discussion with Menander in the capital of 
Buddhism, like Ohristianity, is founded on a trinity. Syria (200 n.o.). . 
In. fact, the idea of the trinity seem& common to But even if no Buddhist came to the weat, without 
neuly all religions. In Buddhism, it consists of doubt Buddhism did. For about this time there 
B11ddha, Dharma, and Sangha-Buddha, the law, and arose in Alexandria a teaching called "Gnosticism." 
he assembly of the faithful, corresponding to thl!l This word is the exact Greek equivalent of" Buddh-
hther, the son, and the Holy Ghost. ism," in Sanskrit Bodhi, and it simply means interior 

BOW DID BUDDIDSM ll.EAOH THE WEST T or spiritual knowledge. 
We now come to the question, How did Buddhism HORE BOMAN AUTHORITY CITED. 

reach the west? Arthur Lillie has exhausted this Pliny says the Buddhist missionaries had settled 
subjeet. By the early Phenicians the commerce of themselvs on the shores of the Dead sea ages before 
the east was carried across Arabia from the port of his time-"per seculorum millia /' Josephus (verse 
Gerrha in the Persian gulf. It was then shipped on 13) corroborates Pliny as to the Essanes being de
the Red sea and carded up the lElanitic gulf on its scendants of these missionaries. Megasthenes says 
road to Tyre. That some of the commodities must that" the Jews were an Indian seet called Kalami, 
hav come from India is proved from the fact cited and their theology resembled that of the Indians." 
by Herodotus that cassia and cinnamon were among We may here remark the analogy between Judea 
them, which articles could not be found nearer than and A.yodya (Oude), and Palestine and Pali, and 
Oeylon or the Malabar coast. To reach Tyre these Staniland, the land of Pali. 
goods had to pass close to the haunts of the Essenes Neander's "History of Ohristianity" says that 
near the Dead sea. The Phcenicians were in con- "the Manicbre<1o maintained that Jesus was a per
tact with India at least as early as the time of Solo~ mutation of Buddha, and that Gautama, J esue, and 
mon; but Alexander's expedition gave a great spur Mani were the same person." Dr. ·Lundy, in his 
to the intercoursa between ;India and the west. work "Monumental Ohristianity," confesses the pre
Bactria and Persia were in the hands of the Seleuci- Ohristian existence of the crucifix, the Round Tower 
den dynasty until Persia revolted. · 

This brought Antiochus the 
Great into the field to restore the 
authority of the Greeks. Accord~ 
ing to Polybius, he led his army 
into India and renewed his alliance 
with Sophagasenes, king of that 
country. As the Asoka edicts were 
incised on rocks some six years 
after Antiochus came to the throne, 
this is certainly an allusion to the ~~~;;:-/d~~iJ~~ 
Oonstantine of Buddhism. In the 
mean while the building of Alex
andria had given a powerful fillip 
to the intercourse with India by 
sea .. Alexander had designated it 
to be the capital of his vast empire 
~md the bridge between India and 
the west. This project was ably 
carried out· after his death by his 
lieutenant, the first Ptolemy. Un
der his wise government and that 
of his successor Alexan~ria. soon MAYA AND BUDDHA. 
became the first commercial mty of THE VIRGIN AND THE HOLY CHILD, 

the world. Of more importance even was his large in Ireland, its Buddhistic character, and the penetra
tolerance of creeds, whether Egyptian, or Grecian, tion of Buddhistic missionaries to the remote parts 
or Jewish. In the year 209 n.o. Ptolemy Evergetes of the island. 0. S. Sotheran, in a lecture before the 
was on the throne. He conquered Abyssinia and a American Philological Society, remarks that legends 
greater part of Asia, including Syria, Phcenicia, and arcbreological remains prove that "Ireland, like 
Babylonia Persia and Media. His conquests ex- every other nation, once listened to the propagandists 
tended t~ T&ctri~ and he had a large :fleet on the of Siddartha Buddha." 
Red sea. his placed him in contact with India Ennemoser says: "Into Egypt and the east went 
from two different directions. Herodotus, Thales, Parmenides, Empedocles, Or-

He married the daughter of Magas, king of Oy- pheus, and Pythagoras-called Yavanacharya by the 
rene. Macedonia was ruled by Antigone at this par- Indians-to instruct themselvs in natural philosophy 
ticular date. and theology. Throughout the whole western Amer-

INDIAN BOOK INSORIPTIONB. ican COntinent, S(!)Uth Of the United States, exist tra• 
This brings us to the celebrated rock inscriptions ditions of a visit, centuries past, by one or more 

of King Asoka, surnamed Davanampiya, the beloved white-bearded men, dressed unlike the native, in long 
of the devae, or spirit11. They .bav set at rest forever robes, who taught them religious precepts and the 

· the question whether Buddhism was propagated arts with which they were acquainted when the Span-
westward. ish brigands and adventurers landed in America. It 

On. the Girnar rock, in Gugerat, the name of An- is known to scholars that the Ohinese were ac
tiochus the Great occurs four times. This is one quainted with the continent of America in the fifth 
passage : century of the Ohristian era." 

Let us now look at a few of the coincidences found 
in ancient America, and hear what scholars hav to 

And moreover within the dominions of Antiochus,· the 
Greek Ring, of which Antiochus's generals are the rulers, 
everywhere Plyadasi's (Asoka's) double system of medical 
aid is established, both medical aid for men and medical aid 
for animals, together with medic11ments of all sorts, which 
are suitable for men and suitable for animals. 

T.his is the second inscription : 
And the Greek king beside, by whom the four Greek kings 

Pcolemaios and Gengakenos and Megas . . . (hav been 
induced to permit) . . . Both here and in foreign coun. 
tries everywhere (the people) follow the doctrin of the relig. 
ion of Devanampiya, wheresoever it reacheth. 

say about them. · 
BUDDIDSM ·IN AMERICA, 

The walls of the Thibetan temples look toward the 
four quarters of heaven, and each side is painted with 
a particular color-the north side with green, the 
south side with yellow, the east side with white, and 
the west side with red. The sacred palace of the 
Toltec priest-king Quetzalcoatl, in Mexico, was sim
ilarly arranged and decorated. 

In Asia the elephant is the usual· symbol of the 
Buddha ; in Yucatan this animal, which is not a na
tiv of either ot the Americas, is a frequent symbol. 

'' The ancient edifices of Ohichen, in Central Amer
ica," says Spence Hardy, "bear a striking resem
blance .to the tapes of India." 

"In India," says Squier, "are found almost the 
exact counterparts of the religious structures of Oen
tral America, analogies furnishing the strongest sup
port of the hypothesis which places the origin of the 
American semi-civilization in south Asia." 

The great temple of Palenque, Yucstan, corre
sponds exactly in its principal details to that of Boro
Budor, in Java. The two planets Rllgu and Oeta, 
the head and tail of the dragon so often spoken of 
in Buddhist scriptures, are drawn in full length 
upon the western facade of the palace at U xmal. 

History tells us that upon the robes of Wiehipe
cocha (American for Hwuiebin, Bhikshu) there were 
symbolic crosses. Schlagintweit states that similar 
crosses may be seen upon the curtains of the win
dows of Buddhist monasteries in Thibet. 

Humboldt says that : "Thibet and Mexico present 
very remarkable traits of connection in their ecclesias
tical hierarchy, in the number of their religious fra
ternities and in the extreme austerity of their pen
ances, and in the order of their religious processions." 

The high priest of Mexico bore the title of Tay~ 
Sacca, the man of Sakya ; Tay meaning man, Sacca 
having no meaning in the langu&ge, being merely the 
term which they applied to a monk. 0 hher signifi
cant terms are Zsca-tlan, the place of Sakya; Zaca-
tepec, the mountain of Sakya. r 

Vining thinks that Gautemala, the name of the 
Oentral American state, is merely a corruption of 
Gautama-than, the place of Gautama. I mi~ht cite 
many more examples showing the early influx of 
Buddhism into America, but these, I think, will 
suffice. 

STATE OF ISRAEL AT OHRIBT's BIRTH, 
Neander divided Israel at the date of Ohrist into 

three sections : 
First-Phariseeism, the " dead theology of the 

letter." 
Second-Sadduceeism, "debasing of the spiritual 

lite into worldliness." 
.T hird-Essenism, Israel mystical-" a commin

gling of Judaism with the old Oriental Theosophy." 
The Eesenes pursued an alliance with the upper 

world, the mystical union, or Yoga, of India. The 
Therapeufre and the Essenes followed the same 
rules and bad the same origin. Philo, writing to 
Hepbrestion, describes them as follows : 

The Therapeutm, a sect similar to the Essenea, 
with whom you are acquainted, number many among 
them whose lives are truly exemplary. Their cells 
are scattered about the region bordering on the 
further shores of the lake Mareotis. The members of 
either sex liv a single and ascetic life, spending their 
time in fasting and contemplation, in prayel' or read-

. ing. They believe themaelvs favored with divine 
illumination-an inner light. They a11semble on 
Sabbath for worship and listen to mystical discourses 
on the traditionary lore which has been handed down 
in secret among themselvs. 

The most subtil thinker of the modern English 
church, the late Dean Mansel, boldly. maintained 
that the philosophy and rites of tlae Therapeuts of 
Alexandria were due to Buddhist missionaries who 
visited Egypt within two generations of the time of 
Alexander the Great. In this he has been supported 
by philosophers of the caliber of Schelling and 
Schopenhauer, and the great S&nscrit authority, 
Lassen. Renan, in his work, "L9s Llt.ngU:es Semi
tiques," also sees traces of this Buddhist propa
gandism in Palestine before the Ohristian era. 
Hilgenfeld, Mutter, Bohlen, King, all admit the 
Buddhist influence. Oolebrooke saw a striking simi
larity between the Buddhist philosophy and that of 
the Pythagoreans. Daan Milman was convinced 
that the Therapeute sprung from the "contempla
tiv and indolent fraternities " of India. I could 
easily multiply citations of this sort., but I think it 
unnecessary. 

ESBENES AND THEBAPEUTB. 
Assisted by Philo let us drsw some more points of 

contact between the Therapeut and the .Buddhist 
monks: 

Enforced vegetarianism, community of goods, 
rigid abstinence from eexual intercourse, aleo a high 
standard of purity, were common to both the Buddh
ists and the Therapeuts. 

Neither community allowed the use of wine. 
Both were stron~ly opposed to the blood sacrifice 

of the old priesthoods, etc. 
From Josephus we. get some additional. f~cts 

relativ to these mystiCS: Enforced vegetarzanzsm 
was one of the main principles of the Essenes as well 
as of the Buddhists. They refused to go to J erusa
lem to the temple sacrifices at the risk of being 
atoned.· The Emmes had a Sanhedrim of Justice 
Hke the Buddhist Sllngba. Excommunication in 
both was the chief punishment. This was altogether 
foreign to the lower Mosaism, which allowed no 
Jew to escape the obligations of the Jewish law. 
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The Essenes; like the Buddhists, forbada alsvery, 
war,.revenge, avarice, hatred, worldly longings, etc. 

THE NAZARENE&. 

Before proceeding funher we must consider the 
term Nazuene or Nazarite. Ohrist, in the inscription 
on the cross, WAS called "The Nazuite" (o Naza
?"aio) (Luke iv, 31). The church of Jerusalem was 
called the Ohurch of the N ~zuenes or Nazarites. 
It is the only name for Ohristians mentioned in the 
Acts. The followers of John the Baptist were called 
Nazarites or Nazuenes, and they still exist and are 
called N azarenes to this day. 

The Essenes, according to Epiphanius, were called 
Nazarines or Nazareans. Now we find that John 
the Baptist was a Nazarite or E~sene. He used the 
rite of baptism, which was peculiar to the Essenes. 
He ordered a partition of clothing and necessaries. 
He abstained from wine and "soft raiment." He 
atrongly assailed the Pharisees and Sadducees; that 
is, all Israel except the Essenes. They rejected his 
baptism and accused him of demonology, the favorit 
indictment of anti-mystical Israel 11gainst mystical 
Israel. Moreover, the Baptist is said to hav reached 
the bight or crowning Eesene state of spiritual ad
vancement:, the spirit and power of Elias. 

JESUS AN ESSENE. 

Another point is of the highest importance-the 
scene of his ministry was the stony wilderness, the 
arid mountain region that stretches from Jerusalem 
to the Quarantania mountain and from the Q:Iaran
tania to En-Gadi. Now this, according to Piiny the 
E~der, was the very !!pot where the bulk of the E!· 
senes was to be found. Their numbers in his day, 
the vary commencement of the Ohristian era, were 
enormous. Josephus fixes their number at four 
thousand soula. We learn of John, too, that his fol
lowers were muH.itudea-in ·fillet, & whole "people 
prepared for the LJrd." We now come to the adult 
Jesus. The first prominent fact of his life is his 
bsptism by John the Easene. The full meaning of 
this may be learned from Josepbu~, who says: 

To one that alma at entering their sec\, admission ia not 
immediate, but he remains a whole year outside it, and is 

/ subjected to their rule of life, being invested with an ax, the 
girdle aforesaid and a white garment. Provided that over 
this space of time he has given proof of his perseverance he 
approaches nearer to their course of life and partakes of the 
holier waters of cleansing, but he is not admitted to their 
community of life. Following the proof of his strength of 
control, his moral conduct is tested for two years more, and 
when he has made clear his worthiness he is thus adjudged 
to be of their number; But before he touches the common 
meal he pledges himself in oath to make one shudder; first, 
that he will reverence the divine being, and, secondly, that 
he will abide in justice unto men, and will injure no one, 
either of his own accord or by command, but will always 
detest the iniquitous and strive on the side of the righteous. 

Now if, as is so widely believed, the/chief object of 
O.b.rist's mission was to establish forever the Moss
ism of the bloody altar and combat the m!lin teach· 
ing of the asketes, or mystics, which postulates the 
principle of the malignity of matter, why did he go 
to an askete, or Essene, to be baptized T Whether 
or not Ohrist belonged to mystical Israel, there can 
be no discussion about the Baptist. He was a 
Nazuite "separated from his mother's womb" who 
had induced a whole "people" to come out to the 
desert and adopt the Easene rites and their commu
nity of goods. And we see from a comparison of 
the E 1sene and early Ohristian initiation what such 
bsptiszn carried with ib. n implied preliminary in
strucf.ion and vows of implicit obedience to the in
structor. 

BUDDHISM NOT PLAGIARISM. 

I hav already shown in my p:\\ralleliam between 
the lives of Ohrist and Baddha th!it the la~ter had 
also hie baptism, hating, and temptation. 

We see, therefore, that the seed of E~>tern wis 
dom had been transported to Greece, Egypt, and 
Palestine many years before the advent of Ohrist, 
and this confirms what I said at the commencement 
-that the New Testament must certainly be of In. 
dian origin. M\ny resemblances in certain points 
might, indeed, hsv arisen independently on both 

. sides, but in no case could it hav been so universal. 
The theory of a derivation of the Buddhist narra· 

tiva from the Ohristian evangelists is wholly and 
completely negatived-first, by the argument of date, 
and again by that of internal evidence. 

L1stly, the comparison of the traditions on both 
sides strengthens the argument, from the nature and 
cuaracter of the similarity. 

It is admitted that the priority of the Buddhist 
scriptures has been established quite bsyond a doubt, 
as the result of the res9arches of Professor Seydel 
and others. The canon of Buddhism has the advan
tage over the gospels not only in its original source 
by five hundred years, which the Buddha lived be
fore Ohrist, but also in that it was already in its 
present avd inde:~d in its now traditional form even 
before the beginning of the Ohristian era. 

ORIGIN OF THE TWO SCRIPTURES 

BJ.t the origtn of the gospels of the New Testa. 
ment canon dates, if not from the early part of the 
e,econd, at all events from the latter hcalf of the first 
century. The solution of the problem of the coinci
dences depends thus upon the inquiry into the nature 
of the origin of the Christian gospels. 

But here still another inquiry naturally follows 
for consideration which ought not to be c&ralesaly 
passed by in working out our proposition. We mean 
the parallel passages of the first three (synoptic) gos· 
pels-a coincidence as to contents and as to form 
which is so general that very often in the tri.Ulslation 
there are quite a large number of similar sayin6s 
from the same Greek words-so th&t the use either 
of an independent, or interdependent, or that of a 
common original document must be unavoidably ac
cepted. 

That the present four canonical gospels are poet
ical compositions and later compilations of original 
subjects is not disputed at the present day by tho~e 
who hav inquired into the matter. By this, indeed, 
the synoptical problem is not solved, but that matter 
depends on this. For in the present position of this 
question the following is accepted as correct: 

The author of the gospel of Luke had by him for 
reference the gospel of M1uk and of Matthew. But 
of these two in their present canonical form the 
gospel of Mark is certainly the earlier work. How
ever, the author of the canonical gospel of Mark was 
acquainted with the original manuscripts of the 
apostle Matthew, which later on were compiled by 
another hand into the present gospel according to 
Matthew. 

A QUESTION OF DATES. 

As to the question of dates of composition of the 
canonical gospels the following are received as the 
most probable: Matthew later than 70 A,o., 1\fark 
before 70 A.o., Luke and John later than 100 A o. 
But wi~h all this the synoptical question is still 
merely formal, asd by no. means has the complete 
answer bsen given, for the main difficulty in this 
pYOblem assuredly lies in the two points of view 
wherein this is finally connected with the Buddhist 
problem, namely: 

Since it is clear that so much is mere matler of 
tradition as reaards the supposed original notes of 
Matthew, and as fnqaent coincidences occur in the 
gospels, is i~ not possible that they were derived 
from Buddhist 'sources ! 

Since it is clear that these interpolations which 
gathered round the person of J as us were not his
torical events, but abundantly bore a mythicsl or 
mystical character even up to the time of the . com. 
pilation of the canonical gospels, as also for a few 
centuries after the death of J asus, is it not possible 
that they were fixed as the truths of Ohris~ in the 
belief of the evangelists and thei"f circle of religious 
followers T 

In reply to the first question we hav amply shown 
in the first part of th1s lecture the spread of the 
Buddhist doctrine to the eastern shores of the Med
iterranean. It is not doubted at the present dAy 
that Indian religious ideas, and, indeed, mora partie 
ularly those of Buddhism, reached and were even 
propagated as far ae Egypt, Asia Minor, and Pales· 
tine long before the Obristian er•. 

Ftom what has been gathered about the inter
course between India and the west there is sufficient 
evidence to establish this point. 0 ae has only to 
rtfl.ect carefully about the missionary zeal of the 
Buddhists, whose existence was due to the very cos
mopolitanism of their faith and to the missionary 
commission handed down by their master from the 
earliest age, in order to find it wholly inconceivable 
that only traders and the envoys of princes, but not 
miasionarie.s, should· hav availed themselvs of the 
strongly built ship! and the inhabited highways 
which served many years for the busiest commerce 
between India and Oaylon and the Roman empire. 

BUMMING IT UP. 

But if the seed of eastern wisdom has been trans
ported to the west many years bsfore the advent of 
Christ it was given to him to prepare the right 
ground for this seed of the "Light of Asia" and to 
make it fruitful by his teachings and his life, pushing 
the sacrifice so far as to besprinkle it with his own 
bloc.d. N )t only did Jesus fulfill every precept of 
tha wisdom-religion-of Sakya-Muni, but he even 
fulfilled the prophecy of the Buddha, who on several 
occasions foretold that five hundred ye~&rs after his 
death, when mankind would ba in need of a savior, 
would appear the Maitreya Buddha-th~St is to say, 
the .Buddha of compassionate love. Was not Jesus 
the pitiful, the oompasaionate, the Maitreya that the 
Buddha foresaw? 

With Jesue, a historical cbsractt:r, sublime, be· 
yond aU previous western experience, appeared in the 
world. He gave it laws and rights and newer and 
greater conceptions of life. He told the Hebrew 
that forgivneas was more noble than retaliation, pov
erty than riches, the ignominy of the gibbet in the 
cr.use of enlightenment than crowns of gold. He 
_announced to the death·dealing zealot that even in 
the presence of outrage and treachery it Wl!iiB better 
to sheathe than to dtaw the sword. He taught that 
to perform such menial offices as feet-washing was 
more godlike than to accept them. 

The scheme of Jesus was to slowly leaven the 
world by means of a secret society of mystics rigor
ously winnowed by beggary, celibacy, hunger, or 
persecution. 

A sublime spectacle is the historical Jesus stand-

ing among the gray limestone hills of Palestine and 
planning his great battle. 

wi!: ~~esh':alr b!~e t~!e=a~::~;r:han~!:!; s:~el;:~~ 
tector except the mephitic air thst depopulates the 
shores of the Dead sea. In the other army were 
the cruel Pharisees, the inhuman priesthood of J e. 
hovah, backed by the invincible legions of Coo !ar. 

A sublime spectacle, ·also, is tha.t of Baddba 
abandoning his throne, his beloved wife, his aged 
father, his youthful son-bidding an eternal farewell 
to all the luxuries and comfol'ts of a regal court to 
go and lead a life of misery and privation out of 
pure love for suffering and ignor!\nt mankind. 

The names of Buddha and Ohriat shine with un. 
dszzled splendor in the history of mankind. T.lle 
creed mongers who hav distorted the teachings of 
Jesus cannot diminish his grand figure, itself a 
shadow of the E!stern sage-of the gentle, loving 
Buddha. 

Both sought to relieve the sufferings of their fellow. 
man by showing them the only way to happiness 
-that is, the destruction of selfishness and the de. 
velopment of pure love for man and beast; the great 
doctrin of universal brotherhood which we find so 
often on men's lips and so seldom in their hearts. 

BARON HARDEN HICKEY. 

The Secular Union's Monthly Report. 
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The Demand for the Ntw Leafl.et. 
The demand for the F1tg and Pansy leaflet is a 

growing one. Not only are cur own people pleased 
with it,· and sending in requests for it in quantity, 
but strangers who catch stray glimpses of it write 
us to know about the society, or to !!f!k for those 
1e81lets arid other pamphlets. Each day brings in 
more and mora of these testimonies of the good 
work which this little ledlet is doing. 

This il!, of course, very gratifying to the board of 
directore, and especially to the execu~iv committee 
upon whom the burden of the management falls. 
We are interesting the public as never before in the 
American Secular Union; and appealing forcibly to 
their patriotism &nd their deaire to uphold lhe pub· 
lie school system. But we do not wish to claim all 
the credit of this circula•· for ourselvs. The idea 
originated in that wide-awake little town of Ports
mouth, 0 , in the activ brain of that stanch worker 
for the cause, W. S. Andree; and although we hav, 
of necessity, departed considerably from the circular 
as at first outlined by him, and although we our
selvs hav spent a goocl deal of time and labor upon 
it, it is to him that the credit of the first suggestion 
is due, and whatever patriotism ia expressed therf'in 
was original with him. Let us rejoice that we hav 
in our ranks this helpful and faithful worker for the 
cause! 

And now, dear friends, I wanp to tAlk with you 
a little about getting these lez 1l3ts· still more widely 
distributed. When we first sent them out, some 
division of opinion prevailed in our executiv commit· 
tee as to the wisdom of charging you enough to 
cover the cost and leave a small msrgin for postage 
and free distribution to others. We finally agreed 
to let those who wanted to buy them hav these leaf· 
lets at t~irty five cents per dozen or three dozen for 
a dollar. But we hav aillce come to realize that it 
would hav been wiser to charge you forty cents per 
dozen, or five cents apiece. 'rhia slso would be a 
great convenience to us in sending them to those of 
our friends who want only one or twoj or who want 
them by tens or twenty-fives. As J'{IU know, colors 
are more expensiv than black ink; but, on the other 
hand, we feel that the edded attractivness of this 
ler.flet more than balances the extra outlay. People 
who are overwhelmed with the usual run cf circulars 
will take a second look at this one, before throwing 
it into the waste-basket; and that second look usn- "' 
ally results in their saving it up "for a little while," 
at any rate. It is too pretty a thing to be consigned 
to the waste-baeket, after all. Then, too, every true 
patriot has a regard for his 1hg which will lead him 
to treasure up this gay little circular for the sake of 
the pictured banner on the first page ; while the 



pan'!y on the last page appeals to the Fteethinker, 
whatever. his individusl prefareuce regarding 
bad~ea. . 

Now, we want to see theBe lB!fl ~is still more freely 
circulated. And we think it necessary th.at we m11ke 
the pri<Je as given above-five cants ench, or forty 
cents per doz;;n. But as wa want ~o be perfectly 
fair to thoile who may be planning to purchase some 
at the old price within the next week or two, we will 
do as follows: 

. Those orders reaching us not later than April 
30th will be filled at the 'old rate-thirty.five cents 
per de uo, or three dozeu for one doll~&r. Those 
reAching ua after April 30,h wiH be filled at the rata 
of five cents apiece, or forty cents per dczen. This 
will giv time for the Liberal papers containing this 
notiea to find their wr.y to remote towns, and for any 
orders to reach . us by the required date, eo that we 
shall be perfectly f&ir to all our people in this matter 

Now, dear friends, this is a small outlay on your 
part for misaion&ry pamphlets, even at the new 
rate; and remembsr that the old rate holds good for 
all orders reaching us by April 30 ,h. These p~m
phlets you can use anywhere, tunoDg people of any 
theological belief; and, when l'OU hav t.hue inter
ested your neighbor, by means· of this lenflet, in our 
demand for freedom of thought, you will b&v an en
tering wedge for whatever phase of Liberalism you 
desire to present to him, and you wiH find him favor
a~ly disposed to liste.n to your words. 

The Flag and Pansy pamp~lf:ta. in short, ought 
to be freely purchased end circul&ted by Freethink· 
ere; and we hope that we shall continuo to receive 
orders from you for these in quantity, st the new 
rate of five cents eacb, or forty cents psr dozen. 

IDA 0. CRADDOOII 

Oorr. Sec. American s~cular Union. 
Philadelphia, Pa., April 6, 1891. 

The Torch of Reason vs. The Pansy, 
Under the above caption I noticed an artiale in 

your issue of March 21at calling for,remarks or sug
gestions touching the q ueetion of a suitable emblem 
for F.reethinkers, in answer to which I re~pectfully 
submit a few points for consideration. 

First, the "pansy" as an emblem for F.rsethiJJkers 
is not only absurd, but ridiculous. The;!;e exprea
sions I use in their fullest sense. Viola tricolor, a 
variety of violet, whose language is "modesty," to 
become an emblem for bold, courageous, defiant 
Freethinkers l How perfectly absurd ! Reason and 
revelation might with tqoal consistency clasp bands, 
the lion and lamb lie down together and look for 
the millennium, which would be certainly near at 
hand. 

Just imagin Bruno, Galileo, Servelue, Thomas 
Paine, Howard MtQa.eary, R. G. Ingersoll, Hugh 
0. Pentecost, with ' many others whose names I 
might mention, destroyers of those things and of 
that held and cherished by many in the orthodox 
world as being most sacred-demolishers of idol£1, 
destroyers of faiths, God-killers-wearing the 
" beartsease !'' Is it not ridiculous! Possibly an 
appropriate emblem for a sentimental school girl of 
seventeen, a love- eiek dude, or a puling old maid. 

The shape of the flower certainly does not reeom· 
mend it. In the professional florist's eye a well· 
shaped pansy fl.)wer in outline should form a eire}(>, 
with no irregularities or segments upon its edge, 
very unlike the miserable, degenerated representa
tion of the fl·,wer I hav seen on some of the Ameri· 
can Secular Union's business sheets. If we are to 
hav a symbol, it should be perfect in design as well 
as symbolic, whether we approxima~e to it or not. . 

The torch as an emblem, aside from its ability and 
use in a past age as a mesne of shedding light, has 
even Ieee to recommend it-stiff and ungraceful in 
outline; euggestiv of moans and groans, of London 
fogs, of burning pitch and tar, to those who may hav 
followed in its smoky wake and paid a small fee to 
be piloted from street to stree~, as has been the ex
perience of the writer, or as when applied to the 
funeral pyre, or a pile of fagots to dispose of what 
were called heretics in a barbaric and bygone age. 
Is there anything poetical about such reminiscences T 
Auything .pleasant or sublime for the imaginativ or 
reflectiv mind to disport and revel in 1 I think not. 
It does not typify, and is not at all in keeping 
with, the present advanced age of science and 
means of shedding light. Would the old stage· 
coach be a good representation d a vehicle for this 
age as a means in which to travel? I think you will 
say, No. These are points not to be overlooked. 

Acting on your suggestion, allow me to propose a 
flower that I think has some features of recom
mendation in it-the "dandelion" (Leontodon ), 
meaning. lion and tooth. DAndelion is derived from 
the French dent de-lion, an appellation given on 
account of the tooth-like lobes of the leaves-a 
flower found in every clime where flowers Rrow ; a 
flower whose color resembles that of our golden orb 
of day, the source of light, heat, and life; a flower 
whose very outline is clearly suggeativ of light, 
1J€11tr e•oh rQt~l J}eing, 1!1 i~ Wflr@, e fOiQ~ PF r•1: 

going out from and encircling its whole disk, the 
latter not being simply one individual flower, but 
many flowers, as is the case in the whole order 
( Oompositce) to which its belonge. It is, therefore, 
cosnopolitan in its ch&rac~el'; perennial in nature; 
will Iiv and thrive under conditions where your 
pansy would dwindle and die, under the snow where 
your torch would go out; a flower not used by any 
nation as an emblem in so far as I know. 

In the above we hav a flower whose meaning 
bears significance, at once suggestiv of the fearless 
and bra.ve, about which historically or otherwise 
there is not even a smack of mawkish sentimental
ism or superstition. I venture the asBertion that 
no Freethinker will deny that in the present, as in 
the past, energy, fearlessness, and courage are 
essenti!l.ls in the conflict now going on for the en
throning of reason and in attacking the citadels of 
superstition. . 

Here is a flower in which the imagination of the 
poet, the reflactiv and searching powers of the sage, 
the vivacious fancies of the school-girl, and the 
prudish whims of the old maid, may each find an 
ample field in which their sentiments may find ex
pression and their fertil minds revel and delight ; 
something that typifies a man, whom no theologian 
dares meet in open combat, when reason is wielded 
as a weapon of defense, whose stentorian tones are a 
menace to all weaklings, and whose very impress 
signifies victory. 

In designing such an emblem there is large scope 
for t1dent and taste. The lion is, to me, euggestiv 
and appropriate. The monarch of the forest, like the 
mind of the Freethinker, loves and craves freedom/ 
while an aggreseiv animal, combativ and ferocious, 
under certain conditions the reverse. 

With a flower in its paw, or lying in a bed of the 
same, with he11d erect, and its eagle eyes (diamonds) 
scanning the horizJn, are forme that readily suggest 
themselvs. Should the subject be considered as 
worthy of adoption, I hav other suggestions to make. 

HENRY lhRD, 
President Newark Secular Union. 

Chicago Jottings. 
That the Roman hierarchy are organizing with re

newed vigor for another raid on the county treasury 
is easily seen from the items in the daily press. The 
erose- backs will not find it quite so easy, as several 
quasi·Protestant institutions hav been inaugurated 
since the decision by the supreme court, and they 
desire to gather in the shekels for their non-sectarian 
religious institutions and the glory of God. The 
News of March 26th says: 

The committee appointed by the county board to investi
gate the sectarian character. if such should exist, of the four 
great industrial schools of the county, is still wrangling and 
seemingly as far from a decision as ever. 

A secret meeting was held last night, but no action was 
taken. A report was prepared and submitted, but one sec
tion was considered objectionable. It was as follows : 

"Your committee ls of the opinion that it ls contrary to 
sound public policy to expend public money in aid of private 
enterprises, charitable or otherwise, and therefore recom
mend that contracts be not entered into with the industrial 
schools mentioned in this report." 

The generallmpreFsion ot the committeemen is said to be 
that the Chicago School for Girls and the St. Mary's School 
for Boys are under sectarian influences. The Glenwood 
School for Boys and the Evanst011 School for Girls are gener. 
ally conceded to be non-sectarian. The committee seems to 
feel its inability to decide the question and to wish to refer 
the matter to the courts. Messrs. Cool and Stauber demand 
the passage of the foregoing section. Brandt, Green, and 
Nelson are favorable to giving money to the echools. Mr. 
Green says he is opposed tQ a fine drawing of lines. 

Following the lead of Massachusetts, Oalifornia, 
and Ohio, whose ee.,veral legislatures hav before 
them bills for the persecution of Spiritualists of the 
most outrageous character, some idiotic law-makers 
of Illinois are trying to immortalize themeelvs by a 
similar piece of petty persecution. T ae one intro· 
duced in the Illinois legislature by Senator Thomas, 
of Ooolr, is said to be aimed at "bogue eeancee," but 
as the bill reads, to my mind, it would include the 
lectures of Mra. Richmond or anyone else who is al
leged to be under controJ, as it makes it a misde· 
meanor to "impersonate the spirit of any deceased 
person." Here is the fall text of the bill: 

Every person who, for profit or gain, or in anticipation 
thereof, for the purpose of presenting any Spiritualistic ma
terialization, shall impersonate the spirit of any deceased 
person, or by any trick, device, or mechanical contrivance 
shall present anything representing the spirit of any de
ceased person, shall be guilty of misdemeanor, and upon 
conviction thereof shall be fined a sum of not lese than $100 
nor more than $300 for each such offense ; or shall be im
prisoned in the county jail not lese than three nor more than 
slx montl!!s; or ln the discretion of the court, both such fine 
and imprisonment may be imposed. Provided, that nothing 
in this act shall be construed as applying to any theatrical 
performance. 

If the provisions of tile bill were only operativ 
against 11 bogue Ee\ncee," it might meet with appro
bation from even Spiritualists, although if people 
want to be humbugged by frauds I don't know why 
the ministerial fraud should go scot-free. The Bible 
certainly makes a good baais for Spiritualistic opera· 
tiona. That is one reason the writer W~IJ J:lever ,. 
~Qov~rt w t"~ .I'Q({e!· W9rl~ wou<Jer~ 
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A. FIVE POINTED POLITIOA.L FIGHT. 

The World's ·Fair city is well supplied with candi
dates for the mayoralty, there being no· lees than five 
Richmonde in the field. 

Since the newly acquired territory has been added 
Ohicago is politically pretty close, but the present 
muddle places it beyond the ken of the most astute 
party strategist to figure out a majority for his 
favorit. As America is looking Ohicagoward, the 
majority doubtless would like to know what sort of a 
mayor we are to hav. I will brie1ly giv my impres
sions of the candidates. 

Hempste!!d Washburn, R~publicAD, is noted as the 
son of his father. Hie father was noted for wealth 
and was appointed by Grant minister to France. 
There this Re~ublican mierepresentativ never pro
tested against the diabolical butcheries of those 
who merely demanded local self-government-not 
that alone, but he absolutely justified it. This 
American imperialist has loaned the Att Institute 
his collecHon of paintin~s, which include such por
traits as Bismarck and King William, which shows 
the idols he would worship. H-ampstead is a harm
less nonentity. He married a Oatholic, and his wife, 
backed by the priests, would be boas. 

There is a sort of "twins" about these Waeh
burnee. The OiMzens' AssociAtion, who, regardless 
of p!Ortv, desire a business administration, hav nomi
nated Elmer Washburne. It is whispered on the 
quiet thl!\t be does not lean to Romanism and is op
posed to the Irish holding all the G:ffices. He was 
once chief of police and is said to hav left a good 
record. Since, he has been superintendent of a peni
tentiary ; and his business career has been so check
ered that he can hardly be considered a howling suc
cess. The ministerial party are "backing" the cit.i
zena' nominee and want every gambling-bouse 
closed~ and, worst of aU, the World's Fair-if it is 
ever comp1eted-closed on Sunday. For that reason 
it would be too bad to spoil eo very nice a gentleman 
by eo trying a position. 

The present incumbent, by virtue of the bull
dozing of the police and the assiduous labors of the 
bread-and·butter brigade, secured the nomination of 
the democratic convention, notwit.hetrmding that his 
polUical patron and godfather, Oarter H. Harrison, 
was in training for the race. Bad as Outer was, 
Oregier has made about the worst mayor we could 
possibly hav. · 

Oartor H. Harril!on is a brilliant, boastful man of 
splendid executiv ability. Personally he is financially 
honest, but politically he is an unconscionable dem
agog-the appointer, during his eight years' adminis
tration, of the worst class of ward heelers, bums, 
thugs, and pimps. This time this very "gang" 
has been captured by the seductiv DeWitt 0. Ore
gier, the present incumbent, and Oarter H. has only 
secured the nomination of the Personal Rights 
League. That organization bas done some excellent 
work in the past., but Hs present incongruous attitude 
in this campaign compels . the conclusion that it baa 
abandoned its reform attitude for the brewers and 
boodle. I should not be surprised if this wa!l 
the beginning of its downfall. 

Oregier, by the most rascally outrages, has secured 
the" regular" Damocratic nomination and the sup
port of the Olan-na Gaels, while Oarter bas to content 
himself with a divided hous~ and a few German 
organintions. It is proposed to read Oarter Harri
son and his supporters out of the Democratic party. 
Oregier feels eo weak thst he he jmplored Senator 
Palmer to come and help him. If the senator does 
Illinois will in future be lost to the Democracy. 
· Then comes the Sooialietic candidate, Thomas J. 

Morgan, or '' Tommv '' Morgan, as the papers sneer
ingly term him. The political sheets villify him 
worse than anyone in the cUy. They recognize his 
honesty and ability and fear him. When the news
papers p~Iaver a labor reformer I think it is beet to 
keep a sharp lookout for him. Intellectually Morgan 
leads all the rest, not excepting Harrisoi!-but that 
is intellect pure and simple, for he has little of the 
polish of education. He is a countryman of Brad
laugh's and has that sturdy st.ubbornneas that defies 
all obstacles. The political backs who wish to trade 
on their influence in their unions for boodle hav a 
sorry time of it wh~n Mot·ga~ is around. ~is reso
lutions on all conM1vable subJects stamp h1m as .the 
most important public educator in Ohicago. He 
could neither be bribed nor bulldozed. He is an ava· 
lanche of industrial information and every inch a 
moral man. He works at the bench as a brass fin
isher every weekday, and, strange to 11ay, is the sort 
of reformer who can earn a good living for himself. 
He has some royalties on patents which the railroad 
companies pay him. He does not expect to be 
elected, but a vote for him is an indorsement of the 
most admirable city platform ever proposed. · 

When I went to register I encounterAd about the 
same trouble that Eugene did in New Yo.rk city. I 
refused to be sworn, to take off my hat or bold up 
my hand. The regular judge refu~e~ to tak?, my 
depoeition, but I stuck .to my pos1t1on r.1ri ~ot 
there just the same." I mtencied t? sen~ the enttre 
Qollcquv but tbi~!i ~~(! ~l}~v~ X!!Ore lmpr>rt,"n~. 

--+ "' ' .. '-. Ji!. A~ ~T£YENR· 
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lfommunitalions. 

Religion. 
Religion is considered by many persons to be a 

very important thing to hav. It is said to be the 
groundwork of usefulness and the foundation of end
less happiness. Books hav been written to prove 
that no morality is possible without it; and it is gen
erally agreed among all religionists that access to the 
elysian fields depends on implicit faith in their dog
mas, although no two o1 them agree in informing us 
of what the dogmas esaential to salvation consist. · 

We find the word " religion " used only three 
times in the Bible ; and in each case it is translated 
from the Greek word threskos, which means Bothing 
more than outward reliaious ceremony. There seems 
to be no evidence tending to show that the practice 
of religion meant anything more in those days than 
the performance of outward ceremonies. The very 
performance of these, however, implied faith in their 
efficacy, and therefore faith in the dogmas on which 
they were built. 

The word "religion," in the Latin tongue religio, 
is similar to the other Latin noun religatio, which 
means, binding or tying to anything ; and both 
words come from the word religo, to bind back, 
to fasten, tie. So that · the primary and es
sential meaning of the word " religion " seems to 
be, to rebind or fasten back a person by forms and 
ce,.emonies, to something from which, except for the 
influence of cords and ropes, he would be likely to 
break, wander, or be carried away. · 

It having been satisfactorily proved to all who 
read science and history, that the religions of all na
tions hav been spontaneously evolved· from the hal
lucinations of dreams and disordered minds, and the 
superstitious fears of the ignorant savages with 
whom they originated; and the different forms of re
ligion found in different parts of the world being, to 
every enlightened mind, self-evidently only the 
marks of the various degrees or stages of progress to 
which the devotees thereof hav attained in intellect
ual development, our minds can no longer honestly 
evade the questions : Why should any man who be
lieves in human progress desire to be tied back to 
the dogmas of a barbarian past ! Why should the 
human mind, which, unfettered, delights to soar like 
the eagle to sublimer bights whence its view becomes 
enlarged and ennobled, be ehained down to some
thing degrading, unsuited to its present needs, and 
incredible even when allegorized and distorted T 

Ori~inally, the Hebrew or Jewish word for God 
was Aleim, which means, the curser; and this shows 
that, like other nations, their first gods were evil be
ings. The word Alemath, hiding-place, shows this 
word in part retained after jt,"' malign signification 
had practically disappeared. Etohim is another sig
nification of the original word Aleim / and, being in 
the plural form in Gen. i, 1, give us to understand 
that "in the beginning the gods created the heaven 
and the earth." Also, in verse 26 we are told that 
the "gods said, Let us make man· in our image," 
showing that polytheism had also been a stage of the 
Hebrew religion. 

In Ex. iv, 14; Num. xxii, 22; Josh. vii, 1; Job i:x, 
5, 13; Ps. xc, 7, and many other places where the 
Lord God of Israel is said to hav been angry, the 
word .for anger is aph, which means anger, snorting, 
i.e., it represents Jehovah M being "snorting mad." 

David tells us (Ps. vii, 11) that " God is angry 
[" snorting mad "] with the wieked every day;" and 
God is said to hav been verv angry with Solomon 
(1 Kings xi, 9), with A~ron (Daut. i:r, 20), and with 
Israel (2 Kings xvii, 18) ; but the different inspired 
writers are not agreed as to the propriety of men 
imitating Jehovah in this respect. Solomon thinks 
it would not be wise to do so, sincF~ " anger resteth 
in the bosom of fools" (EBcles. vii, 9); and Paul ex
horts his brethren (Eph. iv, 31; Ool. iii, _8) to put 
away this godlike trai~; but Jesus is said to hav 
been like his heavenly father in this respect, for he 
looked upon his adversaries with anger (Mark iii, 5), 
ond Paul, on second thought, deemed it. best te ex
hort Christians to be angry (Eph. iv, 26), provided 
they did not sin. But even if it was no sin to be an
gry, it was acting the fool, according to Solomon, 
and such divine imitations ought therefore to be let· 
alone. Since religion is founded upon the idea of a 
personal God, it would seem, to those who reason in 
a common-sense way, as though the said God ought 
to manifest himself to somebody in some way, or else 
" forever after hold his peace." 

But the fact is, we hav no proof that any man ever 
saw, heard, felt, tasted, or smelled this aforesaid God 
-in short, he has never revealed himself to any one 
of the five senses, nor has he ever bestowed upon man 
a sixth sense so as to make the said man aware of the 
~'\Ct. How a God who keeps himself thus everlast-

1V concealed can expect any sensible person to 
· in him, is more than I can understand. How 

-'llists expect us to hav a godly " zeal ac
'owledge,'' when all knowledge of God 

·-, withheld from us? 
t.rue, that Moses_ talked face to 

face with the Lord, all a man talketh with his friend; And if you take the nickname Pion-Pion, it foots 
but Moses, in his egotism, must hav stretched the up only 480. 
blanket considerably in this matter, for God ex- And now what will th& prophetic calculator doT 
pressly said, "Thou canst not Flee my face: for there Will he find another Antichrist in the Napoleonic 
shall no man see me and liv" (Ex. xxxiii, 20). dynasty? Victor, the eldest son of. the deceased 

J ~cob also said, " I hsv seen God face to face, and- prince; has been disinherited, and the pretensions of 
my life is preserved" (Gen. xxxii, 30). But this was the Bonaparte family are vest_ed by will in the 
not the first lie Jacob ever told. Jesus was very younger son Louis. But neit.her of the son'A names 
doubtful about the manhood of both Jacob and Mo- will answer; Victor counts 900 and Louis 710. 
ses. He says, "No man hath seen God at any Might we here suggest a search for the prophetic 
time." According to this, Jacob must hav had lit- number among the American Bonapartes, th"rough 
tie of the man about him; or, as we often say, he Jerome's first wife, Miss Patterson of Baltimor_e, 
was " no man at all," and Moses was a good sec- whom he had to repudiate at the command of his 
on d. brother, the emperor, because she was not a princess T 

So it seems that there exists no good reason But it is needless to make this or any other aug-
why we should submit to the operation of being gestion to Mr. ·Baxter, now that his ·Antichrist· is 
" tied back " with ropes and chains to the myth- dead without having fulfilled the prophecies in regard 
ical dogmas of the past, or be put into a strait- to . the seven-headed and ten-horned monster, nor 
jacket to keep us quiet. Let them clip our wings does there appear to be time enough for these fulfill
if they can. A. H. DAnnow. mente before the second coming of Christ, which 

Death of Antichrist. 
Not of him who signs himself " Antichrist " in the 

Freethought pnpera; he still livs, and is now pen
ning this obituary. 

Several years ago a little pamphlet was issued by 
the Rsv. M. Baxter, from the office of the Ohristian 
Herald, Bible House, New York, entitled, "The 
Great Orisis at Hand." In it the author tells us that 
''Antichrist will be a Napoleon;" that the name Na
poleon is derived from the Greek Apollyon. that is 
from the Greek aorist . Apoleon (Rev. ix, 11); and 
that taking the Greek word Napoleonti, and giving 
to each letter its numerical value, it foots up 666, 
the number of the beast with the seven heads and ten 
horns, described in the Apoealypse. 

" More than :fifty clergymen and fiUy laymen," 
says Mr. Baxter, "hav shown in their treatises that 
the Napoleon dynasty became in 1806 the seventh 
governmental headship of the Roman empire-the 
sevouth head that continued but a short space, until 
1815, when it was 'wounded to death' by the sword 
at Waterloo; but it yet shall be healed and reestab· 
lished over France and Europe, and become more 
powerful than even in the time of the first Napoleon, 
and again possess military occupation of Rome and 
restore the temporal power of the pope." 

Looking, therefore, for the "Man of Sin" in tbe 
Napoleonic dynasty, Mr. Baxter, as early as 1873, 
decided that though the number 666 was contained 
in the name Prince Louis Napoleon, yet that young 
prince, then seventeen years old, was lacking in the 
character described by Daniel, namely, "a king of 
fierce countenance, understanding dark sentences," 
and "a vile person-'' But furthermore, Prince Louis 
was killed in the Zulu war in 1879, as noted in the 
later editions of ''The Great Crisis at Hand," in 
which the author proceeds to discover and point out 
the coming " Man of Sin," as follows : 

It will remain to be seen whether some Napoleon, who is 
more of a fierce countenance and a vile person, does not 
after some time take his place. 

But Prince Jerome Napoleon, who was born in 1823, seems 
the most likely of the Bona partes to become the Personal 
Antichrist. He alone, of all of them, is a man " of fierce 
countenance, understanding dark sentences," i.e., of defiant 
aspect and of great sagacity, and also a "vile person," noto
riously ridiculed and vilified, and a Voltairian Infidel and 
democrat, all of which the Antichrist is predicted to be in 
Dan. vii!, 23; xl. 2l, 311, 37. He has also been nicknamed 
in France the Red Prince, because of his Red-Republican 
political views. The Antichrist's ten-kingdomed confeder
acy is, in its later stage, represented as a scarlet-colored, or 
Red Republicanized ten-horned wild beal!t in Rev. xvii, 
when Bonapartism, Red-Republicanism, and Romanism will 
coalesce. 

This Prince Paul Jerome Napoleon Bonaparte's face is the 
very ima~te of the first Napoleon Bonaparte's, and the fatal 
number 666 is discovered in the Greek nominativ for P. 
Jerome Napoleon. 

Also, 666 is the sum total of. the letters of the name P. 
Jerome Bonaparte in Hebrew .. as follows: 

Pe, 80; Glmel, 3 ; Resh, 200; Aleph, 1; Mem, 40 ; Beth, 
2 ; Aleph, 1; Nun, 50; Pe, 80; Resh, 200; Teth, 9 ; 
total, 666. 

Mr. Baxter does not explain why he contrasts 
Paul toP, nor why he ends Jerome's name in Greek 
with an e, making it phonetically J eromee. But the 
omission of that e would hav made the number too 
small hy five, and the addition of aul to the first ini
tial, P, would hav made the number 431 too many. 
In expounding the prophecies you must always fit 
the fulfillment to the prediction, even if you hav to 
pervert both. ~ 

But further, Jerome was not the name of tbe 
aforesaid prince, who died at Rome March 17, 1891. 
The prince's f~other was Jerome Bonaparte, a brother 
of the emperor Napoleon Bonaparte. The real name 
of the prince was N &poleon Joseph Oharles Paul 
Bonaparte, though he was better but incorrectly 
known as Jerome Napoleon, and still better by the 
nickname of Ploa-Plon. 

With this correction, what becomes of the Napo
leonic Antichrist? It is impossible to produce, out 
of the letters of tbe prince's real name, the number 
of the beast, 666. Ohange the Roman letters to 
Greek and the result is as follows : 

Napoleon, 356; Joseph, 785; Charles (with the 
initial Obi), 941; Paul, 511; Bonspsrt (without the 
silent terminal e), 604; total, 3,197. 

Mr. Baxter has fixed about the year 1900, or a little 
sooner, when all of us are to be either in heaven or 
hell. 

The beast of the Apocalypse has been the subject 
of a vast amount of useless study by religious dupes. 
Some hav believed that the number of the beast 
indicated the year 666 of the Ohristian era-which 
era, by the way, was not thought of until the early 
part of the sixth century. O~hers, with more ra
tional notions, having ascertained that the A'Poca
lypse was probably written about An 68 or 69, just 
after the death of Nero, hav professed to find the 
number of the beast in the name of Nero Cooaar, 
spelled with Hebrew letters. 

And now, for the edification of Adventists and 
other cranks, whether Christians or skeptics, the 
"Man of Sin" who writes this obituary of a bogus 
Antichrist will submit a solution of the problem 
which is entitled to grave consideration from its 
antiquity. 

The Rev. S. Baring-Gould has translated what he 
calls the Second Toldot.h J eshu, a Hebrew document 
brought to light in 1705 by Huldrich. It givs a 
full account of the life and death of Jesus, son of 
Mary, by Joseph Pandira. An uncle of Jesus, 
11amed Simon Ben Kalphus (answering to Simon 
Kepha in the first To~doth Jeshu), having procured 
the incommunicable name (Shem Hamphoras), 
wrought signs and wonders just as Jesus had done. 
Having by this means become a leader of the· sect, 
he sat on a. tower and wrote commandments. The 
narrativ then proceeds: 

And Simon composed .for the deception of the people of 
Ai lying books, and he called them" Avonkelajon" (Evan
gelium). • • • He also wrote books in the name of the 
disciples of Jesus, and especially in that of Johannes (John), 
and said that Jeshu had given them these. 

But with special purpose he composed the book of Johan
nes (the Apocalypse); for the men of Al. thought it con~ 
tained mysteries, whereas it contained pure invention. For 
instance, he wrote in the book of Johannes that Johannes 
saw a beast with seven heads and seven (ten) horns and 
seven crowns, and the name of the beast was blasphemy·and 
the number of the beast was 666. Now the seven heads 
mean the seven letters which compose the word~ "Jeshu of 
Nazareth." And in like manner the number 666 is that 
which is the sum of the letters composing his name. 

Mr. Baring-Gould has not given the seven Hebrew 
letters answering to "Jesus of Nazareth," but the 
" Man of Sin" has ascertained them. Their English 
equivalent is Jeshu Natzr, and the naineS and numer
ical vlllue of the Hebre~ letters are, Yod, 10; Shin, 
300; Vau, 6 ; Nun, 50 ; Yod, 10; Tsaddi, 90; Resh, 
200 ; total, 666. 

The authenticity or great antiquity of this docu
ment we will not pretend to vouch for; but it is 
perhaps about as truthful as any of the rest concern
ing Ohrist and Christianity, and it_ purports to · hav 
been written by Rabbi J ochanun. non of Saccai, in 
Jerusalem (see Rev. of Ant., pp. 394-4J3). 

It is said that Pion-Pion was a profligate; but we 
opine that his moral character was at least on a 
level with the average princes. He had a head 
full of brains, was a born orator, a brilliant writer, 
and, in the judgment of some competent critics, 
one of the greatest statesmen in Europe. He 
was doubtless a "Voltairian Infidel," as characterized 
by Mr. Baxter, and yet, like Voltaire, he died a~nom
inal Q,tholic. " Ohurcb and throne," says the Lon
don :I imes, "disputed for possession of the body, 
which each desired to convert into a trophy. . . . 
Each had recourse to lying in order to simulate suc
cess. The confessors, cardinals, nuns, and other re
ligious people hav shown a willingness to revive all 
the horrors of the Middle Ages. The only one who 
leaves the horrible deathbed scene with a higher 
reputation is the prince himself, ·who preserved 
intact his force of will to die as he had lived, with a 
horror of counterfeit in his soul and with contempt 
for hypocrite on his lips." ANTICHRIST, 

Legislation versus Supreme Law. 
In all the talk about the persecution of Harman, 

Heywood, and others, no one suggests that the 
United StateR courts hav no power under the Consti
tution of the United States to punish for any offenses 
except treason, piracy, felony on seas, counterfeiting 
coin, etc.; offenses against laws of nations and those 
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committed in territories of the United States. _ The 
debates on: the Constitution show that the founders 
so intended, and the Constitution in express words 
declares that powers not given are reserved. 

Congress tried to punish sedition, e.nd frauds on 
United States banks. Jefferson and M!>dison pro
tested, and declared that the Constitution givs Con
gress power to punish the above-named offenses ~nd 
no other offenses whatsoever, and that therefore the 
acts to punish sedition and frauds on bi1!nks ~nd all 
others save those named 11re null, void, rmd of no 
effect. Congress abandoned the attempt. Now," if 
any man knew the Constitution it was Madison," &a 
Daniel Webster said, That instrument ht~os never 
been changed in that point. And what is the exouse 
for this violation ! for this highest crime kMwn to 
human law? for surely, under our modern constitu
tional governments, a deliberate violation of that 
supreme law is treason, murder, civil war combined, 
because these all follow in the wake of the a.rcll 
crime. And every court, every judge, enforcing these 
violations is guilty of mtroeious crime. It is as plaiu 
as twice two makes four. No one can even deny it. 
The exouse is, the state must hav power to punish 
violators of its laws! That is, the st!J,te or nation 
must h"v power to do wh&t it has neither power nor 
right to do by the very law of ita own being; to do 
what its creators deliberately decl!i.red, after long 
deb~tte, it never should do. 

confidant this would be the result of such a step at l their vegetable-eating cousins. . The vegetarian rep
the present time ; and such a result would bring on tile were enormous beasts, often as much as seventy 
the bloodiest revolution America ever saw. Who feet in length. They afforded food for the carnivo
would put tha ballot in the hands ·of the "lady " rous .reptile, which were smaller than the herbivorous 
plutocrat of New York who said "Shoot down the kind, just as lions and tigers nowadays are smaller 
strikers ! " or the ons who attended the opera there thlln oxen. Though bigger, the vegetarian creatures 

·with 8 " crown " on her head? Shades of Paine, usually had no armor nor weapons to defend them-. 
Fr&nklin, t.nd Jefferson! I would sooner giv the selva with. Their moat powerful defense war; a kick, 

The history of the whole thing shows that we hav 
not advanced one step sa intelligent, liberty-loving 
freemen, but are just as ready to creep and fi!.wn be
fore usurped power as ware tbe peopls of Rome two
thouaand years ago. Judges, jurors, and prosecutora 
ought to refuse to sit in cases of the kind. HoLT. 

Woman Sn:H:rage. 
Fiat justitia ruat oelum, 

Justice does not in itself embrace only iii. singie 
idea; and acts in themselvs, apparently right Rnd 
proper, may, when considered in their effects and 
results, taking into acaount the attending circum
atancas, be very improper snd unjust. And, vice 
versa, acts which, under ordinary circnmst~nces, are 
very improper and unjust, ma.y, under other circum
stances, be in the highest degree propl>'~' and just. 
For inst$nce, in the great fire in New York city (I 
believe in 1836), when so cold that the fir.e engine 
were useless, and the wind hi~h, causing the fil'e to 
rapidly sweep everything before it, the people went 
some distance before the destroying element, and 
putting barrels of powder into buildings, blew them 
out of the way, and thus saved a greit portion of the 
cit.v. ~ 

Now, we cheerfully acknowledge that ml!.ny women 
are as well qualified-nay, better qualified-to prop
erly exercise and enjoy the right of suffrege, than 
the majority of male voters. And further, they are 
equally as true friends of a genuin republican gov
ernment, and should now, no doubt, be in the pos· 
session of the right of suffrage. We cannot deny 
that there are many male voters too ignorant or un
principled to properly exercise this light ; but they 
hav been put in possession of it, and it Cliln never 
ba taken from them, until aristocrats and plutocrats 
hav crushed out liberty and independence in the 
industrial classes; and this they will probably never 
fuJlv accomplish. 

No intelligent Liberal, male or fem~le, needs evi
dence to show the stll!tus of the church through past 
centuries toward Liberals and Liberalism. In we!iik
ness it said : " If any ml!in hear my words and believe 
not, I judge him not." In power it said: "And 
those my enemies who would not that I should rule 
nver them, bring hither and slay them before me !" 
U .a taxed church property, chaplains in legisl!l.tures, 
state and national, and in the army and navy, proc
lamations for fasts and thanksgivings, Bibles in 
schools, religious tyranny in courts, "Sabbath" lll.ws, 
prosecutions of Liberal publishers, almost univers~l 
denunciation and ostracism of Liberals, male and fe· 
ml\le, together with their desperate efforts to more 
effdctually unite church and st'-'te, and put "God" 
and their religion into our constitutions, both state 
and national-if e.U these things are not sufficient 
to satisfy people of the folly, danger, snd madness 
of putting more power into the bands of the clergy, 
then their condition ia hopeless. 

E'lery intelligent person, whether Liberal or bigot, 
very well knows that, at present, women sra ths 
chief attendmnts on, and supporters of, the church; 
and the great majority of them are under the thumb 
of the clergy. If it were :not for the women-the 
great msj 1rity of which are "soldiers of the cross," 
and must attend the " dress parade" on the orders 
of the brigadiers-the churches would be empty in 
less than six months. Giv them the right of sufft·age 
now, and the church would soon fill every legislature 
with her willing tools, !iiDd the triumph of " God in 
the ConsMtution" would be a rea!Hy heralded by the 
"halleluj abFI" of theW omen's Christian Temperance 
Union, the Young Men'a Christian Association, and 
the Young Women's Christian Association. And 
where, then, would be the inalienable rights of here
tics and Liberals, either male or femile! I feel flllly 

bll\llot to a royal Bengal tiger or a hyen&. which, delivered with a hind leg fifteen feet in length, 
Denver, Iowa. M. FARRINGTON. was assuredly not by any means to be despised. 

Wanted, a Fact. 
Ah, parsons are solemn, and grave, and wise, 

But still, when I sit in some cushioned pew, 
My lashes will droop o'er my half-shut eyes, 

And I can't help wishing the service through; 
For they dish up miracles not a few-

- With dogmas galore is the rliscourse packed
But I long for talk that's a trifle new, 

And I'd giv all creeds for a solid fact. 

They ask me to swallow such ancient lies, 
With fictions and stories each phrase imbue, 

And dwell on the gourd of stupendous size 
That up over Jonah so quickly grew; 

And by pictures the old-time prophets drew 
My spirit is tortured, my brain is racked, 

And I'm tired of their texts and tenets too ; 
And I'd giv all creeds for a single fact. 

And so, when I listen, I can but rue 
That rarely the preachers will seek to rise 

Up into the bights of the brave and true, 
Away from the darkness their faith implies; 

But seldom they offer to serve in lieu 
One taste of the stuff I hav always lacked; 

And while they hold faith I'm exceeding blue, 
And I'd giv all creeds for a single fact. 

ENVOI. 
And silent they are when I humbly sue 

For legends with proof and the vouchers backed ; 
But still they must know it's my simple due, 

And I'd giv all creeds for a single fact. 
-Ne!l!e Booth Simmons in Ohtcago Times. 

Animals Not in the Ark. 

The herbivorous reptile of that ep9ch were mainly of 
three descriptions: 

First was the biggest of all anim&ls known to the 
world from the beginning thereof to the present day. 
Its name was the "camarasaurue." It went on all 
fours, and the vertebrre t~omposing its backbone were 
hollow-mere shells· in fsct-filled with wrt.rm air 
from the lungs, just "'Q is ths case with the bones of 
some birds to day. Undoubtedly it lived in the sea, 
walkiog along in water deep enough to cover its 
back. It fed upon the veget11.tion along shore, and 
its ueck was long and crane-like. 

Other herbivorous reptile of the same period had 
enormously long hind legs, on which they were able 
to wade far out into deep water after seaweeds and 
other food. These creatures were particularly extra

ordinary in point of 
their dental equip
ment, inasmuch me 
each of them bad 
about two thousand 
grinders to chew 
with, arranged in 
magazines of five 
hundred each, like 
cartridgefl. 

Another species of 
herbivorous reptile 
lived upon land, but 
they were so power

~~~~ fully armed that they 
were able to oppose 

OARNIVOROUB LAELAPS F 0 R T Y 8 formid&ble d~;fense 
From the WaB"Ilington Star. FEET LONG. 1!1 g aiD B t attack. 

Reptile, as they are found in the ·world at the Some of them had huge barns on their heads like 
present day, are but degenerate survivors of their bulls, while others bore similar weapons above their 
kind Iii! they existed in epochs long ago, said Pro- noaee, like the rhinoceri of to day. So well able 
fessor Oops. The first · reptila of the world made were they to defend themselvs th~~at they lived and 
their appeanmce at the close of the paleozoic period, multipJ.ied in the same regions with the most faro
when the coa.l was in process of form!!tion. They cious of the carnivorous monsters. 
were all land animals. Among them there were no Thus you will understrmd that there were three 
flying creatures, no m!lrine swimmers, no gigantic kinds of herbivorous giants in the mef.lozoic epoch. 
types, and no especially herbivorous kinds. There was the cam111raaaurus, which fed neck-deep 

At the close of the coal-forming period there oc- ~long the seashore, Ua hollow backbone serving as a 
curred a great emergence of land from th~. wat~r, _float and its solid legs and tail for anchors; next was 

. and. reptJlian hfe the bngaroo-like hadros~urus, which waded out 
rapidly s Pres d 1 upon its long hind legs into deep water in se111rch of 
and g!ew. ~he! food, anJ finally there was the dangerous agathau
r e p t 11 s ~h1ch mos, with enormous horns. 
h ~ d previOusly The c~~ornivorous reptile of that wonderful age were 
extste~ were all ?f more uniform in their structure. They were mostly 
one kmd. Tbe1r built in the kangcroo style and of lighter frame. 
remains are Enly in their history there were some of them with 
found in this hollow bones which were probably the greatest jump
country wherever era ever known amonf!' vertebrates. Certain varieties 
tha deposits in of these developed flying powers, with a spread. of 

OAMARASAURUSJ SEVENTY FEET LONG. lagoons, Jakes, wing, if such it may be termed, of twenty feet from 
and estuaries hav bean calculated for their preser- tip to tip. Some of these latter had teeth, while 
vmti0n. From this point of time, however, began others were provided merely with beaks like those 
what may be appropriately called the epoch of rep- of birds, diving in the wr.ter for the fish on which 
tile. The paleozoic period wae brought to a close they lived. Thus, you observe, there were land a~u
by a great upheaval, due to contraction of the rians, water saurians, and air aaurians. 
earth's crust, by which the Alleghanies and the Ural The so-called mesozoic epoch was brought to a 
systems were uplifted. Then began what is called close by the cataclysm, due to contraction and conse
the "mesozoic epoch," . during which the reptile quent crumbling of the earth's crust, which upheaved 
may be said to hav run creation. That is to say, the Rocky mountains and the Andel! on this hernia
they were the highest order of beings at that time phere, mnd the Alps, Pyrenees, Balkans, and Rima· 
mlive. What mania now the reptil was then-that layas on the other side of the world. Incidentally 
is, lord of all existing thin{!S. Reptile walked upon to this tremendous altsration in the face of the earth 
land, navigated the water, flew through the air, and, all these giant reptile were wiped out of existence. 
in short, pursued every avenue of existence that is This event opened what is called to-day the ~ertiary · 
zoologicaliy conceivable. epoch. It is in tQ.e tertiary epooh that we. hv n~w. 

Euly in the mesozoic epoch there appeared marine A.t the beginning of this epoch the only rept1ls wh1cb 
reptile which, though derived from land species, be- survived were the snakes, lizards, turtles, and croco-
came more and more through the necessity of diles, all of them resembling closely those of their 
living in water, de- kiDd which exist to-day. 
velopad on that ac- Of the turtles it may be said that they repres~nt 
count swimming the most ancient type of all vertebrates, resembhng 
organs, etc. Land closely as they do the reptile of their kind which 
reptile also begem existed so far back Bs the mesozoic era. There were 
to develop in huge sea tortoises during tht epoch which measured 
proportions. Why twenty feet in spread of flippers, while some tertinry 
they grew so big. tortoises were not less big in body, measuring twelve 
no one knows, but feet from bead to tail. 
it may hav been AGATHAUMos, FORTY FEET LONG. Reptile bav not changed much since the opening 
because they had no rivals in the struggle for exist· of the tertiary epoch. Perhaps the most m&r.ked 
ence; they had all they wanted to eat and natura.lly feature of their development is found in the pouwn 
increased in bulk. At all events, no creatures nre glands ef snakes, which are simply aslivary glands 
known to hnv ever existed in this world comparable modified. However, such reptile as we find to-day 
in size to these reptile of ages ago. . on the earth, where once they reigned as the most 

What the mammals are in the scale of creat10n to- highly developed beings, are but degenerate typee of 
day the reptile were in the mesozoic epoch. They tboae which lived long ago. 
swam the seas, climbed trees, and were most p~e
nomenal jumpers. Some of them even flew. Wbtle 
some were herbivorous, living upon plants, others 
were carnivorous, preserving existence by devouring 
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I ernment-the preservation of liberty, to. the end that man 
may be happy, and this declaration of independence the 
colonel indorses, justifies, and fortifies by a grand presenta
tion of the useful and bilautiful in Walt Whitman's poems. 
Further he praises Whitman because he announced the 
gospel of the body, denied the depravity of natural man, 
taught the dignity and glory of the father and the mother. 
Every lover of poetry and of liberty should possess this rare 
book of grand ideas. Price, 25 cents in paper; l>O cents in 
cloth. 

The Postmaster-General's Delinquencies. 
The followiDg is from the Independent of last 

.Addlr688 all Oommunications to THII TRUTH 811/IKIIB week: 
OOMP ANY. Ma!u all Drafts, (JheckiJ, Post-o:lf,u and ll0-
pr6BB M~ OriUrs p1.1f1abl8 to f/H.ARL/18 P. BOMIIBB Y. 

SATURDAY, AFRIL 11, 1891. 

SUBSCRIPTION BATES. 
Bfngle subscription in advance ............................ .. 
One subscriptioll two years, in advance ................ .. 
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 
One subscription with ou.e new subscriber, in onere-

mittance ...................................................... . 
One subscription with two new subscriberl, in one 

remittance ................................................... . 
One subscription with three new subscribers, in one 

remittance •................................................... 
One subscription with four new subscriberl, in one 

remittance ................................................... . 
Any number over 1lve at the aame rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 

•• 00 
600 
6 00 

6 00 

7 00 

8 60 

10 00 

THEBE are about five hundred subscribers on our 

list in arrears on their subscriptions. We hope it 

will only b& necessary to say to them that we need 

the money to induce them to pay up. 

And we trust, too, they will remember that a re

newal and a new subscription costs but five dollars, 

and that they will take advantage of the terms and 

the occasion to help us a little. We need more sub

scribers to the paper. We giv more than any other 

Freethought journal for the money, and consequently 

it costs more to publish the paper. The pictures 

alone cost some fifteen hundred dollars annually; yet 

they are a feature that all would dislike to hav dis

continued. They are forcible weapons against su~ 

perstition, and do their work well. But our friends 

should not forget that they cost a good deal. 

Send us your arrearage& and renewal, and a new 
'subscriber I 

THE constant discussion in the press of this coun
try and Oanada of the benefits and dangers of reci
procity in trade with, or annexation to the U.qited 
States of, our northern neighbor; as well as the mak
ing of the question an issue in the last Oanadian 
elections, has led to the preparation for THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of an exhaustiv article upon Oanada so far 
as its annexation would affect the progress of this 
country toward complete liberty in reiigious matters 
and the total separation of church and state, now 
unhappily a matter of theory and not of fact. The 
title - " Oanada- the Ooming Issue " - suggests 
its scope. It carefully considers Oanada's history 
and government ; the Protestant and Oatholic prov
inces, so widely divergent in all interests but those 
of orthodoxy; their un-American doctrine; the out
look for annexation, and "The Next War From the 
North." Oatholicism is shown in all its hideousness, 
and its dangers to our country 

The article will appear in the next issue of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. 

--------~~-------Two Admirable Pamphlets. 
J.D. Shaw in Inaepenaent Pulpit. 

The TRUTH BEEKER ANNUAL for 1891 is a very handsome 
pamphlet of 114 pages, containing, besides a complete cal
endar, several very interesting articles on important subjects. 
Among these is one entitled " Bide Lights on South Sea Mis
sions," by Ada Campbell. This one article is worth the 
price of.the pamphlet, which is only 25 cents. 

Liberty in Literature. 
Prom Dr. Foote's Beazth JfonthW. 

Here we hav in neat book form an address delivered be
fore a large audience In Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890. It is 
accompanied with an excellent portrait of Whitman, and on 
the title-page we re11d the motto, "Let us put wreaths on the 
brows of the living." This worthy task was well done by 
the colonel, 11nd it is worth remarking that the profits of the 
lecture were given to its subject. the venerable poet, to add 
to his comforts in his helple~s declining years; but besides 
this double benefit to Whitman, Colonel Ingersoll has laid 
us all under obligation to him for this grand tribute to liberty 
in literature. He says Whitman, is in the highest sense a 
'believer in Pemo9facy-1 thl!~ t!!-~~1!1 ~ ~tJt 9~~ ~~Q~ f9f ~ov. 

"Some of the Western Catholic papers are still keeping 
up their attack upon Postmaster-General Wanamaker because 
'a registered letter, written by Cardinal Bimeoni, and sent 
from Rome to a Catholic Polish gentleman in Detroit, was 
deliYered to another person in that city, who had a peculiar 
interest in learning its contents,' and who substituted a dif
ferent inclosure before it reached the person to whom it was 
addressed. We said that there was no question that if the 
guilt were proved the offender would be pwrlshed. But one 
would hardly imagin from reading the report that the letter
carrier delivered the letter at the house of the man to whom 
it was addressed and took a receipt therefor from the man's 
wife. It was after it had been delivered to the man's wife 
that it passed over into the hands of the person who made 
the substitution before it came back to her husband. The 
carrier was dismissed for delivering it to the woman instead 
of to her husband. This Yery much relieves the weight of 
the charge." 

Just how far Mr. Wanamaker is responsible for 
this particular delillquency of course we cannot say. 

There is, however, another deliDquency relatiDg to 
business of the postal department about which we 
are better informed, and to which we desire to again 
call the attention of the postmaster-general. In our 
possession there is a document as follows: 

"UNITED STATES EXPRESS COMPANY. 
"Recei'l!ed from THE TRUTH BEEKER CoMPANY, 

"Feb. 11, 1891, One Pc'k marked to the Postmaster-General, 
"Washington, D. C. 

"10c. p'd. (Signed) BTBVENB." 

It was just two months ago that this particular 
document came into our possession. The United 
States Express Oompany has lately carried for us 
several hundred packages, and every one has been 
promptly delivered to the person for whom it was 
designed. The company claimp to hav also delivered 
this, but so lar no acknowledgment of it has been 
received from Washington. 

The package contained a well-bound book, pur
chased from a large publishing house of this city, 
and also a letter to the postmaster-general. The· 
name of the book and the purport of the letter may 
be learned from the following extraats from the letter: 

To JOHN W ANAMAKBR1 POBTMABTBR-GENBRAL Ol!' THE UNITED 
STATES: 

Dear Sir: In your report for the fiscal year ending June 
30, 1890, which you hav kindly forwarded to me, I find in 
explanation of your act excluding from the malls " a tr~msla
tion of a questionable book," these paragraphs: 

"An act of Congress passed March 3, 1873 (R. S., section 
3893), provided, ' That no obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, 
pamphlet, picture, paper, print, • . . shall be carried in 
the mail;' and further, that any person who should know
ingly mail or cause to be mailed, or who should knowingly 
receive or cause to be received. from the mails articles be. 
fore declared to be non-mailable should be deemed to be 
~~:uilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a fine of not less than 
$100 nor more than $5,000, or to imprisonment at hard labor 
for not less than one year or more than ten years. It was 
soon found that it was not enough merely to provide for the 
exclusion of 'obscene, lewd, and laecivious' publications, 
but that publications that were simply ' indecent' had also 
better be excluded; and accordingly Congress, by the act 
of July 12, 1876 (19 Stat., p. 90), extended the prohibitions 
by adding thereto the words, ' or other publications of an in
decent character,' and by forbidding not only the carriage of 
such matter in the malls, but ' the delivery of it from any 
post-office or by any letter-carrier ;' so that the statute was 
amended to read as follows : 

" 'Everr .obsce~e, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet, picture, 
paper, wnt1ng, pnnt, or otll•r 'P'Iiblloatton of an tna~oent character 
. . . is hereby declared to be non-mailable matter, and Rball not 
be con vend in the mails, nor delivered from any post-office, nor 
by anY letter-carrier.• 

"The statute was thus broadened by prohibiting the trans. 
mission of any matter offensiv to modesty, or tending to 
subvert respect for decency and morality, first by constitut
ing the postmaster-general the judge of the character of 
such matter to forbid its carriage iR the mails (which could 
only be prevented by executiv order), and second by leaving 
to judicial action the duty of imposing penalties. 

" It does not matter whether or not a given publication 
presented for n:.ail!ng appears, by complaint or otherwise, to 
a postmaster to be 'obscene, lewd, or lascivious,' if it does 
appear to be 'indecent.• He is obliged, in order not to be
come a law .. breaker, to refer the questionable point t" the 
proper department official. It does not matter, when the 
referee considers the question, whether the given publication 
is merely' obscene. lewd, or lascivious.• If it is simply in
decent, he must exclude it or break the law. A translation 
of a questionable book was, as a matter of fact, presented 
some months since at the post-office in a Western city for 
transmission in the malls. It was held and referred to this 
department. The assistnat attorney.general, finding it in
decent under any definition of the word, l.isued an order ex
olYIUD~ t~. TQ ~J{llq<Jo tll.e booi WM ~e simple <Jutr o~ tg{l 

department. For myself I never discuss the policy or wia. 
dom of breaking the law, and the officials of the post-office 
department do not. 

" Some hav said that the exclusion of a book only draws 
attention to it and makes the damage caused by its sale the 
greater. That, as I conceive, is no affair of a sworn public 
official. Moreover, the 'advertising' which .it is held the 
department gave the objectionable publication was entirely 
due to the thrifty bluster of the publisher who, however 
much he complained of the injustice of the decision of the 
department, never appealed to the postmaster-general to hav 
it reversed. The question is not pertinent, either, why the 
department does not exclude certain other publications from 
the mails which are admitted to be indecent. It treats these 
cases only as they are brought to its attention; and one 
complaint is considered as carefully as another. To try to 
pursue any other policy-to try to find publications which 
on one pretext or another might be excluded-would be to 
try to establish a real censorship of· the mails, which is en. 
tirely foreign to what I conceive to be the duty of ·the 
postmaster-general." 

In a marginal title to the subject you are discussing, you 
say also that the'' postmaster-general is obliged to act when 
applied to," and in the case of the book alluded to that to 
exclude "any matter offensiv to modesty, or tending to sub
vert respect for decency and morality," is" the simple duty 
of the department." 

I now respectfully apply to you for a decision on a book 
published in this city and other places, and which can be 
found in nearly every bookstore in the country, and is sent 
through the mails daily. The title of the book is· as fol
lows: 

THE 
HOLY BIBLE, 

CONTAINING THE 
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

TRANSLATED OUT Ol!' 
'l'HE ORIGINAL TONGUES; 

AND WITH 
THE FoRMER TRANSLATIONs DILIGENTLY CoMPARED AND 

RRVIBED. 
NEW YORK: 

.AMERIOAN BIBLE SOOIETY, 
INSTITUTED IN TilE YEAB MDOOOXVI, 

1890. 
The volume sppears to be made up of little books bound 

together. To facilitate your examination of the work, I 
would respectfully refer you to chapters iv, xvi, xvll, xvill, 
.xix, xx, xxi, xxix, xxxiv, xxxvill, xxxix, and others of the 
book called Genesis; chapters iv, xiii, xxii, xxxiii, xx.xiv, 
and others of the book called Exodus; chapters xv, xvill, 
xx, xxi, and others of the book called Leviticus; chapters 
v, xxxi, and others of the book called Numbers; chapters 
xxi, xxii, xxiii, and others of the book called Deuteronomy; 
chapters ii, vi, and others of the book called Joshua; chap. 
ters xvi, xix, xx, xxi, of the book called Judges; chapter 
iii and others of the book called Ruth; chapters i, ll, xix, 
and others of the book called 1 Samuel; chapters iii, vi, :xvi, 
and others of the book called 2 Samuel; chapters i, xi, xvi, 
and others of the book called 1 Kings; .chapter ix of the 
book called 2 ·Kings; chapters xxxi, xi, and others of the 
l!ook called Job; chapters v, xxiii, and others of the col
lection called Proverbs; chapters i, U, v, vii, viii, and others 
of the book called Solomon's Bong; chapters lvii and others 
of the book called Isaiah; chapters i, ll, ill,. xlix, and others 
of the book called Jeremiah; chapters iv, xvi, xxiii, and 
others of the book called Ezekiel; chapters i, ll, iii, iv, and 
others of the book called Hosea; chapter i of the book 
called Micah ; chapter i of the book called St. Matthew; 
chapter vii of the book called St. Mark; chapters i and U 
of the book called St. Luke; chapter viii of the book. called 
St. John; chapters i and iv of the book called an epistle to 
the Romans; chapters v, vi, vii, and others of the book 
called an epistle to the Corinthians; chapter xvii of the book 
called Revelation, and such other passages as Mr. Tyner 
may find, if indeed he find these, to be obnoxious to t;he 
statutes cited by you in justification of the exclusion from 
the mails of the book alluded to. 

I am not ignorant of the fact that there is a great differ
ence of opinion as to what constitutes a book which would 
come under the law of March 3, 1873 (R. B. § 3893), but 
since Congress has added the clause italicized by you in the 
act of July 12, 1876 (19 Stat., page 90), and you hav given 
your definition of such works as "any matter offensiv to 
modesty, or tending to subvert respect for decency and 
morality," the classification of literature has become easier; 
and I submit to you whether the book under consideration 
does not come within your definition of publications which 
are of an indecent character. If it should be so, the public 
has your word for it that the "postmaster-general is obliged 
to act when applied to," and that the exclusion of such 
works is but "the simple duty of the department." The 
facts that the book has had a large sale, is read by the best 
of people, and is to be found in the home of nearly every 
citizen of the United States, will of course hav no influence 
with you, for we know that you " never discuss the policy 
or wisdom of breaking the law, and that the officials of the 
post-office department do not." And also, that calling atten. 
tion to the work in this public way, by which its circulation 
may be greatly increased, will not deter you from doing your 
duty we all!!o know from your own words, as such is no 
affair of a sworn public official. Whatever advertising your 
department may giv the book will be due of course to the 
thrifty bluster of the publishers, and not to you or me who 
are but doing our duty as citizens-! in calling your atten
tion to the work (as your department" can treat cases only 
as brought to your attention"), and you as a sworn public 
official who never discusses the policy or wisdom of break· 
ing the law. Yours very respectfully, 

EDITOR OF THE TRUTH 8BEKBR. 

n !J~~IJJB to us, ill> Vi~w of t~t W9r~~J of tbo f016• 
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master-general in his repod, that the negleet to re
ply to this letter is as culpable a delinquenoy as the 
one cited by the Oatholics in their re.dections upon 
Mr. Wanamaker; aud that if some employee of the 
post-office department has thrown the package to one 
side, he should be as promptly discharged as the 
carrier who delivered to a man's wife a letter in
tended only for the husband. 

We hav repeatedly written to the postmaster
general in relation to this matter; hav also sent 
copies of the letters to Judge Tyner, the subordi
nate who sits in judgment upon books submitted for 
official decision as to the modesty or indecency of 
their contents, and Mr. Benjamin Harrison's atten
tion has likewise been called to the case. But if 
some clerks in Mr. Wanamaker's department and in 
the White House hav concealed our letters, we re
spectfully submit that such clerks should be dis
charged aud more conscientious people employed 
in their places. 

We desire a decision; but if we cannot obtain 
that, we desire to know why T mher publishers 
had not been treated thus cavalierly, and why should 
the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER be made an excep
tion in the exercise of official courtesy and duty T 

Our Rulers' Recreations. 
There are certain members of the senate and as

sembly of this state who can always be depended 
upon by the church, especially the Roman Oatholie 
church, to vote for exemptions of church property, 
for priests and ministers in our public institutions, 
and for money to be paid directly to church institu
tions. 

The other night there was a prize-fight between 
a nigger and a paddy at Troy, N. Y., a few miles 
from Albany, and about every one of these fellows 
was there. There were Assemblymen Byrne, Mulla
ney, and Sullivan of this city; and "Senator Mib 
Oollins of Troy held a seat so near the ring that he 
could see the punchmarks on the men." Not only 
were the city representative there, but, say the re
ports in the daily papers, "many an assemblyman 
from Wayback, who had paid his $10 quietly and 
like a man with a guilty conscience, has seen enough 
to open his eyes wider than ther. were ever before. 
There were plenty of tb.em at the ring side last 
night. Assemblymen and prize-fighters satshoulder 
to shoulder." Besides these there was a judge from 
this eity whose business it is to punish lawbreakers 
of the claas which includes pugilists, and who is 
noted for his partiality to Oatholic institutions in 
committing vagrant children. The ornamental among 
our officials were also mixed up with the useless. 
IC Among the early birds was Assistant Adjt.-General 
McEwan. His long title did not seem to make him 
a bit gloomy. O.n the contrary, he was the happiest 
man there. At the opening of the fight he pulled 
out a quart bottle of champagne and, uncorking it, 
drank to the success of Dixon. After that, every 
time Dixon landed on McOarthy the jovial ring-eider 
would take a drink from the bottle." Neither were 
great politicians not in office wanting at the festivi
ties. " In the first row and near McEwan sat Gen. 
Erastus Ootning. His big mustache had a 11port· 
ing curl to it. He was a Dixon mau. from the ground 
up as high as he could wave his cane. His cane 
came in very handy on several occasions, for when 
McEwan would drink success to Dixon's blows the 
general would wave hie cane and shout. Behind 
these two enthusiastic patrons of fietiana eat sand· 
wiohed in together men from every walk and class 
of life." 

These fellows all enjoyed themselvs, even the as
semblymen from Wayback. "Those who were in 
the same class with Dry Dollar Sullivan [assembly
man] came out so they could be seen, and yelled like 
hoodlums at the upper cuts and swings; but those 
who were new to the company of men with broken 
noses and mutilated ears kept in the background and 
rather shrank from observation." 

The Ohristian church has a fine lot of men to sup
port her in her peculations from the people, and 
these self-same people ought to feel very proud of 
their representative, particularly those from Waybaolr. 
:New York city is run by the Romanists, and naturally 
her representative would be found among the crim
inal classes. 

But it must hav been an anomalous sight at the 
rills 'i~~ to &~eo 1 Jot ~~ lriebJPfll ~rills at tile 

' 

fisiic victory of an African over one of their own· 
race. There are some young men in New York who 
can remember when they chased the nigger through 
the streets and hanged him to -a lamp-post when 
caught. 

Bloodthirsty Christians. 
The events in this country of the past few weeks 

in connection with our Italian fellow human beings 
has shown how signally .Obristianity fails to civilize. 

In the first place, the Mafia Society of New Or
leans is composed of good Roman Oatholic Chris
tians, the sort that in Sicily band together for sys
tematic robbery, and keep a private priest to ab
solve them and to care for the share of the plunder 
which goes to the church. 

Secondly, the jury which acquitted the arrested 
members of the society were good Ohristian citizens. 

Thirdly, the mob which murdered them was led 
by men made up of other good Ohristian citizens. 

Fourthly, the government which refuses to punish 
the mob are all orthodox Ohristians. 

The Italian government is the only party to this 
murderous business which shows up respectably, 
asking for the enforcement of law and order, and 
unless things hav greatly changed since Orispi's 
administration, that government is composed of 
heretics. 

Fifthly, when the Italian government withdrew 
its minister to emphasize its demand for order, the 
Ohristian people of this great country at once began 
to talk :fight, count ironclads and cannon-balls on 
hand, aud otherwise oonduct themselvs like a 
small boy making faees at a neighbor's boy over the 
back-yard fence. They wanted to fight, and hoped 
they could. They wanted to kill somebody, because 
he happened to be born on the other side of the 
Atlantic ocean with a brunet complexion. They 
wanted to see blood 1low a million times faster than 
it did in the parish prison yard at New Orleans. 

Jesus Christ said he came not to bring peace but 
a sword. His disciples hav changed the sword 
into hundred-ton guns, explosiv shells, dynamite 
bombs, rapid-fire guns, and torpedoes, but the same 
old spirit of war clings to them. And the more 
conservativly orthodox they are, the fiercer is their 
desire to fight and ·destroy other Ohristians. They 
are greatly disappointed that. the Italian government 
willaft"ord them no opportunity. 

Hake It a Political Issue. 
Mr. 0. Baal, president of the Oregon State Sec

ular Union, has addressed the following letter to the 
Liberals of his state : 

. " I desire to address myself to the Liberals and other re
formers of the state of Oregon. One churchman holds the 
legal title to about five million dollars' worth of lands fu this 
state. This passes to his successor in office, thus fastening 
on our commonwealth a heartless perpetuity. Every forty 
years the property of this nation passes through the hands of 
the tax-collec~or. Five million dollars' worth of unbur
dened real estate, with its accretions, will be able in time to 
swallow up every other acre in the state. A large majority 
of the people favor the taxation of church property. A 
majority of the present legislature personally desire it. But 
with a cartload of petitions and all our influence it cannot 
be obtained. 

"We must beat somebody and elect somebody wi~h the 
ten thousand votes we hold. This doea not mean a nevr 
party. The experiment has been tried before. We took 
Governor Hoadley of Ohio out of a party that was in the 
minority and elected him by a large majority when supersti· 
tion undertook to crush him out. The same persons who 
led that campaign hav proposed to come and lead us here. 
Let us accept their services. Let us make up the next legis. 
lature so that we will hav dominion over it sufficiently to pro
cure a few righteous laws for the benefit of the people. Let 
us beat a gold-bug for United States Senator and elect a sil
ver man. Let us defeat a Blair fanatic and elect a man who 
favors Secular government and undisturbed religion, who 
will work and vote for civil and religious liberty for the 
people. 

"To this end I invite you to attend the Oregon state Sec
ulr.r convention to meet in Portland the middle of October 
and inaugurate the campaign. In the mean time I will 
appoint a committee of fifteen to prepare and submit an 
address to the convention, and when passed upon to be cir
culated among the people as the first ' Crisis Paper' in the 
coming struggle for the rights and liberties of the people. 
These are the times that try men's souls." 

This is a good and practical beginning, and if the 
Liberals of Oregon can control ten thousand votes 
they can, b1 standing aloof from both political par
ties and vo~ing only for men pleilged to carry out 
~ obJects, ta~ ~llo l}hmgh(l§ ~»4 glqe Qreson's 

government s'rictly secular. The total vote of the 
state is about seventy-two thousand, and the usual 
Republican mej ority is about eight thousand. Ten 
thousand votes would control the situation, as the 
majority of Liberals in the West hav heretofore 
acted with the Republican party. 

Editorial Notes. 
WANTED to know : H the Prohibitionists were correctly 

represented by one of the editorial writers of the Voice when 
he told his German tonsorial friend that the Prohibitionists 
did not want to stop the drinking of liquor, only its sale over 
saloon bars? How will they get liquor to drink if no one 
can sell it? Will each be his own distiller? or shall the gov
ernment make it? or shall it be distilled as at present and 
hid away in dives, hollow trees, barber shops, drug stores, 
and other hypocritical pluces? 

TRB Ohio and Massachusetts legislatures are endeavoring 
to suppress the materialistic side of Spiritualism, and for 
that purpose the proposed California bill has been introduced 
In both bodies, as follows: "That any so-called clairvoyant, 
medium, or other fortune-teller, who shall practice his or her 
profession in this state, and receive money or other consider
ation therefor, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, 
and upon conviction thereof shall for each offense be fined 
not more than $20 nor less than $5, or be imprisoned not 
more than ten days, or both, as the court may direct." In 
Illinois a bill is before the legislature making it a misde
·meanor to impersonate the spirit of any deceased person at 
any Spiritualist s<hnce or exhibition. These are stupid 
persecuting measures, and are evidently inspired by the 
clergy, who dislike religious rivals. 

THB Wesleyans of London are excited over a paper read by 
Professor Davison at 9. meeting of the London Wesleyan 
ministers, in which he admitted the com posit character of 
the Pentateuch and the double authorship of Isaiah, and held 
that the traditional view of · inspiration was no longer 
tenable. He also held that Christians must not take up the 
position that their faith in Christ depended upon their faith 
in _the scriptures, but that their faith in the scriptures de
pended upon their faith in Christ. In the course of the de
bate following the paper Dr. Rfgg said that he had never ac
cepted the doctrln of verbal inspiration, and the Rev. J. S. 
Simon was relieved to find that Methodist standards did not 
aill.rm definit views of inspiration. These declarations hav 
caused dismay in orthodox circles, as they well may. If 
this sort of thing keeps up there will soon be no simon-pure 
Christians left but the Roman and Greek Catholics. 

ONB of the most dishonest methods of the church is her 
method of writing for children. In an Easter supplement 
for the young of a religious journal are some brief stories of 
"Reformers and Philanthropists." Among the men thus 
glorified are Abrahsm Lincoln and Horace Greeley. Of the 
first it 1.8 related: "No man could be found more famlllar 
with the Bible than he. This is apparent both in his conver. 
sation and his writing. There is hardly a speech or state 
paper of his in which allusions and illustrations taken from 
the Bible do not appear." This bare statement is In itself 
strictly true. Lincoln was very famlllar with the book, as 
are most Infidels. But the impression left upon the mind 
of the child reading it is that Uncoln was a believer in the 
book; that he regarded it as greater and worthier than all 
other books; that he was a Christian. This impression Is 
false-a downright lie-and the church people are flagrantly 
dishonest in permitting such writing. Or Horace Greeley 
the same dishonest impression is left. The story states : 
" The first book which he read consecutivly througlt was 
the Bible, under the guidance of his mother, when he was 
about five years old." Very likely a pious mother did guide 
him through the Bible-and a child of five years needs skil
ful guidance through that book-but Horace Greeley was 
not in mature life a Christian. He was the first president of 
the Manhattan Liberal Club, then as now an organiz~tlon of 
heretics, and he never subscribed to any Christisn creed, 

IT will be remembered that when E. B. Foote, Jr., one of the 
vice-presidents of the American SJcular Union, was before 
the legislativ committee at Albany to oppose the " Freedom 
of Worship" bill, he found Eldridge T. Gerry, a profes
sional Protestant philanthropist, favoring the measure, which 
caused Dr. Foote much surprjse, as heretofore the same 
gentleman had been opposed to the proposP.d law, which 
should allow the Roman Catholics to set up an altar in the 
Randall's Island House of Refuge. We pointed out the 
probable reason of this change of heart on the part of Mr. 
Gerry, and since then it has developed that we were aHout 
right. A new bill has been introduced, forbidding the com
mitment or children under twelve years to the House of 
Refuge. This would compel the police magistrates of this 
city to band all children under that age over to the secta
rian institutions, chief of which are the Protes•ant New York 
Juvenile Asylum and the Roman Catholic Protectory: A 
fair division of these human spoils is what Mr. Gerry, of the 
Juvenile Asylum, desires ; and to get lt he is willing to let 
the Catholics into the House of Refuge. It is the evident 
intention of both sects to supersede the state institution by 
their own sectarian houses, and thus compel the state to pay 
for making good Christians of the " flotsam and jetsam on 
the wild rude sea of life." We said last week, before the 
introduction of this new bill bad been made public, that Mr. 
Gerry was log-rolling, and those subse~uent proceedin~l! 
prov~ t!}ll.t w~ were ri~b~. 
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PETERBORO, N.H., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I would as soon think of living witpout food 

as to be without your paper and also the Ironclad Age. 
What we Freethinkers want is peace and harmony amongst 
ourselvs and not so much twitting and flinging, for it does 
not look well nor sound well. I giv away all of my papers. 
after I read them, and I do not want people to think, which 
they will, that we are fighting amongst ourselvs. Please 
giv my best regards to all of our Freethinking women and 
tell them all through your paper to keep right on writing 
and talking. H. B. RALEIGH. 

CoQUILLE CITY, ORB., March 26, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I write to THB TRUTH BEEKER concerning 

the death of my brother, T.V. Nichols, a stanch Liberal who 
fought the good fight and has crossed over the river. He 
has been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for fifteen years, 
taking it almost from the start; an ardent admirer of D. 
M. Bennett for the past eight years. He was a Spiritualist, 
having become such by investigation; an Infidel of the 
Thomas Paine school. Although a Spiritualist, THE TRUTH 
SEEKER was a favorit paper of his. In politics he was with 
the workingmen. A minister called on him a few hours 
asking him to embrace Christianity. My brother asked him 

·if he had anything better than humanity; if so, in what did 
it consist. The D.D. left to pray for him. He died as he 
had lived, leaving many friends who will some day meet him. 
For the last five years he has lived in Bandon, Coos county, 
Ore. He served during the war in the 46th Regiment 
Pennsylvani'l Volunteers. The people of Bandon lose a good 
man. HENRY H. NxoHOLB. 

FoRT WAYNE, IND., March 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Within please find $3 25 to apply on my 

subscription and for the ANNUAL for 1891. We are having 
a Freethought revival here at the present. J. E. Remsburg 
gave us a lecture on the 9th of last month. His subject was, 
"False Claims." The small audience was well pleased, and 
I think by the time he or BOme other Liberal lecturer comes 
here we will be in shape to giv them a larger audience. 

We hav started a Secular Union here, with some thirty
three names; got our charter, elected officers, and rented a 
hall. Now all we need is the hearty assistance of the Lib
erals here and elsewhere to make our Union a grand success. 
We hav plenty of material here to work on. Ignorance and 
superstition hav been sown broadcast in our city by the 
Christian churches for years, and therefore we hav rather a 
hard job before us. But with proper management and hard 
work I feel confident of success. Our Union will be the 
Fort Wayne Secular Union, with J. B. Frost, president; J. 
C. Garman, secretary, and M. W. Mench, treasurer. Hop
ing as soon as we get something in our treasury to send 
you an order for some pamphlets, I remain, 

Yours for the good of humanity, J. 8. FROST. 

ITHAOA, N. Y., March 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having just subscribed for your valuable 

paper, I thought I would gtv you a few of my imaginations. 
For the whole human family liv on imagination, for no 
human being ever saw, smelled, tasted, heard, or felt a Lord. 
And if there is one I love him better than any Chtistian in 
the world, for my Lord never created an Adam to be the 
father of all the human famUy, black, white, and all colors, 
and devils, and Eves, and pronounced them all very good. 
My Lord knows what he is about, for when he makes any
thing he is never sorry, for my LJrd never had to hav a ,son 
born, the best boy in the world, and see him nailed to a 
cross with his hands and feet pierced with nails while he 
could at one swoop of his hand hav wiped the whole world 
out of existence. 01, what a cruel God the Christian God 
is, to make that good son suffer for hls own misdeeds, and 
plac'.:l that good man Adam in his garden aud let his Satan 
come down and tempt poor Miss Eve, for she did not know 
the serpent was a-lying. And he had to turn the poor things 
out. That was a farce for the devil, and Adam and Mrs. 
Adam beat the Lord out of his good intentions. Now the 
churches hav to tight the devl.l night and day. They hav 
their priests to tell them how to keep him back and scare 
him off. They all diff~r as to the mode of procedure. They 
all claim, "We are right 11nd the other church is wrong." 

. WM. L. MABBH. 

leaves of jealousy till nought fs left of their evil earth
liness-yet if we pluck this beautiful flower how soon it 
withers. Is it not possible to love and revere and not de. 
stray? If by art we imitate the blossom, it then is only 
paste; can we be satisfied with paste? Hardly! Then be
ing at liberty to model from this beautiful and lovely blos-
som, let us commit no sacrilege. · J. V. MuLXs. 

PAYSON, ARIZ., March 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: When I gaze on Mr. Heston's cartoon, 

"Freethought Turnpike Free to- All," hope within runs nigh 
Sierras high. But when I turn a few pages of the grand 
TRUTH BEEKER and there read the quarrels of the American 
Secular Union, I see things in a different light, or no light at 
all. Their quarrels are like the lines : 

What they ktlled each other for 
I never could well make out. 

What they are fussing over one can hardly tell, save it is be
cause they all want an office. ·You know aad I know our 
numbers are small, while the forces of the enemy, supersti· 
tion, are well united and number millions. Why not make 
up the great f!imlly quarrel, right about and face the foe? 
I suppose the Union believes in evolution. I do, and that' 
by their late actions they are drifting back into the monkey 
(except the ladies of the Union). If uneducated people 
would do as our Union they would be termed heathens. I 
do not know who is in fault. One can seldom tell, when a 
family fuss is going on. I hav been helping on the cause all 
I hay been able-buyin~ books, taking Tm: TRUTH BEEKER 
and the Independent Pulpit, al110 doing all the missionary 
work I am able to do. I did want to join the Union after 
a while. But if this great family fuss does not close or cease 
I can see but little hope for Freethought. rll sing you a 
song and quit : 

Wherever the Lord erects a house of prayer 
You will always find a jackass there, 
And 'twill be found upon examination 
He's a pedler of hell and damnation. 

Yours in the kingdom we hav, ARIZONA. BAND. 

NoRsE, TEx., Feb. 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel, of Portland, Ore., 

delivered a lecture here at Norse on Saturday night, 
March 14th, to a good and appreciativ audience, on "The 
Old and the New; or, Evolution 'DS. Creation." She 
handled her subject in 8 masterly manner, and held her BU· 

dience in enraptured attention for one hour, the only regret 
being that her lecture was not continued for another hour. 
She intended to hav lectured on Sunday, March 15th, but 
the incessant rain compelled its postponement till the next 
dav. 

Oa Monday night, March 16th, Mrs. Krekel delivered a 
lecture on "Natural Morality Superior to Theological Re
straint," in which her penetrating and keen acumen was 
used to great advantage. and her great oratorical power was 
displayed with great effect. The audience was held in en. 
raptured attention for over an hour, and interrupted her with 
frequent and spontaneous applause. 

I think that Mrs. Krekel, in these lectures, successfully re. 
moved the foundations of the Christianity of to-day to the 
entire satisfaction of those of her audience whose prejudices 
did not prevent them from seeing· clearly. Her lectures must 
be heard to be appreciated, and I shall not even attempt to 
giv a synopsis. 

Some-not to say many-people think that a woman must 
necessarily be sentimental when speaking in public. This, 
however, cannot be truthfully said of Mrs. Krekel. Her 
discourses abound in indisputable facts, arrayed in such co
herent order as to not only logically prove her positions, but 
she marshals the :facts to sustain her arguments in such a 
way as to make her positions impregnable. She is a good 
reasoner, and a master of logic. She presents facts, verified 
knowledge-science-truth.·'· She is scholarly and profound, 
and does not want in rhetoric. 

Mrs. Krekel is, in short, an earnest, logical, coherent, and 
at the same time, comprehensiv and eloquent speaker. 

May success attend her efforts, wherever she may go, in 
her noble endeavors for the advancement of a truer and 
higher civilization. T."Tm:o: COLWIOK. 

DALTON, GA., March 29, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Remsburg gave us a free lecture on the. 

23d of this month on "False Claims." It was the first Lib
eral lecture ever delivered in this place, and we think our 
little city was highly honored, as it was the only one in 
Georgia in which he lectured. 

DALLAS, TEx., March 29, 1891. We procured the Opera House for him to speak in. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been intensely interested and amused The audience was composed of about one hundred and 

in the late controversy of field secretary, and now the badge. fifty persons, and in honesty and intelligence it was some· 
The pansy, the first, can well be disposed of as" the winter of what above the average of church attendance, though 
our discontent." Of the latter some very truthful things . there were few or none of the codfish aristocracy present, 
hav been said. Each participant has, in a measure, nar- and the profgssional gentlemen were conspicuous by their 
rowed and lessened Freethought to individual benefits-in absence. I presume they were afraid of the church. Sev
fact, limiting that which should remain unlimited. Tae eral ladies graced the occasion with their presence. All 
question I shall spring is as to the necessity of a badge. Is honor to them for having sense and courage enough to come 
it essential? Must it .become a necessity? I am inclined to out and hears Freethought lecture. The crowd behaved 
think all symbols are a hindrance to progress. The honest remarkably well, and gave the speaker close and respectful 
man does not hav a label attached to his person asserting his atteRtion, only four or five persons leaving the hall during 
i~tegrity, nor need he shout aloud, I am an honest man I the speaking. 
Opportunities are abundant in which he may truthfully as- Almost everyone I hav spoken to since the lecture ad
sume his position more effectivly. Labels and badges are .mite Mr. Remsburg to be a talented and polished speaker if 
like paste diamonds, but are not proof positiv that the he is an Infidel. 
possessor has the real article at hand. Freedom and liberty We hope to hav him with us again in the near future. 
are only one brand, and the real article may present itself The church is sll-powerful in this section, and of course 
unsupported by lab'els or badges. Labels add nothing to tyrannical, but I think the Liberal element is making some 
the bona.jide article, but always giv a false value in the spur!. progress. 
ous. Although the beautiful pansy contains all the elements A few years ago it would hav been impossible for an In
of unobtrusivness, all ideal tints of truth and gentleness, fidel to hav procured a house here to speak in, or induced 
peace and joy-indeed, how sweetly and kindly do the }anyone to come out and listen to him. The owners and 
beautifully tinted blossoms hide and overcome the green manager of our Opera House, although nominally Christians, 

are enlightened gentlemen, and we had no trouble in getting 
the hall at the customary price, which is not always the 
case, I ani sorry to say, in the cities of the enlightened North. 
I am a Materialist of the Otto Wettstein, T. Winter stripe, 
and all my friends and neighbors know it. I see you hav up 
a controversy over the badge question. I prefer the Wettstein 
badge, and only wish I was able to possess one. Long liv 
Heston and the pictures. 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, J. H. HAMILTON. 
P. S.-1 forgot to mention that the Christians' so-called 

"Providence" favored us with a beautiful moonlight night 
for our meeting. It was the most pleasut night since 
Christmas; J. H. H. 

HANKINs, N.Y., March 29, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Please allow me to express my opinion, 

though humble, on the pansy versus Freethought pin as an 
emblem for the Liberals of America. . First take the pansy 
-true, it me&ns thought, but does it mean Freethought? If 
not, why, it may be worn by people of every thought, 
whether it has been told to them by priest or preacher, 
whether it is a superstitious thought or non-superstitious 
thought. There is nothing more of it. Second, they say it 
is a cheaper emblem, as the torch is too ex:pensiv. But 
could not the torch or Freethought badge of Mr. Wettstein 
be produced in a somewhat cheaper form also, for those that 
cannot afford suck an expensiv one? For surely if they 
would wear a cheap pansy badge they would wear a cheap 
Freethought one as well. In the main I agree with Miss 
Susan H. Wixon, that the pansy is more for lovers than for 
that which is destined to be the largest shade of opinion on 
the globe. Do not let us follow the countries in this partic
ular that hav always followed us in others, when we hav 
something equal and which I think is far superior-namely, 
the Otto Wettstein Freethought badge as an emblem for the 
Liberals of America. Why? First, because it is a very 
:peat and fine badge, with the word Freethought engraved 
on a very clear blue background, which signifies that every. 
thing should be clear and bright before the mind before we 
can think for ourselvs or hav Freethought, that is, be free 
from that dark fog of superstition. Second comes the sun. 
light of science, which give the mind more light, as the ris. 
ing sun does the eye as it rises over the eastern hills and 
transforms the clear blue sky of early morn to a golden hue, 
for as we see with our eyes so sees our mind. Third comes 
the torch of reason, by which we are trying to guide our 
fellow-man out of the darkness beyond· the moon and stars 
where superstition reigns supreme, which is the fourth and 
last place on my badge, and which as I look at it my eye can 
not see nor my mind cannot reach. Miss Wixon says, if 
there is to be any change she suggests to do away with su
perstition. If that is done, what do we want of the torch of 
reason? In my opinion, as it is so shall it remain, and be 
the emblem of the world for ·mental freedom. 

Respectfully, W. S. GALLGWA.Y. 

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., March 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The ice is broken and the Liberal people of 

Chattanooga hav listened to lectures on Freethought and 
Liberalism delivered by J. E. Remsburg in Post No: 45 
G. A. R. Hall in a most effectiv and satisfactory manner. It 
worked about like this: The first lecture was on Saturday 
night, and about two hundred and fifty people were present. 
Sunday morning about three hundred and fifty heard and 
appreciated the wise and powerful sayings of the speaker. 
And Sunday night the hall was packed to hear the Sunday 
question discussed, and Mr. Remsburg did ventilate that 
question most thoroughly, and the audience would show 
their appreciation by frequent and repeated applause. It is 
hardly necessary to say here that they were the best, most 
intelligent, industrious, and enterprising people of Chatta
nooga; educated people, who investigate, find out the truth 
and stick to it; people who become Freethinkers from per
sonal investigation. This city is a great field for some one 
like Mr. Remsburg to come to and settle down. Mr. Rems
burg is at home in K&nsas, and I simply say, like him. Be
cause the man who would come must be a good man; not 
o:tiensiv, but of pleasing address and manners ; not a chal
lenger to preachers and priests. He must be a man whose 
sayings are unanswerable and invincible. We hav hundreds 
of people here who do not and cannot believe the Christian 
teachings. Those people hav investigated the matter enoRgh 
to let it rest right there, because they hav no one to encour
age them and they·hav not got knowledge enough to defend 
themselvs against Christian intruders in an argument. And 
to become known as an unbeliever is no small matter for a 
business man to overcome. The word "Infidel" rings hor
ribly in the ears of a Christian. But if we became organ. 
ized, with a good man at the head of the society, the num
ber would soon be up to a thousand. Popularity and social 
strength would follow. More light on Liberal subjects would 
bind us together in one grand social order of cheerful, intel
ligent, Liberal-minded people, who would command the re. 
spect of all geod citizens. Lllst Sunday night it was an
nounced that all Freethinkers should remain after the lect
ure, and temporary officers were chosen and forty-seven 
signed their names to organize a Liberal club. A committee 
was appointed to draft by-laws and resolutions for the mem. 
bers to adopt next Sunday. When once we are perfected 
then we shall become members of the American Secular 
Union, and through it we expect to get able lecturers, from 
time to time, to come here and storm superstition and hell 
out of Chattanooga. I can assure you it does not take much 
to do it, either, for this city has some great, Liberal-minded, 
talented, and brave people, and it does not take much 
to develop them. I will simply prove what I hav said by 
the fact that it took le3s than two hours to raise money 
enough to_ pay Mr. Remsburg and pay all other expenses 
connected ~ith the lecture. You .can see by that that the 



people here are :financially liberal as well as mentally, and 
they hav also confidence in each other. 

I would like to mention that when Mr. Remsburg men
tioned the name of the great and good man, Col. Robert G. 
Ingersoll, the applause, and repeated and storming applause, 
was something that I could only compare with some great 
event that would sometimes happea during the dark days of 
war. In the future you will hear from Chattanooga often. 

Very respectfully yours, CHRIS. BA.THMAN. 

NKW CAMBRIA, KAN., March 24, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: The Kansas legislature passed a law to pre

vent the Kansas City Sunday Bun of Kansas from circulat
ing within the state, but I learn from our representativ that 
the objectionable features hav been eradicated and so every
thing goes on smoothly for the present. But the law is 
there for future use, and was passed through the behest of 
the ministers of this state, or, more properly speaking, by 
the ministers of Saiina. It was Senator J. G. Moler, of Sa
lina, that introduced the bill, who is becoming quite notori
ous ; it was he that introduced the " age of consent bill " 
placing twelve years as the time that a girl can consent to 
get married, which became a law a year ago, and which has 
not "been reduced yet." 

As near as I can learn why the late law was passed for the 
repression of the above paper, is that it was given to divulg
ing scandals in high places, and so you can easily understand 
why the ministers took such an activ part against it. That 
and the object of ha.ving future use for such a law is no 
doubt the motiv. Now I want to say, whatever the cause, 
it is a bad precedent, because it is a direct blow at free 
speech and free press. The law on libel is sufficient to pro
tect these gentlemen unless they " are caught in the very 
act." Such a law is dangerous on any statute book, because 
all Liberals know how prone bigots are to prosecute and 
persecute anything new. They are the buzzards and hyenas 
of civilization. Everything has to become old and stink
ing before it becomes palatable foad for them, and through 
them for anybody else if they could help it. And yet they 
lay claim to every reform that has taken place, while all 
history proves they fought every new idea just as long as 
there was any show to suppress it. It makes me mad to 
think they hav the effrontery to come in and claim they are 
the father of every new reform. 

Is it not about time to take the timely warning of Jeffer
son and Madison; viz., "We should take alarm at the least 
encroachments upon our liberties," and "Eternal vigilance 
is the price of liberty?" But I predict that the majority of 
Liberals will never wake up from their lethargy until they_ 
are almost bound hand and foot. They are just as much 
bound to their idols as the Christians are, viz.," our party." 
The facts are, a person that has a religious creed or a polit
ical creed is not a Liberal. A true Liberal will confer with 
all other Liberals and then pull together. And the experi
ence of the Alliance proves how much can be accomplished 
if we will "only stick." And unless the abo~e movement 
shows more of a disposition to carry out the most important 
Demand, viz., "€qual rights to all and special privileges to 
none," it would be a good idea for Liberals not to become 
wedded to it. There were, no doubt, some Liberals in the 
Kansas legislature, but they never raised their voices against 
the passage of such a law, on the plea that there was such 
a few of them they were powerless to do anything. But 
everybody knows by experience that it is surprising what a 
few men or women can do if they hav only got the back
bone to stand up and defend the right, One person in the 
right ought to be able to put a multitude to flight. Liberals 
must remember that they are the pioneers of progress, and 
they are out of their sphere to become orthodox for one 
moment in any direction. Do not wait for the procession to 
catch up unless "it is .going your way." I do not believe 
that we will ever accomplish the Nine Demands of Liberal
ism until we organize a political party for that purpose. 
The body politic never makes any concessions until some 
organization shows fight. Then it will concede something 
to that organization. We need not fear that everything will 
go to the dogs while we are bringing about another reform, 
because there are enough constitutional laws and precedents 
to hold them in check. 

In the good old times of kings it was much easier to unite 
church and state than at present. All that was necessary 
thea was to convert the monarch. So like causes produce 
like effects, and as progression is abroad in the land, unless 
we revert back to the old system of the priest behind the 
throne to suppress all progression there is no cause of fear. 
So these barriers in their way will giv us ample time to pop
ularize our cause, and we hav a very encouraging future be
fore us. To allow the Christians the very outside figure, 
they hav the cheek to claim 18,000,000, and that leaves 47,-
000,000 outside the church. There are a very large per cent 
of their number that are in favor of our Demands, while we 
know we are sure to proselyte a vast number of the re
mainder. Why, some of the best workers we hav in our ranks 
used to be Christians, and we are certain of those outside 
the church, and then why not make the effort, when it is 
only a question of time? JOHN W. ABBOTT. 

RIOKVILLB, IA.., March 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Let Mr. Heston keep on with the pictures. 

I vote for the pictures every time. Mr. Heston's picture in 
THB TRUTH SKBKKR of March 14th, entitled, " The Chief 
Object of Christian Worship," conveys more ideas to one's 
mind than a written volume. The truth of the above
mentioned picture was well manifested to me a little while 
ago, when I attended the services in the Baptist church of 
this place. They had a grand rally to make a raise of 
money, and they passed envelopes around for the faithful 
to put their offerings in and then put them in the 
contribution-box. The following are some of. the maxims 

printed on the envelopes: "Giv for Christ;s sake;" "The 
liberal soul shall be made fat," which &hould read, "The lil).. 
eral church-member makes the preacher fat," and again: 
"God loveth a cheerful giver," which should read, " The 
preacher loveth a cheerful giver." 

I was amused by reading an article in THB TRUTH 
SKKKKR stating that the holy coat of Joseph, the husband of 
the Virgin (?) Mary; will be exhibited during the summer in 
Treves. In the year 1844 the coat of Christ was exhibited in 
Treves, and a few years later his shoes were exhibited in a 
town called Pruem, near Treves, and I would not be at all 
surprised if, in the near future, the Catholic authorities 
would exhibit in Treves the nightskirt of the "blessed Vir
gin Mary," and the wonderful swaddling-cloth of the infant Je
sus, mentioned in the Apocryphal New Testament. There 
is no end of holy humbug in the Roman Catholic church. 

I hav read Wm. Hart's book, "The Candle from Under 
the Bushel." I pronounce it the strongest argument against 
the Bible and the Christian religion I ever saw. The book 
would be cheap at $1. Every Liberal should hav it. 

THK TRUTH SKKKKR is a terror to snakes-! should say, 
preachers. A few weeks ago I was in a certain place of 
business in this town, and amongst the crowd present was 
the Methodist preacher. I pulled a copy of THK TRUTH 
S:s:KKKR out of my pocket, evidently to seek cause for an ar. 
gument with the preacher, but as soon as the preacher had a 
glimpse of the terrible sheet he disappeared. 

There are two female preachers in this town and neighbor. 
hood. A Mrs. Van Aukin is holding Free Methodist meet
ings in country school-houses, and is causing great excite
ment, and a Mrs. Hinkley is preaching in the Congregational 
church. I wonder if these female preachers ever take their 
text from the epistle of Paul, where he says, "Allow not 
woman to speak in church," etc. 

A few weeks ago it leaked out that a certain preacher of 
Brownsdale, Minn., had been in the Holy Ghost business 
and caused the ruin of one of his fair church-members, a 
girl sixteen years old. · I understand that M. E. Billings has 
joined the church. Well, if he has, we need not mourn 
over his departure from our ranks, but somebody should 
continue the good work he left and publish ne"j'l' editions of 
"Crimes of Preachers," for I consider it the duty of every 
honest Freethinker to expose the foul deeds of the sky-pilots 
and wolves in sheep's clothing. 

A month or so ago, a woman spoke to me about as fol
lows: "Say, you wicked Infidel; don't you know that the 
devil has been born up in Minnesota, and if you don't be. 
come a Christian and join the church, he will get you sure?" 
And then she went on to describe him, saying he had hair all 
over, and that he had horns, and a tail sixteen inches long, 
and that he was jumping around town and raising hell in gen. 
era!, and that people could do nothing with him, and she 
said that it was surely so, because her bJ:Other had seen a 
man that had seen the young devil. I told the good wo. 
man that I had heard many a sermon preached about 
worse-looking devils than that, but that I was not losing any 
sleep about that either. 

We had a fair sample of Christian love and humanity 
in this town last summer. A man by the name of D. Nicol 
was supporting his family, which consisted of his wife 
and five children, by running a billiard hall, but some 
good Christian swore out a warrant against him for running 
a nuisance, and a Christian judge sentenced him to three 
months' imprisonment in the county jail, and all the man 
was guilty of was that the majnrity of men or the town more 
frequenlly visited his hall than the churches. He was com
pelled to serve his time in jail last winter while his family 
were sick, and the youngest died before his term was ex
pired. Such is Christian charity. 

A few days ago a Christian friend of mine handed me a 
book, which he said would convert me and convince me 
that Ingersoll and Infidelity are wrong, and that the Bible 
and Christianity are true. The title of the book is, "Inger
soll Answered from the Bible and Ingersoll Against Himself. 
By Rev. 0. M. Owen." I hav looked the book over care. 
fully, and find nothing but bosh. Moral: Once a donkey 
kicked a lion, but the lion was not dead, but he evidently 
. does not think it worth while to fight with such an ass as 
Rev. Mr. Owen. , 

I wish that Mr. Heston would design a picture represent. 
ing a priest and a Catholic congregation in the act of canni
balism, £. e., holy communion. Every true Catholic has to 
eat his savior, God, man, and all. Can anything be more 
absurd than such cannibalistic ideas? And still there are 
millions who believe in that doctrin. Oh, what fools these 
mortals be I It is discouraging to see so many men who 
are professed unbelievers in the Christian doctrine and 
still do not support Freethought papers. THB TRUTH 
SKKKKR should hav at least ten times as many subscribers as 
it has at present. I know about a dozen men in this town 
and neighborhood who are Freethinkers, and still I cannot 
induce one of them to subscribe for THK TRUTH SKKKKR, but 
some of them giv from $2.5 to $50 a year to support preach. 
ere and uphold churches, simply because they are church. 
members. How much more good those men would do if 
they only would spend. their money for Liberal papers and 
Liberal and scientific books, instead of shoving it into the 
big pockets of pulpit-pounders. · I remain, 

Fraternally yours, HKNRY BIBB ON. 

CHIOAGO, ILL., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: The reasonable, common-sense article by one 

of your contributors-" In Search of a Spirit," by James 
Beck, March 21st-suggested many thoughts and reflections 
to my mind and recalled many experiences in my search 
for spirit, spiritual truth, and the raw article truth in its 
royal robes. 

With your permission I will make a few plain statement& 
and a proposition or two. 
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1. Modern Spiritualism (now nearly forty-three years old) 
came teaching and healing the sick, two quite important 
duties we all owe each other. 

2. Modern spiritual teachings hav been superior teachings 
from the first. The external phenomena hav challenged 
the wisest men and women on earth to explain them upon 
any other hypothesis than the intelligence Claimed for them, 
viz., that the intelligence that produced the rap, etc., 
through mediums, was the spirit of a former inhabitant of 
a physical form similar to our own. Further, these same · 
intelligences, through their chosen instruments, hav given 
the world from the first superior lessons upon hundreds of 
the most important subjects which interest humanity in all 
ages of the world and conditions of life. 

3. The scientists, the philosophers, the skeptics, and the 
clergy hav failed to explain the varied manifestations of 
modern Spiritualism. 

4. Skeptic, scientist, and clergy (with a few noted and 
honorable exceptions) hav ignored, misrepresented, scoffed, 
persecuted, and played the hypocrit from the first to the 
present. 

5. Spiritualism has never in a single instance asked anyone 
to believe upon faith or bare and barren statements of spirits 
or mortals, but has always offered tangible demonstration. 
At least ninety-five per cent of the million or more of converts 
in America hav been converted by absolu•e tests-demon
strations-and notwithstanding these patent facts, look at the 
position of many of our Liberal journals and public men ; 
what does their position remind a truth seeker of? Base 
hypocril!y, rank and rotten deception, a brazen-faced ignor
ing, a childish evaeion of truth as well demonstrated as life 
itself. What is the position of our Liberal men and press at 
this time? Is it manly, is it truthful? Does the sun shine? 
Do THB TRUTH SKKKKR, the Boston In'Destigator, and a dozen 
Jesser Liberal llghts know that the sun shines ? Can they 
demonstrate it to millions of intelligent people ? 

6. What does all this cry of fraud and fraudulent mediums 
signify ? Is there more fraud in mediums than in church, 
state, business, or Liberal press? If so, show it up for hu
manity's sake. Does not this cry of fraud only signify a fear 
of truth? Do not the majority in the church, and out, pre
fer to go it blind rather than face the truth? Do we not all 
understand, who are really free, what this ignoring, this 
barefaced hypocrisy in church and among our very Liberal 
press, really means? Is it manly ? Is it not childish and 
weak? Is it not about time to giv truth a fair show when it 
has asked and begged for over forty years to demonstrate the 
most important truth the world hal! ever grappled with? 

7. Gentlemen and ladies of the so-called truth seeker class, 
can you much longer expect to be respected unless you re
spect truth and yourselvs? Hav you not toyed, played, and 
fooled with this great subject of modern Spiritualism about 
long enough? Can you not see plainly, as our brother 
James Beck has stated in the article referred to, " that Spir
itualism has met so many enemies and survived all of them, 
and the more it is persecuted the more it seems to grow ?" 
Is there no lesson for truth seekers in this? Just think of 
the three hundred clergymen and others who are about to in
vestigate this subject, from their faith standpoint, of course; 
where will our Liberal friends stand after such a farce is 
concluded? 

My proposition is to prove to any intelligent man or 
woman, using the same evidence that is used in business, 
government, and law courts : 

1. That spirits of the so-called dead do return and com
municate intelligently to their friends in physical form 
through mediums. 

2. That spirits do materialize full forms that are recog
Dized, and talk, sing, and manifest many attributes of hu
manity, and then disappear in full view of their friends. 
Further, these forms are photographed; these spirit intelli
gences telegraph to their friends; these spirits communicate 
to· their friends upon closed slates under conditions preclud
ing the possibility of fraud or deception. 

3. If. anyone desires I will show such evidence of many 
spiritual facts as will command respect from every truth 
seeker • 

4. Conclusion: if Spiritualism is true, is it not of first im
portance? If it is not true, is it not the greatest of all delu
sions? If it is not true, can any one ot t.he readers of THK 
TRUTH SK:S:KKR prove to me that he live at all, or that he 
knows anything? Can we not all see and understand that 
bigotry, hypocrisy, and evasion are not good-looking, no 
matter if labeled Liberal ? Would it not be more in harmony 
with truth if the society of " Brotherhood of Moralists " 
would change their title as well as their methods? A moral 
courage society would sound well for Liberals. 

I do not think there is a single excuse for one intelligent 
free man or woman in New York, Boston, or any of our 
Eastern cities denying the communion between this and the 
spirit world. Gross ignorance, prejudice, and bigotry may 
be an excuse, but blindness and deafness with a good pair of 
eyes and ears is not excusable. 

Of course, no one is compelled to know ; the Ingersolls, 
Investigators, and Truth Seekers may ignore-it is easy, and 
no courage is required so long as it is the order of the times 
-but remember, these are times of a spirit of restlessness; a 
crisis is near at hand; the farmers hav set the quack poli
ticians all a. thinking; the spirit world, who are largely in 
the majority, will soon be heard and felt, and then will come 
a time when ignoring will be out of order. 

Gentlemen of the Liberal label, it is just as consistent to 
Ignore one truth as another; the popularity does not signify. 
Spiritaalism is a fixed fact as much as sunshine, it is as pat
ent as electricity, as well proved as any science, and is of 
more value to humanity than all the discoveries and inven
tions of the last forty years. Can you afford longer to ignore 
its truths? :f>H. M. E. CONGBR. 
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Jldtud btl MISs Bus..ur H. WIXoB, l'tJll 
Biwer, Jl!ISI., to wi\om tJli Oomtml~/or 
IAIB Oornw 1llould lu unC. 

" Between the dark and the d&ylifl:ht, 
When the night iB beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause in the day's oooupationl 
That ia known aa the Ohildren•e Hour." 

A. Grievous Complaint. 
• It's hard on a fellow, I do declare I" 
Said Tommy one day with a pout ; 

' In ev'ry one of the suits that I wear 
The pockets are •most worn out. 

They're 'bout as big as the ear of a mole, 
And I never hav more than three, 

And there's alwaYS coming a mean little hole 
That loaes my knife for me. 

• I can't make •em hold but a few little things
Some cookies, an apple or two, 

A knife and pencil and bunch of strings, 
Some nails and maybe a serew, 

And marbles of course, and a top and ball, 
And shells and pebbles and such, 

And some odd• and end•-yes, honest, that's all! 
You can see for youraelf •tisn•t much. 

'I'd like a suit of some patent kind, 
With pockets made wide and long; 

Above and below and before and behind, 
Sewed extra heavY and strong. 

I'd want about a dozen or so, 
All easY and quick to get at; 

And I should be perfectly happy, I know, 
With a handY rig like that." 

-St. Nto'flo!al. 

Bad Lands of Dakota. 
A friend passing through the bad lands of 

Dakota writes as follows : 
These bad lands are wonderful sights to 

behold. Abruptly, with one step, you think 
yourself on another, but unfinished, planet, 
so narrowly defined is the line between the 
surface ot our earth from that of the bad 
lands. I don't know how to describe these 
lands. It is somewhat like the sea in a 
storm, but not as regular as waves. Such 
grotesque forms I Columns, pillars, cones, 
gates, round towers, steeples, beehives-all 
possible imaginary forms, jumbled and bun
dled together in an indescribable conglomer
ation. It is all BO' strange, surprising, and, 
withal, so fascinating and attractiv. It holds 
one spell-bound, as it were, and you almost 
expect to see gnomes, fairies, ghouls, and 
other uncanny creatures popping up from 
behind these curious and startling forms. 

Why are these bad lands here ? What 
sudden freak of nature tossed up these un
couth formations? What stories and his. 
tories lie hidden beneath these strange forma
tions? Did once the deep sea . fl.ow on over 
these bare and barren spaces? Are extin
guished cities buried underneath, and are 
these the unread monuments that some one 
shall decipher? Who knows ? 

Preferred to Be With Papa. · 
One of the best children's bon mots is told 

by a well-known bookmaker in town. His 
little daughter. was happy amid a parlortul of 

' company when bedtime came, and she re
belled against having to leave. She threw 
herself on the .floor, face down, and kicked 
and screamed. "Come," said her mother, 
• be a good little girl, now, and go to bed. 

Don't you know what mamma has always 
old you-if you aren't a good little girl you 

can't go to heaven ?'' " I don't want to go to 
heaven," said the child; "I want to go 
where papa goes." 

Ida and the Orange Seed. 
" Here is a nice sweet orange for you," said 

nurse to little Ida one day ; " but be sure not 
to swallow the seeds." 

Ida made a little hole in the orange and 
began to snck it. It was very juicy, and she 
liked it very much. But when she was al
most through with it, she happened to swal
low a seed. 

She ran to Nurse Mary at once to tell her 
about it. 

" Will it grow inside of me, nurse?" she 
asked. 

Nurse Mary laughed. "Wait and see," 
she said. " It you find a little orange-tree 
coming up, you must tell me." 

One morning Ida's mother saw her stand
ng before a mirror with her mouth wide 

open. She was trying to see down her 
throat. 

" What are you doing, Ida ?" asked her 
mother. 

" I'm looking for my 
answered Ida, tears in her 
" I'm afraid it WlH c;hoke 
(iOIDell up.'' 

orange-tree," 
brown eyes; 
Ule w~en it 
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. .Mamma did not know what Ida meant, 
and she laughed very much when the little. 
girl told her about the seed she had swal
lowed. She told Ida there was no danger 
that a tree would grow from it. 

But it was a long time before Ida forgot 
what nurse had said, and tor many weeks 
she was often seen standing before a mirror 
with her mouth wide open, looking tor 
that orange- tree which might come up after 
all. 

Chats with Correspondents. 
JoHN J. D.-You know what Davy Crock 

ett said: "Be sure you're right, then go 
ahead." It is the best advice we can giv. 

C.lBOLINE.-Do not be impatient. "All 
things come round to him who will but 
wait." The truth may be pushed aside but 
cannot be crushed. 

GEo. W. K., Kent, !a.-It has been thought 
not advisable to do anything about the matter 
you so kindly write about. The amount we 
could raise that way would be so very small, 
and many dislike to hav euch business urged 
upon the children. 

UNOLB JAOK, Dallas, Tex.-Your story is 
good, but it is rather long for the space at 
our command. You see we hav only a little 
to spare. Short stories, short sketches, short 
articles, are always in order. However, we 
will keep it and see it it can some time be 
used. 

'DAVID S., Missoula, Mont.-Ella E. Gib
son is editor of the organ ot the Brother
hood ot Moralists. Her address is Barre, 
Mass., and the price of the paper is $1 per 
year. You are justified in saying that real 
Liberals are moral .and that they obey the 
health laws. Ot course there are many 
inheritances that hav to be overcome, but, as 
a rule, Liberals, they who are worthy ot the 
name, endeavor to liv moral, upright, and 
honorable lives. 

RosE TAYLOR, Denver, Col.-You inquire 
about our book, "Summer Days at Onset." 
It is descriptiv, legendary, and is illus
trated. Yes, it tells about Onset. It is 
in pamphlet form and sells at the low price 
ot twenty-five cents. The editor ot the 
Corner will be happy to fill any orders ad
dressed to her, or it can be ordered through 
the Truth Seeker Company, as can also her 
other books, "Apples of Gold," "All in a 
Lifetime," and" The Story Hour," all good 
and useful books, and entirely devoid of 
superstition. 

Correspondence. 
MILFORD, Mus., March 8, 1891. 

DuB Miss WIXON : I thought I would 
write a letter to the Corner tor the first time. 
Papa has taken THE TRUTH BBBKEB nine 
years, and likes it very much. I will be 
twelve years old the 27th ot this month. I 
go to school and study spelling, reading, 
arithmetic, writing, geography, grammar, 
and drawing. My teacher's name is Miss 
Wilson. Hoping to see this in print, I re. 
main, Yours truly, Rou MOREY. 

[We are glad to greet Rosa, and hope she 
will come and see us in the Corner again 
soon.-ED. C. C.] 

STILLWATER, MoNT., March 8, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: I saw a few letters of 

the children in THE TRUTH BEEKER which I 
read. at a neighbor's house, and so I con
cluded I would write to you also. 

My father is a cowman and live two miles 
from Stillwater town. We liv on a farm and 
raise a few crops ev.ery year, just enough tor 
our own use and just a little to sell. 

I hav six brothers and sisters. We hav 
only a few neighbors out in this uninhabited 
part ot the country. There are very tew 
city-bred people here. It I am not mistaken, 
everybody here was born here or somewhere 
near. · 

I hope my letter won't go in the waste
basket, as some ot the others hav. 

Good-bye. Hoping to see this in print 
soon, I remain, 

Your affectionate, MARY E. SHANE. 

MoCUNB, KAN., March 12, 1891. 

DALLAs, TEx., Feb. 11, 1891. 
DEAR CoRNER : I often think of the little 

TRUTH BEEKER folks all along the line, and it 
occurred to me that C stands tor children and 
many other words ot significant meaning 
which I will present : Cradle, caress, cooing, 
conscience, confiding, cunning, creatures, 
curious, captivating; apt to love cake, candy, 
comfits; may be made consistent, courteous, 
capable, or perverted to cunning, crafty, 
cruel, corrupt, conspiring; it they are sur
rounded by truthful and hone!!t examples 
they become truthful and honest. It is just 
as easy to teach a chili! courtesy, and a light, 
gliding, elastic step, as to teach it to double 
its fist and strike, or be rude and shuflling in 
its walk. It is less trouble to teach the beau
tiful than to inflict coarseness. Children are 
just what we make them to be. Let every 
parent and child be taught by this last asser-
tion. UNOLE JAox. 

CisNE, ILL., March 16, 1891. 
Du.R Miss WxxoN: This is my first attempt 

to write to the Corner. My father died before 
I was born. I now liv with my mother, and 
stepfather, B. B. Jones, who has renewed his 
subscription tor THE TRUTH BEEKER. I was 
very glad he did, for I like to read the Cor
ner better than the "Holy Bible," tor there 
are more truths in it to m:v. knowledge. 

I am a strong Freethinker. It I can't get 
to heaven without being baptized and paying 
the preacher, I think I shall hav to go to the 
other place. I was present at a big revival 
not long ago. It was a very disgusting place· 
the people howled, jumped, sang, and prayed 
loud enough to be heard two miles away. It 
was too diegusting a meeting tor civilized 
people to attend. I only went three times. 
It resembled the picture shown in the 
" Freethinker's Pictorial Text-book" ot the 
monkeys. 

For tear of taking up too much space, I 
will close, hoping to see this in print. 

Your fifteen-year-old Freethinker, 
WILLIAM J. PBIDE. 

NETTLETON, Mo., March 17, 1891. 
DuB MIEB WIXON: I thought I would 

write a few letters to the Corner. I like the 
Corner and the, children's letters. Papa has 
taken THE TRUTH BEEKER tor several years. 
He says he cannot do without it. I enjoy 
reading the Corner and looking at the pict
ures. 

I am twelve years of age. Our school be
gan September let. We had a six months' 
term. I hav but a quarter ot a mile to go, 
tor the school-house is on papa's land. My 
studies are history, arithmetic, geography, 
physiology, grammar, spelling, and writing. 
I only went halt of the term; mamms. was 
sick, and I had to stay home and wait on her. 
She took sick on the Fourth ot July, and is 
still bedfast. 

Papa bought me "The Story Hour," which 
I enjoy reading. 

I hav seven pets: two canaries, one red
bird, a little lamb, and three calves. I hav a 
sister and two brothers. As this is my first 
letter to the Corner, I hope it will not be 
thrOWD·in the waste. basket. I remain, 

Your friend, PEMMA. M. PAWBEY. 

RIOHMOND, VA., March 12, 1391. 
DEAR Miss WIXON: As you are always in

terested in hearing from Freethinking friends, 
I know you will be glad to hear from me. 
We last night had the pleasure ot hear
ing that noble Free lecturer. J. E. Rems
burg. He gave the lecture, " The Apostle of 
Liberty." The two leading papers to.day 
contained about three. quarters ot a column 
about i~. The TimetJ gave a very good ac
count of it; but the Dispatch erred from the 
truth by saying, "In talking of the 'bigots' 
who • slimed up' the dead man's memory, 
the lecturer was unusually abusiv and se
vere." There are but few outspoken Free
thinkers here, consequently the audience 
was small, though it was highly appre
cia tiv of all given. This is the first lecture 
ot the kind ever given in this city · but it my 
father and mother stay here, it wih certainly 
not be the last. This is a very orthodox 
community, and the people can find but little 
else to talk about but church, Sunday-school, 
etc. I hav two brothers and one sister, and 
we are all Freethinkers. I am seventeen, and 
am an operator tor the Postal Telegraph 
Cable Co. I saw in the Corner that you are 
thinking Gf getting up a Freethought paper 
tor little Freethinkers, and I sincerely hope 
you will succeed, and I shall be nry happy 
to assist in any way I can. If I was &!I well 
informed as Mr. Remsburg's son George, 
I should contribute an article to its columns 
every week. We hav been here but five 
months .from St. Joseph, Mo., and we like 
the West much the best, as there are more 
Liberal, thinking people there. 

Thinking my letter long enough tor this 
time, and wishing success to the Corner, 
yourself. and the prospectiv children's pa
per, I remain, 

Yours tor Universal Mental Liberty, 
RAYMOND J. COLE. 

E L~ I NO DE Tbe only Ia.~ e in south Oaliforni~ 
~ n o a new Orange Ooiony. Ho. 

BPring.!'l Ooal, Olay. Gotd, Ell11.•e, Asbestos, and 
other .llline•. Bend for information to the Pro 
prietor, F. HEli.LD, Elsinore, Oal. 

COMMON SENSE 

GUIDE TO CORRECT ENGLISR 
By J. L. BARXBB. 

Price, 85 cents. , Address this office 

INFLUENCE OF 

CHRISTIANITY OH CIVI LIZATIOI 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

PrioP, 25 cents. 

JNGEH.SOLL I' CANAD.l., 
Reply to Archbishop Lynch. 

. By A. PBINGLE. 
Price, Hi cents. 

Civil Rights Speeoh 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

With Speech of HON. FREDERIOK DOUGLABa 
Price, 10 cents. 

Ingerson Catechised. 
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS BY EDITOR OF 8a11 

Franciscan. 
Price, 3 cents; per doz., 30 cents. 

LIMITATIONS OF TOLERATION. 
Discussion between 

COL. R • .0, INCERSOLL, Hon.FredericR 
Ooudert, and Ex-Gov. l:ltewart L. Wood

ford. Before the Nineteenth 
Century Olub. 

Price, lO cents. 

ORTHODOXY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 10 cents; per dozen, one dollar. 

IJNTELLEOTUAL DEVELuPMENT 
By G. F. RINEHART. 

25 cents. 

LAS'!' WILL AND 'fEBTAMENT 
OF 

JEAN MESLIER. 
Abstract of. 

Paper, price, 25 cents. 

LOVE VENJURES 
Of TOM, DICK, AND HARRY, 

A Novel With an A:lfiaavtt. 
" And theY were naked and not ashamed" (Gen. 

ii, 2~). 
16 full-page French Art Illustrations. Beautifully 

Illustrated Oovers. 
Umo, 2:6 pages, paper, 25 cents; boards, 50. 

MANN 1. Our Forefathers' Ideas of Hell. 
Price, 5 cents. 

MARIA MONK. 
CONVENT MYSTERIES. 

MONKS and ~HEIR MAIDENS. 
--------~P~a~p~er~1~50~ce=n=t~s~;~cl=o~th='~7~5~·-------·-

Modern Thinker, No. 2. 
:!'he Most Advanced BPecula.tions in Philosophy, 

Science, Sociology, and Religion. 
160pp., pap., 50 cents. 

MOTliER of HARLOTS. 
POI'liJRY DISSEOTED. 

By WM. ·HoGAN (25 years a confessing priest). 
Paper. ou cents; cloth. 75. 

NEW ENGLAND 
AND THE PEOPLE UP THERE. 

A HUMOROUS LEOTURE. 
BY Geo. E. Macdonald. 

Price, 10 cents. 

NIBBLE A.T JOHN FISKE'S CRUMB FOR 
THE.MODERN SYMPOSIUM. 

Price, 10 cents. 

ORIGIN OF 

THE CHRIS fiA N BIBLE 
Br 0. B. WHITFORD. 

Price, 25 cents. 

The OUTCAST. Freethought Story. 
By WINWOOD READE. 

ll:l centa. 

OUTLINES OF PHRENOLOGY. 
By F. E. ASPINWALL, M.D. 

_________ P_a:...p., 25_3_. ---------

RIGHTSOF MAN. 
By THOM.AS P .AINE. 

Answer to Burke's Attack on the French 
Revolution. 

DuB Miss WIXON : I thought I would 
write a letter to the Corner. My folks are 
mostly Liberals-grandpa and grandma, my 
father and mother, nearly all my uncl~Js and 
aunts. We read THB: TRUTH BEEKER. 
Grandpa had taken it tor a long time before 
I was born. I am eleven years old. I hav 
two sisters and one brother. I had a twin 
brother who died when he was seven years 
old. We like the pictures in THE TRUTH 
BEEKER. Grandpa got the picture book ; we 
hav it at our house. We children spend lots BING, BROTHERS, BING. ___ Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents •. ~---
of time looking at the pictures. I am on a usE THE p .AINE THE POLITIO.AL and 
visit now at jZrandpa's. I was reading the LIBERAL HYMN BOOK L G QTTS FO M 
letters in the Children's Corner last night. - RE I I u, RE R ER. 
I think the letters real good. This is my In your meetings, to make them livelY ap.d inter- By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
fl. 1 t I d estmg, THE LIBEBAL HYMN-BOOK con tams SODgB · ret e ter ever wrote to hav publishe , and by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. Pnce, IO cents. 
I hope you will not put it in the stove, tor I I It iP hi&!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, Fw g.ij q~ $he above books address 
would like to read it in the Corner. I Parl.on, Wnght, Green, Underwoo~,Mrs. Blenl!:er, ;JIEl TRUTH BEBXEB OO., 

¥om Uttlt) tneua, Il#J.~ Goww, · ie:P&:ee!J, by t!l4r~~ ~al ~m&~:.l&.oe. • ~'fo•w r.,, Jiow tor• 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

rrHE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.II TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND REYEA.LING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONB. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLA.RS TO MAINTAIN THE 

ARGUME~T OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi~rns bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desleuer. 

CONTENTS: 

IJncle Sam and the Priests. The Church and Thomas Paine. 
The Pests that Bllther Uncle Bam. Thomas Paine. 
Uncle Bam BleAp.!!J bnt the Priests do Not. The Preacher and the Patriot. 
Roma.nism with u.er Mask On. One Work by Paine OntweighB All the Preach-
The Man Oft'. ers. 

~ "Snbmit to the Roman Pontift' as to God." Why Paine Was Denonnoed. 
·The Skeleton tha.t Uncle Bam may Some Day Paine's Services and His Reward from the 

find in his Oloset. Obnroh. 
A New La.oooon. Once UPon a 'l'ime a Donkey Kiokeli a Lion. 
The Trail of the Se!'l)ent. S Some Undesirable Immilrranta. tndles In Natural Hlstoey. 
LaY Loyalty A Question for Theological Ethnololrlsts. 
"Where Liberty Reigns the Tyrant Beeks to Some Problems in Evolntion. 

·Slay Her."-La Balle. The PrototYJ!_e of the Methodist Revival. 
The Ontoome of Ohnroh and State Union. Religion in Man and Instinct in the Brute. 
The God-in-the-Oonatitntion Gnerillas.-Lib- Th Blbl d S 1 · erty in Peril. . e e all c ence. 
Religions 'l'reaB!lD the Rnin of the Repnblio. The Bible and Geology. 
A l'rapoformat10n of • the Barthold! · Btatne The Bible and GeographY 

Whloh may be Expected nnder Religious Th ..., h · F k 
Bnle. e "lerg}" and t elr loc s. 

What Uncle Bam Bhonld Do. Shearing Time. · 
The Chureh Robbing the People. The OleriO'"s Hold Upon the People. 

, . One of a. VerY Nnmerons Olass. 
New York Oity B Annnal Gift to the Ohnrohea. The Phyaioian and the Flook. 
Tfie Ta.x~~:vers a,Ffd t~~ Ohu~hes-I. Duty to the OlergY· 

-U. At Oonferenoe Time. 
Thanksgiving. 

Thanksgiving-!. 
" -II. 
" -III. 

Sabbath Law11. 
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate. 
BnndaY in a Ba.bbatarlsn Oit:v. 
The Olergy's QpportnnitY. . 
As the Oleru Desire l:lnnday-I. 

u ·U u u " -II. 
"""""-ill. 

Th.e (Jhlldren and the Chnreh. 
Two Wan to Go. 
Which Shall We Haver 
A Teacher We Do Not Want. 
The Shadow In Onr Schools. 
A New Application of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Path. 
Recruiting for Ohnroh Institutions. 

. ; A Parochial School Lesson. 
Prodnots of the Parochial Schools. 
The Disguise Blips Oft'. 
A Web for the Unwary. 
The Belkions Trap. 
Bundav-Bohool Soh'1>l&rs. 
The Joys of the Bunday-Bohool Boy. 

Woman and the Ch.nreh. 
Woman's Path from Bervitnde to Freedom. 
Enoonra.gement to Go AstraY. 
St. Pa.nl as a Member of the School Board. 
'fhe Ohnroh's Use for Woman. 
A Oontra.st. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of PreBCher and Pope. 
Helping the Ohuroh. 
The Ohuroh•s Ohief Snpnort. 
When Womanhood Awakes. 

Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New York 
in 1876. 

The Burden of the Oross. 
The Theologian's OonoePtion of Olerioal Priv

ileK"eB. 
The Ark of the Lord. 
Symi!_athizing With their Pastor. 
One Triumphant Saint. 
Appearance and Fact. 
Obaplains in the Army and Nav;v. 
A Desirable BarKa.in. 

Plet}" In Onr Penltentlarlel, 
A Beliltions Procession. 

The Atonement 5cheme. 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Pra.otioal AJlP_lioation of the Atonement, 
'l.'he Grea.t Efti~a.oy of Baptism. 
How to Get a. Halo and a Harp. 
Divine Beneficence. 
The Tabernacles of the Lord-I. 
" " " " -II. A Few Vi ,tims of Divine Beneficence. 

Pra}"er. 
A Dronth in O&mbridge, Ill., in_ 1887. 
Onr Father in Hea.ven. 

The Creeds. 
What Is Christianity t-I. 

" " " -II. 
" " " -III. 

The Olamor of the Oreeds. 
Sustaining the Oreeds. 
The Oreedal Fiddle. 
The Oreeds of the World. 
Ohristianity'B HolY Family. 
Janns-fBCed Oreed&liats. 
The Oreeda.lists and the Government-"Onr 

God, Our OonntrY, and a.n Appropriation." 

The (Jhrlstlans and the Moham• The 11ses of the Cross. 
medans. Its Evolntion. 

Their Boienti11.o Records Oompared. 11nklnd Reftectlons 11pon tilE 
Two Samples of Chrlstlanlt}"'s Churcll. 

Work. Decline of the Papa~ inJtaly. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and His Wh&ll!!!· 
Pernvians Before and Since the Oon~tnest. The Ory of the Ohnroh, ·• Don't Hurt Onr Feelings." 

Mlslllonarles Shake, Old Man; We're on the Same LaJ 
Hil>oorisy of Christian Missionary Effort-I. (Tammany ward worker to Methodist min. 

" " " " " -U. lsteria.l deleK"ate). 
Ohristian Missionaries in India. Pe e tl b th ...,.,. . I 
MissionarYMethodaintheOhnrohofE!!Bland. rs en ons l" e " .. nrc •• 
A Poor Rnle That Doesn't Work Both WayB. The Bnrning of Brnno. 

The Qnly Thing_ on Which the Beets Agree. 
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lic Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
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Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free AgencY, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
lution of Spirit. Tho Law of Moral Government. 
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dom. Oharterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 
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. By Edward Bellamy, 
Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding bookJ and all who a.re 

free to receive new light Will fin a in it satisfaction 
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The &PJ;~eal is always ma.de to a. man•s reason, 
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Physiognomy Illustrated. 
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A. NEW NOVEL, The Church Of Practical Religion. 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" TM shame itself doth call for instant 
remedy." 

BY REPORTER. 
This Is the history of an attem.pt to found a 

church without superstition, and its success. 
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his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital questions 
of human concem, religious, pelitical, and other. 
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian· 
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oient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and 
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AND 
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·Great~. 
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Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana

lYzed," "The ReaL Blasphemers," "Spir
itualism Sustained," etG,, etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy propertY of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishin~ food for thought. We trust it 
will hav tho immense distribution it so rich!r 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, ~. 
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1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-
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2. Men,Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gardener. 50 
3. Age of Beason. Thomas Paine.............. 25 
4. Anewers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett ..................................... 25 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck.......... 25 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire..... . . . . . . 15 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
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HOW TO 

PRESERVE HEALTH. 
By LOUIS BARKAN, M.D. 

CONTENTS: 
Tbe Prevention of Disease-Hygiene of Differ

ent Organs-All:e and Occupation-The Dwelling 
-The Oare of the Sick-Nursing-fhe Family 
PhYsician-How to Giv Aid in Emergenoies-Oon
tagious and Miasmatic Diseases-Diseases of tl.le 
Nervous ll!ystem-A.ltered Nutritiou-The BesPir· 
atorY and Digestiv and Urinary Trdcts-The 
Skin-Parasites-Motherhood. 

Fordy:oe Barker, M.D., Professor Bellevue Med
ical College, N. Y., says: •· I regard your book, 
' How to Preserve Health,' as the most sound, 
sensible. and useful book on the topics which it 
discusses that I hav ever met. I wish it could be 
in the hands of everi intelligent head of a familY 
and in the library of everY sohoolJ for I think it 
would popularize a vast ameunt or important and 
useful knowledge, and thus be of great service to 
the community. I am particularly pleased with 
one feature of it; that it does not profess to teach 
dosing and drugging, which our anxious grand
mothers and others lacking the requisit elemen
ta'l'y knowledge are too prone to indulge in, and 
oftentimes do great harm thereby. I congratu
late you on the wisdom and success of this effort." 

John B. Hamilton, M.D., BurgeoB·General of 
the Navy, and Professor of Surgery, Georgetown 
UniversitY: "I thank You for the excellent book, 
• How to Preserve Health.' I hav no doubt of the 
necessitY of such books, and yours is of such 
merit that it will surelY be rmcoessful." 

Samuel Bherwell, M.D .• Professor of Diseases of 
the Skin, BrooklYn : " .It: our exeellent treatise, en
titled 'How to Preserve Health,• appears to me 
admirablY adapted for the reading of the laity, 
correcting as it does a large number of false 
impressions that prevail among them. The 
direct suggestions, as in remarks on the skin, are 
of decided value." 

Price, Cloth, $1.00. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT. profit, on Iny Corset:,, 
Belts, Brt1shes, Curlers and novelties. Samples 

flEE. Write now. Dr. Bridgman, 373 Broa.dwav. N-Y. 

J. D. SHAW'S P A..MPHLETS~ 
The Bible-What Is IU A pam

phlet containing eight chapters in refutation 
of the assumption that the Bible is a divine 
book of pure thought, and correot in all its 
utterances. Price, 25 cents. 

Studies In Theolog)". A clear exposi
tion of the biblical story of man's creation 
a.nd curse, theologically denominated "the 
fall." Price, 10 oente. 

Liberalism. Treating the subject from a 
negativ and &ffirmativ s~!Lndpoint, showing 
what it is not and what it is. Price, 5 cents. 

tf . 

The Agn'Jstio Annual 
FOR 1891. 

Edited by CHARLES A. W A'I.'TS. 
CONTENTS. 

An Agnostic View of the Bible ..... Samuel Lain~. 
Fundamental Theses of Agnosticism. 

. R, Bithell, B.So., Ph.D. 
Agnosticism and the Church of England. 

· Amos Waters. 
Avatar, Come! A Poem. 

· Saladin (W. Stewart Boss). 
The Instability of Faiths.Hon. C. K. Tuckerman. 
The Iron Hand Under the Velvet Glove. 

G. J, Holyoake. 
Practical Religion .................. Oha.rles Wa.tts. 
The Cinerary Urn. A Bonnet. 

· Author of "Crosar in Egypt." 
The New Anglioaniem ................... B. Bussell. 
Androgynous Gods. 

H. J. Hardwicke, M.D., F.B.C.B, 
Is Agnosticism Bound ? ....•..••....••• Paul Carns. 
" Is Agnosticism Bound?" 

. Saladin (W. Stewart Boss). 
The Poems of JosePh E~s ...... Mirabeau Brown. 

Price, 25 cents. For sale a.t this office.. 

THE 

french Invasion of Irelan~· in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a 

Heroic ·Endeavor and a Lost Opportu
nity to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

B)" VALERIA.N GRIBA.YEDOFF. 
With a map and numerous illustrations by well

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamps. Price, $1 50. 

The Present volume is an effort to rescue from 
comparative oblivion one of the manY extraordi· 
nary episodes of the great French revolutionarY 
wa~. • • • It points a. moral that amidst repub
lican institution~ like ours, will not fail to receive 
appreciation. It shows, on one han.d, the elevat
ing influence of newlY acquired ambition, . • • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Religious 
and Political intolerance both on the tyran~ and 
the victim. Contains a heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory, 

:I"HE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 11, 

Science .in Plain Language. 
I. EVC?LUTioN, ANTIQUITY, BACTERIA, ETc. By 

Willia.m Durham, F. B. B. E. . 
II . .,_STRolJoMY, SUN, MooN, STARs, ETc. By Will

lam Dur.ll.am, F.B.B.E. 
~ese handy series of volumes on science-of 

wh1ch the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most cas~al reader .. They supply a POPular need. 

The Prlce of each 1s 50 cents in cloth. 

The Candle· From· Under the 
Bushel 

(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy : 
And fot the Consideration of Others. 

Instructi'De, Interesting, and La'U1fhable. 

BY WILLIAM HART. 
Price, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

A. New Book by Helen H. Gardener. 

A THOUGHTLESS YES. 
The downcast eyes of timid a.cqutesoenoe hav 

Paid to impudent authority the tribute of a 
thoughtless yes.-B. G. Inoersozz. 

CONTENTS. . . 
A Splendid J 11dge of a Woman. 
The LadY of the Club. 
Under Protest. 
l!'or the Prosecution. 
A Busty Link in the Ohain. 
The Boler.House MysterY. 
The Time-Look of Uur Ancestors. 
Florence Cam_pbell's Fate. 
My Patient's Story. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

518 Lafaye"e Pl., New York. 

Col. Kelso's Works. 
The Bible Analyzed', " For Sledge-

hammer Logic unsurpassed." 8vo, 833pp,, 
silk oloth, $3. 

Spiritualism Sustained. This work 
goes not so far to sustain Spiritualism as to 
show that Christians are inconsistent in deny. 
ing the alleged truths of that philosophy. 
Cloth, 12mo, 245pp., $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In Your meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting, THE LIBERAL Hnm-Boox conta,ins songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tune~. 
It iP hifl!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price, 
15 cent& Address 'lllllli TBUTH BEEKBB Qo. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife·. 
book free. Drl:i. Gn~TIC!NY &. Dix, 
No. 163 Elm St., CmClnnati, 0. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of two people alike I Why? Because 110 
hvo people have t.he same 'vcak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, in,vard 
humor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
a gland ; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi· 
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty 
hard, ·but soon you thank me for making 
something that has reached your weak spot. 
Price $1.50. Sold by every Druggist in the 
United States and Canada. 

FESTIV A.L OF A.SHTAROTH. 
.A tale of Palestine, founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 

By .A. C. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

A VOLUME OF THE WRITINCS 
011' 

HORACE SEAVER .. 
COMPILED BY 

L. K. W.A..SHBUBN. 
This volume comPrises some of the a blest and 

best editorials written by Mr. Beaver during the 
past forty.flve years. It is neatly printed on 
cream-white paper, bound in cloth, and contains 
a tine likeness of the venerable editor of the 
lnvesttf}ator. EverY Liberal should hav this book 
in his home. It is now ready for delivery. 

Price, $1.00. 
Address TBE- TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

THE 
CHAJIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

THBIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, 1.1111Pp. Cloth, $8; leather, St; moroooo, 

gilt edges, $4. 50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

!IS Lafayette Place, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Musio) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WASHBliRN. 
PRIOB, $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
es LafayeUe Plaoe, New York. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Bale at This Office. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
Th~ So!~ FatJtors and EaJatJt .Ratios in tlu 

A.C(lttir~m~nt and A.pportionm.6nt. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 

P:rlce. Cloth. $1.00. 

New :Zdltion. Revlsel nnd Enlarged. 

MEN, WO.MEN & GODS. 
BY HELEN H. CARDENER. 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 IJAnts. 
TM Trad8 Su:pplied at t:Jpedal IJise()Unts. 

Address THE TJ&UTH BEEKER, 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, 5U cents. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

AT THINE OWN HOME. 
Send 10 cents to Dr. B. P. Fellows. the nnte.d 

specialist, for his "Private Counselor "-a valua
blA book for young and middle-aged men, suffer
ing from a. Life-wasting Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, indiscretion, and excesses in 
maturer years. It sets forth an External Appli
cation-A POSITIVE OURE. as itmatters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies you hav us~d. The book. is worth many 
times ita cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a sp~P-a'IJ ana PP-rmanent cure. Ad· 
dress the doctor at Vineland, N. J, and say where 
you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD, 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of the .Free thought 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessful method of treat
ment, and deserves Pa,ronage.-Preethou{1ht. 
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Thes~ notices ar~ for the benefit of Lib~als 
fllho mag be 'llisiting the places ttihere these socie
ties are located,. Local Secular Unions and 
l!'reethought Societies 'IM6ting re!JUlarly oan 
hoJo their gatherings adi/Jertised here free by for

. fllarding the neuB81I!J'11 information. 

The lf.lianhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•clook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially inVited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets everY Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Marke' 
st., Newark. N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and · 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Ne,vark 
Bran ell. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. Leotureo, debates, and discus. 
sions on all important ·secular subJects. Pres
ident, HENRY BIRD; Secretary, CORA BELJ;.B 
FLAG~G~--------------------------------
Brookl)'n Pltllosophlcal Assocla· 

tton 
Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures follo"ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2~'T 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad a.J; d 
Wood sts .• a.t 2 :so and 7 :so P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the ~~oudienoe. N.B.-Trntb 
Beekerpublioationsalwayson hand atcheap rates. 

Tlte Secular Soctet)" of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and third Sundays, a.t 2 
P.M., at the town na.ll. All friends of human 
oultivl\tion are invited. MARIUB HEIGHTON, Bee .. 

Ellzur Wright Secular linlen 
Of Alliance, 0., meots the ftrst and fourth Bun 
days of each month at Independent Ohurch, a 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to TnE TRUTH SEEKER and Invest«· 
oator are solicited. B. G. BMITH, Cor. l:!b;:. 

Chicago Secular linton 
Meets every SundaY evening at 7:80 P.H •• at 
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Mlhvaokcc, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Tile Mlnncapoll!l Secular Unlor. 
Meets everY Sunday at 7 :80 P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Booros 12 and 14, EBstman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMDEn,Pres.; LEROY BERRIER, Bee. 

Des Moines Secular Unten 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streete. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frcctltougllt 
Soclet)" 

MAet• every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port A.ngelcs Secular linton 
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in the public 
school building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK MoRsE, Cor. Beo. 

The West End P1·ogrcsslve Lib· 
eral linton 

Of Los Anl?eles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyl.. ftrst 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M., at t'arr•s 
Hall. Everybodv invited. MRS. B. M. BERRA1 
Pres.: J. H . .MoWILLIAMB. Reo. Seo. • 

'll'hc WaHB Walln Lib ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Gra.nd ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Lectnres~Free Disoussions.-Original 
a.nd Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
uable librarY is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDs, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Beo. 

The Roeder Secular linton 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Bnnday in the month, at the Roeder school-honse. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
n Universal Mental Liberty.'' D. E. RroE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.: CHARLES BHEA, Beo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGJimSOIJL'S 

Memorial Addrfss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Af.lsembly of New 
York. 

Wttll. Ptne SIAJel Engraving of Senator ConkltnfJ, 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

ESSENCE OF CJUUSTIANI'l'Y 
BY LUDWIG FEUERMCH. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

AlEXANDEft VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engravings of this oelebrP.ted naturalist 

2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. 
or 25 oents. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

u 
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THB Italian government being f.Jrced, by 
. fear of papists at home and papal instigation 
of other nations to war against Italy, to levy 
taxes that impoverish her masses, the pope 
takes advantage of th!s to condole with the 
poverty-stricken, and has issued ten thousand 
soup-tickets in Rome. 

THE grip is ·abating. 

TYNDALL is danger-· 
ously ill. 

Kooa's cure remains 
in disrepute. 

THE Farmers' Alliance 
is organizing in Oregon. 

ITALY thinks of forbid
ding emigration to Amer
ica. 

THB latest Christ is 
Preacher Sheldon, of 
Missouri. 

THB tariff making 
_ sugar free .went into 

effect April 1st. 

IT is stated that the 
Bible is read in 13,000 
out of 21,000 Pennsyl
. vania schools. 

T H B :Massachmetts 
senate has refused mu
nicipal woman suffrage 
by a vote of 22 to 9. 

BPRINGFIBLD, 0., Prot
estants and Catholics are 
attempting union, and 
holding joint meet!J::gs. 

THE Indians remain 
diesatistl.ed, and their 
condition continues un
settled by the govern
ment. Settlers fear out
breaks. General :Miles 
says: "This is not the 
last of the Indian wars. 

AP:titt.. 11 .. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 1 COD8 AND RELIGIONS 
AND REFORMERS. 

Bionallhies of 100 of the Leading Philosophera, 
Teachers, Skeptio!!.t Innovators, Founders of 

New Bohoo!JI of 'J.'hought, Eminent Scien
tists, eta. (who were not Ohristlans), 

from the time of Menu to the pres· 
ent. avo, 1,075Illl·• cloth, ea; 

leather, ail mor., g. e.,$4.50. 
BY D. 111. BENNETT. 

THETBUTH SEEKEB 00., 
28 Lafa:reUe Place. N. Y. 

. .. 01' 
ANCIENT AND MODERN TIMES 
Vol. I. Givs a Full Aooount of all the Gods, in

cluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 
· Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mar:r, and the Bible. 

svo, 885pp. Vol. ll. DesoribeB Fully all 
the Religious S:rstems oUll.e WorJ.d. . 

svo,957pp. 01oth,,8pervol.; the 
11 volll., $5; leattJer, 17; mo· 

roooo, &"ilt edges, SS. 
BYD. H. BENNETT. 

THE TBl1T.H BEEXEB 00. 

ELIJAR EATS ENOUGH 'IO LAST HIM FORTY DAYS. 

LBT us for fifty years study heredity, and 
leave theology alone ; and at the end of the 
ftve decades our doxology wil.l be a victor!. 
ous pean over the vanquishirig of Disease 
and Crime.-Baladin. 

THAT man, I think, has had a liberal edu. 
cation who has been so trained in youth that 

his body is the ready ser. 
vant of his will; whose 
intellect is a clear, cold 
logic engin ; whose mind 
is stored with a knowl. 
edge of the great and 
fundamental truths of 
nature and of the laws 
of her operations ; one 
who, no stunted ascetic, 
is full of life and fire, 
but whose passions are 
trained to come to heel 
by a Vigorous will, the 
servant of a tender con. 
science; who has learned 
to love all beauty, 
whether of nature or of 
art ; to hate all violence, 
and to respect others as 
himself.-Professor Hurc. 
ley. 

THAT in the world ac. 
cessible to man's expert. 
ence no supernatural fact 
takes place is a truth 
which imposes itself 
more and more on the 
conscience of mankind. 
Men, nowadays, pray 
less and less ; for they 
know that no prayer was 
ever effectiv. • • • If 
ever there were a deity 
whose power was estab
lished by documents ap
parently irrefutable, it 
was the goddess Rabbat 
Tan it, of Carthage. 
Nearly three thousand 
stelre "bear-witness" to 
vows made to that god. 
dess hav been excavated; 

There will be many 
more. The same causes 
which produced this one 
will bring about others." 

And he arose, and did eat and drink, and went in the strength of that meat forty days and forty nights, unto 
Horeb the mount of G:Jd.-1 Ktno;s xix, 8. 

they are now, for the 
most part, preserved in 
the National Library at 

THB " manna" which fell from the sky in 
Asia Minor last August, and was baked Into 
bread, has been identitl.ed as lichen by scien
tists. 

NBBRA.BXA. railway employees, fearing re
duction of wages, hav petitioned against the 
bill· limiting freight rates which passed the 
legislature and awaits the governor's signa
ture. 

A RRVIBBD call for a third party convention 
at Cincinnati May 19th has been issued by 
the Farmers' Alliance, inviting the American 
Federation of Labor, the Federation of Rail
way Employees, and the Nationalists. 

THB struggle of the miners of the United 
States for eight hours began on the 1st. At 
Mt. Pleasant, Pa., 500 strikers attempting to 
wreck property were tl.red on bv G5 deputy 
sheriffs, and 10 were killed and 4{) wounded. 

A NBW F. ench law empowers courts, in 
certain offenses, to postpone sentences for 
first offenses five years in hope of reformation, 
and if there Is no second offense, th':l sentence 
is then void. Second offenses are to be 
visited with severity. 

AT St. :Matthew's church, Washington, 
D.C., on the 27th ult., Louis D?wees ascended 
the altar until in front of the figure of the 
crucifixion, when he faced the congregation, 
dashed down his coat and umbrella, and 
shouted, "I am a disciPle of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. I hav come to save ye sinners." He 
was confined. He had been reading the Bible 
closely for some time previous. 

A RoM'B dispatch says that additional anti
clerical laws hav gone into effect, suppressing 
religious guilds and fraternities and abolish
ing chaplains in hospitals, asylums, and pris
ons. The 5 300 masses celebrated in Rome 
each Sunday hav been reduced to 800, and 
152 churches will be closed and their altars 
demolished. The pictures and stRtues, ex
cept some reserved for public galleries, will 
be sold at auction. 

IN resentment of the New O:leans lynching 
Italy last week recalled her minister at Wash
ington, Baron Fava, as though contemplating 
war, but Premier Rudin! now cables pacific 
sentiments. He urges, howeveT, that the 1 
lynchers be punished. The governor of Louis- i 
lana after a week's delay replied to Secretary \ 
Blaine with a bare ~tatement of previously I 
known facts, exprePeing no regret and giving 
no assurance that the lynchers will be pun
ished. The letter disappointed the state de- i 
partment and incensed ltaltans. Catholics • 
resent this remark by Mayor Bhakspeare of 
New Orleans about Father Manoritta, editor 
of the Gautta Oattolica, the Italian paper of 
that city : " I can tell you that the Italian 
consul is himself in pretty bad company, At 
least so I am told. That little priest-what's 
his name ?-Manoritta, is a bad man." 

THm 

Truth Seeker Annual 
-AND-

•··t-rihinkt~fl' ~lmattat, 
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<E. M. 291.> 

--4ftWITH ILLU!STRfiTIONS .• 
CONTENTS. 

Calendar for 1891, - ~-
:! Freethought in the United States, 
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: Story of the Year Abroad, • 

1
,:i Some Alaskan Myths. ·Ida C. Crad
" dock, Corresponding Secretary of 

the American Secular Union. Ill us• 
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Thaddeus R. Wakeman, 
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Side Lights on South Sea Missions. 
Ada Campbell. Illustrated, 

Disadvantages of Specialism in 
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trated, 
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Paris. Each and all state 
that Rabbat Tanit heard 

the prayers addressed to her. These three 
thousand witnesses to a prayer having se
cured its object certainly deceived themselvs; 
for, indeed, Rabbat Tanit, being a false deity, 
never could grant anyone's prayer.-Renan. 

I HONOR any man, anywhere, who, in the 
conscientious discharge of what he believes 
to be his duty, dares to stand alone.- Charles 
Sumner. 

I OA.NNOT forbear observing a fact which 
may be worth the attention of such as make 
human nature the object of their inquiry. It 
is certain that in every religion, however sub
lime the verbal detlnition it give of its divin
ity, many of the votaries-perhaps the great
est number-will still seek divine favor, not 
by virtue and good morals, which alone can 
be acceptable to a perfect being, but either 
by · frivolous observances, by intemperate 
zeal, by rapturous ecstasies, or by the belief 
of mysterious and absurd opinions. The 
least part of the Sadder (an abridgment of 
the Zendavesta, in the modern Persian lan
guage), as well as of the Pentateuch, consists 
in precepts of morality ; and we may also be 
assured that that part was always the least 
observed and regarded. When the old Ro
mans were attacked with a pestilence they 
never ascribed their sufferings to their vices, 
or dreamed of repentance and amendment. 
They never thought that they were the gen
eral robbers of the world, whose ambition 
and avarice made the earth desolate and re
duced opulent nations to want and beggary. 
They only created a dictator in order to drive 
a nail into a door, and by that means they 
thought that they had sufficiently appeased 
their incensed delty.-Hume. 

WB are all short-sighted, and very often 
see but one side of the matter. Our views 
are not extended to all th'lt has a connection 
with it. From this defect I think no man is 
free. We see but in part, and we know but 
in part; and, consequently, it is no wonder 
we conclude not right from our partial views. 
This might instruct the proudest esteemer of 
his own parts how useful it is to talk and 
consult with each other, even such as come 
short of him in capacity, quickness, and pen
etration; for, since no one sees all, and we 
generally hav different prospects of the same 
thing according to our different, as I may 
say, positions to it, it is not incongruous to 
think, nor beneath any man to try, whether 
another may not hav notions of things which 
hav escaped him, and which his reason would 
make use of if they came into his mind.
Locka. 

Oa, for a man that will stand up and say : 
I want to be good, honest, virtuous, and up
right, loving my neighbor as myself, helping 
my fellow-man along the rugged ros.d of life, 
simply from a love of doing these things for 
their own sake, and not because he fears eter· 
nal torture in hell and hopes for a reward of 
a golden crown in heaven !-Thomas Painl. 

' ~
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AND REASON-OR TASTES NATURAL AND UNNATURAL. 

IJlotts and flippings. 

"IF you want to grow rich," said an aged 
thinker to a business man who was about to 
start a factory, "make it a rule to glv the 
largest possible amount of goods of the best 
possible quality for the least possible sum of 
money." The business man took the advice, 
and it worked so well that he soon bought 
out the factory of a rival, whose rule had 
been to get the largest possible sum of money 
for the least possible amount of goods of the 
poorest possible quality. 

Tm: New Orleans Picauune says: "Vital 
to the· Christian religion as is the fact of the 
birth and ministration of its founder, it is 
inconceivably more important to hold to the 
fact of his resurrection after death. That is 
the foundation stone of the church. The 
resurrection must be accepted as a fact. 
There can be' no question that this is the po.. 
sltion taken by the founders of Christianity, 
nor any · shadow of doubt that this is the 
point of attack selected by the shrewdest 
opponents of Christianity to-day. Huxley and 
Ingersoll, et id genus omne, strike straight at 
this every time. And here is where the New
tons and MacQuearys and Lyman Abbotts 
are doing the religion that they profess to 
believe and to teach the greatest possible 
harm. In giving away the fact for which 
Easter stands, they cut the cable of faith 
that anchors the church to certitude, and 
allow her to drift hopelessly into the breakers 
of speculation on the sands of doubt." 

STUDIOUS YOUTH writes to ask what induced 
the whale to eliminate Jonah from his inter-

nal economy. Maybe the gleeful boy consid
ers this a joke, but we do not, and neither 
would Jonah if the question were submitted 
to him. On entering the domain of specula
tion upon the question a number of good and 
valid reasons for the eccentricity of the levia
than present themselvs. Perhaps Jonah tried 
to emoke a cigaret; peradventure he whis
tled a couple of bars of "Annie Rooney;" 
maybe he slapped the fish on the liver and 
as~ed him if he was ''having much fun;" he 
might hav claimed that his stateroom was too 
close to the boiler; maybe he recited "'Ost
ler Joe" and made the whale sick; like 
enough he refused to tip the walters and got 
starved out. Should nqne of these sugges
tions commend themselvs to our juvenlllnter
locutor he might obtain further information 
by communication with the fish editor of the 
New York Tribune -St. Paul Pioneer Prm. 

MRS. MARY LBASB, of Kansas, the heretical 
lady who has made a national reputation for 
herself in her support of the Farmers' Alliance, 
addressed an audience of good size at Music 
Hall yesterday afternoon. Here is a repre
sentatlv bunch of some of her sayln~s : "I 
defy any Republican or Democrat to glv a 
reBSon why he is a Democrat or Republican 
except that his daddy was one." "The men 
who hovered near the canadian line and 
never smelled war in all their cowardly lives 
are the men who hav kept the North and 
South apart." " Which is the worst, the 
black slavery of the past or the white slavery 
of the present?" "The West and South are 
two peas in the same pod." " Republicans 
always say that Democrats are corrupt, and 
should hav no place on the face of the earth. 
DemOcrats say the same thing of the Repub-

licans. We will satisfy both uf them by tak
ing charge ourselvs." " The difference be
tween the two dominant parties is that one is 
in and the other wants to get ln." "We 
asked for the earth in Kansas, and we nearly 
got it." "The Alliance plow is strong enough 
to turn a furrow and hide both of the old 
parties from the light of day."-KamllB Oit11 
Times. 

JoHN BRISBBN WALXBR, editor of the Oos 
mopolitan Magaeine, delivered before the 
Seminarians at the Washington Catholic 
Unlnrslty on the 18th ult., an address which 
is creating much remark. He himself, he 
said, was a s\rlct Catholic, and it was with 
the utmost reverence for the church that he 
called to account some of Its priesthood for 
their disposition to toady to the wealthy for 
the sake of policy. He opened his broad
side by saying that fully one.half of the 
sins revealed in the confessional, or that 
were kept from the confessional, were the 
direct result of either extreme poverty 
or of great wealth ; that the clergy of the 
church were getting too much within the 
influence of the rich and too far away 
from the poor. If the clergy preferred 
to enjoy the luxuries of life, to become port
ly, well-fed gentlemen, their ministrations 
were practically useless, because they were 
then out of the reach of the people. In 
the Middle Ages, Mr. Walker said, it 
was common for weak bishops and other 
priests of the church to stand at the portals 
of the <:astle and chant in holy forms the 
praises of the mailed robber baron as here
turned with his retainers laden with ill-gotten 
booty, and so now, he added, it is too often 
the case that the clergy are eager to sing the 

praises and to win the favor of the robber 
baron, the millionaire of the present day. 

A DISPATCH from Ottawa on the 5th in
stant to the dally press says : " Canada may 
now hav on her hands a big religious fight, aa 
well as a politlc~l one, over the Manitoba school 
act. Cardinal Taschereau and the entire 
Roman Catholic hierarchy hav entered upon 
a war against it, and In all their churches to
day a joint mamlement signed by them was 
read. The act in question prohibits religious 
instruction in public schools in Manitoba, 
making them all non-sectarian as in the 
United States, and was passed by the legis
lature of Manitoba. The hierarchy insists 
that the government of Canada must veto the 
act, &ud the result of the mandement must be 
to fonD. Canadian Catholics into an almost 
compact body in support of this course. 
CathoUc members of the new parliament will 
be largely influenced by the mandement, and 
in view of the reduced majority for the gov
ernment at Ottawa the situation in which Sir 
John will find himself cannot fall to be 
critical, for it wlll become a question of ex
pediency, and while the people of Manitoba 
claim the right to manage their own affairs, 
and the Protestant electors as a rule through· 
out Canada take the same stand, and while 
the Roman Catholic church on the other hand 
hold that the act is a violation of vested and 
sacred rights, Sir John wlll certainly count 
noses and decide upon the course that will 
expose him to the least possible loss of sup
port. Only a few weeks remain of the period 
within which the act may be disallowed at 
Ottawa. Sir John's friends here think he may 
evade the question by referring the constitu
tionality of the act to the supreme court." 
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Canada-The Comin·g Issue~ 
Annexation of Osnadta to the United St!htes ap· 

pears to be daily increasing in probability and near
ness. The event will~ be in importance to this nation 
-in pregnancy of effect on its future-scarceiy sec
ond to eny that has taken place during its existence. 
It will be of especinl consequence aud interest to 
Fceethinkers. In 'l'RE TRUTH SEEKER we hRv from 
time to time given pal'ticulars tw to our northern 
neighbor. Desiring, however, that what we believe 
to be the coming issue pa1· excellence-the vital 
theme of conversation for some decades next-be 
made still more fully fillmiliRr to the Freethinkers of 
America, and l\tflbitious to maintain a reputation of 
being the first to post our patrons on the outlook of 
the hour, we h~v prosecuted some _considerable re
searches into the subject., and hke pleasure in eub· 
mitting the results. 

illBTORY AND GOVERNMENT. 
The country entitied the Dominion of C&nsda 

differs widely in extent from the pt·ovirwe so known 
before 1867. Previous to th~At dAte the name of 
Canada designated s territory of but model'ate pro
portions-about 1,400 miles in length e.nd 200 to 
400 miles in width, the ~wea being ebout 331.220 
miles. Alongside of it li~y the independent British 
provinces of Nova Scotia, New Brunswiclr, Prince 
Edward Island, and Newfoundland, while beyond it 
to the north and west lay tbe vast region known sa 
the British Northwest Territory, ab&nctoned to the 
Hudson's Bay Company. Now, however, the Do
minion of c~nada comprehends ne~rly the whole cf 
the sections just named. Other changes hmv been 
made. From the wide extent of the N orthweat Ter
ritory two strips, British Columbia 11nd Manitobs, 
be.v been subtracted, ana erected into separate 
provinces. The names of U ppm: !lnd Lower Canadro 
hav been changed to 011tario and Qilebec. The 
Dominion now stretches scr05S the continent from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific ocean $!lld embraces ftll 

area of about 3,500,000 square milea, surpassing the 
3,026 494 squf<re ·miles of the United States if 
Alaska be excluded. 

The federated Dominion oont~i:na ftbout four mill
ion three hundred thousand inhabitants, exclusiv of 
the Indians of the Northwest Te;:ritory. Ontario 
and Quebec are the most populous members of the 
federation, and they n.re the ones that ha.v made such 
trouble in the past as to hsv induced perpetunl 
changes of government in the effort to keep them in 
peAce. The great body of the Pt·otest.anta inhabit 
Ontario. The Romr:.n C!!>tholica, numbering &bout 
one and one-half million, dwell chie:tiy in Q•1ebec. 
The latest exact enumerations are as follows : In 
1870 the four original provinces of Onbrio, Qcrebec, 
New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia, 3 484 924. In 
1870, Manitoba, 11,953 In 1871, British Columbia, 
50 000. In 1871, NorthwBst Territory, 28,700. 
Total of Dominion in 1871. 3 575.577. Total of 
Indians in 1871, 86,543. In 1861 there were in the 
four provinces of Ontsrio, Quebec, New Brunswick,. 
and Nova Scotia, 1 372 913 Roman C!!.tholics, 471.946 
Prfsbyteriems, 465,572 Anglicans, 431 927 Wealeyans 
and Methodists, 189_080 Baptista, 29,G51 Lutherans, 
and 17,757 Congregationaliata. 

On the cession of Oanad~ to Great Britain in 1763, 
the province .of Lower Canada, as it was then called, 
was allowed a license rare in that intolerant age, in 
privileges permitted ita Ca.tholic religion. Further, 
and, it is now said by Protest.ants, unwise, powers 
were given that faith by the " Quebec Act" of 177 4. 
Thus Quebec baa continued under a hierarchic&! 
sway that has kept it m1ukedly distinct in creed and 
general sentiment fron;t ita sister provhices, and it has 
been the leaven that has kept the whole country 
about it in a ferment of dissenf:!ion for a century. In 
the first decade of the present century trouble had 
already msde its appear~nce, in vehement opposition 
throughout Lower Oanada to public education, which 
Parliament w!shed to establish. Sectarian antago
nism continued activ up to 1811, but it was, however, 
secondary during this period to race and commercial 
hostility. These differences combined brought mat
ters to such a pass that in 1841 it was admitted on 
all aides that Upper and Lower Oan!lda could not 
exist side by side under aeparate provincial govern. 
menta. The expedient W$S then tried or uniting 
them under one government. The union which was 
thus formed might h""v prospered, and the English 
and French hav gradually cofl.lesced into one harmo
nious people, but for the difficulty which difference 
of religion now threw in the way. The constitution 
of this union had succeeded in iildjusting commer6ial 
and all other points in such a way as to secure fair 
satisfaction on both sides, but on the one rock of re
ligion this promising embarkation was wrecked. The 
religious contention took the form of a fiaht over 
religion in education. " The difference bet;een the 
character, sentiments, and views of British Upper 
Oanada and French Lower Canad:..," says one rae· 
count, "was displayed especi&lly on the subject of 
education. The majority of the Upper Provinces 
was in favor of free .non-sectarian schools, under 
governmental and municipal control; the majority of 
the Lower Province, or at least the hierarchy that 

controled tba~ mBjority, contended tor sectarian 
schools, under ecclesiastical supervision. • . • 
There was continuous battle and legial&tion over the 
school question for years. The endeavor to unite 
the provinces educationally, ~a they were politically, 
was frustrated by the in:tluence brought to bear by 
the hierarchy on the French Canttdian and C~tholic 
repreaentativs, who, though in s minority, were, 
owing to party divisions among the British snd 
Protestant representative, enabled to throw their 
support on the side of the party in power, and thus 
exercise a control on legislation. Tb.e sectional 
strife produced such bitter feeling, and such frequent 
ministerial crises, as to make government almost im
possible. At length, in 1864, the leading men of all 
parties stopped to cl!lnsider seriously the position." 
In the language of mnother describer, "matters were 
brought precticL~~lly to D deadlock." A proposal w&s 
now made to substitute a federal, instead of a Iegis
lt.tiv, union. Many in the British lllnd. Protestant 
provinces of Upper Ca'llada, Nova Scotia, and New 
Brunswick would hav preferred to continue a legis1a
tiv union, but Lower Canada stood in the way. 
"Her leaders," says a writer in .JY.lacmillan's Maga
zine, "would hav nothing but a fede1·el un!on whieh 
should giv to the !ocmllegislatura, where the French 
and C:.tholic element would be all-predominent, the 
guardi~Ansbip of her peculiar institutions." The 
work of constituting !l federal union, "similar," it 
was provided, "in principle to that of the United 
Kingdom," wss now prosecuted. The union was 
consummated in 1871. Thus, as· &t present coPati
tutad, the Dominion of Canada has a central gov
ernment zt Ottawa, and is composed of the provinces 
of Nova Scotia (including Oape Breton), New Bruns
wick, Prince Edward Island, Qaebec, Onta1·io, Mani
toba, Bdtish Columbi~, tmd the Northwest Territory. 
Newfoundland still remains without the confedera
tion, and directly subject to the British government. 
Its legislature declared in fsl.vor of joininl! the Do
minion, but the people in November, 1869, voted 
~g~tinst it by a large majority. The· federal govern
ment consists of the queen, the -senate, and the 
House of Oommons. The queen is rep~esented by 
tbe governor-g:meraJ, who is psid by Otmads a salnry 
of $50,000 a year. He hii;~ hia personal st~::ff and is 
sided and advised by a council, ca!led the quean's 
privy council of Oanada, thirteen members conatit.ut
ing the ministry, who must be sustained by a parli~~o
mentary msjority. The English model is exacUy 
followed. The provinces are miniature copies of the 
Dominion government. Each has a lieutenant
governor, and each bas an eleciiv assembly, which 
assembly in most cases has two house£1. 

TRE OA'I'HOLIO PROVINOE. 
We now come to view the province which is ac

corded at Rome the.t diatinction in North America 
which among Europe~n nations is ·expressed by the 
envied designation, " the eldest _son of the church." 
"The province of Quebec," smys Oharles Lindsey,; 
"is now among the most. demonstrativ in its. obe
dience to Rome." 

Favorers of Canada desire to hav it pass that 
th5t bmd has in none of its provinces what is 
called a st~;te church, or an est!lbliahed church. 
It h~s not, to be sure, in certain senses of the 
phrases; but it has in Quebec what practically 
smounts to such !lin institution. Says one report : 
"The V !!tiCI\n ia the real ruler of Oanada East 
[Quebec]." Says the Episcopal bishop Usher, of 
Montreal: "In the province of Quebec the church 
of Rome is practically the state church." Says Pro
feasor Goldwin Smith, of Toronto: "The church in 
French Oan&dil is virtually established." In the 
province the priest meddles with the private daily 
life of ~n his pmriahioners, and exercises a sway as 
autocratic as that of his medieval predecessor in 
Europe. Any peasant who fails to secure his good
will becomes subject to a general dislike And perse
cution as effectual to coerce coDformity and submis
sion as were the methods of the state churches of 
the Middle Ages. It was in Quebec that, not many 
years ago, Bibles disbursed to the native by Prot
estant colporteurs were wrenched from their owners 
by priestly hands and publicly burnt. The Roman 
Oe.tholic church was given, a century ago, authority 
to collect by law tithes from every adherent of its 
ftt.itb, and the right also to levy the additional taxes 
called "fabrique" for ecclesiastical edifices, including 
churches, priests' houses, etc. It was empowered 
to order tbe metes and bounds of parishes. "The 
Quebec sot," which conferred these powers, "is now 
seen," says an Ottawft correspondent, " to hav been 
& f&tal mistake." 

. The weAlth of the Roman Catholic church in the 
province of Quebec alone has by one calculator been 
estimated at $80,000_000. This is made up of nine 
hundred churches, valued at $37,000,000; nine hun
dred parsonages, together with the palaces of the 
csrt!Hnal and the archbishops, whose value is 
$900,000; twelve seminaries worth $6i00,000; seven
teen classicgl colleges, $850_ 000; two hundred and 
fifty-nine baarding-schouls and academies, $6,000, 
000; eighty convents, $4 000.000; sixty-eight hospi
t&ls and asylums, $4.000,000, &nd two million one 
hundred and seventeen thouss:nd acres of land, the 
gift of the state in 1857. The yearly revel\ue is 
estimated by the Rav. J. R. Black, of Barrie, Ontario, 
at $8,000.000, as follows: Two hundred· thouliand 

TRE PROTEST ANi' PROVINOF. farms under cultivation giving a total yield of thirty-
The province of Ontario is as hopele~sly sunk in one million two hundred and eighty thousand 

Protestant ignorance and bigotry as ·Q,lebec in Ro- bushels, whose value is $18 000,000, and upon which 
man Catholic. The capital city of ttlis province, the church tithe is $700,000; taxes on families not 
Toronto, is spread over a very l5rge area, yet it per- possessing lsnd, $300,000; paw rente, fees for mar
mite no horae-cars to run on Sunday. There are no ri&ges, baptisms, funerals, and masses, $2,000,000; 
Sunday newspapers. All business is aiopped on the voluntary gifts, legDcies, income from land owned by 
Sabbath. One would imagill, on listening~ to the the church, $3,000,000 ; taxes for the maintenance 
Protestants of the Dominion, th&t the Catholics are and construction of ecclesiastical edifices, $2,000,000. 
the only cffenders in the article of intolerance. Yet Thess items do not include the wealth of the numer
the complainers themselvs al'e equally guilty in big- ous ecclesi~stical orders, and it is known that some 
otry and barbarism. Most Freethinkers will recan of these are very rich. The Sulpicians own some of 
the violent handling experienced in 1888 by a Lib- the most valuable business property in Montreal, and 
eral lecturer at Grand Manan, New Brunswick, in their wealth perhaps exceeds that of any corporation 
which attempts were made that might hav resulted on the continent. 
in his death. A short Hme ago copies of Paine's A later computation, however, declares that the 
"Age of Reason" were seized by the cm;toms officers holdings of the church and her orders, including 
at Toronto and Montreal, and it was declared that sacred edifices, priests' houses, bishops' residences, 
the book could not ba imported into Canada, as it convents, seminaries, hospitals, with the real 
is" immoral and obscene." Free thought is well-nigh estate attached to-these structures, and in the form 
unheard of throughout tl:ie Protestant as well as of f11.rm, town, and-city property, amount to between 
the Catholic portions of Canada. The Protestants $90,000,000 and $110,000,000. By the same calcula
exolaim against Catholicism in schools, yet insist tion it is estimated that the revenue from all sources, 
that their own sectarianism be there inculcated. In including tithes, fabrique taxes, sacramental fees, or
Ontlllrio the public schools are avowedly Protestant, dinary dues, pew rents, revenue from real property, 
and in management connected with the Protestant from mortgages, and general investments, amoun~s to 
clergy. The best satisfaction got by the Catholics not less than $10,000,000, and probably more than 
in this province is that they are not compelled to $12_000,000. The hardship of eo heavy a tax as this 
send their children to these public Protestant on the scanty substance of the French Canadian 
schools, but are suffered to support sep~~orate schools peasant, is very great. It keeps him in deprivation, 
of their ·own faith if they wiab. The extent to without amy of the modern appliances of luxury or 
which the dominant sect here imposes its exercises srt or civilization, and without books or papers even 
upon the common schools, may be seen from the if he were in rare cases disposed toward these latter. 
words used by Charles Dudley Warner, a Jate trav· The grinding oppression of the clergy of Jj'rance 
eler through the region : " In 0 ntario the Christian before the Revolution ie commonly pointed to as an 
religion is fundamental in the educational system." extreme illustration of priestly rapacity and impover
The mandatory regulations of the provincial Assem- iehment of their charges, yet the clergy _of Quebec 
bly are of this nature: Every public and high school outdo their prototypes across the ocean. The prop· 
shall be opened -daily with the reading of the script- ·erty of the church in France just before the Rev
urea and the Lord's prayer, or the prayer authorized olution amounted to four milliards of francs 
by the department of education. A volume of mnd the annual revenue to 200,000 DOOr., or $41,000,
ecripture selections made up by clergymen of the 000. There waa a population of 27,000,000 to sup
various denominations on the Bible may be used, in port the burden by paying $1 50 apiece; while in 
the discretion of the trustees, who may also order Qt1ebec i-t is borne by 1,000 000 persons, who are 
the repeating of the Ten Commandments in the obliged to pay from $10 to $12 each. A comparison 
school at least once a week. Clergymen of any de- between the hierarchy in France and that in Q 11ebeo 
nomination, or their authorized representative, shall having been made in the article of revenue, we may 
hav the right to ~iv religious instruction to pupils add one made in point of numerousness. There 
of their denomination in the school-house at least were in France before the Revolution, according to 
once a week. The historical portions of the Bible I Taine and Deboe, 18 archbishops and 113 bishops; 
are to be given with more fulness thtm the others. 28 religious communities, inhabiting 24,089 convents; 
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60,000 members of tb~ regular clergy Rnd· 70,000 of 
the secular clergy. This gave 1 cleric to every 200 
persons in the population of 27,000,000; but in Q:le
bec there are 9,076 priests or others dependent on 
the church, which makes 1 for every 130 persons, or 
for every 26 families. Were the clergy of the U uitsd 
States in the same proportion to the l!lity as thev are 
in Quebec, their number would be 480,619. 'tThe 
burden," says a traveler, "Ja heavy on l;md t.h~t is 
too cold for the highest productivneas." The same 
writer remarks th&t "the to-e.veler down the St. Law
rence sees how the interests of religion are empha
sized in the large churches re.ised in the midst oi' 
httmble villages.'' This peculiarity wasalso remarked 
by Mr. Godkin, of the New York Post snd. Nation, in 
his trip: " The size and costliness of their churches 
are generally, judged by the American standard, 
amazingly out of proportion to the meana and num
bers of t.he worshipers. In New England one rl:irely 
finds, out of the large towns, churches of half the 
size, or costing half as much, as one is llllmoat sure to 
meet wHh in the smallest Canadian villmge. We 
found in perhaps the poorest pariah in the province, 
which for eight months of the yeliir hi!lll no commu
nication with the civilized world without 11: four day!!' 
journey through the wiiderneflll, a lofty stone 
charch, one hundred and fifty feet long by seventy 
broad, with a large vestry in the rear. The numbe1' 
of families which can reach it in winter, in flue 
weather, does not, we are assured, exceed three hun
dred." In Montreal, among a population notabie for 
lack of wealth, there is :now being built a a.thedral 
one.third the siza of St. Peter's. 

Tha tithes being leviable on ()ereals, the farmers 
attempted to escape them by changing to the culti
vation of peas, but the church wisely declnred that 
peas we.s cereals. This wes several ye;ns ago; a 
lat-er proceeding of the e&rne nature comes to us in 
a dispatch of 0!3tobar 19, 1890: 

A change in the tithe system has been made by Mgr. 
Lllfl.eche, bishop of the diocese of Three Rivers, in his letter 
read in all the churches of that diocese. The change, though 
apparently insignificant, means a revolution to the farmer. 
In the past the tithes were collected by the curea on grain 
only, the twenty-sixth bushel being given to the parish 
priest. There came a time when this contribution was" deemed 
insufficient, and an ordinance was issued making it compul
sory for all families not growing grain to pay $2 per year, 
and all other communicants not farmers, such as clerks, serv
ants, etc., were required to pay $1 each per annum. The 
bishop says that both of these are now insufficient, and that 
the majority of the parish priests are unable to liv, owing 
to the fact that by far the largest area of the diocese has 
been given over to hay-growing, which was considered most 
profitable, and on which no tithes were paid. The bishop 
says that, from the present, all farmers and others raising 
hay within the limits of the diocese must pay to the cures 
seven and a half cents on every one hundred or $7 50 on 
every one thouaand bundles of hay. This contribution will 
hav to be paid in money. It will hav to be paid in the time 
intervening between Ash Wednesday and· Easter. 

The bishop states that the faithful who do not pay this 
supplementary contribution will be guilty of larceny in keep
ing that which does not belong to them. This increased 
contribution, his lordship saye, will enable the cures to liv 
as they should, and to exercise the charity which they must 
toward the church. The tithes heretofore existing were col
lectable by law, so that 1 t is probuble that an amendment 
will be asked to the civil code giving this extra contribution 
the force of law. 

It is eminently. characteristic of this Roman Cath
olic civilization that festivals in general are controled 
by the church, and m11de either religious or semi
religious in both their aims and their ceremonies. 
A crafty priest said to a traveler, with a shrewd 
smile, "Oar people don't enjoy holidays unless the 
church assists them;" and his statement summ5rizes 
the national custom. The chief national civic festi
val, the Saint Jean B11ptiste, is made semi-religious ; 
the chief religious festival, the F&te-Dleu, or Corpu11 
Ohristi, is made semi-civic; and the purely politicil 
holiday, Dominion Day, the 3d of July, set apart to 
celebrate the federation of the provinces and the 
foundation of the nation, receives no hearty support 
from the church or marked attention from her flock. 

The schools of Quebec are conducted by nuns and 
friars, and impart scarcely anything beyond a knowl
edge of the catechism. '·' The public schools of 
Quebec province," says a report, "especially in the 
country, giving special attention to the interest the 
church regards as the highest, do little to remove 
the ignorance of the French peasant." One corre
spondent asserts that twelve in thirteen French 
Canadians cannot ra&d or write. Be this estimate 
excessiv or not, it is certain that the proportion of 
illiteracy is very large. 

The French Oanadian peasant, or habitant, as he is 
often called, presents in the midst of the American 
continent to-day an exact duplication of the benighted 
denizen of medieval Europe. "The prayer-book," 
says Dr. Prosper Bender in the Magazine of Amer
ican History, "constitutes the whole of his reading·~ 
in case that he is able to read. He pays no atten
tion to government, and knows literally nothing of 
the outside world. He leaves to the priest of his 
village the conduct not only of ecclesiastical affairs 
but of those civil trans~&ctions that are everywhere 
else accounted quite without cleric&} purview. When 
pestilence or famin appear, he prays to saints, or 
perhaps clerics move &bout the vicinity in processions 
bearing holy insignia. The habitant combats the 

potato bug by sticking wooden crosses in his fields. 
He erosses himself before beginning or completing 
almost any act, and stops work thre~ times a day to 
sey a short prayer. Above his bed is a wooden cross 
painted black, below which is the sprig of blessed 
palm in a small bottle or vase, benitier, containing 
holy water, and close by is the religious calendar of 
the diocese. This twig of palm plays an important 
part in the religious ceremonies of the household, 
around it c!rlstsring beliefs of impreeeiv character. 
It is credited with the power of exorcising the evil 
one snd preventing a stroke of lightning to the house. 
It is renewed each Palm Sunday, the old twig being 
c&refully burnt. All houses are blessed by the eure 
about the time of their completion, while as soon as 
the walls nre raised, a few bunches of palm, which 
they Ct\11 le bouqttet, are attached to the chimney or 
a gable, and a gun is fired by way of 1:1alute. The 
processions of the Host meet with the reverence and 
prostrations of ce:uturies ago. The Host, most 
klilow, is a wafer made of wheaten flour and water; 
according to the Catholic church, prayers said over 
it at mBes induce a miracle, by which the wifer is 
chlllnged, " truly, really, and substantially," inte the 
actual body of Christ. Wherever the p!;'ocession 
besring it passes, everyone falls on his knees and 
bows low; it seems as if some magic spell sweeps 
along the street and mows people down just where it 
:linda them-in the house, on the walk, or in the mud. 
0 ne visiter cannot repress his surprise at "seeing 
how this Catholic people mingle their religion with 
their daily duties and pleasures-at their frequent 
visits to the church, pilgrimages to shrines, the wear
ing of religious charms, the asking for blessings on 
thsir possessions and enterprises, their belief in mir
acles, their fe!u of a personal devil, their enlisting 
the saints to combat his witcheries." The artist and 
journalist C. H. Farnham, exploring these regions in 
the interest of Harper's Magazine, communicates to 
that periodical this amusing incident : 

While conversing with the people I wae in the habit of 
taking notes, as I had done elsewhere in my travels. But 
here this custom appeared to excite suspicion, so that I was 
often received with coldness and restraint. . . . The ex
planation was subsequently given me, partly by acquaint
ances who knew the people, and partly by knowledge of the 
people's history, traditions, and superstitions. . . . 
JJiany of them believe that any man who has their names or 
their portraits can command their persons through occult 
forces. Seeing me write often had thus given them very 
grave apprehensions. Then they generally believe in witch
craft, and one of the means for warding off spells is to place 
the thumb of each hand in the palm4t.nd close the fingers 
over it three times. My habit of coddling my thumbs may 
hav been taken as a sign of uncanny relations. 

It is to be expected that the immorality which 
elsewhere invariably accompanies unhindered eccle· 
siastical rule, will likewise be found to attend the 
priestly reo~me of Quebec. At the time of this 
writing a daring cure of the parish of St. Henri, 
near Montreal, has just created a genuin sensation 
throughout the province by his exposure of the im
morality of its people. The most casu.-.1 observer, 
says this priest, cannot fail to be struck with the 
increasing immorality in the province of Quebec, 
much of which may be traced to the effects of early 
intemperance. In the city of Montreal alone there 
are over seven hundred.licensed taverns, besides any 
number of unlicensed groggeries and gilded palaces 
of sin. In the French-Gtnadian country parishes: 
where the spirituous liquor most extansivly used is 
"whisky blanc," or high wines slightly reduced by 
water, drunkenness prevails to an alarming extent, 
even among young men still in their teens. An im
mense amount of villainously bad liquor, iilicitly dis
tilled in concealed shanties in the backwoods, is con
stamtly upon the market. The last report of the 
minister of justice shows a startling increase in the 
census of the criminal classes, and the warden of 
the provincial penitentiary at St. Vincent de P.:aul 
reports that " the steady progression of crime ob
served for many years past has received no abate
ment during last year," and that "the total number 
of prisoners received in the penitentiary for the year 
1889 was one hundred and thirty-four, showing an 
increase of twenty-six over the number received for 
the preceding year!' The many lying-in hospitals 
&nd institutions for the reception of illegitimate 
chiidren tell but a portion of the story. 0 .a.e ma
ternity hospital in Montreal had between three hun
dred and four hundred patients last year, and the 
hospital of the Sacre Oceur at St. Sauveur, near 
Quebec, which is in charge of nuns, has recently had 
to be enlarged, though a large five-story institution. 
It is a home fpr foundlings, who are received nightly 
in a basket placed at the door, where those who 
bring them deposit them without fear of discovery, 
and leave them to the care of the Sisters, after ring
ing a bell to announce a new arrival. French oaths, 
that translated into English would not be tolerated 
in any decent society, are freely used by both men 
Bnd women in the highest social circles of French 
Ctmada. 

organiz&tion, lacking social leaders, amusements of 
worth, intellectual, scientific, and artistic centers and 
activities. . . • Intellectual interests," con
tinues this describer, "are not a prominent interest 
in Montreal life. . Montreal is 9&id to be the 
chief book center of Canada, . it is a center 
of Roman Oatholic education, but the city 
does not possess a public general library, excepting 
the Frazer Institute, just struggling into existence; 
the libraries of individual institutions do not cover 
well any other topics than theology and civil law. 
. • . The press of Montreal is very much ham
pered by the constant necessity of being politic in a 
sharply divided community. Music suffers from the 
disfavor with which the churches regard the dra1.11a; 
for without successful theaters or an opera an orches
tra cannot be maintained, and the art thus lacks its 
chief means of expression." Montreal is, in short, 
concludes this writer, " the capital of a theocracy 
overgrowing a democracy." The city is full of 
gigantic monasteries. Indeed, the city was founded 
by building first of all a monastery big enough to 
contain the entire community; and to-day the same 
ratio holds, for the largest edifices of the city are 
convents. The chief obstruction to the city's 
growth is this ecclesiastic element. Abot1t twenty 
per cent of the property pays no taxes ; many reiig
ious corporations manufacture various articles and 
make a ruinous competition with the working 
classes; and much of the land is locked up in relig
ious orders that will neither sell nor improve it. 

Such are some of the aspects of this dBrk province 
of Qaebec, "said to be actually haunted by the devil 
and his spirits, and defended by GoJd and his angels; 
with miracles of daily occurrence; the air full of 
legends and superstitions, as well as of religious 
zeal." 

UN·AMERIOA.N DOOTRINS. 
Notice is to be taken that tbe whole pretensions 

and spirit of the Roman Catholic church in Oanada 
are more undisguisedly intolerant and more impu
dently presumptuous than in almost any other coun
try. While in lands where ignorance and docility 
are less that church veils her foul desi~ns and modi
fies her public expressions, in Canada she is not 
afraid to publish the extremest of her sentiments. 
It will be well for Americans to scrutinize such of 
her utterances as we giv following. That party in 
the church which aims to giv absolute power to the 
pope and take all its commands direct from Rome, 
called the Ultramontane party, has within the last 
half century obtained in Oanada ascendancy over 
the more moderate ecclesiastical wing. This Ultra
montane movement is led in Canada by a societ.y of 
fanatical propagandists called the ":New SC!hool." 
This New S:.lhool "approves everything the pope 
approves, and condemns everyi.hing that the pope 
condemns; consequently it nj!'rts tiberaliRm. philos
ophy, ooo,arism, rationalism, indi:ffdrence" It is the 
glory of this school to follow in every particular the 
teaching of Rome, and to prove its sinc.,rity by its 
acta. Bishop Bourf;!et, the head of the N u w School, 
laid it down that "No one is permitted to bA free in 
his religious and political opinionR." .A.hbe Paquet, a 
professor in the University of Laval, Q•Iebec; teaches 
that "man has neither the right nor the liberty to 
refuse to believe, or to choose between the diffsrent 
religions ;" that " religious toleration is a gross 
error, a blasphemy, and an impiety;" that "every
where and at all times the principle of religious or 
dogmatic intolerance will remain master of the posi
tion, because it is the truth, and truth is indestruc
tible and eternal.''" A government, he says, cannot 
proclaim civil liberty of worship without usurping a 
right that does not belong to ·it. In pA~.fect accor? 
with this are the writings of Father Brmn, a Jesu1t 
priest of Montreal. "It is cust~l!'-ary," ~e says, ".to 
regard Protestantism as a rehgwn w?1ch. has 1ts 
rights. This is an error. Protests~t1sm .1s not a 
religion; Protestantism has not a s!ngle r1gh~. ~t 
possesses the force of seduction. It 1s a rebelhon m 
t.riumph; it is an error which flatters human nature. 
Error can hav no rights; rebellion can hav no 
rights. Neither error .nor rebellion can dispe~se 
with the obligation to perform a duty~ Rebelhon 
has a strict duty to fu:fiil; this duty is to repent, to 
come back; submission to the church." 

Montreal, though the capital of this province and 
the farthest removed from penury of all this priest
consumed country, is yet a city deficient beyond an 
American imagination in civil, social, and literary life. 
It is, says Mr. Farnham, "almost without social 

The writers of this New School hav declared mar
riage performed by civil authorities alone to be void. 
"Some very serious practical results," says Charles 
Lindsey, "would follow application of this principle 
to the marriage relation. It would compel thousands 
of husbands to separate from their wives, and of 
wives from their husbands, while it would put the 
stigma of illegitimac_y on the off~pring. . <?ivil mar
riage the Jesuit Braun contends, 1s concubmage, the 
cont;act null, and the two parties, to whom the 
church refuses the sacraments, are bound to sepa· 
rate. . . . It may not be new to be told t_hat it 
is 'the sovereign pontiff who declares w~at 1s the 
law of marriage, not only amon9 the fa1th!ul, ~ut 
also among heretics and Infidels, and that he g1vs 
his decisions independent of loca.l laws and temporal 
princes' (Braun, Muiage Chretien)." 

The joint letter of the eight bishops of Quebec, 
(Continued on page 246.) 
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"Ashamed of Being Called 'Infidel.' " 
The above expression, as applied to the corre

sponding secretary of the American Secular Union, 
has been going the rounds of our Liberal papers of 
late. So long as it was the expression of people who 
are not members or who giv nothing whatever to 
support the society, it was unworthy of official notice. 
Recent lette.rs from one or two memlters, however, 
indicate that the expression is finding credence among 
our own people. The secretary therefore thinks it 
incumbent on her to publicly define her position, not 
from personal motive-as she long ago learned to liv 
above her neighbors' misapprehensions-but because 
the business welfare of the aociety demands it. 

Those who know me best, know that I am never 
" ashamed" of letting any of my opinions, upon any 
subject whatever, be known. I was educated at a 
Qu~sehool, where the Quaker principle of "bear

---lngtestiinoiij"lbr the truth" permeated the entire 
moral atmosphere; and a• this moment, I know of 

rob them (or who merely, in cases of labor oppres
sion, try to get back their own), if not Christians! 
Curiously enough, it is upon the Freethinker to· day 
that the duty has devolved of emphasizing some of 
these very precepts, such as, for instance, "Swear 
not at all ; but let your communication be yea, yea ; 
nay, :nay." And thus, my friends, I hold that, even 
under the lel\st offensiv definition possible, "Infidel"· 
applies more particularly to church people than to 
any others; so that, if only for this reason alone, it 
should be resented when applied to a Freethinker. 

In conclusion, I beg to quote part of a letter which 
I lately wrote to one of our members. on this mat
ter: 

My objections to the term are based entirely on its ety
mology, its dictionary meanings, and its popularly accepted 
signification; and not at all on any fear that I hav of my 
opinions on religious matters being generally known. I am 
only too glad, at all times, to hav an opportunity of " bear. 
ing testimony," as the Quakers phrase it. It is true that I 
prefer to bear that testimony in my own way. In meeting 
strangers, I do not care to blurt out my Freethought views 
at first-not because I am afraid, but because I can do bet
ter for the cause by having a little patience, and gradually 
surrounding the individual whom I want to conquer with 
breastwork after breastwork of argument, and then sud
denly and swiftly bearing down upon him from all quarters, 
so that he has to cry for mercy. When I fight for Free
thought, I fight to win ; and I must be allowed to fight in 
my own way. A coward I am not, and never hav been. As 
to martyrdom, I think it very foolish to seek an opportunitY 
for that; but, when it is inevitable, I hav always borne it 
without flinching. 

IDA c. CBADDOOX, 
Corr. Sec. American Secular Union. 

Philadelphia, Pa., April 11, 1891. 

no motto which I would prefer ·for my inspiration to 
those splendid words of Lucretia Mott: "Let us hav . Progress of the Cause in Washington. 
truth for authority, not authority for truth." There is good reason for congratulations on the 

But, while I am proud to call myself everywhere, results of the work done by the Washington Secular 
and at all times, a Liberal and a Freethinker, I pro- Union. 
test at all times and places against the term ':!!!!i:_ It will be remembered that the barbers of Seattle, 
del." I protest becaul!le I consider it an incorrect under the subtle scheming of Rev. W(ily) Crafts, of 

the pamphlet is written in such a spirit of frankness 
that even the most rabid Sunday devotee will be 
constrained to admit the facts andj,be forced to seri
ous consideration of the subject. 

RELIGIOUS EXEROIIES IN OUR PU:BLIO SCHOOLS 
The following extract from a letter just received 

give evidence that the good work is progressing: 
_ TBANAWAY, WAsH., April2, 1891. 

C. B. REYNOLDs, Secretary Washington Secular Union, 
Freemont, Wash., De0/1' Friend: Your very valued commu
nication received and read to our !Ociety. We are moving 
on very harmoniously and progress in~~; nicely. Evervthing 
points to success for the future of the Kittitas Secular Union. 

I am instructed to report to you that we hav stopped the 
reading of the Bible and religious exercises in our public 
schools here. 

I inclose herewith a copy of our constitution and by-laws 
just received from the printers. Our members express them
selva as very grateful for all your kindness. 

Yours in friendship, G. W. SEAToN, 
· Vice-President Wash. Secular·Union. 

TAXATION OF OHUROH PROPERTY. 
The passage of the amended assessment law, and 

at the last moment ringing in the exemption of 
church property clause, afforded no opportunity, as 
in Califernia, for any protest. It was publicly given 
out that the churches, in view of the very heavy ex
penses incurred and the high rate of taxation in con
sequence, would seek in vain for any modification of 
the law of last session. Then in the very last days 
of the session the clause copied from the old territo
rial law was smuggled into the assess~ent act and 
rushed through. 

An exlra session !s likely to be called. Should it 
be, every possible effort will be made to enforce the 
righting of the mean, treacherous wrong perpetrated 
by those conservators of morality, the priests and 
parsons. 

Would that the Liberals were prepared to test the 
constitutionality of the exemption act in the supreme 
court. 

It is impossible to reconcile the exemption of 
church property with the " declaration of rights " of 
our state constitution : . 

"No public money or property shall be appropri
ated for, or applied to any religious worship, exer
cise, or instruction, or the support of any religious 
establi~hment." C. B. REYNOLDs, 

Secretary Washingbon Secular Union. 
.Freemont, W~sh. 

-rerm. Infidel and infidelity convey the idea of un- the American Sunday Union, applied to the com
faithfulness, both etymologioally and in the popular mon council for an ordinance to compel closing of 
acceptation of the term. Where a Freethinker is all barber shops on Snnday. Defeated in this by the 
sneered at for "infidelity," it is not so much his vari- Washington Secular Union, they next endeavored to 
anee from the Christian or any other religion which hav the old territorial law enforced, and made several 
his opponents think of when they utter the sneer, as arrests ; defeated again, they rearrested one of our 
it is the fear which they hav (an unbased fear, to be members and took him before the superior court, 
sure, but none the less real to them) that he is false and the Washington Secular Union scored another 
to what nature and the consensus of civilized human- victory. The Kansas People's Party. 

) 

ity, through long ages, hav made the established The fanatics nett arrested the principal clothing [We voted the People's party ticket last fall and sub-
order of things. He seems to them like a retrograder merchants, had trial; jury promptly acquitted. Sun- scribed for the Salina Union, which is the Salina county 
to a looseness which the experience of mankind has day fanatics were discouraged. · Alliance organ. I don't know how the Liberals of the county 
shown to be undesirable, a betrayer of the evoluted The followlng editorial· notices, gleaned from to· can keep their mouths shut any longer. Here we hav had 
faith of humanity (in a much larger sense than the day's Seattle newspapers, tell the story : the party platform published week after week, and nothing 

f f h " h · said about it all winter long. Not long since I wrote a few 
narrow religious sense 0 " ait ) ; and so, in t eu Tke barbers hav united in their efforts to decrease the lines and sent them to the office of the Union, but the ex-
fear and their ignorance, they hurl at him the epithet hours of labor, and hereafter all the shops will close at noon reverend immaculate senior editor of this scarcely feathered
" infidel." This term is as much a misnomer of the on Sundays.-Press Times, April 4. . out national reform paper very tenderly returned my manu-
true Liberal as "thief" or "liar" would be; and, to With bat and balL-Exhibition game, April12 -Arrange- script with the highly edifying remark that he and I did not 

1 
f th. k" "t h ld b · d" tl mente hav been made for an exhibition game between the agree or believe alike in regard to the existence of God and 

my way 0 In IDg, 1 S ou e as In Ignan Y re- Amateur league team . and the Seattle professionals, on the immortality of the souL I suppose he will be quite 
palled by any self-respecting man or woman. Sunday, April 12th, one week from to-morrow.-PressTimes, likely to disfranchise all of the Infidels, and in fact all others 

I am aware that some who read these words will Aprll4. with whom he differs, as soon as he becomes powerful 
di:fl:er with me upon this matter. They will claim John Cort's Casino.-Where to spend a quiet Sunday after. enough to do so. I send you the rejected manuscript, which 
that "infidel" is a term of honor; It is quite con- noon with pleasure. This new and thoroughly equipped you may dispose of as you like.-NBWTON MITOHBLL.] 

h place of amusement, under the management of Mr.'-John G h • 
eeivable that a man mig t in time so liv as to make Cort, the enterprising young theatrical man, will no doubt The simple declaration, " overnments derive t ell 
even the epithets "liar" and "thief" terms of honor; continue to be crowded with pleased; enthusiastic audiences. just powers from the eonaent of the governed," has 
but they would be none the less incorrect terms, if Take the Yesler avenue car to-morrow at 2 o'clock, and don't survived the tempest of political strife for more than 
applied to an honest man. So, likewise, do I pro- get off until you hav reached the pavilion.-Preas Times, a century, and I cannot believe that the American 
iest against the application of the word "in:tid~l" to A%~.~~Y the Sunday Closing Association paid in $68.56 as people will ever voluntarily surrender this most vital 
a Freethinker. costs in the four suits that they brought against saloon men, of all principles pertaining to free government. The 

It is true that Webl!lter's Dictionary givs, as a and then had dismiseed, owing to failure to confict in the founders of the republic placed the source of govern
secondary definition of " Infidel," " one who dis be- first case tried. The date of hearing in the appealed Bowers ment within the reach of humanity. 
lieves in Christ, or in the divine origin and authority case has not been set. Prosecuting Attorney Snell says the " God is the rightful sovereign of nations, from 

association is now playing the baby act in trying to saddle 
of Christianity." I, however, dare to differ with the costs in the Bowers case on the county. He says the whom all just powers of government are derived, and 
that authority on this·definition-although it is quite association ageeed before the suit was commenced that the to whom all human enactments ought to conform." 
probable that, when Webster's Dictionary was first county would not be asked to pay costs if the prosecution Such is the declaration of our new party of Kansas, 
compiled, the definition may hav been a eorreet one. failed. He also added that he did not think the association and in the estimation of many good people such high
Evidently this definition is based on the presumption would be successful in making the public pay for the associ- sounding words displa .. Y great political wisdom,· but ation whistle.-&attle Telegraph, April 2. 
that the majority of Englishmen and Americans are At a private meeting of the ministers and those who are there are many others· who most decidedly and seri-
profeseing Christians. Is this presumption correct T working up the anti-Sunday saloon agitation, it was decided ously object to the introduction of such a principle 
You know that it is not;; You know very well that to appeal to the Bowers case, recently thrown out of court, into our form of government. If the majority of 
the majority of the people, both in England and and hav the other four complaints withdrawn. This is done our people favor the above sentiment, I would mildly 

to save the risk of costs, as decided against them in the 
in America, are either non-profeasors, or non-attenders Bowers case. They hav had an ordinance drtown, which suggest that we kill the· American eagle and supply 
(regularly) of church, or deeided Liberals or else in- they hope to hav passed, which is a duplicate of the state his lofty perch with a goose. 
different. Even Dt. Stevenson, the secretary of the Sunday law, and which will make the city the prosecutor.- The.remainder of the platform relates only to mat-
party which is oppol!led to us, when talking to a Seattle T~legraph. ters which may be investigated and understood by 
church audience, and congratulating Christians on There is no question but the territorial law is un- ordinary mortals, and the St. Louis platform is free 
the triumph of Christ's cauae, estimated only one in constitutional, hence it was not to our interest to from that ancient style of politics, for which we are 
every five as a follower of Jesus! And yet he was make e:fl:ort to help the passage of the Owens Sun· truly thankful. 
turning the fair side to London when he made that day law: that would exempt all within city limits, We hav no use for the hidden mysteries, no use 
estimate. With these and other statistics, how can and enforce the law on all outside corporate limits. for the incomprehensible or the unknowable in eon-
the term "Infidel" eorreetly.apply to a non-Christian The power to annoy by causing arrest is still in nection with our platform; what we need can only 
even under Webster's definition T The faith of the the hands of the fanatic;, and will continue to be be determined by mortal experience and human rea
majority of th~ people in Englaiid and America is until a case is decided by the supreme court; but as son. 
to-day not. Christian, whatever else it may or may we beat them on every ease in the lower courts, there Had the Farmers' national convention recom
not be. Consequently, it is incorrect to call a Free- is little chance of obtaining a supreme court decision. mended any such fossiliferous fragments of dogmatic 
thinker "an Infidel," even under this secondary defi- Hence the need of educating the people on the facts, ·theology for political use, it might justly hav been 
nition by Webster. biblical, historical, and legal, in regard to Sunday denounced as an act of folly. Why did the People's 

But even stripped of its offensiv meaning of false- Jaws and Sabbath observance. The manuscript of· party take this decided stand for the union of 
ness to humanity, and confined to the narrower the pamphlet ordered by the convention is in the church and state T If they were sincere (which is 
meaning of falseness to the Ohristian creed, "Infi- hands of the printers. An edition of five thousand doubtful), it displays only fanatical imbecility;. if 
del " applies to few, if any, save Christians themselvs. copies will be gratuitously but very carefully distrib· not, so much the wo].'se, for we can ill a:fl:'ord to see 
For who hav departed from the precepts of the uted throughout the state by the vice-presidents of this mighty uprising of a great and honest people 
founder of Christianity, if uot Christians T Who our organization. shrouded in the mantle of political dishonel!lty and 
are laying up riehes on earth, and insisting on oaths I make no claim to any original ideas, but the facts idiotic hypocrisy. AG"NOSTIO. 
in courts of justice, ud resisting those who try to are concisely stated and presented in startling array; Brookville, Kan. 



Prohibition. 
It is utterly wrong under the Declaration of 

Independence and the Constitution of the United 
States. 

Prohibition, as it is now being agitated in the 
United States, means the enactment of laws forbid. 
ding the manufacture and sale, and thus, indirectly, 
the use, of spirituous beverages, as wine, beer, ;whisky, 
and so forth. 

Properly speaking, the United States is the only 
civilized country of the globe where such prohibitory 
laws exist, in sqme of the states, and where their en
actment, in other states, is advocated by certain 
parties. The highly civilized nations of E11rope do 
not know anything qf Prohibition; with the excep
tion of the Turks, who by the Koran, their religious 
book, are taught to abstain from the use of spirituous 
beverages. Yet, among them the abomination of po· 
lygamy prevails as a ·legal institution. The Bible, 
on the other hand, rather encourages the use of wine. 
Beer and whisky were plainly not yet invented when 
the scriptures were written. 

The beverages named are products of civiliza
tion, having been invented, and being manufactared 
and used, by civilized nations. The preparation of 
·certain kinds of the same is attended to with grea~ 
care by these nations, and bas reached a high degree 
of perfection. It is a well-known fact tha• in the 
Old World the nations using these beverages are in• 
tellectually brighter and rank higher in their achieve
ments as to civilization than the nations do that 
are not using them. 

Prohibition absolutely violates both the Daclaration 
of Independence and the Constitution of the United 
States. The former recognizes the nat11ral, inherent, 
and inalienable rights of man, eating and drinking 
included, and says that all men are created equal, 
that is, that they are entitled to equal treatment un
der the law. A man, therefore, in this country, may 
drink what he pleases-cold, fresh water (being the 
cheapest and healthiest of beverages), or wine, beer, 
bard cider, and so forth, provided he pays for the 
latter beverages, if he has not produced them him
self. Then, the Constitution is to secure the bless
bigs of liberty, personal and industrial liberty in
cluded to the American people. A man, therefore, 
in the United States, may use the gifts of nature for 
his own benefit or for that of others, as he sees fit 
and chooses, also for the manufacture and sale of 
spirituous beverages. 

The Snpreme Court of the United States has re
peatedly decided prohibitory legislation in .any state 
of the Union to be lawfal under the Amer!can Con
stitution. Yet, its decisions iu this respect are at 
variance with both common sense and the fund&· 
mental principles of this free country. Thi's tribunal 
is not infallible, although its decisions become the 
law of the land. 

In one of its decisions the Supreme Court says 
that no man has a natural right to sell spirituous 
beverages by the glass. Why not T They are, exactly 
like tea, milk, coffee, chocolate, and similar beverages, 
nothing but liquid food. No discrimination, there· 
fore, can lawfully be made, under the fundamental 
charters named of our American freedom, as to the 
sale of spirituous bever .. ges. Another argument 
used by the Supreme Oonrt, in its;decisions referred 
to, reads, that, under the Constitution of the United 
States, every state of the Union bas the right to 
adopt police regulations, and that prohibitory laws 
are nothing but such regulations~ 

In answer to this argument, it may be said, that 
in a free country police regulations can be directed 
only against nuisances-things that annoy and giv 
trouble and vexation-either to prevent or to abate 
them. Yet, it can·not be proved that the m~nufact
ure and sale of spirituous beverages are nmsances. 
As to their manufacture, they are made of_ the best 
fruits, grains, and of other. useful .products ?f the 
soil of this country, and thell' sale simply consists of 
transactions of trade. While prohibitory laws, where 
they exist in the Union, are worded thus, that they 
forbid only the msnufacture and sale of spirituous 
beverages, their real aim is plainly to P!event the 
consumption of smch beverages. Yet 1t ca~not 
be justly said, that a man, by decently and sensibly 
drinking spirituous beverages, which he has produced 
himself or for which he pays, and which benefit 
him c~mnlits a nuisance by thus offending his 
neighbor, who, ~elie!ing in total ~b~tinence ~rom 
these beverages IS usmg only non-spmtuous dnnks. 
Thus it will be' seen that neither the manufacture 
nor the sale, or the use of spirituous beverages, is a 
nuisance. 

These beverages are frequently called intoxicants. 
Every one of them, it is true, because it contains 
alcohol is intoxicating, if used to excess. But none 
of the~ is so by itself, if properly used. They all 
contain more or less water, which, as a matter of 
course, is not intoxicating. It has also never bee!l 
proved that spirituous beverages decent!y and s~n.sl· 
bly used, and if of good and pure .quahty, are InJu
rious to the health of man or poisonous. On the 
contrary, the mea using them as liquid food, in a 

proper manner, saf that they are physically bene· 
fited, by being refreshed by them. 

The advocates of Prohibition say that the use of 
spirituous beverages frequently leads to crime. It 
is true that a good many murders are committed in 
this country by intoxicated men. Yet, is the cir
cumstance that they carry concealed weapons-a fact 
necessarily implying a murderous intent-not the 
real cause, and their intoxication only the occasion 
of their murderous deeds ? 

Drunkenness, a viee and a shame, can never be 
made a lawful excuse for any crime or misdemeanor. 
On the contrary, a man should always be as severely 
punished for any wrong or violation of the law com
mitted by him while drunk as if he had been per
fectly sober. mherwise, if criminally inclined, he 
would only hav to become drunk to commit his 
crime with impunity ! 

Drunkenness may be considered as a short insan
ity. Yet it is exclusivly caused by the drunken 
man's own fault, and has not the characteristics of 
insanity eaused by disease, physical defects, or mis
fortune. The law does not hold a man suffering 
from insanity of the latter kind responsible if he 
commits a crime. · 

An excessiv use of spirituous beverages in the 
United States-which is by no means the rule but 
only the exception, and always to be deplored-can 
be effectivly prevented only by the advancement of 
social education among the American people. Legal 
Prohibition in this country, in any form or shape, by 
a constitutional proTision or amendment, or by a 
statutory law, or by local option-which is nothing 
but localized Prohibition-is plainly a social end 
political untruth, having moral slavery for its object. 
Woman ean be made virtuous by !aw. This can be 
accomplished only by self-respect. !Self-respeot, 
therefore, not prohibitory ·laws, ought to dictate 
every man in the United States his course as to the 
use of spirituous beverages. Total abstinence is, as 
a matter of eourse, a good and praiseworthy thing 
for a man if he feels unable to control himself as to 
the use of such beverages, or if they do not agree 
with him, or if he cannot afford to pay for them. 
Common· sense, nothing else, will permanently reJJ,
der the American people a sober nation. 

Prohibition, according to the foregoing discussion, 
is unworthy of the free men of this free country, 
and should, ss soon as possible, be buried forever in 
the United StateB. J. G. HERTWIG. 

Washington, .D. 0. 

The Badge. 
I hav been much interested in the pansy and 

torch discussion. I like the idea of a cheap floral em
blem, one that we can stamp all our stationery with. 
The.world is growing more and more cosmopolitan. 
We cannot all be leaders, and why then. object to the 
pansy because other countries adopted it first ! The 
old is not always best, but the stamp of age has its 
value. The pansy is a universal favorit, and its 
motto a good one. 

Can we not combine the torch and pansy in some 
pretty design for our stationery, and get rubber 
stamps made, and so bav a print that will be sug
gestiv, handsome, and fffectiv? The new emblem 
need not supersede or iDjure the others, only supple
ment them. 

I hav never seen Wettstein's badge, but I hav 
Miss Churchill's, as I aided her in gett.ing her first 
ones out of the express office where they were held 
for payment. · 

I am glad Mr. Wettstein explained about the pat
ent. I hav always felt a little hard toward him 
for superseding her pin and giving- her no recom· 
pense. We often misjudge people from not knowing 
all the circumstancM. 

Yours for the best, and for harmony and unselfish 
Liberalism. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER. 

Snowville, Va. 

Hav we not had quantum suffiait of flowery 
speeches over the badge-pin topic T Others may 
like it, but it seems a waste of valuable time and 
space when three columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER are 
taken up in a quibbling over the choice of a badge 
for Liberals. First catch your Liberals ! I agree 
in toto with what Miss Wixon says about it. Mr. 
Wettstein's badge-pin tell:i what is meant, the same 
as Mr. Heston's cartoons divulge thought. Hence 
we bav not only thought, but reason, scieMe, and 
liberty, contrasted with superstition, peraecutio,n, 
and murder, as the true bi!3tory of past ages givs ua. 

But we liv in the practical. What are we doing 
for our present martyrs for freedom of speech ? 
With E. H. Heywood, a brave worker for religious 
liberty, serving two years in the peniten~iary ; Moses 
Harman sentenced to one year for offeJ;Iding 
" good taste" in behalf of woman's marital freedom ; 
J. W. Caldwell's case not yet decided, and the 
"lost ground" cases spoken of in a late TRUTH 
SEEKER, there is need of more work and less words. 
Surely the Washington Secular Union is taking the 
lead, and, I thillk, it hag no p~nsy badge, either. 
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I hav been reading D. M. Bennett's book, " Ohsun. 
pions of the Church," and I confess I "don't love 'em 
a little bit." Read it carefu1ly, my beloved Chris
tian friends. And do not fail to read " Is This Your 
Son, My Lord !" true to life and twice as interesting. 
Success be yours I FLoRA W. Fol:. 

Sunday Qoestion5 
In Exodus the Jews are commanded to "remem

ber the Sabbath day to keep it holy." In Leviticus 
xxiii, seven verses are devoted to commanding ob
servance of the lObh day of every seventh month. 
The most awful penalties are threatened againsl; 
whoever violates it by labor-" that soul will I cut 
off-ye shall do no manner of work, and it shall be 
a statute forever among dl your generations, in all 
your dwellings." 

How is it that no attention is paid by our "unco 
guid " to this last, while they would obey the first 
by even changivg the day from Saturn's day to the 
Sun's .day t HoLTt 

Too Close a Union Now of Church and State. 
Prom tht WorZd • • 

An extraordinary bill is pending in the legislature, 
or rather it would ~e extraordi11ary were it not for 
existing legislation concerning religious corporations. 
Whether or not it has been the intention of the su
thors of this measure to conceal its purpose, and 
even its existence, we do not know; but thus far it 
has escaped the notice of those who are most inter
ested in it. 

If its provisions should become law the state will 
hav made a deflnit alliance with every church not 
only in respect to its temporal affairs but in respect 
to its spiritual affairs as well, and this is directly 
contrary to the spirit and intention of our institu
tions, which decree the divorce Qf church and etate. 

Naturally the state must hav relations with relig
ious corporations, because they hav a moneyed side 
and hold property in trust; but beyond that the 
state has no duty whatever to perform. The bill in 
question determine the method of choosing vestry
men, wardens, trustees, or by whatever name the 
governing body of • church is called. n makes rules 
for their meetings, and regulates the appointment 
and dismissal of ministers. In this connection the 
canons of the Episcopal church are made part of the 
statute law of the state, so that the bishops may call 
upon the secular power for aid in the enforcement 
of their spiritual powers. 

All this is wrong. It is against the genius of our 
country. It involves the state with the churches. It 
makes it a necessary part in theological controver
sies. The people of the churches ought to make 
the rules for their government, not the politicians at 
Albany. . 

It is evident that some one is behind this bil.l who 
wants a little more power than his own chm:oh is 
willing to accord him, and who would like the as
sistance of the state in religious matters. 

There is no doubt that the laws of New York re
specting religious corporations need amendment, but 
in the other direction. They already bring the atate 
into too close connection with the church. The 
statute providing for the incorporation of such so
cieties should be no longer or more specific tbll.n that 
which provides for the incorporation of clubs, a.nd it 
should be confined to the business or temporAl side 
of the subject. 

Brotherhood of Moralists. 
Re:J)ort of the Pr01Jaqanaa. Commtttee of the Broth~?·hooa nr .Ill oral. 

tstB, at Hannibal, Mo., rromMaroh 1 to .41)rtll0, 1801. 
BEORETABY'fi! RBPORT. 

During the past six weeks fift:v membership certificates hav 
been issued by the Hannibal Brotherhood of Momlists so. 
ciety ; making a total of _1,418 enrolled. The new ~e~bers 
are from: Missouri, Illmois, Kansas, Indiana, MiChlgau, 
New York, Iowa, Wisconsin, Texas, Ohio, California, Wash
ington, and the West Indies. Brothers E. dos Sautes, or 
Trinidad and J. H. Crain, of Dlinols, deserve special men. 
tion for their successful efforts In obtaining applicant~J for 
membership and contributions for the propaganda fund. 
Until further notice our reports will be closed on the lOth of 
each month. The good work goes bravely on. A copv or 
our constitution will be sent free to any addrefls by tbe editor 
of the Moralist, Barre, Mass., or the undersigned. 

F. H. RAu, Sec. 
TREABUBBB'B REPORT. 

Balance, last report. ........ :: ................ : ............... .. 
P. Bruch ........................................................ .. 
J. Cretean, A.. Spooner, M. Bardin, E. A. Scribner, 

and J. H. Taylor, each twenty-five cents ..... . 
A. Randal and A. Richards, each ten cents ........ . 

'fotal. ................... • ... · • · .. •• · · .. • · •• · · · .. · · · · 
Mailing constitutions, circulars, letters, 

membership certificates, etc ........ :··· $ 3 10 
Paid Ella E. Gibson for 1,000 Moraltiita 

mailed to members of the order who 
are not subscribers........................ 10 00 

Total.................................. $13 70 

$65 70 
75 

1 25 
20 

$67 90 

13 70 

Balance.......................................... $'4 20 
April 10, 1891. A. R. A YRa:s, Treasurer. 

SEND for catalog of our publications, SGnt free 
on '<pplioation. 
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(Continued from page 243.) 
dated September 22, 1875, claims for the clergy 
nothing lese than the absolute direction of political 
elections. It is also assumed therein that the church 
is independent of civil society and superior to it; 
that " t.be state is in the church, and not the church 
in the state." The priests, who are assumed to be
long to a society superior to civil society, are also 
empowered t.o giv supreme directions to the consti
tuted authorities. Should anyone deny the right 
of the priest to int,.rfere in elections with spiritual 
censurefl, Bishop Bourget says, on his own account, 
he ought not to be elected. Nor are the electors to 
regard !lB eligible any candidate "who desires the 
separation of church and stste; who sustains propo
sitions condemned by the syllabus; who rejects the 
intervention of the pope, the biahops, and the 
priests in the s:ff&irs of government;" who " criti· 
cieBs and censures t.he mandates and circulate of 
bishops and the instructions of pastors on the sub. 
ject of elections;" who "favors journals, books, 
and societies which the church condemns." Bishop 
Rogers of New Brunswick goes as far as any of the 
Quebec bishops. He lays it down that the law of 
God, which is to be the rule in politics as in ev.ery~ 
thing else, is to be interpreted for Roman Ontholice 
by their legitimate pastors, especially the pope, the 
first pastor, the authorized interpreter of the law of 
God not only in matters of faith but also of morals, 
which eomprehend 'every human act. Even Arch
bishop Lynch, of Toronto, ·who has aimed to play a 
liberal rote,' defines"politics to be morals on a large 
scale; and we know that the church claims absolute 
direction in all matters of morals. The bishop of 
Rimouski, apart from the joint letter, i:n 1875 claimed 
the right of the priests to interfere in elections ~ith 
the terrors of spiritual censures, ond denied the right 
of the civil authority to put any limits to the eccle · 
siastical power. He warned the faithful not to vote 
for anyone who sustains principles which the church 
has condemned. Notwithstending that it is made 
penal by civil law, the priests habitually command 
their parishioners to vote in a certain way under 
psin of future punishment. The simple pessants, 
believing fully that the priests c&n send them to hell, 
vote as they dictate. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR ANNEXATION. 
Oanada baa an extensiv sea-coast, indented with 

many bays and harbors, 1dfording admirable fmcili
ties for mariti.m enterprise. To theee will soon be 
added, no doubt, the island of Newfoundland, which 
possesses fiBheries unequaled .either in the Old or 
in the New World. The vmlue of Oanadian forests 
is yearly becoming mote evident. The great plains 
of the Northwest Territory contain land of almost 
inexhaustible fertility. Thel.'le and other material 
advantages must soon attract the desires and 
schemes of more than one American syndicate. The 
past and present conduct of our Oongreas does not 
leave ground for expectation that these syndicates 
would seek in vain to procure from our government 
a declaration of cliim to Oanada. This, of course, 
in the event that their commercial interests would 
be forwarded by annention, which they probably 
would. Or, in the event of war between Russia and 
England, the landing of troops by the former on the 
province of hor enemy would very probably be fol
lowed by an appropriation of that country by the 
United StatAe, and expulsion of Russians and British 
as well. Again, it has been rumored that the Ro· 
man Oatholic church will enter upon machinations 
to procure annexation both of Oanada and of Mexico, 
that she may elect a president from her ranks. In 
more ways than we may now pause to conjecture the 
northern territories of this continent may come to 
us. We must take possession of them, says General 
Butler, "sooner or later, peaceftbly if possible, forci
bly if we must." No opinion for or against annexa
tion is to be understood as given in this article. 
Our object is soleiy to call the attention of Free
thinkers to the religious troubles that can scarcely 
fail to follow, and entreat 'them to prepare against 
those troubles by endeavorin~ to add to that num. 
ber of Freethinkers in the United States in whom 
rests the hope of the future. 

" THE NEXT WAR FROM THE NORTH," 
Let us consider more at large the possible effects 

of e.nnexation upon the rele.tions of religion and the 
state in our nation. 

Oert,ainly the proportion of Roman Oatholics in 
our citizens wiil be largely angmented. It is an un
pleaaiDg fact that the French Oanadians, who are 
nearly all of thRt denomination, are so extraordinarily 
prolific that their present rate of multiplication will 
befo~e long en~ble t~em to predominate over large 
portw.ns o.f this contment. If they keep their pres
ent faith, xt can scarcely be otherwise than that they 
will become an element of the greatest power for 
evil. They hav already overspread large sections of 
Oanada that were English and Protestant. Through
out the eastern edge of Ontario, which strip they 
sre ovsrrunning, they hav extensivly converted the 
English-speaking schools into French clerical schools. 
The ecclesiastics advance to their p~rishioners money 
at low interest to buy out the property of the Eng
lishmen, because tbe l~nd in Oatholic hands will p111y 

." tith.es. The tax assessors aid by raisin~ the taxes 
on property under British ownership. The church 
urges the scriptural command to increase and multi
ply on the earth. The habitants marry very young, 
snd in a dozen years hav bred as m~&ny children. 
Fsmilies of twenty or twenty-five are not &t all un
common. Another method by which Freneh exten
sion is effected is reported thus : " Wherever Oana
dillns intermarry with the English or Scotch, the 
Oanadians, owing to their greater religious ten~city, 
almost invariably succeed in bringing up the children 
as Oatholics; and the children being Oaiholics, they 
naturally consort with the French, and are soon mb
sorbed by them." " Protestantism and the British 
element in Quebec," says Professor Smith, "are :now 
~lmost at their last gasp. They at·e fast being 
shouldered out of every part of the province except 
the English quarter of Montreal. Even there, their 
commerce is being attacked by the plundering hos
tility of the French Oatholic legislature, juat as the 
commerce of Belbst would be by an Irish Oe.tholic 
legislature in Ireland. Nor is the advancing tid.e of 
aggression confined to Quebec. Esstern Ontario is 
being rapidly overflowed." These spreading O~na
dian Oatholics hav already overflowed into New Eng. 
land in legions, and with the Irish Oatholios of the 
south hav changed mao,.ny parts of that region to 
Roman Oatholic hot-beds. 

It is not simply in numbers but in intensity of 
churchism that the population of Quebec presents 
a most threatening aspect. The clergy of that 
province are infl.e::dbly set upon a hierarchical rule 
over all civil authoritiee, and the people are as im
movably devoted to the procurement of this eccle
siastical rule for their spiritual fathers. As illus
trativ of the assumption of civil authority by the 
clergy, the following instances may be givAn. At 
the opening of P&rliament on Jan. 11, 1889, Oar
dina! Tescheresu and his clergy were assigned seats 
on the fl.oor. The cardinal instantly expressed the 
greatest indignation tmd demanded a seat on the 
throne, claiming precedence over the lieutenant
governor, the quean's rapresentativ. Speaker Bruere 
and Premier Mercier hastily sent an apology to 
his eminence, a.nd a throne was erected beside the 
queen's throne and ex&ctly under the royal arms. 
Oardinal Taschereau and his train of prelates oc
cupied this when Parliament opened, amid murmurs 
of Proteatsnt members. Again, at the visit of 
Prince George of Great Britain in the autumn of 
1890 the cardinal demanded precedence at the re
ception given that prince, and failing to obtain it 
refused to attend. The act of Parliament by which 
the Jesuits were awarded $400,000 for claims which 
were properly long outlawed by lapse of time, was 
in itself a shameful thing; but the point that we 
wish to note here is that it was made conditional 
on the concurrence of the pope. Thus a foreign 
potentate was admitted to participation in the legis· 
la.t.ori!ll authority of . the Dominion of Canada. For 
helping to carry through this legislation, Premier 
Merciel", the representativ of the queen through the 
whole Dominion, received from the V a.tican the dec
oration of a knightly order of the church. There 8re 
statutes on the books having marginal refer
ences such as, " Dacree by our holy father, the pope, 
to take precedence," etc. It is to be marked that these 
proceedin~s took place not in the provincial pBrlil\
ment of Quebec, but in the federal parliament of the 
Dominion of Oanada; and that these st.l!tutes are not 
those of the province but of the Dominion. By 
zealousness of religious faith the Oatholic representa
tivs in parliam~nt are solidified into a body that in
variably obtains the balance of power. Quebec
which is to say, the hierarchy-virtually rules the 
Dominion. Under wily eccleeiastice.l guid~nce the 
French hav got the better of the English in every 
contention or intrigue. 

Many other examples of assumption by the 
church of superiority to civil institutions, sre 
reported to this country; sometimes :nuns claim 
exemption from judicial citation to court as wit
nesses, sometimes bargains are IU!eerted inv~tlid 
because of lllelk of ecclesiastical concurrence, and 
sometimes marriages of backsliding priests ~?~re pro
nounced null and void and the repentant priest re
instated in ordeTS while the wife and children are 
abandoned to the world. " The aim of Rome," 
writes the Epiecopal bishop Usher, "is to ml%ke her 
church the state church of the Dominion." A dia
pat.ch lately received fr.om Kingston, Ont., contains 
pasamges from a:n address by Archbishop Oleary 1!!!1 
follows: " Poor little wretched ministers !" he cries 
of his opponents ; " the right to control the edu(la
tion of youth will never be surrendered to any men; 
to premier, to governor-general, to queen, to anyone. 
Never! Never l No surrender!" Respecting the 
agitation to di!!continue Oatholic sep!lrste echools in 
Ontario, he exclaims: "Separate schools are in the 
constitution ! And ·the constitution mnat go, the 
confederation must go, the Dominion of Oanad~ must 
go, before we will giv up separate schools !" 

The turn of the contest now going on in Mlllni
toba over the schools is illustrativ. After a des
perate struggle the Protestants succeeded in getting 
through tbe lesislature of that province an aet 

abolishing the sepsrate schools devoted to the French 
language and the Roman Oatholic religion. But 
these separate schools are still in full operation; not 
one has been closed. The chureh, boasted Arch
bishop Oleary in the address noted above, simply 
sent out instructions to the people not to pay any 
attention to the newlaw, end they didn't. 

The hostility between the two great seats in 
Oariada is inappeasable. It bas kept the two e}e. 
menta in a perpetual conflict for years. Violence is 
i:nceseant. Street brawls and riots and midnight 
assassinations ru·e occurrences of nearly every doy. 
Throughout 1890 the outbreak of a ~et war was 
continually expected. In March, 1890, there was 
exceptionally fierce contention between the Protest
iUJ.t and Orange city of Ottawa and the Roman 
Oatholic city of Hull-population twenty thousand 
-situated opposit on the Ottawa river. Premier 
Mercier was compelled to dispatch & corps of de
tective and one hundred police ; and the 43d regi
ment O&rleton Rifl.ea, with a dsh.chment of dragoon 
guards, were got ready. Orange parades in Mon
treal b.av met with such handling that they hav 
been discontinued for several years; but it is in
tended to hold one next July, and the Oatholics 
promia the paraders bloody usage. Writes 0. H. 
Farnham : 11 The outlook for peace [in Montreal] is 
wall-nigh hopeless, with two systems of education 
producing fundamental differences of character, and 
nourishing religious intolerance, race antipathy, so
ci~l division, political antagonism, snd commercial 
sepmration." "It will be difficult indeed," says 
another writer, "to form a homogeneous people on 
this h!!.lf of North America under circumstances and 
conditions such as the present." The Oatholics of 
Montreal not long ago requested of the city council 
a site in the center of Mount Royal park on which 
to erect Ill colossal statue of the Virgin Mary, !nearly 
as ll\rge as that of Liberty in New York harbor. The 
Protestants counter-petitioned, and declar~d that 
t.hey would blow up the statue some dark night. 
Retaliation was threatened on the statues of Nelson 
~nd Q11een Victoria, which are displeasing to the 
French and the Irish population respectivly. "I 
aily to the Protestants," exhorts Bishop U aher, "put 
forth your power to prevent war-civil war-or 
come it will !" In the memories of ns all there still 
dwell the ominous words of Generftl Grant : "If we 
are to hllv anothsr contest in the nsDr future of our 
:national existence, I predict that the dividing line 
will not be Mason and Dixon's, but between patriotism 
and intelligence on the one side, and superstition, 
ambition, and ignorance on the other." Is it possi
ble that the fulfillment of Grant's prophecy may 
come' upon us through the opening""'indicated in the 
following lines of Professor Goldwin Smith T-" I 
hav ~~ld public m'Btr ·that if they did not take care, 
trouble, RS it had come to them from the south, 
would some day come to them from the north. The 
South Oarolin!!. of a second irrepressible coDflict is 
not unlikely to be found in French Oana.d~t, domi
nP.ted by the Jesuit." 

Lat us hope that a century hence will not find on 
the continent of North America a half-score of em
bittered and contending nations, unhappy disrupted 
members of a once great Union; some perhaps 
struggling toward the light, some uninformed snd 
erring, and others wielded by the dark powers of ec
clesiasticism in de~>igns of subjugation and degrada
tion against the whole. Rather let us hope for victory 
of the principles of good-for the illumination 
of the d~rk places, the freeing of the minds en· 
thralled, the gentilizing of the savage, the undeceiv
ing of the beguiled, th~ carrying of the banner of 
civil and religious liberty in jubilation and hope over 
sll the ramp!lrts of ignorance and ill. In the achieve- . 
ment of this mighty end, there is demand for every 
Fraethinkar'a devotion and effort. 

Mediumistic Phenomena. 
The qnastion now before TnE TRUTH SEEKER 

meeting-house seems to be, How are the demo:n
str&tions of the Spiritu&l mediums to be accounted 
forT 

It is getting to be a pretty well-eat~blished fact, I 
believe, that they are not all the result of legerde
m!llin or decGption, and that there are some phenom
ena that cannot be attributed to hypnotism or any 
other known law or force. 

For one I would be glad to be able to believe that 
disembodied spirits hav something to do with them, 
but I confess with genuin sorrow and disappointment 
thmt in my thirty-five yee.rs of investigation I hav 
never had :a single solitary proof of spil'it existence. 
If ever a poor mortRl wanted to believe in the beau
tiful philosophy of Spiritualism I did. 

When " physical medium " Allen and wife, now at 
Summerland, Oal., were on their way West, they 
stopned off one night in this city and gave us a 
fe~u~a at the residence of Mrs. Ohristiu Mailey, 607 
Shawnee street. Her sittiDg-room was prepared for 
the occasion by taking up the carpet and darkening 
the windows. Sixteen chairs were placed in a circle, 
one for each person in the room, inside of which 
stood " table about two feet i:o front of the medhti:Q. 
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On the table was a P!'d of writing paper, several 
short pencils, a lamp, a guitar, and a beJl. About 
two feet behind the medium, outside the circle, 
stood two chairs, side by side, on one of which 
rested a dulcimer, with the sticks lying on the 
instrument. The doors were bolted, the oeaup10nta 
of the chairs clasped hands tilll around, and the light 
was blown out. The chairs ware wedged together 
so that the persons of the guests were in close con
tact. . On the right oi the madium sat MrE~. Gillan, 
an old citizen, firmly grasping hia right htmd, ru:id on 
his left I sat part of the time stoutly clenching his 
left hand. T.ile stillness of death pervaded the room; 
the drop of a pin could h11.v been he!Ord all over it. 
The slightest move of foot, limb, or body, and evsry 
long breath even, could be distinctly heSlrd by all. 
We were all intent upon watching the .medium and 
his wife, and our parceptiv faculties were intensified 
to a high degree. Within two minutes r.ftsr the 
light was extinguished the medium beg&n to twitch, 
and remarked that tlaera was an unuBulill force of 
magnliltism present and that we would not hav long 
to wait for developments. . 

A moment later a low, sweet, weird-like music 
began upon the dulcimer, gndu[l.lly increasing in 
volume, until :finally reaching the full eapMity of the 
instrument. As many as forty or fifty tunes, I 
should think, were plfoyed during the evening, often 
accompanied by guitar rmd bell in ths air over our 
heads, producing ms well-timed !!nd as fine concert 
music as could he.v been executed }?y professional 
musicians. 

Interspersed was quits a nriety of other phenom
ena, but I will only refer to a few. Oacmsionaily we 
had a display of fire-works over our he!!.ds. Balls of 
soft, pemrly light, about the size of small mtrbles, 
would appear, and move laterally a little downward, 
disappearing eight or ten inches from the point of 
appearance. 

Those taking turns sitting on the left hand of the 
medium would be manipulated by so-called spirit
hands, patted, sometimes light, sometimes hi!rd, on 
head, face, or shoulders-beard stroked again and 

. again-adiclas taken from pockets, and hair-pins from 
hair, and flung against the wal1-the scratching of 
writing plainly helilrd on the t~ble, and the letter 
when finished torn from the pad with a loud ewish 
and whieped through tbe air to the ponket of the 
person on the medium's left. 

All phenomena took piMa within two or three feet 
of the medium. The guitar and bell did not "float 
about the room," as we are apt to exp1·esa it, but 
appeared to vibrate or gyrat~ sbout within two or 
three feet of the medium's head. When the entea·
tainment was over and the lamp lighted, the two 
chairs were found piled one on top of the other on 
the .table and the dulcimer on top of aU. 

Hypnotism could hav had no hand or 11gency in 
the production of these phenomena. That force does 
not act uniformly on all persons ; but all in this 
circle heard, saw, and falt precisely alike. Hypno
tized persons are practically asleep and oblivious to 
everything really taking place while in that condi· 
tion; but we were all wide awake and intensely 
conscious of everything coming within l'illnge of our 
five senses. How can hypnotism account for the 
eo-called spirit-letters written ~~ond put into our 
pockets or bosoms, the hair taken down, the hair· 
pins and pocket-books thrown against the wall ~nd 
afterward picked up on the i1oor, and for the chairs 
and dulcimer lifted over our head and piled up on 
the table 1 These were veritable realities, f!U' be
yond the ideal realities of hypnotism. 

The contents of the letters failed to furnish me 
any proof that they were inspired by departed 
friends, and nothing in the entire evening's pro
gram had the effect to convince me of the presence 
of disembodied spirits. If a disembodied spirit can 
pick up a pencil and write, I sea no good raaaon 
why rr. spirit still dwelling here in the body may not 
do the same. If we are Elpirita, if we possess spirit
ual bodies, why may :not the mind or will direct our 
spirit-hands to write or to play tunes upon a musical 
instrument 1 

Now, I may be wrong, but the fac~s connected 
with that evening's manifestations forced this con
viction upon my mind : that our circle constituted m 
battery which generated a sufficient foroe, call it 
magnetism, or wh~taoever name you will, to perform 
those acts, directed of course by the intelligence &~ond 
will of the medium. We acted as an engin-the 
medium acted simply as an engineer or operator. 

Why attribute an effect to some foreign, far-aw!!y 
cause, of whose very existence eve!l we hav no proof, 
when a present rmd known cmuse 1s, to aay the le!.%st, 
equally adequate 1 Until the contrary ia proved it is 
safe to rest upon the proposition that spirits in the 
body are quite as powerful as spirits out of the body. 
Particularly, when it is remembered how helplessly 
dependant disembodied spirits are upon their eai.'hhly 
friends for assistance in performing their tricks. If 
heavenly spirits can utilize ft magnetic current after 
it is ~lready prepared for them by earth spirits, w~at 
is toprevent·earthly will ftnd intelligence from dmng 
~he same? Is it not a rule of logi~ as well as a ler.w 

of s!lie!!.ca, reason, ~an~ common sense to attribute an 
f:ffect to the nElillrest sufficient cause! 

The possibility of these phenomena having been 
caused by a confederate is even more remote than 
that of disembodied spirits. If a confederate got 
into the room he either crawled through the keyhole, 
came down the chimney, removing the flue-stopper, 
or was concealed in Mr. Allen's pockets or in the 
folds of Mrs. Allen's skirts. 

Mr. Allen and wife were both chained fast in the 
circle. The only thing they could possibly do with
out our knowledge was to wink. We held them firmly 
es in m vice. While manifestations were in progress 
Mr. Allen sppal!lrad ss if in the throes of hsrd labor 
-eonvulsiv contr~ction a.nd twitching of muscles and 
cords, and two or three times the'sp&smodio clutch
ing of his right hand was so pronounced that Mrs. 
Gillan cried out with p&in and decl~red that if he did 
not desist she would take 1mother seat in the circle. 
He would frequen~ly sigh deep and heavy aa though 
suffering exh~"tuation of vital energy. 

Mr. Allen, very likely, honestly believes that he is 
cooper~~oting with, and directing and controling, dis
embodied E!pirits. When he directs the " spirits" to 
p1ay "' ee~:te.in tune upon the dulcimer, he nncon
sciouely !l.ocomp~nies it, e.nd m~y little dream that 
he is the real performer. I recollect that, in my 
younger daya, I played some tunes on the violin so 
much that the execution of them seemed to be 
something separate and apart from myself. The 
tunes appe&red to play thamselv9 while I looked on 
2s a spsotator-much the aame as the leg will vibrate, 
in spite of all efforts of the will to atop it, when loRl
anced in a certain position on the toe!l. 

Se.!ln~es of this character are ve.luable contribn· 
tiona to scientific resel!rch. · This was by far the 
most wonderful and interesting displr;,y of power 
over the occult forces, or higher laws of n&ture, that 
I ever witnessed, and the committee of investig~~otion 
recently appointed could do no better than to hunt 
up Mr. Allen and study his matvelous powers. 

Leavenworth, Kan. S. R. SHEPHEBD. 

On Wagner's M:nsic • 
aaz. Robert G. Inge~·wll's A actress at tl!e· stanton-.8eictl Lieae·l·kmnz 

Banquet. 

H ia probsble that I waa selected to speak about 
music becllluse, not knowing one note from another, 
I hav no prejudice on the subject. All I Cltn say is 
that I know what I like-and, to tell the tru~h, I 
like ev<Jl'Y kind, enjoy it aU, from the hand-orgap, to 
the orchestra. Knowing nothing of the science of 
music, I &m not 51ways looking for defects, or listen
ing for diflcorde. As the young robin cheerfully 
swa!Iows what comes, I hear with gladness all that 
is pl~yed. 

Music has been, I suppose, a gradual growth, sub
jec~ to the law of evolution_;e.nd nearly everything, 
with the possible exception of theology, is under 
this law. 

Music may be divided it;~to three kinds : First, the 
mueio of simple time, without any particmlnr empha
sis-and this may be muled the music of the heels; 
second, muaie in which time is varied, in which there 
ia the eager hMte and the delicious delay, that is, 
the f~t.st and slow, in accordance with our feelings, 
with our emotiona-and this may be c!'llled the music 
of the heRrt ; third, the mueic that includes time 
fOnd empbaaia, the hastening and the delay-some
thing in addition that produces not only states of 
feeling but states of thought. This may be called 
the music of the head, the music of the brttin. 

Music expresses feeling and thought without lan
guage. It waa below and before speech, and it ie 
above and beyond all words. Before m~n found R 

name for any thought or thing, he had hopes and 
feiilrB and passions, and these were rudely expressed 
in tones. 

Of one thing, however, I am certain, and that is 
that music was born of love. Had there never been 
any human affection, there never would hav been 
uttered a strain of music. Possibly some mother, 
looking in the eyes of bar babe, gave the first melody 
to the enraptured air. 

Language is not subtle enough, tender enough, 
to express all that we feel, and when language fails 
the highest and deepest longings are translated into 
music. Muaio is the sunshine, the climate, of the 
soul1 and it floods the heart with a perfect J nne. 

I am also satisfied that the greatest music is the 
most me.rvelous mingling of love and death. Love 
is the greatest of all passion~, and death is its 
sh~dow. Das.th gets all its terror from love, and 
love gets its intensity, its radianoe, its glory, and its 
re.ptura from the darkness of death. Love ia a 
flower that grows on the edge of the grave. 

The old music for the most part expresses emo
tion or feeling through time and emphasis, and whst 
is known as melody. Most of the old operas consist 
of R few melodies connected by unmeaning recita
tiv. There should be no unmeaning music. It is 
as though a writer should suddenly leave his subject 
e.nd write a paragraph consisting of nothing but a 
repetition of one word, like "the" '"the" "the," or 
" if " " if " " if," varying the repetition of these 

words, but without me!lning, and then resuming the 
thread of his article. 

I am not saying that great music waa not pro
duc&d before W~gner, but I am simply ende:.vo.ring 
to show the steps that hav been taken. It wna 
necessary that ali the musio should bav been written 
in order that the gre&test might be produced. The 
same is true of the d1·ama. Thous~nds and thousands 
prep~red the w-e.y for tha supreme dnmatist as mill
ions prepared i:he way for the sup1•eme composer. 

When I read Shake"oere I ~m natoniahed that he 
has expresgeil so :muoh with common words, to 
which hs seems to giv new meftning; and so when 
I hear WQgner I excl&im: Is it possible thet ell thia 
is done with common air 1 

In Wagner's music there ia a touch of chaos th~~ot 
suggeeta the infinit. The melodies seem strange 
and chrmging fo!'mB like summer clouds, and weird 
harmoniea coma like sounds from the sea brought by 
fitful wind£¥, ~nd others mo~n like waves on desolatu 
shores, ~nd mingled with these are shouts of joy, 
with sighs and sobfl and l"ipp!es of laughter and the 
wondrous voices of eternellove. 

W 8gner iEJ the Sh~kspere of :music. The funertlll 
march for " Siegfried " is the funeral music for ~u 
the dead. Should sll the gods die, this music would 
be perfectly appropriate. It is elemental, universal 
eternral. The Iove-mueio in '' Tdstan and Isolde" is, 
like " Romeo and Juliet," an expression of the human 
haiirt for all time. So the love duet in "The Flying 
Dutohm~n" hss in it the consecration, the infinit 
self-denial, of lo\'a. The whole heart is given-every 
nota hM winga, and rises and poises like an eagle in 
the heaven of sot1nd. 

When I li"ten to the music of W11gner I see pict
ures, forms, glimpses of the p!lrfect-the swell of 
" hip, the Wtlve of e:, breast, the glance of an eye. I 
am in the midst of great galleries. Before me ore 
passing the endless p!lnormmae. I see vast land
scapes with valleys of verdtll.'e and vine, with soaring 
crags, snow-crowned. I am on the wide seas where 
countless billows burst iuto the white caps of joy. 
I am in the depthn of cavaa o'erwal1ed with mighty 
crags, while thil'ough some rent I see the eternal 
stat'S. In a momont the music becomes a river of 
melody flowing through some wondrous land-sud
de.uly it falla in stt.·~nge ohm,ms, and the mighty 
oat.aratJt is changed to B8V8n-hued foam. 

Greet music is alwlllys s&d, because it tells us of 
the perfect, and such is the difference between what 
we are and tbut. which music sugges~s, that even in 
the vsse of joy Wfl find soma tears. 

The music of Wsgner hM color, and when I hear 
the violins the mo:riting seems to slowly come. A 
horn puta a stsr nbove the horizon. The night in 
the purple hum of the bass w"'ndera away like some 
Gnormous bee across wide fieldt'l of dead clover. The 
light grows whiter as the violins increase. Color 
comes from the other instruments, and then the full 
orobeatr<l floods the world with dmy. 

Wmgner seams not only to b~v given us new tones, 
new combinations, but the moment the orchestra be
gins to play his music, all the instruments are trans· 
figured. They seem to utter the sounds tht'}t they 
hav been longing to utter. The horne run riot, the 
drums and cymb8ls join in the general joy. The old 
bsss viola er.e t~.live with passion. 'l'he 'cellos throb 
wi.th love, the violinfl ar.a seized with 11. divine fury, 
imd the notes rush out eager for the eir as pardoned 
prisone:l.'B for the roads and fields. 

The music of Warner is filled with landscapes. 
There are aomo atrai~alike midnight; thick with con
atellationa, and there tu·e harmonies like ielunds in the 
far aeas, and others lib palms on the deser~'a edge. 
His musio a!iltisfiea the heart nnd br!\in. It is not 
only for the memory-not only for the present, but 
for prophecy. 

Wsgner was g. sculptor, a painter, in sound. When 
he died the greatest fountain of melody that ever en
chanted the world cenaed, but hie music will instruct 
and refine forever. 

All th?lt I know ~bout the operas of Wagner I hav 
learned from Anton Seidl, and I believe that he is the 
noblest tendereot, and the most artistic interpreter 
of W ag:ner tha~ h~a ever lived. 

IT mmy b~ questioned whether a single man, or 
even a ainaJe Driest, preacher, or churchman, ever 
fully " reel~ ad'' th~ import of the doctrin that is 
spoken of as "everlftsting punishmlmt in bell." We 
know the names or aevenl men whom the far-off con
templation of it drove to the mAdhouse. Nothing 
but dense ignorance, credulity, mental and moral 
epathy, wrapping human sensibility about as with 
the hide of a rhinoceros, enebled them to bear the 
auggeation of it, and still go on their way believing, 
hoping, and rejoicing. In proportio~ _as men become 
intelligent, conscientious,, an? aensxtlv, they throw 
the incubua off, though wrth It th~y ~aat over ~r~ed, 
c:~hmeb, scripture, snd all the assom~txone o~ rel!gwn. 
For rer,son is more than all.-0. B. Froth~ngham. 

MY aim bas been to prove that the powers. b~fore 
which man crouchea are creatures of ,b.1B own lumted, 
ignorant, uncultured, and timorous· mind.-Feuer
bach. 
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THEBE are about five hundred subscribers on our 
list in arrears on their subscriptions. We hope it 

will only I.e necessary to say to them that we need 
the money to induce them to pay up. 

And we trust, too, they will remember that a re
newal and a new subscription coats but five dollars, 
and that they will take advantage of the terms and 
the occasion to help us a little. We need more sub
scribers to the paper. We giv more than any other 
Freethougbt journal for the money, and consequently 
it costs more to publish the paper. The picbures 

alone cosh some fifteen hundred dollars annually; yet 
they are a feature that all would dislike to hav dis
continued. They are forcible weapons against su· 
perstition, and do their work well. But our friends 
should not forget that they cost a good deal. 

Send us your arrearage& and renewal, and a new 
subscriber! 

The Christian Forgeries in Josephus. 
Mr. S. Roberts recurs to an old question in the 

following letter : 
"L<J.st Sunday Rev. Florence E. Kollobk, pastor of one of 

the Universalist churches of this city, in her remarkll upon 
the resurrection of Jesus, read a quotation from Josephus, 
referring to that portion which says that such a person as 
Jesus appeared in Judea. I hav heard it asserted by several 
Liberal thinkers that the passage referring to Jesus was an 
interpolation by Eusebius. What I wish to know is, if the 
assertion can be substantiated, and where is the authority 
for it? Please ventilate the matter through your paper. 

"Yours for truth, S. RoBBBTs." 

It seems necessary to furnish the information 
necessary to confute the small Christians who refer 
to Josephus as a reference for Christ about once a 
year. Bu• first, we desire to assure the aforesaid 
small Christians that there is no Christian scholar 
of reputation to-day who pretends that the passage 
in Josephus's Antiquities, book 18, chapter 3, sec· 
tion 3, is genuin. The facts in the case are about as 
follows : Its authenticity was given up as long ago 
as the time of Dt. Nathaniel Lardner (born 1684, 
died 1768), author of the " Credibility of the Gos
pel History," and one of the most highly regarded 
of Christian writers. Gibbon, too, decided it to be 
a forgery. Bishop Warburton, the distinguished 
defender of Pope's Essay on Man against the charge 
of A theism, and one of the most distinguis.hed of 
Christian defenders, agreed with Lardner. The Rev. 

. Robert Taylor quotes many other Christian writers 
as coinciding, and the "Freethinker's Text-Book," 
Part II, by Annie Besant, adds still other reverends 
as holding the same opinion. The biographer of 
Josephus in the Encyclopedia Britannica says the 
passage is unanimously regarded as spurious. Drs. 
Oort, Hooykaas, and Kuenen, Garman Christian 
writers of great repute, in the " Bible for Learners" 
declare the passage to be '' certainly spurious " and 
" inserted by a later and a Christian hand." 

Gibbon aays it was forged betwecm the time of 

Origen (4 D. 230) and Eusebius (A.D •. 315). The 
credit of the forgery, however, is generally given to 
Easebius, who firs• quoted it. The distinguished 
authors of the "Bible for Learners " dis.inctly state 
tha• Josephus never mentioned Jesus, and cite 
Josephus's close following of the atrocious career of 
Herod, up to the very last moments of his life, with
oub mentioning the slaugMer of the innocents, as 
indabitable proof that Josephus knew nothing of 
Jesus. Dr. Lu-dner givs these reasons why he re-
gards the passage as a forgery : · 

" I do not perceive that we at all want the suspected tes
timony to Jesus; which was never quoted by any of our 
Christian ancestors before Eusebius. 

"Nor do I recollect that Josephus has anywhere men
tioned the name or word Ohriat, in any of his works; except 
the testimony above mentioned, and the passage concerning 
James, the Lord's brother. 

"It interrupts the narrativ. 
"The language is quite Christian. 
"It is not quoted by Chrysostom, though he·often refers 

to Josephus, and could not hav omitted quoting it,_ had it 
been then in the text. 

"It is not quoted by Photius, though he has three articles 
concerning Josephus. · 

"Under the article Justus of Tlberias, this author (Pho
tius) expressly states that the historian (Josephus) being a 
Jew, has not taken the least notice of Christ. 

"Neither Justin in his dialog with Trypho the Jew, nor 
Clemens Alexandrinus, who made so many extracts from 
Christian authors, nor Origen against Celsus, hav ever men
tioned this testimony. 

"But, on the contrary, in chapter xxxv of the 6.rst book 
of that work, Origen openly atllrms that Josephus, who 
had mentioned John the Baptist, did not acknowledge 
Christ." 

The Rev. S. Baring-Gould, in his ''Lost and 
Hostil Gospels," though considering it killing dead 
birds to again examin and diacredit the passage, 
goes into ·the matter somewhat exhaustivly. He 
says: 

'{; This passage is first quoted by Eusebius (ft. A.D. 315) in 
two places (Hist. Eccl., lib. i, c. xi; Demonst. Evang., lib. 
ill); but it was unknown to Justin Martyr (fl. A.D. 140), 
Clement of Alexandria (fl.. A.D. 192), Tertullian (fl.. A D. 193), 
and Origen (fl.. A.D. 230). Such a testimony would certainly 
hav been produced by Justin in his apology Or in his COD· 
troversy with Trypho the Jew, had it existed in the copies 
of Josephus at his time. The silence ot Origen is still more 
significant. Celsus, ia his book against Christianity, in~>rO· 
duces a Jew. Origen attacks the argument of Celsus and his 
Jew. He could not hav failed to quote the words of Jo
sephus, whose writings he knew, had the passage existed in 
the genuin text. He indeed distinctly affirms that Josephus 
did not believe in Christ (Contr. Cels. i). 

"Again, the paragraph interrupts the chain of ideas in the 
original text. Before this passage comes an account of how 
Pilate, seeing there was a want of pure drinking water in 
Jerusalem, conducted a stream into the city from a spring 
two hundred stadia distant, and ordered that the cost should 
be defrayed out of the treasury of the Temple. This occa
sioned a riot. Pilate disguised Roman soldiers as Jews, 
with swords under their cloaks, and sent them among the 
rabble, with orders to arrest the ringleaders. This was done. 
The Jews, finding themselvs set upon by other Jews, fell 
into confusion. One Jew attacked another, and the whole 
company of rioters melted away. 'And in this manner,' says 
Josephus, 'was this insurrection suppressed.' Then follows 
the paragraph about Jesus, beginning, 'At this time lived 
Jesus, a wise man, if indeed one ought to call him a man,• 
etc.; and the passage is immediately followed by, 'About 
this time another misfortune threw the Jews into disturbance, 
and in Rome an event. happened in the temple of Isis which 
produced great scandal.' And then he tells an indelicate 
story of religious deception which need not be repeated here. 
The misfortune which befell the Jews was, as he afterward 
relates, that Tiberius drove them out of Rome. The reason 
of this was, he says, that a noble Roman lady, who had be
come a proselyte, had sent gold and purple to the temple at 
Jerusalem. But this reason is not sufficient. It is clear 
from what precedes-a story of a sacerdotal fraud-that 
there was some connection between the incidents in the mind 
of Josephus. Probably the Jews had been guilty of religious 
deceptions in Rome, and had made a business of performlDg 
cures and expelling demons with talismans and incantations, 
and for this had obtained rich payment. 

"From the connection that exists between the passage 
about the 'other misfortune which befell the Jews,' and the 
former one about the riot suppressed by Pilate, it appears 
evident that the whole of the paragraph concerning our 
Lord is an interpolation. That Josephus could not hav 
written the passage as it sta.nds is clea.r enough, for only a 
Christian would speak of Jesus in the terms employed. 
Josephus was a Pharisee and a Jewish priest. He shows 
in all his writings that he believes in Judaism. 

"It has been suggested that Josephus may hav written 
about Christ as in the passage quoted but that the portions 
within the brackets are the interpolations of a Christian 
copyist. But when . these portions within brackets ·are re
moved, the passage loses all its interest, and is dry statement, 
utterly unlike the sort of notice Josephus would hav been 
likely to insert. He give color to his narrative; his incidents 
are always sketched. with vigor. This account would be 
meager beside those of the riot of the Jews and the rascality 
of the priests of Isis. Josephus asserts, moreover, that in 

his time there were four 11ects among the Jews-the Phari
sees, the Sadducees, the Essenes, and the sect of Judas of 
Gamala. He give tolerably copious particulars about these 
sects and their teachings, but of 1he Christian sect he says 
not a word. Had he wished to write about it, he would hav 
given full· details, likely to interest his readers, and not hav 
dismissed the subject in a couple of lines. 

"It was, perhaps, felt by the early Christians that the 
silence of Josephus-so famous a historian and Jew-on 
the life, miracles, and death of the founder of Christianity, 
was extremely inconvenient; the fact could not fail to be 
noticed by their adversaries. Some Christian transcriber 
may hav argued either .Josephus knew nothing of the mira- , 
cles performed by Christ-in which case he is a weighty tes
timony against them-or he must hav heard of Jesus, but 
not having deemed his acts, as they were related to him, of 
sumcient importance to .find a place in his history. Arguing 
thus, the copyist took the opportunity of rectifying the 
omission written from the standpoint of a Pharisee, and 
therefore designated the Lord as merely a wise man." 

The Rev. Dr. Giles, an English clergyman, author 
of the "Christian Records," adda to the reasons for 
rejecting the passage, as follows: 

"Those who are best acquainted with the character of 
Josephus, and the style of his writings, hav no hesitation in 
condemning this passage as a forgery interpolated in the text 
during the third century by some pious Chri~tian, who was 
scandalized that so famous a writer as Josephus should hav 
taken no notice of the gospels, or of Christ, their subject. 
But the zeal of the interpolator has outrun his discretion, for 
we might as well expect to gather grapes from thorns, or figs 
from thistles, as to find this notice of Christ among the 
Judaizing writings of Josephus. It is well known that this 
author was a zealous Jew, devoted to the laws of Moses and 
the traditions of Ws countrymen. How, then, could he hav : 
written that JeS'U8 was tht Ohrist? Such an admission 
would hav proved him to be a Christian himself, in which 
'case the passage under consideration, too long for a Jew, 
would hav been far too short for a believer In the new relig
ion, and thus the passage stands forth, like an ill-set jewel, 
contrasting most inharmoniously with everythiug around it. 
If it had been genuin, we might be sure that Justin Martyr, 
Tertullian, and Chrysostom would hav quoted it in their 
controversies with the Jews, aud that Origen or Photius 
would hav mentioned it. But Eusebius, the ecclesiastical 
historian (i, 11), is the first who quotes it, and our reliance 
on ·the judgment or even honesty of thls writer is not so 
great as to allow our considering everything found in his 
works as undoubtedly genuin.'' 

In Dr. Lardner's time the controversy over this 
passage was quUe warm, and its defenders resorted 
to all sorts of verbal tricks to keep it as authentic. 
The Rev. Robert Taylor tells us that they introauced 
imaginary parentheses, made arbitrary omissions, 
and mistranslated it in order to make it harmonize · 
with the style of Josephus, and to giv it even the 
appearance of genuinness. The Abbe Bullet, one of '. 
Dr. Lardner's chief opponents, argued that Josephus 
ought to hav known of Jesus, and that as he gave 
accounts of all the impostors or heads of parties 
which arose among the Jews, he must hav spoken of 
Jesus, and that as Eusebius was the first to discover 
the passage, Josephus might hav published two edi
tions of his Antiquities, inserting the passage in 
that one which Easebius obtained and omitting it in 
the other! ''So struggles," says Dr. Taylor, "con
quered sophistry against victorious truth." 

Another forged reference to Christ is found in the 
Antiquities, Book XX1 chapter ix, section 1, where 
Josephus is made to speak of James, "the brother 
of Jesus, who was called Christ." Some theologians 
who reject the longer· reference to Jesus accept this 
as genuin. Bat they do it without reconciling the 
discrepancies between the stories regarding the end 
of this same James. According to this passage · 
James was put to death under the order of the high 
priest. But according to Hegesippus, a converted· 
Jew who wrote a history of the Christian church 
about A.D. 170, James was killed in a tumult, not by 
sentence of a court. Clement of Alexandria confirms 
this, and is quoted by Eusebius accordingly. Euse
bius also quotes the line from Josephus, without 
noticing that the two do not agree. The statement 
is quoted in various ways in the early writers, and 
the conclusion ie irresistible that the copies of Jo
sephus were tampered with by copyists. Even had 
Jesus lived and taught as described in the gospels, 
Josephus, an orthodox Jew, a priest, and conservativ 
government official, would never hav given him the 
title of Christ, or messiah, a party leader for whom 
the Jews were looking to free them from their 
Roman bondage. 

The third and last supposed reference to Jesus to 
be found in Josephus is found in his discourses on 
Hades, whel'ein he says that all men " shall be brought +. 

before God the word; for to him bath the father 
committed all judgment; and he, in order to fulfill 
the will of his father, shall come as judge, whom we 
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call Ohrist." But this passage, says Mrs. Bes'int, 
supposing it to be genuin, simply refers to the Jew
ish belief that the Messiah, or the Christ, or the 
Anointed, was the appointed judge, as the prophet 
Daniel saw in his vision-the son of man- who came 
with the clouds of heaven and to whom was given 
dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all peoples, 
nations, and languages should serve him. This 

· dominion of the Jews' looked-for Christ was to be 
everlasting. Josephus was a thorough Jew, and 
depended a great deal upon the Old Testament, as 
the fact that the material for his first eleven books 
of the Antiquities of the Jews is drawn exclusivly 
from that collection of documents shows. The pas
sage is not quoted as evidence by any but the most 
ill-informed of Christian writers. The only quota
tion from Josephus upon which stress is laid is the 

. longer description of Jesus first noticed. But the 
truth is, and it is universally admitted, that Josephus 
never heard of that Jesus whom the Christians allege 
to be the Christ. 

----------~~----------The Inspiration of the Bible. 
The Bible has been the inspiration of much blood

shed and crime, but that does not affect the question 
of its own inspiration. 

In the first place, who was ·there to inspire it T 
We know nothing, nor does anyone, of any power 
outside of man capable of 'inspiring a book. 
So far, also, as we know, nobody but men 
ever wrote books. And until U is proved 
in the first place that there is somebody besides man 
to inspire books, and in the second that there is a 
book in existence which could not hav been written 
entirely by men, intelligent people will doubt divine 
inspiration. We know nothing of Jehovah but what 
we learn from the Bible. The Bible asserts his ex
istence and offers itself as proof. It is as though a 
man should walk into another man's office 
and . producing a book, say, "I am the Lord; I 
made the world ; this is my revelation to man." 
Certainly the man addressed would want more proof 
before accepting the pretender's say-so. Yet the 
a1tonishment of. the person addressed would be still 
greater if the pretender should assert, "I am every
where; I fill all space ; I am without bounds ; ye~, 
as you see,'I hav the form of a man." He would say 
that it is impossible to be formless and yet hav form ; 
to be at once infi.nit and finite. And yet the assur
ance of the pretender would not be greater tha~ is 
the impudenae of Christians in making such claims 
for their " God." They .make him of chameleon 
color, changing as the wind, and then claim for him 
stability. They hav drawn a picture of an omnis
cient God who knew his own mind scarce twenty
four hours in advance; of an omnipotent God who 
is weaker than his own creations; of an infi.nit God 

--._ __ with the circumscribed form of a man. Such a God 
-is--manifestly impossible. He cannot be one person 
and)<~t three; he cannot be omniscient and yet lim. 
ited in his knowledge; h(cannot be omnipotent and 
yet weaker than his own creatures; he cannot be in-

. fallible and yet continually repenting his own works. 
So we see that the Bible God cannot be at all. 

And until it is first proved that there is a divine in
spirer we cannot see how there can be a divinely in
spired book. There is no book now in existence 
which was not penned by man. An infallible God 
could not write a fallible book. That the Bible is 
fallible its own pages prove, and Christians admit 
by their continual revisions. The Bible is full ·of 
blunders in every department of science. An om-

. niscient God must necessarily know everything. 
Would he hav written down that which he knew was 
nob so T That would convict himself of falsehood, 
~nd .he must hav known that for a lying God men 
cotlld hav no respect. · 

It must be borne in mind that the Jews did not 
do all the cruel, barbarous things recorded in the 
Bible because they were ignorant of its real teach
ings, but because they were imperativly commanded 
by it and God to do them. In killing people for 
changing their religion and for being witches the 
Christians of later times were not ignorant of the 
Bible's real teachings, but were acting in exact ac
cordance with its commands. People in those days 
11eem to hav been naturally cruel, and the Bible 
helped them wonderfully. In it they could find 
excuses for any conduct, however outrageous. In 
the Dark Ages murders were uot committed by ig
norance, but by religion. The most learned were 
priests, and they were ~Dtt most cruel. According 

to the Bible, God himself in his scheme of re- spoken to or seen Mr. Comstock. Then Judge 
demption set an example of infinit cruelty. Hogan, who had issued the warr~nt, and before 

To sum the Bible up, it is in con:tlict with science whom the min were arraigned, said this : 
and morality, is barbarous, cruel, and an unfit guide " Anthony Oomstoalc is a man who would stoop 
for any people. It bears undeniable evidence that it ' to any means to accomplish his encl. He has de
was written not only lily ignorant men but by men liberately lied, aa no gentleman would clo, in order to 
who would be regarded at the present day as bar- cover up his mistakes. He thinks hirnself mightier 
barians. Its inspiration must be given up because than the law. Incleecl, I thi?ilc he is laboring under 
there was no God to inspire it, and if there had the impression that the statute-~ were framed espe-
been he never would hav inspired such a book. cially for his benefit." 

The Late Howard Crosby, D.D~ 
It is a· trifle wearisome to read so many eulogies 

of Howard Orosby. JJe mortui nil nisi bonum is 
all right if the friends of the deceased do not carry 
the fulsomeness of epitaph literature to too great a 
length. Howard Orosby was in many respects a 
level-headed man. That while possessing great in
telligence, he still took the Bible literally and be
lieved it to be plenarily inspired, we will not eount 
against him, as a great many otherwise learned and 
smart folks hav thought the Bible to be different 
in some way from other books. 

But with Howard Crosby's intellectual orthodoxy, 
he had also what we may call physical and moral 
orthodoxy. He believed in deceit, and he also be
lieved in dungeons for heretics. 

In January, 1880, D. M. Bennett, the founder of 
this paper, was in nrison because he bad mailed a. 
copy of "Cupid's Yokes" to spy Comstock. There 
never was a man moreinnocentof real offense than Mr .. 
Bennett. His arrest was due to Com11tock's avowed 
e:ffort, mentioned in his report of 1878, to "stalllp 
out the works of Freethinkers." During that month 
Comstock's society held its annual meeting, which 
was largely devoted to ehuekling over the faet of 
Mr. Bennett's. imprisonment, and here are two 
things that Howard Orosby said at that time : 

''If this society had never done anything more than put 
that man Bennett in the Albany penitentiary, the man who 
was the leader and defender of the propagators of obscenity. 
it was worth a. hundred· thousand times more :thBil all our 
citizens bav given to its treasury." 

Mr. Bennett was the leader and defender of Free
thinkers, and they it was whom Howard Crosby 
classed· as "propagators of obscenity." He lied in 
his throat, and he knew ·u. but he bad no more com
punctions of conscience at uttering the scoundrelly 
sentence than he had pity for tlte Free~hinker thrown 
into prison by Comstock's efforts for the cb.urcb.. 
At the ssme meeting he said, referring to Colllstock's 
well-known method of inveigling people into violat
ing the Jaw: 

" Deceiving them ! I tell you, gentlemen, I believe in de
ceit. I believe in deceit wherever you hav got a rightful 
enemy to destroy. Could you carry on a war without de
ceit? ATe you to tell your enemy everything you are going 
to do? Wherever you ha.v a rightful enemy, and hav a. 
.right under God to destroy him, you hav a right to deceive 
him." 

And at the vary time he said that he was Chancellor 
of the New York University! More Jeswtica~ in
tolerant, and false statement no chancellor of any 
Roman Catholic university ever made. 

"Say nothing but good of the dead," but do noli 
lay it on too thick, lest some lover of truth is pro.
voked to wrath. 

The agents for the late Ho nrd _Crosby's Society 
for the Prevention' of Orime, of which a bullnecked 
fellow named Whitney is chief " agent," is also in 
trouble ·over the acts of his employees. Before 
Justice McMahon on the 9lih instant was the case of 
mto Metz1 agent of the society, against Dennis 
O'Brien, a bartender, for selling a pint of beer to a 
minor. Daniel B. Curtin gave bail for O'Brien's ex
amination, and while clerk Farrell was making out 
the bond, Curtin told him that he had bsen ap
proached by an agent of the society to settle the 
ease for $50. Clerk Farrell reported the matter to 
the justice. Mr. Curtin repeated his statement and 
was told to make an affidavit, which he did. The 
bartender also swore thot he had been approached 
by another agent of the society and asked if his em
ployer would " do business" with the agent. 

Dr. Gunn's Society for the Enforcement of Crimi
nal Law, of which Joe Britton is chief "agent," is 
also accused of trying to get cash illegally through 
its "agents.'' One of his detective bad applied for 
warrants for a pool-room in Eighth street but could 
giv no description of the men he wanted to arrest, 
nor did he know their names. The justice refused 
the warrants, asking if the detective thought police 
justices were appointed to assist in carrying out 
blackmailing schemes. 

Two days afterward the society's lawyer produced 
six witnesses. Under examination it developed that 
all were in the employ of Britton. When the room 
was raided no one was found, but the following ques
tion of the justice was significant : " IJicl you hear 
that Britton hacl offered· to settle for six hunclrecl 
dollars?" It was said that some one told Justice 
McMahon before the court opened that a demand for 
$600 had been made by an agent of Britton with a 
promis that if it was paid, the warrant would not be 
applied for. 

The charters of all these societies should be re
pealed. The enforcement of law abould be done by 
the regularly constituted authorities and not by pri· 
nte villains. 

------~~.--------THERE is one society in this city of which the Ingersoll 
family evidently approve-the American Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. The report o! the organ
ization for l&st year shows Colonel Ingersoll, his wife, both 
daughters, and his son.in-law to be members. 

TaB following resolution was passed at the congrese of the 
National Liberal League (now the American Secular Union) 
held in Cincinnati, 0., in 1879: 

"ReBo!Vea, That we are utterlY opoosed to the dissemination, 
through the mails, or by anY othe~ moans, of obacsno litAratnre, 
whether 'insPired' or uninspired, and hold in msr~sureleqa con
tempt its authors and disseminators." 

The attention of our present postmaster-general is respect
fully called to the resolution, with the hope thlt he will 
shortly announce his position as to to the wisdom of disaem. 
inating inspired obscenity. 

----+----
The Suppression Societies' Agents. THB log-rolling between Eldridge T. Gerry and the Catho-

lics has been successful in the assembly of the state, and the 
To TRUTH SEEKER has more than once intimated ,, Freedom ol Worship" bill bas passed that body. Gerry 

that the " agents" of the " suppression societies" of has evidently helped the Catholics and now they will help him 
this city are men who need watching on-the part of -if the bill passes the senate and Is signed by the Governor 
honest folks. The general public, it seems, and some -get the bill passed prohibiting the commitment of children 

under twelve years of age to the state House of Refuge, but 
of the police magistrates, are ab last finding out dividing them between the protectory and the juvenll asy . 
that we were right, and the reporters hav some- lum, according to the "pull" the two inetitutlons hav with 

· t th t b the judges before whom the children are arraigned. Through 
where found sufficient courage to pnn e fac S I out his Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, Gerry 
them. has much" inflooence," and the protectory can take care of 

Week before Ialit A. Comstock, known as the agent itself, because most of the vagrant children are of Catholic 
parentage, and most of the police justices of the city are 

of the Society for Suppression of Vice, accompanied politica.l if not religious victims of the same church. 
some policemen to serve warrants against poolsellers JoHN E. REMBBUBG was in New Orleane March 26th. Oa 
which Comstock had secured in February. It is the the 27th he spoke at Ponchatoula, La. From Louisiana he 
duty of the police. to serve such documents, but went to Mississippi, where he gave three lectures at 
with his usual insolent effrontery, Anthony took the Brookhaven. Afterward he spent a week in Florida, 

d d b k th d Of th aile ed pool lecturing in DeLand, Gainesville, Ocala, and Tamp~•: 
lea , an ro e open e oor e g • The lectures were for the most part well attended and en-
room. The warrant called for three men, but four thuslasticallv received. Referring to his lecture In Tamp", 
were found, and Comstock insisted upon taking all of the dally News of that city says : "The lecture by J. E. 

h · £h d" Remsburg is highly spoken of by those who heard it. He is 
them. When the case came up for eanng, ~ e IS- probably the finest lecturer who has ever visited Tampa." 
trict attorney, whose assistance had been asked by The credit for arranging for these, the first Freethought lect-
th · st"c was not there Mr Comstock then stated urea delivered in Florida, is due to th~ following named 

e JU 1 e, • · : ~entlemen: DeLand. H. A. Bowley; Gamesvllle. Dr. Wm. 
that he had seen the attorney, who had told h1m that H. Bracey; Ocala, Geo. B. Tyler; Tampa., Dr. F. Welght-
h co ld not come but recommended the holding of novel. Mr. Tyler is treasurer or the Republican State League 

e u ' . ) of Florida Dr. Weightnovel is a friend of Count Tolstoi. 
the four men. He had searcely l!lald this, when the He is a R~ssian scholar and reformer-a political exile-who 
district attorney came in, who flatly denied having prefers tlle climate of Florida to that of Siberia. 
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., April2, 1891. 
MR. EmTOR: You are publishing a splendid paper. You 

are one of the beat editors who ever wrote an article. 
Respectfully yours, FRANK W. GREAVES. 

BLUFFTON, TEx., March 22, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : I think so much of the paper I cannot do 

without it. You will please send me "!:lemitic Gods and 
the Bible," by D. M. Bennett, also your new leaflet, also 
your ANNUAL. Yours in truth, D. M. BAKER. 

MARIETTA, 0., March 31, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I will cast my vote for R. G. Inger

soll for president or the United States of America in 
1892; And, Mr. Editor, please hit the Bible-whangers a 
little harder. But Heston can beat the world in giving a true 
cut of those pious frauds. Wishing you all success, Ire-
main, Your friend, DR. OGDEN. 

PETERBORO, N.H., May 29, 18!h. 
Mn. EDITOR : Tell Brother Heston that his pictures 'just 

knock the time right out of the damned good people here. 
If they say that they do not believe the Old Testament I just 
ask them if they believe in Jesus Christ. "Oh, yes," they 
say. Then I quote some of his sayings. Then they are 
completely knocked out. Keep right on. Giv them hell. 

Yours forever, J. B. RALEIGH. 

TOUTE, ILL., April 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I see you are trying to wake Wanamaker to 

the necessity of preventing the holy Bible, on account of 
obscene language therein contai:ged, from being carried in the 
mails. A test case might help him to make up his mind 
about the matter. To save him from the trouble Of inde
cision I hereby pledge $5 (will make it $10 if necessary) 
toward paying for the prosecution. I would suggest retain
ing R. G. Ingersoll in the case, if it can be done. Roping 
this as a starter may strike the lovers of justice and fair play 
as the proper thing to do, I am, · 

Sincerely yours, 8. A. CoPE. 

WEST Vmw, 0., March 28, 1891. 
' Mn. EDITOR: I would like to make one or two suggestions 
in regard to publishing the much-talked-of Pictorial Bible. 
My idea would be to publish it in parts in pamphlet form, 
each of a size that would sell for twenty-five cents and so 
arranged that they could be bound afterward, and hav 'With 
each book of the Bible the best authority as to when it wa11 
written, whom by, how it came into its present form, and 
everything connected with its formation. We think that in 
publishing it in this way and form you would sell many 
more than in any other way ; as many would be apt to be 
sold at news-depots and other places; and as "silence givs 
consent," Wanamaker will make no objections to your send-
ing it through the mail. L. 0. TAlllNEY. 

BILTEB PLUME, CoL., March 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: The books arrived all safe. " The Pictorial 

Text-Book" is fine. It is what we needed in the field of 
Freethought to reach the orthodox. They will look at a 
picture when they will not read an essay on the same sub
ject. I hav been amused a good deal since I got it. Some 
will look at it and get mad, throw it to one side; after a 
sharp discussion, in which Heston is roundly damned, they 
will again pick it up and look at some more.. In fact, they 
are ashamed of their religion when presented in that form, 
and are anxious to prove that the picture is false. After a 
little rolling in mud and filth they retire crestfallen. So the 
good work goes bravely forw~rd. Long liv Heston and TnE 
TRUTH SEEKER. JOSEPH GALLAGHER. 

IPAVA, ILL., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $;4.56 for TEE TRUTH SEEKll:R 

and invoice of pamphlets received a short time since. I hav 
been amused, but not agreeably so, at the great difference 
in the opinions of men anq women who are battling for 
truth. I like the different opinions; but the unpleasant 
writers, who hav in them a desire to remove or exterminate 
those who differ with them, are wrong. We must learn to 
grant as well as receive homage, remembering always that 
there is a cause for all wrong. H we hav a superior knowl. 
edge of life and a better idea of living than others less fort
unate, let us by an exemplary life teach others to do good 
from a sense of right doing. I am fearful that down deep 
in all our hearts we are a little bit selfish. 

Very truly yours, C. S. RANDOLPH. 

SALEM, MAss., Feb. 24, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5.50 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER and your "Pictorial Text-Book," cloth. Will you 
please inform me through Tm: TnuTE BEEKER if there is any 
official census of what per cent of the criminals in our pris. 
ons and houses of correction, and of the inmates of insane 
asylums, are furnished by the churches? Ir so, where can I 
obtain it?· And if not, what would be the proper course to 
pursue in order to hav a census taken? And can you giv 
me an idea of what the expense would be of having it done? 

Yours for truth and justice, C. E. AMEs. 
[There is no gsReral census of that nature. Partial cen. 

susea may be found in previous TRUTH SEEKER ANNUALS, 
tlte "fre!)t)ll:nlrel'a' :Pictorial Text.Book," and J. E. Rems-

burg's "False Claims." The government could not be 
induced to hav such a census taken.-ED. T. 8.] 

0RILLIA, ONT., March·25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Our f!OOd friend the English church has just 

completed a fine church here, and it was arranged that the 
Lord would be allowed to enter it last Sunday, but the 
bishop was snowed under on his way from Toronto and it 
had to be postponed for another week. I do not know if the 
storm stopped the Lord or not-but I think that was of mi
nor importance, as no one cared whether he came or not. It 
was the bishop that they were constantly looking for. Fi
nally, when they could not wait any longer, a red-nosed 
priest with a long white shirt cam!tforward and said that he 
could preach as well as the bishop, and after making a short 
speech announced that the collection was $600. This 
pleased all, and the meeting was closed. We all went home 
and the Lord fl.ew.up through the roof and has not been 
seen here since. TH. MoFFATT. 

FoRT ANN, N. Y., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Will o~r Editor giv thanks in his paper to 

one who sends THE TRUTH SEEKER and Freethought gratui
tously to a backwoods woman too poor to hav them other
wise? I enjoy them- all by myself, and would gladly loan 
them to help enlighten others, but those around me are all 
church-goers, too ignorant as yet to appreciate a different 
thought from what their fathers did. I hav been making a 
scrap-book out of the pungent editorials, the "Gems of 
'l'hought," and the observations of that witty brother of 
yours. Then I cut out the Bible pictures, and took a leisure 
afternoon and distributed them evenly among my neighbors 
within walking distance, as questions. to put out in Sabbath
school. In about three weeks I made the same round, with 
an ear open for remarks of any kind. One family saluted 
me with, "I burnt up them nasty pictures," and another, 
" Well, I didn't know there was so many mean things in the 
Bible,·, and others omitted to say anything. So you see the 
kindness of sending the papers sent a little leaven to stir up 
thought to those that could think. But to the great masses 
that cannot think, what can anyone do?. Please find twenty. 
five cents for the ANNUAL. MRs. EMEROY GmBARD. 

BROOKHAVEN, Mrss., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Brookhaven is a neat, healthy town, of two 

thousand inhabitants, on the Illinois Central railroad, one 
hundred and twenty-nine miles north of New Orlean~. It is 
usually an orderly town, indeed one of very quiet habits; 
but it has just been shaken from the center to its circumfer
ence. A thing has just happened iri it that no staid church. 
member had ever dreamed could tali:e place here-an actual 
Infidel lecture. Mr. John E. Remsburg, accordin~ to ap
pointment, arrived on Saturday, the 28th, and gave us three 
glorious lectures: "False Claims" that night, "Sabbath 
Breaking" the following afternoon, and '' Bible Morals" 
Sunday night. Mr. Remsburg is a strong, effectiv speaker, 
with all the power necessary to interest and instruct an 
audience. The closest attention was paid to all his utterances, 
and the brethren were highly edified and much refreshed. 
Some came long distances from adjoining counties to hear 
the lectures. 

Brother Remsburg is a quiet, modest gentleman, who 
presents facts and arguments in a masterly, convincing way, 
and who, like the true, dignified gentleman that he is, scorns 
to resort to sophistry or personal abuse. S. F. SMURR. 

AUBURN, !A., March 19, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR : Within find draft for $5 for my renewal and 

a new subscriber (who votes for the pictures) to the grand 
old TRUTH BEEKER, truth finder, and truth speaker. I hav 
taken it since Brother Bennett made his journey round the 
world, and it grows dearer each succeeding year, for it seems 
plain to me that it is trying to fulfill the request made by its 
founder when he asks that we continue the work he left un
finished, and in the future I ~hall do, in my weak way, what 
little I can to add to its prosperity and the cause it advocates. 
And Brother Heston, I pray you not to falter in your noble 
work, for you hav the thanks of many, many friends who 
are not situated, finar.cially, so as to help you. 

May success crown every endeavor of Miss W!xon to giv 
the true education to the little ones, remembering that as the 
twig is be~t so the tree inclines. And for Miss Gardener I ha v 
oniy wQvds of praise ; also for Mary B. Finch, the song-bird 
of the West. May they never weary in well doing. And I 
would not forget the many contributors to your paper, John 
Peck in particular. I consider him a bushel full to the brim. 
May his pen never rust for want of use. And I trust that I 
voice the sentiments of all true Liberals in saying that I 
mourn the loss of Bradlaugh, :Mendum, Kelso, and Geo. M. 
Boman, four noble men gone, whose places will be hard to 
fill. E. M. CARR. 

KANSAS, April 4, 18tll. 
Mn. EDITOR: ... Prohibition vs. Anarchism" (long meter) 

is good. Happy conception I " They fit each other like the 
upper and lower jaws of a wild bea,at." Like pestilence fits 
famin. Extremes meet. One begets another. Pestilence 
breeds famin and famin prcduces pestilence. Twin hags I 
Take your choice. Whichever you take you'll wish you'd 
taken the other. Prohibition invented the Inquisition, the 
rack, the wheel, the pulleys, the pincers, the stake, and the 
fagot. Therefore Infidels love Prohibition. Prohibition 
breeds Anarchism and Anarchism breeds Prohibition. 

put them in a sack together and throw them in the sea. 
The four.fi!ths of humanity Who occupy temperate, medium 
grounds should not be annoyed by the hell-raisings of such 
vermin. The Baltimore Institute of Medicine compiled a 
record of 5,000 deceased men's habits. Average longevity: 
Llght drinkers, 58 years ; moderate drinkers, 56; excess! v 
drinkers, 52; tea tota!ers, 53. Showing that nature abhors 
drunkards and Prohibitionists about equally. One gets 
drunk on whisky, the o'.her gets drunk on fanaticism. 
Equally detestable. Equally a nuisance. S. R. S. 

DAYTON, WASH., March 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I am a constant reader of THE TnuTrr 

SEEKER, and should miss it sadly it it did not come into our 
home every week. I loan some of the papers to my lady 
friends when I can get them to read them. One lady said 
she would like to read Liberal ·papers, but disliked to hav 
such literature in her house, as there were so many of her 
Christian friends coming in that would see them. The 
Christians talk a great deal about ~ree moral agency, but I 
cannot understand how anyone can be a free :moral agent 
who dare not read and discuss any subject, and make the 
standard of their morals according to their intelligence. I 
enjoy the "Letters from Friends " very much, and think it a 
great treat to get the ideas of so many intelligent and able 
correspondents. But I dislike to see so much discord among 
Liberals. I agree with W. W. Walker,that it is an easy 
thing for either party in a controversy to call the other igno. 
rant and superstitious, but that proves nothing and is not 
Liberal. I believe in investigation and earnest seeking after 
truth, and when it is once found and established as the truth, 
accept it as such no matter from what source it comes. 
When we go to the gold mines to dig the precious dust we 
do not expect the pure dust without any dirt, but the gold 
while in the dirt is the same article as when it is cleansed 
and freed from all rubbish. So with truth. No matter how 
'deep it is buried iri rubbish., what search and investigation 
can purify and establish is the eame bright gem on the road 
to progress. Mns. NANOY A. BoGGS. 

OMAHA, NEB., March 25, 1E91. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav jus.t laid down THE TRUTH SEEKER 

with its grand mental food, and make a few remarks. It 
seems at present when I cannot enjoy reading its contents 
that there must be something wrong in this organization; 
how long I am going to liv to enjoy it I cannot tell. I shall 
be eighty-one in a few weeks. Talk of superstition, it seems 
that everything is permeated with it like scarlet fever. Even 
the ragpicker is Christian; from that it goes into paper han. 
dled by Christian influence; next it goes to the press ; next 
we hav the books, holy Bible, and thousands of other relig
ious ones-all Christian influence. Dear brother, I think 
there is a. fountain of intelligence (March 14th, Robert Swail; 
please giv us more). I think it will send us into the third 
heaven. We shall pass the first and second. W,e are getting 
a host of great minds besides our beloved Bob. I cannot 
impose longer: on your valuable paper. Let me tell you I 
hav never regretted one half-hour of reading it. I became a. 
B!f~&:ft:iber it must be sixteen years ago. Cottlnger in the 
ise'Hl of the 21st givs us more of solid truth. I love to read 
Brother James Beck's idea on one of the wonders of lire. 
Keep on. Giv us more. Work for harniOny in our camp. 
Pray do not think of Ingersoll being nominated for presi
dent. Why, do you know that some lunatic or lunatics will 
take that valuable man's life, as that cursed brute took Gar
field's, in the name of the Lord? Let us know we hav an 
overwhelming majority. Let our states get wiser. 

With kind regards, W. L. GRAY. 

MONTESANO, WASH., March 28, 291. 
}In. EDITOR : This is a beautiful place for a good town. It 

is growing steadily, and I think it will be one of the best 
and largest towns around here, because it is the best place, 
and the great majority of the people here are unbelievers 
and Liberals. If only a little more activ and enthusiastic, 
this queen city of the West will march forward and grow up, 
and instead of attending to churches the Liberals will work 
for the welfare of every citizen-of every honest man and 
woman. Then we shall hav here the paradise on earth. 
There are only a few orthodox people. Not many go to 
church, and some of them that go are unbelievers. I went 
to church about three times. I only went to lr.now what 
was going on and how they preach now. I was surprised
no progress at all; I think worse than ever. The preacher 
stands there looking so earnest, as if he was telling the truth. 
His whole sermon was only talking against Infidels, expressly 
against Thomas Paine and R. Ingersoll, shouting : "Paine 
and Ingersoll are tearing down religion I Only tearing down, 
that's all; they never build up anything I" At last, when 
the sermon was over, he said: "Don't rush to the door. I 
want to apeak a good word to everybody." He came to me, 
shook hands with me, and asked me what my name was. I 
told him. Then he asked if. I was a Christian. I answered, 
"No." And furthermore I said: "You never knew Thomas 
Paine." "I never did," said he. "I hav been reading 
some of his works," said I, "for Instance, where he said, 
'The world is my country, to do good my religion.' There 
is good moral teaching in that. He was a good man. Good 
writing we hav from him I" " That's right," he said to me; 
"come again." Now, how is that? I never went to church 
since. 

Please send three more copies of the ANNUAL. 
Yours truly, W. WED:S:KBN. 

Neither Qne can exist without the other. The fruit of Pro- ST. ELMO, TENN., March 29, 1891. 
hibition is intemperance, insanity, weakness, vice. R!\nt- :Mn. EDITOR: I send you herewith a copy of an order to 
ing, rabfd · ·Prohibition parents raise drunken BOlli!. John Wanamaker for a Bible. In the way of orders you 
Drunken, debauched parents spawn Prohibition progeny. may consider this uniqu~, but you mu~t al~o consi(l~r it as II; 
;Both extreme~;~ -&re cj,is~~S!l, & cur~(;) to tlJ.C country, Let~s -'very unique bool(tl!&t ts ordered, 
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It is now -Over four weeks since I sent the original order. 
We usually get return~ from Philadelphia in four days. 1 
conclude b.e is of my opinion, as he has not sent the book. 

It is a curious coincidence that you should send him a 
Bible by express at almost the same time that I order one 
from him by mail. His treatment of my order is a pliin de
cision in the case you· place before him. Still, it is not so 
satisfactory as what I hope you will force him to promul. 
gate in writing over his own signature. I am glad to see 
you hol~ing him up to the gaze of the world as you are do. 
ing. G1v him sheol mixed with hell and hades until he de
cides your question. Very respectfully, L. L. GooDwiN. 

modern Spiritualism. Denny was the only person in the 
house at the time Miss Kelly called up the spirits who could 
hav answered correctly his four questions. I hav lost 
sight of Miss Kelly. This rapping annoyed her a great deal. 
It ~ould rap on her pillow of nights so she could not sleep 
qmetly, and some of her superstitious connections told her 
she was dealing with wicked spirits, and she gave up the 

shameless career of unjust exactions and extortions, and 
serpentlike tyranny. The priests are saying now that Christ 
uses the sacrament for his habitat. God is so powerful, and 
spirits are nothing ; they require no space; a thousand or 
them could dance on the point of a needle (" and devils, 
too"). 

It is well that the hard sense of mankind exists in spite of 
such ludicrous attempts at logic-miracles, too. And then 
Rev. Mr. Georgewell's idea that "effects can be independ
ent of usual' causes" would dash the mind upon the rocks of 
uncertainty, and land it where it· is now, in the hands of 
tricksters and hungry liars, TTho manufacture dreaming 
idiots to pay their board-bllls. Such obliging slaves are 
without dignity, intelligence, or love of mental progress.· 
The moment we are conscious, if we are healthy, we desire 
something. A beaming, magnetic hand points to a star. AU 
our energies rush that way. This is the will. Giv the 
vicious man a chance to reach his star. 

business. J. N. BRowN. 

. MADISON, GA., March 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The following lines were found among the 

papers of Ex-Senator Joshua Hill, who lately died in Madi-
[()OPY.] 

ST. ELMO, TENN., March 1 1891. 
JoHN W~AMAKER, Merchant, Philadelphia, Pa.: ' 

Dear Str: JHy old BiblA,. that I carried through the civil 
war (diamond type), is getting pretty badly worn· besides 
it is almost too fine a print for easy reading, ~ven with 
glasses. 

I wish you would send me as good a coarse-type Bible 
King J~mes tran~latipn, as you can for about $2, by mail; 
and I w11I immediately remit the price and postage. 

I want you to place on the outside wrapper your name 
and address in full, so I will know it is from you. And now, 
to be· honest with you, I request this so I can use it as evi
dence, for if you comply with my request I propose to bring 
suit against you in the United States courts und6r the ob
scenity statutes for mailing an obscene and blasphemous 
book. 

I hav read the Bible pretty thoroughly, and 1 regard it as 
the most vulgar, obscene book I hav ever read. 

And if there is a God-which I do not believe-and he is 
a being of purity, goodness, and love, then I denounce the 
Bible as the most blasphemous book that can be conceived 
of ; for it makes him the author of evil, the creator and up
holder of the devil, thus making him a devilish sight worse 
than the_ devil. It makes him the author of war, pestilence, 
and !amm, and of all the misery, woe, and injustice tkat 
fill the land. 

The reason why I request this of you Ia because 1 see. by 
the papers that y_ou are interl)sted in the sale of this stink
pot or filth and nastiness, and urge young men and young 
ladies to buy it and study its contents, ·while at the same 
time you are very forward about suppressing some other 
books not a tenth part as filthy as this one. · 

You may not be inclined to fill this order. If you do not 
fill it I shall claim tha.t you are of my opinion concerning 
the indecent, obscene, and blasphemous character of the 
Bible. 

You can saddle either beast you choose-send the book 
and be prosecuted. or refuse to send it and thus condemn it 
as I do. Very respectfally, L. L. GooDwrN. 

BRONSTON, KY., April 3, 1891. 

son, Ga. Yours truly, A.' A. BELL. 
WITHOUT A OREED. 

(Linea written in view of death, Sunday, Feb. 23, 1879.) 
When death shall claim me for his own, 

And of this world I cease to be a part, 
To those !love I would make known 

The oft-expressed desire of my heart. 

When well assured that I do sleep 
The peaceful slumber that knows no waking, 

Then no longer my body keep, 
To allow of idle, empty leave-taking. 

Apparel such as now I wear, 
Plain and modest, avoiding all display, 

Clothe me with; but let me cease to bear 
A gem or jewel when I am laid away. 

Without lesson, prayer, or song, 
Bear me to my appointed resting-place 

In profoundest stillness-earth's throng 
Will neither miss nor mourn my absent face. 

I ask no monumental stone 
To proclaim and magnify my poor worth ; 

But something simple, meant alone 
To tell the story of my death and birth. 

The doubts and hopes that fill my breath 
Vainly I•ve sought to solve in Christian creeds. 

Content I am to think at last 
That man's only merit consists in deeds. 

I know not where power resides, 
I know not in whom rests supreme control, 

I know not where man's soul abides, 
Nor am I certain that man has a soul. 

If to reverence nature be a test 
Of man's devotion to creativ power, 

Then should I feel supremely blest, 
Nor fear to meet the inevitable hour. 

I go hence: I know not whether 
To bright scenes of bliss or dark caves of woe; 

Or, it may be that to neither · 
Nor elsewhere I am destined to go. 

Without a creed I leave the world, 
Wholly ignorant of a future state; 

Like a ship with sails unfurled 
Ilea ve the shore ; my only pilot, fate. J.H. 

LEXINGTON, KY., March 25, 1891. 

Let friends skip over my poor letters, or help me. How 
beautiful was the letter of C. C. Germann, Bloomdale, 0. 

Better than pious mysteries or political economy, sweeter 
than heaven, is the ardent desire, born of reason and purity. 
Fallacious hopes lead ROt to inferior organization, but to dis-
organization, monstrosity, annihilation. Auuz~. 

MARTINSBURG, W. VA., April 3, 1891. 
MR. EDiTOR : In the search for truth, the whole truth, and 

nothing but the truth, many on all sides seem not to be able 
to conceive what truth actually is. The truth is hidden in 
the unsolved mystery of existence. All must agree that it 
is impossible to discover and positivly reveal to the world 
the truth. As I said, tbe nature and character of truth is 
not correctly or fully comprehended. We exist, but we 
know not whence we came or whither we go. Positivism 
and truth are twin brothers. The truth is found, H it is 
possible to be found, only through positivism. What does 
truth mean? It means that 1t is the all in all. If the gospel 
as taught by di:tferent creeds-Christianity, I mean-is true, 
then God, heaven, and hell are the truth. If not true, then 
the gospel is a humbug, and God, heaven, and hell a myth. 
If natural evolution of the spirit, Spiritualism, is true, that 
is the truth. If not true, then it is a myth. If death is 
total annihilation, that would be truth. The truth is eternal, 
whatever it may be. 

Beyond the natural we know nothing. It is unthinkable 
to try to conceive the supernatural. It is a perfect mystery 
what is beyond this world, to all rational minds. Life and 
death is, so far as we are concerned in knowledge, as open a 
question as ever. MR. EDITOR: I indorse heartily every word or a commu

nication from Bozeman, Mont., by Thos. Burk, which ap-
peared in your issue of March 28th. He certainly hit the 
spiritual nail square on the head, if it has any head. For the 
last ten years I hav been an honest investigator of Spiritual
ism, and up to this time I hav not evidence enough to convince 
me that a man has another life after this. I hav evidence 
that convinces me that there is 11 power or force which seems 
to be intelllgent-that can move articles of furniture, such 
as tables, chsirs, etc., across rooms, and write messages in 
locked slates. My faith !n the last item (locked slates) is 
weak, not able to stand alone yet. Let me. giv you an 
occurrence which happened several years ago right here 
where lliv •. I vouch for the truthfulness of every word of it. 
I hav a brother-in-law by the name of Denny, who is a strictly 
honest, truthful man, and last, but least, a pillar in the Bap
tist church. He had a young lady in his family by the name 
of Mary Kelly, who was a br!ght, honest girl or moderate edu
cation. She was employed by Denny as maid of all work. 
Miss Kelly seems to hav had mediumistic powers. She would 
place her hands on a small pine table, and there would be 
taps on the table making a noise like a drop of water falling 
from an elevation from the table of eight or ten feet. Miss 
Kelly would answer questions by the raps from the spirits, 
as she expressed it, rapped out alphabetically, Miss Kelly's 
powers created quite a stir in our neighborhood. Now, I 
want strict attention. Denny had three brothers, who lived 
on a creek eighteen miles distant. Miss Kelly had an uncle 
by the name of John Caldwell, who had lived most of his 
life at Steubenville, Ky., thirteen miles distant, but had the 
year before this occurrence moved to the state of Texas. 
Denny wished to buy up a lot o! hogs. He started early in 
the morning and went· to the creek, eighteen miles distant, 
to his brother Tom, and bought fifteen hogs from him. 
From his brother Reuben he bought twenty-Jive. From his 
brother Jackson he bought thirty-five. Leaving his hogs at 
his brother's to be received at a future day, he went to Steu
benville, the former residence of John Caldwell. While 
there the news came from Texas that Caldwell had very 
recently died. Caldwell being a very worthy and prominent 
man, the news of his death created quite a sensation at his 
old home. From Steubenville Denny returned home, arriv
ing about 8 o'clock P.M. of the same day of leaving. After 
eating his supper he called :Miss Kelly and asked her to see 
if she could call up the rapping spirits. Miss Kelly got her 
table out and the spirits promptly responded. Denny's first 
question was, " Mary, tell me ha.w many hogs Brother Tom 
has for sale." Arter some rapping Miss Kelly answered, 
"Fifteen." The next question was, "How many has Brother 
Reuben?" The answer was rapped out correctly, "Twenty. 
five." The next question was, "How many has Jackson?" 
and to his utter astonishment the correct answer was 
promptly rapped out, "Thirty-five." After waiting a few 
minutes, Denny said, "Mary, ask the spirits how Uncle 
John Caldwell is." Miss Kelly, after a very few raps, 
arose suddenly from the table, exclaiming, "Oh, Uncle John 

MR. EDITOR: We hav had one millennium-the abset~ce of 
war, peace, plenty enough for all. The idle hav lived well 
during this happy season, while the industrious poor hav 
starved. A terrible interregnum is taking the place of order. 
Anarchy now would be a spoiler, instead of a redeeming 
principle. We do not understand the heroic anarchy of 
ancient times, when some show of it was necessary to the 
very existence of liberty. Then Timoleon, weeping, in
flicted a death-wound upon his brother, who was an enemy 
to the freedom and best interests of Corinth. J uat men are 
now often the most weak and inefficient. 

Christianity teaches that the gospel is positivly true; and 
that man is fearfully and wonderfully made-as it man was 
the only being in existence, when hundreds of others of the 
animal order exist everywhere ln the universe, some supe
rior in some respects to man, and all created by nature and 
existing in the same conditions of a common destiny. Men 
and women are only speaking animals. Christiana declare 
that God made man in his own image, with an immortal 
spirit. These are claims that they affirm to be !acts. The 
knowledge of spirit, what it is and where it is, has never 
been demonstrated. Then that is all there is about those 
claims. I am a devotee of· the truth. I am entirely dis
posed to be broad and Liberal and impartial in my views. 
I would be far happier to know all that concerns my destiny. 
Knowledge is a blessing, as well as power, and our greatest 
foes are ignorance and deception. 

The world has been disputing and' contending about. the 
questions of what is true and what is untru.e. It is still go
ing on and tho truth is yet undiscovered. In my experience 
in life I hav found that whim people desire to be just and 
impartial they must take everything into consideration. 
The diversity of sects and churches is not so strange, after 
all. All things considered, it is a necessary result of many 
causes. Surely Freethinkers must respect any conviction 
that is sincere. The Golden Rule itself justifies that. Do 
unto others as you would hav them do unto you. Ignorance, 
vanity, and self-conceit are plentiful. Hypocrisy and shams 
are what we must watch and expose. The Liberal must 
practice what he or she preaches. Our words and actions 
are observed and analyzed. This is an age of responsibility 
and accountability. Those who bring reproach on the 
church are the inconsistent and hypocritical. 

is dead." Now, sir, tbe foregoing are absolute facts, and 
the only way that I can account for the absplutely correct 
answers of Miss Kelly is that it was Denny's mind acting 
on Miss Kelly's mind in a_ natural way, but in'a Wf!.Y not yet 
understood. This lllay be the key: to e~plain _or dem.onl3trate-

During the fermentation and confusion of thought, de
scribed by Walt Whitman, literature acquires no permanent 
character; art has no enchanting featares to seize the sink
ing mind and bear it away from itself. Now is the nick of 
time. Let Infidels impress upon the human mind a splendid 
literature, such as the world never before thought of, and a 
benevolence beyond the hlghest idealism of virtue. Power 
is slipping from the hand of the trembling priest. He exalts 
the clergy above God, and shrieks, " Confess not to the al
mighty, who pardons you and lets. you steal and lie and 
murder the next day as usual; confess to the priest!" 
Young ladies take the sacrament, then go into the back 
streets and beat the harmless, feeble passenger for pastime. 

Laundry hands are worked until they die of cancer, by 
cruel men who are amassing fortunes by the blood and tears 
of their victims. These men are Christians. The poor hav 
struggled through the fierce cold of winter, uncared for by 
the heavenly Christian, but the bleak wind of March brought 
them on the streets to beg. Then we heard the cry, "Arrest 
street beggars." Cast-off garments were sent to cover their 
shuddering forms. Persons called on them piously, without 
a dime to giv them for bread. "No, that wlll make even 
the genteel, industrious ones vicious and idle." But the rich 
hav taken care to ruin their business in various ways. They 
should help them before they sink so low. If all suburban 
lots, if all cheap lands, hav been absorbed by the greedy 
rich, the praying capitalist, then the poor must fester and 
rot in fearful holes without decent food, air, regular business, 
and wages. If Christians, if such persons, are not actual 
thieves, they may take thought and stop enlisting under the 
banner of Abaddon. They can restore, they can reclaim, 
that which is held unjustly. No doubt they should prepare 
for the recoil of the terrible wave which they hav lashed into 
foam and fury by their groveling injustice and tyranny, 
their foolisb. legislation, and idiotic distribution of lands and 
property. Something more effectual than the charter of 
Runnymede muet be constructed for their benefit, and by 
patriots like Simon de Montfort, ~;arl of Leicester. With 
heart burning for his country, he swore by the gullet of God, 
and per os Deus (the mouth of the almighty), that he would 
find some way to arrest the horae-leech Henry III. in his 

Great principles of truth will stand, and triumph over all 
that is false. Ueligious and c.lvilliberty must be guaranteed 
to !'.ll. Keep church and state separate. Make all mind 
their own business and keep within bounds. Then all will 
enjoy their religious and civil rights, and injustice and tyr
anny disappear. I am a Freethinker, but open to conviction. 
We must hear all sides, and come to no conclusion only as 
far as the evidence goes. I do not say there is no God. 
That would be affirming. As a positivist I could not say 
that. I am holding off from any dogma. I define my posi
tion as Agnostic. It is not in my power nor the whole world 
combined to solve the mystery of existence. Our duty goes 
no farther than our knowledge as lovers of the truth. I 
must recognize what is possible. My Christian friends be
lieve without evidence. I disbelieve for the want of evi
dence. I know the facts of nature-that all existence is 
sustained by many causes. Possibly God may exist, but not 
probably. I say there is no positiv evidence that an al
mighty God exists. He may exist without this evidence. 
If so, Agnosticism is the only rational, honest position to 
'take. I will endeavor to do right because it is right. Good
ness has its own rewards. I hav round that good and bad 
conduct hav their own reward aJ?d punishment here on 
earth. H we must differ with others le_t that difference be 
respected. Let us be firm, bJ.t respectful, to those who be
lieve differently. Liv a moral life and quit making claims 
about the problems of the unknown. Make the best of lite, 
tor the truth is eternal. THO)IlAB J. CoNNB:Rll· 
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Indian relics, are the various other relics, of near as beautiful or aa extensiv as the one 
which the following are the most important: enumerated above.-ED. C •. C.l 

or uneasy, or sorrowful, as though they could 
trouble him long ? Remember what an atom 
you are in the universe, what a minute of im. 
mea11urable time falls to your share, and what 
a small concern you are in the empire of fate. 
A man misbehaves himself toward me. 
What is that to me? The action is his, and 
therefore let him look to it. As for me, I am 
in the condition that universal nature assigns 
me. We ought toliv with the gods. This is 
done by him who always exhibits a soul con. 
tented with the appointments o.f providence. 
M'MOUB Aurelius. 

!ldiUd bf MISs SuiW!l H. WIXoll, l'all 
lUtw, Ma~s., to tollom all Oommut~iclltionsfor 
O&iB Oornw allould b~ aM&t. 

" Between the dark and the da.:vHa::ht, 
When the night is beginning kllower, 

Oomes a. pause in the daY'S oooupa.tlonl 
That is known as the Ohildren's Hour." 

Lines 
CONCII:RNING, 1. VIRTUE j 2. CHARITY; 3. WORLDLY 

PRAIB!Ii; 4.. ENVY; 5. PLEASURE; 6. 
FAULTS; 7. OU'IWABD THINGS. 

He who runs in virtue's way 
To win a. place and bear the swaY; 
Who, not from principles divine, 
Bueceeds to power here in time ; 
Will finally be brought to know 
His virtue is an empty show. 
But virtue that is true indeed 
From honest motive doth proceed. 

Did charity in all prevail. 
No selfishness would dare assail; 
But earth would quicklY thus become 
A paradise. a blessed home. 
And sin would be a. chaos passed, 
No more to man a scorehing blast; 
For charity and love combined 
Giv happiness conden&ed, refi~ed 

He who little knows the world 
Will praise its banners where unfurled; 
Will worship at its gaudy shrine, 
And call its relics all divine I 
While he who knows the world the moat 
Will never of his knowledge boast ; 
But rather such will wisli'to be 
AwaY therefrom, redeemed and free. 

As nettles hugged upon the brea.11t 
Would soon destroY all quietness; 
So envy cherished in the hPa.rt 
Will cause all comfort to depu~. 
It leaves a thousand stings indeed, 
Enough to make one'~ spirit bleed; 
And justlY too it poisons those 
Who blindly seek from it retJose. 

Mental tllea.sures pure, serene, 
Never cloy, as e'er was seen; 
But oft repeated they increase 
In calm reflection, giving peace; 
While sensual pleasures fade and die, 
At bast their promised joy's a. lie. 
They do the mental pleasures bind, 
Which less improved are les·s refined. 

Better one fault, our own, subdue, 
Than find in others one or twa ; 
This eagle eye to other's faults 
At our misgiving never halts. 
If so, it soon tries to discover 
Some faults abroad our own to cover; 
Then I for one will first subdue 
MY ~~:rea test faults-let this be true, 

While here in time we all 1honld be 
.From dirt and useless rubbish free, 
From ever:vthinr.t that dwarfs the mind, 
As earthlY joys of lowest kind. 
Our outward things of care and trust, 
If in confusion, dirt, and dust, 
Bespeak, I know, just what we are, 
Most loudly, too. Let us take care. 

My Collection. 

A sickle owned by the honored D. M. :Ben
nett about eighteen year11 ago; a sword and 
sash used in the great battle of Lundy's Lane, 
fought during the war of 1812-14. (thi11 
sword was also used in the civil war); a 
small bell made from a piece of the frame on 
which the old Liberty bell swung; a piece of 
wood from a mulberry-tree at Washington's 
old headquarters in Richmond, Va. (it was 
to this tree that he hitched his horse); old 
Revolutionary relics from Bemis Heights, 
near Saratoga ; relics from the scene of 
Burgoyne's surrender ; wood containing a 
minie ball from the battle-field of Spottsyl. 
vania ; also wood from the fields of Freder
icksburg, Beven Pines, Bull Run, and Cold 
Harbor; a cannon ball from the field of Cold 
Harbor; a brick and a piece of wood from 
Libby prison; a copy of the dally (Jiti~M~., 

published at Vicksburg the day before Grant 
took that city; a copy of the New York 
Herald. as it appeared the morning after Lin
coln's assassination ; a small plug hat made 
of United States national greenbacks, re. 
deemed and macerated at the United 8tate11 
treasury ; a piece of wood from the hoUIIe 
in which Spiritualism originated, 18'B; a 
supplement to the Toledo BlatU of Jan. 1, 
181~ ; a pair of cufr-buttonll over one hundred 
year11 old ; a leaf from a copy-book used by 
Abraham Lincoln when a school-boy; also 
a book .from which he selected his school-day 
speeches, and one of his old law document11 m 
manuscript; an old certificate bearing the 
genuin signature of Ptesident Jackson and 
dated Dec. 6, 1830; a $20 Confederate bill 
dated Richmond, Feb. 17, 1804., and bearing 
the portrait of Alexander H. Stephens; also 
an old Misaouri defense bond (Confederate); 
a piece of cloth cut from a bg at Fort Ethan 
Allen, July 4., 1864.; a book and clock from 
the Johnstown flood; old United States 
stamps and postal cards; books printed in 
1801, 1812, 184.5, 1852, etc.; autograph letters 
of noted people, and many other interesting 
relics. These relics are all genuin. 

I also hav a collection of coins, among 
which are the following : a Roman coin, 
1,500 years old ; a Mexican coin, used when 
Cortes conquered Mexico ; old English coins, 
one being 134 years old ; a Spanish coin, 1~5 
years old ; and other very 0ld coins, be
. sides coins from the following countries : 
China,.Jamaica, Portugal, Brazil, Venezuela, 
Nicaragua, Costa Rica, Nova Scotia, New 
Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Canada, 
and others. 

MY YouNG LrBB:BAL Fms:NDS: I am the 
owner and possessor of a fine collection of 
mineral specimens, Indian relics, war and 
other relics, fossils, shells, coins, old books, 
and curiosities of all kinds from all parts of 
the world. I am proud of my collection, and 
I think I hav a right to be, for it has cost 
me much time and money. I wonder how 
many of the readers of the Comer hav a col
lection ? I think they should all hav one, 
for a collection of quaint and curious things 
affords much pleasure, and besides, there is 
much to be learned by studying each object 
carefully. By careful study of each object 
in my collection, I hav gained many impor
tant facts in geology, botany, natural history, 
arcbreology, and other important branches of 

One shelf of my cabinet il tilled with curi
osities, such as :!1ne corals, shells, atar-dsh, 
sea cookies, l!ea beans, sea urchin11, skate 
eggs, shark eggs, shark teeth, alligator teeth, 
barn~cles, and other marine curiosities; por
cupine quills, cacao beans, live-oak acorns, 
willow cones, snake rattles, buffalo beans, 
castor beans, Chinese book, slippers, bead11, 

study. · 

Correspondence. 
TxoUJl .. H, l{EB., March 17, 1891. 

DJU.R 111111 WIXoN: This is my 1lrst letter 
to the Comer. I hope this will be in the 
paper. Papa gave Sister Maggie and Eda a 
little calf. Papa has been taking THE TRUTH 
BEEKBB for years. Sister Susie is making a 
rug; she is five years old. We talk about 
going to Washington· next fall. We are all 
well. 

I am eight years old. 
DoxoTHA WBDUlND. 

TBOUMSEH, NEB., .March HI, 1891. 
DBAB M1s11 WIXoN: This is my second let

ter to THE TRUTH Buxu. My papa takes 
the paper. I like to look at the pictures and 
read the Children's Corner. We had 1lve 
little. puppies and gave them all away but 
one, which we will keep. I would like to 
corre11pond with Annie Ballhom, as we are 
going to Waall.ington next winter. I guesl I 
will cloae. Your Freethinker friend, 

ED.A. L. WliDEIIND. 

TBflU1liiBB, Nn., March 17, 1891. 
D•u Misll WIXoi: Thill is my second let

ter to the Comer. I enjoy the pictures and 
love to read the Comer. The snow is n,early 
all gone now and it make11 it muddy. I was 
ten years old the 'th of Febmary. Papa has 
lot11 of garden aeed. We didn't raise any 
garden-stu:lf last year, but papa l&yl he will 
raise loti of it this year. Our school will 
begin the lilt of next month. Mr. Warren 
is going to teach the achool. I will be glad 
when school. begin1. Mr. Owen Tracy is 
working for us; he il a good handr ,I will 
close, hopini to 11ee this in prin~. 

Tour Freethinker friend, 
BEBTIU. M. W:ID11:nND. 

PoWD:u MILL, MoNT., March 1~. 1891. 
Dux M1111 WIXoN: My uncle takes THE 

TJtUTH SDJ{BB. I hav been reading the 
Children'll Corner, and seeing no letters from 
any children in this state, I thought it might 
be interesting to aome of the readers of the 
Comer to hear about this part of the country. 
There are lot11 of cattle here, which are 
rounded up twice each year in the spring 
for the purpo1e of branding the calves, and 
in the fall for gathering the beeves, which are 
driven in large herds to the railroad, which is 
about eighty miles from this place. 

I am twelve years old, and I am a Free
thinker. As this is my first letter, I will close. 
Hoping to see this in the Corner, I am, 

Yours for truth,. HARVEY CROSBY. 

TxoroaEH, No., March 18, 1891. 
D:ux MIBfl WIXON : This is the second 

time I h&v written to the Comer. We are 
going to Washington next 11pring. Papa said 
he would like to get one of those large books. 
Pa has been taking this paper for three years. 
I am thirteen year11 old, and am the oldest 
of 11even girls. We hav a bouncing baby 
boy now. It is three week11 old. We raised 
a plenty of potatoes to do u11 till potatoes come 
again. We had bad luck thl.l evening. Our 
family riding pony kicked our favorit colt 
to death. We were all very lorry; he was 
eo gentle. The Christiana hav started a 
Sunday-school here. They wanted pa to be 
11ecretary, and he 11aid he didn't want any 
truck with it. So they did not take him. 
The neighbors would stop for u11 girls to go, 
but we didn't want to go. I think I will 
close for fear of the dreadful waste-basket. 
Hoping to see this in print, I remain, 

Your Freethinker friend, 
MAG&I11 M. WEDEKIND. 

VERNON, TEx., March 27, 1891. 
Miss BuuN H. WixoN: Mr. 0. A. Phelps, 

of Colorado, has been holding a series of 
Liberal lectures here, and he suggested we 
raise some money for Mr. J. H. Cook. I am 
very much pleased with him. I am a little 
girl eleven years old, but I hope I may be 
able to do much for the cause of Free thought 
and mental liberty. 

I am your well-wisher and little friend, 
loA FITZGB:RA.i:.D. 

P. B.-You will find $2.35 for Prof. J. H. 
Cook, of Columbus, Kan. I. F. 

THE 

French Invasion of Irelan~ in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten Histor:!': That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost OptJortu
niLY to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

By VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a map a.ud numerous illustra.tion.s by well

known artists. Handsomely b!)nnd 1n Bilk cloth. 
Ink and gold side 1ta.mps. Pr1ce, $1.50. 

The pre11ent volume is an effort to rescue frol!l 
compara.tiv oblivion one of the manY extJ,:aord!
nary episodes of the great French revolutiOnary 
war. • , • It points a. moral t.hat a.mid~t retl~b
lica.n institutions like ours, Will not fail r~ca!Ve 
a.ptJrecia.tion. It shows, on .one han~,.the elevat
ing in:ll.uijnce of newlY acQ.mred ambition, .• . • • 
and on the other the debasing effects of ReligiOUS 
and Political intolerance both on the tyra.n~ and 
the Tiotim. Oonto.ins a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Pa.ine to the French Directory, 

L. K. Washburn's W ork.s. 
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 
· regufa.tinl{ human con!lnct on the Sabbath is 

an impertinence." Pr1ce, 10 cents. C • 
The False Teaching of the hriS

tian Church. ' " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n church are thirty. 
nin.J!.POor, broken-down opinions." 10 ce.nts. 

The J!'Oolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to l!;ill grasshop
pers or tr:ving to induce the De1ty tQ under
take' a. crusade of one against the Uolora.do 
beetle !" Price, 10 cents. • 

Followers of Jesus. Pnce, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. · • t 
Religious .Problems. P~1ce, 10 cen s. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Pr1ce, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

J. E. Remsburg's Works. 
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged. 

Price, 10 cents singly; 75 cents per dozen. As a. 
!lil!siona.r:vDocument it is unexcelled. Among 
the subjects considered by Mr. Remsbnrtt are: 
The Ohuroh and Morality; Orimlna.l Statistics, 
showin~ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen
itentia.nes i the Ohuroh and Oiviliza.tiol!l; the 
Ohnrch ana Science; the Ohurch and Learning; 
the Ohnrch and Lioerty h, the Ohurch and the 
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman's Rights 
Movement~ the Tem.Perance Reform; the 
Ohnrch ana the Republic. 

Bible Morals. Twenty Crimes and 
Vices Sanctioned b~ BcriQ!.nre; Falsehood and 
Deception; Oheatmg; Theft and Robbery i 
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars oi 
Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism; In
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman; 
Unkiuc:lness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animals; 
Human Sacrifices; Oanniba.lism ; Witchcraft; 
Slavery; Polyg_a.my; Intem12erance ; Poverty 
and V a.grancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen
ity. I:'• ICe, smgle copies, 25 cents; 6 copies, $1. 
Special discount on larger quantities. 

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best 
and most thorough work ever written on the 
Sabbath from a. rational point or view. Large 
and handsome print. The question is discussed 
under the following heads: Ori!illl of the Sab
batic Idea.: The Jewish SabbatiU The Ohristian 
Scri12tures and the Sabbath; .lllxa.mina.tion of 
Bunda.:!" Arguments · Ori_gin of Ohristian Sab
bath; Testimony of ihe Uhristian F!>..thers; The 
Sabbath durin~ the Middle AJleB; The Puritan 
Sa.bba.th; Testimony of Ohnstia.n Reformers, 
Scihola.rl!t and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday 
Laws. rrice, 211 cents; six coPies, $1.00. 

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re
lilrtons and Political Liberty, Tells the story 
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead· 
ing tra.ita of his character and genius, and vin· 

, Thinking it would be of interest to the 
readers of the Corner, I take pleasure in 
mentioning a few of the most valuable and 
interesting things in my collection. One 
shelf of my cabinet contains the Indian relics, 
arranged in boxes of different sizes, and each 
relic correctly labeled. This collection of 
relics is composed of grooved stone axes, a 
stone hammer, stone and flinG war-club heads, 
spear and arrowheads made of :flfut, quartz, 
jasper, agate, etc., a flint scraper, a pottery 
pipe, a pottery vase, old pottery fragments 
(grooved, painted, and plain) from South 
Carolina, New York, Alabama, Arizona, and 
Kausas ; Pueblo pottery fragments, and a 
white turquoise bead from old ruins in New 
Mexico (one thousand years old); "wam
pum," or Indian money used by the North 
American Indians· one hundred years ago; 
pretty colored beads from Arizona ; buttons, 
nails, paint, and flint from an Indian grave; 
Indian skulls and other bones, besides anum
ber ef unfinished flint and stone implements. 

charms, and napkins; a mounted tarantula 
and his nest, a mounted horned toad, wood 
and bark of the redwood tree, bark of the 
cork tree, lava from volcano, bu:lfalo hom 
and tooth, hook Gf the giant fishhook cactus, 
curious copper calcite, and marl formations, 
pretty mosses, and other botanical specimens. 
I also hav many curiosities in the fossil and 
petrifaction line, such as petrified wood, fos
sil crinoid heads and stems, fossil dsh and 
snake, petrified wasp's nest, fossil ferns, 
petrified buffalo meat, petrified moss, fossil 
shark's tooth, fos11U trilobite, fossil sea ur
chin, fossil coral, petrified fl.r-gum, fo11sil 
bones and shells, fossil l!larl, fossils from 
New York, stag horn coral, honeycomb coral, 
paleo cycles, Missouri river fossils, and other 
varieties too numerous to mention. 

I hav made this account of my collection 
as brief as possible, but I expect it is too long 
to find a place in the Corner. If it does 
escape the waste-basket I hope it will be of 
interest to the readers of the Comer. I hav 
just mentioned the most important things in 
my collection. If any of the children, or any. 
one, has any Indian relics, or anything quaint 
and curious that they could add to my collec
tion, send it to me, and I will send you some
thing in return. My collection is growing all 
the time. Wishing you all success, and hop. 
ing this little contribution will be of interest 
to you-that is, if Miss Wixon accepts it-1 

[The money has been forwarded. It would 
save some trouble to the editor if donations 
would be 11ent directly to the parties con
cerned instead of passing through the hands 
of the editor, who is always very busy. The 
amounts sent will be acknowledged in the 
Corner. Again, when it is desired that the 
editor shall transact business outside of the 
Corner, at least, stamps should be sent for 
prepaying postage, a little matter that we are 
sometimes apt to forget. We are pleased to 
hear from Ida and hope to hear from her 
soon again.-Eo. C. C.] 

· dica.tes hie name from the aspersions cast upon 
it. Ohoice extracts from ' Op_mmon Sense," 
"American Orisis," "Rights of M.a.n," and "Age 
of Beason "are givel'l; also, tributes to Paine's 
character from more than one hundred noted 
persons of Enrolle and America, many of them 
Written expressly for this work. Second edi· 
tion~ 160 pages, printed OIJ ~e tinted J!aper, 
neatlY bound, and. contammg a. handsome 
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents i 
cloth, 71> cents. 

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wa.sh
iB~tonan Unbelieverd· Jefferso•un Unbeliever; 
l'a.me and Wesley; hristian dabba.th. Each 
5 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 cts. 

The Apostle of Liberty. An address 
delivered in Paine Ha.ll.J before the N. E. Free· 
thinkers' Convention, o1anna.r:v 29, 1884.. Price, 
10 cents. 

Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, Jef
ferson. Washington, Franklin. A lecture de
livered before the Tenth Annual Oongress of 
the Ameri~n Secular Union, in Chickering 
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 cents. 

On another shelf, arranged the same as the 

remain, Your Liberal friend, 
GEORGE J. REMSBURG. 

Oak Mills, Kan., March 26, 1891. 

[Our friend George is very kind to giv us 
the above account of his fine collection. We 
hope it may stimulate others to begin a cab
inet. It is a great source of education. 
Some time we may tell you about our collec
tion of curios, :minerals, etc., but it is not 

A PAGAN HoMILY.-Refiect frequently 
upon the instability of things, and how fsst 
the scenes of nature are shifted. Matter is 
in a perpetual flux. Change. is always and 
everywhere at work ; it strikes through 
causes and effects, and le&ves nothing fixed 
and permanent. And then, how near us stand 
the two vast gulfs of time-tae past and the 
future. Now, is not that man a blockhead 
that lets momentary things make him proud, 

'rHE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;voor meetings, to make them lively a.pd inter· 
eatmg THE LmERAL HYMN·Boox col'lta.ms songs 
by tna' best poeta, adapted to well-known tnllet. 
It iB hi@lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman. 
Pa.r'r.on. Wright, Green, Underwoo(!,Mrf!. Slepn~er, 
and, indeed, by all who ha.v e:u.mmed 1t, ~oe. 
t&oentr. Address T·Bll buor:a: S:uKU ...,.. · 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
IHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAII TO BE A. DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION, 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF J. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO UINT.A.IN THE 

' 
A.RGUJ[ENT OF THE ARTIST. 

" . 

Desla-ns bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Deslener. 

CONTENTS: 

Uncle Sam and the Priests. The Church and Thoma• Paine. 
The Pests that Bother Uncle Sam. Thomas Paine, 
Uncle Sam Sleep!!! but the Priests do Not, The Preacher and the Patriot. 
Romanism with .tter Mask On. - One Work b:r Paine Ontweiahs All the Preaoh· 
The Mask Oft', ers. 
"Submit to the Roman Pontift'as to God," Why Paine Was Denounced. 
The Skeleton that Uncle Sam may Some Day Paine's Services and BiB Beward from the 

find in his Closet. · ·Ohnroh, 
A New Laocoon. Once Upon a Time a DonkeY Kiokei a Lion. 
The Trail of the Serpent. 
Some Undesirable Immiarantl, Stotllell In Natural Hlltol')'. 
LM' Loyalty A Question for Theological Ethnololrim. 
"Where LibertY Rei~ms the TYrant Beeks to Some Problems in Evolution. 

Slay Her."-La Balle. The Prototl'l!.e of the Methodilt Beviv&l. 
The Outcome of Ohuroh and State Union. Beligion in Man and Instinct in ~~ Brute 
The God-in-the-Constitution Guerillu.-Lib- Tit B · 

erty in Peril. . e lble aBd Science. 
Religions Treas9n the Ruin of the Republic, The Bible and GeolOJrY• 
A .rra!J.sformatlon of the Bartholdi Bt~tue The Bible and GeollraPhY 

wh1oh may be Expected under Belill'lOUI • 
Rule. The Clcri;'Y anti their Flockl. 

What Uncle Bam Should Do, Shearing Tinle. 

ThNe Cyhur0c~t RAobballn~ the People. 0~: ~~e~v;;;YH:t?~':n~~:s ~~~Pie. ew ork 1 y's nnn G1ft to the Ohurohel. The Phyaioian and the ll'look. 
Tfle TaxP.p.YerB ae-d t~~ OhUffhes-I, DnU"" to the OleN:r• 

-rr. At COnference Time, 
Thanksglvtn~r. 

Thanksgiving-!. 
" -II. ,, -m. 

Sabbath Law1. 
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate, 
SundaY in a Babbataria.n Oity, 
The Clergy's OpportunitY. 
As the ffiergy Desire Bnnday-I. 
" "· ., " " -11. 
" " " " " -m. 

The Chtldren and the Church. 
Two Ways to Go. 
Which Bbail We Have f 
A Teacher We Do·Not Want. 
The Shadow in Our Schools. 
A New Application of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Path. 
Becruitinjl: for Ohnroh Institution&, 
A Parooh1al School Lesson. 
Products of the Parochial Bohooll. 
The Disguise Slips Oft'. 
A Web for the Unwary, 
The Religious Trap, 
BnndaY-I:!ohool Soh0lars. 
The Joys of the Bnnday-Bohool Boy, 

Woman and the Church •. 
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom. 
Encouragement to Go AstraY. 
St. Paul as a Member of the School Board. 
..rhe Ohnroh'B Use for Woman. 
A Contrast. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope, 
Helping the Ohnroh. 
The Ohnroh's Ohief Support, 
When Womanhood Awakea. 

Work of a Methodiat Conference ID New York 
in 1876. 

The Burden of the Oro11. 
The Theololtian'a Conception of Clerical PriT· 

fielles. 
The Ark of the Lord. 
8:rm:Q.athizina With their Paltor. 
One Triumphant Saint, 
Appearance and Jl'act, 
Obaplaina in the Army and Na'Q'. 
A Deairable Baraain. 

Piety In Our Penltentlarlet. 
A Beliaiolll Prooeslion, 

The Atonement Scheme. 
The Atonement Doctrine. 
Practical AllPlioation of the Atonement. 
The Great Eftl.oaoy of Baptism. 
How to Get a Halo and a Harp, 
Divine BeneAoenoe. 

. The Tabernacles of the Lord-I. 
" " " " -II. 

.A. :rew Tiotima of Divine Beneficence. 
Prayer. 

A Drouth ill Oambridlre, Ill,, in 1887, 
Our Father in Beaven. 

The Creed•• 
What Is Christianity f-I. 

n " " -rr.t 
" " " -m. The Clamor of the Creedl. 

Sustaining tiM! Oreedl. 
The Creedal Fiddle. 
The Creeds of the World. 
Christianity's Holy Family, 
Janlll-faced Oreedaliats. 
The Oreedalists and the GoTernment-"Onr 

God, Our Country, and an Appropriation." 

The Chrllltlan11 and the Moham• The ITses of the Cross. 
medans. Its Evolution. 

Their Boientillo Records Compared. ITnktnd Reftectlons ITpon the 
Two Samples of Chrlstlanlty'll Church, 

Work. Decline of the Papa.o~ in ItalY. 
Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiller and His Wh~!:Q.B. , 
Peruvians Before and Since the OonQ.nest. The Ory of the Ohuroh, Don t Bnri Out . · Jl'eelinga," 

lllll!!lonarlel Shake, Old 'Man; We•re on the Same La:r 
H:vvoorisY of Christian Missionary Effort-!. (Tammany ward worker to Methodist mi.D• 

" " " " " -II. lsteri&l delellate). 
Obristian Missionaries in India. Persecutions b" the ......,. h 
Missionary Methods in the Ohnroh of EUBland. • ".u.orc • 
A Poor Rule That Doesn'' Work Both Wart. The Bnrninll of Bruno. 

The Only Thin~t_on Which the Beets Aaree. 
The Lord'll In11truments. An Un11'eloome PiJgrimage. 

R "-i R When Christians Made the Laws. 
e..,. ons nle. Bnper1tition the Same in All Plaoes a.nd Agel. 

Bible Doctrines and their Re11olt1. Banishment of Roller Williams. 
Biblical Temperance Statements: Oase of Dr. MoGIYnn-the Ohnroh True to Her 

.. .. .. A li d Record. 
PI! e • Oastinll Pearls Before Swine. 

The Ohristian Boheme from Genesis to the The BigotrY of Ohnroh and State 
S:rnoptioal GosPels, and tiie Practical Be- • 

Thesi~rb.ority of the Footpad. Some Allegorlell. 
The Wisdom of Solomon. The Genii who Preside Over the Boad to 
The Law and the Gospel Not the Same. Knowledlle. 
Result of Jl'aith at Findlay, Ohio. The T~ree Graces of Infidelity, 
Whio~ Bt~~ote!llents Shall We Be Damned for TAhOleTnrioailtl!ltohTet. R 1 d th W 1 .. i th D k D1sbelienng t e n Y a n e e or 1£ n e ar 
Irres~onsibilitY of Ohristians-W!len!'e they .. L.ft'\1:'9 Ghosts Go " 
Jest?s ~:.\~ tfii"f.here they Pnt thllr Bms. The Baoe Betwe~n ·All!el1oa•s Inildel Orator 
A Candidate for GlorY-An Old Binner, but a and Engla.'lld s Ohr1sti.an Statesman, 

New Saint. The Enem;!" and the Jl'riend of Liberty, 
Some Tests for True BelieTerl. Roma.n Oatholio Pandora's Box. 
l!'ollowing Ohrilt, .A. New BenderinJI' of a.n Old Rhyme, 
An Earnest Christian, An Error in Uiblioal Navigation. 
A Trial of Jl'aith. The World Still Moves. 
The Faults in Christian Moralit;v.-I. Heaven " " " ., " -n. • 
:: " :: :: ·• -m. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Ontlide of the 

" -IV, Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
" " " " -v. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Inside of tbe 

An Incident o:f a Snow-storm, January, 1889. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
Another Incident of Another S•ow-1~orm. Into Heaven !Ita. Pnrllatory, 
On the Anxious Seat. · 
Different Stories of an .A.lleged Ooonrrenoe. Hell. 

The rthurch and Slave....,.. How to Make the Road to Salvation Pl&ln. 
" • ' The Glory of Election. 

The Ghost iri the Methodist OhnrohYard. The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven. 
A Olerioal Surprise Party, 

Priests In Politi ell. The Theololl'ians and Skeptics, 
The Colossus of New York. The Devil'& OccuPation Gone, 
The Political Oaliban and the BelilrionsBo~n~es. Miscellaneous. 

Ireland and tke Church. 
.A. Contribution to the Irish Qneation. 
The Ohurobes in Ireland. 
The Gospel of Peace in Ireland • 
The Trouble With Pat. 

The Church's Idea of Civilization. 
The Gallowl One of Christian Oivilization'l 

Adinnots. 
What Rome Would Ua• to Oi'riliae People. 

Talmage's Petrified Blasphemer-A Belllrioas 
OamJ>~ign Story of '86. 

The Jl'ntWty of Hitching Evolution to Ortho-
doxY. 

The Evolution of a Sacrament. 
A Hint to Talmalle1 Bam Jones, et a!, 
The Women's Obrlstian Temperance Union'l 

Oruaade. 
Tools of the Clerical Trade. 
The Modern BrJaam. 

AUTHORITIJ~S QUOTED: 
President John Adams, Robert C. Adams, D'Aubigne•s ffistory of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 

the Irish Massacre, Cardinal Baronius, Cardinal Bellarmine, Byron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher, Burnett's ffistory of My Own Times, Annie Besant, 
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's ffistory of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of Massachusetts, Governor Brownlow of Tennessee, J. M. Buckley, D.D., Charles 
Bradlaugh, Professor Buchner, Beauchamp, Prof • .James Bryce, M.P., Edward Beecher, Bible Myths, A. Blerbower, M. Babcock, Council ot Constance, Olllristian 8tate8maln, Dr. 
Thomas Cooper, Rev. James Freeman,Clarke, Dr. Carpenter, Uhri&tiu.n A..d'llooau, (Jatlwlic .Reokto, (Jatholic World, Chiniquy's Fifty Years in the Church of Rome, Rev. Moncure D. 
Conway, Thomas Carlyle, Presbyterian Confession ·or Faith, Th8 ahronicle of Perth, Jesus Christ, Congregational Creed, Prof. W. K. Cl!Jford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobbett 
on the English Church, Oatholic Union and Timss, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius Clay, Prof. Theodore Dwight, Darwin, William Denton, Dana's Manual of Geology, Prof. Van 
Buren Denslow, Durham's Commentarie Upon the Book of Revelation, Dowlb:Ig's History of Romanism, Diderot, Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, Draper's Conflict 
Between Religion and Science, Chauncey M. Depew, Edward Everett, Emmons's Volume of 13ermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Ban Francisco Fruthought, Jas. Anthony 
Froude, Garibaldi, Guizot (French ffistorian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, President U.S. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boston Globe, Gamble, Helea H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn 
Gage, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Bloasoming;, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbons, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President 
Newton Theological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo, Dexter A. Hawkins, Ernst Haeokel, Hecker's Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxley, Hutchinson's Exposi
tion of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes; HMJJer's Wuklg, Hallam's ffistory of the Middle Ages, Ingersoll, President Thomas Jefferson, C. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; 0. D. 
Jones in A.m. Nonconformist, Kingsley's Natural History, Abner Kneeland, Lecky's Rationallsm in Europe, Leo XIII. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette, Henry Luttrell, Martin Luther, Lockei 
Macaulay, President Madison, President Monroe, Dean Milman, Milton, W. H. H. Murr11y, Dr. McGlynn, Hon. Rtanley Matthews, of the U. B. Supreme Court, Manu, Cardina 
Manning, Maine's Ancient Law, Arthlll' B. Moss, Massachusetts Records, Morell's History of Philosophy, Michelet, Moore, Mi88ionalrtl Herald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop 
Crowther, John Stuart Mill, Wm. McDonnell'& Hea~ens of the Heath, Mackenzie's History of the XIX Century, New Haven Colony Records, Neander, Church Histo!ian; Lord Neares. 
Nordau, Bishop O'Conli.Or, Felix L. Oswald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's Cyclopedia, Pius IX; (Pope), Pius X. (Pope), Archbishop Paley, Parker Pillsbury, St. Paul, 
Thomas Paine, Plymouth Colony Records, Life of the Rev. Alexander Peden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Quinet, W. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin), Robertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catholic Protectory, Rutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Re~ort to House of Commons by 
Sheriff Allison of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State of Europe, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
in Union Theological Seminary, New York; Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Strong, Schopenhauer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Bhakspere, Charles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, Elmina D. 
Blenker, PercyBysshe Shelley, Strauss, A. C. Swinburne, THJ: TBUTH SBBXKB, NMII York Tab~t (Roman Catholic), J. P. Thompson, T1"Uth Buw Annual, NMII York Tima, Th8 
.NMII Englander, Taylor, Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, U.S. Senate Report&, U.S. Senate Sunday Bills, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, VoltaireJolney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washing!<>n, Walt Wkitman, J. M. \\heeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster. Rev. John vvesley, Prof. Andrew D. White, Wishart's 
Memoirs of the Marquis of Montroae, John Wilson, M.A.., Eli.lur Wright, Lieutenant Wood, U. 15. N., J, G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Nathaniel Ramsay 
Waters, W; W. Walker. 
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RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF. SCIENCE. 
BY 

D1JDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
CoNTENTS : What is Religion T Fetichism. Phal· 

lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth; Tlae Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free AgencY, NecessitY. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
Thll Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis· 
dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individnai. Duties and Obligations of 

- Society. Rights of Government. Duties of So-
ciety to Criminal~. Duty of Self Culture. Mar· 
riage. Cloth; price, $1.50. 

Brain and the Bible. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and TheologY:. 

By EDGAR .C. BEALL. 
Pre:face by R. G. INGERSOLL. 

U nansw0rable. Price, $1. 

·Creed of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W: R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 vol., l2mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTIANITU 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKEU (Chris.). 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. LOOKING BACKWARD HEBR~W MVTHO~ocv; 
AN ADDRESS 

B)" ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

NWJ York State BM Association, at Albany, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition. 
PRICE, TEN OENTS. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

B)" Edward Bellamy, 
Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who arE 

free to receive new light will find in it satiafactiolJ 
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The ap);?eal is alwaYs made to a man's reason, 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel-
fishness.-[Boston Post. · ... 

A suggestion of a really practicable a.nd feasi· 
ble social state-greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of 
actnalpossibilitiea.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 50o. 

OR, 
Tile Rationale of the Bible. 

Holy Scriptures Tre~t ofN at ural Phenomena Only. 
B.vli!ILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 

Svo, 613pp., $2.50. 

Faith and Reason. 
ACCOUNT OF THE 

Tne Modern Science hsayist. G iiA:Rn:s SEEWiiL 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of tho East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. Ten Cents Eaoh. 
1. HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and 

ll.hilosophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF 
THOMPSON, 

2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and inftnence. By Rev •• ToHN W. 0HADWIOK. 

3. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
.How suns and worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GABRET P. SEBVISS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The otory of 
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

AND 

Girard College Theology .. 
. AN EXPOSiJ 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'sma.gniil.oent 
bequest to PhiladelPhia by the Ohristian 

1lhnrohes and Young Men'B 
Christian Associa-

tion. 

Physiognomy illustrated. 
By JOSEPH SIMMS, M.D. 

Individual .traits indicated by the temperaments 
and faP.turea • 

260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth; $3 ; leather, 
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50 . 

AMBERliEY'S UFE OF JESUS. 
5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 

begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. By Ei 1011. B• WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D. His Character and Doctrines. 
6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE~ The order Price 51. Address THE TBUTH BEl!IKEB. 

of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER 
From the" Analysis of Religions Belief." 

RAYMOND. 
7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq

uity, growth; BY Prof. E. D. CoPE. 
B. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de

velopment. By Dr. ROBERT G. EooLES. 
9. EVOLUTIONOFSOCmTY. BYJAMEsA.SKIL

·ToN. 
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. ByZ.SmNEY 

SAMPSON. 
11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DR. LEWIS 

G. JANES. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O, 
PARSHALL. 

13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0HADWIOK. 

14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR 
HOYT NICHOLS. . 

15, THE EFii'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

Li~erty in Literat~ure. 

B)" ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to .Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 21'i cents; cloth0 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Efface'tnent of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a COJ3Y; twelve coPies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, SOOpp., Sl. ,o-::,-,. 

A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 383pp,, $1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti· 
tion for Children and Youth. The Only Free· 
thinkers• Ohildren•s StorY•Book ever is~ued. 
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heayy, toned· paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKlnR 00. 

By VISCOUNT AMBERLEY. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

REVELA'l'IONS OF ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberi us, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent

ury before, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

Full index, 446pp., $1.50. 

'l1HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY. 
AN . 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 
Price, $1. 

NATHANIEL VAIJGHAN. 
A Radical Novel of Marked Ability. 

BY FREDERIKA MACDONALD, 
404 pages. Price reduced to $1. 

RELIGION, AFEW WORDSAEOUTtheDEVIL. SCIENCE VERSUS 
OR, THE 

Conflict between ltea.son a.nd Su:perstition. 
8Y T, C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, P&. 

Price, 10 .cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

AND 

OTHER BIOGRAPHIOAL 8KBTOHEB AND ESSAYS. 

~y CHARL~S BRADLAUGH. 
With Portrait and Autobiography. 

Extra cloth, gold back and Bide stamp, 12mo, 
260 pp,' $1.25. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ TRY·S~UARE= 
MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 

POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 
By J. ALBERGER. 

376pp., $L Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. 

The Church of Practical Religion. ·POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. 
BY REPORTER. · AccoUN'r oF 

A NEW NOVEL, 

This is the history of an attemPt to found a Vicars of Christ and. Vicegerents 11f G~d. 
church without superstition, and its sucoess. 
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 
Paper; 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents. 

his pulpit1 uses it to discuss all the vital questione C 'SE 'GAINS", THE CHURCH 
of human concern, religions, pelitical, and other- 1l. 4 L ~ • 
wise. The book is written in wall-chosen Ian· A Summary of the Arguments against 
gnage, and easilY understood. There is just sum. Christianity. 

" TM sha!rn6 itself doth call for instant 
remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 
Religion and Social Matters. 

oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and Price, cloth, 50 cents. 
hold his attention while the truth is beinli bronllht 

on to hiB mind. 
l'or u.Ie at ihil oflloa. Price, 11.00. NEW DISPENSATION. 

CJlotb, $1; paper, :PO cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua . Davidson: 

MODEllN IMITA 'riON OF C:ElliS'l', 
As to his Lifa on Earth and his Communism. 

BY M:ru!. E. J~YNN LINTON, 
Author of "A Pll'oiieat aJ".J.d a Plea.," in Oraer of 

dre~t~. 
Cloth, 12mo, 271i pp., • 75 Ceuts. 

lliiF' This book toas suppressed by the first A mer
ican publisher • ..J3 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

THE Price, 
By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 

15 c&nts. 

UNIVEBSEANALYZED ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana

lyzed,"" The Real Blasphemers," "Spir
itualism .Sustained," etti., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishint: food for thought. We trust it 
will ha'v the immense distribution it so richly 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1. 

Addr!!SI THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

PricP, 25 cents. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD. 
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowest 

plane." 
Price, 10 cents. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. MARVIN. 

Price, 5 cents. 

For all oi: i>a., :~.bove books address 
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

18 IJa.favouo Pl •• Now York. 



THE 

lR u TH s E E K E R LIB R A R y I 

ISSUED MONTHLY. 
§ubs~:ription price, $3 per annum, 

No. BOOKS ISSUED. Plice. 
1 The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-
. era' .Almanac ...................... ~....... ~5 

2. :Men, Women, and Gods. I(elen H. Gar-
dener .......................... :........... 50 

3 Age of Reason. '!'homa• Paine........... 25 4: Answers to Christian QuestionB. D. :M. 
Bennett .......... ;........................ 25 

5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........ 25 
6. Viotor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 15 

OTHER, NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

Yearl:v eubscribars will receive all the books 
issued during the year. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of J'lrioe. 

A.ddre111 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread la the story ot two young 

lrirls and a younger brother who W@re lett parent• 
fess, with little money, !air educa.t1o:ahand mucll 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
~toing to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just suoh a story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioJJ 
of ~he rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

OANOER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & Drx, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati~ 0. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachings of Secularism Com· 

pared with Ortllodox Christian
ity. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. · 

Secularisni : Is 'It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It Sufficient to 
Meet tlle Needs ot' Mankind 1 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
Evenin(l Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jaoob HolYoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Fatller Lambert's 
"Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Ori~in, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, lo 
cents. 

The Horrors o:f the Frenclt Revo. 
Inti on : Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be ContradictorY and Defectiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A~nosticism and Christian Tlteism: 
WIBich J s the ltlore Reasonable? 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 
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MYTHS AND MYTH aM AKERS.! . . THE · 
Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by I CHAMPIONS OF TilE CHURCH : 

Compamtive Mythology. . THEm 
B,t JOHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., ofHarva~d College. Crimes and Persecutions. 

Price, $2. I avo, 1,119PP. Oloth, $8; leather, $(; moroooo, 

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to he Dictrtted by the Spirit of r. B. 

Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through 
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] 
Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham

med, to which is added the Life of Moham
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in Arabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 

I-IUME'S ESSAYS. 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia

logues on i!1'atural Religion. 
By DAVID Hmm. Price, $1.50. 

gilt edges, $4.50, 
BY D • .Ill. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New York. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
( Wm·ds and Music) . 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and tile Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WA§HBlJB.N. 
PRroE, • • $1.50. 

Addrena THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

suPEasnTmN IN ALL AGEs. How Can We be Saved? 
By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678)

1 

A Catholic Priest who Rejioilnced Christianity. 
Portrait. 

Price, j;mp., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HAR1lllilT 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, $1.50. 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise f1·om 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text- Book. Paper, 10 cents. For Bale at This Office; 
Thirteen Lectures on the Bible. 

Price, $1. 

Origin and Development oi' Reilg· 
tons Ideas and Beliefs, 

By MORRIS EINSTEm. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observations on his Writings. 

By GILBERT YALE. Price, $1. 

A. BUSINESS M!l.N'S SOCIA.L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW.ii. 

From a Poor Man's St2-ndpoint. Price, $1. 

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LET.TERS TO EUGENIA. 
.A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices. 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, $1. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
1:71~ Bole Factors and Ba:act Ratios in the 

A.oguirement and A.pportionm£nt. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
81.00. 

New :Zclition, Revise~ Md Enlarged. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODSs 
BY HELEN H. CARDENER 0 

Introduotion by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lents. 
T/i.6 Trad6 Supplied at /:fpedal Discounts. 

Address THE TJ!lUTH BEEKER, 
. 28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, 5u cents. · 

AN' EJUBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 
Saints and Sinners-Wllicll? 

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 
24 CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Tlle Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and tile Supernatural; or, 
BeliefandKnowiedge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

'rite American §ecular Union; Us 
Necessity and tlle ."Justice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Tlleological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the Rw. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 

. dealt with: 1. Wl:!Y Do the ClergY Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 3. Freethought and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Faots and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. ChristianitY and Slavery. 16J')ages. Price, 

·5 eents. 
Addre1s THE TBUTH BEEKER CO. 

28 La.fa.Yeite Pl .• NewYorir. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
· Of Roxbury, Mass., says 
My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 

of two people alike I Why? Because no 
two people have tile same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, in,vard 
llnmor makes the weak spot. Perhaps 
it's only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 

'. a gland ; . the Medical Discovery slides it 
· right along, and you find quick happiness 

from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you think it pretty hard, 
but soon You thank me for making something 
that has reached your weak spot. Price, 
$1.50. Sold by every druggist in the United 
States and Canada. 

Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 
By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

LIFE OF .PAINE. 
By J. E. RE~ISBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 eents. 

MortaUty of the Soul and the Im· 
mortality of Jls Elements. 

By A. s. DE l>ELL'EGRINI. 
Price, 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED .. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D.l'll\, BENNETT. 

Price. 10 cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Church Doctrines. 

By W. S. BARLOW. (Spir.) Price, 10 cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. 
BY HUBLBU'l and W AIBMAIII, 

Prioe, 10 oents. 

fCHA.BOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable 

onslaughts on ChristianitY. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BmLE. 
BY c. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, 11 cents. __ , ____________ _ 
For a!l of the above books addrei18 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
~2 LafaYeUe Pl., NewYorlit. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
young and middle
aged men, suffering 
from a. Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OURE, as it matters not how 
long standing, how ho!!_eless or h9w many reme
dies you hav UB@d. '!'he book. 1s worth many 
times ite oost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a B'J)eetW ana pP-rmanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Robt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., ~nd 
say where you saw this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous p~tron !)f the Freethought 
press He has many testunomals to the value of 
his progressive and ~uecessful method of treat
ment, and deserves patrona.ge.-.ll'reet7im~U71t, 
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These notices are for the bemflt of Liberals 
tJJho may be 'IJisitin,q the places tJJhere tl'!se socie
ti68 are locateil. Local Secular Untons and 
Frecthougkt Societies m£eting regularly can 
ha'D thv'"i1• gathe?'inga advf»·tised he1·e free by tor
warding the necessary infO'J"mation. 

The lYianhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meats everY FridaY evening, at B o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic TemPle, 220 East 15th street. Leot
uresand discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
:Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st .• Newark, N. J, J"eotures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Bran ell. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. LeotureP, debates, and discus
sions on all important secular subJects. Pres-. 
ident, HENRY BIBD; Secretary, COBA BELLE 
FLAGG. 
Brooklj'n Phllosoplllcal Associa-

tion 
Meets at Fraternity rooms.~..Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!l. D., at 3P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion • ..,Plat
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Plllladelphla Liberal League 2fi.'f 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broaila!l d 
Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7 :80 P.ll:. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the ~~.udienoe. N.B.-Trutli 
See'l!:ervublioationaa.lwa.Ys on ha.ndatoheap rates. 

Tlle Secular Society of li.ont, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 1lrst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M .• at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MA.lll'DS HEIGHTON, Seo; 

Ellzur Wrlgltt Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the 1lrst and fourth Sun 
days of eaoh month at Independent Church, a 
10:30 A.M. Free disoussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH SEEKER and InveBti• 
gator are solicited. R. G. BMITH, Cor.l:!b~. 

Clllcago Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.K., a.\ 
Princess Opera. House, 556 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abrOad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, "'Is •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The publio cordially invited. 

Tbe Minneapolis Secular Union 
:Mellts every Sunday at 7:30P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Roomn 12 and 14, Eastman block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.: LEROY BERRIER, Seo. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular n1eetin!lS at Good TemPlar Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lootures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frectltouglt'l 
Society 

:MeetA every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o•olook. A cordial invi
tation iS extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in the public 
sohool building in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal litera.ture distrib-
uted free. FnANK MoRSE, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
· eral Union 

Of Los An~relea, Cal., meets semi-monthlyJ..flrst 
and third Sundays, at B o'clock, P.M . .~.at l"arr•s 
Hall. Everyhod:v invited. MRs. B. ll'J., BERRA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS• Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every SundaY at 2 l'.M. in Gra.n4 Army 
hall, Main etreet, Walla Walla., Wasbmgton • 
Science Leotures.-Free Discussions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Prell.; A. W, CALDER, Seo. 

Tllc Roeder. Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, disousaions, reading, and poems. The 
2reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. BraE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; CHARLES SHEAt Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtti'l. Ftne Steel Engravin(l of Senator Oonkltn(l. 

Bound in blaok cloth, silver side stamP. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. 
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist 

2x15 1nohes, suitable for framing, sent pootpaid. 
or 25 oen~s. 4ddress THE TRUTH SEEKER. 
u 
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P. T. BARNUM died on 
the 7th. 

TENNESSEE has enacted 
that her school directors 
shall be able to read and 
write. 

SENATOR EDMUNDS has 
tendered his resi~ation, 
to go into effect Novem
ber let. 

REv. GEo. ANDREws, 
of Gloucester, Mass., has 
been arrested for firing 
his own store. 

FOURTEEN states and 
territories in 1889 and 
eight in 1890 rejected 
woman suffrage. 

ANNA DwxiNBON, lately 
committed as insane, 
says she is sane and that 
her sister confined her 
illegally. 

BEw1.iN Catholics are 
united with the govern
ment in opposition to the 
eight-hour law asked 
by workingmen's Atheis
tic organizations. 

A.NTI.CATHOLIOB sug
gest that a Catholic po
litical party would at 
least make open the 
machinations that are 
now secret, and put pub
lic men on record and 
make them accountable. 

Two factions of the 

XHE TRU'I'H SEEK.ER, AP:RIL. 18, 1891, 

ALEXANDER· VON HUMBOLDT. A t~~~~~!~~.~?u!de!~~~!!?!t!~ of 
Steel engravinea of ~his celebrated naturalist ~he :M:oabites by the Jews. 

sxt5 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. B:r A. o. MIDDLETON, 
or 25 cen~a. Addreaa THE TBUTB BEEKEB. Price, 10 cents. 

ELIJAH BEARETR A STILL SMALL VOICE. 

ONE precedent creates 
, another. They soon ac

cumulate and constitute 
law. What yesterday 
waa fact to.day is doc. 
trin. Examples are sup
posed to justify the most 
dangerous measures.
Junius. 

THOSE Of . humanity 
who reflect, see, and ad
vance always hav to drag 
behind them the long tail 
of those who know nei
ther to reflect nor to see, 
and who will not ad
vance.- (}uyau. 

THERE are a good many 
pious people who are as 
careful of their . religion 
as of their best service of 
china, only using it on 
holy occasions, for fear 
it should get chipped or 
.flawed in working-day 
wear.-DougZass Jerrold. 

THE purpose of my 
writing is to make men 
anthropologians instead 
of theologians, man
lovers instead of God
lovers, students of this 
world instead of candi
dates for the next, self
reliant citizens of the 
earth instead of sub
servient and wily min
isters of a celestial and 
terrestrial monarchy.
Feuerbach. 

How so many absurd 
Mormon church near 
Kansas City are warring 
over a temple site. The 
branch called Latter Day 
Saints proclaims that the 
long-predicted t em p 1 e 
will be built by heav
enly masons within five 
years. 

And -he said, Go forth, and stand upon the mount before the Lord. And, behold, the Lord passed by, and a 
great and strong wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks, before the Lord ; but the Lord was not in 
the wind ; and after the wind an earthquake ; but the Lord was not in the earthquake ; arid after the earthquake a 
fire; but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the fire a still small voice. And it was so, when Elijah heard it, that 
he wrapped his face in his mantle and went out, and stood in the entering iB of the cave. And, behold, there came a 
voice unto him and said, What doest thou here, Elijah ?-1 Kings xix, 11, 12, 13. 

rules of conduct, as well 
as so many absurd relig
ious beliefs, hav orlginat
ed we do not know ; nor 
how it is that they hav 
become, in all quarters 
of the world, so deeply 
impressed on the mind 
of men ; but it is 
worthy of remark that 

THE holy synod of the Russian church has 
ordered that all converted Jews attend pub
lic worship once a week or be deemed to hav 
relapsed. 

MINNESOTA theater managers retaliate for 
the anti-tights bill with a bill imposing on 
wearers of low-necked dresses a fine of not 
less than $500 or imprisonment not less than a 
year. 

PARNELL is keeping up his arduous cam
paign in Ireland. The clergy are fighting 
him with bitterness, cloaking their secret 
political motivs with pretended objections to 
his immoral relations with Mrs. Shea. 

THE shereeff of Wazan, head of Moham
medanism in Morocco, has taken to drink, 
saying he is saved from breaking the absti
nence command of his religion by a miracu
lous change in the liquor. "True," he says, 
"the champagne in the bottle is intoxicating, 
but when poured into the glass in my hand 
it becomes as simple as water." 

THE pope has issued to the Austrian arch
bishops and bishops a letter stating that " to 
wish that the Roman pontiff may be subject 
to no human power • • • is a sacred ob
ligation which concerns the Catholics of all 
natione," and that the bishops should "apply 
themselvs to arouse and excite the solicitude 
of the faithful in this very just cause." 

PoesEBBIONB of European powers in Africa 
now stand: France, 7,400,000 square kilo
meters, 24.000,uOO inhabitants; England, 
including Egypt, 5,000,000 kilometers, 32-, 
000,000 inhabitants; Germany, 2,300,000 
kilometers, 7,800,000 inhabitants; Portugal, 
2,200,000 kilometers, 10.000,000 inhabitants; 
Italy, 1,250, 000 kilometars, 5,100,000 inhab
itants. 

SoME sensation has been caused by this 
utterance of Rev. Washington Gladden, Epis
copal, in a New York church: "In ancient 
times thieving barons with their hands full of 
blood and plunder were sometimes sainted 
because they gave generously to monasteries. 
The modern brigand, who has the trunk line 
for a highway and state legislatures for tools, 
is considered by many generous and pious if 
he give his money to churches and colleges." 

ITALY persists in requiring a satisfactory 
reply from Secretary .Blaine. It has been 
rumored that she will dismiss American Min
ister Porter from Rome if not answered by a 
set date. It is suggested that Russia's friend
ship for America would induce the sending 
of French fleets, now at command of the 
Russo-French alliance, to drive Italian war
ships from our ports. lta1y is on the verge 
of bankruptcy, and could not carry on war. 
It is learned that one of the victims of the 
mob had already confessed, incriminating the 
Mafia, but his story was so contradictory 
that it was little heeded, 
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a belief constantly inculcated during the 
early years of life, while the brain is impres
sible, appears to acquire almost the nature of 
an instinct ; and the very essence of an in
stinct is that it is followed independently of 
reason.-Darwin. . 

WHAT is prayer but the telling of the al
mighty that you know better than he?
Thomas Paine. 

TRUTH is the most powerful thing in the 
world, !!ince fiction can only please by its re
semblance to it.-Shaftesbury. 

To be a philosopher is not merely to hav 
subtle thoughts, nor even to found a school; 
but so to love wisdom as to liv, according to 
its dictates, a life of simplicity, independence, 
magnanimity, and trust. It is to solve some 
9f the problems of life, not only theoretically, 
but practically.-Thoreau. 

I KNow not what the world may think of 
my labors; but to myself I seem but a child 
playing on the seashore-now finding some 
pebble rather more polished, and some shell 
rather more agreeably variegated than an
other, while the immense ocean of truth ex
tends itself unexplored before me.-Sw IBIUJI) 
Newton. 

THE history of Supernaturalism in human 
belief, • • • when read with honest can
dor, is a condemnation, since it is, for the 
most part, a tragical story of the continued 
doings of the worst things, notwithstanding 
continually wasted aspirations after and pro
fessions of the best things.-H. Maud&Zey, 
M.D., LL.D. 

IT is easy to show, if we- hav the exact 
words of Jesus, that he always was mistaken 
in some pointe of the greatest magnitude-in 
the character of God, the existence of the 
devil, the eternal damnation of men, in the 
interpretation of the Old Testament, in the 
doctrin of demons, in the celebrated predic
tion of his second coming, and the end of the 
world within a few years. If religion or 
Christianity rest on his authority, and that 
alone, it falls when the foundation falls, and 
that stands at the mercy of a school-boy.
Theodore Parker. 

PBIEBTB were the first deluders of mankind, 
Who, with vain faith, m'lde all their reason 

blind; _ 
Not Lucifer himself more proud than they; 
And yet persuade the world they must obey; 
Of avarice and luxury complain, 
And practice all the vices they arraign. 
Riches and honor they from laymen reap, 
And with dull crambo feed the silly sheep. 
As Killigrew buffoons his master, they 
Droll on their God, but a much duller way. 
With hocus-pocus, and their heavenly fight, 
They gain on tender consciences-at night. 
Whoever has an over.zealous wife 
Become11 the priest's Ampbitryo durin~ life. 

-A.ndrtw Mar'DeZZ (1620), 
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How· THE SABBATARIAN FANATICS WOULD INTERFERE WITH OUR MAIL. 

THB French periodical, I.J.Afrique, which is 
published in Chartum, reports that the Arabs 
there hav been holding indignation meetings, 
protesting against the tratlic of rum as con
ducted by the Christians . with ·the African 
peoples. Measures were discussed as to how 
to prevent the admission of these goods. 

A uxA.sB about to be issued withdraws the 
privilege given to Jewish workmen of resid
ing outside the ltmits assigned to Jews, and 
orders the expulsion of those living without 
the pale. Two years' grace is granted to 
possessors of real property and 011e year's 

· grace to others. This will result in the ex
pulsion of fourteen thousand Jews from 
Mol!Cow. 

ADVIOBS from Camden state that Walt 
Whitman got out in the mid-April sun and 
warmth of Thursday of last week propelled 
in his wheel chair, the first time after four 
months of imprisonment in his sick-room. 

the opening of the museums and libraries.'' 
It would be interesting to be told exactly 
how a workman's visit to a museum is going 
to prevent Jim from resting, or worshiping, 
or suspending hil! business I 

A GBBMAN-AMBBIOAN who returned to Ber
lin and entered business, reports to Ameri
cans these taxes that he is asked to pay out 
of an income of 10,000 marks : " State 
income tax, 200 marks; city ditto, 150; 
business tax, 100; rent tax, 100; church tax, 
120; commercial chamber tax, 20; old age 
l.psurance, 110; accident insurance, 70. 
Total, 1,870 marks.'' 

A TBXAN who has been strolling over New 
York for a week expresses surprise at see
ing so many well-dressed colored people of 
both sexes in the streets of this city. He says: 
"They must get along pretty well here, if you 
are to judge of the style of their turnout. I 
hav not seen a ramshackle darkey in this 
place yet, but then I might see him in the 
African quarter, for all I know. Most of the 
blacks I hav seen in the streets wear iOOd 
clothes, and you can see womea in real high

He has had the worst winter yet from grip tone fashionable style, without fuss or feath
and gastric troubles and threatened blindness, ers. I hear that they are now called Afro
but keeps good spirits, and ha,a a new little. American in this part of the country. I 
forthcoming book in the printer s hands. always supposed they were the worst-o:ff set 

THB New York East Conference, Method- here, but you ought to look at some of the 
ist, led by Jim Buckley, has voted that it white crowds in the Italian-Polish-RuBSian
does not want the museums open on Bun- Hungarian parts of the city." 
days. The Conference said : " Besol'Ded, THEBB is a serious . question in regard to 
That we protest against such opening on the Gen. Harrison's traveling library, says the 
ground that the maintenance of the Sabbath Sun. One Washington correspondent under
as a day of rest, of opportunity for worship takes to catalog some of the books selected 
and of suspension of business, is of far more for the expedition. He m~ntions Gen. Lew 
advantage to the classes referred to [working] Wallace'!! truly moral romance, "Ben Hur," 
than the results which might follow from Mr. Carnegie's "An American Four-in-Hand 

in Europe," Uncle Remus's tales, and" a copy 
of Balzac's droll stories." This last llpecitl.
cation is probably a deliberate and malicious 
invention. If the " Contes Drolatiques," 
either in the original or translated; hav a 
place on the shelvs of the Atzalan, it Is 
merely because Gen. Harrison was misled by 
the· title of the book. As soon as he discovers 
its true character it will go out of the Atza
lan's window. It is not a fit book for young 
Mr. Russell Harrison to read. 

THB Anti-Lottery act of Congress forbids 
transmission through the mails of any news
paper" containing any list of prizes awarded 
at the drawings of any lottery." The Charles
ton Nf!Ws and Oourier inquires if th s rules 
out its issues if they contain lists of the win
ners at certain church fair raffies in that city, 
and the post-office department is of opinion 
'that it.does. A lottery, in the eye of the de. 
partment, is " any scheme for the distribu
tion of prizes by chance." Immemorially, 
long and short terms in the United States 
Senate hav been drawn for by lot, and the 
supreme court of Indiana has just decided 
that candidates at the head of the list with an 
equal number of votes may settle the right to 
the office in the same way. To be consistent, 
therefore, says the World," Mr. Wanamaker 
will kindly exclude from the mails any Oon
gr688ional Btcords or Indiana or other news
papers giving any account of such drawings." 
But then, Mr. Wanamaker is not a consistent 
man. He rules on every qu11stion submitted 
to his department but the one we submitted, 
and to make exception in our case because 
the book we asked for a ruling on is the Bible 
is not consilltency. Therefore he will let the 
Oongressional Recm·d into the mails. 

THE late Mr. Barnum, like Horace Greeley, 
says tlte Bun, was a Universalist throughout 
his life, and in his will he singled out Uni
versalist institutions to be recipients of his 
bounty. He believed in the ultimate salva
tion of all mankind. The tortures of hell 
seemed to him inconsistent with the divine 
justice, mercy, and loving kindness. F .:>r
merly that belief was looked upon by ortho
doxy as a dangerous and pestilent heresy. 
In 1684 when Joseph Gatchell preached in 
Massachusetts that" all men should be saved" 
he was sentenced by the Suffolk county 
court "to the pillory, and to hav his tongue 
drawn forth and pierced with a hot iron.'' 
In our own day the denunciations of Univer
salism from orthodox pulpits hav been fre
quent and violent. Universalists were counted 
as altogether outside of the evangelical fold, 
and as little better than Infidels. Mr. Bar
num lived to see all this changed. Before he 
died Protestant orthodoxy had given up the 
hell doctrin, or at least had ceased to preach 
it. Even the Presbyterians, in whose formal 
Confession of Faith it is fundamental, were 
anxious to get rid of it. More than that, 
aome of their greatest theological leaders had 
gone further toward overthrowing the au
thority of scripture generally than any of the 
founders of Universalism went. As com
pared with Professor Briggs, Mr. Barnum, 
prabably, was conservativ in his religious be
lief. He was not an Agnostic. Universalism 
is no longer confined to any single Protestant 
denomination, and therefore the reason for 
the separate existence of the Universalists as 
a distinct sect seems to be gone. Mr. Bar
num died in the faith which now prevails 
among Protestants, so far as concerns the 
salvation of all men, 
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~ommnnieations. 

·Christianity and Evolution. 

scriptE-:not a single mentio~ of Jesus or his wonder
ful doings can be found in any of" this learned au-
thor's works.· ·.. _,, •. -~ . . 

There were, moreover, m~ othefo great Jewish 
writers who might reasonably hav been expected to 

THE LACK OF EVIDENCE. hav said something concerning Jesus and his alleged 
For over two hundred years after the death of the resurrection if they had beard anything about either 

alleged founder of Ohristianity the world was left with- the one or the Other. · 
out the smallest particle of evidence of the existence "Nicholas of Damascus, who preceded Josephus, and 
of Jesus as a real character, or of the extraordinary lived to the time of Herod'ssueeessor Arehelaus; and 
miracles alleged to hav been wrought by him to dem- Justus of Tiberias, who was contemporBry and rival 
onstrate his divine mission. And yet these things of Josephus in Galilee, equally knew nothing of the 
are of such an extraordinary character that one would movement. Philo-Judoous, who occupied the .whole 
naturally think that the early Ohristians would hav period ascribed to Jesus and engaged himself deeply 
fortified themselvs against adverse criticism by in figuring out the Logos, bad heard nothing of the 
collecting on the spot the strongest evidence attain- being who was realizing at Jerusalem the image his 
able-viz., the evidence of eye-witnesses. When, fancy ~as creating." (See Judge Strange's" Per
however, evidence is advanced-we hav numerous traiture and Mission of Jesus," page 27.) 
gospels and epiatles put forward to· demonstrate the From this, then, it is quite clear that so far as any 
reality of· Jesus and the efficiency of his teachings direct evidence regarding the reality of Jesus or the 
to effect the salvation of mankind. alleged occurrences surrounding his career. is eon-. 

These books it was soon seen were not in them- ~erned, none was available during the first two cent
selva evidence of the truth of anything alleged uries of .. the Ohristian era, and whatever evidence 
therein, but required independent and outside evi- was adduced after that was not only worthless in. 
denee to support them. Now, it was just this out-, itself but ·often exhibited the worst characteristics 
side evidence that was not forthcoming. ·· of daring and wicked forgeries .. 

And right here it is important to remark that ordi- 'MANUFfOTURED EVIDENCE. 
nary evidence-the evidence of eye-witnesses of the Already I hav pointed out tha't, during the first 
wonders alleged to. hav b~en wrou~bt by Jesus- three or four centuries, a large number of gospels 
should hav been ~Gsdy obta1ned; for 1f Jesus opened appeared which are. now admitted by Ohristians to 
the eyes of the bhnd, healed the leper, made the deaf be spurious.. It is also admitted that these gospels 
to hear, the dumb to spea~~ the lame to walk, and .were written by persons calling themselvs "Ohris
tbe dead to come out of the1r tombs, there mu~t hay .tians ;" and it is further acknowledged that these 
been hundreds who would hav been glad to g1v.ev1- "pious" persons manufactured these gospels for 
den.ee an? who ~ould ba! hasten~d ~o hav g.ven what they regarded as a very good purpose, viz.: to 
the1r.test1mony, 1f not durmg the life~1me of. Jesus, strengtbel). and support the Ohtistian faith. 
eertamly. very shortly after. When, IJ?- addition to Well, if Ohristians were capable of manufacturing 
these mtracles, we hav such extraordmary events one class of supposed evidence in support of Obris
recorded as a t~ree hours' darkness over the land; an tianity, it is rational to suppose that they. were ca
earthquake whwb rent the temple and opened bun- pable of manufacturing another. And the examina
dred~ of graves; a· number of resurrected eorp~es tion of the matter put forward as evidence by Ohris
walkn!-~ about the streets of Jerusale!D; Jes~s ~1m- tians demonstrates this beyond doubt. 
self r!sxn~ ~rom the dead and aseend~g bodily !nto Let us take the famous passage inserted in Jose
heaven-It Is easy to under~tand how, 1f these thmgs phus relating to Jesus Ohrist. It runs as follows: 
happened, thousands of Witnesses would hav volun- "Now there was about this time Jesus a wise man 
tarily come forward to testify concerning them. But if it b~ lawful to call him a man for' he was th~ 
contemporary history is silent respecting these events. doer of wonderful works-a teach~r of such men as 
There '!ere several historians rea~y to record such receive the truth with pleasure. He drew over to 
events If they had k~o~n anytbmg about them; him both many of the Jews and many of the gen
plenty c~pable ~f deser1bmg ~II these alleged phe- tiles. He was [the] Ohrist ; and when Pilate, at 
nome~a m glowmg and eft'eetiv Iangu~ge-,-~ut they the suggestion of the principal men amongst us, had 
are silent. Why should they be silent 1f these condemned him to the cross those that loved him 
things were tr~e 1 The~ hav . f~ithfully recorded at the first did not forsake him, for he appeared to 
events, comparat1vly speak~ng, trlVlal when compared them alive again the third day as the divine prophets 
with these. Why, then, were they silent 1 Not be· had foretold these and ten thousand other wonder
cause they were dishonest, not ~scause they desired ful things concerning him ; and the tribe of Ohris
to suppress the truth ; but rumply bef?&Use they tianlil so named from him, are not extinct at this 
had no knowledge of these alleged occurrences. day" (Antiquities of the Jews book xviii chapter iii 
With good r~aso!l Gibb_?n asks: "How shall .we sect. 3). . ' · ' ' 
exeu~e the supme matte~txon of th~ pagan and philo- Now, this passage has the stamp of fraud upon it; 
sopb1c world to thos~ ev1dences ,wh1ch w~re presented it carries the evidence of its forgery clearly upon its 
by th~ hand of Omn1p_otenee, not to the1r r~ason; b~t face. In the first place, it would hav been impos
to the1r senses? Dur.mg the a!!e. of Ohnst, of h!s sible for Josephus to hav written that Jesus was the 
ap~stles, and of their first d1se1ples the doetrm Obrist and remained a Jew. For him to hav made 
wh1eh ·they preached was confirmed by innumerable such a declaration would hav converted him at once 
prodigies. The lame walked, the blind saw, the sick into a Ohristian. · Moreover, Jews did not regard 
were healed, the dead were raised, demons were ex- men as Gods because they were c:apable of perform
palled, the laws of nature were frequently suspended ing wonders; otherwise they would hav had a whole 
for the benefit of the chu.reh. .But the sages of tribe of gods to worship. 
Greece and Ro~e turned as!de from the ~wful sp~e- Nor could Josephus bav written that the Ohris
ta.cle, and pursuu~g the ordm~ry oceupat1ons of hfe tians were ''not extinct," since he must bav known 
~nd study, appeared _uneonsc1ous of any alteration that, mainly through the persecution they received 
m the moral .or phys1~al _government of the world. from Nero in Rome, they continue] to increase right 
Under the re1gn of T1berJUs the whole earth, or at up to the time of his death. It is satisfactory how
least . a celebr~ted province of the Roman empire, ever, to know that nearly every scholar of note bas 
was mvolved m. o. l?reternatural darkn?ss of three given the passage up. It is now admitted to be a 
hours .. Even tb1s miraculous e~en.t, wh1ch ought to :fhgrant forgery. Even Dr. Farnr, in his "L1fe of 
h_av e:rc1ted t~e wonder, t~e eur1os1t~, an~ the devo- Ohrist," does not pretend that the passage is au
ti~n of mmnk11;1d, passed Without not1ee .In an age of thentie. Among the areat writers who gave up the 
ll~1enee and hlatory. It happene~ durzng the life- passage were Lardner, Gibbon, Bishop Warburton, 
tune !lf Seneca ~nd tb~ elder Pliny, who must hav Dr. Giles, and many_ others; while Dr. Paley and 
exp~ru~:r:ced ~he 1mmed1ate effe~ts, or received the Renan believed in its authenticity. In the early ages 
ea~beet mtelh~ence of· t~e prod1gy. Each of these not only were spurious passages inserted in autben
phllosopbere, 1n a ·Iabor1ous work, has recorded all tie works of great authors, but whole pieces were 
the great phenomena. of ne.tur~-ea!t~quake~, me- produced of a forged character, and attributed to 
teo~s, .comets, and eehpsee-wh1eb h1s mdefat1gable writera of reputation. 
cur1osJt_y could colle~t. Both the one and the other Mosheim, the ~rest ecclesiastical historian, and 
hav; om1tted to mention the greatest phenomenon to Dr. Pye Smith affirm that the early ages of Ohris
whJC~ the mortal ey~ has ?e~n witness since. the tianity were remarkable for these artful and unseru
~reati~n of the glo~P. A d1stmet chapter of Pliny pulous copyists. Bishop Faustus (quoted by Lard
IS des1gned. for ec.hpses of an extraordinary nature ner; read also J. M. Wheeler on "Frauds and Fol
and ~n?suru du~abon; but he col!-tents h_imself with lies of the. Early Fathers") makes this clear in the 
descr1bmg the smgular defect of !1ght wh1eh followed following passage : "It is· certain," be says, " that 
the murder of Oanar, when, durmg the greater part the New Testament was not written by Ohrist him
o~ the year, the orb of the sun appeared pale and self nor by his apostles but a long while after them 

. Without splendor. This seaso!l of obscurity, which by some unknown pers~ns who, lest they should not 
,cannot surely be oo?Iptued With the preternatural be credited when they wrote of _affairs they were not 

· darkness of the passion, had ~een.already celebrated acquainted with, affixed to their works the names of 
, by .most ~! tb~ poe~s and .h1stor1ans of that memo- apostles or of such as were supposed to hav been 
rable age . (G1bb~!l s DAclme and Fall of the Ro- their. companions, asserting that what they had 

., man Emp1!e, vol. u, PP· 191, .192, .ed. 1.821). written themselvs was written according to those 
If .the silence of pagan h1s~or1an!'!. 1s r~markable, pert'~ons to whom they ascribed it." 

the sd~nca of ~II the great Jew1sb wr1ters 1s more ex- At best the authorized version of the New. Testa
traordl~ary stdl. Why s~ould not Josephus hav mentis but a copy of a copy of a number of copies 
somethmg to.say o~ the subJect?. Except the forged of an original of which no man knows anything. 
passage-wh1eh d1d not appear.1n the oldest manu- Dean Alford, who declares that he read in the. Vati-

can library at Rome the oldest existing manuscripts 
of the text, remarks : "A formidal>le list of })assages 
might. be given in which our .ve~sion either has con
fessedly misrendered the original or has followed a 
form .of the text now well known not to hav been the 
original form." This 'riew is also taken by· D~. 
Giles, Professor Norton, and others, who point out 
many passages which are, in their judgment, unmis~ 
takably spurious. . 

Dr. Paley thought that one ot the strongest pieces 
of evidence of the truth of the. Ohristian religion 
was io be seen in ·the fact that many of the early 
Ohristians suffered death rather than giv up the faith 
that was in them. By this· method all religions 
could be shown to be true, for all of them hav had 
their martyrs. The trU.th is that the willingness of 
a believer to die for his religion does not prove the 
truth of that religion; it only demonstrates the sin
cerity of the believer. Paley also brings forward 
Tacitus, who was born A D. 54 and died A.D. 134; 
Suetonius, horn A.D. 65, died in the second century; 
Pliny the Younger, born A D. 61, died A.D 115, and 
others, but all these writers-even supposing the 
passages quoted .. to be · authentic, which there are 
strong reasons for believing they are not-sre really 
out of court. 

None of them knew Jesus. None of them saw 
him perform any of the wonders recorded in the 
gospels; none of them were even acquainted with 
anybody who did see them. What v.alue therefore 
can be attached to their evidence? Very little if 
any. It is extremely doubtful whether either of 
them refers to the Jesus of the gospels, although in 
the one ease we hav the name of a person called by 
his followers "Ohrist," and in another, " Ohristus." 
In neither of these eases bav we any guarantee that. 
the person mentioned is the same. Gerald Massey 
has marshaled a good deal of evidence to show that 
the historical Jesus appeared in-Egypt two centuries 
before the alleged birth of the Nazarene carpenter. 
Even the gospels acknowledged that many false 
Ohrist-s appeared; how, therefore, can we, living two 
thousand years after the alleged- ·events, judge be
tween the true and the false when the only evidence 
we hav upon which ~o form·. a judgment is not only 
tainted with fraud and forgery, but if true, is not the 
evidence of. eye-witnesses? . 

However, such as .the evidence is, we will examin 
it ; we will sift it to the very bottom and show how 
it was manufactured; how creeds ·grew out of it ; 
how the gospels were subsequently altered to fit in 
with this manufactured ·testimony. Obristianity is 
not one consistent system; it is a thing of patch
work, it is the result of years and years of growth, 
of alterations or improvements made by sueeessiv 
generations of believers; but as Ohristians hav 
never been agreed as. to what Obristianity really is, 
one sect arguing for one thing, another for another ; 
one desiring to cut out certain passages from the 
New Testament, another for leaving them alone, it 
has come down to us as an inconsistent mass of 
statements concerning Jesus and an absurd and 
impracticable set of teachings which believers con
sider tbemselvs at liberty to interpret according to 
their own feelings and desires, without the slightest 
reference to the clear and palpable meaning of the 
words. ARTHUR B. Moss. 

Spiritology. 
I will say to Mr. T. E. Longshore and the readers 

of THE TRUTH SEEKER, that I am a truth seeker, and 
hav been, I can truly say, about as far back as I can 
recollect. I hav the wrong kind of a head for a be· 
Iiever. I hav yet to see a more skeptical or suspi· 
eious person than myself. But I am an investigator. 
I search for the ·cause, the why and the wherefore, 
of every phenomenon that comes within my observa· 
tion. The more mysterious or bidden, and the more 
dangerous to human happiness, the greater has beeDt 
my desire to learn the cause, and bow to prevent or 
remedy evils. All the great questions of the day 
hav claimed my attention more or lese-religion, 
morals, government, and science. These general 
headings cover the ground of modern thought. 

Oertain facts in nature, on which a new-discovered 
science is founded, bav claimed my attention for 
nearly ten years; but Mr. Longshore thinks this is 
much too short a time to make valuable discoveries 
and solve " the mysteries of the nervous system, 
which hav not been solved by centuries .of study 
and investigation of experts and specialists." I am 
glad to be able to assure Mr. Longshore that this 
science solves these " mysteries of the nervous sys
tem," and also solves the mystery of " witches, ghosts, 
angels, spirits, signs, and omens/' it makes clear the 
cause of what people hav cataloged under these 
beadings. I will say agaiD, I know what I here 
affirm as well as :I know any of -the df!monstrated 
facts in life; and I also know that any "healthy,. 
vigorous, critical, observing man," with "robust' 
doubt," if he is an honest investigator, can get this 
knowledge by observation of the facts, by experimen· 
tation; but there are smart persons who go iato a 
circle with the secret intention of exposing the me· 
dium, of proving the whole business a fraud; such 
persons are not investigators, and are as much out 
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of place in a seance room as a razorback hog in a 
parlor. . 

I learn that .Mr. T. E. Longshore is a physician. 
~ am glad of th~s, for t!te st~dy of·.the human system 
1n he~lth and dJseaa~, ID. all1ts vaned manifestations 
both In body and miDd, 1s the special business of the 
doctors, and this has been one of the subjects that 

"hav c~aimed my attention, and I hav made some dis
coveries . of valuable drug remedies, as well as the 
cause, nature, and remedy of the evil consequences 
of what the. doctor calls "mysteries of the nervous 
system," which, he affirms, "hav been the means of 
deceiving millions;" and of "haunting harassing 
and beleaguering human beings day 'and night' 
. . . working out their fatal consequences." ' 

The doctor writes as though he knew considerable 
of ~viis affl.icti.ng humanity, the cause and remedy of 
whi~h are ent1rely unknown to him, and he is very 
anxao_us that other people should remain as ignorant 

. as himself, and sounds the alarm in unison with 
other allopa~hic doctors, religious fanatics, and know
all Materialists. 

The doc~or seriOuf!lly questions my ability to ob
s,erve and JUd~~ correctly; he places me among that 
' flabby, uncritical" class of people who with eyes 
and mouth open behold any common or uncommon 

· phenomenon without ever a thought of the cause or 
the moving power back of it ; this he has evidently 
done to weaken the torce and effect of what I hav 

. said, and prevent investigation by others by making 
people believe I am only a common fool, aud any
thing I may say is usworthy of attention. 

The doctor has certainly failed to learn the differ
ence between knowledge and belief and the processes 
by which each is acquired. · 
~ will quote from' his article: "Knowledge ob

tan~e~ without the use in acquiring it of all or a 
maJOri~Y of the· senses, or from those whQ hav used 
all their senses in acquiring it, combined with a well
grounded judgment, formed from varied and exten
siv past experience, cannot be safely trusted.'' 

Knowledge on the subject under discussion can 
only be got by personal observation and experience 
and not, ae the doctor affirms, " from those who ha; 
used all their senses in acquiring it." Real knowl
edge is not transferable. Transferred, it becomes 
belief. The doctor belongs to that numerous class 
o~ persons who hav not yet learned that there is any 
d1ffarence between knowledge and belief. For my 
part, I am not writing these articles to giv knowl· 
edg~ or belief to anyone, but to set honest, earnest, 
thoughtful men and women to thinking and investi
gating for themselvs. 

I will now giv a concise statement of the senses I 
hav used in acquiring the knowledge that people liv 
aner going through so-called death; and in a future 
article I expect to giv some of the details of the facts 
I hav observed. 

I hav seen my father, mother, and one of my sis
ters materializad. I knew them. I hav seen many 
o~her spirits, and many strange things done by spir
its. Here I used one of the senses. 

I hav heard writing being done between two 
slates ; spirit-raps thousands of times; music played 
talking, singing, and dancing done by spirits. Thi~ 
counts two of the senses. · 

I hav shaken hands with spirits, and had their 
banda on me a great many times. This is three, a 
majority of the senses. · 

MJ investigation was made through developed 
mediUms-persons who, the doctor says, hav the 
"proper, sensitiv, necessiU'y nervous system." I had 
the mos~ "robusli doubt," for I did not believe that 
people lived after going through so-called death, 
any more than a lamp give light after it is blown 
out; but, as requested, I behaved myself, sitting 
quietly, but my thinker was going about as activly 
as a cyclone. 
. B~t if the doctor should attempt to make an inves

tigatiOn, he would surely want to whistle and dance 
to keep up his courage, for throughout hia whole 
article he hss exhibited great fear of these "weird, 

· i:J.onde~cript intruders from the unexploJ,"ed realms, 
that hav haunted, ha'l'assed, and beleaguered people 

!Dathem~tics. Some may say hearing also, as in oral 
mstruction by a teacher, but seeing is the only essen
tial sense used. 

Gaol«?gy, as a science, bas done good work toward 
destroymg superstition, and seeing is the sense em· 
ployed by inv~stigators of this science. Feeling may 
be used, but It can add but little, if any to what is 
learned by eight. ' 

~!ltronomy has done its work in destroying the 
fictions of the gods, as to the operation and organi· 
zation of the. univ~rse; and seeing is the. only sense 
used b~ the IDvestJgato!B of ast!onomy, there being 
no possible use for heariDg, tastmg, or smelling. 

The doctor questions the "practical use '' to be 
derived from the knowledge of this science. I will 
maka a brief statement. It produces the proof that 
people ~iv after so-call~d ~eath ; it destroys ~eligion 
!'lld all 1ts paraphernalia ; 1t teaches absolute JUStice, 
ID that no one can escape the consequences of his or 
h5r acts; it testifie&, in unison with other sciences 
that the law of cause and effect is the only governing 
power in the universe ; it makes known the fact that 
all kinde of diseases can be cured with magnetism 
better than with d!ugs; and it presents to mankind 
the cause, preventiOn, and cure of insanity. 
. Now, I meal! ex~ctly what I say; and, if not dur
Ing my earth hfe, ID the future, every proposition I 
hav here made will be established beyond the least 
shadow of a doubt. · 

If the doctor turns his battery on these sciences, 
can he knock them out of the minds of intelligent 
people, because they are known to exist only by " a 
clamorous testimony " of one or two of the senses? 

According to the doctor's own proposition, Spiritol
ogy has a wider and more solid basis, and is proved 
true by the use of more of the senses, than either of 
the three great sciences, mathematics, geology, or 
astr~nomy; for .in investigating Spiritology seeiDg, 
hearmg, and feehng are each and all often used and 
occasionally smelling also, as the smell of a sick;oom 
in diphtheria or typhoid fever, or the smell of certain 
drugs or perfumery reproduced to bring a more 
"clamorous testimony" to the mind of the investi
gator of a special time in the past, when the ·same 
smell was present in connection with tha operating 
spirit while yet in the earth life. Here four out of 
the five senses hav been and can· be used in inves
tigating this science. How many of the sciences 
that hav been discovered will admit of the use of 
more of the senses in their investigation ! 

The directions I gave to the Brotherhood of Moral
ists are the most practical for investigators who 
know but little or nothing about the facts of this 
science. As soon as a circle begin to get communi
pations, the sitters can get instructions as to who is 
the medium and how to sit to get the best develop
ment and the strongest manifestations. 

How about the "healthy culprit, . . . who 
died from hemorrhage, but without losing a drop of 
blood, . . . killed without the presence of spir-
its!" , 

The culprit himself was a spirit, and the medical 
experts about him were each a spirit, all in their 
earth b.odies, not to mention the fact that no human 
being iq ever alone.· These invisible people areal· 
ways about everyone. But I will refer the doctor to 
mesmerism, which is so little, if at all, understood 
by many so. called specialists and experts, for the ex
planation of the culprit's death. These medical ex
perts murdered this man with their magnetism, as 
surely as if they had stuck a dagger in his heart. 

The control of a spirit in the body over a spirit in 
the body is mesmerism; the control of aspirit out of 
the body over a spirit in the body is spirit control 
or mediumship. In one case the control is visible ; 
in the other, invisible. Any person who can be mes
merized can be developed into an operating medium; 
mesmerizing a person aids in developing his or her 
mediumship. 

Mesmerism is one of the phases of this science 
I call Spiritology. 

The doctor attribules facts he does not understand 
to "credulity," as the pious do facts they do not un-
derstand to the supernttural. · 

There are two kinds of" flimsy "-minded people. 
Each has a large supply of "credulity.'' Oae ac
cepts everything with eyes and mouth open, with· 
out reason or thought; the other, credulous of his 
own ability, wisdom, and learning, shuts his eyes 
and mind against anything as a fraud that he cannot 
comprehend at a glance. I would be delighted to 
be with the doctor in his own home, with a strong, 
well developed physical medium. In the full light 
of day, when all present. were sitting quietly, raps 
could be heard on the door, window, fl'Jor, ceiling, 
and furniture, and articles in the room would be 
moved about without contact. If such an exhibition 
of hidden power could not make him an investigator 
of spirit phenomena, I should pronounce him imper
vious to the evidence of facts, and too full of " cre
dulity" to ·desire to learn more than he already 
knows. · 

Every science has always existed, whether known 
or unknown, and depends on facts in nature for its 
existence ; but every religion has been made by man 
had its beginning and will hav its end. It depend~ 
altogether on belief for its existence, and when be· 
lief in it ceases, it no longer exists . 

Spiritology depends on facts in nature,.and exists 
whether known or unknown. These facta exist inde
pendent of knowledge or belief, and, like the facts 
of astronomy and geology, existed before discovered 
by man ; and also when many of these facts were ob· 
served, but not understood, and people had very 
erroneous ideas of their real nature. And in like 
manner, throughout past ages of traditional and re
corded history, spirit manifestations hav occurred, 
but were greatly misunderstood, at least by the 
great mass of mankind ; and crafty priests and pious 
people, sustained by this ignorance, were enabled to 
use these manifestations to support religion. Some 
phenomena they attributed to the work of the gods 
and called these miracles ; and others to the work of 
devils, which they called witchcraft. 

When spirit manifestations began in 1848 through 
mediums in the Fox family, the ideas of miracles 
and witchcraft had lost their strong hold on mankind 
and could not be revived ; but religion still held its 
grip, though greatly weakened, on these manifesta
tions. The idea of their origin from gods and devils 
changed to their real cause, human beings living out
side their earth bodies ; and the final outcome of 
this communication between earth and spirit-life de
stroys religion and establishes the grandest and 
most useful science that has yet been discovered by 
man. 

The world is full of " smart " peot>le, who are not 
either deep or systematic thinkers, who make foolish 
assumptions, ask foolish questions, and jump at very 
erroneous conclusions. For the benefit of this class 
of persons, I will make a few remarka on spirits. 

A spirit is matter, material, not immaterial. An 
immaterial thing is not anythiLg, And has no exist
ence, is not. 

Oan two kinds of matter occupy the same space 
at the same time ? 

ATe light, heat, magnetism, and electricity mate
rial or immaterial T If immaterial, there are four 
things that are known to exist that do not exist. 

Light occupies the same space with the air with
out displacing it. It passes through glass without 
making a hole, and so does heat; magnetism and 
electricity occupy the same space at the same time 
with other bodies, which we call solids, and pass 
through them without making a hole. 

The doctor's expression, '' The spirits need the 
dark," is proof to me that he knows mtle or nothing 
about spirit phenomena, and all his article testifies 
to the same ignorance. I hav seen, heard, and felt a 
variety of spirit phenomena in the full light of day 

The spirit is the real being, who sees, hears, feels, 
tastes, and smells; who thinks, reasons, remembers, 
loves, and hates, and is the finer being or matter 
that occupies the earth body, as light, beat, magnet
ism, and elasticity occupy the same space at the same 
time with other bodies. 

· day and night;" and I cannot help but think that, 
doctor as he is, he rejoices in his ignorance of both 
the cause of these, to him, mysteries, and the remedy 
of the evils. produced, principally, if not altogether, 
by lack of koowledge of their true cause, which has 
been discovered through mediumahip, and will estab· 
lish .a science which will remove the mystery, fear, 
and Ignorance of the life after so-called death from 
the minds of mankind, and thereby destroy the very 
foundations of religion; but the doctor would 
frighten people from making this investigation by 
telling of the direful consequences of getting knowl
edge on th.is subject. My experience is, ignorance 
protects no one, and it is a very lean, barren bliss it 
brings to its worshipers. 

and in bright lamplight at .night. Many of the man
ifestations take place in the dark, or dim light. 
Bright light disturbs some of the elements that 
spirits use, requiring more strength and power in 
the light to make the same manifestation. 

The doctor says, "If the visits of the spirits are 
confined to the people of this flimsy type" (meaning 
those who comply with conditions) "they may an· 
swer for their amusement and instruction, but it is 
difficult to see of what practical use they can be in 
the sterner works and walks of life," and to what ex
tent they can prove their own existence. 
. Does the doctor class in this '' flimsy type " D. M. 

Bennett, founder and former editor of. THE TRUTH 
SEBKEB; Horace Greeley, Ben Wade, and Abraham 
Lincoln, all of whom the spirits did "visit" and com
municate with, and thousands of intelligent and 
thoughtful people who are communicating with spirits 
every day-but it appears that many did not and do 
not make a racket, like Willis, about this business, 
for fear of the ostracism, abase, and persecution from 
both religious and irreligious fanatics. 

A spirit passes through solids, glass windows, iron 
or wood doors, and solid walls, as light, heat, mag
netism, and electricity pass through ·various sub
stances without making a hole. 

Bs(lause spirits are usually invisible to people in 
earth life, many deny their existence, seeming to 
forget that many invisible things exist, as air, and 
most, if not all, of the gases, are invisible ; and water 
becomes invisible by evaporating, but under proper 
conditions becomes visible again. 

When a spirit lea\'es the earth-body, it becomes 
invisible to ordinary sight, but with the proper con
ditions can again, like water, beciome visible. 

Enemies to this knowledge do vary shallow think· 
ing and no investigating, but they are excellent hands 
at blowing and striking at facts. They neither know 
nor desire to know anything about them, or they would 
spend their time at the more intelligent and useful 
business, investigating. 

.The doctor has formed far too hasty and mystical 
a Judgment as to the number of senses used in many 

, instances to acquire true knowledge. For example 
I will call attention to the world· acknowledged sci~ 
ences, mathematic!!, geology, and afl\tronomy. Mathe· 

• matics is said . to be the most exact science known, 
and seeing is the sense used by investigators of 

I thank Mr. T. E. Longshore for his criticism; I 
am at home on this subject, of which I hav been a 
critical, thoughtful observer and investigator . 

Kokomo, Ind. W. L. WILLIS. 
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Our London Letter. tries people ~Sre proud to assert their independence 
The action of those pious i11dividuals who make 1 of clerical rule and official custom. 

practice of attending horse-races for the ostensible 
purpose of giving away tracts warning the other vis
itors of the sin of going to such place& has always 

. baen looked upon with a certain amount of suspicion 
by the undevout, and that such suspicion is not with
out reasonable ground is confirmed by the bank· 
ruptcy examination of the seeretary of the Prayer
Book Revision Soeiety. His liabilities were consider
able and his assets nil. He attributed his difficulties 
to advances he had made to the soeiety and non
payment of his salary and expenses, and it was only 
on cross-examination it was shown that his losses 
were brought about by eard-playing and betting. 
Of course he was most virtuously indignant that 
these matters should be gone into, and he considered 
himself so much aggrieved and injured that he.in
tends at some future time to proceed against those 
persons who hav exposed him for libeL Be modestly 
informed the court that he and his work had been 
highly spoken of, and it had been said of him that 
he was the right stamp of man for these perilous 
times, and would that there were more like him. He 
did not say whether it was the professional book· 
makers who pocketed his losses that gave him such 
a valuable testimonial. No doubt his fellow race
course missionaries will be estimated at their proper 
value. . 

I hav been informed that the Zenana mission does 
a valuable. work in the East for the cause of Ohris
tianity, but did not know till just recently that one 
of its most important works is to introduce dressed 
dolls into Indian harems. How this furthers Ohris
~ianity I do not quite understand, but should imagin 
It savors more of commercial enterprise, something 
of the same nature as the diffusion of " moral pocket
handkerchiefs." It would be interesting to know 
the coat price of these articles of merchandise and 
what is realized by the sale of same, what is done 
with the profits and with the donations of the faith
ful for the furtherance of the good work. 

. In_ the debate on the Olerg~ Disciplin (Immorality) 
bill, 1t was stated that the bill was not required on 
account of the vice of the clergy, but in the tempta
tions thrown in their way, and while they are an 
excep~ionally moral body of men, still among twenty
three thousand of them there must always be a cer
tain definit proportion of black sheep. This refers to 
t~e state clergy only, as. ~ishops hav no power over 
dissenters and other rebgiOUS bodies. Now, as it is 
stated that these men when they are turned into 
priests are filled with t~e "Holy Ghost," I fail to 
see why any single member should be worse than 
~he whole. number. Surely the affiatus is as powerful 
1n ~ne as m another. At all events, it has never been 
claimed by the church that the case is otherwise. 
Oonsequent11, if there were any truth in the inspira
tion theory-and the clergy all declare that it is ab
solutely true-the regular army of state parsons 
wou~d be _paragons of virtue, while the irregulars 
or. dt~sentmg parsons would be steeped in vice. As 
th1s 1s not the case, it effectually disposes of the 
benefit of ': the laying-on of hands " by the bishops. 

Germany has now got a badge of her own. A 
female figure representing truth, who in one 
hand holds a buming torch, in the other a palm 
branch (peace), stands on the globe. In the back
ground sun and stars are visible. 

Mr. Aug. Krahl-Hirschberg has been sentenced to 
six months' imprisonment by the court of Schweid
nitz for the terrible crime of blasphemy of the Holy 
Ghost and slander of the "only" true church. Not 
possessing a copy of the law under which he was 
condemned, we are unable to giv more than a general 
statement of the fact. 

For the benefit of those of our German Roman 
Oatholic friends who possess more faith than com
mon sense, we are happy to announce that some 
timp during this year the " holy rook " will be ex
hibited at Trier. Last fall a number of ecclesiastic 
and lay experts "scientifically " examined the rock 
and found it 0. K. We do not know what diseases 
this rock can oure, but we suppose that a solid appli
cation of it on the heads of the clerical frauds will 
rid the world of a public nuisance. 

The spirit of Rationalism is slowly working its 
way into the minds of the Scandinavians. We are 
the recipient of Gristan, a radieal weekly, pub
lished in Minneapolis, Minn., by the well-known 
Scandinavian Freethinker, Axel Lundeberg, who is 
author of several anti-orthodox pamphlets of consid
erable merit. The paper is not, however, an out and 
out Freethought journal, but a very Liberal Uni
tarian publication. We wish our new contemporary 
success in his mission, for even Unitarianism is bet
ter than evangelical Ohristianity. 

That our readers may hav an idea of how persons 
i~ Germany who leave the state church are treated, 
we giv the following instance: A German Freethinker 
left the state church a short time ago, and the clergy, 
full of rage, caused his name to be publicly read 
from every pulpit in the city on three successiv 
Sundays, and afterward to be published in a relig
ious journal. But; unfortunately for the clergy, they 
struck the wrong man ; for, angry over the treatment 
he had been subjected to, he agitated for a wholesale 
exodus from the church, and already, through his 
instrn;mentality, twenty persons hav left it and more 
are to follow. 

We are the recipient of an illustrate.d radical and 
impious weekly, El .Diablo, published in Oaracas. 
The editor, Sdior Salvador Preeas, evidently not 
alone is aware of the fraud and injustice which pre
vail in Venezuela but possesses courage enough to 
proclaim them. Judging from one of the illustrations, 
it seems that in our sister republic the Roman Oath· 
olio church is as greedy as she is here,· and that the 
politicians are as desirous to appease her baDger for 
the world's goods. But while Venezuela and the 
U.oited States are thus far alike, the latter is ahead 
in one particular-she has an Anthony Oomstoek, 
Venezuela has none. We are pleased to make the 
acquaintance of our South American contemporary. 

~oath's Idea of the "millennium" is somewhat pe
cuhar ; he fondly hopes that London may become 
the new Jerusalem, when Hyde park is to be "roofed 
in with towers climbing toward the stars as the 
worl~'s great, grand, central temple," and pictures 
to h1msell the demonstrations, processions assem- The bishop of Eichstadt in a Lenten pastoral 
blies, a!ld revie"!s, while the. streets are to b~ impass- letter sounds. the following wail : " Modern science, 
able w1th the JOyful multitude going to and fro the terrible example, and the bad daily press hav 
though how they can go to and fro in an impassabl~ sown the seed of these horrible evils [Freethought 
street. is not explained. At 12:30 each day all busi- and Socialism] all over Europe. • . . Our conn
ness IS _to b~ suspended, and the entire population try !Germany I forms no exception; through it flows 
o! ~he c1ty Will be prostrate in prayer and thanks- the stream of urtbelief founded on science. And 
gmng. Booth evidently is an imitator of Mohammed from oar high schools and academies come down 
and if he could only use the sword as well as th~ the iee-cold winds which kill the religious life of the 
~ord, he wou_ld_ in all probability succeed in found- comll!l()n people. • • • Not alone in college text
lug a new rehg1on. books, but even in literature for the home eircle 

There is a sect ealled the Gospel Messengers near which inde its way into the most Christian families: 
L Jndon, who started two years ago with three mem- i the devil of unbelief and skepticism makes his pres
bars, and_ are now becoming an important body. 1 e~ce manif~sL" It is too bad. Why does not God 
The meetmg-houses are known as "havens " and the i kill the de-,U! 
members are distinguis~ed as "comets: planets, 1 . 

stars, first and second hghts, and tried men and We are now able to giv the . reasons of the arrest 
wom~n." ~hey rejoice in the possession of 1 banjo of our friend Dr. Titus Voelkel, who baa fifteen 
and ~~n-Wh1st}e band, and an official journal. If they prosecutions fo:r blasphemy pending against him, 
C_Jntmue to. Increase in the same ratio, in no long which we &Dnou·nced in our last "Items.'~. Early in 
t1m~ they Will become formidable rivals to the Sal- the morning of March 5th a policeman in citizen's 
vat10n Army. Truly the Lord manifests himself in clothf',s oame to the house of the doctor and told his 
many ways and divers manners. J. D. wife that he sh,ould "as soon as possible report at 

Items of Foreign Freethonght News. 
. Freethought is booming in Belgium. The forma

tion of five new societies is reported in the last 
number of La Raison. 

E Ieven new a_uxiliary soeieties and six individual 
members compr1se the February acquisitions to the 
French Freethought Federation. 

the statio• heoBe." The doctor did so. In the sta
tion he fonnci an arrest order issued from Halle, and 
the Offictli! iD eharge told him he would b.9tter go to 
the proseoutillg attorney lilld judge at once. A 
policeman kind•1y showed him the way to the lock-up, 
where the- doctor was coniioet.l. The doctl"lr called 
for boon and ask:ed to be :released on bail. Five 
days Jater his bail was fixed at .fi.ve thousand marks, 
.but before- he could inform bitt :friends he was taken 
to _Balle-, .• together with Paim'e: "Age of Retson," 

We never ick ts . . wb1ch he ll!l_husy translating mto German; and on 
Freethou ht P up a panish, Belgian, or French the 16th of March, after _an im. prisonment of twelve 

g exehange but to find the announce- days,.he appeared before his Jndgee. Those gentle-
went of a number of civil marriages. In these conn- , men laughed and joked wuh one another until f-Ile 

witneese~ appeared in the form ol two clergymen. 
They cl11med that the doctor had said several things 
regarding the church and the doctrin of the trinity 
whieh were very irreligious. During the time aeon
pied by the prosecution the judges were all ears, and 
grave as Methodist deacons, but when Dr. Voelkel 
took the stand and stated that each and every state. 
ment of the two clergymen was absolutely false, and 
offered . to prove the truth of his assertion by repu
table Witnesses, the judges began making fun with 
one another again, not paying the slightest attention 
to him. When ten minutes bad elapsed he was cut 
short, sentence was pronounced-six months' impria. · 
onment (the same as given by the police court)-and 
the next cue was called up. Not satisfied herewith, 
some or another religious scamp, evidently to entail 
additional misery on Mr. Voelkel, started the official 
rumor that some other authority wanted to see the 
doctor on a similar case. Seven places were men
tioned. The doctor was first released, when upon 
telegraphing at his own expease to these places U 
was found out that the rumor bad no other founda
tion than the malignity and rascality of some pious 
individual. A prosecution like this fastens • shame 
on the German nation; it is an outrage of law, jus· 
tice, yes, even of common decency. We send the 
doctor our best wishes and heartfelt sympathy, and 
hope that he may liv to see a new, a better, a more 
just era ushered in. This prosecution is a good 
example of what is to be expected from a union of 
church and state. 

--~--~~------------
Rome's Power in Illinois Politics. 

THE TRUTH S:mEXEB recently recounted the attitude 
of_ the Bomish House of the Good Shepherd toward 
our county treasury-how this institutioD, on various 
flimsy pretexts, has implored the county board to 
disregard the constitution of the state, the emphatic 
interpretation of the sectarian clause by the su
preme court itself, and has succeeded in compelling 
the county board to appoint committees of investi
tion and find out whether its school C.lame under 
the prohibition. A majority of every such committee 
of investigation, after reading the law on the question, 
hav reported that the House of the Good Shepherd 
is a " sectarian institution." A recent committee 
·brought in the usual report, on which there has been 
much 'Wrangling, but the report was accepted. 

At a board meeting called two days prior to elec
tion the question was again brought forward-a 
question that was thought to hav been settled-and, 
in spite of the constitution, the supreme court, and 
their own committee's report, a majority of this des
picable county board, representing both partiet 
voted to steal this money, under the powerful poli~ 
ical lash of Rome. Four men voted against it
General Herman Lieb, Frank A. Stauber, and Messrs. 
Struckman and Oool. This could yet be blocked by 
anyone who could afford the time, trouble, and ex
pense. As there is no Liberal organization in Ohi
cago worthy the name, this steal will doubtless go 
unchallenged. 

THE PANSY. 

The follow!ng editorial from the Ohicago daily 
Newa of April 1mb, shows that there are persona 
advocating the pansy for a national fioral emblem 
and for very different reasons than hav been adduced 
for its acceptance by Freethinkers. If this move is 
successful it will be fatal to its adoption by Secu
larists. The article says : 

Iowa, the state of ideas, comes to the front with a propo
sition. to make the pansy our national floral emblem. An 
enthusiastic Iowan, Mr. Hopkins by name, has established a 
propaganda for the dissemination throughout the nation of 
two truths: 

1. That this country should hav a national flower, around 
which sentiments of patriotism will cluster. 

2. That the pansy is the proper flower for Americans. 
To the first proposition there will probably be no serious 

objection. Anything that will cultivate patriotism, whether 
it be a flower, a flag, a public school or a Fourth of July 
oration, meets the approbation and appreciation of all true 
Americans. H Frenchmen revere the lily, Englishmen the 
rose, if Erin loves her shamrock, Scotland the thistle, and 
Canada the maple leaf, why may not Americans center their 
affections upon a national flower, a sprig, or even a leaf? 

As to the second proposition-the pansy-opinions will 
differ. The difficulty in selecting a representativ flower for 
this nation will be that every section has its favorit according 
to climatic variations. The pansy is perhaps as universal as 
any, and Mr. Hopkins is right in calling it the emblem of 
"union, culture, and peace." 

Some would prefer a more showy representatfv, as the 
sunflower, while in the modest West there would be a large 
vote in favor of the daisy. In order to harmonize these dif
ferences let the World's Fair auxiliary call an' American con• 
~~:ress for the special purpose of deciding upon a national:: 
floral emblem. We are young, but we should hav every
thing that older nations prize, and the World's Fair year will 
be an appropriate time to choose the national posy. 

COMSTOCK'S PROPOSED CRUSADE, 

Saint Anthony must be in need of fands, as he has 
taken the trouble to employ so large a space in 
the press dispatches, which be has UDquestionably 
promised to pay for, hoping that the highly. moral 
quidnuncs with the money will promptly come down 
with the cash. Here is the screed that is being 
sent out from New York: 

Nxw YoRK, Aprilllth.-There will shortly be put on foot 
in New York one of the strongest and most combined eJforta 
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tver made to suppress the sale, not only of out and out ob-
i scene books, but that mass of so-called " erotic fiction" will be his crowning monument and a noble life his 
i which of late has flooded the news-stands more particularly. 
f It seems that the worm has at last turned, and this time the 
. fight will b(! such a strong one and backed by suchpowerful 

r
' influence that I should not wonder if it re'sulted in com-

pletely routing the class of fiction which has for the past two 

f~
l years especially been an eyesore to people who stop to look 
l over the new books on the stands. 

Anthony Comstock is the prime factor in the movement 
and he has been carefully laying his plans for some tim~ 

I 
past. He has first successfully secured the cooperation and 
influence of some of the strongest publishing houses in the 

r. business. With that accomplished, he interested the leading 
[ officers in New York political and legal circles. When these 
, were thoroughly interested he sought some of the rich men 

of the town, and from them secured the necessary capital to 
wage the fight. I am authoritativly told that the American 
News Company has also promised its f11ll indorsement and 
activ participation in the warfare. The plan of opera
tions Is a most careful and elaborate one and I must say 
that it has been most admirably laid out. 'To giv the details 
of the proposed crusade would, of course, defeat the aim of 
its projectors •. But I can say that the chief batteries in the 
modu1 Op6randl of the scheme will be turned toward the act
ual output of the books. The idea is to stop the mouth of 
the sewer so effectually that any attempt to put a suggestiv 
book on sale will be surrounded by so many obstacles as to 
make it almost impossible for copies to get into open mar
kets. This proposed fight seems to hav more actual promis 
to it than any which hav heretofore been attempted and 
those who will be the workers in it are hopeful for there
sults. Surely the crusade has with it the heartiest godspeed 
of every lover of good literature. 

E. A. STEVENS. 
------~~------

The Demise of a Michigan Liberal. 
It is with unfeigned sadness that I announce that 

the supreme sorrow whose impending coming has 'so 
long cas~ darkened shadows Athwart my pathway 
has at last fallen to my lot. My venerated father 
James Ruggles, died of pneumonia, on March 16

1 

1891, after an illness of ten days, aged eighty-eight 
years. He was of the seventh generation, descended 
from Tho!Das Ruggles, who came to Roxbury, Mass., 
from Naztl!', Eng.; in 1637 .. He emigrated to Michi
gan in 1835, for ·many years kept hotel, occupied 
positions of public trust, practiced law, managed his 
ft\rm of four hundred acres, was an uncompromising 
Damocrat and avowed Freethinker. 

During his illness be was a patient sufferer and 
would not giv up the flower of hope that bloo~s on 
the banks of the river of death, until the day before 
his decease. He retained his faculties and was able 
to recognize all his calling friends until the approach 
of the throes of dissolution, when his "mind's eye" 
caught glimpses of beautiful beings, one of whom 
be called his long-deceased sister, and exclaimed 
"How like a dream!" These visions, however, soo~ 
nnished. The western sun looked kindly down and 
kissed his throbbing temples, loving friends were at 
his bedside ministering to every want, and so with 
one hand held by that of his weeping wife and the 
other in the embrace of his eldest son, thus bravely 
and peacefully, with that serenity of mind that only 
consciousness of a well-spent life can giv "the grand 
old man" passed away as gently as the coming of 
the dawn. Manfully be lived; heroically he struggled 
with disease '!1-ntil, becoming fatigued wi~h fighting 
the battle of life, be surrendered to the gr1m monster 
only, and philosophically died. Thus one by one 
our loved ones leave us, one by one good men expire, 
and day by day life's heroes fall. 

In the loss of my father I feel that I hav parted 
with the best of all my friends, one whose tender 
solicitude for me knew no bounds and that no words 

· of mine are adequate to express. He was a home
builder, a home-provider, and a home lover · be wor
shiped his family and venerated the fireside. No 
father could ever take a greater interest in the wel
fare of all his children than did he. 

A!! in his declining years he neared the evening 
sunset he experienced no desire to relapse into theo
logical fancies of his childheod, but followed Ration
alism's flilming torch of intelligence, and died in the 
love of reason. He liked the world in which he lived 
and the world liked him. Gladly would he hav 
longer remained with us, but the inexorable inevita
ble decreed otherwise. 

Not only his family but the village has experienced 
a loss as welJ, for an upright citizen, a -venerated 
pioneer, an ancient landmark of the town, a veteran 
friend of our people and of humanity, has dropped 
out of our ranks. His years were golden, and he 
has gone forth to meet his destiny. He paid all his 
obligations, including the " debt of nature." 

A touching memorial tribute prepared by myself 
was read at the funeral, and he was buried without 
any aid from the clergy. Many good people came to 
the_ services expecting they would be " shocked," but 
!Vent away only to admire, remarking that bad a min
Ister only read the address it would hav been su
perbly sublime. 

. Solemnly, reverently we hav placed the earth over 
h1s honored bones, and over the little mound which 
will mark his resting-place fragrant flowers of which 
he was so !on~ _will be planted that will blosrom and 
twine their hv1ng tendrils around our hearts and 
keep_ forever green the memory of the loved one at 
rest 1n mother eortb. 
• Throug~ the spirit of kindliness he has written 

h1s name 1n human hearts, so that " good memory 

best epitaph. . J. FBANOIS RUGGLES. 

Universality of Conscience. 
Rev. Geo. S. Weaver in the "Heart of the World" 

says:. "Every man is a cha~acter builder. There is 
noth10g about which men talk more positivly and 
learnedly and sincerely than about this of which 
they ~~ow so . little. No Infidelity deni~s this, no 
skepti.Cism hesitates to believe in it. Though im
material as spirit, the Materialist has faith in it and 
though bodiless and inexplicable as God the Atheist 
staggers not a moment in his acceptan~e of it as a 
real thing, in its best forms worthy of every en
deavor to s~c'!lre and of the admiration of all good 
peo_pl~. ~VIBihlle, unkn~wn, immat~rial, inexplicable, 
as 1t. IS, !t compels universal bebef in its reality. 
~or IS th1s a shadowy, will-o'-the-wisp thing of the 
Imagination, but a solid reality, the substance of 
'!hat we make ourselvs in the process of the myste
rious life we are now living. We know that we make 
characters, and that our characters determin our 
weight, worth, usefulness, and happiness, and that 
they are made of the little things of our whole Jives 
combined. There is nothing we know better than 
this, and no knowledge about which we are more of 
one mind. Here, then, is the basis of our wisd,.,m 
our moral philosophy, and our religion. Materialists' 
skeptics, and religionists must all stand togethe; 
here, and confess the facts and forces that exist in 
human chara~ter. Here, all can make a confession 
of faith together-of faith in the power of little things 
to produce great results-of faith in mind as so 
operating as to produce character-of faith in char
acter as the most valuable thing which it is in our 
power to produce." 

The greatest reason for honesty is, honesty is the 
greatest thing in reason. 

If, then, the Materialis~, the skeptic, and the relig
ionist all occupy the same conscious pedestal and 
come to the same conclusion in conscience, that char
acter determine happiness, which all desire, and that 
it is to be had only by attention to all the little things 
which occur in our lives, what moral condemnation 
can there be in being a Materialist, skeptic, or relig
ionist-or commendation, either-for one or the 
other 1 And if the Atheist reoognizes the value of 
character and weighs it in the same balance as does 
the theologist-the · scale of utility-is he not as 
likely to be a worthy person as any praying priest or 
cringing churchman whatever T And yet, on another 
page of Mr. Weaver's book is woven this thread: 
" The common sense and sentiment of mankind repu
diates the Atheistic notion that human life is such a 
miserably mean failure that life is not worth livin~." 
Why Atheistic notion! Nowhere is our life reck
oned as so miserably mean a failure as in the vaunted 
''word of God," which says he repented that' be 
made man, and in the prayer-book which confesses, 
" Miserable sinners are we all." The theologist be
means man to magnify deity : the Atheist discards 
God to magnify manhood. It is the religionist who 
calls the world a vale of tears and is in a strait to 
depart this life, whilst the Atheist wants to Jiv as 
long a!! he can in the only world be is sure of for 
himself. In tbe Milwaukee, Wis., Unitarian Sunday
school, in 1884:, Mr. Weaver congratulated me on 
being one of the very few who bad principle enough 
to be an Atheist. Most men, said he, are obliged to 
rely on belief in some personal authority. 

J:yngsboro, Mass. JoHN P. GuiLD. 

The Alderman on the Drunkard. 
Many reformatory ideas start into being suggested 

and encouraged by your Liberal sheet, TuE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Our venerable weekly junto, the Progreesiv 
Pilgrims,. of Brooklyn, freely allow each member to 
express his own thoughts; hence we hav at times 
some queer radical remarks. 

"Gentlemen," said E:t-AldermBn Brick, "I hav 
some remarks I should like to make. I hav wit
nessed several attempts to reform confirmed drunk· 
ards, but, alas! hav never seen one successful. I 
am assured it never will be until beastly drunkenness 
is rated as a crime/ whereas now it is ranked as 
only a funny ' lark,' as something to be smiled 
over. 

"Until it is held as a crime the beating and thrash
ing of wives, the demolishing of household chattels 
at home, the maiming and cruelty to children, and 
the jabbing of penknives, etc., will be considered 
only as a funny exuberance or something to be 
smiled over. 

" Gentlemen, one who starts out on a habitual 
drunk, what is it but predetermined insanity T And 
his extravagance, be it murder, rowdyism, or pilfer
ing, etc., while in lthis state, is softened by his ac
quaintaBces with a sly wink, and ·saying, 'Ob, well, 
be was only drunk.' I repeat," continued Ex:
Alderman Brick. somewhat warming up, " I may 
seem somewhat Utopian, but I assert that until the 
habit of drunkenness is held as a crime little advance 
can be made toward its suppression. To the con
firmed drunkard imprisonment of a few months or a 
year in a county prison, although somewhat irksome, 

carrie~ with it little recollection of punishment. 
~hat then T It must be conceded there is a point 
1n human nature where the serise of degradation 
ceases, and man or woman becomes insensible to 
shame, and nothing is left but the physical carcass 
to appeal to. Now, gentlemen, I propose a remedy. 
When, as now, the culprit is arraigned for his crime 
of drunkenness and has clearly been proven guilty 
he should be imprisoned, as now, one or two month~ 
o! a1ear in so.me county lock-up-but mark, before 
h1s. 1neareeration the culprit should be publicly 
whipped with a rawhide on his bare back and shoul
ders by some minor criminal ; for the first o:tlense say 
fif,t~en lashes, d~ubling the whipping at every rep
etitiOn of the cnme-a something he will recollect 
and dread!" 

The ex-al.:erman resumed his seat convinced he 
had made an impression, which was quite evident · 
several members sbruA"gin~ their shoulders and 
mutely leaving the hall. One stolid-lqoking old 
Qnaker member, by the name of Baker, arose and 
made a few remarks in reply. "I fear, Friend Brick 
thee has_but hastily considered t~e im!llensity of th~ 
obstructions now before us, which will require re
moval before thee can establish thy whipping post. 
I fear thee forgets this is thought to be an age of 
refinement. Witness one thousand and one untaxed 
chu_rches with their hireling priests; verifying the 
say1ng, 'the nearer the church the farther from God !' 
AJderman, has thee thought of this t These hire
ling priests are a greatly privileged class. They hav 
ever been exempted from military and jur:v duty, 
but ever ready for a chaplaincy." D. B. 

Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
TuB New Orleans Delta says that J. E. Remsburg de

livered "a most interesting lecture" in that city. 

DR. H. SoLTAROFF, of New York, will lecture before the 
Newark Liberal LeaiZue on Sunday, April 26,1891. Subject: 
" Is Society an Organism ?" 

W. F. J AMIEBON has just fiiled lecture engagements in 
Des Arc and Rogers, Ark.; Joplin, Mo.; Neodesha, Kan. 
He is announced for several weeks ahead every evening, 
with two exceptions. 

ON Sunday, April 26th, Mr. Charlesworth will lecture be
fore the Newark Secular Union on "The Life and Career of 
Charles Bradlaugh," at 3 P.M. At the close of the lecture a 
collection will be made, the proceeds to be forwarded to 
London, Eng., to assist in the erection o! a memorial Insti
tute in honor of Mr. Bradlaugh's memory. Mr. Charles
Wol'th wishes US to state that he has found it impos
sible to enter upon his intended lecturing tour as ar
ranged, owing to serious complications arising in the trades 
organization to which he belongs. New York city has just 
barely escaped a crisis in the building trades, which threat
ened to involve upward of fifty thousand human beings in 
want, strikes being imminent owing to an internecine quar
rel among the bricklayers' trades unions. Happily the 
trouble is averted, and Mr. Charlesworth has now found 
himself the president of a loc11l union. Friends are.DQtified 
that he will take up the tour about the beginning of Octo
ber.. In the mean time he will be pleased to make arrange
ments for lectures about that date. Address, 505 East 83d 
street, New York city. 

• •• 
WE rejoice in the widening thought that marks 

this age of ours, in the broadening and sweetening 
sympathy that extends itself further and further 
where grace and compassion are needed ; in the in
creasing fortitude and courage, in the growing 
determination to hold evil at bay and compel the 
world to giv up its long-hidden secrets of knowledge 
and beneficence. We rejoice in all the spread of 
truth, in the deepening love of liberty, in the higher 
respect for order and harmony and peace, and in 
that ~rand vision of a nobler and better time coming 
that floods with light all higher spirits and touches 
with its beams of radiance even the dark and stub
born ground wbere poverty and misery hav their 
abode.-Frothingham. 

WREN it is no longer practicable to punish heresy 
as a crime, men bav practically abandoned the ortho· 
dox theory of revelation._ Religious persecution 
belongs to the spirit of past ages, and has been 
gradually dying out as that spirit has been informed 
and changed; but it is the proper fruit and a!~ion of 
theology and belief in a fixed, infallible revelation. 
Believers are now tolerant because the perfect, fer
vent, compelling faith of the past is no longer possi
ble. They ought, logically, to persecute as fiercely 
as of yore; but, unconsciously molded by the spirit 
of the age, it is no longer in them to do so.-N. R. 
Water B. 

THE secret of genius is to suffer no fiction to exist 
-to demand, in all things, good faith, reality, and a 
purpose ; and, first, last, midst, and without end, to 
honor every truth by use.-Goethe. 

ALL of us who are worth anything spend our man
hood in unlearning the follies or in expiating the 
mistakes of our youth.-Percy B. Shelley. 
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fkommnnita:lions. 
The Crescent City Tragedy. 

Suppose Superintendent Murray had been am
bushed and assassinated by a secre~ league of cut
throats because in the execution of his duty he was 
trying to the best of his ability to elevate American 
law &nd order above the reign of organized criminal 
conspiracy. And suppose further that New York, 
confident in the strength and purity of its courts of 
justice, had restrained its avenging hand, had given 
the assassins a fair and impartial trial, and after 
bearing the evidence which tended to confirm and 
prove the existence of this organized band of alien 
murderers, had seen its mercy, justice, and for
bearance laughed at, had had its great patience and 
magnanimity insulted with a ·verdict which scorned 
and stultified justice, made a jest of law and order, 
murdered reason, and handed over our fair city to 
the tender mercies and gentle passions of a coterie of 
cut-throats, every member of which had a price on 
his head, and a halter around his neck-suppose all 
this, if you can, and you will hav an accurate picture 
of the state of affairs in New Orleans on.the morning 
of March 14hh this present :vear·of graca. Suppose 
this bad happened in New York, would the citizens 
of New York hav remained paasiv, still, and silent, 
satif!fied to hav their laws nullified and to let justice 
lie dead, killed by the steel and silver of a league of 
assassination 1 I know if I had been in New Orleans 
that day, and had possessed sufficient physical cour
age, I would certainly hav slung a musket over my 
shoulder and followed Parkerson's lead. Nobody 
regrets more thr.~n I that this stain has soiled and 
spotted the American escutcheon, and it does not 
lessen my regret to know that it could easily hav been 
prevented at Oastle Garden. But sniveling over spilt 
milk has never yet done any good; and as the stain 
is still there, the best and wise!lt thing to do is to 
blot it out as soon as possible. But on second 
thought it hardly seems to be much of • stain, and 
what there is of it is on the cowardly and corrupt 
jury more than anything else. If the jury had done 
their duty as they were sworn to do, the more or less 
lamentable occurrence would never hav happened. 
It l!leems to me that the citizens of New Orleans 
simply did What their Uiihithful representative in 
the jury-box should hav done-dealt out even-handed 
justice to a mob of bloody-handed murderers. In 
this country the people are generally acknowledged 
to be the sovereigns; and no government or court or 
jury is above or superior to · the people; and when 
the people's representative prove recree.nt to their 
trust or fail to do their duty, the neople are fully 
justified in protecting themselvs. You cannot with 
fairness condemn the citizens of New Orleans, when, 
seeing that their courts were useless, and their laws 
weak and powerless, they took summary action, and 
calling in the impartial and efli.)ient aid of that grim 
and incorruptible magistrate, Judge Lynch, showed 
to the world that murder would not go unpunished 
nor assassination unwhipped of justice, even though 
the ordinmry and more orderly rules of law had to 
be violated. There is one result of this occurrence 
that has not attrac~ed the attention it deserves. 
From ne1u·ly every part of the country-certainly 
from every part where there was an Italian colony 
or population-American citizens, who were born in 
Italy, hav held meetings and passed resolutions de
nouncing the government of the United Shatea and 
appealing frantically to the Italian government for 
redress and vengeance. Their heated references to 
the power of Italy's navy and treasonable communi
cations to Italy's minister of foreign affairs certainly 
prove them to be exceedingly poor American citizens. 
Why do they appeal to a king whom they hav repu
diated! Ha.v they no pride or confidence in their 
own government? If they hav, why do they ask as· 
sistance from a foreign state! If they hav not, why 
do they remain in this country ? If this navy of 
which they so exultingly beast should advance upon 
America with hostil intentions, what acMon would 
these citizens t11ke? Wou~d they espouse the cause 
of their adopted country, or would loyal Americ~ons 
find themselvs confronted by a hosiil army encamped 
on American soil-an &rmy which had not crossed 
the Atlantic in transport£', but in the steerage of im
migrant . vessels ! This exhibition of treason can 
hardly be called an outburst of patriotism or loyalty 
to American insmu~ions. It showed very plainly 
that the Italian residents propcse to get 111ll they can 
out of this country and giv in return nothing but 
abuse and treason. It is not putting the case one 
iota too strongly to say that nine out of every ten 
Italian ·immigrants are a curse and a pest to thia 
country. 

The Italian immigration of to-day, like that of 
the Hungarian and Polish, is very largely composed 
of paupers, criminals, and people of such weak 
mental capacity as to be but a trifle better than 
idiots. The mojority of them can neither read nor 
write. They huddle together in quarters filthy and 
foul beyond the power of decent language to de
scribe, work for less money than other and better
bred workerl' fiJ:ld necei'Sary to liv1 or rather exist, on1 

and are a constant menace to the health of the com
munities they curse by their pr~sence. They commit 
numerous deeds of. violence, and in proportion to 
their numbers giv the police more trouble than any 
other of our foreign residents. 

This picture is not in the least overdrawn. It is 
most cheerfully admitted . that some Italians make 
good and Jaw-abiding citizens, but a large majority 
of them are, by reason of their ignorance, their cus
toms, their slavish allegiance to the pope or King 
Humbert, and, above all, their propensity to deeds of 
crime and violence, unfitted to liv in a country of the 
character of the United States. 

I am aware that the utterance of such sentiments 
!s deprecated and denounced, called Knownotbing
ism and un-American bigotry. Humane, but badly 
mistaken men declare that it is Ullkind and, oh hor
rors ! un-American to try to stop or stem the tide of 
immigration ; that this is the land of the free, and a 
city of refuge for the oppressed, Bnd everybody 
should be made welcome and invited to share our 
national hospitality and hearthstone. The day for 
such Utopian sentiment has p&ssed by and we should 
know by this time that this is the land of the op
pressor as well as the oppressed. 

. ' ... _ 

larly vicious or depraved, obeyed the laws, and in 
some few respects was a good kind of immigrant. 
But because we believed he interfered with the right 
of the American laborer to earn his livi:og . we ex
cluded him, and for that reason if for no other we 
ought to say to the people of all other foreign na
tions, ''You are not wanted, and will not be received, 
so long as our social conditions are such that your 
presence will inflict additional hardships on our peo
ple, nativ-born and naturalized; citizen and alien. 
The corrupt and selfish politicians of both the great 
parties know full well the dangerous and utterly 
unfit !'haracter of much of our immigration, but 
they make no sound. They might lose the votes of 
the Pope's padtiies or dagos if they did. And some 
of our otherwise admirable ·German-born citizens 
might withhold the German-American vote. When, 
however, the present wretched and utterly insuffi
cient means of protecting ourselvs from a foreign 
invasion-which is none the less dangerous because 
it is apparently peaceful-hav brought our country 
to the verge of national annihilation,· there. will go 
forbh such a stentorian cry for laws for our self· 
preservation that party lines will be wiped out, 
patriotism will take the place of partisanship, the 
paltering cry of the vote·seeking demagog will be 
silenced, the voice of alien traitors will be hushed, 
and America, invincible America, will rise in the 
majestic might of her too sorely tried and outraged 
patience, and all good and loyal Americans, regard
less of creed or race, will unite shoulder to shoulder 
to save and perpetuate the American nation as they 
united thirty years ago to-day to save and perpetu-
ate the American Union. EnWABDS RoussEAU. 

Brooklyn, N. Y., April 12} 291. 

It is conceded, I take it, that in a republic the 
ballot is the true and proper remedy for existing 
evils. But if we put the ballot, that most potent 
weapon, into the hands of the unlettered and igno
rant kordes who know nothing of our systems or in
iltitutions, and care almost infinitly less, who regard 
election time as the heaven-inspired day. in which 
they can make a couple of dollars in a couple of min
utes-if, I say, we put the ballot into the hands of 
such people, we giv them a sword with which they 
will eventually assassinate the republic. 

Taking an oath of allegiance to the United S~ates A Short Anti-Prohibition Sermon. 
is not all that is required to make a good citizen. A From four columns of tirade against anti-
E •1ropean slave or serf cannot be made an American Prohibitionists in THE TRUTH SEEKEB of March 28th 
freeman in a day, courts, naturalization bureaus, I extract ·the following passage aa ar. text : 
laws, and pot-house politicians to the contr&ry not-
withstanding. Where ionorance and illiterac"' exist The Anarchist opposes prohibition and hates it, because 

<> -1 of the abuses and extremes to which religion or churches 
citizenship is a mockery, and to put the ballot in the are trying to carry it in their own interest by prohibiting 
hands of those who do not know how to use it, is as Sunday work and Sunday amusement, and suspending all 
suicidal as to giv a dagger to a man possessed of an public and private activity on their so-called holy day. 
acute homicidal mania. The hearts of these pious zealots are right, yet their heads 

are wrong. 
So long as this tide of unrestricted immigration is Mr. Editor, and brother truth seekers, I hav been 

allowed to sweep in and debase, dilute, and defile d 1 p h"b" · · t 
the stream of American citizenship, so long will the a Prohibitionist, an before was a ro 1 1t10n1s I 
great republic be retarded in its great onward mar$ was a Presbyterian. I evoluted out of the latter 
of progress. If the gates of Oastle Garden are not long ago, and out of the former not so very long 
closed or the lines between good and bad immigration ag~ad 1 read the "Age of Reason " before joining 
more closely drawn, it will be but a comparativly h 
abort time when this country will· be Europeanized. the church I am quite sure I should never av been 

S f h A a church·membar. And the second paragraph in 
ome o t e merican societies demand that we Paine's " Oommon Sense" constrains me 'to become 

oblige the foreigner to liv here twenty-one years be· 
fore granting him the privilege of citizen. I confus an anti-Prohibitionist. I quote the beginning of the 
I do not see much good in that plan, and even ad- second paragraph : 
mitting that it was Eflieacious, it should not be for- Society in every state is a blessing, but government, even in 

its best estate, is but a necessarv evil, in its worst state an in
gotten that these people are not required simply to tolerable one; for when we suffer, or are exposed to the same 
work; .it is .but common justice that they should bear miseries by a government, which we might expect without 
a fair share of the burdens of citizenship, and should a government, our calamity is hightened by reflecting that 
k h t "t d th d t" d "b"I" we furnish the means by which we suffer. Government, now W a 1 means an e u 1es an respons1 1 1" like dress; is the badge of lost innocence; the palaces of 
ties it entails. For my part, I freely admit that I kings are built upon the ruins of the bowers of paradise. 
would like to see all immigration stopped, for a time When Paine came to America he found the colo
at least. Wehav imported enough and it would be nies in wh:.t might be called a state of paralyzed 
a national blessing if the importation ceased. anarchy. This is forcibly described in the Declara-

This I suppose is almost out of the question, and tion of Independence. And yet, in a vast extent of 
the next best plan, in my judgment, would be some· country, where there were few that might be called 
thing of this nature: Let all intending immigrants weaithy, there was very little abject poverty. 
file a declaration of their intention to come to this It was a fundamental doctrin of the old Republican 
country with the American consul nearest to their party, founded by Paine and Jefferson, that "The 
homes, say, not less than two years previous to the world is governed too much," and t~at "That govern
date of their departure. It should be made a part mentis bsst which governs least." 
of the consul's duties to thoroughly investigate Oonstquently the cost of government in America 
the character of the intending immigrant, his financial was at the outset very small. Paine in his '' Rights 
condition, and require such other information as may of Man" says : 
be deemed necessary and desirable. If the eumina- The whole expense of the federal government of America, 
tion is satisfactory to the consul he should be re· founded, as 1 hav said, on the system of representation, and 
quired to giv the intending immigrant a certificate extending ove~ a country nearly,ten times as large as Eng
stating the bearer wt~s a fit person to become a resi- land, is but $600,000. 
dent of the United States. That s1:1m divided by four million inhabitants, 

It would be well to hav the certificate state that would be only fifteen cents per capita. 
the bearer was not zffiicted with any contagious or Further on Paine compares the expenses of the 
incurable disease. As the consul would hRv no English government with those of America. Every 
interest or concern in preventing the intending immi- person in England, says he, male and female, pays 
grant from trying to better his condition there would on an average in taxes two pounds eleven ehmings 
be no trouble in getting his signature if the intend- and sixpence-nearly twelve dollars-while the aver
ing immigrant was worthy and deserving of it. This age of taxes in America, including the cost of ... state 
plan would do away with the constant friction be- governments, is only a dollar and a quarter. 
tween the steamship companies and the United States H these calculations were correct is not the change 
emigration commissioners. It would also tend to in one hundred years appalling? The present cost 
make it easier to place the responsibility for bad. of our federal government alone is $8 per ca
immigration, and if the consuls were held to a strict pita-more than fifty times greater than in 1791. 
accountability the bad or undesirable immigration And one quarter of this $8 per capita tax 
would practically cease. When the immigrant lands is paid for pensions. This per capita burden for 
make him thoroughly understand that if in five pensions alone exceeds the whole cost of government, 
years he is not able to read the organic law of his national and state, a hundred years ago. 
adopted country, the Constitution of the United Mr. Editor, and fellow truth seekers, I am not an 
States, he will be shipped back to the country from Anarchist. But if we were transported to Russia 
whence he came. But important as the question of how would we be likely to stand on the question of 
citizenship is, it is not the only question involved in government~ My opinion is that those of us who 
the immigration: problem. During President Ar- would not become at once avowed Anarchists, would 
thur's administration we found it necessary and de- beconie hypocrite lest we might hav to undergo a 
eirable to keep o~ the hordes of Mongolians which further transportation by order of that. paternal 
threatened to ovti'whelm us. John was not particu- government. VE1'EBAN. 
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The True Story of Jonah. 
THE EABLIBST PATENT MKDIOIN TESTIMONIAL KNOWN, FOUND AMONG THE BOULPTUBBS 

Oll' ASSYRIA. 

.~--~-_c;.--------"""-~ '''··1~[. 
~~~~=="""""'"""""""""""'"""""'==··=·~·""'·· "='"""'·-=---=-==---=-~-~"~~ ""'"'-.., 
Drs. Melcisadech & Ptorath : 

Dea1• Sirs: 
No. 1001 Smith St., Tarshish. 

While coming from Tarshish to this city recently, by water, 

I was seized by a very sudden and violent attack,-
···- _-______ _ 

Which utterly -prostrated me, 

·~ .. ..... 
' ' -~ 

~ 

• 
' \ 
' ' • 

And completely overthrew my physical system. 

il 
II 

J 
. My condition was such that I got very much down in the mouth, and feared 

that I should never see home and friends·again. 

But I used one bottle of your celebrated Gourd Vine Elixir, 

Salvation's Scheme. 
Salvation's scheme, 
Based on a dream, 

A holy Bible story, 
This you believe 
And you'll receive 

A harp and crown of glory, 

But if you fail, 
You'll weep and wail, 

And gnash your teeth in angui~h; 
While ages roll 
Your naked soul 

In sheol's flame must languish. 

THE BOHEME. 

In Palestine, 
Where grows the vine, · 

There ·Jived a Jewish beauty, 
A virgin pure, 
or this we're sure; 

She always did her duty. 

A God she gave 
A world to save 

To nature's law or passion. 
Love ruled the day, 
And had its way 

Regardless of the fashion • 

The boy she had 
Looked always sad, 

But grew by good behavior 
To man's estate, 
But met sad fate 

And thus became a savior. 

A half-man God 
Seems rather odd, 

But all the world hav praised him ; 
It may be wise 
For sacrifice, 

Since for that end they raised him. 

By him alone 
:·we could atone 

For Mother Eve's transgression; 
Lured bY a brute 
She stole God's fruit-

That talking snake's suggestion. 

God said, "You'll die 
The day you try 

Your teeth upon my peaches." 
The serpent said, 

" You'll not go dead, 
But become wise as he is.'' 

Now, to be wise 
Was, in their eyes, 

The very thing they needed; 
'l'hey'd just been made 

· Full grown, 'tis said, . 
So they God's serpent heeded. 

The fruit so fair 
Hung hlgh in air ; 

8he tiptoed tall and took them. 
She gave her mate · 
And they both ate 

Till appetite forsook them. 

With wondering eyes 
In great surprise · 

They saw that they were naked, 

Then made a rush 
For fig-leaf brush, 

The serpent overtalted. 

In deepest shade 
They aprons made 

or fig leaves sown together, 
So bright and green, 
And neat and clean, 

Just fine for summer weather. 

Next morning cool, 
God called his school : 

" Ho! Adam, where art thou?" 
"I shamed to find 

My form like thine.'' 
"Me, too," says Eve. "S3 now!" 

" You've stole my fruit I 
Taught by that brute, 

You're now as wise as me. 
I'll turn you out, 
And guard the route, 

To save that other tree." 

His awful loss 
Made him so cross 

He went about a.cursing, 
And ever since 
That great offense 

He's been his wrath a-nursing. 

He cursed the snake 
And earth for sake 

Of Adam and his wife, 
Then made a place 
For all their race

A hell for endless life. 

To sweat and toil, 
And till the soil 

The man he made a sinner
Through brambles, thick 
With thorns that prick, 

"To chase a snake for dinner." 

Of all the cursed 
Eve fared the worat. 

A slave to man he made her
Sorrow and pain 
When joy should reign, 

And motherhood degrade her. 

He turned them out 
To roam about 

•Mong thistles, thorns, and brambles ; 
In horrid suits 
Of skins of brutes, 

To take their homeless rambles. 

MORAL. 

A lie's a lie 
You can't deny, · 

No matter who's the teller; 
The truth will stand 
For God or man, 

Or even the other feller, 

A God ~Pd own 
Would not atone . 

For Mother Eve's transgres ,wa 
·By suicide, 
Nor yet provide . 

A hell for indiscretwn. 
··:Jamie, MitJh, B. :M. BAYAim, M.D.-
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remittance ...•...............................................• 
One subscription with four new aubacrlbera, in one 

remittance ..............................•......•.........•...• 
A.ny number over 4ft at the aame rate, invariablJ 

with one remittance. 

•• 00 
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i 00 

iOO 

700 

8 iO 

10 00 

THEBE are about five hundred subscribers on our 
list in arrears on their subscriptions. We hope it 
will only be necessary to say to them that we need 
the money to induee them to pay up. 

And we trust, too, they wm remember that a re
newal and a new subscription costs but five dollars, 
and that they wm take advantage of the terms and 
the oceasion to help us a little. We need more sub. 
scribers to the paper. We giv more than any other 
Freetbought journal for the money, and consequently 
it costs more to publish the paper. The pictures 
alone cost some fifteen hundred dollars annually; yet 
they are a feature that all would dislike to hav dis
continued. They are forcible weapons against su· 
perstition, and do their work well. Bat our friends 
should not forget that they cost a good deal. 

Send us your arrearage& and renewal, and a new 
subscriber ! 

Matthew :u:U, 41-46; Mark :di, 85-37; ·Luke :u, 41-
U). The people who listened to Jesus, and those 
who wrote the gospels, believed Christ to be the 
carpenter's son, and aaaording to the last three ref
erences cited, neither his father nor mother was be
lieved to be of Davidioal lineage (see Matthew xiU, 
55; Mark vi, 3; Luke iv, 22; John vi, 42). It may 
be noted, in passing, that about the only point upon 
which the "eviDgelists " agree is that Jesus and his 
parents were not of royal blood. 

The " argument" that Mary was the daughter of 
Hell instead of Joseph being his t~on em be admitted 
only by impeaching the veracity of Luke-precisely 
what the editor of Zion's Watch TO'IIJer is endeavor
ing not to do-establishing the identity of Heli IDd 
Joachim; and making eanoniaal the apocryphal Prot
evangelion. Now, it is easy enough to impeach the 
veracity of Luke (Matthew alone does it), but it can 
not be established by any suflicient authority that 
Joachim was Hell, or that Mary was Heli's daughter. 
If the words 11 son of " in italies in Luke signify son
in-law, then Adam was, aooording to that theory, the 
son-in-law of God, which is nonsense. It is unrea
sonable to believe that 11 son-in-law" was meant to 
be expressed in each case from Christ to J ebovah, 
and there is no excuse for diseriminating in the case 
of Joseph IDd Heli. Another point against the sup· 
position that Mary was of royal blood is that she 
was a cousin of Elizabeth, whose husband was dis
tinctly deelared to be of the bouse of David, but 
nowhere. is the elaim made for either Mary or Eliz
abeth. 

A slight eomparison of Matthew and Luke made 
by Lord Amberley in his "Life of Jesus" (a chapter 
from " Analysis of Religious Belief," one of the best 
works ever published) will be pertinent here. After 
giving in parallel columns the genealogies as re
corded by the only two evangelists who pretended 
to know bow Jesus came to be born, Lord Amber
ley says:_ 

"Various observations offer themsel.vs on these discrepant 
genealogies. In the :first place it will be observed that Mat
thew, in his anxiety to show that the whole period comprised 
is divisible into three equal parts· of fourteen generations 
each, has actually omitted no less than four generations con
tained in the authorities he followed. For since he traced 
the descent of Joseph through the royal line of Judah, we are 
enabled to check his statements by reference to the book of 
Chronicles (1 Chron. ill), and thus to convict him of poeitiv 
bad faith. In the first instance he omits three kings, repre
senting Uzziah as the son of Joram, who was his great-great
grandfather; in the second he passes over JehoiachiJl?., mak· 

The Pedigree of Jesus~ ing Jehoi"chin the son instead of the grandson of Josiah. In 
Mr. P. B. Reasoner, an esteemed subscriber, de- the third period we hav no authority by which to verify his 

C statements beyond Zerubbabel, but his determination to 
sires light on the following assertions of Mr. . T. carry out his numerical system at all huards is sho_wn by 
Russell, editor of Zion's Watch Tower. Mr. Rus- the double reckoning of Jehoiachin, at the close of the sec
sell, by letters and papers, hopes to convert Mr. ond and the beginning of the third division. The latter has 
Reasoner, and this is the way he explains a script- in fact but thirteen generations, and it was only by this trick 
ural difficulty : -a little concealed by the break effected through his allu-

sion to the captivity-that the appearance of uniformity was 
"Yours, with reference to the genealogy of Christ, is at maintained. Luke has adopted a different method. Leav-

hand. In reply : Matthew and Luke giv two totally distinct ing the line of kings, he connects Joseph with David through 
genealogical lines. Matthew givs the line of Joseph, and Nathan instead of Solomon. Now, beyond the fact that 
Luke givs the line of Mary. According to Jewish custom, Nathan was the offspring of David and Bathsheba, nothing 
a wife was adopted into the tribal family of her husband, whatever is known about him. lndl)ed it may hav been his 
and had all the appertaining rights. It is a mistake to sup. very obscurity, and the consequent facility of creating de
pose that Mary was of the tribe of Levi as you suggest. scendants for him, that led to his selection in preference to 
Her genealogy is traced in Luke to the family of David, of Solomon, though urileBB it were that his name stood next 
the tribe of Judah. Instead of saying, as we do nowadays, above Solomon's (2 Sam. v, 14)-there is no obvious reason 
that Joseph was the I!IOn-in-law of Hell, it is said that Joseph for his being preferred to several other children of David. 
was the son of Hell, Hell being the name of Mary's father .. However, he answered the purpose as well as any, and after 
The fact that the number of generations of the two families him it was not a difficult operation to invent a plausible list 
are different counts nothing. The same is true of many of names to fill up the gap between him and Joseph. The 
families to-day." compiler of the list in Matthew had the advantage in so far 

This " e:tplanation " was first made, we believe, by that he did not require to draw on his imagination except 
Augustine, and has been adopted by some Protest- for nine names between Zerubbabel and Joseph, while the 
ant commentators. But no weight can be attached compiler of the list in Luke had to supply the whole period 

from Nathan downwards with forefathers. But the second 
· to it, for the reason that other commentators and compiler had the advantage over the first inasmuch as. his 

writers, equally distinguished, reject it. fraud did not admit of the same easy exposure by reference 
The assumption that Luke givs the pedigree of to its sources, and it was, on the whole, a safer course to de

Mary and not of Joseph possesses no scriptural au- sert history altogether than to falsify it in favor of an arith
tbority, for Luke mentio11s Joseph and not Mary, metical fancy. 

'• Another discrepancy between the two writers remains to 
and Greek grammarians assure us that no possible be noted . it is the enormous disproportion in the number of 
rendering of the Greek will stand th~t construction. generatidns between David and Joseph. Matthew has 
Luke (i, 27, and ii, 4) declares Joseph to be of the twenty.five generations, and Luke forty, excludillg Joseph 
bouse of David, while he nowhere says the same of himself. A difference of this magnitude-involving some
Mary, or that she was the daughter of Heli. Ac- thing like 400-450 years-is not to be surm(!)unted by any 

process of harmonizing. To which it may be added that 
COrding tO the epistleS Of James, Of the PrOt81'an· the two evangelists, by aBBigning to Joseph different fathers, 
gelioa (an apoerypbal book), MarTs father was clearly inform us that his true father was unknown.'' 
Joaohim, who, as the eommentators who use this To this we may add the statemeut of Scott ("Life 
" argument " assure us, was identical with Heli. of Ohrist," p. 20) : 
This is not so, and even if it were, it would not rec. 

t " Paul lays great stress on the circumstance that the 
oncUe Matthew and Lnke, for they both asser that promis given to Abraham was made, not to his seed, as of 
they are giving the genealogy of Joseph. And if Mary, but to his • seed which is Christ.' To whatever paa. 
Christ's own words are of any weight, he did not be- sages in the Psalms or elsewhere Peter may be supposed to 
lieve himself to be of the boule of David (see refer, to the Jews unquestionably the words meant, what 

they appear to mean. That such anticipations could be ful
filled by a prenatural birth, without any known father, from 
a virgin of whose D&vidic descent there is the slenderest 
possible evidence, or rather no 6'Didene~ at all, is a conclusion 
which can be acceptable to those only who believe in alleged 
historical narrativs on no other grounds than that they wish 
them to be true, and dare not call them in question." -

And Dr. John McNaught, incumbent of St. Cbrys
ostom's church, Everton, Liverpool, says of this 11 ex
planation :" 

" On the first glance these genealogies, as given by Matthew 
and Luke, are so evidently different that it has been the ordi
nary, if not invariable, practice of Christian harmonists and 
commentators to represent the former evangelist as recording 
the descent of Joseph, while the latter evangelist is said to 
hav given the pedigree of Mary. We will say nothing of the 
plausibil\ty of this explanation, which acknowledges the 
genealogies to be wholly different, and supposes they belong 
to two persons. Our q?UstionB must rat'Mr affect the flruthful-
1WB of this mode of eaJplaining away the dijftculty. Let the 
reader bear in mind how Matthew states that·' Jacob begat 
Joseph, the husband of Mary,' and how Luke's words are, 
'Joseph which was the son of Hell,' and then let the reader 
say whether it is truthful to allege that these different gene. 
alogies belong to different individuals. Is it not plain that 
each of them professes to trace the lineal descent of one and 
the same man, Joseph? If we are still to be told that when 
Matthew profeBBes to giv the descent of Joseph, he is to be 
underetood as giving the descent of Mary, then we simply 
rejoin that such an explanation is nothing '11W1'e or leBa than 
an abandonment of the idea of insjJirational infallibility ; for 
it repruents the Bible as saying one thing and meaning 
another." 

Greg's 11 Creed of Christendom " says of the diE· 
crepant genealogies: 

"One critic ttUppo888 that one evangelist givs the pedigree 
of the adoptiv, the other of the real father of Joseph. Another 
a88U'IMB that one is the genealogy of Joseph, and the other 
that of Mary-a most convenient ide&, but entirely gratuitous, 
and positi'Dly contradicted by the language of the teaJt " (p. 172). 

Another writer says: 
"The genealogy of Jesus in the canonical gospels . . . 

is traced solely through Joseph, who alone i8 stated to be of the 
lineage of Da1Jid. The genealogies of Matthew and Luke, 
though differing in several important points, at least agree 
in eaJOluding Mary" (Supernatural Religion, p. 259). 

Scott says further : 
"Both the evangelists profess to giv the genealogy of Jo

seph ; while neither of them gi'Ds anu ttUpport to the Da'Didio 
desoent of MMy," and" the pointed expression that Joseph 
went with Mary to Bethlehem 'because he was [not, they 
wer1] of the house and lineage of D&yid' (Luke U, 4), seem~~ 
to 6aJOlud6 the idea" (English Life, of Jesus, p. 26). 

We may tlserefore dismiss this " explanation" as of 
no avaiJ, and the remarks based thereon, for the fol-
lowing reasons : ' 

1. There is no scriptural authority for ~t. 
2. Mary was not the daughter of Heli. 
3. If "son of" meant " son-in-law," and Luke Ui, 

23, ought to read;" And Jesus himself, being, as was 
supposed, the son of Joseph, which was the son-in
law of Heli," t)Jen Heli would be "son-in-law of 
Matthat, which was the son-in-law of Levi," and so 
on to the end of the genealogy. Try to follow the 
pedigree back by this method and see where you will 
land. 

· 4. Where the writer speaks of Elizabeth, he takes 
pains to say her hmband was of the bouse of David ; 
but nowhere says the same of her or of Mary. 

5. There is no authority for saying Joachim and 
Heli were identical ; and , " 

6. If they were it would make no difference, for, 
according to the Protevangelion, Joachim probably 
was the father of Mary in the same way that Joseph 
was the father of Jesus-by proxy of the angels. 
This is the substance of .the story: 

"Joachim, a rich man, brought offerings to the Lord. 
Rubim the priest told him he must do so no more because 
he was childless. Joachim in great grief retired to the moun. 
tains, resolved to fast and pray until he could become a 
father. His wife Anna knowing not what had become of 
him, and supposing him dead, began to bewail her childless 
widowhood. But soon she put off her mourning garments, 
and, resuming her wedding dress, took a walk in the gar. 
den. Bitting under a laurel-tree she prayed, not for a hus
band but for a child. Looking up she saw a sparrow's nest. 
• Alas 1 0 Lord I' she said, ' why am I not like the birds or 
beasts which are productiv before thee P I hav become a re. 
proach to the sons of Israel,. and they hav driven me in 
derision out of the temple of the .. Lord.' 

" Just then a good angel appeared and promised to answer 
Anna's prayer. Presently two 'more angels came and told 
her her husband was alive and coming home, for another 
angel had heard JoacQim's prayer; and promised an answer. 

"The reunion of husband and wife was joyful. Joachim 
made a grand offering of goats, lambs, and calves to the 
priests, and in due time, reckoning no doubt from the good 
angel's visit in the garden, a female child was born, and they 
called her Mary." 

Luke says Jesus was supposed to be the son of 
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Joseph, which was · Uie son of Heli. The words 
11 the BOD" are not iJl. the "original Greek." Yet the 
name J~seph ·88 in the Greek (not the original, for 
there is no original), and St. Augustiae'a hypothesis 
that Luke was giving the genealogy of Mary js 
therefore impoBBihle · to maintain.· "Mary, the 
daughter of," eonld never hav been meant by 

• 
11 Joseph, the son of." And Kitto's" Cyolopedia of 
Biblioal Literature " says that the legends respeot
ing Anna, who is said to hav been Mary's mother, 
11 are pure- fables, without the slightest evidenoe." 
This is rough on the priest's authority, but is · un
doubtedly true. The hypothesis, therefore, that 
Luke givs the genealogy of Mary, is disproved by 
the gospel itself. · · · 

Biblical Reasons. 
For unique silliness there is no one so oonspionons 

as a man who really believes that the Bible is worthy 
of oredenoe and plenarily inspired. Some one has 
aeked the editor of the Ohristian Advocate: 

'' How do you answer those who "say that H the church for
bids woman to sit in the general conference as delegate, and 
will not ordain her and admit her to the ministry, to be con
sistent it should forbid her to teach in the Sunday-school, 
speak for temperance, and giv her experience In class
meetings and prayer-meetings?" 

But this is nothing to Dr. Bnokley; he straightens 
up and replies: 11 We answer them easily from the 
soriptnres (1 Cor. xi)." And this is the soriptrire he 
relies upon : · 

" 4:. Every man praying or prophesying, having his head 
covered, dishonoreth hls head. . 
· "5. But every woman that prayeth or prophesieth with her 

head uncovered, dishonoreth her head, for that is even all 
one liB if she were shaven. 

" 6. For H the woman be not covered, let her also be shorn; 
but if it be a shame for a woman to be shorn or shaven, let 
her be covered." 

The most obvious meaning to this reply is that 
women 0101 teaoh in Snnday-sohool beoanse there it 

. is entirely proper to keep their bonnets on, while the 
pulpit demands an nnaovered head. 

The depth, learning, and Iogie of some theologians 
remind us of ·Goldsmith's village sohoolmaster: 

" In arguing, too, the parson owned his. skill, < 

For e'en though vanquished he could argue still; . 
While words of learned length and thundering sound 
Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around, , . , 
And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew 
That one small.head could carry all he knew.'' . 

A. New Petition for the Pardon of .Mr. Heywood. 
In the Boston Transcript of Aprilllth appeared 

the following : 
"A petition having been circulated for the purpose of 

securing the pardon of Ezra H. Heywood, the following 
counter petition has been forwarded by the directors of the 
New England Watch and Ward Society to the president of 
the United States and to the United States district attorney 
of the state of MassachuEetts : 

"'The directors of the New England Watch and Ward 
Society, formerly the New England Society for the Suppres
sion of Vice, are extremely reluctant to oppose the well
meant and kindly intended efforts for the release of Ezra H. 
Heywood from prison. 

" 'They are sur~ however, that no one can intelligently 
or justly urge Mr. Heywood's pardon who has seen the vile, 
obscene, and disgusting language and ideas for publishing 
and circulating which lle was sentenced. We hav· yet to 
know of any person of respectability who, on being con
fronted with the actual lan~~:uage used by this man, has not 
experienced a revulsion of feeling and withdrawn thp advo-
cacy for his release. -

"'Our society, moreover, would itself add its influence to 
this petition for his forgivness upon his promis not to repeat 
his crime. As long, however, as his utterances and publica
tions are too unspeakably vile to be printed, and he·declares 
his purpose of continuing his offense H 'set free, we must 
earnestly demand that so infatuated an offep.der should serve 
out the entire term for which he was committed.'" 

Considering the statements made by this Boston 
branob of Oo01stook's viae sooiety, knowing that its 
io:ftaenoe with the president is greater than the in
:ftaenoe of any Freethinker, sinoerely desirous of 
aaoedaining just what standard is to be used to 
measure literatare, and being earnest also in asking 
for the remission of the penalty indioted upon Mr. 
Heywood, some of the friends of his friends hav 
prepared the subjoined petition, and ask .the Lib
erals of the oonntry to out it out, paste it upon 
proper-sized paper, get it signed, aud return i~ to 
E. B. Foote, Jr., 12() Lexington avenue, New ~ork 
oity: · 1 -

"PETITION FOB TBB PARDON OF BZBA B, BBYWOOD'i 
"Wmm~u, the New England Watch and Ward Society, 

formerly known by the name of the New England Society 
for the Suppression of Vice, is reported by the Boston 
Trtmseript, in its issue of Aprllll, 1891, to have. expressed 
a willingness to add its influence fodhe release of Mr •. Hey-- ~ . - - ~ . 

wood, who is nOw serving a term of two years' imprison~ 
ment in Charleston prison, in the state of Massachusetts, 
provided he will promtse not to further usa, in the discus
sion of the sex problem, certain words or expressions alleged 
to be indecent, and 

" WBBBBAS, he might be disposed to use certain other 
words or,phrases sanctioned by Holy Writ, and which might 
in future involve him in further trouble; 

"Now, we the undersigned, while not wishing by this ac
tion to be consid~red apologists for Mr. Heywood in the use 
of the terms for which he has been condemned, hereby pledge 
ourselves that we will, in case he be restored to his aftl.icted 
family, through a pardon of the President of the United 
States, discountenance the employment by him of any words 
or phrases which may not be found in a book standard in all 
Christian families, entitled 

THE 
HOLY BIBLE, 

OONTilNING THE 
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

TRANSLATED OUT OF 
THE ORIGINAL TONGUES; 

AND wiTH 
.THE Fo&MB& TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY CoMPA.IIBD AND 

REVISED. 
NEW YORK: 

AMERICAN BmLE SOOIETY, 
JNSTI'l'UfED IN Tllll: YEAR MDOOOXVI, 

1890. 

"And we, the signers of this petition, do hereby protest 
that it is a glaring Inconsistency, a hollow mockery, and a 
gross outrage for those who hold to the language and teach
ings of the aforementioned book, to imprison editors· and 
publishers for sending through the United States mails 
pe.i>ers and books which, in their most offensive expressions, 
are fully within the limits of decency, judged by the criterion 
established by said book, issued and freely mailed by the 
Bible Society, and upheld by the postmaster-general of the 
United States, and the other societies which take an antag
onistic attitude in opposition to the pardon of Mr. Heywood. 

"We therefore unite with the friends of the imprisoned 
editor in the petition .for pardon on the conditions herein
before stated, in view of the fact that Mr. Heywood has 
already suffered imprisonment for more than eight months 
for the offense for wl.rlch he has been incarcerated. Re. 
spectfully submitted to the president, the department of 
justice, and the postmaster-general for their impartial, con
siderate, and immediate action.'' 

If the viae society whioh proonred Mr. Heywood's 
imprisonment is now really desirous of repairing the 

. injnstioe done him, the members must feel satisfied 
with this petition lllld oan hav no possible reason for 
refusing to sign it.. Mr. Heywood's family is in great 
distress, some of them being ill, and he should be 
restored to them without delay. We trust therefore 
that the u Watoh and Ward" Society will oooperate 
with the Liberals in. proonring his pardon. _ Let the 
petitions be numerously signed at onoe, so that when 
President Harrison returns- from his J ohnsonian task 
of swinging around the oirole his attention oan be 
asked to them. 

Suppressing Eroticism. 
That is quite an interesting item whioh E. A. 

Stevens sends from Chicago about an attempt on the 
part of Anthony Comstook to suppress the sale in 
this oity of all booke of an erotio or "broad" oharac
ter, snob as translations of novels by Manpassant, 
Zola, Gautier, and others, and some by our own 
writers, like Edgar Saltna, Amelie Rives, and a half 
dozen other sensational writers for oash. There 
is nothing so satisfaotory as going a long way from 
home to hear entertaining news. 
· The statement that some big publishing firms hav 
promised to oooperate with Anthony, that politioians 
will lend him oonntenanoe, and that wealthy mer
ehants donate oash, ang~ests a thought. Has the 
big . publishing firm between Third and Fourth 
avenues, Astor plaoe and Ninth street, volunteered 
to oooperate T Hav the olerioal politioians ensoonoed 
in the building offered the loan of their oounte
nanoes? Hav the wealthy people who belong to the 
:ftrm put up any oash T Is Comstook ready to pro· 
oeed T 

If the replies to these queries be favorable we 
desire to point out a book whioh offers • promising 
beginning. The output of the volume is large_; it is 
sold, given away, and offered u premiums to relig· 
ions journals, in snob numbers that we doubt if there 
js a man, woman, or ohild in the oonntry who has 
not heard of it, It is found in railroad oars, hotels, 
on steamboats, and extrao•s from it are soattered 
from innumerable street oorners. 

The book is published by the big firm between 
Fourth and ·Third avenues, Astor plaoe and Ninth 
street, and the Dime of ~e :ftrm is on the title-page 
of the book, "~ t~e l;»ottom, as follow1,1 : 

THE 
HOLY BIBLE, 

OONTAINING TBB 
OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS: 

TRA.NSLA.Tim OUT OF 
THE ORIGINAL TONGUES; 

AND wl'l'B 
TBB' FmmBR TRANSLATIONS DILIGENTLY CoMPABBD AND 

RBVISBD • 
NEW YOR~: 

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY, 
INSTITUTED IN THB YBAll :r.tl>OOOXVI, 

1890. 

Nearly three monihs ago we called the attention 
of Postmaster-General Wanamaker to this work, 
asking for a deoision as to its mailability, under the 
ruling whioh olosed the mailbags to that irrational 
book named 11 Krnetzer Sonata." We believe the work 
whioh wusked Hr. Wanamaker to oonsider to be more 
irrational than the other ; and under his definition 
of unmailable matter we snspeoted that the work. 
oalled the Holy Bible might be rejeoted by his 
department. Up to the present we hav received 
no deoision-not even an aoknowledgment of the 
reoeipt of the book. We therefore suggest that 
the first supposedly erotio pnblioation whiob A. 
Comstook ·aonsiders be this work, whioh Mr. Wana
llllker apparently will not read. If he oan and will 
suppress that book-though it ought ROt to be sup
pressed-the people will giv hipl credit for sincerity 
in professions whioh they now aoeer at as hypoorit
ioal and blaokmailiog. 

-----------4HH.-----------
IN speaking of T. J. Morgan, 'the Socialist candidate for 

mayor, in the Chicago Jottings of April 11th, the types had 
it that he was " every inch a moral man.'' The last word 
should hav read hero, says our correspondent," as a' moral 
man' usually passes for one who simply conforms to the 
established, while the ' moral hero ' is the demolisher of 
moral conceptions of his time. Taking morals in the limited 
sense the expression, as it reads, is quite accurate, but I pre
fer to consider Mr. Morgan, in a wider sense than that." 

THIS is from the Chicago News: " The death of William 
Herndon, the law partner of Mr. Ltncoln, will be some relief 
to Minister Lincoln," was the remark of a well-known attor
ney of this city. " When Herndon had written his life of 
Lincoln he sent a copy of it to Robert, who was at that time 
quite a young man. The latter looked it over and wrote 
Herndon, asking him what he would take for the entire edi
tion. Herndon replied that it was not for sale in that way. 
Young Lincoln then tried other means of buying up tke 
work, but failed. He was of th~ opinion that while the 
author meant well there were things in the work which 
would not be of any special interest to the public and which 
were not becoming in the biography of a man like Abraham 
Lincoln. Young Lincoln, seeing that he could not buy up 
the edition, endeavored to get the author to issue another 
edition and eliminate therefrom the sections which were 
objectionable. Mr. Herndon refused to do this. As Mr. 
Ltncoln was on the eve of his departure for the court of St. 
James a friend asked him H there was .anything he could do 
for him after he had gone. The new minister replied with a 
wink in one eye, ' Yes, watch Herndon, and see that he 
writes no more biographies of my father.' The book actu
ally haunted Robert Lincoln.'' The book "haunts" our 
English minister probably because it reveals that his father 
was not a Christian, and he is. There is one thing that no 
Christian wants to hav the truth about get out, and that is 
the heresy of their relative or of great men. 

"' Wa11ted to know: If the Prohibitionists were oorreotl:r repre
sented by one of the editorial writers of the Votce when he told 
his German tonsorial friAnd that the Prohibitionists did not want 
to stop the drinking of liquor, onlY ita sale over saloon. barn 
How will they get Jiqnor to drink if no one oan sell it? Wlll ea.oh 
be his own distiller t Or shall the government make it t Or shall 
it be distilled as at present and hid a. way in dives, hollow trees, 
barber shops, drng stores, and other hypocritical places 1'-New 
York Truth seeker, April lOth. 

" The easiest way for THE TRUTH SEEKBR to find out 
what it wants to know is to read some Prohibition platform, 
or read some recognized authority on the subject. It it will 
find a platform in which Prohibitionists propose to exercise 
a censorship over a man's diet, it can read the 'writer' re
ferred to out of the party without further notice. The per
sonal right of a man to drink milk swarming with bacilli if 
he wants to and the legal right of barter and sale in it are 
two different questions. How men will get liquor to drink 
under Prohibition doesn't trouble us. That is their funeral. 
Society isn't bound to establish public nuisances in order 
that they may gratify their private appetites."-Voice. 

This whipping the devil around the stump does not an
swer the question at all. If the Prohibitionists do not flJant 
to stop liquor drinking why try to stop the selling? If a 
man wants to buy milk with bacilli in it, knowing the facts 
in the case, why is his right to purchase not the same as his 
right to drink ? It is the use which does the damage, not 
the act of purchase ; and the position of the Voice reminds 
us of the attitude assumed by that other old woman, of 
poetic memory, in reply to a query of her daughter: 

" ' Mother, may I go out to sWim?' 
' Oh yes, my darling daughter. 

Hang your clothes on a hickory limb, 
But don't go near the WI,'Wr.'" 

"Bestow thy money for whatsoever thy soullusteth after, 
for oxen or for sheep or for wine or for strong drink, or 
whatsoever thy soul desireth," whether it be milk filled with 
bacilli or beer loaded with a headache, would seem to be a 
biblical command, and the Prohibitionists are very pious. 
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HUIBUBG, lA., April 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Attention, Liberals I W. S. Bell delivers 

three lectures in this city on May 1st, 2d, and -3d, and Chas. 
Watts on the 4~h, 5th, and 6th. Come and enjoy the ban-

I again to suit the consciences of the clericals. For· Centuries 
the Catholics of BraZil hav trampled upon the rights and vi
olated the consciences of non-Catholics, and now that radi
cal Freethinkers are at the head of the·provisional govern. 
ment, the archbiahop of Bohia makes a lot of fuss about 
their inaug\Irating radical reforms. What is sauce for the 
goose is sauce for the gander. 

quet of Liberalism. E. T. DALBBY. 

• NBw YoRK, Aprill3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I can see nothing appropriate in any flower 

as a distinguishing badge to be worn by Freethinkers. Why 
not adopt the circle or the suggestiv triangle, inclosing a 
medallion of an emancipated man and woman with priest
craft Md some of its toggery lying prone under their feet? 

L. G. RBBD. 

ST. Lome, Mo., AprillO, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I acknowledge receipt of the " Pictorial 

Text-Book." It is a grand work, and the strongest weapon 
against our common enemy, the church. · I wish it could be 
placed in the home of every truth and freedom loving family 
where the English language is spoken. Pictures are more. 
telling than words, and the effect is lasting, for "seeing is 
believing." The book is on my desk, and is viewed with 
interest by my friends of all shades of belief. The good re
sults will follow, for it will stir their brains to thinking, and 
once moving in the right direction they will find the road to 
freedom and religious liberty. GusTAV H. SoBBBL. 

OBITUARY. 
RooxFORD, ILL., AprilS, 1891. 

M&. EDITOR: When a good man or woman dies it is meet 
that some tribute be paid to" their memory. Whipple Jilson 
departed this life March 24, 1891. He was a self-made man. 
Adversity seems only to hav drawn out and accentuated the 
strong points in his character. Truth, honesty, and industry. 
were cardinal points in his creed, and his word was as good 
as his bond. When a young man he united himself with the 
Baptist church, but being a profound reasoner he finally 
evolved into one of the most Liberal of Liberals. 

His was a life of adversity, he being crippled in infancy, 
but he paved his way with an inexhaustible fund of wit and 
humor, and where many in his condition would hav been a 
public charge, by untiring in~ustry he amassed a compe
tency. He was a constant reader of .TBB TRuTH SBBKBR, and 
not only read it himself, but took pains to distribute it among 
his friends. He had been a resident of Rockford, Ill., for 
many years, where he was widely known and respected. 
He was stricken down with the grip and lived but one week. 
He was seventy-two years of age. He leaves a wife, son, 
and daughter to mourn their loss. 

A FBIBND AND NEIGHBOR. 

P.&INTED PosT, N.Y., April 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I see it is time for me to renew my subscrip

tion to your valuable paper.' I hav taken it for a number of 
years, and it would be very hard for me to do without it. 
This little village of about one thousand population has a 
larger percentage of religious people than any other place I 
know of. As I am the only outspoken Freethinker, I could 
not get you another subscriber. We hav three churches 
here-Presbyterian, Baptist, and Methodist. I hav counted 
the people that attend them as they left the churches, and 
there was an average of three women to one man. I am now 
seventy. three years old, and hav always labored hard since· 
I was twelve years old. I read from two to two and a half 
hours every evening before retiring. My reading is princi
pally history and scientific works. The best history to me 
is Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire." I 
hav read it. through six times within the last thirty-three 
years. About forty.five years ago, I joined the Meth
odist church, and commenced reading the Bible, and the 
more I read the less I believed. After about ten years, ha 
bulldillg a new church there was so much rascality .per. 
tormed that I became disgusted and withdrew. 

Please find inclosed $6 for THE TRUTH SEBKER, and 
"Freethinkers' Text-Book," cloth; balance for " Candle 
from Under the Bushel." · 

Please accept my best respects. B. c. WOOD. 

SoUTH AMBOY; N.J., April6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH SEEKER is always a welcome ViB· 

itor to my home, and every article that appears in its col
umns is given a careful perusal. I shall continue to take it as 
long as I can afford it, and I trust I may always be able to 
do so until the ship wrecks on the journey of life, and then 
I suppose the great Christian Whangdoodle will appease 
his wrath by roasting me in hell forever. 

I notice a number of friends are advocating the formation 
of secret beneficial societies, and as I hav been a member of 
two for a number of yeare, I strongly indorse them. Mrs. 
Blenker opposes such a project, but she is not aware of the 
fact what an immense good those orders are doing to alleviate 
the sufferings of mankind. We do not know how soon we 
may meet with adversities, and those orders never see a 

. membtr ws.nting. All benevolent orders are more or less 
Theistic and their superstitious rites are no doubt objection
able to every Atheist and Agnostic. When I joined those 
orders I was a Deist and my belief was perfectly in accord 
with the requirements of those orders, but since my evolu. 
tion into Atheism I must frankly say I am liable to be ex 
pelled at any time, if any~member sees fit to prefer charges 
against me. -· 

Mr. Editor, I hope you may continue to let your light 
shine by spreading the gospel of Atheism throughout the 
world. Yours sincerely, AUG. BBHN. 

AsH FLAT, Au., March 6, 1891. 
MR; EDIToR: I hav been a subscriber for THB TRUTH 

SBBKBR for about thirteen years. I am well pleased with its 
contents. There are very few outspoken Freethinkers in th~ 
country. So I am almost alone to contend for the truth as 
reason and common sense teach. · 

I herein send you a piece clipped from our county paper. 
What do you think of such lies as this ? 

Yours truly, a truth seeker, W. H. ROBBRTB. 
News from Howard lake, Minn., says that all Wright 

county is excited over a phenomenal birth, which occurred 
four months ago at Boone Bridge, four miles south of this 
point. The animal is described by those who hav seen it 
as a devil. Its body is covered with hair a couple of inches 
loJ!g. It has horns, a ·tail, and a foot which is a cross between 
that of a man and a dog. Its mother is Mrs. Sarah A. Morris, 
a woman of English parentage, and of the best connections. 
She became violent on sight of the monstrosity, and was sent 
to St. Peters this week hopelessly insane. The devil-child 
developed rapidly and nowweighs twenty-two pounds. It 
already shows a greater degree of intelligence than a child 
. usually does at the age of one year. Members of the Morris 
family explain the phenomenon from an accident that oc. 
curred about two months before the birth. A peddler of 
Bibles came to the house, and Mrs. Morris attempted to drive 
him away with the remark that she would as soon see the 
devil in her house as the Bible. Growing angry at the re. 
mark the book agent raised his arms as if to strike her, and 
said dramatically, "I will send a devil to you." 

April 9; 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Having struck a serio-comic vein and 

worked the lead a little I inclose results to you for assay. 
Should you find it worth a place in THB TRUTH SBBKBR cab 
inet and feel disposed to place it there, perhaps your friends 
would like to look it over. "A little nonsense," etc. W. 

THIS OUGHT TO BRING HOLY JOHN TO TIME. 
Uncle Sam, as we all know 

Throughout this mighty nation, 
Carries letters to and fro 

For our accommodation. 
He carries books and papers too

Too many things to mention 
According to direction true 

Can go with good attention. 

Bad men thought in this they saw 
A way to bring them cash, sir; 

Bad books were sent (ag'in the law) 
That youths might read such trash, sir. 

Uncle Sam'l vowed that he 
Could never hav such doin'; 

'Twas so very plain to see 
•Twould bring us all to ruin. 

Uncle Sam, who said he'd take , 
Some way to fix things right, sir, 

'Pinted Mr. Wanamake · 
To hold such fellows tight, sir, 

J. said he was bound to act 
Whenever called upon, sir. 

Never till then would he crack 
The head of anyone, sir. 

Never would he hunt the game 
Or look for any sinner, 

But when caught he'd take the same 
And serve it up for dinner. 

He must take a book when sent 
And see if it should go, sir, 

Through the mails with good intent, 
·And answer Yes, or No, sir. 

One Macdonald sent a book 
(Mac was i13. doubtful mood, sir), 

Asked J. if he'd in it look, 
And say if it was good, sir. 

" Holy Bible" it was called, . 
Books both" O:d" and" New," sir; 

Mentioned several verses bald 
To learn how them he'd view, sir. 

Though he asked him o'er and o•er, 
No word from J. it brought, sir; 

Never would J. answer more, 
He feared that he was caught, sir. 

Why this feiu and why not tell, 
To make his actions plain, sir? 

Mac was called an Infidel; 
'Twould bring to J. no gain, sir. 

Christian had Macdonald been 
He'd got a ready answer; 

But, as may be clearly seen, 
" Truth seekers" seldom can, sir. 
Now, Macdonald, keep it up, 

Don't let the bigot fool yo::t; 
'Tis for him a bitter cup; · 

He'd like the church to rule you • 

" Seventy-six" is still alive, . 
True men will swell the chorus, 

Bigotry must never thrive 
While Freedom's flag is o'er us. 

Yes, TRUTH SEEKER, keep it up; 
With bigots you are handy. 

Make him drink his nasty sup, 
Says Yankee Doodle Dandy. w. 

CA.TElLAMET, WAsH., March 27, 291. 

1891. 

tling population-Washington; on the. banks of that Hud
. son of' the West, the wide, deep, far-reaching Col1Imbis ; in 
the city destined to become the metropolis and chief seaport 
of southern Washington, Cathlamet. · . · , 

Eastern Liberals, think o~ this. Here .along the Columbia 
on the Washington si(ie F~eethought is in. the majority, ·and 
from what I can learn of other parts of Washington a large 
percentage of the population are of tbe Liberal stamp;· No
where in America to-day does the hustler hustle to more 
effect than in the young state of Washington. 

Why ilf this? I answer : 
1. Because the Liberal man works, thinks, and plans for 

this world-the betterment of himself and the place wherein 
he livs. 

2. Washington has the best harbors, the finest timber, the 
richest soil, the most desirable and agreeable climate, in the 
world. 

8. Floods or famine will never visit her town~ or ranches. 
God will never send his cyclones here to rend his house of 
prayer, and Christians never will hav occasion to ask him to 
furnish them a greater abundance of rain. 

The forests of thousands of years hav lived and died upon 
these ranges. Their remains constitute the rfch, damp, 
deep soil beneath our .feet. . Still til-e forest's latest genera· 
tion of trees ftourish. Their massiv trunks tower skyward 
straight ·3B arrows for two hundred feet. He who wants a 
farm of virgin soil must, wherever he may be in western 
Washington, clear these wooden giants from ·the land, then 
he can plant seed and harvest the biggest crop on· earth 
without a prayer • 

Eve must hav eaten the kind of apples that Liberals grow 
in Washington. Washington apples contain no worms. 

Perhaps one reason why Christians get lukewarm in Wash. 
ington is because in this land of plenty they can find nothing 
to pray for. 

At present the town of Cathlamet, Wash., has no church 
and no minister. She has a live newspaper edited by a Li.b" 
eral rustler, also a "truth seeker" lawyer with a lively 
"tum-tum," and it has been said "he never told 1i lie." 
Cathlamet, I am sorry to say, contains one ruin ; it is a sad, 
sad sight to see ; it is not a church or a saloon, but it is the 
Wahkiakum county jail. 

The map in Harper's School Geography represents a rail. 
road down the north bank of the Columbia. This railroad 
has not yet been built. If the Cathlamet people knew how 
to pray so as to remove mountains they would hav this rail. 
road before the month is over. But in spite of prayer, with 
their own wild Western energy they will remove mountains 
of timber and the iron steed will race erelong against the 
swift boats of ,the Columbia, while at Cathlamet's dock 
Northwestern products will be transferred from land to 
ocean, onward to the markets of the world. . 

Oa the horizon of Washington's future there are no flies. 
Lands of sage-brush may parch and inland prairies under 

cloudless skies may,cry in vain for water, but the moss upon 
the Northwest spruce will be forever damp and green, and 
crystal springs will gueh from out the rock-ribbed everlast-
ing hills of Washington. BR. BoYNTON. 

HANOVERTON, 0., April12, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: After reading Dr. Conger's article in your 

issue of April 11th, I feel impelled to scratch down a few 
words in reply, in a perfectly friendly spirit. 

The claim that modern Spiritualism came ~eaching and 
healing the sick, and that its teachings hav been superior 
teachings, is as old as the oldest fraudulent faith in exist
ence, and has no bearing upon the question of its truth. 
fulness. · 

Will the doctor be kind enough to mention the important 
subjects of interest to humanity which the lessons of Spirit
ualism hav made clear ? 

If scientists and philosophers hav failed to expla!J;l the 
manifestations of Spiritualism, is it not fair to assume that 
they hav not been explained, but merely insisted upon as 
true without any reason to justify the claim ? 

The doctor appears to think that a &cientist, skeptic, or 
clergyman who can be induced to believe in Spiritualism is 
therefore honorable, 'Yhile one who cannot be so induced is 
a scoffer,,persecutor, and hypocrit. 

If demOI}Btration has really been the converting cause in a 
majority of the million cases in America, why does the doc
tor lament the absence !rom the ranks of most of the scien
tists, philosophers., Liberal journals, and public men? And 
if his estimate be correct, does it not suggest the suspicion 
that the best of judgment rejects it, and that the possessors 
of this judgment differ with the doctor in regard to the 
demoLlstration being as plain as that of life? 

If there !s as much fraud in Spiritualism as there is in 
church, state, business, or Liberal press, . that is sufilcient. 
We do not ask for more. It is the claim of Spiritualism 
that it is the truth, and, as the doctor says, begs for an 
opportunity to demonstrate its claims, and yet when a man 
with the critical acumen to detect fraud, and who will sub. 
mit to no conditions favorable to its employment, starts out 
in search of a spirit, do not the professional custodians of 
the dear departed prefer to go it blind, or rather to not go 
it at an rather than face tbe probability of exposure? 

We fear the doctor has overestimated the importance of 
the truth of Spiritualism, even ifit were demonstrated to be 
such. The truth is, that how they shall manage to liv now 
is· of much more importance to the: msjorlty of men than 
whether'th~y ehallliv hereafter. 

In regard to the enemies which Spiritualism has. met and 
still survived, ca,nnot Christianity discount it a hundred to 
one, and wm the doctor, therefore, admit its truthfullless? There is no crime in secresy as long as it is for the protec. 

tion of a craft or the advancement of mankind, but if socie. 
ties meet in secret to plan the destruction of life and prop. 
erty, then I am strongly opposed to them. 

I see the new constitution of Brazil has been amended 

·MR. EDITOR: Having lett the sage-clad ranges of Wyo. 
millg, above the clouds and now five to ten feet under the 
snow, I find myself to-day in the most northern and western 
state of the Union, the state famous for its Liberal and rns~· 

The doctor proposes to substantiate Spiritualism by the 
same kind of evidence used in business, government, and 
law courts. This will not do. Evidence produces' belief 
only, which may be correct or incor):'eCt. B!lt ·when yoll 
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desire knowledge, nothing short of demonstration will giv 
the desired result. ·Now, if the doctor can demonstrate 
with the same clearness that spirits do communicate with 
men as I can that dynamite will explode, then I will know 
that it is a truth and can make it clear to all men. The fact 
that ·it is denied by men who hav shown a willingness to 
investigate is the strongest kind of evidence that it is a 
faith and probably not a fact. 

We desire to suggest to the doctor that when he communi· 
cates with ·the ne;J:t spirit, whom he recognizes and hears 
talk .and sing and sees manifest many attributes of lluman
ity, he feel its pulse and place a thermometer under its 
tongue, and then report its temperature and the number of 
pulsations per minute, and then Jet us know if it disappeared 
in full view of its friends. Why should spirits who can talk 
use a telegraph, and why must these communications always 
be through a medium who receives money for conducting 
the eeance? As regards COJ::ditions precluding the possibil
ity of fraud or deception, that depends upon who is to be 
deceived. · 

The doctor does not think there is any excuse for an intel. 
ligent man in our Eastern cities denying the so-called truths 
of Spiritualism, and yet he admits that, with a few excep~ 
tiona, the scientists, philosophers, skeptics, and even the 
clergy do so. We feel positiv the doctor has made a mistake 
in accusing men like Ingersoll, Washburne, and Macdonald 
of insincerity and a disposition to ignore anything in the 
shape of a fact. The reason these men do not become Spir
itualists is that nature and education hav produced in them 
the conditions precluding at least. the probability of fraud 
and deception being successfully employed in their cases. 

As a prophet the doctor has not secured -our confidence, 
and his statement" that the spirit world will soon be heard 
and felt we take with the same amount of salt as we do 
Bible prophecy. 

The doctor's concluding statement that Spiritualism is a 
fixed fact as much as sunshine or electricity, as well proved 
as any science, and of more value than all the discoveries of 
the last forty years, refers only to mediums, who, like 
preachers, make ·a living out of the delusion which they 
practice and advocate. W. H. KmTNBB. 

' HANKINS, N. Y~. Apri112, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: This being the third time I hav written to 

you, it may be appropriate for me to tell you and my Liberal 
friends a little of this place,. and something about the people 

· with whom I hav lived for the last two years. This place; 
Hankins, derived its name from an old family who settled 
here sonie years ago. They owned a tract of land of about 
one thousand acres. The old homestead is still inhabited 
by some of that family. The village hae about one hundred 
inhabitants. It is situated on the New York, Lake Erie, & 
Western railroad, in the valley of the beautitul Delaware 
river, which :fiows along on its winding course on its way to 
the Atla'"ntic. Lllmbering, in days gone by, was a great 
source of income to this locality. I liav heard people say 
that they hav seen one hundred or more rafts glide along on 
this beautiful river daily. Now you will not see one hun
dred in a season. Our income now depends upon the :farms 
and bluestone quarries. Our stone shipments are from five 
to six hundred car-loads per year. Our milk shipments 

'from· here to jour city average about seventy-five cans 
daily. We.li.av On!l hotel, two saloons, four general stores, 
and no manufacturing (a good place for a mecbanic). The 
people here are the average industrious kind, mostly slave!! 
to the church, of different denominations, though principally 
Catholics. · We hav no church inside our village, but we 
hav plenty within an hour's drive, but we contrive to hav 
mass, or meeting, about every Sunday. Just thi~ what a 
cheek the Christians hav when they come to lay oat a dio 
cese, or section, and send their priests and preachers out 
amongst us unasked for, and they hav the cheek to say after 
a time, "Your dues to the church are so and so." What·are 
they but pious thieves ? I had a certain lady ask me for $1 
for the pre_acher. I answered, "Mrs. --, that is against my 
principle." "What I" said she, "do you not think it is 
necessary to hfl-V a church?" I answered," No, ma'flm." 
Then she said, •-• ;you must be something like that, that--" 
I interrupted, saying, "Ingersoll!"- "Yes," she said. , I an
swered sayiJ:1g, that " I try to follow that gentleman as 
near as it is ·in my power." She· answ.ered saying, "This 
is the first time I . ever heard anyone express themselvs 
in that way." I hav also been asked to contribute to foreign· 
missions. My answer was, No, that I attended to " home 
missions" first. And my punishmentfor all the above is that 
the people hav elected me justice of the peace of this town. 

I write the .above principally for the benefit of your 
younger readers like myself, who hav, or are about to, start 
in life for themselvs. I say to them, never be afraid of your 
colors; be honest ; say what you mean, and do what you 
promis as near as possible; try and never promis more than 
you think you can fulfill; try and let beer and llquors de
vour themoelvs, and keep out of such company, and you 
will sail through life with ease. In a word, be a gentleman 
or lady. Respectfully, W. S GALLOWAY •. 

LA. LoGrA SINALOA, Mnroo, March 15, B,M 291. 
MB- EDITOR: I left Lincoln county, Kan., last November, 

for this place. I hav delayed writing to the TRUTH SBBXBB 
family in order that I might write from t:ersonal observation. 
Many friends of ,progress an:d reform requested me to giv 
my verdict of this coun,try through your paper, and here it 
Is. A perfect climate; the richest soil I ever saw ; ·more 
game to the sqaare milG, than I ever saw before, such as 
geese, ducks, turkeys, quails, rabbits, deer, hogs, and some 
I hav not learned the· name of. The colonists gather duck 
eggs on the little islands in Topolobampo bay during the 
month of January by the wagon-load, and with the four-

hundred- foot seine they catch fish by the ton. One need. not 
toil all night here and not catch a fish. Turtles as large. as 
a dining-room table are here, and if anyone is too lazy to go 
out and catch one he can buy a three or four hundred pound 
Gne for fifty cents from an Indian almost any time. I _hav 
seen hundreds of orange treea, and I hav yet to see one but 
that was loaded down With fruit. We buy them here for 
$5 a thousand and the nicest I ever ate, and I tell you, if 
you never ate a Sinaloa orange you want to try them, for 
they are the finest in the world. I went in ·swimming about 
three times a week in January. 

The Frureta river is a clear mountain stream of soft water 
twenty rods wide and three or four feet deep in low time. I 
landed on the bank of this stream on December 22d, opposit 
La Logia, and while fording the stream with our two hun
dred and ten horses and forty-three cows I heard the ste,am 
whistle at the saw and grist mill, the first I had heard since 
I left Guyamas, where our party divided, a part going by 
boat and the rest by land. We got over all right and turned 
our stock into the colony's pasture of two or three hundred 
acres fenced with Gliden wire, and for the first time I saw a 
banana grove, and I do not believe even God could see a 
fellow there. but it would be a splendid place for him to 
take a walk in the heat of the day. The farm here, I am 
·told, is three hundred acres. Corn was in roasting ears, to
matoes ripe, and the finest sweet potatoes I ever ssw. I 
went into the strawberry patch. I found- two or three half 
ripe. We had the first ripe one on January 8th. Now they 
are rotting on the ground. We planted seven acres of Irish 
potatoes in J'anuary-no, the last day of December. They 
do well here. In fact, everything does well here that has a 
fair chance. The great trouble is water. They irrigate 
with a Colorado pump. The Mexicans irrigate with a high 
water ditch. That sometimes plays out. We are now cut
ting a low water ditch. It will cost $100,000. It will be 
finished in July. 

This ditch is cut by men cooperating and not money. 
Some put in horses, some leather for harness. The people 
at La Logia send us up vegetables. 1; am developing .my 
lungs driving bulls on a big plow, and when the ditch is 
done I may use them to uproot damnationism. There are 
only two or three cremationists here and a few Spiritualists. 
Some of the Spiritualists tell me they know a medium who 
will let one write out three or four questions, seal· them up, 
put the letter .in his trunk or hide it, and she will answer all 
correctly. i: hav prepared my questions and promised $100 
for the ditch fund when they are answered. 

But one thing I want to say to the friends of Freethought 
is that here among the five hundred Freethinkers, all unbe
lievers except two or three, I hav found the most intelli
gence, the most brotherly and sisterly regard for each other, 
and the purest morality. Everybody seems to put all con
fidence in everybody else. There are no locks or bolts. A 
hundred men go to work on the ditch at the ring of the bell. 
They are strun~ out for over a nine, and no boss; each feels 
in duty bound to do his best. We hav loud discussions at 
times and tight some mighty battles, but ideas are the shot 
and shell and love the projecting or hurling power. And 
again I will say, there are more books of brain and thought 
:right here than I ever saw before amoog so many. There is 
a house full at the bay, another house full at La Logia, and 
nearly every man has a trunk or valise full and some both. 
And I believe our head men are as pure in mind as Confu
cius or the Grecian Stoics. 

Also, Mexico is away ahead of the United States in some 
things. Here there is a more complete sGparation of church 
and state. Church property has been confiscated here. 
The little the church does hav is taxed. Such a thing as a 
convent is not kaown. And the clerical scamps are forbid
den to wear their holy gowns on the streets. Neither are 
they allowed to marry anybody. The priest is a mighty 
little fellow whom the Indian has but little respect for. 
The stores are all open here on Sunday and everyone does 
as he likes. This is a very Liberal government and a very 
rich country. 

I.will only mention one little thing. Mescal is the Mexi· 
cans' drunk medicin. It is distilled from the maguey plant, 
which grows without irrigation or cultivation. It makes an 
excellent alcohol, which sells here for a dollar a gallon. The 
leaf that is wasted here would make more rope and binding 
twine than would supply the world. · I will send you a 
specimen of the fiber. Thousands of tons of this fiber go 
to waste annually. 

There is no sickness here of any kind. 
I inquired at the post-office if any TRUTH BEEKER came 

here, and was told No. I want you to send me TIIB TRUTH 
SBBXBR, also another one of those picture books. 

If any Freethinker wants to know about this country, I 
will answer any questions I can through your papl!r, if al
lowed, but will not otherwise on account of my correspond
ence being large already. 

It grieved me to hear of the death of some of our old 
warhorses. Love to all the brethren at Corinth, Laodicea, 
.and Mesopotamia, and Tipton, and from beyond Jordan. 

A. BUTTBBFIBLD. 

KANsAs CITY, Mo., April 6, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : A few days ago I bought two copies of THB 

TRUTH SuxBR at a news-stand ; I read them ; they pleased 
me-echoed my sentiments-and yesterday I sent $3 to pay 
for fifty. two numbers, at the end of which time I shall expect 
to renew and hav some of my friends join me also. 

You are seeking for the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth; what more worthy object could be sought 
after? Every civilized human being should join you in the 
search until bigotry, hypocrisy, priesthood, and fanatical 
superstition hav been brought to light and by the power of 
truth crushed ne'er to rise again. 

26,7 

The letter of Thomas Burk in the March 28th number, 
respecting Spiritualism, mtereated ;me, 'and ·perhaps a few 
words of my experience in that tle!d_ ~a.r_interest some. 

When I grew-into manhood I was a member of the :rr:Ieth
odist Episcopal church, ~d believed I had found_th~ tr~th 
and it had made me free. As years grew on apace, all:d ~he 
mind began to ailsert itself, reasolil overthrew the doctrin of 
'I vicario:us atonement," and I concluded not to enter heaven 
through the blood of an·innocent man, but that if to heaven 
I must go, it should be ~on my own' merits. 

Cast out thus on W. ·sea of uncertainty-and doubt, and 
looking for a place to anchor, I was.charmed with the beauti
ful illusions of Spiritualism; I embraced ; I became a Spirit
ualist. Why had I not heard of this before ? It was that 
for which I sought and longed because I found it naught. 

I do not desire to speak slightingly of a subject 'which 
seems to offer the only rational solution of the mystery of 
after-life, but Spiritualism has been brought into such.a ri
diculous use by so many self-styled mediums that one almost 
loses respect for even the most sacred parts of its creed. 

How absurd to think that simply because the spirit is re
leased from this earthly form, it can come back, dodge mto 
the cellar, and under the old apple-barrel discover hidden 
treasure; look inside a letter, commit to memory its contents, 
and then repeat it through ignorant individuals styling them
selva mediums ; go down into the ground and discover ores ; 
look into the future and tell whether Tin:. McCarty will love 
and marry Bridget Finnigan;· tramp around through the mud 
and tell where Mrs. Sampson lost' her ring, and a thousand 
and one things which people beli~ve disembodied spirits can 
do. Is it any wonder, then, that Spiritualists themselvs be
come disgusted at th~ very .word? 

Then, again, who o~ us in pursuing an honest investiga
tion after the truth in Spiritualism, has not found more fraud 
than truth ? And agi1in, who has not found some things in 
connection therewith that were passing strange, 'l'!:hich they 
could not explain? ·The answer is, none. 

My investigation, so far, made in the spirit of doubt always, 
has demonstrated to me that : 

There is a power that can come in communication with 
our minds and produce results we could not otherwise obtain, 
which power seems not to be from within us. 

A person may be mesmerized by the spirit or essence or an 
inanimate person or body, ·and talk, act, imitate the voice 
and manner, and take on the individuality of such person as 
when living. 

Questions relativ to the death, or as to the time or place 
of any event in the questionel''s life, may be answered cor
rectly if such questioner will keep·the mind on the subject 
inquired about. 

Valuable advice in reference to business matters may be 
satisfactorily given. 

The change we call death does not make a bad spirit a 
good one, but an evil-minded spirit before death or dissolu. 
tion -will afterward return as deceptiv and evil-minded as 
ever. ,_." 

An· ideas of time, distance, and amounts seem to them 
vague and indefinit. 

At times I am contro1e_d by this power myself, and while I 
am unable to giv any idea as to whence it originates, yet 
I know I am consci(i)us of all around me, and that :what I am 
writing or saying at the time is not thought or evolved from 
my own brain, as· I am.making no mental effort and person
ally know nothing or the subject. --That I can and do often 
get advice on business matters by this power, and that I am 
successful in business, I boldly affirm. 

I would not use this power for the purpose of gratifying 
the curiosity of the credulous, or making money from the 
superstitious, but I am honest in my endeavor to under
stand from whence it comes. I bav asked these so-called 
spirits about Christ, God, and their spiritual life, and they 
answer: " We hav not seen Christ; we know nothing more 
of him than you; we hav not seen God ; we are no nearer 
him than you; we seem to be no nearer the solution of the 
great problem of life, existence, than when on earth. Su
·perstition and ignorance prevail here as on earth, and many 
are pursuing the same line of thought; as regards the future, 
we are ~old of a higher life which comes to those who work 
out their salvation; ~ are controled by laws above which 
we cannot rise; as when on earth; our plan of work is love ; 
many of us cannot come. back to you ; those who hav gone 
before a great while ·are not here; they hav passed up 
higher." . 

While they all giv the sam~ general answers, yet some ex
press it in different manner, showing always the same char
acteristic tendencies of the individual when· here. 

I hav written this much not as a believer in the phenom· 
en a as being from or caused by disembodied· spirits, not as 
a disbeliever of spiritual manifestations, but as an earnest 
investigator, a seeker after truth, hoping that what I may 
do may start the bright minds of the readers of THB TRUTH 
SBEKBR to think, to act, and gather in the experiences of 
others, so that we may learn what there is in it. 

I am willing to offer my services free for what they may 
be worth in the hands of honest investigators, either to 
make Spiritualism odious if untrue, or noble and exalted it 
it is the truth. 

·To that end I will endeavor to answer such questions as 
are sent me in honest inquiry after truth, and not pertaining 
to charlatanism or individualities, by submitting them to 
the power of so-called spirlts,' and if they cannot fight their 
own battle Jet them sufffr defeat and be forever silent; we 
shall then know'that in them there is not truth; if tliey can 
by their answers demonstrate to a reasoning and logical 
mind that Spiritualism is a fact, they will enjoy the reward 
of truth. 

Shall we put them to tbe test ? 
Yours for the truth, ALLBN'C. Wliim. 
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lltlllltl If Hue BvBU H. W~• l"tJll 
RINr, ••·• lo wTaorll tJll ~for 
CM8 00f"fHf' IMulcJ 6f Mflf. . 

" Between the clark and the cJuUt:lat. 
When the nft:lat II beldDnfDt: to lower, 

•· Oomea a PaUle in the claTI OOOUJiatlolil 
Thatllllnlown u the OhDcJren'• Hour." > 

Boyish Visions. 
" God and all the foolish clan" is rich. Be m118t 

feel at home for thanksldving when put in com
PanY with eoblina, ghosts, fairi'le. and ··11.ua. 
What is there about them 11-ll understandable at 
all by childhood or schole.rahip, except that tbey 
are •• make-belien," as the children say, and lieu 
A moment is long enoueh to wish to entertain 
them again. Jon P. GUILD. 
In the splendor of the nnaet, mantline western 

skies with gold, 
Purpling hilll and gildine treetops, apreadint: 

eloriea tonne ne'er told, · · 
Saw I once through childish fancy all of heaven's 

110enes unrolled, 
But, alu I m:r mature vision eees but clouds and 

hillB and wold. 
In tll.e soughing of the south wind, in the wavea 

amonJr the weirs, 
In the daBbing of the casoade, scattering count

less crysta \ t.eara. 
Heard I through my boyish fancy voioea whiaper

ing )Jopea and fear&, 
But they now are nature'& noises, and they gr~e 

npo~ my ears. 
In the 1l&ehing of the lilrhtning saw I God's abode 

of lil'ht, 
In the roilina of the thunders heard I stories 'of 

his might, 
And m:v boyish heart would feel him oloae beaide 

my bed at night, 
But theY now are nature'& forces, if my reason 

speaks aright. 
Oh, the foolish dreams of boyhood I Oh, the 

wi1dom of the man I 
Yet I often think ~he children understand what 

man ne'er oan 
About heaven and unseen voices, God and all the 

foolish clan, 
And I wiah for :!nat a moment that the child 

would taaoh the man. 
-Yanl:ee Bla.U. 

The Glass of Water Under the Hat. 
An innocent trick, which may afford some 

amusement at an indoor party of young peo
ple, is as follows : 

Place a glass of water upon the table, put a 
hat over it, and offer to lay a wager with any 
of the company that you will empty the glass 
without lifting the hat. Wken your propo
sition is accepted, desire the company not to 
touch the hat, and then get under the table and 
commence making a sucking noise, smack
ing your lips at intervals, as though you were 
swallowing the water with infinit satisfac
tion to yourself. After a minute or two come 
from under the table, and addrees the person 
who took your·wager with, "Now, sir." His 
curiosity being of course excited, he will lift 
up the bat in order to see whether you hav 
really performed what you promised, and the 
instant he does so take up the glass, and after 
having swallowed its contents, say, "You 
hav lost, sir, for you see I hav drunk the 
water without raising the hat." 

Correspondence. 
HBNBY, s. D., March 811..1891. 

D:&AR MIBB WIXON: I thought 1 would 
write you a few lines. I go to school and study 
physiology, reading, spelling, arithmetic, and 
grammar. My teacher's name is Miss Mc
Carl. My father takes THB TRUTH S:&BKBB. 
This morning I took a TBUTR SDK:&B and 
read some stories. I like the Children's Cor
ner. I will be ten years old November 1st. 
A man gave me one of your books, "Apples 
of Gold." I hav a little brother named Rob
ert Ingersoll Short: It snowed three or four 
times to-day. Your friend, 

MAlJD SHORT. 

PBAmm CITY, lA., March 81, 1891. 
DBAR Miss WIXoN : This is the first time I 

hav everwritten totheChildren'sCorner. Pa 
has taken Ta:& TRUTH SBBKBR for about four
teen years. I like the Corner and the chil
dren's letters. I am thirteen years old. I go 
to school. I read in the Fifth Reader. I study 
arithmetic, geography, grammar, physiolegy, 
history, spelling, writing. We liv in the 
country. Our school is not far away. Ihav 
three brothers and one sister. Our school 
wlll be out the 27th of this month. Our 

Lotteries.· teacher's name is Daisy Turner. We hav 
The word " lottery" is fast becoming sy- been having a great deal of snow here this 

nonymous with "humbug;" for such experi- winter. I must stop for this time, and I will 
write some time again to the Oorner. I rem <.lin, 

ence has proved it to be. It holds a pl!oce Your friend, NBLLIB E. WnsoN. 
among our most ruinous dissipations,·and has 
proved a curse to its dupes. Recollect that PBILADBLPBIA, March 18, 1891. 
thousands of the youth, the older people, the MISs SuSAN WixoN, ·near Mooam: I hav 
impoverished households, are robbed byltbe ·now arrived at an age (fourteen years) when 
lottery gambling habit-victims of the well- I believe it to be my duty to engage activly 

in the cause of Li~ralism. My father 
cast lines baited with visions of gold that takes THB TRUTH BBBKBB, and I am always 
never materialize I Not only robbed ' of delighted to read it, especially the Children's 
money, but of their business ideas and their Corner, from which llearn that many of your 
morality-their self-respect. It is far more correspondents are girls about my own age. 

i in d It is from this fact that I now take courage 
sat sfactory to engage some stea y, honest to address you, to let you know that there is 
business occupation. Is there not more cer- one more Liberal ldrl who has one Liberal 
tainty of success in doing this? Bear in mind sister and four LTheral brothers, none of 
that the expensiv lottery ticket brings success whom hav ever been Sunday-school scholars. 
only by chance, while on the other hand The most of my time is devoted to music, 
good, steady business habits bring a sure re- and we hav our Sunday concerts at home, to 

the enjoyment of many friends who visit us. 
ward. Some lotteries bring no success what- I will now close, with many wishes for your 
ever-not even by chance. It is certain that prosperity. Yours respectfully, 
a number) and probably all, use fraudulent B:sssm l3oHAFFBR. 
methods, and when you invest in a ticket, [Welcome, Bessie, and may you never re-
the money is simply squandered, thrown gret joining our band in the Children's Cor-
away. ner.-En. C. C.] 

Even in some of the most satisfactorily con
ducted lotteries not over half of the money 
entrusted them is awarded. The largest part 
is coolly pocketed by the company. In other 
words, the public, for every dollar invested, 
receives in return but half a dollar at the 
most. In spite of this there are many people 
professing respectabllity who constantly 
patronize these thieving institutions. 

GBORGB J. RBMBBUEG. 

HA.NOVBBTOli1 0., March 22, 1891. 
DBAR Miss WixoN: As I am a stranger to 

the Corner, and thinking that perhaps you 
had room for one more little girl, I ask per· 
mission to enter and become acquainted. 
I was nine years old the 29th of January so 
you see I can celebrate my birthday ~nd 
Paine's at the same time. Pa takes TaB 
TRUTH SBBKBB. I like to read the Children's 
Oorner and also like to look at the pictures. 
I hav two brothers; the older one is seven 
years old and the younger is five. They like 

.Mustache, a Military Dog. to look at the pictures. My older brother and 
I go to school. I study reading, spelling, 

If the deeds of brave men flnd their record writing, arithmetic, geography, physiology 
in print, may not a corner now and then be language, and drawing. I read in the Third 
given to brave doings of our four-footed and Fourth Readers. My teacher's name is 

Miss Minnie Ray; School ·wm be out the 
friends, the dogs? Probably no dog has ever last of April. We are not to hav any sum-
rendered such good service as the celebrated mer school. Archie and I do not go until the 
poodle whose name stands at the head of religious exercises are over. I like to go to 
this short notice. French by birth, he fol- school. I hav not missed a day of school 
lowed the fortunes of the French army thisterm. lhavforty-sixheadmarks. There 

are eleven in my class. Archie reads in the 
through most of the consulate wars, winning First and Second Readers. I ha v a Maltese 
special honors at Marengo. At the battle of cat. Its Dame is John. I hav "The Story 
Austerlitz he rescued the regimental standard Hour." I like it very much. As this is my 
from an Austrian soldier, when in the act of drst letter I will close. 
snatching it from the hand of its mortally Your Freethinker friend, 
wounded bearer. The plucky poodle drove ALIOB KINTiiBR. 
off the assailant, and then, sei~g the tat- [Welcome to the Corner, Aliae.-En. C. C.] 
tered colors in his teeth, dragged them tr\um-

h tl b k to hi - AUSTINVILLE, PA. 1 )larch 22, 1891. 
P an Y ac 8 own company, There. is DBAR Miss WIXON: As I hav never writ-
nothing said as to his personal appeanmce ten to the Children's Corner "I thought I 
and bearing, or whether he was a large or a would let you hear from me. My father has 
small, a black or a white poodle ; but for his taken Ta:s TRuTH B:&BKBR about eight years. 
brave conduct, as above recorded, he was I like to read the letters from the boys and 
decorated 011 th.~ fleld of Austerlitz by. one of girls vezy much; I am twel\'e years old. I 

go to school and study the following : Read-
the J'ronch omoers. ing, arithmetic, spelling, history, physiology, 

geography, intellectual arithmetic, and writ- tlieii hauled to the buyer. The reason I tOld 
ing. My father keeps bees-he has about you.,Jac;>w we take our hogs to market is be
seventy colonies. . There are . three kinds of cause. my mother said it would be quite a 
bees in a hive-the queen; drone, and worker. sight for some people in the Eastern parts of 
The worker does all the work-gathers the the United States, because they do not raise 
honey and bunas the comb of wax from its stock to sell, corn being too scarce.· 
own body. The life of a worker bee is Iowa's soil is very rich and productiv; it 
short in the summer, as they liT only a few has. no stones nor. hills-you could walk miles 
weeks. The drone is a male and has no before you would find a stone to throw at a 
sting. It can be handled as safely as a fly. bird in· the air. We hav some quarries in 
The worker bee cruelly kills all of the which we get our stones for building pur-
drones as winter approaches. The queen is poses. · , 
a female and lays many thousands of eggs in I will now tell you of the Cedar river. It 
a single summer. One of the strangest is noted for its high bluffs along the river. 
things about the bees is, they can raise a There is one place that is called ''Palisades;" 
queen, drone, or worker from any egg they ~t is a very pretty place. It has high bluffs, 
may choose. It is thought this Is done by the some being over a hundred feet. They are 
kind of food fed to the yoring bees, and the almost straight up and down; nobody could 
shape and size of the comb cells they are raised climb the sides at anyplace. Tliere are large 
in. The queen has a sting, but cannot be pro- caves in the rocks; we could not get to them 
voked to use it, only when meeting another without a boat. There are three large hollows 
queen. I could say much more about the -,-their names are "Dark," "Spring," and 
beea, but it might make my letter too long, "Back" hollow. It seems as if you cannot 
so I will close. Wishing the Corner success, get from one hollow to the other without a 
I remain, boat. There is one man, named Minott, who 

Your Liberal friend, ALJ:o:s ROTBWBLL. built himself a house and stables and has 
lots of .boats to . rent. So when people go 

CoLLEGE PoiNT, March 27, 1891. there they put their· horses in the stable and 
DBA.B Miss WIXoli : I hav never written to then hire bOats, and they almost always en

the Children's Corner before, and as our joy· themselvil. People often _go there and 
school has given us ·a holiday until March tent awhile in the summer. It is a sort of 
31st, I thought I would write, for probably I summer resort. 
may never hav tke chance again. I am kept I would like to correspond with Miss Annie 
quite busy at school. My studies are rhetoric, Ballhorn, if she cares to write to me. I will 
civil government, German,. English history, say something to Miss Ballhorn. I am not as 
and phyeical geography. tall as she is, but weigh more. I am flve feet 

My favorit study is physical geography. two or three inches tall, weigh one hundred 
We hav an excellent teacher for it, she makes and flfty-one pounds. I am thirteen years of 
it so very interesting. age. My letter is getting rather long. Of 

At the end of each school month we hav a course I would like to see my letter in print, 
lecture delivered to us, and the subject of the but if you think it is too long you need not 
last one was "Emerson." print it. If you hav time, Miss Wixon, please 

I am quite puzzled about that lecture, and iJrop a line to me, and all other children of 
I would like to ask a question-Was Emerson the Corner are cordially invited to write to 
a Christian P me. I will now close, wishing success to the 

I spoke to the speaker, but he would hav Corner. I remain, 
it that he was a Christian. The apeaker was a Your Freethinking friend, 
minuter. M.AaGIB E. SATLOR. 

I believe, but I am not sure, that I am the = 
only Freethinker in the school, except my 
sister. There are not many Freethinkers 
here, and we do not hav any Liberal meet
ings, but we are only nine miles from New 
York city; and there we hav the privllege.of 
hearing Mi'. Hugh Pentecost. 

I'm afraid this letter will take up consider
able space, so I will close, but if you will 
permit it, this shall not be my last letter to 
the Children's Corner. 

Yours for FreethoUp;ht and Reform, 
HBRMINA A. Buoa:sB •. 

[Emerson was not a Christian in the usual 
acceptation of the term. By no means._. 
Eo. C. C.] · 

BauMAN, MioH., March 81, 189). 
MISs Waoli, Dear F'rUnd: As you ap 

prove of my plan, I will write and· ask some 
history questions to open the history class. 

Who discovered America? 
Who gave his name to America? 
When and where did the " Pilgrims " land? 
When and where was the drat mint to 

make coin set up? 
What was stamped on the coin? 
By what name was the coin called ? 
Now, all the above questions are short and 

easy, and all of you can answer them with
out trouble. 

Our snow has nearly all vanished from 
sight; My people are making maple sugar, 
and as some of the readers of the Children's 
Corner ltv "away down South" where they 
do not make maple sugar, I wlll tell· you the 
way we make it. This spring we tapped 
nearly dve hundred maple trees, but hav 
trees enough to tap a thousand. The way 
we tap is this: We bore a hole in the tree 
with a three-quarter inch bit, and drive the 
splle under the hole made b,JI the bit. Be
neath this we hang the bucket. We use tln 
buckets. We draw the sap to the" sha'llty" 
in barrels. Our " shanty" is built of logs. 
We use an evaporator to boll our sap in. ,As 
the sap boils the water rises in the form of 
steam and the '' sweet" is left. lt goes to 
the back of the evaporator, where, when it is 
thick enough, all you hav to do 1.8 turn the 
faucet and the molasses runs out.· All this 
time the cold sap ia ruTming into the front 
part of the evaporator. · 

The molasses is taken to the house, where 
it is put in the large sugar pan and boiled 
until it" wakes" when dropped on the snow 
or ice or in cold water. Then it will grain 
and .YOU wlll hav maple sugar. 

Well, my letter is too long now and prob
ably will land in the waste-basket, so I will 
close. Your Freethinker friend, . 

M~ AuRoRA SoUTHWICK. 

The Works of Or. C. S. Weats. 
Sones of the l!lorninll'. 212 pp.; cloth, 

75 cents. 
SeleeUons from the Poets : Including 

Pove'J Eaaay on Man, with Besponding Essay. 
859 pp.; cloth, $1.25. 

The Philosophy of Evil. }.1 pp.; 
li ce:qts. 

Human Life; or, The "Course of Time" 
a1 seen in the Open Lt~rht. An Epic Poem. 
Beven bookl in one vol, 859 pp.; cloth, $1.25. 

PBl!SS NoTIOBB oF" HuliiAlil LIFE." • 
The NllfJJ !l'/&ouuM (Ohicago) says : "It is the best 

thing of the kind we ever s.,. • • • To state the 
whole thin~~: in the lana:u~~te of another, the 11.rat 
book shows what a heaven is eomiUlr on this earth 
aft•r it 1hall have passed through the neoessal'l" 
discipline, and the other books ehow what a hell 
or a time we have to get there." 

The Oheaanfng .ArtJUB (Ohesaning, Mich.) sa:ys : 
"It is one grand sublime poem • • • a perfect 
history in blank verse of the social and religious 
atrugales of our earth. and would be aood readina 
for those who have been interested in • Looking 
Backward.'" Describing Book 6, it &an: "This 
chapter will be found 1eapecially interestina to 
ladies." 

Tbe Phrenoloutoa! Journal (New York) says:" It 
can be classed with the great epics of a hundred 
years a~ro or more." 

The Woman'• Dtrectorfl <Brooklyn, N. Y .) san : 
"It is not onl:r a new book, but a new idea; not 
onb' a new idea, but a first-rate one-and a much 
needed ·belief." 

Dr. Foote in Hea!t'/1. Monthl!l CNew York) says : 
"Every thinker will want to read it." 

Brick PomeroY's .Aat!anoe 1.'11ouu'/&t (N.Y.) says : 
"It contains much to benQfi.t hnm&nitv ." 

Address, OALl!lB B. WEEKS, 
. 8MFonrthAve.,N. Y. 

THE 

French lnraslon of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten BiatoQ: That Tell of a 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost OpJJOrtn
nicY to Throw Oft' England's Yoke. 

li,-VALERIAN GRIBA'fEDOFF. 
With a map and numerousllluetrationa by well

known artist&. Handsomel:r.bonnd in Bilk cloth. 
Ink and aold side 1tamps. l'rice, $1.150. 

The present volume is an eft'ort to resoue from 
comparativ oblivion one of the many extraordi
nary epilodes of the great French revolutionary 
war. • . • n points a moral that amidst rePnb
lioa.n inetitutionalike ours, will not fail rtosive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
in~r.ln1ln~nce of. newl:r acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other the debasing eft'ecta of Religious 
and 'Political intolerance both on the tyrant and 
the viotim. Oontains a heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thom&e Paine to the French Directory. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
LisBoN, lA., March 12, 1891. . ~unday and the Sabbath. 11 A. law 

Miss SusAN H. WIXOli: My D~ar F'rUnfl: repl&tinll human oondnot on the Sabbath II 
In the Corner I hav seen letters from little an imP@rtine..ace." Prioe,10 oentB. · 
Infidel children, and you often ask them to The F&lse Teaching of the Chris
write again and tell of the country they ltv tian Church. · 11 The Thirty-nine 
in, etc. So I thought I would write and tell Articles'of the Ohristian ohuroh are thirtY-
you of the country 1 Jiv in, which is the 'Dine poor, broken-down opi'Dions." 10 cents. 
central part of the United States, so I might The F~Hs~ess of. "Prayer. "Think 
interest mY Ea. ste.m and also my Western. · of a ml'llister a prarlrilr GOd to ldll graaahop-. . . ._, · ·pen, or tl'Yinll' tc:i induae. the Deity to· under-
friends. My home is in eastern Iowa, Linn . take a ol'118~e of ,one.Jt:ainat the Oolorado 
county so that part is all I know ni.uch ·· beetle I" Pricie; 10 oentl!• · · • 
about, but it is as beautiful and as good as :Followers 'Of Jesus;;· Price, ·10 cents. 
nature could make it. We raise in· Iowa Spiritualism:Islt~aithOraFactl 
corn, oats, rye, and a little wheat. Qur fruits , . Prioe; 11 cents. . · · :' . · , 
are apples, cherries, pluJDa., and lot~ of. sQtall . Religious Problems. Price, 10 eenta. 
fruits. We ha v nearly eTery kin. d of. :vege- was Jesus Insane 'l .. Price 10 cents. 
table. Melons are raised a~ong . the Oedar .. - . . . u s· h I d th' c 
rivet". ·Hogs and cattle are raised to· ship. TJie Pubu.c c ~ 8 an e athollc 
Hogs are fattened, loaded in wagons, and ·Church. Pnce, 6 cents. 
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TRUTH SEEKER. LIBRARY I In1ersoU'a ~~orka. 
~e World's Sages, Thinkers, and 

Reformers. The Biogn,ph1es oi fte' Gods. P.aper, 50 eta; oloth, $1. 
throe hundred of the most distmguished l .In five lecturei.L.CODW~lr. "The ~\· 
teachers and philosophers (who were not ·. ;,··".H. umboldt~ "•.t·aomaa Pa.me," "Indindua1o 
Christians) from the time of Menu to the · it;y," and ".1:1.ereti01 and Heresies." 
present. By D. M. :Qmoonrr. 1,075 pages, 1 The Ghosts. Pa~r, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25. 
Bvo. Cloth $3.00· leather $4 00· moroc..l Contents: "The. <lliost!J:' "Liberty for Man, 
· .....;, ' ' ' ' ' Woman and Ohild" "'.L'.Ile Declaration of In· 
co, 6~t edges, $4.50. dl!l!!lnd~nce," "Alk>ut Farmin,g in Dlinol&," 

"The Grant Banque!J~"The Rev. Alex~der 
The Champions of the Church. Their Olark." "The Past .wses before :Me ~~.a 

C 
• d • ' . I Dream,"and"ATribntetoEbonO.IDee.-.u.u." 

nm.es an Persecut1~ns. B1!l-j Some Jli.stakes of Ioses. Paper 50cts· 
graphical sketches of promment Chns- · · . 1 1 

tisns. A eompanion book to "The World's oloth~$1.1!6. • 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo:, InterVIews on T&lm&lt'· Paper, 50cts, 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; plaiDoloth,tl.lll. 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. What Must We Do to Be Sand 1 Pa-

The Gods and Religions of A.n~ient . 'rh:r·chrl:tian Ben!!,iion. By B. G. 
and Modern Times. Vol. L !Pvs I . Ineerao!!l Judge Jere s. Black, and Prof. 
a ·.full account of all the gods the nations . Georee .II". Ji'illlier. l'aper,IIO cent11; cleth,tl. 
of the eart..'h. hav worshiped, including Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, pa~, 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus lOcents. 11.00 perifoa. post ~d. PrfDted in 
Ch#st, V

8
irginVMal ryii, and t~be Bible. 835 ~~~· ~ea.fJ?le~eflfn "f:~'"o~:M:;. ~:!~~ 

pages,. vo. . o . . descn es ~lly all ThlB makes a erand · ml&sionar;v dcoument. 
~e religious systems of the world, mclud- Liberals should soa~r it eenerousb'. 
t~g~udai'lm,Mohammeda~sm,andChris- Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to 
tia!llty; the .!atte~ occup;rmg 372 .pages, I a Number of Vita.,l Questions Propounded by 
gomg fully mto ItS ments. 949 pages. theeditorof the ~kin Jl'ranoflean, li cents; 110 
By D. M. :BENNETT. Written in prison at c.ents per dozen; llli. oo_pies, 11; 100 ooples, 13. 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or liDDiODS of •hese should be ciloula~d. 
Sli.OO f!lr the two ~olumes; .in leather, I Vindication of Thomas Pame from 
$7.00; m morocco, g~lt edges, $8.00. the attacks of the·New York O!IBBrtler, by Bob-

. en G. Ineersoll. l'rioe, 111 cents. 

Supet'llatural. Religi~n. .An inquiry · Address. on the Civil Rights BilJ. 
mto the reahty of diVIne revelation. De- I Laree lllZ8 ootavo, paper,lO cents, 
cidedly the most .thoroughap.d·exhau~tiv ln.rersoll's Lectures Complete. 
work on the chums of supernaturalism 1 lionnd in one volume. To meet the demand 
everwritten. ByF W NEWMAN Emeritus forM:r.~ersoll'IIWOrks,thepublisherhaska.d 
Pr f f th L · d · · '· I all biB lectures except tne lAtest on "Ortho-

o essoro e on on Umversity. 1,115 do~_y,"bonnd l.'n one beautiful volume, in half 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $4.00; leatl· er, $5.0G; oalf1 li~ style, and containine over 1}800 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. I P&jl'e&o which il sold at the ex!M'edinlrly ow 

pnoe of 111. Sent by mail postpa~d. 
The Gt•eat Works of Tho~as Paine. · Tributes. There hav been so many 

Including The .Age of Reason Examina- applloa.tions for M:r. In_gersoll•s "The Viaion 
tion of Prophecies Repl~ to 'Bish~ of of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that 
Ll 

"" ' . they hav been printed on heav:v toned paper, 
andau, Letters to Mr. rskine, ssay 18xtit illuminated border, and in large, clear 

on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, tJIM!, sUitable for framlng1 and the tliree will 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense be forwarded to any adareu, for 211 cts, or 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; th~ either one for lli cte. , 
whole r· ~··.Jaded by the Life of Paine, and Prose Poems and ~leetions. This 
a steel-plate .,portrait. 800 pages Svo new book is a gem. Itll a ~odel in every re-
el th '"3 oo: 1 th ... 00 ' . · speot. In faotlone of the ncheat~,brilrhtest, 

o. , . ., . , ea er, ..,.. ; morocco; best ever issuea. It centains, beaiaes tlle cel-
gl.lt edges, $4.50. ebrated "Deooration Day Oration," never be-

fore published, and all the famoua "tributes " 
Analysis of Religious Belief. .An heretofore printed in variouamapes\but never 

· ti f tli c d R' I brought toeether till now, many otner eems, 
examma o~. o e ree s, Ites, and , eelected from the speeches, ar~ents, lect-
Sacred Wntmgs of the world. ByVm-1, ·ures,letters,table-talkll, and day-to-da;roon· 
COUNT AlmERLEY, son of the late Lord . . versationsor the author. The wor:k is d~iped 
:r ohn nussell twice Premier of England I for and will be aooepted by adminng fnendl as 

· (Jo 1 · fr ' h L di · · a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve thlB 
mp (!te om t e on don e t10n. 745 ' P1111l9~\ a fine steel portrait, with autograph 

pages; 8vo. In cloth, $3.00; I fao SlDWe, hu been 11repa,red eiciall~for it. 
- · - - ., Price1 in silk cloth, beveled e es_, t baok 
·- ;.~.,..,... ' · and 11de, SII.ISO; in half calf mot ea e es, ele-

The foregoing volume~ are ce.lled " 'l'hel · gant hbrary &ty)e1 4.110; 'in full Turk&;,: mo-
'"--th s k L'b , I"_, rocoo. ellt, exqUlllUY fine, 7.110j in full tree 
;,.ru. ee er I rary. .. ...... are ordered to. oalf,Jiiirhest poSBible st:vle and nnish, S9. 
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in 
deducted from the prioe of each.· I eolors on board, beveled lrilt edges. 110 cente. 

I
. Photogra-phs of Colonel Ingersoll. 

boudoir, Jl, _________ __;, _____ , Addrell TliJl TRUTH SEEKER. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT. FESTIV J.L OF ASHT A. ROTH. 
&.eel eneravlnes of •hll celebrated naturaliat A tale of l"&let1int, fo1Ulded on the destrnotion of 

IXlll inches, l'lli'-ble for fr&minlrt eent poltp&ld. the Jlo&bites by the Jews. 
I 

By A. o. :Mll>DLETON. 
or J oenu. Addre11 TIDI TB'D'TH SBJIIKEB, Prloe. 10 cenu. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
. :FOR SALE .A.T Tn TRUTll SEEKER OFFICE 

Essays and Lectures. Embracin~ In, 
fl.ue~c~ o.f Christianity on Civilization; 
Chnstianity and Materialism· What Lib. 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
~cientific Materi~i~m_; Woman; Spiritu!U. 
Ism from a Matenahstic Standpoint· Paine 
the Political and Religious Reform~r· Ma
terialism ~d Crime; .Will the Co~ing 
Man Worship God? Cnmes and Cruelties 
o~ Christianity; the Authoritr. of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits· 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

lnftuence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity arid Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in PJace of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Po. ·~deal and Religions 
Reformer. 10 cents. · 

W@man: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Bur.ress-Underwood Debate. A four 
nays' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BtmGEBs, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately rep~rted. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood·H~les Debate. A four 
nights' debate oetween B. F. UNDEliWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN M..uu>LEs. Fully reported. 
Paper, 86 centa; oloth, 60 oenta. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

Brain and the Bible. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

By EDGA'R C. BEALL. 

Prdace by B. G. INGERSOLL. 
Unanswerable. Price, $1. 

Cref d of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPIRITUA.LISX OR CHRISTIA.NITY I 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 

HEBREW MYTHOLOCY; 
OR, 

Tb.e Rationale of the Bible. 
Holy Scriptures Treat ofNatural Phenomena Only. 

B:vMILTON WOOLEY, :M.D. 
8vo, 613pp., · $2.50. 

Faith and Reason. 
AOOOtiNT OJ' THE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Befbre 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50, 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy illustrated. 

B:v JosEPH SilllMB, :M.D. 
Individual trait• indicated b:v the temperament& 

and fea.tures. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. ' 

AMBERL£Y'S LIFE OF JESUS. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

From the" Anal:vsls of BeHeious Belief." 
B:v VIBOOUNT AUBEBLEY. 

Paper, 211 cent•; cloth, 110 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent. 

ury before, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

Full index, 446pp. 1 $1.50. 

THEOLOGY AND M.YTHOLOGY. 
AN 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 
Price, $1. 

NA.TH.t\NIEL V ..t\lJGH.t\N. 
.A Raaicat No-ott of Mark«l .Ability. 

lilt J'lUWBBm..t. JIAODON.A.LD. 

404 page&. Price reduced to $1. 

A PEW WORDS ABOUT the DEVIL. 
AND 

OTuB BIOGIU.Pmo.u 8Xln'OJIBB AN» Esi!A n. 
By CHARLES BRADLAUGH. 
With l'ortraitand Autobioerapby. 

Extra cloth, eold baok and side. stamp, lllmo, 
280 pp., S1.211. 

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

B:v J. ALBERGEB. 
3~6pp-, $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and ~5 cts. 

POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS. 
AOOOtJNT OJ' 

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents flf God. 
Paper, GO cents; cloth, 7~ cents. 

CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH. 
A Summary of the ArgumentR against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HtrLL (Bpir.). 

Price, 1~ C8Dt8. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 
A CoDIJMDd of the Natural Laws of Indus

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

t>rioe, llli cenu. 
KOD!IIN IJrtiTATION OJ' CIBIST, 

Aa to h1a Life on Earth an4 h1a comm'Uilm. THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD. 
"The Jews and their God stood on the loweli 

BY :rrmB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A :Protest od a l'lea," in OrciW or 
OrelUMti. 

Oloth, llbno, 2'79 pp., - 73 Cents. 

_. This book tMI ~ by tlil first .Amw 
l«m publllhw ... 

TBB TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

plane," 
Price, 10 cena. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. MA:aVIllf. 

l'rioe. 11 oeau. 

l!'or&ll oliia·~~ OO. 
•"&i:Y , n'lor-. 
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'l'he onlv Com:Plete ana. Authorised Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 
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FORCE AtN:D ·M:ATTER· 
. ·. . . . .. .. . . . ' 

OR; 

Principles or the Natural Order 
or the 11nlverse, Wlth a SJ'!I• 

tem or Morality Based 
The:reon. · 

BY l'BOFESBOB LUDWiG BUOJ!NER;M.D. 
CONTENTS: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortality of Force, Man, 
Infinity of Matter, · Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
Motion, Oonsciousness, 
Form, Seat of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural lunate ldea.s, 

Laws, The Idea. of God, 
Untversa.lity of Natural Personal Oontinua.noe, 

Laws, Vital Force, 
Tile Heavens, The Soul of Brutes, 
l'erlods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 u ding Observa-
BecUla.r Generation, tions. 
Price $1.50. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 

The · · Modern Science Essayist~ 
Ten Oents Each. 

1. HERBERT SPENOEB : His life, writings, and 
l!_hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GB:U:NLEAll' 
THOMPSON. 

2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
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B. BOLAR AND l'LANETARY EVOLUTION: 
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geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 
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15. THE EFFEOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
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IS THIS YOUR SOH, MY LORD~ 
A NEW NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" Th~ shame itself doth caU for instant 
r6'1'11«l1J." 

A Fascinating Btory of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Vloth, $1; paper, 60 cents. 
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28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
Tl&~ Bol~ Factors and HaJaCt Batlos In the 

ACfulr~ment and Apporti!mment. 

BJ J. K. INGALLS, 

Tl. H b ldt l'b f s I . HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Conttnuea) • 
. · ... _ue,•.;_ .•... ·. _urn 0 ' I' ra_ .. ,_ry 0.' c __ e._ncei_' 'C,urrentDiscussions in Sc.~nce; and 

Scientific , Aspect of Some Familiar 
·.Things. By:W.:M. Williams, F.C;S. 

· ' In thisseries are well represented the writmas of:. . ·II bOoks ii:t 1 vol. • • · • •. • • .?!! 
DA'BWIN, SPENOFB, HuXLEY, TYNDAt.L, -PBOO'l'OB, The Black Death •. An Account of the 
OLili'I!'OBD a,nd other leaders of thought- i ... , our : , G~at Pestilence of the 14th Oentury; and 
time, at 50,to 75 per cent. lotDer'than usual JlHceB. · ·; Tfie:Dancbfg:Mania·of the Middle Ages. 

We have the Library bound in Oomplete Sets, as · By J. F. o. Recker, M.D. 2 books in 1 voL .75 
follows : The Naturalist on the River Amazon. 

OLD BmE.-In this style the volumes average A Record of AdventureP, Habits of 
640 pages Svo, and are arranged thus: - Anima.J.s,Bketches of Brazilian and Indian 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12.1VoL VI. Nos.. 60-:'ZO. Life a.Dd Aspects of Nature Under the 

11 . II. " 18-24 11 VII. 11 71-80. Equator, dtL.!"j_ng Eleven Years of. Travel, 
" IIr. " 2~-86. " VIII. " 81-91. byHenryWa.lterBates.F.L.S.,Ailsis.Bec. 
·~~ IV. 11 wr 48 " IX. ·11. 92-103. to the Royal Geo,raphical Society of 
11 v. 11 49-59. " .x,·. ""1~111., Enldand. • . . • • •· • • .71 
Oloth, plain eillle~. $2 vol. (SeJ)aratez11 or in sets.} The Rise an dEarly Constitution ofUni· 
Half seal; marble edges, $2.7~ vol. (In Bets onlr/.) versities, with a Survey of :Medieval 
NEw8TYLE.-Noe. 1 to 111 inclusive, are bound in ~~~~e~~g~iif t:lrJ~itirlit~~~eiii!lfrf·r 

18 vols., averaging 492 pages each, Svo, thns : Education in the University of Edinburl!'h. .711 
Oloth, extra., red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set. The Religions of the Ancient World, 
Half sea.J., plain edges; 2.25 " 29 25 11 includlUg Egypt, Assyria. and Babylonia., 
Half seal, marble edges, 2 50 11 E2.50 " Persia, India, Phoouicia, Etruria, Greece, 
H1f Mor., marble edges, 2.75 " 33,75 11 Rome. B_y George Rawlinson. M.A., 

In Bets onl!/. Oamden Professor of Ancient .History, 
All of the following are octavo, cloth : Oxford and Oanon of Oa.nterbury, au-

WORKS BY l'BOFEBSOB HUXLEY. thor ol"The Origin of Nations," "The 
Five Great Monarchies," etc. ; · • . • .7e 

Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; & Fetichism : A Contribution to Anthro-
The Origin of SpeCifS. 2 books in 1 vol. ·.~ P.Ology and the History of Religion. By 
Th Ph i ai .Ba is Of Life & oth E " Fritz Snhvltze. Translated from the e ys C s er ss .. ys. German bv Ji ll'itzgerald, M A. . • · .1f 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. MoneyandtheMechanismofExchange. 

Antl bo1ok.s intol volt't" ·d th' E • • -~ By w. Stanley Jevons, M.A.i F.R.S., Pro-
tma aU ma sm, an o er ssays. feasor of Logic and PO!itica. Economy in 

Technical Education, and other Essays. the Owens Oallege. Manchester. • • .75 
2 books in 1 vol. .'1i On the Study of Words. By ;Richard 

WORKS :JlY OHARLEB D i.BWIN. Ohenevix 'l'rench, D.D., ArchbJshop of 
Origin of Species by Means of Natural Thi'R~~n ~r"History: .An in.troducti01i "

75 

Selection; or, the Preservation of to Pre-Historic StUdy. Edited by 0. 
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life. F. Keary, M.A., of the· British Museum. .75 
New edition from the latest Eng. edition, Geological . Sketches·· at Home·· and 
with additions and corrections. • 1.211 Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL~D., 

Descent of Man, and Selection in Rela. F.B.B ,Dil:ector-Genera.J. of the Geological 
tion to Sex With illustrations. New edi- Surveys of Great Britain a.nd·Ir.ela.nd. • .76 

.

. tion rev_ised and aul{mGnteil. • • 1.50 ffiusions: A Psychological Study. By 
Formation of Ye~table Mold Through James Sully~· Author of "Bensat10n and 

· the Action of-Worms with Observa- Intuition,"" Pessimism•"·etc. • • • .'1'5 
tiona on their Habits;, Witk illul'lirations. .75 The Pleasures oU:Jfe. (Par~s I. and .II· J 

· - Bv Sir John Lubb.ock; B~trt. ifoiJl&rtllln 1. . 75 
Charles Darwiu. i His Life lind Work. English Past and:>t»resent.o (:l'Lrts I. 

BY Grant Allen. • · · • .75 and II.) By Richard Ohenevix Trench. 
SELEdT WORKS BY GRANT ALLEN. · Snarts1n 1, Oomnlete.· • :. . • • .7& 

rm.~_ Evo'ut-Io·. nis· t at Large,· The Story of Creation~.· A PlBin;Account .._..., ,_. · of-Evolution. ByEdwa.rdOlodd!F.B.A.B. 
Vignettes from Nature; and Over so lllns~ · .75 
Force and Energy : A Theory of Dy- Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

na.mics. 8 books in 1 vol. 1.00 2SLafayette Place, New York. 
WATER, ELEOTRIOITY, AND. LIGHT. BY 

PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 
Forms of Water in Clouds and Rivers, 

Ice and Glaciers. 19.illustra.tions. · · 
Lesson!! in Electricity. 60 illustrations •. 
Six Lectures on Light. lliustrated. · 

3 books in 1 vol. • • UlO 
WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOEB, 

The Data of Ethics. • • • • .oo 
l ducation: Intellectual, Moral, and.Phys-

ica.t; and · . 
Progress: Its· Law and Cause. With 

o~her Dtoquisitions. 2 books in 1 vol; • ·."15 
~ he Genesis 'of Science. . · · 
file Factors of Organic EvolutiiJn.' 

2 books iii 1 vol. ; ~,, · _ • 75_. 
SELEOT WORKS OF BIOHABD A.PBOQrOB, 

F.Ro~.B. . 
Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects.·· 
ffereditary Traits, and other Essays. 
Miscellaneous Essays. · 
Illusions of the ~nses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14. misoel-

la.neous Essays. 
6 books iu 1 vol. ; • 1.110 

SELEOT WOBKS OF WM. KINGDON CLIF
FORD, F.R.A.S; 

Seeing and Thinkin~. 
The Scientific Basts of Morals, and 

othAr Easa.YP. 
Conditions of Mental Development, and 

other Easa.~. 
'Ihe Un~een universe, and the Philollo-

pbv of the Pure Bcienceso · 
Cosmic Emotion : Also the Teachings 

of Science. 
5 books in 1 vol. • 1.:11 

BELEOT WOBKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.B.A.B. 
The Childhood of Religion... , 
The Birth and Growth of Myth. 
l'he Childhood ofthe World. 

8 books in 1 vol. .1.00 
BELEOT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 

TransZatea rrom t71.e Preno11. 'Ill/ J. P!t:roeraM, M,A. 

The Diseases of Memory. 
The Diseases of the Will. 
The Diseases of Personality. 

8 books in 1 vol. 
THE MILKY WAY. 

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 iMus. 
BY Oa.mille FJa.mmarion. 

The Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K~tlley Miller, M.A. , 

LOO 

The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 
it11 Oondition. ·By Nathan T. Oa.r~>L'L.D. 

8 books in 1 vol. • • • • 1.00 
POLITIOAL BOIENOE. 

Physics and :Politics.· An.application 
of the principles of Natural Science to 

. l'olitica.l 8o01ety; By Walter Bagehot.r 
· ' author of "The Eng. Oonatitntion," ana 
History of the Science of Politics. By 

Frederick Pollock. 2 books. ip 1 vol. • .'I'll 
. THE LAND QUE~TION. 

The History of Landholding in Eng· 
land. By Joseph Fisher ,F .R.H.B.;and 

Historical Sketch of the 1Jistributioa 
of Land in England.. By William 
Lloyd Birbeck, M.&. 2 b()()ks in 1 vol. •. ."iil 

MIBOELLANEOUB. 
The Mystery of .Matter, and The Philos

ophy of I~~:uo•auce ; and 
The Essential Nature of Religion. , By· 

J. ,l_llanaon Picton. i books iu 1 vol; •· o'lll 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

BY Andrew Wilson, F.B.B.E. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Whitman. 

Price; 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

-l. E. Remsburg's Works~ 
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged. 

!i!,ce,lO cents singly; 711 cents per dozen. As a. 
......siona.ry Document it is unexcelled. Among 
thThe subjects conl!lde11ed by Mr. Bemsburll' are· 

e Ohurch and Morality; Orimina.J. StatlBtics; 
!lhO$~ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen-

. ltentia.nes i the Ohuroh and Oiviliza.tiol!l; the 
th
Ohuroh ana Science; the Ohurch and Learning; 
An

e .Ohurch and Libertyj the Ohurch and the 
tislavery Reform; tne Woman's Bights 

Movement t the Tem_perance Reform; the 
Ohurch ana the Republic. . 

Bible llorals. Twenty Orimes and 
Vices B!Uictioned b;r BcriQJ;ure; Fa.lsehood and 
Deception; Oheatmg; Theft and Bobberl · 
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars,,/ 
Oonquest and Extermination; Despotism; Iu· 
toler!'nce andPera~cution; Injustice to Woma.t': 
Unkintiness to Ohildren; Oruelty to Animal~ · 
Human 8acri1ice11; Oanuiba.lism; Witchcraft : 
Blavecy; Poly!@my; lntem11erance ; !'overt y 
and Vagrancy; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen. 
ity. _Pnf.le, smgle COJ>ies, 25 centE!i". 6 copies, $1. 
8pecl&l discount on larger quantl 1es. 

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best 
and most thorough work ever written on the 
Sabbath from a. rationa.J. point of view. Large 
and handsome print. The question is !liscuaaetl 

·under the following. heads: Ori!d!l of the Sab
batic Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;. The Ohristian 
Scril!turell a.nd the Sabbath; .t!;Jt&mina.tion of 
Bunda.z Arguments·· Origin of Ohriatian Sab
bath; Testimony of the Obristian FJ!,thera; The 
Sabbath durin11 the Middle Aj!'eB; The Puritan 
Sabbath; Testimony of Ohnstian Reformers, 
Bcholarlh and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday 
Law11. rrice, 25 IJe~ts; six copies, Sl.OO. 

Thomas Paine.c 'The Apostle of Re
liJtions and Political Liberty. Tells the· story 
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead
ing traita of his character and genius, and vin
dicates hie na.mefrom the aspersions cast upon 
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Oommon Bense,n 
"American OrisiE!•" "Bights of .Man," and 11 Age 
of Bea.son " are ~nven; i.lso, tnbutes to l'aine•s 
character from more than one hundred noted 
persona of Eurojle and America., many of them 
written expressly for this work. Second edi
tion\ 160 pages, printed on fine tinted Jl&per, 
neatlY bound, and containing a handsome 
steel portrait of Paine. Price, paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents. 

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De
cline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash
iBI(tollan Unbeliever; Je1ferso~an Unbeliever; 
l'a.me and .Wesley; Ohristian Sabbath. Each 
5 Ctlnts; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots. 

The Apostle of Libertv. An address 
delivered in Paine Ha.lh before the N. E. Free
thinkers• Oonvention, "a.nua.ry 29, 1884. Price, 
10 cents. 

Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, Jef
fersouJ Wauhington, Franklin. A lecture de
liverea before the Tenth Annual Oongress of 
the American Secular Union, in Obickeriug 
Hall;- New York, November 18, 1886. 15 cente, 

Price, (1Joth1 
~books iu 1 vol. • • • ·• ,. .'lr 
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THE THE·· RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH. SEEKER LIBRARY. ETHICS 

AND CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH~ 

SCIENCE. OF i'.II.BIB 

ISSU~D-:MoN~.HLY. 
Subscriptioniprice, $3 per annum. 
No. . BOOKs· ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac ...................... ; • .. .. • ~5 
2. Men, Women, a.n'd Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener...................................... 50 
8. Ageof Reaspn. Thoma. A Paine........... 25 
4. Answers to · Ohristian Questions. D. M. 

· Bennett.......... • .. .. .. • .. • .. • • .. .. .. • • . 25 
5. Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Peck........ 25 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 15 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREP.Al.U..PION. 

Yearly. subscribers will receive all the books 
issued during the Year. Bingle copies of each 
book· sent. upon receipt of Price. _ 

Addre1r _THE TBUTH BEE.KEB 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A. NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ls the story of two young 

girls and a._ younger brother who were lett parent
less, with Uttle money, fair educatton1 and much 
courage, to make their way through tne world by 
g_oing to Ohica.go. The author is also the heroin. 
The na.rrativ il, in the main, a. history of a work· 
ing girl's life and experience in the city. of Ohica.go 
a.mtiJ!¥ bluff business. men, kind-hearted folKs, 
and disreputable hypocrite. It is lnst such a. story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel lnf1er. 
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

0.,. N. o· ER and Tumors CURED : no knife: 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., CincinnatiJ 0. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachings o1' Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Christian• 
. tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea11on, an((; Is It Sufficient to 

·Meet the Needs of lllanklnd't 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali!a.x 
Eventng Jlat! and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and 
'Oolonel Ingersoll, and a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
H Tactics of' Infidels." 20 cents. 
l'ost free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 

. cents. 
The Horrors of' the French Revo

lution : Their Causes. 24 pages: 
Price, 10 cents. , 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structlv. -, 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be <Jontradiotor;r and De!ectiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

. Agnosticism and Christian Theism: 
WbJeh Is the More Reasonable l 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
· 10 cents. · 

Saints and Sbmers-Whleh Y 24 
pages in cover. l'rice, 10 cents. 

Tile Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-

' :tfoe. · 26 pages.· Price, 10 cents. , 
The Glory of IJnbelief. 22 pages in 

cover. Price, 10 cents. · 
Nature and the Supernatural; or, 

Bell4•t' and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
. Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular l:Tnion ; Its 
Necessity and the Justice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Theological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. s. Freethonght and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and O,P.inions. 5. OhriBt and Heroism. 
6. Ohristian1ty and Slavery. 16 pages. l'rioe, 
5 cents. 

A.ddre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER <JO.t 
gs La.f&l'ette 1'1 .. New Yor•. 

AGENTS WANTED br.•• old reliable ftrm; lalJ:.oprofits, 
qutck sales, SAMPLE FREE. A rare 

Ql1POrtunity. Gee. A. Scott. 842 Broaaw..,., liL y. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

:My Medical Discovery seldom takes hold 
of' two people alike I Why P Because no 
two people have the same weak 
spot. Beginning at the stomach it goes 
searching through the body for any hidden 
humor. Nine times out of ten, lnwa1'd 
humor makes the weak spot. · Perhaps 
:it's ,only a little sediment left on a nerve or in 
l1. gland; the Medical Discovery slides it 
right along, and you find quick happiness 
from the first bottle. Perhaps it's a big sedi
ment or open sore, well settled somewhere, 
ready to fight. The Medical Discovery 
begins the fight, and you ,think it pretty hard, 
but soon you thank me for making something 
'that has reached your weak spot. Price, 
$1.50. Sold by every. druggist in the United 
States and Canada. 

AG.ENTsmake roo PER CEHTand,.;ln$748 CASIIl'rl•e• 
on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicines. 

Sa.mple free. Territory. Dr. BrldiPDan, 37S B'way, N. Y • 

' 

BY Crimes and Persecutions. 
D IJDSON TIJTTLE. Bvo, l,llUpp. Oloth, $11; leather, 14; morocco, 

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion gilt edges, 14.110. 
of Man. J BY D. M. BENNE'l'T. 

OoNTUTs: What i1 Religion T Fetiohilm. Pha.l- . Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
lie Worship. Man'& Moral Progress Dependent 1 liS Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog- 1~----------------
ioa.l Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for hil Redemption. Man's Position, Cosml" an Hymn Book 
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be- ' 
sponBibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Belftsh Propensities. Love. Wis
dom. Oha.rter of Bighta. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So
ciety to Orimina.le. Duty of Self Oulture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
B;r Edward Bellam;r, 

Author of "Dr. Beidenhoff's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book and all who are 
free to receive new light willfl.nd in it satisfaction 
and inapira.tlon.-!New York Tribune. 

The a.pJ.leal is always made to a. man's reason. 
and to hiS noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
fl.shnesa.-!Boston Post. 

A sugg~stion of a. really praotloa.ble and feasi
ble soola.l state grea.tl;v in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in ita forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

lilm.o, cloth, Sl.OO; paper, 50o •. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theolou. 
AN EXPOSi 

Of ~he pe"ersion of Bte~hen Gira.rd'lma.gnHloent 
beqv.eatto Philade his. by the Ohrist!a.n 

churches a.n Yonnal'llen•s 
Ohrfstia.n .Associa-

tion. 
BY BlOB. B. WBSTBBOOII:t D.D •• LL.D. 

Price Sl. Address TJIB TB'UTB BB.Bit:U. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

E:tfa.cem.ent of Christianity? 
Bl' GEORGE JA.<JOB HOLYOA.KE. 

l'rice, 10 oents a col!Y; twelve oopies for $1, 
Address TB.B TBUTJI SEEXli:B. 

Iliss Wixon's Works. 

OB, i'HB 

Con!iict between :Beason ad Superlltition • 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

l'hila.delphia., Pa.. 

TRY•SQUARE: 
OB, 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This il the history of a.n attempt to found a. 
church without anperatltiOEil, and Its anocesa. 
Uncle Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss an the vital Questlona 
of hnma.n concern, religions. llelitioal, and other
wise.- The book is written in well-chosen la.n· 
gna.ge, and easily understood. There is 1ust snftl· 
oient na.rra.tiv about it to i*'rest the reader and 
hold his a.~ntion wh!le the tna th is being brouaht 
to hflm.ind. 

l'or 1ale at thil otllae. Price. ll.DD. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. :KEU:IO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analned," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The .Bea.l :Bia11phe mers," "Spir

itualism Bulltailled," ete., eto. 

The latest and best won of an analytic thinker, 
who is ltifted with t~H~ett ran Pli>Wers that render 
the subtlesf·conoeption• tk eRif.Y Property of the 
ordinarY mind. The booJr. eontains many idea.~ 
~hat will be new to the world and Jlroductiv of 
good in furnishin~ food for tholllli'ht. We tmst it 
will ha.v the imm.eBe distribntlon it 119 riohl7 
merits;-[The American ··Idea. 

Olotb, llloot-Sl. 

A.ddreJf mil '1'Bt1T!t 8EElO!lB--

A OOLLEOTION 011' 

, Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools .and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WASHBIJRN. 
' PB!OB1 , , $1.50. 

Address THE TRUTH BEE~B 00., 
118 La.fa.YeUe l'laoe, New York. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived, 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Bale at This Office. 

DRD'
·syrreatedfree. 

Poalthely CURED 
with Vegetable 

' ti Bemedles. Have 
,. cured many thou· 

· sand cases pro-
nounced hopeless. From firM:dosey!f~toms rapidly disappeaJ• 

B~i()~n o1a~~:t1~~~~~o~T1~1~a~u~~u~Y~Jr~~m:e~~e FREE; 
TEN DAYS TREATMENT FURNISHED FREE by mall 
DB. H. H. GREEN & SONS, Speclallots. Atlanta. Gar 

New Etlltion, Revised L.Utd ERiarJred. 

MEN, WOKEN I& GODS. 
.y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents. 
Tlu Trad8 Supplied at .tipedal.DiBcountl. 

Address THE TJaUTH BEEKE,, 
liB LafaYette l'laoe, New ork. 

Bend 10 cents for 
t.his valuable book for 
'onng and middle
?ed men1 suffering 
·om a. Llfe-wastin_g 

Jisease, as the result 
,f youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses In maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A l'vBI~·xvE oun.E,. •B it matters not how 
long standing, how bo'Q_eless or h9w many reme
dies yon ba.v used. The book. lS worth many 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a B;!leel!!l ana verynanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Robt. p, E:ellows, ~mela.nd, N.J., and 
say where yon saw thll~-~~ertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
D~ Fellows is a.n outspoken Liberal, a hnma.n

ita.ri~n and a generous patron of the Free thought 
press 'He bas many testimonials to the va.lne of 
his progressive and snecessful method of treat
men,, a.nd clese"ee pa.tronage.-llteet~71t. 
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Tlla6 notices are for the benefit of Libe-rala 
!JJlto may be eisiting the plae68 !JJhe'l'e t~e socie
ties are looatell. Looal Secular Unwns and 
Fr88tlwugkt Bocietie8 meeU'ng regularly can 
ha'D their gatlterlngs ad'Dertised here free by for• 
!JJarding th8 'MC688f11111 inj0'J"f11,6tion. · 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, a.t Ger· 
man Masonic Temple 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
uresand disonssions. The public cordiallY invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Bnnda.y afternoon at 8 o'clock a.\ 
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Marke\ 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social questions. Beats free and 
everybOdY welcome. . 

American Secular IJnion, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bnnda.y 
evening a.t 7;80. Lecture~. debates, and discus
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres. 
ident, HENBY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical Assoela• 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms.~-Bedford avenue and 
South ~d street, Brooklyn, J!l, D., at 3 P.M., every 
Bnnda.y. Lectures follo"ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
BroadwaY, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2!i7 
meets every Bnnda.y In lndnstrla.l Hall, Broad &J; d 
Wood sts •• a.t II :10 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
seekerpnblioa.tlonsa.lwa.yson ha.ndatoheapra.tes. 

The Secular Society or Kent, o., 
Meets seml-monthly1 11.rst and third SundaYs. at 2 
P.M. a.t the town na.ll. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABIUS HEIGH~ON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union 
Of A.llia.noe, O., meets the fl.rst and fourth Bnn 
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, a 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THB TBUT.II BEEKEB and Invest'· 
aator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor.l:!b~. 

Chicago Secular IJnlon 
Meets everY SundaY evening at 7:80 P.M., a.\ 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 We11t Madison stre:et. 
LeotnreB and debates. BtranKers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnre followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

The Minneapolis Secular IJnion 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Rooms 12 and 14,Eastma.n block, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBEB,Pres.; LEBOY BEBBII!lB, Beo, 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds reJrnla.r meetings a.t Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
a. broad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN BTEINEBt Pres • 

San Francisco, Cal., Fl'eethougllt 
Soclet.;r 

Meet• every Bnnda:r evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every SundaY at 7:30 P.M. In the public 
school building in Port An~elell, Wash. Lect
ures, songJ!, and select readmg. Discussion in
vited on all snb1eots. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. F!IANK M:oBBB, Oor. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Lib• ral Club 
Meets every Bnnda:r a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Science Lectures--Free Diaoussions.-Original 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEB. Bee. 

The Roeder Secular IJnlon 
Of Roeder. Wash., meets everY first and third 
SundaY in the month, a.t the Roeder school-bonae. 
Lectures, discussions, readinlli', and poems. Tbe 
sn-eatest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto, 
n-universa.l Mental LibertY." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.: 0HABLES SHEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
MeAts every RnndaY a\ Knights of Labor Hall, 

604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visitinll Lib-
erals invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBia, Pres. 

ISAAC B. LEB, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrfss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wf£11 Pine Steel Enuravtnfl or Benatw ConJcltng, 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, '75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERDAOR. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, :fla. 
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RBv. R. T . .HAmra, editor of the Dallas, 
Tex., Western Baptist, has been made the 
subject of two grand jury indictments, one 
for libeling Rev. E. Hardy, the other for pub
lishing that Rev. E. B. Hardy, Rev. L. H. 
Scruggs, Rev. B. J. Grant, and Rev. A. M. 
Johnson are "paid scandal-mongers of the 
Baptist Hwald and notorious liars." 

ANNA DIOXINBON is at 
liberty, and will lecture. 

PBBBIDBNT HABRTBON 
started on a national tour 
on the 14th. 

A EUROPEAN war this 
summer is pronounced 
"probable." 

THB Baptist church at 
Era, Tex., was blown 
down by a providential 
storm on the 12th. 

--
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CODS AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S. . SA.~E~ TID~KEBS, 
ol' · AND .BEFORJIEBS• ·· 

ANCIENT AND IIODEBN TIMES Btocr~U~htea otaoo' 9fthe LeacllDc PhilOIOPhera, 
Vol. I. Glva a J'ull .A.ooout of all the Gods, bi- . Teaohel."ll~ Bkeptlcillrlhln)lova~lnl'o1111del'l of , TmmB was· a time when the most power 

...,.. 

01J= 0=~~h-J:·~~"~h:nd~~l Brll~~t; · Rtf:t'::' .'rc~i (~~o: _.:~11~ot oh~~~r~- ~ful. of. h.uman intellect~ were deluded by th~ 
svo, S85pp. Vo1. D. Describes Fully aU from-the-time of Menu to the prea- giltberish-of the astrologer and the alchemist; 

the BeUgious B_ystems of the'World. ent; avo, ~,0'115pp,, cloth, ••; c.: and· just so :there was a time w'heB · the ·most . 
svo,957Jlp; Oloth,_tapervol.; the leather,"' ~or., •· e.,t4.I5D. . . .t~nlightened and virtuous statesmen thought 

ll ;':J:;;, 815~J.~at~~e:.'; ,r:_o· BY D. M:, BENNETT. I it the llrst duty of a government to persecute 

y 

y 

->=1 

BY D. u. BENNETT. THE TBUTB BBEKEB 00., h~retics, to found monasteries, to make war 
THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. liS LafayeUe ·Plaoe, R. Y.. on Saracens. But tim:e advances; facts ac-

-
....... 

-· 
J 

----~-

-. -:::s:::= 
cumulate; doubts arise. 
Faint . glimpses of truth 
begin to appear .. and 
shine more and more 
imto the perfect day.-
M(l(J(IAj,lag~ . 

-- - "..-.-- __ .--

"AH, but," say you, 
"Protestantism gave her 
learning to the people, 
and Rome kept it to her
self." And what learn. 
ing, pray thee, did Prot
estantism gfv to the peo. 
pie? The only learning 
she gave, and · which 
Catholics refused, was 
that which can be culled 
from "an open Bible." 
And this is, of course, 
l8arning to be proud of 
-inexpugnable cesmog
ony, incontrovertible as
tronomy, and geology 
that cannot be ques
tioned; and abundant 
sanctions for stealing, 
lying, murdering, slav
ery, polygamy, harlotry, 
and, perhaps, every crime 
of which human turpi
tude has ever been ca:pa· 
ble. This is the karnJng 
(save the mark)· which 
:Protestantism gave. and 
which Catholicism wisely 
Withheld. An " open 
Bible " is an open Pan
dora's box. Learning 
proper neither church 
has ever encouraged ; 
and at this hour Cathol
icism is. not more hostn 

TBB Minnesota legisla
ture adjourned without 
passing Alliance meas. 
ures. It voted down the 
anti-tights bill. 

IT is cabled that " the 
illiterate vote" at the 
Sligo election " was cast 
by the influence of the 
clergy " against the Par
nell candidate. 

'l'wo parsons of Ham
burg, Germany, hav 
given scandal to the pi
ous, one by disclaiming 
belief in original sin, the 
other by pronouncing the 
resurrection narrativ leg
endary. 

A MBXIOAN dispatch 
says: " Most of our peo
ple who travel return · 
home with new ways and 
new means, the clergy 
only sticking to old no
tions and old forms of 
political disciplin." 

- _ _: :.:-~---:.._ -. 

A CONVENIENT WAY OF GETTING OVER A RlVER. than Protestantism to 
TBB Columbus cente

nary having given rise to 
some glorification of 
Queen ISabella, there a1'e 

And Elijah took l!ls mantle, and wrapped it together, and smote the waters, and they were divided hither and 
thither; so that they two went over on dry ground.-2 Kings ii, 8. · 

the fearless researches 
of science and the un
biased generalizations of 

called forth denuncia-
tions of her as a " miserable, bigoted tool of 
priests, who ruined her country." 

IT is now said that the shooting of striking 
miners in Pennsylvania by deputy sheriffs 
was unprovoked. Two later riots, on the 
17th, are reported, and blamed on the work
ingmen. 

GBN. G. W. STRoH, the just retired mayor 
of Sunbury, Pa., on the 18th was arrested 
and fined 68 cents per oath for swearing 
twenty-seven oaths. The oaths had . been 
uttered in a controTersy with a lawyer, lind 
jotted down by a personal and political 
enemy. 

JBssB Looxwoon, of White Plains, N. Y., 
on the 11th beat his wife, aged sixty-one, to 
death with a club, saying the Lord com
manded it. A few days previous he rang the 
Methodist church bell and proclaimed that 
the Lord desired a sacrifice of human life. 
He has often been called a religious crank. 

CosTA RIOA, Central America, has been de
pressed in industry by Holy Week, in which 
all the legends connected with Christ's life 
hav been acted, to the delight of " the women 
and the children and the people of the hum
bler classes," though, the dispatch says, 
" the prominent men, the representativ minds 
of the republic, hav all been beautifully 
scarce." 

BLAmB has given Italy a reply co•taining 
little of conciliation or of explicit assurance 
that reparation will be made. He says that 
the attorney-general is considering whether 
prosecution of the lynchers can be had in 
federal cburts, and " if it shall be found, as 
seems probable, that criminal proceedings 
can only be taken in the courts of Louisiana, 
the president can in this direction do no more 
than to urge upon the state officers the duty 
of promptly bringing the offenders to trial. 
This was done in his telegram to the governor 
of Louisiana as early as tlie 15th of March." 
If, he says, the state grand jury falls to act, 
the federal government will consider whether 
there be other modes of redress ; and, he 
concludes, if " it should appear that among 
those killed . . . there were some Italian 
subjects who were resident or domiciled in 
that city, agreeably to our treaty with Italy, 
and not In violation of our immigration laws, 
and who were abiding in the peace of the 
United States and obeying the laws thereof 
and of the state of Louisiana, and that the 
public oftlcers charged with the duty of pro. 
tecting life and property in that city con. 
nived at the work of the mob, or . • . 
failed to take any steps for the preservation 
of the public peace and afterward to bring 
the guilty to trial, the president would, un
der such circumstances, feel that a case was 
established that should be submitted to the 
consideration of Congress with a view to the 
rellef of the families of the Italian subjects 
who had lost their lives by lawless violence." 
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philosophy. Cathc;>llcism 
a n d Protestantism

whicli. of the two weird sisters is at present 
most amiably disposed to Charles Darwin's 
Evolution or to Herbert .Spencer's Agnosti
cism ?-Saladin. 

IF we are born for heaven, we are lost for 
earth.-F6U6'1'baoh. 

AT present let us remove what is bad, 
which must always be done before. good of 
any kind can spring up.- W. 8. Landur. 

IF there is a devil, he is God's devil. Either 
this, or God is not inftnit. If he is infinit, 
then there is nothing in the .world which is 
not a fraction of his wholeneaa.-Ohadwick. 

No He can speak or act, but it will come 
after longer or shorter circulation, like a bill 
drawn on nature's reality, and be presented 
there for _payment, with the answer, No 
e:lfecta.-Oarlyle. . 

WB want no men who will change, like the 
vanes of our steeples, with the course of pop.. 
ular wind; but we want men who, like 
mountains, will change the course of the 
wind.-Horace Mann. 

JBsus had defects and imperfections like all 
other men, and it is but simple justice to him 
and all other men that -these defects should 
be dispassionately poin~ out, so that man
kind may know the trutll, and be free-free 
from the thralldom of an.cient superstition, 
free from the absurd idea that Jesus was a 
perfect man. He was a simple Jewish en
thusiast and religious reformer, foolishly sup
posing himself the messiah. thereby coming 
to an untimely death.- W. .E. Ooleman. 

PLBABURB is a shadow, wealth is vanity, 
and power is a pageant; but knoUJledge is 
intrinsic enjoyment, perennial fame, unli~
ited space, and~infinit duration. In the per
formance of itii sacred oftlce it fears no dan. 
ger, spares no expense, omits no exertion. 
It scales the mountain, looks into the volcano, 
dives into the ocean, perforates the earth, 
wings ita filght into the skies, encircles the 
globe, explores sea· and land, contemplates 
.the distimt, examine the minute, comprehends 
the &teat, and transcends the sublime. No 
place ioo remote for its grasp1 no heavens too 
exalted for its touch.-De W.tt fllinton. 

THB originals [of the New Testament] 

I 
do not anywhere exist, and consequently 
it is utterly impossible for anybody to 
know who wrote any one of the books of 
the Bible, which is, therefore, a compilation 
of anonymous writings, and as such is no 
authority whatever. So far from being a 
divinely-inspired record, it ia, as we hav 
seen, a product of the cunning and ingenuity 
of knaves and fanatics, who deserve credit 
for only one thing, and that is that they man
aged to make any sense whatever out of the 
wretched scribble and scrawl from which 
they derived their information.-.Dr. HMd
'llliolu. 
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-HE~Ju;w--cHEsrNurs; GAl.LilEAN. c·HE5TNUT~ 
.fALM,A.GIAN CHESTNUTS

1 
WAFlMED OVER THE FIRES of·, 

HE 1:-!-•. ~nd allihough t'hou.sands of :jears old.. warranted ~ 
palatct~le to the FAITHFUL~~ T. oli-wrnTALM'AGE. VENDER.. 

RIVAL VENDERS OF STALE "CHESTNUTS." 

IJoi's anti ~lip,ings. 
SPAIN has appropriated fifty thousand 

pesos to the construction of a sepulcher for 
the remains of Oolumbus in the Havana 
cathedral, where they now lie. 

NoBoDY has ever explained how it happens 
that when a New York politician seeks salva
tion and joins the church his creditors be
gin to get uneasy and want to hav an expert 
to examin his books.-Phila<klphla Times. 

S.&.LOOlllKDPBB PBT:a: SouliiiDT, of JeJferson 
Oity, allows nothing to interfere with his re· 
ligious duties. Two weeks ago he cloBed up 
his saloon long enough to attend church in 
the morning. Pete is a particularly striking 
Ohristian. 

Tim army ef the Vatican for the current 
year has two generals, two colonels, two sub
colonels, one major, two captains, and four 
omcers. The whole army omcered by these. 
dignitaries consists of sixty warriors, includ
ing the Swiss guard. The cavalry consists 
of thirteen noblemen, with eight horses be
tween them. 

Tux headmaster of a large school in New 
York asserts that a girl of aweet af:xteen or 
seventeen of the present age iB taller and of 
better physical development than one of the 
last generation. According to the teacher, 
this improvement should be attributed to the 
prevalent practice of outdoor games and gym
nastic exercises. 

AN ungodly wretch stole el,!WO worth of 
silverware and jewelry from the residence of 
Rev. F. W. Olampelt, of Ohrist'll church 
Springfield, Ill., Sunday night while thiJ dom: 

inie was iB church trying to save sinners. 
Rev. Mr. Olampelt wishes now that he had 
laid up his treasures in heaven, but he would 
like to pelt the burglar just the same. 

TaB Rev. T. J. Shelton, editor of the 
Arkanla8 (/hristian and one of the most 
prominent clergymen in the South, has gone 
insane. He was arrested at Little Rock 
while attempting to resurrect the body of a 
young woman who recently died. Recently 
he announced that he was the meBBiah and 
declared that he wall ordered to go to Kansas 
Olty with the wife of a prominent merchant, 
who is a member of his church. 

Tim new Talmage Tabernacle in Brooklyn 
was dedicated last Sunday. There were 
three services and at the la11t one Talinage 
spoke. On the day before the dedication 
the ~printed this: · 

Talmage's house-warming 
Will begin to-morrow morning, 

When the church will be specially blest. 
It's to be a dedication 
For cash and consecration, 

If you send a check they'll do the rest. 

I JUV listened to many Unitarian 11ermons, 
says an editorial writer in 8tcUlM Tlwteght, 
but invariably with the same result. The 
beginning of the sermon leads directly on the 
road to reason; thtt revolt against orthodox 
crudities seems to hav opened one more Intel. 
Hgent mind; but suddenly a switch iB turned 
and back we get on to the well-worn old 
road ; and a prayer takes ua back to realms 
not very far removed from thoBe reigned over 
by Wlld and Walsh. 

A. oumoua cue lately eame up before the 
eourt of appeals in Kazan, Ruasia. The son of 
Busllian townsman (JflutsMnln), a boy of 

eight yeaTs, playing with other boys in the 'without feeling that they are "out of it." 
street, made the sign of the cross over a 'ra- The queer admixture of so-called religion 
tar boy, a Mohammedan. The Tatar boy and fashion that we hav nowadays would hav 
ran away crying over the sacrilege, and com- considerably astonished the apostles.-New 
plalned to his father. The latter immediately York Tribune. 
went out, caught the Ohristian boy, and gave 
him a sound thrashing. The Russian father AT a meeting of the board of health of 
brought suit a~ainst him. The judge sen- Riverhead, N. Y., lately, li resolution was 
tenced him to imprisonment. adopted ordering Towu Olerk John Bagshaw 

to make complaint before the grand jury at 
OuDINll TASOHBBBAU and the, other Que- its next session against Father Patrick Orelgh

bec prelates say in their letter against the ton, the pastor of Bt. John's Oatholio church, 
Manitoba prohibition of separate achools: for violation of the law which requires every 
" The church, being alone commissioned by person who performs a marriage ceremony 
God to teach men moral11, cannot, at any to ftle With the board of health a copy of the 
period of their lives, abandon her mission. marriage certificate. Father Oreighton went 
She is not free to renounce her action and to St. John's less than a year ago from the 
control in the schools; under no conditions, church of Our Lady of the Victory in Brook
under no form of government, can she aP- lyn. In the time of his pastorate at River
prove schools wherein youth receives no head he has married a number of couples, 
moral instruction. Therefore she always has but no certificate had been filed. Sometimes 
reproved and always will reprove the schools a certltl.cate has been filed by the bridegroom, 
commonly styled • unsectarian schools.'" It but even in such case it was not in the regu
is to be borne in mind that the Oatholic church lar form of marriage certificates. Where the 
under the head of " moral11" include11 polit- statutory form uses the words, " according 
leal duties, and in fact about everything elBe. to the laws of the state of New York," 

Father Oreighton substitute11 the words, "ac-
To the weary worldling Lent must be wel- cording to the rites of the Holy Oathollc 

come indeed, and to hav a truly fashionable church." "I can't go against my con
and legitimate excuse to glv up striving must science," says the priest. "The laws of the 
be. an absolute relief to many. To the state recognize and grant divorces. The law 
mother who has conscientiously struggled to of the church does not. For me the law of 
every ball in order that her young daughter the church is supreme. As a part of the 
might see and be seen; to the father who state law relating to marriage the right of di
feels that his girls hav "had their chance" vorce comes under the words in the form of 
for this winter at least and that he can now marriage certltl.oate, 'Aceordlng to the laws 
draw in the purseatrlngs; and even to the of the state of New York.' Not recognizing 
girls them~~elva, who must experience a gen- the practice of divorce, we cannot' recognize 
uin sensation of relief in being able at least that form of marriage certltl.oate or the law 
to stay home and take the much-needed rest which requires us to file It." 
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petent to do, wisdom is. qualified to guide, and the come il'l. the theolo~ical . way, how did it come? 
moral element involved in goodness will see that no Though it should be impossible to a~swer tlais ques-. 
misuse is made of either power or wisdom. These tion,· this in no sense confirms the theological postu-

Design Argument. are all fundamental-in the in:fiDit creator of" the nid-, late. n .does not follow because we cannot tell the 
verse. $tuff out·or which,. dreams are made, that therefore 

Design in the universe is the most potent factor· Now allow. us to imagin, in the light· _of. human they are revelaiions. of the gbda .... That a reasonable 
in all discussiOns where Theism takes a part. It experience, which has given us ·our rules for the hypothesis· can be suggested is sapported by ~he 
formulates a prearranged plan. ·It has a fixed, judgment upon conduct and)ts reg}:llation1 in}vhat J:>es.t t~oug)).t of this. age ... This is saying that which 
changeless purpose emphasizing every argument' fall- class of facts we shall find the infinit creator's cannot be said of the hypothesis of Theism, ~or that 
ing from the lips of all defenders of ·the~ fl\ith once designs, plans, provisions, .Jnd methods ,vindic!'ted. in. no.-sense is reasonable, but in all things quite the 
delivered UBto the saints. The experiences of life The universe in the presence of these revelations reverse. 
lend their aid in support of such deliverance. From must be taken as the most fitti:og exponent of the The intolerable egoism with which Theism has 
the crude attempts of primitiv man to fashion a club character of the infinit creator. Every· thoughtful invested·man lies in the way of a correct rendering 
er in any way make an instrument of offense or de- student of. nature must thoroughly understand that of the facts of this world. It: compliments man in 
fense, and on through the changes of a million years design has failed to discriminate or draw any line the terms which make him a co-factor in all plans 
resulting in the multitudinous complex machines between virtue and vice, morality and immorality, good and designs in the BO· called created universe. He is 
which disclose plana, designs-these, and the adap- and evil. None of these are revealed in· God's en rapport with the· creator .. He sees, hears, and 
tations seen in all which tends to make up modern method seen in plan and design. The creation· talks with him. He imagine that he is the end and 
civilization, are in demonstration of · Freethought. impresses the student with the conviction that in the Aim of design, and that all ends seen in the method 
The entire history of our race is in support of the management of this world good and evil are not of this creator culminate in him. The earth with 
fact that design succeeds design, plan succeeds plan, factors at all. its fullness was made for him. The sun also, as well . 
and we are advised at every step of the. adjustment, It is useless to attempt to evade this argument as the moon and stars, were all created for his bene
means, and measures which aim at the realization of upon the ground that this ii:ifinit creator has made. a fit. A divine trinity was called. into existence to 
objects of deair.e. All point toward tile ·attain- revelation not contained in his creation. This will meet his needs, and Oalvary'a bloody victim was an 
ment of certain ends. · Therefore it is not at all sur- not do. It is a fatal compromise. It is a surrender. offering for his sins and nothing more. A heaven 
prising that not only the ignorant and the unadvised That any really rational being should take the Bible as and a hell· are for him. The winds, the rains,. the 
but multitudes who cl11im to reasc;m and enjoy the authority, with tke innumerable liabilities to corrup- dews, are all for him. The cattle upon a thousand 
benefits of what is called an education, should tion and ruinous errors, as against the testimony set hills are for his benefit. The gold and silver, pre
reason in the same way. The pulpit also errs in forth in creation where error and corruption is· impos-. cious metals and rare gems, are all in honor of him. 
relation ~o this question. It is wondrous strange aible, is hardly possible. It ·can only be done The coal-beds and forests, the wild beasts which 
that the moat competent portion of the clergy fail through the subjugating power of superstition, roam therein, and the fish in a thousand streams, 
to see the radical defect. in the c)esign argument which dethrones reason.' . rivers, lakes, and oceana, are all in . his interest. 
which they formulate with such assurance-that the If there is a plan, or design, a planner, or designer, The birds of the air are all for his benefit. Such 
uni"Yerse is a creation . and that . there is no way which discriminates between virtue and vice, he, she, : unpardonable claims set up by him make all forms 
of accounting for it upon any other hypothesis than or it is nowhere to be found in the nature oF the of life his foes. He fails to see that he is only a link 
that of creation, which necessarily involves a creator. divine management. -What does natur~ voice wh~n in the chain of life upon this glo'be, and that all 
If the universe and ita intelligent beings are only we listen! The strong subjugate the -weak: The other links in this chain dit<pute his claims, seeing 
competent of a rational explanation upon the theory big fish devours the small ones. The varying forn:is that all forms of life hav like fundamental traits. 
of an infinit intelligent being, then it must follow of organized life are living upon each other. O.ne Man has to·contest his claims with all forms of life. 
with increased emphasis that this infinit intelligent half of ·the structural forma ·liv on the other halt. All classes in the chain of. organic life are alike ego
'being must of necessity come through the same proc- Think for a moment of the straits and the suffering tistic and are alike foolish. The fish in the waters 
ess which ushered into existence this wonderful uni- that reign in all parts of this world, and then for-a of this world deny that these waters were made for 
verse. moment imagin that a being that is wise, powerful, man-" they . are ·.and wer~ created· for us fishes." 

It will be seen readily that Theism is not at lib~ and ali-good would tbus render the conditions,of·life And ths fishes show this fact by the way they will 
erty to ·set up the claim that this infinit cree.tor did such that one-half, if it Iivs at all, must -liv on . the capture the man. that ventures into their waters 
not come to be, but that he is eternal and hence self- quivering :flesh of the other half. And the same is where some of the finJ;~Y tribe show their shark teeth. 
existing. This would be to abandon the funds- largely true in the history of human beings. Think They like the bloody :fles}l of their egotistic lord of 
mental argument of Theism, which is design. If -no, we cannot think,· of. the possibility of this creation as well as this same lord likes the result of 
the intelligence of a bird is in evidence of a designer, world of sentient life being what it is as a result of a his angling. The birds of the air reason in like 
much more must an infinit God be in evidence of a plan or design on the part of any being who·is wise, manner: "This air is for us and all the good things 
still higher designer. To deny this necessary de- good, and powerful. How could such a being endure in this world are for our benefit." 
mand is to compromise the argument used in the the torture which a vision of the ceaseless ·suffering And the beasts of a -thousand forests are of the 
speech of Theism. There are many serious objec- would produce when all seen at once·! Torture, same opinion. "All are for us, and we are at the head 
tiona urged against the argument of theology. Da- infinit torture, it must be to any intelligent existen9e of tl;te univerae-:-all thi~gs created for our benefit." 
sign implies rationality. It necessarily involves a ·of whom it is poRsible to predicate. wisdom; pcrw&'r, And thus it is' as we;~ run~ thro,ugh the varying forms 
plan, a method, means aiini~g at an approved end or and goodness. This universe of woe must annihi- of life, until we encounter the little autocrat, the ant. 
result. If it is infinit reason (whatever that is), then late every argument in the speech of Theism. Such He is inspired with the idea, as much as any Ohris
all the plans of that infioit r.eaaon would ba founded a world as this in the light of its bloody history tian, that this world was created for his inheritance, 
in that reason and would be perfect. We hav no would knock out in the first round every vestige of for. his . benefit. He builds his little stalls; directed 
means of j adging of the value,' good or ill, of a de- a designing creator, infinit in power, wisdom, and by inspiration, and with Ohristian deftness captures 
sign or plan only through that which the race has goodness.. If this world is planned, designed, by a the little aphides, giving them staH-room, and then 
learned by the expensiv purchase of experience. God such as theology defines, we hav a legitimate milks them, and thus has food for the little baby 
Through such experience rules hav been slowly right to demand that sorrow, suffering, and pain in ants. They are comforted with the inspired thought 
formulated through all of the ages of human devel- every form shall forever cease-shall be exchided that this world is for them, and if they do .not hav 
opment in relation to conduct. But through all of from the domain over which this God baa jurisdic- it all to themaelvs, they think that they are wronged 
these ages these rules hav been subject 'to modifica- tion. ·If ·not, we are compelled to deny the design ·out·of· their rights. They do not imagin any more 
tion and change which .higher experience has ren- argument and exclude the designer. . than man does that there is anyone higher than 
dared necessary. Hence it is that when we institute . In the second place, if the universe is a creation, they are. 
a comparison of the rules of conduct of the long ago then before that universe there was no creator, but - Man's creators are never higher than man and his 
and those formulated by modern civilization we see an infinit uncreator. Also, this infinit uncreator was ideals. All forms of life can use the same argu· 
a very marked difference-a difference so great that alone, and is unchangeable. We must remember that menta as man in the interest of design. And in the 
the sacred books of the distant ages are obsolete, he was just as old before he became creator as he is last analysis we find that design is never higher than 
are without any practical value as guides for the now, for he is eternal and has· no succession.· And the' human possible. And in fact, all of the thee
present age. . yet the passage from an infinit uncreator ·to ·a logical arguments are on the line of the human, and 

We hav as a result of human experience rules of creator, which implies succession, and hence a con- never go beyond. They first fashion their god after 
conduct in the light of which it is manifest that·cer- tradiction, has been made. Oreation is a measured the human design, and take his measurement in the 
tain acts put forth by rational beings are pronounced ·quantity, because it began, and that which begins is light of that design. J~ H. BuRNHAM. 
praiseworthy and other certain acts blameworthy necessarily a measured quantity, and demands in 
according to the design or plan of the actor. If lib~ strict logical necessity a cause only adequate to What Religion Shall be Taught in Our Public 
designs are in harmony with praiseworthy acta, these produce quantity; and quant.ity,·being finite, limited, ~chools t 
said acts are good ; but if not, then they are pro- can hav as cause only that which stands related to 
nounced bad. And we may well believe that this it, and that is a limited cause, and not an infinit AN APPEAL OF THE WASHINGTON SECULAR UNION TO THE 
state of things alone renders society possible. We cause such as theology postulates. It is not con- couNTY suPERINTENDENTS oF PUBLIC scHooLs, 
are placed under strict moral :raecessity to enforce the ceivable that an infinit uncreator, being unchange- ASSEMBLED IN CONVENTION AT OLYMPIA. 
discrimination which these formulated rules of con- able, could become a creator, which involves change; OFFICE OF THE WAsHINGTON SECULAR U:NION,} 
duct emphasize. This applies to all premeditativ and change breaks down the argument of Theism., · April 7, 1891. 
action, which necessarily implies intelligence. The But thiR, in the next place. confronta: us with GENTLEMEN: The Washington Secular Union, 
advanced in intellectual and moral endowment cannot another very l!erious difficulty. The time came when having auxiliary local Unions throughout the entire 
plead for any liberty not equally conceded to the less he was not an uncreator, and also when he was not state, organized to protect its members and all other 
intellectually and morally endowed. If any distinc- an undeeigner. He was, in fact, an undesigner from worthy citizens in the "absolute freedom of con
tiona were to be made, certainly they should be in strict necessity, seeing that he was alone, and hence science in all matters of religious sentiment," as 
favor of the latter class. If these rules cover the there was nothing for design to relate to. There was guaranteed by our state constitution, respectfully 
actual high and low they must in all attempts in- no universe, there was no creator, and hence there call Jpur attention to and solicit your earnest consid
volving a process of reasoning applied to our ideals could hav been no design, for design implies some- ei:ation of. the following facts and petition : 
otherwise reasoning would be a palpable fraud. ' thing, as a necessary condition of design, but there was Our public schools are created and maintained by 

We must now make an application of these rules nothing, and design therefore was impossible. The- the civil government, and therefore are a civil, not • 
of conduct to our ideals, or divinities, otherwise we istic creation must hav taken place without design, religious institution, and are not maintained in the 
are left entirely in the dark. This infinit designer and thi& is impossible ; it is not conceivable. There interest of or in opposition to religion, nor in the 
and creator must be judged in the .light of his de- being nothing for design to relate to, nothing for it interest of any sect or denomination, but of the pee
signs, which are clearly manifested and set forth in to fall upon, it becomes an impossible. conception pie, by the people, for the people. 
his creation, and by these are we compelled to make itself. It is evident that if creation ever did take Roman Oatholics, Protestants, J ewe, Infidels, all 
our estimate of this rational creator. What are the place, it must hav started with something, and as that are taxed alike for its support, an· hav equal rights, 
particular ·facts set forth . in the reign and adminis- something must hav been without design, if any and no preference can . justly be given to any one 
tration of this infinit creator, are we to consider that something could hav come without design, then all religion. 
his character may be vindicated. We hav clear ideas somethings could hav come in the same way. The greater part of a community may he agreed 
of power, wisdom, and goodness. Power is com- But it is :flippantly asked, If the universe did not concerning some matter of conscience, but if only 
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one among them holds a different opinion, his or her 
rights of conscience are just as sacred as those of ali 
others, and must be respected. 

Your attention is especially called to the fact that 
our state constitution is pledged not only not to inter
fere with that right, but to protect it. 

Art. i, Sec. 11, reads: "Absolute freedom of con
science in all matters of religious sentiment, belief, 
and worship shall be guaranteed to every individual. 
No public money or property shall be appropriated 
for, or applied to any religious worship, exercise or 
instruction, or the support of any religious establish
ment." 
·- Liberty of opinion, liberty of worship, liberty in 
all matters pertaining to religion, is not a privilege 
created or awarded by the state, but a right inherent 
in the personality of the individual conscience. And 
the state of Washington by its constitution is pledged 
not only not to interfere with that right, but to pro
tect it. 

There is no executiv, no legislativ, no judicial 
power or authority in existence that has any right to 
decide for anyone what system of religion that per
son shall etudy, or read, or hear read, or what code 
or form of prayers they shall repeat or hear repeated, 
nor has the governor of the state, the legislature, or 
any department of the government any power in 
themselvs, still less can they confer on any others 
the power, to decide what constitutes the Bible; 
since the Bible of the mother church, the Douay or 
-Roman Oatholic version, is denounced by the Prot
estants, and the Protestant or King James version 
is denounced as heretical by the Roman Oatholics. 

Why should our public schools be made propa
ganda n.urseries for Roman Oatbolica, Protestants, 
Jews, or Buddhists ! 

If it is right and just, when a majority of the 
school board are Protestants,-that the religious ex
ercises in the school shall consist in reading passages 
of the King James Bible, and repeating the Lord's 
prayer, will it not be equally right and just whenever 
a majority of the school board are Roman Catholics, 
for them to insist on reading such passages as they 
choose from the Douay, or Roman Oatholic Bible, and 
repeating prayers to the Virgin Mary '? 

We respectfully suggest to your honorable body, 
that no number of persons, whether self-elected or 
appointed by government, possess any right to use 

. coerciv means to restrain any student from the 
full enjoyment of any of the rights guaranteed to 
every individual by our state constitution, or to in
duce them to profess any religion, or practice any 
act of worship, or be made to even in seeming take 
part in1 or by their presence (against their own free 
will, or that of their parents or guardians) sanction 
any religion, much less compel their presence at any 
religious exercise against which they hav conscien-
tious objections. . 

You will observe that in our state constitution the 
exclusion is not of sectarian instruction, but of any 
religious exercise or instruction ; and that under our 
constitution there is not even room for the conten
tion made in the case of Weiss et al. vs. School Dis
trict No. 81 in the city of Edgerton, Wis., decided by 
the supreme court of Wisconsin, March 18, 1890, and 
reported in volume 44 of the Northwestern Reporter, 
at pag~ 967, to which your attention is respectfully 
called. 

The reading of the Bible is religious instruction, 
and when the Bible is read and prayer offered or re
cited in a school, to that extent-as the supreme 
court of Wisconsin unanimously decided-that school 
becomes by such religious exercises and instruction a 
place of worship. 

What constitutes worship at the ordinary Protest
ant church T Is it the sermon? No. The worship 
consists in reading the scriptures, the prayers, and 
the singing of the hymns of praise. 

School tax is not collected for the purpose of 
propagating any religious faith; school-teachers are 
not employed to save souls, but to afford secular 
education, to instruct the pupils in what the teachers 
know, not what they guess. We respectfully sug
gest that the pupils can guess about the unknowable 
about as wall as the teachers. 

The teachers are paid from the public money
taxes-paid by the people of the state; and it is the 
duty of .the teachers to impart instruction that shall 
qualify the pupils for useful, happy lives in.th!s state. 
It is no part· of the duty of teachers to g1v mstruc
til!ln in regard to how to attain happiness in some 
foreign state, nor in some future state ; that is the 
duty of the parents. The place for such instruction 
is not the public school, but the home, the Sunday
S!!hool, and the church. Inculcations of religious 
dogmas or doctrine are matters for the home or the 
church. They are matters with which the govern
ment has no concern, and which it cannot interfere 
in without uniting ,the functions of church and state 
in a manner and to a degree wholly repugnant to 
the spirit of American institutions. 

Objections are made that this is to make our pub
lic schools "godless," "immoral;" the objection is 
absurd. The terms godless, immoral, cannot be 
applied with any more consistency to a public school 
because the Bible is not read and the Lord's prayer 

daily repeated therein, than it can to schools of pho
nography, telegraphy, or any of our business colleges, 
because the Bible is not read and the Lord's prayer 
not repeated- as part of their regular exercises. 

The state superintendent of public instruction, R 
B. Bryan, under date of June 14, 1890, wrote: "The 
supreme courts of other states where the provisions 
of the constitution and laws are similar to ours hav 
decided that religious exercises cannot be conducted 
in connection with school work even to the repeating 
of the Lord's prayer." 

"What objection can anyone hav to the children 
being taught to recite the Lord's prayer!" 

It is religious instruction and forbidden by our 
state constitution. , 

he could not for a moment doubt. Thus it was thai; 
man's ignorance of his environment g~ve birth to 
the conception of spiritual beings who controled the 
phenomena of the material universe. This supersti
tious notion of invisible anthropomorphic agencies, 
or, as its modern development exists to-day through
out the nations of the earth, the belief in a God, has 
disastrously retarded the social, industrial, and in tel-. 
lectual advancement of mankind In all ages the 
priestly class hav perpetuated their ecclesiastical as 
well as political influence by appealing to this super
stitious sentiment, which, even in the shadow of the 
truths which science has revealed, is still sufficiently 
potent to fill the churches with the effeminate
minded of both sexes. 

But f1·om a Christian standpoint it is objectionable, 
because it ignores Ohrist. 

The Lord's prayer is of itself Antichristian, inas
much as it teaches that we should go direct to " our 
father," as children to a parent needing no mediator, 
for the Lord's prayer utterly ignores 9hrist-makes 
not the faintest allusion to him, affords no hint of 
our having any need of a vicarious atonement or 
any use for either a savior or a redeemer. 
. It teaches that instead of trusting to Jesus to. pay 
the penalty or to secure for us forgivness of sins, 
we should ask or rather demand forgivneE!s of 
sins on our own merits. The exact language of the 
prayer .is, "And forgiv us our sin, for we also forgiv 
everyone that is indebted to us" (Luke ii, 14). 

It is contended that school boards hav a right to 
sanction religious exercises in public schools because 
of established custom. 

We appeal to you that it is no excuse or justifica
tion for wrong-doing that the aggressor was but 
following the example of his predecessor. But 
whatever pretext or shadow or coloring of law there 
migh~ hav been for permitting religious exercises in 
the public schools in the past, it certainly no longer 
exists, for ~t the framing of our. state constitution 
this subject was fully considered and freely discussed, 
and the provisions of Art. i, Sec. 11, hereinbefore 
quoted were inserted, and by an overwhelming 
majority those wise, reasonable, and. just provisions 
were adopted. 

The officers and members of the Washington Sec
ular Union are each and all most stanch and devoted 
friends of our public schools, regarding them as the 
bulwarks of American independence and the only 
sure reliance for the plilrpetuation of our republic. 

We therefore petition your honorable body, now 
in convention assembled, to pass resolutions expressiv 
of your determination to enforce obedience to the 
constitution in this matter, "affording absolute free· 
dom of conscience in all matters of religious senti
ment and belief to every individual," to insure which 
you each and all, as the county superintendents of 
schools, positivly prohibit any religious worship, 
exercise, or instruction in connection with school 
work in any public school of the state. 

By order of the board of directors of the Wash
ington Secular Union. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Secretary. 

Were it not for the priestly J anuses, who bav de
luded the people with the hope of a heavenly para
dise if they are only loyal and liberal enough to the 
church, the majority of mankind would not be as 
they are to-day, praying for those who are robbing 
the people of all that makes life worth living. The 
priest and the professional politician are the pre
cursors of intellectual and social slavery, wh!lther 
their presence pollute . the atmosphere of a republic 
or of a monarchy. Hand in hand they travel to
gether, the one promising a post-mortem picnic with 
God and the winged tribe of heaven in return for as 
much of your salary as you can afford to spare; and 
the other vowing that he will relieve you of the bur
den of excessiv and unnecessary tantion if you 
will only contribute the remainder of your income 
to his support. The agent of God teaches the ne
cessity of absolute and unquestioning obedience to 
temporal and spiritual rulers, and also expatiates 
upon the blessings of poverty and humility; though 
he himself enjoys the comforts of opulence. The 
politician reahzes the usefulness of this kind of 
" moral " teaching in enabling him to retain his grip 
upon the public collar and treasury, and encourages 
the dissemination of these views by exempting 
church property from its equitable share of taxation, 
and granting the most valuable tracts of the people's 
land for church purposes. Would there be such 
poverty and misery as may be witnessid among the 
working classes of all lands if the church bad not 
sided with the rich and unscrupulous in the task of 
despoiling the people of their rights? And would 
the church hav so powerful an influence over the 
people if their mind was not fettered with the fatal 
belief in a heavenly despot, the keys to whose mon
archy are in the possession of religious bigots and 
fanatics! 

It is not contended here, however, that there are 
not many honest and sincere men and women who 
believe in the existence of a God, but the evidence 
upon which they base their belief is insufficient and 
unworthy of the scientific era in which we liv. The 
indestructibility of matter, and inferentially the 
eternity of its duration, is now capable of complete 
and satisfactory demonstration, thanks to the ex
haustiv labors of those eminent philosophers of the 
past and the present who hav spent their lives in the 
search after truth. Physics and chemical analysis 

Belief in the Existence of a God the_ Curse of are hourly disclosing to the popular comprehension 
the fact that matter itself is possessed of all the 

Mankind. properties necessary to the generation and develop-
Of all the" superstitions which debase and dwarf ment of all organic life. Bearing these facts in 

the mind 'of man there is none so prolific of evil as mind it may be well maintained that it is no longer 
the belief in the existence of a God. It is the excu~able to cling to a belief which has been rejected 
instrument by which the poor and ignorant multi- ~y the flreatest thinkers of the nineteenth century. 
tude are compelled to endure the cruel injustices Brooklyn, N. Y. HARRY PowERS. 
and outrages which stain the pages of the nineteenth 
~entury literature as well as of the history of all 
past ages. Begotten of ignorance of the nature 
and laws of the external universe, the belief in an 
omnipotent and omniscient agency external to, and 
independent of, nature itself, has been perpetuated 
and disseminated by crafty and selfish political rulers 
and their indispensable allies, the priests, for their 
own welfare and ~(lory.' 

After almost nineteen hundred years of so-called 
Ohristian teaching and effort we see around us what 1 
The mass of the people in rags or approximately 
so, and the vultures and parasites of society
priests, ministere, thieves, and monopolists-gorged 
with their ill-gotten wealth. Side by side with high
spired marble church edifices may be seen the tene
ment and the factory, the one stunting the intellect, 
the others weakening and preventing the full devel
opment of the body. 

But, it will be asked, how can the belief i::a a God 
be held responsible for the wretchedness and misery 
by which we are ·surrounds~'? History · furnishes 
the answer in the story of the past. When the men
tal faculties of man had sufficiently developed to 
enable him to appreciate the instability of his 
environment and his absolute dependence for sup
port upon conditions which were not within his 
power to modify to any great extent, he naturally 
ascribed as the cause of the phenomena which he 
witnessed agencies which were essentially anthropo
morphic. The roaring of the wind, the rain storm, 
the thtinder which made ~im tremble, and the light
ning which oft-times perhaps destroyed his forest 
home, were aU, to. primitiv man, manifestations of 
the power of unseen Gods, whose actual existence 

What the Bigots Say. 
The establishment by a Ohristian commonwealth 

of a system of public schools whic~ is !Jhris~ian.but 
not sectarian in which an open B1ble IS mamtamed 
as the stand~rd of morals and the fountain of such 
religious knowledge as it is needful the citizen should 
know and in which the facts of history are taught 
impa;tially, with r~gard on!Y. to the cla~m~ of truth, 
works no injustice to any mt1zen.-Ohr~stwn States· 
man. 

Another effort is being made to open the. Metr?
politan Museum of Art on the Sabbath. Th1a one IR 
being made by women who, ~elievin~ a half loaf is 
better than nothing, ask for xts openmg on Sabbat.h 
afternoon. Yet they must be ashamed of the1r 
course for they do not disclose their identity. There 
is abs~lutely no need for this request. The m~ee~ 
is open two evenings eaeh weelr, and no. admiSSIOn 
fee is charged. The plea that the worktn~ people 
are too tired then to avail themselvs of th1s ~ppor
tunity will not hold. Let there be the ~es1re ~o 
profit by what is there displayed, and weariDess Will 
eot prevent the seeker after knowledge from attend
ing.-Ohristian Instructor. 

HisTORICAL study shows the Bible w~nders to ~e 
of the same character as those recor~ed 1n th~ ~e~Jg
ious books of all other nations; a!ld hte~ary C~1t1c1sm 
proves it to abound in errors, mcons1stenc1es, and 
contradictions, showing it to be the word of man.
Robt. 0. Adams. 
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The Cause in Washington. 
RELIGIOUS EXERCISES IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

In m\king the appeal and sending petitions to the 
county superintendents of public schools, while they 
were in convention at Olympi1, asking them to pass 
resolutions that they would instruct school boards to 
insist on all teachers obeying the state constitution 
and stop all reliRions exercises in connection with 
school work, I had only hoped at best to induce them 
to discuss the subject and realize something of the 
gross injustice of forcing upon the children religions 
instruction repugnant to the convictions of their 
p11rents and antagonistic to their church and home 
instruction. 

But I am pleased to be able to report that the 
state superintendent of public instruction, R. B. 
Bryan, who was chairman of the convention, ap· 
pointed a committee to examin and report on the 
petition. The said committee reported a resolution 
decidedly in favor of the eEforcing of the provisions 
of the constitution, but the fanatics and those 
afraid of Mrs. Grundy managed to table the resolu
tion. I am, however, assured by one of the superin
tendents present that 11 the sentiment of the conven· 
tion was in favor of the enforcing of the provisions 
of the constitution, and I hav no doubt but that 
such a course will be followed." 

SUNDAY LAWS, 
At Tacoma the ordinance prepared by the Sunday 

fanatics, under the direction of Wily Orafts and the 
American Sabbath Union, by which baseball and all 
ohher amusements were to become criminal offenses, 
although drawn up so carefully that the ordinance 
was declared of binding force and in harmony with 
the rights and powers of the council to enact-at 
least such was the opinion delivered to the council 
by the city attorney-was defeated. 

The fanatics who cause arrest of persons for hav
ing their places of business open on Sunday in 
T&coma hav learned that they must themselvs pay the 
costs. This last ordinance asked for was to make 
the city responsible for all costs of such arrests and 
prosecutions. 

I expect the pamphlet on "Facts in Regard to 
Sunday L'ws and Sabbath Observance" will be out 
the first of next week. The Washington Secular 
U aion will judiciously, through its vice-presidents, 
distribute five thousand copies throughout the state, 
mud thus educate the people to a clear understanding 
of the question. 

We hav the glad tidings that one of the most able 
law firms in the state will hereafter act as the legal 
advisers of our board of directors-Liberals who 
will do all possible to help the cause at smallest pos
sible outlay-workers for love of right and freedom, 
and not for lucre only. 

The only drawback to our work is the want of 
funds. Surely it needs only this fact should be 
known to those able to help to secure their prompt 
acMon. The treasurer's address is Mrs. Mary E. 
Boman, Fremont, Wash. . 

Anacortes will be one of the most important cities 
of the sound. It has the geographical position, and 
the progressiv, wide-awake, enterprising citizens, to 
make it so. I delivered three lectures here, April 
11th, 12 ;h, and 13 hh. I found a very large Liberal 
element. I lectured at the theater. Each audience 
doubled in numbers the preceding one. O.n 
the last (Monday) night over sixty had to stand 
during the entire lecture. T:o that earnest worker 
and veteran in good works, 1\[artin H. Willfon,r, of 
Guemes-across the sound from Anacortes-the Lib 
erals are indebhd for the effort·made. He assumed 
the responstbility and made all the arrangements, 
ably and most willingly seconded by the friends; it 
proved that there are very many more gennin Liber
als in Anacortes than anyone had ever supposed, 

I hope soon to hav the privilege and happiness of 
again visiting Anacortes, or of what perhaps would 
prove more effectiv, sending our field secretary fllere. 
Another course of lectures will beyond doubt result 
in the formation of a strong locnl Union. Already 
they hav started the work of gathering funds to 
build a Freethonght hall and es~ablish a free Liberal 
and scientific library. 

OUR FIELD SECRETARY. 
Let it be understood our field secretary does not 

receive any salary, either in fact, or in promises or 
forlorn hopes. This luxury is extended to the· secre
tary only. But in any place in the state where there 
are only a few Liberals, or where there is need cf 
lectures or help in forming local organization, if the 
Liberals of the place are unable to bear all the 
expenses, if the facts are made known to the secre
tary (Lock-box No. 5, Fremont, Wash.), the. matter 
will at once be laid before the directors, and if they 
approve, our field lecturer will be sent to do the 
needed work, and such part of the cost as the Liber
als of the place c&nnot meet will be paid by the 
directors from the field secretary lecture fund. So 
the field secretaries pay only for work actually per
formed, at reduced rates, agreed upon by the board 
of directors. Subscriptions to this especial fund are 
solicited. 0. B. REYNOLDs, Sea. Wash. Sec. Union. 

Mrs. Besant in Washington City. 
A reception was given in honor of Mrs. Annie 

Besant under the auspices of the Wimodanghsis 
soc:ety at the house of Miss Adelaide Johnson, in 
Washington, D. 0., Sunday afternoon, April 19hh. 
Among the numerous callers were Mr. and Mrs. W. 
Burr. On being introduced to Mrs. Besant, Mr. 
Burr said: "Had you come to Washington a dozen 
years ago, when yon were under • cloud, I would 
hav been just as ready to welcome you as now, when 
the common people of England seem to be ready, 
should an opportunity be ready, to make you their 
queen." 

11 I hope, said Mrs. Beaut, "that I may never 
suffer such a degradation." 

The change in public opinion in regard to this 
lady is strikingly indicated by the fact that the 
Washington Post in September, 1880, in uimad
verting on the congress of Freethinkers at Brussels 
said: 

There were those who upheld the wildest schemes of 
revolution, others who would cut loose from the restraints 
of society and set up a saturnalia of self-license in its place. 
. • • The only point of harmony around which they seem 
to revolve was the sUp. shod morality of the Freethinking and 
obscene English woman. 

':!:he same paper now speaks only in praise of Mrs. 
Besant, saying that she is perhaps the most popular 
woman in England to-day. Stilson Hutchins was 
the proprietor ud ostensible editor of the Post in 
1880, ud at the same time an unsuccessful aspirant 
for • Democratic nomination for Oongress in New 
Hampshire. The ownership of th~ paper has 
changed since 1880. Mr. Hutchins was never the 
real editor, and one of his writers is said to be now 
employed on the paper. It is to be hoped that Mr. 
Sylvester did not write that disgraceful editorial. 

The New Orleans A:O:air. 
The communication of Edwards Rousseau would 

need no reply had it appeared in any other journal 
than THB TRUTH SBEEBB. I will be as brief as pos
sible and quote as little as I can under the circum
stances. He commences with a string of supposi
tions from which he draws analogies between the 
butchery of the Italians in New Orleans and what 
should hav happened in New York under similar 
conditions. He supposes : 

Suppose Superintendent Murray had been ambushed and 
assassinated by a secret league of cutthroats because in the 
execution of his duty he was. trying to the best of his ablllty 
to elevate American 1aw and order above the reign of organ
ized criminal conspiracy. 

Now, yon may as well look to the church to ele
vate law and order as to the police, presuming the 
church and police, in the present state of society, to 
be • neaessary evil to be tolerated. Yet the very 
terms hav become synonymous with the words de
faulter in the upper, and thief in the lower, walks 
of life. He says : 

I know if I had been in New Orleans that day, and had 
possessed sumcient courage, I would certainly hav slung a 
musket over my_shoulder and followed Park~rson's lead. 

Oertainly it cannot require much courage to whip 
a horse tied in his ~ttall, physical or mental. 

But sniveling over spilt milk has never yet done any good. 
This in allusion to the dead in their cells. Yet 

that remains to be seen. The brutality of this ex
pression would do honor to God, when he says to 
the ninety and nine, "Dep1rt ye cursed." 

If the jury had done their duty as they were sworn to do, 
the more or less lamentable occurrence would never hav 
happened. 

Who were the best judges of this matter, the jary 
who sat through • long and tedious triral, heariBg the 
evidence discussed and sifted as evideJtce is sifted in 
courts, or yon T 

Italian residllnts propose to get all they can out of this 
country and giv in return nothing but abu~1e and treason. 
It is not putting the case one iota too atrongly to say that 
nine out of every ten Italian immigrants are a curse and a 
pest to this country. 

The Italian resident will get nothing out of this 
country except through toil, which he aet•ms willing 
to perform. Italy has been at the expei.'lle of his 
support until he· has become a producer, and America 
is getting the products of his labor. 

The Italian immigration of to-day, like that of the Hun
garian and Polish, is very largely composed of paupers, 
criminals, etc. 

What other class can hav any inducement to leave 
home and all its endelU'men\\s! 

They commit numerous deeds of violence, and in propor
tion to their numbers giv the police more trouhie than any 
other of our foreign residents. 

Hav you raference to the excise law r Are the 
police Irish, and do they antagonize with the Ital
ians T Who congregate at thf.l corner of liquor sa· 
loons ! Not Italians. 

It is most cheerfully admitted that !!otne Italians make 
good. and law.abiding citizens, but a large msjoriy.y of them 
are,. by reason of their lgnorRnce, their custom:s, their slavish 
allegianee 110 the pope or King Humbert. a.ttd. above all, 
their :propensity to deeds of crime. a:IJ!d vioJen.r,e, unfitted to 
liT in & country of the characte:r el the l1rdted ,States. 

Oan they be more slavish to the pope or king than 
the American is to his party or his church ? " A 
country of the character of the United States"-bah! 
This is putting on conceit with a vengeance-two 
presidents of this country hav been assassinated, two 
more hav died so suddenly and under such circum
stances as to leave • taint. 

It is conceded, I take it, that in a republic the ballot is 
the true and proper.remedy for existing evils. But if we 
put the ballot, that most potent '!'reapon, into the hands of 
the unlettered and ignorant hordes who know nothing of our 
systems or institutions, and care almost infinitly less, who 
regard election time as the heaven-inspired day in which 
they can make a couple of dollars in a couple of minutes-

Who else but the unlettered and ignorant hav ever 
done the voting in this country ! Does the Fifth 
avenue man vote ! Did the poor voter ever make 
anything out of his vote, except to sell it! Was 
there ever a president elected by honest votes ! 
Hav you forgotten the "Oredit Mobilier ?'' 

Let all intending immigrants ftle a declaration of their in
tention to come to this country with the American consul 
nearest to their homes, say, not less than two years previ
ous to the date of their departure. It should be made a 
part of the consul's duties to tkorougbly investigate the 
charactor of the intending immigrant, his financial condi
tion, and require such other information as may be deemed 
necessary and desirable. It the examination is satisfactory 
to the consul he should be req•1ired to ~riv the intending im
migrant a certificate statl11g the bearer was a fit person to 
become a resident of the United States. 

Well, really, this would be a nice bone for the 
consuls. We doubt if the immigran~ would hav 
much left to get him here. 

When the immigrant lands make him thoroughly under
stand that if in five years he is not able to read the organic 
law of his adopted country, the Oonstitutlon of the United 
States, he will be shipped back to the country from whence 
he came. 

Your limit is originaL RsmiBds me of the patient 
who wished to make a contract with his doctor to 
eure him of the diabetes within a given period. 

America, invincible America will rise in the majestic 
might ef her too sorely tried and outraged patience, and all 
good and loyal Americans, regardless of creed or race, will 
unite shoulder to shoulder to save and perpetuate the Amer
ican nation as they united thirty years ago to-day to save 
and perpetuate the American Union. 

This is good. Yon take them all in now-rag-tag 
and bobtail-something like the Universalist heaven. 

It is in bad keeping to object to immigration in 
a ·country but • little over one hundred years • gov· 
ernment, and a little over three hundred years ago 
undiscovered-indeed, are we not all immigrants !
is it not immigrants who hav brought the country to 
its present prosperity T Is one to blame for the spot 
he is born on! And after he is born, should he not 
hav the privilege of living on what part of the earth 
he wishes, if he does not trespass on individual 
rights! . Hav the immigrants ever shown the na
tiv American (the Indian) any mercy ! His hunting
grounds are gone, and to-day he is at the jumping-
off place. GEORGE M. DAVENPORT. 

Pious Lying. 
How few Bo.called Ohristia».s read the Holy Bible. 

If tkey did, Ohristianity from the start must justify 
the most monstrous lying or worst of common sense. 
When • person calling him or herself a Ohristian tells 
US they hav read and believe every WOrd Of it, they 
can be safely Bet down as b~re-faced liars; and to 
prove it, it is only neoessary to point to its numerous 
absurdities and contradictions, if read '\ith ordi
nary observation. The first book, Genesis, in chapter 
vi speaks of • multiplicity of Gods ; and of the 
"sons of God "..;...that they saw the daughters of the 
sons of men and they took wives of such as they 
chose. 

Perhaps I am wrong, however, as to the book 
speaking of the " sons of God," and it really means 
pulpit divines choosing wives of the sons of men, as 
now. 

Why the Ohristian of tb.e New Te~stament should 
endeavor to strengthen his pretensions and faith by 
hugging to his bosom this old Jewish history, seems 
to me marvelous. 

The New Testament is based upon the naked fact 
that J esns was the only son of God ; that he was 
crucified at Jerusalem, which the Jews flatly deny. 
But lying, assumption, deception, and . superstition 
seem to be the component parts of what is called 
piety. D. B. 

Brooklyn. 
------~~----------

A. Voice from tbe West Indies. 
Since my last nothing has happened here of any 

importance. The census is just about being taken, 
and a circular has been addressed to all Freethinkers, 
as this census is a religions one, asking them to con
scientiously write in the space allotted to religion 
their true opinions. This census has caused an open 
warfare between the Roman Oatholics and Anglicus, 
as both parties claim to be in the majority. 

Some time ago I read in a West India newspaper 
that British Honduras, Oentral America, baa given 
birth to a Freethought society. The Guardian 
newspaper of that place commenting on the move· 
ment called them a set of boys forming an Infidel 
association. 



I hav just been reading in a Portuguese religious dently something you hav yet to learn. By and by you wlil 
review of 1870 a carious article on the Freethinkers' be relieved of those painful mental states and will recognize 
council whtch was held in Naples in the month of the wisdom of this event, and will, I know, if you will but 
Dscember of that wear. The following is 1 trans- make strenuous efforts. rise to higher and better stages of 

" living, reaping both spiritual and material advantages which 
lation: hav never before been yours. I know how hard it srems 

The same people of the " infernal banquet," which was for you, with your nature, to believe what I hav written, 
celebrated in Paris, pretend also to celebrate a conventicle but I feel satisfied, if you will but graciously accept the 
In Naples. The vicar of the devil on earth has already dis- situation. after a time you will reap much advantaEe from 
patched his letters of convocation. Those addressed to Ric- the environment under which you will be placed. Your 
ciardi are as follows: · powers will be called out, your resources developed, and 

. OAPBEBA, Jaunar:v 10\h. you will be brou~tht into coatact with persons who will be 
lilY DEAB BIOOIABDI : Benlllte in December proxuno, in Naples, of service and satisfaction to you. 

the Freetninkers. It is a true, grand work, and I desire ver:v much In regard to any immediate inquiries which may be made 'ha•we reabze it, · 
With sucb a. Projeot we intend to extiDJtnish the sacerdotal gan- by people relativ to me or my work, the guide suggests that 

grens with which we are infected. it will be wise to reply that I am passing through a new de-
l s.m :vours, G. GABmA.Lnx. velopment· for a special work; and that I am taken to such 

God permit that the ministers of Satan may make such places and envlroned by such conditions as far as possible as 
sad and signitlcativ parodies to the sacred functions and to will be conduciv to these ends. That you yourself realize 
the assemblies and practices of the Catholics, so that the how important it is that you should acguiesoe In the desires 
world may compare, for example, the Fridays of Lent, which of the guides, who hav proven themselvs wise and emcient 
Pius IX. spends In holy devotion, with the " infernal bim- guardians of an instrument who from childhood has striven 
quets" celebrated drunkenly by the Freethinkers, who are to cooperate with her spirit instructors. 
convocated by Garibaldi to meet ln Naples, on the same 
occasion, in which hundreds of bishops will reunite. Com- Judge Staples listened to the reading of this letter 
pare and judge. with a good deal of interest. Then he said that he 

This shows at once the dUl'erence in opinion which viewed the contract simply as a contract, with no 
existed and which exists now-and not very long ago, evidence of marriage. " She has simply carried out 
only twenty-one years. . E. s. the terms of the contract." The coud added : "I 

do not question the desertion, bat I hav some doubts 
Whom the Spirits Join Together, They Can Pot as to whether this is a marriage. It is, to my mind, 

Asunder. just the same as though a man and woman met upon 
mspato'll.trom Boston, .Aznot! Dlst, to the NetJJ Yorl: SUn. the street and agreed to liv together as husband and 

Spirits formed a very importan' factor in a divorce wife for a day, a month, or a year. The fact that it 
case which was heard in this city to-day before Judge is in writing makes no particular ditrarence. An oral 
Staples. They ordered the marriage in the first contract would be just as good." The court finally 

took the case under advisement. place, and then ordered the tie broken, and the man 
and woman obeyed without a murmur. 

The couple are William Peck, the Spiritualist 
lecturer, who brings suit for divorce, and Sarah G. 
Vetter, better known as Mrs. H. S. Lake, speaker at 
the Firat Spiritual Temole. Her maiden name was 
Sarah Generva Ohafa, and her life as unfolded to-day 
has been eventful. 

When a mere girl it bec,ame a p~rt of h~ creed 
that a married woman has an unallenable nght to 
her person, her property, and her name, and she has 
advocated those ideas ever since. That accounts for 
the different names of the couple. 

This is the story which is told: When Mrs. Lake 
was seventeen years old, she started out to make her 
own living. In three years she drifted to New York, 
studied elocution, and gave a series of dramatic re
citals with good success. 

She met a young and handsome Oatholic priest, 
Henry S. Lake. It was 1 case of love at first sight. 
He renounced his religion for the purpose of marry· 
ing her and they lived to~rether for two years. 

He died early in 1876. She was overwhelmed 
with grief until a medium gave her an opportunity 
to commune with her departed spouse. Her spirit 
husband told her to enter the lecture field. 

She obeyed. After lecturing nearly two years she 
met Professor Peck. The spirits still guided her 
actions, and, acting under their instruction, she pro
posed marriage under the following contract of co 
partnership, written by her, and signed in the pres
ence of witnesses by both : 

MABBIAGB CONTBAOT.-We, the undersigned, hereby enter 
into copartnership on the basis of the true marriage relation. 
Recognizing love· as the only Ia w which· should govern the 
sexual relationship, we agree to continue this copartnership 
so long as mutual affection shall exist, and to dissolve it 
when the union becomes disagreeable or undesirable to either 
party. We· also agree that all property that shall be ac. 
quired by mutual effort shall be equally divided on the dis
solution of said copartnership. S11ould any children result 
from the union, we pledge ourselvs to be mutually held and 
bound to provide them support whether the union continues 
or is dissolved. 

Given under our hand and seal this 5th day of Ootober, 
1877. MilS. JBNNIB LAXB, 

Wx. F. Pxox. 
Witnesse~ by-Without approval, J. B. Garrison; with 

approval, Mrs. J. A. Palmer. 
This marriage contract was a surprise to the court 

and spfllctators, and created a decided sensation. 
For eleven years Mr. Peck and Mrs. Lake lived to
gether as husband and wife, traveling all over the 
country lecturing on matters pertaining to spirits. 

The Bpirit still acted as the guardian of the couple. 
In 1888 the spirits thought Mr. Peck and Mrs. Lske 
had lived together long enough, and so they ordered 
Mrs. Lake to sever the marital bonds which held 
them. 

Mrs. L'ike followed the dictates of her spirit 
guides. Sbe told Professor Peck of the commands 
she had received from the spirit world. He is a 
pronounced !Spiritualist, but he did not like this 
phase of the situation. 

He pleaded hard with his wife, but she cared 
more for the spiribs than for her husband. He 
wrote her several letters imploring her return, but 
they did not move her. · She responded with a long 
letter, which she took pains to say was dictated by 
her spiritual guides, and she desired him, when he 
read it, to "rise out of those states of the body 
which becloud the soul into the spirit of things." 
His pleadings for her mortal self called forth this 
response: 

You hav always acted on the hypothesis that spirits were 
not able to discover the motlvs and movements of mortals, 
and to convey information regarding, the same. This is evi-

The Trustees in Session. 
The chairman called the meeting to order, and 

after prayer had been otrered by Trus~ee Littlesoul, 
the board united in singing the hymn which begins : 

And every day will be Sunday over there. 
Trustee GrabUall reported several munificent giUs 

and bequests from public· spirited citizens to the 
Metropolitan Museum in trust for the people of New 
York. These were unanimously accepted, and each 
trustee winked the other eye. . · 

The finance committee reported that it had audited 
and ordered paid the bill of expenses for keeping the 
museum open Snndays for the benefit of the trustees 
and their acquaintances. As this expenditure caused 
a deficit in the treasury it was recommended that for 
the next two months the museum be kept open only 
one evening a week instead of two. The report was 
accepted and the recommendation adopted. 

Trustee Kerr stated that he had overheard the 
third assistant janitor remark to a policeman that it 
was a shame the people down in his Wllrd never had 
a chance to see the inside of the muaeum. He moved 
that the oft' ending janitor be discharged at once with· 
out a recommend. Oarried. 

Trustee Goodheart rose in his place and begged 
leave to make a few remarks. He stated that he felt 
diffident on account of his youth in oft'ering sugtXes
tions to men older than himself, and who were looked 
up to as being repreeentativ of the better elements 
in the community. B11t from his personal observa· 
tion in other citie"', both abroad and in this country, 
and from conversation with the progressiv, wide· 
awake men of the day, not only business men but 
men who were well known for their practical and 
useful p'aUanthropy, men who loved their fellow
men, he was forced to the conclusion that the trustees 
wert>, in oue particular at least, pursuing a mistaken 
course. Furthermore, from the point of view of 
public policy. he thought the trustees were making 
a mistake. Every large city contains turbulent and 
dangerous elements which are increased both in num
ber and kind because their minds hav nothing elevat. 
iog to dwell upon, and are perforce turned into 
lower channels. Knowing these things and knowing 
that he and his associates had in their keeping a tre. 
mendous meaili of popular educ1tion, and that they 
held it only as a sacred trust for the people, he would 
move that hereafter the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
be thrown open to the public on Sundays. 

Ollairman Nurowmind sprang to his feet and 
called the trustee to order. He stated that that 
question had been seHled once for all, and it was 
nothing short of impertinence for the trustee to 
allude to it. He supposed that next the trustee 
would aetully dare to bring a copy of Life into the 
sacred edifil!e. 

Trustee Littlesoul hoped and prayed, although he 
Q'r&&tly doubted, that the Lord would forgiv Brother 
Goodheart for his blasphemous remarks. It seemed 
to him that a man guilty of such wicked sentiments 
could not possibly escape the sulphurous :flames and 
other torments of eternal punishment. As for 
himself, he should look down from his place among 
the angela upon his erring brother in the place be}ow 
with infinit pity, but, he could not help confessing, 
with equal contentment and triumph. . 

Trustee D'O aki stated that he was surprtsed. 
"Them pictures," he said, "cost money. Do ~e 
want rag tag and bob.tail comin' in here and looktn' 

' ' · ' I t at 'em? No, sir. What do the laborm peop e wan 
o' pictures, anyway ? They couldn't tell a Rafael 
from a Titan, or a Mike Angelo from a Joan of Arc. 
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First thing you know we'd be havin' people up here 
from Mulberry street and all them disreputable 
neighborhoods. We'd hav people that never seen a 
pictur' in their lives. No, sir. Sunday's the Lord's 
day, an' it's a day of rest. Let them people stay 
down in their tenement houses and rest." 

Trustee Mewl said that he stood with Trustee 
D'Oaki on this question and, as usual, they both 
stood firm. The Metropolitan Museum, he stated, 
was a respectable institation and was considered a 
great convenience by the friends and relative of the 
trustees. To hav it opened to. the public on Sundays 
would bring to it a lot of people who were not ac
q uaintancee of the families of the trustees and whom 
they did not care to meet. Some of these peaple 
would be shabbily dressed and doubtless some of 
them would smell of onions. They would feel far 
more at home in the saloons downtown, and that 
was the proper place for them. 

Trustee Goodheart rose to withdraw his motion. 
He said he had been aware that his associates were 
followers of the meek and lowly Jesus, and that 
their daily lives were governed entirely by Ohristian 
motin. Had he been aware, however, that they 
were so peculiarly sensitiv on the subject of Sunday 
observance he would not hav dared put in his im
pertinent and sacrilegious plea for giving pleasure 
and instruction to the poor. 

There being no further business Ohairman Nar
rowmind otrered up a prayer and the meeting ad
journed after singing the hymn which begins : 

This is the day the Lord hath made, 
Let young and old rejoice. 

Laws of the Unco Gold. 

-Life. 

The following is a copy of some of the laws which 
hav been enforoed in the good old state of Vermont: 

"No one shall be a freeman or giv a vote unless 
he is converted and a member of one of the churches 
allowed in the dominion." 

"Each freeman shall swear by the blessed God to 
bear true allegiance to this dominion, and that Jesus 
is the only king." 

"No dissenter from the essential worship of this 
dominion shall be allowed to giv a vote for electing 
of magistrates or any offi~er." 

" No food or lodging shall be offered to a heretie." 
"No one shall cross a river on the Sabbath but 

authorized clergymen." 
"No one shall travel, cook vic~uals, make beds, 

sweep houses, cut hair, or shave on the So~bbath 
day." 

" No one shall kiss his or her children on the Sab· 
bath day or fasting days." 

"The Sabbath day shall begin at sunset, Sat
urday." 

"Every ratable person "!h? refuses to pay ~is 
proportion to support the IDlDIBter of town or partsh 
shaH be fined five pounds and five shillings every 
quarter.'' 

" Whoever wears clothes trimmed with gold, 
silver or bone lace, above one shilling per yard, shall 
be pr~sented by the grand jurors, and the selectmen 
shall tax the estate three hundred pounds." 

"Whoever brina-s cards or dice into the dominion 
shall pay a fiue of five pounds." 

"No one shall eat mince pies, dance, play cards, 
drum, trumpet, or jews-harp.:• . . • 
· " No gospel minister. s~aU J 01n J?Bople lt;J marr1age. 

The magistrate shall J om tbem m marriage, as he 
may do it with less scandal'to Ghrist's church." 

u When parents .refuse their childrep. conve~ien~ 
marriages, the magistrate~ sha}l determm the pomt. 

" A man who strikes hts wife shall be fined ten 
pounds." 

"A woman who strikes her husband shall be pun
ished as the law directs." 

"No man shall court a maid in person or by letter 
without obtaining the consent ef her parents; five 
pounds pene.lty for the first offense, ten for .the sec
ond an1 for the third, imprisonment durmg the 

' " pleasure of the court. 
---------~~------

Lectures and Meetings. 
MAY let George Francis Train will explain the Italian 

Embroglio to the members of the Manhattan Liberal Olub. 

w. s BBLL lectured In Denver, Col., April 18th and lllth, 
and is now in Iowa. Liberals of that state may address him 
at Ollnton, In care of James A. G;eenhill. 

DuRING the last six months J, E. Remsburg has visited 
thirty.six states and territories, traveling twenty thousand 
miles and delivering one hundred and firty lectures. 

MISs ADA 0A:MPBBLL, of New York, will lecture before the 
Newark Liberal League, 177 Halsey street, on Sunday, May 
3d at S o'clock in the afternoon. Subject, "The Real 

• i " A.tonement; or, Man's True Savor. 

BoMB amiable individual in the Tenness~e legislature en
del\vored recently to repeal the statue deprtving unbelievers 
in Christianity of their standing In court, but the legislature 
refused to pass the bill he Introduced for that p~rpose. It 
seems that the lawmakers of that state regard freight trains 
on Sunday as of more importance than human equality and 
justice, for a bill prohibiting such running was also defeated. 
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The True Currency. 
O.n Jan. 1, 1881, a convention was held in Inde

pendence Hall-a convention not of men or women, 
but a convention of representative of that form of 
life that exists in the mineral and vegetable king
doms. There were representative of Gold, Silver, 
Iron Ootton, Sugar, Oorn, Rice, and many other of the 
vari~us forms of life as it exists in these kingdoms. 

The occasion was this: For a long time previous 
to the year 1860, by the decrees and customs of men 
Gold and Silver were the sovereigns of all other sub
stances. That is to say, while in this country all 
persons are supposed to be sovereigns, in a kin~dom 
the sovereignty is in a king, the rest being subJects, 
so Gold and Silver represented the sovereignty of all 
other substances, while they in turn were subjected 
to them. In the year 1860, however, a fearful epi
demic called civil war broke out amongst mankind in 
this United States and for four years raged with 
great fury. The sponsors of Gold and Silver were 
alarmed. They felt that these sovereigns .w~re ~oo 
precious to stand the hazard of war, and 1m1tatmg 
the example of a certain French king who always 
ran away when there was danger, Gold was spirited 
away fliC'oss the ocean to junket with the sovereigns of 
the Oid World, while Silver found a more convenient 
rt.fuge across the Oanadian border, and for twenty 
years they were both alier.s to our country. In the 
mean time the disease of war bad spent its force. 
Peace once more reigned throughout the land. 
Gold and Silver still tarried-were not with us, or at 
least in their sovereign capacity. After a while, 
however, there came to be clamorings for their rein
tbronement. Muttering& were heard that matters 
were going wrong. Ooal was too dear for the buyer 
and too cheap for the seller, Butter was strong and 
cheese was mitey. Peas would mix with coffee and 
glucose would pass itself off for sugar. These .and 
a thousand other equally potent reasons were g1ven 
why Gold and Silver should be reinstated in their 
sovereign capacity, and after much counseling it was 
enacted that on and after Jan. 1, 1881, Gold and 
Silver should again assume the form of royalty over 
all other substances. 

When the announcement was made that Gold and 
Silver were to be reinstated in their sovereignty, there 
was a commotion in the various forms of mineral and 
vegetable life. It was decided by them to hold a 
convention on the day this was to take place, and 
we bav undertaken in the briefest manner to giv the 
main points expressed at that gathering. Iron was 
elected to preside, and on taking the chair spoke as 
follows: "I am profoundly grateful for your kind
ness in selecting me as your chairman, though I am 
obliged to confess myself somewhat rusty as to the 
duties of a presiding offi(Jer. The. business of the 
meeting is of a dual character. You are to receive 
and giv due reverence to the sovereigns who bav re
turned to reign over you, also to giv expression to 
any thoughts that may bav come to you during your 
ll\st twenty years' experience. It is the statement of 
an eminent philosopher among men tba~ the same 
law of mechanical action governs all life from man 
down to the lowest forms of organized matter. R~a
soning from these premises we can infer that what
ever is good for man might be good for us. Now, 
mankind in this country declared themselvs free 
sovereigns, while they left us subject to the sover
eignty of Gold and Silver. It is for you to consider 
whether the two cases are analogous. At all events, 
wh~n men desire to accomplish certain results they 
hold conventions, and this is what this body has de
cided to do. In order to insure harmony in the pro
c~<edings I bav taken advantage of the prerogative of 
the chair, and bav select~d Sugar to giv the welcom
ing speech. As Gold bas arrived we will now pro
ceed." 

Sagar, putting on its o3weetest smiles, said: "Your 
most golden majesty, it is with profound admiration 
and gratitude tnat we once more behold you among 
us in your sovereign capacity. We hav long felt 
our need of you and trust you hav returned never
more to leave us. Will you pardon my presumption 
in snying that I hav sometimes thought myself re
lated to you T Before I bav been subjected to the 
work of those misnamed refiners, it is well known 
that I possess that golden color similar to yourself. 
Should it ever again become necessary for you to 
lena this country, would it be asking too much that 
you should abdicate in my favor as your next of kin? 
In behalf of this assembly I am happy to welcome 
you once more to your subjects." 

" My friends and subjects, it is with mingled feel
ings of pride and pleasure that I assume the role of 
sovereignty once more among you. Notwithstanding 
the long period of my absence it is creditable to 
your honor and patriotism that you turn once more 
to your true sovereign, and I trust this feeling will 
be a lasting one. I understand that Silver is putting 
forward the claim that it is to be equal to me and 
that we are to be joint sovereigns over you. I as
sure you that is not in accordance with the latest 

ideas of so~ereignty in the Old World, or the best I master. In peace I am with you; i~ war, unlike 
informed in this. It is proper that Silver should as- G:old, I. will n~t desert. you. Investmg Go!d and 
sume the position of sovereignty in a limited sense; Silver w1th spec~al sovereignty over yourselvs, 1s on~y 
but quite out of chnracter that it should be fully a . fit accompaniment to tha~ mo~archy that still 
equal to myself I must also administer a rebuke to cbngs to the Old World, and lB ent~rely out of place 
you, Sugar, for. suggesting that possibly you might in a republic." . . . 
be a relation of mine. I hav no relative, but stand There was a disturbance 1n the aud~en~e a~ the 
completely by myself. Therefore dismiss all dreams sp~ech of Greenback, and Gold, true ~o Its IDStmcts, 
of ro)'alty, and perform the duties assigned you by qn!etly stole away. But the ~onvent10n was finally 
nature. I am proud, however, to consider yon one adJourned to meet at the hustmgs. 
of the best of my subjects. I assure you, Miss 
Sugar, you are very sweet." . 

Silver, in the mean time, had arrived, aD,.d was m
censed at the design of Gold to partially ignore it in 
the reconstruction. It said: " My friends, whatever 
view Gold may hav about sovereignty in the Old 
World, it may rest assured that U will not be accepted 
here. If Gold is not satisfied with an equal division 
of power with me, to use the vernacular of the 
camp, 'It can git.' Am I not the Dollar of .the 
Daddies? And if it comes to a question of a survival 
of the fittest, I do not fear the result. Let Gold go 
back to the Old World and mingle with the sover
eigns there. I am fully able to reign over you in the 
New World in the most complete and royal manner." 

Ootton was announced as the next speaker, and 
said: "Where were Gold and Silver in times that tried 
men's souls? Junketing in foreign climes, skulking 
in Oanada, or perchance biding in old ladies' st~ck
ings. In those days it was Ootton that was kmg. 
It was Ootton only that brought Gold and Silver 
from their biding-places, but at my command they 
came forth. Besides, I belong to that se~tion of 
country where mankiJad believes that white is by 
divine permission the ruling power. Now, it is well 
known to all that I am the whitest of the white. I 
express the hope that this convention will echo the 
sentiment that 'Ootton is king.' " . 

Ooal was the next speaker, and ridiculed the idea 
that Ootton was king, when with one touch of its 
hot breath it could burn it to powder. Ootton comes 
from that section of country that is affiicted with se
cession, ·state rights, colorphobia, and yellow fever. 
Ooal became red· with beat, and declared it could melt 
Iron, but the chair ironically asked, " In melting me 
what becomes of you T" This was a poser for Ooal, 
and turning to on ashy paleness, he subsided. 

There was one reprasentativ in the body, young, 
but vigorous and lusty, of a greasy and uncouth ap
pearance, which essayed to ba heard. The chair 
recognized a familiar acquaintance by announcing 
that Petroleum bad the floor. "My friend~;~, I am the 
light of the world ; notwithstanding the claims of 
Gas and Electricity I am still to be found in the 
homes and among the delvers in all parts of the in
dustrial hive. As a sovereign I ought to succeed, as 
I am skilled in pipe-laying and know well how to 
oil the machinery of life. I trust my claims for 
promotion will be fully cOJ;J.sidered.'' 

There was a decided feeling of contempt when 
Yeast rose to speak. It said that good Yeast was 
always on the rise. It bad been associated for a 
long time with the staff of life, and wished to say a 
good word for it. In any future deliberations of 
this body for the selection of a king it trusted that 
it would not overlook the flower (flour) of the family. 
· There were other speeches, but as the drift of 
them was somewhat similar, we will spare our readers 
a further infliction in this connection, and introduce, 
by way of biography, another participant in the pro
ceedings of the convention. Soon after the departure 
of Gold and Silve~ in 1860, there appeared a new 
substance known as the Greenback. Wise men from 
the West had prophesied its coming, and on its ar
rival had fallen down and worshiped it. Like the 
baby in the manger, its physical cowposition was of 
the most humble character, and in its formativ proc
ess was first baptized in water. Born in trouble
some times, it received the baptism of fire. In a 
miraculous way it escaped the tyrannical Herods 
who sought to destroy it. It was subject to abuse, 
and, in derision, was c"lled the Rag Baby. Like 
the youthful Nazarene, it disputed with the learned 
and those in authoriiy, and overthrew the money
changers in the financial temple. It went about do
ing many wonderful works. It was a messenger 
bringing glad tidings to the sick and in distress, and 
joy to the needy. Had a record been kept of all its 
wonderful works no building would hav contained 
them. Like the savior of the world, it was crucified 
by the government at the demand of its chief priests 
and scribes, but rose again and appeared before the 
convention, and to such portions of them as bad 
ears to hear it spoke as follows : " Of myself I am 
nothing, not even a sounding brass or a tinkling 
cymbal-a mere worthless rag-but with your in
dorsement I am of more valQ.e than all the gold and 
silver in the world. As your representativ I can 
level mountains and span rivers. I can restore life 
to the financially dead and feed a multitude without 
diminution. As partakers of thlilt life which be
longs to all, welcome Gold and Silver to that mutual 
sovereignty, which of right is equally yours and 
theirs, but do not bow down before any image 
whether it be in the form of golden calves or 
golden dollars. Make me your servant, but not 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I hav sought to show that man, being in igno

rance, began wrong. That be ~as influenced i!'- ~is 
thoughts and actions ~y ~alae Ideas. T.hat rebg!ol'l. 
enslaved him by estabhsbmg an authority debasiDil 
in its character, engendering in his mind a belief 
that he was created by a God as a puppet, a play
thing ; that he had no rights t~is God was bou~d 
to respect ; that his nature was !de-so very bad, .m 
fact, that it was almost a mercy 1n God to damn h1m 
to never-ending flame. I bav sought to show that 
man is the highest result of the slow process of evo
lution which is summed up in the phrases, "struggle 
for existence," the "survival of the fittest," and the 
"law of differentiation.'' I know bow inadequate 
these expressions are to convey to your mind any 
answer to. the question of how things bav come to 
be as they are. The wonderful adaptation, the 
beauty and harmony, of things about you, all sug
gest that there must be intelligence at work some
where or somehow, and while you may be, and no 
doubt are, disgusted with t~e pretension~ of tho~e 
who claim to know something of the will of th1s 
power and seek to control or direct your actions as 
agents of this intelligence; while you hav outgrown 
creeds and biblical authority, believing the book was 
written by priests to keep the people in ignoran~e 
and tbemselvs in office, still the idea of no God 1s 
shocking, and, like Voltaire, you think the idea o~ a 
God a necessity of man's nature. But could Volt!'1!e 
hav had the evidence we now possess of the or1gm 
of the God idea, and hav been familiar with the 
facts that form the evolution hypothesis, I believe 
his theory of God would bav been considerably 
modified. I advise you, friends, to get and carefully 
read Darwin's " Origin of Species." The Humboldt 
Library bas it in a cheap edition, as well as his later 
work "The Descent of Man.'' Read them carefully, 
as w~ll as Huxley on" Man's Place in Nature," and 
"The Physical Basis of Life;" Romanes's "Evidence 
of Organic Evolution;" and the four essays of Th. 
Ribot, " Diseases of Memory," "of the Will," " of 
Personality," and " The Psycholog!) of Attention.'' 
These, if carefully perused with a determination to 
know all that it is possible to know of the truth of 
our origin, will awaken such an interest in your !~lind 
as no work of romance ever possessed. You will be 
convinced that " truth is stranger than fiction." 

But the story of biology is no more wonderful 
than that of astronomy, geology, and chemistry. 
Read Balfour Stewart's "Oonservation of Energy,'' 
Kingsley's" Town Geology," and Proctor's "Essays 
on Astronomy.'' Read Miller's "Romance of As
tronomy," and you will agree with me that it dis
counts any work of fiction ever penned. You will 
find the study of science wonderful, grand, and in
teresting, but you will find no evidence of a plan or 
design, no evidence of any intelligence adapting 
ways to means; nothing but the workings of force 
on lines of least resistance. Science bas demon
strated beyond dispute the utter impossibility of 
anything to indicate that there is in nature any will · 
or desire or beneficent intention looking to the par
ticular good of any species or kind. True exposi· 
tion shows that the whole course of nature is one 
gigantic warfare. If we. look upon it .in any other 
light than as the workmg of unconscious force, of 
blind, impartial law, ''it is bad," as Gunning saye, 
" shockingly bad. A fem1.1le buries her jaws in the 
gills of a fish and bangs there every moment of her 
life sucking the life of her host. The male buries 
his jaws in the body of the female, sucking from hia 
mate the life she is sucking from the fish. We stand 
aghast before the pangs inflicted on all ranks o! c?n
scious life with no compensating good to the vJctJm, 
and no enjoyment to the parasite. . . . The 
flea that bites you is itself bitten. The flea 
that bites the ·flea is bitten by a biter still t.maller. 
We hav taken a musketo gorged with our own blood 
and found her body covered with parasites which 
were sucking from her the blood she bad drawn 
from us. . • . Organic nature is the war of each 
sgainst all.'' Notwithstanding the bias of belief in 
favor of establishing the proof that everything was 
designed, it bas failed, utterly failed to do so, and 
the course of science is now to the opposit extreme. 
Even Spencer's "Great Unknown" is becoming 
more and more unknown and undemonstrable. 

And yet the old desire for a God is pervading 
much of our scientific literature to.day. And who 
can wonder, when from the great past comes · 

The shudders or restraining awe, 
The slow-wept tears or contrite memory; 
Faith's prayerful labor, ond the food divine 
Of fast ecstotiG, 



and the fact of man's limited knowledge, his utter 
ignorance of matter and its forces, of the how and 
the why of its action T He may trace the evolution 
of the Vari9US organs j the COmplicated and WOnder
ful mechanism of the eye, the ear, and the whole 
nervous system, and acknowledge, as he must, his 
utter ignorance of why the light of the sun and the 
necessity of ~he a!lim~l should start pigment cells 

·upon the skin ~h1ch In course of generations de
velop organs of s!ght, of hearing, and all the sensa
tory apparatus of the nervous system. It is indeed. 
wonderful, and the wonder is not lessened to know 
that a little intelligence applied at any stage of the 
process could hasten and improve the organization · 
that a little "infinit wisdom" might prevent tb~ 
faults and imperfections_ and diseases Df parents be
ing transmitted to the children, even to the fourth 
generation ; to know that the most perfect organ 
contains many imperfections, which infinlt goodness 
would never hav allowed. Our wonder and amaze
ment is not lessened. But the awesome fear which 
filled our minds in contemplating a creator is gone, 
and we are left to enjoy the beauty and harmony, 
and feel that our increasing intelligence will enable 
us to right many of the wrongs about us; and, bet
ter than this, to feel there is no one to blame-that 
things are as they are because, under the circum
stances, they could be no other. 

But the ego of man introduces a new factor in 
evolution. Man, being possessed of the highest 
intelligence, is master of the situation. No longer 
subservient to any higher being, he can pursue his 
investigation in no fear ol intruding upon the domain 
of a God. And although in regard to any knowl
edge of infinity we are but 

An infant crying in the night, 
An infant crying for the light, 

there is really no necessity that we should know the 
why and wherefore of matt~r · and its laws. The 
fact of their existence, their jndes~ructible and uncre-, 
atable qualities, warrant ris in· asserting that their 
beginning or end is an absurd and unthinkable prop
osition. I hav sought to show that whatever is, is 
but a modification of what·was; that nature is the 
same yesterday, to-day, and forever, and human nat
ure is no exception to the rule. Intelligence is the 
dial that marks the progress of the. ages, and shows 
the difference between ourselvs and the "~entleman 
in the dug-out." We are as selfish in our way as be. 
We love our liberty no more and hate oppression no 
less. Ignorance prevented him, as it stiH prevents 
us, from grasping true principles. But as the dark
ness of ignorance and superstition fades, the light of 
science and right reason enables us to act more and 
more from correct principles. . This is the " data of 
etlaics," the science of right conduct. Yet the change 
is almost unconscious. We still cling to theories 
which in practice we abandon. We are continually 
acting upon principles which in themselvs we repu
diate, and loudly applaud others which we dare not 
practice. We talk of the beauty and utility of truth, 
yet deliberately lie to our own children. We are 
continually denouncing the tyrants of church· and 
state, while playing the tyrant in our own family. 
We are continually singing the praises of liberty, 
yet are continually enacting laws for its suppression. 
We talk of the degradation of slavery, and yet hold 
our wives and rear .our children in its baneful bonds. 
We declaim against the _evil influence of street and 
saloon in the education of our young, yet allow them 
to receive from thence the most important instruc
tion of their lives. We claim that knowledge · is 
power and recount the beauties and utilities of an 
education, yet fear to enlighten our children on some 
of the most important truths pertaining to their 
welfare. 

I hav sought to shQw-and this is the essence of 
my argumenf;-;..the non-existence of authority higher 
than man's will. That, coming up as we hav from a 
common origin, there is no such thing as man acquir
ing rights over his fellow-man except by physical 
force; that one excels another only by force of cir
cumstances ; that our existence implies no obligation 
on our part, as our prefere1nce in regard to being was 
never consulted; that centered in ourselvs is "God 
and king and law." AU in~titutions of authority 
hav come into existence by and through man's en
deavor to rob and enslave his fellow-men. Yet the 
robber was no worse than the slave. Ignorance and 
superstition directed alike the actions of both. And 
man is ever better than his institutions. He means 
well, but be ere.ates a soulless monater which is for
ever defeating its own object. Introduced as a 
necessity, the idea becomes ingrained. A reformer 
may be tolerated, but lln abolitionist must be damned. 
And this is the reason for our reverent feelings for a 
deity even though his recorded acts we hold in 
abhorrence ... And this is why we ar~ submitting to 
the outrageous system of robbery perpetrated by 
civil government. And thus I end my letter as I 
began. Man, being in ignorance, began wrong. 
And his institutions were wrong. Yet he clings to 
them still-to his early faith and necessary institu
tions, while admitting their manifold evil and degrad-
ing iDfluence. A. L. BALLou. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Let Us Pray. 
~ thou might1 ~evil! thou horny-headed and 

skmny-boned devil w1th a long tail and double hoof 
thou eater of brimstone and saltpeter who breathest 
flames and smoke, thou chief of ten thousand imps 
who wadest through all the fires of the inferno with 
i~pu~ity-,-listen, we pray thee, to our earnest sup
phcatton and bav mercy upon us ! Thou who didst 
tempt our Lord and savior Jesus Ohrist and set 
him up. on th~ lightning-rod of the holy temple and 
dare h1m to JUmp down, wilt thou kindly spare us 
from a similar experience at thy bands ! We beseech 
thee, 0 Satan ! not to offer us any of the kingdoms 
af the world or any considerable portion thereof, lest 
we be tempted to either take it or slay thee. Hast 
thou. not already had sufficient revenge upon us by 
robbmg our dear old grandmother Eve of her virtue 
4nd causing her and our other ancestor to be abused 
and run out of that beautiful garden with its extra
ordin.ary and unhe~rd-of rivers by an angry God 
wh? Is noted for ta~mg great offense at small things T 
Thmk of all the misery thou hast caused since the. 
beginning of the world-think of the manual labor 
we hav performed for thy sake ! "The sweat of our 
brows " would fill the oceans, and if the real truth 
was known and the statisti~s published in a Prohibi
tion tract, it. would be found that we hav sweat all 
the water on the earth through the pores of our 
skins several times. Be contented, we pray thee, to 
ease up on us a little space. And, 0 Beelzebub ! we 
wish to ask one more great favor of thee, and we ask 
it with bowed head and bended knees. We know of 
a little curly-headed, blue-eyed baby boy who is 
(according to the creed and confessions of faith) at 
this moment in thy realm of torment. He is suffer
ing excruciating agony and screaming with terror 
and pain. He is calling in pitiable accents to his 
papa and mamma for only one little drop of water to 
relieve him if for but a second. And, oh, we pray 
thee, Satan, please grant this one request and giv 

·him a glass 1:>f cold water for the love his parents 
bear him.- We pray thee to do this one little act of 
kindness, because the dear little innocent fellow 
never did a bad act during the short space of his 
life. If it is strictly the command of God and thou 
canst not do this trifling favor, then, 0 Satan! can 
not his father (who is to blame for not having him 
baptized with holy water) take his place in torment! 
His father, who loves and pities him, would willingly 
suffar tortures forever, if he who is so innocent and 
so young and so sweet could be saved from this ter
rible torment and his dear little eyes could be dried. 
0 dear devil! wilt thou not h!lar and grant this our 
humble prayer for his sake, and we will serve thee 
and praise thy name forever. Amen. F. H. H. 

-=·· 
Liberals in Convention. 
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down to steady work. The committee on organiza
tion submitted majority and minority reports. The 
majority report was signed by five of the seven mem
bers of the committee. The report was as follows : 

We recommend that this Association formally adopt the 
Nine Demands of Liberalism. 

We further recommend that the arst aDd most important 
object of this Association is to firmly establish the base of 
operations which has been commenced by Mr. Shaw of 
Waco. Following the action of the meeting in the summer 
of 1890, we hereby direct that the funds of the Association 
be applied to pay the debt and interest on the lot now held 
by Mr. Shaw, and to the building of a permanent cffice for 
the JndtpendAnt Pulpit. 

The minority report was bbled. The majority 
report was then taken up. A motion was adopted 
that it be discussed by sections. The first section, 
relating to the Nine Demands of Liberalism, was ap
proved. A prolonged debate followed a motion to 
adopt the section relating to the disposition of the 
funds. Mr. Shaw argued against this section. He 
represented that the report put him in a false light, 
as he did not wish the Association to assume his 
debts. The discussion was also participated in by 
Messrs. Allen, Richardson, Temple, Graves, Becking, 
Sweet, Oopeland, Sevier, and Murray. On a final 
vote this section was rejected. 

The committee on resolutions submitted a report 
on the statement furnished by the executiv com
mittee. It was recommended that the funds now 
on hand be applied toward strengthening the Liberal 
base at Waco. This report was laid over for action 
at the afternoon session. 

At the afternoon session the report of the com
mittee on resolutions was taken up, and after a short 
discussion tbe report was adopted. 

The following resolution was offered and unani
mously adopted : 

Resolf!ed, That a committee of three members, one of whom 
shall be a lawyer, be appointed, whose duty it shall be to 
draft and hav printed a form of a last will and testament, 
for the use of Liberals. The provisions ot this will shall be 
so set forth as to prevent priests or parsons from making 
themselvs obnoxious at our death-beds and from holdiDg 
funeral obsequies at our graves. 

President Shaw called the attention of the con
vention to the challenge of Elder L. S. Scott, a 
Oampbellite minister, who wanted a debate on relig
ions topics with any champion the Liberals might 
put up. 

It was the general opinion that Dothing should lle 
allowed to interfere with the regular business of the 
Association, that the debate would. keep, and that 
after adjournment, if Mr. Scott wanted to hav a tilt 
with a Freethinker he would be accommodated. It 
was subsequently announced that the debate would 
take place at the Opera House between Elder Scott 
and Mr. A. 0. Phelps, commencing Monday night. 
Oolonel Sweet tendered the use of Liberal Hall free 

From the Denuon sunaav Gazette£1'. to any speaker who would do battle with the Obris-
The second state meeting of the Liberal Associ•· tian. The annual election of officers was announced 

tion of Texas, took place in San Antonio, commenc- as the next thing in order. Judge J. P. Richardson, 
ing Friday, April lOth, at 10 o'clock AM., and con tin- of Austin, was placed in nomination for the cffioe of 
uing thr~e days. There were about fifty members president and was elected unanimously. A. L. Tea· 
present from nearly as many portions of the state. garden, also of Austin, was nominated and elected 
The sessions took place in the hall of the local Lib- secretary. B. 0. Munay was nominated for treas
eral Association, and the first meeting was called to urer, but by his request his name was withdrawn in 
order by its president, Ool. George W. Sweet, who, favor of the present trea1mrer, Mr. T.V. Munson, 
after a few prefatory remarks, introduced the presi- of Denison, who was elected. 
dent of the Association, J. D. Shaw, of Waco. Mr. Mr. Shaw, in a few graceful remarb, relinquished 
Shaw delivered a short and appropriate address. He the gavel to his l!uocessor. A vote of thaDks was 
stated the Association now numbered a little over tendered by the convention to the retiring office! s. 
five hundred members. He outlined the progress A motion that the secretary be instructed to hv 
made the past year and reported the organization of printed one thousand copies of the proceedings for 
six auxiliary societies. Through him the executiv distribution, was adopted. The convention then ad
committee made a report showing the Association to journed to meet at Mission Garden at 7:30 o'clock 
be in a healthy condition financiaUy. After the ad· p M. At the evening session the following resolutions 
dress and the report the Association proceeded at wera submitted by the committee on resolutions and 
once with the business before it. The secretary be- unanimously adopted: The thanks of the Association 
ing absent, Mr. A. Ohapman, of San Antonio, was were given to A. 0. Phelps, S. P. Putnam, Mrs. 
elected secretary pro tempore. The president was Mattie P. Krekel, and others, for lhfir labors in 
authorized to appoint a committee of seven on organ· 'rexas; resolution$ of respect to the memory of OhaE'. 
ization, and be announced that he would name the Brad!augh and J.P. Mendum were pa~sed; a resolu
committee in the evening. The Association was in· tion encouraging the work of the Independent Pul
formed that an informal reception would be tendered pit, and a resolution opposing the movement to hav 
the delegates at St. Leonard Hotel at 8 o'clock. The the Ohicago World's Fair closed on Sundays, adopted. 
convention then took a recess. Also, that the thanks of this convention be tendered 

At 3 o'clock the convention reconvened. The to the press of San Antonio for its full and aceurate 
president announced the committee on organization reports of the meetings. 
as follows: Judge J. P. Richardson, of Austill; W. Friday night the Association was addressed at 
J. Allen, of San Antonio; B. 0. Murray, of Denison; Mission Garden by Judge Riabardson, of Austin, 
J. A. Handley, of Moscow; George Bondies, of and Ex-Rev. M. Sevier, of Vernon; Saturday night, 
Forney; 0. F. Dunn, of Uvalde, and N. Ohaddock. at the same place, by the president, Mr. J. D. Shaw, 
Ool. G. W. Sweet was added to the committee. The and Oolonel Sweet of the local Association; Sunday 
~eport of the executiv committee was referred to the night, by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel and others. After 
committee on organization. On motion the preai· the lecture Ssturday night the delegates were ten
dent appointed the following committee on resolu- dared a reception by the San Antonio Liberal Asso
tions: Messrs. A. L. Teagarden, of_ Austin; A. ciation at ·the Garden, where an excellent supper 
Ohapman, of San AntoJiib; M. Parish, of Moscow; was served, followed by a dance. 
Dr. L. J. Russell, of Bell county, and Dr. W. W. The meetings on the whole were as harmonious as 
Graves, of Whitesboro.· The remainder of the two such gatherings usually are, and after the work was 
hours' session was taken up in discussing various over, general good feeling prevailed. The local 
suggestions for the advancement of the objects of press gave the Association courteous notices, and the 
t.he Association, and especially that of haviDg the Express p~blishe~ very full ~nd impartial report.s 
A~scciation chartered, with power to eharter subor- every mornmg durmg the sesswn. The place of t~e 
dinate societies. j next meeting will be announced later by the execut1v 

The convention met S1turday at 11:30 and got committee. 
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One subscription with four new mblcrlberl, in one 

remittance •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••• 10 OU 
Any number over 111'e at th.e IIUile raw, in'ftriablJ 

with one remittance. 

THEBE are about ilve hundred subsoribers on our 
list in arrears on their aubsoriptions. We hope it 
will only be neoessuy to say to them that we need 
the money to induoe them to pay up. 

And we trust, too, they will remember that 1 re
newal and a new subsoription ooata but iive dollua, 
and that they will take advantage of the terms and 
the oooasion to help us 1 little. We need mor~ sub. 
soribera to the paper. We giv more than any ~ther 
Freethought journal for the money, and oonsequeutly 
it aosta more to publish the paper.. ~he pioture11 
alone coat some fifteen bunllred dollars annually; yet 
they are a feature that Ill would dislike to hn cJis
oontinued. They ue forcible weapons against au. 
perstition, and do their work well. Bat our friends 
should not forget that they ooat 1 good dell. 

Send us your arrearage& ud renewal, llld 1 new 
subscriber I 

All of It is Good5 
From Watts's Ltteraru Guttie. 

The contents of THB Txum SBBKEB ANNUAL FOB 1891 are 
excellent. Miss Ida C. Craddock writes charmingly on 
"Some Alaskan Myths;" Mr. T. B. Wakeman discourses 
eloquently" Anent Spooks: Where are They?" while Mr. 
Watson Heston contributes a humorous sketch entitled 
'' Shoutin' Joe," being the history of a local Methodist 
preacher. The illustrations are, as usual, remarkably good. 

Liberty In Literature. 
Trom the Ma4tsonenstl, Bamtuon, N. Y. 

An address delivered in Philadelphia, Oct. 21, 1890, by 
Robert G. Ingersoll as a testimonial to Walt Whitman. That 
which has endeared the aged poet to so many Is here brought 
out with all the force and beauty of the renowned orator. 
His chief characteristics are revealed and explained in a way 
that cannot fall to attract. Several poems of Whitman's are 
given special a.ttention. 

The Evils of Sunday Mall. 
Mr. H. R. Sohramm, of Bellbuokle, ~enn., without 

doubt a reverend, oontributea to the Bap&ist and 
Reflector a piper on the " E rile of SI1Ddly Mail," of 
so unique a obaraoter that some of its paragraphs 
are worth reproduoing for the amusement of Free
thinkers. ~he iirst reason ldnnoed why SI1Dday 
mails are evil is this : 

" 1. The temptation for Christians to set a bad example, 
and lnfiuence sinners to lose regard for the Sabbath ; for if 
mail Is opened on Sunday many Christians will be found at 
the post..omce getting their mail, and we should set good 
examples before the world." 
~hat is to say, Ohriatiaua are of suoh weak natures, 

and their religion sits upon them so lightly, that 
they oould not remain at home if they knew the 
post-offioe doors were open. :Poor things ! 

The aeoond reason is thus outlined : 
'' 2. It is injurious to the spirituality of the Christian to 

secularize his mind with Sunday mall. His Sunday paper 
is the leech that fastens himself to the Ohriatlan and draws 
out what spirituality there Is in his mind, and aeoular things 
crowd into the mind. 

" It he Is a superintendent he Is ao engrossed with the 
things of the world that he ia not in auoh a condition as he 

should be before his school, or perhaps his mall has made 
him late, and the 10holars must learn ftom him the lesson 
of getting late to Sunday-school. 

"The same Is true with the teacher. On account of this 
delay he can't hav a word with his scholars, and he, too, Is 
perhaps thlnkiDg about other things than the leuon. · .And 
the scholars perhaps hav been after their mall and fllled 
their minds with the Sunday paper, and it un1lts them for 
reciting. 

" The others are business men, and they perhaps get or
ders for goods, and while the preachiDg ia in progreaa that 
has been prepared by eamest prayer and labor to benefit 
those per1ons, their minds are on filling theBe orders the 
next day, and so preachfDg Is a nofse, but' does not edify 
them, and thus many merchants become careleu and cold, 
lose their interest in the church, and are led oJf into wmp\8. 
tion because they were not spiritually minded enough on 
Sunday. The mall was the serpent that poilloned them.» 

So, then, the S11Dd1y paper is more powerful than 
the word of God, the word of the preaoher, and the 
will of the Christian oombined I It knooks hie 
spirituality higher than 1 kite, ud so the law must 
oome in and suppress the paper I 

:Poor superintendent, poor teaoher, poOr sobolars. 
~oo bad, too bad, too bad I 

And how that poor business man will everlutingly 
squirm in hell for thinking of the order he got in 
that mail and for not hearing understandingly the 
preaoher'a beaeeobing appeal for a luge donation to 
the oontribution-box. But if the merohant did not 
lose his interest in the ohurch-that is to say, did 
not refuse to oontribute heavily-would any preaoher 
oue whether he thought of his orders or of the aer· 
mont 

Reason three: 
" 8. The cause of Christ Is injured by distributing the mall 

on Sunday. The people that ought to be at Sunday-school 
and at church congregate at the depot and then go to the 
post-oftice, where they remain for some time, and very few, 
if any, talking about religion. After the mail Is opeued the 
Sunday newspaper Is examined, and then at many places it 
ill too late for Sunday-school, and they get interested in the 
paper and in many instances never attend church, and so 
they can't be reached by the preaching." 

Ah! ~he Sunday mlila keep people from ohureh, 
therefore Sunday mails must go. The preaohera 
must be proteeted by law and brute foroe in their 
monopoly of one-seventh of tile people's time. Mr. 
Sobri!Dm seems to think that the olergy own S11Dd1y 
from sunrise to sunset. 

Reason four: 
" 4. The Sabbath day Is desecrated by allowing the mail 

to be distributed on Sunday. We hav six days in which we 
can get our mail and we ought not to rob the Lord of the 
seventh day. We favor having our mall on the Sabbath, and 
we thus compel the trainll to run on Sunday, and work a lot 
of hands whose souls are lost, with no chance for them to 
hear preaching. Who Is responsible? Are not those who 
demand the trains to run so they can get their Sunday mall? 
Christians, will your skirts be clear of their blood 1" 

We should be extremely gratified to hay Mr. 
Sohramm, or anyone else, show how the Lord owns 
any more of SllDday than of any other day. If we 
are to follow his example 11 set forth in the Bible, he 
labored on that day; and what the Lord did oert1inl1 
ought to be good enough for Christians to do. And 
if preaohing sans souls, why cannot the sinner hear 
it upon some other day than Sunday, ud so get to 
heaven while we get our mails t 

" The Bible says : ' Remember the Sabbath day to keep it 
holy.' People were punished in Old Testament times for 
violating the Sabbath. Ill not distributing the maD on Sun
day a violation of the Sabbath, and can it please G:>d for us 
to practice it ?" 

The day the people were punished for violating 
is, as everyone knows, Saturday, llld not Sunday. 
Saturday iallao the day the Bible oommands Mr. 
Schramm to keep. S11Dd1y hu nothing to do with 
the oaae. 

" It Christians don't raise their voice and use their influ
ence for the observance of the Sabbath, will it be long before 
we will not hav any Sabbath ?" 

And the preaobera know that with the going of 
the day will go their holy and reverend selva. And 
that is preoiaely what ails them. 

Mr. Sohramm oonoludes his little IIBIJ' with this 
exhortation to his fellow-pulpiteers: 

that they ought not to compel the postmaster to stay there 
on Sunday, but let him hav. a chance to go to Sunday. 
school. 

"4.. Pray over the matter, ask God to help you, and go to 
work and get up a petition, and see if you cannot get a 
majority of your corporation to sign it, and send it to the 
postmaster-general, and thus· do away with this evil; which 
causes a great many other evils. Do away with it, and 
thousands of souls will be saved." 

Mr. Wakon He11ton sent us the Baptist andRe
fteclor oontlining Mr. SohriDUD'a utiole, and right 
101'088 the bottom of ita two oolumna be wrote : 
"Doesn't this diDlD fool need a leather medal t" We 
are eom~ed to answer Mr. Heston's profane query 
in the amrmativ. 

To Think About. 
In Tu TBuTB SDDB of January lOth we printed 

what to the ll'erage unthinking mortal was some 
queer stltistios relating to the people oonfi.ned in the 
Kanau penitentiary at Leavenworth. Old-fashioned 
notions eonoerning the inoentiv to orime and regard
ing the environments and oonditions of those fo\lnd 
in prisons were set aside 11 erroneous, and the stu
dents of aooiology found from the figures that they 
must begin all over again. ~he report showed 
Prisoners whose parents were church-members ......•..... 500 

" " " " non-church-members •..... 175 
" who did not know anything about it............. 69 

~he denominations of these parental sponsors 
were: 
Catholic . .... .. •... .. ... .....• 69 
Methodist ..................... 175 
Baptillt ........ .... ............ 125 
Presbyterian . ... ..... ... . .. . 80 
United Presbyterian...... 2 
Cumberland Pres'terian. 10 
Christian ...... •..... ..... ... . 80 
United Brethren............ 8 

Lutheran...................... 20 
Episcopal . . ...... ...... ...... 7 
Congregational . ..• ......... 8 
Dunkard...................... 1 
Advent........................ 4 
Quaker........................ 1 
U.nknown.. .................. 10 

More than one-half of the prisoners belonged to 
some ohurchea, the Methodists leading. More than 
two to one--500 to 244-attended Sunday·sobool 
regularly in their younger days ; the parents of 
more than one-half were total abstainers from liquor ; 
about one-half were themselva total abstainers; there 
were only ten whose anoeatry was oriminll; the ooun· 
try had been the homes of one-third more than had 
lived in oitiea; nearly one-half were too pious to 
swear; moat of them had had good aaaooiationa, bad 
st11ed in the house nights, and were of stable dispo
sition. 

By way ot the GlobB of ~aooma, Washington, we 
now get the figures from the :Pennsylvania peniten
tiary, whioh ourioualy oorroborate those· from Kan-
818. Daring 1890 there were two hundred and 
ninety ·prisoners reoeived. ~here were pious as 
follows: 
CathoUes .•.• ~................. 97 
Methodists.................... 91 
Lutherans..................... SIS 
Presbyterians................ 25 
Baptists ......... ;............ 18 

United Brethren............ 6 
Episcopalians................ 5 
Scattering..................... 18 
No denomination.......... 10 

On the temperauoe question they were equally 
strong: 
Total abstinence............ 521 Occasional drinkers....... 129 
Moderate drinkers......... 91 Habitual drinkers.......... 25 

All but forty-two had attended aohool; all but one 
had 1 trade, and two-thirds of them lived with plr· 
enu until they were old enough to lena aohool. 
Daring the two years this report oonrs the prisoners 
borrowed from the prison library, books 11 follows: 
History, 2,428; biography, 3,352; soienoe, 4,848; 
morals, 1,512; ·poetry, 1,029; :fi.otion, 11,810; and it 
is apparent that • good many hours were spent in 
reading. 

~his is 11 atutling an upset of preoonoeived no. 
tiona 11 the figures of the Lenenworth institutions. 
In that oue it was found that temperanoe parents 
furnished more oriminll ohildren· than drinking par
ents ; that only 1 'fery few of the oriminlla were 
auoh through heredity; that the oountry breeds 
criminals faster than the oit,., while the towns make 
boys oompuativl1 moral ; that but very few oould 
tra.oe their downfall to bad asaooiatea ; and that most 
of the pria()Jlers had usually spent their uenings at 
home.. In this we ftnd fourteen-fifteenths of the 
criminals Gburoh-members, almost IB great 1 propor. 

"1.f Lthet pvirelactheh rst hpruleacdhbeagalnd st lt, shdowing that it Is tion eduoated, about one-fifth total abstainers, and 
one o e e s a s o fscontinue . h h b"t _, drink • 

"2- Let all Christians keep,away from the post-omce but one-twelft I 1 U111 era, Ill but one With 
themselvs on Sunday, so that sinners will not see any Chris-' 19-~e trade or oooupation, and almost all hn bad 
tians there, and thus teach them that you are willlng to· home trainilig. 
make the •&eri1ice to do without your mall for the love that In oommqting upon the figures of the first re-
you hav for the Lord's day· port, we slid: " All these things are so dUferent from 

" 8. Talk with sinners during the week and invite them to • • • • 
your Sunday-school and preaching ask th kindly t the prevalent 1de1 that 1 study of them will 1nolme 
come to Sunday-school in place of going a;:r the mail~ one to question either the value of statiatios or of 1 
suggest to them that it will be more profitable to them, and ' simple Christian life.' " In giviog publioity to the 
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figures of the Pennsylvania instituti~n, the Tacoma 
Globe thus moralizes : 11 If these same ratios hold 
good in other states, our students of morality had 
best giv the statistics close attention and readjust 
certain prevalent beliefs. Pennsylvania is doubtless 
no worse and no batter than other states, but 
the idea ·of a state penitentiary filled with sober edu
cated, industrious, well-trained church-member; cer
tainly offers food for thought." 

It is funny, isn't itT 

A Nice Scheme :Proposed. 
The Romish church in Pennsylvania is endeavor

ing to introduce the " Poughkeepsie pJan '' of oper
ating public-parochial schools into that state. In 
the state senate . two weeks ago Mr. Hall of Elk 
county introduced a preamble and resolution, with a 
view to making laws in harmony therewith, of which 
the following is the nub:' 

" Resol'Ded (if the House concur), that a joint committee of 
six be appointed whose duty it shall be to confer with the 
managers of such denominational schools throughout the 
state, in order to learn if some feasible plan may be adopted 
whereby the control of such schools may be given over to 
the various school boards, to become a part of the public 
school system and be made practically non-sectarian, so as 
to come within the meaning of the constitution, and if so, to 
draft and report a bill to secure that end." 

At the same time an act was proposed qualifying 
all who hav been parochial school-teaehers to con
tinue their work without submitting to e:s:amination. 
This of itself is a monstrous proposal, for the average 
parochial school-teacher needs to go to school her
self for several years before being placed in a position 
to teach others. 

The plan which the managers of the denomina
tional schools desire to see adopted by Jhe state is to 
let the state support the schools, make them unde
nominational during a portion of the school hours, 
afterward allowing the teachers, who are to be rec
ommended for appointment by the priests, to detain 
the children for instruction in sectarian religion. 
The schools will, therefore, as a Philadelphia Pro,. 
estant journal points out, to all intents and purposes 
remain Roman Oatholic schools, under the nominal 
control of the school board for certain hours, but 
with the priests as the power behind the throne dic
tating the appointment of te~chers and using the 
school to train a generation who shall be thoroughly 
subservient to the Roman church and available in 
any emergency for priestly or eoolesilstical use. 

The ingeniousness of the plan is worthy ita Jesuit
ioal source ! 

Editorial Notes. 
PBBBA.PS some of our readers can help our religious friends 

to some information. Mr. F. G. McCauley, of Fredericks
burg, 0., desires information upon this point: "Are there 
any well-authenticated cases of persons rescued from the 
drink habit relapsing into it through the use of fermented 
wine at the communion table P" 

AN Omaha Universalist preacher thinks-or says, rather
that Barnum was " an agent in the hand of God " to amuse 
people. What, was God the principal behind Barnum in 
the show business? We are willing to admit that Barnum 
was a Universalist, which isn't enough of a Christian sect 
to hurt, but we deny that God was running a circus under 
his name. 

THE following notice appeared in the Denver newspapers 
recently: 
"Hon. J•lseph Wolfe, of Boulder, who ha.s been for forty .rears 

an Atheist, and wa.s recently converted to a beUef in God thronJrh 
Ohrlstia.n science, will lectnre at Woodmen's Ball, Oharlel block, 
on Sunday morning at 11 o'olooll:. His subjeot will be 'The Nug
get of Gold and the Priceless Pearl.• " 

Who in thunder is the Hon. Joseph Wolfe, of Boulder? 

TaB editor of the Twentieth aentW1'1J says: " As I hav sa\d 
again and again, in spite of disappointed contributors, I 
think we do liv up to our motto : 'Hear the Other Side.'" 
The Twentieth Oentwry brags more about its liberality and 
practices it less than any other journal coming to this office, 
with the exception possibly of Mr. Tucker's Liberty. Tm: 
T:auTe BBBKBB is the only journal which absolutely does 
what the others ostentatiously pretend to do. 

FRBBTHINKBRS everywhere will be sorry to learn that 
Colonel Ingersoll has been seriously ill for several days, but 
glad to know that he is now able to sit up and is convales
cent. 'rhe Bun calls it a narrow escape, as the illness was 
an inUammation or the appendf(» 'IJ6'rmif<Wmls, beUeved to be 
caused by the intrusion of a foreign body. Narrow escape 
or not, everyone who knows Colonel Ingersoll breathes a 
great big breath or joy to know that he is out of danger and 
out of bed. 

TaB Rev. Mr. Talmage has broken loose again in a series Of 
sermons on "the ten plagues of the cities." One of his 
" plagues " is " InftdelHy, the Mother of all Plagues.'' It 
is but a condensed repetition of his harangs against Colonel 
lngersoU !19!Pe rears a~o, q.c). fs B()t, in our opinion, worth 

further notice. The Brooklyn Presbyterian's "arguments" 
are 110 completely demolished in " Ingersoll on Talmage"
and he has given no new: ones-that it is worth no one's 
while to assail him now. There is no need of killing the 
dead. 

RosB TBBBY Coon says : " Nothing would induce me to 
go to the polls and vote, for the reason that I do not think it 
is a woman's place or within a woman's capacity to do so. 
I fully agree with St. Paul in his estimate of a woman's 
powers and duties." The Troy Prt88 adds to this sentiment: 
"For a woman with a reputation Mrs. Cooke is most meek 
and submissiv-on paper. Bhe acknowledges voting to be 
beyond a woman's capacity, and with Bt. Paul thinks that 
humility, obedience, and silence best become her. We are 
sorry that she has such a poor opinion of her sex." 

Tm: Montreal weekly Witntss .says : " The Freethought 
establishment on Fleet street, London, has been closed. It 
has been for yeats the propagator or Atheistic literature, and 
has long been identified with the name of Mr. Charles Brad
laugh. The reason for closing it is that there is now so little 
demand for the kind of publications in which it dealt that it 
did not pay. The rage for its issues, which at one time was 
so extensiv, has ceased." This is a very misleading state
ment. Only the store has been given up. Ae much heresy 
comes from the Secularists of London now as at any previ
ous time, and the National Secular Society is in a flourishing 
condition. 

WHAT a dreadful muss there is in "the church" these 
perilous days, exclaims the Bann6'r of Light. Ministers are 
called to account for alleged immoral conduct, while others 
are accused of stealing, etc. Now we find that the New 
York presbytery has appointed a committee to examin the 
alleged heretical utterances of Dr. Charles A. Briggs! And 
next comes a protest against Rev. Heber Newton and two 
other New York Episcopal ministers, for inviting outside 
clergymen to take part in Lenten services in their churches. 
In the mean time it is mooted by some of the orthodox clergy
men of Boston that ReT. Mr. Savage's last Sunday's sermon 
was rank Infidelity. 

THB In!Upen&nt ·publishes a collection of opinions epis
copal and archiepiscopal regarding the opening of the 
L'hicago World's Fair on Sundays. or course the consen
sus is against such opening, and the reasons vary all the way 
from the usual hypocritical plea of love for the workingman 
to the brutally frank but honest expression that the day be
longs to the Lord, known in this country as the "clergy." 
The most curious thing about the symposium is that the 
In!Upendent should regard it as ·of any value. As well ask 
the miser to giv up his gold, or the king his scepter, as to 
ask the preachers to relinquish the only day on which they 
amount to anything. 

TuB In&pen!Unt complains that the mission for converting 
Jews in St. Mark's place, this city, conducted by the Rev. 
Jacob Freshman, never givs in its annual reports "any sta
tistics of conversion or names of converts or account of finan
cial receipts or expepditures." This is the mission which 
our Jewish friend Benjamin has so often attacked in these 
columns and elsewhere. It is a good sign that the conscience 
of at least one Protestant editor has been pricked. And now 
that Howard Crosby Is dead perhaps the mission will be not 
so well protected as formerly, and that inquiring contrib
utors can find out how many indigent Jews their contribu
tions hav purchased. 

Tm: Rev. Howard McQueary, of Canton, 0., convicted 
Episcopalian heretic, lectured before the Nineteenth Century 
Club recently. One of the paragraphs in his speech was 
this: "Nobody knows who wrote Genesis and many other 
parts of the Bible. Certainly you cannot ask us to believe 
that of which we know not the author. Another reason 
why doubt and disbelief exist is the moral depravity of some 
of the statements that unintelligent men would hav us be
lieve. The story of Solomon and his concubines makes that 
worthy man out to be no better than Brigham Young, and 
David's invocation of the wrath of' heaven upon his enemies 
and their children, paints the Psalmist in the colors or a 
ruthless slaughterer. When'with these facts are coupled the 
grotesque legends of Samson, of Balaam, and of the resur
rection of the dead when Christ was crucified, I do not see 
how thinking men can believe. These writings do not speak 
to us with the authority of the infallible oracle of God. I 
was taught, as you were, to believe them ln toto, but when 
I found that they were written by men, and very fallible 
men at that, then I declined to accept their ipu dhits on 
any subject." 

Tm: Ohrl8tian Btatuman wails: ''A new administration 
for the city of Philadelphia went into power at noon on Mon
day of last week, Edwin B. Stuart taking the office of mayor 
for four years. He is a representativ of the 'New Philadel
phia,' a cry which has awakened much enthusiasm. It 
means new pavements, rapid transit, improved public facil
ities for business and consequent commercial prosperity. 
The harbor is to be deepened and improved by the general 
government at an expense of some million of dollars, and 
altogether the Quaker City will strive hard to keep up with 
sister cities in the race for wealth and population. But in 
ali these ambitions and hopes the moral and religious element 
is sadly wanting. In the secular press and in official utter
ances there is absolutely no recognition of a great city's 
responsibility to God. The lesson which God taught to Nin
eveh, and through Nineveh to the world, has not been learned 
by Philadelphia. Whose voice is heard in the city councils 
advocating measures for the promotion of good morals, for 
the more effectiv employment of our public schools for the 
formation of right character, for the suppression of blas
phemy, g'-mbling, and licentiousneBB? Yet these are the 
great interests, beside which smooth pavements and elevated 

railroads and deeper water fronts, and even purer water and 
more brilliant gaslights sink blto utter insignificance." These 
opinions show to what utter imbecility a thorough and im
plicit belief in Christianity reduces people. 

OF the refusal of the faculty of Cornell College to invite 
Colonel Ingersoll to deliver the address at the annual com
mencement the Seattle Telegraph says : "The faculty of 
Cornell University has decreed that Col. Robert G. Inger
soll cannot be invited by the senior class of that institution 
to deliver the annual commencement lecture on law. One 
ridiculous professor assumes to put it on the ground that the 
-colonel is not a lawyer, only an' advocate' at the bar, noth
ing but a pleader, not doctor enough in the great principles 
of law to be called in on such an important occasion. But 
this, of course, is a subterfuge. The actual reason is that 
Colonel Ingersoll is not supposed to be sound enough in his 
orthodox views to suit the precise gentlemen who preside 
over Cornell. As they are the dictators in this matter their 
embargo stands, but it will strike folks in this big country as 
a very contracted blue-law decree unwortliy the mental and 
moral breadth of an American university of the nineteenth 
century. Colonel Ingersoll, being a man of good breeding 
and taste, would not be likely to crowd his views on relig
ion, whatever they may be, into a lecture on law, and, 
whether he be a great lawyer or only an 'adv~ate,' it is 
entirely safe to assume that he could teach even t:h,e senior 
class at. Cornell a few points about law. They believed he 
could, and were willing to run the risk, but the faculty, act
ing as their mental and moral nurse, has interdicted the 
lecture because of the lecturer's orthodox religious 
views. What is law, anyhow ? Is it some sort or a 
religious affair ? Not by any means. All over the chilized 
world of Christendom to.day law has been_ divorced from 
all connection with creeds. It governs the relations of 
citizens to one another and to the state in which they liv; to 
the obligations of contracts, to the whole field of civil duties 
that confront a man in his capacity as a citizen. It is purely 
a civil affair. To prescribe a religious qualification for a 
lecturer on law is as nonsensical as to require a lecturer on 
art to be a church deacon. The simple fact is that Cornell 
has written itself down an ass. Colonel Ingersoll's civil 
character, whatever may be thought of his religious views, 
is above reproach. No scandals, domestic or public, taint 
his career. He pays his debts, obeys the laws, loves his 
family, helps the poor, defends the weak, and minds hie own 
business." Colonel Ingersoll has heretofore seemed to hav a 
tender spot in his heart for Cornell because, we suppose, he 
thought it was a Liberal Uninrsity. We should like to hear 
him make a remark or two now about those professors. 

MRs. ANNIB BBIIANT's lecture tour in this country has so 
far bsen highly successful, though probably few hav been 
converted to Theosophy even by her persuasiv eloquence 
and gentle pleading. Bhe has received a most generous 
welcome from the press and the people, her work for the 
poor school-children and the working-women of London en
dearing her t)l all hum'lone America.ns, while her prominence 
as a Freethinker and later as a disciple of Madam Blavatsky 
makes her an object or newspaper fame. Mrs. Besant iB 
not quite satisfied with the Bradlaugh Memorial Hall proj
ect, as she thinks other R'l.dicals besides Secularists would 
contribute could they be assured of a voice in its manage
ment, and she deprecates the exclusiv position assumed by 
the National Secular Society or England in regard to It. 
Her own views are given in this circular: 

" It has been felt by a number of Freethinkers outside the 
National Secular Society organization that, as Freethought 
is a wider thing than any society, it would be well tha\ 
Freethinkers, who owe so much to Charles Bradlaugh's long 
struggle for freedom of speech and life-long attacks on su
perstition, should find means of testifying their gratitude 
and honoring his memory by some step over and above the 

·establishment of the proposed Memorial Hall, the control of 
which is to be entirely in the hands of members of the Na
tional Secular Society. As the closest friend and colleague 
of Mr. Bradlaugh since 1874, and as excluded from the 
Memorial committee by the National Secular Society, I hav 
been casting about for some way to do honor to his mem
ory. He dearly loved his books, and would hav bitterly 
grieved over their dispereion ; yet they must be sold to pay 
the liabilities incurred by us in the service of Freethought. 
It would hav rejoiced hlm to think tkat these books, 
gathered by so much self-denial, and forming a splendid 
reference library for the Radical and the Freethinker, should 
b9 placed as the ' Bradlaugh Library' in some central place 
open to all who desire to study. Bo I suggest to my fellow
Freethinkers and to the Radicals, excluded like myself from 
cooperation with the Memorial committee, that we should 
raise £1,000, purchase his library, and vest Its ownership 
and control in trustees, bound not to allow any sectarian 
barriers to shut any student out from its use. I know this 
would hav pleased hlm living; and it will therefore be a 
pride and a pleasure to me to help in doing it for him dead. 
The Bradlaugh Library will thus help in the education of 
the people he loved and served, and will so do him honor in 
the way he would hav best liked. The Bradlaugh Library 
might well be placed in the Memorial Hall, if there should 
be a suitable room in connection with it, and if arrangements 
could be made for the free admission of all alike. If this 
condition could not be secured, the trustees would hav to 
make other arrangements." 

That Mrs. Besant feels keenly the loss of Mr. Bradlaugh 
is evident from her tender manner of speaking of him and 
the restrained quiTer of the lip when alluding to his death. 
The party, too, she thinks, will miss him, though Mr. Foote, 
the present president of the Secular Society, she holds to be 
a very able man. But the work done by the Freethought party 
in the past was largely due to the personal genius of Mr. 
Bradlaugh, and it is difficult to till his place. Mrs. Besant 
is under the management, while in this country, of Mr. 
Judge, the secretary of the Theosophical society. Bhe has 
lectured several times in this city, and in Washington, and 
is now in Boston. Her subjects are political and theosoph
ical. 
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·nnvBR DAM, Wis., April11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $5.50-the $5 to 

renew my subscription for two years, and fifty cents to 
Watson Heston's pictures. I wlshyou all the highest pros
perity, also all true Liberals throughout the world. 

A seeker after truth, MRs. D. MoMILLAN. 

WEBT BROOKLYN, ILL., April 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I wish you could alford to print the picture 

on the first page of No. 15 one extra for every subscriber, 
and let them show it to their neighbors, and then let them 
send it to Wanamaker. Ask In your next who will glv a 
little to cover_ expense. I will, for one. 

u. R. PATOH"KN, M.D. 

MT. JAOKBON, VA., April 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find check for $4-$3 for THE TRUTH 

SEEKER, 25 cents for the TRUTH SuxER ANNUAL for 1891, 
and 75 cents for the pictures, as I do not want them stopped. 
I am sorry to see five hundred of your subscribers owing for 
the best paper now published. I do not think they can be 
very good Liberals, or they would certainly pay for THE 
TRUT!l SEEKER. Yours truly, LEONARD WALTERs: 

COLERIDGE, CAL., April 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Your paper has been a great benefit to me 

for the last three years, or about so. Your paper contains a 
great deal of good brain food, that Is healthy food, that Is 
easily digested. It has whetted myconsclentious_scruples to 
quite a keen edge. It has expanded my brain. It has en
larged my circle of acquaintances. It has iaught me to re
spect myself, and by so doing I hav gained the respect of 
others. With love for THE TRUTH BEEKER, I conclude. 

A. w. MoLEAN. 

SHIBLEY PomT, Mo., April 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find stamps for the TRUTH SEEKRR 

ANNUAL for 1891. I hav only been a subscriber to THE 
TRUTH SEEKER for the past year. I derive much pleasure in 
reading it. I lend It to some of my friends to read. We 
hav a little band of Liberals at this place. We meet twice 
each month. And as one of our members and lecturers will 
soon leave this part, we will hav to depend on THE 'l'RUTH 
SEEKER to fill his place. Long liv Heston and THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. w. s. MILLS. 

SAN ANTONIO, TBx., April 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: We hav taken THE TRUTH BEEKER ever since 

just after the pictures began. I send my papers to Baltimore 
when I hav read them, and I gave all our old papers to Dr. 
York for distribution. My husband opened up the field here 
for the doctor, who has proved a great success. The Liber
als are in full blast, and dedicated their new hall last 
Wednesday. 

I forgot to say that it was the pictures which caught my 
husband;s eye, and the monkey won his heart, and so he 
made the acquaintance of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

VIRGINIA DONALDSON. 

HuNTINGTON, W.VA., Aprll19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : -My trip to the Puget sound country was not 

very encouraging on account of dull times. Work is very 
slack on eccount of the place being boomed by advertls
ments of real estate agents. Generally the flow of immi· 
grants to that place is immense, mostly of people who 
depend on day's work. There is not work for nearly all 
that go there. I tliink it is time that it should be checked. 
Men are being deceived with the promis of large pay and 
steady work. A consultation with men who hav been there 
the last five months is pitiful indeed. It has proved a waste 
of time and money and disappointment. H. S~ SMITHERS. 

OBITUARY. 
LAOON, ILL., April 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hold THE TRUTH BEEKER in the very high
est favor. I am very sorry to tell you-though you may 
hav already been apprised of it-you hav lost a noble sub. 
Ecriber in Lacon, and we hav lost orie of our best and most 
useful citizens, a man who carried the true brand which 
characterizes the Freethinker every}Vhere-a man well 
known for his sound and practical common sense, and his 
boldness and independence in the expression of his antago
nism and hatred of the orthodox religion. Such a man was 
George Johnson, who died a few weeks ago of heart disease 
in Lacon. With plenty of such men, societies and govern. 
mente would flourish and prosper. D. D. OwEN. 

OBITUARY. 
ROOKFORD, April 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I wrote to inform you of the death of Mr. 
Whipp!~ tHbson, a subscriber to 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKRR ever 
since it started. He died on the 24',h of March, aged 
seventy-two. He was sick just one week of la grippe. Up 
to that time he seemed in perfect health. He was an out
spoken L1beral-never coB.cealed his views from 1U1yone. 
He was intelligent. He was kind to everyone, always reach· 
ing out his hand to help the oppressed. He practiced the 
Golden Rule-did unto others as he would like them to do 
unto him. So he passed a way, his life filled with good deeds. 
He had no fear of what the future would bring. If it was 
life, he would redeem it; if oblivion, he was satlefied. I 
thought his death ought to be noticed in the paper he loved 
so well. Respectfully, MRs. S. B. MILLER. 

LAKR CITY, h., April 9, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: What is the matter with Holy John? Has 

an examination of the book you so kindly and generously 
called his attention to taken his breath entirely? It could 
hardly be wondered at. I made ·an investigation of that old 
musty, corrupt book about thirty years ago, and I think I 
hav never felt quite so well since. And what would be the 
result on a man strung with catgut nerves like Holy John? 
There is any amount of passages in that book that would 
almost sicken a respectable dog. But let us, by all means, 
when Holy John properly recovers, hav his report, let it be 
good or bad; that much he surely cannot refuse to a confid
ing people. We feel, Eugene, that you hav been quite faith
ful in presenting your case to pious John, but still insist that 
you call his attention occasionally to the matter, and- the 
lovers of justice and good morals will thank you kindly for 
so doing. 

Find money inclosed for paper, picture book, and ANNUAL. 
Respectfully yours, J. L. TOMPKINS. 

KmxsVILLE, Mo., April11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : As au interchange of views concerning a 

Liberal badge-pin has been solicited, I will giv a few thoughts 
concerning the subject. Being a jeweler, I hav kept pins 
representing the pansy for sale for years, and they are pur
chased by parties without regard to organizations or classes 
of any kind. You will see by the newspaper slip inclosed 
that we hav a store here called the Pansy i 

Go to the Pansy drug-store for paints, oils, and varnishes. 
First do:>r east of post-office. 

The pansy is a beautiful flower, but as a pattern for 
a Liberal badge-pin, -for the purpose of recognizing each 
other without some motto of distinction, it would be 
useless. There are _several Liberal badge-pins on the 
market now, and others may follow, and those who wish 
to buy- can take their choice. And now, concerning the 
paDsy and the secret~ryship, I thirik all hav exp:ressed 
their honest convictions, so let us move along smoothly. 

Ere this reaches you it will be four months since I was 
crushed down through fire by falling walls. I am .still con
fined on my back In bed. For a long time it seemed as if I 
was on an equilibrium between life and death, but now the 
forces of nature, though weak, hav turned the scale in m.r 
favor. I had given directions concerniag__ my funeral-that 
my body should not be taken into any church, nor should 
any minister take part in- the services-though this was 
hardly necessary, as my wife would not hav suffered it. 

I would suggest that Mr. Heston hereafter represent those 
orthodox birds called angels with a tail of feathers, as a 
bird cannot fly or guide itself without a tail. WM. HART. 

OBITUARY.. 
LE MARB, !A., April15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: By to-day's mail I send you a copy of the 
Le Mars Sentinel containing a short notice of the sudden 
death of my father, L. W. Sibley, which occurred on the 
28th of last month. With a competency of this world's 
goods, gained by honest toil, he was living a quiet, peaceful 
life at his pleasant country home, apparently in full health, at 
the age of sixty-six years, when he passed a way after a brief 
illness of an hour and _a half. Rheumatism or neuralgia of 
the heart is supposed to hav been the cause of his death. I 
shall not attempt to portray the grief of his family a.t the 
sudden and unexpected separation. No one knows the 
depth of such grief until taught by just such experience. He 
was an exceptionally good man, loved and respected by all 
who knew him. His record was clear, his character above 
reproach. Honest, industrious, temperate in all things, with 
the highest sense of justice and integrity, he practiced what 
he believed, and lived a pure, clean, fearless life. He was a 
true Liberal in the fullest sense of the term, jealous of his 
own rights, but equally cautious of encroaching upon the 
rights of another. The weak and struggling always found 
sympatsy and help in the man, outspoken in opinion and 
fearless in the discharge of duty. His orthodox friends could 
find no fault with him except as to his belief. In religion he 
was an Agnostic, but a great admlr.er of Mr. Bennett and 
his works. The funeral. services consisted chie1iy in the 
reading of Mr. Bennett's oration, nearly complete, as found 
in the "Truth Beeker Collection of Forms and Hymns," by 
our friend and family physician, Dr. A. P. Bowman. All 
the good words in that oration were never more fittingly 
pronounced. The subscription lists of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
will show the name of L. W. Sibley away back in its infancy 
and on down to the present time. But his life's work is 
done, and he has gone to the great unknown where we must 
all soon follow. If there is a future life, there my noble 
father will be found in his place among the true and good. 
Proud of his name and deeply grateful for such a parent, my 
ambition shall be to cherish his memory and emulate the ex-
ample of his well-spent lire. C. H. SIBLEY. 

CoLOMBO, CEYLON, Feb. 28, 1891. 
MR. E oiTOR : Though I am in Ceylon, I find it extremely 

hard to be without THE TRUTH SEEKER. I find some of your 
Christian preachers touched our island on various occasions 
and uttered the greatest amount of lies in public places 
(Christian) regarding the Freethinkers of America, and it is 
therefore necessary that an Agnostic_ should be a subscriber 
to THE-TBUTH SERKER, so that he may be prepared with the 
latest news from your quarters. Theile divine people never 
giv correct account of your doings whenever they happen 
to land here. 

On one occasion, I remember, one Dr. Scott, who visited 
Ceylon, gave a lecture to a Christian audience in connection 
with the Young Men's Christian Association, and boldly de
clared that Freethought was dying in America, and that the 
Freethinkers are not able to carry any of their works suc
cessfully. He said that the Paine Hall is in the hands of the 
Christians, the Freethinkers being unable to keep it up. A 
lawJer friend of mine, who happened to be present at this 

meeting, called on me the next day, and inquired if there 
was· any truth re the Paine Hall; unluckily for the doctor, I 
knew all about the Appleton church difficulty from the 
Boston ln'DestigatfYI' here. I called on the doctor, and met 
him at the "Salvation Army barracks. I spoke to him and 
told.him that he bad been telling the p~ ple of Colombo some 
untruth, and made him understand that he would not hav 
been very happy if I had been in the audience at' the time. 
I asked him what made him say that Paine Hall was sold to 
Christians, when we received news from the same place 
weekly. His answer was that he read it somewhere, but 
was not sure. !_had to explain to the man that the editor of 
the Boston ln'D6stigator had to shelter some Christians till 
they were abte to find oui another place, etc: The man 
opened his eyes and expressed his regret, and promised to 
recant in the Christian papers the next day; but when r 
called on him at the- hotel, he .,.as non est. This was som~ 
years ago. So you see what a good thing it is to keep read. 
ing your papers. I hav been meeting several others since. 

You hav evidently heard of the death of Mr. Charles 
Bradlaugh. Freethinkers all over the world suffer a great 
loss. I expect Colonel Ingersoll to pll.y a tribute to this great 
man's men:.ory. If it is so, please do not tail to let me poe. 
sese one copy at least. Yours faithfully, M. C. GB:RERA. 

MoNTPELIER; IND., March 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: It has been quite a while since I hav writ

ten a letter to THE TRUTH SEEKER- family. I hav been an 
invalid for more than a year and my lease on earth life all 
the time slipping by. Perhaps my TRUTH SEEKER friends 
will remember me. as an avowed Spiritualist, but I hav an 
orthodox brother by consanguinity that is intensely. con. 
cerned about my soul's welfare. Had I better pray, "GJod 
God, good devil," and be on the right side at all evllnts, and 
get some old mossback conch-shell with more noise than 
brains to take me through the goose-pond and giv me a 
.through ticket on the Frog Fur line to the golden city of the 
New Jerusalem-then if " one misses and the other fails" I 
will be all right ? Come to think of it, I might find some 
disadvantages when I get there. If God's countenance is 
brighter than the shining sun, reflecting on those golden 
seats, they might absorb more warmth than would be com
fortable. I know what a mowing-machine metal seat is like 
after dinner of a clear day. And then I might get a little 
tired of the monotony of those harps after a few million 
years. But perhaps my ticket might take me to the other 
place, and according to Jonathan Edwards that would be 
terrible. What kind of a God would it take to make 
Edwards's kind of a hell and make man with the decree that 
ninety-nine out of each hundred shall go there for his (God's) 
own glory? My chance for heaven is one out of a hundred 
at best, ,J\lld when I get there it is doubtful whether it will 
pay to bold possession. To sum it up, I guess I will accept 
the Spiritual doctrin , that man first existed on earth in a 
primitiv condition and is being educated up to a higher 
estate and has eternity in which to grow, only removing 
'from the primary to the higher school when leaving the 
mundane sphere. H. Wettstein may think I would get a 
little crowded, but philosophy teaches that space is without 
bounds and it and matter are exactly equal. At all events, I 
hav faith in the future rather than in the orthodox scrap-
book of the past. WILLIAM ALLEN. 

RoOHESTER, MioH., April 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I was very sorry that Sister Ella Gibson did 

not choose to tell Brother Willis what she has so long known 
about that mysterious force that she is so sure spirits hav 
nothing to do with. If Mr. Willis is not in a proper state of 
mind to hear her, doubtless there are many others of your 
readers who would listen veryattentivly to her. If she per
sists in withholding her information, as hinted, until the 
other party converts all the scientists, philosophers, and 
non-believers generally to his way of thinking, I fear it will 
be so long a time that table-tipping or some other equally 
tabooed method will only be left her through which t~ 

communicate. 
I was rimch interested in the article in THR TRUTH BEEKER 

taken from the New York Herald, entitled, "Christianity 
Charged with Plagiarism," but was not the conclusion a non 
stquiter '! The writer seemingly pointed out enough of dam. 
aging parallels in the reputed teachings and lives of Buddha 
and Jesus in the body of his argument to consign the latter 
to the Umbo of myths, and by inference the system foonded 
thereupon to that of gigantic frauds, yet in his summing up 
he rallies to the rescue of the popular belief, as follows : " A 
sublime spectacle is the historical Jesus standing among the 
limestone hills of Palestine planning his great battle," etc. 
Indeed? And so, after showing that the thrilling story of 
the Swiss patriot was of mystical origin, as has admittedly 
been done time and again, that in its leading features It has 
come from one nation and people to another, ringing along 
down through the centuries, forsooth having in the distant 
past the far-away plains of central Asia for its birthplace ; 
might not one as consistently add the following : A sublime 
.spectacle is the historical William Tell standing there in the 
market-place of Altorf, with bow and arrow in hand, plan
ning to hit the apple and miss the head of his boy. 

After reading it I could but wish that some modern Anti
christ or Illinoisan Dr. Brown would review Baron Hickey's 
article in some future number of THE TRUTH BKEKER. 

c. H. GREENE. 

ALLIANOE, 0., April14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I meet your valuable paper here, a$ I do in 

scores of cities where I lecture and labor in reform. I am 
here temporariiy from Chicago, where I began editing and 
publishing the Mental Science Maga11ine in 1884. I hav been 
constantly in that wing of reform since it began its public 
career, but during these years and b~>fore I hav toiled much 
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in the cause of advanced Spiritualism. I heartily esteem 
the work these two armies are doing in reform. Theosophy 
is entitled also to receive great credit by all who look deeply 
into her grand work and fraternal unions. Feeling the need 
of her wisdom aDod help I took membership in her tried and 
true brotherhood, and can say she has food strong enough 
for the most advanced. 

but there are others who accept the deistic theory, and, like 
Voltaire and Paine and scores of other eminent Freethinkers, 
hav a speculativ belief in an all-pervading intelligence which 
" rules by general, not by partial laws." 

Our constitution says: "We hold it to be self-evident that 
he who most conscientiously performs the duties of this lire 
is best fitted to enter into a higher state if he is still to exist." 
Is this a denial of future existence? Our constitution de
clares it to be "the inalienable right of every rational being 
to investigate and decide for himself all questions pertaining 
to his present or future welfare." Does this look like a desire 
to suppress investigation ? Are our enemies so blinded by 
prejudice that they could not see these passages, or hav 
they purposely ignored them? We solicit criticism, but it 
is to be hoped that the next writer who attacks us will make 
a_ truthful statement of our position, supported by quotations 
from our constitution, a copy of which can be obtained, 
without price, from Ella E. Gibson, Barrj!1 Mass. 

I am pleased to note a more fraternal feeling of late between 
the Agnostics and the Spiritualists at large. This has inter
ested me anew in the great work they are to accomplish 
unitedly for reform. I hav just sent in my name for mem
bership in the Brotherhood of Moralists- at Hannibal, Mo., 
and now that it represents a large and national body of 
Agnostics, and that its ai.llls are so aggressiv and grand, I 
am pleased and strengthened because of enrolment therein. 
In doing this it is not to cease the fraternal relations and 
needed help I obtain from these other great wings of Liberal 
thought, but to gather good from all, and to work for the 
union. of these augmenting armies as against the common 
foe of creedal theology. While a seeming antagonism has 
vastly increased the strongholds of Materialism and Spirit
ualism, still there is a sense in which they present a united 
front, as an avalanche of resistance against the fated empire 
of creedism. · 

While lecturing in Alliance, eight of the clergy in the 
Ministerial Association here signed a paper in two dailies 
criticising ·the iconoclastic views I had given as answers to 
an editor in an interview.· I .then challenged the said Asso
ciation to put anyone of their number forward to debate 
publicly.with me on one or seven propositions I published. 
They had all put their heads out far, but when their theology 
was to be held up to the light of science and evolution, 
turtle like they drew them far into their shell. 

I hope to see more direct fraternity among all the armies 
of reform, that the prowess of Freethought may prevail 
grandly against the open frenzy of the beast, i.e., theology. 

Yours for union, A. J. SwABTB, Ph.D. 

Rli:D CLOUD, NBB., April 13, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR: A neighbor has banded me a sermon of the. 

great Christian's mogul, T. De Witt Talmage, of Tabernacle 
fame, in which the· aforesaid personage slops over on the 
subject of the plague. of Infidelity, and tops off his pile of 
froth and vaporings by crying, "Get out, you miserable pau
pers of the universe I" It ehows how he practices the pre
cept of '' Love your enemies." It contains the usual amount 
of misrepresentation and false assumption. Says the great 
prevaricator: 11 I ask you to mention the names of the mer
ciful and the educational institutions which Infidelity 
founded and has sup~orted all the way through." He 
wants a list, bound in octavo, of Infidel institutions that are 
dedicated to suffering humanity. If- be had asked for the 
names of Infidels that Christians had put to death, of insti
tutions stolen or perverted from the use of their founders, I 
could accommodate him. lie had no need to inform us 
that Girard College is invaded by Christian instructors. 
But look at the cheek of him I DJes not the great mogul 
know that it is but a short time since tllat aD Infidel was 
allowed to liv, and that even now Infidels jeopardize their 
friendship with their Christian. neighbors, to say nothing of 
business boycott, etc.; that a Freethinker yet runs the risk 
of social ostracism if his sentiments are known by the fol
lowers of the meek and loving Nazarene? His accusation, 
by implication, that Infidels would burn every Bible, de
stroy all hopes, and brand all the grand philanthropists that 
hav believed in its divine messages or eulogized it by their 
utterances as imbecile, idiots, etc., is characteristic of the 
regard for truthful representation held .by those who believe 
that they can tell the biggest of lies to-day and wash out 
the stain in the blood of the lamb that was slain the next day. 

''Infidelity is the religion of don't know," says the ·great 
divine. But it is the religion of some things that are 
known. Infidels know that Mr. Talmage does not know any 
more about the origin or destiny of man than they do. 
They also know that there is no merit in believing anything 
they do not know, and that they could not believe an absurd
ity great enough to merit a harp and crown. They know 
that Mr. Talmage is in the soul-saving business for the 
money that is in it. In fact, they know that Mr. Talmage 
pretends to know a great deal that we know he .does not 
know. So good-bye, Brother Talmage, and look out for the 
crash of Westminster abbey, and I suppose the Tabernacle 
will go up in the same catastrophe. H. J. 0. 

HANNJBA.L, Mo., March 24, 1891. 
MR.· EorTOR: I am sorry to see that some of your contrib

utors are unhappy because of the existence and rapid growth 
of the Brotherhood of Moralists. 

They heartily indorse that part of our constitution which 
declares our disbelief in miracles and witchcraft, but we 
must not say that we regard modern Spiritualism as a delu
sion, lest we be classed as sectarian bigots, according to their 
wonderful logic. 

It is also remarkable that each writer who has attacked the 
Brotherhood has inadvertently, or as a necessary adjunct to 
his argument, misrepresented the character of the order. 

1. We are charged with denying the existence of any deity 
or ruling intelligence. 

2 .. We are charged with denying the possible future exist
ence of man. 

3. We are charged with barring progress by obligating 
our members not to investigate strange phenomena or new 
theories. 

Our constitution is very short and plain, and every person 
at all familiar with it knows that these charges are all utterly 
groundless. 

Our constitution declares our disbelief in special provi
dences ; but says nothing about gods. 

Perhaps most of our members ar() Atheists or Agnostics, 

Yours for truth, A. R. AYBEB. 

BABRB, MAss., April 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I like the article, " Mediumistic Phenom

ena," by S. R. Shepherd, in THB TRUTH BEBlaR1 April 18th, 
also the letter of J. N. Brown, in the same number. Their 
conclusion that spirits had nothing to do with the manifes
tations described, in my opinion is correct ; also, in the 
main, in the one instance, that the "circle constituted a 
battery, which generated a sufficient force • • to per
form those acts," etc., etc.; and in the other case, " was 
mind acting on mind in a natural way." 

It is not necessary that a good perceptiv should be in the 
presence of the person having the information communi
cated, or that anyone, present or absent, should be in pos
session of that knowledge, for a good perceptiv can gain 
it direct from the fact itself. I hav done it repeatedly where 
no person was in possession of the information I gave. For 
instance, being a stranger in the town where I was to lecture, 
a neighbor called where I was staying and told the lady of 
the house that Mrs. B., another neighbor, must die, for a 
council of physicians had decided that day that she had con. 
sumption, and could not liv. I replied, without a moment's 
reflection, she hadn't consumption, and diagnosed her case 
fully, the ladies protesting and ridiculing me during the time, 
I saying, "The case is incurable." 

Some three weeks after I lett the place I received a letter 
from the lady where I stayed, saying her neighbor was dead, 
and to the surprise of all the post mortem examination re
vealed that she did not die of consumption, but was pre
cisely in the condition I had described. You perceive, I 
could not hav taken this fact from the mind of the ladies 
present, or anyone absent, for no one knew it, but saw it 
from the fact itself. I do not believe it is necessary for me 
to die and jump into some other person's body, in order to 
thus perceive and state it through a medium, but can myself 
see while connected with my own body, with my own un
aided senses, all that is claimed for spirits that is not trick 
and fraud. 

· The philosophy of this perception is so deep and intangi
ble I never attempt to explain it, "for there is no language in 
use whereby I can convey my ideas. In conversation, I 
might make myself partially understood by a few, but to the 
general reader on paper never, and would only expose my
self to ridicule and contempt. 

The great, mighty future will reveal it all when science 
holds full sway, a~d the mind becomes so punctured by 
perception as to admit the rays of light that are constantly 
shining upon it ; but now, so great is the darkness that the 
darkness comprehendeth it not. ELLA E. GIBBON. 

YPSILANTI, April 13, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am between seventy and eighty years old. 

I came very near going over to the majority last winter with 
the grip, which I think a great invention. 

I inclose a piece cut from the Detroit E'Dening N6ws. 
I am sorry to learn you hav so many delinquent sub

scribers. I hope the gentle hint you gave them will be 
Effectual. Respectfully yours, JAB. P. DIOKINBON. 

Rev. Jas. P. Mills, district secretary of the American Sab
bath Union, discoursed to the Simpson church congregation 
yesterday morning in the interest of that society. The ob
ject of the organization is to preserve the Christian Sabbath 
as a day of rest and worship. The "American Sabbath" is 
not the " Puritan or colonial Sabbath" of our early history, 
said Mr. Mills, which was of a severely and strictly religious 
character, and enforced by law. .When the American Con
stitution was adopted the principle was established of non
interference by legislation with the conscience or religious 
convictions of the citizen. Our American Sabbath laws are, 
therefore, not of a religious but purely civil character, and 
hav been so decided by the United States Supreme Court. 
In our homes and churches, not in the state, is the proper 
place for the enforcement of religious Jaws. 

It is a favorit pastime with a certain class of people to 
sneer at the rigid religious customs of our Puritan fore
fathers, declaring that they raised up a nation of Infidels, of 
Bible-haters, of Sabbath-breakers, by the severity of their 
religious laws. This statement, said the speaker, is false; 
it is a lie I The Purit"ans never had a law " forbidding a man 
to kiss his wife on the Sabbath day," as. has been asserted. 
Nevertheless, it would be well, eaid he, to hav a law at the 
present day forbidding a man to kiss another man's wife on 
Sunday or any other day. It might save us from so much 
of our disgraceful wholesale divorce business. 

The continental Sabbath of Europe is a day of horse
racing, of beer-garden 'fest! vi ties, of open saloons, theaters, and 
all classes of amusements. God is nowhere in it. With the 
large influx of foreigners the past few decades this conti
nental Sabbath has been gra'dually gaining a foothold in this 
country. It is a menace to the moral life of our nation. 
The American Sabbath Union just now is bending its ener
gies to securing the closing of the World's Fair on the Sab
bath in 1893. The beer and liquor interests of this country 
are moving heaven and earth, not only for the open Sunday, 
but likewise the free sale of beer in and around the Exposi
tion on that day. Neither President Harrison nor Congress 

will interfere with the commissioners nor board of directors 
in this matter. The directors hav intimated to the brewers, 
who threaten to withdraw their $300,000 subscription if re
fused, their willingness to accede to their demands. It this 
is done, this national acceptance of the continental Sunday 
will inevitably fasten it upon this country and become the 
sure precursor of its downfall. 

April 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I wish to say to Mr. Wettstein that I hav 

neither "begged the question," " dodged the issue," " wrig
gled nor wiggled." Both in intent and in fact, Brother 
Wettstein, I treated your arguments with perfect fairness. 
I met every proposition you made with the "figures, data, 
and mathematical demonstration" to which you appealed, 
and I proved your positions and assumpti9ns to be utterly 
absurd and preposterous. And you, without attempting to 
analyze my arguments, and demonstrate on scientific prin
ciples the unsoundness of·either my premises or calculations, 
deny their correctness, and ignore them as unworthy of con
sideration or notice. This, doubtless, is a much easier mode 
of disposing of them than to answer and refute them. Bas
ing my computations on the ;highest scientific authority I 
was acquainted with, and giving you the benefit of all 
doubts, I proved that the population of our earth, up· to 
date, could not be more than 20 tr!llion souls. Prove 
that our race has been in existence more than 200,000 years, 
and I will accept the truth most cheerfully, and change my 
figures accordingly. But then you must cease to call it a 
" few thousand years." Having rejected my demonstrations, 
you claim to disprove them by the following scientific proc
ess (?). You say: " One of the greatest of scientists has 
been accredited with saying that every handful of earth and 
rock of the earth's crust represents a· human grave. How 
does that rough estimate tally with Brother Walker's arith
metic P" Why, it does not tally at all, because my arith
metic is based on scientific truth, while the statement of the 
ignoramus whom you term "one of the greatest scientists," 
is unscientific and false. The rocks which form the earth's 
crust, from the 8ilurian formation up, are the graveyard of 
nearly all the inferior forms of animal life that existed on our 
planet prior to the advent of our race, but they do not con
tain one atom of human remains; for when they were form
ing man was not there. The idea of settling the population 
question by grinding the rocks which constitute the earth's 
crust to powder, and then "to swell up every handful into 
the size of a man (or spirit)," and then count them, though 
a marvel in itself, is not particularly scientific I Then you 
hav another "scientific" way of settling this question. By 
"a logarfthmical computation, based on the estimate of 
three children to every couple since the time of Adam and 
Eve I" My I Do you believe in that old lady and gentleman 
too P "This computation," you say, "makes the number 
of earth's inhabitants up to date over 600,000 quintillion 
souls." Now, in 6,000 years, which Is about the age of our 
race, according to the book where you get Adam and Eve, 
there are 300 generations of 20 years each, and the above 
sum would giv to each generation an average of 2,000 quin. 
tillio:n souls, or one trillion times the number of inhabitants 
that are now, or ever were c.t one time, on our ea:ttb I How 
so intelligent a man as you are can believe in and advocate 
methods and propositio:ms so insanely foolish, puzzles me, 
and I giv it up. But it seems you believe in these methods 
of computation, and also your former statement that the 
soul product of our earth, durinp; 11 the few thousand yea;rs" 
(your own term) during which they hav been being pro
duced, would form a globe, in "compact mass," 16 trillion 
times larger than this earth, while I demonstrated in my 
former article that it would require the product of our en
tire solar system 23 million years to form a globe the size of 
our earth I I respect the honest opinion and belief of an 
honest man, and I must say that your capacity to believe 
unreasonable things exceeds anything I am acquainted with. 
I hav read of different kinds of faith-saving faith, faith of 
miracles, faith of devils, etc.-but yours beats them all. "I 
hav not seen so great a faith, no not in Israel!" Some of the 
old Christian fathers pretty nearly equaled you. Their rule 
was to believe everything that was so utterly, intrinsically, and 
monstrously unreasonable and absurd, that it could, by no 
possibility, be true. But they differed from you in this, that 
they were generally ignoraJat, uneducated, and unscientific 
men. You persist in talking about "eternal production of 
souls," and ''plethora .of souls," etc., and Ignore altogether 
the axiomatic truth which I stated in my former communi
cation in these words, viz.: 11 It is a self-evident proposition, 
that if you continue to giv, without any equivalent being re
turned, the supply will ultimately be exhausted. It the 
earth furnishes the material from which spirits are evolved, 
and none of it is returned, the supply will be exhausted and 
the production cease, as certainly as if it were any grosser 
product." It seems difficult, by any illustration, to make 
this proposition plainer. When I look at the wheat and 
clover fields that lie within my vision, clothed as they are in 
deep, rich green, and at the thrifty peach orchards, j uet now 
clothed in floral beauty, I might imagin the soil inexhaust
ible, but occasional specimens of careless, thriftless farming 
prove it otherwise. If the productiv capacity of an acre or 
land is 1,000 bushels of grain, and no more, when it has, 
without any added fertility, produced that amount, its pro
duction will cease, and it can never yield another grain, un
less renewed by fertilizers, but will forever remain a barren 
desert. This principle applies to all products, spirits not 
excepted, ana proves the absurdity of all your talk about 
"eternal production," "plethora of souls," and all similar 
nonsense. Wishing you an ample share of all the good 
things of this life, and hoping that when you lay down life's 
burden here, and cease to fight its battles, you will find your
self in the enjoyment of a far higher and happier llfe, with 
good company, and plenty of room for a jolly good time, 

I am, etc., W. W. W. 
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lltiU«J br Miss SuiWII H. WomB, l'dll 
nlfNr, ..... to wi'Wm dll Oomm~Bfor 
tlais OONIW alaoultllJI ""'· 

" Between the dark and the dayllaht, 
When the night iB beginnina to lower, 

Oome1 a pause in the daY's oooupationl 
i'llat il known as the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

In Corn-Planting Time. 
0 Bnsie, find your ha.t a.nd hoe, 
And oall to Oharley, Will, and Joe. 
For birds are singing high and low 
· In oorn-plantina time. 

When " oorn ia king of every orop," 
We mnat not play, nor lag, nor stop, 
With hoes to oover. hands to drop, 

In oorn.planting time. 

To follow bon who hold the plow 
Is on'y fnn, so hurrY now-· 

"Four araina to drop "-Joe told me how, 
TbiB corn-planting time. 

And father said this very morn, 
For all who helped to pla.nt the oorn, 
Nor stoplled till sound of dinner horn 

In oorn-planting time, 

Tha.t Bhonld:tho work be ha.rd to do, 
New books he'd buy, and dresses, too, 
For yon a pink, and me a blue-

Hail oorn-planting time r 
I heard him tellina mother so
Yon tak9 the ba.sket, I the hoe, 
And we'll divide the half-mile row, 

This oorn-planting time. 

We•ll build a bower on the meads, 
A half-way house of rosin-weed•, 
Where we ma.y rest while Oharley reads, 

In oorn-planting time. 

At night, when moonlight floods the vales, 
Dea.r gra.ndpa says he'll tell ~he tales 
Of ooean isles and summer gales 

In oorn-planting time. 
MARY BAIRD FINCH. 

Relic of a Prehistoric Race. 
In the Children's Corner of a recent number 

of THB TaUTH 8BBKBR was a short sketch of 
what may be seen in the Bad Lands of Da
kota. Perhaps some of your readers of the 
Corner may be interested to Jearn what a 
curious specimen of a prehistoric race of 
human beings was found in the same Bad 
Lands. 

This specimen was not wholly a mummy, 
nor yet a petrifaction, since both these quali
ties united in its preservation during the lapse 
of many ages of time. I was so much inter
ested in tha matter that I was at some pains 
to learn all I could about its history. It 
seems that on July 20, 1885, a cowboy named 
Lathe Spake, while exploring a cave or cavern 
in the Bad Lands, discovered this remnant 
of a race, now long extinct, in a standing 
posture, leaning against the side-wall of the 
cave. The dust and rubbish of, maybe, un
told centuries had accumulated about its 
feet and buried them nearly to its knees. A 
singular fact connected with the discovery 
was, that all of the body exposed to the air of 
the eave was thoroughly mummified, while 
the feet and limbs, nearly to the knees, stand
ing in the dust, were turned to stone. This 
mummy, as we will call it, from its being 
more mummy than petrifaction, was on ex
hibition some three years ago at Ithaca, 
Mich., where I had a favorable opportunity 
for examination. I found it to be only two 
feet six inches in hight, but it bad a large, 
broad chest, and arms that extended below 
the knees. On exam!Dation of its teeth by 
several scientists, they agreed that its proba
ble age at death was about sixty years. Its 
most striking peculiarities are the remarkable 
development that must hav given great 
muscular power in shoulders, chest, and 
arms. This curious relic of humanity lived 
and struggled for existence in a period of the 
world's history of which we can hav but a 
vague conception, and which antedates all 
human history. 

TO THB MUMMY. 
Who are you, and where did you liv P 
Hav yoa an account of yourself to giv P 
Were you civilized, wild, or tame? 
Of what race, and what was your name? 

We all wish to know, but hardly can guess; 
We know little of your time, all must confess. 
That you are human, is plain to be seen, 
Perhaps some wild old mountain queen. 

0 mummy, if you could only tell 
The story of your life, and what befell 
The lost race to which you belong, 
Then would I gladly finish my song. 

But all is mystery-deeper than death
When and how you lost your breath, 
And changed to mummy, and partly to stone, 
And there for ages slumbered alone. 

Uni<m (Jity, Mich. J. GUIWITB. 

I 
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History Questions. 
1. When was George Washington bom P 
2. When did he die P 
S. What took place in 1871 P 
4. Why did the people object to being 

taxed by England P 
5. What party gained the election of 1840·? 

Who was chosen preaident P 
AN&WBBB. 

1. Feb. 22, 1732: 
2. Dec. 14, 1799. 
3. Chicago flre destroyed $200,000,000 of 

property. 
4. They said that taxation without repre. 

&entation is tyranny. 
5. The Whig party. W. H. Harrison. 

CLilLIB J AMBB. 

Correspondence. 
RocxTILLB, InA., March 22, 1891. 

Dun Mrss WrxoN :. I thought that I would 
write to the Cnmer for the third time. 
There is no school here now. I wish some of 
the boys of the Comer would write to me. I 
cannot write very well. There is an old man 
here about seventy years old. He got married 
the other day. 

Yours truly, W. A. CARLTON. 

DANA, ILL., March 24, 1891. 
Mrss WrxoN: I go to school and I read in 

the fourth reader. I study arithmetic, geog. 
raphy, spelling, and grammar, and I am seven 
years old. I hav three brothers at home. I 
am not the oldest boy ; I am the next to the 
oldest. We hav a little baby; he is fifteen 
months old; he can walk. The boys are 
gone to bed now. Our baby will h t you 
with a stick. My father has the asthma, and 
he has to smoke a pipe. I will write. more 
next time ; so that is all. 

Your friend, V IOTOR BTnA. WN. 
[A nice letter for a boy only seven years 

old.-ED. C. C.] 

HAMILTON, BBBMUDA, April tO, 1891. 

river I hav seen is the Reese river. The 
only city I hav seen besides Austin is Battle 
Mountain. 

While the boys of the Eastern states can sit 
down and eat an apple or a peachy I can sit 
down and find in an hour twenty cents' worth 
of silver ore on a dump. 

If I go on the hill I can see only sage 
brush or cactus. 

My father works in a mine called the 
Union mine, which, in its time, has produced 
many a thousand dollars. One time this 
winter it produced $6,400. There are many 
mines here now that are not working. The 
deepest is the Lander mine, which is one 
thousand feet deep. The next deepest is the 
Frost mine, which is about eight hundred 
feet. 

There is to be a railroad through here this 
spring. The town is very dull now, but if 
the railroad comes it will giv employment to 
a great many idle men who cannot procure 
work. 

I go to school every day. I study geogra. 
phy, grammar, arithmetic, spelling, reading, 
history, writing._ and drawing. My teacher's 
name is MiBB Wible. I read in the Fourth 
Reader. I am in the A class of the third 
room. I am eleven years old and will be 
twelve on March 31st. 

There are two papers that are published 
here, one called the Reese River ll61!dlle and 
the other called the People's Ad'Dooatil-both 
good papers for so email a town. The editor 
of the Rt'Deille is Albert Phillips, and W. D. 
Jones is the editor of the other paper. 

My father has taken THB THUTH SuxBR 
for a long time. We take many papers, but 
THB TRUTH 8BRKBB is in the lead. 

I hav been saving my money to buy some 
of your books, such as "The Story Hour" 
and others, for I am a great hand to read. I 
:hav one book of science published by Aunt 
Elmina. 

We received the ALMANAC and enjoyed the 
piece about "Bhoutin' Joe" very much. I 
hope this will miss the waste-basket. I fear 
this Jetter is too long, so I will close. 

Your Liberal friend forever and success to 
your paper. HAnnY Moss. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas of 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., Price, .$2. 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN 
A. Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., $1.'75. 

SCRIPTURE SPECULATIONt. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man, 

Judaism. 
By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM. 
A. Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 
By GIAOOMO BARZELLO'rTI, 

.Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 
Price, $1.50. 

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. 
A. Confession. 

By DAVID FiuEDER!OH STRAUSS. 
A.uthorized translation from sixth German edition 

by Mathilde Blind. 
$1.50. Price, 

HE.lLTH HINTS TO WOMEN. 
ImporW.nt Information for A.l~ and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. w~ SoHOT1'. Price, $1.50. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
Prop bets. 

By S. BARING GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 

Bible,-(Congregationalist. 
DBAB Mres WrxoN: I thought of writ!Dg a 

letter to the Children's Corner to-night. It 
is the first letter that I ever wrote to the Cor
ner. I hav a brother named John Jacques 
Rousseau Stecker. I hav a picture of John 
Jacques Rousseau and of Thomas Paine in 
the parlor. Papa gets THB THUTH BBBXBB 
paper every week, and he has the " Free
thinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," and I like to 
look at the pictures in it. I go to school 
twice a week-on Mondays and ThuTsdays
and study in arithmetic, writing, and draw
ing. I was nine years old last December. 

Liberty Literature. R A 0 r c ;iz $1.;. u L P 1 T 
. 
1n 

Yours truly, MARTIN G. 8TliCKBB. 
[Write to the Comer all about .. Hamilton, 

Martin.-ED. C. C.] 

PALOUBB CITY, WASH., Mnrch 21, 1891. 
DBAB Mrss WrxoN: My father has taken 

THB TRUTH BBBXBB since January, &nd I like 
it very much. I always like to read the Chil
dren's Uomer, but I hav never seen any let
ters in it from this place, so I take the liberty 
of writing one, and telling you someThing 
about it and how I like it. Palouse City is 
a small place with about twelve hundred in •. 
habitants, and has some nice brick buildings. 
It also boasts of four churches. But that sen. 
tence speaks for itself. We hav a school
house and six teachers. I am goin~ to school. 
The Palouse river 1lows through the town. 
I like it very well. I would like it better, I 
think, if there were fewer churches here. 
There are not many Liberals in this place; 
we had one Liberal lecture here in Septem
ber, by Mrs. Mattie Krekel; she lectured 
two nights. My father thinks it is the best 
thing he has heard for a long time. I think 
I had better close now, for my letter is get
ting quite long and tiresome. I remain, 

Your thirteen-year-old Freethinker, 
CLARA PFARNDTNBR. 

CLBABWATBB, NBB., AprilS, 1891. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, !5 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

SPIRITUALISM. 
BOOK OF MEDIUM WE. 

I will send a oopy of above book bound in oloth, 
on reoeipt of $1. 

Address MEDIUM WE 
2801 28;h St., oor. Grace, 

1118 Riohmond, Va. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 

I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY,liBAOTBBIA, ETC. By 
William Durham, F.R.S.E. 

11. A.sTBONOMY, SuNJ..MooN, STARS, ETc. By Will· 
ia.m Dnrham, F.n.S.E •. 

These handY series of volumes on soienoe-of 
whioh the above works form the first two nnm· 
bers, others to follow-are written 1n a. way that 
oannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most oa:aual reader. They snp~ly a popular need. 

The prtoe of each is tO oents 1n oloth. 

LIFE OF 

Joshua Davidson: 
KOD!lBN lKl'l'A'l'lON OP Cli:BIST, o 

DBAB Miss WrxoN: Remembering what. 
you once said of your corn-planting times, AI to hla :Life on Barth and hla Commwatll. 

BY liiBIJ. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Discourses of Advanced Thought. 
By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX A.DLER. 

Price, $1. 

A.nd Reml\rkable Divorce Cases. 
By PHILAN1'HROPUS. 

446pp. . . • Price, $1. 

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MosEs HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
A.ND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality 
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. !"rice, 75 cents. 

SIXTEEN SA. VIORS OR NONE 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Truth Seeker Collfction of Forms, 
Hymns, and Recitations. 

For Organizinlr Societies; for MuriaKel, P'J.Dilr• 
ala, Na.mtng of InfantA, Obituaries, Epi

ta.phs, eto. Also 1125 Liberal and 
8piritna.listio H vmns for 

tlooial and Various 
Pnblio Oooasions. 

l8mo, 550pp. Price, '75 cents. -A.uricnlarConfession and Nunneries. 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 
and your grandpa's evening stories, I hav 
blent that with my own experience of a long 
field where my sister and I divided the rows, 
each planting to the middle of the field, where 
we had thrust great strong rosin weeds down 
after the manner of a stockade, and covering 
with weeds and our aprons spread on top. 
Of course we had to " move on " quite fre
quently, but we didn't mind it in the least, as 
we had nothing else to do in the interval of 
waiting. ''Charley," the family book-worm, 
often came in to read and rest with us. He 
is now J. C. Baird, of Dodge City, Kan., and 
a reader of THB TauTH 8BBKBB. 

Author of "&Protest aRd & Plea," in Order Of Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 

The Comer grows in interest. I am always 
glad to see the letters from the young people. 
This writing of letters is of itself an education 

Ore~feH. 

Cloth, llamo, 2'79 pp., • • 71; Cents. 

W T7&i8 book tmJB tn.qJpr~ by ti\8 fW" Amer 
lofJn publisher ... 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

THE 

french Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
to thein, and to hav a wise head to direct and Leaves cf Unwritten Histo1, That Tell of . a 
encourage them, to say just the right thing He~~!~ ~~::ri~r0~n~n:lanoa~ fJ>?:.rtn-
at the right time and place. is a privilege that B V ALEBIA.N GRIBA.YEDOFF 
not many of my age had when young. I Y · 
hope the young folks appreciate these ad- With a map aud numerous illustrations by well
vantages known artists. Handsome!~ bound in silk oluth. 
Wis~g you the success your work merits Ink and liold side Bta~ps. l'rioe, $1.1!0. 

I am, ' co~:a~!ff:~\~~~~eo~ea~fer~:tm~~~e=~~rea~~~'P-
Yours for humanity, MARY B. FINCH. nary episodes of the great Frenoh revolntiona.ry 

-- . war .•.• It points a moral that amidst repnb-
AusTIN NBv March 20 1891 Hoan institutions like onn, will not fail r• oeive 

D M ' I ·• ' • . appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
BAR rss WIXON: liv away out West on ing infl.n~noe of newlY acquired ambillon, • • • 

the lofty plateau of the Great Basin. I I and on the other the debasing eft'eots of Relhlions 
should like to travel out in MaBBachusetts to and ~olitioal intolerance both on the tyrant and 

th 1 1 the vJottm. Contains a heretofore unpublished 
see e ove Y farms and valleys. The only letter of Thomasl'aine to tbe French D1reotory. 

By C. SOTHERAN. 
8vo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett. 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cents. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological A.mendment and State Personality 
By Jos. E. PEaK. 

Prlee, 25 cents. 

Ji'or all of tbe &bove books addresa 
THE TBUTB BEEKEB 00., 

18 Want*t l"l.,l!lewlorJE 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

'rHE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAII TO BE A. DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION 
. . ' 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO li.A.INTA.IN THE 

A.RGUM:ENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi&'DB bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desi8'Der • 

. CONTENTS: 

IJnele Sam and the Priests. The Chureh and Thomas Paine. 
The Pesta that Bother Unole Bam. Thomas Paine. -
Unole Bam Ble"P!l but the Priests do Not. The Preacher and the Patriot 
Roma.nism with .11er Mask On. One Work b:r Paine Outweiehs All the Preach-
The Ma.als: Off. ere. 
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff as to God." Why Paine Was Denounoed. 
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Price, 'l" 5 cents. 
A. BUSINESS MAN'S SOCIA.L AND 

RGLIGIOUS VIEW-i. AN EYE-OPENER. 
From a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL H.YMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices. 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, $1. 

"Citateur, Pur Pigault." 
LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 

By ZEPA. 
Price, paper, GO cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

Antiquity and Duration of the World 
By G. TOUL:UAN. 

Price, 20 .cents. 

ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIP 
CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. OF THE ANCIENTS. 

Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 
By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents; ·cloth, 7 5 eents. 

Mortality or lhe Soul and the lm· 
mortality of lis Elements. 

By .A. S. DE PELLEGRINI. 
Price, 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED" 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOQY. 
.A. Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. :Ml. BENDTT. 

Prioe. 10 oents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Church Doctrines. 

By W. B. BARLOW. (Spir.] Price, 10 cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and' Reply. 
BY B11BLBtrr and WAKBIUII; . 

Prloe. 10 oenil• 

ICHA.BOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and ine~resaibly lau~rhable 

onslaughts on OhristianitY. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. 
BY C. B. REYNOLDS. 

Prioe. 5 oents. 

For all of the above book& address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

liS LafaYette Pl •• NewYorll:. 

By GILBERT "VALE. 
Price, 20 cents. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BRAGA V AD-GITA. 
.A. Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

and .A.rjuna. 
Translated by J. C. THO~lPSON. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN INDIA. 
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 

Revelation. 
By Lours JACOLLIOT. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE -IN THE BALANCE. 
A Text-Book for Investigators. 

By REv. J. G. Frsn. 
Price, $1.50. 

BIBLE INQUIRER. 
148 SLriking Self-ContradicLions of the Bible; 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 
By A. JACOBSON. 

Prioe, 25 oents. 

BIBLE MYTHS. 
Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na

tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 
Copious Notes and Authorities. 

" Cyclopedia of Reference." 
Many Illustrations. 

Svo, 600pp., · price, $2.50. 

BIOGRAPHY Ol., SA.TA.N. 
Ilistorical Exposition of the ·nevi! and his 

Fiery Domains. 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Price, 35 cents . 

!'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

18 LafaYette Pl •• N ewYorll:. 
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THE RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. ETHICS OFD SCIENCE. 

ISSUED MONTHLY. BY 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. D IJDSON TIJTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 

No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. of Man. 
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink- Co'NTENTB: What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Phal-ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar- lio Wors_bip. ·Man's Moral Progress Dependent 

dener .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50 on His Intellectual Growth. T.Be Great Theolog-
3, Age of Reason. 'l'homa• Paine ... · .... ··· 25 ica.l Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
4
• An~::~:tt~ .. ~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~t.i~~~: .. ~·.~: 25 Boheme for his Bedemptlon. Man's Position, 

5, Ohristiau Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be· 
6. Victor Hugo's OraHon on Voltaire........ 10 sponsibility.of the Iudi~idnal. Genesis and Evo. 
7, Ingersoll's Address on Shakspere. Oloth 50 lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 

"' '' " Paper 25 The Apostles. Selfish ProPensities. Love. Wis 
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 

YearlY subscribers will receive all the books of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
issued during the year. Single copies of each· Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So· book sent upon rece1pt of l'lrioe. 

Addree! THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. oiety to Criminals. Duty of Self.Cultnre. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTUnY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ls the story ot two young 

girls and a.r.ounger brother who were lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair educatloRha.nd much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohioago. The anthoris also the heroin. 
'l'he narra.tiv is, in the main, a.. history of a. work· 
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohioago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just snob a. story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger .. 
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the a.ttentioD 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife·. 
boo}{ free. Dr:-;. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati., 0. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
B:r Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are 

free to receive new light will lind in it sa.tisfa.otioD 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The appeal is a. wa.ts made to a. ma.n•s reason, 
"-nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boaton Post. · 

A Bnl{geation of a. really practicable and feasi
ble soo!a.lata.te greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of 
a.otna.l vossibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

i.2mo, oloth,.S1.00; paper, 500, 
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
Charles Watts's Works. • AND 
TheTeacJ•in;-sot'Secularismcom· Gn-ard College Theology. 

pared wltlt Orthodox Christian- AN EXPOS:&: 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Real!on, and Is It sumctent to 
Meet the Needs ol' Mankind 1 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
Eventno Kat! and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
•' Tactics ot' Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christlan"y: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Inlluence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors ot' the French Revo• 
Iution: Tltelr Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Dcstructiv and Con• 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Of the penersion of Bte_phen Gira.rd'sma.gni11.oent 
beQuest to PhiladelPhia. by the Ohristia.n 

churches and Youna Men's 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
BY B ton. Bo WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price 11, Address ';l'BE TBUTB 8EEitJIB. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effa.cemnt of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Prioe, 10 cents a. OO:flY; twelve copies for $1, 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

THE 
CHA.JIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

>rm:m 

Orimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1,119pp, Oloth, ss; leather, S!; morocco, 

gilt edges, U.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28La.fa.yette Pla.oe, New York. 

Tho Worh of Caleb S. Weeks. 
SQDflS ot' the lUorninr,;-. 212 pp.; cloth, 

75 cents. 
Selections from t11e Poets: With Re

sponses; Inolnding Pope's Essay on 1\lnu, 
with Responding Essay. 859 pp,; cloth. $1 25. 

The PhllosopbJ" ot' .EvH. 11 pp.; 
5 oents. 

Human Life; or, The" Course of Time" 
a.w seen in the Open Light. An Epio Poem. 

. Seven books in one vol .• 859 pp,; cloth, $1.25. 

Thes8 notius Me for tlUJ b61UJfl.t of Liberals 
UJho ma.y lJ6 'flisiting the places UJhere these socie
ties are looatetl. Local BuulM Unions and 
Freetlwugkt Booieties meeting . regularly can 
lwiD their ·gatliBrings ad;oerti&ed here free lJy for
UJMding the neussOh"JJ information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday eveninrc, at 8 o•olook1 at Ger· 
ma.n Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th streel. Leot. 
nresa.nd discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o•c!ook at 
Liberal Leag~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everYbOdY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Bran cit. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bnnda.l' 
evening at 7:30. Lecture•, debates, and dieons· 
aions on all imPortant secular subJects. Pres· 
ideut. HENRY BxBD; Secretary, Ooru. ~ELLII 
FLAGG. 

PRI!SB NoTIOES oF" HUMAN LIFE." 1 hi 1 A 1 
TheNew~houo71t\Chioago)sa.Ys:"Itisthebest BrookiJn p allosop ca ssoc a• 

thing of the kind we ever saw. , • , To state the · tlon -
whole thing in the langaage of another, the first Meets at Fraternity rooms. Bedford avenue and 
book shows what a. heaven is coming on this eartb Routh lld street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., everY 
after it shall have passed through the necessarY Smida.Y. Lectures followed by discussion:. Plat
disciPline, and the other books show what a. hell form fre~. Charles Monholland, B!lcreta.ry, 248 
of a. time we have to get there." Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

The Chesaning A1'Qus \Ohesaning, Mich.) says: Philadelphia Liberal Lea.,.ue ''"'""' "It is one grand sublime poem , • • a. P!lr!ect "' ,.,.., • 
historY in blank verse of the BOOla! and religlf?UB meets everY Bnnda.y in Industrial Hall, Broad all d 
struggles of our earth, and would be good rea.dmg Wood sts .• at 2:30 and 7 :so P.M. for lectures and 
for those who have been interested in 'Looking free discussions on religions a.nd social questions. 
Backward.'" Describing Book 6. it says: "This Ablespea.kerslnteresttheaudienoe. N.B.-Trnth 
chapter will be found especially interesting to BeekerPublioationsa.lwa.yson ha.nda.tohea.pra.tes. 
ladies." . 

ThePhrenozootca!Journaz\NewYork)rega.rdalt The Secular Society oC Kent, 0., 
as equal to the great epics of a. hundred years 8 t 
aeo or more Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and thi.rd unda.ys, a. 2 

Mr. Edw~rd BellamY• author of "Looking P.M., at. the town na.ll. ~ll friends of human 
Backward," says: "I have read it '!fth pmoh.iJ?- onltlva.t!Ona.re invited. MARIUBHEIGHTON,Beo .. 
terest. I am in entire symoa.tby With 1ts BPlrlt. 
of -boundless faith in human d!!ve.lopment.'' 

Rev. R. Heber Newton sa:~~:s 1t 1s one _of the 
significant indications of the a1gns of the t1mes. 

The Nationa!tst, of Boston. considers its style as 
equal to Milton's! and says it " l!ngages the rea.~
er•s attention w1th the first line and keeps 1t 
engrossed until the final word." . · 

Brick Pomerol''B Aavance Thouoht ~N.Y.) says : 
"It contains much to benefit humanitY." 

Address. B. 0. W. BYINGTON and CO .. 
334 Fourth Ave., N.Y. 

New :Zclltlon, Revisd ro~d Elllar&'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN I& GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDENERo 

Introduction by · 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, ~o llents. 
Thl Trad8 Supplied at Jjpedal Discw;ntl. 

Address THE TJRUTH SEEKER, 
liB Lafayette Place. New York. 

Ellzur Wrlgllt Secular IJnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
BnbsoriptionB to THE TRUTH BEEKER and Invest'• 
oator are solicited. R. G. BmTH• Oor.l:l~, 

Chicago Secular IJnlon 
Meets everY Sunday evenirig at 7:80 P.H., a\ 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 We11t Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

ltlllwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetin~rs every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. · 

The Minneapolis Secular Union 
Meets every Bunda.y at 7:80P.M., at 412 Nicollet 
ave.,Booms 12 and 14, Eastman blook, Minneapolis, 
Minn. J.F.MAOOMBER,Pres.; LEROY BERRmB,Bec. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defectiv as an Ethical All in a Lifetime. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
A Liberal Romance. this office. Price, 50 cents. . 

Des lllolncs Secular IJnton 
Holds regular meetinllB at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Loonst streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 
A~nosticism and Christian Theism: 

Which Ds the ltlore Reasonable 1 
24 Pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 't 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
sunday: A. Plea. for Liberty and Jus

12mo, SOOpp., 11. 
Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band

some and Interesting Book,_ Without Supersti
tion for Children and Youtn. The Onlf Free
thinkers' Children'S Story-Book ever ISsued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heaVY, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 22!Pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEK:I!JB 00. 
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Tl1e Glory of Unbel ct. 22 pages in SCIENCE VERSUS 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

RELIGION, 
Nature and the Supernatural; or, 

Belief' and Knowled;-e. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American §ecular lJnlon ; Its 
Necessity and tile .Tustice or .us 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robet:t Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;-lcal Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 
Men of Science. 4. The Dtfferenoe between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Obristianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
ss LafaYette Pl .. New Yorlr. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's · Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
D2ep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu
mors, and every disease of 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Canc7r that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

OR, THB 

Confiict between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents •. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

TRY•SQUARE: 
on, 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This 11 the history of an attempt to fonnd a. 
church without superstition, and its sncoeas. 
Uncle .Job SaWYer, the pastor, ha.virig established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss all the vital Questions 
of human conoern, religions, pelitioal, and other. 
wise. The book is written in well-chosen Ian. 
:gna.ge, and easilY understood. There is lust snftl. 
oient na.rra.tiv about it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is beina brou~rht 
to hllmind. 

l'or 1a.le at thll ofllca. Prloe.ll.DD. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A..M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ane.
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," etG., eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furniahint: food for thou~rht. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so richl,v 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1. 

A.ddre111 THE TBU'l'll BEEKER. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
voung and middle
\ged men, suffering 
from a. Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex· 
ceases in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OUREt ~B it matters not how 
long Ptanding, how hol!_elesa or h9w ma.ny reme
dies you ha.v used. The book. lB worth many 
times Its cost, and should be lU the hands of 
those seeking a Bpee® ana vm:manent curP.. Ad
drA<R Dr. RObt. p, F:ellows, ~mela.nd, N. J,, and 
say where you saw thlB~ertlament. 

A GOOD WORD· 
Dr Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a. hnma.n

ita.ri~n and a. generous patron of the Freethonght 
press. 'He baa many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sueoesaful method of treat
ment. and desenee pa.trona.ge.-heethought. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Frl\nclsco, Cal;, Frcethoughl 
Society 

MeetR ev~ry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A cordial invi. 
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port An;-eles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in the public 
school building in Port Angele11, Wash. Lect
ures, songs, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vi ted on all subjects. Liberal litera.ture distrib-
uted free. FRANK MoRSE, Cor. Beo. 

Tile West End Progressive Lib· 
eral IJnlon · 

0! Los Angeles, Oal., meets semi·monthlyl. ftrst 
and third Bnndays1 at 8 o•oiook, P.M., at t'a.rr's 
Hall, Everyboilv mvited. MBa. B. M. BERRA, 
Pres.; J. H. MoWrLLIAMS, Beo. Beo. 

Tile Walla Walla Llbt.ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Soienoe Leotnres.-Free Discussions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. · A large val· 
nable library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. REYNOLDs, Pre11.; A. W. CALDER, Sec. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
0! Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool·houae. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. RxoE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vioe·Prea.: CHARLES BBEA, Beo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meet.s everY Rundav a\ Knights of 1.abor Ha.ll, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'olook, &.111. Visltinll Lib-
erals invitPd to attend. OoL. A. HABRIB, Pres. 

Isuo B. LEE, Seo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrf ss to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and A!lsembly of New 
York. 

With Ptne Steez Enoravtno or Senator Conl:ztno. 
Bound in black cloth, silver side stamP. 

Price, 75 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRIS l'lA.NITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 



11m Pennsylvania striking miners are suf 
faring from evictions. Riots and bloodsheii 
contbl.ue. 

MRs. HBLBN Fmws, of Wichita, Kan., hs · 
given birth to a child whose father she aver1 
is the Holy Ghost. 

A OOMPANY with a capital of $10,000,000 
will erect between New York and Philadel 
phia a pneumatic tube that will transmi• 
parcels in twenty.ftve minutes. 

RBV. J. G. WHITB while lecturing in St. 
Louis against Romanism was pelted by a 
mob with rotten eggs and other miBBils, and 
pollee were required to restore peace. 

ITALY is taking steps to detal.p. soldien 
from mass Sundays, employing them at the 
time. Sacred names are being removed from 
school. books and sacred emblems from school
rooms. 

ON the 23d ult. the explosion of a powder 
magazine near Rome killed several persons, 
and shook the city fearfully, alarming the 
pope and injuring the Vatican and other 
buildings. 

PBo:i'. C. A. ToTTBN of Yale University, 
lieutenant U. B. A. and detailed to Yale as 
military profeBSor, predicts, on elaborate bib
lical data, that Christ's second coming will 
occur in March, 1899. 

C.&.THOLIOB deny the report that the Vatican 
has bargained with England to induce the 
Irish to relinquish the demand for home rule, 
contenting themselvs with provincial councils, 
in return for which England will establiah an 
embassador at the Vatican. 

DBPBW says that Harrison's conduct of his 
tour proves that he is able, and will be re
nominated; and that the South's reception of 
him shows that the South and North division 
is obliterated. The immigration issue, he 
says, is now to be the salient one. 

TaB census of Ireland just taken givs 
4,600,000 against 5,174,836 in 1881. Catholic 
dignitaries are alarmed, apprehending that 
11 once the population goes below the 4,000,000 
mark, nothing but the providence of God can 
save the Celtic race m Ireland from extinc
tion." 

REv. MR. PBNzOTTI, an Italian Protestant, 
agent of .the American Bible Society, by in
tercession of the American minister has been 
released from the Callao prison, where he has 
been confined since July for the offense of 
propagating a religion '' contrary to the es
tablished church of Peru." 

TaB failure of every charge brought against 
Barondess, leader of the New York cloak
makers' !!trike, and of the charges against 
alleged train-wreckers during the New York 
Ventral railroad ~trike, causes some to sus
pect that the accusations were concocted by 
capitalists to form public opinion. 

INDIAN Col!ollllsSIONBR MoRGAN disapproves 
of the Catholic exercises of catechisms and 
prayer, and corresponding Protestant ones, 
held in the Indian schools, and says : " I be
lieve that the whole system of appropriating 
public moneys for sectarian uses is contrary 
to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Consti
tution of the United States; that it is a men
ace to the public school system, and threat
ens the prosperity of the whole Indian school 
system." 

RuDINI will consider Italy as having 
received justice, for the present, only when 
the federal government has declared in pre
cise terms when prosecutions will begin. 
Some international lawyers think the federal 
government cannot plead non-interference 
with state authority. If the Constitution, 
they say, givs authority to negotiate treaties, 
it givs power to carry out their provisions. 
The Constitution, being the supreme law of 
the land, is thus a higher authority than fed
eral or state laws. 

THB American Peace Society will solicit 
the United States government " to invite all 
governments to hold an international confer
ence of official delegates during the Colum
bian Exposition." The idea is a conference, 
on a larger· scale, similar to Mr. Blaine's Pan
American Congress.· All powers will be in
vited to consult on the manner in which, first, 
" national laws may be harmonized and an 
international code constituted;" secoDdly, 
"treaties of arbitration may be extended to 
all civilized countries;" and thirdly, a high 
court or tribunal may be established " to sit 
permanently and consider all causes of inter
national difference." 

SrsTBR PHILOMENA of the Visitation con
vent at St. Louis had suffered five years 
t:rom an abscees that threatened brain injury, 
and had produced partial blindness. A few 
days ago she dEcided that before submitting 
to an operation she would ask that prayers 
for her be said to the Blessed Sister Margaret 
Mary. Sister Baptista after praying gave her 
a relic, which she inadvertently swallowed 
in the night. When she awoke sbe felt a 
pricking above the left eye, and drew forth a 
needle, with the relic transfixed on its point. 
"The truth of the marvelous miracle," says 
a Catholic journal, " is vouched for by Dr. 
Alt and the mother superior. • • • The 
days of miracles are by no meaDs over, and 
we are well entitled to giv credence to the 
report." 
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ELIJAH TAKES A LITTLE DRIVE. , 

And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, behOld, there appeared 
a chariot of tl.re, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder; and Elijah went up 
by a whirlwind into heaven.-2 Kings ii, 11. 
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What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNE:'rr and 
G. M. MAm, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor· 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religio11 
as to Jesus. · 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by conte~;:neous history. 

BENNETT affirms; denies. This ia 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Unitea 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This give a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. 
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An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

l ... ~terrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
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Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Paller. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv· 
ing many church incidents and his evolu. 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

oloth, 75 cents. 

The Bock 9f Chronicles of the Pil· 
~ims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Beunett the Apostle tq 
the '2l'l"~h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the 'l,ruth Seekers., 
10 cents. 
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FEST IV A.L OF ASHTAROTH. 
A taie of Pales1ine, #onnded on the destruction of 

the l'lloabitea by the Jews. · 
By A.. o. JIIU)DLBTON. 

Price, tooenu. 

A.n Hour with the Devil. 10 cents. 
linful Sainta and Sen1ual ihepllerdac 

1 ........ 

I DBNY the illusioDS of theology and relig
io~. that I may affirm the substantial being of 

. man.-Feuerbaoh. 

IN actual modern life belief in M!Upernatural 
m~nifestation, an immediate divine agency, 
is at once attributed to ignorance or impost
ure.-:-Btrauss. 

.ALL successful men hav agreed in one 
thing-they were causatianists. They be
lieved that things went not by luck, but by 
law .-E1Mrson. 
·· EARTH is the home wherein we are to strive 
toward the realization of that ideal of the 
true and just of which each man has in his 
own soul the germ.-Maaini. 

IF a man empties his purse into his head, 
no man can take it away from him. An in
vestment of knowledge always pays the best 
interest.-Benjamin Franklin. 

GBBAT deeds cannot die ; 
They with the sun and moon renew their 

light 
For ever, blessing those that look on them. 

-Tenn11s~. 

THBBB cannot exist a greater subject of 
grief than the reflection of how much super. 
stiti.on has retarded the progress in intellect 
snd, consequently, the happiness of man.
Percy B. Bhelley. 

No lie can speak or act, but it will come 
after longer or shorter circulation, like a bill 
drQ;wn on Nature's reality, and be presented 
there for payment, with the answer, No 
effects I-Oarl11le. 

A GOOD conscience is to the soul what 
breath is to the body ; it preser-ves a constant 
ease and serenity within us, and more than 
countervails all the calamities and s:fH!ctions 
which can possibly befall us.-.Addison. 

Is there anything which is more certain to 
sap the foundations of morality than the pub
lic maintenance of a creed which has long 
ceased to command the assent and even the 
respect of its recognized defenders ?-.Farr0/1'. 

IF we are responsible when we make our 
brother offend by tempting him, we are 
equally responsible if we make him offend 
by leaving him in those wretched conditions 
where nothing but offense Is possible.
William H. Mallock. 

INFIDELITY is often only the unmeaning ac. 
cusation brought by timid persons half con. 
ecious of the instability of their own belief, 
an_d furious . against anyone whose words 
make them tremble at their own insecurity. 
_;_F. W. Robertson. 

IF we are told a man is religious, we still 
as]!:, What are his morals? But, after we 
bear at ftrat that he has honest morals, and is 
a man of natural justice and good temper, we 
seldom think of the other question, whether 
he be religious and devout.-BhaftesbW1'1J. 

A MISTAXB is not the less so, and will never 
grow into truth, because we hav believed it 
for a long time, though perhaps it be the 
harder to part with; and an error is not the 
l~s. dangerous nor the less contrary to truth 
because it is cried up and held in veneration 
!1y anY person.-Looke. 

Foit more than three centuries the decad
ence of theological infiuence bas been one 
of the most invariable signs and measures of 
our progress. In medlcin, physical science, 
commercial interests, politics, and even 
ethics, the reformer has been confronted with. 
theological affi.rmations that hav barred his 
way, which were all defended as of vital im
portance, and were all compelled to yield 
before the secularizing influence of civiliza. 
tion.-Lecky. 

MANY a man occupies the pulpit who dis
believes what be preaches. He justifies him
self by saying that the people are not ready 
for the truth, which simply means that he is 
not ready to meet the consequences of utter
ing it, It is said, by way of excuse, of such 
a one, "Oh, it Is his business." As though 
it were not the business of the preacher to 
be sincere l-Felim .Adler. 

IF we are sometimes inclined to regret that 
our lot is cast in these unhappy days, let us 
remember how much more fortunate we are 
than those who lived a few centuries ago. 
The working man enjoys more luxuries to
day than the king of England in Anglo.Baxon 
times ; and at his command are intellectual 
delights which, but a little while ago, the 
most learned in the land could not obtain. 
All this we owe to the labor of other men. 
Let us, therefore, remember them with grati
tude; let us follow their glorious example by 
adding something new to the knowledge of 
mankind; let us pay to the future the debt 
which we owe to the past. All men, indeed, 
cannot be poets, inventors, or philanthropists; 
but all men can join in that gigantic and 
God-like work, the progress of creation. 
Whoever improves his own nature improves 
the universe of which he is part. He who 
strives to subdue his evil passions-vile rem. 
nants of the old four-footed llfe-aad who 
cultivates the social affections; he who en
deavors to better his condition, and to make 
his children wiser and happier than himself, 
whatever may be his motivs, he will not hav 
ived in vain.-.Rsad~. 
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PROVL,NOUR FAITH BY YOUR WORKS, 
rrwh_a.t thi njf8 soever ye desire, when !Je prdy · 
bel1e11e thaf: ye s)u:dl receive therti, · 
cur,d ,YB Shall hal/e them."- (Mark. XI. 1!!4:) 

1
' .F'ol" where two or three are /fathered. 
together In my nan'le, tl1ere am I 
In the nu'dst of them. Jl 

( Ma#. XVIII, 20.) 

On the st,.en_gt'h of the above 
Scriplural assura11ces,we 
See no reason why the 
fai~hful Should hesitate 
to te'sf the effica0f of prayer, 
as ind/ca!ed ln this sketclt 
and f'orel/er silence the ' 
scof'finss of u,;bellevers _I 
If Dr Talmage, Sam.Jones and 
Joe Cook or Clark Braden 
w/11 v_olqnteer to do, the 
prC{q.mg, the t.mdersiffned 
wlf[ cheerfully furnish the 
other materia( and if Gad 
So chcmqes the com"bt' 
.t)aa! if /-ails fo work then 
w/1/ we renounce /,ur 
ske;:l:t'cism, be con- . 
11e rted, borrow a 

ho~ wul go ~o~~~~~~i~~~~~E~!~~~!~~i~!~;~~;~~~~~ worltinlf 
In the 
L o_:_!!~_}[f'!.e.!f dr d. 

R&v. KrNDLRTGH: "Such lovely weather 
as this is I" Art museum trustee (sourly): 
"And on Sunday, too 1"-Puck. 

AN Atchison woman, who would not giv 
a cent to the heathen in Africa, has spent 
$50 this winter on clothing and provisions 
for the family of the woman who does her 
washing. 

THE success of the first venture of the 
"Society for the Suppression of Prejudice," 
as the Lakewood Hotel Company is called 
by some, indicates th.at other hotels may be 
started on the same basis in other health re. 
sorts where prejudice now excludes Hebrews. 

IT seems that there are more deaths than 
births in Ward·lO, Boston, every year, and 
our esteemed contemporary the Boston Dem· 
ocrat puts the case against Ward 10 in this 
way: "The plain purpose of the creator was 
to preserve and perpetuate mankind, and, as 
a consequence of this, cities and states are 
preserved· and perpetuated, but this result 
fails in Ward 10." Our esteemed contempo
rary forgets that Boston is inclined to think 
itself wiser than the creator.-Bun. 

IF the pursuit of Dr. Briggs as a heretic is 
begun, says the Bun, it must lead to some
thing more than mere heresy hunting. It 
must end in a hunt to find out whether there 
is really any authoritativ source of perfect 
and absolute truth for theology to rest upon, 
and by which heresy can be determined. If 
the Bible is fallible, as Dr. Briggs says, that 
cannot be such a source. If the doctrin of 

= 
HOW TO CONVERT INFIDELS. 

election is to be rejected, as Presbyterian re- pose of placing her in a religious house 
. visionists demand, at the dictate of human known as the House of the Good Shepherd 
reason and sentiment, every other dogma and at Charlottenburg. The girl is of age. 
doctrin of theology must be subject to the Three years ago she was removed from the 
same dictation, leaving reason alone as the custody of a stepmother who ill-treated her 
authority. That involves a tremendous re- and placed in service. She appears to hav 
liglous revolution. It means the overthrow given satisfaction to her employers, but, as 
of dogma and the substitution of reason and she declined to hand over her wages to her 
speculation. Nothing will remain for faith stepmother after attaining her majority, the 
to rest upon. Instead of dogmatic theology latter is believed to hav got the priest to ex
we shall hav only religious philosophy-Ag- erclse his authority over her stepdaughter. 
nosti.-:ism. The Rev. Mr. Beyer invited the girl to call 

A DISPATOH from z~nte, capital of the on him, and after lecturing her severely, and 
Ionian island of that name, dated May 1st, even, it Is alleged, inflicting corporal punish
brings news of a serious religious riot which ment on the young woman in the presence of 
has taken place there. The day Is observed her stepmother, he had her carted off to the 
by the Greek Christians as the Greek Good Charlottenburg institution, paying no heed 
Friday, and part of the ceremonies consisted to her protests. At the house she was kept 
of a processio~ which marched through the a close prisoner and her friends were not 
principal streets. The processionists, how. able to hold any communication with her 
ever, were not contented with a peaceful until the police were applied to, and her re
demonstration. When they neared the quar- lease was effected through that agency. 
ter of Zmte, which is known as the Hebrew Marie Stiller has since made a charge of as
quarter, the Christians practically besieged sault against Beyer. 
that section of the town. In order to guard 
against just such an occurrence a cordon of 
soldiers had been drawn around the Hebrew 
quarter, and upon the refusal of the Chris. 
tians to retire in peace, the soldiers tired upon 
them, killing and wounding several people. 
The Christians, the dispatch adds, are now 
pillaging the houses of the Hebrews at z~nte 
and threaten to burn the Jewish quarter 
of the town. It is supposed that disturb. 
ances at Z mte hav their origin in the disturb
ance which recently occurred at Corfu. 

'l'HE Rev. Pfarrer Beyer, . of Pottsdam, 
Germany, is accused of having kidnapped a 
young girl named Marie Stiller for the pur-

LAsT October small-pox broke out in the 
Poodozhskly and PovHiaetzkiy districts of 
the government of Olonetzk, on the coast of 
Lake L~doga. Since then the plague has 
spread throughout the region, and is still 
unabated. In the villages and towns where 
the scourge has appeared ten per cent of all 
the children up to the age of twelve years 
ha v died, mostly such as had not been vacci
nated. A large percentage of adults hav 
also died. The medical and the adminis
trativ authorities are doing all In their power 
to resist th·e evil, but the prejudices .of the 
common people are against them. The peo
ple of Olonetzk regard small-pox (Ospa) as a 
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divinity to be propitiated and not angered • 
They call it ·" Ospa Ivanovna," or "Ma
tooshka (little mother) Ospa "-appellations 
which imply profound respect, Since vacci
nation is a means to oppose It, they believe 
that it would be a sin to be vaccinated, and 
try to avoid the operation by all possible 
means. As soon as a person gets stricken 
with the disease all the children of the village 
are dressed as nicely as their parents can 
afford and taken to his house to pay their 
respect to Oapa Ivanovna. They take Cl\kes 
and fruU to the house of the invalid, which 
they depoeit on a table placed by his bedside 
for the purpose. Then they kiss the sick 
person on the mouth and sit down around 
him for some time talking and partaking of 
the food they had brought with them, 01· of 
the other victuals which the host provides. 
Sometimes children are brought from a dis
tance of twenty versts (seven versts are five 
miles) to salute Little Mother 0Bpa in thie 
wise. As long as there is small-pox in the 
house the rooms must not be cleaned and the 
inmates may not wash themselvs or change 
their garments. No rough expression or 
curse may be pronounced in a house where 
there is a small-pox patient. If such an 
expression escapes involuntarily from the 
llps, the offender must forthwith kiss the 
invalid by way of propitiating 0Bpa Ivan
ovna. No medlcln is given to the patient, 
but he must he bathed in hot water twelve 
times during his illness. The presents which 
the children bring must be left on the table 
by his bedside for visitors to partake or. 
These superstitions are deeply rooted among 
the peasants of the entire region, and serve 
to propagate the disease despite all efforts 
made by the more cultivated. 
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· ~smmnnitations. 

A Calvinistic Sermon ; 
ADDRESSED TO HIS BRETHREN IN THE PRESBYTERIAN OHUROH1 

BY TilE REV. DR PLAIN SPEECH, 

Romans, chapter ix. 
The Lick telescope in Oalifcrnia is said to reveal 

the fact that there are as many as a thousand mill
ions of stars in the firmament of heaven, each one, 
reasoning from analogy, being a sun to warm and 
enlighten a system of worlds like our own. The 
church teaches, on the authority of the word of God 

·contained in the Bible, that a little less than six 
thousand years ago there was nothing in existence 
of all this vast universe but God himself ; and that 
then he created it by en act of his will, put all these 
worlds into motion, and bas kept them in motion 
without collision ever since by the constant exercise 
of the same will. ' 

But descending from generals to particulars, and 
confining our attention to the planet called the 
earth, when God called it into existence and fitted it 
up with soil, climate, and atmosphere, he did so with 
a design. What would we think of a workman who 
would bestow much time, labor, and skill in produc
ing, out of tha rs.w material, a certain thing that 
locked like a machine, but evinced no pttrpose in the 
maker, and was entirely without adaptation to any 
other thing? The all-wise God, therefore, saw fit to 
exercise his power in creating this globe, and making 
it a theater for a race of intelligent beings bearing 
his own image and likeness, and whose character and 
destiny should display the divine perfections. 

The striking feature of God's character is his al
mighty power. It is the attribute around which 
cluster all the rest-wisdom, goodnes£1, jusMce, etc., 
indicating merely the way in which it manifests it
self, and without which they would be useless ori a
ments, for in a great calamity when thousands are 
suffering, a person's heart may be bursting with 1:e
nevolent feeling, bu~ what does it amount to if h 
can do nothing! We are so constituted as human 
beings, and indeed so are all the lower animals, that 
there is nothing in the character of either God, man, 
or nature whie~ so impresses the beholder as the 
majesty of power. So true ia this that Milton, in 
his "Paradise Lost," unintentionally makes his read
era almost fall in love with S1itan himself because of 
his amazing intsllect and daring ambition. The 
phenomena of nature-the lightning, the earthquake, 
and the wind storm, on the sea or on the land, pro
duce the same E>ff~ct of awe upon men and the in-
ferior animals. • 

It is the crowning glory of almighty power that 
it is exercised by one whose will is sovereign and 
who has the unquestionable right to do as he pleases 
with the thing he has created, whether it be a single 

·material globe floating in space, or a family of sensi
tiv beings, like those of the various species which 
dweJl upon the earth. With whom should, or ~onld, 
God take counsel ? To what authority could he 
defer, and to whom could he b·e responsible, when, 
before the creation of the world, he was the only 
being in existence? Oan it be possible that he in
tended to make himself responsible for the exercise 
of his omnipotepce to any of the men or· angels 
whom he should afterward ereate 1 It is the abso
lute sovereignty of the all-mighty and all-wise God 
tbat makes him competent to rule the universe and 
fix the destiny of every created person or thing. 
His beet ond complex empire would hav gone to 
pieces long ago, one planet colliding with another, 
and all going into hopeless ruin, had there been di· 
vided counsels in its management, for unity of plan 
and attainment of its purpose can be the result of 
only one mind. 

If this be true, who can measure the bight and 
depth, and the length and breadth, of the arrogance 
which is displayed when an ephemeral being like 
man, born yesterday and dying to-morrow, sets up 
his feeble judgment above that of the eternal and 
aU-wise God, and dictates to him what, as a sovereign 
of the universe, he ought to do and what . he ought 
not to do, concerning the creatures he has formed! 
If the anger of the Lord was kindled against Uzzah, 
and smote him dead on the spot at the threshing
floor of Nachon, because he put forth his hand to 
the ark of God and took hold of it; and if he smote 
fifty thousand three score and ten m~n of Beth. 
shemesh because of their irreverence in looking into 
that symbol of the divine presence, how that costly 
crime pales into insignificance when compared with 
the presumption of those . who would rob God of 
that attribute, without which he would be no God 
at all! 
' This is the very feeling that was in the mind of 
the divinely inspired Apostle Paul when he· wrote 
the ninth cbapter of his Epistle to the Romans, 
which constitutes my text. There were some in his 
day, and there are more in ourP, who rival the pre
sumption of the angels tbat fell in striking at the 
chief attribute of God in executing the purpose he 
had from the beginning concerning the two classes 
of the human family, the redeexr.ed and unredeemed. 

He reminds the Roman heretics, in line upon line, 
that the sovereignty of the divine will in its relation 
to all the rest of his attributes is like the key.stone 
of an arch which binds all the other stones together, 
and without which they would tumble out of place 
and accomplish no purpose. He points out, in the 
cases of Jacob and Esau, that before the children 
were born, and had done neither good or evil upon 
which to base his decree, it was written:." Jacob 
hav I loved, aud Esau hav I hated." Why then 
did God, from all eternity, discriminate in favor of 
Jacob, when, from the scriptural account of the twin 
brothers, Esau was evidently the better man of the 
two T Did not God foresee that Jacob would pr( ve 
himself to be a rogue in his morals, and Esau turn 
out to be an honorable man 1 These are fair ques
tions, and Paul fairly answt rs them when he says: 
" That the purpose of Goa, according to election, 
might stand, not of meritorious wo~:k£1, but of him 
tl!at calleth." If good works had anythivg to do as 
the basis of election to eternal.life, God would hav 
loved and called Esau rather than Jacob. But he 
made Jacob an· elect sinner, and Esa.u a predesti
nated reprobate, in order to display the sovereignty 
cf his will. It is not I who say this: it is Paul 
himself. · 

But so important is this doctrin in the scheme of 
redemption that be goes on -further with his argu
ment and illustration, citmg the case of Pharaoh,. 
and showing that God raised him up and hardened 
his heart for the express purpose of showing the 
truth that God was not responsible to man for the 
exercise cf his sovereignty. Then, knowing that the 
rebellious objection would be started in the minds 
of the Roman skeptics that it was inconsistent in 
God to IJunish a man for actually carrying out the 
divine purpose, he marches bravely to the point, like 
a geomet1ician who knows that his demonstration is 
built upc n axioms, and says: "Thou wilt say unto 
me, then, why doth he yet find fault? for who hath 
resisted lis will 1 Nay, but, oh man, who art thou 
that replit st against God' Shall the thing formed 
say to him that formed it: Why hast thou made me 
thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of 
the same lump to make one vessel unto honor and 
another to dishonor T What if God, willing to show 
his wrath and to make his power known, endured 
with much long-suffering the ves2els of wrath fitted 
to destructioD, and that he might make known the 
riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy which he 
has afore prepared unto glory, even us whom he hath 
ca1led, not of the Jews only, but also of the Gen
tiles?'' 

You would scarcely believe, my brethren, from lis
tening to modem preaching, that there was such a 
chapter as this in the Bible. But here i.t is, and it is 
only one of many other passages, all teaching that 
the doctrin itself and those which immediately spring 
out of it are the very foundation on which the sys· 
tem of theology, and the church as a soul-sllving in· 
stitution, rest. It is so plainly, so frequently, and 
so forcibly taught, especially in the New Testament, 
that when in 1673 the Westminster assembly of di
vines was convened in London by the Parliament to 
draw up a scriptural creed for the inhabitants of the 
BritisJt .. isles, af:ter . settling the canon of scripture 
they laid down in the very beginning of their work 
this doctrin of the sovereignty of God as the prolific 
fountain from which issued all the rest of the doc· 
trine and duties inculcated by the Ohristian religion. 
These great scholars occupied more than four years 
in ·their sessions. comparing seripture with scripture, 
endeavoring to find out what was revealed therein as 
eternal truth, and made God, as a:n all-wise sovereign, 
the starting-point in their system of theology. 

B11t although Paul was by far the most copious ex· 
pounder of the doctrine resting upon this axiomatic 
truth of the sovereignty of God, the apostle Peter, 
inspired by the same Holy Spirit, agreed with him,. 
as you will see in his sermon on the day of Pentecost, 
recorded in the second chapter of the Acls of the 
Apostl~s, where, in addressing a large audience of 
Jews and gentiles, he says : " Him, being delivered 
by the determinate counsel and foreknowledge of 
God, ye hav 1 a ken, and by wicked bands hav cruci
fied and slain." It is alleged by those who wish to 
expunge the doctrin of the decrees of God from our 
Oonfeseion, that if we preached it from our pulpits 
we could get up no revivals of religion to fill the va· 
cant seats in our churches. B11t as an auswu to this 
charge, I point to the amazing success of Peter's 
sermon. where an immense out-door audience were 
so pricked in their hearts by the arrows of conviction 
that they cried out asking what they should do to be 
saved. . Now, look at the apostle's answer to this 
question. " Repent and be baptized, for the promis 
is unto you and to your children, and to all that are 
afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall 
call;" which was Paul's way of saying as .many as 
God had elected and predestinated to eternal life. 
O.a this occasion, instead of preventing a revivai, it 
prodmced one, and no less than three thousand souls 
were converted. 

Adam Olark, the Arminian commentator on the 
Bible and the self-appointed attorney at law to de
fend his divine client, God, from the reproach of the 

Infidels, in expounding the significant sentence I hav 
quoted from Peter's great revival sermon1. takes the 
ground that, to avoid the blasphemy of making God 
the author of sin, there was a large class of sinful 
events in the future, the crucifixion of Ohrist being 
one, of which God kept himself in ignorance, and 
therefore was not responsible for. Dr. Olark plainly· 
perceived that any event which God foresaw was as 
certain to come to pass as any past event which he 
aftersaw; and if, "by his determinate counsel and 
foreknowledge," God delivered up Jesus to be cruci
fied by wicked b.ands, he could not, according to Dr. 
Olark's ideas of equity, rid himself of the responsibil
ity of being accessory before the fact, by verbally 
placing the blame upon the J sws and the Romans, 
whose hearts he had hardened and then employed for 
that very purpose ; and therefore he was frightened 
at the bugaboo, which has scared Dr. Briggs out of 
his wits and deprived God of his omniscience, so 
that he could not sea the class of sinful events, but 
those only that were good. A child mightc hav 
whispered into his ear that before God could select 
the events of which he would keep himself in igno
rance, he must necessarily l!lee tham·in order to decide 
upon their character of good or evil ; and if in his 
survey of the future he saw them, and did not use._ 
his almighty power to prevent them, he was as much 
the author of sin as Paul and Patel' and Oalvin and 
the Oonfession of Faith made him out to be. 

The Arminian theology, therefore, can m,ake no 
pretension whatever to being either scriptural or con
sistent with itself. It is a conglomeration of all the 
contradictions and absurdities which our scores of 
sects fancy they find in the ~ible. The Arminian 
God has only one eye. He is both a coward, afraid 
to contemplate a part of his own plan, and an igno
ramus, knowing nothing of the largest and most im
portant class of events that take place in this world, 
nor of the necessary relations they bear to other 
tmmts. In short, he is an imbecil, and as unfit to 
perform the duties of a sovereign ruler of this world, 
much less the universe of worlds, as a man born blind 
is to act as a locomotiv engineer on a train of cars 
going at fifty miles an hour. Arminianism is the · 
basis of all the creeds of Ohristendom, Oatholic and 
Protestant, except ours. It is like the multitudinous 
patches upon a beggar's coat, made of all kinds of 
materials, from silk down to shoddy, and displaying 
all kinds of colors and of shape£1. 

The only system of theology in the Ohristian 
world is that which is contained in our Confession of 
Faith. Like a demonstration in geometry, it has a 
beginning, a middle, and an end, all linked together 
as a chain that cannot be broken. Embodied in a 
church whose ministers and· members believed it, it 
stands in history as a colossal power, commanding 
the respect of all minds that know how to reason and 
love truth for its own sake. It has stood among the 
contending creeds of Ohristendom as a reck stands 
in the ocean, defying the power of the waves, no mat
ter from what quarter the winds blow. It is only 
hated now by the aliens who hav come in from the 
heretical sects, and who are converting the sons of 
the church into parricides, willi!lg to dishonor and 
destroy their own mother. 

Some people are shocked, os Oalvin himself was, 
with the "severity o! God," as displayed in his deal
ings with the children of men in regard to their fut..r 
ure happiness, and we believe it for the very same 
reason Oalvin did, becmuse it is as clearly taught in 
the Bible as human language could express it. But 
if on this account you giv up the worship of Jehovah, 
what will you gain i.n worshiping the _God of nature 1 
His character is open to the same charge of cruelty 
which men impute to the God of the Bible. He 
allows earthquakes, cyclones, and epidemics of dis· 
ease to sweep off his children by thousands, and al
though almighty in power to help physically, and 
intellectually to enl,ghteD, he has never done a single 
thing to prevent such destruction of life and happi
ness, but allows the human family to wallow in hope
less. misery from one generation tQ another. 

Now, I take the ground that Dr. Briggs, and his 
clerical associates in the Presbyterian church, in 
their deliberate and pertinacious attacks upon the 
fun.damental doctrin of the sovereignty of God in 
the work of redemption, hav, either consciously or 
unconsciously, become Atheists. The great Lord 
Bacon, in his Essay on Superstition, says : "It is 
better to hav no opinion of God at all, than such an 
opinion as is unworthy of him; for the one is unbe
lief, the other is contumely." The Agnostic is 
neither an Atheist nor a Deist. He neither affirms 
nor denies the exietenee of a God, but modestly and 
frankly says that, as be knows of no undisputed facts 
in the case, so he bas nothing to . justify himself 
either in believing or disbelievinR". Dr. Briggs, how
ever, as professor of theology, puts contumely upon 
God. He deolares that while God may exercise his 
sovereignty over the other worlds he has created, he 
has no right to do as bs pleases with the inhabitants 
of this world. He admits, with Paul, that God is a 
potter, that humanity is the lump of clay, and that 
God has a right to make vessels of honor, but he 
denies altogether that he has any moral right to 
make vessels of dishonor. He thinks he knows bet-
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ter than God himself wherein the divine glory con- ~n account of a quality supernaturally imparted to 
sists, and What is proper and becoming in SO august It, but because it is 8S natural to Jiv after death lUI 

a being as God. Thus he first dethrones, then de- it w~s t~ Jiv before. birth. Man's future after death, 
grades, and finally, to all intents and purposes an- as h1s b1rth was, 18 a matter over which he had no 
nihilates God. The devils in hell are said in' the control, and the fate of one. man will be the fate of 
scriptures ''to fear and t?'emble." Why 1 Because all the human family. Hence Atheism takes no 
they believe in the all-mighty power of God to do stock . in reli.gion of any type, regarding it as the 
with them as he pleases. They would soon start offsprmg of Ignorance and fear, and when embodied 
another rabellion if they had a leader like Dr. Briggs, in the church, making it the nurse of the most 
w4o would teach the doctrin that God, in fixing the dangerous institution that has ever existed upon the 
character and d(;lstiny of his own creatures, usurped earth. 

Fierce indeed were the measures of the R Jmish 
church to bold England in her grasp; but the ashes 
of " deatl " dissen~ proved stronger than living
bodied affirmation of "wrong that needs resistance." 
As growmg thought confronts social evil, the old 
fires of sta\e-church frenzy rekindle in the obscenity 
fury, which Dr. Foote rightly calls the "American 
Inquisition." 

a power that did not belong to him. By thus rob- . The Atheist, if he were offered the immortality 
bing God of the sublimest and moat essential attri- which the Christian expects to enjoy after death, 
bute of his character, he and his confrere~ hav made upon the understending that he retains the same 
him as contemptible as the one-eyed God of the consciousness and intelligence he posseg;es in this 
Arminians and Unitarians. Where is the difference world, would probably decline acaepting it, because, 
between an ignorant, fee.rful, and imbecil God on to say nothing of the tiresome monotony, as he calls 
the one hand, and Mumbo Jumbo on the other? it, of the heavenly employments, it would be impos 

This questioning of the sovereignty of God, there- sible for -him to be happy when he knew that the 
• fore, and the proposition to eliminate it, with its countless millions of the hum~m family, including, 

dl;)vetailing doctrine, from our Confession of Faith, perhaps, many of his own kindred, were weeping 
leaves that form of sound words a mere eviscerated anil wailing and gnashing their teeth in the agony of 
cadaver calling aloud for burial. It is a proposition eternal hell- fire. There are other things dearer than 
to preach another gospel, and subjects the inventors immortal life; and aimihilation is one of them, when 
of it to the awful curse of the Apostle Paul: a person with keen sympathetic feeling is compelled 
" Though we, or an angel from heaven, preach any to contemplate eternally intense suffering which he 
other gospel unto you than that which we hav can do nothing to relieve. 
preached unto you, !et him be accursed." As a rule of life for the self-government of men in 

My brethren, I regard Atheism as the only alterna- their relations to each other, the Atheists accept that 
tiv to 08lvinism; and as they are the only two sys- which W&!l taught by Hillel, the Israelite, Confucius, 
tems of thought about God and the universe that the Chinese sage, and five hundred veare -later, by 
are logical and worthy of respect, I feel that, before Jesus of Nazareth, when he said: " Whatsoever ye 
I close this discourse, I ought, in fairness to the would wish that men should do to you, do ye al"'o to 
Atheists, to giv you, in ~s few words as possible, a them." This is not a "positiv " law, so called be 
sketch of their creed, for creed it is, and its believers cause it derives ali its force from the authority of 
are so sincere that they brave and defy all the scorn the legislator, but a natural law of reciprocity, which 
and misrepresentation which their profession of it was understood even in the childhood of the human 
has invoked. - '- family; for it requires but little inteller~t for a man 

The Atheist, like the Calvinist, has a starting-point to perceive that if ife values his own rights, his equal 
in his system which he considers axiomatic. It is brother values his also ; and if he feels ·that his 
the eternity of matter, and therefore that everything brother should respect his rights, the inference is 
which exists at all is matter in some of ita infinit . clear that he should respect his brother's too. 

Vice societies are beeoming so very generally de
tested that Henry Chase, Comstock's Boston "pal," 
has got a new alias/ he has organizsd himself into 
"The Watch and Ward Society," the latest associa
tion mask behind which " deeoys " conspire for 
Christ's sake and the cash it fetches. Constructiv 
treason was a crime in Eagland until E•skine, in the 
celebrated cases of Horne Tooke, Hardy, and Cart
wright, demolished the fiction. Here the old bloody 
spook now comes up in the guise of alleged 
"obscenity" or constructiv indelicacy; they try to 
make a man "an offender for a word." It is simply 
one of the many alleged offdnses where opinions are 
jiercely asE!ailed, where there is no " overt act" 
against life or property-'laid opinions usually being 
rational growth, the truth vs. legalized, classic error. 
If ignorance relativ to " the gods" was in fewer men, 
as when Abner Kneeland was jailed for alleged blas
phemy in Boston, your graphic Bible p;ctures would 
be excellent kindling among fagots for truth seeking 
heretics. Diniel Webster said, "The true cffi.Ge of 
government is to protect persons and property from 
invasion." If typed or oral views are thrust on per
sons who do not wish to hear or read them then 
there might be a grievance; but no real persons hav 
ever offered to say that they hav been invaded or 
hurt by alleged obscene prints. It ie ''decoys" and 
"spotters" who liv by blackmailing, by invading the 
right of citizens to select their own books and news
papers, that pretend hurt. Elizur Wright said : 
"The Comstock law cannot be enforced without 
falsehood; no person can be got into court under it, 
unless a lie is the locomotiv to draw him." In my 
pending case not even a " decoy" appeared against 
me; " orders from Washington," J obn Wanamaker's 
''orders," required Deacon Gregory, the Princeton 
postmaster, to lie to us. 0 r course there cannot be 
agreement in morals any more than in religion until 
truth prevail!!. These laws to force agreement in 
opinions touching morals are _the bloody old "Acts 
of Uniformity" over again. T. B. Wakeman, Elizur 
Wright, and others clearly showed that local state 
laws are abundantly suffi.Gient to protect persons 
from invasion in these respects, though they never 
hav been enforced against. impudent imposition of 
Bibles on dissenters. So far as enactors of obscenity 
laws had any rational purpose they cc.uld not hav 
intended persecution. Hoar, Garfield, and Butler 
protested in Oone.ress that they never intended 
sanction of the fierce persecution of opinions Com
dock has rioted in. The ruling of Attorney- Generai:
Devens in my case of 1878, of Judge Nelson in the 
case of 1883, of Judge P1tmsn in the case of 1884:1 

and the action of Judge Paul, of V trginia. in releas· 
ing Mrs. Blenker, all sustain our view of the statute 
-that it was never meant to cover publications of 
the reformatory and .educational character issued by 
Mr. Harm"n and our· Princeton people. Discussion 
of morals, physiology, and language is absolutely 
necessary, explicit utterance right and proper, as 
between publishers of books and newspapers and 
their patrons. Judge Carpenter's outrage on Gen
eral Butler was not more atrocious than his scan
dalous treatment of Mr. Ohamberlain in my case. 
General Butler, of course, will follow up the fight, 
and Oarpenter will be impeached and unfrocked, :his 
j '1dicial robes be taken from him, before we get 
through with this serious business. I really bav 
violated no law; no Massanhusetts j 1dge bas put 
me behind prison bars. In 1878 it was Judge Clarke, 
of New Hampshire; now it IS e. superstitious bigot 
from Rhode Island, who, without law and against 
law, has suppressed a newspaper 11.nd imprisoned an 

forms, and that what is not matter is nothing, things · Thus you see, my brethren, that if I understand 
which are spoken of as immaterial or spiritual baing it, Atheism, like Oalvinism, is a connected system/ 
only one of the infinit forms of which matter is ca and in the world of thought they are the only two 
pable. This implies that cas matter existed from all systems. AU the others purporting to be such are 
eternity, under the universal law of change, as to a mere jumble, an orderless mass of unrelated ideas, 
time, motion, and _form, it will continue to exist for- which it is the despair of the human intellect to 
ever. understand. Oslvinism and Atheism being opposit 

The Atheist declines aceepting the idea of a per- to each other, one of them must be right and the 
sonal God, because, if God exists at · all, he must ot4er wrong. Dr. Briggs and his associates, afraid 
needs be infinit and omnipresent; and since a person or ashamed to stand up for the Oalvinistic system, 
must occupy space, if God existed as such, he would as it is logically and symme.trieally contained in our 
occupy the whole of space, leaving no room for any Oonfession; are trying to put it through a metamor
other person or thing ; and because, if God were a phosia that will make it Mcord with their notions, 
person and had in his character the benevolence and and be popular with the world; but when they finish 
power imputed to him, he certainly would do some- their botched work, and I must choose between 
thing to mitigate at least the sufferings endured by them, I bav no hesitation in st.ying that I would in
the human family. But the little and only improve- finitly prefer legitima~e and logical Atheism to a 
ment that has been made in the world in any re- contemptible and bastard Presbyterianism. 
spect has been made, not by God, but by man him-
self. . 

Atheism teaches that the human race, now stand· 
ing at the head of all organized matter on the earth, 
is the outcome of the process of evolution, whereby 

· the spark called life, after the globe had cooled 
enough to allow it, sprang into existence, just as 
water now appears in a laboratory after the two dry 
gases, oxygen and hydrogen, are placed in a j!lr, in 
proper proportions, and subj acted to a charge of 

· electricity; and that this germ of life, beginning in 
the lowest forms, has worked up through millions of 
years till it has culminated in man, and the present 
degree of development in mind and form which he 
has reached. And it argues that, as this develop
ment has, from the beginning, been on ascending 
lines, because there is a law in the case, we may look 
forward with confidence that the race will not de
teriorate,· but, under the genial influence of knowl
edge, will go on steadily toward perfection in the 
future. 

The Atheist holds the opinion that life in matter 
is like the quality of yeast in meal, it permeates the 
whole mass with its influence, and produces all the 
phenomena we see. Matter is the Saxon term from 
which our word mother is derived, and indicates the 
capability of the maternal function in nature to pro
duce all the infinit forms of life as they exist and 
hav existed, so that according to this scheme there 
is no place in the universe for a personal God and 
no duty for him to perform. As to the mystery of 
suffering, the Atheist explain!3 it by saying that in 
the struggle to emerge from low conditions into 
higher it is a natural and necessary accompaniment. 
It give acuteness to the intellect, and urges it to 
study the laws of life and health, and devise ways 
and means, not only of curing, but destroying, the 
causes of disease. 

In regard to a future state of existence for man, 
after be has worn out his faculties of mind and 
body on the stage of life, and dies, Atheism is as si
lent on the subject as the Old Testament is. But in 
the wonderful organization cf the human body, if the 
thing called the soul, or the will, which prompts to 
all action of the body; and constitutes its personality 
and individuality, exists at all after death, it is not 

' 

Letter from Mr. H~ywood.· 
STATES PRISON, P. 0. Box 100, · } 

CHARLESTOWN, MAss., April 27, Y ~. 19 
DEAR MR MACDONALD: As the struggle to realize 

mental freedom in style of expression persists, I am 
often reminded of views proclaimed by that peerless 
scholar, master philosopher, and world-emh""oing 
reformer, Stephen Pearl Andrews. When, in 1860-61, 
I was acting general agent of the Massachusetts 
Antislavery Society, I was sitting one morning at 
my desk in the fenced-off corner of the cffi.!le, where 
the executiv committee, Mr. Garrison's cabinet, used 
to meet, looking at "Love, Marriage, and Divorce," 
a discussion between S. P. Andrews, Horace Greeley, 
~And Henry James, a copy of which I bad found on 
the shelve in that headquarters of "crazv" evolu
tion, when Oharles K Whipple, one of Garrison's 
quills, came in. " Who is Stephen Pearl Andrews?" 
I asked. "He is a scoundrel," replied the irascible 
quills aforesaid. Of course, I was bound to read 
the book then. "Suppressed" truth Iivs to. write 
the history of the suppressors; ideas :float further 
on the hisses of opposition than on the accents of 
the most eloquent oratory. If ever severity in re
pression could hav won, it certainlv w"s rAlentlessly 
tried under "Bloody Mary" in 154:9-1556; three 
hundred men, women, girls, and boys were burnt 
alive for heresy. The government was especially 
" kind" in allowing friends of the accused to bring 
bags of powder to be tied about the neck, under the 
arms, and between the leas of those bound to the 
stake among the fagots to be fired, so that by con
sequent explosion their bodies would ba torn limb 
from limb, mnd thus pain ended at once. Oranmer, 
Ridley, and L~timer, being the chief intellectual ex
ponents of progress, were treated wihh select severity. 
Oranmer, as you know, was the spirituar founder of 
the E ·Jglish church, and the author of the superla
tivly noble liturgy still used by Episcopalians. 
Fronde, the historian, endeavors to sllow that Henry 
VIII., the political originator of Episcopacy, was 
"virtuous," because he did not hav "irregular " re
lations with women, but " loved " them legally ; that 
is, when he got tired of one wife he would contrive 
to hav her beheaded and then marry another I 

editor in the old Bay SLate. EzRA H. HEYWOOD. 

Why Mr. Wanamaker Answereth Not. 
FRIEND MACDONALD: I am not at all surprised that 

Wanamaker does not answer your questions about 
the Bible. I should be muoh more surprised if he 
did answer them. He is like a man exposed to 
three saws; if be mo.ves either way or stands still, 
he is sure to be ripped up in the end, and he is 
probably taking the course that be thinks safest for 
himself. If he comes out honestly and confesses 
that the Bible is a filthy, fraudulent, obscene book, 
not fit to be read in familie9, schools, and churches, 
nor circulate through the mail, as half its chapters 
prove it to be, he will bav all the eighty thousand 
priests and cler~:vmen of this nation and their mill
ions of dupes after him like so many hounds, and 
they will hate, dQspise, and ostra0ise him to the day 
of his death. That is one saw that be is in danger of. 

If he comes out in bvor of the Bible, declaring it 
to be the work of a supreme being, he will prepare 
the way to open such a :flood of nastiness from the 
Bible as the world could not get rid of in a thousand 
years. That is the second saw. If he keeps quiet 
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without answering your question, his r~putation '!or 
honesty will be gone forever. That 1s the th1rd 
saw. 

If he is honest, he will come out like ~ man and 
confess that the Bible is not the work of inspiration 
but of irznorant men-that each writer gave the book 
and its God a patch of his own character, and .t~us 
the Bible was made up, and has no .more d1vme 
authority than any other book. If Wanamaker will 
come out and confess this in a hundred years from 
this time, his name will stand higher than any or all 
9f the eighty thousand clergymen now in this nation. 
· Vineland, N.J. J. HAoKEB. 

What Produces Spiritual Phenomena. 
In the issue of the 21st ult. Mr. Beck takes up his 

pen as an avowed neutral but resigns it as a rampant 
Spiritualist. 
' He solicits another solution of spiritualistic phe
nomena than magnetism; but as consistently might 
he endeavor to account for the Bights and sounds 
accompanying delirium tremens without considering 
the imbibition of alcoholic liquor. 
· I need but to insinuate the significant fact that the 
"circle" is barren of results, and the efforts of the 
mesmerist are unavailing, during an electric storm. 
The reverend sophist, Bovee Dods, the arch exponent 
of the Spiritualistic field and one of the most adept 
compounders of philosophy and superstition who 
ever tarnished the escutcheon of science, freely 
admits that the virtue of the '' circle" depends exclu
sivly upon the elaboration and infection of magnetic 
sympathy. 
· Tne simple state of intoxication and the spiritual
istic spell are identical in cause~cerebral orgasm, 
due to eutonic action of the nerves and the blood. 
In each case exaltation is succeeded by depression, 
energy by torpor. A spook.smitten friend is loud in 
his boast that be has been both mesmerized and 
initiated into the mystic orgies of the " circle," and 
that the respectiv sensations differ both in nature 
and degree. In the former surmise he is mistakt n, 
in the latter correct. But because he has experienctd 
two stages by no means implies that he is familiar 
with twenty. The common "spiritualistic" state is 
precisely analogous to the first hypnotic stage, 
termed ergoiu dissement. Hypnotism in its broad
est signification embraces not alone the lethargic, 

test~d the veracity of credulous witnesses-and the 
probability of miracles-by logical canons. No Sec
ularist should be guilty of applJing the epithet fool 
to a mistaken man; but that such is the bigot no 
candid man can deny. • 

The Brotherhood of Moralists are assailed by the 
phantom-brokers because they hav drafted their con· 
stitution in strict accordance with the teachings of 
science and the open page of nature; because they 
bav exercised a prerogativ pertaining to all free- born 
men in adapting the ·conditions of membership to 
suit themselvs, and not to pander to the servility of 
ghost-intoxicated opinion. Unless the Moralists en
croach on state or person, such defamatory invective 
are as contemptible as they are unnecessary; for to 
deny their 'Principles is to reject the essentials of 
the entire circle of the sciences. The Moralists evi· 
dently consider it unnecessary to re-investigate that 
which a thousand investigations hav proved to be a 
mental pl enomenon perverted to subserve a super
stitious end. 

As well might the dead demand repeated exhu
mation and eternal repetition of the post·mortem. 
The Brotherhood has not legally prohibited the 
nursery lullaby and the fairy tale, where there are 
bearded babies in ancient swadi:lling-clothes to relish 
them ; but because they exclude Mother Goose and 
her broomstick from their councils does not signify 
that they " oppose progress." 

One hobgoblin champion glories in the happy cas
ualty that, despite the scepter of reason, he still 
exists and propagates his species ; so did the idol
ator, the crusader, and the i11quisitor-each by virtue 
of the sacred law, survival of the unfittest. 

I perceive that Mr. Willis sti:il endeavors to trace 
the bon-bon in his little stocking to the magic sleigh 
of Kris Kringle; still searches for the footprints of 
Santa Ollms in the embers on the hearth. So long 
as men will lisp the interrogatories of the nursery, 
to that source they must resort for entertainment. 

In affinity with his coterie, he calumniates those 
whose principles he cannot refute, and joins Mr. 
Beck in deliberately garbling the unequivocal terms 
embraced in Article 3 of the constitution. An ap
propriate term has so often been applied to those 
who suppress half the truth that I forbear useless 
repetition. 

THE MYSTERIES OF " OLAmVOYANOE." 

cataleptic, somnambulistic, and ecstatic states, but D ning the autumn of 1886, while a resident of 
many neurotic disorders which are in many persons San Francisco, two letters were one morning Ieft._.at 
eonstitutional, chiefly the hysteric and monomaniac. my apartments by the postman. The address of 
_ ... 1 hypnotists admit the difficulty of acutely distin- one was written in a familiar hand, and had long 
guishing the blending states between absolute ~:elf- been anticipated; the other bore a foreign postmark 
consciousness and the introductor:r hypnosis. and its superscription was wholly unfamiliar. 

It is protested by the minions of Spiritualism that I opened neither, but repaired to the parlors of a 
hypnosis cannot be induced otherwise than by manual well-known "clairvoyant" on Eddy street, who, for 
manipulation or mechanical or chemical aids to sub- the consideration of a fee, advertised to predict the 

·jugate the senses, repress the wil1, and divert the future, solve the problems of the present, and dis
attention, such being the customary adjuncts of close the bidden past. 
mesmeric charlatans. I was neither skeptical from prejudice nor credu-

Reference to any standard work on magnetism will Ions from predilection ; but was not prone to Accept 
quickly dispel such misconceptions, be they ever so or reject a theory simply because it was indorsed or 
·deeply rooted in prejudice. · condemned by current scientific opinion. I regarded 

The " magnetic fluid" or other emanation-for all unauthenticated scientific discoveries as I re
such undoubtedly exists though its subtilty evades garded "revelations" -as a fact or a "revelation" 
chemical analysis-is imparted, not only by mesmeric only to such party or parties as to whom such had 
gesture, but by simple contact on a hypnogenic been disclosed or "revealed." Neither believing nor 
zone, or by a mere effort of the will. The morbidly doubting without a good and sufficient cause, I esti
nervcius are often susceptible to hypnotic influence mated such facts as I was about to investigate not 
without submitting to the usual process; and the as supernatural but psychical or legerdemain. 
fact that a healthy person of moderate, balanced When I explained my mission, she demurred; but 
intellect and proportionate will power has repeatedly on doubling the fee she assented, and seated herself 
to participate in the eeance before becoming en rap- in a posture of complete repose on an ottoman 
port with the "spirits," notwithstanding the circum~ directly confronting the chair which I occupied and 
stance that the united powers of all composing the in close proximity to myself. 
circuit are focused upon himself, by no means sus- O.n entering I bad -perceived the physiognomical 
tains the obj action. symptoms of hysteria; and but ten minutes elapsed 

For explicit expositions of the many problems of before she entered the somnambulistic sbte, with
psychology and magnetism I refer the sincere inves- out the aid of a magnetizer and without having 
tigator to any skilful hypnotist or to the elaborate passed the usual intermediate lethargy or catalepsy. 
treatises of Oarpenter, Bain, Mansel, Maudsley, She demanded perfect silence and enjoined me to 
Oharcot, Geesman, Braid, Liebault., and others, occupy my thoug},ttf:l solely with the purpose of my 
especially commending those of the schools of mission. She neither saw, nor nquested to see, 
Nancy and La Salpetriere. If the " spiritologist," either of the missive, and was content with my as
the inebriate, the erethist, and the Bedouin prophet sertion that the seals were unbroken. 
demand a sacred resolution of the profane freaks of Ooncerning the letter whose author I drew from 
a distempered imagination, philosophy cannot " stoop the character of the penmanship, she correctly di
to conquer.'' There is no cure for blissful ignorance vined the age, the complexion, the occupation, the 
but enlightenment, no key to the mental mechanism relationship, the residence, and- the name of the 
but psychology, magnetism, and phrenology. writer; but of the author of the second she would 

The master logician of the age, Alexander Bain, not even venture a surmise, while of the contents of 
rejects Spiritualism, among various reasons, on the either she was equally as ignorant asI-a significant 
ground of antecedent incredibility. Its theories are coincidence. 
compatible with no logical inference; and the silent· On awaking, she dismissed me without ceremony, 
contempt of the scientific world stamps its votaries declining to answer any question pertaining to my 
as survivors of a barbaric age. own age or vocation, without re-entering the trance 

It is strange, the uninitiated may exclaim, that the or exacting an additional fee. 
spirits imitate the example of Israel's celestial tyrant For a moment I was perplexed, if not astounded; 
in manifesting themselvs only to a chosen few; but but on reflection I perceived that she had only re
it is by no means marvelous that credulity should lated circumstances of which I myself bad been pre
always be the dupe of its own infatuation. viously aware, with the exception of the age, once 

the activ memory an·d induce a corresponding state 
in the mind of the somnambulist. 

Such powers are by no means endemic to . the 
"clairvoyant," but ar'e possessed in equal degree by 
every accomplished mind·reader and telepathist. 

This equilibrium once attained, the second chain 
of ideas can be partially connected and the associ
ation restored in a degree perceptible to the super
sensitiv mind of the somnambulist, yet not obvious 
to the normal senses of the subject. . 

In such an event it is probable that the conscious
ness of personality or individuality in conjunction 
with divided or vacillating attention of the subject 
renders faint memories impalpable to himself, wnile 
the percipient forfeits all consciousness of her ego 
and concentrates her involuntary and undivided at
tention solely upon the memory bf the subject. 

I find nothing in standard treatises on hypnotism 
antagonistic to this theory, but much that confirms. 
In order, however, to test the validity of such hy
potheses, I subsequently visited her ostensibly on a 
similar errand, holding in my hand a folded letter 
taken at random from my eecritoir, the contents and 
anther of which I had carefully contrived not to 
perceive or even to suspect, while during her 
"trance" I vividly recalled another communication 
which I hmd purposely memorized. As I anticipated, 
she fathomed my present thoughts, repeating almost 
verbatim the contents of the communication which 
I was then abstractly contemplating, never once 
alluding to the import of the paper which I held 
folded in my hand. 

As much to my surprise as to her chagrin, the 
" affectionate missiv," proved on unfolding to be 
a notice of assessment on mining stocks. 'Twould 
be superfluous to add that my patronage was no 
longer continued 91' solicited. . . 

Mr. Beck represents" one more unfortunate, rashly 
importunate," joi11ed in the mad pursuit of a shadow. 
While I admire the ardor of his "investigation," I 
would counsel him not to resort to a decomposing 
carcass if he seek the perfumes of Arabia. 

Respecting Mr. Beck's "table," if its movement 
or rapping be real, the eause is secret mechanism ; 
if apparent, the cause is optical illusion, heretofore 
explained. In addition, it may be affirmed that the 
existing suspension of the intellect and the abnormal 
exaltation of the fancy render it impossible for the· 
parHcipants to discriminate between the imaginary 
and the real. · 

The self.engendered hallucination of a sinu1e indi
vidual can sometimes be dispelled by an tffort of 
the half-conscious will ; but where there is a union 
of sympathetic individuals, the magnetic concentra
tion generates an emotion against which the en
feebled will is temporarily powerless. 

Again, in the absence of illusory movement, the 
table may be actually moved by an assistant, himself 
rendered invisible, and at the option of the medium, 
likewise imperceptible to the remaining four senses, 
either or both being accomplished by hypnotic sug
~estion, either verbal1y or sympathetically imparted. 
For example of such phenomena, see Bjornstrom's 
" Hypnotism," pp. 64, 65. 

In the event of an oral suggestion the suggestion 
itself is obliterated from the memory upon dehyp~oti
zation, while other details of the "Eeince" are re
membered, wholly or partly, at the option of the 
medium. It should be remembered, en passant, 
that dehypnotization itself can accomplished at sny 
designated moment by-suggestion as well es by re
verse passes, inhibitory manipulation, juxtaposition 
of a magnet, or anlagonistic BJmpathy. 

Every standard work on hypnotism teems with 
such, and even more complicated, instances; and 
every practitioner is familiar with thousands of seem
ingly inexplicable . phenomena, both of illusion and 
pure hallucination. As the sphere of knowledge ex
pande, that of the supernatural recedes; and to the 
unprejudiced student of magnetism the fundamental 
principle of Spiritualism is identical in character, 
not degree, with those psychological laws on which 
depe:rad thought-transference, or mind-reading, sen
sation and idea transmission, organic sympathism, 
and telepathy, that prince of oriental mysteries en
titled the Hindoo Secret Mail. 

The fact once understood that, under such condi
tions, ideas of the false as well as ideas of the true, 
hallucinations as well as realities, can be as easily 
and as vividly transmitted as conceived; that illu
sions of conception, of belief, of consciousness, of 
personality, are as easily induced as the simplest illu
sion of the external -senses, the nimbus of Spiritual
ism will dissolve never to dazzle and decay a~ain. 

No anti-Spiritualist has, to my cognizance, at- known, but temporarily forgotten. 
tempted to establish his individual ideas as a standard Ooncerning the recognition of indistinct memories, 
of infallibility, as misrepresented by Mr. Be~k; he such penetrativ powers are greater only in intensity 
has simply tested the validity of testimony as Hume than those which gain a magnetic equilibrium with 

I 

Ooncerning the "answer" given by the sibyl in a 
given instance to be correct, is it more rational to 
believe that a tong-.:eless spirit spea!ts, than to infer 
that the central ideas in the subject mind, namely, 
the meditated question and its doubted or anticipated 
response, both necessarily uppermost and intense in 
the mind of the questioner, should magneticaUy 
manifest themselvs to one or more parties in the 
circle, who, in rel'iprocity, magnetically impress the 
idea of the response so intensely as to render the 
sensation as apparently real as an audible reply? 
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. In such an instance no deceit may be intended by 
the percipient, her reciprocity being involuntary. 
Ignorant of the power they wield, they are often 
sincere in believing that the responses are actually 
dictated by the " spirits," and scoff at magnetism, 
without which they could not even exist, as mesmer
ists scoff at thep:J. 

That many illusions of the senses, of conscious
ness, and· of j crdgment are due to magnetic reaction, 
was at first a hypothesis, but later an ascertained 
fact ; and upon this discovery is founded more than 
one system of mentai philosophy. This the "Spirit
ologist " denies, but cannot confute, when be alleges 
by implication that mind-reading is an imposture and 
Bishop's fame a bauble. 

I would question the devotee whether it is rational 
unconditionally to admit the affirmativ evidence of a 
transitory emotion, in preference to the evidence of 
the tmber senses, unanimous in the negativ in a thou
sand preceding instances! 

Wherein lies the consistency in asserting the 
figures of imagination to be real, while those of the 
dream are universally conceded to be false ~ The 
raven which haunted the tremors of Poe, the ethe
real melodies that thrilled the frenzied ear of Milton, 
were none the less " manifest" than the apparitions 
of the "circle." 

As the Spiritualist idolizes the imagination, so the 
savage worships the dre&m. · But "where ignorance
is biiss, 'tis not folly to be wise." 

Marvin demonstrates thZ~t medio-mania is conta
gious. That it is a mania, a _mere prelude to insanity 
which, indulged, develops into parti1l dementia, is a 
physiologic~) fact corroborated by the melancholy 
statistics of every asylum in the land. The nervous 
temperament invariably predominates among its vic
tims; and repeated aggravation of an already morbid 
susceptibility not only renders the victim blind to 
his own disease, but precludes the possibility of cure 
so long as the excitements of the " circle" are 
indulged in. 

Ohronic neuroMc derangement finally ensues, 
wrecking both mental and physical functions. The 
reflex system is impaired, th~ powers of concentration 
and of will decline, consciousness itself becomes a 
treacherous guide, and from this stage the transit to 
the horrors of. delirium is rspid and irresistible. 

What is more hideous, yet more pathetic, th~n the 
frantic aspect of the " haunted maniac '" The 
attenuated form, the pallid cheEk, the crisp and 
almost bristling hair, the muscular convulaions, the 
sunken orbits, the te;.-rified stare, the ghastly gleam 
of the eye-he stands the breathing imsge of the 
shadowy specter thmt first beguiled his reveries. 

Yet whatever may be the fallacies and dangers of 
Spiritualism as a system, every candid opponent 
must acknowledge that its a~herents, like the Egy~
tian astrologers, hav unconso10usly earned the gratt
tude of the human race by so persisting in a species 
of madness as to attract the analytic attention of 
science. _ 

.But because soma truth has been found in much 
error ia not a valid reason for perpetuating the per· 
nicious alliance after divorce has so often been proved 
bolh salutary a:ad morally expedient. 

Hypnotism, rightly employed, is a moral as well as 
a physical agent of therapeutics; perverted, it con
duce'! to ignor!l>nce and degradation, if not to vice. 

Williams, Ariz. M. L. SALTER. 

Ohrist.ian father, who is supposed to hav died about 
A.D. 31~. He is called the Ohristian Oicero,·and in a 
verbose attempt to define religion be disputes Oicero's 
derivation of the word, characterizes his interpreta
tion of religion as senseless, and concludes thus: 

They are superstitious who worship many and false gods. 
We, on the other hand, are religious who make our supplica-
tions to the one true God. · 

Both these authorities, by the way, we consider 
spurious, believing that the works of Oicero and Lac
tantius are modern monkish forgeries. Nevertheless 
we accept the fabricated authorities for what they 
are worth, mindful meanwhile that we hav a more 
ancient and authoritativ definition in the epistle of 
James, to wit : · 

Pure religion and undefiled before God and the father is 
this: To visit the fatherless and widows in their affliction, 
and to keep himself unspotted from the world. 

But what is such a definition worth to a Rational
ist? It is evidently the conception of a monk. 
Furthermore, the Greek word threskeia, translated 
"religion," is derived from the verb threskeuo, <i to 
introduce and observe reli111ious ceremonies; to wor
ship, to keep holy," or, as rendered in L1tin by Scre
velius, superstitiose Deum colo, veneror, which we 
translate, " to worship or adore the gods supersti-
tiously." · -

For a dozen years past we hav contended that 
religion in its last analysis is superstition, and no 
new definition by any scientist has at all shaken our 
judgment. 

The last of the attempted scientific definitions that 
bas attracted our attention, is that of Prof. de 
Quatrefages (Katr-fazb), of Paris. In his very 
learned work on '' The Human Species," last chap
ter, he thus defines religion : 

A belief in beings superior to man and capable of ex
ercising a good or evil influence upon his destiny; and the 
conviction that the existence of man is not limited to the 
present life, but that there remains for him a life beyond 
the grave. 

Every people, every man, believing these two things, is 
religious, an~ observation shows more and more clearly 
every day the universality of this chara~:;ter. 

Disciples of August Oomte, professors of "Posi
tiv Science," and brethren of the Materialistic 
school, what say you to that scientific definition ? 

Nay, further; brethren of the Spiritualistic school, 
bow many of you will accept it? You claim that 
the only satisfactory proof of another life is afforded 
by Spiritual phenomena. Some of you, probably 
a majority, still retain a hereditary belief in a su
preme being ; but you know that many avowed 
Spiritualists are Agnostics. Some of your speakers 
introduce their Sunday lectures with an "Invoca
tion f' but the unbowed heads and open eyes of tbe 
auditors indicate how little that performance is ep 
preciated. . · 

Agnostic Spiritualists do not quaeti.on Professor 
Quo.treftl.ges's proofs of the almost universal belief 
in a life beyond the grave, and of the good or evil 
influences of disembodied spirits. Bu~ it does not 
follow that whoever believes in these two things ie 
religious. · Benevolenoa, conscientiousness, venera
tion, justice, hum~nity, love, we can all understand; 
but in regard to religion mankind are at loggerheads. 
Q cratrefages recogniz~s this when he says, " We 
must almost everywhere, probably everywhere, dis
tinguish religion from supeTstition." As if it were 
possible to do so ! Would Q .tatrefages accept Lac 
tantius'a statement that only those are religious who 

Religion Undefi!lable-Naught But Superstition. make supplication to the one true God T Certainly 
The late lamented Oourtlandt Palmer in his exposi- not, for be says: 

tion of "Positivism; or, the Raligiou of Humanity," I grant that religion and superstition are often, as it were, 
gave thl·8 definition of relia_ ion : " A saving faith, fused into the creeds of certain races, so that the priest and 

"" the sorcerer are confounded in one person. But this is not 
whose creeii is based on science alone." always the case; and even where the connection forms an 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Sept. 13, 1879, we con- apparent confusion, we should unquestionably distinguish 
troverted this definition, together with that of the two elements. 
another writer, Mr. Brown, who defined religion as But the learned professor of anthropology, though 
"the relation and obligation of man to his fellow- nominally a Roman Oatholic, has dogmatically af
me.n, and not to an unknown and unknowable God," firmed the universality of the religious sentiment ; 
which relation. he enid, was disclosed only by science. and though he would fain eliminate superstition 

Webster's U aabridged Dictionary, said we, makes from the religion of the savage a:nd barbarian, he 
a belief in God the very essence of religion, and the would also eliminate it from Christianity, which he 
only hint it givs as to the obligation of man to his admits ia chargeable with it in a lesser degree. But 
fellow-man is in a nota distinguishing religion from when superstition, which is the worshipful or God 
mor&lity, in which it says th&t "morality describes element, is gone, what is left of religion? Does not 
the duties of m~:m, to which true religion always Noah Webster say that" the practice of moral duties 
influences." It spee.ks of piety and sanctity, faith without a belief in a divine lawgiver, and without 
and worship, but its only mention of science is as reference to his will, is not religion?" And with this 
applied to theology or ml\n's ideas of God. Old authority, un~ffected by the contradictory definitions 
Noah Webster did embody in his definition "the of pseudo science, are we not amply justified in main
practice of all moral duties," but took pains to add taining that religion in its last analysis is naught but 
that "the practice of moral duties without a belief superstition T ANTICHRIST. 
in 8 divine lawgiver, and without reference to his will, Reformation of Our Judiciary. 
is not religion." 

To undert~ke, therefore, to eliminate God from the Thanklil to Thomas Paine, the Author-Hero of our 
definition of religion, we argued, was an outrage on Revolution, in the formation of our republic the 
common sense. Science does not disclose religion to rights of the minority were held sa~red, and protected 
our mind, and we Mgree with Noah Webster that the by means of the judiciary. 
praGtice of mor&l duties alone is not religion. Tne majority, swayed by prejudic!', inflam~d by 

Tha earliest authority in regard to the derivation passion, or corru.pte~ by ~rtbery, mtght. asszul ~he 
of the word religion is Oicero, who said it was com- rights of. ~he mmo~tty, _might s~cc~ed 1n enactmg 
pounded of re and legere; to read over agAin, to laws depr1vmg the mn:~ort.t~ of their rights of ~erson 
reflect upon, or to study the sacred books in which I or property; but the JUdiCiary was e~throned !n the 
.relieion is delivered (MeOlintock and Sfrong's Oyc.). temple of justice, t~ prevent oppressxon and tneure 
, The Jl.ext uninspired authoi-ity is L~ctantius., a • eqUid rights and prmleges to all. 

Why, then, does injustice prevail Y How acoount 
for the disgraceful-and because to so great extent 
justifiable, all the more disaraceful-lynchiDgsat New 
Orleans, Oysterville, and Walla Walla? 

Because the judiciary has failed in its high office, 
bas forfeited the respect and confidence of the 
people. 

Oriminals with wealth, with political influence, or 
a pull on the ring that rules, bav nothing to fear 
from the courts. Oourts of law exist; but courts of 
justice are few and very far apart. 

In civil cases, the poor bav but fsint hope of jus
tice; if the opponent is wealthy, a powerful corpo
ration, or a political beeler, they hav none. 

In cases between the wealthy, instead of decisions 
in harmony with the law and the facts, compromise 
verdicts are rendered. Jurors worn out by the ob
stinacy or knavery of one of their number, and 
longing to get away to home or business, agree 
on a verdict in direct violation of their convictions of 
·right and justice. 

l.f damages are sued for-it has almost become the 
custom-after a few hours, failing to agree, each 
juror marks on a paper his estimate of the amount 
tbst. should be awarded; they may vary from $5 to 
$5,000. The sum total of all the estimates is added 
by the foremtm, and that amount, divided by twelve, 
rend&red as the verdict. 

Instead of the moat estimable and able lawyers be
coming judges, the really able lawyer cannot afford 
to sacrifice his prsctice for the small pay (and, each 
year bEcoming more and doubtful, honor). The most 
honor"ble of the legal profession will not descend to 
the demsgogism, and befoul themselvs in the filthy 
pools of political corruption, :necessary to insure eleo
tion or appointment. 

The few noble and true men who adorn the bench 
(each year this ch!o!IB is growing lese) are oft grieved 
and disgusted by the verdicts of juries, realizing 
what a waste of effort it WIPS to instruct them in the 
law, seeing they were selected with especial care as 
to their qualifications, and the possession of intelli
geuce would hav excluded them from the position of 
juror. 

It is undeniable that our entire system of judiciary 
needs revision and reformation. 

We hav a miiitary school nt West Point, for the 
education of youth, selected from all parts of the 
Uo.ited St~tes, to bscome cfficers of our army, and 
a similar institution at Annapolis, for educating 
youth to become offioera of the navy. After recom
mendation for eppointment they hav to pass an ex· 
umination in repard to their qualifioations pbysioally 
&nd mentally. 0 nee admitted, they become wards of 
the nation. They are provided for for life, or during 
good behavior; and the highes~ honors and positions 
in the army or navy are the goal of their ambition. 
Experience bas proved the wisdom and great advan
tttges of these institutions. The money they cost is 
well exptmded, yet we may not hav another war in 
a hundred yefilrs. 

Why not hav a judici!\ry school on the same prin
ciple in each state, the students selected from the 
various counties and passing necessary examina· 
tions as to mental and physical qualifications, and 
let the sheriff! summon from the passed classes of 
su11b state law schools the needed panels of jurors T 

From the most ab!e of the thus selected jurors 
select. justices of the peace, police judges; and from 
the best and most able of the justices, judges of the 
other cnurte, cle11r up to judges of the Supreme Oourt 
of the United States? 

Such a system would I!I&Ve thousa~ds of do~lars 
yearly to every county in every state 1n the Umon; 
would greatly lessen the amount of litigation; for real
izing that the case would be tried by jurors of intelli
~ence, we11 versed in the law, and unapproachable _by 
corrupt influences, the wealthy, powerful corporation 
would be disposed to yield t!l honest settlement a~d 
save expense of law suit, whtob could on!y result lD 
verdict in accord· with the law and the evidence. . 

Such jurors could not be befog~ed- by the wlles 
and pettifogging t.ricks of the cunmng and unaoru· 
pulous lawyer. High courts, where only .the same 
honest regard to the rights of the quasti.on w?uld 
hav influence, would render the now mvartable 
" appeal" a thing of the past. 

Will those most competent consider and diseuse 
thio crude suggestion' 0. B. REYNOLDS, 

Lectures and Meetings. 
w. s. BELL has been giving courses of lectures at Arcadia 

and Hamburg, Ia. His addreBS is, Clinton, Ia., 316 Tenth 
avenue, in care of James A. Greenhill. 

os su11day afternoon at 3 o'clock, May lOth, Thomas 
Gardner ot Brooklyn, will lecture before the Newark Lib
eral Le;gue, 177 Halsey street, subject: ",Is There Proof 
of Human Progress?" 

"PRoFIJS30R GrrNToN's Social Economics" will be T · B. 
Wakeman's subject at the Manhattan Liberal Club, Friday 
evening, May 8th. Tbe mon\h's program will be interesting, 

th th Pp ·skers being Henry Frank, the heretical among e e K N d 
preacher or Jamestown, N. Y., Dr. R. - ()yes an 
J. M. L. Babcock. of BJston, both radical Infidels. The 
Club meets at 220 E;~st loth street. 
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· ~ommnnieations. 

The Inconsistency of Spiritism. 
In an address to the Brotherhood of Moralists in 

yours of the 14th inst. Mr. W. L. Willis, who pro
fesses to be "neither an Anarchist, religionist, immor
alist, nor Spiritualist," give his reasons for not joining 
the Brotherhood, the principal one being, as he pom
pously asserts, that he knows too much/ this excess 
of knowledee (!) consisting in his "knowing that 
people liv after they go through so called death as 
well as he knows that they liv here." He further 
states that this knowledge is a scientific fact, but as 
there is no religion about it, he discards Spiritualism 
in toto. 

Never was creed or cause deserted for more flimsy 
grounds than those advanced by Brother Willis for 

~ deserting the ranks of Spiritualism. First firing a 
broadside into it because he labors under the hallu
cination-a state of mind, by the way, to which all 
believers in spocke, ghosts, or spirits are peculiarly 
addicted-that his ''newly discovered science of 
Spiritology" is engaged in mortal combat with its 
arch-enemies, the religious Spiritualists, be winds 
up his rodomontade by predicating for his new
fledged " science" the very processes and phenomena 
upon which Spiritualism is based. 

Brother Willis is evidently not aware that in the 
last century people had as positiv knowledge that 
there were witches, as he has that there are spirits, 
and that one is precisely as much a superstition, i.e., 
a belief bPgotten of ignorance of natural law, as the 
other. Hi& t ff Jrt is really most conspicuous for its 
inconsistencies and ambiguity. After taking Spirit
ualists to t,usk for their attempts " to twist these nat
ural facts [showing that he accepts them as facts him
self] into evidence that their religion is true," be 
agam turns his attention to the Brotherhood of 
Moralists, accusing them of aiding Ohristians in 
driving mediumship from the earth, which, if left 
severely alone, would soon destroy both of their 
creeds. rrls, and so wonid Osnada tnistles soon 
overrun the whole world if allowed to "put in their 
work'' without let or hindrance. After this grave 
charge he delivers himself of a still graver one, 
namely, that the Brotherhood bas pledged itself not 
to investigate spirit phenomena and to expose me
diums whenever it can. As for the first charge, 
I would say that I, as a member of said Brotherhood, 
hav cffered to deposit $100 with the Truth Seeker 
Oompany to investigate these phenomena with any 
medium, I agreeing to conform to all rules, which 
challenge has never been accepted. And as for 
"exposing" mediums, if they are what they profess 
to be, how can they be exposed! Why should they 
fear exposure! An honest person invites jnvestiga
tion, but mediums shun it, because none of them 
dare submit to it. If their alleged mediumsbip 
were real, could they be exposed, and if feigned, 
should they not be ! If he were confident of the 
reality of his alleged facts, would he not rather invite 
scrutiny than deprecate any attempts made in that 
direction! 

After having delivered himself at great length of 
the burdens that oppress hie "soul" concerning the 
dangers that beset his new fangled "science," he at 
last sets out in presenting his readers with some d 
the " facts" relating thereto, said facts constitut.ing 
the "overstock of knowledge" under which he is 
laboring, and which, duly conveyed to the anxious 
world, consist in instructions bow to form circles to 
inveigle any spirit that may happen to be lurking 
around to " manifest" him or her self, but to be care
ful not to confound such manifestations with those of 
Spiritualism. 

Aa for the fscts presented being rm innovation on 
those of " religious spiritualism," I would say that 
if they are not "horses of the same breed and color," 

. then I confess myself color. blind. 
lb baa been said "that there is but one step from 

the sublime to the ridiculous," and that " the moun
tain heaved and brought forth a mouse," which say
ings occurred to me when, after having been "kept 
on the tip-toe of expectation " for hslf an hour or 
longer, with visions of the newly-discovered facts 
that would settle the question of immortality forever 
floating before my mental gaze, I found them sim
mered dowJ?. to a few ordinary raps, table-tippings, 
and "sicb-like '' demonstrations which any mischiev
ous boy or fun-loving "sitter" can produce in the 
circle, but which to his or her confiding confreres 
are unmistakable signs of . spirit existence. He 
divulge a his "facts" by giving the old regulation 
rules for farming a circ'e, sitting around a table 
"fist footed" (club footed ones therefore ~eed not 
apply), room perfectly da!'k-ihe expected spooks 
must be therefore imps of darknes~:s-and if there 
is a "strong" medium present the sitters may 
get a demonstration the first or second sitting. 
Methinb, however, that if said "strong" medium 
has any consideration at all, he will giv them all the 
demonstrations they want at the first sitting. To 
guard against all contingencies, however, cmsed by 
the absence of any " etrong m@dia," he ad visas the 

sitters to prolong their efforts of entering into com- amount of life hav been evolved during each one of 
munication with the spirit world to at' least twelve these anterior epochs! And can it hav been lees 
sittings (a Za protracted meeting style), and if the immortal than ours? Oould nature hav shown any 
obstinate spirits do still refuse to enter en rapport partiality in that direction T Ate her attributes and 
with them, let the tired and disgusted ones (who potentialities not eternal? Oould she during any of 
would not be by this time!) vacate the premises to her former life. evolviklg periods hav fallen abort in 
make room for new sitters, amongst whom, it is her highest possible mental developments? Then 
devoutly to be wished, a·" strong" medium may per- must not an infinit number of sentient beings hav 
haps be found of sufficient influence to convert the preceded us ! And must infioit space therefor not 
unregenerate to the new "science" of Spi1'itology. hav been filled with souls an infio.it number of times 

As for accusing tbe unregenerate in not investigat- already from the infinit number of prior worlds, if 
ing the "newly discovered filets" of the science of any immortal souls were ever evolved &t all! Bui 
Spiritism, the charge appears more applieable to is such postulate not the bight of absurdity, seeing 
believers in ghostology themselvs, for the very con- that space or any other receptacle can be filled but 
ditions they impose upon would· be investigators, sit" once, unless it is emptied of its cont~nts! And must 
ting in the dark, etc., preclude . all honest investi- space, therefore, not be similarly kept vacant of souls 
gation. that new minds may be eternally cwolved 1 

Imagin half a dozen or more scientists sitting in a It will be objected to these various propositions 
circle and prosecuting their researches in utter dark- that soul-sub~tance or spirit-essence is not of the 
ness! Oan anything more absurd be conceived of? same nature as matter, and can therefore not be 

They seek in every possible way to assist and compared to it, or, as Mr. Philbrick puts it, "there · 
intensify their vision, to enable them to penetrate the is no accumulation of matter in the universe." This· 
vail that enshrouds the mysteries of nature, but brings us to another point. which will also show 
instead of thus assisting them Spiritists coolly how fatal this adntission is to the doctrin of im
demand that they dispense with what little vision mortality. · 
they hav. Such a "science" deserves less recog· I contend that if "spirit essence" is not • sub
nition than the veriest amateur sleight-of-band per- stance of some kind, then it does not exist. How
former whose manipulations are carried on in broad ever sublimated we may conceive it to be, it is either 
daylight. some-thing, i. e., substance, or :::.othing, in which 

In the same issu5 appear replies from H. Philbrick latter case it exists only in the imagination. No 
and ''Veritas" to mine of January 17th, to the effect medial line is possible or conceivable between the 
that it can be mathematically demonstrated that if two propositions. If souls exist they must there
souls exist they would fill all space within a compara- fore be a something, or, as Hugh 0. Pentecost calls 
tivly brief period, seeing that it is generally agreed it, "a something or other," implying some kind of 
by .all advanced scientists that the infinit number of substance, however subtil or ethereal it may be in 
worlds pervading space will during their prime pro· its nature, but which, being substance, would, in its 
duce essentially the same organisms as ours, and evolvement from "matter" or cosmic energy, involve 
that if the mind evolved on one is immortal it must an accumulation of substance or matter which Mr. 
be on all, as all owe their being to the same primary Philbrick himself denies the possibility of .. 
source. Mr. Philbrick says that "he sets out with If, then, it is admitted that souls, if they exist, are 
giving us a mathematical demonstration, but fails some kind of subst&nce, it can also not be denied 
entirely in his effort." If Mr. P.&ilbrick will refer to that this, their substrmce, must occupy a certain 
my article again he will find that I did not offer to amount of space, which, in fact, is not denied by the 
make such computation at that time, but merely advocates of Spiritism, this substance being in con
argued that inasmuch as infinit apace, being divided formity as to size and general outline with those it 
into limited parts by an infinit number of worlds attained while in its fleshly " tabernacle." The in
producing life like ours, would become filled with tegrity of its configuration is supposed to remain 
souls within a computable period, immortality would, inviolate after it has "sbt:ffied off its mortal coil," 
therefore, not be true, as it would preclude further as without such preservation recognizsnce would be 
soul-evolution when space bad become filled with impossible. Spiritists even go so far as to assert that 
souls, which would be tantamount to asserting nat- spirits recognize each other by certain physical de
ure's finiteness. This computation has been made for~ities, scars, loss of leg or arm (head· also!), 
and will appear in the Moralist, the crgan of the showing be~ ond all question that they e.re supposed 
Brotherhood of Moralists. As to whether the facts to retain their original proportions in spirit-life. 
and figures therein presented can be disputed, he This. established, the question next presents itself, 
may be able to determin after their examination. where can spirits exist but in space 1 Is there any 

The infinit extent of mind- evolution is not taken space outside the physics! universe whereto they may 
into consideration by believers in immortality. They migrate! Oan " spirit land," or the Obristian's 
bav even no adequate conception of the comparativly heaven, be anywhere but between the distances that 
limited amount evolved from our own insignificant separate the world-systems! Is there a limit to the 
little planet. They forget that however dii!drentiated universe? If, then, it is further admitted that 
the trend of structural formation may be on different spirits, if they exist, are some kind of substance, 
planets, tht~ mind-principle must be .intrinsically and occupy a certain ·amount of space within the 
alike in all, at least so far as its continuity is con- physical universe (in my computations I averaged 
earned. All sprang from the same common stock, them at four feet high, with one squ~e foot standing
the cosmic energy diffused through infinit space, room, certainly a low enough estimate), it is apparent 
first forming itself into worlds having the same ele- that interstellar space must gradually become occu
mentary construction, as spectrum analysis baa shown, pied with the souls evolved from the various life
and this, evolving necessarily the same plasmatic generating planets pervading it, and that it is but a 
base for organic life, must produce essentially the question of time when it would be filled to repletion 
same bein~s as we behold on this p~anet. This with them, precluding further additions and further 
postulate l!ldmits of no contravention. Admitting, soul-evolution. 
then, that the life-principle evolved on other worlds But there is still another view in connection with 
is as immortal as it is alleged to be on this, it is ap- this subject, showing how utterly at variance the 
parent that the soul-product from each one is radi- doctrin of immortality is with every known law of 
ated toward its neighboring planets, which radiation nature and science. I refer to the great law of the 
of souls, continuing during the life-evolving pe1·iod conservation of energy, which teaches that there can 
of each planet, must result in the eventual meeting be no increase of matter or energy in the universe. 
of these hosts of souls thrown cff from these various Spiritists claim in direct opposition to this law that 
worlde, reaultivg in the entire filling up of the inter- with the birth of every conscious organism an eter
stellar spaces separating them. Aud such filling up nally existing being is added to all pre existing beings, 
is accomplished in but a fraction of a planet's life- which, of course, increaees the sum-total of all ex
time, as the facts and figures will show, assuming istences to that extent, as the physical elementfl con
the same rate of increase for other planets as we stituting tl:ie "lower ego" remair. the same in num
behold on this, although on larger ones· it is, or will ber and quantity, not having decreased by one single 
be, no doubt proportionately greater. This rate of atom. They formed certain r~lliances constituting the 
mind-evolution is so prodigious that if I were to say, individual and then dissolved their partnership, each 
without being backed by indisputable figures, that "going on his way rejoicing" without the annihila
tbe souls of the beings thrown cff from this little lion of a single member. But during said compact 
planet alone during the last six thousand years would a new being is alleged to hav been thrown into ex· 
reach to a bight many million miles beyond the sun istence, which is claimed to exist forever, and, as we 
in every radial direction, it would be regarded as hav seen that this being must be of '' some kind or 
preposterous. But even though it took six trillions other " substance, an eternal increase or accumula
of yeare, or even ages, to fill the distances sepa- tion would be the result, a proposition diametrically 
rating the various systems teeming in space, what opposed to the primary law of nature. 
would such epoch be to eternity? Why any need Again, if through certain D:ffiliations of matter, 
of resorting to figures at all to compute the time spirit-substance was eliminated, would matter not 
within which these interstellar spaces would become suffer a corresponding loss or depletion resulting in 
filled with souls, if life were immortal, seeing that its final extinction? Would matter not be transub
such filling up would be the inevitable result of soul- stantiated into spirit-substance if such elimination 
evolution? What even if two or three entire world- were taking placeT Mind-evolution, as we hav 
~enerations or life-evolving epochs were required to &Pen, must hav been going on through endless 
fill the distances separating them with their soul- cycles of eternity, and yet matter has not lost a 
product ! What are such generations to eternity! scintilla of its potency, and will unquestionably 
Hav not an infinit number of world-epochs pre- continue to evolve mind for all eternity to come. 
ceded them f An«l _wuet not the same proportionate . Frow wh"tever otandpoiut we view tlle c;loQtriP of 
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life-everlasting, it is utterly at variance with every 
accepted postulate of science. 

Marengo, Ill. H. WETTSTEIN. 

The Preachers Worsted. 
The Portsmouth, 0 , Public Library is about to 

be opened on Sundays. . 
Ol course, to this movement, this proposed change 

for the good of the masses, the preachers and ortho
dox fanatics strenuously object. 

Now, since the Iibrarys founder-Oolonel Wharton 
deceased, & Liberal of broad ideas and pronounced 
views-started it upon its mission, it has been open 
to the public but three days in each week. Recently, 
however, a movement· to open "daily" was set in 
motion. Ministers of the gospel and some of their 
respectiv flocks interpreted "daily" to mean the six 
days of i.abor, exclusiv of the Szobbath. On this 
interpretation attempts were made to raise the money 
necessary to meet the expenses which would be 
incurred by the " three additional days" opening. 
O;llls for financial assistance through the papers 
passed unheeded. The public seemed "deaf, dumb, 
and blind " to the proposition. Datermined to feel 
the public's pulse aright, I drafted a subscription 
pllper in key to the proposed three-day scheme. I 
spent two whole days in visiting Portsmouth's most 
prominent and influential citizens, and in that time 
secured only four subscribers. The broad, fair
minded people wanted a "seven-day opening'' or no 
change at all. Ohanging my subscription paper to 
meet their views, I in two days secured nearly $500. 
This aroused *he Ministerial Association, whose mem
bers met, wrote a card and published it in public 
print. It appeared in the daily Blade and was as 
follpws: 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN ? 
Ed,t"tor Blade: The Ministerial Association of Portsmouth 

respectfully ask what is designed by the proposition to open 
the Public Library" daily." Is it for six days or seven? 
Satisfied that there is doubt in the minds of some subscribers 
on this point, honesty and fair play demand that this ques
tion should be answered fully and clearly. While most 
heartily sympathizing with the effort to open the library on 
six days in the week, if SunJay opening is contemplated we 
most earnestly protest against it, believing it would be inju
rious to the best interests of the community. Christians are 
advised to hav a distinct understanding of this matter before 
aid is given to any attempt to break down or remove any of 
the barriers which preserve the sanctity of the Christian 
Sabbath. 

Adopted at the Ministerial Association of Portsmouth, 
April 6th, and ordered published in the daily made. 

WM. W. Mix, Secretary. 
Of the above card Valjean, the brave and fearless 

editor of the Blade, said this editorially: · 
Our knowledge, so far as it goes, is that the subscription 

being taken up is with the undoubted, unquestioned under
standing that a reading-room, similar to the Hamilton
Peebles Reading Room on Second street, which is kept open 
every day in the week including Sunday, is to be fixed up 
s.nd furnished in the Public Library building, and kept open 
every day in the year, including Sundays, for the benefit and 
enlightenment of the people when they choose to avail them
selva of the glorious opportunity offered. And we believe 
in it. It is the right thing to do. Of all the days in the 
week, Sunday is the day when the poor working men and 
women can best spare the time to read, when they can best 
spare the time to go to the library. There is an unused 
room in the ·Public Library that is to be prepared as a 
reading-room and opened for this purpose. 

We do not share the feelings of the Ministerial Association 
upon this question. · If they taboo the Public Library on 
Sunday, why not the other? Both should be kept open. 
Looked at from a moral standpoint, it is the right thing to 
do, and we hope the public will see to it that sufficient 
money is subscribed for that purpose. 

The nexh day I had published in the Blade -the 
. following: 

JUST WHAT IT MEANS. 
Editor Blade: An article headed, " What Does It Mean?" 

recently appeared in public print. It bore the signature of 
Rev. w. W. Mix, secretary of the Portsmouth Ministerial 
Association, and carried with it the conviction that the min
isters had held a meeting and conversed together. Almost 
exclusivly it dwelt upon the PLlblic Library subject, oppos
ing the Sunday opening of the institution and the subscrip
tion list now being circulated for its benefit. Occasionally 
and between the lines the circulator of the subscription list 
was slapped with moderation and his honesty of purpose 
questioned. The inference was left that he was by some 
hocus-pocus deceiving or conjuring the people-sort of 
hypnotizing them and getting their signatures against their 
will or consent. Now, the signers comprise the best -of 
Portsmouth's citizens-bankers, lawyers, and mechanics
persons, you know, who don't sign papers blindfolded; per
sons who are honest themselvs and who recognize the hon
esty of others. Of course, being the one in whose hands 
this " much-dreaded " (?) subscription list is; I know some
thing about· the present Public Library movement. At first 
I started out with a list calling for money with which to 
open ''three additional days in the week." That was a flat 
failure, a whole lot of citizens refusing to sign and giv. And 
here let me say that almost tlae first person solicited to" take 
stock" on that paper was a preacher-one of the members, 
if you please, of the Ministerial Association alluded to above. 
Be :fl.atly re.tused, and I passed on. I next consulted with 
some of our city's most prominent and influential people and 
the plan to secure a " seven-days opening " was devised. It 
is the same for which I am now laboring, and for which I 
am glad and proud to labor. So far I hav met with but one 
refusal on the ground that a " Sunday opening" is to occur, 
and this refuser occupies one of the city pulpits. Up to date 
nigh unto $500 has been guarR.nteed. By Monday next it is 
thought it will hav run up to $600. In the mean time a sub
scription list securing " ten cents per month per person f0r 
one year" will be circulated among the employees of the 
factories and industries of the city, and in this way the Pub
lic liibrary be m&d.e one of the 1!nest s.nd best lnstitutio11e ot 

its kind in the state. These are the facts as I know them, 
and they are cheerfully and publicly given. 

WILL 8. ANDRES. 

To thia David S. Tappao, pastor of the First Pres
byterian church, felt c1lled upon to answer in the 
appended orthodox strain : 

BUNDA Y OPBNING OF THB LIBRARY. 

Editor HladB: The card from the Ministerial Association 
which appeared in Monday's Blade has served one good pur
pose at least. It bas made clear the true animus and intent 
or those circulating the subscription for the " daily" open
ing of the Public Library. Never having seen the paper, I 
can say nothing as to Its wording, and presume from what has 
been said, that it was sufficiently definlt, but anyone who 
has had any experience in circulating petitions, knows very 
well that nothing is more common than for people to sign 
papers, the full import of which they do not j!'l'asp in the 
single hurried reading that they giv to them. Especially is 
this the case when it is generally known that a movement is 
on foot looking toward a certain end. In very many cases 
signers will unconsciously interpret a petition in accordance 
with previously formed opinions, not thinking it necessary 
to weigh the meaning of each word. That this was tbe case 
in the present instance there is abundant evidence. The at
tendance at the weekly meeting of the Ministerial Associa
tion on last Monday was unusually large, and yet there was 
only one member out of the entire number who felt sure that 
the movement on foot for the " daily " opening of the library 
meant ''seven days" in the week. Perhaps he was the only 
one who had been permitted to read the subscription paper. 
Again, some of the mostintelligentcitizens in the community 
who read the paper and signed it hav assured the writer that 
they neverfor a moment thought that a Sunday opening was 
contemplated. 

I do not believe that the workingmen of Portsmouth in 
any considerable number favor any such step They are in
telligent enough to see that in proportion as the sacredness 
of the Christian Sabbath is destroyed, the danger of their 
being compelled to labor seven days instead of six is in
creased. 

As a matter of wisdom and good business management, I 
think it a grave mistake that the library should be so con
ducted as to antagonize anv considerable element in tbe com
munity. For its g~:eatest efficiency, if not its continued exist
ence, it ne·eds the united support of all classes. The Minis
terial Association in the paper which was unanimously 
adopted at their last meeting hav uttered no uncertain sound 
in regard .to their attitude. They D;lay be ignored and sneered 
at, their good will and hearty support may be counted as 
worth nothing in such a matter as the management of the 
Public Library, but there are Christian. business men and 
citizens of wealth and influence who feel as deeply on this 
subject as they do, whose hearty cooperation it may be well 
to secure and retain. 

As a private citizen of Portsmouth, deeply interested in 
everything that concerns its welfare and the highest good of 
its people, not claiming to speak as the advocate of the 
laboring man, but acting, I believe, in his interest, I want to 
express my decided and unalterable opposition to the open
ing of our City Librar.v during any part of the Christian 
Sabbath. This is where I stand, and these are the sentiments 
I would express, even though I stood alone snd hoped to in-
fluence no one else. DAVID S. TAPPAN. 

I retorted with these kind and loving lines which, 
set to music, or as they are, would, and will, cheer 
the heart of almost any praying, bowing man: 

}j)di.tor Blade: An extravagant yarn from the pen of Rev. 
Dr. Tappan appeared in your issue of yesterday. It was of 
the same tone and tenor as the card from the Ministerial 
Association which came with the Blade of Monday. In fact 
the card and the yarn so resemble each other, that it is not 
at all unlikely that the author of the one is the author of the 
other. At any rate both contain a sort of vindictiv fling at 
the writer-inferring that he has acted dishouestly in the 
matter_of a certain subscription list in the interest of the 
Public Llbrary and has deceived the people into signing the 
same. This insinuation I will try to pardon; and while it 
is not an indication of greatness of mind it is to be hoped 
the gratuitous aspersions of myself will do their authors a 
certain amount of good and afford them a degree of secret 
pleasure. Of course, being a nativ of Portsmouth, I am in
clined ·to think that those who hav lived here for years know 
me best .. They are aware of my honesty of purpose and 
straightforwardness in the present Public Library movement. 
They know me, and hav known me from a toddler up. 
They know what I hav been, what I am, and what I am 
striving to be. They know that I hav fought hard to over
come mistakes of the past, and that I am making an honest 
effort for the future. Birds of passage may chirp a contra
dictory song, but their notes will lose their tone and melOdy 
before the searching rays of reason and of truth. 

Now, yesterday's yarn in one place reads: "In very many 
cases signers wlll unconsciously interpret a petition in ac
cordance with previously formed opinions, not thinking it 
necessary to weigh the meaning of each word. That this 
was the case in the present instance there is abundant evi-
dence." · 

I take it for granted that by " petition," subscription list " 
is meant, for between the two there is a difference, the latter 
carrying with its terms a financial or other consideration, 
and the former being simply the prayers of a people. As to 
the signers " not weighing the meaning of words," " that 
such wss the case in the present instance," and" that there 
is abundant evidence to prove the same," was easy for David 
8. Tappan to write, but I think it would havbeen very much 
better to furnish the evidence than to make such wholesale, 
unfounded sayings. It is easy to use sweeping assertions, 
but there is little argument in them. 

In still another place this occurs: "Again, some ot the 
most intelligent citizens in the community who read the 
paper and signed it, hav assured the writer that they never 
for a moment thought that a Sunday opening was contem
plated." 

Indeed ! Intelligent citizens read the paper and signed 
it, and then didn't know what they had read and what they 
had signed. A more mixed mixture of theory and blunder 
could not be penned by mortal man. 

they know best themselvs. I rather think, however, they 
will take advantage of the chance to get one day in seven in 
which to visit our Public Library and become acquainted 
with the volumes upon its many shelve. The body of the 
people are asking it, not because certain classes affirm or 
oppose, but as a matter of justice, equal and impartial to 
all. "Let justice be done, though the heavens should fall," is 
a motto they want to put into practice. As Shakspere hae it: 

Poise the cause in Justice's equal scales, 
Wbose beam stands sure, whose rightful cause prevails. 

WILLs. ANDRES. 
Valjean followed next with a sweeping editorial 

thus: 
I wish some of you newspaper men would take the matter 

in hand and find out what right the Ministerial Association 
has to mix in and say whether or no the city of Portsmouth 
shall open its Public Library on SundayR. They are only 
sojourners here, most of them,. and none of them are perma
nent citizens. They are all liable to go away at any time
to be called to a higher salary. One of them who has fig
ured conspicuously over his own signature in the matter, is 
even now released by his church and is going away in a few 
days. 

We acknowledge to having been a little startled when the 
above observation was addressed to us, for it was by one· of 
our oldest and most orthodox Christians, one of the main 
pillars of a prominent church, and who for fifty years and 
more has been one of its most devoted communicants. We 
hav great respect for the Ministerial Association, individually 
and collectivly, but we think they are in a minority on the 
question of Sunday library opening. Our friend from the 
pews voices public sentiment. After all, the pews are what 
rule, in church as well as state. Come to think about it, the 
Ministerial Association is not a unit against Sunday openibg. 

In conclusion we will state that there are military marti
nets who hold that it is better to lose a battle while fighting 
by rule than to ~sin it by irregular methods, and that there 
are people so prejudiced in favor of certain schools of med
icin that they would. prefer dying under the regular treat
ment to recovery under any other. So we presume there 
are ministers who think it better that a man should go to 
perdition under orthodox treatment than become moral and 
upright citizens through other means. There are lots of 
people who would like to go to the L\brary on Sunday. 
'rhey do not go to saloons, and c~nnot afford to go carriage
riding, hence Sunday is to them a dead and dreary season. of 
loafing. · 

And here the fight for mastery ends, while the 
people continue to subscribe and lessen the demand 
for pilots of the skies. WILL S. ANDBES. 

Portsmouth, 0. 
[O~her Secular papers please copy;] 

The Bible Not a Reform Work. 
From the Amertoan Spectator. 

The recent conference of the Methodist church in 
Yonkers, N.Y., voted against admitting women as 
delegates to the general Conference. This shameful 
exhibition of small men denying their mothers, sis
ters, and wives justice, and seeking justification for 
their own pitiful conduct in the language of Paul, 
calls forth the following pointed observation from 
the New York Herald: 

I knew how it was going to be the moment I heard those 
grave and reverend doctors of divinity beginning to quote 
scripture against her. That's what they used to do in olden 
times when they wanted authority for burning (..Jhristians at 
the stake or indulging in other pious peccadilloes. Woman, 
they said, was good enough when money was to be raised 
or missionary work to be done, but when it came to appear
Ing in the General Conference as a delegate, with a right to 
talk and vote, why then ,the scriptures came in solidly 
against it. 

This attempt to keep women in the background 
by quoting the Bible reminds me of Theodore Parker, 
when, a Goliath among moral pigmies, he alone of all 
Boston's clergy denounced slavery, and for this 
offense against conservativ thought and popular re
ligion drew upon his head the anathemas of every 
orthodox pulpit in the modern Athens, which quoted 
from Sunday to Sunday the Bible to prove that the 
curse and shame of the republic should be upheld, 
even as our good Methodist brethren now quote 
Paul to prevent women from exercising their right. 
"The Bible upholds slavery," came the cry from 
every side. "Well," Parker is said to bav exclaimed, 
"if the Bible upholds slavery, away with such a 
Bible t• Nothing is more pitiful than the spectacle 
of big men end'<lavoring to barricade the path of 
progress with the Bible. Yet this ilil no new per
formance, as Bruno and Galileo knew to their sor
row. The late Dr. Howard Orosby, in common with 
many other leading ministers, strenuously opposed 
total abstinence on the grounds that it was unscript· 
ural. They claimed, and quoted many passages to 
show, that the Bible clearly taught that men should 
use wine in moderation. In truth, almost every real 
reform or great discovery has been met with this old 
cry, It is at variance with the holy scriptures. O.ne 
would think that by this time sensible people would 
see that if the Bible opposes true progress or reform, 
the cause of humanity or of justice, the least said 
about such opposition the better for the Bible. 

And, by the way, would it not be right and proper for you· 
to giv the uames of these intelligent citizens? ·rhey may 
not be signers at all, and a comparison of your list with the 
original will, you know, tell the tale. As it now stands, 
you do not know who are in fact signers, for you admit you 
hav never seen the paper. By not giving the names you 
probably take the course easiest for you. And how easy, 
indeed, it is for you to be mistaken! 

As to how the sons and daughters of toil, who work six 
days m dust and noise, st~d regardmg § Suudav ope!J~g, 

MEN s~metimes take upon themaelvs very humble 
titles, provided they can obtain from others very 
honorable ones. Many an abbe who calls himself 
brother, exacts from his monks the title of monseign
eur. The pope sty lea himself "servant of the ser
vants of God." An honAst priest of Holstein once 
addressed a letter-" to Pius IV. servant of the ser
vants of God." He afterward went to Rome, to 
urge his suit, and the Inquisition put him i-:' prison 
to teaob lli~ bQW to ~4~~e~a Iett6!"!:1,- Votet~3re. . 
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THEBE are about five hundred subscribers on our 
list in arrears on their subscriptions. We hope it 
will only be necessary to say to them that we need 
the money to induce them to pay up. 

And we trusl, too, they will remember that a re
newal, and a new subscription costs but five dollars, 
and that they will take advantage of the terms and 
the occasion to help us a little. We need more sub
scribers to the paper. We giv more than a:py other 
Freethought journal for the money, and consfquently 
it "costs more to publish the paper. The pictures 

alone cost some fifteen hundred dollars annually; yet 
they are a feature that al_l would dislike to hav dis
continued. They are forcible weapons against su· 
perstition, and do their work well. Bat. our friends 
should not forget that they cost a good deal. 

Send us your arreauges and renewal, and a new 
subscriber! 

The Post-offiee Dtpa.rtment Will Not Ex.clude 
tbe Bible. 

At last we hav a decision from the Post-office De
partment at Washington in regard to the mailability 
of a volume to which some three· months ago we 
called the attention o! the Postmaster-general, Holy 
John Wanamaker. But, bless you I the Editor of 
this paper couldn't get it., for the :Postmaster-general 
was not obliged to " act in the case when applied 
to;" the case was not " treated" at all " when 
brought to his attention," and no discussion was 
held whether mailing the bcok would violate the law 
or not. In short, our application has been treated 
with silence; the receipt of the book was nQt 
acknowledged, no reply was vouchsafed to our let
ters, and, so far as we could learn, the post-office 
department knew and cared nothing of or for the 
application. 

But as by indirection we can sometimes find,c:Jirec- . 
tion out, so does it appear that the post office depart
ment will do for others what it would not do for 
us, and thus hav we at last obtained the opinion of 
the department upon the book. Down in Denison, 
Texas, Mr. B. C. Murray edits the Sunday Gazetteer. 
Mr. Murray is a Freethinker, and when he read in 
THE TRUTH SEEKER that we wanted a decision as to 
the mailability of the" Holy Bible," a work which to 
us, at least, app-ears in parts to be "indecent," and 
thereby to come under Holy John Wanamaker's 
defiaition of exoludible books, he thought he saw a 
way to help us. He went out and bought a copy of 
the volume and sat down and wrote to his local post
master as follows : 

"DENISON, TEx., April 18; 1891. 
"MR. CHARLES T. DouGHERTY, Postmaster, Denison, 

Tex., Dear Sir: I hav a book which I would like to hav 
transmitted through the mails, but before ma\ling the same 

I fear, subject me to the penalty for knowingly mailing inde
cent literature. The law declares that ' any person who 
shall knowingly mail or cause-to be mailed . . . arti
cles before declared to be unmailable should be deemed to 
be"guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable to a fin~ of not less 
than $100 nor more than $5,000, or to imprisonment at hard 
labor for not less than one year nor more than ten years.' 
The law as amended in 1876 reads as· follows : 'Every 
obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pamphlet,.picture,·paper, 
writing, print, 0'1" other publication of an indecent eharacter, 
is hereby declared to be unmailable matter, and shall not be 
conveyed in the mails, nor delivered from any post-office, 
nor by any letter-carrier.' 

"Mr. Wanamaker, in his report for the fiscal year ending 
June 80, 1890, in explan'ltion of his act in excluding from 
the mails a questionable book, says, 'it was soon found that 
it was not enough merely to provide .for the exclusion of 
" obscene, lewd, and lascivious " publications, but that pub
licatiOIIS that we~e simply "indecent, had also better be ex
cluded," which led to the passage of the amendment above 
quoted.' • The statute was thus broadened,' the postmaster
general continues, ' by pro}l.ibiting the transmission of any 
matter offensi'D to mode8t1J, 0'1" tending to subvert respect f0'1" de
cency 0'1" mO'I"ality.' ..He says, furthermore, it does not matter 
whether or not a given publication presented for mailing 
appears, by complaint or otherwise, to. a postmaster to be 
obscene, lewd, or lascivious, if it does appear to be indecent. 
He is obliged, in order not to become a lawbreaker, to refer 
the questionable print to the proper official. And again, 
'It does not matter, when the referee considers the quer;tion, 
whether the given publication is merely "obscene, lewd, or 
lascivious.'' I fit is simply indecent, he must exclude it or 
break the law.' Mr. Wanamaker assures us, in this letter, 
that he never discusses the policy or wi!ldom of breaking 
the law, and the officials of the post-office department do 
not; that the department. treats those cases .only as they are 
brought to its attention, and 'one complaint is considered as 
carefully as another.' 

''The title of the book to which I call yQur attention reads 
as follows: 'The Holy Bible, containing the Old and New 
Testaments ; translated out of the original tongues; and 
with the former translations diligently compared and re
vised. New York: American Bible Society, instituted in 
the year MDCCCXVI, 1889,' a copy of which accompanies 
this letter. I respectfully call your attention to the follow
ing chapters and request your opinion, officially, as to 
whether the language therein contained would be considered 
obnoxious to the statutes above cited, in justification of ex
cluding certain books from the mails. Many other passages 
mil!"ht hav been referred to, which· appear to me to be 'in
decent' under the postmaster-general's interpretation of tbe 
law, but those given will probably be sufficient to cover the 
case: Genesis, chapters xvi, xviil, xlx, xxi, :xxix, xxxiii, 
:xxxix; Exodus, chapters iv, xxii, xxxiii; Leviticus, chap. 
ters xv, xviii, xx, ·xxi; Numbers, chapter v; Deuteronomy, 
chapters xxi, xxii, xxiii; Joshua, chapter ii; Judges, chap
ters xvi, xix, xxi; Ruth, chapter iii; ·1 Samuel, chapters i, 
ii; 2 Samuel, chapters vi, xvi; 1 Kings, chapter i; Job, 
chapter xl; Solomon's Song, chapters i, ii, v, vii, viii; Jere
. miah, chapter iii; Ezekiel, chapters iv, xvi, xxiii; Iiosea, 
chapters ii, iii, v. 

" Respectfully submitted, B. C. MuRRAY." 

Ol course Mr. Dougherty had to refer the matter 
to the law part of the postmaster department at 
Washington, and this is the reply he received: 

" JAMES N. TYNER, 

"[CoPY.] 
" DrorATED. 

" Asst. Attorney-General. 
" 0FFIOE OF TH:R ASSISTANT ATTORNEY-GBNERAL1} 

FOR THB POST-OFFIOH DEPARTMENT,. 
April 24, 1891. 

"C. T. DouGHERTY, Postmaster, Denison, Tex.: · 
"8i1·: In your letter of the 17lh instant, you stated that 

Mr. B. 0. Murray' is anxious for a ruling from the Depart. 
menton the questions he raises,' in a certain communication 
of his bearing date of the 18th instant, which was transmitted 
with your letter. 

"The question that Mr. :M"urrav raises is, as to the maila
bility of the volume entitled 'Holy Bible.' I find no other 
question involved in his communication, and I think I do 
not misunderstand the full scope of the question, for he 
says: 'I hav a book which I would like to hav tJ;ansmitted 
through the mails ; but before mailing the same, I wish to 
be sure that, in doing so, I would not be violating the Act 
of Congress passed March 3, 1873, and amended July 12, 
1876.' . 

"If Mr. Murray should offer ·the Holy Bible for mailing,·. 
you can receive and deliver it at your office, or transmit it 
in the mails ; for it is not believed in this department to 
come within the prohibitory clauses of. the act referred to. 
The penalty portions of said statute are enforcible by the 
courts, and the question of his liability thereunder is a 
proper one to be submitted to the United States attorney. 

"You may assure Mr. Murray that the mailability of the 
volume will not be questioned by the Post-office Department 
or by any postmaster. ' · 

" The volume sent with your communication is herein re-
turned. Very respectfully, JAMES N. TYNER. 

"Assistant Attorney-General." 

I wish to be sure that in doing so I would not be violating It appears from this that Mr. Tyner can see no 
the act of Congress passed March 3, 1873. and amended indecency in the passages rdarred to in Mr. Mur-
July 12, 1876. The book referred to, as you will recognize , . . . . 
from the title, is one of extensiv circulation. It, however, ray s letter-nothmg oft"enBIV to modesty nor tendmg 
contains passages which, by the interpretation of the lawsl to subvert respect for morality. We congratulate 
above alluded to by Postmaster•general Wanamaker, might, him. But at the sam& time we would like to hav him 

point out the passages in the " Kreutzer Sonata" 
which he found objectionable. 

W, e shall now, in accordance with the suggestion 
of Mr. Tyner, apply to the attorney-general for his 
opinion as to the liability to prosecution of anyone 
who may mail a copy of the Bforeaaid book. · 

Some Reasons Why Churches Should Be Taxed. 
Mr. Richard B. Suiter, of Cleveland, Ohio, asks : 
" First, Why do you want church property taxed P . Is 

not all public property exempt from taxation P If not, name 
some that is not. 

"Second, Is there any religious sect in your city that 
owns property tkat has business blocks on that is exempt 
from taxation." 

We desire to hav the churches pay their taxes for 
the same reason that they should pay the preacher, 
the organist, the choir, or the sexton. It is not jast 
to make other people pay their bills. Churches are 
not public property'in any sense of the word. They 
are private corporations. And, as Colonel Ingersoll 
once patly put it, "public money should not be used 
for what a few gentlemen think is for the benefit of 
the public. Personally, I think it would be for the 
benefit of the public to hav Infidel or scientific
which is the same thing-lectures delivered in everv 
town, in every state, on every Sunday; but knowing 
that a great many men disagree with me on this 
point, I do not claim that such lectures ought to be· 
paid for with public money. The Methodist church 
ought not to be sustained by taxation, nor the Cath
olic, nor any other church. To relieve their property 
from taroation is to appropriate money, to the extent 
of that taw, for the support of that church. When
ever a burden is lifted from one piece of property, 
it is distributed over the rest of the property of the 
state-, and to release one kind of property is to in-
crease the tax on all other kinds." · 

As our correspondent does not seem to be familiar 
with the subj act, and also for the benefit of the 
Christian friends of our readers, we wiJI britfly giv 
some of the reasons why the taxation of church 
property is one of the demands of Liberalism, and 
the opinions also of some eminent men upon the 
subject. 

Colonel Ingersoll said to the American Secular 
U Ilion, hi C'?ngress at Cleveland, 1885 : 

"We want to do what we can to compel every church to 
pay taxes on its pr0perty as other people pay on theirs. Do 
you know that if church property is allowed to go without 
taxation, it is only a question of time when they will own a 
large per cent of the property of the-civilized world p It is 
the same as compound interest; only giv it time. •If you 
allow it to increase without taxing it for its protection, its 
growth can only be measured by the time in which it h.as to 
grow. The church builds an edifice in some small town, 
gets several acres of land. In time a city rises around it. 
The labor of others has added to the value of this property, 
until it is worth mUlions. If this property is not taxed, the 
churches will hav so much in their hands that they will 
again become dangerous to the liberties of mankind. There 
never will be real liberty in this country until all property 
is put upon a perfect equality. 

"H you want to build a Joss house, pay taxes. If you 
want to build churches, pay taxes. If you want to build 
a hall or temple in which Freethought and science are to be 
taught, pay taxes. Let there be no property untaxed. When 
you fail to tax any species of property, you increase the tax 
of other people owning the rest. To that extent, you unite 
church and state. You compel the Infidel to support the 
Catholic. I do not want to support the Catholic church. 
It is not worth supporting. It is an unadulterated evil. 
Neither do I want to reform the Catholic church. The only 
reformatipn of which that church or any orthodox church is 
capable is destruction. I want to spend no more money on 
superstition.'' 

General Grant, in his message to Congress in 
1875, said substantially the same: 

"In connection with this important question, I would also 
call your attention to the importance of correcting an evil, 
that, i! permitted to continue, will probably lead to great 
trouble in our land before the close of the nineteenth cent
ury. It is the acqnisition of vast amounts of untaxed church 
property. In 1850, I believe, the church property of the 
United States, which paid no tax, municipal or state, 
amounted to Eighty-Seven Millions of Dollars ($87 000.000). 
In 1860 the amount had doubled. In 1870 it was $354 483,-
587. By 1900, without a check, it is safe to say, this prop
erty will reach a sum exceeding $3.000,GOO,OOO. So vast a 
sum, receiving all the protection and benefits of government, 
without bearing its proportion of I he burdens and expenses 
of the same, will not be looked upon acquiescently by those 
who hav to pay the taxes. In a growing country, where 
real estate enhances so rapidly with time as in the Uoited 
States, there is scarcely a limit to the wealth that may be 
acquired. by corporations, religious or otherwise, if allowed 
to retain real estate without taxation. The contemplation of 
so vast a property as here alluded to, without taxation, may 
lead to sequestration without constitutional authority, and 
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through blood. I would suggest the taxation of all property 
equally." 

James A. Garfield said in Oongress, June 22 
1874: I 

"The divorce between church and state ought to be abso
lute. It ought to be so absolute that no church property 
anywhere in any state, or in the nation, should be exempt 
from equal taxation; for, if yQU exempt the property of any 
ohuroh organization, to that extent yQU impose a tax upon the 
'lllhole oommunity." · 

And James Parton cites facts to prove the truth 
of the foregoing: 

"Already, in some of our cities, the property belonging 
to the Catholic church is immense. In Bt. Louis it is com
puted at twenty millions; and in New York, say within ten 
miles of the city hall, I should suppose their property 
would be valued, by just tax commissioners, at not less than 
eighty millions. 

''Far be it from me to blame the Catholics for pushing the 
interests of their church, with so much enterprise, energy, 
and tact. Their conduct is just what their belief demands 
of them. They could not be good Catholics if they did not 
regard the spread of the Catholic church as the chief inter
est of man. 

" But the question for us to consider-for us who are 
American Citizens first, and BVIIRYTHIIIG BLBB SIIOOND-iB, 
whether it is safe and right that they should go on thus 
absorbing the property of the country. 

"Look abroad! In Sicily, Italy, Spain, Mexico, Peru-in 
most Catholic countries-wherever you see an edifice, or 
group of edifices, that overwhelm the mind with wonder, 
either for their magnitude or their magnificence, you may be 
sure that they are ecclesiastical. The people-man, sacred 
man, to us the most sacred object in the universe, grovels in 
huts and wallows in the dirt, in order that the inanimate 
GJd whom he adores may dwell in lofty temples and glisten 
with beautiful gems. It is a sorry sight, 'fore God, a sorry 
sight!' May this portion of America never witness it! 

"At the beginning of the French Revolution, which was 
the most beneficent explosion that history records, two acres 
out of every five in all France belonged to the church. And 
the church was so good a j•1dge of land, that, in a large 
number of parishes, the church's two acres were worth more 
than the people's three. France was then in a condition 
similar to that of England before Henry VIII. broke up the 
ecclesiastical institutions and Pecularlzed their property-that 
is, stopped exempting it from taxation." 

Thus far the fiaancial side of the question, upon 
which we could elaborate and giv fi"gures to the 

· extent of pages of THE TRUTH SEEXER1 for every 
city and town in the country furnishes 1 financial 
reason for taxing the churches. Tb.ere are, besides, 
a great ma11y moral reasons, and some of them we 
will quote. .James Parton give thus: 

" How heavily rests the burden of life upon the shoulders, 
and upon the heart, too, or an average citizen and virtuous 
father of a family. For ten years 'he toils and saves, denying 
himself many alluring enjoyments, in order that he may 
make a first payment upon a modest home for those he loves. 
Then he works and saves for another ft ve years· to pay o.lf 
the mortga~~:e. When all is done, when he is at last the proud 
possessor of the neet that sbelters his family, he goes like a 
man every November and payo a tax upon it, from one hun
dred to three hundred dollars. 

" The little house in whtch I hav lived for the last fifteen 
years I shall hav to pay a tax upon in fifteen days of about 
two hundred and twenty dollars. It was about that last 
year, and in New York revolutions never go backward. 

" But righ.t before my eyes, as I used to come down the 
steps, rises a lofty and luxurious edifice, the property of a 
few rich men, which they only care to use four hours a week. 
It is worth, I suppose, half a million dollars; and if it were 
fairly taxed it would place in the city treasury in the course 
of next month not lsss than ten thousand dollars. But it 
will not pay in one dollar, because it has two steeples upon 
it, and is named in honor of the patron saint of England, 
who slew the dragon. 

" But m~~;rk, if a mob shQUld burn it, the taaJpayers of Ne'lll 
York 'IJiould be expeoted to pay e'Dery dollar of the damage." 

Mr. Samuel B. Daryet, in a speech before the 
Oommittee on Ways and Means of the New York 
Assembly, said: 

" Inasmuch as we hav no state belief nor national church, 
why should we hav an exemption relating to religious bod
ies, which is none other than a tax upon the whole commu
nity for the support of a doctrin or doctrine from which they 
may derive no benefit, and in some cases believe to be detri
mental to the general welfare ? It is by many believed that 
a republican state should not mix up its civil functions with 
the belief of any creed, and that all exemption of property 
on the ground that it is a religious corporation is a trespass 
upon the freedom, liberty, and equality of the thought of 
the people. A charitable institution, which is open to all 
without restriction, has a claim upon the state. Educational 
institutions should be founded on the principle of impartial 
justice. Any institution that is exclusiv has no right to 
claim exemption, and if it is unable to exist without state 
support, it should be swept away. 

" This exemption from the burdens of the maintenance of 
the state by the exemption of many millions results in the 
increased burden to be borne by the bread winners. The 
agricultural interests of the state and laboring classes hav to 
meet a larger share of burden, and the home is taxed unduly 
or the maintenance of institutions 9f a private character 

that do not touch the whole body politic. It is upon the 
homes and the public schools that American institutions are 
founded, and the safety of the state is in the entire and ab
solute separation from the church. The growth of chari
table institutions is not·indicativ of a healthy condition." 

To the same committee Mr. T. B. Wakeman said: 
" First, then, the great mass of the people who hav no 

connectio~ with the churches complain that the exemption 
of churches and of their institutions from taxation is a gross 
injustice to them. It is a fact too often forgotten that the 
lll&&B of our people are no longer church-members or attend
ants. In the city of New York, with a population of over 
1,500,000, the church sittings all told do not exceed 400,000. 
The church people are not a third of the population. Yet 
this minority exempts its own property, and practically runs 
the city as if the majority had and ought to hav no voice 
whatever. In the state the majority are ignored by the 
church minority in practically the _same way, as the census 
willshow. · 

"Now, it is a mistake and an injustice to suppose that the 
large majority of our people who are not church-attendants 
hav no rights or feelings in this matter which legislators are 
bound to respect.. They ha.v been ignored hitherto simply 
from want of organization and cooperation, while the 
churches are solid organizations which hitherto ha._v tacitly 
cooperated for their common exemption, although otherwise 
unable to agree as to their own doctrine, or indeed as to any
thing else. 

"One consideration more is not to be lost sight of. It is 
. founding within our secular republic an imperium in imperio j 
a power greater than the republic and independent of it. 
Finally, here, as lately in Italy and Mexico, and now in Utah, 
the question will hav to be tried out which is the real gov
ernment of the people, the republic or the church. By !JX
empting the churches we cut them loose from any part and 
lot in responsibility for our public welfare, and make them 
a foreign element, and ·whenever their interest may be ad
verse to our schools, our laws, our public interests, we shall 
find too late that we hav epeut our millions to rear up in our 
midst a deadly foe to our republic and its institutions." 

And Gilbert B. Hawes said : 
"1. Justice to the state requires that every religious cor

poration or society owning real estate should bear its propor
tionate share or· qu.ota of taxation. Otherwise this burden 
must be distributed among and ·assumed by the geneTal tax
payers. The only logical or legal reason or excuse for grant. 
ing this exemption would be some benefit extended by the 
church to the state in return, as a consideration therefor. 
But in this country :we hav no such hybrid combination as 
'church and state.' Each is useful in its own sphere, while 
yet independent each of the other. No particular religion 
is recognized, because all are recognized. Consequently, 
there can be no such institution as 'the church.' We hav 
very many church organizations, none of which can in any 
way influence or affect the solidarity of the state or the au
tonomy of the state government. In other words, under the 
wise provisions of the Constitution, as framed and adopted 
by the patriotic statesmen of the Revolutionary period, the 
state in no way derives any rights, benefits, or powers from 
the church, and ther~tore the state is un4er no obligation to 
grant special privileges where there can be no equivalent 
quid. pro quo. 

" To properly sustain the government, taxation must be 
evenly distributed. No exemption should be allowed unless 
it be m a matter of pubZio ntoeBBity. The very indirect and 
iitdefinit benefit to the state, as claimed, in the improvement 
of the morals of the community, thereby lessening poverty 
and crime, is not a sutncient reason for granting exemption 
from taxation for aZZ the property acquired by the various 
churches, whether used by them for religious purposes or 
not. For very many years the churches hav enjoyed this 
immunity. Having received so valuable a franchise from 
the state, it is only just and right that hereafter they shall be 
asked to contribute to the support of that government which 
protects them in their rights." 

Before the Taxpayers' Association of Baltimore, 
recently, the Rev. Ftanklin ·Wilson told why he 
thought churches should be taxed : 

"The Mohammedan, the Buddhist, the Mormon, the Spir
itualist, the Agnostic, may demand exemption as well as the 
Christian or the Hebrew. The Universalist, the Roman 
Catholic, the Puritan, and the Protestant, all share alike. 
These certainly vary greatly in their influence. Again, their 
moral power is not by any means in proportion to the value 
of their location, and the cost of their buildings. The plain, 
cheap frame mission chapel may do much more for the 
rescue of the dangerous classes than the elegant cathedral or 
imposing temple. The spiritual good accomplished may 
even be in inverse ratio to the splendor and costliness of the 
house. And yet the rich, refined, moral church.goers of the 
one receive from the state a far larger exemption bonus than 
the hard-working, useful, devoted members of the other." 

To sum up, we take the points advanced by the 
president of the American Secular Union in his pam
phlet upon the subject : 

The exemption of churches from regular taxation 
is in violation of every principle of equality and 
justice, and is an evident disregard of the mos~ ob
vious obligations of public morality. 

The church does not render an equivalent for this 
exemption. Two-thirds of the people do not regu
larly attend any church; and they should not be 
taxed to pay for the other third. Moreover, those_ 
who attend the churches are, for the most part, of 

that- educated and refined class who do not need 
any special moral restraint to secure the observance 
of law. 

It creates 1 prejudice against the church, and 
drives the masses into an attitude of antagonism, be
cause of the huge ivjustice of the church's increasing 
their personal taxes and rec.eiving favors to which it 
has not the shadow of a claim. 

It detracts from the glory and independence of 
true religion to be a pauper and a leech upon the 
state ; and all honorable persons should be ashamed 
to imply that the church needs this favor from the 
state, even if an incidental service be rendered. 

The people are in duty bound to carefully con
sider whether any given appropriation of the public 
money is wisely made ; but, as exemption from taxa
tion is the same as appropriation, they hav no oppor. 
tunity to judge and act in this matter. 

A system of mendicancy is encouraged by the ex
emption of convents and similar institutions, where 
the vow of poverty is taken, and convent expenses 
are paid by the proceeds of beggary. 

The same reasons can be given for the exemption 
of many Gther kinds of property from taxation, that 
are given for the exemption of church property; and 
if these additional exemptions were allowed, the 
state would become bankrupt, and sequestration and 
revolution would be the result. 

Why should the church assume the characier of 
a beggar, asking remission of taxes, instead of pay
ing its full share of the cost of protection and de
fense, and thus rendering unto Om 1ar that wh\ch 
rightfully belongs to Coo1ar T 

We do not attack the rights of the church when 
we insist upon the just taxation of its property; but 
we champion the rights of the people, in claiming 
that all property, exaep~ that bslonging to the state, 
shall be equally liable to taxation. 

We hav presented but a few of the most salient 
points on this subj ~ct, -in answer to Mr. Suiter's 
first question. We could fill the whole of this 
paper, as we said, with facts, figures, and argu
ments, but these are deemed suftieient for the pres
ent. In reply to the second q11estion we would 
sav that in one ward of this city the churoh holds 
$600.000 worth of property exempt from taxation, 
from which it derives a large income in rente. Sim
ilar buildings and similar exemptions are the rule in 
large cities all over the country. We refer to the 
Young Men's Ohristian A~sociation property.' 

Greek Catholic Church Teaching. 
One of the questions anil [answers in an oftiBial 

Russian school-book is this : 

"Q11estion. What do we owe the czar? Answer. Divine 
reverence, obedience, payment of taxes, military service, 
love, prayer, long. suffering, perfect aud unlimited obedience 
in every respect, and the most CBreful execution without 
question or examination of all he commands.'' 

That is very like the questions and answers in the 
catechisms and confessions of faith of the Ohri!ltian 
churches-Roman Oatholic and Protestant-except 
that the word ''God" takes the place of cz u. But the 
Russians hav one advantage over the churches-they 
know something about the czar, while the church 
folks know nothing about "God," not even that he 
exists. 

Another question in the same book is this: 
"Q•Iestion. By wp.ose examples are these teachings en

forced? Answer. By the example or Jesus Christ, who 
lived and died as subject of the Roman emperor, and sub
mitted respectfully to the ukase that condemned him to death. 
We hav also the examples of the apostles, who loved the 
magistrates, bore patiently imprisonment according to the 
emperor's will, and did not rebel like evil-doers and traitors. 
We must follow their example and endure all in silence." 

That is good orthoilox Ohristian teaching, snd is 
just what keeps the R11ssians ignorant and enslaveil. 
It is also the sort of teaching which must come from 
all consistent Ohristians, and it is, too, that sort of 
Ohristianity which, more than anything else, has kept 
the world back. 

What this world needs is a great deal less religion. 

THB editor of the .Amerioan Bpeotator says : 
"I believe in a.ooordinlr everY R1man Oatholio instioa but for the 

public treasurY of a. state to be rifled in the interest of a. ohuroh 
whose membership renreBents a. minoritY of the p~op!e, merelY 
beoause the church in question is •.rrogant in i~s demands. affords 
a striking illustration o! a grave d~ngar which .:lonfronts ns " 

Would the danger be any the le3s or the injustice at all 
lessened if the rifling church represented a majority o! the 
people? 
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MoR~AN CITY, UTAH, April18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: OD. the evening of April 12th last, Prof. W. 

S. Bell, the well-known Freethought expounder, and able 
defender, favored us with one of his grand lectures in the 
court-house hall of this city. The audience was large, con
sisting of many of the leading citizens of both sexes in the 
county. Good order and strict attention was given to the 
lecture, which lasted for nearly two hours. The professor's 
subject was" Popular Objections to Freethought Stated and 
Answered." It was well and masterly handled, and doubt
ass created favorable impressions upon the audience. There 
hav been and are now many discussions about the lecture 
among those who attended. Mr. Bell was·on his way from 
California to New York. Fraternally, L. P. EDHOLM. 

J:5ARTL:&TT, N. DAK., April 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : It seems superfluous to say I am pleased 

with your paper; indeed, I would regard it a great misfort-· 
une to be compelled to do without it. Heston's artistic de
signs are far from being the least of the attractions. The 
"Freethinkers' Text-Book" sent me is in great demand 
among the Liberals; and our Protestant friends heartily in
dorse the thrusts at Romanism, but of course the caricatures 
of their own pet absurdities are terribly wicked. However, 
a large proportion of our orthodox brethren are more or less 
imbued with skepticism-do not believe all their creed-and 
the wild geese and brant which abound in great number at 
this ~aeon of the year are wise in keeping a week-day eye 
on the Sunday movements of the most devout even, espe
cially if they are possessed of a loaded fusee. 

Wishing you merited success, I am, E. SMITH. 

BARR:&, MAss., April 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am delighted with the way you follow up 

the postmaster-general on the Bible question. Though it is 
not probable you will effect anything directly on him, yet 
you will show to your readers and the world the inconsistency 
and bigotry of the man in thus passing over a complaint 
against God's holy book, and in other cases persecuting 
where the language .is not any m-)re obscene or as obscene. 
Not that I am in favor of obscene matter pass!Dg through 
the mails, but why this discrimination in favor of this book? 
If it is God's book, as its lovers proclaim, then it should be 
all the more pure and free from t).lint. Follow it up, please, 
to the end. L. L. Goodwin's letter to his honor in THB 
TRUTH S:&:&Kim, April 18th, is timely and well put. I long to 
see that book tabooed, as you well know, for I consider it a 
nest of corruption, a breeder of vermin, and a parasite on 
the body polit!o that should be abated, and if the Liberals 
can put it where it belongs, they will effect a signal victory. 

ELLA E. GIBSON. 

BURLINGTON, KAN., April 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Not having seen anything in your valuable 

paper from this part of Kg,nsas for a long time I thought it 
might be of interest to you to know that the truth seekers of 
our community are alive to the pressing wants of the times, 
not only shown by their appreciation of your paper but also 
from the fact that they hav just closed a very interesting 

. course of lectures on subjects suggested by their lack of 
belief in the prevailing rellgion of the time. W • .F. Jamieson 
has been with as for a week, and has given us some talks in 
his usual excellent style, that hav set many to thinking on 
subjects that in many cases are not considered subjects to be 
investigated in any other way than with a mind made up to 
arrive at a conclusion that fs indorsed by some branch of 
orthodoxy. Several of our clergymen expressed to me a wish 
and intention to attend some of the lectures. They were, 
however, only conspicuous by their absence. Mr. Jamieson 
is to return and giv us another course of lectures about May 
1st, at which time we are in hopes that our friends the 
preachers will be able to giv themselvs the pleasure of 
hearing him. 

The " Truth Seeker Pictorial Text-Book" I got of you 
some time ago is doing a good work. It being all of the 
time in use, it. will soon be worn out in the service. I hav 
the pleasure to be one of your subscribers. 

Guy I. WATT. 

HousT.:>N, TBX., April 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR.: As C. E. Ames, of Salem, Mass., wants to 

know the means and cost of getting the percent caused by 
Christianity of our criminal and insane population, I would 
say that it would be very difficult to get the history of in
sane cases, but quite easy to get the history and causes of 
the criminals. If the Liberals of the country will raise 
$1,000 to defray the actual expenses of taking the census of 
the criminals (the confined ones, I mean) of the United 
States, I will giv my labor and time to the undertaking free, 
and will personally visit each penitentiary in the United 
States, and ask each and every convict his religious views, 
his politics, whether he uses rum, opium, and tobacco ; his 
habits, his occupation, his nationality, his age, his education, 
and the religion and politics and habits of his_ parents. 
Such statistics would be invaluable to our cause, as well as 
an important contribution to science in general. The statis
tics thus gathered could be published in pamphlet form and 
used as campaign literature. As I am an Atheist, physician, 
and phrenologist, and hav made a life study of mental and 
nervous diseases, crime, and the laws of heredity, I am 
specially fitted for such work. You are quite correct in 
saying the government does not want such a census taken, 
for such a census would be a stunner against Christianity. 
Last October I tried to get such statistics through a corre
spondence with the wardens of some of the penitentiaries, 
but they declined on the flimsy grounds that they could not 
eecure euc!J. st~tiet!cs, bv,t the truth is that they did not 

. want to, knowing too well the havoc such statistics would 
play with Christianity. The only way to collect such statis
tics is to employ some reliable, competent Atheist to collect 
them personally. Let us hear from others on the subject. 

DB. c. W. MoCORMIK. 

NATIONAL HoM:&, Wis., March 17, ·21)1. 
MR. EDITOR: I saw in my TRUTH SBBKBR where at Ports

mouth, 0., not long since, one Rev. 0. C. Branch broke a 
Bible agent's j!l.w -for making improper proposals to his 
daughter. Hence these verses. 

Bible agent (ilfjectedly): 
" God knows it is a chilly day 

When lambs of God can't even play 
In lambish sport together, 

·Nor even frisk beneath the trees 
. Or jerk their tails just when they please 

In April's sunny weather." 

P1·eacher (arrogantly): 
" A time for all things, I admit, 

.Regardless sun or April weather, 
But in our parlor you can't sit 
And play sheep pranks, don't you forgit, 

With our-ewe lambkin, never I" 

Bible agent (defiantly): 
" I'll hie me to some gentler fold, 

I'll sell God's holy word for gold, 
I'll tramp through blustering weather, 

I'll find a ewe there that can charm 
With cash galore, affections warm, 

Thou blasted old bell-wether." 

Here'pon, 0 Lord, with vengeful paw 
The preacher broke the agent's jaw, 

Which proved him no bell-wether. 
Alas, 'tis sad such sights to see I 
God's woolly pets go on a spree, 

And fight like dogs together. 
Yours truly, NBLSON HUNT. 

WALLA WALLA, WASH., Apri116, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: For the first time in several months I went 

to Sunday-school last Sunday. That fact may not be partic
ularly interesting to you or your readers, but it was my good 
fortune to find a gem of Christian teaching, and I write for 
the purpose of displaying that. 

The Sunday-school lesson was from 2 Kings. x, 18-31, 
which contains an account of Jehu's little practical joke, 
approved of by the Lord, by which he induced the worship
ers of Baal to assemble in their t_emple at Samaria and then 
murdered them. In summing up the teachings of the lesson 
the " Westminster Question Book" says : "A good work may 
be done in a wrong way and by sinful means." That is cer
tainly a very important confession. If Christians will only 
stand by that "Question Book" they need not repudiate_the 
persecutions of the church as being unchristian. It is a 
frank admission that the uprooting of heresy by burning the 
heretics has the sanction of scripture ; that the extermina~ 
tion of Atheism by beheading Atheists is eminently Chris
tian; that the demolition of Free thought by the impris
onment of Free-thinkers has more than a parallel in the case 
of the ]~aali tes. 

However, that same "Question Book" contradicts itself 
!l.nd goes back on Jehovah in a way to make him" snorting 
mad," in the very next assertion, which is as follows : "We 
are not to seek to support God's cause by tricks and deceit." 
This, of course, was meant as a hit at old Jehu; but if that 
old sinner were here, he would certainly hav the laugh 01;1 
his critics, as verse 30 of the chapter referred to says, "And 
the Lord said unto Jehu, • • • thou hast done unto the 
house of Ahab according to all that was in mine heart." 

The Sunday-school in which such mischievous ideas are 
promulgated is composed almost entirely of children. Soc
rates was condemned for corrupting the youth of Ath.ens by 
teaching the existence of one God. What ought to be done 
with a horde of mercenaries who, year after year, corrupt 
the youth of America by teaching the existence and supreme 
authority of such a devil as the last scripture q notation 
shows Jehovah to be? HARRY LBB. 

OBITUARY. 
FR&DBRIOK, KAN., April 20, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I send you an obituary notice of Wm. Mur-
ray, from the Frederick, Kan., News. A FRI.SND. 

Died March 26, 1891, William Murray. The subject of 
this notice was born in Kentucky Sept. 27, 1823, and 
moved to Indiana in 1835. In 1847 he enlisted in the Fifth 
Indiana Infantry, serving ten months in the war between the 
United States and Mexico; was married to a Miss White 
in 1851, and then moved to. ·Polk county, Ia., in 1852. 
Early in 1861 he went with a company of cavalry to fight 
Indians in the western part of the state of Iowa, and was 
away two months, returning in June. In the fall of the year 
1861 his loyalty to his country and his sense of justice in
duced him to forsake home, kindred, and friends, and enter 
the ranks of the Union army. He enlisted in the Tenth 
Iowa Infantry and was a brave and faithful soldier, and was 
discharged after serving three years and nineteen days. 

whatever he proved was true, and rejected only what he 
proved to be false. He had passed on the high way of llfe 
the line that marks its meridian, and being weary, lay down 
by the wayside, and fell into that dreamless sleep that knows 
no awakening. 

In the beautiful language of Eliza Cook, we say : 
" 'Tis a long, 'tis a last, 'tis a beautiful rest, · 

When all sorrow is passed from the brow and the breast; 
And the lone spirit truly and wisely may crave 
The sleep that is dreamless, the sleep of the grave." 

WATERBURY, April 20, 189_1. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav read THB TRUTH S:&BKBR for some 

time, with such pleas-g.re, and, I think, profit, that I would 
rather seek the truth in such company than obtain immediate 
possession from certain inspired monopolists. I think your 
"Letters from Friends" a good institution, and very inter
esting, and would be glad to be counted one of the friends • 
I like the general course of THB TRuTH SBBKBR very much. 
Its attacks are made with a certain moderation and good 
temper that secure3 attention, where greater impatience and 
indignation (though seemingly called for) might result in a 
useless hostility all around. · 

Concerning the badge question, I agree with some corre
spondents whose views I hav seen stated, to the effilct that it 
hardly deserves ·the attention it has received. We would 
more certainly compel the respect of the enemy by leaving 
all controversies concerning symbols to the members of some 
other church. 

A letter from Mr. Conners, of Martinsburg, W. Va., in 
THE TRUTH SBBKBB of April 18th, has a good many solid 
and wholesome truths in it. We must not expect wrong 
and injustice ever to end. We are mistaken if we think 
there are or ever will be any people who will not trespass on 
the rights of others, and do it in the name of justice too. 
We seek the truth, and find it, only as we need it. The most 
precious truths are yet to be discovered; and the last, never. 

It is not so much through hostil attacks on the false posi· 
tion of others that Freethinkers should expect their doctrine 
to prevail, as through the persistent influence of good liter
ature and high conduct, their philosophy appearing in daily 
life.; thus placing others at a disadvantage and making truth 
prevail because of its might. MARK RANDLBB. 

April19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: To-day is Sunday, and I am feeling lonely. 

it is raining to-day. The reason for my loneliness is that 
one week ago to-day my old father was buried. He died 
Saturday morning, April 11th, at 6 o'clock. He was an 
unbeliever, and had been for fifty years or more. He was 
buried in the style of an unbeliever. He had no ~ky-piloting 
done for him at his burial. He said time and again while 
on his deathbed that he did not want any preacher to officiate 
at his burial or funeral, and I, feeling that his last wishes 
were the ones that should be respected, had the obsequies 
held accordingly. The funeral address was made by J. 
Taylor, who dwelt on the past history of my father, refer
ring all to the business men of the county where he had done 
business for the last twenty years, and also referring them to 
the fact that it had been thrown up to him time and again 
that when he saw his last hour was near at hand he would 
change, but in answer to such taunts he calmly replied that 
when he died they would see an old man die that was not 
afrai.d to die, and so it proved to be. He took down sick on 
Friday morning, the 3d of April, and I heard him saying to 
one of the neighbors who was sitting by his bedside that 
evening that he was not afraid of the future; that it was 
dark (and out of this some of the Christians tried to twist out 
a lie, as I knew they were bound to do), a mystery, and he 
knew nothing about it. And time and again did he reiter~te 
it that he believed as he always did while he was on his 
deathbed. His desire before his death was that the pall- . 
bearers should all be unbelievers; and they were chosen 
according to his wishes, consisting of David Hedrick, Jerry 
Bowling, J. Taylor, Thomas Hays, Gustavus Wolfart, and 
Thure Wolfart-all good men and men of sense and learning. 
He was in the seventy-ninth year of his age·, and died of 
heart failure from the effects of la grippe. He was a sub
scriber for TnB TRUTH SBBKBR, and had been for· twelve 
years. I am an unbeliever, the same as my father. Some 
of his children hav thrown away the comforts of an eternal 
hell. I, like himself, think that one world at a time is enough 
for me, and that I know that there is a lire to liv here before 
the grave and will try and make the best of it, and if there 
is a life to liv beyond the grave I will try to do the same 
there, and not be like a great many who are trying to manage 
a business in two worlds at the same time and cannot make 
a success of one. GxoRG.& NoRRlS. 

Los ANGBLEB, CAL., April 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I notice in the " Letters from E:'ciends" there 

is mucll said in regard to the truth or untruth of 8piritual
ism. Evidences both for and against it may be necessary to 
discuss, yet it appears to ·me there are much more vitally im
portant themes which should not only be agitated, but forc
ibly acted upon. I admit that I am a believer in a post
mortem existence, as I hav been b)th clairvoyant and clair
audient from earliest childhood, and there!ore seen and heard 
the denizens of the other world; yet I ~m not a Spiritualist 
in any narrow, theological sense of the term. I proudly 
proclaim myself a Liberalist and Freethinker. What does 
the average Spiritualist care for reform if he or she can at
tend the meetings and ~eutces, hear from the" loved ones 
gone before," and of the beautiful home awaiting them 
"ov~r there?" Hav they any interest in pulling down the 
costly churches erected often in sight of huts and hovels ? 
A window of one in this city, I am told, cost $2,000. They 
all oppose reform, and teach us submission to our fates even 

He came to Kansas, settling near what is now the town of 
Frederick in Rice county, in the month of August, 1879. 
With but little capital save his own industry, energy, and 
integrity, never ashamed or afraid of honest toil, he worked 
hard, practiced economy, and by his keen foresight and 
sterling integrity accumulated a modest competence. His 
life was an open book ; the worst that can be said of him is, 
he dared to think for himself and utter his honest convic
tions. He believed that happiness was the only good, rea
son the only light, justice the only worship, and humanity 
the only religion. He read, studied, and thought for him
self. He rejoiced in the glorious freedom and noble truths 
of Liberalism, but scorned the empty professions of faith, 
the bigotry, the intolerance, and fanaticism of the church. 
He had only scorn for the false claims of divinity, but most 
willing help for the needs of suffering humanity. He was if they condemn us to vainly aspire forever; to starve both 
an Infidel and had the courage to avow his convictions. mentally and physically; to be persecuted. misrepresented, 
!!e te11,red uot tlle truth, but !'cceptecl without l!et~it&tion _ el11udered1 and & victi~ ot every fQrm o! ini~stice. UntiL 
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they are pulled down there will be no world-wide reform. 
Said a Christian to me not long since, " There is no need of 
Nationalism. or any of those so-called reforms; if people 
will only come to Jesus, and join the church, everything 
will be all right." Such primitiv barbarism as this has ruled 
the world long enough. Let us all work earnestly, and fight 
if necessary, at least with tongue and pen, to banish such 
dogmas and creeds from tke earth. I notice that even some 
who call themselvs Liberals are loath, and appear afraid, in 
the presence of Christians, to acknowledge their Infidelity 
to the abominable, filthy, and horribly unjust teachings of 
their Bible, to the title of which is prefixed the word holy. 
Would that all were as honest, fearless, and brave as w. E. 
Abraham, who entered the Olivet Evangelical church one 
evening t~ listen to whatever nonsense Major Hilton, who 
was holding a revival meeting and receiving $30 per night 
for his services, would say, and stood erect and alon& when 
the request was made" that all who would not be Christians 
if they could would arise to their feet." This man deserves 
the notice of all true Liberals and Freethinkers. He has a 
grand and noble soul, and his wife, who is intelligent, beau
tiful, and good, is an activ Liberal. 

I find there are many Freethinkers in Los Angeles, if they 
would only bravely announce the fact instead of catering to 
the churches because they are popular, and sending their 
children to the Sabbath-s,::hool for the same reason. 

SADIE A. MAGOON. 

215 W. UTIOA ST., BUFFALO, N.Y., April18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKBR of to-day's date I 

notice Alhaza•s article, which caused me to throw down the 
paper after reading half a dozen lines in which he speaks of 
the millennium. in which a fe_w idle persons hav lived well 
and the honest industrious hav starved. I am tired and out 
of patience with this hue and cry of starving honest indus. 
try. That the lazy and shrewd get more than their share 
and employers grind the poor laborer, there is no doubt, 
but that one in a thousand or ten thousand industrious per
sons needs tg suffer for the comforts of life I do not believ-e. 
I hav traveled from Portland, Me., to San Francisco, from 
Seattle, Wash., to Florida, and most of the distance more 
than twenty times over, and hav never found a locality out
side of the cities that a man -or-woman could not get clothing 
and food for comfort if they were industrious. And in most 
instances it is difficult to get help. In all places where I ha v 
been an honest laborer can soon hav land, a few acres of 
which everyone should hav. One trouble is that many who 
depend on a livelihood by the work of their hands spend in 
a few years more than a sufficient amount to pay for the 
land for alcoholic drinks, tobacco, tea, and coffee, and in 
many other useless ways. Alcoholic beverages in the United 
States cost annually $1,460,000,000-to say nothing about 
the time lost in consequence, the crime caused, the paupers 
made, the expense of trying criminals and caring for them 
and feeding paupers, which amounts to a larger sum than 
the cost of the liquors. -Tobacco costs $640,000,000; tea 
and coffee, $125,000,000. This would pay for five acres of 
land for seventeen million persons at $25 an acre. Five 
acres would be considered a small farm, yet I will venture 
that more than. one-half of the farmers who hav a larger 
amount would be better off to-day if they had no more and 
had put their labor on fi-re acres. There are many men who 
pay enough every year for cigars to pay for several farms, 
and very many more who squander as much or more for 
drinks. I ha v never used any of the above-named useless 
articles and hav saved the money which they cost, with 
which I am willing to help industrious and honest laboring 
men to land, and let them work for me one day in a week 
until it is paid for and pay no interest during the time, and I 
will use these days' work to buy more land with for others. 
The land shall cost them less than they can buy the same for 
in cash in the same locality. I will start a dozen or more at 
once in the finest locality I hav found by traveling through 
thirty-six of the states and territories of the United States. 
None need to apply who use the objectionable articles men
tioned, and I would prefer those who do not eat animal flesh 
or fish or fowl, as I use none of them. The difference in 
the cost of_ living for a vegetarian and one who uses fiesh food 
will in a few years save enough to pay for a good home, and 
often much in doctor's bills. A. H. FRANK. 

OBITUARY. 
BROOKVILLE, KAN., April 23, 1891. 

M·B. EDITOR : I send a Liberal funeral address delivered by 
Newton Mitchell. .A FRIEND. 

Friends: We are here to perform the last sad rites for this 
beloved child, to tender our sympathy and mingle our tears 
with these bereaved friends and speak a word of cheer. 
Little Alice's life was like a tender plant, which perished at 
the first rude blast of Time's relentless breath. She seemed, 
indeed, a sweet and lovely flower that blossomed into life to 
shed its perfume on the heart, and fade away; a sweet, sad 
memory througll all the years to come. 

Life is the greatest of all phenomena and death the pro
foundest of all mysteries. Life to us Is but a sentient, con
scious existence, beginning in wonder and endingin mys
tery. Death is the saddest· of all the experiences of the 
human soul. 

nation at every offender. Pestilence and storm, disease and 
death, he regards as the wrathful visitations of his God and 
feels himself the subject of a tyrant who, like hi~sell, 
knows not the attributes of mercy and love. 

Man In his higher state beholds the wonders with which 
he is surrounded with wonder but not with awe. He sees in 
all phenomena not relentless fate or merciless power but 
the manifestation of forces which, through intelligent tho'ugh.t 
and right action, may become his servants doing his bidding 
and adding to the sum of his own happin~ss and well-being. 
He sees that what were once thought to be evils were but 
blessings in disguise; that lire is a grand reality pregnant 
with glorious possibilities; that God is not an all. powerful, 
relentless personallty, who delights In the sufferings of those 
whom he has called into existence, but is a part of the great 
whole, a glorious,_ ever-abiding, intelligent force, working 
out the great problem of the ultimate happiness of all ; and 
that man's lile is but a·part of that intelligence as imperish
able as the dust of the body it animates. And 'thus in death 
he sees, perhaps, but the beginning of a new and better 
existence. 

Little Alice has solved the problem of that existence· and 
whether it be a " dreamless sleep from which there 'is no 
awakening," or a newer and better life beyond where all is 
peace and joy and love, we know that she is at rest· that 
while she has lost the loving acts and gentle endearme~ts of 
loved and loving ones here, she too has missed many bitter 
cares. 

Here ends all that loving hands can do; but loving hearts 
will ever hold enshrined the little form we bury here to day. 

To you, the parents of this little child, I can oaly say, 
" Misfortune comes to the heart as the tempest comes to the 
plain-it tears up the rough and rugged soil and prepares it 
for the seeds of the nobler virtues." You will be a truer 
man, a better woman, for having known and loved this little 
child. This mutual affiiction will draw you nearer together, 
and the little mound we rear here to-day will be to ycu a 
sacred, hallowed spot through all the years to come. 

DENVER, CoL., April 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find ten demands that I 

ha v got up with great care. As you are THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
I want to see if you can find truth, in them. For that is the 
reason I wrote them-because they are the truth in a con
densed form. I find Infidels no more Liberal than the 
most superstitious. They can afford to thrash ghosts, priests, 
and tear up their superstitions, but the Infidel must keep 
strictly to that business. He must not get out o! the traces 
and become a labor crank. If he does, h.e will look upon 
an lnfid&l the same as he does a Christian. It is hard to 
tell which are the most superstitious, or even the most dan
gerous if .they had their own way. Most Infidels support 
doctors of law. They hav not learned that no one or com-

. munity ever had any right to pass a law to govern anybody. 
It all comes from the belief in a God and priestcraft. There 
is no law in nature, not even the semblance of one. If vou 
still believe in a government passing laws to govern people, 
you are still under the influence of priestcraft and religious 
superstition. 

EXPOSITION OF LAND AND LAW. 
The following ten demands should be made on every gov. 

ernment of the world. 
1. That every man or woman should hav a fair share of 

land, without paying one cent for it, for it is justice we 
want, as charity is a crime. 

2. A man's or woman's share should be just as much as 
they can attend to without hiring a wage.slave to assist 
them, for a wage-worker is only removed one step from 
slavery. 

3. If anyone can attend to twice as much as another, they 
would be justly entitled to hav it, even if they wanted to 
make slaves of themselvs, for nobody would make slaves of 
themselvs if they had their natural rights. 

4 No one can justly own land as private property, neither 
can they justly keep it out of use if any other one wants it, 
for land is nature's gift to the people and should be free to 
all, for nature is our only teacher that we know of. 

5. No government, community, or even an individual has 
any right to buy, sell, or even giv a paper title to land
owners, for occupancy and use is the only just and natural 
title to land. Neither should it make any difference when 
or where anyone is born. 

6. And if anybody leaves his homestead for the purpose 
of renting it he becomes a legalized robber, for rent, interest, 
and profits are robbery. · 

7. All homesteaders can justly do when they leave the 
property for good is to sell the improvements thereon, for 
land should be free not only to the living but to future gen· 
erations, as there is land enough for all, and what is left 
should be the common property, and kept Facred to the first 
one that wants their share. 

8. No community or government has any natural right to 
enact a statute law in any form whatever to regulate the ac
tions of anybody, for there are no statutes or laws in nature; 
neither can there be liberty as long as there are statute laws 
enforced. 

9. I find that man made laws on the statute-books. They 
hav no action in themselvs. They are dead letters. They 
are compelled to hav officers and soldiers with loaded guns, 
and sheriffs and policemen with clubs, to enforce the laws, 
compelling jurors to decide according to law, ignoring jus
tice and common sense. 

10. I find that nature is just the reverse of statute laws. 
Nature has a continued series of actions of herself, with 
neither a God or man to punish or enforce her. Our law
makers hav inaugurated the most dangerous superstition of 
the age. The only foundation our law-makers hav to build 
on is priestcraft and religious superstition; they hav imi
tated their God until-really they are the real gods to fear. 

Respectfully, from an Atheist that has been one for thirty-
six years. JOHN GILLIE B. 

COLUMBUS, 0., ANNO ABBINI 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I will indite upon the subject of the Pulpit 

Ass. 
In Echo canon, Utah, overlooking the gulch below there 

is a famqus and imposing rock called Jack in the Pulpit, 
which reminds one so forcibly of the jackass in the pulpit 
that the temptation is irresistible to draw a picture of the 
latter. 

So far as being able to account for their existence, tbey 

Man's conception of the lnfinit is but the reflection of his 
own moral and intellectual being, and the intelligence with 
which he interprets the phenomena that surround him. The 
rude savage finds himself surrounded by phenomena which 
he can neither explain nor COJllprehend, and subjected to 
forces over which he has no control-which he does not 
possess the intelligence to bend to his will for his own wel
fare. Hill idea of moral goodness is that might makes right, 
and t.hat allegiance is due alone to him possessing power to 
enforce obedience and to punish with relentless hand every 
disobedience. Selfishness and cruelty are the characteristics 
of his nature, and his deities are beings to be feared, not 
loved. They are the incarnation of cruelty and revenge, 
who will visit condign punishment upon their enemies and are equally intelligent. The one may say that God made 
are to be appeased only by the most abject servility;' who him, but silence is a 'b~~~~r l\Xl@WtJ."1 tqr !~ ()ODt~inll ~or~ dig
J'eJ~\ct' 1!!- tp.~ ¢serie6 ot ~ll,e tortured, 3~~ Q.url iierr tndig- • pitr1 if uot wiedoUl. . 

As there is no mention of a pulpit ass in the "Origin of 
Species," we are led to conclude either that he is not an evo
lution or that Darwin did not think him of sufficient impor
t:mce to trace his lineage: 0 wing to his fancied resemblance, 
he is most probably oaly a transformation of the gt:nus 
homo. His as9-ship, however, is purely artificial, having 
been either self-acquired or obtained at some manufactory 
where the particular brand is made to order. 

A certain old book, whose authenticity is very question
able, begins about nineteen hundred years ago and makes 
two conflicting attempts to trace disconnected pedigrees of 
this oriental animal away back· into ancient times, the one 
being lost in Father AbrahaJU, who was a biped, and the 
other in some great imaginary anthropomorphic deification 
called Jehovah, or the unknown God. The same authority 
also speaks of a four-footed ass who was able to hold an 
argument upon the subject of corporal punishment with her 
master ; and, as science teaches that the prototype of man 
once went upon all-fours, may we not reasonably presume 
that this quadruped, being -a female, might hav been the 
progenitor, or rather maternal ancestor, of the biped ass 
which occupies the pulpit of the present day ? 

However this may be, history certifies that after having 
been adopted by the Roman monarchy, and frightening its 
inhabitants out of their senses, and kicking its ancient 
grandeur into smithereens, he followed the star of empire 
westward, or, in common parlance, as civilization spread so 
the ass spread, until now he is quite common throughout 
Europe and North and South America. He is usually of the 
masculin gender, one of the opposit persuasion being a rare 
occurrence, owing probably to the fact that in early times 
the leader of one of the principal herds commanded the 
females to keep silence so that the males might secure a 
monopoly of the braying businese. But had he been an old 
benedict instead of an old b!!.chelor, to make the thing 
doubly sure, experience would hav taught him the necessity 
of applying for a charter or patent-right upon this exclusiv 
privilege. ' 

In the United States we find about seventy-five thousand 
of these reverential brayfogles, owned chiefly by corpora. 
tions, whose veneration for them is very much akin to that 
of the Egyptians and Hindoos for some of their sacred ani· 
male. They are an expensiv and useless luxury, the only 
benefit being derived from their braying, and as this can be 
divided among a thousand without any diminution of its in
dividual effects, there is therefore no need of exclusiv own
ership. He can bray for the many as well as for the few. 
In fact, as a gene)."&! thing, the larger the crowd the louder 
the bray. 

By his shrewd and conniving instinct this sacred ass has 
prevailed upon his owners to erect costly circuses, and to 
appoint one sacred day in seven for his special performance. 
The exhibition, or sacred farce, is a wonderful combination 
of the amusing and monotonous. The holy donkey, richly 
caparisoned in his ga)ldlest paraphernalia, ambles into the 
august presence of his delighted owners. The long visages 
of the males and the glaring eyeballs and erect ears of the 
females denote that they ar.a interested, while the preponder
ance of the latter, which is universally the case, reminds the 
performer of the great necessity of doing it up brown. Here 
the scenery baffies all description, and we forbear. It must 
be seen to be appreciated. Suffice to say that the ass, welter
Ing in his own heroic perspiration, has nearly split hlo:.self 
for the sake of being patted and applauded. Possibly he 
may hear the W6lcome invitation," Come with us thou good 
and faithful servant and partake of the yellow-legged prov
ender prepared for thee since yesterday." His bray is only 
for the pay. When the flatteries and emoluments cease he 
gets wroth, like other animals, and ceases to bray. Ic is 
decidedly amusing to see him exhibit his natural instinct by 
laying back his ears, turning up his nose, and snorting when 
he meets an individual who can behold his ass-ship through 
the lion's skin, but he soon beats a hasty retreat to seek the 
less Ecerning whom he can more easily frighten with his 
pseudo-majesty. When roaming at will in his every-day 
attire it may be difficult from outward appearance for an 
unpract-iced observer to distinguish him from other animals, 
but his bray always give him away. It is a never ending 
"Je-sus! Je-sus! Je--sus!" 

Now, we would hav no objection to this animal running 
at large, if he would only mind his own business. Bilt he 
makes himself an intolerable nuisance. He wants to make 
asses of the whole community, and even of the nation. 
When he gets a little authority his imperiousness knows no 
bounds. For instance, when he was at the hlght of his 
glory, and held the reins of government, so jealou!l was he 
of his honors that the common herd were not even permitted 
to flap or switch except in perfect unison with his asininity. 
To enumerate the innocent doings he has punished as crimes 
for the sake of his time-honored, but moribund, superstition, 
would fill a volume, and dare not be attempted. 

Although the progresslv march of intelligence has striP.ped 
him of many sacred prerogative, he is far from being re
duced to the condition of docility which an animal of his 
rank shoY.ld occupy. By his nefarious influence with those 
in high places he yet receives many favors not accorded to 
others far his superiors in good behavior and intellectual de
velopment. He is almost as omnipresent as omnivorous, and 
may be found in every office from bottle-washer to president 
of a great nation. 

Being exempt from taxation, he derives his partial support 
from those who ha v no use for a donkey to 11 donk " for 
them. Let those pray who belleve in a special providence, 
but not prey upon us. Let those who believe they own the 
seventh day, keep it holy and enjoy it as they please, but 
not seek to drive others Into their hell. Ia short, let the 
G!?V!l!e!! ~~~ w!ng !J.iB ()W!J lJu~lpe5~ !1!19. C!lt hJiB ~w~ grase. 

• v • t'1J!lPQlt• 
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lltlit6d ~ Hiss S11u111 H. WIXOIII, Fall 
Ritw, .Mau., to whom all Oommu'llfcationsfor 

watch these early efforts, and how anxious don't think he is "horrid." I think he" is 
we are to see the fourth and firth-the pride bright as a button." I judge from his looks 
we feel in their advancement-th9 strong; the and writings, not what the Christians say. I 
yearning desire we feel to hav our places hav been to school and church and to Sunday-

school, missing only three times since I came 
filled when we shall pass away. here in 1889. We go rain or shine, snow or 

It is from this army of young recruits that blow. We would go to Liberal meetings if 
the ranks will be filled mainly, and I am sure there were any here, but it is nice to hear 
the broken spaces will be worthily filled., If both sides. I spoke a piece last Easter. It 
they are not, it will not be the fault of Miss was this : 

f"lJte World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 
Reformers. The Biographies of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075'pages 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc 
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

this Oornw Bhoultll" ""'· 

"Beiween the. dark and ihe dayllgh$, 
When the night ill belrinning \o lower, 

Oomes a pause in the day•s oocnPa"onl 
That ill known aa the Children•a Hour." 

A. Country !School. 
Pretty, and pale, and tired, 

She oih in her stiff-backed chair, 
While the blazing summer sun 
~Shines in on her soft brown hair; 

And the little brook without, 
That she h•a.rs through the open door, 

Mocks with its murmur cool 
Hard bench and dusty floor •. 

It seems such a.n endless round, 
Grammar and A B 0, 

The blackboard and the snma; 
l'he stuPid geography-

When from ~eaoher to little J em 
Not one of them narea a. straw 

Whetl,er "John" is in any" case," 
Or Kansas in Omaha. 

For Jemmy•a bare brown feet 
Are a.ohing to wade in the st•eam, 

Where the trout to his lming bait 
8ha.llleap with a. quick, bright gleam; 

And his teacher's blue eyes straY 
To the flowers on tbe dePk hard by, 

Till her thoughts hav followed her eyes 
With a. half unconscious sigh. 

Her heart outruns the clock. 
As she smellq their faint, sweet scent; 

But when ha.v time and heart 
Thelr.measnre in unison blentT 

For time will haste or Jag, 
Like your shadow on the grass, 

That lingers fa.r behind, 
Or flies when yon fain would Pl!.SB. 

Hav patience, rePtl•ss Jem-
The stream and the fish will wait ; 

And patience, tir~d blue eYes. 
DGwn the winding road by the gate, 

Under the willow shAde, 
Stands some one with fresher flowers; 

So turn to your books a.ga.in, 
And keep love for the after hours. 

-8'. Pnul P1onRFr Press. 

Two Types of Firmness. 
Firmness Is an excellent characteristic 

when there is not too much of it. If persons 
hav that organ largely developed they are 
said to be pig-headed, obstinate as a mule. 
dreadfully set in their own ways, hard and 
difficult to get along with. On the other 
hand, if a person has not firmness enough it 
sometimes leads to Berious results and some
times to something funny. 

One day I took a stroll through the streets. 
As I approached a small cottage a man came 
to the door and shouted to his son. "Tom," 
he said, "come in; I want you." "I won•t 
do it," replied his young hopeful. "Oh, 
come, Tommy, that is a good boy. Come, 
and see what pa has got for you." "I tell 
you, I won't do it!" he replied, in still more 
resolute tones. "Very well," said his 
father, "do you stay where you are, for I 
am bound to be obeyed some way." That 
man had no parental authority because he 
had not firmness enough. The boy was well 
aware of that fact and took advantage of hls 
father accordingly. Had I been the father 
and he still persisted in staying out, when he 
~ot ready to come in for his supper he would 
tl.nd the door fastened against him. He 
would certainly lose the satisfaction that 
night of i!leeping in my second-best live. geese 
feather-bed that he is so fond of occupying. 
He could stay in the yard or go into the barn 
and stay with the cattle. Ia the morning, if 
he should come sneaking into the house for 
his breakfast, he could hav it only on these 
conditions-by asking my pardon for hie 
disobedience and by promising to mind me 
like a good boy in the future. And that is 
the way that I would train Master Tom. 

One meets occasionally people that are 
happily balanced in regard to firmness, having 
not too much nor too little, but that is the 
golden mean that runs between the two 
extremes. MIRIAM. 

An Encouraging Letter. 
Miss B. H. WIXON, Dear 8iste1·: I am more 

than pleased, I am delighted to see the Chil
dren's Corner crowded with letters from the 
young cousins. 

I am glad to note, "This is my first letter," 
and then I like to see them followed up with 
second, third, and fourth. It is really Interest
ing to watch the progress from first to fourth 
and further. It is indeed wonderful. 

I hope to see one thousand first letters this 
year, and any number of the higher ones. I 
wonder if the dear young girls and boys hsv 
any idea with what interest we· older lads 

Wixon or THB TRuTH BBBKBR. " An Easter lily I will bring, 
There was a time when it required the And. surely it will tell or him who walked upon the earth, 

strongest moral and physical courage to take And loved the lilies well.'' 
a stand for freedom of opinion, and there are Willie spoke, "The Boys We Need." 1 
some such places now, but they are growing should like to see it in the Children's Corner. 
beautifully less from day to day. We hav been to anatomy lectures this winter, 

Just think of it, the preacher does not 'and I go Wednesdav~afternooni! to All Saints' 
speak to over one hundred on an average and church to the " Kitchen Garden" school. 
his voice reverberates around the h~llow There are twenty girls that belong. We 

learn how to wash, iron, sweep, dust, make 
walls of the room in which he speaks and beds, etc. We sing as we work. We are 
ofttimes the more hollow heads of his hear- going to hav an exhibition the last of this 
ere, while a letter in the Corner reaches thou- month. I can play some on the piano. I 
sands and thousands and circles the earth. will write again some time if you would like 
o children what an encouragement to write 1 to hear from me. I will close. by wishing 

' - Mr. Thomas Winter would wnte soon lor 
What an incentiv to do your level best I THB TRUTH BBBriR. 1 remain, • 

Giv us descriptions of your homes, your Yours truly, MARTHA C. DonGB. 
studies, and your pets.· Tell us of the scenery 
in your vicinity, of the things you like, and 
your ideas of right and wrong. It will all 
help you in composition and freedom of ex
pression. You will gain the use of words 
and an easy, graceful style. What if you 
make an almost fiat failure at first, it becomes 
a motiv for some one else to " beat it" and 
for you to do better next time. Then re-

MBDIUM W:m gave. the truth to the world 
years ago that e'Derybody is a medium and 
should be developed in the daylight and 
commune with God direct. Book of Medium 
We, $1. Direct, 2801 28th and Grace streets, 
Richmond, Va.-A.dv. 

member your effort looks much better when L"b t • L"t t . 
dressed in printer's garb than it does as it 1 er y lll 1 era ure. 
leaves your anxious pen. 

Try always to do your best, and every time 
try to do a little better. What a splendid 
opportunity is open before you. With best 
wishes for a Children's TRUTH BBBKli:R, I am, 

Yours cordially, L. L. GooDWIN. 
8t. Elmo, 1'enn., April 14, 1891. 

Correspondence. 
AsPBN. CoL , March SO, 1891. 

Miss SusAN H. WIXON: As I hav never 
written to the Corner, I hope this letter will 
not find its way to the waste. basket. I go to 
school. I am in the B 4 grade. I study 
reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing, lan
guage, and geqgrapby. I am twelve years 
old. Papa has taken THB TRUTH 8Eli:KBR 
over a year. I like the pictures. We hav 
the picture book," Men, Women, and Gnds," 
"For Her Daily Bread," and ''Is This Your 
Son, My Lord?" 

Yours truly, OsCAR B. KINDRICK. 

EL Nmo, March 28, 1891. 
Miss SusAN H. WixoN, Dear Friend: As 

this is my first letter to the Children's Corner, 
I will not take the room of your grand and 
noble paper, but simply say a few words. 

My paps has taken THB TRUTH BBBKBR for 
nine years. I like to read the Cb.ildren's 
Corner and look at the pictures. My papa 
has the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book.'' 
I think the pictures mean a great deal to 
young America and should ever be kept in 
mind. 

I am taking up much of your valuable 
space, so I will close. 

Your Freethinker friends, 
M. 0. HBNRY1 
PBARL I:!OPHRONIA. 

FT. FAIFFIBLD, MB., April 5, 1891. 
Miss WIXON: I write to let you know that 

there is another young Liberal sway up in 
Maine. 

My father takes THB TRUTH BBKKBR. I 
like to look at the pictures and read the Chil
dren's Corner very much. 

I am nine years old. I hav a baby brother 
sixteen months old (he is just as cute as he 
can be), and a sister fifteen years old, who 
goes to the village high Pchool. · 

I hav several pets. One is a dog named 
Trusty. I harness him up in my sled, and 
he hauls me all around on the crust. 

I was visiting one of my playmates awhile 
ago, and she showed me her Sunday-school 
book; I looked it over, and found a picture 
of a little girl hanging up by the hands and 
her feet in the fire, and I asked her if that 
was where the Christians were burning Infi
dels, and she said : " Why, of course not. 
The Christians would not do such a thing as 
that." Then I told her the Christians were 
better than the God they worshiped. She 
said I was wicked, and would hav to burn for 
making such talk. Then I asked her If she 
was happy. She said, of course she was. I 
told her I could not be happy if I believed my 
playmates would hav to burn for thinking 
differently from myself. I remain, 

Your little friend, JENNIE WALDRON. 

Wono&srBR, Mus., April5, 1891. 

'--
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents;· cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office. 

THE 

French Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
Lea.vAs of Unwritten HistorY That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost Opportn
nhy to Throw Off .England's Yoke. 

ByVALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a. ma.p a.nd numerous iltnstra.tions by well

known artists. Ha.ndsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side &tamps. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is an effort to repcne from 
compa.ra.tiv'oblivion one of tbe many extraordi
ns.ry episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war .••. H points a. mora.\ that amidst rennb
lica.n inRtitntions like onrs, will not fail r' ceive 
appreciation. It shows, on one ha.cd, the elevat
ing inftn •nee of newly acquired 11.mbition, • • . 
and on the other the d<lba~lDg effects of Religions 
a.nd Political intolerance both on the tyrant a.nd 
the victim. Oout,.ins a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French D1rec,tory. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 

I. Evl:LUTION, ANTIQniTY• BAoTEBU, ETo. By 
Willla.m Dnrham, F.R S.E. 

II. A.srBoNOMY, f;luN, MooN, STARS, ETc. By Will· 
ia.m Durham, F.R.S.E. 

These handY series of volumes on science-of 
which the above works form the first two nnm· 
bars. others to follow-are written tn a. way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. Thay supplY,. popular need; 

The prloe of each is fO cents in cloth. 

WANTED. 

A Congenial Fema'e Life Companion, between 

Thirty a.nd Forty • 

Give particnla.rs, etc. 

Address, J. B., Box 211, LYONS, KAN. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Ouritg the Sick, 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

MODE:BN IMITA'l'ION or Ci:BIST, 
As t.o his Life on Ea.rth a.d his Communism. 

BY MRB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Proiest aJld a Plea," in Oraer of 
OreatH;w., 

Cloth, 12mo, 27U pp., • 76 Cents. 

W" This book fllaB suppressed lJ'Jj the first A.mer
ican publi8her • .., 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio 
graphical sketches of prominent Chris 
tians. A companion book to "The World's · 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religious· of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 ~ 
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully a.ll 
the religious systems of the world, includ 
ingJ nda.i~m, Mohammedanism, and Chris 
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on ·the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat:t er, $5.0G 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina 
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r· ··~eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the worl(l. By VIS
coUNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
1ohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Vomplete from the London edition. 745 
:vages, ~vo. In cloth, $3:,~0; 

The foregoing volume~ are called " 'l'he 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to. 
gather and sent by express, o-ne dollar will be 
deducted from the price of eaoh. 

J. E. Remsburg's Works. 
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged 

PMit:iCI), 10 cents singly; 75 cents Per dozen As~ 
th ss10nb!!-rY Doctm;~ent it is unexcelled. Among 

e sn Jects oons1dered by Mr. Remsbnrff are· 
The Qhnrch a.nd Morality; Criminal Statistics· 
~tho~nl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen: 
I entianes i the Church and Civilizatio:m; the 
tOhhurch ana Science; the Church and Learning· 

e .Ohnrch a.nd Liberty · the Church a.nd the 
Antislavery Reform; the Woma.n•s Rights 
Movementt the Tem..Pera.nce Reform· the 
Church ana the Republic. ' 

Bib~e Mor!lls. Twenty Orimes and 
VIces S~nct10ned by Bcri~ni·e • Falsehood and 
DeceptiOn; Chea.ting; Theft' a.nd Robbery· 
Adultery and Prostitn~ion_; Murder; Wars of 
<Jonquest and Extermma.tton ; Despotism· In 
tolei:ance and Pers!lcution; InJustice to Woman: 
Unkw.tness .to Children:. Cruelty to Animals: 
H
61

uma.n Sacrificeli; Oanmba.lism; Witchcraft: 
avery; Polyg_a.my; Intemperance; Poverty 

!lnd Va.granc;v; Ignorance and Idiocy; Obscen 
1
8
ty, .t'llf:!e, Single copies, 25 cents; 6 copies $1-
PeC!a.l discou:mt on larger quantities. ' · 

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best 
a.nd most thorough work ever written on the 
Ba.bba.th from a. r11-tiona.l point of view. Large 
a.nd handsome p~mt. The questiOn is discussed 
under the folloWing heads: Origin of the Sab 
ba.t!c Idea.; The Jewish Sa.bba.th.;. The Christi a~ 
8crtptnres and the 8a.bba.th; JJ;xamina.tion of 
Bunda}' A~guments i Origin of Christian Sab
bath; Test1mony of lhe Christian Fa,thers· The 
Sabbath durin~ the Middle ~es; The Pnrlta.n 
Sabbath; Testunony of Christian Reformers 
Scholars. and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday 
La.wa. Price, 25 cents; six copies, S1.00. 

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re
ligions and Political Liberty. Tells the story 
9! .the ,A.uthor;Hero•s life, delineates the lead
IJ!g tra.Iti! of his character a.nd genius, a.nd vin
!llca.tes hjij name from the aspersions cast upon 
1t. Chowe extracts from ' Common Sense • 
"Americau Orisi~," "Rights of .Man," and "Age 
of Reason "a.re giVcl'l; also, tributes to Paine's 
character from more than one hundred noted 
pe~sons of Europe a.nd A!Jlerica, many of them 
wntten expressly ~or this work. Second edi
tiOn~ 160 pages, pnnted on fine tinted paper, 
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DBAR Miss WIXON: I thought I would 
write to the Children's Corner. I like to .read 
the letters in THB TRUTH BBBKBR. My mother 
flied March 18, 1889. I was eleven years old 
Februsr.v 12Gb, and my brother Willie was 
thirteen February 18th. We went forty.four 
miles and back on Sunday to attend the fu
neral of Horace Seaver, Aug. 25, 1889. It 
was the first time we had ever seen or heard 
Colonel Ingersoll, but we had often heard 
him spoken of as that "horrid Intl.del." I 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, Jef-
fersonJ Washington, Franklin. A lecture de
liverea before the Tenth Annual Congress of 
the American Secular Union, in Chickering 
Hall, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 centS, 

Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist 
2x15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. 
for 25 oents. A.ddres& i'HE i'BUi'H SEEKER. THE i'Bl1'l'H SEEKEB. 00. 
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erty in Peril. 
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Rule. 
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" -II. 
" -III. 

Sabbath Law11. 
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When Womanhood Awakes. 
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By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 
Svo, 613pp., $2.50. 

Faith and Reason. 
ACOOUNT OF THE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Illustrated. 

Lig_uor-Drinlcing Commended; D~ 
fended, and Enjoined by 

the Bible. 
By E. c. WALKER. 

10 cants. 

ECONOM•C EQUITIEB• 
A CoMPEND oF THE NATURAL L.A.ws og 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 

ExcHANGE. 

. By J' K. INGALLS. 
Price, 2j cents. 

Science and Theology. 
By JosEPa SIMMs, M D. ..ANOI.ENT ..ANIJ MOIJEllN. 

Individual traits indicated by the temperaments B J A FROUDE 
and features. Y • • • 

260 woodcuts. 8vo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather, ___ P_ri_ce_:, ______ eG_· -~nta. 

AMB ~~:~;:~· ~~;~es~~
4

·
5

;~gu~.· Ingersoll on McGlynn. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

From the" Analysis of Religious Belief." 
By VISCOUNT AMBERLEY. 

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF .ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent

ury before, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

Full index, 446pp., $1.50. 

i'HEOLOGY \AND MYTHOLOGY. 
AN 

a~ .. 800. per dozen. $2 per 100. 

LAY SERMON. 
On the Labor Question. 

By R. G IN'GE RSOLL. 
Price, 5 cents ; 5!1 cents per doz.; $1 for 25. 

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S 
OPENING 8PE1110H TO THH JURY 

in the suit of the 
Bankers' and Merchants' Tete• 

graph Company 
against the 

Western Union Teleg't'aph Oompany 
Price, 10 cents. 

Inquiry into the .Claims of Biblical Inspiration THE ~TAGC AIID T·HE PUlPIT. and the Supernatural Element in Religion. \} [ l1 
By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 

Price, By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

NA.TH&NIEL V &.IJGH&N. 
Price, 3 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100. 

.A RadiiJg,l No'Del of Matrked .Ability. THE TRUTH· OF HISTORY. 
BY FBEDEBIIU MAODONALD. 

404 pages. Price reduced to $1. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, Scents; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per 1CO. 

A FEw woRns !!ouT thenEvrL. Is--the God of Israel tho True God? 
0THBR BIOGBAPmOAL SXBTOHBS AND EsSAYS. 

By CHA.RL~S BRA.DLAUGH~ 
With Portrait a.nd Autobiography. 

Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp. 12mo, 
260 pp,' $1.25. 

M.ONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBERGER. 
376pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. 

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. 
ACCOUNT OF 

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents t~f G,d, 
Paper. 50 cents; oloth, 75 cents. 

CASE .AGAINST THE CHURCH. 
,,A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HULL (8pir.). 

Price, 15 c&nts. 

Na~rativA of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua, 
Judges, a.nd the New Testament. 

Price, 25 cents. 

Masonic V mdication of Right. 
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION. 

ByO.B, WHITFORD, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P .ECK. 

Prioe, 10 cents. 

'l'HB 

ORDER OF CREATION. 
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN 

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, 
LINTON, REVILLE. 

On the Oonfiio~ between Genesis and Geology. 
ll!mo, 178 ·pages, paper, 110 oents; cloth, 75 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: "Onr Father in Heaven." 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

PrioP, 25 oen ts. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD 
"The·Jews a.nd their God stood on the lowes( 

pla.ne,n 
Price, 10 oents. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE 
By F. R. MA.Bvm. 

Prioe, 5 cents. 

For all of i•,. kbove booki address B 
'rHE TRUTH BEEKE 00. 

18 LafaveUe J.>l,, BewYorll, 

By 0HAS. STEPHENSON. 
1 cent ; 50 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand, 

PERSONAL EXISTENO.E 
.AFTER IJE.ATH IMPROBABLE. 

By L. R. SMITH. 
10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD~ 
Price, 10 cents • 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

118 La.fa.vette Pl., New York. 
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THE 

ISSUED MONTHLY. 
Subscription price, $3 per annum. 

AND) 

OF SCIENCE. 
liY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A mstorioal a.nd Critioa.l Review_ of the Religion 

No. BOOKS ISSUED. Prioe. of Man. . I 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual a.nd Freethink- CoNTENTS : Wha.t is Religion 1 . Fetichism. Phal-ers' Alma.na.o ............................ , 25 t 
2. Men, Women, a.nd Gods. Helen H. Gar- lio Worship. Ma.n'l Mora.! Progress Dependen 

dener ............. .. : .. ... :.. .. .. . . .. .... . 50 on His Intelleotua.l Growth. The Great Theolog-

THE 
CHA)lPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

THEm 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
Svo, I,ll!IPP. Oloth, ss; leather, 14; moroooo, 

gilt edges, S4.50. 

BY D. 'M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

3. Age of Reason. 'J.'homa.• Pa.ine.... .... ... 25- ioal Problem. Man's Fa.ll, a.nd the Christian 
4. Amwers to Christian Questions, D. lit. M p T h w ~ f c l b s w ~ 

' Bennett.................................. 2250 ~~~::n;r:~rW~~. :::eei_!~~~. N~~:sit;~iti~~: 8 or S 0 aD I 08 S1 5. Ohriatia.n#Absurditles. John Peok.. ...... .. 

1 

l1 lJ 
6. Viotor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo-
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere. Oloth 5

2
0
5 

Intion of Spirit. The Law of Mora.! Government. --
" ·u " Paper p i L w· 
OTBERNUMBBRSINPREP'RAT'roN. The Apostles. Sel~sh ropen~it es. ov_e •. 1S· Songs or the Morniur:. 212 pp.; cloth, 

_,._ • dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations . 75 oents 
YearlY subscribers will· receive a.ll tbe books of the Individual. Duties a.nd, Obligations of Selections from Hu~ Poets: With Re-

issued during the Year. Single oopies of eaoh Booiet:v. Bights of Government. Duties of Bo·l sponses; Including Pope's Essay on M~tn, 
book sent upon receipt of flrioe. oietY to Criminals. Duty of Self Culture. Mar· with Responding Essay. 359 pp,; oloth. $1 25. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKEBCO. ria.ge. Oloth;prioe,$1.50, _ · The Phllosopby oC ~vll. 11 pp.; 
· 5 oents. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. LOOKING BJ.C'ITW ADD Human ~ICe; or, The_'' Course o~ Time" 
.A. A.l.\1 a.s seen m the OPen L•eht. An Ep10 Poem. 

-A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. · Seven books in one vol., s:9 pp.; oloth, $1.25. 
Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. By Edward Bellamy, 

For Her Daily Bread Is the story ol two young 
girls and a. younger brother who Wfilre lett parent
less, with little money, fa.ir educatloahand much 
ooura.ge, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Chioa.go. The author is also the heroin. 
'!'he na.rrativ is, in the main, a. history of a. work
ing girl's life a.nd experience in the oity of Chicago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted. folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just suoh a. story 
of human life as we should expeot Colonel Infier
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Prioe 25 oentil. · 

Address THETBUTHBEEKEB. 

OANOER and Tumors CURED: no knife·. 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DtX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati~ O. 

Author of" Dr. Heidenho:lf's:Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book, ,a.nd a.ll who are 
free to·reoeive new light Will :lind lD it satisfaction 
a.nd inspira.tiou.-fNew York Tribune. 

The &PJ?eal is a. wa.ys ma.de to a man's reason. 
and to h1s__p.oblest sentiments: never to his sel-
fishness.-[J:Soston Post. - . · 
: A snl{gestion of a really praotioa.ble and feasi

ble soo1a.l state greatlf in a.dva.noe of the presen1. 
The romantic na.rrat1v is rioh in_ its forecast of 
a.otna.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

· lllmo, oloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER oo; 

GIRARD'S WILL 
Charles Watts's Works. • . AND . 
TheTearhtngsorsecularismcom· Guard College Theology. 

pared with Orthodox Christian· AN EXPOS1l: 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It Sumctent to 
Meet the· Needs or Mankind 1 
Debate between the Editor of the Ha.li!a.x 
Eventng Kat! and Charles Watts. With Prefa
torY Letters by George Jaoob Holyoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, a.nd a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 oents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics or Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature1 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, lo 
oents. 

The Horrors oC the Frenclt Revo• 
Inti on: Their causes. 24 pages. 
Prioe. 10 oents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Moraljty. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defeotiv a.s an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Prioe, 10 oents. 

A&Ptosticism and Christian Theis.u.: 
Wbtch lsthc More Reasonable! 
24 pages. Prioe, 10 oents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 oents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 1 24 
pages in cover. Prioe, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus

Of the perversion of Bte.Phen Gira.rd'sma.pi1loent 
bequest to Phila.delphia. by the Ohristia.n 

· ohnrohes a.nd Young lllen•s 
Christian Assooia.• 

tion. 
By II tOll, B. WEBTBBOOK• D.D., LL.D. 

Prioe II. Address Tlill TBUTII BIIBJ:IIB. 

What Would Follo.w 
THE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
. BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 oents a. OO:flYl twelve oopies for $1, 
Address THE TBUTH SEEKEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

lllm.O, SOOpp,, Sl. 
Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys a.nd Girls. Illm.o, 38Spp,, $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band

some a.nd Interesting Book\ Without Supersti
tiont for Children a.nd Youtn. The Onlf Free
thinKers' Children's Story-Book ever 1ssned. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; large 
type, hea.VY, toned paper, broad' margins, illus
trated oovers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 
tice. 26 pages. Prioe, 10 oents. 

The Glory of Unbel:et. 22 pages in SCIENCE VERSUS 
oover. Prioe, 10 cents. 

RELIGION, 
Nature and the Supernatural; or. 

Belie£ and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Prioe, 10 oents. . 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Neces!lity and the .Justice of' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in oover 
Prioe, 10 oents. 

Til eo logical Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the R •v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Clergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward ChristianitY. 8. Freethonght and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. -Christ a.nd Heroism. 
6, ChristianitY a.nd Slavery. 16 pages. Prioe, 
5 oents. 

Addreu THE TBUTH BEEKER CO.-, 
ss Lafa.YeUe Pl .. New York. 

AGENTS WANTEDby.on old rcllnbleftrm;laELprofits, 

Qooortunity. Geo. A~S~:J..a~4e8i~!!l!~: ~ Y. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
-Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

OR, THB 

Conflict between :Beason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

TRY •SQUARE: 
. OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This IB the historY of a.n attempt to found a 
ohuroh without suPerstition, li.nd its suooess. 
Unole Job Ba.wYer, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to discuss a.ll the vita.! question' 
of human oonoern, religious, Pelitfoa.l, a.nd other 
wise. The book is written in well-ohosen la.n
gua,ge, a.nd easily understood. There Is just snftl.· 
oiont na.rra.tlv a. bout it to interest the reader a.nd 
·hold his attention while the truth is beinil' bron2bt 
to hiamind. 

J'or 1ale a.t thll omoe. Prloa, 11.00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," etfl., eto. 

Kennedy's Medical Discov 
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Drep· Seated Ulcers ·of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and every disease of . 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

The la.test a.nd best work of a.n ana.I:vtio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
:the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
:ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
tha.t will be new-to the world a.nd."produotivof 
good in furnishin~r food for thon2ht. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so richl.v 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, lllm.o, $1, 

AddreU THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

PRI!BS NOTICES OF" HUMAN LIFE." 
The New 2 hought <Ohio ago) says : "It is the best 

thing of the kind we ever saw. , , . To state the 
whole thing in the lan~nage of another, the first 
book shows what a. heaven i·s coming on this earth 
after it shall have passed through the necessary 
discipline, and the other books show what a. hell 
of a. time we have to get there." 

The Chesaning Arqu3 <Chesaning, Mich.) saYS : 
"It is one grand sublime poem , .,. • a. P!lrfect 
historY in blank verse of the soo1a1 and religwns 
struggles of our earth, and would be good reading 
for those who have been Interested in 'Looking 
Backward."' Describing Book 6, it says: "This 
chapter will be -found especially· interesting to 
ladies." . 

The Pllrenologicaz Journ<>! (New York) regards 1t 
a.s equal to the great epios of a. hundred years 

a~r~r ~&~ird Bellamy, author of "Looking 
Backward," says: "I have read it with much in
terest. I am in entire sympathy with its spirit 
of boundless faith in human d!!ve.lopment." 

Rev. R. Heber Newton says 1t 1s one of the 
significant indications of the sign_s of tl;le times. 

The NationaliSt, of Boston, oons1ders 1ts style as 
equal to Milton's, and sa.ys it "~ngages the rea~
er•s attention with the first hne and keeps 1t 
engrossed until the final word . ..-

Briok Pomeroy's .A.<tvance Thought ~N. Y.) says : 
"It·oonta.ins muoh to bene:O.t humamty," 

Address, B. C. W. BYINGTON and CO .. 
834 Fourth Ave •• N.Y. 

New ~dition. Revlseii L\D.d Enlar&'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN I& GODS. 
.y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 IJents. 
Ths Trails Supplied at ~$pedal Discount8. 

Address THE T!aUTH SEEKER, 
28 La.fa.Yotte Pla.oe, New York. 

Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this offioe. Prioe, 5~ oents. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 
Represents the burning Torch of Beason, the 

rising Bun of Science, a.nd the day of Free-
thought, in con-
trast with the night 
and dark n e s s o f 
sup e rst-i tion ; and 
s y m b o lizes the 
evolution of t h e 
w o r 1 d from the 
night of s u perstl-
tion to the day 
of Free thon~ht, 
Scienre, a.ud Rea-
son. De sign pat-
e n t e d Fe b. 24, 
1885. ')t,. ~Made iu 
two sizes, /t'JPh like on t 
a.nd small ~.It'! \!:n: · er model, 
of solid ~:J!IDI!YG~ gold,rtoh
IY e n a. m eled in 5 
oolors. Most beautiful badge ever deaigned 
Price, 10kt, $8; 14kt, $4, S5; with Diamond in Snn 
$8,$10,$15. Smali model10kt, $2; 14kt, $2 75,$3.50 
ObarmP, both Pizes, f3, $4, $5, $6, $10, $15, $10, $35, 
Sent by registered ma.1l and oasb refunded at op. 
tion. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
JEWELER, BOCHELLE, ILL, 
Bend--for beautiful oard in Colors and Gold, of 

badge, and dePcriptiv circulars of my famous 
"OT1'0 WETTSTEIN" Wa.toh, tra.ots, eto. 

Send 10 oents for 
this valuable book for 
young and middle
aged men, suffering 
from a. Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses In maturer 
years, It sets forth 
a.n Ex tern a.! Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OUREt RS it matters not how 
tong standing, how hopeless or h9w ma.nY reme
dies you ha.v ua~d. The book. 1s worth many 
times its oost, a.nd should be 1n the hands of 
1hose seeking_ a BIHJeav ana permanent cure. Ad· 
dress Dr. Biibt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N. J,, and 
sa.y where you sa.w this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD, 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Libera.!, a. huma.n

ita.ria.n, and a. generous pa._tron !'f the Freethonght 
press. He ha.s many test1moma.ls to ~he value of 
his progressive a.nd sueoessfnl method of treat
ment, a.nd deserves pa.trona.ll'e.-ll'rectlloUUM. 
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The~ notic68 are for th6 benefit of Liberals 
tDho may be f!isiting the places where these socie
ties are locatetl. Local Seculrur Unions and 
Frectlwugkt Societies meeting reguZrurZy can 
ha'IJ their gatherings Oit'IJertised h6re free by for. 
warding th6 necesslli1'1J infqrmation. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets everY Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, a.t Ger
man Ma.sonio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
uresa.nd discussions. The publio oordiallyinvited, 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Bunda_y afternoon at 3 o'olook a.t 
Liberal Lea.g11e Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st., oor. Markel; 
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious a.nd sooia.l Questions. Sea.ts free a.nd 
everYbodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening a.t 7:30. Leoturep, debates, and discus
sions on all important seouta.r subjects. Pres
ident, HENliY BIRD; SecretarY, CORA BELLE 
FLAGG, 

Brooklfn Philosophical Associa· 
tion 

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue a.nd 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles Mouholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Phlladelphla Liberal League 2M' 
meets every Bunda.Y in Industria.! Hall. Broad a,t; d 
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 a.nd 7 :80 P.H. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions a.nd sooia.l Questions. 
Able speakers interest the a.udienoe. N .B.-Truth 
Beekerpnblioa.tlonsa.lwa.:vs on band a. tohea.p ra tea. 

The Secular Society oC Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first a.nd third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of human 
oultiva.tion a.re invited. MARrDB HEIGHTON, Beo. 

Ellzur Wrl;-ht Secular Union 
Of Allia.noe, o., meets the first and fourth Sun
days of eaoh mouth at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Libera.! subjects. 
Subscriptions to TnE TBUTll BEEKEB a.nd InveBtC· 
oator a.re solicited. B. G. SMITH, Cor. IM:. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meetn every Sunday evening a.t 7:80 p,ll[,, a.l 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures a.nd debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The publio cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin!Z'S at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E. oorner 7th a.nd Looust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. . 

FRANKLIN STEINEB, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethough& 
Society 

Meet& every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A oordia.l invi
tation is extended to a.ll. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Bunda.Y at 7:30 P.M. in the pnblio 
sohool building in Port Angeles, Wa.sh. Lect
ures, songs, and seleot reading. Discussion in
vited on all snbleots. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. Fli!NK MoBSE, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progressive Llb· 
eral Union 

Of Los An~eles, Cal., meets semi-monthly, first 
and third SundaYs, at 8 o•olock, P.M., at Pa.rr•s 
Hall. Everybodv mvited. MRs. R. M. BERBA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Seo. 

The Walla Walla Lib! raJ Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmY 
hall, Ma.ln street, Walla Walla., Washington. 
Soilmoe Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Or!gina.l 
a.nd Selected Beadings a.nd Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members a.n~ 
friends. c. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALnEB. Beo. 

The Roeder Secular lJnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder sohool-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, a.nd poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY," D. E. RIOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; CnABLES BnEA, Beo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
MeetR every· EundaY a.\ Knighto of ~!1-bor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'olook, A.~r. VJsJtmg L1b· 
era.ls invited to A.ttend. OoL. A. HABDIS, Pres. 

IBAAO 8. LEE, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth Pine SIRe! Engravtno or Senator ConkUng. 

Bound in bla.ok oloth, silver side stamp, 
Prioe, 75 oents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISl'IANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

AGENTS make roo PER CENT and win $748 CASH Pd•c• 
on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Mcthcmcs. 

Sample free. Territory. Ur.llrlda;rmur•, 375 B'way, N.Y. 



THB pope iD an encyclical adjures hie 
hearers that "in the unfortunate times with 
which we are aftiicled" they must" be united 
to their bishops in all good· will and submie. 
eion and above all guard with ardor and 
bra~ely profess one!$1th and obedience, and 
one .filial piety, under the bishop of the uni. 
vereal church." 

A OOPPBB trust is being 
formed. 

YoN MOLTKB died on 
the 24;h ult. 

THBitalian trouble may 
make restriction of immi
~~:ration an issue of the 
1892 campaign. 

THB endeavor to enlist 
the Sioux in the army, as 
a means to peacE', is at 
length meeting some suc
cess. 

INSANITY is increaeiDg 
among Iowa farmers, at
tributed by some to their 
care-vexed and pleasure
ignoring lives. 

IN Sm Francisco a new 
Christ is prophesying de
struction, and a dissident 
form of Mormonism is 
gainiDg disciples. 

MONTREAL beiDg in 
danger of a fiood, the 
populace assemble in 
Notre Dame cathedral 
and pray against it •. 

THB street-car strike in 
Detroit, · attended with 
violenre, has been suc
ceeded by a riotous strike 
of car-works operators. 

THB Chilean rebellion 
continues. The rebel fl.ig
ehip has been sunk, with 
the commodore and 500 
men, by a torpedo cruiser. 

RBv. DB. HoLLAND, 
Episcopal, of St. Louie, 

. objects to remaiDing in 
hie church because there 
is a negro church within 
a block. 

:M:AY 9, :1891.•. 
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New Bonoola of Thonght, Emment Bolen· olndlng Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, reached to: day, th. e grandest g· enerallzation 

Uata, eta. (who. were not Ohriatlana), · .Teaaa Ohrtat. Virlrin lii!U'J', and the Bible. 
from the time of lllenn to the pres- avo, 885PJI. Vol. II. J;leaorlbeali'lill:v all which Philosophy has made up to the present 

ent. avo, t,075PP, oloth, sa; the Beligioaa B:vatemaoHhe World. hour, form the line upon which we stand-
leather, l'l mor.,"g. e.,M.50. avo,957pp. ~oth,Sipervoi.; the the ·line of our Bible, the line of our faith. 
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reee, not fixity ; in men
tal action, not mental 
stagnation; and we rec
ognize that the line we 
toe . to- day we may be 
able to overstep to. 
morrow. Thus there is 
no diea'hility annexed to 
Investigation-no penalty 
attached to inquiry. 
There is, with us, no 
"Thus far; no farther;" 
no incontrovertible utter
ance of oracle ; no slav. 
Ish adherence to the ipse 
dia;it of Ghost, holy or 
unholy. Show us the 
deepest depth to which 
human penetration can 
go; there we desire to 
be •. Show us the lottleet 
peak to which human 
speculation can soar ; 

·there, on that peak, we 
. take our stand to-day, 
and gaze upward and 
on ward to a still loftier 
eminence, upon which 
we may take our stand 
to-morrow .-8aladin. 
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HOW TALMAGE AND THE PREACHERS DEMOLISH INFIDELITY. 

lfot~s and ~lippings. 

THB Eaglisb hav been making a great 
outcry against Russia for turning out the 
Jews; but they are not prepared to giv the 
chosen people the hOBfJitality of England. A 
call for a meeting in London to urge the gov
ernment to stop the inflllX of Jews has been 
signed by many members of Parliament and 
other influential people. 

THis is all the public knows of a somewhat 
important event. It is a dispatch from Lon
don dated M.ay 8 h: "Madam Blavatsky, the 
noted co-founder of the Theosophical Soci
ety, died at 19 Avenue Road, Regent's Park, 
three weeks ago. The f~>ct has only now 
become publicly known. The cause of 
death was influenza, aggravated by kidney 
trouhle. The body was cremated at Woking, 
according to Madam Blavatsky's desire." 

IF after Annie Besant · has been with us 
there still remain any so dense as not to 
know what Theosophy is all about they 
should paste Mrs. Besant's Boston definition 
of it in their hats. " The central idea of 
Theosophy," said the lady, " is one great 
circle of ligbt:spreading from the rare to the 
dense, frGm the intangible to the tangible, 
from the subjectiv to the objectiv." That, 
thinks the World, puts the case in a nutshell. 

PROHIBITION in South Dakota is a failure, 
conviction being impossible under the law 
passed last year. In the test case recently 
made, a detectiv swore tha~ a man· had sold 
him liquor. No attempt was made to inval
idate the testimony, but the defense argued 

that under the law the detectiv had com
mitted a crime in buying the liquor, was 
therefore an accomplice of the saloon-keeper, 
and his unsupported testimony was insuftl 
cient for conviction. The court and jury 
agreed with the defense. 

EMPBBOB WILLIAM has taken a religious 
turn. He is about to proceed to the Wart• 
burg to shut himself up for meditation in 
the famous room in which Luther saw the 
devil, flred his inkstand at him, missed him, 
and spoiled the wall. Among his medita
tions, says the Sun, the youthful sovereign 
can reflect upon the probability that ir Luther 
had lived in a more recent period and had 
served his time in the German army, he 
would not hav missed the devil with that 
inkstand. 

THB great John Wesley once expressed his 
belief that sin was the cause of earthquakes. 
Col. Elliott F. Shepard appears to hav taken 
a leaf from Wesley's notebook. On Sunday 
he told the congregation of the Asbury 
Methodist church that the reason why Chi· 
cago has of late been in the clutches of the 
grip v;as that the directors of the coming 
World's Fair in that city hav not yet decided 
whether or not the Fair shall be closed on 
Sundays. It would perhaps be interesting 
to know, says the R~corder, what, in Colonel 
Shepard's opinion, is the cause of the grip in 
New York, and whether there is such a thing 
as a sin bacillus. 

THB woman's rights movement in Ron
mania has received a new impetus from the 
recent election of a woman to the mayoralty 
of Branessci. Meetin~~;s of women are being 
held all over the country with a view to 

organizing a woman's league for the purpose 
of booming women for city offices. The 
aims of the league will be followed in 
observance of the fact that, while womeD 
are legally eligible to all local offi.()es in R )U

mania, public opinion and the constitution 
are against admttting them to parliament 
and granting them the ballot. The league 
will, therefore, be an association of women, 
will merely plan and execute the best means 
of influencing their husbands and brothers to 
support other women for municipal electiv 
oftlces. 

A MBMOBIAL recently presented to the pope 
in the name of all the U aited States emigra
tion committees, who recently held a con
gress at Lucerne, begs his protection for the 
four hundred thousand to fl ve hundred thou. 
sand Catholics who annually emigrate. The 
memorial is also signed by a representativ of 
Canada and contains statistics of a very pes
simistic character. The pope accepted the 
memorial and promised to giv the matter 
special attention. The reason urged by the 
memorialists why national bishops should be 
appointed for America to look after the emi
grants of the different nationalities is that 
the Irish bishops in the United States only 
nominate Irish priests, who do not know the 
languages spoken by the emigrants. There
sult of this is that Catholic emigrants lose 
their religious faith. The statistics commu
nicated prove these two points. 

THB German Liberals are determined to 
wrest the telegraph and telephone monopoly 
from the government. The censorship 
exercised by the oftlcials in the telegraph 
department is stimulating oppositioB, and is 

becoming more and more irritating. Tele
grams are scrutinized on the frontier, and 
liberal" excisions made to meet the police 
sense of propriety. R3ports of speeches in 
the R3ichstag and at public meetings are not 
permitted to pass over the wires if objec
tionable expressions are discovered. The 
Liberals hn prepared a blll to confer upon 
private corporations and individuals the 
power to maintain l~'~cal telegraph and tele
phl'lne systems on the proof of the possession 
of ample capital for that purpose, municipal 
governments being exempted from this con
dition, and renderi'lg the state telegraph and 
telephone liable to the payment of damages 
for dispatches illegally withheld or thrown 
out. 

TH& Bun troubles the brethren this wise : 
'' The Union Theolo~~;ical Seminary has elected 
the Rev. Dr. Van Dyke, of Brooklyn, as pro
fessor of systematic theology, and the Prince
ton Theologic•ll Seminary has. established a 
new chair of biblical theology. These are 
both Presbyterian schools of divinity; and 
yet the question whether there is any basis 
for either biblical theology or systematic the
ology remains to be decided by the Presbyte
rian general assembly which meets in Detroit 
this month. If. Professor Briggs is right, the 
Bible does not afford such a basis, unless the
ology is to be no more than merely specula
tiv. According to him, and many Presbyte
rians who sympathize with him, the Bible is 
a fallible book, containing errors along with 
its truths, as the human reason may deter
min. If that is so, of course the Bible affords 
no posit\v foundation for theology ; and 
without such a foundation, how can there be 
any theology that is more than guesswork ?" 



lll'.gmmnnitalions. lie welfare, but only to gratify the cruelty of one He says: "The un~eniable fact that the .first 
&:· man " (Annal!!, book xv, sec. 44). Ohristians were the greatest liars and forgers that 

If this passage were authentic, it would not prove bad ever been in the whole world, and that they 
Christianity and Evolution. anything of value to the Christian. There may hav actually stopped at nothing. The flagrant atopism 

:PALEY·s EVIDENOEll-No .. t. TAOITtrs. been a sect called Ohristians who were persecuted of Ohristians being found in the remote province of 
Of the large number of works that bav been by Nero, althouglR the Obristus mentioned here may Bithynia, before they had acquired any notoriety in 

written in order to demonstrate the absolute relia· not bav been the .Jesus of the gospels. But there Rome. . . . The inconsistency of the supposi
bility of the so-called historical evidence for Ohris· are many good reasons for believing that this pas· tion that so just and moral a people as the primitiv 
tianity, none are wore popular even to. day than the sage, in common with the others I hav quoted, was Ohristians are aaeumed to bav been, should bav been 
famous treatis of Dr. Paley. And there are many manufactured by Ohristians centuries after the death the first to provoke the Roman government to depart 
good reasons for this. Paley knew how to write a of the alleged author of them. In the first place, from its universal maxims of toleration, liberality, 
work that would interest the reading public; be if this passage bad really appeared in the writings and indifference. . . . The use of the torture to 
bad a good method of marshaling his evidence and of Tacitus, i.t is singular, to say the least of it, that extort confession-the choice of women to be the 
a fAscinating style of writing, and a plausible method it was not quoted by &liY of the early fathers. Ap· subjects of this torture, when the ill-usage of women 
of arguing that was calculated to please the ordi- parently they knew nothing of it, otherwise their was, in like manner, abhorre:ut to the R)man cbarac-
nary superficial reader; in addition to this he was a silence is inexplicable. ter" (Dlegeeis, pp. 383, 384). · 
perfect master of the English language, and em- It was not quoted by Tertullian nor Olemens Mmrtial is the next supposed .witness. He is 
ployed IllS few Litin and as many simple Sr.xon words Alexandrinus nor Eusebius, each of whom we may alleged to bav written before Pliny, and made the 
to convey his ideas as possible. reasonably suppose would hav referred to it bad they sufferings of the Obristians the subject of his ridicule. 

Paley begins by laying down two propositions: known of its existence. Indeed, this passage appears "Nothing, however," says Paley, "could show the 
1. " That there is satisfactory evidence that many to hav been first discovered during the fifteenth notuiaty of the fact with more certainty than this 

professing to be original witnesses of the Ohristian century. does. Martial's testimony, as well as Pliny's, goes 
miracle!!, passed their lives in labors, dangers, and The Rsv. Robert Taylor, writing on this passage, also to another point, viz., that the deaths of these 
sufferings, voluntarily undergone in attestation of says: "It rests then entirely upon the fidelity of men were martyrdoms in the gtricteet sense; that is 
the accounts which they delivered, flild solely in con· a .single individual, and .he having the ability, the to s:ay, were so voluntary, that it was in their 
sequence of their belief of those accounts; and that opportunity, and the strongest possible incitement of power at the time of p1·onouncin~ the sentence, to 
they slao submitted, from the seme motivs, to the interest to induce him to introduce the interpolation. hav averted the execution by consenting to join in 
new rules of conduct." The passage itself, though unquestionably the huthen sacrifice." In further corroboration, Paley 

2 "That there is not satisfactory evidence that work of a master and entitled to be pronounced tbe esys: "Tbe constrm6y, and by consequence the suffer
persons, professing to be original witnesses of other chef d'ceuvre of the art, betrays tba penchant of that ings, of the CLristians d this period is also nferred 
miracles, in their nature as certain as these are, hav delight in blood and in de~criptions of bloody bor- tb by Epictetus, who imputes their intrepidity to 
ever acted in the same manner, in attestation of the rors, as peculiarly characteristic of the Ohristian dis· madness, or to a kind of fashion or habit; and about 
accounts which· they delivered, and properly in con· position as it was abhorrent to the mild and gentle fifty ;years lifterward by Mllrcus Aurelius, who as-
sequence of their belief of those accounts." - mind and highly cuUivated taste of Tacitus. It cribes it to obstinl!cy" (Evidence£', pp. 22, 23). 

The answer of the Rstionaliet to the fint propo· is fa!eified by the 'Apology of Tertullian' and U nqueetionsbly, weak ae the letter of the younger 
sition is that we hav not the evidence of the orig· the far more respectable testimony of Melito, bishop Pliny is, when viewed in the light of evidence for 
inal witnesses-nor even of those who "prof~esed of Sardis, who explicitly states that the Ohristiane histories.! OhriEitianity, the supposed testimony of 
to be original witnesses of the Ohristian miracles." up to his time, the third century, had never been Martial, Epiotetus, &nd Marcus Aurelius is weaker 

Apart from t.he four gospelf-the authorship and victims of persecution, and that it wM in provinces still. 
authenticity of which are disputed-who were the lying beyond the boundaries of the Roman empire, These writers, it is true, mention persons who 
persons" professing to be original witnesses of the and not in Judea, that Ohristianity originated.' were known by the name of Christians. Nobody, 
Obristir.n miracles T" Psley fails to supply the Tacitus has in no other pa:rt of his writings however, disputes that there existed a sect of persons 
names, but contents bimeelf with advancing the al· made the least allusion to Oh:riat or Ohristian&" bearing this name, and their existence cmn be traced 
leged testimony of persons who were not born until (Diegesis, pp. 374, 376). back long llnterior to the ~llt'ged birth of Jesus. 
after the death of Jesus. Mo1·eover, even supposing The valueless character of such evidence as that.is What we want is evidence of the existence of the 
it were true that the early followers of Jesus seen in the fact that Tacitus knew nothing of Jesus miracle"worker Jesue-not of persons calling them
" passed their lives in labors, dangers, and sufferings, personally, nor hav we any evidence that he was s_elvs Ohristiane. It was a very easy matter for per
voluntarily undergone in attestation of the accounts acquainted with anybody who ~ad either _seen Jesus sons calling th£Jmselvs Ohristians to go about doing 
which they delivered," it would not demonstrate that or witnessed any of his wondedlfl doings; and fur- extravagantly abl!turd things between fifty and a 
their beli!3f was true; it would merely show that ther the passage itself was never used by Ohristians hundred years r.fter the supposed death of Jesus. 
they were sincere. as a part of the evidence which they hav to p~esent And as a matter of fact, all Martial did was to 

The second proposition is beside the point. Even in support of the historical truth of their religion. ridicule the stupidity of Ohristians who, in a stub· 
if persons who alleged that they had seen miracles LATER WITNESSES. born fretzy, rushed to be tortured or killed out of 
performed by persons other than Obrist or his fol~ Dr. Paley quote1 the following words from Saeto- sheer bravado. Epictetus naturally described suoh 
lowers, were not prepared to pass their lives in nius, born A D. 65, died in the second century: conduct ae "madness," and Marcus Aurelius as 
"Iabore, dangers, sufferingP," it would not prove that "A,tf,;cti sup];~Miciis, · Christiani genus hominum " obstinacy;" and no doubt there was a decided 
they bad not seen some remarkable performances superstitionis novce et malejicce" (Saut., Nero, cap. 16). mixture of both. 
the cauess of which they did not understand; it "The Ohristians, a set cf men of a new and mis- The Rav. Robert Taylor, in his "Diegesis," and 
would only prove that they did not attach the same cbievous (or magical) superstition, were punished." :Q.r. Giles, in his" Obrietian Records," hav pointed 
importance to them I!IB the others or that they inter- A passage from a Litin poem by J avenal is then out the chief defects in this supposed evidence. 
preted them in a different way. The Rstionalist, quoted, but it appears to hav no bearing on the sub- The Rev. Dr. Giles sums up thus: "Though the 
however, denies all miracles, and alleges that their ject. It is translated as follows: "Dascribe Tigelli- remains of Grecian and Lat-in profane literature 
performance would be a violation of all the known nus (a creature of Nero) and you shall suffer the which belong to the first and second centuries of 
aws of nature. same punishreent with those who stand in their own our era are enough to form a 1ibrary of th~mselvs, 

Tacitus (born A.D. 54 or 55, died 134 or 135) is :flame and smoke, their head being held up by a stake they contain no allusion to the New Testament. The 
claimed by Dr. Paley as a witness for Christianity. fixed· to their chin, till they make a long stream of Latin writers, who .lived between the time of Ghrist's 
It will be observed that this historian was not born blood and melted sulphur on the ground." crucifixion and the year A D. 200, are Seneca, Lucan, 
until after the alleged death of J eaus, and could not Pt~ley believed in cumulativ evidence, and beseemed Suetonius, Tacit uP, Persius, J uvensJ, Martial, Pliny 
therefore bav been an eye-witness to any of the mir- to think that a lot of weak evidence, if put together the E'der, Silins Italicu£1, Statius, Quintilian, and 
aclea Blleged to bav been wrought by Jeans. At often, made up a very strong argurnent, and so he Pliny the Younger, besides numerous others of in
most T&eitus could only speak to events that hap· observes:. "If this passage were considered by itself, ferior note. The greater number of these make 
paned quite thirty yea1•s after the death of the al- the subject of allusion might be doubtful; but when mention of the .Jews, but not of the Ohristians. In 
leged founder of Obristianity. Such evidence is connected with the testimony of Sltetonius as to the fact, Suetonius, Tacitus, and the Younger Pliny, are 
absolutely valueless so far as demonstrating the troth actual punishment of the Ohrifltians by Nero, and the only writers who mention the Ohristian religion 
of Obrialhmity is concerned. Paley quotes Tacitus with the account given by Tacitus of the species of or ita founder" (Ohristian Records, p. 36). And on 
for the purpose of showing that during the reign of punishment which they were made to undergo, I page 42 the same writer says: "The Greek classic 
Nero this emperor "inflicted the most cruel punish- think it sufficiently probable that these were the writers who lived between the time of Obriat's cruoi
ments upon a set of people, who were holden in exceptions to which the poet referP. TheEe things, fixion and the year 200 are those which follow: 
abhorrence for their crimes, and were commonly as has already beim observed, took place within Epictetus, Piutnrch, l:Elian, Arrian, Galen, Lucian, 
called Ohristians. The founder of that name was thirty-one years after Ohriet'a death-that is, accord· D1onysius of Halicarnaesus, Ptolemy, Marcus Au
Ohristus who, in the reign of TiberiuF, was punished ing to the course of nature, in the lifetime probably relius (who, though a Roman emperor, wrote in 
as a criminal by the procurator, Pontius Pilate. of some of the apostles, and certainly in the lifetime Greek).Pausanias, and many others of lees note. The 
This pernicious superstition, thus cheeked for a while, of those who were converted by the apostles or who allusions to Ohristianity found in their works are 
broke out again; and spread not only over Jude& were converted in their time. If then the founder singularly brief." 
the source of this evil, but reached the city also~ of the religion w11.s put to death in the execution of Mrs. Beeant puts the view of the Freethinker 
whither flow from all quarters all things vile and his design; if the first race of converts to the relig- with great clearness and force. She says: "What 
shameful, and where they find shelter and encourage- ion, many of them, suffered the greatest extremities does it all-t.bis 'evidence '-amount to 1 One 
ment. At first, only those were apprehended who for their profession; it ia hardly credible that those writer, Tacitus, records that a man, called by his 
confessed themselvs of that sect; afterward a vast who came between the two, who were companions followers 'Ohrist '-for no one pretends that Ohrist 
multitude discovered by them ; all which were con- of the author of the institution during his life, and is anything more than a title given by his diaciples 
damned, not so much for the crime of burning the the teachers and propagators of the institution after to a certain Jew named Jesus-was put to death by 
city, llB for their hatred of mankind. Their execu- hie death, could go about. their undertaking with Pontius Pilate. And suppose he were, what then T 
tiona were so contrived as to expose them to derision esse and safety" (Palroy's Evidence a, p. 21) Here How is this a proof of the religion called Ohris
and contempt. Some were covered over with the we see that Paley assumes that some of the apostles tianity T Tacitus knows :cothing of the miracle
skins of wild b~asts and torn to pieces by dogs; of Jesus were cognizant of th~se events. But if workPr, ol the riaen and as6ended man; he is strangely 
some were cruc1fied. 0 there, having been daubed ·they were, how is it that they dic1 not mention them? ignorant of all the wonders that had occurred; and 
over with combustible materiale, were set up as lights Why are the four gospels silent respecting them T allowing the passmge to be genuin, it tells sorely 
in the night time and thus burnt to death. Nero Why were theee events left unrecorded until the agaii;st the marvelous history given by the Ohris· 
made use of his own gardens as a theater on this above disputed passage was found in Suetoniue T tians of their leader, whose ft.me is supposed to hav 
occasion, snd also exh1bited the diversions of the The testimony of the Younger Pliny is then intro- spread far and wide, and whose fame most certainly 
circu~, sometime~ standirg iJ?- the crowd as a specta- duced. must so hav spread bad he really performed all the 
to~, .m the h~b1t. ~f a cba~10teer; at other times Paley artfully acsknowledges that this belongs wonderful works attributed to him. But no necessity 
~rmng a chariOt ~n~self; till at len~th these men, to a later period, but quotes from the celebrated lies upon the Freethinker, when be rejects Ohris
~ho~gb really crtmtnal, and de~ervmg exemplary letter to Trajan, whieh, however, is not beyond dis- tianity, to disprove the historical existence of Jesus 
pumsbment, began to be commtserated as people I pute, and against which the Rev. R')bert Taylor of N!lzareth, although we point to the inadequacy 
who were destroyed, not out of regard for the pub- urges strong objectiODs. of the evidence even of his existence. The stre11gth 
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Qf the Freethought position is in nowise injured by 
the admission that a young Jew named Jesus (i.e., 
Jesus) may bav wandered up and down Galilee and 
Judea in the reign of Tiberius, that he may hav been 
a religious reformer, that he may hav been put to 
death by Pontius Pilate fpr sedition. All this is 
perfectly likely, and to allow it in no way indorses 
the mass of legend and myth encrusted round this 
tiny nucleus of possible fact" (Freethinkers' Text
Book, p. 207). 

Up to the middle of the second century, then, 
these are the whole of the external evidences which 
Obristians had to offer on behalf of their religion, 
and such evidence it must be admitted is wholly in
adequate to demonstrate the historic portion of the 
Ohristian case. ABTHUB B. Moss. 

The God Idea. 
In these days when men do their own thinking 

and the cherished c~eeds and established dootrins of 
political and religious organizations are subjected to 
the most searching scrutiny, it ought not to seem sac
rilegious for us to investigate the god idea that per
meates the philosophy of all classes and conditions 
of men. 

The most depraved savage has his god. The Hot
tentot of Africa, the Figi of the South Sea ielands, 
the Digger Indian upon the Great American Desert, 
all believe in the existence of some sort of a god. 
History los ~s He elf in the deep labyrinths of the 
past, but it does not go beyond the worship of a sup
posed deity. Ancient Egypt adore.d the mighty Nile 
and bowed down to crocodiles and bulls. Every 
nation had and has to-day its peculiar god or gods, 
shaped and fashioned after its idea of strength, cour-
age, and goodness. . 

As civiliz \tion advanced the god idea advanced, 
and from crocodiles and bulls, from images and 
shrines, we find the Oliristian religion evolving from 
the shadows of superstition with a great and un
known deity who to save from his own wrath gave 
his innocent son to die upon the cross as a propitiation 
for the sins of the world. The Jehovah of Israel 
becomes the god of the gentiles. Taken from his 
chosen people, he fortifies himself in Rome and 
works with a broad crimson stain through eighteen 
centuries the march of the Ohristian church. 

This God is supposed to hav made the world in 
six days; to hav made the sun to 1·ule the day and 
the moon to rule the night. To gratify his own 
pleasure he made man in his own image to rule the 
beasts of the field and the fowls of the air. He 
endowed man with reason and subj acted him to 
temptation. Through the machinations of the evil 
one man disobeyed God and ate of the forbidden. 
fruit. For this act of disobedience God drove his 
creature man out of the garden, and he (God) cursed 
the earth he had made; he cursed man and said, 
" By the sweat of thy brow shalt thou earn thy 
bread." He also cursed woman and pronounced a 
curse upon her daughters after her. His wrath knew 
no bounds, and to satisfy' his awful vengeance be 
cursed the entire human race. What a picture I A 
great God pronouncing terrible maledictions upon 
millions of unborn men and women, and all for the 
sins of his own creatures that he had made from 
the dust to gratify his own pleasure. In his wrath 
he brought the flood and buried beneath its 
angry waves the world, spmring neither women 
nor children. In his wrath he destroyed 
the city of Sodom and saved only righteous (1) 
L1t, a villain whose very name is a stench in tbe 
nostrils of decent men. In his wrath he hardened 
Pharaoh's heart and visited his plagues npon 
the hapless Egyptians. He advised the laraelites 
to "spoil" their former masters, not only counte
nancing deceit and theft, but actually commanding it 
of his people. He overthrew Jericho and saved only 
a harlot, butchering in cold blood babes ftnd 
women. He was the friend of Dlvid and Solomon, 
than whom no viler men ever dsrkened the pages of 
barbarism. And at last he grew so angry with his 
earthly children that nothing but the innocent blood 
t f his own son would propitiate his terrilille anger. 

Thinking men, reasoning men; pure women, I ap
peal unto you. Is this your conception of a God? 
Is this your idea of justice and right! How long 
must this bloody conception of the deity last? The 
world advances in science tmd art-the locomotiv has 
taken the place of the bullock cart, the telegraph su
persedes the carrier-pigeon, and the world advances 
in every respect save in its conception of a God. The 
idea of the blood atonement clings like a Nemesis to 
the human race. Intelligent men believe in and 
worship a God whose history, if true, would cast a 
shadow upon the record of ten thousand N eros. 

How can virtuous women worship a God who gave 
unto D1vid "all the wives of his master Saul," or a 
G Jd who would bless and prosper such vile libertine 
as old Jacob and Solomon-• God who blessed the 
polygamist and the adulterer! How can honest 
men bow down before altars built to a God who 
led a band of outlaws and robbers from Egypt into 
Oanaa.n, there to butcher the old and the young, to 
rob and plunder the hapless Oanaanites ! Will men 

and women never renounce this horrid conception of 
a God and learn to do right and respect the rights of 
others T Will they never turn from fa til efforts to 
plant their bloody banner in every land and from 
preaching the cruel doctrin of blood atonement ? Men 
need to be pointed to the future and not to the past. 
Men should forget Abraham and Lot and David and 
Peter and Paul; they should not be taught to adore 
the Jehovah of the Bible, but taught to follow in the 
footsteps of such men as Denton, Humboldt, F.rank
lin, Fulton, Edison, Pasteur, Koch, and that mighty 
host of mighty men who are leading the human race 
from out the shadows of superstition into the glori
ous sunlight of reform. In Koch we see one might
ier than the supposed Ohrist. One who not only 
heals, but shows others how to do his wonderful 
works. Ohrist was supposed to heal the leper, but 
Koch not only heals th.e consumptiv but places in 
the hands of others h1s wonderful power. Koch 
works by scientific princ!ples, while Ohrist acted the 
part of a juggler. Koch goes to the root of the evil, 
while the Nazarene, if the story be true, simply re
moved the effect without acting upon the cause. 

Ohrist was not the equal of Edison, for he entered 
Jerusalem riding upon an ass's colt, while E·3ison 
rides behind the ~·lightnings of the clouds. Take 
the patriarchs of Israel, and place J ewe at their 
head, and place around them the armies of Israel in 
ita palmiest days, r.md one hundred men armed with 
Winchester rifles would scatter the entire host. 
Why, then, this eternal adoration of these benighted 
savages? 

Let all Freethinkers' band themselvs together and 
organize themselvs not upon the principle of old 
Moses or upon the principle of Jesus or Paul, but 
let them take the teachings of Newton, Franklin, 
Huxley, Darwin, Edison, and the great army of 
scientists, as our creed, &nd take the revelations of 
science as the only true revelations of God, and 
build -up their race upon a higher, purer, nobler 
plane, and go forth to conquer the combined armies 
of i~norance and superstition. W. H. STITES. 

Nashville, Tenn. 

Letters to Workingmen. 
Oharles Ltmb in his humorous way tells us of the 

origin of roast pig-how a building containing 
young pigs accidentally took fire and how the farmer, 
poking among the embers, ran his fingers into the 
roasted meat, and, clapping his burnt fingers into 
his mouth, first tasted roast pig, and how he, and 
anerward his neighbors, finding out his method, 
took to burning down their buildings to obtain this 
wonderful savory viand~ We laugh at the idea of 
burning a house to roast a pig. Nevertheless the 
circumlocution performed by our public institutions 
discounts the absurdity. To roast a pig they would 
not only burn a house, but spoil the pig also. Why 
is it, take a question of law, of medicin, of theology, 
an appeal is made at once to the past ! A search is 
begun for some old decision ; and the older the bet
ter, the more honored. Men, even reformers, are 
continually decrying the degeneracy of the times 
and pointing to the "good old days" of our fathers, 
when politicians were patriots, ministers sincere, and 
lawyers were honest. We are forever looking back
ward for our model. 

bav learned to love it as truth. Thu.t reason has 
been denounced as false and in league wiih the devil. 
The early history of all people shows how reason has 
to giv way to tradition. After man had made his 
God and endowed him with omnipotent goodness, 
reason wanted to know how his existence with that 
of evil in the world could be reconciled. Hence the 
myth of Eden, "original sin," and other traditions 
arose. Man was made perfect, the traditions of life 
were perfect. Bat the devil, in the form of wisdom, 
beguiled him. He began to question, to reason, and 
was lost; and. this old fear that to follow our reason 
to a logical conclusion would , lead us to the devil 
still dominates the masses. We are conscious of the 
working of certain principles for good, but so fear
ful of getting out of the road our fathers trod we 
dare not trust them. All reformers start from well
defined principles ; but the moment success brings 
them many followers, a limit is set to the principle, 
and we find inscribed upon their articles of faith, 
" Thus far shalt thou go and no farther." They 
dare not follow their logic to a consistent conclu~ 
sion; for when they leave the creed of their fathers, 
and claim the right to enter new fields of thought 
and action, to be consistent they must grant the 
same right to others, until every soul is at liberty to 
decide for himself or herself what is right, what is 
proper, and act acaordingly. Fleedom in thought 
is becoming popular, freedom of speech is being de
manded, but freedom of action has few advocates. 
Yet the logic that begins with thought must. end 
with action. Liberty must shine for all, else it is 
not liberty. Do as you will and be prepared to take 
the consequences of your aots; for as you act in 
liberty, by liberty your. acts are judged. The prin
ciple of liberty is natural law, and based upon the 
perfect equality of the human race. 

I know we are living in a highly artificial state of 
society. The idea of human equality is a modern 
idea, and the idea of liberty as a principle is very 
little understood. But the ego of man will never ba 
satisfied until the liberty of the individual is estab
lished. Liberty is the normal or natural state of 
man. Prescribed morale and conduct is abnormal, 
artifical. Nature says, do as you please; and true 
education says, the pleasure of your act depends 
upon your doing to others as you would hav others 
do to you. This is the idea : like produces like. If 
you smile, a smile is returned ; if you frown, a frown 
answers you. Joy give birth to joy, and hate en
genders hate. · When we acquire scientific habits of 
thought, when we are no longer prejudiced in favor 
of hereditary beliefs, but sh!'ll seek the truth with 
unbiased investigation, then the true value of funda
mental principles will be apparent. 'r.hen we shall 
be able to think of liberty that is in no way associ
ated with invr.sion. Then we may truthfully say: 
"I believe in liberty, but not in license." Now it is 
the reverse. We believe in license, but not in liberty. 
When we limit liberty, we create license. We no 
longer say, "Do as you will," but "DJ as we will." 
We hav established an authority, and liberty under 
·authority is impossible. But would you giv man 
liberty to do wrong? I would giv man liberty; 
that is to say, I would make the conditions such that 
every man should dwell in liberty. · 

The idea of giving men liberty conveys a false im
pression. Liberty is the normal condition, man's 
inalienable right.. Ignorance and superstition hav 
deprived him, and substituted license. Intelligence 
must restore it. 

Yet history proves it a delusion. Its students 
must deny that the polities of our fathers were less 
corrupt than ours. On the contrary, intrigue was 
then, as now, the politician's stock in trade. If the 
miniater was less a hypocrit, he was more a tyrant. 
And a conscience was less discernible in the doctors. 
The greater cry raised against corruption in our 
times, arises from the fact that our perceptions of 
right and justice are keener. We are losing our 
reverence for the divine right of things. We are 
beginning to question the truth of the saying that 
the end j astifies the means. The old lady who ex
cused bar false prophecy in time of a revival by say
ing, "There is no sin in lying to scare sinners to 
repentance," proved herself a true follower of the 
Ohristian fathers. But Elomehow her efforts were 
not appreciated, and she is growing still unpopular. 
The age is getting critical. We are even questioning 
the good msn in politics who in his endeavor to save 
the country by getting his party in power will resort 
to means which would not look just right if employed 
in his own individual advancement. The patient is 
questioning the methods of the physician, asking 
himself if he is not heeding the admonition, "Pbysi
cian, heal [heel] thyself," and doing it at his expense. 
The mantle of " divinity " and "necessity" is getting 
thr~adbare, and we are discovering the form of a 
man beneath it. Even the long gown of the priest 
is getting thin, and the halo that was wont to en
circle his beatific countenance is becoming beautifully 
less; like the wig of the councillor ·and ihe Lltin of 
medicin and prayers, it is losing its value. 

The trouble is, we hav accepted the assertions of 
men as truth simply because our fathers and fore
fathers so accepted them, but when subjected to the 
test of reaaon and experiment, they are found want
ing the essential qualities of truth. Then we are 
inclined to doubt our reason and experiment ; for we 

if man does wrong-that is to say, if he invades 
the liberty of other11-then he is not acting in liberty, 
but destroys the condition and subj acts himself to 
restrainment. Oan there be such a thing as restrain
ment without government T " Self-preservation is 
the fi ·st law of nature." It certa\nly is essential with 
selfishness. If my liberty is invaded, my nature as
serts the right to resist that invasion, and if my 
strength or ability is uneq u1r,l to the task and I can 
convince others of the justice Gf my resistance, and 
that their interests will b!! advanced inasmuch as tbe 
help will be reoipro'cal, they will voluntarily as~ist 
me. In this way assooiation fJr mutual proteot10n 
and mutual advsntage will be formed. Herbert 
Spencer sayR, ''The spontaneous .cooperation of men 
in pursuit of personal benefits wdl adequately work 
out the general good." Think it o~er, friends. Ifl:l
agin a neighborhood. Some one IS wronged. H1s 
fdends and neighbors desire to see justice don~ and 
the wrong righted. They are thoroughly acquamted 
with all the features of the case, and ldt to themselvs 
would soon make restitution, but their hands are 
tied. T.he poor man or woman must suffer and be 
silent, or else appeal to the law, in which case they 
may pnssibly punish their enemy, but when they 
fi<Yure up the cost the satisfaction is not so apparent. 
The lawyer bas been well defined as the gentleman 
who rescues your property-\nd keeps it himself. 
Think of these lawyers and judges deriving a vast 
revenue from the quarrels and misunderstandings of 
those who should be friends, and would ba bat for 
these vampires and leeches on the body of a?ciety. 
These differences could all be settled by fr1endly 
arbitration, without loss of time or expa~s~ of fort
unes. And what is true of those cases ar1smg from 
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traflb and intercourse is equally true of crime ed 
all cases cf iDjuetice. 

B11t this is mob-law, you exclaim; Nothing of the 
kind. .Intelligence would soan. arrange matters. 
Mob-rule and its usual acts o · v1olence are but the 
volcanic erup+.ion of pent-up indignation at the 
tardiness in• :ffi Jiency, and corruption of our so-cailed 
courts of jusLioe, .where criminals are arrested by 
" pals," confined and guarded by comrades, and 
finally tried by their equals or superiors in crime. 
When we consider the character of these men who 
rule us, when we divest them of the glamour of 
oflbialism that surrounds them, we shall realize that 

Proud man, 
Dressed in a little brief &uthority, 
M 1st i~norant of what he's most assured, 
His glasRy essence, like an ane;ry ape 
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As m&ke the &ugels weep. 

Bujf<J.lo, N. Y. A. L. BALLOU. 

Mr. Laperche's Views. 
For many years back I hav been suppressing a 

desire to express my views on Spiritualism. I did 
so, thinking I bad better leave the valuable pages of 
our esteemed TBUTH SEEXEB for wiser an·i more 
talented writers, but unless I am entirely cff my 
base, my economy of the space in your valuable 
columns bas not the desired effact. It is not all 
taken up by wisdom. In the mean time, my desire 
to be beard is getting uncontrolable, baing constantly 
aggravated by what seems to me extremely ridiculous 
pleas for Spiritualism. 

My views hav been many times stated exactly by 
other parties, but not plain enough, it seems, for 
those who suffar their desires to overthrow their 
judgment. 

Allow me, Mr. Macdonald, to ask you and all the 
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER a pertinent question. 
Are all the Spiritualistic writers partially deranged 
or am I an idiot? 0 ae or the other seems to me an 
inevitable fact. Be frank and fear not to offend me. 
I want an impartial jury and am well disposed to 
abide by the verdicb after the evidence is beard and 
properly considered. 

I will take for my opposit the latest defender 
of spirits in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Mr. W. L. Willis. 

Miss Ella E. Gibson and a certain doctor bav 
given this man what appears to me quite satisfactory 
explanation of the possibility of the medium being 
influenced by the surrounding circuit. Indeed, Mr. 
Willis is not able to deny that such a thing is at least 
possible if not altogether probable, and yet he posi
tivly insists on attributing all the pheLomena be wit
nessed to foreign spirits who he believes hav once 
inhabited human bodies. 

1. I ask Mr. Willis, where is the proof that such 
spirits exist outside of his imagination 1 

2 If they do exist, where is the proof that they 
infl11ence the medium T 

3. If they inflaence the medium, why does the 
medium require the concurrence of a circle of friends 
to be influenced by the spirits, and that all the mem
bers of the circuit be entirely subservient to the me 
dium and remain in (flash) connection with him un
til an electric current is formed through which the 
volition of the whole party can fl lW to the medium 
and the consequent ravings of the overstocked me· 
dium can find ready access in the minds of those who 
bav temporarily deprived themselvs of their wiiJ 
power to cr operate in the formation of this huge 
maniac ? W ny cannot spirits communicate with 
their friends without a medium, and why can they 
not communicate with man in his normal state ! Is 
it not as essential that all these questions be answered 
before the problem of spirits can be entertained at 
all, as it is for Ohristians to explain bow an omnipo. 
tent and omniscient God could repent of his work 
before we can accept their Bible as a divinely got-up 
book! 

Mr. Willis angrily exclaims: "Some vicious peo
ple attend ehncas for the express purpose of expos
ing the medium, etc." If an adversely disposed 
p'lreon can break the circuit and destroy the power 
of the medium, is this not a plain proof that tht> 
meilium is controled by the circuit and by nothing 
else? 

A short time ago Miss Gib.mn wrote a short letter 
in answer to Mr. Wtllis. It was eo concise, and yet 
such a complete defeat of Mr. Willi11, that I really 
expected to never bear from that man again. 

To my great surprise, the same man is out again 
with one of his four-column epistles, proudly flour
ishing hie great literary talent quite unconcerned 
about the damaging challenge d Miss Gibson wbicb 
be never can meet, and still boastina that "he is 
perfectly at home on this subj!lct !" At home! yes, 
like a blind mau in a dark room. 

In THE TRUTH SEEKER of M1y 21 I got another 
surprise from Mr. 0. H Green, who does not claim 
to be a Sp;ritualist. He says: "I was verv sorry 
that Sister E Ia Gtbson did not choose to tell Brother 
Willis what she has so long kuown about that mya
terious force, that she is so sure spirits hav nothing 
to do with." 

Tbe very letter that I took to be a death-blow to 

81 iritnalism, Mr. Green understood as throwing 
up the gauntlet. In that letter Miss Gibson had 
told Mr. Willis to explain to the satisfaction of in
telligent, scientific people bow all those phenomena 
were produced by the help of spirits, and she would 
explain how all the same tricks can be performed 
witboat the help of spirits. 

Is this not a f.sir offer~ To be consistent, should 
not Mr. WHiis bold his peace until that nut is 
cracked! 

Behold a parallel case : Moses cast his rod on the 
ground and it become a serpent. The-magician did 
likewise with the same result. Moses claims that be 
performs this wonderful trick by the power d God, 
and that the magician did it by the power of the 
devil. 

In the eyes of the beholders the two performed 
alike. The difference claimed is only asserted by 
Moses himself. Hence no one could ever . believe it 
without committing an injustice upon himself. 

N aw where, I ask, is the difference between the 
positions of Mosu and Willis? 

The medium does a thing that b1 ffi ~s the under
standing of the uninitiated, and says it is done by 
the spirits. The magician does the very same thiDfl 
and claims thare is no sp~rit about it. I bold that 
no sane person is justified to balieve either on hi~ 
bare assertion. . 

The magieian proves his assertion by showing us 
how anyone can do the same tricks. When the 
medium can prove his claim by substantial evidence 
or by a rational ar~ument, be wiil likewise be en
titled to credence. Until be does that it is the duty 
of everyone not willing to be deceived to regard him 
as a crank or a crook. 

Mr. Willis admits that some bogus mediums bav 
been exposed, but looks upon this fact as a proof 
that there must be genuin mediums before they can 
be counterfeited. Fine reasoning that is. I once 
saw an enormous big man made of marble and ex
hibited as a petrified giant. It was a counterfeit. 
Does that prove that such giants did liv once 1 Not 
at all. It proves that the idea of a giant is not new 
but does not at all prove that one ever existed. 

There can certainly be no objection in investigating 
the possibilities of an eternal existence, but this con· 
tinually trying to palm off their unsupported asser
tions for accomplished facts is becoming quite intol
era9le. If I am wrong ,please Jet me know, and I 
will again try to muster up patience eroJgh to pa
tiently suffar the annoyance, since I cannot succeed 
in comprehending it. CnAs. LAPEBOHE. 

Space-F!IHng. 
It seems that Mr. Walker, in endeavoring to re

fute my proposition, JJever advanced bdJre, that a 
plethora of souls would ensue in space if the life 
evolved therein were immortal, bas jumped from 
his Agnostical f~nce into the most pronounced 
Spiritualism. Which it grieves me very much to 
note, seeing that I shall be obliged to shake his over
weening confidence in Iife-everlastin~ by" hoistiDg his 
arguments with his own petard." He tries to evade 
the main point at issue by reiterating his former 
figures of the extent of soul-evolution presumably 
going on in this planet or system, deliberately ig
noring the fact to which I b~:&v repeatedly called 
attention that no matter at what rate souls are 
evolved a plethora would be the inevitable result. 
Admit that the life of the higher or lower orders is 
immortal and bow can be reconcile it with the postu
late of science, generally accepted, that life bGs been 
evolved during all eternity, if not from this planet 
or system, from the infinit number of systems 
precediJJg it, without filling all space an ir.:finit num
ber of times over again, showing the fll!llacy of this 
doctrin beyond all doubt, because after, the first illl
ing-though there could he no "first " in eternity
fOUl-evolutions would necessarily hav to cease, which 
would involve the finiteness of nature. What need, 
therefore, of wrangling about millions or trillions of 
years! With his ad misE ion that it would "take our 
t;oJar system twenty-t.hree miUion years to form a globe 
(of souls) the size cf our earth," can he not compre
hend that though it took twenty-three million centu 
ries to form such a globe, nature bas the necesr;ary 
time at her command to fill the entire distances 
separating us from other systems wHh such globe!'i ? 
Oan this be denied, and does "necessary time" not 
imply an epoch no matter of what duration it may 
be, and did an infinit number of rmch epochs not 
precede this particular one, and will an infinit num
ber not succeed it? But when space is once filled, 
as it must evidently be at some time, seeing that 
spirits are supposed to be an imponderable matter 
occupying the same amount of space as when in the 
flash, where can any more room be found for the 
souls subsPq11ently evolved? How insignificant, 
tberdore, Mr. Walker's pRriod when comp,red to the 
duration of eternity. "Dame N sture" would laugh 
it to scorn, if she could. Is the entire life of our 
planet and of our solar system not to her as that of 
a single individual is to us! Are solar systems not 
individuals to her, preceding and succeeding each 
other ad infinitum? And to figure on what nature 

can accomplish in a paltry hundred trillion centuries, 
and pit such an insignificant period against eternity, 
what folly! 

But Mr. Walker ~binks be can invalidate these 
propositions bv the "axiomatic truth which t [he] 
stated in my [aiel former communication in t.b.ese 
words, viz: • h is a self-evident proposition that if 
you continue to giv, without any equivalent being 
returned, the supply will ultimately be exhausted,'" 
and that " this principle applies to all products, 
spirits not excepted." Is it possible that this axio
matic truth has been revolving all this time in his 
mind without his perceiving how fatal it is to the 
doctrin he upholds T He says I ignored it. So I 
did, but the reason was that I thought I bad 
stretched the editor's patience to ita utmost extent in 
one article. But now that Mr. Walker has given me 
the opportunity not to ignore it the second time, I 
will work this "axiomatic truth" for all it is worth, 
" bilin~ it down " at the same time. 

A Materialist might bav advanced this axiomatic 
truth as an unanswerable argument against Spirit
ism ; but how a votary of life-everlasting can adduce 
it in defense of his doctrin passes my comprehension. 
"If you giv without any fquivalent being returned, 
the supply will be ultimately exhausted." Well, 
doesn't nature, or "matter" (eo. called), not giv, yield, 
or evolve souls or spirits according to spirit
philosophy, and would therefore, seeing that no equiv
alent is claimed to be returned for these spirits, the 
supply or source from which they were drawn or 
derived, not ultimately became exhausted T In other 
words, would nature or matter not become extinct 
if spirits were continually evolved from it, seeing 
that no parts of these spirits are ever returned ? 
What plainer and more unanswerable argument to 
ehow the fallacy of immortality could be adduced ! 
n is the very principle of the Jaw of the conserva
tion of energy which teaches that "matter " can 
neither be increased nor diminished by one atom, but 
as spirits are presumed to be matter is the sum total 
of it, therefore, not constantly augmented in space, 
seeing that nature's matter eternally yields soul· 
subRtance without ever receiving an equivalent in 
return, and holding her own at the same time! It 
cannnt be poaaible that be means that as spirits in
crease in space, metter diminishes, so that, after 
space is full of spirits, tbflre will be no matter to 
produce any more from. His instancing that if a 
fertil field were not constantly replenished with 
fertilizers, it would soon become a barren desert, 
almost points in that direction. From which I con· 
elude that be actually believes Dame Nature intends 
to commit suicide, or degenerate to a bmrren, impotent 
state, after she ·has given birth to a certain number 
of souls. That this would be the result if she 
evolved souls at all, is self· evident, but that these 
facts should be cited in support of the spirit-doctrin, 
when they sound its death knell, is a mystery be
yond my capacity to solve. He says in elucidation 
of his proposition that "If the earth furnishes the 
material from which spirits are evolved and none 
of it is returned, the supply will be exhausted and 
the production cease as certainly as if it were a 
grosser aubstance. It seems difficult.," he continues 
to say, ''by any illustration to make this proposition 
plainer." Yes, it is perfectly plain. I don't ask any
thing plainer to show . the utter absurdity, from a 
scientific and rational standpoint, of the doctrin. of 
everlasting life. If the ee.rth, or nature (for the earth 
without nature could not" giv" anything), furnishes 
the material from which spirits are evolved, and none 
of it is returned, the supply will be exhausted and the 
production cease. Hence spirit evolution implies 
that the material furnished by auy planet, or nature, 
will finaHy be exhausted, and then she may as well 
"shut up shop." If be or anyone else can make 
anything else of his " proposition" (!) I would gladly 
be apprised of it. 

Hoping that he will learn to be content with the 
only life nature is able to bestow, so as oot to unrea
sona~ly yearn for a "nt:xt," I remain as ever, etc., 

Marengo, Ill. H. WETTSTEIN. 

Dc>ath in the Communion Wine-Cop. 
Ooncerning tbe il:lq11iry by F. G. McOaul~y in 

your JSBt ia11ue: ''Are there any well-authenticated 
C!!ses of persona rescued from the drink habit relaps
ing into it through the use of fermented wine at the 
communion-ts.ble ?'' I will say that I bad a step· 
father who was a reformed drunkard, and for a time 
lectured upon tamnerRnce. He remained sober for 
about nina years. He removed fwm the East to the 
W esb, where ha joined the church, but absented him
self, or declined to partake of the sacrament for fear 
of bringing back that appetite for strong drink. 
This eaueed remarks among the church people (who 
knew not the rea~on for his abstaining) that all was 
not right at heart with the mlbn, which reached his 
e11re, and caused him to yield snd partake of the 
ee.cument, which brought back that strong appetite, 
and, after several other attempts to reform, carried 
him to his grave. 

I could giv cases where the sacramental wine 
(which is by some deuominations taken weekly) bas 
led to drunkennees and pGverty. 
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I do not see how people can consistently advocate 
the cause of temperance and sanction the motto, 
" Touch not, taste not, handle not," and put the 
sacramental wine to their lips. W:r.r, HART. 

Kirk$Ville, Mo. 
------~~------

Twenty-One Uonundrums. 
1. If, at the last day, "all the dead shall be raised 

up with the self same bodies and none other " 
(Presbyterian Oonfession of FAith, p. 165), in what 
shape will the missionaries appear who hav been 
eat.en by the cannibals in the F.j·i islands ? 

2 Now, as the bodies of the missionaries hav been 
eaten by the cannibals, they in turn compose part of 
the bodies of the cannibals. Now, if the missionaries 
appear in their self same bodies, how can the cannibals 
appear in their self-same bodies, which are composed 
in nar~ by missionaries ? · 

3. How are we to understan<\ the langua~e Jesus 
used, if the three are one, when he said, "0 father, 
if it be possible, let this cnp pass," etc., " but not 
my will but thy will be done," showing clearly they 
had two wills at least ! 

4. If the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are one, 
ho"'V' did the killing of Jesus affdct the other two T 

5. If Ohrist died to save tb.e sons of Adam, did 
he die to save himself, as he was one of the same 
race! 

6. If the Fttber, Son, an l H'lly Gb.osb are one, 
then Jesus must be his own father. 

7. If the father or Holy G 1ost is J a9us's father, 
how cau Jesus be of the line of DAvid through 
Jo11epb? 

8. If J osepb is Jesus's bth~r, how can Jesus be 
th11 only son of GJd T 

9 How could J i!RU9 be the only begotten son of 
God if the sons of God cohabited with the daughters 
of men, as stated in Gen. vi, 4 ? 

10. "Fear no~ tq take unto thee Mary, thy wife, for 
that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost." 
Theu why is J asus cslled G Jd's only son? 

11. If God created man in his own image (Gen. i, 
27), is man in God's image yet, as the Bible says 
that God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam 
(Gen. ii, 21). and he took out O'le of his ribs to 
make Ere 1 Now, if he was in G Jd's image before 
the aurgical operation, how can he be the same now T 

12 Adam was told that., on the day that he eat of 
the tree of knowledge, he would surely die, yet he 
livetl nine hundred and thirty years. 

13. If God created the world and all that in it 
is, in six days, how long were the days before the 
sun and stars were made 1 

14. If of twenty-four hours each day, how were 
thev calculated or measured ? 

15 If, as some say, a day was a thousand years,. 
would not the days that Ohrist was said to be in the 
tomb represent several thousand years? 

16. If Ollrist was sevaral thousand years in the 
tomb, how was it that his mother, the Marys, and 
his disciples _were living at the time of his resurrec 
tion and crucifixion too ? 

17. If G 1d created aU things for his plea!!ure 
(R3v. iv, 11)1 why should he repent that he made 
man? 

18 If God be omnipotent, why should he be 
grieved at what he knew would come to pass~ 

19. If the command to man to love your enemies 
be just and right, should not mankind love the devil, 
as be is said to be man's greatest enemy ? 

20. It says in the Bible," I am tbe God of A. bra
ham, Isaac, and Jacob." And again it says, "God 
is not the- God of the dead, but of the living." Now, 
were A.brallam, I~aac, and J :\cob all living on the 
earth at one timeT 

21. If ignorance is more desirable than wisdom, 
why hav schollls and colleges to educate the masses 1 
See E:Jcl. i, 18: ''For in much wisdom is much 
grief, and he tnat iocreaseth in knowledge increaseth 
in sorrow." · W:r.r. LEwrs. 

Mt. Forest, Ont~ 
------~~.--------

Items of Foreign Freethooght News. 
Mr. Oarl Saholl, Niirnberg, has been found guilty 

of blasphemy by the court of that city. The wicked 
expressions appeared in an article on ''Christianity 
and Education," by Amedee Jacq1tes, uuhliahed by 
Mr. Sllholl in his mag!lzine, Es Werde Licht 
Twenty-five yeara ago the same article was published 
in the magazine Freie Stimmen, but was not deemed 
blasphemous e.nougb. to caU for the arrest of ally
body. 

The offi Jial bigotry in P tnReia is something sur
prising. We see in .Das Menschenthum that a 
teacher's ·certific•~e waa denied a young lady, Miss 
Mary Braun, of Dii lseldorf, although she had pa~sed 
the examidhtion ahead of everyone else, only be
cause she was not a church-membar and positivly 
refused to j ">in any of the t.wo hundred and fifheen 
diffarent Onristian sects. Y :lt the young lady can 
deem herself fortunate, since she escaped imprison· 
ment for irreverent conduct. 

Editor Grimpe, of E.bedeld, bas been sentenced 

to two months' imprisonment for "insulting Oatholic 
church institutions." H appears that Mr. Grimpe 
wrote an article on "Tbe Terrible Doings of Monk 
Orders." The Ptussian law guarantees liberty cf 
speech, prase, and illustration, and of seientific pur
suit, and the article in question was strictly histor
ical, but Mr. Grimpe was found guilty. It is the old 
story cf :fltrtation between church and state. When 
will people wake up and cause their total separa
tion? 

Three new Freethought societies hav been formed 
in Belgium during the past month, and money aub
srriptions for the erection of a monument for Ce3ar 
de PaApe increase in number as well as in amount. 
Leon Furnemont, editor of La Raison, proves him
self an excellent member of the executiv committee. 
To giv our readers an idea of the spirit of the Bel
gian Freethinkers we cite the following data al'l to the 
little Freethone-ht. society at Souvert. H was 
formed Dec. 2, 1888, with eighteen members, and has 
now fifty-three; it has registered seven civil mar
riages and thirteen births, and eight more civil mar
riages are announced to come off before the BUI!lmer 
has passed. 

In Swed~n the Freethought movement is spread
ing. Mr. V. L~nnstrand has now entirely recovered 
from the illness that he contracted while imprisoned, 
and he travels from place to place lecturing to ever
increasing audiences. Oaptain Thomson, on whose 
shoulders hav fallen the busineRs part of the move 
ment and the management of .Frit4nkaren-which 
excellent paper we heartily recommend to our Sc,n
diuvian friends-is not heard of so much. Hie 
business oollfines him to one place. Still, now and 
then he takAs time enough to deliver a lecture in 
some city. 011r Swedish friends can but congratu
late themselva on having with them a man like Oap 
tain Thomson, for had it not been for his superior 
business qualifications the Swedish Freethougbt 
movement would not be w:hat it is to-day. We 
may add that that movement has received a great 
boom from a very unexpected qtierter. The 
boomer is no one but the bigotl'trl little King o~car 
II. According to Stockholms- Tidningen th111 king 
resolved, in a cabinet meeting held April lOf.h, to 
banish Henry V. Barghell from Sweden. Mr. Berg· 
hell, who, as our readers are aware, is at present 
serving a three months' sentence for blasphemy, is 
a Finn by birth and has been in Sweden only a 
few years. M11ae-meetings hav been held in various 
ojt.iea d Sweden protesting against this new royal 
a.ttempt to degrade Sweden in the eyes of foreign 
countries. The royal decree ~s condemned by the 
uress, with very few exceptions, and especially by the 
Stockholm paD""'"· The latest case of banishment 
took place in 1850 when the Biptist minister F. I 
Ndson and a couple of others were sent acrose the 
border ; it caused a tremendous sensation, and loyal 
Swedes hoped that that would be the last time 
Sweden would be thus degraded. The rec~>nt. decreE> 
prove<~ the cnnt.rary ; only now it is not Ohristiane 
but Freethinkers who are banished. Subscriptions 
are baing g-tbered in for Mr. Berghell, and a monster 
protest, signed by some of the most eminent Hghts of 
the Swedish Rcientific and literary world, is being 
oircuiat.ed. What the outcome will be we do not 
know. bat we do know that it will prove a boom to 
the Freethought movement, and that the b1ueh of 
shame covers the hce of every Scen~inavian· 
American when he n1l~cts that "gammla Sverige" 
is tryin~ to occupy the position of R11ssia number 
two. We ourl'l"lvs arq glad that we are not born in 
the domain of King o~car the little. 

Will tbe Trustees Yield! 
From the Herald. 

A. popular cause triumphs, and the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, with all its superb treasures, will 
surely be thrown open to the wage-workers of the 
city on Sunday. 

It is now announeed semi-offi~ially that the sub 
committee of the executiv committee of the board of 
trustees of the M~t.ropnlitan Museum of A.rt wil1, at 
their meeting on May 18th, report favorably to the 
board on the question of opening the MuReum to the 
working men and women of the city on Sundays. . 

provision of money from the city, and for that rea
son the proposition which is thus briefly outli:.aed 
will be submitted to the city authorities as soon as 
it has been.adopted by the board of trustees at their 
next meeting. 

Of necessity some time will elapse before the city 
can act in the matter. The people will accept the 
generous proposition of the public-spirited citizens 
who will thus place one of the grandest coll5ctions 
of art in the world at the free disposal of the public 
of New York. Meanwhile money is necessary to ac
complish the object the Herald has undertaken
that of opening the museum during the months of 
June, July, August, and September. 

Since the board of trastees hav responded so nobly 
to the voice of the people, it is only right that the 
public should come forward with their contributions. 

The time of the year the Museum is most accessi
ble to the working men and women of the city is 
during the summer months. Four thousand dollars 
is needed to do this. Oome forward with your 
money, then, and don't let the poor of the city be 
IOilJrer denied the privilege of witnessing the noble 
works of art. 

Oentral P!U'k was alive with the families of orderly 
and intelligent working men and women last Sunday. 
The mall, the carrousel, the meadows, and every 
available spot was black or parti colored with the 
throng that went there to enjoy the beautiful scenery 
and to seek recreation after a week of toil. 

Tbey gazed upon the animals in the menagerie 
with delight, looked at the beautiful natural and 
artificial landscape, and passed a glorious day in 
the bright sunlight and on the soft green sward. 
They even looked at the few bits of statuary and 
busts of eminent men that the park contains with 
pleasure. A. curious crowd of large proportions 
gathered around the foot of the ancient obelisk 
and tried to decipher the hieroglyphics on its face. 

None c f them felt the more wicked for so doing, 
and yet they were denied the privilege-and hav 
been for years-of witnessing representations of 
landscapes, sculpture, and curiosities within the 
walls of the Museum. 

Some people did enter the Museum, but they were 
not the poor. They were the wealthy friends of 
ir:fluential members of the board of trustees and 
members of the institution itself. H is safe to say 
that these latter, too, had no feeling of having sinned 
when they ldt the structure. While the poor men 
and women bav but one day in the week upon which 
it is possible for them to inspect the contents of the 
Museum to advantage, they were denied the privilege 
which was accorded to the wealthy, who hav leisure 
to devote to such study during six other days. 

It is p\easant to contemplate that this ~hameful 
inconsistency is likely soon to ba corrected. 
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Lectures and Meetings. 
W. S BKLL is engaged to lecture nearly every night in 

May in Iowa.. His address is Clinton, Ia.., in care of James 
A.. Greenhlll, 316 Tenth avenue. 

THK lt>cture a.t the Manhattan L\bere.l Club Friday even
Ing, May 13 .h, is by Henry Frank, the heretical preacher of 
Jamestown, N. Y. His subject is "Dissolving V1ews of 
World Religions." 

This information comes from a trustee who 19 

thoroughly cogniz'lnt of the details of tbe report that 
will be submitted to the board. For obvious rea· 
sons he does not wish to bav his name appear as re 
vea!int:l the secrets of a committee room, but the in· 
formation be givs cannot be questioned. 

TbA aub-cnmmittee will rec Jrumend first, the open 
ing of the Museum uprm every Sanday in the year, 
between the hours of 1 o'clock in the afternoon and 
duek. Moreover, they will go a long wav beyond 
this, and recommend that the Museum be thrown 
op~n to the public on ev!'lry day of the year. 

To accomplish this ol>j ~ct entsils an absolute and 
cnmplete change in the finan.cial.departme~t of ~he 
Museum and in fact a revolutiOn IIl t.he ent1re pohcy 
by which it ha!'l been governed. It necessitates • 

ON Sundav, May 17th, a.t 3 o'clock In the afternoon, T. R. 
Ktnget, M.D, of New York, will lecture for the Newark 
Liberal League, subject: "ld O.:>position to Authority L.b-
erty's Opportunity?'' · 

E C. WALKl!R, the "Frcethought Home Ml~slona.ry," 
after an interim of several years devoted to journe.I!Rtic 
work, re-ent<'rs the lecture field. He has a.n a.ttre.ctlv list of 
Rubjects, and his terms exemplify his motto, '·Fair Play." 
During M~y and June address him a.t Cleveland, 0 , for en
gagements which will occupy his time to the middle of July. 
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~ommnnieations. 

Hebrew Polytheism. 
It is generally conceded by intelligent persons 

that a careful study of nature's operations affords 
but very little presumptiv evidence in favor of any 
known form of Theism ; but it is not so generally 
understood that the Bible itself, in the hands of ·its 
ablest apologists, constitutes a very far from consist
ent and intelligible representation of any believable 
scheme of theological faith. In fact, if the state
ments of leading theologians are to be credited, God 
is about as hard to find by turning the leaves of 'he 
holy book as by turni.Jig the leaves of the book of 
nature. 

Says Neander: "God reveals himself i:ra his word 
as he does in his works. In both we see a self
revealing, self-concealing God, who makes himself 
known only to those who earnestly seek him ; in both 
we find stimulants to faith and occasions for unbe
lief; in both we find contradictions whose higher 
harmony is hidden, except from him who give up his 
whole mind in reverence/ in both, in a word, it ia a 
law of revelation that the heart of man should be 
tested in receiving it, and that in the spiritual life as 
well as in the bodily, man must eat his bread in the 
sweat of his brow " (Life of Ohrist, Preface to first 
edition). 

The author's idea seems to be that if a man would 
find conclusiv evidence of a God, either in nature or 
revelation,· he must subordinate his reason to his 
reverence, and then toi~ sweat, and agonize till he 
succeeds in working his faith up to the believing 
point. The same plan would evidently suffice to ex
cite belief in any existing or imaginable scheme of 
religion. 

We are commonly informed by Ohristian people 
that the Bible is a product of the benevolence of God, 
who saw that man could not, unaided, discover in 
his surroundings sufficient proof of the existence and 
goodness of deity, and who therefore concluded to 
inspire good men to write a book in which these 
essential mstters of belief would be made s.o pl•in 
that "the wayfaring man, though a fool, might not 
err" in the faith. But how great must be the dis
couragement of the would-be believer when he learns 
from such eminent Ohristian authority as the great 
Neander, that only by "a base abandonment of rea
son," by forced reverence, by toil and sweat, can 
11 the higher harmonies" of God's book be discov
ered ! Says Pttf. Moses Stuart, 11 whose candor," 
says Dr. Haley, " was commensurate with his erudi
tion:" "In our present copies of the scriptures there 
are some discrepancies between different portions of 
them, which no learning nor ingenuity can reconcile" 
(Oritical History"nd Defense of the Old Testament 
Oanon, p. 179). 

The polytheistic import of ~any portions of the 
Bible seem to cause especial perplexity to the com" 
mentator. Thus Dr. Haley, after admitting the 
curious fact that Gen. i, 26; iii, 22, 11 hav the word 
for 1 God' in the plural form," turns for help to his 
assistants, as follows: 11 Gasenius considers this a 
1 plural of excellence or majesty;' Nordheimer, a 
1 plural of preeminence;' Baumgarten, a 1 numerical 
plural, originally denoting Gocl ancl angels together .i' 

· Delitzsch, a 1 plural of intensity ;" Fuerst, as used 
1 because the ancients conceived of the deity as an 
aggregate of many infinit forces;' Bush thinks the 
plural implies 1 greater fulness, emphasis, and inten
sity of meaning;' ~ange takes it as denoting 1 intense 
fulness ;' and Hengstenburg says, ' It calls attention 
to the infinit riches and the inexhaustible fulness 
contained in the one divine being;' Ewald says, 1 It 
was an antique usage, more especially in this Semitic 
tribe, to designate God, as also every other superior, 
externally by a plural form, by which no more than 
the sense of a kind of dignity and reverence was 
simply expressed.' As to the plural pronouns 1 us' 
and 1 our,' which God here employs, A ben Ezra thinks 
that he addresses the intelligences/ Philo, Dalitzsch, 
and others, that he spoke to the angels; Davidson, 
with Sedaiah a Gaon, that he spoke like a sovereign, 
1 we, the king ;' Kalisch, Tucb, and Bush, in sub
stance, deem it the plural 1 employed in deliberations 
and self.exhortDtions ;' Maimonides asserts that God 
is addressing the earth or the nature already created; 
Keil, that he is speaking of and with himself in the 
plural number 1 with reference to the fulness of the 
divine powers and essences which he possesses.'· On 
the .other hand, L!ll~.ge thinks the phraseology may 
.
1 po1nt to the germnlal view of a distinction in the 
divine personality,' and Murphy, that it indicates a 
pluralitY of persons or hypostases in the divine be
ing'" (Doctrinal Discrepancies, pp. 60, 61). 

Thus it appears that the voices of the commentators 
are somewhat discordant and Babel-like. But the 
Bible plainly says, 11 The Gocls created the heavens 
and the earth," " And the Gocls said, Let us make 
man in our image.'' And "the man is become as 
one of us." How could there be 11 one " of 11 us " 
and yet only one God speaking to himself T A~d 
how could God thus properly address any beings 
totally unlike himself, as angels, earth, created nat· 

ure, etc., as some of the commentators suppose! 
Not one of the writers elucidates the question in the 
slightest degree. Each of their explanations needs 
explaining. The passages show plainly that the 
writer, whoever he was, did not believe in one, but 
in many god!. 

It is also said that God gave the law to Moses; but 
St. Stephen says (A.cts vii, 53) that the Jews received 
the law from the angels, and elohim is often trans
lated angels in the O;d Testament. 

In Gen. xviii, 1-3, Abraham worshiped three angels 
as Lord. Haley says, of 11 three men-superhuman 
beings in the form of men-the patriarch appeared 
[how does he know?] to single out one as preminent 
"mong the three, whom he addressed as 1 my Lord.' 
Keil says, 1 Jehovah and two angels, all three in 
human form.' Murphy says, 1 It appears that of the 
three men, one,- at all events, was the Lord, who,· 
when the other two went toward Sodom, remained 
with Abraham while he went with Sodom, and after
ward he also went his way.' Lange say1.1, 1 Abraham 
instantly recognizes among 'he three the one whom 
he addresses as the Lord in a religious sense, who 
afterward appears as Jehovah, and was clearly dis
tinguished from the two llccompanying angele.' " 

If Abraham was so· accustomec} to seeing God 
that he could instantly recognize him when seen 
among others, his eyesight must hav been consider
ably better 'han that of Moses, who was only allowed 
to gaze upon Jehovah's hack parts, the Lord saying 
to him, "Thou canst not see my face and liv.'' It 
seems rather singular that Jehovah and the other 
two should be spoken of in exactly the same terms, 
as " men" and 11 angels," but the commentators 
make the subject so plain that it must be a sin to 
doubt. They tell us that Jehovah only was ad
dressed as Lord, and that he remsined with Abraham 
while the others went to Sodom to see Lot. But 
how does it happen that, as Abraham found a God 
among the three, Lot finds a God among the two, 
addressing him as 11 My Lord?" (Gen. xix, 18). 
Oould those old patriarchs, by the exercise of some 
magical power, transform an angel into a Jehovah 
whenever they wished ? or did the word 11 God" then 
only signify a chief angel ? It seems as though 
whichever took the lead as actor or spokesman might 
properly be called God. 

11 Worship him all ye elohim-gods" (Ps. xcvii, 7). 
"Maimonides and D4vid Kimchi say that the word 
elohim in this case means angelic powers" (Discrep
ancies, p. 62). Then the "angelic powers" created 
the heavens and the earth, and said, "Lat us make 
man in .our image." 11 Alexander and Hengstenburg 
explain it as meaning false gods.'' But false gods are 
idols, and Paul says an idol is nothing. Is it likely 
that Jehovah would inspire men to coax or command 
false gods to worship him ! Dalitzsch defines elohim 
here to mean "the superhuman powers deified by 
the heathen.'' The Jews were the heathen, then, 
for the Svt"iac Peshito reads, "Worship him all ye 
his angels." 

There is another text (Gen. xlviii, 15, 16) which, 
considered in its most reasonable and literal construe~ 
tion, imports the existence of a plurality of Gods. 
The word angel here is not from elohim, but from 
a Hebrew word which means an agent or messenger. 
Jacob affirms this angel to be the God of Abraham, 
Isaac, and Jacob, yet his own guardian angel. If 
this God of Abraham and Isaac was an agent, there 
must hav been a superior divinity. It could not 
hav been the son of God, for the writer of Hebrews 
says that God, who formerly spake through the 
prophets, had now first spoken to the world by his 
son. Besides, the bold charge of tritheism preferred 
against the trinitarians by Swedenborg still remains 
unrefuted. Just try to imagin a God who is 
everywhere, yet equally exists in three separate per· 
sons, and is one supreme God,.his own messenger 
between himself and his patriarchs ! Can a person 
carry a message from himself to some one else with
out changing his local position! Oan a principal 
who transacts all of his own business and performs 
all his own errands be said to employ an agent? or 
is he his own agent? In short, how can a person be 
at the same time his own agent and his own principal! 

Now, is it not plain that, if the elohim (plural) cre· 
ated the heavens and the earth; if the elohim said, 
11 Let us make man in our image;" if David could say, 
by divine inspiration or by his superior knowledge of 
Hebrew theology, 11 Worship him [God] all ye elo· 
him/' if Jacob could properly describe the god of 
Abraham, Isaac, and himself as an angel, agent, or 
messenger; and if St. Stephen could declare with 
his dying breath that the angels brought the law to 
Moses-'-I say, is it not plain that, if all of this is true, 
either the Jews never had any knowledge of a su
preme being, a god proper, or that they had and wor
shiped during a long period a multitude of gods? 
Both of these propositions may be true; and if either 
one is, the doctrin of inspiration, and with it Ohris
tianity, certainly stands upon a logical vacuum. 
The truth undoubtedly is, that the Jews found their 
search after a god as unavailing as others hav found 
it; and they worshiped they knew not what. 
Jesue exhorted them to search the scriptures, but 
they had long before asked in despair, "Oan man 

by searching find out God!" And Solomon appears 
to regard the search as being useless, for he says, 
"Be not righteous over much, neither make thyself 
over wise : why shouldst thou destroy thyself !" Al
though the Jews had gradually abandoned polytheism, 
and, like the Greeks, adopted in its place the idea of 
one supreme being, the wisest of them regarded 
God as an object of faith only. They did not pre
tend to be able to prove his existence. At first they 
imagined gods were as plentiful as stars: at last they 
were content if there might be one left, aDd dared 
no longer assert that he had ever been seen. 

Hartford, Kan. A. H. DARROW. 

Were the Chaldeans Irish! 
The serpent symbol is one of the oldest extant 

and comes down to nll as the first distinctiv symbol 
of the creation. The man and the woman, being 
created and established in possession of the land, 
were confronted with the serpent at the outset. 
This is the Jewish account and is received by the 
Ohristian people as a literal fact. But a little close 
analysis of these Jewish scriptures will show that 
during the course of thei~ deve~opme:rat from a n?mad 
tribal people to an organized hierarchy and national
ity they had various successiv stages of belief and 
alterations of creed. 

There was a continual war or party fight between 
the conservativ Moloch or Ohronos Saturn worship
ers and the followers of Baal, the sun god. The 
worship of Ashtoreth Ishtar or A.starte, the queen 
of heaven, was varied with that of Rsmphan or 
Mars and Ohemosh or Jupiter. They had their high 
places (druidic circle temples) and thei:r sacred 
groves. They had bulls, Pegasean horses of the sun, 
serpent symbols, and all that is commonly denoted 
as heathenism alternately as a creed. 

This came to an end with captivity. The nation 
was driven at the spear's point oat of the land into 
a strange country into slavery. Their gods, their 
books and records, were left behind. The rapacious 
soldiery plundered them of their wealth, and those 
that survived the long and toilsome march brought 
nothing with them but a memory of the past. In a 
laborious captivity of one hundred and fifty years 
this had faded into tradition which had become 
blended with the myths of the land where they 
toiled in slavery and ignorance. Then came Iibera~ 
tion and a return to the land of their fathers. But 
the Hebrews were strangers in the country which 
had belonged to them. Esdras was the mind that 
planned for them. Esdras wove a fabric of religion 
for them out of . the fragmentary myths of the land 
of their captivity. But to stamp it with divine au~ 
thority he gave out that he had been through a re
markable supernatural experience (see Esdras, book 
2, chap. x, etc.). . 

Now, the conservators of religion in Babylon were, 
the Ohaldeana or Ohaldees, who erroneously are 
supposed to hav been a nation because reference is 
made to the ·land of Ur-Ur of the Ohaldees, etc. 
Assyrians, Babylonians, etc., are all well defined, but 
in politics only we find refFrence to the Oha1dean 
magicians and astrologers. Now, by: referring to our 
northern history we find that Ur or Ir was the 
ancient name of II'Bland, and is derived from aur 
(gold). Eur Inis (Golden Isle) is the original form 
of Erin. And Ouldee, or Ohaldee, was the name 
commonly given to the druid priests until the last of 
them passed away at Iona. 

How to Help 'fhe Trnth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. . 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays 
the pictures. · 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands at the end of the waek any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On your request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the meeting
room, in the cigar store, in the barber shop. Leave 
it picture-side up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and. when convenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by asking some friend to 
take it. 

11 I SAY unto you that ye resist not evil ; but whoso~ 
ever shall smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him 
the other also. And if any man • • • take away 
thy coat, let him hav thy cloak also. And whoso· 
ever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him 
twain" (Matt. v, 39-41). · 11 Put up thy sword, for 
all they that take the sword shall perish with the 
sword" (Matt. xxvi, 52). "Blessed are the meek, 
for they shall inherit the earth" (Matt. v, 5). The 
doctrin of non-resistance would mean nothing but 
the destruction of the gentler and finer races and 
the rampant tyranny of the stronger; the reign of 
violence, not of peace.:- W. P,, Greg. 



U nl1!8B othe'I"'..ise specified, all publications 
noticed here can be had of TaE TRUTH l:iREKER 
OOMPANY, at the prices named. 

AMEBIOAN STATE P AP&Bs bearing on Sunday 
Legislation. Edited by Wm. Addison 
Blakely, Oounselor.at-law, Ann Arbor, 
Mich. Oloth, octavo, pp. 368. Price 
$2 50. ' 
This book is a veritable thesaurus on the 

question of religious legislation. It contains 
the views of the founders of oar government 
and of America's greatest statesmen on what 
promises to become the most prominent polit
ical question of the dsv. It contains writings 
of Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, Patrick 
Henrv, John Adame, Oolonel Johnson, Sen
ator Blair, Dr. A. H. Lewis, and many others. 
It adds notes from Roger Williams, George 
Wa~hington, Herbert Spencer, John Stuart 
Mill, George Bancroft, General Grant, Lord 
Macaulay, and many others. Among the 
documents are bills of rights, constitutions, 
treaties, statutes, memorials, petitions, re
ports, etc. In addition to the foregoing feat
ures, it contains, in whole or in part, the 
decisions of the s11preme·courts of the states 
of Ohio, Oalifornia, Missouri, Wisconsin, and 
Arkansas, on the question of the constitution
ality of Sunday laws, a!!.d of the reading of 
the Bible in the public schools, with numer
ous notes from various other decisions in 
England and America. Jefferson's disquisi. 
tion on the common law and Ohristia.ntty is 
the most' important paper on the subject 
which appeared during the last century. 
Another valuable feature of the book is the 
presentation of all the Sunday laws of the 
United States, accurately transcribed in full 
from the original statute books of the several 
states and territories. Also,.a.ll the provisions 
of the state constitutions guaranteeing or 
restricting religious liberty. Thus it is an 
invaluable compendium to every person in 
the United States who is in any way interested 
in the question of "Sunday laws or no Sun-
day laws." · 

Fono& AND MATTKE; or, Principles of the 
Natural Order of the Universe, with a Sys
tem of Morality based thereon. A Popular 
Exposition. By Ludwig Btichner, M.D., 
formerly Medical Lecturer at the U nivershy 
of 1i.ibingen. Translated from the fifteenth 
German edition, enlarged and revised by 
the Author. Reprinted from the fourth 
E!l.glieh edition. New York: Peter Eckler. 
Price, $1.50. 
This is a new and very handsome edition 

of the compendium by the famous scientist 
of the latest conclusions of science and Anti
christianity. All the fields are gone over, 
every theme of moment is treated. We call 
the attention of all readers to the compre
hensiv list of subjects considered: Force 
and Matter, Immortality of Matter. Immor
tality of Force, Infinity of Matter, Value of 
Matter, Motion, Form, Immutability of Natu
ral Laws, Universality of Natural Laws, The 
Heavens, Periods of the Oreation of the 
Euth, Original Generation, Secular Genera
tion, The Fitness of Things in Nature (Tele
ology), ·Man, Brain and Mind, Thought, 
Oonsciousness, Seat of the Soul, Innate Ideas, 
The Idea of God, Personal Oontinuance, 
Vital Force, The Soul of Brutes, Free Will, 
Morality, Concluding Observations, Appen
dix. Every Atheist and Materialist, probably 
every Freethinker, should hav in his home 
this arsenal of anti-orthodox weapons. 

THE SouL OF MA.N. B.v Dr. Paul Oarus. 
Ohicago: Open Oourt Pub. Co. Pp. 435. 
P.rice,$3. 
This volume contains several informing 

.chapters on psychological topics, presenting 
them, its advertisment says, "in their con
nection with philosophy, physical science 
including mechanics, physiology, experi
mental psychology (hypnotism, etc.), religion, 
and ethics." As to the " religion " in the 
foregoing category, we think that there is 
nothing to be said on its connection with the 
mind of man except by way of exposition of 
how it came to delude that mind, and how 
it has stunted it. The author, however, in
sists on more. He wants to hav his " soul 
of man" harmonized with " God" by a new 
" religious development." But the accu
rate information on the latest results of psy
chological and psycho-physiological investi
gations is so good that it is far from being 
irredeemably spoiled by the few specks from 
the fingers of a religious reconciler. 

How TO PRESERVE HEALTH. By Louis Bar
kan, M.D. New York: American News 
Oo. Oloth, pp. 344. Price, $1. 
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LIBBRTY IN LIT.BBATUBB. /·are those of our good John. Peck and John 
Ol this superb work the Arma says: Prescott Guild. In the first part of this 

I The great oration delivered by Oolonei 1 work he rains blows upon Ohristianity on its 
hngersoll- for the benefit of Walt Whitman 1 every side-historic, dogmatic, ethical. The 
,as been brought out by the Truth Seeker 1 Oatholic church, he says in one place, bad 

Co. in .a worthy manner. It is well printed· orders to quit at the Reformation, as Juda
fn heavy paper, consists of 50 pages, bound! ism had simtla.r orders nineteen hundred 
n brown and gold, and contains a fine pict- years ago. Now, says Mr. Pillsbury, "the 

ure of the "good gray poet." Of this ora- same cemmand has gone forth from the Blml.e 
tion it is difficult to speak too highly. It is, high source to Protestant Ohristianity as 
in my judgment, one of the greatest and well. And it will be obeyed. Not that the 
most timely utterances of recent years, and world's work is yet done, but Ohrlstianity 
should be in the home of every American has failed utterly, hopelessly, in its perform-. 
who values liberty and appreciates the dan- ·ance. It has never even enlightened the 
ger that threatens Freethought in the repub- world. It has ever been, to the extent of its 
lie by a class of stealthy, Jesuitical conserva- size and power, a total eclipse to the sunlight 
tivs, who hav imbued the spirit of a cowardly of scientific research and investigation, from 
and bloody past, and who are strenuously the days of the Ptolemies in Egypt to Ooper
s~ekinp: to foist that spirit upon this genera- nicus and Kepler and Sir Isaac Newton, and 
t1~n. In order to giv the reader an idea of onward to Darwin, Huxley, and Tyndall in 
this work, I g!v the following extracts: our own day, whom it opposes still. It has 

In the republic of mediocrity genius is danger- not elevat€d morality and virtue more than it 
ontsb. A great son! apoears and fiqs the world has enlightened the understanding of man-
Wl new and marvelous harmonxee. In his k' d B f h i t i f 1 i words is the old Promethean flame. The heart 1D • e ore t e g an ev Is o savery, n-
of Nature beah and throbs in his line .. The temperance, war, oppression of labor by 
respectable prudes .and pedagogs sound the capital and by caste, oppression of woman 
falarm,and cry, or rather screech," Is this a book by everybody-that sublimation and 'high or a young person?" , 

A poem true to life as a Greek statue-candid as art of all slavery; before these and other 
nature-fills these barren souls with fear. similar scourges of humanity Christianity has 
. Drapery about the perfect was suggested by trembled and bowed has often become chief 
ImmodestY. ' 

The provincial prudes, and others of like mold of sinners, or denied that such were sins at 
pretend that love is a dnt:v rather than a passioX: all. And we long ago went away outside the 
-a kind of self· denial, not an overmastenng joy. Christian church and organized other armies 
TheY preaeh the gospe!ofpretense and pantalets. d i t 'd b + • h In the presence of sincerity of truth they cast an agenc es o o a.tle agamst t ese foes 
down their eyes, and endeav~r to feel 'immodest. of the human race." This writer knows by 
To them t}le most beantifnl thing is hypocrisy personal experience what he is talking about. 
adorned wxth a blush. 0 It h' b k i h' 1 fi h Th~Y h!!-V .no idea of a:n hones.t, pure passion, onsu lB oo s narrat ng IS ong g t 
glorymg m 1ts strength,mtensa,mtoxicated with against churchly defense of slavery. The 
the beautiful, ~;~iving even to inanimate \hings latter pages or this book denounce liquor, 
nnise an4 mo~ion, and t_hat trl!-nsfi~nres .• enno- tobacco and lust and predict a glorious !ut-
bles, and xdeahzes the obJect of xts adoration. i ' i ' 

They do not walk the s·•reets of the Cit• of· ure n wh ch the enemies of man, even death 
Life; theY explore t.be sewers; tbey stand in the j itself, shall perish. The book would suit 
gutters.and cry "Unclean!" TheY_ pretend that 1 missionary work. Pp. 26. Price, 10 cents; 
b~anty xs a s:nare; that love is a ' eJI!ah; ~hat.the • twelve copies $1 
hxghway of JOY is the broad road, lined with flow-, ' • 
ere and fill"d with perfnme,Ieading to the city of --
eternal sorrow. 

Here is a thought which, till recently, all sensi- The Arena, that interesting magazine which 
!Jle men .aacepted as axiomatic. ~ot until our 1 is not afraid to publish the newest thought of 
xrresponexble CeJ?sors too 'It to markmg here and · the time in its May number "iVB three ex-there a passage xn the ''Kreutzer Sonata" did a I ' " . 
~rna man suPpose that a work of a life was to bel cellent portraits, of M. J. Savage, Juhan 
JUdged by a !me or an act. The work or the life, Hawthorne, and Professor Isaacs. Among 
whether it lead~ upward or do'fn1"ard. tha.t is the l the articles are " Russia of To. day "by Prof only true question; whether xt xs calculated to " W' · 
awaken society and brmg about a healthy revoln- Emil Blum ; Is Spiritualism orth Inves
tion, or lull it to sleep in the lap of !in. tlgating ?" a discussion by Julian Hawthorne 

No writer must b!l.meo.snred by a worrt,_or line.! and M. J. Sa'Va~e · "What Is Judaism?" by 
or paragraPh. He xs to be mea,nred by hxs work: · p Ab ' " Th s L f 
by the tendencY, not.of one line, but by the ten-1 r?f· ram sa.acs; e urv val o 
denc:vof all. Fa1th," by H. Ohapin, M.D.; and ''Thomas 

Which way do~s the great streal!l ten91 Is it· Jtfferson," by E. Powell. In " The Anglo
for good or evx!J Are the motxvs hxgh !!.nd Saxon 'Unco Guid'" the noted French noble, or low and mfamons? I 

Jf I were to edit the Heat books of tbe worlil, 1 writer, Max O'Rell, has this paragraph: "In 
might leave out some lines and I might leave .out s moment of wounded national pride, Sydney 
the best. r hav no right to malce or m11 bratn a, Smith once exclaimed. ' What a pity it is we 
Bi,ve, qnd. s•'IJ that onliJ that which pas•es through i · 
belongs to the rest of the human raoe. I claim the· hav no amusements in England except vice 
right to choose. t giv that light to all. I and religion l' The same exclamation might 

-- be uttered to-day, and the cause laid at the 
"Miracles and Medicin" is the fruitful sub- ' unco guid's' door. It is he who is respon

ject which Dr. Andrew D. White now takes slble for the degradation of the British lower 
up in his "Warfare of Science" papers in 1 classes by refusing to enable them to elevate 
the Popular·Bcience Monthly. The May num-! their minds on Sundays, at the sight of the 
ber contains the first part of this chapter, tell- masterpieces of art contained in the museums, 
ing how tales of miraculous cures arose and 

1 

or at the sound of the symphonies of Bee
grew in the Middle Ages, and how the early thoven and Mozart. They must choose be
progress of medical science was hampered by tween vice and religion, and as the poor 
the jealousy of relic-peddlers and theological! wretches know they are not wanted in the 
oracles. In the " atmosphere of theologic. churches, they go to the taverns." And, adds 
thought, medical science was at once I our bright Galhc critic, " All over New Eng. 
checked. The school of Alexandria, under land and, indeed, in most parts of America, 
the influence first of Jews and later on of the same kill-joy, the same gloomy, frowning 
Ohristians, both permeated with O:iental 'unco' guid' is flourishing, doing his utmost 
id_eas, and taking into their theory of medicin to blot the sunshine t ut of every recurring 
demons and miracles, soon enveloped every- Sunday. Yet, Sabbat£-keeping is a Jewish 
thing in mysticism. In the Byzllntine em- institution that has nothing to do with Prot
pire of the E~st the same cause produced eetantism." The Arena is 50 cents per num
the same effect: the evolution of ascertained ber, $5 per year. 
truth in medicin begun by Hippocrates and 
continued by Herophilus, seemed lost forever. 
Medical science, trying to move forward, was 
like a ship becalmed in the Sargasso sea : 
both the atmosphere about it and the medium 
through which its progress must be made 
resisted all movement. Instead of reliance 
upon observation, experience, experiment, 
and thought, attention was turned toward 
supernatural agencies. Especially prejudi
cial to a true development of medical science 
among the first Ohristians was their attribu
tion of disease to diabolic possession. St. 
Paul had distinctly declared that the gods of 
the heathen were devils ; and everywhere 
the early Ohristians saw in disease the malig
nant work of these dethroned powers of evil. 
The Gnostic and Manichman struggles had 
ripened the theologic idea that at times dis
eases are punishments by the almighty, but 
that the main agency in them is satanic. 
The great fathers and renowned leaders of 
the early church accepted and strengthened 
this idea. Origen says: ' It is demons which 
produce famia, unfruitfulness, corruption of 
the air, pestilences ; they hover concealed in 
clouds in the lower atmosphere and are at
tracted by the blood and incense which the 
heathen offer to them as gods.'" Among 
the other articles are "Professor Huxley on 
the Warpath," by the duke of Argyll; "An 
ElC]leriment in Moral Training," by Dr. Mary 
V. Lee, and" The Evolution of Patent Medi
cin," by Lee J. Vance. This valuable maga
zine is published by Appleton & Oo. at $5 per 
year, 50 cents per number. 

''The Reader's Guide in Econominal, So
cial, and Political ScieDce" is a catalog of 
works on the vital problems of society, poli
tics, and labor. Its titles include not only the 
leading works by American and English au
thors, but those in French and German. In 
addition, recent magazine articles bearing 
upon political questions are mentioned, and 
full references are given to government pub
lications. Three brief reading courses are 
planned for youths, for readers in a second 
stage of progress, and for students. An ap
pendix shows in summary the courses in po
litical and economic science offered in the 
leading colleges to both men and women. 
'!'he little volume photographs in a most inter
esting wiLy every existing means of educa
tion in American citizenship; it will serve to 
advance that education by giving trustworthy 
guidance. It contains 170 pages. New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. Price in cloth, 
$1; paper, 50 cents. 

The Fr~etMnkers' Maga!ine for April pre
sented the following interesting contents : 

This is a common sense and commendable 
book on that subject which all of us admit 
to be t!Ie supremely important one. Ita chap
ters are : The Prevention of Disease, Food, 
Hygiene of Different Organs, Hygiene of Age 

Portrait of the Horace Seaver Monument, as 
a frontispiece. " Life and Career of Charle,s 
Bradlau~h" by George Jacob Holyoake; 
"The Ev~lution of the Devil," by Ex-Rev. 
Henry Frank· '' Spiritualism,"by Lyman 0. 
Howe · " Shall the Bible be Read in the Pub
lic Schools?" by Richard· B. Westbrook, 
LL.D ; "The Bamarianon Change," by Mon
cure D Conway· "The Hecular School Man
ual on Morality,'; by Ida C. Craddock ; " The 
Dirge of the Sea," by Vnltairine DeCieyre; 
A poem, "D.vlght L. Moody," by Parker 
Pillsbury; "Doubt," by "Agnostlcus," and 
much other valuable matter. For sale at this 
office. Price, 20 cents. 

and Occupation, Hygiene of the Dwelling, "The Popular Religions, and What Shall 
The Oare of the Sick, Nursing, The Family be Instead" A Discourse delivered in Boa
Physician, How to Giv Aid in Emergencies, ton and in sundry other places by Parker 
Oontagious and Miasmatic Diseases, Diseases Pillsbury. Many of our readers are familiar 
of the Nervous System, Diseases of Altered with this distinguished Abolitionist and vet-
Nutrition, Diseases of the Respiratory Tract, eran in all reforms. There are few truer and . 
D.eellqes of the Digestiv Tract, D;seases of better than be. '!'here is no difficulty in un-1 We hail with reJoicibg e~rlj_ cortrib~t~~n 
the Urinary Tract, Diseases ot the Skin, derstanding his sentences. Each is driven to the developmentEo\ ptp arW~ on hie 
Parasites, Motherhood. . stralgltt to the mark. E;is pl~el!& !ijl!l torce greit doctrin of vo ut on, eu r s-
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tians ask what Freethinkers hav done, the 
citation of the discovery of thiA tremen
dous principle will alone be sufficient to 
strike them into s\}ence. Appleton & Oo. 
hav begun the ·publication of an'' Evolution 
Series." No. 1 consists or a biography of the 
eminent laborer in evolutionary discovery, 
Alfred Russell Wallace, and an exposition of 
his views, by Edw. Oope, Ph.D. Its matter 
is excellent, and a portrait is prefixed. In 
No. 2 Ernst Haeckel's personality and doc
trine are well handled by T. B. Wakeman. 
This book also contains a portrait of the dis
tinguished furtherer of science and enemy of 
religion who forms its subject. The techni
calities of these works are few. We recom
mend them warmly. They are neatly printed 
and bound. Price, 10 cents per number. 

A "Social Science Library" has been 
started by the Humboldt Publishing Oo. In 
No. 1 J. Thorold Rogers recounts the history 
of "Six Oenturies of Work and Wages.'' 
No. 2 is a reprint of the famous and valuable 
consideration of " Socialism" by the distin
guished John Stuart Mill. High praise is 
deserved by both. The volumes are a hand
some 12mo, with large type and Illuminated 
Mver. Pp., No.1, 160; No. 2, 214 Price, 
25 cents each. The volumes are also fur
nished in cloth at 75 cents apiece. 

Zola's latest novel, ''Money," has been 
published in translation by Benj. R. Tucker, 
of Boston. Its scene is the ,speculating and 
financial sphere in Paris. The data, like 
those of all Z )Ia's novels, are collected by the 
laborious realist from actual life, and may be 
received as faithful and instructiv. In the 
attractiv guise of fiction the work offers a 
valuable exposition of the seething, dazzling, 
and trying financial life of our time. Po. 
435. Portrait. Price, cloth, $1; paper, 50 
cents. 

"Looking Forward" is a book for young 
men, counseling as to " their interest and 
success." It says some sensible things as to 
the young man's " physical and mental equip-. 
ment, his friends, his business, his politic3, 
hia money, his habits, pleasures, reading, 
home, etc." The worth of the book suffers a 
certain depreciation from the sprinkling of 
religion applied by its author, Rev. George 
Weaver. New York: Fowler & Wells Oo. 
Pp. 218; cloth. Price, $1. 

The time. proved friend of ourselvs and al 
Freethinkers, Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., prints in 
one 10-cent pamphlet the two treatises, 
"Food-What's Best to Eat;" and "Every
body's Health Primer, about ordinary habits 
of living favorable to maintaining health, 
and essential in regaining it." We are will
ing to think that the worthy doctor displays 
in medicin the same sterling sense that he 
does in Freethought. 

Dr. Sheffield, of Nashvllle, Tenn., advo
cates homeopathic theory in a pamphlet of 
homeopathic size. Its 18 pages conclude 
with the summary : " It is a negativ good to 
abstain entirely from the use of all kinds of 
drugs and medicine. It is a positiv good to 
take infinitesimal homeopathic remedies when 
sick, for they are certainly curativ." The 
writer perhaps charges 10 cents for a copy of 
his brochure. 

· The dissertation on " The Eleusinian and 
Baechle Mysteries " by the learned Thom!ls 
Tavlor has been issued In a new edition by 
J. ·w. Bouton. It is edited, with introduC
tion, notes, emendations, and glossary, by 
Alex:. Wilder, M.D. A. L. Rawson contrib
utes 85 illustrations. The printing and bind
ing are of the finest library style. 

"Let1ers to Farmeis' Sons on the Questions 
of the Day, beinli F<~mlliar Talks on Politica 
Economy," is a 2,)-cent book by HenryOhase, 
published by the Twentieth Oentury Co. Its 
title will afford all necesE ary indications of its 
character but, one, and that one we will add 
in the form of. the information that it advo
cates the single tax. 

"Ghosts, Devils, Angels, and Sun. gods" !s 
the group of formidable beings against whom 
Mr. E. C. Kenney declares war in a pam
phlet of that name. We say yes to most of 
its positions. Its 126 pages are afforded at 
the reasonable price of 25 cents. 

" A Bong for My Bon" is the title of 
long poem in which George Henry Martin ex 
presses sound Antichristian views that seem 
to us good foT the sons. of everybody. Lon
don: Watts & Co. Pages, 64; fine paper, 
full gilt. Price, $2. 

"Finger-posts to Truth" is a compilation 
of gems of Antichristian thought from many 
authors. It is said that he who first quotes 
a. good thought is but second to him who in
dites it. London : Watts & Oo. Pp. 48. 
Price, 25 cents. 

"The Biography of D:o Lewis," the ag 
tator on medical, hygienic, and educationa 
reform has been written by Mary Eastman 
and publ!sh~>d in a $1.50 cloth-bound volu1J1, 
by Fow!er & Wells Co. 
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Those of our subscribers who are in arrears are 
very strongly urged to forward their renewals at 
once, as we need money badly. P1per merchants, 
printers, and landlords cannot be satisfied without 

·cash, and that cash must come from our friends who 
owe it to us. We hav no other resource. HundrPds 
are owing ua from one to four dollars each, and upon 
these amounts, small in individual oases, buh larae 
in the aggregate, we depend to pay our bills.· We 
hope no one ia. arrears will longer put df .his plain 
duty. 

We hope, too, that our friends everywhere will 
take sufth ent interest in our work and in the paper 
to make a slight tff Jrt to get us some new subscrib 
era. It can be done with a very little eff.>rt. Please 
do it. 

Has Chril!lt Risen 1 . 
Au Illinois friend sends here a copy of one (;lf the 

Christian Ad11ocates that the Methodist church pub
liahes, in which is an editorial aaserting "Christ is 
Risen." 0 tr friend wants to know if this is so. 
The Advocate says: 

" That our Lord rose from the dead is no longer debatable. 
No other historical fact h"s m'lre conc'usiv evideuce. The 
witnesses are the two Mary's who, on the first day of the 
week, came to the tomb, 1 found not the body of the Lord 
Jesus,' and to whom the angel said, 1 Why seek ye the living 
among the dead? He is not-here, he is risen;' the soldiers 
who watched the sepulcher on the morning of the resurrec
tion 1 came into the city, aud told unto the chief priests all 
the things that were come to pass;' Peter and John who, to 
verify the report of the women, 1 ran to the tomb, aud look
ing in, saw the linen clothes by themselvs' and all the dis
ciples. To twn of them Cb.rist revealed himself on the way 
to Emmaus. Nut. he appee.red to all except Tb.omas on the 
eveuing of the day on which he rose, when they were as
sembled with closed doors 1 for fear of the Jews,• and 'stood 
in their midst and said, 1 Peace be unto you.• And when 
he had so said, he showed unto them his hands and hiBBide.• 
Again, 1 after eight days' he appeared unto the disciples, 
Thomas being present, who, when he had touched the 
wounds In Christ's hands and side, exclaimed, 1 My Lord and 
my G ld I' At the sea of Tlberias, Jesus manifes•ed himself 
to Peter, Thomas, Nathaniel, and the sons of Z ,bedee and 
two other disciples when they were toJ;tether in the. boat ihh
in~t. Again, at an appointed place in G~lllee, 1 he was seen 
of above five hundred brethren at once, of whom,• Paul says, 
1 the greater part remain unto this present time, but some are 
fallen asleep.' 

"These eye. witnesses saw the risen Christ .. The facts re. 
corded by the evaugelists are confirmed by apostolic writers. 
'fhe credibility of their record has never been impeached. 
The sU~tht variations in their accounts prove that there was 
no collusion. They had no motiv to testify that Christ had 
rlsfn if he did not rise. They might indeed hav remained 
silent, or hav testified exactly the reverse of what they did 
declare. They suffered bitter persecution unto death because 
they asserted the resurrection. Men are not apt to die to 
sanction and vindicate a lie. Nor were the disciples fanatical 
enthusiasts, deceived by false appearances. The fact that 
they were at first 1 slow of heart to believe,' proves that they 
were sound of mind. Whence came the supposed false ap
pearances to Impose upon their credulity? They had no 
conceivable motiv to fabricate false accounts of Christ's resur. 
reetioll and appearances. N J impostor would hav dared 

I persecution and death by personating the risen Christ, nor 
could one hav overcome his doubts and natural aversion to 
persecution. The more we test the testimony of the apostles 
to Christ's resurrection, the more impossible it appears that 
they should be deceived, or that they bore false witness. 
Moreover, among the original witnesses were thousands, 
who, on the day of Pentecost and subsequently, received the 
Spirit, which gift was conditioned upon Christ's resurrection 
and, therefore, proved it. 

" The existing church with its institutions and sacraments, 
the commemoration of Christ's resurrection by the observ
ance of the first day of the week from its occurrence until 
now, the fruits of Christ's gospel, all these are monuments to 
the fact of Christ's resurrection. Against these conclueiv 
evidences Infidelity hur1s its bolts in vain. When all argu. 
ment is ended, the individual Christian may hav the witness 
within himself. A heart witness may be as competent as an 
eye witness of that resurrection." 

For a matter which is no longer debatable, literal 
resurrection is perhaps an event most generally dis· 
believed in of any of the alleged miracles of Chris· 
tianity. That Christ was really dead and then came 
to life and ascended bodily to heaven, is not now 
generally believed except by the most ignorantly 
conservativ Christians-those who discard all ra
tionalistic researches and cling faithfully but stu
pidly to the teaching and traditions of unlearned 
ancestors. 

The allegation which these faithful make is that a 
certain person called Jesus, and alleged to be the 
Christ or Messiah for whom the Jews were looking, 
after being crucified, dead, and buried, became alive, 
did not die again, but ascended into heaven. Now 
this is a statement either of an objeativ fact or a 
subj ~ctiv dootrin-that is, an imaginary thing neoes· 
sary to complete the Christian scheme. That it is 
not the former, but is the latter, has now come to be 
generally reBognized by the better claRs of Christian 
scholars. As the learned authors of the " Bible for 
Learners" put it, " when the faith of the apostles 
and other disciples, recovering from the shock [&be 
execution of Jesus aa a malefacto,] under which at 
first it had tottered and collapsed, appeared once 
more in renovated strength, it took tbe form of • 
belief that J dSUS had risen up from the dead and 
ascendfd to heaven. This is what is generally meant 
by the 'Resurrection ' • . for, amidst all the 
doubts that hang around this subj lOt, of one thing 
at least we may ba sora, namely, that it forms a 
chapter of the inner life of the disciples, not of the 
outward life of the master. In other words, the 
resurrection of J esos is not an external fact of his
tory, bot simply a form of belief assumed by the 
faith of his friends and earliest di•ciples" (Bible for 
L~arners, vol. iii, pp. 462-3). Scott, in his" Eaglish 
Ltfe of Jesus," thougtl devoting his attention to the 
historical study of the sobj act, and not to the sub
jActiv doctrin of which it is a part, says: "How these 
narrative, unhistorical as they hav been shown to be, 
came into existence, it is not oar business to explain; 
and once again at the end of the task, as at the be 
ginning and throughout, we must emphatically dis
claim the obligation. Whether a reasonable hypoth
esis may be advanced to expiain their growth, or 
whether it may not, the narrative are still no narra
tive of historical fact. H is possible or even likely 
that in Galilee, when the disBiples were removed 
from the depressing in1laences of Jerusalem, the 
idea may hav dawned on their minds that Jesus 
could not be holden of death, and that for the idea 
thus awakened they would immed~ately seek confir
mation in the Old Testament scriptures. These 
might tell them of one whose soul was not lefli in 
hell, of a saint who was not permitted to see corrup
tion. With such words they would link those in 
which the Messiah was, as they supposed, bidden to 
sit at the right hand of God, until he had made hie 
enemies his footstool. The earlier forms of the tra
dition giv no precise period during which Christo. 
phanies were vouchsafed ; but as they were multi
plied, it was natural to extend them to the period 
which was suggested apparently by the fast of the 
forty days immediately succeeding hie baptism. Bat 
if be once appeared among his disciples as a con· 
queror over death and the grave, he must either vanish 
unseen, or depart from them visibly to resume his 
majesty in heaven. The gospels giv us cbie1ly the 
former notion ; the latter is found in the Acts, and 
~arries us at once to the ascent of Elij1h on the fiery 
chariot. As in that narrativ the descent of his 
prophetical powers on Elisha is made to depend on 
Elisha's seeing his master taken up, so here the dis
ciples a\'e represented as standing with Jesus at the 
momen• when he is par~ed from them" (English Life 

of Jesus, pp. 342-3). · And the author of " Super
natural R:~ligion," in considering the matter, says: 
"The explanation which we offer, and which has long 
been. adopted in various forms by able critics [he 
cites nearly a score without exhausting the list], is 
that doubtless Jesus was seen, but the vision was 
not real and objectiv, but illusory and subjectiv; 
that is to say, Jesus was not himself seen, but only 
a representation of Jesus within the minds of the 
beholders ''(Supernatural Religion, pp.1052~3). Bat, 
that there may be no mistaking his position in the 
matter, the author prefaces the explanation with this 
caution : " n must be clearly understood that the 
suggestion of an explanation is quite apart from our 
examination of the actual evidence for the resurrec
tion. Fifty explanations might be offered and be 
considered unsatisfactory without in the least degree 
altering the fact that the testimony for the final 
miracle of Christianity is totally insu:ffi!lient, and 
that the allegation that it actually occurred cannot 
be maintained" (Supernatural Religion, pp. 1050-1). 

Having thus paid some attention to the subjeotiv 
side of this phenomenon, and incidentally shown that 
it has no historical side, we may brit1ly refer to the 
other points asserted by the Advocate. First as to 
witnesses. 2 here were none. Throwing aside the 
gospel of J obn, in the last chapter of which it is 
related that Peter testified to having seen Jesus in 
the :flesh after his death, and which gospel is acknowl
edged to be spurious even by those who maintain 
authenticity for the other gospels, there is no witness 
at all to the resurrection. On this point Greg says: 

"It is clear that to prove such a miracle as the reappear
auce in life of a man who had been publicly slain, the direct 
and concurrent testimony of eye-witnesses would be neces. 
sary·; that two or more should state that they saw him at 
such a time and place and kn.w him, and that this clear 
testimony should be recorded and banded down to us in an 
authentic document. This degree of evidence we m•g'!t hav 
had; this we hav not. We hav epistles from Peter, James, 
John, and Jude, all of whom are said b.v the evangelists to 
hav seen Jesus after he rose from the dead, In none of which 
eptstles Is the fact of the resurrection ever stated, much less 
that Jesus was seen by the writer after his resurrection. 
This point deserves weighty consideration. We hav ample 
evidence that the belief in Christ's resurrection was very 
early and very general among the disciples, but we hav not 
the direct testimony of any one o! the twelve, nor of any eye. 
witness at all, that they saw him on earth after his death. 
Many writers say, 1 He was seen;' no one says, 1 I saw him 
alive in the fidsh'" (Creed of Christendom, p. 284). 

Secondly, as to thd argument of the so-callea wit· 
neeses. In all the narrative of the gospels, the only 
point of agreement is that when the women went to 
the sepulcher they found J asus absent, and a person 
in a white garment who allsored them that he had 
risen. The four narrative agree in nothing else, 
nor do they affJrd any basis for P .. ul's dogmatic asser
tions. Instead of the account being a straightfor
ward afl'•ir, as givF~n in the Advocate, it is hopelessly 
mixed. The d.:fferences in the gospel narrativs are 
thus summed up by Greg: 

"They differ as to the number of the women. John 
mentions only one, Mary Magdalene; Matthew two, Mary 
Magdalene and the other Mary; Mark three, the two Marys 
and Salome; Luke Be1Jeral, the two Mary's, Joanna, and 1 cer. 
tain others with them.' 

"They differ as to the number of persons in white raiment 
who appeared to the women. . Mark speaks of one 1 young 
man;' Matthew of one 1 angel;' Luke of two 1 men;' 
John of two 1 angels.' According to John also, the appear
ance of the two angels was not till Mary's second visit to the 
tomb, after Peter and John bad been there. 

"They differ as to the words spoken by the apparitions. 
According to Matthew and Mark they asserted the resurrec. 
tion of Jesus and his departure into Galilee, and sent a mes
sage to his disciples enjoining them to follow him thither. 
According to Lulre, they simply stated that he was risen, and 
referred to a former prediction of his to this effect. Accord
ing to John they only asked Mary, 1 Woman, why weepest 
thou?' 

"They differ in another point. According to Matthew, 
Luke,.and Johu, the women carried the information as to 
what they had seen at once to the disciples. According· to 
Mark ·they said nothing to any man.' 

"They differ as to the parties to whom Jesus appeared. 
According to Mark it was no on~>. According to Mlltthew 
it was first to the two women, then. to the eleven. Accord
ing to John it was first to one woman, then to the assembled 
apostles. According to Luke it was first to no woman, but 
to Cleopas and his companion, then to Peter, and then to the 
assembled eleven. 

"They differ as to the locality. According to Mark it 
was nowhe~e. According to Matthew it was first at Jeru
salem and then in Galilee, whithet the disciples went in obe
dience to the angelic command. According to Luke it was 
in Jerusalem and its vicinity, and there alone, where tile dis
ciples remained in oberlience to the reiterated command of 
Jesus himself. According to the genuln part of John, also, 
the appearances were conllned to Jerusalem." 
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But this is not all. We hav, further along, a 
statement by Paul, which differs from all the others, 
as follows: 

" For I delivered unto you first of all that which I also 
received, how that Christ died for our sins according to the 
scriptures; and that he was burled, and that he rose again 
the third day according to the scriptures, and that he was 
Been of Cephas, then of the.twelve; after that he was seen 
of about ft ve hundred brethren at once, of whom the greater 
part remain unto this present, but some are fallen asleep. 
After that he was .seen of James, then of all the apostles. 
And last of all, he was seen of me also, as of one born out 
of due season." 

This~ says Greg, "must hav been second-hand, and 
is valuable only as showing the accounts which were 
current in the Ohristian church at the time at which 
he wrote," and he " puts it to any candid man 
whether the discrepancies in these accounts are not 
of a nature, and to an extent, entirely to disqualify 
them from being received as evidence of anything 
except the currency and credit of such stories among 
Ohristians thirty years after the death of Ohrist. 
The evangelists contradict the apostles. Nay, more, 
they show that the belief of the Ohristian church 
was not simple, uniform, and self-consistent, as Paul's 
statement would lead us to suppose; but that it was 
singularly vague, various, and self-contradictory. Nay, 
worse stilJ, they not only show in how many fiuctu-

. &ting shapes it existed, but they suggest how the 
belief may hav formed itself by specifying a number 
of the' circumstantial details around which it grew 
and solidified so rapidly. In the epistles and the 
Acts we find simply the assertion of the fact and 
evidence to the universal conviction. In the gospels 
we read the several traditions accepted in the Obris
tian community thirty or more years after the event 
as to the nature and suri"ounding context of that 
event. N JW here commences. our serious embar
rassment; and the embarras!ment consists in this, 
that the new witnesses called-possibly nry incom
petent ones-make it impossible to arrive at any 
clear or definit conclusion as to the what or the how. 
Toat is to 11ay, we cannot frame any theory whatever 
as to thn resurrection which is not distinctly nega
tived by one or other of the evangP.lical accounts" 
(Greg'11 Oreed d Oaristendom, pp. 288, 24:). 

It is seen from these things that the women were 
no evidence. They spread the news solely on the 
word of some one else; the soldiers did not see him 
rise, and it is not even recorded that the person in a 
white garment was an eye witness to the rising. 
Even if Pater and John saw the linen clothes, their 
evidence is too much like that of the minister who 
brought a stone from Mount Ararat and showed it 
to the StlDday-school children as proof of the truth 
of the story of the flood, to be accepted. To those 
who pin their faith on the travelers who saw Ohrist 
on the way to E nmaus, we must say that the asser· 
tion only plunges them deeper into trouble-remov
ing the tale further and further from historical 
ground, and putting it deeper and deeper into the 
region of myth and allegory. Hear the words of tbe 
authors of the "Bible for Learners" 01.1. this: "No 
such place as Emmaus has been found within two 
leagues of Jerusalem. There is an Emmaus (or 
Nicopolis) at a. distance of six or seven leagues from 
the Oity of the Temple, but this cannot be the place 
intended. There is a bathing-place of the same name 
on the sea of Gennesareth-and this tempts us to 
ask whether the scene was not originally laid in Gal
ilee (which really witnessed the reviving faith of the 
disciples), and subst>quently transferred to Jerusa
lem without change of names. Finally, we may note 
that J asus appears in diffarant places-to the two 
travelers and to Simon-at the same time. But in 
spite of all these traces of composit origin, the back
ground and general outline of .the picture still furnish 
us with precious materials for retracing the origin of 
the belief of the disciples in the resurrection; for we 
must never forget that a powerful imagination, sup
ported by the symbolical forms of expression then 
current, might well translate reminiscences into pres
ent facts, suspense or other emotions into external 
events" (Bible for Learners, vol. iii, p. 4:66). 

Aad when he "stood in their midst and said, Peace 
be unto you," the disciples did not believe it was 
Jesus, but were terrified and affdghted, and supposed 
that they had seen a spirit (Luke xxiv, 37). And ac
cording to Luke, ths two disciples who had passed 
many hours in his company, did not recognize him. 
'' Their eyes were holden that they should not know 
him" (Luke uiv. 16). According to John (xx, 14:) 

even Mary Magdalene, after Jesus had spoken to her, 
did not know him. ·When Jesus made himself mani· 
fest to his disciples at the sea of Tiberias (John xxi 
4:-6) he was not recognized. "If, then," Greg asks: 
" he was so changed-so entirely not his former self 
that they could not recognize him, how could they 
know that the person assumed to be Jesus was actu
ally their risen Lord!'' (Greg's Oreed of Ohristen
dom, p. 26). Paul's statement is, as we hav seen, 
secondhand and valueless as history, but is accounted 
for on the subjectiv doctrin theory. "In speaking 
of the ' resurrection,' he dees not mean the reanima
tion of the body of Jesus; and indeed he expressly 
excludes such a thought by ascribing to the Christ a 
glorified and spiritual body not made of flesh and 
blood (1 Oor. xv, 4:2-54; 2 Oor. "• 1-4; Phil. iii, 21). 
It is equally certain that he thinks of the Ohrist as 
having appeared from heaven ,; and his ranking the 
appearance to himself-unquestionably the product 
of his own fervid imagination (compare 2 Oor. xii 
1-4:)-as parallel with those which preceded it, 
seems to indicate that they were all visions alike. 
And indeed the return to earth of one already dead 
and glorified, or the veritable apparition of a spirit 
is a thing which far transcends the limits of cred· 
ibility. And, besides, we know that the Israelites 

' though well aware of the difference between a vis-
ion and something seen under ordinary conditions 
(see, for instance, Acts ix, 7; x, 10, 11, 17, 19), were 
yet firmly convinced that what they eaw in the ec 
stasy of a vision had an objsctiv reality correspond
ing to it (see 2 Kings vi, 17; 2 Oor. xii, 3). It may 
deserve our attention also that. in this passage Paul 
first supports the faith ·in the resurrection of Jesus 
by an appeal to the scripture (1 Oor. xv. 4:), and 
subsequently conftrms it by a reductio ad absurdum 
(1 Oor. xv, 12 ··19). · In other words, he is more 
inclined to demonstrate that Obriet must hav 
risen than to build upon adEquite testimony to 
the fact tbat he had tisen" (Bible for Laarners, vol. 
iii, pp. 467-8). Paul believed that he had seen Jesus 
after death; there is no evidence that he ever saw 
him during his life (Supernatural R31igion, p. 104:8). 

This, we think, pretty effectually disposes of the 
evidence cited by the Advocate. Instead of tbe 
apostolic writers and the evangelists confirming each 
other's statements, they mix the case inextricably, 
for " we cannot frame any theory whatever as to the 
resurrection which is not distinctly negatived by one 
or other of the evargelical accounts." Their records 
impeach each other by variations impossible of recon
ciling. They were ignorant, superstitious, credulous 
men, and the accounts of the whole matter are simply 
traditions. Martyrs prove nothing ; faith proves 
nothing. Assertions are easily made ; and the value 
the Advocate editor sets upon tangible evidence is 
sean in his closing sentences-" when all argument is 
ended, the individual Ohristian may hav the witness 
within himself. A heart-witness may be as compe
tent as an eye-witness of that resurrection I" Such 
a man can prove anything. 

But there is an argument against the truth of the 
alleged resurrection which the church writers always 
OV4lrlook. We hav alluded to the spuriousness of 
the last chapter of John. There are other admit
tedly spurious parts of the four gospels. And to 
orown all, the gospels in their entirety· are anony
mous and of no worth as establishing anything histor
ically. Biblical criticism has settled that none of 
the men wrote the gospel bearing his name, and 
that none of the gospels was in existence for nearly 
one hundred and twenty years after the alleged res
urrection miracle occurred. This is the opinion, not 
of the opponents of Ohristianity but of its friends, 
and the best biblical scholars Protestantism has pro
duced. Oatholicism never produced a real scholar. 
The Acts of the Apostles, too, is equally removed 
in time from the scenes it describes, and is conse
quently as valueless as the four gospels. Add to 
this, the indisputable fact that these books contra
dict each other, and we see at once how unreliable 
and worthless is any argument for the resurrection 
which does not go outside of the gospels. But if 
they were as harmonious as they are discordant their 
unknown authorship and distance of writing from 
the time of the alleged occurrences would invalidate 
their statements. And again, the belief that a dead 
man rose from the dead, and appeared to several 
persons, truthfully says the writer of "Supernatural 
Religion" (p. 1050), is at once disposed of on ab
atraot srounds. The alleged oconrrellce is oontrarr 

to universal experience; but on the other hand the 
prevalence of defectiv obser"ation, mistaken infer· 
ence, self-deception, and credulity, any of which 
might lead to such belief, are only too well known to 
it. Appearances, says Greg (page 360), all testify to 
the reality and permanence of death; a fearful onus 
of proof lies upon those who contend that these ap· 
p~arances at'e deceptiv. When we interrogate the 
vast universe of organization, we see, not simply life 
and death, but gradually growing life, and grAdually 
approaching death. After death, all that we hav 
ever known of a man is gone; all we hav ever aeen 
of him is dissolved into its component elements ; it 
does not disappear, so as to leave us at liberty to 
imagin that it has gone to exist elsewhere, but is act
ually used up as materials for other purposes. So 
completely is this the case that, as Sir James Mackin
tosh observes, " the doctrin of a resurrection could 
scarcely · hav arisen among a people who buried 
their dead." 

The consensus of the intelligent world, then, rejects 
the story of the resurrection for three reasons. 
First. That the resurrection of a dead man is con
trary to all natural laws and all human experience. 
Second. If the accounts we hav of it were all writ
ten by the men and at the tim~ alleged, their incon
sistencies, contradictions, and discrepancies of state
ment would render their evidence of no value. 
Third. That the tale is found in books of 
whose authorship we know nothing, and they are 
therefore entitled to no credence. On the other 
hand, we know that the books were written in an ig
norant and superstitious age when men believed in 
the miraculous and thought no event too strange to 
be true. The writers had an object, and that object 
was to set up their religion. They were probably 
priests. One of these, a church father, asserted that 
he believed a statement because it was impossible. 
A resurrection from the dead was j nat nothing for 
them to believe, and a stupendous miracle or a con· 
vulsion of nature wae a mare trifiB too common to 
excite wonder. or course in such an age we should 
expect just such tales as the gospels giv us. In the 
nursery, Jack-the Giant·Ktller is a hero as real as 
Lincoln. 

JosEPH MAILLE, president of 1he Bayou Laforche Central 
Riiilroad Company, of New Orleans, writes: "The' Free
thinkers' Pictorial Text-Book' came to hand a few days ago. 
After digesting it thoroughly, I am of the opinion that it ls 
as yet the very best exposition of tbe falsehoods of our prer. 
ent religions. It is bound to do good work toward enlight
ening the intellectually blind. It should be advertised 
broadcast, and passed around as is the bread of life. It is 
on my desk, and whosoever wants to look at it, is wel
comed. My compliments to Mr. Watson Heston for his 
pluck, self-reliance, Rnd vividness or intellect." 

TuB Roman Catholic bishop of R)chester and ditto of 
Buffalo are at loggerheads, and the former has protested 
against the circulation of the Oatwlic Union and Time8 in 
his diocese. The grounds for this protest are that the paper 
"is not fit reading for decent and pure-minded children; it' 
labors to foment insubordination among priests and people ; 
it keeps alive un-Christian feelings between the two dioceses ; 
it disturbs the peace of this one; it is a constantly recurring 
source of scandal to many, running into sin and shame.'• 
This is hard on poor Father Cronin, who prides himself upon 
his literary skill, especially as a judge of poetry, but it is 
mainly true, we judge. At least, the paper is not fit for chil
dren to read, for it prints tales of miracles, fairy stories, and 
church legends with the intAnt that its youthful readers shall 
believe them to be truth. This is fully as injurious to chil
dren as printing anything commonly thought to be unfit for 
"pure-minded" people to read. · 

THBRB are few Freethinkers In the country who do not bav 
a wondering kind of interest in George Chainey-that is, 
wondering what he will do next. The following paragraph 
in the Agno8tie Journal is the latest about him: "Geor~e 
Chainey, or-as he was ca.lled among his intimates here in 
London-' God,' has left for Palestine, accompnnied by 
three ladies. On whatever continent 'God' sets foot he has 
a following of 'devout women' of the Anna Kimball type. 
P~yehe, the organ of Unintelligibility, which got starved to 
death in London, is shortly to be published from the Mount 
of Olives. The moon would, no doubt, afford a more appro
priate publishing office; but the state of the psychic ex
chequer, and other considerations, prevent ' God' and his 
three devout women from going there, at least in the mean 
time. 'God' favored us with a complimentary visit before 
he ehook the dust of London from his celestial feet. He 
knows • the Supreme' will send him money. We are anxious 
te know it his 'Supreme' (with a big B) was one and the 
same with our old friend Jehovah; but he evaded our ques
tion. Possibly he thought, if we got introduced to ' the 
Supreme,' we too might ask him for money, and that 'the 
Supreme • might write such a large cheque to support the 
Agnostic Jo7trnal1hat he would hav nothtng lett with which 
to endow P•yehe. In spite of this, we own to a species of 
personal liking for 'God,' and we wish him well wherever 
he may go, be it to the Mount of Olives or to sheol." Chainey 
and Schweinfurtb. ought to go into partnership. 
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ATWOODVILLB, Con., April 20, 1691. 
MB. EDITOR: The paper is .drst.class. Mr. Robert Inger

soll is the Christ I worship, and John Peck is a "hot sec
ond," and I hope Heston will get a harp. 

Yours respectfully, J. B. MAoFABLANB. 

BOSTOW, April17, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I want just to say, that letter to Wanamaker 

is just the right thing in the right place; and I think that 
you hav put him in a very small hole that he will find it 
hard to crawl out of. And I like your liberality toward Spirit
ualists, being one myself, as I think we are a very large spoke 
in the. wheel of progress. MRs. L. D. FBANOIB. 

RBNO, NBv., April 29, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed pleaee find $7.50-$3 for renewal, 

$2 75 for a new subscriber and the ANNUAL for 1891, $1 for 
the. pictures or Heston, the balance in leaflets for mission 
work. The delay has been to get new subscribers. I will 
try and get some, if possible. Hoping you may hav a pros. 
parous year, I remain as ever, yours in the only true faith of 
seeking for the truth, H. L. WRIGHT. 

ST. LoUIS, Mo., April 26, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : I sent you $5 some weeks ago for renewal 

of subscription one year and for the " Freethinker's Pictorial 
Text-Book." The latter pleased me very much, and it 
proves a terror to the pious hypocri ts and a hard . blow to 
the church. I wish Watson Heston a long life of usefulness 
and that he may liv to see the complete triumph of science, 
truth, and Fteethought over superstition and bigotry. His 
ideas are immense. · A. FRANTZ. 

PLAzA, April26, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: While sending for TRB TRUTH BBBKBB and 

" Text-Hook," I thought that I would giv you a short history 
of myself. I hav been a Liberal, or Infidel, as my orthodox 
friends call me, the last thirty years, and always strike from 
the shoulder. I am everlastingly down on that old 11.lth-pot 
the Bible, and all its creeds and dogmas. You struck the 
right note when you blew that trumpet at Holy John. Stay 
with them, and may youliv long to battle for the light. 

DAMB WH.lLBY. 

MANHATTAN, MoNT., April 26,1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Please find $3.25 for the ANNUAL and TRB 

TRUTH SBBKBB for another year. I must hav it. I like the 
way you giv it to Holy John; but look out for him, he will 

· do you some hurt, for preachers and praying men strike in 
the dark and do their dirty work on the sly. If he can sup
press your paper or send you to the penitentiary you will 
hear from him; if not, he will make no reply. But rap him 
on the fiDgers every time he reaches for you. Long ll!e to 
Heston. May his shadow never grow less. J. 0. CLA.BK. 

DBXTBB, Mo., April 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose $5 to set me up with the 

most admirable leader of our great congregation, whom I 
hope to stay with until the end of my sojourn here below. 
And if it Is left to me to select the time for me to emigrate to 
the Christian heaven, I will be here for ten thousand years 
yet. If I don't learn something I hav never learned yet, I 
will remain in this nation; that is, this country is good 
enough for me. Best regards to all TaB TRUTH SBBKBB 
family. Very respectfully, J. W. MoCALLUM. 

DESMBT, B. D., April 23, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : I received a short time ago a catalog of the 

officers of a Western college. Most of the professors had 
one of the titles of the almighty prefixed to their names. 
One was styled, "professor of biblical sc~nce." :Biblical sci' 
ence forsooth! Expressed algebraically: . 

x plus 500,000 = x plus 470,000, 
and 

x plus 800,000 = x plus 1,100,000. 
See 1 Chron. xxi and 2 Baml. xxiv. That is biblical 

science! Q E. D. 

OAK MILLS, KAN., April 27, B.M. 291. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed please find stamps, for which send 

me a few extra copies of TRB TRUTH BBBKBB of April 18th. 
If you hav any circulars or anything of the kind that you 
want distributed, send them to me and I will gladly distrib
ute them where I think they will do the most good. I will 
help you all I can in this way. 

You are doing grand service in the great cause of mental 
freedom, and you deserve the hearty than}[s and support of 
all true Liberals. I could not get along without the grand 
old TRuTH 8BBKBB. I do not exaggerate when I say that it is 
the best journal published on this continent, if not in the 
whole world. All honor to you, Mr. Macdonald. With 
best wishes, I remain, 

Yours fraternally, GBo. J. RBMBBUBG. 

HAMMONTON, N.J., May 5, 1891. 
MB. EDITOB: Inclosed please find $2 to entitle us to the 

good old paper Brother Bennett founded another eight 
months. I wish we were able to contribute some to the Bee 
ular cause. I am sorry to hear you bav to carry so many 
deadheads. The illustrations must add to the expense, and 
it seems as if the majority are in favor of their being contin
ued. I think they are good, and that Heston is a genius 
developed for the occasion. The " Letters from Friends" 
are very interestillg. Hacker on the Holy John affair ie 
cute and cutting. So is the brother who sent the order. 
And your notice where you slap the Bible in his face is a 
grand hit, well done, timely thought of, and should tell. 
Li\tlQ did lui tbiDk what his course would lead to. I hope 

J obnny will attend to all, and if he tinds them to be wrong 
correct them, but if he tinds himself.· in error be honest 
enough to acknowledge if and good enough .. to let well 
enough alone. It seems to me that creedists fear their craft 
will fall them and they Will hav to look in some other dir~ 
tion for bread and butter, instead of one-seventh of time in 
which to giv small talk for a thousand or two dollars per 
year. D. R. WoLLIBON. 

AtMmA, TBx., April 30, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed find $5-'-$3 to renew Diy subscrip

tion and $2 for the picture book. There are some honest 
Liberals in this CQUntry, but very few who hav nerve enough 
to express their opinio:QS. We, celltainly need a good lect
urer here. I hav tried several times to make up the $25 to 
get BJ;other Remsburg to come here and lecture, but th~ 
people are pJor and money is scarce. One' friend says he 
will pay $5, and I will giv $(). But we both llv .sixteen 
tlliles from the railroad. I do not kp.nw that we could even 
get the court-b~use for him, to .iectu~e ln. . There is more 
religion in this country than any pla11e I ever saw, but it 1& 
of poor quality. With' the best of wishes for you and the 
cause you hav espoused, I am, 

Yo:us, etc., DB. J. P .. MILLB. 

LoNGBTBBBT, GA., April 1, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : I hav claimed, and still claim, that it is not 

proper, or a correct use of language, to say, "I know sq 
and so, and hence I believe it." Even our colonel says, " i 
believe what my consciousness certifies i_s true, after being 
examined and cross-examined by the rei!>BOn." Ah, is thai 
so? Is absolute truth, demonstrated fact, knowledge,· a 
matter for "belief?" Or must belief always (correctly 
speaking) relate to what we do not know ? 

Wba·t has" been claimed and executed on the. authority of 
this word has filled this world with _a terrible bis~ory of 
blood, and we are not sure but attempts may be made to re
peat the bloody history, by. the sam,e au,thqrity. 

Does belief hav anything to do with, or can it hav any re-
lation to, known truth? · T. N. MAsoN. 

LEo!!!, N. Y., April 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : When I first sent for your paper last sum

mer I did it partly as an experiment. I ha.d during a rather 
long life been in the habit of reading the religious papers of 
various denominations, without much preference for or 
prejudice against any creed or denomination, and I hl!>d 
rarely met with any publications of a Liberal kind. I tind 
one can get more reliable intormation.in relation to the moral 
and religious status of the country from your " biasphemous 
lt~tle. sheet," aa it .has been called, than from the more pre
tentious orthodox publications. Mr. Heston's pictures ex
cite considerable interest.· Even professed Christians look 
at them with- an amused .smile, and cannot well deny that 
they generally point a moral. I hope your scriptural ca~
toons may be put in book: form before long. 

· Youril truly, E. C. DUBFBB. 

Al!BUBN, lA., April 27, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2, for which send me the 

"Cosmian Hymn Book," also the ANNUAL for 1891, and one 
copy of J. Remsburg's" Bible Morals." I see the subject 
of the badge is stirring up some of the truth seekers to quite 
an extent, and I foresee that if each one could be listened to 
we would hav as many badges as readers of your paper. 
Therefore I hav no suggestions to make, but think the Otto 
Wettstein badge beautiful, and we hope s.ome ti.Dle to at 
least send for one. We hav the Bennett Memorial· framed. 
It makes a handsome picture, one that we shall be happy to 
explain to all friends and callers-that m'iy gazeuponit. You 
will see by one book that I bav_sent for that lfeel the need 
of something to sing besides "J esim, Jesus,, as. we elm hear 
that anywhere and at almost any time. Wishing the whole 
THurn BBBKBB family success in all their undertakings for 
good and making the whole world better for their havWg 
lived in it, I remain well-wisher to all, MBs. E. M CARB. · 

LIMBBTONB, ILL., March 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Say, do you suppose that it was only Elijah's 

body that went up into heaven ? It could not hav been his 
spirit; E 1.isha got a double· portion of that, you know. 
Elijah must hav thought that Comstock was around, else 
why didn't he drop his mantle b1jore he went up? I've been 
wondering whether or· not his body was burnt to a cind~r 
when he reached heaven. E'isha must hav been a heartle$s 
old bachelor, or else he didn't follow the Golden Rule. For 
proof read 2 Kings U, 24; in fact, read the whole chapter; 
also the Bong of Solomon iii, from tenth to last verse. Would 
not a museum pay a big price for a man like that nowadays ? 
Why, there'd be" millions in him." If the Bible is inspired, 
why don't the preachers preach now as the one did in Eccles. 
ix, 5? · 

Ex. xx, 13 : "Thou shalt not kill,'' the Bible says, 
That well-known book of light ; 

E!C. xxll, 19: And" shalt not suffer a witch to l\v ;" 
Please tell me which is right. 

Liberally, ANNA M. MoHN. 

MABTINSBUBG, w. VA., April 21, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Mrs. Herman Bohda would like to send a 

lot of second-band THurn BBBKBBB to some Liberal (post
paid) where they will do the most good, if some one will 
designate the person through the columns of your paper or 
by corresponding with me or Mrs. Bohda on the subject. 

To Miss Ida Craddock, the secretary of the American Sec
ular Union, I desire to say : Do not think it hard when 
somebody calls you an lnftdel. It is only the loving Chris
tian that means harm. Liberals hav faith that progress and 
truth will overcome superstition ; if it was not for that 
faith and hope, I for my part would not spend a cent for 

the Liberal cause. Therefore, it matters not what the fl!>ith-
ful in Christ call us. · 

One question I would like to see answered through the 
columns.of TBB: TRUTH BBBKBB in reference to Italians, of 
"\V!l.om 110 RJ,~ch has been said since the New Orleans troq.ble, 
,and that is, Who is . the cause of that undesirable element 
landing in this country ? My opinion is, it is tl;J.e greed of 
the capitalis~s of this country for cheap labor, in addition to 
desire for persons contributing to the strength of the Catho-
lic church. · 

Yours for Mental Liberty and humanity, 
Loms WoLFBB. 

CoLUMBus, 0., April 27, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : THB 'l'BUTH BBBKBB I will not do without. 

My, wife and children are as anxious to see it as I am. As 
soon as it comes, no matter who gets it, the first thing is to 
look at the pictures. 

I hav seen no account of the death of my old friend and 
employer, John Ruth, who departed this lite in March, B M. 

291, near his eightieth year. Truth, honesty, and industry 
were his creed, and he was an uncompromising Infidel and 
.Freetblll)[er. Hls word was as good as his bJnd. By untir. 
iJ!.g industry he amassed a competency for those he left 
behind: ~e was a great devotee to the In'De~tigat()1' and 
fronclad ~ge. He had been a resident of South Bloomfield, 
Plckaway county, 0., since 1886, and was widely known and 
respected, having been before the public as a hotel-keeper 
for over twenty years, and also elected county commissioner 
two or more terms. I bad the pleasure of being with him in 
the-hotel during the late war, and I never knew him to turn 
a person out hungry and without lodging, money or no 
money, in that time. He died as he lived. . When interro- · 
gated upon his future he answered, "I am an Infidel. · I 
will die as I lived." E. P. WBIGRT. 

LASBATBB, TBx., April16, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $9 for renewal, a new sub

scriber, and two more picture books. I think the old TRUTH 
8BBKBB has opened the eyes of some of the people around 
here at last, and if possible I will try and send some new, 
subscribers and for more of the picture books. Heston 
knows jast where to strike, and a blow is never lost. 

I heard an old preacher say the other night in his pulpit, 
"Now, dear parents, is the time to hav your children come 
to Christ;'' and it struck me as though that old hypocrlt had 
good ~gument on his side, for if they do not come now 
while they can be fooled Into it on account of their youth, 
they will very likely never come at all. How any intelligent 
l,J1an c:mn get up and preach the divinity of that old book, 
the Bible; the mother of falsehood and father of bloodshed 
and crime, is a mystery beyond my solution. 

My parents were religious and brought me up in the way 
they tho11gl;J.t righ~. But, alas! as s'oon as I reached a ma
ture age I commenced to reason and read, without a biased 
mind, and only in a short while I discovered their error and 
learned to my own satisfaction that the Bible was only false 
from beginnillg to end, without the least argument, or even 
decent language. 

I think I will '' convert" some more of the people here, 
and then hope to giv you more business. W. P. JEMISON. 

WNGBTBBBT, GA., April10, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Now that the bickering is over about a field 

lecturer, let the machine roll. The field is broad enough for 
a thousand lecturers. 

As far as I know, Remsburg has delivered 'the first Liberal 
lecture in this, the Empire state of the South. I know that 
a very large msjority of the people are anything but ortho
dox. They are Deistical, Theistical, Agnostic, Freethinkers, 
or whatever you please to call them; but entirely without 
organization. Not the first effort has been made to organize 
Liberals, unless you class Spiritualists as Liberals. 

True, _so-called orthodox people look slantingly at a Free
thinker, but what does that signify? The Freethinker, 
having no sins to be " pardoned," and none to be covered 
by a Christian cloak of hypocrisy, walks erect in his 
liberty, without fear of Gods, devils, or those who believe 
in them. They are not so concerned about those imaginary 
beings as to lose any good sleep on that account. And 
hence, if we fi.od things going wrong, if' troubles come and 
our peaceful moods are disturbed, and we are even made 
unhappy, we naturally conclude that we ourselvs or some 
persons else hav made a mistake, committed a blunder, and 
are necessarily reaping the consequences, no outside deity 
or devil having anything to do with the case ; and so we 
meekly bow to the inevitable, as we must. Hence all our 
experiences are the results of natural causes, and we hav no 
grounds for accusations against imaginary beings which we 
know nothing about. Yours for truth, T. M. MABON. 

ST. ELMo, TBNN., April 28, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : There are several families in t;his vicinity 

who hav been attracted toward Washington on account of 
her Liberal legislation. They are all Freethinkers, earnest, 
intelligent, enterprising, the very best class of American citi. 
zens. They desire me to write for information concerning 
the two states of Oregon and Washington. 

I would like to hav some letters from the north part of 
Washington telling the disadvantages of Oregon, and some 
from southern Oregon telling the disadvantages of Washing. 
ton. I already know the best that can be said of tbem-1 
want to know the worst in truth. 

Before coming to Tennessee everything was rose.colored 
and golden; but we hav discovered streaks that are mighty 
blue. In the above manner we may get some of the blue 
ready-mixed with the pink and yellow. We fear that Wash
ington has too much rainy weather, and is much colder thaq 
Oregon. In that we may be miet3keu. 
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Here Is one thing certain the state that givs the most 
Liberal or just laws Is the one that will catch the best emi
gration. Of a dozen or more of these families I doubt if a 
single member of any of them has ever been arrel!ted for a 
misdemeanor, and it is doubtful if they hav ever sued or 
been sued. They believe in the utmost possible liberty of 
the individual, so they do not infringe on the rights and lib
erties of others. They want the Congress of the United 
States to enact Sunday a national holiday-for people to be 
as free to do and act as they are now on any other national 
holiday. They are opposed to class legislation, believing 
that a law that is just and proper for one person should be 
so far all, and for days as well. 

The liberal legislation of Washington give them a preju
dice in that direction, but Oregon might legislate still more 
liberally-justly. . 

I would like to receive letters and d1scriptiv pamphlets 
from dift'erent parts of the two states within the next three 
or four months. L. L. GooDwiN. 

. MARTINSBURG, w. VA., April 24, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: In THB TRUTH SRBKBR of April 181h I 

noticed Miss Ida Craddock's article making an explanation 
why she ~bjects to being called an Infidel. I regard Miss 
Craddock as a considerate,· impartial, and able secretary of 
the American Secular Union. I always read her articles 
with interest, and I generally approve her sentiments. She 
recognizes the rights of those "who dlffer with her. Courtesy 
and respect are due to those who happen to believe as they 
must. I may say, we should st!!.nd out strong in our indi
viduality before the world. If this great principle of love 
of truth universally existed, more truth and positiv facts 
would appear and prevail. The thoughtless and miscon
ceived application of words is an unfortunate evil that causes 
serious harm, and many persons are falsely represented, all 
due either to willful perversion of facts or words or lack of 
knowledge. It is painful to be the victim of misrepresenta
tion. It Is evident that the dictionary has been neglected by 
many. The true meauing of all words should be correctly 
applied, and the courteous secretary of the American Secu
lar Union is entirely justified in defining her. true position. 
No man or woman possessfng true qualities. of heart and 
mind is or can be ashamed of what they believe to be the 
truth. I am proud of my honest conviciion, but ~hould be 
ashamed of insincerity and false character. The true defini
tion of "Infidel'' is, unfaithful. The word truly applies to 
husband& and wives who are llnfaithful to each other •. It 
also applies to people who profess religion but do not prac. 
tice what they preach. Anyone in church or out of church 
who is unfaithful to his individual convictions is an Infidel. 
I honestly believe that Freethinkers are the most sensible 
people on earth, the best lovers of truth, and whose convic
tions cannot but be ..strong and candid. For them to be 
called Infidels is incorrect. Agnostics, Materialists, positiv
ists, and Spiritualists are the correct names for Freethinkers. 
So Miss Craddock is right in defining her true conviction and 
not suffering herself to be the victim of misrepresentation. 

T. J. CONNERS. 

QUINcY, ItL., May 4, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Charles Watts, the noied Secular evan

gelist of Toronto, Ont., made the welkin ring last Sabbath 
at Turner Hall in this priest-ridden city in giving us two 
lectures in his inimitable and happy way. In the afternoon 
he expounded to an intelligent and enthusiastic audience the 
beauties and advantages of what the sky-pilots and their 
deluded followers call unbelief-which is a word, as gener
ally used, devoid of meaning and common sense, for is not 
every man differing from some other man an unbeliever? 
Brother Watts showed plainly, and in language easily under
stood by all, .that d:mbt and skepticism as applied to the 
duties and obligations we owe to each other are as far above 
the teachings of theology as· the sun is above the moon in 
illuminating the dark corners of thls terrestrial sphere. 

Tb.e evening lecture was better attended, the larger part 
of the congregation being ladies. Here Brother Watts was 
at home. The subject of his lecture was Secularism vs. 
theology, and the way he handled it was enough to make 
ecclesiasticism quake in its boots. The lecturer took the 
ground that our duties to each other were paramount to each 
and every obligatios. that Christianity teaches us; that Chris
tianity te11ches it is our bounden duty to glv to some one or 
some thing whom we know nothing about, and never can 
know anything about. He showed conclusivly that the man 
or woman who thinks of nothing but what will become of a 
mythical and infinitesimal something called a soul in the 
hereafter, is a creature not fit to associate with his fellows 
in the dally walks of lite. 

During the evening lecture the speaker was several times 
applauded, and the applause was given with a hearty good 
will, especially by the ladies, who appear to be as good 
judges of far-reaching points in a lecture as they are of the 
last style in a duck of a bonnet. Brother Watts wound up 
his lecture in a peroration addressed to the God of Nature. 
He, if I may so express myself, threw himself body and 
mind into this prayer, during which the congregation ap. 
peared to be in unison with the speaker. So quiet were 
they that a pin dropping on the floor would hav been a dis
turbing element. Charles Watts while here made many 
friends, and a cordial reception will always be given him. 
Whenever in traveling this vale of joys ·and good will he 
happen.e to come this way, the friends of a day will be glad 
to see him. Yours truly, J. L. M. 

N.11.w O&LBANs, April 22, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just completed what may be called a 

greedy reading of your TRUTH BBBKBR of Jan. 31, 1891, sent 
to me by you at my request as a saDlple copy. This Is my 

maiden step at expressing myself publicly. I must say that 
your TRUTH BBBKBR and its correspondence express my 
views, thoughts, and feelings in letter and spirit. 

It Is my firm belief that the time is fast approaching, par
ticularly at present, when all known religions wlll be com
pletely eradicated from the face of the earth, even if it goes 
so far as a bloody revolution to do it. Religions are the 
curse of h_umanity, and only inspire fear, cowardice, igno
rance, lazmess, hypocrisy, superstition, and all known 
crimes, thus preventing the grand and divine development 
of mankind nearej!t that divinity attributed to the universal 
mythical humbug called" God." 

For fully ten years past I hav given this religious subject 
my attention, and only awaited the time when I felt that 
I might be able to speak, write, and pubiish my views, so 
that the other Infidels may kriow that there is another Infidel 
in a city practically. domineered by religions of all kinds, 
tastes, and desires, except Truth. 

I was considering the advisability of adopting a nom· de 
plume, but concluded that it would be cowardly and an 
insult to my manhood. Let my name go down to posterity 
as one more advocate in the strugglll for liberty. There is 
nothing nobler, nothing grander nor more sublime, than 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Can you or any of your readers refer me to any matter pre
tending to be the handwriting of the alleged Jesus Christ? 
I h~v read and heard preached everything about his alleged 
aaumgs, but never anything about his alleged writings. It 
seems to me that if he did liv for thirty-three years, he 
should hav had occasion to at least sign his name. My opin
ion is that no such mythical fool ev.er lived and that there 
never was any fool or idiot stupid enough to undergo any 
part of his alleged sufferings without" kicking" once. 

I am compiling a Directory of Freethinkers, with one or 
two lines of their terse sayings. All those who want to send 
me their names and their terse sayings will accordingly be 
inserted. 

Inclosed please find $5 for one year's subscription and one 
copy of your "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book." 

Yours in the fight for freedom, Jos. MAILLE. 

HARTFORD, KA.N., April 20, B M. 291. 
MB. EDITOR: There are several reasons why :Mr. lnj!;ersoll 

should be nominated for:president of the United States. 
First, because. he is the first choice of .a large and rapidly 

ip.creasing class of Freethinkers in this country. 
Second. because he would be supported not only by many 

Seventh D11.y Adventists and:Baptists who fear Sunday per
secution, but also by the more liberal and fair-minded among 
Christians and many non-evangelical church-members who 
fear church encroachments upon the realms of civil au
thority. 

Third, because it would bring into prominence the claims 
of the American 8ecular Union for a complete divorcement 
of church and state, and thereby cause discuesion upon one 
of the inost important political topics, and one of the most 
vital to the preservation of the principles of constitutio11al. 
liberty that can be thought of. 

Fourth, because his name at the head of a presidential 
ticket would arouse enthusiasm among the " old guard," 
vivify the forces opposed to religious persecution, and con
vince weaklings .that Freethinkers hav principles that are 
worth fighting for. 

Fifth, because it would convince· orthodox people that 
Freethinkers mean business; that they possess some of the 
spirit that fearles!jly faces martyrdom in defense of cherished 
liberties, and are therefore not going to sit idly down while 
superstition marshals its hosts for the demolition of the 
safeguards against the destruction of the principles of the 
Declaration of Independence. 

More reasons might be added, but these are sufilcient. I 
attach no importance to the personal dangers which such a 
nomination would bring upon Mr. Ingersoll. No enemy 
would expect his election, &lid no one would therefore think 
to do God service by slaying him. Besides, such an act 
would not be countenanced by the Christian church, for the 
reason, if for no other, that it would open the eyes of a world 
to the justice of the representations of church malice and 
bigotry which are contained in" The Pictorial Text-Book." 

I would advise a national ticket containing the names of 
the nominees for president and vice-president, with the names 
of the electors for each state. The rest of the ticket should 
be left blank, and it should provide space for the names of 
all other nominees down to road overseer, for Freethinkers 
are men who activly engage in local issues. This would of 
course necessitate the appointment of some prominent Liberal 
in each state to act as secretary, who should see to it that the 
tickets for his own state should provide for all the otncers 
to be elected. The laws of Kansas do not permit the print
ing of names of persons not belonging to the same puty 
as the head of the ticket, but they can be written. 

A. H. DARROW. 

CHATTANOOGA, TRNN. 1 Aprll20, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : The 8ociety of Liberals, compo9ed of the 

best people of Chattanooga, hav organized, adopted consti
tution and by-laws, and elected otncers and directors, and 
are to-day a complete and thoroughly organized body of 
truth seekers. The otncers are : B J. Robertson, president ; 
John W. James, first vice-president; Mrs. Mattie E. Hur
son, second vice-president; J. B. Zeigler, secretary; Chris. 
Bathman, treasurer; M. M. Murray, P. C. Cramer, and W. 
C. MUla, directors. Every one of them seems to think like 
the others. Mr. Robertson is an elegant gentleman; is 
rather large, handsomely built, with a fine intelligent face, 
splendid voice, and good address. M~. James is a far-seeing 
man of great ability ; a builder of railroads and cities, uot 
a builder of churches and tabernacles; a kind-hearted, 
Liberal-minded man, who is loved by every good citizen, 

and in fact would make a good president of the United 
States. Mrs. Mattie E. Hurson is a tall, well-built lady, with 
firm but pleasant and rather handsome filatures ; full of de
termination and energy; a great worker, and will be a great 
acquisition to the Freethinkers' association at Chattanooga. 
The secretary and treasurer are two of a kind, who never 
know when to stop, and the outcome wlll only be told later 
on. We hav adopted the constitution and by-laws of the 
American Secular Union, somewhat changed so as to make 
them suitable for our local Freethinkers' association, with all 
the demands and preambles therehi. contained. 

We had an elegant lecture delivered by Mrs. Lois Wais
brooker; subject-" Natural L~ws 'DB. Personal Authority." 
I send you a poster to show you how we do it here. We 
distribute three thousand or four thousand such a day or two 
before each lecture, and the people come from all quarters. 
It is surprising how quick the people in the suburban districts 
learn it; but they hav become acquainted, and they go out 
of their way to let each other know that there is a lecture at 
Freethinkers' Hall. 

We hav had a challenge from a gentleman by the name of 
Wm. Rennie, who proposes to furnish a reverend doctor of 
divinity who is ready and wtlling to settle and lay to rest for 
ever after " That the Bible is what it purports to be, a reve
lation of God's wlll and purpose to man, and it is consistent 
and harmonious with itself." I ha v been thinking if it would 
not be a good idea to just refer the reverend gentleman to 
the different chapters and books cited in THB TRUTH SBBKBR 
of April 11th for Wanamaker. I think that will take the 
starch out of his shirt for a while and put him to studying 
up another plan to get up notoriety in his flock. 

The subscription list for THB T&UTH BKBKB.R will hav to 
be increased, as well as those of all other Liberal papers and 
magazines taken here. We hope to trouble you often here
after. 

What we now most desire in Chattanooga is a weekly 
publication of more light on Freethought and Liberalism. 
Then_look out, for this would surely be the Hub or the S:>uth. 

Very respectfully yours, CHRIS. BA.THMA.N. 

NEWARK, April 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: The pope is tackling economics. Can it be 

possible, after cautioning his priests of his pagan church to 
not meddle in politics, that in the next breath he commands 
his followers to take a hand in politics in all countries wher
ever they can get a footing? The old fellow is a simon pure 
Democrat of the Tammany kidney. If Father McGlynn had 
been a Tammanyite and worked with Corrigan he would 
never hav been excommunicated, for if a man is an intelli
gent Democrat and works against tb.e interest of the church, 
he is a heretic and no good. T.b.e pope has discovered that 
in a democratic or republican government he is allowed 
more privileges, and he can colonize all cities and Catholics 
can take all the otnces, as he lias done in all o•n large cities 
in North America. Kings will not allow the old pagan to be 
master of the situation, and he must hav killed his God with 
prayers or else his God has discovered he is a fraud and no 
good to humanity. A few years ago a heretic could not be 
buried inside of Rome, but his brlgandsand murderers could 
pay their money to the church, get ab3olution, and go up to 
horse heaven and sing their everlasting song. Pius IX. was 
the son of a brigand. H6 cut throats to educate his son for 
holy orders. And when Garibaldi knocked at the doors or 
Rome and the brigands came from their robber dens, car~ 
biDes and stilettoes in their belts, to fight for th~ir c:>mrade 
in crime, he, the pope, greeted them with" My dea.r ch\1-
dren," and gave them his blessing. Garib~ldi's god was the 
stronger, and the pope and his ghost-God arid his wooden 
idols of saints were again defeated. And now in his dotage 
this pious pauper who wears a crown of gold and has $30,-
000,000 in the hands of Rothschild the Jew b~nker, has the 
·cheek to preach economics. Well, most holy fraud, again I 
advise you to cut down your household ex:penses and re
lieve the poor of their heavy burden. If you hav turned 
plebeian and believe in democracy, then turn adrift your 
aristocratic monseigneurs, cardinals, nuncios, blahops, prel
ates, chamberlains, and p~pal guards. Your G):i should be 
your only guard. No use prayi~g to anything that cannot 
protect you. If your God would allow the heretics to erect 
the statue of Bruno before the doors of your pllace, the Vat. 
lean, and allow the Methodists t~ build a meeting-house 
where they sing their Methodist hymns to disturb your holi
ness, why not pray, to the Buddhist or Chinese Joss god? 
Perhaps you would hav greater success. A few months ago 
I read in THB TRUTH Ss:&KBR there were over four thousand 
masses said in Rome. Four thousand bea.ts or paupers sup. 
ported by the people prayin~ to a lazy old God or ghoat that 
no person can locate, and if any person should see him he 
would be struck dead l Is it any wonder that G:>d says, 
"In the thickest of darkness shall be my hiding-place?" I 
should want to hide, too, from such a lot or violators who 
are trying to beat nature's laws. 

Now a word and I am done. Can it· be possible that the.· 
pope conte~plates coming to America and taking possession 
of Corrigan's palace that was built for him? It looks like it, 
for there are many papal guards and assassins and thieves 
coming from the" Infernal City" of R:>me. Immigration 
ehould be stopped and all clergymen should be made to pay 
$100 license, and church property and idols and wooden 
gods would make good fires on a cold day to keep a fellow 
from freezing. The heat is all the spirit that would come 
from burning such trash. Not that I would destroy any 
man's church or idol, but they should bear their burden of 
tax:ation. Napoleon melted their twelve apostles to pay his 
soldiers, and I would do likewise with all their golden idols, 
or tax them for their full value every year. That would be 
better than weeping blood from the plctqres of saints every 
Ye&l." to ro'b the poor ~c;l ignoJ"~nt, W. w. Mo~Bte. 
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!ltlited OW Hiss BuiWI H. Wo:olll, l'all 
RI1W

1 
JCsu., to whom all O~JJM~W~nsfrw 

this Oornw alaould lJIUAj. 

" Between the dark and the deoYilll:ht, 
When the night ill begbmjn~r to lower, 

Oomea 11o pause in the day's oooupa\lonl 
Tba.til known a1 tb,e Ohlldren'l Hour." 

The Boys We Need. 
He'l'e's to £be boy wbo's not a.frald 

To do his share of work, 
Who never is by toil dlsmand, 

And never tries to shirk. 
The boy whose heart is brave to meet 

All lions in the way; 
Who's not discouraged by defeat, 

But tries another daY. 
The boy who always means to do 

'l'he very best he oan. 
Who a.lwa.YS keep! the ri11ht in "View, 

And aims to be a. man. 
Snob boys ag tbese will grow to be 

The men whose hands will guide 
The future of our land, a.ud we 

Bh&llllpea.k their names with pride. 
All honor to tbe bllY who is 

A man a.t be art, I sa:v, 
Who~e ldgend on his shield is this: 
"Bight a.lwa.:vs wina the day." 

A. Pledge to Keep. 
The editor of the Freethinkers' Magazine, 

wh\ch is among the best of Freethought 
journal8, and one that everybody oup;ht to 

· take, has made an excellent o1fdr in the last 
number. It concerns us in the Corner. He 
conies Elmer W. Pride's letter from our 
Corner. and not only commends it highly, 
but offers to mail the magazine one year, 
free of charge, to any young man between 
the ages of eighteen and twenty-~lx years 
who will follow the enmple set by Mr. Pride 
and will send the following to the editor of 
tb.e m'lguine: " I do truthfully state th.at 1 
do not drin.k intozioaUng Ziq "'ors, use t~oaaco 
irt any sh.ap~. or U8e prnfM.e zq,nguage; and I 
solem •lY and since·ely promia not to do so for 
the next ten years." 

Mr. Gteen would ioitiate a new order. to 
be Cilled " Ta& YouNG M&s's F&lli&THOUGIIT 
TBMPIIRA.NOB: SooiB:TY." Mr. E!mer W. Pride 
he nominates for president ; the first name 
reaching the office will be secretary; the 
second, treasurer; and the next five names 
will canstitute an ex:ecutiv committee. H~ 
hopes to get a hundred names during the 
next month. 

We heartily a~:tree with this project of the 
editor of the Fl"eethin.kera' Magas&.1~. If it 
is true that any of our b:>ys do " driak, chew, 
smoke, or swear," they had better reform iu. 
stantly. Tnese are very blld habits, and we 
are fain to believe they do not stick to any of 
our Freethought boys. It will do no ll.arm 
to take this pledge, and keep it, not only for 
ten years, but forever. 

Tobacco is inj11rious, drinking vile com
pounds is bad, deception in any form is de
grading, stealin~:t and swindling are great 
evils, using profane lang11age is silly and ri
diculous. It is only indulged in by Clu:istian 
nat.ions, and is a very foolish habit.· 

It is a great thing to be pure in mind and 
morals. It is the muk of a gentleman to be 
clean and sweet in tllought, word, and deed 
We want the boys and girls or Freethought 
to be am!Jng tb.e best, yea, to be the very 
best in the world. We expect them to con
tinue to make the Liberal cause great and 
grand, noble and illustrious. The mantle 
worn by older champions or the cause will 
soon descend upon their shoulders. They 
must be worthy to wear it. Oae way to be. 
come worthy is to frown upon all bad habits, 
to liv uprightly and deal honestly. The 
above pledge will help to do that. 

B. H. W. 

A Little Sermon. 
D.uR YouNG F&rBNDS: Many of the proph. 

eta mentioned in tb.e Bible were very igno
rant, though well-disposed, men, whose views 
were marked by a practical common sense 
much at variance with the pompous airs of 
tb.e regular priesthood, the splendor of an 
imposing religious ceremonial, the haughty 
disdain of kings for the opinions of the peo
ple. 

These monarchs were wllling to sustain a 
theocracy which gave them, appareotly, the 
position of secondary fiddlers to GJd, who 
was the rel,\1 ruler. 

rewarded in the usual way. They were de
spised and rejected of men, stoned, cast into 
plts, and sawn asunder, of whom the world 
was not worthy. Listen to their terrible 
rebukes: 11 To what purpose are your sac
rifices ? your solemn fasts ? your holy days, 
new moons, and Sabbaths? When a clean 
heart and a contrite spirit are all that the 
Lord requires?" But this generation of vi· 
pers forbids a mother to kiss her child on the 
):!abbath, and suppose her little boy should 
play ball on that day ? 

Once I bought a few crackers on Sunday, 
but I feel as cool as a cucumber about It, 
under our noble constitution, as well as the 
most decent opinion of the world in .all ages. 
I never did like a gorgeous heathenism, 
which honors God and tramples the poor. 

But now the scene changes in the great 
drama of human events! The bold impostor, 
Schweinfurth, is soon to be ushered into the 
arena of a gorgeous ceremonial and belief. 
The faces of the clergy are already marked 
by a deadly pallor-they know their fate. 
That the old religions are dying. The 
thoughtless masses pant for a faith at once 
wild, passionate, dreamy, and strange. 

But let us hope on that Colonel Ingersoll, 
or some friend of his, may be nominated for 
the presidency. Auuz.A.. 

Lefl!ingt()n, Ky. 

Correspondence. 
MoMINNVILLB, Ou., April17, 1891. 

DK.A.R !Iilias Wixos : As I hav never written 
to the Corner I thought I would write you 
a few lines. I am twelve years old. I go to 
echool and study Fifth Reader, geography, 
grammar, history, arithmetic, spelling, and 
writing. My brother takes the grand old 
TRUTH S&BKBR, and I always read the Chil
dren's Corner before anything else. The 
~pring flowers are all in bloom. As this is my 
first letter to the Corner, I will close. 

• VINA FABMBB. 

OsOJ~OL.A., lA., April 14. 1891. 
Ds:A.R Miss WixON: I thought I would 

write a letter to the Corner for the first time. 
I go to school now. I study reading, arith
metic, geography, grammar, spelling, and 
physiology. My teacher's. name is Oren 
Henderson. He is a very good instructor. 
I hav no pets except cats. The piece that I 
spoke the last day of the other school was 
"The Little Brown Hands." I selected it 
from THB TRUTH BuxB&. F<~.ther takes TBB 
TRUTH BBBKBB, and thinks it is a very nice 
paper. I remain, MYRTLB JoNB8. 

HRNDRIOK, InA.., April 5, 1891. · 
D.B:.A.R Miss WIXON: As we hav not seen 

any letter from this part of the country, we 
thought we would write. We are little Lib
erals thirteen and twelve. 

Our school starts to-morrow morning. Our 
teacher'8 name is Miss Carrick and she is not 
reli~~;ious. 

We are very fond of looking at the car
toons and readinp: the Corner. 

Please tell us through TBB TBUTH SBBK.B:B 
what Robert G. Ingersoll's middle name is. 

Well. as this is our first letter, we remain, 
Your Liberal friends, 

l!'LOBA E. WBIGKT, 
VIOLA G. WEA.V.BB. 

CusTBB, ILL., April 6, 1891. 
Mxss SunN WIXON, Deatr Friend,: I thought 

I would write a letter to the Children's Cor
ner to day, as I am not very busy. I am six
teeuyears old, and go to school every day. I 
study reading, spelling. arithmetic, language, 
writing, drawing, and physiology. I liv in 
a small village. My teacher's name is Mr. 
Barnes. Our school term will be out about 
the 7th or 8th of May. We had a literary 
Friday night, but not a very big attendance. 
The Sunday-school is nearly played out, 
there are so many sick. I hav two brothers 
and one siRter. My papa is a carpenter, and 
he gets plenty of work to do. He belongs to 
the Modern Woodmen of America. I will 
close for this tiro11. Hoping to see this in 
print, I remain, Your llttle Freethinker, 

MARY D. ROBINSON. 

BouLDBB CRBBK, CoL., April16, 1891. 

What little civllization the Hebrew nation 
was possessed of, reposed in the hands of 
this humble and inferior set of philosophers, 
whose e1forts to repress vice in all place& was 

DEAR Miss WuoN: I wish this time to tell 
you about our ·pack train-there are seven 
donkeys in it. It is a curious sight to see 
them when they are going up a trail with 
their big loads on their backs; they are quite 
small, and can carry remarkably big loads. I 
hav often seen them carrying two big bales 
of hay weighing no less than two hundred 
and fifty pounds, making five hundred 
pounds, which is more than the average don. 
key weighs. They ere used in the roughest 
of places, and very seldom slip or fall ; but 
sometimes they do and go rolling down the 
hill with their big loads of wood, or anything 
they may be packing, but they very seldom 
hurt themselvs. Some donkeys are very 
smart, and when they are loaded they wUI go 
up the trail a little way and then go into the 
brush and lie down where you cannot see 
them, just to p;et out of packing their big 
loads. Generally they cannot get up until 
they are unloaded. They are very cunning 
In getting a · p;ood chance to kick you, and 
when they do kick they kick hard. Young 
donkeys are very cute i they llav very long 

legs, long ears, small bodies, and long necks. 
Kulas and horses are also used for packing, 
but they do not carry much larger loads than 
donkeys. Well, I must close now, as I can 
not think of any more to say; so good-bye 
for this time. Your Liberal friend, 

Eownt D. RoDGims. 

VImNON, TBX., April 12, 1891. 
DBu MIS8 WixoN: 1 hav been a Liberal 

nearly a year. I cannot praise THB TBUTH 
BBBKBR enough. It has taken the place of 
almost all the children's papers we take. Our 
town of Vernon is beautifully situated on 
the l!'ort Worth & Denver railroad, and has 
about tour thousand inhabitants. We hav 
large echools here, but thev are principally 
controled by Christians. The public school 
has six hundred and forty-six pupils enroled. 
We hav several prominent Freethinkers in 

remarks in THB T.auTH BBBKBR of March 28th 
with regard to the adopt.ion of the Pansy as 
the badge of Freethinkers. 

"WHY" 
I BPeciall:r want 500 ordera for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will please send ~ta.mp for Oiroulars a.nd 

WHY. 
ELMINA. DBAK'E BLVNKEB, 

t!nowvliJe, Va.. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curir g the Slck. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
IW South Main Street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa. 

our town. We had a debate, which com- Evolut•on· s . s 
menced March 31st and ended April 5th. 1 8118 • 
The subject of discussion was, " The Bible is 
of Divine Origin. •• Aill.rmativ, L. W. Scott ; 
negativ, A. L. Phelps. It lasted six nights, 
Scott being on the smrmativ the first three . 
nights. Then the subject was reversed and 
0. A. Phelps thrown on the affirmativ the 
three remaining nights. Mr. Phelps got the 
best of Mr. Scott, or, to use a more common 
phrase, 11 snowed him under." There are 
few Liberal ladies in our town, but more 
step to the front all the time. Several times, 
when there were but few letters in the Cor-

-o-:-
Lectures a.nd Discussions before The Brooklyn 

Ethical Association on Evolution 
in Boienoe and Art. 

No. 1.-Alfred Bussell Wa.lla.oe, b:r Edward D. 
(J(>pe, Pb.D.; with portrait. 

No.l!.-Emet Ba.eckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake· 
ma.n; wiih portr~~oit. •l • 

Price, 10 Cer.ts each. 
For sale a.t The Truth Beeker Offioe. 

ner, I was very much afraid our Corner 0 A N N 
would fall out of sight, so I was real glad SOlEN E IN PL I LA GUAGE. 
when I saw so many young Liberals stepping 
forth and declaring their views on Christian
ity. Every time I read the Corner I am de
lighted at the progress it Is making. When 
we get THB TBUTH 8BBKBB the first thing I 
look at is the pictures ; then I turn to the 
Corner. My father is a Liberal of but two 
years• standing, but he is very strong. I hav 
three brothers and one sister. My oldest 
brother is a Christian, which we regret very 
much. Many of my school-mates beg me to 
send my sister to Sunday-school, but asking 
is all the satidaction they get, for I will not 
comply with their wishes. This is the first 
letter I hav ever written to any paper, so you 
must excuse mistakes. I think I am the 

:t. EvoLUTION, ANTIQUITY. BACTBIIIA, ETc. B:r 
Willla.m Dnrham, F.R S.E. 

II. A.BT!loNo:MY, SuN. MooN, STABs, ETc. B:r Will· 
iam Durham, .F.R.S.E. 

These handy series of volumes on soienoe-of 
which the a.bove works form the Arst two num
bere, others 1iG follow-are written 1n a. wa.Y tba.t 
cannot fa.il to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They snpply a PoPula.r need. 

The prtoe of each is fO cents in cloth. 

THE 

french lnvas!on of Ireland in '98. 
second Liberal who has written from Vernon. Leaves of Unwritten HistorY That Tell of a. 
I think Mr. Heston is doing much good, and Her~io Endeavor and a. Los~ Opportu. 
would be disappointed if THB TRUTa SBBKBB nl•:V to Throw Oft' .l!:nglalld a Yoke. 
should come minus Mr. Heston's pictures. I B;y VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
am fourteen years old. My mother is dead With a. map and numerous illustrations by well· 
and I hav to keep house for papa. I do not knowu artists. HandsomelY bound in aUk oloth. 
want my first letter thrown fu the waste- Ink and ~ro·d aide stamps. Price, $1.50. 
basket. If this Is worth printing I wlll con- The pre.sent ~o~ume is an effort to rePone fro~ 

'ib b · i i I ill oompa.ra.t1v obliVIon one of the many extraordl· 
tr ute a etter m1as v next t me. w nary episodes of the great French revolntionar:v 
close, wishing you much success as the editor war • . n points a moral tba.t a.midst repub
of the Children's page, and as the spreader lioa.n institutions like oara, will not fail r' o~ive 
of truth and knowledge in the minds of the appr~>oiation. n ehows, on one ha.nd,_the elna.t-ing inftu ~nee of newlT a.cquired ambition, • • • 
yo1!ng. ~~ond on the other the d<~b&lll11g effects of Reli~rious 

Your Liberal friend, MYBTIB MARTIN. and Politioa.l intotera.noe both on the tyrant and 
B , d the viotim. Ooot,.ins a. heretofore unpubli11hed 

P. .-vorrespon ence solicited from both letter of :rhoma.s Paine to the French D~rector:v. 
young and old. 

PoRT Ol!' SPAIN, TRmm.&.n, April12, 1891. 
MIBs SuSAN ll. WIXON : The last Corner is 

very interesting. I notice now more corre
spondents than heretofore, and I hope that 
they will increase. I am quite In accord 
with suggestions which were made to estab. 
llsh a children's paper. I earnestly wish 
that if such an enter~tise is started, 1t may 
prove a success. I shall help all I can. 

In my last I volun!eered a few descriptiv re
marks relativ to this place. I shall in this, 
and others that I may forward from time to 
time, endeavor to contmue with a few 11 At 
Random, notes. 

When Christopher Columbus discovered 
Trinidad he found it inhabited by Caribs, 
who Wf're almost all destroyed or carried 
away about the year 1518, when the inhu
man Spaniards mafle captiva of all the free 
and happy aborigines they could flnd to 
work their mines. We bav seen and ob· 
served the effects produced upon the people 
of other countries by the Rom ish hierarchy, 
but the effect produced here has been, and 
still is, double fold. It has exterminated 
millions of inoffensiv mortals in this part of 
the world; still priests tell us that the light 
of the gospel has proved a blessing to nther 
countries, but alas! we see the baneful tff~cts 
it has produced in the Western hemisphere 
As in North America the red Indians hav 
gradually disappeared before the encroaching 
white races, so in Trinidad the Arrawars 
and the Chaymas, the Tamanacos and the 
Cumanagotes, hav little by little faded away 
out of the community, and are now barely 
represented by a few families .of mixed de
scent. 

When Columb1,1s discovered Trinidad, a 
certain Cacique, an Indian chief, so goes the 
tale, took off Columbus's cap of crimson vel
vet and replaced it with a circle of gold 
which he wore. 

Alas for them ! That fatal present of gold 
brought down on them enemies far more 
ruthless than the Caribs of the northern isl
ands, who had a habit of coming down in 
their canoes and carrying o:ff the gentle na
tive, to eat them at their leisure, after the 
fashion which Defoe has almost certainly im
mortalized in "Robinson Crusoe." Crusoe's 
island ts, almost certainly, meant for Tabago; 
man Friday had been stolen in Trinidad. 

The Spaniards came. Gold they could not 
get, but slaves they could, and the history 
of these gentle Indians is the same as that of 
their brethren in the other West Indian isl
and8: a history of murder and cruelty. 

Wishing vourself and the Cornerites suc-
cess, Yours truly, E. nos SANTOS. 

P.S.-1 fully a1ree with and mdorse your 

Liberty in Literature. 
B;y ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Wnitman. 

Price, J5 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub· 
lished at this omce. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

KOD!IIN· IKI'l'A.'l'ION OJ' CIIIST, 
AI to hla L1fe on Earth u.a. hls Commulsm 

BY KBB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Proteat ud & Plea." In Or4Br or 
~. 

Cloth, limo, 279 pp., - • 'liS Cents. 

W T1&iB book IDGB 8'11pp1'6881tJ 0y tlaf first .Atnw 
~can yubZillhw.a 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. FoT Bale at This Office 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel engravin~rs of this celebrated na.tur~~oliat 

l!Jt15 inches, snita.ble for framing, aent Poatpald. 
for B5oenta. Address THE TBJJTB BEEKEB. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales ine, 'ounded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
BY A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Prioe, 10 oenta. 



NOVV READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.IIl TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT. INSTITUTION 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO MAINTAIN THE 

A.RGUB.ENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desla-ns b,- Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Deslamer. 

11ncle Sam and the Priests. 
The Peata that Bother Unole Bam. 
Uncle Bam Ble"P!!l but the Prieata do Not. 
Romaniam with J1er Maak On. 
The Mull Off. 
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff &B to God." 
The Skeleton that Unole Bam ma:v Some Da:v 

ftnd in hi1 Oloaet. 
A. New Laocoon. 
The Trail of the Ber~~ent. • 
Boma Undeairable Immi~rrail.tll. 
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remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cletb, $1; paper, :;o cents. 

Address 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00 , 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

S 0 C I A. L W E A. L 'l' H, 
Th~ Bo!~ Factors and B:raet Ratios in t~ 

Acguirmnent and ApportionrMnt. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 

Price, Cloth, .1.00. 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. THt STAGE ABO THE PUlPI f. 
Price, $1. BJ" R. G. INGERSOLL. 

NA.THI\.NIEL V.I\.IJGH,\,N. 
Price, S cents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100. 

A Radica~ No'Del of Marked Ability. THE TRUTH OF . HISTORY. 
BY FBEDEBIKA lllACDONA.LD. 

404 pages. Price reduced to $1. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, scents ; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per 1£0 

A FEw woRnst!ouTthenEvit~ Is t~e God of Israel the True God? 
OTHBR BzOGRAPmoAL SKBTOHBS :.um EssAYS. 

By CHARL~S BRADLAUGH. 
With Portrait and Autobiography. 

Extra cloth, gold b&ek .and side:stamp, 12mo, 
. 260 pp,, $1.25. 

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR · 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBEBGEB. 
376pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. 

POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS. 
ACCOUNT OF 

Vicars of Christ and Viceger~nts of God. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 1'5 cents. 

CASE AGA.lNS'r THE ·cHURCH. 
A Summary of the Argumen~s against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents .. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HuLL (Spir.). 

Price, 15 cents. 

Na!rative of the Five Books of Moses,Joshua, 
Jndges, and the New. Testament •. 

Price, 115 cents. . . 

Masonic _Y 1n ~i~ation · of Right. 
PROTEST AGAINST PKBSKOUTION. 

By 0. B. WHiTFOBD, M.D. 
Piice, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P EOK. 

Price, lOcents. 

!l'Bll 

ORDER OF CREATION. 
A DISCUSSION llBTWBBN 

GLADSTONE, HUXLE-Y, llULLJGR, 
LINTON, REV ILLH. 

On the Ooriftict between Genesis and Geology. 
12mo, 178 pages, paper,IIO cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: "Onr Father in Heaven." 
A Compend of the Natural La~s of InduS

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS; 

£>riCP1 25 cents. 

THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD 
"The Jews a.nd their God stood on the lowes' 

plane." 
Price, to cents. 

Lll,ERATURE OF THE INSANE 
By F. R. MA.Bvm. 

Price, 5 cents. 

For all of,,.,, above booka addresKEs 
0 THE TRUTH BEE B 0 • 

· 18 L&faveite Pl., NewYor.IE. 

BY·OHAS. STBP!IBNSON. 
1 cent ; ISO cents per hun.dred ; $8 per thousand. 

PERSONAL EXISTENCE 
AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLH. 

ByL. B. SmTH. 
10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents, , 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

118 Lafayette Pl., New YO!Jk 



THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subserlptlon prlee, $3 per annum. 

No. BOOKS ISSUED, Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2, Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

deneT . . . . • . .. .. . . . . . •. . • . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 
3. Age of R~ason. '£homa~ Pa.ine.... .... .•. 2~ 
4. Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. 

THE TR-qT:O: SEEKER:. MAY i, 6. 1 ~9.1. 

RELIGION OF M!N 
AND} 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

H tJDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Oriticial Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
1 

THE 

CHA.IIPIONS OF THE CHURCH : 
TDDI 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, 1,11VPP. Cloth, sa; leather, M; moroooo, 

gUt edltes, M.60. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO., 
SSLafayette Plaoe, N.ew York. 

Bennett •..•..•.....•...•................. 
5. Ohristian Absurdities. John Peck .•.•.••. 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ....... . 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere Oloth 

" " " Paper 
O'l'BER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

OoNTENTB : What is Reliltion ! Fetichism. Phal· 
lie Worship. Man's Mor&l. Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. T.ke Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
Boheme· for his Redemption. Man's Position, T~o Works of Caleb S. Weets. ~ Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, NeoeSBity. Re-

10 sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and EYo
~g lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. , 

T.ke Apostles. Selfish Propen~ities •. Lo':e· ~is Songs o:f the Mornln;-. 212 pp.· cloth, 

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 
issued during the year. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon 1 ece1pt of l'lrioe. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO, 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread IS the story ot two young 

girls and a ;y:ounger brother who were lett parent
less, with little money, falr educa.tlonhand much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohioago. The antnoris also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main; a history of a work· 
ing girl's life and .experience m the city of Ohio~_go 
amontt bluff business men,. kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is inst such a story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel m11er. 
soli to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 26·oents. 

Address THETRUTHBEEKER. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED:. no knife·. 
book free. Dr~. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

dom. Oharterof Rights. Dnt1es and Obligations 75 cents ' 
of the Individual, Duties . and Obligations of Seleetlons from the Poets : With Re· 
Society. Bi~rhts of Government. :Duties of Bo·

1 
sponaea; Including Pope's Essay on Man, 

oiety to Oriminals. Duty of Belf ~ore. Mar- with Re~onding Essay. 859 pp,; cloth. $1 26. 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. I The Phllosopby o:f .~~,;vii. 11 iP·i 

. . 5 cents. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARB H'!~~e~ ~~~:e; ~pe~~~~h~~~eE~~~:~: 
By Edward Bellamy, Beven books in one vol., 859 pp.; cloth, $1.25, 

Author of " Dr. HeidenhoJf's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are 

free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. . · 

The &pJ?eal is alwaya made to a man's reason. 
and to his noblest sentiments : ne'fer to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 
. A BUI{gestion of a really practicable and feasi
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of th.e present, 
The romantic narrativ, is rich in ita foreo&Bt of 
actual possibllities.-[Boaton Traveler. 

12mo, cloth; •1.00; paper, 500. 
Addreal THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 

PB:rss NoTICES oF "·Hu:au.N LIFE." 
The Neto 211ouaht (Ohio ago) says : " It is the best 

thing of the kind we ever saw. • • • To state the 
whole thinK in the langaage of another, the firs$ 
book shows what a heaven is eoming on this earth 
after it &hall have passed through the neoessaey 
discipline, and the other boolre &how what a hell 
of a time we have to get there." 

"!'he Ohesauing Araus (Ohesaning, Mich..) says : 
"It is one grand sublime poem • , • a perfect 
his$or:v in blank verse of the social and reli~tiQUB 
struggles of our earth. and would be l{OOd readin~r 
for those who have been interested m • Lookinlt 
Backward.'" Describing Book 6. it 1ays: "This 
chapter will be found especially Interesting to 
ladies." · 

The Phrenoloutcal Journal (New York) regards it 
as equal to the great epics of a hundred years 

Charles Watts's Works. • AND . . 
The Teachings o:fSeenlarlsm Com Gl.l'ard College Thoolou. 

a~r~r i8~ard Bellamy, author of "Looking 
Backward," says : "I have read it with much in
terest. I am 1n entire sympathy with ita spirit 
of boundless faith in human development." 

pared with Orthodox Christian- AN EXPOBi 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Seenlarlsm : Is .It Founded on 
Rea1on, and Is It Snmelent to 
Meet the Needs of' Mankind 'l 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
Eventna Mat! and Oharleil Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 26 cents. 

A Reply to ·Father Lambert's 
"Taetles o:f Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Inftuenee. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors o:f the Freneh Revo· 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Seeularlsm: Destruetlv and Con· 
struetlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontradiotory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A&{nostieism and Christian Theism: 
Whleb Js the More Reasonable 't 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Speelal Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Slnners-Whleh 't 24 
pages .in cover. i>noe, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus

Of the perversion of Bte]lhen Girard'smagniftoent 
Jlequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 

ahurohea and Yonnlt Men's 
Christian A.asooia-

Uon. 
By BIOJI. Bo WESTDBOOJt, D.D., LL.D. 

Price 11, Address TB• TBUTJI B•BJtD, 

What Would Follow 
lfliE 

Effacement of Christianity? 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1. 

Address TllE TBUTll BEBXEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
AJI in a LHetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, BoOpp., •1. 
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for BOya and Girls. 12mo, 888pp., S1.25. 
Story Hour. A~ Excepti~:r;tally Han~-

some and Interestm~r Book, Wdh.ont Bnperstl
tl~~forOhildren·and Youth. 'l'h.· e OnlY ·Free
t · ers;.·<Jh.ildren'li Bton-Book .. ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations 'and 26 sm.aller ; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, bro&a margins, ill us. 
trated covers; tto, 224pp., boards, •1. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel'ef. 22 pages in SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and·tl~e Supernatural; or, 
Relle:f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Amerlean Seeular Union ; Its 
Neeesdty and the Justlee o:f Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theologleal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjeot·s are 
dealt with : 1. WhY Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate 1 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristiauity. 8. Freethonght and 
Men of Boience. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and OP.inions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristian1ty and Slavery. 16 pa~res. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa:vette Pl •• New Yor ... 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov 
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu
mors, and every disease of 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Pric?, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can-. 
ada. 

. OR1 THB 

Conflict between :Beason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER QO. 

TRY •SQUARE: 
OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This 11 ·the history of an attempt to found a 
church without superstition, and its auooess. 
Uncle Job BaWYer, the· 'll&Btor, havin~r elit&bilahe'ii 
his pulpit, uses it to disoilss all the vital questions 
of human oonoern, religious, pelitioal, and other· 
wise, The book is written in well-ohosen lan
guage, and e&Bily understood. There is :IU:st Bu11l· 
·oient narrativ about it to interest the reader and 
hold hi& attention while the trnth is beinlt bron~rht 
to hillnind. 

hr ~ale aUhfl ofllce. Price.lt.oa. 

THE 

UNIVEBSEA.NA.LYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bibie Ana-
lyzed," " The Real Blasphemers," "Bpir- · 

itnallsm Sustained," ett;., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideal 
that will be new to the world and produotiv of 
good in furnishlnc food for thon~rht. We trust it 
will hav the immeBI!Il distribution it se rioh!T 
merits.--{The American Idea. 

Cloth, 12mo, tt. 

Rev. R. Heber· Newton says it is one .of the 
significant indications of the signs of the t1mes. 

The NattonaltsC, of Boston, considers its style &II 
equal to Milton's, and says.it " l!n~ta~res the reall
·er•s attention with the fiTBt line and keeps it 
en~rrossed until the final word." 

Brick Pomeroy's .Arstmnce 'l'IIOught ~N. Y.) BaYB : 
"It contains much to benefit hnmamty." 

Address, B. 0. W. BTINGTON and 00 .• 
834 Fourth Ave •• N.Y. 

·New Etltlon. BeTISet llD.d Ealar&'ed. 

UN, WOKEN • GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

mtroduotion by 
ROBEBT G, INGERSOLL, 

Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents, 
TM Tmd8 Bunlied at J:Jpeoial Di8count.. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
liS Lafayette Place, New York. 

Photo~rra'phs of Miss Gardener are for sa.le at 
this office. Price, 50 cents. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
roung and llliddle
~ged men1 sn1Jering 
'rom a Life-wutin.B 
Disease, aa the resUlt 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. n lets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE CUBE• as it matters not how 
long standing, how hop_eless or h9w many reme
dies you hav nard. The book lB worth many 
times its cost, and should be In the hands of 
those seekinll' a s~I!V anrs ~nent cure. Ad
dress Dr. BObt. p, Fellows, Vmeland, N.J., and 
aay·where you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr.l!'ellowa is an ontsllOken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a ~renr.rous patron of theFreethonght 
liress. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his pro~rressive and sueoessfnl method of trea~ 
ment. and desenee patrona~re.-heethoUq"', 
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~ notic6B UIN for tM ben6flt of Libf/l'als 
uilw mag 0. fJisiUng tM plac68 uihe-N tM8e 80CU
ties are loctJU4. L()(JIJZ Beeulalr Unions and 
Freet'Mtegld Bod8ties mseting regulalrly can 
hae their gatMrlngs ad'IJf/l'tiBed here fru by for
f.Mf"ding the nec88BM'1/ information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evenlnlt, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect. 
uresand discussions. The public oordiallYIIivited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock· at 
Liberal Leagoge Hall, 177 Halsey st., ~or. Market 
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social qnelitions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

Amerlean Seeular Union, Newark 
Braneh. 

124 Market street. A.asembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. LeotureP, debates, and discus. 
sions on all i~portant llllOUlar subjects, Pres· 
ident, HBmn: BmD; Secretary, OoBA BBLLB 
FLAGG, 

Brooki}'D Phllo,oP.hleal Assoela· 
tlon · 

Meets at Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue and 
Booth Bd atreet, Brooklyn, E. D .. at 8 P.H., ever;v 
Bnnda;y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Leque ~:iT 
.llleets every Bun day in Industrial Hall, Broad II.L d 
Wood ats., at II :10 and '1 :80 P.H, for lectures and 
free discussion& on religious and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B,-Trn th 
Beekerpublioationsalwayson handatoheaprates. 

The Seeular Soelety of' Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Bnnda}'Bo at 2 
P.-.., at the town nail. All friends of human 
onlnvation are Invited. IILuuus HEIGHTON, Bee •. 

Ellzur Wright Seeular Union 
Of Alliance1 0., meets .the first and fourth Bnn
daYB of eacn month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free disonssicm on all Liberal snbleots. 
Bubaoriptions to TllE TBUTH BEEKER and Invest•· 
gator are aolioited. R. G. BMITH, Oor, b.,;:o, 

Chleago Seeular Union 
Meetl ever:r Sunday evening at '1:10 P.H., at 
Princess Opera House,·568 Welt Madison atr~'· 
Lectures and debates. Btran~rers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meeti~s every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. Tile public cordially invited. 

Des lllolnes Seeular Union 
Holds regular meetlnas at Good Templar Bali, 
FI:vnn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FBANKLIN BTEINEB, Pres. 

San Franelseo, Cal., Freethought 
Soelety 

Meetl every Sunday evenin~r at Union Square 
Hall, 4111 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Seeular Union 
Meets every Bunda:r_ at 7:30 P.H. in the public 
school buUdin~r in Port Angelea, Wash. Leot. 
ores. song_&, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK MoBSEo Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los ·Angeles, Oal., meets semi-monthlyl..first 
and third Bnndaya1 at 8 o•olock, P.M., at l:"arr'B 
Hall. Everybody tnvited. l'IIBs. R. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Llb~;ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at II P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Lectures.--Free Disoussions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable libr&l'l' is at the service of members and 
friends. 0, B. REYNOLDSI Prea.; A. W. 0ALDEBo Bee. 

The Roeder Seeular Union 
Of Roeder, Wuh., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school· house. 
Lectures, discussions, readint and poems. The 

ft~~r:e~s~n:i~~la£1~~: .. If.1!m. R~E,,.~~~~; 
J. W. BELL,. Vioe.Pres,; OHABLES BHEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meet.& every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visltinl!' Lib
erals invit~d to aUend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

ls.uc B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WU11 J.l'lne Btu! Enarafl'lna of senator Con:tltna. 

Bound in black cloth, silver aide atamp. 
Price, '15 oenta. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE. THJ: 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
eating, THE LIBERAL HYMN-BooK contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It 11 hill!!lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Panon, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Priot~. 
• oenia Address 'llml TBU'l'JI BBBKEB 0e. , 

http://8s.ii
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A CATHOLIC agitator on schools, In urging 
stale incorporation of parochial schools, par
ticularly because Protestants make the public 
schools proselyting institutions. cites a Prot
estant cler~rvman who boasted that in twenty 
years 100 000 ehtldren hav been won by the 
agency of public schools from Catholicism to 
Protestan1ism. 

S1'. LoUis will hav a 
$1 000,000 Catholic ca
thedral. 

TBB German parlia
ment has refused medical 
license to women. 

BRAZIL has enacted 
that clv1l marriages pre
cede all religious ones. 

ITALY has prohibited 
t a k i n g " the Blessed 
Sacrament" through the 
streets in procession. 

A sTATUE ot Le11 XIII. 
has been shipped rrom 
Civita Vecchia tor the 
Catholic University at 
Washington. 

BARON HIRSH is seeking 
in the Argentine Repub
lic suitable tracts tor 
colonization by the Jews 
driven from Russia. 

FATHBRB 8zMBIGBL AND 
WRR1Z, of Pennsylvania, 
denounce the -labor re
formers who are exhort
ing the striking miners. 

BLAINE has remon
strated with Germany on 
the sending to America 
by the officials ot a town 
a lunatic, pauper, and 
murderer. 

QOD8 AND RELICION8 WORLD'S SAGES, . THIN:KEBS, 
A.NOIENT J.ND 

0
.it:ODERN TDIES _AND REFORMERS. 

Vol. 1. Giv• a Pull Aooount of all the Gods, In- Bloflraphles of 100 of the ·Leadina: PbnOIOphere; 
cludinfl Jehovah, Satan, the . Holy Ghoa~, Teachers, SkePtiC!l,Innovatora1 Founders of • New Scnools of 'l'nought, Emment Solen-

Jesus Ohnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. tists, etc. (who were not Christians), 
svo, 885PJl. Vol. II. Describes Fully aU f -~ .. ti f M ~- th the Beligious Systemaof the Wor1d. rom ... e me o enu ov e pres-

avo, 957pp, Cloth, •a per vol.; the ent. svo, 1,0'15pp,, cloth, •a; 
ll vols., '5; leather, t7; mo- leather, •t; mor.,g. e.,U.50. 

rocco, gilt ed!fes, $8. BY D. M. BENNETT. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00., 

THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00. 18Lafue\te Plaoe.N. Y. 

ELISHA AND HIS TRAINED BEARS. 

THE clergy hav the strongest interest in 
the deprava1i.'n of the human intellect. For 
the rlemand tor their services as agents for 
the temporal.aid of the deity altogerher de· 
pends upon human ignorance and incapacity, 
and is exactly proportional to it.- Grote~ 

PHILOBOPHERB hav no aj!'gressiv tendencies. 
With eyes fixed on the noble goal to which 

·===-
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they tend, they may, 
now and then, be stirred 
to momentary wrath by 
the unnecessary obstacles 
with which the Ignorant 
or the malicious encum
ber, it t-hey cannot bar 
the difficult path ; but 
why should their souls 
be deeply vexed ? The 
majesty of fact is on their 
side, and the elemental 
forces of nature are work
ing for them. Not a star 
comes to the meridian at 
its calculated time but 
teetifies to the justness of 
their methods ; their be
liPfB are " one with the 
falling rain and with the 
growing_ corn." By 
doubt they are estab
lished, and open inquiry 
is their bosom triend.
Huwley. 

IT is not by shirking 
difficulties that we can 
remove them or escape 
them ; nor by evading 
the perplexing problems 
of lite or speculation that 
we can hope to solve 
them ; nor by saying, 
Hush l to every over
subtle questioner, that 
the question can be an. 
swered or the asker si
lenced. Men cannot go 
on forever living upon 
halt-exploded s h a m s, 
keeping obsolete Ia w£1 
with admittedly-false 
preambles on their stat

FATHER IGNATIUB 1 the 
Church ot England 
mountebank touring 
America, pushes h is 
demand tor Heber New
ton's expulsion. And he turned back, snd looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord. And there came forth two 

she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two children ot them.-2 Kings ii, 24. 

ute books, professing 
creeds only halt credited 
and quite incredible, 

THB CbUian rebels 
hav or~anlzed a govern-
ment in the eight provinces they hav won. 

THE latest of the pretended miraculous 
cures by Father Mollinger, ot Pittsburgh, Pa., 
is that ot a cancer on a New York woman, 
who received "three blessings and a few 
simple herbs." 

BISHOP LOUGHLIN of Brooklyn has received 
from Italians-" presumably CatholicR," ad

- mite a Catholic journal-a petition to dismiss 
Priest Ni•co ot the CathoJic Church of the 
Sacred Heart of Mary and Jesas, who de

. nounced the Mafia. 

A mw sect called the Anticipators has been 
started in Pike county, Pa.., by Zichariah 
Myers, a farmer. He says that one day last 
tall while he was plowing a cloud hove in 
front of him and from it a voice said: ·~Be. 
tore the century closes the world will end and 
man shall be no more. Go tell thy people to 
prepare. Tell them not to wait an bour. 
There must be everlasting prayer. The world 
is wicked; it is reeking in its own corruption. 
There must be an end to all soon." He 
hastened home and reported, and when 
neighbors who had heard the rumor applied 
tor information he said, "Before we go any 
farther we will organize a God-fearing con
gregation," and started his sect, which has 
crippled neighboring churches. He says 
that all will join his church before the end of 
the world, to be saved; and that first a ball 
ot fire will tall and then the final confiagra
tion bevin. 

THE New Orleans grand jury has rendered 
a presentment denouncing the Mafia, censur
ing the jury that arqaitted; and sanctioning 
lynch-rule thus: "Law is truly regarded as 
the embodiment ot the wisdom ot all ages, 
and its just execution the safeguard of society 
by the punishment of transgressors. Its just 
execution expresses the will of the people in 
condemnation of crime, but where this lofty 
principle is condemned by the practice of 
assassination tor revenge or spite, and con
cealment under the most binding oaths ren
ders powerless the efforts of the law to reach 
the chief actors and to secure witnesses, It 
becomes the duty ot the people in the exer
cise ot their sovereign rights to issue their 
decree of condemnation." The concluding 
words are: "We bav referred to the large 
number of citizens partiCiP,ating in this dem
onstration, estimated by judges as from 6,000 
tO 8 000, as a SpOntaneOUS uprising Of the 
people. The magnitude of this affair makes 
it a difficult task to fix the guilt upon any 
number ot the participants-in tact, the act 
seemed to involve the entire people of the 
parish and city ot New Orleans, so protuae is 
their sympathy and extended their connection 
with the a:IIair. In view of these considera
tions the thorough examination ot the subject 
has tailed to disclose the necessary facts to 
justify this grand jury in presentini: indict
ments." 
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standing and sleeping on 
suspected or recognized 

volcanoes, erecting both their dwellings and 
their temples on ice, which the first dreaded 
rays ot sunlight they know must melt away. 
-Grtg. · 

THOUGHT is the agitation ot the nerves.
D'Holbach. 

THB mind is a voltaic pile giving shocks ot 
thought • ...,..Mill. 

ALL mental phenomena are simply trans
formed sensations.-OondiUao. 

THE mind is physical, wholly material. 
The phenomenon ot con~ciousness is the di
rect result of our organlzation.-Hobbes. 

WHATEVEB a man may pray tor, he prays 
for a miracle. Every prayer comes to this : 
"Great Gnd, let twice two not make tour."
]fJan Turguenief. 

StJP!l::RB'riTION, of whatever kind, whether 
earthly or divine, has hitherto been the 
weight which clogged man to earth and pre
vented his genius from soaring aloft amid its 
nativ skies.-8heUeg. 

.EvERY violation of truth is not only a sort 
ot suicide in the liar, but is a stab at the 
health of human society. On the most prot. 
itahle lie the cour•e of events presently lays a 
destructiv tax.-.Emerson. 

ALL hall to those bold and fearless natures 
-the heretics and innovators of the day
who, rousing men out of their lazy sleep, sound 
in their ears the tocsin and the clarion, and 
force them to come forth, th'it ihey may do 
battle for their creed I Of all evils, torpor is 
the most deadly. Giv us paradox, giv us 
error, glv us what you wUl, so that you save 
us from stagnatioa. It is the cold spirit of 
routine which is the nightshade of our nat
ure, It sits upon men like a blight, blunting 
their faculties, withering their powers, and 
making them both unable and unwUllng 
either to struggle tor the truth or to figure to 
themselvs what it is that they really believe. 
-Buckts. 

WHAT could the Holy Ghost hav been 
thinking of when he inspired that chapter 
[Num. xxxi]? It we were a friead .of the 
lioly Ghost, we should be prepared to tloke 
the responsibility of striking out the thirty. 

\
two thousand virgins which he directed to be 
set aside tor lechery. When we met the 

l 
Ghost we should explain to him the liberty 
we had taken in expunging the thirty. fir~t 
chapter ot Numbers. This would be a much 

·more honest course than the one his pious 
[lackeys are taking, swearing by the Bible 
with this unspeakable impurity ln it, and yet 
attempting to preach the people up to a 
standard ot purity. To preach aga\nst the 
ruining of maideos is to preach r1ght in the 
teeth of the Holy Ghost, as long as the thirty
first chapter of Numbers is recognized as an 
integral part of" tlle word ot God."-Baladin. 
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IJiotes and fflippings. 

MRs. ANNIB BBBANT, W. Q. Judge, and 
Colonel Olcott are to get together in London 
and reorganize the Order of Theosophists. 

A BosTON preacher came out boldly and 
said he not only liked good beer but must 
hav it to drink. His congregation did not 
threaten to burn him for a heretic, but ad
vanced hie salary $180 a year-a sort of gen
teel invitation to him to invite hie soul with 
the amber fluid and good luck to him. 

THE people of Australia are reported to be 
hostil to the project of sending large bodies 
<>f Russian Jews to their country, which 
Baron Hirsch was said to hav entertained. 
The baron himself, however, now declares 
that the Jewish refugees from Russia are to 
be sent, not to Australia or to the United 
States, but to the Argentine Republic. 

THB Presbytery of New York has decided 
to try the Rev. Dr. Briggs on a charge of 
heresy. Dr. Briggs, it is announced, will 
appeal to the synod. And the beautiful little 
Episcopal quarrel, says the Recorder, that 
has just come to an end by the departure of 
Father Ignatius bide fair to be succeeded by 
a Calvinistic bear-garden among the Presby
terians. 

THB Rev. M. J. Darcy, of Lockport, was eo 
incensed at a five-year-old girl who put her 
tongue out at him as he drove past her fa
ther's house that he chased the child into 
the house and struck her several times with 
hie whip. He was arrested thereror and 
was convicted o! assault, the court having 
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no confidence in the clergyman's plea that 
he " did ltto teach the child better manners." 

IF the stories told by Mr. Thomas Maddern, 
of Tonganoxie, who has just returned from 
Port Natal and the interior of Africa, are 
true, the influence of Mr. Stanley and mis
sionaries hav had bad effect in the Dark Con
tinent. Mr. Maddern says Mr. Stanley has 
exaggerated many things and that the mis
sionaries do more harm than good. He says 
the natlvs are converted from happy, frugal, 
abstemious heathens into discontented bum
mere and lazy, drunken vagabonds. When 
the Kaffire get religion, he says, they brood 
over it and consider only its spiritual side. 

IF our orthodox friends, says the Unitarian 
organ Unity, do not succeed in carrying their 
point about closing the Columbian Exposi
tion on Sunday, it will not be for lack of 
early attention to the subject and ceaseless 
industry. The IndepMdent publishes in a 
late issue a symposium of opinions gathered 
from a hundred bishops, Roman and Protest
ant. Among the thirteen in favor of keeping 
the great Fair open seven days in the week, 
it is worth noting the large proportion of 
known names of Roman Catholics and others 
presumably eo. The spirit of Puritan rule 
and dleclplin dies hard among its Protestant 
descendants, even of this free and·progreeelv 
age. 

" I HAD rather a remarkable experience 
while I was chaplain in the army," remarked 
one of the ministers at the pastors' union at 
Cleveland. " What was it ?" "I had been 
working and talking to the boys about gam
bling, and they finally turned all the cards in 
the camp over to me. The next day; they 

were paid off. The following day I was pass
ing out and saw a blanket spread out with 
two lumps of sugar on one corner, and about 
half the money in the camp spread out." 
" What were they doing ?" " They were bet
ting on which lump of sugar a fly would 
first light, and all the money on the blanket 
changed hands on the result." "What did 
you say to the boys?" " I said : ' Here, 
boys, come get your cards.' " 

FATHER Lili11ING gave advice to the strik
ers in the Scottsdale, Pa., coke region the 
other Sunday. Speaking from the pulpit, he 
said : " I am not addressing or advising the 
strikers. They, or their leaders, hav joined 
hands with anarchial Soclallete, who pre
fer the red flag of riot to the Stare and 
Stripes of law and order. I am speaking to 
Catholics, whose temporal and eternal welfare 
would be in better condition had my advice 
been followed. I say, ' Go to work upon 
the conditione offered. There will be few 
good men in the region when the strike is 
over, and they wlll be in demand at a pre. 
mlum."' He pictured how, if they remained 
out of work, they would be evicted from 
their homes and compelled to take their 
families to liv in tents, at the peril of their 
health and morale. 

ONB of the propositions for disposing of 
ex-Senator Blair of New Hampshire is to 
make him commissioner of immigration. 
This is an office, says the Bun, which Blair 
can glv good reason for refusing to take. 
When it was created in March last, through 
the passage of the new immigration act, Con. 
grees failed, through an oversight, to make 
any appropriation for the salary of its incmi?.-

bent. How could Mr. Blair walt for hie sal. 
ary till the next Congress assembles and 
makes provision for its payment? Further. 
more, the commleeloner'e salary, as eetab
llehed by the act, is small; it le only $4,000 
a year. Under the clrcumetancee,lt cannot 
be supposed that President Harrison will 
further wound Mr. Blair's already wounded 
feelings by offering him the office of com
missioner of immigration. 

JEws are not admitted into the vast body 
of the Russian empire, but only into about 
seven provinces in the west and southwest. 
In St. Petersburg only ,Jews who are mer
chants of the tl.ret guild and poeeeeelng cer
tain laTge amounts of wealth are admitted, 
and also under great restrictions members of 
some of the learned profeeelone, and also un
der great restrictions mechanics, who are not 
permitted to trade, but merely to repair. 
When it is known that as soon as the children 
of these people attain to the age of twenty. 
one years they must either leave or are thrown 
into prison, it is no wonder that such a large 
proportion of the inmates of the prisons were 
found by a late anti-Jewish correspondent to 
be Jews. In Moscow about five years ago a 
Hebrew synagog was closed by the gov
ernment for no other reason than that it was 
too magnificent and too beautiful to be used 
by Jews, and the Jews were compelled to 
desert it and permit it to be closed. Even in 
Western Russia, where the Jews are per
mitted to llv, the Jews may not even build 
and endow a charitable institution such as a 
hospital, without providing for a superin
tendent who is a member of the Russian 
church, and whose salary must be paid by 
the Jews. 
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Jehovian Christia~ty. 
I hav noticed that orthodox Christians may be 

divided into fonr classes, viz., 1. Those who are 
tickled to contemplate a future existence of Eternal 
torment for their enemies. 2. Those who care noth
ing for the t~fter-de~tb welf&re of unbelievers, being 
sois1y enraptured with their own prospects. 3. 
Thofle who dialike to think of the terrible tcrture 
aw&iting the impenitent. 4. They whose lives are 
embittered by the thought of relative, friends, pr 
even l'!&vages among the destined to everlasting un· 
endursble agony. My mppeal is to clasees three and 
four. Those of the other divisions need infant edu
c&tioD. 

So long as God refrains from Phowing himself, 
herself, or itself, and refuses to re3tore life to the 
dead, there will be doubt. 

A few centuries since all Christiana were positivly. 
sure of "beyond the tomb" future. They knew 
little of D!~ture; but of a life following death their 
knowledge was immense. They knew the little lifo 
of man on earth was insignificantly incomplete com
pared with eternity. They knew it was far better to 
protect souis than to defend bodies. They hesitated 
:not to take the life of heretic or unbeliever. Their 
duty was plain to understand. Bet~er one dissent
ing voice silenced forever, thlm lambs enchanted 
from the "fold of Christ." They were honest cer
tainly. With inconceivable ignorance of nature's 
1:\\WB, they regarded all phenomena instantaneously 
created relativ to themselvs. Tlley burnt, they hanged, 
they invented all manner of devilish devices to tort· 
ure and betray honesty; and also decided for us 
whether it is or is not divine, the Christian Bible. 
These ignor11muses were sincere, but a tri:fle too ig
norant for me to wholly rely on for my religion. It 
they ware mistaken concerning the ordinary operation 
of nature, why could they not r.lso hav formed errone 
ous opinions of religion T n has generally been sup
posed that Mosee-a murderer-Solomon-a polyg
amist-David-s criminal syphilitic-and some others 
equally disreputable are authot·s of important parts 
of t~e Bible. If this book is inspired, the men who 
wrote it, and also those who decided thus, must cer
tainly themselvs hav been inspired. If they were in
spired by God in one aft'$ir, why were they not in
rpired in matters other than spiritual! Why were 
they not inspired with sense of decancy? Of jus
tice! 

During the third, fourth, fifiih, and eix!h centuries 
rofter Christ there existed a lot of alleged true ac
counts of his life, other than what we now hav in the 
New Testament. In these centuries the bishops and 
daddies of the church were exceedingly puzzled to 
ascertain which were the proper and which the im
proper biographies and gospels of Jesus. O.ne 
scripture was apparently as godly as another, and it 
was not until after numerous councils had occurred 
that the early Christ adorers determined near pre
cisenet-s the acts of their adored one, and this hun
dreds of years after his rerial voyage to heaven. 
These councils were mostly not ·attended by the 
spirit of Chris!:, &s shown "on the mount," but were 
the acene of bigoted jealousy, quarrels with sword, 
Rnd religious ebuse. In the words of D. M. B~nnett 
( 'o dstermin what the nineteent.h century Christian 
ahould believe), "on one occasion the matter was 
put to s vote of the frenzied fanatics. Some goepels 
were voted up and some down. The gospel of St. 
M~ry, the ii'fancy of Jesus, the gospel of St. Barna· 
bas, the gospel of St. Bartholomew, the gospel of 
St. Hermas, and a number of others were voted down, 
while those of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were 
voted up and pronounced divine, though Luke was 
barely admitted, having a msj lrity of a single vote." 
Now, if they had tied on Luke, how would that hav 
exhibited inspiration in voting? Ol course, as it hap
pened, the mcjoritywere inspired. Were the minor
ihy uninspired, and why T If Jesus was, and did as 
claimed, it can only seem that carelessness was in 
his make-up, for otherwise would he not hav seen that 
futurity bd a record of his existence and gospel, the 
correctness of which was not guaranteed by the bal-
lots of bigots ? . 

Thomas Paine has been deceased less than a eent
ury, and durivg this time a multitude of con:flicting 
stories about him bav been circulated, which are now 
believed and denied. Suppose the voters of ·this 
country ballot to see which are true and which are 
false accounts of Paine's life; how ludicrous even 
Christians would regard such decision. Yet they 
accept as true the alleged life of one who never au
thorized it, or wrote a word concerning himself or 
anyone else ; told by contradictions in the New Tes
tament, and its genuinness decided by votes cast 
by men of less intellect than many of the occupants 
of our insane retreats. Our savior bad said "it is 
finished '' nearly six hundred years before the primi
tiv Christians ceased growling about God's word as 
contained in his New Testament. Certainly Jesus 
did not mean the New Testament was finished but 
with what consistence was this utterance whe~ he 

knew future generations, believing not in him, would riches, can be as rich as Mr. Rich. Lat the minister 
go to belJ, and that plenty of contrary reports about cease to boast of the Holy Ghost and .insist on clean
him would be made, the merits of which would re- liness-justice first and godliness next. The time is 
main unsettled for eenturies T Why did not Christ, near when the dirty laborers wiil all see, understand, 
if his caner was necessary for futurity to be fully and obtain their rights. 
aware of, write himself or dictate his gospels T None It seems to me no church can be Christian-one 
of the fou-r are known to hav been in existence in interpretation-that refuses Infidels the privilege of 
manuscript until at least one hundred and fifty years entering its pulpit for the purpose of attempting to 
after be is said to hav lived. Why did not Christ, if show the falseness of its dogmas. This would be· 
it is necePeary for us of to-day to believe he wes loving enemies with unheard-of Christian affection, 
God, invent the phonograph, and talk his go~pel to yet it is fair to say Jesus himself would not refuse 
it, thus furnishing abundant evidenee of his divinity? to hearken unto the argument of lilfidels. How can 
No, this could not be. The Bible had to be voted ~ou love an enemy to whom you refuse to listen 1 
true, while an uninspired Infidel-Thomas Edison- Beware of reason, for it parts you from your faith. 
was decreed to invent this instrument. The fact A pastor visUs members of its :fl·Jck, and of course 
that for centuries the Catholic church monopolizaa · is received with a loving, Christian spirit. Christian 
possession of the New Testament should convince sheep are saints angelic in the presence of priests. 
intelligence that the subjact c,f inspiration ought to If the psstorreally wiahes to know the euct t:ffect of 
be carefully invesHgated. Sixteen hundred years his religion in humanizing tha genus homo, let him 
after the reputed birth of Christ there was consid- masquerade ann IDfide', and opi!nly ~rpclaim unbelief 
arable doubt about the authenticity of several books in the presence of C.hrietian lambs. Why T "Oh! it 
of the so called God's New Testament. Then, Mar- is better to leave a house of prostitution undisturbed 
tin Luther-with Rrea.t., unusual sense-discarded the than to respect an Infidel's religious opinion. It is 
book of lunacy-R3velation-the book of Jude, the mo1·e Christlike to license the ruru curse than to 
epistles to tbe Hebrews, and questioned the genuin- listen to Infidel arguments. Yea, al!ything is better 
ness of others. To-day many eminent professed than to allow Infidels privileges. Ob, yes. But we 
Christians doubt the genuinness c·f some of these like to hav Infidels vote for us. We always employ 
boob, in whole or part, and notbi11 g is truer than the best physician, even if he is an Infidel. When 
that for " our particular superstition" we rely on our lives are slipping from ua, or ratht>r when our 
fathers of the church who are noted chie:fly for their souls hav concluded to emi~rate to that ' happy 
credulous ignorance. land,' we never disclose aversion if an lvfidel doctor 

The past witnesses an age of wonderful wisdom of feels our pulse and attempts to retard the inevitable. 
futurity. The present is one ~f almosb peaceful We dislike not in the least to make a dollar in bar
doubt. The ps.st was meet as!lGi'edly an ignorant gain with an unbeliever; but when he trys with the 
affair compared with now. In the gloomy years, decoy of reason to rob us of our faith, we protest. 
dead religiously beyond rrsurrection, spiritttfl>l mat Our kind used to years ago protest pretty greatly. 
ters were rigidly attended to. The soul first and Nowadays we are not allowed to protest so hard as 
the body afterward, was once the Christian's motto. some of use desire. However, Christianity is the 
Only by strictly observing thst maxim can one be a ' same yesterday, to-day, and forever.' " 
consistent Christian. Of what importance is this There are other religions in this world at present. 
life paralleled with G life of nner-terminating joy~ Compared with Buddhism, Christianity is merely a 
A real beiiever should "take no thought for the mor· side-show. To-day Buddha has over four hundred 
row'' and should p!lss all leisure time in seekiJJg to million followers. While the history of the props
save souls from bell. To be Ill non-absurd Cbtietian gatio:n of Cbristienity is a borrible one of bloody 
one should eat and drink only just enough to keep· crime, that of Buddhism is bloodless. Buddha was 
living. One should not spend a single cent for one d the wisest teftehers, one of the purest men, 
auper:fluitiea. One should labor for pay only evffi· and nearest !l just god this earth has ever produced, 
cient to supply onb's modest Christian wants, and or heaven sent. The same as Christ, Buddha is said 
the remainder of on"'s time should surely be de· to hav been miraculoullly born. His doctrine are in 
voted to the "cause of Christ "-thst is, saving souls many particulars superior to those of Jehovah. His 
from everla;sting :flsmes. One whose mind is shackled commands compare favorably with those of our God. 
by the infamous dogma of eternal punishment really They are as follows for men: 1. Do not kill; 2. DJ 
should do as is claimed consistent with, yea, despot- not steal; · 3. Do not co "limit adultery; 4. D.> not 
ically necBsaarv to, a Christian. D.:~ you find such lie; 5 IJo not become intoreicated. 
Christians? Do we see men with tears in eyes be Now, our God, in place of forbidding intoxication, 
seeching us "escape iha wrath to come?" Do we aa did Buddha, said, "Giv strong drink unto him 
meet in the street implorers for "God's mercy on that is ready to perish, and wine unto those that be 
us T" Little of the kind is dii!covered. Yet only" of hEavy hearts. Let him drink and forget hjs pov
few short centuries ago almost nothing else was don~. erty and remember his misery no more.'' Our God 
In those splendid days, "Hell, hell, fire, fir.,," was said, "Wine that maketh glad the heart of man.'' 
the cry. Brimstone was burnt under the noses of He also said, "Wine which cheereth God." Could 
offending children to remind them of the venomous not the Christian temperance folks find more conso· 
vexation cf a most merciful meker. In those happy lation in Buddhism thAn in their Bible? This noble 
times the parson's sermon ever was illuminated with religion began 500 B.o., end does not insult us with 
the flames of hell. How is it to-day? To-day be- as much nonsense as Christianity. . · 
lievers are not only "ashamed of Jesus" to the es:- Brahniiniam is another supernatural religion 
tent of failing to light the fires of hell before tbe_un- which, although it is somewhat more foolish than 
repenting, but they are also rather sh:v about dis· Christianity, numbers its victims one hundred and 
coursing on this imaginary "fiery farnDce" to fifty million at present.. These devotionists also hav 
fallow-believers. "sacred scriptures "-Hindoo-which were inspired 

Most people arrive at the conclusian, after philo- centuries prior to the time when Moses penned his 
sophical reading and re:flection, that the future of first mistake. These "scriptures" are a clear antici
man Dhead of release of life is undiscoverable, that pation of the Christian religion. They specify the 
this life is the one to enjoy, and that "happiness is doctrin of the trinity-Brahma the creator, Vishnu 
the reward of good deeds alone.'' We hav ascer- the preserver, Sin the destroyer. 'l.'hey allege that 
tained that man, by knowing nature, can invariably gods could hav intercou,.se with virgins and produce 
prophesy correctly of earthly futurity. We know progeny half human and half divine. They institute 
fire burnl', and that water will quench :flames. We the belief in Christne, a supposed incarnate son of 
know 1 he small-pox kills, and that vaccination will God, who led a faultless life, performed miracles, 
prevent this dreadful malady. The bite of a mad· raised the dead, had disciples whose fee~~he washed, 
dog is no more a death-warrant, for Pasteur-an In- and who was at last crucified on a tree near the river 
fidel-can prevent the hydrophobia. Ganges. The savior Cbristna was believed in five 

We believe nature can be so completely controled hundred years before Jesus saved a sinner by dying 
lhat the time may be when eve1·y bum!ln on the globe on a crosr. The analogy between these redeemers, 
need know not what feerful suffering i9, We can Cbristna and Christ, evidently evinces that Jehovian 
only aim at tbis desirable state by carefully studying Christianity is a second-band thing. It is curious 
nature. Not in Bibles or religious creeds is found a God's "scheme of salvation" is so identical with one 
nucleus for the grand reform. Let every individual gotten up by the heathen centuries before Christ. 
realize that all is the result of causes, and that all In the matter cf God's generoEitv is there no room 
will become causes, and in time a happy, prosperous for invention 1 Was the great Jehovah absolutely 
people will everywhere be found without visiting obliged to adopt a heathen planT 
heaven. Few Christians are aware that in America years 

Infidels are perfectly satisfied that only by reliev- before Christ a savior was butchered to appease 
ing man of his superstitious fears can paradise on God's wrath. "Historical authority relativ to the 
earth be for all. "While there i'l one sad and break- crucifixion of the Mexican god, Qnexalcote, and his 
ing heart in the universe, no perfectly good being execution upon the cross, 587 B o , as a propitiatory 
can be perfectly happy.'' And why should some sacrifice for the sins of mankind, is explicit, uno
survive in luxuriance, while others dwell in pain? quivocal, and ineffaceable. The evidence is tangible 
It need not be. The churches should be turned and indelibly engraven upon steel and metal plates. 
in.to places of discussion and material instruction. One of these plates represents him as having been 
Let the parson teach hygiene, discarding theologic crucified on a mountain. Another represents him as 
medicin.. Let him tell how to attain comfort on having been crucified in the heavens, as St. Justin 
earth, and not how to evade the awful anger of a tells us Christ was. According to another writer,· 
charitable creator. Instead of telling Mr. Rich how he is sometimes represented as having been nailed 
he in heaven can blissful be, let the clergyman in- to a cross, and by other accounts as hanging with a 
form Johnny Poor how he, after making Mr. Rich's cross in his hand. The "Me:dcaa Antiquities" (vol. 
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I take him to be the sort of a man to whom, when 
he chooses to speak, people are ready to listen, cer
tain of bearing something. All I can say will giv 
no idea of the book, and you must read it for your
selva. The women should read it by all means, every 
one of them. MARY BAIRD FINCH. 

Olea'l"Water, Neb. 
·------~~------

vi, p. 166) sal s : " Q uexalcote is represented in the 
paintings of 'Oodex Borgianus ' as nailed to the 
cross. Sometimes two thieves are represented as 
having been crucified with him. That the advent of 
this crucified savior and Mexican god was long ante
rior" to the era of Ohrist is admitted by OhristiB.n 
writers. In the work above mentioned, ' Oodex 
Borgianus,' m&y be found the account, not only of his 
crucifixion, but of his death, burial, descent into bell, Emily Bouton on the Author of" Is This Your 
and resurrection on the third day; And another Son, My Lord 1" 

This came from Cleveland, 0., and if lknew how to reach 
the woman who sent it, I should certainly send her some per
sonal message; but since I 'do not, I hope I may reach her 
this way and make her understand how deeply that little 
message of hers and her signature touched me. The letters 
I get from women are worth working hard for. They repay 
me for all I may do, for they are chiefly from those who 
need help, and who feel that I hav given it to them. The 
letters I get from men are chiefly from scientific, thoughtful 
men; men who are engaged upon the problems of life in one 
field or another. They are, as a rule, from calm, earnest, 
studious men, many of them well known in their fields of 
thought. But tbe women who write are chiefly mothers 
who cry out with wild, passionate protest, or with tearful 
inquiry. I wish that I might reply to all; but if I did so, I 
should do nothing else-my time and strength would all be 
consumed. It ill for this reason that I should like to say 
through the press that each and all of these letters ap.d evi
dences of interest and confidence are not only appreciated 
by me, but they are helpful and stimulating as well, and I 
hope my seeming neglect will pain no one, and will be un
derstood, not as an unkindness, but simply as what it is
necessity. 

work, entitled' Oodex Vaticanus,' contains the story 
of his immaculate birth by a virgin mother. M~tny 
other incidents are found related of him in his sacred 
biography, in which we find the most striking coun
terparts to the more modern gospel story of Jesus 
Obrist, such as his forty days' temptation and fasting, 
his riding on an ass, his purification in the temple, 
his baptism and regeneration by water, his forgiving 
of sins, being anointed with oil," etc. (Graves, The 
'World's Sixteen Orucified Saviors, pp. 109, 110). Is 
it possible Satan superintendgd establishing the relig
ion of Q11enlcote? If our Bible is true of course 
God did not, miraculously or otherwise, originate 
this ancient Mexican Ohristianity. Therefore it 
must bav been -the devil's job. It seems Satan is 
for~ver getting the best of God and continually 
knocking the chip off his shoulder. The landlord of 
bell through Eve first helped us to knowledge, and· 
also promulgated the Christian religion in both hem 
ispheres ahead of his opponent_. What does human. 
ity need more than wisdom and Ohrietianity ! Will 
mankind in mass ever realize that if our Bible is true 
our God is a dunce? If it were not for the very 
valuable service rendered Jehovah by the priests 
and ministers, I· fear the evil one would quickly 
obtain control of the universe and toss Jehovah 
through the "windows of heaven .. into the "fount
ain of the great deep." 

In the Uaited States to doubt the holy origin of 
any worship except Christianity is a commendable 
act, but to reveal a candid opposing view of this su
perstition is a fearful wickedness. He becomes a 
victim of malice who assaults popularity, entices the 
hisses of hypocrisy, is the foe of blackguardism, 
and for recompense can only admire his own con
science. Formerly the issue of this essay would sen
tence the writer to imprisonment in the great un
known, the key of which is death. Such would hav 
been the sequence in the doleful days when people 
were J ehovian Obristians. 

I suppose my writing will be condemned by those 
who when struck " turn the other cheek also." I 
know many of the arguments are old unanswered 
ones. I admit being satirict~.l, as the subject can. 
not be justly treated otherwise. The least whisper 
against the divinity of Ohris~ is by his foolish fol
lowers considered a terrible sin. Therefore I shall 
whisper loud. The reader will find no trace of timid
ity in this essay, and if you cannot bear to ~e!t.r an 
opinion contrary to your own of Jesus Obr1st you 
bad better quit reading at once. . 

I deny appealing to the vulgar. The needless 1s 
the only vulgar. I freely confess I see no e&r~bly 
necessity for popes, priests, parsons, and Testaments 
as they now are. I bav no great enmity toward 
anyone. I wish to help rid the world of the expen
siv, unnecessary priests and believers in a God who 
burns in fire forever an innocent mortal whose only 
crime is not believing what he cannot. The regular 
bell-fire Ohristians are like the buffalo. If Oatbolics 
are truth-tellers, such believers are not numerous 
even in their church. Oertainly the creeds of ortho
doxy, and also God's latest Testament, distinctly set 
forth the damnable divine doctrin of "everlasting 
fire." How many believe it! .The fe'Y who really 
do we fain would crucify on reason's cross. 

Publishing thoughts is becoming a candidate for 
unconcealed criticism. And if Rev. Da Witt Tal
mage, after reading t~is att~ck on his c~erish~d pa!
ticular nonsense, wh1ch Will be contamed 1n th1s 
worthy paper for several issues, concludes to attempt 
to disprove the logic, or even to pray for the author, 
let him do either openly in the columns of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER1 and not in his closet (Tabernacle). 

EDWIN N. BEECHER. 
(TO BE CONTINUED.) 

Ecclesiastical vs. Civil Authority. 
Eoclesiastical authority is now being tried before 

the bar of civil justice by that veteran pleader, 
Parker Pillsbury. He makes an able d~fense ~n be
half of humanity in general, and woman m part1cula!, 
and mentions the fact in strong terms that God IS 
about to be if he is not already, enthroned in the 
Oonstitutio~ of the United States, while man and 
woman are or will be made, to abdicate. He dis
poses of the woman question in a manner to cheer 
the hearts of all noble emancipators, and his logical 
conclusions will bring pallor to the cheek of every 
priest. If the women who are dominated by priestly 
rule (and their numbers ar~ 1~gion, but they ~re not 
aware of it) would read th1s httle brochure w1th un
prejudiced eyes, what an awakening there would be ! 
He is terse and concise but never arrogant or aus
tere, entertaining and dignified without being stilted. 

Emily S. Bouton, in the Toledo .Blade, publishes 
the following entertaining facts about the brave, 
bold little woman who in her recent novel, "Is This 
Your Son, My Lord!" bas created such a genuin 
sensation by her fearless unmasking of conventional 
immorality and hypocrisy. 

The personality of an author who has won a wide 
reputation by long-continued and excellent work, or 
by some sudden and brilliant stroke of genius, always 
becomes of interest to the great world of readere. 
They want to know just bow this wonderful woman 
-if it be a womAn-carries herself; what is the 
color of her hair, her eyes; who were her father and 
mother, her grandparents, and where is her home
in short, every minutest bit of information is greed. 
ily gathered in order to bring up a complete picture 
before her readers of the person who bas so won 
their admiration. . · 

Helen Gardener bas a future before her, we de
voutly hope and believe, in which l!he may, with 
strong, fearless grasp, handle the evils that eat into 
the heart of a people and bring, unless checked, their 
glory low in the dust. Everything that she bas writ
ten shows the keen perceptions of a pure woman who 
has the courage to do battle for what she believes to 
be right. She bas the literary gift of so choosing 
her words that they strike home, and hence cannot 
fail of their ultimate purpose. EliiiLY S. BouToN; This is true of the writer, Helen H. Gardener, of 

that much-talked-of book, "Is This Your Son, My 
L1rd ?" and all sorts of paragraphs h&v been going Is Young liaise.- William a Friend to the 
the rounds of the papers regarding her, of which the Devil

1 following is a specimen: · 
Mrs. Helen Gardener, author of the novel," Is This Your 

Son, My Lord?" is about thirty years old, and is described 
as a really beautiful woman, a little above medium hlght, of 
well-rounded proportions, with an intellectual face, deep 
brown eyes, full red lips, and high, broad forehead. She is 
a daughter of Julia Ward Howe, and possesses Radical 
views. 

This appeared in Current Literature, and it 
being naturally supposed that that excellent maga
zine must be correct, it bas been widely copied. 

Helen H. Gardener is not, however, a daughter of 
Julia Ward Howe, nor is she even of. New Er.gland 
oriein. Her ancestors hav always lived in Maryland 
or Virginia, and she herself first saw light in the lat
ter state, near Winchester~ She traces her family 
directly from the daughter of Lord Baltimore, Miss 
O!!.lvert, who married a Mr. Ohenowetb, he being the 
first sheriff of Baltimore county, Maryland. Her 
own father was Rav. A. G. Ohenoweth; her mother 
111 grandniece of Sir Robert Peel, so that it is evi
dent that she bas back of her the culture of genera
Mons. 

The personal description given in the paragraph 
quoted, is, I think, very nearly correct. Her face is 
full of intelligence, and the earnestness that is visible 
in all that abe writes looks forth from her dark 
eyes. 

It is easy to see that intense inward conviction 
points her pen, and it is this qualit.y that makes her 
novel, with its background of realism, so vitally preg
nant with meaning. This book bas taken an almost 
unprecedented bold upon the thinking pulillic, and, I 
learn, bas sold to the extent of twenty-five thousand 
copies in five months. A knowledge of this fact will 
explain the raison d'etre of the following communica
tion from the author, who, I can well belisve, is al
most submerged by the tide of communicatio-ns set
ting toward her : 

I hav been asked a great many times towi"ite things about 
myself for the papers. I hav always declined. In the first 
place I dislike the looks of anything like personal advertising, 
and "in the second place I did not feel that my personality 
was of great interest to the public; but I do wish I could
without seeming to advertise myself, my personality-say 
one or two things. 

A great many people write to me or send me little tokens 
that t0uch me deeply, and yet I cannot reply to half of them. 
Each one, doubtless, expects a full reply and feels lturt that 
none comes. It is not want of appreciation, but want of 
time and strength that prevents me from sending a kindly 
recognition and sincere thanks for the attention. 

To-day brought me a large mall. It contained strange, 
beautiful, and pathetic things. I appreciate them all, but 
cannot reply to all. Let me explain and let me beg my un
known friends to accept my earnest thanks for their intereat 
and warm expressions, whether these expressions take a 
written or an objectiv form. 

A sample of my mail is the one received to-day. It was 
composed of innumerableadve1tisments, of course, a number 
of letters from friends, a number from literary and scientific 
men and women who are known to me by name only; two 
sermons recently preached upon my last book, with the 
"compliments" of their authors; several books with are
quest to " read and giv your opinion;" two manuscripts of 
aspiring authors with the same request-one a novel, the 
other a "new system of geometry;" the latter manuscript 
to be read with sufficient care to enable me to recommend it 
to a publisher! A pile of newspapers with notices more or 
less personal and interesting marked for me to read; a box 
of gold ore from a miner in New Mexico; a live horned toad 
from a miner in old Mexico, with a letter saying it was his 
desire to send me something no one else iu this climate 
would own, and a very queer and amusing little fellow Bil
dad (that is the toad's name) is, too; a silver filagree brace
let, a most beautiful thing of Spanish workmanship from 
Central America; another box: of ore and lava from Oregon, 
and last, most pathetic and touching, an intensely religious 
"Easter card " of the usual sort, with the written message 
on the outsid~ of the envelope : 

God will bless your footsteps wherever(;von go, my lightfooted 
angel. Yours trnly, MAllY MA.GDALENE. 

l!'rom the .Recoraer. 

The emperor of German:v's latest reform meas
ure is a decided improvement on those which pre
ceded it, but nevertheless it bas caused much grief 
end indignation to the persons to whom it specially 
applies. He bas ordered the court chaplains to cut 
down the length of their sermons. Hereafter, no 
matter what may be the occasion, no sermon by any 
of these learned and eloquent divines must occupy 
more than fifteen minutes in the. delivery of it 

This is a terrible and radical reform. Q llestions 
of divinity and scholarship are continually coming to 
the fore in Garmany and need to be discussed -from 
the sacred desk. Strauss bas still to be confuted, 
though the famous Tiibingen professor has been in 
his grave for several years. Feuerbacb and Bruno 
Baur must be met and knocked down from the pul
pit, tlaough they, too, are .slu~bering i~ the. cold 
and silent tomb. Renan still bvs and wntes h1s be
t·etical essays, and it is necessary for the well-being 
of the :flock that his Atheistical rubbish shall be 
swept away with a high and mighty ministeri~~ hand. 
Infidelity is rife all over Germany, and Dr. Buchner, 
who is a Materialist of the deepest dye, has hosts of 
followers, while such men as Helmholtz are turning 
the minds of men away from spiritual things to those 
which concern only the senses. In short, Germany 
is in a very bad way so far as religion i1 concerned. 
How is the evil to be met and overthrown ! 
· The emperor says that fifteen minutes of disserta
tion on the part of court chaplains is a time long 
enough in which to meet the adversary of souls and 
lay him low. The court chaplains and the orthodox 
generally say that this is a most abominable error, 
for they believe, and not without reason, that the 
devil cannot be downed in less than an hour or two. 
He has the prestige of long ye~rs, during w~ic_h. his 
ability has steadily increas~d mstead of dimiDIS~
ing. Age can not wither htm, nor custom sl ale h1s 
infinit variety. He is to-day more wily and alert 
than be was when he attacked the human race in its 
earliest infancy and poisoned it throng~ the dev.ice 
of the apple in Eden. He goes around hk~ a roarmg 
lion and gobbles up some of the very brightest of 
German intellects, and yet the bumptious young 
emperor actually has the face to tell. the cour~ c~ap
lains th1t they must never go gunmng for h1m 1n a 
chase lasting for more than a quarter of an hour l 

Perhaps the emperor is rig~t, and belieyes that by 
retiring Prince Bismarck be himself has 11med so se
rious a alow at the arch-fiend that the sermons of 
his court chaplains are works of supererogation 
rather than anything else. There are many people 
also who detest long sermons on principle, and 
among these the emperor is plainly to be reckoned. 
But ·still, desirable as the new reform may seem to 
busy men, the cbaplaina and their orthodox fo}low
ers hav a clellr right and a good reason to be h1ghly 
displeased with it, and probably influences will be 
brought to bear upon the emperor which shall induce 
him to giv the pastors eighteen or twenty minutes, 
or even twenty-five, in which to counteract all. the 
diabolic in:fluences under which Garmany is rapidly 
becoming a land of Atheists. 

To a person uninstructed in natural history, his 
conn try or seaside stroll ia a walk tbro!lgh a gallery 
filled with wonderful works of art, nine-tenths .of 
which bav their faces turned to the wall. Teach h1m 
something of natural history, and you place in _his 
hands a catalog of those which are worth turmng 
round.-Professor Hux!ey. 
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The Garden of' Eden. could hav interfered at the outset of the interview. I silly departure from nature's health code. I read 
Theology teaches that God is all-wise; that he If he is infini.t _in ~oodness, then he could no~ hav ~n.d write. easily, without glasses, and bu' for an 

knows all things; that he foreknows all things from done them an InJUStice, nor would he hav permitted InJured Bide and sprained wrist I could earn my 
eternity. If this bs true, then he could not hav another to do so. A rational view of this Eden trag- living on the farm, and yet walk twenty miles per 
been deceived in regard to any part of his work. edy leads me to conclude that it was all good and day, on Graham bread, oatmeal and a little fruit. 
He foreknew all that would result from it. He knew just, that it was according to the divine purpose and If our bad habits do not ca~se our bad heilth-
just how men would act; how unrighteous, cruel, there!ore. just as it should hav been; or. that Go~ is as all Drs. Hall and Jenning's disciples know-then 
and selfish they would be; how few would be honor- wantmg In so~e one ~r ~ore o! th~ attributes wh1ch we ask all old conservative, what are the causes 1 
able and just and what a vast multitude would be t~eology ascribes to h1m 1n an mfimt deg~ee. If he ~o to work and find the cause, or candidly ascribe 
vicious and cruel ; how few would be saved and did not know what was about to transpire then he d1seases to chance-or to Providence, as Ohristians 
what a countless number would be~ lost. He knew is not infini.t in kno":Iedge ;_ if ~e. knew but coul~ hav. it. Even should. they say the devil, 'hen, as 
all the pain and anguish and death that would ensue not prevent 1t then he IS not 1nfi.n1t 1n power; and d the1r God made all thmgs, he surely had something 
before he created the germs of disease. He knew he knew all that was pending and had power to pre- to do in making the devil. All we ask is what I 
what. poverty, misery, and crime would follow the vent it but would not, then he is responsible for it. often had to ask of my associate Bible Obristians 
crea~1on of alcohoL Now, if God created all things, If the temptation was wicked and the eating of the objecting to our mode of . abolishing slavery: In 
and 1f before he created anything he knew all the forbidden fruit was a sin, be is not infinit in good- all reason giv us your mode. The only answer cul
cons~quences that would result from each particular ness. If the temptation was ·~cording to his pur- minillted in rebellion, the slav~-holding confederacy, 
creatiOn, he and he alone is personally responsible pose and foreknowledge, and if he could hav pre- and :finally the lost cause. Is 1t not easier and quite 
f~r all there is, be it good or bad. To say, as theolo- vented it and would not, then he is more to blame more rational to keep well than to dose well T Were 
g1ans do, that the devil originated evil, does not alter than the serpent, unless it was right and proper it not wiser to employ the physician at so much per 
the case a parMele, if it is true that God created the that the temptation occurred, and in that caae the annum to keep the family in :health than to attempt 
devil. Nor do we :find any relief in the assumption ser~ent was not to blame and should not hav been too often in vain to get them well when sick T In 
that the devil was originally good, if God knew pun1sh~d. If .t~e eating of the forbidden fruit was so~e countries doctors are salaried by the year and 
fro~ the first that he would abandon that goodness. aecordmg to d1vme purpose and foreknowledge and the1r pay stopped every day any one member is in 
~hlle to assert that God only permits the evil is a }f it could hav been obviated by the interposition of bed. 
miserable subterfoge, if at the same time he has the the i~nit power, then God is ?»Ore to blame for it A~ain, let us consider the ftrst importance of 
power to prevent it. Theology teaches that the first than. e1ther ~ve or Adam. If It should be argued ~eepmg well, as all concede the importance of keep
m!'ll and woman were created perfect, whereas the that 1t was r1ght and proper that they should hav· 1ng sober. No one can doubt the cause, and may I 
Btble goes to show that they were without modesty eaten. thereof, ~hen. it was w~ng to punish them for not add the crime, of drunkenness. Nor can any 
and knew nothing whatever of good and evil-~ so.domg, and mfimtly worse to punish their unborn one doubt the reasonable and right way of sobering. 
condition more degraded than that of the lowest chtldren. . . . None can be so silly,_ even when drunk, as to employ 
sava~es. Th~ology teaches that they fell by eating Look at 1t m any way we can, from any pomt of a doctor to dose h1m sober. He stops drinking
forbidden fruit, but the Bible teaches that their eyes view that can be occupied and in any light in which ceases the cause-and nature sobers him. Even so 
were opened to see their nakedness .and know good it may be prese~ted, the theologica.I dogma of the of all manners of diseases. My good daughter in 
f~om evil-sn improvement over their original condi- fall of m~n IS an ~tel!ectual absurdity and a moral New York. made me an extra supper, invited guests, 
t10n. I would denominate this a rise instead of a mon~tros1ty. . If Ip.finit knowledge kne.w what was and I ate ~uet. before an ocean passage for Florida. 
fall. pend1ng and JD:fimt power refused to mterfere and The combmat1on of food and vessel-rocking arrested 

Theology teaches that their act in eating that fruit in~~it goodness remai~ed _indifferent, this infinit dig~stion, and for three tedious days and nights not 
so offended God that he cursed them and all their tr1n1ty perpetrated an Infin1t cruelty upon a :finite a. b1te of food entered my mouth. Tepid water as
descendants with spiritual blindness physical weak- creature. Slsted nature to vomit, and at the same time rinsed 
ness, and ultil;nate death; that he ~ursed the very Theology teaches that God is infinit in aU his attri· the stomach. Recovering, and eating no more such 
earth for the1r sakes, making a brief life thereon butes; that he is omnipresent. Then where was he suppers, my health was better than usuaL Once I 
possible only through labor and sorrow. Thus it whil~ the woman was being tempted T Oan the sent a, wel!·learned physician to examin a poor 
seeks to aoc~unt for a}l ouri,norance, disease, trouble, omnipresent be absent from anywhere! If he was woman s child about to die. He returned and re· 
an~ mortality. L1ymg as1de the levity that such present, why did he suffer this imposition upon the ported the case hopeless. I asked him if I must 
notiOns tend to produce, I ask in all candor is there tgnorant credulity of an inexperienced being T A tell the mother that her child had to die. He said 
any r~tional ground for believing such a' theoty T word from him would hav been sufficient. Oan he "Nay, tell her that two· thirds at leaat of her child 
Gtantmg now that any part of the original story is be called a loving father who would stand by and is dead, and the third left of too little vitality to 
true; that there ever was a creation, and that the see his child led to destruction when the slightest enable nature to restore it!' So he said disease is 
first man and woman were created in a full-grown effor.t upon his part would prevent itT If God is but so much waste-so much destruction of life. 
s.tate, the theological idea of the fall is still an irra- omntpresent, then he witnessed every circumstance We die, not all at once, but by piecemeal. T llen 
t10nal one. When we consider how inexperienced of. the fall with~ut once attempting to prevent it. if our ~ves are of ~ore value than all else, should 
they were ; how ignorant they must hav been of the H1s. appearance m the garden after the transgression, not the1r preservation claim our first, most earnest 
real nature of the peJ?-alty threatened, and the fact calhng unto Adam, "Where art thou?" was a farce, and profound attention? To say there are no reliable 
that t~ey were then w1th~ut any knowledge of good a cruel mockery, unworthy of an infinit being. laws of health, or that they are too intricate or 
and evil, how can one beheve that a just God would These wo~ds are not uttered in any captious spirit mysterious to be learned, is surely to say that doctors 
for the very first offense punish them with such of fault-findmg. They are not bom of prejudice. are humbugs. If, indeed, the profession can not 
cruel seYerity? To hav so punished the actual The;r are words of truth and soberness. They are or hav not learned them, how can they bring patients 
offenders would hav made him worse than ldl the not mtended to vex our Ohristian friends or ridicule to them, or restore them T If, in a word, they know 
Pharaohs, Moses, Herods, Oonstantines, Oalvins and what they deem true and sacred. I am seeking the not how to keep well, how can they know how to get 
:rorquemadas that ever lived; :while to hav 80 pun- truth. I! th~o!ogy i~ .true, I want to. know it. I well'· The very . m~aning of disease expresses un
Ished their unborn descendants was adding infinit hay stud1ed 1t IDa Bpll'It of truth seekmg. And in happmess. Nor 1s 1t too much to say that it leaves 
cruelty to an already infinit crime. Oould any re~- th1~ matter o_f the _fall I fin~ it without any ra~ional the life left in us hardly worth living. It is only 
sonable person be expected to love~ and worship such bas1s and mcons1stent w1th good morality. It tolerable on the hope of getting welL Perfect health 
a God T Even the thought of such a thing is ex- makes God a monster of cruelty, unwort.lty of our -bodily and mentally-is perfect happiness, giving 
tremely absurd. resp~ct., much less our love. T. 0. KILGORE. a peace (excusing the gospel phrase) which the 

L()Ok at t~is .case in a plain, common-sense way. Eirklana, Ill. world can neither giv nor take away. 
What appreCiation could Adam and Eve hav had of N t H 1 L . Then, as life becomes more than worth living, its 
the moral qll&Iity of their action T They did not 8. nre, ea tb, and ongevtty. length is valuable. Usually the aged enjoy life less 
even know good from evil. How could they experi- A ~reethJDker. ~hould be profound not merely as and less. Such is not my t~xperience. As I am free 
ence any fear or dread of the punishment threat- to Bible· absurdities, but as to all errors and their of an ache or pain, as I witness the triumph of our 
ened? _They had never been punished for anything. causes: We s~ould know that we liv, move, and hav wonderful age and its glorious progress, I am thank· 
They d1d not even hav the advantage of the old our bemg not ID the supernatural b~t in the natural. ful to nature,·to my parents, for the brains they gave 
adage, "A burnt child dreads the :lire." They did The more and ~ore we c_o~e to th1s, the more and me, and am happy in life as I will be in death. 
not know whether a punishment would ~be painful more w~ make Ide worth bvmg. As we depart from Kansas Oity, Mo. W. PERKINS. 
or pleasing. What could they hav known of death 1 nature. life becomes ~ore !orthless, and in too many 
They had never seen a dead person. They did not cases. mtolerable, as IS pamfully evinced by the in
know whether death was a curse or a blessing-nor creasmg numbers of suicides. Waiving for the 
hav '!e found out ;vet, notwithstanding our boasted present the investigation of the nicer discrimina
learnmg and progress. There is not the least inti- tiona of anatomy and physiolo!!y and the stricter 
mation in the Bible that these things were ever ex- hygienic modes of life, let it suffice to say that the 
plai!led to them, and if they were not where is the anima~s living in a state of nature are the purest and 
JUStice of the punishment administered! If it be healthiest. The monkey tribes, the more nearly 
ase~med that they were explained to them, still the allied to us, on their simple, natural food hav 
punishment was unduly severe, that being the :first scarcely a single one of the numerous diseases affect
offense. ing our kind Without teas, coffees, animal food 

If, how&ver, it could be shown that they del!lerved co.oked t~ death, condimel?-ts, lard, baking powders, 
all the punishment they are supposed to hav received mmce p1es, preserves, p1ckles, tobacco, alaoholic 
I see no reason why their children should be punished beverages, et~., they are without drugs, doctors, 
also. They were then unborn, and millions of them prayers, or fa1th cures. Even from the four differ
are yet to be born. There is no justice in punishing ent conflicting drug schools we get the testimony 
them for acts they nevar committed. that if a patient must hav meat, by all means let it 

Th 1 t h be the wild animals, pure and natural as possible. 
eo ogy eac es that God is infinit in knowledge Then why not discard our unnatural and at :first 

!n~nit ~n _power, and infinit in goodness. Now, if h~ distasteful habits, that we may save ourselvs from 
1~ mfinit ID knowledge he must hav foreknown every Sha~spere:s sea of t~oubles, and enjoy life T Indulge 
Clrc~mstance of the fall. He knew that the serpent me ID saymg that m my former profession, eating 
was ID the garden; that he was a subtle beast· that what _was set before m~, asking no questions for 
he would tempt the woman ; that she would ~at of conscience's sake, I slid into dyspepsia, and was told 
the forbidden fruit; that in turn she would tempt by a common-sense honest doctor that no drug could 
~he ~a':", and that he too would eat tbereof. If he is cure it. Pure, easily digested diet. bathing and 
mfinit m power, then hll could hav interposed and exercise would restore, or rather nature, if n~tural 
prevented every circumstance here mentioned. He habits would permit her. Oease the cause and cease 
could hav put the serpent out of the garden. He the effect. So it proved. Then at thirty-five-now 
could hav pu~ enmity between him and the woman ~t sevent!-nine--;-not a drug swallowed through the 
before as easily as after the temptation. Or he mtermed1ate per1od, nor an hour's sickness but by a 

"The :Mother Qf Liberalism." 
[Lucy N. Colman passed through Chicago last week en 

route to Dr. de Lespinasse's hospitable home in Iowa, where 
she expects to spend the summer, and I had the pleasure of 
being entertained by her a couple of evenings during her 
stay. The Inter.Ocea11. called upon her, and over a column 
of her reminiscences appeared the above quotation. The 
Herald had the following exten~ed interview.-E. A. 
8T.&"VBN8.] 

Was Abraham Linooln an Abolitionist! No doubt 
he was in fact, but was he so from choice? The 
question is perplexing, and demonstrates anew the 
oft-repeated claim that the history of the late war 
yet remains to be written. And it is not from musty 
"l"chives only that the historian gathers his material. 
Qcteer bits of history come to light in the humdrum 
of every·day life. They come from the secluded re
treat of the retired statesman as well as from the 
midst of busy life in a metropolis, aud the gathering 
and sifting of these bits form much of the historian's 
work, even if he was a contemporary of the epoch to 
which he devotes his labor. Thus it is that the initia
tory question turned up in Obicago yesterday to be 
answered in the ephemeral pages of a newspaper. 
If the source whence the answer comes is untarnished 
-snd there is no reason nor evidence to doubt its 
clearness-then the answer is that Abraham Lincoin 
was aa Abolitionist from force of circumstances, and 
not from free choice. Strange, perhaps, that such a 
weighty historical statement should fall to the lot of 
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a newsgatherer and not be the fruit of much scien
tific historical research and erudite criticism, but it 
is entitled to credence from the nature of the circum
stances under which it was obtained. 

that had been eleven months at the front, and had 
not received a dollar pay. The letter, of course; 
asked for assistance. 

"No, not much. Why should I mix myself up with pol
itics or religion? I don't care whether a man is a Democrat 
or a Republican a Catholic or a Methodist, a Pre .. byterian 
or a Universalisi. My religion is Tom Paine's: 'The world 
is my country, to do good my religion.' " 

The remarkable statement comes from a cantem
porary of the great president, from one who knew 
him well, labored for years as an apostle of abolition 
on the rostrum and in print, and who is now, at the 
venerable age of seventy-four years, still engaged in 
promulgating advanced ideas in humanitarian prin-

" ' What can I do T' said Mr. Lincoln. 'I hav no 
more money than she hal!.' Mr. E. A. Stevens, in sending the interview here, 

adds: ''The crusty old speculator is usually about as 
approachable as a grizzly bear, but on. this occasion 
he doubtless had a considerable quantity of his cus
tomary lubricant on board and; when in that condi
tion, usually blossoms out as a brave, bold Infidel. 
A companion of his cups tells me that he could 
generally estimate how much the grain-dealer had 
imbibed by the drift of his conversation on religion. 
For years Hutohinson was worth millions of dollars, 
but if he ever contributed $10 to Freethought, I am 
not aware of it. He did giv George Chainey $5 
once, and that so overcame him that he hasn't go~ 
over it yet. If Paine never had a more activ ad
mirer, nor more consistent follower, the cau13e of 
Freethought would be poorly represented.'' 

" Mr. President,' I replied, 'if you will giv me that 
in writing as an indorsement of the letter I will take 
care of the poor woman.' 

. ciples. It was Mrs. Lucy N. Colman who told are
porter for the Herald yesterday evening in unmis
takable terms that Abraham Lincoln never would 
hav freed a slave .if he could hav helped it, and that 
she had ·this admission from the president's own·lips 
and in the presence of witnesses. Mrs. Colman 
passed through the city yesterday on her way to 
Orange CUy, Ia., where she will spend the summer. 
She stopped over for the day with friends at 498 West 
Madison street. There is where the reporter found 
her in the snug parlor of a cosily apPointed flat. 
Mrs. Colman is from Syracuse, N. Y. She has 
abandoned the lecture platform on account of the 
physical exertion required by it, but her mind is un
dimmed by the in1l11ences of time, and she is now 
writing her " Reminiscences," part of which has al
ready appeared in book form under that title. 

"Daring thing for an old woman," remarked Mrs. 
Colman, " to say that Abraham Lincoln was no Abo
litionist at· heart. Yet he told me so himself. 'I 
would not free one slave if it· were possible to save 
the Union without it.' That is what he said, and he 
meant it, too. Of that I am convinced.'' 

Mrs. Colman was one of the early Abolitionists. 
Contemporaneous with Wandell Phillips, William 
Lloyd Garrison, and others, she was for years em· 
ployed by the Massachusetts Antislavery Society to 
preach the gospel of the freedom of the negro from 
the rostrum. Naturally she met all the Abolitionists 
of national prominence in those days, and she also 
met the famous Sojourner Trutb, who died at the. 
ripe old age· of one hundred and twelve years. It 
was during an interview with Lincoln which Mrs. 
Colman brought about for Mrs. Truth that the pres
ident pronounced himself a pro-slavery man at heart. 
But the details Mrs. Colman had better tell in her 
own way, which was straightforward, pointed, and 
had every semblance of truth. 

"It was in the year before Mr. Lincoln's .second 
nomination," related Mrs. Colman," that SoJourner 
Truth came to me with the request to procure her 
an interview with the president. She was not ready 
to die, old though she was the~, until her eyes ~ad 
seen the first antislavery president of the U DJted 
States. The good aid woman had supposed that she 
could walk right into Mr. Lincoln's office and shake 
hands but she was sorely disappointed by red tape 
and flunkeyism and in her perplexity she came to 
me with the request to take care of her.. Fort~nately 
I knew Mrs. Lincoln's dressmaker-like SOJOUrner 
Truth a colored woman-and she prevailed upon the 
wife of the president to procure an appointment for 
us. . t 

" We came at the set time, a Saturday mornmg a 
8 o'clock but we had to wait for three mortal 
hours· before we were admitted. The president was 
closeted with a deputation of merchant tailors who 
had come to plead for one of, their tr~de that had 
been dealing with the South. Mr. Lmcoln waB. a 
great story-teller, and I supp.ose that ~e told stortes 
to these tailors all the while. Durmg our weary 
wait a second black woman came in, anxious to see 
the president. It seemed in those days that if any
thing had to be done for a black woman I had t? do 
it and so I told this second arrival to follow me r1ght 
i~to the president's presence. 

"She did. We all three went in, and I tell you 
frankly that Mr. Lincoln's attitude in meeting the 
two black women struck me very much a~ !me that .a 
man would assume at an unexpected VISit from h1s 
washerwoman. I told Mr. Lincoln quickly th~t I had 
not come to ask anything, but was ~imply actmg as a 
guide for my two colored compaDions, and then So
journer Truth advanced and sai.d that she c.ould not 
die without seeing the first antislavery president. 

"• Mrs. Truth,' replied the president abruptly, 'I 
am not an antislavery man. If I could saye the 
Union without freeing the slaves I would not bberate 
a single one !' • , 

" 1 am sure that these were the presxdent a words. 
The circumstances as wei~ as the work in ~hich I was 
engaged fixed them indehbly upon my m1D;d• I. told 
the president how much I was struck w1th h1S r.e
marks, and suggested that much was al!owable m 
war that would not stand in peace. Mr. Lmcoln told 
me it was his candid opinion t~at the two races 
could not liv together without detriment to both. ~o
journer Truth took out a photograph of herse~f, wh1ch 
she was then peddling around the country! and as~ed 
the president to exchsng~ it f~r O';~e of h1~, meanmg 
of course 1 greenback w1th h1s v1gnet p1cture, but 
Mr. Lincoln would not make the exchange. . 

u We were'-~about to leave when the pr~1ndent 
called me back and showed me a Jette! wh1ch the 
other black woman had presented to h1m. It was 
f&-om. ber husband, who was ii~ a QOlQfe<l J:"egi~ept 

"Mr. Lincoln shook his head smilingly, but he 
finally took up the letter and before handing it to me 
wrote on the envelope that he considered this a wor
thy case, or some similar phrase. 

"No!" said Mrs. Colman with considerable em
phasis, " Lincoln was not an Abolitionist. On the 
ne~ro question he was a Southerner at heart. It was 
different with President Johnson, to whom Sojourne'l." 
Truth also went to see the second antislavery presi
dent. He knew just how to receive her, and he did 
it in the kindest manner. 

"I believe l am the relict of Abolition as preached 
by the women of those days," said Mrs. Colman, with 
a smile, "and I would preach it yet if it were per- Doctor Monroe Says Something About It •. 
missible that a lecturer could sit in a chair. As it is, From the rronczaa Age. 

I hav to confine myself to writing.'' B. C. Murray, the able editor of the Denison, TeJ'., 
Mrs. Colman certainly makes the impression of a Sunday Gazetteer, has been "worriting" the post

woman possessed of a vigorous mind. Her talk is office department at Washington. He wanted to 
not embellished with much of the phraseology that find out if it was unlawful for an Infidel to call a 
professional writers are apt to employ in con versa- spade a spade, and lawful fol' "a Christian gentleman" 
tion. Time has whitened her hair, which she weara' to call the same spade a spade. In other words, he 
in the profuse ringlets of the fashion of fifty years wanted to know if obscenity, coarseness, and vulgar
ago, and has graven many a deep furrow into her ity when found in the good book, were lawfully mail· 
strongly cut features, but her eye is bright and her abie and unlawful when found in the uninspired 
voice is strong-of that deep contralto tone which is books written by wicked men. And he found out. 
almost masculin. She has pronounced ideas on He went at it through the red-tape system necessary 
social Liberalism in general and on Spiritualism in to a hearing. THE TRUTH SEEKER has also been try
particular; yet there is nothing about her to suggest ing to worm a decision out of the department. B11t 
the "emancipAted woman," as that term is now gen- THE TRUTH SEEKER went at it head·foremost and 
erally and falsely understood. The old lady reminds with malice prepense. And the department main
one of Jane Grey Swisshelm, of whom she was a tained a dignified silence. Hence Macdonald roaret.h 
life.Jong friend. and teareth his most intimate linen. Mr. Tyner IS 

She does not hesitate to express her views in Ian- the attorney for the post-office department, and to 
guage that is conduciv of misunderstanding. For him the matter being referred, he addresses the post
instance, when she speaks of her lecturing tour in master at Denison thus : 
Michigan, Where She advanced anti-Spiritualistic dOC· 0FFIOE OF THE ASSISTANT ATTOBNEY-GENII:BAL

1
} 

trine, she refers to mobs that attempted to break up FOR THB PosT-?FFIOB DEPARTMENT. 
her meetings. "Who were the leaders of these . April 24, 1891. . . 

" h k d th J" th h C T DouGHERTY, Postmaster, Denison, Tex., Btr. In 
mobs! s ~as ~: an en .s~pp xes e answer er- you~ le.tter of the 17th instant you stated that Mr. B. c. 
self by saymg : Always miDJsters or leaders of the Murray" is anxious for a ruling from the department on the 
Republican party.'' She is equally positiv in her so· questions he raises" in a certain communication of his bear
cia} views. ing date of the 18th instant, which was transmitted with 

"Our, war has all t? be fought over again," she yoT1~e~~:~tion that Mr. Murray raised is as to the mailabil
says. ' We hav abobshed chattel slavery, but we ity ot the volume entitled" Holy Bible." I find no other 
left workmen of all colors in a condition worse than question involved in his communication, and I think I do 
slavery, and this must eventuate in a war more bitter not misunderstand the full s~pe of the question, for he 
than we passed through.'' says: 11 I hav a book which I "ould like to hav transmitted 

through the mails; but before mailing the same, I wish to 
be sure that in doing eo, I would not be violAting the act of 
Congress pa~sed March 3,1873, and amended July 12, 1876." SpirHiual Phenomena. 

\ Mr. M. L. Salter's contribution to THE TRUTH 
SEEKER of May 9 hh is an extraordinary miesil. Thos. 
Paine justly remarks: "When the tongue and pen 
are let loose in a frenzy of passion, it is the man and 
not the subject that b3comes exhausted'' 

It is evident Mr. Salter is an honest man and in
tends to be fair, but perhaps is so disgusted and en· 
raged at the multiplicity and boldness with which 
frauds beset us on every side that he is impressed 
to giv vent to his fury in a species of learned ped· 
an try. It puts one, in mind of a countryman's first 
entrance into a metropolis. He hears the big bells 
ring but is puzzled to find how the " clapper hangs." 

The writer is certain that if Mr. Salter were ac· 
quainted with what is called " impressible psychol
ogy " more recently dubbed hypnotism, he would 
hav 'more charity for poor human nature. Being ig· 
norant of clairvoyance and impressible psychology, 
in his eagerness to obtain truth he produced the very 
supposed fraud he was looking for. Don't be dis
couraged. Try again, Mr. Salter, but first take a 
few lessons in mesmeric impressions. MESMER. 

An Infidel Under Peculiar CoBditions. 
A reporter for the Chicago NewB got hold of B. 

P. Hutchinson-" Old Hutch," the great grain spec
ulator-while that individual was in Boston, and 
this is a portion of what the great Chicagoan was 
induced to say : 

"Bob Ingersoll is by all odds the best preacher in the 
country." 

11 B. F. Butler is the greatest man in Massachusetts to-day, 
both in brains and ability. Daniel Webster was the greatest 
man the state ever knew. Rufus Choate as a lawyer was 
incomparable." 

11 What do you think of the business outlook UDder the 
present administration ?" 

"No you don't, my boy; Pve. not got to business yet. 
But speaking <'f business I will just remark that I consider 
old Cornelius Vanderbilt the brightest business man the 
country has ever produced." 

"You say that you believe Ingersoll to be the greatest 
preacher. What do you consider follows death ?" 

11 I don't believe in purgatory, heaven, nor hell; simply 
death, eternal sleep and happine9a." 

" What do you think of money?" 
" The worst word in the world. It makes more people 

unhappy than any other word in the dictionary. By the 
way, just say that I think that Tecumseh Sherman and 
Robert E. Lee were the two greatest general~ of \h~ :NllW 
World." 

"Are you interested a,t all in poll tics ?'l 

If Mr. Murray should offer the Holy Bible for mailing, 
you can receive and deliver it at your office or transmit it in 
the mails ; for it is not believed in this department to come 
within the prohibitory clauses of the act referred to. The 
penalty portions of said statute are enforcible by the courts, 
and the question of his liability thereunder is a proper one 
to lie submitted to the United States attorney. 

You may assure Mr. Murray that the mailability of the 
volume will not be questioned by the post-office department 
or by any postmaster. 

The volume sent with your communication is herein 
returned. Very respectfully, JAMES N. TYNER, 

Assistant Attorney-General. 
So now if any depraved Infi~el. wants ~o mail the 

holy Bible to some Christian mm1ster, With a grr.aat 
many passages marked, that would be indece_?.t ~nd 
obscene if found in any other book, h6 can do 1t With. 
out fear of arrest and imprisonment. Moses Harman 
will now cease publishing the obscene mat.ter that 
has brought him to the pen and fill up h1s pap~r 
with choice ex~racts from the good book. By thts 
method he will be able to serve the cause of Free
thought and the physical emancipation o.f woman 
much more effectually, and at the same t1me keep 
himself out of the penitentiary. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
w. F. JAMIESON cl~sed his lecture tour in Kansas at Ever

est, and cannot accept any more lecture calls until Oetober 
let. Address for lectures, for dates after October let, at 
box 366, Des Moines, Ia. 

ON May 22d Dr. R. K. Noyes, of Boston, will speak at the 
Ltberal Club, answering the question, "Is Religion Useful to 
Humanity?" Dr. Noyes is an able speaker and writer and 
his address will be of value. 

ON Sunday, May 24th, Miss Ada Campbell, of New ~ork, 
will lecture before the Newark Liberal League, subJeCt: 
11 Charles Bradlaugh, His L\fe and Work." This will ?e th3 
final lecture before the summer vacation, the League adJourn
ing until the third Sunday in September. The lecturer fur
nishes her services free, and the collection will be forwarded 
to the Charles Bradlaugb Monument Fund. 

THE hard f!Sats of s~ience, whic~ are testitie~ by t1~e sharp experience of every day, .w1ll hav ~o ddli.~u Y 
in maintaining their gro11n(lagamst the wmdy buff~ts 
of a decrepit infallibility sent about ~ro~sy ears once 
a week on a Sunday. The more obstmate~y an un.rea· 
soning theology is preached! the more Wld~ly will a 
reasoning Infidelity present 1taelf.-FraBer a .Maga.· 
~ine. 
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Homeless for a Week~ 
I suppose many of THE TRuTH SEEKEB's r4!aders 

rea<i the story of Henry Billings as narrated in a 
recent issue of the New York World. And I also 
suppose they will agree with me that it was very in
teresting; 

Billings, being out of work and without money, 
was, naturally enough, anxious to secure employ
ment. Jobs seem to hav been somewhat scarce, or 
workers plenty, where he came from-New Jersey, 
if I remember rightly-and so he resolved to come 
to New York. As he had no money, he was com
pelled to use that form of conveyance commonly 
called " shanks' mare." After walking for a week 
he reached New York" dead broke," as he puts it, 
and was compelled to beg in order to secure suffi . 
cient money to get his supper and nighi's lodging. 
After begging till long past midnight, he got six
teen cents, and, meeting a tramp named Tom, was 
taken by him to a lodging-house in Mulberry Bend 
where, for a few pennies, he was allowed to sleep in 
what was somewhat mistakenly called a hammock. 
When he was routed out in the early morning, he 
started in quest of a job. It hardly seems to be a 
crime to search for a means of livelihood, and yet if 
Henry Billings had been a criminal he could not 
hav been treated much worse. On asking for work, 
he was repulsed, eursed at, and, in a number of in
stances, llctually assaulted. Eventually, he got a job 
in the "Swamp" handling leather for the princely 
wage of $8 per week, and now makes the joyful state
ment that he is "saved." I hav thus brit:tly touched 
upon the leading features of his experience, so that 
those readers of THE Tnu:rH SEEKEB who did not read 
the article will hav at least an idea of the character 
of it. It is a touching story-a pathetic picture of 
the misery and degradation existing in our large 
cities. 

Told in the World's graphic fashion, with its 
leading features painted in vivid colors, and illustra
tions of JDany of the most striking events added, it 
is a story calculated to stir the blood of even the 
most callous or careless. 

It seems a cold, cruel thing that a young man, 
sober, intelligent, and honest, cannot work if he 
wants to. It is ·a cruel and heartless thing that he 
should'··hav been abused and assaulted for simply 
asking in a quiet, respectful manner for work. Yes, 
it is indeed a touching tale, this story of Henry Bill
ings's experience. You realize the cruelty of it al1, 
I feel sure. It almost makes you doubt, for a mo
ment or two, if our highly-lauded Ohristian civiliza
tion is the grand and glorious thing it is cracked up 
to be, and you almost wonder if pagan barb~~orism 
was so very much worse. But let us look at this a 
little more closely and see if we cannot find out the 
cause of Henry Billings's week of misery and des· 
peration. He was discharged, I take it, by his pre
vious employers. I don't know just why, but I 
suppose they had not work enough . to keep him oc
cupied, or it may be they found some one who could 
keep body and soul together for less money than 
Henry BiHings required for that important purpose. 
In either case you can hardly blame them. So Henry 
Billinas, finding himself out of a job, started out for 
·New York with only his nativ capitAl of good health, 
aelf.reliance, and ready adaptability to circumstances. 
A man whom he asked for alms told him he was a 
tramp and a nuisance. Was he wrong? Was he 
heartless T Isn't it a fact that tramps are a nui
sance! When you were returning to your pleasant, 
comfortable home laat night after passing a few so
cial hours with some boon companions, at least one 
tramp aske<l you for pecuniary assistance, I am sure. 
Didn't you think he was a nuisance, it not some
thing worse T Did you giv him the trifling sum he 
so anxiously solicited 1 And if you did-which I 
doubt-don't you know ·that by so doing you en
couraged pauperism and idleness? How was the 
man to know that Billings was a worthy object of 
charity! 

The. fact that Billings told him so didn't make it 
so. If you are going to believe all the cock-and-bull 
atories tramps and beggars will tell you you had 
better lay in a fresh stock of credulity. The man 
told Billings to go work. Anything bad or wrong 
about that T I don't know what you think of it, but 
in my judgment it was very good advice. But you 
say, "Billings could not find work, and was abused 
and maltreated when he looked for it." That was 
not the man's fault, now, was it! Sit down here 
with me, my truth seeking friend, and we· will quietly 
talk this matter over. Isn't it a fact that Billings 
broke the law when he solicited alms on the public 
highw11y? And isn't U another fact that those who 
gave him money aided and abetted him in the 
reprehensible act of breaking the law, that divine 
and sacred thing ? There is no doubt on that point, 
is there? If every tramp was successful in begging 
the country would overflow with tramps and mendi
cants, who, Jike the priests and parsons and other 
profelllf.!iOJIII!l S!3,V!'Ptr;~ Q~ "God," WPllld fatt~D QD tll~ 

toil of industry. If on the other hand we put our why did he not use some of them? Ab, Henry Bil
Billings's on the island and keep them there until lings could :find opportunities enough but he was pre
they giv up the vicious and immoral habit of tramp· vented by our cruel and absurd social system from 
ing and asking for bread wh~n they are hungry we'll making use of them. Now, Mr. Henry George tells 
deal a death-blow to that form of crime, won't we, us that God made the earth and the fullness thereof 
and at the same time solve that phase of the labor for the use of mankind, all mankind that is, not a few 
problem! And you would be mightily tickled to see favored beings called landlords. As I don't believe 
even a partial solution of that vexatious and com- in the existenoe of a God; I think Mr. George is 
plex problem, wouldn't you T Why, of course you mistaken in that part of his theories. And if I did 
would, else why are you a reader of a " Journal of tag after a god I would want him to be a god who 
Reform!" I am talking unmitigated nonsense, you was able to do something, not a weak, wretched 
say! WelJ, that is not a very courteous remark, but creature who was continually having his benevolent 
after all it is so undeniably true I am inclined to plans and purposes thwarted by a few landholders. 
overlook its rudeness. I know I am talking nonsense, But whoever or whatever made the earth; it seems 
and I not only know it, but I cheerfully admit it. certain that all of us bav an equal right to the use of 
But am I talking any more foolishly than society it. And not to the use of a" share" or section, but 
acts? If you want to know if there is a hell just to any, every, and all parts of it. 
put yourself in Billings's place and bunk up against Well, it also seems pretty certain that Henry Bil
society. My word for it you will say there is before lings was not secured in his right to the use of the 
you hav dona bunking. Just try it and see what earth. Is there no way he can hmv his rights ac· 
. will be said and done to you by organized charities corded to him? I think there is. We know, of 
that hav infinitly more organization tli.an charity. course, that there are many parts of the etrth where 
And Atkinson ian political economists, who, Grad grind- labor has better opportunities than it has in other 
like, are continually searchiJJg for facts and never parts. A natural opportunity in New York is of 
finding them, notwiths~anding the fact that they are more value than one located in a_ wilderness away 
surrounded by them. And the ministers! Oh, the from population and markets. 
dear good ministers, those gentle, sincere followers It seems to me that if every man was compelled to 
of the meek and lowly Jesus; my word for it you contribute to the general treasury of the community 
will hear from them! The Rev. H. c. Ferguson, of the annual value of the natural opportunity he was 
Canton, 0., recently declared that what this country using, we would hav a direct, practical, and simple 
suffered from was the lack of having its laws enforced, way of securing Henry Billings in his right. If this 
and declared emphatically in favor of capital punish- was done, there would be nothing to keep Henry 
ment. I am aware that the person whom he pro- Billings from going to the stone quarries with which 
fesses to worship, and for which profession he gets the Palisades are dotted, and putting his brawn and 
well paid, did not countenance violence. Did, indeed, skill to use in breaking up the rock into building or 
tell his followers that when they were smitten on one paving stones. Or he could hav "squatted" on an 
cheek they should turn the other. There seems to acre or two of the unoccupied land lying all about 
be an issue here between Ferguson and Jesus, but, him, and commenced market-gardening on his own 
of course, the sage of Canton kMws what he is talk- hook. Do you suppose if he had been allowed to 
ing about. And you know, of course, without my use a natural opportunity when he found one, he 
telling you that he is neither a bypocrit nor a fraud. would hav exposed himself to ill-treatment and abuse, 
Suppose while you were in Billings's place you called when by doing as I hav suggested he could hav 
on Mr. Ferguson-! beg the holy. gentleman's par- spared himself all the misery and bitterness he went 
don-the Rev. Mr. Ferguson-and told him about through'! If you do believe it, you had better stop 
your trouble. He is a gentle shepherd tending to reading reform journals and. go back to the nursery 
some of the Lord's sheep (for a consideration, of tales of your childhood days. When poor badgered 
coursP), and I doubt not he will help you. He will and bedeviled Billings found he could not secure 
probably help you into the nearest jail and pose as employment in the city he could hav gone to the 
a savior of society, but if he does you cannot rea- natural opportunity closest at hand, and there with 
sonably complain. You voted for the politicians such simple means as the nature of the case required, 
who made the laws under which you suffer, and Mr. a shovel, a hoe, a pick, or a saw, he could hav been 
Ferguson is onJy doing his duty as a respectable, his own employer. He would then hav been per
law-abiding citiz9n, in seeing to it that the laws are fectly independent of bosses and foremen, and instead 
enforced and the country "saved." But if you are of working as now for the pitiful pittance of $8 a 
a lover of quiet and peace don't take Billings's week, subject to the innumerable fluctuations of the 
place; you will find it almost infillitly easier to float labor market, his wages would be the amount or the 
with the current than to swim against it. The sim- value of what he could produce by the application of 
plest, easiest plan is to claim that Henry Billings is his skill and labor to the na~ural opportunity he was 
a lazy, idle wretch, who_wants to be fed with a golden making use of. And so it seems to me that society 
spoon, and to say that the world owes every man a should say to all those who occupy natural oppor
living, and that if he fails to get it he has only him- tunitiel!l, "Make all the use of them you possibly 
self to blame. Besides, we make our livinll, and can." Utilize them to the fullest extent. For so 
why can't he and others! And look at Jay Gould! loJlg as you occupy them, you ~ill hav to pay into 
He has made a living. And if you are a Christian,. the common fund of the community, the equal owners 
-though I hope you are not-you can say that it is of the ea~t~, the value th~t a.ttaches to you~ natural 
the will of God that hundreds of worthy men suffer. opportu.nitJ~S. W~en th~s simple and. s~ns1bl~ plan 
You might add that God so loves the world that he of taxation IS _put mto effect, Henry Bllh!lgs will be 
doesn't giv it enough to eat. Oh, dear ! oh, dear ! able to use h1s tale~ts and powers for hts o~ ben
this world of ours is a funny world. We organize e~t and not be dr1ven to the verge. of s~uc1de or 
charity associations to feed the hungry and still they cr1me, or be dependent on the uncerta10 wh1ms of an 
are not fed. We get our legislators to pass laws, employe_r. . . 
and we do this and we do that and we also do the The rightful wages of the laborer 1s not what h1s 
other, and stiil things don't ~eem to come right. employer sees :fit to giv him, but ~he product of h~s 
Our immaculate and incorruptible politicians put up labor. If through the force of Circumstances, or If 
alms· houses at a cost of ten or a dozen times their value by reason of social conditions, he is compelled to ac
aild immediately they are filled by people who are more cept l_ess, he ~s robbed. And th~ bet that the rob
than willing to liv in them. If we forget political bery JS ea~ct10ned by law makes 1t no less .a ro~bery. 
economy and in a moment of n;~isguided pity feed When so'!tety restores. to the laborer ~he right 1t has 
the poor wretches who are starving before our eyes robbed h1m of-~h.e r1ght of unrestr1cte~ access ~o 
we only succeed, ultimately, in making more poor natural OPJ?OrtuDJtJeE-then, ~n~ n~t unt1! then, .will 
wretches. If we let them go hungry, Henry Billings su~h expenenc~s as H~n!y B!lhngs s be Impossible. 
suffers. No wonder poor bewildered Stephen Black- T~1s, at least, IS my ?Pinion. If. any of. my re~ders 
pool said it was " aw a muddle." thu~k I am t?O SIJ?-gllln or am mzstaken In mr VIews, 

Well, is there no way to straighten out this I will be obhged 1f they let me know wherem I am 
muddle, to bring order out of this chaos? Can wrong. EDWARDS RousSEAU. 
nothing be done? Are we to sit supine and idle and Brooklyn, N._._Y._. -------
not even try to improve matters! All Henry Bil- . . . . 
lings asked for was an opportunity to work. That ChriStian Plagiarisms. 
was not an unreasonable request, was it ? He was Parallels between Christianity and Buddhism by 
able to work and anxious to work if he could but O.awald in the Arena, and Hickey in the Herald as 
get the opportunity. But the longed-for opportunity recently quoted by THE TBUTH SEEKER, however inter
did not present itself, and so Henry Billings had to eating to antiquarian mythologists, leave it to be 
suffer and beg and be assaulted by men who I doubt much desired for humanity that the plagiarism had 
not thanked God they were not like other men, and go not been more complete. 
through hell generally. All this because in the last Ths Christianity of our times, or any other on 
decade of the nineteenth century, after nearly two record, is a compound in which little more of Jesus 
thousand years of the dhrine and perfect religion than his .name may 11ppear, and_ yet, such as it is, is 
of Ohrist, work was not to be had by a man who not responsible for all the crimes of Christendom. 
wanted it. And yet it seems to me Henry Billings So Buddhism may preserve little of Buddha, and be 
should hav found opportunities to work, without itself but one of many factors of society in the 
walking one week and suffering and starving an- spheres that own it. Not to lose itself in vagaries, 
other. An unoccupied field, a clump of woods, a va· our comparison must be nearly limited to the official 
cant lot, these and hundreds of other every-day ob- records, such as are the gospels and Acts of th~ 
jects are opportunities to work. And as Henry Bil- Apostles for Christianity. Not having at comman~ 
lings was looking for opportunities and was probably the corresponding documents of Buddhism, we as~ 
sutno•eptl7 iD~~lligeut to know O!le wh~ij IJ~ e"w it, Slim~ UJ.Q OQrrectoetll!l 9f llJdwiD 4ruol~·~ "t~~e!Pellt§ 



in his "Light 0~ Asia," ~onored as !t is by the ~p- I A~nold shows Buddha IS opposing the stylitism of 
proval of the king of S1a~, a pro~ment B~dd~Ist. Hmdostan. · If Buddhists relapsed into it, it was 
In these d~ta we :find disc~e~a.nc1es of prmCJples then from an endemic ·miasm which had escaped 
~hat tally w1th ~he comparat1v ~n~oc~nce of Buddh- Buddha's purifyillg iD.fluenca. Abnegation of power 
Is.~, and t~e tox1c effects of Ohristian~t!, after re~og- and wealth may hav other motive than the ascetic 
n1zmg agamst them both the parasitism of pr1est- craze. Intellectual pursuits and philanthropy wean 
craft. . . . . . from the dominion of sensuous d.eeires, but do not de-

~he~r practical divergencies sensibly betray that of spise them. It was reserved for a Ohristianity foreign 
~he1r 1deas about the f!lture .state, rewards and .Pun- alike to Jesus and to Buddha, to combine Brabminic 
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up a herd of all kinds of animal£~, birds, and insects 
for them to name. Why, if God or man had spoken 
the names of every living thing in plain English, 
Adam and Eve would not hav known what he waa 
talking about ! . 

Six weeks ago I commenced reading the Bible. In 
five weeks I had read the head-lines of every chapter 
in the Old Testament, and nearly three hundred 
whole chapters, and laid the book aside, in the firm 
belief that it is the work of ignorant men instead of 
a God. If I liv to the 16hh of May I shall be ninety 
years of age, and must soon pass away; but instead 
of fearing punishment for anything I hav ~>aid or 
written about the Bible or the churches in the lliiBt 
seventy years, I feel that if there is a being anywhere 
worthy to be called God, he approves of my feeble 
efforts in this world to defend his character against 
the prejudice, partiality, anger, wrath, vengeance, 
and other abominations of this abominable book. 

Take your Bibles, read, think, enmin, and know 
that I am right. J. H AOB:EB. 

Vineland, N. J. 

. 1shments. These consideratiOns are so predommant asceticism and ultra-mortem torments with the 
with the averag~ Ohristian that i~ i~ hard for p.im te o.ombativ spirit of Islam. and Yah vie tic 'despotism 
understand the mfl!lence of. a r~bg10~ that dJsc~ds Such a monstrosity is modern Ohristian puritanism, 
them and whose pr1de consists 1n .domg. good w1th· o.f which Jesus, though opposing it in certain par
out hope of re~ard.. To explam th1s we. muE!t hculars, such . as compulsory Sabbath observance, 
remount ~o a ~adtcal .dtfference 1~ t~e c~ncept10ns of stoning of adulteress; etc., is not theoretically inno
personalidentity, wh1ch for OhriStians 1s the funda- eent; since he indorsed the Mosaic code and in
ll?'ental fact of destiny, but for .Bud.dhists a tran- vok~d the will of his father; i.e , the arbitrary au
Slant phenome:non of the Oollect1v Ltfe. The con- thortty of Jahvah as the fountain-head of ethics. 
sequences ~f our aotio~s, they~ reason, m~y persist in How does- he know what is right' By being one 
good or evil .for mankiDd durmg centu~1es; but re- with his father. So presently, the pope and priest, 
ward or pumshment can reach us only 1n the vagne by successiv oneness with divine authority through 
se1;1se ~hat we are integrant of col!ectiv mankind or . him, will lead ethics a dtmce .through papal indul
antmality as lea,:ves ~,ar~ of the. tree wh~s~ wood t~ey g~nces,. or the self-indulgence of the litanist who 
~ay elaborat~d 1n the1r funct1~nal. actmty, enablibg "!1pes h1s conscience with a hypocritical confession of 
1t 1n succes~tv. seasons t~ r~f~hate 1tself. . . sm, and then goes on sinning, to giv wholesome exer- Here's a Pretty State of Things. 

The OhriBtian sees IDdiVIdual souls 1n transient cise for God's mercy and Ghrist's mediation. Doubt- From Dr. Foote's Health Monthll/. 

contact with their actual earth sphere and animal less the prayer-wheel of Thibet has much the same Nearly a year ago the post-office department an-
only by bodies which they leave in the grave. The virtues as Christian confession - but for the true nounced its ruling that Tolstoi's "Kreutzer Sonata" 
Buddh;ist s.ees one life na~ur.al and spi!itual ~r one ·aisc!ple.of Bu~dha, ethics, based on tbe solid~rity was unmailable; the opinion being rendered by 
collect!v an1mal g!aduate~ 1n 1ts f~cultat1v attribute~, ~f. hfe, IS a sc1~nce of observation and experience; Assistant Attorney-General Tyner, and in the annual 
of wh1ch the nr1ed spectes are IDtegrant and the1r tt IS that of social harmony· be may make mistakes report of the post-office department that followed 
individuals transient phenomena fulfilling functional but will not be likely to e;r so fantastically as on~ that decision, and the many adverse criticisms upon 
~s~s. To such, aw"!ds of merit or demerit .a.re intel- who believes in the panacea of grace. Jesua, in his it, Mr. Wanamaker made the simple explanation that 
bgxble only ~s a.ff~ctiDg the ~eneral prospe;1ty. parable ?f th~ lord ?f the vineyard, couples arbi· 'When anyone submitted a book to the post-offioe de-

As to the xndiVldual consCiousness of thts, we :find trary eth1cs w1th arbitrary economics. The Lord' a partment on the question of its ml!tilable quality un
it varying with our health and our age within a sin- favor superseding merit of works, carries tacit ap- der the Comstock law, it was passed upon with im
gle term of life, so widely that identity is aQ ill- probation of land monopoly and the wage system. partial judgmeDt as to t.he contents of the book ilnd 
defined word. The Buddhist nirvana or absorption Buddha's ethics are natural, those of Jesus theo- 1the probable meaning of the law which refuses mail 
of the individual phenomena into the collecti! sub- logi~al. The .wills of a quasi-personal Being need privileges to literature of "an indecent ch&r!.later." 
stance may be regarded only as a change ID the speCial revelations, the moral property of priestcraft. 'So far as the ·general post· office department is con
modes and limitations of consciousness-not as The cult of principles, ·as opposed to the worship of learned Mr. Tyner is referee and his taste is lmo. So 
annihilati.on. beings, allies personal judgment, instead of reverence, :Mr. Macdonald of THE TRUTH SEEKER has been for 

Mr. Hickey phrases the Buddhist idea in his argu- with conscience; hence Buddhism is rather repub· ;perhaps three months trying to get from the referee 
ment that: "As the absolute existence only, the all lican than despotic in its ethical tendencies. 'a decision upon the Bib~e, but in this he was less 
one, the unchangeable can be eternal, because without M: E. LAzA.nus. 'successful than a Texan postmaster to whom Mr. 
form or shape. . • • Each appearance can be only . Tyner lately rendered his verdict in these words : 
relativ and changeable. Thus in attaining to per- The Bible. 1

' It is. not believed in this department to come within 
faction we must be delivered from all worlds of the prohibitory clauses of the act referred to. The 
form." Having no distinct recollection of my resi- A religious paper says there are over eighty thou- 1 penalty portions of said statute are e!lforcible by the 
dance in worlds without form, which is probably due sand clergymen in the United States, all teaching courts, and the question of liability thereunder is a 
to my imperfection, I lack terms of comparison for that men were inspired to write the Bible by a being !proper one to be submitted to the United States e.t
the intelligence of this argument. The question ia supreme in wisdom, justice, love, and mercy, when ,torney. You may assure Mr. Murray that the mail
not of its rationality or of the inconsistency of the almost every chapter of the Bible proves it to be the ability of the volume will not be questioned by the 
Ohristian dootrin, for in religious faiths rational and work of man without inspiration from any higher :poat-cffiee department or by any postmaster." Evi
possible are secondary considerlltions. Mr. Hickey's power. Divine wisdom would never inspire a man ; dently Mr. Tyner's good opinion of the Bible and 
Buddhist idiom of thought may pass current only to write a work about a way so plain the.t a way- :the clean bill of health he give it would not protect 
with some transcendental Unitarians. faring man need not err therein, in so blind a man- 'anyone who mailed that book from prosecution if he 

Seated on a tombstone in the orthodox churchyard, ner as to require eighty thousand priests to explain :happened to liv in a United States district where a 
I can see the glare of hell fires reflected in heretic it in a country like thiEi.: judge and jury would look upon it with less rever
bonfires, as in order to arrest a con:flagration we Inspiration would be so plain and simple that all i ential regard, and who might be inclined to weigh it 
blow up some buildings in advance of ·the :flames. would understand it. Look at the two stories of the I in the same sort of scales thtt Mr. Tyner used to 
Peter· must sheathe his impatient sword, yet una creation. The first story says, "God created man l test the Tolstoi book. Mr. TyDer intimates that his 
fides, una domus, might faithfully burn heretics. in his own image; in the image of God created he : judf.!ment is no protection to the mailer of the book 

Per contra, on the Buddhist side I can tolerate him; male and female created he them. And God if a United States court decides to prosecute. O.a 
heresies in view of their depuration during the sue· blessed them, and said, Behold, I hav given you the other h1md it is notorious I hat no United States 
cessiv experiences of many temporal existences, rnu- every herb-bearing seed which is upon the face of all court has proceeded against the "Kl'eutzer Sonata," 
tatis mutandis of circumstance and iii:fluence. It is the earth and eve~y tree in the which is the fruit of and that in spite of the ruling excluding it from 
no~ in question here whether metempsychosis is or a tree yielding seed, ani it s'.lall be to you for meat." 'Uncle Sam's holy sacks it is daily deposited in and 
is not a fact, but only of the iDfluence of faith in it, Not one word about forbidden fruit that was to transmitted by the mails. So the official post-office 
which is quite appreciated by the monkeys, who, as sentence all Eve's posterity to eternal heli, n,or about , department estimate apparently is of no effect either 
problematic grandfathers, may unmolested help the numerous poisonous plants. Would any earthly for or against a book, and the U~dt~d States cour~s 
themselvs to the fruit of their pious posterity in a parent turn children out in that way with liberty to and the sense (or folly) of local J~~1es anywhere In 
charity coextensiv with animalty; whereas that of eat all kinds of herbs without telling them which this broad country are wbat the Citizen has t<? co!l
Obristians scantily reaches all the members of one were poisonous? Beautiful inspiration on which to sider. A publisher in Maine may ru~ no rtsk m 
little sectarian church. hang immortal souls! In the same chapter we hav mailing. a book that a jury in OaliforDia would :find 
· Modern Buddhism probably may cut its poor re- another and very different story of creation. It says within the meaning of the law. So the status ?f the 
lations, whereby hangs a tail; but its reincarnation the Lord God framed man out of the dust of the book basiness ~s about as varied and uucertam, ac
is offieially proclaimed by the Grand Lamas of ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of cording to location and public enligbtenmen.t. a~ is 
Thibet in succession. life, and msn became a living soul. Then the Lord the marriage relation under the mixed rm~ ddlermg 

Theological detective find Buddha one of the God, after making man, went to work and t~lanted a conditions of marris!l'e and divorce laws 1n the sev
measiahs. He might save from the terrors of imagi- garden, and out of the ground made the Lord God eral states of the Union. As a man may in some 
nary hells; but rather from vices, by self-control. to grow every tree that is pleasant to the sight, tmd states marry again, though in his own home to do so 
Such salvation is hardly comparable with vicarious placed the man there, forbidding him to eat of the would be big~my, so ." bookseller, or ~nyone. else 
atonement by bloody sacrifices to an angered God. fruit of iht> tree of knowledge, saying that on the that has occaston to mad a book, may do 1t very moo
Different are the saving principles, justice and kind- day he did eat of it he should surely die. Then the cently in some places! ~bile in. ot~ers he. would be 
ness, from that of faith in the merits or favor of Lord discovered that he had made a mistake in taking the risk of a criminal ~ctlo~ m a U n1ted Stat~s 
another baing. making man · alone, for he . needed some one for a court, with possible fine and Imprisonment. The s!t-

The Christian idea of messiabship needs for its ex- helpmeet; so be took a rib from Adam's side (before nation is a curious one. We bav a lawful cen~or 1n 
planation the fact· that at the epoch of Jesus, his a surgical implement or so much as a butcher-knife the person of MI.'. Tyner, and many self-const1t~ted 
nation was expecting a political leader, whose genius had been invented (a very improbable story), and of censors in the persons of the .agents o~ the various 
would restore them to a prosperous independence. that little dry bone made a full.sized woman. Were vice societies. Mr. Tyner m1ght decide tba~ the 
Jesus impresses on this popular idea, as upon the it not for pity for the poor dupes of priestcraft., sueh post-office department '!ould not refuse the Il!'"lls to 
traditional character of Jahvah, a spiritual modifica- inspiration would be fit only to be laughed at. No a certain book, and yet .ID B~ston MI.'. Ohase, tn ~ew 
tion and assimilates both. clergyman in this nation can tell whether there were York Mr. Comstock, Ol" 1n Oh1cago Mr. McAfee might 
. Buddha's position was that of an independent two couples created, or whether these two stories find it offensiv to the~ mor~l (T) n?strile, and s~t the 
prince; there was no question among his people of were told about the same couple. Then, again, this United States eourts xn mot1on _!'gamst the p~bbshe~. 
a political messiahship, and the theological idea of book of beautiful inspiration says that Go~ brought But of this manifestly unfatr and precartous dx
propagating gods by sacrifice was one of the Hindoo all the animals he had made to Adam to be named. lemma there appear to ba but two modes of escape. 
superstitions against which Buddha protested. Ac- A more ridiculous story I never heard. Old Sam Either the United ~tates Oongr~~s should eatabhsh 
ceptance of his views would save from the worship Hyde in all his glory as prince of liars never told 11 a court of censorship whose deClBIOD; eho~ld be law 
of cruel gods by cruel practices, fantastic self- bigger lie. Reader, think ! think ! think ! Thought everywhere, and be " on call" to the mqUiry of every 
tortures and pious immolations. Though not epi- is the key to knowledge. Take your Bible, read citizen concerning any ~oo~ •. or ther~ should be !1° 
cureans, neither Buddha nor Jesus were professed candidly, and think! There were Adam anl Eve, laws regulating the mallabthty of b~erature on tts 
ascetics. only two days old, with no learning, as far as Ian- moral quality; and th~ latter we be~ev~ to be the 

Mr. Oswald reproaches Buddhism as weli as Ohris- guage was concerned, eould only grunt like a couple only plan consistent w1th our Constitution and the 
~jpit1 wit~ *ll~ J:D9p .. stio pi} ~r()l!li~~ ~s~etj9•~m •• c;>f ;fO'\lD~ J>igs, ~m4 tlle :Yord Go4 alP.light;r <)riving preoed~nt!J pd purpo1:1e~ Qf our 6eneral gov(lrpmett~ 
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WE desire to express hearty thanks to Edward 
Stine, Frank Morse, J. N. Friend, J. R. Lewis, Wm. 
Bauer, W. N. Scott,- S. N. Rosenquist, and G. W. 
Orawford for their responses last week to our appeal 
for new subscribers. There are, we believe. thou
sands of Freethinkers throughout the country who 
will subscribe for the paper if it is called to their 
attention, and we ask our friends who meet them 
to do this for the paper and its work. It is not a 
great deal for each one to do, but in the aggregate 
it would be of immense service to the cause of free
dom of thought ; for the stronger the paper is, the 
more gqpd ·it can do. We hope next week the list 
will be longer, and to those now on the list who 
are in arreare, we once more say, Please remit, 
for we need the money. 

----------------.. ~----------------
OUR readers will every one be glad to know that 

work upon the book of the Bible Pictures which hav 
been published in THE TRUTH SEEKER will be pursued 
activly this summer and the volume brought_ out 
early in the fall. 

If Mr. John Peck's health will_permit-1nd it 
probably will-he will assist in preparing a good por
tion of the reading to accompany each picture. The 
volume will contain between two and three hundred 
pictures, and will be sold for one dollar. It will be 
the greatest "book of Bible stories ever printed, 
Orders will be thankfully taken at any time and :lllled 
at the earliest moment the book leaves the press. · 

It Is Unique Indeed. 
From tM Mount Desert Herala, Bar Harbor, Me, 

One of the most unique publications of recent times is the 
"Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," from the press of the 
Truth Seeker Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York. 
The book contains one hundred and eighty.five full-page 
illustrations by Mr. Watson Heston, the well-known TRUTH 
8BBKER artist. It is calculated to make a sensation wherever 
seen, and the editor has so reinforced the artist's pictorial 
arguments and satires by liberal citations of fact, history, 
statistics, and the opinions of scholars, as to make very in
teresting reading. Liberal thinkers, of all grades of liberal
ity, will find much to amuse and instruct in the contents of 
this volume. The price, $2 in boards, $2.50 in cloth, is re
markably low for eo large a volume. 

An Open Letter to th6 Attorney-General. 
To WILLIAM H. H. MILLER1 Attorney-General of the 

U oited States: 
.Dear Sir : I desire an opinion on a matter con

nected with the administration of justice, as repre
sented by your department of our government, and 
therefore ask you to kindly enlighten me. The case 
is this: 

A friend of mine, Mr. B. 0. Murray, of Denison, 
Tex., asked his postmaster as to the mailability of a 
volume called the" Holy Bible." Mr. Murray asked 
the question because Mr. Wanamaker, Postmaster
General, in his report for the fiscal year ending June 
3Q1 l8~Q, in explan .. t~on of 4itJ a~t in ~~clq4inEf from 

the mails a questionable book, says, "It was soon 
found that it wu not enough merely to provide 
for the exclusion of 1 obscene, lewd, and lascivious' 
publications, but that publications that were simply 
1 indecent, had also better be excluded,' which led 
to the passage of the amendment above quoted. 
1 The statute was thus broadened,' the postmaster
general continues, 1 by prohibiting the transmission 
of any matter ojfensiv to modesty, or tending to 
subvert respect for decency or morality.' He says, 
furthermore, it ·does not matter whether or not a 
given publication presented for mailing appears, by 
complaint or otherwise, to a postmaster to be ob
scene, lewd, or lascivioua, if it does appear to be 
indecent. He is obliged, in order not to become a 
lawbreaker, to refer the questionable print to the 
proper official. And again, "It does not matter, 
when the referee considers the question, whether 
the publication is merely 1 obscene, lewd, or lascivi
ous.' If it is simply" indecent, he must exclude it 
or break the law." 

The statute which the postmaster-general con
ceives give him the right to say these things is as 
follows: 

" Any person who shall knowingly mail or cause to be 
mailed . . . articles before declared to be unmailable 
should be deemed to be guilty of a misdemeanor, and liable 
to a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $5,000, or to 
imprisonment at hard labor for not less than one year nor 
more than ten years." The law as amended in 1876 reads as 
follows: "Every obscene, lewd, or lascivious book, pam
phlet, picture, paper, writing, print, or othdr pubUcation of 
an indecent ohMaoter, is hereby declared to be unmailable 
matter, and shall not be conveyed in the mails, nor delivered 
from any post-office nor by any letter-carrier." 

It was a knowledge of this statute which made my 
friend Mr. Murray fearful of mailing the volume 
called the 11 Holy Bible," because the volume con
tains passages which he thought might be construed 
to be '1 indecent," and 11 offensiv to modesty, having 
a tendency to subvert respect for decency and mo
rality," which, according to Mr. Wanamaker's report 
(p. 17, next to last paragraph), renders a book obnox· 
ions to the law as amended July 12, 1876 (19 Stat., 
p. 90). The passages to which I refer, and to which 
your attention is respectfully called in the volume 
herewith inclosed, are as follows: Onpws iv, xvi, 
xvii, xviii, xix, xx, xxi, xxix, xxxiv, xxxviii, xxxix, 1111d 
others of the book called Genesis; chapters iv, xiii, 
xxii, xxxiii, xxxiv, and others of the book called Exo· 
dus ; chapters xv, xviii, xx, ni, and others of the 
book called L-eviticus ; chapters v, xxxi, and others 
of the book called Numbers; chapters xxi, xxii, xxiii, 
and others of the book called Deuteronomy; chap
ters ii, vi, and others of the book called Joshua; 
chapters xvi, xix, xx, xxi, of th~ book called Judges; 
chapter iii and others of the book called Ruth; 
chapters i, ii, xix, and others of the book called 1 
Samuel ; chapters iii, vi, xvi, and others of the book 
called 2 Samuel; chapters i, xi, xvi, and others of 
the book called 1 Kings ; chapters ix and xviii of 
the book called 2 Kings ; chapters xxxi, xi, and 
others of the book called Job; chapters v, xxiii, and 
others of the collection called Proverbs; chapters i, 
ii, v, vii, viii, and others of the book called Solomon's 
Song ; chapters xxxvi, lvii, and otha,s of the book 
called Isaiah ; chapters i, ii, iii, xlix, and others of 
the book called Jeremiah; chapters iv, xvi, xxiii, and 
others of the book called Ezekiel ; chapters i, ii, iii, 
iv, and others of the book called Hosea; chapter i 
of the book called Micah ; chapter i of the book 
called St. Matthew; chapter vii of the book called 
St. Mark; chapters i and ii of the book called St. 
Luke; chapter viii of the book called St. John; 
chapters i and iv of the book called an epistle to the 
Romans; chapters v, vi, vii, and others of the book 
called an epistle to the Oorinthians; chapter xvii of 
the book called Revelation, and such others as you 
may find upon examination. 

In his reply to the postmaster of Denison, Texas, 
through whom Mr. Murray forwarded his inquiry, 
the Bon. James N. Tyner, Assistant Attorney-general 
for the Post-office Department, says: "If Mr. Mur
ray should offer the Holy Bible for mailing, you can 
receive and deliver it at your office, ot transmit it in 
the mails ; for it is not believed in this department 
to come within the prohibitory clauses of the act re· 
ferred to. The penalty portions of said statute are 
enforcible by the courts, and the question of his 
liability thereunder is a proper one to be submitted 
to the United States attorney.'' 

My application to you is made in aecordance with 
Mr. TJn~r·a au~~est(qn. ¥1 re-.~on for iqt~r(e~~g 

in this matter is that mor.e than three months ago I 
made application to the Post-office Dapart!Xlent to 
hav this question deoided, but without success. I 
take· it, however, that the Post-office Dapartment 
will adhere to this de.cision ; therefore the Oompany 
of which I am a member can mail the volume called 
the Holy Bible without fear of that part o! the 
machinery of government. . And I submit to -you 
whether, should anyone outside the department 
cause the arrest of any member of the Oompany for 
mailing the volume, you would consider it a case for 
prosecution by the United States District Attorney 
and for the enforcement of the penalty porbions of 
said statute. Very respectfully, 

EDITOR OF .THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Mr. Wanamaker-Mr. St. John. 
If all the Liberals of the country make up their 

minds to pursue the course determined on by our 
friend St. John, as outlined in the subjoined letter, 
Hqly John will hav a racy, not to say vulgar, quarter 
of an hour. 

Mr. St. John some time ago became interested in 
the application made to Holy John for a decision on 
the mailability of the volume called the Holy Bible, 
and he naturally also wanted to know how a decision 
on the book as a whole would affect a volume in his 
possession called the "Holy Bible Abridged." In 
communicating with this office in regard to the latter 
work he informed us of the favorable result of his 
applioation to the department, upon which we at 
once asked for a copy of the decision. The following 
is his reply to that letter: 

"CEDAR FALLS, lA., May 4, 1891. 
"MR. EDITOR: Yours of April 27th at hand, and in reply 

I would say that I did not write to Wanamaker myself, but 
left a copy of the ' Holy Bible Abridged' with the postmaster 
of Cedar Falls, to see what he thought about its being mail
able, and he could not decide, so I asked him to send it to 
the postmaster-general and get his decision. And he did so 
(or said he did), and said that the decision was that the book 
was mailable on account of its containiag nothing but ex
tracts from the Bible. I asked him for the report that he 
got, and he said that belonged to the post-office, but perhaps 
he would let me hav a copy of it. 

"Since the decision I wrote 2 Kings, xviil, 27, on a postal
card, sud sent it to John Wanamaker, and intend that more 
shall follow. The churches are forcing the Bible into our 
common schools, and want us to swear by it in court, and 
are determined to engraft it into our national Constitution. 
And now I am determined to feed them on their own filth 
until they get enough of it, and hope all other Liberals will 
do the same. In this they . can be greatly assisted by 
ordering a copy of the' Holy Bible Abridged.' 

. "Yours fraternally, M. W. ST. JoHN." 
We hav since received a copy of the letter to which 

Mr. St. John refers, which reads as follows. It will 
not escape notice that Mr. Tyner is getting a little 
belligerent and inclined to talk back sharper than 
official duty strictly demands : 

"OVFIOB OF THE ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL,} 
•• WASHINGTON, D. C., AprlllO, 1891. 

"8. B. HUMBERT, Postmaster, Cedar Falls, Is. 
"Sir: With your letter of the 7th instant, addressed to 

the postmaster-general (which has been sent to me for reply), 
you submit a volume entitled ' The Holy Bible ' (abridged), 
and inquire if your opinion that it is unmailable under the 
provisions of section 380 Postal Laws and Regulations, would 
be concurred in by this department. I answer in the nega
tiv. The volume is made up exclusivly of reproductions 
of chapters and verses from the Bible, and we hav not pro
gressed here to the extent of regarding that sacred book as 
obscene or indecent. 

" If the volume referred to is offered to you for mailing, 
you should take it without quesl,ion. Very respectfully, 

''JAMES N. TYNER, Assistant Attorney. General. 
" The volume is herewith returned." 
Mr. St. John, however, has no doubts at all of 

the linguistic quality of the Holy Bible. He calls 
it, plainly, filth. And upon looking up the verse 
he has sent to Holy John, we will hav to con
fess that Mr. Sh. John is not far from right. But 
that only shows how men differ. Mr. Tyner, Assist
ant Attorney-General for the Post 0 ffice Department, 
holds that the volume does not come under the pro
hibitory clauses of the law against "indecent" litera
ture, and therefore will not question its mailability. 
Yet if Mr. St. John were in Mr. Tyner's place the 
Holy Bible would be at once excluded as filth. 
Which shows that human beings are fallible;· that it 
makes all the difference in the world whose ox is 
gored; and that Mr. Tyner is not in sympathy with 
the Holy John's definition of excludible books, or 
that he has not read the Bible. And yet he threw 
out the 11 Kreutzer Sonata." 

In this difference of opinion between two suppos
ably fallible v~o~IQ 9\lt sympathy il! f}~tireir ~itq Mr. 
St. Job~, 
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Trne Christian .Endeavor. 
Mr. J. 0. Brown, of Pittsburgh, Pa., chief of the 

"Department of Public Safety," whatever that may 
be, has made the jackass of himself usual with such 
interfering officials. He received a letter from David 
Henderson, manager of the Duquesne Theater in Chi
cago, asking whether it would be in accordance with 
the law of Pittsburgh to hav Colonel Ingersoll deliver 
one of his lectures on Sunday night at the theater. 
Mr. Brown replied as follows: 

11 In answer to yours of the 8th inst. I would~reply that it 
would be directly contrary to law tor Mr. Ingersoll to lecture 
upon the Sabbath day or evening where an admission Is 
charged. I hope you will not attempt to hav such a lecture 
delivered, tor it will be my imperativ duty to prevent the 
same. This letter is written after consultation with the at
torney of this department with ref!lrence to the law." 

In conversation with a reporter Mr. Brown said 
further: 

"I am unalterably opposed to opening the doors any 
wider on the Sunday question. We hav freedom enough, 
and lectures of this kind are only gotten up tor money, and 
I think we might as well open the theaters tor theatrical 
performances as a lecture of the kind Mr. Ingersoll would 
naturally giv." 

"We hav freedom enough!" Which means that 
in Mr. Brown's opinion we h~v too much, and be 
proposes. to curtail it as much as possible. Mr. 
Brown is evidently a Christian, a churcb.man, and a 
despot. It is high time the people of Pittsburgh 
resolved to make that city something besides a Pu
ritan hamlet. The laws of a hundred years ago are 
hardly the rules fo~ a self-respecting city to-day. 

A. _Suggestion that Lincoln Did Not Suggest. 
J. E. Remsburg has just succeeded in running 

down another Christian lie regarding Lincoln. In 
the Western Ohristian Advocate, the leadiDg Chris
tian journal of the West, originally appeared the 
following pious story : 

"On the day of the receipt of the capitulation of Lee, as 
we learn from a friend intimate with the late President Lin
coln, the cabinet meeting was held an hour earlier than usual. 
Neither the president nor any member was able, tor a time, to 
giv utterance to his feelings. At the suggestion of Mr. Lin
coln all dropped on their knees and offered, in silence and in 
tears, their humble and heartfelt acknowledgment to the 
almighty tor the triumph he had granted to the national 
cause." 

Probably none of the many stories concerning Lin
coln's alleged piety has been given such wide pub
licity as the above. Again and again it went the 
rounds of the religious press. It is to be found 
doing duty in religious tracts and Sunday-school 
books. It is presened in Raymond's "Life of 
Lincoln,'' alld in Carpenter's "Six Months at the 
White House." It had become, in fact, a part of 
American history, a companion-piece to Washing
ton's praying at Valley Forge. Mr. Remsburg 
knew that, like the Valley Forge story, it was false, 
and he resolved to attempt a demonstration of its 
falsity while it was possible to do so. There is but 
one member of President Lincoln's cabinet living, 
Bon. Hugh McCulloch, secretary of the treasury, 
now residing in Washington, D. C. Through the as
sistance of Mr. N. P. Stockbridge, an old and re
spected citizen of Fort Wayne, Ind., and a life-long 
friend of Mr. McCulloch's, he succeeded in bringing 
the matter before the only surviving witness and 
obtained above his signature the following emphatic 
denial of the story's truthfulness: 

11 The description of what occurred at the executiv man
sion, when the intelligence was received of the surrender of 
the Confederate forces, which you quote from the We&Urn. 
Ch1istian .Ad11ocate, is not only absolutely groundless, but 
absurd. After I became secretary of the treasury I was 
present at every cabinet meeting, and I never saw Mr. Lin
coln, nor any of his ministers, upon his knees or in tears." 

.An A.narehist Daily Journal. 
Of the act of the mob which shot to death the 

Italiansacquitted of the Hennessey murder by a New 
Orleans jury, the Herald of this city says: 

"They were approved by the community, and what the 
community approves cannot be criminal. • • • The end 
justifies the means." 

That is queer logic ! "The majority can clo no 
wrong" is really what it means. But if what two 
men do as against a third is not wrong, how is it 
when one of the two goe1 over to the third and 
reverses the action 1 In a community of ten thou
sand onebuudrad can conspire and do criminal acts, 
but if five thousand and one unite to do the 
aao:&e thing the aouspira!)y iq :o.ot Qonapiraoy 111nd the 

crime is not criminal! . When the community of 
Morristown punished C. B. Reynolds for blasphemy 
no wrong was done to the liberty of the press, but if 
one more than half of the community had disa
greed with the prosecution, then liberty of the press 
would hav been invaded ! Could a~ything more 
stupid tllan the Heralifs reasoning be invented T 

011r great cosmopolitan journal is in this an 
Anarchist sheet in the popular but not in the philo
sophical sense. It should reform, or the Illinois au
thorities may hang its editor when he visits the 
World's Fair. 

------~~.--------
Christ's Sinlessness. 

A subscriber to the Ohristian Advocats asks the 
editor if Christ could hav sinned, if so disposed, 
and Dr. Buckley replies thus piously : 

II n 80 disposed, he would hav already sinned. We sup. 
pose that you mean, had Christ power to sin in the same 
sense in which a man has power? Into the metaphysics ot 
such a question the scriptures do not go, nor can we. That 
he was a free agent is assumed, that free agents hav a phys. 
leal power to sin is also assumed, but the mystery of the 
union of the divinity and the humanity in Christ defies com. 
prehension, and it is enouglt tor us to know that he was 
'without sin,• and also to know that there was no conceiv. 
able hazard in sending him into the world." 

That is, if a man is tempted to do something 
wrong, but does not do it, he has done wrong. 
What nonsense 1 Such pronouncement is like a 
statute against something not in itself at all harmful. 
Theological sin and real sin are two different things. 

Secondly, there is no such thi»g as free agency in 
the conduct of human beings. They are in1luenced 
by heredity and environments, and man does as he 
must. He cannot elect to think one thing, nor can 
he do otherwise than as circumstances compel him. 

We admit that the "union of the divinity and 
the humanity in Christ defies comprehension," be
cause; knowing nothing of the" divine," we ca11not 
say how it would unite with anything. If Christ 
ever lived he was purely human, a religious crank 
like Mohammed, 9r an impostor like all "saviors." 
:Buddha is probably the foundation upon which the 
stories of Christ's life rest, and Buddhistic theology is 
as impossible as Christian theology. 

Bnt Christ was not without sin, if stealing is sin; 
and we believe all churches preach against stealing, 
however much their members practice it individually 
and the churches as corporations, by robbing the 
state of its dnes. Christ led his disciples through 
a cornfield, plucking and eating as they went ; and 
we never hav read anywhere that Jesus paid for it. 
Certainly, when remonstrated with for breaking the 
Sabbath he justified the aat of his disciples. And 
when he desired to go into Jerusalem he sent two 
of his disaiples to ge~ an ass and her colt, not offer
ing to buy them, or pay the livery bill, but to just 
say to any vigilance committees who objected" that 
the Lord hath need of them.'' And Jesus rode into 
Jerusalem on property stolen by his orders. If such 
a man as that is "without sin," what is the use of 
hanging horsethieves ! 

Aa to the last statement by Dr. Buckley, that 
there was no conceivable hazard in sending Jesus 
into the world, we should say these two instances 
disprove it very emphatically. According to Chris
tian theology, an ordinary man would hazard the 
loss of his soul by doing as Christ did-unless he 
paid something to the church and repented. Then, 
of course, he could go to heaven. 

The Great Leading Case. 
In a recent issue of the Woman's Journal, An

thony Comstock says : 
"The trial, the decision, the appeal, and the affirmance of 

the Circuit Court of the United States tor the Southern Dis
trict of New York, in tla.e case of the conviction of D. M. 
Bennett, is the great leading case in the United States, where 
the questions of 'the intent,' the 'tests of obscenity,' the 
'rules to be applied,' and the ' principles governing this 
class of cases,' are all tully set out, so that he was tully in. 
formed of the law, and of the highest decisions of the English 
and American courts bearing upon the question involved." 

That being so, there is but one decent thing for 
our Congressmen to do, and that is, to repeal the 
law under which such an outrage upon justice can 
be committed. A<J construed by Benedict in Mr. 
Bennett's trials, there are few reforms in sociology 
or medicin printed and mailed advocacy of which 
would not land the reformers in prison. The entire 
matter depends upon the prejudices and opinions of 
those having the prosecuting power. The law takes 
in e-verftbin(J• 4,n Infidel ~rO~f>Q'ijtOf and ~ury wQuld 

send the whole Bible Society and Frances Willard's 
White Cross Soaiety to jail. Orthodox and conserva
tiv medical juries would lock up all the doctors who 
tell people how to keep welL It is a sweeping and 
unwholesome law, and the people least capable of 
judging when it should be enforced are the members 
of the Society for the Suppression of Vice, led by 
that dangerous person, Anthony Comstock. 

Any law capable of snell ferocious construction as 
that made by Benedict in Mr. Bennett's case should 
be repealed. It cannot be made safe by modifi~ 
cation. 

Editorial Notes. 
THOBE who like to make annotations and little commen

taries of theit own in books of a statistical, historical, or po
lemical character, will do well when ordering the 11 Free
thinkers' Pictorial Text-Book " to ask tor copies with blank 
leaves, inserted tor just that purpose. The leaves are in the 
two-dollar edition, and there is no extra charge. 

IN a column devoted to a report of the reception of Colo
nel Ingersoll at the Auditorium, the Chicago Tribune, the 
day after the lecture, among other flattering words, said : 
"Colonel Ingersoll's rosy face is always welcome in this 
town, and when he tosses his hollyhocks of eloquence from 
a public stage, they are eagerly grasped and carried home in 
the bosoms of a good many thousands of persons. But the 
crowd that heard his lecture on Shakspere last night was 
by f1n the bi~gest that he ever spoke before in a public hall. 
• • • His reception last night was eathusiastic. The au
dience was enthralled from the beginning, and when he left 
the stage he was followed by a roar of applause, and a can
nonade of cheers that was maintained tor five minutes after 
the close of the lecture." ------

AT last the Voice has proclaimed its hypocrisy. To catch 
gulls it has maintained that its party does not propose to 
interfere with personal rights, but proceeds against liquor. 
selling as a public nuisance. " Prohibition," it proclaims, 
"says nothing about the right to purchase, but it denies the 
right to sell liquor, since experience invariably shows that 
sale is a serious public nuisance, and entails vice, crime, and 
pauperism." Also in previous issues it is said, comparing 
liquor to dangerous substances, that " the personal right of 
a man to drink milk swarming with baccilli if he wants to, 
and the legal right of barter and sale in it, are two different 
questions." And one of the editors of the Voice said within 
our hearing that the Prohibitionists did not want to stop 
liquor-drinking, but only liquor-selling. It was upon this 
statement that we called him down, and now convict him 
out ot his own mouth. In the Voice ot May 7th he relates 
that two Vermont men were recently haled before a magis
trate, one tor selling liquor, the other for drinking it to 
drunken excessivness. The first was punished, the second 
allowed. to go because the liquor upon which he became 
intoxice.ted was his own cider, mixed with alcohol. And in 
comment the editor of the Voice looks across the street in this 
directio~, saying : " Which is a forcible illustration of a 
truth we hav labored tor six years to get into the heads of 
some people, the Editor of Tax TRUTH SKBKKR, tor instance, 
namely, that prohibitory law does not say to a man what he 
shall eat, drink, or wear, but what he shall traffic in. 
Nevertheless there Is in Vermont a law against drunkenness, 
and it ought to be enjO'I'ced." It punishing a man tor getting 
drunk is not interfering with personal rights we ask the loud 
Voice on the next corner to set us right. But: "Bestow thy 
money tor whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for oxen or tor 
sheep or tor wine or· tor strong drink, or whatsoever thy 
soul desireth " is still scripture, and as before remarked, the 
Prohibitionists are very pious. 

THE Dubuque, Iowa, Trades and Labor Congress met re. 
cently and adopted a petition, with only two or three dis
senting votes, that the World's Fair be opened on Sundays. 
This action led to a fierce controversy on the question of 
Sunday, church and state, and tor several days the p&pers 
were filled with articles tor and against church and state 
union. The vote of the congress put the Sabbatarians in 
wild commotion, as it was unexpected, and one minister 
took it upon himself to upbraid from the pulpit the leader 
in the congress who introduced the petition. The conclud
ing paragraphs of one of the articles in reply to this preacher 
state the principles involved so clearly that we quote them : 
"In conclusion, let me ask what right, inasmuch as this is 
not a Christian government constitutionally, we hav to tax 
the Catholic, the Jew, or the Infidel to support military 
schools and then compel their boys to come under the influ
ence of a Christian Protestant chaplain who not only reads 
the Bible to him but prays before him and tor him in public 
and private to make Christian men of them from a Protest
ant standpoint ? What right, too, hav we to tax them to 
support the chaplain of a legislature who every morning give 
them the Christian Protestant prayers? What rlght hav we 
to open presidential conventions with prayer, issue thanks
giving and fast day proclamations, and stamp upon the dol
lar whicb the Infidel is forced to handle the words ' In God 
We Trust?' By Sunday laws we impose the burden upon 
the Jew and Seventh Day Adventists who observe Saturday 
ot keeping two days a week tor rest, and so heavy is this 
burden that some of the Jews are now agitating for the 
adoption of the Christian Sabbath. If the conscience of any 
citizen will not allow him to attend the Fair on Sunday he 
can absent himself as there Is no law compelling him to at
tend and he should therefore not play the role of the ' dog 
in tn~ manger.' As we cannot be too jealous of our liber
ties or too anxious to avoid llvlng over again our bloody 
Pu;itan past we must heartily agree in one desire-that re
ligious liberty and the right to freedom of thought should 
be upheld, and to this end we sho~ld inalst uvon a total sep
aration of church and state." 
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VIsOHER's FBRRY, May 10, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for THE TRUTH SEEKER up 

to May 7, 1893, and also fifty cents for Miss Gardener's new 
novel. I want the Bible Pictures. And if ever you get 
them in book form send me the first copy and I will remit. 

Yours very truly, A. BEsT. 

RENO, NEv., May 3, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I take great interest in reading" Letters 

from Friends," and in the paper in general, and send in two 
new names and my own and $7. We vote for the pictures 
all the time. We would like to see the Chicago Fair open 
on Sundays ; and hope to hear some able discourses, and 
above all to see and hear Col. R. G. Ingersell in 1893 at 
Chicago. W. N. SooTT. 

SAN FnANOisoo, CAL., May 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Permit me to make a suggestion in regard 

to the Freethinkers' badge. I would suggest a four-leafed 
clover; representing " truth, love, hope, and reason," 
"father, mother, sister, and brother," "music, poetry, 
sculpture, and painting," "north, south, east, and west," 
its stem "the fountain of liberty." This represents the 
world, the human family and its duties. A. A.A.MoLD. 

RoGERs, ARK., May 4, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Jamieson was here Elilster Sunday, and 

gave two lectures the week before Easter and one on Monday 
evening. He came right in the midst of a railroad excite
ment. We were workiBg hard to get two more roads into 
Rogers, and then on Sunday and Monday night the churches 
were in full blast, so the lectures were not well attended, 
and very little money was collected, so the burden fell heavily 
on a few of us. I had calculated to try to get some sub-
scribers during the lectures. H. M. McGAUGHEY. 

DILLoN, MoNT., May 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Sample copy of THB TRUTH SEEKER received. 

I herewith inclose $3 for a year's subscription. I hav not seen 
a copy of 1891, so I would ask as a special favor to com
mence my subscription with January, 1891, if possible, and 
send me the back numbers, as I want the pictures as well as 
the reading matter, and nothing within its pages gets old 
anyway. I ordered one of your "Pictorial Text-Books " last 
October and hav had plenty of amusement showfng it to 
religious cranks. Juas W. UNDERWOOD. 

RIOBVILLE, lA., May 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I am only a subscriber of THE TRUTH SEBKBR 

for the last twelve months, but I cannot be without it any 
more. Your paper is my welcome visitor every week. I 
always had a great desire to read Freetholight matter for the 
last fifteen years, but I hs.d no knowledge of any· until 
about two years ago, and I now tally realize the loss I sus
tained by wandering in the darkness of Catholic orfuodoxy, 
instead of being in the light of Freethought truth. 

I hav received the Truth Seeker Tracts; they giv entire 
satisfaction, and I think they are good little missionaries to 
send~ among the Christian heathens. I remain, 

Forever a seeker after truth, HENRY BIBBON. 

SIDNEY, 0., May 6, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Your statistics of the religious beliefs of 

penitentiary convicts in THB TRUTH SEEKER of January lOth 
and May 2d are quite interesting. About three years ago 
I suggested to Secretary Stevens of .the American Secular 
Union that it would be a good work for the Union to hav 
the government make an inquiry into this matter in the then 
forthcoming census. Mr. Stevens thought well enough of 
the idea to mention it in an article in THB TRUTH SEEKli:R (I 
believe without credit), but no effort was made to put the 
idea in effect I believe. I feel certain such statistics would 
be a great boon to Freethinkers, but Christians would op
pose the taking of such. Why would they? 

How many Infidels and preachers would you estimate in 
the United States, and what per cent of each are in peniten
tiaries? I think there are ten preaclaers to one Infidel in 
prison, and ten Infidels to one preacher out. Am I far 
wrong ? If such could bG shown, would any argument be 
so effectiv? Truly thine, EMORY P. RoBINSON. 

WEsT Mni!BTER, CAL., May 3, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Will you allow me a small space in your 

valuable paper to announce the death of an old friend of 
mine, and a friend of humanity, and an old reader of THB 
TRuTH SEEKER? 

Luke William Gallup was born in the town of New Lon
don, state of Connecticut, Feb. 22, 1822, and died near West 
Minster, Orange county, Cal., April lOth, at his home, at 4 
P.M. He died without a struggle, as though he was going 
to sleep. He died as he had lived, like a god. Language 
fails me to picture his life and death. Suffice it to say they 
both were sublime. I was at his bedside when he breathed 
his last, surrounded by his family, which consists of his 
wife and three children-a boy of ten years, two girls, one 
of twelve and one of eight years, who are all imbued with 
the nature of their father, which is, truth, liberty, and prog
ress. His last request while he lived was to hav no priest 
or minister at his funeral. He had selected some pieces 
from the" Secular Hand-Book" written by A. R. Ayres to 
be read at his funeral. He also wished that a complete bio
graphical sketch should be given of his religious life and 
views, which was all done as best we could do. 

The funeral attracted a large number of people, principally 
from curiosity. The people here are all Christians. The 
Jem.1r!!- w~~ 9t~~ made th~t thl) t~llrvi<XJ woul<l hav been 

good if it had been solemnized · by a miilister. And so 
ended the life of this good man. 

I hav known Mr. Gallup for about five years, and the 
more I knew of him the better I loved him, because his 
whole make. up or his whole soul was a mass of goodness 
and virtue. It was his teaching that made me free, that lib
<.rated me from the grasp of the church, and oh, I am so 
thankful l It seems to me so strange that my reason was so 
benumbed or so confined by the Bible and its creeds for the 
better part of my life. But now I feel like rejoicing. I feel 
like a bird uncaged, turned loose, given its freedom. What 
pleasure, what sights I see ! What depths I feel l What 
love my soul breathes from nature l 0 Nature, w.hat !' god I 
Language fails me to picture Nature. I hav been but a 
short time a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and kindred lit
erature, but I hav received much knowledge from them. 
Please number me as one wishing progress, and a friend to 
truth. R. A. MARTIN. 

KANBAB CITY, Mo., May 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find a clipping from the 

NOTtlt, Minneapolis, Minn. It is translated from a paper 
that is the most reliable, and in many people's opinion the 
best, Swedish one iB the United States, the Bwedish • .tJ.merican, 
Chicago, Ill. This paper five-years ago refused to advertise 
a Unitarian student's lecture in a hall in Chicago under pre
tense that the young man was not a graduate from Sweden, 
but in fact, as admitted to Mr. 0. Odelius, 208 E. Van Buren 
street, same city, by a member of the editorial staff of said 
Swedish American, because it would hurt the feelings of the 
Swedish-American Lutheran Augustana clergy. The Bwedislt. 
.t!mericanhasa circulation of two thousand copies every week. 
Please note the difference of opinion in only five years. 

The greatest divine gift of man is his reason. It is by 
means of this gift that man rises above the brute, and it is 
through his reason that civilized man has advanced so far in 
the fields of art and science. Take away reason from man, 
and suddenly he sinks down to the level of the brute. And 
still we hear preachers condemn reason I It is the object of 
these preachers to see man sink down until he becomes 
equal to the beasts. 

Yours fraternally, JoHN LARSON. 

CoNOORD, N.C., May 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Let us reason together. Right is right and 

wrong is wrong. The late war has stripped many families of 
their means of support, and caused many to seek an asylum 
in the poorhouse. 

Mr. Joshua Harris died in 1859, leaving a reasonabie com
petency for his children. One of his daughters, Miss Har
ris, came to want, and went to the poorhouse-county home, 
as it is now known. Miss Harris was a consistent member 
of a religious church, and sustained a good character-not 
even a whisper of a stain· against her character. After 
twelve years of life in the county home she died. Rather 
than see her buried in Potter's field I had her remains 
brought here and buried. I gave and sent word to six fam
ilies, who were her companions in youth, and school-mates. 
Four ladies, including my wife and two daughters, were 
all the ladies of seven churches to see her put beneath the 
clods or-the valley. Only a pauper. Had Miss Harris died 
possessed of five or ten thousand dollars how different would 
hav been the scene. To the honor of her pastor I must say, 
he showed respect to the deceased. For so doing I respect 
him. J. W. MAHAFFY. 

HALIFAX, N. S., May 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I contribute this extract: 
While in New York, I had the curiosity to call on the cel

ebrated author of the "Rights of Man." He livs in Green
wick a short way from the city. In the only decent apart
ment of a small, indifferent-looking frame lwuse, I found . 
this extraordinary man, sitting wrapt in a night-gown, the 
table before him covered with newspapers, with pen and ink 
beside him. Paine's face would hav excellently suited the 
character of. Bardolph ; but the penetration and intelligence 
of his eyes bespeak the man of genius and of the world. 
He complained to me of his inability to walk, an exercise 
he was formerly fond of ; he examined my book, leaf by 
leaf, with great attention-desired me to put down hi& name 
as a subscriber; and. after inquiring particularly for Mr. 
P. and Mr. B., wished to be remembered to both. 

I thought anything relating to Paine would be of interest. 
to the world. I copied this from Alexander Wilson the nat
uralist. Paine subscribed for Wilson's book, which cost 
over $100; this did not look like the miserable creature the 
pious people try to make him out. I -am very much pleased. 
with your paper, but I do not suppose I will hav to enjoy 
it much longer, for I am eighty years of age. My profession 
is natural history. I find all ministers very ignorant on this 
subject, and also the very pious. · 

Yours fraternally damned, ANDREW DowNs. 

CARBONADO, WASH., May 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : In looking over the list of " Humboldt Li

brary " I noticed that style A are sold separately or in sets. 
I inclose a post-office order for which please forward the 
last bound (xl) volume. The remainder is toward keeping 
my berth on board of your craft, in search of further knowl
edge. Your craft has the glare of the electric light to steer 
it through the fogs of superetition, while far behiRd is left 
the ship of Zion with the smoky torch of our cave-dwelling 
ancestors. 

A modern Craddock can hold a fort or battle-field with pen 
and pansy,· while it took sword and shield for Cradoc (called 
by the Romans Caracticus), of old Siluria (a province of 
South Wales), who for years successfully resisted the Roman 
legions from crossing the Severn to invade his territory. 

Ever since our Bruno, Voltaire, Hobbes, and other pioneers 
of Freethought who two or three centuries ago were shipped 
from Plymouth Rock to enlighten those benighted Euro
pean countries (where they COUld OWY pro{!uQe QottOil ~-

there and the goody-good), we hav been in the van; why then 
should we follow any of those countries now? 

I hav drank dandelion coffee, 
And also dandelion tea, 

So that a dandelion emblem 
Will suit well enough for me. 

GRIFF LLOYD. 

OBITUARY. 
PoRTAGE, Wis., May 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: You will observe by the inclosed that your 
old subscriber, Samuel Day Merrill, is no more. He died 
strong in his. belief, and having taken your paper from its 
first issue, he always called it his old friend. 

ANGIB E. MoAK. 
As the sun arose and brightened the earth with its welcome 

rays, gladdening all nature this morning, there was one home 
in Portage where its brightness seemed but mockery, as the 
curtain of gloom had fallen heavily over that household. At 
2:20 this morning the life forsook the body of Samuel D. 
Merrill, a resident of East Cook street, and only a tenement 
of clay and a memory of his life. acts remain to pacify thofe 
to whom he was endeared. Mr. Merrill had been ill but 
about a week, first being affilcted with the grippe, which 
soon developed into pneumonia, and medical skill failed to 
check its fatal grasp. 

Samuel D. Merrill was born in Maidstone, Vt., April27, 
1810, and therefore only lacked nine days of being eighty
one years old. His first wife died in 185~. and in 1860 he 
married Eliza Moak, who now survives him. By his first 
marriage there were five children. Melvin, his eldest son, 
was killed in the war; Mrs. John Cochrane, of Waupun, 
also deceased; Mrs. George B. Burch, of Dubuque, Ia.; A. 
E. Merrill, of Minneapolis, now iu California, and Albert 
Merrill, of Cedar Falls, Ia. Mrs. Burch and Albert are now 
at the home of deceased. Mr. Merrill came to Wisconsin 
about 1856, and settled in the town of Fort Winnebago, on 
the farm now owned by Louis Kiefer. He resided there 
until about ten years ago, when he came to Portage and has 
resided here since. 

Mr. Merrill was a man of strict honesty, industrious and 
saving, and had accumulated alar~e property in his business 
ventures, estimated by curious individuals all the way from 
$100,000 to $500,000, .but Mr. Merrill was a person who did 
not publish either his mental or financial worth to the world. 
He, like other men, had his friends and his enemies, and th~ 
writer was glad to be numbered among the former. His 
likes were strong and his dislikes equally firm, and those 
who knew him best will long cherish his memory and worth. 
The funeral will be held Monday at 2 P.M. from the house, 
and the remains will be interred in his lot in Silver Lake 
cemetery already prepared with a monument erected by his 
own hands. The Episcopal burial service will be read. 

SAN FRANOisoo, CAL., May 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Harrison, Wanamaker & Co., arrived in 

our city Saturday, April 25th, and remained here untii one 
minute past 12 Sunday night, May 3d, when the troupe left 
for Oregon. I inclose you a copy of a letter I wrote Mr. 
Wanamaker on the day of his arrival in the city. With this 
letter, and inclosed in thll same envelope, I sent both the 
picture on the front page and the editorial pertaining to same 
of the issue of April 11th of THB TRUTH BBBKBR. To be 
sure that the Ron. Holy John would receive the letter I put 
a special delivery stamp on the envelope. The next day, 
Sunday, April 26th, Mr. Wanamaker was advertised to speak 
to the Young Men's Christian Association, and as tickets 
were required to gain admittance, I procured one for both 
Mr. Putnam and myself, thfuking that if Mr. Wanamaker 
should in any way reply to the letter and cartoon, some of 
the Infidels ought to hear what was said. Mr. Putnam being 
too busy that afternoon preparing for his lecturing trip, on 
whi<:h he started the next day, and. as George was out of 
town, I sacrificed my time to the cause by going it alone, 
A I expected, the postmaster-general was notably silent in 
regard to the matter, and though he has spoken four times 
during the two Sundays he remained in the city, the follow
ing, which I hav clipped from the evening BuZZetin of 
yesterday, is as near as he has come to answering THE 
TRUTH SEEKER or my letter : " In my last words I desire to 
commend to you a love for this old Bible, for the l::!a bbath day, 
for the church of God, and for the high and holy things that 
tend to increase the welfare of the community." 

You will notice the letter is a decoy, the name is fictitious, 
and there is no such number on Post street this city. Mr. 
Wanamaker will find as hot a bed of Infidelity in Oregon and 
Washington as he did in San Francisco; and I hope that 
some of the Freethinkers in one of those states will succeed 
in drawing out an answer to THB TRUTH SEEKER's letter of 
February 11th from this holy hypocrit, John Wanamaker, the 
people's servant, and imagination's slave. Hoping the Free
thinkers throughout the country will do their utmost to 
prevent Mr. Johnny from evading this matter, I remain, 

Yours without Christ, FRED. S. LuoE. 
[OORREOT OOPY.] 

SAN FBANOIBOO, April 25, 1891. 
RoN. JoHN WANAMAKER, Palace Hotel: M.Y attention has 

been called to the inclosed newspaper clippings by a member 
of my family, and because I am a member of the Salvation 
Army and my persecutor a Unitarian, I am greatly em
barrassed at what is here published as your policy, which I 
don't believe you ever caused to be published as your deci
sion. Will you please an swerif the charge is true, or I would 
much rather you would refute the accusation publicly to
morrow at the Young Men's Christian Association meeting, 
where you are to speak, so that my Infidel relativ may be 
silenced. I am, Yours in Christ, T. W. l::!rnoWTHER. 

327 Post street. 

EABT OTTo, N.Y., March 7, 1891. · 
MR. EDITOR: For the benefit of those who are thirsting 

for truth, allow me to giv an opinion concerning our daily 
life. 

Could we understand how wonderfully we are made; how 
finely we are organized, we would, I think, reach out into 
broader fields of thought and learn to manage ourselvs 
Q~tteJ'! :ijQw{lver1 t4ere ~ gmch tij~t ~!!e {l!'!l (1.9 ev~Jr;y daf 
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;to. briJ)g :tp.ore happiness to one's self and others by earnestly 
studylpg human llfe.-

Freethlnkers, so called, do not believe in a personal God 
or a personal devil; in a place called heaven or a burning 
hell; In a personal savior or eternal damnation; yet do we 
all recognize the real meaning beneath the false. God or 
good Is all-powerful. Christ or truth Is the only saving 
power in the universe. 

Ti'uth-alone can save us from evil, devil. Evil and Igno
rance go hand in hand. Truth alone can save us from the 
burnmg ·hell of transgression of eternal law and place us in 
a condition of harmony or heaven. 

·Lilt God, good, dwell ever in the mind of man, let only 
good thoughts and good feelings abide within, and happiness 
.will be universal. The great truth which, If understood, 
will enable a man to do this, Is summed up In three words
" Thoughts are things." 

We are continually sending out these minute particles of 
thought-substance which carry with them our mental states 
or feelings wherever we send them. And In so doing we 
are Inviting or calling to ourselvs thoughts of a like charac
ter. If_ we continually think only kind thoughts, sending 
even to our bitterest enemy a feeling of good will, we will 
receive kind thoughts in re.turn. No vulgar or low thoughts 
can dwell long In one's mind If he be persistent In driving 
them out by thinking pure and noble thoughts. FretfUl, 
hopeless, disappointed, and discouraged thoughts bring 
back · their companions to weaken our minds, lower our 
vitality, and render us miserable in mind and body. Hating 
thoughts, thoughts of revenge, . and destructlv thoughts, 
while opening the way for similar thoughts to injure us, 
burn out our brains, consume our vital power, and rob our 
bodies of their rightful n.utrlment. On the contrary, calm, 
serene, hopeful, trustful, and patient thoughts build up and 
strengthen mind and body. Loving thoughts, thoughts of 
rt;!turnlng good for evil, constructiv thoughts, all attract the 
sa'me thought elements, which quicken our minds, build up 
our bodies, and fill our hearts with new courage aud joy. 
Such make us healthful, happy, and of great value to the 
world. You who are discouraged and think yourselvs of 
little use on earth, begin to. day to think hopefUl, thankfUl, 
and joyous thoughts; build yourself anew by their power. 
And soon· you will see that ;you are needed In this busy 
world, and that your usefulness will increase with your 
strength of mind. Yours truly, E. B. D. 

SAN ANTONIO, May 9, 1891. 
MR. EDITOB : As I believe in " carrying the war Into· 

Africa," I ll.av sent the following letter to Rev. W. W. Pin
son, pastor of the Travis Park Methodist Episcopal church 
(South) of this city, which explains Itself. A. CHAPMAN. 

R:s:v. w. w. PINSON, City, near Sir: Some person :Bas 
been kind enough to leave a copy of the (Jhrist'an l.bs:r'Der 
at Liberal Hall, and I, as representativ of the Association, 
hereby tender thanks for the same. I only regret that the 
one sending It did not hav the moral courage to bring It In 
Instead of throwibg It into the stairway after dark. 

Having carefully read your sermon therein, there Is one 
clause to which I must take exception, providing It Is aimed 
at Freethinkers, and I suppose It Is. The sentence referred 
to Is this: "What Is the meaning of an oath to one who be
lieves there Is no divine justice In the affairs of men?" If 

· by the words "divine justice" you assume that Freethink
ers do not believe IIi retribution for violation of moral and 
physical law, you are very much in the dark In regard to 
our tenets. We hold that morality is just as good out of the 
church as In It,- and that ~or every infraction penalty Is sure 
to follow. We hav no right to say that the punishment 
will be In a future life, for the person does not liv who knows 
any more about a future existence than a babe. We can 
hope that evolution continues and carries us forward to new 
existences, but we cannot know it. 

The book _on which so many predicate their hopes and 
fears was mostly written when Intellectuality was in Its 
infa11cy, and has been revised time after time, to make It, In 
a measure, meet the progresslv tendency Incident to modem 
thought. But It sadly needs much more revision and elimi
nation before It can be properly called a guide to moral life. 
Freethinkers do not believe that any book filled with mur
ders, debaucheries, and obscenity Is what Is needed to 
encourage purity and morality, and It Is certainly amazing 
that so many still cling to and believe In such a volume. 

As your thoughts hav been placed before me unsought, 
but nevertheless carefully read, I trust I may be excused for. 
advancing one of the Ideas peculiar to our belief. Assuming 
that your God Is what you claim him to be, a God of infinlt 
power, infinlt justice, and lnfinlt love, can you, while keeping 
these attributes in mind, conceive that he will for an eternity 
punish his children for living according to the natures with 
which he endowed them ? Freethinkers hav a better concep
tion of their god, the god of nature, and while they believe 
that each and every infraction of moral, mental, or physical 
law will be duly punished, they cannot believe that an eter. 
nlty Is necessary for the full completion of that punishment. 
Such a view as that transforms your God from a loving 
father to a fiend incarnate, unworthy the love or even respect 
of any sensible person. 

If you hav the slightest Idea that Freethought means free 
license or any species of Immorality, It is hoped that you 
and those of your belief will take an early opportunity to 
disabuse your minds of such errors. 

Respectfully yours, A. CHAPMAN, 
Secretary San Antonio Liberal .Association. 

BuTT:s: CITY, MoNT., March -18, 1891. 
M:s:. EDITOB : Mankind hav ever manifested an Inordinate 

desire for a more thorough knowledge of the recondite, and, 
with unabated energy, continue the search for a broken seg
ment In the boundless circle of time, which It Is believed 
would mark the period of Its beginning and termination. 
This theory was advanced by early tradition and supported 
by divine revelation, _and Is concurred In by some of the 
most learned of modern scientists. There being concluslv 
proof, however, of chronological error In the scripture narra
tiv of creation, besides being almost totally Irreconcilable 
from a; scientific 'iltandpolnt, this once popular Idea of crea
tiOil is uow ~inS tJUite geJJ~r!Uly 4\Sere!ll~ll· A metllod 

. . . 

for constructing new worlds; strlctly on scle~tlflc principles, 
and much more in accord with human reason, is foun4 in 
the "nebular theory," but most unfortunately .the plan, de
signed to glv them popUlation will remain unperfected until 
the discovery of"" the· missing link." This apparent di
lemma can only be escaped in one of two dlre.ctions. Either 
the planets hav always existed, together with their multitu
dinous forms of animal life, otherwise the presence of the 
species Is due to the generatlv powers and latent energies 
which nature holds In reserve; and which under new condi
tions would be utilized to •restore perfect man. Circum
stances necessitating such intcirventlon are strongly Indicated 
by probable changes in the earth's polarity. Such an event 
would force the water of the ocean from its bed, and deso
lation would· mark Its Impetuous . and Irresistible course. 
Now, If t~e position of the earth's axis were so changed as 
to be perpendicular to-. the 'pl"ne of Its orbit, there would 
then be no changes In the climate of any locality. , New pos
sibilities might then arise out of new conditions favorable 
to perfect organization, and perhaps the human race would 
again appear with largely.increased 11_1ental and physical 
capacity. With different results-as to mortality-the few 
survivors would re-enact the, scenes whereby history again 
repeats Itself. 

',l'he physical effect .on the earth's surface of. a change of 
polarity would be much the same as Is liow observed-In the 
stratified rocks, each successlv stratum marking an era of 
many million years. • The failure, however, to discover 
traces of mankind In the limited &.rea which It Is possible to 
investigate, Is only prim,afac~ evidence of his being absent 
where sought for. But If· it be sustained that these records 
are Infallible proof of ·man's non existence at that period, 
the evidence then Is· equally conclusiv that all the planets 
hav reached their enormous .proportions by accumulations 
exti)nding through an indefinlt period of time, and that life 
Is indeed the offspring of Mother Earth. It Is observed, 
however, that the theory of nursing baby worlds from In
fancy to mature age· Is muc~ more easily illustrated than 
any method by which to ~seign them burial. The recipro
cating influence, common 'to the solar system, Is but Imper
fectly understood; but when we meditate upon the rapid 
fllght of these masslv bodies around the sun In perfect order 
of time, and in strict ·harmon}' with universal law, the de
struction of any one of thlli group of worlds, one broken 
wheel In this swiftly revolving machinery, would seem to 
involve the whole planetary system in a general catastrophe. 

The extent of" matter" ls·of so great a magnitude as to 
baflie human conception, hence the declaration that" matter 
Is eternal " seems to be founded on a basis as br0ad and deep 
as the universe. Millions of miles appear to us within the 
limited range of the telescop.,, extending In every direction 
from the earth, and this vast area Is Insignificant compared 
to the wide expanse which opens beyond. This crude anal
ysis of abstruse questions relating to the sciences, Is not de
signed to be either authentic or instructiv, but to represent 
the generaf tendency of " Freethought " and individual con
ceptions of alleged facts; founded on theory, philosophy, 
and the teachings of divine revelation. The facts relating 
to primary conditions, or whether man is t-he result of an In
telligent design, are questions which are not regarded as 
being material to our Interests, but are valuable only: to 
those who may successfully practice upon the credulity of 
others. We cannot transcend the bounds of mentality in 
the search for a "first great cause," nor can we discover an 
Immortal part In the mind, It having lost Its Identity when 
separated from matter, precisely as light Imparted by the 
brilliant orb of day. 

It Is not a question, which Is the greater, the father or 
son? but as to the relations existing between "the goose and 
the golden egg." Whatever our convictions may be In this 
regard which circumstances may hav forced upon us, they 
equally involve a calm resignation to the Inevitable. 

Man came into the world In response to the amorous 
calls of prollfic nature, without having been proffered any 
choice as to conditions. He pursues hls destiny fu conform
Ity to universal law, his Independent action extending only 
so far as he may recklessly antagonize the harmony of con. 
dltlons. The significance, however, of human action, so far 
as it may tend to affect new conditions, Is no more apparent 
to us than the possible result of the earth's ra pld :flight round 
the sun. The Ills of life are not specHI.cally the result of an 
intelligent design, but are due to Ignorance and Imperfect 
adaptation to primary conditions. 

The mission of life Is to attain the highest possible standard 
of human happiness. If we are: designed to promote some Im
portant end beyond the plane of our orbit, we hav no power 
to defeat the purpoee, as· .nature has supplied us with in
stinctlv tendencies which contribute to that result. Rea
soning from these premises, we can commit no offense 
against deity, this possibility being restricted to voluntary 
or Involuntary transgression of natural law. The Interests 
of all are equally involved In the truth or falsity of the 
claims of "Inspired writers;" but the world Is Indeed slow 
to learn that." the ways of the almighty are mysterious and 
past finding out." Hence all assumed knowledge of deity 
is fraudulent and the missionary work of evangelists betrays 
mercenary and selfish motivs; there being no human emo
tions directed to spiritual philanthropy. Theological science 
teaches that through the medium of faith, Christians are 
enabled to both love and fear an Invisible master, who has 
no known existence, independent of what is coneelved in the 
Imagination. This Is not only complex reasoning and a 
misnomer, but It Is In direct violation of the teachings of 
metaphysical and phrenological science. The mysteries of 
the sacred writings are not thus brie:fly enumerated; but 
they extend with characteristic Inconsistency throughout 
the complicated network of revelations, creeds, doctrins, 
and dogmas. 
~lisiQY~ tMI~tlttism D§~ ~q~eq this q,uestios tQ ~~~mll\l 

a most Irrational, wild, and fantastic form, but If Christian 
soldiers will submit to pay the expenses of an extended 
canipaigil, salaried generals will joyfully continue" the Irre-
pressible con:fllct." Srus A. Han. 

Eua:s:N:s:, Ou., May 3, 1891. 
MR. EniToB: Hope of getting a new subscriber has caused 

this undue, yes, criminal delay in my renewal. · The money 
was at hand every day. Your pardon. Hut I need not 
further recife the old unwelcome story. I send $6-$1 for 
Liberal fund, $2 for Heston's "Pictorial Text~Book," etc. 
I like Ta:s: T:s:uTH B:s::s:xxR all over, except recent quarreling. 
It finds and ably deals with the great wealth of normal truth. 
Even the letter department Is of great interest to our Free
thought family. I join In the cheer of Heston. After a long 
tide of laughter at the last picture I got able to say, "Bully 
for Llge, go for it." Am still laughing. Maybe sanctified 
Comstock would think that, for the breezy Incident, the 
shlrt-tail'of this hydraulic sun-god should hav grown a little 
longer. Eut he will think a moment about none of the Bible 
Gods ever having been seen, excepting the "back parts." 

We are all proud of our many writers and speakers of such 
command-ing talent and zeal. One of the pleasing marvels 
of the age Is that so many bright and brave women, young 
and old, are now in the front ranks of progress and rational 
philosophy. 

Woman, nature's most hallowed shrine of worth and 
beauty-woman, ever belled, desecrated, and enslaved by 
bogus Bibles and priests, shall yet ascend to the higher plain 
of thought, and there find the true felicity of her attainments 
and destiny. To this self-redeeming goal of ambition, I 
warmly hail thee onward and upward. 

Well, did you see with what grace and ability a January 
Issue of the Ortgonian silenced Rev. Mr. Gorden in his false 
claim that George Washington was a Christian? I lately 
read that Dr. Wilson has resigned his pulpit of the first 
Methodist church of Spokane. He states that he must hav 
more consistency, freedom, and progress of thought than 
can be found In the pulpit. He now perceives that the 
church continually hampers, tortures, and enervates the 
human mind as the Chinese do the feet. I gladly welcome 
alllnto'the radiant light and joy of Freethought. But here 
one give up the bliss of Ignorance and blind faith. And this 
pays. For the change Is like stepping from the gloom of 
night Into the bright morning. I know all there Is of relig-
Ions and Bibles, Gods, saviors, etc. _ 

I hav traced the evolution of all these from pagan relics, 
and the modem disguise and whitewash Is about all rubbed 
off. These old mythic figure-heads of the Bible stage and 
menagerie hav lost all their Interest with the Intelligent. 
They will soon be dumped away with the other rubbish of 
antiquHy. 

All the Bibles pertain largely to astrologlc worship. T.hey 
are all written in the disguise of astronomic allegory. Hence 
the gross absurdity and falsehood which the clergy Impose 
upon the Ignorant masses by a literal Interpretation of this 
religious fable. To-day the historic students everywhere 
know that the Jewish scriptures are compiled from the 
Egyptian and Hlndoo mythology. 

The Inspired thieves Gpenly boast of their grand larceny 
of these literary jewels. Of course they stole all the other 
cheap John trinkets that were In their reach, and plied all 
the black arts for God's sake I In this champion joke the 
Jews do not plainly brag of carrying off all the lice of Egypt 
with the other divine agencies of spoil, but I suppose they 
took at least a large colony and counted them Into their pro
lific report of population. Seriously, however, I would hint 
to the student that this story, like all the other mysteries, 
miracles, and prodigies, has an allegoric or celestial phase. 
I mean that, as all the Bible firms had the constellations laid 
off after the model of the earth In character and name, this 
exaggerated episode of the Jews pertains to their celestial 
Egypt In the constellation of the Dragon. Here was the 
mount where the sun-god, Christ, was tempted with the offer 
of all the world. In this star-desert he fasted through the 
forty days of winter. In the solar apotheosis of Joseph, he 
became governor of Egypt under Pharaoh-Draco-Pontius 
Pilot-Whale, the celestial sea-pilot. Then, when the Jews 
followed in the same old Noachlan Ship of Zion, their legend 
reports a voyage of forty years in this star-desert (of Arabia). 
According to Revelation, Nazareth was at the solstitial 
head or cross of this Satanic constellation-or Egypt, "where 
our savior was born." It was here that all of the ten thou
sand sun-gods of mythology had to go Into the winter tomb 
for a period of three days. Here was the annual battle-field 
of the Gods and the devils with their vast and loyal armies. 
And the latter were always the victors, though the van
quished secured the glorious compromise of having the new 
sun-god resurrected and crowned so that the solar ship could 
be moved from the solstitial air-rate between winter and 
spring, and repeat his annual career of life, miracle, and uni
versal glory to the northern hemisphere. Well, was not 
perpetual religious war and appropriation the only way to 
prevent the devil from keeping the sun tied up to Ararat? 
I guess so I · 

From the age of nine yearB to 1878 I was flattered as "a 
pillar of the church," and for a long time this w~s more 
charming than the music of a jewsharp. I had Just the 
right combination of Ignorance and zeal for a good Christian 
-fool. Then, even after a thorough Investigation, I began 
to write a commentary that should harmonize science, his
tory, and theology 1 But, oh, my, what a silly failure I It 
was nearly as bad as Dr. Nelson on Infidelity. It was 
too verdant to burn well, yet the best I ever read. As s~on 
as I got clear of rellgious Insanity I wrote a work which 
give a full solution of all Bible mysteries from an astrologic 
phase of Interpretation. So, to me, that stupendous fabric 
of fable and fraud has neither mystery nor fact. Long life 
tor :ge~ton ap.d TP T~V'flt ~J~Q?.· ~- Q. I:}NoD!JRA§f.l· 
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" Between the 4il.rll: an4 the 4aylllrht, 
When the night 11 beginning io lower, 

Domes a pause iD $he 4ay'l oOOilpr.tlonl 
'l'haUsll:nown all the OhD4ren'l Hour." 

The Birds and Flowers Are Here. 
Old Winter with his ohilly breath, 

His oold white robes of snow, 
Has passed away, and In his plaoe 

The grass and flowers grow. 
Though onoe the earth was olad in white, 

•Tis now in green arrayed ; 
Its lovely dress by the deft hands 

Of Mother Nature made. 

The oowslip and the daisy 
Are peeping from the ground, 

The violets are blooming 
In beauty all around. 

The vines are olimbinll' upward 
Toward the smiling aun, 

All nature Is reioioinll' 
That winter's raoe is run. 

The birds are merrily twittering 
In orohard, field, and &'rove. 

The bluebird and the robin, 
.rhe linnet and the dove, 

The meadowlark and brown ~brush, 
The sparrow and the wren, 

All the glad messenll'ers of spring, 
We welcome them allain. 

GEOllGE J. FEMBBUBG. 
Oak Mtllr, Kan., April 26, 1891. 

Katie Got the Book. 
Katie was going to bed after a day of toil 

minding her sick and maimed dolls-chronic 
invalids all of them-and her b-e-a-u-tiful 
duck, the one old quacker that traveled with 
the hens because he had no better company. 
The robin that had been watching her out of 
the corners of his bright eyes, as he ran over 
the lawn and listened to her prattle, was 
asleep already with his head under his wing, 
and Katie's hung heavily on mother's shoulder 
as she was undressing her. "Now I lay 
me" had been said, with many yawns in 
between, and mamma's pet had been tucked 
in snugly; but just as the sleepy eyes were 
closing she sat suddenly bolt upright. 

"Mamma," she said, "I want Johnnie's 
picture-book-that with the lambs." 

"Hush; Katie!" said her mother, the least 
bit wearily, for the little feet and the little 
tongue had never ceased going one moment 
all day. "Now we will go to sleep." 

" But, mamma," and the big eyes pleaded 
earnestly, "can't I hav Johnnie's picture
book this onst ?" 

" Not to-night, deary ; it is too late." 
"Mamma," said Katie, sitting up very 

straight and looking very solemn indeed, "I 
heard a story of a ll.ttle girl-she was a good 
little girl-that asked her mamma onst when 
she was put to bed for the picture-book with 
the lambs, and the mamma told her ·She 
couldn.'t hav it, and-and "-the 'haby voice 
fell to an awed whisper and the eyes grew 
very big-" in just-about-two-minutes
she was dead!" 

"My, Katie I And what killed her so 
quick?" 

"Because," said Katie with conviction, 
"because she didn't get the book." 

She got it, and in tive minutes was asleep 
with it in her arms.-Harper's Young Peopl6. 

Too Much Knowledge. 
The foreman of a room In one of the 

largest manufacturing establishments in the 
country told a friend recently the circum
stances of his first going to work there, and 
the brief story contains a moral which it 
would be well for many a lad starting out in 
life to lay to heart. He was sent to the fore
man of the factory by a friend who was anx
ious to get him into the employ of the com
pany, and the following conversation took 
place: 

"Well," the foreman said, "I understand 
you want to come here to work. What do 
you know about machines?" 

"Nothing," the other answered. 
"Nothing I" echoed the foreman, in sur

prise. "You do not mean to say that you 
never saw a machine, I suppose?" 

" I literally never saw a machine work in 
my life," was the reply, "except a locomo. 
tiv." 

" Where do you come from ?" 
"Cape Cod." 
"Hum I" the foreman remarked, studying 

the face before him. "I came from the Cape 
myself. Do you su:p.pose tha~ thC)re Is any-
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thing in our business that you will not know 
all about in six months, if you come here to 
work?" 

The Cape Cod man was puzzled how to 
answer, and contented himself with saying 
that he was sure he could not tell. 

"The truth is," the foreman explained, 
" we can get plenty of men, but by the time 
they hav been here six months or a year they 
know so much that we hav to send them 
away. They know a vast deal more than we 
men who hav been here twenty years, and 
they are mostly willing to tell us all they 
know, too. 

"Now if you think there are things that 
you caDJiot learn in a week or two, we 
should like to hire you ; but if you are one 
of the abominably wise kind you had better 
move along and giv us a chance to tind some
body who doesn't know quite so much."
Youth's OomptJnion. 

Chats with Correspondents. 
To THB BBVBBAL INQUffiU:B IN BBG.UW TO 

MB:WBTTBTBIN'B BADGB·PIN.-Write to him at 
Rochelle, lll., and he will giv you all particu
lars. He has the same design of the pin in lllu
minated colors on visiting and business cards, 
which he sells at a low figure for so lovely an 
engraving. This would also be very attrac
tiv for envelopes and letter paper. 

JBNNIB D., Davenport, !a.-The pamphlet 
you wish to see is entitled " Popular Relig
ions and What Shall Be Instead." It is one 
of Parker Pillsbury's unique discourses, and 
can be obtained of him at Concord, N. H., 
for the low price of ten cents single copy. 

JAMBS W. B.-Learn. to take care of your
self, James. It is better to be· useful than 
fashionable. "He laughs best who laughs 
last." If you are compelled to wear old 
clothes now, you will by and by wear new 
ones. Store your mind with knowledge that 
can be made available in this life, and the 
"next one" will take care of itself. Your 
concern is with this world for the present. 

SA.BAH A.-Y au ask if a Freethinker ought 
ever to be ashamed of his principles. A 
Freethinker never is ashamed of his prin
ciples, my dear. He is true to his honest 
convictions, and, although not proclaiming 
them on every occasion, he is always free to 
state them, and reason therefor, whenever 
called "Upon. The term Freethinker is one of 
the proudest titles in the universe, and is 
worn by honest men and honest women who 
are not ashamed of their colors. 

.Correspondence. 
LINCOLN TBlllN., April 30, 1891. 

MY DBAB Miss Wtxolil : My aunties take 
THB TRUTH SBBKBB. I read the Children's 
Corner, and like it very much. I am twelve 
years old. My studies are reading, spelling, 
geography, grammar, arithmetic, and writ
ing. I hope to see this in print. I am a 
Freethinker. Yours truly, 

MAT'l'IB p. LoVB. 

LIMBBTONB, ILL., March 15, 1891. 
DBA.B MISs WixON : Will you let me into 

your Corner? I'm the" baby," even if I am 
a big one ; they get good training here, and 
that is what I need. 

I inclose a poem suggested by something I 
saw a few days ago. 

Oh, children, be kind and loving; you can 
never repay your parents !or their care and 
kindness to you when a child. And be care
ful of cruel, cutting words. Think I how 
would you feel if sister, brother, friend, or 
playmate should die, and your last words to 
either of them had been harsh and unkind ? 

If you hav done something wrong, go and 
ask forgivness; don't wait till to-morrow ; it 
mav never come. 

You will be respected for being honorable 
about it, and besides will hav the sweet peace 
that results from doing right. 

Your Liberal friend, ANNA M. MoHN. 

TOUBTBLOTTB, CoL., April 24, B,M. 291. 
DuB AUNT SuSAN : I now take the op

portunity to write you a letter, hoping to tind 
you and the Cornerites well, as this letter 
leaves me the same. I was so sorry to read 
the great loss of late of the great leaders of 
progress in the ranks of Freethought through
out the world. Arbor day has again passed, 
and we could not plant trees up here because 
of the frost and depth of snow, but am glad 
to say that the snow is going fast. In place 
of Arbor day we are to hav an entertainment 
for the school-children. We hav no church 
up here, and preaching does not pay and 
there is no volunteer. I am going to ask a 
historical question and I want it answered in 
full, giving the history and page and chapter 
quoted from. What did the people of Stras. 
burg put out the eyes of Vanwik the clock
maker of Strasburg !or? Was it religion 
that caused him to hav his eyes put out? I 
take the Comfort, but it Ia very pious. If we 
could only hav a young people's paper like 
that I think it would help the cause of Free. 
thought. Again, if we could ge~ tl\(l JJamee 

of Freethinkers in science, medicin, and, all 
the branches of arts, and what they hav ·done 
for their .advancement and progreas, I-tl~ink. 
we could refute the Christians' question, What 
hav Freethinkers done for the world P 

Was it Copernicus that had his eyes burnt 
out for looking at the stars P 

We hav ·a large school here of forty schol
ars and a good teacher. His name is Mr. A. 
E. Phlllips. We hav a good lyceum here 
-every Wednesday night debating and mock 
trials and speaking and singing. So I will 
close for this time. With my best love to you 
and cousins of the grand old TRUTH SBBKBB, 
I remain, Yours truly, RHODA MABON. 

P.S.-1 had an Uncle John Mason who 
lived in Fall River, and, with moving, he has 
lost our address. Would like to hear from 
him if this mee~s his eye. R. M. 

PBBBOOTT, ABJZ., April 28, 1891. 
DBAB M!ss WIXoN: I hav read with much 

pleasure the account which George Rems
burg gave of his collection. I, too, had the 
•• collecting mania " for a long time. 

I am most particularly interested in Indian 
curios, ancient and modern, and in flowers. 

I hav a good collection of minerals-some 
very fine ones-especially in gold and in 
quartz. 

I hav also some fine stone hatchets and 
hammers, some charms of jasper and mal
achite, and a collection of fine arrow-heads 
and knives of obsidian, jasper, ftlnt, etc., 
from the ancient ruins of Arizona. Accord
ing to the investigations made by the 
Smithsonian Institute these ruins are sup
posed to be about ten thousand years old. 

I hav many fragments of pottery vessels, a 
few of which show the ·" Greek key " pattern 
traced in black on a white ground. 

Marine curios are not so fully represented 
in my collection, but I hav some shells from 
South America, China, Africa, Bcinde, 
Mexico, Trinidad, Cuba, and from New Eng
land ; shells and pebbles from IPlymouth 
beach, and very curious starfish from the 
Gulf of California. 

I value most highly some arrow-heads 
from the fort bunt by Miles Standish at 
Plymouth, and a bit of wood from one of the 
elm-trees under which the Pilgrims lived 
immediately after the landing. Arizona has 
a garnet field which yields stones far surpass
ing in color and brilliancy the Capeoga~ets 
of the Kimberly mines. I hav some tine speci
mens of these garnets. I hav also some fine 
large garnets, of little value except as curios, 
which are found in Alaska. The fashionable 
moonstone is well represented in my collec
tion and gold n'Qggets and dust are not 
lacking. 

Petrifactions and fossils are included, and 
onyx from the Big Bug mine of Arizona. I 
hav some very tine pottery from Mexico, 
some curious Indian dolls, and a bow and 
arrows made by the Tonte Apaches. 

I am attempting to get a wild flower from 
each state in the Union; about sixteen are 
now represented. . 

Besides thesel Ilhav flowers from the Way
side Inn, Sudbury, Mass.; from the bronze 
Minute Man, the Old Manse, grave of British 
soldiers, Soldiers' Monument, Old North 
Bridge, and field of the Concord fight, all 
near Concord, Mass. Also flowers from the 
graves of Emersoa, Hawthorne, Thoreau, e.nd 
Miss L. M. Alcott; a rose from Emerson's 
garden, clover from tke Alcotts• yard, ever
green from the Wayside, a~d strawberry leaf 
from Thoreau's hut at Lake Walden. 

This includes but a part of my growing 
collections, but it will serve to show that 
friend George is not the only curio-hunter 
among the younger Freethinkers. Can any 
one send me a flower or leaf from the grave 
or the home of D. M. BeDllett or Horace 
Beaver? 

I should like flowers from the graves and 
homes of any of our presidents, noted 
authors, of persons of any general interest, 
and from any places of note. 

I will send you some Arizona curios in 
return. 

Yours truly, SHABLOT M. HALL. 
P.S.-Thank you, Miss Wixon, for your 

vote against the pansy. Though a very 
beautiful 11.ower, it is too very, very common 
in cheap, as well as fine, jewelry for a Free
thought badge, besides being so widely 
known as the badge and nom de plume of a 
noted author of Sunday-school literature. 

S.M.H. 

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents ! 
The entire cost of securing patents on small articles 

and simple machines is $so. Of this amount.the Govern-

men~~~~e~~~!~~~;s~ having valuable inventions, ~ill be 
aided in obtaining vatents on the same, and trusted for 
the amount. 

Correspondence invited. 
Address: 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

Marion (Hartford Co.) Conn. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel engrr.vlnsa of thfa celebrated naturalist 

1 iJ.15 fnohea, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. 
for 25 !!@Jlt,, 4dilrQ•I Tf;Iljl TBUTJI B:W;EKEB. 

TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY I 
,.,he World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 

Reformers. The BiogTaphies of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc-
co, ·gilt edges, $4.50. · 

TheChampionsofthe Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio 
graphical sketches of prominent Chris 
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morooco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
-and :Modern Times. Vol. I. give 

a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the eart.h hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ingJuda.i!lm, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the !atter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BEIDIETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inqUllJ' 
into the reality of divine renlation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEwMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leatl- er, $5.0G; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole t· •·•.1eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 page_s, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
OOUNT .AllmEBLEY, son of the late Lord 
,.ohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Vomplete from the London edition. 745 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.0,0; 

~ .. _ _,,.. : 

The foregoing volumes are called " The 
Truth Seeker Library." · If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, o-ne dollar will be 
deduoted from the price of eaoh. 

J. E. Remsburg's Works. 
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged. 

Prioe, 10 oents singly; 75 oents per dozen. All a 
Missionary Dooument it is unexoelled. Among 
the subjeots considered by Mr. Bemaburtr are: 
The Church and Morality; Criminal Statistios, 
showins the oreeds of the prisoners in the pen
itentiaries l. the Church and Civilizatiol'l ; the 
Churoh ana Soienoe; the Churoh and Learninll'; 
the Church and Liberty i the Church and the 
Antislavery Beform; tne Woman•a Bights 
Movement~ the Tem.Peranoe Deform; the 
Church ana the Bepublio. 

Bible .Morals. Twenty Crimes and 
Vices &notioned bf Bo~ure ; J'a.l.Behood and 
Deception; Cheatmg; Theft and Bobbery• 
Adultery and Prostitution; . Murder; . Wars ol 
Oonquest and Extermination ; DesPOtism; In
toleranoe and Per11eoution; Iniustioe to Woman; 
Unkiu4ness to Children; Cruelty to Animals; 
Human Sa.oriflce11; Cannibalism ; Witchoraft; 
Slavery; Pol:vg_amy; Intem~ranoe ; Poverty 
and Vagrano;v; Ignoranoe and Idiocy; ObBCen
ity. Pr Jlle, smgle co_pies, 25 cents; 6 oopies, 11. 
Speoial disoount on larger quantities. 

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best 
and most thorough work ever written on the 
Sabbath from a rational POint of view. Large 
and handsome print. The question ia disoussed 
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab
batio Idea; The Jewish Sabbatiu The Christian 
8oriptures and the Sabbath; .l!<xamination of 
SundaJ>: Arguments; Origin of Christian Sab
bath; Testimony of the Christian li'Jio.thers; The 
Sabbath durin' the Middie AlfeB; The Puritan 
Sabbath ; Testnnony of Chnstian Reformers, 
Scholar~ and Divines ; Abroll'ation of Sunday 
Lawa. rrice, 25 cents; Bix coPies, 11.00. 

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re
ligious and Politioal Libert,-. TellB the stor:v 
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead
Ing trait11 of his oharaoter and genius, and vin
dicates hie name from the aspersions oast upon 
it. Choiue extraots from • Oommon Senao," 
"Amerioan Crisis," "Rights of Man," and "Age 
of Reason " are giveJS ; also, tributes to Paine's 
oharaoter from more than one hundred noted 
person11 of Europe and Amerioa .. many of them 
written expressJ.:v for this worx. Second edi
tion\ 160 pages, printed on 1lne tinted paper, 
n11atlY bound, and containing a handsome 
steel portrait of Paine. Prioe, paper, GO oenta; 
oloth, 75 oents. 

Image Breaker. Six Lectures: De
aline of Faith, Protestant Intoleranoe, Wash
iBI{tonan Unbeliever; JetfersoOJ. an Unbelievaoerh; 
l'ame and Wesley; Christian Sabbath. E 
5 oents; bound, paper, 25 oents; per doz. 40 ot1. 

The Apostle of Llbertv. An address 
delivered in Paine Hall-' b61ore the N. E. J'ree
t.hinkers• Oonvention, o1anuary fi, 1884. Prioe, 
to oents, 

Fathers of Our Republic, Paitie, Jef-
fersonJ Washington, Franklin. A leoture de
liverea before the Tenth Annual Congress of 
the Amerioan Seoular Union, in Chiokerinl' 
Ha,ll, New York, November 13, 1886. 15 oentll. 

. :mE 'l'l'U'fH QQKU 00. 
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NOVV READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

'l'HE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS- OF THE CHURCH'S CL.UI TO BE A. DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. 
WlTHitCOPIOUS CITATIONS OF l'ACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO _IIAJNTAIN THE 

ARGIDIENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi&"ns bv Watson Beston, With Portrait of the Desiener. 

Unele Sam and the Priests. 
The Pests that Bother Unole Ba.m. 
Unole Bam Ble~P!: but the Priests do Not. 
Romanism with .1:1.er Muk On. 
The Mull Oft'. 
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff a.B to God." 
The Skeleton that Unole Bam maY Some Day 

tlnd in hil Oloset. 
A Ne'll' La.oooon. 
The Trail of the Serpent. 
Some Undelllrable Immiritrantl. 
Lay LoyaltJ', · 
"Where Liberty Behrns the Tyrant Beeks to 

Slay Her."-La Balle. 
The Ontoome of Ohnroh and Bta.te Union. 
The God·in-the-Oonatitntton Gnerillu.-Lib· 

erty in Peril. 
Belilrions Treuon the Bnin of the BePnblio. 
A Transformation of the Bartholdi Bta.tne 

whioh may be Expeoted under Religions 
Bnle. 

What Unole Bam Should Do. 
The Chureh Robbin;- the People. 

New York Oityts A.Iinnal Gift to the Ohnrohes. 
The Taxpa.yers and the Ohnrohes-1. 

" " " u " -n. 
Thanks;-lvln;-. 

Thanksgiving-I. .. -n. 
.. -m. 

Sabbath Lawe. 
Babba.tarian Efforts in the National Senate. 
Bnnd~ in a Sabbatarian Olty. 
The Olergy'l Opportunity. 
As the Olergy Desire Hnnday-1. 
" " ,, " " -n. 
" " " " " -In. 

The Children and the Chureh. 
TwoWaYito Go. 
Whioh Shall We HaveT 
A. Tea.oher We Do Not Want. 
The Shadow in Our Bohools. 
A. New Al!plioation of an Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Path. 
Beoruiting for Ohuroh IIistitntions. 

:; A. Paroohial Sohool Lesson. 
Prodnots of the Paroohial BohoolB. 
The Disenise Blips Oft'. 

:: A Web for the Unwary. 
The Belildons Trap. 
Bnnday-Bohool Bohelars. 
The Joys of the Bnnday-Bohool Boy. 

Woman and the Ckureh. 
Woman's Path frGJD. Servitude to Freedom. 
l!lnoonragement to Go Astray. 
Bt. Paul as a Member of the Bohool Board. 
1'he Ohnroh'B Use for Woman. 
A. Oonbut. 
Fiahinar. 
Woman the Supporter of Prea.oher and Pope.1 
Helping the Ohuroh. -
The Ohuroh'B Ohief Snpnort. 
When Womanhood Awakes. 
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The Vhureh and Thomas Paine. The Christians and the Moham• The 1Jses of the Vros1. 
Thomas Paine. medans. Its Evolution. 
The Preaoher and tbe Patriot. Their Boienti11.o Beoords Oompared. 1J I d 
One Workb:v Paine Outweighs All the Preaoh- , nk n Refteetlons 1Jpon _the 

era. Two Samples of Christianity s Chureh. 
Why Paine Was Denonnoed. W k 
Paine's Bervioes and His Heward from the or • Deoline of the Pap~ in Italy. 

Obnroh. Boman& of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and His WheiJ!!!. 
Onoe Upon a Time a DonkeY Kiokell a Lion. Peruvians Before and Binoe the Oonqnest. The 01'}' of the Ohnroh, ·• Don't Hurt Our 

FeeliDflB." 
Studies In Natural History. Mlstdenarlel. Shake, Old Man; We're on the Same LaJ 

A Qneiltion for Theololrioal Etlmoioailtl. H:vpoorisy of Ohriatian Misaionary Eft'ort-1. (TammanT ward worker to Methodist min· 
Some Problemsjn Evolution. " " " " " -n. isterial deleaate). 
'l'he PrototU!.e of the Methodiat Revival. i7~r!":rylllt:fC~a~ lCel8g:ioh of E!!Bland. Perseeutlons by the Vh ureh. 
Religion in Man and IIistlnot in the Brute. A. Poor Bnle That Doesn'li Work Both Ways. The Burning of Bruno. 

The Bible aBd Selenee. · The Onl:v Thing_ on Whioh the Beots Agree. 
The Bible and Geoloay. The Lord'l lnstrumentlo An Unwsloome PlJg~image. 
Th B"bl d G h Religious Bule When Ohristia.ns Made the Laws. e 1 e au eograp Y· • Superstition the Same in All Pl&oes and Agea. 

The VIer;-}" and their Floeks. Bible Doetrlnes and their Results. Baniahment of Boger Williams. 
Shearing"'-

1
·me. BibHoal Temparanoe Bta.tements. Oue of Dr. MoGl:vnn-the Ohnroh True to Her 

" " " Applied Beoard. 
The Oleru•s Hold Upon the People. The Ohriatlan Boheme from Genesis tO the Oaatina Pearls Before Swine. 
One of a Very Numerous Olass. The Bi~ot- of Ohnroh d St • The Phylioian and the Flook. B:vnoptioal Gospels, and the Pra.otioal Be· " ·• an a.e. 
DutY to the Ole.NY. ThesA.ul~fhoritwof the Foo..__... Some Allegories. 
At Oonferenoe Time. ' ""'"" Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New YorL The Wisdom of Solomon. The Genif who Prelide Over the Boad to 

in 1876• '" The Law and the Gospel Not the Same. Knowle!Jae. 
The Burden of the Oross. Besnlt of Faith at Findlay, Ohio. Tbe Three Gra.oes of IIitldelit:r. 
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The Ark of the Lord. Irreaponsibility of Ohristians-Whenoe they Ages. 
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A Desirable Bar~tain. Following Ohrist. A. New Rendering of A.D Old Bhym.e. 

Piety In Our Penltentlarlel. An Earnest Christian. An Error in "Riblloal Navigation. 
A. Belilrions ProoeBBion. A. Trial of Faith. The World Still Moves. 

The Faulte in Ohristian Morallty.-1. Heaven 
The Atonement 8eheme. " " " •• " -U. • 

The Aton•ment Dootrine. " " " " ·• -ni. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Outside of the 
o " " " " -IV Gates of the New Jerusalem. 

Praotioal A.np_lioation of the Atonement. n " " " - V. • On the Probation Pl&B.-Boene IIiside of the 
The Great Effi~aoy of BaPtism. A.n Incident of a Snow-storm, January, 1889. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
How to Get a Halo and a Harp. Another Incident of Another BllOW·Btorm. IIito Heaven tlfa. Pnraatory. 
Divine Benefioenoe. On the A.nxioua Seat. 
The Taberna.oles of the Lord-I. Dift'ereDt Stories of an Alleaed Ooonrrenoe. Hell. " " .. " -n. 
A. Few ViotimB of Divine Benelioenoe. The Vhureh and I lavery. How to l'rlake the Road to Salvation Plain. 

Th G.. ....in th "' thodi Oh · Tbe Glory of Eleotion. Prayer. e " 0 •• e w.e at nrohyard. The Amusement of the Baintl in Hea'fen. 
A Drouth in Oambridga, Ill., in 188'1. Priest• In Polities A Olerioal Surprise Part:r. 
0 F the · H • Tbe Theololdans and BkeptiOI. nr a r lD eaven. The Oolosane of New York. . The Devil'& Ooonpation Gone. 

The Creeds. The Politioal Oallban and the BelildoUBBoguea. 
WhatlsOhristianit::vr-1. Ireland and tke Chureh. lll.lseella~eou•. 

;; ;; ;; =nii·I. A. Contribution to the Irish Question. Talmage saiPetritled Bl~hemer-A Belildonl 
The Ohnrohes in Ireland Oam11~ ltD StorY of 88. 

;r::t!l~l:~~C~ ~:e~J:.eds. The GosPel of Pea.oe in Ireland. Thed~ility of ,Hitohina Evolution to Ortho· 
The Oreedal Fiddle. The Trouble With Pat. Tbe Evointion of a Ba.orament. 
~t~~:~1fy~[fr~~l:t?i~l:v. The Chureh's Idea of Civilization. ~~~o~in~~mo~~~~~~~e~~e~~::,e Union'l 
Ja.nns-faoed OreedaliBts. The Gallows One of Christian Oivilization•s Orus&de. 
The Oreedalists and the Government-"Our Adjnnots. Tools of the Olerioal Trade. 

God, Our Oonntry, and an APPropriation." What Bome Would Use to Civilize People. Tbe Mod$rn Balaam. 
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President John Adams, Robert U. Adams, D'Aubigne's ffistory of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 

the Irish Massacre, Cardinal Baroni us, Cardinal Bellarmine, Byron, Senator Henry W. Bl!air, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher, Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant, 
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's History of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emanci:pation of Massachusetts, Governor Brownlow of Tennessee, J. M. Buckley, D.D., Charles 
Bradlaugh, Professor Buchner, Beauchamp, Prof. James Bryce, M.P., Edward Beecher; Bible Myths, A. Bierbower, M. Babcock, Council of Constance, Olvri8tlan Btataman, Dr. 
Thomas Cooper, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Dr. Carpenter, (Jhristian Ad1Jocat6, Oathol{(J Reeiettl, a..thol{(J World, Chiniquy's Fifty Years in the Church of Rome, Rev. Moncure D. 
Conway, Thomas Carlyle, Presbyterian Confession of Faith, Th8 OhronUJl6 of Perth, Jesus Christ, CoBgl'egational Creed, Prof. W. K. Clifford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobbett 
on the English Church, Oathol{(J Union and Times, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius Clay, • Prof. Theodore Dwight, Darwin, William Denton, Dana's Manual of Geology, Prof. Van 
Buren Denslow, Durham's Commentarie Upon the Book of-Revelation, Dowlin_g's Hislol"J' of Romanism, Diderot, Draper's Intellectual Development of Europe, Draper's Conflict 
Between Religion and Science, Cb.aunceyM. Depew, Edward Everett, Emmons's Volume of ldermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Ban Franoisco Freetlluught, Jas. Anthony 
Froude, Garibaldi, Guizot (French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, Presi-dent U.S. Grant, A. J. Grover Boston Glob6 Gamble Hele:a H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn 
Gage, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming;, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbons, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President 
Newton Theological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo, Dexter A. Hawkins, Ernst Haec"kel, Hecker's Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxley, Hutchinson's Exposi
tion of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes, Harper's Weekly, Hallam's History of the Middle Ages,. Ingersoll, President Thomas Jefferson, C. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; O. D. 
Jones in .Am. Nonconformist, Kingsley's Natural History, Abner Kneeland, Lecky's Rationalism in Europe, Leo XIII. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette, Henry Luttrell, Martin Luther, Locke, 
Macaulay, President MadiBon, President Monroe, Dean Milman, Milton, W. H. H. Murray, Dr. McGlynn, Hon. Stanley Matthews, of the U. S. Bupreme Court, Manu, Cardinal 
Manning, Maine's Ancient Law, Arthur B. Moss, Massachusetts Records, Morell's Hinory of Philosophy, Mlchelet, Moore, MiBBiona.rtl Herald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop 
Crowther, John Btuart Mill, Wm. McDonnell's Heathens of the Heath, Mackenzie's History «>f the XIX Century, New Haven Colony Records, Neander, Church Historian; Lord Neares, 
Nordau, Bishop O'Connor, Felix L. Oswald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's l,~clopedia, Pius IX. (Pope), Pius X. (Pop«l), Archbishop Paley, Parker Pillsbury, St. Paul, 
Thomas Paine, Plymouth Colony Records, Life of the Rev. Alexander Poden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Qulnet, W. Stewart 
Ross (Saladin), Robertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catl.olic Protectory, llutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Report to House of Commons by 
Sheriff Allison of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State ofEw:ope, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
in Union Theological Seminary, New York; Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Strong, Bchopenb auer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Shakapere, Charles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, E.lmina D. 
Blenker, PercyBysshe Shelley, Strauss, A. C. Swinburne, TKB TRUTH SBBXBB, NWJ York TCJ1Jl6t (R'lman Catholic), J. P. Thompson, T1'1JJ,h Beekw Annual, N6U1 York Tuna, Th8 
NWJ Eng7.mliler, Taylor, Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, U.S. Senate Reports, U.S. Senate Snnda;y Bill~. Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire Volney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washington, Walt Waitman, J. M. Wheeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster, Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. White, Wishart's 
Memoirs of the Marquis of Montrose, John Wilson, M.A., Elizur Wright, Lieutemm\ Wood, U. S. N., J. G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Nathaniel Ramsay 
Waters, W. W. Walker. 
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FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Prlnclplu or the Natural . Order 
of the 1Jniveru~. With a. i}"s• · 

tem of ltlorall1l" Based 
Theteon. 

BY PROFXBBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M,D, 
CONTENTS: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortahty of Force, Man, 
Infinity of M&tte~, Brain and Mind, 
ValJ!e of Matter, Thon~ht, 
Mot10n, · ··. ConsciOusness, 
Form, Saa.t of the Soul, 
ImmutabilityofNa.tural Innate Ideas. 

La.w8, · The ICiea'of God, 
Umversa.lity of Natural Personal Continuance, 
L!~.ws, Vital Force, 

Tbe Heavens, The Sonl of Brutes, 
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Tho Modern Science hsaJislr 
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1. HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and 
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2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
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3, SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
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4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5. EVQLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. By lllr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
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7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiQ.· 
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velopment. By Dr. RoBERT G. EccLES. 
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And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 
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rhe Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 
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PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 
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Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
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A Fascinating ·Story of Radical Truths on 
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(lloth, $1; paper, 60 cents. 
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SOCIAL. WEALTH, 
Tl&e Bole FfMJtora and Ha:fMJt Batlos in tht. 

AoguirMnent and ApportionflUlnl, 

BJ J., K. INGALLS. 
·Price, Cloth, tt.oo. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cents. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
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Theological Amendment and State Personality. 
By Jos. E. PECK. 

Priee, 25 cents. 
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By JEAN MESLIER (born 16'78)1 

A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 
• Portrait. 

Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development, 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and I!ARB~lilT 

MA.RTINEAU. 
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Infidel's or Inquirer'& Text· Book. 
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From & Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

DEE LAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices. 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, $1. 

CABEER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 eents. 

Mortallt}" of t~c Soul and the lm· 
mortallt}" of Its Elements. 

By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI. 
Price, 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. ?rK. BBNBBTT. 

Price, 10 cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Church Doctrines. 

ByW. S.BARLOW. [Spir.) Price, lO.cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Beply. 
BY Hmwnr.r and W AKDU.Jf, 

Price, 10 cents, 

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable 

onBlanghts on Christianity. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLA.SPHEltiY AND THE BmLE. 
BY C. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, 5 cents. 

For all of the above bookil address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

fiB Lafaye$$e Pl., NewYort. 
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THE ·RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. AND] 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
.ISSUED MONTHLY. BY 

D UDSON TUTTLE. 
Subscription price, $3 per annum. A Historical and Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 
No. ~ BOOKS ISSUED. Ptioe. of Man. 
1. The Trnth Beeker Annnal and Freethink· OoNTENTS : What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pha.l-
2, Mee::w~::.a~nifiioil'a ... 'ii:eieiili.'<i&i:: 25 

lie Worship. Man's Mora.! Progress Dependent 
· dener . . . .. • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 50 on His Intellectual Growth. Tl:le Great Theolog-

. 3. Age of Reason. Thoma~ Pll.ine.... .... ... 25 ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
4. Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. 

25 
Boheme for his Bedemption. Man's Position, 

Bennett........................ .......... 20 Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity •. Re-5. Christian Absnrdities. John Peck ....... . 
6. Victor Hngo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere.... ... . • 25 lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREP.tHUPrON. The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books dom. Oharterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 

issned dnring the Year. Single copies of e.aoh of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
book sent upon receipt of price. Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So· 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKEJl 00. oiety to OriminalP. Dnty of Self Oultnre. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL- By Edward Bellamy, 
For Her Daily Bread Is the story of two young 

girls and a. r,ounger brother who were lett parent• 
less, with little money, fair educat1oll1 and much 
courage, to make their way through me world by 
going to Ohioa.go. The author is also the heroin. 
The na.rrativ is, in the main, a. history of a work
in& girl's life and experience in the city of Chicago 
a.mon; bluft' business men, kind-hearted follis, 
and disreputable hYPocrits. It is inst snob a story 
of human life a.s we should expect Oolonel Inger. 
soli to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is snre to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THETBUTHBEEKER 

DANDER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 
book free. · Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 103 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

Author of "Dr. Heidenhofi's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book and all who are 

free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction 
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. 

The apJ;~eal is a. waYS made to a man's reason, 
and to hiS noblest sentiments : never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A snl{gestion of a really. practicable and feasi
ble sooml state ereatl;v in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
Charles Watts's Works, • AND 
TheTeachin;-sofSecularism.com- Grrard College Theology. 

pared wltll Orthodox Christian· AN EXPOS1!: 
lty, 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Fonnded on 
Reason, and Is It Sumctent to 
Meet the Needs of Mankind'f 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnitl.oent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 

churches and Young Men's · 
Ohristian Assooia· 

tion. 
F:ventng Mat! and Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa.- By :8 !Oil. B. WEBTBBOOE, D.D., LL.D. 
tory Letters. by George Jacob Holyoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by Price Sl. AddreiB THE TBUTB BBEilliB. 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents; 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Ori"in, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the Frenclt Revo· 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Secularism: Destructiv· and Con
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement ofChristianityP 
BY GEORGE JAOOB .HOLYOAKE. 

Price. 10 cents a oo)1Jy; twelve copies for $1, 
Address TilE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

THE 
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

TliEm 

()rimes and Persecutions. 
avo, 1,11\lpp. Oloth, ell; leather, St; moroo11o, 

gilt edges, M.50. 

BY D. M. BENNE1'T. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

The Worh of Caleb S. Weets. 
Songs of the lt.lorniu;;r, 212 pp.; cloth, 

711 cents. 
Selections from the Poets: With Re

sponses; Including Pope's Essay on Man, 
with ResPonding Essay. 359pp.; cloth, $1.25. 

The Phllosopby of £vii. 11 pp.; 
11 cents. 

Human Life; or, The" Course of Time" 
as seen in the Open Lie:ht. An Epic Poem. 
Beven books in one vol., 859 pp.; cloth, $1.25. 

PBESS NoTIOES oF" HUMAN LIFE." 
The NetD 2 hought (Ohioago) saYS : "It is the best 

thing of the kind we ever saw. • • • To state the 
whole thing in the langaae:e of another, the first 
book shows what a. heaven 1s coming on this earth 
after it shall have passed ·through the necessary 
discipline, and the other books show what a hell 
of a time we have to get there." 

The Ohesaning .Arqus \Chesaning, Mich.) says : 
"It is one grand sublime poem . • • a. perfect 
historY in blank verse of the social and religious 
struggles of our earth, and would be good reading 
for those who have been interested in ' Looking 
Backward."' Describing Book 6, it says: "This 
chapter will be fonnd especiallY interesting to 
ladies" 

The ·Phrenozoutca~ Journal (New York) regards it 
as equal to the great epics of a. hundred years 
a~o or more. 

Mr. Edward BellamY. author of "Looking 
Backward," says : "I have read it with much in
terest. I am in entire sympathy with its spirit 
of boundless faith in human development." 

Rev. R. Heber Newton says it is one of the 
significant indications of the signs of the times. 

The Nattonaltst, of Boston, considers its style a.s 
equal to Milton's, and says it " engages the rea.~
er•s attention with the first line and keeps 1t 
en _grossed until the final word." 

Brick Pomeroy's .Aavance Plwught (N.Y.) says : 
"It contains much to be_pefit humanitY." 

Address, B. 0. W. BYINGTON and 00 .. 
334 Fourth Ave •• N.Y. 

New Edition. Beviset 13Dd Enlar~ed. 

liEN, WO.MEN & GODS. 
• y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents. 
Th8 Trads Supplied at J:Jpedal IJiactnt,nu, 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 La.fa.Yotte Place, New York. 

Bible Morality, Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

AU in a Lifetime. 
12m<>, 800pp,, $1. 

A Liberal Romance. Photogra.Jihs of Miss Gardener are for sa.le at 
this office. Price, 50 oen ts. 

A;;-nosticism and Christian Theism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable 'I 
24pa.ges. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which l 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of tile Christian 
Snnday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus. 
tioe. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Apoles of GOld. And Other Stories 
· for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 883pp,, $1.25. · 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band
some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti
tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Onlf Free
thinKers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever ISsued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; tto, 22•pp., boards, $1. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

SPIRITUALISM. The Glory of Unbel et. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Naiure and the Supernatural; or. BOOK OF MEDIUM WE. 
Bellefandlinowledge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Necessity and the Justice ot' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;-ical Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this Jetter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Ulergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 3. Freethonght and 
Men of. Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.nitY and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
98 LafaYette Pl .. New Yorlr, 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Sea ted Ulcers of 40 
.years standing, Inward Tu
mors, and every disease of 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Pric9, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

We will send a. copy of above book bonnd in cloth, 
on receipt of fl, . 

Address . MEDIUM WE, 
2801 28;h St .• cor. Grace. 

H2il Richmond, Va. 

TRY•SQUARE: 
OB1 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This is the historY of an attempt to found a 
ohnroh without superstition, and its snooess. 
Uncle .Job SaWYer, the pastor, having established 
his pnlpit, nses it to discuss all the vital question& 
of human concern, religious, pelitioal, and other
wise. The book is written in well-chosen lan
guage, and easily understood. There is Jnst su11l.
oient narra.tiv about it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is beinllr brought 
to hllmind. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed,;' "The Beal Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," ete.-1 etc. 

The latest and best work of an ana.lytic thinker. 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fumishin.r food for thoul!'ht •. We trnst it 
will ha.v tho immeBse distribution it sa riohiT 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, lllmo, U. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEJQilR. 

AGENTs makeiOO PER CENT andwin$748CASHI'!'"' .. 
on. my Corsets, Belts, Brushe5 and Med1cme9. 

Sample mo. Territory. Dr.Brldpa.., yslYw~y,N. Y. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
young and middle
aged men1 snffering 
from a Ltfe-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OtmE, AS it matters not how 
long standing, how hopeless or how many reme
dies you hav us~d. The book. is worth many 
times its cost, and: should be 111 the hands of 
those seeking a:s~eeav ana zm.,nanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Robt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an ontsPoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and & generous Pa.tron !If the Freethought 
press. He has many testunomals to the va.lue of 
his progressive and sneoessful method of treat
ment. and deservea patronaee.-Preetl'lotlaM. 
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TMs6 notius are for tli8 btmefit of Liberals 
tDho maiJI be fliBiting the plac68 tDhere these socid
ties are located. Local Secular Unions and 
ll'reetlwugkt Societies meeting regulalrly ean 
hau their gatherings ad'IJerti8ed here free by for. 
tDardlng th8 necBBBM!/ information. 

The 1\lanllattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets everY FridaY evening, a.t 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic TemPle, 220 East 15th stl'eet. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark. Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal Lea.g_t:;e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st .. Newark, N. J. Leotnres and aisoussions on 
religious and social questions. Beats free and 
everybodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch, 

124 Market street. Assembles everY Sunday. 
evening a.t 7.80. Lecture•, debates, and d!Bons
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENRY BIBD; Secretary, OoRA BELLB 
FLAGG, 

Brooklin Phllosophical Associa· 
tlon 

Meets a.t Fraternity roomsl.Bedford avenne and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!i. D., at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday, Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretarY, 248 
BroadwaY, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Phlladelphla Liberal League 2:i7 
meets everY Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad ltL d 
Wood sts •• at 2 :80 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekerpublioationsalways on hand at cheap rates, 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABros HEIGHTON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wri;-llt Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the tl.rst and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Libdt&lsubjeots. 
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEEKEB and Invelltt• 
uator are solicited~ R. G. SMITH, Oor.l!~. 

Cllica;-o Secular lJnion 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 l'.H., at 
Princess Opera House, 558 West Madison stroot. 
Lectures and debates. Btraneers from abrciad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis.. Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited . 

Des Moines Secular linton 
Holds regnla.r meetini!'S at Good Templar Ha.ll, 
Flynn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FBANELIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francl!lco. Cal., Frecthougllt 
Society 

Meets every Sunday evening a.t Union Square 
Hall, {21 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Anl(eles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:30 P.H. in the public 
school building in Port An;eles, Wash. Leot· 
nres, songs, and select rea.dmg. Discussion in· 
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free, FRANK MoRSE, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oal., meets semi-monthly.!.. tl.rst 
and third Sundays, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M:'-I.a.t .l:"arr's 
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. R. Jll, BERRA, 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAMSo Reo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Lib I ral Club 
Meets every Sunday a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Arm:v 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Bcisnoe Leotures.-Free Disoussions.-Oriilinal 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable librarY is a.t the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. BEYNOLDSo Prea.; A. W. 0ALDER, Bee, 

The Roeder Secular lJnlon 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets everY first and third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
l!:rea.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
• Universa.l Mental LibertY." D. E. BioE, Pres.; 

J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HARLES BBEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every Hunday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visitinll Lib· 
erals invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBIS, Pres. 

Is.uo 8. LEE, Seo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtt11 Ftne steel Enuramnu or senat,or Conkltnu. 

Bound in black cloth, silver 11ide stamp, 
Price, 75 cantil. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting. THE LIBERAL Hnm-BooK contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It ill hi&l!l;r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Par'wn, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. PriOI!I 
IG centl. Address 'llBE TBUTH SnUB 0¢. . 
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Tm: bishop of Lincoln, Eng., has issued a 
form of prayer againet thegrip. 

IT is said that Blaine, though ill at present, 
will accept a presidential nomination. 

IN England last year 22 young m11n died 
of injuries received at football and 78 were 
crippled. 

THE torpedo is coming to the front as a 
leading element in naval warfare, and it is 
thought that it will amply defend our ports. 

SENATOR EDMUNDS desires at the capital a 
great government university to teach non
sectarian Protestantism and counteract Ca
tholicism. 

IN New York there is being formed a so
ciety called the Bureau of Justice, to attend 
pollee courts and rectify errors of the 
wretched Tammany judges. 

Tm: czarowitch, who is visiting Japan, was 
struck on the head with a saber by a fanatic 
for entering a Buddhist temple with boots on. 
A thick sun helmet saved hie life. 

A GBBBK CATHOLIO Good Friday procession 
at Z!l.nte, Ionian Isle, when it reached the 
Jew quarter attacked the residents. Soldiers 
who had been placed there in expectation 
of the outrage shot and killed several proces
sionists. 

CHABLBB DuNN, professedly from Pueblo, 
Col., has been arrested at New York for 
threatentne: Jay Gould's life unless he gave 
$20,000,000 to what Dunn describes as an 
Order of Christ's Followers, of which he is 
vice-president. 

AT the prospect of Russian invasion of 
India, Catholics tremble for their missions 
there, and' less frequently express the wish 
that Britain should lose that province, which 
desire their Irish sympathies formerly in
spired. 

AN eminent Catholic authority at Rome 
communicates to an American journal his 
counsel on schooling, which is that parochial 
schools must be erected except where means 
are insufficient to secure instruction of as 
high grade as that of the public school; and 
in such places religious training in the state 
school is to be secured by persuading the 
local board to adopt the Poughkeepsie or a 
like plan. 

ON Ascension day an attempt was made to 
introduce a surpliced choir at the Church of 
the Ascension, Hamilton, Ont. Anti-ritualists 
put out the lights and created a tumult with 
shouts, whistles, and cat-calls. The clergy 
and choir brought candles and lamps from 
houses, but after unsuccessful endeavor to 
make themselvs heard against uproarious 
singing of "Old Black Joe" and the like, 
were forced to retire. 

FrBB-ARMB bought.bythe Chllianrebelsfrom 
Hartley & Graham. Ilion, N.Y., were em
barked from Ban Francisco on the schooner 
Robert and Minnie and transferred to the 
Ch\llan rebel steamship ltata. United States 
authorities hav arrested the commander of 
the Robert and Minnie, and ordered .the 
Charleston, Omaha, Baltimore, Pensacola, 
and Ban Francisco to arrest the ltata. The 
latter, it is supposed, Will meet the convoy 
Esmeralda, a powerful vessel that may giv 
hard fighting to the Charleston, which seems 
the only vessel likely to overtake her. 

TnE third party convention about assem
bling at Cincinnati is in anewer to a call ad
dressed by the Farmers' Alliance to all who 
hav stood up for independent political action 
on the questions of finance, transportation, 
labor, and land. The call asked delegates 
from the Independent party, the People's 
party, the late Federal and Confederate sol
diers, the Farmers' Alliance North and South, 
the Farmers' Mutual Benefit Association, the 
Citizens' Alliance, the Knights of Labor, the 
Colored Farmers' Alliance, the American 
Federation of Labor, trades unions and trades 
assemblies, the Federation of Railway Em
ployees, the Nationalists, and all other indus
trial organizations that support the principles 
of the Bt. Louis agreement of December 
1889. ' 

TBB Italian press is indignant at the New 
Orleans grand jury. The Popolo Romano 
says it will be impossible hereafter for any 
civilized country to make a treaty with the 
United States based upon reciprocal protec
tion of the lives of citizens of either country. 
The ltalie says: " The Italian government 
is about to address a circular to the European 
powers submitting the conduct of the United 
States government in the New Orleans affair 
to their judgment. Italy will thus be the 
initiator of an_ international agreement to 
compel the Umted States to find means to 
Jroarantee the protection of foreign subjects." 
Rudlni states that Fava was recalled because 
the United States disclaimed responsibility 
but that Consul Corte at New Orleans wa~ 
recalled a few days ago merely because he 
Rudlni, wishes information and also fear~ 
Corte has disclosed information inoppor
tunely. Corte says that after the lynching 
he restrained his countrymen from killing 
the mayor and many persons concerned only 
by threatening disclosure. New Orleans 
longshoremen are trying to drive Italians 
from sharing their work. 
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ABRAHAM OUTDONE IN THE OFFERING BUSINESS. 

Then he too~ his eldest son, that shouid hav reigned in his stead, and offered 
him as a burnt offermg against the wall. And there was great indignat.\on again~t 
Israel : And they departed from him, and returned to their own land.-2 Kings m, 27. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
-lND REFORMERS. 

Biographies of 100 of the Leading Philosophers, 
Tea.ohers1 Bkeptic~Innovators, Founders of 

New Bcmools of ·xnonght, Eminent Bcien
tlris, etc. (who were not Ohristia.ns), 

from the time of Menu to the pres-
ent. svo, 1,0'15pp., cloth; sa; 

leather, Sf; mor., g. e.,U.50. 
BY D. M. BENNE'l"l'. 

THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER 00., 
· 118 La.fa.Yette Place, N. Y. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Ba.le a.t This Office. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Lectnres a.nd Discussions before The BrooklYn 
Ethica.l Association on Evolution 

in Bcience a.nd Art. 

O
No. 1.-Alfred Bussell Wa.llaoe, by Edward D. 
ope, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Ernst Ha.eckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake

man ; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale a.t 'l'he Truth Beeker Office. 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three ~onths. 
Friends will please send sta.mp for circulars a.nd 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE BLINKER. 

SnowVille, Va. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curi'llg the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
&I South Ma.ln Street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa.. 

Liberty in Literature. sCIENCE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

AdclreBB at th6 Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this office, 

COD8 AND RELICION8 
01' 

ANCIENT AND IODERN TIMES 
Vol, I. Givs a. Fnll Account of a.ll the Gods, in· 

olnding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the Hol:v Ghost, 
.Jeans Ohrist, Virlrin Ma.r:v, a.nd the Bible 

Bvo, SS!ipJI. Vol. II. Describes Fnlly a.ll • 
the Religions Bystems of the World. 

svo,957PP. Oloth,S8pervol.; the 
B volS., 15; leather, 1'1 ; mo-

rocco, ~:ilt edges, IS. 
BY D. M. BENNE'l"l'. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY·LUD~G FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

I. EvJLUTION, ANTIQUITY. B.&.OTBBIA, ETo. By 
William Dnrha.m, F.R.B.E. 

II. AsTRONOMY, BuN, MooN, BT.A.BS, ETo. By Will· 
iam Durham, F.R.B.E. 

'l'hese handy series of volumes on science -of 
which the above works form the :llrst two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a. wa.Y that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most ca.sna.l reader. TheY supplY a. popular need. 

'l'he price of each is to oents in cloth. 

THE 

french Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten HistorY That Tell of a. 

Herqic Endeavor a.nd a Lost Opportn
nnY to Throw Off England's Yoke • 

By VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a. ma.p a.nd numerous uinstra.tions by well

known artists. Ha.ndsomel:[_bonnd in silk cloth. 
Ink a.nd gold side stamps. Price, $1.60. 

The present volume iB an effort to rescue from 
oompa.rativ oblivion one of the many extraordi
nary episodes of the great French revolntiona.r:v 
'l!'ar. • . .• I~ poin.ts a. mora.! that amidst repnb
hoa.n i!IB~ttntions hke onra, will not fail rfceive 
a.pprema.tton. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing in:llnence of newly aoqnired ambition, • , • 
a.nd on the other the debasing effects of Religions 
a.nd Political intolerance both on ~he t:vra.nt a.nd 
the victim. Oont .. ins a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory. 

ff*• · o( ~honght. 
NuURB is, .seen to do all things sponta. 

neously of her11elf, without the intermeddling 
of the gods.--Lttcretius. -

Do not inquire if a man be a heretic, lf he 
be a Quaker, a Jew, or a heathen; but if he 
be a virtuous man, if he love liberty and 
truth, if he wish the happiness and peace of 
the human kind. If a man be ever so much 
a believer1 and love not these things, he is a 
heartless Jlypocrit, a rascal, and a knave.-
BMZlty. · 

THOBB abuses of the freedom of speech are 
the exercises of liberty. They ought to be 
repressed j but to whom dare we commit the 
care of aoing it? An evil ma~istrate, in
trusted with power to punishf.;r words, would 
be armed with a weapon the most destructlv 
and terrible. Under pretense of pruning off 
the exuberant branches, he would be apt to 
destroy the tree.-Be11jamin Franklin. 

BuoH is the train of atrocities which 
Elisha's message entailed on both the Hebrew 
kin_gdoms. A third time was the royal house 
of Israel extirpated, and now likewise that of 
Judah. That the Jewish writers can gloat 
over such funereal events, so deadly to their 
.own people, is sufficiently wonderful. That 
men called Christians can read them with 
calm approbation is still more melancholy, 
for this is the training of mind which steeled 
all Euroi>_e to cruelty under the name of re
ligion. This has lit up hell fires in Christen
dom ; this has perpetuated treacherous mas
sacres unknown to paganism.-F. W. 
Newman. 

. FoB my part, I long ago espoused the 
cause of religious liberty, not because that 
cause was popular, but because it was just; 
and I am not disposed to abandon the princi
ples to which I hav been true through my 
whole life in deference to a paRsing clamor. 
The day may come, and may come soon, 
when those who are now loudest in raising 
that clamor may again be, as they hav for
merly been, suppliants for justice. When 
that day arrives I will try to prevent others 
from oppressing them, as I now try to prevent 
them from oppressing others. In the mean 
time I shall contend against their intolerance 
with the same spirit with which I may here
after hav to contend for their rights.
Macaulay. 

THB preponderant role of the religions in 
past times is explained by the fact that then 
they were almost the only means by which 
men could set their intellectual and moral 
activity to work. They were the unique 
opening for all the higher aspirations of our 
being. At that epoch, with the exception of 
religion, there was no mental occupation 
other than coarse and material; nothing be
tween the visionary and the most common 
reality. In the present day the necessary and 
natural middle course is found. Science and 
art hav spread before our eyes their domains 
with never-ending perspective, where every. 
one can expend his surplus activity without 
wasting it needlessly. Science permits of 
disinterested research, without tolerating the 
wanderings of the imag\nation. It givs en
thusiasm without delirium. It has a beauty 
of its own, consisting of truth.-Guyau. 

IF "God made man," he must hav made 
him for his amusement;" and surely much 
amusement he must hav got out of the feather
less biped. No six-year-old child sailing his 
boat-a cocoanut shell with a paper sail
can derive therefrom more real fun than 
Jehovah must surely derive from the antics 
of the little two-pronged nothings he has 
placed in this region of the universe. To 
man alone deity has given unlimited poten
tialities in the way of being absurd and an 
intense capacity for being unhappy. • • • 
This sort of thing is a very curious farce, and 
I often fancy the Father, Bon, and Ghost open 
their three mouths which are one, and hold 
their six sides which are two, and laugh at 
the earth till all heaven rings. If God had 
made man sane, he would not hav got half 
the fun out of him he has got. True, the 
fun which deity must hav had over man's 
mad crusading and inqulsiting and covenant
ing and tlagellating, and so forth, has been 
no joke to man himself; but that is, of 
course, a small matter so that God be glori-
fied.-Baladin. · 

-
TBB assertion of the motion of the earth 

was a defiance, not only of philosophy and! 
the church, but, at the same time, of that 
common ignorance which passes by the name 
of common sense ; and Physical Science 
threw down her glove by the hand of Galileo. 
It is not pleasant to think of the immediate 
result of the combat-to see the champion of 
science, old, worn, and on his knees before 
the cardinal inquisitor, signing his name to 
what he knew to be a lie. And, no doubt. 
the cardinals rubbed their hands as they 
thought how well they had silenced and dis
credited their adversary. But two hundred 
years hav passed, and, however feeble or 
faulty her soldiere, Physical Science sits 
crowned and enthroned as one of the legiti
mate rulers of the world of thought. Charity 
children would now be ashamed not to know 
that the earth moves, while the echoolmen 
are forgotten; and the cardinals-well, the 
cardinals are, at the ecumenical council 
(1870), still at their old business of t.rvin~t to 
stop the movement of the world.-ProfessO'r 
H1Uele1J. 
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MoRB preachers are being investigated 
these days than politicians. It is a good sign. 
They need it worse, bad as the politicians are. 

WoMEN are beginning to flgure in the pro
fession of civil engineering. Women are 
filling high places in the office of the 
surveyor-general at Denver. 

AoooRDING to an authority, "People who 
never worry do a great deal of missionary 
work that they don't get credit for." If this 
is correct will some one explain the uee of 
sending missioaaries to benighted Hotten
tots? 

"IT is hard to believe in the religion of a 
man who always looks as if he had been 
throwing boo1j~cks at a cat.·" And the man 
who looks as it he never threw anything at a 
cat is a hypocrit nine times out or ten. This 
is one of the things that makes little boys 
ask foolish questions. 

A POST-OFFroE inspector visited El Paso, 
Tex., and, after a few days' work of general 
inspection, went before a United States 
commissioner, and, upon declaring that he 
believed certain letters in the post-office to 
contain lottery advertisments, was given a 
warrant to take thirty-five sealed letters from 
the office and break the seals. 

THE immigration from Europe to the ports 
of Boston and Philadelphia, as well as to the 
port of New York, has been unusually 
heavy thus far this year; and at these ports 
as at this port a large proportion of the immi
grants are Italians, Slavs, and Russian 
Hebrews. There is news, also, of the arrival 

·---
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T.H~ PREACHERS' DE YEN lJEHS. 

of many immigrants a1 several cities o! the 
S?uthern seaboard. 

HENRY GEORGE's Bta.nda1·d, a paper most 
folks hav forgotten exists, depicting the lead
ing spirits in the Cincinnati convention of 
the People's party, puts, "first and fore
most, the cranks-the joiners who join every 
new thing that they hear of; who go in for a 
reform with a big R, without regard to the 
supposed abuse that is to be reformed, and 
who account motion as progress without 
inquiring as to its direction."· Mr. George 
ought to go easy on cranks. 

THE Congregationalist says·: "The Baptiat 
Teacher, in its treatment of the first Sunday
school lesson on Jonah, says: 'If it had 
pleased God so to order, it would hav been 
entirely possible even for anoyster to swallow 
Jonah-quite as easy as for Jonah to hav 
swallowed an oyster.' If it had pleased God 
so to· order, it would hav been entirely pos
sible for him to hav made an oyster a Sunday
school teacher; and it would hardly hav been 
more remarkable than that one who could 
write such nonsense as the comment quoted 
should be chosen for that position. But the 
oyster, if allowed to follow his natural in
stincts .. would hav kept his mouth closed." 
Thus do religious amenities make joy for the 
world. 

A SHORT time ago an anthropologist of New 
York city got a group of men of many races 
in his house for a purpose. In the group 
there were a North American Indian, a 
Chinaman, a negro, a Hawaiian, a Hebrew, 
an Arab, an East Indian, and E•1ropeans of 
the Gothic, Celtic, Slavic, and Latin races. 
All of them were found in the city of New 
York, and all were able to use the English 

language well or otherwise. The anthropolo
gist who brought them together desired to 
get their notions upon certain questions of 
race, linguistics, and religion, but he had 
great difficulty in getting them. He pro
poses to bold other conferences of the same 
kind, and to prosecute his investigations 
until his object has been attained. 

A TEXAS man, who keeps Saturday as thil 
Sabbath, reports that be bas been served 
with the appended warning: "We, the un
dersigned, citizens of this community, inform 
you that if you do keep Saturday for the Sab
bath, you must keep Sunday also, thus con
forming to the customs and habits of the 
people. If you refuse, we will whip you 
within an inch of your life for the first 
offense ; and on the eecond we will hang you 
until you are dead, dead, dead." These Lone 
Star Christians, says Freethought, bav not 
read their Bibles aright. The divine com
mand is, we believe, that the bre:~.ker of the 
popular Sabbath be taken to the suburbs and 
stoned with stones that he die, without wait
ing for a repetition of the offense. 

•aimly queen, with her maids, as a penance 
was stripped to the shift and well whipped. 
Crowds flock to see the painting, which the 
authorities of the academy hav bought for 
£1,200. 

IT is a significant sign of these degenerate 
times that the Rev. Dr. Bridgman ehculd 
reject the orthodox view of hell. That he 
should for this reason resign his charge Of 
one of tho most important Baptist churches 
in this city is his simple duty. The fact of 
his congregation sharing his views is no 
atonement for the offenBe. -He is a wicked 
clergyman and should be made to suffer. 
Thoughtful men in other professions are 
expected to develop, and, if necessary, mod
ify tbejr original opinions, but in ecclesias
tical matters any tendency in that direction 
should he promptly suppressed. Moreover, 
if all faith in a material bell is to be aban
doned half the fun in life goes with it. No 
one thinks that be himself is ever going there. 
It is merely a resort be is keepin~ warm fox 
those who differ with him.. What possible 
advantage, for instance, is there in being a 
Catholic it Protestants are also going to 

ART and religious circles of London are heaven? We must hav a special hereafter 
engaged in an excited debate over Calderon's for all sects other than our own. To many 
Academy picture, " St. E:izabeth of Hun- weak and tender-hearted people it seems 
gary." The lady is depicted taking the vows unfair that tbe millions of heathen who never 
renouncing the world, while kneeling nude heard of Christianity should simmer in eter
at the altar. The press comments aroused a nal agony, but if we are in possession of a 
protest from Catholic priests declaring the thoroughly organized material hell in activ 
painting historically untrue. Calderon re- operation it must hav constant fuel and 
plied by quoting a Latin record in which plenty of it. Protestants and Catholics will 
the saint is described at the altar, Exuit et be sure to turn upon each other when it 
nudavit. Catholic authorities responded that comes to actual occupation of the ovens, 
the words were used tlgurativly. Professor wher~;as the heathen seem to be a natural rue 
Huxley intervened in support of Calderon, purposely provided by a benevolent provi· 
and quoted a record proving that the same dence.-Life, 
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~ommnnieations. 

Sunday LiWS and Sabbath Observance. 
FAOTS lliBLIOAL1 HISTORICAL, AND LEGAL. 

"Truth has no respect for prejudice, prfj lldice 
has no respect for truth." . 

The object of all investigation should be the at
tainment of truth. 

It is wondrous, as pitif~1, that so many persons 
accept as sacred truth theories when they hav never 
studied them, or spent one hour in examine:.tion of 
the Bible to learn if they are really in harmony with 
its teachings or not. 

We should insist on knowing why, before we con
sent to any rite ·or observance. This demanding 
Why? is the key to t~e temple of knowledge, the 
open sesame to every hidden truth of science every 
political and social problem. · ' 

Are you in favor of laws to enforca Sunday ob· 
eerv11>nce? 

You answer, Yas, because it is taught in the BiblE' 
commanded of Gad in the Dacalog, temght by Ohrist 
~n the Sermon OJ?- the Mo~nt, was sacredly kept by 
the apostles, and Is the Olmstian Sabbath. 

Let us aacertain if tbe!le assertions are founded 
on fact. 

ORIGIN OF THE SABBATH. 

We learn from the Bible that in the beginning 
God created the heaven and the earth in six days 
and rested on the. seventh day. "And God blessed 
the seventh day, and sanctified it; because that in it 
he had rested from all his work which· God created 
and made" (Gen. ii, 3). 

Three assertions ere here positivly made. First, 
that God rested on the seventh day. Second, that 
God 

1
• blessed the seventh day. Third, that God 

sanc~Ified (that ie, made holy or sacred) the seventh 
day, set it apart for all future time as the day of 
rest and religious worship. 

There can be no higher or batter authority for any 
Ohristian duty or observance than the Bible, it being 
regarded by all Protestants as "their sole rule of 
faith and practice." 

I! the Bible teaches Sunday-keeping, then it is an 
ordmance of God; and all who revere his word are 
bound to obey. 

What is the declaration of the Dscalog! Exodus 
xx commences thus: "Remember the Sabbath day 
to keep it holy; six days shalt thou labor, and do ali 
thy work ; but the seventh day is the S1bbath of the 
Lord thy God; in it, thou shalt not do IUIY work 
thou nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy man-servant' 
nor t~y ~ai~-servant, nor thy cattle, nor thy strange; 
that IS w1thm thy gates; for in six days the L')rd 
made heaven and earth, the sea, rmd all that in them 
is, and rested the seventh day; wherefore the Lord 
blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it " (Ex u 
8-11). . ' 

T.he Bible testifies that God solemnly swore that 
this law, requiring the obeervanca of the seventh 
day, should never be altered. R3ad Psalms lxxxix 
(always read the preceding and following verses of 
all scripture offered as proof-texts). After making 
promises in regard to those who keep his law the 
T~n Oommandments, God declares, " My cove~ant 
will I not break, nor alter the thing that has gone 
out of my lips" (Pa. lxxxix, 34). 

"And God spake all these word!', The seventh dRy 
is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God" (Ex. xx, 1, 10). 

If God has removed his rest day, taken his blessing 
and sanctification from the seventh day, and trans· 
ferred it to Sunday, the first day of the week then be 
has altered '.'the thing that has gone out of hie lips." 
But to admit that God has done this is to dethrone 
God, to make the God of truth false to hie word for 
he h~s declared the observance of his reet-diioy; the 
keepmg of the seventh day, the day on which he rested 
which he blessed and then sanctified, shall for all 
time be the sign between him and his children. 

"Wherefore the children of Israel shall keep the 
Sabba.t~ to observe the Ssbbsth throughout their 
generations for a perpetual covenant" (Ex. xxxi, 16). 

"Throughout their generations." So long as 
there shall be a child of Israel on the earth God de
clares that Israelites must observe the seventh day 
Sabbath. It is a perpetual covenant. But the next 
verse is of even greater import. 

" It is a sign between me and the children of 
Israel forever; for in six days the Lord made heaven 
and eiU'th, and on the seventh day he rested and was 
refreshed" (Ex. xxxi, 17). ' 

Ohristian reader ! are you of the Israel of God t 
Hav you the sign? . · 

:K:eeping the seventh day is the sign . not for one 
dispensation, but forever. ' 

Oh! but you are a Sabbath-keeper· you keep the 
Ohriatian Stbbath, Sunday. ' 

When did God rest on Sunday ? 
When di~ God bless Sunday as his rest-day? 
When did God sanctify Sunday ( 1et it apart for 

holy use)? 
When you say you keep the "Ohristian Sabbath " 

,ou use a term not found in the Bible; never once 

u.sed by Ohrist or by any one ofbis apostles or dis- not to hav been written .till 120 AD: "And 
ciples.* · h th S bb t w en e a a b was passed Mary Magdalene, and 

THE DAYS {)F THE WEEK, 

We receive our names of the days of the week· 
from the pagans. . 

First day (dedicated to the sun) was c~lled sun's 
day, hence our Sunday. · 

Second day (dedicated to the moon) was called 
moon:s day, bene~ our Monday. · 

Third day (dedicated to Tuisco, the great Garman 
hero) was called Tuisco-day, hence our Tuesday. 

Fourth day (dedicated to Woden, the God of 
battles) was called Woden's-day, hence our Wednes
day. 

Flfth day (dedicated to Thor, the god of wind 
and weather) was called Thor's-day, hence our Thurs
day: 

Sixth day (dedicated to Friga, the goddess of 
pe~ce and plenty) was called Friga-day, hence our 
Friday. 

Seventh day (dedicated to Seater, the god cf Free· 
dom) was cailed Seator-day, hence our Saturday. · 
THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT.-DID OHRIST OHANGE THE 

DAY1 

. So far from Ohrist teaching or in any way sanction
mg the change of the Sabbath, he most positivly de
clared that it never should be changed. 

So far from teaching to ignore observance of the 
rest-day of the creator that his followers might glo
rify the son by observing a day to commemorate the 
resurrection and ignore the day God solemnly de
clare~. should be observed as the sign between him 
~nd liis Israel forever, Ohrist taught: " Let your 
hght so shine before men that they may see your 
good works and e:!lorify your father which is in 
heaven" (M1tt. v, 16). · 

Sabbath-keeping would be good worJr since it 
would glorify the father, recognizlng hi~ as the 
creator. 
. Su~d~y-keeping could in no sense be go~d work, 

smcs It Ignores God; despises his solemn word that 
~e wo~ld not alter the thing that has gone out of his 
bps; Ignores the work of creation, and tramples 
under foot the unmistakable testimony of ·Ohrist. 

BUT DID NOT OHRIST OHANGE THE SABBATH 1 
He most emph~tically declares that not one of the 

~en Oommandments should ever in the smallesb par
ticular be changed or abrogated. "Think not that I 
am come to destroy the law or the prophets : I am 
not come to destroy but to fulfill" (Matt. v, 17). 
Fulfill, Greek, pleroo, to teach, to preach; to incul
cate fully. 

And this he proceeds to do, for the very next verse 
reads: "For verily I say unto you, till heaven and 
earth p&ss, one jot or tittle shall in no wise paEs 
from the law till all be fulfilled." 

Not an iota-Greek miakeraia, the dotting of an 
i. or the crossing of a t-shall pass from the law 
bll all be fulfi.lled-eos an panta genetia the con-
summation of all things. ' 

0 h ! says one, If we only keep one day in seven 
if we do not keep just the exact day, God will not 
regard a little thing like that so long as we keep all 
the other commandments. But what says Ohrist' 
"Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least 
commandments and shall teach men so he shall be 
called the least in the kingdom of heave~: but who· 
soever shall do and teach them, the same shall be 
called great in the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. v, 19). 

We may call this a great and that a little command· 
ment, but Ohrist declares that to break the least one 
forfeits heaven. And the Holy Ghost through the 
apostle James, in exact harmony with the words of 
Ohrist, declares, "Whosoever shall keep the whole 
law, and yet offend in one point, he is guilty of all" 
(Jas. ii, 10). 

K:ep the whole law-what law? The law of Ten 
Oommandments. This is proved by the next versE' 
"For he. that said, .do not commit adultery, said also: 
do not kdl. Now If thou commit no adultery yet if 
thou kill, thou art become a transgressor of th~ law." 

There is no account in the New Testament of any 
apostle or lilisciple of Ohrist ever keeping Sunday as 
the Sabblilth. · 

Matthew, not claimed by any church historian to 
hav been written earlier than between 50 and 60 A D 

declares, "In the end of the Sabbath, as it began ·t~ 
da":!': toward the first day of the week" (Matt. 
xxvm, 1). 

Matthew,. written long years after Ohrist-Dr. 
Ss.mu~l Da.vidson, one of the mo~t highly accredited 
and ptous of modern church historians, affirms that 
Matthew was not written till between 118 and 119 
A D.:-records the fact, that the Sabbath of God, of 
Ohrist, of the apostlefil, and the early Christiane 
ended before Sunday, the first day of the week' 
began to dawn. ' 

Mark, by some claimed to hav been written between 
60 and 70 A D., but by the best authorities admitted 

* The board of directors of the Washington Secular Union 
(all responsible gentlemen) will pay the sum of $20 in gold 
tor even a piece of a text in the Old or New Testament that 
commands, teaches, or instructs us to keep Sunday as the 
Sabbath of the Lord. Apply to Mrs. Mary E. Boman, 
Boman avenue, Fremont, King county, Wasb., treasurer 
Washington Secular U nlon. 

Mary, the mother of James, and Salome, had bought 
sweet spices, that they might come and anoint him. 
And very early in the morning, the · first day of the 
week, they came unto/the sepulcher at the rising of 
the sun" (Mark xvi, 1, 2). , 

Matthew declares that the Sabbath had ended 
Mark that the Sabbath was past, before the rising of 
the sun on Sunday, the first day of the week. · 

Luke declares that· the women who loved Ohrist 
and desired to embalm his body, had such reverence 
for his teaching that they paused in thair work of 
love in performing the last sad rites for their dead 
Lord. "They returned and prepared spices and 
ointments and rested the Sabbath day according to 
the commandment" (Luke xxiii, 56). · 

Which day? which commandment' The day pre
ceding Sunday. They obeyed the Fourth Oommand
ment, which declares, "The seventh day is the Sab
bath of the Lord thy God; in it thou shalt not do 
any work." "Now upon the first day of the week 
very early in the morning, they came unto the sepul: 
cher, bringing the spices which they had prepared" 
(Luke xxhr, 1). · 

Reader, what think you of these facts? 
DID THE APOSTLE PAUL TEAOH SUNDAY·KEEPING T 

"He taught by precept and example the observance 
cf Sunday or the first day of the week, for he eel€· 
brated the Lord's supper on Sundays the day of 
Ohristian worship." ' 

Let us hav the facts. The meeting at Troas 
recorded in Acts xx, is the one only instance of any 
meeting for religious purposes on Sunday or the first 
day of the week. "And upon the first day of the 
week, when the disciples came together to break 
bread, Paul presBhed unto them, ready to depart on 
t~e nwrrow: and continued his speech until mid
night. And there were many lights in the upper 
chamb2r where they were gathered together. And 
there Fat in a .window a csrtaiu young man named 
Eutycbua, be1ng fallen into a deep sleep: snd as 
Paul was long preaching, he sunk down with sleep 
and fell down from the third loft, and was taken up 
dead. And Paul went down and fell on him, and 
embracing him, said: Trouble not yourselvs, for his 
life is in him. When he therefore was come up 
again and had broke bread and eaten and talked a 
long while, even till break of day, so he departed. 
And they brought the young man alive, and were 
not a little comforted. And we went before to ship 
and sailed unto Assos, there intending to take in 
Paul : for so had he appointed, minding himself to 
go afoot" (Acis xx, 7 13). 

The claim is that on this occasion the eacrament 
of the Lord's supper was administered by Paul on 
Sunday. ~f it really did eo stnte-whicb it certainly 
does not-It would be no authority for believing that 
God had "altered the thing that had gone out of his 
lips," or that Ohrisl:.'s declaration that " till heaven 
end earth passed, not the dotting of an i or the 
crossing of a t should p~ss from the law," was un
true. 

When was this meeting at Tros.sT In the evening 
for there were lights in the upper chamber. Upo~ 
what day! It says the first day oi the week. Then it 
was a meeting on Sunday night. Paul was long 
preaching, and soon after midnight the young man 
fell out of the window. Paul went down, revi;ved 
the young man, Clllme up again, and quite some time 
after midnight, brake bread. So if this breaking 
bread was the Lord's supper, it did not take place 
till after midnight. · 

Sunday end~ at midnight; so it must hav been on 
Monday mornmg that Paul bnke bread with the dis
ciples. This is undeniable; so then it is Monday we 
sh~uld ke~p as the Sabbath and not Sunday, if this 
scripture Is to be regarded as authority for change 
of the Sabbath. 

But the Jews did not count time is the Romans 
did, as we do now; from 11 even to even " consti
tuted a day. "The evening and the morning were 
the first day." It will hardly be disputed that the 
Jews counted days from sundown to sundown. 

Well, then, this meeting at Troas was at the be
ginning of the first dRy (Sunday)-that is, what we 
call Saturday evening. 

But there are a few difficulties yet to be over
come ere this cau help Sunday-keepers; for we learn 
"Paul talked a long while, even till break of day
so he departed." Till daJ·break Sunday morning, 
and then he starts off on a long journey, going across 
country afoot, but sending the disciples round by 
sailboat to Assos, when he got aboard and eailed with 
them to Mitylene. 

So ac~ording to :.:aul, t~e proper way to keep 
Sunday ~s to go walkmg, sa!lboat riding, to start off 
on long Journeys. 

Why, ~hen, desire a law to tie up all the steam
boats, railroads, &nd shreet-car~ and forbid even a 
buggy ride on Sunday? ' · 
. But ~ven if this meeting at Troas could be twisted 
mto evidence that Paul and the disciples did break 
bread and worship all day long on this particular 
first day,_ would the simple fact of devot.ing one day 
to worship change the unchangeable law of God? 
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If one meeting for religious purposes on any day 
made that day a Sabbath, then the day on which 
Paul and the disciples met most often for religious 
purposes must be the most holy day, and- the Sab· 
bath all Ohristians should keep. 

We hav·the positiv declaration that it was Paul's 
(Greek, eiothos) custom, usual practice, to attend 
worship at the J a wish synagog and preach on the 
Sabbath day. "And Paul, as his manner was, went 
in unto them, and three Sabbath days reasoned with 
them out of the scriptures " ( A.cte xvii, 2). 

It was not customary for Paul to meet for relig· 
ious services on the first day of the week. The 
meeting at Troas was an exceptional ocoasion, and 
Sunday-keepers are indeed hard driven for support 
of the pope's Sunday, when they offer the meeting 
at Troa!l as evidence. 

Here is one of many texts proving that Paul 
faithfully observed the seventh day, the then only 
Sabbath: cc After these things Paul departed from 
Athens, and came to Oorinth ; and found a certain 
Jew n&med Aquila, born in Pontus, lately come from 
Italy, with his wife Priscilla (because that Olaudius 
had commanded all Jews to depart from Rome), and 
came unto them. And because he was of the same 
craft, he abode with them and wrought (for by their 
occupation they were tent-makers). And he rea· 
soned in the synagog every Sabbath, and persuaded 
the Jews rmd the Greeks" (A6ts xviii, 1-3). 

Here is a year and six months, seventy-eight ob· 
servances of the Sabbath, against one religious meet-
in~ on Sunday. ' 

Will Sunday-keepers dare pretend that Paul kept 
two days ! If Sunday had become the Sabbath, and 
from the time of Ohrist's resurrection had been so 
observed by the Ohristians, how comes it that Paul 
knew nothing about it ? The sojourn of Paul at 
Oorinth is, in our reference Bibles, located in the 
year 54 A D , twenty years after Ohrist, yet it was 
Paul's custom to work all the week and preach every 
Sabbath, alike to J ewe and G1·eeke. 

LAY BY, IN STOBE. 
It is claimed that the church &t Oorinth always 

met on Sund~ys, and that Paul commanded them, 
and the church at Galatia, to take up collections for 
the poor saints at Jerusalem on the first day. And 
that no such instructions could hav been given un
less Sunday was the day of worship. 

Just such unquestioned declarations hav led us 
into error ia the past; let us now insist on facte. 

" Now concerning the collection for the saints, as 
_ I hav ginn order to the churches of Galatia, even so 

do ye ! Upon the first day of the week let everyone 
of you lay by him in store as God hath prospered 
him, that there be no gatherings when I come " (1 
Oor. xvi, 1, 2). 

Oould any parson be said to "lay by him in store," 
if he dropped his contribution _into the deacon's 
plate T 

But the text itself contains requirements impos
sible for a person to comply with at a public place of 
worship. 

The amount each shall " lay by him in store " is to 
ba carefully calculated, it is to be in proportion as 
God bath prospered him; to ascertain which, it 
would be n..ecessary to examin books and ac0ounts, 
ascertain the amount of- stock on hand~ and present 
prices. Women would hav to count the eggs, count 
the young chickens and turkeys, weigh the butter, 
etc. -

E!ch one would hav to look up newspapers and 
find quotations of prices, cipher out profit and loss; 
how else could they tell just "how God had pros
pered them ?" 

Would such work be fitting ocoupation for the 
Sabbath? Every Ohristian would answer, No; but 
after the worship of God, on his own appointed rest
day, before resuming worldly avocations, while the 
heart was attuned to praise and gratitude to God, 
the t.postle desires they should on the going down of 
the sun commence the new week by laying by in 
store as God hath prospered them, to advance the 
cause of Ohriet. 

So far from teaching that the first day had become, 
or ever was to be, observed as the Sabbath, this text 
give absolute proof to the contrary, for the apostle 
givs orders to the churches to perform work that 
would be a gross violation of the Sabbath. 

THE LORD'S DAY. 
Sunday-keeping ministers positivly declare: 
That,· we cannot tell which is the seventh day be-

cause time has been lost. · 
That, to do any work between the hours of 12 

o'clock, Saturday night, nnd 12 o'clock Sunday night, 
is a· grievous sin against God. 

That we cannot possibly keep the exact seventh 
day, because the world is round. 

That, Sunday has taken the place of the old Jew· 
ish Sabbath (Saturday), which was to be observed to 
commemorate the creation ; we are now under the 
new and better dispensation, and are required to 
keep Sunday, the first :lay, to commemorate the far 
areater work of the resurrection. And there ought to 
be a law compelling all persons to keep Sunday sa
credly. 

That, it does not matter what day we keep so long 

"s we keep one seventh part of the time, for the New of the disciples, of the early Obristians, to Sunday, 
Testament says, "0 1e man esteemeth one day above or the first day of the week. 
another : another esteemeth every day alike, let every But how about the historical evidence T 
man be fully persuaded in his own mind. He that We will quote a few only of the many atlmissions 
regardeth lhe day regardeth it unto the Lord ; and made by the most highly esteemed Sunday-keeping 
be that regardeth not the day to the Lord he doth church historians and authorities. 
not regard it" (Rom. xiv, 5, 6). All admit that for nigh three hundred years after 

That, to do any worldly work or business on San- Christ the seventh day, Saturday, was sacredly ob
day is a violation of God's holy law, calling for his served by all Ohristians as the Sabbath. 
terrible vengeance. Morer, one of the most distinguished historians of 

That, to violate the Fourth Commandment, is a the Church of England, declares: "It is not to be 
grievous sin, the entry-way to every vice and crime. denied but we borrow the nmme of this day [Sunday] 

And finally, as a clinching argument,they declare, from the ancient Greeks and R:Jmans, and we allow 
"We are bound to keep Sunday now, instead of the that the old Egyptians worshiped the sun, and as a 
old Jewish Sabbath of the Fourth Commandment, standing memorial of their veneration dedicated this 
because the Lord in the New Testament givs us a day to him" (Morer's Dlalogs on the Lord's Day, p. 
definit and positiv day to keep, namely (the Lord's 22). 
day,' the day which the beloved disciple John ob- "The primitiv Ohristians had a great veneration 
served while on the isle of Patmos ;" and they quote for the Sabbath and spent the day in devotions and 
Rev. i, 10: "I was in the spirit on the Lord's day." sermons, and it is not to be doubted but they de
(Read the whole text and the context.) Now, rived this practice from the apostles themselvs" 
honest ! is there 11. shadow of reason given in that. (Ibid., p. 189). 
text or that chapter for changing the Sabbath to "The Lord's dsy [Sunday] had no command that 
Sundly T · it should be sanctified, but it was left to God's pee-

Yet we are willing to rest the whole question on pie to pitch on this or that day for the public war
this one text, and take the Sunday-keepers' own in- ship, and being taken up and made a day of meeting 
terpretation of it. for religious exercises, yet for three hundred years 

They claim that there is one day of the week that there was no law to bind them to it" (Ibid., p. 233). 
all Bible-believers must keep as the Sabbath. . Lyman Oolemrm says : " The last day of the week 

That the " Lord's day " is the only Sabbath we are was strictly kept in connection with that ·of the first 
under obligation to keep. day for a long time after the overthrow of the temple 

That there is one day, termed by the beloved and its worship. DJwn even to . the fifth century 
apostle John "the Lord's day," on which all Bible- the observance of the Jewish Sabbath wa11 continued 
believers must absolutely abstain from all worldly in the Christian· church, but with a vigor and so
work and avocations, and regard as holy and sacred lemnity gradually diminishing until it was wholly dis
to the Lord. · continued" (Ancient Christianity Exemplified, chap. 

The one question then is : What day is the Lord's xxvi, sec. 2). 
day! In so important a question we will accept no Bishop Jeremy Taylor, a decided opponent of the 
"say-so" of prophet, priest, or king. The words of seventh-day Sabbath, admits: "The Lord's day did 
God, and the words of Ohrist alone, shall decide. not succeed in the place of the Sabbath, but the 

What day is the Lord's day! Sabbath was wholly abrogat,ed and the Lord's day 
Let the Bible God answer from amidst the thun- was merely an ecclesiastical institution. It was not 

der pf Mount Sinai, " God spake all these words. introduced by virtue of the Fourth commandment, 
The seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy because they for almost three hundred yeara together 
God" (Ex:. xx). kept that day which was in that commrmdment" 

"Oh! but that was under the old law; we &reno (Doct. Dubitantium, part I, book 2, chap. ii, sec. 51) 
longer under the old law of the father, but under the "The primitiv Ohristians did all manner of works 
new and better law of the son, our Lord Jesue Ohrist. upon the Lord's day, even in the time of persecution, 
It is his day we must keep." when they were strictest observers of all divine com-

What day is the Lord's day? mands, but in this they knew there was none, and 
Let Ohrist himself make answer, " Therefore the therefore when Constantine, the emperor, had made 

son of man is Lord also of the Sabbath" (Mark ii, 28) an edict against working upon the Lord's day, yet 
Jesus emphatically declares tha£ the day he is the he excepts and still permitted all agriculture or 

Lord of is the Sabbath day. Hear ye him! l&bors of the husbandman whatsoever" (Ibid., sec. 
But what day is the Sabbath day according to 59). 

Mark ' "And when the Sabbath was paesed, Mary Edward Brerewood, professor of Gresham Oollege, 
Magdalene, ·and Mary the mother of James and London, England: "The name of the Sabbath re
Salome, had bought sweet spices, that they might mained appropriated to the old Sabbath, and was 
come and anoint him. And very early in the morn- never attributed to the L~rd's day, not for many hun
ing, the first day in the week, thAy came unto the dred years after our savior's time " (Treatis of the 
sepulcher at the rising of the sun" (Mark xvi, 1, 2) Sabbath, p. 77, edition 1631). 0. B. REYNOLDS. 

Jesus declares the day preceding the first day of (To BE coNCLUDED.) 
the week is the Lord's day. 

Do you realize, dear reader, the-perhaps uninten
tional-yet gross wrong you hav sanctioned by seek
ing to enforce on others the religious observance of 
a day that is not alonf.l not commanded by the Bible, 
by God, by Ohrist, or by the apostles, but is con
trary to their express and most poaitiv commands! 

Suppose Mohammedans were in power and com
pelled you to observe Friday, would you not regard 
it as a gross violation of your religious liberty ? 

Sunday-keeper, if the Seventh D.ay Adventists, the 
Seventh Day Baptists, and the Jews (who all observe 
the Sabbath that God and Ohriet alike commanded 
to be kept). should attain the majority and enforce 
observance of the Sabbath day (Saturday), do you 
not realize what a gross injustice it would be to all 
Oatholics? They honestly believe that their church 
had the power and authority to change the day. 
What a violation of their religious belief, and of your 
pet tradition and prejudice, it would be to compel 
all to keep the Bible Sabbath. 

Would it be any worse, nsy, as bad, as to compel 
them to keep Sunday ? 

Obristian reader, "Tberf hre all things whatsoever 
ye would th.at men should do to you, do ye even so 
to them, for this is the law and the prophets " (Matt. 
vii, 12). 

Why not practice as well as preach the Golden 
Rule? 

Ask your minister for the " thus- seith the Lord " 
for Sunday-keeping; take no evasion; insist on the 
plain text, tell him just one will be all-suffiaient. 
But if he cannot produce even one tex~ tha~ com
mands it, how dare he tea6h it? R3ad to him Matt. 
v, 19 
HISTORICAL EVIDENCE-HOW SABBATH WAS CHANGED TO 

SUNDAY. 
Startling admissions from Sunday observers. 
" Admissions in favor of truth from the ranks of 

its enemies constitute the highest kind of evidence" 
(Pres. As a Mahan). . . . 

We hav given proof that there 18 no authority. In 
the Bible for the ehange from the seventh day, wh1ch 
the Bible declares is the Sabbath of God, of Ohrist, 

How to Hdp the Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Gat your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3 Get your newsdealers to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands at the end of the week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few ex~ra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. 0 Jl your request, we 
will send you back-number El!!.mple copies free. 

5. L3ave a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the tnin, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Leave it picture-side up. 

6. K9ep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Gat a new subscriber by asking some friend to 
take it. 

Fao11r all you hav written, 0 Lord, there is not 
much to be learned in regard to you. When I com
plain to the devout that I know little or nothing 
about you, they assure me that you are not to be 
found by study; that they know you "within" them. 
Ftom this I learn that God is not an affair of the 
brain, but an affair of the intestine. I might pos
sibly hav you "within " roe by groveling away and 
praying till I became imbecil; but I hav w~tc?e~ 
the saints who aver that they hav you " w1thm 
them, and I feel constrained to say that I do not 
admire them. I hav found thr.t a saint is, as a rule, 
a swindler. Piety and pilfering go well together, 
and the praying sneaks of your pulpits and pews tre 
the very last persons that an honest man should 
ler.va with his wife or daughter or purse. There· 
fore 0 Lord I do not want to hav you "within" 

' ' . t' . me " bearing witness," as your samts sane ImOnl-
ously snivel it.-Saladin. 
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Letters to Workingmen. I cause of the institution and the power it derives 
I hav dwelt somewhat upon liberty as a principle. from its ~wn organization or from sacul~ govern-

1 am well aware of the difficulty of grasping the ment, wh1ch power you regard ~a an evil ? W~y 
idea. What tends the most to obscure it is the should we quarrel ! What~ver evil you may pred1ct 
s~eming simplicity with which it is reg1rded. from my .theory, was predicted from your theory. 
Everybody desires it, loves it, glorifies it. Like a If you think the tendency of my thoughts dange~
commodity, it is sought for and fought for, but the ous, yo~r tholl:ghts hav been ec;~.ually held so. I tell 
idea is only to obtain it, never to grant it. Reform- you, fr~end Ltberals, we are ID the same boat, or 
era who hav inscribed it upon their banneu and told rather 1n the same wate~. We are bound !or the 
its praises in song and story dare not trust it as a same harbor, hum~~ happmess. ~~are :fightmg the 
general principle. It is only their liberty that is so sam~ !oe, superstition. You s~e 1t 1n th~ church ; I 
precious. It is their rights to new ways of thought see 1t 1n ~he state al~~· I behave the 1dea of gov
and fields of action they are demanding. Henoe all ernment 1s a snperst1~10n. These men we annually 
reforms are merely steps toward liberty. From elect to fill offices w1ll tell you that th!'Y. are .not 
asserMng the right onrselvs we shall be led in time government, they are merely agents-or, d 1t be JUSt 
I trust, to grant it to others. Experience is slowly before election, servants; that you, as a "sovereig_n 
teaching us that the good enjoyed is enhanced by elect~r," more nearly. represe~t> government. Th1s 
sharing it with others. may mflate your nn1ty, but 1t hardly settles the 

For others' follies teach us not question. If mista_kes are made the "agents" are 
Nor much their wisdom teadhes; blamed. If evil is wrought we denoul!lce the poli-

The most of sterling worth is what tician. Nobody thinks of denouncing government. 
Our own experience preaches. Turn to theology. It was Eve that " brot:ght death 

And this is the text of the sermon, "The happiness into the world and all our woe." "The earth was 
of one demands the happiness of all." But, reared cursed for man's sake." "In Adam's fall, we sinned 
as we are under institutions of restriction and inherit- all." "But God fs good, great is Ali." "Oanst thou 
ing the belief of our fathers that the nature of man is by searching find out God T" J uat about as easily as 
prone to evil, we hesitate to trust that principle in you can find out government. You may run across 
others which we believe is essential to our own hap- priests and politicians, Bibles and law books,. but 
pines&. Whose experience does not prove that right government and God are alike invisible. I tell yon, 
action is more easy and certain under liberty than friends, the sovereignty of the state is nothing but 
under restriction! Indeed, is it not possible that a rehabilitation of the God idea, and many of us Lib
we may affirm that right action alone springs from erals hav transferred our fealty from the God of 
liberty, even as wrong action ~prings from restric- A. braham, Isaao, and Jacob to the God of Tom, 
tion T But was not perfect liberty the condition of Dick. and Harry of politics. As the priest personi
our savage ance!!try, from which we hav slowly fies God, tbe politician personifies the state. If we 
emerged? Y as, but liberty in absolute ignorance is reject the authority of God, by what lo~io must we 
a very different thing from liberty under intelligence. bow to the dictates of government! It is urged 
We began in liberty; dawning intelligence took it that government is for man's good here and now, 
aw&y, a more perfect intelligencs will restore it. But but the same is contended of God and religion. 
is not a restrictiv institution necessary with the v&st Friends, I deny the claims of both. I claim that 
amount of ignorance in the world? I most decidedly both were organized and still remain in the interests 
answer, No ! And, what is more, I believe that every of a class, to obtain, protect, and perpetuate their 
intelligent man who will admit that government is m wealth a:rad power, and all the "good to man" de
necessary evii will be convinced if he studies the rived by "us the Deople" is the glory of servitude. 
question in unbiased fairness· that the time has We may carry the flsgs and torches, do the marching 
arrived-if it was ever absent-that all restrictiv and the cheering, the voting and the hooting, we 
governlnent and written laws might be done away may break each other's heads in party interest, and 
with and the world be a better place to liv in. Intel- then go home and foot the bills. · 
ligence has always ruled the world tmd always will, Of course it makes no difference which party is 
but intelligence is progreseiv and its methods are elected, the country is always saved. Lawyers are 
cb~ngin~. As ar~itration . may do away with wars, on all tickets. They make the laws; they adminis
cooperatiOn may daspensewll;h government. Govern- ter the justice, and hav arranged the thing most ad
ment is· a necessity simply because intelligence has mirably for their clients, the wealthy class. By their 
not. substituted a bett~er pla.n. Tb~t i.t is a necessity cunning system of taxation, they shift the burden of 
of Itself I deny. Ocoperat1v assoctat1on on a volun- government on the shoulders of the poor. By their 
tary basis for protection and defense may be neces- system of nsnry the wealth of their clients increases 
sary, but this would in no wise militate against like the widow's cruse of oil while that which creates 
the principle of liberty, but would, on the contrary, all wealth, labor is robbed' of the fruits of its toil. 
enable us to giv it a fair tri11ol. The "necessary evil" I tell you frie~ds, those fallible men we elect to 
of govemme~t is the inv~sion of the citizen, whi~h office, tho~e politicians we are constantly calling bad 
would be entirely absent 1n the voluntary protect1v names are what constitutes government. The 
association .. But to abolish government and the "stat~" is simply a superstition. The church gave 
laws, would 1t not make confusion worse confounded? birth to the state and the child inherits and seeks to 
U ndonbtedly any sudden ~hange w~uld .be disas- perpetuate the qualities of its sire. Bnt Ignorance 
trona, for the reason that 1t could not be brought sired the church, and while nature is reproducing 
about except by the employment of force, which the taint of blood and deformity of mind another 
would destroy the condition of liberty and would at child has sprung from the forehead of the god, and 
best result only in that anarchy which must be suc- as Prometheus stole fire from heaven to serve man
ceeded by a new set of masters. kind Intelligence shall wring from nature truth and 

Liberty cannot be established by force of arms. giv t.o man the benefit of its utility. 
The force of intellect is all that liberty admits cf, Buffalo, N. Y. A. L. BALLOU •. 
and this will be followed by no reaction. Institu-
tions should never be abolished, bnt allowed to die 
for want of support. 

Nllbody wants to be governed; it is always for the 
other fellow that governments are instituted. I be
lieve many institutions are unnecessary and alto
gether harmful in their effect. Yet I would abolish 
none of them. Their existence implies that many 
people want them, and as I want no man to deprive 
me of what I believe neoessary to my happiness I 
would not (supposing I had the power) deprive them. 
And yet, believing that nobody wants government 
for them11elvs, and that human happiness depends 
upon the principle of liberty, I shall endeavor-in 
my weak w1y-to impress its truth upon my fellow-
beings. . 

It is a thankless task, I know, to w'lrk for others' 
happiness, but this I never do. It is my own happi
ness I am after every time. I dare say that some 
who read these letters ( ~nd it pleases me to think 
they are read) lay aside the paper thinking the sub
ject not wor~h ~he ink wasted in ih production; while 
others may InBist that such articles ara evil in their 
tendency, and criticise the Editor for giving them 
room. To such I would say, the Editor is in no wise 
responsible for tha theories I advocate, and if he 
give me space it is because he would generously 
place before his readers the various views of his va
rious correspondents. For myself I thank him, and 
to those who would exclude my theory I would say 
as Isabella said to Angelo : 

Go to your bosom, 
Knock there, and ask your heart what It doth know 
That's like my brother's fault. 

Why do you oppose ecclesiasticism T Is it not be-

Health. 
The Westminster Oonfession of Faith deolares 

that " the cbief end of man is to glorify God and 
enjoy him forever." Oommon sense declares that 
it is to get out of this life all the pure enjoyments 
to be found in it. To accomplish this common sense 
and Freethought are indispensable. The means are 
essential to the end. Let ns call to our· aid the 
sound maxim that ·u he who begins aright is half 
done." However scarce oommon sense and sound 
honesty may be growing in our fast age, is there not 
snffit1ient left to recr>gnize health as the foundation 
of all enjoyment ? This fact is too self-evident to 
be ignored. · 

Here, then, is the right beginning of all human 
weal. Superstition may conjure pains into blessings, 
and J esnitism whitewash falsehoods, but never can 
free, honest thought thus degrade. Sound civilians 
will ever declare "Lat justice be done though the 
sky fall," and so will Freethinking scientists say of 
truth. Bad health demoraliz9s mind and body. 

The higher plane of science and progress to which 
Freethinkers aspire, the enjoyments of life which 
they hav in view, demand their first attention to 
health. So to liv as to shatter the body, and with 
it the mind, is certainly to liv to no good purpose, 
to really make life not worth living, justifying 
suicide. On the contrary, to secure end perpfltnate 
health is to make it more than worth living. Hence 
the science of health is, above all others, of the most 
importance. 

But some may ask, Is there indeed· each a science ? 
Ohristians' credulity may question it, since t.hey 

hav their Ohrist going •bout ·miraculously healing 
all manner of diseases. As miracle had to heal 
them, the inference was plain that it had to originate 
them. Prayer over the sick sanctions the same 
dogma, repudiating science. All this being kept 
out or expelled from the brains of Freethinkers, 
hygiene is recognized as a science no less than oause 
and effect. To look straight at facts, any and every 
one of the countless diseases among us is oaused, the• 
same as inebriety. Neither class comes by chance• 
or miracle, nor can they thus be onred. • The stead
fast laws of nature must be violated to originate 
them and strictly followed to heal them. To remove• 
the cause is to remove the effect. 

All progressiv thinkers disregard fossilized con
servatism. And yet, as habit is second nature coun
terfeited, too many may refuse to ehange their un
healthy modes of life. The idea is prevalent that to 
lay aside an unhygienic habit is at best an uncom
fortable self. denial, like the Oatholic penanoe. Under 
a superficial view this in a measure may be true. 
The tobacco and alC!ohol user will feel uneasy for • 
time on suddenly giving them np. In nature there 
are no instantaiJeous miracles. She never· turns 
water into wine by a word or in a moment. But 
giv her time and the reasonable conditions and the 
happy issue is sure. So soon as a bad habit is dis
carded and a good one substituted the process of 
ceasing real troubles and gaining pure, lasting enjoy
ments begins, and like oapital at compound interest 
its gain accelerates daily. Keeping this in mind, 
sustained by long experience, I hope that at lea,t a 
few readers will be benefited by the following sug
gestions: 

Pure air and water are indispensable to pure 
health. Any substances 1loating in either detedorate 
the element. If minute particles cannot be wholly· 
excluded, hav them as nearly so as possible in all w& 
breathe and drink. Pure filtered cistern water andl 
well-ventilated rooms night and day may be had. 

2. The skin should be cleaned and the pores kept 
open no less than once in every twenty-four hours. 
No better time than on leaving the bed each inorn
iDil. 

3. Take all -the exercise in out-door air which cir· 
cnmstances allow. 

4. Food, whether fruit, vegetable, or flash, must be 
pure to increase pure health. The stomaoh, being 
the workshop of the. whole system, must hav good 
material to manufacture good nutriment. Bad ma
terial, or quantities too larRe. or too small, are the 
chief sources of ill health. Fairly treat the stomach 
and it will fairly do its duty. Impose upon it and its 
condition diseases the whole 111ystem. The olean 
tongue and the sweet breath indicate the pure life, 
while the the contrary betray the foul and call at. 
once for reformation. Imperfect as has been my life,. 
its hopeful conformity to these and other reasonable· 
rules has brought me to my seventy-ninth year, en-. 
abling me to say truly that life is more than worth· 
living. Earning R. T. Trall's diploma, I hav relievedl 
man:v snffererP, and still may more if applied to. 

Kansas Oity, Mo. W. PEBXINS. 

Impressible Psychology. 
"Mind is matter or nothing," remarked D. M. 

Bennett, an advanced' thinker and a Spiritualist; but 
then it must be considered in a state of sublima
tion and attenuation almost inconceivable. 

Onr Dr. Franklin could not comprehend this sci
ence or he would not hav pronounoed Mesmer a 
ebameless fraud while giving his exhibitions in 
Paris (vide Franklin's life and letters published in 
Philadelphia). But we can afford to excuse the 
doctor now. It is doubtful if even Me111mer more 
than faintly understood this all-pervading occult
ism. But mesmerism is now the basis of all science 
in both hemispheres; apparently to make its study 
more inviting, the savans of Paris hav given it the 
name of "hypnotism." 

For many years dating from 184:9 "impress;ble 
psychology" received great attention throuRhout 
the Union through the lectures of Dr. Bovee Dodd. 
He hired a hall in the city of Washington and 
truated to obtain sensitive, or subjects for illustra
tion, from among hie audience. It so happened 
that the doctor obtained one in the redoubtable Sam 
Houston of Texas fame. This hero he so influenced 
or fascinated by fixing his gaze on his elevated fin
ger and eye that Sam followed him out of the hall 
and around it-many of the audience following-and 
into the hall again, where he was safely released by· 
the doctor. As Houston remembered nothing of' 
what passed through himself, he felt fully repaidJ 
in Jau11hing at the absurd doings of others. 

Dr. Dodd found little difficulty after this remark:.. 
able event in Washington, in procuring an audience• 
in any considerable inland city throughout the' 
Union; , 

About this time a Dr. Benton gave us in Brooklyn: 
a course of lectures on "Impressible Psyohology," 
its queerness and cnrativ properties. He also 
selected subjects from the audience, ladies and 
gentlemen, who when nn-ier control were induced to 
say and do many absurd things, such as fishing with 
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a broom-nandle, boat-rowing, singing, exchanging 
wardrobes (the ladies wearing men's hats and men 
wearillg ladies' fancy bonnets). Many invalids were 
brought upon the stage to be cured, and were cured 
by a few paaaes of the· doctor's hands, and these be
fore the eyes of the audience. The doctor only re
quested the patient to state to the audience the 
nature of his complaint. One man (a ship carpen
ter) said he had had the lockjaw for the last three 
days, dw:"ing which time he had been unable to talk 
or take solid food. 

In truth, the year 1850 was made memorable by 
Benton's lectures in Brooklyn on "Impressible Psy
chology." Being intimate with the lecturer, the 
writer studied closely his modus operandi in obtain
ing control of his subjeets. Oa trial he was sur
prised to find himself also a successful operator; 
and hence became highly interested in this wonder· 
ful occultism. I ought briefly here to remark that 
he considers the knowledge of impressible psychol
ogy in the hands of men or women of unscrupulous 
principles exceedingly dangerous. MESMER. 

The Communion Cup. 
The inquiry of F. G. McCauley and an answer 

thereto by William Hart, regarding the -wine cup 
used at communion services, and which were recently 
published in TBE TBUl'H SEEKER, I read with interest. 
The same set me to investigating, and in my tour for 
knowledge I ran across the Monthly Sanitary Rec
ord, a small journal officially issued by the Ohio 
state board of health. Within its contents I found 
a striking and forcible allusion to the communion cup, 
which, in addition to what McCauley and Hart hav 

' written, proves it a " root of evil" indeed. What 
this board has said regarding it has been said skil
fuUy and weH ; in a way, in fact, which nicely and 
neatly slaps the church, her popes, her bishops, her 
·preachers, and her priests. Their words verbatim 
are these: 

We would, with due reverence for a most sacred custom, 
call attention to a possible source of danger connected 
with the communion services of Christian churches. 

The cup which is passed without cleaning from lip to llp 
may easily be the means of conveying the germs of a conta. 
gious disease: It is a fact well known to physicians that 
adults may suffar with diptheria unknown to themselv.s, 
the symptoms being only such as appear in an ordinary sore 
throat ; and this is recognized as a not infrequent cause of 
the disease being communicated to unsmpectiog persons, 
especially to children by kissing them. During the preva
lence of diptheria in a large community-and our large cities 
are seldom, if ever, free from it-we cannot be too careful 
in guarding all avenues of contagion; and passing the cup 
among three or four hundred people at such a time is 
undoubtedly attended with danger. A slhrht abrasion or 
fissure of the mucous membrane of the lips offers a favorable 
site for the inoculation of any poison left clinging to the cup, 
and other diseases than diptheria might possibly be conveyed 
in this manner. The danger of contagion in connection with 
the communion service would appear to be greater than the 
well-recognizfd danger connected with all public drinking 
cups; for in the latter case the cup is well rinsed before be
ing used by the second person, and tbe water drunk has not 
been in- contact with the mouth of another. as in the case 
with the wine in the communion cup. Furthermore, all 
thinking persons are extremely cautious about using a public 
cup, from an esthetic point of view, if from no other. 

How can we avoid this danger, not an imaginary one, 
which is unavoidably associated with tbe communion ser
vice, as now administered? It will doubtless be no easy 
matter to change in any particular a custom which has so 
long prevailed, and to which so many sacred memories are 
attached. Several plans sugll:est tbemselvs, but we prefer 
to leave this to the pastors and members of the churches. 
We cannot believe that there would be any irreverence in 
modifying a custom which might possibly endanger the lite 
or health ot one of God's creatures. 

Thus Ohio's health board has spoken. Perhaps 
their language is not as broad as I or others would 
hav used, yet it is broad enough to sound the key
note of reform. Let every health board in every 
state so speak, and contagion of disease and taste 
for liquor will cease to be encouraged and revived 
before the alt•r'a railing. WILLS. ANDBEs. 

Portsmouth. 0. --------.. ~-------
Recent Gems From the Religions Press. 

for constitutional liberty, we cannot undertake to say, 
but we can affirm that in either case or both together 
the senator voiced in his non-action the view of all 
sensible, honest, Hberty-loTing people. 

Sam Jones forgets that religioQ has already landed 
humanity in hell, and that there is absolutely no 
" going" about it. Foisting upon the ignorant and 
credulous in ages back a mythical non-existent master 
called a God, and under pretense of orders from him 
forging a chain which has bound mankind both 
mentally and physically for hundreds of years, which 
has scout~d the voice of nature, which has maligned 
and blasphemed this life and this earth, which has 
inaugurated fraud and hypocrisy, injustice and all 
uncharitableness, thereby making of life a battle for 
bread, the brutishness of which the swine would 
blush to own, we do not see why we should wish to 
"go" to any better equipped hell than the one we see 
around us. 

There is absolutely no shadow of natural justice in 
Christianity. It is founded upon "the secret counsel 
and good pleasure of God's will, who before the 
foundation of the world predestined some to heaven 
and some to hell." We merely mention this to show 
what a kind-hearted God almighty the present ruling 
modernized pagan God is. · 

• The Evangelist says : 
Before acting let the assembly take a long look ~bead-the 

tide is just now setting very strongly against Professor 
Briggs. But soon it may turn. · 

Ah, there is the rub. If it $hould turn, then what! 
Why, the church would lose in members, influence, 
and power. This is Tammany politics, truth is not 
to be considered, principle is out of the question, 
erepediency is the paltering word used by a church 
which claims for its author the same power which it 
alleges hurls the merciless cyclone and tumultuous 
seas whither it will. Do the cyclone "nd the rag
ing sea smack anything of expediency T All within 
their destructiv wake go down to death. 

Would not the church resemble its alleged 'Origi
nator more if it stood solidly on what it preaches as 
truth, let the consequences be what they may' 
"Take a hundred dollars and go West," Horace 
Greeley is reported t,o hav advised an impecunious 
young man. "But," replied the young man, "I 
havn't got the hundred dollars." 

This is exactly the position of the church. Tske 
the truth and stand by it, says an adviser. But, 
replies the revision trimmer, we havn't got the t.ruth. 
We thought we had it once, but some. one asked a 
question and it wriggled through our fingers and 
ran and hid its head. 

All the same we shall work on the old lines and 
get along without it as we bav done in t.he P"Rt, 
as no doubt it wasn't the genuin article anyway. ''To 
this complexion hav we come at last." 

The Ohristian. Union says : 
There is mucb in the Episcopal church wb\Qb commeJJils 

lt. to public esteem. Its rich spiritual liturgr, tbe antique 
jliJI1Jor of which no modern inventor is able to lmtta•e, its ap
peal to the esthetic na•ure, etc. 

come. He can breathe free-he is safe. He is 
thoroughly orthodox, we know; let him ask some 
more questions on the same line; they may be the 
means of his thinking a thought or two for himself, 
and in that case something may drop. 

There is nothing like being inquisitiv even if a 
man has been corked up in an orthodox bottle of 
Baptist water for years. In fact, if he once starts 
out making queries he is very liable to stumble up 
against the truth before he gets through, in whioh 
case the church would lose a member and the world 
gain an honest man. 

WM. ALLEN SMITH. 

Items of Foreign Freethonght News. 
The French Freethought Federation is now com

posed of one hundred and forty-five auxiliary socie
tiel!, besides individual members. 

Fernando Lozano, who is a regul'r contributor to 
our Spanish contemporarv Las IJominicales, and 
writes under the name of Damofilo, has been elected 
member of the Spanish Oortes, or congress. 

Mr. Erth, Schneeburg, Saxony, has been sentenced 
to six months' imprisonment because he stated 
in a lecture that the miraculous conception and birth 
of Ohrist was an invention of the Christian church. 

The Garman Freethou~ht congress for this year 
is to be held May 30th, 31st. and June let in Ml\nn
heim. Professor Buchner, Dr. Specht, and Dr. Voel
kel if he has not by that time begun serving his sen
tence, will deliver addresses. 

Swedish bigots, fearing the evar-increa9ing influ
ence of Freethought in Sweden, are trying to get 
the king to make the exceptions to the law regard
ing freedom of social and public gatherings apply 
to the Freethought associations. 

Mrs. Heinrich-Wilhelmi, the German-American 
Freethought lecturer, has been sentenced by the 
city court of Halle to two months' imprisonment for 
blasphemy against God, the Christian church, the 
Jewish religion, the sacraments, and the clerical pro
fession. Mrs. Wilhelmi must be a very wicked 
woman indeed to commit so many sin~. 

F. V. Thomson, of M$lmo, a Ftaathinker and So
cialist, has been indicted for blasphemy. Mr. Thom
son while t.aking part in a local theatrical performance 
made fun of religious sErvices and sacraments, by 
imitating the performances that a Lutheran minister 
goFs through wbilo preparing and giving Christ's 
bcdy ru:.d blcod a3 a lunch to the faithful. 

The last bulletin of the ComH e d'Etudes Morales 
c)Dtains a very good paper by M11.rie Deraimes, vice· 
preaident of the society, and prePident of the Paris
illn branch of the Society for Securing Woman's 
Rights. Among the new American members are Mr. 
s~lter, president of the s 1Ciflt.v for Ethical Culture 
in Chicago; Plllul CaruP, Ph D., editor of the Open 
Oourt and the ~Ionist, and George Wilson, president 
of the Llfayette county bank, Lexington. 

In Denmark persecutions of heretics hu begun 
anew. The editor of the D.snish daily Kojbenhavn 
has been sentenced to two months' imprisonment for 
"blasphemy against Goit the father," and on the 
28f,h of last month Mr. E. Brandes, editor of B!Jrs
tidende, received the same sentence because he pub
lished in his paper an article by H. Pontoppidan 
which, according to the most Christian opinion of 
the minister of <*.urch and education, also contained 
blasphemy. 

The Illustrated Oatholic American, in speaking 
of the social question in Franca and a pamphlet of 
the count de Mun, says: 

R~verence for antiquity and antique flavors is a 
"lad" at whose behest reason has left her throne, 
progress has been impeded, error has been implanted, 
development has been arrested, advancing thought 
stifled rat its bir~h. and the inertia of mind which 
follows the accepttmce of completenesl'l, thoroughly 
established. It is rank heresy to the present, and a 
vicious exemplar for the future. Let the dead past 
bury its dead issues, let its follies, its errore, and its 
superstitions die contemporaneously with their au
thors. We hav to do with the present, ours the task 
to interpret nature and bring forth from her store
house the wherewithal to bless man and make 
him happy. Not from the weird, uncanny echoes of 
a Biblic past, but from the ever-living now, shall we 
obtain that priceless jewel, natural justice, which 
though trampled and torn beneath our feet can yet 
be rehabilitated and become the harbinger of human 
deliverance from the dominion of that bestial sel· 
fishness which has ever been our vice and curse. · 

That our readers may know what they and their 
Christian friends and relative will do when they get 
to heaven, we giv the following taken from the Swe
dish religious paper Stridsropet : u The Christians 
who do not work for God here on earth shall belong 
to the foot-soldiers in heaven. Those who work in
dustriously will become horsemen and ride on white 
steed!!. The rest [the wicked, we suppose] will hav 
to take care of the hors~s, and bhick the boots be
longing to the horsemen." 

The count points out that the church alone can solve the 
social question and the issues between capital and labor. 

Ol course the church can solve the question. It 
haB solved it. It advisee the men to take what cap
ital will giv them and, after setting apart a goodly 
proportion for the church, why, thank God for the 
balance and be good citizens. Wonderful church! 
Excellent men ! 

The Oentral West (Presbyterian) says: 
A childish and absurd custom is thus struck at by a secu

lar paper: "Senator Allison was right in keeping his seat 
when the pastor of his church requested all who were in 
favor of closing the World's Fair on Sunday to rise. There 
is no reason why full-grown people should pay heed to idi
otic appeals from the pulpit which are on a par with Sam 
Jones's famous call, 'Will all who want to go to hell please 
stand up."' • 

Whether Senator Allison desired to rebuke this 
"clap-trap" custom of blatant evangelists and weak· 
brained pastors, or merely to indicate his preference 

The Ereaminer sounds a bugle blast of warning 
thus: "The trumpet already give an uncertain sound 
in some parts of the Baptist host!!. Our strength in 
the past has been loyalty to the scriptures ; our 
weakness in the fut.ure threatens to be denial of the 
authorit'!l of the scriptures." April 28hh Henry V. Berghell was liberated from 

What! Baptists too? Well, this is forging his cell in Malmo jail, where be had been confined 
ahead with a vengeance, and in this same article the for three month11, and ordered to leave the country. 
editor asks this astonishing question: "Shall we One account is that he went to Copenhagen. 
remain loyal to the word of God, or shall we pro- Another is that he went to Finland. But it does 
nounce it to be the word of man and unworthy of not matter whet route he took, for he is probably 
our allegiance?" now surrendered to the Rassian police, who for three 

Saints and ministers of grace defend u~ ! This years hav longed to see him. !fe w_as oblig~~ _to 
from a Baptist paper and addressed to Baptist leave Finland, as suspicion of h1s bemg a Nlhthst 
readers! had infected the imperial police. He will no doubt 

It is well for this edito~ that old Aunt Huldah be sent to Siberia by "administrativ process "-that 
Crane and Deacon WhifHas hav gone to '' thar is, without trial. M'"- Berghell has our entire eym· 
reward," or. he w~uld see the liveliest ~ommittee of pathy in his new tffi:ction; we had h~ped t.o see 
two waltz mto h1s sanctum, each bearm~ ~~on ortho- him here, as a late Jetter stated that he Jntended to 
dcx club, that he ever saw this a~ide of kingdom . emigrate to America. 
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fiommnnieations. 

Our London Letter. 
The bishops of the Ohurch of England are, as a 

rule, such very poor sticks that they would be 
utterly lost sight of and forgotten if it were not 
that, now and again, one of them, with a hankering 
after notoriety, and a desire to remind the public 
that there are such individuals existing, makes some 
outrageous statement which is likely to cause some 
discussion or notice in the papers. The late arch
bishop of York immortaEzed himself by stating that 
the "Sermon on the Mount" contained doctrine that 
could not possibly be put into general use, a truism 
no doubt, but scarcely orthodox. The bishop of 
Ohester, while advocating publicly the use of the 
ro<l for children, had the audacity to say that bru
tality to children was a characteristic of Secularists, 
a most infamous and untrue statement. If profess
ing Ohristians studied the care cf the little ones 
half as much as Secularists do, we should bear much 
less of such shocking cruelty than we now do. I never 
remember reading a case of an Atheist being charged 
with the offense, but it is very common for believers 
to be. In fact, it is well known, and very distaste
ful to the Ohristian community, that there is much 
leas crime of any description amongst unbelievers, 
and it would be well if their example were more 
generally followed ; there would be a great reduc· 
tion in taxation, soldiers, policemen, and magistrates 
would not be needed, and the loss of their several 
occupations would be so much gain to the state. 
Although Secularists are by no means perfect, yet I 
firmly believe they are better citizens than any other 
class of the community. Divesting one's self of the 
God idea naturally tends to make men more consid
erate to one another, and even if this is done for 
mere selfish ends, still the result is more satisfactory 
to all concerned. 

The May meetings are now in full swing, and the 
usual touching appeals are being made to the soft
headed plutocrats who are willing to giv large do
nations for the purpo.se of allaying imaginary distress 
in distant countr.ies, though they would not do any
thing in the way of mitigating the distress at their 
own doors. There is, I understand, much rejoicing 
at the falling off in funds, the ingenious Booth hav
ing pretty well bled the people with more money 
than sense, and still crying for more. He car~ 
tainly is the most persistent and successful beggar 
of his time, and is the object of much envy on the 
part of others who are in the same line of business, 
but who cannot do eo large and profitable a businesp, 

The National Secular Society will hold its annual 
conference on Whit" Sunday at Birmingham, and 
judging by the agents, there will be a good deal of 

· business to be done. I see there is a notice of mo-
, tiona "that some steps should be taken with a view 

to accomplishing a closer intimacy between the Na
tionar Secular Society and the Freethought organi
zations of the English colonies and the U oited States 
of America," which, if carried, should tend to a 
closer bond of union between Freethinkers all over 
the world. Under the supervision ot the president 
the National Secular Society is likely to become a 
larger and more effectiv organization than it has ever 
been, as Mr. Foote goes thoroughly into the cause 
of Freethought, and evidently intends to leave no 
stone unturned to make it a far greater power tb&n 
he found it. For the sake of the cause he so ably 
champions, it is to be hoped he will not take up with 
politics more than he does at present, as his time 
must soon be so fully occupied with his work that 
he will hav to take some of that to devote to polit
ical work, with the result that the N 11tional Secular 
Society will moat probably hav to suffer. J. D. 

The Last Day of the People's Party Conven
tion at Cincinnati. 

From the Sun, 

It was after 10 o'clock when the temporary chair
man whacked his desk in the main hall with his iron 
hammer. The religious character of the gathering 
was made manifest by the frequent " amens " from 
the floor during the delivery of a long prayer by a 
Nebraska clergyman and the chorus of responses at 
the close. The Kansas Glee Olub sang some more 
tunes set to Moody and Sankey music, and then the 
convention girded itself for the hot fight which 
everybody felt was upon them. They were feeling 
so good-natured that they went down into their 
pockets to make up a fund for Oapt. 0. 0. Power, 
the man who called the convention and by his indi
vidual work got most of the delegatee here. 

Then the committee on credentials.reported tbel'e 
were 1,418 accredited delegates present from 32 
states. . The apportionment of the delegates among 
the states exposes at a glance the unrepresentativ 
character of the whole convention. Here is the list 
by states: 

Alabama, 2; California, 2; Connecticut, 1 ; Illinois, 88-
Kentucky, 59; Louisiana, 2; Michigan, 11 ; Maine, 2; 
North Carolina, 1: Rhode l8land, 1; West Vir~inia, 13 · 
:reweylvauia, 8; Wisconsin, 21; Nebraska1 94; Washing: 

ton, 4; District of Columbia, 6; Ohio, 317; ArkansaP, 6; I we proceeded to include. the St. Louis-platform of 
Florida, 2; Indiana, 154; lows, 32; Kansa~, 411; Missouri, 1889 [cheers and the rebel yell], the Oaala platfor!D 
73; Mas~achusetts, 8; New York, 8 ; North Dakota, 1 ; of 1890 and the 0 ooaha platform of the Northwest-Texas, 26; South Carolina, 1 ; Tennessee, 6 ; Minnesota, .' , 
30; Oklahoma, 3; Wyoming, 4; Colorado, 3. Total dele- ern Alliance of 1891. The platform was then read 
gates, 1,418. as follows: 

There was a hot row following the announcement Your committee on resolutions beg;s leave to submit the 
by the local chairman of the reception committee following: . 
that a reception would be given at the Bellevue 1. That in view of the great social, industrial, and eco
House this evening, and that the delegates were nomical revolution now dawning upon the civilized world, 

and the new and living issues confronting the American 
also invited to visit several factories where, among people, we believe that the time has arrived tor a crystalli-
other things, they would be _filled up. zation of the political reform forces of our country and the 

A delegate named Groom, of Wisconsin, assumed, formation of what should be known as the People's party of . 
d 'd th tb t th' t · •t t' t the United States of America. as I many 0 era, a 18 mean an IDVI a IOn ° 2. That we most heartily indorse the demands of the plat-

a brewery, which is in the line of business of the forms as adopted at st. Louis, Mo., in 1889; Ocala, Fla., in 
chairman of the entertainment committee, Mr. Burk- 1890, and Omaha, Neb., in 1891, by industrial organizations 
hauser. there represented, summarized as follows: · 

There was a tremendous hubbub for a few minutes, - a-The right to make and issue money is a sovereign 
and it looked as though there would be violence be- power to be maintained by the people for the common ben-

efit ; hence we demand t~e abolition of national banks as 
t.wean some of the struggling delegates. Finally a banks of issue, and as a substitute tor national bank notes 
Kansas delegate explained that an invitation to a we demand that legal tender treasury notes be issued in 
broom factory was meant, and he added: "If you sufficient volume to transact the business of the country on 
want to get drunk on brooms you can go there." a cash basis, without damage or especial advantage_ to any 

class or calling, such notes to be legal tender in payment of 
The committee on permanent organization re- all debts, public and private, and such notes, when de-

ported Senator Peffer, of K•nsas, for president and manded by the people, shall be loaned to them at not more 
W. S. Morgan, of Missouri, for secretary. than two per cent per annum upon non-perishable products, 

There was a long list of vice·preaidents, etc. No as indicated in the sub-treasury plan, and also upon real es
sooner had the report been read. than there was tate, with ·proper limitation upon the quantity ot land and 

amount of money. 
more trouble. Mrs. Helen M. Gougar, of Indiana, b-We demand the tree and unlimited coinage of silver. 
protested against the use of her name as a vice- IJ-We demand the passage of laws prohibiting allen. 
president. ownership of land, and that Congress take prompt action to 

Sh 'd " 1 b p h'b't' · t d devise some plan to obtain all lands now owned by alien and 
· e sat : am a so er ro 1 1 IOniB an a foreign syndicate~, and that all land held by railroads and 

member of the national .committee of the party. other corporations in excess of such as is actually used and 
Until you repudiate liquor in every form I won't needed by them be reclaimed by the government and held for 
allow the use of my name." actual settlers only. 

S t P :ffi t k th h · 'th h t d-Believing the doctrin ot equal rights to all and special 
ena or e er oo e C air WI a very 8 or privilege to none, we demand that taxation, national, state, 

speech. "This gathering," he said, "is of more im- or municipal, shall not be used to build up one interest or 
portance to the people of this country and to the class at the expense of another. 
entire world than ·any which has convened in this e-We demand that all revenues, national, state, or county, 
century •.. We are here to undermine and dispose. of shall be limited to the necessary expenses of the government, 

th · b' t k f tt. 1 f economically and honestly administered. 
a power at IS crus mg he nee s 0 l!le peop e o j-We demand a just and equitable system of graduated 
America and of the world." tax on income. 

A -colored delegate from North Oarolina was pre- g-We demand the most rigid, honest, and just national 
sen ted as the only negro delegate who had come with control and supervision of the means of public communication 
credentials and be had exhausted his resources to and transportation, and if this control and supervision does 

not remove the abuses now existing, we demand the govem
get there. An appeal was made to the house to ment ownership of such means of communication and trans· 
raise enough money to send him home. portation. 

There was a lively scene in front of the platform · h-We demand the election of president, vice-president, 
for a few minutes while a perfect shower of coin and United States senators by a direct vote of the people. 

t 3. That we urge united action of all progressiv orj!;ilniza. 
poured in. The delighted dar key go money enough tiona in attending the conference called for Feb. 22, 1892, by 
to send him to Europe if he wants to go. · six of the leading reform organizations. 

The committee on rules made a report with a joker 4. That a national central committee be appointed by this 
Itt the end pf it, which the convention did not see conference, to be composed of a chairman, to be elected by 
111t first. There was the usual provision for the tak- this body, and of three members from each state represented, 

to be named by each state delegation. 
ing of votes, etc., and then a rule provided for the 5. That this central committee shall represent this body, 
choice of a national campaign committee, which, of attend the national conference on Feb. 22, 1892, and, it poe
course, carried with it a commitment to the new sible, unite with that and all other reform organizations there 
party idea. E. Gerry Brown, of Massachusetts, a assembled. It no satisfactory arrangement can be effected 
member of the committee, bally explained that this committee shall call a national convention not later than 

June 1, 1892, tor the purpose of nominating candidates for 
while the committee on resolutions had been strug- president and vice-president. 
gling in vain all night with the new party problem 6. That the members of the central committee for each 
the committee on rules had quietly brought the issue state where there is no independent political organization 
to the convention by recommending a national cam- conduct an activ system of political agitation in their re
paign committee. "Men know what that means," spectiv states. · 
he declared, amid a great burst of enthusiasm. "If The committee also reported distinct from the 
you don't want a new party you hav no use for a platform these resolutions: . 
national committee/' The question was put, and it Resolved, That the question of universal suffrage be recom
was ·carried with a tremendous shout. The conven- mended to the favorable consideration of the various states 

and territories. 
tion went wild. Men and women alike shouted till Resolved, That while the party in power in 1869 pledged 
they could shout no longer, and thus, just as the the faith of the nation to pay a debt in coin that bad -been 
noon bella rang, and almost unanimously, the conven- contracted on a depreciated currency basis and payable in 
tion declared in favor of abandoning the old parties currency, thus adding nearly $1,000,000,000 to the burdens 

d t t . t d I't' 1 b Th of the people, which meant gold tor the bondholders and 
an s ar tng ou un era new pol ICa anner. e depTeciated currency tor the soldier; and holding that the 
convention took a recess to await the action of the men who imperiled their lives to save the life of a nation 
platform eommittee. should hav been paid in money as good as that paid to the 

After dinner Ohairman Ignatius Donnelly made bondholder, we demand the issue of legal tender treasury 
th t f th 'tt H f d 't b notes in sufficient amount to make the pay of the soldiers e repor or e comml ee. e pre ace 1 Y equal to par with coin, or such other legislation as shall do 
saying: eqnal and exact justice to the Union soldiers of this country. 

"The committee has concluded its labors with Resolved, That as eight hours constitute a legal day's work 
practical unanimity. O.u the question of organizing tor government employees in mechanical departments, we 
a new and distinct partv in the United States this believe this principle should be further extended so as to 
committee is a unit. [Great cheering.] The only apply to all corporations employing labor in the different 

states of the Union. 
differenae of opinion has been over unimportant mat- Resolved, That this conference condemns in unmeasured 
ters. The committee has performed a great work. terms the action of the directors of the World's Columbian 
Two alternative were presented to it-one to proceed Exposition on May 19th in refusing the minimum of wages 

'th t d t · t · th asked for by the labor organizations of Chicago. WI ou regar 0 any previous ruovemen 8 ID e Resolved, That the attorney-general of the United States 
same direction; the other was that we should not should make immediate provision to submit the act of March 
divide the friends of reform, that we should place 2, 1889, providing tor the opening of Oklahoma to homestead 
.this gathering in harmony with this vast movement settlement, to the United States Supreme Court, so that the 
of the people which is to find expression in February, expensiv and dilatory litigation now pending there be ended. 
1892; that we should say to those who hav called The meeting called for General Weaver, of Iowa, 
that convention that we are heartily with them; that who made a significant speech. He said: "We hav 
if there is any failure of that convention to place a reached a period for action. I thank God that after 
national ticket in the field, the national committee of fifteen years of talk the time has come for us to 
this convention should take steps toward that result. make 'the far :fly from one end of the land to the 
We apologize because we hav not been able to cover other. I want to say that the battle for free institu
all the interests in the minds of men here to-day. I tions and the liberties of this people will be waged 
believe that a few planks in one invulnerable plat- in 1892 between the candidates whom you name and 
form will avail more than to try to include many those whom the cohorts of Wall street nominate. 
issues, some of them doubtful. The shorter our Now, the Republican party is practically out of the 
platform the longer will be our muster roll. When fight in 1892. They were left in a forlorn condition 
we hav taken possession of both houses of Oongress last November. The only part they can play next 
and of the White House, as we shall do, then it will year is to act as the miners and sappers of the other 
be time enough to decide on the details of legisla- party. · 
tion. [Great applause.] We are here not so much "Mind, now, what I say, Mr. Oleveland, when he 
to proclaim a creed as to erect a banner under which wrote his anti-silver letter, did it deliberately, as I 
tbe marobiug hosts of reform oan rally. Therefore happeD to know. Ue did it IBiiDIIt the protests ot 
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many of his friends. It had this effetlt, to consoli· 
date the money power in his support. The plutoc
racy in 1892-4 wm mlke the battle under his leader
ship. They are playing a shrewd game. The great 
work to be done is that of organization and prepara
tion." 

Before taking a vote there was another great fuss 
over Prohibition. A Oalilornia delegate moved to 
put in a plank condemning the liquor traffic. 

The repQrt of the committee on resolutions was 
then divided. The platform proper was adopted 
unanimously with a lot more enthusiasm, and the 
resolutions also submitted went through with prac. 
tical unanimity. 

Senator Peffer then yielded the chair to General 
Weaver, and tha last hour was spent in making up 
the national campaign committee. Taubenek, of 
Illinois, one of the " big three," who stood out so 
long in the sen&t~rial contest in the Illinois legisla
ture, was made chairman of the national committee. 

Another big mass meeting was held to. night at 
Music Hall, at which Ignatius Donnelly was the 
principal speaker. Some of the delegates went over 
to Oovington to eee the Alliance state convention 
run against Brown for governor. 

The enthusiastic people who went crazy for two 
hours this afternoon are already talking about their 
candidate for president, and there is really quite a 
jealous feeling between the friends of Ignatius Don
nelly and General Weaver, who want to see their 
leaders go to the White House in 1893. 

The Episcopal Clerical Labor Market. 
From the Reoord:er. 

It has been said that when a new town is started 
hi the Far West, when the prairie has been staked for 
miles into avenue£1, boulevards, and streets that are 
to be, the location of the city hall and the stately 
public buildings that are also to be hav been decided 
upon, and the _whole duly transferred to paper for 
the benefit of the Eastern investor, the next concern 
of the enterprising citizens of the to-be city is to 
secure the establishment on a firm basis of a saloon, 
a faro-bank, and a church. 'These'are, of course, 
necessary institutions, and are designed to attract 
all sorts and conditions of men to the embryo me
tropolis to boom it into prosperity. Probably East· 
ern people think this is a joke at the expense of the 
enterprising West, although few would doubt the 
farO· bank and saloon part of the story. But here is 
an advertisment, couched in _the glowing, exuberant 
diction of the Western town-lot boomer, which re
cently appeared in the Churchman, the leading 
Episcopal newspaper in the United Statel!', and the 
organ of the church in this city : 
RECTOR WANTED for a Mission recently established at 

Oak Cliff, which is a beautiful suburp of Dallas, Tex., 
and contains now a population of 6,000. living ln elegant 
residences. A reliable subscriptioa list of $900 has just oeen 
made, to which some $200 or more is likely to be added at 
once. The Sunday.school is flourishing, and has already de. 
veloped a large class for confirmation. An activ clergyman 

·could soon raise the mission into a parish, as the population 
· is likely to be doubled within a year or so, and by a similar 
class ot residents. The people there and at Dallas are cos
mopolitan, many being from the North and West. Ad-
dress, etc. · 

This paper publishes every week a column of ad
vertisments of clerical situations wanted and vacant, 
of rectors and curates wanted, and clergymen of 
different degrees wanting employment. The adver
tisments often afford very interesting reading in 
themselvs, while their existence in such numbers is 
a fact full of suggestion. It is not generally sup
posed that clergymen are subject to the same condi· 
tions in the struggle to obtain the means of subsist
enee that ordinary workers in other walks of life 
are ; that there is a clerical labor market, and that 
the employment of ministers of the gospel is subject 
to fluctuations of supply and demand as is that of 
the ordinary artisan or professional man. Th~re is 
something peculiar about the calling of a clergyman 
-supposed to be essentially a "calling "-and the 
idea seems incongruous. Yet such is the case with 
respect to some denominations, and particularly the 
Epigcopalian. It is unfortunately a feet, too, t~at 

. the supply is usually very much in excess of the de· 
mand. Here are some advertisments from the 
Churchman: 
A CLERGYMAN IN DEACON'S ORDERS desires work 

· In city or country ; sound churchman, unmarried, 
youn!!.', gooil woTker. musical. 
ASSISTANT PRIEST, unmarried, in city parish; salary, 

$800 per annum; applicant must be competent to super
intend large Sunday-school, and to undertake arduous work. A YOUNG PRIEST desires a parish ;. churchman, me

dium; salary good. Address "B." 
WANTED-A rector for a parish in New York state, 

diocese of Albany ; guaranteed income, $800 per 
annum. 
TBE RECTOR of a flourishing parish in a Western dio-

cese desires a parish In the E!\st, one on the Atlantic 
coast preferred; good reader and preacher, and ready ex
temporaneous speaker; the very best of references: sound 
prayerbook churchman. 

Some interesting contrasts are often afforded. A 
clergyman is wanted "to take charge of a mission in 
the tenement region. Must ,possess the power of 
oogti~qo\ls bar4 work, SAlary, it married, $1,800," 

:r~~ advertisment im~ediately following says there 
1s Wanted, a rector, 1n May next, for a parish on 
the hills in West~rn New England. Situation high, 
summers cool. Work light-one service Sunday. 
Resident lay reader. R9ctory. with stable and good 
garden." Here is food for rt:fl.sction. Oontrast the 
position of tbe clergyman at '' continuous hard work" 
in ~he wr~tched, dirty, health·destroying tenement 
regiOn durmg the sweltering days of summer with 
that of his brother laborer in the Master's vineyard 
up among the New England hllls where the summers 
are cool, with but one service on Sunday and the 
delights suggested by " a stable and good garden." 
The balancing compensation in making choice be
tween the two must be in the sweet satisfaction of 
duty well done, and more so in the self-sacrificing 
love of humanity that makes a privilege of toil and a 
paradise of a region worse than the d~sert. 

The qualifications possessed or desired are fully 
~tated in the advertiements. O.ne advertiser says he 
IS a "sound prayer. book churchman," another is a 
"medium churchman," while another hoMe "moder
ate views." For a patish in a poor city district a 
cler~yman of " moderate views and a popular 
Sfleaker" is wanted. The salaries offered range from 
$800 to $1,800 a year. · 

Tbe Methodist church provides pastorates or 
other clerical situations for all the clergymen in its 
fold, and the churches are compelled to take what
ever minister the bishops appoint. In the Episco
pal church the student learns the business and must 
then take his chance of obtaining a job. When a 
vacancy occurs in a parish the bishop of the diocese 
is usually asked to supply a minister, but the church 
is not bound to accept whatever is offered. The 
vestry makes the selection and very often advertises 
its wants, carefully examining references and appli
cants until it secures the right man. There are two 
degrees of clergymen-deacons and priests. The 
former are only qualified to hold certain p"ositions in 
the ministry, so that all positions advertised are not 
open to all clergymen. 

The condition ot the Episcopal clerical labor mar
ket is at present far from bright and is generally 
unsatisfactory. The market is sadly overcrowded. 
A short time ego the Churchman said editorially 
that·" the extraordinary number of 662 out of 4163, 
or something over 15 per cent of the whole number 
of the clergy, do not appear to be engaged in any 
sort of regular clerical work." It further stated 
that 11 in the three months ending Dec. 1, 1890, 401 
clergymen of the church of the United States, or 
very nearly 10 per cent of the whole number, changed 
their post-office address. This means more than the 
existence of an unemployed clergy; it means the 
existence of a migratory clergy-a clergy migratory, 
not of purpose, like the Methodist itinerancy, for the 
church professes to believe in settled ministries; nor 
migratory from cho:ce, as many a heartbreak goes to 
prove, but migratory because nothing but continual 
migration at the rate of 20 per cent is possible." 
Only recently, too, the archbishop of New York 
wrote p~blicly in the Churchman warning the un· 
employed clergy that he could find places for none 
of them here. He said he was impelled to this by 
sorrowful considerations of the false hopes he was 
continually compelled to disappoint. 

A great number of regularly ordained clergymen 
find employment as private tutors, as teachers in 
private schools, and in a variety of callings in some 
way akin to their own. All the leading book pub· 
lishers in this city hav the names of fifteen or twenty 
or more clergymen on their list of canvassers, and 
these men find occasional employment in pushing 
the sales of religious and educational books. There 
is no guarantee of permanency of employment to the 
clergymen, and it frequently happens that when a 
man ha.s grown old and worn in the service of the 
church he finds himself without a situation and with
out resources. There is a fund for aged and indi
gent ministers, but it is not a pleasant prop to lean 
on. There is a saying among the clergy that" the 
dead line is passed at fifty years of age," a recogni
tion of the fact that very often a clergyman must 
look to other chances for support than the work he 
has spent his life in. The Churchman has even sug· 
gested that it would be a good idea for clergymen to 
learn some other profession. It rather ambiguously 
adds, 11 or some honest handicraft," which leaves 
room for several inferences as to its meaning. 

Not only is the supply of nativ talent far in excess 
of the demand, but the clergy hav also to compete 
with cheap foreign labor imported into the country. 
This is a novel side of the immigration question. 
The clergymen complain, and do it in print, that 
Bishop Talbot, when he wants to find missionaries for 
his jurisdictions of Idaho and Wyoming, does not 
seek them among the clergy of the American church, 
but imports scripture readers from Ireland. They 
want to know what it means. 

One thing the entire showing proves. It is that 
the field of ministerial effort is crowded. It throws 
a strange light on the "calling" of a minister, and 
would seem to mean that what many ohirgymcm took 
for a cc call" was really some other noise. It would 
also seem to poiDt to tb@ a4vislbility ot n ~@t'llest 
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young man's ~urbing his impatience to enter the 
church until he hears an unmistakable 'call to un
dertake the worlr. ----------.. ~-------
The Noble Red Man in .Mendocino County, Cal. 

George Maoa:onala in F'reetll.oU{Jll.t. 
To return to Ukiah, the features most likely I o 

attract the attention of the stranger are those of tl:e 
Indians and squaws who loaf about the corners d 
the streets. 'l'he Indian is a delinquent subscribEr 
to tha civilizfltion of the present day. Poco tiempo, 
which means time enough, or by and by, or some 
other day, is a good enough motto for him. He 
don't enjoy work; he is tired before he begins, ud 
the gre111t powers of endurance which historians 
agcribe to him are shown most in his ability to do 
nothing for a long time without getting enough of it. 
A few days of labor makes life a burden to him, and 
he demands and takes a" big rest." The Indian has 
no trouble with the trades unions. The state tramp 
law specially exempts him from its operation. One 
Ohinaman in fair health will outwork a large tribe of 
these aborigines, and for that reason the red man 
cherishes a deep at>imoeity toward the "no good 
Indian," as he calls his Asiatic brother. The Indian 
takes readily to whi6ky, gambling, and the Roman 
Oatholic religion. He is somewhat vain, and when 
he gets a little money he spends the heft of it for 
personal adornment. His next investment is fire
water. Then he falls to gambling and plays until he 
bas lost the last article of wearinlt apparel he can 
use for an ante and has nothing left but his jag. 
The women, or mahalas, are competent beggars, and
may be seen in the early morning hours beating 
about town for a breakfast. Their reputation for 
unchastity is good. They do some washing for 
white people, though I understand they hav not 
much use for it themselvs. About the rancheries 
the men and women lie upon their faces in the sun 
or play a. rubber-perhaps an Indian rubber-at 
cards with the ground for a table. The Oatholic 
church has caught on to the poor red man, and a 
white cross surmounts one of the wickyups at the 
little rancberie in Ukiah. A sister from the local 
convent conducts a kind of parochial school here, 
drawing pay therefor from the general government. 
The medicin man of the tribe is Squealing Oharlie, 
who makes money enough at his voodoo practice to 
keep himself at a comfortable stage of intoxication 
a large part of the time. Oocasionally some rebel
lious subject chops him into a state of insensibility 
with a hatchet, and he bas to be carried to the 
white man's hospital for treatment. Not lo!lg ago 
he was so cut up in this manner that the doctors 
needed a sewing machine, almost, to re-pair the rents in 
him. Barring these incidents, the life of Squealing 
Obarlie is easv if not luxurious. 

Tbe nomadic and reneaade Indians travel back 
and fort.h between the Ukiah rancheries and the 
Round Valley reservation, eighty or ninetv miles dis
tant. When they want liberty tb.ey go to Ukiah; for 
rations they go back to Round Valley. The .Oatholic 
teachers, who conduo~ schools at each end of the 
route, count their copper-colored pupils at both 
places, and get a per capita appropriation for sock
ing them full of catechism. Some of the more 
advanced pupils are able to tell what is the chief end 
of man, but it is said. that over their moral natures 
the church hss lees iiJ:fl.aence than the j lil. 

Brotlterhood of Moralists. 
Repor~ or t~e Provaoanda Committee of the BrothPrl•OOd of Jlloral· 

tsts, at Hannt!Jal, Jfo., for tne month enain[l llfa!llO, 1891. 
SECRETARY'S RllPORT. 

Owing to the illness of the secretary and a delay in print
ing constitutions the enrolment this month falld below the 
average. 

Nine membership certificates bav been issued. The new 
members are from Illinois, California, Wisconsin, New York, 
and Iowa. The total enrolment is 1422. We are under 
obligations to Brother M. H. Cone. of Kansas, and Slater 
Ella E. Gibson, editor of the Moralist, for Liberal papers. 
We hav received many encouraging letters, and the outlook 
is favorable, notwithstanding the opposition of certa!n big
oted Liberals who imagin that those who do not believe as 
they believe hav no right to organize. F. H. RAu, Sec. 

TREASURER'S RllPORT. 
Balance last report............................................. $54 20 
J. M. Peck, Sr., Iowa, L.A. Thornton, Alabama, 

each $1......... ............................................ 2 00 
D. Molitor, Tennessee ....................................... · 3 00 
w. S. Galloway, New York................................. 25 

Mailing constitutions, etc., ..................... . 
Subecription to Freetlwu,qht ................... .. 

" Stcular Thought .............. . 
Electrotypes and printing ....................... . 
Folding and listing ............................... .. 
Express charges .................................... . 

$ 2 55 
1 00 
1 00 

12 00 
1 50 

60 

$5!J 45 

Total................................... $18 65 18 65 
Balance.......................................... $40 80 

A. R. AYRBS, Treasurer. 

THEOLOGY allays the dread that generally arises 
from the feeling of being in the dat k, though no 
doubt she creates much of the terror she gets the 
oredit of allaying.-.F. Wilson. 

SEND for cat1!og of our publications~ Bent free 
on eppllcatioo. 
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the apostolic age, and hav ever since been so received the authenticity of Mark we hav, therefore, is that 
by the church. They imagin that the writers agree Eusebius said that Papias said that John the Pres
in fact and theory and doctrin; that Paul corrobo- byter said that Mark wrote down what Peter said 
rates Chrish, and that Christ prophesied what Paul that Jesus said. And Kitto's Cyclopedia, which is, 
should teach. perhaps, the ablest special pleader for the' Naw Tea

Yet there is, after all these centuries of false be- tament the Christiana hav, acknowledges, on· the 
lief, and church councils, and voting on books, and strength of the passage in Ensebius, that Mark did 
making confessions of faith, and dogmatizing upon his work disjointedly and incompletely. This is all 
the subject, not a word of truth in it. The errors the authority we hav for Mark, and the enlightened 
consist in : 1 The ascribed authorship; 2. The date common eense of the world, since it became ac-
of writing; 3. The reception of the manuscripts in quainted with Eusebius and his brethren of the. 
apostolic times; 4. Their recognition and reception church, has decided it to be insuffioient. 
by the Christian church ; 5. Their harmony and con· And poor Dr. Luke is a myth also. He wrote 
currence of view of Christ ; 6. In the unity of doc- neither the gospel which li>ears his name, :nor the 
trin taught by Peter and Paul and by Christ himself, Acts of the Apostles, which is ascribed to him. The 
as recorded in the apostolical epistles and the same mass of critical testimony against Matthew 
gospels. and ·Mark is a unit against Luke. And we may as 

Bfngle subscription in advance .........•............•.•..... 
One subscriptio:a two yeara, in advance ................. . 
Two new subscribers ..............................•...........• 

3100 
500 
6 00 

1. To begin with the Pauline documents. It iE well include the gospel of John in this, for of the 
now admitted by competent scholars that a portioll Johannine authorship of that gospel DAvidson says: 
of Paul's epistles are fraudulent. Dr. Davidson, a rt 11 has receded before the tide of modern criticism; 
Protestant of great learning and high repute, give md though this tide is arbitrary at times, it is here 
up Paul's epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, irresistible. No certain trace of existence of the 
and declares also that the epistle to Titus, and thE fourth gospel can be found till after Justin Martyr, 
first and seeond epistles to Timothy, were not i.e., till after the middle of the second century." At 
written by Paul. Drs. Oort, Hooykaas, and Koenen that time the Apostle John had been gathered to his 
say that these two letters to Timothy and the one to fathers and the dust of decades had obliterated his 
Titus "were certainly composed long after the death grave. The gospel of Luke, of John, and the Acts 
of Paul." And to the fraudulent Pauline epistles of the Apostles were written by men who never saw 
they add at once, and cer,ainly, 11 that to the He Jesus nor his apostles, nor the preacher Paul. 
brews, which does not bear his name at aU, and, Koenen and his colaborers considered the Acts to 
therefore, does not even profess to hav come from hav been written by some one who revered the 
his hand." These distinguished theologians agree memory of Paul, but did not understand his doctrine; 
with Dr. Dnidson in doubting tlJ,e genuinneee of a 11 heathen Christian" who tried to conceal the die
the letters to the Ephesians and Colossians, and cast putee, differences of opinion, and squabbles that 
the same suspicion "perhaps on the first, but cer- existed in the early church. He maimed and falsified 
tainly on the second, of the epistles to the Thesealo. history, say they. The ascription to John of the 
niane." Further, Professor .Davidson inclines to book of Revelation rests upon loose foundations, or 
agree with Professors Evanson and Bauer, who ques- upon none at all, says Kuenen. There is no more 
tion the genuinnese of Romans; and Professor reason to believe he wrote the gospel of John, the 
Bauer doubts also that Paul wrote 1 and 2 Corinthi· three lathers credited to him, and the Apocalypse, 
ana and Galatians. Dr. Westcott is one- with the than there is to believe the story that he lay down 
three German profPssors in e:rcluding the epistle to while alive in his grave, where the ground still geptly 
the Hebrews, and Kitto's Cyclopedia says that while heaves in response to his breathing, and where he 
it appears as part of the canonical scriptures, and as still "awaits t~e coming of his Lord." The epistles 
the work of Paul, "for neither of these usumptiene of James and Jude, supposed to hav been brothers 
is the evidence allowed on all hands to be conclu- of Jesus, are, like the others, compositions of some 
~iv." In Marcion'e compilation of the gospels, A.D one other than the accredited -authors. The same 
145, he left out the two epistles to Timothy, the one testimony that we hav cited against the authenticity 
to Titus, and the one to the Hebrews. Giving all' of the gospels is equally strongly directed against 

One subscription with olile new subscriber, in onere-
mittance ......................................................• 

One subscription with two new subscriber&, in one 
remittance ................................................... . 

One subscription with three new subscriber•, in one 
remittance ................................................... . 

One subscription ylth four new subserlbera, in one 
remittance ....••.............................................. 

. Any number over Ave at the aame rate, invariably 
with one remittance. 

500 

7 00 

8 60 

10 00 

OuR readers will every one be glad to know that 
work upon the book of the Bible Pictures which hav 
been published in THE TRUTH SEEKER will be pursued 
activly this summer and the volume brought out 
early in the fall. 

Il Mr. John Peck's health will permit-and it 
probably will-he will assist in preparing a good por
tion of the reading to accompany each picture. The 
volume will contain between two and three hundred 
pictures, and will be sold for one dollar. It will be 
the greatest book of Bible stories ever printed. 
Orders will be thankfully taken at any time and filled 
at the earliest moment the book leaves the press .. 

The Unsubstantial Basis of Christianity. 
Referring to the statements regarding the anonym

ity and consequent historical worthlessness of 
the gospels, a correspondent desires fuller informa
tion than we could giv in the article on the alleged 
reeurrelltion of Jesus. We hav been over thie 
ground a great many times, but are not unwilling to 
again traverse it, for the reason that when it is fully 
comprehended and its logical significance understood 
and admitted Rationalism need go ·no further for 
evidence that the Christian religious scheme is 
wholly untrue. 

And if, then, the miracles are false; if Jesus was 
not born of a divine father; if he was no more than 
a man, dying as any other convicted man dies, and 
remaining dead so far as any earthly person knows 
-if these things are so, then there is no so-called 
"salvation," and the preaching of all the. preachers 
is vain. And that these things are not so-providing 
of coure:~ that Jesus ever lived-is only evidenced 
by the gospels. Destroy the evidence of the gos
pels and you destroy the whole scheme. This has 
indeed been done, not by Infidels but by Christians, 
and yet eo fatuous is the blind faith of the people, 
so deep their ignorance of this thing, and so pow
erful the business interests of the leaders of the 
church, that few know it, ant\ still fewer comprehend 
its far-reaching meaning. Notwithstanding that the 
entire Rationalistic theological scholarship of Ger
many-which includes a large proportion of the 
scholarship of the country-and the Liberal Chris· 
Han scholarship of England, France, and the United 
States, hav united in pronouncing upon its anonym
ity and consequent historical worthlessness-as 
well as inherent untruthfulness-the vaatly greater 
part of the church-going and non-church-going people 
still imagin that the Bible is what their little Meth
odist or Congregational or Presbyterian ministers 
say it iP. They think that Paul wrote fourteen of 
the epistles of the New Testament; that Matthew 
wrote the gospel bearing his name; that Mark wrote 
his; that Luke wrote his as well as the Acts; that 
John wrote five boob, Peter two, and James and 
Jude one each. They imagin that these books were 
all written within a 1ew years after the death of 
Christ, and that they were received as authentic in 

this evidence its due weight, therefore, it may be these. • 
considered certain that only ten of Paul's epistles It is absurd, also, to dogmatically say that Peter 
are genuin, with a doubt of six others, one of which wrote two epistles. In fact. the doubt that he wrote 
(2 Thessalonians) these eminent Protestant biblical even one is very strong. Koenen, the professor of 
scholars pronounce undoubtedly spurious. Some theology at Leiden, and one of the foremost theo: 
German critics hold that only four of Paul's '' docu- logical historians in the world, says that Peter l}id 
menta" can be safely accepted as genuin. At the not write either epistle bearing his name. Westcott 
most, however, he can only be given credit for ten ; one-half agrees with this, for he says that nothing 
and Paul, bear in mind, is the best-in fact, almost was heard of the second epistle till the year 170 A D. 

the only-authenticated writer of scriptures. At that time, like Apostle John, Peter lived only in 
As to Matthew, the probability is that the gospel mythology. Dr. Davidson, with Dre. Koenen, Oort, 

according to Matthew was the gospel according to and Hooykaas, is certain that Peter did not write the 
the Hebrews with Matthew's name forged to it. first epistle; and of the second, he says : 11 Internal 
Papias (A.D. 150) spoke of the Hebrew gospels, and considerations go far to disprove its authenticity, 
Epiphanius and Jerome (A D. 403 and 420) say it was and, with the external evidence, are very strong." 
the same. Dr. Davidson pronounces with certainty So much for the authorship of the New Testament 
and . emphasis against Matthew's authorship of it. documents. As to their date : 
Drs. Oort, Hooykaas, and Kuenen say that Matthew 2. There is no Christian scholar whose reputation 
did not write the book of Matthew, and that it is of extende"beyond hie personal acquaintances who will, 
more recent date than their headings would lead us for a moment, contend th&t the four gospels were 
to suppose. That Matthew wrote the historical part writtep in the first century. · In 11 Su.Pernatural Re
of the book is also denied by nearly all the German ligion," which is as scholarly and capable an author
critics, who will only allow that he may hav written ity as any, the writer says that none of the gospels 
down some of the sayings of Jesus, which were after. was known for one hundred and fifty years after the 
ward made the basis for a historical narrativ by a evE>nts it pretends to recount-that is, before A.D. 

Greek translator. Schleiermacher, Schneckenberger, 180. Dr. Davidson, who, by the way, is a Christian 
Lachmann, and others are cited in Kitto as holding orofeesor, plaMB Matthew at 118-19, Mark at 120, 
this opinion. The critic·s all agree that Matthew Luke at 119-20, and John at 150 A D. But these 
never wrote the gospel that we hav bearing hie dates are too early. Others, and as coml)etent histo
name. riaue, place Matthew at 180, Msrk at 175, Luke at 

Neither do we know the author of the gospel·of 170, and John at 178. Like D1vidson's estimate, 
Mark. In his 11 Introduction to the New Testa- these dates are approximate. I>r. D svideon puts 
ment," Professor Davidson announces this as an Acts at 125; Titus and 1 and 2 Timothy at 120 to 
indisputable fact. He; is supported in this opinion 140, John's epistles at 130, and 2 Pater at 170. This 
by the authors of 11 The Bible for Learners,'' Drs. leaves but a few unimportant letters which can 
Oort, Hooykaas, Koenen; by Credner, Westcott, properly be dated in the first century, and these, with 
Strauss, and others. In Eusebiue's 11 Ecclesiastical the exception of some of Paul's, were written by no 
Hs~ory" there is a paragraph which says that one knows whom. To say that the New Testament. 
Papias says that John the Presbyter says that Mark documents came into existence before the close of 
was the l!ecretary of Peter. According to this, the first century is " falsehood, proceeding from 
Peter told Mark what Jesus said, and Mark wrote ignoranlle or dishonesty. 
it down, making his gospel. The only testimony to I 3 and 4. The goeflele 11nd epistles were not re-
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ceived as authentic nor as authoritativ in the apostolic derstood in connection with the life of Jesus. • •. 
age. In the age of the apostles lhemseln the goa- When we place Matthew, Mark, and Luke· side by 
pels we.re not known. In the age of the apostolic side • • • we are surprised to find that the 
fathers there were scores and scores of " gospels" evmgelists, from the very fact of their going to work 
and "scriptures" which were considered as authen- so artlessly and simply, and introducing most of their 
tic and as authoritativ as those now in the Christian alterations without exactly intending it, emend and 

. canon. And many of our present canonical books refute themselvs." That is a pretty and gentle 
were nob received at III, but were kicked about as mantle to throw over the sins of the writers of the 
writings of uninspired and commonplace people. In three gospels, but cm it be stretched to conr the 
fact, it was not until A.D. 170 that any of the books alterations in the traditions which they did intend to 
were called sacred. Westcott says that for a cent- make T 
ury and a quarter after the death of Jesus the Old But if in the gospels there is no harmony, much 
Testament was considered to be more authoritativ less can it be found in the teachings and doctrine of 
than the New, and others place the date of the Peter and Paul, or between the doctrine of those two 

·change of sentiment much later. When Paul referred genilemen and the doctrine of Jesus. Keeler has 
to the "holy scriptures" he· meant the Old Testa- stated the facts succinctly: '"The contest between 
ment, says Westcott; and Davidson confirms this by Peter and Paul raged fie~ly in the early days im
saying that wherever the early Christian fathers mediately following Jesus, and e~h was vigorously 
used the phrase " it is written," or the word " script- supported by factions. The doctrine which Protest;. 
ure," they had exclusivly in mind the Old Test.-- ant clergJmen preach so much-predestination, fore
ment. When the Christian canon was forming there ordination, smctification, and similar ones-are Paul
were in circulation some forty gospels, and a much isms, Jesus never having taught them. Paul was 
greater number of acts, epistles, and revelations. the apostle of uncircumcision and of the gentiles; 
Origen says that very many were written, and when Peter, of circumcision and of the Jews. Paul wished 
the fJ.lthers began to form canons they each adopted to ' carry Christ ' to the gentiles and stilJ allow them 
what books they liked. Instead, therefore, of having to be gentiles. Peter said if they became Christians 
a New Testament, which they all agreed was authen- they must also become Jews, be circumcised, and do 
tic and authoritativ, the early Christians had dozens as the Jews did in the ceremonial. In those days 
of them which had no authority for any one Paul was not recognized as a lawful teacher of Chris
but the compilers. The early Christians were split tianity, nor was he for more than a liundred years. 
into sects, and they had their heresies and heretics In these days, if Peter should come back to earth 
just as they hav now. No two sects used the same and advocate circumcision, the strangulation of bul
books. The first collection of New Testament docu- locks, and the strict obaervmce of the Jewish cere
ments was not considered inspired by its compiler monial, he would not be permitted to preach in any 
(Marcion, 11.bout A D. 145), and he did not include a Christian church, Catholic or Protestmt. Paul said 
number of books now in the canon. He had a "goa- if anyone, even an angel from heaven1 preached any 
pel" of his own, which was identical with about other gospel than he did, that person should be ac
three-fourths of Luke, and it is probable that Luke's cursed. He claimed authority as an apostle equal to 
gospel was made up from his. When Ireneus made that of the apostles at Jerusalem. But they had 
up his ClllOn he ignored many of the books now been appointed by the master in person, or eleven of 
fourid in our canon. The ancient Syriac Christians them had been, and they had elected a tw.elfth to 1111 
omitted several books no~ in the New Testament. the place of Judas, Peter superintending the process, 

.... So did the Bible of the early African church. The while Paul had appointed himself; and for h~m to 
canon of the early Abyssinian church was different claim to be their equal was something to which they 
from ours. The Thebaic and the Memphitic ver- could not submit. Paul asked, 'Am I not an apoa
sions lefli out Revelations. Origen considered the tie T' and the others said he was not. Revelation (a 
authenticity and authoritativness of some of our ca- Johannine and therefore an anti-Pauline work) says, 
nonical books extremely doubtful. Eusebius did not rEferring to Paul, 'And thou hast tried them which 
recognize as authentic all of our scriptures. Cyril, say they are apostles and are not, md hast found 
bishop of Jerusalem, did not accept Revelation. them liars.' Paul claimed that he and his followers 
The council of Laodicea also omitted this book from were still Jews, even if they did not practice circum
its canon. So did the majority of Christian fathers cision, but Peter and his friends denied it, and ReT
as late as 365 A.D. St. Chrysostom leU out five of elation, again thrusting at Paul, says, 'I know the 
our canonical documents. Theodore of Mosuestia blasphemy of them which say they are Jews and are 
rejected six. The Sinai tic, Vatican, and Alexandrine not, but are of the synagog of Satan;' and 'then of 
manuscripts do not agree. The Olermont Codex, a "the synagog of Satan, which say they are Jews, and 
Latin list of the books read in the African church in are not, but do lie.' Paul conceded that he had 

- the third century, does not include all the books now caught some of his followers by being crafty and us
considered sacred. The Apostolic Constitutions (a ing guile, but he thought that if he had misrepre
collection of rules, mainly for the guidance of the sented as to his apostolic authority, since good had 
clergy, dating from the :fifth centur1) omit eight of come of it, no ·harm had been done. 
our present New Testament documents. The conn- "'For if the truth ot God hath more abounded through 
cil of Trent (154.6) adopted the canon of the Catholic my lie unto his glory, why yet am I also judged as a sinner?' 
Bible; the Westminster Assembly (164 7) adopted "Paul's early spirit as a persecutor appears when 
the list of the Protestant Bible. The various conn- he wishes that those anti-Pauline& who troubled the 
cils held previously adopted sometimes one canon Galatians were cut off. He once met Peter in An
and sometimes another. The statement that the tioch, and an open con1lict occurred. The Ebionites, 
books of the New Testament "were received and ~ec- one of the most powerfal of the early sects, rejected 
ognized as authentic and authoritativ in the apostolic Paul, and said he was an apostate from the law. The 
age, and hav ever since been so received and recog- Olementine Homilies attack him bitterly under the 
nized by the Christian church,'' is a gigantic falsifica- name of Simon Magus. They reject his epistles en
tion of history. tirely. Justin Martyr rejected him and scarcely 

5 and 6. The concurrence of view of Christ alleged deigned to notice his writings. Hegesippus would 
to be found in the gospels is one of those mental de- not use his epistles, and said, substantially, that he 
lusions which occur often to men desirous of making had falsified scripture. The Paulines, on the other 
people believe that which is not true in order to keep hand, rejected the epistle to the Hebrews-which 
fat positions of profit and power. The gospels, the Christians now attribute to Paul-and they also re
historical part of the New Testament, contradict jected Revelation. The followers of Valentinus were 
each other as to facts, and the doctrine of Peter and Paulines, as were those of Marcion ; those of Basil
P•ul arfl widely enough at varian~e to found upon ides were Petrines. The Corinthians oppossd St. 
one the Roman Catholic church and upon the other John as well as PAter and Paul; the Simonian& op
the equaJJy huge system of imposture called the posed Peter; the Ophites rejected St. John and St. 
Protestant church. The gosp~l of John is so differ- Paul. They were snake-worshipers, and claimed to 
ent from the other three that Kuenen throws it aside hav derived their doctrine from James the brother 
as valueless for historical purposes, and approves of Jesus. Another sect, the Donatists, held that 
what Drs. Oort and Hooykaas say of the other three: there were no virtuous people in the Christian church 
" In the synoptic gospels we find certain narrative except such as belonged to their sect, and required 
which refer to Jesus in appearance only, and really -all who joined them to be re-baptized. Jerome was 
rose in the apostolic communities in consequence of bitterly hostil to Origen's views, even accusing the 
the division in their midst. . • . More than once latter, substantially, of heresy. Rufinus adopted 
we encounter narrative that cannot possibly _be un- Origen's theories, and Jerome, who had been Ru-

finue's dearest friend, loaded him with the most 
terrible reproaches, until the quarrel became the 
scmdal of the church in that time. It sounds 
aitrmgely to hear persons in these days express a de
sire for.a 'return to primitiv Christianity, when all 
was peaae md love.' There nenr was such a time." 

Oar correspondent cm see therefore that the 
strongest evidence against the resurrection of Jesus 
is the faot that the works relating it are fanciful tales, 
written no one knows by whom, where, or when. 
And if this is the case how absurd, irrational, fool
ish, and false to base a religion which must be be
lieved and supported upon pain of eternal damnation 
-literal burning in helJfire-upon such slight, or 
rather upon no, eTidence. If the facts are as the · 
Rationalists state, then the orthodox are aU wrong. 
As without the Garden of Eden Calvary is wholly 
super1luous, so are all the church doctrine and preach
ing and prayers and faith unless the New Testament 
be m authentic and divine record of the life and acts 
of a being who really possesses t)le power to bless 
and condemn as set forth by our religious teachers. 

Aud another insurmountable hypothesis for the 
church is this : Supposing we havn't any immortal 
souls for the Lord or the pope or the preachers to 
send to hell or heaven l 

Editorial Notes. 
MR. WILLIAM DAVIBB, a friend who livs in the West In

dies, has been on a long tour ot Europe. Before going he 
purchased a "Pictorial Text-Book," and upon his return he 
writes : " It may be interesting to you to learn that some 
friends of mine in London hn been so taken up with the 
copy ot the 'Pictorial Text-Book' that it is now making 
the rounds among them, and I had to come away without 
it." 

T.IDI: Minneapolis Journal ot the lOth ultimo has this to 
say of Bishop Ireland's recent visit to Washington to force 
cash from the government to support Roman Oatholic Indian 
schools: "It is very evident that among the burning ques
tions looming up tor consideration and determination, in the 
not remote future, the deliberate and continuous violation of 
the OonstitutioB. by the United States government in using 
the public money tor the support of sectarian schools is by 
no means the least. When a prominent ecclesiastic can go 
to Washington and bully and dictate to the interior depart
ment, touching the teachers in the schools of his denomina
tion, and hav more schools established tor his sect and sup
ported by the government, it is time tor the American peo. 
pie to awaken from their indi:IIerence and reflect upon the 
inevitable result. It matters not which sects are so main
tained by the government ; the whole system should at once 
be abolished. The alliance between church and state in· any 
form is abhorrent to the American mind ; yet tor years the 
government has beeq quietly cem<>nting such alliance by the 
payment of from $300,000 to $600,000 a year to religious 
sectaries, who not only devote the schools taken on contract 
to dogmatic teaching, but convert the p:overnment schools 
into church nurseries, with all thll varied paraphernalia of 
their sects flaunted in defiance of the law. Surely it is time 
to call a halt on this business. Already the sectaries are be
coming dictatorial and claim government support as their 
right. Away with the dangerous system! Away with it, 
and the sooner the better." • 

TH.B Rev. Mr. Parkhurst ot this city holds vigorous and 
heretical ideas. Last Sunday he spoke upon "Dead Sea 
Fruit," and in the course of his sermon he scored the church 
tor her repression of new thought and general tendency to 
be on the wrong side. Some of the things he said were : 
" The church has always fought new ideas, never subscribes 
to a discovery in science until it has to, always widens its 
conceptions grudgingly and sulkily, and when on the frontier 
between the known and the unknown it has always behaved 
as though it were scared. The man who h11s a new under
standing of a thing is always a hated man. No matter what 
hls character may be, no matter how willing he might be to 
lay down his lite tor the truth, as he apprehends it, he is a 
teared and hated man. They always try to kill him. They 
do it as a part of their religious lite. They think they are 
doing God's service by killing him as Saul thought when he 
chased the poor Ohristians up to Damascus. The history 
ot orthodoxy shows that it has been happy in shedding the 
blood of heterodoxy. As civilization has advanced modes 
of burning alive hav been modified and assumed more es
thet!<: forms, but there is the same impulse back of it all. 
Take the entire country and there is not a tithe of the in
terest felt in the conversion ot the world to Ohrist that there 
is in seeing what the church is about to do with a conspicu
ous doctrinal suspect. The church has no fondness for alter
ing what it is pleased to call its mind. It does not !Ike to 
be bothered about the reasons tor things. We are not say
ing that maliciousness is the secret ot this, but it is an indu
bitable part of church history. When a recent vote was 
passed in our presbytery, indicating that one of our num
ber would hav a chance pretty soon to stand up In the eccle
siastical rack, the moment t'l.e vote had been declared I ssw 
one of the oldest and one of the saintliest members of the 
presbytery smile with a smile that was well on toward six 
inches in length. He is a saint if there is one in our pres
bytery, but-there was the same spirit In that smile that was 
in the satisfied faces of the old inquisitors who used to roast 
heretics over slow fires and tickle their !l.eeh with hot pincers. 
The church is steadily against the man who dares express 
original convictions, and takes what seem11 to it a holy satiR
taction in ~~eBing him squirm for it." 
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ORANGE CrTY, lA.., May 11, 1891, 
MR. EDITOR; In your last issue I noticed a letter from Dr. 

c. W. McCormick, of Houston, Tex. I think his plan of a 
criminal census good, and if he has the time and is willing to 
do the work for $1,000, I am willing to open the subscription 
with $10, which I hereby pledge myself to send at any time 
the doctor notifies me that the rest is secured. I only think 
that the doctor under-estimates the cost of the undertaking. 

Respectfully, DR. G. A. F. DB LEBPINABSE. 

ST. Loms, Mo., May 18, 1891. 
MR, EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $1 to keep up 

my subscription to the greatest Freethought journal afioat. 
As long as I possibly can spare a few cents it shall be wi~h 
me. It is my Bible, and its contents cheer me up more m 
five minutes than the so.called inspired holy Bible of the 
Rev. John Wanamaker's caliber would in five years. So 
success to you and the great Watson Heston. Keep on 
pushing the good work for Universal Mental Liberty. 

Fraternally yours, IGNACE GLABBB. 

NEw ORLEANS, LA., May 8, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: YolirB relating to "Text-Book" is received. 

Thanks. Inclosed find fifty cents, for which send me by re
turn mail the TRUTH BEBKB:R A1!1NUAL AND FREETHINKER'S 
A.LMANAO, and the Truth Seeker Library's " Age of Rea
son," by 'l'homas Paine. Do not forget to send me my copy 
of "Infidels' Death-beds," as soon as printed. Put me 
down as being opposed to closing the Chicago Fair on Sun
days, and for Robert G. Ingersoll as president of the United 
States. JosEPH MAILLE. 

WILBUR, NEB., May 5, 1E91. 
MR. EDITOR : Please allow me to say to the truth seekers 

along the route which W. B. Bell is now traveling (Eastward 
from this plac'J), that they would do well to secure his serv. 
ices for two or three lectures. He delivered two lectures at 
this place on his way East, and he set up some cold facts that 
will cause much thinking and hav already caused much talk
ing. He has the pleasing art of illustrating by a comic story 
that forces a broad smile on the face of the most rigid Pres. 
byterian. Be decapitates the Christian dogm&B without in
fi!cting unnecessary pain. 'Tis a Bell that will ring out the 
old and ring in the new if kept tolling. H. KILGORE. 

HARMONY, INn., May 11,1891. 
MR. EDITOR: How was lt about that apple business, that 

the Gods cursed the world on account of it, and never 
thought of the remedy for four thousand years, and then 
brought it about in a way that disgusts thinking men and 
women? 

I went to a certain church one night after 11 o'clock to see 
what was keeping my granddaughter. When I walked in 
you could just see the small taper on account of the dust or 
fog, and there stood a great big ghost that would weigh 
about two hundred and forty pounds avoirdupois-perhaps 
the same species of ghost that overshadowed a certain young 
Jewess nearly nineteen hundred years ago. T-here this ghost 
stood, grinning, raising hell, to get those poor sinners to 
heaven. 

Hurrah for Heston and the pictures. JESSE MAURER. 

NEwARK, N.J., May 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I notice in your edition of the current week 

a characteristic diusion that emanates from W. W. Morris, 
of this city. His opening statement is thuP, "The pope is 
tackling economics." Would it not be better, Mr. Editor, 
if for once Brother Morris would follow Mr. Pecci's exam. 
ple? Like all of us, he has his hobby, i.e., abuse of that 
poor old Italian gentleman now residing at Rome-or, as 
Col. Elliott F. Shepherd would hav it, "Roma"-but in

. stead of Liberals abusing potentates abroad, would it not be 
better to see to the little popes at home? The crying evil 
and the curse of humanity is contained in two capital G's
i e., God and Government. And until both these ideas (for 
they are ideas only) are eradicated from the hum~ brain, 
• • Universal Mental Liberty" is utopian. Abuse, especially 
when accompanied with incorrect statements, is the worst 
weapon Freethinkers can hav. 

Moreover, we as Freethinkers hav a mission, that is this: 
We hav no hereafter and no crown of glory to offer our 
fellow-beings; lt Is necessary therefore to put something in 
place of these superstitions ; that is, to strive for absolute 
freedom for man, woman, and child, and this can only be 
accomplished in its entirety by and through the philosophy 
of Anarchism. Fraternally, CHARLES B. Mooa:u:. 

BPRINGFIBLD, Mo., May 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I received a letter the 11th inst. from Mr. J. 

E> Remsburg at Oak Mills, Kan., stating that on his way to 
Texas he would stop off and deliver us a lecture here in 
Springfield, Mo., provided we would procure a hall. To my 
surprise, I found the letter had been delayed thirty days at 
this office on account of not having my street number (306 
E. Comm. street) in the address. Therefore, failing tore
ceive his word in proper time, and knowing I was too late to 
further the matter, and at present not knowing M.r. Rems
burg's whereabouts, I take the opportunity through your 
valuable paper to. offer, with· many of my Freethinking 
friends here, our sincere regret at missing this chance, hop. 
ing at some future time to be able to hav Mr. Remsburg or 
some other prominent lecturer to stir us up. 

My "Pictorial Text-Book" is almost worn out through con
stant use. The 'Frisco railroad shops employ from eight to 
nine hundred men here, and the book was there two months 
among them taking the rounds, many taking it home and 
re!l!(ling it t!P'ough. It b&s converted several. Quite a uum-

ber would like very much to hav a copy of it, but as times 
hav been rather dull this winter and spring I hav at present 
been unable to secure any orders. I also received yesterday 
three valuable pamphlets from the American Se~ular Union, 
which shall receive my utmost attention. Thanking them 
for the same, and wishing success to Watson Heston and 
others, J. L. THOMAS. 

BaRE, MAss , May 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Please afford me sufficient space to ask your 

readers to take down their old Bibles and tum to !sa. 
xxxv, 8, and there read, "The. wayfarin~ men, though 
foole, shall not err therein." 

The clergy, in view of so many differing sects, each going 
to the same book for authority for their own special doctrin, 
hav undertaken to smooth over this slippery spot in their in
fallible word of God by misquoting the assertion, usually 
rendering lt, neea not err therein, may not, or mfght not, as 
if to throw the blame on the poor wayfarer and exonerate 
God, who dictated such an ambiguous piece of folly that 
one thousand sects could arise from it,contalning some sixty 
thousand contradictions in its a~cred pages. 

Now, I ask you all to hold the Christians to their Bib!e 
shall not, never ml!quoting it after their pattern. Do not 
allow them to quote it, neither "need not," "may not,'~ 
"might not," but compel them to keep lt in the imperativ 
form that men shall not err therein. Do not allow them, 
withoat correction, to use the subjunctiv mood, as if in a 
contingency they might err ; their infalllbJe word says im
perativly, though fools, they shall not err therein, which 
proves that none of these sects ao err, no matter how con
tradictory their creeds. Neither the Catholics nor Protest
ants err, and so of all the other fighting denominations I 

A wonderful l:ook, this Bible I and a wonderful God, this 
maker of Bibles and worlds I ELLA E. GIBSON. 

PoET ANGELES, WAsH., May 4, 291. 
MR •. EDITOR: Find inclosed $10.50, for which please send 

THB TRUTH BEEKER to the following addresses, also the 
TRUTH BEEKER ANNuAL, "Bible Contradictions," and Wash
burn's "Was jesus Insane?" 

The churches are trying hard to win the people here. 
Some of the preachers say that lt is right for church prop. 
erty to·be taxed, and quote scripture to prove lt. 

About the 1st of March, when Mr. C. B. Reynolds was 
here, the preachers were all invited to attend the lectures 
and reply to him, but coward-like they failed to appear 

. until after he had gone. Then they misrepresented him and 
Freethinkers in general in their pulpits. Again, they were 
invited to come to the Secular Union hall and hear their ser
mons replied to, and also take part in the discussion, but 
they hav not done so yet. I will try to get some of them to 
meet Mr. Putnam when he comes. He will be here the 
20th of this month. We are geiting a good many of the 
Christians to read Liberal literature. Mr. D. R. Cullen was 
distributing some in the Silvation Army when the captain 
got hold of an ironclad .Age and tore lt to pieces and in. 
formed Mr. Cullen that they were not allowed to read any
thing excepting the War Cry and the Bible. But some of 
the Salvationists continue to read what we giv them. The 
captain asked me to read the Bible and be converted. I told 
him I had read it and thought-! could quote as many pas
sages of scripture as he could. He said he did not doubt it, 
as he did not claim to know anything about the Bible; had 
never read three verses in the Bible when . he commenced 
preaching. He said, "A man don't hav to go to college to 
be a preacher in the Salvation Army, glory to God !" . 

The town is growing fast. It has one of the best harbors 
in the state; is the nearest of any to the oce&n. One large 
daily steamboat rnns here, and several smaller ones also. 
Ocean steamers and ships come into the harbor. This coun
try· has remained unsettled on account of the dense growth 
of timber that covers It, fir trees from three feet to six feet 
in diameter and three hnndred feet in hight and smaller ones 
so close together that lt is impossible for a horse to go 
through. The Union Pacific railroad is coming here. Two 
saw-mills are turning the forest into lumber, and more large 
mills are soon to be built. There is an aliundance of fish 
iJi the bay, and plenty of elk and deer eight or ten miles 
back in the mountains. All who wish any more information 
about Port Angeles can obtain it by writing to me. 

Yours for truth and justice, FRANK MoRSE. 

CARYSVILLE1 0.,-May 1, 1891. 
MR. EoiTO~: It is almost enough to excite indignation in 

the most patient mind to witness the irration31lsm and stu
pidity displayed by those-who enjoy the advantages of living 
in an age of enlightenment and surrounded by all the pre
requisite adequate to the establishment of a high degree of 
Intelligence. 

For the past month, being· at leisure, I hav occasionally 
visited the various gospel shops in our town, and hav heard 
in the stories discussed the various phases of Christian 
thought. I hav heard the experiences of both the unfledged 
convert and the fully developed theologian. I hav heard 
the sky-pilot dilate upon the importance of surrendering to 
Christ, and seen the convert, dethroned of his reason, fall be
fore the assumed mercy-seat. I hav met and conversed with 
men and women, who appeared to be lntelllgent upon other 
questions, that were so befogged in their religious frenzies 
as to be unable to reason upon that subject. And while this 
is lamentably true, it iJ! not within the bounds of justice to 
lay the blame at the feet of the credulous dupes of a elm
guided judgment. If I hav any power to pity, lt seems that 
I could lavish it upon the poor victim of superstition. As 
Ingersoll has said, " I do not hate a man because he has the 
rheumatism, but I hate the rheumatism because it has the 
man." The subject of a diseased body often excites our 
pity, and so the subject_ of a diseased mind should create 
withill us feelings of pitf rather tlml he.tfed- I am maguan. 

imous enough to believe that the masses of the church laity 
are sincere. Born and reared in the very atmosphere of 
Christian empiricism, having had their minds warped and 
distorted in the Sunday-school and around the family altar 
before they were old enough to reason, having been taught 
that faith is superior to reason, that science is a deception 
and logic a snare, it is not strange that they should develop 
beliefs so strictly in accord with their environments. No, it 
is not the credulous, confiding people that are to blame. It 
is the educated hypocritical leeches who know better, and 
who liv off of the fears of their dupes, that arouse our indig
nation. It is not possible ·for those who possess the advan
tages of a collegiate course of training in the scientific 
branches.of learning, that they should be unable to see the 
absurdities of Christian dogmas. Tnere are thousands of 
persons who are the blind dupes of the church, who lack op. 
portnnities, and who could be saved from the thralldom of 
priestcraft were lt not for the timidity of Freethinkers. 
There are too many who claim to hav thrown off the shackles 
that are yet in galling chRinB, and who hav not the moral 
courage to lift their banner above the slough of ecclesiastical 
dogmatism. It is true that social ostracism is hard to en
dure, as most of us desire to meet with the approbation of 
our fellows, but when our liberties and1 the liberties of our 
posterity are at stake, it becomes us as men and women 
laboring in a noble cause that we buckle on the whole armor 
and let our battle. cry be, " Giv us liberty or giv us death." 
When I remember the ye&rs spent in early life, when I r~
view the dark days and gloomy nights passed in my youth 
and early l!lanhood, when_ I remember how my young mind 
was made to recoil at hearing the squeakfng of the bats or 
the hootings of the owls of superstition, I feel in duty boulld 
to do what little I can to alleviate, if possible, those of my 
fellows who are similarly situated. Our salvation lies in 
our free schools aided by a free press. Educ&tion will 
eventually so adjust human intelligence as to enable man to 
soar above the mists of irrationalism, where he will be en. 
abled to look down with horror upon the rottenness of eccle
siastical tyranny and be enabled to breathe the pure air of 
universal mental liberty. To this end then letuslabor. Let 
us put our shoulders to the wheel, and if we do not achieve 
success in our day we will hav left a foundation upon which 
posterity may erect a monument to our credit. 

P. H. MoCROSKY. 

THAT AWFUL BOOK. 
VINELA!ln, N. J., May 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: This day, May 16, 1891, completes the nine
tieth year of my life, and I do not know how I can spend a 
small portion of the day better than by again calling atten
tion to the book called Bible or God's holy word, hoping 
thereby to add, a~ few more names to the thousands I hav 
already caused to giv up that book as a divine guide and 
seek for a better life than such a book can lead to. The 
greatest WOnder Of my long life iB how BUC'h a book could 
ever be palmed off on people capable of reading and think
ing as the inspiration of a being supreme in wisdom, justice, 
love, and mercy, when nearly ever chapter proves directly 
the contrary. The book was written by men without inspi
ration, many of them very ignorant men. E iCh writer gave 
the book and its God a patch of his own character. The 
story of the creation proves itself false: The world never 
was spoken into existence in one week nor in thousands of 
years. Matter always existed and the laws of nature pro
duced the different forms that we behold. The planets are 
kept in their places or on their courses by attraction or 
repulsion among themselvs. There are two different stories 
told about the creation of man. The first says that God 
created man in his own image and likeness, male and female 
created he them, and placed them in a garden, giving them 
liberty to eat of all the herbs and fruits in the garden. 
Nothing was forbidden them. A little further on lt says that 
God made man of the dust of the earth, breathed Into him 
the breath of life, and he became a living soul. He placed 
him in a garden and gave him liberty to eat of all herbs and 
fruit except one particular tree, and told him the day he ate 
of that he should surely die. The woman was not then 
created. After busying himself awhile with other matters 
he discovered that he had made a mistake-that it was not 
good ~or man to be alone, so instead of keeping the man 
perfect and making a woman of something else he took a 
ri~ from the man's side, before surgical instruments or so 
much as a butcher knife had been made, and of that one 
little dry bone made a full-sized woman. Th~se two dlffer
ent stories about the creation of mah are enough to prove 
the Bible unreliable. After God had got through with the 
work of creation he pronounced everything good that he 
had made. After that it appears that he discovered a mis
take, for it repented him that he had made man and grieved 
him to the heart. The book also tells us that he made an 
angel in heaven, but made him so imperfect that he soon 
rebelled and was cast out into the earth, where he outwitted 
God and got the whole human race doomed to eternal fire 
and brimstone. There is no more divine authority in the 
Bible than there is)n any other fiction written by man, and 
the book has done more harm than any, if not all, other 
books ever written by man. It has been the means of put
ting millions of the best people of their time to death, and 
even now, at this age, it is dividing the people of this nation 
into one hundred and forty different sects, each sect hating 
all the others. It causes enmity between husbands and 
wives, brothers and sisters, and parents and chlldren, and so 
long as it is regarded as of divine authority it wlll retard the 
progress of everything that is pure and good. It givs 
eighty thousand priests and clergymen of this nation the 
opportunity to liv lives absolutely injurious to their fellow
man. Honesty, justice, kindness, benevolence, all the virt
ues, can be better practiced without the book and its clergy 
~U Witb, them, lltlld U~e fiQQ!l~f it QlltU be put a~lde the bet. 
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ter for the human race. Within a few weeks I hav read the 
·headlines of every chapter in the Old Testament and nearly 
three hundred of its full chapters, and such another mess of 
filth and nastiness I never found in any other book. If I 
believed in a. being supreme in wisdom and goodness, I 
should consider it rank blasphemy to say that he had any
thing to· d9 with writing such a book. The anger, wrath, 
cruelty, revenge, that that book accuses him of pouring out 
upon his children exceeds anything charged to the devil him
self, and makes the author of the book the worse character 
of the two. The book calls Dnid a man after God's own 
heart, but a bloodier old villain never Hved. When at home 
and not engaged with his women he was always cursing his 
enemi~s and praying tor God to destroy them, ·and then 
would take his army out and destroy a thousand or two bet
ter people than himself without any provocation. 

I tried to learn how many wives David had, for I thought 
a man after God's own heart should lead a chaste lite it the 
God was a good one. I found that he had eight wives before 
he went to Jerusalem. Then it says he took more wives and 
concubines after he went to Jerusalem, but does not say how 
J}lany, but goes right on and give the names of thirteen new 
children that he had after he went to Jerusalem. When lle 
got frightened and fled from Absalom he left ten concubines 
to keep his house. While he was absent another man' got 
into the house with his concubines apparently to spite him. 
This so enraged the old buck that he carried the concubines 
away and locked them up, and never saw them any more, but 
kept them locked up during lite. 

This will do for the present lesson. Let Postmaster Wana
maker read it to his pupils every Sunday till shame banillheil 
the vile book from every school and family in America. 

Your friend, J. HAOKBB. 

BosoonBL, Wis., May 7, 1891. 
Mn. EDITOR: I to-day mall you two copies of a local paper 

containing each an argument upon a subject of which I hav 
before written you. On page 4 of the 1'eZler of May 8th will 
be found a criticism of one of these articles, 1fherein the 
editor endeavors to show that certain parties classed in my 
article as Atheists or Infidels, were Christians. Now, the 
three first of these-Gallleo, Kepler, and Darwin-were cited 
in an extract from the argument on the trial for Blasphemy, 
by R G. Ingersoll, therefore must be correct, as he never 
makes mistakes; but having no works for reference upon 
the subject, I cannot establish the fact of -their Infidelity. 
I inclose stamps, and ll you can giv me any assilltaDce in the 
matter it will greatly oblige me. 

In regard to Thomas Paine, whose religion, as formulated by 
himself, was simply" to do good," the editor cannot certainly 
class him with those whose religion is" to believe." Yet I 
think you may be familiar with some brief sentence or line 
which will settle effectually his entire unbelief in any ortho
dox God or religion. I hav never understood that the Deist's 
God was called by any Christian or Jewish names, and Mr. 
Paine's use of· these was as any Atheist may hav done. I 
hav beard more than one openly avowed Atheist called a 
Christian believer because he or she had said '!God." 

The editor in question much over-estimates my readin~ at
tainments. For the past thirty years I hav had but little more 
time to read than the average of people who keep house and 
do their own work. My library is by no means e:r.tensiv. 
Aside from the Boston Immtigator and THB TnuTH BBBKBB, 
I hav read some of Mr. Ingersoll's works, and a few other 
Liberal pamphlets, and also books aDd papers by Mrs. Stan. 
ton, Miss Anthony, and Mrs. Gage. The names of these 
three greatest women of our time I do not mention, as the 
editor would, in all probability, so harass my work with his 
strictures that it would be almost impossible to proceed. 
Also, in regard to Mr. Ingersoll, so many pietists hav put 
their toot down that they will never read a word of his 
writing, that I delight in giving extracts from his works 
and withholding the author's name. 

Please excuse this trespass upon your valuable time. My 
only apology is the cause of Universal Mental Liberty; and 
hoping I may hear from you at your early convenience, Ire-
main, Very respectfully, MBB. E. G. TAYLOE. 

[Ot the persons whom you cite as Infidels, Tyndall, Helm
holtz John Stuart Mill, Ernestine Rose, Lucretia Mott, Hor
ace Seaver, D. M. Bennett, James Parton, Jefferson, Court
landt Palmer, Parker Pillsbury,. Voltaire, Humboldt, Garri
son, and Bpinoza do not seem to be challenged by the editor 
of the 1'eZler. They are all Infidels, and it any are disputed 
we will supply you with proof. That Abraham Lincoln
also unchallenged-was an Infidel may be shown from Mr. 
Remsburg's exhaustiv investigation lately published In this 
paper. The 1'eZler asks, " When did Darwin ever say he was 
an Infidel?" In 1879 Darwin wrote to a German student, 
"I do not believe that there ever has been any revelation;" 
in his '' Life and Letters "are his words that between 1836 
and 1842 he had come to see " that the Old Testament was 
no more to be trusted than the sacred books of the Hindoos ;" 
he rejected design and said, " I for one must be content to 
remain an A11:nostic." Thomas Paine, while mustering ar
guments from every available quarter to strengthen his 
countrymen in a crisis, indeed used the language, "The 
will of the almighty as declared by Gideon, and the prophet 
Samuel, expressly disapproves of government by kings." 
But at a later date he issued his " Age of Reason" in which 
he declared his personal disbelief in the almighty of Gideon 
and Samuel. His late use of the word " God" ill in 
designation solely of the God of the Deist. The remaining 
two, Galileo and Kepler, we may conjecture to hav been 
thorough disbelievers in Christianity, but we cannot well 
demonstrate them to hav been such to the satisfaction of a 
Christian. A reperusal of the references to them in " Blas
phemy" will show you that Colonel Ingersoll does not assert 

·them to havbeeu Intldels. However, GaWeo declared that 

" in scripture there are propositions which are false in the 
literal sense of the words," and that." in all· natural que~ 
tiona philosophical argumeDt should hav more weight than 
mere scriptural declaratiGn." His astronomical propositions 
were contradictory of scripture and of church doctrin. He 
was deBounced as a heretic, and forced to recant. Kepler's 
" theses on theological tQpics exhibited too great a freedom 
to merit the approbation of " the college that he attended 
when young. He was perpetually harassed by 'the clergy, 
and about 1615 his mother, Johnson's Encyclopedia phrases 
it, "became a victim of her son's scientific reputation." 
She was accused of being a witch, aDd narrowly escaped 
the flames. Kepler's persecutions as " not -only a heretic, 
but as the son of a witch," continued till his death. On 
these two men see Professor White's" Warfare of Science." 
The age in which they lived did not admit of the expression 
of fully Infidel opinions. For hazarding what expressions 
they did venture, they barely escaped death ; had they ut
tered all that we may believe they thought, they could not 
hav existed and achieved their magnificent scientific discov. 
eries. They sought, says the Teller, to produce scriptural 
confirmation of their discoveries ; we add, they had to, or not 
~pake them. They lived in outward rites as Catholics, it is 

"true; they had to or not liv at all. Let the pietists state how 
m&By of the great scientists of this age, when expression is 
comparativly free, figure as Christians.-En. T. B.] 

NBW Yonx, N.Y., May 10,1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Wonders will never cease. Last Sunday as 

I was strolling about Newark I saw a notice that Miss Ada 
Campbell would lecture in the hall that afternoon. Well, I 
rubbed my eyes to see if I was awake, for that is the name 
of the lady who seven years ago at the· other end of the 
world made an Infidel of me. I will tell you how it was. 
It was in Tasmania, which is a very orthodox place. I am 
now ship's steward. I was th!ln before the mast. We had 
put in at· a little seaport in the north of the island called 
Laving. This lady had come to lecture there. She had been 
burnt in effigy a short time before, and people were very 
excited against her. They said she wanted to take away 
their God and religion so that they might become devils and 
go to hell and be burnt for all eternity. There was a man 
preaching that day about her and showing out of the Bible 
in Revelation that she was the Scarlet Woman of Babylon 
whose eoming foretold the end of the world was at hand. 
Well, it was not expected she would leave the place alive. 
Our first mate came on board at supper time and said, 
"Lads, you would not see a woman killed it you could stop 
it?" We said, No. He then told us how the lady had been 
treated and how he had heard her in Queensland, and how 
she had fought the government for the people's rights, and 
that some Irish Roman Catholic navvies that were there 
making the railroad had sworn t9 kill her-that they would 
turn out the lights and rush on the platform and a few blows 
on her skull would finish the job-that nobody could tell in 
the darkness who did it. Well, one of my messmates 
jumps up and said, "I don't believe in religions, none of 
them; but I believe there is a God. Anyhow, I am not 
going to stand round and see a woman killed, specially one 
as has got the grit in her this lady has." Well, we armed 
ourselvs with short clubs and pistols. There were nine of 
us in all. We went on shore. As we went up the sands 
some one of us remarked, "Would it not be best to warn 
the lady how great is her danger, and that she runs too 
many risks and ought to stay at home ?!: Our officer said, 
" She has been warned, but said she came here to lecture 
and she is going to lecture it she dies for it." It was a dark, 
dismal night. .The wind-was blowing a stiff gale. There 
were no lights in the streets, only here and there a flickering 
one from an oil lamp in a store window .. We went to the 
town hall where the lecture was to take place. We found 
then she would not get the hall for any price, because she 
was an Infidel. But mind you, the next week a reverend 
sky-pirate got the hall for nothing because he was lecturing 
agamst her. ·His name was Greenwood, and he said he 
hailed from Hobart and he was following her all through 
the country to destroy the poison she was putting in men's 
minds. He said she was a free lover, a dynamiter, and an 
Infidel of the lowest sort. When he said that, some one 
jumped up and said, "That is a lie," and he said he could 
prove it. This man said, "Well, you prove it." The rev
erend slanderer said it was not convenient just then, because 
in his hurry he had left the proofs where he was lecturing 
last, but he would bring them next time. Then the man 
said, "Don't you make it convenient to blacken that lady's 
cliaracter until you make it convenient to hav the proofs with 
you." Then our officer got up and said, " Why don't you 
meet the lady in debate? She has challenged you all, but 
none of you come forward." The reverend humbug said 
he could not lower the dignity of his calling by arguing in 
public with a creature who was a disgrace to her sex. Our 
officer said, "No, but you can lower th~ dignity of your 
calling by calling her names behind her back and making 
charges against her which you say you cannot make it .con
venient to prove. Is that a specimen of Christian charity?" 
And then some of the people clapp·ed and said, " Hear, 
hear I" The reverend said he waa sorry if he had offended 
them. Be was sorry this woman had got such a hold upon 
the minds of some of the people, and if they did not wish 
him to go on he would retire. Then some cried out for him 
to go on, but a good lot of people left the hall and were ar
guing outside, and soon we heard those inside singing a 
hymn," Washed in the Blood." 

But to go back to Miss Campbell and how I became an 
Infidel. Well, she had taken an old weatherboarded hall 
down the banks by itself on the sands close to the water's 
edge. When this was announced the crowd followed to the 
hall. There was a man on the bank with a lantern who 
wand lt to and fro to lisht the people down. Just as tlle 

Iect~ess got close to the hall some ruffians threw big stones 
at her.· I do not know if she was struck, but one of us who 
was behind threw himself down and cried, "Murder I" and 
that drew the crowd aside until she got Into the hall. We 
followed close-and got the front seat between her and the 
rest of the people. The platform was only about two feet 
high. The hall was poorly lighted with kerosene .. The 
lecturess came fro;m behind the screen where she had taken 
her hat and jacket off. She began to speak, and though she 
was very white her voice had a very determined ring in it. 
She asked for a fair hearing. She said she had heard there 
would be an attempt at violence, but she warned anyone 
who thought of molesting her that she had come prepared 
to defend herself. Then some of the navvles at the end of 
the hall began to hiss and yell. Presently there was a lull, 
and the lecturess said with a sneer, as she looked defiance at 
them, " Bah I a goose could do that much, and the bigger 
the goose the louder it can hiss." She warned them to keep 
quiet, and said the first man that attempted to come on that 
platform without her permiBBion was a dead man, and her 
eyes blazed as she said it, and she looked so determined we 
felt sure she would keep her word. Then she began her 
lecture, and showed that this so-called Christianity was . a 
fraud that had been palmed off upon the Ignorant ma~ses by 
the early Christian fathers to make the churches rich and 
powerful. And she brought forward her Bible and proved 
out of it that what is called Christianity is not the teachings 
of Jesus, but the opposit, and that it anyone tried to carry 
out the commands or follow the example of Jesus he would 
be put in prison by the Christians as a criminal or a lunatic. 
She then showed up all the frightful crimes and horrible 
cruelties of Christianity, and that the Roman Catholic church 
was responsible for most of them. Then one of the navvies 
said, "Tha\'s a lie I" and tried to make a row, but a police. 
man who had come quietly into the hall put him out. Then 
one of the lights went out. One of my mates. turned round 
and his jacket fell back and showed the pistol stuck in bis 
belt. The lecturess was pale before, but her very lips turned 
white then, but she walked to the edge of the platform rlght 
opposit him and said,'' I see you are armed. Well, so am I. 
Remember, a lite for a life." My mate was awfully taken 
aback at that, for she looked at us one after another sternly. 
She said, "I am here to do you good, not evil. I am risking 
my life to pull the priestly bandage of superstition off your 
mental eyesight." Then she seemed to think we were sa\1. 
ora, and said that men who were ptllars of the church bought 
old vessels that would founder at the first gale, got a heavy 
insurance on them, and sent them to sea knowing that the 
chances were a hundred to one but at the first heavy sea or 
approach of a storm they would go down with all on board, 
not taking any account of our lives or that they made wid
ows and orphans of our wives and familie.s. Well, it seemed 
soon after she began talking as it scB.les begau falling from 
my eyes, and I wonderea I had not thought of all those 
things before, for they were plain around me it I had only 
taken notice of them. I tell you, that lecture was a regular 
eye-opener. And so was that lecture last Sunday, which the 
people agreed as they went out was splendid. Well, at the 
other lecture which I write of, while the people were filing 
out, just as the lady's attention was occupied, three rowdies 
crept to the platform, but we jumped up and barred the 
way. One tried to push past us, but one of my mates took 
hold of him and dragged him to the door. He fought hard 
then, but my mates pitched him out in spite of his struggles. 
Our officer then made hb,nself known to the lady and told 
her we were her friends and would form a guard to take her 
home. She gave us a little book entitled, "Why I Am an 
Infidel." The l£cturess wrote it herself. - I tell you, that 
book did not leave any room for the Gods and religions. 
She also gave some to the other people, and it they had the 
same effect on them as on us there are a good many Infidels 
there now. The ~owdies threw some stones at us in the 
d~~orkness as we took the lady home. That is all that hap
pened. 

Now, my friend in Newark is a Freethinker, but though I 
call at his house when I am in New York, yet I never knew 
it until I saw him at the meeting last Sunday, and he was 
just as much surprised that I was an Infidel. You see, his 
" missis" is inclined to be religious and the subject is never 
mentioned in his house. I did not know where to get a 
Freethought paper until he told me. He lent me several of 
his papers, TRUTH BBBKBRB, which I read with great pleasure. 
THB TRUTH BBBKBB is far better than any of the English 
Freethought papers. It is the best I hav seen yet. 

Now, I think a badge is needed for Freethinkers-not a 
rubbishy pansy, which is worn by nearly everyone when in 
season, but the torch of reason and the blue sky of clear 
thought. It my friend in Newark bad one and I had one 
and we had worn them, we would hav known we were of 
the same way of thinking; which is import!int, as when a 
ship comes into port the sky-pilots send their emlssari£B 
on board for us to come and hear the Rev. this and the Rev. 
that and to join the Beaman's Christian Union, and distribute 
tracts about the Holy Ghost and the blood and such-like 
theological chestnuts. Which reminds me to say, the pict
ures in THB TRUTH BBBKBB are splendid-just what they 
ought to be. I hav made arrangements with my friend to 
hav THB TRUTH BBBKBB sent after me. There ought to be 
some way to_!et strangers coming to your ports know where 
to get a Freethought paper and hear a Freethought lecture. 
When I was in Frisco a couple of years ago I could not hear 
of either. 

With my gratitude and best thanks to the lady whose 
courage to speak the truth made an Infidel of me and others, 
who will remember her with respectful affection as long as 
they liv, wishing the lady, THB TBUTll BBBKER, and your Eel! 
every success, , 

Respectfully, one ot tbe brotherhood of reason, 
G:so, J, Mo!!BlB. 
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lldi~d bf MIB8 SuSAJf H. W:a:oa, Jl'all 
Rww, Mas1., to whom all 00fMilU16iM«onsfor 

this Oorm,. 1i'lould "' '"''· 

" Between the dark and the daYliKM, 
When the night fa beginning to lower, 

aomea a pause in the day'a oocupatlonl 
That is known as the Ohfldren'l Bonr." 

To Stella! 
Hair like raven's wing, 
Lips as 'ripened cherries, 

Tiny feet, 
A. form petite, 

Eyes a.s brown as berries. 

Voice of melo1ly, 
Bands of slender whiteness, 

Every word 
(Perhaps you've heard) 

Shows sympathetic brightness. 

Loveliness and grace 
Every move discloses. 

A. dainty skin, 
A. dimpled chin, 

Oheeks like damask roses. 

Nose of Grecian shape, 
Brow of alabaster, 

rreeth like pearls, 
Olympian curls 

(I wish my rhyme flew faster>. 

Coquetry and wit, 
All the !l'races blending. 

Cupid's darts 
Rend our hearls, 

Damaged past all mending. 

Woist of symmetry, 
Throat so white and slender, 

CMv heart's aglow, 
I Jove her so) 

Manners soft and tender. 

R "'iles like radiant beams 
From Phoebus straight descending, 

Ra.iment fine, 
Tn short, divine, 

Herself, all art transcending. 
Gliol!GE BAMO. 

School Children and Their Answers. 
Though not exactly a child, peT haps, a lad 

once appeared before Bishop Wilberforce tor 
confirmation. The bishop, feeling sure that 
he had confirmed ·him before, bent over and 
said, in a low tone, "My boy, I think I hav 
confirmed you before." The lad opened his 
great wild eyes, and replied, "You be a 
liar." 

" What would hav happened it Henry IV. 
ot France had not been murdered?" asked 
a teacher of a sharp-looking boy. The 
prompt reply was, "He would probably hav 
died a natural death." 

In a Sunday-school. " What did the 
Israelites do when they came out ot the Red 
sea?" drew forth the answer, "They dried 
themselvs." "Where was Bishop Latimer 
burnt to death?" was Immediately answered, 
'In the fire." 

While youngsters appear to get consider
ably " mixed" in digesting their historical 
Information, their ideas ot geographical facts 
are also not untrequently, to say the least, 
original. A young hopeful said that the 
sur'ace ot the earth consisted ot land and 
water. "What, then," asked the teacher, 
'do land and water make?" "Mud," was 

the instant rejoinder. 
A volcano has been described as " a large 

mountain with a hole at the top and a fire
place at the bottom;" and a "bar is a piece 
ot iron across a river mouth. It prevents 
navigation, and has t2 be cut through with a 
steam edge." 

According to the Bcltoolmaster, "stablllty" 
was recently defined as being " the cleaning 
up ot a stable;" and an answer to some 
question about insurance had this passage: 
"The money is provided by the compauy to 
defray the expenses ot the birth ot members 
In pecuniary distress." In the summer, it 
seems, "the day is longer owing to expansion 
by the heat;" and that season itself is thus 
explained: "Once a year we hav the whole 
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"Where?" inquired the teacher, surprised at My little brother Nelson seems to like this 
his pr{)ficlency. "In the cheese." sort ot lite better than anyone, tor he has 

Being asked what conscience was, a boy grown so tat since we came here, and he can 
almost walk. He will be a year old soon. 

replied, "An inward monitor." Asked what My sister Lily has grown very much; she Is 
a monitor meant, the ready reply was, "An now three years old, and she talks very 
ironclad vessel." nicely ; and as tor the boys, they ·seem to 

Another lad was asktld what he understood grow every day, they are so happy. 
by "celerity," and, perhaps from experience, Would you mind sending us some seeds, 

vegetable or :fl.ower ? As we are living on a 
says the contemporary account, he described farm, ot course we will hav a garden. 
it as "something to put hot plates down Mamma would very much like to hav one or 
with." two melon-muskmelon or watermelon-

The members of a girls' class were asked seeds, which grow in America, it it will not be 
a few questions. One was interrogated as to troubling you too much. I hope you will not 

mind my having asked you for the seeds. 
what was meant by "bearing false witness Some day, when papa photographs our house 
against your neighbor." "It was," said she, (you Jinow he has a photographic apparatus) 
"when nobody did nothing and somebody I will send you a cop~, and then you will see 
went and told ot it." Another was asked how a farmhouse in Turkey looks. 
h b t t d d h li d I must now end my letter, as I ha'v some 

ow ee - ea was ma e, an B e rep e ' more to write. And hoping you wlll excuse 
''Buy a tin ot beef extract and follow the me tor troubling you about the seeds, with 
directions on the lid." much love trom mother and mvself, 

"What are warmth-producing toods ?" a Yours affectionately, DAIBY SUTER. 
third girl was asked. The reply was, " Cay
enne pepper and Jamaica ginger." 

"What is the temlnln ot friar?" asked a 
teacher ot his class. First boy: "Hasn't 
any." "Next?" Second boy: "Nun." 
"That's right," said the master. First boy, 
in an indignant tone: ''That's just what I 
said." 

"And now, dear," asked a governess, 
"what can you tell me about Minerva?" 
"She was the goddess ot wisdom, and she 
never married," was the reply.-Oassell's 
Baturday Journal. 

The Capitol Dome, Washington. 
The capitol donie at WashltJgton is the 

only considerable dome ot iron in the world. 
It is a vast hollow sphere weighing 8,000,300 
pounds. How much is that? 

More than 4.000 tons, or almost the weight 
ot 70,000 full-grown persons, or about equal 
to 1,000 ladened coal cars ot tour tons each, 
which, it strung one behin.d the other, would 
occupy a mile and a half ot track. On the 
very top ot the dome the allegorical figure 
" America," weighing 13 985 pounds, Iitts its 
proud head high in the air. The pressure of 
this dome and figure upon the piers and 
pillars is 14,477 pounds to the square toot. 

It would, however, rfqulre a pressure ot 
755,286 pounds to the 1 quare toot to crush 
the support ot the dome. The cost of this 
Immense dome was a little short ot $1,000 
000. 

G&o. J. RBliiSBURG will speak at school
house ot No. 20 on evening ot June 25th. 
Subject, "Some Bible Facts." Admittance 
tree. Everybody respectfully invited to 
attend. Frestlt011gltt, a journal published 
in San Francisco, Cal., says: "George J. 
Remsburg is a youth ot rare precocity. 
Though not more than eighteen, he has been 
talking and writing on politics slid th,eology 
tor several years." 

[The above notice shows that our friend 
George is certainly doing his part toward 
Liberalizing that part ot the state where he 
live. In future years we expect his name 
will be everywhere as tamillar as household 
words. Success and prosperity attend him. 
-En. c. C] 

Correspondence. 
WESTMINSTBR, CAL., Aprll26, 1891. 

Dun Miss WIXON: This is my first letter 
to the Corner. 

My father takes THE TRUTH BBBKBR. He 
has not taken it a year yet. I llke to read 
and look at the pictures in the paper. I 
think it, is the nicest paper we are taking. 
That woman and the pretty baby in the paper 
ot Aprll 18th made such an lmnresslon on 
my mind I cannot help but be a Freethought 
girl. 

Papa and mamma did belong to the church, 
but they do not now. The Bunday.school 
teacher wanted me to go, but I would not; I 
had rather stay home and read THE TRUTH 
8BBKBR, 

It this does not go in the waste~basket, I 
will write again. 

Your Liberal friend, EuNIOB MARTIN. 

OAK MILLB. K!N., May. 1891. 
Miss WIXON, Dear. Friend. and Teacher: 

Since my letter describing my collection ap. 
peared in the Corner, I hav·recei:Ved many 
kind letters from its readers offering to send 
me something in the curiosity line. I wish 
to thank you tor your klndnei!s in giving my 
letter a place in the Corner. You hav always 
been very kind to publish my humble contri
butions, and I teel that I owe you a debt ot 
gratitude. I also wish to thank the readers 
ot the Corner tor the many kind letters re
ceived from tliem. 

Miss Wixon, I shall anxiously await the 
promised description ot your collection. I 
know it will be interesting, tor you never 
write a line but what is interesting. 

I read your letter on the badge-pin contro
versy In a late issue Of TBB TRUTH BBEKBR, 
and I fully concur with you. Wettstein's 
badge is the best emblem ot Freethought 
ever brought before the public, and no Ftee
thlnker should be ashamed to wear such a 
badge. They who object to this beautiful 
and expresslv badge, and refuse to wear it, 
are not true ar·d genuln Freethinkers. Miss 
Churchill's '' U. M. L." badge is a neat 
emblem of Freethought. I was sorry to 
learn ot her death. She was a noble wo
man. Let us honor and cherish her memory. 

I was sorry to hear of Colonel Ingersoll's 
recent illnes~, and am glad that he is now on 
the road to recovery. · I once had an attack 
of that dreadful disease, Za grippe, and I 
know how to sympathize with our great and 
noble leader. 

I hav just been reading a book called 
"DYing Deeds ot American Heroee," and 
it ts one ot the most interesting and thrilling 
books I ever read. It tells how bravely the 
early colonists resisted unjust "taxation 
without representation," and how they fear
lessly bared their bosoms to the storm ot 
shot and shell, to avert the terrible destiny 
which threatened the country they loved so 
well. This book is filled with stories of their 
daring intrepidity, and when one reads it his 
blood bolls with the contemplation ot the 
heroic virtues which characterized the early 
colonists in their struggle tor independence. 

Every chlld in America should read this 
book. It will 'help to embalm .lu their mem
ory the " daring deeds of our American he
roes;" it wlll help to perpetuate the senti 
ment of gratitude which they owe to the@e 
heroes, and " to keep burning pure and 
bright the fire upo11 the altar ot patriotism." 
The record ot the "daring· deeds" achieved 
by our ancestors, " will impress upon the 
minds ot the young an idea ot their priceless 
value," and it will help to imbue them with 
a love tor their country. 

Mr. L. L. Goodwin's letterln the last Cor
ner was appreciated. He has given us some 
good, sound advice. Such letters help to 
make the Corner valuable .and lnstructtv. 
Mr. Gulwit's description of the prehistoric 
relic in the Bad Lands was very interesting. 

My letter Is longer than I intended for it 
to be, so I wlll close, with best wishes to you 
and the CornPrites. 

Yours tor Universal Mental Liberty, 
. GEOBGB J. RBMBBUBG. 

EABT PORTLAND, ORB., April 26, 1891. 
Miss WixoN, Dear .Friend: It hag been 

several years since my name appeared in the 
Children's Corner, and it is not merely tore
call my memory to the minds ot my readers 
that I write, but. it is that I wish to impart a 
little knowledge to my friends concerning 
the work ot the Liberals" out West." 

bright Bide Of the BUD turned toward UB. 1.'BIOOVIBTA, TURKBY, March 1, 1891. 
Then It is summer. The sun is In the sol- MY DEAR MIBB WIXON: I am sure you must 

My home is in McMlnnvllle, Yamhlll ·co., 
but I hav been attendlu~~: Business College 
In Portland since last November. I hav en
joyed my study very much, but that which· 
I hav enjoyed more is the true Liberal society 

stlce and stands still-'' think me very rude in not having written to 
"What comes next to man In the scale ot you, tor such a Ion~~: time, but I wlll tell you 

in which I hav been permitted to go. 
The Universal Reform Club, founded by 

Prot. J. H. White, which meets every Bun. 
day at 3 o'clock, was doing good work 
when I came, and is now quite as popular, 
and a great deal more beneficial, than the 
Sunday-school. It is a club of which every 

ganlzed under the name ot the People's Read
ing Room· and Library Association. It was 
with the greatest ot difficulty that this asso
ciation was organized, owing to thf;l stron£1Y 
opposing sentiments ot the church; but, 
through the persistent efforts ot a few ot our 
niost energetic and enthusiastic Liberals, we 
now hav a library of about five hundred vol
umes ot the very best literature, which is 
frequented by two and three hundred men 
per day. We also hav a lecture hall jolnlng 
the readlng.room, in which is gl~n a scien
tific lecture every Saturday evening. The 
lectures are generally short, followed by a 
dlscusslon, in which everyone has a right to 
speak his or her honest opinions. These 
lectures and dlscusslons are enlivened by 
instrumental and vocal music, which renders 
the evening quite enjoyable. 

This association is undoubtedly a great 
benefit to this city, and in time will be one of 
the central features ot the intellectual field. 

Many young men who spend six evenings 
on the street, or in some den ot vice and 
shame, and the seventh at church, may here, 
each and every evening, find open doors and 
a hearty welcome to the sllent, though bene
ficial compaiilonshlp of the most Intellectual 
men and women ot our age. And many 
women, too, who hav no means ot educating 
tbemselvs at home, may, by feeling tree to 
visit such a- room, filled with intellectual 
rood, become better qualified to make good 
wlvee, good mothers, and good citizens. 

Now, I wish to say to my friends and to 
all who are Interested in the cause ot hu.; 
manlty and the elevation ot our present 
corrupt condition ot society, that here is a 
golden opportunity to lend your ald. Any 
good books, pamphlets, or reading matter 
ot any kind will with pleasure be received 
at this reading-room at any time. 

We cannot do too much toward the ad. 
vancement ot a cause like this, and I think it 
one in which our young people should feel 
the deepest interest. The shadow of super
stition has too long darkened our pathway, 
and now, when an opportunity presents 
itself, let us step out into the light ot reason 
and justice, and beat down these eccleslas
tlcal monsters with the sword ot tree thought, 
tree speech, and free press. 

Any books or papers may be satelv ad
drPB@ed to the People's Free Reading Rlom, 
171 Second street, Portland, Ore. 
· I may write more concerning this reading. 
room in the future. Hoping to hear of lib
eral donations from our triPnds, I remain, 

Very respectfully, NETTIB A. 0LDB. 
P.B.-What has the editor to say? 

[It will be seen by the above that a good 
work is being done in East Portland, Ore. 
We hope all who can will aid in the good 
cause by forwarding the right kind of read
ing matter to the People's Free Reading 
Room. We are pleased to hear from Nettle 
once more, "nd proud to note her progress. 
-En. C. C.] 

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents ! 
The entire cost of securing patents on small articles 

and simple machines is $so. Of this amount the Govern
ment receives $35· 

Poor inventors, having valuable inventions, will be 
aided in obtaining vatents on the same, and 'trusted for 
the amount. · 

Correspondence i~vited. 
Address: 

-, 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

Marion (Hartford Co.) Conn. 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
.Friends will please send stamp for circulars and 

WHY. 
· ELMINA. DRAKlllSLUiKER. 

tlnoWVIlle, Va.. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Ouri~g the S!ck. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Lectures and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and Art. 
No. 1.-Alrred Russell Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oooe, Ph.D.; with portrait. · 
No. 2.-Ernst Haeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake 

man ; with portrait. 
Price, lO Cents eacb. 

Fnl' sale a.t 'l'hA Truth Seeker Offioe. 

the reason why. We are no longer living In 
being?" inquired an examiner. "His shirt," Balonlca, as father's business has been very 
was the reply. Asked to giv the distinction, bad tor many months; he has hired a tarm 
It any, between a tort and a fortress, a boy .tor seven years, eight hours away from Salon
nicely defined them: "A fort is a place to lea. It is a very large one, indeed, but Is In 

a very bad condition, as the last three years 
put men in, and a fortress is a place to put hav all been bad. There is no food tor the 

one is a member who attends. It holds a free __ _ 
platform, and the voice Of the ecclesiastical I. EV1LUTION, ANTIQTTITY• BAOTEBIAo ETe. BY 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE 

women ln." On being asked what the chief animals to eat, e.ven the people belonging to 
end ot man was, another boy, without any the farm having nothing to eat, so you see It 
hesitation, said, "The end what's got his is rather dlfficult tor papa just now, but we 
head on!" hope it wlll be a good year this one and then 

all wlll be rlgh t. 
A teacher asked a very juvenil class which We all like this lite very much indeed. It 

of them had ever seen a magnet. A sharp is a very nice place to liv in, as there are 
urchin at once said he had seen lots ot them. beautiful trees and woods. 

bigots and priest-ridden slaves rings out in William Da.rham. F.R S.E. 
perfect harmony with that of the liberty. II. ABTDoNol!IY, SuN. MooN, STABs, ETa, By Will 
loving children of nature. All important ia.m Durham. F.R.S.E. 
questions are discussed, and it is only by the These handy series of vola.mes on science -of 
presentation ·and careful study of· both sides which the above works form the first two nuni 
that truth is obtained. _Long may the•club bers, others te follow-are written in a. way that 
Survive 1 · -·· · - · ·- ··cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 

most casual reader. Th~Y supply " popular need 
About two months ago a society was or. · The price of each is ~o cents in cloth. 
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NO"\V READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The· Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAUl TO BE A DffiNE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH .AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONSe 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO MAINTAIN THE 

ARGUliENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi&"DS bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desiarner. 

Uncle Sam and the Priests. 
The Pests that Bother Unole Sam. 
Unole Bam Ble.,ps, bnt the Priests do Not. 
Romauism with Her Mask On. 
The Mas~ Off. 
"Submit to the Roman Pontiff as to God." 
The Skeleton that Unole Bam may Some DaY 
~ :find in hia Oloset. 

A New Laocoon. 
The Trail of the Serpent. · 
Some Undesirable IliuniJrrantl. 
Lay Loyalty, 
"Where LibertY.ReigJls the TYrant Seeks to' 

Slay Her ·"-'-La Salle. 
IIW The Ontoome of Ohuroh aJJd Sts..te Union. 
t&t The God-in-the-Oonstitntion Gnerillas.-Lib· 

ertY in Peril. 
Religions Treason the Ruin of the ReXJnb!io; 
A Transformation of the Barthold1 Statue 

whioh maY be Expeoted under Religions 
Rnle. 

What Unole Bam Should Do. 
The Church Robbln~r the People. 

New York Oity•s Annnal Gift to the Ohnrohea. 
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrohes-1. 
" " " " " ~u. 

Thanksfirlvln~r. 
Thankagiving-1. 

" -n. 
" -m. 

Sabbath Laws. 
Babbatarian Efforts in the National Senate. 
Sunday in a Sabbata.rian OitY. 
The Olergy's OpportunitY. 

· As the Olergy Desire l:lnnday-1. 
" '' " " " -n. 
" " " "' " -m. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two Wav1 to Go. 
Whioh Shall We Have! 
A Teaoher We Do Not Want. 
The Shadow in Onr Sohools. 
A New AJ!plioation of an Old Text. 
The BeJ,ltiles in the Path. 
Beornitme for Ohnroh Institutions. 

:A Paroohial Bohool Lesson. 
Prodnots of the Paroohial Bohoolso 
The Disguiae Slips Off. 

: A Web for the Unwary. 
The Religions Trap. 
SnndaY·Bohool Bohelars. 
The Joys of the Snnday-Bohool Boy. 

Woman and the Church. 
Woman's Path from Servitude to Freedom, 
Enoouraeement to Go Astray. 
St. Paul as a Member of the Sohool Board. 
'fhe Ohnroh's Use for Woman. 
AOontrast. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preaoher and Pope,; 
Helpinlr the Olinroh. 
The Ohuroh•s Ohief Snpnort. 
'When Womanhood Awakes. 

CONTENTS: 

The Church and Thomas Paine. The Christians and the :Moham• The Uses of the Cross. 
Thomas Paine. medans. Its Evolution. 
The Preaoher and the Patriot. Th · Soi tift R d Oom ed 
One Workb:r Paine Outweighs All the Preaoh- etr en ° eoor s par • Unkind Relleetlons Upon tile 
Wh;r~aine Was Denonnoed. Two Samples of Christianity's Church. 
Paine's Bervioes and His Reward from the Work. Deoline of the Papaoy in Italy. 
· Ohnroh. Romans of the Past and Present. The Old Tiger and His Whelp_s. 
Onoe Upon a Time a DonkeY Kiokecil. a Lion. Peruvians Before and Binoe the Oonquest. The Or7. of the Ohnroh, ·• Don't Hnrt Onr 

Feelings." 
Studies In Natural History. Mlslllonarles. Shake, Old Man; We•re on the Same Lay 

A Qnestio" for Tbeologioal Ethnolo11:ists. Hypoorisy of Ohristian Missionarv Effort-!. (Tammany ward worker to Methodist min· 
Some Problems in Evolution. · " •• " " " -ll. isterial delegate). 
The Prototype of the Methodist Bevivn.l. Ollristian Missionaries in Indiw. Persecution b th Ch h 
Religion in Man and Instinot in the Brute. MisaionarY Methods in the Obnroh of England. 11 Y e nrc • 

A Poor Rnle That Doesn't Work Both Ways, The Bnrning of Brnno. 
The Bible aud Science. The Lord'• Instruments. The t:'nly Thing on Whioh the Beots Agree. 

The Bible and Geolo.r:r. An Uow9loome Pilgrimage. 
The Bible and Geography. Religions Rnle. eo When Ohristians Made the Laws. 

Superstition the Same in All Plaoes and Ages. 
The Clcr~ry and their Flocks. Bible Doctrines and their Results. Banishment of Roger Willhtms. 

Biblioa.l Temoeranoe Statements. Oase of Dr. MoGlYnn-the Ohnroh Trne to Her Bhearinl' Time. •• -., .. Applied. Reoord. 
The Olergy•s Hold U~ the People. The Ohristi•n Boheme from Genesis to th• Oasting Pearls Before Swine. One of a. Very Nnmeroils Olass, q Q The B'gotry of Oh h d Bt t The Phvsioian and the Flook. Synoptioal Gospels, and the Praotioal Be· 1 nro an a e. 
ff~!~;~:n~!eff~e. Thesl~~horityof the Footpad. Some Alle~rorles. 
w01;k of a. Methodist Oonferenoe in New York The Wisdom of Solomon. The Genit who Preside Over the Boa.d to 

m 1876• The Law and the GospAl Not the Same. Knowlerlge. 
The Bnrden of the Oross. Besnlt of Faith at Findl!J.J>:• Ohio. The Three Graces of lntldelit:r. 
Th Th ...: 0 Whioh Statements Shall We Be Damned for A Olerioal Move. 

e eolo ... an•s onoeption of Olerioal Priv- Disbelieving 1 The TrinitY that Rnled the World in the Dark 
ileges. IrresponsibilitY of Ohristians-Whenoe they Ages. 

The Ark of the Lord, Obtain and Where they Pnt their Bins. "Let thA Ghosts Go," 
Bvmp_athizing With their Pastor, Jesns Paid It All. The Raoe Betwesn America's Iniidel Orator 
2g~ei~':a~~:atF~l:t. A Oandida.te for Glory-An Old Binner, bnt a and Englalld's OhTistian Statesman, 
Obaplains in the Army and NaVY. New Saint. The Enemy and the Friend of Liberty. 
A Desirable Ba.reain. Some Tests for Trne Believers. Roman Oatholio Pandora's Box. 

Following Ohrist. A New Benderin~ of &n Old Rhvmtt. 
Piety In Our Penltentlarlel. An Earnest Ohristian. An Error in ftibhoal Navigation. 

A Reli""ons Prooe&~ion. A Trial of Faith. The World Still Moves. ... The Faults in Ohristian Morality.-!. 
The Atonement 5cheme. " " " •• " -ll. Beaven. 

The Atonement Dootrine. 
Praotioal AJ?Piioation of the Atonement. 
The Great Efll~aoy of Baptism. 
How to Get a Halo and a Harp, 
Divine Beneftoenoe. 
The Tabernaoles of the Lord-I. 
" '' " " -II. 

A Few Viotims of Divine Beneftoenoe; 
Prayer. 

A Drouth in Oambridge, Ill., in 1887, 
Onr Father in Heaven, 

The Creeds. 
Wkat Is Ohristianity!-1. 

" " " -II., 
" " " -III. 

The Olamor of the Oreede. 
Bnsta.inin2 the Oreeds. 
The Oreedal Fiddle. 
The Oreeds of the World. 
Ohristianity's Holy Family. 
Janns-faoed Oreeda.lists. 
The Oreedalists and the Government-,.Oar 

God, Onr Oonntry, and an Appropriation." 

" " " " ·• -III. On the Probation Plan.-Boene Ontside of the 
" " " " -IV. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
" " " " -V. On the Probation Plaa.-Boene Inside of the 

An Inoident of a Snow-storm, JanuarY, 1889. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
Another Inoident of Another Snow-storm. Into Heaven ma. Purgatory, 
On the Anxious Seat. 
Different Stories of an Alleged Ooonrrenoe. Hell. 

The Church and Slavery. How to Make the Road to Salvation Plain. 
Th G.. i th .... th di t Oh h d The Glory of Election. e .. ost n e w.e o s nro Yar • The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven. 

Priests In Politics. ~h~1¥~~~\::\~~'::naf:!vtios. 
The Oolo~sns of _New York. . The Devil's Ooonpation Gone. 
The Polit1oa.l Oaliban and the BeliKlonsBognes, 

Ireland and the Church. Miscellaneous. 
A Oontribntion to the Irish Question. Talmage's Petrified Blasphemer-A Religions 
The Ohnrobes in Ireland. · Oa.mpa.ign StorY of '88. 
The Gospel of t'eaoe in Ireland. Thed!~;~litY of Hitohing Evolution to Ortho· 
The Trouble With Pat. The Evolution of a Saorament. 

Th Ch h ' Idea of Clvill atl A Hint to Talma.ge1 Bam Jones, et az. e nrc s z on. The Women's Ohnstian TemPeranoe Union's 
The Gallows One of Ohristian Oivilization's Orusade. 

Adlnnots. . Tools of the Olerioal Trade. 
What Rome Would Use to Oivilize People. The Modl!rn Ba.Iaam. 

AUTHORITIES QUOTED: 
President John Adams, Robert U. Adams, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 
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2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar. 

dener .... .... .. .. .. ...... ... .. ... ..... .... 50 
8. Age of Reason. 'l'homa.• P4ine.. .. .... ... ~n 

OONTENTS : What is Religion? Fetichism. Phal
lic Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. Tae Great Theolog. 
ioa.l Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristia.n 

4. Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. 
Bennett ................................. . 

5. Ohristin.u Absnrditiea. John Peck .••.• , •. 
6. Viator Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ....... . 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Sha.kspere ........ . 

25 Boheme for his ·Redemption. Man's Position, 
20 Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be-
10 sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
25 lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issned during the Year. Single copies of ea.oh 
book sent npon receipt of price. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread. ts the story or two young 

girls and a.r,onnger brother who WElre lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair educa.tlo:nha.nd much 
oonrage, to Jllake their way through t e world by 
going to Oh1oago. The an thor is also the heroin. 
The narra.tiv is, in the main, a history of a. work· 
ina: girl's life and experience in theoityof Ohioago 
among blnff business men, kind-hearted follis, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lnst snoh a story 
of human life as we should expeo~ Oolonel Inger. 
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires· 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife·. 
book free. Dr:'l. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 1G3 Elm St., Cincinnati. 0. 

The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Dnties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of._ Government. Duties of Bo· 
oiety to Oriminals~ Duty of Self Oulture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenho:II's Process," etc. 
It is a. thonght.breeding book, and all who are 

free to receive new liKht will find in it satisfaotioil 
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

The apJ?eal is always made to a man's reason. 
and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
fishness.-£Boston Post. 

A BUI{gestion of a really pra.otioa.ble and feasi· 
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic narra.t1v is rich in its foreoa.st of 
a.otna.l possibilities.-rBoston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; pa.per, 50o. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
Charles Watts's Works. AND 
TheTeachingsorsecu1arismcom· Girard College Theology. 

pared with Ortllodox Christian· AN EXP081i: 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It Sufficient to 
Meet the Needs of Mlankind? 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 

Of the perversion of Bte_phen Girard•smagnUI.oent 
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohrlstia.n 

ohurohes and Young lllen'S 
Ohristian Associa-

tion. 
Even in(! Hail and Oharles Watts. With Prefa. B:V BlOB. Bo WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D. 
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by Price S1. ' · Address Tall TRUTH BBBKIIB. 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics of' Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. ' 

The Horrors of" tl1e Frenclt Revo· 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement ofChristianityP 
BY GEORGE JA.OOB HOLYOAKE, 

Price, 10 cents a. COllY; twelve copies for $1, 

Address THE TBUTH BBBXEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

THE 
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

"T!mm. 

£irimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1,11911P. moth, sa ; leather, ••; morocoo, 

gilt edges, M.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

Tho Works -of Caleb S. Weeh. 
Songs of' the Mornln&r. 212 pp.; cloth, 

75 cents. 
Selections from the Poets: With Re

sponses; Including Pope's EssaY on Man, 
· with Responding Essay. 859 pp.; cloth, $1 25. 

The PllllosopbT of' .Evil. 11 pp.; 
5 cents. 

Human Li:fe; or, The'' Course of Time" 
a! seen in the Open Ll2ht. An Epic Poem. 
Seven books in one vol., 859 pp.; cloth, $L25. 

Pn:l!:ss NoTICES oF " HUMAN LIFE." 
The Ne!D 2 hOUght (Ohioa.go) saYS : "It is the best 

thing of the kind we ever saw •... To state the 
whole thing in the language of another, the first 
book shows what a heaven is coming on this earth 
aftEr it shall have passed through the neoessa.ry 
discipline, and the other books show what a. hell 
of a time we have to get there." 

The Ohesaning Arqur (Ohesaning, Mich.) sa.ys: 
"It is one grand snblime poem • • • a. perfect 
historY in blank verse of the social and religious 
struggles of onr earth, and wonld be good rea.dinK 
for those who have been interested in 'Looking 
Backward.'" Describing Book 6. !t says :."This 
chapter will be found especially mterestmg to 
ladies." . 

The Phrenologtcaz Journn! (New York) regardBlt 
a.s eqna.l to the great epics of a hundred years 

a\'l::r ~~~~rd Bellamy, author of "Looking 
Backward," sa.;vs: "I have read it with mnoh in· 
terest. I am m entire sympathy with its spirit 
of bonndles.s faith in · hnma.n development." 

Rev. R. Heber Newton sa.ys it is one of the 
significant indications of the signs of the times. 

The Nattonaztst, of Boston, considers its style a.s 
equal to Milton's1 and sa.ys it " engages the reaa· 
er's attention Wlth the :li rst line and keeps it 
engrossed until the final word." 

Brick Pomeroy's Aavance Thauuht \N.Y.) sa.ys : 
"It contains much to benefit humanity." 

Address, B. 0. W. BYINGTON and 00 •• 
884FonrthA.ve •• N.Y. 

New lidltion, Revised Md EDI&l'&'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
• y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction b:v 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL, 

Priee, moth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents. 
TM Tf'flils Bunlied at lipedal .DistmJ,nu. 

Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 
liS Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.diotory and De!eotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pa.ges. Price, 10 cents. 

All in a Lifetime. 
12mo, 300pp., $1. 

A Liberal Romance. Photographs of Miss Gardener are for sale at 
this office. Price, 50 cents. 

A~nosticism and Christian Theism: 
Whtch 1 stile More Reasonable? 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolu1ion and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which? 24 
pa.ges in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of tlte Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbcl ct. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Beli ~ f" and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Tile American Secular Union; Its 
Neces'lity and tile .J"ustice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo. 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Til eo logical Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R •v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. 'J'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. a. Freethought and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.nityand Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKEROO., 
28 Lafa.:vette PI .• New Yorlr. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores_, 
Deep- Sea ted Ulcers of 40 
years standing_, Inward Tu
mors_, and every disease OI 

the skin_, except Thunder 
Humor, and Canc"r that has 
taken root. Pric~_, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Boys and Girls. 12m<~, 38app., $1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band· 
some and Interesting BookiliWithout Bupersti· 

t~~\!e~.Ohlf3~~~n~~~lo~~80oih:v~~~~s:tf:X: 
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heav:v, toned paper, broad margins, ill us· 
tra.ted covers; 4to, 22tpp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

TRY •SQU ARE: 
OB, 

The Church of Practical Religion. 
BY REPORTER. 

This il the histor:v of a.n attempt to fonnd a 
ohuroh without superstition, a.nd its snooess. 
Uncle Job Sa.w:ver, the pastor, having established 
his pulpit, uses it to disonss all the vital questions 
of hnman oonoern, religions, pelitioal, and other· 
wise. The book is written in well.ohosen Ian· 
gna.ge, a.nd easilY understood. There is just snftl· 
oient na.rra.tiv a. bout it to interest the reader and 
hold his attention while the truth is being brouKht 
~o hilmind. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00, 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blaephemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," etfl., eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishinll" food for thought. We trnst it 
will hav the immense distribution it so riohl,v 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

moth, 12mo, u. 
Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Conf!.ict between !eas011 and Superstition. 
. BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa, 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

AN EMBLEM OF 

Freedom, Progress, a.nd Reform. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valna.ble book for 
young and middle· 
aged men1 suffering 
rrom a. Life-wasting 
Diseaee, aa the result 
of yonth!nl follies, 
indiscretion, and ex· 
oesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
a.n External Applioa. 

tion-A l'OBITIVE OUBE, AS it matters not hOW 
long standing~ how hopeless or how many reme
dies yon ha.v .used. The book is worth manY 
times its cost, and shonld be in the hands of 
those seeking a s'J)Beav ana :PI'rmanent cure. Ad· 
dress Dr. -Bobt.; P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon sa.w this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, a.nd a generous patron of the Freethonght 
Press. He has ma.ny testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sneoessful method of treat. 
ment. and deservetl patronaee.-Preet71ouaht, 
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Th6u notic68 are (0'1' the benefit of Liberals 
~»ho may be fJiaiting the places !Dhere these socid. 
ties are located. Local Secular Unions and 
Freethougkt Societies meeting regula!rly can 
hafJ their gatherings ad;oertised here (7'66 by f0'1'· 
warding tM neceBBUI1"1/ infiJ'I"TTUltion. 

The Manhattan Liberal (}lub, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Maeonio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Bnnda.y afternoon at 3 "o'olook a.t 
Liberal Lea.g_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st.~Newa.rk, N.J. Leotnres and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bnuda.y 
evening a.t 7 .ao. Leotnreo, debates, and diaons
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

BrookiJ'n Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity roomst..Bed!ord a.venne and 
Bonth 2d street, Brooklyn, .l!l. D., a.t a P.M., every 
Bnnda.Y. Lectures followed by disonssion. Plat· 
form free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:),. 
meets every Bnnda:v in Industrial Hall, Broad a.~; d 
Wood sts., a.t 2:30 a.nd 7 :SO l'.H. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social Questions. 
Able speakers interest the andienoe. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekerpnblioa.tionsa.lwanon hand a.toheap rates. 

The Secular Society of' Kent, o., 
Meets semi.monthly1 ll.rst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M .• a.t the town na.ll. All friends of hnma.n 
cultivation are invited. MABius HEIGHTON, Beo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ll.rst and fourth Bnn· 
da.YB of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Bnbsoriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB and InveBtC· 
gator are solicited. R. G. BMITH, Oor. ~"~• 

. Chicago Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:10 l'.H., a.t 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison stre,et. 
Leotnres and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Bnnda.y evening a.t 216 
Grand ave., \Fraternity Hall). Lectnre followed 
by debates. The pnblio cordially invited • 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regnlar meetinllB at Good Templa.r Hall, 
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Loonst streets. 
Lectures followed by disonssion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FliANXLilll' 8TBINBB, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethouglt1 
Society 

MAetR ever:v Bnnda.y evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordial in vi· 
ta.tion is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Bnnda.Y at 7:80 l'.l!l". in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal liter&tnre distrib· 
nted free. FBANX MoBSB, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, OaJ., meets semi-monthlyl.. first 
and third Bnnda.ys, at 8 o'olook, P.M .• a.t J:"arr•s 
Hall. Everl"bod:v invited. MRs. R. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Bnnda.Y at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm:v 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla., Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A. large val· 
na.ble library is a.t the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A.W. 0ALDEB, Beo. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every :first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder sohool-honse. 
Lectures, disanssions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Oar motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. BroB, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; OHAliLEB BHBA• Beo. 

Fort W ortlt, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets 41very Bunda.Y a.t Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Ma.m street, a.t 10 o•alock, A.M. Visitin~r Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. • OoL. A. HABma, Pres. 

Isuo B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

With J!tne Steel Enuravt'fi{J of senator Conkltn(l. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side sta.mp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB THII 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to ma.ke them lively and inter· 
estmg, THE LIBERAL HYMN·BOOX contains BOngs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnues. 
It ie hill!!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.non. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Pri~ 
IIG oent11, Address 'Dnlll TRUTH Su.E.BB Qc>. • 
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TaB sum given by Baron Hirsch to colonize 
Jews will be $15 000 000, and the number 
colonized will be liOO,OOO families. 

TaB largest church org~n in Canada has 
been erected at Q•Iebec, containing 5,772J 
pipes and costing $50,000. 

THB gr!J') is raging fa
tally in England. 

DKLAW ARB has become 
the twenty firth state to 
adopt ballot reform. 

PREMIBB MBROmB of 
Quebec has been given an 
audience 'by the pope. 

REv. MB. HoLMEs, of 
Dubuque, Ill., has been 
caught counterfeiting. 

THB Socialist and Bin
gle Tax parties will not 
join the People's party. 

PROHIBITION of crimi
nal and pauper immigra
tion may be expected 
soon. 

CARDINAL GmBoNs has 
sent a complimentary 
message by phonograph 
to Edison. 

THB Catholic Society 
for the Propagation of 
the Faith last year re
ceived $1,400,000. · 

R11v. Gxo. ANDRBWB1 

of E,sex, Mass., has been 
convicted of firing his 
store to get insurance. 

PIUTE Indians in Hum
boldt county, Nev., tied 
a reputed witch to a tree, 
and, dancing around her, 
slowly hacked her to 
pieces with knives. 

WORLD'S SAGES,. THINKERS, COD8 AND RELIGIONS 
AND REFO:U:EBS. ANCIENT J.ND 

0
MODE. RN TI.....ns 

BJoera_pblea of 100 of ihe Leadin~ PhDosOphera, .IU..rJ 
~eaohe!B1 Bkepiios..1.Innovators1 Pounder• of Vol. I. Givl a Pi111 Aooouid of all ihi! Gods, In-

New I:IOJlooll of "J."nouhi, Emmeni Bolen- olndlq .Jehovah, 8aian, ihe HolY Ghost, 
iiaia, eto. (who were noi Ohrlailana), Ieana Ohrlai, Virgin lllary, and the Bible. 

from ihe time of Menu to the pres- svo, 885pp. Vol. U. Deaorlbea Pnll:v all 
eni. svo, 1,0'1Gpp,, oloth, ~; iheBiiHgionaB_yatemaoftheWorld. 

leather, ••; mor.,g. e.,M.IiO. svo,967Pp. Oloth,SSpervol.; ihe 
II voll., •5; leather, S'1; mo--

BY D. Ill. BENNE~. roooo, l'lli edges, •s. 
~BE~BUMSJDEKEBOO,, BYD.lii.BENNE~. 

118 Lafa:veite Place, N. Y. ~BE ~BU~B SEEKER 00. 

PmTY and. conformity to them that like, 
Peace, obesity, allegiance, to them that like. 
I am he who tauntingly compels men, women, 

nations, . · . 
Crying, Leap from your seats and contend 

for your lives I -Walt Whitman. 

I FOUND Christians all at variance about 
these doctrine, unable to 

. ''-:- ~-;;:_ -~~----?~ 
... ~,.;.-:=.._. . ...;:;---

agree as to what the rev
elation of God really re
vealed. .I found that 
many scholars doubted 
the genuinness and au
thenticity of the gospels, 
and all the probabilities 
seemed to me to be on 
their side. The Dutch 
school of criticism gave 
a sa tie factory explanation 
of the Bible as a compi
lation of Hebrew litera-· 
ture. Science, human
ity, and reason were OP
posed to tradition; and 
I p:ave up tradltion.-

----=- ___ ? ~_., 

.--· 
--=-~- -·-
---
-·----~...:..---;-:--_' 

;:::::::::: ..... 

'LISH IS PERSUADED TO BAT BREAD. 

Robert (}, Adams. . 

h it not to the purpose 
here to remark, that 
what has been blasphemy 
in one country has often 
been piety in another? 
Suppose a Tyrian mer
chant landed at the port 
of Canope; he might be 
scandalized by seeing an 
onion, a cat, or a goat, 
carried in procession ; he 
might speak indecorously 
of lsheth, Oshireth, and 
Horeth; he might ex
press his opinion at SUP
per, or even sing some 
song in which the Tyrian 
sailors made a jest of the 
Egyptian absurdities. 
He might be overheard 
by the maid of the inn, 
whose conscience would 
not suffer her to conceal 

THB J ewe expelled by 
the Christian czar will 
ask the Mohammedan 
sultan of Turkey to gfv 
them land for a settle
ment in Palestine. 

And it fell on a day, that EHsha passed to shun em, where was a great woman; and she constrained him to eat 
bread. And so it was, that, as oft as he passed by, he turned in thither to eat bread.-2 Kings iv, 8. · 

so enormous a crime ; 
she would run and de
nounce the offender. 
The tribunal of the 

EDISON recommends 25-cent admission and 
opening on Sunday to the World's Fair di
rectors, for benefit of workingmen. 

SEOBETARY FosTER wUl send a committee 
to Europe to investigate the alleged practice 
of freeing criminals on promis to emigrate 
to America. 

BRAZIL has had its first strike, and Catho
lics cry out at what they term tWs first fruit 
of modern ideas, aggrieved at the working
men's presumption. 

Nxw YoRK reporters who hav been pump.. 
ing hypnotic subjects and otherwise inves
tigating, announce that public exhibitors of 
hypnotism are frauds and their performances 
effected by collusion. 

A RJOH Georgia farmer, named J.J. Duces, 
whose land adjoins Andersonville prison~ has 
been indicted by his fellow-members of the 
Baptist church for opposing the will of God 
by putting lightning-rods on his house. 

THB Jews expelled from Russia are forced 
to buy passportil before leaving. Those who 
do not hav passports at the frontier are 
stripped of money and every article of value, 
and hav to tramp ten or fifteen days to 
Hamburg. 

TBB pope's encyclical on the social ques
tion is being translated from Latin into Italian, 
German, Eo)!;liBh, French, Irish, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Polish, Hungarian, and Czech. 
Copies will be sent to all sovereigns and 
presidents. 

AN Italian professor here says that the 
Mafia was bred ''in tbe damnable ignorance 
and idleness in which kings and popes, the 
Bourbons of Naple~ and the priests, kept the 
kingdOD'!B of the two Sicilians from the divi-
sion of Europe in 1815." · 

A BOY at Los Antvill~, Ind., ill of a malig
nant rever, was refused medlcln and treated 
by faith curers. He died, and the fever spread 
to other familles. On the 23d the Christian 
Scientists were about to atttnd a lady, when 
they were mobbed and driven out of town. 

PoesBeBION of a girl named Violet Nevin 
is being contested in many courts in Eogland 
by Protestant and Catholic relative, the 
1 ~tter claiming her on the ground of a pre
nuptial promis made by the Protestant father 
to tbe priest who jnined him to the Catholic 
mother, that the dfepring should be reared 
in the Catholic faith. 

THE Adirondacks ·Will be denuded of their 
forests by capitalists, abetted by the towns 
and lnmber camps of the ·region. The 
Hudson, Mohawk, Black, Salmon, Saranac, 
Indian, Au Sable, and other rivers will 
thereby be dwindled to creeks most of the 
year, while in spring their floods will be dev
astating. A great tract will be desolated 
and innumerable cities and towns ruined, 
but the corruptness of the legislature makes 
it probably impossible to avert the diJ!aster. 

TH~ 

Truth Seeker .Annual 
-AND-

Jfrt~thinltt~n' ~lmattat, 
189I. 

<E· M. 291,) 

..WITH ILLU~TR:fiTION~ . .-
CONTENTS. 

Calendar for 1891, 

Freethought in the United States, 
1890, -

Story of the Year Abroad, -

Some Alaskan Myths. Ida C. Crad
dock, Corresponding Secretary of 
the American Secular Union. Illus
trated, 

Anent Spooks! Where are They? 
Thaddeus B. Wakeman, 
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shoens, or 11hotim, would 
condemn the Tyrian blasphemer to a dreadful 
death, and confiscate his vessel. Yet this 
merchant might be considered at Tyre as one 
of the most pioas persons in Phrenicia.
Voltaire, 

THB more confident you are on just grounds 
of being in the right, the more fearlessly 
ready should you be to hear all,that can be 
urged on the other side.- Whateley. 

WB liv in the millet of religious machinery. 
Many mechanics at piety, often only appren
tices and slow to learn, are turning the vari
ous ecclesiastical mill8, and the creak of the 
motion is thought the voice of God.-Theo
dore Pa;r!ur. 

No invaders ever found patriots so desper
ate as a man who attacks a prejudice finds 
the peaceful possessors of its realm. Error 
livs in the hearts of its subjects; it is the 
most venerated and beloved of monarchs.
Lord Lytton. 

0 PLAOB I 0 form I 
How often dost thou with thy case, thy 

habit, 
Wrench awe from fools, and tie the wiser 

souls 
To thy false seeming I -Bhakspere. 

Oun opinions are but running streams, 
flowing In various ways; but truth and jus
tice are ever the same and permanent, and 
our opinions break about them as the waves 
round a rock, while they stand firm forever. 
-Fo·rtnightly Ro'Diew, 

BEWARE of a nominal acquiescence in cer
tain alleged truths, because you hav been 
taught them in your infancy, or because they 
are the established opinions of those with 
whom you are connected. • • • It is the 
part of a well-regulated mind not only to 
know the truths, but to know the grounds on 
which they are believed to be true.-Aber
tYrombie. 

THE Swiss people present to the political 
philoBopher the unexpected and most remark
able social phenomenon of a people eminently 
moral in conduct, yet eminently irreligious; 
at the head of the moral state in Elll'ope, not 
merely for absence of numerous or great 
crimes, or of disregard of right, but for re11dy 
obedience to law, for honesty, fidelity to their 
engagements, for fair-dealing, sobriety, in- . 

\ dustry, orderly conduct, for good govern-

[ 

ment, useful public institutions, general well
being, and comfort ; yet at the bottom of the 
scale for religious feeling, observances, or 

, knowledge, especially in the Protestant can
i tons, in which prosperity, well-being, and 
morality seem to be, as compared to the 
Catholic cantons, in an inverse ratio to the 
!ntluence of religion on the people. • . • 
It is a very remarkable social state, similar, 
perhaps, to that of the ancient Romans, in 
whom morality and social virtue were also 
sustained without the aid of religious intlu
ences.-Laing. 
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it Peems, must with man come up from the earth and if at 
death it passes from the body into space, then b; this proc
ess the earth would diminish as long as man existed upon it. 
But this may be a law of nature. Then it is said or believed 
by learned men that· the earth is continually io.:reasing in 
bulk or weight by oondensation or solidification of invisible 
matter attracted to it. Whatever views we may entertain 
concerning .these things; it is certain that we are as yet but 
babes in the way of learning pertaining to the invisible 
forces of nature. WM. HuT. 

tion of materiai molecules, and electricity is the motor. 
Now, my conclusions are (and if I had the time am~. space 
I could produce much evidence to sustain them), that what 
we call electricity and magnetism is ail the force, all the in. 
telligence, all the deity, GhoAt, and soul that there is. That 
instead of spirits there Ia nne universal Spirit which ani
mates and controls every material organism, and that I am 
only one of its organized batteries through which it works, 
and that when I pass through that stage called death the 
spirit will not be dead, extinct. It will only cease to circu
late through my nervous system, and wlll return to the great 
Theo as a drop of water returns to the ocean. And my con
ditioa after death will be just the aame as before birth. 

CENTRALIA, K.&.N., May 21, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR : Should you think the inclosed notice of the 

death of my son worthy I would be glad to hav it appear in 
the grand old TRUTH SEEKEB. 

P. T. SHUM.AKEB. 

I hav been watching both T.I'IE TRUTH SEBKKB and the 
In'Destigator tor some deftnit reply of the postmaster-general 
to your and the In'Destigator•s attempt to get an honest deci
sion in relation. to the mailability of the so-called Holy 
Bible. . 

Now allow me to suggest the idea of publishing in pam
phlet or some other form the chapters of the Bible cont&ining 
the· vile and filthy language. I think it would force him to 
a point where his holiness would hav to speak. It a book 
containing this holy filth could or would be allowed to go 
through the mails, I do not know of any book that ought 
not to go through in the mails just the same. I am opposed 
to all indecent and vile prints being sent over the land by 
mall or otherwise, no matter from what source they come. 
It I was able (as I once was) I would bear the expense 
of the publication aloRe, and present it to the two holies
Comstock and the postmaster-generai. I think that would 
bring them to their senses. I would giv the book some higlt
sounding title. "Filth from the Holy Bible" would do, I 
think. But I am poor now, and having passed the seventy. 
fifth milestone in the rough journey of life, battling f&r 
truth, free thought, and free speech, I must be content. . 

Q. w. SKINNER. 
DmD.-At Colorado Springs, Ool., May 7, 1891, of ltJ grippe 

followed by pneumon\s, George Skinner, Jr. 
He had reached and passed the midway milestone in the 

journey of life. Death had no terrors for him, lite had few 
joys. His only regret was for his aged fatherandmotherand 
sister Maud. lle welcomed death as a release from suff ~ring. 
He did not fear to go, to take the welcome messenger by the 
hand, to tread the way unknown and distant, and bid farewell 
to father, mother, brother, and sisters. Hand in hand with 
his best of friendP, death, he crossed the narrow channel that 
divides the mysteries of life from the sterner mysteries of 
death. He has left us standing on the narrow isthmus of 
time, between the great gulfs, the past and future, soon to 
follow him. He died as he lived, free from all superstition, 
a noble, manly ma,n. But he has gone and left us. My 
household bond ls broken, the thread has parted, the web Is 
marred. He suffered no pain, no convulsions, only a deep, 
dreamless sleep settled calmly over his heart, eye, and brain. 
He was burled, as he often wished to be, where the sad, slow 
music of the walling pines will continually vibrate around 
and about him in his lowly bed; 

Maud writes that she left him to be guarded by the snow
crowned Rockies, and I know that as long a11 earth exlsts 
they will faithfully guard him. Here we leave him to slum-
ber in his grave forever. G. W. SKINNER. 

FLAT CREEK, LA., May 10, 291. 
MR. EniTOR: I am now fifty-five years old. I an:. in life's 

decline. The infirmities of old age are creepl,pg on. I grew 
up between the plow handles on a backwoods farm, and 
educated myself by my own efforts after I became a man. 
I am now running a little backwoods farm and supporting 
a little family with my own individual labor, and hav not 
time to write for the press. I was born a thinker, and Free
thinker, with an intense thirst for knowledge. I hav al
ways been a close and discriminating observer, a close stu. 
dent of nature and of books. My mind was never satiEfied 
with partial knowle~ge, but desired to solve mysteries and 
to go to the bottom of any subject which I took up for study, 
and not to be deceived or humbugged. I hav studied nat
ure, science, and theology as much as my limited means 
and f.ime would admit, and feel it to be a duty to giv, while 
I can, to your family of truth seekers the benefit of what I 
hav learned, or of what I think I hav learned, and to sub
mit my ideas to the test of free criticism. I long since 
formed a resolution never to-espouse any cause which could 
not stand the test of free discussion before the people. 

CEDAR FALLB, lA.., May 20, 1891. 
MB. EnxTOB : I hav just had a revelation. It has this 

night been reveaied to me that such men as D. M. Bennett, 
Moses Harman, Watts, Remsburg, Jamieson, R. G. Ingersoll, 
yourself, and others, are the true followers of Jesus; that 
such men as J. Cook, Crosby, Braden, and Talmage are the 
embassies of satan (evil); that the churches are the temples 
of the devil, and that the aristocratic church-membsrs are 
the very class Jesus denounced when he was altve. He be
held Jerusaiem and wept over it on account of its cruelty and 
wickedness. This was exactly my case with Cedar Falls on 
the 15th of this month, when I learned that they had ·arrested 
and imprisoned a poor old one-legged man for selling lead 
pencils on the street without paying a (tariff) license of $5 a 
day. And following the advice of Jesus, I visited the 
prisoner and found him in a dunJreon that is a disgrace to 
clvilization. The building Is not very nice on the outside, 
but on the inside I found it filthy almost beyond imagina. 
tlon. Of course I had to look through the grates and could 
not see the vermin, but the poor one-legged man on the 
inside said the blankets were so filled with vermin (lice) and 
they bit him so that he could not sleep. There were no vee. 
sels furnished by the city, and the prisoners for a long time 
had been compelled to use the :floor for an outhouse. This 
is what he said, and from what I could see through the 
grateP, I believed it to be true. I then went to the leading 
merchants, to the lawyers, and other prominent men of the 
city, men that are willing to take my word in business mat
ters, ~nd even gave me a letter of recommendation as being 
in every way reliable (a specimen of which I wUI giv you 
below), and asked them (perhaps fifty of them) if they were 
ever inside of their city prison. They all answered, No, 
they knew nothing; of the condition of the inside. And some 
thought the building itself was a disgrace to the place. I 
then told them the condition of the inside, and asked them 
to go with me and see for themselvs. I should hav included 
in this catalog the mayor, city attorney, chairman of the 
city council, manager of both of the English papers, and 
.also two ex-mayors of the city. I begged of them to go 
and exaniin the place, but was only told that it was none 
of their business, and many of them told me that I had 
better mind my own business. I will venture the assertion 
that these men are all church-member~, and that they are a 
fair specimen of the church-members generally. 
· Be it known that Cedar Falls is the town where I hav been 

stoned, egged, and spit on; threatened with hanging, and 
the insane asylum, because I dared to differ from the ma. 
jority with regard to theology and the cruel treatment of 
man under the name of law. M. W. ST. JoHN. 

CBDAB F.uLs, !.&. , Mav 7, 1891. 
To whom it may con•trn: We hav known M. W. St. John 

for many years. He is in every senAe a reliable man, and 
will faithfully perform all his agreementq and contracts. 

J. T. KNAPP & Co., Bankers. 
G. H BoETILMER, Hardware. 
HnFPM.AN & HUFFMAN, Groceries. 
A. MBBILL, Lumber. 

A LBTTBR TO A FRIEND. 
STILLTI!lGs, Mo., April 12, 189t. 

MY DEAR FRIEND: The len£th of my letter will be my ex. 
cuse for not answering yours sooner. You seem to think 
that I am lost unless I speedily change my opinion upon 
rellglon-that the great, good, and merciful God who 
made me will destroy me. My friend, g\v yourself no 
uneasiness upon that score. Did Gnd not know when he 
created me that I would not believe the inspiration of the 
Jewish Bible; that I would not believe in the divinity 
of Christ ; also that I would not believe that the author of 
all this universe would create a poor miserable being in 
this world for the sole purpose or torturing him in some 
other? And, my friend, do you not know that I can in no 
way alter my belief ? I believe a thing or I do not believe 
In spite of myself. I hav no control over my belief. I hear 
the evidence and I believe or I do not believe, and I cannot 
help it. So I am not r~sponsible. I may change my opinion, 
but it will depend upon evidence; I cannot change it at will. 
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to some of the most important events of his life. As to the 
place and time that certain events are said to hav happeBed 
and miracles to hav been performed, there is positivly no 
harmony among the four writers. And all the accounts of 
miracles performed hav never been accepted as natural events. 
They are looked upon as o.utslde of the ordinary course of 
nature. The performer of miracles is looked upon as being 
supernaturai, the writer of them as being inspired, and there 
is not a particle of evidence of either. 

As to the fact that people hav believed the Bible being evi
dence of its inspiration, it is absurd and foolish. Thousands 
of people hav lived and died firmly believing that there is 
but one God and Mohammed is his prophet. About three hun-
dred mUlion of people to-day believe that the Koran is the 
inspired word of G Jd. Is that any evidence to you of the truth 
of the Mohammedan religion ? Millions or Buddhists hold as 
tenaciously to their religion as do the Christians. And here · 
at home, what of the followers of Joseph Smith? A ·great 
many people hav believed that Smith was an lnPpired 
prophet, and how is it that you do not believe in Mormon. 
ism? A few years ago people believed in witches, and so 
firm were they in that belief that a great number of innocent 
people were burnt as witches. And yet I don't think you 
believe in witchcraft. 

I do not think that there ever was an insane theory bred 
in the disordered brain of fanatics in any age but what had 
followers, no matter how absurd and foolish it might be. 
Some people must be led, and they will follow, no m<~tter 
where. So it this is a reason why you belie.ve the Christian 
religion the true one, you hav the same reasons to believe 
the same of all other rellg!ons. 

All unbelievers recant on ihelr death-beds and die in fear, 
say you. I am sorry that you hav so long been hood winked 
by priests. Paine seems to be the one singled out and comes 
in for the most calumny and abuse. All priests and rellglous 
fanatics failed a few years ago to furnish any evidence that 
Paine recanted on his death-bed. All could slander the 
dP.ad ; none could furnish evidence enough to get the one 
hundred dollars in gold offer d by Colonel Ingersoll for one 
particle of evidence that Paine recanted or that Voltaire did 
not pass away as calmly as the coming of the dawn. Why 
do the preachers, priests, and fanatics talk of Paine and 
Voltaire? Why do they not tell you that D. M. Bennett, 
Charles Bradlaugh, CourtlandtPalmer, and a host of others 
recanted? Simply because they know better. There are 
too many living witnesses that those great unbelievers fell 
asleep without believing in the doctrin of eternal pain. The 
clergy can lie about the death of Paine or Voltaire, and their 
lies are believed by people who take no trouble to investigate 
the facts for themselvs, because the deaths of those two men 
are shrouded in the shadowy mists of the past. It Is very 
likely tl.tat the clergy will clalm one hundred years from now 
-if there is any clergy-that Bennett and Bradlaugh died 
most miserable deaths; that they prayed, sang psalms, and 
saw weird and hideous eights, ghostly visions of devils eager 
to get possession of their souls. There has always been a 
superstitious notion among men that in death the van is rent 
asunder and the dying are enabled to see the future. The 
mutterings and vagaries talked by the enfeebled, diseased, 
delirious, and irrational are looked upon by the Ignorant as 
wisdom and a foresight into the future that in their most 
healthy and rational moments they were deprived of. How 
childish this idea! In what way can the dying know more 
than the living ? In the healthiest, happiest moments of all 
man's existence is when the mind is f· eest from shadow. It 
is then that it is the most activ. While all know that a 
disease of the body more or less impairs the mind. Must 
we go to the dying for evidence of a future existence, for 
evidence of a world of happiness and a world of everlasting 
pain? How vague and unsatisfactory must such evidence be 
to the living-evidence obtaiaed duriog the pain and horror of 
dissolution from lips that qulveringly utter half-formed, in. 
coherent words of no meaning, from sightless eyes that gaze 
as they swim in death on nothing, while nervous bands wan. 
der aimlessly through empty air as if in search of one more 
tender c~sp of those they love, while with sobs of grief and 
wails of almost broken hearts the loving ones cry aloud and 
seemingly struggle with death to hold their darling back 
from the dark and misty shadowy realms of the unknown. 
A. time, indeed, for Christian evidence 1 And the Christian 
Is certainly welcome to the consolation he derives from such 
scenes. The testimony of the dying crazed by pain and 
suffering is no evidence only to the most ignorant. No one 
ever knew of an unbeliever of true and honest convictions 
ever recanting. There are, no doubt, some men claiming to 
be unbelievers, who are not, and who fear the approach of 
death. They fawningly hug their Idol whom they hav pre. 
tended to cast off, but thRy are not and never were unbe
lievers in the old Jewish book of fables a single day in their 
lives-just as hundreds pretend to believe the Btble and do 
not believe one word of it. The orthojox Ourist!an haq 
nothing but contempt for the man who dares to deny the 
truth of his Bible. He keeps aloof from the depraved Iofi. 
del in lire, but on the approach of death he will hover over 
him llke a hungry wolf or devouring vulture, and will tort
ure and twist every utterance of the dying into prayers and 
recantations. 

!ly friend, you hav been imposed upon by designing men. 

I hav found nature too vast for my comprehension. She 
extends beyond the reach of my perceptiv faculties and my 
comprehension both in minuteness and grandness; b\lt when 
nature is reduced to ultimate analysis, accord lug to the best 
lights that we possess her constituent parts may be ex
pressed with three word3-sp!rit., matter, motion. The only 
spirit known to ua, discoverable by our senses or the appli
ances of science, is what we C!l.ll electricity and magnetism. 
This mysterioug, subtll force is not perceptible to our 
senses. We only know that it is, because we can perceive 
its influence upon material bodies. This subtil force is be
lieved to be infinit; to be associ&ted with every material 
atom, molecule, mass, and organism ; it fills the same space 
and at the same time with m&terial bodies, and will jump 
or fiy through space from one material body to another, and 
fbws through dense material with more facility than it does 
through rare material. Now, as we cannot go to the bottom 
ot matter to find out what it is, we cannot affirm that electric
ity is not matter, bu; its known characteristics seem to indi
cate that it is not matter, and if it is not spirit there is noth
ing known to us which is entitled to that name. 

A God, or deity, has been inferred from the phenomen& o! 
DAture, and it is now well-nigh a settled fact that what we 
Mil electricity and magnetism produce all the phenemena. 
HGat and light play their part, but they are only sensible 
manifestations to us of electrfcai or chemical ac:ion. Heat 
and light ~re senflible manifestations of the oscillatory mo-

You say there is just as much evidence, and men hav just 
as much reason to believe the Bible as any other history, and 
that thousands ·or people hav believed it for hundreds of 
years. I IUD surprised at you. The Bible is no history. His
tory deais in events of nations and happenings among men ; 
and accounts considered true and historical are always cor. 
roborated by contemporary evidence. History has nought 
to do with the supernatural, while the Bible writer revels 
in the supernatural, the grotesque, and the miraculous, and 
is not corrobonted by evidence sufficient on which to base a 
belief. The Jews, the very people who are said to hav been 
eye-witnesses of the miracles performed by Jesus, did not 
believe that he was divine. Tbey did not believe that he 
performed miracles or that he arose from the dead. The 
very people among _whom it is said that he wandered tor 
twenty-five .or thirty years, and performed his wondrous 
works. look£d upon him M an impostor. The four writers 
who giv their respeeUv narrative of Jesus all disagree as 

Take a resolution that you will DOt believe everything that a 
priest or preacher tells you-that you will investigate these 
things for yourself. Read Paine's " Age of Reason" and 
you wHI not believe that he recanted. Read your Bible as 
you would read any other book and you will not be so 
shocked after all to know that there are people in this world 
who will not believe that God Is a monster, that all cruelties 
and crimes recorded in the Bible are his commands, that he 
sits smiling in he&ven while millions suffer all the tortures of 
the damned in a world of everlasting pain. 

Yours truly, JAsPER BRADSBURY. 
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.!ldiutl. bS' MIBs Sua.AB H. Wu:oN, Fall 
Hllw, llfas~., to ehom aU Oommu'!li«&tfonsfor 
Chis Oorner should b~ s.mt. 

" Between the dark and the dayl!ghl, 
When the night is beginninlt to lower. 

Vomes a. pause in the daY'S oooupationl 
That is known as the Ohildren'B Hour." 

Thae Wee-Bit Lass 0' Mine. 
Wi• her a.in grannie's tartan shawl 

She haps horeel' sae fine, 
An' hairt o· gowd she cleeds wi' white, 

Sic wee-bit lass o' mine ; 
Ane dizzen roses owre her cheeks 

An• twa lips r~d as wine. 

Sae mickle sinn 'bane wrY lare dure 
An• winnocks !rae her o'e 

Lak' onY bells •lang prairie neuks
Sic bells o• bonnie blea; 

Wi' han' sae leal an' fit sae Iicht 
She aYe mann gang wi' mo. 

Thae wa's sae deekit frae her hair 
Ane maist w11d spak' an aith, 

Sae bau!d she paints thae maigs 1ai stan'. 
' An' kye wi• sonsie grait.h, 

Wi' puir. auld tyke pit down eae she, 
Gi sae he's b'ait an' laith. 

Wi' sang nae mair, tae wark I gae 
Maist ilka simmer morn ; 

Nae mair my ain bairns unco• blithe 
Wae walkit mang thae corn, 

But this sma' wea.n wauks mang sangs 
o• birdies i' thae thorn. 

Cleartoater, Neb., MaY22, 1891. MARY B. FINCH. 

Parental Authority. 
I was very much interested in reading an 

article entitled " Two Types ot Firmness " in 
the last issue of THE TRUTH BEEKER, and in 
the illustration the author gave. 

I hav often enjoyed reading Miriam's es
says to the Children's Corner, but could not 
resist the temptation to criticise her method of 
punishing '' Master Tom " for disobeying his 
father. She says: " Had I been the father 
and be still persisted in staying out, when he 
got ready to come in he would find the door 
fastened against him. He would certainly 
lose the satisfaction of sleeping in my 
second-best live-geese feather-bed that he is 
so fond of occupying. He could stay in the 
yard, or go into the barn and stay with the 
cattle. In the morning, if he should come 
sneaking into the house for his breakfast he 
could hav it only on these conditions-by ask
ing my pardon for his disobedience, and 
promising to mind me like a good boy in the 
future. And that is the way I would train 
Master Tom." 

der obligations to ~heir parents. For my part 
I never could see where the obligation came 
in. Were the children ever consulted about 
their opinion when they were brought into 
existence ? Do you suppose the parents ever 
thought of the pain and misery that helpless 
little infants would hav to go through as they 
held them in their arms ? It certainly does not 
look much like it. In regard to what I hav 
just said, I agree with Mr. Pentecost. But I 
would not go so far as he did, to say that the 
obligation was entirely on the parents' side. 
For there is no mistake but that most parents 
sacrifice a great deal for their children's sake. 
Still, they ought not to receive praise for that, 
for it Is plain that it is a purely selfish motiv 
that prompts it. It seems to me that Miri
am's idea of punishing disobedient Tom is 
not only cruel and unjust but hurtful. To 
fasten your doors against your son and make 
him sleep in the yard would, in my estima
tion, be a thousand times worse than a severe 
" old-fashioned" whipping would be. It is 
contrary to 1he laws of hygiene. The idea 
of making a boy sleep out of doors, and per
haps take a severe cold, simply J:>ecause he 
refused to come in when told to I Had I 
been the father I would hav given my rea
sons for wanting him to come in, then, if he 
wished to stay out, he could. I think if 
Master Tom had been treated in that manner, 
I could safely vouch for the proper respect 
for his parents. It would be better than re
spect-it would be l01Je. And if parents hav 
the love and confidence of their children they 
hav nothing to fear. Be truthful to your 
child and it will be truthful to you. 

Buj}'alo, N. Y. InA A. BALLOU. 

Correspondence. 
RooxviLLE, InA., May 13, 1891. 

DBA.R Miss WrxoN: I thought I would 
write to the Children's Corner for the first 
time. I am ten years old, and I am going to 
school. My studies are reading, spelling, 
writing, singing, physiology, and geography. 
The teacher's name is Mr. James F. Smith. 
I cannot think of anything more to write, so 
I will close tor this time. 

From your true little Freethinker, 
CHARLES c. CARLTON. 

BLOOMDALE, 0., May 17, 1891. 
DBAR Miss WIXON : I thought I would 

write a few lines to you. My papa takes 
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I go to school and am 
nine years old. My teacher's name is Mrs. 
Todd. I am in the Second Reader, and be
sides study spelling, grammar, writing, and 
arithmetic. I love to go to school. I love 
my teacher too. I hav two pet cats; they 
are very playful. We all hav fun watching 
them. I must now close. 

Your little friend, CLARA GERMANN. 

Now, that seems to me a very poor way to BLOOMDALE, 0., May 17, 1891. 
correct a boy and bring him up to hav the DEAR Mrss WrxoN: Seeing the many nice 
proper affection for his parents. In the first letters in the Corner, I thought I would write 

one, too. 
place, I think the father was the most to We take THE TRUTH BEEKER, Freethinker's 
blame. I do not think he had any business Magazine, and the Chicago Liberal. 
whatever to speak to his son in that tone. H Papa has nearly ten volumes of THE TRUTH 
he had told Tommy why he wanted him to SEEKER, and it givs us much pleasure to look 
come in, he would never hav been answered over them. 
l.n th~~ot insolent way. When 1 hear of par- I like George Remsburg's letters ; they 

are very interesting. 
ents, guardians, or teachers complaining of I like the idea of starting a children's pa
disrespect from boys or girls, I always come· per, and think that you could make it so 
to the conclusion that it has been provoked nice and interesting that even those who did 

not hav children would subscribe for it. 
by tbeir irritableness, or the example has I am thirteen years old, and hav one brother 
been set by their elders in some way or other. and sister younger than myself. As this is 
I hav seen some children that are quiet, or- my first letter, I will not make it too lengthy. 
derly, and as well behaved as one could wlsh Remaining your Freethinker friend, 
hem to be. And it is always followed up by Gusi:JIE GERMANN. 
heir parents never scolding, or fault-finding, 

and ordering them around. Consequently, 
they do not hav the trouble that other par
ents hav who are forever punishing and cor
recting their children. And such children 
are generally found "out nights," insolent to 
their teachers and friends, selfish to their 
school-mates, and making themselvs disagree· 
able wherever they are. 

I will giv the following illustration for Mir
iam's benefit: A lady of my acquaintance 
gave her little son permission to join some 
other boys spinning tops. He had not been 
out long when she called for him to come in. 
Like Master Tom, he demurred, and the 
mother, possessing that type of firmness so 
admir~ble In Miriam's eyes, came out armed 
with the" rod of chastisement," and with a 
' I'll see whether I am to be obeyed or not 

young man," proceeded to administer a casti
gation to her little son for not coming in 
when she wished, to relieve her of the care of 
her little infant whose existence her little boy 
had nothing to do with. That boy is noted 
for his insolence and mischievous disposition, 
and his mother is forever correcting him. 

Such cases are so common, and people, 
while telling what they would do, never stop 
to think of the cause of it. It all springs 
f~:om the popular error th~>t children are un-

CoLLINs, NBB., May 16, 1891. 
Mxss WIXON: I write to let you know that 

there is a Liberal family away out in west-
ern Nebraska. · 

Father takes THE TRUTH SEl!.KBR. I like 
to look at the pictures and read the Chil
dren's Corner. 

This is a beautiful country. We liv on the 
north side of the North Platte river. We 
can catch all the fish we want to eat. We 
caught half a sack full the other day ; the 
largest one weighed four pounds, the small
est one weighed two pounds. We can see 
Laramie peak from our house. We liv six 
miles from the Wyoming line. 

I hav three sisters. One is older than I am 
and two younger; the oldest one is eighteen, 
the other two are eight and ten. I am twelve 
years old. My two youngest sisters and I go 
to 8unday-school, because there is no other 
place to go to. I like to hear the singing. 
Oh, I am taking up too much of your valu
able space. so I will close. 

Your Freethinker friend, 
MABEL CooHRA.N. 

Mrss SusAN H. WIXON: I hav been for 
seTeral years a subscriber to THB TRUTH 
BEEKER, and am well pleased with the man
agement of the Children's Corner. I am re
joiced to know that a few children in this 
country hav not their minds bastiled by. 
Christianity-that is, superstition, ignorance, 
and hypocrisy. I know, not that my re
deemer liveth, but t)l~t if every child of 

America was taught according to your ideas 
a redeemer would be unnecessary. Now, we 
need many saviors (Miss Wixons, TRurn 
SEEKERS, and the like) in the United States 
to preserve our children from being contam
inated by the orthodoxy of religion. I send 
you herewith a silly poem about a silly busi
ness, which perhaps might cause a laugh for 
some one of your many young readers of the 
Children's Corner. If you like, please pub
lish in THE TRUTH BEEKER Children's Corner. 

Very truly, EnwiN W. BEEOHER. 
[Thanks, brother, for· kind words. The 

knowledge that we are accomplishing some 
good in the world is very gratifying.-Eo. 
UC] . 

PRAYERS OF MY OHILDHOOD, 
•Twas ever thus my childhood heard 

Oar pious parson pray; 
He called tor rain which never came

'Twas God's mysterious way I 

He asked that God would giv his sun 
To us without delay, 

And God gave three weeks more of rain
' Twas his mysterious way. 

He 'seeched that all who heard him then 
Might not from Christ's fold stray, 

But the devil captured half his flock
•Twas God's mysterious way. 

He 'sought that Christ would be with us 
Throughout the holy day-

That day his wife did break her arm- · 
•Twas God's mysterious way. 

He prayed !or all that's truly good, 
He wished to hav.his say, 

Then a hornet stung him swr Ze nez
Oh I God's mysterious way. 

He wished to God the Holy Ghost 
Would come and with us stay, 

But we didn't see it with our eyes
•Tw&s God's mysterious way. 

EDWIN N. BEIIOH11R. 

' 'WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will please send ·stamp for cir.culars and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE SLl!'NKER, 

Snowville, Va. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

Evolution Series. 
-a-

Lectures and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Associa.tion on Evolution 

in Science and Art. 
No, 1.-Alfred Russell Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oope, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Ernst Haeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake

man; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale at The Truth Seeker Offioe. 

TRUTH. SEEK~R LIBRARY I 
~e World's Sages, T~kers~ and 

Reformers. · ~he Brograph1es oi 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophe1·s (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio 
graphical sketches of prominent Chris 
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

• The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations . 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Vil·gin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ 
ingJ udai>Jm, Mohammedanism, and. Chris 
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison a 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. W. NEWMAN, Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leaU er, $5.0G; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llanda:ff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common .Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r· ,.,'eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steei.plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An 
examination of tlie Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIS
ooUNT 'AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
rohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Vomplete from the London edition. 745 
'\)ages, ~vo. In cloth, $3:.0~0; 

.. -,.. 
The foregoing volume~ are called " 'l'he 

Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to
gether and sent by express, one dollar will bv 
deducted from the price of eMh. 

J. E. Remsburg's Works. 
False Claims. Revised and Enlarged. 

SCIENCE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE,' Pric'il,1ocentssingly; 75centsperdozen. As a 
Missionary Document it is unexcelled. Among 
the subjects considered by Mr. BemsburJ are: I. EV?LUriON, ANTIQUirYo BACTERIA, ETO, By 

William Dnrham, F.R.S.E. 
II. ~srBoNOMYo SuN, MooN, STABS, Era. By Will· 

lam Durham. F.R.S.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. TheY supplY a Popular need 

The price of each is 50 cents in cloth. ' 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel engravings of this celebrated naturalist 

12x15inches, suitable for framing, sent postPa.id. 
for 215 cents. 4ddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents ' . The entire cost of securing patents on small articles 
and simple machines is $so. Of this amount the Govern
ment receives $35· 

Poor inventors, having valuable inventions, will be 
aided in obtaining patents on the same, and trusted for 
the amount. 

Correspondence invited. 
Address: 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

Marion (Hartford Co.) Conn. 

The Ohurch and Morality; Orimina.I StatiStics, 
~howj.nl{ the creeds of the prisoners in the pen
Itentianes;, the Ohurch and Civilli!atiol!l; the 
Church ana Science; the Church and Learning; 
the .Ohurch and Liberty h. the Ohurch and the 
Antislavery Reform; t e Woman'S Rights 
Movement t the Tem.Perance Reform; the 
Ohurch ana the Republic. 

Bib~e Mor~ls. T'!enty Crimes and 
V1ces SJ1onct1oned b:y Son.l!!;ure; Fa.l.Behood and 
Deception ; Cheatmg; Theft and Robbery; 
Adultery and Prostitution; Murder; Wars of 
Oonquest and Extermination ; Despotism · In 
tolerance and Persecution; Injustice to Woman: 
Unkillciness to Children; Cruelty to Animals 
Human Sa.orifices i Canniba.lism; Witchcraft\ 
Slavery; Polyg_amy; Inteml)erance; Poverty 
!'nd Vagrancy; lgnor~nce and Idiocy; Obscen. 
1ty • .J:'• JOe, smgle co_p1es, 25 cents i 6 copies, $1. 
Special discount on larger quantities. 

Sabbath-Breaking. This is the best 
and most thorough work ever written on the 
Sabbath from a r!Ltional point of view. Large 
and handsome pnnt. The question is discussed 
under the following heads: Origin of the Sab
batjc Idea; The Jewish Sabbath.;, The Christian 
Scnl)tures and the Sabbath; .I!;Xamination of 
Sundaz Arguments· Origin of Christian Sab 
~:ti;af~~~~Vt~~ \ft~d?lf~::~; :t;~~~;ri~i 
Sabbath; Testl1Ilony of Chnstian Reformers, 
Scholar~ and Divines; Abrogation of Sunday 
Law11. rrice, 25 cents; six copies, S1.00. 

Thomas Paine. The Apostle of Re 
ligious and Political Liberty. Tells the storJ" 
of the Author-Hero's life, delineates the lead· 
ing traits of his character and genius, and vin
dicates hie name from the aspersions cast upon 
it. Ohoiue extracts from ' Common Sense," 
"American Crisis," "Rights of Man "and "Age 
of Beason " are giveft ; also, tribute's to Paine's 
ohara.oter from more than one hundred noted 
persons of Euro.Pe and America, many of them 
written expressly for this work. Second edi
tion, 160 pages, prmted on fine tinted paper, 
n11at!Y bound, and containing a handsome 

! ! ! Y E S ! f ! ~l~tt;Qrn,:t:s~f Paine. Price, paper, 150 cents 

W Image Breaker. Six Lectures; De 
T Is Your Time orth Something 1 oline of Faith, Protestant Intolerance, Wash~ 
T Do You Re.quire Oop1'es 1 imgto:nan Unbeliever...i Jeffersoll.an Unbeliever· Paine and Wesley; uliristian lilabbath. Eacli 

usE 15 cents; bound, paper, 25 cents; per doz. 40 ots. 

THE EXPRESS ·DUPLIC. "TOR The Apostle of Libertv. An address 
.a ·• delivered in Paine,Ha.ll.J lie1ore the N. E. Free-

10_1~0 copies from arw original writ'tur. No thinkers•Oonvention,tlanuar:vll9,1884. l'rioe, 
mechanism, no washing, no trouble. Simplest 10 cents. 
a:o.d best dupUoating device. Note size $4.50; .cap Fathers of Our Republic, Paine, J ef 
siZe $7.50. . . . . ferson Washington, Franklin. A lecture de-

Headquarters for Mamfolding Apparatus, livered before the Tenth Annual Congress of 
0 BENSlNGER AND co · the American Secular Union, in Chickeri!J~. 

• 807 Dey Strep.t, N~w York. Hall, New ~ ~VT~esi~~ C:. cen_~.,, 
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DID MAN FALL? ~U~GfSS-UMDfRWOOD DfBATf 
The Location and Topography of the Gar. 

den of Eden &. Fact. 
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT? 

$6,000 BE WARD. 
By IBRAI!L w. GROH, Author of "Is the God 

of I»rael the True God t" 
Paper, 10 cents. 

ON CHRISTIANITY. 
Betl\"ean B. F. UNDERWOOD and Prof. 0 A. Bur· 

gess, Pres. of N.W. Christian Un1v. 
Paper, 188pp,, 50 cts.: clo., so. 

COMMON SENSE, 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Written in 1776. 

PIONEER PITH. 
THE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM. 

By CAPT. R. C. ADAMS, President of Montreal 
Pioneer Freethou~rht Club ; author of 

"Travels in Faith from Tra-
dition to Reason," 

and 
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence." 

A compendium of scientific and critical lore. 
Best handbook for introducing the general 
reader to the principles and data on which Ra
tionalism ia baaed. 

Paper, 12mo, 100pp., 25 cents. 
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SISTER LUCY 
AND 

HER AWfUL DISCLOSURES. 
As To NEw HALL CoNVENT. 

And·a Few Words on Auricular Confession. 
Price, !O cents. 

POSHIV1Sr CALENDAR. 
Each daY and month of the year beinll named 

after the great benefactor.s of the race, 
whose portraits are Jr!Ven. In-

stituted by Aug. Comte. · 
Cards, llx14 ~ printed on both aides, 25 cents; IJn 

· two cards, 35 cents. The Candle from Under the ~ushel 
(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 

Price, • 15 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of 
Christianity. 

EVOLUTION THEORY. FALSE 
Three lectures bY PRoF. THos. H. HUXLEY. 

Paper, 10 cents. CLAIMS 
And !or the Consideration of Others. 

Imt'l"'uotive, Int~resting, and LC11Ughable. 
BY WILLIAM HART. . 

Price, 50 cents. 

By B. F. UNDEBWOODo 
Prioe, 10 cents. -

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBtE STORIES, 
ESSA.YS, and LECTURES. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents. 

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 
OF 

IS AMERICA. THE NEW WORLI)~ 
By L. L. DAWSOI!I. BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION. 

Price, • 10 cents. "Jesus the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and 
THE BIBLE. 

144 PROPOBITIONB, Theological, Moral, His· 
torioal, and Speculative, each proved af

firmatively an!'l negatively by quotations from 
scripture, without comment; embodying the m:1st 
palpable and striking self-oontradiotiona of ~he 
so-called inspired word of God. 

By W: H. BuRR. 7:J. pages. Price, 15 cents. 

DANIE.L THE DREAMER. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Specimen of The Bible. Esther. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. 

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS. 
<Zion Hill BaPtist.) His EvolutioD out of 
Christianity. By D. M. BENNETT. Paper, 50 
cents; cloth, 75. 

ECCE DIABOLUS. 
Jehovah-Worsh!P and Devil-Worshio Identical

i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. 
By the Very Rev. Evan Da.vies, Arch-Druid of 

Great Britain. 
Price, • 211 oen ts, 

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM; 
oR, PosiTIVIST CALENDAR. Brief Exposition of 

the Comtean System. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50. 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 
EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, eto. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD and others. 
Price, 20 oen ts. 

BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

.,...,..~~P~n~·c~e·~~----l_o_oe_n_ts_. ----"' E p 1 D E B~ :. ~- M!~N~ M~D~ 1 0 N S • 
LIBERTY AND :MORALITY. Prtoe,1ooents. 

BY M.D. CONWAY. 
Price, 5 cents. 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD. 
BY A. L. RAWSON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w. s. BELL. 

Price, 10 cents. 

If Yon 11ake A. way My Religion 
Wbat Will You Give Me Instead1 

BY MARTIN. 
PriM, - - - 111 cents. · 

A PLEA FOR ATHEISM 
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGIL 

Price. 10 cents. 

Dialogue Between a Christian Mis· 
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 
by a Weak but Zealous Christian. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Men, Women, and Gods, 
And Other Lectures. 

BY HELEN H. GARDENERt 
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and Present : Her Rights and 

Wrongs, 

Essay on Miraoles. 
By DAVID HUME~ 

Price, 10 cents. 

E-SSAYS AND JJEOTURES 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Paper, 800pp., 60 c~nts; cloth, tt. 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
By T. E. LONGSHORE. 

5o., 50c. per doz., 25 for $1. 

THE UNSEEN WORLD. 
By PROF, JOHN FISKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM. 
By ANNIE BESANT. 

Price, 10 cents. 

" GOTTLIEB: HIS LIFE. 
A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell. 

By B. p, PUTNAM. 
Price, 25 cents. 

Heathens of the Heath. 
RADICAL ROMANCE. 

By WM. McDoNNELL. 
500pp., paper, 80 cents. 

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED. 
The passages unfit for familY reading. 

Pap., 8~o.; clo., 50. 

THE 

LOGIC OF DEATI-I, 
OR1 

Earth." 
By D. M. BENNETT and REV. MR. TEED. 

Paper, 30 cents. 

BESAHT-HATCHARD DE~ATf. 
BETWEEN 

ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOHARD 
ON 

Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Ch~raoter, and the 
Infiuence of Christia.mtY. 

Price, 25 cents. 

BIBLE BALANCED. 
Comparing the Bible's B~Rt Teachings and BaY· 

ings with those of PhilosoPhers who 
Lh"ed previous to Bible 

Authors. 
BY G; C. DARLING. 

Paper, - - 50 cents. 

DIBLE fADRICATiOMS REFUTED. 
Errors Exposed. 

BY 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BIBLE MORALS. 
TWENTY CRIMES and VICES 

Sanctioned oy dcripture. 
BY J, E. REMSBURG. 

Price, 25 cents. 

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the 
United States and Canada. 

BY M. E. BILLINGS. 
Price, 25 cents. 

BUDDHIST NIHILISM. 
BY MAx MULLER, M.A. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance 
and Religion. 

By JOHN E. BURTON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLES. 
By JNo. E. BURTON. 

Prioo, 10 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, 15 cents. · 

CHRISTIANITY 
A REWARD FOR CRIME. 

By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR TQ DIE? CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and 

By J. G. HoLYoAKE. HISTORICAL ST A.NDP.OIN1'. 

MATERIALISM: 
ITs HISTORY AND ITs INFLURNOB UPON 

SoomTY. 
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of 11 Force and 

Matter," eto. 
Translated from the German. 

Paper,12mo, 15 cents. 

Price, 5 cents. 

THE 

LOGIC OF LIFE, 
DEDUCED FROM 

THB PRINCIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT. 
BY G. J. HoLYoAKE. 

Price, 5 cents. 

Christian Absurdities. Secular Resl)onsibility 
BY JOHN PECK. B G J : ··~ 

Pri 20 ix i 
•

1 
y • • ldOLYo~. 

ce cents; s cop es for 'II' • Price, 5 cents. 

Confessional : Romish and Anglican. 
An Expose. 

BY SALADIN. Price, 30 cents. 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the 
Dead 1 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, - - • 2S Cent&. 

WILL THE COMING 1\U.N WORSHIP oom 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, • • • 10 cents. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

GENESIS I, II: 
BIDLE NARRATIVE OF. CREATION, 

BY A. R. GROTE, A.M. 
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75. 

GodiJ Women of t~e Dible. 
A HistorY of 

ALL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE Bffii.E. 
BY 

An Ungodl;r Woman of the XIXth Century. 
Pap., 50c.; olo., 75. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28 LafaYette Pl •• New York. 

ByW. N. McLAREN. 
Paper, 50 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianns. 
Adventures in the L~tnd 

of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired). 
Discovered bi I. N. FIDEL and A. HooK. 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE CRISIS. 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Written during the American Revolution, and by 
order of G~eral Washington read 

to the armY. 
Peper, 40 cents ; cloth, 75. 

CULTIVATION OF )RT. 
ITS RELATIONS TO 

RBLIGIOtrs PuRITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING. 
BY A. R. CooPER. 

Paper, 20c.; fiexible olo., 3i. 

fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Rad· 
ioal Romance. BY Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 

Pap., 50n.; olo., 75. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

W LafaYette i'l •• New York. 

OF THE CHURCII. 
J. E. REMSBURG. 

Price, 10 cents; per dozen, '1'5 cents. 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE. 
Liquor-Drinking Commended, De 

fended, ancl En}oined by 
the Bible. 

By E. c. w ALKKR. 
10 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIE&,; 
A CoMPEND oF THE NATURAL LAws oJ' 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 
ExcHANGE. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, 21 oen ts. 

Science and Theology. 
ANOIENT AND MODERN. 

By J. A. FROUD E. 
______ P_n_·c_e·~----------~-~n_t_s. ____ __ 

Ingersoll on McGlynn 
8c .. 300. per dozen, $2 per 100. 

LAY SERMON 
On the Labor Question. 

By R. G. INGERSOLL. 
P1·ice, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 2G. 

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S 
OPENING SPEEOH TO THE JURY 

in the suit of the 
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele 

graplt Company 
against the 

Western Union Telegraph Company 
Price, 10 cents. 

THE Sl AGE AHO THE PULPIT 
By R. ~. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100. . 
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY. 

By R. G. INGERSOLL. 
Price, 3 cants; 30 cents per dozen; $2 per 1CO. . 

Is t~e God of Israel the True God? 
Narrative of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua,· 
. Judges, and the New Testament. 

Price, 25 cents. 

Masonic V md~cation of Right. 
PROTEST AGAINST PERSECUTION. 

ByO.B. WHITFORD, M.D. 
Price, 1:; cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
Bu JOHN P EOK. 

Price, 10cents. 

'l'HB 

ORDER OF CREATION 
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN 

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, 
LINTON, REVILLE. 

On tbe Confiiot between Genesis and Geology, 
12mo, 178 pages, _Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 711 cents 

-
"Our Father in Heaven." 

By CHAS. STEPHENSON. 
1 cent; 50 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand. 

PERSONAL EXISTENOE 
AF'TJJJR DEATH IMPROBABLE. 

By L. R. SMITH. 
10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFER~ UT 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 oen ts, 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

18 La.f&Yette Pl., New York. 
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Agents for the Truth Seeker. 
·ALABAMA. 

Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
OALIJ'OBlllU.o 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. 
Ball & McCarter. 7 w. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Franclsco, Ual. 
Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban 

Francisco. r cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., Ban Fran-

CANADA. 
T.C.Allen&Oo.,124 Granville st.,Halifax,N.S. 
Mrs. w. B. Cooke,l70 l-2Ytongeat., Toronto 
James Foster, Weiland, On • 
Thos. Moff<Att, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,. 

OOLORADO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

ll'LORIDA. 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A.. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLINOIS. 
Mrs. B. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., Chicago. 
Post-ofil.ce News Uo., 103 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 415 & 417 Dearborn at., and 

Breutano Bros., Chicago. 
J. w. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., C!!i~ag'>. 

INDIANA. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend. 

LOUISIANA. 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decat"' r st., New Orleans. 
Al. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orlean~. 

MAINB. 
N. G. Fessenden, 434 Congress st., Portland, 

HASBAOBU8BT'l8. 
Colby & Rich, D Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester. 

llliOm&Alll. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 461t 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand Raoid!l. 
0. Holton &co:. 87 Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Rei!, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

lliBSOUBI. 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louil. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 

NBW JBRSBY. 
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C,ty. 
NBW YOBK. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex & Grand sts., New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1248 Third ave., New Y'"~rk. 
R. \\1. Turner 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Uanal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
G3orge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck;397 Bleeckerst.,NewYork. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J • .Kin~~:.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. c. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO, 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 308 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
W. Smith, 829 Superior st., Cleveland. 
Benj. Woods, 819 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [rleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

ORBGON, 
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

PBNNSYLV AliiU. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. Du Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
RHODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H p:h st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBBSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXAS. 
r .. Andruss, Denison. 
A. Chapman, 227 E. Houston st., Ban Antonio. 
l'. Theo. Col wick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

UTAH. 
I ames Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. J ost, OgdeL.. 
!lenry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, LC?gan. 

W ABHIN&TON TBRRITORY. 
Stine Bt'OS., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BN&LAliiD. 
Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street, 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W.Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. 

NBW ZBALAliiD. 
A. D. Willis, Wanu:anui. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price,IG Ceu.u. 
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Christ of P<Lul; or, the Enigmas ot 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBEa 
12mo, 400pp., Price, $2. 

MARrYRDOM OF MAN. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., $1.15. 

SCRIPTURE SPiCULATION,. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man, 

Judaism. 

By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSI'IIVISM. 
CRIMES AG, INST CRIMINALS, A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 
AN ADDRESS 

B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI1 

Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

Price, $1.50. 

MYTHS .AND MYTH·M ,,KERS. 
Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by 

Comparative Mythology. 
By JOHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College. 

Price, $2. 

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B. 

·Randolph, aided by Swedenborg, through 
Mrs. F. H. McDougall" and Mrs. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] 
Sieel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham. 

med, to which is added the Life of Moham
med, or the History of. that Doctrine 

which was begun. and carried 
on by him in Arabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia

logues on Natural Religion. 
By DAVID HUME. Price, $1.50. 

NtM York Btate BM .ABBOOiation, at .Albany, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. SUPERSriTION IN ALL AGES. 

'l'he onlv Complete and Authorized Edition. 
PRIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Principles or the Natural Order 
of the Unlver!ie, WUh a '-l'S• 

tem of Mora>.l1)' Based 
'lhe•eon. 

BY PBOFIIBBOB LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D 
CONTENTS: 

Force ana Mattet', Tbe Fitness of Things in 
ImmortalitY of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
ImmortahtY of Foroe, Man, 
lofinlty of M.1.tte•, Brain and Mind, 
Va!ne of Matter, ThonJI"Ilt, 
M •tion, Oonsclonsness, 
Form, Seat of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Ianate lde&B. 

L~~owe, Tne Ilea of God, 
ULmversality of Natural Personal Oontinnance, 

«WS, Vital For,,e, 
Tne Heavens, Tbe Bon! of Brutes, 
Periods of tbe Ore !lotion Free W1U, 

of the Ea•tb, M!lrality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c In ding Obsena-
Secnlar Generation, tiona. 
Price $t.50. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 

The Modern Science EssaJist. 
Ten Oents Each. 

1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and 
)!hilo•ophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBEJ:NLEAF 
THOMPSON. 

2. OHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and infinenoe. By Rev. Jon W. OHADWIOE. 

8. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
How suns and worlds oome into being. By 
Mr. GABBBT P. BEBVISS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. BY Mr. WILLIAIII POTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
of zoologioal evolution. By Dr. BossiTEB 
RAYII[OND. 

7. 'l'BE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth By Prof. E. D. Oon. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. BOBEBT G. EoOLEs. 

9. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. BYJA!IIBsA.SJrn... 
TON. . 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY 
SAMPsoN. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWis 
G.J.uucs. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELBOIII O. 
PARSHALL. 

13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0HADWIOE. 

14. PHILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. By 8TA1Ul 
HoYT NICHOLS. 

15. mE EF"'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
. 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

IS THIS YOUR SO~, MY LORD~ 
A NEW NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

A Confession. 
By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 

Authorized translation from sixth German edition 
by Mathilde Blind. 

Price, $1.50. 

HEA.LTH HIN·rs TO WOMEN. 
Important Information for All, and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. SCHOTT. Price, $1.50. 

The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 

By JEAN MESLIER (born 1618), 
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 

Portrait. 
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARJm!lT 

MARTINEAU. 
Prioe, $1.50. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text· Book. 
Thirteen Lectures on the Bible. 

By RoB'T CoOPER. Price, $1. 
------------------------
Orlgi11 and Development of Relfg. 

Will be seized with avidity by all students of the to us Ideas and Belletii. 
Bible.-[Congregationalist. 

Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER. 
Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By PHILANTHROPUS. 
446pp. · Price, $1. 

rhe Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MoSES HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
. AND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality 
By JOSIE 0PPENHEm. Price, 15 cents 

.SIXTEEN SA. VIORS OR NONE 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observatians on his Writings. 

fly GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

& BIJSINESS M&N'S SOCI&L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW-'§. 

ll'rom 11 Poor Man's Standpoint.· Price, $1. 

DEELAND'S NATIONA.L HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices. 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, $1. 

CABEER OF·RELIGlOUS IDEAS. 
tTltimating in the Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. [Spir.) 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

.LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 centsi cloth, '15 eents. 

Trnth Seeker CollPction of Forms) Mortallt)' or the soul and the Im· 
·Hymns, and Recitations. mortallt)' of lis Elements. 

For Organizing Booietiea; for Muriages, "Fall'lr
als, Naming of Infant•, Obltna.ries, Epi

taphS, eto. Alae 525 Liberal and 
lilpiritnalistio Hvmos for 

l:!ooia.l and Various 
Pablio Oooaaions. 

18mo, 550pp. Price, '15 cents. 

A.uricnlarConfession and Nnnneries. 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 15 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By c. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 15 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI. 
Price, 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35_ cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. M. BBNIIIBTT. 

Price, 10 oents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
" The shame itself doth, call for instant Lithograph of Bennett Monum9nt. Church Doctrines. 

By W. 8. BARLOW. (Spir.) Price, 10 cents. remedy." In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, :iO c~ntl. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
'I'l&e Bole F~tors and Il~Mct RaUos in tlu 

Acguirmaent and .Apportionm6nt, 

BJ J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, c:nolh, · tl 0"" . "• 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cents. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amenament and State Personality. 
By J ~- E. PECK. 

Priee, 25 cents. 

l!'or all of the above booka address 
THB TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

11 Lafantw Pl •• Rewlorl. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply~ 
Bt JIUBLBU'l and W AUIIAJf. 

Prioe. 10 oents. 

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable 

onBI.anghts on Christianity. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. 
BY C. B. REYNOLDS. 

Prioe, 5 oents. 

For all of tho above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ws r.afayeUe PI •• NewYorll:. 
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THE RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. ETHICS 

AND 

OF SCIENCE. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar· 

dener .•••• ;............................... 50 
a. Age of Reason. 'J.'homa.• Pa.ine.... ....... 2S 

BY 
HUDSON TlJTTLE. 

A ffistorioa.land Critical Review of the Religion 
of Man. 

CoNTENTS : What is Religion 7 Fetichism. Phal· 
lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett ................................. . 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ...... .. 
6. Viator Hu~ro•s Oration on Voltaire ....... . 
7. Ingersoll's address on Bhakspere ...... .. 

25 Boheme tor his Redemption. Man's Position, 
20 Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be· 
10 sponsibility of the Individual. Geneais and Evo· 
25 lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 

O'I'llER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon rece1pt of price. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ts the story or two young 

girls and a.r.onnger brother who were lett parent
fees, with little money, fa.1r educattoahand much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohicago. The antnoris also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work. 
inll: girl'Blife and experience in the city of Chicago 
amon~ bluff business men, kind hearted folks. 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just snoh a story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel In11er' 
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admire~ 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentior 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. . 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 

CANCER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 
book free. Drt', GRATIGNY & Dx:x:, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Tea«>hln,;s of' Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Chrlsttan
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea•on, and 18 It Sumctent to 
Meet the Needs or l'flankind 'I 
Deb&te between the Editor of tbe Ha.li!ax 
:Eoentng llatz and Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tor.Y Letters by George Jaoob HolYollke and 
Colonel In~rersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 oages, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father l.ambert's 
u Tactics of' lnft.dels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianit-y: Its Origin, Nature, 
aod Intluen~e. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horror11 of' the French Revo· 
lotion: Their Cau11es. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
t!ociety. Bights of Government. Duties of Bo 
oiety to Criminals. Duty of Self Cuhnre. Mar· 
riage. Cloth ; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
B:r Edward Bellam:r, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It. is 11 thought-breeding book, and all who art 

free to r!loeive new light will find in it satisfao~ior 
a.nd inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The appeal is 11 ways made to 11 man's reason 
a.nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his Bel· 
llshness.-[Boston Post. 

A BUI(gestion of 11 really practicable and feasi· 
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the present. 
rhe romantic narrativ is rich in its forecast of 
actual possibilitiea.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS:&: 

Of the perversion of Ste11hen Gira.rd's magni1lcent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 

churches and Young lllen•a · 
OhriBtia.n Assooia· 

tion. 
BY BlOB. B. WEBTBBOOE, D.D., LL.D. 

Price 11. Addresl THB TBUTJI BBEI:Bll. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement ofChristianityP 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH 8EEKEB. 

. THE 

CHA.JIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
TDl!lm 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, 1,119Pp. Oloth, $8 ; leather, M; morocoo. 

gUt edges, M.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28La.fa.yette Place, New York. 

The Works of Caleb S, Weets. 
Sones of the Mornln;r. 212 pp.; cloth, 

75 cents. 
Selections from the Poets: With Re

spon.es; Inol"ding Pope'R Essay on M&n, 
with Responding Essay. 859 pp.; cloth. $1 211. 

The PltUosopllT of .£vU. 11 pp.; 
5 ·ents. 

Human Llf'e; or, The" Course of Time" 
a.• seen in the OPen Liebt. An Epic Poem. 
Beven books in one vol., 359 pp,; cloth, $1.211. 

Pmrss NoTIOES OF "HUMAN LIFE," 
The New 27wuaht(Ohioago) says:" It is the best 

thing of the klnd Wb ever saw •••• To state the 
whole thing in the lan~taa.!le of another, the first 
book shows what a heaven 18 coming on this earth 
t~-ft r it shall have passed through the necessary 
discipline, and the other books show wbat a. hell 
of 11 time we have to ~ret there." 

The Chesaning Arqus (Chesa.ning, Mich.) BIIYB : 
"It JS one grand sublime poem • • • 11 perfect 
llistorY in bla.nk verse of the social and religions 
•trnggles of our ea.rth.and would be good reading 
for tbose who have been interested in 'Looking 
Backward,"' Describing Book 6. it sa.ya: "This 
chapter will be found especially interesting to 
ladies." · 

The PhrooolOfltcal JournaZ (New York) regards it 
as equal to the great epics of 11 hundred years 

a1:ir~r ~~~~rd Bellamy, author of "Looking 
Baokward," saYs : "I ha.ve read it "!ith much iJ!• 
terest. I am in entire symoathY w1th its spint 
uf bonndle•s faith in human development.'' 

Rev. R. ·Heber Newton says it is one of the 
significant indications of the ·signs of the times. 

'J.'he Nationalu C, of Boston. considers ita style as 
•. qual to Mtlton•a, aud says it "engagl'B the read· 
or's att~ution w1th the first line and keeps it 
engrossed until tbe final word " 

Brick Pomeroy's .Aavance 'I'IIouaht (N.Y.) says : 
"It contains mnoh to benPfl.t humanity." 

Address, B. C. W. BYING rON and CO •• 
334 Fourth Ave •• N.Y. 

New :Zdltion, Revlset Md Elllar&ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
• y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, GO _,11nt1. 
Tlu Tr!JM SufJ'Plied at I:Jpedal .Diacuuntl. 

Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. 
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~ noticu MtJ f0'1" the ben.efit of Liberale 
t~~lw may be eiBiting the places t~~here theBe soci6-
f468 are locat«l. Local Secular Unions and 
.FrHtlwugkt 8ocietie8 meeting regularly can 
hatl their gatherings ailiDertised here free by for. 
Yarding the necessary information. 

The .lli.anhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic TemPle, 1120 East t5th s~reet. J;.eot· · 
urea and diilonssions. The public oordlallYinVlted. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock ai 
Liberal Leal{~e Hall,177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
stilNewark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
re gions and social Questions. Seats free and 
everYbody welcome. 

A.merlcan ~ecular Untou, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bn.nday 
evening at 7 30. Lecture•, debates, and dl•OUB· 
sions on all important seonta.r snbje.ots. Pres
ident, HBNBY BmD; SecretarY, CoBA BELLI! 
FLAGG~·------~--------_.~--~~ 
BrooklJn Philosophical A.ssocla· 

tlon 
Meets at FraternitY roomsl.Bedford avenue and 
Routh lid street, Brooklyn, J!l. D •• at 8 P.M., every 
Bnnda:y. Lectures folio,. ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2M' 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad aL d 
Wood sta., at II :10 and 7 :80 P.lt. for lectures end 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able apeakersinterest the audience. N.B.-Trnth 
Seekervublioa.tionsalwaYBon handatcbeap rates. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and third Sundays, ~t 2 
P.lt. at the town nail. All friends of human 
oultfva.tiOB are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee. 

. Ellzur Wrlghf Secular lJnlou 
Of Alliance o., meets the ftrst and fourth Sun
daYS of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free disonssion on all Liberal subjects • 
Bnbaoriptions to THE TRUTH BEBKEB and lnvesti· 
gator are solicited. R. G. Sm•.rn, Oor.l:!b~. 

Chicago Secular linton 
Meet& ever:v Sunday evening at 7:30 P.lt., 11' 
Princess Opera House, 558 Weat Madison str&,et. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetiD!lB every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited • 

Des 111olnes Secular Uulon 
Holds regular meetinli:B at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

8 · FBANXLIN TEINEB, Pres. 
Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 

structtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Miss Wixon's Works .. Photo-engravings of Miss Garcener are for San Francisco, Cal., Freetltought 
sale at this office. Price, 5u oen1a. . Society 

A.anostlclsm and Cbrbtlan Theism: 
WhiCh rsthe ltloreReasonablel 
24 Pages- Price, 10 cents. 

Evolulion and Special Creation. 
10 cents. . 

Saints and Shmers-Whlch l 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The ,_upersthlon of the Christian 
~unday: A Plea. for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glocy of Unbel ef. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and 11te Supernatural; or, 
Bell- f'and Knowledge. 24pa.ges. 
Price, 10 oen ts. 

The American tiecular lJnlon ; lh 
Neces.,ify and the Justice or Its 
Nine Demands (Dedicated to Colo. 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the B v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the followinll subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 
Men of Bo1enoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
98 LafaYeiie Pl .• New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Sea ted Ulcers of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and every disease or 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Canc~r that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

A.ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 
12mo,300pp.,$1. A.N EMBLEM OF 

A.pDle8 of Gold. And Other Storiee Freedom, Progress, and Re"'orm. for Boys and Girls. 12m!h 883pp., $1.25. ll 
_,tory Hour. A~ Excepti~nally Ban~· 

some and Interestmg Book, W1thont Bnperstl· 
tion for Ohildren and Youth. The Onl:r Free 
thinkers' Children's Btory.Book ever lBBned. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; larg1 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illns· 
trated covers ; 4 to, 22(pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEK"I!JB CO. 

Liberty . In Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this omce. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Beai Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ettJ., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker. 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishin~r food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it so ric}W 
merits.-[The Anlerican Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, ~. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION. 
OR1 THB 

Confil.ot between l!.eason and Sn'Perstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
young and middle· 
-tged men1 suffering 
rrom a Life-wastin.11 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follieP, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It seta forth 
an External APplioa

'ion-A PusrriVE OUBE, RB it matters not how 
ong standmg, bow hoPeless or how many reme
lies yon hav :ns~d. The book is worth many 
··imes its cost, and should be in the hands of 
bose seeking a 1-peedu ana 1}1!rmanent ours. Ad· 

lreas Dr. Robt.. p, Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, 11 huma.n

·tarian, and a generous patron of the Freethongbt 
nreas. He has many testimonials to the value of 
llis progressive and sneoessful method of treat
lll.ent, and deservee P_atronage.-.ll'rBet71oUQ'ht. 

MAet~ evAry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, (21 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular lJolon 
Meets t>very Sunday at 7 30 P llf. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures. song_s, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vi ted on all subJects. Liberal 1iter&tnre distrib· 
nted free. FBANX MOBSB, Cor. Bee. 

The West End Prot:resslve Lib· 
~ral Union 

Of Los Anlleles, Oal., meets semi-monthlYJ.. first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olook, P.M .• at t'arr's 
Hall. Everyboilv invited. MBS· B. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAMSo Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Lib ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.H. in Grand Army 
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Discnsaions.-Original 
&nd BelAOted Beadin!lB and Poems. A large val· 
nabla libra.u is at the ·service of members and 
friends. C. B. BEUOLDS, Pres.: A. W. 0ALDEBo Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Bnnday in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
LPotnrea, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
~rreatest freeilom accorded to all. Oar motto, 
"Universal Mental Liberty." D. E lliOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0BAXLES BBEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every Flnnda.v a>. Knights of l:J!'J:lor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'olook, A.M. Vtsttmg: L1b· 
erals invitPd to aUend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

Is.uo B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrfss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WU1lll'lne Steel Enurrwf:na or Senator CcmkUng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB TBJ: 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them hvely and inter· 
eating. THE LIBERAL Hnt:N·Boox contains songs 
b:y the best poets, adapted to well-known taues. 
It iP hi&l!l:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Panon, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker,. 
and, indeed, by all who hav eltllmined it. Prio~~J 
Ill oentl. Address 'DJIB TRUTH BEB.DB 0e. .. 
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A OITIZEN of Gora. Germany, has been 
sentenced to eight months' imprisonment tor 
saying that his sovereign the prince of Reuss 
might emigrate to the land of the Hottentots 
if he desired adulation, but that he (the 
citizen) would certainly refuse to recognize 
him -as a superior being reigning by the grace 
of God. 

Sm JoHN MACDONALD, 
the Canadian premier, 
seems dying. 

GLADSTONE ad Vi B e B 
Samuel Montagu, the 
}lhilanthropist, to collect 
the detailed evidence of 
the barbarity of Russia's 
Jewish persecution and 
giv it to the world in 
such a form as will raise 
an effectiv public opinion 
against that country. 

THE Russhln holyproc
u rat or Pobiedonostzeff 
has refused to see Arnold 
White, the agent sent by 
Baron Hirsch to confer 
as to removing Jews to 
the colony to be benevo· 
lently given them. The 
procurator is resolved to 
expel the Jews in as 
cruel a manner as pos
sible. 

A OABLBGRAM says that 
the anti-Jewish persecu
tion "is now admitted 
or asserted to be relig
ious persecution. Who
ever in Russia, be he a 
Jew or gentile, is not of 
the orthodox faith, is 
anathema. The govern
ment of Russia is a hier
archy more intolerant 
than the papacy, perhaps 
because it has more 
power." 
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WORLD'S SAGES~ THINKERS, COD8 AND RELICION8 
AND REFOR1IERS. ANCIENT A.ND 

0
MODERN TI11ES 

Biogra.Jihies of aoo of the Leading PhUosopherl, Vol. I. Givs a. .,._II Aoooun~ of a.ll the Gods,· in· • Tea.ohers1 BkePtioh,Innova.tors1 Founders of .., u • 
New Bonools of ·~·noUght, Emment Boien- olnding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the Holy Ghost, 

iists, eta. (who were not Ohrisiia.ns), .Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Ma.ry, a.nd the Bible. 
from the time of Menu to the pres- 8vo, 885pp. Vol. fi. Desoribes l!'nllYa.ll 

ant. Svo, 1,075pp., oloth, $3; the Religious B:vstems of the World. 
}ea.tber, ti; mor., g. e., U.50. ~vo, 91i7pp. Oloth, $8per vol.; the 

ll vola., $5; leather, $7; mo-
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'LIBH CAUGHT AT A DIBAD~ANTAGE. 

DESTROY the churches? No, let them be 
the grand lecture-rooms, enforciilg morality, 
humanity, and education by exposition of 
the glorious and fast revealing facts of nat
ure, upon which alone they rest, and which 
supply the only lasting incentiv to their 
culture. Let Sunday be the great day of men-
al:fnstruelli011l alld. elevating diversion to the 

toiling millions, in Bun
day- schools, churches, 
libraries, art galleries, 
fields, and woods.-Rob
ert 0 • .Adams. 

THE more we see of 
the world, the more we 
see it abounding in con. 
tradictions and inconsis
tencies. • • • Men who 
make a vow of poverty, 
gain in consequence an· 
income of about two hun
dred thousand crowns ; 
and, in virtue of their 
vow of humility, they 
become absolute sov
ereigns.- Voltaire, 

RELIGIOUS wars and 
persecutions hav always 
proved extremely detri
mental to industry. The 
expulsion of the Jews 
and Moors from Spain, 
and of the Huguenots 
from ·France, were per
haps the most severe 
blows ever d i r e c t e d 
against the industry of 
either country; while 
the nations which on 
these or similar occasions· 
were wise eno_ugh to re
ceive the fugitive reaped 
an immediate and enor
mous advantage.-Lecky 
in Hist. of Rationalism. 

M. POBIEDONOBTZII:IIF, 
the procurator of the 
Russian Holy Synod, 
who is to the Greek 
Catholic church what the 
Grand Inquisitor was to 
the Roman Catholic, 

And when she came to the man of God to the hill, she caught him by the feet: but Gehazi came near to thrust 
her away. And the man of God said, Let her alone ; for her soul is vexed within her : and the Lord hath hid it from 
me, and hath not told me.-2 Kings iv, 27. 

THE truth is, that while 
laboring for the destruc
tion of absolute power 
in the spiritual order, 
the [Protestant] religious 
revolution of the six
teenth century was not 

has forbidden Jews to observe Saturday as 
the Sabbath by closing their shops or other
wise, commanded them to work that day, 
and commanded them to observe Sunday. 

PRINOE MESTOHERBKIY, editor Of the Rus
sian Grazhdanin, says he prays to heaven 
that Russia may ever " stand the lowest in 
all the aspects of popular education." 

THE pope, on being informed by Vicar
Apostolic Glorieux of Idaho of the freedom 
given Catholics there, ejaculated, " God will 
bless the people inspired by sentiments of 
justice and liberty." 

THE American Medical Association will 
not send delegates to the 1893 International 
Medical Congress at Rome unless friendly 
relations are by that time restored between 
Italy and America. 

A DISl'ATOH from Poland, which land Rus
sia is trying to convert from Roman to Greek 
Catholicism, says that it is no uncommon 
thing to see a procession of Roman -Catholic 
peasants lashed into an Orthodox Greek 
church through lines of fierce Cossacks. 

CATHER1NE KINSELLA Bli]_)ped On the ice in 
front of the Church of our Savior, Brooklyn, 
N.Y., last winter, and broke her leg. She 
sued the church for damages, alleging that 
the church rmthorl.ties had allowed water to 
flow through an open leader to the gutter and 
freeze. Justice Prstt, in the supreme court 
May 21st, gave judgment for the defendant 
on the ground that the church was a religious 
corporation, and not liable for the negligence 
of its servants. 

THE pope's encyclical on labor treats of 
wages, hours, female and child labor, arbitra
tion, etc., and in general eseays to draw under 
the church's patronage the reforms which 
she took no interest in at the start but now 
sees are to become popular. Sanitation of 
factories is commended, while it is notorious 
that the church was for centuries an opponent 
of sanitation as a rival of her faith, prayer, 
and miracle cures. Most of the encyclical is 
vague, meaningless stuff. It concludes with 
the declaration that human efforts are impo
tent without the concurrence of the church. 

A OABE in test of the power to debar 
immigrants to Utah and Mormonism will 
be made of Marie Haselman, bound from 
Germany to· Logan, Utah, where she has 
a siRter. She is unmarried, but says if she 
had a husband she would not object to his 
having other wives. Her parents are believ. 
ers in polygamy. She says that" the Bible 
teaches her that Mormonism is God's faith," 
and that " the Bible tells us that the great 
men of old had more than one wife." Merely 
for these statements of belief,and lor no crime, 
the immigrant commission hold her at New 
'York, 
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aware of the true princi
]_)!es of intellectual lib

erty. It emancipated the human mind, and 
yet pretended still to govern it by laws. In 
point of fact it produced the prevalence of 
free inquiry; in point of principle it believed 
that it was substituting a legitimate for an 
illegitimate power. It had not looked up to 
the primary motiv, nor down to the ultimate 
consequences of its own work. It did not 
know or respect all the rights of human 
thought ; at the very moment that it was de
manding these rights for iteelf, it was violat
ing them toward others.-Guie:ot's Hist07"!/ of 
Oivilizati;n. 

MEN do not will according to their reason, 
but reason according to their will.-Fieltte. 

THE phrases men are accustomed to repeat 
incessantly end by becoming convictions, and 
ossify the organs of intelligence.-Goethe. 

TRUTH is truth, because it is truth, not be
cause anybody says it is truth; and if it be 
truth, it will stand any and all tests.-D. G. 
Thompson. 

M..i.N ought to hav pride or shame enough 
to blush at being • • • imposed upon, 
and when he feels his proper character he 
will.-Paine. 

THE Bible shows that the primitiv man's 
guesses at the riddle of existence, however 
natural to an ignorant age, and however use
ful as a working hypothesis to the simple 
patriarchs and peasants of those far-off times, 
were pregnant with all sorts of errors, which 
it has taken many centuries to correct.
.Arthu1' B. MoBs. 

Tm:RE is no counting with certainty on the 
justice of men who are capable of fashioning 
and worshiping an unjust divinity; nor on 
their humanity so long as they incorporate 
inhuman motive in their most sacred dog
mas; nor on their reasonableness while they 
rigorously decline to accept reason as a test 
of truth.-John .Morley. 

IN this planet of ours Nature has not 
trusted our welfare to the whims of tricksy 
spooks, but has endowed our own minds with 
the faculty of ascertaining and improving the 
conditions of that welfare ; and the time can 

I 
not come too soon when well-directed labor 
shall be recognized as the only prayer ever 

\answered to the inhabitants of this earth.-

[

Professor Oswald's Bible oj Nature. 

ALL waits or goes by default tUI a strong 
· being appears; 
A strong being is the proof of the race and of 

the ability of the universe, 
When he or she appears materials are over

aw'd, 
The dispute on the soul stope, 
The old customs and phrases are confronted, 

turn'd back, or laid awav. 
-Walt Whitman. 
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Xo. iLOF COURSE THE PAR.SON MUST HAVE CHICKEN,MJDTHE CHASE 
~~~II 

S UCCEEOETH IN KNOCKING OVER 'THE WRoNG PARTY,';"' -· .. ~~c~;J 

)'(o,.5,_ AFTER MANY TRIALS 
AND TRIBULATIONS, A VI·CiFIM IS 
SECURED AND OfFERED UP AS 4 
SACRIFICE.Fo,_~}·HE HOlY OROJ'(E.~-

THE COUNTRY 

IN Holder's lite of Darwin, just out, there 
is, says the New York Post, one statement 
to which serious exception inust be taken. 
The author says : "He [Darwin] was in 
theory an AiD-ostic, in practice an orthodox 
Christian of the broadest type 11 (p. 148). 
Darwin, corrects the Post, was a noble 
example of ethical perfection, but. that he 
was a Christian, much less an orthodox 
Christian, in any legitimate sense of the term, 
cannot be truthfully asserted. 

EuROPE is literally aghast at the Jewish 
persecution being brutally wrought be
tore its eyes. There has been such a whole
sale application of the censorship over the tel
egrams and letters from Russia in the last ten 
days that we know only vaguely what is now 
going on ; but what we know already exceeds 
in its terrors the worst that could hav been 
imagined. Apparently these wild, primitiv 
hates and passions which hav been foment
ing every stratum of the Russian social and 
pol\tical structure tor years hav burst out at 
last beyond human control, and are sweeping 
the whole nation from the czar down to the 
moujik fiercely forward toward a tragic crisis. 
All that can be guessed is that the outcome 
may make as griinly unique and awful a 
mark upon the history of this century as the 
French Revolution did on the last. That 
strange creature, Alexander III., will not go 
to Copenhagen any more, they say, nor hold 
communication with Western Europe. 

MoRB important than all, says the Bun, in 
considering the theological confusion now 
prevailing among the churches, the question 

ot the authority of the scriptures as an infal
lible revelation from God has now been 
raised to agitate and contuse the minds of 
Protestants generally. Dr. Briggs presents 
a theory ot the Bible utterly opposed to the 
distinctivly Protestant view, and yet he 
claims that he is altogether within the lines 
ot its orthodoxy. Though he propounds the 
Roman Catholic dootrin as to the scripture, 
he calls it Protestant. Obviously, it the Bible 
contains human errors along with divine 
and infallible truth, it needs an infallible in
terpreter to show its infallibility, tor other
wise each individual can accept or reject 
what he chooses, and theology has no indis
putable foundation. The Bible, as it is, did 
not drop down from heaven. It is made up 
ot writings selected from a mass of religious 
teaching and history by church councils, 
whose discrimination must hav been infalli
ble, it the books selected are infallible. 
Consequently Dr. Briggs and his school ot 
biblical critics hav been the chief creators 
ot the present confusion of Protestantism, 
tor Protestantism is based on the Bible alone, 
as opposed to church authority and infalli
bility. They are leading toward Rome or 
toward the religious philosophy which re
jects the scriptures as an infallible source of 
divine authority. 

CAPTAIN PoRTBR of the United States Se
cret Service has returned from southern llli
nois, where within the past week he has put 
behind the bars the preacher-counterfeiters, 
George Vancil and Jeremiah Holmes. Jerry 
Holmes was a counterfeiter and a general 
outcast in Duquoin, Ill. The Rev. George 
Vancil was a Baptist minister. The men met 
one night under the stars and Vancil preached 

a sermon to Holmes to such good effect that 
he professed repentanCe. He fell on the 
ground, and with his hands toward heaven 
declared he would forever renounce his ways, 
and he afterward said that he had been con
verted like Paul on his way to Damascus. 
Holmes turned preacher and became the 
pastor of a Campbellite congregation in the 
country near Duquoin. It was not long after 
this that Holmes gave Vancil some counter
feit money, and Vancil passed it. Later, 
Holmes gave b.in:. some more, and he passed 
that upon some members of a traveling cir
cus. This Vancil confessed, but he declared 
that he took the money and continued the 
acquaintance of Holmes tor the purpose of 
learning his secrets and exposing the gang of 
which Holmes was the leader. "It makes 
no di1ference where this lands me," said Van
cil after he had been landed in a cell, '' because 
I hav been serving God and my country at 
the same time. Serving God in preachmg 
his word and my country in taking this 
money from those sinners that I might finally 
bring them to justice." Jerry Holmes, who 
made the coin, and who was captured a week 
ago, held religious services in jail last Sun
day, and had all his fellow-prisoners shout
ing for glory. He preached a regular tire 
and brimstone sermon. He was still pos
sessed of the true spirit, he said, and glad 
that he had confessed his sins, as they were 
a great weight off his mind. 

TuB Russian prince Mestsherski recently 
declared in the Graahdanin: " All popular 
education is an evil." This opinion has been 
indorsed with uausual unanimity by omcial 
circles in St. Peters burgh, especially in conse
quence of the prevalent conviction that radi-

cal, it not revolutionary, ideas are invariably 
the result of teaching the common people too 
much. In accordance with these prejudices, 
th~ general governors of Kiew, Volhynia, 
and Podolia issued instructions to the provin
cial police some eight months ago that all 
home instruction of children should be sub
jected to a strict censorship. The remark
able manner in which this censorship was 
conducted has just been illustrated in the 
manufacturing city of Uladovka in Podolia. 
The chief of police proclaimed that from now 
on all workingmen were prohibited from 
instructing their children at all, and in order 
that he might test easily the tulness of their 
obedience to his order, he commanded that 
the workingmen's children should not be 
kept in the house, but sent into the streets·, 
where he, in passing, might observe their 
occupations. This, however, was not enough. 
He announced that no educational books or 
tracts should be kept in the house. He 
made sure of the observance of his new order 
by having all his men turn in and search 
every workingman's house in the city. 
Wherever educational matter was d!r.covered, 
or children were found studying, a full report 
ot the details of the offense was made, and 
the books or other educational materials 
were confiscated. These unprecedented pro
ceedings hav been too much tor a part even 
ot the gagged Russian press. '' Who has 
given the police the right to confiecate pri. 
vate property thus ?11 inquires the Wedjejad. 
" Who has sent them into private houses to 
make searches? He is unknown to us. The. 
result has been that in Uladovka all educa
tion of the young has been abolished, the 
parents hav lost their heads, and the children 
are in the streets." 
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God and Religion. 
In the more common accepted meaning of the 

word religion, the idea of some kind of a god is. un
derstood and without a god as a basis there would 
be no religioll, consequently a religionist who makes 
a profession of any kind of devotional worship must 
hav some conception of, rmd belief in, a God, and a 
knowledge of such an idealistic being tells at once 
what their mode of worship is. To be a religionist 
we must first know, or at least believe, there is a 
God, what kind of God, what be requires of us, 
how he reveals himself to us, etc. The first question 
for us to answer satisfactorily to ourselva, "Is there 
a God?" is the more ddli~ult to answer, for in arriv
ing at an a:ffirmativ conclusion we must necessarily 
prove his existence, probable location, the attributes 
and characteristics of his nature, besides his legal 
and divine right to control us, to make us happy or 
miserable, or to giv us a free agency to do as we 
wish with the consequent evils that accompany such 
freedom of will. 

creatioD, in a greater or less degree, as seen in man, I damnable creeds. L~t us build .up for ourselv:s the 
and can it be that all animal life must pay t~e pen- nob~est and grandest God poss1~le for the. highest 
alty of sin to appease the anger of an all-1nse, ~11- a~tamments of our, mental f~cult~es, ~nd bu1!d upon 
powerful, and all-merciful father? Oan such be h1s worth the Golden Rule w1th wiDgs. of. char1ty out· 
among the characteristics of . the God we would stretched to show favor to all, . behevmg ourselvs 
worship ! . . . _ .· · · the agents of reform to deal meroifa.lly wi~h all, !r!lm · 

We see a beautiful rivulet of water, our ears hear man down to the lowest order of orgamzed bvmg 
it as it rushes down the mountain side, we drink of beings. · · 
its cooling substance; bathe in its depths, and then Follow not the example of religi?nists of the p1st, 
ronclude that it is our duty to worship the giver as but stand up for liberty ~f C_?DSCience !or all, that 
being more than a mortal being. And· as we are none shall be shorn of their r1ghts to thmk and he
about to prostrBte ourselvs to praise him a Johns lie_:va as their reason ~ay dictate. Allow no one to 
town horror appears to our mind, and what but a th1nk for you and wrmg from you your manhood 
moment before appeared so bermtiful and full of joy and ha.rd-e~rn~d shekels, that they may wear ~he 
has turned to reckless destruction and the great crown 1n tb1s hfe that belongs to :you .. Hav ~ mmd 
object of our adoration falls into the abyss of doubt. of you~ own fo~JDde~ t=pon the ~est 1deas In your 

Man hills ever been seeking to know of the eternal, possession, and m domg so you Will not hav to d.e
to learn of his duties and obligations to his creator, pend upon myths or the uDknowable,_ but will 
and sure it is that no one however low in the scalF proudly bear the standard of your own virtues, and 
of immorality, could wish' to detract from deity one hav God revealed within you.. A. D. SwaN. 
iota of divine worth or refuse to pay to him the laat 
tribute of homage due him. How many hav sought 
in vain and could only find him in their deceptiv 
imaginations but no real proof of his existence' 
The sincere devotee often testifies to having found 
one or more of the many saviors or deities that 
heathen and Christian mythology has so unexpect 
edly forced upon their credulity, for which they hav 
sealed their faith with· their own blood-yea, many 
times hav been the willing instrument in the handf 
of those higher in authority to pile the burning 
fagots around the writhing forms of those who hav 
dared to express a differeDt faith, that only their own 
should receive support. Sure it is, if God wishes 
our love and adoration he would make himself 
known in unmistakable ways, that the most ignorant 
could not mistake him. Thus far in the lives cf 
men ignorance and fear hav been the authors of 
all the Gods that hav degraded our earth. Aud ss 
soon as the more intelligent bav sought to learn the 
truth of SUCh, the mystic veil bas risen and the SUp· 
posed deities bav fled unseen 1u1d unknown. Still 
we are seeking and wondering why God does not 
reveal himself, that we may, like the benighted 
Oatholic, 

Personally, I am an Agnostic on the God question, 
having never seen or heard one, neith ~r hav I seen 
those who hav, consequently I neither affirm or deny 
the ·existence of such a being. I wish, however, to 
search the records a little and learn all I can of the 
actuality of such a personage, and will appeal to 
both history and reason to determin the truth as I 
may find it. O.n the historical side of the question, 
however, I can find little or no evidence of a God, 
or the need of religious worship, except that found 
in one or more of the many written or traditional 
legends of mythology, and to prove such authen· 
tic or true in any one partic:ular, as touching thf' 
question of deity, would require more time, talent, 
and search than to prove God from other sources, 
for neither the Koran, the Five Kings, the Tri
Pitikes, the Vedas, Z 3ndavesta, scriptures, or other 
of the so-called sacred writings (and each believed 
to be the original and only true one), tells the same 
story, or describes God as the same being, or to be 
worshiped in the same way. A belief in any one 
or all of them would not prove either true, for be- Stoop ourselvs in ignorance low 
lief simply takes possession of the mind when actual To kiss the pontiff's dirty toe. 
knowledge is absent, and as neither of them can be We push forward to search the wo,ld in endless 
authenticated outside of their own pages (and even space from :north to south, high and low; everything, 
then the accounts as given are extremely contradic- everywhere, is searched in vain for the Gods in hiding. 
tory and self-condemning), I shall not undertake to We descend to the lower strata of formational earth, 
prove or disprove the existence of divinity from euch seek the protoplasms of the earliest existing epoch 
an unreliable and contradictory source, but will take of time, until at last we explore the hidden mysteries 
nature and reason alone as the only agents of intel- of what may ·possibly be found ; to be a spiritual nat 
ligence that can revea~ the seemingly hidd~n mys- ure, the psychical laws that may govern mind in ite 
tery. relation to matter, and this is where explorers are 

It would be no argument to say that, because we found to-day, searching the depths of psycholegy in 
see much in the beauties of nature that seems de- hope to find some clue of the great first cause of cre
signedly perfect, there must necessarily hav been ation. If this fails, where can we further look~ 
a perfect designer, for the hundreds of imper- 0 God, wilt thou reveal to us thy hiding! Open 
factions in nature would ail readily imply an im- the dark recesses of our ignorant minds and let the 
perfect designer, and the two, being contradictory divine light of thy . wisdom shine upon us. We 
terms, could prove nothing. So, also, if there must would know thee that we may better adore thee. 
be a cause for all things, there necessarily must hav Reveal to us thy love, and teach us I o love thee in re. 
been a cause for such cause that produoes all things, turn. We would be worthy and obedient, but can 
and the door would be at once opened for unlim- not.worship that which we know not exists. 
ited causations, which would prove nothing. 0 ae Reveal thyself to us, that we may love thee. Art 
may think matter is eternal, another that only God thou a being of form, of personality or individuality, 
ean be self-existent, yet neither can prove their be- having either ~ mental or material substance or ex
lief, and leave us still in the dark, as both views istence, with power to alleviate our suffering condi· 
are profoundly speculativ and far above the mind tion, and wilt not do it! Help us to pray in such a 
of man to understand, or even to conceive of. way as will meet thy approbation, that we may feel 

It is well enough for the theologian to say that thy love and know thy mercy. 
" we see a watch with all ita intricate and perhct How many such prayers hav been offered by hum
parts and we know at once that it must hav had a ble applicants, and yet God secretes himself behind 
maker, which proves that the world could only hav the curtains of mystery, and our faith and hope still 
been created by the hand of a great and divine lack confirmation. How little man actually knows 
mechanic who said, 'Let there be light and there of God, a future, or even of the present, muoh less of 
was light.'" Yet this proves nothing, for we see a a spirit that governs the worlds in space! And relig
watch and know its maker muBt hav been a man and ious bigots would hav us know less, that they may 
we can trace him but to his earthly paren~s, and we weld the last link in the chain that binds us to their 
find ourselvs lost and as ignorant of the ~rest first service and to the relentless curse that lowers us in 
cause as when we started. We could easily .-ccount the scale of mental and scientific development. 
for all the watches in the world by r.~ssu:ning that What are we to do? Knowing nothing of God or 
something fi rat made man and then that m 'n makes a futun~, yet many believe in botb, and conform to the 
the watches. But the question hinges on tne cause teachings of dogmatists, obeying priest and pre!ste, 
or the something that first made man, and is what making ourselvs and others miserable, besides sub
we are seeking to know. etl.'lntiating error, only to appease the anger of some 

We can mantle ourselvs with the beauties of nat- supposed God and gain life everlasting-both a 
ure, cover our ignorance with a happy belief, and myth as far as can be knowD, and originated in the 
"praise God from whom all blessings flow," but the deceptiv brain of those who would that their fellow
loophole of more candid thought brings to Ollr view men should bow before them with tithes, as the 
the intermingled strife, misery, sorrow, and death agents of an unknown. 
that the same cause at least allows us to pass The better we can do for ourselvs and ·others, the 
through, and we then begin to question the l!iver of better and more nerfect our happiness. In so doinu 
our blessings and doubt his being an all·wise, all we get nearer God than in any other way; and if 
powerful, and all-merciful creator. Anything short there is a future life awaiting us, the haven of peace 
of this would be no God at all. will be open, that we may reap the reward of our 

It will not do to say that God has given us aU the well-doing. No burning of the fallen wicked; no 
blessings and that our sinfulness hao caused all tbe . separating of loved ones; no pearly gates to screen 
sorrow, pain, and death, for certainly God would hav u~;~ from those who hav stood by us in our earthly 
been unmerciful in hie dealings to hav caused us to efll"ctions; no innocent babes in hell looking to 
come from inanimate clay to this lifA knowing that heaven for a fond mother's protection ; no loving 
we would be sinful and bav to suffer her£', saying wife to suffer eternal misery while the repentant 
nothing of the dogma of eternal suffering hereafter. husband is sheltered beneath the cloak of a crucified 

Is not the same suffering found in all the animal redeemer. Away with such idealistic gods and 

Another Letter from Mr. Hf>JWOod. 
STATES PRISON, P. 0. Box 100, f'HARLESTOWN, Mass.,} 

May 23 Y.L. 19. 
DEAB MR. MacDONALD : Among the welcome publi

cations that hav reacb.«d me here during the last ten 
months, "Antislavery Reminiscences," by E izsbeth 
Buffum Ohace, and "Reminiscences," by Lucy N. 
Oolman, hav been espe!lisllv interellt.ing. Mrs. Ool
man was in Boston in 1878 and 1883 during cases 
then pending, activ upon the platform, the witness
stand, or wherever elsa mental liberty needed 
"standing up to be counted for." MrP. Ohace is now 
eighty-five years old. From girlhood BeBl!ie Buffum 
has been alert to assist right and resist wrong. 
Quaker born and raised, with Lucretia Mott. Mrs. 
Ohace stood for peace in war times, and with Parker 
Pillsbury and Mrs. Oolman ·sees that free speech 
needs assertion now aa of oh'J, when proslavery cen
sorship tried and failed to get a law to exclude Anti
slavery opinions from the mails as "incendiary liter
"•ure." The Peace convention in Boston, March, 
1866, was presided over by Adin Ballou, of Hope
d&le; it adjourned to Providence, and there, in 
May, completed the organization of the Universal 
Peace Society, of which Alfred H. Love, of Philadel
phia, bas been president ever since. Mrs. Ohace, 
Mrs. Love, and I were the committee to prepsre a 
declaration of sentiments and constitution, my draft 
being, in the main, accepted; and the objec~ of the 
society, to "remove the causes and abolish the cus
tom of war," then and there stated, still floats on the 
bsnner of its purpose. Dnrinll the Centennial, in 
1876, at Philadelphia, Mrs. Heywood, Josephine 
and Flora Tilton, and I dined with E. M. Davis, an 
old subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER. l!nd there met, 
for the last time, his mother-in-Jaw, Lu~retia Mott. 
She spoke with glowing fervor of the work for peace 
since 1861, and prophetically foretold struggles for 
rillht which were vet to engage attention. 

From 1844 to 1861 the Abolitionists were disunion
ists, favored separation of the states aa the best way 
to avoid war and free the slav~>s. December 17 1860, 
Horace Greeley said in the !I ribune, u If the Docla
ration of Independence justified the secession from 
•hA British empire of three million of colonists in 
1776, we do not see why it would not justify the 
Recession of five million Southrons from the federal 
Union in 1861. While we deny the right of slave
holders to hold slaves against the will of the latter, 
we cannot see how twenty million of people can 
rightly bold ten or even five in a detested union 
with them by military force." Lincoln did not want 
war. All the way from Sprinpfiald, Ill., to Washing
ton, he was reaching toward New England for one 
firm hand .to join his and say, "No" to bloodshed. 
H11d Garrison and company been men, not Abolition
ists merely, peace methods, "an arm of touaher 
sinew than the sword," would hav accomplished far 
more for liberty and order than has martial violence. 
In the conflict of arms chattel bondage went down; 
but there ia fllr mora slavery to-day in these states 
than before 1861. By piratical tariff11, land monop. 
oly, money monopoly, and the censorship of the 
press imposed by obscenity statutes, sense of right 
and spirit of liberty are so far "crushed out" that 
newspapers are now supprP-ssed and editors impris
Ol'led, yet few ~>ven ask the rel!son why. In the ·New 
Yorker, in 1837, Horace Greeley said: "Tbe only 
security for public liberty is in the absolute and 
unqualified freedom of thought and expression, con
fining penal consequences to acts only which are 
detrimental to the welfare of society. How does 
the prescription of a man in any way for obnoxious 
opinions d;ffer from the most glBring tyranny 1" 
Mental frAPdom is the breath of life to free insti
tutions. Yet now, twenty years, WA hav had a post
offi!le inspector of opinions riding free over all the 
mail routes of the republic, boasting of the numb.ers 
of publishers and reform~rs whobav died undAr his 
torturing supervision ! Bad as the old proslavery 
Democracy were, they never eucceedf'd in getting 
enacted such restriotiv statutes as RApublioans now 
impose on us. OhaPe, Greeley, Bird, Sumner
almost every old-line Republican-went over to the 
Democracy because the;y· would not recognize the 
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religio~political banditti that run things in the 
"grand old party." · 

A censorship of styie, effort to make one " an of
fend~r for a ~ord." in ~e.bate on morals and physiol
ogy; 1s as unJust, 1mpohtte, and absurd as would be a 
restriction of religious liberty. A F.renohman un. 
d~rtook to write a book devo!d of thought, but 
faded ; even the thought to write without thought 
was thought, and he gave it up saying "style i~ 
thought." · This whole business of censorship is con
trary to the creed of Natural Rights, the genius of 
freedom proclaimed by the R9volutioniets of 1776. 
In all healthy association, thrifty life, truth is be
tween persons, words are bonds; but decoy, false
h.ood, treac~er~ bav so eaten out the heart of integ
rlty.that lymg IS now'' ordered" by a. cabinet oflioer, 
the pos.tmaster.general, and made "law" by " United 
States JUdge! I once heard Emerson say in Music 
Hall, Boston, in a sermon to Theodore Parker's SO
ciety, "I hav thought a sufficient measure of civili
zstion is the iLflaence of good women." Among 
many other women wbo hav written me here is Mrs. 
Ftancis H. Drake, of Leominster, Mass., an old-line 
antislavery seer, whose husband, John Drake, still 
living, knew Abner Kneeland, and has been fl reso· 
lute J:eformer more than sixty years. Mrs. Drake 
headed a petition from her town for my release, and 
is one of the m:.ny New Eagland women who stand 
with Mrs. E 0. Shanton, of New York, and Annie 
Besant, of London, to say .that free speech and- open
faced action, not decoy clandestinism, "Watch and 
Ward" vice society fraud, should be law in these 
states. The Oomstock "law," by trying to super
vise woman's maternal function by act of Oongress, 
is an ineff~t~ble insult to woman's natural right to 
hold and control her own body-self. In proclaiming 
Woman's Rights from Seneca Falls, N.Y., in 1848, 
where Mrs. St1nton then lived, and the first Woman's 
Suff~age convention was held, she, Mrs. Mott, Mrs. 
Ohase, Mrs. Oolman, and their many later co
workers, asserted the inviolable sanctity of woman's 
person, which is the soul of domestic order and fruit
ful sobriety. And yet the vice society vermin, the 
"Watch .snd Ward" banditti, by aid of Postmaster
general Wanamaker and Judge Gao. M. Oarpenter, 
now make lewd falsehood " law" for sixty million 
people to hold me caged here ! Mrs. M. S. Wet
more, Otk Grove, Malden, Mass.; Lydia Eva Black
stone, Obester, N. H.; Belle 0. Skull, Findley. 0; 
Abbie Knapp, of Michigan ; Flora W. Fox, Minne
sota; Mrs. D. D. Oollins, of Maine, and hundreds 
of other clear-brained women like Margaret Fal
ler, H!.n·riet Martineau_, Gaorge Sand, and Madam 
de Steel, hav the courage of their sex, and are not 
likely to be frightened from public defense of lib
erty, when and where it is denied, because vice so
ciety reptile, in religio·political erass, hies "obscen-
ity." EZRA H. HEYWOOD. 

Prohibition. 
I notice an artic1e on Prohibition, by Mr. J. G. 

Hartwig, in THJil ':huTu SEEKER of April18nb, which 
I would like to criticise. If a man occupy a strong 
position he should not offer weak ir11uments to sup
port it. What he offers upon a subject which has 
baen discussed for two generations ought to bear 
criticism. 

Mr. Hedwig says : " A man, therefore, in the 
U aited States may use -the gifts of nature for his 
own benefit and for that of others as he seas fit." 
This is admitted. But do Prohibitionists admit that 
the liquor traffic is for the benefit of anybody 1 On 
the contrary, they claim to hav piled up proof 
mountain-high establishing the fact that the traffic is 
a gigantic curse. This is also admitted by a majority 
of those who hav written against Prohibition. In 
all the discussions in THE TRUTH SEEKER on this sub
j set, which hav been going on for :years, no dealer in 
alcoholic beverages bas announced his business like 
a man and attempted to prove that he was engaged 
in a useful occupation. Why assume the truth of a 
proposition which is denied by all on the opposit 
side and by a m~jority of those on your own side? 

Again. says Mr. Hartwig: "The S11preme Oourt 
of the U aited States has repeatedly decided Prohi
bition legislation in any . state of the Union to be 
lawful under the American Oonstitution. Yet its de
cisions in this respect are at variance both with 
common sense and the fundamental principles of 
this free country." That is to say, the anti-Prohi· 
bitionists possess all the comtnon sense to the exclu
sion of all the Prohibitionists and the Supreme 
Oourb. That may be so, but would not a little proof 
make it more evident? The supreme court may err, 
but the fact that the Prohibitionists hav all the deci
sions of that court in their favor does not prove con
clueivly that they are wrong. 

Again I quote Mr. Hartwig: "The Supreme Oourt, 
in one of its decisions, says that no man has a natural 
right to sell spirituous beverages by the glass. Why 
not! They are exactly like tea, milk, coffa£~, chocolate, 
and similar beverages, nothing but liquid food." 
Mr. S. R. Shepherd, in an article against Prohibition 
some years ago, said that every glass of liquor 
contained murder. It is not liquid food, but "liquid 

damnation," and I can prove it. Exactly like milk? 
Was Mr. Her~wig raised upon thlt kind of liquid 
food T Would he recommend it for infants, genera !y, 
before they hav cut their first teeth ? 
~r. Hartwig agrees that, " In a free country 

p0!1ce regula~ions can be directed only against 
nu1sance1!-thmgs that annoy and giv trouble and 
vexation-either to prevent or abate them." But he 
contends that spirituous bevera~es sre not nuisances, 
because they are made out of the best fruits and 
grains and other ust'ful prodHcts of the soil. But 
they themselvs are not fruits, or grains, or useful 
product~. They are made by a process of roWng. 
Alcohol Is the excrement of an animtil, and is no more
food than a manure heap. 

Then we are in~orme.d that '~These beverages are 
frequently called JDtoxulanta." That is curiou1.1 too 
when be says that they are exaoUy like milk and tea: 
~~ere did they get their bad reputation ' Singular 
1t IS what chunks of wisdom are thrown down care
lessly by the anti-Prohibitionists~ By and by we 
shall hear that fulminating powder is frrquently 
called an explosiv. 

Once more he declares that "Drunkenness, a vice 
and shame, C!ln never be made a lawful excuse for 
any crime or misdemeanor. 0 n the cont~ary, a man 
sh~uld be as severely punished for any wrong or vio
lation of law committed while drunk as if he had 
been parfect.ly sober." Why did not Mr, Hartwig 
a~d t~at he s~ould be as severely punished if .the 
cr1me IS comm1tted by a person while drunk with tea 
or chocolate or new milk as if he had been drunk on 
beer or whisky 1 He tells us that they are all exactly 
alike, just liquid food .. 

he had seen th'l propensities of those who believed 
on the Bible God-tha~ life, mercy, and justice Wf're 
not safe in the bands of such people. That, like 
their God, they went in for savere punishment ae 
pleaebgto their God. This was made manifest not 
·only in the case of Mr. Bennett, but in all cases 
where a Ohrietie.n people hav opportunity to punish 
people they do not love, especially if tllese people 
they hav to do with differ with them in religious 
differences. 

And this is the case of Moses H!lrman. A 
Bible- believing judge, in order to please his imag
ined God, and please others. who were like himaelf, 
and also to gratify personal hate, sentenced a hiU'm· 
less man-a sentence worthy of manslaughter in the 
second .Jegree. And what is greatly noticemble in 
this case is, the religious people all over the land 
njoice at the severity of Mr. H&rman's sentence, 
and I hav read of those people saying, " Hit him 
again." 

No. A man embracing the Ohristian religion is 
not made a better man by it. Hia temper is n,ot 
softened thereby. He is less tender·hearted than 
before, less forgiving, less charitable, looks upon 
others who diffdr with him in religious matters with 
disfavor, delights to call them " sinners," " impeni
tents," "haters of God," "world's people," "blas
phemers," etc., and if they had the power would 
make all they so dislike "hewers of wood and draw
ers of water." 

Yes, this district attorney said and believed things 
just as they are. And woe to the man who is to be 
tried for a misdemeanor if he is to be tried by a 
reli~?ioue judge or religious jury. CARLTON BioE. 

Hamilton, N. Y. Mr. Hartwig says, "Drunkenness may be con
sidered a short insanity." Liquid food just like tea 
causes short insanity. Under the influence of this 
short insanity people frequently commit murder. Sunday or. the Sabbath. 
An insane perso~ is n~t respon~ib~e .. But for. the Sunday has become the great day of emibiting good 
e.ake o~ perp~tuatmg th1s tra~c I!lllq~Id food JUSt -clothes. It is an outwa.rd Sabbath only. Sunday is 
hlte mllk which produces short msamty, we must called the Lord's day but just what this term means 
play tha~ t~e. insane ~re r~sp~~sible. Aud why T we do not know. D~es the Lord own the balance 
Because 1f 1t IS long msamty, the law does not of days or only the Sunday ? 
bold the man responsible if be commits crime." ' . , 

Again, says Mr. Hartwig, "Total abstinence is T.he whole week 1s mans. d~ys; tb~ Lord doe~ .not 
• • • m good and praisewor~hy thing for a man if he own a day of the '!eek; th1s IS ~ foolish superstitiOn, 
feels unable to con~rol himself." Yes, a man should about one .day bemg the L:>rd.e. ~und~y held b}' 
drink until he gets so far one that be cannot sto t~e church IS a forgery. We behave ID ~omg what IS 
and then be should quit. g p, r1ght on any d~y of the week. Sunday 1s only for the 

0 ne word with s. R. s. (S. R. Shepherd?), who glory o! the pr1est, .and not f~r the glory of, the Lord. 
inhabits all Kansas and no particular part of it. The pr1est has no right _to d1ctate the ma~ s conduct 
(See letter in THE TRUTH SEEKER, AprH 18&h.) Your on Sunday. The first day of the week 1s no more 
screed is good but your s•atist' "S d f t' sacred than the balance of days. 

' • lv are e ec IV, S d . 11 t' d f h . t S d owing to ambiguity of terms. Who ean draw a line un ay IS a co ec 10n- ~>: or t e pr1~s. . . u:ra ay 
between light drinkers, moderate drinkers, and ex- as a day from res~ f~r t~1hng and str1vmg, IS one 
cessiv drinkers? Your results are too near alikE>. o! the grandest mst1tut!?ns of ma~. No hour o~ 
Only one year average difference between the t1me can say to another, I am boher than thou, 
drunkard and the total abstainer. That is about and for Sunday to say, "~~hank thee, Lor~, that I am 
like the old farmer's statistics on greasing boots. He not ~s oth.er. days are, 1s only hypocr1sy. If we 
started with a new pair, greased one often and left feel hke enJO~In~ ourselvs on Sunday, we hav not to 
the other without greasing. The one he greased get the permtss1on of some one. . 
lasted one day longer. Selah. D. PRIESTLEY. The state must also take off the hand of 1ts oppres-

Milwaukee Ore sion from the Sabbath. We need no Sunday laws to 
' ' regulate our conduct on this day. The state has no 

Like God Like Man. 
business to interfere with the exercise of man's libr rty 
as long as he does not infringa upon another's right. 

Au interesting scene was witnessed in a criminal We want no ecclesiastical guide-boards on the high
court in one of the counties of this state, not long ways. We do not need a priest to tell us where to . 
since. go. It is better to enjoy Sunday out of the church 

A man was to be put on trial for the crime of than to endure it in the church. 
murder, snd the court being organized, the case was . Sunday is oftener profaned by what is called wor
callad, and a jury was being drawn for the occasion. ship than by enjoyment. Sunday should be an open 
When the first man was drawn, the prosecuting at· day to every hu'llan being. You may search the 
torney inquired of the man where he lived, and Bible from the words, "In the beginning," to the 
what was his vocation; also inquired if ha belonged "Amen" of R ~velation, and you will not find the 
to any church. Being told that he belonged to the word Sunday in it. 
Baptist church where he lived, he told him to take a The :lishonest clergy, like a lying nurse, continue to 
juror's seat. Then another man was seen and the tell their bugaboo stories of an angry God, and their 
same questions were put to him. Being told he silly dupes, like scared children, are afca'd to uncover 
did not belong to any church, the attorney says, ''You their heads, or they would at once see that nature 
need not be used a11 a juror in this case," and calls nowhere '' esteemeth one day above another," and 
for the next juror. The judge, noting the proceed- the Sunday of the priesthood iflan unmHigated fraud 
inge, inquires of the officer what was the point he and lie. , 
was aiming at, saying he was well a<'q uainted with The government of the United States is not a 
the man rejected, that be knew him to be a ~:rood, theocncy. It is a republic, the Oonstitution of 
moral man, a worthy citizen, .a man of good judg- which guarantees parfeot religious liberty, and 
ment, tender.hearted, and competent for a juror, equality before the Jaw of all it~ citizens. There is 
and insists to know the re&son why he objected to no provision iv the Oonetitution requiring the citi
him. zens of the U aited States to conform to any 

The prosecuting attorney then says : " The pri!!· particular religion, but there ~r.re, on the contrary, 
oner at the bar, I believe, is guilty of the charge distinct ~And unqualified guarantees made to sa
laid to him, and I am told the proof against him cure the religious liberty of everyone. Sunday 
is deficient llnd circumstantial, and in order to con- is a d~y of rest in the eyes of the Oonstitution, but 
viet him I do not want such men as the one last not a day of religious worship. Oonstitutionally it 
drawn. Such men are slow to bring a verdict for a is everyone's privilege to spend Sunday as he chooses. 
death penalty, they are always inclined to lean on the Sunday laws are a solemn farce and a burning shame. 
aide of mercy rather than a penalty, and in this case, They are a warfare upon the rights of man, in. the 
where the proof is weak, the prisoner might go clear; interest of ancient traditions and modern despotism. 
but when you hav a juror who belongs to an ortho- Lst all persons be unmolested on that day, to seek 
dox church, and belieV£s in the Ohristian God, he the eDjoyment and· kind of rest they may respectivly 
partakes the attributes of his God and will kill every need, they alone being judges thereof, always pro
opportunity." vided that no one shall infringe on the equal liberty 

The judge says: "I do not like your mode of of any other person. We prize the Sunday as • rest
procedure; the man is competent as a juror in this day. Lst the museums, halls of science, public 
case; let him take his seat as a juror." parks, and galleries of paintings open on Sunday to 

It seems this prosecuting attorney was no fool, for all visitors. 
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The Secular Union's Monthly Report. 
CONTRIBUTIONS BEOEIVED MAY, 1891. 

H. C.Draver, Alliance, Neb .............................. . 
C. B. Waite, Chicago ......................................... . 
Mrs. Brundage, Berlin Heights, 0., by In'Destigato'F 
L. Lamb, Butro, Nev., " 
A. Muir, Pacific, Mo., ;: 
Wm. Horsfall, W. Troy, N.Y., 
Mrs. Eliza B. Burnz, New York (Guarantee Fund) 
Channing Burnz, " .......................... . 
Dr. and Mrs. Olds, McMinnville, 0 .................... . 
Pamphlets sold ................................................ . 

$ 5 00 
5 00 
5 00 
4 00 
1 00 
5 00 

10 00 
5 00 

100 00 
2 41 

Total ................................................. $142 41 
F. C. MBNDB, Treasurer American Secular Union. 

PhilaiLtJlphia, May 30, 1891. 

Our Post-Office Mission. 
Under the above heading we may group the vari

ous aorta of work which the American Secular Union 
is engaged in at present. Like the. Irishman at 
Donnybrook Fair who, whenever he saw a head, 
struck at it with his shillalah, so the secretary of the 
American Secular Union, whenever she notes a head 
struggling above the general level of indifference to 
progress, throws in that direction a few pamphlets
not, however, to down that head as the Irishman 
tried to do with his shillalah, but to help its owner 
to struggle up still further on to the firm standing
ground ofUninrsal Mental Liberty. Sometimes she 
receives in reply a grateful letter; occasionally the 
recipient writes to get blanks to organize an auxil
iary, or sends a contribution to the national society; 
bot oftener she never hears from those to whom she 
sends such pamphlets. Nevertheless, she continues 
in all faith to sow the good seed in the morning, and 
at evening to withhold not her hand, for she knows 
that that seed will, soon or later, germinate, and that 
it will dispose those in whose brains it does germi
nate to favorably incline toward state Secularization, 
if it does nothing more. 

Nevertheless,. the secretary regrets, more than she 
can say, the necessity of confining ourselvs to this 
sort of work, when we ought to be up and doing ag
gressiv, practical work in the field. But our hands 
are tied at present. We hav no field secretary, and 
the board hav agreed not to attempt to appoint any 
for the rest of the fiscal ye~r. Our appeals to the 
lecturers in the field-appeals which we hav. been 
making for over a year-hav passed unheeded, save 
in one instance, where a lecturer did discuss the mat
ter in the papers and announced his intention of 
attending the Portsmouth congress to help in the 
matter of cooperation-an intention which he was 
unfortunately prevented from carrying out. With 
that solitary exception, the Liberal lecturers hav 
maintained a discreet silence regarding the American 
Secular Union, or hav at most spoken of it only to 
criticise. Plainly, nothing is to be hoped for from 
them-as even Mr. Stevens, the former secretary of 
this society, has lately volunteered us the informa
tion that he found it utterly impossible to secure 
their cooperation with the American Secular Union. 

This, then, is the situation in which the society 
finds itself for the few months which most elapse 
between now and the annual congress. Oircum
stanaes hav cut us off from aggressiv field work at 
present, and we are obliged to confine ourselvs to 
what I hav ventured to denominate " our post-office 
mission." Oan we make this summer's work tell so 
e:fl.'ectivly for Freethought and state Secularization 
that, when we come together at the fall congress, we 
shall be able to count a far larger following through
out the U .nited States than we hav to-day 1 

I think we can, if you will one and all help. And 
this is what I want yau to do-you who really care 
for the advancement of the cause : 

First, last, and always, circulate pamphlets-espe
cially " Ohurch Taxation" and " The Bible in 
Schools." Let every Liberal see if he cannot enlist 
in the work of state Secularization at least one person 
this summer. Show your orthodox friend or neigh
bor the great injustice of exempting church property 
from taxation; hand him our "Ohurch Taxation" 
pamphlet, and let him think over it. Then follow 
this up with "The Bible in Schools " or Remsburg's 
., Sabbath Breaking," or some more radical pamphlet. 
If you are faithful and patient in your work, you will 
:find that, by enlisting his sympathies with the Amer
ican Secular Union, yoa will hav started him so far 
on the road to mental freedom, that he will never 
turn back to superstition; and before you are aware, 
you will number among your associates one more 

full-fledged Freethinker. How many of you will do 
what you can in this direction during the summer 
months? 

Meanwhile, here at the offiee of the American Sec
ular Union, we shall not be idle during the summer. 
Wherever we see an opening, we shall insert a little 
wedge of a leaflet, and press it home with an urgent 
letter where it seems advisable. If the secretary's 
hands are upheld by our people as they should be, it 
will go far toward retrieving the set-backs of "the 
late unpleasantness," and making the work of the 
American Secular Union a shining success this year. 
We need money to pay for printing these pamphlets; 
and we hope that you will every one respond, with 
dollars if you can, with dimes or stamps if you can do 
no more. You know the old nursery rhyme: 

Little drops of water, 
Little grains of sand, 

Make the mighty ocean 
And the pleasant land. 

We hope that those of yon who hn pledged 
amounts to the Guarantee Fund will promptly send 
same to the treasurer, as quite a number of these 
are now past due. We shall be glad, also, to receive 
further pledges to that Guarantee Fund ; and we 
would remind our wealthy Liberals. of Dr. West
brook's offer to be one of twenty to giv $100 
each, and of the fact that a number hav re
sponded, but that the list of twenty is not yet made 
up. We would also remind those who do not feel 
like giving so large an amount, but who would gladly 
giv several doHars, of Seaborn Kitchens, Sr.'s, propo
sition to be one of six hundred to giv $5 each. 
Mr. Kitchens, in the full faith that others would re
spond, promptly came forward with his $5; and it 
is to be hoped that his fellow-Liberals will be worthy 
of that faith which he has placed in their generosity. 

To auxiliary societies everywhere we would once 
more commend the consideration of five-cent quarterly 
contributions from each of their members for the 
benefit of the national society. We hav heard from 
quite a number of our auxiliaries, approving this idea, 
and promising such contribution; but the largest 
number are stUI to be heard from. We should be 
better pleased, let me here say, if the quarterly dues 
accompanied the letter approving this plan. Still, 
the mere approval is something, and shows that our 
people are moving in the direction of cooperation and 
organization. 

The work grows week by week; would that the 
funds in the treasury grew likewise! We are doing 
the best we can with the little money we hav, and 
are as economical as we know how to be ; but we 
need more pamphlets printed, and we hav not the 
wherewithal for these and for general expenses. It 
is a shame, a shame that the cause should be so 
hindered by the lack of a few dollars or a few hun
dred dollars at most, when the Peter's pence and 
the foreign missionary appeals of an effete supersti
tion bring responses of thousands of dollars. Is, 
then, the separation of church and state, is the right 
to freedom of thought of so little consequence to 
Liberals, t}lat not one penny a year per Liberal is 
contributed to the organiution which is contending 
for that right? Something less than eighteen hun
dred dollars was contributed last year to this so
ciety. This would giv an average, allowing one 
cent for each Liberal in the United States, of 
less than one hundred and eighty thousand .people 
who believe in the separation of church and state 
sufficient1y to giv one penny a year toward such 
separation ! 

Now you know, as well as I, that the people who 
believe ardently in the separation of church and 
state-not counting the careful, half.way people who 
are waiting to know if a thing is going to be popular 
before they indorse it-number much more than 
this. They are, in fact, so numerous, that if every 
person who believes outspokenly in the separation 
of church and state were to pay one penny a year to 
the American Secular Union, this organization would 
hav a financial power in the land that would cause 
its appeals to our lawmakers not only to be respected 
but to be heeded. 

Daar friends, one and all, upon you individually 
rests the burden of our failure to accomplish great 
things, as well as the glory of what little success has 
so far been ours. Uphold us financially and with 
personal efforts, and the American Secular Union 
cannot help but carry out the plans of its founders, 
for it has truth on its side. Withhold your help, 
and you hav only yourselvs to blame for our failure 
to resist successfully the growing encroachments of 
the church upon the state. 

Fellow-Liberals, which shall it be for the American 
Secular Union, failure or success T 

InA 0; ClnADDOoK, 
Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 

Philadelphia, Pa., May 29, 1891.. 

THERE is something pathetic in the r;implicity with 
which a narrow student will judge the doctrine of a 
foreign religion by their antagonism or conformity to 
his own orthodoxy on points where utter difference 
of opinion exists among the most learned and en
lightened scholars.-.1 ylor. 

Religions Notes Through Liberal Optics. 
In miny of the Catholic churches last Sunday the 

statue of the Virgin Mary was crowned with flowers 
by .the children. What is this bot rank idolatry T 

The church systematically denounces Spiritualism . 
out of its own domain, but in its own history reveals 
itself as a believer in spooks and ghosts. The "·de
votion of the Sacred Heart " is of modern origin 
and owes its existence to the story of a nun who 
lived in the seventeenth century, who related that, 
while praying in a grotto, the ghost of Jesus Ohrist 
appeared to her and told her that this devotion was . 
most acceptable. This materialization l!eance was at 
once accepted by the church as genuin and the me
dium canonized. What a pity Dis Debar could not 
hav lived in the seventeenth century I In spite of 
the ponderosity of her proportions she would hav 
been beatified and made Blessed Editha, and instead 
of kicking up high heels as a delicate cupid, she 
would hav been a marble statue and crowned and 
prayed to in the church. 

The Living Ohurch (P. E.) says of Dt. Heber 
Newton: 

If we hav not completely mistaken his me&ning in dis
courses which hav appeared of late, nothing is clearer than 
that his teaching is not Christianity as this church has 
received it, and as he, at what should hav been the most 
solemn moment of his life, undertook to teach It. 

In other words, the church pins its preachers 
down to the acceptance of absurd and ridiculous 
dogmas, and any attempt to modify or naturalize 
them for the sake of common reason is a heresy 
which demands expulsion. The saddest part of it 
all is, that the necessity of living by a vocation to 
which a man has been trained and educated leads 
sometimes to a recantation or modification of utter
ances spoken in all truth and sincerity, and which 
but for this unfortunate dependency would be ad
hered to. · 

Thus is the church the despot of mentality, the 
slave·driver of thought, the foe to honesty, and the 
home of hypocrisy and fraud-the greater the hypo
crit the larger his reward. 

But at last the edifice of Ohristianity is commenc· 
ing its inevitable demolition, and its supports, its 
timbers, the very foundation itself, are being de
stroyed, not by advancing hosts of the enemy, but 
by the inmates themselvs, who are commencing to 
see that it is but a rotten charnel-house of corrup
tion, of imprisoned thought and superstitious des
potism. Wait but a little and it will fall. 

We are informed through the medium of the 
Eagle that Rev. Willard W. Robinson will shortly 
return to Brooklyn after an absence of three months 
spent in the Holy Land. Mr. Robinson went with a 
party of distinguished Baptist divines whose churches 
gave them seven months' leave of absence while his 
was but for three months. 

Is it not monstrous that churches should beg 
money from their members and Si)end it in sending 
ministers to the Holy Land, which now bears about 
as much resemblance to its ancient appearance as 
Ben Butler does to 1 winged cherub T But it is 
fashionable to send .. our minister to Europe," an«l 
no matter if children go hungry to bed the beloved 
pastor must hav his 1libg at Europe. He must stand 
on the banks of the Jordan; he must visit the alleged 
place of crucifixion, the alleged tombs of departed 
saints, and shed some alleged tears, and on his return 
home open wide the eyes of guileless Sunday-school 
children by the alleged marvels of the dullest, laziest, 
and most unattractiv spot on the face of the earth. 

If superstition did not cost so much-if it did not 
draw the life-blood as it were from the ignorant and 
credulous who are also poor-if it were but the 
amusinrz plaything of the rich and well to do, we 
could afford to laugh at its absurdity and pass it by. 
But when it becomes (as it ie) an .oppressiv taxation 
on the laboring class which superstitious fear com
pels it to promptly pay, we know it to be the duty 
of every sensible man to expose its fraudulent char
acter and if possible liberate its votaries from their 
self-imposed imprisonment of thought. 

Sunday-school teacher: "Yes, Johnny, if God had so 
pleased, Jonah could hav been swallowed by an oyster as 
easy as by a whale. Everything Is possible with God." 

Professor Harper in a lecture to fifty students at Yale: 
"It is the very best history [alluding to the Biblej God him
self could make. If he could hav made a better one he 
would hav done so." 

Here is a how do you do l 
Sunday-school children are t~tught that God can 

do anything, Professor Harper puts a limitation on 
his powers. These " higher criticism" gentlemen 
would hav us believe that they hav measured God's 
ability, know all about his intentions, been let into 
his secret counsels, know all about his reasons 
for making a muddle of the Bible, in fact, to use 
prevalent sla:rag, that they "are in it." They cer
tainly hav put their foot in it. In one breath we are 
told that God never made a mistake, and that the 
Bible is the word of God-in the next, that the 
Bible has errors in it and yet it is still the word of 
God. 
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Now, this oontradiation is so plain, so palpable, 
that it cannot fail to reveal to the most obtuse and 
fanatical religionist the absurdity of the whole story. 
It will ultimately reach the denouemene. that has 
ensued when a wag suddenly stops on Broadway, 
steps to the corner, and gazes intently upward; in a 
second another man stops and looks up and asks 
11 What is it 1 " but the wag only shakes his head 
mysteriously and soon another and another join in 
skygazing, until the number reaches fifty, then the 
wag calmly walks away, leaving the crowd to realize 
the " sell" in their own good time. And so it hap
pens that some ancient wags hav perpetuated this 
1ort of a joke on humanity. They hav kept their 
eyes heavenward ; they hav shaken their heads 
mysteriously ; they hav spoken in horrent whispers 
of a God, of a heaven, and of a hell, and humanity is 
just awaking to the fact that it is as simple a joke as 
any jester ever originated, and is becoming ashamed 
that it did not see it before. 

We welcome the " higher criticism " scholars ; they 
are the first to raise a doubt as to whether our an
oient Hebrew wags ever saw anything. " Do you 
"ee yonder aloud 'I" says Hamlet to Polonius; " me
thinks ·it looks like a weasel. It is backed like a 
weasel, or like a whale." " Very like a whale/' ech
oes Polonius. As a matter of fact, Hamlet and Po
lonius were looking at a oloudless sky, and the crafty 
old syoophant, like the tilDe-servers of Moses and 
the prophets, re-echoed his master, and the whole 
oourt was ready to swear that it was "very like a 
whale." These old anoient fakirs knew the humbug. 
gery of "divine" pretensions made by themselvs and 
their brother-wags and "gathered in the face on't," 
and here we are in the nineteenth century just be
ginning to discern the real oharacter of the rascals. 
We hope the New York Sun will see the necessity 
of starting anew the familiar cry, " Put the rascals 
out." WilL ALLEN SmTH. 

The .. First Oause" and Its Creation. 
It is strange how some men will set up, merely to 

knock down, a man of straw, to show that somebody 
else has set up the same thing. Ohristianity is 
founded upon the inventions and hallucinations of 
priestcraft about a great "first oause," and the time 
when " all things were oreated " and the machine 
put in motion by a personal being called '' God," 
who eontinues to hav an interest in the way the ma
chine runs-in short, that 11 he " is not only the crea
tor but the "governor and ruler" of the machine, 
or universe, or whatever you may call it, including 
espeoially his own created 11 dearly and beloved chil
dren," a certain portion of which were "foreor
dained " from way-back to be damned, regardless of 
any effort on their part to be good and go to the 
place of the elect; who also are as prone to kick over 
the traces and to sin as sparks are to fly upwards
even as those who are elected to be " damned." 

The Ohristian dogmas also teach that this incom
prehensibly good father and oreator occupies a place 
oalled "heaven " and sits on a golden throne, with 
all fore, as well as future, knowledge of all things 
that. ever did, or ever will, happen; and that in spite 
of the Bible reoord of his acts and disposition, he is 
a being of infinit love without possibility of hatred 
or anger. The Ohristian dogmas do not teach who 
oreated this being, and assert that he is self- existing 
without a " first cause;" but are silent as to where 
he was and what he was doing, solitary and alone, 
for indefinit time before he conoeived the idea or 
begtiD this labor of "oreatin~ all things," ponderable 
and otherwise, out of nothing, and starting them 
whirling through spaoe. Nor do the Ohristian dog
mas tell at what particular time, " time " and space 
were created; but of course it must hav been during 
the seven days ; during the time that he created all 
things "without whom nothing was created." This, 
however, still remains of the great "mysteries of 
godliness." The sacred and inspired and infallible 
reoords are sadly deficient in this regard, and God's 
regular suocessor, Pope Leo, nor any of his infalli
ble and truly moral and eminently victorious prede· 
cessors, hav ever condescended to enlighten the 
world on this point so well calculated to induce In
fidelity among their followers, if any of them should 
happen to indulge in a thought. There is little 
doubt that they knew all about it, but would not 
tell, for fear of breeding thoughts. And Leo XIII. 
wants to keep it as his own particular and pet secret. 
But it is reasonable, in view of storage, to suppose 
that time and space were both created before the 
time when the "heavens and the earth," and the 
sun, moon, stars, and planets, were all molded and 
located. 

Now I oome to my point that some people will do 
ridiouloua things in ereoting men of straw to knock 
down, as did A.. Wettstein in THE TRUTH SEEXEB of 
May 16hh to make the untenable vagaries of Mr. 
Walker look more ridiculous. To do tbis he assumes 
and argues from the idea of limited space by saying 
that " when space is once :filled, as it must evidently 
be at some time," etc., in which he is referring 
direotly to in:finit space where God has his abode 
ppoo~diP' tQ ·~~ Q4rj,~jau idea. It is DO 1re1t tri· 

umph over .Mr. Walker's man of straw to set up 
another one, too weak to stand or be knooked down. 
How can Mr. Wettstein reconcile the idea presented 
in his argument " with the postulate of science gen
erally accepted," that infinit space has no limit 1 To 
make his idea worth basing an argument upon hs 
will hav to indicate the extent of space that "must 
evidently be filled at some time," and then let us 
know what is the thickness of the shell and what is 
on the outsi.fe, and how far it is to some other place 
beyond. However old time may be, conceding space 
to be unlimited, it at once makes the idea of any per
son or being as the "ruler and governor" of it su
premely ridiculous and impossible ,; unless " God," 
the reputed creator and ruler, through his inspired 

· "expounders" has utterly failed to giv his children 
the meaning of words and a language to express 
truth. On. the same page with .Mr. Wettstein's idea 
on "Space FHling" is also "Mr. Laperche's Views" 
-another proof that some people will say ridiculous 
things regarding what they evidently do not know 
much about, for the purpose of setting up straw men 
to be knocked over. But it is one of the great and 
good features of the grand old TRUTH SEEKER that 
everybody can get a fair hearing, subject to the 
knocks that may come from being a little "off color" 
now and then-for the sake of an argument, to push 
over a scarecrow. Brother Wettstein is a vigorous 
writer, bat, like others, liable to slop over, in his 
zeal to render justice to the many-colored inventions 
of priestcraft to keep their dupes in ignorance and 
proper subjection, to reach their bottom dollars. 

w.s.w. 

Illinois Legislators Go to Heann. 
From the Buran Ex.:press. 

At 9 o'olock on Sunday morning a distinguished 
party of representativ men of Illinois left the city of 
Oregon for a place . of considerable notoriety, 
"Heaven," situated about five miles from Rockford. 
The party passed through Byron en route at 11 
with only a moment's stop for coal. The parties 
reached the mansion at 12:30 o'clock, and were given 
a royal welcome by the only and. inimitable Gao. 
S. Sohweinfurth, familiarly known as Jake or Oolonel 
Jake, but by those of the true faith as "Ohrist," 
" The God-man," " The Savior." 

The party consisted of Senators Leeper, Shum
way, Wright, and Farmer; Representative Wilkin
son, Stringer, Meyer, Oraig, and Wilson, and were 
under the guidance of AI. H. Waggoner, of Oregon, 
now chief engrossing and enrolling clerk of the state 
legislature. 

These men were not there on official business. 

at the soprano singer. Seyster and Bacon agreed as 
regards the sermon. It reminded both of them of 
a former county clerk of Ogle oounty talking on the 
tariff question. But the longest discourse, as well 
as the toothache, comes to an end. Schweinfurth 
finished at 3:20P.M., and sat down after the second 
best effort of his life. We'll say nothing of his other 
effort, save that it was well done. 

And now the testimony was in order, preference 
being given the angels. And they testified well, 
without a skip or a break, believed Schweinfurth was 
the second Ohrist, a great reformer, a holy man, the 
savior; that theirs was a heaven on earth, etc., ad 
infinitum, ad nauseatim. A. couple of the younger 
angels testified to their absolute purity with a free
dom of expression that certainly was fresh, one men
tioning the parable of the vine and the branches and 
expressing the hope of union with Ohrist. It was 
too much for our delicate sensibilities. Some were 
very bittfir in their denunciation of the world, the 
:flesh, and the devil. It struck us thusly: Schwein· 
furth wants a corner on the earth ; a little more 
:flesh would improve the looks of some of the skele
tons there and the devil wouldn't take the whole lot 
without a bonus. One of the visitors, who answered 
to the euphonious cognomen of Jack, said : "Well, 
we've settled it. Schweinfurth is pure and holy, a 
paragon of perfection, but who was that soprano 
singer!" 

The clock now ticks out 5 and the 11on of divin
ity stops the orgies. It is over and there is an 
exodus, each trying to get away first. The boys 
from Sprin~field are hungry, but no one complains 
of thirst. They were disappointed. Hadn't seen 
the child that lisps out "ma" and "Holy, Holy, 
Holy Ghost," nor congratulated Mary. As soon as 
it is fairly out they drive home, and when once away 
from the mansion recover their youthful spirits and 
say they've had a big time, but something seems to 
say, " Sold, sold, sold. Ain't you fellows sold ' 
sold 1 sold 1" We suppose that they will show 
up on Tuesday morning at Springfield, not much 
the worl!'e for their Sunday's sermon, and be in con
dition to draw their pay when it is drawable, this visit 
included in the bill. 

-------4~~------
Lectnres and Meetings. 

THE Portsmouth, 0., Secular Union has entered upon a 
mission of practical work, distributing literature, etc. Dona. 
tions of books and pamphlets by friends ot the cause will be 
thankfully received. Oorrespondence solicited.-Will S. 
Andres, Secretary; J. L. Treuthsrt, President. 

W. S. BBLL recently gave three lectures in Ooggon, Is., 
where he was threatened with rotten eggs, and where Elder 
Brown mendaciously told the audience at one of the lecture!! 
that Ingersoll, Underwood, and Watts were licentious men. 
Mr. Bell told the man of God that he was an infamous liar. 

THR Ohicsgo Secular Union has closed its regular Sunday 
evening lecture course, to reopen on the first Sunday of Sep
tember. The committee is preparing the list for September 
and October, which will cover a variety of interesting sub
jects, treated by able speakers. Hon. Elliot Anthony (supe
rior judge) has already accepted the invitation to address the 
Union. A few special meetings may be held during the 
summer vacation. 

They came simply to satisfy their curiosity and for 
a lark. Al had been there once before in sum
mer and listened to the old man talk, played with 
the golden-haired heir of heaven, and sighed at the 
angels, but he had little idea of the sermons preached 
by the reformer. In addition to these honored 
names mentioned above we must add the names of 
Attorneys Seyster and Bacon, and Samuel Ray, of 
Oregon. Mayor Bacon enjoyed the name of being 
the only Republioan of the party, and Seyster en
joyed the sermon, the first one of the year, at least 
for him. A little fellow in a white hat, from Rock- How to Help The Truth Seeker. 
ford, was also there. He represented the Star and 
wanted the mob to understand that. He needed 1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and · 
breathing-room enough for two senators and one thus save a half dollar apiece. 
representativ, and next to Ool. Jake was the man of 2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 
the occasion. Tbe party was comfortably seated in ·or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
the audience-room of the mansion, and at 1 o'clook pictures. 
P.M. the grand master began the ceremonies, firing 3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
the force of his disoourse at the distinguished gather- more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
ing in front of him. A mistake was made when the hands at the end of 'he week any that remain unsold. 
audience was seated. They scattered the male iDem- If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 
hers of the :flock Triumphant among the represent•- 4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
tivs, and to the uninitiated it was hard to tell which was among your acquaintances. O.n your request, we 
whieh. We picked out the ugliest old plug we could will send you back-number sample copies free. 
find there and said, "Sel Van Pruag-smart man- 5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be 
too bad he livs in Ohicago." In the testimony part picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
of the meeting this old chap rose to testify, and we meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
turned away disgusted. There ought to hav been Leave it picture-side up. 
a strawberry mark on the saints or the solons-we 6. Keep in your pocket some of our eheap tracts, 
wanted to know which was which. The ceremonies and when convenient hand one to a friend. 
drag. The old man has prepared a sermon for the oc- 7. Get a new subscriber by pursuading some friend 
casion, and the newspapers come in for some practical to take it. 
advice-bourgeois, leaded, and " tf." After this he 
talked to the law-makers and gave them some prac- WHA.T! is it not idolatry 1 asked my friend quietly. 
tical advioe on the future laws ; it was given freely, What else can you call the religion of you Ohristians, 
without cost, and worth as much. It was fun to see which makes a human being of that Incommunicable 
the boys as the sermon progressell. They twisted God, that Supreme Deity, the Great Spirit of the 
around on their chairs and squirmed like eels; some Universe, Jehovah, our Lord, whom we J ewe worship 
slept, and others looked longingly out of the win- in spirit and in truth? You pray to a man who, you 
dows; some got up and went out; some groaned say, was God Incarnate; you worship one who lived 
and grunted as the hard chairs blistered their tender and died a man like yourselvs, and who is stilJ, fo 
forms, but stayed. Outside was gathered quite a you, now in heaven-especially moved to listen to 
crowd, and local politics was the theme of conversa- human prayers because of his own experiences on 
tion. Sen. Leeper walked around to rest his weary earth. • . • God has been incarnate in man no 
limbs, and as he viewed the beautiful place, he said, more than in the Egyptian bull; and your worship 
''If I owned this farm the rest of them could go to of Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph and Mary, 
h-1." This seemed to be the general impression. is as pure idolatry-that is, the worship of a crea~ed 
Poor Waggoner fared worse than some; he was given and finite being-as was ever the faith whioh made 
a front seat and put on his good behavior, and there Apia a divine incarnation, and Dagon a god in whom 
he s,t1 D9tl:liPg to eftt-all he could. q~ WIIJS ~o Joo~ were li~ht 1Ul4 life aud fOwer,~.Mrs, I(vr~~n -4ineqn, 
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Sunday Laws and ~abbath Observance.-Con
cluded. 

Sir William Domville says: "Centuries of the. 
Christian era passed away before the Sunday was 
observed as a Sabbath. History does not furnish us 
with a single proof or indication that it was at any 
time so observed previous to the Sabbatical edict of 
Constantine in AD 321" (E~. of Six Texts, p. 291). 

"Not any ecclesiastical w~iter of the first three 
centuries attributed the origin of Sunday observance 
either to Christ or his apostles" (Ibid., Supplement, 
PP· 6, 7). . 

Prynne declared: "It is certain that Christ himse:f, 
his apostles, and the primitiv Christiane for some 
good space of time, did constantly observe the 
seventh-day Sabbath. The evangelists, and St. Luke 
in the Acts, ever styling it 'the Sabbath day,' and 
making mention of Hs solemnization by the apostles 
and other Christians,. it being still solemnized by 
many Christiane after the apostles' times, even till 
the council of Lr.odicea, AD 364" (Dies. on Lord's 
DAY Sabbath, p. 33, pub. 1633). 

Heylyn said: "Take which you will, either the 
fathers or the moderns, ~and we shall find no Lord's 
day instituted by any apostolic wan date ; no Sabbath 
set on foot by them upon the first day of the week" 
(Hist. Sabbath, part 2, chap. i, sec. 10). 

We now present the translation of the celebrated 
edict of Constantine. The original edict may be 
seen in the library of Harvard College. " Let mil 
the judges and town people and the occupation of 
all trades rest on the venerable day of the Sun, but. 
let those who are situated in the country freely and 
at full liberty attend to the business of agriculture, 
because it often happens that no other day is so fit 
for sowing corn and pianting vines; lest the critical 
moment being let slip, men should lose the commodi
ties granted by heaven" (Eocy. Brit~annicm, Art. 
Sunday). 

The same authority (Ency. Britannica, Art. Lord's 
DAy), after calling attention to the usual scriptural 
arguments, says: "Still it must be owned that these 
passages are not sufficient to prove the apostolic 
institution of the Lord's day or even the actual 
obsHvance of it." 

"Buck' a Theological Dictionary" (p. 403), after 
presenting all the first-dsy arguments, says: "These 
arguments, however, are not satisfactory to soma, 
and it must be confessed that there is no 1&w in the 
New Testament concerning the first dey." 

Kitto (Oyc. Bib. Lit., At·t. Lord's Day) reads: 
"Though in later times we find considerable refer
ence to a sort of consecration of the day, it does not 
seem at any period of the ancient church to bav 
assumed the form of such ftn observance as some 
modern religious communities hav contended for. 
Nor do those writers in any instance pretend to 
1\llege any divine command or even apostolic practice 
in support of it." 

Tyndale, who gave us our Englit;h version of the 
Bible, says: "As for the Sabbath, we be lords of the 
Sabbath, and may yet change it into Monday, or into 
any other day as we see need, or make every tenth 
day holy day, only if we see cause why" (Tyndil!e's 
AnAwer to Moore, book i, chap. 25): 

Zwingle: "It is lawful on the Lord's day, after 
divine service, for eny man to pursue his labor" 
(Oox's Sabbath L"ws, p. 287). 

Bsz~~>, the great Os.lvinistic theologian: "No cassa
tion of work on the Lord's day is required of Chris
tians" (Ibid., p. 286). 

Buoer, the great Garman reformer: "A11d doth 
not only call it a superstition, but an a1,)ostasy from 
Ohrist, to think that working on the L~rd's day, in 
itself considered, ie a einf11l thing" (lbid., p. 287). 
WHO CHANGED THE SABBATH FROM SATURDAY TO SUNDAY 1 

THE ROMAN OATHOLIO CHURCH ! 
The Roman Catholics are the only consistent ob

servers of Sunday ; thay do not pretend that the 
Bible, and the Bible alone, is their sole rule of !aith 
and practice, as all Protestants do .. 

Protestant reader, we aek your very careful study 
of the following extracts from Roman Catholic cate
chisms, published by the Roman Catholic publishing 
bouse, by and with the authority and approval of the 
bishops of the church; and in use by nll good Catho
lics. 

Q: What are the days which the church commands to be 
kept holy, or observed as days of particular devotion? 

A. The Sunday, or Lord's day, which we observe by apos
tolic tradition instead of the Sabbath. 

Q. What warrant hav you tor keeping the Sunday prefer
able to the ancient Sabbath, which was the Saturday? 

A. We hav for it the authority of the Catholic church and 
apostolic tradition. 

Q. Does the scripture anywhere command the Sunday to 
be kept for the Sabbath ? 

A. The scripture commands us to hear the church (Matt. 
xvlii, 17, Luke x, 16). and to hold fast to the tradition of the 
apostles(2 These. ii, 15), but the scripture does not in particu
lar mention this change of the Sabbath. St. John speaks of 
the Lord's day (Rev. i, 10), but he does not tell us what day or 
the week thie day was, much less does he tell us that it was to 
take the place of the Satbath ordained in the commandments. 
St. Luke also speaks of the dieciples meeting to break bread 
on .the first day of the week (Acte xx, 'I'), and St. Paul (1 Cor. 
xv1, 2) orders that on the first day of the week the Corinth!. 
ans Ehould lay by in sto~e what they designed to bestow in 
charity on the faithful in Judea; but neither one or the 
other tell us, whether this first day or the week was to be 

henceforward the day of worship, and the Christian Sabbjlth ; 
so that in !act, the best authority we hav for this ancient 
custom, is the testimony of the church. . 

And therefore those who pretend to be such religious ob
servers of the Sunday, whilst they take no notice of other 
festivals ordained by the same church authority, show that 
they act more by humor, than by reason and religion since 
Sundays and holy-days all stand upon the same foundation, 
viz., the ordinance of the church (The Catholic Christian, p. 
231, chap. 23). 

Q What is this day of rest ? 
a. The Seventh day of the week, or Saturday (Gen. ii, 

23). 
Q. It is then Saturday we shcmld sanctify in order to obey 

Goa? 
A. During the old law Saturday was the day sanctified; 

but the church, instructed by Jesus Christ and directed by 
the spirit of God, bas substituted Sunday for S~turday 
(Oath. Catechism of Rel.). 

Q. What is the third commandment? 
A. Remember that thou keepest holy the Sabbath day. 
Q. When began the Sabbath to be kept? 
A. From the very creation of the world ; for then God 

" blessed it, and rested on it, from all his works " (Gen. il, 2). 
Q. When was this commandment renewed? 
A. In the old law; when God gave the commandments to 

Moses, on Mount Sinai, written with his own finger in two 
tables of stone (Ex. xx, xxi. 18). 

Q. Why was the Jewish S!lbbath changed into Sunday? 
A. Because Christ was born upon a Sunday, rose from the 

dead upon a Sunday, and sent down the Holy Ghost upon a 
Sunday,· works not inferior to the creation of the world. 

Q By whom was it changed? 
A. By the governors of the church, the apostles, who also 

kept it; for St. John was in the spirit on the Lord's day 
(which was Sunday) (Apoc. i,10). 

Q. How prove you that the church hath power to com
mand feasts and holy days? 

A. By the very act of changing the Sabbath into Sunday, 
which Protestants allow of; and therefore they fondly con
tradict themselvs, by keeping Sunday strictly, and breaking 
most other feasts commanded by the same church. 

Q. How prove you that ? 
A •. Because by keeping Sunday, they acknowledge the 

church power to ordain feasts; and to command them under 
sin : and by not keeping the rest by her commanded, they 
again deny in fact the same power (Abridgment of the Chris-
tian Doctrin, p. 58). · 

Protestant friend ! Here is a text from the New 
Testament bearing direct.ly upon this aubj ~ch, which 
needs your moat careful and prayerful consideration : 
" Know ye not, that to whom ye yield yourselvs ser
vants to obey, his servants ye are wl;tom ye obey; 
whether of sin unto death, or of obedience unto 
righteousness !" 

AccordiDg to the New Testament, then, obedience 
ia worship. Do you worship God, obey his com
mandments, keep his Sabbath T Hav you the sign 
that you are of hie Israel! Or do you worship the 
pope of Rome, obey his commandments, keep the 
day he hts substituted ! Whom ye obey ye worsMp. 

Ia it not evident that Sunday-keepers are God's 
Sabbl\th-breakars? . 

Reader, let us be honest with ourselvs; you hav 
the clear evidence, the plain, unmistakable f&c!e. 
Dare to think. Dare to investigate. The time bas 
come to rise out of the deep rut of tradition and 
blind acceptance of other people's say-so. 

There is in the mind of many men a touch of 
superstition which causes them to fear that there 
may be something about Sanday-keeping which 
they ought not to oppose; and which causes them 
to think it would be better to seem to favor laws for 
its observance, and eo ~hey yield to superstition, in
stead of investigating for themselvs, and acting up 
to their convictions. 

'Why worry over seeing the moon over your ldh 
shoulder~ 

Tbe New Testament never applies the name Sab 
bath to the first day, never once calla it holy. But 
it does most emphatic~Hy d£c1are that there is no 
transgression where there is no law (Rom. iv, 15; 
1 John iii,4). 

If this be so, what sin is committed by working 
on Sunday? 

If the nama Sabbath were no longer applied to the 
first day, but it should always be called ''first day," 
aa it is in the Bible, would it not soon lose 811 its 
sacredness in the eyes of the people, and bs ob
served eimply as a day of rest and recreation? 

le it not wicked to "make the oommandments of 
God of none df~ct by your tradition" (M:t.tt. xv, 6) 

"He answered and said unto them, Well hath 
Esaias prophesied of you hypocrite, as it is written, 
this people honoreth me with their lips, but their 
heart is far from me. 

"Howbeit in vain do they worship m:?, teaching 
for doctrine the commandments of men. 

"For laying &side the commandments of God, ye 
hold the tradition of men" (Mark vii, 6, 7, 8). 
· Let us not be misunderstood. We do not deny 
the right of a person to keep Sunday, or any other 
day, as religiously as t.bey plea.se. We maintain that 
any person, if they so choose, has the right to keep 
Sunday; although there is no command of God for 
it, and by doing so they ignore God, Christ, and 
Bible, and worship the pope of Rome. ThAt is no 
one's business but their own. Men ara responsible 
to their God alons for their conducii re~oecting H.ny 
religious observance they believe to hnv b~en en
joined by him. 

What we do very !!trongly objsct to is the assump
tion of authority by Sunday-keepers, and their de· 
mand for laws to compel everybody else to keep 

Sunday, regardless of the fact that it is contrary to 
the plainest teachings ·of the Bible, and a violation 
of our state constitution, which guarantees absolute 
freedom of religious sentiment, belief, and· worship 
to every individual. 

TBE LEGAL EVIDENCE. 

Sunday laws are contrary to the Constitution of 
the United States. · 

The first Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States was adopted in 1789 by the first C()n
grese that met under the Constitution. It reads, 
"Congress shall make no law respecting an estab
lishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof." 

In 1796 a treaty was made with Tripoli in which 
it was declared, Article 2, That " the goyernment of 
the United States of America is· not in any sense 
founded on the Christian religion." 

Banoroft in his history of the Constitution of. the 
United States (last chapter) says, "Vindicating the 
right of individuality even in religion ~nd in religion 
above alJ, the new nation dared to set the example 
of accepting in ita relations to God the principle 
first divinely ordained of God in Judea. It left the 
management of temporal things to the temporal 
power; but the Amer1c!ln Constitution, in harmony 
.1ith the people of the several states, withheld fron:. 
the federal government the power to invade the 
home of reason, the oitadel of conscience, the sanc
tuary of the soul; and. not from indifference, but 
that the infinit spirit of truth might move in its 
freedom, purity, and power." 

The passage of a law compelling rigid Sunday ob
servance would constitute decision of a religious 
controversy in which even Christians themaelvs are 
at issue. And would thus place a religious dogma 
in the statute law, thereby uniting church and state. 

It elevates that branch of the Christian church 
which keeps Sunday by establishing a religious tenet 
held by them, and H bringa hardship upon those 
who disagree with them. 

Aud this hardship would not come to the Jew, the 
Seventh Dz.y Adventist, and Baptist by virtue of 
their relation as citizens, but by virtue of their re
ligion, which comes not in conflict with the rights of 
their fellow.citizens, but in coDflict with a religious 
doJl'ma enforced by civil law. 

No sophistry can evade this conclusion. Sunday 
legislation means religious legislation, class legisla
tion, and union of church and state. 

Sunday laws are a direct invasion of our constitu
tional rjgbts, and the inalienable right of a~quiring, 
possessing, and protecting property. · 

The following extract from an opinion of the 
supreme court of Ce,lifornia, is language that can 
never be successfully controverted : '·' The right 
to protect and possess property is not more clearly 
protected by the Constitution than the right to ao
quire. The right to acquire must include the right 
to use the proper metms to attain the end. The right 
itself would be impotent without the power to use 
the necessary incident!!. 

" If thE! legislature hav the authority to 6ppoint a 
time of compulsory rest-it is without limit, and 
msy extend to the prohibition of all occupations at · 
all timeP. For the Conetilution to declare 8 right 
inalienable, and at tho same time leave the legisla
ture unlimited power over it, would b~ a contradic
tion in terms, an idle provision, proving that a con
stitution was a mere parchment barrier, insufli:lient 
to protect the citizen, deluaiv and visionary, and the 
practical result of which would be to destroy, pot to 
conserve, the rights which they may assume to pro
tect. The legislature therefore cannot prohibit the 
proper use of the means of acquiring property, ex
cept the peace and safety of the state require it " 
(Ex parte Newman, 9 Cal. p 517). 

Ae the right to acquire property includes the right 
to use the proper maans to att~ain that end, and as 
suoh a l:!!w deprives a man of the use of such ma!\na 
during one·eixth of his time, it follows that it is e. 
violation of that provision of the fourteenth Amend
ment of the United States Constitution, which de· 
clares that "No state shall deprive any citizen of life, 
liberty, or property without due process of law." 

LEGAL PRECEDENTS. 

We are told there are many precedents-decisions 
of supreme courts of several s~ates-bvoring Sun
day lawe. 

So there are "precedents" for the rack, the thumb
screw, the dungeon, the fego~, and the stake. 
There is the precedent of the most holy Inquisition 
to make men rsligious accordiiJg to law (tor~ure their 
bodiea for the aalv11tion of their souls; 1 Cor. v, 5), 
but tbst doas not make those precedents worthy of 
reapec~; nor does it make right a principle which, 
persistently followed up, would necessarily Jead to 
eucb methods. 

COMPULSORY LEGAL WORSHIP, 

We are told that a Sunday law is not intended to 
compel people to worship on that day, but only to 
compel them to close their places of bus!nees and 
stop secul~Zr work. 

The people are not so much concerned about what 
is intended, as they are about what is accomplished 
by such legislation. 



Washington declared, "Every man who conducts 
himse!f as & good citizsn is aecountable alone to 
God for his religious faith, and is to be protected in 
worshiping God according to the dictates of his own 
conscience." 

It is true men require res~; they also require sleep 
and food. · (Why not hav a civil law to secure a day 
of re~t for wome~, and prohibit extra cooking, dish
waabiDg, bad-makmg, as well aa extra dressing and 
fixing, on holy Sunday T) 

Men need to sleep at night. Shall we hav a civil 
law decreeing-under penalty of fine and imprison
ment-whai; time all shall go to sleep? 

Men eat, generally, three times a day· the m11jority 
dine at DOOD, Shall we hav an act or' Oongresa-a 
civil hw-compelling all peop:e to eat between the 
hours of 12 and 1 ! 

If lt!gisJation is. necessary to secure the working
man rest one day each week ( 1nd it seems the minis. 
ters are convinced no other d3y will giv the needed 
rest than Sunday ),why is it not much more neces
sary to hav a law to compel them to rest every night~ 

If the people of the United States do not know 
enough to rest on Sunday, or any other day when 
they need rest, then it is certain they much more re· 
quire the pat!'Jrnal wisdom of Congress to.send them 
to b•d ea3h night, for all must admit sleep each 
night is more necessary than rest on Sunday. 

The r~nk hypocrisy of the e.dvoc&tea of a civil 
Sunday law is at once apparent if it is suggested 
that a law be passed to inaure all a day of rest every 
Wednesday. Every Sunday-keeping fanatic indig
nantly protests, 0 a ! tb~t would be a violation of 
their religious rights. No. Tl:ey want a law to 
compel everyone, whether they believe it right or 
not, to keep Sunday. 

I~ is not a ci!i~ law, a sanitary regulation, they 
des1re, but a rehgzoua !aw-a law to compel all to 
adop~ their religious ideas snd notions ; and they 
admit that the enforcement of a rigid Sunday law 
is but the entering wedge toward enforcing obedience 
to other. duties they allege we owe to God. 

Civil ~overnment has nothing to do with what we 
owe to God, or whether we owe him auything or 
not, or whether, if we do owe him anything, we pay 
it or not. 

charity, its reason; and its arguments giv it, and no 
EDore. · 

"The religion that has to be supported by law is 
without V!llue-is not only a fraud, but a curse. 

" The religious argument ~bat has to be supported 
by a musket is hardly worth making. · 

"A religion of love can never need bowie knives, and 
rsvolvers, policemen's clubs, chains, and dungGons. 

"Our fathers founded the first secular government 
that was ever founded in the world. Recollect that. 
The first secular government-the first government 
that said every church has exacUy the same rights, 
and no mora. 

" In other words, our fathers were the first men 
who had the sense, had the genius, to know that no 
church should be allowed to exert more than its moral 
influence. Our fathers devoted ·their lives and fortunes 
to the good work of forming a government for the 
protection of the rights of man." 

Our young giant state of Washington is far in 
advance of all other states in its provisions for re
ligious liberty. 
. 0 ur state constitution, Article I, Section 11, reads: 

"Absolute freedom of conscience in all matters of 
religious sentiment, belief, and worship shall be 
guaranteed to every individual, and no one shall be 
disturbed in person or property on account of re-
ligion." · 

The constitution clearly defines, and positivly 
states, the only conditions which can render a person 
liable to be disturbed in person or property-to wit., 
acts of licentiousness, or pr'e~ices incompatible with 
the peace of the state. 

Hence no person pursuing aJly legitimate occupa
tion or lawfu_l pleasure or pasUme on Sunday, any 
more than on any other day of the week, can be dis
turbed, either in person or property, because of any 
one else's religious opinions. 

Under the . constitution of the young giant state 
of Washington every man enjoys the same right of 
conscience, and is responsible to no earthly tribunal 
for his religious faith, and cannot be made by fine 
or other penalty to obseJ:>ve holy daye, or other 
religious festivals, against hie honest convictions. 

Christians differ llS to which day is the Sabbath, 
some clo.iming the first, and others the seventh, day 

SAINTS HELPING aoD, of the weelr, and it is not the province of the govern-
R!!ligious zeF!Il enlists the strongest prejudices of mant to Sl'IY which is right. 

ths human mind, and, when misdirected, under the The rights of conscience are individual and cannot 
deJusiv pretext of doing God's service, excites the be settled by arraying the larger number &gainst the 
worst oasoions of our :mnure. When trum undel'iiakss smaller. . 
to become G:}(l's svanger he becomes a demon. The Constitution regards the conscience of the 
Driven by the f_renzy of a religicm zeal he loses Jew as sacred as that of the Ohristian. The test of 
every gentle feeling, fo!:'gets every olsim ~like of jus- citizenship is not baaed on any religious creed. The 
tice, mercy, and hum~uity, and bec~mes ferocious and greater p&rt of a community may be &greed concern-
unrelent.ing. ing some matter of conscience; but if only one 

ASK HELP FBOM THE LOBD, INSTEAD OF THE LAW. !'AmOng tbsm holdS a different opinion his rights Of 
Il thele ia a day which the almighty desires conscience are just as sacred as thcEe of all others, 

should ba . exalueivly devoted to his worship-and and must be respected. 
remember the proof both biblical and historical is Stys Judge Cooley : "The Jew and the seventh
herein given that Sunday is not that day-would it day Ohristian, who is forced to respect the first day 
not· be better to rely on his almighty power than on of the week when his conscience requires of him the 
the arm of the law! observance of the seventh day also, mRy plausibly 

Why are the miuist.era and church organiz&tione urge tbat the law discriminates against his religion, 
spending so much time, means, and energy, trying and by forcing him to keep a second Sabbath in such 
to obtaiu the power of the law to force all to obedi- week, unjustly, though by indirection; punishes him 
ence, when, if they fulfill their avowed mission, if for his belief." 
they only hav faith s.a a g;:ain of mustard seed, they Lagislativ bodies having jurisdiction can declare 
can so readily obtmin the sure and almighty power of legal holidays in which no business can be enforced 
God? by one man ~pon another, but liav no right to die-

When the Sunday law mdvocstes shall in answer tate the manner of observance of the day by the 
to their prayers hav secured the ministrations of the individual ; one can work, another pray, and so on, 
Holy G ll.ost to move on the he!rts of men, inducing as it suits the individual taste; but no man, no 
them to :yield loving obedience to all God's require- legislHttiv body, under the constitution of the state 
mente, there will be no need of the strong arm of of W asbington has a right to say to any individual, 
the law, the polieemaD.'s club, or threats of fine and "Thou shalt not work." 
imprisonment, io indnea all to observe "the Sab- To prohibit men from following their honest 
bath" or any other religious rite or ceremony. occupations at any time under penalty of arrest, 

Tae cnuroh baa never been able to stand on its fine, or imprisonment is to relegate honest work to 
own feet. It hAs invariahty ieaned upon the crut~h the realm of crime, 
of the stmte. Onrietian priests bav always endeav- Under our state constitution not alone religious 
ored to hav their dogmr&s propagated by Jaw, so they faith and worship is assured, but absolute freedom in 
could silence all opposition and compel obedience- all matters of religious sentiment, and no citizen can 
in olden times by the rack, the dungeon, and the be disturbed in person or property on account of re
stake, in our day by means of the policeman's club ligion or religious rites, ceremonies, high de.ys, Sun
and the felon's cell. dmya, or holidays, however much the sentiment or ba-

The church when unable to ueume supreme lief of others-aven the larges~ majority-may re
power has been harmless BS a dove, but Whenever gard SUCh observanceS as essential. 
wedded to tbe civil power it has become tyrannical So far from being opposed to Sunday.keeping, we 
and persecuting; before it the greatest despots the are zealous defenders of its observance. It is the 
world ever ssw pale into insignifilltmoe. grand, good old solar holiday of all pJgan times, and 

No scrap of history records an instance of any should ba devoted to rest, recreation, and amuse
government ever persecuting its people on account ment, and for tbose who choose, to worship. But 
of their religious belief until some religious power all are entitled to full freedom, to perfect liberty to 
got behind the throne. No exception can be cited spend its hours as they please; always providing 
in all the history of the p!Mi!t whenever aPy religious that in the enjoyment of its liberties no one shall 
power got behind the throne thmt persecution of the encroach on the rights or privileges of others. 
people who differed with that religious power did A. great outcry is made about the need to hav a 
not result. · Sunday law so ae to close up the saloons on Sunday. 

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STATE OF WASIDNGTON. To insist On 8 law to close saloons OD Sund!\V is to 
A most distinguished humanitarian truly decl1n•es: declare that it is right and proper to hav them open 

"You might na well hav 111 government united by on the other six days of the week. But under our 
force with art, or with poetry, or with oratory, as atate constitution whatever is permissible on llny 
with religion. other day of the week is equlllly so on Suttday. 

"Religion should hav the influence upon mankind It should be remembered that the saloons are the 
that its goodness, that its morality, its justice, its. outgrowth of Christianity. There are no saloons 
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to be found outside of Ohristian communities. 
Open the museums, the library, the picture gallery, 

the baseball grounds, encourage Excursions on the 
sound and in the woods-provide innocent amuse
ments-and recre1tion-if you would hav the saloons 
deserted. · 

In the name of law, consututional and statutory, 
moral and civil; in the name of enlightenment, prog
ress, end common sense, why. should the people of 
Washington, having the best constitution of any of 
the states of the Union, desire to go back to the Blue 
l~ws of the Puritans? · 

In the language of that zealous Christian and self
sacrificing worker for civil and religious liberty, Rev. 
Alonzo Jones, editor of the American Sentinel, in 
his speeeh before the United States Senate commit
tee on iidncation and labor at Wasbing~on, D. C.: 

"The noble men who pledged their lives, their 
fortunes, and their sacred honor, when they estab
lished our Constitution, separated, as they supposed 
forever, this nation from all the wicked influences of 
the church· and-state systems of the colonies, of Eng-
land, and of all other nations of all times. · 

"And under this Oonstitution, in true liberty, civil 
and religious, in genuin' enlightenment and prog
ress, thia nation has deservedly stood ss the beacon· 
light of the world for a hundred years. Let this 
splendid nation ever still look forward snd not 
backward ; let it still hold its honored place before 
all the nl\tions; and God forbid that by any such 
effort as is now being made in behalf of this Sunday 
law, this glorious nation should be brought down 
from her high place and made to follow in the papal. 
train. 

"Gentleman, no furthe1• argument is needed to 
show that the Sunday laws of all the states, and the 
principles of the decisions of the supreme courts which 
sustain them, ttre wholly wrong, springing from the 
papal principle of church and state and supported by 
the equally un-American principle of the omnipotence 
of the legislativ power. They are totally subvereiv 
of American principles. Yet Sunday laws hav never 
been, and can never be, sustained on any other prin
ciple. And thia is only to say th1t which is the sum 
of all thie diB<lUilaion. 

"There is no founda.tion in justice, in right, or even 
in expediency, for Rny Sunday laws, or Lord's day 
laws, or Slltbbath Jaws, under any government on 
this earth." 

Reader, the facts ere before you; look them 
Equare in the face, discard the smoky, grimed specta· 
cles of sectal'ianism, and let ranson, right, and truth 
bav free course, and they 13hall elevate, purify, and 
glorify mankind. Then we shall hav a religion free 
from forms tb!lt fetter, clear of the cant that kills. 

A religion that incites love for all that is highest, 
holiest, and best, without slavish fear or adherence 
to a creed abounding in absurdities and contradic
tions, demanding faith in impossibilities. 

A religion thRt makes righteousness, right doing, 
rational, true ma,nhood divine, freedom secure, and 
charity universal. C. B. REYNOLDS 

Comments. 
I was deeply interested in "Hebrew Polytheism," 

by A. H. Darrow, in THE TRUTH SEEKEB, May 16 ;h. 
That first verse in GeneJ3iE-" In the beginning the 
Gods created the heaven [not heavens] and the euth". 
-has been my trump cmrd against the plenmry ioapirl!.
tion of the Bible in all my discussions, bo~h oul :&nd 
written, for nearly for~y yeQrS. My explanation h 
this : The legends flnd fables picked up by the He. 
brews were all fsbrioated by people who believed in 
many gods; ·hence theiJ; traditions were in the plural 
number when referring to their deities. We hav sm. 
ple evidence all through the Oid Testament th&t the 
Hebrews were strongly inclined to polytheism. if not 
wholly given over to it. See Gen. xxxi, 30-33, 
where Rachel stole her father-in-law's, old L~bau's, 
household gods. It was always difficult for the lead
era to re?.t.rlloin ~heir tribes from m~king and wor
shiping golden ()!l.lvea in imitation of the miraculous 
ox Apis worshiped by the Egyptians as theil: deity. 
sdlomo~ even went 3fter the heathen (?) gods of hie 
numerous strange women, and is now in sheol, ac
cording to the decisions of Calvinism and the ruling a 
of the clergy. · 

The ancients, being anxious to make it appear th~t 
the Hebrews worahiped but one god and were m ~n
otheiats translated the plunl noun Elobim into t.ha 
aingula; number, God; !lind our ''holy hth~rs," anrl 
" sich like," were not "smart" enough to follow au i '. 
with the pronou!is "us" and "our," so we hav :.;li 
this mystery among the divines as to whom the plur~l 
pronouns belong to, that Mr. Darrow quotes. 

What a simple solution, and yet the learned thao. 
logians hav supposed, inferred, guessed, de3lred, 
hoped, wondered, and fooled over this sacred blu.uder 
until they hav mad~ themselva too ridiculou~ to ba 
laughed at; and Bll because they were loath to adm! ~ 
that the firs~ c'napter of the Bible taught us th!lt g. 

plurality of gods created ~he h~aven •?d the ear~h, 
instead of their one, only, bttle Blx-by-nme God of ID· 

ferior proporHons, limited capacity, and finite knowl· 
edge. ELLA E. GIBSON 

Barre, May 17, 1891. 
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criticised, and then and there the two heretics deter· 
mined to see what could be done in the premises. 
The Editor drew up the petition, obtained the ad
dresses of all the prominent men in town-politicians, 
lawyers, );)usiness men, judges, heretical preachers, 
and sent the petitions to them. Mr. Putnam visited 
the newspaper offiaes and urged the editors to advo
cate the ope11ing. Mr. Hepworth of the Herald had 
already printed something about the matter and said 
he could not take up the Union's petition, but would 
proceed on the line that it was a Herald movement. 
The other papers, to head off the Herald, took up 
the Union's petition, and the town wu extensivly 
notified that it had some museums, which no one be
fore seemed to remember, and that it was desired );)y 
some people that they be open on Sundays. The 
religious papers, for onoe, told the truth, and said it 
was an !Dfidel movemeat. 

The trustees refused to yield to the petition. Mr. 
Putnam had to print his argument and mail it to 
them, and they sent men to Albany to fight every 
bill in~roduaed in either branch of the legislature to 
compel them to open on Sundays. They were offered 
an increase of ten thousand per year from the oity to 
open, but they would not take it. They acted like 
dogs in the manger, pigs in the trough, and seemed 
determined to do as they pleased regardless of the 
public which gave them the buildings and helped 
support them. 

New Subscribers. But the agitation begun by the two diners, aug-
Sincere thanks are hereby given to Messrs. A. gested by the Board of Estimate, has never ceased. 

Thomas, George Beman, T. R. Payne, James Fore- Public sentiment has steadily been in favor of the 
land, T. E. Longshore, John Burton, Fisk Brothers, plan, the press has constantly prodded the trustees, 

H F t R 0 R . h d d w s H t h and lately separate bodies of citizens hav circulated . B. os er, . . 10 ar son, an • • u a e-
son, for new subscribers sent us recently. And we . more petitions for suoh opening. Altogether over 
venture to ask others of our friends to do 18 they sixty thousand people hav asked the trustees for the 
hav done. We desire to extend our list 1 great deal; privilege of visiting the place on Sundays. Bills hav 
it is, indeed, imperativ, for the publication of 80 large been introduced in both senate and assembly to oom-
1 journal as THE TRUTH SEEXER is very expensiv, and pel suoh opening; suoeessiv boards of oity officials 
to meet our obligations promptly we need a larger hav demanded it-and at last it is done ! 
revenue. Will not the friends of mental liberty do The ministers of course opposed it, and circulated 
1 little to help us T a counter-petition, but it was not presented at the 

meeting of the trustees on the lShh instant when 
Ou:a readers will every one be glad to know that after a. three hours' session it was "Resolved, That 

work upon the book of the Bible Pictures which hav until further order of this board the museum be 
been published in THE TRUTH SEEKER will be pursued opened free to the public every Sunday from 1 P.x. 

till half an hour before sunset." Of course the 
aotivly this summer and the volume brought out pietists are displeased, but the citizens of New York 
early in the fall. who spend an afternoon in the museum won't oare 

If Mr. J.1hn Peak's health will permit-and it very muoh for that. Elliot Shepard desires to hav 
probably will-he will assist in preparing a good por- the Fourth commandment altered to read, " Remem
tion of the reading to accompany eaoh picture. The ber one-half of the Sabbath to keep it holy;" but 
volume will contain between two and three hundred then no one cares muoh for people of his ilk. Over 
pictures, and will be sold for one dollar. It will be eleven thousand visitors were in the museum on the 

first open Sunday. 
the greatest book of Bible storiee ever printed. The trustees of the American Museum of Natural 
Orders will be thankfully taken at any time and filled History, on the other side of the park, ought to con
at the earliest moment the book leaves the press. eider the action of the trustees of the Museum of 

One Museum Ope~ on Sunday. 
At last the trustees of the Metropolitan Museum 

of Art hav yielded to the inevitable and opened lhe 
doors of that institution for at least a part of the 
day on Sundays. The pressure of public opinion 
had become too strong for them, and when a petition 
asking for the opening with thirty thousand names 
attached was presented to them, they used the op
portunity to reinstate themselvs in the good opinion 
of the public-a good opinion which had very largely 
changed to the other thing. 

A good many years ago the German societies pre
sented a petition for the same thing. This docu
ment seems to hav been lost. No one ever heard 
from it, the press said nothing about it, and it was 
wasted ammunition. In 1885 the subject of Sunday 
opening came up in the Board of Estimate and Ap
portionment, and Mr. Jessup, president of the Mu
seum of Natural History, was invited down-town to 
show cause why the museums should get their fifteen 
thousand dollars apiece annually from the public 
treasury unless the public were permitted to see the 
collections contained in the museums on Sundays. 
Mr. Jessup responded, argued against Sunday open
ing, and the matter was dropped by the Board of 
Estimate and Apportionment. 

But there were others who took it up. Mr. S. P. 
Putnam was the secretary of the American Seaular 
Union, and for a time was stopping in New York at
tending to his seotarial duties. O.ne evening he and 
the Editor of THE TnuTH SEEXEB were dining to
gether, and the actioD of the Bolfd qf ~stimato was 

Art, and go and do likewise. 

The Presbyterian Assembly. 
The Presbyterian General Assembly met in Detroit 

last week to consider the affairs of that ohuroh, 
among which were the charges of heresy against 
Professor Briggs of the Union Theological Oollege. 
After a great deal of .lobbying for and against the 
professor, the committee to whom were referred the 
charges reported as follows : 

" The standing committee on theological seminaries to 
whom were referred certain overtures respecting the Rev. 
Charles A. Briggs, D.D., beg leave respectfully to report 
that they hav examined the same and find that sixty-three 
presbyteries hav overturned the general assembly in 
reference to the utterances of Dr. Briggs, contained in the 
address which he delivered on the occasion of his induction 
into the chair of biblical theology in the Union Theological 
Seminary, New York. . . • 

" Inasmuch as the theological training of our candidate 
for the ministry is a matter in which all the presbyteries 
hav a deep and common interest, the presbyteries aforesaid 
are to be commended for their vigilant regard for the purity 
of the church. . • . 

"It appears from that. report that on Nov. 11, 1890, 
the Edward RobiB.son professorship of biblical theology 
was founded, and endowed by Charles Butler, LL.D., 
by the gift of $100,000, and that at the same time Prof. 
Charles A. Briggs, D.D., was transferred to the new chair 
from the Davenport professorship of Hebrew and the 
cognate languages. On Jan. 20, 1891, Dr. Briggs delivered 
an inaugural address on' The Authority of Holy Scripture,• 
which has been the subject of severe criticism, and which is 
the occasion of the recommendations which your committee 
feel constrained to make to the assembly. . . . 

"Your committee are constrained, therefore, to say that 
j.n their ~u4~Jl!.ent Jt ~~ tpe dut;r gf th~ 11ossembl;r to !ijs~p. 

prove of the appointment o~ Dr. Briggs to the Edward Robin
son chair of biblical theology in Union Theological Semi
nary." 

Since Dr. Briggs delivered his inaugural address, 
the directors of the seminary hav interviewed him 
on his belief. In his address he said : 

" I shall venture to a11lrm that, so far as I can see, there 
are errors in the scriptures that no one has been able to ex
plain away; and the theory that they were not in the original 
text is sheer assumption. . . . If we should abandon 
the whole field of provide~tial superintendence, so far as 
inspiration and divine authority are concerned, and limit 
divine inspiration and authority tG the essential contents of 
the Bible, to its religion, faith, and morals, we would still 
hav ample room to seek divine authority where alone it is 
essential, or even important, in the teaching that guides our 
devotions, our thinking, and our conduc.t." 

In his reply. to the directors' questions on the 
same subject he said: 

" Question : Do you believe the Bible inerrant in all mat
ters concerning faith and practice, and in everything in 
which it is a revelation from God or a vehicle of divine 
truth, and that there are Jio errors which disturb its infalli
bility in these matters, or in its records of the historic events 
and institutions with which they are inseparably connected? 
Answer: Yes." 

This is regarded by nearly all his oo-seotariana as 
exceedingly non-committal and indefinit, and it is so. 
Almost anyone oan say Yes to it. In things in 
which it is a revelation from God the Bible must be 
inerrant. The real questions are, Is there a God T 
and Is the Bible a revelation from him T Dr. Briggs 
believes there is a God, and that some portions at 
least of the Bible are his words to man. Therefore 
he could easily answer affirmativly to the ingeniously 
worded query. A real heretic would hav immedi
ately asked the directors to show there is a God, and 
the proof that he ever communicated with man.. Of 
this evasion of the real question by the directors and 
the professor the Independent says : "It looks as 
though it were designed to mislead the public. We 
do not charge· this ; the directors are all honorable 
men; we only say that it has the appearance of a 
trick, to which Dr. Briggs himself has consented in 
order, if possible, to save his position." The In~e
pendent's view is undoubtedly oorreot. 

One of the noisiest of the lay delegates was the 
editor of an evening paper in this town, who is also 
the head of the Sabbath Observance Society. He 
has been assumed, and with good reason, to be more 
kinds of an undesirable non-intellectual than any 
other man his respected father-in-law had ever seen. 
His hobbies were " Anti-Briggs" and " Sabbath " 
obset"vanoe. This is what he, as chairman of the 
committee, committed the Assembly to on the latter 
subject: 

" First.-That this General Assembly expresa profound 
gratitude to God for the fulfilment of his declaration in the 
Fourth Commandment by his blessing the country and those 
who hav kept his day holy. 

"Second.-That we most earnestly recommend to the na
tional and state commissioners and municipal directors of 
the Columbian Exhibition, to be held in Chicago in 1893, 
immediately to decide that its doors shall not be open to the 
public on Sunday and to announce that decision so that the 
public conscience shall be set at rest on the subject, and 
that Christians of all denominations may consistently unite 
in rendering that exhibition a great success by attending it 
with their families, sending their exhibits there, and praying 
to God, who would thus be honored by the keeping of his 
day holy, to bless the exhibition and make it surpass all 
other similar demonstrations by any nation, and that a cer. 
tifted copy of this resolution, properly authenticated by the 
signatures of the o11lcers and by the seal of the general as
sembly, shall be intrusted to the Sabbath Observance Com
mittee for presentation to the said authorities. 

"Third.-That the work of the American Sabbath Union 
in behalf of the Sabbath day is accordingly recommended to 
our pastors and churches for their action, coiiperation, and 
prayerful encouragement. 

" Fourth.-That the first week of April, 1892, be observed 
by our churches as a peried for special prayer for the bless
ing of our father who is ill heaven upon all the people, that 
they may be led to a better observance of his holy Sabbath 
day the Lord's day." 

The implied threat of boyooUing the Fair unless 
its gates are closed on Sundays concealed in the sec
ond resolution will not escape observation. Mr. 
Shepard and his clique are of that sort of people who 
devoutly believe in their own right to rule the uni
verse. The" public oonsoienoe," outside of the more 
orthodox ohurohes, is against Sunday closing, most 
people not being very pious in personal matters, how
ever indifferent they are to the ohuroh's encroach
ments upon our liberties or willing that she should 
exist at the f.xpense of the general publie. But the 
Sabbath observance people, with an arrogance pro
portio:necl tp ~J,le falseness of th.eir l,'lllims, IIBBume to 

; . .. . . . . ~ . -



represent the public, and speak just as though they 
did not know they were lying. And we hav no idea 
that any General Asse!Dbly can control any Presby
terian business man-unless he is as great a hypocrit 
as a late block-tin importer who cheated the govern
ment and gave part of his gains to the church
who may desire to exhibit his productions at the 
Fair, or any Presbyterian who may desire to visit the 
Fair on week-days, though some will probably be 
found who will not personally visit the grounds on 
Sunday. The resolution of the General Assembly, 
therefore, will not materially decrease the successful 
prospect of the exhibition. 

It is, however, a very good exhibition in itself of 
the bigotry and tyrannical principles of Presby
terianism. 

the statues in the Metropolitan Museum statuary 
room are indecent, but hundreds of the most refined 
and best educated citizens of New York and other 
places hav the same kind in their parlors, and find 
not only nothing indecent in them, but that they are 
beautiful, refining, and moral iDfi.uences. Who shall 
define, then, the meaning of the word indecent! A 
board of censors would be as fallible and as often 
foolish as the judges and jurors in our federal courts, 
for they would inevitably exhibit their lack of broad 
education, as do the present officials. It is a solid, 
if lamentable, fact, that federal officials are conserva
tiv, old-fashioned, and narrow, if they be not ortho
dox ; and radical social literature would probably be 
promptly condemned by any board of censors likely 
to get into office. Oollege presidents are oftentimes 
very ignorant people. 
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Questions Involved in Mr. Harman's Case. 
About the time this issue of THE. TRUTH SEEKBR 

is being read, Mr. Harman is undergoing the ordeal 
of appeal to a higher court from the barbarous de
cisions of a lower tribunal. The result is doubtful 
But if the Holy Bible is a mailable book, as decided 
by the post-office department, then certainly Mr. 
Harman has committed no offense whatever. Even 
the O'Neiil letter, coarse and disgusting as it was, is 
exceeded in nastiness many times by the passages in 
1'holy writ" to which we hav frequently referred, and· 
which Judge Tyner had before him when he declared 
that the Bible is all right. 

The absurdity of having laws so elastic as these 
under which Mr. Harman is arraigned is forcibly 
shown in the fact of his sentence on the Markland 
letter and the further fact that the Bible is declared 
to be perfectly unobnoxious to the law. No fair
minded person can read the letter and the dirty 
verses of the Bible and say that the language of the 
latter is not by far the more objectionable. One Latin 
word designating a natural.function can never ·be so 
greatly vile as hundreds of Saxon desc?iptions of other 
natural functions. The administering of the law is 
therefore a mere question of taste and prejudice .And 
as under such elastic conditions there can be no abso
lute rule, so will injustice continue to prevail. One 
man for doing a less act will go to prison; another 
for doing an equally harmless but possibly more dis
gusting act-that is, an act of worse taste-of the 
same character will go scot-free, and even be com
mended for 11 disseminating the gospel." It is a 
shame and an outrage, and such laws should be re
pealed; for there is no way of administering them so 
that equal and impartial justice shall be done. 

Mr. Harman remains cheerfully unflinching through 
all his troubles, determined to pursue the work he 
has set for himself. He does not believe in self. 
appointed guardians of himself and others, and he 
does not shrink from being " harsh as truth and un
compromising as justice." He yields to all the rights 
he claims for himself, but is determined to maintain 
his ground. "I hav no right," he says with the 
greatest of all defenders of liberty, " to make of my 
brain a sieve, and say that only that which passes 
through belongs to the rest of the human race. I 
claim the right to choose. I giv that right to all." 
But we somehow think that Mr. Harman has been 
educated a little by the trouble he is in, and would 
perhaps yield to the rules of etiquet and politeness 
which, Thoreau says, the human animal has had to 
invent to make continued intercourse bearable and 
to prevent us from flying at each other's throats. 
From respect for his friends' opinions, if for no other 
reason, he probably would not print another letter 
of the nature of those for which he was indicted. 
In this we believe him to be wise. · 

way. They say that 11 striking proofs of their deprav
ity may be seen in the general propensity of man
kind to vain, irrational, or cruel diversions ; in the 
universality of the most ridiculous, impious, inhu
lhan, and most diabolical sins; in the aggravating 
circumstances attending the display of their. corrup
tion; in the many ineffectual endeavors to stem its 
torrent ; in the obstinate resistance it makes to di
vine grace in the unconverted ; the amazing strug
gles of good men with it ; the testimony of the hea
then concerning it; and [do not laugh, please] the 
preposterous conceit which the unconverted hav of 
their own goodness." So here we hav the three es
sential theological points which condemn the world, 
viz.: the statement of the church, the Bible au
thority, and the human reason for it. The conclu
sion is, according to the Oonfession of Faith, that 
11 every sin, both original a~d aatual, doth in its own 
nature bring guilt upon the sinner, whereby he is 
bound over to the wrath of God and curse of the law, 
and so m•de subject to death, with all its miseries 
spiritual, temporal, •nd eternal" -that is, hell! The 
whole thing, of course, rests upon the acceptance of 
the Old Testament as of equal authority with the 
New and upon the truthfulness of the Obristian 
scheme of the fall, the atonement, and the redemption 
through Ohrist. But as the Ohristian scheme is 
wholly untrue there is no need to worry over it. 

We hav written this to help our friend J. B. Wise 
out in an argument with a preacher. 

Mr. Junkin's Peculiar Notions. 
Mr. Junkin, of Wyandot, Ohio, rises to remark, in 

the Herald and Presbyter : 
"Why go around by the tedious and uncertain route 

through Congress when we already hav the power needed 
[to close the post-offices on Sundays] vested in one man, our 
postmaster-general! Let the Christian people and all 
friends of the Sabbath appeal directly to him asking that he 
Issue an order closing all offices and stopping all mails on the 
Sabbath. Such a proclamation will be only less in impor. 
tance than that of the immortal Lincoln freeing the millions 
of slaves in the South. It will liberate many thousands 
from their Sabbath toll, and grant them that rest which is 
their right, and help very much in securing the proper ob
servance of the day throughout the land. Such an appeal 
coming up from the people will command the attention of 
this good man." 

An: instance of this is the cases of Lucifer and 
the ~wentieth Oentury, an Anarchist journal pub
lished in this city. For printing the Markland letter 
Mr. Harman, editor of Lucifer, was sentenced to five 
years' imprisonment, serving several months of the 
sentence, and, if the appeal be decided against him, 
will be obliged to finish the cruel decree, which may 
mean death, as .he is an elderly man. But the other 
journal has printed a letter on tne question of taste, 
condemning Mr. Harman's taste, but at once taking 
up the same subject and discoursing thereon in a 
manner just as objectionable to some people as was 
the Markland letter to others. And if those people 
had the editor of the Twentieth Oentury before 
them in court he would undoubtedly be imprisoned 
-a gross outrage, to be sure, but not a bit more so 
than the punishment of Mr. Harman. But, as it is, 
nothing will be done to him, as he live in a little 
more enlightened community than Mr. Harman. It 
is this difficulty in drawing lines ; the whole matter 
is so exclusivly a question of taste; the tastes of 
people differ so widely; so much, in fact all, depends 
upon the education of the jurors, whether it has 
been broad and literary or narrow and pious, that 
there seems but one safe course to pursue, and that 
is to repeal the federal statute and leave the pun
ishment of vendors of the ·undoubtedly obscene
those things which hav for their object" only obscen
ity-to the local authorities. Philadelphia ladies 
found the nude pictures in an art gallery-the best 
works of the best artists in the country-to be inde
cent, and if the painters had sent their creations 
through the mail and had these ladies for jurors, the 
walls of our penitentiaries would hav been the only 
places they could hav exercised their skill upon for 
several years. Indecency is as great a crime in the 
eye of the Oomstock Jaw as obscenity. But what 
shall be regarded as indecent. is again wholly a ques
tion of taste. Some people hn sAid th1t soJDe ot 

Total Depravity. 
The Presbyterian Oonfession of Faith says that 

by the sin of eating the forbidden fruit Adam and 
Eve fell from their original righteousness and com
munion with God, and so became dead in sin, and 
wholly defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul 
and body. Further, that they being the root of all 
mankind, the guilt of this sin was imputed, and the 
same death in sin and corrupted nature conveyed, to 
all their posterity: And, also, by theit' original cor
ruption the race are utterly indisposed, disabled, 
and made apposit to all good, and wholly inclined to 
all evil. 

This charitable view the Presbyterians-and in
deed, in a sense, all evangelieal churches-support 
by reference to holy writ as follows : 

"For all hav sinned and come short of the glory of God 
(Romans iii, 23). 

"And you hath he quickened, who were dead in trespasses 
and sins (Ephesians ii, 1). Wherefore; as by one man sin 
entered into the world, and death by sin; and so death 
passed upon all men, for that all hav sinned (Romans v, U). 

"And. God saw that the wickedness of man was great in 
the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his 
heart, was only evil continually (Genesis vi, 5). The heart 
is aeceitful above all things, and desperately wicked; who 
can know it? (Jeremiah xvii, 9). 

"Behold, I was shapen in iniquity; and in sin did my 
mother conceive me (Psalms 11, 5). And Adam lived a hun. 
dred and thirty years, and begat a son in his own likeness, 
after his image: and called his name Seth (Genesis v, 3'). 
Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclilan? not one (Job 
xiv, 4). What is man that he should be clean? and he which 
is born of a "\YO man, that he should be righteous? (Job xv, 14). 

"For when we were yet without strength, in due time 
Christ died for the ungodly (Romans v, 6). Because the 
carnal mind is enmity against Qod; for it is not subject to 
the law of God, neither indeed can be (Romans viii, 7). 
That which is born of fiesh is fiesh, and that which is born 
of the Spirit is spirit (John iii, 6). For I know that in me, 
(that is, in my fiesh), dwelleth no good thing; for to will is 
present with me, but how to perform that which is good I 
find not (Romans vii, 18). 

"And the Lord said, The imagination of man's heart is evil 
from his youth (Genesis viii, 21). As it is written, There is 
none righteous, no, not one : there is none that understand
eth, there is none that seeketh after God. They are all gone 
out of the way, they are together become unprofitable, there 
is none that doeth good, no, not one (Romans iii, 10, 11, 12). 

"Who can say, I hav made my heart clean, I am pure from 
my sin ? (Proverbs xx, 9). For there is not one just man 
upon earth that doeth good and sinneth not (Ecclesiastes 
vii, 20). 

Many other passages corollary to these are quoted, 
but the above are the most direct and explicit upon 
the subject. But theologians also sbow it in a~other 

Mr. Junkin seems to consider that Mr. Wanamaker 
administers his offi!le for the benefit exclusivly of 
Ohristians. Mr. Junkin is no doubt a good man, as 
men go, but he has peculiar ideas of the duty of a 
postmaster-general. 

------~~4--------
Editorial Notes. 

"WoMEN vote in Kansas. At the recent election in that 
state a woman in Wichita having safely deposited her ticket 
in her shopping bag went to the polls with the best intent. 
But being unable to find her ticket, she kept the judges wait
ing for ten minutes and at last voted a 'receipt for making 
pickles.' Whether this was a good omen or not has not yet 
been decided." A religious journal prints this item as an ill-. 
concealed sneer against woman sulfrage. But voting a re. 
ceipt for pickles is just as sensible as voting for a Tammany 
Hall politician ; besides, a good many thousands of male 
voters in the city would vote a receipt for making pickles 
or anything else if ballots were not put in their hands. They 
cannot read, yet the religious paper maintains their right to 
vote simply because they are males. But an ignorant woman 
is no worse than an ignorant man. 

THBRev. Mr. Parkhurst, from whose sermon on the present 
fuss in the Presbyterian church we quoted last week, sent 
the manuscript of the discourse to the 'l'1·ibune, and the 
Christian .Ad'Docate picks out the following expressions for 
reprobation: "The very best thing in the world is love, and 
we are going to need quantities of that, or else before the 
next three years are by the Presbyterian church will be a 
veritable hades above ground. • • • As though God 
were tired and the Holy Spirit off on a vacation. • • • 
If the apostleship had not started before Princeton did, the~e 
would be no show for the apostleship. • • • Why, when 
tho recent vote was passed in our presbytery indicating that 
one of our number would hav the chance pretty soon to 
stand up to the ecclesiastical rack, the moment the vote had 
been declared I saw one of the oldest and saintliest members 
of the presbytery smile with a smile that was well on toward 
six inches in length. • . • We do not believe that God 
ever told Moses to say that conies chew the cud, because 
conies do not chew the cud, Lev. xi, 5, to the contrary not
withstanding. If Presbyterianism cannot keep 
out of bed without ignoring its Christian scholars and vitu
perating its Christian experts, the sooner it give up the ghost 
the better, for it will economize medical expenses and save 
watchers." The .Ad'Docate thinks that "a spirit of extrava
gance pervades the statement of facts in the discourse, and 
much of it is nearly down to the usual level of Ingersoll in 
its wholesale railing against the church and Presbyterianism, 
and especially some of the Psalms of David." When Dr. 
Parkhurst, or anyone else, gets " down to the level of Inger. 
soli!" he w!IJ tall!: better than he or anyone else does now, 
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FLINT, h., May 18, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR: w. s. Bell, of Oakland, Cal., delivered a 

course ot three Liberal lectures to a large and appreciativ 
audience, May 9th and lOth, at Peoria, Ia. Mr. Bell as a 
lecturer is clear, forcible, and entertaining. Societies in 
want of a lecturer cannot do better than to secure hie serv-
ices. A. L. 8HANGLB. 

May 20, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR : Please send me another copy of lists of 

books, as a eo-called Christian, a noted Seventh Diiy Advent 
minister, bought my history of the Ni~ene council to get the 
llte ot Conetantiue the Great, and my small Infidel library is 
lent all the time and I cannot keep it at home. And espe
cially Mise Gudener'e books are all the go among the pure 
at heart. I am sending all the time tor more books. I want 
those that oppose rotten Catholicism. The world is getting 
more enlightened day by day. 

In sending Freethought or Deist books I glv the ladles 
preference, as they are the mainstay of churches and super-
stition. Ju. T. A:n:B:Y. 

MAKANDA, ILL , May l'T, 291. 
1!1&. EoiTOB: I hav carefully read and reread Brother 

Wettstein's article in last week's TRUTH Ba::sxa:R, and ow. 
ing to the softening of my brain, or some other ca.uee, I 
am unable to see the logic ot hie inferences and conclu
sions. It requires some self-denial not to review hie ar
ticle, but I will not ask the space In the crowded division 
of your paper to which my articles are allotted, for such re
view. In my preceding articles I hav eta•ed my views, 
and the reasons for them, in as plain English liS I can 
command, and I am content to leave the subject, without 
further discussion, to your thoughtful, intelllgent readers. 

Very truly, W. W. WALKER. 

IoNIA, MwH., May 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Please find poet-office order for the extra 

copies of THE TRUTH SBBKBR sent me, also tor the ANNtrAL 
of this year. Your paper give me good Sunday reading, 
while fashionable people are gone to church, not one in one 
thousand of whom cares tor or listens to the preaching, or 
knows anything of it when he gets home, or ever thinks of 
hie blood atonement professions which he tries to believe. 

Now, it two wrongs wlll make one right, 
In blood atonement take delight, 

And kill a good man often, 
Then chime hie praises from church-bell spire 
And howl ye hoarse, each pulpit liar, 
A savior's blood and brimstone fire, 

Till hardened sinners soften. 
B. M. BAYARD, M.D. 

May 20, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR : A noted Presbyterian divine recently died 

in Denver, Col., and on hie deathbed made the following 
confession: "I hav been a living lie all my life. I hav 
always believed in Liberalism, but clung to the ministry tor 
the money there was in it. I realize that I am dying. My 
mind is as clear and I am as sane as at any time during my 
llfP, and I desire to state that in belief I am an Atheist. 
There is no power superior to nature; matter is eternal ; it 
had no beginning, it wlll hav no end." Hie last words were, 
"There is none other god than Nature." . Christiane never 
tire of harping over the" deathbed repentance of Infidels." 
How does this confession sound to them? This is likely the 
conclusion which the majority of ministers arrive at near the 
close of ure, but the confessions no doubt are suppressed by 
the minister in attendance. The relative of the divine men
tioned in this ·article were anxious that the confession be 
suppressed; their solicitations were ot no avail. I myself 
was a devoted CathoUc for forty years, but at last hav eve-
luted therefrom. CHAS. FRBDBRIOK HUTOHINBON. 

PATOH GRovE, Wxe., May 11, 291. 
MR. EoiTOR: Inclosed find $4 35-$8 to renew my sub 

scription for the grand old TRUTH BBBKER, and $1 to help 
s~cularize this government. It is the "widow's mite." 0 
that it might hav the power that the widow's mite ot old 
had, to ever increase the store tor the cause tor which this 
mite iR sent. Consider me as a life subscriber. As long as 
I can I shall surely help the cause that much, and wish I 
could do a thousand times as much. 

The fools are not all dead yet. Thirteen of them were 
dipped last Sunday by the preacher in the creek in spite of 
cold winds. But then I suppose the Lord tempered the 
winds to the shorn Iambe. Bah I I should think it would 
make them bleat. One man has told me since that his 
daughter was afraid to be dipped, as she had a bad cold, but 
he told her not to fear, and she was dipped and her cough 
has stopped since-no more cough. Which is proof positiv 
in his estimation that the Lord takes care of those that obey 
hie (the preacher's) commands. What superlativ nonsense I 
and that, too, in this day and age ot time and man I When, 
oh, when will all the fools be dead, and when will wisdom 
reign? Echo answers, When? The thirty-five cents is for 
the "Liberal Hymn-Book," which please send. And giv 
my thanks to Heston, glorious Heston. 

MARY Y. B. HUMPHRKY. 

AKIN FARM, AnK., May 15, 1891. 
MB. EoiTOR: I received your paper, and was well pleased 

with its Ingereolllc tenor. You bet, Gods are scampering 
and disappearing before the waves of auch as Shaw, Inger. 
soli, and yourself. Giv them Hall Columbia. Let them 
know that the legitimate result of sin is death, and all that 
is false shall be followed by evil consequences. You bet, 

Shaw is making them scuttle down South, a goodly number 
having already stepped off their fiat earth and gone worlds 
without end. Hell is very nearly frozen over, and in time 
not very remote we can all skate on its ice with safety and 
dfecuee the triumphant victory. Witchcraft, incantations, 
magic wands (»oeee'e rod), and the New Jerusalem corn
stalk fabric, hav been hunted for, but by all the aid of the 
telescope no trace can be found, eave where Superstition 
once dragged her clanking chaine through the fiower-bede 
ot innocence. Prieetcratt is dying, and dying hard. In her 
last moments she still grits her teeth at Science, and her last 
whisper is Hell-her tavorit word. 

Dear rose, Freethought I our natural rights 
Spring up and giv us truth and light ; 
Giv us thy colore, tints, and hues; 
Giv us thy beauty eo bright and eo pure ; 
0 fioat thy fragrance through the land I 
Circle this globe on which we stand I 
The tl >were ot spring do fade away, 

They wither and decay; 
But truth will stand and never fade, 

And shine in endless day. 
Compliments of W. A. TALLEY. 

FoRT FAIR1!'lli:LD, Ma:., May 16, 1891. 
M&: EoiTOR : Having been presented with a copy ot the. 

TRUTH SBBKBR ALMANAo, and having read Brother Heston's 
"Bhoutin' Joe" with unalloyed pleasure and laughter, ae 
well as having read the book all through and liked it very 
much, I cannot resist the desire to write you. 

In THB TRUTH Sa:BKBR of March 28th I read several letters 
giving pretty exhauetiv arguments with regard to Spiritual
ism. Now, then, please allow me to state my brief argu
ment as brittly as possible. Suppose, tor instance, I am 
pretty well off (which I am not), and wish to bestow a sub
stantial favor upon a neighbor whom I respect and withhold 
it from one whom I do not. I hav the power to do that. 
Then suppose there is a God on high, and he wishes to con
fer immortality upon man and not upon the brute. He has 
the power to do it. But how inanimate nature can· confer 
immortality 'upon man and not upon the brute, is what l 
can'not see-is what I cannot believe as yet. That's where I 
stop. That is as far as I can go with my Spiritualist friends, 
whom I esteem very highly. I cannot possibly see why any 
one should expect a continued existence after death with 
nothing to wear, nothing to eat, nothing to drink, nothing 
to do, nowhere to go, nor anything else but one extremely 
monotonous lite to eternity. 

This boundless universe is ·self-existent, coeternal with 
eternity, without beginning or end. In my opinion, there 
never was a time when there was no time ; and in my opinion 
there never will be a time when that sun will not shine from 
the starry vault above (or if there is, it will be millions of 
years hence) the same as it has been shining for mlllione of 
years in the past. What I mean by the above is, that this 
universe was never created by the Christian's mythical God. 

Very respectfully, H. H. GILMAN. 

CLEVELAND, 0., May 15, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR : Although considerable has already been writ. 

ten on the badge question, I claim the privilege-with the Ed 
itor'e permission-of adding to the theme by expressing my 
opinion. The U. M. L. emblem, designed by the late Lucy 
L. Churchill, West Richfield, 0., is the original Free
thought badge, and, according to my judgment. is the most 
elegant, scientific, and complete, as well as the one most 
widely known. Being the most compreheueiv, it ia beet 
adapted to the purpose for which such an emblem is designed, 
and by wearing it all classes ot Freethinking and intelli
gent people can r~:adily recognize each other and be brought 
together socially, besides numeric!!.lly showing their strength 
to battle with the wily enemy tor the overthrow of supereti. 
tion and ecclesiastical power and the establishment of tree 
speech, tree press, and a tree country. T.b:e United States 
ot America has no need .to copy from France, Germany, or 
other foreign nations; but, having produced the Universal 
Mental L\berty_badge, which meets all reqtdremente-and is 
therefore the beet Freethought emblem extant-can confi
dently hope that in the not tar distant future this design wlll 
be worn and recognized as the symbol of Liberalism 
in every civilized country in the world. I am the 
possessor of two ot these unique badges-one gold 
and one silver-and hav been pleased and proud to wear 
one ot them the past nine years, and shall continue to show 
my colore through this medium through the remainder of 
my lite. Having expressed my appreciation of this emblem, 
and furthermore as "comparisons are odious," it is not nec
eAeary to make mention of the " Pansy" or " Torch of 
Reason" further than to say that a multiplicity of designs 
without epecial meaning or merit and interior to the orlg\nal 
one, are neither desirable, nor beneficial to the cause which 
they are supposed to represent. JoHN JAoJB. 

MoRvEN, N.C., May 16, 1891. 
MR. EoiTOR: One ot the Methodist sky-pilots in our 

county is having quite a trouble just now. He has been 
giving the Infidels the devil tor some time, and had a great 
deal to say in hie p\llpit about other people's children's mean
ness. I heard that he said considerable about some boys• 
playing baseball on the holy Sabbath; among other things, 
that Christians ought to go and take cluba and break it up 
if it was not stopped at once. A short time since, he was 
intrusted with some money belonging to the church of which 
he was doing the braying. A few days since, he went to 
look at the money and, lo and behold I fifty dollars ot the 
Lord's money was gone. He called in one ot the brothers 
and told him of the Lord's carelessness in letting some thief 
steal the money, then told said brother that it. must be a little 
negro girl, a servant in hie family, that was the thief, as it 
was not possible for anyone else to get it. So Mr. Preacher 

watche_d the little negro while the brother went to the stores 
to find some evidence in the way of bllls made by the 
negro. When the brother returned he looked eo solemn that 
the preacher asked him what was the matter. u Why, 
brother, this is an awful serious case, as the negro is inno
cent and your own eon is the person who stole the money." 
So they called up Johnnie, and, like the tatller ot hie coun
try, he couldn't tell a lie, and said, "Yes, father, I took the 
money." And eo you see there was no stealing done. It 
made quite a different case from the poor little negro; as she 
would hav been put in jail it she had taken it. Johnnie is 
about eighteen years old. I notice our county paper does 
not say a word about the affair, but it it had been a negro 
or poor white trash they would hav caught it heavy. They 
are trying to hush up this case and keep it out ot the courts. 
l am going to do my beet ·to get this case before the next 
court, for it punishing other people does any good I tall to 
see just why it wouldn't work just as well with a preacher's 
eon. So much for early Christian training and the prayers 
ot Christian parents. HENRY R. Ta:AL. 

BROOKLYN, N.Y., May 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I am of the opinion, particularly after read

Ing Mr. Laperche's views exposing humbug and fraud in the 
paper of May 16th, that this eo-called "Spiritology" is 
nothing but a base imposition and a sad superstition. And 
so think many other readers, as is already proved. THB 
l'BUTH Sa:BKBR has always advocated banishment from the 
brain of all that is superstitious; and can it be that a " me
dium," masquerading eo much like the preacher, after the 
pennies, is not too imposing on persons easily deluded? I 
am tor the truth, manliness, enlightenment-light, no dark
ness until I am dead ; and then it will not be my desire to sud
denly spring in shrouded " spirit " shape, shocking my sweet 
sister did she perceive me. Your good paper, Mr. Editor, 
contains but little ot the " spirits," but they are with us in 
each edition. I would, personally, be one thing or the 
other; and, as THE TRUTH S.a:BKBR is Agnostic, it is certainly 
not Spiritualistic. I consider the two widely apart, particu
iarly sine~ the majority of your readers are not believing in 
any "Holy Spirit," a dark room "cabinet spirit," or ''Cab
Inet Rye" spirit to any excee3. You are, and eo are the 
most of us, for truth; and, I will say, investigation. The 
latter has led us to be freer men and women, no longer to be 
tied down to any one ot the many different creede, or to be 
fathered by any clergyman to lead us" out of darkness." 
No more are we to be led by any Individual into the dark
ness, after a sufficient admission. fee has been taken in for 
the pertormanQe, to view and converse with a long line of 
lost relative and departed friends. 

I am exactly in accord with Mr. Laperche, and others 
who·came out previously; but further, as you will already 
understand, I am for eliminating " spirits " from THB 
TRUTH Sa:BK&R, and suggest that that organ will continue 
wholly on its original lines. 

Possibly I am wrong. My age is still young, and I am 
comparativly a recent reader of your paper, eo grand in 
many ways. But what do you say, Mr. Editor? 

I noticed also in your issue of May 16>h the following 
words you made use of editorially: " And indeed the re
turn to earth of one already dead and glorified, or the veri
table apparition of a spirit, is a thing which far transcends 
the limite of credibility." BABKBR. 

KmKBVILLB, Mo., May 18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: As Spiritualism, pro and con, is being dis

cussed through your paper, please allow me space for a tew 
remarks upon the subject. We ca_nnot conceive ot a begin
ning or ending ot matter, time, or space. We do not know 
when, how, or where the mind of man originated, nor when 
or where it will end, yet we know upon what it depends tor 
manifestation or developmen~. When a man, or the body, 
dies, the mind no longer manifests itself through that body. 
·What is the Jl!.i~d ot man? W ebster'e definition Is, " the 
sour;" and hie definition of soul is, "the immortal part of 
man." No body ot matter can be moved without contact 
and power applied. Place a small iron or steel ball on the 
top ot a table and move a magnet around underneath, and 
you can cause the ball to roll in any direction you please. 
The latent force in the m~gnet is developed or manifested 
through the medium or the ball; which matter or force must 
ot necessity pass through the table and come in contact with 
the ball in order to move it. Who can analyze or define this 
invisible matter or force? Certainly no one will deny its 
existence. ·If the ball were placed upon the table without 
carrying out the conditione to success it would not move. 
Electricity; which passes through iron or steel with the' 
rapidity of thought, must be something or nothing. Who 
cau analyze or define it., or see the limit of its poeeibllltiee? 
Man, by seeking out the conditione required, has to an extent 
utilized this element or force by sending intelligence under 
the Atlantic and around tile world, lighting cities, propelling 
care, etc. It heavy bodies can be moved through the 
proper conditione by this invisible and inexplicable' force, 
and the ball as mentioned without vleihle contact, may there 
not be other ·~nvieible forces which may, when coming in 
contact with proper conditions, operate in a manner myste
rious and inexplicable by us? I am unable to explain the 
phenomena combining intelligence and force which I hav 
witne3sed, which are not a matter of fraud, b11t a matter of 
fact. It would be. useless for me to state to those with pre
conceived and fixed opinions what I hav witnessed in this 
direction, when it is considered that the report of the inves
tigations into the matter by Z >ellner and other scientists are 
taken by such as naught. There is no foundatiora in proof 
or fact that the intellectu!l.l part of man is not perpetuated 
after the death ot the body. Concerning this Colollel Inger. 
soil neither affirms or denies. This is consistent. It there 
is such a thing as spirit, it must ha m.~tter1 an~ tl:J.a\ :w.atter, 
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IJol•s anti ~lippinns. 

W. J. ALBXANDBR, professor of logic and 
rhetoric, has been expelled from the faculty 
of the state University at Columbia, South 
Carolina, because he is a Unitarian. 

A PmLADBLPHrA grand jury arraigns the 
Sunilay law of Pennsylvania as a nuisance, 
"an obsolete law which may hav be~>n right 
and advisable in a small town in 1794:. but 
which is now out of place in the new Phila
delphia of 1891." 

AN enterprising Yankee has bought the 
whipping-post and pillory of the Wilmington, 
Del., commissioners. These instruments of 
punishment hav done service in the New
castle jail yard since the days of witchcraft. 
The "cat," a leather whip with nine leather 
thongs to it, was thrown in with the other 
traps. The present owner will remove the 
relics to Chicago, and exhibit them during 
the Fair. 

THB ministry of education of Russia has 
addressed a circular to all school directors 
and superintendents ordering them to dis
courage, 11nd it possible, to prevent Christian 
students engaging Jewish scholars to repeat 
with them their lessons preparing tor the ap
proaching annual examinations. N6'001Je 
Vremya and Grashdanin consider this a wise 
and beneficial measure. "It will preclude 
friendship springing up between the Jews 
and Christians at the schools and colleges. 
We hav the bitter experience to see such un
desirable friendship lasting beyond the col· 
lege days among the members of scholarly 
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SCIENC,E. AND THE REFORMATION. 

professions and working its pernicious intlu
ence on society." 

IT is a curious tact, says the Philadelphia 
RecO'I'tl, that the Camden preachers are a pro
lific source of revenue to nearly every hack
driver in Philadelphia. A formal agreement 
exists between the two classes, which pro
vides that all marriage tees shall be equally 
divided between the man who marries the 
couple and the man who drives them to the 
preacher's residence. In this manner a sharp 
competition has developed, and the most 
popular preacher is the one who numbers 
the largest following of enterprising hack
drivers. As a general thing the gentry who 
do the driving can tell a couple who intend 
to get manied a block away.' 

IN discussing the dangers of paternalism in 
the May Arena, E. P. Powell adverts to the 
fact that the most outrageous assumption of 
unwarranted authority has occuned from 
that service of which we hav been most rea
sonably proud, the post-oftice. Our public 
canters hav notified us, that if our social and 
theological views do not accord with the 
views of the man whom we select to be re
sponsible tor an honest mail service, our 
mails are closed against us. There is already 
a censorship of literature. Shall we hav also 
in due time, queries Mr. Powell, a censorship 
of the press and of the pulpit? This has 
been the invariable tendency of centralized 
authority. 

A smGLB glance at the plan of Ban Fran
cisco, says the Bun, shows that the breeze 
raised there by Brother Wanamaker's pur
chase of a Presbyterian church tor post-oftice 
site represent& about auch a purchase as that 

of St. Mark's Episcopal church in New York 
would hav been tor similar purposes. The 
good people of the congregation would natu
rally wish to move up town, and with a mill
ion of government loot within ·reach, it is 
rather too exacting to demand that the saints 
should keep their hands otf it. The trans
action is no impeachment of their morals. 
Whether it is or not of Wanamaker's must 
be lett to his friends to decide. He may be 
acquitted of pious roguery on the plea that 
maybe he is a tool. But is he ? 

A MOVBlltENT is on foot in Washington to 
open the Smithsonian Institute; the National 
Museum, the Congressional Library, and the 
Corcoran Art Gallery on Sunday. The Wash. 
ington Post baa been publishing the views of 
different leading men upon the question. 
"The diversity of these views and the manner 
in which they hav been expressed," says the 
Post, " show that people are thinking seri
ously on thiB subject and their publication 
naturally results in more light being offered 
by those who were not originally approached 
on the subject. Even among clergymen 
there is no uniform opinion, as some favor 
the opening at least on an afternoon, while 
others are opposed to any kind of opening." 

EUHOPJ: already knows that it is going to 
interfere in this mad revival of the Dark Ages, 
the outrage on Jews in Russia-but how, 
when, and under what form of pretext are 
as yet wholly in the air. Thia spectacle of 
all Rusaia suddenly beginning a coloesal 
ghost dance is so weird and inexplicable that 
the amazed onlookers find themselvs without 
plans of action tor the emergency, but that 
they will act, .and, nay, be enforced into ac-

tion, seems clear enough. After the battle of 
the Bourses, which the Rothschilds,. Bleich
roders, and Oppenheims hav been obscurely 
waging these past few months, will come 
other kinds of battles, unless indeed some of 
the madmen underneath this grand burly· 
burly of bedlam succeed in killing the lunatic 
who is enthroned on top of it. Doubtless, 
too, England will be pushed into the tore. 
front of Europe's forcible protest. English 
blood is beginning to simmer over this 
Russian horror. It will reach the boiling. 
point in good time. 

Mn. TAmB, says the WO'I'ld, does not often 
concer,n himself with Inconsequent matters, 
and perhaps in a sense he has not done so in 
his NO'I'th American Re'DietrJ article on" Nap()l. 
leon's Views of Religion." And yet it seems 
anomalous to devote a critical essay to the 
religious views of a man who never in all his 
lite permitted religious or any other views to 
influence his conduct or to stand tor a moment 
in the way of his selfish purposes. Napoleon 
himself said 1 " I am nothing. In Egypt I 
was a Mussulman 1 here I shall be a Catholic 
for the good of the people. I do not believe 
in religions." No essay of Mr. Taine's can 
more completely present the case than ita 
subject did In these few brief' sentences. 
Nothing can add to its completeness as a 
statement, or its vividness as a piece of moral 
and intellectual portraiture. Ancl yet Napo
leon had views on religion, and they were of 
consequence because they helped to make 
history. He regarded religion as an instru
ment to be ·used tor the accomplishment of 
his purposes, with the same ready indifference 
with which he used and sacrificed human lives 
for the like end. 
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3?'0 THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 13; ..1~91. 

The difficulty is, Christians believe in a God who 
~6mmttnitalianM. has given his will to man. This God is perfect, con

sequently his will is perfect. Yet this "will" tells 
E T some of the most obscene and beastly nasty stories. 

The Sunday Openisg of the xposi IOn. · ever impressed with ·printer's type. It relates some 
l>un READus oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: It is a long of the most inhuman and diabolical acts ever perpe

time since I hav had a chat with you, or as Artemus trated by man, and these acts were performed by the 
Ward would phrase it, swee you hav been blessed command of God. This "will" commands the india
with an article from my "fascinatin pen.'' But I criminate murder of men, women, and helpless chil
hav not. ~een idle. I h!'v been in hot pursuit of dren, and the giving over of young girls to a brutal
some ~Inieters, and the1~ ~eluded lackeys. For a ized soldiery. 
long t1me I hav been t:r•unmg my guns on the holy If Christians could only learn that such commands 
vermin on the walls of Zion, and that is the reason. were given by tyrannical old militar~ chieftains, and 
you hav not heard. from me. . . . . that God never had anything to do w1th the old book 

I bav been boldmg some discussions here m wb1ch they venerate they would be wiser than they are 
the ministers and their pious henchmen thought to-day. ' · 
proper to take a hand. An account of them I The most heartless and beastly transactions ever 
thou~ht might interest the readers of THE TB?TH recorded of men hav been performed by those whom 
SEEXEB. And although I may not be able to g1v a Ohristians claimed to be the favorite of God. Who 
~etaile~ ac~ount of them, I may giv some interest- says they were favorite of God! These favorite 
1ng po~~s m regard to them. . themselvs. And when they claimed that they were 

A m1!llster pr~p?sed the S~nday closmg of the acting under the command of God, they knew that 
Columbian Exposition as a subJect for debate before it gave them great power over the people they 
the Naples Lyceum, and ·seeing my opportunity I wished to control and that God had no more to do 
was quick to second his motion and bring the sub- with their claim than be had with Nero or any othar 
ject ~fore the Ly~eum: . tyrant. . 

Ben1g .chosen. c~1ef disputant, for on~e .I wail fairly Ministers to-day claim that they are ~ctmg under 
yoked wtth a mtntster, and I am egotistical enough the sanction of God and at the same t1me are gov
to say that I inwardly laughed with delight to think erned by an old bo~k written by ignorant men in 
how I woald make him book and kick and turn the barbarous times when the people were ignorant 
yoke and bellow and paw dirt and stick his horn in enouah to belie~e that men could play thimblerigs 
the ground. with "'the planets, and that walls of solid masonry 

The debate came olf Monday evening, May the could be blown down with rams' horns, and that,men 
11th, and the resolution was stated as follows, viz., could find comfortable quarters in the bellies of big 
''Resolved, That the Columbian Exposition should fishes. 
be closed on S11nday." I shall giv the argument Men whose minds are laboring under such balluci
against• Sundal: closing as ~t. was presented. before nations can never be trusted. They are tied back to 
the Lyceum, Wl~h such add1t10ns and alterations as the ignorance of three thousand years ago, and yet 
~i!l make it. acceptable to the general reader. And believe themselvs to be the profoundest men in the 
It Is. onl~ fa1r to s~ate that I wandered from the res- world. Their counsels are dangerous. They are 
o.lutton Just to g1v old theol~gy a black eye and a laboring under a species of insanity which leads them 
r1ght-hander under the fifth r1b. into all manner of absurdities. So far as they hav 

OPENING ARGUMENT. received instruction from their religion, they are 
MR. ~JUmli?-N: When a man sits down on S11nday no wiser than they were a hundred years ago. 

and writes th~rty or fortv pages, it is unreasonable Men who hav been under instruction in a Chris
to expect anything like finished composition. I did tian church for forty years, who were as ignorant as 
not attend church ; I did not read the Bible ; I did horse blocks in the beginninf{, are as ignorant as 
not pray on that day, and I did not feel the least horse· blocks to-day-men who aannot yoke two sen
mite guilty-:-~nly for overtaxing myself. I do not tences together so as·to make sense-come to me to 
allow any mm1ster to le~d me by the nose, and so, instruct me in the way of my duty. They claim that 
about sundow~, I went mto .the g!'rd~n and spread they hav received light from on high, and can see 
some manure, JUSt to put a httle .hfe mto my dead- with a "spiritual" eye while I see only with a "nat
ened li.mbs. I did not injure anyone, and I did not ural" eye. That God's marvelous light has been 
feel gmlty about. that. shed upon them, while I am in . nature's darkness, 

Now, Mr. Chatrman, I want you to remember that and so they kindly olfer to take me by the hand and 
the church has met with the most bitter opposition conduct me along the path of dut'y, so that I will not 
so~e of the grandest improvements and discoveries sin against the church or the minister, and will show 
which hav ever been presented to the world, and some kind of reverence for the consummate fools 
that some of the men who hav conferred the great- whom the church has produced. And this is what 
est blessings upon mankind bav been put to death the church does for men. It transforms them into 
by eccl~siastics. ~ s~all speak plain truth, and if egotistical asses who delight in nothing so much as 
anyone 1s shocked 1t will be because the truth shocks their own braying. And what bas all this to do 
them. with the Sunday closing of the Exposition? 
. I _hav had. m~ny a hard·fought battle with Chris- It has a great deal to do. An ·impartial history 

t•au1ty, and If bfe and health are spared me I expect of Christianity show)! that it has always been OJ?posed 
to fight ~any another b~ttle .. Be~ause Christ~anity to human progress. That those who hav been the 
never d1d, and never will, mmd Its own business. ·most under its influence hav been the most ar:rogant 
~ot content with the fall exercise of its own rights, and ignorant. That the countries in which it has 
It seeks to. trample do'!n the rights of other.s. It exerted the greatest power are the most backward 
learns nothmg by experience, and dreads nothmg so and superstitious. That the advice of the church 
!ll~ch as the tree of knowledge.. It was conceived could never be safely followed. And that to take 
In Ignorance and brought forth 10 folly, and yet it her advice now in the case of the closing of the 
believes itself t? be. the embodime~t of wisdom, ~nd Exposition on Sunday would prove as s~icidal as to 
~or that reason 1~ will be overbearmg and tyrannical take the advice of a man in regard to busmess trans-
m the future as m the past. actions who bad squandered a fortune. · 
. For two thous~nd years Ohristians hav been try- Only a ·short time ago I saw a little Christian 
mg to do somethmg for God? but that two thousand advice which was given in a little Christian paper. 
years seem! to hav been. entirely too short to te~ch It was a caution, which bad great need of being. C!4U· 
them. that t~~y never d1d and never can help h1m. tioned. Thusly: "Beware of pretended science 
God IS conditiOnless and does n?t ne~d their help, which contradicts the Bible.'' And that is just where 
even though they could re~der h1m assistance. The Christians· get stranded-in rejecting everything 
most barbarou~ and tyranDical acts ever recorded on which does not harmonize with the Bible, and in try
t~e p~geo of h1Rtory hav b~en perpetrated by Chris- ing to warp the Bible so as to make it harmonize with 
t1ans m order to do somethmg for God and help him well-established facts. What kind of science would 
along. The greater the ignorance of men the more it be which· would harmonize with the aecount of 
they run after the Gods and try to help them. creation as recorded in the book of Genesis? And 

When Christians are told about the ignorance and with the old flood story and the Jonah story and 
brutality. ?f the pe~ple, when they a~e ~eferr~d to with Joshua's ~reat cup ~nd ball feats with the plan
the cond1t1on o~ soCie~y when the Christian religion ets, and with Elisha's ascent without a balloon, and 
was !'t the _zeDith of 1ts power, they reply, ob, that with Samson's wonderful jawbone exploite, and the 
was IJ?- .a!l 1~norant age, when men we~e degraded story of old Samuel and lots of other dead men who 
and CIVlhzati?n was at ~ l~w ~bb. Be It kn_own to jumped out of their graves and galloped around the 
you, Mr. Chatr~an, Ohri~han1ty was. respon~1ble for country. And then there is the story of all the 
that very conditiOn of th1~g~, and will certamly lead waters of Egypt being turned into blood by a lot of 
us back to the same c~nd1t10n again unless checks Egyptian magicians, and three children dancing a 
and bounds are set to It. It has always been a dan- double rigadoon in a fiery furnace without raising a 
gerous element and always will be as long as men sweat:· 
put their trust in a cruel and vindictiv God and not Well, I would like to see some scientific works 
In human reason. . . arranged so as to harmonize with the Ohristian's 

The wh?l~ s~ory JS told when It is stated that belief. I should think to read them understandingly 
when Christiantty had the greatest power morals one would needs stand on his head. 
were at the lowest ebb, and ~en the most degraded And then to think that men with minds thus 
and brutal. As near as I remember, Professor Dra- befooled and bewildered should assume to tell men 
per says, "It is unfortunate for Christianity that as of sense what to do and how to conduct themselvs 
it ~ecame powerful .le~r~ng declined, .~nd at the and try to m.!lke the world believe that th~y g~; 
revival of letters ChriBtiamty lost power. tone and moral bent to society. Men who believe m 

such nonsensical drivel had better set themselvs 
right before attempting to instruct others. Until 
they do so they will be like sheep in the mire, the 
more they struggle to attract attention the deeper 
they will sink. 

Who are the men who are so anxious for Sunday 
closing of the Exposition 1· They belong to the same> 
class of men who figured so conspicuously during 
the Dark Ages, when all institutions of learning 
were suppressed1 when ninety-nine out of every 
hundred could neither read nor write. When the 
priest bad more to do in the family than the husband 
and father, and was present at every marriage and 
birth and at every death. When the priest instead 
of a. doctor was called when people were sick. When 
consecrated wafers and holy water, instead of proper 
medicin, were dealt out when folks were sick. 
When the patient was taken to some shrine cure, or 
rubbed with holy oil, or looked upon or touched 
some old rag which had been worn or touched by 
soma old saint. If such remedies failed.to restore 
the patient, it was conceded by all good Christians 
that it was the will of God that the patient should 
die. 

Yonng men of sense, I appeal to you, is it safe to 
trust to the counsels of men who bav brought about 
such results T 

Epidemics broke out in Ohristian cities reeking 
with filth, and swept thousands to untimely graves. 
Human life was, shortened down 't.o an average of 
twenty-six years. Through the efforts of scientists, 
whom Christians denounced as men doing the work 
of the devil, as many liv to the age of seventy now 
as lived to the age of forty then. That was a time 
when the church not only controled the. people but. 
the state. And that is where Christianity will land! 
us every time if we are not on our guard. 

The closing of the Exposition on Sunday is a1 
step in that direction. It is a measure concocted by' 
the clergy, and is to be rushed through in their· 
interest. For they well know that when the sanctitY,~ 
of Sunday is gone, their holy jig is up. 

The clergy hav been noted for opposing every 
reform. and improvement. When the power of steam! 
was applied to the propelling of boats, Christian~ 
sent up their cry of indignation, and put forth thel 
moat strenuous opposition, and declared it was 
thwarting the· will of God. They claimed that God 
had given the winds to waft the vessel~ up and down 
the rivers and over the trackless ocean, and that men 
ought to be- satisfied with what God had given them. 
And when a boiler explosion occurred, they said 
these stew-pots of bell excited the wrath of God, and 
that he caused the boilers to explode as . a token of 
disapproval. 

So the church denounced the art of printing, and 
the Copernican theory of the solar system, and the 
telescope and imprisoned the inventor, and for years 
would not allow a book to be printed until it was 
examined and approved by some Holy John Walla
maker of that period. 

Even so grand a project as the discovery of 
America, which bas conferred such incalculable~· 
benefit upon the world, was opposed by the church , 
e.nd condemned at the council of Salamanca. The , 
bnning-mill was in like manner condemned, and ! 
church-members would not eat bread at the sacra-. 
mental table which had been made from wheat runt 
through the fanning-mill. They called it the devil's J 

rattle-box, and said it blew chaff into God's face .. 
And thus I might go on and spend a whole evening; 
in showing how Christians hav opposed improve· 
menta and reforms and persecuted and murdered 
reformers. 

In view of such facts, is it not about time to say 
to the dominating spirit of the church, " Thus far 
and no farther'" If there are no bonds or checks to 
be put upon the overbearing spirit of the church 
and the clergy there will be a f11ll union of the church 
and the state, and we shall soon be going backward 
like a crawfish to the bestiality of the Dark Ages. 

To-day the church claims to be the advocate of 
every reform. But how long has it been since the 
good preacher sto~ped preaching an overlasting bell 
and infant damnation ? Who are the men who hav 
broken the spinal column of superstition, and who. 
hav driven the church into the practice of a little, 
decency, and taught the people that they hav rights; 
which they may exercise in defiance of the clergy 'r 
Such men as Bruno, whom the Ohristians burnt at 
the stake; such men as Dr. Priestly, who escaped 
from his house when it was in flames-,-set on fire by 
Christian fanatics ; such men as Voltaire, Diderot, 
Gibbon, Paine, and others whom the church and 
clergy hav cursed a thousand times over. 

Who exposed the horrid doctrin of infant damna
tion and an e».dless hell, and made the people under
stand that none but a brutal God would issue 11uch 
decrees~ Such men as Hosea Ballou, Abner Knee
land, and Theodore Parker, whom the church has de
nounced as Infidels. 

Has the world sulfered to any great extent be
cause infants are now believed to be too innocent to 
be damned ! Hav we retrograded in morals because 
the inhuman doctrin of endless punishment is no 
longer taught or believed ! 



Has the church been right in these matters? 
Then why allow a few clerics to close the Exposition 

on Sunday and to trample do.wn our rights ? 
. Their kingdom is not of this world ; let them at

tend to their prayer and keep on the right side of 
their God. 

Is it not a fact that the minds of men hav been 
~ifted. up and i~bued with a spirit of indepelldence 
JUSt m proportion as the clergy has lost influence 
over the people ? If we should cut loose from all su
perstitious notions, would not man be the better and 
would God fare any worse ? God cannot suffar ~bile 
man is subj act to many ills in life. If we should turn 
our attention more to the happiness ~and welfare of 
man, and not spend so much time with tae Gods, who 
do not need our help, and can take care of themselvs, 
would not the world be better for itT 

Let us try the experiment at the Exposition and 
_ throw open the ~oors on Sundsy, and make every

body happy by dom~ all the good we can, and if we :find 
out that it makes G~;~d mad then we will close up the 
doors every Sunday, and pnt. the Lord's seal upon 
them when we bav another Exposition. 

CLOSING ARGUMENT. 
MR. 0HAmMA.N: The reverend gentleman has tried 

to prove that Sunday rest is a physical necessity. 
And he has wearily quoted from what he claims to 
be high medical authority to prove that his claim is 
well founded. Why did be not quote ecclesiastical 
authority T He could hav got a perfect surfeit from 
such men as Talmage, the two Wesleys, the two Sams; 
in short, he could not hav x:un amiss among such men 
as Anthony Comstock, soap-boiler Colgate, and Holy 
John Wanam•ker. And just as many doctors as are 
under the in:fluanoe of the church would giv just such 
t6lstimony as the clerics might demand. But the 
facts are that as Sunday is generally kept, it is a 
physical damage instead of a , physical necessity. 
The voice of nature is worth more in this case than 
the testimony of all the doctors and preachers in 
the world: . · 

b. the :first plaoe, if God ever appointed a day as 
a rest-day or as holy time, he ought to observe that 
day himself, which aecotding to Christian testimony 
he does not. For Christians decl!IU'e that the planets 
could not be held in their orderly courses if God 
should withdraw his sustaining energy for a moment 
of time. There could not be one pulsation of the 

. heart, neither would the raiqs descend nor vegetat.ion 
grow, without God's sustaining help. So that God 
must be exel"!iing his all-sustaining energy every 
moment of tim',), and therefore busy on Sunday as on 
every other day. 

And then again, if God hRd had special regard for 
111 particular day, he would hav endowed &nimals with 
instincts which would hav caused them to conduct 
themselvs differently on that day from what they do 
on other days. But the cattle graze, the birds sing 
and bill and coo and build their nests, and the lambs 
gambol, on that day, as they do on any other day. 

That is not all. lt is not for the physical benefit 
of man to rest~tbat is, to do nothing (for that is the 
Christian idea of it)-one day in seven. 

Lat a man cease from labor of any kind for three 
m()nths and then mttempt to do a day's work, phys
ical or mental, and he will :find himself disqualified 
for any great exertion. 

When I was attending school there was usually a 
vacation of four to six weeks during the season of 
haying and harvesting. There were msny farmer's 
sons who worked on the farm during the vacation. 
Nothing was more frequent than to hear them tell 
how much they suffered when they :first commenced 
work. Tb.ey said it took ab;mt a week to work up 
their muscles so as to do an ordinary day's work. 
And I hav passed through that biHer experience 
more than once myself. And I hav heard Pro
fessor Robinson, who had a large experience in teach· 
ing, say that the :first week after vacation was about 
wasted, that it usually took about that length of 
time "to work the b:1ys into the harness and 
bring them down to solid work." 

Over :fifty years I hav been engaged as a meahanlc, 
and during that time I hav given em'Ployment to 
many other mechanics, and I hav heard more ·com
plaints from men on Monday than on any other day 
in the week. T.here is scarcely a mechanic who bail 
worked with other mechanics who has not heard of 
"blue Monday." 

Among all animals, man included, there is a nat
ural season of rest and a season of exercise, and those 
seasons are night and day. After a good night's 
rest and sleep, such as nature requires, a man is as 
well prepared for 111 day's work as he ever c11n be. 
Dnring the night, the natural time for rest and sleep, 
tbe muscles do not relax. But if the rest is continued 
longer than nature requires the muscles do relax, and 
one is incapacitated for laborious exercise in a corre
sponding ratio. There is no more need of resting 
one day in seven than there is in eating one day in 
seven or sleeping one day in seven. The idea of 
Sunday rest is a clerical trick and has no foundation 
in nature or reason. All this pretended sympathy 
put up by the clergy for the rest of the workingman 
is a mere sham, and has a pound of hypocrisy in it 
for every grain of real sympathy. There is no man 

or animal that willliv one day.less on account of not 
resting on Sunday, unless they are overworked the 
other six days in the week. I hav- said more upon 
this Sunday rest question, perhaps, than I ought, but 
I Wilos anxious to strip the shuck from this old 
worm-eaten chestnut and let the people know how 
the ministers hav imposed upon them. 

The honorable P,"entlemrm is pleased to refe:r to my 
character and influence. So far as my character is 
concerned I hav only to say, my record is before the 
people, and by that I am willing to abide. That 
record is probably beyond the reach of any man but 
myself. I may injure myself, but it is quite late in 
the day for anyone to injure me. 

If I had a lawyer's license (the gentleman referred 
to is a lawyer) and belonged to the church, and 
would esponee the dirtiest and slimiest causes, and 
decl ... re the right to be the wrong and the wron~ to 
be the right for money, and indorse all the :filth 
and abominations of the Bible, I might be a man 
of character in the gentleman's estimation. 

There is a good man who belongs to the church 
and livs in this vicinity who goes every year to 
some dealer in agricultural implements and bargains 
for a mowing-machine on trial. After cutting his 
hay it is returned to the dealer as not satisfactory. 
For years, as I am informed, this good man has cut 
his hay with machines on trial. He is a man of 
character. 

There are thieves and perjurers and adulterers in 
the church, but they are regarded as men of charall
ter by all good Christians as long as they believe 
in the old hocus-pocus hallucination~ I am inclined 
to think that the gentleman would hav quite a job 
on hand to :find any man who will say that I bav 
willfully wronged him. JoHN PEaK. 

(TO BE. OONOLUDED.) 

Is the Bible of Divine Origin~ 
- There can be but one way to answer this question, 
and that is to " search the scriptures" and :find, if 
we can, in its pages from Genesis to Revelation the 
footprints of divinity. A magnificent temple, fash
ioned after the most beautiful style of architeeture, 
shows the skill of the ar~hitect, and a miserable hovel 
displays the ignorance or incompetency or poverty 
of its builder. The wonderful poems of Byron and 
the plays of' Shakspere show the master-hand of 
their creators, and the songs of Moore and of .Burna 
display the inspirations of their authors. Let us 
take up the Hebrew Bible and see its authors' cl~ims 
to divinity. If it was inspired by Jehovah then the 
power of Jehovah must be written on every page, and 
the truth of its contents be manifest to every ob· 
serving mind. 

In Genesis we learn that God mr.de the world in 
one day, and then be made the sun to rule the day 
and the moon to rule the night, and the idea plainly 
conveyed here is that the earth was the great center 
of creation, and that the ":firmament " with its sun 
and moon and stars were created for the earth for 
"signs and for seasons." Can any intelligent being 
believe this absurd story of the creation? Does any 
man . of even ordinary intellil!'ence believe that the 
world was made in a day? Does not this story of 
the earth's creation display the ignorance of the 
savage, rather than the wisdom of a God! 

Let us leave out the absurd story of the cre~~otion 
and fall of man, and pass to the fable of the flood. 
Here God, the r~uthor of the Bible, is supposed to 
hav wiped from the face of the earth, with a l]reat 
fl::lOd, every living creature save and exeept Noah 
and his immediate fami1y, ancl one pair of every 
Jiving creature of the earth. Now, laying aside the 
folly of a God seeking to destroy the works of his 
owu hand that he had made for his own pleasure, 
can we believe that Noah did as the Bible says be 
did, carry with him into the ark two of every beast. 
bird, reptil, and insect that inhabited the earth! 
Did be send to Australia and get a pair of kanga
roos, or to America for a pair of grizzly bears and a 
pair of buffaloes, etc.! Did he send to the Arctic 
circle for a pair of walruses, or to India for a pair of 
tigers, or to Africa for a pair of elephants or hippo
potamuses or boa constrictors, or to Canada for a 
couple of pole-cats? Does any man, with brains 
enough to :fill a thimble, believe such a story ? 

As a :fiction it does not approach the most airy ro 
mances of Munchausen for probability. WherA does 
the divine shc:>w itself ~n the story of the flood ? 
Eebo answers, where ? 

Now let us pass the delectable stories of Abraham 
and Lot and Jacob and J udab, and go down into 
Egypt and see Jehovah warring against Pharaoh in 
his efforts to emancipate his children from the bond· 
age of· the Egyptians. Here he hardened Pharaoh's 
heart that he might show his (God's) power in 
Egypt. How did he manifest hie power T If the 
Bible is true he exhibited the characteristicA of a 
devil rather than of a God. He brought upon Egypt 
his locusts and frogs, his lice and murrain, his dark
ness and pestilence and death, punishing an innocent 
populace for the sins of their rulers. Could a being 
so wickedly unjust and so wantonlv cruel claim the 
divine attributes of • God 'i In Ex. xii, 35, 36, he, 
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through his servant Moses, order~d his people to 
" spoil the Egyptians" by the most wanton and ab
ject deception. Do we :find in this the characteristics 
of a God ! Do we :find in his abetting deception 
and theft that which commands our adoration T 
Can we arrive at any other conclusion than that this 
whole story is a myth, born of superstition and ig
norance! 

Then let us leave these revolting fables and come 
down to the book of Leviticus. Here he appears 
as a lawgiver and .give the most minute directions 
as to "burnt offerings," oncE! " sin offerings," telling 
the priests how they shall dispose of the hide and 
feet and head and "inwards " of the bullocks and 
sbe.goats that he commanded the Jews to Qjfer as 
a propit;ation for their evil deeds. Now, what sane 
man of this day supposes for one moment that an 
intelligent God would require such offerings at the 
hands of his people. Are not rather' the thoughts of 
the savage and the· hand of the crafty priesthood 
apparent in these entire pages? Why should a God 
command amid the "thunders of Sinai" that "the 
kid should not be seethed in the milk of its mot.ber '" 
L11t an intelligent lawyer read Num. v, 12-31, 
and say whether & fourth-rate police court lawyer 
would advocate such nonsensical legislation as is 
therein contained. And yet we must believe that all 
this horrible, criminal bosh was inspired by a divine 
being, and what is worse, we must believe it or be 
damned. I turn from such revolting. thoughts and 
allow the theological dog to enjoy his vomit. 

Lef: us pass along through the books of Judges 
and Kings, and avoiding the horrible pictures there 
of the moral depravity of theRe Bible heroes (T), 
such as Samson and Saul and David and Solomon, 
who were the "chosen of God" where the friendship 
of this supposed deity is manifested for the murderer, 
the polygamist, and the adulterer, where our children 
are ·pointed to David as " a man after God's own 
heart," when his record for blood and crime is not 
surpassed by Nero's, let us close these pages 
reeking and festering with crime and debauchery, 
and let us bke up the New Testament, and let me 
ask the candid snd thinking man if in the whole 
story of Christ, from the conception to the cross, 
there is a single ray of reason or the slightest foun
dation for its truth. Why the necessity of such a 
plan of salvation? Why the remotest cause for 
such a birth and such a death T Go through the 
pages of the four gospels and find in the life or 
teachings of J eaua one single act worthy of a God, 
one single word that showed him to be in advance 
of his day and generation. By their own stories 
they make him out to be susceptible of wrath ; and 
his conduct in driving the merchants and money
changers from the temple with a scourge ; his curs
ing the fig-tree because it bore no fruit out of 
season-all these showed him to be human and only 
human. His conducb in the garden of Getbsemane 
and his cries upon the cross exhibited ~he human. 
He upon whose death depended the salvation of 
millions of lost souls (~). when he stood face to face 
with death and cried, "Father, if it be thy will, 
remove this cup from me," showed that he sou(Zht 
to avoid work he had left heaven to perform (?). 
Thousands of men with no pretensions of divinity 
hav met death to save a single life, but here a eon 
of God, and an equal of God himself, wept all night 
in a garden, and cried in hie despair upon the cross, 
because he blld to die that millions of immortal souls 
might Iiv. Does this show his divinity? Does this 
story show the inspiration of a divine author? I 
appeal to the intelligence of the human race, bas not 
the day for these fafae claims passed, and ought not 
the Bible to be laid aside with the mvths and fables 
of tbe Da~k Ages 1 If we say it is God's word, we 
but ~ake God a teacher of falsehoods, we but make 
him the source and fountain-head of evil, and then 
he is no longer God. 

If there is a God, and if we are to :find him out, 
the student and the scientist will reveal him. The 
minds that grasp the mighty problem of the future 
will eventually solve the mysteries of life and per-. 
haps of death ; the canting priest and the hidebound 
theologian, whh his back turned to the future and 
his face :fixed upon the setting sun of superstition, 
can never solve the question of the existence of a 
God. t· 

Bury the horrid doctrine of blood atonement; blot 
out the foul creeds of the Christian church ; tear 
down your altars built to your bloody Jehovah, and 
lot us instead build colleges and schools to train 
and improve the mind; let us endow hospitals and 
homes for the sick and the poor, and with a love for 
our hllen brothers, and an earnest desire to improve 
and better our race, the mysteries that :filled our 
fathers with fear and superstition will vanish, and a 
millennium dawn upon the world such as no lover of 
humanity ever dreamed of in the past. 

Nashville, .'1 enn. W. H. STITES 

IGNORANCE is the great mother of assurance and 
undoubting confidence.-Lee. 

THE man who really loves truth cannot possibly snb· 
side into a condition of contented credulity.-Lecky. 
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Fonf'ral Cu11t ·m,.. 
Tyranny of cu"Gom kddP" matmu 1e~ in slavery, 

and mystical saper~ttr.aoos make thAW co.vard •• 
Probably every community of the d ff reot tnma• 
raCJea bas some peoaliar faneral customs. Sorue 
savage tribes place food aJJd weapotJa of battle witt 
the corpse in a grave. S ,oe Oaraetian f •tk~ will et• 
up all night in a kind d silent, swotb.ered terror, 
while their dearest of ear•hly ktn Jaea dPad in aL 
adjoining room. 0 hera will call in their friends a· 
sucll time, and wit a c utdl::~s, alf', and c"kea k~eJ> 
cheery and wak~ful. E .on follows tile prevailing 
local custom ; and should Pitber def.!art material!~ 
from it the ne•ghbora would be shocked. 

Ddatb is the termination of life. It is the nni 
versa! destroyer. It makes no distinction on account 
of wealth or creed. It id the great lev.,Jer of all d1s 
tinctions. But, though it is the inevitable end of 
everyone, by the law of life no one while in fairl) 
good healtb. realizes the fact; for this law of natur .. 
says to na, "Liv as though yon were never to die.'' 
The croaking priest, however, tries to reverse this 
happy law, and cries, "Fear God, and liv as tbougb 
each day might be your last." 

To every conscious person, of whatever creed, 
death is an unwelcome visitor. We resist it as long 
as possible. V dry J;kely the highly-cultured Onrill
tian dreads its approach more than does the eavage ; 
for his enjoyments in life are greater and his faith iiJ 
a future happy bunting ground perhaps leas firm. 

Ia Ollrist1an countries, on the death of a person it 
is the custom for the relative or those in charl{e to 
employ some one of the dozen or more ddfdrent 
kinds of priests to offi.Biate at the funeral and tell 
them about two other worlde-one of endless j lY 
and one of endless torment-and to figure out the 
chances of the deceased. F<>rmerly the benefit of a 
doubt was not allowed the corpse, but latterly the 
ruling is generally reversed. 

Tb.en the prieat-doclior, if at all orthodox, will 
proceed to diagnose the living ones present, and 
inform them that their chancea for the world of tor
ment are sure unless they take and pay for at once 
his peculiar concoctions. He will encourage the 
exhausted mourners by referring to their frailty, and 
telling them that their lives are held in the hand of 
God by a single Ehread and that be may let go any 
minute I He will startle the more robust, iu trying 
to make them realize their own approaching death, 
by rehearsing some of his terrible j Jdgmants on 
man, and calc11lating the danger of tbe1r being struck 
by his lightning before another morning. 

Probably the same priest visited the deceased 
while sick, and comforted him with the soothing 
inspired words, ''olt is a fearful thing to fall into the 
hand of the living God," and then asked him, as b"' 
lay exhausted fro n pain and fever, if be was prepared 
to meet this fearful God. Tbese are the spiritual 
comf)rts usually indulged io on snCJb occasions. 

Tile priest may kaow very little of the gaograpbv 
of this world, 0r bow it came to pass that its enrfacr> 
is corrugated-thereby preaentiog to our vision sn b 
a variety of beautifullandsc•pe-seas and m<>nntainP 
and vales. Bat he fancies be knows all about th .. 
lovely gudena and golden streams in his world of 
joy, and the sulpllur lal!;ds and tlary etraarns in hi
world of torment. 

He may never hav had an introduction to ar 
earthly king or even to a president; but be is familiar 
with the potentate of the f<kiea, communes aud feas1 b 

with him daily, receives his ina1ructions and c•<>de[J 
tials; and claims to be his embassador. Hoi i~ 
familiar, also, with the ~reat warm-hearted rnlPr o• 
his world of torment-kaows all abnnt bi11 cunnin~ 
devices to ensnare souls, gain votes, and enlarge bi~ 
census. 

Like the man·who dreamed that be loaned • sun. 
of money to a neighbor, and who told the dream s,. 
many times that be came at last to tbh kit ws11 a f•c' 
and sued the neighbor; so the priest., through v.i 
repetitions from early childho(.d, comes to beueve bito 
imaginations to be realit.iPS. 

As the emba~aador of an ea,.tbly monarch, wit.h 
his credentials· and salary in his pncbt, feels him· 
self to be a part of the running gear of a gre .. t. 
power, so the prie~t, with his titb.eA and fatliugs 
fancies himself to be a necessary part of the machinery 
that runs the universe. 

N JW, this guide priest to hie two other worlds. 
when allowed in tr:te sickroom of en iocrea~e" 
the fear and fever of the patient with nis snlemr. 
nostrums. He is worse than UR .. tese there. And b. .. 
can do no good at a funeral. Woether man is im 
mortal he knows no more than anyone el11e; tboug~· 
he can teU m ne ~hat he doesn't know than anyooP 
else can. Bat custorn almoaG compels bia pre~eoce 
on such occasions; and acCJording to custom, a leo, b" 
brings forward his two other worlds aod their rival 
rulers, and consoles the bereaved mourners with the 
pions hope that the deceased has (or wili hav at somt> 
time or other) escaped the one and entered the other. 
Tile priest bas only added to the gl.,om and doubt. 

0 rdinarily, the dying hav relative and friends. 
Let theaa meet at the bter, and each one hav some 
kind word to say, sorne pleasant reminiscence to re
late, or some good deed performed by the departed 
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one to mention. Aud should the bereavt-d fu1ily be las M• R •usseau 11ays, not only 11 an E>q•tal right to 
•n but modHrate c1rcumstal cea, with tbe doctor's ·11~ nee of a sliare or section of land, but to any, 
•nd nadertak>:~r'~J biU ia prosp>iot., let tile frtends every .and all par's of it," to every man who wan•e 
prt<sen~ inaugurate a new a01d ba&ter custom by tt. 
··• ku·g up a c Jlieotion on tile llpDt. H lle~'~me to me that if tbe government should 

Q,rtaiDiy a pr1es~ ov'>uld be , ntirely oat of plact- recngoizs the E>q •1al rights of all men to all of the · 
•t my f,weral; and I earoesdy d1stre mv retationa; lat1d, those who were able to assert and maintain 
•od frtend:t to m•n•g>i .,ff .irs on tna; OO:H"i''" "'hh· r.beir rights would get aod ke,.p all of the labd to 
JUii .Ilia dreary, dwprHS!Iin!{ tones L. G. REJID the exclusion of others, without paying anything for 

Anorht~t· Uhallt~ug., to ll. .. dinm~. 
To THE EDITOR OF fm: rxuTa SEEilllB, Sir: Several 

roontll .. -:.11 l I)U •rHb.o.J a · Oaaheu~e 'o M ",.ltums" 
to THE TRUTH SBEXEB offering to deposit $100 with 
yon Lo put line a" u ... ted elAte-writing manlldsr.ations 
'·0 a teet, I agreeing to comply witil the nsual con 
dittons, wnicll challenge bas never been acciipted (for 
obvious reason"). I now propose to test tb.e genu
toness of the alleged spirit mafieriat.zstion, and ill 
the following manner : 

It is claimed that when a person is scattered into 
fragments by a d1namite or other explosion, his 
~pirit rema•ns intact, and goes on its way rejoicing 
as though nothing had happened. If this is really 
the caRe, it of C'lnne cannoli i• j llre a genuin spirit 
to subj ~ct it to the muoh milder ordeal of tiring a 
few harmless bullets at it, or running its body 
through in a playful sort of way wit.tl a sword 
or bayonet. A materialized spirit that could be 
harmed in such simple fashion would·- not be very 
tmmortal. In view d 011hicb I propose the follow
iog: I will deposit $100 with TsE TRUTH SEEKER 
on . the annonncemenli 1n tbi~ or any mner publiC 
j mrnal by any medium that he or she will allow me 
or any other person I may select to tire a ballet at 
such -an alleged materialized spirit within shprt 
range. A11 a guarantee of good faith on tbe part of 
&be medinrn I only stipulate that be or she deposit 
the traveling expenses with said company, if either 
myself or my substitute are required to leave our 
respectiv places of T<>eidence, tbeae expenses to be 
returned with the $100 to the medium if my challenge 
is aecepted as propoat~d. • 

Bat I will accept as a gennin spirit-manifestation 
even the following perfecuy .tlarmless test devoid of 
anything of a violent character. If I be permitted 
during a te~nce to grasp the hand of an alleged 
materializ:~d spirit with my own perfectly bare bands, 
I agreeing to do nothing but merely hold the band 
or band~ of the "spirit," and also not to do anythir g 
to disturb 'he sitting or cause it to be disturbed, 
conforming strictly to all the usual rules ; if, then, 
this " spirit" can vanish from my eight and that of 
the other members of the circle without a violent 
struggle on the part of the " spirit," and without b 

being assisted by any of the sitters to become re 
leased from my grasp, I shall regard the form I held 
as a real, genuin spir1t, and the mPdium Antitled to 
r.he money dep'lsited wirb THE TRUTH SEUEB 

These propoRed t .. st.e are gtvt>u w1tn ti.Je sanction 
of the Br.Jtherbood of M lrali,ts, which org-tonizstion 
naa been charf,l'ed with opposing the investAgation of 
hese a!l .. ged t>pirit. pbflnomena. 

Tbis fft~r is good for eirber the elate. writing or ma
•E"rial z• ;,..., •e11t. H •ll t-hrfiA aTe tn he made. I will 
,.f .. posi• $150 with THE T:auTH SI!EXER as a f,af·if.. 
feitB t.o o.. made ettn .. r a , ur wuau.u one hundrt-d 
miles of, my· place of rea1d -nee. M trengo, Ill., si:t•·) 
miles northwest of Ouicago. It r•quired to leav .. 
·own, tbe mautfesta•-tous to tak-l p • 'e witb.io five 
1aya aher my arrivtl at tbq pi•H w1era tlte eit.tin~A 
.re to be bAld. Ir held at M ve 1go, they may bP 
Mntinued for a mLJnth. Spiruualh•t P"P"rQ "'""B" 
JOJ)V. H. WETTSTEIN 

.M .. reng~, Ill 
------~ .. ~-------

,, H .• mtlrH!>I ~'or a we .. k." 
U 'd"r +he aoove bAa<iioq I ""'t.in .. ;f tUl .,.uc•., 1-r~ 
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"oeretu • ' •. ff ort is ma.dt! tu .,,.,~cr.o .. a remed) t-;~ 
vovE"r1y, a ·d a p •Dace• for sbaltlessne•s. Tbe btoro 
,f •h,., tale ie a·• •od v dul btoarirlg tile rHal or mytb

•cal name of H-nry B•llinga, wbo sought to bettf'J 
n1s covd• ion by em•grating from some n• knowl! 
pvt of N ,,. J ,raey to the commefeial metropohP ; 
aad wbo not having the means •o support bJm!l .. lf 
until be c )!lid ootaia wo• k, was ob iged to b .. g. We 
.re not tnformed of tbe cause of ttie being 1 u; of em
ployment, wbetb.er d,Bcbarged for cause or without 
csuae; nor are we told wnether be to~Jk a rPcnm
mend•tion from his former emplo'ver or ran l :ff to 
k~"P from pa~ing his debts. F<.}r all the informs 
,jon tbe record gtvlil be may hav been a criminal flde
IDg from j Jatace, whose t•· .. ft or other crime had not 
yet beeu disconred · N vertbeleBs, we are told 
that when sucu a mao got~s from his nativ place to a 
large Ctty to hunt work among strangers, that social 

··ystem is rotten and barbarous which permits biw 
to remain for ever so abort a period unemployed. 
And, as though this kind of social guardianabin were 
not linongh, it is further asserted that the U <Jited 
S:.ates government Bhonld, under paine and penalties 
of otherwise being denominated a curse, adopt a sys. 
tem of federal paternalism over the poor and confis. 
eating repression of the rioh, which would provide, 

r.bem, and that the only benefit derived would be an 
intolerable tax wllich none but. the rich can a:ff.ud to 
pay, and which would therdore result in greater 
•ccnmulations of landed property in the hands of 
the rich. Rtch landlords could hold their possessions 
and pay taxeR on them longer than labor could afford 
to starve. L 'bor would be compelled to pay the 
high tax in addition to a reasonable percentage of 
profit, or rent, to landlords. 

As to Mr. Billings, his penniless oondition iJI 
admitted. If the land, or opportunities, were free, 
now could he be expected to ~aintain himself while 
raising a crop for the market T Mr. R lUll Beau says 
lle could hav gone to market·gardening. How could 
be build his fences, hire the ground plowed, buy his 
!{ardening implements and PPed T Was 110t the c:ff>ir 
of the ''pitiful pittance of $8 a week" as wages b .. fl. 
nitly prderable to these "natural opportunities" 
which we hear so much about T A. few days ago I 
talked wiUt two strong, healthy young men who had 
11ome to K•nsas from Swi!zerland abnut a year ago. 
They said tbey could earn only about $1 per week in 
that country, while he.-e they oonld earn four or five 
times as much. They were glad to get a sum consid
erably less than Mr. Billings's "pitiful pittance." 

I admit that the laborer's condition in this conn· 
try, aside from the aggravation which he often puts 
upon it by in_temperance, carelessness, and insubor
dination, is not as good as it might be; but it is far 
better than it is in any other country, and the poor 
of other countries show their appreciation of this 
fact by emigrating to thA U uited States in increased 
numbers every year. E nployment and wages de
pend, to a great extent, upon the law of supply and 
demand ; and the regnlat.ion of these two factors, 
and the maintenance of a proper fqnilibrium be
tween them, depend almost entirely upon the proper 
diversiftCJation of our industries. In K •nsae, we 
need :6 •X and linen factories worse than we neeil the 
single tax. Nothing. but reduced railroad freights 
has saved the West from bankruptoy; but if you 
will come west with your factorieA, we will agree to 
ease up on the railroads and giv E astern farmers a 
chance. It Mr. Billings had access to the "natural 
opportunities," I suppose be could find work in 
mines, factories, and stone quarries, but who would 
want to help to make a mvket for his products un
less the government guarantees to consumers the 
sacred right of exolusiv possession of property 
wht>reon and wherein to use those articles of con
sumpt.ion? D) "natural opp 1rtnaities" include 
bouses, furniture, etc., frlle gratia to the ' ~q •litter ?'' 
If not, what wiJI wage earners gain by the c 'utnlle T 

A. H. DAIIROW. 

Wby DoPs Not tttl4 8 hl1-1 Goii Destroy the 
D·bltl n .. ,ll t 

In the N w Test&meot we read, in BnbstancQ. that 
through tile medium of the so called son of G ld
·• he by whom tbe worlds WE're made," as St. J·Jbn 
puts it-the devil was to be cast out, and an end put 
tO AiD. 

Bllt if the Bible record is true, G ld created all 
t.bir ~s; tbflreforf', •f God dfstroys the devil, whether 
by 'he sgf'ncy of J dt<Us 0 1riat, his Bon, or otherwi~e, 
oe w"u;d be deatroymg a part of his O\Yn crPation, 
eiRe the devil is nothiDJl. but simply • mytt>. If G d 
d d not create the devi (4 tuint~). t.ben/ tbe B bleet •ry 
is fa•ee. We must logically conclude that etther the 
<levil is Bell ex1sting, or eise, as above noted, be ill a 
mytb, a non-.,xistent, of no more reality tblln a j 'ck
o'.Jant.ern, tht>rtf re can bav no pnwt-r to tempt, 
drsw, or f rce mat.kind into einful thoughts, words, 
snd deetlQ 

If tb• B ble G Jd is holy an omniprellf'llt being, aa 
the ObnatJaDA ela•m. ar d if he also bas a perBonal 
•dent.ity that is evervwbere present throughout the 
boundle!lS and nnthiPkable extent of space, then he 
i11 in e·z~ as· unbounded, unthinkable, and nnmeasnre
abl" as space itself . 

N >w, I would simply state that, since if God can 
not posllibly step outside of apaAA, then all things 
inside of space must be inside of G Jd's identical, all· 
pervading beinll or persouality, thertfJre the devil, 
.. a a personal being, having identity, must surely 
be within G )d, the same as all other identieal 
things art>, or elee be is nowhere ; for he cannot be 
placed outside of space, nor of God, since it is im
poaaible that there can be any outside of space. 

Fl)rtherwore, let me state, if God created tbia 
eartll ( •mall though it is compared to millions of 
suns and plan&tf) out of nothin~r, as Ohristian theo
logian" declare, then be must bav created all other 
material worlds out of nothing, and all other things 
as well, even the devil not excepted. 

Surely, then, the devil is DOthing ; the Bible ill 
nothing; all things, made of nothing, are surely 
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nothing (~be same as ill~>, made of water, is watP• 
still, obemiClally Clonsidered), or the devil, eitbPr as a• 
identical or imaginary being, is j ast as mnClh e 
p.rt and parc~l of G Jd, located inside of God, thf 
omnipresent being, as the lungs, heart, blood, bones. 
etCl., are inside of, and so are parts of, man's persona' 
being. If the so-Clalled infallible B.ble word of G Jd 
is true, then the above reasoning, beiu~ based or 
Bible teaClhing, must be true also. Bat it is only to 
be Clonsidert~d true, I am sure, by Bible believert•, or 
by willfully blind, unreasonable men and women. 
Aooording to BnClh th~>olo~ic;J wishywashy ideas, it 
is not possible for God to destroy the devil, only as 
he destroys a part of himself, or of his internal or
ganiz,tion. 

In all whiClb ideas the author of this ClOm
muniClation disbelieves. All thitking minds, who 

· reason logiClally, believe there are eternal, unClreated 
forces of nature, Clombining two or more of Clertain 
pure, invisible gases into various chemiClally ClOW· 
pound matter, both fluid and solid. That snClh is 
the only aCltual Clreator in existenCle; thus settin(l 
aside snClh a I:Jeing as a great omnipresent, personal 
God ; aClClepting nature as being perfeClt in all its 
manifest and unchangeable laws of aCltion. There 
fore, as pure nature is omnipresent, almighty, and 
good, we will ClOnsent to drop out one o and Clall 
nature God; thus making the old saying true, good 
is God and God (naturt) is good. 

E D. BLAKEMAN 
(01e of D M. B~nnett's school-boy me~:~smates). 
Three Rivers, Mich. 

Mistabs of Ingt~rsoll. 
To THlll EDITOR oF Tm: TRUTH SEEXEB, Sir : Ool

onel logtorsou, in bJs late eulogy on SllaksperP, 
makas more mistakes in a single paragraph about 
Bacon than he can pcint out in the longest Clhapter 
of the fi9'e books of Moses. The most unf 'rtunate 
of these is a false q•1otation from Baoon's "E 1say on 
L'lve," and a Clons~:quently erroneous inferenCle, as 
follows: 

" Love is ever a matter of comedy and tragedy; it worketh 
mischief like a siren or a fury... We know that the author 
of" Rc>meo and Juliet" never wrote that.·. 

W.b.at Bailon did write is this : 
As to the stage, lnve Is ever matter of comedies; and now 

and. then of tragPdle•; bat in hfe it d'>tlt mucll mischief, 
sometimes like a Siren sometimes like a Fllry. 

Are not the plays of Snak•pere forClible illustra
tions of the truth of this sentiment T ' w. H. BUBB. 

Washington, D 0. M1v 28, 1891. 

Subduin~ the Catholic Church in Italy. 
The Italh•n laws for the suppression of religious 

guilds and fraternities, and for the abolition d 
chaplains in hospit•ls, aAylums, and prisons, bl'gan 
to gn into tff ... t. in F ~bruarv last. Toe result is t-J: 

traordmary. U Jtil a few Snodays ago, tbt~rA wen 
• flvd ~nousa~1d ~nree huudr.,d masses cel&b·•tf>d i" 

R.Jme·every Sunday. 'J'ne numbllr is now r•ducad 
to eight huudred. 0 .e hundred and fifty two 
ClhnrClilf'B are tn be Clloto .. d at onCle, and their a'tars 
demolit~bed. Tile pic urea and stameP, f'X~t>pt snob 
as the st.ate thh ks prO!)t-r to rPserve f 'r publiCl gal
I~riPB, are to be sold at publiCl auction. Io tbe rt~al 
of Italy they will be destroyed. and LOt even remote 
villal{eS will be ex~mpt from tbie stern df',.,.e.,.. 

S epa are also b .. iull taken to prAvent offi 'ers and 
soldters from attending mass S .10daya, military 
daties being imposed on them durin~~: ClbnrClh hours 

All eaored name" are beiug erased from tbe sClhool 
b'1oke, and a-orAd emblems are removed from the 
sotwol rooms. Tae laws hav Clreated the utmost 
bttteraese am,ng the Cltergy. Tae pope is resolved 
to ~'P"'"e no •ff •r~e to assist emigration to America 
and AfriCla. Aa enormous number of ~>ClClltlstastiCls, 
who bav been receiving salaries from religious insti· 
tutions, are now without a means of support. 

How to Ht lp 'l'he Truth Seeker. 

1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 
thus eave a half dollar apiece. 

2. Get your newsdealer to display it on. his stand 
or in bis shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. .,. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stoClk one C?r 
more copies with your guarantee to take off h1s 
hands at the' end of 'he week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the piCltures alone will sell them. 

4:. Take a few extra Clopies and cirClulate them 
among your aClquaintanCles. On your rtquest, we 
will send you baClk-number sample ClOpies free. 

5. Leave a Clopy OClClasionally where it will be 
piClked up-in the train, in the f&Clhory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Leav~ it piClture- side up. 

6 K ~ep in your poClket some of our cheap traClts, 
and wben conveni111nt hand one to a friend. 

7~ Get a new subs~il;»e~ ~y persuading .,o~e f'i~p.!J 
~p ta~e it, · 

The G"'rmanR and PNhibition. 
A111 an AweriClan oit.iz~n of Gc:~rman birth .I beg 

eave to state the following on t.bis eut-j Clt. 
It is an und~>niablA hot that the maj nity of thP 

G~rmane in the U aited S ·ates are anti-prohibitionists. 
fbis ie not to be wondered at, if one. takes into ClOD· 
~idtoratian the views prevailing or being entertainPd 
in Germany as to spirituous or .llCloholio beveragAs. 
l'bose views beat appear from some well-known 
GBrman sayings. - '-. 

Tiley read: 
Wer ntemals etnen R11usch gehabt, 
Der ist kein brner Mann. 

Translated : 
Who never was tipsy, 
Is not a brave man. 

Wer n!ch+.Iiebt Weib, Wetn, und Gesang, 
Der bleibt ein Narr sein Lebelang. 

Translated : 
Who loves not woman, wtne, and song, 
Remains a fool his whole life long. 
D\S Wasser glbt dem Ochsen Kraft, 
Drm Menschen Bier und Rebensaft; 
D'rum, BruPder. trlnllet Bier und Wein: 
Wer wollte denn ein ~indvieh sein I 

Translated : 
Water gin the ox strength, you know, 
Beer and grape juice to man do so; 
Therefore, brethren, drink beer and wine; 
We don't want to be beasts bovine. 

(The German. text renders this kind of a rhyme 
necessary.) 

Whatever may be said of those savings, one thing 
ia sure and certain, namely : the Germane of thi11 
country will never learn to see what harm it Clan do 
r.o an Anglo-Am .. riClan stomach if a German natural 
zed citizen drinks a ulass of wine or beer; or what 
good it Clan do to a German American stomach if a 
nativ AmeriClan citiz~n eats a dish of Boston baked 
beans. Ia other words, they believe that eating and 
drinking are every man's own business ; he ia entitled 
t.o attend to himself, both by reason and by the 
f mdamental principles of this free Clountry. Avoid
ance of drunkAnness they Clonsider as a matter of 
self-respeClt. Prohibition is nl"inlv the silliRst thin~ 
in t"'A wo .. Jd. JoHN GEORGE HERTWIG. 

Washington D 0 
-------------4~~----------------

ItemR of Foreign Freethongbt News. 
Joh•nn Gattzait, speaker of the Mt~deburg, P-us 

sia, E·.hiClal Society, bas be11n sentenCled to four 
weeks' imprisonment for bla11phemy. 

F .1r • tAllin~r a minister of the f?OApel 11 whaf. is the 
truth, Mr Sten~ele, of Altona, H'llstein, G •rm1my, 
has been sentenCled ~o eix montbs' imprisonment. 

The a~H.at.ion in favor of t.lle pansv badQ'e baA been 
taken up by tl-.,. G>rmtln Freethinker!! of this conn 
t.rv, and th~ Fi"eidP'~'•kP.r devotes quite a spaCle to the 
adv caCly of that emble n. 

A largA Fr,.etbougbr. eoctet.y w'biClb hag for POmP 
mont.h" "l:i~>t.•d in tbe Clity of M mP, Wflll_ oruan z A 

•nd i• fi ancial rPPli"Clts well 1 ff, has j')ined tbe Bill· 
gian F.eethought Faderatinn~ 

S •cul•"' fanerals are ~ .. ttiog tfl bq very Cl"~mmon in 
Spain Th~> t .. t ..... t. one th•., has Cl"lme to nur notic· 
1e t.hat rf D A1t.oni" F•rnand,.ta, d M ,.res, or· 
which nClcalion S ·nor 0 enfuaqna d"Jivared an tXClel
lent address on "Liberty of 0 >oscience.'' 

! stat.ue f:o G•rih~~oldi mas U"'nileif at NicP, 
F ·•noe. on S'lhlPdsv, Jum• 7 ;1-J.. The FrAnClh min
'"t~rs of state, G•ribald1's f~~ornily, a• d over onf! hun
dr,.d and fif;y deputatioo11 f·ow F-anCle and It.ah 
witnessed the ClArtomony. N 1 rehgious mummerie" 
marred tbA nllvPilin~ of the statue of the famous 
patriot and Freethinker. 

The Freetbougbt pres11 i" E , .. ..,p~ unive~"llally ClOD· 
dAmns thA t.r .. ~~otm,.nt of D V "''kAl. We notiCl" 
"PP""Clially Friftlnkaren and Las Dominicales bnth 
of which pubhell a translation of nnr bingr•nhiClal 
~k<~tcb w.,iClh anpear"d in Tm: TRUTH SEEKEB of 
M•rClh 14 ;h. Oar German, B'llgiao, Fre~>Cltl1 and 
DatClh exchanges voiCle th(.l Rame sentiment. 

A,...n,..(fing to UtA """""·•onal report of 1884 only 
1466 913 of the 15 000 000 nl-tildren of the Rassian 
empJTe attend sohools. In 60 gOVf'rnments there is 
nnlv nne school fn1- •e"ondary inst.ruct.ion to every 
18 000 boys and 22 000 girls. Ooly G3 per Clent of 
the boys of an age to att.end a publiCl high BClhool ClaD 
be aClClommodated, 'nd for girls the number of snClh 
&Clhools is even more ineignifiClant. 

A large inClrease of Clloisters for monks and nuns 
is reported from Austria; there being about four 
thousand at the pre.,ent time. This reminds us of 
the ex nun Barbara U1ryh, who died lately. She en 
tered a Clloieter at the age of twenty-four years; an 
investir:zating committee found her when she was 
fifty-one imprisoned in a ClelJ, an idiot, made so by 
~be inllnw~ t~e~tQl~nt that sbt~l_la!) };leen sub~ eClted 
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to S'le was remov"d to an asylum for the insane in 
Kr•kau. Austrian PJland. Twenty-one years' Clell
lwprieonment and twenty-two yeara in a lunatic IIBY· 
lum, such are the bleased rewards that the Roman 
OatholiCl ClhnrClh give to her female devo~ees. 

The Clitv rf G fl•, s ved<:!n. h•s not had muCln peaCl9 
of late. K .ut Wicksell, a Freethinker, re,ubliClan, 
and well-kuown sClientifia writer, has treated the in:
hahitants to a dose of r .. publiCl111nism in hia ·leClture, 
"The R•publiCl," and Mr. L mnstrand was there the 
three Sundays previous and lectured for ~ood audi
eoCles. The leClture on M•v 4: h in Boulongereko
gan was listened to by over five thousand people. 

In Austria the trouble ClOntinues between Free
thinkE-rs and bigoted o:ffil!ials in high o:ffiCles. The 
oommon law of Austria whiClh Clame into fJrCle Jan. 
1, 1812, aClClording to whiClh a non· 0 nristian stands 
outsule the proteCltion of the law, and a marria~e 
with suClh an individual is null and void, is yet for 
all practioal purpos~>s thA ruling one. Tile revised 
oonstitution of May 25 1868, gusrantees all Clitizens 
Fqual protection and rig.llts irrespeCltiv of their re
ligious or non-religious belief, but as the Clriminal 
law has not b"en revised too, jastiCle Clan be had by 
those only who oan affJrd a long trial. Poor Ana· 
tria! 

The Lou:ic 11t' Prote!\tantism. 
From the Cat1lolto RevtetD. -

It is really surprising wu.ll wnat tenaClity the old 
Protestant tradition keeps ita hold on be minds even 
of many intelligent, eduClated men. EvidenCles of its 
falsity are Clonatantly multiplying around them. 
They hav only to open their eyes and look about 
them to be fl. 10ded with the light of truth; but un
fortunately they delib~>rately shut their eyes _and 
refuse to reCleive the light. They do not like to giv 
up their position and acknowledge that they are 
wrong. They cling to their pnj 11diCles; they will 
not read-they will not ioqaire, or if they do they 
read and ir quire with their Cllouded speCltaClles on. 
They see, or ought to see, that Protestantism is all 
!lOiog to pieClf'S. Tile plow of disinte8ration is 
11utting deAp furrows through every Protestant seat. 
Their pial forms of doCltrin are all breaking up. The 
•pirit of ifldividualism, which is really the Clontroling 
·p'rit d Prot.estantism, is asserting itself more and 
more, and it woulrl seem. as if any intelligent man 
with a ~rain of lo~io in his Cl1mposit.ion must see 
that it is only a q t•st.ioa of •irn~ for Protestantism 
to develop into [ ,fi lelit.v ll'd !{rtllst.icism. 

Lt>ctnrl'l"' a11d u. .. ~tings. 
FRIDAY Pvenlng. ,June 12 h. at the M'lonhattan Liberal Club 

Mr J·>bn R Charlesworth w·lll review the "Life and Career 
of Cbarles Bradl&nfZh." Mr Cilarlesworth Is. a great ad. 
mlrer of the Ia e Secularist member of Purllament, and his 
eu1r·gy will be a tender and liLt\vg tribute to a noble man. 

CBAS wATTS will lecture f" Frienrlshlp Liberal League 
Phlladelphl~, Sunllav June 2l<t., in lnd•I•trlal Hall, B'Oad 
and w .. od streeiP, 2 30 pIll ' ,utoj"C': "The L'1.nd, the Peo
ple, and tbe C •ming ~ rug~le ;'' 7;30 PIll., suhj ~ct: "Relig
ion Without Tneologv." The L beral public are cordially 
invited tn hear tbese lectures. 

THAT very dlsagre~>able and Aomewhat dangerous disease 
the ·• gr1p.'' WblC'l prevailtd here a few weeks ago iq n 1w 
h•vlniZ fun wil h the L mdoners. S \l'ldln, of the Agnostic 
Jm1.rnaZ Is d'twn with \1., anrl Mrs Brarllaugb.B,1oner, heir 
and execut.r•x of the late C BradlaugiJ, is cnnftned to her 
bome by tbe Pame misery. They call it ''inti. 1enza" over 
there. We, x end to our dlstln~~:ulshed contemporary and 
conTempnraes• the assurance of our pitying sympathy. The 
grip Is a meaner enemy than the d~vn. 

TuB P'reeth nker of L1ndon announces that Mrs. Besant 
wtll ~oon lee ure up·)n " FreethougiJt in Americs " As 
Mrs. Besant consor•~d entirely with Theosophists the few 
weekR she was in this country. finding time to pay but a few 
mlnu•es' visit each to THB TRUTH BBBKBK and ln'Deat>'grztor 
c ftices, and as the Theos••phists here are about as strongly 
opposed to Freethought as the preacbers, it would seem 
that, able, intelligent, and eloq•Ient as the lady is. she is 
hardly prepared to enlighten the Eoglish upon the subject 
chosen. Sne could tell much more about Theosophy in 
Amer•ca. But Wtl trust her lecture will be reported, so that 
the American Freethinkers whom she did not see may know 
what she thinks about them. 

TuB Radical Club ot th\s ctty has moved to new quarters, 
No. 87 Clinton place. The rooms are open every day and 
evening. The object of this club is to furnish resting, meet
ing, and reading rooms for radical, Ltberal men and women, 
of all shades of opinions on society, politics, and religion. 
The club has existed more than a year, and, its ofticers say, 
bas shown that it can sattsfy a "long-felt want." The 
ofticers also assert that the present membership of one hun. 
dred should be at once increased to two hundred, and will 
be as soon as the club's plans and accommodations can be 
made known to those who havneed of them. All interested 
are cordially invited to call at the club rooms, and make 
themselvs known to its members and ofticers. The dues are 
fifty cents per month. Among the ofticers ot tl;le club are 
Messrs Foote, Wakeman, and Cilamberlatn, well known to 
TRUTH BBBKBK readers. ~ustus Jlibert 1~ the secretary1 ~ 
City Hall plac~~ 
._, - I• ' 
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I governments derive tpeir just powers from the eon- I children had appeared and been recognized by their 
sent of the governed." A splendid text for an friends, the sup~rserviceab!e and preternaturally_sparp 
after-dinner speech from " Oar Ohauncey." But be- amateur detect1v opens h1s dark lantern and JUmps 
fore you · at a female form that stands near him. He grabs it 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I hav endeavored to show that the government. 

idea is a superstition-a relic of the God idea.. Go~
ernment is an order of nature rather than mtelb· 
gell)le. All gregarious animals tend toward govern
ment. It is a mode sometimes best adapted to pre
serve and perpetuate individual life. It is in no wise 
dependent upon intelligent reason; in fact, the less 
reason the more perfeot the organization. No gov
ernment of man ever approached the perfection of 
organization and harmony of action of the bee or 
ant. Here we hav a state which may be truly called 
an organism; individuality is lost in the commun
ity, dependence and subserviency the only rule 
of life. The state improves, and the individual de· 
generates. It must be so; evolution never stops. 
It begins with the individual cell. Oells aggregate 
to form a higher individu;)l; but when a bein~ 
arrives at complete organiz!i.tion-that is to say, all 
its organs subservient to m centrAl will-this will is 
indicativ of the highest individual ; and with the 
birth of reason strives at independence. Environ
ments may be such that to presene life-which is 
ever the rule of nature-communism supersedes 
individualism, in which case life may be easier, but 
independence is impossible. The course of evolu
tion, then, is tQward the fittest commune, which 
necessitates absolute dependence and subserviency. 
Life is a struggle for existence, and is entered into 
and persistently carried out without any aim or con
scious motiv, and progression ensues, it may be 
toward perfection, degeneration, or extinction, de
pending entirely upon the condition of itself as 
adapted to its environments. There is r.o aid 
extended; the fittest-that ia, the bast ada_pted to 
its environments-succeeds. There is no economy. 
Mr. DArwin shows that there is more degeneration 
than progreesion toward higher types. I want to 
disabuse your mind of the idea of any intelligence 
in nature, apart from brain organization, that shapes 
or guides evolution. Thus we see that govern
mentalism is the result of nature attended with 
ignorance and superstition. As I hav said, with 
the birth of reason a new struggle ensues, the inde
pendence of the individual-that is to say, indi
vidualism; and this struggle is increasing with in
creasing intelligence. When we hav ceased to war
ship nature as a god, but investigate es a student 
her various facts; when we study, not to copy, but 
improve, we shall be able to briog about the sover
eignty of the individual, instead of the sovereignty 
of the sb.te, which is purely a myth, whether it be 
called state or lord, for the holder of such sovereignty 
is not necessarily superior in wisdom or strength. 

Pollock, in defining government, ssys, "In every 
form of gowernment we must come at last to some 
power which is absolute, to which all other powers 
of the state are subject and which itself is subject 
to none." This is identical with the queen-bet~ or 
sovereign ant. The sovereignty of the state must 
imply the s.l'avery of the individual. . Herbert Spen
cer predicts a form of government which he calls 
" negativly regulativ," in contradiction to the 
present form, which he styles "poeitivly regulativ." 
To illustrate, be says, " If a man has land, and I 
either cultivate for him, partially or wholly, or dic
tate any or all of his modes of cultivation, my 11ction 
is positivly regulativ ; but if, leaving him abso
lutely unbelped and unregulated in his farming, I 
simply prevent him from taking his neighbor's crops, 
or from making approach-roads over his neighbor's 
land, or from depositing rubbish upon it, my action 
is negativly regulativ." A government that leaves 
the citizen unhelped and unregulated, whose func
tion is simply to protect him in hie rights and defend 
him from invasion, would hav my hearty approval; 
bat my reading convinces me that such a govern
ment never did and never can exist. 

The foundation principle of all government is 
class interests. Politics, by which all governments 
"liv and move and hav their being," excludes the 
possibility of this negativ form. Nature itself is 
against the idea, as I hav sought to show. Man is 
essentially selfish, and all his actions are in self. 
iRterest, and when "dressed in a little brief author
ity" his nature will be unchanged, and h~e will bav 
then, as now, "an eye to business." Hence all gov. 
ernments must, of necessity, be "poeitivly regula
tiv," and regulated in such a manner as to discrimi
nte in favor of certain classes. My definition of 
government ier, that it is a denial of the right to act 
in accordance with one's judgment; a force that 
compels one to act on the whim of another, and that 
other, perhaps, a stranger in a far-off state; a power 
that says, Not thine but my will be done; an insti
tution that draws its inspiratipn, not from the living 
present, but from the dead pilst, that builds its 
predicate, not upon facts and environments of indi
vidual cases, but upon precedents established by 
dead men's actions. And yet my worst indictment is 
that all this is done without the consent; and against 
the approval, of a large majority of its victims. "All 

Fling your ready cap in air, around the neck, but it. rapidly dissolves under his 
And left your voice in servil shout, touch, beginning at the, feet-as if sinking through 

let me suggest that a few facts be taken into consid- the floor, though no aperture appears in the carpet 
eration. In the first place, one-half the~ governed under the full glar? of hie lantern. . • 
are disfranchisM on account of sex, and more than Of course there IS a hubbub, and the faithful se1ze 
one-half the balance disqualified, while a large part the intruder and try to drag him away. But he 
ot the remainderxefrain from exercising their right holds on manfully until nothing is left in his grasp 
of franchise. So we see that if, by voting, the peo- but a piece o~ _thorou~bly materialized veil-the rest _ 
pie gave their consent to be governed, the fact that of the appar1t1?n ~avmg ev~orated. 
on!Y. a small portion of the population exe~cises that ~borough scientis~ as he· IEI, he f~el_s t~at he and 
pnvllege destroys the truth of the saymg. But science hav had a VIctory. ~he veil 1s h1s _proof of 
when we look into "the ways that are dark and the fraud; the female form havm~. elude~ h1s ~rasp 
tricks that are vain," the schemes, intrigue, and devil- "through some occult hand wh1ch he IS certam to 
try of politicians, it seems to me no sane man can discover before long." . 
hold to the theory that government derives its Having ~ot into pe!llce_able. comp,~ny,_ and. hav~ng 
power, just or unjust, from the consent of the gov- brought qu1te ~fore~ of du;gu!sed detect1va W_Ith h1m, 
erned. The fact is, our eyes hav been dazzled by the who show their shields, he IS not chased mto the 
glittering generalities, and our ears delighted by street or arrested, but is allows~ to proceed to arrest 
the proverbial philosophy, of politicians; we bav the ~e\'lium. . Th_is l~dy, who .•s of a very nervoue, 
caught up and worshiped the sayings of " great seneitiv organ1z&t10n, ta found m a state of profound 
meD," never asking ourself if there be as much truth coma-sittivg pedectly rigid in her chair. H~r 
as rhetoric in the saying. Whe:u "great men" round fri~nds are alarmed, ~nd. try to. awaken her, but. J.n 
out a sentence, we repeat it, parrot-like, without vam. The brut!ll actent1st, bemg of Oomst.ock1a~ 
questioning its truth or thinking that "great men" fiber and gall, IS not to be fooled. He end hts 
are sometimes mistaken. When will the world resl- posse take possession of the premiaes. After sous
iza that one little truth is worth more than all the ing the medium well with water, and applying 
assertions of all the men that ever lived ? Friends, hartshorn to her nostrils, in a way that would as
we bav been fed on chaff too much · let us insist obyxiate a person in the normal condition, and still 
upon varying the monotony with an o~casional grain un~ble to disp~l the coma, the law-abiding Obris~i=n 
of truth. As the priest appeals to your duty in be- armors of soCiety are yet Equal to the occasiO!!
balf of morality, to love God and support his minis- They summon an ambulan_ce, fmd tak~ the lady, s~tll 
ters, the politician will appeal to your patriotism, seat~d and now bou~~ m her cbatr, t~ a pollee 
your love of country, to support them. The priest station, where the en:unent boy-doctors m charge 
would save your soul; the politician would sllive your make still further e!forts t? persuade her soul to 
society. But again I would ask you, before you take regular possessiOn of 1ts mortal tenement, or 
"pull off your coat and roll up your sleeves," to £On- quit entirely. · . 
aider a few facta. Ask yourself if it is really your An hour afte~ all their Effort~ hav faded, . the 
country, your friends, and your fireside, these men lady, whose relat1vs hav been demed access to her, 
propose to save, or is it merely institutions which, rouses from the catalep~y and screams_ as sha beholds 
while claiming to subserve these things, in reality her strange surroundmge. Becommg some!bat 
do the contrary, distr&ct the country, injure society, pacified after a while, the circumstances are explamed 
alienate your friends, and rob you of the comforts of to her and h~r "c~mfession" demanded. Of course 
your home. We are deceived. The siren of govern- she has notbmg to confess but her sense of the out-
ment sings of protection. rage perpetrated. _ 

Trust her not, she's .fooling thee. St~l t~e learned and. patriotic gentlemen who hav 
Her protectien is such as the fox afforded the t~e JOb 1n hand are not to be beaten. They are ~s 
chicken-he protected her from the hawk to eat w1se _as Dogber!Y· They hale her. to the court. m 
her himself. It may ·be a little pleasanter, as Mr. due t1me, and a JU~y, who look as WISe as owls, be1ng 
Pentecost would say, to be robbed by a gentleman . on hand, the case 1s opened. Th_e lady has an able 
in livery, an agent of gevernment, than by 8 "road lt\Wy?r•. but when he ask~ ~~em 1f th~;y: are open to 
agent." It may be more respectable to hav our convictiOn_ as to the posa1b1bty of apmt return, the 
goods aold by a sheriff than purloiped by a common owls unanimously declare that they are not. So the 
thief, but after all it is a distinction without a differ- case go~s by default. . , . 
enoe. I ask you to look into this government idea. The JUdge_then reads_ to them Judge Dalley s bill 
Is it indeed the benefit they claim it to beT What is as above, wh~ch, accordmg. to the d~eam, has. been 
its protection worth, and do we need protection? passed. He matructs the JUry that 1f ~?e prisoner 
Read DJrwin's essay on protection in the animal and IS pr~ved to bav undertake~ !or pay to present 
vegetable kingdom-how it degrades and enervates any~~mg to repre~ent the _spmt !lf a dece~sed per
the race. Individual independence is what we want ~,on,. Mf.d the poll <I~ hav 1!1 thelr vossess_IOn ~u~h 
-a fair field ~nd no favor. Giv us freedom to pro- "thxng or ~ny porh.o~~;,of 1t! the pr1sone~ xs guiltY;, 
teet ourselvs. Better let the incapables go to the "Of cou_r~e, say~ thxs Damel_ co~e to Judgment, 
wall than breed a race of. incapables, But there ·is . that h1t of curious lace (which, 1f the ~aae were 
no danger of the weak suffering. Human symp&thy Important, sho~ld be analyzed by ch_e~1sts) does 
is born of independence. In the absence of a not loo~ ~ucb hke a person. But as .•t .1s _all that 
higher power there will be no God'a poor nor gov- the p!amt1ffs hav. to ~how, and Ohristlamty-the 
ernment's poor. With equality of opportunities p~lladaum of our hberties-:must be l?reser~~d, ver-
there will be no poor but nature's poor-the incapa- d1ct should ba ~endered agrunst the pr1so~er. • • 
bles and unfortunates. In the absence of a supreme Such a ve~d1ct the o_wls, of co'!rse, br!ng In Witl:t 
will human equality will be recognized. cheerful ala~r1ty, a~d ~ntho'?-t leavmg tbetr seats. 

''A fellow feeling will make us wonCJ.rous kind." Tha med1~m d1es m prison, as a resul~ of • the 
In the absence of all organized force sympathy, love, shock. experienced when t~e female form IS se~zed 
and justice will reign. and tr1es to return too _hastily to her ~h~se emanat1ons 

0 Liberty, thou goddess heavenly bright, 
Profuse of bliss and pregnant. with delight, 
Eternal -pleasures in thy presence reign, 
And smil!ng plenty leads thy wanton train. 
Eased of her load subjection grows more Jlght, · 
And poverty looks cheerful in the sight; 
Thou mak'st the gloomy face of nature gay, 
Givest beauty to the sun and pleasure to the day. 

Buffalo, N. Y. A. L. BALLOU. 

Judge Daily's Medium-Smasher. 
A DREAM THAT WAS NOT ALL A DREAM. 

Judge Dailey, ex-surrogate, an exasperated Spirit
ualist, bas presented a bill at Albany, N. Y., and 
again at Springfield, Ill., that provides that ''every 
person, who for profit or gain, or in anticipation 
thereof, for the purpose of representing what is com
monly known as spirit manifestations, shall person
ate the spirit of a decemsed person, or shall by means 
of any device, trick, or contrivance present anything 
to represent the spirit of a deceased person, shall be 
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall 
be subject to 111 fine of not leas than $100 nor exceed
ing $300, or imprisonment not exceeding ninety days, 
or both such a fine and impriBonment in the dis
cretion of the court." 

I bad a dresro; and as saith John BunytHl, "I saw 
in my dresm and behold" I was at a materializing 
teance of a first-class medium. When the perform
ance was well along, and dozsns of men, women, and 

from her body of which the materialized form was 
largely composed. 

But again I dreamed, and the scene was quite dif
ferent; and I must premise that, while the first 
dream seems quite natural, the second will appear to 
cover events of vast improbability. _ 

I was in the great Roman Catholic cathedral on 
Fifth e.venue, New York. The arc4bishop was cele
brating high mass, and prese>nting the consecrated 
wafer to his priests. A multitude was in the cathe
dral, and tables were piled high with coins t~ken as 
admission fees. Suddenly about fifty policemen, 
who had been in disguise, display their uniforms and 
advance toward the altar, marshaled by some well
known Spiritualists. They stop th~roceedings and 
arrest the archbishop nnd all the bis"hops and priests, 
showing an order of arrefit for " one Oorrigan, a 
well-known medium, and his associates, for, by means 
of device, trick, or contrivan0e, presenting some
thing to represent the spirit of a deceased person." 

T;.e great array of police paralyzes the multitude; 
and the prisoners are taken to the lock-up without 
any attempt at rescue. 

Again there is the court scene. The archbishops, 
bishops and priests bluff the game in full canonicals. 
But, st;ange to say, though before tbe !!&me judge, 
their effort is vain. For once m New York judge (in 
a dream, mind you), is thoroughly consistent. He 
goes through nearly the same routine, except that he 
asks the archbishop if he claims that the wafer, after 
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being blessed by him, " really constitutes a portion 
of the ·spiritual body o( the late Jesus Christ ?" 

Oorrigan solemnly affirms that such is his belief. 
The judge says again: " This wafer does not ·look 

Hke a person; but it is all that the plaintiffs hav to 
show; and even justice must be done." He offered, 
however, to hav the wafer analyzed by chemists-in 
view of the distinguished position and functions of 
the accused. 

The offer being waived, the jury was instructed as 
before. The accused were condemned to fine and 
imprisonment. And just as I had exclaimed, 
"Jersey justice, for once in New York!" I awoke. 

SAMUEL LEAVITT. 

Unnecessary Special Legislation. 
From the New Yorll; Sun, , 

Here is the text of a bill now before the Illinois 
legislature which has passed the state senate and is 
pending in the house : 

reverends call it, is not the Sabbath day the God of the .Bible 
tells us to observe; people that wanted to hear once in a 
while common sense and not the old wor~.out arguments of 
the theologians on questions that affect every citizen while 
on earth ; people that want to hav the glorious Constitution 
of the United States of North America upheld as it is and 
not trampled down or changed by any church or denomlna. 
tion or any combinations; people that know when to rest 
and need no guardian, no police club, and no law to tell them 
when to do so. I am yours, GBOllGB B. GRUNDY. 

Episcopalian, Baptist, and Methodist parsons 
rushed into print announcing sermons on the subject 
on Sunday. Episcopalian: "Our Oountry, the Oost 
of God's Service so as to Endure." Baptist : " The 
Blessings of the Sabbath as a Day of Rest and 
Worship." Methodist: "Sabbath Sanctity; or, 
Should Secular Labor be Performed on Sunday or 
the Lord's Day T If Not, Why Not?'' But so far 
there hav been no arrests under the city ordinance. 

The Washington Secular Union will send two hun
dred copies of the pamphlet, " Facts in Regard to 
Sunday Laws," for gratuitous distribution there the 
moment they arrive irom the printers. Section 1. Every person who for profit or gain or in antic!. 

pation thereof for the purpose of presenting what is com-
monly known as spirit materialization, shall personate the BUCKLEY, PIERCE co., WASH. 
spirit of a deceased person, or who shall by trick, device, I he.v just learned that the church fanatics hav 
or mechanical contrivance present anything to represent the started to enforce the same old territorial law at 
spirit of a dece.ased person, shall be guilty of a misdemea- this place. Mr. Coke Ewing, of the Buckley Banner, 
nor, and upon conviction shall be subject to a fine or not one of the most respected and influential men in the 
less than $100, nor more than $300, or confined in the county 
jail not less than three months nor more than six months, county, will hold them in check. He is well known 
or both. in the discretion of the court. to be always and forever for "equal rights, liberty 

Sec. 2. This act shall not be deemed to apply to-any por- for all, license for none." 
tion of a scene or play in any theatrical presentation. There is evidently great need of the distribution 

It will be observed that the purpose of this bill of the ''Sunday Law" pamphlet throughout the 
is to prevent or punish fraudulent practices by state. 
Spiritualist mediums. That such practices are car: GLAD TIDINGS.-THE RiGHT KIND OF ACTION. 
ri~d on by such persons for gain there is abundant . Mr. J~ F. Miller,. of L:ynden, has sent $10 to the 
eVIdence. . . . . . field lecture fund, so that those places in the state 

But t_here xs xn. Ilhno~s, as In _every other state.of needing lectures or help in forming local Unions can 
the Umon, a statute wh1ch prondes that the obtam- be supplied even if few in number and hard. times 
ing of rponey by false pretenses shall be regarded as prevailing. ' 
a criminal offense! an~ shall ~e punishe.d accordingly. Our esteemed treasurer (the lady officer of our 
Under th;e law swmdling .m~dtums are hable to arrest, board of directors), ever to the iront in every good, 
pr~secution, and .conviction, the same as other benevolent, worthy work, has paid in $50 to the 
swmdlers who obtam money by false preten~es: All field lecture fund. One hundred such genuin phi
that is needed 11_nde~ t_he Jaw ~or the conv!ctton of lanthropic, independent, Liberal women in our state 
any offender agamst xt 1s the ev1dence of guilt. would make victory for our cause very easy of 

This Illinois bill, if enacted, would be special legis- attainment. 
Iation of an unnecessary kind. 

The Cause in Washington. 
SUNDAY LAWS. 

The following newspaper clippings are of interest: 
Centralia is endeavoring to enforce an ordinance for the 

closing on Sunday of all business houses except drug stores, 
livery stables, undertakers' shops, and hotels. The news
stands, which were prohibited from keeping open under the 
ordinance, carried tbeir stock .to a neighboring drug store, 
where placards were hung out informing the public that the 
Oregonian and other papers could be had there. The ordi
nance does not limit the drug stores to the sale of any par
ticular line of goods and therein lies its fatal defect.
MO'I'ning Oregonian. 

I found the ordinance passed by the city council 
was almost a copy of the old territorial law. 

The following is from the Centralia daily News;, 
Friday; May 15th: 

A SECULARIST GIVS HIS VIEW OF THE CASE. 
At the lecturelast night in the Turn Verein hall the place 

was well filled. Mr. C. B. Reynolds, secretary of the Wash
ington Secular Union, was the speaker, and was eagerly lis
tened to by all present, being heartily applauded throughout. 
The first part of his lecture was devoted to showing that 
Sunday, the first day of the week, is not the day set apart by 
the Bible as a day of rest. On a Secular standpoint he said: 
"We are told there are many legal precedents-decisions of 
courts of several states-favoring Sunday laws. So there 
are precedents for the rack, the thumbscrew, the dungeon, 
the fagot, and the stake." 

Speaking of a day of rest being necessary for the good of 
mankind, he said: " Workingmen n~ed to sleep at night. 
Shall we hav a civil law decreeing under a penalty of fine 
and imprisonment what time all shall go to sleep? Shall we 
hav the act of the council compelliEg all persons to eat be
tween the hours of 12 and 1? If the people of the 
United States do not know enough to rest on Sunday, or any 
other day when they need rest, it is certain they much more 
require law to send them to bed at night." 

The tenor of his remarks can be judged from the following: 
"The rank hypocrisy of the advocates of a civil Sunday law 
is at once apparent if it is suggested that a law he passed to 
insure all a day of rest every Wednesday. Every Sunday
keeping fanatic indignantly protests. 'Oh, that would be a 
violation of my religious rights I' No. They want a law 
to compel everyone, whether he believes it right or not, to 
keep Sunday as they do." 

To sum up, he said : " So far from being opposed to Sun
day-keeping, we are zealous defenders of its observance. It 
is the grand, good old solar holtday of all pagan times, and 
it should be devoted to rest, recreation, and amusement, and 
for those who so ch~se for worsl'J.ip. But all are entitled to 
full freedom, to perfect liberty, to spend its hours as they 
please always providing that in tbe enjoyment of its liber
ties n~ one shaii encroach on the similar rights of others." 

· Very great interest was aroused by the lecture. 
Much of anxiety was manifested to ascertain "who 
sent for Mr. Reynolds." In answer to 111 lette~ of 
inquiry 'published in Friday'~ paper the followmg 
full and very satisfactory reply appeared in the issue 
of Saturday : 

IN RE GEORGE B. SMILEY. 
Edit0'1' Omtralia News: To answer the question who It 

was that got Mr. C. B. Reynolds here to giv a lecture on the 
Sunday law question, I will state that it was citizens of this 
city who did so and paid the expenses too; people that 
wanted to know why Sunday or the Sabbath day, as the 

WALLA WALLA LIBERTY CLUB. 
The originators of the WaBhington,...Secular Union 

are still marching in the advance column. 
I am in receipt of ad vices from Dr. A. W. Calder, 

the efficient secretary of the Walla Walla Liberal 
Club, notifying me that the Club bas passed resolu
tions (carried unanimously) that every member of 
the Club in good standing t~hsll be made member in 
good standing of the state organiz•tion, the dues to 
be paid from the funds of the C1ub; ~also that every 
member shall select one Liberal paper and one 
year's subscription shall be paid by the Club from its 
general fund, so as to help circulation of L\beral 
papers, and keep all members posted on the progress 
of the work. 

All local Unions of the state tu•e earnestly entreated 
to follow this most admirmhle lead. 

RELIGIOUS EXERCISES IN OUR PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
There will slways be trouble, and a number of 

places throughout the state where this iniquity and 
gross violation of every principle of right, justice, 
and the constitution will be perpetrated, until we take 
a test case through to the suprema court. 

That noble old veteran in the ranks of genuin In
fidels, Peter Seide, Sr., of Davenport, Lincoln county, 
has sent in a list of contributors ($40, himself head
ing the list with $10). Money to be paid as soon as 
a case is commenced in court. 

TAXING CHURCH PROPERTY. 
No church of value over $5000 wiU escape paying 

taxes on its excess. The exemption is a villany, and 
contrary alike to the letter and the spirit of the con
stitution of the state. 

There is a general cry of bard times throughout 
the state, and of course this makes it dreadfully hard 
on the secretary, but the work is onward and there 
is no discharge in this war. 0. B. REYNOLDS, 

Secretary Washington Secular Union. 

Solomon an Infidel. 
" I said in mine heart concerning the sons of men, 

that God might manifest them, and tht.t they might 
see that they themselvs are beasts. 

"For that which befalleth the sons of men befalleth 
beasts; even one thing befalleth them: as· the one 
dieth so dieth the other: yea, they hav all one breath; 
so that a man hath no preeminence above a beast, for 
all is vanity. 

"All go unto one place; all are of the dust; and all 
turn to dust again. 

"Who knoweth the sph;it of man that goeth upward, 
and the spirit of the beast that goeth downward to 
the earth T 

"For to him that is joined to all the living there is 
hope; for a living dog is better than a dead lion. 

"For the living know they shall die; but the dead 
know not anything, neither hav they any more a 
reward, for the memory of them is forgotten. 

'' Also their love and their hatred and their envy 
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are now perished, neither hav they a portion forever 
in anything that is done under the sun." 

If Solomon, the wisest man that had ever lived up 
to his day, had uttered the foregoing statements in 
the days of Anaxagoras, he would hav been con
demned to death by the prevai1ing church and 
finally banished in exile during his natural life for 
heresr. 

Had Solomon uttered these words during the 
days of. Copernicus, his bones would hav been dug 
up though he were dead and buried, and burnt, and 
the ashes of them would hav been scattered to the 
four winds of heaven, and anathemas pronounced 
against them by the Christian church. 

Had the great preacher given vent to such thoughts 
during the days of Giordano Bruno he would hav 
shared the same fate as that illustrious philosopher. 
He would hav been hunted from place to place and 
from country to country, and then if he turned on 
them with invectiv he would hav been burnt to the 
stake to advance the cause of Obristianity. 

Again, if Solomon had dared to giv vent to such 
heretical ideas during the days of Michael Servetus, 
he would hav been burnt to death by the orders of 
John Calvin, of Geneva, over a slow oak fire that he 
might hav more time to repent of his heresy. 

If such reasonable ideas were promulgated to
day the utterer would be ostracised, denied even the 
privilege of the secular press. Children would be 
taught in Sabbath-school to shun such a man and 
point the finger of scorn at him as being a dangerous 
man, a teacher of heretical doctrin, a man to be 
avoided. 'rhe only reason he would not hav to suffer 
the fate of his predecessors is that we liv in a better 
day. Men are beginning to think. Science and 
religion hav met. The contest is no longer in doubt. 
The fact is, Solomon was a man of thought, a rea. 
soner, a man of Liberal views. In short, he was 
what would be called to.day an Infidel. 

Newark Valley, N. Y. E. W. CouNCILMAN. 

Colonel Ingersoll's Views. 
St. Paul Special to Phtlactelphta Pt'BBB. 

Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll to·day talked in 
characteristic style about several matters of general 
interest. 

As regards the Briggs controversy, Colonel Inger
soll said: 

" Heresy is religious growth. Religion i£j like a 
palm tree-grows at the top. The dead leaves are 
l\11 orthodox, while the new ones and the buds are 
all heretics. The pews are becoming civilized, and 
the pulpit must kePp up with the procession-the 
church must !ldvanca or die. Dr. Briggs has taken 
one short step in advance, snd before long will t.ake 
another. The Presbyterian creed is dying and others 
will be made. Calvinism is barbarism. On every 
hand are the signs of the deMy or orthodoxy. The 
evangelical churches are denying that they ever 
believed in hell. Dr. P,ukhurst's address reminds 
me d the reports of my own lectures." 

Colonel Iogereoll greatly sympathizes with the 
agriculturists, as can be seen by the following re
marks: 

" I do not blame the farmers for trying to better 
their condition. They hav certainly had a hard time, 
and they feel that they hav been oppressed by the 
bankers, railroads, merchants, and patent-medicin · 
makers, to s&y nothing of ministers and lawyers. 
Everything seems to be against them. They hav 
to fight frosts and floods and drouth and all sorts 
of worms and bugs and speculators and cyclones 
and all the birds of the air. 

"Everybody and everything takes toll from tbe 
farmers. No wonder that they want to do some
thing. I do not think the phmks in the Oincinnati 
platform can be fastened together and held in place. 
The farmers ought to know that resolutions passed 
by political conventions raise neither corn nor wheat, 
neither can they affect price£'. I do not believe that 
the government can make money by law any more 

-than it can make good crops by law. The govern· 
ment can't support the people. The people hav _got 
to support the government. The government IS a 
perpetual pauper. 

"I ask this one question: If the government can 
make money why should it collect t~xes T Why not 
make what it needs and stop bothermg the people T 

" Still I am glad the farmers are discussing these 
questions. They will :find out what the government 
can and cannot do." 

The colonel said regarding Ignatius Donnelly and 
his Baconian theory: " I know that Mr. Donnelly 
enjoys the r~putation of being a man of decided 
ability, and he is regarded by many . as a gr~at 
writer. He is known to me through h1s Baconian 
theory, and in that, of course, I hav no confidence. 
He is nearly as ingenious as absurd. He has devoted 
much time and curious learning, and at least suc
ceeded i~ convincing himself that Shakspere claime.d 
that which he did not write, but to me the theory 1s 
without the slightest foundation." 

PoiNTING to another world will never stop vice 
among us; shedding light over this world alone can 
help.us.- Whitman. 
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New Subscribers. 
A considerable number of new subscribers hav 

been added to our list during the week through the 
generous efforts of D. M. McMillan, R. M. Morrison, 
R. C. Richardson, H. B. Foster, S. H. Trobridge, W. 
S. Hutcheson, R. P. Barrington, C. Smith & Sons, 
E. E. Adams, T. P. Duncan, and T. G. Redfield; and 
each of these gentlemen is heartily thanked there
for. Messrs. Foster, Riehardson, and Hutcheson 
hav made us indebted to them a second time. We 
trust that their good example will stimulate others 
to persuade their friends to subscribe, for we need 
to add largely to our list, and it can easily be done if 
only our present readers will make a little effort in 
our behalf. 

Damaging Admissions. 
Three weeks ago we printed an editorial upon 

"The Unsubstantial Basis of Christianity," in which 
we said, "Dastroy the evidence of the gospels and 
you destroy the whole Christiin scheme. This 
has indeed been done, not by Infidels alone, but by 
Ohristians; and yet so fatuous is the blind faith of 
the people, so deep their ignorance of this thing, 
and so powerful the business interests of the leaders 
in the church, that few know it, and still fewer com
prehend its far-reaching meaning." 

The Ch7'istian Advocate of June 4th contains an 
editorial on 11 What We Supposed AU Intelligent 
People Knew," being admissions on the part of the 
editor that the Bible is in parts an errant, human 
work, a "cyclopedia of Jewish history, manners, life, 
government, philosophy, and religion." The writer 
seems surprised that everybody does not know these 
things, !lnd yet we will wager a small sum that aside 
from a few _of the more scholarly of the ministers 
there is not one per cent of the membership of the 
M~;.hodist church that knows or ever thinks of the 
things Dr. Buckley 11 supposed all intelligent people 
kn9w." Ninety per cent of the ministers may be 
safaly included in this estimate. 

Dr. Buckley begins his admissions with this : 
"That there are no original manuscripts in the world, 

those having worn out or been destroyed or lost in the earlier 
agee ; that the translators were in the habit of adding words 
n the Bnglish version to make the sense clear, and that these 

are generally but not always placed in italics ; that the man-
uscripts from which the translations are made differ among 
themselvs upon certain points ; that there are various pas
sages upon the meaning of which scholars havdiffered." 

While by no means going so far as truth and ad
herence to ascertained facts demand, a thoughtful 
assimilation of the admissions will cause reasoning 
Christians to wonder how they can be sure of the 
truth of their creeds. For instance, the Christian 
when opening his Bible is confronted wi~h this on 

the title-page : 11 Translated out of the original 
tongues." But if there are no original manuscripts, 
how can this statement be substantiated! So far 
as the world knows, there never were any 11 original 
manuscripts." The oldest Old Testament manu
script belongs to .&..D. 1106; the oldest New Testa
ment fragment was n~t in existence prior to the 
fourth century, A.o., if enn then. They are all 
copies of copies, changed, mutilated, added to, and 
made to fit the views of the translator. Yet upon 
them, and knowing these things, the church makes 
us depend for " eternal life!" But how shall one 
know what words the translators hav added 1 
which manuscripts are God'• word ' and what is the 
real meaning of the passages upon which the schol
ars differ! And still further, what becomes of the 
doctrin of plenary inspiration in view of these facts 1 

Dr, Buckley goes on: 
" The Old Testament belongs to a dispensation prelimi

nary, incomplete, and iil some instances faulty, owing to con
cessions to the weakness and ignorance of man ; that the 
government of the Hebrews was neither a democracy, au
tocracy, nor an ordinary monarchy, but a theocracy, in the 
history of which the laws and wars, defeats and victories, 
conquests, migrations, captivities, lapses from the true faith, 
science, geography, botany, agriculture, weapons, imple
ments, hygienic practices, natural phenomena, miracles, 
prophecy, and practical religion are mingled together, mak
ing the Bible not merely a book of religion, or of any other 
one thing, but a cyclopedia of Jewish history, manners, life, 
government, philosophy, and religion." 

If these things be true, of what use is the Old 
Testament as a guide to heaven! Is Genesis a 
scrap of a cyclopedia or an account of God's handi
work 1 Genesis is the most important book of the 
whole Bible. Upon it depends the very existence of 
God, and without it Ohrist's atonement is a super
:daity. If man did not fall, he need not rise. With
out Eden Calvary was a useless sacrifice. 

Again: 
" Moses did not write the account of his death and burial ; 

some books in the Old Testament are merely to preserve the 
general maxims and state of morals ; other books, like 
E~ther, to giv an account of a crisis in Jewish history; 
Ecclesiastes, to show the folly of human philosophy and of 
human life as experienced by a voluptuary." 

And again the query, If these things be so, of 
what use as a religious work is the Old Testament 1 
Whliln does Moses's authorship of the Pentateuch 
end, and the unknown's begin! 

"The Bible itself teaches us that some portions are literal 
and some ftgurativ, and sets us upon using our best judg
ment to ascertain which. 

" The canon of the scriptures, by which is meant tke au
thoritativ decision of what books should be held inspired, 
was dscided by men of authority in the church ; some 
Christians hav doubted whether some of the books should 
hav been included, as Luther doubted whether the General 
Epistle of James belonged there; but the weight of judg
ment, Roman, Greek, and Protestant, accept these, while 
the Roman Catholics include the Apocrypha as authoritatlv, 
and the Protestants do not accept it." 

What a muddle this will leave the average Ohristian 
in ! Supposing his judgment as to which portions 
are literal and which figurativ should be wrong 1 
Will he go to hell! Bat if each can decide for him
self which portions to follow, and all arriving finally 
at the same destination, then the cr.,eds and preach
ers and ch.urches are useless. Giv every man a 
Bible and let him work out his own salvation. 

Again, what an absurd way ef settling the au· 
thenticity of books, or which books were inspired 
and which not, by leaving it to men in authority in 
the church ! These men differed on nearly all the 
books, and then voted on the matter, the majority 
ruling! O.a this point Keeler says: 

" There is one curious fact to which I cannot refrain from 
calling attention. No Christian historian, whether Mosheim, 
Milman, Schaff, or any. other, has ever perceived, apparently, 
the grotesque _absurdity of an assembly attempting to decide 
by vote a fact in the past. Men vote on questions which hav 
yet to be decided, and thus make them facts-'as whether 
this man or that man shall be pt'esident, or this law or that 
shall be in force-but not on those which are already decided. 
That Christian councils ever seriously discussed ' Did Christ 
hav two natures or one after incarnation?" is of itself almost 
anomalous. But to say nothing of that-to attempt to de
cide it by -a vote is like trying to decide by a vote whether 
or not he was cruclfted. If he had two natures he had two, 
and the !act could.not be made to depend on a vote taken 
five hundred years afterward. Yet all the "great Christian 
historians " discuss such things with the utmost nai'Dete, and 
never for a moment perceive their absurdity. This is only 
one instance in many which might be cited, wherein these 
gentlemen almost forfeit the patience of intelligent skeptics. 
They devote time in all seriousness to simple nonsense, and 
overlook the facts lying all about them which completely 
ov!)rwhelm the Chri!lti~n theolo~y with Q.efeat," 

But the Epistle of_ James and the Apocrypha are 
by no means the only books. of doubtful authenticity, 
as is pointed out in the editorial referred to. In the 
Old Testament the authors of the following books 
are unknown or disputed: Genesis, Exodus, Levnicus, 
Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Jadges, R11th, First 
and Second. Samuel, First and Second Kings; First 
and Second Obronicles, Esther, Job, Proverbs, Ec
clesiastes, Song of Sol9mon, Lamentations, Ezekiel, 
Daniel, Obadiah, Jonah, Habakkuk, Baggai-twenty
eix from thirty-nine books. In the New Testament , 
besides the Epistle of James, the books which hav 
no known authors are the most important of all: 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Acts, the Epistles to the 
Ephesians, Colossians, First and Seaond Timothy, 
Titus, ~ebrews, Second Peter, Second and Third 
John, and Jude; and Revelation is more than doubtfuJ. 
By this it will be seen that Mr. Buckley knows' al
most as little as some of his parishioners, or that he 
conceals a great deal that he knows. 11 We supposed 
all intelligent" ministers knew these things,.as any
body·fortunate enough to hav a library of modern 
theological books might know. John Wesley, how
ever, neither expressed nor implied them, . and 
Clarke's Commentary is silent thereon-which may 
account for his ignorance of what we supposed all 
intelligent people knew. 

But the admissions already made are quite suffi.
cient, if the Methodists can comprehend their signifi
cance, to instil a good deal. of doubt in the minds of 
the faithful-and who remain faithful because they 
believe every word in the Bible to come directly from 
~a .. 

The Catholic Church on the Sunday Question. 
The Catholic .Review concludes an editorial on 

the opening of the Metropolitan Museum on Sun
days with these words : 

"As has been pointed out again and again in these pages, 
and as steadily Ignored by the Catholic press, the Sunday 
question is an evidence of that struggle which is going on 
almost unnoticed between Christian and non-Christian. It 
is not a question of rational amusement for the multitude on 
Suridays, but whether the Sunday shall not be abolished 
altogether. We are therefore in favor of diminishing rather 
than increasing the liberties now permitted on Sunday. It 
is a war measure, and its adoption will secure the support 
of every sincere Christian. In the presence of an unscru
pulous, popular, and well-armed foe we are no.t disposed to 
accept their taunts as arguments, or to be moved to hasty 
action by their sneers. If leisure for the study of art, litera
ture, music, for the development of skill in rowing, for 
communion with nature is necessary to the workman, let 
him get it through the passing of the eiiht-hour law, which 
is destined to giv him enough time during the week for 
diversion of every kind. The Sunday should remain the 
day of rest and prayer, and as long as the followers of Christ 
remain the majority in this land their observance of the Sun
day should find plain expression in the 1aws of the state. In 
any case, the position of American Christians at this mo.ment 
with regard to the Sunday must comfort and stimulate the 
followers of Ingersoll." 

That the "followers of Ingersoll" find encourage
ment in the gain made in the Sunday controversy 
by th~ opening of the Museum goas without saying, 
espec1ally as some of them played a not unimportant 
part in achieving the victory. The opening, too, 
has a broader significance, as the .Review sees. It ' 
means that the P.Ublic is losing its respect for a 
"holy" day, and for the narrow bigots who would 
impose their limitations upon it. It also tends to 
destroy superstition, and for that all should be 
grateful. It indicates, tof?, that religion is gradually 
giving place to . humanitarianism; solicitude for 
another world being replaced by care for this. 
These are hopeful signs. Ohristianit:y hall too long 
stood in the pathway of progress. It is now being 
gradaally pushed aside. The destruction of the 
reverence for Sunday, as a period of time someway 
made different from other time, is a most energetic 
push. By a general consensus one day in seven has 
been made a rest-day, and bigots hav seized it as 
their exclusiv property. To regain it, even in part, 
is a benefU to the world. · 

It is, however, a matter of significance that the 
Catholic .Review, a church organ commended by the 
pope, and the archbishops of New York and Brooklyn, 
should distinctly assume the position of the Gad-in
the-Constitution ·party that the Christians should hav 
a plain expression of their 11 Sabbath" views in the 
laws of the state. That means that the Catholics on 
minor as well as mejor points demand a union of 
church and state, and will join hands with the Pre". 
byterians and others to obtain it. But there is somiJ 
consolation in the fa(lt that the Qatholip l~tit;r are t~~ 
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moat persistent of all Sunday lawbreakers. They 
do it Yioiously and not for prinoiple, but they will be 
hard to restrain. And if the ohuroh oared for the 
moral welfare of its dupes as muoh as for the power 
and profit of her priests she would seek to lead them 
into moral ways instead of seeking to diminish the 
liberties of the day. " 

The Illinois Law Against Mediums. 
From the pen of Mr. Samuel Leavitt, well known 

to all frequentT rs of the Manhattan Liberal Olub, 
we this week print a dream in whioh he sees the en
foroement of the proposed law in Illinois imprison
ing materializing mediums. The bill bas· already 
been enacted in the senate. F.ollowing Mr. Levitt's 
artiole is an editorial from the Sun of this oity, 
quoting the bill, and obj eating to its enactment. 
We advise all Spiritualists in Illinois to write to the 
members of their House protesting against ita enaot
ment. 

The biil is the produot of the great brain of a 
Chioago "Spiritualist" journalist. Its purpose, as 
he explains it, is "to eliminate the fraud element in 
Spiritualistio eeanoes." Visitors to the World's Fair 
are the objeots of his speoial solioitude. ''I hav," 
he pompously proolaims to a reporter, "absolutely 
oorreot information that those who praotioe frauds 
of this oharaeter everywhere are preparing to invade 
Ohioago during the session of the World's Fair. 
Our present laws are insufficient to proteot the pub
Iio from their impositions or to punish the perpetra
tors. We hav exposed their methods repeatedly, 
and hav had them indicted and trie(J for obtaining 
money nuder false pretenses, but they manage to 
slip through the meshes of the law. This was nota
bly true in the oase of Mrs. Sawyer and the Bangs 
sisters." ln his own sheet he says " there is little 
doubt but that it will psss the House and become 
a Jaw. The only danger is that in the stress of busi· 
ness so near the olose of the session it may get 
orowded out ; but this is hardly probable." 
• The bill is absolutely vicious and dangerous be
oause, as the Sun points out, it is speoial legislation, 
and that sort of lawmaking is a great deal more 
dangerous to the publio welfare than all the deoep
tion praoticed by the mediums. The public oan 
easily proteot itself from "fraudulent manifestations" 
by remaining away from eesnoes; but onoe admit 
the prinoiple that the legislature can make laws to 
punish only oertain individuals and the door is 

' opened for a nice little inquisition where the instru
ments of torture are handled by those who hav par 
aonal grudges to satisfy. The law might as well be 
directed against slate-writing mediums as against 
those who produce, or pretend to produce, material
ized spirit forms, or against olairvoyants. That it 
does not, is due to the fact that the author of the 
bill makes a speoialty only of exposing "materializ 
ing" mediums, among whom he has few friends, 
while among the others his oronies, male and feml\le, 
are numerous. · The ,bill is an attempt to use the 
Illinois legislature to advertise' a so-oalled Spiritual
ist, but really Christian, sheet, and it ought to be 
killed. 

And, as Mr. L9avitt hints, where is the sense in 
imprisoning meiUums and allowing priests and min
isters to go free T' They do not pretend to produce 
spirits, it is true, but they do pretend, at least the 
former, to bav oommunication with, or oontror over, 
another world, and do "for profit or gain" assume 
to direot its aft"airs. A priest who receives a dollar 
for saying masses to get a soul out of purgatory, is 
just as muoh of a swindler as th.e biggest " fake" of 
a medium in the oountry. Ministers, too, pray for 
the repose of souls and do not hesitate to aooept 
donations from the friends of ths dead. When they 
hold out the hope that their prayers may avail, they, 
too, are swindlers, so far as anybody knows to the 
oontrary. Why not, then, let every religious tub 
stand on its own bottom, supported without coer
oion or hindranoe from the state by those who desire 
to part with their money in that way ! 

There is one olause in this proposed law that will 
probably puzzle the oourts. The law is against per
sonating or representing a spirit. Inasmuob as the 
bill assumes that spirita never return to earth, who 
shall say what is an impersonation or representation 
of them? How oan any oourt deolare anything to 
be 1 representation of a thing when no human being 
knows what that thing is like T 

Prentice Mulford. 
E.,eryone who bas read a little pamphlet pub

lished by TH.I!l TRUTH SEEKER called the " Iohabod 
Orane Papers" will experienoe a feeling of regret to 
learn that the writer, though till now unknown to 
them, is dead. Prentioe Mulford was a peouliar 
man, and probably had experienoed as many phases 
of life as is given to one person to know. He w•s 
born in Sag Harbor in 1834 His father was a hotel
keeper there. After leavin~ Pchool Mulford ran the 
hotel for three years. In 1856 he shipped before 
the mast in, the olipper ship Wiz•rd bound for Ohina, 
via S!ln Franoiaoo. Ha left the ship at the· latter 
place, and after staying there for a while shipped as 
cook in a whaling sohooner. He belltt.n writing for 
the Union Democrat in Oalifornia i11 1860. He was 
a candidate for the legislature in 1864, but was de
feated. He was then employed on the Golden Era 
in San Ft·anoisoo for~ year, and afterward on the 
Californian. In 1868 he was employed on the 
Dramatic Chronicle, and finally on the San Fran· 
oisoo Chronicle. When he left San F.ranoisoo be 
took a trip to E 11ropa, tramping through the Frenob 
provinces on foot. As oorrespondent of Amerioan 
papers he lived in Vienna auring its great exposition, 
and" in Paris on similar business. He was oorre· 
spondent for a San Franoisoo paper during our Oen· 
tennial, and afterward spent ten years as one of the 
editors of the Daily Graphic. 

While in Landon he married a beauMful English 
girl, who afterward was divorced from him. In San 
FraDcisoo he oonvinoed himself that Spiritualism 
was true, though he always denied the "immortal
ity " of the soul. After his separation from his wife 
be became for a while a Theosophist, then a follower 
of the Fletohers who in Boston founded a olub for 
the study of metaphysios, but prinoipally the ethics 
of Spiritualism. This was a duplioate of a olub tbrot 
Mrs. Fletoher had founded five years bffore in Lon 
don under the name of the "White Oroes Club." 
There was an outer and an inner oircle. To the latter, 
only Spiritualists were admitted. Mulford became 
secretary of the olub. He is also said to hav been 
ohosen by the spirits as the mediumistic assistant of 
the inner circle. The spirits made it known that it 
was their intention to establish through the club a lit
erature which should become widespread. The ma
terial for the first twelve months' publioation was 
dictated to Mulford by a woman medium, and be 
had the manusoripts in his possession for three or 
four months before the society, of which he was sec
retary, decided to publish them. They were issued 
under the name of the White Oross Library. The 
publication was begun in Boston. Since then he bas 
had regular cl11.eses to whioh he has taught the prin
ciples inculcated in his magazine, but baa always re
fused to admit that be was a Spiritualist, Theoso
phist, or 0 ~cultist. He wrote the truth of the 
soienoe of life ss it came to him, without divulging 
the source to his most intimate friends. He worked, 
be sa:d, for .the conservation of force in man, whether 
spiritual or mental. In the spiritual realm be de 
olared be oould be oalled a seekr-r only. In many 
ways he imitated the Buddhist ascetioe, spendin" 
hours in solitary meditation, and for many years be 
shunned assooiation with people. He rented a small 
house on the Palisades by the Hudson river, and 
passed weeks alone there, ooming to the oity only to 
bring his manueoript to sell. for he made his living 
entirely with his pen. In 1883 he built a but on thf' 
shore of Staten Island and lived a reoluse's life for 
two years, meditating and writing and communing 
with occult il flaenoes. 

He was fond of boating, and would make long 
oruises in a little oatboat or oanoe on the waters 
around New York. And it was while making one of 
these oruises that he died, alone, and lay undisoovered 
for some days. On the last Monday in May be 
started in a oanoe for Sag Harbor, where two of his 
sisters still liv, He was found lying in the oanoe 
dead, in Sheepsbead bay, on the following Saturday. 
The canoe was provided with a camping outfit and a 
banjo, and was well provisioned. He was to take 
the usual oourse through Great South bay. Tho 
boat when found was secured to the bank just back 
of the M&nhattan Beaoh hotel. Mr. Mulford was 
lying face downward, and it is suppose:i he had been 
dead about two days. The oanoe had been seen to 
enter the bay on Monday. The ooroner says death 
was oaueed by apoplexy. 

It was on his return from San Fransoisoo that the 

writer became aoquaintea with him. He was seeking 
a position on the press, but oould not obtain one, 
and to make the few dollars needed to support himself 
leotured every Sunday night Rt Trenor's Hall, and 
the writer took the dimes at the door. Moody and 
Sankey were then filling Madison Squ&re Guden 
nightly with howling oonverh, and Mr. Mulford 
found amusement in attending. His experiences 
there and hie thou~hts thereon are , found in the 
'' Iohabod Crane Papers" which Mr. Bennett em
ployed him to write. He possessed geouin humor, 
and all his earlier writings are permeated with subtil 
wit and saroastic thoughtfulness. In the Iohabod 
Orane Papers he oould allow this extended play, but 
somelimes his exuberant fancy went beyond even 
,Mr. Bennett's contempt for religion. The " Mambo 
Jumbo" sketoh in the papers was first written with 
the Christian trinity as the obaraatere, and the writer 
well remembers that Mr. Bennett was shocked at 
its irreverenoe when be laid it bsfore him; for Mr. 
Mulford and the messenger then lived in the same 
family. But its fun OWal!l not lost, for Mulford modi
fied it by substituting Mambo Jumbo for Jehovah, 
and its sharp point is undulled. "God and Mambo 
are the same," said Mulford when told of the editor's 
objeotione. To these papere be never put his name, 
because of the irjury it might work him when he 
finally became a member of a daily journal staff, 
though he was a radical Infidel, and among his friends 
did not hesitate to avow it. And afterward, though 
he refused our solicitations to write soma more of 
the same sort, alleging that he was a builder and not 
a destroyer, be never had any respect for the Chris
tian mythology, nor faith in the ohuro'u's olahns. 

If be had been asked how he would hsv liked to hav 
death overtake him, be would perheps bav described 
the end be met, "just in the happiest, sunniest hour 
of all the voyag-e, while eager winds were kissing 
avery sail, to dash against t.he unseen rook, and in 
an instant hear the bi11ows roar above the sunken 
ship." For he wa::~ happiest when alone in his little 
crsft, and he set out in good ;;ealth and spirits. He 
liked nat.ure uncultivated atJd rngged, nature nat
ural, and he despised the artifiClialitiee of the conven
tional. The end was painlees, and though to his 
friends it is shocking to think of his dying alone in 
a boat, yet the dead feel no hurt. With nature he 
loved to liv, and with nature be would hn chosen 
to die. He had lived all lives, like a prince and like 
a p~uper; studied all oreeda, and rejected them all 
for a simple faith in a formless foroe whioh worked 
through law; had mingled with aU conditione of 
men, and experienced the emotions of the reckless 
ones of the world and of the aeceMo. Hie cup was 
full when, down bv the BAll, t.be end came. 

EvERYBODY will recollect ralm~ge's famous exolana.tlon 
of the growth of vegetation before the sun was created, as 
relaterl in Genesis ; which explanation Colonel Ingersoll had 
so much fun witu ·in his" Interviews on Talmage" And 
the Brooklyn ·antic has paralleled the sermon by another on 
rhe creation of our world, as described in the first chapter of 
GenesiF, In which be hJJ.R the work bPgun Monday morning, 
and man created 8at•1,rday afternoon! As a commentator 
Talmage is uneq•Ialed _____ _ 

Now that Mr. St. John has obtained Holy John's permis
~ion to Rend the " Bible Abrid~ed" throu~h the ma\ls he is 
doing great work in circulating that volume. This is the 
postal card he sends out to possible purchasers: 

"HOLY BJBT.E ABRIDGED 
"A bnok of 160 pae:es comatningchoic,. ~elections from the 

Holy Bible, highly recommended by the PoAtmaster General 
"nd other high ( fficlals and alen bv !lmding clergymen. 
Sent postnaid to any part nf the 0 nited S'.>~les. on receipt 
of price. fifty cents. A liberal discount made to the trade. 

"This !P a splendid bnok to hav on the center. table. 
"AR sample nf the cnotentR nf the bonk see Gene~is, Chap. 

ters xvi, xix, X'ICX, xxxvili; Levitlcn•, Chllp. xxi; N11mbers, 
Chap. xxxl; D·ut., Uhap. xxiii, xxv; J,Jfiges, Chap xxl; 
II Samuel, Cnap. xi, xii, xvi; Ezekiel, Chap. xv; I Cor., 
Chap. vii." 

SoME time ago the New York Press announced an article 
by Colonel Ingersoll, "Why I Am an Agnostic." The Press 
advertised it widely, and the article was telegraphed to vari
ous cities; editors in which supposed it to be new. When it 
appeared. we compared it wit.h the article of the same title 
which appellred in the N rtlt Americ"n Re'Oiew, ani! found it 
to be about one. half of the same paper, every other para
llTaph being omitted. It was a dishonest trick, and the 
Press is now sued by the Re'Diew fnr infringing the copyright 
law. But the avidity with which the article was copied, and 
the eagerness of editors of large daily papers to pay telegraph 
coat to hav it sent to them, • how that there is no more popu
lar writer in the country than the ~ham pion of Agnosticism; 
and it is an interesth'g rdiection that the publisher of the 
Re'Ditw bas no occasion to sue for infringing his copyright 
on any of his contributors' articles except Colonelln~rersoll's. 
The article appeared in the Rt'Diew of December, 1889, and 
March, 1890. 
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OsANDA, GA., May 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1, for which please 

send me the " Truth Seeker Collection ot Forms, Hymns, 
and Recitations;" also the ANNuAL tor 1891. 

I like your paper better and better as I read it each week. 
I hav six children, and I am trying to train them up in the 
way they should go, and think, in the course of time, I 
will tum loose six Infidels In Georgia. I shall send tor your 
Bible soon and then go to preaching. A. D. STBIOKLAND. 

Disco, MioH., May 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is $7.25 tor my own renewal to 

your excellent paper and two new subscribers, one year 
each. For the twenty.five cents send me the ANNUAL for 
1891. We hav not the benefit ot Freethought lectures here; 
but your paper helps us out wonderfully, and Heston is a 
host in himself. The post-oftice authorities seem to be 
"holed," and all that remains in that line is to put the 
attorney-general up a tree. Let the hunt go on by all means. 

Yours, etc., FRANOIB R. PAYNE. 

EuREKA, UTAH, May 15, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : When are you to publish the next " Pictorial 

Text-Book ?'' I hav the first one you hav published, but I 
am anxious to purchase the next, as the one I possess 
afforded me pride, amusement, and Instruction. As I am in 
Mormons' land, I loaned it to many, and it is still going 
round, greatly interesting every family. Too bad I am poor 
-1 would like to purchase one tor every hmily In the land. 

Wishing tor Tu:a: TRUTH BEKKER a great B!lCCess, and ad-
miring its talent, Youra respectfully, PAUL Co:a:FFKR. 

Cu:a:YKNN:a:, WYo., May 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed check tor $2, tor which 

send us a.nother copy ot your " Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Bollk." The work has been greatly admired here by all 
common-sense people who hav seen it, and with the help ot 
another one ·and Tu:a: 'l'RUTH SKBKBR we hope to convert a 
sufficient number of the broad-gage, progressiv, enterpris
ing citizens ot the state cit Wyoming to organize a Freelhink
er's society. Look out tor us. You will see Wyoming tore-
most in the rank of Liberalism. RIOHARDBON BRos. 

DEOATUR, ILL., May 26, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Please find Inclosed $1 tor the Pictorial 

Bible when ready. I am pleased to hear that it is the in
tention of Brother John Peck to assist In preparing the work. 
I wondered what had become of him, as I had not seen any
thing in THE TRUTH BBBKER from him of late. I wish he 
would publish in pamphlet form the articles that appeared 
in THE TRUTH SEEKER recently, entitled "Christianity Be
tore the Court" and "The India-Rubber God." Kind re
gards to Heston. You must continue the pictures. 

Liberally yours, CHARLES RANDALL. 

BRANDON, MINN., May 18, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I am behfndtime with my remittance, as 

I was trying to get one or more new subscribers, but suc
ceeded In getting none. We hav several men here that 
sympathize with Freethought, but who do not hav the moral 
stamina to face the world and let their Ideas come forth-a 
set of rellglous cowards domineered over by at least seven or 
eight priests or parasites of as many denominations. At any 
rate I shall keep on and try to do my share to allow reason 
to rule Instead ot dogmas. Wishing you success in your 
grand work, I remain yours sincerely, GEo. 8. MYRON. 

BROOKVILLE, KAN., May 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH 8EltKBR ot May 9th you pub

lished a Liberal funeral address, said to hav been delivered 
by me. This is not the case, however. The address was 
made by W. F. Adams, a teacher in the Brookville public 
school, at the funeral ot the Infant daughter of George and 
Carrie Wright. I only wish that I was capable of producing 
such an address. M.r. Adams is one ot the brainiest young 
Liberals in our county. As a teacher he stands In the front 
ranlr, and as a man he is very highly respected In this vicin
ity. He spoke at the grave of little Alice at the earnest 
request of the bereaved parents. NEWTON MITOHELL, 

D:a:s MoiN:a:s, !A., May 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: On Sunday, May 17th, the Liberals of Des 

Moines had the pleasure ot listening to two ot Charles 
Watts's grand lectures. The subjects were, " Did Christ 
Arise from the Dead ?" The hall was crowded on both oc
casions, and Mr. Watts was greeted by the largest audiences 
any Liberal lecturer ever had in Des Moines. We had a. 
challenge to the clergy printed, and one sent to every minis
ter in the city. Up to the present time none of them hav 
responded, and we do not think they will. These gentry 
are brave when they can hav everything their own way, but 
they recoil when an opponent demands ot them to defend 
on the platform what they preach from the pulpit. 

Yours tor mental liberty, FRANKLIN STEINER. 

TwiN Mout'ID, KAN., May 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you $3.50. This will secure 

me a berth before the mast on board 'ruE TRUTH Sa:EKBR man 
of war. With our noted Editor as fighting captain, snd her 
crew ot intellectual ofticers, she is bound to make short 
work of Christianity's battered hulk. 011r friend Heston 
has got his pen lighted between her gangway and her 
quarterdeck, and it is only a question ot time till the fire ot 
Freethought reaches her magazine and blows her and her 
three-headed God to that hell she has invented for others. 

Mr. Editor, you hav got Holy John by the collar and 
throat. Hold on to him until you expose his hypocrisy to 
the world. Your repeated efforts to get a decision on the 
Holy Bugaboo . deserve the approval and respect of every 
Liberal in the land. Your friend, ALEx. MoBRmx. 

FREDONIA, N.Y., May 28, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed lind ·$1.25-$1 to apply on Tu:a: 

TRUTH BEEKER, and twenty-five cents for the ANNUAL. 
I hav tried to get up a club, but it appears that THR TRUTH 

BBBKll:R is a little too tar In advance ot any church-member, 
and others require spirit friends to accompany them. Your 
paper has got so firm a hold upon my reason, and all the 
while keeping abreast of the times with fresh and rare 
fiower_u of new truth budding and bursting Into bloom, so 
much so that I am held spell-bound and made freer every 
day of my life j so much BO I cannot break loose if I should 
try. I feel it's privilege to hav and to hold the desire to 
still contribute to keep the standard sheet THE TRUTH 
SEEKER waving In the breeze, wafting the precious seeds of 
truth over the barren soli of superstition until it shall yet be 
made to blossom as the rose. PLINY SMITH. 

HAMBURG, l.t..., May 10, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: W. 8. Bell, the Radical orator of Oakland, 

Cal., delivered three good lectures In this city M.ay let, 2d, 
and 3d, oa .. the following subjects: (1) "Liberty;". (2) 
"Evolution ot Religious Ideas;" (3) "Popular Objections 
to Freethought Stated and Answered." .Mr. Bell is a very 
witty speaker, and· frequently· convulsed the audience with 
laughter. He made some telling blows against orthodoxy. 
He has many warm friends in Hamburg. Charles Watts, of 
Toronto, Can., followed him on the 4th, 5th, and 6th. The 
topics were as follows : (1) "Unbelief: What Has It Done 
tor Mankind?" (2) "The Bible Story ot Creation;" (3) 
" Did Christ Rise. from the Dead ?'' These lectures were 
grand. Ingersoll could not do much better. Mr. Watts Is 
expected to return in the near future In time to dedicate the 
Fred W. Toedt Freethought Hall, a magnificent structure 
soon to be built. E. T. DALBEY. 

CLARKSVILLE, lA., May 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I am pleased to inform you we hav had the 

great pleasure of listening to Mr. Charles Watts in this town. 
He delivered three lectures at this place on the 24th, 25th, 
and 26th of May. It has been quite an event tor the people. 
The subjects were, "Secularism,"" Unbelief," and'' Chris
tian Origin." To those who hav never had the pleasure of 
hearing M.r.-watts it would be difticult to describe his mas
terly manner and convincing logic in the delivery of theee 
lectures. Our friends here thought the lectures were 
splendid. At the· last lecture there were three ministers 
present, and although Mr. Watts gave them a cordial Invi
tation to answer him or correct him they evidently did not 
think it prudent. I would advise all Liberals in this section 
never to miss the opportunity of securing Mr. Watts's ser. 
vices, tor he is what may be called a holy terror to supersti-
tion, bigotry, and priestcratt. FREETHINKER. 

NEw YORK, May 26, 1891. 
M.R. EDITOR: As regards advocating the nomination of 

Mr. R. G. Ingersoll tor president, I would like to say that I 
would favor him personally, tor he is an honest man, judg. 
ing by his Free thought lectures. But our field tor action 
is not directly political, but is preeminently one of educa
tion, agitation, and reform. We need strong men like Mr. 
Ingersoll to cast hot shot st the absurdities and untruthful. 
ness ot all religion, periodically and at frequent intervals, 
throughout the land. 

Again, we do not need any president of the United States. 
It is a useless oftice, and the time has arrived tor Its aboli
tion. The incumbent Is a mere figure-head the same as 
Queen Victoria. Also the United States $enate (correct 
spelling) is unnecessary, and should hav its "rich men's 
club " pay Its own expenses, not taxing the people. 

No, the oftice of president would not benefit Mr. Inger. 
soli, nor could it advance Freet.hought issues. Let us urge 
him to still be the Grand Chief Lecturer and independent 
exponent of Liberalism ! For his noble efforts in the cause 
of truth t~s. religion humanity and an approving judgment 
daily bless him. E. J. KIMBALL. 

CRAYON, o., May 25, 1891 (E.M. 291). 
MR. EDITOR: Having been a continual patron and reader 

of THE TRUTH BEEKER for a period ot seven years, and also 
a constant worker in the dissemination of its principles 
among my fellow-men, and having not as yet voiced my 
sentiments and feelings upon this grand Religion ot Human
ity in its columns, I now embrace the opportunity to do so. 

By the kindness of an associate who has been attending 
college, a few years since I came In the possession of some 
Freethought literature from THE TRUTH BEKKER. It so con
formed with my reason and experience and so appeased the 
very longings ot my nature that I accepted the principles 
therein as the most rational religion ever offered to man, and 
at a sacrifice of popularity I hav proclaimed them ever since. 
Until I find something more logical or consistently scientific, 
as long as I retaih my mental equilibrium, my voice shall 
ever be heard reverberating the seatiments ot the grand old 
TRUTH BEKKER. 

Without an exception, Heston's cartoons are the most 
potent and effectual factors in this Freethought warfare 
that could be employed. This man Heston must possess a 
mountain of genius and education, so well and so truly does 
he portray his pictures. Never let them stop. 

I go to church occasionally, and there I hear the false ac. 
cusations and misrepresentations of the religious cranks con
etiming our modern savior, Colonel Ingersoll, and the doc
trin of human Rationalism, and it so arouses my Indignation 

and enthuses my ambition .that I hav longed tor the ability 
ot the one that is assailed, when I would polish them off in 
a minute. 

You mention in a recent number the different ways we 
can help THE TRUTH S.BRKBR. Among them is by sending 
sample copies to subscribers tor distribution. Now, 1 am a 
subscriber and I do want to help TH.B TRUTH BBBKBR and 
the cause ot Liberalism. P!ease send me a few copies bear
Ing the date of May .9th and 16th, and they will be disposed 
of to our good. I conclude by wishing that long may liv 
Tux TRUTH BEEKER and its principles be perpetual and pre
vail, and that ultimate mental emancipation be ours to the 
extent ot perfect liberty. 

Wit.hout the grace ot God, I am, 
Fraternally yours, ELMER MoMILLBR. 

NEw BALTIMORB!O., June 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: From the tone of many ot your. correspond-· 

ents your readers would conclude that most of your patrons 
were poor men and Anarchists. Nothing is said in favor of 
the rich man ; all seem to be against him as though it was a 
crime to be rich, or as though no man could accumulate 
property unless he did so dishonestly or criminally. 

Mr. Ballou says the poor man bears all the burdens.. ~t 
us inquire and ascertain. In this part ot the United States 
the men pt property make and keep up the roads and all 
other improvements; they build school-houses and educate 
the children of the poor as their own, and even go so tar as 
to compel the poor man's children to go to school, in many 
instances furnishing them books. It necessary they thtow 
around the poor the protecting arm of. the law. The man 
ot property pays nearly all the expenses of keeping up the 
government, unless it be the revenue derived from tobacco 
and intoxicating liquor. Without the man of capital the 
poor man would be without labor or money. And in many 
cases he j:tets more than his labor is worth, and the capitalist 
tails In his business. Yet there is a constant cry that capital 
is robbing labor, that the laborer is working at. starvation 
prices, and strikes are Instituted, and mostly by men who are 
earning from $2 to $8 per day, which would enable any per
son with an ordinary family to liv and lay up something for 
after-life by using ordinary economy and keeping sober. 

There is the great trouble, Intemperance. Many men 
(not all), especially miners, will work all the week, make from 
$20 to $30, then get on a spree, spend the whole or nearly 
the whole amount before Monday morning, and when they 
find their money: gone they strike tor higher wages. And 
every strike is decidedly against the laborer; It discourages 
capital, factories are discontinued and new ones are not. 
built, the demand tor labor is less than the supply, and the 
consequence is, the price ot labor is reduced. 

The only way to Increase the· value of labor is to make it 
valuable and profitable to the manufacturer. Then the bus
Iness will be found profitable, other factories will start up, 
and create a demand for labor and the rise In wages. 

Without the hated capitalist tl~e poor inan must starve; 
the best policy tor the poor man Is by trugalityhimselt to 
become a capitalist. This country pays the highest wages 
of any country in the world, why then so much complaint? 
In China the laborer gets ten cents a day. S.M. BowBR. 

INDUSTRY, KAN., M!ly 25, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I read an article In week before last's TRUTH 

BEEKER stating how to Increase the circulation ot THR TRUTH 
BEEKER. That Is just what I hav been doing ever since I hav 
been taking the paper, and I find it has accomplished a great 
deal of good. And if you hav any extra copies that you hav 
no particular use for, I would be pleased to receive them, 
and I shall circulate them where I think they will do the most 
good. Just as soon as I am through reading· mine, I dis
tribute it where it does the most good. My Liberal papers 
and books are always in demand. This book that I am now 
ordering from you is ~or a triend·of mine that saw the ad
vertisment in TuB TRUTH BEEKER. And it we are fortunate 
enough here In Kansas to get a good crop of grain this year, 
I expect to be able to order $12 or $15 worth ot books from· 
you, as there are three other parties going in with me to 
order books in order to post . themselvs on . the Liberal 
question ; and then, they say they are going to attend the 
religious revivals next winter, and if the preacher or church
members come to them to persuade them to get what the 
churcb calls religion, they can defend themselvs, and glv a 
reason why they don't believe it. And more than that, we are 
going to make a strong effort to secure you more subscribers 
to THE TRUTH BBEKER. But at present It is almost impos
sible to send tor books or get subscribers, as money is very 
scarce on account ot poor crops fer the last two or three 
ye&Is, and the people at present are very busy cultivating 
their crops. But I aesure you that I am doing all I can tor 
the Liberal cause according to my ability and finance. 
Everybody that sees TuB TRUTH BEEKER is wonderfully 
amused at the pictures, except the church-members, as they 
think it is blasphemy in the first degree to illustrate "holy 
things" in their true light. But that's right. Tell Brother 
Heston to giv it to them in strong doses, as that is the only 
thing ·that will eradicate the old Bible superstition out of 
some people's mlndl;l. 

It is too bad that the great majority of the people in this 
age ot the world must be hypocrite, in order to please 
hypocritical church-members. In the first place, the more 
Liberal-minded people hav not the courage to express tbeir 
honest opinion publicly; and as they are in business they 
are afraid to do so tor tear they will offend some ot their 
patrons who do pretend to believe in the Holy Queer, and 
lose their trade ; and then they think it unpopular to be an 
unbeliever. And with my experience with the people I find 
it is so. Nearly everybody goes to church to see and to be 
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seen and make a display of themselvs. Quite a number of 
church-members hav told me already, "Wise, believe what 
you please, but don't express your honest opinion publicly ; 
for your .being a poor young one-armed man hurts your 
reputation in the estimation of the people; for it Is fashion. 
able nowadays to be a hypocrit, and you might as well be a 
hypocrit and make pretensions in Christianity, as well as the 
rest of us." What do you think of such assertions as that? 

Your true friend, J. B. WisE. 

MARoELmE, Mo., May 25, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been here In Missouri nearly one year. 

I find quite a number of Liberals here-some who are out
spoken, and many others who are shy, and afraid to speak 
their honest thought for fear of social and business boycott. 
And I will tell you what I notice by associating with both 
Liberals and Christians. I find existing among Christians 
a kind of narrow.mindedness, a !!elfish disposition, a kind of 
unnatural, unreasonable ghoEitology hovering over that 
household. I find the most strict and sincere among them 
to be the most unreasonable. When I take up my abode tor 
the nlg~t with a man who asks a long, long blessing, and 
says a long evP.ning and morning prayer, I do not miss the 
mark very far or often when 1 make up my mind to hav to 
pay such a man something near two prices for my staying 
with him. . 

And the children raised by such parents hav a longing 
gaze or pious look, a dulness about them, which no doubt 
hav been brought upon them by being taught the unreason. 
able story of the Bible. The mind of every child revolts 
against such absurdities until it has been crippled, biased, 
blunted, and twisted out of reason by such ghostly dreams 
until at last it has no power to resist the hypnotic influences 
of such a teaching, and it falls a victim. It is no longer the 

· bright-eyed, smlllng.faced child of nature. It becomes, as it 
were, nailed to the cross. Its brain has been deadened. It 
has become the child of superstition. Its soul has been 
poisoned by the cruel influences of the unreasonable and 
absurd. It has b\:lcome non-progressiv In the world of 
thought. And if in spite of all such cruel teaching, the 
child retains a single germ of natural reason and it begins to 
bud, the parents, all the Christian neighbors, and tlle clergy, 
the great defenders of supe'fstition, are ready as soon as it is 
discovered to crush and kill the la11t vestige of that bud of 
promis. They then shout and pray, and tell their God of 
what they hav done. They seem to think they hav gained a 
great victory. The most of them are no doubt in earnest 
and I believe they are sincere and-think they are doing right: 
for they were taught these doctrine when they were children. 

And I want ~o tell you that that is why I fight such doc. 
trine. They cause people to do wrong unconsciously, while 
they th!nk they are doing right. It is wrong to teach a child 
that certain things are true, when we do not nor cannot 
know them to be true ourselvs. Now, as I said before, I 
find the most strict and sincere among the Christians to be 
the most unreasonable. Those who return thanks to the 
open space, and try to liv right up to the Bible, and tall on 
bended knees around the family altar with close-shut eyes, I 
say these faithful people hav (and it Is probable that they 
hav unconsciously) been the most cruel and relentless toward 
me and all others who disbelieve their dogmas. And I hav 
often wondered (admitting that their doctrine be true) why 
when they pray they close their eyes, and if they can see 
God any plainer by closing them. 

I also fin-d another class who call themselvs Christians who 
are sociable, kind, and reasonable. They erect no family 
altars, do not return thanks at table, and only go to church 
at wide intervals. I find these to be very good people. But, 
as it seems to me, they hav advanced thus far toward Liber. 
alism. 

I believe the devout Catholic to be more reasonable on 
more subjects than the devout Protestant of some of their 
churches. Yet the Catholics imprison the minds of children 
:While quite young, and they more seldom emerge from their 
incarceration than Protestant children. Any system that 
teaches as fact that which is beyond the limit of the senses 
or that which no one does or can know, is in my judgment ~ 
system that does not deserve the respect of intelligent beinge, 
and is liable to do much harm and impede the progress of 
humanity. I think a people who for the most of the time 
hav their minds directed above the clouds searching tor Gods 
they never find, do not themselvs nor their fellow-man justice 
here. 
. About fifteen years ago I learned legerdemain or magic. 

I hav for the most of the time for nearly fifteen years been 
traveling, giving entertainments. My exhibition consists of 
combination music of five instruments, legerdemain, auto. 
matic performance, comic and sentimental songs, and what 
I hav believed and still believe to be instructiv lectures 
given not in high-polished language, but, I think; to th~ 
point. After, and sometimes before, working my deceptiv 
illusions, I . would very candidly inform my audience that 
such tricks were deceptiv and were not just what they 
appear to be-that the effects produced were due to clever 
mechanism, dextrous manipulation, etc. When I fiad peo. 
pie who attribute such a performance to the supernatural, 
and believe that those who play such tricks hav pawned 
their souls to the devil to get his power to cast a mist over 
people's eyes, as they call it-I say, when I find such people 
as I hav mentioned, people who would not attend such 
places for fear that their presence there would tear their God 
from his throne, I go to them and expose to them the secret 
of some trick· which they hav heard some one speak of when 
they were young; arid in so doing I hav severed a section of 
that horrible band of superstition, and hav cast it from the 
brain forever. There are thousands of such people as I hav 
spoken of even to this day. 

My lecture now has become almost a downright Liberal 

lecture. I fight superstition, false teaching, and fraud. I 
hav a combat with nearly every preacher I meet. After talk
ing to them for a whole day, and some of them for a day 
and a night, they almost all acknowledge that they do not 
know any more of God, devil, heaven, and hell than what I 
claim to know myself. I then tell them they ought to be 
ashamed to teach that God is the author of such a book as 
the Bible, and that a merciful God would forever damn to 
an endless hell some ef his people he has created because 
they caUilot believe that ,Jesus Christ rose from the dead 
three days after he was crucified and then ascended up to 
heaven. That is what I tell them. I tell them to be"honest 
and preach to the people what they acknowledge to me. 
But they will not do that, you know. They go to the pulpit 
and preach as positiv fact that which they hav acknowledged 
to me that they did not know, but only had that strong faith 
to believe. I think I hav a perfect right to accuse such goa. 
pel trip-hammers of downright falsehood. They some of 
them tell me they do not know these things to be facts, but 
they' hav faith to believe they are !acts, and they feel it a 
duty to preach them as facts, tor, they say, "if they prove 
in the end to be facts, were it not better that we preached 
them as facts?" Then right in the face of that reasoning 
they tell me all who do not hear the gospel, of Christ 
preached, people who ll.av not the opportunity to read the 
Christian Bible, will be saved anyway. "They know noth. 
ing of Christ, therefore they cannot disbelieve in him." Yet 
they say we Liberals who believe Christ was no more than 
any good and great reformer, simply a good man in his time, 
will suffer endless punishment. I tell you, I hate such a doc
trln as that with every fiber of my being. And then do not 
the preachers get themselvs in close quarters if, after they 
preach Christ to the people that know him not, any should 
disbelieve and reject him? Fol\ then, according to their 

. teaching, these poor hapless beings will be subject to eternal 
torment, and will not the preachers who enlighten them be 
the cause of all this? Would it not hav been better, and 
would it not be better now, not to enlighten people on that 
subject it it really will cause anyone to suffer throughout 
an endless eternity? Would that I had the oratorical power 
equal to that of a ton of dynamite, and the voice of thunder, 
so I could giv some people such a shaking up as to cause 
them to investigate and seek a reason for belief in things, 
instead of accepting by blind faith. C. A. GLENN. 

SAVANNAH, GA., May 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Hell has broken loose in Georgia. I inclose 

herewith two clippings from the Savannah Morning News. 
One of them, headed " Thrifty Theories of Theology," criti. 
cises rather sharply the journeymen preachers who object 
to being shut out of what would be paying jobs by ap. 
prentices who are willing to work for nothing for the sake 
of practice. The other is a communication by R. M. Orme, 
and, while not absolutely blasphemous, is so heretical in tone 
that I am surprised that a newspaper in this Christian com. 
munity should hav dared to publish it. 

Savannah is one of the worst priest-ridden cities in the 
United States; and, strange to say, it is also one of the 
wickedest. Although exceeded in population by other 
counties in the state, the county in which it is situated annu. 
ally furnishes more convicts to the state penitentiary than any 
other county, although the administration of the law is far 
from strict. This state of affairs exists in spite of the fact that 
there are in the city thirty-nine churches-one for each 1,100 
inhabitants. As might be expected, there are more than 150 
drinking-places. Not only crimes but lesser immorality 
flourish. I cannot pretend to say who or what is respon
sible. 

About three months ago a new mayor was elected on a 
"reform" movement. Among his first official acts was an 
edict ordering the strict enforcement of an ordinance requir. 
ing, among other things, the closing of tippling-houses on· 
Sunday. The rumsellers did not like being shut off from the 
best business day of the week, and insisted on the enforce
ment of the entire ordinance •. As a consequence the sale of 
cigars, soda and mineral waters, and everything else except 
medicine at the drug-stores, was stopped, news-stands 
were closed, greengrocers and butchers were not allowed to 
go into their places of business to deliver articles previously 
purchased and lett on Ice until Sunday, newspaper offices 
were closed, and even the newsboys and bootblacks were 
chased off the street. The people stood it for three succes
siv Sundays ; then they rose in their wrath, and demanded 
a modification of the ordinance so that it would apply to 
tippling-houses only. Their demand was at once complied 
with. A few saloon-keepers were arrested and fined for 
violating the Sunday law; but the spasm of virtue waned, 
and now it is as easy to get liquor on Sunday in Savannah 
as it is to pay for it. 

There are, I suppose, some lntl.dels In Savannah, but I hav 
met very few. A large portion of the population are Roman 
Catholics, very few of whom become Liberals. As they are 
accustomed to having their thinking and praying done for 
them by the priests, they do not seem to think it necessary 
to investigate for themselvs. P. C. OGLESBY. 

Editor Morning News: Your writer makes some preten. 
sions of having read and studied the Bible. The Dr. Briggs 
trial interests him. He has also read every creed and belief, 
from j)aganlsm, Mosaism, Judaism, polyiheism, Catholi. 
clam, Protestantism, down to Mormonism; and what are all 
those " isms " but the shadows of men's minds, in different 
:parts or the world, produced, generated, and given mental 
vitality to according to the condition, education, environ. 
ment, and brain capacity of the people? Why did poly
theism die, the cbild of thought of enlightened Greece and 
Rome? Simply because the minds and education of the 
people had outgrown the thought of many gods-their loves, 
their jealou!les, and the doings ot their gods. That and 
nothing more. 
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As a gentleman told me the other day. objecting to my 
broad, liberal, and progressiv ideas : " The church of my 
fathers and their faith is good enough for me." " There we 
differ," I replied. " The faith of my fathers has nothing to 
do with my faith. Their faith was built upon their reason 
and education; and my faith is built upon my reason and my 
education. Thought and investigation never stand still." 
The doctors who physicked our fathers of fifty or one hun
dred years ago could not physic me to-day unless they were 
thoroughly up in all branches of medical science. So with 
the doctors of divinity fifty and a hundred years ago. My 
old great-grandfather preached Calvinism, pure and simple, 
over one hundred years ago ; but I hav no idea of swallowing 
his theological medicln. His faith was not good enough 
for me, and I guess he has learned something by this time. 
Rev. Dr. Briggs has made an issue, and one that cannot be 
dodged, compromised, or ignored. It has got to be met; 
met with facts-historical facts. The people, the times, the 
surroundings, the influence, under which prophets, apostles, 
and bishops wrote and spoke are lel!:ltimate subjects tor 

·criticism and investigation. I elm ply aare to think outside 
of all churches, and other men do the same. In truth, they 
hav put me to thinking, reading, investigating, and research. 
"The History of the Christian Religion to the Year Two 
Hundred," is a book that will make any man think, and 
think as he never thought before. 

If the Bible be an inspired book-every word, every line, 
every narrativ, every historical assertion made therein-then 
there must be or should be some divinely inspired men to in. 
terpret it. Human laws made by men are judged and ex
plained and passed upon by men. If the apostles were in. 
spired-and that is claimed for them-where is the man or 
the men who now walk the earth who can look his fellow
man in the face and say : " Behold, an inspired man of God 
speaks to you, hear him and believe." Work a miracle it you 
please, we would say; here is my cane, tum it into a snake 
and I will believe in your inspiration. Peter, James, John, 
and others of their day were something of thaumaturgists, 
and that was their clinching assertion or argument that they 
were inspired. Inspired men generally had wonderful 
powers, and miracles came easy to them • 

But the church? exclaims the believer in the church as a 
divine institution. Well, what is the church but a body of 
reasoning, thinking, investigating men ? What is a party 
but a set of men in a party convention to draw up a set of 
resolutions and say, this is the voice of the Democratic or 
Republican party ? Why all the11e councils, synods, conven. 
tiona, if what was delivered to the fathers was inspiration? 
Why talk in such assemblies about the spirit of the time!, 
the intelligence of the people, the advancement of thought, 
the investigation of science, the revelation of geology, the 
study of ethnology, etc., which never entered the brain of 
the writer of many books in the Bible, and were not dreamed 
of by the fathers ? The church once ruled science, and sat 
In judgment upon scientific books. Must the living thought 
and knowledge of to-day stand still and be knocked down by 
the bones of the dead past ? If the church has m>t changed, 
hav not the people in a wonderful degree? The love of 
power is a mania with some men, and, like the miser, 
nothing but the hand of death will ever make them glv it up. 
The church loves authority and power, and hence the fight 
against any man who loves truth better than authority. 

Should it ever be my privilege to see infallible men, men 
who never take cognizance of their reason, judgment, logic; 
who never consult facts, history, and are perfectly indiffer
ent to all surroundings, just as Jesus was, then I may be
lieve in some infallible church. 

But with the Bible before me, knowing something of the 
history of the I>eople who wrote the books, their peculiar 
ideas, their understanding of God, their peculiar belief in 
God and God's dealing with them for near two thousand 
years, and books covering a space of near two thousand 
years, I must not forget there was a good d~al of human 
nature and human passion in all that was said and written. 

I hav written this article, Mr. Editor, because this trial of 
Rev. Dr. Briggs means a change or a revolution in thought 
in a greater or less degree, just as the discussion relativ to 
th6 Westminster Catechism means a more modified form of 
Ca~vinistic teachings. The people migltt as well know the 
tru~;h now as later. It is coming, and it had better come 
p:ently than like a torrent which will do great injury. 
France once leaped with a mighty leap from Catholicism to 
Atheism; but in time took in a taste of Protestantism, and· 
was saved from.her folly. R. M. 0. 

Western ministers of the p:ospel are somewhat agitated 
and interested by the recent strike, so to speak, in the Iowa 
presbytery caused by the introduction of theological stll
dents Into pulpits which the veterans say the various congre
gations would hav to employ graduated journeymen ex. 
pounders to fill if it were not for those enthusiastic aspirants 
who volunteer their services gratuitously just for the prac. 
tice they may thus acquire. Possibly the students get all 
their services are really worth. But such a suggestion would 
be very unkind. Moreover, it Is not the point. 

Heretofore the impression has commonly prevailed among 
the laity that the good men of the gospel held the dissemi
nation of the holy scriptures as the highest aim and sole 
purpose of the sacred calling to which they had consecrated 
their lives simply for the sake of the good they could do 
mankind. , 

Apparently that is an egregious error. These gentlemen 
place the mini!try upon the ordinary plane of a mere rrofes
sion for the purpose of making a living. Not only that, but 
the members of the craft clearly hav thrifty notions about 
the essentials of success, and deem it necessary to keep a 
close watch upon cut-rate competition. In fact, they appear 
more than usua!lv impatient of any sort of Invasion of their 
province, which has hitherto been considered an open field 
in which all comers were heartily welcome. 

All that is now changed. Theory has been transmuted 
into practice of the most practical sort. Cold calculation 
would not incorrectly describe it. But is that likely to 
advance the cause of religion? That is the grave question 
which now presents itsel.t. Are men trained in so thrifty a 
school of crafty calculation upon pecuniary gain more likely 
to diffuse pure Christianity than the old scbpol of simple 
teaching of the gospel for the benefits it was supposed to 
confer upon their fellows? Really it does not seem rea. 
sonable. 

Those veterans of the text and benediction offer no other 
objection to the young preachers than that they should keep 
quiet and let their hair grow, so to speak. In other words 
they should" go to Jericho and wait until their beards grow." 
How a great growth of whiSkers would increase their piety 
or augment their ta!eots is not stated. Meanwhile those 
young men are presumably to allow their religious fervor to 
gradually cool and their enthusiasm slowly ooze out of them 
from Inaction while they waste the best years of youtnful 
vigor in awaiting their turn at the evangelical till. 
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lldiua bf MISS 8t1SAB H. w:rxolll, Jl'a•l 

.RV.w, M~JU., to t11iom all Oommu,..WJUonsfoo 
this 01W'l'Uf' ahoultlb~ '"''· 

" Be$ween the dark and the dayHgh,, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the daY's oconpaiionl 
Thai is known as ihe Ohlldren•a Hour." 

I. Dnnno and I. Knowit. 
I. Dnnno @tarted on a memorable trip, 

Wi•h a v•liant companion, 1. Knowit; 
"Let ns feel <>Dr wn. Rlowly," says slow I. Dnnno; 

I. Koow1t says," Let us just 110 it r·• 
And one would go fast and one would go slow, 
In this trip of I, Knowit ~>nd slow I., nnno, 

I. Dnnno picked his wav, felt ahont with his cane, 
And carefully tested the bridl!'es; 

I. Knowi t rushed on. like a late exoress train, 
Over mountains and rivers and ridges; 

Be looked back and cried, "Get a move on, old 
slow!'' 

" Oh, I'll go my own jog," said old slow I. Dnnno 

I. Kaowit got t"ngled and lost in the swamp, 
And well-nigh submerged in the mire; 

I. D11nno, he tonnd out, in bialeisureiy romp, 
That the ground wa• too sof•, a••d went higher; 

"I'll poke with my cane wherever I go, 
And stub along easy," said slow I. Dunno. 

I. Knowit crawled out a!l covered with mud, 
And bangfd and battered whh brUI•es, 

San be, •• A. fellow w1th fire in his blood 
Oan duff in wherever be chooses." 

•Tis better to llO kinder m<ld'rate and slow, 
And not get banged and battered," said slow I. 

Dun no. 
I. Dnnno traveled slow, bnt he got far ahead 

Of the rapid onmaner, I. Koow>t, 
I. Dnnno still •S.ld·, "L~t u• ca.r~fllllY tread," 

I. Kaowit stilts aid," Let us go it." 
I. Kuowit brongbt UP in tbe swamp of Dontcare; 
I. Dunno reached the beauti!ulln.nd of G·t~bere. 

-s. w. ll'o•• in Yantee Blaae. 

Hattie .M. Day'M .Arkansas Home. 
I must be brief. Miss Day is a contrib 

utor to the Children's Corner. I was kindly 
invited by the D~y family to visit them. I 
was not physically able to travel or visit, but 
had been so confined to my lit le room that 
I most gladly accepted the invitation, and 
am now (May 14 b) with them. I find them, 
when compared wl1h most families, peace. 

~odless humanitarian, I here, to a great 
extent, meet with congenial responses to my 
truth- and nature-lovin~ "spirit" or organic 
impressibtlity. The Diy family read and 
think much, and radiate their meatal light 
>~.nd goodness far out upon dark error and 
superstition. They are isolated from, but seek 
and need con~~;enlal society. I Rhall soon re
turn nne hundred miles to my Kansas ab"de. 
•o different In many respects. Bless the Day 
family and all who read this brlE'f recitaL 

PRr F J H. Co ox. 

A Ready Answer• 
When Lord !Wen borough was chief justice, 

a laboring bricklayer W"s one day called as a 
witness in an action. When he came up to 
be sworn, his lordship said to him: 

"Really, witnesP, when you hav to appear 
before this court, it is your bounden duty 
to be more clean and decent in your appear
ance." 

" Upon my life," replied the witness, "if 
your lordship comes to that, I'm thinklnu 
I'm every bit as well dressed as your lord
ship." 

" How do you mean P" said the judge an. 
grily. 

"Why," said the laborer, "you come here 
In yowr wotklng clothes, and I'm come in 
mine." 

Correspondence. 
JoPLIN, Mo., May 20. 1891. 

Dun MISS WixoN: I thoue:ht I would 
write a. few Jines to the Children's CorRer 
My pspa has taken THE TRUTH BEEKER for 
five years. I hav heard ·Mr. Jamieson Ject 
ure at the court hou•e, and at a Pchool-house 
In Box Dig-gens. The court houoe Is in J0p~ 
lin. I go to PChool, and I study reading, 
writing, geographv, 1nithmetic, and e:ramma,. 
I hav two @is•ers and one brother. My 
brother is named 11.fter Mr. lne:ersoll. Mv old
Pet @!ster goeR to S'milav-~cbool and to church 
I g1less ~>he goeR tn learn how to sing Her 
name iR Muv. My little slAter's name is Min a. 
Sne is four years old. Sbe says she believes 
what papa believ,.s. My olileRt sister tries to 
make hE>r believe there Is a G 'd. and she will 
say, "I am a little Infidel" I am nine years 
old. I hav seen no cblldrPn trat write to the 
Corner from this place. I thought I might 
be the first one to write, and hope this letter 
wm not !!'O to the waste bll@ket. 

Your liLtle Freethinker friend, 
LBNA F. Woon. 

able, harmonious, and happy. Just think of --
it. What is the world comin~ toP A whole O"Oll:OLA, !A., May 29, 1891. 

f
a DBA.R MisS WIXON : I will write a Jetter for 
Qmily of Atheists, godlt:ss parents and t.he Corner for tile second time. Otu school 

Young men who are in those terrible snares 
"f tobacco and liqu"r. pull out of them. 
Come and go with us F<eet,hinldng temper. 
a.nce workers. If some old fo.y tells you 
hat a chew of tobacco is good for the tooth

>iChe, you hav no need to commence using 
It; there are other remedies for the tooth
ache, and they won't cost any more in the 
long run. D3 not take a drink of liquor of 
any kind b~cause some old soft-head tells 
you it will be good for<¥ou; he is a little soft 
or he would not say ~uch a thin~r. 

Yours truly; E W. PRIDB, 
President of the Freethinkers' Temperance 

Society. 

RooH:S:BTBR, MINN., June 1, 1891. 
DBAB M!ss WIXON: As this is my first 

letter for the Corner, I will try to m>~.ke it as 
short as possible, because your space is valu
able. 

I am the only Liberal girl in this city th11.t 
l know of. I am fourteen years old and hav 
neither sister nor brother. Can't you pity 
me? 

There are 5,000inbabitants here and eleven 
churches. but no Liberal hall. 

Toe Catholic church bas a convent right 
beside it, and there are a great many children 
going to school-to be made nuns of, I sup
pose It seems to me the greater part of the 
tnbabltants here are Catholics. 'l'here is also 
a Catholic hospiral on the outskirts of the 
city in charge of the sisters and priests 
fhey call it a charitable institution, but 
everyone has to pay or stay away. 

The second Insane asylum Is located about 
one mUe east of the wain part of the city, 
anil there are about 1,100 patients. 

R 1chester is very slow tn glltting Improve 
ments, bqt we now hav the streets lighred by 
electricity, and our bouse is furnished with 
gas, and the gas is also lighted by electricity. 
which p>~.pa fi•ted up himself, with batteries, 
ere. He has also put electric bells into sev
eral houses around here. 

Mamma and I expect to go down to camp 
meering at ClintoD, Ia., this August, and I 
hope I will meet some Liberal boys and girls 
there. Am ~~:lad to see so many children 
peeping into Liberalism a little, and I would 
be glad to correspond with some of the 
Cornerites about my age. Hope you will 
srart up a children's paper; I wUl help it all 
I can. 

Wishing you success in your noble (fforts 
for the benefit of us all, I remain, 

Your Liberal friend, HELBNA M Fox. 
[Welcome, Helena. Now that you hav 

come into the Corner, you hav a crowd of 
brothers and sisters. Our young people's 
paper is still in embryo, and we may hav to 
walt till our young folks grow up before we 
see the paper a living thing. Thanks for 
kind wishes.-Eo. C. C] 

Jcience folumn. 

The Mareb Peep r. 

children, happy without any aid from the was out to-day. We did not hav anv piece to 
Btble, the prt:achers, and their God. Yes, •'!:W&k. I lik<> t" re"d t.be Ohllilren's CornH 
godlesR humanitarianP, who try to make the I received a Fre,thinker's Magflsine last week. 
most of this life without regard to any other I hope this letter will not reo;.cn the waste. 
Here I am most kindly treated ,· here 1 am basket. My sister oent for thoRP fl >we.- ~eeds 

that were arlvertised In THE TRUTH SEEKER 
treated with intellectual as well as physical We planted them, and they are all growing Very early in the spring may be heard by 
hospltahty; here I can talk freely and fully nicely. The pllpt>r i• verv nice; the name of those It vlng in the country the " peep, peep, 
my thoughts and ideals, without watching ft i• the Ladies' World I ltv in thP C'lUntry. peep" or a little frog that is known as the 
and measuring my words. I llv eight miles sou•hwest _nf 0 .ce"la. I ·'little peeper." 

Their home is in a narrow irregular val-· b>~.v four brothers and five Sisters. Two of Then we know that the" pussy willows" 
. ' my sisters are teacher!!, anrl two brothers are 

ley, extendmg north and south. It is bor- teachers. 1 hav one brother married, ana are putting forth their soft mossy buds, that 
dered by low hills and ridges covered with one sister. I hav two nephew•, and one new life is starting in the forests, that the sap 
small trees, shrubs, plants, and grass, and lit.rle niece. I llv in a large • q 1are houRe. is moving in the trees, and the fresh youn!i( 
presents a varied, picture• q'Je ~cene. Mucb We hav thelllrgE>st pond \I ever •aw; we hav grass is stretching its tiny blades· in the sod 
of the land is rough and stony covered with fiRh in it. The front of our hnuse faces the Fdw people hav ever met the queer creatures 

' north. We hav a lare:e orchard, and it 
various shrube, blackberry busheo, and wild stands north of the home, and also a verv that announce in piping tones the advent of 
strawberry vines. It is natural fruit land, large barn that is east of the orcbaril; the spring time, and yet they are very thick In 
and there is a large orchard twenty-five to prmd is P&st of the barn in a grove of m11.ple the marshy' meadows and along the muddy 
fifty feet above the valley. The main house r,rE>es. It. iR very amusi"g to feed tbe fi•h. brooks. They are quick sud activ in tht-ir 
is built of hewed logs and plastered chinks We c•m fE>ed 0 '1r fi•h out of our band. We movements, full of vig r, and ha.,dsome in 

' bav a large 1i 1Ck of !!'eE>se, turkeys, and f h 
with a small board wing for a bed-room. chickens. 1 llv one mlle anrl 6 q· 1arrer from their changing coats o w ite, green, black, 
The kitchen Is a small log house a few feet t.be PChool-house. We are g.-.ing t,o hav ,,ew and red. When night comes they giv an 
away. There are several small, open log hooks nPxt term; but I ilon't think it iR the evening C"~ncert, and the listener Feems to 
buildings for animals, hens, tools, and best policy for t.he teachers. Wt>ll, T ~rueRs I hear a 1housand little peeps from as many del 
"traps." A cold, constant stream of wa.ter will cume to 6 close. MYRTLE JoNHs. teste throats, all appearing to be doing their 
runs from a spring in the sidehill close to CISNE, JLL., Mav 20 . 1891. best to make themselvs heard. Bnt lf you 
the house down a Fpout and falls down and To THE Youl\'G BuYs AND THErR p,_1n:N·rs: stwul<l approach very near, presto I silence 
ruTls through the milk-house, in which milk, Little hov• who re>~.d the Children's Corner reigns. The music suddenly ceases, and a 
cream, butter, and anything else, are kept in THE TRUTH SEEKER, if you want to join deep husn falls on the meadows and shallow 
cool by being set on stones and pebbles in the our temperance society 68 soon as you get pools, for they hav a fine sense of hearing 

"ld enough, now is your time to c~mmence h 
clear, constamly running water. l::lome way Never begin b1ld habi s. D 1 not •amper Just as soon, owever, as they think (•or 
below, the same little brook runs under an with tob~cc0 or l'q•lor because you think it they -must hav some sort of thinking power~) 
out-building, and wa~hes away and ab.orbs, Is smart, or hecause you think it would make you are out of the way, they will again strike 
or dissipates, all impurities. Ft~rther down 6 you look large It is just the opposit, for up tb.eir notes. They lay their eggs in the 
few reds, this brook that runs along one side our best. physicians cry it d"wn, and they spring, attaching them to long grass, where 

Of th 
d i h 1 db surely know. Then, do not use •it for your the n.ys of the sun can resell them, an,J 

e gar en s muc en arge Y the water own sake, f •r your country's sake do not. 
from another spring, and runs partly through Parents, keep your boys out nf bqd comp>~.ny. about August the little baby peepers begin to 
the cow-yard. you may ask how you shall do this, and 1 a~ stir into activity and look about for 1i es and 

The house is gratefully and gracefully em- sure you will all agree with me that the best Insects, which composQ their food. Nothing 
bowered by tall, spreading walnut trees, wav is to keep them at home, or go with is truer than that ''the big fishes eat the little 

Wh t hi h h i 
them. Do not glv your b 'VB the whole rope fishes," and the larger fresh-water creatures 

ose ops are so g t at there sa pleas- too •oon. You should bold on to one end as 
ant blending of sunlight and shade. Here long as you can; the time will cpme soon come down upon the "peepers" and devour 
there is but little if any mud, and no impure enough when you will hav t0 Jet go. Always them. If the turtles, snakes, and fi•h did not 
air. The natural sanitary conditions are most let them know that thev are under your con- do this, the muddy places would swarm alive 
excellent and desirable. These natural con- trol until they are of age. D) not do this with big and little frogs. • 

diti 
d di 1 h with main force, but do it with kindness. In science the name of these puny creat-

ons an surroun ngs, w t everything in Gain their love and you will hav no trouble, 
the house and kitchen kept in the utmost for if a boy loves his parents he will not do ures is Hylodes. B. H. W • 
neatness, make everything most palatable, anytbinl!' that would bring diPgrace upon Q B h t si dn we realiz~ ihe 
delightful, and inspiring to all the lower and them. Do nat keep them uniler your eye ne .. ~x,.s;~~~:~b ol ,:;;r~-g 1 gbseocribe the • M<1.ron 
higher senses. Here, although more or less and think It will @poll their happiness, for if petnar·" Did yon ev•r sAe ont 1 When d-• the 

taught from youth to stay with you thev J pteper• ldv cooce•tS1 Wh.at .. boot tbeu hear-
in physical pain, I am trying to enj0y myself wo 't k 0 b t h h h d h 1ng1 When do they lay t.be•r fll!'g,•1 How ate the n n W u w at t ey ~V to, an t ey eggs kept in a. particula.r place1 At wb"t time 
as my chec~ered life is nearing its close.. 4. will be just as happy. I !l<J:e theY hatobed1 Wll~~<~ is the natare ()t t.beir 

food 1 Do theY. themsPlvs tu.-nisb food 1 And to 
what class of cr .. atnr s 1 If some of them were 
not d ~troYed what wonld be thf' "0nsequence1 
W uat is the acientific name of the March pe• Per 1 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

ne:r.t three morths. 
.Friends will please send Ptamp for circnlsrs a.nd 

WHY. 
ELMINA D.RAKill SL~NKER, 

t-nlWVllle, Va.o 

WATFR OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curir g the Slck. 

Write for Pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
· 84 So nth Main Street, Wilkes barre, Pa. 

Evolution Series. 
• -o-

Leotures a.nd DiMcussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and &rt. 
No. 1.-Alrred Rnose I Wallace, by Edward D. 

~pe, Pll D.; with vortrait. • 
No.ll.-Ernst Baeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake 

man ; with portrait. 
Price 10 Cents ea.ch. 

For &n.le at ""hA Troth SePker Offi.M. 

SOIENllE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE, 
I. ll'v LUTION, ANTJQTIITY. BACTERIA, FTO. By 

Wilham D!lrbam. F.R S.E. 
II ·AsrnoNoMY, SuN. MooN, STARS, ETo. By Will· 

i~>m Dllrh~>m F R.S E 
These handy series of valumes on science -of 

which the above works form tbe first two num
bers, others to follow-are written 1n a waY tbat 
cn.nnot fail to make them interesting to even the 
mo•t casnn.l reader, Th"V supply R Popular need. 

The pr·ce of e•ch is 10 cents in cloth. ' 

AlEXANOt:R VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel en~~:ra'Vinga of this oelabra.ted natnralia\ 

1 •x15 inches. suitable for framing, sent postpaid. 
for 211 aent;a A.ddrenp THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

THE 

french lrJ1S on of Ireland in '98. 
LeavAs of Unwritten History That Tell of a. 

Heroin Endeavor and a Lost Opportn
ni Y to Throw Off ~ ng!,.cd ~Yoke. 

By VtLERIA.N «·KIBA.VI:DOFF. 
With a mav a d nnmerona illn•tra~ions by well

known artists. HandsomelY bound JD silk oloth. 
Ink a.nd go d side stam .. s. Prtce, $1.50. 

The present volume is an effnrt to re•cne from 
compara.ttv objvion one of me many e:r.<ra.orlli· 
nary episodes of the great .French revolutionary 
war . It ooints a. moral that amidst reonb
ltcan inRt.itutions like O<ln, wtll not fail r c~ive 
a.pprPciatiOn. It shows, on one band, ths elevat
ing in tin nee of newlY acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other tbe d"'b~>~tng tffectsof Religious 
and "olitica.l intolerance both on the tYrant and 
the V'Cttm. OovtBins a her&tofo•A unvnbli~hed 
!Htter of rho mas P .. ine to the 'French Directory. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cents. For Sa!e at This Office. 

LIFE OF 

Joshua Davidson: 
MOD !IBN IMir:rA 'l'ION OF C:S:IUS'l', 

~~ to his Life on Earth and his Oomm'llniam. 
BY M.RB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

~nthor of "A Protest and " Plea.," in Order of 
<Yrecr.tfo!m, 

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - - 75 Cents. 
W This book t~~aa suppreased by the first Amer. 

lean publisher .... 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTA.BOTH. 
~tale of !'ales ine, onnded on the destruction of 

the Moabite• by the Jews. 
By A. 0, MIDDLETON, 

Price, to cents. 

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents 
':\he entire c_ost ~f securing patents on~ small articles 

and Simple machmes IS $so. Of this amount the Govern. 
ment receives $35· 

. P~or inv~~tors, having valuable inventions, will be 
mded m obtmnmg vatents on the same, and trusted for· 
the amount. · 

Correspondence invited. 
Address: 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 

4122 

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

Marion (Hartford Co.) Conn .. 
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NO""VV R EADY.--PRICE. $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book, 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A DffiNE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION: 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS\ 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO MAINTAIN:THE 

ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi&"n& bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the 'Desi&"ner. 

CONTENTS: 

11ncle Ram and the Priests. The Cburcii and Thomas Pslne. The Cllri!ltlans and tile Moham· Tile Uses of the CroSI. 
The Pesta that Bother Un,.,le Bam• 
Unol" Bam Ble<>ps, but the Priests do Not. 
Rnmanism with Her Mask On. 

Thoma.• Paine. \ m•·dans. 
The PrPaohAr and the Patriot Their Bolenttfio Records Oomvared. 

Tbe Mas\ Off. 
"~uhmit to the Boman Pontiff as to God." 
The Skeleton that Unole Bam may Some Day 

One Work by Paine Outweighs All the Preach-
er~. Two liiau\ples of Cllrlsttanity's 

Why Paine Was Denounced. W k 
find m his Oloset. 

Paine's Elerviaes and His Reward from the or • 
Ot>nrob. Rnmans of the Past and Pre'sent. 

A New La.oooon. 
Tbe.Trail of the B~>rpent. 

Onoe Upon a Time a DonkeY Kioked a Lion. Peruvians Before and Binoe the OonQ.nest. 

BomP Unde•irable Immi!lrantl. Studies In Natural HIMtory. 
La.v Loyalty A Q T 1 · 1 
"Where Liberty Reisros the TYrant Beeks to Rom'!.e.P~~bl!:s i:~v~~~ron~thnolo~tists, 

SlaY Her.~-La Balle.· ThA P~ototvpe of th• Methniliot Reviv&l. 
The Ontoo:!De of Ohnro,h and Bt .. te Union. Religion in Man a.nd lnotinot in the Brute 
'l'he God-ln-tbe-Oonatttntion Gnerillaa.-Lih- • 

ertY in Peril. .. The Bible and !iiclence. 
Religions Trea.s!ln the Ruin of the Re~;Jnhlio. ' The Bible a.nd Geolo.rv. 
A 'l'ra!loformat10n of the Bartboldt Bt~tue The Bible and GGo~ravby 

wbtob may he Exveoted onder Religions ~ • 
Wh~0~1\11 s Bh ld D The ()lor;;-v and thetr Flocks. 

· n e am 00 0
· Bhearinj;' "'ime. 

The Chureh Robbin;;- the People. The Olern'• Hold Upon the Peovle. 
New York Oity•s Annual Gift to the Ohnrohe~. One of a. Y~~y NnmArons flll\ss, 
The Taxpayers and the Ohurohea-I. "~'he Phvs1otan and the Flook. 

" " " " " U Dntv to tb~ Ole~Y. 
Th k I_. - ' At OonferenoP Time 

an !If; wtnl(. Work of ll. Motbodlst Oonferenoe in New York 
Thankegiving-1. in 1876, 

" -II. Tbe Burden of the Oross. " -m. The ThAolollia.n•s Oonoeption of Olerioal Priv-
s bb th L i\P1!'AS, 

a a awe. The Ark nf the T.ord. 
Bahhatarian lllfforts in the No.tional Senate, Rvmp .. thizinl! Wil.b their Pastor. 
Sunday in a Rabbataria.n OitY. OnA Trinmpbant. RR.int,. 
The Olerr;ry•s OnportunitY. APpea.ro.ol!e a.nd Fa.ot. · 
As the Olergy Desire l:!nnday-1. Oh ap)ain• in the ArmY and Navy, 
" " " " " -11. A DPoirahlA Bargain. 
" ." " " "" -m. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two Wavl to Go. 
Whioh Shall We Ha.ve' 
A Teal'bAr We Do Not Want, 
Th<> Shadow In Onr Bohools. 
A New .\IJlJiioation of an Olil Text. 
Th" Reptilao 10 the Path. 
Rl'ornitin~r for Obnrob Instltntione, 
A 'Parochial Bcho--1 Le•oon. 
Prorlnoto of the 'Pa.rnt>hial Bohoola, 
TJ>e Diolt'niae Blino Off. 
A Weh for thp Unwary. 
Tbe 'Relillion• 1'1'an. 
Bnndav-Behool B"h·•lars. 
Tha .ToYS of the Snndav-Robool Bov. 

Piety In our Penltentlarlea. 
A Relilriono Procession. 

The 4.t.oneme .. t ~cheme. 
ThP A.ton 9 mAnt Dnntrine. 
P•B<'tioal Annlioa.tlon nf t.he A.t.onement. 
1'hP G•A~tt. l!:ffi ·a<~Y of B•.pt.iom. 
How to GPt a Halo o.nll a Harp, 
DivinA BPnf'fii'POOA. 
TbP Taberna.cle• of the Lord-I. 
" " " " -.:.11. 

A Ji'ew Vi ·tims of Divine Benefioenoe. 

Prlll'Pl", 
' Dr,.ut.h in Oo.'llbrtilge, Jll., in 1887. 
Onr Fo.t.hAr in Hea.ven. 

Mls .. ionarle" 
Hypocrisy of Ohristian MissionarY Effort-!. 

u h u u u -II. 
fll,rfst.ian Misoion ... ries in India. 
Miosionarv MPthod• in the Chnroh of En.rland. 
A Puor Rule Tho.t DoAsn•t Work Both Ways, 

The Lord's instruments. 
Relil!ions Role. 

Bible Doctrh1e11and their ReMnits. 
Biblioa.l Temperance Statements. 

·• " " Applied. 
The Obrlsti,.n Boheme from GAneAIR to the 

Synovtioal Gospels, and the Pra.otioal Re
sults. 

The AuthoritY of the Footvad. 
The Wiodom of Solomon. 
The La.w ~tnd the Goop•l Not t.be B11.me. 
Result nf FH.itb at. FindlaY, Ohio. 
Wbiob Statem~>nto Shall We Be Damned for 

Diobelieving 1 
lrrpoponoibili•v of Ohriotians-Wbenoe theY 

Obt ... tn •nd Where they Put thetr Bins. 
.T<>ons P'l.iil It All. 
A OA.ndid<tt·e 'or Glorv-An Old Binner, but & 

Naw Saint. . 
Some TeRto fnr True Believers. 
Following Obrlst. 
An Earneot. Ohristian. 
A 'l'rio.l of F<ti•h. , 
The Faults in Ohristian Morality.-!. 
" " " ., " -n. 
" " " " -III. 
" " " " -IV. 
" " " -V. 

An Incident of a Bnow-stonn, .January, 18811. 
A not he• lnciilent. of o\.notbAr Bll1ow-slorm. 
On t.he Anxious B~>l!.t, 
D•ff,.rent Rt.orie• of "'n Allel!~il Ooourrenoe. 

The Church and 'tilavery 
The Ghost in the M~>thod1st OhnrohYard. 

Prtest11 In Po11tlcs. 
Tb" Oolo•sno of N~w York. 

Its Evolution. 

Unkind Reflections 
Clmrtlh. 

Upon the 

D•oline of the "Papaoy in ItalY. 
The Olil Ti~~:er and Ria Whelps. 
The Ory of the Ohnroh, ·• Don't Hurt Our 

FeelinllR," 
BhakA, Old Man; We're on the Same La.; 

(Tamm .. nY ward worker to Metbodi•t min 
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Politioa.l Society. By Walter Bagehot1 AUthor of "The Eng. Conotit.nt.ion," a.nd 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in·1 vol. .'m 

THE LAND QUEfHION. 
The History of I andholding in Eng· 

land. By Joseph Fisber,F.R.I:i.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of the JJistribution 

of Land in England. By William 
Lloyd Birbeok, M.A. 2 books in l vol. . .'111 

MISCELLANEOUS. 
The Mystery of Matter, and The :Philos

ophy of I•moro.ncA ; anrl 
The .Essential Nature of :Religion. By 

J . .\lla.nson Picton, 2 books in 1 vol. • .75 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

Bv Andrew Wilson, F.B.S.E. 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • 

(Continuea tn next column.] 

The Dawn of History : An Introduction 
to Pre-Historic Study.' Edited by 0. 
F. Kear:v, M.l\., of the British Muaeum. .75 

Geological Sketcbes at Home and 
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F. R.B , Director-General of the Geological 
Rnrveys of Grea.t Britain a.nd Ireland. • .75 

IDusions : A Psychological Study. By 
James Sully, Author of "Sensation a.nd 
Intuition,"" PA8simism," etc. • . -, .75 

The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lnbho~k. B•rt. l!parte in 1. .75 

English Past and Present. rrarts I. 
a.nd II.) By Richard Ohenevix Trench. 
l!nstrts in 1, Oomnlete. . • • • .7& 

The Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
of Evolution. By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S. 
Over 8J Illus. .7fi 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New York 

Ingersoll's W"orks. 
T.ke Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1. 

In five lectures oomprisiJ?,g, "The . Qods\• 
" Humboldt,:!' " Thomas Pame," " IndiVIdU&1· 
ity," and ".1:1eretios a.nd Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. 
Contents: "The Ghosts " "LibertY. ,for Man, 
Woma.n, a.nd Child," "The D!lelar-":~IOJ!.,Of ~n,; 
d~endence," "About Fa.rmmg m lll1nms, 
"'l'he Grant Ba.nqueh" "The Rev. Alex!jonder 
Ola.rk " "The Pa.st Hises before Me Like a. 
Dream,'' and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingersoll." 

Some .Mistakes of .Moses. Paper, 50cts; 
cloth, $1.21'l. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts,; 
pla.in cloth, $1.21i. -

What .Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa-
per, lll'l cents. 

The Christian Religion. By R. G. 
Ingersog, Judge Jeremia.li B. Black, a.nd Prof. 
George .If. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, 
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post ,PI)oid. Printed in 
la.rge, olea.r t,YPe, a.nd oonta.mmg a.s much as 
oould be delivered in t'Yo, ordinary lectures. 
This ma.kes a. gra.nd IUlBSIOna.ry document. 
Libera.ls should scatter it generously. 

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to 
a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by 
the editor of the San F'ranctBcan. 5 cents; 50 
cents per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 copies, $3. 
Millions of these should be circulated. 

Vindication of Thomas Paine from 
the a.tta.oks of the New York Obsenrer, by Bob· 
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents, 

Address on the Civil Rights BiiJ. 
La.rge size oota.vo, pa.per, 10 cents. 

In~ersoll's Lectures Complete. 
llonnd in one volume. To meet the demand 
for Mr. Ingersoll's workBJ the publisher ba.s ha.d 
a.ll his lectures, except tne latest on " Ortho
doxy,"bonnd in one bea.utifnl,V<?lume,in half 
calf, library style, and oonta.mmg over 11300 
P&j!'eB, which is sold a.t the exceedingly 1ow 
pnoe of $5. Sent by ma.il postPaid." 

Tributes. There hav been so many 
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The Vision 
of Wa.r," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that 
they ha.v been printed on hea'Vl toned paper, 
18x22, illuminated border, a.nd 1n la.rge, olea.r 
type, suitable for framing. and, the three will 
be forwarded to a.ny address, for 25 ots. or 
either one for 15 ots. 

Prose Poems and Seloot.ons. This 
new book is a. gem. It is a. ~ode! in eyery re. 
speot. In fact one of thE! nohesh bnghtest, 
best ever issued. , It canta.ms, '!JeS!des tqe cel
ebrated" Deoora.twn Day Ora.twn," never be
fore published, a.nd a.ll the famoui "tributes" 
heretofore printed in va.rioussha.pes~butnever 
brought together till now, ma.ny otner gems, 
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect
ures, letters, ta.ble-talks, a.nd day-to-d.a.y oon
versa.tionsof the author. The work is designed 
for a.nd will be a.ooepted by admiring friends a.s 
a ra.re personal souvenir. To help it serve this 
purpose\ a. fine steel portrait, with a.utogra.J?h 
fa.o simile, has been prepared espeoia.ll:y for 1 t. 
Prioe1 in silk cloth, beveled edges_, gilt ba.ck 
a.nd s1tie, $2.50; in half calf, mottled edges, ele
gant library styleJ 4.50; 1n full Turkel': mo
rocco, _gilt, exquisltly fine, '7.50; in full tree 
oa.lf, highest possible style a.nd finish, $9. 

Life. A Prose Poem. - Printed in 
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents. 

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll. 
boudoir, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

ESSENCE OF CHRIS l'I.A.NI'l'Y. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH, -~~ 

Translated from the German by George Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

··' ·~ 
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THE RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. ETHICS OFD SCIENCE. 

ISSUED MONTHLY. BY 

DlJDSON T1JTTLE. 
A Historical and Oritioal Review of the Be]jgi.on 

No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. of Man._ I' 

1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-
. ers' Almanac............................. 25 OoNTENTs: What is Religion 't Fetichism. Phal- i 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar- lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 

Subscription price, $3 per annum, 

THE 
OHAllPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

TIIEIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
8vo, 1,119pP. Oloth, $8; leather, Si; moroooo, 

gilt edges, U.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 
dener • •• • • • · · · · · · · · · •• · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 50 ?n His Intelleotnal Growth. Tb.e Great Theolog- 11 3. Age of Beason. Thoma• Paine ........ ··· ll!t 1oal Problem ..... an's Fall, and the Ohn"st1"an . -----------------::--

4. Answers to Ohristian Questions. D. M. ~ w.~ w ~ w 

Bennett ....••••.........•.••. ·•····•·•··· 25 Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position. The wo·rks of Ca1Bb s Wou·ks 
5, Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Pook •..•..• : 20 Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be- i tJ 1 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo- ~ 
7 • Ingersoll'S Address on Bhakspere. · • · · · · · · 25 lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. --

O'l'BBR NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. Tb. A tl B lfi h p · · L w· YearlY subscribers will receive all the books e pos es. e s ropensltles. ove. lS· Songs of the Mornin;,;-. 212 pp ·cloth 
-issued during the :rear. Bingle copies of each dom. OharterofBights. DntiesandObligations 1 75 cents. '' ' 
book sent upon receipt of price. of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of SelecUon!!l from tbe Poets: With Re-

a SocietY. Bights of Government. Duties of Bo- sponB<>B; Inolnding Pope'• Essay on 1\l•n, 
a.ddrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. oiety to OHminals. Duty of Self Oultnre. Mar- with Responding Essay. 359 pp.; cloth, $1.25. 

riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. The Philosophy oC .Evil. 11 pp.; 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A. NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her DailY Bread ls the story or two young 

lrirls and a 1,0unger brother who were lert parent· 
fess, with little money, fair educatloJ;l1 and much 
oonrage, to make their way through IDe world by 
g_oing to Ohicago. The authOr is also the heroin. 
'The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
ina girl's life and experience in theoityof Ohioago 
amon~r bluft' bnsiness men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just snoh a story 
of hnman life as we should expect Oolonel In11er
eoll to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sm·e to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

5 cents. 

LOOKING BA.CKW l DD Human LiCe; or, The "Course of Time" 
A.l.\1 ae seen in the OPen Lllrht. An EPio Poem. 

Beven books in one vol., 359 pp.; cloth, $1.25. 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are 
free to receive new li~rht will find in it satisfaction. 
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The apJ,Jeal is a.Iways made to a man's reason, 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A snl{gestion of a really practicable and feasi
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrativ is rioh in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

PB11:ss NoTICES oF" HUMAN LIFE." 
The New '1. hought (Ohio ago) sa:vs: "It is the best 

thing of the kind wa ever saw. • • . To state the 
whole thing in- the language of another, the first 
book shows what a heaven 1s coming on this earth 
aftfr it shall have passed through the necessarY 
discipline, and the other books show what a hell 
of a time we have to get there." 

The Ohesaning .Arqus (Ohesaning, Mich.) saYs: 
"It is one grand sublime poem • • • a perfect 
history in blank verse of the social and religions 
struggles of our earth, and would be good reading 
for those who have been intereat.ed in • Looking 
Backward.'" -Describing Book 6, it says: "This 
chapter will be found especially interesting to 
ladies." CANCER ~~k ;~:~rsD~~:~TiG~ ~nJ~: 

i:t~::; c;;;~~. G IRAR~- WILL Charles 
The Phrenological Journ11.l (New York) regards it 

as equal to the great epics of a hundred years 
ago or more. 

Mr. Edward Bellamy, author of "Looking 
Backward," sa:vs: "I have read it with mnoh in
terest. I am in entire sympathy with its spirit 
of boundless faith in human development." The Teachings of Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Fouuded on 
Keaton; and Is It Sufficient to 
Meet the Needs of Mankind Y 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
lfventna Hat~ and Oh&rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob HolYoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
''Tactics of' In:lldels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and In:lluence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo
lution: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con
struct(v. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality, Its Teachings Shown 
to be ContradictorY and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Gnide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Al{nosticism 1,md Christian Theism: 
Which Js the More Reasonable Y 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which Y 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. . 

The Glory of 1Jnbel;ef. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and I he Supernatural; or, 
Belle.f' and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular 1Jnlon ; Its 
Necessity and the .Tustlce of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
na! Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 
Pnoe, 10 cents. 

·Theological Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the Bov, Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. s; In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: l. Wi!Y Do the OJergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 3. Freethonght and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
ss LafaYette Pl •• New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's 'Medic~tl Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores_, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years standing_, Inward Tu
mors_, and every disease or 
the skin_, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancfr that has 
taken · root. Price_, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

Girard College Theolov. 
.AN EXPOBi 

Of the penersion of BteJlhen Girard'S magniftoent
bequest to PhiladelPhia by the Ohristian 

ohnrohes and Young lllen'B 
Ohrilltian Associa-

tion. 
BY BlOB. Bo WESTBBooJ:, D.D., LL.D. 

Price 11, Address TliE TBUTII BEEJ:J:B, 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Christiani tyP 
:BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a oo:py; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A. Liberal Romance. 

Bev. R. Heber Newton says it is one of the 
significant indio ... tiona of the signs of the times. 

The Nattonaltd, of Boston, considers its style as 
equal to Milton's, and says it "engages the reall· 
er•s attention with the first line and keeps it 
engrossed until the final word." 

Brick Pomeroy's .Advance Thought (N.Y.) says: 
"It contains mnoh to benefit humanitY." 

Address, B. 0. W. BYINGTON and 00 •. 
334 Fourth Ave •• N. Y. 

New ~tlltlon, Rev.lsethllld Enlar&"ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
BY HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Pri0e, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llents. 
The Trade Supplied at t;pedal Discount~. 

Address THE TiRUTH BEEKER, 
28 LafaYette Place, New York, 

Photo-engr11.vings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price, 50 cents. 

12mo, SOOpp, $1. 
A.poles of Gold. 

AN EMBLEM OF 
And Other Stories Freedom, Progress, and Reform .. for Boys and Girls. 12m11, S33pp., $1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book, Without Bupersti· 
tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Only Free
thinKers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever issued. 
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heav:v, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 22ipp., boards, $1. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

Liberty . In Literature . 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pul:
lished at this oftice. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity An,~lyzed," "The Bible Ana
lYzed," "The Rea.! Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ett;., eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
Who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptimas the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The loook contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishinl!: food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immeBse distribution it so richlv 
merits.-[The Ame>rioan Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1. 

Addrea1· THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

Conflict between Beason and Su]lerstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Phi!Bidelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Send 10 cents for 
thia valuable book for 
young and middle
aged men1 suffering 
from a Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of yon~hfnl follie~. 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE CUBEt •S it matterS not hOW 
long standing, how hopeless or how mstny reme
dieF r• n hav ns~d. The book. is worth many 
timbo Hs oost, and should be m the hands of 
thoae saeking a B'[J_eeav ana permanent cure. Ad
drP .. .; Dr. BObt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
sal where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a hnman

itarian, and a generous patron of the Free thought 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and successful method of treat
ment, and deserves patronage.-Preetl'loUilht. 

The86 notic& are for the be'!Uflt of Liberal 
UJho 'IMJJ1/ ~ tJisiting the places UJhere tlla6 soci6-
ti68 are locatea. Local 8erJUlar Unions and 
Freethougkt Bocietia meeting regularly can 
MiD their gatherings ad'IJertised here free by for
UJarding the nect!BBOII'1J information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•oiook1 at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and disonssions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
Liberal Lea~me Hall, 177 HalseY st., oor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social questions. Beats free and 
everYbodY welcome. 

American Secular i.Tnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. Lecture•. debates, and discus
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY BIBD j Secretary, OoBA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl}'n Philosophical Associa-
tion 

Meets at Fraternity rooms.Jledford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, .J!<. D., at S P.M., every 
Bnnda:r. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 26'7 
meets everY SundaY in Industrial Hall, Broad and 
Wood sts,, at 2 :SO and 7 :SO P.M:. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-~rn th 
BeekerpublioationsalwaYson handatoheapratel. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M:,, at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABros HEIGHTON, Beo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the 1lrst and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to Tmi: TBUTH BEEKER and Invest'-
gator are solicited. Jl, G. S:r.nTH, Oor. t!~. 

Chicago Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:80 P.M:., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 553 Weat Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetinl!'a everY Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular linton 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN BTEINEBt Pres, 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethought 
Society 

MAetA eVAry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•olook, A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets every SundaY at 7:30 P.:tr. in Maodon· 
aid's Hall in Port Angele11, Wash. Leot• 
ures, songs, and select reading_. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Libera.! literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK MoBBE, Oor. Beo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral 1Jnlon 

Of Los An~reles, Oal., meets semi-monthlyl..firs~ 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•oiook, P.M:., at rarr'S 

.Hall. Everybodv invited. ?riBs. B. M, BEBBA, 
Pres,; J, H. McWILLIAMS, Beo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Llbt ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at ll P.M:. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pre11.; A. W. 0ALDEB• Beo. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
11rea.test freedom aooorded to all. Our motto, 
'Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 

J, W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; 0HABLES BHEA, Beo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
MAet~ every l'unday a\ Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street. at 10 o•oiook, A.M. Visitinll Lib
arals invit.Pd to .. ttend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

Is.uc B. LEE, Beo. 

San All tonto (Texas) Libt'ral .AsHO· 
clallon 

meAts everY Friday eveDin~ stt Llb~r"l :R'R.ll, P27 
East Houston street. Free reading room and cir
r.ulating library open every uar .. nct ~.-ening. 
Strangers cordially invited. A. OHAI>M:AN, Seo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

With Ptne SU!el Engravtna of Senator Con:tltng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents, 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 
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I QOD$ AND REL.ICION8 WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
. A.NUIEN'l' A.ND OMODERN rrlMES A.ND REFORMERS. 

================= Vol. I. Give a. Full Aoooun' of all the Gods, in Biographies of 100 of til.e Leading Phillii!opher8, 

AnOHBIBHOP CoBEIGAN la_st Sunday oluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the Holy Ghost, Tea.ohers, Bkeptios, Innovators! Founders of INBTBrOTION and. history are the gieat ene. 
mies of reJig.fon.-Napol on Bonaparte. " i Jesus Ohnst, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. New Bonoo!s of Thought, Emment Boien-· 

preached on the pope's encychcal, point ng svo, 835p_p. Vol. n. Describes Fully all Usts, oto. (who were not Ohristia.ns), 
out its condemnst!PD of single- tax_tsm, _and ot the Religious Systems of the World. from the time of Menu to the pres-
Sociali~m a~ unbemtlcialand < fferwg vwlence ~vo,957Jlp, O!oth,$3pervol.; the ent. Svo, 1,075pp., oloth, $3; 

to 
the le.,.itlmate owners and dlsturbln!l social 2 vols., Ss; lea.tt;er, $7; mo- leather, S4: mor., g. e.,$4.50. 

,... h d h d roooo, gilt ed~es. $8. BY D. M. BENNETT. order. McGiynnites. who a ope encour-
11 l di a point d BY D. M. BENNETT. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

agement in the encyc ca • are. s P e • TBE TRUTH BEFKER 00. 28 La.fa.:vette Pla.oe, N.Y. 

PnliMTBB JoHN MAo
DONALD of Canada died 
on the 6 b. 

FRKllMABONB and Jes
uits are contending in 
Madagascar. 

THKBK is bostl!ity be
tween the Irish and thE> 
French in Manitoba. 

A BKLIGI"TIS fi!lht. is 
teared at the elt-ction of 
the next Canadian pre
mier. 

IN Corru a Greek Cath
olic mob lately a11acked 
Jewish houses and killed 
nine inmates. 

T H K I t a t a accom. 
plished hPr trip ani! then 
surrendered to United 
States authorities. 

TRB publ!c ~chools ot 
Cat hoI i c ridden New 
York are denounced as 
among the waist in the 
world. 

TuK New York state 
commission in lunacy 
will ascertain whether 
sane persons are confined 

i n asylums. 

THK pore has procured 
the recall or the Pru~Pian 
embassador to the Vati
can because he joined 
the Freemasons. 

) r-
) 

A DI8PUT.E ABOUT PROVISIONS. 

A OliBTAIN harmony exists between the theo
logical and the aristocratic spirit.-Lec:kH in . 
Hi•tory of Rationalism. 

Oun conscience teaches us it is right, our 
reason teaches us it is useful, that men shotJ.ld 

liv according to the 
Golden Rule. This con
duct ot lite is therefore 
enj-1ined upon every man 
by hie own instincts, and 
also by the voice of pop. 
ular opb1ion.- WintDootl 
ReadtJ. 

M.&TTKB is eternal; it 
changes only its forms.
Rosbmamltr. 

HB who does not like 
living in the furnished 
lodeings of tradition 
must build his own 
house, his own system 
of thought and tai~h, for 
himself • .;_ Zsc:hokktJ. 

THK Jews had God 
himself for their master; 
yet observe the events of 
their history. They hav 
almost always been tram
pled upon and enslaved ; 
and, nationally, what a 
wretched figure do they 
make. at present 1-Vol
taire.·· 

Mu hav becom,e ac. 
customed to . think that 
Christianity means good
ness, '\yhereae all that we 
prize as good existed and 
was recognized in the 
world long before Jesus 
was born.-Robert (J. 
Adama. 

LBo XIII. has C'ommis
sioned the Order of St. 
Benedict to work for re. 
union of the Greek to 
the Roman church. 

And the king said unto her, What aileth thee? And she answered, This woman said unto me, Giv thy Son, that 
we may e~t him to de.v. and we will eat my son to-morrow. So we boiled my son. and did eat. him: and I said unto 
her on the next day, Giv thy son, that we may eat him; and she had her son.-2 Kings vi, 28, 29~ 

THB Bible story ot 
creation and the Persian 
and Hindoo and Greek 
legends, are but the best 
guesses of an ignorant 
people, eager to explain 

IN E~gland the movement to grant state 
support to religious schools is being pushed. 

DrsTRIOTB of Italy are being depopulated 
of able men by emigration, only the aged, 
the sickly, or females being left. 

MANY observatnries throughout the world 
are cc iip.rating in makivg a huge photo
graphic chart of the known universe. 

THK Baptist church at Madalin, N.Y., has 
been the scene of several pugilistic affrays 
between Rev. J. Boyce and an opposing tac
tion. 

NEW ZEALAND Catholics are trying to get 
tor tb~Jr parochial schools incorporation in 
the public school system and a share of the 
tur>ds. 

'GNDBll the Catholic reaction in Costa Rica 
the priestP rule tle mc,b And the mob runs 
tr e govPrnment. The better class hav been 
ous•td from 1 ffl.ce. 

THK Reformed Presbyterian church bas 
expelled ~even young ministers tor violating 
its rule forbidding voting under this non
Christian government. 

RKv. DR QurGLKY, a Toledo. 0 , parochial 
school teacbtr, h~>B been fined $25 for refus
ing reports to the public school board ot his 
county, and will f.\ppeal. 

IT Is said that it we check immigration one 
effect will be to ros ke foreign powers settle 
their own srcial dtfficulties, lnst~ad of obtain
ing relief by the departure ot their poor tor 
our land. 

RRV CHARLKB GLEASON, Congregationalist, 
c,f St,mers, Conn., married a Faith Curer, 
and now a~kR divorce because she mes unbe
comlrg language, hides his books and clothes, 
and attacks him wi h a butcher-knife, boiling 
water, or a firebrand. 

JEws in Russia are being dragged out of 
their btds at night, driven with whips from 
their dwellingP, loadl!d with chains, and shut 
in poisonPUB dungeons or thrust Into the 
wilds. Women. girls, and children of both 
sexes are outraged Indescribably. 

THB 1888 censu11 give France only 44 772 
excess of bJrths over deaths, against 425,71:)9 
In Germany. Amollg the remt diEs sug!!ested 
by the alarmed French are : to 11:iv state rear. 
lng to every se• enth child, to tx~mpt young 
bmbands from military service, to favor hus-
bands in pr0motion. · 

JoHN PATTBBW:l'l entered a New York city 
pollee stati0n rt cently and ~aid: "A devil 
has possePsion of me, and t.t e only way I can 
get rid cf him is to kill my self. I tried to ' 
starve myself to death, but although I hav 
eaten only two meals during the past week, I 
am still alive. I threw myself off a ledp;e of 
rocks along the Hudson river. but that did not 
kill me." He added that the devil had made 
him commit two burglaries. He was shut up. 
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the universe.-Arthu1' B; Moss. · 

EvKRY man should endeavor to belong to 
himselt.-Ingersolr. · ·,. 

THK suppression of science has retarded 
the propress of mankind by a full thousand 
years.- Oowald. 

ALL we know or can kno'\'1{ ot matter is the 
mode in which it a:tfects our states of con
sciousness.-John Wilson. 

TAKK away reason, and all religions are 
alike true. As the sight being removed all 
things are of one color.-Henrg More. 

PRINTING is the theme of many declama
tions and commonplaces, but to its merits and 
effect no commonplaces or declamations will 
ever be able to do justice.-(Juf~ot. 

I BKLIKVK the main purport-of these States is 
to found a superb friendship, ~a:alte, pre
viously unknown, 

Because I perceive it waits, and has been 
always waiting, latent in all men.- Walt 
Whitman. 

BAXTKB wrote a quaint pamphlet to incul· 
cate the beauty and the virtue of owning· 
that "we do not know," when it cnncerns 
things of which we cannot possibly be sure. 
Cert&i)lly it people would agree to say that 
they "do not know," it would save much 
talk and many sermons.-ThtJ ..d.thenaJUm. 

ALL inquiry is commonly denounced as 
skepticism, and skepticism is identified with 
unbelltf. But it is simp}y_ impossible that 
our faith can be anything but credulity it ·it is 
not preceded by h:quTry. It there are reasons 
tnr faith, our faith must be re sonable. But 
so long as it has an). hi g to· dJ v. ith reaeon, 
ia- this sphere It mm t lJtl accompe.Lied w!ih 
that uncertainty which is inseparable from 
icquiry. This result is inevitable, not merely 
as to religion, but. to all things that depend 
on reasoning.-Joltn Hunt. · 

r 
THK prevalent characteristic of populad 

theology In England at this time may be sal 
to be a tendency .to elim nate<trom Christian
! y, with thoughtless dexterity, every miracu• 
Ions element which does not quite accord 
with current opinion, and yet to ignore the 
tact that, in so doing, ecclesiastic Christianity 

1 has practically been abandoned altogether. 
\

1 

This tendency is fostered with profoundly 
illo£ical zeal· by many distinguished men 
within the church itself, who endeavor to 
arrest tor a moment the pursuing wolves of 

f doubt and unbelief which press upon the 
church, by practically throwmg them, scrap 
by scrap, all those doctrina wmch alone con- · 
t~t1tute the claims ot Chr st: an;' y to be regarded 
as a divine revelation at all. The moral 
Christianity which they hope to preserve, 
no'lle though it be, has not one feature lett to 
dlbinguish it as" m iraculousl V· C')mmunicated 
.eligitOI" -8upernatu1·al Religion, 
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lfot•s and ~lippings. 

IN a sermon two weeks ago a Newton, Ia., 
minister stated that but five per cent of the 
men under thirty years of age in the United 
States are church-members, and of these.one
halt only are activ workers. 

THB ashes of Mme. Blavatsky are to be 
placed in a magnifl.cent urn of gold and 
guarded by the British section of the Theo
S()phical Society. An effort will be made by 
the Washington Theosophists to hav the urn 
stored in the national capital. So says the 
World. 

"PAPA," asked a little boy the other day, 
apparently fresh from a theological contro
versy with some young playmates, " papa, 
was Christ a Jew?" "Yes." "Was he 
really and truly a Jew?" "Yes," was the 
answer. There was a long pause, s.nd then 
came the comment, "Well, I always 
thought God was a Presbyterian." 

1-r must be gratifying to any patriotic citi
zen, says the Bun, that so mauy as six 
ministers hav preferred to -be expelled from 
the Reformed Presbyterian church rather 
than promia to retrain from voting at polit
ical elections, and that their action is com
mended by a large number of the younger 
members of that church. A church inter
feres in politics when it prohibits any activ 
participation in civil government as much as 
when it attempts to control that participation, 
and is equally in opposition to the best inter
ests of the people, It is singular that a sect 

o.2. oveY'the co 
he thanks God 

Ho.3. He meets with an accident artd. 
loses a. leg and a. root, hut thanks dod 
~ : -=-- that he is_not a worse cripple .1 
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TROUBLES OF A THANKFUL MAN. 

of Presbyterians should be among the last to 
continue to insist upon such an anti-social 
obligation, tor in the past Presbyterians hav 
oeen activ in overturning as well as in main
taining the government of nations. 

THB Rev. Dr. Burrell, preaching in the 
Collegiate church in this city, protests vigor
ously against what he terms "the higher 
biblical criticism," which he claims is mini
mizing divinely revealed scriptural truth. 
"If," he says, "the Bible contains errors, 
pray who will tell us where the truth ends 
and where the error begins ? If the higher 
critics are right, the time has come tor us to 
fiy back to Rome." Let Mr. Burrell go back 
to Rome, it he will; the enlightened preach
ers willfiy ahead to still greater heresy. 

"FATHER" HAUPTMAN, a Brooklyn priest, 
died last week. The most interesting thing 
now recalled about him is that a little over a 
year ago his housekeeper died and he ordered 
a splendid marble image of her to be erected 
and on the same plot of ground in St. John's 
Cemetery, L. 1., he placed a statue of him
self facing her. When Bishop Loughlin 
heard of this he was much incensed, and 
ordered the priest to take down his own mon
ument. The obituaries now call him eccen
tric because of this monument building. 

THB Missionary Be'D{eto dolefully relates 
that " all the six hundred nativ newspapers 
in India, except halt a dozen, may be set 
down as inimical to Christianity. Organiza
tions, modeled after the Christian Tract So· 
cieties, hav been established, and are in 
activ operation. The Freethought Depot 

in Madras issues a list of one hundred and 
twenty-lour separate works, including thirty
tour publications of Mr. Bradlaugb, nineteen 
of Mrs. Besant, sixteen of Colonel Ingersoll, 
and others of Paine, Voltaire, and other well. 
known Infidels." 

THB report of the head of the RGyal Hos
pital tor Consumptiys at Ventnor, Isle of 
Wight, says of Koch'll remedy : " I firmly be
lieve that Koch's discovery will soon emerge 
from the temporary disfavor into which, 
from a singular train of circumstances, it has 
fallen; that it has therapeutic properties as 
valuable as they are unique, and that it only 
requires to be employed with due caution un
der certain easily ascertained conditions to 
receive the recognition it deserves as an inval
uable and essential part of the treatment of 
pulmonary tuberculosis." 

THB Hebrew Journal, ot this city, makes 
some interesting remarks on the heresy trials 
in various Christian denominations. Its 
editor has come to the conclusion that "the 
present ferment of heresy indicates how 
strong is the drifting away !rom those ideas 
which, by being imposed upon Judaism, 
made what is known as Christianity," and 
also "indicates a continuance of the move
ment toward a reversion to Judaism, which 
has been going on ever since the Humanists 
paved the way tor the Reformation." We 
take leave to say, comments the Bun, that 
we feel very sure tllat these striking remarks 
of the editor of the Hebrew Jour11aZ would 
not be confirmed by the Rev. Prot. Briggs, 
or the Rev. Heber Newton, or any of the 
other Protestant clergymen who hav recently 

been charged with heresy. The remarks, 
moreover, are not such as we ourselvs can 
uphold, and are not in accordance with our 
knowledge of the theological debates now in 
progress. The Sun probably knows, as does 
everybody else, that these heretics are not 
drifting back to Judaism, but going ahead to 
Liberalism. 

THB more the Presbyterians discuss the 
question of revising their Confession of Jl'aith1 

the more they appear to hesitate about reach• 
ing a conclusion. At the recent sesoion of 
the general assembly at Detroit the e%pected 
discussion of the subject was postponed by 
the adoption of a resolution to refer thll 
report of the committee on revision to the 
presbyteries for revision. The idea of chang• 
ing a creed which has been supposed to be 
" true as gospel " tor centuries, is a delicate 
matter, and it is not surprising that the clergy 
are disposed to delay the work as long as 
possible. Radical changes would result in 
seriously shaking the faith of the laity in the 
authority of the church, and to simply tem
per the language so as to allow a more liberal 
construction, which seems to be the policy 
of the more conservativ, looks too much like 
cowardice; It is not likely that the changes 
that are finally adopted will meet the wishes 
of the more advanced thinkers in the church. 
The discussion which the question of revision 
has called forth, has aroused thought and 
investigation, and the longer thie is continued 
the less probability o! agreement. The truth 
is, a large proportion of the Presbyterians, 
laity as well as clergy, hav outgrown their 
creed, and will never indorse a mere verbal 
revision.-SundaU Gazetteer, 
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The Sunday Opening of the Expos~tion.-Con-
clnded. · 

Here is a display of the old Ohristian tactics. 
They burst out ol a Ohristian as naturally as rotten
ness bursts out of a peach. They were applied to 
Voltaire and Paine and are applied to Ingersoll and 
thousands of others to-day. When the argument 
cannot be assailed they assail the man who cffers it. 
It is the manifestation of the same spirit which burnt 
Bruno, whipped women, and banished Roger Will
iams. It is an old Ohristian trick when an argument 
cannot be met, to traduce the character of him who 
offers it. -

The gentleman says my influence is nothing com
pared with what it might hav been if I had pursued 
a diffdrent courae. The gentleman bears evidence 
that it is even now too great for his purpose and 
for the purpo'ie of Christianity. If the gentleman's 
assertion were true I would not likely hav been en
gaged in this discussion. It seams like a truth too 
hard for Christians to learn, that blaating a man's 
character does not annihilate the truth which he 
utters. If the gentleman should succeed in reducing 
me to a mere cipher the fact of gravitation would 
still remain. He says he is glad that his boy is not 
nere to hear my argument. If he had been here 
would he hav beard an untruth! It is unfortunate 
for his boy that he was not born earlier. Judging 
from the spirit of his father, if he had been born 
two or three centuries ago, he might . hav been an 
ornament in the church, and manipulated the rack 
and the thumbscrew and :llourished the ripping· 
knife. 

He says "we are indebted to Christianity for our 
civilization." Dld the opposition of Christianity to 
the Oopernical theory, and to the discovery of Amer
ica, and to the art of printing and the use of steam, 
hav a tendency to build up civiliz~tion? Preachers 
hsv just left off preaching the doctrin of a burning 
hell and infant damnation. Did such savagery tend 
to civilize the people! 

Again, he says, "No gootl man will put himself in 
opposition to the m!)jority; that the yielding to the 
majority is the American idea, and that the majority 
is generally right." The Boston mob was a great 
majority. Mr. Garrison was a very small minority. 
Which was right, the mob or Garrison! Dld the 
mob represent the American idea T All the men in 
America would hav no right to reduce the humblest 
individual to a state of slavery, nor would the one 
be justified in yielding to the majority. Nor would 
it be the American idea. He says, "Sunday observ
ance is the law of the state, and every good man 
will obey the law." When the Fugitiv Slave law 
was passed which imposed a fine and imprisonment 
for harboring or feeding a slave, Gerrit Smith said, 
"When a law forbids an act which an angel from 
henen would stoop to perform, I shall obey the 
demand of humanity and take the penalty of the 
law." Was Gerrit Smith right or the Fugitiv Slave 
law T He further says that "Infidels hav no in:flll
ence." Jefferson, Paine, and Lincoln were Infidels, 
and were known to hav been men of some little 
influence. 

If time were allowed me I wonld make the honor
able gentleman's Methodist exhortation look so 
small that the instruments of the microscopist would 
ba needed to dissect it. 

Would it be possible to prove that one hour or 
on a day is more sacred than another! Will. it not 
ba a blessing to men when they learn that all time 
is too sacred to do wrong, and no time too sacred to 
do good! 

Is the Columbian Exposition calculated to confer 
a blessing upon men, where will be exhibited the 
knowledge and the skill of all civilized nations of the 
world! Then tell me why that blessing will not be 
as great on Sunday as any other day ? 

How does it happen that the clerics &re so much 
more interested in Sunday closing than anyone elsG! 
Is it not obvious that they are more ili:flcrenced by 
selfishness than sanctity T Does past history prove 
that they as a class hav been more moral than other 
men T Is it not a fact that when they ruled supreme 
the world saw its darkest day T 

Having shown where the teaching of the clergy 
ha11 led us in the past, and where it will lead us in 
the future, if followed, let us get at the gist of the 
matter, and show that this idea of a holy Sabbath is 
entirely farcical-that there is poeitivly no authority 
for it, and that it is founded in superstition. And the 
reverend gentleman admits as much; for he says be 
will not argue the origin of Sunday, but claims that 
it is here, and has come to stay, and that it is recog
nized by the nation and· the government. And how 
did it come to be recogni~:ed by the government T 
Was there any constitutional provision made for itT 
The truth is, it was forced upon the people by a 
designing priesthood. Sunday has come to stay 
just as long as ministers stultify themselvs by telling 
their ignorant dupes that it is God's appointed day 
wheJl they know there is no truth in the assertion. 

When the reverend gentleman asserts that Sunday scripture. clearly implies that we are not compelled 
is· recognized by the government, he un:witt~gly. to pay any attention to it. . ' 
admits that there is a union of church and state. "L'lt no man judge youin respect to a holy day 
Aiid every time he refers to it as a. holy d,y, he ad- or Sabbath day, or new moon, or feasts, which are a 
mite that he is willing to deceive the people, by .hadow of things to come, but ~he body is Ghrist, he 
representing to them as true that which he knows taking them out of the way." . .· 
to be falae. . It is not generally known that each day Ftom this passage we are led tn infer that there 
in the week derived its name from some class of were holy days besides Sabbath days) but we are not 
worshipers, and principally from the old planet- to be judged on account of either a holy day or a 
worshipers whom Ot:ristians regard as heathen. We Sabbath day. 
hav only to call to mind the old sun-worshipers to Now I hav quoted these pass~ges of scripture 
know the origin of Sunday. And if we put another which a Christian is bound to accept as evidence, and 
" o" into Monday, it becomes Moonday, and that is instead of upholding these holy Sunday ranters, they 
the name by which it was originally called by those fly squarely into their teeth, and say plainly to every 
who connected certain religious ceremonies with man, Throw up you~ heels, be jelly, on th~t day as you 
that planet. Tuesday derived its. name from would on any other day; dance jigs rr pray, a111 you 
Tuisco, the god of wat" and combats, and was as- lik@; you are ,not obliged to as~ or ana wer ·any ques-
sociated with the planet Mars. Wednesday derived tiona in regard to the matter. · 
its name from the worshipers of the god Wode», Now, I hav proved conclusivly that this pretended 
and was called by them Wodensday. The name of aan~tity of the Chril!ltian Sunday has no foundation 
Thursday comes from the worshipers of the god either in scripture, in history, or in fact. Therefore 
Thor, who consecrated that day to his worship. it is safe to assert that the st~~nctity of the Christian 
Friday gets its name from the Scandinavian god Sunday bas not bee~ and cannot be proved. 
Frigga, represented by a nude female figure. This Having proved that Ohristianityhas been opposed 
~od or goddess was associated with the planet to every reform and important discovery, that it has 
Venus. retarded the progress of civilization, that its advice 

One has only to think of the close similarity be- has always proved disastrous when it hfts been fol
tween Saturn and Saturday to understand that this lowed, and that its advica is wickedly wrong in re
day was set apart for the worship of the god Saturn. gard to closing the Expo~ition on Sunday, let us 
Thus we find that every day in the week is holy consider some other matters. ' 
time. '' In six days God created the heaven and the There are thousands of working men and women 
earth." Now, I want some Ohl'istian well up in in the city of Chicago, who are compelled to work 
theological lore to tell me on which day God com- by the hour, and every hour in the week, to support · 
menced to work, when none of these days bad received themselvs and families. They hav no time to 
a name, but were known as the first day, second day, visit the Exposition except Sundays. Now, if "the 
and so on. If he commenced on Sunday, and Sabbath was made br rotan and not man for the Sab
worJred all day, away goes the Ohristian Sunday. bath," by what right are these toiling thousands EX· 

For if God worked on tbat day it cannot be wicked for eluded T 
us to follow his example. If he did not commence There are other thousands in the country who are 
his work on that day, then away goes the sanctity of able to spend but little time-six or eight days per
the Jewish Sabbath. ' haps, and even that will be a great sacrifice for them-

Now, the Jewish Sabbath is binding upon us and how cruel and ungenerous it would be to rob 
to-day, or it is not. If it is not binding upon us, them of one-seventh of their time. 
then let Christians show some scripture authority !.nd then there are Jaws who will attend the Expo
for swapping off the Jewish Sabbath for the Chris- sition, who sacredly regard the Jewish S~bbath. 
tian Sunday. If the Jewish Sabbath is still binding, They do not like to violate the sanctity of their 
then the penalty for the violation must be binding day any more than Ohristiana do theirs. And if they 
also-namely, the stoning to death of the one who is are deprived of the privilege of attending on Sun-
guilty of the violation. day they will be robbed of two days in the week. 

Sunday was not observed as holy time for more At the Centennial at Philadelphia there were rep-
than three hundred years after the binh of Ghrist. resentativs from almost every civilized nation on 
Consequently it could not hav been set apart by him the globe. These people observe d1fferept days of 
or any of his apostles. Then how did that day come the week as sacred time, and they will ba allowed 
to be observed as a sacred day! I will tell you. only four days in the week if the Es:position is closed 
It was set apart by Constantine the Great, on his on Sunday. . ' 
own responsibility, without warrant from Ghrist or Why can there not be a. little liberality and human
anybody else. And the edic~ does not prohibit the ity and decency mixed in with Christianity? Now, 
working on Sunday by either man or beast, but I am liberal enou~h and I hav a heart big enough to 
give the privilege of sowing and gathering the say to the Jew, Keep your S!turdsy; to the Moham
crops. . medan, Keep your Friday; to the Persian, Keep your 

And who was this Constantine-bloody Oonstan~ Thursday; to the Ohristian, Keep your Sunday
tine, as he has been called by some? Lat Gibbon, but don't be boorish. Be as charitable to others as 
the historian, answer. "Constantine had a father- you would Ike to hav them be to you. Nobody 
in-law whom he compelled to bang himself; he had wants to compel Christians to attend the Es:position 
a brother-in-law whom he ordered to be strangled; on Sunday if c:mtrary to their will. Let them attend 
he had a nephew, twelve or thirteen years old, whose church, or pray, or read the Bible, or spend the time 
throat he ordered to be cut; he had a son whom he as they like. Bat if they do not like to be forced 
beheaded; he had a wife whom he ordered to be to attend the Exposition on Sunday, in· the name of 
suffocated in a bath, and so, after having made a all that is decent, let them not force others to stay 
clear house," he donned the imperial purple, away. · 
mounted the throne of the Ooosars; made Ohristian- 0 Obristians, as long as you are allowed the fullest 
ity a state religion; and mingled heathen rites and exercise of your rights, don't be little enough and 
ceremonies with Christianity, in order to attract the mean enough to say to others, "You must do as I 
pagans to his standard, and thereby obtain a greater say." . 
following. Let the Exposition be open every day alike. Let 

Now I hav given the authority, and all the au- the Jew observe his day if he likes, and the Mobam
thority there is, for regardi~g Sunday as a sacred medan and the Persian. 
day. Am I bound by an edict of this blood-red Is not this fair for all T And would anybody but 
murderer, any more than I am by an edict of Nero, a bigoted Ohristian object to suah an equitable rule T 
or any other bloody tyrant whose conduct has been If any body attempted to compel Christians to at-
a disgrace to humankind ? tend the Exposition in case it should be opened on 

Now let us en min the scriptures, the court of last Sunday, the case would be different. But they will 
resort for Christians, and see what light they throw be free to attend or not, as they may elect. And 
upon this knotty queRtion. for them to compel others to stay away, would be 

''One man that is strong believeth that he may an act of usurpation, and could ba construed in no 
eat all things ; one that is we11k eateth herb3. Let other light. 
him that eateth despise not him that e•teth not." The reverend gentleman thinks that if the Es:posi-

The plain meaning of this passage is, if it hav any tion should be opene•l on Sunday, all the desperadoes 
meaning at an,~tbat one man is not to dictate to and disreputable characters would Bssemble there 
another, or judge another who differs from him. from all four quarterEi of the globe, and revelry and 

11 One man esteemeth one day above another; riot would be the order of the day. 
another man esteemeth all days alike. L'3t every Very few would travel a thousand miles or more 
man be fully persuaded in his own mind." or less j a.st to hav hav a spree in Ohicago; sprees can 

That is to say, if one man believes it is right to be had at much less expen~e. And if the Exposition 
observe one day in a week, then be must keep it. is open on Sunday there is where they will go, for 
If another man has no regard for one day more than that is what they go for. But if it is closed-hav
another, he is just as innocent a!! a man who keeps a ing nowhere else to go, fot· they will not attend ehurch 
day as sacred. -they will spend the day at the saloons, and dives, 

''The Sabbath was made for man and not man for and gambling-houses, and the very evils which the 
the Sabbath." reverend gent!eman seems so anxious to prevent 

Here it is clearly set forth that the Sabbath was would certainly take place. 
made for our use, and that we may use it to our own If the Exposition is open on Sunday the churches 
best advantage. might as well be closed. This the sticklers for Sun-

It would seem like a fair inference that when this day closing understand. The priests and ministers 
passage of scripture was written there was one are anticipating a big time if they can only succeed in 
day regarded above the others, but this passage of closing the Exposition on Sunday. They ~now if 
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their measure does not carry, Snorting Mike and 
Exbortiug Ssm and Praying Jack and "Shoutin' 
Joe" would get left. And here is all the real honesty 
there is in this great hue and cry about Sunday clos. 

.in g. And if ministers were as honest as "men of 
their cloth" ought to be they would candidly admit 
as much. 

:Mr. Oh&irman, there is one other considera
tion which demands our attention. The citizens 
of Ohiciigo hav taxed themselvs heavily to make the 
Exposition a success. If it is closed on Sunday it 
will cut off a great part of the revenue to which 
they are justly entitled, which would be a great 
injustice to them. 

Perhaps the reverend and honorable gentlemen 
will say that my langua.ge has been harsh and unwar
ranted. But I hav only followed the example set by 
my Ohristian brothers. I think my language has 
been fully as guarded and much more truthful than 
the language which they h&v used in regard to Vol
taire, Paine, Abner Kneeland, Ingersoll, and all whom 
they are .pleased to call Infidels. "An eye for an 
eye and a tooth for a tooth" is the Bible rule which 
Ohristian5! ought not to repudiate. 

:Moreover, when they go among those whom they 
call heathens to convert them, they take any couree 
which they think beat calculated to break up their 
f&ith in the old religions. I am growing old, and 
my time is so short that you need not wonder, :Mr. 
Ohairman, at my "nxiety to break down the old 
Christian superstition, and that with a bold h!'u:d 
and noble daring I smash the Christians' idols and 
demolish their imaginary God. 

And now, Mr. Ohairman, I thank you for the close 
attention whi!.lh you hav pP.id to my rambling re
marks. It must be admitted thmt my language has 
not been the beet tpnt might hsv been chosen; for 
the time to prepare bfl.s been short. But I trust it 
bas been sufficiently cle&r to convey my idea, and to 
establish beyond controversy the four followimg 
points, viz;: 

1. T~at those msu who bav exerted the greatest 
influence in the church hav been tha most cruel, op
pressiv, and tyrannical men who ever cursed the 
earth. 

2. Tl:.a~ the counsels of the ohurch h!!iv proved 
detrimental to human interests !l:r.d never could be 
safely trusted ; and the counsel in regard to closing 
the Exposition on Sun(by is of the same char!lcter 
now as in the past, and if followed will be a meddle
some interference with and tyrtnnic&l usurpation of 
the right of otherP, and should not be tolerated. 

3. That there is no aut.bority for the obaernnca 
of Sunday, either scriptural or historical; and that 
it was not so. obsarved for more than three hundred 
years after the birth of Christ, and could not there
fore hav baen so set apart by him or any of his 
apostles. . 

4:. That the closing of the Columbian Exposition 
will be done in the. interest of the church, and will 
publish to the civilized nations of the world the su
perstition, illiberality, and bigotry of the American 
people. 

Now, Mr. Ohairman, these points ha.v not been 
controverted, neither can they be. They occupy 
this triumphal ~round unassailed and uuassi!!ilable. 

Naples, N. Y. JOHN PEcK. 

The Name America. 
It has long seemed to me a strange thing, the as

sertion that the two new continents were named after 
the given, or first, name of Hemerigo V aspuccii, a 
thing inconsistent with the customs of thst time. 
The more the question is investigated the mora 
probable it becomes that V eepucci got his name 
Americus from the already well-known name of the 
New World. For, agreeably to the custom of thmt 
time, his name w•s L1tinized after he became known, 
into Americus V aspuccius, just !Ul was that of his 
great contemporary Colon into Columbus. And h"'d 
there been Rny attempt to honor the latter by nam
ing any region after him, Cll!l we conceive of its be
ing done by such a nsme as Christopher&? 

When we read the ntU'rative of voyages and dis
coveries made in that age, we find that the soldiers 
and sailors promptly named every place just as they 
do now, not waiting until some bookmaker was 
pleased to do it, and that the names so given rapidly 
spread among all people. In our time of books and 
papers we are apt to think that newo was slow in 
spreading at that comparativly illiterate period. 
But important news spreads with amazing speed 
among non-reading populations. When we read the 
old books telling of the discovery of Mexico and 
Peru, we learn how the men, as they stdled along, 
gave names to points and whole regions that bav re
mained to this day. ''How like Spain is this coast," 
said a soldier as they were sailing around Yucatan. 
"It is a New Spain," said the others; and for over 
• century it was called New Spain. '' What country 
is that ~" they asked an Indian as they came to a.n 
island near Mexico. "Culoa," said the Indian, point
ing to the coast. Confounding it with a small point 
the sailors named it Ulloa, and it being St. John's 
day, San Juan de Ulloa became the fixed name. So 

the man after the country. The slight resemblance 
of the real name, given name, cf V aspucci, to wit, 
Hemerigo, tends to giv curren!ly to this blunder. 
Vespucciwas never accused in his life of doing this, 
from the fact that no one ev0r d1 esrr.;ed thn that, 
among half a dozen names given to the supposed 
Asiatic coast, such as New Spain, New Gallicia, 
Brazil, Mexico, and Amerique, the la~t one hd been 
preposterously so called aftel' the given z:eroe of a 
very private citizen. A mon&rch might thus be 
honored. Witness Maryland and Oarolinf!, or Al
berts, or Alaska, after Prince Al:>sb. But tbe m~m
ing of a country after e private snd rather. ob~cure 
citizen, and that, too, after his first name, W6B '" thing 
unheard of. And when we sea that t,he. :~.;f?me, or 
pal't of it, is so common among the l'l!itl.v JrJtlmes aU 
around that coast, from Oundinsmal·&c& to Meri
caybo and Itamerica, we need be &t no lees for its 
origin. The syllables "meri" are aa frr.quent there 
as the "itl," "etl," were among the Aztecs north 
and west. "HoLT.". 

the name of a part· of the city of Tenoctitlan was, 
by mistake, given to the city, and finally to the 
whole country. Of that city, Tlateluco was, and 
meant, 11 Residence of the . People;" Mexico, '' Resi
dence of the Nobility." These are examples of how 
the country WIIJS named and how soon. At that very 
time Brazil, and many other parts, were named. We 
must bear in mind tbst, from 1460 up to 1520, voy
mges of diBcovery were many. That Columbus and 
Vespucci both died ignorant of the fact that a new 
continent had been found; both believing that they 
had discovered Ohina by a new route. See Vol. 2 
Of Hum"9oldt's "Ooamos." Another fact is that Spain 
and Portugal were both making a great to do over 
the discoveries under their fl.mgs made just at that 
time, 1492-8, while less notice was taken of dis
coveries prior to that, but everything was done to 
lessen their importance. Just a few years before 
Oolumbus set out the first time, Martin Behem had 
been living in the Azores. He had been down to 
the stroits of MRgellan $nd had touched on Brazil 
before Ooiumbna get out on his first voyage. He 
made a globe, still to be seen at Nuremburg, and Theological Proof that Paine Did Not Recant. 
showed the course of his journey. By the year 
1500 the number of people coasting about Brazil, in 
the Caribbean eeiil, Gulf of Mexico, and north of 
there, was something marvelous. 'Is it credible that 
no gener$\i n&me was given to that vast stretch of 
country, among all the thousands of Dutch sailors 
and Flemings who were so familiar with it ! Things 
well known to the gremt mass of seafmring men were, 
yel.\ra ~fterward, made to burst upon the world as 
discoveries. Truly they were discoveries to those 
who nevl!ll' before hesrd of them. Thus it happened 
about Austra.li~> and the surrounding region. After 
the Dutch got possession of the Moluccas, Aus
tralis seemed to break upon the world as a new dia
·covery. Yat it was known long before. Oolumbus 
died 1506, V espueci 1512, both never suspecting the 
new continent, yet does anyone believe there were 
not men living who knew it was a new continent '! 
The learning of the world must not be measured by 
their igncnnce. What Oabot discovered about 
1498 wss new to Englishmen, but not to Icel11nders. 
Much was known to the Dutch JSsilors and Flemings 
that no other people J!USpected at that time. 

Me.rtiu Bshaim (or .Behem) had been at Brazil be
fore 1492. Plr.zan and Cabral were there in 1499, 
Vespucci in 1501. Some of them were coasting 
eround Bnzil a:!:!.d Vant>zue!~ !illong time. Veapucci 
was at the :i&l!md c~Jled by the nat.ivs Itamaraca, 
now Marnoa. Nativ names of that sound are very 
numerous all lihrough that region. EvE>rytbing bas 
Merica or Marioa to it. Thus Muimt.bo, Oundina
marca, Maraho, Mericll.bo, Amaribo, Mericata, Ama
rrmtibo, etc. The story goes tha.t aome sailors eta· 
tioned on the cosali in sight of & smoking mountain 
of vet·y striking ~ppenrance, ar;ked tbe native its 
nama, and the reply w6!a a sound like "Tamerique," 
or "Amerique.'' when spelled in Spanish, and mean
ing "Great Smoky :Mounb.in." Tbia name became 
so familiar amo!:lg the sailors that the country was 
referred to by it, and the n~me, :&s a general ol!l.e, 
was carried far snd near in all conver-aations and 
verbal eccounts. 

No doubt you will laugh at the idea of geHing 
proof out of 111 theologicl!ll dictionary that Paine did 
not recant, yet here it is: "U.up:u:don"ble sin is the 
denial of the truths of the gospel, with l!n opm and 
malicious rejection of it. The reason why this sin is 
never forgiven is not because of !>lny w~nt of suffi
ciency in the blood of Christ, nor in the p:srdoning 
mercy of God, but because \.hose who commit it, 
never repent of it., but continue obstinll.te aud malig
nant until death" (Buck's T.heologic&l Dictionery, 
p. 422, art. Sin). 

Then, if Mr. Buck, J).D., w"s l'ight, neither Pl!l1ne 
or any other disbeliever ever re.lianted. H seems 
that Mr. Buck knew somethi111g of the pleatmrs th~t 
disbelievers obtained from their aource of rel}BOning, 
for be says they "never repent of it." And my ex
perience leads me to believe Mlf.lt they h&v nothing 
to repent of either. They llav more joy ~nd more 
pleasure in the world i;han those who believB in the 
bell theories. With ther;n there is r.o F.alfish heaven 
to gain and no hell to shun. Their timo ~nd thought 
can be devoted to this world for ihe be;Jefi.t of man. 
Why should they repent 1 S. P. HERRoN. 

Gray, Ky. 
-------4HH~------

Colonel Ingersoll's Wit. 
The Helena Int!ependent•s report of stm·te• ;,illl. wldoh l1e int1·oaucea 

an a tter. dinn~r speech in Montana. 

It is said that contentment is the gret'ltcst porJsible 
wealth, and I suppose that Dext to abEoluto content
ment, tmd nearly exactly tbe snme thing, ia perf~ct 
self-satisfaction. [Laughter.] I think I h11.v found 
it here. [L<mghter and applause.] It is said that 
an old minister in Kentutky, endeavoring leo impress 
upon his hearers the beRuiy of the heaven they were 
about to go to, providad tb"'y joined hi.s church 
[laughter], after exhausting all the aupm·Iativs of 
which he was mastet·, wound up by saying: "Breth
ren and sisters, in shorl:, it'll 11o regulflr old Kentucky 
place." LLaughter.] I auppc!!e yon are npo;.;cting in 
another world simply anothH' Montmn!i. 
· A few years ago a fellow from M!lsse.chuseHs was 

down in South Oe.rolina, and &G he walked along the 
street, after he had been there sor:~a time, t!Jerll wes 
am old fellow llll!iling s sign upon his house, ''For 
Sail," and this :Massactusa1tr; kllow locked Qt the old 
man and said: "That ien't U.1e way to spell aala." 
And the old fellow, with a greet deAl of contempt., 
turned to him aDd said: 

"How long hav you li-ved in Obru·!eston ?' 
"Well," he saye, "I hav been here about !l year." 
"Well, young man," said !che CharleBtoniau, "I was 

born here. I guess I know bow to spell EnAle.'' 
[Loud laughter and e.ppl!mze.] There is nol<hiDg so 
beautiful as confidence in tho place where you reside. 
[Laughter.] 

They tell a story of Mrs. Jone!", of C.hio.1go, who 
visited Rome, and ,while there was ohown some of 
the great marble masterpieces of the world, among 
others the Apollo Belvedere. They pointed it out t.o 
her as being the most per.fHlt form of man tb~:~t had 
ever been conceived by tbe br<~in of 1m artist; and 
the old woman walked tr,ll ~Z':'ound it, looked at it 
from every point of view, fl,!ld she e~ys: 

"That's the Apollo Bolvedere, is it~·· 
"Yea." 
11 Well, giv me Jones." [Loud laughter and 

applanse.l 

I HA v seen heretics of tho poorer sort, 
Expectant of the rack from day to day, 
To whom the fire was welcome, lying chiined 
In breathless dungeone, ovar s~e~>ming sewers, 
Fed with rank bread that crawl'd upon the tongue 
And putrid water every drop 11 worm, 
Until they died of rotted limbs; and theu 
Cast on the dunghill nllked, and become 
Hideously alive again from bead to hsel, 
:Made even the carrion nosing mongrel vomit 
With hate and horror. -Tennyson. 

After Vespmsci gained some flAme n.nd wss honored 
by the L111tinizing of his name, ~ Dutch printer issued 
e. map of Ptolemy, in which he placed the New 
World under the n~t.me Tern, di Americci. This wss 
done in 1507, and it was the first appearance of the 
name of the country in any print. No notice then 
was taken of it. Veepucci died in 1512 without 
dreaming tbst his m•me hsd been given to the conn
try, without even suspecting he had discovered more 
than a part of Aai!~. A gre11.t lawsuit arose in 1508, 
between the fiscal !igents of Spain and the heirs of 
Columbu!!, to take frcm the latter the privileges 
gre.nted by the crown to the admiral, Columbus. It 
lasted till 1528. All sorta of reports were got up 
to belittle the discovery by Oolumbua. All the maps 
with the nama America. were introduced and circu
lated. Yet Veapucci, who lived till 1512, was never 
introduced as 111 witness, and no word was then 
ever uttered about the wrongful use of his name. 
Las Casas began m history the year the suit ended. 
He did not :linish it till 1559, when he was near 
ninety yev.ra of Slge. In. the first parts of his work 
he never utters one word of reproaoh against V es
pucci. But in the last years of his writing he begins 
to accuse and bitterly reproach hia memory. He 
says, "Foreign writers called the country America. 
If V espucci did not intentionally giv currency to the 
belief that be originally discovered the country, it 
looks like it." Now, the first word of reproach 
against V espucci was in 111 distant land by one 
Schoner, a German geographer, in 1533. The report 
arose just as it might to-day. Hearing the country, 
or part of it, constantly spoken of in familiar talk as 
America, when they csme to honor t, e name of Vee
pucci by Ll\tinizing it, how natural it was to call him 
Americus Vespuccius. Then,' later, after all the 
great actors of that decade of discoveries were in 
their graves or dotage, a stranger, seeing the name 
applied to a vast new region, then becoming known 
for the first time as a new world, not Asia, assumes SEND for catalog of our publications, Sent free 
that the country was named after the man instead of _ on application. 
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A Timely Suggestion. 
We venture to publish the following extract from 

the letter of one of our old and valued stand-by's, as 
his idea seems to us an excellent one : 

SAORAMBNTO, CAL. 1 June 2, 1891. 
• , . I desire to see all Freethought lecturers in the 

field hav some little support from the Freethinking public, 
and I believe that the American Secalar Union is the proper 
head for the dispensing of such help. 

Now is the time to issue a call for such aid from all 
friends of the cause of Liberalism. Let us hav a general 
donation from all, especially from those that are able to giv. 

I believe in making a grand effort to raise a fund for pub
lishing and circulating Freethought literature through the 
hands of lecturers in the field. If the Union will call for 
donations and start a yearly guarantee list, I will pledge $50 
per year as long as I am able to pay that amount. 

Now, Miss Craddock, talk it up with the directors and 
pr0ceed to business at once, and oblige a solid Freethinker. 

R. BUTTBRFIBLD. 
Daar friends, shall we not act upon the above sen

sible suggestion! The American Secular Union 
ought indeed to be the head center of Liberal work 
in the U .aited States. Lecturers, newspapers, indi
vidual workers, ought to see the business wisdom
not to speak of the higher motive of l>rotherhood
of cooperating with a society like the American Sec
ular Union, upon whose broad platform all Liberals, 
of whatever ism, can find . a footing. A bundle of 
fagots piled up with care and system in one fireplace 
wHI warm a roomful of people, where the same fag
ots lighted separately and carried about in the hands 
of individuals, lead at best a fitful, flickering life, 
warming only the individual hands which carry them. 

Fellow-Liberals, which do you think is the better 
for the good of a shivering community: the isolated, 
flickering torch in the hands, or the huge bundle of 
fagots blazing away merrily «;>n the hearthstone? 

Let us hav subscriptions, as Mr. Butterfield sug
gests, to aid in circulating Liberal literature. We 
cannot print and pay postage without money. Send 
it along in large or small amounts. 

IDA 0. 0BADDOOK) 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
Pk.iladelphia, June 11, 1891. 

Onr London Letter. 
Dr. Momerie's impeachment and condemnation of 

the tenets of the Ohurch of England and the dogmas 
of Ohristianity were of so decided a nature that it is 
diffiGult to understand why he calls himself a Ohris
tian. A man who' divests himself of all the belief 
still held orthodox cannot be very far removed from 
pure Atheism, notwithstanding he still claims to be
lieve in a deity whom he cannot comprehend. Much 
tbat he said in his recent lecture may well be in
dorsed by the Secular party, and has been stated 
by them times out of number, from the platform and 
ia their published works. If the doctor speaks with 
authority it is welcome news that the church is in 
imminent peril, and that it is in measurable distance 
of dissolution. He confesses the church hAs long 
ago lost all control over cultured people, and the 
laity is going up hill just as fast as the clergy is com
ing down. It has not only lost control over what he 
calls the cultured classes, but. over all those of 
any class who possess any independent thinking 
power, and what influence it stm possesses is-only 
over the shop-keeping interests, who hav no thought 
of anything outside their own shops. Dr. Momerie's 
remark that " priests were the gentlemen who origi
nally undertook to square the Gods for a considera
tion," excited the risible faculties of the audience, and 
showed his hearers were not very greatly shocked at 
what is clearly an Atheistic sentiment, and one, I 
fancy, that has been already used by Oolonellnger
soll. He went on to say that the doctrin of the 
atonement was immoral to the core, and a survival 
of the greatest abuses of earliest times. The doctrin 
of predestination was also a delusion, the doctrin 
of the trinity a blundering misconception of the 
original text, and the vulgar theory of the crucifixion 
was a contradiction of terms, and therefore a j 11rgon 
and nonsense. The idea of hell was monstrous, and 
the Bible was full of contradictions. If D.r. Mome
rie has not thoroughly read up the Atheist's position, 
and has arrived at his conclusions without such as
sistance, his testimony is so much the more valuable. 

it down. Stock-exchange gambling is not condemned 
because so many brokers are men of keen religious 
sentiment and subscribe to the churches. One en
terprising Wesleyan suggested that a Ohristian daily 
paper should be started, in which no gambling intel
ligence should be admitted, as he believed there. was 
a very large constituency of readers who would pre
fer to read about D.r. Parker than the Alhambra 
ballet. What the ballet had to do with horse-racing 
he did not explain, but his brilliant idea was not 
accepted, and so it fell through. 

Madam Blavatsky's death has apparently caused 
some little confusion in the Theosophical camp, and it 
appears there is no one competent to step into her 
shoes. The system has made but little headway 
here, and it would not be surprising if it speedily 
became extinct. The few crazy enthusiasts who 
form its members are quite likely to devote them
selva to some other equally absurd fad as readily as 

tered unto by the female cont'ngent of waterhaulers in the 
fo1d of his churches. -

The Marys complete the trio of "God's women " whom 
Brother Vincent portrays for the fond adoration of the 
sacred assemblage of students. 

I know not to which Mary he refers, but either of them is 
not a good punctuation for the reflected light of masculin· 
admiration. If she was the patient, serving Martha's twin 
sister, it was said she was not given to domestic ministration 
for the elders, and had she dwelt in Brother Vincent's cir
cuit yellow-legged chickens and creamy biscuits would not 
hav boosted him to the summit of a bishopric in the year of 
our Lord 1890. 

lf the one from whom Christ cast the seven devils the ala
baster box of ointment would hav served the same purpose 
in a sacred college in the nineteenth century-its price set 
aside for the heathen, and this specimen of " God's woman," 
whom man previously had invested with seven devils shown 
to the door! 

they flocked to this one. J. D. 

Miss Phoobe Conzins. 
When Mrs. Potter Palmer and others connived to 

depoee the regularly elected secretary of the women 
managers of the World's Fair, the writer was not a 
whit surprised, having some knowledge of the lady 
in Sh. Louis,. where Miss Phcehe Oouzins had served 
with ability as United S~ates marshal. Knowing 
something of her theological opinions, I was aston· 
ished to find her secretary of a board which opened 
its daily meetings with prayer and think that I 
expressed that surprise in THE TRUTH SEEKER. From 
what I had been led to believe of the brainy, brilliant 
secretary, I concluded she would not tolerate such 
conduct long ·without a protest. If my memory 
does not deceive me, I think Miss Oouzine did pro
test, and made enemies of several of the "mothers 
in Israel," who profess to love their neighbors as 
themselvs. 

That unpleasant denouement might hav eventually 
passed over, had she been willing to let an opportu
nity slip of scoring the Rev. Bishop Vincent, who, I 
believe, runs the Ohautauqua circles. 

Director-General Davis (otherwise Royal George), 
whose religious profession is Methodism and machine 
politics, is, as is usual with all -of his class, particu
larly sensitiv against anyone who might venture a 
word against the right of the theologians to run 
things to suit themaelvs. And, by writing the fol
lowing article, I am satisfied George Davis deter
mined to seal her doom. It is well worth perusal, 
especially as it is practically the basis and reason for 
the attempt at dismissing the author. 

E. A. STEVENS. 
CHIOAGO, Jan. 31.-Edit01' of the Evening Post: I hav read 

with great interest the report in your paper to.day on the 
lectures of the Institute of Sacred Literature and beg the 
medium of your columns to correct a slight misapprehension 
of the Rev. Bishop Vincent to the status of woman in sacred 
lore. 

It is extremely necessary if these gentlemen are to instruct 
the newly fledged student, or aspirant for sacerdotal honors 
in the right path of re1igious training, that the whole truth, 
and nothing but the truth, be taught to them, and that the 
teacher of divinity separate his prejudices from the facts of 
sacred history, and, in the noon-day of the nineteenth cent
ury, discontinue the attempt to measure woman's capacity 
or the limits of her sphere, by a garbled dissertation on 
"God's woman." If the reverend gentleman will tell us just 
when and where and how the creator took him into his 
especial confidence and directed him to inform the latter day 
saints that Deborah and Huldah and Miriam were not "God's 
women," but that the Rachels and Ruths and Marys were, 
we shall be more certain that the mantle of sacred oratory 
has fallen upon the right shoulders, and that·a bishopric 
means consecration to the master's work, and not a sleek 
and self-satisfied perversion of biblical lore to suit the narrow 
limits of a selfish aggrandizement. 

Miriam, saith sacred history, was a prophetess, chosen by 
the Lord to lead the children of Israel out of darkness into 
day; but the reverend bishop says she was not " God's 
woman," and therefore Exodus is wrong and the instructor 
in the sacred college right. 

But enough l If these reverend gentlemen pose as teach
ers in sacred colleges to-day let them not inaugurate the 
experiment, by direct perversion of truth, either in the Old 
Testament or the New. 

If Paul taught marriage and motherhood, he also empha
sized the sacredness of a life devoted to high aims and lofty 
purposes. "She that marries doeth well," saith that noble 
expounder of truth, "but she who doth not marry doeth 
better." "She who marries serves her husband, but she 
that doth not marry," said Paul, "serves the Lord." 

If Jeremy Taylor could return to our shores to-day he 
would not only find "that marriage was the nursery of 
heaven," but also that it served as the gateway to hell, judg. 
ing from the hideous and terrible revelations in our divorce 
courts, and no one influence has contributed more fully to 
bring about the lowering of a high standard of marriage 
and this demoralization than the dry rot which has been 
preached from reverend lips for years to the untrained and 
unformed minds of the touth, leading them to regard mar
riage, per se, under any and all circumstances, as preferable 
to a life of singleness, even though consecrated to the noblest 
aims. 

The admission of women as lay delegates to the Methodist 
conference evidently does not agree with Brother Vincent's 
mental digestion, and if the sacred college is to emphasize 
biblical lore in punctuating women as leaders and judges 
and generals, lo l the green fields and pastures fa\r of a 
bishopric will swing open, perchance, and Frances Willard 
or the Widow VanCott get a nibble at the rich grazing. 

PHreBE W. CouzrNs, of St. Louis. 

Who Bids' 
A poor old lady who has seen better days, but has 

been reoiuced by sickness and misfortune, has left 
her precious old Bible with me to sell that she may 
purchase something to relieve her sufferings. 

It is a singular book, the largest Bible I ever saw; 
was printed in 1765; is 16 inches long, 10 inches 
wide, and 4! inches thick ; contains many pictures, 
and is entitled " The Ohristian's Oomplete Family 
Bible." Though this book pretends to be written 
by inspiration of a supreme being to point out a way 
so plai11 that a man though a fool need not err 
therein, from one to six or more inches of every page 
is used to explain the text above. Though it pro
fesses to be the work of inspiration, every chapter 
proves it to ba a fraud-the work of different men, to 
which, and its wrathful angry God, each writer 'gave 
a patch of his own character. It has done more harm 
than any other book ever written, having been the 
means of putting to death millions of people by ex
cruciating torture; and by and by when all the peo
ple get their mental eyes open and free from the 
scales and beams of superstition, and hav learned to 
think enough to understand what they read, the 
great wonder of the world will be how such a vile 
book with all its anger, wrath, cruelty, and bloody 
crimes could ever hav been palmed off on rational 
beings, even by crafty priests, as the word of a God. 
Now, this book is for sale to the highest bidder, and 
here, my dear Obristian brethren, you hav an oppor
tunity to show your Ohristian love and benevolence 
to this poor sister. Now for a bid. Who speaks 
first. Brother Talmage, what say you T How much 
do you bid 1 I think the Apocrypha contains chap
ters you hav never read. Joseph Oook, how much do 
you bid 1 How much love hav you for this suffer
ing sister T How much respect for your holy book 
when it takes its just place on the auction-block 
where it has in times past placed so many millions of 
human slaves ? Send in your bids and at once prove 
your respect for your poor sister and your precious 
book. Brother Wanamaker, how much do you bid T 

Vineland, N. J. , J EBEMIAH HAcKER. 

Thought as A.fleeting the Drink Habit. 
Preparea tor the Inaepenaent bv the Zate Prenttce Muzrora, 1ust be. 

fore his aeath. 
A charge such as this coming from the midst of 

the orthodox will no doubt hav a considerable effect, 
more so than from an avowed Atheist, and each 
year will find the contributions to the various so
cieties organizad for the purpose of fleecing the 
faithful sheep a constantly diminishing quantity. 
The results of the May meetings are more and more 
disheartening to those most interested in them, and 
doleful faces are constantly met among the clergy. 
Special attractions are announced, but the interest 
in ecclesiastical matters is dwindling. The clergy 
are not bringing religious questions so much to the 
front; but the great card is now the anxiety dis
played for the morality and secular well-being of the 
people. But these matters were not taken up until 
the laity had fully considered them, and so the 
church has again lost its chance of leadership. The 
Wesleyans are very greatly shocked at betting· on 
horse·races1 and think steps should be taken to put 

The fourth chapter of the Judges tells us that Deborah 
was a judge and law-giver over Israel for fotty years, "the 
years," saith the scripture, "wherein the land had rest and 
peace ; " but Deborah, according to Rev. Mr. Vincent, was 
not "God's woman." She found the Israelitish nation in a 
sorry plight and deplorable condition. The judges taking 
bribes, perverting judgment and turning after filthy lucre ; 
" the highways and byways unoccupied, and travelers 
walked through byways; " no one seemed to be safe any
where, the nation harassed for over twenty years by a great 
and mighty legion of King Jabin's army under the command 
of a bushwhacking captain named Sisera. In that direful 
emergency Deborah oomes to the front, takes command of 
Barak's army, stations herself on Mount Tabor and proves 
so skillful a general in war that not a man of Jabin's army 
is left to tell the tale save Sisera, who gets down from his 
chariot of iron and flees for refuge to Jael's tent, and has 
his brains knocked out with a tenpenny nail and a hammer 
in the hands of a female adjutant of Deborah's. 

Thus Deborah cleans out the whole outfit of her country's 
spoilers and returns to the nation to bring order and peace out 
of the demoralized chaos into which man's ruling plunged it ; 
and yet, saith the reverend instructor of the sacred college to 
the callow youths who sit at his feet for biblical training, De
borah was not" God's woman." "Far from it." 

The habit of using artificial stimulants comes 
fr.om e::rhaustion. Up to the age of twelve or thir
teen we do not feel any need of a stimulant. Our 
exhaustion comes later on when we get wrapped up 
in our occupations, and acquire the bad habit of car
rying the mind ahead of the body.. A person, too, 
who live among exhausted people, will, before they 
know it, take on their exhausted conditions of mind. 
A strong girl employed in a factory, with weaker 
girls around her who suffer from the hard work, will 
herself suffer, although she herself may be better 
able to bear the strain. This exhaustion, brought 
mbout by what we call civilization, leads to the use 
of stimulants. Exhaustion comes also from wasting 
your force by letting your mind run ahead of your 
body, to the place you are hurrying to, or the task 
you are going to perform, You are full of hurry and 

. But Ruth, whose peculiar methods of capturing a hus
band, would entitle her in our day and generation to be sent 
to a training school for reformed morals, is especially marked 
for the delectation of this divinitv school, whlle Rachel, who 
kept a sheep ranch amidst her father's herdsmen, drawing 
the water while the men lazily browsed on the hillside, is 
another maiden dear. to the sacred heart of Brother Vincent, 
whose Ion~r and unctuous career has been especially minis-
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impatience, and attempt to crowd the doing of too 
many things in an hour or a day. The hurried, im
patient mood runs its wire of disorderly thought 
and slovenly act straight .through from one act to 
another, and leaves its traces and damage on all. 
Every impatient act, no matter how trivial. costs an 
unprofitable outlay of force or thought. Every im
patient act is an act without a plan. Exhaustion, 
then, caused in this way-overwork, over-ambition, 

·burry, the waste of thought or mental force which 
weakens the body-leads men to the use of intoxi
cants. It is not necessary to speak of minor social 
causes, though it may be said that a man is mentally 
affected by the social atmosphere which he is in. 
Go among inebriates or drinking men and you will 
find that unseen agencies are at work leading you to 
alcoholic excess. If your associates are temperate 
and refined, you will be equally a:ffected by their tem-
perance and refinement. · 

I believe that the appetite for liquor can be con
troled through the exercise of a certain mental law 
within the reach of all ; that is the law of silent de
mand. That is the power which one mind possesses 
of silently throwing its thought, or desire, or wish, 
or expectation, into another mind, and making such 
mind wish, desire, think, and act iii accordance with 
the other's wish. The man who drinks will crave 
liquor the more if much in the society of· those who 
drink. He will feel the craving less if much in the 
society of the temperate and· self,controled. No 
word and argument, for or against the use of liquor, 
need be made, in these cases, to increase or lessen 
such craving. It comes of the silent action of mind 
upon mind. 

If, in your own mind, you will say in thought that 
you do not expect a friend affiicted with this habit to 

· giv way to it, he will, through the force of your mind 
acting on his own, be strengthened to resist the 
temptation. If you will, in mind, always positivly 
see him as temperate and self-governed, he will re
ceive from you the force, in thought, of temperance 
and self-government. If several unite in so sending 
him this thought, and so seeing him in thought, they 

, giv him a proportionally stronger force to resist the 
uncontrolable appetite, they are, then, really pray
ing for him, and praying in the strongest way. The 
barkeeper is, in many cases, the most thoroughly self
controled man i.n the saloon. He may be always in 
the midst of liquor selling and drinking, but has no 
tendency to indulge to excess. No intemperate bar
keeper can retain his position. His employer expects 
him to be temperate. The action of the employer's 
mind on the employee is one powerful agency in 
keeping him temperate. The employee feels the 
employer's thought. He has that part of the em
ployer's mind which expects, and demands, that he 
shall keep sober, thrown into his own mind, and acts 
in accordance with such mind. 

If we, in our minds, always see or image a man as 
a drunkard, we are sending him a current of thought 
which will aid the more to keep him intemperate. 
We are helping him to keep before him the image of 
himself as a drunkard. We must not in our mind 
say, " I wish he would control himself," and almost 
in ths same thought say: " I expect, or I am afraid, 
be will get drunk the next chance he gets." In so 
doing we increase those chances. 

But, it may be asked: "Is not the man a drunk
ard 1 Where is the use of saying he is temperate 
when he is not, or of seeing him in our minds as 
temperate when he is not 1" The real man in this 
case is not a drunkard. The real man is what that 
man is in his highest aspiration or desire, and it mat
ters not how low or degraded is the material-condi
tion of any human being, there remains still in that 
individual the desire . to be something better, or the 
desire to rid himself of an appetite or habit which 
brings him pain. The real person is the spi~itual 
man or woman. In him or her there is always the 
spark of aspiration; or, in other words, the desire 
for improvement, although it may be very feebly ex
pressed. It is only the material part of man that is 
in the gutter. With him in our thought, we hav 
nothing to do. We refuse in mind to see him. We 
only see in mind that man out of the gutter, erect, 
clothed, self-controled, and in his right and highest 
mind. When we so see him we are sending him 
that kind of thought and presenting to him the ideal 
of-himself as a true man. 

No thought cuts deeper to the heart of an intem· 
perate person than the feeling, on his part, that his 
friends do not, in their minds, trust him in the use 
of liquor. The feeling that the bottle is put out of 
sight because he enters the room, has made many a 
man rush from that room or place and drink to ex
cess. This because a force or thought has entered 
into him, telling him that he is weak, untrustworthy, 
and relativly worthless. At present too many are 
ha11.dling this gigantic, unseen power of thought to 
keep the drunkard and criminal down, by always see
ing him as a drunkard or criminal, and never forget
ting that he has been one. 

A man should never be spoken or thought oi as a 
" reformed drunkard." To help keep him self
controled, we need to forget that he has ever been a 
drunkard. We hav nothing whatever in our minds 

;o c:fo with him as a drunkard. We need to bury the 
,.~rmer drunkard; bury him so deep in forgetfulness 
·nat he can never be dug up again. Temperance 
lecturers create a morbid and unhealthy appetite in 
the hearer by talking drunkenness a whole evening. 
In the same way, the elaborate accounts of execu
tions sometimes when read by the small boy induce 
him to hang and torture the cat in a spirit of imita
tion. Is a man made the less of an inebriate from 
knowing that he is in an "Inebriate's Home," or an 
institution called by any name to remind him contin
ually of an old fault and an old self, which he needs 
to bury and forget? We hav in our minds nothing 
to do with the drunkard of yesterday. Bury him. 
Forget him. In our thought he is to-day a temper
ate, self-controled man. In our mind we expect and 
demand him so to be. In his own mind he must also 
hold himself as temperate and self-controled. We 
are then praying, and he is praying with us in con
cert, and in the right way. 

If the family at the breakfast table are each in 
thought saying of the son, whose weakness lies in 
liquor: "I expect he'll go drinking again to- day. I 
fear he'll go tippling again with his companions," 
they are making him feel depressed, weak, untrust
worthy, and, consequently, all the more liable to re
sort to drink for the sake of temporary stimulation~ 
They should say in thought: "He is not going into 
any excess. He can govern himself. He will govern 
himself." These critics who may pride themselvs on 
being temperate as regards the use of liquor, may be 
themselvs very intemperate as regards control of 
temper or mood, or some other physical appetite. 
They do not know and cannot realize the terrible 
craving eoming not only from a morbid appetite for 
stimulant, but from a body ignorantly and uncon
sciously exhausted ot its vitality. 

If yours is the uncontrolable appetite for liquor, 
say in your mind not only, " I will conquer this ap
petite," but " I hav conquered it. It is conquered." 
Then your real self or spirit has taken a positiv, de
cided hold in this matter. The material, the body, 
must follow in time. But when your spirit was say
ing, "It's no use. I can't conquer thif! appetite. It 
will ruin me in time," the material·part of you was 
"led of the spirit" in the wrong direction. The 
material appetite may at times get. the best of the 
spirit's aspirations. Yet every time you so fail you 
are taking a stronger hold to control yoursolf, provid
ing in mind you always say, "I hav conquered. I 
am determined to conquer." The periods between 
your relapses will grow longer and longer. You will 
find the appetite gradually decreasing. The cure 
will be gradual but sure. All permanent cures must 
be gradual. 

I may say that I used liquor immoderately for 
more than thirty years. I suffered thereby in mind, 
body, and puree. I became well acquainted with the 
torments that beset the victim of this excess. This 
uncontrolable appetite has been for several years 
cured and gotten rid of, by the means I bav just de
scribed. I suffer from no relapsee, though I do not 
profess total abstinence. I do not believe in the 
hereditary theory, but I think people unconsciously 
cultivate conditions of mind through their associa· 
tiona, which amount to the same thing. If a per
son cha11ges his condition of mind he will change 
the condition of his body as well. I can testify to 
the truth of this fact from my own personal ex
perience; I am different from what I was ten years 
ago, and hav no desire to go into any excess what
ever. 

A. Sample Catholic Institution. 
The attorney for Miss Anna Amoe put a good 

deal of solid truth about church reformatory institu
tions into his speech in her defense in the circuit 
court of Troy, N.Y. Miss Amoe was committed to 
the "House of the Good Shepherd" by a Oatholic 
magistrate, who neglected to file the commitment 
as required by law, and she sued the institution for 
damages for false imprisonment. It came out, also, 
during the trial that other girls bad been sent to the 
place without legal form. Miss Amoe's lawyer said: 

"Was Annie Amoe taken into that institution for 
sweet charity's "sake 1 When the superior admitted 
on the stand that the reason why the commitments 
were signed by a magistrate was that the institu
tion might charge the county of Renssalaer for the 
board of the persons committed, did it occur to the 
jury that that was for sweet charity's sake? They 
gave Annie Amoe a pair of slippers, underclothes, a 
dress, and a hat. What did they get from her! 
Twelve hours of hard labor and her board paid by 
the county; they obtained the servitude of a slave. 
What did she get in return 1 Barred doors, not even 
the right to look out of a window on God's bright 
day. When the mighty arm of the law interposed 
and demanded that she be brought into court they 
released her. They were aftaid to go into court 
and answer to the demands of the court. Is this 
the work of the Good Shepherd! This penal insti
tution, this state prison, this state factory-reform
ing fallen women by making convicts of them I It 
cannot be done. The institution knew that the 
commitment was false OD its face. The institution 

knew that Annie Amoe was eighteen years old and 
upward. And they knew that !!he could not be com
mitted unless under sixteen years old. Why did Mr. 
Ryan go before the police magistrate and secure a 
commitment reciting that Annie Amoe had been 
brought before him and duly committed, after ascer
taining that she was apparently under sixteen years 
old! The paper was necessary that the institution 
might charge for her board. The institution had 
free labor and manufactured goods in competitjon 
with the products of the honest, industrious girls 
of the community, and besides this the institution 
was paid for the support of those employed within 
its walls. The jury should award sub.stantial dam
ages to teach the defendants that this is a free 
country, and no one ean, without process of law, be 
deprived of personal liberty." 

Otto Wettstein's View of the:God Idea. 
From the Moraztst. 

In concluding my proloR I would take occasion 
to observe that during my flights through the inter~ 
minable vistas of space I hav failed to discover the 
least vestige of a " supreme grand master" super. 
vising with providential care and wisdom the affairs 
of nature, or manifesting any concern fol' her works, 
and I am therefore forced to the conclusion that 
nature is all·sufficient in herself and that to add a 
creator to the universe complicates mysteries instead 
of lessening them. The worshiping of an intelli
gence outside of and superior to that which is im
manent in nature, I therefore regard as the monster 
delusion cf our race, conceived in ignorance and 
nurtured by a designing priesthood for the sole 
purpose of self-aggrandizement. 

.A. Beliet Not Likely to be Realiied. 
Frmn the Catrwlto Union ana Times, 

The Infidel TRUTH SEEKER is having great fun these 
days anent the vagaries, contentions, and confusion 
that reign among the Protestant brethren. The 
organ of unbelief chuckles over the expected result, 
hoping doubtless that a large army of recruits will 
come to its e,nti· Ohristian ranks from the disrupted 
churches. We bav always contended that for the 
thoughtful logical mind there is nothing left in 
chaotic Protestantism but Infidel negation or the 
fixed authoritativ teaching of the Oatholic church. 
And we believe that by far the larger portion of the 
Protestant wreckage will drift to the church. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
JuNK 19th, Mr. Thomas J, Sanford will speak at the Man. 

hattim Liberal Club, 220 East 15th street, this city. His 
subject is " The People's Rent." 

s. P. PuTNAM will lecture hi Emerson Hall, 45 East Ran
dolph street, Chicago, on Sunday afternoon and evening, 
June 28th. We hope every reader of THB TRUTH SEBKBR in 
that city will he in attend11nce. 

w. F. JAMIESON is now making lecture engagements to 
begin October 1st, and, in order to save travel, he invites 
correspondence with Liberals in Nebraska, Kansas, Iowa, 
and MiEsouri for lectures every evening and twice Sundays 
during October, November, December. Address Box 366, 
Des Moines, Ia. 

THBRB will be a free lecture under the auspices of the 
Newark Liberal League, at Paterson, on Sunday next, June 
21st. Miss Ada Campbell, the celebrated Australian lectur
ess will address the meeting. Subject, "The Australian 
Ballot." All Liberals in the vicinity are cordially invited, 
the object being the formation of a branch of the Liberal 
League in Paterson. 

J, E. REMSBURG has now lectured in forty-five states, 
territories, and provinces, and in seven hundred different 
cities and towns, as follows: Kansas, 88; Illinois, 74; Ohio, 
68; Texas, 63 ; Iowa, 61 ; Nebraska, 47; New York, 43 ; 
Missouri, 41 ; Indiana, 32 ; Pennsylvania, 31 ; Michigan, 25; 
Minnesota, 19; California, 18; Wisconsin, 14; North Da
kota, 6; South Dakota, 6 ; Colorado, 6; Connecticut, 6; 
Ontario, 5; Oregon, 5; Florida, 4; Utah, 4; Washington, 
4. Arkansas, 3; New Jersey, 3; Louisiana, 2; Alabama, 
2: Tennessee, 2; Rhode Island, 2; Massachusetts, 2; Ken
t~cky, 1; Maryland, 1; Virginia, 1 ; West Virginia, 1; 
North Carolina, 1 ; South Carolina, 1; Georgia, 1 ; Missis. 
sippi; Wyoming, 1; Idaho, 1; New Mexico, 1; Oklahoma, 
1. Indian Territory, 1; Quebec, 1 ; British Columbia, 1. 
Mr. Remsburg has visited many of these places from two to 
six times, and to accomplish this work he has had to travfl 
a distance of one hundred and fifty thousand miles. He has 
lectured to nearly half a million people, and numbers among 
his personal acquaintances over twenty thousand Free-
thinkers. 

ATTEMPTS to harmo1;1.i~e the ~ospels an.d to p~ove 
the inspiralion of wr1tmgs wh1ch contam mantfest 
errors and contradictions hav gone the way of Buck· 
land's proof of a universal deluge, and of Hugh 
Miller's attempt to reconcile Noah's ark and the 
Genesis account of creation with the facts of geology 
and astronomy. Not an inch of ground that has 
been conquered by science bar! ever beeu re-conquered 
by theology.-S._Laing. -
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~ommnnieations. 

Recent Gems from the Religious Press. 
The Independent, in a spirit of prophecy which th" 

aubJequant action of the Union Seminary has proved 
t ::l be brilliantly erroneous, says : " We are inclined to 
believe that the decision of the directors will be 
loyal Mquiescance." Loyal to what' To the su
pra~e court d the Presbyteri&n church, says the In
dependent. 

Is it not a shlilmefu1 fttcb that the domain of man's 
thought must hav a court to determin iis scope to 
rebuke its n&tural inquiries? Is it not like dem;nd
in:; of nature a reveraml of its eternal law? As well 
m ~y tha general assembly of the Presbyterian church 
mee~ at Niagara f~lls and demand of the waters to 
os~ae falliug a:.s to iasue their puny edict against the 
fr~edom of human thought. It will be swept aside 
WHh contemptuous acorn along with the old rotten 
Iu,5gage of the ages-Bibles, spookEI, saviors, Gods 
?"d the "make·up" of theatrical religion. Th~ 
wuder the ~ells sgainst the inroads of liberated 
thought, the swifter will be its advance. Many; like 
0 ~hsl!o, will be left with their " occupation gone" 
but there &re vast untrodden fields of human i~
dustry where clerical drones can prove themselvs of 
value to the world. 

The Interior (Pres.) says: 
Th~ assen;tbly PU;t an end to conference with. the Epis

copalians w1th a v1ew to organic unity. 
Of course it did. How in the name of all that is 

wo~darful c.a~ there ever b~ a complete unity of 
S3Cu9 <'loud opzmona as to what IS meant by the alleged 
r~velation from God 1 If .men ware ~o~ blinded by 
t:-'3 effsota of early educatiOn and rehgwus bigotry, 
tney could see at once that the mere existence of a 
reaoonable doubt as to the meaning of a single para
grsph in the Bible forever divorces its author from 
!!DY pa~ticip&tiol?- in the creation of a perfect universe. 
There 1s no haltmg doubt as to what nature teaches 
man; its lessons are always provable through the me
cHum of existing facts. 

We need no translators; she speaks a universal 
ll.mguage. The only trouble is, men are heedless of 
loving admonitions, spoken through numberless 
~nalogies. 

The poet Bryant beautifully expresses the idea: 
"To him who in the love of natura hoi js communion 
with her visible forms she speakel a various lan
guage." Men must turn from the old musty parch 
menta of the past, and in the bright and glowing 
pages of the ever open book of nature find a chart 
and guide, unerring and complete, that shall lead 
them on to universal unity and brotherly love. The 
film that h11s obscured the eyes of humlllnity is lifting 
and will soon pssa away, revealing to each one o~ us 
the unstinted prodigality of " the love of nature in 
her visible for:ns," and which conveys the lesson 
that to our brother man we owe the same measure of 
unselfish love. 

The all-absorbing quesbion of D.r. Briggs and 
the Prasbyteri111n general assembly seems to be 
the leading topic of discussion in most of the relig
ious weeklies of the past week. It is notable that 
th~re i,s but little variance in the massure of Dr.· 
Bnggs s condemnation, ancl a monotonous sameness 
in the eulogies of the action of the assembly as baing 
for the good of the church. 

Not a word as to the truthfulness of his higher 
criticism; it is enough that he has refused to swal
low the whole Bible as it is, errors, immoralities and 
•?surdities ~n intact-that he is (in point of 

1

fact) 
k1cked out of the church and with a vim and force 
that smMks of the headsman of former years. '!'he 
Congregationalist says : 

I~ was a most emphatic. declaration of a great church 
agamst any and every questiOn raised concerning the divine 
and final authority of the Bible as the word of God. 

Just so! For. ~nos we. hav a clean-cut piece of 
truth from a rehg10us wr1ter, for which we return 
thanks. n the discouraged reformer and seeker after 
truth would find the cause of the laggard advance
ment ~f ~ustice ~nd love for humanity, he will dis.' 
cover 1t m the mtolerant and despotic edict of the 
Presbyterian genet·al ~asembly. Not in all the his
tories of mnciant despotism, not in all the slavery 
that bas cursed the earth, do we find a more repuleiv 
arrogant, and presumptuous assumption of the mental 
slavery of the people than is contained in the quoted 
parag~aph ab~ve. Not a word will be heard, not a 
questiOn considered, not a doubt entertained but 
the fiat has gone forth that reason shall be thr~ttled 
and superstition. reign. We do not believe the rank 
and file of the supporters of the church will relish 
this despotic dominion over their thought and a 
freeman's right to express it. We do not 'believe 
that· they will calmly yield up their brains to the cus
tody _of the general assembly, and let the moderator 
dole It ont to them, saturated with fiendish ortho
doxy. This is America, and the year is 1891, but the 
assembly seems to labor under the delusion that 
this is the third century, and tb1t we are living in 

Nice, and the old murderer Constantine is an absolute to be as incapable of generating a new idea as the · 
monarch over us. · eunuch is of begetting offspring. The soil of an 

orthodox brain ts steril-barren. 
The E-.r,aminer (Baptist) _says : 
The essential truths of Christianity hav nothing to fear 

from being examined and talked about. On the contrary, 
the better they are known the more they will commend them
selva to the minds of men. · Baptists certainly hav no cause 
for fear over the revision of creeds and the recasting of 
articles. 

This reminds us of an unfortunate man and hie 
so»; who were confronted by s pack of wolves. On 
see10g them the father managed to faiter out "Don't 
be afraid, Johnny; they don't eat our meat."' Never
theless Johnny and his father were quickly disposed 
of by the devouring wolves. 

We sympathize deeply with our Baptist brother 
and would advise him not to speak too loud and to 
keep oft' the brushwood while going through the 
f~rest or he may .meet the fate of poor Johnny ~nd 
hts father. It might be better for him 'to "lay low" 
and let the other creeds fight it out, but if be keeps 
on talking in a loud tone about " the superhuman 
character of the Bible, its absolute freedom from 
moral and doctrinal error," he will find a pack of 
the wolves of reason on his trail in short order !'illd 
saltpeter w~n't save him. By following our kindly 
advule he wdl at least be reprieved until the other 
creeds are devoured, which will afford him time to 
get do~n off his perch and run for cover. We can 
sppremate tbe terrible position of the Baptists 
They are like the occupants of one of many life: 
bo!ts, the. most of which they ha_v seen swamped 
before thetr very eyes, and they wait with breathless 
terror the shipwreck of their own bark of supersti 
tion. Be not afraid; ye shall emerge from this 
second baptism into the knowledge of absolute mnd 
provable truth which will need no creeds translatore 
nor higher criticism scholars for its inte~pretation. ' 

The Standard (Baptist, Chicago) says: 
Dr. Harper does not belong to the destructiv school of 

critics, but to the constructiv wing. He holds not merely 
that the Bible contains the word of G~d, but that it is the 
word of God. He believes that such errors and discrepan. 
cles as the scriptures seem to contain are in part due to er
rors in tl?-e translation, and in part to errors in the original 
manuscnpt; but every such error, he holds is chargeable to 
the human means by which the revelation~ hav come to us. 

These words are quoted from an interview with 
Rev. E. T. Gates, wlio is in close relations with Dr 
~brper. They are in flat contradiction to his pub: 
hshed lecture recently delivered in which the doct.or 
alluding to the Bible, said "it ~as the best that God 
could make, and if he could hav made a batter one 
he would bav done so." There is no shifting ol re
sp?nsibility !or errors to the "human means" in 
this declaration. To a God, who ia creating worlds 
faultlessly per~ect with ~mch less effort (as we Are 
told) ~han a chdd exe!ts 1n blowing soap-bubbles in 
th~ au, to . a God ":•th a power that renders all 
thiDga possible t~ htm, it carhinly seems as if, bad 
he ever had occaslon to apeak to man he could b.av 
done so ":itho~t making so horrible a botch of it, as is 
revealed 1n h1s alleged "word." It is no excuse for 
such &o God to lay the blame on the translators for 
they, conju~ctivly with the "word," are his ow~ al
leged creatwn, and we must not insult his conceded 
omniscience by claiming fer him ignorance of their 
unfitness to record his " word." Who then is to 
bl~me for the errors ! Manifestly God himself ; and 
bemg a G?d ~ho ID;,like,~ mistakes, he certainly had 
no hand lD creating a perfect universe. We 
~av a. well-groun~ed suspicion iihet this Biblic Gad 
!s a hne~l offsprmg of _the heathen gods (embalmed 
m collegiate lore) and IS the last of his race. He is 
slowly but surely following in the wake of his ances
tors, a?d li~e the ebbing light of the dying day is 
~ecommg dimmer and fainter until he finally fades 
mt? the ~arkness ?f eternal oblivion. Quisquis 
ubzque habztat, ma-.r,lme nusquam habitat. 

WM. ALLEN SMITH. 

------~~------

New Theory of Cure for Consumption and 
Other Forms of Disease. 

T~is c?mmunication more properly belongs to a 
me~1cal JOurn~l. . But as it is devoted to the promul
gatiOn of hygtenic heresy, and as medical journals 
are supposed to be run mainly for the purpose of 
stampmg oat .new and "irregular" truth, it would, 
~fter a~l, be quite out of place in their columns even 
1f admitted. ' 

The glorious old TRUTH SEEKER appears to be 
pretty nearly ~he only periodical in existence without 
ISm, h~~by, Idol, G~d, or prejudice, and that is 
ur;tcondationally committed to truth, naked or other
~VIse; and as . hygiene is unquestionably the moat 
•mi?ortant subJect next to liberty, it is preeminently 
fittmg that I should seek its (often we think too) 
generous hospitality. ' 

The medi.cal, like ~he clerical, profession, stands 
pledged agams~ th~ d•ac9very and application of any 
new trut~ n?t 1n hne With its established theories. 
The preJudices of one profession are as deep as 
n~rrow, and as bitter as are those of the other.' A 
dtplol!la of college graduation in either profession is 
a cerhficate of moral castration. To be orthodox is 

The ear of the educated orthodox is deaf to the 
faint-'!hispering voice of 'nature. He cannot, he will 
not, bsten. Why should be! He knows H all 
already. Nature is not hia alma mater. He doea 
not rec.ogniz~ her school as "regular." Be-tter let 
the patient d1e or the sinner be damned rather lhan 
be saved by al:'y ~ther remedy than his. The only 
door to salvatiOn Is through his system. That is the 
embodiment of all truth. He who seeks to enter by 
any other dQor is a thief and a robber. -

Dr. Koch's wretched attempt to discover a univer
sal cure for c~nsumption is a ~ample of orthodox 
progress and discovery. The world owes :nothing to 
o~tbo?-oxy. ~either ~icroscope nor tele~eope can 
g1v Bight to Its purbhnd eyes. It has never discov
ered anything but methods cf torture and it never 
will. Heterodoxy baa done it all. 

Reclining as a sucking babe upon nature's ample 
breast, or eitting humbly and low at her feet as a 
~upil l!lnd recognizin~ her as the only source of 
h.ght an~ truth,_ the writer has received some impres
stons or 1deas w1th reference to the subject of· disease 
and cure which he feels impelled to speak about to 
his fellow-men. Not/being able to formulate a sys
tem of treatment myself, my hope is that this may 
meet the eye and enlist the conviction of some free 
and indep~ndent physician who will make a practical 
and experxmental application of the principle outlined 
and report success in the columns of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. ' 

There is a sent~nce found in that queer old scrap· 
~ook that Dr. J;lr•ggs and his inquisitors are wrang
ling about so bitterly that very tritely expresses the 
truth upon which I would rear my new system of 
cure: •· Except ye become as a little child ye can in 
no wise .enter· the kingdom of heaven." I do not 
care who said it. That makes no difference. The 
question is, is it in any sense true? 

The Spiritutdists hav always claimed that Jesus of 
Nazueth was a medium, a healer a mind-reader a 
diviner of truth, a discerner and i~terpreter of n~t
ure. That h~ was a bitter hater of the ~heologians ; 
and all the p10us gang of sniveling scoundrels who 
made up the orthodox church of his day th re is not 
a particle of doubt. He was the Bob Ingersoll of 
that day, and if Buddhism is true be may be the 
Bob Ingersoll of this day also. Anyhow, like Bruno, 
Gf'.li!eo, and other martyrs who suffered at the hands 
?f the saintly devils, he belongs to us Infidels 
mstesd of to the " church," and we ought to formally 
install him in our calendar of eaints. 

To be he~led of disease, moral or physical, implies 
a regeneratxv process, a new birth as it were · the 
going back into the arms of nature like a weak and 
helpless infant. 

When a-person has violated the laws of nature in 
~ny way and_ morbid conditions hav set in and 
u:1creased until the fu~ctions of self.sustaining life . 
can !10 longer. be earned on, what is nature's first 
step m reat_?ratlV treatment~ She makes him" sick." 
She puts him to bed, weak and relaxed like a babe. 
She cannot repmir him without. He m~st be broken 
up and mellowed like summer fallow. 

0_11r bodily conditio~s are continually changing. 
As xf from a lac~ !Jf v1~al energy the various organs 
and parts are VJ~I~ed In turn. with greater or less 
extremes of torpidity and activity. The center of 
ne~ve sensation, naturally in the stomach, may be 
sh1fted to ?ther l?a.rts by force of circumstances. 
When. ID;,Orbt~ cond1t10ns are of long standing serious 
orgamc 1mpa!rments are sure to follow, as in the case 
of _consu~pt10n. The delicate nerve sensation and 
action wh1ch belon~s to the stomach bas gone to the 
lungs and left nothmg but muscular action behind 
The _n~rves, whose. office is to carry on the work of 
nutrxt!_on/ are to!p1d and dead, and can no more per
form thetr fu~cbons than mittened fingers can pick 
up t!pe~ or pms. The muscular action of the stom
ach 1a VIgorous but the nerve action is feeble. Too 
much of .o~e and not enough of the other. The 
consumpt1v s muscular system has robbed his ner
vo~s system of its vitality and left it to die by star
v_ation. His stomach may ba full of the most nutri
tiOus food but the nerves are too dead to assimilate 
and secrete it. He dies by starvation, though gener
ally a hearty eater to the very last. 

The consumptiv's strange disinclination to comply 
with n_ature's first condition of cure-that is to go to 
bed-Is almost as marked as the dislike for' water in 
hydrophobia. The very thing he needs most and 
~he lack of w~ich has caused his present condition 
ts the very thmg he seems to hate. This may be the 
effect of mental causes. What be needs first is 
11?-ental treatment-that is, he must hav his condi
twn and the only method of restoration so intelli
ge~tly explained to him as to convict him thoroughly 
of Its tru.~h an~ cause him to yield a willing and 
hea_rty coo perat1on with the treatment. The false 
behefe and morbid conditions of the patient's mind 
must be removed. Health of mind is a cot dition 
precedent t.o ~ealth of body. The success of even 
co.rrect hygienic _treatment depends largely upon the 
mn1d of the pat1ent. Confidence in the doctor and 
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in the medioin is in a majority of oases the real basis 
of cure, the drugs administered probably doing 
more harm than good. . . 
~here are various ways by which the nervous sys

tem of a oonsumptiv may be shocked, aroused, or 
quickemid, and restored to the delicate eensitivness 
and natural equilibrium of infancy. I hardly know 
which is beat. It oan be accomplished by sweating, 
by hot baths, by calomel, and by other agencies, but 
one thing certain, the breaking up must be thorough 
and complete. The patient must absolutely become 
as a little child. He must be born again, so to speak. 
He must retrace his wayward steps and go back to 
the ·point of divergence from the true path. He 
must lay a new foundation fur a superstructure of 
correct habits. He must begin life anew. 

And her& ia where my theory of cure differs radi
cally from that of the schools. Believing disease 
to be an entity, their theory is to cure one disease 
by causing another, i superstition derived from the 
ancient idea that disease was an evil spirit, to be 
routed by force of arms. It is to the interest of the 
medical profession to comp!ic-.te the subject to the 
utmost degree, and to keep the people as ignorant 
as possible. Not satisfied with a hundred diseases, 
they are inventing new ones every day. Th~y would 
like to hav a thousand, with an equal number of 
treatments and drug preparations. · 

Pretty much, if not all, of these -different so· called 
diseases arise from a common cause. They are 
merely the diffdrent symptoms or effects produced 
·by-what T The quack will tell you, "The blood
doctor that." 01 courae the blood is wrong. but 
that is an effect, and it is folly to tinker at ~:ffects. 
The cause b:iClk of all is a lack of vital fotCle, funCl 
tiona! derangement, morb'd chroniCl conditions, like 
the ruts and gullies and hard irregular surfaCles of a 
" summer fallow." The rem'ldy is the breaking up, 
the.plowing, harrowing, and mellowing process,. the 
coming back to infancy, to nature, to an eq nilibrium. 

There are vital tides whiCl'n ebb and :flow, whose 
action helps to keep us in tune with nature. There 
is a cer~ain periodicity in. onr b1dies in heaUh by 
whose unconscious action we come around home to 
nature at intervals of greater or less duration ac
cording to circumstances, and are restored to vital 
unity and harmony with her. We should carefully 
discern and so order our habits of life as to promote 
this periodicity; for upon Hs constant aCltion and 

· ever-changing conditions depends our health. It is 
a coming baClk every week or two, or a month at 
most, into vital rapport with nature, getting our 
nerve sensations quiClkened, our secretory and ex
cretory fuuction set right, and adding fresh brighh
ness and sweetness to life. H is like the alternations 
of night and day, of Clloud and sunshine. The fail
ure of this periodicity is the beginning of morbid 
ClOnditiona and chronic ill health. 

Reinediea or treatments whiClh fall abort of a 
thorough breaking, up of morbid conditions do no 
more g,ood than sowing seed on the hard surface of 
a road-track. If. nature says, in acts, that a man 
must ba mAde weak, relaxed, and sick before she can 
do her work of elimination and repair, that settles it. 
She built the maClhine and ought to know. Her 
methods should be our -methods. Weakness and 
siClkness, then, are for a purpose. They are remedial 
agents-to be hailed as a blessing and Clo-operated 
wHh instead of regarded as e.n enemy, to be "cured" 
as quickly as possible. Nature genenlly has her 
way and takes her time, though the doctor invariably 
works directly against her. She has to repair the 
damaged machine and fignt the doctor and his treat
ment at the same time. If she Clures the patient in 
spHe of the doCltor, he getit the cr:edit and pay, which 
are not his by right. _ 

Nature's processes are slow. In the breaking-up 
process she cannot, in a day, a week, or a month, 
re-animate organs and parts and restore them to life 
that hav been praCltiClally dead for years. But giv 
her plenty of time and su'pply the proper nutrition, 
and she will work wonders. After years of sinniag 
a goo] job of regeneration involves a sacrifice of 
time,· if not of dignity and money. Politics, busi
ness, theology-everything must be thrqwn aside as 
of trifling importance in comparison with the matter 
in hand. What js worth doing at a.ll is worth doing 
well. Haste always makes poor work. 

The patient, being reduCled to practical infancy, 
" sl:tould be put on infant diet-liquid food, principally 

milk, with but little solids. The more liquid the 
consumptiv patient can. be made to appropriate the 
better. It should be taken into the 'stomach slowly, 
imitating as near as practicable the infant's manner 
of feeding. The Turkish ladies take on their enor 
moue :flesh by a suction, milk diet 

Thirty-three years ago I was filling a government 
hay contraClt on the 0-ka-ta in New Mexico. Our 
Mexican hands had been telling a wonderful story 
about a dead man who had come to life at a sheep 
ranch about twelve miles down on Red river; and so 
one Sunday Oharley Spangler, my partner, and I 
mounted our horses and rode there. We found the 
man, and a fatter, grosser, hairier, healthier specimen 
of the ·genus homo we had rarely met before. He 
told us the facts which had given rise to the story. 

He was a printer by the name of A~wood or Atwell. 
He had been very low with consumption, and when 
his physiClian teld him he had only two months to liv, 
he started to find his father in AlbuqueJque. After 
riding seventy five miles a day for two days· on the 
overland mail stage, he was JeH for buriit.l, as good 
as dead, at this camp of sheep-herders. In the herd 
of two thousand ehef'p whiClh was under the care of 
this family of Mexicans there were about two hun
dred goats. Upon the milk, curd, and whey from 
thsEe goats the herders subsi;;ted almost entirflly. 
And this was the diet whiClh had transformed a 
sack of almost lifeless bones icto a rugga:l pifce d 
humanity. 

From that day to this, I hav been pondering and 
dreami!lg about this problem of the agee-the prob
lem that the world hlls so long been seeking to 
solve-a cure for conHl.mption. 

Sometimes I dare to indulge the hope that I hav 
found it-picked it up from under the very feet of 
the millions of eduClated phyeiClians who bav been 
hunting for it. If I hnv not found it, then I hav 
only failed as hundreds of "Jesrned" men ha7 dore 
before. 

When Dt. KoClh had laid his "regular," micro
scopical, lymphatic egg, the whole world of "legu
Iars " cackled and went to r;:etting on it. But. it 
wouldn't hatClh. L\ke all orthodox eggs it was 
addled. 

. There is much more that I might say, with prcfir. 
possibly to some; bnt this article is already too long. 
Whatever its value as a contribution to the world's 
stoClk of speculations and theories, and tim~'~ will tell 
as to that, I dediClate it to the good fellows (my 
brothers and sistere) who make up 'fHE TRUTH SEEKER 
famUy. S. R. SHEPHERD. 

Leavenworth, Kan. · 

The Fight On in Georgia. 
Ex-Senator Warren Smitb, from Tennessee, Clame 

to Dahlonega a few m->ntbs since to inspec~ some 
mining proper~y. Bsing an out-spoken Infidel, he 
soon incurred the displeasure of the pious devotees 
of the church. The following notiCleS from the loClal 
papers explain tbemselva: 

Ex Senator Warren Smith's lecture on last Sunday evening 
was well attended. Although the majority of those present 
differed from the speaker in religious opinions, yet everybody 
seemed interested in his bold, original utterances He took 
the ground that the theological idea of evil was false and 
erroneous, became it impeached the goodness, wisdom, and 
power of the Infioit. God with infinit goodness to prompt, 
infinit wisdom to dirrct, and infinit power to execute, can 
not mBke any mistakes. To say that conditions adverse to 
good found lodgmevt in a universe presided over by om
nipotence, is an idea fostered by ignorance and discreditable 
to the intellectual and moral status of the age. 

The speaker then offered some clear and philosophical rea
sons to prove that evil was in harmony with the divine 
economy, and necessary to the development of e;ood. 

After the close of the lecture, several perplexing questions 
were asked, and the answers, so readily and appropriately 
given, proved the speaker's fund of information coveud a 
wide nnd diversified range of thought. His knowledge of 
ecclesiastical history and the Bible would eminently qualify 
him to preach_the gospel; but he is ",spoiled "-irredeemably 
spoiled by the acceptance of philosophical ideas that are at 
variance with Christian theology. Long ago he should hav 
read and profited ·by Paul's tJmely admonition to his brother 
Colossians : " Beware lest any man spoil you with philoso
phy." There is no doubt that Hrother Smith is incurably 
spoiled. 

WARREN SMITH'S REPLY TO "OITJZBN." 
EDITOR NuGGET: In a recent issue of the Signal appeared 

an article over the name of "Citizen" that is so antedilu
vian, narrow-minded, and proscriptiv in sentiment that I feel 
it should not go unrebuked. 

This writer starts out with the statement that the N'. G. A. 
College is chartered with the "express provision that thA 
Bible and its teachings should be observed in the school." 
To start with, we pronounce this statement false and utterly 
devoid of truth, as neither the "Bible" or its "teachings" 
are mentioned In tbe.charter or its amendments. The ques
tion now is, why .did this pious devotee of a man-degrading 
theology perpetrate a palpable falsehood In the first sentence 
of his article ? The reason Is obvious, as he has illustrious 
examples to justify him. Paul in Rom. ill confesses himself 
a liar, and justifies himself in the following language: "For 
if the truth of God bath more abounded through my lie unto 
his glory why am I also judged as a sinner?" Euseblus, one 
of the early church fathers and distinguished ecclesiastical 
historians, beads the· thirty.second chapter of his twelfth 
book of evangelical preparation with these words: '' How 
Jar it ls good to use falsehood as a medlcio for the benefit of 
those who require to be deceived?" and then writes a score 
of pages to prove it is right to lie and deceive when the glory 
of God and the advancement of the church require it. But 
a few months ago the New York Bun branded the Rev. De 
Witt Talmage as an unmitigated liar and he never resented 
it. Thus do we find that " Citizen" has standard Christian 
examples in the prevarication business, and on this ground 
he no doubt feels a sweet sense of consolatio'll. Then there 
is another reason for Christian violation of the moral law, 
and that is that "Jesus paid it all." This fact give them 
special license to sin ; for are not we constantly reminded 
from the Bible and pulpit that "righteousness is but as filth 
and rags," and the ''greater the sin the greater the mercy," 
and "while the lamp holds out to burn the vilest sinner m<:~y 
return?" This Is one reason why our penitentiaries are filled 
exclusivly with Bible believers, and that the colony in Canada 
consisting of over one thousand forgers and defaulters are, 
without a eingle exception, prominent members of the church 
and officials of the Sunday-schools. 

Christians hav no, more right to introduce Bible Instruc
tion in colleges and Echools supported by general' t"xation, 
than the Jew has to introduce hls Talmud, or the Infidel the 
works of Thomas Paine ; and when they do, they violate the 
constitutional right of every Jew and Agnostic in the state 
who pay taxes for public school purposes. 

I • 

' 

•' Citizen " is deeply exercised over the fact that the young 
men and women coming here may imbibe some of the doc
trine of an Infidel who is in Dahlonega giving free lectures. 
Well, we don't think a little Infidel principle would be detri
mental to their future moral character. Bam Jones, in a 
sermon preached in Chicago on March 3, 1886, ~aid : "Nine 
gamblers out ot ten are raised in Christian famflieil, and 
trained in Christian Bunday.scbools." It would be a poor 
Infidel family that could not make a better sh~wlng than 
that, 

But that there is real conEolation in the Bible for a certain 
class I admit. 

'Fhe drunkard derives an exqulsit pleasure from reading 
passages In the blessed book like the following : 

" Giv strong drink to him who is ready to perish and 
wine to those who are heavy-hearted, and let him drink and 
forget his poverty and remember his misery no more " 
(Prov. xxvi, 6, 7). 

"Drink thy wine with a merry heart, for God now ac
cepteth thy works" (Eccl. il::, 7) 

"Drink I yea, drink abundantly, oh, believers" (Sol. 
Bong, v, 1) . 

"Drink no longer water, but take wine for your stomach's 
sake" (Paul to Timothy) 

These passages, with many others, are very consoling to 
the unfortunate victim of strong drink, and encourage him 
In his downward career. We are proud to say that in the 
broad range of Infidel literature, not one word can be found 
to encourage or uphold the vile curse of intemperance. 
The libertln likewise_ derives great consolation from the 
Bible. When he reads that delectable little Sunday-school 
story about "Good Old L''t" getting beastly drunk and de
spoiling the Innocence of both his daughters, it no doubt 
has a tendency to inspire him with emotions so pure, rdioed,. 
and elevated that he feels near akin to the blessed angels. 
Then the murderer is consoled by lea.rning that David, the 
sacred Paalmist, the "man after God's own heart," was a 
vile murderer, adulterer, llar, and polygamist; and yet our 
unsuspecting children are taugb't in the Sunday-schools that 
these old reprobates are examples of righteousness. No 
wonder our land is disgraced by murder, adultery, and 
crime in general, when our children &Je taught lessons eo 
loathsome and degrading I We are glad no such indorEe
ments of wrong can be found in the writings of any Infidel 
extant. "By their fruits ye shall know them." And yet 
"' Citizen 11 reprobates the Infidel lecturer because _he refmes 
to degrade his manhood a d outrage his every feeling uf 
moral sense and decency by accepting this hi!leous caries. 
ture on virtue and morality-this drivelinf!:, offenslv rot, as 
divine truth. Please excuse me," Citizen;" if your buzzard 
appetite can swallow and digest the disgusting mess, please 
don't try to force it on others whose sense of refinement 
causes them to loathe and abhor it. 

We are not alarmed at your appeal to. the people not to 
allow any more free lectures, but we think the majority of 
the people of D.~hlonega hav too strong a sense or justice, 
and too much regard for constitutional rights, to heed any 
of your silly suggestions. I am glad I liv under an Infidel 
constitution that prevents your kind from meeting lnfidtl 
arguments with the rack and fagot as they used to do. 

W ARRBN SMITH. 
This fearful arraignment of the Clhurch and ortho

dox doCltrins called out the following suggestion 
from the Si,qnal : 

It is not politic to tackle a lion in his den. A hint to the 
wise is sufficient. 

1 They may subside, but the seed is sown. The 
leaven of Freethought ia at work, and a hundred 
students hav imbibed ideas that will forever spoil 
them as material for orthodox converte. 

Why Clannot the Liberals of America keep eu!lh 
advoClates as Senator Smith in the field T The results 
of this demonstration here cannot be estimated. H 
has brcken the power of the church, and given ortho
doxy a stab from which it will not soon recover. 
It has set scores of young men to thinking in lines 
of thought entirely foreign to all their thinking ex
perienCle. Let the good work go on, until man and 
woman are emanClipated from the state of ignorance . 
and slavery Clhurch superstition has fastened on them. 

Nashville, Tenn. N. W. WILKISON 

How to Help 'J'he Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subsClribe ~nd 

thus save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in hie shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3 Gat your newsdealer to keep in stoClk one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands mt the end of ~he week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits th~m the piCltures alone ~ilJ sell them. 

4. 'll1~ e a few extra copies and cll"culate them 
amorg your aClquaintanCles. On you! request, we 
will send you b&ck-number sample ClOpies free. 

5 Laava a copy occasionally where it will be 
piClked up-in. the t!ain, in th~ fachory, in the 
me6 ting-room, 1n the Cllgar store, 1n the barber-shop. 
LeavA it piClture.side up. 

6 Keep in your pocket some of our Clheap tract!!, 
and when ClOnvenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to taka it. 

I DEEM praying mean and unmanly. I do D?t 
mind getting down on my knees to look for a p1n 
when I hav droppei it; but I should never dream of 
getting down on my knees to look for a god. If a 
god be a god I can find him best· standing on my 
feet, towering Jo the highest standard of my man
hood and nobleness, and groping on the remote 
fr0ntiers of being for the Mystery which is in har
mony with the yearnings of my soul. I am con
vinCled that no god that is really a god likes to see 
man debase himself and Clut a figure as a " worm of 
the duet."-Saladin. 
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, STILLINGs, Mo., May 27, 1891. 
Your "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" at hand, and 

I hav already p~ssed several hours in looking over it. It 
should be in the hands of every Liberal-minded man on 
whose mind time hangs heavy. In looking at Heston's 
pictures he will not faint, nor shall he be weary. 

Yours truly, JASP.RR BRADSBURY. 

Oar.British Brethren~ 
. Oonsiderable interest has been expressed as to the 

welfare of the National Secular Society of England. 
The resignation of the presidency by Mr. Bradlangh 
at the 1890 conference, and that great leader's subse
quent death, were thought by some to be a too 
severe strain upon its cohering qualities, especially 
as many of the members were really only personal 
followers of Mr. Bradlangh. But if we may judge 
from the report of · the conference of the society 
held last month, Mr. Bradlangh chose wisely when 
he selected the new president, for that gentleman has 
proved a capable exeontiv, and under his leadership 
the society has gained more members than it did 
in either of the two previous years. Next to Mr. 
Bradlangh Mr. Foote is the natural leader of the 
English Saonlarists, and his conduct of the affairs of 
the Society will prepare even those who doubted to 
indorse Mrs. Basant's opinion that he is a very clever 
man. 

At the Annual Oonferenoe for 1891, held May 17th, 
there were delegates present from thirty-six branches, 
as the local soeiet~es are called, and more would hav 
been represented had not_ the grip incapacitated the 
persons chosen. Mr. Foote presided. The report 
of the exeontiv showed an improvement in member
ship and finances. In 1888-9 four hundred and 
ninety-two joined the Society; in 1889-90 seven 
hundred and nine; in 1890-91 the list numbered 
seven hundred and ninety-four. There was also an 
increase in the society's income. The balance in 
hand oUhe General Fund rose from £172 13s. 4cl. to 
£217 lls. 7 d. There was also a slight increase from 
£37 lOa. Bel. to £38 Os. 7cl. in the Benevolent Fund 
balance, "after a fairly liberal expenditure." The 
Society will open its new year's financial account 
with the sum of £100 left to its president and 
intended for the Society's use. Twelve new branches 
were formed during the year in England, one in 
India, and one in Trinidad. "Throughout the coun
try," said Mr. Foote, "there is apparent a revival of 
Freethonght activity. Vigorous fresh efforts are 
being made at Leeds and Bradford, where the 
branches are reinforced with new blood. The Liver
pool branch is in an improved position, and is mak· 
ing headway with its scheme for erecting a Secular 
hall. Progress is also reported from Manchester. 
The branches included in the Northeastern Federa
tion hav been speciAlly aotiv, and very suoeessfnl 
lecturing tours hav been made in the district by 
Messrs. Foote, Moss, and Hunt. The London Secu
lar Federation has carried on a most energetic propa
ganda. During the summer its open-air lecture stL 
tiona were assisted by a liberal grant from your Oen 

tral Fond, and during the winter the Federation has and if any matter arises on which the heretics of the 
organized many courses of free lectures in various two countries can march side by side, we opine tha 
parts of the metropolis, thus reaching a large nnm- the sieps of both will be equal. Mr. Foote, how 
ber of persons otherwise inaccessible. The North ever, seems to be concerned that we over here are 
Middlesex Federation has likewise done a great deal slack in the faith. "The American Seonll! Union," 
of useful outdoor work. Your exeontiv is also happy he says, "scarcely see10s to fnUill its former promis. 
to state that progress is being made in Ireland by One thing, however, has been done by President 
the Ulster branch. It operations are at present con. Westbrook. He has given a prize of one tllonsand 
fined to Belfast, but it is growing in strength and dollars for the best practical Manual of Secular 
contemplates taking premises in one of the first Ethics. The volume is to be published shortly, and, 
streets in the city." the prize haling been awarded by competent judges, 

It will be seen from this summary that the new it may be found of real value in all parts of the 
president is hopeful and has reason for his hope. English-speaking world." The American Free- . 
But the death of Mr. Bradlangh has seriously bin· thought journals, Mr. Foote thinks, hold their own, 
dered one part of the work of the society-the repeal and must be preparing a rich harv.est for future 
of th,blasphemy laws. Nothing further has been years. 
done, though Mr. Foote, citing the case of Dr. Voel· The Bradlangh Memorial Hall project is well nn
kel of Germany, and perhaps with au eye turned der way. Up to the present the sum of four hun
backward to his own prison cell, is aware that no dred and twenty pounds has been collected. In 
safety for Freethinkers exists in any country where addition • Bradlangh Memorial Hall company has 
snob laws are upon the statute· books. And the been formed, with • capital of ten thousand pounds, 
"Society for the Legalization of Bequests," of which in one pound shares. The company's prospectuses 
Mr. G. J. Holyoake is president, has not yet succeeded are in circulation, and applications for shares are r&
in getting any member of Parliament to take charge oeived daily. The donations collected will event
of a bill. "Unless something is done before long nally be invested in the Hall company in the names 
by this body, whose action there is no desire to of selected trustees. ''Owing to the villainous state 
obstruct," said Mr. Foote to the delegates, "it will of the law," says Mr. Foote, "the trust will only be 
be necessary for your president, in concert with a moral one, but every possible precaution will be 
your exeontiv, to see if judicious pressure can be taken to secure the investments as a permanent en
put upon some member of_Parliament with 1 repnta- dowment of your soeiety.'' A snm of six hundred 
tion for liberality in matters of religion." We trust pounds has been collected also to purchase from Mr. 
that the "judicious pressure "·wm prevail, for it is a Bradlangh's creditors the printing plant of the 
shame that a man cannot leave money for Freethonght National Reformer for his daughter. / 
purposes if he so desires; and another legal outrage The conference throughout was harmonious. The 
is that no F.reethonght public institution can exist. only point on which mnoh feeling was aroused was 
The proposed Bradlangh Memorial Ha'l must be whether non-members of the society should be made 
held by trustees who can, if they choose, oo11_vert it members of the Bradlangh Memorial Oommittee. 
into a church. Snob a eontingenoy will be made as This discussion was principally for and against Mrs. 
remote as possible, by electing no one as trustee Besant, who from her long friendship with Mr • 
who is no6 a member of the National Secular Society, Bradlangh is thought by some to be entitled to the 
but it is there, and is a constant danger. Girard honor;:while others oppose her because she is a The
College is an example of just snob infamy. osophist and has resigned her oonne_otion with the 

Mr. Foote reports that in Australia, one of the· society, alleging that she could not work in h~mony 
Society's vice-presidents, Mr. Joseph Symes, "has with the new president. The debate was quite warm, 
battled with many and great difficulties at Mel- but was finally settled by withdrawing the motion to 
bourne, and has overcome them all. Mr. Symes's instruct the exeontiv " to add to the Bradlangh 
friends hav raised a beautiful Hall of Science, where Memorial Oommittee snob trusted friends of Mr. 
he lectures on Sundays; his paper, the Liberator, Bradlangh as may be willing tci ooiperate with them 
increases in circulation ; and the current abuse of in doing honor to his memory." Mrs. Besant, 
Secularism in the colony is mixed with a growing therefore, is out in the cold, which seems nnjast. 
respect for its numerical strength.'' This is not She has labored· for Secularism for many years, and 
quite accurate, for Jhe latest Liberawrs report a dis- has accomplished a great deal. Her close partaer
sension in Mr. Symes's society between the Secular- ship with Mr. Bradlangh in his struggles, and the 
ists and "Anarahists,""aii.d t4at the latter hav capt- signal ability she brought to his aid, ought, it seems 
nred the hall from Mr. Symes. Another vice- at this distance, to be recognized by a position on the 
president of the Society, Mr. W. W. Oolline, "has Oommittee chosen to build a useful monument in his 
been tossed from pillar to post in consequence of the honor. Perhaps if she would saorifioe her personal 
bigotry of the Sydney government in closing licensed dislike to Mr. Foote to the extent of rejoining the 
halls against him; but the Secularists are building a society of which he is president, he would sacrifice 
hall of their own, in which Mr. Oollins will lecture his dislike of her by withdrawing his opposition to 
and organize. Mr. Wallace Nelson has also been her election to the memorial body. Her Theosoph
aotiv in lecturing and debating at the antipodes." In ioal opinions can hardly destroy her usefulness to the 
South Africa, too, there is considerable extension of committee; nor should she; because of them, be de
F.reethonght reported to London. "Several mem- prived of the honor due her. Mr. Bradlangh had no 
bers of the Society, who continue their member- warmer friend than she, nor none who grieves more 
ship, hav emigrated to that part of the British do- sincerely over his death. 
minions, and a large quantity of Freethonght litera- Mr. Foote made the closing speech of the confer
tare is sent out there for sale and distribution. One enoe, a duty that for many years fell to Mr. Brad
member is collecting donations for the Bradlangh laugh. Our contributor, Mr. A. B. Moss, preceded -
Memorial." In Oanada, which is now a British de- him, together with G. Standring-a warm friend of 
pen:lenoy, but which ought to join the American the founder of this paper and highly valued by the 
Union as soon as the Ohristian part of its popnla- present Editor-J. M. Robertson, the present editor 
tion becomes civilized, Mr. Foote reports that" Mr. of the National Reformer, Mr. Shanley Jones, and 
Oharles Watts maintains his journal, and during the Mr. Forder. . Mr. Foote's speech was roundly ap
past winter has discoursed to very large audiences in planded, and he has evidently won • place with the 
the Toronto Aeademy of Music. CAptain Adame, supporters of the Society. In his paper, The Free
the president of the Oanadian Union, has also ad- thinker, considering the Oonferenoe and its future _ 
dressed large audiences at Montreal." work he says : '· 

The Society fraternally holds out its hand to the 
Freethinkers of the United States. "Your Society," 
said its president, " has no official connection with 
the Freethinkers of America, though a closer union 
is oonteJUplated in • resolution on the Agenda." 
The resolution alluded to is " that some steps should 
be taken with a view to accomplishing a closer inti
macy between the National Secular Society and the 
Fteethonght organizations of the English colonies 
and the United States of America." So far as the 
United States are concerned there will be no diffi
onlty. American and English Freethinkers, as far 
as we bav observed, get along famously together ; 

" The National &ecular Society has held another success
ful conference, and mapped out a great deal of fresh work. 
Resolving to do this is easy enough ; the doing of it far 
more difficult. But it ean be done if the president and exec
utiv; who mean business, are loyally and earnestly sup
ported by tbe members throughout the country. Some are 
able to take their share of the work, others are able to swell 
meetings and circulate literature, and others are able to con
tribute ftnancially. Persons who are afraid to loae in busi
ness or position by an open connection with our party, should 
at least subscribe liberally, and help to provide the sinews 
of war for those who fight under the Freethought tlag. 

"By and by, when the law of England givs us security for 
our property, our party will do some' constructlv• work. 
Nay, it will begin that task when the Bradlaugh Memorial 
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Hall is raised in London, whether the law is altered or not. 
Premises, at any rate, are indispensable to suc\1 experiments. 
A name is nothing without a local habitation, at least in a 
climate like this. Meanwhile our 1 constructiv' work must 
be the destruction of theology, and the preparation ot the 
mental soil tor the growth of sound ideas-ideas based on 
science, history, and common sense, and inspired by the sen
timent ot humanity. 

" Those who imagin that theology is dead, and that Free
thought .has only to cultivate its 1 true inwardness,' are 
baaking in a tool's paradise. Tolerance is in no sense the 
child ot religion ; it is the o:trspring of skepticism and 
indifference. Less than fifty members voted tor Mr. Brad
laugh's bill to abolish the blasphemy laws. Let the Free
thought propaganda languish, and the fltty would soon be 
reduced to forty, to thirty, to twenty, to ten, to zero. We 
shall never gain freedom and justice by tickling theology 
into good temper. It will never relinquish the smallest ot 
its privileges. All we win must be extorted. That is the 
lesson ot all history, and it is as true to-day as ever. Those 
who cease to fight tor the rights they hav not will lose the 
rights they hav." 

We trust that next year will show still greater 
gains for our English brethren. Their leadership we 
believe wi11 be wise ; may their support of the cause 
be proportioned to the efforts made to advance it
and we believe, too, that it will be, for there are 
many English Secularists in this country and they 
are among the most enthusiastic and able toilers in 
the cause. We extend to Mr. Foote and to the Na· 
tiona! Secular Society assurances that the closer 
union sought with the Freethinkers of this country 
will not be rejacted. 

The Evasions of John B. A.lden5 
Mr. John B. Alden publishes a " Manifold Cycslo

pedia of Knowledge and Language " in forty vol
um~.s. One of our subscribers is also a subscriber 
to the· cyclopedia. In volume 27 he found an article 
on Thomas :Paine, in which is repeated the palpable 
lie that Bepjamin ~Franklin advised :Paine to burn 
his " Age of Beason." Mr. Merritt at once wrote to 
Mr. Alden, and his letter explains the nature of Mr. 
Alden's offense : 

" BLAINB, WASH., March 22, 1891. 
"JoHN B. ALDBN1 New York-.Dear Bir: I am in receipt 

ot volume 27 ot the 1 Manifold Cyclopedia.' 
"I wish to call your attention to what seems to me a 

glaring mistake in the article 1 Thomas Paine.' In it I find 
the following : 1 At the trial of Louis XVI., says Madame de 
Sta,l, Thomas Paine alone proposed what would hav done 
honor to Fra:nce it it had been accepted-the offer to the 
king of an aaylum in America-by which he offended the 
Mountain party; and in 1793 Robespierre caused him to be 
ejected from the convention, on the ground ot his being a 
foreigner, and thrown into prison. During his imprison
ment he wrote " The Age ot Reason, Against Atheism and 
Against Christianity, and in favor ot Deism."' The last sen
tence-on the same pa-ge says : 1 Benjamin Franklin advised 
him to burn it before it was seen by any other person.' 

"Now, I find in volume 15 that Franklin died on Apr1117, 
1790, some three years before Thomas Paine was thrown 
into prison in France, and consequently three years before 
1 The Age of Reason' was written. Will the author of 
the article Thomas Paine please explain how it is possible 
tor one person to advise another to bum something before 
anyone else sees it, when, in tact, it is not in existence tor 
three years after the adviser's death ? 

"When the author accuses Thomas Paine with being 
ignorant in his attack on Christianity, does he not unwit
tingly open himself to the same charge. 

-"Yours tor the truth alone, JoHN M. MEBBITT." 

Instead of correcting the misstatements in his 
cyclopedia, Mr. Alden sought to evade the matter, 
and in doing so has mixed himself up . with false
hoods and evasio~&s and unsupported suppositions 
and dishonest conclusions so completely as to make 
it plain that he cares neither to ascertain the facts 
nor to tell the truth about :Paine. This is what he 
says: 

"MR. JoHN W. MBBBITT1 Blaine, Wash.-.Dear Bir: .Re· 
plying to your favor ot March 22d, we hav given careful 
attention to y.our criticism. There is merely a confusion of 
dates, perhaps through typographical error. The words 
quoted, 1 during his imprisoo.ment,' also should be changed. 
Authorities show that on~ part of the 1 Age of Reason' was 
written between Paine's accusation and arrest. .Another 
part ot It may hav been shown to Franklin in manuscript, 
having been written before Franklin's death ; and the best 
authorities favor this supposition. We are obliged to you 
tor calling attention to the incongruity in our statement. 
1 During his imprisonment,• etc., should be changed to 
1 Not long before his imprisonment, he wrote a part ot the 
"Age ot Reason,"' etc. Benjamin Franklin's advice also 
should be changed from 1 Burn it,' etc., to 1 Burn this 
piece,' etc. 

" As to the 1 ignorance' of Paine's attack on Christlanity, 
it is undeniable that tar stronger attacks can be made than 
was his, by reason of great modem increase of scientific and 
other knowledge. Yours truly, J. B. ALDBN.'' 

There may be a coDfusion of dates m Mr. Alden's 

mind, but there is no confusion in regard to :Paine 
and Franklin. · · · 

1. Franklin died April17, 1790. 
2. Thomas :Paine began the first part of his " Age 

of Beason " in the latter part of 1793, and hurried 
it to completion when he found he was to be arrested, 
finishing it just six hours before arrest. That he did 
not write any of it before the latter part of 1793 is 
proved from his own words in the prefaee to the 
second part. He says: " I hav mentioned in ihe 
former part of 1 The Age of Beason,' that it had long 
been my inteption to publish my thoughts upon re
ligion; but that I had originally reserved it to a 
later period in life, intending it to be the last work 
I should undertake. The circumstances, however, 
which existed in France in the latter end of the year 
1793 determined me to delay no longer." 

The second part of " The Age of Beason " was 
written partly while in prison, and completed later, 
being published early in 1795. 

The dishonesty of Mr. Alden in this matter, or 
his ignorance, is at once apparent. The " one part 
written between :Paine's accusation. and arrest " was 
the first part ,- he ha~ delayed committing his 
thoughts on religion to paper until the latter part of 
his life, and he then believed that hr. would soon see 
the end, aJi.d· it was an accident that he did not. 
The second part was written after the first. There 
was no part at all, not one leaf, that could hav been 
shown to Franklin, for not one word of it was 
written until the "circumstances wJVch existed in 
France in the latter part of 1793 determined " :Paine 
" to delay it no longer.'i There are no " authorities" 
favoring the 11 supposition ". alleged. It is a down
right falsehood, invented to save the falsifiers of 
Paine's history. 

When :Paine returned to America in 1802 he pub
lished a series of " Letters to the Citizens of the 
United States," in one of which he says: "In my pub
lications I follow the rule I began with in 1 Common 
Sense;' that· is, to consult nobody, nor to let any
body see what I write till it appears publicly." 
Mr. Alden will hav to squirm some more before he 
clears his reputation as a dishonest cyclopedist; and 
if all the articles in his publication are like this on 
Paine, it is indeed a valuable publication. 

Editorial Notes. 
AMONG the bills introduced in the Florida legislature is one 

making Atheists competent witnesses in courts, and another 
restraining railroads and mining companies from " desecrat
ing the Christian Sabbath." This latter will prohibit running 
or loading or unloading local freight trains on Sunday. The 
first bill is a step toward securing equal human rights; the 
other would take them away. 

Two banks robbed, three banks wrecked, the city treasury 
despoiled of halt a million dollars, the state funds looted to 
the amount ot a million dollars, the character of a dead bank 
president destroyed, another president a tugitiv, with a price 
set on his head, another in prison, a cashier under arrest, a 
city treasurer in the grip of the law tor embezzlement
these are some ot the results of a great financial scandal in 
Philadelphia. And the parties are all prominent church 
folks and good Christians I 

IF Charles Bradlaugh had lived he would hav made the 
position of the prince ot Wales a little more disagreeable 
than it now is. That sturdy republican would hav used the 
unmasking ot the royal gambler as a text tor aaking some 
pertinent questions and tor preaching some sound doctrin as 
to the duty of representativs ot a people. Perhaps Labou. 
chere may attempt to do it, but the English people seem to 
be too thorough toadies to miserable royalty to learn the 
most desirable lesson from the exposure of the nobility in 
the late baccarat trial scandal. It needs a Bradlaugh to 
make them comprehend its enormity. 

THB directors ot the Union Theological Seminary hav 
decided to retain Professor Briggs as teacher ot biblical 
theology, notwithstanding his condemnation by the general 
assembly. The offense ot the professor is that in teaching 
biblical theology he has substantially adopted the views of 
the German and English rationalistic theologians that the 
Bible is largely anonymous, and consists in ·great part of 
books which are mere records of Jewish traditions written 
by fallible authors, and that they must be judged and studied 
as the work of men and not of God. The retention of Pro
fessor Briggs, therefore, is a notice that Union Seminary 
proposes to be at least a little liberal in its conduct, and that 
its students may study the Bible with eyes at least partially 
open. 

MoNDAY, June 1st, Mr. Harman and his counsel went to 
Lea.venworth, Kan., to prosecute the appeals from the dis
trict courts of Kansas and Missouri in the United States 
circuit court. Arriving at the court room they found Judge 
Raynor of Wyoming, instead of Judge Caldwell, on the 
bench. After waiting till Tuesday noon they were told that 
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Judge Caldwell would not put in an appearance during this 
session of the court, and by agreement of attorneys the I;uc£. 
fer cases are allowed to go over ; whether till another term 
or to be heard during vacation has not yet been decided 
upon. The authorities, it seems, are in no particular hurry 
to try the defendant, which is well, tor it leaves him at-liberty 
tor a while longer to work against the outrageous "Com
stock" law. 

WANAMAXBB's subordinates hav queer ways ot conducting 
their offices. The Anti-lottery act paBSed by the last Con
gress distinctly provided that no postmaster or other ·person 
should open any letter not addressed to himself. But To.
.Day has learned th11t an itinerant official known as post
office Inspector took thirty-five sealed letters from the El 
Paso post-office and opened and read them at his own lodg. 
ings. The statute itself is bad eno'!lgh, comments To-.Day, 
but as interpreted by the petty officials it is an intolerable 
invasion ot our most fundamental rights. In the same town 
the postmaster confiscated the entire mail edition ot the 
1'imes and refused its transmission through the mails because 
the paper contained a synopsis of the decision ot the Louis. 
iana supreme court to compel the secretary ot state . to sub
mit to popular vote an amendment extending the charter ot 
the lottery company. A Republican paper containing the 
same decision, it is said, was mailed without objection. 
The postmaster has been arrested on the charge ot unlaw. 
fully detaining mail matter. 

THB Methodist church is at last feeling the general im
provement through unbelief of theology. A man who does 
not believe in hell can join that church, according to its 
New York organ, which replies to the question, "Ought a 
person who says 1 I cannot believe in eternal punishment' 
to be received into full membership?" as follows: "We 
should receive such a person into full membership, provided 
he did not propose to express views ot eternal punishJ:D.ent 
antagonistic to the doctrin of the :Methodist Episcopal 
church upon that subject. n he believed in future punish. 
ment, but simply could not acknowledge its eternity, and 
did not feel called upon to propagate his doubts, and in all 
other respects was suitable to be received, we should re. 
ceive him. But it he was going to antagonize the accepted 
doctrin ot the church upon that subject, he is not a suitable 
person to be received. ' Him that is weak in the faith re
ceive ye, but not to doubtful disputations,' or, as others 
translate it, to judge his doubtful disputations." Objections 
that this is putting a premium on hypocrisy might stand; 
but it shows that the Methodist church folks are not now as 
in the days of Wesley. 

MB. Pxoor, ot Rome, proteBBional pope, has given so much 
of the world as cares to read his lucubrations a paper called 
an encyclical. The subject is the labor question. "We 
[observe the plural of majesty!] approach the subject," he 
says, "with confidence, and in the exercise ot the rights 
which belong to us [note his modesty]. For no practical 
solution of this question will ever be found without the 
assistance of religion and ot the church. It is we who are 
the chief guardian of religion and the chief dispenser ot 
what belongs to the church, and we must not by silence 
neglect the duty which lies upon us. Doubtless this most 
serious question demands the attention and the efforts ot 
others besides ourselvs-ot the rulers ot states, of employers 
ot labor, ot the wealthy, and of the working population 
themselvs tor whom we plead. But we affirm without hesi
tation that all the striving ot men will be vain if they leave 
out the church.'' His main idea is that God caused man to 
labor; that that mythical personage made some to rule and 
the rest to be ruled ; that the rulers should be good to the 
ruled, and the ruled should obey the rulers ; and that the 
church, meaning the Roman Catholic, should hav dominion 
over them both. As a statement ot what 1

' the church" 
thinks the encyclical is good ; tor any other purpose it is 
valueless. The world has gone by its propositions years and 
years ago. 

Two of our oldest subscribers hav passed away tkis spring. 
Mr. J. F. Webster, who died in Flushing on the 16th ult., was 
born in Scotland sixty-five years ago, but has tor many years 

. been an American citizen. Like most of his countrymen he 
was a thrifty and prudent man, upright in his dealings, 
warm-hearted and benevolent, and consequently highly r~o
garded in the community, though he never concealed the 
tact that he regarded the current religion as false in concep
tion and cruel in its creeds. His wife, who survives him, 
shared his views. His body was cremated at Fresh Pond, 
in accordance with his wish. In his death his wife loses a 
loving companion, his town a good citizen, and THB TRUTH 
SBBXBB a generous friend. Mr. Daniel Fleming, ot Detroit, 
Mich., had lived out his days, being seventy-nine, when 
on April 20th he laid down his burdel).. His wife, two years 
older than he, could not bear the separation, and two weeks 
after was laid beside him. Mr. Webster had read THB TRUTH 
SBBXBB twelve years, and Mr. Fleming thirteen. And yet 
another friend went away last month. Mrs. Whittick, wife 
of William Whittick, of Dushore, Pa., died May 29th. Mr. 
and Mrs. Whittick were a couple looked tor at Liberal con
gresses and conventions ; and though tor many years in poor 
health, suffering much pain, Mra. Whittick ably seconded 
her husband's efforts to make Liberal friends remember the 
couple who seemed so happy in themselvs and did generous 
deeds in so quiet a manner. Everyone who met them liked 
them, and in his great affiiction Mr. Whittick is sure of honest 
sympathy from a wide circle of friends. Cremation was 
performed at the Columbarium ot the Philadelphia society. 
Mrs. Whittick was but torty.eight years old, but they were" 
yeara ot honor and usetulnes1. 
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UVA, WYo., May 29, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Inclos~d herewith I Eend you $5 for two 

new subscribers. I vote for the cartoons, though I presume 
that their continuation was long ago decided upon. 

HoRAOB B. FosTER. 

Kit"GBLAND, ARK., May 21, 18iH. 
MR. EDITOR: I am sixty-seven yPars old. I do not want 

.my paper to stop. I cannot get along without the paper. I 
hav been trying to get some one to subscribe and send for 
it, but I cannot. I liv in a place of about four hundred in
habitants. I am alone, but I will fight them as long as I liv. 

A well-wisher to the T~UTH SBBKBR'Cause, 
JOHN R. CBOBB. 

Cnl!ITON, IA., June 2, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: We had a very pleasant visit from Prof. w. 

S. Bell on the 25th, 26th, and 27th of last month. He deliv. 
ered his lecture, "Liberty and Morality," in our B!jou Opera 
House on the evening of the 26th to nearly :four hundred of 
an audience, and he was greatly pleased to see so many pres
ent. We intend giving him a warmer reception on his re-
turn in the fall. JAMBS A. GRBBNHILL. 

PORTLAND, ORB, May 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: There are a great many Freethinkers in this 

state, and the state Secular Union is already beginning to 
make itself felt in the state legislature, and in a very short 
time we will surely be taxing churck property. I look for
ward with a great deal of eagerness to the time when there 
will not be a church,or a parsonage that will escape taxa
tion, and when men will become less selfish,,and liv for the 
enjoyment of this lite. E. R. HoLMBB. 

ALBuQUBRQUB, N. M., May 29, 1891. 
MB. EDITOR: I take great interest in the paper, and in 

"Lettns from Friends." I vote for the pictures every time, 
and wish I could giv something toward them, but I am 
poor. It is all I can do to keep myself in good standing with 
the TRUTH SBBKBR family, and I am very sorry to see so 
many in arrears in your list. When the Bible Pictures are 
ready put my name do"'{n for one copy and I will remit. 

Yours in search of truth, JNo. T. MuRRAY. 

NBw MILLFORD, 0 , May 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I should like to giv some of my experience 

from my boyhood up to the present time, but my age for
bids. I am in my eighty.fifth year, having been born in 
1807. I came to Ohio with my father's family in 1816, I being 
nine years old the winter before. Well, my folks all at some 
time of their lives had belonged to some church. My father 
and mother were Methodists. I never belongad to any 
church, but hav taken care of the Methodist preacher's horse 
and caught the chickens to feed the preachers. 

Well, I tried to get at least one sub3criber, and thought I 
sho,.Ild, but hav not succeeded. Men in business are afraid 
of boycotting. SAM. R. Mix. 

MABBNGO, ILL., June 5, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I regret very much that my arguments con

cerning the eventual filling of spat:e with souls, if they exist, 
are beyond the comprehension of Brother Walker; but I 
conceive it to be not owing to the softening of his brain that 
he tails to see the logic of my inferences, lis he facetiously 
observes. I was in hopes that he would continue the discus
sion of the space problem until it haEl become perfectly clear 
to his perception, and thus convince him of the utter im 
possibility of individual immortality. One thing I cannot 
comprehend on my part, however, and it constitutes the 
point of my argument, and that is, how anyone who accepts 
the predicate of science of the infinity of naturP, which of 
course involves eternal soul-evolution eztending through in. 
finit space, can fail to see that a plethora of souls would be 
the inevitable result. With this postulate of ecience as the 
basis of my proposition, can he not see that though each 
planet evolved but one soul, all space would hav been filled 
an eternity ago, because an infinit number of life-evolving 
worlds hav preceded those in existence now? 

H. W BTTBTBIN. 

LKWIBTON, PA., June 7, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The papers are beginning to agitate the 

question of keeping out undesirable foreigners, principally 
from the labor standpoint, and though it is a serious question 
in that view of the case, and ought to be effectually checked 
it possible, still there is another view of the case which is of 
greater importance to the nation, viz , all these men, or the 
great majority of them, are the dupes of the church, and the 
church is bound to get a majority of votes here by fair means 
or foul. These men are naturalized, some by false oaths, 
almost as soon as they land. Everyone is another vote for 
th6 supremacy of the church. I believe the only means of 
checking the church in its march to supremacy in this land 
is to repeal the naturalization laws. Let no foreigner be 
allowed to vote after 1891, and you would find a great fall
ing off in the number ,of immigrants. The foreign church 
would then hav no motiv for sending here the population 
they can well spare, and we should be saved from the great-
est danger that bangs over our glorious republic. J. D. 

OsHKOSH, W1s, May 27, 291. 
MR, EDITOR: Inclosed you will find money order for a 

trial subscriber with the pictures. Long liv W. Heston. He 
:is a brick. I hav taken THB TRUTH SEBKBR for fifteen years. 
I consider it the best paper published. 

I hav been investigating Spiritualism for over thirty years, 

. ' 

_18~:1. 

and in that time, hav witnessed many strange things in con
nc ctit1n with it, so that I am almost convinced that we do 
exist. after death, but not tully, so want further proof. Please 
giv the proof, the best you hav got; then it Ella Gibson 
or any others will come forward and demonstrate that spirits 
hav nothing to do with it, let us hav it straight, without 
slur or slang, as honest seekers after the truth. It spirits do 
come to us, as many claim they do, it would seem to me 
that every honest truth seeker would like to know it tor a 
fact ; or it, on the other hand, there are those that do know 
that they do not, ie it not to the interest of everyone to know 
it? I wo:J.ld say to Brother H. Wettstein to giv us a rest 
on the crowding business, or until we are dead-sure that we 
are not going to be tltere. Giv us the proof positiv that we 
are or are not going to be in it. 

Yours for the truth, R. C. RIOHARDBON. 

CANTON, KAN., June 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: By chance a copy of the Seventh Biennial 

Report of the state board of agriculture of Kansas tor the 
year 1890 fell into my hands, and in looking through it I 
found that it contained some statistics from which, it a per
son had a good penqil and a little time to figure, he could 
find out something that was not generally known, i.e., just 
how much we are taxed tor Christ's sake. So I figured, and 
I inclose the resulta in a form that I think. would convince 
the most thlck-headed son of the church that what he puts 
into the contribution-box is not all that he pays to support 
it, and that Infidels, as they are called, are compelled to help 
support it, whether they like it or not, in free America. I 
think if this could be done all over the country, and the fig
ures brought to the notice of the sainte, that portion of them 
that lie awake nights contriving how they can secure a good 
share of the pavements of the n'ew Jerusalem when they 
get there, and the burden of whose prayers is, 

But, Lord, remember me and mine 
Wi' fnercies temp'ral and divin!l, 
That I for gear and grace may shine, 

Excelled by nane, 
And a' the glory shall be thine, 

Amen, Amen! 
would be with us on this point at least. 

I received I he back numbers of TBB TRUTH SBBKBR a few 
days ago, and hav distributed the most of taem. I will try 
to get you some new-subscribers in a short time. 

Yours for liberty, CRAB. D. HILLABOLD. 
MOPHBRBON OOUNTY, KAN., :JOB THB YBAR 1890. 

The statistics used in this statement are taken from the 
Seventh Biennial Report of the state board of agriculture of 
K~nsas, vol. 12, tor 1889 and 1890. With the exception of 
the amount of taxable property in the county and amount of 
taxes levied for all purposes for 1890, these figures I got from 
the county clerk. 
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Gorman Ba.ptist (McPlHrson Ool-
lege and Inoustri&l Institute).,. 235 2 Uo6,000 

German Lutheran (parochial 
schools) ............................ 4! 300 

Swedish Lu heran (pari~h 
schools) ............................ f67 2 25,000 

Swe 'ish 1. utheran , (Bethany 
rOo , Ool!ege) ............................ 3 80,000 

Tota' .......................... , 1,046 8 211,300 

Valuation of county with church prop•rty excluded, 
1'90 ................................................... $4,774,19~.17 

Total amount of ta"<ation for all purposes, 1' 90..... .... $147,069.84 
R'\te of taxation 1890...... .... .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .03(8 
Valuation of county with church property included, 

1890 .................................................... $5.057.949.27 
Total amount of taxation for all Purposes, 1890.. ..... .. $147,069.34 
Rate of taxation 1890.. .... .. .. .. ... .. .... • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. , 02~ 
Rate increased bY exemption of church property....... .00:8 
Taxes incre,.sed by exem1>tion of church property...... $8,593 5> 
Population of county 1890 .................... :............. 21,295 
Amount of church tax per cap ....................... ,.... $ .40 

ELBINOBB, CAL., May 27, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Even here in the wild West with all that is 

beautiful around us, the breath of the church is poisoning 
the pure mountain air. Yet we hope some time, perhaps 
soon, to join hands with our sister states and bound the east 
Pacific by Freethought. In our little village there are a 
number of Infidels, but as yet we hav organized no Liberal 
society, and the churches with undisputed right people the 
future Inferno with our sinful souls-which they are at per
fect liberty to do it in the present they will allow us to enjoy 
ourselvs, and excuse us from listening to their eloquent dis
courses on the merits of mercy and the church's brotherly 
love. It is enough to be politely invited to their house of 
worship and go intending to profit by whatever good there 

may ~e iu the discourse and hear nothing but insult to Free
thought's dead heroes, and stale storie13 of death-bed recant-· 
ings witnessed by the servant-girl and proved by whom? 

And as for brotherly love, I feel it all leaving its place to 
anger when I hear them calling upon their God who in his 
"blessed word" declares he will (with brotherly love) pun
ish forever such as choose not to believe that there is, was, or 
ever will be a man on this earth heartless enough to, kill 
every little baby-boy, even for the gratification and the 
promis of the protection of the Gods. And I think that my 
mercy is quite equal to that of the" merciful father" who 
cannot ,even deal mercifully with the imperfections of his 
own creation. It would be grand to hav a children's paper 
where we might express our half-formed ideas without severe 
criticism, and, clumsy and uncouth as our expressioB of 
the same might be, fear no ridicule. 

Hoping that this will be the next step of Fre,ethought, I 
am, Your Liberal friend, EDWA HBALD. 

PoRTTILLB, N.Y., March 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : As I cannot get along without the grand old 

TRUTH BBBKBR, I thought I would send ,you another dollar. 
I am a crippled soldier and unable to work, and the govern
ment that I fought for givs me the magnificent sum of $8 
per month.· W.ell, I hav been thinking for some time, why can 
we not hav a temple in Washington, D. C? The sky-pilots 
and their superstitious followers are building great temples 
to worship their great whangdoodle in; and it we could hav 
a national headquarters we might be the better enabled to 
watch them to see that they didn't bamboozle Uncle Samuel. 
I will giv $10, and it every other Freethinker will giv as 
much according to his means, we shall hav a half million 
dollars in less than six months. Let us hear rrom some one 
and see what a big tool I am. 

Yours for truth and the psnsy, JoaN R. CoATS. 

NATIONAL HOMB, Wis., June 5, ANNO BOIENTIJE 291. 
MR. EDITOR: It seems beyond the efforts of our republican 

form of government to banish from our public schools the 
superstition and blasphemous obscenity of a barbarous age. 
Why shOuld this be so? It seems to me that when a law 
was once passed, it should be enforced it possible, or repealed 
without delay. It Is no wonder that at the birth of our re
public, thousands of the greatest statesmen, in all civilized 
countries, seriously doubted its necessary vigor to prolong its 
life to anything like the average age of monarchial or des
potic governments. 

There is not su:l!lcient room here to enter into detail on so 
vast and important a subject. Then let this statement suffice 
for the present: Legislation has failed miserably in its ef
fort to establish one of the grandest systems of educ!l.tlon 
ever known to the human race. Now, it requires not super
humansagacity to see plainly that unlessenlightenmentcomee, 
and comes speedily, to the rescue of this GJd crazed peo~e 
our days of freedom will soon be numbered . 

It this government hav not the power to enact and enforee 
a free school law, in' opposition to this multitude of raving 
maniacs, superstitious fanatics, the preachers, backed only 
by their senseless creeds, and the ignorance of their more 
senseless dupes, then alas for our boasted freedom I and alas 
for the fruits of our four bloody wars I For the ignorance 
of the Dark Ages and old Jewish savagery still sway the seep. 
ter over our GJd-afllicted and Bible·craz~d people, while the 
legislature, rapt in mute imbecility, sits with bowed head and 
reverential awe listening to the foolish mutterings of the leg. 
islativ sky.pilot · at the expense of a downtrodden and 
viciously deluded people. NBLBON HUNT. 

MoUND CITY, KAN., May 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I find it a'most Impossible to obtain addi

tional subscribers to your valuable paper-would like to get 
a dozen of them. The cry of " Hard times " and ucannot 
expend from lack of means," I believe is very general, and is 
not without its argument and cause; but as your paper does 
not discuss that cause I forbear,'tor the reason that prejudice 
is more sensitiv of its favorit illusion than is very quiet, 
healthy thought or knowledge. So I advert only to what is 
usually alluded to in the columns of TRB TRUTH SBBKBB, and 
made controversial. First, the subject of· Spiritualism is 
broached, and its opponents, skeptics many of them, in at
tempting criticism become excited and pick at their best Lib· 
era! friends who hav happened to hav added to their stock 
of knowledge a belief in a lite hereafter, a spiritual philoso
phy that pertains to spiritual existence, or a continued life 
after the visible body is cast off. Well, I, an Atheist, think 
and feel that probably they may be right. It is their kind 
of mental liberty, and they seem to enjoy it. It is their 

, right to enjoy and hold to it, and we as American citizens, 
distinct from the Old World practices of intolerance, should 
ennoble ourselvs and stand on the bro~d ground 'of American 
toleration. Admit them as friende, for, in fact, most of them 
are, having left the church, which is the enemy of right, or 
assumed independent religious action in matter of opinion. 
In that degree, we may assume for a truth, that we accord 
to them liberality, they in return will most assuredly ac- · 
cord it to us. Let them express their views. Those who 
imagin Spiritualism a dogma of Ch•istianity, or the mod-, 
ern church, may be a little mistaken, for the church's creed 
is, one holy Spirit (impersonal, more than three), and not 
human spirits passed away from earth conditions. I might 
go on and take up each article separately and point out 
the useless verbiage or unjust remarks and epithets of many 
of my skeptical friends of TaB TRUTH BBBKBR toward 
those Spiritual communications that from time to time ap
pear-the sincere expressions of loving hearts and kind 
wishes tortured with crud words and sneering phrases. 
The Spiritualists are moving in a harmonious body, striving 
in the same gooo C:ll.l!S.e~ w~ ~re ~ the reform movement, 
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and who is there in our ranks when the trial hour comes 
that will then withhold to grasp the fraternal hand of friend-
ship with them? Yours truly, W. B. Lxwrs. 

FLAT CRBBK, LA., May 26, 1891. 
MR. EDITO-R: I hav been taking THE TRUTH BBBKBR for 

eighteen months, and hav been carefully perusing every ar
ticle and every line in it, and I find that the Editor's head 
ani! mine run in the same channel, so that I hav not found a 
single point where I could make an issue with the Editor. 
Either his head is always level or mine is always inclined. 
But I could very often take issue with its contributors. 

I hav been carefully reading the discussions on Spiritual
ism and Spiritology to try to learn something, and I hav not 
yet received any convincing evidence to sustain the hypothe
sis that our spirits or souls continue to liv in the individual 
organized form after the death of the body. Some of your 
correspondents assert positivly and say, "I know," but 
this does not make me know. ~ When another man says, 
"I know," I say he thinks that be knows, but he might be 
mistaken. The Christian sometimes says, " I know that my 
redeemer liveth." The Spiritualist sometimes says, "I 
know that the spirits do liv after the dissolution of the 
body," but nature contradicts the assertion, and I regard 
nature as the safest teacher. She is my mother and I think 
my mother would be the last person to deceive me. The 
spirits who write messages on slates, etc., are too much like 
the God of Moses. When he wanted to deliver the Decalog 
to his chosen people, instead of coming to their camp to de
liver the tables of stone in. the sight of all the people he did 
not want to be seen, and went into a cave or canon in the 
mountain to dress his rocks and do his chiseling, and had 
Moses to keep up a big smoke to hide him from the prying 
eyes of his children, and had Moses to stand guard for a 
period of forty days to keep the people's spies from catching 
him at work. I do not believe that Spiritism is all sham or 
that the mediums are all frauds. I believe that there is mys
tery in it and some truth in it which neither we nor ·the 
mediums can understand. I believe there Is in nature an 
occult force and intelligence which knows our unexpressed 
thoughts and can answer our questions in certain ways and 
under certain circumstances, or else some persons, called me: 
diums, can under ce_rtain circumstances divine our thoughts, 
which is just as mysterious and inexplicable as the other 
hypothesis. Mankind are so given to the practice of sham 
and hum buggery, and so prone to lying when there Is money 
to be gained by it, that it will not do to place any faith in 
ipse dia:its, and l can hav no faith ill the visible appearance 
of spirit bodies and spirit hands, unless they will let me 
touch them, feel of them, and freely handle them. Now, If 
the Spiritualists hav any facts in nature to base their faith in 
disembodied spirits upon, I will gladly receive them. Be
yond r;ature I cannot go, and any faith which is not based 
upon !mown facts in nature I regard as a superstition. 

p. F. SHUllfAKBR. 

MAROBLINE, Mo., June 2, 291. 
MR. EDITOR : I will add to my late letter a few more ob

jections to the Christian scheme. 
George Washington's existence is reasonable to believe. I 

never hear of one doubting it. But many do doubt Christ's 
resurrection, because it is not reasonable. Men do not do 
so now, and if one should come· to after being thought dead 
for three days it would not infer that he was God, neither 
would it prove that he ever did miracles. • 

If there be a God of wisdom, why did he create evil.? 
With my limited knowledge, if I had the power to make 
and people a world, I would not create eviL Some say that 
evil Js necessary in order to cause us the more to appreciate 
the good. Now, if the Bible were true, every Christian must 
love the de"\'il and all his works; for does not the wrlter of 
the book of Luke make Jesus to say, " Love your enemies ?" 
Now, is the devil not God's enemy, Christ's enemy, and an 
enemy to all Christians? But a God of infinit wisdom 
could hav created us to love the good and do that which is 
good continually without the existence of evil. If there be 
a God; and he created what we call evil here in this life, it 
seems very unjust. Some say the devil creates all the evil, 
and he is the one that will drag us down to helL But Iss. 
xlv, 7, makes God to say, "I make peace and create evil. 
I the Lord do all these things." Did the devil write the 
Bible? If he did, then the Christians may say that the devil 
is the one that will damn some people and send them to hell. 
But we find in Matt. xxv, -'6; Rev. xx, 10, 15; xiv, 11, where 
the writer makes Christ to say, "And these shall go away 
into everlasting punishment, where the beast and the false 
prophet are, and shall be tormented day and night forever 
and ever.. . • • And whosoever was not found written 
in the book of life was cast into the lake of fire. . • • And 
the smoke of their torment ascendeth up for ever and ever." 
I believe that portion I hav quoted from Revelation which 
the writer makes John to speak. Still, God allows the devil 
to deceive people. Now, if anyone says that the devil is the 
one who will send some people to hell, they may just as well 
admit that he wrote the Bible, for he has torn down God's 
plans from the very creation, and according to the so-called 
sacred book he has equal if not more power than God, for 
he will get for his share at least two..thirds of the people. 
And in Rev. xvl, 14, we find these words, "For they are 
spirits of devils working miracles." Now, if devils work 
miracles, are they not about as powerful as God himself? 
And we find in 2 Tim. iii, 16, "All scripture is given by inspi
ration of God;" and in 2 Cor. xi, 17; 1 Cor. vii, 6, 12, these 
words, " That which I speak, I speak it not after the Lord. 
I speak this by permission, and not of commandment. ••• 
But to the rest speak I, not the Lord." Now, does.not the 
Christian get off his head when be dllclares that ev~r! word 

in the Bible is given by inspiration, and that he believes every 
word in it is. true ? ~ 

I tell you, there are but few of them that read the Bible 
through and through from Genesis to Revelation. 

In the beginning of my letter I said I would tell you what 
I notice by associating with both Liberals and Christians. 
The Liberals I find all to be broad-minded, reasonable. Even 
those who hav but little book-learning hav great sympathy 
for suffering humanity. I can say that during my fifteen 
years' traveling experience I never was charged an extortion
ate price for stopping with an Infidel. They do not think 
they know all that can be learned, but their minds are open 
to receive more knowledge, and are willing if the views they 
hold can be proved wrong to giv them up and grasp· new 
ideas. They are good, charitable people. They true~ in 
science and facts, and believe in the religion of humanity. 
They are often represented as being very mean people by the 
Christians. Preachers of some churches will tell their con
gregation that a man who live a good and honest life-one 
who is truthful-one who is good to himself, to his wife and 
hildren-one who is good to everybody-one who has 

taken care of the sick and helped the poor and needy, will 
finally be eternally damned to endless torment if he does not 
believe in a dream or ghost story nearly two thousand years 
old. I tell you1 I don't believe it. If there be a God he will 
never torment forever some people because they cannot be
lieve something. Would he not be the author of our minds, 
and would he make our minds and surroundings so that we 
cannot believe a thing, and t.hen damn us for not believing 
it? I think not, and I honestly doubt that a preacher in the 
pulpit to day believes such a doctrin. 

I remember reading one of our friend John Peck's articles 
some time ago. He said he was old, and could last but a 
little while longer, and that he hoped after he passed away 
some young Liberal would be ready to take his place. I 
sometimes feel that if I survive him, I w.ould like to take his 
place and fight the cruel doctrine he has been fighting. 

Last Sunday I visited Col. E. D. Hicks and family, who 
reside in the outskirts of the city of Marceline near the 
beautiful reservoir and about three hundred yards west of 
the round-house. He owns a fine farm of beautiful rolling 
prairie-land, and I think "it the most beautiful site in or near 
the city. He and family moved here from Illinois about 
one year ago, and proceeded at once to erect a fine residence 
and other buildings. He now has everything about him sci
entifically arranged and in good order. 0 ne only has to meet 
the family to appreciate them. They seem very happy in 
their new Missouri home. Here I find many books to read, 
all of a scientific nature. The papers and magazines that 
are taken are a library within themselvs. Among them is 
THE . TRUTH BEEKER. Mr. Hicks was raised by a good 
Catholic mother, but the creed of Catholicism and the teach
ing of the Bible were too narrow and selfish for his broad, 
intelligent, and wide. searching mind to believe a God had 
anything to do with it, but that it was the work of designing 
men. Some years ago he and Mrs. Hicks saw phenomena· 
sufficient to convince them of a spirit-world and a life beyond 
the grave. They are very sincere in theh belief, yet willing 
to giv it up if it can be dispraved. They like the proud 
title of Freethinker and Liberal, and no fear of hell casts its 
shadow near to darken this beautiful and quiet munsion. 
Three beautiful children are the tender flowers which help 
to brighten and make home happy. 

If any of the Liberal lecturers should happen to stop off 
at Marceline, they should call on Colonel Hicks, for they will 
never regret meeting such a friend of humanity. 

Yours for peace, liberty of body and mind, and intellect-
ual development. C. A. GLENN. 

DKTROIT, MroH., June 1, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Herewith I inclose you a copy of a letter I 

wrote and sent to the Presbyterian assembly last week while 
it was in session in this city, and which I send you at· the 
request of several of the readers of THE TRUTH BEEKER in 
Detroit who would like to see it published in THE TRUTH 
SEEKER. Most respectfully, U.K. BoOTH. 

ReJD. Dr. Green, D.D., LL.D., Moderator of the Presbyterian 
.A.ssemblN, and to the Delegates thereof, Detroit, Mich 
Re'Derend Sir and Gentlemen : ' 

Kindly soliciting your indulgence for a few minutes, and 
begging your pardon for the liberty I take in addressing 
you, I desire to state that I am informed that one of the 
principal objects and main purposes for which your vener
able body has assembled in this city st the present time, is 
to review and probably revise the Westminster Confession 
of Faith, and if possible, determin what alterations, changes, 
eliminations, prunings, etc., the advancement of. the intelli
gence of the present age requires, to enable you, as a church, 
to keep abreast of social progress and religious reform, and 
thereby save the old dobard, the pet child, the sick offspring, 
of the semi-barbarous John Calvin from the onward march 
and crushing footsteps of the careless, enlightened, tramp
tramp-tramping despoiler of creeds, and tone down, shield, 
and temper, if possible, the cruel and reckless blows of 
the iconoclastic Briggs, who (with the snarling teeth of a 
modern ecclesiastical Cerberus growling heresy in his faee, 
and the fiery eye.balls of a synodical Pluto glaring scintU. 
!sting flashes of hades about him and breathing sulphurous 
threatenings of condemnation upon his professional head) 
has dared to disturb the old Calvinistic landmarks, and 
with wicked and. impious hands has sought to remove the 
sacred stakes and holy corner-posts that were set two hun
dred and fifty years ago and labeled, "Thus far and no 
farther; around these divine limits shall the waves of hu
man . knowledge ebb and fl.ow, eddy and circle, forever
more." 

And now, Reverend Moderator and Fathers, if I hav 
rightly conceived the object and purpose of your gathering, 
please indulge me a few: moments while I essay to make a 
brief statement, ask a few simple questions, and proffer a 
little plain advice ; for which I shall not require a collection 
to be taken up among you; the equanimity of your tempers 
Sh!\llllot be disturbed, nor your nervous systems shattered, 
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by the sudden waking into terrifying activity of the growl
ing ferocity of the organ menagerie, nor will I vex or cruelty -
your patience by cracking old musty doxologies! chestnuts 
upon you during your release from confinement and your 
exit to your outside jubilee. 

First, then, to my statement. In the year 1815, or about 
that time, my father and mother moved from the state of 
Vermont to the (then distant and" far West") state of Ohio. 
Previous thereto, and preparatory therefor, my father 
worked like a slave, for four years, on a farm at $6 pet" 
month, to acquire the means with which to purchase a cheap 
pair of horses, a double set .of harness, and an old-fashioned 
covered wagon, with which to perform their perilous journey. 
They were six weeks on the way, sleeping at night in their 
wagon, with two little children, my oldest brother and sister. 
They· drove through wind and storms, through heat and 
cold, over muddy roads, through pathless forests, across 
trackless marshes, among miry bogs and malarial swamps 
and noxious fens ; encountering every inconvenience, every 
deprivation, trial, and hardship that human life could en
dure. But now the same journey can be performed in twenty
four hours, with comfort and pleasure, in palace-cars, in 
storms, through heat and cold, and with no suffering to man, 
woman, children, or beasts. And what, I ask, has wrought 
this great and stupendous change? Not the WestminRter 
Confession of FM.th; not the Jewish Bible; not the New 
Testament; not Christianity, nor Christian priests, ministers, 
clergymen, or religious creeds of any kind ; not baptism, 
fasts, sacraments, nor holy unction. No, none of these. 
But, sirs, it has been science. Yes, science, that dared to 
break away from religious creeds, religious books, and re
ligious Bibles. Science, which, in the stupid ignorance or 
knavish rascality of the church, has been scurrilized as Infi
delity, and denounced as the common enemy of mankind. 
And its advancement (unless emasculated by religion) was 
deplored more deeply by the priesthood and ministers of the 
(so called). gospel, than would hav been the revival and visi
tation to our shores of the seven plagues that cursed poor 
old priest-ridden Egypt. 

Oh, reverend sirs, by all means revise your old Confession 
of Faith. Vft the hand of persecution from the head of 
Professor Briggs, and all others like him whose spirit of 
progreseiv reform can no longer be chalned down to the 
nauseous corpse and old gangrened creed of the supersti
tious ignorant past. Why, sirs, all sensible men and women 
know at heart, and by their actions so declare, that most 
religious b,Odies are composed of either knaves or fools, and 
they go right along, attending to their business, leaving 
them to take their own choice in the terms. I repeat, then, 
by all means revise your Confession of Faith. Hold it up, 
scrutinize it, gaze upon it, look through it, shake it up as an 
ague. fit shakes a body filled with malarial poison. Handle 
it without gloves, and hold it up in all its hideous deform
ity. Strip it of its old time-worn habiliments of supersti
tion, and tear the mask of synodical npproval from its bes
tial features, and let the light of the nineteenth century 
shine in upon it and expose its ungainly form, its unseemly, 
ill-shapen person, in all its naked, defenseless attitudes of 
monstrous frightfulness. 

For the sake of science, philosophy, mechanics, and art. 
For the sake of the substitution of the machine-shop for 
the Inquisition. For the sake of labor-saving machinery, 
that has superseded and taken the place of the rack, the 
thumbscrew, the fagot, and innumerable other implements 
of torture invented in the interests of the church by the 
mighty power of religious brains. For the sake of the 
memory of nine million people who perished for " witch
craft" at the hands of the Christian church during its un
checked career and the universal demoralization of its 
bloody reign. For the sa]f:e of intellectual courage that 
finally rose above, broke away from, and bid defiance to the 
religious monster that was hurled aside, and that stands to
day in the background lilie a hungry wolf still licking her 
bloody jaws. For the sake of the memory of our fathers, 
Washington, Franklin, Jefferson, Patrick Heory, Jolin 
Adams, and the noble, belled, slandered, patriotic Thomas 
Paine. For the sake of liberty of speech, freedom of the 
press, and contempt for religious tyrants, by them over
thrown. For the sake of these great. men, and their noble 
Infidel principles, revise your old creed. For the sake of 
your own cl<~ims to intelligence, and your pretended love 
for the Roman Catholic's murdered Infidel Jesus-the re
fl.ected Buddha, the canonized mythical "Prometheus 
bound." For the sake of the history of the Golden Rule 
promulgated by the heathen Chinese philosopher Confucius 
five hundred and fifty-one years before the (so-called) Chris
tian era. For the sake of your ill-timed and most ungracious 
hatred for your poor old mother, the Catholic church, from 
which you derived all you know about the old chestnut of 
"bleeding Calvary "-the "bloody shirt" of Christianity. 
In short, and in a word, for the sake of a decent respect for 
common humanity, quit the business about which (if honest) 
you seem to know so little. Leave Professor Briggs alone, 
even if your religious stock should depreciate. Cease to be 
drones, playing about the queen. bees in the great hives of 
human industry. Go home, go to work, and earn an honest 
living, and no longer wheedle and cajole the hard-working 
people out of their scanty earnings by making the poor, ig
norant du_pes believe you are "divines," and that the old 
mythical devil would drag all the horny.handed sons of toil 
down to his hot sulphul\ furnace if they should fail to con
tribute liberally, to support you in fine raiment to wear and 
choice food to eat, so that, as the "lilies of the field," you 
may "neither toll nor spin,'' but, like the old Mormon Solo
mon, sit in the shade and write songs to the "dove's eyes" 
of the dear sisters, and love-sonnets to the "breasts " of the 
ewe-lambs; and then, as in the Bible chapter headings, 
dub these amorous dittfes "Christ's Great Love for the 
Church." And now, finally and lastly, I think it is about 
tin:e that such things should be stopped. Therefore, since 
so many seem to be getting to understand the solemn priests' 
tricks, their dolorous, hypocritical ways, and their cadaver
ous melancholy looks, I would think the very best thing to 
do (next to revising the Westminster Confession of Faith) 
would be to disband. Go home and hide your gruesome 
features in the scarlet blush of shame, and for a "time, 
times, and a half time," and for a walk, walks, and a half 
walk, strike out "over the hills to the poorhouse." Do 
penance during the remaining portion of your natural lives. 
Study carefully the Rev. Ex-Moderator Moore's opening 
sermon, and try and find out why God, the father, did not 
giv all his children to Christ, since in his sermon the reverend 
gentleman says, " We do know that all that the father hath 
given him, shall come unto him." While the rest, I suppose 
(poor fellows), out of courtesy, and by way of compromi~e, 
were given to the devil, to keep peace in the royal family 
and prevent the latter from raising hades. Now, in conclu
sion, in the interests of science,·.peace, and abused human-
ity, I am, Sincerely yours, 

. SERV:&TUB, BRUNO & Co. 
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lltiU.dd ,. llJsa SuiWI :a:. Waoll, l'all 
Bl.,., Jl1.111., to whom all (}()fWIIIWtti«Jt,,qtufor 

&his Oornw aJiould 'btl '"''· 

" Between the dark and the da:V~ht, 
When the night is begbmin& to lower. 

Oomel a panse in the da:v'l ooonpa.tioJUI 
'.rhaUI mown all the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

Love Them While Yon Can. 
Love your parents and :vonr BlsterB; 

Dearly love your brother, too; 
Then, though bill and dale divide :von, 

Yon will nothing ha.v to rue. 

For the hand to.da.y yon•re holding 
To-morrow ma.:v be stiff and oold; 

And a. loving deed of kindness 
l!'a.r outweighs the pnreRt gold. 

Regret, remorse, can ne'er recall 
An unkind word once spoken ; 

Bnt loving kindness unto all 
Willvrove a. la.stin~r token. 

DNA M. MonN. 

Some Thoughts on Religion. 
In all ages of the world rellgious communi

ties hav imagined themselvs to possess in 
some degree, at least, a knowledge of the 
supernatural ·or unknowable, while that 
which lay within the grasp of the human 
miad was invariably neglllcted and ignored. 

A few hundred years ago the religious man 
knew little or nothing of the universe or the 
laws of nature. He worshiped a personal 
_God about the size and form of himself, 
clothed him with almighty powers, and de
clared that he was everywhere presen\ at the 
same instant of time, upholding and control
log the a:tfairs of the boundless universe, of 
which he supposed this earth was the most 
important part. 

Now, if God is a personal being, it is a 
manifest absurdity to say that he can be in 
two separate and distinct places at the same 
time or that he can transport himself from 
place to place in an instant. This in all 
cases is an utter impoBBibility. Time is essen
tial to all motion, whether rapid or slow. The 
rays of light emanating from the sun and so 
essential to the existence of animal and vege
table life occupy time in reaching this earth, 
and the lightning fiash darting across the 
face of the cloudy sky consumes time 
in the movement. .A.nd further, the word 
'person" implies limits, form, etc., and 

must, of necessity, be a compounded sub
stance, and we know that a COJDpounded 
substance cannot be eternal, because there 
mlD!t hav been a period of time when the 
simple elements existed before the process of 
uniting or combining took place. It cannot 
be said that the ultimate atom or the element
ary particles of matter poBBess form, but by 
virtue of their own inherent properties they 
associate, unite, and ·combine together, re
sulting in form and organization. They are 
then no longer simple elements but com
pounded substances. 

The Christian world defines God as a 
epirit, and a spirit, they say; is an immaterial 
ubstance. But we may ask, are all sub· 

P.t.ances not material? Does BOJDething exist 
that is not matter and possess none of its 
propertie! or qualities 1' Different kinds of 
matter possess d!:tferent properties, and some 
properties may be vastly superior to others. 
But if a chemist were classifying his sub
stances he would not class one as material 
and another as immaterial because they pos
sessed di:tferent properties. He would class 
all substances as matter however much they 
might di:tfer in their propertieB or qualities. 
If mind or spirit is not matter it certainly 
must be a property of organized matter. Is 
it not poBBible or even probable that intelli
gence may begin with organization and cease 
with it? Matter is not a property of any
hing ; it is the thing itself. Destroy matter 

and you destroy all existence. 
If the universe including the planetary 

system were subjected to the arbitrary will 
and power of a personal being who could dis
arrange and change at will the order of nat
ure, everything would be doubtful and uncer
tain. 

Under such circumstances the astronomer 
could not with any degree of certainty foretell 
the appearance of a comet or the transit of a 
planet. 

The mariner wishing to viait distant lands 
and countries would hesitate to leave the 
shore, because when navigating the desolate, 
watery waste without a sure and safe guide 
he would be utterly and hopelessly lost. 

But having the utmost confidence in the 
uniformity of nature's laws he launches out 
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on the almost boundleBB ocean, well knowing 
that in due time his guiding star will appear 
to direct him on his long and pathless jour· 
ney. 

Christians of all denominations assert that 
God is a perso:aal being; that he made, up. 
holds, and sustains all that exists ; that he 
hears and answers prayers, and is ever ready 
and willing to comfort the aftiicted and dis
tressed. Observation and e;x:perience, how
ever, teach us that such is not the case. 
Prayer may express a wish or desire but it 
produces no results. 

We know that the prayers and supplica
tions of the grief-stricken mother when bend
ing over the prostrate form of her dying 
child hav been treated with silent contempt, 
and in the language of the poet, that mother 
could truly say : 

While kneeling o'er that angel form 
I saw no ray of light. 

Above me was the wrath of God, 
Beneath relentleBB night, 

As our first-born with folded hands 
Across his snowy breast, 

Within his little coftin lay 
In death's unending rest. 

As if to intensify the pangs of sorrow of the 
bereaved mother Dr. Isaac Watts, or some 
other great orthodox poet, in one of his in
spired e1fusions says : 

Hell is crammed 
With infants damned 

Without a day of grace. 
Compare the above from Watts with the 

following quotation from the heretical poet 
Robert Burns : 

Sh~ who her lovely o:tfspring eyes 
YY ith tender hopes and fears, 

Oh, bless her with a mother's joys, 
But spare a mother's tears. 

The mother is not only sincere in her sup. 
plication& but in the anguish of her soul she 
would sacrifice her own life to spare that of 
her dying o:tfspring. And we find that this 
deep-seated maternal a:tfection is not confined 
to the human race, but embraces the whole 
animal kingdom. The domestic animals, the 
wild beasts of the forest, the monsters of the 
deep, and the feathered tribes of the air are 
alike subject to its infiuence. 

The. mother linnet in the brake 
Bewails her ravished young, 

and the sheep, which is one of the most 
timid and harmless of animale, will face the 
dog in defense of her helpless lamb. Prof. 
John Tyndall says that Bishop Butler "in
cluded the whole animal world in his scheme 
of immortality " (see "AdTancement of 
Science," pp. 51, 52). It is vanity and self
conceit in man that causes him to think that 
he is a special object of divine favor. Why 
should he be an exception to universal law ? 
Why not share the fate of all living ? 

All existing forms of religion are local in 
their application (none being universal) and 
·indicate the prejudices and superstitions of 
the people of the particular locality where 
they are found to exist. It therefore ap
pears that, with few exceptions, the human 
race are the victims of early religious train
ing and surrounding circumstances. Hence, 
if the pious Christian had been born and 
raised under the prevailing religion of the 
Turkish empire, he would admire the Ara
bian prophet and despise the humble Naza
rene, would venerate the crescent instead of 
the cross. 

Consequently, the refiecting mind is driven 
to the conclusion that all forms of religion 
are of human origin ; that the orthodox 
heaven can not be located ; that hell has not 
yet been discovered ; and that gods and 
devils exist in the imagination only. R. B. C. 

Omaha, Neb. 

"Thou Sh1Ht Not Steal." 
BoBNB.-A woman and her little daughter 

May. Both shaboily dressed. Some 
loaves of bread exposed for sale. 

May: "The lady in that house wouldn't 
giv you any work to do, mamma?" 

Mother: "No, my dear, she would not 
employ me, and unless we can soon obtain 
food, I shall hav no s~ength to work, and we 
will both starve." 

May: 11 Oh, mamma, I am so hungry. 
Why don't you steal a loaf of that bread 
while the man is away, and no one is look
ing?" 

things. It is not wicked for animals to steal, 
and it is not for women." 

Mother : " Whatever put that thought into 
your mind, May?" 

May: "Wky, I read in my little Testament 
only this morning, 'Thou shalt not covet thy 
neighbor's ox, nor his ass, nor his 'lllij8, nor 
his man servant, nor his maid servant, nor 
any thing that is thy neighbor's.' So you see, 
mamm~, you belong to papa, don't you-for 
I don't 'expect his being a drunkard makes 
any difference, or God would not hav turned 
water into wine for them to drink." 

[Man rises from behind the bread counter ; 
smiles.] 

Man: "Madam, . you hav a bright girl 
there. [Givs the child two loaves of bread.] 
Altogether too bright to starve, and she will 
soon be too bright to believe all that Bible 
nonsense. Call here every morning, little 
girl, and you shall hav a loaf of bread." 

May: "Thank you, sir." 
SADIB ATHENA MAGOON. 

She Was Following an Example. 
Lucy, three years old, was playing one day 

with a little neighbor about her own age. 
~went smoothly until some childish dispute 
arose, and Lucy, regarding her little friend 
as the aggressor, slapped her soundly once 
or twice. Her grandmother reproved her for 
her rudeneBB and display of temper, but the 
child clinched all argument on her side by 
saying,. "Why, dan'mudder, dan'mudder, 
don't you know it does little dirls dood to 
whip •em?" 

----~~~~-------
A BBBIDENT of Springfield ·writes to the 

Union to complain of the unequal distribu
tion by the Springfield city government of 
such favors as the particular care of sireets, 
the sprinkling of streets, and the-granting ·or 
liquor licenses. He concludes, after a recital 
of the facts which he has observed, that the 
Bowery boy whose teacher asked him what 
the Golden Rule was was about right when 
he answered: " Please, mum; them what's 
got, gits; them what's got nothin', gits left.•• 
Probably there are citizens of this city who 
feel the truth of this. 

Correspondence. 
INDIAN GnovB, Mo., Jan. 7, 1891. 

always be welcome to the Corner.-ED. 
C. C.] 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books witbin the 

next three months. 
.Friends will please send stamp for cironlars and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE SLlt·NKER, 

Snowville, Va.. 

WATER OF LIFE 
: Is Doing Wonders in Curit g the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Lectnres and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and Art. 
No. 1.-Alfred Russell Wallace, by Edward D. 

OoPe, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Ernst Ha.eckel, by Thaddeus B, Wake· 

man; with portrait. 
Price1 10 Cents each. 

l!'or sale at The Truth Seeker Office. 

LIFE OF 
.Joshua Davidson: 

MODl!IIN IKIU'l'ION OF C:ElUS'l', 
As to his Life on Earth ad his Communism. 

BY MBS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Protest U\d a Plea," in Order of 
creAef!m. 

Cloth, lSmo, 279 pp., • - 7!S Cents. 

W This book 'Ilia& suppressed by the first Amer
ican publisker • ..e 

THE 

French Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten HistorY That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a Lost Opportn· 
nily to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

By VAI.ERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a. map and numerous illustrations by well

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamPs. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is ».r< effort to rescue from 
compa.ra.tiv oblivion one of the many extra.ordi~ 
nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war. . . . It points a. mora.! that amidst repnb~ 
lica.n institutions like oura, will not fail n ceive 
appreciation, It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing infinence of newly acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other the debasing effects of Religions 
and 'Political intolerance both on the tyrant and 
tbe victim. Oontains a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the Frei:J.Oh Directory. 

DBAB MISs WIXoN : This is my first e:tfort 
at writing f0r publication. I am fourteen 
years old. I hav two sisters, both younger 
than myself. Pa has been taking Tim TBUTB 
SBBKBB for several years. He became an 
Infidel, not to any of the sacred obligations 
of an honest life, but to the Christian religion, 
the greatest of all humbugs, by reading the How Can We be Saved? 
"Holy Queer," with a view to the ministry. 
I am not much opposed· to reading the Bible 
for those who hav the patience to do so, as I 
believe a careful perusal of its pages -will. 
develop Infidels faster than anything else. 
Ma is a stanch Liberal. In fact, I doubt if she 
was ever very sound in the orthodox Christian 
faith. One of pa's brothers is a firm Liberal. 

Was Jesus Supernaturally Conceived 
• and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward, 
I could name perhaps a score of Liberals 
within a radius of four or five miles of our 
home ; most of them are above· the average 
for intelligence and uprightness of character, Paper, 10 cents. 
and it is strange, remarkably strange, that 
so few of them can be induced to take Free
thought papers, when they are all, without an 
exception, perfectly able to do so. This fatal 
apathy is the bane of cciiperativ Freethought 
associations: if there could only be a little 
enthusiasm and energy injected into the cra
niums of these apathetic Liberals sufticient 
to induce a general concerted action all along 
the line, the citadel of priestcraft and su. 
perstition would soon be razed to the ~~:round 
and the superstitious slave emancipated and 
made free. We liv in the country, six mile, 
from any town of importance, and hav no 
practical knowledge of city life with its au. 
perior educational facilities.and opportunities 

l!'or Sale a.t This Office. 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
24 ACRES. 

Beautifully located. B5 milaB from New York on 
New JerPe:V Oentra.l R R. Rieh soil. Owner re
tiring. Price reasonable. 

tf 
Address T. WHITE, 

Oa.re of TnE TRUTH SBEKEII 

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents ! 
The entire cost of securing patents on smaii articles 

and simple machines is $so. Of this amount the Govern
ment receives $35· 

Poor inventors, having valuable inventions, will be 
aided in obtaining patents on the same, and tr!lsted for 
the am::-unt. • 

Correspondence invited. 
Address: 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

Marion (Hartford Co.) Conn. 

for intellectual culture and social enj0y. 
menta. However, country life is not so much 
of an insipid humdrum character as many 
might suppose. In fact, I sometimes think 
it just delightful to inhale the pure freeh a\r 
laden with the aroma of sweet blooming 
ftowers scattered in rich profusion over the 
beautiful landscape opening out their brill
iant variegated petals to the warm rays of the 
sun in the green pastures and nestling by the 
hedges along the highways, or filling balmy 
air with their sweet fragrance from the haw
thorn or the apple-tree boughs, just as nat
ure intended they should grow. There are _4~!2_~--------------

!!!YES!!! 

Mother: "I am astonished to· hear you 
make that speech, May. Better starve than 
steal, my child, for God will not love us if we 
take what does .not belong to us. Do you 
not remember that one of the commandments 
reads : ' Thou shalt not steal ?' " 

many features that beautify home and make 
country-life attractiv and pleasant, that I 
hav not the space. to mention, as I hav 
already, perhaps, presumed too much on 
your indulgence in writing at such length ; 
but I must not close without saying that the 
Children's Corner. is a treasure to us all. Pa 

? Is Y ciur Time Worth Something ? 
? Do You Require Oopies ? 

USE 

and Ma always take pleasure in listening to THE EXPRESS DUPLIC 'TOR. 
me or·stster Annie, as we read its many short .a 
but very suggestiv letters. 10 -1~0 copies from ar•'J original writ n~r. No 

V tt ll M W mechanism, no washing, no trouble Flimplest ery res pee. u Y • OLLIE ALTON. and jlest. duplicating device. Note size $4.50; cap 
[The above bright and interesting letter; size f7.fiO. 

May: "That only means men, mamma, not 
women. The Bible says women belong to 
men the same as cattle, or other animals; or 

indicates more than average ability, and we\ Bea.dqt!arters for Manifolding Apparatus, 
shall hope to hear from Mollie often. Her c. BENSINGER AND CO., 
reason 1s 11ound and practical, and she wUl ! ~teow2a ilD7 Dey Street1 New iork. 
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Brain and the Bible. BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHA.TJ MATERIALISM AID CRIMf. By R. B. WESTBROOK, D."D., LL.D. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. Price, $1. By B1 F. UNDERWOOD. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Socialism 
Price, 11 cents. 

Pref"ace by B. G. INGERSOLL. an~ Utilitarianism. AN OUTLINE OF THE 
Unanswerable. Price, $1. . By JOHN STUART MILL. French Revolution 

Creed of Christendom. Price, $1. ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

Its Foundation. Contrasted with its Superstructure. 
A. Legacy to the Friends of Free Dis· 

Bg W. B. BELL. 
Paper, 12Dio, 811 cents. 

By W. R. GREG. 
cuss ion. Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

By BENJAMIN OFFEN, MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
WHICH: Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral Phi. 

lllKOBTALITY OJ' ITS ErJDmNTs. 
lanthropists, at Tammany Hall, New York. By A. B. de Pellegrini; 

SPIRITU.A.LISM OR CHRISTL\.NITY i Paper, . " 111 cents. 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
Price, $1. 

PHILOSOPHY of SPmiTU.A.LISM REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). A.POCRYPHA.L NEW TESTAMENT. Alm Trui:ATid:BNT 011' MBDIOJIU.NIA. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '7 5 cents. The Gospels, EJ?istles, etc., attributed to Jesus By F. B. Marvin, M.D. 

Christ and h1s Apostles, and not included Oloth, 110 cents. 
HEBREW MYTHOLOCY; in the New Testament. 

POCKET TI-lEOLOGY. OR, Price, " . " " . $1. 
Tbe Rationale of the Bible. 

A.STRO·THEOLOGIC.A.L LECTURES. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atural Phenomena Only. Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitionl of theolog-
By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. By REv. Ron'T TAYLOR. ical terms. 

Svo, 613pp., $2.50. Price, " . " $1.50. 
Price, llll cents. 

" " " " -
Faith and Reason. THE SABBA TI-l. PRIESTLY CELIBACY EXPOSED. 

By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A. 
.ACOOUNT OF THE By M. FARRINGTON. 111 cents. 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before .A. Thorough Examination and Refutation of the PRO AND CON OF 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred Claims of the Sabbatarians. Supernatural Religion. Books of the East. Price, 10 cents. 

By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. Have We a Supematnral, Inspired, Miraoulons 
Religion f 

Nature's Revelations of Character. RRLIGION OF COMMON SENSE. By E. E. GuiLD. 
By PROF. LIEBRECHT ULICH1 of Germany. Paper, 20 cents; olotb, 80 cents. 

Physiognomy illustrated. 
Price, 25 cents. PYRAMID OF GIZEH. By JosEPH Srnms, M.D. 

Individna.l traits indicated by the temperaments THE SUNDAY QUESTION. 
Ancient EJQ'Ptian Oiviliza.tion and Hebrew Narra-

and fea.tures. t1ve in Genesis and Exodna. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3 ; leather, A Historical and Critical Review. With Replies 

By VAN BUREN DENi!ILOWt LL.D. 
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. Price, 15 cents. 

to an Objector. 

AMBERLEY'S LfFE OF JESUS. By' GEORGE W. BROWN1 M.D. QUESTION SETTLED. 
Price, 15 cents. BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 

His Character and Doctrines. By MoSES HuLL. 
From the "Analysis of Religions Belief." A. FEW DAYS IN .ATHENS. Price, 60 cents. 

By VIBOOUNT AJIIBEBLEY. By FRANCES WRIGHT. R·ational Communism. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Embellished with the portrait of Ep!curus, the 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. Greek philosopher, and the author. Tmc PBBSBNT AND FUTURE lliPUBLIO OF 
Price, '7 5 cents. NOBll'H AMKBIOA. 

PROVING Advocates associate life and emplo:vment as a pre-
Jesus Christ Did J!ot Exist in the Reign of AN EYE- 0 P ENE R. 

vsntive of viae, crime, poverty, eta. 
. Tiberius, but a esus was Hanged a Cent· By A 0APITALIBT • 

ury before, and Peter and Paul died "Citateur, Par Pigault." :Paper, 49Spp,, 110 eta.: clo., $1. 

before the Christian Era. LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 
Full index, 446pp., " . . $1.50. By ZEPA . BY A. O. LYALL. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '7 II eents. Price, 10 cents. THEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY. 
Fruits of Philosophy. AN Antiquity and Duration of the World Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 

and the Supernatural Element in Religion. Ey G. TOUL:MAN. POPULATION QUESTION. 
By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. Price, . . . " 20 cents. By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradlangb 

Price, $1. 
and Annie Besant. 

" " . 
ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIP 211 cents. 

' NATHANIEL VAUGHAN. OF THE ANCIENTS. TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-
A Ra,dical No'Del of MMkea Ability. By GILBERT VALE. ley. 10 cents. 

llY l!'REDEBIRA JIU.CDONALD· Price, 20 cents. POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure. 
404 pages. Price reduced to $1. How the Poor May Attain Oomfort and lndepend· 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. ence. 
By M. G. H. A FEW WORDS ABOUT the DEVIL. Price, 15 cents. Price, . . 10 cents. 

AND Religion of Inhumanity. 0THJCB BIOGRAPIDOAL SXBTOHBS AND ESS.A.YS. BHAGA VAD-GITA. 
By CHARLES BRA.DLA.UGH. A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity. 
With Portrait and Autobiography. and .A.rjuna. 

BY FBEDEBIO HARBISON. 
Extra cloth, gold baok and side stamp, 12mo, Price, 15 cents. 

260 pp., $1.25. Translated by J. C. THOMPSON. RELIGION: 
MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR Price, $2. The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted. 

, By George T. Bondie&. 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. BIBLE IN INDIA. With 

By J. ALBEBGEB. Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian Exceptions (O the Chal'acter of 
3'i6pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. Revelation. Chrllt '"' a Gentleman. 

By Lours JACOLLIOT. 
By W. T. Purviance. 

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. 2S cents. 

ACCOUNT OF Price, " " " " " $2. 
IMAGE BREAKER. -Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents Qf Goa. BIBLE IN THE BA.LA.NOE. Btl JOHN E. REMSBURG. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

.A. Text-Book for Investigators. Six Lectures • 
CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH. By REV. J. G. FISH. Decline of Faith. 

Protestant lntolera!!~e. .A. Summary of the Arguments against Price, $1.50. Washington an Unbeliever. Christianity. Jefferson an Unbeliever. 
l;'rice, cloth, 50 cents. BIBLE INQUIRER. Paine and Wesley. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible, Christian Sabbath. 
and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. Each, II cantil; bound, pa»·• 25 cents; per doz., 40. 

By D. W. HULL (Bpir.). By A. JACOBSON. SABBATH BREAKINC• Price, . . - " . 15 cents. 
Price, liS cents. By JOHN E. REMSBfTRG. " " " 

ECONOMIC EQUITr"ES: -BIBLE MYTHS. 
Price, ll5 cents. 

A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus- St. Matthew Defore the Court trial Production-and Exchange. Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na-

By J. K. INGALLS. 
tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 

Copious Notes and Authorities. !'on THB CBIMB oF FonGBBY. 
"Prioe, 25 cents. " Cyck.pedia of Reference." BY SEOULABIST. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD, 
Many Illustrations. Price, 10 oentr. 

Svo, 600pp., price, $2.50. 
"The Jews a.nd their God stood on the lowest SEMITIC GODS .AND THE 

Plane." BIOGRAPHY OF SA. T .A.N. 
' BIBLE. 

/ Price, 10 cents. 
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his Inclndln,f. Alla.h, Jehovah, Bata.n, Hol:r Ghost, 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. esns Ohrist, Virgin Mary, Bible. 
Fiery Domalns. By D. M. BEDETT. 

By F. R. MARVIN. J3y KERSEY GRAVES. !From Vol. IL "Gods and Religions.•') 
883PP ., pap., 10 c.; olo., $1, Price, . . II cents. Price, 35 cents. 

For all of~~. .. ~bove bookll address - l1'or all of the above books address 
'rHE 'rBU'rll BEEKER 00. T'or aU of 'bel above books addre11 1 THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER 00., 

H BEEKEBOO. 18 Lafavette Pl., !lew York. 18 Lafayette PL, New Iork. 
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Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Cen tury 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
- 12mo, 400pp., - . Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF MA N. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 

Sixth edition, 544pp., . . $1.'75. 

SCRIPTU1\E SPECULATION s. 
Man, With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive 

Judaism . 

By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.5 0. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVIS M. 
A Critical Study and Survey of the Mora 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 
By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI1 

nee. Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Flore 

Price, $1.50. 

OLD FAITH A.ND THE NE w. 
A Confession. 

By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 
Authorized translation from sixth German edit ion 

by Mathilde Blind . 
Price, $1.50. 

HEALTH IDNTS TO WOME N. 
h Imporl.ant Information for All, and " Danis 

Cure." With Portrait. 

By MME. W. SCHOTT. Price, $1.50 

nd The Legends of the Patriarchs a 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 

Bible.-[Congregationalist. 
Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULP I T. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGH.UI and FELIX ADLER. 
Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MA.RRIA.G E. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By PHILAN1'HROPUS. 

446pp. . . . . Price, $1. 

The Contrast: Evangelicalism nd a 
Spiritualism Compared. 

_,,By MoSES HuLL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTA.LIT y 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 

lity Candid Arguments for and Against Immorta 

By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, 7 5 cent ~-

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NO NE. 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents .. 

Truth Seeker Collection of For ms, 
Hymns, and Recitations. 

For Organizing Societies; for Marriages, 11'~ 
ala, Naming of Infants, Obituaries, EPI• 

tapbs, etc. Also 525 Libera.l and 
flpiritna.llstic Hfmns for 

Social and arion& 
Pnblic Occasions. 

nllr• 

18mo, 550pp. Price, 7 5 cent s. 

Auricular Confession and Nunner ies. 
By W. HoGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reform er. 
By C. SOTHERAN . 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Benne tt, 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monume nt. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAI NE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 

Paper, . . . 40 cents 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amendment and State Persona lity. 

By Jos. E. PEcK. 
Priee, . " . . 25 cents. 

For all of 'he above boob a~~frsEB 00 TJ1E TRUTH ,, 
11 LafanUe Pl., lllewYorll, 
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·The· Humboldt library of Science. 
In this &Pries are WPll represented the Writings of 

DARWIN, SPENCER, HUXLEY1 TYNDALL, PROCTOR, 
OLIFl1oBD and otner le~tders of thought in our 
time, .. at 50 to 75 per cent. lower than usual prices. 

We have the Library bound in Oomplete Sets, as 
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Vol. I. Nos. 1-12.\Vol. VI. Nos. 80-7(). 
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CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINAL~-.' WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 
A.lll ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

Man's Place in· Nature. Numerous ill.; & 
T.he Origin of !Speci~s. 2 books in 1 vol. .TIS 
ThePhysicalllasls of Life& other Essays. 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. 

New York State Batr .Association, at .Alban!/, 
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2 books in 1 vol. . • , . . .'lli 

The onlv Coml)lete and Authoriud Edition. 

Animal Automatism, and other E~says. 
Technical Education, and other ESBays. 

2 books in 1 vol.~ . • . . .7i 
· WORKS B~A.RL'ES DA.RWIN. 

PRICE, TEN OENTB. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

· 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 

Origin or Species by Menus of Natural 
lSel{lction; or, the Preservation of 
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life. 
New edition from the latest Eng. editwn, 
wHb addillons and corrections. • l.25 

Descent of Man, and Selection in Rela 
tion to Sex With illustrations. New edi· 
tion revised ~nd angmCJnted. • . 1.50 

Formation of Vegetable Mold Through 
OR, 

Principles ot' the Natural Order 
ot' the lJnlverse, With a !iys• 

tem of )Uoraaty Based 
Thereon. 

the Action of Worm~ with Observa
tions on tb.eir Ha.bitli. With illus·trations. .'lf> 

CbarlesDarwia: His Life and Work. 
·By Grant Allen. • .76 

BY PRoFESSOR LUDWIG BUCliNER, M.D 
CONTENTS: 

Force and Matter, Tbe Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortahty of Force, Man, 
Infinity of M&tter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
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Laws, The Idea. of God, 

SELECT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 
The Evolutionist at Large; 
Yigne1tes from Nature; and 
}'orce and Energy : A Theory 

n&mics. 8 books in 1 vol. 
of Dy-

WATER, ELECTRIOI1'Y, AND LIGHT. 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 

Forms of Water in Clomls and Rivers, 
Ice and Gl'Lciers. 19 illn;tra.tions. 

Lessons in Electricity. 60 illustrations. 

1.00 
BY 

Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. 
3 books in 1 vol. • • 1.00 Universality of Natural Personal Oontinnance, 

Laws, Vital Foroe, 
The Heavens, The Soul of Brutes, WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER. 
Periods of tile Orea.tion Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, The Data of 'Ethics._ : • . • .oo 
.1! tlucation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys-

ical; and · 
Original Generation, Oon c 1 nding Observa-
Secnlar Generation, tiona. 

Progress: Its Law and Cause. With 
otoer DiPqni~ttiom. 2 books in 1 vol. • .75 

lh M d S • E • t "he Genesis of Science. 

Price $1.50. Address THE TRVTH SEEKER 00. 

8 0 ern CIBOC8 ssayls I fh~ ~::k~Of~ 1o!o?.r~anic EVolution. .75 

Ten Oents Eaoh, SELECT WORKS OF RIOHA.RD A. PROCTOR, 
1. HERBERT SPENCER: His life, writings, and F.R_.A..S. . 

ll.hilo~ophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAii' Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
THoliU'soN. . . . 'Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 

2. OHAR:f:.ESROBERTDARWIN:Htshfe,works, Hereditary Traits, and otht:r Essays. 
8• so~~~n=cei>fMe;A~YN;'yg=bC:; Misc~llane?us Essays. 

How snns and worlds come into being. By IllusiOns of the Senses, and other E~says. 
Mr. GARRET P. SE:aviss. Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 mlscel-

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of laneons Ess~tvs. 
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G; JANES. 6 books iu 1 vol. • • 1..50 

5. EVOLpTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life SELECT WORK3 OF WM. KINGDON OLIF-
begms. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS, FORD F R A " 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order . , • · ' ' . ""' 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER Seemg ~ntl ~hmkm!l'• 
RAnroND. The Smentlfic .Has1s of :Morals, and 

7, THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origb1, antict- nthAr l·,•sa."~"P. 
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE, .· Conditions of Mental Development, and 

a. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de- othBr l<:saal~· 
velopment. BY Dr. BollEB.T G. EccLES. 'I he Unseen Universe, and the Philoao-

9. EVOLUTION OF SOOmTY. BYJAMBsA.Sxi~ phv of r.ba PuraSciAuces. 
ToN. . Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teachings 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. BY Z. SIDNEY of Science. 
SAlltPSON. · 5 books in 1 vol. • 1.!11 

11. E1~1~iiaON OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIB SELEOT WORKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.R A.S. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION By NELSoN o. The Childhood of Ueligion. 
, PARsHALL. • The Birtll and Growth of Myth. 

18. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 'rhe Childhood of the World. 
THOUGHT. By JOHN W. Oa:ADWIO:s:. 8 books in 1 vol. 

14. PHILOf'IOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STARR SELlWT WORKS OF TH RIBOT 
HOYT NICHOLS. ' ' 

• 1.00 

15. THE EF!l'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE Translated from the Frenal/. bl/ J. Fttzuerala, M • .d.. 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. The Diseases of Memory. SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER OO., The Diseases of the '"ill. 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. The Diseases of Personality. 

;J book" in 1 vo!. 1.00 
THE MILKY WAY. 

'l'he Wonders of the Heavens. 32 mus. 
BY' o .. mille Flamma.rion. 

The Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K .. uey Mtller, M.A. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD? 
A .NEW NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 
The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 

its Oondition. By Nathan T. Carx. LL.D· 
8 books in 1 vol. • • • • 1.00 

POLITIOAL SOIENOE. 
" The shame itself doth call for instant Physics and Politics. An application 

of tha principles of Natural Science to 
remedy." Political Society. BY Walter BagehotJ 

author of "The Eng. Oonstitntion," ana 

A. Fascinating Story ot Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, 60 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00,, 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
The Bole FfMJtors ana IlOJact Ratios in t~ 

.Acguirement and .Apportionment. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. . . 'l'l 

THE L!ND QUEa1'ION. 
The History of landholding in Eng

lantl. By Joseph Fisher,F.R.H.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of the .L istribution 

of Land in England. . By William 
Lloyd 13irbeck, M.A. 2 books in 1 vol. .'11! 

MISOEL"LANEOUS. 
The :Myster-y of Matter, and The Philos

ophy of Irworatree ; anrl 
The t~ssential Nature of Religion. By 

J. ·\.Hanson Picton. ~books in 1 vol, • .'1'5 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

BY Andrew Wilson, F.B.S.E. 
Price,J~ Cent1. ~ books in 1 vol. • • • 

(Cominuea tn neze oolumn.l 1 Price, Cloth, tl.oo. 
.'11 

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY Wontinuea). 
Current Discussions in Science; and 
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar 

Things. By W. M. Williams, F.C.S. 
2 books in 1 vol. . • . • . • .?5 

The Black Death. An Account of the 
. Great PFis!ilPnt'e of the 14th O~>ntury; and 
TheDancing Mania of the Middle Ages. 

llf J. F. 0. lie.cker.lVI-D. 2 books in 1 vol. .'15 
The Naturalist on the River Amazon. 

A Record of Adv~nture•, Habits of 
Animals, Sketches of BraziliaP ,..ndlndian 
Life avd Aspects of Nature Under the 
Equator, du!:l.ng Eleven Year~ of Travel, 
by Henrv Walter Bates. F.L.S.; As sis. Sec. 
to the Rcyal Geographical SocietY of 
Enllland. . . • . • • • ,'71 

The Rise an dEarly Constitution ofUni• 
versities, witb a Survey of Medieval 
Education. By s. s. Laurie. L L.D.1 .Professor of the Institutes and History t 
Education in the University of Edinbnrllh. .'15 

The Ueligions of the Ancient Wol'ld, 
including Egypt, AssYria. and Babvlonia, 
Persia, India, Phrenicia, Etruria, Greece, 
Rome. B_y George Rawlinson. M.A., 
Camden Professor of Ancient HistorY, 
Oxford1 o.nd Oanon of Oa.nterbnry, au. 
thor or "The Origin of Nations," "The 
Five Great Monarchies," etc. • • • .'115 

Fetichism ~ A Contribution to Anthro
pology and the History of Religion. By 
Fritz Sr.b.ultze. Translated from the 
German bv J. li'itzgerald, M A. . • .?~ 

Koney and the Mechanism of Exchange. 
By w. S<anle:v Jevons, M.A .• F.R.s., Pro· 
fesaor of Logic and Political Economy in 
the Owens Oalle!le. Manchester. • / • .75 

On tlte Study of Words. By Richard 
Ollenevix 1-'rench, D.D., Archbishop of 
Dublin. . . . • . • • . .75 

The Dawn of History : An Introduction 
to Pre-Historic Study, Edited by C. 
F. Ke .. rv, M.A., of the British Mmeum. .75 

Geological Sketches at Home and 
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F. R.S , Director-General of the Geological 
SurveYs of Great Britain and Ireland. • .'ift 

lliusions : A Psychological Study. By 
James Sull:v, Author of "Sensation and 
Intuition,"" Pessimism/' etc. . · • . . .'15 

The Pleasures of Life. ~_Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lnbhock, B••rt. 2part~ in 1. .75 

English Past and Present. (rarts I. 
and II.) By Richard Ohenevix Trench. 
2 na.rts in 1, Oomulete. . • • . , 'l5 

'l'he Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.S. 
Over 8~ Illus. ~ .'15 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New y r·.YF 

Ingersoll's 'W"orka. 
Th.e Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1. 

In five lectnres.t.. comprising, "The qodst• 
"Humboldt " "·.rnomas Paine," "IndiVldUM4 
ity," and •• Heretics and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, ~ cts; cloth, 1.25. 
Oontents: "The Ghostfu" "Liberty,for Ma.u, 
Woman, and Ohild," "The Declar.ldlOn .of ;In;; 
d~pendence," "About Farming m Illinol8, 
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. AleXJ!ondel' 
Olark" "The Past J:dses before Me Like a 
Dream," and" A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingeraoll." 

Some .Mistakes of Hoses. Paper, 50cts; 
cloth, $1.25. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; 
plain cloth, $1.25. · 

What M:ust We Do to Be Saved~ Pa-
per, 15 cents. 

The Christian Relie:ion. By R. G. 
Ingerso!!,. Judge Jeremiali S. Black, and Prof. 
George J!'. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, 
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post.P~d. Printed in 
large, clear type, and oontammg as much as 
could be delivered in two ordinar:y lectures. 
This makes a grand missionary dooument. 
Liberals should scatter it generously. 

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to 
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by 
the editor of the San l!'ranotscan. 5 cents; 50 
!J!)Xt~s per dozen ; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 coPies, $8. 
lllil.lions of these should be oirc'nlated. 

Vindication of Thomas Paine from 
the attacks of the New York Ob8er1let', by Rob
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents. 

Address on the Civil Rights Bill. 
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents. 

Ine:ersoll's Lectures Complete. 
'Bound in one volume. To meet the demand 
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher,~tas had 
all his lectures) except tne latest on Orth~ 
do_x_y," bound m one beautiful volume, in half 
oalf, library style, and oontaining over 1,800 
pail'es, which is sold at the exceedingly low 
pnce of $5. Sent by mail postpaid. 

Tributes. There hav been so many 
applications for Mr. IJ!gersoll's "The Vision 
of War," the "Grant .Hanqnet Toast," that 
they hav been printed on heavy toned paper, 
18xlll!, illuminated border, and m large, clear 
type, suitable for framing1 and the three will 
be forwarded to any a.daress, for 25 cts, or 
either one for 15 cts. 

Prose Poems and Selections. This 
new book is a gem. It is a Jl\Odel in eyery re. 
spect. In fact one of th!l nchesh.hnghtest, 
best ever issued. It can tams, bes1aes the cel
ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," n!lver be
fore published, and all the famous "tr1bntes" 
heretofore printed in varionsshapes, but never 
brQnght together till now, many other gems, 
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect
ures, letters, table-talks, and day-~o-da:y con
versations of the author. The work 1s des1gned 
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as 
a rare personal souvenir. To help it serve this 
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autogra~h 
fac simile, has been Prepared especiallx for 1t. 
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt hack 
and iilde, $2.50; in half calf, mpttled edges, ele
gant library style, 4.50; m fnll Tnrke;v. mo
rocco, ~ilt, exquis1tlY fine, 7.50,i in fUll treo 
calf, highest possible style and nnish, $9. 

Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in 
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents. 

Photograuhs of Colonel Ingersoll. 
boudoir, fl. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

ESSENCE OF CHRIS l'IANITY. 
By LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the German by Geo Eliot. 
Price, $3. 



THE 

TRUTH SEE,,ER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED JVIONTHL Y. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
No. _ BOOKS l'SSUED. · Price. 
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-

ers' Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women. and God~. Helen H. G~>r-

dener ....... ... .. .. .... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 50 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 20, 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS. OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 

of Man. 

THE 
CHAJIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

{)rimes and Persecutions. 
Svo, 1olliiPP. Oloth, tS; leather, ••; morocoo, 

gilt edges, U.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

CONTENTS : What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pha.l· 
lie Worship. Ma.n'li Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. Th.e Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 

25 Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, L. K. Washburn's Works. 
20 Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, NecessitY. Be-

s. Age of: Reason. 'rhoma.• Paine........... ~s 
<l. Answers to. Christian QuestiOns. D. M. 

Bennett .................................. -

10 sponsibility of the lndividna.l. Genesis and Evo· 
5. Ohristian Absurdities. John Peck ....... . 
6. Viator Hngo•s Oration on Voltaire ...... .. 

25 lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. ~unday and the Sabbath. "A law oz. lngersoii'B Address on Bha.kspere ....... . 
OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 
issued dnring the Year. Single copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of J1)rioe. 

A.ddre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL .. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For· Her Daily Bread ls the story or two young 

girls and a. younger brother who w11re 'lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair education, and much 
courage, to make their waY through the world by 
l{.oing to Chicago. The author is also the herotn. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a. history of a. work
ing girl's life and exPerience in the citY of Chicago 
among bluff business men, kind·hea.rted folks, 
and disreputable hYPoorits. It is lust snob a. story 
of human life as we should expeol; Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 

Th.e Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis reg:nJa.tin~r human oon\lnot on the Sabbath is 
dom. Charter of Bights. Duties and Obligations an lmpertmenoe." Ppoe, 10 cents. . • 
of the lndividna.l. Duties and Obligations of The Fal~e Teaching of the ChriS· 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So·~· tian Church. " The ':t.'hirty-nine 
oiety to Crimina.lP. Duty of Self Culture. Mar· ~ioles of the Christian C!h'!lroh are thirty-
ria.ge. Oloth; price, $1.50. nme poo~, broken-down op1n1ons." 10 ce!lts. 
-------------,The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 

LOOKING BACKW I DD of a. minis~er•s pr.a.ying God to ~ll gra.sshop-
AD pers, or trymg to mdnce the De1ty to under

take a. omsa.de of one against the Colorado 
beetle!" Price, 10 cents. BJ' Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heid,enhoff's Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are 
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction 
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The a.pJ?ea.l is a. ways JD.&de to a. ma.n•s reason, 
and to h1B noble11t sent1menta: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A su~gestion of a. really practicable and feasi
ble soo1a.l state grea.tl;v in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, t1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact t 

Price, 5 cents. · · 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FESTIV A.L OF A.SHTA.ROTH. 
A tale of Pa.les'ine,founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. DANCER ~~~k~~~~rsD~~~T;G~~ln~~~: 
Charles 

, WNo.la63tEtlmS:St., cWincinOnarti,:·S. GIRARD'S . WILL 
.ll AND BING, BROTHERS, BING. 

By A. C. MIDDLETON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The Teachings o:fSeculari§m Com· 
pared wltlt Orthodox Christian~ 
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded ·on 
Rea~on, and Is It sumcient to 
Meet the Needs of JUanklnd! 
Debate between the Editor of the Ha.li!a.x 
Boontna Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob HolYoa.ke and 
Colonel lnll'ersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics o:f Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

Tlte Horrors o:f the French Revo. 
lutlon: Their C:::auses. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Dedructiv and Con· 
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be ContradictorY and Defectiv as an Ethical 
Gnide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A.-nosticism and Christian Theism: 
Wbtcli astbe More Reasonable! 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which! 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Tile Superstition of tile Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel ef. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and aile Supernatural; ol'. 
Bellc:fand Knowledge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 oen ts. 

The American ~ecular lJnlon; Its 
Necessity and the .Justice o:f Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. 8. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. s. Freethonght and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 x;>a.ges. Price, 
5 cents. 

Add-ren THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 La.faYeUe Pl •• New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Daep Sea ted Ulcers of 40 

·years standing, Inward Tu
mors, and every disease 01 

the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Canc~r that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

Girard. College Theology. LIBERALuHYMN-BOOK 
AN EJQ>OB:ti: In your meetings, to make them lively and inter· 

Of th i f St h G. d' '" • eating. THE LmEBAL HYMN-Boo~.oonta.ins songs e pervers ono e.P en lra.r sma.gn ... cen. by the best poets, adapted to· well-known tunes. 
. bequest to Philadelphia. by the Christian It ie hilffily recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 

churches and Young lllen•s Pa.rt.on. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
Christian Assooia.- and, indeed, by all who ha.v exa.mm.· ed it. Pria& 

tion. 111 oenta. Address 'DRB TBUTn Bll::&:ltBll. Oct. 
B:V B lOll. Bo WESTBBOOK, D. D., LL.D. 

Price 11. Address Tl!B TBUTJI BBBKBB. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of ChristianityP 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a OO:PY; twelve copies for $1. 
Address TBE TBUTH 8EEKEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

New Eclltion, Revised &.W.d Enl&rl'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 cents. 
TAB Tr~ 8u:ppli«l at t1pedal DiBcuunu. 

Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 
ll8 La!a.:vette Place, New York. 

Photo.engra.vings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price. 5U cents. 

All in a Lifetime. 
A.N EMBLEM OF 

A Liberal Romance. Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 12mo, 800pp., $1. 
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, 88Spp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band

some and Interesting Book\ Without Supersti· 
tiont for Ohildren and Yontn. ~'he Only Free· 
thins:ers• Children's Story-Book ever lBBned. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; la.rg~ 
type, hea.yy, toned paper, broad margins. illuB· 
tra.ted covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKl!JR 00. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERgoLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
'Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this oftice. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lYzed," "The .Real Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," etc!,, etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishin~ food for thought. We trust it 
will ha.v the immense distribution it se richly 
merits.-{The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, U. 

Addre111 THE 'l'BU'J.'H BEEKER. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR1 THB 

ConfUct between :B.eason and Superstition. 
liY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa, 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Send 10 cents for 
this va.lna.ble book for 
young and middle
aged men, sn:ffering 
from a. Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OUBEt RB it matters not hOW 
long standing, bow hopeless or how many reme
dies yon ha.v nstd. The book is worth many 
times its oost, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a tqJeeav ana permanent cure. Ad
dress· Dr. Robt. P, Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this a.dvertisment. 

A. GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of theFreethonght 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and sneoessful method of trea.l
ment. and deserve& natrona.l!'e.-11'rAAt7>ouol'lt. 

AGENTS ~:k~~0~!~~t~.E~ftt~~'~;~~~~~~~dc~~i~r~:~ , 
Sample free. Territory. Dr. Brld~tmBn, 375 B'way. N.Y. 
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Theu notic68 are for the benefit of Liberal 
UJho mf11l be flisiting the place8 UJhere these socie
ties are located. Local Secular Unions and 
· Freethougkt Societies meeting regulalrly can 
ha'D their gatherings ad1oertised here free by for
UJarding the 'MC688011'1/ information. 

The lU.anhattan Liberal Clnb. N. Y, 
Meets everY Friday avenin«, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock a.' 
Liberal League Ha.ll,177 HalseY st., cor. Market 
st .. Newark. N. J. Leotnres and discussions on 
religious and social questions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. . 

American Seeular Union, Newark 
· Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Leotnre•, debates. and di80DB· 
sions on all imPortant secular snbjeots. Pres· 
ident, HENBY BIBD; SecretarY, COBA· BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl}'n Philosophical A.ssocla· 
tlon 

Meets at. Fraternity roomsl.Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street. Brooklyn, .l!l. D .• at 8 P.M., every 
SundaY. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Charles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2~T 
meets every SundaY in Industrial Hall, Broad a.L d 
Wood sts •• at 2 :so and 7 :so P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions a.nd social questions. 
Able speakers interest the audience. N.B.-Truth 
Beekerpublica.tionsa.lwa.:vson ha.nda.tchea.p rates, 

The ·secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 11.rst and third Sundays, at ~ 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MAniUS HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0 •• meets the first and fourth Sun
days of each month at Independent Church, at 
10:80 A.M. Free disoussi9n on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH 8EEKEB and lnveBti· 
aator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, iJor. 1:1.,;:, 

Chicago Secular lJnlon 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:80 P.H., at 
Princess Opera. House, 558 We&t Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Snnda.y evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Ha.Jl). Leotnre followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetings at Good Templa.r Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Loonst streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FBANKLIN BTEINEB, Pres. 

San Francisco. Cal., Freethough1 
" Society 

MeetR everY Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular linton 
Meets every Bunda.y .at 7:80 P.M. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angela&, Wash. Lect
ures. song_s, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANK MoBsE, Cor. Sec. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral lJnlon 

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyJ... fir.st 
and third Snnda.ys, at 8 o'clock, P.M.J_a.t l'a.rr'B 
Hall. Everybodv invited, MRS· B. Jll, BEBBA, 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAMB• Bee. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Lib: ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
nabla library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. BEYNOLDs,Prea.; A.W. CA.LDEB, Sec. 

The Roeder Secular linton 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school· house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
area.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
li Universal Mental Liberty," D. E. RioE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL. Vice·Pres.: CHABLEB SHEA, Sec. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every Punda.Y at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•olook, A.M. Visitinll Lib
erals invited to attend. CoL. A. HABBIS, Pres. 

ISAAO 8. LEE, Seo. 

San All tonto (Texas) Libf'ral Asso 
elation 

meets every Friday evening 11.t Liberal Ha.ll, 
East Honston street. Free reading room and cir 
culating library open every day and evening 
Strangers cordially invited. A. OHAPMAN, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addr€ ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth Ptne Steel Bnaramnu or &nator Ccmltl!nq. 
Bound in black cloth, silver aide stamp. 

Price, 75 oenta. 
Address THE TRUTH S EEKEB CO. 



THB Sacred College at Rome will probably 
raise to the rank of saint Elizabeth Bichler 
des Ages, tor several pious deeds, chief ot 
which is resistance ot the order by the 
committee ot the French Revolution that she, 
on account ot her great beauty, impersonate 
the goddess ot Reason. 

THB Swedish parlia
ment has forbid Cath
olics to proselyte. 

IN Japan ten Catholicll 
represent Christian dis 
tricts in parliament. 

THE pope has ordered 
that all newspaper com
ments on his encyclical 
be sent him. 

SoUTH A.MEBIOAN re
publics are attracting im
migrants by gifts of land 
and promises of employ
ment and loans. 

THB grip has killed 
hundreds of thousands 
in China. The Chinese 
made processions and 
beat drums to scare off 
the evil spirit. 

Miss J:EANNB'ITB HINB, 
of Northville, Conn., 
hanged herself, believing 
that she had committed 
the unpardonable ain and 
must expiate it thus. 

ST. A.LoYsros•s Catho
lic church at Covington, 
Ky., on the 1st received 
a mark of divine dis
pleasure in the shatter
ing of its clock by light
ning. 
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THE SHUNAMITE WOMAN PULLS HER FREIGHT. 

I ONOB had faith .• But when I came to 
know somethlng, ·as srjon as I began ·to rea. 
son, which occurred early in life, at the age 
of thirteen, I found_ my faith attacked and 
that it staggered. . It is said that 1 · 
am a papist. I am nothing.-Napoleon 
Bonapart,s. 

t' IT is time that nations 
' should be rational, and 

not be governed like ani
mals tor the pleasure of 
their riders_.-Pai1U!. -

IF every copy of the 
Bible were. destroyed, all 
that is good in fuat book 
would be reproduced in 
a single day,.;...Ingersoll. 

THB doctrin of eternal 
punishment has- been the 
warrant for torture and 
massaere all through the 
ages ; for may not men 
do just a little .of what 
God does a good deal ?
Robt. 0. Adams. 

CHBISTIANITY, like all 
other religions, has been 
powerless to resist the 
ceaseless tendency ·In 
nature and in man to 
change. In practice, 
Christianity to. day is the 
very antithesis of what 
it was .in the time of 
Jesus.-.Arthur B. Moss. 

THB pope requested 
Cardinal Manning to in
crease the Peter's pence 
from Great Britain, as an 
inquiry Into the finances 
of the papal household 
reveals a shortage ot 10,. 
000,000 francs. 

. And the woman arose, and did after the. sayin~t of the man of God : and she went with her household, and 
sojourned in the land of the Philistines seven years.-2 Kings viii, 2. 

IT would be no over
statement to say that for 
nearly six hundred years 
the priests of the Galilean 
miracle-monger per-. 
11uaded a plurality of the 
Caucasian nations to risk 
their lives in defense of 
dogmas the mere profas
ll!ion of which would start 
:a modern Christian on a 
;galloping trip to the next 
lunatic asylum. - Pro-

IN a recent storm at Norwich, Conn., elec
tricity wrought damage in many curious 
ways and exhibited a partiality tor church 
steeples that plainly showed the direction of 
divine displeasure. 

TH:E "sovereign pontiff;, has decided to 
" place the Free State of Congo under the 
protection of the Blessed Virgin." For this 
Important service he will be formally thanked 
by the Belgian king, protector ot Congo. 

A ooNl!'LIOT impending between Irish and 
German-or as they call themselvs, Englfsh
~aking and German-speaking-priests In 
Wisconsin, promises to be the most bitter 
one in the Catholic church in this country. 

CATHOLIOS report that while from 1850 to 
1860 the wealth of the country increased 125 
per cent, the wealth of their church increased 
139 per cent; from 1860 to 1870 the wealth 
of the country increased 86 per cent, that ot 
their church 128. 

AT Emory, Tex., Henry Johnson, who 
murdered an old man for money, was hanged 
on the 8th. He embraced religion and was 
baptized. To his spiritual adviser on the 
scaffold he said of his courage : " I learned 
it from the Book which you gave me. It said: 
• Let not your heart be troubled, neither be 
afraid.'" 

UND:ER the radical and Freethinking men 
at the head ot the Mexican government, 
commerce is increasing, railroads are being 
built, manufactures and mines are being de
veloped, public works hav been undertaken, 
order is better maintained, government credit 
is high, improved systema of education hav 
been adopted in many states, and bull-fighting 
has been abolished. 

THE archbishop of Aix, France, drew up a 
catechism tor a club of Catholic Workmen, 
in which occur these fluestions and answers: 
"Is it a duty to vote at elections ?" " Yes." 
" Is it a sin not to vote rightly at elections ?" 
"Yes, because in not voting rightly at elec
tions we choose tor our governors men who 
are enemies of God and of religion, and con
ae~tuently of theircountry." 

IN a suit brought by Sir Gordon Cumming 
tor the alleged libel that he cheated at a 
certain game of cards, the prince of Wales, 
who had been one of the players, was a wit
ness, and was handled freely by lawyers. It 
transpired that he travels with a card-playing 
equipment in his luggage. The game was 
played for high stakes, and, being baccarat, 
was itself forbidden by law ; thus we see a 
future king breaking his own laws. The 
suit was lost, and Gordon-Cumming has 
been dismissed from the army. It he did 
cheat, as many believe, the prince, it Is 
thought, should be blamed for not denounc
ing him. Royalty is suffering; r~ubllcans 
are jubilant, saying that Edward VIU. will 
Jl,eTer reign. 
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ALL the persecutors 
declare against each other mortal war, while 
the philosopher, oppressed by them all, con
tents himself with pitying them.- Voltaire. 

DKTOTION is a diseaae of the imagination 
contracted in inf!lncy.-D•Holbach. · .· 
I HARBOR for good or bad, I permit to speak 

at every hazard, I 
Nature without check with original energy. 

-Walt Whitman. 
On who surpasses his fellow-citizens in 

virJ;ue is no longer a part of the city. Their 
law is not for him, since he is a law to him
self.-.Amtotle. 

THE monastic system greatly diminished 
the productiv energies of society by consign
ing immense numbers to idleness, and by 
diffusing a respect for idleness through the 
whole community.-Lecky•s Historu of Ra. 
tionali8m. 

IN the present age the theological ·part of 
Christianity is being gradually less and less 
insisted upon, while its moral part, which 
can be supported by science, is being more 
and more depended up_Qn as its essential and 
permanent element.·- Wilson. · 

THE time approaches when men must take 
their choice between quiescent, immobil 
faith and ever-advancing Science-faith, with 
its medieval consolations, Science, which is 
incessantly scattering its material blessings 
in the pathway of Ufe, elevating the lot ot 
man in this world, and unifying the human 
race.-Draper. 

IT is only the God ot theology whose ven
geance never sleeps or ends with any genera. 
tion; whose wrath is fresh every day, and 
his hell eternal. Only when man has had 
his human heart dexterously removed, and 
has become the changeling of some vampire 
phantasm he coweringly adores, could he be 
the instrument of the crimes Christianity has 
committed against humanity.-Moncure IJ. 
O;nway. 

WH:EN the charge ot persecution ·was ap. 
plied to the ruling party in the Reformation, 
not by its enemies, but by its own offspring; 
when the sects denounced by that party said, 
"We are doing just what you did; we sepa. 
rate ourselvs from you, just as you separated 
yourselvs from the church ot Rome," this 
ruling party were still more at a loss to find 
an answer, and frequently the only answer 

\!they had to giv was an increase ot severit-y. 
-Guiwt•s Histo-ry of OitJilisation. 

WH:EN the doctrin of Evolution is looked 
. at In its moral aspect, as one which leads 
man ever onward and upward, and which 
encourages his brightest anticipations of 
truth over error, of knowledge over igno
rance, ot right over wrong, of good over 
evil, who shall presume to say that the con
vergence of all these great lines of thought, 
each ot them the resultant of the patient toil 
of a whole army of scientific workers, is a
fact of no account?- W. B. Oarp6nter. 
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THE RISING TIDE OF SKEPTICISM. 

lfot•s anti ~lippinns. ing his half-fare permit to be used by 
another,' 'sells his reduced rate ticket• to 
scalpers,' etc.'' 

IT was a favorit saying of Erasmus Dar- THB unfinished churches of Granada, says 
win that " Unitarianism is a feather-bed to a Nicaraugua letter, are the largest buildings, 
catch a falling Christian." and the most interesting, perhaps. One of 

"AFTBB.his supper of stolen beef Mr. Stan- them· is on the corner of the plaza and the 
ley read his Bible as usual," is a sentence in street from the pier. It looks more like a 
the latest anti.Stanley book. ruin than a new church-in fact, is at once a 

ruin and a beginning. The greatest cathedral 
Tools are changing, says an exchange, to of Nicaraugua stood there till one day an 

such . an extent that it will only be a few earthquake shook the country and the people 
years until parents will be sent to bed for fled, praying. to the church. Then another 
talking back. shock followed and tumbled the walls on 

"ALAs I" cries Pastor Rossiter of New those who prayed, killing hundreds. 
York city, preaching on "The American Two weeks ago the trustees of the Green
Sabbath, "alas I some people seem to think lawn cemetery at Columbus, 0., refused the 
it was made for pleasure.'' old Union soldiers of the county the privilege 

THE Unitarian Christian Register says: of unveiling on Sunday, July 5th, the $10,000 
"Dr. Briggs never uttered a more wholesome monument in their graveyard-a monument 
truth than when he classed bibliolatry with erected by the Franklin county taxpayers to 
mariolatry and other superstitions. It is not commemorate the heroism or tbe boys in 
the strength, but it is the utter weakness, of blue sleeping in that burying-ground. It 
the Protestant church to maintain the dogma was, says the Columbus Post, the dirtiest, 
of ·biblical infallibility. The fact of infalli- lowest insult ever offered in this country to 
bility, whether it concerns the pope or the the veterans of our land; and the Post adds: 
Bible, is one that can be easily tested. The ''If the Greenlawn trustees don1t soon hear 
Bible can no more stand the test than can the from the old veterans and workingmen of 
pope.'' this city, the Post will be wonderfully sur-. 

A BAnBOAD blacklist proscribing· persons 
prised.'' 

who hav used passes di~honestly, fell into the THE higher biblical students of Germany, 
hands of a Pittsburgh Dispatch reporter, who remarks the Bun, whose methods our pro
says: "Clergymen are not exempt. It greBBiv theologians profess to follow, got 
would certainly make a preacher blush with rid of the devil, or thought they had got rid 
shame to see his name and residence pub- of him, long ago. They hav shown that he 
lished with such remarks after it as 'alters is not referred to in the Apostles' creed, and 
and loans one-half fare permits,' • changed a hav striven to prove that they are able to giv 
permit to include his wife,' 'willfully allow- a new meaning to the allusions to him in the 

scriptures. Why hav the American pro· 
gressivs kept quiet on this question 7 So far 
as we hav noticed, only one of them has taken 
it up, and it is his opinion that he has been suc
cessful in abolishing the devil. They will 
very soon be compelled to declare their opin
ions on the devil question under the higher 
criticism which they uphold. 

" I SHOULD say," remarked an expert, 
" that there are at least fifty thousand cranks 
in the city of New York, and I think they 
should start a newspaper to be called the 
Crank. It ifl proper to detlne a crank as a 
person who diifers in his opinions or conduct 
from the majority of other persons, We 
used to say that a short-haired woman or a 
long-haired man was a crank. There are 
cranks hl religion and in politics and in style. 
Some men talk like cranks but do not act 
that way. I know a man who was called a 
crank yet made a fortune in business. A 
great many of the wise men of the world hav 
been regarded as cranks. Some people are 
cranky at one time but not at another. Few 
men are cranks before thirty or after filty. 
A crank may know a good deal. Few of the 
men who are looked on as cranks ever go to 
the madhouse; and that is a fact."-Bun. 

IN taking steps toward the perfection of 
man, writes Edgar Fawcett to the New York 
Htrald, "comir g generations hav mauy fal
Jaci~>s to forget. For example, mentioning 
two or three of these fallacies quite at ran
dom, I should say that our descendants 
must cease to connect morality with religion ; 
that· they must cease to regard the worship of 
an unknown, unseen, and unimaginable deity 
as in the least way important to the human 
race; that they must strip national separativ-

I 

neBS entirely from the problem of coming 
civilization; that they must cultivate the 
clear seen requirements of a common lan
guare; that they must realize the individual 
odium shadowing each member of society 
who stores wealth merely to hav it said of 
him that he possesses more than is needful to 
his ordinary comforts, for in this bloodless 
and altruistic way I believe can the terrible 
di1ferences of classes alone be settled." 

A PETITION was circulated in Colfax to the 
e:ffect that all restaurants, stores, news-stands, 
and livery stables should be kept closed all 
day on Sundays. They are getting awfully 
moral across the sand-ridge, comments the 
Prairie City, Is., NetJJs. If they would do 
that it would kill Colfax" deader'n a snail.'' 
The Olipper says in regard to it : " When it 
gets so that the worn and weary merchant, 
clerk, lawyer, teacher, railroad man, or what 
not, who comes to Colfax for an o-rer.Sunday 
rest cannot buy a cigar, get a newspaper, a 
dish of ice-cream, or a glass of lemonade, or 
hire a carriage for a ride over the hills to 
etjoy the cool breezes on Sunday-when 
this time arrives the sexton, whose salary is 
collected each Sunday at the churches, will 
complain to the preacher, who does much of 
his work on Sunday, that it is a very slim 
picking. When the churches and preachers 
are compelled to invoke the aid of the law to 
compel people to be good, according to their 
way of thinking, they acknowled~~:e a weak• 
ness in their cause. Laws are not made to 
compel people to be good; but to restrain 
them from doing wrong, and for this reason 
the Sunday observBnce law will always be 
Ignored when it conflicts with the conven• 
fence of the public.'1 
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JehovJan Christianity. 
None but cowards refuse to read, think, and act. 

There are in the United S~ates about eighty thou
sand human drones, who, so far as I know, in or
der to preserve and prolong their own lives; to liv 
without dirty work, to evade pain, to enjoy themselvs 
at others' expense, busy themselvs an hour or two 
each Sunday in making statements which common 
sense and the history of this wor\d do not corrob· 
orate. It is possible that some of these drones, hav
ing received only a theological education, are unac
quainted with exact facts, and are not guilty of in-

- teutionsl misrepresentation. Supposed truths bav 
baen retained for centuries to be finally demolished. 
"As the world grows older it grows wiser!' Those 
of the drones who are hypocrite, that is, those who 
know themselve, &re no real benefit to mankind, are 
hellish fools, for, aUhough ssemingly they will ever 
bav an easy time, in reality it is not always so. 
There are deadly microbes everywhere, and these 
little fellows shun a clergyman no more than an 
Atheist. The parsons who hav sense enough to be 
hypocrite should cease their useless occupation and 
attempt to find a positiv microbe exterminator. 
That class of drones who really are sincere we regard 
as merely simple fools. I will ask a question : Is the 
Reverend Talmage ignorant or a hypocrit T I can 
not but think that with millions of facts testifying 
to the falseness of orthodox Jehovian Christianity, 
only ignorance em honestly profess that religion. 
The universe, excepting some humanity, is one vast 
refutation of orthodoxy. 

Moat men are so constituted that the moment one 
becomes 1 mental antagonist, ~hat moment the one 
loses the ordinary friendship of the other. Too 
many are mental idlers. The mind of the average 
man "may be likened unto" a vast field, sown thick 
with ignorant weeds anc;l thin with the wheat of intel
ligence. Djsturb him not, and he remains a friend 
indifferent. D:ffar with him regarding theology, and 
a feeling of holy horror, of pueril piety, and divine 
disgust, which seldom does not go onward to malig
nant enmity, soon imprisons hie mind. 

This is 1n age of investigation and rage for con· 
troversy. 'fhere tU"e many, though eomparativly 
few, who demand reasons. They ponder, and are 
not satisfied with pious and arrogantly presumptiv 
assertion without proof. These persons benefit the 
intellsctual world by their presence. Those who 
swallow the gibberish of the Talmages with " open
mouthed credulity" are not "in it" -the intellectual 
world. Truth seldom hurts the feelings of an honest 
man. Truth, though uttered by a murderer, though 
found associated with the vile and corrupt, is just as 
valuable as a truth proclaimed by an Abraham Lin-
coln. · 

The Christians tell us, No, it is blasphemy to speak 
our Infidel thoughts of Jehovah, but of Confucius, 
Buddha, Mohammed, the savage's stone deity, and 
the Indi(;ln's great spirit, we m.ay discourse· freely. 
How do Christian believers know it is not sinful 
to speak disrespectfully of these impostors ? Do all 
followers of Christ investigate all the religions which 
disgrace mankind ? 0 r course, if Christianity is the 
only true religion the remainder are a nuisance. Ex
perience has taught me that ninety-nine per cent 
of the Christ-worshipers hav an amount of knowl
edge appertaining to other religions which may be 
represented thus: 0. The big majority of believers 
know nothing about the creeds, etc., of the churches 
other than those of which they are members, and 
little of their own. They hav seen some one going 
and bav followed without question. Such :flocka of 
Christian lambs remind me of the :flying harrow, with 
one dissimilarity. In one case the leading goose 
knows the goal. In the other, the shepherd knows 
nothing whatever of the destiny. The layman who 
investigates all religious nuisances becomes a be
liever in none. Parsons hav been known to do thus. 
F<>r inst~~onca, Pentecost. The good book says, "A 
prudent man conce!lleth knowledge." If this is so, the 
parsons are the most prudent men this side the walls 
of the "eternal city." Who ever he&rd of a puJpiteer 
saying, " My friends, there are other religions than 
ours. I bsseech you to critically examin them all. 
In the courts of this country these other religions 
could prove their divine origin equ11lly as well as we 
could ours. And, 0 my hearers, although the Bible 
is God's true word, it contains hundreds of self
contradictipns. I advise you all to inspect these in
finit inconsistencies with great care to see if you 
really do believe all you unknowingly say you do. 
Aud may tbe Father, Son, and Holy Ghost aid and 
comfort you in these investigations, which will take 
you yes-ra to make-that is, if you look up all the 
evidence on all sides, and this is what you should do 
in order to be Christlike. For I do verily think if 
Jesus was here now he would giv these Infidels 
and impostors a hearing, and surely produce 
the now absent, convincing Christian evidence. 
However, dear audience, if you prefer, ' I 

even ·I' will take a vacation for · a year or two 
and rake over these other so-claimed divine affairs 
and determin for you as to their alleged trutb." ''So 
mote it be." " The simple believeth every word." 

Some believe~:s think when one conceives that GQd 
is nowhere, then that one is prepared to commit all 
ma11ner of crime. Such believers judge only from 
their own feelings and they had better continue 
believing. Some strong-minded men who are tender
hearted bav at times in the presence of animals suf
fering a feeUng of delight come over them. They 
immediately banish tbis sensation. May some not 
be able to exile this feeling T Does it not account 
for the aptness with which some people believe in 
hell? n is a significant fact that our criminals are 
mostly believers. The feeling alluded to-said to be 
prompted by the devil-is probably a reversion to 
some. very ancient savage animal progenitor of man. 
If the truths of heredity were more fully and gener
ally understood the escape from pain, civilization, 
would be much easier. 

The fancy tabernacles appeal. to the truly vulgar, 
not to the thinker. A semi-brainless youth is im
posed upon by elegance. He mistakes pomp and 
ceremony for argument. The fact that ()hristianity 
now exists is taken for proof that it is a divine insti· 
tution. And· those eminent Ohrietia:a gentlemen. 
Does not the Hon. Mr. B. belong to the church T 
And that drunkard who sweats and toils in pain that 
Hon. H. shall be honorable is an Infidel' Yes, but 
that cashier dwelling in Montreal is a Christian. 
The clturch now has plt~nty of arguments which 
Ohrist lacked. 

What earthly benefit does a poor laborer derive 
from 11 prayer-meeting where he hears his earthly 
boss ask our heavenly boss to " shower blessings on 
us all," and knowing his earthly bess alone receives 
the blessings in the shape of elegant residences, mag
nificent vehicles, and all luxuries ; and knowing that 
only with the_eyes of faith can it be seen that "our 
heavenly father" and ·.not the poor laborer is tlie 
giver of these blessings 1 The dirty workmen are 
the makers of the blessings which are called down 
from heaven. I listen to believers who claim the 
Lnrd Jesus bas cured them of disease. Well, what 
if he did 1 Did not the same Jesus invent the dis
ease and cause the affiicted to hav it? Think of all 
the sickness and suffering in this world which Jesus 
does not alleviate. Think of wars, hurricaneE', pesti
lences, famin, and floods, and then think of ,a be
liever who claims to be cured by the Lord of some 
sligbt ailment. I hesitate not to -s&y such people 
are engulfed in infinit ignorance and sacred selfish
ness; It is cheerfully admitted they are sincere. 
So are Catholics,· Mohammedans, and Mormons. So 
are savages, and so am I. Let us sting them into a 
sense of their insignificance. We substitute Come to 
justice for "Come to Jesus." 

The Bible of Christians, they say, is the voice of 
God to man. If so, what part of our bodies is this 
voice addressed to 1 The b!!ain or vermiform ap
pendage? · What good is the brain if not to think! 
Has not an Infidel as good a right to spenk his 
mind concerning this alleged word of God as a be
liever? The usual answer by Christians to the last 
question is, "No." Christians say, "Read our holy 
scrap-book, but if you conclude it is false keep your 
thought to yourself. For if you speak, you will hurt 
our feelings, and compel us to secure ourselvs by 
shouting 'Blasphemy' (in the good old days we 
would hav scorched you), as we cannot answer your 
arguments with reason. FAith alone furnishes us 
reply." The Wanamakers and Talmages think only 
of their own feelings. They csnnot understand how 
they insult sensible beings by telling them they and 
their innocent children are on the road to hell. Let 
ue ascertain what favorable texts Infidels can find in 
the Bible to prove their right to blaspheme-speak. 
I find in Judges xix a narrativ of slimy obscenity 
and demoniacal revenge. The last verse of this 
chapter reads: "And it was so, that all that saw it 
said, There was no such deed done nor seen from the 
day that the children of Israel came up out of the 
land of Egypt unto this day; consider of it, take 
advice, and speak your mind." I hav spoken mine. 
Now let some parson speak his and illustrate the 
divine mystery it embraces. Who is it that is meant 
to speak their mind T The pope says it is for him 
alone "to consider of it," "take advice" (of the 
Holy Ghost), and speak his mind. The Talmages 
insist they bav the same privileges as the pope; and 
as for myself, having been ent]:'eated to read the 
holy bosh, I hav concluded to speak my mind, 
although I hav taken no advice of pope, priest, nor 
parson. If we can spe.ak our mind regarding one 
chapter of God's holy botch, why not of all 1 

Lst us search the botch for an unpunishecil blas
phemer-one who laughed at God. Genesis xvii is 
very important, and informs us that when Abram 
was ninety-nine years old the Lord God appeared 
unto him, altered. his name to Abraham, etc., and 
promised him a son; verse 17 divulges that, " Then 
Abraham fell upon his face, and laughed, and said 
in his heart, Shall a child be born unto bim that is a 
hundred years old' And shall Sarah, that is ninety 
years old, bear T" You see Abe had so little confi-

denc~ in- God that he scoffed at God while G.od was 
talking to him. Why hav not lDfidels, with whom 
God bas never condescended to parley, as good a 
right to speak their honest thought about this ghost 
a.s Abe, who knew and conversed with God ? Is it 
not a little Jingular that those old patriBrchal cusses 
whom God used to talk with, bad so little faith in 
him? Abe appears to hav been ra sort of Infidel, for 
he was disposed to limit the capsbility of his Lord. 
The Lord, however, did not rebuke Aba for being 
honest for laughing ; he did not utter 1

' the malicious 
cry cf blasphemy." According to the Bible chapter 
just considered, it seems Abe knew as much as the 
ordinary man relating to maternity. Possibly he wma 
acquainted with some sexual laws. Is it possible in 
those days men lived to be nine hundred years old? 
If so, why not a corresponding period of productiv
ness? Was not man by God told to 14 multiply and 
replenish the earth ?" · · 

In the sepulcher of emblem, confined by the coffin 
of parable, from the shroud of allegory, has been 
snatched a mummified fact-viz., according to Gen. 
xvii, i 7, men in Abe's day were procremtivly useless 
for a period of their lives amounting to hundreds 
of years. 0 Methusaleh, what a deeir~ble . Osth
olic priest you would hav made for the lmst nine 
hundred years of your life! Well, Abe, the origin&! 
blasphemer snickered at the Holy Ghost, and as a 
word against this ghost is :noh '' for~iven in this 
world or in the world to come," poor Abe is now in 
everlasting :fire. Let us further seek for Bible right 
to blaspheme. "Come let us reason together," says 
Isa. i, 18. Not faith together. What does de~r Paul 
say T "Prove all things, hold fAst that which is 
good." If this superb saint intends us to prove all 
things by faith, why do not Ohristiane entirely dis
card reason and rely on faith for proof in all matters T 
When an arithmetical calculation is performed, let us 
figure according to some faith rule. Le~ ue eat f11.ith. 
Let faith govern all things, or else let us ref1!aon in 
dealing with theological humbuggery. Let us now 
speak our mind of the Christian religion of J ehovsb ; 
let us ask for proof of all things concerning this side
show religion. 

They tell ns a self-cre&tiv being named God, 
Lord God,. and· Jehovah, manufaetured everything 
seen, feU, heard, tasted, and smelled by man.· That 
this gentleman having a multiplicity c-f cognomens 
created all from nothing. That there was a time 
when time was not, whet\ spzce was no~, and when 
matter was not, and that the great being who m&de 
himself, also made time, spsce, and matter. They 
allege that Jehovah made the first man from the 
dust of the earth, and original woman from tbat man's 
ribs. They assert this primal p10ir were plilced in a 
garden called Eden, the whereabouts of which no one 
knows, and were told they could eat anythiDg growing 
therein except the fruit of one particular tree-that 
of knowledge of good and evil-a tree which now is 
a member of an extinct species. Well, the Christi~ns 
claim that one day while the Lord God was away 
from th"' celebrated garden aforesaid, a snake came 
wall zing along on his back, head, or tail and eng~ged 
in conversation with the female occupant of ~hat 
garden. Now, they say this snake persuaded the 
woman to taste the fruit of that forbidden tree, that 
she in turn coaxed her spouse to also e111t, and that 
this maddened their maker-the Lord God-to such 
an extent that he ordered the enticing serpent to 
nevermore waltz as hereinbefore stated, but to, in 
the future evermore, crawl on his belly. But this 
was not enough to appease the anger of a just and 
merciful creator. He was not satillfied with cursing 
the snake by compelling him to adopt a locomotion 
which is apparently the only one a snake could hav. 
God must bav more revenge, so he says to the gar
dener: "You'll hav to sweat hereafter fo.r your 
grub; I've quit manufacturing Edens for you." 
God also cursed the woman, and all the curses are 
said to apply to us of to-day. They tell us " in 
Adam's fall we sinned all,'' and I must acknowledge 
that the Christian theory of this world's creation snd 
the fall of man is the most reasonable, plausible, a:od 
sensible theory without proof I am aware of. Well, 
the Talma~es tell ue that God the unchangeable, 
after cursing, damning, fl•loding, and devssta.ting 
the earth for four thousand years after Eve ate 
the apple, finally changed his mind, concluded 
that man needed a " pick-me·up " after his fali, 
and about one thousand eight hundred years ago 
gave his only son, who was old as hie dad,. that 
all who beli.ave in him may be saved tbere~y from 
the fallow with cloven feet and pitchfork in hand 
who is especially pleased to toss human beings into 
a "lake of fire and brimstone," located God only 
knows where. Well, this only child, after carpenter
ing and meandering around near sa place called Jeru· 
salem and showing himself a very clever prestidigi· 
tateur, is at last nailed to a cross (by a people whom 
his father had taken especial care of for all preced
ing time), whereon he asks himself why he has for
saken himself. But in the language of Voltaire, 
"God murderad God to appease the wrath of God." 

Let us follow St. Paul's advice and see what Jesus 
saved us from. 

Christ plagiarized the rule of Confucius. The 
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Golden Rule of which we hear so many boasts 
was given by Confucius 500 B o , in these words : 
"What I do not wish men to do to me, that I 
also wish not to do to men." What wonderful faculty 
was required to. originate this rule 1 Accordi11g to 
the Talmages people living previous to Christ's com· 
ing .knew not enough to be decent, for they bad not 
heard of this rule. It seems to me if many had not 
followed this good rule previous to the birth of 
Jesus he would h'v been born into an empty world. 
Even savage tribes would perish unless they slightly 
acted in accordance with the Golden Rule. Is it ob
served and practiced to its fullest extent even among 
Christians T The bl!re rule is of small consequence 
in the banda o! san~es. It is not enough to tell 
people to be good. We need to know what good is. 
It is of no earthly use to giv rules consisting of 
meaningless words. Ohrist told folks to be good 
and forgot to say it was wrong for them to enslave 
their feHow·men. Instead of juggling with water, 
fig trees, and fishes, why did not Jesus Christ say: 
" Thou shalt not suffer the sale of men even if they 
are black-skinned." Instead of viewing all the king
doms of this earth from an " exceeding high moun
tain," why did not Jesus Christ say: " When Amer
ica is discovered do not ravish the Mexican and 
Peruvian empires, nor murder the Indians even if 
they . do not believe in me." When J. C. was 
tempted on that "exceeding high mountain," does 
anyone-aven Talmage-:suppose he saw these king
doms? I understand our present postmaster-gen
eral hies himself from Washington home to Philadel· 
phia. every week to teach a Bible class, and I desire 
him to send me a postal. card stating where that 
" exceeding high mountain " can be found. Instead 
of promioing those who believe in him that they can 
without fear of death gobble prussic acid, why did 
not Jesus say, "Thou shalt not drink whisky, which 
destroys morality, curses mankind, and prevents 

Bible is a mass of lies and infinit absurdities. The ' to the fact more important to us, that as show~ in 
hope of life after death victuals in luxury a multitude recent persecutions, Agnostics and Spiritualists bear 
of loafers-parsons. in common the brunt of church hatred, of which gen-

. The system of human slavery which Jesus took eral and state governments are the execntiv organs. 
particular pains wjth "exceeding great joy" not to It is in fact a war to the death, a war for the spoils, 
discourage, and the belief in witchcraft-demoniacal that is waged against us because we, both in d,ff~r
possession-which he advocated, hav, in partnership entways, represent the principle of liberty; Agnostics 
with his needless necessity of belief, caused nearly by denying biblical authority, Spiritualists by super
every war in Clllistendom, and spurted out the life- seding it in their democr~tcy of new revelations. 
blood of innumerable millions of human redeemers. Political sympathies ought to unite us against church 
But, you say, the sacrifioe of all these redeemers is organizations and especially against their alli!tonee 
not as great, nor deserves the praise that a God who with the state. -Without taking up the cudgels for 
cuts his own throat does. Now, Ohrist positivly Spiritualism, whose evidepces hav not come home to 
knew all the ecstatic joy. awaiting his advent in me, I submit that for the scientists and serious 
heaven. He knew also of anesthetics. How do thinkers who profess belief in them, they are vary 
you know he really suffered? Could he not dispel difft~rent from those phenomena of the " circle" and 
pain with a wish T Could he not appear to suffer of hypnotism, which Mr. Salter adduces. Even if 
exoruciating agony and yet that same moment· be the term hypnotism, from upnos, sleep, could embrace 
in the midst of joyousness? .Would it not hav been .them, it would not be what is understood by that 
rather superfluous for hi~ to actually suffer T Now, term. That is not understood of revelations by 
do you not desire to believe that, after all, Jesus did dr&ams of important facts known to no living person 
not suffer any painT Certainly he who was brutal and which continue beyond the grave the practical 
sufficient £o refuse to prevent future misunderstand- sympathies of blood relationship. Take such a case 
ings of the Holy Botch, was crafty enough not to hav as has been recently cited, of an English gentleman 
experienced the least bad feeling on that cross. whose dream not only anticipated the cablegram 

Here is the opposit of Jesus. Giordano Bruno from India, of his brother's death, but acquainted 
.announced to an ignorant Christian horde his honest him with persons and places as well as events, set 
mind. For this he was imprisoned seven weary before him as upon the boards of a theater, and 
years in dungeons built by Christ's vicar on earth. which and whom he recognized and verified on going 
He was finally burnt. B!!fore being sacJ."ificed this to India to settle up his brother's estate. ''Anti
human redeemer was off3red his life to recant. christ," I see, recognizes the prevalence of Agnosti
Bruno did not believe in the divine demon or merci- cism among Spiritualists. 

people from keeping my rule." · 
A Christian's nearesh sensible answer to tbis last 

question can be that as he reads not ofwhisky in 
the holy scraps and only of wine, it was not neces
sary for Christ to speak against a non-existing !lvil. 
If, as Moh:.mmed did, our savior had cursed strong 
drink, he would hav been quite a savior. In place 
of telling believers they c1n quack with a new tongue, 
why did not Christ furnish reason to persuade Infi· 
dele? Instead of promising the faithful they can, 
minus harm, jam tneir fingers in an unf~&nged rattle
snake's mouth, why did not Jesus establish his doctrin 
so that it would be clearly discerned, thus saving the 
lives of millions who hav been slaughtered in his 
name, for his sake? Perhaps in this case Jesus 
meant dead serpents, for he said not which. Instead 
of givlng believers power to cast out devils, why did 
not Jesus se.v devils are imaginary, therefore, "Thou 
shalt not suff3r a witch to die." Instead of saying, 
"R ~m your hand on a leprosy sufferer and he will 
recover," why did not God's only progeny tell of 
va~cination, anes~hetics, the present science of sur
gery, and giv a sure remedy to destroy microbes, 
which the genius of the nineteenth century human 
saviors hms proved the cause of all dreadful diseases 1 

0! course the Christian's only reply is that these 
wonderful promises of their savior were intended 
. to be fulfilled only in the days of the ignorant apos
tles; and to this I retort that the necessity of belief 
was also only intended for those days. Christ prom
ises great capabilities for those who believe, but I 
fail to find believers more capable than Infidels. I 
hav known Christians with faith the size of that 
" exceeding high mounhin ;'' but they were totally 
unable to miraculously move even a mustard-seed. 
The truth is, Jesus Christ of theology never existed. 
Volney, in" The Ruins," has completely proved my 
assertion. They say Jesus, after preaching for a 
short period of his llfe-and that consisted, I insist, 
chiefly in telling folks to do right and not whe.t was 
right-was killed by J sws " whom the great J eho
vah had failed to civilize." Knowing tlie fearful 
curse of slavery, and the destruction of cities which 
would ensue in after years; knowing that hundreds 
of thous mds of helpless beings would, after his as
cent to heaven, accused of witchcraft, be butchered 
by his followers; knowing that his cruel creed-the 
necessity of belief-would originate all manner of 
diabolical devices to torment and kill thousands of 
honest hereMcs ; knowing that in America millions 
would in futurity perish on battle-fields, languish in 
prison, and that her widows and orphans would be 
" given to drink vinegar and gall;'' and all as a 
result of the teaching of his father; knowing of 
all this reserved for the future, why did Jesus Christ 
say while on his cross, "My God, my God, why hast 
thou forsak3n meT" Hiid he indeed been a God, he 
would hav knt>wn he had failed to perform his duty, 
had omitted to do what even his most villainous 
follower to· day would hav done. Instead of saying, 
"F&ther, forgiv them," why did he not say, 
"Father, forgiv me 1" What did J eaus Christ die 
to redeem 1 God's ways are mystsrious, is the par
son's only reply ; and I then ask, What are parsons 
being paid for T For what purpose are they edu
cated T 

If immortality is a fact, it is a fact, even if the 

less mysteries of Christianity. No gates of heaven Sympathy among the inquirers at a circle, or 
were open for him. No golden streets to traverse rather synergy of intelligent aims, is rationally requi
or heavenly music to charm were in the great· un- sit for intelligent communications; but those prac
known for Bruno. Djd he recant? Did he become tically conversant with the formation of circles will 
a hypocrit 1 Life is sweet. This was the only life probably scout as absurd the idea of their general 
for Bruno. He was placed at the stake. Fagots and collectiv hypnotization. Let us not break the 
were p~led around him and lighted by the follow~rs back of this. Spiritual camel by an oy~rcharge. Whst 
of Christ... Slowly the torturing heat commenced Its has hypnotism to say to an apparition seen by sev· 
fatal mission. Bruno's sufferings were horrible. eral disconnected psrties .at different hours and 
He . could not b11nish pain. He knew he was for- places on the same day, as 1n the reaent case pub· 
saken, ·but he asked not why. He knew. He knew lished by the New York Herald, of a Congressman 
an ignorant world of Christ's fanatical demons bad in New Jersey, whose will had been violated by hia 
repelled the truth. Not, however, the truth of relative in the disposal of his property T The wit· 
Christ. The truth of nature. Thus did honest neeses here were not interested parties and were not 
Bruno die, and to candidly express my honest mind in sympathetic contact with each other. There WllB 
I must say no God could equal this in sacrifice. no question of magnetism. Tile ghost, though in 
Jehovah once loved the stink of burning flesh. See this case a modern Congressman, is a custommry 
Ex. xxix, 18. Can it be possible a momentary rever- visitor since history began to be written as well as 
sion to that former taste retutned to God while his among p.eoples who write none. It is not dependent 
honest and perfectly consistent disciples were roast- on mediums, or circles, or magnetizers, and seems to 
ing Giordano Bruno? Did Christ in heaven shed be apparent to dogs and horses as well as to man· 
tears while Bruno burnt T Why did he not then kind: Modern Spirit~ali~~ o~ly pretends to be a 
redeem the world from misery! . particular method of mv1tmg Ita appearances and 

All animal life has sense of pain. "Think how conversation. 
life devours life," how "every drop of water is a ~ypnoti~m ~n the free untechnical sense warranted. 
battle-field." How every respiration may graft by Its .deriv~tion from upnos, sleep, extends to all 
within our bodies the living seeds of death. How revelatiOns m dream!! wnatever may be thought of 
every footstep in a ~owery field de~troys intelligence. s~irit agenc~ in t~em. ~here is anoth~r h;ypothesis, 
Think of wars which draw the lire-blood from the v1z , that of mtelhgence 10 the collectiv hfe of our 
side of nations. Think of epidemics. Think of all planet, by communion with whic~ the individual may 
crime and misery now existing. Of barbaric Ru~s~a's be~ome spontaneously ~onscJou~ . of. whatev.er 
Siberian exiles of cannibals. Ol the one bdhon exists ,upon the earth Without lumtation by Its 
three hUI:idred 'million persons now living who are special senses though otherwise only within the 
bound for hell. Think of the sacrifices of thinkers. range of its intelligence. 
Ol B~uno, Servetus, and all the martyrs. In the This is not claimin~ anything transcendent, since 
fa~e of this evidence what idiocy for me to worship many beasts and buds are pr~ved. to posses~. a 
a savior who eaves only a few from the violent ven· coplanetary s~nae of places and dJ~ec·Ions, ~Y wh1ch 
geance of a good God; a "light of the world" whose they find their way home from distant pomts, and 
light is the glare of hell, and whose terms of salva- even across oceans. M. E. LAZARU6. 

tion are the frightful necessity of believing what my 
brain belies. It has been said that " disease is the 
natural state of a Christian." 

Here is Christianity: 7 x 2 = 14,000,000. 
- Let us hear no more of one who saves from an 
imaginary fire beings whom the one created and 
destined for that fire. For the " light of the world " 
so managed matters when he was here that after his 
flash it remained for Infid0ls to furnish the truly 
needful light. In one respect Christ was a proto· 
type of our parsons. He said " do right," but failed 
to say what was right. Jehovah in Eden and Ohrist 
in Palestine were the same. They in either place 
gave the people very little valuable information. 
Again the question is put, For what earthly use did 
that Nazarene peasant liv a few short years in ob
scurity and perish on a cross 1 A complete analysis 
of this subject discloses that the so.called redeemer 
originated only a single new idea, and that is the 
desirability of believing in him to escape his savage 
brutality-eternal punishment. 

Brother Talmage, shall we unite with you in 
prayer? · EnWIN N. BEECHER. 

How to Help 'l'be Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. · 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one o!' 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off hili 
hands at the end of ~he week any that remain unsold. 
If he ex':libits. them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On your reqnest, we 
will send you back·number sample copies free. 

5. L9ave a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting.room, in the cigar store, in the b"rber-shop. 
Leave it picture-side up. 

'6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some frieud 
to take it. 

Is it or is it not true that there is an eternal hell! 
The Agnostics and Spiritualists : Their Polit· The horrible doctrin must be abandoned publicly 

ieal Relation. and frankly by the churches who hav . hitherto 
R~cen~ ~rticles _in the leading organs of both these j pre.ache~ it, and w~o must be~r all the co~sequences 

parties, Illiberal m their spirit toward each other, 1 which Will follow 1ts retraction, or else It must be 
suggest the remark that their differences in aim are; admitted to form a portion of th~ church's creed. 
not incompatibilities or rational motive of hostility 1. . . It is vain and untrue to dissemble the fact 
such as are evinced by the Ella Gibson" Brotherhood of this doctrin's legitimate place in the faith of 
of Moralists" and M. L. Salter. The latter recog- Europe, and of the gl~om it ha~ s~ed over the mi.ll
nizes the usefulness of Spiritualists in directing at- ions of souls who partially .receive 1t, and the agomes 
tention to magnetic and psychic faculties previously and madness it has cause~. to the. thousands who 
either ignored or vilified; but he does not allude hav more vividly grasped Its meanmg.-.F. Oobbo. 
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Ignorance~ Superstition, and Persecution. 
The above heading is the e:s:pres~ion of a most 

unholy trinity, little less than three.u~ one and one 
in three. Likewise are they so JOined togeth~r 
that no mao may pllt. them asunder. Ignorance IS 
the hot-bed of snpersti~ion, which is ~he strait ,!Old 
narrow way to perseeut1on. ~he bram star!ed 1nt.o 
a famin-worse than Tanner s forty. day Sl.ege-1s 
crazed to madness aod seizes its own kind to devour. 
Here we hav wholesale barbarism and downright 
cannibalism. Reputation, liberty, and life were d~ 
voured by these human vultures. But two events m 
the religious history of our race will be needed to 
prove this-the Spanish Inquisition aod the St. 
Bartholomew massacre. Like hungry wolves, this 
mass of ignorance aod s~perstition _glutted UJ;!O~ the 
rights reputation aod l1ves of the1r fellow-c1t1zens. 

' ' "d The butchery came neither by cbaoce or pron ence. 
It was no more than the legitimate progeny of igno
rance and Bible superstition. The same wretched 
sire and dam would. to· day bring forth the same 
slaughter but for the power of science and the 
valor of freemen achieved by the thinkers of our 
age. Our heroes in the climax of human life and 
rights, say to the rabbis, popes, aod all manner of 
priests Thus far thou hast gone, but no further 
shalt thou go. The tortures of the Inquisition, the 
blood of the St. Bartholomew, the baoishment aod 
hanging of the Baptists, and the burning of the .New 
England witches must ~u:ffioe for your maw of Igno
rance aod superstition. The thousands upon thou
sands victimized upon the bloody altar of your 
Moody faith must not be repeated in our age of 
harmony. As tlte time of your .silly, sickening 
miracles bas, with a few exceptions, passed, so must 
the age of your slaughters. If indeed without the 
shedding of blood there cao be no remission of sins, 
then sins will no longer be remitted, a:ad your horrid 
sins are finding you out. 

To the credit of the Jews, they are learniDg from 
bitter experience that Bible religion and persecution 
go hand in hand. Hence they are moving toward 
the way, if not already on it, of common sense and 
Freethought. The Universalists and Unitarians are 
moving on the same upward grade. The better 
quality of brains, the higher order of courage aod 
candor, in the more educated orthodox churches are 
eliminating from their creeds some of their worst 
features. Alo11g with these must go the same feat
ures just as explicitly expressed in their holy 
Bibles. Revolutions in accord with evolution. never 
go backward. Seing this, the more hopeful church 
classes, like sea-captains in dangerous storms, are 
overboarding their heaviest material il!- t~e forl~rn 
hope of saving the rest. Nor cao the1r 1ncreasmg 
numbers of honest and profound thinkers escape 
the overloading process. The lots are being east far 
their J onahs, and the big fish is at hand in the crystal 
waters of Freethought to bear them to land. As they 
get safely to shore aod find honorable and prosper
ous living, thousands of others will desert the unsea
worthy vessel and follow their leaders. 

Never since the Jewish or Ohristiao age hav com
mon sense, skepticism, and Freethought flourished 
as now. A clergyman once told me he thaoked 
the Lord for having his mother bear thirteen 
children, otherwise he had never been. So we 
may thank our Darwins, Huxleys, and Ingersolls 
for making our age and our lives more than worth 
living. As Job .is reported to hav said that he saw 
a light in the cloud, we can more truly say, rejoic
ingly, that we see one of more exceeding brilliancy. 
Since, in one sense, ignorance is nothing, dllfkness 
nothing-nonentities-so knowledge and light are the 
entities to fill their places and dispel their miseries. 
This most happy and noble work is going on year 
after year, month after. month, day after day, and 
hour after hour. 

Unlike the miser, these golden elements are 
distributed freely, profusely. Iv. giving thoughts 
and knowledge to others we keep even more for our
selva. Qui docet dicit-he that teaches is taught. 
Ignorance is a disgrace. The code of Moses recog
nized, condemned, and puniehed the sin of igno
ranee. By this the Israelites still stand as on their 
Sabbath, i. e., the seventh day, and the Bible unclean
ness of swine's flesh. From all these, modern 
Ohristiaos hav made the most inconsistent, not to 
say ignorant, departures. Besides, their persecutions 
far exceed aoy known among the Jews, if indeed we 
can say, modernly, that the Jews persecute at all. 
Neither can we truly say that Ohristian persecutions 
are due to chance, willfulness, or providence. They 
are effects linked with their Bible causes. The 
exile of Baptists and the burning of witches by the 
old Puritans in New England came from their loy
alty to their Bible and, as they ignorantly belined, 
their God. · Therein did they read: " Thou shalt 
suffer no witch to liv t' "If any mao preach aoy other 
gospel than that we hav preached let him be anath· 
ema." Painful as it must hav been to exile and to 
burn, as it was for Washington and his officers to 
haog Andre, yet such was the law and such seemed 
to be the necessity to fulfill it. 

Two more modern instances of the cruelties of 

religious ignoraooe and superstition are at hand. A 
woman, named Ann Lee, was driven, it seems, from 
England, over a century ago, by her noisy departure 
from the established " faith once delivered to the 
saints." Unlettered as she was, coming to our si~e 
of the Atlantic she seemed to be well schooled m 
ho~sewifery, industry, and charity. S~o~ she ~~gao 
to gather her members into • oommumst1c .relig1ous 
family, taking the name of Shakers. Hll'lDlJlg none 
but tryiDg in their way to benefit all, they had ~o 
meet through their first years (Mother Ann at the1r 
head) the most unreasonable aod cruel persecutions. 
In more thao one aense these betrayed the ignoraooe 
of the persecutors, since the aim was to put them 
down, while the end naturally came out to put tJ;t.em 
up. From their little haodful of humble, kind
hearted, industrious members they grew into some 
tl\'enty prosperous, independent societies in the 
different states. From one of them D. M. Bennett 
came aDd blessed the world with To TBU'm SEEKEB. 

Two weeks ago a new sort of preacher, George 
J. Sohweinfurth, from his farm and church near 
Rockford, Ill., came with his sister and a principal 
member to visit one of their little churches in this 
·city. As is the custom of Ohristiaos, they became 
the guests of a leading member, Mrs. Ward-no bet
ter Ohristiao nor exemplary family in any commu
nity. Representing that the man aspired to be a sec
ond Ohrist, curiosity aod ridicule came up in spon· 
taneous or miraculous generation. On Sunday, with 
a crowded and respectable audience in Mrs. Ward's 
large parlors, I listened to the preacher's two-hour 
sermon. A more dignified, courteous discourse it 
has not been rr.y fortune to hear through my long 
life. While he dissected the wrongs of our past age, 
tracing them into the churches aod dragging them 
from the horns of the altar, it was done in :fine par
liamentary style, holding the undivided attention of 
his intelligent audience to the close. He claimed to 
be like Ohrist and representing him only so far as 
he had learned and was still learning, by his spirit, 
his soul-renovating truths. His church which he 
had founded, and for which he was oonstaotly work
ing would eventually triumph, as it held, lived, aod 
pro'olaimed these pure, uncompromising radical 
truths. · 

The next day, the Star, our leading city paper, 
came out with a notice of the secret meeting of 
citizens with "strong religious tendencies," etc., and 
the note they had sent Mr. Schweinfurth to leave at 
once or take a coat (by implication if not expressed) 
of tar and feathers. For two or three suooessiv 
evenings Mrs. Ward's residence was besieged by 
crowds blocking uv the street in front. The police 
came and did their little to dispel the crowds, and 
the mayor, to his credit, promised protection. 

Here again ignorance was at the root of this 
shameful persecution. Probably not one of the 
crowd had read or given • moment's thought to 
the terrible religious slaughters of the past, nor 
to the shameful persecutions of Ann Lee and her 
followers-her followers claim that she was Ohrist's 
second appearing-too blind to see that in repeat
ing this wickedness they were building up the cause 
they were aiming to pull down. And surely the 
temple of American liberty which they are thus 
" secretly " trying to sap, will fall first on the pitiful 
sappers. Samson seems . to hav been thus crushed, 
and Jeff Davis aod his seceding coadjutors in at
tempting to rivet the chains of their slaves knocked 
the last one loose. 

Readers will pardon me for seeming to dignify this 
insignificant conclave by using such illustrations. 
An old Dutchman had his·son Jake in the fence cor
ner to jump out and " boo " as he rode the colt by 
to show that he was very "shentle." As the ~oo 
came the colt sprang and the old man landed on 
the ground, getting up to thrash his boy. "Papa, 
didn't you tell me to boo!" "Yes, Jake, I did, 6ut 
thought you had sense enough to know dat was too 
big a boo for dis little colt." So may it be with my 
boo about these secret boobies. W. PEBKINS. 

KansaB City, .Mo. 
------~.-------

Pions .Mockery. 
On the 16iih of May I passed the ninetieth mile

stone of my life's journey, and on looking back over 
the long distanee I can remember nothing that ap
pears to me more like rank mockery and blasphemy 
than many things that are done by churches in the 
name of what they call a holy and sacred religion. 

Take, for instaoce, the following. In February 
last, the Trinity church in a New Jersey village 
undertook to get up a church feash or pious frolic, 
and here is a list of the advertisments that appeared 
in a daily paper to call attention and custom to the 
same: 

Trinity church entertainment and supper at Cosmopolitan 
Hall to-morrow night, Wednesday, Feb. 4th. Admittance, 
10 cents. Supper tickets, 25 cents. 

Gipsy chorus to-morrow night at Cosmopolitan Hall. 
Gipsy Jane will tell your fortune to-morrow night. 

Don't eat your supper at home, thinking you will not be 
able to get a equare meal at Trinity church supper to-morrow 
night. 

The Ladies' Guild are noted for their good suppers and 
plenty of it for the money. 

What's that man laughing at? Why, he is thinking of the 
SUJ>Per t()o.morrow night at Cosmopolitan Hall. 

Why, what makes that man look so sad? Just think, he 
did not go to Trinity· church entertainment Wednesday 
night, and wants to kick himself. Now, that is the way you 
will feel if you do not go. · 

Two ways to grow fleshy. First, get your supper at Cos
mopolitan Hall to-morrow night. Secondly, see the gipsy 
camp, and buy one of the oranges. . 

Trinity church supper to-morrow night at Cosmopolitan 
H~ll. Supper served from 6 to 8 P.M. and during intermis
sion. 

Delmonico's the place for a supper. You may say that 
now ; but not after you hav had a supper prepared by the 
Ladies' Guild of Trinity church. Go, Feb. 4th. 

Orange tree in bearing to-morrow night, Cosmopolitan 
Hall. · 

Gipsies are always camp!.Dg out, rain or shine, so do not 
stay at home if it should rain. 

The Orange girls, as well as the tree, will be worth seeing 
to-morrow. · 

All of the above notices were scattered along 
among other advertisments in one paper aod repeated 
the next day; and I do not know as I ever saw 
aoother such article of pious falsehood, mockery, 
aod blasphemy in my life except here and there in 
the Bible and from clergymen. Trinity church 
means the church of the Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost ; and here they hav brought down Father, 
Son and Holy Ghost, or their names, and united 
the~ with a gormandi~ing, junketing company of 
pious liars, frauds, and cheats. Some who saw the 
advertisment of oranges thought that an orange 
raised in this climate in a parlor or hot-house would 
be a curiosity and went to get one. After paying 
ten cents admission they found that the oraoge tree 
was a cedar, and the oranges tied to it were made of 
rags sewed up and stuffed with some kind· CJf trash. 
Some gave ten cents . for an oraoge for the fun of 
showing the pious patent fruit, while the more igno
rant bought them to aid the fraudulent church in 
carrying out its sham work in the .name of the 
Father, So11, and Holy Ghost. Am I too severe ! 
Is it right for the churches to lie and cheat in the 
name of the trinity, and teach their young people 
that religion will permit them to lie aod cheat in all 
the transactions of life! The gipsy fortune-tellers 
were not gipsies at all, bufviiJage girls; and if they 
had been gipsies what has the Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost or a trinity church to do with gipsy fortune-
tellers! · . 

But enough of this for the present. Seventy 
years ago I saw that the churches ~f this . nation 
were running out of graae and godliness-if they 
ever had aoy-aod commenced lecturing on that 
subject. I traveled thousands of miles and delivered 
hundreds of lectures, never took a fee at the door, 
never permitted a contribution-box to be passed 
around, and never once in all my travels asked for 
food unless I had money to pay for it, and it was not 
half the time that I had a farthing, but went hungry 
until some one felt my wants and offered food freelv. 
After lecturing some years I started a paper in 1845 
devoted to the same cause, hoping to reform the 
church, aod sent it at least one year to every man, 
woman, or child that asked for it, whether they paid 
or not. I now hav piles of letters proving that my 
lectures and writings brought some thousaods of 
people out of the churches to pursue a more rational 
course, the most of whom hav now passed away 
without any fear of Oalvin's hell, or the angry, 
wrathful God of the man-made Bible, my own dar
ling wife being one of tl: em. I came to this place 
about eighteen months since with a desire to feel 
that every humao being that I met was my brother 
or sister, but I still find it impossible to keep my 
pen and tongue still while I see errors that are curs-· 
ing the world; so I must continue to pursue my 
own course my few remaining days if it dooms me 
to die without a si11gle friend. 0 trinity I trinity ! 
how thy friends mock thee ! 

In love to all, 
Vineland, N.J., June 15, 1891. 

J. HAOKEB. 

Recent Gems from the Religious Press. 
The Cumberland Presbyt~rian says : " What is 

named ' holiness ' does harm when those who pro
fess it stop trying to do better and begin to criticise 
their neighbors for not preac~in~ the· same dootrin 
and making the same profess1on.' 

We are inclined to the opinion that what is named 
" holiness" bears about the same relation to a pure 
and just morality as a bottle of Jersey eider labeled 
champagne does to the genuin imported wine. 
That men should walk about labeling themselvs by 
their garb and elo11gated visages •• holy" and " pious," 
striking terror to playing children who stop in their 
sport to look after them in wondering awe, as some
thing supernatural, is of itself to any reasoniDg mind 
the outward evidenc-e of an inward fraud. Of all the 
lazy paupers which labor is called upon to support 
by the edict of our magnificent civilization, the 
priests aod ministers are the most useless aod insist
ent. 

The princely paupers who liv by the exertions of 
others, make at least a pretense of doing something for 
the amusement of their " set," thereby making a slight 
return for the privilege of being " loafers," but your 
priests and ministers, dealing entirely in a future 
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world, while robbing ~he deluded in this, hav no valid 
excuse to o.lfer for being helpless beggars upon the 
bounty of the world. After centuries of persistent 
fraud, born of the selfish lust for power and pelf, the 

· iong retinue of followers of a manafactured god, the 
devil, heaven, hell, purgatory, bibles, saviors, apostles, 
are about to be buried deeper ancl more lastingly 
than was ancient Pompeii. No more shall cleacl men 
who lived in the dead past stretch out their 1lsshless 
arms to menace the liberated thought of living men 
of the present day. Never look at the past nor the 
future, they are not ours, but in the ever-living pres
ent bend your best energies for the establishment of 
natural justice on this earth. 

A correspondent of the Christian Register (Unit.), 
writing on the cases of Dr. Newton and Dr. Rains· 
ford, says : 

Premising that your views of the ministry are probably not 
different from mine, I beg leave to suggest that you hav en· 
tirely overlooked, it seems, the most important element in the 
case-that of posi tiv law. It is not a question of how " liberal" 
Mr. Newton or Dr. Rainsfordmaybe. Each of these gentle
men has taken, in common with all clergymen of their de
nomination, a solemn obligation to maintain " the d<ictrin, 
disciplin, and worship of the Protestant Episcopal church." 

A sailing-master signs a manifest of the cargo ancl 
takes a " solemn obligation" to do his utmost to 
land in safety ancl good condition passengers ancl 
cargo at the port of destination for which his vessel 
sails. Adverse winds or crippled machinery renders 

· it advisable to throw overboard some of the cargo. 
What would be thought of the passengers if they, in 
solemn conclave, decided that none of the cargo 
should be sacrificed, but instead the captain should 
" get out "-that is, leave the vessel at the first 
opportunity. Mr. Thomas G. Shearman tells the 
Presbyterians in a Jetter to the .Eagle that they hav 
on board of their religious craft the cloctrin of " elect 
infants," which implies millions of non.'elect boiling, 
broiling, ancl sizzling infants, which are being eter
nally cooked and never clone, by the express order 
of God almighty. He tells them to throw this 
cloc\rin overboard; they tell him and Dr. Briggs to 
" get out " ancl leave that lovely and loving cloctrin 
alone. The correspondent of the Christian Register 
reminds Mr. Newton ancl Dr. Rainsforcl that they 
are breaking the law of the church. 

This correspondent forgets that the law of the 
church is quite ancient; that since it loaclecl up the 
gospel bosh, quite a breeze ·has sprung up ; in fact, 
a hurricane of doubt and discussion and waves of 
reason threaten to submerge the whole religious 
navy, unless some of the cargo is dropped into the 
sea, and that right speedily. 

It is the supremest folly to tell the captains to 
"get out." The same conditions will confront their 
successors. 

The pity of it is, the religious squadron seems to 
be heading for Salt Lake. Why not lighten up ancl 
go into port with colors 1lying and at a fair rate of 
speed! 

The F''l"eeman'B Journal (R. C.) says: 
. There are several things to be said in favor of Dr. Briggs. 
liluch a man will do more in a lifetime toward educating 
young men and guiding them in their investigation of truth 
than any forty of the four hundred who hav recently barked 
at him. An honest man even in error is to be commended, 
for honest investigation leads to truth. 

We quote this from a Roman Catholic journal in 
part to show the absence of sectarian bigotry in 
dealing with a Protestant question of church disci
pUn, and also to exhibit the .monumental gall of a 
Catholic editor in alluding to "honest investigation 
leading to truth." The "blarney" bestowed upon 
Dr. Briggs is another evidence that Catholicism and 
Protestantism are surely coming together on many 
points, and that intolerance is fast disappearing on 
both sides. It is quite evident that they will join 
forces to meet the common enemy-reason and 
intelligence-in case of emergency, and that that 
emergency will arise in the near future is a conceded 
fact. 

Who Is to Blame! 
To THE EniTOB OF THE TBuTH SEEXBB, Sir : Miss 

Ida 0. Craddock, secretary of the American Secular 
Union, in her last interesting communication says: 

Nevertheless, the secretary regrets, more than she can say, 
the necessity of confining ourselvs to this sort of work, 
when we ought to be up and doing aggressiv, practical work 
in the field. But our hands are tied at present. We hav no 
field secretary, and the board hav agreed not to attempt to 
appoint any tor the rest of the :fiscal year. Our appeals to 
the lecturers in the field-appeals which we hav been making 
over a year-hav passed unheeded, save in one instance, 
where a lecturer did discuss the matter in the papers and 
announced his intention of attending the Portsmouth congress 
to help in the matter of cooperation-an intention which he 
was unfortunately prevented from carrying out. With that 
solitary exception, the Liberal lecturers hav maintained a 
discreet silence regarding the American Secular Union, or 
hav at most spoken of it only to criticise. Plainly, nothing 
is to be hoped for from them-as even Mr. Stevens, the 
former secretary of this society, has lately volunteered us 
the information that he found it utterly impossible to secure 
their cooperation with the American Secular Union. 

Perhaps the lecturers are not to blame for this 
"masterly inactivity." From my acquaintance with 
them I judge they are eager to make every stroke 
count for Liberalism. Is it true that " nothing is to 
be hoped for from them," as Miss Craddock says T 
Lecturers are neither able nor willing to divide their 
slender income with the Union. They cannot carry 
the Union financially. If it is to be a success it will 
require funds. The lecturers hav not the lands to 
furnish, even if they were willing to carry the Union 
as the Christian carries his cross. I would like to 
see ·this cause triumphant, and see genwn coopera
tion between the Liberal lecturers, men and women, 
and the Union; not cooperation between the Union 
and one or t~o lecturers. 

Would it not be well to make lecturers a definit 
business proposition, as definit and tangible as has 
been made to a lone "field secretary T" If a trav
elin~ secretary must be salaried to the extent of 
$1.500 or $2,000 a year, ·why not o:ffer $500 
(not more than that) each to all lecturers 
who will enlist under the banner of the American 
Secular Union? Then let the lecturer depend, in 
the main, 1s he now does, on his. own efforts to make 
expenses and a fair livelihood. In this way would 
not a generous rivalry spring up among the workers 
in the field as to who would organize the greatest 
number of societies, and solicit the largest fund for the 
Union, and circulate the greatest number of Union 
documents! I think the Liberals of this country 
would rather sustain ten lecturers at $300 each 
from a common fund, than to pay one man $2,000 
or $3,000 a year. I am ready to volunteer in this 
work the 1st day of Ootober; but I will agree to 
no plan that will exclude any brother or sister lect
urer. Let all be treated alike; " privileges for 
none." W. F. JAMIESON. 

.Des MoineB, Ia. 

Colonel Ingersoll on Immigration and Land 
Reform. 

F'rom Ms BeBPonse to the Toast, " Our Visiting F'rienas," at" a recent 
Banquet in Helena, Mont. 

There was in the United States of America from tll.e 
years 18621 1863, and 1864:, for fifteen years, the 
most marvelous exaltation ever attained by any race 
of men. There was a time when we were infinitly 
in love with justice, with liberty, and when we felt 
that we had given freedom to every man, woman, 
and child standing beneath the :thg. Now my only 
fear is that, after passing through that splendid 
period, we may come back to trade, that we may 
come back to the minor things of life, and to what 
you may call the harassing details of business ; that 
we may then be governed 1 little more by our sel· 
fishness; grow a little smaller, and all at once say: 

mtle con6racted. We must remember that our 
ancestors, many of them, landed upon these shores 
as poor as any human beings hav landed on any 
shore, and we must remember that their sons are the 
most. prosperous in this world. So I want the most 
generous policy everywhere. I don't mean by that 
that we take the criminals of any country, or that 
we take the paupers of any country; but we do 
want every honest man that comes here and wants 
to make a living, and we ought to welcome him with 
both arms wide open. We hav got lots of room 
here. 

So much to my toast of "Our Visiting Friends" 
-1 believe that is the toast. Who the visiting 
friends are I don't know. I am the only one that 
I know, and I can eay that I am welcome, as far as I 
am concerned; and I can further say that I thank 
you all from the bottom of my heart for having 
given me an invitation to be present. 

And let me say another word while I am at it. 
Mr. Carter has just been appointed, or a little while 
ago, to the position of commissioner of the general 
land office. I am glad that a Western man has 
received that appointment, but you can hardly blame 
Eastern people for thinking that too much land is 
being given away in the West; when we read in the 
papers that several miles from Helena land is worth 
$4:0 or $50 or $100 a foot, and then talk about giv
ing away millions and millions of acres, yoa can see 
how it strikes the average man in Massachusetts. 
But for myself, I am glad that a Western man has 
that place. And right here, I hav got a hobby 
about lands. You know there has been a great deal 
said in the country about single tax and all that sort 
of business, but I hav got a hobby on the subject. 
Now my hobby is this, that that land will be the 
most prosperous that has the most landowners in it; 
it will be the most prosperous where the men who 
own the land plow the land; it will be the more pros
perous the more homes there are in it. Consequently 
I am in favor of exempting a home of a certain value, 
all homes, from every kind of taxation, as well as 
from forced sale for any reason whatever. Say what 
you please, the home is the unit of good government. 

Now there is the next step. If you want to build 
a railroad from here to somewhere, and of course 
you do, the law is so that that railroad can condemn 
the land necessary for its construction. Now I want 
the law so in every state of this Union that if any 
man or corporation owns above a certain amount of 
land, that certain amount of land is to be fixed in 
each state aooording to what is done with. that land ; 
that if any person or corporation owns more than a 
certain amount of land and won't sell it, you can 
condemn it for a home exactly as you would for a 
railroad, and let. twelve men pass upon the value, and 
let the man that wants the home pay what it is 
worth and take it. I don't believe in robbing any 
man under the sun simply because he has got more 
land than he ought to hav, but I believe in saying to 
the man, "If you want to make your home upon that 
land, and the owner, although he has plenty of land, 
refuses to sell, go into the court and fix the price ;" 
because we do not want a nation of tenants; we w&nt 
a nation of home-owners. I tell you it is pretty 
hard to get a man to shoulder a musket in defense 
of a boarding-house. Very few are willing to fight 
for the landlor:l. · R11ther fight the landlord. 

Now if this commissioner of the land office will 
do all he can, and I believe he will, to giv every man 
a home on the public domain who is enti.tled to i~, 
and, in the language of your governor, will ke~p 1t 
from the rapacity of speculators or of corporat1o~s, 
and giv it to the man that really wants to plow It, 
that really wants to raise something for himself and 
family and add to the -wealth ancl prosperity of the 
state-if he will do that he will be the best land commis
sioner that has ever sat in the place, in my judgment. 
Bat it may be well enough for me to say that you 
must not expect too much of him, bec:mse he cannot 

Bat "honest investigation leading to truth" from 
a Roman Catholic paper is enough to make the 
monks laugh, the bishops grin, the cardinals roar, 
and the pope to smile his saintliest. What is the 
truth about your traasubstantiation fake, Mr. Editor T 
Is it not a monstrous, hideous, cannibalistic lie T 
Eating dead flesh and drinking the blood of a man 
dead for centuries past ! Do you want an honest 
investigation leading to truth in that direction T 
Do you want to submit your bread and wine after it 
has been "changed" into the "literal body and 
blood of Christ " to chemical experts for a report as to 
its properties T Do you want honest investigation to 
lead to trnth by proving your priest liars when they 
tell your poor dupes that for certain sums of money 
their friends are brought out of purgatory f Cer
tainly honest investigation does lead to truth, and 
that is jnst what all churches hav always avoided. 

You must be joking, Mr. Editor. If the truth 
could but be made clear to all men to day, the 
ohu.-ollee would be deserted to-morrow. 

People enough hav come to this country ; we don't 
want any more, no matter whether they are oppressed 
in their own lands or not; no matter whether any 
poor man, in some far-o:ff land, has a dream for his 
children and says : " I will take them to the great 
republic, where every man, no matter how poor he 
may be, can take his little boy .on his knee and say, 
' John, all the avenues of distinction are open to 
you; there is the school-house open to you.'" 
I tell you that sweetens and makes sacred 
every drop of sweat that rolls down the face of hon
est toil; and yet some people are saying: "We hav 
got enough of them; we hav got enough." In my 
judgment it is all wrong, all wrong. 

If you look at the map of the country about 
which so much has been said, and so well said ; j nat 
take the Mississippi river and its tributaries, all that 
vast territory drained by that system of rivers, I tell 
you to-night there is plenty of ·room-plenty of 
room-to take care of and feed and clothe and fur
nish roof and raiment and education to six hundred 
millions of people. We, here in the United States, 
hav got about one-seventh of the good land in this 
world-here in the United States. There are only 
about fifty millions of square miles in the whole 
earth, and a great deal of that is taken up by ice, 
and a great deal by sand. We hav got about one
seventh of the good land of the world, and we don't 
wlllt to begin to get ~~~row ans) a l~ttlo me~u tQd " 

make the laws· the laws are there, and, besides all 
that there is a~other above him at present. So you 
mustn't expeet too much. All that. you hav. a ri~ht 
to ask is that he do his level best In that d1rection, 
and I believe he will, from. the c?nfidenc_e you hav 
expressed in him. That of Itself IS a certificate that 
he is going to do what he can~ 

Lectures and .Meetings. 
JUNB 26th, at the Manhattan Liberal Club, 220 East 15th 

street, Mr. w. C. Owen will talk about "Carlyle and Social-
ism." 

w. B. BELL gave two lectures in a grove near New 
Castle,O., Sunday, June 14th, to very large audiences. It 
was the first time that the Freethinker had been heard in 
that part of Coohocton county. June 19th, 20th, and 21st 
Mr. Bell lectured in Butler, Pa. · His address tor the sum
mer is 654 Monroe stre~t, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

THAT which is no longer susceptible o.f change may 
continue to exist; but it has ceased to lw.-Kuenen. 

w M. ALLEN SMJ'fl{. 

IT requires strength and courage to swim. ag!inst 
the stream; wbil~ any cl~a<l fish can #ow w1th It,-
A.le~ander, · 
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They make a saint of every lone fisherman and tent- Herod il!l said to hav made an early tnattyr ot him• 
{lommttnitJtJi6nS. maker who will leave his useful calling to preach a and sent him on the way to paradise reJoicing. 

crusade of wrath. This army of saints. headed by James the Less, brother or cousin of Jesus, the sup-

saints: Their .Make and Use. Peter, is supposed to be diligently engaged i~ st~~m- posed author of the epistle of James; is said to hav. 
ing the celestial citadel imd forcing from 1t diVIne been stoned to death in Jerusalem. 

Instinct may be defined, the principle that governs favors for the benefU of faithful believers. :rtrall'll- But the ·manner of martyrdom of the apostles is 
the actions of life in the absence of the reasoning facturing saints has been one of the most interesting mild-like cotnpared to that. vouchsafed to many 
faculty. All the animal creation is dependent on in- and imposing ceremonies of the Christian churah. aopirants a century later. " The holy tllllJ;tyrs,". re
stinet in proportion to the lack of reason. The plant A.ll along the dark ages it was frequently performed eords the veracious ecc!esiastibal hiatorian Euseb1us, 
and :flower also are under the same law; they in- to impress on the ignorant devotees the pow~r of •' underwent sut'!h torments as are above all descrip• 
stinctivly reach out toward moisture, light, and the church. The darker the age the more &&IDts. tion. The tormentors employed to torment the 
heat for sustenance and health. Now, man, the high- The Protestant may deny the authority of this lady Blandina tortured and mangled her from ib.Qrn~ 
eat order of animal on this planet, though pos- church and object to all its doings during a period ing till evening, till they themseln wt~re faint. But 
sassing the faculty of reason, is also under the law of of more than a thousand years; but in doing so that blessed woman renewed her strength so that it 
instinct, less only in proportion to his acquired in- he must acknowledge that durmg all that time his was a refreshment and ease to her; and though her 
telligence through observation and experience. For Lord was not able to manage his own divine enter- whole body was torn to pieces, :yet, by pronouncing 
without observation and experience the faculty of prise, and that not till Luther came to his ~id c~uld the words ' I am a ChristiDn,' she was immediately 
reason could hav nothing on which to exercise its he· rescue it from pagan mummery, ant1-Chnsts, recreated and refreshed, and felt no pain. After the 
function. Primitiv man, a child of nature, does not harlots, etc. , · executioners had given up the busineas of attetnptii:IR 
begin life in a professor's chair, explaining the inter- But Christian nations are indebted to the dark to kill her, whicb.th~y ct:>uid klot llcMmplish, she was 
relation of the antipodes or the causes of insanity. ages for their patron saints. France has her St .. hung up in chains dangling within re~bh of wil~ 
But he looks upon the sun and moon with great Denis; Russia, her S&. Nicholas; Spain, her St. beasts. And this no doubt Wl\s so done by the ordi
reverence; he g11zes upon the starry firmament with James, etc.; and what would Ireland do without her nance of God, that abe, hllnging in the form of a 
ecstatic wond5r; he sees the big water and in it with St. Patrick? And even here, without the help of cross~ might by her incessant prayers procure cheer
veneration ventures to bathe his dirty feet. He is saints bow could we find names for the multitude fulness of mind to the suffering saints around her. 
mainly under the law of instinct, and as well might of churches-Saint Paul's, Mary's, Bridget.'s~ etc., ad After she had hung for a long time, the !ild be~sts 
an arbitrary command be given the fox not to touch infinitum? not venturing to touch her, ehe was cas~ mto prison 
the chickens under pain of eternal starvation es to The first followers of Jesus are all classed as and reserved for further torment. T.ilere she te• 
forbid him to eat of the most luscious fruit growing eaints-the whole sect> but in the fourth century joiced in what she had gone through as it she had 
before his eyes. But like the plant and :flower he saintship t?ecame more expeneiv. Then the church been invited to l wedding-dinner) whereupon they 
inE~tiuctivly reaches out and yearns for light. and laid down harder conditions, and classed them as broiled her whole body in a frying·t>an~ which she 
help. . followa : 1. Apostles. and evangelists i 2. Martyrs; not at all tegarding, they bast her to a mad bull; wh~ 

'£he universal history of man warrants the con- 3. Confessors; 4. Doctors in learning; 5. Virgins; foamed and to!!lsed her to and fro upon his horns 5 
elusion that he instinctivly seeks some object of 6. Matrons and widows. Since the tenth century yet she had no feeling of pain in all these thing~"""
worship. Some few people in the world hav at- the manufacture of a saint has become a momentous her mind being wholly engaged in llonferentle w1th 
tempted to reach to the c&use of all function and affair. ''It consists of two stages-beatiftcation and Christ., so that •t len8th, when no more could te 
power-to grasp and comprehend dejty itself; but canonization. The former stage consists in a decla- done u.nto het', ehe was beheaded." This pious ac
all such attempts hav failed, for it is not given the ration by the pope that the beatified person is count seems to show that mangling and broiling the 
finite mind to even apprehend the infinit. These entitled by reason of eminent vil'tues., attested by lady didn't. amount to a straw ; but when she· was 
failures h~v forced all peoples to construct second- miracles, to be regarded as a saint, and as such to be beheaded her savior either couldn't or wouldn't save 
ary Ol' interme.diate gods and demons that may come honored and invoked. The inquiry in both beatifi- her in that condition. 
at Ial!lst within the bounds of human imagination. cation and canonization is conducted by a congre- Take another sample from the same ilUtbor: "As 

One of the most ancient religions that contains gation of cardinals, and consists in examining his for Banetus1 deacon of Vienna, when there \VIt.s noth
any philosophy, of which we hav any knowledge, is writings (if any), then of the holiness of his life, and ing tnore they cou.ld do to hitn, the) clapped red
the Hindoo. Its poets and sacred writers acknow!- finally of the miracles alleged to hav been performed bot plales of brass oil most tender parts of hi_li body, 
edged their inability to reach an eternal being. I by him in life or obtained .through relics and inter- which fried and seared him ~11 o~er; yet remamed he 
quote: "Who knows, and who in this world shall cession after death. Proof of two such miracles is immovable, being 13Mled and refreshed with heavenly 
declQre, whence and why this creation took place! reqaired. After the s~nt is :linished, the cardinal dews o~ the water of lite gushing from the womb ()f 
The gods are subsequent to the production of this prefect of the congregatiOn of rites hands the pope's Ohrist; his body being all saarreti and drawb. 
world; then who can know whence it proceeded, or brief to the cardinal arch-priest of the Vatican, by together, having lol'!t th~ externalshape of • ma:ol in, 
w_hether ~t upholds itself or not? He who in the whom it is read, the T. e .Deum is intoned, the image whom Ohrist performed great wondets. For when 
h1ghest as the ruler of the universe, does indeed of the beatified individual is uncovered to receive these wicked men began again to torture him, sup
know, but not another one can possess this knowl- tba veneration of the assembly; high JXIass, with the posing that the same tortures, repeated while his 
edge." These Hindoos exhibit more humility collect, in his honor is sung; and in the afternoon body was swollen and iD1lamed, would master him or 
and less conceit than Christians ever bav. They ·the pope goes solemnly to the church to pay rever- that he would die, they Were sorely disappointed; 
venen_te~ the sun and the ~tars·; the! personified ence to the image." I omit the details of this for by these latter tortures his body got relief from 
the prm~1~les of good and evd-~acturmg them as great ecclesiastical ceremony; but at such times St. all the injuries incul'red before"-he ;.-e!'overell thl! 
antagonistic gods, each contendmg for mastery. Peter' a edifice is specially decorated at vast coat- use of his limbs; he got rid of his psins i so that 
They had a few more inferior gods, but their record the entire fXpenditure is estimated at not less than through the grace of Ohriat, the fleMnd torture t~at 
of miracles and their calendar of saints make com- £20 000 = $100,000. they put hlm to proved to he a remedy and cure JD• 
psrativl~ & poor showing. Their saint-god, Buddha, Now, this costly saint may be invoked by the stead of a punishment.11 In this basa it seems gtlt ~f) 
they beheve was incarnate; who thus ranks Jesus as devout, through pence and prayer, to obtain heavenly hav occurred to the tormentors to behead their man. 
to time. Now, while the Hindoo worships the blessings; and the particular church that is fortunate Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna, WRS honored with 
greatE>>Jt manifestations of deity, hiS' highest, invisible enough to possess the crown of an old hat, a lock of martyrdom along with twelve lesser lights. The 
"'od, Vtshnu, is the full equivalent of the Jewish hair, e. toe-nail, or other relic of the saint, has the tortnentors tried in vain to burn him to death. TheJ 
J .ihovah. · inside track to win divine prizes. ran a spear into his navel, and the flow of blood Wai!l 

The ancient Egyptians, too, worshiped the same Performing of miracles has always been considered so great that it quenched all the fire. But they 
great manifestations. They erected beautiful temples as the first claim to saintship. Martyrdom is held killed him somehow, Sind made him a great saint •. 
an.d dedicated them to the sun and moon (Osiris and next in order. But many of the earlier saints, like These are fair specimens from the long calendar of 
Is1s). .They also paid divine honors to the river Nile, the apostles, after performing many miracles, rejoiced church-authenticated martyrdoms. Eut nobody out 
ma on 1ta annual over:tlow depended their support. in suffering martyrdom-expecting thereby to receive of the Christian cloister ever knew snything abou.h 
~hus ft~or their religion doesn't look like abominable an hundred-fold reward. They then performed them. "The blood of martyrl!l is the seed o! tbl:!l 
tdol~try.. They may hav selected and honored the miracles to prolong their torture, but never to save church," says the Ohristian; hentle he extols th13 
festtv omon &!i the representativ of all good vege- their lives. Ourious, isn't it ! quality and enlarges the quantity of sutlh bloody 
tables, and gave it praise as suoh. Now, all history The New Testament furnishes little muthority on fertilizer. Under its nourishing in:lluence the churc~ 
agree~ that a larger populition and a better govern- martyrdom except the case of Jesus; but church grew rank and cruel. These stories of torture, bl_ood, 
ment m Egypt~w~>re the rule before Christianity in- tradition goes to show that a decided craze for the and miracle were invented and used by the prtests 
v_ade~ it. The Egyptian did not spend his whole honor and emoluments of martyrdom prevailed soon for centuries to edify and gratify the ignorant, gap
tame 1n Jl!Ur~er and crime because no Christian monk after his disappearance. The last we see of Peter in ing devotees of the marvelous. They fall back un
w_ag by has side. But the Egyptians were not much the Testament is at a council in J eruealem; but der the law of barbarous instinct, made worse by re~ 
given to man·worship, hence a lame~atable lllck of tradition takee him to Rome, and there has him ligious fanaticism. Common sense, probability~ rea.• 
sainte. True, they had a good manY, inferior repre- praying to be crucified with his head downward son bad no charms for them. The more preposter
~entat~v gods; but their invisible Jupiter-Ammon that his death might be more ignominious than that ous' the story the greater the faith. Tl:Ie mora hor· 
1s eqmnl~~t to the Jew!sh J~hoyah. of his divine master. Nothing really is known of rible the alleged martyrdom, the more entertaining 

A.U rehg1ons hav their bs:.s1a 1n astronomy. But Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John-how they lived, or and satisfactory. And all through the Dar.k Ages of 
the Greeks while they made a god of the sun (Apollo), whether they lived at all; but church tradition has Christianity by such means pope and pnest ruled 
another of the sea (Neptune), etc., and personified it that only John died a natural death. Of course and degraded their followers. 
the elements and human ·passions, were prone the three others were martyred, and all became A.nd these recitals of torture induced a crud dis
to apotheosizing their heroes-making of them gods saints. But the apostle John didn't hav quite a position in the ChristiaD. Be was led to feel that 
and goddesses. These latter bear a more striking natural death. Tradition says he went from Patmos like torments should be inflicted upon every ''dog of 
resemblance to Christian saints than the Christian to Asia, and being one hundred and twenty years a Jew," pagan, or h~retical Christian. Hence inqui
likea to admit. A.a Grecian poetry is profuse with old he digged a grave and buried himself in it; and sitions, racks, thumbt:icrews, fagots, etc. A. French 
the imaginary exploits of their gods and goddesses, that long afterward the earth above his body boiled historian (Guizot) relate~:~ instances of Christian 
so is our ecclesiastical history stuffed with some pre- -rising and falling as he breathed-many witness-. troops beheading priaoners of war for refusing to giv 
posterous, some impossible, some fraudulent doi:ags ing it. . . up their own religion and kneel to and kiss the cross. 
of the blessed saints. A.nd certain it is that the Paul 1s a good saint. He never worked at his That cross has led the slaughter from century to 
Greeks were more cultured and had a better govern- trade after his conversion. He did not love women century, from Jerusalem to Mexico; and even to-day 
ment before Paul got in his disastrous work -because he couldn't; so he hates them in his epis- in some parts of Europe, the Christian delights to 
among them than at any time since. But while they ties. He traveled over the Roman dominions look- rob and torment the Jew or heretic. Christians hav 
had a long calendar of gods and goddesses, their ing for martyrdom. In Rome he managed to get suspended the practice of forcing the cross on un
great invisible god Jove is the exact equivalent of into prison, and after two years' free board he was willing people only where they hav lost power to 
the Jewish Jehovah. put out of it; but church tradition has it that late in do so. 

Now taka a look at the Christian saints. Their life Nero kindly accommodated hiiD with the crown Much of the frightful system remains to this <Ju~ 
great numbers prove the early Christians much given of martyrdom. In O&tholio oountries crosses are met ~~H~ 9l:l·t11e 
to man-worship. They start out with a man-god, James, the son of Zebedee, surnamed the ~lder, roadside baadng effigies of JesllS or ~p:we other 
and tben Qluste:~; "round him 11.1 ctrllly of eaiots. 2\nd brotber ·of t!l,Q t;postle J obn1 wt~~s " :til!DtlJ:'WIJll, . §R~t iP ~ lttitude of IUl~·~~s~ ~9 ~ti~'\!~,~~ ~he loll~ 



traveler. ·In their churches it is~ just the thing to 
h<!.v paintings of suffering martyrs hanging on the 
walls. And even our Fifth avenue cathedral has its 
memorial window exhibiting a naked saint reclining 
on an iron grating with a glowing fire under it. The 
dev~ut wors~iper by intently gazing at it, expects to 
obtam $ portwn of the heavenly blessings promised 
the sufferiDe' saints. 

Nor can -Protestants get along without the use of 
this blood-fertilizer. Some of them may chop up the 
cross and ~ell the old paintings of torture ; but 
man.Y of the1~ sc:rmons beat paint in presenting bar· 
rowiDg descr1phon of the terrible sufferings on a 
cross,. and ~he eternal agonies to be endured by the 
unbeliever 111 a hell. As between tha two it is about 
an even ~ama: "You pays your money, you takes 
your chome." L. G. REED. 

suits, in all of which I was acquitted without law· 
yer's ~~Ip. T~e first prosecution against me was 
for wr1tmg a fal!'y tale,'' The unhappy heir" which 
appeare~ i~ the Sonntags Blatt. The ch~ge was 
one of mdirect blasphemy, and aspersion of the 
church by ridicule of the Bible. The public was ex
cluded, liS is usual in such cases. After an hour's 
debate I was acquitted on all the five points on which 
I had been charged. It was not blasphemy · it was 
only "dispara&ement" (Her.absetzung) and" ~ant of 
reverence" (Mangel an Ehrerbietung). The state 
prosecutor had asked for six weekB' imprisonment. 

The second prosecution was for a speech at a bur
ial in Jessnitz, Grand Duchy of Anhalt. The public 
prosecutor himself requested an acquittal and the 
couit complied. ' 

A third prosecuUon was in connection with the 
Sonntags Blatt. I had published a poem which 

Religious Persecutions in Germany. described the grand effect produced by the interior 
Dr. Voelkel, Mayaeburu, Ed.ttor of the P'reireli(liOS88 Sonta(l8 B!att, in ol the Oologne cathedral. In the last verses the 

tneNa;tonazR•former. poet laments that these ennobling sentiments van· 
A ?emarkably large number of· German FL"eethink- 1ahed completely when two priests in absurd apparel 

~rs h_av lately been subjected to heavy sentences of (Narrentracht), with silly babble, conducted a so. 
1mpnsonment for blasphemy and " defamation of the called service. The public prosecutor demanded 
state church" and its institutions. Though in former two days' imprisonment. The verdict was acquittal. 
;years such sentences ware not rare, it seems as if I pass over many other cases in which I was &c· 
Just after the abolition of the Socialist laws the quitted as a result of my written defense, without the 
stat~ too_k a special, though not a benevolent, inter- case going to verbal trial. In one of these charges 
est ~n all those working in the Freethought c11uee. the proseeutor in Edurt had incriminated seven
Whilst formerly sometimes months fllapsed without teen points in one of my lectures. Fourteen of these 
~.sentence being recorded in the Neues lireirelig- impeachments were only quibbles; three .only were 
~oses Sontags Blatt, hardly a week now passes in of any importance. My defense, covering three 
~hie~ s~ch an event is not reported. Herr Kruhl, sheets, proved the untenableness of the charge by 
m Stlesu;, was lately ~ondemned to six months' im· an overwhelming amount of theological material. 
prisonment, because in a lecture he r-eproached the The charge bad been made by a schoolmaster. 
church with. trying to stupefy th.e people, nnci with In one of the laot trials, in Berlin, the public 
on Y attrlilctlng old women and children. The same prosecutor asked for my acquittal after ha'viDg heard 
punishment was meted out to Herr Erth in Saxony my defense, and this was agreed to: The trial had 
for similar expressions. As to myself, I was sen- lasted a long time. The " blasphemy " was contained 
tenced three times during the space of two months in ·a lecture I had delivered before the Frie 
~rat to a. fortnight's impri~onment, for an alleged Gemeinde in Berlin. By the arrangem&nt of Herr 
Insult to two clergymen, who hadby unseemly inter- Friedrici, president of the society, eaeh apeech is 
ruptions disturbed one of my lectures, and caused stenographed. In order to obtain the report of :my 
the meeting to be dispersed by the police; further lecture, the public prosecutor had ordered the house 
to six months!. imprisonment for defamation of the of Herr Ftiedrici and the houses of several of 
Virgin Mtny; and) finally, to a term of six months the other members of the committee to be searched. 
for. blasphemy in the form of eriticism of the doc· The bookcases of the society had been broken open, 
trin of the trinity. As regards the last two sentences and, the contents ransacked to find the report, in 
I ha.v appealed to the Rsiohsgericht in Leipzig for s defiance of the protests of Herr Friedrici. But the 
new t!'ii:il. I am now undergoing the first sentence search was in vain, because, I believe, Herr Friedrici 
of fG fortnight in the prison of Gommarn near Mag- had the document in his breast-pocket. And in 
de burg; and am writing this in cell No. 2. spite of all these energetic measures, which could 

Let us first consider what the German statute- not hav been more severe in a case of high treason, 
book orders in regard to b!asT>hemy and the deftlmt.- there followed a verdict of acquittal in compliance 
tion of the church. Sec. 166 ordains: Whoever with the demand ofthe public prosecutor. 
creates annoyance by blasphemy, also whoever as- I come now to the two unfortunate lawsuits which 
perses any of the three religious communities ac· hav up to the present led to two separate sentences 
knowledged by the stnte (the Protestant, the Oath- of six months' imprisonment. I delivered a lecture 
olic, llilnd the Jewish), sh!!!ll be punished by imprison- last year at Muhlhausen, in Tll;iiringen (where once 
ment up to five years. · Thomas Miintzer lived), on the religious aspect of 

·The sense of this is clear though it is elastic: It the Peasant Wars ofthe sixteenth century. I refuted 
is an offense (1) to blaspheme God, (for the punish- the theory of the Oatholic historian, Janssen, that 
ment of this "crime" it is, however, necessary for Luther had caused the Peasant Wars. I stated that 
one of the persens present to be annoyed); (2) it is as early as 1476 a Franconian peasant, called the 
an offense to asperse any of the three religions, their piper Hans, because he played the :flute at weddings, 
ordinances or forms, i.e., baptism, communion, etc. asserted that the Virgin Mary visited him at night 

There is no clea.r definition of the word blasphemy. and revealed to him her opinions of the pope, the 
The Raichsgarieht hf.ls decided that aspersion of the emperor, etc. This statement, which may be found 
church or its ordinances, if it is not done in a scur- in every detailed history of the Peasant Wars, was 
rilous manner, .is not punishable. The dogmas of misunderstood by a schoolmaster, present at the 
the church may also. ba criticised, providing that the lecture, who consequently charged me with blao· 
church itself is not thereby indirectly defamed. phemy of the Virgin Mary. He believed me to hav 
Whatever is not clearly expressed by the law is eluci- said that the Virgin Mary had received nocturnal 
dated by the decisions of the Reichsgericht. It is, visits whilst she lived, thereby hinting at the illegiti
therefore, necessary to be well acquainted with these, mate birth of Jesus Ohrist. In the context the mie
if one is to avoid danger. Many of the judges are understanding is at once explained ; but three of the 
not sufficiently acquainted with these decisions, and judges, who were Roman Oatholics, and the Oatholic 
their sentences are often quashed on appeal to the public prosecutor were prejudiced against me. In 
Raichsrath. The editor of a workman's journal, vain I pleaded that in a lecture on the Peasant Wars 
who had written a poem which was thought to offend of the sixteenth century I could not possibly hav 
against Sec. 166, Wills condemned. The Rsichsgericht mlhided to an event (the birth of Jesus) which was 
having quashed the first sentence, I defended him said to hav happened fifteen hundred years before, 
in Nordhausen Thuringen at the second trial and and which had no connection with my subject. 

· obtained his acquittal. The court had omitted to subpmna one of my wit-
During the last six years I hav been prosecuted neeses. I demanded that he should be sent for at 

innumerable times for blasphemy, but hav always once. The court adjourned for an hour. My wit
been acquitted, having conscientiously kept within ness appeared; he gave a correct report of my lect
the. bounds of Sec. 166 and the decisions of the ure, and was much surprised at the statement im
Reichsgericht. The mode of procedure is as fol· puted to me. He was then called upon to swear 
lows : The public meetings and lectures are under that I had not made the statement. This he could 
the supervision of two police officers, who sit next not do, but he declared on oath that he had not 
to the speaker and take notes during the lecture and heard the statement, and must hav done so had I 
the discussion. Should either of these or anyone in mr.de it. The witness for the prosecution, the 
the audience believe that Sec. 166 has been offended school-m!'ster who had informed against me, admitted 
against, they immediately inform the public prose. on oath th11.t he had not heard the crucial word 
cutor. He orders the magistrate of the district to "received." Nevertheless the public prosecutor con
hold a preliminary examination of the accused. sidered the case proved, and demanded nine months' 
After this the accusation is served. I hav repeatedly imprisonment and immediate arrest. He considered 
been enabled by this written defense to obtain a me guilty of blasphemy, the Virgin Mary being 
withdrawal of the accusation. The next step is the looked upon as a deity in the Oatholic church; and 
judicial procedure before the :five judges constituting guilty also of aspersion of the Oatholic church and 
"' tribunal. The result is condemnation or acquittal. its ordinances. The court decided by three votes 
In c~se of condemnation, an appeal is allowed to the against two for a sentence of six months' imprison· 
Reicbsgericht in Leipzig, should there hav been an ment. 
error of form or of law in the sentence. An appeal against this judgment can be m11de on 

! wi~:~b to" eay a few words about my first law- several poQ:lts. The first is that it iff founded on 
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evidence, the chid pad of which was. not given on 
oath. In the sscond place, in spite of my repeated 
demands, the court omitt.ad to aek the witness for 
prosecution whether he had bean annoyed by the 
et.atement; this, as mentioned above, being necessary 
for the punishment of blasphemy. · . 

A month after this I was again sentenced to six 
months' imprisonment. In a lecture delivered in 
Halle I had criticised the doctrin of the trinity 
an_d conte~ded that the Bible gl!lve· no proof ·of it. I 
~atd that m t~~ atory of th~ beptism o1 Je&us (John 
1, 32; Matt. 111, ~6; Mark I, 10) the appeari4nce of 
the Holy Ghost, m the form of a dove is represented 
as a vision seen by Jesus, or by John. The dove, 
however, was a pagan bird, and, what is most im
portant, the explanation that the three we ra one is 
wanting. 
. I showe.d that the same '!Vant of a disti:r:ct exposi

tiOn of umty Wft.S apparent m the formula of baptism 
(Matt. xxviii, 19); that Mark xvi, from the ninth 
verse to the end of the cbapttr, waa not found in the 
older manuscripts; that John i, 5-7 of the later 
Lutheran Bibles, did not date from L~ther but had 
bc:en declared by him to be interpolated, etc. I re
Dllllded my readers that Frederick the Great (" der 
alte Fritt- ") had said the trinity made an exception 
to the multiplication table, as in all other cases tllree 
times one was three. And I ended by saying that to 
honor ~esus one need not look upon him ss a God. 
A crucdied God does not suffer as a huma.n being 
would ; every human being who combats, strives, 
and suffers, does more for .salvation tium a crucified 
God. 

An especial interest was given to the trial by two 
clergymen appearing as informers. They were not 
J!Overned by their doctrin of loving their enemies. 
One of them was evidently ashamed of the despicable 
part he played; the other, in p1·esence of the biased 
judges and the public prosecutor could eee nothing 
but blasphemy in what I had said. O.u tbe other 
hand, I pleaded that I had said nothing against the 
existence of God, but that I had only ende~t.vored to 
sho":' that all the Bible quotations brought forward 
by me proved nothing. If the do~trin of the trinity 
had been clearly expressed in the Bible, there would 
hav _bean no ne~d for the bishops to hav voted on the 
subJect centurieS after. The expression, that Jesus 
"came out of the urn (after the ballot) as a God" 
was considered a gross blasphemy. 

When I entered court I could at once foretell the 
iseue of the trin.l. The judgea stued at me, some 
smiling and some laughing; and maintained this At· 
titude during the whole trial. During my defense 
they conversed so audibly thmt I stopped suddenly, 
thinking I had not the e~r of the court; but was 
told to proceed. I was :finally condemned to six 
months' imprisonment, at the instance of the public 
prosecutor. In both cases an appeal has been made 
to the Reichsgericht, bnt who knows what will be 
the result? 

THE Jesuits in Madagascar hav been righteously reproved 
by the courts of that land for Elanders of the Freemasons. 
The head of the Jesuit mission has been fined $200 and 
ordered to pay damages to the amount of $2,00Q to the 
Freemasons. Last year a lodge of Freemasons was estab
lished at Antananarivo, the capital of Madagascar. The 
Jesuits at once Issued a pamphlet in the Malagassy language, 
setting forth · the " disreputable and loathsome proofs of 
Freemasonry." The pamphlet said that the evils of Free
masonry were too great to lie described in detail, and there
fore attention was confined to some principal instances. It 
asserted that kings and princes had been so beguiled by the 
social pleasures and teastings of Freemasonry as to shelter 
beneath their rank and power agents of the craft who had 
the destruction of these royal personages in charge, and who 
carried out their mission. The execution of Louis XVI. at 
the time of the French Revolution was ascribed to Free. 
masonry. The pamphlet also said that previous to the lntro. 
duction of Freemasonry into England· from Germany, in 
1779, the people of that country were noted for the rectitude 
of their conduct, but that Freemasonry had spread among 
them vices of all sorts and many unspeakable crimea and 
evils, until the people had become greatly corruptt:rl. This 
pamphlet made a profound impression and gave Free. 
masonry a bad name among the nativs, but the more intelli
gent part of the people think the Jesuits hav sustained a 
well.deserved defeat in losing their case. 0! course the 
Catholic papers call the finding of the court "an ouLrage." 

TALMAGE's church is fighting the collector of Brooklyn. 
Their counsel recently appeared before Judge VanWyck in 
the city court and asked to hav the taxes, amounting to 
$1,385.40, which were charged to the Tabernacle members 
a few days after they bad bought their present site in Clinton 
avenue, to be declared null and void, on the ground that the 
church property was exempted. The church obtained title 
to the land on Nov. 9, 1889, and that on Nov. 15, six days 
afterward, the city's taxes were confirmed. Corporation 
Counsel Jenks opposed the motion, on the ground that the 
taxes had become a lien on the property on July 1st preceding, 
when the assessors' books were closed. The church people 
are perfectly willing to enjoy the protection of government, 
but no one ever knew them to be willing to pay for it. They 
wa11t other toll.tl.l to keev uv their fire iusura11ce policy. 
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Some eminent and philanthropic persona whose 
hearts bleed for long-range misery hav completed an 
organization known IB the. "Society of American 
Friends of Russian Freedom." It is patterned after 
the Eoglish society, which bas nine members of 
Parliament in its central committee. The American 
society is composed of Free Religionists and lib!3rll 
Christians, T. W. Higginsoa beading the Jist, which 
includes the poets Whittier and LoweiJ, Wm. Lloyd 
Garrison, son of his father; Bishop Phillips Brooks, 
H. T. Savage, Heber Newton, George Kennan, the 
Russian prison explorer; Hll'k Twain, heretic; lobn 
W. Clladwiok, aud a few others of lesser note. 

The object of the society is ''to aid by all moral 
and legal means the Russian patriots in their eft'ort to 
obtain for their country political freedom and self
government." The present members do not intend 
and " are not asked to approve, to support, or 
countenance the extreme and violent section of the 
Russian opposition. Hen a~d women," they say, 
" who bav made up their minds to commit acts lead 
ing to their own inevitable death are not likely to be 
mflaenoed O!le Way Or IDOtber by what outsiders 
think and say of them. What the society wishes to 
do is to tell to all liberty-loving Russians that many 
Americans are in deep and warm sympathy with 
their aspirations, that they will wat"h with eager 
"ttention every new e:lfort of theirs, will bail with 
enthusiaslll their victory, and will mourn for their 
suft'erings in oaae of defeat." This, of course, is of 
great assistance to a people being driven oft' to 
Siberia by thousands to peJ"ish from cold and bru
tality, 

In the address prepared by the Boston society the 
promoters say c 

" 1. While all other Ch1.'isti$n nations of America and 
Europe, including those recentl:f enfranchised f.rom the 
Turkish yoke (which are considerably behind Russia in 
culture), now liv under free constitutional governments, 
having their national parliaments, their responsible minis
tries, their habeas corpuB, Russia is the only Christian coun. 
try in Europe where no such guarantees exist. In Russia 
alone can men and women be arbitrarily arrested, thrown 
into prison, exiled, and otherwise be punished without any 
form of trial; in Russia alone are simple expressions of 
opinion visited with the heaviest penalties; thegovernment 
is not there sanctioned or modifl.ed by any popular vote, and 
millions of people, crushed under the burden of arbitrary 
taxes, are at the mercy of irresponsible, uncontrolable 
ofl.icials, whose will makes the law for them. 

' 1 We understand that the main body of the Russian oppo
sition, even including the extreme revolutionary party, 
known by the name of 'Nihilist,• asks for no impracticable 
reforms, being prepared to adopt legal methods of agitation· 

· trom the day the present autocratic r~im"6 is replaced by 
a constitutional monarchy which shall be controled by a 
national party. Until then, since D,O legal means of agita. 
tion are provided, it is not strange if men are tempted into 
illegal ones. 

"We consider the movement for a constitutional govern. 
ment in Russia perfectly legitimate, moderate, and timely; 
and we think that Americans, who were the first to proclaim 
and assert the supreme right of the people to self-government 
,.nd independence, ought to help and encourage by all proper 
methods those who seek to follow their example. 
"~. The methods of the R ussiaa bureaucratic despotism in 

dealblg with its political opponents appear to us particularly 
objectionable. 

" Every government, so long as it is tolerated by a nation, 
has doubtleBB a right ta defend itself against its political 
enemies. But we cannot consider in the light of legitimate 
self-defense such acts as slaughtering unarmed prisoners, 
fl.ogging .women to death, and tearing from their families 
hundreds of children, aged fttteen years and less, to be exiled 
to Siberia. . 

" The Russian exUe. and . prison system, as it has been 
represented in the exhaustiv statements of Mr. George 
Kennan-statements which hav never been disproved-is a 
disgrace to our age and an insult to our common llumanity, 
against which we are bound to protest, as some of us pro
tested against the similar atrocities perpetrated by other 
nations. 

"3. We must also condemn the recent persecution of the 
Jews in Russia, under the pretext that some of their number 
were guilty of usury. 

"The wholesale persecution of the millions of Jewish 
people, who are generally extremely poor workingmen, the 
exclusion of Jewish youth from colleges and universities, the 
closing to Jews of liberal profeBBions, can in no wise be 
viewed as protection against usury, but as a relapse into the 
barbarous practices of the Middle Ages. 

''In all countries the amount of political and social equal. 
ity enjoyed by the Jews is in direct proportion to the general 
freedom. The Jewish problem in Russia must be solved in 
the same way that it has been solved in other countries; and 
the abhorrence we feel at the persecution of a peaceful, law
abiding people, whose real offense is that they are Jews, is 
an additional reason for our wishing Russia te enjoy the 
safeguards of a constitutional government." 

This stirring and great sympathy with oppressed 
people at 1 distance is a marked obaraoteristio of 
many Americans and Englishmen. Nine membere 
of parliament composing 1 part of the central com
mittee of the British society, are folks of this aort 
But what do they say when the Russians ask for 
constitu,ionll government for Ireland t And Ameri· 
OIDS are alla1lame over Ireland's wrongs and R11ssia'~ 
tyranny ; but if any of the members of this society 
hav protested against the American Gfficill i11qnisi 
tiona, the eobo of their protest has not yet reached 
New York. Of course it is well enough to be indig· 
nant over the unequal land laws of Russia and to 
print protests against Russian land grabbing and 
monopoly, but a few words against some of tbt 
hideous economic injustice in the monopaly of land 
in this country, as protested against by Colone; 
Ingersoll, would not be entirely wasted, and might 
besides do as much good for humanity, standing 
perhaps as good a chance of being influential witl 
the powers that be. We do not wish to disoour•g• 
sny effort to extend freedom, but we are 1 little 
doubtful of those who feel so much for the oppressed 
of other countries and calmly look on at the mon· 
strous iDjnstioe daily perpetrated at home. It's too 
much like the Methodist cry for 1 million for mis· 
sions for the heathen, but not a word for the suffer
ing heathen right here within 1 mile of the Methodist 
headquarters. 

This society proposes to obtain and spread au
thentic illformation about the condition of Russia, 
to organize lectures, meetings, debating societies, 
and to use Ill other legal and honorable means of 
in1luenoing public opinion in America, and to pro
mote similar societies in other countries. But why 
not do this first about the United States ! Why not 
find out how many evictions of people unable to pay 
their rent hav occurred in American cities ! How 
many tenant farmers hav suft'ered loss from rapa
cious landlords t How many Kansas farmers bav 
been sold out at sheriff" a sale; how many people 
died of starvation from lack of land to work upon ? 
Why not organise lectures, meetings, debating 
societies, to discuss American bard times t Why talk 
about Russian official tyranny when Holy John does 
the same thing in his governmental department that 
the post-office censors of Russia do t And all over 
the country people hav within the past few years been 
imprisoned for not being the same sort of Christians 
that the majority are. One. died in a Southern 
prison where he was put for believing that Saturday 
and not Sunday is 1 holy day. 0 11t in Pittsburgh, 
Pa., they will not let 1 man lecture for pay on Sun
days if be is not orthodox, though Christians can 
and do so as much 11 they like. We havn't heard 
that Hr. Higginson, or Hr. Newton, or Hr. Chad
wick, or the two poets, hav said anything against 
snob discrimination. 

We would rather organize a Society of :Friends 
of American Freedom than try to coerce the ez.r, 
though that is a good object, and all who feel 1 

keener interest in oppressed people across the water 
than in oppressed people in the United S~ates should 

address Francis J. Garrison, 4: PArk street, Boston, 
Mass. 

The Illogical Christians of Kansas. City. 
Mr. Sobweinfurth's fellow-Christians of KIDBIS 

City, Mo., where he recently visited for the purpose 
of promulgating his peculiar Christian dootrili, are 
not so tolerant as those of Rockford, Ill., where he 
is better and more unfavorably known. On the lat 
instant some of the citizens of Kansas City oonsti· 
toted themselvs 1 committee to announce to the 
Christ that be is an impostor and to warn him to 
make himself less conspicuous on Kv.~.sas Oity streets. 
The committee held a meeting-business men of 
in1laenoe predominating-and it was decided that 
the self-alleged Oarist is a blasphemer, and a sub. 
committee of twelve was appointed to look after him. 
A. notifiaation to leave town was prepared at "the 
request of some of the older 111d more oonservativ 
rnen who thought it best to giv the alleged Christ 
time- to work an ascension miracle, or to descend 
into hell and remain there for three days or longer 
if be desired, or to do 111ything to leave 1 vacancy 
where now his corporal presence exists." The docu
ment reads: 

"KlNSU CITY, Mo., June 1, 1891. 
"G:il:o. J, SOHWBINFUBTB, 914 .E11st Fourteenth st., Kansas 

City, Mo. 
" At a mee~ing held to-day by a committee of a number of 

citizens it was resolved that you as an impostor among a 
good people in this community, hav been a detriment to 
such an extent that the means adopted, as shown hereafter, 
hav become a necPssity, in order to protect some of your 
unfortunate, weak·minded victims against being openly led 
to deviations from the true path of good morals and Chris· 
tianity by your-pretended teachings. 

" The people composing this committee are thorough Kan· 
sas Cityans and will not tolerate this imp:>sition any longer, 
but will readily adopt the necessary means to carry out this 
verdict. We hav resolved that for the good of our com· 
munity you are to leave this city within twenty four hours, 
and unless you so comply you must abiile by the conse
quences. We want an.angwer by bearer of this lette.r, and 
tf same is not ~iven your non-compli~nce will bJ accapted 
and you may expect an early visit from 

" TBB COMMITTBB. 
11 MENU: 

" FIRST BBRV£011:, 
11 TAR AND F&<l.TBBBS." 

The messenger did not see St~hweinfurth, but the 
communication was banded to one of the " angels " 
who then c ffi 1iated-in aooord•noe with the accepted 
derivation of the word angel-as messenger. "Cnrist" 
was in the upper regions of the ''heaven" and would 
not come down stairs nor would be deign any reply 
to unholy communication. Another meeting was 
held later in the day to further consider the case, but 
the result of the deliberation bas never been made 
known, as the alleged " Christ " instead of miraou • 
lonely setting at naught the machinations of the un
appreoiativ Kansas Oityans appealed to the worldly 
powers that be. He dispatched an " angel" to his 
honor Mayor Holmes, who entertained the seraphic 
visitor and promised worldly protection to the re
deemer from Rockford. So the committee's work 
went for naught. 

We thin) the good. old-style Christians deserve 
rebuke for their illiberality toward this modern 
messiah. His claims are just IS valid IS ever any
body's were, and there is no more reason why he 
should not work miracles than there are against his 
proselytes doing them. His dootrins are no more 
strange in this generation than those of Jesus were 
in his; and if virgins bore children nineteen hundred 
years ago, there is no reason why Sobweinfurth's 
female angels should not do so now, and still remain· 
virgins. Sobweinfurth is of course an impostor, a 
scheming religious swindler, but be is not the :flrst 
nor the worst of his class. Aside from his religious 
principles and acts he seems to be a gentleman in all 
except his property-monopolizing tendencies, but 
there bav been dupes and victims of such as be be· 
fore now, and the pious swindlers bav moved among 
decent people and even been highly estimated. Mr. 
Peooi of Rome probably makes more money out of 
his victims in an hour than Sohweinfartb baa done 
ia all the years be has been playing the Christ. 

And certainly it ill becomes the Christians of to
day to call the kettle black. They believe the old 
story implicitly ; it was real then, why may it not be 
so again ! If they reject it of to-day, why not reject 
snob yarns when told of the long ago t Their belief 
concerning Jesus the Christ and their actions toward 
Sobweinfurth the O.brist are inoOllsistent aPd illos
ioal. 
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New Subscribers. 
This week we desire to acknowledge the kindness of 

l:fessrs. H. N. Prouty, J. A.. Grimes, W. F. Schade, 
J. M. Hubbard, W. B. Friedman, Ed. Stein, H. Q. 
Norton, W. B. Olark, J. Wallace, Chas. Traver, J. 
Graham, J. H. Chapman, and Thos. Duncan, for 
lending us new subscribers, Messrs. Dancan and 
Friedman sending four each and the others one to 
three. ··Such f1forts are a great help to us, and are 
heartily appreciated, We need a great deal larger 
list to m~e smooth sailing and we hope to get it 
with the aid of our friends. 

Injustice to Taxpayers. 
The charities of this city received from thtl public 

treasury last year .the sum of $2,001,835.74, some-
. thing over -one-half going to the Roman Oatholic 
church. The figures are : · 
Foundling Asylum of the Sisters of Charity ...... $261,838 00 
New York Catholic Protectory ................ ;....... 254 000 00 
Roman Catholic House of the Good Shepherd... 13.200 00 
St. Joseph's Institution tor the Improved In- · 

structfon of Deaf Mutes........................ 20,700 00 
Association tor Befriending Children and Young 

Girls .................................................. . 
Mission of the Immaculate Virgin ....•....... ~ ..... . 
Institution of Mercy ..................................... . 
Missionary Sisters, 1.'bird Order of St. Francis .. . 
Dominican Convent, Our Lady of the Rosary .. . 
Asylum of St. Dominic ................................. . 
St Joseph's A.sylum .................................... .. 
St. James's Home ......................................... . 
Asylum of St. Vincent De Paul.. .................... . 
St. Michael's Home ....................................... . 
Bt. Ann's Home ............................................ . 
St. Agatha's Home tor Children ..................... . 

7 211 00 
116,923 14 
80157 Ill 
64 320 00 
50 312 49 
49 514 4:1 
51.250 4~ 
10 959 911 
14 574 13 
5 467 01 

16 770 4:1 
18,780 42 

Associat.ion tor Befriending Cnildren and Young 
Girls................................................... 1,506 99 

The. other institutions benefited are Protestant 
and Jewish. Some of the former are called 11 unsee 
tarian," but the word is misused, for they are all 
Christian places. · 

About one dollar in every six~een of the expenses of 
the city is used in running these institutions to mak 
Christians. And the way they are run is well told 
in the speech before 1 Troy jury made in the suit of 
Anna A.moe against the 11 House of the Good Shep
herd,'' as reported in these columns last week. And 
only a few days ago the parents of a child committed 
to a Protestant institution in this city brought suit 
against the officers for inhumanly abusing the boy. 
These institutions are unworthy objects of publia 
aid i and besides, voting money to them is the rank
eat sort of injustice to the taxpayers. It is using 
public money to supporb religion, which is a violation 
of our organic law. 

----~~~.-------
Another of the Periodical Humbugs. 

A humbug operation of rather unusual size has 
been going on for some weeks in Pennsylvania. 
" Father " Mollinger is the performer and the p1ace 
is · at Troy Hill, Allegheny, where. the halt, the 
maimed, and the blind resort to be 11 cured." The 
priest proclaims himself the possessor of "the power 
of etrectiv prayer." He utters these prayers, te1ling 
the patient to do likewise. " While under the in
fluence of these prayers he selects a medicin. He be
lieves that the divine mind, acting through him, causes 
him to select the remedy, and that thus faith and 
works cause the cures.'' That is the program, and 
the results are as usual. His fame has spread widely 
and a short while ago about three thousand diseased 
people were around him, waiting to be cured. Of 
course the excitement is kept up by reports of mirac
ulous healings. "James Duffy, of Canton, 0., has 
been entirely relieved of a severe attack of palsy. 
Daffy has been unable to hold anything in either 
hand for several years. Father Mollinger gave him a 
crucifix to hold and, looking him steadily in the eyes, 
told him to clutch it tightly. The man obeyed, and 
instantly all trace of palsy left him. Mamie Scanlon, 
afllicted with hip disease, and Miss J. Duffy, of 
Binghampton, N.Y., suffering from white swelling, 
left for their homes perfectly cured. Alice 
McGowan, of Overton, N. Y., was also sent home 
cured of blindness. Albert Ourtis, suffering and 
helpless from acute rheumatism, and Mrs. Frances 
Heins unable to walk for eleven years on account 
of p.:ralysis, both had the power of locomotion 
re11tored.'' These are but samples, many more 
.of el\lually startling and miraculous character being 
Jeported. 

It is said that the priest will be called to Rome 
.to esplain his thaumaturgical racket. Already some 
who hav been " cured" are complaining that the cure 
wall not permanent enough, and skeptics alleg~ 
~p~t !loJ>o~y has beep ~~.rt~~ pt ~n, w;bicp is p.n!lo~J>t-

edly the case. Excitement and·stnpid faith may hav 
led some to think themselvs benefited by the mum
mery of the priest, but psychology will explain all 
that plain. humbug does not. Such a priest, however, 
is very valuable to his church, and if he goes toEa
rope he ought be placed in charge of the Lourdes 
chapel. America is too hard-headed a place for him 
to keep up the imposture long. 

A METHODIST editor writing of the late war says, meaning 
by 11 nation" the North : "The nation believed in their aol
diers, and both soldiers and nation believed in God. How 
could that army be otherwise than invincible?" As a matter 
of tact, the Southerners believed fully as devoutly in God
the same God-and also in their soldiers, and the soldiers 
believed in the same God. Why, then, was not the Southern 
army as invincible as the Northern? Our columns are open 
tor any Christian to make this clear . 

TaB IniUpendent notes with surprise that a boy arrested 
in Newark recently "did not know who made the earth or 
the sky, nor what punishment would be given hereafter to 
wicked people who take false oatha." But does the In!U
pendent know these thwgs? It so it should not hide its 
knowledge, but giv it freely to the world. Great renown 
awaits the man who can satisfy the public in these matters. 
The boy who is so intolerably ignorant is the child of Italian 
Catholic parents. 

TaB Rev. Henry Preserved Smith, of the Lane Theological 
Seminary, and evidently of Puritan parentage, writes to the 
lndep~:;dent to sav that "A rigid insistence upon the West
minster doctrin of transmission of the Bible would .vacate 
every chair of-exegesis in the church. Tne doc rin is that 
the text has been by God's 1 si~gular care and providence 
kept pure in all ages.'" That is to say, there is not an 
exegetical professor in the Presbyterian church who believes 
in the Westminster Confession of Faith, which is the 
authoritativ creed of the church I Surely, the heretics are 
multiplying, and what in the end will be the tate of the 
creeds? 

OF all the irreconcilable idiots loose in this city the editor 
of the Mail and Ea;preBB is unquestionably the most idiotic. 
To 1 ' restore the sanctity of the Sabbath to the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art,'' while at the same time affording the labor. 
ers of the city opportunity 1 o view its treasures, he advocates 
opening it at five o'clock in the . morning six days in the 
week. 11 The workman's day," he says, 11 begins at eight. It 
he were to spend an hour or two in the galleries he would 
still hav an hour in which to get to his work, and that would 
enable him to attend to his work in time snywhere in New 
York or Jersey City." Imagin a man getting up at tour or 
halt-past to visit an art gallery before going to work I Mr. 
Shepard is certainly the champion nincompoop of the town. 

To Mr. Wettstein's offer of one hundred dollars tor a spirit 
test of slate-writing, or by discharging a gun at a materlsl
ized spirit, or dematerialization of a spirit while he holds its 
hands, the Better Way says: 1

" The first and third offer 
might be acceptable to a medium, but spirits do not giv 
tests on such offers. The second mode is objectionable be
cause a materialized spirit is so closely allied to the medium 
that, though ten teet apart and both in sight, the least injury 
done to the spirit a:lfects the medium-it being known that 
on an occasion where a spirit took a sip of water it was 
immediately ejected by the medium in another part of the 
room. Thus the shooting test is an unreasonable one. But 
Mr. Wettstein may obtain tests tor less money than that it 
he will visit a few mediums and go in the spirit of an honeat, 
earnest investigator. Spirits can be only importuned by 
love to give tests, not by money ; tor it is they who giv the 
tests-not the medium." -----

b a person desires to know how to be good scientifically, 
morally, socially, politically, and can stand three or tour 
lectures per day on the subject, he should hie him to Ply. 
mouth, Mass., where from July 1st to August 12th, inclusiv, 
the 11 School tor Applied Ethics " will be in session. This 
school is an ethical Chautauqua, the result of Professor 
Adler's long labors, and is designed to teach 11 clergymen, 
teachers, journalists, philanthropists, and others, who are 
now seeking careful ~;ntormation upon the great themes of 
Ethical Sociology." The terms of tuition are ten dollars, 
and board varies from six to fourteen dollars per week. The 
director of the faculty is Professor Adams, of the University 
of Michigan, with a number of associates more or less 
prominent in educational circles. Professor Adler will lect
ure frequently and is a powerful infiuence in the manage
ment of the school. The schedule of subjects of lectures 
includes about everything ,industrial, governmental, relig· 
ions, and ethical, including the Indian question and humane 
treatment of animals. Sunday evenings there will be ser
mons by various clergymen, Swedenborgian, Jewish, Roman 
Catholic, Unitarian, Baptist, and one not yet provided. 

TaBRB is an am~sement park on the grounds of the National 
Military Home, near Dayton, 0., and the people of that city 
hav been in the habit of visiting it Sundays. Recently the 
" ministerial association" of Dayton resolved that it ought 
to be closed, even to the soldiers in the Home. There is 
nothing, it seems, that the ministers won't attempt to save 
their day. The speakers at the ministerial association meet
ing openly advocated the Puritan Sunday. 11 We had 
learned," said one orator, 11 that it man can not be made 
religious, he can, at least, be compelled to obey the laws . 
All we ask is to see the laws enforced. There are about five 
thousand soldiers at the Heme, and one of them tells us that 
not over five hundred are in favor of closing the park. He 
pa!Js tpe ministers who ~r!l 3ttempting to clos~ it-tor he is 

a vehement man-" low-down, sneaking vampires," and . 
closes his letter with these words: "I spent three years in 
the'war tor the Union, and twenty.five as a scout in the 
Indlsn country, and my hand is more familiar with a gun 
than with a pen, yet I could write volumes in reference to 
this matter. But if I tully expressed my mind, Holy John 
would probably suppress the article, so what's the use? But 
can't you 1 hit 'm a lick?' I wish you would." 

TaB premier of Quebec is reported as having said to the 
pope at a recent audience : ' 1 When I assisted at the Balti
more centenary, I felt an acute regret on finding that there 
were no Canadians among the American bishops, notwith
standing that there are more than a million Canadians in the 
United States. As the diocese of Ogdensburg is about to 
become vacant, I shall pray the holy see to nominate a Cans. 
dian to the vacancy." The Oat7wlic R6'1Jieu! quoting this 
says: " M. Mercier must hav curious ideas of international 
col1rtesy when he permits himself to interfere in the affairs 
of the church in the United States as freely as it he were a 
member of the American hierarchy." And the act is made 
none the less queer by the tact that the premier himself is 
an Infidel. or the proposal the R6'1Jie'l0 adds: II To it one 
would object it such a candidate came to the people in the 
ordinary way; but to hav a priest selected by the politi
cians of Quebec and the ecclesiastical powers of the same 
province; selected primarily because of his blood, and 
placed in a see on the Canadian borders, are circumstances 
which the ordinary American looks upon with suspicion 
and contempt." It seems that the priests of the two coun
tries are slightly jealous of each other. 

Ex SBNATOR W ARRBN SMITH, of Tennessee, and a well
known contributor to this paper, continues to excite the min
isters of Dahlonega, Ga., where he is temporarily stopping 
on business. A dispatch from that town to the Atlanta Oon. 
1titution says: "Warren Smith, who may be classed with the 
Freethinkers of this age, has been delivering lectures here 
on Atheism and religion. He has stirred the preachers from 
one end of the county to the other by his bold utterances, 
and it is noticeable that his audiences are composed largely 
.of church-members. He recently delivered a tree lecture 
entitled 1 The Christ of Nazareth and the Christ of Christen
dom,' and it must be said that he handled his subject in a 
masterly manner, and gave some of the good brethren who 
heard him food tor thought. It is evident that he is an apt 
disciple of Bob Ingersoll, and travels, tor the most part, the 
same road with the great Infidel. A curious feature of his 
recent lecture was that a majority of those present seemed 
to approve of the radical utterances of the speaker, and those 

.who represented the other side and were present to criticise, 
arose and publicly approved the doctrine enunclsted. This, 
to say the least, wall most curious, as the speaker c:>ademned 
in the most unsparing terms the sanctimonious observance or 
Sunday, branding Sunday laws as an outrageous violation of 
the constitutional rights of American citizenship. Tb.e 
preachers see that Mr. ~mith is making an impression among 
the people-one that they think will be dangerous to religion 
in this section, and tttey propose to answer his arguments 
from the same platfor-m. That is, it has been suggested 
that they do so. They say they can refute his Atheistical 
statements, and it they decide to take the stump with him, 
a debate more exciting than that of Drs. Carswell and Arm. 
stead, at Douglasville, will be the result." Fur a business 
man Mr. Smith is a pretty evangelist in the c!luse of truth 
and liberty. 

OwiNG to ill health Helen Gardener has been visiting 
Florida. At a hotel where she stopped in Jacksonv!lle the 
guests recognized that they had some sort of a Northern li~n 
among them, but just what sort of a lion they didn't know. 
So they gues!ed. One thought she wrote poetry tor the pa. 
pers. Another that she was Laura Jean Libbey, a writer of 
sensational and trashy works. The question was finally 
answered by a bright young man of extensiv reading who 
said he believed she was the woman who had written 11 Is 
This Your Son? My God I" After reading the book, the 
exclamation is natural, or the attempt to picture a miserable 
libertfn is a failure. The young man spoke better than he 
knew. Miss Gardener was brilliantly entertained by the 
Floridians and their visitors. A reporter who attended her 
11 reception," at which she read selections from her bJoks 
and received a basket of fiowers, thus describes her : 11 This 
woman is a queen among women. Plain and unassuming in 
manner, as true genius should be, one feels as it acquaint
ance had existed for years, so friendly is her welcome. In 
a gown of white albatross, with silver ornaments, she looked 
every inch a queen." Another one wrote: 11 Jacksonville is 
proud of having within its gates to-day a woman whose 
keen perceptions, close study,and high degree of intelligence 

·place her beyond doubt a queen amongst women." The 
same pencil-pusher drew her picture: "Helen H. Gardener 
is an earnest, petite brunet, with large, brown eyes, whose 
every expression is one of thought and study. By no means 
is Miss Gardener austere and sedate ; she has a keen sense 
·or humor and enjoys a joke." He further gleaned this 
intormatioR concerning her: 11 Miss Gardener is at present 
compiling a work which will be published in the tall. She 
is a Virginian by birth, and traces her lineage directly from 
Lord Baltimore. Sb.e livs now in New York city, and 
mingles with the writers who hav, like herself, reached a 
high degree in literature. Miss Gardener is yet a young 
woman, and a bright future is hers." All of this we believe 
to be accurate, and it only remains to add that her book, " Is 
This Your Bon? My God I" can be procured from this 
oftice tor fifty cents in paper, and one dollar in cloth covers. 
But as a gilt-edged investment tor Freethinkers we recom
mend her 11 Men, Women, and Gods," at the same pr!ces 
The other one is meant tor Fifth avenue immorals. 
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EUREKA, CAL., June 2, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : It givs me pleasure to learn that the Bible 

Pictures are going to be printed in book· form. I intend to 
take several copies, but! will likely see you personally before 
the book is out, as I intend to come East this fall. 

ROBERT GUNTHER. 

NoRTH YAKIMA, WASH., June 1, 1891. 
:MR. EDITOR: Inclosed $6 apply to my subscription and 

tor one new subscriber. The other dollar is tor the Bible 
Picture book as soon as it is out. I wonder how Brother 
John Wanamaker likes some or his own medicin. I think 
the dose should be repeated often, as you are doing. Let 
the good work go on. T. G. REDFIBLD. 

ExoBLBIOR, WASH., May 30, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 tor which" send one copy of 

the " Pictorial Text-Book." I.:believe this makes ten copies 
I hav purchased (former orders sent from Wedron, Ill.), 
and it all the people hav ordered who hav promised me 
they would, I hav sold over twenty copies. The book in 
my estimation is the best one published to do good work 
among the superstitious, and tor that reason I talk tor it 
wherever I go. I wish every Liberal would do the same, as 
it would be of great assistance to you and also in the propa
gation of Freethought principles. I am a stranger here but 
hope to be able to get many more to purchase the book 
when this copy arrives so they can see what it is. 

Yours truly, M. P. BRAFFET. 

N&WARK, N.J., June 7, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: Pope Pius IX., Aug. 15; 180'4, declared in 

his encyclical letter that liberty of conscience was a most 
pestilential error. Mr. Pecci, the harmless old man known 
as Leo X III., also declares that Socialism and Anarchism are 
about the same. It the pope preached that those doctrine 
were divine and emanated from God, they would be accepted 
by his faithful as popish truths. The pope was king of 
kings on earth; but Freethought or reaso:a has at last de
throned him, and he is not master of Rome. While his 
agents bav been working to capture Protestant govern
ments, Freemaaons and Freethinkers hav been capturing 
Rome. While he has been preaching Freethought a pestilential 
error, Freethinkers hav been preaching that popery was a 
damnable pestilential curse to mankind. Where he was mak
ing one convert to Rome, Freethinkers were making nine. 
While Romanists were praying to God, Freethinkers were 
working to discover scientific truths. While papists and Prot
estants preach that where ignorance is a bliss it is a folly to be 
wise, Freethinkers declare that ignorance is a curse and it is 
not a folly to be wise. Priest Hecker declares this country is 
to hav a state religion, and that religion is to be Ro~an Oath. 
olic. Freethinkers declare that Romanism is a foreign plant, 
and should never be allowed to grow on American soil, 
where Paine, Washington, and Jefferson, and hosts of Free
thinkers fought to establish liberty. . While papists and 
bastard Americans hav been preaching that our public 
schools were godless and brothels, Freethinkers hav been 
showing up that nunneries were individual prisons and 
brothels, where nuns hav been found dead hanging from 
their prison cells, and to allow a church to imprison our 
children is a disgrace to our country, and a God that would 
ask such a sacrifice Ehould be made te take his own med
icin. 

Learn how to liv is my motto, instead of liv to learn 
how to die. One birth and one death are quite sufficient for 
me. I do not care about being the first to rise on resurrec
tion day. I know only of the present, and nothing of the 
future, and popes, priests, or sages do not know anything 
more. Those who preach of a heaven hereafter should be 
made to show their heaven to the living. Show up or shut 
up. Dead people tell no tales. 

I am a Freethinker, and believe like General Grant, when 
he spoke those noble words. at Des Moines, Ia.: 

" Let us all labor to add all needful guarantees tor the 
more perfect security of free th.ought, free speech, and tree 
press, pure morals, unfettered religious sentiments, and of 
equal rights and privlleges to all men irrespectiv of nation
ality, color or religion. Encourage free schools, and resolve 
that not one dollar of money appropriated to their support, 
no matter how raised, shall be appropriated to the support 
of any sectarian school. Resolve that neither the state or 
nation, nor both combined, shall support institutions of 
learning other than those sufficient to afford to every child 
growing up in the land the opportunity of a good common 
school education unmixed with sectarian, pagan, or Athe
istical tenets. Leave the matter of religion to the family 
altar, the church, and the private school supported entirely 
by private contribution. Keep the church and state forever 
separate." 

Those were noble words from a noble and patriotic presi
dent, soldier, and statesman. But Rome says: "Hands off· 
the child till we hav made it first loyal to the pope, and then 
the state can educate." Instead of religion, I would teach 
wisdom, honesty, and virtue, and humanity, our religion, and 
trust to nature's god tor our future lite. Freethinkers, let 
us hav free speech and free press; then, indeed, the people 
will be free. Respectfully and fraternally, W. W. Moruus. 

POINT RAINS Co., TEx., June 5, E.M. 291. 
MR. EDITOR : Please afford me sufficient space to express 

a few thoughts as they occur to )lle in regard to the spread 
of Liberalism and the decline of ecclesiasticism. My being is 
inspired with an assurance of the advancement of Liberalism 
when I read the reports in both religious and secular papers 
ot religious persecutions &Dd trials tor heresy of such as the 

Rev. Dr. Briggs, tt al. Surely this is positiv proof th'lt but he kept his eyes constantly fixed upon the table. He 
Rationalism is spreading her bright wings of thought over the never looked at me, and I never let my eyes precede the 
nation, with their shining rays of intelligence penetrating table to the points where it had to go to answer my question, 
the dark recesses of Christian slums of Ignorance and super- and the table did more than I had asked. It showed me 
stition. how the matter then stood, and how it was going to termi-

When I contemplate the rapid spread of Liberalism, and nate, revealing to me the secret of a girl's heart, who was 
observe with unmiatakableness the religious apathy of the several miles away. I was beaten, and my skepticism )lad 
church. going people, I fancy I hear the death-knell of the- received a severe shock. I asked tbe medium, "What was 
ology tolling from the Iotty spires of Rationalism; But on it that moved the table to answer our questions ?" Here
account of its sins and infamous crimes I think it is destined plied, " I don't know. I know no more about that than 
to die a hard, terrible, and ignominious death. The parox- you do." Now, this young man appeared to be perfectly 
ysms are now becoming more and more ·severe. In the honest ~nd candid. He did not attempt any explanation of 
phantasmagoria of her wild and frightful delirium she sees the phenomena, and he was not making capital of his me
spirits of those she has murdered, who, like Banquo's ghost; diumistic power. It appeared to me that he was dealing 
will not down at her bidding. She beholds their blood upon With a power which he himself did not understand. 
her garments and can no longer hide the shame of her long I am well-acquainted with a young lady, who is perfectly 
and infamous career. In gasping tor breath and struggling honest and truthful, who says that _she and some other 
tor life she is thrown into violent paroxysms of vomiting ; young persons sat down around a table to try to develop a 
and in relieving her stomach of its foulness she heaves . medium, and when the table commenced moving she jumped 
batches of her slime at the bright canvas of liberty and the up to get away from it, and found the table cleaving to her 
spotless characters of its noblest defenders. The prognosis hands like a magnet until she lifted it off the floor. The 
is certain. Her death is inevitable. Her hideous form will sight frightened her so that she never would try the experi
sink into the most profound coma, her eyes will be closed in ment again. 
shame, the curtain of insignificance lowered around her, and Now, from these phenomena, and many more which, per
her remains wrapped in the winding-sheet of infamy and haps, I will furnish hereafter, I hav formed the opinion that 
lowered without a tear, a word, or a song of regret into the there is a universal spirit-force and intelligence in nature (not 
dark depths of oblivion. Thus will end the tragic scene. outside of or beyond nature) which knows our unuttered 

True it is that many ministers of small caliber (22 and thoughts and feelings, and that it also knows past, present, 
less) are not aware of the real condition of their old craft. and future events; that it can act upon and through our 
Like the backwoodsman who, ignorant of the assassination brains and nervous systems, and under certain conditions 
of Abe Lincoln, cast a vote tor him in the late presidential and circumstances can answer our questions and make reve
election, one of them, who had never heard of the council of lations to us, but not in spoken words. 
Nice, remarked to me that Infidelity with all of its learning Now, the question arises, What is there in nature that can 
and eloquence would never pe able to ;lower a single sail of the possess this force and intelligence ? What is it ? 
old· ship of Zion. He said she had stood thousands of years The only thing known to me to which I can attribute 
and was now stronger than ever. these powers and phenomena is that subtle, mysterious, in-

1 am of the opinion that what he knows, or thinks he definable something whiQh scientists call electricity and 
knows, came to him by absorption in sa atmosphere of magnetism. 
crude opinions and a poor assortment of facts. It has never Gods, ghosts, spirits, deities, and demons hl!.v been in· 
had a sail on it since Voltaire, Thomas Paine,-Darwin, et ferred from the phenomena of nature, and the hidden, mys
aZ, shot off what few dirty old rags it ever waved to the die- terious force and intelligence behind the phenomena is what 
gust o! common sense and decency. Now it is seen as 6 theologians call God and deity. Now, if we find that what 
water-soaked hull, loaded with sin, blackened with infamy, scientists call electricity and magnetism produce the phe
and .wrecked on the sandbar of falsehood and cowardice. nomena, does it not prove that electricity and magnetism, 

This same preacher denounced all the Liberal publications and God and deity, are only different names used by differ-
as damnable and infamously immoral. ent classes of men for the same thing. i. e., the author of 

At the same time he frankly admitted that he had never nature's phenomena? Now, if the doctors of theology hav 
read any of them. He refused to read the" Age of Reason," any other God let them rise and explain .. Let them tell 
would not read "Thfl Gods," THE TRUTH SEBKER. nor the where their God is, what it is, and how they know that it ill, 
Freethinker'B Magazine.· He said he w·as staid of them. In or resign. It is false conceptions and false pictures of deity 
other words he admitted that he was clinging io a pious that has made the Atheists, and those who draw the false 
fraud that he knew would not stand the test of reason ; and pictures are the parties to blame, not the Atheists who 
that.he was a slink and a mental coward-just such as the doubt the existence of the originals of the false pictures. 
preachers Mr. Frank Morse in his letter to THE TRUTH Scientists know that electricity is force. Deity is force and 
SBEKER (Vol. 18, No. 22) makes mention of. 1 am of the intelligence. Now, it we can establish the fact (as I believe) 
opinion that these preachers are doing a great deal tor the that electricity is force and intelligence, we will. solve the 
cause of Liberalism by violating ·their God's commands,- great problem and reconcile science and theology. But 
especially the seventh Commandment. there would be found a great deal of rubbish jn theology to 

Success to the cause of Liberalism, THB TRUTH SBRKER, and throw away. P. F. SHUMAKER. 
Watson Heston. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, 

J ..,_ M.D CBEsoo, lA., June 7, 1891. 
OBRPH cr.a:IDHAM, · MR. EDITOR: Some of my Liberal friends who are tully ac-

FLAT CRBKK, LA., May 26, 291; quainted with the obstacles I encountered in my emancipa-
MR. EDITOR : I hav seen but one Spiritualistic perform- tion from church thraldom are urging me to write up my ex

ance. In the winter of 1859-60 I and James Willeford were periences. I will make the attempt, and likely a failure. 
running a shingle machine near Alvarado, Tex., and twn My attendance of English schools of any kind is limited to 
brothers from. 'l'ennessee, by the name of Frost, came to thirteen days of district school in 1854, when I could not 
Alvarado. One of them was a medium. I heard exaggerated even speak a dozen words of "Yankee." · 
.reports of his performance, and had no faith in it. I thought. Subsequently, between work on the farm, in the black
it was all sham and delusion. In a short while we employed smith and machine shop, grist mill, store business, and car
the Frost brothers to work at the shingle machine. One pentry, as also during army lite (1861·1865), I picked up the 
night we asked the medium to giv an exhibition of his me- little learning, or rather information, I possess. 
diumistic powers. He objected; he said that it strained him At the age of eleven and a halt years I landed,lin 1854, 
and made him sore. I told him that 1 h.ad never seen a. per. with my parents on the soil of this country, where a king, 
tormance, and was very anxious to witness it, and we pre- ruling by the "grace of God," had been kicked overboard, 
vailed upon him after a while to giv us a seance. He did not but I now find that the source of grace had not been auffi· 
charge anything for his exhibitions. There were six or eight ciently included in the kicking o:ut business. 
of us present, and we had all to sit down around the family Previous to emigration I was compelled to waste the 
dining-table and place our hands upon the table in front of greater part ot five years to imbibe holy .bosh in a German 
us and press down on them, he doing the same. In fifteen Lutheran school. In this country more time was misap. 
or twenty minutes the table commenced moving. Then he plied to the same purpose, when, finally, I was confirmed, 
told to us get away from it. I had been told that the table ostensibly to the Lutheran faith, practically, however, to a 
would rock with three men lying on top of it, and that two system of credulity and stupidity which has been a hindrance 
men could not hold it down and stop from rocking. I saw to me in many ways; and I squandered much precious time 
by the way he placed his hands upon tlte table that he could during nearly a quarter of a century in devotion to .the viti
rock it by muscular effort without the aid of any external sting stuff my mind had there been crammed:with. 
spirit-force, and when he got the table in activ operation I In my endeavors to master the Enj!;liBh language to some 
stepped forward and gripped the opposit rims of the table extent I used a German-English Bible as a guide to transla
with my hands, pressed ii down, and stopped its action. tion and interpretation, being at the time ignorant of the 
The medium 'f{ery civilly entreated me not to do that, and existence of much superior books for this purpose. Though 
just keep away from "the table. I told him that I had been this so-called holy writ is very inferior when compared with 
informed two men could not stop the table from rocking, books which claim no divine inspiration, it·served me indi· 
and I wanted to test [that. He replied, "That is not so." rectly as an eye. opener. Here my skepticism began to 
He then told us to go and stand in the door so as to giv the sprout. When occasionally my inquiring mind stumbled 
table all of the dining-room to act in. He then instructed us against astonishing and evident diBcrepancies pertaining to 
to mentally put questions to the table :and r to mentally in- sacred things I was instructed by older heads to cast aside 
struct it how to answer them by going to this point or that all criticism, as it would surely lead to doubt-the sin most 
in the room. He did not want to know what the questions destructiv to faith. These evasions did not satisfy me·; my 
were. He only wanted to know who was going to put a confidence was shaken. Despite my strenuous efforts to 
questiQn. We all took our turns at putting questions, and follow the beaten track, to remain a true and unquestioning 
each time when the table would go to any point of the room believer, I discovered with deep feeling and many misgivings 
and quit rocking, the question would be asked, "Did it that a mind imbued with a desire tor knowledge would not 
answer your question?" The answer was always " Yes." down when once started on the road to investigation, when 
I conceived the idea that the medium watched the eyes of once en route for that vastly higher plane, independence of 
the interrogator to get a clew to the answer. When it came mind. Still, I yet considered the church with all its con. 
my second turn to put a question, I asked "Which of two flicting theories my goal. I attended regularly, contributed 
suitors a certain girl was going to marry ?" 'l'he medium money which should hav been applied to better purpose, and 
had never seen the girl and knew nothing at all about her. occupied the highellt oftlcial position therein below(?) the. 
I kept my eyes fixed upon him to see if he would look at me, preacher, 
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tJt course durin~ the 1atef years of ftl.y service in thll 
army of the tord frequent skirmishes took place without 
culminnting in open rupture. But when the Jew God, who 
is claimed to possess and exercise the ability to accomplish 
everything without assistance, enlisted my patents1 telativll, 
ahtl so. called friellds;in addition to his already commissioned 
and anointed servant, the preacher, to help him (Jew God) 
make me toe the mark; I was forced to open war by ex~ 
plaining to one and all my position. You may or may not 
lie able to ifuagin the amount ot acrimony bestowed on me 
by these regenerated and sanctili.ed people who profess to 
love their enemies. Perhaps I am not entitled to this queer 
sort of love because I wish to benefit them by offering argu
ments and reasons for their enlightenment and am therefore 
not their enemy._ I .find it as difficult to get the approved mean· 
ing of Christian phraseology as do the Christians themselvs. 
Though I was not defeated, not even frightened, I must admit 
that my position then was exceedingly embarrassing for the 
i'Mso!i that fliy in-vestigations so fH.r had all. been impelled by 
the desire to prove the Christiati religion true beyilnd a doubt 
or cavil. Failing to discover the necessary evidence i was 
forced to the wall. I felt for the time being presumably 
somewhat as a boy would feel who, with plenty of grit, had 
not sufticiently developed, fists to make the fur fly; that is, I 
could not advance arguments with which to meet my cred
ulous and preeminently pious adversaries, until it occurred 
to me that a more extensiv and unbiased study of their law
book (1' Holy Queer") might giv me the iziside track-and 
eurtl enough it did. They did not expel me from the holy 
llircle by means ot the customary sanctified court.martial, 
but preferred to let my name fade from their annals and 
ttlemory from their ghost. befuddled minds 1 at any rate, I was 
never stimmoned before any ln<tuisltion. tl"p to the time of 
withdrawal frorli the chlir<ili I had not been ac~uainted with 

I aii outspoken Liberal ; liad never seen a lreethought book 
or paper, was even ignorant of the existence of such. Had 
never read really sclenti.tic works of any kind. Try, if you 
can, to picture the state of my feelings. There I stood alone, an 
outcast, isolated to a degree in the midst of friends and rela
tive, scoffed and jeered at by those nearest me, estranged 
from one in whom I had the utmost confidence, whose 
fidelity l.could not doubt. I was heartsick, yes, tired of lite; 
it was torture: The future looked dark indeed. I would 
liav rl!canteil. dheerfully at til.at dreary tbil.e, but in view of 
the rebuifs and scorn received from ·all sides, I could no 
more perpetrate such outrage on my conscience and man
hood than one could crowd a newly-hatched bird back into 
its shell. 

it is ania~ing to nie iiow i succeeded to bear this burden, 
the weight of which was (in the •70's) rendered still heavier 
by an adverse business venture which involved and 
finally swallowed my all, financially. To aggravate matters 
I committed the fol_ly of many others. I attempted to drown 
my troubles in the whisky bottle, but soon discovered that 
spirits over the bar and spirits from the pulpit were equally. 
degrading. I renounced both and am therefore happier. I 
am no saint (whatever that may be), and do not wish to be
Coiile one. But a saint, as pictured by Christians, and de· 
spite religious claim, could not be thoroughly happy while 
liis wife and children remained in the toils of superstition. 
ltad t, at the time when niy reason began to assert its influ
ence and demand its rights, been sufficiently posted so as to 
argu'l logically, i might hav saved from clerical serfdom 
a good woman....:-one with common sense, good intents, and 
ttl.ote than ordinary cleat-sightedneas on subjecis other than 
those conil.edted with I'eligion-""'attd the outlook would hav 
been brighter. 

The flrst intimation that I can remember which informed 
me that some one else differed with the church-apart from 
ibternal dissension ..... wAs an expression made ln.. public to the 
elfe6t that •1 reilgton is a h.mnbug.;; My ov\>'n mind had long 
betote been convinced that more pretension than sincerity 
governed many on matt<irs of belief, and I expressed myself 
in this stlnBI!1 thotlgh timidly, sallie dozen yeats ago. About 
Sefllll years ltgo a eopy ot TH:it Tntirn St:tmd was handed 
to me containing the first Liberal sentiment I had ever seen 
on paper. This brought me in close contact with a subscriber 
to the grand exponent of human rights. He was a quiet 
but truly Liberal old man, who has since moved to Dubuque, 
Ia, By heBrBay I had put him down as a man to be avoided. 
1 soon etplained to myself his reputation. He was " gentle
man, poor in worldly goods and rich in mind, but not a 
supercilious believer in ghosts. He kindly loaned me books, 
etc., until I became able to buy my·own-in limited numbers. 
I do not conceal them, but circulate freely all I can. lay hold 
gf, l:!either do I hide my views regarding religion. Since 
llll:hlbiting my sentiments without fear or fa-vor I suffer less 
from calumny and invectiv thanformerly, because backbiters 
and slanderers are quite sure to come to grief when med
dling with one who is prepared to substantiate hill assertions. 
I do not wish to be understood that things run as smooth as 
though I was yet a sheep in blood-washed (stained) corral. 
When at a safe distance t'hey will yelp as lustily as ever. But 
sensible people are getting accustomed to such howls and 
pay little or no attention to them after a sufficient acquaint
ance with me. In tact, I hav many voluntary but timid 
informers, who dare not dete.nd me openly or exhibit their 
own views in public. When Liberals are content with a self
imposed, modest position, they are looked upon as undecided 
moral cowards and legitimate game, easily subdued by pro
tessional bluffers and defamers. -I face them, priest, preacher, 
~~ond dupe, when they see fit to tackle me. I need little coax
P,lg to taiH~ l·H! !Pi impending argument, while thousands of 
highly educ~Ulll me~ ~!ld women, much more capable than 
JDyself, instea(j. of demanding "ijntrammeled freedom of con
science will daJICil obediently to the holy whistle, reaping 
coDtempt and !IQQf{l. tro~ friend I'JJ.d foe '"ike. 0! co\U'ee . - . a 

(jnce in a whilll they snatch a motsel of soft soap with which 
to greltse their vanity or greed. 

I now enjoy the acquaintance of many .:l!'reethinkers who 
thrive in business by virtue of strict honesty, though they 
freely and openly antagonize the church in all its forins. 

What puzzle!! me most is the fact that many apparently 
sensible people CIUl not or will not see the almost endless 
string of contradictions, absurdities, and illimotality con
tained in that venerated book. I cannot comprehend why 
people who would hesitate to invest ten cents in a pamphlet 
without first inquiring about it will complacently saddle 
theml!elvs; at greater cost, with a book which prohibits 
sound reasoning, and which is altogether at variance with 
human observation and experience. And not only do they 
unquestioningly worship an absoluteiy incomprehensible 
something or nothing, but will usually fly into a rage when 
an effort is made to lift them to a higher level. I flrmly be
lieve that most sincere believers do not study the Bible 
enough to know what it really does contain. The more 
tlredulous and ignorant are so overawed by priestly but 
unfounded tlireats of hell and damnation that they dare not 
think independlliitly or Mmpare the dllferent features of the 
complex plot, while a few designing schemers simula'e 
belief in mythology with intent to perpetuate their own sine
cures. The plea that some divines are poorly paid carries 
no force with it. There are people in all classes who cling 
to a scheme or hobby in expectation of recompense in time 
to come though at present want stares them in the face. 
But I opine that but few, it any, D.D.'s su:trer enough to 
justify their whi:uing. 

Priests and preachers are well aware of the fact that their 
flocks would melt away much faster than they do if free 
investigation were encouraged or even permitted, by means 
of which common people would become enlightened. If 
Christianity were true why do its votaries avoid free inquiry? 

That the opportunities and facilities for salvation were not 
multiplied or improved by the introduction of the salvation 
scheme is clearly shown by the allegation that many Old 
Testament characters were admitted to the presence of· the 
Lord without a mediator. 

The scramble for that muchly advertised. and boomed site 
called Abraham's bosom, Elisha's trip by means of a very 
queer outfit, and other things of similar importance (?), 
imply that people must hav been eligible as citizens in that 
unknown realm previous to J. Christ's execution. The 
Abe and tazarus story also implies that the place across the 
street must hiiv been open tor settlement at an early date, an 
ancient Jay Gould or the like appearing as (Jne of its pioneers. 

By the way, which of the two tales is true? The Old Tes
tament givs the account of Elisha's start on his journey
wonder if he ever got there, and when, and what he did in 
case of needed repairs? The other end of the report is 
lacking. Maybe the irtspl.tatlon machine ran down, or per
haps the narrator was under the control of a lying spirit, 
such as is mentioned in 2 Chron. xvili, 20. Contrary to the 
above, Paul asserts (John iii, 13) that only the son of man, 
J. C,b.rist, went to heaven. I will leave the solution to 
holy nut. crackers. 

It is atated that the deed (apple junketing) of one ignorant 
woman threw all humanity into sin, and that the death on 
Calvary wae designed to undo the transgression. Did it 
fulfill ell:pectations? No, because if it be true that we still 
labor under the burden of original sin, that it is still neces· 
sary or possible to earn salvation by means of prayer or the 
like, it is (llearly shown that the death of a God, or one of 
his many sons1 was entirely useless, and that man has to 
work out his own salvation despite vicarious atonement. 

I believe that it the Bible contains anything noteworthy 
it must be the assertion that lying spirits exist, and I further 
believe that Bible writers had been, and Bible expounders 
are, under immediate and absolute control ot them. I, too, 
am a believer, don't you see? Ask rue no questions as 
to my knowledge as regards these spirits-beiief is a one
sided thing. It leaves no room for knowledge o! spirits, or 
gods either. Recently a clergyman (one of the ·diving or 
ducking kind) informed me, by way of sermon, that "we 
must not know God, that we lose him the IDs1ant we find 
him." Now, neither myself or other hearer& c•ould discover 
what the fellow was driving at, but it's all rignt anyway, the 
dear minister said it. My perverse vision is so much accus
tomed to natural light that it cannot perceive the beauty of a 
supernatural tallow dip. 

During the late war, on a Sunday morning, one of our 
chaplains thanked the merciful Lord and commander of all 
armies for recent victories on our side, and for attendant kill
ing of Southern men. After the close of divine services I 
visited the camp of some Rebel prisoners, where I listened to 
a similar harang; the only difference being a transposition of 
characters-that is, the Southerner thanked the "ruler and 

·protector of all" for asaistance rendered in killing North
ern soldiers, or "Lincoln hirelings " as he expressed himself. 
These performances struck me as queer, but not till some 
years after did I see the joke. Was there a God who wh~e
dled both armies, or cared nought for either, or were there 
two Gods, one Feder.al, the other Confederate? ll the latter is 
the case, what became of the Confederate God ? Did he van
ish with Jeff Davis's assumed authority? If not, where does 
he abide ? Could a Christian discover anything absurd in 
this two.edged divinity business, and would not an anointed 
D.D. or a sancti.tied dupe shed some light on these ques
tions? 

Izi the army I carried about me numerous charms which 
were to render llle bullet-proof, and if sincere faith in any
thing is of the least value, those charms wo:1ld hav proved 
themselvs efficient-which they did not-as my faith in them 
was unbounded. One day a missil found myself in its way, 
and without regard for my physical feelings or my charm
fully silly faith, it passed right on, leaving this "Dutchman" 
wit~ ~ lacet'~ted handl aud ~ conacience badly sha~e1;1 by 
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so complete a failure of a never-failing protectiv. I also poe. 
sessed similar rigmaroles for shying away sickness; Vicks
burg's swamps, however, soon convinced me that my Chris
tian medicin-man's preventiv came out second-best in a 
fight with malaria. For seven weeks I lay prostrate wUb 
typhoid fever, and came very near starting in search of Abra-. 
ham's bosom. Well, I pulled through, but retained a souve· 
nir in the shape of a useless ear, ever-tormenting rheumatism, 
heart disease, and a completely broken-down constitution. 

One would now naturally c mclude that my experience 
had by this time revealed to me the uselessness and absurd
ity of belief, but it did nothing o! the kind. Instead of 
coming to my senses, though my confidence was somewh&!l 
dilapidated, I charged myself with some omission or trans
gression. I could not do otherwise. I had inherited and 
imbibed credulity, and a believer can readily find an excuee 
tor the most nonsensical escapades imaginable. But the 
l:learch for cause of the failure of my charms revealed dilil
erepancies which, despite religious devotion, I was unable to 
explain away. This had a salutary influence on my mind. 
I began to criticise, became a skeptic, a doubter on .the road 
to heresy, as I subsequently discovered. . 

I had heard and read that sickness brings people nearer ta 
God. It certainly had the opposit effect on me. ~ince 1863 
my health has steadily declined, and my dependence on an 
all-healing deity is so completely bursted that I heartily 
abhor the very thought of it in the presence of sicknees, 
physical and mental defects, or when I contemplate the 
many life. destroying catastrophes brought about by uncon
trolable causes or otherwise. 

As a last resort in favor of belief I adopted fatalism. Be
cause unable to harmonize even this very loose system of re
ligion with the promptings of reason, I cut loose from all 
schemes which demand only faith (credulity), and offer 
no supporting evidence or facts-of any kind. 

Anent the Sunday question I advised a Holy Joe to etart 
a breed of hens that would not lay eggs on Sunday, secure 
a monopoly on them, and make money out of his bonanza 
for the Lord. After making thiS:a success he might turn 
his attention to the cut-worm, makii;~g:~it :a Sunday-rest 
insect. 

Some time ago I took dinner with a very pious man who, 
knowing my· views in relation to suppliant wind-splitting 
(praying), intended to nonplus me in presence of his family 
and a visitor who is a sort of hair-cocked doubter, or mule
Christian-either term will do. 

After being seated he invited me to say something. I 
told him that though just a little out of practice I would en
deavor to do the occasion justice in my own way and accord" 
ing to the dictates of my conscience, agreeing that my w.ords 
would be found in scripture, or used in the best of fami
lies. Terms satlllfactory, my face lengthened-crosswise
and I let loose thus : 

" 0 Lord, we thank thee for the supposed beginning, and 
rejoice over the doubtful fact that in the beginning thou 
hast wisely foreseen the need of a devil; and as competition 
is the lite of trade, business between thee and thy 'Di8-a-'Di8 
has been very lively. We thank thee for thy skill in creat
I.Dg, or rather in transforming one of thy heavenly angels 
into, a devil, who has proved a thorough success, for without 
his aid thy many houses would be empty on all days, and 
thy servants would be compelled to do honest work or 
starve, beg, or steal. Dear Lord, I will take back that last 
hint, for the reason that on that score they, thy agents, 
already excel. We admire thy truthfulness in transmitting, 
by means of thy book, the inclinations and deeds of thy 
worthies, notably Noah's spree, Lot and Abraham's love 
affairs, and the latter's attempted infanticide, Jacob's sheep 
trick, Moses's murdering propensity, David's und Solomon's 
polygamy, and much more important history of a similar· 
nature, all showin~ the source of thy modern servants• 
morality. We offer thanks for thy 'lying spirits,• for 
:venomous reptile, poisonous herbs, mischievous bugs and 
,other insects, all thine own handiwork. Let us include 
sickness, railroad and steamboat accidents, mine and other 
catastrophes, all of which could not occur without thy per
mission, if thy book is true and its expounders understand it 
right. 

"We beseech thee to be ever mindful of the passage In 
2 John x, 10. 0 Lord, look down, or up, or siaeways, or 
any other way the position of the earth mlght demand, and 
you will surely see the need of an authentlc"~map of thy 
realm and of the so.called 'bottomless pit.' Forward, 
direct or through. thine authorized representative. Thy 
local agents are unable to furnish one, or any !act whatever 
concerning either of our future homes. Amen." 

The effect must hav been powerful, judging by the com
motion that followed. Mine host recognized the fact that 
the chances to celebrate a grand victory over an Infidel 
were exceedingly slim just then. In lieu of the expected tri
umph he ventilated his feelings and instructed his God as 
regards common-sense people by means of a very voluminous 
counterblast. 0 dear, how he did blow his fog-horn. 
Well, the old fellow fl.nally exhausted all the wind and 
exorcism at his command, and silence reigned. I was not 
encored or eulogized, you bet. To my inquiry it it was 
wrong to speak of what is claimed to exist, or of that which 
does occur, he replied, "No, it's the wantonness and the 
combination of words with which you express your devilish 
In.tidelity that is shocking." 

He is an old army friend (comrade), and his wife the 
most tolerant Christian I ever met. She is almost a Liberal, 
else I should probably hav been ejected rather unceremoni
ously, because numerically I was seriously in the minority. 

My lukewarm fellow-diner sneezed or snickered behind 
a large water-pitcher, I don't know which. Beyond this 
he remained as mum as an oyster. He lacked either sense 
or courage to talte sides. Yours !or humanity, 

]l'. L. DA.U:!IBRSMl'J;.Il. 
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!irUWl bJ Miss St1sU H. W.a:o&, l!'all 
!Uu,., M£WJ., to wnom all Oommwt.lctJtionsfor 
! 'l1s Oorner 1Tioultl llf slftt. 

·========== 
• Between the dark and the daylight, 

When the night is begiuniDs to lower, 
Oomes a pause iD the day•s occupatlonl 

That Is kDown as the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

Yesterday and To-day. 
Yesterda.Y, my heart was sore. 

I thought he did not love me ! 
Life had naught :for me in s~ore. 
Happiness was mine no more, 
The wind was bleak upon the moor, 

The sky was graY above me I 
I met him coming o'er the mead 

Homeward from the shearing ! 
His collie followed in his lead, 
We loiteTed where the herons feed, 
lib heart was aching with its need, 

Hoping, yet still fearing ! 
Bat oh l my heart is glad to.day, 

Blue the skY above me I 
L'fe is blosroming like May, 
For, as we lingered on the way, 
He touched his cheek to mine to sa.r

" All my life l'lllove thee." 
GEOBGE RAMO, 

Self-Prohibition. 
I most heartily sanction and say Amen to 

Elmer W. Pride's platform, that excludes 
alcohol, tobacco, and so-called swearing, as 
presented in t.he Children's Comer JJnder 
date of February 1/S;h. I object to swearing, 
not in the orthodox sense, but because it Is 
not refined and elevating. I had rather a man 
would swear when he means it than pray 
when he does not mean it. Many people 
are repelled and shocked at swearing in a 
certain form but they can lie every day in 
the year without any compunctions. People 
learn swearing from the pulpit. The preacher 
tells reople God will damn them, and when 
they get mad or annoyed they call on him to 
do it, or to ·damn some one or something. 
Man and all nature swears in some way; for 
swearing is but the expression of our repul. 
siv resistance and reaction to whatever 
offends, annoys, and opposes us. So all the 
commotions and disturbances of the elements 
and forces on the earth and in the atmos
phere are nature's methods of resistance, 
reaction-swearing. So swearing-not ortho
dox swearing-is not a sin in evolution's pro
gram. In this sense a man may swear and 
thereby progress or save his Ute. 

In the use of alcohol and tobacco I can 
see little or no compensation; but, on the 
other hand, they are the greatest foes to man 
in a pecuniary, hygienic, vital, mental, and 
ethical sense. The two substances cost more 
money than all else that man eats or wears 
or provides for hie mental and esthetical nat. 
ure. They, directly or indirectly, immedi
ately or remotely, destroy more heaith and 
lffe, produce more vice, crime, and imbecil!ty, 
than all other causes. 

I hav neither time nor space now to giv 
the unanswerablt: hygienic, physiological, 
chemical, and sanitary arguments, nor statis
tics, against the mind- and body. and brain
impairing, deranging, in:fiaming, and destroy
ing character and nature of these great ene
mies of man. 

Alcohol and tobacco in all their forms are 
very poor, bad, unnatural material out of 
which to produce human :flesh and blood, 
tissue, organs, nerve@, brain, and so-callf'd 
mind, soul, spirit. Yet some-1 hope th• 
number is few-of our leading writers and 
lecturers advocate their use both by precep• 
and example. The great, brilliant writer. 
peerless orator, and leader and oracle of tht 
Freethinkers says tobacco is one of nature's 
best gifts to man. If so be should proclaim 
its use, as he does "liberty, for man, woman, 
and child." He has used it since he was ten 
and knows (?) its virtues. But ~ven he, on 
this subject, is no authority for me. 

Alcohol and tohacco are on the whole either 
a great good or a great curse to man-which? 
If the former, let all use them. If the latter, 
let everyone start on Elmer Pride's platform. 
A man may be healthy and long.Jived, wise, 
good, learned, brilliant, eloquent, and a deep, 
clear thinker, and drink, smoke, and chew, 
but, other things being equal, would he not 
be better, and purer, and smarter in every 
sense if he eschewed tobacco and alcohol? 
Would he not be more acceptable to himself, 
to those who do not use them, and especially 
to clean, noble, and refined woman? 

Surely it becomes Freethinkers and hu
manitarians to present their bodies as well as 
minds pure and healthful to the world. If 
their doctrine and principles are superior to 
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be orthodox and priest-ridden world, eo also 
uould be their lives, their habits, their ex

amples. .Come then young and old, one and 
all, and say, or qual!ty yourself to say: "I do 
not chew, smoke, drink alcohol, or swear." 
I would add with emphasis, "Neither do I 
lfe." PRoF. J. H. Coox. 

Oolumous, Kan. 

Points About Population. 
There are 42,000,000 Australfans. 
There are more than 250,000 Swies iB. the 

United States. 
The growth of New York is marvelous. 

The natural increase of its population now 
exceeds 60,000 each year. · 

If all parts of the United States were as 
densely populated as Rhode Island the 
population of the country· would be 945, 
760,000. . 

Nearly one-fifth of the entire population of 
tbe United States liv in the fifty chief cities, 
which hav a population of over 11,000,000. 

A statistician says : '' Few are aware of 
the vast number of people that can be placed 
on a small tract of ground. When we speak 
of mlllions of men we are apt to picture to 
ourselvs an almost boundless m:ass of human· 
ity; yet a million men standing close 
together, each not occupying more than four 
equare feet, could be placed on a patch but 
little more than a third of a mfle square. A 
square mfle will accommodate 7,965,000. 
The whole population of the world could 
stand on two townships." 

Chats with Correspondents. 
Dn. AYRBB, Hannibal, Mo.-We are in 

sympathy with the good ideas set forth in 
the Brotherhood of Moralists. The constitu
tion seems good enough to liv by, and that is 
the thing needed in this world. 

GEo. M. DAVENPORT, New York.-The 
story is good, and will appear after a while. 
We are crowded with articles, which goes to 
show the popularity of the Children's Corner. 
We trust you are well and happy. 

PBOF. J, H. Coox, Columbus, Kan.-We 
are glad to hear from you, and to know you 
are still able to write so keenly and vigorously. 
Yes, the mental telegraph is a :fine means of 
communication. Your article on " Self
Prohibition " is timely. Thanks tor your 
kindness. 

MAGGIB G.ALLA.GBRR, Silver Plume, Col. 
-Read and think tor yourself. Our reason is 
ours for exercise. Compare the teachings of 
Catholicism ·with the well-grounded facts of 
science, and then judge which is correct. 
Fear not. Be true and faithful to that which 
is right. Follow truth where•er she leads the 
way. 

J. WATBRS, West Sutton, Mass.-We are 
very busy every day, just now, visiting 
schools before the long summer vacation, 
which is now at hand, occurs. You are, no 
doubt, enjoying the loveliness of nature, that 
is now at her best. But the ·extreme heat 
detracts much from the pleasure of being out 
of doors. 

Correspondence. 
• BUFFALO, June 13, 1891. 

DEAR Mrss WixoN : I hav become very 
much interested in history lately-that is, in 
" 01ent literature. Papa has a book in his 
1 rbrary that I wish was in the hands of every 
'· Vornerite" of the grand old TBUTH SEBKBR. 
It is Taine's "History of English Literature." 
Wbat I C!lre for most is the biographical 
ketches of the ancient and modern poets 

•tnd the quotations· from their most popular 
works. l hav read a great many biographical 
essays that hav been dubbed" dry" by·my 
frler•ds and schoolmates, and I also found 
•llfticulty reading them, so I hav undertaken 
·o write out some myself. I hope they will 
not be dry and uninteresting tor the Corner
ites, if you think them Worthy a place in the 
Corner. 

Your true friend, IDA A. BALLOU. 
P. S.-Perhaps you would like to know 

how my collection is progressing. Well, to 
speak plain, I am getting along finely I I 
hav just received a letter and card from 
Miss Craddock, and if all goes well I shall 
expect Colonel Ingersoll's and Miss Gar
dener's soon. George Remsburg undoubt
edly has a fine collection, but I would not 
take $50 tor mine. I. A. B. 

TRIOONISTA FARM. SALONIOA, TURXBY,} 
May 25, 1891. 

MY D.&AR Miss WIXON: To-day I feel in
clined to letter-writing, so I am goiog to write 
to you first. 

Now we are getting accustomed to country 
lffe we do not mind it so much as we used to 
at the commencement. (I wrote and told you 
all about this farin in my last letter, but I got 
no answer.) 

The country seems pretty safe ; we hear of 
brigands llO'f apd tJlen, eo you 11ee we bav 

to keep a sharp lookout. We hav a large 
iron door to our house and _papa keeps the 
key in his bedroom at night. Two men sleep 
on the balcony at nlgbt and two men keep 
guard in the yard in the day-time, in caee of 
a sudden surprise. The country is so beauti
ful, the woods so splendid, but we cannot go 
out walking far, as DO one can be sure what 
might happen. 

We hav lessons with mamma every· day, 
but in two months father is going to get us a 
governess. I am so fond of music I practice 
every day. I play some duets with mamma. 
I wish I had some new music. Would you 
mind sending me a music-seller's catalog of 
songs and pieces, because I will hav some 
pocket.money in six weeks and will treat 
myself to some new music ; we cannot buy 
music in Salonica, and my music is all 
mother's and is very old. 

We are having hot weather here, but very 
tine for the crops. The boys are very busy 
just now making themselvs houses and ships 
with chairs, e1 c , making everything- topsy
turvy. Lily and Nelson hav grown so big 
these last few months and are so rosy and 
well. We each hav a garden; the boys go 
in for vegetables and I tor :flowers. My aunt 
sent me some seeds from England. I must 
close, dear Miss Wixon, as I must write some 
more letters, and hoping you w!Il excuse this 
letter and wlll answer at your leisure, with 
love believe me ever your loving tdend, 

DAISY SlJTBR. 

LIFE AND VAREER 
OF 

Charles Bradlaugh 
BY 

George Jacob Holyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, bY the Father of Secularism 

Price, 111 cents. Ten copiee, $1. 

Address this Office. 

' 'WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will please send stamp :for oiroulsrs and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE BL"RNKEB, 

Snowville, Va. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curing the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
M South Main Street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa.. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Lectures and Disoussiona before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and Art. 
No. 1.-Alfred Bussell Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oope, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Emst Haeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake 

man ; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale at The Truth Seeker Office. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

MODEIN IMI'l'.A'l'ION OF Cir:BIS'l', 
.As to h1s Life on Earth ana. h!s Communism. 

· BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of ".6. Protest ud 11. Plea," in Ordel" of 
O'recUWI<l. 

Cloth, 12m.o, 279 pp., - • 71S Cents. 
8" Thl8 book was 8Upp'!'used by th6 frrst Amer. 

lean puoliBher • ...a 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
2LI AVR£S. 

BeautifnllY located. 35 miles from New York on 
New JerMy Central R .R. Bi~h soil. Owner re
tiring. Price rE~Monab'e, 

Address T WHI1'E, 
tf Care of Tlllll TBUTR SEEKER 
-----·- --------

Patents ! 
Patents! 

Patents ! 
The entire cost of securing patents on small articles 

and simple machines is ilso. Of this amount the Govern
ment receives il35· 

Poor inventors, having valuable inventions, will be 
aided in obtaining patents on the same, and trusted for 
the amount. 

Correspondence invited. 
Address: 

4122 

EDWIN N. BEECHER, 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS, 

[Inventor and "Infidel,"] 

!Yiariol) (Hartford Co.) Conn. 

PIONEER PITH. 
TllE GIST O.F LEDTUBESON RATIONALISM. 

By 0Al'T. R. 0. ADAMs, Presiden~ of Montreal 
Pioneer "Freethou~~tht Ol:!lb ; author of 

"Travels in Faith from Tra-
dition to Reason," 

and 
"Evolution-A Summary of Evidence." 

A compendium of scientific ·and critical lorP. 
Best handbook for introducing the general 
reader to . the principles and data. on which Ra
tionalism is baaed. 

Pa.per, lllmo, lOOPP., ~ cents. 

EVOLUTION THEORY. 
Three lectures by PBOF. TlloS. H. HuXLEY. 

Paper, 10 cents. 

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIBT.E STORIES, 
ESSAYS, and LECTURES. 

B.r D. M. BENNETT. 
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents. 

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION. 
" Jesus the Lord God, Creator of Heaven and 

Earth." 
B:rD. M. BENNE'l:'f and REV. MB. TEED. 

Paper, 30 cents. 

B~SAHT-HATCH~RO OfBAT~ 
BETWEEN 

.ANNIE BBSANT .AND REV . .A.. H.ATOH.ARD 
ON 

Jesus of Nazareth a. Historical Obq.ra.cter, and the 
Infiuence of Ohristiantw. 

Price, 115 cents. 

BIBLE BALANCED. 
Comparing the Bible's BARt Teachings and Bay~ 

lugs with those of Philoso~hers who 
Lhed previous to B1ble 

Authors. 
By G. 0. DABLING. 

Paper, - - liO cents. 

BIBLE fAH~ICATiOIS REfUTED. 
Errors Exposed. 

By O. B. WlliTFOBD, M.D. 
Price, t5 cents. 

-----------------------------
BIBLE MORALS. 
TWENTY CRIMES and VICES 

Sanctioned oy t:Jvcriptu1·e. 
By J. E. REMSBUBG. 

Price, 211 cents. 

CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the 
United States and Canada. 

By M. E. BILLmGs. 
Price, • • 25 cents. 

BUDD HIS r NIHILISM. 
By MAX MULLEB, M.A.. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOLDEN MEAN in Temperance 
and Religion. 

By JOHN E. BURTON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

INSPIR!TION OF BIBLES •. 
By JNo. E. BUliTO!'Io 

Price, 10 cent~. 

Christianity and Material ism. 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, 15 cents. 

OHRISTIANITY 
A REWARD FOR CRIME. 

By o. B. WHITFORD, M.D. 
Price, 11 cents. 

CHRISTIANITY from a SCIENTIFIC and 
HISTORICAL STHDP.OINT. 

By W. N. MoLABEN. 
Paper, 50 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianus. 
Adventures in the La.nd • 

of Oosmos. New Scripture (evidently insPltrd) 
Discovered by I. N. FIDEI. and A. HooK. 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE CRISIS. 
BY THOMA.S PAINE. 

Written during t-he American Revolution, and by 
order of General Washington read 

to the army. 
Pe,par, 40 cents ; cloth, 75. ' . 

CULTIVATION OF )RT. 
ITS RELATIONS TO 

RELIGIOUS PURITANISM .AND MONEY-GETTING 
- By A. B. Oool'ER. 

Paper, 20 c.; fiexible clo .• 8>. 

fHE D.ARWINS. A Domestio Bad 
' "ioalRoma.nce. BY Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 

Pap., GOo.; o!o., 711. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT • ·:ror a11 of the above books address 
Steel engravings of this celebrated natnralis\ I · 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

1 !xllllnohes, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. · · " ~~~Jet~ I'~-· ~~w ~or~ 
for 211 oeuts. 4ddre•s 'l'llE l'll:U'J.'JI Sll!lPB. I 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text· Book. 
SHOWING 

THE ABSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM: TO BE A DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY-FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTRATIONSo 
WITH COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACT, IDSTORY, STATISTICS, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO IIAINTAIN:1,HE 

ARGilliENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desi&"ns bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desienor. 

IJncle Sam and the Priests. 
The Pests that Bother Uncle Bam. 
Uncle Bam Bleep!J but the Priests do Not. 
Romaniam :1\'ith .1:1.er Mask On. · 
The Maak Oft'. 
"Submit to the Boman Pontift' as to God." 
The Skeleton that Uncle Bam may Some Day 

tlnd in his Oloset. 
A New Laocoon. 
The Trail of the Serpent, 
Some Undeairable Immitrranta. 
Lay Loyalty, 
"Where Liberty Bei!ma the Tyr&Bt Beeks to 

··slay Her."-La Balle. 
The Outcome of Ohuroh and State Union. 
The God-in-the-Oonatitntion Gnerillaa.-Lib

erty in Peril. 
Belilrions Treason the Bnin of the Bl!_pnblio. 
A Transformation of the Bartholdi Statue 

which may be Expected under Religions 
Rule. · 

What Unole Bam Should Do. 
The Church Robbin;- the People. 

New York Oity•s Annual Gift to the Ohnrohel. 
The Taxpayers and the Ohnrohes-1. 
. " . " " .. " -n. , 

Thanks;-lvlnrf. 
Thanksgiving-I. 

" -II. 
" -m. 

Sabbath Laws. 
Babbatarian Eft'orts in the National Bonate. 
Sunday in a Babbatariau Oity, 
The Olergy•s Opportunity, 
As the Olergy Desire I:Junday-1. 
" " " " " -n. 
U II U II " -m. 

The Children and the Church. 
Two WaYI to Go. 
Which Bliall We Have t 
A Teacher We Do Not Want, 
The Bh w in Our Schools. 
A New lioation of an Old Text. 
The es in the Path, 
BeomitiJ~g for Ohuroh Institntionl. 
A Parochial School Lesson. 
Products of the Par.oohial BohoolB. 
!rile DisJmise Blips Oft'. 
A Web tor the Unwary, 
The Religions Trap. 
Bunday-Bohool Bohelars. 
The Joys of the Sunday-School Bc:iy. 

Woman and the Ch.orch. 
Woman'S Path from Servitude to Freedom. 
Enoouratrement to Go Astray, 
St. Paul aa a Member of the School Board. 
1'h.e Ohuroh'a Use for Woman, 
AOontrast. 
Jl'iahing. 
Woman the Supporter of Preacher and Pope.i 

· Helpintr the Ohuroh. 
The Ohnroh'S Ohief Bnpuort, 
When Womanhood Awakes, 

CONTENTS: 

The Church and Thomas Paine. The Christians and the llfoltam· Tltc Uses of tlte Cross. 
Thoma& Paine. medans, Its Evolution. 
The Preacher and the Patriot. Their Boientitl.o Records Oompared. IJ 
OneWorkbyPain~OntweighsAllthePreach- . nktnd ReOectlons IJpon the 
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FORD, F.R.A.~. 

Seeing and 'l'hinkin~. 
The Scientific .Basts of Morals, and 

othPr Essa:vF. 
Conditions of Mental Development, and 

ot.her E@sa:vP. . 
the Uniileen Universe, and the Philoao

phv of the Pure Sciences. 
Cosmic Emotion : Also the Teachings 

of Science. 
5 books in 1 vol. • • 1.2!1 

SELECT WORKS OF EDW. CLODD, F.R.A.S. 
The Childhood of Religion. 
'l'he Birth and Growth of Myth. 
'l.'he Childhood of the World. 

8 books in 1 vol. • 1.00 

8EL"EC1' WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 
Translatea rrom tlte Prenan b1/ J. PU:~&(Jeraza, M • .&. 

'l'he Diseases of Memory. 
Tlte Diseases of the Hill. 
The Diseases of Personality. 

3 books in 1 vol. 
THE MILKY WAY-

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 !Nus. 
By Oa.mille F1amma.rion. 

The Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K>t\ley Miller, M.A. 

1.00 

The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 
itil Oondition. BY Nathan T. Carr, LL.D. 

3 books in 1 vol. • • • • 1.00 
POLITIOAL SCIENCE. 

Physics and Politics. An application 
of the principles of Natura.! Science to 
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot1 an thor of "The Eng. Conotitntion," ana 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
.Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. • .om 

THE LAND QUER"riON. 
The History of landholding in Eng

land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R.H.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of the .cHstribution 

of Land in England. By William 
LloYd llirbeck, M.A. 2 books in 1 vol. .'I'll 

MISOEL"LANEOUB. 
The Mystery of Matter, and The Philos

ophy of Ienor~tnce ; and 
The .Essential Nature of Religion. By 

J. Allanson Picton. 2 books in 1 vol. 
Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

.'ill 

Bv Andrew Wilson, F.B.S.E. 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • • .7C 

(eonttnuea ~n ~e CIOltlmn.l 

The Dawn of History: An Introduction 
to Pre-Historic Study. Edited by 0. 
F. Kear:v, M.A., of the British Mnaeum. .'1'5 

Geological Sketcbes at Home and 
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F. R.B , Director· General of the Geological 
Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland. • .'I'll 

lliusions: A Psychological Study. By 
J!l.mes Bnlly, Author of "Sensation and 
Intuition," "' Pessimism," etc. • • • .'1'5 

The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lnbhock, B.lft. 2partil in 1. .'1'5 

English Past and Present. .(l'arts I. 
a.nd II.) By Richard CheneVlx Trench. 
2 narts in 1. Oomnlete. • • • • . 76 

'l'he Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.S. 
Over 80 lllus. .'1'5 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New YoJlt. 

Ingersoll's W'orks. 
Th.e Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth1 $1. 

In five lectures.!... comprising, "The . qc>dst• 
"Humboldt " "'.L'nomas Paine,~' " IndiV!dUII.I• 
ity," a.nd "Heretics and Reres1es." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25. 
Contents: "The Ghost!!ln "Liberty .for Ma.n. 
Woman, a.nd Child," "'.L'he D!lcla.r:~~-tion !Jf ~n~ 
de.ll_endence," "About Fa.rmmg lD Illin01s, 
"The Grant Banquet" "The Rev. Alexl!-ndet 
Olark " "The Past fuses before Me LikE a 
Dr~," and "A Tribute to Ebon C. lngerooiL" 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts; 
cloth, $1. 25. · 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; 
plain cloth, $1.2ft. 

What Must We Do to Be Saved t Pa-
per, 95 oen ts. . 

The Christian Relif!ion. By R. G. 
Ingersoll Judge Jeremia.Ii S. Black, a.nd Prof. 
George F. Fislier. Paper, 50 cents; olath, $1. 

Orthodoxy. 56 pages, l~mo, _pa.pe~, 
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post P!Lld. Printed m 
large, clear type, a.np. oonta.inll!g as much a.s 
could be delivered 1n t'/YO . ordiD.a.rY lectures. 
This makes a grand mlSSlonary document. 
Liberals should scatter it generously. 

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to 
a Number of Vital Questions Propounded by 
the editor of the San .Pranctscan. 5 oep.~s; 50 
cents per dozen; 25 copies, $1 ; 100 cop1es, $8. 
Millions of these should be circulated, 

Vindication of Thomas Paine from 
the a.tta.oks of the New York Obseroer, by Rob
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents. 

Address on the Civil Rights BiiJ. 
Large size octavo, paper, 10 cents. 

lnt!ersoll's Lectures Complete. 
Bound in one volume To meet the demand 
for Mr Ingersoll's works1 the publisher ha.s ha.d 
all his ieotures, except tne _latest on ".Ortho
doxy," bonnd 1n one bea.ntiful.vt;~lnme, m half 
calf, library s~yle, a.nd contammg !JVer 11800 

· Plljres, which 1s sold a.~ the ex~eedingly lOW 
pnoe of $5. Sent by mail postpa.1d. 

Tributes. There ha.v been so DI:~Y 
applications for Mr. Ingersoll's "The V1s1on 
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," .that 
they ha.v been printed on heavy toned papef.", 
18x22, illuminated border, a.nd m large, olwi1Ee!'r

1 type, suitable for framing, and the three 
be forwarded to any address, for 25 ots, or 
either one for 15 ots. · 

Prose Poems and Selections. This 
new book is a. gem. It is a. ~ode! in eyery re
spect. In fa.ct one of thE! nches~1.bnghtest, 
best ever issued .. It oanta.ms, j:>es1aes the cel
ebrated "DecoratiOn Da.y OratiOn," never be
fore published, and. a..ll th!l fam.oUII "tributes " 
heretofore printedm vanouesha.pes, but never 
brought together till now, many other gems, 
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect
ures, letters, ta.ble-ta.lk.s, and da.y-to-da.y eon
versationsof thea.nthor. The work is designed 
for and will be accepted by admiring friends as 
a rare personal souvenir. To helQ it serve this 
purpose a fine steel portrait, with autogra.\)h· 
fao simile, ha.s been prepared espeoia.llx for 1t. 
Prioe1 in silk., cloth, beveled edges_, gilt back 
and s1de, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea edges, ele
gant l1b.ra.ry sty}e, 4.50; m full 'l;'urkflll: mo
rocoo,Jdlt, e:z:qUlSltly fine, '1'.50; :tn fnll tree 
calf, highest possible style and fimsh, $9. 

Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in 
0olors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents. 

Photographs of Colonel Ingersoll. 
boudoirASJdress THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERB.A.OH. 

Price, $3. 
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THE RELIGION OF MAN 
TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. ETHICS OFD SCIENCE. 

ISSUED MONTHLY. Bt 
HUDSON TUTTLE. 

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 
Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. of Man. 
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac............................. 25 CONTENTS: What is Religion T Fetichism. Pha.l-
2.-Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar, lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
. dener ..... • · · · · · · · · · ··· · · · · ·. ·. ·.. .. . . . . . . 50 on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog-

THE 
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

TIIBIB 

Crimes and_ Persecutions. 
Svo, 1,111Jllp, Oloth, $8; leather, $t; moroooo, 

gilt edges; $4.59, 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Plaae, New York. 

3. Age of Reason. 'l'homaP Paine........... 25 ical Problem • ...-a.n•s Fall, and the Chn'st,··n 
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. .w. A L K W hb ,. W k 

Bennett................................... 25 Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 6 e 3S urn 8 Or S. 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be-
6. Viotor Hn~w·s Ora~ion on Voltaire........ 10 sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo- " 
7. Ingeraoli'S Address on Shakspere . . . . . . . . 25 lution of Spirit. The Law of Mora.l.Government. ;,nnday and the Sabbath. cc A law 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis- ! reg:niatin~ hmna';'-, oon{lnot on the Sabbath is 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations an lmPertmenoe. Ppoe, 10 cents. • 

issued during the Year. Single copies of each of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of The False Teaching of the ChriS-
book sent upon receipt of l'lrioe. Society. Rights of Government. Duties of So-~· tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 

Addrel~ TH:E TRUTH BEEKER CO. oiety to Criminalp. Duty of Self-Culture. Mar- ~ioles of the Christian Clh!ll'oh are thirty-
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. nme POO':• broken-down opm10ns." 10 ce!'ts. 

Fo-R H. ER D AJLY -B.Ru 'D The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
.a l'Jli • ~"OOKING BACKW l un of a minister's pra.yjng God to kill grasshop-

A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. ..U _ A.n pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under-
p f b R G 

T:'tR · take ,a, crusade of one against the Colorado 
re ace Y • • ING .c. SOLL. . By Edward Bellamy beetle!" Prioe,1o cents. • 

For H:erDailyBread ts the storyottwoyonng ' Followers of Jesus; Pnce, 10 cents. 
girls and a ;v:ounger brother who.were lett parent· Author of ":i:>r. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. Spll'' I'tnali'sm.· Is It 0 Fai'th or a Fact') 
less, with little money, fair educatlo:aha.nd much "' f 
courage, to make their way through t e world by It is a thougl!.t-breeding book, and all who are Price, 5 cents. 
g_oing to Ohioa.go. The author is also the heroin. free to receive new lillht will find in it satisfaction Religious Pt•oblems. Price, 10 cents. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the main, a history of a work- and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. W 
ing girl•s life and experience in the city of Ohioago The a.pJ?ea.l is a ways made to a man's reason. as Jesus-Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, and to h1s noblest sentiments: never to his sel- The Public Schools and the Catholic 
and disreputable hYPoorits. It is just such a story ftshness.-[Boston Post. 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger- A Snl{gestion of a reallY pra.otioable and fea.si- Church. Price, 5 cents. 
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires ble sooxal state greatly in advance of the present. 
and aPpreciates is sure to be worth the attention The romantic na.rra.tiv is rioh in its forecast of 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. actual Possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 12mo, cloth, $1.00; pa.per, 500. -
Address TH:E TRUTH: SEEKER CO. ·cau"ER and Tumors CURED: no knife: 

111 u book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 

WILL 

FESTIVAL OF ASRTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales·ine,4'ounded on the destruction of 

the Moa.bites by the Jews. 
By A. C. MIDDLETON. 

Prioe, 10 cents. ;:t;::~· cWincinonarti,kos. • GIRARD'S 
AND BING, BROTHERS, BING. 

Girard College Theolory. usE THE 

Charles 
Tile Teachings ot'Secnlarism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. 'Price, 25 cents. AN EXPOS:t LIBERAL. HYMN-BOOK 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reau~n, and Is It Sufficient to 
Meet the Needs of Mankind? 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali•ax 
Evening Mail and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jaoob Holyoa.ke and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages; 25 cents. 

Of the penersion of Bte_phen Girard'smagnUloent 
bequestto PhiladelPhia by the Christian 

ohurohes and Young lllen•a 
Ohristia.n Associa-

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics o1' Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: It§ Origin, Nature1 and Influence. 32 pages. Price, lo 
cents. 

Tile Horrors o:f the French HellO~ 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. · 
Price, 10 cents. 

Seculari§m: Destructiv and Con· 
structiv. 22 pages in cov~r. Price, 
10 cents. 

tion. 
BY lillOB. B. WESTBBOOJt, D.D., LL.D. 

Price $1. Address TIIB TBUTH SEEJI:IIB, 

What Would Follow 
TH:E 

Effacement of ChristianityP 
BY GEORGE JACOB H:OLYOAKE. 

l'rioe, 10 cents a OOJ!Y; twelve copies for $1, 
_Address THE TBUTH 8EEKEB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

In yo11r meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting, Tm!: LmEBAL HYMN·BOOK contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It iP highly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa~n. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and. Indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Price, 
llioent., Address '.llml! TRUTH Bu:KEB Qc.. 

New-:8dltion, Bevlsd and Enlar~ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
•Y HELEN H, CARDENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Prise, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 13ants. 
~ Trade Supplied at tipedal Di8countl. 

Address TH:E TJRUTH: SEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe. New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. l'rice, 5J cents. Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 

to be Contradictory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A~nosticism and Christian Tlleism: 
Allin a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. AN EMBLEM OF 

Wbtcb ~ s the It! ore Reasonable? 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

12mo, SOOpp., $1. 
Apules of Gold. And other Stories Freedom, Progress, and Reform. 

for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 883pp,, $1.25. 
Evolution end Special Creation. 

10 cents. 
Saints and Slnneu-Wilich l 24 

pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 
The Superstition of tile (Jltri!ltian 

Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Tile Glory of Unbel:et. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Jl~lie1' and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Pr1oe, 10 cents. 

The American Secular linton ; Its 
- Necessity and tile .Tustice or Its 

Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel RQbert Ingersoll.} 32 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Tlleological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R •v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. 8. In this letter the folloWing subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the Clergy Avoid 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book\ Without Snpersti
tiont for Children and Yontn. The Onlr Free
thinEers' Children's Stor:v-Book ever ISsued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, hea.v:v, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 22tpp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH: SEEKER CO. 

Liberty • In Literature . 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Debate 7 2'. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ob.ristianity. 3. Freethought and Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub-
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between lish d t thi .., 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. e a s OJ.UCe. 
6. Ohriotia.nitY and Slavery. 16Pages. Price, ~------------------
5 cents. 

Addrsu THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 LafaYette Pl •• New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Daep Sea ted Ulcers of 40 
years standing, In ward Tu
mors, and every disease 01 

the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, andCancsr that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

THE 

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana

lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" SPir
itualism Sustained," eoo,, eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishinr: food for thought. We tmet it 
will ha.v the immense distribution it so riohl,v 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Cloth, 12mo, $1. 

Addre111 TilE TRUTH: SEEKER. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR1 THB 

Conflict between Beason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

PhiladelPhia, Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valna.ble book for 
voung and middle
~ged men, suffering 
lrom a Life-wasting 
Disea.se1 as the result 
of you~hful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OUBE,lt:&S it matters DOt hOW 
long stan rung, how ho!!_eless or h9w many reme
dies yon hav us~d. The book. 18 worth many 
times its cost, and should be 1n the hands of 
those seeking a'speeav ana ~nent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Bobt. p, Fellows. Vineland, N. J,, and 
say where yon saw this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a. human

itarian, and a generous patron of the Free thought 
Press. He has manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessfnl method of treat
ment, and desenee patrona.ge.-PTeethoUI711t. 
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Tli686 notic68 M6 for th6 benefit of Liberal 
who mag b6 fJisiting th8 plac68. where these socie
t(u, are locaUd. Local BeculM Unions and 
Freethougkt BooietieB muting regularly can 
ha'IJ their gatherings ad!oertised here free by for
warding th6 nece88a/Jj/ information. 

The Manhattan Liberal ~lub, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at B o•clook at Ger· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets everY Sunday afternoon at 3 o'olook at 
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and disanesions on 
religious and social que&tions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular llnlon, Newark 
Branch • 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. Lecture~, debates, and discus. 
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres
ident, HENBY Bil\D; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brooklfn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity roomsJJedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!i, D., at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
fonn free. Oha.rles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Phlladelpllla Liberal League ~:J'f 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and 
Wood sts .. at 2:80 and 7:80 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able spe&kersinterest the audience. N.B.-Tmth 
seekerpnblioa.tionsa.lwayson ha.ndatohea.prates. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Snnda._:vs, at 2 
P.~., at the town na.ll. All friends of human 
onlnva.tion are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Seo. 

Ellzur Wrlgllt Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Sun
dais of ea.oh month at Independent Ohnroh, a.t 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH 8El!lKEB and Investi-
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Cor.l:!b::. 

Chicago Secular linton 
Meets every Bnnda.y evening at 7:80 P.H., at 
Princess Opera House, 558 Weat Madison strl\6t. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetixms everY Sunday evening_ at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordiallY invited. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin~rs at Good Templa.r Hall, 
FlYnn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FBANXLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freetb.ough' 
. Society 

Meets every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at B o•olook. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular lJnlon 
Meets every Sunday ·at 7:80 P.:r.r. in Ma.cdon
a.Jd•s Hall in Port Angeleii, Wash. Lect
ures, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
-vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANK MoBSE, Cor. Seo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los An~reles, Oat., meets semi-monthly, first. 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olock, P.m:., at Parr's 
Hall, Everybodv invited. Mns. B. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.; J. H. MoWILLIAMB, Reo. Seo. 

The Walla Walla Lib~ ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Anny 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Free Discussions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
ua.ble library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prell.; A. W. CALDEB, Sec, 

The Roeder Secular linton 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
• Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres. ; 

J. Yf· BELL. Vioe-Pres.; CHABLEB SHEA, Seo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every fiunday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•olock, A.M. Visiting: Lib-
erals invitPd to attend. CoL. A. HABBIS,l'res. 

IsAACS. LEE• Seo. 

San Ar. tonto (Texas) Libt:ral As so· 
elation · 

meets everY Friday evening a.t Liberal Hall, 227 
East Houston street. Free reading room and cir
culating library open every dal" 11.nd evening. 
Strangers cordially invited. A. OHAPMAN, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh Jl'tne Steel Eri(lravtna or Senator ConlcUna. 

Bound in bla.ok cloth. silver side stamP. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address TH:E TRUTH SEEKER CO. 



HIRAM MAxm, Inventor, and head ot the 
great gun. making house ot Maxim & Nordan
feldt, announces a 1lying-machine to make 100 
miles an hour and carry in peace times pas
sengers or trefght and ill war times dynamite 
-which he thinks will be so dreadful in 
e1fect as to cause disuse of war. 

Two Hennessy trial 
jurors hav been indicted 
tor taking bribes. 

TBBRE are 15,000 per. 
sons in Moscow awaiting 
convoy to Siberia. 

TBB next papal encyc
lical will propose union 
of the Roman and Greek 
Catholic churches. 

To membership and 
business ot Great Brit
ain's 1,500 ccoperativ so
cieties is increasing. 

TBB drouth Is so severe 
in Quebec province that 
Mgr. Lafleche has di
rected the priests to re
peat the prayer tor rain. 

M INISTBB POBTBB has 
lett Rome-according to 
some reports in retalia
tion tor Fava's recall, 
and according to some 
merely tor vacation. 

A BATOR Of Alaska 
Indian boys hav been 
discovered in San Fran
cisco in a state of shock
ing neglect and abuse at 
the hands ot a drunken 
Russian priest. 

--:::.-1. . 
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WORLD'S . SA.QES, TIIINKEBS, GODS AND RELIGIONS 
AND BEFOBDBS. OJr 

Blographiea of aoo of 'the Leading PhilOIOPhera, ANCIENT J.ND MODERN TIMES 
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BARBY BINGHAM, Grat
ton county, N.H., asks 
divorce on the ground . 
that his wife ~njures his 
health and endangers his 
reason by constant talk 
on Christian Science. 

~~~-;.--~~ 

T H B Massachusetts THE MAN OF GOD SNIFFLETH. 

ALL priests create · fanatics, thotigh not 
fanatics themselv!i.-Napoleon :B.onapart6. 

To the claims of conformity no man may 
. yield and rema\n tree at all.-Oscar Witd6. 

IT has been the fate ot all. great changes to 
be mocked at beforehand, and to be regarded 
as inevitable when once accomplished.

W. (]. OuHn. 

DBBTBUOTION IS as nec
essary as re-creation.-
Latra. · 

CHRISTIANITY as SUCh 
never rose above cru
sades and persecutions 
of heretics ; it has never 
even at.tained to toler
ance, which yet is mere
ly the negativ side of 
universal benevolence.
BtratUJs. 

I BBVBBBNOB truth as 
Inucn as anybody; and 
when it has slipped us, 
it a man will· but take 
me by the hand, and go 
quietly and search for 
it, as for a thing we hav 
both lost, and can neither 
of us do well without, 
I'll go to the world's end 
with him.-8ternt!. 

WBBN we love our 
brother for the sake of 
our brother, we help all 
men to grow in the right; 
but wben we love our 
brother · tor the sake of 
somebody else. who is 
very likely to damn our 
brother, it very soon 
·comes to burning him 
altvP. fnr his ~m1l's health. 
-Profe/JIIor Ol•jford. 

legislature has paved 
\he way for experiments 
in Nationalism by autho-

And he settled his countenance steadfastly, untll he was asbamed :. and the man ot God wept.-2 Kings viii, 2. 

I FIND that the God 
who had no time to say 
anything on the subject 
ot slavery, and who 
found no room upon the 
tables of stone to say a 
word against polygamy, 

rizing towns to supply gas or electric light for 
public and private use. 

RBTUBNB ot the government Indian schools 
ot MaHitoba and the Northwel!t Territory g!v 
99 l!chools, of which 72 are Catholic and 27 
Protestant. · 

PASTOR KBBIPP, of Worishopen, Germany, 
is obtaining much vogue among his Catholic 
devotees for silly curative ot disease that he 
has invented. 

" GooD-BYB, boys, I hope to meet you in 
henen," was the parting speech of Sim John
son, hanged at Charleston, W. Va., on the 
19th, tor assault on a white girl. He had 
"just received the holy communion." 

TBB miracle-working shrine of St. Anne de 
Beaupre, Canada, has had in ten years 984 
p!lgrimages1 774,694, pilgrims, 675,445 com. 
munions, and 25,014 masses. Of the 105,672 
pilgrims in 1890,20,000 were from the United 
13tates. 

RBV. Rron. BBEGMANN, charged with 
assault and battery on a young lady, on being 
placed in the dock at Pittston, Pa., began a 
prayer for deliverance, and assured the 
remonstrating 'lawyer that the Lord would 
see him out of his trouble. 

RBPOBTB ot the New York state board of 
charities contain evidence that large numbers 
of lunatics and paupers hav been shipped 
to the United States, year after year, from 
the British isles, Germany, Austria, and other 
countries by local authorities and charitable 
organizations. 

As the Italian editors and journalists, the 
moat intell!gent ot their nationality in this 
country, endeavor to draw their constituen. 
c!es from Catholic and Irish-American influ
ences, they are denouBced by priestly organs 
as "without religion or morality, hating a 
priest as Satan might, Ignorant save in mat
ters of self-interest, impregnated with Social
ism, and reckless as savages." 

"HAPPY J OBNNY" RYD11B1 WhO cond\].cted a 
gospel temperance mission at Manchester, 
N.H., had a diseased eye left from the grip. 
Dr. Carville, an optician, had nearly cured 
him, when on visiting him recently he found 
he had thrown all. medicine away at insti
gation of Faith Cure~ who had called on 
him. A few days ago Ryder lett for his old 
home in :Maine, totally and irremediably 
blind. 

TliB Republican Territorial Committee met 
at Salt Lake City and resolved that a division 
on party lines by loyal men would be an 
error ; that it would giv rule to the first presi
dency ot the Mormon church ; that it would 
giv Utah statehood; that that statehood 
would be under control of the Mormon the
ocracy; that Utah is not dt for statehood, asa 
majority maintain a higher allegiance to the 
theocracy than to the United States. 

TH~ 
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and in favor ot the rights 
ot woman, wife and mother, took time to 
giv a recipe tor making hair oil.-Ingllf'aoll. 

GBKAT revolutions cannot be accomplished 
. without much anguish and some evil being 

caused.- Winwood Reade. 

GBNKBIB and Exodus are regarded by all 
sensible men as earnest guesses after truth 
by our early ancestors.-A. B. JlloBB. 

JBBOVAH never had the faintest idea of 
justice until the Jews had sufficiently pro
gressed to giv him lessons in that virtue.
G. W. Foote. 

I BBLIBVB that in nations where govern
ments are established, there are at least a 
third part of errors and abuses, a third part· 
of tolerable customs, and another third of 
calamities and misfortunes.-Voltaire. 

TBB revelation of an infinit God must 
convey to men truths which they will under
stand alike. The Bible is said to be a reve
lation from God. Good, intell!gent men 
understand it d!1ferently. Therefore, the 
Bible is not the "word of God."-Robt. 0. 
Adams. 

CoMPARED with our wondrous pragress in 
physical science and its practical applica
tions, our system of government, of admin
istering justlce, ot national education, and 
our whole social and moraL organization, re
mains in a state ot barbarism.-Atfred 
Wallace. 

TBB scientific sanction (ot morals] is veri. 
fiable by experience ; the theological is not. 
The scientific is strengthened by every in
crease of knowledge ; the theologicir.l is 
thereby weakened. Hence the efficacy of 
the one is destined to increase; of the other, 
to diminish.- Wilson. 

PuBLIC money ought to be touched with 
the most scrupulous consciousness of honor. 
It is not the produce of riches only, but of 
hard earnings of labor and poverty. It Is 
drawn even from the bitterness of want and 
misery. Not a beggar passes, or perishes in 
the streets, whose mite is not in that mass.
Paine. 

Soou.L and moral barbarism we shall never 
overcome by the artificial and perverse train
ing, the one sided and detectf.v teaching, the 

\inner untruth and the external tinsel, ot our 

I 
present state of civilization. It is above all 
things necessary to made a complete and 
honest return to nature and to natural rela
tions.-Haeek~l. 

TBB second revival [of learning] was pro
duced by the action of Moorish civilization. 
It was shown chiefly in an increased passion 
tor natural science, which gradually substi
tuted the conception of harmonious and 
unchanging law tor the conception ot a 
universe governed by perpetmiJ miracles.
Leckf'' Hiatorg of Rationaliam. 
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PRETENSE AND PRA,CTICE; OR, HOW THE CHURCH HYPOCHITS LOVE THE POOR. 

l,lot•s anti ~lippings. 
HBBB:&BT SPBNOBB, writing to Dr. Janes 

of the Brooklyn Ethical Society, observes 1 

" In my earlier days I constantly made the 
foolish supposition that conclusiv proofs 
would change beliefs. But experience has 
long since dissipated my faith in men's ration
ality." 

THBBB has been a movement among the 
Odessa, Russia, newspapers to stop issuing 
:Monday editions, in order to giv their print
ers a holiday on Sunday ; but the editors 
and publishers could not arrive at an under
standing on this subject, and the matter was 
dropped .. 

A Ttmnsa o:lll.cial says that the Levantine 
Turks hav for many years been becoming 
more and more fanatical : " At the end of the 
Crimean war ten per cent of the Turks were 
religious fanatics; at the death of Abdul 
Aziz, fifty per cent; to-day there are ninety 
per cent."-Bun. 

TaB labor bill debated for the past fort
night in the Spanish senate, framed in ac
cordance with the ideas of the Roman Cath
olic bisheps, members of the senate, provides 
that all contracts for labor must be under
stood to contain prohibition of work not only 
on Sundays, but on feast days. This means 
about ninety holy days a year. Fines will be 
inflicted on employers and employed for in
fringing this law, and the ecclesiastical au
thorities will hav the right to enforce all its 
provisions against Catholics. 

:MBs. ANNIB BBBANT announces that she 
wlll devote her life to Theosophy. In a let-

ter declining candidacy at the school· board 
election, she says : "The death of my honored 
fli.end and chief, Mme. Blavatsky, throws on 
m!l heavy additional work in connection with 
the Theosophical movement, and, believing as 
I do, that in the progress of that movement 
lies the hope of better religious, moral, and 
social &rder than we hav to-day, I elect 
to leave the more popular work in other 
hands and devote myself wholly to the less 
attractiv duty of pressing the claims of a 
spiritual philosophy on a public largely 
dominated by· materialism." 

TaB German kaiser has offended by select
ing Sunday on which to visit the mavalexhibi
tion during his comiog visit to England. The 
Workingmen's Lord's Day Rest Association, 
one ot the very numerous societies which 
undertake to look after the piety of English
men, has been particularly shocked at the 
young emperor's impiety. It has caused 
C{Uestions to be asked in Parliament. Many 
signatures hav been obtained to a formal pro
test to be sent to the exhibition council, and 
there is talk of petitioning Queen Victoria to 
exercise her grandmotherly influence in the 
matter. The members of the Lord's Day 
Rest Association are evidently liot aware, 
says the New York Bun, that the executiv 
council of the naval exhibition hav broken 
the Sabbath every week since the show waa 
opened by giving select garde~ parties in the 
grounds, and in other profane ways entertain. 
ing their friends. 

IN response to a HeraUJ, inttuiry as to 
means for the perfection of the human race, 
Prof. Jos. Jaatrow, of the University of 
Michigan, says that of the most desirable 
qualities he " would Bingle out as most rep-

resentativ mental pliability, a freedom from 
subserviency to inherited and outgrown 
notions and beliefs, the power to originate 
and adapt oneself to the newly originated, to 
be not 'dumb, driven cattle,• but the • heroes 
in the strife.' WheD we consider the enor
mous obstructions that hav been placed in 
the way of so many invaluable intellectual 
and ethical reforms and reformers we realiu 
how different might hav been the pages of 
history had mental pliability, with its ethical 
counterpart, tolerance, held sway over the 
ma!ses. The lower races are distinguished 
from the higher by a more rapidly completed 
development as well as by an earlier waning 
of the powers, the period of preparation, of 
adaptability to the environment, being lim
ited. With this goes a more rigid conser. 
vatiSm, perhaps an unreasoned mental te
nacity, if notobstin&Qy. How little does our 
commonly used term, ' open to conviction,' 
really represent." 

THBBB has been received in Rome a me
morial addressed to the cardinals, endeavor
ing to elilist their ald in the scheme of colo
nizing European priests in the United States. 
It asserts that the European governments 
must exert themselvs to retain their influence 
over their emigrants to the United States. 
The memorial is very lengthy, making over 
four thousand words. It traces the loss of 
faith by emigrants to: 1. The danger to 
which their morals ~ exposed during the 
journey. 2. The lack of national priests to 
receive and care for the emigrants on arrival 
in the United States. 3. The pecuniary 
sacrifices exacted of them in the United 
States for the practice of their religion. ol. 
The public schools. IS. Secret societies ; 

and 6. The la~k of national biahops. The 
political character of the movement is inad-· 
vertently manifested by the statement that 
the European governments can 110 longer 
regard the matter with indUfe1ence and that it 
la of the utmost importance to them to retain 
their influence over their people in America. 
It inslats, for this purpose, on the preserva
tion of their national language and the for. 
mation of national societiea among emigrants 
in the United States. · 

AN account of the late fight between Greek 
Orthodox and Roman Catholic priests at 
Bethlehem, reads thus: " On the other side 
of the manger ten Franciscan monks had 
taken up their position, and during the cere
mony had behaved in such a manner as 
greatly to vex the Orthodox worshipero. Aa 
the archbishop was about to return to the 
church, the deacon carrying the hoat, in 
walldng round the manger, placed his foot on 
the ground which the Franciacans consider 
as belonging to them. One of them sprang 
at the deacon, and struck him on the head 
with a stick which he carried under his 
mantle so that the Greek reeled backward. 
The archbishop Immediately advanced. The 
Franciscans beat the deacons, who hurried 
up to protect the prelate, unmercifully, and 
then withdrew. The three Greeks who were 
wounded were sent to Jerusalem, to the Or
thodox Hospital of the Holy Sepulcher. 
Upon request of the chief of police, who was 
at once sent to Bethlehem, the Turkish gov
ernor sent thither a company of soldiers. 
Half of them took up their position at the 
manger, and so divided the Greeks from the 
Catholics, whUe the rest patroled the Chds. 
tian quarters." 
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=+:2=====~======~~=:::¢:=====.=:::: .. =·=. strates .his earnestness and his enthusiastic fidelity Allits rights~ so called, are conferred upo!fclasses a;nd 

.. - .· .. . ·:~ ~- 1· . ·t· . . . to cw.'h. _at lie regard~ as truth. 'And as In_ oat religions corporations. . . .. . . · . 
Christia~ity anu ,r.~_vo 11 IOn. · ' h th · · ht t t th .· sa~~:Ps o:F :EVIDENOE~: hav had their mar:tyrs, it follows that .most martyrs . .•. "Th~ sovereign people ' av e r1g . o vo e, e 

_.. · .hav.~ied tQ',upbQl.d-what, after all, was an error ,or a right .to:toil, if· they can find employment-or the 
Rggarding, as he evidently did,· iny menUon c:if delusioii; lt is )rue that they believed that they right" to &tarve. < Again, each man, if he be nQt a' 

Jesus either by the early fathers_:or by historians ·wete:.:suffeiing:.for.~truth'>S--ilake;·andtherefore it was politician;-does-·not·"exist in two capacities." In· 
between·the first an'd fourtli"-cent"uiiEfs-.UL'asimpor- true to them~ :s11t vie.wing .t.he matter in the Qalm. pu}?l!,c o.r ,pJ'iv.t~ he is still the subje~t of govern-· 
tant links in the chain of eviden.eeLD,r. ~f.-ley: addne~s. ··nd.·:-clea~ l~ghb which 'history ·and ~be~ growth of ment .. But of tlie politician it may be said that "hll' 
some slight scraps of evidence· from: such sources as ~ul!lan ~~telligE!nce throw upon the subject, this reck- is one to whom rights are given," and also "is ofi 

, Olement; Hernia~, Po'yc&rp, Ignatius,· and a circular less desii'e for ·martyrdom shows t4at human beings those who through· their agency giv the rights."' 
~leUe~ot the church of Suiyr-na, -which is put in~ in in the past hav been .more ardent in their desire to We .may trace the evolution fr_o.m the viking andt 
·_support of :the assettion rel~ting to the alleged suf· uphold preconceived notions than in the more worthy robber-chief, from the absolute monarch, down to thel 
· ierings.of the e;e-wttnesses; · · . · dsl!ire to investigate and search for truth whitherso- modern democracy, we shall find the spirit of gov~-

OI Hermas· we are told that a work c~lled the ever i~ migl:!.t Iea,d. .. A:aTHUR B. Moss. ernment uncbangfild: The creation of a pereon,whose1 
· "Shepherd" (Lardner,· Ored;, vot i; p. 111) by this will is supreme and the denial of individual rights~ . 
. writer~· is still remaining. "Its antiquity," says Letters to Workingmen. As Hobbes says, "He that carrieth this person is1 

Paley,'" is ~luiontestable from the quotitions of· it i;n · called sovereign and bath sovereign power, and everyt 
Irermiuf An l-78 { OJer.::ent of Alexandria, A D. ·194; What is 'go~ernment ?·;·, . Friends, you may think one besides his subjects." And so far as this being; 
Tertullian; ·A D.· 200; 01igen, An 200. The notes of the question · supelfluous; but. take the writings of is concerned, it matters not if be be created by "the-' 

_ the 'tiaies extant in tbe epistle it~elf agree with its the various 'advocates of political and. social reform will of the majority," or inherits life from a deceased! 
· title arid with the testimonies concerning it, for it and see how many diffe.tent answers .'y_ou will get. relativ, OJ;' is ushered in by the " sword of conquest .. 
. piirpoi;ts. ~o hav . been written during the lifetime of You will find in these essays, like· the epitaphs we We must come at last to some power which is abSO•· 

) Olem!!rit,'' Paley claims that this piece contains inscribe over the dead, a total disregard of facts; in lute, to which all the other powers of the state ar&~ 
. ''tacit allusions" ts three of the gospels, and similar their endenor to. do what t~ey consider their duty. subject, and which itself is subject to none." Our: 
: expressions to thos.e of the sacred books. Ignatius They· bav in mind an i4eal, a11d not· what. really Fourth of July orator is fond of telling us what pow•-

is elabned to .bav written sqme: epistles, which are exists. Hence we find most writf!~S making gpvern- era we possess as one of the" sovereign people.'"' I( 
•· :referred to by Polycsrp llis contemporary · arig ment synonymous with public opinion, when in want you to study the political history of the worldJ. 
·'!noted by ~rer~lB' A.,·D. 178 and by Otigen A.D. 230. reality it is never anything more than a faint echo. Go back to the days when sovereignty desaended! 
_ Ql J,>olycarp . faley claims : 1- That he had·. c,on~ Another speaks of it as identical with civiliz~tion, from father to son, or came in .with wars of conqu~st .. 
· ~er~ed with many who had seen Ohrist. 2. Tha.t,,·he when in bet it is an institution that has sprung up Note well the condition of the people. Now run1 

.was appointed :l;iy 'the ap~stles bishop of Sl1?:yrn_a~ in the path of ~i:yilization &Ild ha15 always been a your finger down the page and note each obange in1 
J~. ·That· we .. kav' one of liis episbles undoubtedly' hindr/Ance.insteadof a promoter, a twin evil in this the form of. government and see if there is a corr~· 
temaining. . · . . . . . . . : respect w~th the chur"h~ , ,0 .1e writer spe~kS of it as sponding change for the better in the condition oUliel 

~o:w, the ea:we oblechon ;we hsv urged agamst ,. fact' as: permanent as the Gu)f Stream. orR:Jcky people.· True, our condition in ma:ay rel!pects iitl 
tbe previous alleged evidence ;applies to this, ·only in mo~ntaiDs, rio more to be ignore4 or avoided than vastly superior to. ·. the "good old days of, our:· 
IHtto~gef degfee. It. is not: pret~nded that any of go.ve"'metit by the weathet:1 ete. OJ coursebe can fathers ;'' we are enjoying much to· day unknown to 
t}!ese writers knew Jesus, and •ny. aese11tion _that- bav-ll.o.-teference to the governJllent I waJ.l;t you to. even the rich and royal of '' ye olden tinie," but 
tliey knew people who knew Jesus 'must~ be regar1ie:d.- eolleidef. That we are governed by pu.blio o~inion, should we in any way thank gonrnment for it' 
.S doabtfql, since we hav not the declarations of by customs and fashions ofsociety, even as by natural I want you to take into consideration all the actions · 
tl,lose wli"o allege· _that_ they knew Jesus to : j 11dge laws, I will admit, but _wha~ has political govern- of government and notice the result to the people. 
,f~9~". ~~t when we e~~e.to valu:~ su~h.evidi!nce as ~en .. t t<>; do .w~th theseT Not.hing whatever. As an Dues it tend to improve their condition' I think if 
·tbefle writings !l~ord we dind ·them . ta~nted t~r.oq,gh. 1)1Eit1tution 1t 1s shaped and JDfl11enoed, even as the you pureue your investigation in an unbiased manner 
•nd througb i for ~hey·-~ot only contait( the~e· state• individual is, by these ~gents of civili.z1tion. Bat to you will discover that that which bas improved the . 
~ents, but rsl'ate such extraordinary:-occurrences as. speak of'-it as syno1,1ymous or identical with these condition of the people has been wrought by.· 

. to be· quite beyond the reach of credibility. For. agents· is si,mply usiii'g a figure of speech entirely causes wholly independent of government. The>.'· . 
instance, in one of them we are t~ld not only that devoid of fact. ~;~ence:I ~Y the popular idea of only action of government in relation to these causa&»: 
St. PAul's head was cut off, but the,_wortby bishop f!f· government is ~~superstition. We talk of govern- has been to delay them by entangling them with.,, 
Rome, Louis, his contemporary, tells- its how t• instead ment as we do of G.od, to symboli:cia authority. We red tape, and allowing favored classes to monopo~J7<9 , 
of blood naught but a stream of pure milk fbwed are striving · · them. What good has government wrought fro• .the , 
from his veins;" and further we are instructed that · To giv to airy nothing days when robbsr·chiefs extorted tribute fro.lll\pass- . 
his severed head took three"jnmps "in honor of the ..\local habitation and a name. ing merchants down to the days of reforme<ill tari:ff1''' 
trinity, and at each a pot .on which it jnmped, there Such is the.o.retie gonrnment or sovereign power. }.>olitical economists and governmental refouaers hav ·· 
instantly struck up a spring of living ,water, which The institution of government, that is to say, the pointed out many evils attending government, but • 
ratains at this day a plain and distinct·taste of milk" legislativ, execu~iv, and judiciary powers assumed the former hav more apologies for gow.ernment to ' 
(D,legesis, p. 2~,6, ~~,7). Q Je statement like this by the men elected or appointed to the various offi.oes, .offer than methods of relief; they supr-coat the pill! 

· would destroy the value of :. hundred such epistles ; is quite ano.ther thing, and when compared with so- with the idea of necessity, while ths. latter would addl 
}?,uttbey QOntain in ~ddition such a mass of pueril and ciety or civilintion it is a very small thing, as a man some new ingredient to the dose ie hopes to neutralJ
..;bswo~ ~tor~es of a similar character that ~o one is small when compared with a nation; Government iza the bitter. These evils thp, economist wouJdJ fm'o 
(lln trust (or._ siJ;lgle ~oment any o~ their declara- is often spoken of 11111 the combined wisdom of the cuse, and. the politician would reform, forDlt ~in
tiona.. ·'I' he trQ,th ls, none of these writings can be community. It is nothing of the kind, but the indi· tegral of government and are the result off ]pl'f!Vious 
J;e~~:ar~e~ fil~~he:J;" ItS evidence ot the reality of. Jesus vidual·wisdom or ignorance of some .man. . Professor reforms. As I . hav endeavored to ~. it began' 
OJi o( tl;le •uth~;~nticity of the gospels. For all prac- Sumner says 1. "It often turns out some ob:cure with the rich robber., and when the poople begin to• 
tiCllll pu,rl?oses, then, the gospels are anonymous clerk, hidden in- the recess of a· government bureau, murmur at the vtUious .methods. Gl robbery, politicali 
pJ;oduetions. - ' · ... · · · into whose power the chance has fallen for the mo· aspirants discove~: in the. p.eo)ple"a discontent an op
. Are the learned author of the ":Elvolution of Ohris- ·ment to· pull· one of the stops which control the portunity to advanQe thei.r own interests and at the 

.. ti~ity "· remarks {p; ~5,3,),' "J:!l. '/'angelical theologians government machine. • . . a little functionary same time mal{;e it appear to subserve public opin
:CorJ;Qerly assigned to tbe versions of these books in on whom ·a big functionary is forced to depend." ion, and so. the. panaeea of reform is introduced, and 
Q,U~ possession an authenticity-as indisputable as if ·we talk of government as a representativ body, car- agitation begins and ends in a great victory for the 
QQr modern editions. were printed· in heaven and rying the idea that these men represent society and people, and they go back to their toi~ contented. 
Jesus himself revised the proof-sheet!J. But · the its interests, ·but this is another one of the " conven... AnQ the rich robber and his lawyers gather in the 
gospels hav not reached us as divine edition'S. · Jesus tion·al lies of eivilizatio11.". Society and its interests 1 coin as of old; and the worker's lot is unchanged, and 
never. wrote nor edited them; nor did he instruct are more nearly represented by men out of · o:ffice 'murmurs of discontent again arise and again new . 
apostles or disciples. to compose sacred books the than in. · The phase of society represented by the measures and new politicians come to t:he front, and 1 
contents of wliich should be binding on the reason _politician is known as the pot-house .. If society the political dust is again agitated and anothe~:-. 

. and conscience of posterity. On the contrary, so wants anything done it will be done whether a law long struggle in the interest of the dear public rae~_.. 
unsuggestiv'of dogma and mysticism was the simple is .provided or not, and ifsociety wants a thing not gins. A few are beginning to discover that ulliler-r
theology of Jesus that the necessity fo~ written d. one a~l the laws in its favor will very soon become neath the bluster of ~raggadocio and the stl8ggies 
records seems never to hav occurred to h1m. Had dead lett~r$ on the statute-books. We are told that for supremacy there 1s an undercurrent wbare~tli$ 
he foreseen the future growth of a Ohristian l~tera- these :qaen are chosen by the people to represent real promoters of the contending hosts meelit qd 
tl(lre, of authorship so doubtful anq interpretations them in goveimment. Herbert Spencer tells us bow mingle and mature their mercenary moti'l.la, whilaaime 
so co:r:~ :cting as to originate the antl\gonistic creeds the thing wprks: "The sovereign people is to appoint is carrying them back to the st'arting..pQinh again. 
9~ h~stil chm;ches, fruitful in anathemas involving representative and so create a· government; the and the phmdits of the viotors and the-hn~ecation&. 
t;~~er~f\l perqition, Jesus would hav placed on record government thus created creates rights, and having of defeated candidates are alike food for merriment .. 
in a lew brief words, as intelligible to the multitude Cll'eated those rights .coiifers them on the sovereign Buffalo, N. Y. A. L. BALLou. 
~s biq formula of prayer, the simple articles of faith people by which.it was itself created. Observe what are 
wll~cb, in his opinion, qualify members for the king- the applics.tions. Each man exists in two capacities. 
dom of heaven." In his private capacity he is subject to . the govern-

Now, against P11ley's allegation of the persecution ment; in his public capacity he is one of the sover· 
of "eye-witnesses" we bav to put the calm and eign people who appoint the government. That is to 
impartial tiew of historians. Gibbon's view is that say, in his private capacity he is one to whom rights 
the whole number of martyrs of the Eoglisb church are given; in· his public capacity he is one of those 
is "soMe.what less than two thousand persons;" but, who, through their agency, giv the rights." Now, 
as this careful writer observes, "Obristians, in the while this is the precess proposed whereby "we, the 
course of their intestin disseneione, hav ii:lflicted far people," govern ourselvs, there are some exceptions 
greater severities on each other thAn they hav expe- to its truth in detail. In the first place, " the sover
rienced from the zeal of Infidels" (Gibbon's Dicline eign .. people" do not "appoint representative and 
and Fall, pp. 273, 27 4) But suppose· it were true so create a government." These men, as I hav shown 
that some of. the early Ohristiana were persecuted in a former letter, owe their appointment to a clique or 
and put to death, surely that is not a sufficient rea- ring of politicians wbor;e only object is to obtain 
son for the assumption that Ohristianity is therefore power to wring from the toilet his hard-earned wages. 
true. If persecution of any particular faith is evi- Place and pay is all the " representativ" desires. 
denae of its truth, all religions are true, for the be- When that is secured his services go to the highest 
lievers in each in turn bav been subjected to per- bidder. In the next place government does not 
eecution and maDy hav suffered martyrdom. Hero- " create rights," unless we choose to call its edicts 

Believes Bacon . Wrote Shaks~tere's Works. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will 

you kindly grant me space in THE TRUTH SEEKER for 
a few words touching on supernaturalism' No man 
living has done more to liberate mankind from 
superstition and priestcraft than Robert G. Inger
soll. He deserves thanks from even his opponents. 
But it is possible be may be mistaken in some other 
matters; as, for instance, when he says in substance 
that Bacon was not able to write one page of Shak· 
spere-tbat, by comparison, the ·former is as a 
penny candle to the noonday sun. • 

A few years ago, on looking over a book of "Speci
mens of English Authors," I notioed that the com
piler remarked, in reference to Bacon, that '' he seems 
to hav written with Shabpere's pen." Here is a 
different opinion. . 

Until recently no one doubted that Moses wrote 
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all the. Pentateuch, that David wrote all the Psalms, 
an_d· tibat a Jesus uttered all the words the priests 
bav put _into his mouth. Gflneral belief is generally 
wrong, . .. . .. . ' 
· ;There _are somel'esemblances between the mythical 
·Je.sus and .Shakspere. ~hey were both ·poor boys. 
Neither of them received any educat!on to speak of. 
A glimpsf3 of each is seen when about twelve' years 
oJ age, followed by an eclipse lasting till be is about 
thirty. ·At that age the former astonishes the igno
r~nt multitude by his occult sayings and magical 
dqings ; the latter fascinates the world by his wonder
ful knowledge and poetical genius. At death, bow~ 
e:ver, neither one had in his possession any written 
evidence of the works attributed to him; According 
to the record, J esua wrote only on the sand and 

. Shak:spere wrote a very, very simple will. 
. Tb accept the popular notion in regard to these 

two personages, it is necessary to believe in super
naturalism and miracles ; and this is why I regret to 
fii. d the colonel on the wrong side in this case; 

L.-G. REED. 
--~~~~.--------

The Shirtmaker. 
A TRUE TALE. 

O.ne sloppy evening a gentleman enveloped in a 
thick ulster was hurrying- along a street in the city 
of Edinburgh, when, as be was passing tbe.corner of 
Elder· street, a woman accosted him .. 

·. She. laid her hand upon his arm, speaking to him 
in 8u6h a wistful tone that the gruff answe-r be was 
a bon t to make died away upon his lips, and be looked 
steadily at her for a moment. 
· She was young, almost girlish, with pale, pinched 

features, on which was legibly written the word 
· .. " starVAtion;" sunken eyes now moist with welling 
. tears, and a cough that served as a death-warrant to 
its oossessor. 

" My dear woman," began the gentleman; "what 
makes you adopt this life!" 
.. "Alas1 sir," returned the woman, "I must do this 
or starve." 

''Is it possible you cannot find· work enough~" 
q ieried again the now astonished gentleman. ·. ·· 

·"Work,'' replied the woman in a hard tone. "Yes, 
l gat work and do work. But how can I liv on from 
four to six shillings a week, especially when I hav a 
sister to keep who is too yonng to do for herself. I 
labor all day from daylight to far into the night, yet 
I c~nnot make ends meet." 

· ''Why don't you apply to some of those societies 
who help women in distress !" 

"They are only for the destitute, and while I can 
earn a shilling, sir, they won't help me. .Forbye, 
there are hundreds of women in my situation who 
bav to eke out their day's wages by street-walking; 
women who, like me, detest the life but only do it to 
keep_themselvs and others from starvation. We can 
not avoid it-either this· or death. ADd were it not for 
my sister, I would giv the coroner a job to-morrow." 

Having obtained the woman's address and given 
her some money, be left her, promising to. call upon 
her in a day or two. 

As he walked along be thought it was curious that 
a woman should be forced to lead such a life in this 
city of churches. That where societies for the desti
tute at home and the heathen abroad abound by the 

· dozens; where missionaries tell of the misery " of the 
poor bla-ack chil-dren of Ham" to weeping congrega

. tiona every S11nday; where people express their hor
ror should· a dumb animlll be maltreated, and where 
a lof of long-haired, sniveling, hypocritical psalm-

. singers. thank· God every day that they were not 
as. the · Levite but only wait the opportunity to 
become as the Samaritan, a woman should be driven 
to prostitution to save -herself froni dying of hunger. 

It was sad ! Think of it, capitalists, when you 
screw your employees down to the starvation-point, 

: that you may be sending a recrnit to that vast army 
ot criminals with which society is overrun, or driving 
a poorer· sister to a life of shame. For every life 
thus destroyed you are responsible. I often wish 
there were a bell so that those souls whom the 
greedy capitalist damned to a life of suffering in this 
world, would a~ray themselva against him in the next, 
and thus, by their united evidence, condemn him to 
the nethermost pit. Even that would ~ot be pun
ishment enough for that wrecker of lives. 

A week had pas11ed, yet Mr. Ramsay-the gentle
Dian whom the woman had accosted that sloppy 
night-had not called on her. Busines_s troubles 
had well-nigh made him forget his promis, until 
this evening, as he left his office, be remembered it, 
and turned his footsteps in the direction of the 
Oino:ilgate. 

As be walked along be could hardly repress a 
tear when be thought of how this woman, if Ohris
tianity were true, was surely damning her soul to 
save her sister's ·life. 

" (lreater love il.ath no man than this, that a man 
lay down his life for his friend," said a teacher of 
old.' Then, was not the love which this magdalen 

·bore to her sister, which not only caused her to lead 
a miserable life here but also made her forswear 
eternal· felicity in the next world, greater than that 
devotion which leads a man to lay his life, down for 

his friend? Yes, it is, There is something gQd- bedside of the outcast as fondly as a father over his· 
like in a sacri1lce like that; somethmg that compels · child. · 
one's admiration ! • · · ' Toward morning she seemed to . rally, but soon 

Reachinll Little. Jackie Olose-a dark,. nolsopte fell back into semi-unconsciousness. But as the 
allay-Mr.Ramsay turned down it a little way, _when, lengthenmg shadows of the evening fell upon the 
taking the first stairway to-his left, he commenced courtyard she awoke with a start that shook her 
his ascent. · · . . whole frame, exclaiming, in broken tones, " It's-

Gaining.the top he knocked at the door and wa~ com-ing-good-bye-kise..:...Nellie--" and, as dark
bade enter. On open~ng the door be saw, sitting on ness fell upon this city of churches ancJ poverty, the 
a chair but looking sickli~r than before, the woman light went out! WILLIAM RoBERTSoN. 
he was in search of. . · · · · · 

'' Good evening, sir," she. began, " I thought you 
had forgotten. Nellie," she called to a. little, chubby
faced girl, who was. playing-with some cotton: spools 
on the floor, " Nellie, her~ is the_ good gentleman I 
told you of." · 

Nellie arose slowly, shaking her head so as to get 
the ends of her sunny curls ou~ ·of · h~r _.eyes, and 
gazed at Mr. Ramsay a moment. . . • 

Then; seemingly satisfied with the inspection, s~e 
toddled over·to where he stoo(J, with a serious look 
upon her face and with outstretched hand, saying, 
"'Ow do, thir, 'ow do!" · 

Mr. Ramsay. caught the little sunbeam, as. he 
termed her, up .. in his arms, and imprinted a kiss 
upon her chubby cheek. .. ·. . . 

"This, of course, is your little sister ?" began Mr. 
Ramsay, as he seated himself with Nellie upon his 
knee. · · · · 

"Yes, sir," returned the woman._ 
" Now," continued_ Mr. Rtmsay, '! in the first place, 

tell me &11 about yourself, that is, as much as you 
think proper." . 

In a few words the woman told him her tale. Her 
name was Jane Thomson. Her parents bad died 
three years ago, leaviJJg her to support herself and 
siflter. She bad obtained work from a shirt-store, 
but the wages were too small for herself and Nellie 
to liv on. Often bad she bad to work from daylight 
until far. into the night in order to make ends meet. 
Many a time bad. she. been tempted to spend her small 
l!!arnings on drink ; for at times she felt so dQne I 
Often had she to go without fool! iB order that her 
sister might eat and liv: But she found that this was 
undermining her strength, and she. dreaded dying, 
for that would leave her sister helpless. 

"And oh, sir, what would become of her?" and the 
tears flowed from Jane's eyes. 

Then it was that one night, when Nellie was crying 
for bread, and there was none to giv her, the 
tempter eame, and she exchanged her birthright for 
bread. 

"Sooner than sea ,my little darling die of want," 
sobbed Jane, "I sell my soul .to the devil. I _know 
people will say I hav committed an awful sin ; 
but surely God will not be bard upon me, when he 
remembers it was done to save our lives ;" and as the 
woman leaned back in her chair, somewhat exhausted 
from speaking, Mr. Ramsay took out bis handkt;rcbief 
and blew his nose un\iil he got red in the fa~e. 

"De~tr me! dear me!. whatever bas got into my 
eye?" he suddenly exclaimed, rubbing that offending 
organ with his ha~dkerchief; " one cannot be too 
careful with one's eyes _at my time . of life, Miss 
Thomson." . . 

" No, sir," replied Jane, while. a faint tinge spread 
over her pale· face and a moistness crept into her eyes 
as she gazed at him. 

"Now, my dear," said Mr .. Ramsay, as he stowed 
away his handkerchief, "I bav an offer for you. I 
hav found a situation in service for you, and I. will 
offer to take care of Nellie .. ·Will that ~uit you?" 

'' Oh, sir," replied Jane, "I thank you very much 
on behalf of my sistet, but as for m_yself I do not 
think· I shall trouble the world long." · 

" Why," interrupted Mr. R1msay, "yo.u are not in 
such a bad state as that, surely. You look well-" 
here the woman smiled, for well she knew that that 
healthy look which sometimes appeared on her face 
was as the flaring up of the candle-flame ere it ex· 
pires-" and-" a shade passed over his face as a 
thought flashed through his brain-" but stay, I will 
be back in an hour's time," saying which Mr. Ramsay 
took an unceremonious leave of Jane and hurried 
down-stairs. · 

In an hour be had returned with a medical friend 
and a messenger-boy loaded down with groceries. 

Jane, feeling weak, had retired; and now, as she 
lay upon her bed, one could see the mark of death 
upon her features. . . 

The doctor looked at her and, shaking his bead, 
said, "She may liv until morning, but that is all; 
nothing can save her, she is dying." 

Jane raised her eyes toward Mr. Ramsay's, saying, 
" That's nothing. Death is a good friend, one that 
never cuts you, nQ matter in what company be finds 
you!" 

"Oan you suggest anything, doctor," asked the 
kind-hearted Mr. Ramsay, " that would allevia~e her 
wff~~~r · 

"Hav no fear, Ramsay," replied the doctor, "she 
does not suffer ; in fact, death .caused by consump
tion is one of the most painless of any. It is simply 
a gradual stoppage of the mechanism, owing to the 
wearing out of the mac~ine." .. 

Daring the night Mr. Ramsay watched by the 

Christianity in Colleges. 
Some· years ago Ohauncey M. Depew told a gradu

ating class of the Syracuse University thl\t the prov
iJJce of this ·institution and others like it was to 
menially equip men to hold the Ohristian forhgainst 
the devastating pseudo-philosophy of such men ·ae 
Huxley and Ingersoll. These are not the words be 
u~ed but they embody the idea he wished to convey. 
The Ohristian religion cannot to·day rely on igno
rance as much for its support as it could in ages past. 
Thul!l the taek of ecclesiastical college instruction is, 
as stated by Mr. Depew, to so bring scientific sub
jects before the mind of a student that te shall fol
low sophistical ruts and rivet his mind upon selected 
details pertaining to general science, so as to lose 
sight of general principles conflicting with scriptural 
state.ments; to still more guard him against skepti
cism he is obliged to attend chapel daily and church 
on Sunday, and urged to connect himself with the 
Young Men's Ohristian Association, which is strongly 
intrenched in nearly every university. I hav been 
acquainted with students about ta take their degree 
in Arts who had never beard of Herbert Spencer, and 
who had never read one line from the writings . of 
T.yndall or Huxley ; who were ignorant that Thomas 
Paine had anything to do with the independence of 
this nation, and sincerely believed that all scientific 
progress emanated from the minds of Ob.ristians, 
chiefly of their own beloved church. 

Others of their classmates at heart regarded 
religion as a form that it would be poor policy to 
take issue with, and some would rather unwillingly 
admit their lack of faith if closely questioned. 
Therefore the Ohristian college in the field of science 
is like a fortress in an enemy's country. The field 
of classics is quite safe; Ohristian dogma has little 
to fear in that domain. Abstract mathematics is 
also safe. Physics is dangerous, the wave theory 
almost deadly, and to meet this danger substantial
ism bas been invented. Ohemistry is quite safe,. for 
the average college student only dabblea in it gently. 

Geology will never do at all; but · the Ohristian 
college deals out a hash under this name, and if any 
professor gets too fresh and give the unalloyed fact 
dead away his goose is cooked forthwith. · 

A man can wander for twelve weeks through the 
woods of Washington and get very little knowledge 
of the state in general. Thus a student inay paddle 
for a term in chemistry, another term in astronomy, 
and so on, and never get a common-sense idea of 
either. He bas learned many names in a parrot-like 
way and these will be sufficient when he gets out of 
college to clear him of the charge of ignorance. Ali!O 
when we consider the fact that many young men are 
sent to college simply to be trained to use their wits 
so as to escape the hardships of manual labor it is 
not surprising that Ohristians can point to many of 
their educated (T) exponents and say: "Behold 111 

lover of the Lord bow be prospers." Perhaps he is 
a Methodist merchant whom Methodists prop up 
IUld patronize, and possibly vote into office. Yea! 
the Lord is with him ! 

Liberals, in accordance with their means, bav been 
as benevolent in helping to found colleges and hos
pitals as Obrietians bav ever be~n, and yet. where is 
there a Liberal college or a L1beral laospttal? To 
prove the proposition that it is in part the function 
of universities to fette~.: the advance of Freethought, 
let anyone try, if he will, to find one college in America 
that will keep TH.m TnuTH SEEKEB on file in its 
reading-room. · 

No class of people more highly value education 
than Liberals. 'l'herefore with them lies the pos
sibility, if they would but grasp it, of inaugur.ating 
a new and brighter era _for tha~selvs b~ foundiDg a 
Liberal universit-y. It IS the L1beral-mmdedness of 
Huxley and of Tyndall, of Spencer and of IDgersoll, 
that bas made their names world-wide. 

Found a university with the same Liberal-minded
ness and its name, too, will soon be world-wide. 

. 0. E. EoYNTON1 B.S., M.D. 
Cathlamet, Wash. 

OF all the strange games at which men play in the 
world I think politics and religion are the two 
strangest only we are all so busy with our sticks 
that we do not find out what we-are doin~. A ma_n 
will do anything for his chur~h, and anythmg for h1_s 
party, and ask no ques~io~s, JUS~ because some acci
dent bas pitchforked h1m Into h1s plac~ as. a member 
of one or the other. But wheLher be IS r~.ght to be 
where be finds himself is a question that be never 
stops to ask.-Fortnightly Review. 
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Is Avarice Triumphant! portant thing, and that it could not be preserved 
Prom tlle .Arqonaut. unlfSS slavery was protected. They did not suspect 

In the June number of the No'l'th American Re- that slavery would finally strike the blow for dis· 
view, Gen. Rush 0. Hawkins has written an article union. But when the time came, and the South un
entitled "Brutality Triumphant," to which Col. sheathed the sword, the teachings of these men, as 
Robert G. Ingersoll has replied. The Hawkins article to the infinit value of the Union, gave to our fisg 
is pessimistic, of the most forlorn character. The millions of brave defenders. · 
reply by Oolonel Ingersoll is the very reverse of this. The republic has been rebuilt and reunited, and we 
He says " that many men are guilty of mistaking the shall remain one people for many centuries to come. 
afternoon of their own lives for the evening of the The constitution of the United States is the charter 
world. To them, men are no longer honest or brave, of human freedom, and all laws inconsistent with 
or women virtuous or beautifuL Because they are human liberty hav been repealed. There is now 
dyspeptic, it givs them pleasure to think that the freedom of speech. Lips are no longer sealed by 
art of cooking has been lost." In this olass of minds mobs. Never before in the world has so much beeza 
he rates General Hawkins, and, with him, most of done for education. General Hawkins seems to 
the preachers. They lift the hand of warning when think that our country was demoralized by the war. 
the human race takes a step in advance. As wealth They who fight for the right are not degraded; they 
increases, they see that all goodness and charity are ennobled. When men face death and ,march to 
vanish, that all well-dressed and prosperous people the mouths of guns for a principle, they grow great ; 
lack piety. Ltcking patriotism, they malign and they come out of the conflict with added moral 
slander the land of their birth. They think crime is grandeur ; they become better men, better citizens, 
on the increase; jndges are bribed, witnesses are and love more intenaely than ever the great cause, 
suborned, office-holders are dishonest. Theirs is the for the success of which they put their lives in pawn. 
mission of Oassandra, and they sit like owls on the During the civil war, the North grew great and the 
limbs of dead trees, hooting at the obsequies of South was educated. Never before in the history 
spring, like a modem Marins sitting amid the ruins of mankind was there such a period of moral exalta
of all virtues. · tion. The names that shed the brightest, the whitest 

Colonel Ingersoll admits that crimes were perpe- light on the pages of our hiatory, became famous 
trated in war expenditures, in the purchase of ships then. Against the few who were actuated by base 
and ~rms; frauds in careless and extravagant pur- and unworthy motive, let us set the great army 
chases of war material; recklessness in subsidies to that fought for the republic-the millions who bared 
railroads and kindred legislation-railroads were their breasts to the storm, the hundreds and hun
built, in anticipation of the war, across the continent, dreds of thousands who did their duty honestly, 
but they bav developed the country through wnich nobly, and went back to their children, with no 
they passed; defends the 11 Star Boote" trials ; ex- thought except to preserve the liberties of themselTs 
cuses the denuding of the public forests for the aDd their fellow-men. 
necessities of early settlers of the Far West; explains Nowhere in the world is hones~y in business 
the watering of stock ; and givs a sensible and esteemed more highly than here. There are millions 
rational explanation of what General Hawkins finds of business men-merchants, bankers, and others
it easy to find fault with. General Hawkins picks engaged in trades and professions, to whom reputa 
out individual weaknesses and crimes, and, with a tion is as dear as life. Is it possible that free insti
magnifying glass, transforms them all into inexcus- tutions tend to the demoralization of men ! Is a 
able and unpardonable offenses, while Colonel In- man dishonest because he is a man and maintains 
gersoii, taking a broader and more generous view, the rights of men! In order to be a moral nation, 
finds much to approve, and concludes that life is must we be controled by king or emperor T Is hu· 
worth living and that, since the war, the country has man liberty a mistake! Is it possible that a citizen 
made rapid and healthful progress. of the great rapublio attacks the liberty of his fellow-

As a sample of the controversy engaged in between citizens T Is be willing to abdicate T Is he willing 
·these two gentlemen, we giv a summary of the to adnl.it that his rights are not equal to the rights 
Ingersoll article : Ganerll Hawkins asserts that of others ! Is he, for the sake of what he calls mo
Christianity has neither preached nor practiced rality, willing to become a serf, a servant, or a slave! 
humanity to animals, ·while Sunday-school cbildJ,'en Is it possible that high character is improbable in a 
are taught what a terrible thing it is to break the republic! Is it the experience of General Hawkins T 
Sabbath. Few p&ople (says Ingersoll) will suspect Is it true that intellectual achievement pays no divi
me of going out of the way to take care of the Chris- dends! Is it not a fact that America is to. day the 
tian clergy, but I can afford to state the truth. beet market in the world for books, for music, and 
While there is not much in the Bible with regard to for art! There is in our country no real foundation 
practicing humanity toward animals, there is this, for these wide and sweeping slanders. 
at least, " The merciful man is merciful to his beast." This is the best government and this is the best 
Ol course I am not alluding to the example set by country in the world. The citizens of this ·republic 
Jehovah, when he destroyec! the cattle of the Egyp· are, on the aveJ:"age, better clothed and fed and edu
tians with hailstones and diseases, on account of the eated than any other people. They are fuller of life, 
sins of their owners. 11 In the treatment of animals, more progressiv, quicker to take advantage of the 
Christians are much like other people." Law- forces of nature than any other of the children of 
makers hav not only protested against cruelty to men. Here the burdens of government are lightest, 
animals, but hav passed laws to make cruelties a the responsibilities of the individuals greatest, and 
crime, and Henry Bergh, who did as much good as here, without doubt, are to be worked out the most 
any man who lived in the nineteenth century, was important problems of social science. Here, in 
seconded in his efForts not only by the Christian America, is a finer sense of what is due from man to 
clergy, but by hundreds and thousands and probably man than you will find in other lands. We do not 
millions of professing Christians. cringe to those whom chance hiS crowned. We 

It is true that the Indians hav been badly treated. stand erect. Oar sympathies are strong and quick. 
It is true that the red man has been demoralized by Gene~osity is almost a national falling. The hand of 
the vices of the white. It is a frightful fact that honest want.is rarely left unfille:l. Great calamities 
when a superior race meets an inferior, the inferior open the hearts and hands of al'. Here you will find 
race imitates only the vices of the superior, and the democracy in the family, republicanism by the fire
superior those of the inferior. They exchange faults side. Say what you will, the fAmily is apt to be pat
and failings. This is one of the most terrible facts terned after the government. If a king is at the 
in the history of the human race. The breaking of head of a nation, the husband imagine himself the 
treaties has resulted from the incapacity of the white monarch of the home. In this country we hav oar
man to foretell the growth of the republic. The ried into the family the idea on which the govern~ 
first treaty drove them but a few miles from the ment is based. Here husbands and wives are begin
Atlantic. A later treaty forced the Indians farther ning to be equals. The highest test of civilization 
weet. In a little while that line was passed and is the treatment of women and children. By this 
the treaty violated; another treated pushed them standard America stands first among the nations. 
farther toward the Pacific, aorol:is the Illinois, the· There is a magnitude, a scope, a grandeur about the 

·Mississippi, the Missouri, till the Pacific ocean was country, an amplitude that satisfies the heart and the 
reached. imagination. We hav our faults and our vidues, 

In 1861, slavery existed. The law defending but our country is the best. No American should 
slavery was imbedded in the federal Constitution. ever write a line that can be sneeringly quoted by an 
The fugitiv slave law was in full effect. In all the enemy of the great republic. 
free states it was a crime to giv shelter, food, or 
raiment to a man or woman seeking liberty by flight. _ A Letter from .Mr. Heywood. 
Humanity was illegal, hospitality a misdemeanor., STATE FRISON, P. 0. Box 100, Oru.BLESTOWN, MAss.,} 
and charity a crime. Men and women were sold like June 22, y L 19 
beasts, all the sacred· relations of life were trampled DEAR MR. MAcDONA!.» : Andrews the Pant arch used 
beneath the bloody feet !lf slavery and avarice. So to say t~at, of all tyrannies, the despotism of pro
firmly '!'as slavery fixed m law and creed, in statute priety is the most irrational, stupid, and merciless. 
~nd ~cr1pture, that the tongues of honest men were The bttrnin~s, be.headings, and hangings, under old 
1mpr1soned. Those who spoke for the slave were Acts of Umform1ty, were for alleged difference of 
mobbed by the Northern.l~vers of the Union. These opinion as to religion; now all the tortures public 
efforts corrupted the poht1cs, demoralized our states- opinion allows are inflicted on dissenters from 
men, polluted our courts, and poisoned our litera- '' authority" in morals. Of course every usurper 
tore. The Websters, Bentons, and Olays mistook knows that the outs always outnumber the ins, and 
temporary e:~pedi~ce for principles. They believed that, in Daniel Webster's words, " The right of revo
that the preservation of the Union was the one im- lution always exists." The present administration is 

built on "blocks of five," purchased votes in New 
Yotk, Indiana, and other states. Praying always 
goes with bribed perjnry, so Sunday-sohool Wana
maker leads devotion to the "loaves and fishes." At 
a recent public "religious" dinner in Worcester an 
intense "anti-saloon" Republican, ReT. George H. 
Gould, D.D, presided, and His Obscenity," Annie 
E. Rsy," "E. Eigewell," "Mrs. Farnsworth," alias 
Anthony Comstock, was the high-placed, right-hand 
spokesman. But it's all in style, what's "proper" to 
put "big money" into doctors' and ministers' pock
ets, per monopoly of sex knowledge. When Dr. F. 
Hallick published his large book on "Sex Life," 
which sells for $61. he sent a copy to Comstock, ask
ing him if it was "obscene f' the censor reported 
back that "the book is not obscene at that price!' 
The "crime" of which Mr. Harman and I are judged 
"guilty " is the putting into cheap pamphlets or 
newspapers words and facts which circulate without 
reetridtion in expensiv medical works. It is "im
proper," "vulgar," for common people to know what 
brings · "ducats " to doctors and ministers. But 
whatever Mr. Harman or I may or may not hav done, 
we neither of us hav .had the hardihood to try to 
mail the Bible or the speeches of some R~publican 
Congressmen ! 

The -pious " spotters" are now cock-sure of their 
"duty " to suppress lotteries; yet, not to mention 
big gambling in boards of trade and stock exchanges, 
the God business is the cheekiest "game of chance" 
ever licensed. What money "Merciful Heavens 
Wanamaker" (as Anna Dickinson calls him) puts up 
to save souls, by God I A ticket in a tur~ey, sewing
machine, church lottery, or in the Louisiana grab
big, is nothing compared with the heavy stakes in 
soul gambling fat ministers and "f~t-fried" pew play
ers hold. The common lottery is·the most innocent 
kind of betting indulged in. P. T. Barnum earned 
his first money selli[lg lottery tickets. Dudley S. 
Gregory, president of the Lottery Association in 
New York 1835-1843, and afterward member of 
Congress with Greeley, saved Horace Greeley to 
journaliem by lottery .advertising in the New 
Yo'l'ker. Land monopoly, tariffs, bank, mail, and 
God monopolies impose gambling, stupendous vil
lainies which make eatth hell; yet all these high
stepping Christians are plutocratic rulers I And in 
this '1 deeoy," "spotter," lying-for-Christ's-sake-and
the-money it-fetches crowd a federal cabinet ()flieer, 
devout John Wanamaker, leads the pf"eying band. 

This relentless, malicious, mercenary persecution 
of opinions recalls the English Bedford Jail case 
(165s:-1672): "Then went the jury out whose names 
were Mr. Blindman, Mr. Nogood, Mr. Malice, Mr. 
Lovelust, Mr. Liveloose, Hr. Heady, Mr. Highmind, 
Mr. Enmity, Mr. Liar, Mr. Cruelty, -Mr. Hatelight, 
and Mr. Implacable, who, everyone, gave in his 
private verdiet against him, amoz:g themselvs, and 
afterward unanimously eonoluded to bring him i~_ 
guilty before the judge. And, first among themselvs, 
Mr. Blindman, the foreman, said : ' I see clearly that 
this man is a heretic.' Then said Mr. Nogood: 
1 Away wit& such a fellow from the earth!' 'Ay,' 
said Mr. Malice, 1 for I hate the very look of him.' 
Then said Mr. L'lvelust, ' I could never endure him.' 
'Nor I,' said Mr. Liveloose, 1 for he would be always 
condemning my way.' 'Hang him I Hang him !' 
said Mr. Heady. 1 A sorry sor1:.b,' said Mr. High· 
mind. ·'My heart cttrseth against him,' said Mr. 
Enmity. 1 He is a rogue,' said Mr. Liar. 1 Hanging 
is too good for him/ said Mr. Cruelty. 1 Lst us 
dispatch him out of the way,' said Mr. Hatelight. 
Then said Mr. Implacable, 'Might I hav all the 
world given me I could not be reconciled to him ; 
therefore, let us forthwith brivg h;iiQ in guilty of 
death "(Pilgrim's Progress). 

So speak the persecuting passions against Faith
ful, in the persons of Train, Lant, Foote, BenneU, 
or whomsoever else is" tried" by the religio-politioal 
knaves now con&tituting "purity" courts. Though 
the Carpenter-Wanamaker-Foster censors out· devil 
the judge or any of the jurymen in Bunyan's case; 
while now, as then, Faithful, the "criminal," knows 
himself guiltless before the condemning crowd, and 
that what he is " punished " for is solely the good 
in him. 

But who shall decide as to what is " proper?" 
.Rev. Joseph· Cook was once caged as a raving 
maniac i the ministers pardoned him out. I was 
jailed as" o~scene;" the politicians pardoned me eut. 
What does it settle T Is Cook sane, or am I pure T 
Our ancestors saw it was not right or safe to allow 
judges, juries, or magistrates to decide questions of 
religion. But why put moral questions to vote T 
The guarantees of religious liberty in the federal 
and all our state constitutions include moral free
dom. Hellos this obscenity pretense is illegal from 
the start, and a scandalous outrage on the first prin
ciples of assooiativ order. The human body must 
be recogni z 1d and respected in all its par~s and uses. 
The silked, satined, broadclothed Christians, who, 
behind sleek spans, roll in gorgeous splendor to 
church, in the name of a Christ who went barefoot, 
are ashamed of Jesus in their own sex-nature, and 
that's "what's the matter with Hannah" in Comstock
Wanamaker-Carpenter "purity." In building hill 



Pantarchal millennium Andrews, of course, recognized 
divereity of opinion, habit, action in reHgion, morals, 
law-everything that concerns human destiny, rely
iDg on 'liberty, not on coercion, to aseure order and 
propriety. Though it' discredits BeUamy's intellect 
to euppoee that he himself sees anything more than 
a good joke and the money it fetches in "Looking 
Backward," yet it is quite possible that he is fool 
enough to really think that labor thrift is possible 

· onder military despotism, beneath a sky of swords. 
lam in Bellamy's heaven, state prison, and don't 
see the good of it. Away with acts of uniformity, 
imposed propriety, supervising censonhip, and giv 
us opportunity and reciprocity ! 

Ezru. H. HEYWOOD. 

Items of Foreign Freethonght News. 

laugh, Berghell uses but few gesticulations; like 
~im, he has a manner of speaking earnest and apreal
JDg; there are the same striking il!ustrations, and 
the same power to hold his audience." ScaD~ina· 
vians in the central states and the West will probably 
soon hav the pleasure of listeniDg to radical Free
thought lectures from this exiled martyr for free 
thought and free speech. 

Some Problems in Nature. 
OBIGIN OF LIFE. 
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Jottings. 
I flatter myself that amo11g all the readers of our 

T:auTH S:eEKEB there are some who will lika to know 
where Aunt Elmina is mnd what she is doing and 
enjoying. 

Well, she is in clover just now at the famous De 
Garmo Institute, in F.isbkill-on-Hudson, N. Y. The 
building is situate on a hill and tl:e view from all 
sides is just lovely. Hills, valleys, mountains, 
groves, and woodlands, houses dotted in and half 
embowered in trees, vines, aDd flowers. Brown 
roads curving in and about, and the shrill whistle of 
the iron horse sounding ever and anon, make one 
feel as if it w•s truly a center of civiliz1tion. It is 
school vacation now and I shall hav a nice time 
visiting with my sister among our old· time friends 
and relative. 

When I was a boy, living in Winston county, 
Miss., my father would burn the heart out of big 
pine logs and use them for tan vats,-and tan his own 
hides, and make the family's shoes. He used wood 
ashes instead of lime to take the hair o:lf the hides, 

Republicanism and Freethought work hand in and after the hair was taken o:lf he put the hides into 
hand in Spain and are making great progress. the creek for a while to soak the alkali out of them 

Mr. De Garmo is the head of the £chool and his 
wife, two daughters, abd a son are all teaehers, so I 
am in an atmosphere of educational it.flaences. Books, 
papers, and magazines are on all sides. Mr. Zielowsky,'of Freiburg, Germany, has been 

sentenced to three months' imprisonment because of 
"disrespectful" remarks concerning the Roman 
Oatholic chur.ch. 

bdore putting them in tan. On one occasion, in 
the. summer, when the cretk was not running, he 
sent me and two of my older brothers to take some 
hides out of a hole of stagnant water. · We found a 
great many worms swimming in the pool, and my 
brothers caJle:i them hair-worms. I, being c,f an 

In the year 1890 the prieets in BeJgium took in iDq!lisitiv, scrutinizing disposition, went to investi
over seventeen million francs in donations and for gatmg them, and found them in every stage of de· 
prayers promisecJ to be said to help miserable souls . velopment, from tbe hair as it came o:lf the hide up 
out of purgatory. to a living, activ w~ite worm two or three lines 

in diameter and from one and a half to two inches 
long. Occasionally a hair had only been transformed 
for a part of its length and made a short worm with 
a hair for a tail. I hav seen many of these hair
worms in the tan vats, and every other man who has 
tanned hides in the same way has seen these worms 
in the tan vats, and knows that animal hairs can 
develop into living worms. · When a child, I once, 
during a rainy spell of weather, found moving in a 
little pool of water what I took to be a little snake, 
and commenced talking about what a queer little 
snake I had found, when father told me that it was 
a hair-worm, that it was a hair changed to a worm. 
It was a living, creeping thing developed from a hair 
which came out of the switch of a cow's tail. I hav 
since seen many of this kind of worms during long 
spells of wet weather. I once found in a pool of 
water in the road a wad of hair cut o:lf the switch of 
a cow's tail, locked and twisted together, which had 
just developed life enough . to be possessed of the 
power of mot' on, and were working like a bundle of 
snakes interlocked and twisted together. Now, I 
hav seen it stated somewhere that scientific men 
dispute this fact, that hair can develop into living 
animals. Facts are stubborn things, and scientific 
authority cannot crush a fact. And like the Texas 
sewing-machine agent, '·I am not afraid of men 
mostly," and when I know that I hav found the truth 
I am not afraid of criticism from any source. 

Fishkill is an old town, and, includiTig Mattawan, 
it has about twelve thousand inhabitants-and is 
rather more than usually pious, but one has no need 
to obtrude one's sharp corners, so I thi11k I shall hav 
a really nice, pleasant visit. I intend remaining all 
summer. 

I left the depot in old Virginia at 9 PM., June 
15th, and in less than twenty-four hours was here. 

After leaviJJg Virginia I found a great inerease of 
comfort and convenience on the oars and they ran 
much more smoothly than on Southern roads, and 
ever;ything around bespoke Yankee thrift and go· 
abeaa-ativ.ness. The people, streets, houses, and 
even roads, were all cleaner, neater, and more snug· 
looking. Depots, stores, shops, and all public places 
were scoured and cleaned. Oleanliness may be next 
to godliness, but it is certainly a greater virtue and 
one very conduciv to health and happiness. More 
eon. 

Doring the forced exile of Dr. Voelke1, Mrs. A. 
Voelkel bas taken charge of his Free Religious 
Sunday Paper, but the doctor will contribute the 
usual good editorials. 

The Freethinkers oi Stockholm recently held a 
meeting protesting a~ainst religious teachings in 
the public schools. Messrs. Lennstrand, Wicksell, 

.and Holmberg and Oaptain Thomson spoke. The 
meeting was well attended. 

Our French friends are, as usual, pushing for
ward, and the past month has given birth to a comic 
Bible with very wicked pictures. We hav not seen 
it, but our Dutch contemporary De Dageraad (Day
break) says it is admirable. 

In the state prison at Z wickau, Saxony, they use 
a hymn- book in wbiBh is found a psalm beginning 
with the words, " Through his great goodness God 
has brought me here." We do not doubt the truth· 
of the statement in some instances, at least. 

The monthly Bulletin of the French Freethought 
Federation states that M. Hulbert, one of the ebam
ber of deputieP, givs as his opinion that between 
two hundred and twenty and two hundred and thirty 
deputies are opposed to the budget des cultes
the subsidies to religious bodies and to the embassy 
to· the Vatican. 

When Victor E. L9nnstrand was in trouble our 
English friends rendered him and the cause timely 
aid by torwarding money. Now a· subscription is 
being taken up for the benefit of Mrs. A. Voelkel. 
Naturally the doctor's income will be considerably 
less now, since the banishment renders it impossible 
lor him to lecture. 

The Swedish daily paper Faderneslandet contains 
a long article treating the subject of the state church, 
and figures out that the church costs Sweden 7,567,-
874 crowns in hard cash every year. Besides thie, 
the church property (exempt from taxation) is esti
mated (rather low, we think) at 58,720 905 crowns. 
And what does the church giv in exchange T 

The German Freethoughb congress for the year 
1891 is now· a thing of the past. Dr. Voelkel, at 
present an exile in Switzerland, spoke about " The 
Testament of the Rev. Father Mealier," a forern'!lner 
to modern Freethought. We will in· the next num
ber of THE TRUTH SEEKER giv an account of the con
gress, which in every way was a great success. 

Freethought is growing in Denmark. A lawyer 
stated recently at a meeting of Danish Freethinkers, 
says a correspondent to Fritilnkaren, that every 
other lawyer in Oopenhagen is il Freethinker, but that 
they are prevented from working for the cause b:v the 
fact that they would immediately lose their official 
positions; and that the same is . the case with 
many ministers. 

Henry V. Berghell will soon visit this country. 
He has escaped the clutches of Alexander III., the 
Danish congress by a vote of 116 against 86 re
fnaing to deliver him to the Russian police. May 
31st Mr. Berghell gave a lecture in the great hall of 
Sortedamslunden, Oopenhagen, Denmark. The ball 
was crowded to su:lfocation, and the speaker was fre
quently applauded. The Oepenhagen daily paper 
Afte'Tiposten in along and very favorable report says: 
" It is as if one listened to Bradlaugh clelivering one 
of his lectures to London workingmeu. Like Brad· 

Now, these hair-worms are very insignificant 
things, but we can come nearer seeing and knowing 
how life originates, and what life is, here than any
where else in nature that I know of, and the little 
hair-worms furnish us a clew to the solution of the 
great problem of life. 

SOLUTION. 

My address will be Fishkill-on-the-Hudson, N.Y., 
for three months to come. The Snowville addrei!S 
will always reach me. Letters from old friends are 
doubly welcome when one is in a new plaoe. 

Affectionately, ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER 
June 22, EM. 291. 

How to Help 1•he Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

i~us save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take o:lf his 
hands at the end of lhe week any that remain unsold. 
II he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulAte them 
among your acquaintances. On your request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Leave it picture-side up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. · 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to take it. 

The hairs hav open tubes or capillaries running 
through them lengthwise, through which they draw 
the elements of nutrition from the blood of the cow, 
and perhaps hav nerve filaments through or along 
which the electric currents course while attached to T,11:s Rev. Dr. Hawthorne of Atlanta, Ga., is another of 
the cow. When placed in water of a proper tempera- the "divines" who talk much nonsense, revealing when 
tureholdingin solution, already digested and prepared talking of Infidelity a profound ignorance of this subject. 
for assimilation, the elements of animal nutrition In a recent Eermon, for instance, Mr. Hawthorne said this : 
which hav been drawn from either animal or vege- "When a man, who has been activ in the church and who 
table matter, the fluid is drawn into the hair by has loudly protested willlnching fealty to Christ, breaks 
capillary attraction and the cbeu:ical affinity of the away from Christianity and makes shipwreck of his faith, 

we may expect him to sink into the deepest depravity and 
particles of matter. Ohemical action takes place; to oppose the Bible and all that is good and holy with fiend
the elements of nutrition are assimilated; electric ish intensity and malignity. Tell me, ye who fulminate 
currents are developed; life, motion, and intelligence your Infidel wrath against the religion of the Bible, was 
become manifest. there ever a man made better by forsaking Christ and the 

These hiur-worms hsv neither eyes nor heads, yet church? It Christianity be a cheat and a delusion, why hav 
they are possessed of intelligence, which may be dis- the men who hav deserted its author fallen so low? It 
covered by watching them work their way through Christianity be false and it be a virtue to renounce it, why 
a bed of forest leaves or fine straw. When they strike do we find the extremest types of human depravity in men 
an obstruction ·they feel about until they find a way who hav gone out from under the banner of Christ and 
they can pass. ranged themselvs around the standard of its foes ? I invoke 

Here we can. see a development of life, motion, and the haters "f our God and his cause to glv us the history of 
intelligence from inanimate and inert matter, and the men who hav apostatized from the faitli of the gospel. 
there is nothing to do the work except material atoms Did apostasy promote the growth of their virtue ? Did they 
and molecules associated with electricity. Oonstruc- in their apostasy possess the moral qualities which you 
tiv organic action is Hfe. Destructiv organic action would like to see reproduced In your children? No. In 
is death. your secret soul you despise the man who turns traitor to 

Herein lies another problem which is insoluble, and Christ. You are always suspicious of him. You never giv 
it is of 00 use to discuss it, viz.: Wherein lies the him your confidence. Deep down in your breast there is the 

conviction that the man who parts with God parts with 
intelligence and force, the deity? Is it in the elec- virtue." There is nothing in Christianity which makes a man 
tricity, in the material, or is it in both ? As we cannot J>articularly virtuous, as the innumerable number of Chris
disassociate matter and electricity to eumin them tian rascals shows; nor are Christian nations so moral as the 
separately, we can uever settle this question. One so-called " heathen " nations. As a matter of fact there hav been many men made better by forsaking the 
may hold that the intelligence and force belongs to church. That very act develops honesty. And as an
matter. No one can disprove it. Another may hold other matter of fact the " extreme at types of human deprav
that electricity is the force and intelligence. No ity" are Christians. The thieves, pugilists, roughs, prosti
one can disprove it. Another may hold that it be· tutes, low saloonkeeper&, gamblers, are ~~most witJ.lout ex· 

t b. d d' · •t ception Christians of the most superstltlous sort. These 
longs to the wo com me . No ove can IBprove 1 ·~ things are all capable of demonstration, and Dr. Hawthorne 

· P. F. SHUMAKER. in saying what he did simply wrote himaelr down as one 
Flat Oreek, La., June 17,:291. wbo knew absolutely nothing of Wh!$t he was talking about~ 
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:fi.ed, notwithstanding it was then" a stumbling-block 
to the Jews and foolishness to the Greeks." 

I believe in, or know, wisdom and goodness as the 
A 1-'ruth Seeker's Creed; only messiah or savior of man from ignorance, super-

$tition, degradation, and crime, and the suffering 
Then Agrlppa said unto Paul, almost thou persuadest me they e'ntai1. They will save him not only to-day but 

to be a Ohristian. · to-morrow, and through all the futures of his life. 
I believe and know it is best to use all spoken 1 believe in future life and future rewards and 

and written words so as to be understood, to express punishments in this primitiv, practical sense, as the 
intelligent, rational thought for en1ightenment and ancient philosophers and s1ges taught it, but not in 
instrul'ltion i~ the useful lessons, and this for the the corrupted theological sense as taught by the 
practical purp6se of promoting the individual and priests to the ignorant multitudes. · 
general good. In this sense alone I shall en- 1 believe, or know, that the shedding of blood 
deavor to use them in defining my creed. And as or destroying of life has indirectly worked the remis
it consists of stating both what I believe or know and sion of sins, ItS such tragic acts hav startled the 
what I do not believe, it is a part of my creed not to emotions, excited the feelings, and aroused the 
use words to misrepresent, to mislead the mind, to lethargic to action for ·self-preservation, when milder 
insult the reason, ignore the understanding, and to influences failea to enlist tbeir attention or engage 
intellectually wrong those taught. their efforts for protection. In this way their sins 

In defining my creed I shall revert to that primitiv of indolence and indifference to wrong hav been re
use of words when in their earlier simplicity they mitted. 
were made for practical service and mutual bent>:fi.t. I believe in the atonement thus mRde for past 

In this sense I believe in or know good ; some-. shortcomings and unfaithfulness. 
times spelled gute, .gutt, Gott, chod, and God.· I 1 believe in, or know, the Holy Ghost or Holy 
believe in or know Go.J, in three Gods, in many Spirit

1 
alias good ghosts and good spirits, as taught 

gods or good a, because I hav felt them in my experi- in· Greece since the days of Aristotle. But the terms 
ence, in their variety, as physical, social, moral, and expressing them modern I!Cience has somewhat 
mental godE'. I believe in or know one good and modified. The word cc ghost" has been.· changed 
many goods, and so am therefore a monotheist and first to gflist, and than abbreviated to gas, as we now 
polytheist in this original, rational se.nse. I do not use it. Oxygen is the holy or good ghost, gas that 
know or believe in any good, Gott, or God that is an preserves and sustains life. Oarbon is the unholy or 
incomprehensible abstraction, or that is a demoniac evil gas that. injures and destroys life. These evil 
personality, an ideal monster of the lunatic or o:f,the or do-evil ghosts, or demons, or gases, the Greeks 
wild imagination of the religious enthusiast, to found in· caves and low reservoirs where they had ac 
frighten and subdue the ignorant ; for I see no good, cumulated then as they do now, even to the extent 
gute, Gott, or God there. • . of destroying the lives of those who breathe them. 

I do not believe in an idol made after the pattern 1 believe, or know, that these poisonous holes are the 
of the Jewish Jehovah. I do believe it best that hells infested with the &mons, or :fiends, or ghosts, 
·" Thou shalt not make to thyself any graven image, or gases, that torment and destroy sll those who are 
nor the likeness of anything that is in he~ven above, bad, from a want of the Jesus Obristi, ali!as the'' S!!V· 
or in the earth beneath, or in the water under the ing wisdom" that would preserve them from enter
earth. Thou shalt not bow down to them or wor- in~ into them. 
ship them." · · · I believe in, or know of, the holy or good spirit, as 

I believe or know the light and heat of the sun found in Grecian alchemy and as taught in our holy 
are good or gute / so I believe in a good sun, in. a books. 1 believe or know there are many spirits, 
sun of good or of Gott of the ancient sun worship- as taught in modem chemistry, but which were de
ers; but I do not believe in changing this sun of rived from the Greek scientists. We hav spirits of 
Gott into a s-o·n of God-into a personality, an wine, spirits of niter, spirits of ammonia, of salt, of 
idol, or imago of an;ything in the heavens or the camphor, and many other kinds. · · . 
earth, for those that pervert the good in this way Some of these spirits are eoothing, grateful, and 
shall be visited with the e~'il that will follow it, " to sedativ, when taken into the human stomach. They 
the third and fourth generation." I believe this. are good spirits, alias holy spirits. . Some are acrid, 

I believe in the gute or Gott of Jesus when he pungent, distasteful, poisonous,· and destructiv. 
says, "I am in it and it is in me "-not him ana h(J, These are evil or malignant spirits or demons. 
for good, Gott, or God is neither masculin or femi- These evil spirits are " legion," and many of them, 
nin ; ana in many mo~e pResages where be makes if swallowea or entered into a person, cannot \le cast 
good in himself or others local or general, all of out by fasting or prayer, but bold possession, making 
the same origin and a. common inheritance of the their victim viole~t ana dan~:rerous and not unfre
race. I believe with Paul, as expressed in figurativ quently destroying his life. The spirits of wine will 
language when be says: "Kn~w ya not that ye are do it. 
the temple of good or gutt and that the spirit of 1 also believe in the " spirit " as Paul taught it in 
good dwalleth in you!" And in many more pas- the Hebrew sense, in which he tried to explain it to 
seges, which should hav been translated good instead the Greeks; as consisting in the temper, feelings, 
of misspelled G-o-d. For on the testimony of the motive, mnd desires of men, and as manifested in 
late revisers of the Bible the word God as a per- their conduct and characters toward each other, in 
sona1ity should not hav been put into that volume some caaes without having imbibed them in poisonous 
(see Companion. to the Revised Old Testament, p. liquids. . · · 
171). When the conduct and bearing of men toward 

I believe in predestination in its normaJ, biological each other are gentle, kind, just, faithful, charitable, 
sense ; that the physical and spiritual, mental and sympathetic, and benevolent, they are moved by the 
moral, endowments that constituted man in his pre- holy or good spirit. They hav received the holy 
historic state, aa represented in the fable of creation spirit, or the spirit of gott, gute, or good, and do 
by the names Adam, Oai:o, and Abel, are predestined: works meet for the spirit. The good or holy spirit 
in the order of nature, through the laws of inherit- manifests itself in various other ways ; ag in " the 
ance, to be the composit elements that enter into spirit of inquiry," " the spirit of truth," "the spirit 
that animal structure we call man, as long as be con- of liberty," cc the spirit of research." Paul says : 
tinues a human being on earth. The fabulous Adam cc The spirit searchest all things, even the deep things 
and his sons had inheritea from their progenitors- of God." He says those guided by this spirit " shall 
the animals from which they descended, or from judge the angels." He enjoins on his disciples to 
which they were made-the conflicting forces that cc try the spirits." AU of which I know or believe in 
are activ in all the higher animals ; and from igno- as a part of my creed. I also believe in or know of 
ranee and inexperience they made mistakes, and such evil spirits in this last sense, as exhibited in revenge, 
will be the fate of mll their posterity through the law cruelty, malice, vindictivness, intolerance, hatred, 
of 'transmission. · and the like. I believe in evil spirits or the do-evil 

I believe in the law of variation; that the progeny (devil) and his angels in this original sense. I be
will not all be precise types of the parents; that Iieve or know what it is to be moved by the spirit or 
some of the offspring, following the type of earlier a spirit. 1 claim to be and know I am moved by 
progenitors, will inherit superior or inferior organi- the spirit of truth, and the spirit of gute, Gott, good, 
zations; the former of which, through ~atal advan~ or God, as it is now spelled in English, to help cast 
tagee, is predestined to be saved from the ills ana out the do-evil spirit that dwells in the mind of those 
misfortunes to which the latter is inevitably doomed. who sit in darkness, who in their blindness and 

In this scientific sense I believe in election -ana ignorance cannot tell right from wrong, and are 
reprobation. slaves to vices, crimes, and cruelties, being kept 

I believe also, so long as the virtues, and vices or so by their superstitious guides, their ignorant and 
weaknesses, of parents are cherished and remembered unqualified teachers. · 
by generat!one of_descendanta, they become immortal· To be mov~a by the holy spirit to do an act is to 
or eternalm the Ideal, while physically and biologic- be prompt~a by the honest, intelligent conviction 
ally they will, in the scientific sense, be eternal and that the thing should be done for a personal, a local, 
everlasting as physiological or constitutional proper- or the general good. A motion without the spirit is 
ties of the race. a sham, a form, an abortion, without life or worth. 

I believe in or know the Greek Jeshu Ohristo the I .do not believe in taking out or trying to take 
Latin Jesus Ohrist, alias the English soving wisdom out of man this quality, this element of enthusiasm 
-as taught in the epistles of Paul, " the power of that givs vigor, force, purpose, or virtue to his 
good and wisdom of good "-and I am determined deeds and desires-which we call his spirit, or the 
to teach nothing else than the wisdom and gaodness spirit-and transplanting it among the immaterial 
(not the weakness and faults) of him that was cruci- entities, in the shape of an org1nized, impalpable 

personality, to be summoned or invoked, to be w.aited 
on and worshiped, till it d~igcs to aeecend and. close 
in with the suppliant. I do not.· }le!ieve that all_this 
is necessary, nor that. it is sufficient. ~9 quali~f or 
enable a man to be " moved by the spirit." . . . . 
. This. spirit is the. theological creation of Grecian, 
mythological parentage. It is one of those nat~ral 
gifts or forces in man which they believed ~as pro-
duced and presided over by a demon. . ·. ·. 

I believe in water baptism (immersion). " He that 
believeth in it and is baptized shall .. be saved." 

"He that believeth not [in baptis~ l _sha~l. be 
damned" wit.h dirt ana all its filthy concomitants j 
from the evils and curses of which no faith can save 
him. Baptism is orthodox and as old as man. I 
believe in its frequent use to $ave man from the sin . 
or evil of personal :filthiness. 

I believe in the " supper" when there is an appe
tite for it, and I believe special suppers are sometimes 
prepared and eaten to commemorate unusual occa
sions and events, as recorded in an•uample of cent
uries ago, when a Jewish teacher ate with his disci
ples on the evening preceding his crucifixion and 
martyrdom. 

I believe in a future life, and in future rewards 
and punishments ; for I know that every living. man 
has a future life longer or shorter before him, and it 
.depends on how the past and present are spent, how 
great or small will be the rewards and punishments . 
in the future. 

I believe in everlasting life, or in life lasting as 
long a& ever it can-in living so as to protract it to 
its full length; ana that right living will be rewarded 
with happiness and tend to prolong it. 

I also believe that vice and crime or evil living will 
bl'ing future punishments, by destroying health, 
happiness, and safety, and so abridging me that it 
will not evsr last out the full term, or be everlasting 
'-Which is the sense in which the ancients used it . 
(sse Oanon Farrar's writings and sermons). 

I also believe in everlasting liflil in that more 
extended sense we gain of it from history and expe
rience. As we hav no knowledge or conception of 
the period when life. began, neither can we hav any 
of when it shall end. From the data we hav, we 
cannot conelude otherwise than that it will continue 
as a species forever, an everlasting form of · life. 
Whoever looks at life in this light without the theo
logical bias cannot fail to see that it is the most log
ical and rational aepeet the question presents to the 
understanding. Tbe facts of nature favor it, and a 
contrary view would be only an assumption, a 
hypothesis that has nothing to sustain it but the 
ghostly speculations of those who wish to barter 
their other worla's wares for the good things of this 
world. . 

I believe in inspiration in its practical, rational 
sense-tbe.t .every breathing thing inspires,.and that 
animal life would soon become extinct without it. 
Figurs.tivly we msy use the word to represent the 
taking in, absorbing, or imbibing thoughts, impres
sions, pictures, or images, through the senses, which 
excite the emotions and prompt to deeds. 

I believe the inspiration may be of or to good or 
Gott, or to do-evil, devil; or it may be mixed; it 
may prompt men to write books good or evil or 
mixed. In this sense the Bible is the proauct of 
inspiration. But to say that it is all the inspiration 
of Gott or good is but an attempt of the priesthood 
to deceive and enslave the minds of the ignorant- in 
the interests of the church and superstition. 

I do not believe in running all these pritne articles 
of my .creed into the ground, the grave, Qr earth be
low, or into the heavens above,. and in pretending to 
make them serve the dead after they hav moldered 
awmy into thedust. 

I believe that all the arhicles of an orthodox creed 
were originally made for the benefit of . the living ; 
that they !!!II had adaptation and application to pur
poses and uses of life, and were appropriate to aid 
in human advancement in this world ; and I do not 
believe in the flagrant usurpations of theologians, 
who, in order to make capital to carry on their 
schemes to frighten the people into their service, 
hav endeavored to rob the living of their uses and 
transfer them to the dead, whom they claim to resur
rect into another world. 

All the min uti at. of detail and appendage that 
properly belong to and bav grown out of this creed, of 
which space forbids the enumeration, but which are 
essential to human salvation, I accept and believe 
with the foregoing, in that. sense· where they are 
conduciv in aiding man to intelligent, rational views, 
and in lining him out of barbarism, by adding to 
his stock of useful knowledge and promoting his in
tellectual culture and refinement. 

But I do not believe in the dehumanizin"§ uses the 
priesthood has made of every good influence or 
attribute belonging to or affecting man, to subjugate 
llim to a belief of the constant pressure of the super
natural, paralyzing his hopes and powers of self
hood. 

I be1ieve that this rational creed, in part~ as here 
set forth, originated in fragments many centuries ago, 
among the earlier thinkers and philosophers of old 
civilization in India, Obina, Greeoe1 tn:u;J :t!JS"ypt. 
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These early students· of life and metaphysics forma- people. I was born hi a new country an:long' sthutty I· tiona_. · .The ·po_D.r_ "'._~4erwoman and th5 -day laborer 
Iated their experiences and observations into rational stumps ; . and when.· a boy knew' scores of' men who had denied themselvs the very necessaries of life that 
systems olthought and placed them on record; and ran. in debt to government and shylocks~to'\Jie'deem ,they might giv sometbing .. to build tbeir God a 
fragments of them in successiv &ccretions are found the1r stolen land, and went mto the ,wilderness-from: :house. But the storm swept over the cit.y; it paeeed 
pervading all ancient religious literature· as taught tbree to tw~nty miles, guided, by spo.ttedJree~. with· over-·:the saloon, it swept around the brothel; but'it 
by the legendary avatars and incarnations long out a ro~~,,btiinlog~~-biiis, ~leared.iiJ?: ~the Ian~, 8Jld smot~; up'~n·•these chur~hes and scattere~ theJ?l to 
anterior to the Jewish theocracy. AU religions . worked t1ll· they were fifty; l!lx£y, or s~venty years of the four wmds. Why tbs disregard for the feelings 
among the civilized are founded on these ·ethical age, selling the best of all they raised ilid iiving on of his. people T •" Wlly this manifestation of wrath 
truths. So that there is really only one religion; but the poorest, before . they· got. stolen land .redeemed, toward his " beloved?" .. Would an earthly king 
many creeds, growing out of the different degrees of after paying for it two or three times over in inter- ·spoil his own subjects? Wculd he select his own 
enlightenment. est! This discouraged most of their -sons· and drove , peQp!e upo~ whom t'Q "17ent his wrath T Is this not 

The ancient philosophers who taught the ra~ional .them to other business, and :Q.OW all other.e~piC>Y· conclusiv proof th~t- J§hovah does not "hold the 
views of religion as indicated in my creed were Tha- mellts are overstocked wit)l hands underbidding each lightnings •in his band," or·." ride upon the storm!" 
les, Pittacus, Pytha~oras, Anaxagoras, Pericles, Socra· other in their labors to avoid starvation. The Is it not evident that he .has nothing to do with the 
te£1, Aristodemus, Plato, Aristotle, Proclns, Cicero, majority of white landless laborers are just as much light!lings, o~ t~-~ _s~?r~, ·or that he simply·cares 
Z ano, Seneca, Strabo, Plutarch, Juvenal, Pliny, and slaves now as the colored people of· the South were 'J?.othmg for h1s people? · . 
others. before the war. ·Land robbery has driven millions . In the'deluge of Johnstown, Pa., and at the earth-

Theywere largely obtained from the Vedas, but into drunkenness a:Q.d all manner of crimes; it would :quake- in Charleston, S. C., the ehurcb.es were 
were heresy to the ignorant masses, and were often take many large volumes to write its histQry. . ' =.shattered and wrecked: indiscriminately with other 
secretly taught in metaphor under oath to intelligent . Yes, land robbery hatched slavery .. And just. bUildings. This God, who, ·we are told, loves those 
friends only. t)link what a cur~e _slavery was to the colored race ! who trust in him and provides for the lilies· and the 

These ancient names are honored now, while their· Hundreds·of thousands of men, women, and children sparrowe, does not stop to protect ·or·save his own 
rational views are discarded. The allegories and· were stolen from Africa, brought to our 'shores, ·an.d property, or the lives and property of those who be· 
fables they used in which their lessons wel,''e sold at auction like brute beasts~ Husbands 'and lieve on him .. ,.Will sensible people never learn this? 
veiled, hav been accepted as ,literal facts, are the wives,· parents and children, brothers and -sisters; . : ,No.w, I assert that Jehovah is either powerless to 
foundation of modern orthodoxy, and stil~ed bt~· with sensibilities an_d affection~ as keen as,our own,: protect .the believer or. he is grossly·unmindful of 
fore our :menta\ vision with the dignified appellation were separated for life, thousands. of. the.m falling' him. I am willing for· his followers to decide which 
of a divine revelation, of a" scheme of redemption'' into the hands of cruel people whomade.their whole is·the·fact •. 
contrived to save a sinful world. eXistence a scene of misery. .. · . · ; In the great yellow fever pestilence in Memphis 

I believe the different Christian creeds, in some · And this was all done in accordance with' .an some . years · ago we hav another fxhibition of the 
measure, show the state of enlightenment of the vari- accursed old book that was falsely ·called God'-s holy watchful · care of this ·· supposed deity. For 
ous sects. · . , . . . ._ word ! · A book that has done more- harm .than any months it raged. Strong men sickened and died, 

The Catholic creed was formulated by and adapted other publisb,f3d I A book in· which one man says pure .women and little babes !ell before its death
to a barJ>arian and benighted period of Europe; to God is impartial; in which another writes .Gp<l is dealing power, and yet, ;though the elect who were 
a people who could not underetan.d or appreciate the supreme in wisdom, power, justice, love, and mercy; ible to fled from out the stricken city, the poor who 
wise and thoughtful lefisons of ancient philosophy; and in 'which another writes: . "With thy. _money were forced to abide ·in their humble homes were 
so these were corrupted by turning them into a per- thou mayest buy bondmen and bondwomen of the sought out by this terrible scourge, and, in spite o : 
sonified system of superstitious idolatry, to. adapt heathen round about thee, and iUhou beiUthy bond- their'prayers and supplications; they fell by the hun
them to the low mental and moral condition of, those man that.he die, nevertheless, if he livs three days 'dreds, and we ·.were' told over and often that it was 
whom it was aimed to convert from paganism. and after .the beating it is nobody~s'business, for:heis thy ·a 1'v~itation.o' ~oJl's wrath." - What& horrible idea. 
gather into the church. . Protestantism or the Raf~ m~m,ey.'' And to prepare the ma.ster for beatb1g his :lfthe ~eity was a11gry with the people of Memphis, 
ormation was an effort in the direction of restoring . l,lo:Q.ds~nan to death the holy humbug and .frau4 of .. a why did he not 'follow the rich to the mountains at:d 
the faith in some degree toward its original phi- l;>o,o][ ~a,ys : " With 'thy money thou mayest buy wine. slay them ! ·Why did he confine himself to the poor 
Iosophical and practical purity. ·, ·· or strong drink or whatsoever thy soullusteth after;" of the city who could not flee for their lives to the 

Now that Europe and America hav so-far emerged ·Filled up with· strong drink a cruel man wss in cool shadea of the highlands? Why smite the belp· 
from barbarism, there should be no longer a need pretty good order to beat his bondman to death. less and let the rich go unscathed ! 
fer the religion or the !'reeds prepared f~r slower: Many of the Southern slaveholders were: nobl~. men- : ~here can _be but one rational conclusion to all of 
class of people; a religion tending to retain us where and treated their bondmen so kindly that thousal\dS othis.. Jehovah either, is helpless to control the 
our benighted ancestors stood and to obstruct us in of them were unwilling to leave when Jiberated ; . but' storms or· the lightnings, .or the march of disease, or 
going forward, or backward rather, to the ancient there were cruel, passionate men· ihere as well as .be is willfully negligent and crueliy unmindful of the 
canons of philosophy, as taught by the· earlier chTili- here, who treated their slaves as cruelly as some here welfare of those· who profess allegiance to him. I 
Zltions. · · d.o their beasts; hall starved, whipped, and some- leave it to. his folle,wers. to decide ainong themselvs 

1 stand by the creed of the fathers; by that creed times killed them-and according to that despicable which is the case. ··I for one doubt his existence, 
or faith that meets the . intelligent, rational wants of old book it was all right. ·. ·and .demand some more substantial proof . of the 
life, that is adapted to every contingency and ade; Yes, land robbery hatched slavery;. and slavery fact than th~ badly jumbled sentences. of the ·Bible 
quate to every neeessity; a creed based on reason; hatched the lat.e war, which killed nearly a.mi.llion 'Yhic~ say11, ".G()~.cr~~ted all things" and'' without 
science, and philosophy, and revealing to the mind of the mos~. rob~st. JJ.len _in the nation, l~.r.vi~g . the • him was noth1ng mad~.!', Let the poor pries~ridd!!n 
what can be known of life and of the needs to make runts and 1mbecds to· breed from, making xti nee: . people bow before h1s altars, let the trembling BID

it, and of it, all there is possibly in it, for now and essary ·to build homes ·for weak-minded children. ner stagger up to the cross and seek to lay his crimes 
all the future. _ _ T. E. LoNGSHORE. The war has left thousands of cripples; widows, and and sins upon the shoulders of his savior (?) and 

Philadelphia, Pa. · orphans, who are 1:eceiving millions of. _dollars every ·gain· .admittance into the celestial city to thump a 
year in the shape of.pensions. . . . -: · : ·. golden harp alo,ng!!ide. Lot and hiil d-.ughters or 

The Largest Broods of Buzzards Ever Hatched. These are only. a few ()f the sins thaUhe .great sin with ~olomon and some of ~is concubiaes ; but- for 
Sins, whether committed by individul;\ls or:11ations, of land robbery has hatched, and others ,.are s~ill me,·l prefer _to I!Jeak that qUiet laud where rest the 

are sure, like chickens or buzzards, to come bome to brooding that people ar~ too stupid to thbik of, that. spirits of thejttshnd the brave and the tr11e. Ifthere 
roosb, and land robberyis the greatest sin ever com~ will yet want roosts. Yours' in truth and love,· · is 1 hereafter· I fcir:one prefer the society· of ._ThOmas 
mitted. It has hatched more buzzards an<\ cursed · Vineland, N. J. J. BA<JxEB. :Paine, Humboldt, J"efferson, Darwin, and other unbe· , 
the human race more than any other crime except lievers to tee 4electable charmcters who figured most 
religion. I am not in favor of '!iolence where it can Has Jehovah an J;ntellect 1 prominently in the Bible, such as Abraham, Jacob, 
possibly be avoided, but will say here and now that . Moses, Rahab. the harlot·, Samson, _and characters of 
if the working classes had arisen and hanged the first Is the God ofthe Christians.an intelligent being! thit kidney. Of course, it is a m!ltter of taste and 
president that ever sold an acre of land and every I ask this question in all seriousness. I ask it in choice, and·- if the ·" elect" prefer to tread the 
member of Congress that consented to it, higher than no spirit of mockery, nor would I offend the feelings golden streets of· the new Jerusalem and sing hosan
Haman, our country now would be millionsof dol- of the most sensitiv believer; but I honestly ask nabs to .. a cru~l ·and careless God. I bav no qttar
lars better off than it is .. Every inan, and woman those who believe in Jehovah if they consider thei!:' rei with them, butl do say that if God can forget 
too, has just the same natural birthright to land God an intellig~nt being. Jesus said that .the very them here and c~arelf not, he is hardly worth their 
enough to build a home and raise food on, that he or hairs of their heads were numbered and not a sparrow praise or worthy their admiration. · · 
she has to sunlight, air, or water; and any govern· fell to the groun4 without the knowledge of his Nashville, _Tenn; M. A. STITES. 
ment that robs them of that right is on a level with father.· If this God then directs the W!'Y of his 
highway robbers and should be treated sccor4ingly. people, why is it they are so prone to evil and.so : WHAT argum~nt was it to me when Father Nolan 
Ail that any government should ever hav to do with subject to accident· and misfortune ! . With a spoke of authorit}' and the long line of tradition, mir
the land is· to lay it out in roads, streets, villages, and heavenly father to keep account of the hairs of their acle, and inspired counsel which bad remained un
city and farm lots, and each man or woman that heads and to provide food and raiment for them, as broken in the Romish church from.the establishment 
comes for a lot should be permitted to take· his or he does for the sparrows and the lilies of the field, of Christianity till now ? Their traditions are not 
her choice by paying only the expense of surveying why is it that our prisons, asylums, and poorbouses ~vidence, their miracles I disbelieved; an~ the conn
and making the deed, and no one should be per- are filled with the faithful T Why is it that they are oils presided over by a John XII., a Bened1ct IX., and 
mitted to. own or occupy more than he and. his own struck down by the lightnings or dashed to death an Alexander VI., did not seem to me to cmrry with 
family can cultivate. · by the storms which are supposed to be the principal them atrong assurance of divine inspiration. For 

The government should pr~::~tect each . one in his agencies to ·show. the power of their God' If the unbroken. succession of teacbing-hav not Indian 
right to such lots and carefully preserve the balance children of God were exempt from his lightnings, jugglers this! Does that make their juggling mi
of the land from being stripped of its forests until and his cyclones, and his pestilence, and his earth- raculous according to its seeming ? · Could all the 
wanted by future settlers; and all valuable mines quakes, then, indeed, we might say he had them in· authority of all the popes and cardinals that ever 
should be held by the government-the whole peo- his keeping, but such is not the ease. lived prove the truth of the Incarnat~on T or manifest 
pie-and worked· by the ~~tovernment or let at fair ' Our churches are built by the contributions of more than their own belief in itT or reconcile stories 
prices, instead of being sold to shylocks for a song devout Christians. The poor giv of their· scanty which oppose· the laws of nature and .deny all that 
as they now are. , ._ . . ·substance and scarcely a church steeple points toward science teaches! Could authority and tradition bar-

If this plan had been ce.r~ied out by our govern- the skies that is not raised by the. contributions of monize impossibilities' or make the distinct asser
ment from its . commencement, we should not now the poor. The priest harps upon the supposed idea tiQn, tltat this generation shall not pass away ~ill sl!ch 
hear of strikes for higher nor against lower wages, that " God loves the cheerful giver," and matiy a and such things be ful~lled, aught but a prows wh1ch 
shauld hav no need of pauper-houses and very little ragged, destitute human. has drawn on his or her ·failed to justify itself? Could any number of c~un
use for prisons. No one would h111v had room·tor scanty earnings to build a magnificent temple to this cils of the s~ame. church which condemned Galileo 
slavery, no occasion to flood the country with the omnipotent God (1). . · verify the standing still of·.the sun upon Gib~on, and 
people of Africa. . All would hav homes of their own A few years ago a· gre&t hurricane swept over--this · of the moon in -the valley of Ajalon? or the going 
and land .on which to raise food. bealitifql city and in its traek it left in ruins two . back.of the shadow on the dial ten degrees for a sign 

Land robbery hatched the big buzzard, slavery. churches bail~ by the poor negroes. They had of healing to Hezekiah T Who will keep the k~eper, 
It made slaves of tbe white as well as the colored erected these buildings with· their scanty contribu- and wJao will verit;y tbe veritler T-:--.Mr1. Lynn Linton, 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. secured the beat possible text, dogmatioies dis· 
eredit ·the best text when they speculate as to what 
was in the original text. If the reactionary dogmati

the postmaster-general. the judge of the character of sucb 
matter to forbid its carriage in the malls (which could only 
be prevented by executiv order), and second by leaving to 
judicial action the duty of imposing penalties. 

1!1. M. :tiACJDODr.JJ, 
C. IJ. SOIDBJrf, 

cians may speculate to remove errors from the text, 
~ BcJUor. the rationalistic critics may also speculate with re· 

Buaineu Manager.. gard to tbe original text in a way that would make 

· 
11 It does not matter whether or not a given publication 

presented for mailing appears, by complaint or otherwise, 
to a postmaster to be 'obscene, lewd, or lascivious,' if it 
does appear to be 'indecent.' He is obliged, in order not to 
become.a law-breaker, to refer the questlonabl~ point to the 
proper department omcial. It does not matter, when the 
referee considers the question, whether the given publica~ 
tion is merely' obscene, lewd, or lascivious.• If it ia simply 
Indecent, he must exclude it or break the law.'' 

•nLIIDD n havoc with scholastic theology. I said, 'Ib is not 
THB ~BO~H 8BBKBB OONPANY, a pleasant task to point out errorsinthe sacred 

18 LUAYBT'l'B PLAOB, nw You. scriptures.' In 'Biblical Stady,' and 'Whither!' 
PUBLISBliD BVBRY BA.TUBDA. y AT ts.OO PBB Y.BA.B. I limited myself to two errors of citation. I hav not 

taken a brief to prove the errancy of scripture. 
(Jonservativ men should hesitate before they force 
the critics in self ilefense to make a catalog of 
errors in the .Bible. Tbe errors are in the only 

.d.ddralaU ~to THJI TBUTH 811JIKJIB 
OOMP ANY. Mw aU Draftt, (JhMTct, PDBt-o:lfM and lie. 
prm M01UII OrtJw• .fJGfabl41 to 9HARL118 P. BONJIBB Y. 

SATUBDA.Y, JULY 4, 1891. texts we hav, and everyone is forced .to reoognize 
================== them. It is well known that tbe great reformers, 

If the Bible is a book read by ' lecherous-minded 
youths' for lecherous .purposes, and particular pas
sages therein are marked for the. defilement of others; 
if it is a book used by snob lecherous persons to 
bring oonfasion to young girls, or to aid in destroy
ing· their virtue; if its reading and study "prodaaes 
the utmost disorder in both sexes," as this high 
Roman Catholic Chris~ian organ asserts, is it a book 
to which Mr. Holy John oan a:fford mail facilities 
without breaking the law! Ia JlOt ~uoh · a book 
o:ffensiv to modesty T Does it not tend to subvert 
respect for decency and morality T Is it not more 
than simply "indecent 7'' Is it not in fact " obsoene, 
lewd, or lascivious 7" 

Calvin and Lather, recognized errors in the script
Single tubscrlptlon in advance.............................. •• 00 ares, and that the choicest spirits of modern times
One subacriptioa two yean, in adftDce.................. I 00 suah as Van Oosterzee, Tholack,· Neander, Stier, 
Two new subscriben........................................... 1 00 Lange, and Dorner-bav not hesitated to point oat 
One subscription with oae new IU'blcrlber, in one re-

mittance....................................................... 1 00 "numerous error• in holy scripture. This view is 

8UBSCBIPriON BA.TB8. 

One subscription with two new IU'blcrlben, in one maintained by Snday, Driver, Cheyne, D•videon, 
remittance.................................................... 7 00 Bruce, Gore, Marcus Dods, Blaikie, and nameroas 

One subscription with three new IUbscrlberl, In one others in Great Britain ; by Fisher, Thayer, Smythe, 
remittance .................................................... 8 18 Evans, H. B. Smith, W. R. Harper, and hosts of 

One IUbscrlption with foar new IUbscrlberl, in one remittance.................................................... 10 00 others iD this country." And yet this book is one wbioh is not only per
mitted to be sent through the mails by the post
o11lce authorities who refuse the same privilege to 
books against which none of these charges oan be 
successfully maintained, but it is called " divine," 
the " book of books," the " word of God," a " sacred 
volume," a " precious treasure," tbe " ouly way to 
salvation," a "perfect work," etc., eta.; eta. Should 
it not rather be exoladed from the libraries of all 
decent people, bnisbed from the courts, taken· from 
the pulpits, and barnt in the yard of every sabool
hoase where destroyers of innocence seek to intro
duce itT 

Any number over Ave •' the AIDe raw, invariably 
with one remittance. 

Dr. Briggs's Here8J. 
The offense of Dr. Briggs for which he has been 

refused, by a vote of .440 to 69, a con1lrmation by the 
Presbyterin General Assembly to his office as pro
fessor of bib'ioal theology in the Union Theological 
Seminary, is very clearly epitomized by the Editor of 
tbe Arena. It consists, stated broadly, in thinking 
a little more decently of his fellow-beings than is 

·consistent with the Westminster Confession of Faith, 
which -valuable document consigns most of 11s to hell. 
Dr. Briggs thinks that people will get to heaven even 
if they do not subscribe to that dooament, and he be
lieves " in the ultimate salvation of all mnkind," de
alaring that" redemption " is not limited to this world, 
but continued through the vast period of time pre
ceding the resurrection. He maintains that there 
are three "great fountains of divine authority, the 
Bible, the churah, and reason," any ODe of which is 
" capable of leading persona to God." He instances 
the following eases: Cardinal Newman was led to 
God tbrough the oharah of Rome; Spurgeon, 
through the Bible, and the philosopher Martineau 
through reason. Of course to a Rationalist these 
propositions are meiDingless, as we know nothing 
of God, the Bible is of unknown authorship but 
evidently of man's device, and Beason leads directly 
away hom all the dogmas of Cbristinity. But, 
compared with evngeliaal teaching, Dr. Briggs is far 
ahead in intention if not in rationality. 

Another assertion by Dr. Briggs for which the 
:Presbyterians will not hastily forgiv him is " that no 
one could get at the Bible unless he forced his way 
through human obstaales," which obstacles he cat
alogs as follows: (1) Superstitious reverence for the 
book itself. (2) The belief in the verbal inspiration 
of the Bible. (3) The authenticity of the soriptures. 
Traditions from the dead church assign authors to 
all the books of the Bible, but higher criticism pro
nounces these traditions fallacies ad follies. (4) The 
cJootrin of the inerrancy ol the Bible. Historical oriti
oism again pronounces that there are errors in the 
Bible. (5) The miraales are in violation of the laws 
of nature, and keep man away from the Bible. (S) 
The failure of minute prophecy. This is an epitome 
of views which hav time nd again been stated in 
these columns, nd though . Dr. Briggs has not 
pressed tlaem to their logical conclusion others can 
do so, and arrive at the tratb concerning the Chris
tian scheme of religion-which ill that it has not 
1 leg to stand on. It is not probable, it is not rea
BODable, it is not possible, so far aa human knowl
edge and experience go. It is not biatorioal, it has 
no known inventors. It bears internal evidence of 
being the work of designing and iporant men, it is 
the nursery tale of the world'• youth. Regarding 
the alleged "inerrancy " of the Bible Dr. Briggs 
says : " It is agreed that there are a large number of 
errors in the best MSS. of· the Bible ; it is the the
ory of modern dogmatioians, that they were not in 
the original MSS. We can never hav them, nd U 
is idle to speculate as to their contents. When the 
Lower or Textual Criticiam bu done its best, ad 

These are the views of those who hav macJe a 
serious study of the Bible, and is known as the 
" higher criticism." These orities are the best sebol· 
ars of Germany, England, and America. Bat such 
utternces on never be reconciled with the Calvin
ism of the evangelical oburabes, more particularly 
the Presbyterian, which takes the Bible as it reads, 
and is the most logical of all the Protesta~t seats. 
Given its premises and PresbyteriiDism is the scheme 
which has most sanction from the Bible. This is 
pretty generally recognized. Dr. Briggs. and the 
" higher " critics, therefore, are at swords' point with 
the old-fashioned people, and are yet in a large mi
nority, as was seen in the vote against his oonfi:rma
tion. U he does not recant, it woald seem that he 
must leave the seat, and be may be expelled when the 
charge of heresy is run tbroagb the machinery of 
the church in the regular way. . Bat be onnot be 

We earnestly ask the autborUies ab Washingbon to 
ponder upon this desoription of tbe Bible by eminent 
Roman Catholies, and to see if it is not time that 
Judge Tyner'• decision 'hat the Bible is a mailable 
book under the statute be reseinded. 

burnt at the stake, nor even imprisoned, nor oan The Case of Mr. Clarence L. Swartz. 
his property be confiscated. If he could be gotten Mr. Clarence L. Swartz, editor of Lucifer whe)l 
before a New Jersey jary be might possibly be fined Mr. Harman was in prison, was some time ago 
for blasphemy; but even if he were a citizen of arrested for selling the Sunday Sun. Tbe bail 
Massachusetts, the law now woald not allow him to demnded was at first four thousand dollars, bnt 
be put in the stocks, maoh less pressed to death under afterward it was reduced to one-half that 
boards weighted with stones. More likely, when he sam. Mr. E. c. Walker in Liberty ases this as a 
leaves the Presbyterian oburob, he wUl still remain text to read to the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEXER 1 
:Professor of Biblical Theology in Union Seminary, littie sermon. He says: "The ease of Clarence L. 
or if not there, then in some less orthodox institution Swartz is one that I must respeotfally refer to Mr. 
with an increased salary. A. trial for heresy is a Eugene M. Maodonald and other Seoalarists who 
good advertisment, and times hav changed since think that 1 press censorship is not particalarly dan
Calvin hunted down Servetus and Puritans murdered geroas unless exercised by the federal government~ 
their " h,ioher critics.'' ··co ____ ..,....____ State and municipal meddling with the reading mat-

The Bible. ter of the people, so these gentlemen bav maintained 
in various controversies with me, was not likely to 

The subjoined statement of fact was not ·written ultimate in any serious abridgment- of citizens' 
by n Infidel but by a Roman Catholic Christian, rights. · It was . the federal ooarts alone which eon
editor of the New York .Freeman'B Journal ana stituted a grave menace to the liberty of expression, 
Catholic RegiBter, one of the few papers of that sect publication, and dissemination. When M. Harman, 
worthy of consideration by people who know any- George s. Harman, and E. c. walker were arrested 
thing. It was printed in that journal of Jane 20, in Kansas anEler the Comstock statute, the b!toil for 
1891: each was fixed at five hundred dollars, whiob was 

"Examln the Bibles promiscuously distributed in school- readily furnished, and the accused parties were at 
rooms, and it will be found that certain portions are soiled d S • 
with much use, and sometimes absolutely worn away by onoe released from custo y. ubseqaently1 oontma-
lecherous-mlnded youths; particular passages are marked noes and postponements wero granted, and the bail 
to aid in more convenient reference for others; a special was not increased. Clarence L. Swartz was arrested 
delight is taken by ma.ny lads to ·call the attention of the under a Btate law against sensational literature, a law 
female element in mixed schools to certain verses, 6Xpres- passed last winter by the' Reform' (A.llianoe) legia
sions, etc., whose reading and study produces the utmost lature, and for weeks he lay in jail because he coald 
disorder In both sexes." 

not giv bail in the sum of four thousand dollars. 
Now, we respeotfally ask Holy John Wanamaker, Under state law he was required by a state court to 

postmaster-general of these UnitecJ States, his legal giv a bond eight times greater than that exacted of 
assistant, Judge Tyner, and Mr. Miller, attorney- us by the federal court under the federal law. The 
general of the same country, if this is the sort of supreme aoad of tbe state eabsequently reduced tbe 
book to receive mail privileges under Holy John's bail to two thousand dollars, still four times greater 
definition of books to be excluded wider the statute ! tbaa the one fixed by the federal coart in our eases. 
The statute, it will be remembered, is as follows : · When 1 mere law machine occupies the bench, does 

11 Every obscene, lewd or lascivious book, pamphlet, pict- it make any particular difference to the aaoused what 
ure, paper, writing, print, 01' othf!1' publication of an in-. the jut'isdiotion.:of the power is which licenses aiid 
dumt cliAractw • • • is hereby declared to be non· mall- law machine to grind and crash the 1lesb and bones 
able matter, and shall not be conveyed in the malls, nor 
delivered from any post-omce, nor by any letter-carrier.'' of the helpless victim 7" 

Holy John's definition of books obnoxious kl this Now, we never said that a press censorship "is not 
law reads : particularly dangerous unless exercised by the fed-

11 The statute was thus broadened by prohibiting the trans- eral government." We do not believe that any press 
mission of any matter o1fensiv to modesty, or tending to sub- censorship should be exercised. What we said was 
vert respect for decency and morality, first by constituting that tbe mUDicipal authorities, the police courts, 
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should deal with the vendors of that sort of litera
ture about which there is no dispute as to ita nature 
or purpose or e1feot. We said, and still say, that 

t here is need of some power to punish villains who 
print and sell such trash· to children ; and we said 
and stDI say, that the federll government is not th~ 
proper power, and has not been given by the Consti
tution any power to exercise literary censorship over 
mail matter. · · _ 

The oharaoter of the Sunday Sun, for acting as 
agent of whioh Mr. Swartz is in danger of imprison
ment, is thus described by one of our Western cor
respondents: "The Ktnsas Pity- $unday Sun is 1 
sheet devoted exolusivly to social sciandal. It baa a 
corps of local scavengers or baokdoor sneaks 
in every town within three hundred miles of 
Ksnsas City whose oftioe it ia to rake up a 
weekly budget of scandal_ and send it to headquar
ters. The more false, malicious, and sensational the 
matter the greater the sale of papers and the bigger 
the harvest. What its income is from blackmail will 
of course never be known, but every issue contains 
numerous warnings . which DO one can uuderstand 
save the persons for whom they are intended. No 
seale of prices for indulgences or for buying olf the 
vampires is published, but as in the ease of Comstock 
and Britton it will likely be adjusted to meet the 
necessities of the case. When the true cbarioter of 
this infamous publication is understood by Liberals 
they will giv it no sympathy or encouragement." 

If this is the character of the publication for 
which Mr. Swartz has been arrested, we confess to 
no sympathy whatever with him. He has no moral 
right to iDjure other people by spreading SOaDdal 
about them, and if he has done it he deserves the 
contempt of all decent people. He ought to . be 
buried a mile deep under libel suits, and whethet he 
is held to bail in four or forty thousand dollars he 
gets nothing more than he deserves. 

Mr. Walker's argument is one tending to Anarchy, 
or the abolition of all government. As we do not 
believe such a scheme feasible or practicable we shall 
not follow him. It is true that all. governments do 
injustice, but that is owing to the bigotry, dishonesty, 
and tyrannical nature of the human beings who 
administer them. Government should be restricted to 
the least interference with the people possible._ But 
its interference to protect the people libeled from 
the libeler seems in the case of Mr. Swartz perfectly 
justiAed. By selling the paper he sought to injure 
his fellow·oitizens, and he should be restrained. 

Driven from His Country. 
We printed last week from the London National 

Reformer an ·aooount written by himself of the 
many prosecutions and persecutions for bi•sphemy 
of Dr. Voelkel, editor of the Free Religious Sunday 
Paper at Magdeburg, Germany. His aceouut eon
eluded with the statement that in t,o oases of con
viction an appeal bad been taken to a higher court, 
with the result then in:doubt. UnfortUDately, this 
doubt exists no longer. 

By a postal card dated Zurich, Switzerland, June 
12hb, Dr. Voelkel informs us that he has had 
to Aee from his country. ms Ant conviction baa 
been i:ftirmed, twelve months' imprisonment being 
·the sentence. In addition, appeal on another was 
likely to go against him, carrying With it from twelve 
to eighteen months in jail. So, following the advioe 
of friends, and no doubt consulting his own preference 
for personal freedom, he has left the couutry of the 
kaiser and his established oburoh for the republic 
of Swit:~erland, where at Zlll'ioh he fouud other of 
his countrymen who had left Germany for the same 
cause. He has taken part of his family with him, and 
established a school to maintain himselt. For the in
formation of any young Ameriean Infidels who may 
be going abroad to study, he desires us to print this 
notice: 

11 Young foreigners who wish to attend the excellent insti
tutes of leaming in Zurich, Switzerland, will find board and 
private tuition at Dr. Voelkel's, No. liS University street." 

Germany is a country fall of InAdels, and yet it 
baa such elastio blasphemy laws that the mildest 
criticism of the oburoh, or of Christianity, oan be 
punished vigorously. The offenses of Dt. Voelkel, 
aa he explained them in the article printed last week, 
are of the most trivial kind, and of the sort com
mitted every day in this oouutry and England with 
impunity. They resemble Abner Kneeland's" crime;" 
ud it is A mark of the progress ot bi~ NJJ!e ~Jl .. ~ "'D 

i.a llusHhuseU• his heresy iulmO.t orihoclosy now. 
Germany seema to be about where the PUritan oom· 
monwealth wu 1lfty yean. 1go. . New, ler18J, Deia:. 
ware, and aome of the Southern atatea are in liRe 
with Germany, but in the enlightened atatea IDAdela 
oan rejoice at the freedom enjoyed, oompared with 
that of their German brethren. 

The German aeholara hav devoted a great deal of 
time to inveatigating the hiatorioal aoouraey of the 
Bible, and their labors hav resulted in great good 
to tbe world, aa they and their Engli•h eo-workers 
hav famished the evidence to eft'eolually destroy 
the popular notions oonoeming thit "saared vol
ume." At this diatancse, and uudeio the oironm
atancea, it seems to us that they aould advantageously 
put in a good deal of labor with the legislators of 
the Empire, with a view of wiping out the blasphemy 
laws. 

. . . 
Puritan Jlassaehnsetts. 

How afraid the average politician ii of the ilnat· 
ioal religious element, and bow_eaaily he is induoed to 
g_o with it-working the ohuroh racke\, as he calls it 
-is again shown by the ease wUh which a olergyman 
got a resolution asking for the closing of the World's 
Fair on Sundays through the llasaaohuselts House 
of Bepresentativs on the lUh ult. The resolution 
reads: 

11 W:mmns Massachusetts has always :been true to the 
Pilgrim spirit, which planted the Old Colony and laid tbe 
foundation of this grand republic ; 
· " Therefore, in the opinion of this House, It is ·meet and 
proper that in the coming World's Columbian Exposition, 
Ia the city of Chicago, this state should make manifest to 
the world, in every possible manner, the prevaillng senti
ment of the people on the subject of· the observance of the 
Lord's Day, as it is expressed by public statute and the 
practice of the inhabitants of the commonwealth." 

The Dlinoia legislature ought to retaliate by pro
testing against the open Museum ·of Boston and the 
open saloons. That would reveal to · the fanatioal 
olergymAD and the cowardly legislators who allowed 
a few votes to make the adoption of the resolution 
unanimous, the bight of their impudence. 

We had hoped that the st•te of our esteemed eon~ 
temporary, the Inv~stigator, had departed from the 
Pilgrim spirit of whipping Q11akers, banging wUohea, 
and putting Sabbath breakers in the staoka or jails, 
but the hope is shattered if this resolution is allowed 
to stand as an expression of the people's opinions. 

Editorial Notes. 
TD Baptists of Spartansburg, Pa., opened their church 

to a Seventh Day Adventist preacher and procured one of 
their ministers to meet him in debate. The judges decided 
that the Adventist won and then the Baptists closed their 
church against him. It looks as though the Baptists in at 
least one place would lose their hitherto lrlgh reputation for 
" religious toleration." -----

M:a. HABK.ur has again been summoned to Leavenworth 
to no purpose. He was informed that Judge Caldwell was 
still sick at his home in Little Rock, A.rk., and that he would 
probably not be able to attend the summer term of the United 
States circuit court, in Kansas, at all, This failure on the 
part of the judge, Mr. Harman thi.nks, wiD compel him to 
go to Judge Caldwell's home in Arkansas for a hearing in 
"vacation." · 

Sns the deceiving Voice across the way: " It is a tough 
job to set T:ml TRUTH BliBKllB right in all respects, but we 
will try to do so in one respect. It we succeed in this we shall 
then feel encouraged to try to convert it to religion., Before 
our Prohibition neighbor seriously attempts to convert us 
we desire to know how it dares to fly in the face of provi
dence by being a Prohibition organ when the Lord himself 
has commanded that man shall beltow his money for oxen, 
or for strong drink, or for whatsoever his aoullusteth after. 

l'BBIII'DINOB in evil doing cannot _be too sternly rebuked. 
HerelstheRev.JohnF. Ray, who has for many years been a 
preacher of the Disciple sect, tllen a Methodist minister, then 
back to the Disciple fold, where he contracted the drink 
habit, also the bur1laiious habit, now going to the peniten· 
tiary for two years, but announcing that he wiD again enter 
the ministrJ when his sentence expires. If the way of the 
casual transgreasor Js hard, what should be the path of him 
who continue• to follow a profession which has such dis· 
aatroua reaults P 

Tim (JlvrlafJo.n Cit Wwk saye : " And let us say that al
most within the memory o:r the writer Paine's ' Age o:r 
Reason • professed not only to ' co-ordinate ' but to entirely 
supersede the Bible. The' Age of Reason' is dead." This 
is nonsense. The 11 A~e of Reason " is a criticism of the 
Bible, not a parallel work. None but a person entirely ig
norant of its contents, or of the meaning of the word co
ordtiiate, could hav written that sentence. As for the 11 Age 
of Reason " being dead, it il not so. More copies are sold 
anuually now than at any :previoue tlJne. Thore 11 a coutaut 

and increasing demand for it. The editor of tbe Okri8tian 
at Wwk must hav had Wataon•s 11 Apology for the Bible," 
a so-called " reply" to Paille, in mind. 

As long as religion Is permitted in our public schools there 
wiD be trouble. The latest case is a dispute· over a medal 
in an uptown grammar school. The principal is accused of 
withholding the medal from a promising pupil because the 
pupll is a Catholic, but this is denied, and with good show of 
reason, for the principal announces herself an Infidel. 11 I 
don't discriminate," she says, 11 against pupils on aceount of 
religion, for I hav non" myself. I don't bother church nor 
chapel.'' This is the neutral sort of teachers desirable, but 
even 8he cannot help being suspected by the sectarians of 
doing what they feel they would do were they in her place. 

MR. CJLUILBB WATTS salled for England on the 24th of last 
month for a two months' visit. He will lecture two or three 
times each Sunday in the larger cities and on week nights in 
smaller places, and perhaps some debates may take place, 
for over there the Christians can sometimes find a man will
ing to be slaughtered. The last debate Mr. Watts partici
pated in was with Dr. Sexton, a peripatetic im.d guerrilla-like 
advocate of false history and superstition, now residing in 
Dunkirk, N.Y. Mr. Sexton_was once a Church of England 
J&an, then joined the Freethought party of England, then 
became a Spiritualist, and 1loally went back to Christianity, 
though he never preaches hell, and avoids the subject of the 
atonement. He has very little standing in the church, but is 
a keen debater and master of all the rhetorical tricks to satillfy 
popular prejudice. Mr. Watts's friends, however, allege 
that the Christian wasn't in the last debate. Mr. Watts wlll 
return in September. 

8oMB friend has sent us a copy of the Daily Ledgw, of 
Tacoma, Wash;, containing a report of a sermon by a Rev. 
C. 0. Brown on •• W. E. Gladstone YS. Tom Paine." From 
the nature of the discourse we judge the speaker to be the . 
same Brown who at Dubuque, Iowa, tried to create a sensa
tion by slanderlng Infidels. Our crorrespondent asks con
cerning the sermon, 11 How Ia this for a champion liar?" and 
we can only say that it is pretty fair, but has been exceeded 
by more veraatll and imaginativ preachers. There are a 
few lies about Paine which Mr. Brown evidently forgot. 
But there fs little use in prickiDg wiDdbags of Mr. Brown's 
aize. It he fa the man we suspect, we did it once when he 
lied about Colonel Ingersoll, but he never bad the honesty and 
manliness to acknowledge that he had slandered the ~rentle
man. Freethinkers in Tacoma who may be annoyed by Mr. 
Brown's 1lings at Paine can rest assured that his charges are 
entirely :false, and if detailed proof Is wanted it is already in 
print in Ingersoll's 11 Paine Vindicated," published at this 
omce, price 1lfteen cents. 

T:ml Presbyterian fanatics banded to lnfl.lct a puritan Sun
day upon the country are much exercised over the heathen. 
ish condition of Michigan. Over a quarter of a mUlion of 
people in that state, they complain, signed the anti-Sunday. 
law petition to Congress, among them several clergymen, 
and up to date there is not a single 11 S'l.bbath" association in 
the state, nor has there been a single "Sabbath" convention 
held in the state for several years. Instead of complaiDing, 
howeTer, we conp-atulate Michigan on these things; and we 
also believe that T~m TBuu SDKBs has helped somewhat 
to-bring them about. 011r list has always been good in tha' 
atate, and there are several prominent lllfidels living there 
who hav written and spoken and worked for mental liberty 
and personal freedom. The Bpiritualtsta, too, are numerous 
in Michigan, and their lntluence is on the side of liberty. So, 
whlle we may-though we do not-feel sorry that the feel
ings of the fanatics are hurt, we cannot but think that in 
disregarding the appeals of the Puritans in these things 
Michigan is all rtght. -----

Tms is the way the Ottawa Lt~~Jtr, the otBclal Prohibition 
organ of .Kansas, aaUs into To TRUTH SBBKBB: 11 A few 
days since a gentleman handed us THB TBUTH SBBKBB, a 
journal devoted to the pulling _down of Christianity and the 
bulldiDg up of ln1ldelity. In a correspondence published in 
that journal the opening paragraph reads as follows : 1 Of all 
the superstitions which debase and dwarf the mind of man 
there is none so prolific of evU as the belief in the existence 
of a God.' David had reference to this fellow when he said, 
1 The fool hath said in his heart there Ia no God.' But what 
surprised us most was an article professing to giv some sta
tistics relating to the peraons confined in the penitentiary at 
Leavenworth, and also of those received at the penitentiary 
of Pennsylvania in the year 1890. In both cases it is claimed 
that Christians and temperance people predominated. The 
object of this report is, of course, t0 discredit Christianity 
and temperance, and to enthrone Infidelity and Bacchus, and 
if true would be atartling. But all history and all former 
statistics go to prove the opposition. That Christianity il 
counterfeited wlll not be denied, but such wholesale counter. 
feiting is not to be believed. With all due re1pect to the 
gentleman who gave us this blasphemous document, we 
must say that we are surprised that one of his batelligence 
should be captivated with such stu1f, the whole trend of 
which is to dethrone God and righteousness, and to enthrone 
that which is evil and only evil and that contiDually. But we 
are glad that those who hav fully accepted Christ and hav the 
witneBB within themselvs do not hav to depend on the vapor. 
ings of Infidels whose only belief (?) is 1 I don't believe.'" 
The careless ease with which Mr. Prashaw brushes away 
facta and makes accusations must win the undying gratitude 
of Frances WUlard and others of her Uk. The VoiM itse:f 
c:ould 8()llllcel )haV done better. 
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I apprec~t~h ;!like ~t for i.ts ,outsPQken,an!l.l!91~, IJ,~.~ense,pf: :feel:safe .in trttl;ltin,g htPl.to· lay down a theory for )11'3, I will . 
hmnallity IUld OI?positivnto. tl:e fs.ls_e ,tea~~ing!l, 9f tl:!J3?19;LfY', say,,~~ done ; bu~, a.t present I thjnk.he needs our prayers. 
and. the,se~--~~~d.~nd, .self~al?poiJ:lt~d.Pri~~tp, ,p.~~ac}!e~s~ -~~~ . . , ; .: .. ", , . , , .. . . . .. • : JAMES Bxox. 

But Hypocrisy. false teachers. I liv in a community ·of ·God's ·chosen· : · · ·· · 

B W J cpildren;:sotiie of'•wliich sre adv,nced to'i:~e'rfectioniand liav · · ·· · ·.T. he ·Man .. Gni. Ity, Not the Drinii: .•. ELOIT, JS, 1 nne 12, 1891. · · · ·· 
MR. EDIToR: You will find inclosed money order to be receivedsanctifuiation. · So.you.peri:eb:e:·that:(hav.tojjl;and . · LBA.'VBNWORTB, KAN., June 14; 1891. 

applied on my subscription and for the ANNUAL .. I send all, . out agaltt,$t tb,-e .JlOmQine~ .f.orce( o( ; perfe,ct;.fuper.J~ti~!>Do;, , ' MB. EDITOR : ·I see I am quoted as once saying, that ~·every 
my TRuTH S:s:sKBRS through the. mail to friends all over the ignorance, and· hatred of e':f?fY~g. ~~atJs ~9.t-1ap~le9--• ,gla!!~Qf ~iqu_o~ C??P~!L~S lpur!ler ,!'. I. qeny the soft imp(ll,lCh· 
country and try to get subscribers; but cannot get any yet. ()hrish. apd,,h.a~. ~o~ .. ~h~ , chn~c}l-1 l~~~e~'s .-s,tanip .11o:tnxed.! ,.pt m~:q~ ... ; lJ1.ev~r. sal.d .it." J~)ack. as. a· crow and th~ee black 
Religion is simply hypocrisy in this community. !remain, default pf which you rec:etv;e:their righteous Christian boy. crows are quite different:, · · · 

Yours for Uberty' NBLSE CHRISTBNSBN. cp~t ... N~w' you know why T cannot get su'bscrlbers for one •. : During' the campaign herll for the prohibitory amendment 
Of th-e best papers in America.· But theycllav. to. stand a little ·I advocated with tongue and pen. the plan of separating 
lecture on.Liberal· l!'r«leth.o~ght 'Occasionally. , The Meth- Vinous and fermented .Jfquors from distilled and exempting 
o'dists got up a c1ress-parad~ sqm(l,time a,go,.b~tJ~_:was llo:,fi~t ·them from the. proposed .law. For argument's sake I was 
fai~ur(l. .. 'n!!IY dill. n_ot eyen get one. of, the backsliders wUling to grant all that the fanatics claimed about " drlnkn 
vr3rmed ?ver: 1 And th.~n :the,W~le;y~striei:}thei(hand at' l~adi~g:' to' c~e ·.trod pauperism '(thOugh believi~g the 
~reyfval, and·ther did get to warm over a few children and reverse to be nearer the truth), butl 1n'gued that the inno
women. Btit itr took the whole outfit• two ·months to get a qent shoUld not be condemned with the guilty; . Do not, said 
~alf. dozeu converts tp the faith.· They hav poor. preaching I, punish. mUd drlnka for the crimes committed by "strong 
a,nd poor p~y. I. remain, .. Yours ~y, . W. H. ~OAH. drinks." Do not. kill poor Tray beca_use he is found In. .. bad 

Bitter-Sweet. 
PUEBLO, CoL., June,-6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: A few days ago I saw by our city,papers 
that R. G. Ingersoll was to be here .and deliver a lecture, also 
De Witt Talmage. I only wish it is true. I am very 
anxious to hear them both. My ·preference ·of course is 
Ingersoll. Long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and Watson Hes
ton. Yours for liberty ·and truth, MRs; C. A. BKRLBTH. 

A. Con:llrmed Truth-lover. 
CHEHAUB, 'WASH., June 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send post.oflice order for' subscrip
tion tor your -eiiteriaining and welcome paper. It appears 
to me that I cannq_t do without it while. life and being en
dures. I am now in ·my seventy-fifth year, havbig been 
born in the year 1816, and consequently can remaiD· here' 
but a short time. N.BEBRYCoiFMAN. 

--
They Still Long to Born. 

Los B&Ni'los, CAL., June 9, 1891. 
MR. EOITOB: I am getting subscribers for Freethought 

works. I hav used the " Pictorial Text-Book" as an object:. 
lesson to many, but prudently.· Several promised to send 
for it, butJione hav 'done so; Some· say," I do not want to 
see your book. It ought to be burnt. I would not h·av it 
in the house.'' So you see where ignorance is bliss it. is 

qo~pany~ ... t plead wl,th the Prohibition mob for re_ason, 
-· · Threw11om1Js.· justice, and 'temperance, but yoa might as well talk' to a 
,. i ·: · EIDom!ntrnG, TAi;, May 26, i891. howling horde of escaped lunatics; . 

. ~· EDI:toB: ~· Charles Watts gayq us a ;great lecture • A glass of whisky, even, cam no more commit murder than . 
~ere.onthe6ve.ning9ttlie22d. Tl;liswastheftrst:Freethought can a carvillg:k:iiife, a gun, an ax, or .a club. Its charac. 
lecture ever delivered in- this toWn.. or c6Uiiiy;' · Ii:.'is ~subject ter ,or· nature . is .no more immoral than. that. of a .loat of 
was, "Christiamty or Becwarisi:ii, Whieli: iii•·the Better for. ~r~acj, , Theljtrength it imparts can be us.ed fot: good or bad. 
M:ai:Jk.indP'~· Before he c&me0·we had' never>seen ·hlm, and That alcohol has been made a universal scapegoat for crime 
were afraid w.e cbuld not get over twcnty~#V(l.pr thirty-,tp go evecy . honest and h!,telligent . person·. will . admit. Drink 
outto.hearthelecture. But.pappilywe.weresqrprised; when. f1olways does it. ·The poor innocent cherub never ·had a 
the lecture Wa!l called, there. were. about, three hundred. in mean thought'in his heart untll. drink put it there .. Drink 
tJJ,e room; and their attention was held .fuotighoui'the en~ ~stigated, ~h~ .crime and .impelled him .. tO its commission. 
tire lecture. In hls opening Mr. Watts invited. anyolie' arid. ag;&Jns,t. ~is. will. Dri:Qk did it all. Bah I Such r9t. _would 
~tanyii~e ioask any questitnis he or she desired,,bUt no JiU~k,e, a,"}ibera~ "d9g vomit. In proportion ,to_its ~bility_ 
questions materialized. · Watts is· truly great: on .this subjecti to giv power to effort or force and sp~d to dir~ction 
and being honest in his views, straightforward .in his· logic . ~ere is just as much murder I~ a beefsteak as there is in a 
1\nd reason, 'With his manly appearanc,e, he• takes and holds glass of whisky. .strong drinks power for. moral good ls 
an audience -every time.,. 1 am confident. that coUld .he hav precisely equal to 1ts power for evil. Is a:nyone so obtuse .as 

-- ..... ; remained another night .our Opera·House -would hav been no~ to understand.my position now? S. R .. SHBPHBRD. 

One Missionary to a Whole Tribe. crowiled tO' the utmost. 'He threw several bombs bJ: the· or· 

folly to be ·wise. Yours in truth,' WM.. H; DBVOE. 

thodox camp of this piace that will keep them talking if A Contamination: . .· ' ., EvERJ!ST,: KAN;, June 8, 1891.· . ' s· . G. . J .. '. •'6 1891 .. 
M E I lik T 

· S not thinking ·for. several . days. Wh. y, do you believe it, •the . . BNOIA, A;, · une , · . R. DITOB : e'your. RUTH BEKERVery· much. I am • M · E .. . . .. will. . d . . · Demoerat, a pape· r published here, and·· edit. ed by. a Roman B.' DITOB: I send an or er for books in the near 
a MoravfaD, and my friends despise me. But that does not · · · · C, at."'.olic., gav_e .. thr_ ee ..... colu. m .. n .. s.of .. th.e .. p.ape .. r in a_ tte.mptin. g to re- future. ' I ofteri •write for our local paper, but sometimes an 
hurt me any. I showed your TRUTH SBBKBR to some·of the ·~ 
Moraviaris, but it made their hair stand on theft' heads when (u~~; .th~. ~rg~tp,en~ of ~, ,)Va.tts,,.~d "t&.rnipg ~he people, inspired article like this falls in the waste-basket.· Senoia Is 
h h · · Th eBP!l,cia.~ly ~hfil yoUDg,, ~gams.. t . ~ectilarism .• ,. But . the article one of the most piou.s .to\yli,B in Georgia. . The women and 

t ey saw t e picture. . e:r are afraid of the ·truth; so it rea.·'ds .. 1l ... a.fe.n.ough to fry. o. n a .. · gri_ dille': ''*'··.·· ",.. .:> ... c.· h\14.ren, a. ttend ch ... ur ... c·b··· and s .. unday •. sclioo.l, while the m .. en 
makes them· shudder to see· it. For we Moravians are an· · · · · · ·· · · · 
Roman Catholic; And as your picture clips the hair to the ; Btot4ei• Watts; come' agal.D; and 'come•'Ioa3ed with ~.~hot read TBB T~UTB SBRKRR on the sly. . . ' 

· shot·,,•ur•thewisli'ot.tnyselt.and man"' o.thel::s.,·.•. :.,, ~··''·' · . · . ··.Yes, tb:ey··· read tt on ~he siy·, 
sklil it is intolerable to them. And· I wish you to send me " · · f T 8 . . : .YoursfQr IllaiJ.kip.d,·:.h_ . .,._.;,~ Q,~E .. C.9H.9.Q ... ~ .. '' '· . And wh~never caught they lie...,;. : . 
one o your RUTH BEKERS of March 14th, 'with the· picture . . . . · .. - · ... _ :;; :;: "'' ... Bqt:w;e'U gephem by and· by~- .. 1 .. 

with that Almighty Dellar;_·. --. · ·· V. M. · '· . _ "' · · ~-.·W~~· _w,\nt}h~ ~~i'r}I~s~d~· :· · · ,. '·. ";: : fas~ .. ~~nth the pup~~ pf the Baptist s,chool here gave a 

Cllerish the Public Schools. ·: •.. -, .· ~. -. , .• ' • ·' 
1

• IP!VA, IrJ-.., ¥ay 25, 1891. ~!-~day.,ell~llrtain~e_IJ.t at ~lght, ln,whicll. th~.~row;ning of 
MR.··"··.· E.n .. Iro. ':it .•. '·InClosed·.· ·find_''$10~; for wb:.lcli•'b~ kfnd· tl].e, ~ue~.· .of May ~ILB. rather, an im11osing feature, more. 

MoNTPil:LIBR, 'IND., June 11, 1891. · · iall t di 1 ·1 ftd'l H - th'- · d enough to.· send t. he P .. nd old'~.irTH sJ.Bti:a'to·the herein~ eS_I?~C. Y. o .. a ra _ca. n .e. ..owev. er, wgs paS!!€ cff 
MR. EDITOR: I hav been lately awakened to.the benefit of named persona; .. The more 1 i'e~· Tli:B'TBUTH• SDK:BR the ~icely until one of .the sweet little imps of paradise placed a 

free public schools. My grand. daughter took a- subscription . . . th. . hl . I ·b ... in d . . . · . _ . BlJ:)le· at the feet of ·the ··Queen After this savage act your 
hool the t le of fi!t e d it k . it more: oroug Y · · ecome conv ce · that we are on the ·. · · · · sc , s Y 'Y Y are ago, an wor s Just as . · ri h t k t lib ·j, ·· · ·; · · · j;criberetired in disgust. When will intelligent p.eople·quit 

did· then. . Just as soon as the subscription expires the . g t rae 0 preser~~ our'· e:ttY.o.!LJld · .e.ternal vigilance fiiD in . that dir old book in the faces of dece~t eo le? 
echolarsleaveschool. Thustheschoolisgraduallydwindliri. isth~ price of liberty~ .. The ge_ntle~i.lll~named above are . - g .g , .. ty . . .. · .· · .•. P. ,P ,. 
Experience proves that the children wili. D.ot • be educat:d ~;e~dmg and thpunng men .. They ~o'Y .the .P!ice _of our ~t~~rdwe ~efu.'eAnd _adntohlid iAgnhosttlic askted mBe ttoitwnte upj. th~dt 

t b th f bli h 
1 

· · · d · ' · liberty~ They believe it was too dearly bought to be thought. . e rama. s s w a wro e. u was re ecte 
excep y e ree pu c sc oo system, an many chUdren. · 1 . 1 . <.! . . . . · · for want of space=-bah 1 · ·· 
would be benefited by making attendance compulsory. ess Y~·ven up., . . ,. . . , ·· . . ·• . . . . . 
Free the schools from the teachings of superstitio .. h th There1smuch being said about the Worlds Fair and·there . An eccentric old gentleman residing on Aurum current, 
Christian. or otherwise and compel attendance ~y~u:h =~ should be• more said. For the sake of humanity; Iiloraliiy;' wlhodp.ba. sh~ll,,hd~ftni eid stympistoitm,ss·of hiypocd~onidtnliasis,hwas ad-

: ' and comm:ort decency •lef the ·g· reat Fair be o ·s d v se. y ,s P ys c an o v eno a an w ess t e exer-
are elig1ble to attend, even if they havw be clothed at public . . , . . . . . . . pen on ~ ay. eises of the Excelsior Academy. When the curtain; decked 
expense to enable them to attend. . . . . WM. ALLEN. There ts one thlDg noticeable to a c~ose observer; namely, the with .classic: scenes, began to roll like PurPle.,c)ouds with 

churches, the gambling-holes, the saloons, and houses of ill golden b:~ge to high tragic realms; a wave of music soft and 
fame are all for closing the Fair ori Sunday. I believe John sweet canie'like an Ingersollian dream and touched the anvil 
the Reyel11.t~r said something--about·"~·Babylon the.greaf" in:·.Qis ear, and lo,tthe calm hypn,otic ~Jtate,; · Wl;il.le .thus 
being "thirfuother of harlots." . All reiider:S kllow wliat •is bewltched he ~aw the muses come and g() b~neath, the chan-

On Glory-Seekers. . .. .· 
PtTTBBUilGii:, P A,., Ju~;~e 13,. W91, . 

MR .. EDIToR: I as a constant reader of THE Tl!UTH 
8EEKBR think it my duty to write. a flrw Ik~s cpncer~D.g the 
tender-hearted glory.seekers. Oh, may the time be b.Sstenea. 
when men and women will hav the curtain d~awn from be-. 
fore their eyes that they might see the light of the world and 
the darkuess they hav been led i.Q.to .. His a shame and out
rage that people will allow themselvs to. be o~~rpo:wer~d by 
a lot of hypocrite and robbers. I hav witnessed with my 
OWn eyes families depriving themselvs of iiOmething. to eat 
to try and benefit the chur~h. · They hav gone as far as to 
borrow money from their neighbors to giv to the priests for 
fear they would lose their seat in glory. May the tilp.e hasten 
when this robbery-shall cease and .the people shall come .to 
their senses. Very truly, ADAM: RITcHIE. 

... -.---:--·. 

Two Thrusts at the Enemy. . 
• HARMONY, IND., June 2;·1891; · 

MR. EDITOR : I am seventy-five years old ; I hav but 
little of this world's goods, but as long as I can raise a dollar 
I must hav the grand old TRUTH SEBKBR. 

When the GGds made that· mythical Adam and. took the 
rib to make the woman, did they take a rib out of a l).orse to 
make a mare 1 How did they get a ·rib· out of an oyster, a 
leech, or a snail? Bah l .. . 

Would people know how to swear if it was J!.Ot .tor the 
Bible? There are all the oaths that they use, in that holy 
nuisance. ' , . 

·I hav been 'trying to get a subscriber; but there are two 
churches; and ·between th!lse and want of independence l.hav 
failed. . At ··least three-fourths of. the church·goers are 
women. I ai:n going to make.another effort. . 

. Stir up the elephant, Brother· Heston. I ·hav had several 
. laughs· at.'Lishtryfng·to awallvw that·big·loaf of bread •. 
· Yotirs.for knowledge and mental liberty;· 

. . JESSE· MAURBR. 

From an Exposed .Outpost. 
WALNUTGBOVB, KAN: 1 Jm:le.5, 1891. 

Ma. ~l>ITOll : Tll:a: TRUTH S:a:BK!U~ is tb.e oriJ.y paper that' 

' 't"b ··•B~b'l' · ., ; .... · ,. · delier. He watched the fairies promenade the jewel-paved 
me~.. Y,. a. Yon. . . . . . . . . . . parks of paradise. He saw and heard lo:vely lassies . laUgh 
~:~ake; put <;>n .th~ armor of vigilance; !lind .free thy mind .wP.e.r~ lovely lilacs line langu()rous lan~s. He saw thefi!. 

from blighting and damnable deception that must sooner or crown the Queen of May, a lovely girl, and place11 Bible at 
later· ruin our nation aiid blighto'everymoral sentiment· of her feet. Besaw around that sacred volume glow circularly 
o. ur beini!'. King George was avery devout Christian. his~ the in~a~~\ll.e~ap_paritio,n,sof ~nth and Ta~oJ.'. ~oral guides, 

·R . . . . • . . in ethicar converse low and sweet .with. all . the ·virtuous 
tory tells us how good he was, ~ndby !'eadinghistorywecan darlghteredait'of'·rlghteotis Lok He saw:•.dafusels-·tal:r of 
readily see why our forefathers let~ .GoP, ()Utof the Constitu. modem. mold whirl fioral ho()ps :with high aJ!gelic. grace. 
tion. Yours very trUly, Tno:r.us·B. DUNo.A:N. Andyethe,kept.serene. Bnt when he saw the old docto.rin 

· · · · · · · · the last play extract a black cat from that bo}"s stomaCh 
he · was fiiStantly seized with a paroxysm. When reac
,tion .set .in :the old gentleman gave a preh.isto_ric smile 
and said i "This world is one of the rri:dst ·wonderful 
enigmas that ever evolved from the kaleidoscopic laboratory 
of Agn()~tic p~enomena.'' 

· ')Vho ])are Forbid Investigatio:u r 
NoRTH· Y .umu., W~SJI. ,·May 30, l89L. 

Long life to T~B · TRUTH SBBKBB. Three cheers for 
Heston. R. M. TB:NOH, M.D. 

~. En no~ : The hard .t~mes you speak of seem io be uni
versal in our _county. I hav b~en trying to get some new 
subscribers .to .Your paper, and I find many who like the 
paper qut cannot afford to. subscribe oWing: to the hard 
times, but pro~sed theY.:W()ul~ _as soon as tliey could spare 
the ~oney. . I think, if ,hard times oppress THE TRuTH Quarrelsome Brethren. 
BBEKBB you niight s.uspend ~~oll, or. a part', 'of the pictures. . INDUSTRY, KA.N ., June 15, 1891. 
As for me, I like to see .them continued as long as the paper' :. Mit. EDITOR: 1 am' many times indeed obliged to you for 
continues, but if the expense does not justify the income, I your kindness i:ii. helping me out in the argument with the 
would say, dispense with any part of the paper that Is the· 'preacher. on total depravity •. As yet 1 hav. not seen him to 
le_ast necessary. · ,present the facts, as I hav been kept very busy ·for some 

_I see that my communication March: 21st on Spiritualism, . time' working: · · ' · .· · · 
which was also a severe and just criticism at· the Brother- Really, I do not know how to express myself to you and 
hood ot Moralists, was a shot that hit them so hard that it· Brother Heston for the grand and noble work you are doing 
made some of them flinch. They deny that their constitu- 'for Universal Mental Liberty. I do hope-yes, and pray
tion forbids investigation, in anythi~g. The artiCle that I that every man, woman, and child that loves truth, reason, 
criticised was in one of the original copies of their constitu- .and com,mon sense w~ stand manfully and courageously 
tion adopted when they first organized, which was just as I by you and all others that are working for the uphold!Dg of 
stated. It may be that so much criticism has induced them truth and all that is noble and refining. 
to revise their coniitUiition;- If so, I do not know it. I hav ·I am doing all I ca:n according to my means and ability to 
not had time 'yet to repiy to any of the unphilosophtcal criti- . help our ·cause along. My Liberal papers and books are all 
cism of niy in;vestigations of these phenomena called Splritu- the time on the. go, doing missionary work, and I find it is 
a_llsm. It ·may be 'that before I can get a final decision, I bearing good·fruit.for Universal Mental LibertY, .. 
shall hav to refer thfs matter to :Mr. Salter. Before I. get I will tell you an amusing anecdote. ~ast Sunday evening 
through I shall put Mr; Salter on the witness-stand, and if I went to churo~ in our little village, and after the preacher 
he will,. bear a. -thorough· cross-examination, and I find ·got through with his eermon he suggested the great impor
that he· Ca.ii eipla.in' his own: theot'y so well that I will tance of org~nid.n~ 11.· Unlotl 6unday-sohool. He a&id he 



would much_· rather hav a church Sunday-school (that is·, o• . Tru. - ~ · · · · .:1-," -i.. ' • th Will )[ake Life Wonh ..... ning •. 
his denomination), but as that could not be, he proposed a · ....-. w v ·J· · u i s d h 1 d .IILABTINBBUB&, . A..; une 18, 1891. 

n on un ay.sc oo • an went Oil to· tell how important it MR. EDITOR: In the great confiict between Christianity 
was to hav · it, .. etc. And after. he was· through; Brother and science the prepondl!rance of the evidence is -largely on 
Kirby, of the Presbytedan church, jumps up and says, "We . the side or skepticism and unbelief, and the. great cause or 
hav a Union Sunday-school at the church." Then Preacher truth and justice is advancing though· against over-whelming 
Bolt remarked as much as to say it did not make any differ- odds. The Christian infiuence is vast and powerful, and 
P.nce what they'had at the church, we would organize for a co~idering this fact Freethought is gaining ground .w:onder
Union Sunday-school. • The truth of ·the matter is, this little fully. lnfiuence, wealth, and numbers do. not necessarily 
village has only one church building, and the understanding nor at all prove that it represents the truth. · The power of 
was at th~ time they were raising money to build it, that all might and not of ·right has made the sad, deplorable _con· 
denominations could use it to preach in. But a few years ditio11 of things that humanity is suffering from. In all 

. after it was built the Presbyterians chased the other countries where church and state are allied society to-dey Is 
denominations-out, and took possession or it, and by them full or injustice and rotten to the core, and the poor strug
quarrellng with other denominations not only broke up their . gl!ng slaves of tyranny and .toil are too ignorant and blind to 
own sect, but also the rest. A.nd this man, Rev. Mr. Bolt, .percei'Y'e who and what agencies is and are respgnsible for 
came her~ a few weeks ago to preach in the haU, as th@.Y the almost 11Diversal injustice that prevails so much in the 
would not allow him (that is, the Presbyterians) to preacn world.. As to religious belief, it is clear to my judgment that 
in the church; and Brother Presbyterian Kirby and his people hav no choice in choosing what they believe or may 
outfit are determined to defei!Lt all othl!r .sects and break not believe. 
them up if they. pOBBibly. can. And this other outfit. says, Naturally the human race is doomed to periSh, even living 
they are.going to hav preaching and a Union Sunday-school under the best state of justice. and liberty. At last death 
in the hall, if they hav to stand at the door with shot-guDs .. overtakes all.. Considering all things in this life, it is getting 
to keep the .ot~er sect or· outfit from comblg in and break- to be surely an open question, and very ratio!pU, to think and 
ing up their sect.and Sunday.school. · ;Brother Kirby and his say, "Is life worth the living?" As $he love of life is 80 
small outfit .are very mad indeed, 'because nobody else. will inteB!Ie amid even its sufferings and drawbacks, the great 
come to . his church and Sunday. school; and in order to majority seems to giv the. answer in the afllrmativ. 
hav reveng!l he is doing all he can to stop other. Sects from ',('his answer is not universal, however. Occasionally a 
coming in ()r doing anything. So you see how the brethren suicide is _recorded here and there. In some cases the 
love on~ a~other. When_R!)v. Mr. Bolt told Brother Kirby real_caUse was not an_ d. could not be known, but the real 
he did; not care what they had in the church, he had the first 
right to the hall, and was going, to preach and hav a Union cause must haT been so terrible and ·overwhelming that the 
Sunday-school; the whole congregation smiled and ap- victim was justlfied in seeking that one and only way of 
plauded; and on the way going home·, 1 heard.some remark etemal peace from life's fearful burdens. Insanity impels 
that it ~as the best joke they had heard for many a day; ·them to suicide. As to the ones who take their on life, say 

· · J. B. WIBB. moiltpeople, it seems to be more of desperation than insanity. 

Exemption in Noise, as in ~IL 

It is the sad result of man.y causes. 
··However long or short may be our life, there is but one 

condition for b,appiness and improvement in our individual 
. CATBLAMBT, WAsH., May 24, 1891. lives, and tb,at is to be devotees of the greatest of all creeds, 

MB. EDITOR: Property-holders in many parts of. the grow- t)le ·universal array or facta that comprises truth, which is 
ing West who car~ no more for churches than they do for discovered by the aum total of all experience. Knowledge 
Chinameu_asslst in building-and running God-houses merely and wisdom is our only sa nor, and it is only through this 
to boom .their .real estate or business interests. Even Cath;.' th~t life will be 'worth the living· at all. Ignorance and 
laliuif, Which thus far h&s prospered without i.j~9Bpe1;:cpb, coWal.diCe will perpetuate the superstitions of church and 
propo~siloon 'to build one; (lertam_ people deeming that a state~.· Intelligence and nopllity of.heart and mind are the 
to'\Vn }BJJ}COrilplete without a church. If a Liberal·opposes only things I can praise. And what a glorioiis blessing 
the churcb; racket as a boom to real estate he is not only ac- skepticism is to those who are capabl~ and brave enough to 
cused of being blind to business interests, but charg8d with . ·sleep on the pillow of doubt. I for one can no longer be led 
being: illiberal in not wishing aU sides on the religious ques- as the inn()()Bntlamb to the slaughter. I am watChing the 
tion 'di?ly represented by a house. There are several good shams, hypocrisy, and phariseeism so largely prevailing in 
farms valued from $1,200 to $3,000 near Cathlamet that will the churches of all denominations and in so-called civilized 
probably. soon be sold. The writer sfucerely hopes that society .that is so hostil to individual liberty. I hav given 
Liberals .~nay gr!LBP .-these opportunities. There is no rea- an impartial hearing to Christian clalmB and my firm convic
son why the banks of the Columbia river in the neat future tion is that millions of persons wl1l be badly humbugged. 
should :not be as ·thickly settled as . thOse of the Hudson. Christ~ans •nd nominal believers are blinded by faith. Though 
The soil. ~s fertil, rain plimtiftil, and ~b,e climate as Dlild as I hav respect for a sincere practical Christian, I hav none for 
that or Virginia. the hypocrits and inconsistent believers who try to hood-

The Banita'l"fl Era or April contains an editorial entitled, wink Freethinkers. But it· is only the unwary and unsus
" Whqle&!L!e • ~Q;rd~r by Noise,'' protesting against the pecting who are deceived. Believers in the Christian teach
racketma'tlebyis'ieam whistles, elevated railroads, Fourth of ing say unbelief is good enough to liv _by but not to die by. 
July celebrations, wakes, etc., in our large cities; It suggests What nonsense and injustice to a great God, if he exists. as 
that the mortality statistics of July 4th and January 1st in the represented by the gospeL Why, enn man could not be 
mo~J~g ;}!e'(l?_D;ltlared with tll:<>ile of other d'y~ in the year. long deceived by such dealings. The inconsistency and dis
No mention is made or church bells on Sunday moming. ·loyalty of millions of professed Christians would appear. As 
RoosevelteHospital it is reported has brought suit agamst the if they could hoodwink-a great God they profess to love and 
elevated railroad for damages to the hospital done by the serve I The actual fact is .that those people make large 
noise of the trains. Will some o.a please inform us con. claims about the hereafter, for they know it all. There is 
ceming a ·auit''brought against a christian church whose no going behind the returns after Rev. Dr. Talmage ha_s hls 
brazen, tongue has snapped the-slender thread of life of the in- say. They believe, or pretend to believe, in· the existence or 
valid iii an adjoining house? But the other tongue that wags a personal God of love and mercy, and a personal devil or 
beneath--the brazsn tongue proves not infrequently disas. hate. What do they do, as their lifo records show? ~rve 
trous to the health of those·th!it listen to its words. I could the devil with ·their best e:tforts and days of their life. and 
furnish ample proof of this·in cases that hav come under my when death overwhelms them repentance is first in order. 
observatiOn,:· I -will relate one merely because it is the latest, The question is, "What is the motiv or repentance at death's 
thus the freshest in my memory. A woman informs me door?" It is not probably actual sincerity and sorrow for 
that she fears she will become insane. Her husband ex .. bad words and actions of their llfe record, nor the love of 
pri!BBeB like fears concerning her. She thinks upon religion God at the eleventh hour is not probable. I hav no faith in 
and: prays continually while alone. She. :has an overpower. alleged repentance· at death, and the motiv of those who 
ing .conviction that she offends. God. Some years ago a ehange their life at death is fear of hell. It is positivly a 
preacher: told her that she should try to pray a.s though dishonest and unjust proposition. All that liv and grow up 
she was speaking face to face. with God. Bhe to be men and women make their own record deliberately, 
obeyed· him, and now the habit has got the best of her, and and I take no stock in those death-bed repentances. It is a 
she is on the border-land of insanity. Cases like these in delusion and a snare, and an insult to a great God if he 
our· al!ylums are treated with the dance and comic drama, exists~ It is true that Freethinkers are the moat honest, 
these- being the recognized antidotes to the solemn poison or consistent people on earth. They profess nothing but love 
religious faith. Outside the asylums in sane society we may of the truth, and are willing to meet any judgment that may 
thank.1Jt~ comedian and the actor for saving many a mental exist, on their individual merits. Life's record cannot be 
lif~ tb.atfth,~ preacher would destroy. Howbeit, the poor erased, and no genuin Freethinker will, when he or she 
lazy.htrelings dispensing their dementalizing Tirus know not comes to die, deli.berately go back on their life convictions, 
what they do. · What Liberal has not seen a devoted believer surrender to superstition, and thus please its devotees.· And 
in the Bible:dogmas flee from his company at the utterance any so-called unbeliever who may do so never has been a 
or a ,few words questioning his belief? How many copies Freethinker in any sense of the word. If so disposed, Free
or THB TRUTH SBBKJ:ll hav ChristiallS torn up in their anger thinkers ought to, when death approaches, invite gospel be
and ftung to· the fiames-wishing perhaps that the writers lievers to attest to the truth that the g!'nuin Freethinker 
could be thrown into the fiames or torn to pieces as easily? carries his life's conviction to the grave. As the long
A state or mind llke this if continuous would be declared in- looked-for savior cannot be found in the daytime or llfe, 
sane. A Christian said to me: "I love my religion. It neither is he found in the night of oblivion. 
pains in.e to _hear it questioned.'' A~_d,. the face of the TBoMA.B J. CoNN.BRa. 
BM~ker showed that the words were sin~l'e. But the words 
or the questio~er rang in the mind of . the believer and 
therein a battle raged •twixt faith-and reason. The beli!lver 
strove to pluck out reason . from . the 'brain, that faith might 
reign supreme. Every mental effort to the end of pluCking 
out reason to giv faith dominion is one step nearer to insan
ity; but such battles generally do not wage long, foJ' some 
one laughl!l, the forces or faith forget themselvs in the hub
bub of mirth, and· reason amuses herself as best she can 
within her little cage. C. E. BoYNToN, B.S., M.D. 

A Social Experiment. 
LA.LoGrA., BU!A.LOA., MBx., ~ay 24, B.M. 291. 

MR. EDIToR: Dining the last month I hn receiTed numer
ous inquiries about this country and our people, all or which 
I wish to answer .through your valuable paper. There are 
some over four hundred people here now. A party of llfty. 
eight· arrived here last week from Kansas, and we expect 
another party of about thirty in a week or two. All the 
people here except two or three reject God, Christ, and the 
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Bible: -we are one big stock company. Every adult is a 
stockholder. We llav near two hundred thousand acres of 
the loveliest land I ever saw, with a hill eight hundred feet 
high in the center. I can only liken It to putting a teacup 
in the center or, a large table and then putting a • sheet of 
paper under one leg to represent the l1md slQping_ toward_ the 
coast with a fall or two feet to the mile. We are at present 
camped here on the Fuseta river about twenty-five or thirty 
miles from the mouth. Our land begins four miles from the 
river. It is 1ifteen miles out to the hill I speak of. ·From its 
top we .see Topolobampo bay, eighteen miles away, where 
the boat landing is and where some or our. people liv. The 
ditch I spoke of in my former liltter is about one-half com
pleted, and will cost, I think now, one hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars, and will be completed about the 1st of 
December, when we will all or nearly all move to this large 
tract or land. The farm at La. Logla is only a temporary 
stopping-place. The houses here are made out of poles and 
mats, ana are only temporary concezns, b:ut the people are 
very comfortable in them. When the people move on the 
large tract or land there will be some fine houses built. 
There is no water to be got by digging wells on any or this 
land at present. It is· calculated to supply everything with 
the water from the ditch. There Is no one living on any or 
this land. It is all wild, with herds or cattle and horses 
roaming over It winter and summer. I came here last De
cember. Com was in roasting ear, and we hav green corn 
in camp now. We hav had strawberries for the last six 
months, or nearly so. They are not gone yet. We expect 
two thousand people here next fall as soon as the ditch is 
finished. No church can ever be built here. I regard this 
as a very healthy coun~ry. I visited the hospital the other 
.day. There were three sick, all doing well; and sick were 
never better cared for. Two died recently with typhoid 
fever.· They were both as fine men as ever I met with
Freethinkers,_ and not afraid to go. 

I started with pack and gun the first of this month to find, 
lf I could, the mouth or this river and hunt alligators. I 
found the mouth at the end or four days; saw one hundred 
and eighty alllgators, _and killed twenty-two. I dug lots or 
clams along the coast, and caught crabs and shot game and 
gathered shells to my heart'~ content. 

I am still delighted with the climate and people, but would 
advise all Freethinkers before coming here to read 0. K. 
Owen's book on •• Integral Cciiperatlon" and not to come 
unless they approve of the plan. We are a company. We 
elect our ofllcers and operate as any other stock company. 
We will begin our first railroad soon. Men that come down 
with me many of them put in about one tenth or twentieth 
of what they had. Now they are putting in every dollar 
they can get, because they like the people, the climate, and 
the business methods. Woman has the same privileges that 
men hav. Under our system there can be no interest, rent, 
or taxes; no paupers, and, I think, no criminals. Grog is 
cheap here, but there are no drunken people or immoral 
people. A couple were married by contract not long ago. 
It caused some little comment in camp, but all, so far as I 
could leam, believed them truly sincere, and all comment 
has ceased. If there are any Freethinkers who want to 
come here they must. first make a statement in regard to age, 
occupation, etc.; get permit from 0. K. Owen; take one 
share in the land fund at $10, one share In the improvement 
fund at $10, and one share of Credit Foncler stock at $10. 
They are gl!aranteed work every day at remunerativ wages. 
Now, does the company fulfill their contract? I will glv 
the exact figures in my own case, as taken from the book 
before me. I got here the 22d or December. I hav worked 
one hundred and fifteen days at $3 per day. My grub has 
cost $8 per month, raw material; cooking, $8.20; washing, 
$1.15. I hav drawn $250 and hav some yet due me. ·But 
this is not real money, but scrip Issued by the company. It 
is worth fifty cents on the dollar in American money, or 
sixty in Mexican. I exch'an.zed some last evening. It is 
believed that this scrip will be worth dollar for dollar in 
American money as soon as the ditch is finished. Women 
get the same wages as men. We only work eight hours a 
day. Everybody seems happy and contented. I write 
what seems to be the facts at the time of writing. My last 
article should hav read one hundred and ten horses instead 
or two hundred and ten, otherwise correct. Most or the 
letters I reeeived from parties i11quiring I hav given to Alvin 
J. Wilber, manager in charge here; he will answer and send 
circulars to them. 

There has only been one little shower or rain since I came. 
They tell me the rainy season begins the 1st or July. 

I attended a religious festival among the Mexicans the 
other night. There were about fifteen hundred Mexicans 
and Indians, and about forty methods or gambling. One 
fellow had a blanket with the Father, Son, and Ghost inside 
a ring, with thll picture or holy saints all around. Then 
they shook dice. Some bet on their favorit saint, some on 
God, and some on Christ. God is no slouch, for he came 
out best so far as I could see. The winner got some little 
piece or jewelry. Their fire-works were splendid. They 
sent sky-rockets five hundred feet and back Oil a· rope. A 
company or devouts brought Jesus down to see the fire
works. He was ft:x:ed on a block 4:x:lt feet made by taking 
some or the lead out of a tea chest and tacking it to the 
board with mescal fiber under it to make the face plump. 
He had ears or red fiannel and the lips the same, glass mar
bles for ey~s, and wore an embroidered blanket. The ladies 
made him bow very nicely ·when the rockets went off, then 
they fell on their knees, crossed themselvs, mumbled Eome 
prayers, and then: put Jesus away in a box which was used 
for a gambling-table until tke next day noon. The priests 
and state make a ll\tle out or such· affairs. 

I get the paper all rlght and enjoy its contents. 
A,. BTJTTBRl-'lRLD. 
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lldiW br Mus BUUlll H. wa:o!l, 'IGZ 
RIHr, M~~a~., eo wMIA Gll ~·tor 
£}111 00f'1Uf' •Twuld Ill ""'· 

" Between the dark and the daJ'Jlght, 
When the night Is beginning to lower, 

OOmel a paue in the day's oooupatfonJ 
'l'hat fs known as the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

Bessie's Good-Bye. 
" Good-bye, mamma," the IiUle one had said, 

Yet stooped a moment ere she went to play, 
Her kitten to care&&, 1 hen turned away; 
But at the door she paused and thrust her head 
Just through the aperture again and said, 

" Good-bye, mamma," then, tripping through the 
hall, · 

She took the tinY chaise which held her doll, 
And started for a walk. but at the gate 
Looked baok to aay once more, " Mamma, good. 

bye." 
The mother twice had given a mild reply: 
But, busily at work, her hurry great, 
She said at Iaat, with emphasis undue, 

"Good-bye, good-bye, now run away, child, do I" 
Nor thought again about the little one, 
Till falling a hades annonnqed the set of sun; 
Then to the gate she ran, and up and down 
The atreet abe glanced with eagernear, but aaw 
Nowhere the child whom she was searching for. 
Where can abe bet ahe &aid with anxious frown• 
A& with uncovered head &he hurried out, 
Bu\ could not find the little girl about 
The neisrhborhood where &he was wont to play. 
So. hurrying on, the anxious mother went 
Along the p11.th whioh to the river bent; 
And there the tbty footprints told the way 
'l'he miasfng child had strand, and farther on 
The doll chai&e, overturned, lay clo&e upan 
The river's brink-there too, the mother found 
Her darling's hat and both her tiny shoee, 
And •neath the hat, a& if she feared to lose 
It, the doll's apparel on the ground. 
A quick foreboding thrilled the mother's heart, 
And all too well the awful truth she felt-
To bathe her doll Bessie had doubtless knelt 
And fallen in-how like a piercing dart 
The memory then of those three last good-bye's. 
And when the neighbor'• searoh restored the 

form ·· . 
Dripping and cold, so late buoyant and warm, 
The mother, in her ~rrief, too deeP for ories, 
Stood by in mute deapair, while reverently 
Kind friends arrayed it for its reating.place; 
And, at the last &ad rites, •twas only graoe 
Enabled her to bear them patiently. 
Yet now her aweeteat memory of the ·ohild 
Lingers around those innocent farewells. 
But, ah I one sad regret her bosom swells, 
Bec~~ouse l'ltr last revll' waa not more mild. 

Children 

- Yirgtniu, 0, Hollts. 

Answer What Puzzles 
Older Heads. 

There were seated in the home circle six 
chlldren. Five of them were between the 
ages of thirteen and twenty. two. They were 
all kind, considerate, and well cultured. The 
older ones had all been out in contact with 
the world, and as it had met or repulsed 
them they were formed by its uses, fashioned 
by its demands. The sixth child was three 
years old, the pet and pride of all, and was 
called "Ltttle Bunch.'' Mr. Stone had 
asked the followin-g question : " Why does 
your mother love you all ?" each to answer 
individually as to what inspired their 
mother's love. The oldest, a . promising 
graduate or high scholarly attainments, 
thought it was his good conduct and attain~ 
menta ; the next son thought it was tbe 
interest he took in looking after and keeping 
up the affairs of home. He was precision 
and exactness in everything, neat to a fault. 
The third boy thought it was for his sprightly 
and funny ways of making mirth and 
merriment-he could always add the funny 
or ridiculous side to whatever occurred and 
no one was dull in his presence. The 
eldest d~ughter thought it was her rare 
ability in household affairs. In the cuisine 
she took great interest, and not only mother 
but all had come to be proud of her success 
in this line.. The other miss thought of her 
sweet voice in song, of her growing rare taste 
for art and ideal. But dear Little Bunch, 
hers was the only true answer ; she said : " I 
tink, mamma, I tink it is taus I love ou !" 
Yes, dear Little Bunch gave it so simply, so 
sweetly, that they all discerned the difference 
between love aBd admiration. Seven hearts 
throbbed intensely; seven older heads were 
answered where five had just failed. Little 
Bunch was the center of attraction, the 
mother the light. Father said truly," The best 
is the greatest," and· at this remark every eye 
met his and in each sparkled a tear. In 
those tears were born new and deeper loves, 
truer conceptions of duty. Yes, Little 

· Bunch had transformed shadows to real, 
living, throbbing hearts. Yes, she separated 
the gold from the dross. UNOLB JAox. 

Dallas, Tew. 

THE TBUTH SEEKER, JULY 4. 1.891.. 

Biographical Sketches of Ancient 
and Modern Poets. 

· A ·Sensible · :Resurrection~ Stalwart me~ are dreaming softly 
A short time ~go John Gruen pve a little Of their joumey's finished quest, 

boy on the West Side a young opossum and While the men who watch and guard them 
1.-oHAUOBB, told him it would make a Dice pet. It was . .SleepleBB stand at post and brake ; • · . 

Close the throttle 1 draw the lever l 
Geo:tfrey Chaucer was born about the year almost as white as snow and the little boy Sate tor wlfe's and sweetheart's sake •. 

1840. Some claim that it was in the year of was very proud ont and named it" Bunco." 
13~8, but the more popular date is 1840. He Now, the boy had never se(n a white opos
was the son of John Chaucer, a London vint. sum before and knew nothing bf its. nature 
ner, which means a dealer in wines and- He played with it coJi8tantly, bunt it a nice 
liquors. Geo1frey Chaucer was the first Eng- little house, and fed it on all the good things 
lish poet that I hav any knowledge ·ot. His he_. could get. ·But last Saturday evening, 
poems are rather difficult 'to read because of while he was playing with it and petting it 
the queer and old-fashioned wriUng. · he happened to hit it a little ·too hard, and it 

For example: ·keeled over apparently dead~ He turned it 
There sate 1 downe among the faire B.owerli over and over·again, but Bunco was as limp as 

And saw the birds trip out of thir bowrs, a rag, and thiDking it was dea'd silre enough, 
Thare as thay rested them all the night, the little boy proceeded to dig- a grave and 

Thay seemed so joyful of the dayes light, bury it. A spot was selected for this pur. 
Thay began of May for to done honours. pose in the back yard, and Bunco ·was in. 
Still, that is not so hard as some of his terred with appropriate ceremonies. The 

other poems, but I like it the best. He In little boy was very _mucb grieved over his 
another poem give a rather humorous yet loss, a~d slept but little all th~t night. He 
forcible description of a woman who lost five arose early S'imday morping and went out to 
husbands : the grave, exjlecting to shed: a few sUent 
Bold was hire face, apd fayre and red of hew. tears over.liis pet; but imagin his surprls~ 

Sbe was a worthy woman all hire live; · and astonilhment to ftnd ·Bunco sitting on 
Housbondes at the chirche door had she five, top of the grave with its mouth wide open. 

With outen other compagnie in you the. At' first the boy was badly frightened and 
I hav quoted the above merely to show you hardly knew whether· to. laugh or cry, but 

the turn of sentiment and the language of seeing the laughfug opossum looking him 

Bleep and dream, unheeding danger i... 
lri the valley yonder lies 

:Peath's debris in weird confusion, 
Altar fit for sacrifice I 

Diuk and JUim the shadows settle 
Where .tlie hidden perlls wait ; 

Swift the tram·, with dear lives laden, 
Rushes to its deadly fate. 

StUl they sleep and dream unheeding. 
· 0 thou watchful.one above, 

Save thy people in this hour I 
Save the ransomed of thy love l 

Send an angel from thy heaven 
· Who shall calm the troubled air, 

And reveal the powers of evil 
Jlidden in the aarkness there. 

Saved I ere yet they know their peril, 
Comes a warning to alarm ; 

Saved I the precious -train Is resting 
. On the bril!k of deadly harm. 
God has se11t .his angel to them, 
· Brave Kate Shelley, hero-child, 

Struggling on, alone, unaided, 
Through that night of tempest wild. 

Brave Kate Shelley I . tender maiden, 
Baby hands with splinters torn, 

· Saved ihe lives .of sleeping travelers 

" ye olden time." straight in the eyea, he concluded that it had . 
Chaucer married a very estimable lady, risen from the grave. The little anim&l had 

·named Phllippa; who was the youngest daugh- liecome sullen the evening before, and the 
ter of Sir PaytJe Roet. His wife's sister boy, not knowing its nature, supposed it was 
Katherine was the wl,fe of the duke of Lancas- dead and buried it. During the night it had · 
ter. It was undoubtedly these high connec- ''come to itself," bu1Towed out of the grave; 
tiona that caused Chaucer's advance in life. and was ready to play with itli master agam. 
For he became afterward known as the 

Swiftly to death's journey borne. _ 
Mothers wept and clasped their darlings, 

Breathing words of grateful prayer; 
Men with faces blanched and tearful , 

"·Master of Science," theology, etc. He had COrrespondence. 
a pleasing and; entertaining way with him IIAlm~ON, B:icruiWDA, June 11, 1891. 
that made him popular with the court ladies Diu.B M.!ss WIXoN: 1 hav written once 

Thank~d Gad for Kate Shelley there •. 
:~rea_tedove than thls hath no man. 
· ·When the heavens shall unfold, 
A.Iid the judgment-pooks are opened;· 

There in characters of gold 
Brave Kate Shelley's name shall center, 

'M.id the pure,.the brave, and good, 
That of one who crowned with glory 

Herr. eroic womanh<?od. 

and the royal personage. His wife .died in before to the Corner, and will write about 
1387. Where" the father of English poetry" Hamilton as much as I know of it. It is the I>Iu.B Sm :-HaTing read Mr. iJargents'ex
really spent his last days, cannot be ascer. capital of Bermuda. It is very small. It perience in plating with gold, sU.Yer and 

B hink th t his 1 t would take you about half of an hour to nickel, 1 am tempted to write of my su~s. tained~ ut a great many t a as walk m every _street. There are eight streets 1 sent to H. C. D"lno & Co., of Columbus, 

How to Make .none,.. 

residence was at London, where ne. compos.ed · altogether, but 8\\ch not very long. There is o., for a $5 plater. 1 hav had more table
" The Canterbury Tales," that. wonderful one park in Hamilton; but. it is only about ware and jewelry than I could plate ever · 
poem, so full of humor, pathos, and such a one. half square acre long. · · · · : since. ·I· cleared $27 the .first week and in 
vivid portrayal of English life. He died in Yours trUly, · -~'J,'IN Jll· STBOXBlk three weeks $97. Any one can do plating 
his seventy.fourth yea.r, 1400, and was bur. -·· · .and make money in any locality the. y~ 
ied at Westminster Abbey, the first of that ·. ·BALLSTON SPA., :N.Y., June 21, :S.M. 291; round. You can get circulars by addressing 

· DnB Mms Wri:oN: I now take the pleas- the above firm. WILLIAM GRAY. 
long line of poets for which the great ceme-. ure·of·writinga-fewm6i'e lines to.the Comer. ltime; · 
tery is noted. I will say my sister Sadie.was:manied on the --...:...~-----------"-

1 will giv you a short list of some of,.his 10th day· of· this month (June). We.had a 
most popular : poems. ·. They are : . " The splendid tirile. There were no parsons, Gods, 
Court of Love," " Tke Book of Trolllus and ghosts, or .devils present .to attend or dictate 

her further life. She was ·married by Mr. 
Cresseide," " The House of. Fame,» "The Person; the justice of peace, who came- to the 
Canterbury Tales," "The Legend .of Good house to marry them. ··Mr. Bartlett, her hus. 
Women1" and" The Book of the Duchess." baad, is of this.place·and is a Liberal-minded 
But you may take my word for it, •u The young man. They are just a lovely couple. 

She also was the recipient of many beautiful 
Court of Love" is best. IDA A. BALLOU. presents, and it was wha~ you would call an 

up.and-up Liberal weddiilg. They had a 
Noble Unselftshness. great many congratulations from their many 

· friends. Well, fearing I ,.m taking up too 
On Sunday, Dec. 27, 1885, one of the much of your valuable time, Iwtll close. 

American line of steamers, the Lord Gough, Your true friend,· H,A-rrm J. Tuo:aPB. 
while on its way from Liverpool toPhilad(ll [We coDgratulate our friend Sadie on her 
phia, sighted a Gloucester fishing-schooner newly formed ties. May pur Liberal-minded 
til distress. The wind was bloWing. a gale, friend and her husband be as happy as we 
and the schooner, almost disabled, and with Wish them to be throughout all the years that 
three or four of her crew already washed may come to .them. We trust Sadie will not 
into the ocean, was :flying the signal for help. forget the. Corner,.J1o1,V that. she has become 

Captain Hughes of the steamship saw the a yo~g marrie!l lady.~ED. c. C] 
fearful peril which a rescuing party mrisi en~ 
counter, but his call for a volunteer was CuBTtR,ILL~, .Tune 6, 1891. 
promptly answered l3y the mate and a crew Mms SusAN H. WIXoN: I thought I would 
o_f brav_ e men, and preparati_ons w~_re made· write once more. I see the Corner is not 

filled out as it should· be. We are having 
for the desperate trip. To the astonishment cool weather here now:. It has bee11 so warm; 
of all, while the boat was being lowered, .the now it is goiilg to be cold. It rained last 
flag of distress on the schooner's mast was night. It was wann. enough Decoration day 
hauled down. · to:wear white dresses, I and· my sister went 

Perplexed at this movement, the hardy over to the Oak HUl· cemetery ln the band. 
rescuers. hesitated., but it was finally _decided wagon. My brother is iu the band; he beats 

the tenor drum. There are fourteen band. 
that the boat should go. With great difficulty boys. Dr. Hammer, of this vicinity, is their 
the schooner was reached, and· on her deck_ teacher. 1 wish he would get up a band of 
were found twelve men utterly without hope girls. . _ · 
except from outside aid. It was necessary to · I wiil be glad when school be~DS again, 

·· · for I love to go to school, and 1Iove my 
make two trips, and the bold sailors ·of the teacher, too. It is· the same teacher that 
Lord Gough took half the suffering m_en and taught here last term. I received a Fres. 
toiled through the wild waters to their own thinker's Jlagtnine, and I like it very much. 
ship, and returned as soon as possible for the 1 received a "letter from California; a girl saw 
others. my letter in Tlm Tinrm SBBXBB and an. 

Wh ll f h swei'ed it. en a were sa e on t e steamer Captain 1 bav not been outside of the state, old as I 
Hughes asked the schooner's master, Capt. am. My papa was born in Harper's Ferry, 
George W. Pendleton, why he had lowered va., on the Potomac river. I cannot think 
the distress fiag. The reply was : of anything more to write. I will aend you 

"We saw that you were preparing to make the piece that I spoke the last day of Pchool. 
an e:tfort to save us, but we saw, also, that it If you like, please publish in TaB TBum 

SBBXJIB Children's Comer. was a sea in which it was very doubtful Very truly, MARY D. RoBINSON. 
whsther a boat would liv. I said then to . 

BRA Vll: XATB SHBLLBY. my men: ' Shall we let these brave fellows d 
risk their lives to save ours_ ?' and· they an. Through the whirl of wind an water 

Parted by the rushing steel 
swered 'No l' Then I hauled down the Flashed the white glare of. the headlight, 
flag." Flew the switt:revolving wheel, 

The story is :a noble one on both Bides. As tbe midDight train swept onward, 
Th th h rth Bearing on its iron wings e men on e sc ooner were wo saving, Through the gloom of night and tempest 
at all hazard ; and the men on the steamer Frelghtage of most precious_ thmgs. 
were worthy to save£them,-Oincinnati In. Little children by their mothef~t 
q:uirer. Nestle in unbroken rest, · 
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Richard A. Proctor, F.R.A.S. 
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whio~ the above works form the first two nnm· 
bers, 9thers to follow-are written in a wa.Y tha.t 
cannot fa.il to make them· interesting to even the 
most oa.snal reader. They supply a popular need. 
. The price of ea.oh iB 50 cents in cloth. 

The Gloey of l1nbel:et~ .. 22 pages in 
· oover. l'rioe, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
B~llef and Knowled;;e. 24 pages. 
Pnoe, 10 cents. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
Liberty in L_iteratlll'e, . BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the German by Geo.: Eliot. 

The American Secular lJnlon ; Us 
Necessity and the .Tustlce of Its 
Nine Demands; (De4icated to Colo
nel R~bert Ingersoll.) 82 pa.gea in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to _Wal~ 
'Whitman, 

'l'heolo;;lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the Bw. Dr. B. F. Bums, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the followi-ng subjects a.re 
dealt with: 1. Wey Do the Olergy· Avoid 
Debate T 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 8. Freethought and Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 centfl. Pub-
.Men of· Boienoe. 4. The Difference between lish d t thi .., 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5. Ohrist • a.nd Heroism. e a 8 ow.ce. 
ii. Ohril!tia.nUyand Slavery. 16 pages. Price, -------------------
5 oenta. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., 
28 La.fa.ye~~e l'I •• New Yorlr. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery ourE}s Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu

. :m.or~, and -every disease· 01 

the skin, except' Thunder 
llumor:, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and· Can
ada. 

THE 

BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 
Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana

lyzed," "The Bea.l Blasphemers," "Bpir· 
itna.lism Bnsta.ined," ett:.·, eto. 

The latest a.nd best work of a.n ana.lytie thinker, . 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render ! 
the .snbtles~ conceptions ihe ea.sy property of the> I 
ordinary mmd. The book contains ma.ny idesrf I 
that will be new to the world and prodnotiv of' 
good in fnrnishin~r food for thoull'ht. ·We trust it
will ha.v the immense diatribntion it sa riohJ¥· 
merits.-{'rhe American Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo1.$1. 

A.ddreu THE TBUTH SEEKER. 

SCiENCE VERSUS REUQU)N, 
OR1 To 

Confilct between :Beason and Superititlon., · 
8Y T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Phil&deJ.phia., Pa. · 

Price, 10 ce:nts. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. L 

Price, $3. 

How Can We be Saved? 

Was JesU8 Supernaturally O~nceived 
and Did He Rise from 

the Dead? 

$100 Reward. 

Paper, 10 cenu. 

Send 10 cents for 
this va.l~~&ble book for 
young a.nd middle· 
aged men, suffering 
from a Life-wasting 
Disea.se, aa the result 
of · youthful follies, 
indiscretion, a.nd ex
cesses - in maturer 
years. It aets fonh 

.. an E~a.l Applioa-
1ion-A POSITIVm cUBE,- as•. it ·ma.t~ll not how 
:long sta.ndin~r, how hop_eless or ·h9W: ma.ny reme
·dies you ha.v usod. The book is worth many 
·times its oost, &nd should be in·~he hands of 
those seekilill' a·n>ee4!1 •ana ~11Bnt cure. Ad· 
'dreail Dr. Bolit.-P. Fellows. ~mela.nd, N.J., a.nd 
sa.:Y where you sa.w ~his &clvertismen~. -- .. 

A GOOD WO:BD. 
Dr. Fellows ia an outspoken Liberal, a human

Itarian, a.nd a generous patron of the Freethought 
prase. He ba.s manY tell~imoniala to the value of 
bis progressive and aueoessful method of trea.i
menh and desenea patrona~~:e.-lireethoua~. 

The Newark Liberal Lea;;ue 
Meets every.' Bnnda_y afternoon a.t 8 o•olook a.t 
Liberal Leag:~e Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st., oor.· Markel 
st,_Newa.rk, N. J, Lectures a.nd disous~ions on 
reiigious and sooia.l quea:tions. Beats free and 
everybodY welcome. · · · 

American Secuiar lJnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every· Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Leotnret, debates. and digons· 
stons ori a.ll important seonla.r subjects. Pres. 
ident, HENBY BmD ; Beoreta.ry, OoBA BELLE 
FLAGG. . ·. . 

Brooklyn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooins Bedford avenue a.nd 
Bonth 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., a.t 8 P.M., every 
Bunda.Y. Lectures followed by discussion; Plat
form free. Oha.rles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;;ue 26'f 
meets every Sunday in Industria.! HB.ll, Broad a.z; d 
Wood sts., a.t 2:80 a.nd· 'l :IIi P.H:for ll!otnros and 
free discussions on religions and.aooia.l questions. 
Able.spe&.kersintereatthe a.ndienoe. N.B.-Trntb 
Beeklirpublioa.tionsa.Iwa.yaon ha.nd a.tobea.p-rates. 

The Secular Soclet)' of Kent, o., 
Meets aemi-monthly1 first a.nd third Bnnda.ys, at 2 
P.M_., at the town na.ll. All friend& of· human 
ouluva.tion. a.re invited. MABros H:zrGnToN_, Beo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular lJnlon 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the tl.rst a.nd fourth Bnn
da.YB of ea.on month· a.t Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all: Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to TB::& 'l!BUTB.BEEKEB a.nd Invest•-
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor.ts~. 

Chlca;;o Secular lJnlon 
Meets ever:v Sunday evening a.t 7:10 P.H., a.t 
Princess Opera. House, 558 Weat Madison street. 
Lectures a.nd debates. Btrantters·-from a.brcia.d 
are welcome. · 

Milwaukee,. Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds· meeti~a every Bnnda.y evening a.t 216 
Grand a.ve., {Fraternity Ha.ll). Leotnre followed 
by debates. The }iublio oordia.lly'invited. . ' 

Des Moines Secular lJnten 
Holds rell1lla.r meetinll'll at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Bfook, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN BTJ:ll(JCB, Pres. 

San :Francisco, Cal., Freeihon;;ht. 
. s.,cle.t)' . 

Meets every Bunda.y evening a.t U~ion Bqna.re 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o•olook. A oordia.l in vi· 
tation is extended to all. Beata free. ' 

Po.rt An;;eles Secular lJnlon 
Meets· even' Bunda.y · a.t 7:80 P.H. in Ma.odon
a.ld's Ha.ll in Fort Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures, songJ!, and .select reading. Discussion in
vited on a.ll subjects. Libera.! literature distrib
uted free. · FBANX MoBBEo Oor. Beo. . 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
· · eral· l1nlon 

Of Los AnlleleB_, Oa.J;, meets semi-monthlyl.. first 
a.nd third Bnnaa.ys)&t 8 o•olook, P·M:.~~a.t t'a.rr•s 
Ha.ll. EverybodY mvited. MBB· R. m. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAMB, Reo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every Sunday a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
ha.Jl, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Origina.l 
and Selected Be&clings a.nd Poems. . A large val· 
ua.ble Ubra.rr is at the service of members a.nd 
friends. 0. B. BEYNOLDB, Prea.; A.W. 0ALDEBo Beo. 

The Roeder .Secular lJnlon 
Of BOeder, Wash., meets every first a.nd third 
Bunda.yin the month, a.t the Boeder sohool-honse. 
Leotnrea, disonasiona, reading, a.nd poems. The 
2rea.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
n Universa.l Menta.! Liberty." D. E. RioE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vioe-l'res.; OaABLES BllEA, Beo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Ha.ll, 
1604 Ma.in street, at 10 o•olock, A.M. Visiting Lib-
erals invited to attend. OoL. A. HAmus, Pres. 

Isuo B. LEE, Seo. · 

San Ar. tonto (Texas) Liberal Asso-
ciation 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, ~27 
East Houston street. Free reading room and cir
culating library open every da.y and evening. 
Strangers cordially invited. A. ORAPMAN, Bee. 

. COLONEL B~ G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh 11'1116 Steel Engram11(1 or Senator 'c011tltnu. 
Bound in black cloth, silver aide stamp. 

Price, 75 centa. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

• 



. ON Sunday the 21st ult. the horse of Rev. 
J. Arthur Dlll, Sterling, N.Y., w:as painted 
red, white, and blue while its owner was 
preaching. The cause of this and other lfke 
attentions fi the preacher's reading love 
stories from the pulpit and paying over· 
attention to girls. 

TuNis has Ha1la mur
ders. 

PABNKLL has married 
}Irs. O'Shea. 

C 0 L 0 N B L JNGBBSOLL 
and John Hackay called 
on Pre-sident Harrison at 
the .White House on the 
Mth ult. · 

ABTI·JBWISH religious 
fanatics are perpetrating 
murders· and riots in 
C()rfu, seenlingly with 
connivance of the au
thorities. 

A OENaus of Ireland 
just taken is 4 706,162; 
against 8,195,124 tn 1841, 
6;514,473 in 1851, 5,?98,-
624 in 1861, 5.402. 759 in 
1871, and 5,160,1150 in 
1881. 

RBT. HR. BABB, 
Adamstown, Pa., has 
been arrested for violat· 
ing postal laws by calling 
Rev. Hr. Spring "the 
biggest liar in America " 
on a postal card. 

COD8 AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THIN:UBS, 
A.NOIENT A.ND °KODEBN TillES AND BE;FOBDBS. ' -
Vol. I. Gin a l'ull Aooount of ..n the Godl, in Bioll'rapbiel of 100 of the LeacUBII' PhD010JJhe~1, 

olq_dinll' 
0
.Jehovah, Satan, the Hofw Ghoat, ~aohepl· BkePtio!!!.,Ilmova~:lnl'ounderl of 

li111111 hri~ Vir~ ..,_- 4 ..... n• New 1:10110011 of ·~·oouht, ant Bolen-• ., ....,.l'J', an ule .-ble, tiau, eto. (who were not Ohrilltiana), 
Bvo, 885p_p, Vo .: II. DeaoribBI J1'Ull'Y all from the time of -enu •- •he- prea-

the BeUII'iou SYitems of the World. .... "" • IJ'Voo95'l'PP. OfotlJ.tNpervoL; the ant. avo, l,O'I'Gpp,, oloth, aa; 
11 voll., Q; Ieamer, rr; mo• Jeather.s4,; mor.,JI'. e.,M.GO. 

roooo, .Ut edll'ea, sa. BY :D. I[, BENlQl'lT. 
BYD.M:.BENDT'l'. - 7:'HETBU7:'HSDDBOO., 

1'HE 1'Bl11'B SEEDB 00. 18 Lafayeite Place, :R. Y. 

PBBPABATIONS are be
ing made to protect the 
German emperor and the 
prince of Wales· when 
they ride through Lon
don on the lOth from 
jeering by refugee Ger
man &cialists and Eng
lish baccarat-haters. 

.:, .. --,..----· ,, .... _______ ----- -----~------...... -------
HA.Z!EL'. KlLLErH HIS MASl'.ER. 

ALL our religions are evidently the work of 
man.-N apoleon BonapOII't6 • 

IN an ~just war a whole people become 
criminals.-.BierbotDer. 

WB often excuse our own want of philan · 
thropy by giving the name of fanaticism to 
the more araent zeal of others.-Longfellotll. 

EvBBYWHBBBiS change, 
nowhere is annihilation. 
-Tyndall. 

HAN has done much to 
civilize and humanize 
God.-Lara. 

"NATUBB and expe
_rience" is the· watch
word of the age.
Buchnsr. 

b to kill is a crime, 
to kill much cannot be 
an extenuating circum
stance.-Hugo~ 

THB public hav an 
insatiable curiosity to 
know everything except 
what is worth knowing. 
-Oscar Wilde. 

THB history of Chris
tian dogmatism is the 
history of an eighteen 
h u n d r e d years• war 
against Nature and 
Truth.-08fllald. · 

LATIN Christianity is 
responsible for the condi
tion and progress of Eu. 
rope from the fourth to 
the sixteenth century. 
We hav to examin how 
it discharged its trust.
ProfeBBor Draper. 

ADBLINA Goon, a sales
. woman, became insane 
while_ praying at the altar 
of the Passionist fathers' 
monastery at Hoboken, 

And it came to p&sS OD the morroW; that · . he lllClk, a tllick cloth, ed dipped it in water and spread it on his face 
so that he died; anc:I ~azael reigned ~-his stea~· .-2 Kings vill, I. ' , ' 

ALL existing religions 
hav immediately pro. 
ceeded to undernline this 
principle [of the solidar
ity of the race] by divid
ing mankind into the 
lost and the saved, the 
sinners and the saints ; 
by the abominable cal-

N.J. She has since been praying with her 
hands above her head almost continually. 

TBB latest Christ appeared at the St. Denis 
Hotel, New York, the management of which 
was anxious to get hlm away, as his ma!lia 
was accompanied by violence. He says that 
there are several messiahs and that he is one 
of them. 

GILL"&BPIB and Verner, oil producers of 
Chartfers, Pa., hav been adjudged to pay 
$25 fl.ne and costs for Sunday work. They 
say that if they stopped Sunday salt water 
would accumulate and ruin their wells. 
They w11l appeal. 

AT a meeting of Baptist miBisters in Boston 
on the 22d ult. Rev. J. B. Stoddard denounced 
secret orders as pernicious to the church and 
said tkat when a man swears allegiance to 
Hasonry he swears allegiance antagonistic to 
God. Rev. Hr. Cleveland rose and said: "I 
am a Huon, and hav lfatened to this scathing 
stigmatism of the order in patience, but I 
cannot longer lfaten to such unjust and un· 
called-for abuse,'' and then resigned member
ship in the convention. 

A PITTsBUBGH paper says that Father 
Hollinger impresses on his patrons that his 
prescriptions-often one thousand or one 
thousand fl.ve hundred a day-to be e:lllcacioua 
must be 11.lled at a certain drug store. He 
then shares the druggist's receipts. At the 
railroad station on mornings after great 
attendances hundreds of cripples and other 
strlferers leave for home with their money 
gone and despair in their faces. Many are 
injured by the journey, and some are dying. 
MBDy had scraped together the expenses of 
ticket and a few days' board, but the boarding
house keepers charged unexpectedly high 
and numbers were left without money to 
return. James ·Hana, of Trenton, N. J., 
said : " Hany of the cures, as far as I can 
learn from strlferers lfke myself who hav 
been for a week on Troy Hill,· are exag~~:erated, 
and many were not e1fected as reported. I 
11aw two men who, it was said, had been 
cured. Both of them were almost as lame as 
when they went to Troy Hill. It has been a 
bitter disappointment to many of us, who 
hav exhausted every cent we had in the 
world in cominJI: here. If ever one man in 
the world had flilth, I was he. I fl.rmly be
lieved that if Father Mollinger laid his hand 
on me and said : ' Arise and walk,' im
mediately the paralyais of m_y legs would 
leave me and I should walk. I prayed for a 
week, and one day I threw aside my crutches, 
when the ,friest laid his hands on my head 
and blesse me. I fell down and hurt my 
back. When I was coming over in the car 
this morning, on my way home, a hopelessly 
blind man opposit to me suddenly began to 
sob, and, wringing his hands, cried: • My 
God, I wish I were dead I" I spoke to him, 
and he told me his name was Wright, and 
that he was from Lebanon. He said that he 
had mortnged his house in order to come to 
PittaburJli ind be cured.'' · 1 
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umny that we were con
ceived in sin ; by the grossly immoral doctrin 
of vicarious atonement, the: moat flagrant 
inducement to the abuse of life ever imposed 
upon human credulity.- W. 0. Ow~n. 

WB are told that the author of hell is a 
being of infl.nit mercy.-Ingtll'soll. 

Non of the Gods has formed the world, 
nor has any man; it has always been.
EmpedocleB. 
TA.LJ[ as you like, he only suits these States 

whose manners favor the audacity and 
sublime turbulence of the States.- Wa~t 
Whitman. 

TBB universe, that is the All, is made 
neither of Gods nor of men, but ever has 
been an eternal living fl.re, kindling and 
extinguishing.-H~7.it;u8. 

RBGABDING the Bible in the light of an 
inspired book, we 1l11d ourselvs compelled to 
repudiate altogether the plainest teachings 
of modern science.-.A. B. JlOBB. 

Wru.T the greatest thinkers think to day 
the mass of thinkers will think to-morrow, 
and the great army, of non-thinkers will 
assume to be self-evident the day after.-
8. Laing . 

IT is not to be doubted that in the early 
history of our earth organisms must hav 
been produced abiogenetlcally; the origin of 
living tkings must necessarily hav sprung 
from inorganic matter.- Wundt. 

IT is now established in the opinion of 
scholars that the world is of immense age, 
and that man has existed upon the earth for 
a much longer period than the story in Gen· 
esis makes possible. The records of the 
earth itself contradict this legend.-Robt. 0. 
.Adams. 

WHBN men respect human life for the sake 
of man, tranquillity, order, and progreBB go 
hand in hand; but those who only respected 
human life because God had forbidden mur
der hav set their mark upon Europe in fl.fteen 
centuries of blood and fl.re.-ProjesMor 
Oltjford. 

0NB thing may be unhesitatingly pro
claimed by modern science, viz., that organ
ized things are no more the results of separate 

1 

creations than the so. called unorganized 
one_s; that they are nothing more than special 
forms in which universal matter appears, and 
from which, like all the other individualized 
bodies, they hav gradually evolved.-Graber. 

ALMosT all the ancient philosophers are 
acreed in regarding the universe as eternal. 
Ocellus Lukanus says expressly, in speaking 
of the universe, that it has always been and 
ever will be. All unprejudiced persons will 
feel the force of the axiom that out of noth
ing nothing comes. Creation, in . the accep
t.ation in which the word is used by the mod
erns, is a theological subtlety.-D. Holbach. 
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lfolls and ~lippings. 
" How about the government Indian 

school?" said a speaker in Congress recently. 
"To illustr~te, this bill contains a clause ap. 
propriating $25,000 to 
establish a government 
school. This sum is used 
to procure the land and 

. erect the building. Then 
we select a corps of 

RBPLYING to a newspaper desire for his 
view on the cultivation of the race, Alfred 
T. Story writes : " I find that our later Chris
tian theology had tended greatly to degrade 
man ; it sets before him such an unworthy 
motiv as the saving of his own skin as his 

- ~-- ~ 

teachers and employees, 
aU to be paid out of the 
:Qllblic treasury; we equip 
the school· with Bibles 
and hymn-books paid for 
out of the public treas
ury ; then we · put the 
school in charge of some 
political theologian or 
theological politic ian 
[laughter] who· receives 
his 'salary from the pub
lic t~asury. ThiS super
intendant impresses his 
peculiar views of relig
ion, whether Methodist, 
Presbyterian, Catholic, 
or Baptist, on the_school, 
all at the expense of the 
public treasury." 

=-- -=-·--=--

TaB New York Bun 
has discovered and pub
lished two letters by 
Thomas Jefferson and 
Thomas Paine on the 
purchase of Louisiana. 
An extract from Paine's 
is this : " The established 
religion is Roman; but 
in what state; it is as~Q-~_x
terior ceremonies ·(such-, 
as· processions and cele~ · '• 
bration) I knt)w not. 
Had the cessiiiat9 France 
continued ·With ·her, 'rii~ 
ligion I suppose would 
hav been put on the same 
footing as it is in that 
country, and the_re no 
ceremonial of -r:~\igion 
can appear. in thlf-teets 
or higliW&ys ; iiifd. the 
same regulation is par. 
ticularly necessary now 
or ihere . WUI aoon be 
quarrels ~:tumults be
tween the settlers and the 
new. The Yankees will 
not move out of the road 
for a little wooden Jesus 
stuck on a stick and 
carried in procession nor 
kneel in the dirt to a 
wooden Virgin Mary. As 
we do not govern the 
territory as provinces but 
incorporated as states, 
religion there must be on 
the same footing it ia 
here, and Catholics hav 
the same rights as Catho
lics hav with us and no 
others.". 

- --··-= 

. i.-.: 

chief' end and aim.' Space will not permit 
of my arguing the matter out, but, to put it 
briefiy, I think the day will come when a 
true man would as soon strip himself in the 
market-place as go to God with a supplica 
tion for his own advancement or ' salvation.'" 

Tll.B papal encyclical 
. on the labor question is 
being forwarded to all 
the sovereigns and heads THE CHIEF PROPS OF ECCLESIASTICISM. 
of governments, richly 
bound and accompanied 
by autograph letters from the holy father. 
Another edition will be sent to ministers of 
state and leading politicians and distinguished 
writers on economic questions. Leo ill try
ing hard to get himself at the :head of the 
labor movement. 

A RATH:&B interesting point was recently 
brought up by the Paris FigMo: A mother 
of strong religious convictions refuses the 
hand of her daughter to the man she loves, 
because he is bound by a vow to his dying 
rather never to be married in church or to 

take part in a religious 
ceremony ; the girl .dies 
of a broken heart, the 
mother to the last refus
ing the conceBSion which 
would hav saved her 
daughter's life. The Fi
garo asked its readera 
whether, under the cir
cumstances, the mother 
was justified in withhold
ing her consent. In all, 
the editor received 1,411 
answers. . Six hundred 
and twenty-one writers 
considered the mother 
justified in preferring 
death for her daughter 
to the dishonor of con
tracting a marriage un
blessed by the church; 
570 blamed the mother, 
while 200 avoided a di
rect answer and sug
gested various solutions 
of the problem. 

THB pope will distrib
ute three hundred titles 
and decorations to Papal 
Zouaves in Canada. 

R:&v. A. C. DrxoN, of 
Brooklyn, has been de
claiming against the · 
stage. According to this 
dogmatic divine, " the 
watchword of the stage 
is revenge." " Be a d 
Shakspere right 
through," he declares, 
" and you will find that 
this is so." What a nar
row mind must a man 
hav, exclaims the Bun, 
how pitiably blind to wit 
and wisdom, beauty and 
pathos, must he be who 
can read all the plays of 
Shakspere and find in · 
them nothing but the sin
gle motiv of revenge I 
The Rev. Mr. Dixon is 
like one who journeys 
from Dan to Beersheba 
and exclaims, " It is all 
barren." " I went my
self," he continues, 'to 
a theater to see '' The 
Old Homestead,' and 
when I came back I felt 
as if I would like to 
murdersomebody. Such 
was the effect it had 
upon me." What man
ner of man is it in whom 
the mild and pathetic 
incidents of " The Old 
Homestead " excite only 
evil passions? 

Sus Dr.David Dudley 
Field : "Our noble lng . 
lish tung, alredy spoken 
over more of the erth's 
surface than any ot.b.er 
living tung, and yet 

the rod and spoil the child" is a biblical in- ! RoOXFoBD, ID., young men are boycotting 
junction, and that shaming a child in school, the Court Street M. E. church. The pastor 
and putting him on his knees, and striking . advised his congregation not to patronize the 
him with a ruler, hav been Christian inllti·' Coots Street-car Company and park, which 
tutions "for· many thousands of years." do business on Sunday, and the Young 
Finally, he shows the religious ethical im- People's Society refused to employ the 
portance of punishment in the schoolr " A steamer Arrow for picnic purposes because 

PmNOB M:&sToHBnsx:v, of Russia, is a bitter child severely punished by the teacher for it ran on l:iundays. Some young men hav 
enemy of a new idea that school-children his failings is made to feel thatthere is eternal started a paper, t':le signers of which pledge 
should not be fiogged in the same manner.as punishment in store for all the sins of omia- 1 themselvs not to attend any services of the 
in the past. He shows that "not to spare . sion and of commission." Court Street church. 

to be spoken over more, is disfigured by 
so many anomalies and hampered by so 
many arbitrary usages-rules I will not call 
them-that he is not merely to be commended, 
but haild as a deliverer who will rescue it, 
and, at the sacrifice of present inconvenience, 
giv future ease to all Inglish. speaking people 
til the end of time." Such a deliverer is TliB 
TRUTH 8BBKBR trying to be, as far as it can, 
by the dropping of silent and uncalled-for 
letters in many words. 
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inhabitants of. the valley; because"they l/4d chariqts' Bhpuld s~ge$t as a means of · u:·~ermination the 
ofiron" (Judges i, 19). Now, when:I'read this ~iid: fo~tbo-~'.o(:~be"Purit~ns in dealing. witp ~he sacred 
saw God could not successfully operate . aguns~. sbng-mn. '; ·Our admll'able ancestors Insist_ed that 

Christianity. " ch~iots of iron," I was tempted to think the qla th~ most pious ebilrch-membedn a village should be 
Jehovian woman might hav been right when she said, ·u God the toddy trade. No ·sinner or Infidel in the da)'s 

Let us inspect the science promulgited by the in~ can't turn a grindstone both ways at the same of the Puf.it!'ns was.permit~ed to sellliqu_or .. ~I once · 
spired bosh. According to God this earth has four time." John i, 18, says : "No man hath seen God heard a minister lament that "the stars 1n mmd are 
corners, therefore it is fiat. See the Revelation of at any time," and Isaiah says ·(vi, 1), ''In the year all ewallo'!ed by the toddy trade." It may be. At 
John the imbecil of Patmos, chapter vii, verse 1; it that King Uzziah died, I saw, also, the Lord sitting any rate, ]Udging from statistics, they are not to be 
is, " And after these things I saw four angels stand- upon a throne, high and lifted up." I coincide with found among clergymen. I am told the parsons 
ing on the four corners of the earth, holding the Jack, yet I really desire to see "the Lord lifted up." create more idiotic sons than do either the doctors 
four winds of the earth, that the wind should not "Whom [God] no man hath seen :taor can see" is or lawyers. Ye~ the .greatest man in this world .is· a 
blow on the earth, nor on the sea, nor on any tree.n what 1 Tim. vi, 16, tells us; y~t we see by Gen. clergyman's son. I am altaid; however, that this 

Either the earth has four corners or John was a nxii, 30, "For I hav seen God face to face, and my fact will afford the Talmage& little consolation, for 
lunatic. In those sacred days when God dictated life is preserved." And a~ain, Ex. xxxiii, 20, informs his. name is Ingersoll. Nearly every Protestant 
this verse the belief in a fiat earth was common even that" No man shall see God and liv," and Ex. xxxiii, parson of to-day dares to di:ffer with God and Jesus 
to uninspired fools. A few hundred years ago when 23 says God took away his band and showed some by being a disciple of total abstinence. A few isolated 
an uninspired son of nature proclaimed the earth on'e his back part. Does revelation speak to the texts in the sacred book appear to indicate these 
was spherical and revolved around the sun, the Bible Baptist . exactly the same. words it utters to the " called" are instructed by God to arraign the .great 
.was used by Christians to prove his lunacy. Who, I Methodist T Does it inform the U aitarian all it· sets error. But why did not the pious parsons of one 
pray, was the idiot, Hydrooephalous John or Coper- forth to the Episcopalian T Does it murmur the hundred years ago find in the holy orders these 
nious T Job also was unawar~ of the rotundity of same sweet promises to Presbyterian and Universal- warnings against strong drink T Plenty of people 
the earth. Let him bawl out, ix, 6, "Which [God] ist? Does it teach Catholics precisely what it does are still living who well recollect that a few years 
shaketh the earth out of her place, and the pillara Protestants T Is it the divulgence to the Infidel ago the parson was frequently punched and toddied 
thereof tremble." When Job boiled out, all his that it. is to the religious cliques 1 Is the way of every visit to members of his fiock. 11 Ah I my 
acquaintances believed the earth was mounted on life so plain that even a fool cannot err therein T friends I" the old-time honest pious parson gloried 
pillars. Some of those ancient savants went further Some folks:-chiefiy human droneE-seem to in such sacred words as these: 11 Drink thy wine 
and said the pillars were carried on the back of a bav a mountainous regard for the Bible. They ap- with a merry heart ; for God· now aoo~pteth thy 
huge turtle. God's bosh teaches that the sun rises pear to think that only therein are found principles works" (Ecol. ix, 7); 11 Wine that maketh glad the 
and sets. Let us again go to the bawler, ix, 7, which are suitabie stone and mortar with which na- heart of man " (Ps. oiv, 15) ; 11 Wine which cheeretft, 
" Which [God] oommandeth the sun and it riseth tiona should be built. This book, if from God, God and man" (Jud. is, 13); "Giv strong drink 
not." Job knew little. That little did not include should contain only the purest, olean thought. For unto him that is ready to perish," etc.; "Drink, yea, 
a remedy for boils. It is only about threehundred vulgarity; however, the holy hash is unrivaled. The drink abundantly, 0, believers." And the stomach 
years since Copernicus discovered the true relations vilest imagination cannot father filthier offspring remedy text. Such is the manner in which our 
of the solar system. At that time, Martin Luther, than God's word ful'nishes. The reader is referred heavenly father "tells of his love in the book he has 
with Bible proof, charged Copernicus with being a to the fortb~oming selections to prove my assertion : given." · · 
fool, and called him an ignorant astrologer for assert- Isa. xxxvi, 12, 11 That they may eat their own - -, It has taken Christianity about eighteen hundred 
ing what the Bible clearly refuted. Even Brother and drink their own -- with you." The reasons years to find out that alcohol is a spirit far worse 
Talmage will now admit Copernicus was right and we insert this fragment are : 1. Because· it is the than its imaginary 11 evil one." Let us see how Infi
Luther and God's botch wrong. Is Martin Luther word of God; 2. Because the Bible, from which it dele hav regarded this spirit-that corrupt class wt 
to be trusted in theology? Let him speak for him· is extracted, is a book said by our postmaster-general disbelieve i;n the." evil one." The f!rst temperan 
self. "Every doer of the law and every moral to be fit for men, women, and children to study; 3. paper published In Europe was published by an In -
worker is accursed, for he walketh in the presump· Because I wish every person in Christendom to del, Joseph Lindsay. The first temperance paper 
tion of his own righteousness" (Table Talk). "If know of this inspired language, for I am satisfied published in America was published ·also by an In:fi
men only believe enough in Christ they can commit that few Christians up to date know of all the del-William Lloyd Garrison-a Spiritualist. And 
adultery and murder a thousand times a day without 11 wonderful things in the Bible I see." · Acting with the first book ever written in favor of total abstinence 
periling their salvation " (Ibid). " He that says the those said reasons, we will DQW set forth more of had an Atheist, the worst kind of an Infidel, for an 
gospel requires works for salvation, I say fiat and God's sacred smut: Isa. iii, 17, 11 And the Lord will author-Judge Herttell. All this is singular, is it 
plain, he is a liar" (Ibid) Such we find to be the disoovez: their .-·-." Job xi, 17, "He moveth his not? Remember, the Bible had been in existence over 
teachings of Martin Luther, and 11 of such is the king- --like a cedar; the sinews of his -- are wrapped a thousand years, God had shown some one his 
dom of heaven." Luther's science and moral theories togeth~r." Ezek. ix, 12, 11 Thou .s.halt bake with baa~ J?art, Ch~ist had been here and gon~ there, 
were bali; could he not also hav been mistaken -- that cometh out of man." Will Brother Tal- Chnst1an pulpits had been pounded for eighteen 
about Protestantism:! To-day, when Jisper in the mage please read to his congregation Gen. xxxviii hundred years, and theology had held full sway over 
sunny South asserts "de sun do move," he forces -nastiness! Will; some pious party closely inspect man's intellect; yet Infidels first dared to publicly 
the laugh of even Christians. The Bible, Luther, Lev. xv, 16-33! Let him pore over Solomon's Song, fight intemperance. Rather remarkably strange, 
and Jasper are inspired. · vii. In fact, let him read the entire book of God. seeing us Infidels are so corrupt, according to 

Concerning the s.eat of intellect let Christ tell The Catholic church, concerning this sacred scum, Tal~age! . . 
what he knows. Matt. xiii, 15, says, "For this has taken the proper position.· What a beautiful : Millions and millions of dollars hav been given by 
people's heart is waxed gross, and their ears are dull book is the Christian's Bible to read in public schools. believers for the purpose of converting to J ehovian 
of hearing, and their eyes they hav closed : lest at What splendid things for youth to hear. Protestant Christianity. so-called heathen, miny of whom liv 
any time they should see with their eyes, and hear parsons condemn the theologit$1 works of Dens and more moral lives than the donors. How much good 
with their ears, and should understand with their Liguori-Catholic-with denunoiatiens of divine this vast expenditure of money for missions has 
heart, and should be converted, and. I should heal gall; but, with great circumspection, they invariably accomplished will never be determined util after 
them." What a magnificent portrayal of a Christian fail to mention that those works are only equaled in Infidels hav 11 called for the rooks and-mountains to 
who refuses to peruse Infidel literature. Why did filth by the ancient asininity of the great Jehovah. fall on them." An arebdeaaon of Bombay says that 
not Jesus allude to the brain instead of the heart! Let us hav a little fairness, even in religious oontro- 11 for every truly converted Christian the drinking 
The rest of his refereDces are scientific. Why were versy. What attitude toward ·dirty polygamy does practices of English Christians hav made a thousand 
not all? When he was in Jerusalem the people sup-· God's sacred slush assume T Was not Solomon the drunkards." -No doubt it is true. While in Florida 
posed, and continued to be deceived for centuries wisest spirit ever. prisoned in house of dust T D1d I formed the acquaintance of an Englishman who 
after his crucifixion, that the breast and not the not 11 before the world · was, I am" giv him seven owned a large grocery store, who preached to the 
head contained the mind. hundred wives and three hundred concubines ! . Con- native every Sunday about Christ, and who, without 

Science-what we know-is entirely at variance sequently polygamy is a virtue sought after by the jest, w&s apparently a gentleman. But be sold pine
with God's holy word. No Jiving scientist of wise. Thus Mormonism is heavenly wisdom. Who apple cider, and being enticed by its pretty color, 
great reputation believes in the plenary inspi- will illustrate the attep!pted.loving sacrifice of the one day I drank three glasses of this beverage. The 
ration of God's holy: word. No living scientist of cherishing damsel Abiiinag? What a conspicuous effect was such upon me that while I write I hav not 
great reputation believes in the plenary inspira- habitation she must adorn in the 11 city not made myself mucb confidence in the civilizing effect of 
tion of God's botch. The great death-blow struck with hands." Wonder if she's with David now! Eoglish religion. The Abl:e Dubois labored as a 
Christianity in the discoveries of Charles Darwin. What illustrious patriarchal enemies of the wine-cup missionary in India for thirty years. He states that 
11 

The Otigin of Species," and "Descent of Man," were Lot and Noah .. How fearfully wicked mankind during twenty years he made only between two and 
are boo~s written by this illustrious thinker which once was for them to hav been the fairest speoi- three hundred converts. He says "of this number 
all intelligent Christians should read. It may mens~ What a horrible crime the " looking back- two- thirds were pariahs or beggars, and the rest 
be int~resting t~ s~ate that no .naturalist worthy the ward'' Mrs. Lot committed compared with the sub- were shu_dras, vagr~ts~ and outcasts of sever~ tribes. 
na~e IS not a diSCiple of Darwm. Even many the9- sequent conduct of her man and daughters. Why And I will declare It With shame and confusion that 
log1ans are, and hav deposited Moses in the tomb of' wlis not! the 11 pillar of salt" used to preserve the I do not rell1.ember anyone who embraced Christian
discredit and sculptured a lyre in memoriam on his rlioe? · . .. ity from conviction and from quite disinterested 
sepulcher. . . Having learned a· little about the origination, motive. And many of them apostatize~ and relapsed 

.If the B1ble IS actually the word of God, it oer- beliefs,- .etc., of Jehovian Christianity, let us asoer- into paganism." He concludes by ownmg that those 
ta1_nly does not contradict itself. What would you tain its most important methods of civilizing the who continued Christians were the very worst of his 
~hiDk of a witness who told several different stories world. fiook. Here is a paragraph from the Watchman, a 
In oour~ ? . God's wor~ contains hundreds of self- If anything has cursed humanity it is alcoholic periodical Christians cannot refuse to all~w the olain:s 
oo~tradiotions. We Will note a few. 11 Therefore, drink. But why should clergymen rant against this· of: 11 A gentleman who has recently returned from 
M1ohal, the daughter of Saul, had no child unto the evil! The Bible favors the sale of strong drink. extensiv travels in India told the writer that in one 
day of ~er death" (2 Sam. vi, 23). It's a lie, for hete is Any saloo:tlkeeper of common intelligence knows of their cities he delivered an address upon Chris
Sam With "the five sons of Michal, the daughter that Jesus Christ was a wine drinker, that he made tianity to an audience of three hundred Brahmans, 
o_f Saul" (2 Sam: xxi, 8): You see Sam either and gave it away free of. charge. If it is not wrong who spob better English than he d!d, and who 
h~d, or else 

11 
M1ohal, the daughter of Saul," gave to freely giv an article, it certainly is not wicked to afterward came in large numbers to b1s bungalow 

birth to five- sons on the day of her death. Sam sell the same. 1 Tim. v 23 of God's sacred scum tells asking him to answer the arguments against Chris
was not very cute, f~r before he had penned twenty- us to 11 drink no long~r ~ater, but use a little wine tianity in a tract they handed him, which he found 
two chapters of h1s great work, he contradicted for thy stomach's sake and thine often infirmities." to be one of Colonel Ingersoll's speeches." You 
himself. Do you find oontra.di~tions in f!JY. ess~y, Then. w~y do .not parsons, like Christ, make_ wine see those Brahmans not only 11 spoke better ~n.glish," 
dear reader? If you do not It IB a sure IDdication ·and distribute 1t among their parishioners ! I don't but possessed better sense, than the mt&Blonary. 
that ~ au:a inspired by Satan. Samuel, you know, see bow our parsons can transgress God's command With the oolonefs brain reaching into India I am 
was 1nsp1red by God. Of course everyone knows and try to hinder an inebriate from fixing up his afraid the pious missionaries will make few converts. 
11 

with God ~II things are possible." Yes, '' Aud the stomach. Oar pious people who admire so much Christian missions. are nearly all stupendous hum
-!-ord was w~th Juda~, and he drave out the inhab- the religion of the 11 pilgrim fathers," and who desire bugs. Why nOt quit the happy heathen and spend 
atants of the moun tam ; but could not drive out the to suppress and annihilate the liquor business, money wasted paying taxes on church property, thus 
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alleviating poverty in America! Christian missions bellum divines more honestly interpreted the Bible in the slave states favored slavery. I now ask, what 
bav introduced rum all over this world. Leb us dis- than do ministers now; and because Christians were evil did Mr. Davis do! Did he not fight for what 
miss this repulsiv subject. not sufficiently Infidelizsd. Let us see what Infidelity Jehovah, Christ, and Paul thought perfectly proper! 

How does Christianity stand in relation to the did to~ard obliterating slavery in this country. Why heap. needl(:lSs dirt on Mr. Davis T He was 
rights of woman? ·we will investigate this matter. "Promtnent among the old-time Abolitionists were born a Christian, lived a Christian, died a Christian, 
We will quote first from the man who desires every· three Infidels-William Lloyd Garrison, Garritt was giTen a Christian burial, was eulogized by thou
one to be ·tossed i~to the "bottomless pit." "The Smith, and Wendell Philips. Here are the names of sands of Christian parsons, and he is now re~Jiding . 
men who declare that :woman is the intellectual infe- a . few of their aids : Parker Pillsbury, Henry c. in " the Christian's home of glory," resting calmly in 
rior of man do not, and cannot by offering themselvs Wright, Elizur Wright, Stephen Foster, Abby Kel- Abraham's bosom, willingly watching with childish 
in evidence, substantiate their declaration." This is ley, Frances Wright, and Lucretia Mott ; every one innocence Abraham Lincoln yell in hell " with the 

· hell's opinion:.......:.the mind of Bob Ingersoll, so named of them Infidels." And any one of them far superior devil and his angels." 
by dii!reepeohful Christians. Now let us go to sacred to any crucified savior in heroism. These people The remark made by the Northern parson about 
St. Paul. "Wives, submit yourselvs· to your own sought to abolish what! R !luctantly, perhaps, the Mr. Davis if delivered in the Christian state of MiE· 
husbands" (Col. iii, 18). "As the church is subject Christian is forced to answer, a doctrin of Christianity. sissippi would almost insure him a dismissal from 
unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own bus- While every blessed minister of God in the South earth consisting in an aerial elevation by means of a 
ballds in everything" (Epb. v, 24). "Let woman was proving by the sacred scare-crow that slavery rope. 
learn in silence with all subjection. But I suffer not was from heaven; neatly every clergyman in the Many parsons preach doctrine to suittbeir bearers. 
a woman to teach, nor to usurp authority over the North favored slavery or was a silent coward. Sev· I admire Jefferson. Davis. He was an honest man. 
man, but to be in silence. For Adam was first enty-five years ago no orthodox church in the North His slaves be never misused. He was intelligent. 
forme~, then Eve; and Adam was not deceived, but would ()pen its doors to au opponent of slavery. Is He was not a coward. His Mexican war record testi
the· woman baing deceived was in the transgression" not this strange ! Is it not also-singular, considering fi.es to his bravery. AU I dislike respecting Mr. Davis 
(1.Tim. ii, 11-14). According to Paul, what? Why, all the tracts issued by Christians to attract sheep are his Jeb,ovian qualities. 
the most damnable doctrin.relativ to woman's rights into "the fold of Christ," that during the antislavery Obviously history portrays the churches as ever 
ever. conceived. Paul also says the only object for a crusade not a single tract was issued by any church attempting to coffin progress. When the ar~. of 
Christian to marry is to satisfy lust to avoid burning. against property in human flash and blood ! I am printing was discovered the Ohristian church de
He remarks, ''It is good for a man not to touch, a aware that some little su"pport was given by the pul· nounced it as the work of Satan. Faust, the inventor, 
woman; never~heless, to avoid fornication, let every pit to this great Infidel movement~ but it came was stigmatized a copartner-with the devil, and efforts 
man hav his own wife." Why do not the Talmages principally from such men as William Ellery Chan· were made to deprive him of his life. When this 
follow Paul's advice and· become Catholic priests! ning, Theodore Parker, and Henry Ward Beecher j sublime invention was introduced into EDgland the 
Many of our parsons would make good priests. Lst and if these men were not after all Infidels, then the pious bishop of London, addressing a convocation of 
us see what Moses thought about the ladies. "And orthodox church is to-day a liar. L9t it be under- his clergy, said; "If .we do not destroy this. danger
thy desire shall ba to thy husband, and be shall rule stood that it was Christians-not Infidels-who ous invention it will one day destroy us." I am anx
over thee" (Gen~ iii, 16). This is what God said, dragged Garrison through Boston's streets. And ions to think be prophesied correctly. Why did not 
and his sacred smut degrades wom1n for the sole why 1 Simply because· he rebelled against " our Christ, if it is 1!10 necessary to believe he was the · 
reason that Eve ate the famous apple. Everyone L?rd," and wished to plead ,,that black sheep incarnate son of God, invent the printing-press and 
who is posted relativ to Jehovian Christianity knows m1ght occupy as good a fold on earth as white print his gospel, thus furnishing sufficient evidence 
that· this species of religion, through its Eden gar- sheep. God, Christ, the Ghost, bell, heaven, and of his divinity 1 Print bas enlightened the world, 
den, Eve, and apple yarn, degraded woman for cent~ Sate could not subdue the enthusiasm of Garrison. not religion. . . . 
aries. And also that "the :first· statesmen of recent Said he: "I am in. earnest. · I will not equivocate. The great bulldog, orthodoxy, of Christianity, has 
time~ to urge eq.ui\1 political rigbt!l for women were I will not excuse.. I will not retract a single inch, constantly crouched in the path of pr()gress. Once 
two French Infidels, Sieyes and Condorcet." The and I will be heard/" He was heard on earth while his malignant jaws, with the ferocity of J ebovah, 
women of Ameriea at the bead of this movement for millions disturbed the atmospher~ with prayers to devoured all who incurred his displeasure. A few 
perfect liberty, Mary W olstonecraft, Frances Wright, God that human slavery might foreyer be. Those Infidels attacked him with tbe discoveries of thought. 
Ernestine L . Rose, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan prayers to heaven were, as usual, not answered. He bit and barked with hydrophobic madness. The 
B. Anthony, A!Py Post," etc., are not Jehovian Chris· Then there. are names of other Infidels connected attack of genius has been renewed again and again, 
tiails. Lst me say here before I forget, that" when it inaeparably with this great reform. Abraham Lin· and the nineteenth century's closing years see this 
was 'first proposed to use sulphuric ether to lessen colo, whose equal, in many substantial respects, never cursed cur dwell solely in realms of ignorant repose, 
the pains of childbirth, Christians resisted, because before lived, was a skeptic. It is not necessary to from out of which an occasional snap and snarl is 
God bad said to woman (see Moses's mud): "In now narrate the story of his part in. the nation's heard to indicate this cruel monster yet !lnrvives. 
sorrow shalt thou bring forth children." People history. We will place for inspection the name of And all God's Bibles and all God's men cannot put 
once thought it was a sin to violate any of God's this son of nature with that of a Christian, J obn orthodoxy where it was again. 
comm·ands. Nowadays even Christians dislik.e pain. Wilkes ·Booth, his assassin. Lincoln in his early The reason is palpable why skepticism has origi· 
Still another thing I wish to insert here, though out years wrote an Infidel book. It was never published,. n.-ted all reforms. It is this : Christianity at aU times 
of placl?, is, that when Rsikes less than one hundred however, as the fact that be was elected president is a perfect system. Whatever is, is for the best 
years since proposed to bav Sunday-schools, the evidences. He· often voiced this shrewd expression, through God, and it is not necessary to combat whit 
churches at first violently antagonized his project. "n :will not do. to investigate the subject ofreligion the "son of man 11 failed to speak against. "Oar 
These schools now, by bastiling youthful minds, too closely, as it is apt to lead to Infidelity." Charles Lord" told of all Wickedness, such at! possession of 
manufacture all our Christians. I claim that an Sumner was another apostle of liberty who was an devils, witchcraft'; of riches; of honest unbelief, etc. 
intelligent being who in infancy and childhood has Infidel; and although I do not know, I will bet the Therefore, what is the use· of fighting what Infidels 
not been taught to ·believe, in manhood cannot be bully Brooks, who assaulted him in the Senate, was a alone claim are existing evils, for we shall migrate to 
made a believer. Without calling Sunday-schools a Christian. He who believes the Bible must admit realms of eternal bliss in a few years, and it makes 
blessing, I tespectfully ask some one to state only a that slavery was once a blessing; that· God favored little difference what' wa endure. on this earth T 
sing~e r(?form which has not been fought against in it; and that when God countenanced it, his adversary, The Ob.rietian side-show by fixing man's mind on 
the ·name of Christ. the devil, objected to it. If slavery is now a crime, "mansions in the skies" bas thus cheeked the ad-

Human slavery-au institution which permits all will Talm.-ge or one of his coadjutors tell me when vance of progress. Thus we bav given the reasons 
crimes:.... was fostered by God; see his Bible, Gen. ix, God concluded it was ! And at that time did Satan why the suggesters of and leaders in nearly every 
25; Lev. xxv, 45, 46; Joel iii, 8; Ex. xxi, 2-4; Tim. also change his mind and seek to perpetuate what reform bav been Infidels. The Christ-adorers bav 
vi, 1; Titus ii, 9; Epb. vi, 5; 1 Pet. ii, .18. And his be previously desired to annihilate? '!'he orthodox ever at the starb furiously objected · to all good 
only son, the carpenter Jesus, said not a word theory of mysticism is that all evil in this world is C.'lbanges, but after the accomplishment bav always 
against this dam!lab!y divine doctrin. This slimy caused by ·the devil, although God did " raise the been cheeky enough to praise th~mselvs for correct
serpent erawled along down the centuries, contam- devil." ·Therefore, if an individual commits sin the ing tbemselvs. 
inating anoi corrupting the entire world. Finally it devil has him, and conversely, where a non-mercenary What is a hell-fire Christian? Ana. 0 ae who is 
was attacked and its head silanped off. Who led the act is effected God is manager of the actor. Now, amused blowing so1p-bubbles in a world of misery. 
attack! Was it Christians T Was ita parson? Let remembering the inaugurators of the slavery reform It does not palliate our conduet to say suffering is 
us post ourselvs. That villainous despotism, slavery, were Infidels, which, I asJr, of the two imaginary brought by man's folly. It is th!3 result of igno
we must reoollec~, existed when Jesus was on earth. governors of man owned these Infidels when they ranee; every wail of agony, every diseast>, every 
Now, Jesus knew what an awful curse it then was. warred slavery! Also, is it possible for one to be premature death, I repeat, is the result of our and 
He saw the future lite of man mapped out before au Infidel and not be in the devil' a clutches T Also, our ancestors' ignorance of nature's laws. Stop 
him. He knew that between the years 1860 and 1865 Mr. Talmage, which one of your living incompreberi- your foolish threats of divine revenge and. help edu
over a half million saviors would be sacrificed that sibilities bas alien on the writer T Northern Obris- cate the masses. It is impossible to estimate th~ 
slavery should nevermore curse the United S~ates. tianity is now ashamed of ita slavery record. The detriment superstition bas been to the welfare of 
He said nothing against slavery. Instead of casting only ludicrous part of this sorrowful reflection is, humanity. R3ligio? is a goo~ if His a good !el!gi~il. 
out a few devils, why did not Jesus cast out slavery! that after cherishing slavery for hundreds of years Lacking the necesstty of behef to day's Chmt1amty 
Why did not this redeemer say, "Thou shalt not afte; this vice bad reddened the South with blood, tb~ would be tolerable. As it is, it is a nuisance. 
traffic in human beings T" The fact is, Christ loved churches hav the effrontery to boastfu1ly claim they En WIN M. BEECHER 
human slavery. The New Testament advocates it. released the blaeks from bondage. Even the pope 
Chri~tians ·owned slaves during all the centuries. joins in the demand for honor. Honor for what! 
And only a few shor~ years ago said Rev. Dr. Wilbur For obliterating part of the inspired meaning of the 
Fisk,_president of the Wesleyan University, "The Bible. That is all. Soon, when Infidels hav com
New Testament enjoins obedience upon the slave as palled Christians to rely wholly on reason, the 
an obligation· due to a present rightful authority." churches, I suppose, will claim C!:edit for that also. 
Only a few short years ago said Rev .. Moses Stuart, Apropos of slavery, let us speak of ;Jefferson 
of Andover, "The precepts of the New Testament Davis. I once knew of a Northern parson who said 
respecting the demeanor of slaves and their masters there was not dirt enough to cover Mr. Davie. His 
beyond all question recognize ~he existence, of parson, however, entertained a somewhat .different 
slav~ry." Only a bw years. ago said Professor regard for this truly Christian gentleman. Let us 
Hodge, of Princeton, "The savior found it [slavery] take a sensible view of this matter. Mr. Davis 
around him, the apostles met it in ~sia~ Greece, and knew God authorized slavery in the Holy Land; He 
Italy. How did they treat it! Not by denunciation knew Christ did not consider it a sin. He knew the 
of sl~ve-bolding as necessarily sinful." Only a few Bible sanctioned bondage of every description. He 
years ago said Rev. Dr. Taylor, principal of the knew it was a thoroughly Christian vice. 
theological department· or Yale College, "I bav no He knew a few rank Infidels first violently and 
d()ubt that if Jesus Christ were on earth now, he persistently suggested that slanry might not be quite 
woul!l, under certain circumstances, become a slave- the right thing. He knew the Abolition movement 
hoTder." Slavery flourished in America because the was started by Infidels. He perhaps knew his rival, 
Bible · plli.Dly teaches it is all right; because ante- Lincoln, was an Infidel. He knew every pulpiteer 

CHIUSTIANITY is a1leged to be a supernatural, hir
torical fact. The historical scienceo can be made to 
show-and, to my mind, beyond the possibility of 
contradictioll-that it is not a supernatural fact, ~nd 
that there never has been such a thing as a super
natural fact. We do not reject miracles upon the 
ground of a priori reasonings, but upon the ground 
of critical and historical reasoning. We hav no 
difficulty in proving that miracles do not happen in 
the nineteenth century, and that the stories of mi
raculous events said to bav taken place in our day 
are based upon imposture and credulity. But the 
evidence in favor of the so-called miracles of the last 
three centuries, or even of those of the Middle Ages, 
is weaker still ; and the same may be said of those 
dating from a still earlier period, for the further 
back one goes the more difficult doaa it become to 
prove a supernatural fact.-.Renan. 

To plow is to pray.-Ingersoll. 
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Reply .to M.r. Jamieson. 
As usual, friend J ami~son is the early bird who 

sees. the wor~, and who, let us hope, also catches it. 
He 1s the sohtary lecturer who last year replied to 
our appeals in a series of friendly letters through 
the papers, and announced his intention of coming 
to the Portsmouth congress to pave the way for 
some plan which would be mutually beneficial to 
!ectur~rs and to the American Secular Union. That 
1nten~10n he was unfortunately prevented from 
cauy10g out; but we are glad to see that he comes 
once .. more ~o th~ front as a lecturer who is desirous 
of ooo,JeratiDg With the American Secular Union. 

Before discussing his offer of cooperation let us 
correct a slight misapprehension under which Mr 
Jamieson seems to be laboring. He says : · 

11 Perhaps the leo~urers are not to blame for this 
'masterly inactivity.' . • . Lacturers are neither 
able no.r willing to divide their slender in~omes with 
the u . .at~n .. They can:not carry the u .aion financially." 

Tb1s JB 10deed news, that the directors of the 
American Secular Union ask Liberal lecturers to 
help support the American Secular Union out of 
their "slender income.'' Were not the words be
fore me in black and white, I would question the 
fact of such a statement being made by so level· 
headed a man as M:r. Jamieson. When where or 
how did the American Secular Union ever' make s~oh 
a requ~st of any lecturer? Surely Mr. Jamieson is 
dreammg, or else he has been misinformed. 

But what w~ ha"! aeked, and what we hav a right 
to expect, I thmk; 1s that every Freethought lecturer 
·!n the country, whether paid in dollars and cents for 
lt or not, should, when oppor~unity offers mention 
at least ~be existe~ce of the American Saouiar U .aion, 
as a society organtzed for the express purpose of 
st~te secalariz~tion, and holding out a welcome to 
L1berals of all Isms. More than that, it is manifestly 
the duty of every lecturer who loves the cause not 
oni:r to. mention ~ur ex!stenae, b,!lt. to suggest the 
advisability of their aud1enoes cooperating with us. 
Bu~ I hav he~rd, on excellent authority, of audiences 
wh10h hav bs~ened to one Liberal lecturer after 
another! week 1n and week out, without ever hearin 
from ea1d lecturers that there waa a society such 1~ 
the. A~erican Secular l!nion working for state seen· 
larizatiOn. I myself listened some months since to 
a very able lecture on the duty of resisting the en
oroaohm~nts of eoolesiasticism upon the state, with. 
oat heanng one word mentioned of the existence· of 
the Am~rican Secular U .aion already organizsd for 
such reststance,_ and that, too, although the lecturer 
knew t~at President Wel!tbrook and myself were in 
the audience. 

In ~II r~form work. that is of any account, friendly 
help IS g1ven of Which the recipient never knows. 
Not~ day passes that I do notfiod ocBasion to speak 
a friendly word for, or advertise in one way or 
anothe~, some Liberal who never knows of it, and 
who wdl never thank me. More than one rson 
wpo has berated me in the papers has profite':, and 
will doubtless profit. again, by some friendly act on 

my part of which he will never know, and of which I 
now make mention only in this general way not to 
plume myself on any special amiab lity but to empha
size my point, that those who love a cause such as 
o~r~ must !ove it better t~an they ~o the contempla
tiOn of tbe1r personal grievances If they would be 
worthy of its regards. Shall we then speak a friendly 
word for only such branches of the Freethought 
work as bring us in dollars and cents! · Perish the 
thought, so unworthy 1 genuin reformer ! 

Nevertheless, the laborer is worthy of his hire ; 
and, although our treasury bas never been fall to 
over1l~wi~g, w~ long ago made the following offer as 
a beg10mng, VIZ : That to a lecturer organizing a 
new auxiliary society we would return half of the 
abarter fee sent us. Whether we shall ever hav any 
claimants for this peroeJ;~tage remains to be seen. 
Meanwhile, let us turn to the discussion of Mr. 
Jamieson's offer. 

Mr. Jamieson dates that he is ready to volunteer 
in the work of ocoperating with the American Secu
lar Union from the ht day of O~Jtober on, at a 
detlnit salary per year. He adds: "I think the 
Liberals of this country would rather sustain ten 
lecturers at $300 e•oh from a common fund, than to 
pay one man $2.000 or $3.000 a year." 

If this is the way the Lib9rals of the country 
really feel, we trust they will duly send in the neces
sary $300 which is the priae of Mr. Jamieson's co
operation, and we, on our part, shall be very glad 
indeed to hand same over to him, in monthly or 
quarterly instalments as preferred, and do what we 
can to help him in making appointments. As Mr. 
Jamieson is the first and only lecturer to respond to 
our appeals for ccoperation, we think it only fair 
that he should hav the first ohanoe. We would sug
gest, however, that the engagement with Mr. Jamie
son continue ·at first only during October and 
November, as different arrangements might possibly 
be made at the annual congress in the fall, which 
might upset that arrangement with Mr. Jamieson, or 
which, on the contrary, might substitute a still better 
stipend than $300 per year. .Meanwhile, during 
these two months, he would be sure of his salary, 
provided, of course, that those Liberals desirous of 
securing Mr. Jamieson's senioes to advertise the 
cause of state seonlarization send the amount into 
this offi.Be in due season. And if Mr. Jamieson him· 
self will make it convenient to attend the congress 
no doubt his wide experience as ·a lecturer wili 
greatly assist the officers of the American Secular 
Uniol} in formulating the hoped-for plan whereby a 
suffi.o1ent amount may be rau1ed from the Liberals 
throughout the country to justify us in paying sal
aries to all Liberal lecturers, good, bad, and indiffer
ent, in addition to their regular pay from their aUdi
ences and in addition to the amount necessary for 
the running expenses of the American Secular U .aion. 
11 In a multitude there is oounsel,"-sometimes, that 
is, when one is not troubled by the other adage 
about " too many cooks." Nevertheless, we sincerely 
hope that Mr! Ja~eson's suggestion will be acted 
on, for we hav reason to believe that he is a speaker 
who will do credit to any oause he may advocate. It 
would giv us genuin pleasure if we should receive 
the funds which will enable us to announce his " co
operation " with the American Secular U .aion for 
next Oatober and November, and, possibly, after the 
congress, for the balance of the fiscal year. 

As to Mr. JaJXlieson's very laudable desire to agree 
to no plan that will exclude any brother or sister 
lecturer, we honor him for that feeling· but as 
oftloers of the American Secular Union, we ~ust' in· 
sist on our right to use discrimination in accepting 
the services of such lecturers as may offer. All sin
cere and earnest people are not equally desirable as 
speakers; and, while Dr. Westbrook and I are in
trusted with the management of this society, we ex· 
peat to select out of the material offered to us the 
very best we can find. InA 0. 0RAnnoox 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular U.ai~n. 
Philadelphia, July 11 1891. 

a total of five ·cents. Think what might be aooom~ 
plished if every Liberal in the U a.ited States were 
likewise to send in his penny to the American Secular 
Union within the next thirty days! 

First of all, we could stop bothering yon with ap
peals for money for the rest of the year. We could 
print an.d issue a thousand pamphlets where we now 
issue a dozen. We could bav, in some centralloos· 
tion, area~ing-room where all the most radical books 
and espeo!ally the Liberal papers, could. always b~ 
on hand, 1n charge of some intelligent, cultivated 
Liberal who could make this room a desirable place 
for business men and women to drop in and hear the 
issues of the day discussed informally. We could 
afford not only to subsidize every lecturer now in the 
field a11 a cooperator with the society in ihe work of 
secularizing the state, but· we could, like the National 
R>ligious L1berty Association of the Seventh D•l 
people, hav special agents oil hand whose duty 1t 
would be to start at an hour's notice to any town in 
the U.aited States to oppose, the practical union of 
church and state. · . 

All this could be done, and more, if every person 
who believes in the Nine Demands of our constitu
tion were to send us one penny a year. 

Do you think this an over· estimate! Tell, me how 
many people in the U.aited Shates believe in the 
separation of church and state? ODe in fifty T Why, 
of course, and a much, much larger proportion i in 
fact, the majority of· the American people are opposed 
to the union of church and state. Bat how many 
do you think would agree to the Nine DamandsT 
One in fifty T Again yon smile, and say that I am 
under· estimating enormously the proportion of those 
who are friendly to ·the Nine Demands. But suppose 
I take a still smaller proportion-one in sixty-five. 
Then suppose that each Liberal in the country con
tributes his annual penny-the heads of families, as 
did Mr. Orihfield, sending in a penny for each minor, 
who will presumably be Liberal on coming of age. 
Wh..~t result do we get, allowing the very small pro
portion of only one Liberal in sixty-five? The latest 
census give sixty. five millions of people in the U.aited 
States, so that we should get one million pennies, 
or $10,000. But I am sure you will admit that the 
proportion of. those who a't'e friendly to the Nine 
Damands is vastly greater than one in sixty-five, and 
that, consequently, if each Liberal in the. country 
contributed his annual pe».ny, we should hav a good 
deal more than $10,000. Then, in addition, are 
those generous souls who are both able and willing 
to contribute to a cause like ours-and all the more 
readily if it were 11Gurishing and accomplishing 
praotioal results-not pennies, but dollars, up into 
the hundreds and thousands. 

How I do wish, with all my heart, that there could 
be such a stirring of the dry bones of Liberalism aa 
would resuU in some such universal and spontaneous 
action as I bav suggested above! Let us hope that 
around the Crihfield five-cent pieoewhich this morn
ing's mail brings, will erelong be piled up other 
Secular pennies, in an ever-increasing heap. L9t us 
hope that, on the other hand, those who, like our 
friend Mr. Butterfield, of Sacramento, stand ready 
to pledge so much yearly for the work of disLributing 
pamphlets, will come forward with their tene or 
hundreds of dollars. . Lat the local auxiliaries send 
in their quarterly does of five cents per member· 
and let those individual members of the nationai 
society who want to giv something in addition to 
the Secular Penny not be backward about coming 
forward. It were idle to hope that the Sacular 
Penny plan will be adopted immediately by every 
L1beral-slthough I trust the day is not far distant 
when every faithful Liberal will pay his Secular 
Penny as promptly as does the devout Oatholio his 
Peter's pence. Bat until that good day comes, the 
few Liberals will hav to bear the burdens of the 
many as they hav done in the past, and make up, by 
their own generous individual donations, for· the lack 
of contributions from Liberalism at large. 

Meanwhile, let us not forget that with every 
Secular :Penny that rolls over to j ()in Mr. Crihfield's 

Th S 1 p five-cent piece the good time draws nearer-:-the 
e ecn ar enny • time of helpful, fraternal coi peration of all Free-

In .a r~aent artiole I showed that, as last year's. thought forces, newspapers and lecturers, individual 
contributiOns to the American Seoular Union were workers, Liberal societies and a wall·equipped, well
less than $1,800, this would giv, at the rate of one organized American Secular Union, all working 
cent per Ltberal, less than one hundred and eighty shoulder to shoulder for the cause dear to all-the 
thousand people who believe in the separation of right to freedom of thought. InA 0. 0BA.DDooK, 
ohuroh and state su:flioiently to giv one penny toward Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
such separ.ation. I added: P/t.ilaaelphia, June 17. 1891. 

Now you know as well as I, that the people who believe 
ardently in the separation of church and state-not counting My First Lecture Trip. 
the careful, half-way people who are waiting to know if a To THE FBIENDB OF FREETHOUGHT: I shall com-
thing is going to be popular before they indorse it-number 
much more than this. They are, in fact, so numerous, that mence my first lecture trip through the states on 
if every person who believes outspokenly in the separation the 6th of September next, having decided to take 
of church and state were to pay one penny a year to the the advice of Mr. Jamieson and start out in the leot
American Secular Union, this organization would hav a ure field unbound and unfettered, on my own inde
financial power in th.e land that would cauae its appeals to pendent feet. My exertions, however, ""annot avat"l 
our lawmakers to be not only respected, but also heeded. " much without your assistance. Without your help I 
~s the resul~ of ~his statement, this morning's mail can accomplish nothing. It is my desire during t.his 

brJPgs a eontnbnt1on wbioh we hope is but the pre- trip to carry on as spirited an advocacy of Secularism 
cursor of others to follow. Mr. A. R. Orihfield, of as possible; to join my labors to those of our lect
Linooln, Ill., takes us at our word, and sends us one urers already in the field, so that with our united 
penny for each of the five members of his family, or efforts we may conduct a well-directed attack upon 
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the citadel of orthodoxy. A great work is rEquired 
yet before man can be said to be free, and at present 
the laborers are few. There are more that are will
ing to work in our cause, but alas ! they cannot get 
that support which they hcnestly deserve. 

Those who know me well know that I love the 
storm and am willing to combat any opposition with 
which the power of superstition can greet us. My
self an Atheist, I hav always advocated the complete 
rejection of all the Gods ever preached, because 
none of them, of which I bav yet heard, appears cal· 
culated to promote the happiness of mankind. I 
war against theology because it robs man of the 
reality, life here, while it only deludes him with the 
shadow, life hereafter. In this undertaking I do not 
wish to be claimed as a leader, but I wish you to 
regard me as a standard-bearer, a soldier battling in 
the ranks of freedom. Upon my :ftag shall be 

- inscribed the word, "Humanity." My constant 
endeavor will be to elevate my colors high, still 
higher, and ever higher. 

I hav already succeeded in securing engagements 
to lecture in Pittsburgh; Shreve, 0 ; Oanal Dour; 
Ohicago, and a few other places along the route, and 
probably several in Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa. I 
would also respectfully ask those friends to whom 
I hav already written to answer me as early as possi
ble, or I must make applications elsewhere. Friends 
along the route and in the different states named 
that dtsire my services can address me at 505 East 
83d st.-eet, New York city. My terms are as low as 
I could possibly make them, believing thereby to 
secure more engagements and thus be able to do 
more for the good of our cause. · 

J OBN R. 0HARLEBWOBTH. 

Mr. Swartz, Libel, Special LawP, and Govern· 
ment. 

With Mr. Maodonald's condemnation of such 
papers as the Kansas Oity Sunday Sun I am in 
hearty agreement. I am aware that they are med
dling, blackmailing, in almost every way infamous 
sheets. They carry the tactics of many of the great 
dailies to the extreme of meanness, avarice, and 
cruelty. They cling to a position in the journalistic 
scale far below that occupied by the illustrated 
sporting journals. Soms·~imes they expose a crime 
against the weak, sometimes they rap a hypocrit over 
the knuckles, but these good deeds are lost in such a 
seething mass of blackmail, invasions, and falsehood 
that they lose their force and cleansing qualities. 
None except the few .actually conversant with the 
facts are able to distinguish the little timely truth in 
the great compost-heap of defamation and sneaking 
Paul Pryism. They are even lees reliable as a scat
engers' index than the "Orimes of Preachers." 

In view of these and similar indisputable facts I 
am sorry beyond the power of words to express that 
so trne a man, so kindly and gentle a gentleman, so 
chivalrous a knight of liberty, and so logical a 
thinker as Olarence Swartz should bav engaged in 
the circulation of such a paper as the Sun. That he 

cation of the law of libel; bi any of these " obscen
ity" and "sensational" enactments. Of course Mr. 
Macdonald is aware of this fact, but in his just indig
nation against such papers as the Sun he sefms ·to 
hav momentarily forgotten it. He knows that the 
law of libel is general in its application and that the 
proprietors of the Sun are as fully amenable to its 
provisions as are the proprietors of Tn TBUTH 
SEEKER or the World. Why, then, seek to defend 
this special, this dangerous, this invasiv legislation 1 
Had Mr. Swartz been arrested upon the complaint 
of any person wbo had been libeled, or claimed to 
hav been libeled, by the Sun, the question of the lib
erty of the press would not hav been involved. It 
would hav been simply a question of fact-.Did this 
article or these articles libel the plaintiff, and is 
Olarence Swartz, as circulator of the paper, partially 
or wholly responsible to said complainant for the 
injury done him 1 Mr. Macdonald says that Mr. 
Swartz "ought to be buried a mile deep under libel 
suits" if the Sun is the kind of paper it ie charged 
with being. What has this to do with my conten
tion in regard to the relativ harmfulness of federal 
and state statutes aimed at ·the freedom of the press 1 
If Mr. Swartz has libeled anyone there is a law 
in the state of Kansas against libel; and be is no 
more exempt from its penalties than is any other 
citizen. But Mr. Swartz has not been prosecuted 
for libel, and so what is the use of dragging the law 
of libel into this discussion 1 If Mr. Swartz is 
prosecuted under that law and if we cry out against 
the prosecution as a blow at the liberty of the press 
or the inviolability of the mails, it will be in order 
for Mr. Macdonald to ask us to show wherein the 
liberty of the press or the inviolability of the mails 
is imperiled by such prosecution •. But at present 
the introduction of the question of libel is premature 
and wholly out of place. If Mr. Somerby should be 
arrested under the Sunday law, and Mr. Macdonald 
should-as he would-protest against the arrest as 
a blow aimed at the religious liberty of the citizen, it 
would hardly be fair or sensible for me to remark 
that Mr. Somerby bad i~:~jured other people by what 
he had done and now "gets nothing more than he 
deserves." Mr. Macdonald would be very likely to 
answer my objection in some such conclusiv manner 
as this: "It may all be as you assert that Mr. 
Somerby has invaded the rights of some person or 
persons. Very well; there are general laws that 
apply to such offenses. Let the inj ur_ed party or 
parties make due complaint. It will be then simply 
a question of fact to be determined in the usual 
way. What I object to is this special, dangerous, 
partisan, invasiv Sunday law. It is a deceitful 
thing, a cover under which to accomplish the destruc
tion of the religi()us liberty of all who are obnox
ious to the dominant powers in church and state." 

There is one sentence in the closin·g paragraph of 
Mr. Macdonald's article which I may be pardoned 
for quoting and changing slightly. He says : "It is 
true that all governments do injustice, but that· is 
owing to the bigotry, dishonesty, and tyrannical 
nature of the human beings who administer them." 
It seems to me that this statement which I am going 
to make more nearly covers the ground and more 
clearly indicates the cure for or the modification of 
existing evils : It is true that all individuals will do 
injustice when vested with irresponsible power, and 
this irresponsible power and the consequent injustice 
are never at their maximum except when these indi
viduals are banded together as a government, of 
which government thG most bigoted, dishonest, and 
tyrannical of said individuals nearly always manage 
to become the administrators. E. 0. W ALKEB. 

-could hav mistaken the character of the paper may 
seem incredible to a man of the yea~s and metropol
itan experience of the Editor of THE TnuTH SEEKER, 
yet such is undoubtedly the fact. I do not know 
what his opinion now is, but it is not so very long ago 
that he maintained that the Sun was not a blackmail
ing publication, and I, knowing him well, hav not the 
least doubt of the absolute sincerity of his contention. 
In explanation of this great mistake of Mr. Swartz it 
is to be said that he is a very young man, ardent, 
generous, loyally devoted to the freedom of speech 
and of the press, and little acquainted with the dis· 
reputable class of journals represented by the Sun· 
day Sun. In further explanation it may be observed The People Oat West. 
that the Sun'B attorney is an old Kingman county Away up in this great Northwest, some twelve 
acquaintance of Mr. Swartz; and it is quite possible hundred miles from my home, I feel like talking 
that the lawyer's representations may hav colored awhile with the readers of THE TBUTH SEEKER. If 
the opiDions of Mr. Swartz, for it will not be dis· some of them, those who judge the world's size by 
puted that when a special pleader fails to make the our small Eastern states, could for once look upon 
wor&e appear the better part, his tongue has lost its · some parts of this great West, could breathe the 
cunning and his employers can hav no more use for bracing air of these immense prairies, or climb some 

·him. That Olarence L. Swartz failed to perceive of the bluffs on either side of the Missouri river 
that in working for the Kansas Oity Sunday Sun he and then as far as the eye can reach see in the Ire
was directly antagonizing the fundamental principles quent canyons the immense farms, some of them with 
of personal liberty and social solidarity which he was one cornfield large enongh to make a dozen Eaatern 
striving to establish, none c&n regret more keenly farms, I think it would hav a tendency to enlarge 
than do his fellow-champions of the right of individ- their ideas. I hav just returned to this place 
ua1 initiativ in all departments of human activity. (Orange Oity) from a visit to another county, where 

But neither the villainous character of the Sunday I went to visit an invalid friend whom I had not 
Sun nor Mr. Swartz's mistaken idea regarding thaG seen in the last thirty years. She married into the 
paper is the question at issue. Mr. Macdonald has Day family, of Hallowell, Me. The father was one 
been fair enough to say that he does nat believe that of the earliest Garrisonian Abolitionists, taking the 
any press censorship should be exercised. Very Liberator in the years wben to own a copy of the 
good, but when a federal law· forbids the cireula- Liberator was as much a disgrace as to subscribe for 
tion through the mails of certain publications, does Lucifer is to day ; and had the church and the 
not the enforcement of that law establish a press Whig party (that was the name of the Republican 
censorship! When a state law forbids agents and party then) been able to find a Wanamaker, and 
newsboys to sell the 'same or other publications, has a man as destitute of the decency of knowledge as 
not a press censorship been established 1 Mr. Oomstock, to define law and execute its demands, 
Macdonald's entire argument hinges upon the quea- this Liberator would hav been shut out of the mails. 
tion ot libel. But there is nothing about libel in Mr. Day was also a Universalist. 
these obnoxious statutes, state or federal. There is An Infidel is more respectable to-day than a Uni
?&O que&tion of personal injury, which is the justifi- versalist sixty or seventy years ago. I hav no doubt 

the Universalist Trumpil would hav been forbidden 
the mails then had there been men learned enough 
to interpret .the law. Mr. Day early settled in Iowa, 
and he with his family suffered as pioneers all did 
and must who go beyond the limits of civilization. 
The township bears the name of Kennebeck, in re
membrance of the old home in Maine. There are 
several families of the name of Day whom I met, 
and though they are not all filS pronounced in their 
IDfidelity as my friends Mr. and Mrs. Preston Day, 
they read THE TBUTH SEEKER and· Freethinkers' 
Magasine and surely in1111ence the community in 
favor of Liberalism. · 

I am spending the summer with friends, young 
friends whom I hav known only three years, but who 
by their ·activ generosity make me feel that the obser
vation, "See how these OhrisLians love one another," 
would be quite as true if the word " Freethinker" 
were substituted for "Ohristian." Young people 
cannot be expected to know how more than pleasant 
it is to the old, those who hav had many friends but 
who hav year by year seen them laid under the sod, 
to find the young appreciativ of the claims or 
friendship. 

I saw to-day in Freethought a notice of" the death 
of Mrs. T. 0. Leland I once entertained a few 
days, with a son and daughter, the daughter now 
Mrs. Macdonald. My remembrance of her is pleas
ant. Mrs. Leland was surely too young to die, but 
alas! death cares for naught. LucY N. CoLMAN. 

Orange Oity, Ia., June 23, 1891. 

Mrs. Slenker Among the Superstitious. 
Dear friends, I am still enjoying my visit here, and 

wishing to share the pleasure with you, I giv you 
now and then a glimpse or the scenes as they come 
and go. Last evening Dr. Da Garmo was invited to 
attend the grand exhibition or the pupils of St. 
Joachim's school at Mattewa'!l, and to bring his 
family. So four of us went. Getting there too early, 
we were taken by the priest to the parsonage to spend 
the waiting moments, and then two of the holy (!) 
fathers escorted us to the church, and gave us good 
seats where we could best see the performance. It 
seemed odd to think of a noted Infidel mnd Atheist 
hobnobbing in this way with noted Oatholic priests; 
but it all comes of being a family connection of a 
professor with a big long string of decorations to 
his name. The exhibition was the finest I ever 
attended. The children were so pedectly drilled, 
and SO beautifully dressed, and did their parts oSO 
well. There was a floral tableau that was the 
prettiest thing I ever saw, and it contained some of 
the finest posturing. The long floral arches which 
the girls held in their hands looked like ornamental 
jumping ropes, or ropes made of flowers ; and as 
they rose and fell and waved to and fro one could 
hardly decide which were the prettier, the bright 
smiling faces of the little girls or the lovely flowers. 
The " dance of the fairies " in " Little Red Riding 
Hood " it seems to me, could not be surpassed any
wher~. The tots of girls with dew-bespr.ngled 
white dresses, en wreathed with green vines and lovely 
flowers, made spectators almost ~anoy themeelvs. in 
some quiet woodlen~ nook watchiDg an ac~ual fairy 
dance. The diaappo10ted wolf goss howhng bsck 
to his den and the fairies eave Little Red Riding 
Hood, thus making a better ending of tb., story than 
we used to hav in our young days. Half a dozen 
Jittle boys dressed as Ohinamen gave a song that was 
11 too funny for anything." The whole of tbe exer
cises were beautiful and entertaining, and mostly 
secular, and if I could hav dis!lssociated it from 
Oatholicism it would hav been an unmixed and un· 
alloyed pleasuring. B11t it seemed so sadly serious 
to think of all those lovely children being dosed and 
drugged with the old myths, and ~ound so firmly ~n 
ecclesiastical chains that would cling to them their 
whole lives, that it great!y shadowed and clouded 
the otherwise glad and JOyous panorama. Every 
rose has its thorn and life ha'3 no unmixed joys, so 
we will accept what co~e~, _doing ou~ little best to 
increase the good and duxuntsh the ev1l. 

AuNT Er.MINA. 
FiBhkill on Hudson, N. Y., July 3, 291. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
W. 8. BBLL is now visiting his son and family in Brookw 

lyn, N.Y., and is open for engagements to lecture in New 
Jersey, New York, and New England; His address is 654 
Monroe street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 

TBB Radical Club will giv a special entertainment and r£ • 

ception at its rooms, 37 Clinton place, on Saturday eve, July 
lltb, on which occasion there will be a very brief address by 
Mr. Wakeman on" The History and Evolution of Art and 
Music," followed by a varied program illustrating their de
velopment in the different nationalities. The first attempt of 
the Club in this line was voted a success, and the next is 
s~e to be better. The admission will be by ticket, 2fi cents. 

b you do not giv your fellow-men t~e trnt~, wh~t
ever else you giv them iR nf little avatl.-MzBB Hzll. 

~Sun for catalog of our publications. Sent free 
on application. 
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Ingerson on Creeds. criminals. So, too, in all the sciences. The earth is 
Prom tM Jlorntng .A.averttttr. no longer flat ; heaven is not immediately above us; 

Whatever may be said of his belief in revealed the universe has been infinitly enlarged, and we hav 
religion, Robed G. Ingersoll is resp~cted. by all in tel- at last found that our earth is but a grain of sand, a 
lectual antagonists for thorough smeenty, absolute speck on the great shores of the infinit. Coosa
fairness in debate, and unquestionable ability in the quently. there is a discrepancy, a discord, a contra~ 
presentation of his argument. diction between our theology and the other sciences. 

His views, therefore, on the recent attitude of the Men of intelligence feel this. Dr. Briggs concluded 
general assembly at Detroit in the case of Dr. Briggs, that a perfectly good and intelligent God· could not 
the alleged heretical uttetances of the Rev. Beber hav created billions of sentient beings knowing that 
Newton, and the desertion of one creed. for another they were to be eternally miserable. No man could 
by the Rev. D.r. Bridgman, are of peculiar interest do such a thing, had he the power, without being 
just at this time. Colonel Ingersoll has just returned infinitly malicious. Dr. Briggs began to hav a little 
from a trip to the West, and in speaking of these hope for the human race-began to think that maybe 
incidents he said : God is better than the creed describes him. 

"There is a natural desire on the part of every "And right here it may be well enough to remark 
intelligent human being to harmonize his,information that no one has ever been declared a heretic for 
-to make his theories agree-in other words, to thinking God bad. Heresy has consisted in thinking 
. make what he knows, or thinks he knowe, in one God better than the church said he was. The man 
department agree wHh and harmonize wi~h what he who said God will damn nearly everybody was ortho-
knows in every other department of human dox. The man who said God will save everybody 
knowledge; was denounced as a blaspheming wretch, as one who 

''The human race has not advanced in line, neither assailed and maligned the character of· God. I can 
has it advanced in all departments with the same remember when the Universalists were denounced as 
rapidity. It is with the race as it is with an indi- vehemently and maliciously as the Atheists are to-
vidual. A man may turn his entire attention to some day. · 
one subject-"-as, for instance, to geology-and neglect ''Now," continued Colonel Ingersoll, "Dr. Briggs 
other sciences. He may be a good geologist but an is undoubtedly an intelligent man. He knows that 
exceedingly poor astronomer; or he may know noth- nobody on the earth knows who wrote the five books 
i.ng of politics or of political economy. So he may of· Moses. He knows that they were not written 
be a successful statesman and know not~ing of until hundreds of years after Moses was dead. He 
theology. · But if a man; successful in one direction, knows that two or more persons were the authors of 
takes up some other question, ;be is bound to use the Isaiah. He knows that David did not write to 
knowledge he has on one subject as a kind of stan- exceed three or four of the Psalms. He knows that 
dard to measure what he is told on some other sub- the book of Job is not a Jewish book. He knows 
ject. U he is a chemist, it will be natural for him; that the Songs of Solomon were not written by Solo
when studying some other question, to use what he mon .. He knows that the book of Ecclesiastes was 
knows in chemistry-that is to say, he will expect to written by a Freethinker. He also knows that there 
find cause, and everywhere succession and resem- is not in existence to.day-so far as anybody knows 
blance. He will say: It must be in all other sciences -any of the manuscripts of the Old or New 
as in chemistry-there must be no chance. The ele- Testaments. 
menta hav no caprice. Iron is always the same. "So about the New Testament. · Dr. Briggs knows 
Gold does not change. Prussic acid is always that nobody livs who has ever seen an original manu
P9ison-it has no freaks. So he will reason as to all l!cript, or who ever saw anybody that did see one, or 
facts in nature. He will be a believer in the atomic that claims to hav l!een one. He knows •hat nobody 
integrity of all matter, in the persistence of gravif.a- knows who wrote Matthew, or Mark, or Luke, or 
tion. Being so trained and so convinced, his ten- John. He knows that John did not write JohJ'l, and 
dency will· be to weigh what is called new informa- that gospel was not written until long after John 
tion in the same scales that he has been using. was dead. He knows that no one knows who wrote 

"Now for the application of this. Progress in the Hebrews. He also knows that the book of Rave-
. religion is the slowest, because man is kept back by lation is an insane production. Dr. Briggs also 
sentimentality, by the e1fo~ts of parents, by old asso- knows the way in which these books came to be 
ciations. A thousand unseen tendrils are twining canonical, and he knows that the way was no more 
about him that he must necessarily break if he binding than a resolution passed by a political 
advances. In other departments of knowledge convention. • 
inducements are held out and rewards are promised "He also knows that many books were left out that 
to the one who does succeed-to the one who really had for centuries equal authority with those that were 
does advance-to the man who discovers new facts. put in. He also knows that many passages-and the 
But in religion, instead of rewards being promised, very passages upon which many churches are 
threats are made. The man is told that he must not founded-are interpolations. He knows that the 
advance-that if he takes a step forward it is at the last chapter of Mark, beginning with the sixteenth 
peril of his soul; that if he thinks and investigates verse to the end, is an interpolation ; and· he also 
he is in danger of exciting the wrath of God. Con- knows that neither Matthew, nor Mr.rk, nor Luke 
sequently religion bas been' of the slowest growth. ever said one word about the necessity of be
Now, in most departmento of knowledge man has lieving on the Lord Jesus Christ or of believing 
advanced; and coming back to the original state- anything-not one word about believing in the Bible 
ment-a desire to harmonize all that we know- or joining the church or doing any particular thing 
the~e is a growing desire on the part of intelligent in the way of ceremony to insure salvation. He 
men to hav a religion fit to keep company with the knows that according to Matthew, God agreed to for
other sciences. · giv others. Consequently Jae knows that there is 

"Our creeds were made in times of ignorance. not one particle of what is called modern theology in 
They, suited very well a fl.at world, and a God who MaUhew, ·Mark, or Luke.· He knows that the 
lived in the sky just above us, and who used the trouble comiQ.enced in John, and that John was no~ 
lightning to destroy his enemies. This God was .written until probably one hundred and fifty years 

~regarded much as a savage regarded the head of his -possibly two hundred years-after Christ was 
tribe-as one having the right to reward and punish. dead. So he also knows that the sin againet the 
And this God, being much greater than a chief of Holy Ghost is i.n interpolation ; that "I came not to 
the tribe, could giv greater rewards and iDflict bring peace but a sword," if not an interpolation, is 
greater punishments. They knew that the ordinary an absolute contradiction. So, too, he knows that 
chief, or the ordinary king, punished the slightest the promis to forgiv in heaven what the disciples 
offenses with death. They also knew that these should forgiv on earth, is an interpolation ; and if 
chiefs and kings tortured their victims as long as it is not an interpolation, it is without the slightest 
the victims could bear the torture. So when they sense in fact. 
described their God, they gave to this God power to "Knowing these things, and knowing, in addition 
keep the tortured victim alive forever-because they to what I hav stated, that there are thirty thousand 
knew that the earthly chief or the earthly king or forty thousand mistakes in the Old Testament, 
would prolong the life of the tortured for the sake that there are a great many contr~dictions and ab
of increasing the agonies of the victim. In those surdities, that many of the Jaws are cruel and infa
savage days they regarded punishment as the only moue, and could hav been made only by a barbarous 
means of protecting society. In consequence of this people, Dr. Briggs has concluded that, after all, the 
they built heaven and hell on an earthly plan, and torch that sheds the serenest and divinest light is 
they put God-that is to say the chief, that is to say the human reason, and that we must investigate the 
the king-on a throne like an earthly king. Bible as we do other books. At least, I suppose he 

"Of course, tbese views were all ignorant and has reiched some such conclusion. He may imagin 
barbaric; but in that blessed day their geology and that . the pure gold of inspiration still runs through 
astronomy were on a par with their theology. There the quartz and porphyry of ignorance and mistake, 
was a harmony in all departments of knowledge, or and that all we hav to do is to extract the shining 
rather of. ignorance. Since that time there has been metal by some process that may be called theological 
a great· advance made in the idea of government- · smelting ; and if so I hav no fault to find. Dr. 
the old idea being that the right to do came from Briggs has taken a step in advance-that is to say 
God and the king, and from the king to the people. the tree is growing, and when the tree grows the bark 
Now intelligent people believe that the sourco of splits; when the new leaves come the old leaves are 
authority has been changed, and that all just powers rotting on the ground. 
of government are derived from the consent of the " The Presbyterian creed is a very bad creed. It 
governed. So there baa been a great advance in the has been the stumbling-block, not only of the head, 
philoeophy of puni~bment-iD tbe tre1tment of but of the heart, for many generations. I do not 

know that it is, ·in fact, worse than any other 'ortho
dox creed ; but the bad features are stated with an 
explicitness and emphasized with a candor,that · ren
der the creed absolutely appalling. It is amazing to 
me that any man ever wrote it, or that any set of men 
ever produced it. It is more amazing to me that 
any human being ever believed it. It is still more 
amazing that any human being thought it wicked 
not to believe it. ~It is more amazing still. than all 
the others combined that any human being ever 
wanted it to be true. · 

" This creed is a relic of the Middle Ages. It has 
in it the malice, the malicious logic, the total. deprav
ity, the utter heartlessness of John Calvin,· and it 
givs me a great pleasure to say that no Presbyterian 
was ever so bad as his creed. And here let me·say, 
as I hav said many times, that I do not hate Pres
byterians-because among them I count some of my 
best friends-but I hate Presbyterianism. And I 
cannot illustrate this any better thsn by saying, I 
do not hate a man bec!luse he has the rheumatism, 
but I hate the rheumatism because it has a man. · 

:"The Presbyterian church is growing, and is grow· 
ing because, as I said at first, there is a universal 
tendency in the mind of a msn to harmonize all that 
he knows or thinke he knows. This growth may be 
delayed. The bud of heresy may be· kept back by 
the north wind of Princeton and· by the early frost 
called Patton. In spite of these souvenirs of the 
Dark Ages the church must continue to grow. ·The 
theologians who regard theology as · something 
higher than a trade tend toward Liberalism. Those 
who regard preaching as a business, and the incul
cation of sentiment as a trade, will stand by the low
est possible viewo. They will cling to the letter and 
throw away the spirit. They prefer the dead limb 
to a new bud or to a new Jeaf. . They want no more 
sap. They delight in the dead tree, in its unbend
ing nature, and they mistake the sti1f.ness of death 
for the vigor and resistance of life. 

"Now, as with Dr. Briggs, so with Dt. Bridgman, 
although it seems to me that he has simply jumped 
from the frying-pan into the fire ; and why he 
should prefer the Episcopal creed to the Baptist is 
more than I can imagin. The Episcopal cr.eed is, in 
fact, just as bad as the Presbyterian. ·It calmly' and 
with unruftl.ed brow utters the sentence:of eternal pun
ishment on the majority of the. human race, and. the 
Episcopalian expects to be happy in heaven with his 
son or his daughter, or his mother or his wife; in hell. 

" Dr. Bridgman will find himself e:xactly in the 
position of the Rev. Mr. Newton, provided he, ex
presses his thought. But I account for the Bridg
mans and Newtons by the fact there is still sympa
thy in the human heart, and that there is still intel
ligence in the human brain. For my part I ' am 
glad to see this growth in the orthodox churches, 
and the quicker they revise their creeds the better. 
I oppose nothing that is good in any creed-1 
attack only that which is only ignorant, cruel, and 
absurd, and I make the attack in the interest of 
human liberty and for the sake of human happiness. 

" What do you think of the action of the Presby
terian general assembly at Detroit, and what .:ffect, 
do you think U will hav on the religious growth T" 
was asked. · 

" That general assembly was controled . by the 
orthodox within the church," replied Colonel Inger
soll, " by the strict constructionists and. by the 
Calvinists ; by the gentlemen who not only believ~ 
the creed, not only believe that a vast majority of 
people are going to hell, but are really glad of it; 
by gentlemen who, when they feel a little blue, read 
about total depravity to cheer up, and when· they 
think of the mercy of God as exhibited in their sal
vation, and the justice of God as illustrated by the 
damnation of others, their hearts burst into a kind 
of E·:ftlorescence of joy. 

"These gentlemen are opposed to all kinds of 
·amusements except reading the Bible, the Confession 
of Faith, and the creed, and listening to Presbyterian 
sermon and prayers. AU these things they regard 
as the food of cheerfulness. They wam the elect 
against theaters and operas, dancing, and games of 
chance. 

"Well, if their doctrin is true, there ought to be 
no theaters, except exhibitions of hell; there ought 
to be no operas, except where the music is a succes
sion of wails for the misfortunes of man. If their 
doctrin is true, I do not see how any human being 
could ever smile again-I do not see how a mother 
could welcome her babe ; everything in nature would 
become hateful; flowers and . sunshine would simply 
tell us of our fate. 

" My doctrin is exactly the opposit of this. Let 
us enjoy ourselvs every moment that we can. The 
love of the dramatic is universal. The stage has not 
simply amused, but it has elevated mankind. The 
greatest genius of our world poured the treasures 
of his soul into the drama. I do not believe that 
any girl can be corrupted, or that any man can be 
injured, by becoming aequainte\i with Isabella, or 
Miranda, or Juliet, or Imogen, or any of the great 
heroine of Shakspere. 

" So I regard the opera as one of the great civiliz
ere. No one can listen to the eympho:uies .of Bee-
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thoven or the music of Schubert; without receiving a 
benefit. And no one can }lear the operas of Wagner 
without feeling that he has been ennobled and re
fined. 

"Why is it the Presbyterians are so opposed to 
music in this wo~ld, and yet expect to hav so m1,1ch 
in heaven '? Is not music just as demoralizing in the 
sky as on the earth, and does anybody believe that 
Abraham, or Isaac, or Jacob, ever played any music 

· compared to Wagner'? · · 
"Why should we postpone our joy to another 

world·! Thousands of people take great pleasure in 
dancing, and I !et them dance. D!ncing is better 
than weeping and wailing over a theology . born of 
ignorance and superstition. . . 

. "And so with games of chance. There is a certain 
pleasure in playing games, and the pleasure is of the 
most innocent character. Let all these games be 
played at home and children will not prefer the 
saloon to the society of their parents. I believe in 
cards and billiards, and would believe in pro~~~:ressiv 
eucher were it more of a game-the great objection 
to it is its lack of complexity. M:y idea is to get 
what little happinees you can get out of this life, and 

. to enjoy all sunshine that breaks through the clouds 
of misfortune. Life is poor enough at best. No 
one 13hould fail to pick up every jewel of joy that 
can be found in his path. Everyone should be as 
happy as he can, provided he is not happy at "the ex
pense of another, and no person rightly constituted 
can be happy at the expense of another. 

"So let us getc all we can of good between the 
cradle and the grave-all . that we. can of the truly 
dramatic, all we can of music, all we can of art, a I 
we can of enjoyment ; and if, when death comes, 
that is the end, we hav at least made the best of this 
life, imd if there be another life, let us make the best 
of that: 

" I am doing what little I can to hasten the com
ing of the day when the human race will enjoy 
liberty-not simply of body, but liberty of mind. 
And by liberty of mind I mean freedom from super
·stition, and, added to that, the intelligence to find 
out the conditions of happiness ; and added to that, 
the wisdom to liv in aooordance with those con
ditione." 

judge. and the colonel were relative. So I said to 
the judge, " I hav an acquaintance, and I believe I 
may say a friend, of your name, but his firf!t name is 
Robert G." . ·· · · 

" Oh, yes;" said the .judge, "he is the friend of 
everybody." And he then told Die that he was a 
cousin of Oolonel Ingersoll, and had visited him and 
had immensely eDjoyed his society. · . 

I hav been the guest of both Judge H. H. Inger
sol~ and of Oolonel. Robed G. Ingersoll. · They 
treated me precisely the same way, and as far as I 
can see, or anybody else can see, one is just as honest 
as the other. 

If there is any God and is any heaven, and by 
some sort of a streak of luck I should happen to get 
there, I shall be just as glad· to meet o11e of the 
Ingersolls as the other, and if anybody has to go to 
hell I hope it will be some of these durned old hypo
critical preachers and newspaper editors whose 
religion is to blast Bob Ingersoll, and whose politics 
is to vote for whisky. 

It flashed over my mind that this interview was 
going to make more trouble for the Blade. I was 
going to say something about it in my paper. I was 
going to be honest and tell my readers how I had 
been attracted to Judge Ingersoll, and about how 
he knew his cousin Bob, and was in sympathy with 
him, and then I was going to talk to the judge and 
get some of his religious opinions, and people would That Cryptogram • 
say that my admiration for the judge and my alleged Those who too readily swallow the assertion that 
discovery of his resemblance to "Pagan Bob" was no such person as the Shakspere so familiar to us 
another way that I was getting in a puff for the arch. ever existed hav this insuperable difficulty in their 
her.etio and his religion. . way, that few men ever lived who were better known 

But I said to myself I was going to say it all the to their time or more admired by their intimates 
same. than that same Bill Shakspere-known and admired 

After. the exercises were over Judge Ingersoll too for the very qualities discovered on intimate 
came with Dr. Dabney, the president of the' uni· acquaintance tha~ might be expected of such an 
varsity; to nie to say that· he should be pleased to author. Ben Jon~:on knew both Shakspere and 
hav us to supper that night. · Bacon and has given us his opinion of both. We 

The judge is also a professor in the law depart- hav the direct testimony of several persons to the 
ment, and it is his custom to entertain the graduates fact that such a man lived and. was well known to 
of the law department at his house the evening of all who met him as the Shakepere of history and 
each commencement day, and they and the president tradition. Some of his daily companions and inti
and I constituted the guests of the evening. mates incidentally made mention of him in writings 

• O.n arriving at the house, a gem of a home in a that hav survived, and always with admiration, some
handsome suburb, the judge presented me to his times lively, sometimes mixed with awe. And when 
wife, and daughter of twenty-two years, their only he came to die the greatest of his time spake of him 
child, and one of the most magnificent instances of as never before man spoke of man, and some who 
womanly development, physically, intellectually, and did so were his daily intimates. And years after
in the. angelic peculiarities cf womanhood, that I hav ward the grandchildren of these contemporaries 
ever seen. She confessed to being five feet ten, and spoke and wrote of Shakspere, the man whom their 
wanted to hold the heel of a" golden slipper" to fathers knew, in just such terms as we might expect. 
climb the~ golden stairs-responsible for an in- Milton· may hav seen Shakspere, and must hav 
ordinate share of that, but I am hardly an inch be· known many of his intimates. See how he writes of 
low six feet and she looked as tall as I am. him. So of many others. To deny that such a man 

I looked at her and thought, in the possibly irrev- as our Shakspere ever lived is to deny all evidence 
erent ·but certainly knightly sentimer;J.t of her in the ordinary acceptation of the term. 
distinguished kipsman, that ·" when God made a O.n the other hand, there are those who ridicule 
woman out of a bone, considering the raw material and sr;J.eer at the cryptogram theory, and do so with 
he had on hand, it was the best job he ever did." just as little use of reason. They do not investigate. 

A Prohibitionist Meets a Christian Relativ of And when I saw what a specimen of womanly A large number of capable persons hav examined the 
Colonel Ingersoll. health she was I thought of old Oolonel Bob's sug- matter carefully and declare there is some story 

gestion that if he had had the framing of the uni · interwoven among some of the plays. Whoever has 
011arzes c. Moore, Eattor Bzue Grass1lzaae. verse be ."would hav made good health -catching in- examined the edition in controversy in the light of a 

This time the joke is on me, but I am going to stead of disease." ·few of the hints given by Donnelly must conclude, if 
tell it all the sAme. · · · The judge's beautiful deportment to his wife and he be at all earidid and capable, that it would be the 

You know I hav had a peek of trouble because I daughter reminded me of that I had seen in Oolonel greatest miracle of time if by a mere accident all the 
will back old Brpther Bob Ingersoll, and I reckon I Bob. letters, words, and :figures in controversy were 
hav suffered more for my religion, considering the I beQame so delightfully engaged in conversation placed as they are. Such a coincidence never oc
amount of it that I hav on hand, than any ~an in the witl!. the young lady that I felt like it beat the he- curred by chance--could not in millions of ages of 
Utlited States. . · ,retical conversation that I had a.;r:~.ticipated with such publishing. As Donnelly truly says, the letters of 

They hav caught up with Blaine, and Olevelaii.d, . interest, and 1 concluded to defer the latter until the alphabet promiscuously thrown on the floor are 
and old Brother Beecher in little "nest-hiding" jobs; after supper. · · just as likely to arrange themselvs into one of Shak-
T•Imagewas once arraigned byhis church under the · The judge all the time was being' a mag:aificent spere's plays. 
charge of lying, and Sam Small has lately been in host, and was full of wit and wisdom. He had been Those who deny that there is any ground for the 
hot water under the charge of shortage of public in Lexington and had met Breckinridge, Blackburn,. cryptogram theory are just as rash as those who as
funds; but when it co~es to old Oolonel Bob, every- Beck, and Buckner, a " whole hive of big B's," as he sert that the Shakspere of the plays was "a poor 
body that knows anything about him says that he e.xpressed it, and his kindly comments upon them puppet-a gorbellied, drunken nobody." What 
givs to the poor, is the champion of overworked .were so in contrast with some things I hav said then T We venture to say that this controversy will 
factory girls, that he is· a good husband, a good :about them, that he unconsciously got it in for me continue, the story of the cryptogram will finally be 
father, good citi~en, good lawyer, great orator, funny, good. · adopted, and that the name and fame of Bacon will · 
jolly man, who pays his debts and doesn't swindle •· After a while we were invited into an elegant sup- by no means be increased. His character will be 
anybody or steal anybody's money, and the only 'per, and an incident occurred that stunned me. made blacker than as drawn by Macaulay. The 
charge they hav against him is that he says what he i: When we all stood at the back of our chairs wait- grandest of all the ideas in his greatest works were 
thinks and thinks what he pleases, and wants every· ing for a half minute the invitation to be seated, he stolen from Roger Bacon. That has been proved 
body else to do the same. bowed his head in a most beautifully reverential more than once, but the glory still· clings to Francis 

I don't think that is a description of a bad citizen, manner, and thanked God for all these good things Bacon's fame. If it shall be proved by the issue of 
by a jug full, and I don't propose to fall in with· the we were going to eat, and in another minute he was this controversy, that so contemptible a poet and 
boot-licking gang of newspapers that vilify him be- entertaining me, whom he had honored with a seat dramatist as the author of a few verses paraphrasing 
cause they think it's popular to do so, when every :at his right, with something just as funny as when Job and Psalms, and of "A Holy War," passed his 
one of them would quit it and go to lecturing just :his cousin Bob told me about "Noah's ark" at the last· days of enforced retirement for high crimes in 
like old Oolonel Bob is doing if they thought they breakfast table, as I hav told you before. trying to steal the glory of another man through an 
could make half the money the colonel is making. . Ol course that incident knocked all of my purposes edition of his works by interweaving the cryptogram 

People that don't like my newspaper because it ofheretical conversation with the judge higher than and its monstrous story, his name will be consigned 
talks this way don't hav to read it. ·a kite, and I never mentioned theology to him. to eternal infamy. 0LARKE IBviNE. 

The other day when I was down in Kp.oxville, the . But I did hav a daisy time with that pretty girl O~egon, .Mo. 
fact that I was the guest of the president of the the rest of that evening.· · ----~----
university g&ve me the entree to the biggest bugs in But you would bav laughed if you could hav heard 
the town (they never . saw me plowing corn with a us when we locked horns on woman suffrage ; I, a 
mule on Sanday), an(J I was invited to take a seat man, defending it, and she, a woman, ag11inst it. 
upon the stage in the opera house with the heavy . I didn't know whether to think it an instance ot 
swells during the exercises of commencement day. gallantry or not in those young lawyers, but every 

While in the flies I was introduced to a number of .rascal of them was on the girl's side, and they would 
gentlemen, among others to Judge H. H, Ingersoll, hav snowed me under if I had not been right and all 
dean of the university, as I subsequently saw on the of them wrong. · 
program. I saw at a glance that he was a man of. But there's a moral to this story. I hav learned 
rare attractivness in person, manner, and attainments. something on my side and I want you all to do the 
He had an elaborate mannerism with an entrancing same on your side. . .. 
in~enuousness. ; ·I found out that the fact tha\ a m~n is bright, and 

Mannerism to me is like the jolly,·and smart, and kind, and hospitable, and named 
Little girl that had a little curl Ingersoll, does not prove that he is an· Infidel, and 
· That hung right down on her forehead. that he can be all· of these things and be a Christian. 
When it is good, it's very good indeed, Now, the thing I want you to .Jearn is that when a 

But when it is bad it is horrid. ·. man is all of these nice things and is named Ingersoll, 
That of the judge is surpassingly fine. and is an Infidel, he is not a bad man. . . 
I had once met Oolonel Bob Ingersoll, and the If there is a just God in heaven he is not going to 

personal appearance and distinguished kindness and reward or punish men for what they believe. That 
suavity of the judge, in addition to J;he.faet thatthe does not amount to a hill of beiJ)s, It is .what he 
pame is unusual, strongly impressed me that the 'does that counts. 

How to Help The Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on. his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands at the end of •he week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. O.n yo~ reqaest, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5: 'Leave a copy occasionally where it "!ill be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, m the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Leave it picture-side up. 

6~ Keep in your pocket some of ou; cheap tracts, 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subsoriber by persuading some friena 
to take it. 
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Two of Colonel Ingersoll's Critics. 
We do not believe that the " labor reformers " of 

this country and Oanada will make headway for their 
cause by following the lead of. the Toronto Labor 
Advocate in abusing Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll as a 
" shallow phrase monger " and a willing hired advo
cate of the "privileged classes," notwithstanding 
the ecboiBg ol the Advocate's abeet-iron thunder by 
Mr. B. R. Tuoker, self-elected spokesman of " Philo
sophical Anarchy" and self-appointed corrector of 
the human race. · 

The diatribe of the .Labor Advocate, substantially 
repeated by Mr. Tucker, was caused by Oolonel In
gersoll's. article in the NorU1. American .Review in 
reply to General Hawkins, a good epitome of wbiob 
was published in Tn TBum SEEKER last week. We 
hope everyone will read it, as no doubt be will, and 
send for the .Review and peruse it entire. Then 
judge if :Mr. Phillips Thomson and Mr. B. R. Tucker 
can And any justffioa~ion for their characterization 
of its author as an enemy of the workingman, and 
for saying, as doea the Advocate, approvingly re
printed by Mr. Tucker, that Oolonel Ingersoll is 
" posing as a champion of the very worst abuses and 
villanies of the age, and bringing his undoubted elo
quence and arg'll.Jnentativ power to justify the whole
sale robbery of the people by railr9ads and the mani
fold rascalities of the competitiv system," or if 
there be any truth in the assertion that "be makes 
great professions of Liberalism, but somehow on 
every praetical question be is always found in alii· 
ance with the capitalistic, corrupt, or reaotionary 
elements-the champion of the privileges .of wealth 
and vested wrong-whether as corporation lawyer, 
campaign speaker, or magazine writer." 

So far from the truth are these assertions that it is 
mild language to call them lies. On the labor ques
tion Oolonel Ingersoll bas always talked common 
sense, which to some " reformers " is exceedingly 
objectionable. He is not an Anarchist, as be knows 
that government is necessary. He is not a Socialist, 
for he believes in individual liberty. And beeause 
be is neither of these, both unite in denouncing 
him, and Ohristian and . Infidel " reformers" in 
Toronto and Boston, Socialistic and Anarchistic, 
bury their mutual hatred long enough to wag 
m•lieious tongues at a man too big for them to 
comprehend. But Oolonel Ingersoll's sympathies 
for the oppressed, for the poor, the victims of 
environments and heredity, the robbed producers 
of wealth, the real pushers-on of civilization, . will 
not be lessened by BlilOb attacks, nor will 6bose who 
hav read him be deceived thereby. 

Oolonel Ingersoll has giYen his views on sooial 
matters to the world in many interviews and in some 
speeches. His "bobby," as be calls it, on the 
"land question," was ridden at the banquet in 
Montana only a few weeks ago. And if anyone 
can And in that bobby any leaning toward capi· 
talistio corruption, or defense of the "privileges 
of wealth " to monopolize the ground, or fear 
of "vested wrong," he must hav the most wonderful 

eyesight ever given to man. It is in To TBum 
SBEXEB of .June 27th; read it. Every one of our 
readers, too, will remember his "Lay Sermon" to the 
Secular Union, in which be considered the inequal
ity of conditions now existing, and from which it is 
evident that his sympathies are with just the 
opposit " alas sea " to . the one alleged by the 
Toronto Sooialist and eohoed by the Bostoli Anarch
ist; Read some of his paragraphs: "I propose," he 
began, " to say a few words upon subjeots that are 
near to us aU, and in whioh every human being ought 
to be interested-and if he is not, it may be that 
his Wife will be, it may be that his orphans will be; 
and I would like to see this world, at last, so that a 
man could die and not feel that he left his wife and 
children a prey to the greed, the avarice, or the cruel
ties of mankind. There is something wrong in a 
government where they who do the most hav the 
least. There is something wrong, when hoaesty 
wears a rag, and rascality a robe; when the loving, 
the tender, eat a crust, while the infamous sit at 
banquets. I Clllllot do muob, but I oan at least 
sympathize with those who suft'er." 

"My sympathies are with the poor. My· sympa
thies are with the workingmen of the United States. 
Understand me distinctly. I am not an Anarchist. 
Anarchy is the reaction from tyranny. I am not a 
Sooialist. I am not a Oommunid. I am an Indi· 
vidualist. I do not believe in tyranny of· govern
ment, but I do believe in justice as between mu 
and man.'' · 

"No man should be allowed to own any land that 
be does not use. Everybody knows tbat-I do not 
oare whether he has thousands or millions. I bav 
owned a great deal of land, but I know just as well 
as I know that I am living that I should not be 
allowed to hav it unless I use it. And why? · Don't 
you know that if people could bottle the air, they 
would! Don't you know that there would be an 
American Air-bottling Aesociation 1 And don't you 
know that they would allow thousands and millions 
to die for want of breath, if they oould not pay for 
air! I am not blaming anybody. . I ·~ jnat telling 
bow it is. Now, the land belongs to the children of 
Nature. Nature invites into this world every babe 
that is born. And what would you think of me, for 
instance, to-night, if I bad invited you here-nobody 
bad charged you anything, but you bad been invited
and when you got here you had found one man pre
tending to occupy a hundred seats, another :fifty, 
and another seventy-Ave, and thereupon you were 
oompelled to stand up-what would you think of 
the invitation f I• seems to me that every child 
of Nature is entitled to his share of the land, and 
that be should not be compelled to beg the priv· 
ilege to work the soil, of a babe that happened 
to be born before him. And why do I say this! 
Beoause it is not to our interest to bav a few 
landlords and millions of tenants." 

These indioate olearly enough where the sympa
thies of the great Agnostic are, but beoause be bas 
the modesty of great genius, and does not pretend 
to be able to rebuild the universe on a speciied and 
perfeot plan, theBE! little people, so short-sighted 
that they oannot see their own limitations, jump 
around and oall him" shallow." If the monumental 
impudence of their aot ever occurs to them, how 
small they wUl feel1 In that same " Lay Sermon," 
he said these common-sense things-and it is perhaps 
because they are so true that the closet doctrinaires 
dislike to hear them: "What remedy, then, is there! 
First., the great weapon in this coUDtry is the ballot. 
Each voter is 1 sovereign. There the poorest is the 
equal of the richest. His vote will oount just as 
many as though the band that cast it controled mill
ions. The poor are in the majority in this oountry. 
If there is any law that oppresses them, it is their 
fault. They bav followed the fife and drum of 
some party. They bav been misled by others. No 
man should go an inoh with a party-no matter if 
that party is half the world and bas in it the greatest 
intellects or the earth-unless that patty is going 
his way. No honest man should ever turn round to 
join anything. If it overtakes him, good. But do 
not go with anything that is not going your way, 
no matter whether they call it Republican, or Demc· 
orat, or Progressiv :Demooraoy-do not go with it 
unless it goes your way. 

" The ballot is the power. The law should settle 
many of these ques•ions between capital and labor. 
But I expeot the greatest good to come from civili-

zation, from the growth of a sense of justice; for I 
tell you, to-night, a· oiviliz3d man will never want 
anything for Jess than it is worth-a civilized man, 
when he sells a thing, will never want more than it 
is worth-a really and truly civilized man would 
rather be cheated than to ,cheat. And yet, in the 
United States, good as we are, nearly everybody 
wants to get everything for a little less than it is 
worth, and this breeds rascality on both sides. 
That ongbt to be done away with. There is one step 
toward it that we will take : we will :finally say that 
human :flesh, human labor, shall not depend entirely 
on 'supply and demand.' Tha' is inAnitly oruel. 
Every mill should giv to another according to his 
ability to giv-:and enough that he may· make his 
living and lay sometb~ng by for the winter of old 
age." 

There is small hope of getting the envious and 
dishonest social critics of Oolonel Ingersoll to. do 
him justice, but at least they should know what he 
said on the subjects they write around. 

Henry Ward Beecher. 
The unveiling of a~statue of Brooklyn's late famous 

heretical preacher bas induced several ministers to 
use him tor a text, and to try to tell what kind of a 
man and preaober be was. One of Brooklyn's pres· 
f3nt preaobers, the Rev. A. 0. Dixon, but not famous, 
made some very plain remarks on the subj eat in a 
sermon in which be sought to explain Mr •. Beecher's 
position, bot he did not advance the true explanation 
of Beecher's extraordin1ry chaug~s, though be 
described them pretty aoourately. " In Mr. Beecher's 
early ministry," said Mr. Dlxon, "he was a teaober. 
He believed the Bible and proclaimed it as the rev
elation of God with no uncertain aocent. Bnt in his 
later ministry it was almost impossible to learn just. 
what he believed as to the inspiration of the script
ure, fatul:'a pon\shment, the atonement, etc. At 
times he seemed to be orthodox, then Unitarian, 
then again Univera.lisb. He declared that his best 
friends failed to understand him; and no wonder. 
The sermon of the day seemed to contradict the ser
mon of last week. Some one said: 'Xlle wor·d is 
now composecl of believers, unbelievers, and Beecher· 
ites.' The Henry Ward Beecher of old age almost 
demolished the strong Henry Ward Beecher of 
former days." 

One explanation of this Mr. Dixon had from mem· 
bers of l'lymoutb church, to the eff'aot thlt after the 
neryous strain or the great trial, in which he bore 
himself so nobly, be was not j 11st what be was 
before. "I bav it on good authority," said Mr. 
Dls:on, " that snob was the opinion of some promi
nent membsrs of Plymouth church and that it made 
them generous toward the inconsistencies and 
vagaries of his pre1cb.ing in his later days. Same 
of his best friends thought him at times hardly 
responsible for what be said or did." 

But this is not Mr. Dixon's own opinion. "The 
true explanation of this change," he continued, 
u seems to me to lie in Mr. Beecher's sensitivness to 
environment, and the fact that in his early days he 
studied the· Bible, while in his latter days be gave 
most of his time to the study of contemporaneous 
literature, the spirit of which was ~rgely anti
biblical. It is eYident that Mr. Beecher in preparing 
his sermons on evolution read Herbert Spencer more 
than be did Moses. He was always a man of the 
times in the sense that be was. in sympathy with 
living men about him, but he became 1 man of the 
times in the sense that he allowed the speculations 
of the times to mold his thought. In early life Mr. 
Beeober believed that the Bible should mold the age. 
In later years he tried to adapt the Bible to the 
spirit of opposition about him." 

And yet Mr. Dixon bas only partially seen the 
troth. The real explanation is that Mr. Bsecber was 
a Freethinker, but also a cowarcl. He loved, popu
larity, wealth, and applause. But he did not believe 
evangelical Ohristiauity to be true. He said ·so in 
oonAdenee to Stephen Pearl Andrews, and when 
asked by the latter, after a lonr conversation on the 
subject, why be did not leave the pulpit as he did 
not believe the religion he was teaobing, be said be 
could not giv up his place of honor and wealth, as 
iife in the limited field of an ex-olergyman would be 
burdensome. Besides, he added, "I can now do 
more good work leading my congregation into 
Rationalism than by forsaking the churoh and taik
ing to fewer people." It was this strong desire to 
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rationalize religion, to get superstition out of the 
people, and the equally strong fear that some time 
be might say too moab and be obliged to quit the 
Christian ministry, that prodnoed the oontrasting 
sermons-one of Inidelity, the other of oorisenativ 
OhrisUanity. He startled the people by his boldness 
and then lnUed them with a regular orthodox dis· 
oonrse. But no man knew better than be that his 
heretical-sermons were the ones which left the per
manent· indnenoe, and that was preoisely the eft'ect 
he desired. He did not preaoh heresies beoanse of 
the influence of the speculations or the times upon 
his mind, but beaanse they were the dootrins which 
he himself believed and wa»ted others to' belleve. 
But be did not want to lose his pulpit and position. 

The Beauty of a Good S~JD,day Law. 
Monday, June 29bh, there was painted in a polioe 

court in this city a picture of the possibilities of the 
Sunday law which we hope will never fade. It 
ought to be kept before the people oontinnonsly, and 
if so~e artist oonld transfer it to oanvas and get it 
hung in the Museum of Art, its study might help to 
educate the people of this city. It would be peon
liarly appropriate for Sunday exhibition. F11tnre 
generations, however, would undoubtedly maintain 
tha~ it was a fancy sketch. 

The piotnre was this : A polioeman arraigned a 
man before a police justice. "I drank a glass of 
mUk in this man's store on Sunday," said the o:ftioer. 
11 Did you arrest him for giving yon the milk t" asked 
the jn.sUoe in astonishmen~. 11 Certainly," ooolly 
replied the policeman. "I took him into custody 
for violation ol the Sabbath Jaw." 

The o:ftioer was in citizen's clothes, and did no~ 
pay for the milk 11:ntU the storekeeper reminded him 
of his remis1511ess. The oriminlll was looked np sev
eral bouu before baU was accepted. The ·justice 
rendered his deoision, speaking to the policeman in 
these words : 11 I think yon could hav employed 
yourself mnoh better yesterday. This arrest should 
never hav been made. I do not see any harm in sell
ing milk. The prisoner is disoharged." 

If the justioe had added, But I see a great dell of 
harm in Sunday laws, he would hav sounded the key
note of the situa~ion. LlWS which allow snob inva
sion Of hlllllln rights IS this 11'8 . simply infamous. 
L~cked in a dirty oell for several hours for selling a 
glass or mHk! And yet there are thousands of good 
Christians in this town who will l!lly the o:ftioer did 
righL And there are hundreds of thousands more 
i:Jl the oonntry trying to make snob procedure the 
rule of the land I 

llr. Wanamaker Helping the Brethren. 
At its last session Oongress appropriated twelve 

hundred and fifty thousand doUars to puroha!e a site 
for a new post-o:ftioe in San F.ranoisoo, with the pro
viso that any remainder should be applied to erect
ing the building. The main thorongh,are of San 
F.ranoisoo, !'B everyone knows, is Market street, and 
upon that road it is the unanimous opinion of the 
business men of that oity that the o:ftioe should be 
placed. This was also the opinion of Mr. Wanamaker 
until his recent visit to the West, and before he had 
taken OODDsel or the pions ones of that golden burg. 
While under their influence. he appointed a aeleot 
oommittee to choose the site, with strict instrnotions 
to keep quiet for the love of God and :his ohurob. 
This committee was appointed immediately after con
sulting the members of the Oalvary Presbyterian 
church, who desire to dispose oi their property. 

,F.rom statements printed in the ungodly news
papers the matter stands about thus : Olivary 
ohnroh site is worth some $200,000. But Mr. 
Wanamaker's oommittee will giy $400,000 for it. 
Adjoining land is also to be sold the gove.rnment for 
the balance of the appropriation. The site is for the 
purpose practically worthless, being too far from 
the business oenter of the town. But one of 'Ftisoo's 
business men explains the deal : '' Postmaster
general WanamakeJ:," be· said, cc is .Uowing his zeal 
in religions matters to overbalance his business 
sense. He bas been impressed with the fact that 
nearly all of San F.ranoisoo'a Protestant ohurokes 
~ in need of money. He has probably considered 
this a good opportunity to make at least one ohnroh 
rioh. No one will question the statement that the 
Calvary ohnroh property is worth less than $200,000, 
a gilt-edged prioe for it. Now if it is to be put in at 

$400,000, double the highest po11aible real value, 11 I 
understand it will be, Hr. Wanamaker hal lome 
powerful motiv ." 

U.ndonbtedly Mr. Wanamaker bas a powerful 
motiv. Of oourse he will not peonniuily proit by 
the transaotion, but he wUI help the Lord, or the 
Lord's anointed-whioh is the same thing-and 
thereby inorease the brightness of his own halo aod 
the weight of hie orown when be gets to heaven. 
"Inasmnoh as ye hav done it unto the least of one 
of these ye hav done it unto me," and aren't the 
deaeons of 'Frisoo some of the least of these! To 
be sure. So they get the people's oaah, Mr. Wana
maker obtains the heaYenly reward, and the glory tf 
God thereby more abounds. 

Perhaps Mr. Wanamaker wiU, when he has satis
faotorily explained his oonneotion with the Keystone 
bank of Philadelphia and his various statements 
relating thereto, explain why he ohanged his mind 
about this post-o:ftioe site after being visited by the 
members. of the ohnroh. · 

Comstock and llcA.fee Lose a Victim. 
Mr. J. B. Olldwell, editor of (Jhristian Lit~, a 

plain·spoken journal preaohing sexual purity, has 
been aoqnitted of the .oharge of disseminating 
obscenity, and Oomstook will not hav the satisfac
tion of seeing him in prison. 

The oase was allied in the Ohioago distriot of the 
United States oonrt on June 9bh, before Judge 
Blodgett. Ex.J ndge Hand argued for the proseon
tion, and Oaptain Blaok, who defended the Anaroh
ists, was retained for Mr. OaldweU. The defendant 
waived his right to a jury, and the oue was decided 
by the judge, who reserved his decision for several 
days and then deolared the prisoner not guilty. 

In his address the defendant's oonnset is reported 
as making an" eloquent plea for the rights of th!' 
lUJborn and the homes of our land. Said he hoped 
the day was not far distant when the subject of 
generation would be reverently disonssed at the :&re
side, between mothers and sons, fathers and daugh
ters, that they might inteUigently understand the 
saoredness and responsibilities of these most impor
tant powers." We do not see quite olearly why the 
discussion on this snbjeot should not be between 
mothers and daughters and fathers and sons instead 
of as Oaptain Blaok stated his hopes, but perhaps 
in that oase conventionalities would not be Sll:fti· 
oiently violated to snit the purists, though probably 
as intelligent an understanding of the matter would 
be arrived at. 

But we are unfeignedly glad to know that bqnis
itor Oomstook and his henohman McAfee are de
prived of one victim. From the few numbers of the 
Ohriseian Life 6hat we hav seen we judge Mr. Cald
well to be • man of good intentions and I respeotable 
linguist. His piety is of the 11 pale phantom " order 
which some people of kind hearts deot when they 
cannot aooept evangelical Christianity. His teachings 
will probably tend toward good, if he oan reub the 
ones that need them. As for his proseontors, every
one knows what they are. 

Editorial Notes. 
TBB (Jhrist{a,n. Statesman glvs its grounds for asking for 

Sunday laws as follows : " The only ultimate foundation for 
the law of Sabbath rest is found in the law of God, which 
has reserved one-seventh of man's time from secular uses, 
has made the right to rest during that portion of time one of 
the chiefest humaa rights, and made the obliglj.tion of rest 
as binding on states and nations as on individuals." But 
supposing there is no God-and who can prove' there is ?
or that he never made any laws, what then? Jesus Christ 
never established any Sabbath, and the Sabbath of the Old 
Testament is Saturday, so why is the Btat6B'fi¥J'11. arguing for 
Sunday? 

IF we may credit the Ohrlstian BtaU&man, the c~urches 
are reforming, growing in humanity and decency if not in 
grace. It says: "Not very long since: to hav mentioned 
the word slavery in some of our pulpits or church courts 
would hav called· forth derision 1f not hisses. Where is it 
now 1 Who would stand as its godfather in any religious as
sembly in the land? It is within the recollection of some living 
when court-houses, public buildings and even churches were 
erected with proceeds of gambling and espec)ially lottery 
schemes. Where are they now 1 Who would be willing to 
stand as their sponsor in any decent community:?" We con
gratulate the churches on their great improvement. 

TBB San Franciaoo Wllllp thus comments upon a recent 
incident: " At the Presbyterian General AaseJI).bly in De
troit, l)r, l3reckiD.ridge had just finished a aoll!mn defense 

of the orthodox faith, menaced by modem heresy, when he 
swayed and fell dead. ' He walked with God, and was not, 
for the Lord took him.' Dr. Breckinridge•a holy end will be 
the theme of a library of edifying sermons on th~ noble ex
ample of the Christian hero, dying with his armor on. But 
1f some Atheistic crank in Ohio had raised his hand and 
dared the almighty to kill him, and had thereupon fallen 
dead as the good Presbyterian orator did, how the hinges of 
Talmage's mouth would hav creaked aa this signal example 
or divine vengeance upon blasphemers was hurled in the 
faces of an awe:.stricken congregation." 

A BBOlJLAB paper alludes to t,he Museum of Art, now open 
Sundays, as" the church in the Park." The ~riatW,n ln.~ 
ullig•n~ asks "to be informed of the succeas of this relig
ious enterprise as soon as sufficient time shall hav elapsed 
to fumish a teat. Will they tell a waiting world how many 
souls hav been converted, how many drunkards and gam
blers reformed, how many idlers made industrious, how many 
saloons closed, by the Sunday exhibition of pictures and 
statuary? Surely 1f the Museum is now a church, we shall 
see fruits of its inftuencea. H folks go there to worship or to 
receive spiritual influence, some result of this new method of 
seeking God's favor should be seen in their lives." We feel 
willing to guarantee that the Museum will hav a more bene. 
flcial inftuence than any church in its neighborhood and do 
more to keep drunkards sober, gamblers idle, idlers indus
trious, and saloons empty. As for "conversion," "spirit
ual influences," and" God's favor," they are of no particular 
account. 

TBB following well-deserved notice of a good book is from 
the AmM"ican Ben,tlml: "Parker Pillsbury, of Concord, 
N. H., well known as one of the original anti-slavery agi
tators, has rendered the country another valuable service in 
writing' Acts ofthe Anti.Slavery Apostles.• Mr. Pillsbury's 
book is interesting and valuable now; it will be more so in 
years to come. ·Time ever adds to the value of accurate 
history. The author has not only grouped together in this 
book an imposing array of most interesting facta concerning 
the a11tf-slnery agitation, but he has thrown into his narra
tiv the energy of the deep convictions which netved him 
for the important part which he himself took in the struggle 
for the freedom of an enslaved race, and which he now 
modestly but faithfully relates. Those especially who hav 
grown up since the war which struck the shackles from four 
millions of their fellow. beings, should read this book, as it 
will enable them to estimate more nearly the value of human 
freedom and the degrading influence of serfdom." 

TIMBS are changing. The Ohrist{a,n Regilter, the chief or
gan of the Unitarian church in the; United States, declares 
that Thomas Paine, " though stigmatized and set aside as 
an Infidel, flnds reincarnation in the modern scienttilc 
biblical critic." The Register thinks that Mr. Paine was only 
a little in advance of his generation, and that scholarly bib
lical students are now beginning to look on the Bible as he 
did. And the OhriBtian .Ad'llooau, chief organ of the Method
ist church, adds : ·~ There are different ways of attacking 
the Bible. The open, frank denunciation of the book in 
which Thomas Paine indulged, although vituperativ and 
blasphemous, is far leas harmful and more manly than the 
thrusts of those who, while pretending to respect it as in a cer
tain sense divine, yet really attempt to strip from it every 
vestige of divine authority and character." This latter 
thrust is directed at Dr. Briggs and the "higher critics." 
But it is something to flnd two religious organs recognizing 
Pajne•a merits. 

PBRHAPB few of the Liberals of this city know of the cosy 
place the Radical Club has provided for their social enjoy. 
ment, but they really ought to look it up, for they might find 
much pleasure therein. The club is neither Anarchist nor 
Socialist, but Liberal. Dr. Foote, Jr., and T. B. Wakeman 
are the leading spirits, the flrst looking after the business 
part of the enterprise (at no inconsiderable expense to him
self, we imagln), a~d the second being the club's guide, 
philosopher, and .friend. There is little discussion at the 
meetings, and its heavier.work is usually followed by light 
diversion. The plan is not the same as the Liberal Club, the 
intention being to draw out the social side of the people. 
The club leases the entire ground floor of 37 Clinton place. 
The flrst room, 68 Mr. Wakeman explained, is where they 
talk to the members; the second is where they dance •em; 
the glass.inclosed piazza is where they smoke 'em, !lnd the 
fourth division is where they read •em, being an exceedingly 
good library. H the members smoke too much, the 
explainer added, they are put out in the yard. Chess tables 
are provided, a piano for the musically inclined, and prob
ably young ladies who wanted to could play progressiv 
eucher 1f they kept the prizes out of sight. The rooms are 
open every day and evening, and at short intervals the club 
has entertainments. The last waa on Wednesday evening, 
when Mr. Wakeman wedded art and science in a nice way, 
and other membeJ's sang and recited and danced. Young 
ladies were numerous and pretty, and the children seemed to 
be having a good time. It is rumored that the club's terp. 
aichorean instructor is soon to take the club's guide, philos
opher, and friend in halld for a course of lessons, and the 
foundations of the house are being strengthened for his drat 
appearance. The. dues of the club are only tlfty cents a 
month. Visitors are made to feel at home. There is lots 
of jollity for the frivolous-minded and plenty of serious 
talk and books for the scholarly inclined. If the club main
tains ita existence until next winter it will be a popular 
gathering-place. 
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442 THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

With Thei~ Lever They Jloved the World. 
N.u:w YoRK, June 21>, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The _other day, while I was discussing :with 
a procurator o! the Jesuits, he said: " Yes, many years ago 
a noted scientist said that if he could but get a. fulc~um by 
the side o! the world, and could fix a lever between that 
fulcrum and the world, he could move the world from its 
present position. But he couldn't get the fulcrum I" 

" What," said I, " do you pretend to be endowed with 
even a New York parochial school education, and don't· 
know that he did get·the fulcrum, and fuced a lever. between 
it and the earth, and that he did not dare to. pull upon 
that lever and move the earth, because the Holy Inquisition 
of the mother, and consequently the only genuln, Chdstian 
church was staring him in the face, with· the rack, 'the thumb
screw, and the fagot with which to torture him? Are you 
not aware that when Copernicus found- that fulcrum, and, 
for the above-named reason, did not dare to pull the lever 
he had fixed between it and the earth, the noble GalUeo came 
along a hundred years thereafter, and, boldly and heroically 
taking hold o~ that lever, gave it a jerk which sent the 
earth spinning around the sun once a year, and revolving 
upon its own axis once every day ; while theretofore, and 
because the Bible said so, the earth was dat, rested on a 
foundation, and had four corners? Well, well, what a holy 
lot of benighted dupes must be the poor, unfortunate slaves 
who hav no hope of any more education than that which 
may be acquired in a New York parochial school!" Our 
hearers laughed, whUe the .Jesuit squirmed and wilted. 

Yourstruly, G.u:oRG.U: N.u:wroN. 

Why Not in Every City 'l 
:.&!ILwA.;,.KBB, Wis., June 23, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR : I wish to report from our city the work 
which has been done in the Freethought movement during 
the last year. . . 

The Liberal Club commenced to hold meetings the 1st of 
October last fall, after a vacation of three mon~hs. Our 
meetings were not held in the interest of any particular " ist " 
or " ism," but for the whole people. and fo~ the purpose of 
a higher education, seeking for truth wherever we could 
:find it. And believing the only true way to do it is to in
nstigate all subjects and hear all sides of every question, 
we hav tried to get the most able speakers we could, allow
ing them to choose their own subject, no matter. how.they 
treated it, whether conservativ or radical, for in the discus
sion which always followed every speaker it was sure to be 
fully discussed both from a radical and conaenativ stand
point. And I want to say right .here that while in the dis
cussion there was sharp criticism, and. they pitched into each 
other unmercifully, yet it was all done in good humor and 
according to parliamentary law. No personalities were in
dulged in. All agreed to· disagree 'on the most friendly 
terms. Many think. you cannot hav free discussion on all 
subjects with any degree of harm~ny. But ~ ~nd that the 
only way to hav harmony in all meetings is. to hav free 
speech, subject to parliamentary usages. · Th~ Spiritualists 
were about the :first to advocate a free platform, and among 
the first to repudiate it afterward, so at this time some sub" 
jects are Ignored from their platforms. · · 

The meetings I hav spoken of by the Liberal (Jlub hav 
been running for three or four years with increasing_popular
ity and success. Dr. Juliet H. Severance has been the pres
ident from first Un.til last fall, wh(m she _went South to 
spend the winter, and I was elected in her st«!ad. . _ 

Our meetings will close for the season next Sunday, June 
the 28th. Dr. Severance will be our speaker, and her sub
ject "Medical Mistakes," and I hope some of the doctors 
will be there to criticise her. · 

I had forgotten to mention thatthe speaker of the evening 
has a closing speech in reply to his or her critics. This givs 
the speaker an equal ·chance with the rest.' Everyone is 
free to admit that attends our meetings that they leil.rn·a 
great deal more there than anywhere -they go, ana we t~k 
it has helped to advance Freethought. 'to a wonderful 
extent. <· 

Now, I would ask, why cannot such meetings be started 
in every City? Ot course, the work comes upon a few. 
But get volunteer speakers, and then your expense for ·a 
hall is !!.bout all'you Mv, and the collections will about 
cover all \lxpenses. · 
' All that is required is for some two' or three to start and 
make u move, and you will find that it can be done. 

. PROF.· A. B. BBVBRANOB. 

The Sunday Fight, and a Just illustration. 
BT~ Jos:&PH, Mo., June 21; B.M. 291. 

MR; EDITOR : The forcing open of the doors of the· great 
•museum in New York is a score for the people against puri
tanical orthodoxy. This proves that ·though justfce is slow 
to get around, yet courage and determina-tion Will· win 
against man-made gods, and cruel, corrupt; and despotic 
religion-a religion for the rich, to make the rich richer and 
the poor poorer. 

We hav b£en having a tight over the Sunday Rest law 
here in St. Joseph for several months. It was ilitroduced by 
a fraud natned· Crafts-a name suitable to the subject. Like 
Paul, who declared, '1 Being crafty I'catight you with guUe," 
this fraud Crafts and his aiderl! dld more work on Simday 
than any other day· of the week. Yet the buildings in which 
he labored are'not taxed, though honest men and women 
hav to pay taxes on their property, and-licenses for permis
sion to conduct their business, trades, oJ:. occupations. 

These beggars; these.grasshoppers,~ eat up the people's. au~ ·'We hav a class of religious people here, as you will find 
a~ce IUI,d g-iv tP,em nothing in r~tu~ for It but -wind and a in , moa~ . com~l!Jliti~s,- who .think· they are ' tbe moral, 
very poor article at that, and the attempt-to enslave th~m. ~Y spiritual, an.d intellectual eenter arol!Jld which -the universe 
most unjust, senseless, &J!.d tyrannical laws arid by depriv;ing . ;eV'olre,!l-. , We .w-~t. 'sit in !!Uence •. an.il. listen to their . *ades 
them of the exercise of their natural and just rights; . .of abuse, but _when we c~iticise some o! their opinions or 
·How long will intelligent· people snbm\i to the· arrogance. actions it makes quite' a: difference. It is a~ways well to hear 

and dictation of these lJeggais; these more than useless fuiigi? both ·sides of a case before giving judgment. · 
The be11t point made· on,. t:Qe uselessness-of religion and . · W. J. DuttoN. 

·Why Parsons Want ·the Fair Closed. 
man-1n4de .gqds was 'py. D~~ Fis~, an eminent physician, of 
tliis city, in ans~er to an q~o.dpx lady. a few days agp. 
She was speaking· of'the power·of God and the love of Jes,us,, 
when he staied:theease'oftlie'yotmgladywliowastraveling .. GWGBR,WYo., Junel3, 1891. 
o:a. horseback ·in ·ibis ·~<.,'hristian· land," "when she was MR; EDITOR i For some tim'e l hav been watching the 
seized by two young men and forcibly dragged from the e:ffort of the holy people of o~_COlUltry to close the'Colum
hor11e. In her struggle. with. them. both_ofher legs were. blan.Ex:position on the.Lord'sday, and in consequence .am 
,broken, and she w.as-then taken._to a11 old, small bullding.11ond; forced to the opinion that it is their holy job .and not the 
outraged in a most saiDtly manner', and. then Chained wi~ • welfare of the dear people which is. at stake, for we wl!ll 
an iron chain to the wall and abandoned. Dtiring alf ·this 1 know that the clergy and the church would trample upon the 
time there was a mali sitting qUietly by on. the fence who: rights and liberty of all nations to further their own narrow 
k.Jiew beforehand what. theee~young men· would do; saw: and selfish inter~sts. _ . . . . . . _ 
eveey movement made by theiJl; saw the brave defense the! Let us figure It up in this light. If the Exposition is kept 
young woman made to protect he_r .honor aD,d her life; ,heard • open on Sunday fully ninety per cent . of the church-~ing 
her calls, her .. screams for. aid, her P!ayers to an mlfeeling; people. will avail themselvs. of the opportunity of atten.ding 
God Who did not answer nor help her--this man• who had. the Exposition on that day, and especi~lly those who_ ~re 
power by the mere exercise of hiil will or the turriing of'his. obliged to attend to business during the week. Now:, the 
hand, to save her and overwhelm them, did nothing." preache~s know this, and are ~hrewd enough _to·know the~r 
After pausing, he then asked tl!-e orthpdox, believing woman, congregations will be· so diminished on Bun, day that they 
"What do you think of such a man as that!'" , The lady will be obliged to preach to empty benches and a .few -old 
seemed horriiled and impetuously declared th"t this looker- croakers who are not able to attend the Exposition, and in 
on who made no. atte_mpt to help and save the young woman consequence of this their collections of "God's money" will 
was worse than the men w,ho perpetrated this saintly out- be 'Dery light, and our dear ,parsons will be 'Deru short, if not 
rage~ " Who was that ·man? The cowardly wretCh 1 Do entirely out, of pocket-money during the s~mmer of 1893. 
yoti Jm:ow· him!'" she demanded. The dootor caloily an. Possibly some of them are shocked at the bare idea that t~ey 
swered, ,, That man was Mr_.. Jesus Christ." The lady mayhav to go to work. to keep the wolf from their door if 
fainted •.. Did ou ever .look at· it in this .11 ht? Think of the .dear people should .lose sight of their du_tY to God for a 
this 1 · Y · · · · · · · · · g p V W few Sundays. _·. Now, it's my opinion that right here is where 

•' • • ISE~ the shoe _pinches, and if the people would agree to pay. them 
---.. -. -- · ., their salaries in advance, church or no church, there would 

Jleath~bed Persecution. be nothing said in oppositJon to the opening of the World's 

ELBA,O., June 2l; 1891. 
liB •. EDITOR : In many places religious revivals seem to 

hav been very successful last winter, but oar community 
was fortunate enough to eS9ape suchan ll'ffiiction. P.rodlg~ 
ious effort .and imported talent were unavailing.' Tlieir 
" believe or be damned " doctrln set before us, and ex
pounded with such foree (judging by the noise) by our self
.constituted ·aa!Dts, did.not hav much effect :on us poor, 
m,iserable. sinners, an_d: .we.; 1!.1'~ . stlll :ozt the straight· road to 
hell .. Our .sain_tly .Christians .woul,d hav no enjoyment ..in 
h~nenif they c0llld.nottake a peep OV!lr the edge once in a 
while and see :us roasting and burning bi the red an~ lurid 
flames: of :the bottomless pit. · · · · · · · 
. Some one has said' thaf:happiness consists in making 
others happy, so we. are happy in the ,thought ·that.we wUl 
be the instruments of their pleasure. There's no selftahness 
about us. . .. . .• , . . . , . . · , . 

At our reviyals we. are told:how. mean, lqw,. and despicable 
we are, and how vile a moral:t!ian Is in the sight of Jehovah, 
unless he is a Christian of the Methodist varfety. They 
ought to feel grateful for our voluntary' sacrifice to insure 
tlieir futur_e bliss, but they seem 'to hav· no appreciativ 
faculties. 

A young man who .ll:ved,.here, W. H. Seidler, a special 
friend of 'mine,. was afflicted· with consumption. He was 
reared fu strict orthodoxy, but when lie grew to manhood he 
did not accept their. dbctrins as the' truth, tlie whole 'truth, and 
nothing btit the truth. He knew very little of Secular phi
losophy, but P,e had excf!ptional facilities for learning the 
hollowness a.nd insin~erity o.f the class of people that make 
the .most noise a~ ~ rimg~oul! ~evival, and he judged tbe !'f,oc. 
trinB- by their fi"ilits. · · When it became evident that he could 
not ~liv;'des:b«ifate. efforts werJ 'made t(fconvert hiin, as it 
wtiuld •not :do- to allow him to pass a'i>vay in peace without 
profeasing Christianity. '}'he stories about Old Split-foot 
hOVf ring around the death-chamber of godless pjlOplE! were 
liable to be exploded and half the pleasure of the dear 
Sunday-school children wotil'd,betorever gone. A Mr. Gant, 
an egoistical bombast who electrlijes, as he thinks, a religious 
class-meeting with theological rot, visJted my friend one 
afternoon, ·began lecturing him, a_nd soon had him crying. 
The poor boy was passiv.for a time, hoping that. he w:ould 
soon stOp and leave, bUt he finally found it was necessary to 
defend hims!<llf, and, as qe related it to me and others, talked 
aboutthis way: "I think if anyone should be religious !should 
be, for I never lolew anything els.e, and am a little inclined 
that way, but am not afrai.d to die as I am. I am not a crim
inal and am just as good as you are. You ought to be 
ashamed of· yourself to talk to me and lt:cture me in that 
style, arid ·lf you cannot do better than that just stay away, 
for I don't want you around. You need not come back 
again." Yet this man of monumental" cheek" talked i'lght 
on as if he had a right to torture the helpless. As the boy 
got weali:er _he naturally became more passlv, and shortly 
before he died, when he became so weak that his mind some
times wandered; he " expressed hls faiih in God and said he 
was going to sleep with Jesus." My purpose while attend
ing liim was_ to secure him as much peace, comfort, and en
joyment as _pollsible while he · lived. I am censured by 
~ome ·rt.>r mentioning these . things now. "Don't hurt 
anyone"s feeiings," they say. These people did not hesitate 
to torture the boy or to fia.unt their alleged victory in our 
faces. .Th~y forget that some of his real friends may hav 
some' f'~eling too. Oh, no, we are not to be considered. 
I shall n:ot soon forget my promis to the deceased to 
avenge his wrongs. Some of these people are very noisy 
in telling my friends how they are going to annihilate me, 
bUt they hav not yet accepted any of their many oppor
tunities. . . .. - . . -

Fair on Sunday .. They woUld simply relapse mto joyflil 
silen ~e and groan, "The Lord's will be done. Ohhh J J l" 

You see, the preachers can attend the Exposition during 
the week and still rake in their own week's wages on Situ
day, wblle the honest laboring man will be obliged to work 
every day iii the· week to keep hts family and be able to 
attend the Ex:posltion one day out of seven. It is my opin
ion that these holy c'hicken~eaters are the biggest d~onea and 
dead!Jeats the world ever· produced, forevet prating about 
the rove and mercies . of God, while the deeds committed 
hi· the name of God on record . in the '' holy Bible " (holy 
1I11iarsh) are enough to make one's hair stand straight up to 
think about it. · 

For my part, I am obliged to work every Sunday in the 
year to hold my job. So are tb,e preachers; ·they must hav 
Sunday set aside to stWf their .crazy Slush .down tl;i.e d~ar 
people's necks, or they canriot hold their job· and Diake a 
liVing. Poor preachers, it would· be too bad to see them 
hungey l A preacher in Houston, Tex., not long ago· de:: 
nounced the class of people to which I belong as '' a set of 
night prowlers and drunkards." Better that than a ~et of-
chicken-eaters, holy.loafers, and deadbeats. · , · · 

God rested on Sunday. So they claim he did not call the 
:fishes, etc., around him and preach to them to make them 
grateful for creation. He must hav been 'very weary indeed! 
and needed much rest from the immense week's work that 
he had done, as we don't know- of his ev!lr doing anything 
~ce. . . . ..... 

Now, should our holy law-makers decide to close· the Ex
position ori Sunday, which day would that be ?...:.the day 
that God. was supposed to hav .finished his work and reste.d 
therefrom, or the day set aside for ho!y pow-wow by the 
church ? Which would they obey-the Bible or the church !' 
Now, I should like to see the day that these croaking asees 
should be obliged· to go to work for a living l And such 
would bethe case if the people could only be taught that the 
devil w:as not going to get them . when they died. If they 
could only be taught the truth ~he church w.ould die as dead 
~8 a cloven oyster iri less than two years. It ~is the fear of hell, 
riot the love of heaven, that keeps up the church to-day. . 

Again I say, it is the· personal welfare of the . clergy, not 
the welfare of the' people, that urges them to ft~ht for tlie 
closing of the Exposition on Simday. · 

What are the principles of .. the church built on anyway? 
The question, answers itself-the rock of ignorance and su
perstition. Gra-nting th.at the :B1ble is what the clergy claims 
it to be, Christ never taught any creed or dogmas. · He forbid 
his gospel-slingers taking money for their labor. And his 
own disciples doubted his authority and identity. And'he 
lost .faith in the power of his supposed father to save him on 
the cross before death ; and yet in the face of all con.fiicting 
stories the church. exists and flourishes in the name· of the 
"Father,' Son, and Ho(y Ghost." How in the name of c!)m
mon sense can intelligent people swallow such stuff? · Will 
some goad Gjd.fearing pre·acher or priest tell me ? I am, 

Yours, willing to be enlightened, F. B. DBBSBAoK, 
Telegraph Operat_or and Infidel. 

Jlore Moralists than Christians. 
BBE.A.THBDSVILLE, MD., June 20, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The German Baptists had their annual meet
ing at Hagerstown, which commenced on May 28th and 
lasted a week, a~d as I thmxght it might·interest smile of 
your readers, I wlll giv a short deseriptton of it as I saw it 
during my four days' attendance. 
. The annual meeting is their final court of resort· in Bible 

explanation and church. government, from all over the 
United States, and here they . arrange . all mattere, even to 
the style ot their clothee tor male or female members. The;y 
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•.. · -~!Jn a~ plainiiess of dress and are opposed to the wearing of 
·. :jewelry of any kind; or· any display of high-mindednesli, 

treating everyone as a ·friend wherever they meet them, 
' ·_ never standing on aiiy ceremonies .or waiting for an introduc
' · tion before they Clln ~peak to others. 
~v HaVing est_ablished a set of rules or laws that lead to 

tlifift, many of their members are well-to-do people, and all 
preachers, who can, as·well as niany laymen, visit these annual 
meetings, producing large crowds. I should judge there· 
was a daily average attendance Of ten thousand while the 
meeting .lasted. On Sunday there may hav been fifteen 
.th(,)usand. To board and lo4ge all these ample arrangements 
had been made at twenty.five cents per meal and twenty. five 
cents for a night's lodging; and everything in the eating 
line, with lemonade, could be had on the grounds even on 
Sunday. And although the ·weather was warm and there 
were several rain showers during the meeting, all was har
·monious like a well-raised family, which all lovers of human
ity must admire. It is true that in the exuberance of joy at 
seeing old fr1ends some were a little too ioud under the taber
nacle to permit others hearing the exercises then going on, 
but as a ·rule the behavior was most excellent even in . this 

·respect. While sitting listening and obserVing I felt that I 
·was among a set of people with the beat intentions, and my 
heart went spontaneously out to them with a wish. that they 
could still see a· little fdl'ther in reason and come to the foun
dation-rock of demonstrated truth. As a people they are 
more liberal and more gUided by common sense than most 
religious sects. They hav no infant or heathen damnation 
in their creed riow, because their creed is the Bible as 
explahied by these annual meetings. Their explanations of 
the Bible so far hav been to make the church no matter of 
speculation or merchandise, but they still call it the inspired 
word of God, which· made me feel very sorry indeed. But· 
as many of them lack education, and hav, no doubt, never 
eXamined critically into this matter, they may learn after a 
while.that the_ Bible was made by voting, the same as their 
chur~li ruler! are made at these annual meetings. 

One of their preachers or . elders, a believer in miracles~ 
*-<1~1~ tn~·~a~hi Of winE~,J;D.~ing, and showed, in his own 
~ntl'perhaps, that all things are possible wit~ God. Thatit 
is possible with God for you to be your own great-grandmother 
and-great-grandson .at the same:.tiirie. But. it would hav 
done your heart good to hav seen him sweat, even with his. 

. coat_ oif.- He realized that he had tackled a whopper, as 
. well as. those whO heard him, and I suppose he will steer 
clear 'Of miracles in the future, as lying for GJd's sake is no 
better than other lying, even by a man with the best inten
tions;· You cannot realize how much I wished that the only 
creed and beiief in this world would be, Do right at all times, 
and that all those who practiced this could meet in brotherly 

' and· sisterly fellowship, as did these people, where each tried 
. to protect the other from extortion, and helped to make 
others happy and comfortable, even though they did not 
belong to :them as members of their church. Now let me· 
·say to one and all of the German Baptist Brotherhood who 
may see this notice, you hav shown the right spirit to one 
another and to outsiders, as I hav never seen done by any 
other church to·my recollection. And in that spirit we out-· 
siders, .good and law-abiding citizens, are with you heart 
and hand, but we cannot say we believe to 'be true what 
nature, common sense, and science tell us. is untrue. And 
as each' believes what. he must believe from the evidence he 
has.on the subject, if he is honest with himself there is after 
all no real dliference that either party can be responsible for. 
But the entire matter of diiference between all honest, well
behaved citizens is simply a matter of education and .sur
~oup.ding influences as to what they say they believe. For 
Instance, where the father and mother say they believe the 
Christian Bible to be the word of God, the children are apt 
to say the same thing from young up without spending a 
thought about it. An~ so the same with the Mohammedans 
!and every pther'rellgion; it is unconaciously, as it were, trans
mitted from one generation -to another, in many instances 
even without. a thought of its probable truth. 

This is all wrong. No one ought to say he believes with
out examining the evidence in the matter, and the eVidence 
alone Should determin. his belief. How many followers of 
ihe diiferent religions in the world are such by evidence? 
Not one in ten thousand, but perhaps one in one hundred 
thousand. Yours respectfully, JoHN M. GBOH. 

A Rationalized Catholic to the Pope. 
RIOBVILLB, JA., June 15, 1891. 

. i. M:R. EriiToR i Inclosed please find an Open Letter to the 
Pope. · If you will allow it space in THB TRUTH SBBKBR I 
will send a marked copy of the same to liis humbugness. 
The letter' is also dedicated to my Catholic friends. 

Yours antipapally, H:sNRY BISsoN'. 

AN OPBN. LBTTBB TO THB PQPB. 

RIOBVILLB,!A., June 15, B.M. 291. 
. . _MR. Psoor, alias YoUB HoLI(HUMBUG)NBBB PoPB LBo XLII., 
Rome, Italy, Rt'Derend Bir : I was raised a Roman Catholic, 
and I lived up to that religion until I was,about twenty-two 
years old, when I began to think and read and investigate 

· for myself. The resUlt was that I soon found the truth and 
was: convinced th_at Christianity is a delusion and a farce and 
cannot stand the test of criticism. Your holiDess of course 
knows how Catholics are made. In the years of infancy 
and childhood when the mind Qf the child is not yet capable 
of reasoning ~nd judldng between facts and imagination, 

· between reality !l'nd deTusion, between truth and falsehood, 
llild when the mind is capable of being molded like a brick, 
then is the thne .. when prlestcraft takes advantage of the poor 
dupes. I compare Catholics with dumb brutes, which are 
compelled to carry their burdens and pull their loads. The 
latter are .threatene4 with the whip, the Catholics are threat
ened with purgatory and hell. 

When I was about six years old I was sent to a Catholic 
school, -where .1 did not learn much of anfthlng -'but the 

catechism and the. Cath~lic religion, One of. y~ur fanatical 
priests would Visit the school twice a week, when·he would 
teach us all about a kind and merciful God and about the 
tidings of great joy---namely, an everlasting hell, where all 
heretics and Infidels and all non-Catholics would be tormented 
forever and ever, while the-popes, priests, nun~, monks, and 
a few idiots would play on their ha,rps in heaven. So I let. 
the priest do the thinking for me (on religious matters) for a 
few years, but after a while I began to think that I had a 
right to think for myself, and the· result is that I am now 
emancipated from all mental' slavery and free from· all 
priestly bigotry and superstition. · . 

Now, Mr. Pecci,- please iillow me to tell you what I do 
believe and what I do not believe. · I do not believe there is 
a personal God or a devil, a heaven or a hell, or purgatory ; 
neither do I believe that . huinan ·beings· ha v immortal souls. 
These things exist only in the minds of credulous and super
stitious people. I also do not believe that you or your 
priests can make Gods -.out of dough or wafers, or. that you or 
the priests hav the power to forgiv sins. Neither do I believe 
that you or the priests believe those things yourselvs, but you 
are only upholding the old fraud for the money and fat lazy 
living there is in your false doctrin. But I believe that the 
confessional is often used as a .trap by the priests to seduce 
innocent young girls. I also believe that you (the pope) and 
popery, with your infallibility, are the greatest humbug on 
earth. I believe that Catholicism and Christianity is. the 
greatest humbug, fraud, superstition, and curse that has 
ever cursed humanity, and I think that this curse should be 
wiped from the face of this earth, and that liberty, humanity, 
and Freethought should take the place of . religion. I hope 
that you will be the last pope and that popery will go to 
(hell) the grave with y'ou and never disgrace this world any 
more. ·I believe in justice and I am net in· favor of crime, 
but if you or one of your successors should ever be inclined 
to locate in the United States, then I hope that there will be 
loyal. citizens enough in this country to treat you (or him) to 
a hemp collar, and hang you up on the mast of the ship on 
which you may arrive, so as not to allow you to disgrace 
this glorious free country by setting your foot on it. These 
are my compliments to you ; . take that for a warning, old 
fellow. 

I will refer you to a few of the popes who hav occupied 
the chair of St. Peter who will be a fair sample of papa~ 
infallibility and as followers of the meek and lowly Jesus: 
Paschal 1 .. Popess Joan, Nicholas I., Sfirgiue, John XL, 
Boniface VII., Benedict JX., Gregory VII., Adrian lV., 
Innocent :III., Innocent IV., Boniface VIII., John XXII., 
Urban VI., John XXIII., :Martin V., Paul II., and Alexander 
VI.; and many m~re could be mentioned, (If you or _any 
of your good Catholics want more information about· the 
popes, then I advise you to read D. M. Bennett's "Cham
pions of the Church.") These monsters the popes in disguise 
of infallibility hav committed all kinds of crime, such as 
assassination, incest, adultery; rape, and all kinds of vlleness 
and most shameful debaucheries. 
, There was a time once when kings and emperors trembled 
bef.ore the pope's excommunication, but I as a Freethinker 
hav no fear of you whatever. You may sling your anath
ema maranathas and maledictions and curses at me across 
the Atlantic ocean until your supply is exhausted and still I 
do not fea~:·your holyhumbugness. 

Such men as Voltaire, Thomas Paine, D. M. Bennett, 
Horace Seaver, and Col. R. G. Ingersoll hav done more 
good for thls world than all the popes and priests which 
ever lived on the face on this earth. 

I will withdraw the curtain for a moment and take a view 
of the drama of popery and Catholicism. The past rises 
before me, as it were, like a dream. I see the ·Crusades, 
which cost millions of human lives. I see millions of Cath
olics, at the instigation of the popes, undertake expeditions 
to Asia to take the Holy Land from the Infidels. The pious 
Catholics assassinate seventy thousand human beings in 
Jerusalem all for the glory of God. I see the wars of exter
mination against the Alblgenses. At Bezuers I see sixty 
thousand men, women, and children murdered by the pope's 
arm:v. I see the massacre of St. Bartholomew in France, 
whe're the Catholics killed over forty thousand Huguenots, 
and I see that terrible event celebrated by Pope Gregory 
XIII. by a solemn procession to San Luiga. I see the Inqui
sition, with all the instruments of torture which priestcraft 
and popery could invent, with all its horrors and dungeons, 
which caused the torturing and burning at the stake of 
nine million of innocent human be!ngs for the imaginary 
crimes of withcraft and heresy. I see the killing of Hy}Jatia 
by St. Cyril's mob of merciless monks in Alexandria. . I see 
the burning of Bruno, the great martyr of science, at the stake 
in Rome. I see thousands of sweet, lovely young maidens 
induced by hypocritical priests to go to the hells on earth 
called nunneries there to be compelled to satisfy the brutish 
lusts of popes and popish monkS and priests, and I see the 
smothering of new-born babies to be sent to heaven for the 
glory of Christ (see "Terrible Disclosures of Marla Monk"). 
I look again and I see nations against nations at wars of 
extermination instigated by the infallible vicars and vice
regents of Christ in the chair of St. Peter in Rome. I see 
human blood enough shed on account of Christianity a·nd 
popery to supply a Niap;ara for twenty. four hours all for the 
glory of an hnaginary God. This is a faint description of 
the picture I behold in reviewing Catholicism and popery. 
Oh, if you popes and priests only could blot out that dark 
page bi history and hav it fnrgotten .by the human race I 
But ye cannot do that. We Liberals and lovers of liberty 
and humanity, we shall always know it iu all times to come. 

Now, Mr. Pecci, I would advise you to renounce popery 
and Christianity and all errors and proclaim the truth. 

It is to be hoped that a grand new monument will ·be 
erected in the near future on the ruins of the Vatican and the 
church of St. Peter in Rome, in honor of Giordano Bruno. 

These are the sentiments of an ex-Catholic, but now a 
confirmed Infidel. HBNRY BISSON . 

Crushing Blows on Bible and Church. 
IPAVA, ILL., June 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : " Blaspheming the name of the Lord and 
desecrating the Lord's day, and not· paying the Lord as 
much as is due hhn or as he should hav," hav been the sub
jects much discussed by the preachers in our town for the 
past four or five weeks. • Lurid pictures of a burning hell 
hav been painted for the non-contributor and the blasphemer. 
Perhaps the pictures are correcily painted, for I know no 
class that blaspheme so much and contribute so little as the 
priests and preachers, for the real blasphemer is he who 
accuses God of doing wrong because some ignorant, super
stitioUs man or woman has done wrong. 

Tliose eame·blasphe:rners and prevaricators built ·partitions 

, througl!; the center of what they were pleased to call the 
house of God to keep men and women from sitting together. 
But the self-appointed agents could fdsk around on the right 
side with perfect safety;~~ . . . · . . .. 
. Now, .these self-appointed administrators of (}od's king
dom, the. surveyors of the ethereal blue, commonly called 
sky.pUota, were all good men, as history tells us. These 
special agents once said it was an impious act and a criminal 
oifense for a man to kiss his wife on Sunday. Would it be 
or could it be hnpioua for a man' to kiss his wife, she being 
willing, at any time or place? Surely, no. What possible 
harm could there be in a kiss ? To the bad all things are 
bad.-

If it is wrong to go out riding on S11nday, it is wrong to 
preach, for the book says, rest on the Sabb!l.th day, and it is 
an undeniable fact that there is more rest, more comfort, 
riding through the country beholding the beauties of nature 
and the real word of GJd than there is in listening to a dull 
sermon on ancient robberies and murders by the elect. 

Ia it wrong for the fish to swim or the birds to sing on 
Sunday? No, surely it cannot be. Then how can it be 
w:rong for men and women to go out riding or boating and 
enjoy the exquisit beauty in nature? 

Which day is Sunday? Can some one answer so it will be 
satisfactory to all? Every day Is a day of rest with some 
nation, tribe, or individual. And according to their own 
teaching "!'e are living under the law of "free grace," which 
means liberty to enjoy the Sabbath which was made for 
man. Some of our lawa long after" free grace" and long 
after secular Uberty were the most damnable. For example, 
"No man shall be a freeman or giv a vote unless he be 
converted." Hardly free g;race or liberty I 

"-No Quaker or dissenter shall be allowed to vote." This 
was what they called select voting, liberty to the elect. only. 

"If any person turns Quaker he shall be banished." Con
version to the Quaker reli,ion did not count. And as the 
law specified "he," women had no voice in the matter. 
The men who made the law were evidently Paulites. 

"No one shall run on the Sabbath day or walk in his 
garden." No one could run to save life, or walk in his gar
den feasting his eyes upon the fiowers, the beautiful and the 
only real revelation of a creator. 

"No one shall cook,_ travel, or make beds or sweep house 
on the Sabbath day." Could anything be more ridiculous? 
According to such laws, God or no God, it is a virtue to be 
dirty and a crime to be clean. By their dirt ye shall know 
them! 

"The Sabbath shall begin at sunset SatJ.rday." A good 
wife could not cook a supper for a tired husband after sun
set Saturday, no matter how hungry he was. 

"No woman shall kiss her baby on the Sabbath or fasting 
day." All the above laws were enforced In o:J.r own beauti
ful land of the free where Thomas Paine said: "Liberty 
has been hunted around the world. Let us prepare an asy
lum for mankind." 

If it is impious to take pleasure on Sunday, it is hnpious 
to laugh or express an opinion. 

Our forefathers fought tbat we might liv and enjoy life, 
and we would be unworthy the life given us if-we allow Sab
bath drones (I say drones because they expect the working 
bees to bring in the honey-money-on Sunday) to take 
away our liberty which was so dearly bought. 

Men and women were created for each other. There is an 
affinity that draws them together, and God nor devil cannot 
keep them apart and let them 11-v. It is love for women that 
makes men manly. lt is love for men that makes women · 
pure and sweet. Good women by their influence control 
men and make them brave and patriotic. And in return for 
that infiuence noble men protect virtuous women. 

I believe the time is not far distant when educated,-mora.l 
men imd women will bll ashamed to teach the Bible as the 
word of God, the creator. The Bible is not good. It is not 
moral. It is not decent; It has in the hands of "vipers and 
hypocrite" ruined thousands of homes, and licensed rascals 
to "bind and unbind" to suit their indiVidual taste. That 
taste, according to history, has been that of the tiger and 
hyena-indulgence and grfl,tiftcation at the expense of the 
poorer-class and weaker sex. 

The time will soon come when every moral man and virtu
ous woman for the aake of morality, home, and virtue will 
be ashamed to say Jesus Christ was the son or God. For if 
Christ was the son of God, then libertins are Godlike and 
bastards identical with Jesua Christ. 

In Christ's death Paul saw his opportunity, and he made 
use of it for.seltish motivs. Prior to Christ's death he was a 
persecutor of Christ. 

Jesus Christ was a gaod man in his simple way and did 
mucb, good. But the hypocrite who persecuted him in life 
became his sushiners after death, that they might glorify 
themselvs by teaching a little good for much bad already 
done. 

To teach that a liar, a hypocrit, a robber, a seducer, a be
trayer, a slanderer, by a little credulity and water poured on 
by a priest or preacher will make _a fit subject for,heaven, is 
a rewa-l-d for crime, and a nauseating stench in the nostrils 
of good people who simply believe in right doing. 

According to the Bible, God is tbe author or all things, 
both good and evll. As he made the devil (sin), and as the 
sins (the devils) of the parents are visited upon the children, 
so we see God's sin in the devil. 

So, as I said in the beginning, the book and its supporters 
are the greatest blasphemers against the creator. 

As it takes time for a tree to grow, so it takes time for edu
cation in ·evolution. Let every Liberal teach the absurdities 
and deceptions of the Bible to their children, and the earth 
will in thne support a people who do not believe in the 
miraculous and will not support the self-styled media,tors 
between Gpd and inan. . c. s. RANDOLl'S:. 
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"Between the dark and Ule.d&J'U.ht. 
When the. Dfa'ht 11 beginning to lower, 

OoDles a. paul& in the da.Y'I oooupatlonl 
That 11 known u the Ohlldren's Hour." 

The Czar and the Dead Soldier. 
[There h&"'' been sa.id ll"tne verY h&rd thinllS 
bout the" czar of all the Rnslias." If the poem 

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 1..1.. 18.~1. 

sinned (Sclnde), and V()'l)£, I hav vowed TlroTH SBmB; that is how I ca;e to know pocket.Jmife over one hundred years old, and 
about the Corner. We all think it is grand., many other interesting relics.· I hav also 

(Oude). Equally historical is the bitter pun 1 do hope the time is not far distant when it added the following Indian reH~: Three stone 
that changed the name of the sluggish Adml- will cease to be a Corner aud,become ~.whole axe,a, two stone hammers, one discoidalstoJJe, 
ral Torrington to ''Admiral Tarry-in.town.'' room. My father got for u,s two ~~· your two stone bark-peelers, one stone weight; one 

Napoleon;.who was no man for light jest- books, "Apples of Gold' and Story fiint drill, one flint scraper, one flint knife, 
ing, is credited with only a single pun, and Hour ;" we are very much pleased with them; several ft.lnt spear.heads, and some tine arrow-

He Is going to send for " All in a Lifetime ' heads. Besides the above 1 hav juit rec«!ived 
that a rather poor oDe. During his great and THB TRUTH SBBKBR. . . some fragments of fossil mastodon.•tusks 
Italian campaign c;f 1796-7 he replied to a We do not hav.any school; mother teaches .from a friend Jn Iowa. 1 also hav several 
lady, who wondered to find such a famous us at home. I study geography, grammar, hundred foreign.coins. 
man 80 young, "1 am young to-day, but to- arithmetic; reading, and spelling~ , . . 1 am making a collection of Indian arrow-
morrow! ahallhavMilan" (i. jj,, "milleans," I hav four sisters, of which I am next to the points from every state in the Union, and !f 

oldest. I hav five brothers. We hav lots of the readers of the Corner will send me some 
a thousand years). A much better was that sport in the·woods. We hav a donkey, and from their states, I will return the favor in 
made upon the great conqueror himself by all can ride that can hang on; we call him some way. 
an Italian countess, who hearing him say, Balsam. . . . . . . . With best wishes to all, I remain, 
"All Italians are traitors" replitd, pointedly, I hope this letter will not tlnd its way to the Your Liberal friend, GBo. J. RBMBBUBG •. 

~elow ia not simplY ima.qlna.tion, let us hope that 
we may hfar shortly of some worthy deed& perd· 
formed by the czar towa.rd the ltving men an 
women in his domain.-FD. 0. O.J 

"Not all of them but a ~ood part" (Buo na- waste-basket. : in rin · 
• · 1 will close, hoping to see this P t. Ch t _.th c · · d t pM'te). Equally neat, and even more grimly Yours truly, MAuD Kuli'FBL· a s nA ~rrespon en ·S. 

sfgnitl.cant, was Bismarck's answer to a per- -- MAUD Kuna:L, San Bernardino Mts , Cal. 
Unarm9d a.ud uu~tottended w~to\ked the cz~tor 

Through Moscow's busy streets one wintry day: 
The crowd uncovered as his face they saw ; 

"G3:1 greet the oz~tor I" said they. 
Along his path there moved a funeral, 

Gra.y apeotaole of pov~rty a.nd woe ; 
A wretched aledge, dragged by one wear:v man 

Slowly aoross the snow. 
And on the sled~te, blown by the wintr:v wind, 

L!!.Y a poor coffin, very rude and bare; 
And he who drew it bent beneath his load 

With dnll~tond sullen air. 
The emperor stopped and beckoned to the man : 

" Who is'• thou bearest to the grl\ve T" he said. 
"Only a soldier, sire," the short reply, 

" Onl:v a soldier dead." 
"Only a soldier," musing, aaid tbe ozar, 

"0 IllY a Rnslian, who was poor and brave. 
Move on; I follow; such a one goea not 

Unhonored to the grave." 
Be bent his bead, and reverent raised his cap, 

The oza.r of all the Rnssias, pa.oing slow, 
Following the coftin as a~rain it went 

SlowlY a.oross the snow. 
The passers in the street, all wonderine, 

Looked on the sight; then followed silently. 
Peanut auil prince, aud artiun, and clerk, 

All in one oompa.n:v. 
Still as they want the cNwd grew evermore, 

Till thousands stood around the friendlesa 
grave, 

Led by that princely heart who, royal, true, 
Honored the poor but brave. 

-!lorton Tlventno Transertpe. 

"I Am Great and You Are Small" 
A sparrow swinging ou a branch 

Once caught a paaalng ll:v. 
" Oh, let me li vI" the ius ect prayed, 

WUh trembling, piteous or:v. 
"No," satd the spa;rrow, "you must fall, 

For I am great aud you are small." 
The bird had soarce begun his feast 

Before a hawk came bT; 
The game was ca.ught. " Pray let me liv I" 

Was now the sparrow's cry. 
" No," said the captor, ":von must fall, 

For I am great and :von are small." 
A.u eagle saw the rogue, and swooped 

Upon him from on high. 
"Pray let me liv I Wh:v should :von kill 

So small a bird as IT" . 
" Ob," said the eagle, " you must fall, 

For I am great and :von are small." 
But while be ate, the hunter came; 

He let his arrow 1IY. 
"Tnaut I" the eagle shrieked, "you hav 

No right to make me die I" 
"Ah !" sa.id the hunter," :von must fall, 

For I am great and :vou are small." 
-From the German, 

Historical Puns. 
The Roman bishop's famous compliment 

to the handsome Anglo-Saxon captiva, "Not 
Angles, but angels," had greater results than 
its actual brilliancy might seem to merit; 
and St. Leo doubtless hs.d no idea when he 
prayed to heaven to aid Rome against the in
vading Huns, •' and h uri back these Tartars 
into the fires of Tartarus," that this punning 
prayer was to tl.x upon the unlucky "Tar
tars " (as they were then called) a nickname 
that would never die. 

Such puns hav more than once played a 
formidable part in history. France expiated 
by the devastation of an entire province a 
coarse and clumsy play upon " corpse " and 
" corpulence " made by the French king in 
derision of his terrible neighbor, William the 
Co11queror. Charles V.'s jesting assertion 
that he could put Paris in his glove (gant), 
though meant only to indicate the superior 
size of Ghent to the Paris of that day, stung 
Francis I. into the renewal of a languishing 
war. One of Louis XV.'s· upstart favorits 
was driven from the court by the biting pun 
that turned his new title of Marquis de Van
diere into" Marquis d'Avant.hler" (the day 
before yesterday). 

The epigrammatic brevity of Sir Francis 
Drake's celebrated but probably mythical 
dispatch announcing the rout of the Armada 
-which consisted of the single word, "Can
tharides," i. e., the Spanish fly-has been 
twice paralleled In our own age. Sir Charles 
Napier and Lord Dalhousie respectlvly an
nounced the annexation of Sclnde and that of 
Oude in one word apiece, Peccati-I hav 

son who was speculating how much the im- WBNA.TOHBB, WASH., June 6, 1891. -Such.a letter as you hav written can never 
pend!Dg war of 1870 would cost France. MIBs SusAN H. WIXoN : I notice there are find its way to the waste~ basket.· It must be 
"Not much," said the Iron Count, "only very few letters from WashingtoJJ, ·so I will try lovely where you liv. What fine times. you 

and add one more to the list, 
two Napoleons I" 1 hav just been reading c. B. Reynolds's must hav! And what delightful rides with 

James Keeps His Place. 

There is a small boy working in a mer.can
til establishment In this town who is not 
likely to be hanged while he stays in New 
York state and the present laws stand as they 
do. More than this concerning this young 
man it would be rash to prophesy. 

. "Facts on Sunday Laws and Sabbath Ob- old Balsam I It makes the Editor feel that 
servance." It is a splendid little pamphlet. she would like to be there to" hang on with 
Every Christian should be persuaded to read. the rest.'' Maud· may not hav the privilege 
It, and they would put their "thinking-caps" of attending schottl, but her penmanship and 
o:a and be made to see how the Btble contra. 
diets itself. the general make-up of her letter show that 

Now, the merchant who employs him to 
do a great many things very badly is large, 
red of face, pompous, and dignified. He 
was once in the Senate gallery at Washington 
when Roscoe Conkling sat down, metaphori
cally speaking, on a statesman from Jimtown 
or some other place. Since that time this 
merchant has been Conklingesque, particu
larly when rebuking an employee. 

Now, the small boy, who may be called 
James, suceeeded the other day in performblg 
some especially villainous action that drew 
down upon .him the wrath of his employer. 
So he was called into the presence. The dig. 
nified merchant expanded his chest, frowned, 
and proceeded to annihilate the small boy 
with a look. The small boy would not 
annihilate. 

"James 1" said the merchant haughtily. 
"Yas, sir," said James not at all haughtily. 
" I wish you to listen to me.'' 
"Yas, sir," said James. 
"This sort of thing won't do at all, sir." 
"Yas, sir," said James. 
"There can be no apology for such pro

ceedings I Do you hear, sir?" said the mer. 
chant. " I will not hear of an apology, sir I'' 

"Yas, sir," said James, "but 1 havn't 
made none." 

Then the eeance closed, and James Is not 
yet discharged. The haughty merchant is 
still thinking the matter over, and dolls not 
see his way clear.· .James does. 

Five Arab .Maxims. 
Never tell all you know; for he who tells 

everything he knows often tells more than he 
knows. . .. 

Never attempt more than you can do; for 
he who attempts everything he C&O do often 
attempts more than he can do. 

Never believe all you may hear; for he 
who believes all that he hears often believes 
more than he hears. 

Never· lay out all you can afford; for he 
who lays out everythiDg he can afford often 
lays out more than he can afford. 

Never decide upon all you may see; for he 
who decides upon all that he sees often 
decides on more than he sees. 

COrrespondence. 
GRAND MouND, !A .• , June 20; 1891. 

DBAB MISS WIXoN: I thought I would 
write to the Children's Corner for the third 
time. I was ten years old the 3d of J nne. 
It has been raining for two or three days. 

The crops are very promising this year. 
I like George Remsburg's letters ; they are 

very interesting. 
Papa has taken THB TRUTH SBBXBB for a 

long, long time. I go to school regularly and 
study in the Sixth Reader, history, arithmetic, 
geography, physiology, grammar, spelling, 
writing, and singing. 

Wishing you ·success. I remain, 
Your little Infidel, Gowm M. DuTTON. 

SAN BBBNA.l!DINJ: MTs., June 5, 1891. 
Mxss SusAN H. WIXoN, Dear FriMul: This 

is the first time I ever attempted to write 
to a paper. It others do not appreciate the 
effort more than I do, I do not think I will 
make .another trial. 

We liv in the San Bernardine mountains, 
six thousand feet above the sea-the ocean, 
San Bernardine valley with all her beautiful 
orange !n'Oves, in plain view. The mountain 
is covered with pine trees, also oak. There 
are five saw-mills close to us. 

We hav no near neighbors except an old 
man by the name of Hanson. He takes THB 

I would love to sit down and read it to some she has excellent teaching. We hav some 
''good" Christian and set him to thinking. school-books, readers, and grammars which 

I join in with those who want a Freethou~t we will giv Maud for herself and the children, 
paper for children; they would naturally ta e if they care for them enough to send posta&e 
more interest in it •. What a help it would for forwardin. g the same. Kind regards to be, written in a clear; simple style, and 
made .Interesting with sketches on history, the mother and father of so many dear chil
nature, or something instructiv. If you will dren, and also to Mr. Hanson. Thanks for 
edit one. large numbers will subscribe. kind wishes to the Corner. Come again. 

C. B. Reynolds is doing good work here. 
It is a pity that there are not more like him. 

LIFE AND CAREER 
OF 

From what I can gather, our Eastern friends 
hav but vague ideas of Washington as it Is. 
It is further advanced and has more popula
tion tha:a Is thought. There are no " wild c· h 1' B dl h 
Indians" b.ere; they are all peaceable and ar eS ra . 8UI 
quiet only when they take too much ''fire 
water "-that is, liquor. 

The Liberal Temperance.Club that Is pro
posed in the Corner is a grand idea. Most 
Christians think that we are intemperate, be
lieve in drinking, swearing, chewing tobacco, 
and other bad habits. It would be help to 
our cause to advocate temperance. . 

Let me tell you what I hav. had to endure 
all this year at scho .. 1. 

BY 

George Jacob Holyoak6. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English l:!eoularist, by ~he Father of Becula.ritlnh 

Price, liS oenta. Ten copies,,fl. 
· Address thia Offioe. 

·''WHY" Our teacher was a devout Christian and 
opened school every morning with hymn
singing and a. chapter from the Bible. It I specially want 500 orders for books within the 
would take up over a quarter of an hour of next three months. 
nluable time. . • · · Friends will please send stamp for oiroulars and 

And I not!ced that he did not scold us WHY. 
Infidels once during the whole for studying ELMINA DRAKE SLli:NKER. 
or anything during these exercises, but · SnoWVille, Va. 
scolded the little Christian children etten, 
even his own sisters. 

I heard him say that ·a girl as old as 1 
ought to be made to believe in the Bible. I 
would like to see him make me believe it. 

I was glad to see a letter from Daisy Suter, 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing WODders in Curir g the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
84 South Main,Btreet, Wilkesbarre. l'a. of Turkey, again. 

c!~:i~f !~l~~l~~!~red with a place tn the SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
HBLBN MABG4BBT PARRISH. 

OAX MILLS, KAI!I., J~e 25, 1891. 
I. EV·?LUTIONo ANTIQmTY. BACTEBIA.o ETC. By 

William Durham, F.R.S.E. 
II. ASTBONOJ![Y, 8UNJ..MooN, STABS, ETc. B:V Will· 

iam Durham, F .H.B.E. 
These handY series of volumes on soienoe-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others te follow-are written in a way thhat 
cannot fall to make them interesting to even t e 
moat casual reader. They suppJ.r a popular need. 

The prioe of eaoh ia ~o oenta in cloth. 

MISs WIXoN, Dewr Friend and Teacher; I 
hav just been reading .the last Corner, anll I 
concluded to write another brief letter for its 
columns. The last Corner was V6ry interest
ing, as was the one preceding it. In fact, 
they are all intereoting and instructlv. Ida 
A. Ballou's essay on " Parental Authority " 
was really good. She is a good writer, and her OF CHRISTIANITY 
contributions are a great help to .the Corner. ESSENCE • 
The poem by that sweet warbler of Nebraska, 
Mrs. Finch, was, as usual, well camposed. 
I am filling a scPap. book with her beautiful 
poems. " Some Thoughts on Religion " by 
R. S. C., of Omaha, was very instructiv. 
Edwin W. Beecher and Mollie Walton write 
splendid letters. The little poem by Anna M. 
Mohn was short but full of sentiment. 

BY LUDWIG FEUERBA.OH. 

Translated from the German by Geo .. Eliot. 
. Price, $3. 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
. ~" ACRES. 

Bea.utifully located. 85 miles froB!- New York on 
New Jer~e:v Oentral R B. Rich soil. Owner re-
tiring. Price reasonable. T WHITE 

tf 
AddreBB . , 

Oare of THE TBUTH BIIIEKBB. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel engravings of this celebrated natnralis\ 

usu mohea, auitable for framina. sent postpaid 
for 115 oenil. Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Since the account . of my collection ap
peared in the Corner I hav been the recipient 
of a number of interesting relics and curios.. 
ities. Some one, I know not who, sent ~e 
an eagle, stuffed and mounted. On the box 
in which it was sent is printed, " German 
Fruit Co., Los Angeles, Cal." 1 wrote to this 
company asking them if they sent the eagle, 
and they did.not. 1 hav no Idea who sent it, 
but I wish to thank the person who was so 
kind as to make such a valuable contribution 
to my collection, and I hope the party or par-
ties wtll write to me. E 1 tion Ser1·es Amopg the other things lately added to my · VO U • 
collection are the following: A picture that 
hung on the wall of the house of one of the 
first settlers of Kentucky; wood !rom the 
battlefields of Dalton, Atlanta, and Nashville; 
a piece of the large sandstone on which· Jeff 
Davis sat just before the great battle of Look
out Mountain; also a piece of the stone over 
which the Union troops climbed in ascending 
the mountain ; a bayonet used in the Revolu
tionary war ; six genuin Confederate bills, 

-o- . 
Lectureil and Discussions before The Brookl:vn 

Ethical AssQoiation on Evolution 
bi Science and Art. 

No. 1.-Alfred, Russell . Walla.oe, by Edward D 
Oqpe, Ph.D.; w1th portrait. 

]lo. 2.-Ernst Ha.eckel, by Tlla.ddeus B. Wake 
man ; wUh portrait. 

:Price, 10 Cents each. 
the historic set of tlie rebellion ; a copy of the 
Oolumbian Sentinel dated Dec. 1. 1790; a -
piece of the rope and tree on which Bagnetto, Wha. t Would Follow 

For sale at The Truth' Seeker Oftloe. 

one of the New Orleans assassins, was hanged, 
March 27, 1891 ; a piece of shell from the 
battlefield of Missionary Ridge ; a piece of 
brick from the Charll'ston earthquake; a 
stone from St. Aullnstine; a hickory nut 
from the gra"e of Thomas PaiTte; clover 
blossoms fro:w. the tomb of . Llllcoln ~ '• 

THE 

E:ff"acemen t of ChristianityP 
:BY GEORGE JA.OOB BOLYOA.KE. 

I'Ji"' 10 oents a ooit:v; twelve ooplea for Sl. 
o\tl4r~all 'lBII 'ra11'l'B SHUll 
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NO"W" READY.--PRICE, $2 .AND $2.50. 

The Freethinkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

'fHE ABSURDITY A.ND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLA.II TO BE A. DIVINE .A.ND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION; 
. . 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH A.ND STATE. 

ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTY~FIVE FULL-PAGE ILLUSTR!TION8 
WITH CO).liOUS CITATIONS Ol! E A.CT, IDSTORY, STATISTIC'S, AND OPINIONS OF SCHOLA.RS TO li!INTA.IN THE 

ARGUMENT OF THE ARTIST. 

Desln111 bv Wat&on Be•ton, With Portrait of the De&le-ner. 

Uncle Sam and the Prlestl. 
· The Peats that Bother Unole Bam. 

Unole Bam Ble~pa, but the Priests do Not. 
Bomauiam with Her Mask On. 

- The Maalr Off. -
"Submit to the Boman Pontiff as to God," 
The Skeleton that Unole Bam may Some Day 
A 

:tl.nd in his Oloaet. 
New Laoooon. 

The Trall of the Serpent. 
Some Undesirable Imminantl. 
La~ Loyalty 
"Where Libert,- Reigns the T:rraBt Beeks to 

· Bl&:v Her."-L& Balle. 
The Outcome of Ohuroh and Bta.te Union. 
The God-ln-the-Oonatitution Guerill&B.-Llb

erty In Peril. 
Belllrioua Tre&BOn the Ruin of the Be"Pnblio. 
A Trauaformation of the . Bartholdi Bta.tue 

:whloh may be Expeotad under Religious 
Hule. 

What Unole Bam Should Do. 
The Chureh Robblnr; the People. 

New York OitY'II Annual Gift to the Ohurohel, 
The Taxpayers and the Ohurohes-1. 
" " " " .. -n. 

Thank•r;lvlnr;. 
Thankagivfng-1. 

" -n. 
" -m. 

Sabbath Laws. 
Babbat&rian Efforts In the NatlonalBenate. 
Sunday in a Babbatarian Oity. 
The OlerKY'II 0"Pportunity. 
As the Oleru:y DeBire Huuda.y-1. 
" " " " " -n. 
" " " " " -m. 

The. Children and the Chureh. 
Two Wa:v1 to Go. 
Whioh Shall We Have f 
ATea.oher We Do Not W&Bt. 
The Shadow in Our Bohoolli. 
A New o\J!plioa.tion of a~ Old Text. 
The Reptiles in the Path. 
Beorultip.g for Ohuroh Inatltutlona. 
A Paroohiil.l BohOol Lesson. · 
Produota of the Paroohia.lBohools. 
The DlsJUlle Blips Off. 
A Web for the Unwan. 
The Bellgious Trap. 
Bunda:v-BohoolBohelars. 
'l'he Jo:vs of the Bunday-Bohool Boy. 

Woman and the Cll.ureh. 
Woman'S Path from Servitude to Freedom, 
Enooura.u:ement to Go Astray, 
Bt. Paul &B a Member of the Bohool Board. 
'fhe Ohuroh'S Use for Woman. 
AOontr&Bt. 
Fishing. 
Woman the Supporter of Prea.oher and Pope; 
Helptn~r the Oliuroh. 
The Ohuroh'a Ohief Bupnort, 
When Woma.nhood Awakes. 

OONTENTS: 

The Chureh and Thomas Paine. The Chrl1tlans and the llohant• The 1Tse1 of the Cros1., 
Thomas Paine. medans. Ita Evolution. 
The Prea.oher and the Patriot. Their Bolenti:tl.o Beoords Compared. 
One Work by Paine Outweighs All the Prea.oh- ...,., 1Tnklnd Reflection !I Upon t.he 
Wh e~. i w Two Samples of Chrlstlanlt, s Chureh. 
P&i~e•s110 tf:m::.D::gunJ:f::.d'Beward from the Work. DeoliRe of. the Pa11a.o:v in ItalY. 

Oburoh. Boman& of the P&Bt and Present. The Old Tiller and His Whe\1!_&. 
Onoe Upon a Time a DonkeY Kiokei a Lion. Peruvians Before and Binoe the Conquest. The Orx of the Ohuroh, ''Don't Hmrt Omr 

FeeUng_s." 
Studlel In Natural Hlltory. Jlll811lonarlel Shake, Old Man; We're on the 8a1ne L!I.Y 

A Questlo.., for Theololrioal Ethnoloaists. HypooriBY of Christian Miaalonar:r Effort-:-1. (Tammany ward worker to Methodiat min· 
Some 'Problema in Evolution. . " " " · " " -n. lsterial deleu:ate). 
The PrototYl!_e of the. Methodist Revival. Oltristlan M.ltBionaries In India. Per1eeutloR1 by the Chureh 
Religion in Man and Instinot in the Brute. Miasionar:v Methods In the Ohurok of Egland. Th B rnl f B • A Poor Rule That Doesn't Work Both Ways, e u ng o ruuo. 

The Bible aBd Selenee. Th L d' f t t The Oul:v Thing_ on Whioh the Beota Agree. 
The Bible and Geolou:Y e or 1 ns rumen •• Au UnwBloome Pilltrima.~re. 
The Bible and Geography, Belllrious Bule. . fn~~~~~lro~\\~l!~ei~h11I'f.l':oea and All:ea. 

The Clcrr;y and their Floekl. Bible DoetMnesand thelr.Resultl. Banishment of Boger Williams. 
Bhe rin Ti Biblioal Temperanoe Statements, O&Be of Dr. MoGl:vnn-the Ohuroh True to Her 

a g me. .. " " API!lled Beoord. 
The Oler~rY'B Hold Upon the PeoPle. The Ohriatli.n Boheme from cle11A1sis tO the O&Btinll: Pearll Before Swine. 
One of a Y~ry Numerous Olass. B:vnoptioal Gospell and the Pra.otloal Be- The mu:otl'l' of Ohuroh and State. 
The PhYilOl&dl and the Flook. suits ' 
~f&::l!~enoe en~e. tThe AWuthorityfo

8
tt

1
he Footpad. Some ~~nller;orlel. • 

Work of a Methodist Oonferenoe in New York he isdom o o omon. The ""' f who Prellde OVer .he Bo&d to 
in 1876 he Law and the Gospel Not the Same. Knowledu:e. 

The Burden of the Oross Result of Faith at Findl~J'· Ohio. The Three Gra.oea of ln:tl.dellt:r. 
The Theololrian•s OonoePtlon of Olerioal Priv- Whioh Statements Shall We Be Damned for A Olerio&l M:oYe. 

ileges DisbellevinJr f 'l'he TrinitY that Ruled the World In the Da.rk 
The Ark of the Lord lrreswnslbllltJ' of Ohristians-Whenoe theY Au:es. 
B:vml!..athizinll: With their Pasior Obtain and Where they Put their Bins. "Let the Ghosts Go." 
0 Tri h t 8 · t ' Jesus Paid It All. The Ba.oe .Between Amerioa'l Inl.del Orator 
A~ara~ a~~ F:r • A Oaudidate for Glol'l'-An Old Binner, but a and Engla!ld's Oht'l.ltian Statesman. 
Obap~ina in the ArmY and Naw. Bom~e~:~~r True Believen. ~!::YJ~lh~Yt~ \:\".:'n~~:'a\d~:ttberty, 
A Dellll'able Ba.ru:&in. Followinu: Christ. A. New BeuderinJr of au Old Rhyme. 

Piety In Our Penltentlarlel. An Earnest Ohrillti&n. An El'ror In Blblloal Naviu:ation. 
A Belllrious Prooesalon. ~~~u'l{f~~hriati&D Morallty.-l, The World Btlll Movea.-

The Atonement 5eheme " " " •• " -n. Heaven. 
The Atonement Dootrine • " ~ : :: '' -DI. On the Probation Plan.-Boe!le Outside of the 
P tl 1 A 1. ti f t'h Ato • " -IV. Gates of the New Jerusalem. rao oa. ~PJlO& on o e nemen.. " " " " -V. On the Probation Pla.u.-Soene InBide of the 
The Great Emna.oy of Baptism. An Inoldent of a Snow-storm, January, 188tl. Gates of the New Jerusalem. 
Hp'l!' to Get a Halo and a Harp, Another Inoident of Another B11ow-storm. Into Heaven llfA Puru:aton 
DIVIne Bene:tl.oenoe. On the Anxious Seat • ' 
~~e Tabef.Da.oles ~f the ~,rd=fi. Different Stories of an Alleu:ed Ooourrenoe. Hell. 
A. Few Viotimrl of Divine Bene:tl.oenoe. The Chureh and lilavei'J", How to Make the Bo&d to Salvation Plain. 

Prayer. 
A Drouth in Cambridge, Ill,, in 1887. 
OUr Father in Heaven. 

The Creed•. 
What Ia Ohriatianit:r t-1. 

" " '' -II,, 
"" " -m. The Clamor of the Creeds. 

Bustainlntr the Creeds. 
The Oreedall!'lddle. 
The Creeds of the World. 
Ohriatlanit~•s HolY FamilY, 
Janus-fa.oed Oreedallsta. 
The Oreeda.llsts and the Govemment-"Onr 

God, OurOountn, and an Appropriation." 

rm. G"' • in th --th di • Ohft_,. __ ...., The Glory of Eleotion. 
o~.ue .. os. e .IW:f 

0 1• "'""~ ...... ' The Amusement of the Saints in Heaven. 
Priest• In Polltlel. A OlerioalBurpriae Party. 

The Theoloaians and Bk!!Ptlol. 
The Ooloams of New York. The Devil'& OoouPation Gone. 
The Polltloal Oallban and the BeUidousBou:ues. 

Ireland and tile Chureh llllleellaneou•. 
A Contribution to the Irilh QueaUon. Ta.lm&u:e•s Petri:tl.ed Bl,aphemer-A BeUaionl 
The Ohurohell.ln Ireland · Oam~IJ.ill:n Btor:v of 86. 
The Gospel oWf Pthea.ope lp. Ifel&ncL Thed~~~?'ty of Wtohinu: Evolution to Ortho-
The Trouble I a.. . The Evolution of a Ba.orament. 

The Chureh's Idea ol'Civlllzatlo,n. ~~Wo~~~~~:~~~': ~e~e~~:t Union 'I 
The Gallows One of Ohristlan Oivillzation•a Crusade. 

AdJunots. Tooll of the Olerioal Trade. 
What Bome Would Use to Oivillze People. The Mod&rn Bal.&&m. 

AUTHORITIES QUOTED: 
President John Adams, Robert 0. Adams, D'Aubigne's History of the Reformation, Athanasian Creed, Prof. H. G. Atkinson, Matthew Arnold, Lord Amberley, Account of 

the Irish Massacre, Cardinal BaroDius, Cardinal Bellarmine, Byron, Senator Henry W. Blair, D. M. Bennett, H. W. Beecher, Burnett's History of My Own Times, Annie Besant, 
Buck's Theological Dictionary, Buckle's History of Civilization, Brooks Adams's Emancipation of Ma8811Chusetts, Governor Brownlow .of Tennessee, J. M. Buckley, D.D., Charles 
Bradlaugh, ProfeBBor Buchner, Beauchamp, Prof. James Bryce, M.P., Edward Beecher, Bible Myths, A. Blerbower, M. Babcock, Council of Coustance, -Olvristian Btatuman, Dr. 
Thomas Cooper, Rev. James Freeman Clarke, Dr. Carpenter, Olvri8tian Aduocat6, Oatlwlic ReDkuJ, Oatlwlic World, Chiniquy>s Fifty Years in the Church of Rome, Rev. Moncure D. 
Conway, Thomas Qlrlyle, Presbyterian Confession of Faith, PM Ohronicle of Pwth, Jesus Christ, Congregational Creed, Prof. W. X. Clifford, Archbishop Corrigan, William Cobbett 
on the English Church, Oatlwlic Union and Tirna, Chambers's Cyclopedia, Cassius Olay, Prof. Theodore Dwight, Darwin, William Denton, Dana's Manual of Geology, Prof. Van 
Buren Denslow, Durham's Commentarie Upon the Book of Re,-elation, Dowling's History of Romanlsm, Dlderot, Dra_per•s Intellectual Development of Europe, Draper's Con1Uct 
Between Relilrlon and Science, Chauncey M. Depew, Edward Everett, Emmons's Volume of Sermons, Jonathan Edwards, Benjamin Franklin, Ban Frandaco Freetlwught, Jas. Anthony 
Fronde, Gari6aldl, Guizot.(French Historian), Gregory VII., President J. A. Garfield, President U. B. Grant, A. J. Grover, Boston Globe, Gamble, Helea H. Gardener, Matilda Joslyn 
Gage, Gibbon, Genesis, Rev. E. E. Guild, Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming, Greg's Creed of Christendom, Goethe, Cardinal Gibbons, Patrick Henry, Alvah Hovey, D.D., President 
Ne.wton Theological Institution; D'Holbach, Victor Hugo, Dexter A. Hawklris, Ernst Haeckel, Hecker's Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages, Professor Huxley, Hutchinson's Exposi
tion of the Minor Prophets, Hobbes, Harpw's Weekly, Hallam's History of the Middle Ages, Ingersoll, President Thomas Jefferson, C. H. Jones, ed. Chris. Paper of Chicago; 0. D. 
Jones in .Am. NoniJ()'fl,formist, Kingsley's Natural History, Abner Kneeland Lecky's Rationalism in Europe, Leo XIII. (Pope), Loyola, Lafayette, Henry Luttrell, Martin Luther Lookei 
Macaulay,.President Madison, President Monroe, Dean Milman, Milton, W. H. H. Murray, Dr. McGlynn, Hon. Stanley Matthews, of the U. B. 8upreme Court, Manu, Cardina 
Manning, Maine's Ancient Law, Arth\ll' B. Moss, Massachusetts Records, Morell's History of Philosophy, Mlchelet, Moore, Mi8Bionalrg Hwald, Mohammedan Emir to Bishop 
Crowther, John 8tuart Mill, Wm. McDonnell's Heathens of the Heath, Mackenzie's History of the XIX Century, New Haven Colony Records Neander, Church Historian; Lord Neares, 
Nordan, Bishop O'Connor, Felix L. Oswald, Robert Dale Owen, Max O'Rell, People's Cyclopedia, Pius IX. (Pope), Plus X. (Pope), Archbishop Paley, Parker Pillsbury, Bt. Paul, 
Thomas Paine, Plymouth Colony Records, Life of the Rev. Alexander Peden, Prescott (History), John Peck, Prof. Richard A. Proctor, Josiah Quincy, Edgar Quinet, W. Stewart 

·Rosa (Saladin), Robertson, John E. Remsburg, Report of New York Catl:.olic Protectory, Rutherford's Religious Letters, Reade's Martyrdom of Man, Report to House of Commons by 
Bheriif Allison of Glasgow, Renan, Archbishop Ryan, Robertson's Survey of the State of Europe, E. A. Stevens, T. W. Smith (American Missionary), Dr. Schaff, Prof. Church History 
in UDion Theological Seminary, New York; Herbert Spencer, Dr. Josiah Strong, Bchopenhauer, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Bhakllpere, Charles Stephenson, Leslie Stephen, Elmina D. 
Blenker, PercyByashe Shelley, Strauss, A. C. Swinburne, THB TBUTH BBBKBB, 1V'8fll York Tablet (Roman Catholic), J. P. ThOIIJ.j)SOn, T1"'11th 8uk4r Annual, N816 York Tima, Th4 
N816Bnglander, Taylor, Rev. T. De Witt Talmage, U. B. Senate Reports, U. B. Senate Sunday Bills, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire, Volney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washington, Walt.Wkitman, J. M. "'heeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster, Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. W~!:j Wishart's 
Memoil'll of the Marquis of Montrose, John Wilson, M.A., Elizur Wright, Lieutenant Wood, U. B. N., J. G. Whittier, E. C. Walker in Bible Temperance, Na el Ramsay 
Watel'll, W. W. Walker. 

NIU.RLY 4:00 P A.GES, 12 INCHES BY 9 INCHES, BOUND IN BOARDS, WITH ILLUIINA.TED COVER, $2; IN CLOTH, GOLD STA.'MP, $2.50. 
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Agents for the Truth Seeker. 
ALABAMA. 

Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
OA.Llli'OB:SU .• 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. · 
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
.Edwards & McKnight, 12 w. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. . · 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles •. 
J. C. Scott 99 Third st.j San Fr~nciaco, Cal. 
Estate of ·a. c. Blake, 508 Kearny at., San 

Franclseo • .' . . . . •. •. 'rcteco. 
Richardson Bros., 913 Grant a.Ye., San Fran-

OANADA. . 
T .C.Allen&Co., 124 Granville st. ,Halifax,N .8. 
Mrs. w. B. Cooke, 170 l-2Ytongen., Toronto 
James Foster, Weiland, On. 
Thos. Motf"tt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont. 

OOLOBA.DO. 
J. c. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

li'LOBIDA. 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. ;Bay st., Jacksonville. 

Christ of Paul ; or, the Enigmas 6~ 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of 'the Second· Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF :··M.AN. · 
A Compendium of Univer~IHisj;ory~ .. 

By WINWOOD READE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., $1.75. 

SCRIPTURE SPECULATIONS. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, · Primitive Man, 

Judaism. 
By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.50. 

IDAHO. 
A. Erwin, Murray. 

ETHICS OF POSI'JIVISM. 
CRIMES AGAINST- CRIMINALS, A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

All! J.DDRESS · Philosophy of the Present Century. ILLINOIS. 
Mrs. 8. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., Chicago. 
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams at., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 415 & 417 Dearborn st., and 

Br entano Bros., Chicago. 
J. w. Howe, 48 8. Halstead st., C:!:.ieag?. 

IJIDIANA. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend. 

LOUISIANA. 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. 
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orlean1. 

:MA.INB. 
N. G. Fessen<!en, 434 Congress st., Portland. 
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Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. . 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., P'all·River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester. 

. lUOffi&AN. 
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 4615. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand Rapids. 
C. Holton &Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

lUSSOUBI. 
Phillip Roeder, 892 Olive st., St. Loui1. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 

NBW JBBSBY. 
J. G. Hunter, 66.Wickll1f st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C1ty. 
NBW YOEK. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
R. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
Gaorge Gross, 16Q3 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York.' 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck; 397Bleecker st.,NewYork. 
New York News· Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
8. J. King.l79 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 
. omo. 
John Jacques, Akron. 

B)" ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI, 
Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

N6tJJ York Stat~ BM Association, at AlOanJI, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Oom~lete and Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

'filE TBUTR BEEKER 00., . 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Principles ot" tlte Natural Order 
of tile 1Jnlver11e. With a S)"!i• 

tem of Morallt)" Based 
Thereon. 

BY PBOFJ:SSOB LUDWIG BUOBNER, M.D. 
CON'rEN'rS: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter,· Nature (Teleology), 
Immorta.hty _of Forcs, Ma.n, 
Infinity of lhUer, Brain and Mind, 
Value of !latter, Thought, . 
Motion, · Oonsciotisness, 
Form, Seat of the Soul, 
ImmutabilityofNa.tural Innate Ideas. 

Laww;. · The Idea. of God, 
Untversality of Natural Persona.! Oontinuance, 

Laws, · Vital FoNe; 
The Heavens, • . The Soul of Brutes, 
Periods .of the Orea.tion Free Will, · 

of the Ea.rth, . Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 u din g Observa-
Secular Generation, tions: 
Price $l.M. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

The Modern Science Essayist, 
Ten Oents Each. 

1. HERBERT BPENOER : His life, writings, and 
pbilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF 
TIIOMPSOl'l, 

l!. OHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works, 
and influence. By Rev. Jo:HN W. OHADWIOK. 

I. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
Jfow suns and worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GARRET P. SERVIBS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The stol"l" of 
eeology •. By Dr. LEWis G. JANEs. 

Price, $1.50. 

OLD F .AITH AND THE NEW. 
A Confessioa. 

By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 
A.~1thorized translation from sixth German edition 

by Mathilde Blind. 
Price, $1.50. 

HEALTH HINTS TO WOM:EN. 
Import..:mt Information for All, and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. ScHOTT. Price, $i.50. 

The Legends of the. Patriarchs and 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 

Bible.-:[Congregationalist. 
Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought.· 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX AD_LER. 
Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases .. 

By PiiiLANTIIROPUS; 
. 446pp. - Price, $1. 

The Contrast : · Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MosEs HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
AND. 0TJIE1!. PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments. for and Against Immortality 
By JOSIE 0PPENHEDI. Price, 75 cents. 

BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHATl 
By R: B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D. 

Price, $1. 

Socialism and , .. Utilitarianismb: '· 
·. ·:·f ,-:,~r~~H£~~~;;,T ~~ l' :~~ '{{ i ~,: 

A: Legacy to the Fiiend~of Frei Dii;. 
cussion. 

By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral. Phi

. Janthropists; at Tammany Hall, New York. 
Price, $1. 

APOCRYPHA.L NEW TESTAMENT. 
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributefl to. Jesus 

Christand his Apostles, and riot included 
· · in the New Testament. · !. e' ; · :• 

P~ice, ·· · · $1. · 

ASTRO-THEOLOGlCAL LECTURES. 
By REv. Ro:B'T.TAYLOR. 

Price, $1.50. 

TI-IE SABBATII. 
~.By M. FARRINGTON. 

A. Thorough Examination nnd Refutation of the 
Claims of the Sabbatarians. 

Price, 10 cents. 

RHLIGION OF COMMON S~NSE., 
' .- ~ • . • . ' - . . ' • • .•. ,1· :: ' ' :o;J 

By PRoF. L~EiiRECHT ULICH1 of Germany. 
Price, 2 5 cents. 

THE SUN])AY QUESTION.. 
A Historical and Critical Review. With Replies 

to an Objector. 
By GEORGE W. BROWN, :M.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 

A FEWDAYS IN ATHENS. 
By FRANCES WRIGHT. 

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 
Greek philosopher, and the author. · 

Price, 7 5 cent~. 

AN EY E-0 PEN ER. 
"Citateur, Par Pigault." . -.: ~ 

LeBrun, Doubts of'In1lde)s.' 
By ZEPA. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; ,ploth, '15 cents.· 

Antiquity and Duration of the World 
By G. TOULMAN. 

Price, 20 cents. 

Price, 
N. Hexier, BOB Supenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
w. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. (Cleveland. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTs. 

G. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RoSSITER 
BAYKOND. 

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE. Autobiography of Robert ~ooper. 
Price, 15 cents. Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBB&OIII', 
B. 1!'. Hyland, Corvallis. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore~ 

l'BNNSYLV ANU. 
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 7228pring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. 1>u Bois. , . 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila, 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
Bl'IODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. l!'isher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXAS. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
A. Chapman, 227 E. Houston st., San Antonio. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. · 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, !116 Main st., Dallas. 

UTAH. 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, Ogdex.. 

7. THE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. Oo:PE. 

B. EVOLUTION OF liiiND : Its. nature and de
velopment. By Dr. ROBERT G, EooLEs. 

9. EVOLUTIONOFBOoiETY. BYJAM:EsA.BKIL-
TOl'l. . . 

10. EVOLUTION OF i'HEOLOGY. By Z. 8ml'IBY 
BAHPBol'l. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS 
G. JANES. .· 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By N~l'l 0. 
•PABSBALL •. 

13. EVOLUTION AS. BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JoHN W. 0BADWIOK• 

14. PHILOSOPHY 011' EVOLUTION. By BTABR 
HOYT NIOBOLB. 

15. THE EFFEarB OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MiNoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
. 28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

IS THIS. YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
A .NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

By KERSEY GRAVES. 
Paper, 50 cents; clo_th, 75 cents. 

Truth Seeker Collection of Forms} 
Hymns, aud Recitation~. . · 

l!'or Organizing Boeietiesi for Marriages, FuD'lr
als, Naming of Infants, Obituaries, Epi. 

taphs, eto. Also 525 Liberal lj.nd. 
Spiritualistic HYmns· for 

tJooial and Various 
Public Oooasions. 

l8mo, 550pp. Price, 75 cents. 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By C. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

R enry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

WASHINGTON TBBBITORY. 
II TM Blt.ama it8elf doth call f0'1" instt.mt Lithograph of Bennett Monument. 

Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BN&LAND. 
Watts "1:; Co;,17 Johnson•• Court,l!'leet street 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. . 
Chaf!. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W.Wlllia, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W. 

NBW ZliALAND. 
A.. I>. Willis, Wan~tanui. 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cleth, 81; paper, :50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
98 Lafayette Place, New York. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 

In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. · 
Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cents. 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amendment and State Personality 
TA• Sol• ll'liCtors and IlaJliCt BaUos in th~ By .Tos. E. PECK. 

Acguir.ma~nt and Apportionmdnt. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. By J. K. INGALLS. 
!'rice 25 Cents. Pl'lee, Cloth, tt.oo. 

Priee, 25 cents. 

For all of the above bookl address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

u Lafueue Pl •• NewYorll. 

BRAGA VAD-GITA. 
A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

arid" Arjuna. -~' 

Translated by J. C. THmiPSON. 
Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN I.N DTA, 
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 

Revelation. · · 
By LoUis J ACOLLIOT. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN THE BALANCE. 
A Text-Book for Investigators. 

By REV. J. G. FISH. 1 .; 

Price, $1.50; 

BIBLE. INQUIRER .. 
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible, 

and 152 1Iarvelous Occurre;nces. 
By A. JACOBSON. 

25 cents. Price,. 
---'----'---------'----""' ., 

BIBLE MYTHS.~ 
Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen>Na

tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 
Copious Notes and Authorities. · · 

·"Cyclopedia of Reference;"' 
Many Illustrations. 

Svo, 600pp., price, $2.50. 

B I 0 G R A P II Y 0 F. S AT AN. · 
Historical-Exposition of the Devil and Ms 

Fiery Domains: 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Price, 35 cents. 

T'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

18 Lafayeite Pl., Newiorll:. 
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~~~uEo MONTHLY. BY · · 1 · Crim:es·o.d Persecutions. ·. · 

HlJDSON Tl1TTLE. · svo, lo11Ullii. motb.,·p; leather,' Mi moroooo, 
A Historical a.nd Critioa.l Review of the Religion 1 

· .gUt odgellt M.50, · 
: of Ma.n; BY D. M. BBNNBi"l'. 

. CoNTENTS: Wha.t is Religion! Fetichism; Pha.l· Addres1 TBE TBU'l'B BEEKER CO., 
lio Worship, Ma.n•aMora.l Progreas Dependent IS Lafayette Place, New York. 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog-

Subscl'lptlon price,· $3 per annum~ 

No. BOOKS ISSUED, Price. 
1~ The Truth Seeker Ailnua.l a.nd Freethink-

ers• Alma.na.o ............................ ; · 25 
2 •. Men, Women, a.nd Gods. Helen H. Gar-

. deiler .•• ; .. . . . . .. . .. ••• • • .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 50 
s. Age of Reallon. · Thoma.~ Paine........... ~5 
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. .. 

Jibltal ·liJttlinn#· 
Th686. noticeB are for t'M benefit of Libl!lra 

tDho ~ be oiaiting th6 places tDhl!lre theas sotie" 
ties are locatecf. Local Secular. Unions and 
Freethr;ugkt Societies. meeting regul(J/}'l1/ can 
hat thei'l' gatherings ad'Dsrtised hl!lre free by for
UJ(JIJ'ding th6 neceBBOI1'1J information • 

4.-- Anawers to .Christian Questions. D. M. 
Bennett .................................. . 

6. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ....... . 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ....... . 

ical Problfim. Man's Fa.ll, a.nd the Christian 
25 Boheme for his Redemption. Ma.n'B Position, 
20 Fa.te, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be-
10 sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis a.nd Evo-
25 lntion of Spirit. The La.w of Moral Government. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, a.t 8 o•olook, at Ger-

L K W hb ' W k man Masonic Temple, 220 Ea.st 15th street. Leot• • 3S UrD 8 . ·or 8. uresanddisonssions. Thepnbliocordiall:vinvited, 

7, Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere ........ . 
O'l'BER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

Yearly subaoribers will receive a.ll ·the books 
issued during the year. Bingle copies of ea.oh 
book sent upon receipt of Jlrioe. . 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER do; 

FOR. HER DAiLY BREAD.· 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOvEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL .. 
l!'or 'Her :Paily Bread 1B the story oi two young 

lrirls a.nd a_younsrer brother who were lett parent· 
fees, with Httle money, fa.ir eduoatioil, and much 
oo~age, to. !I!a.ke their wa.:r through the world by 
g_()mg. to Chicago. The author is a.lso the heroin. 
The. J].a.rra.tiv is, in tho .main, a. histqry of a. work
Ina gul'alife·a.ndexpenenoe m the o1tyof Chicago· 
a.mo~J blnft business men, kind-hearted folKs, 
an,d disrePutable hypoorits. It is just such a. story_ 
of human life a.s we should expect Colonel-lnger
aoll·to be interested in; a.nd whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention· 
ot the rest of the world. . Price 25 cents. . · 

'. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Tho Apostles. Bel1ish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Rights. Duties a.nd Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society, Bights of Government. Duties of So· 
oiety to Criminals. Duty of Self Culture. Mar· 
ria.ge. Cloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING ·BACKWARD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of "Dr. HeideDho1f's Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book_, a.nd a.1l who are 
free to receive new lisrht willfina in it sa.tiiifa.oiion 
a.nd inspira.tion.-,..rNew·York Tribune. · 

The a.PJ.~ea.l is a.lw&Y8 made to a. ma.n•s reason. 
a.nd to hiS noblest sentimelita : never to his sel-
fishness.;...[Boston Post. · · 

A sqsrestion of a. rea.lly pra.otioa.ble ai!d feasi
ble BOOia.l state grea.tl;v in advance ·or the present. 
The .romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its: forecast of 
a.otna.l possibllitiea.-,..[Boston Traveler. · 

~unday and the Sabbath. . " A law 
regn.la.tin~ human conduct on the Sa.bba.th is 
an impertmenoe." Price, 10 cents. · 

The F&lse Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The ·Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian church are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra.JBhop
pers, or tl'Ying to induce the Deity to under
take a. omsa.de. of one a.ga.fnst the Colorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents, 

Followers of-Jesus; Price, 10cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith·or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. · 
Rellgi~us Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
The PUblic Schools and the Catholi~ 

. Church. "Price, li cents. 

12mo~ cloth, $1.00; :paper, 500. · 
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· No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. GIRARD'S WILL 
FESTIVAL ~F ASHTA.ROTH. 

A. ta.ie of Pa.lea'ine, fonnd,ed OD the deltrnotion of 
the Moabites by the Jews. 

Charles Watts's Works. · AND 
By A. C. MIDDLBTON. 

10 cents. 

The Teachings of Secularism Com· 
pared with Orthodox Christian· 
lty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
.Reaaon, and Is It Sumctent to 
Meet. the Needs or ManklndY 
.Deb.~te between .the Editor of the. Ha.li!a.x 
EIJBntng JCat~ and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoa.ke and 
Colonel Ingersoll, a.:Q.d a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A· Reply to F~t;her Lambert's 
u Tactics of InO.dels." 20 cents; 
~oatJree. · 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence~ 82 pages. Price, 15 

.. oentli. 
The Horrors-of the French Revo· 
· Iutton : Their Causes• 24 pages. 
· • Price, 10 cents. 
Secularism : Destructiv and Con· 

· • structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
·tocents. . 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
· . to be. Contra.diotol"l" a.nd Defeotiv a.s a.n Ethioa.l 

Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 
Aa-nosticism and Christian Theism: 

Girard· College Theolou. 
, . .AN EXPOS!: 

OUh_ e perversion ·of Bte11hen Gira.rd'sma.gnUI.oent 
bequest to Phila.delphla bY tho Christian 
. · churches a.nd YouJigl!(en'l 

Christian Assooia.-
. tion. 

BY BloB. B. WB8TBllOOB:, D,D,, LL.D. 
Price Sl, Address 'l'BB TBUTB BBBJ;BB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. _ 
All in a Lilethne. A Liberal Romance. 

BING, BROTHERB, BING. 
USB Tllll 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vour meetings, to ma.ke them lively a.nd inter
esting, · TBll LmEBAL Hnm-BooJt contains songa 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It ie hi8!!l:r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Panon, Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by a.11 who ha.v examined ft. Prio~ 
. Ucenk . Address 'lllm TBUTB S:u:DB 0¢. 

New };tlltlon, BeTI&d Wld EDiarP«<. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
12mo, SOOpp,, 11. 

A.poles of Gold. And Other Stories •v HELEN H. CARDENER, 
for Boya a.nd Girls. 12mo, BSSpp., S1.25, . ·· Introduction by 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- , BOBEBT G. INGliiBBOLL~ 
. some and-Interesting Book, Without Bupersti· ; · . Prile, moth,t.oo; Paper, 110:1Jent1. 
tiont for Children and Youth. The Only Free·. ,...,.~- ,__,~ a u;;,.. -# ....... ;.,;., TV-~-·-#· 
thins:ers• Children's Story-Book ever issued; ... !"" ... .-- ottn~ - ....,.~"""""• ~, ..... 
66 fnll-pa.ge illnstra.tions a.nd 25 smaller; large Address THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
type, heavY; toned paper, broad margins, illns- liS Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 
tra.ted covers; (to, 22(pp., boards, Sl. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sa.le a.t this office. Price, 50 cents. . 
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OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
The Superstition or the Christian· 

Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

I.SA GREAT SUCCESS: 

The Newark Liberal Leacue 
Meet& every Sunday afternoon at 3 ·o'clock a.t 
Liberal Leagt1e Ha.ll, 177 Halaey st. cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions a.nd sooia.l qnecl;ions. Beats free- and 
evenbody welcome. · · 

American Secular l1nlon, Newark 
Brauch. 

124 Market street. A&Bembles every Bnnda.:r 
evening a.t 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and disons· 
lions on a.ll important secinla.r anbjeots. Pres
ident, HEXli.Y Bmn; Secretary, CoBA BELLB 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJD PhlloRophlcal Auocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms1.Bedford avenue and 
South 2d atreet, Brooklyn, .l!l. D., a.t 8 P&., ever{. 
Snnda.;y. Leotn1·es followed by discussion. Pia. -
form free. Charles Monholland, secretary, !48 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 9~'2' 
meets every Bnnda.y In Industrial Ha.ll, Broad ar. d 
Wood sts., at 1:80 and 'T :80 ·P.M. for lectures and 
free disonssions on religions a.nd sooie.l questiOJlB. 
~ble spe&kersinterest the andionoe. N.B.~Truth 
Seokerpnblioa.tionsa.lwa.yson hand a.tohea.p rates. 

The Secular Society of Kent, ·o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 :ftrBt a.nd third BuBda.ys, at 2 
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All frienda of human 
oultiva.tion are invited. JIIABIUB HEIGHTON, Boo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular l1nlon 
Of Allianoe1 o., meets the first a.nd fourth Bnn
dr.ys of ea.on month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. l!'ree disonssi9n on ill Liberal subjects. 
Bnbaeriptions to TnE TBUTH SEEKEB a.nd IntJeBtC• 
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Cor. 8~. 

Chicago Secular l1nlon 
Meets every Sunday evening a.t '1':10 P.M., at 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison stree,. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers .frolll a.brcia.d 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Bnnda.y evening at 216 
Grand ave., (J!'ra.ternlty Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular l1nten 
Holds regular meetinsrs a.t Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th a.n d Loonat streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FBANKLIJI STEINEB, Pres. 

San Francisco. Cal., Freethought 
· Society 

MeatR evei'y Bnnda.y evening at Union Sqna.re 
Ha.ll, (21 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A cordial in vi· 
ta.tion iB extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular l1nlon 

tice; 26 pa.sres. Price, 10 cents. , 
Th-., Glory or l1nbelief. 22 pages in 

cover. Price, 10 ilents, 
Address at the TestimOnial t.o Walt 

Whitman, 

Meets every Bnnda.y r.t 7:80 P.M. in Ma.odon
ald's. Hall in Port Angelea, Wa.sh. Lect
ures, songs, and select reading. Discussion in· 

The Crowning Achievement Qf Mechanical vited on all snbleots. Libera.! literature distrib· 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, · nted free. FBANB: MollsE, Cor. Sec. 

Nature and tile Supernatural; or. 
Belief and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. · 

The American Secular l1nlon ; Its 
Necessity and the .J"ustlce of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel RObert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in · cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolopcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the R"v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following stibjeots are 
dea.lt with: 1. W~ Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate T 51. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. a. Freethonsrht a.nd 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots and OJ?inions. 5. Christ .a.nd Heroism. 
6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
li cents. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
BS La.fa.yeUe Pl., New York. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of. Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical· Discov
ery cures· Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years standing, Inward Tu,. 
mors, and every disease 01 

the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, ~,tn'd Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this o:lllce. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The .Rea.! Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Busta.ined," e~. etc, · 

The latest a.nd best work of-an a.na.lytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those ra.re powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many idea.a 
tha.t will be new to the world and prodnotiv of 
good In fnrnishin~:" food for thonsrht. We tmst it 
will hav the immense distribution it so riob.JF 
merits.-[The Amerioa.n Idea.. 

moth, 12mo, $1. 

Addrolf> THE TRUTH BEEDB.. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THJI: 

Conflict between Ieason ana. Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Phila.delphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

DRORSYTruatedfree. 
. • : Po~ltlYely cURED 

. , . w1th Vegetable 

. ·~· . . ~~:~!~y !:.~:~ 
sand cases pro~ 

~~~~~et'!!'~:itd~~~~~~~~~;:raYlP:~:~fo~~d!~ed::~J: 
BOOK of testimonials of miraculoqs cures sent FREE. 
TEN DAYS TREATMENT FURNISHED FREE by mall 
DR. U. U. GREEN & SONS. Spee!allote,. ,Atlanta. G• 

Combined with 41. years of Practi
cal Experience (34 years .in 

Roohelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in quality a.nd price. Ha.B 16 jewels, 
patent ~:esrula.tor\. Breqnet hair-spring (non~ 
oa.tohable), bea.nt!Iul double sunk paneled dia.l, 
finely adlnsted to heat, cold, a.nd position, stem 
Wind aud set, new model. In silverine oases, $19; 
3 ounce coin si ver, $22.50 i 4 oz. dust proof, S251 
no better sold elsewhere Ior !3~. In best 14kt 
filled gold oases, gna.Ta.nteed 20 :vea.rs, open face, 
$27 to $30 ; hunting, $82 to $!5; in 14kt, solid 
~rotd, S50 ~o S90 All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Sent ptmJaid, and cuh refunded if not sa.\bfa.o
tory. W &tohes cleaned, Sl ; springs,·st; andre· 
turned free. Best wou in the world. Bend for 
testimonials, price lists of la.diea• a.nd cheaper 
watches. dia.mondll, silver wa.re, cards in colors 
a.nd gold of my Freethon2ht ba.dl!"e, tracts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN ... 

BOO&ELLE, J.LL. 

Send 10 cents for 
this va.lna.ble book for 
young and middle
~ged men1 snftering 
from a. Life-wa.stin_g 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, a.nd ex
cesses . In maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External APplioa

tion-.t. POSITIVE. ouBE,ras it matters not· how 
long standing, how hopeleas or how many reme
dies you ha.v nsod. The book is worth. ma.ny 
times ita oost, and should be in the·h~llds of 
thcee seekine a Bf!eBIW ana ~nent cure.• Ad
dreBI Dr. BObt. J!, Fellows, Vineland, N.J.; and 
say where youaa.w this advertisment. • 
. ... ---· 
· . · _ . A GOOD WOBllo .. 

Dr. l!'ellowa iB a.n outspoken Libera!, a hiunan
ita.ria.n, and a srenorons patron of tlie ll'reethousrht 
p~ess. He has ma.ny testimonfa.ls to the va.lne of 
his prosrressive·a.nd snocessful method of treat
ment. and desenee pa.tronasre.-li'l'eet11oU11M. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral l1nlon 

Of Los An~relel, Cal., meets semi-monthlyJ..first· 
a.nd third Bnnda.ya1 a.t B o'clock, P.M'!.I.a.t ra.rr'B 
Hall, Everybodv mvited. Mns. R. m.. BEBB.lo 
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Reo. Seo, 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Bnnda:r a.t 11 P.K. in Grand Arm:r 
ha.ll,· Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington. 
Boience Leotnres.-Frea Discnssiona.-Qrilrina.l 
and Beleoted Beadings a.nd Poems. A large va.l
nr.ble libra.u iB a.t the service of members and 
friends. C. B. REYl'IOLDS, Prea.; A. W. C.U.UB, Sec. 

The Roeder· Secular l1nlon 
Of Boeder, Wr.sh., meets every first and third 
Snnda.y in the month, at the Boeder sohool-honae. 
Leotnres,-diaonssions, reading, a.nd poems. The 

K~~\~~~s~~~~fal~~g~~~ .. to ri':1~. R~E.~~~~; 
J, W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; CHABLES Sm!:A, Seo. 

Fort Wort11, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every !lnnday at. Knights of Labor Ha.ll, 
1604 Main street, a.t 10 o'clock, J..M, Visiting Lib· 
erals invitPd to attend. CoL. A. H.l.BBIS, Pres. 

Is.uo B. LEE, Beo. 

San A1 tonto (Texa11) Liberal AsRo· 
elation 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, 227 
Ea.st Houston street. Free reading room and cir· 
onlating library open every da.y and evening. 
Btransrerl cordially invited. A. CHAPliiA.N, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial- Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh l"'ne St6eZ Engramno of Senator Conl:Ztng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side at~mp. 
Price, 75 oent&, 

Addreas THE TRUTH BEEKBR CO. 



Dnll.lMITK was recently exploded beneath 
the Capitoline monument at Rome to Victor 
Emmanuel, Garibaldi, Cavour, and Mazzintt 
the Freethinking overthrower& i>f pap~ 
temporal rule and founders of the Italian 
nation. The act is imputed to members of 
the Clerical party. -

HANNIBAL HAMLIN died 
on the 4th. 

PBoYPTmilitary action 
has disarmed the Ari
zona Moqul. 

THB Salvation Army 
will be suppressed in 
Prussia for turbulence 
and immorality. 

R:&v. WM. OGDBN was 
providentially stricken 
dead while preaching at 
Warrensburg, N.Y., on 
the 28th ult. 

THB "Pro's," or Lot
tery opponents, of Louis
lana ha v warned the 
''Anti's" that they will 
resort to revolution if 
necessary. 

CoLONBL INGERSOLL 
has conferred with Presi
dent Harrison as to lay. 
ing a direct cable to Bra
zil, for which project he 
is attorney. 

HALLINGBB, the Jersey 
city negro murderer, res
pited from execution at 
the last moment, says he 
regrets the stay, as he is 
certain that he would hav 
gone straight from the 
gallows to heaven. 

QOD8 AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S 8A.GE~, THINKERS, 
A.NCIENT AND 

0
IODEBN TIIES AND BEFOBDRS. . 

Vol. I. Glvt a l'u1l AoOCI1iil.t of all the Godl, In BlocraJ!hlei.Of 100 of the.·LeadiDJr Phflospphers, 
oludln!r .Jehovah, Satan, the Hob' Gholt, . Teaohe_!"Bt BkeptiCh,IDDovat,!!ra1.Ji'Otindlirs of 

.Tens Ohrist, VlrlriD ll:ary, and the Bible. . 5tf:t:m.C:~1 (:,t~r':.:=h~ofDl~tt!~~~- · 
svo, 881ipp. . VOl. n. .DBioribea J'u1br all from the time of Menu to the pres-

the B8HdouJ17stemloHhe World. ent. svo, l,O'I'IiPP., oloth, 11: 
"'o,llli'l'PP. Vloth,l8pervoL; the leather, •t: mor.,Jr. e.,M.IiO. 

1 voll., •11.: leather, .rr; mo- BY E roooo, dlt ed~rea, · R. · D. H. B NNET'l'. 

. LKT us dishonor war. No,· glorious war 
.does not exlst.-Hugo. · 
. SBiFIBHNEiis·always aim.S afcreatlng around 
it. an absolute uniformity of type.-Osoar Wilde. · . . 

BY D. H.BENRBT'l'. THll TB'OTH SBEXEB CO., 
HE TB'OTH SBEUB 00. 18 LaftJeUe Plaoe, N. Y. 

PmBSTS. hav everywhen and everywhere 
introduced fraud and falsehood.-Napoleon 

. . f1011.iqJarte. 

---=-

JEHU DRIVETH. 

N o T a 1 N G originates 
and nothing perishes, 
and the secret of nature 
lies in an eternal · self
sustained circle, wherelU. 
cause . and effect . are 
united without begin
ning and without end.
Buchner. 

HBBB CAHBNBLY'B me. 
morfal to the pope pray
ing that forelgn Ian. 
guages and racial dis
tinctions be perpetuated 
by immigrants here, the 
better to preserve their 
Catholicity, is meeting 
censure. 

And the watchman told, saying, He. came even unto them, and cometh not again : and the driving is like the 
driving of Jehu the son of Nimshl; for he driveth furiously.-2 Kings ix, 20. 

TaB intellectual horl· 
zon has expanded, with· 
in this century, beyond 
the power of computa
tion, and largeneBB is 
inevitably the prevalling 
note. We no longer 
grope our way with 
timid steps ; we stride 
with seven-league boots 
to our conclusions. The 
toll of countless genera
tions has put a mass of 
details at our disposition, 
and the task of this gene
ratio:~). is to sum them up; 
This tendency shows 
itself everywhere. · The 
closest investigator .of 
the age, Charles Darwin, 
is also its boldest general~ 
lzer, and the ·researches 
of a Pasteur or a Koch 
rivet attention through 
our comprehension of 
the role of the lnflnltly 
little as the iliflnltly 
great. . . ·, ··We ·ran· 
sack the god cupboards 
of every age and race, 
seeking materials for the 
construction of a relildon 
of-Humanity, wlilch, 
in the face of Philistine , 
sneers, we practically, in 
our hearts, all spell with 
capitals.- W: Owtn. 

GKORGB WASHINGTON, a negro murderer, 
hanged near Atlanta 011. the 3d, joked about. 
his fate for a time, but sobered and embraced' 
religion a few days before execution. His 
body was exhibited in state in a negro church 
and given a grand fUBeral. 

RBv. FRANK STBVBNB has been crazed by 
acquaintance with Lieutena11.t Totten, who 
predicts that the millennium will come in this 
decade. He believes himself the savior, 
who, Totten predicts, is to reappear. He 
has been committed to the Hartford Insane 
Retreat a hopeless maniac. His young wife 
is heart-broken. 

TaB Chlllan war still wages ferociously. 
The insurgents hav most sympathy abroad. 
President Balmaceda, of the opposl~ party, 
is arbitrary and oppresslv in conscription, 
confiscation, and other acts. He denies that 
he bas tortured prisoners. The ltata arrived 
at lilan Diego on the 5th, in charge of the 
Charleston, and her omcers and crew will be 
arrested for absconding while under arrest 
and abducting a United States marshal. 

FoUR murderers were to be electrocuted at 
Sing Sing, N.Y., on the 7th. Slocum, who 
after beating his wife for years clove her 
head with an ax, when seen by a reporter 
" was reading Thomas a Kempia's ' Imitation 
of Chlast,' deeply absorbed. He had several 
other religious books. He has taken a great 
fancy to Father Lynch. ' That is good read. 
ing,' said Father Lynch, referring to the 
'Imitation of Christ,' over which Slocum 
was still poring. Slocum used to read a 
good deal of novels, but he gave them up for 
religious books several weeks ago." He was 
confident as to the future. Smtler was 
once a Salvation Army captain .. He had 
several wives at once, and killed his last 
one because she refused to stay in the room 
while he was drunk. " He has spent a great 
deal of his time in reading theololdcal and 
religious books. The books which li.av most 
interested him were volumes of sermons. 
He has devoured Spurgeon and Beecher and 
Talmage. Bunyan's 'Pilgrim's ProgreBB' was 
a favorit with him. The Bible he has read 
with seeming great devotion and interest. 
The only change~ Smtler which Mr. Edger
ton has noticed as the days wore, was that he 
grew less interested in outside thinli!:B and 
turned more and more to his Bible. For the 
last two or three days he has read nothing 
else. His talk with Mr. Edgerton this time 
baa all been directly on the point of his prepa
ration for the future. Smtler has repeatedly 
expressed himself as being ready and confi. 
dent. His references to his crime hav been 
very few, and they hav not included expres
sions of penitence." Wood, says a reporter, 
" spent the momlng in readin~t the liTes of 
several of the saints." The fourth mur. 
derer, Jugiro, was a Japanese, and died in his 
own religion. Slocum, Smtler, and Jugiro 
were executed ; Wood secured a stay. 1 
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NBBD we wonder that 
the converts of that creed believed in the 
merit of passlv submission to the caprices of 
earthly despots, and scorned the appeals of 
justice in their dealings with pagan~ and 
Freethinkers P Why should men try .to be 
better than their God? The worshipers of a 
God who doomed the .souls .of unbaptized 
children and honest dissenters, naturally had 
no hesitation in assailing the bodl~a of their 
unbelieving fellow·men; and princes who 
loaded fawning sycophants with favors 
which they denied to honest patriots could 
appeal to the sanction of a divine precedent. 
Every petty "sovereign of six faithful square 
miles» accordingly became a law to himself. 
A man's might was the only measure of his 
right.-Professor Oswald. 

I BBLIBVB that to read and believe the Old 
Testament naturally makes a man careleBB of 
human llfe.-Ingersoll. 

IF men were only ignorant and knew that 
they were so; only void of belief and· sorry 
for it, instead of filled with sham beliefs and· 
proud of it 1-Garlylll. · 

To me eTery hour of the light and dark is a 
miracle, 

Every cubic inch of space is a miracle, 
Every square yard of the sUrface of the earth 

is spread with the same, 
Every foot of the interior swarms with the 

same. 

To me the sea is a continual miracle, 
The fishes that swim-the rocks-the motion 

of the waves-the &)lips with men in 
.them, · 

What stranger miracles are there P-Walt 
Whitman; 

EvotUTION is not at varliUlce with religion; 
in its highest sense it is a religion in itself. 
The Evolutionist is humble in the presence of 
Nature; she represents the last phase of the 
great First Cause. · Others may scoff at her, 
the child ofthelr God; he loves her, far she 
is his companion, his mother, and his nurse; 
abe ministers to his pleasures, yet s}J.e works 
for his advancement; awake, he studies her, 
for she is the mine of his learning ; asleep, he 
dreams on the unseen working of her won
drous laws; he listens, lle sees, and ever 
wonders ; but he. worships not for he has no 
fear. . . . He cares but as an antiquarian 

\for the book of the Jews. Nobler induce· 
menta has he to act righteously than the 
most learned and pious divine. If he sins, 
he knows well that the future will be tainted 
by the deeds he has done. He it is not that 
does right lest his soul should forever be 
lapt in noisome sulphurous fiames ; he shuns 
evil that he may leave behind him a purer 
and nobler form, that he may hand down to 
posterity habits that advantage the race as a 
whole, that he may, however humble his 
sphere, contribute in some way to the happi· 
ness of the future race, and mitigate its in
heritance of pain.-Ridsdalll. 
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PIOUS WORTHLESSNESS ANO FANA'"fiCISM-HQW SO",ME OF TfJE SAINTS 
· .. I 

·" THBBB is only one prophet," writes Wal
<ter Besant, "and Edison is his name." A 
.new ·creed truly. 

IN no place in all this world to.day, the 
Roman Catholic Fruman's Jowrnal felicitates 
·itself, does the church boast of a prouder 
.atanding or a more onward march than it 
:does under the stars and stripes. 

SHOULD a pastor accept a call from a con
~gregation which has not paid his predecessor, 
·is a question of casuistry just propounded 
·which admits of only one reply. If anybody 
needs salvation it is precisely that kind of 
flock. Go.- World. 

"WHAT does the phrase, 'He isB.'t in it,' 
come from?" asks a subscriber. According 
to the best authorities it is attributed to Noah, 
who used the remark derisivly in referring 
to some profane person who had criticised 
the building of the ark.- Toledo Ntws. 

ABouT eight hundred clergymen of this 
city will be summoned before the board of 
health In the course of a few days to show 
cause why they hav failed to report to the 
registrar Dearly two thousand marriages 
which they hav celebrated within the past 
twelve months.-Philadelphia Record. 

WRITBB the author Edwin Johnson to the 
Herald: "We are confined between the 
ecclesiastical and the humanist aim, and hav 
been so for the last four hundred years. The 
enslavement of the imagination is the effect 
of ecclesiastical teaching, its emancipation 
that of the humanist. We shall ultimately 

. - . . 
travel back to the simplicity of idea and aim can be no marriagg between a Catholic and mobs. Our immense churches, with an un
that distinguished the .educ!'tion of the old a Protestant, without the solemn and prelimi- Interrupted series of beautiful gilt altars all 
Greeks." : nary promis of both parties that all the chil- "along the side walls, had more gold and sll. 

To the uer '·' What is the greatest i dren be baptized Into the Catholic church ver In each one of them than one could find 
known age ~at :human being has attained·?" i and raised up as Catholics. There threat. to. day In all the churches of the United States. 
the Bun replies : " The Bible says that Me· 1 ened to be a con.f;llct at first, but it has been But llOW everything has disappeared. Many 
thusaleh lived to be nine hundred and s~ty-J happily ave,rted by the prudence of the of the churches were desecrated, the libraries 
nine years old. but biblical commentators' government." removed, the land-titles sold out to swindlers, 
don't know wh~ther to take this statement i The whole civilij~:ed world, says the Oatho- and the monasteries became barracks, the
literally or not." Do they know whether to lie R8tlitw, waite!! for the pope's labor aters, or circuses." 
take any biblical statement literally or not P encyclical, " read it, commented upon it. TBB report on the state of religion and 

RBT. JoHN JA.BPBK, the noted Richmond Why 7 Because the civlli7'ed world is now morals In Scotland submitted to the general 
divine, still preaches his "sun-do-move" pretty well acquainted with the social prob-• assembly is Interesting, thinks the Bun. 
sermon, but only on occasions when requests lem i it has leamed to appreciate the fact that ~ootball and .cricket hav done great damage 
for it are particularly numerous. There is a the pope leads the Catholic millions i and to "by the Sabbath Indolence and neglect of 
tacit understanding between the preacher and understand that the pontl.if's utterances are ordinances which e;x:hausted nature exa,ct's 
the public that when he delivers the celebrated bound to hav an immense Influence on these from their votaries." In one county .'' tb,e 
sermon there shall be a more than ordinary millions. It was once thought by the inno· pernicious custom of visiting friends an,l,l 
output of coin when the contribution-box cent non-Catholic that the loss of the temporal places of Interest on the Lord's day is rapidly 
comes around. power meant the disappearance of the pope; spreading." The preponderating sin ln 

THB Rome correspondent of an American 
Catholic paper writes: "The thing about the 
Vatican most hateful to the joumals of the 
enemy is the Peter's pence. In short, they 
view with an evil eye this fact, that from all 
parts of the globe Catholics send . money to 
the Vatican, whUe the 1lnances of the state 
are struggling amid the greatest dUilculties. 
They evidently desire that the holy father 
should be reduced to poverty." 

"Wz are glad to observe," says a Catholic 
paper," that the Hungarian government has 
notified the holy see that it will not apply 
the Czacky decree In regard to mixed mar
riages. This decree ordered that the children 
of mixed marriages should be half of them 
baptized Catholics and half Protestants. To 
this the church could not consent. There 

the phenomenon of his continued and very Morayshire is "frivolous and purely worldly 
prominent existence has now to be accounted conversation on the Lord's day." In Ban:lf
for; and we hav no doubt that when the shire "the churches are losing the best and 
phenomenon has been explained to the satis- the most enterprising of their people, and 
faction of non-Catholics, they will be are left with the aged, the lame, the blind, 
clamorous partisans of the restoration of the and the idiots who could do nothing but 
t 1 " ' empora power. remain." In Forfarshire "private baptism" 

"NBVBB since HenryVIll. 's time," recounts has become very common, and in many rural 
a Mexican newspaper correspondent, "was districts" the entire alienation of farm ser
there such a sacrilegious pillage, plunder, and vants from divine ordinances is a painful feat. 
ransacking as there was in Mexico shortly after ure." In Fife, '' the high wages now received 
the year 1857. Up to that date there had not by mere ]ads and girls tell against the morals 
been in any part of the world such splendid and reverence of the rising generation," and 
temples, and so richly decorated with articles many other causes " tend to the loosening of 
of pure gold or- silver, such as communion the bonds of church connection-" The sin 
ralls, cruciftxes, chalices, remonstrances, of " half-day hearing" on Sunday is increas
pixes, book-stands, candlesticks, altar-bells, lng, and "a feeling of dissatisfaction prevails 
lamps, and so forth, everything of which nearly everywhere as to attendance at prayer. 
fell a prey to the rapacity of sacrilegious meetings." 
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· ·· evolution ()f higher from lower types, by proces!JeS · I am 'loth to COI!Sider Mr. ~Hlsbury a votary, of 
lfommi!tt.it;Jfi6~. .. . l:loweVijr g~adualc and in periods however inde:finit ;. Spiritualism-sometimes in disguise as" "impressible 

though nature constantly illustrates the plasticity of psychology," whatever effect this ambiguoUS' ~b-rae-
' · · ··· · · · ·• , . her organisms in the improvement or deterioration. ter may exert on its destiny-partly because he does 

. . Immortality. . of all forms of life, as well as in the evolutionary not so avow himself, and partly·.because.I infer from 
. I waS' recently ~he recipient.of a tract a:ffirmativ of stages-·of .fetal development: · on· tbe.-other band; t~e philosophic, character of his ·disq?isitions that 
the q~estion ofc immortality, by Mr. Parker Pillsbury, the learned cannot ascertaJD, nor can the Sl!!cred h1s knowledge of human weakness 1s . more_ than 
of Concord, N. H. . . .. . ~ . _ . ~ . . theorists explain, how man was developed, in- one superficial; He is manifestly too well versed in 

-- The presentation being gratuitous and the wrap- brief moment, from a handful of Jehovistic mud. psychology (not the "irrepressible" variety, bow-. 
per bearing the Concord postmark, !'inferred that Whether so many. useless rudiments survive as ever) to regard illusions and. hallucinations as mea
the donor was probably the author himselfi in which relics of a ·lower organizatiol!c, or whether their sengers from spirit-land, whether they frighten the 
instance I tender my thanks for the honor conferred. inutility arid utter want of adaptiv "design" serve as timid in the guise of cl:mrch-yard ghosts or amuse 

I concede that- Mr; ·Pillsbury has interpreted· the mementoes of a wise and practical God who "made our modern Hamlels in the role of departed kine
Darwinian theory with commendable fidelity; bqt_I nothing in vain," may be referred to the sanctified men. 
fail to perceive what bearing the real can hav on the ones for solution ; and at whatever conclusion they I readily concur with Brother Wettstein that soul
unreal, whether viewed in the light of fanciful anal- may arrive we shall not envy their choice of production must be limited ; that terrestrial force 

- ogy or otherwise. The evolution of man, even to alternative. and matter must suffer diminution in proportion to 
the most ideal degree of perfection, by no means That all things, boib the ridiculous and the sub· the evolution of these mystic elves, in which· case, 
establishes the evolution or even the existence of the lime, hav their proper sphere, I venture not to dis- not only our own tiny plmnet but all gross matter 
soul. Such romantic analogies doubtlessly entertain ; pute; but in my bumble opinion the "pr~per sphere." would ht~v lon~. since ~isappeared ; ~n~, in addition, 
but., while they charm, they also decoy, for they of the nursery hero Jehovah and b1s httle souls IB that those spmts wh1ch hmv a beg~nmng must also 
never instruct. The fertil theme of immortality has the shop of the toy-dealer or the musty shelve of hav an end. . . . . . 
engaged the pens of poets and speculators since the the antiquarian. How man can become spmt ; or, 1n pl:uner terms, 
earliest dawn of history; but those who deal exclu- Those who assume, contrary to science and nnprej· how the visible con become invisible and yet retain 
eivly with facts hav either ignored the subject or udiced human reason, the existence of Gods or the the attributes of the visible, is to the pure Materialist 
treated it with contempt. immortality of the soul, must sustain the burden of a shadowy pro~lem. . 

The Eolutiona (~)_ Ql such airy problems are best the proof .. The lot of those who seek the "first Mr. Wettstem and myself (for my friend I vouch 
consigned to the mtgic of the alchemist and the cause," the edge ofj~finity, the dawn of eterni~y, on assumptio~) will b~ ve~y grateful ~o the spiritu~l 
astrologer. the existence and destiny of souls, or the end of cn- ambassadors lf they will kmdly explam by what artt-

It has caused us a pang to part with the cherished cles, may arouse· our compassion but scarcely our fice the spirits defy the. attraction of gravity. We 
yoke of our idol Gessler of the. skies, but we are envy. · should likewise _be pleased to learn of what their 
clearly gainers by the loss. The. sacrifice of the It is undoubted that the origin of man long pre- thinking apparatus consists and how its presence in 
soul must be made some day or science must decline. ceded the creation of Gods, the fable of immor_. the body bas so long eluded the eye of the anato
Why, therefore, should we entail an onerous and tality, the dream of heaven, and the invention of hell; mi~t and the len~ of th~ microe~ope; or, in the ~vent 
imparativ duty on coming generations that cian be may be long survive them. The hope that lends to of 1ts departure 1mmedu~tely aftier death, how It has 
best performed by oureelvs 1 The masterly argu- death a downv couch and robs the grave of its dis· so artfully obliterated all traces of its occupancy. 
mente of Rsade and Bradlaugh against the probabil- mal terrors is" at the best an evanescent and a faeci- If the character of the " spirit" is derived from 
ity of immortality and, the possibility of Gods bav nating delusion, serve what purpose it may. It the character ol t~e l~vin~ bod_Y-:-"nd Oil; this evi
bean frequently assailed with poetry but never with expires with life to glow no more. The web of ro- dently depends their diversity-It 1s self-evident that 
fnct; and the sooner we awake from the dreams of mance may sp.X: the blue ether but the grave is the the " spirit" is subject even to slight modifications . 
childhood, the sooner· will wa realize the advantages end of man. ' of body and brain during life ; why, then, is it yet 
of the only life for which we hav the faintest .shadow If it be'protested that death, as viewed by the Mate- exempt from the incomparably greater ~odificat~on 
of assurance. It is ee ridiculous to hear a Deist or rialist, dissipates forever the joys of life, the rejoin- of death 1 If brain is the organ of mxnd,. wh1ch 
an immortaliet as a Catholic denounce superstition. der is that eternal oblivion likewise buries its woes. none deny, by what process of metamorphosis does 
The god of Voltaire was a better god than Jehovah, If the fe on's premature death rob "justice" of re- the "soul" survive the destruction of its sole and 
because he more nearly resembled his inventor, Vol- venge, 80 i.n the haven of oblivion the just, the essential f~ctor 1 . Mind, lib li~ht and heat, sound 
tnire; but was he &ny more real? The "soul" that noble, are beyond that stoic realm where "man's and color, 1s but a mode of .motiOn. When we sleep, 
is forever freed from carnal fetters is a subject of inhumanity to man makes countless thousands the pulsations of the brain "re abated in force and 
more delightful contempl11.tion th1n the servil" spirit" · moum." diminished in frequency, and mental action is cor
condemned to dance attendance on mediums, but it That eternal life is preferable to eternal d~atb, respondingly imperfect. At death its activity for
is not therefo re any the less false. So long as we proves nothing but ihe intensity and futility of ever ceases, its motion is lost, and hence its attribute 
continue to d >scard one species of-superstition with human desire. That life under any conditions is mind has vanished; and to assume the continuation 
reluctance but to accept another with avidity we shall preferable to physical death, does not lengthen the of mind in a~ other phase, is to assert the exis~ence 
progress nevermore. , . . journey to the tomb. of an effect without a cause. None are so stupid as 

The author of the pamphlet in question seems Immortality is a matter of sentiment, not of· rea- to ask what becomes of the peculiar motion of a 
momentarily to forget that the ex~Itea matter which son;. of faith, not philosophy. pendulum that has stopped, of a stone impeded in 
he so piously contrasts with p~:imeval chaos will That the misfortunes aud inequalities of life its fall; or of a tongue that bas ceased to wag i but 
ultimately relapse into its original· condition. He should be compensated as a sentiment is true; and we constantly hear the equally preposterous ques
points with pardonable pride to the splendor of the that the offset to our· ills on earth is not vouchsafed tion, what becomes of mind when the motion of its 
dawning golden age, but sees not the inevitable leads to the fallacious inference that indemnification organ is no more! · 
and interminable night beyond. will be granted in another world. B11t whllt is this If spirits are immortal, they must be eternal; and 

Unless physicists and astronomers hav widely sentiment hut a proof of human compassion and an if eternal, each one must bav awaited the ~dvent of 
erred in their computations, our little orb bas already infamous accusation against the God whom we en- the body which it was predestined to occupy, for 
touched its zenith as a life-producing planet and we deavor to adore? "If a God of infinit justice and half an eternity, if I may so express an incalculable 
may stand to-day on the verge of decline. boundless goodness permits suffering here, why not period of the past. If their predestination be denied, 

It is by no means a pleasant reflection to think of there?" (Underwood). If God is a fiend to-day, it must be admitted that their affinity is governed 
our remote ancestors as Esquimaux of the torrid will he be a philanthropist to-morrow? by chance; ana if by chance they endow us, with 
zone shivering in their snow. huts_ ,beneath the dim · I assume not to protest that immortality is unde- immortality, by chance they ma_y also fail to ren,der 
and cheerless rays of a vertical sun. Contrasted sirable; but when bas the presence of desire been many of us this service. 
with eternity, by to-morrow this once imperial the proof of attainment 1 The spirit, entering the body at conception or at 
!!phere will hav become as uninhabitable as its bleak The ignis fatuus of a posthumous existence has birth (the moment, point, and manner of its access 
and desolate satellite; by to~morrow its tenants will served an expediency no longer present; for, tho:ugh is not even assumed by those who profess so thor
hav vanished and its "souls" forsaken their accus- it may hav sustained the ferocity of the savage, it oughly to understand the incomprehensible), bas 
tomed haunts. In his consideration of important begets a callous indifference to a better life that has neither brought nor retained any knowledge what
problems Mr. Pillsbury neglects to demonstrate how always been fatal to human happiness. ever of its vast experience; how,. then, can it be
mortal planets. can produce immortal spirits; bow · In proportion as men hav anticipated futnre com- come so superior to itself wheJl, after briefly inhab
tbe mechanism of mind, can be preserved or repro- pensation they hav increased their individual and iting an otherwise inanimate body, it returns to 
duced by another form of matter than brain, or how national miseries in order to obtain proportionate its normal condition? II, on the contrary, the soul 
a aoul that once was not can always be. I agree "redress; in proportion they hav disr,egarded this comes .into existence with life. itself,, how can it 
with the author that immortality is a beautiful senti- "life ot pr.obation ;" in proportion they hav whiled survive when those_ conditions without which its 
ment; but beautiful sentiments are as frequent char- away the precious hours of life in contemplation of existence would hav been impossible, bav been 
Mteristics of fiction as of truth. Mythology and ideal felicity ; in proportion they hav neglected the withdrawn ! .. 
immortality are of congenital origin, and though the spouse, forsaken the . friend, and ignored the The soul, exclaim the knowing ones, governs both 
former is more pernicious in effects, the latter is wretched, un_der the happy but baneful delusion that body and mind ; and yet my soul persists at this 
equally false. a beneficent God or an eternal soul would supply moment in denying its very existence. Is the im
. hl'&n D;either sp~ak _nor. co~ceive of the doct!"! of what their inhumanity re!ldered deficient. . m~r~al soul a b~pocrit, a· jes~er, or a liar? . Oan o~r 
tmmortahty as an matttut1on mdependent of rehg1on. · The problem of morality must be solved by man spmtual gnoat1cs solve thiS problem w1tb the1r 
0 r all superstitions it forms a cardinal and· india- alone · the spirits and the gods .connive alike at- alchemy ! 
pensable part;_ ~n~ the argume~ts in defense ofeither virtu~ and at vice. The immortalist is unaware, Responsiv to the delicate insinuation of Joseph 
are founded ahke on !lure e.mot1~n, always repugnant perhaps, that., while be feigns to renounce selfish- Mesmer, .Jr.,· in the issue of May 23il, I beg to 
to. reason and always. resemblmg the kindred chi- ness, he embodies it as a sole and sordid incantiv remind. him that the age of oracles has passed. If 
mer~s of supernaturalism:· . . . to virtue-a future reward. How. shall we express my "pedantry" be falla~ious, I s~ggest th't _he 

Tne endeavor to trace matter to mmd; even if suc- our contempt for mercenary morabty ! prove rather than assert 1t; otherwise he may him-
cessful, wo~ld t~nd not to ~implify, but to compli- That we cannot revive the dead, restore and per- self incur the. opprobrium which h~ .seeks to bring 
cate; ~or .mmd Is but an att!Ibut~ of matter. M~tter petuate the an;tenities of life, inspires us to fill the upon. an oppon~n.t. 'W_ere m_y cr!t1c but. half so 
can ex1et md~pen~ently of JDtelbge_nce, but the;mde- golden cup of JOY ere it vanish forever; that we can skeptical of "spmt manifestations' as be 1s of the 
pendence of mtel!Jgence to .m.a~ter 1s .an absurdity. not repair th.e ~rongs and compensate the ills of the manifestati~ns of mortals, I appr~hend that he ~.ould 

Does not· the m'destructlb1hty of matter,·tbe,con-. departed, enJOms us not to procrastinate a benevo- hav long smce been excommunicated for spmtual 
serv.ation of· energy, and the J:Qateriality of mind lent deed with the prospect of future or vicarious heresy. The superannuated and moss-covered plea 
render the sou~ imposSible a~~ the ~ods superfluous T fulfillment, but. to render aid and solace during an that bogus spi!i~s alone bav hitherto. renaled them-

If pleasure 1s II proof of mtell1gent and benevo- only opportunity; that we cannot enter another selva to the ummtiated, and that genuJD spooks never 
lent design( why is· not pai~ a proof o_f . d_ivine igno- realm and atone for worldly guilt, impels us here to are, but always to be, interviewed, is the id~ntical 
ranee an;d ~;ruelty? · If mans complex1ty IS evidence win the virtuous applause of a pure and tranquil echo awakened by the first exposure; and, bke the 
of a desJ~ner, is· not ·the still ,greater comple;xity of conscience; that we cannot love beyond the ekiee, fabled soul itself, it seems t~ be immortal. I shall 
God a still stronger proof th11~ he too was designed?- prompts us here to foster the sublimest passions of not contest Mr. Mesmer's rJght to denounce those 

The ignorant cann~t perceive'the possibility of-the the human heart.- · · as "ignorant" who differ with him in opinio:n; for 
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it is his special privilege, I presume, to measure all 
·men with his own standard. Should he ever be so 
injudicious as to consult Sully's "Illusions," or any 
other recent standard work on psychology, quoted 
in my third communication, all of which expose the 
alleged phenomena of Spiritiam, he may ascertain 
that the ranks of "ignorance " are crowded with the 
most eminent scientists and philosophers of the 
age. I meekly admit my dense " ignorance " of the 
subtle art of " mesmeric impressions," having " taken 
lessons "-and applied them-in this field but ten 
:years, and having aceess to only forty-two volumes 

· elucidativ of magnetism, alias "impressible pay. 
cbology" wh&;'tever havoc this cabalistic jargon may 
bav played With the science in recant timas. 

During my visit to New York in September nex\, 
I shall leave my address et the offi~e of THE TRUTH 

SEEKER1 that Monsieur " Mesmer" and his fellow. 
savants . may avail themaelvs of the opport.unity 
of publicly exposing, at 130me convenient eeance, 
that "ignorance" so detrimental to myself and so 
obnoxious to the apparitionists. Meanwhile I may 
entertain the additional hallucination that honesty 
assumes no disguise and a m111nly controversialist 
no nom de plume. 

0 ar Spiritut.listic and Theosophical essayists are 
very sedulous in avoiding such interesting topics as 
the power of the imagin!iition and the effects of mag
netism in connection with their· favorit recreation, 
though they frequently admit the apathy of the 
martyr to depead on the former and the effillacy of 
the imposition of hands upon the latter. 

The most notable of hallucinations recorded in 
ancient mock literature are those of the exile and 
''revelator," St. John, which, though discredited by 
" Spiritologists " and topers, were undoubtedly the 
result either of " clairvoyance " or alcoholic delirium. 
Both skepticism and credulity may blil excessiv; 
and concerning the universal reluctance to admit a 
damaging fact; I can but recall the ancient ada~e 
that " facts may deny what sages themselvs cannot 
refute." 

The ipse direits of our Spiritualistic polemics are 
irresistibly convi11cing; and in their chmrming cita. 
tion of self-evident fac~s many of them almost rival 
the genius of Esop and St. John. · 

The mere auda!!ity of those who pose as celestial 
couriers is itself almost as superhuman as the mira
cles which they prstend to perform, while their 
egotism has been equaled only by that of the Beth
lehem peripatetic who considered himself authorized 
to confiscate a j&cbsa without either the knowledge 
or consent of the legs:i owner. . 

The "overweening conceit" of a semi-celestial 
character at present incognito, suggests its parallel 
in that of the Grecian god who, first perceiving his 
reflection in Ill pool of water as he stooped to drink, 
became so infatuated witb. his imaginary beauty that 
he petrified in the very act and attitude of self
adoration. 

Did it ever occur to the enlightened ones that, while 
they are ostensibly so eager to submit their prodigies 
to public inspection, the very conditions which tbey 
impose on the examiner are calculated to disoourage 
investigation and excite suspicion ? Professing to 
aid the vision and assist the judgment, they insist on 
obscuring the one and per.verting the other. The 
demand for twilight investigators and judges who 
shall reserve their decision until they shall hav be
come psychologi~Gally intoxicated, is notoriously in 
excess of the supply. It is respectfully suggested 
tbat investigators (!) of such phenomena (!) equip 
themselvs, not with dark lanterns, but with teething. 
rings and nursing· bottles. 

It may be aafeiy assumed that the spirits and the 
gods are invisible to the vulgar gaz9 of the pi'ofane 
because, per se, they dwell within, not without, the 
human eye ; and em additional analogy between re
ligion and Spiritism rests on the mutual taxation of 
human credulity. Both systems dispose of spiritual 
commodities for financial considerations ; and, though 
ih bas been computed that the dispensation of " bee 
salvation" in this heppy land involves an annual ex
penditure of $2,500,000, popular statistics do not in· 
form us whet~er t.lle spirits are a less expensiv luxury. 

Why the miracles of mediums test our faith with 
any less severity than those of the mythical Galilean 
conjurer, bas nevar been made suffilliently clear. 
Indeed, whether infant minds in ancient bodies are 
as frequently found in "circles" as in pews seems 
no longer a. question of debate. The exploits of 
Jehovah and Jack the Giant Killer, of Mother Goose 
and Dis Debar, bear a striking resemblance to each 
other, and faintly arouse the suspicion of a common 
origin. A patient and critical comparison of mortals 
and immortals may finally enable us to realize the 
seeming paradox that gods are made in the image 
of men and that souls and spirits are fairies in 
disguise. 

In the spirits power and impotence are strangely 
blended. Enabled to traverse continents and seas 
w!th the velocity of lightning,. to master 111 hundred 
~hen lan~ll:a~es instantaneously, to withstand the 
mtense fng1d1ty and the rarity of the ether, to over
Ct;'me atmospheric resis~ance in their impetuous 
fi1ghts,. and to oppose, with marvelous impunity, the 

11\WI!I of gravitation, they are yet unable to "mani· 
fest" themselvs otherwise than through proxy-'
a la Jehovah! Furthermore, these airy phantoms 
seem to be almost as superstitious as their devotees 
tbemselvs. They are perfectly infatuated with any
thing in the shape of a circle, but are as shy of angu
lar objects as a Texas broncbo. 

It is reported (not by spiritologists, however), that 
the ghost of Lincoln was recently " materialized" at 
Ohicago, New O.rleans, and San Francisco during 
the same evening. It thus appears that in spirit 
land Mr. Lincoln is as famous a pedestrian as on 
earth be was a railsplitter. This is by no means 
astonishing; for it is not an uncommon feat for a 
spirit to become proficient as a slate-writer who, as a 
mortal, was utterly ignorant of the vulgar art of 
penmanship. We often hear the modest assertion 
that our contemporaries converse with Aristotle and 
other ancients who flourished on earth centuries 
before the invention of the Anglo-Saxon tongue: 
and, were it not so disrespectful of the favored few, 
we might question bow they bav acquired such flu. 
ency in modern languages as to contradict themselvs 
and each other on every possible occasion. The 
spirits are of historic renown, not alone as amanu
enses, but as poetic muses; and it was they,· no 
doubt, who inspired the erotic madrigals of Solomon 
when that virtuous monarch occupied tbe editorial 
chair of the Jerusalem Police Gazette. 

In every age Materialists bav rendered themselva 
both odious and infamous by denying that the immu· 
tBble laws of nature are wantonly violated for the 
spiritual or pecuniary benefit of mediums, to whom 
Dame Nature is always an obsequious handmaid; for, 
~~os we all know, belief is but an article of merchan· 
dise, ever aBbe command of the highest bidder. 

We "know" that the soul is real ; for somebody 
beard that somebody said that somebody dreamed 
that somebody saw a human soul. We know that 
the soul is real ; for men of piety and men of verac
ity hav seen such things in bygone days; and our 
postmaster-general, our asylum psychologists, and 
our revelers at the festal board see them to-day. 

But, unfortunately for the benighted Secularist, 
the affinity of· the soul for dreamers is fiB inveterate 
as the partiality of the Red sea toward the Hebrew 
marauders. 

'We should be more inclined to dispute the 
"advantage of Spiritualism" among the enlightened 
than to d·eny the efficacy of Christianity among the 
"heathen," which latter was once made manifest tome 
by the remarkable conversion of an emigrant pagan. 

As the provinces of both institutions are so inti
mately related, and I&B the spiritual harvest in each 
field is so flattering · to the mutual cause, I shall 
briefly digress to relate the happy incident. During 
a "revival" in a Stockton street God-shop in San 
Francisco some years ago, an ungodly Mongol wae 
enticed from his joss-house and ushered into the 
sacred fold. Tragic recitations and balleluj sb antics 
being the order of the day, Brother Wan Lung speed
ily caught the contagion, and proceeded thus to expa
tiate on the felicity of salvation: "Oh! me heepee 
lubbee J ee eli I Hip Ia ! Fi, fi ! God d--n ! 
Alle same Melican man !" 

The question, what shall we wear when we inhabit 
the frigid ether, is rather too indelicate to merit 111 
reply. Su:ffi.oo it to insinuate that, being invisible to 
a normal . eye, our garb will be somewhat gauzy, not 
even so substantial a protection as a fig-leaf. This 
tenuity of raiment will account for our disinclination 
.to appear during the honest hours of daylight ; for 
should we thus indecently expose our persons, we 
should merit the disapprobation of Comstock and 
shock the modesty of our feminin friends. Ooncern· 
ing our vocation, however, we are at no loss to con
ceive. It is obvious that our posthumous independ
ence will be even more greatly curtailed by mediums 
than are our physical liberties by the despotism of 
tyrants and the intolerance of Ohristians. 

However intense may be our desire to converse 
with our kindred and friends, we must calmly await 
their conversion to the "circle" before we can 
gratify our most ardent aspirations. Imagin our de
light when we are enforced by spiritual circum
stances to ignore our anxious friends and communi
cate with those who, while we were incarnate, only 
provoked our disgust I 

The worldly ones may well envy our felicity when 
contemplating an impending disaster, unforeseen by 
those who are to be IDVOlved in its ruin, and who are 
unable to anticipate and avoid it because we are not 
empowered by our mediums to forewarn them. 

Tied throughout llill eternity to the apron strings 
of mediums, ever at their command to flatter the 
weak and beguile the wise, to juggle with furniture 
and earn an honest (!) dollar, the life of a " fellow
citizen on high " is invidious indeed. Our profes
sions will be legerdemain, our ends pecuniary, and 
our reputation-spiritual, of course. Like our 
fellow-unfortunate, J ehovab, we may assess our dev
otees to the full extent of their temporal assets ; 
but while our representative on earth fulfill the letter 
of our capitation, they appropriate to themselvs the 
proceeds, and leave us nothing but the empty honor 
and authority of having imposed the tribute. We 

will, moreover, endure the mortification of being 
continually. referred to by skeptics under the generic 
and unromantic term, imagination. Many will doubt 
our existence and many more impeach our integrity; 
and we will labor under the double disability of 
being ourselvs unable to refute such charges while 
our inventors are equally incompetent of sustaining 
our mutual pretensions. 

Among the irreverent masses, none will be want
ing to compare our resurrection with that of the fab
ulous juggler of Nazareth; and even some may sus
pect that we, in affinity with our illustrious prototype, 
the Holy Ghost, may also "m11nifest " a decided pen· 
chant for innocent (!) and unsuspecting Jewish 
maidens; but since the introduction of shot-gum,, 
however, our sovereign ghost bas diminished the 
frequency of his " overshadowing" expeditions in 
proportion to the increasing severity of paternal 
vigilance; and we shall profit by the example. 

One grand consolation remains, after all; with 
whatever ills and disadvantages we may be encum
bered during our poet-mortem career, we shall at least 
avail ourselvs of the glorious opportunity of haunt
ing death-beds of Moralists, and spreading terror and 
woe among the disconsolate survivors. 

But when the solemn hour of our own demise 
approaches, we shall not dwell upon such material
istic thoughts as dissolution and personal annihila
tion, but remember that, in the cheerful language of 
the Arkansaw poet, " there's a land thnt beats bell 
out o' this." M. L. SALTER. 

Williams, Ariz, June 20, 1891. 

Prayer. 
One of your contributors seems to repudiate the 

evidences of design in creation, and this has stimu
lated me into an examination into this serious sub
ject. It is vast in its dimensions, the outgrowth 
of which is, Who and where is the designer~ It 
seems evident that all create~ things are-so far as 
we can observe-controled by inflexible laws. The 
violation of any one brings certain retribution ; not 
as the consequence of impious sin, but as the 
sequence of the infringement of some other l111w. 

Some minds would stop here, and declare every 
transaction the effect of evolution. But this is un
eatisflllctory to the writer, who is still anxious, if pos
sible, to trace the architect of these inflexible laws
if possible to the habitation of the designer. 

As my comprehension or mental eye-sight expands, 
it ceases to confine itself to this planet, when thou
sands of worlds move around in planetAry space, nor 
thinks the designer confined alone to this compara
tivly paltry ball, when thousands are within telescopic 
distance, moving with inconceivable accuracy and 
speed in their various orbits. The J ewisb Bible in 
its very limited and infantil history of creation says, 
"And be made the stars also." 

I hav rEflected much of le.te on this subject, and 
am as far from its full comprehension as ever ; but at 
one thing I am filled with disgust-the fashionable 
ignorance of our popular religions on the subject of 
prayer. Prayers for what '! To implore the great 
designer to arrest the operations of these inflexible 
laws to mitigate our sufferivgs for our ignorances, 
follies, and blunders. 

Several incidents come afresh into my mind as I 
reflect on the folly of pravers and the expectation of 
their being answered. Your late subscriber Daniel 
Milson bad a pious father and mother, and it griend 
them much that their son Daniel was so obtuse as to 
reject the mysteries of religion and substitute 
reason. Daniel loved his parents, and therefore in 
compliance with their wishes sought to please them 
in venting his soul in prayer. He retired to their 
wood-shed in the rear of their garden, closed its door, 
vented his soul in vociferation, and ended with 111 fer
vent Amen ! He arose, paused, looked around hi!D, 
and deliberately ejaculated to himself, "There, Dan 
Mason, if you can't make 111 better prayer than that 
you ought to go to bell-if there is one !'' Still there 
was a mystery in prayer Daniel could not surmount ; 
it was so popular in usage. Through the daily press 
Mr. Henry Ward Beecher announced that on the 
coming Sabbath his dieMurse would be on " The 
Benefit and Necessity of Daily Prayer." The oppor
tunity was too good to be lost, and Mr. Mason availed 
himself of the chance. The reverend gentleman's 
discourse was wordy if not eloquent. The sum
mary wae, be prayed because it made him feel good ! 

Mr. Msson died but a few years ago, &ged eighty
three. He had a call from a Mrs. Archer, an esti
mable lady of the Methodist persuasion, the day pre
ceding his death. "Mr. Mason," asked the lady, 
"are you 111 Ohristian !" Mr. Mason replied, "Mrs. 
Archer, I should not like to be thought a Obristian." 
"But you believe in the Bible, Mr. Mason T" " Mrs. 
Archer, it is evident you hav never read that book or 
you would never ask a dying man such a question. 
The Bible-yes, I do believe it to be the most filthy 
and the most damnable book of morals ever placed 
before a thinking people !'' 

At the funeral which took place the nex~ day, "Of 
one thing I am sure," said Mrs. Archer, " Mr. Mason 
was not afraid to die." DAVID BRUCE. 
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A Voice from Iar:yland. .Mr. Swartz in His Own Behalf. anything for which they are paid, an'd being without 
We publish, by permission,· the fQllow4Jg extracts In your iss~uly .4th, I notice that you devote any particular form .of belief, it .is impossible to ·pin 

from a letter wrHten us by one of our activ and a column to the discussion of my case, your remarks them down to anythiDg; for while professing to be 
valued members, Mr. E. Livezey, of Baltimore : being called forth by some observations of E. C. always ready to defend the Christian religion from 

I like the circular [Flag and Pansy leaflel] you sent me Walker in Liberty of recent date anent the attacks of avowed unbelievers, they are the 
very much. It is strong and to the point, without being the char e of · ul i sational · literature. mo. st nnsatisfacto.ry opponents to be found, wri·g· 
o:ffei\Siv to any. In my poor effort, I had to yield a little to K superstition in order to get before the public. Your circular nowing of old the reputation of BE llUTB EEKE:a gbng about, .maktng concessions when E'Xpedient 
is strong, and should be a1)preciated by all L\berals. . . . for honesty and fairness, I beg this space to correct· and conti~l!-ally shifting ground, but the ·hard-and~ 

I am trying to stir up our Farmers' Granges and Alliances a few misstatements in regard to the facts in the f~st C,!l!VInist maintains his position to the best of 
in th~ state, in the matter of " taxing all and exempting case, and set myself in a proper light before your hts ability, and at all events give you something to 
none. Some of the Granges hav responded by passing res. readers. grapple with. It is r•ther unfortunate Lbat .,. ... _. 
olutions against exemptions. I hav written some strong '" • JIU letters to them showing that the heavy burden of taxation In the first place, :vour Western correspondent, Spu~geon, with all his. faith, backed by the prayers 
resting on them is caused by the many exemptions. An ap.. when he says, "The Kansas City Sunday Sun is a of his large congregation, cannot improve the state 
fre~u!o:e~~~;~lsp!~e:!~ot~rt~~~et~'::~t~~e~p-~~ sheet devoted exclusivir to social scandal," is guilty of. his health, •~d with all his loud professions of 
strong articles to all the Farmers' Granges an.d Alliances of a deplorable perverszon of truth ; but it does not faith has to call In the help of medical science which 
-we should hav a powerful influence brought to bear on the c~me within the province of my present purpose to certainly appears somewhat inconsistent as'. if he 
political parties all over the United States, that would help d!scus~ the cha~acter of the pnblic~tion; the prin- believed th~ " word of God •:. so l!ltrongly as he says 
us in the matter of taxing church property and all other eiple mvolved In the attempts at Its suppression be does, he ought to rest satisfied with Jamee's pre-
private and sectarian institutions. Although we know no remains unaltered by its contents. scription for sickness. 
party, we must make ourselvs heard and felt in the political L"k h p Id struggles between the two great parties. NO'IO is the ac- 1 e most ot ers who attempt to justify the inter- . oor o Dr. Keims has come to tha front again 
cepted time to work upon them, and get the influence of the ference of legalized authority with what can be but with another of his marvelous scientific· biblical works. 
Farmers' Granges and Alliances. Show the farmers they are the affair of the individu.al, you. confound the right If he were not so puffed up with self-conceit he 
paying more than their fair and honest portion of taxes, be- to sell whatever s~me one else. wants to buy, and would speedily withdraw the book from circu.lation 
cause of unjust legislation in the matter of exemption and consequently the right to pubbsh and di"ssemi"nate for it has been most unmercifully cri"ti"CI"sed •nd the' 
they will be our helpers. Let us come down to pra~tical ' .. work, and meet the questions of the day. whatever a person chooses, with the palpable abuse best his friends can do is to " damn it with faint 

This letter has the right ring, and we commend it of such freedom by a libel. No one can more detest praise.'' I question whether the sale will anyway 
to ~he consi~eration of such of our people as are l~bel or slander, ~r be .more willing to make repara- meet the , cost of pr?duction, for anyone who took 
!'ll:nous to br1n~ a~out speedy and practicAl results t1on for such, uniDtentionally published, than myself the tronb1e to read h1s " Moses and Geology " would 
1n state secular1zat

1
on. The taxation of churches is (or the Sun); but in my case t~at charge is not pre- not .~pend a J?enny i~ the purchase of his latest 

a point on which we can get many and many an or- ~er~ed. Tbe alleg.ed off~nse IS, according to th~ ~ffas1?n· Lnckil~ f?r him, he has A snug little income 
thodox Protestant farmer to work with us. If we m~Ictments, " the Circulatzon of a newspaper devoted m a ctty church hvmg, or the erstwhile schoolmaster 
can get his help in securing this, the first of our Nine prmcipally to the publication of criminal news" would find it difficult to provide himself with the 
Demands, shall we not avail onrselvs of such help 1 which hinges the fight on the freedom of the pre~s bare necessaries of life. 

Mr. Linz9y is doing an excellent work in Balti- from a censorship instituted by Comshoilk and his The government scheme of free education al· mo~e and t~e. su~rounding country, in preaching abettors, who were the instigators of the h1w under though very crude and imperfect, is a step i~ the 
agams~ the II•Jnst1ce of exempting churches. Not which I am prosecuted, and which was pAssed by r!ght direction, and wiiJ, by a more democratic Par· 
long siDca, he gave an able address on this subject . the recant Farmers' Alliance legislature of this state. hament, be put in better shape; but already it is 
be!ore the Taxpayers' Association, which the leading The quest~on of libel or of malicious defamation does m?ch abused by th~ Romish party, who fear they 
daily papers of Baltimore published in full and com- not enter Into the controversy, and no one can show, will lose much of their control over the education of 
men ted on editorially. A great danger threatens or has attemp~ed to show, that be or she has been the young. When the time comes, and it may not 
Maryland, and, through it, the whole country in 

8 
~jured by the publi<:"tion of the newspaper which I be long to wait, that public seho.ol education will be 

pending constitutional amendment to e~empt ~u.culated. I cartaur.ly hav "no moral right to pnr.ely sec~lar, s fearful howl will be set up by the 
churches_ under the state constitution, and thus lift !DJ?re other people," nor hav I done so. Whenever entire ~lerxc&l party, ~nd all creeds will join to 
the matter of their liability to taxation beyond the ~~ IS shown that I hav, I shall do all in my power. to oppose It, but by .that t1ma their united power will 
re!'ch of localle~islation. The Jesuits, to a man, favor right tba wrong. And you certainly speak without be unable to contmne the yoke. 
thiS step. With church property in Maryland a knowledge of the facts when you say that the The poverty of the minor clergy has been under 
exempte.d by. constitutional. enactment, an enduring interference of the government" to protect the libeled discussion in the " Lower House of Convocation." 
foundation will hav been laid for a union of church from the libeler seems in the case of Mr. Swartz to One wealthy cleric considers it is mainly caused by 
and state, upon which the Catholic church will not fail be perfectly justified." improvident managers, but as Archdeacon Farrar 
to rear a SJ?lendid an.d well-fortified superstructure. . I~ is easily to be s.een that in my case, as in many says that the ~ajo~ity of men ordained must remain 

!tfeauwhile, what _1s the American Secular Union similar ~nes th~t m1_ght be mentioned, it is a press cura~as ~II their hves, and after forty years of age 
doiDg to prevent this grave danger whieh threatens censorship that IS betng exercised, although you say find 1h d1fficult to find employment, the unfortunate 
our !elir,ous liberties? It sends its "C.bureh you .believe there should be none of that. If cleric must remain single, unless he can find a 
Taxa~10n pa.mphlets w~erever it sees an effectiv the hst of newspapers· that circulate in this . state is woman who can &:fford to keep him, and celibate 
openmg. It IS enco~ragmg Mr. Livezey in his noble to be narrowed down to those that are not in the clergymen are not very desirable acquisitions in a 
volunteer work all 1t can, and supplying him and estimation of ~h~ ordinary jury, " immoral, i~decant, pari~h. Th~se holding rich livings are not willing 
otb.er Ma~yland members of the American Secular or devoted prm01pally to iihe publication of criminal to giv of thell' wealth to assist their poorer brethren 
UDion With pamphlets for distribution. When it ~e'Ys," as the stat~te referred to reads, how long is but are al!Vays whinin~ for. the laity to subscribe~ 
h~ars of a Lib~rally-inclined Marylander, it seizes on It likely t? be untll .s~m~ aecid~ntal aggregation of but the lat~y are gettiDg wiser than formerly, and 
him, puts our Church Taxation, pamphlet into his twelve bigoted religiOnists will decide that TBE strongly ObJect to do any more than pay what the 
hands, and says, in E::ffect: "Work to save your T:auTB SEEKER is immoral? Is it not evident to you law compels. Aner all, it is difficult to see why any 
state !" But, alas ! Maryland Liberals are few and that there can be but one occasion for the restriction clergyman should receive any thing more than a 
f~ between, and Ca~bolics are thick as blaokber- of publication, and that actual invasion by the dis- nominal salary, for the life is generally a very idle 
nee. Would that more of our people would semil:~ation o~ fal~e~ood and slander! one, the clergy bain~ n?n-producers and as hungry 
co!D~ forward to .s~rengthen Mr. Livezey's hands at · ThiS case IS sunllar to those of Lucifer and the as locusts. The maJOrity of them are unfitted for 
th1s Important cns

1
s ! Word. In neither of these has any injured party any other calling, and are only wastrels. J. D. 

Mr. Livezey's suggestion of trying to win the appeared against the defendant; but Heywood is in 
~ar~ers' Granges and Alliances over to see the in- the Massachu.setts state prison with a two years' 
JustiCe worked to them by exemption of churches is sentence half served, and Harman has six. years of 
~xcellent, and shon!d be acted on, not only by Liberals the same punishment hanging over his head. Nor 
1n M~ryla~d, b~t 1n other states as well. The in- bas my ( :ffense been greater-or less. Bennett, 
dnstr1al sit!lation is the burning question of the Harman, and Heywood libeled no ·one and they 
hour; and 1t. be~ooves th?~e of us who would make were imprisoned ; I hav circulated naught but the 
st~te. secnl~rizatlon a political issue, to be up and truth-does the Editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER think 
~tirring .to ~nterest industrial reformers everywhere I should be imprisoned T 
lD the JUStlce of our demands. To this end let us Personally, I hav no sympa,hy whatever with 
make sure .that all the labor organizations are as those who ttleddle with the private affairs of others 
thorOulfh!Y IDOcnlated as possible with the principles or who act as " backdoor sneaks to rake up scandal ,: 
of the Nme Demands of Secularism. If we cannot a~d I consider them the most detestable of va~
get the w~ole loaf right l ff, do let us take a piece of ptres; but I do defend the right of the Sunday 
the loaf With ~hanks, and work patiently and steadily Sun, T~E T:auTB S~EKE:a. Lucifer, or any other paper, 
fo~ another p1ece and another, until the whole of the to publish and circulate whatsoever it pleases so 
Nme ~ema~d~ shall ~e oure. This suggestion of long ~s ~hat publication be not malicionsfy slander· 
Mr. Livezey s Is a very Important one and we hope ous. D1d I &> less than this I should be false to 
that our Liberal friends everywhere' will act on it t~e philosophy of freedom, Jacking in respect for the 
pr.ompt1r, ~nd do what they can to win the indus- rights of my fellow-man, and unheedful of the 
tr1al socie~Ies over to a perception of the importance promptings of an honest heart. C. L. SwA:aTz. 
of separat~ng church and state. Our cause is a just ~Kan., July 8, 291. 
one, and, In most cases, needs only to be presented to 
ot~er ref~rmers to secure their hearty approval and 
ccoperat1on. 

Let every member of the American Secular Union 
th~n. consider himself or herself a committee of on~ 
to .In~uence some labor organization gradually with the 
pnno~ples fo~ which the American Secular Union is 
workiDg. ,Oircnlate our " Church Taxation " am
phlets to clinch what yon say. Don't try for too ~ucb 
a.t once; work the ground thoroughly for church taxa
ti~n first, and then move ahead to another of the 
N~e D~mands.. This is the plan on which Mr. 
Livez~y IS working, and thus every stroke of his is 

t
e,!fec:Iv. How many of you will act on his sugges-
IOD · I C (J DA • RADDOOK 

h
. . Corr. Sec. American Secular Uni~n 

P zladelphza, July lt.'l, 1891. • 

Our London Letter. 
:rhe confession of faith recently published by 

thirty members of the Baptist community, in which 
Mr .. c. H. Spurgeon leads the signatures, is a curi
oue mstance of theological stagnation · for while all 
~he other sections of the Protestant church are giv
mg. signs of their progress toward eomplete emanci
patiOn f~om. old-fashioned dogmas, this particular 
sect gl~r1es m the fact that it is absolutely at a 
standstill. The subscribers to this remarkable docu
ment are to be commiserated, in that they are so 
perfectly s~~isfied by rem&ining in the gross darkness 
of superstition and desire nothing batter, while on 
the. other hand they may be commended for taking 
the~r stand and ope_nl~ stating what they do believe, 
unlike the vast maJOrity of clerics, who will preach 

At the Radjcal Club. 
The entertainment given at the Radical Club as 

anDounced in the last issue of TBE TnuTB SEE~E:a 
was a decided success. There was fine music, singini, 
and a solo dance, and the occasion ended with a 
social dance and refreshments. 

The speaker of the evening, Mr. Wakeman gave a 
necessarily condensed but highly interesthxg dis
course upon the evolution of poetry and music. He 
started with ancient Greece, and stated that in the 
kingdom of Sparta was born the lyric-epic in which 
the poets sang of valor, praising him who' gave his 
blood for his country's honor. This patriotic enthu
siasm found its brightest example in Leonidas and his 
Tb~ee Hundr~d .defending the pass of Tbermopy' m 
agamst the Ae1at1c hordes of Xsrxes, and caused the 
rise of all Greece. In Athens love and woman were 
added to the poet's list of subjects. And in pagan 
Athens we almost for the first time find woman re
garded as something more than a drudge. The 
only preceding instance of an £qual elevation of 
woman was in Egypt, where she bad for a long 
time eDjoyed a liberty and equality which she baa 
not since regained. Passing from Atlens Mr. 
Wakeman took his audience to Rome;· then p~iuted 
out the beneficent hlfluence of Christianity upon the 
development of music, and that by the introduction 
of the organ that religion reached its highest pin
nacle. He pointed out how the psalms of Luther 
like the lyrics of Goethe, of Burns, and of Moore wer~ 
but ancient tunes to which the poets gav~ new 
words, new ideas. He spoke about Shakspere 
Shelley, Byron, and Keats. Tarning to France, b~ 
called attention to the faet that while in Greece and 
Rome the burden of the national SOD~·literature had 
been '1 Victory or Daath" that of the Ftench Revolu· 
tion was " Liberty or Death." Turning to America 
he said )hat our literatu.re is the best, the broadest, 
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a Iite~atnre of hope and promis. . While speaki.ng of I is, made the following declaration in his paper : 
America he stated that the E!lghsh language 1s the '-'Hereby I announce my secession from the 
only on~ t~at ~as a.word .for home, the one ~oming ~vangelic-Luth~ran ch}lrch, to which I belonged by 
nearest 1t 1n th1s pomt bemg the Garman, w1th the birth and teacbmg durmg childhood but to which I 
adjectiv h.eim. In. saying this, how~ver, Mr. W~ka- for a long time, through a pursuit of scientific study, 
man fell mto error, as both the Dantsh noun H.Jem hav become a total stranger. Oiito Heinrichs, 
and the Swedish nemmat express exactly the same Friedland, Mecklenburg-Schwerin." H would be 
sentiment as the English word '-'home." well did every Freethinhr possess so much moral 

Among the ladies and gentlemen who took a courage. 
. prominent part in the evening's entertainment we 
must mention Miss F. Moore and Mr. Hancock, who 
rendered an excellent duet on violin and piano. Mr. 
Brunswick, in illustration of German music, sang 
Heine's "Lorelei" and one of Luther's psalms. 
Miss Marie Louise, the well-known French . Commu
nist, dressed in Revolutionary costume with red cap 
and short sleeves, and carrying a red banner, sang 
"Ls Marseillaise '1 in French, and the audience 
joined in the chorus. But the star of the evening, 
jadging from the applause, was Miss Emma Wilder
muth, who in a clear voice sang '' A.uld Lang Syne," 
and afterward treated the company to a vary grace
fa! e.kirt dance to the same tune. Miss R. Moore, in 
a rich and mellow soprano, rendered an Irish song in 
a pleasing way. Miss Kunz read a selection in a 
very acceptable manner; and Miss Kinget and Mr. 
Abelson gave a duet, a sample of . American lyric 
poetry. The exercises were concluded by two gen
tlemen whose names were not announced, but whose 
sin~ing was excellent and called forth hearty applrmse. 

O•her entertainments will follow, and the Rl\dicals 
of the city should not fail to make a call at the club, 
the home of New York R~dicals, 37 Clinton place. 

Items of Foreign Freethought News. 
The social question is to be made a plank in the 

Swedish Freethinkers' platform. 

Agitation clubs and open-air meetings are· used 
extensivly by Swedish Freethinkers as a means of 
spreading the truth. 

The annual congress of the Belgian Fruthought 
Association will be held August 15th and 16;b;in 
Minard's Theater., Gand, Belgium. 

A new Freethought society, with Napoleon Nnez, 
ex-president of the Belgian Federation, as president, 
has been started at Mons, Belgium. 

According to the last census there were in the prov: 
ince of Haag, Holland, ·7,913 nominal church· 
members and 1, 081 persons who had no religion. 

Some time ago we informed our readers of the 
judgment rendered by a minor court against Mr. 
Rich. Erth-Sohneeberg for blasphemy. The verdict, 
six months' imprisonment, bas been affirmed by ·the 
supreme court. · 

We hope the announcement in the last number of 
the Freireligioses Sonntags-Blatt that with the close 
of this year the paper will cease to exist, will not 
prove true. Dr. Voelkel's paper is one of our best 
exchanges, and is always newsy, enterhining, and 
instructiv. 

In the room of each of the Belgian Fteethought 
societies there is a contribution-box labeled, "For 
Orphans of Freethinking Parents." From June 19t 
to Jane 20hh 255 francs were donated. "Go thou 
and do likewise," we are tempted to say to our Sec
ular Unions. 

Accordin~ to the late census of Austria there are 
in ViAnna 1,195,167 Catholics, 41 943 Prot~stante, 
118,495 orthodox Hebrews, and 8,000 Freethinkers; 
the number of the latter in all Austrian provinces is 
18,000. But how many there are, who dare not say 
so, the census does not state. 

Editor Baginsky, of Reichenbach, has been sen
tenced to six months' imprisonment for a blasphemous 
article directed against a minister of the Prussian 
state church. The Schweidnitzer Taglichen .Runil
schau, a very orthodox official paper, in · com
menting hereupon says that the full penalty of the 
law should be enforced against those who spurn the 
trne faith and harrass the holders of ecclesiastic 
officee. 

American Freethinkers wishing to contribute to 
the fui&d which is being raised for Mrs. Voelkel and 
her children are respectfully requested to address 
their donations by intetnational money order or 
check to Theodor Werner, Msgdeburg-Buckau, 
Wanzleberstrasse. Mr. Warner is cashier of the 
Freetbought society of that city and is authorized. 
All sums received will be published in the Freirelig
ioses Sonntags-Blatt. 

The editor of Friedlander Boten, who at the re
cent census signed himself a Freethinker, has, to 
make sure of people's knowing what kind of man he 

In the Kingdom of God. 
In the kingdom of Qod his chosen ones dwell, 

And they are a 11weet-scented crew, 
o;d Adam· and Euoch and Noah and Ham, 

. If the Bible is true. 

In the kiEgdom or GJd you can mingle with Lot, 
And meet hi!! two daughters there too, 

And hear the sweet stories that they can relate, 
If the Bible is true. 

Ti! And Judah is there in that kingdom of bliss, 
His daughter-in-law's present too, 

To tell to the ransomed her strange escapades, 
If the Bible is true_. 

High up in the councils Miss R 1bab is seen, 
A harlot from JeriCho who 

Betrayed to their foes her neighbors and friend!!, 
If the Bible is true. 

In that beautiful realm e. hero abides, 
Old Samson, who followed and slew 

The Philistine hosts with the jaw of an ass, 
· If the Bible is true. 

And Jonah, the prophet of God, liveth there, 
"who told of a gourd-vine that grew, 

Who lodged in a whale for three days and three nights, 
If the Bible is true. -

King David is there, and Uriah also, 
. And Bath-Sheba's stopping there too, 
All living in peace in the kingdom of God, 

If the Bible is true. 

And the wisest of men, King Solomon, 's there, 
With his wives and his concubines, who 

Inspired his gay songs which our children must read, 
If the Bible is trae. . 

Ye saints of the Lord, ye ransomed of God, 
Ye Christians, ye orthodox few, 

Imagln a life in this kingdom of God, 
If the Bible is true I 

Pure women and maids who lived undefiled 
In this world of the devll•s, will you 

Fly to the arms of David or Lot, 
If the Bible is true? 

Will you walk. through the streets of the city of God 
With Jacob or Judah and view 

The spirits of those whose lusts were as fire, 
If the Bible Is true ? 

0 Honor, 0 Virtue, 0 Truth, let us stay 
This giant of evil, and shew 

To the eyes of the innocent children of men 
That this Bible is false and untrue. 

Nashville, Ten.:..:n.:.:·----.t....., ____ w. H. STITEs. 

A Qo.eer Advertisment. 
From the Biovclinu Worza. 

Heresy is a crime that cannot be too violently 
dealt with. When a man becomes so depraved as to 
believe only that wbichJooks reasonable to him, and 
honest enough to say what that is, he should be taken 
out and blown from the mouth of a cannon (now tbat 
burning at the stake is no longer considered the proper 
thing). 

Men who think real thoughts should not be per
mitted to run at large lest they teach others, and 
" the fruit of the tree of knowledge " should never 
be put on the free list. Now that truth has gotten 
so weak that when crushed to earth it might not be 
able to rise again, great care should be taken to 
prevent the sun shining on it. 

When that estimable gentleman dropped dead in 
Detroit the other day while defending orthodoxy, 
the cause was understood to be an abnormal condi· 
tion of the heart ; but had it been some profane man 
who died while saying naughty words, we tear that 
some of our clerical friends might hav misconstrued 
the cause and the motiv. 

When civilizt.tion gets to be worthy the name, 
society ( i. e., the people) will hav at least a profound 
sympathy for .the man who thinks, and will blame 
him only when be refuses to giv the world the 
benefit of his thought. Truth cannot suffer, but 
must ultimately stand at the masthead when error is 
not even on deck. When it is learned that facts 
caanot be rubbed out, and that nothb:tg else can ba 
forever bolstered up by no matter whom; when 
honesty and brotbe~ly love shall stand above cant 
and formality ; when man shall know that his highest 
duty to God is to use, to the best advantage, such 
gifts as God bas given him; and that there can be 
no heresy or sectarianism in relation to anything of 
which the world has positiv knowledge; when man
liness and love of humanity shall take the place of 
selfi.i!ih fear and unreasoning faith in unsupported 
dogmas, then we shall not be nauseated by the spec
tacle of five hundred able-bodied men (for the sus
tenance of whom somebody has to saw wood) spend
ing their time haggling over the question of whether 
an honest brother shall be allowed to progress. 
Wheu it ie qnderstood th"t there is more religioJl 

in avoiding these contentions than there can possi
bly be in anything which, by its obscurity, could be 
the subject of co:ratention; when men cease to allow 
their anxiety about the unknown or unknowable to 
seriously interfere with their enjoyment of the 
known; when children are taught only suoh things 
as are known to their instructors, and allowed to do 
their own guessing; when parents are honest enough 
to admit their ignorance of matters about which· they 
bav no right to know; when a man shall not be 
caat out of a religious organizt.tion because he shows 
symptoms of having brains and a del!lire to use them; 
when dying capitalists who leave money to found 
institutions of learning shall not insist that they be 
anchored to their own tombstones, and that their 
beneficiaries shall agree not to learn more than they 
themselvs knew ; when the truth shall stand above 
any man's conception of the truth, then will the 
world be brighter, better, purer, and more fit for 
human occupancy, and its people may die in the full 
knowledge that they bav done their beet as to what 
they knew, unhampered by heedless worry over what 
they couldn't find out. 

ELLIOTT HxoxoBY CYoLE Oo., Newton, Mass. 
P.S.-The above may seem rather a novel adver

tisment for Hickory Bicycles, but the fact il!, our 
advertising man has read so much in the newspapers 
about heresy during the past week that this was all 
we could get out of him. 

The '·Goad Old Times" for the Clergy. 
Chauncev Depew inHiB Fourth or Jul!J Oration. 

I hav no sympathy and only contempt for watery 
patriotism. I know men who invest abroad because 
they see the shadow of an Anarchy and Communism 
which is to touch their possessions. I know men 
who liv abroad to get out from under the American 
avalanche. I hope they will never return. [Ap
plause.] We neither want them, nor do we want the 
o:ff3pring of such stock. What are our perils! In 
comparison with what we hav gone through and 
overcome they are nothing. Oar dyspeptic friends 
talk about the glory of the old time and how we bav 
fallen away in memory and in morals. Why, the 
yearly records spoke of the exceeding drunkenness 
among the clergy of Virginia, and there is no such 
record attaching to any church, in any denomination, 
in any state, in any township of the United States 
to-day. General Washington's administration and 
his republic was rocked to its center by a whisky 
rebellion in a county in Pennsylvania, but in our 
time thirteen states and a million of men, and Ameri· 
cans at that, in arms against the republic for its 
overthrow, only placed it on firmer foundations with 
purer liberty. Pah! for your good old times. The 
best time is to-day, except to-morrow. 

How to Help i'he Truth Seeker. 
1. When ~enewing get a friend , to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. . 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on. his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. . 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take o1f his 
bands at the end of ahe week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On you.r request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5. L'aave a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber·shop; 
Leave it picture-aide up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and when convenient band one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some frien.d 
to take it. 

W. S. BELL is now visiting his son and family in Brooklyn, 
N.Y., and Is open for engagements to lecture in New Jersey, 
New York, and New England. He will be in Ma11sacbusetts 
in August. His. address is 6o4 Monroe street, Brooklyn, 
N.Y. 

BAN DrxGo has done well in protesting against closing the 
World's Fair on Sunday. One of our readers there-we 
wish he had sent his name-bas forwarded us a petition with 
s!x hundred and seventy-three signatures. We trust that all 
who hav petitions in band will get them signed and forward 
them here this summer and fall, as the question may come 
up in the commission governing the Fair, though it is not 
expected to be settled till some time next year, and after a 
lengthy hearing accorded to the two parties. Confidentially, 
we may say to our readers that we expect the anti-Sabbata
rians to win. 

MAn as Christians used to be, 
About the thirteenth century, 
There's lots of Christians can be had 
In this, the nineteenth, just as mad. 

-.Moore. 

SEND for catalog of our publications, Sent fr" 
on applla.tion. 
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~ommmtitalions. 

Wby I Cannot Be a Christian. 
He that hatli. brains to think Jet him think. 

The Protestant Christian insists that I must read 
the Bible for myself, and that it is my duty to attend 
church. These things I did · for forty years and 
more until I became thoroughly emancipated from 
fear ~f the threatenings of prophet and priest. I am 
not a Christian because : 

First. There is no such characteristic as mercy 
exhibited in the God of the Bible. 

A threat is the first note from this God heard by 
the first man ; the second note-one of banishment 
and death-soon follows. 

A half dozen brief chapters record the severe dis
ciplin of the struggling race, w~en, after a f~w 
generations had come and gone, th1s God, not satis
fied with the ordinary means· of human destruction, 
overwhelms in a :flood every living creature save one 
miserable connecting link. 

And there is no mercy in the rainbow promis ; 
for this s111me God, whom Christians strive to wor
ship, soon turns up in Egypt and brings upon his 
own creatures there calamities of the most cruel and 
shocking character. This Mosaic God is declared to 
hav ordered the sudden death at midnight of the 
first-born of every family in Egypt; causing every 
mother to mourn. It is recorded a1so that the first
born of all the cattle died in a like manner by his 
command, " that I may show my power unto Pha
raoh." A.nd the rainbow promis sinks to the bottom 
of the Rad sea. · 

After the cruel display of" my power," favoritism 
becomes a ruling principle with this God ; but even 
the "chosen remnant," who are favored with special 
promises, find little mercy, for that remnant is being 
emitten continually with this God's wrath. It goes 
hard with even the elect. · 

Wars, famins, pestilences, and direful threatenings 
run all through the Bible. Even the Psa1ms are 
filled with· KinR David's praises to this God for his 
assistance against the surrounding factions and 
tribes ; and thus he sings : '' Thou hast en1arged my 
steps under me, that my feet do not slip. I hav 
pursued mine enemies, and overtaken them : neither 

· did I turn again till they were consumed~ For thou 
bast girded me with strength unto the battle : thou 
hast subdued under me those that rose up against 
me. Thou bast also given me the necks of mine 
enemies, that I might destroy them that bate me. 
Tlaay cried, but there was none to save them: even 
unto the Lord, but he answered them not." What a 
merciful Lord! 

In Revelation we read that " they [those who are 
improperly marked] shall be tormented with fire and 
brimstone in the presence of the holy angels, and in 
the presence of the Lamb : and the smoke of their 
torment.s sscendeth up for ever and ever." What a 
merciful Lamb! 

The Bible God creates man an imperfect being, 
and then illflicts eternal punishment upon him for 
being so. What a loving God ! 

But the God of Love and of Hell together-they cannot 
be thought : . 

ll there be such a God, may the Great God curse him and 
bring him to nought (Tennyson). 

I find, on reading the whole of the "sacred script
tures," from the banishment of Adam and Eve on 
to the lake of fire and brimstone into which all those 
who do not know and worship this God shall be cast, 
that this particular God is a God of miracle, wrath, 
and cn::.elty. 

An unmerciful people enthrone and . worship an 
unmerciful God, and the worship of such a Go.t tends 
to authorize ond perpetuate cruelty. Hence Gods of 
this character and their prophets and priests bav 
furnished the excuse and rallying-cry for most of the 
ware between tribes and nations. The reJigious war
rior "xpects help from a " God of battles," and styles 
him. " Lord of hosts." 

Certainly a large part of the history of the Jewish 
and Christian nations is a record of religious wars 
and sectarian peraecutions. Some old scripture was 
c1lled "The Wars of Jehovah." As in the Bible the 
" chosen people" were given " the heathen round 
about " to slay and rob, so Christians hav deemed it 
justifiable to use the sword and inquisitorial torture& 
to compel unwilling people to accept their God and 
supoort their priests. Force of aome kind has been 
used whenever and wherever the church bad the 
power. Most of Europe and America were converted 
by the sword The banner of the cross has waved 
over thousands of battle fields, encouraeing its fol
lowers in slaughter and robbery. The Mohammedan 
ultimatum, " Believe, pay tribute, or die," was in the 
Dark Ages narrowed by Christians to "Believe or 
die." N orthmen prisoners taken in battle were be· 
be&ded for refusing to wo:rahip the cross. It cannot 
be pretended that the Crusades (called "holy wars") 
were anything else than religious wars. For two 
hundred_ years Europe was impoverished in the effort 
to get possession of the " boly sepuloher," but the 

Saracen God of battles proved fully equal to that of 
the Ohrietian. The population aad civilization of 
Mexico were almost blotted out under the crimson 
shadow of the bloody cross in the handa of Spanish 
Christians. 

Along the centuries the Jew slew" the heathen 
round about," the Christian robbed and slew or ban
ished the Jew, Unitarians were butchered by Trinita
rians, Catholics murdered Protestants, Protestants 
robbed Catholics, an established church persecuted 
Dissenters, all hands in England oppressed the Puri
tans, and in turn the Paritans in Massachusetts burnt 
the Quakers. . 

Were all Christians of to-day freed from the relig
ious superstitions taught them in childhood, not one 
could believe, in face of the record, that . the Chris
tian church and its cross has had any special divine 
guidance. 

Second : The scriptures and gospels are not in-
spired. . 

Heretofore it bas been held that every verse of the 
Bible is a divine utterance. Now it is declared by 
the ~est scholars, i&cluding many theologians, that 
this claim, in its entirety at least, cannot be 
sustained 

Much of the Pentateuch was written long after the 
death of Moses. D fferent parts were written atr 
different times by different persons; henee repeti
tions and inconsistencies appear. In the first chap
ter of Genesis an account is made of the creation of 
A.dam and Eve. In the second chapter another 
account, materially different, is given, making itillain 
enough that different legends of the creation were 
copied. . 

A considerable portion of the Pe~tateuch is 
devoted to the scheme of establishing Aaron and his 
seed as a " priesthood forever," to be entitled to 
tithes and fat offerings " throughout all generations." 
Some of the people at the time "murmured " at this 
family arrangement, and the wrath of the Lord is 
said to hav consumed many thousands of them. 
How merciful ! Moses and A-&ron constituted a king
and-priest government: a perpetual fat priesthood 
was established through "fear of the Lord." 

The prophets ol the Old Testament were too 
numerous, and too ready to charge one another with 
being false, to command any respect. On one occa
sion six hundred 11 false prophets " are slain by the 
prophet Elijah; and his successor in inspiration 
inspires two she-bears from the wood to tear in pieces 
forty-two children. That the prophets committed 
cruelties is likely enough ; that they performed the 
preposterous miracles ascribed to them I do not 
believe. 

In the Old Testament the awe-inspiring "Thus 
saith the Lord " is the pretended authority of 
prophet, priest, and robber. So young Da.vid, with 
his band of four hundred men who were " discon
tented and in debt," made a raid on farmer N abal 
in sheep-shearing time, robbed him, seduced his wife, 
caused his death, and then "blessed the Lord that 
he smote Nahal." So old David himself was over
come by the conspirators (Bathsheba and the prophet 
Nathap), and, with the clincher "Thus saith the 
Lord," Solomon is proclaimed instead of Adonijah. 
And the first official act of the "wisest " man is to 
slay his brother. 

After Moses, David becomes the central figure of 
the Old Testament. The "kingdom of Duid" is 
sought to be made an everlasting kingdom against 
all opposition. To oppose him is to oppose God, 
and certain it is. that in the Psalms it is frequently 
impossible to distinguish one from the other. This 
" man after God's own heart" furnishes royal seed 
through Uriah's wife to keep the "everlasting king-
dom" il-going. · 

Hence Collector Matthew begins his part of the 
work by showing that Jesus is connected through 
his father Joseph with the divinely-established 
kingdom of David, "that the scriptures might be 
fulfilled,'' and then straightway spoils his own story 
by declaring that Joseph wasn't there. · 

In respect to the New Testament, it is certain that 
we hav not a single word written by Jesus himself, 
and it is not certain that we hav any actual writings 
by any of the apostles. 

The New Testament, like the Old, is the product 
of growth. Many different gospels were written ; 
some anonymously. Some were accepted by Chris
tian conclaves, others were rejected, while some were 
accepted which previously had been rejected. The 
Revelation, written about the beginning of the sec
ond century, was first rejected ; not till early in the 
fourth century was it included in a canon. n de
nounced the churches in Asia, and the Asiatic Chris
tians did not like it. 

Previous to the fourth century there was no 
agreement among the churches regarding the writings 
and le~ends about Jesus. The Eastern cburchAS 
were Unitarian, the Roman became Trinitarian. 
They quarreled to the death about this and other 
dogmas, and the Roman emperor (A.D. 325) finally 
used his authority in favor of the Trinitarians, and 
declared the Roman or Latin church, which supported 
that dogma, to be "catholic." T.his was the first 
llpplicatio:o of the term . catholic. The average 

Christian think!! he knows all about the parilacutions · 
of the early saints, b11t he knows nothing of the real 
character of the early churches. · 

It is a very important fact that the early Christian 
writers never speak of tb,e apostolic writings as being 
inspired or as hav:ing any divine authority. To 
them "the scriptures " mean only the Old Testa· 
ment. Now we are threatened with an eternal bell 
unless we believe such silly nonsense to be divinely 
inspired. 

The authority of the scriptures and gospels is based 
mainly on dreams and visions. Many parsons 
nowadays bav dreams and visions, which are gener
ally laughed at, while a dream of some Arab three 
thousand years ago, or a vision of some lone fisher
man two thousand years ago, is looked upon as a 
divine revelation. 

The Christian system is a resuU of the commin
gling of different races and superstitions. The Jews 
believed in one God only, and the expected messiah 
was to be, not an invisible or human deity, but • 
counterpart· of Moses, to again lead them out of the 
bondage of foreign oppression. But the early 
Christians, to conciliate and satisfy polytheistic 
Greeks and Romans who would not be satisfied with 
one God only, made a god of Jesus and another of 
the Holy Ghost-whatever that is~ Hence the 
dogma of the" holy trinity," which was invented in 
the latter part or the third century. This dogma 
fixed the Jew, && well as all other outsiders ; for now
the Mosaic God alone won't do. 

Third ; Christian assumptions. 
There are at the present time five great religious 

systems in the world, each one claiming to be the 
only true one. It is certain that all cannot be right, 
and it is just about as certain that they are all 
wrong. E 1ch one furnishes its array of willin_g 
martyrs for its particular faith: hence martyrdom 11!1 
not evidence worth considering. 

n is claimed that Christianity is a divine religion 
because it possesses the best code of morals~ This 
claim is both inconsistent and false. The orthodox 
Protestant and Oatholic Christian alike declare that 
good moral conduct without just the right faith is 
worthless ; and the claim is false because. the b~st 
teachings in the Sermon on the Mount, tncludiDg 
the Golden Rule, were compiled from the Persian and 
other Eastern codes; but the injunction that "to 
him who steals. your coat giv your cloak also " is 
probably original. The Christian cannot fairly mo• 
nopolize all the moral virtues. The claim is dis
honest. 

That the Christian system is not as bad as that of 
the Mohammedan cannot be taken as proof of a 
divine origin, else Buddhism must be-accounted 
true because it is an-improvement on Brahmanism. 

Great stress is laid on the power to work miracles, 
as though the Christian bad a monopoly of all that 
sort of thing. Why, all supernatural religions are 
founded on miracles and visions ; and the more 
ignorant a people the stronger and more general is 
the faith in them. The P.rotestant Christian, how
ever, is just sensible enough to deny the truth of 
any alleged miracles since the time of the apostles. 
But why should we not hav the benefit of more 
miracles 1 They were of frequent occurrence 
through the centuries from Moses to Paul. Now 
Christians themselvs ·hardly know what to believe, 
and a new miracle of some sort might help them on 
their way and lessen their sect!lrian differences ; 
while nothing short of a genuin miracle will stop 
intelligent minds from denying the. old stories of 
miracles altogether. L. GREENLEAF REED. 

(TO BE CONCLUDED.) 

It Makes a D11ferenee. 
God is represented as being of the masculin 

gender, and during the whole hi~ tory of his " chosen 
people" (the people who chose him) he takes the 
heavy part of chief villain, supported by such leading 
male Hebrews as were smart enough to find their 
way to the front by the time-honored Jewish 
methods (questionable now to be sure but formerly 
rewarded by spoil). It may be that Moses in his 
first arrangement of the plan worked upon the basis 
that the main support of hie religion would come, 
through females, including the influences which they 
could bring to bear upon the tender minds of their 
offspring. "The band that rocks the cradle rules 
the world." And Moses, the meek, long-headed 
schemer, was far-sighted enough to see that it would 
not be wise to hav a female god for the average 
"woman of the world" to worship. Males are 
inclined to worship females and vice versa, and it 
may be notice11ble to all that, as a rule, human males 
do not take so kindly as females to worshiping the 
male god which Moses in his wisdom was meek 
enough to suggest. 

In tact, there are but two classes of males who do 
any great amount of worshiping. Firat, those who 
worship for the bread and butter and meat there is in 
it; and second, those who are weak in the region where 
thought germs originate. On the contrary, females 
are inclined to worship, and especially those who are 
unmarried, mismated, or bav no male descendants. It 
eeems to be the natural desire, inherited i;n WOilJ"D' · 
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to worship man, and in his absence, or in the absence future hell. to fear in death T It is the church who know that the holy spirit stood by him in the ·hour 
of· a response, God, ·whom she supposes to be a male. bas robed Death in terror ·and wrested the balm· of his temptation, cau.sed .his blood to boil :with lust 
Were 'God of the feminin gender there can be little from his band and given him the sword, And· it is or malice, ·and gave '"him strength to perform the 
doubt but that her worshipers would be principally the Ohristian who, having prepared a hell, ·must deed. No wonder he expects mercy! It would be 
malee, .and that. there would be a correspondiDg needs on his death-bed fear that by some accident a poor God that could not justify and even sanctify 
jealousy in the female breast against her. If, ·on the he will mr.ke a misstep as be passes out into the his own acts. 
other hand, God had been formed as neither male or darkness, and it is be and not the brave Infidel who Ho.w busy God must be in moying all those little 
female; perhaps there would not be so wide a differ- fears death. atoms called chiggers and helping thein to bite. · I 
ence in numbers of the sex of the worshipers; the To an Infidel the sting of death is not in the hav seen children in Kansas who play in.the grass 
controling influence baing only the difference in the thought of his own death-bed, but in the knowledge and climb cherry-trees nearly covered with red swell
male and female nature; that of the female, being the that this and that one of his loved ones must some- ings caused by these minute and almost invisible 
more confiding and affectionate even where the how somewhere step out into that dreamless sleep, mites created by God "for the greater manifestation 

· object _of affection be neither male or female in pass from his _sight into that eternal silence. . of his glory." What a poor, disconsolate, unsuitable 
appearance, would hav a tendency to worship And yet when be bends above that beloved face· "probationary l!ltate" this would. be without chig
strengtb and power; while the male, ·being s~ronger; for the last time tli.ere is no.t that fear of the: gers, fleas, bed-bugs, lice, needle-worms -in well 
would worship beauty. As God.is supposed to be heaven that this one may hav missed, nor the terror water, chinch-bugs and army-worms in the wheat, 
the embodiment of strength· and power, &nd could that the thought of an eternity in hell would "bring~· miasmatic swamps, poison in air and water, potato
represent no beauty to a human mind without t:ep- · Let each die as he has lived, and like a weary: bugs, weeds, snakes, cut-worms, cookie· burrs, hornets, 
t:esenting the human form, which would neces!'!arily worker who sighs for rest, or a suffering invalid who priests, office-seekers, monopolists, millionaires, and 
include one of the sexes, the female would undoubt- wooes sleep, l13t us put our hand steadily in the band other divine blessings,· for which, as Mr. Heston 
~clly ·still lead in the number of worshipers. of death and " approach our grave as one who wraps says, we should be piously grateful and " th&nk God 
Woman's nature to depend on a greater strength the ·draperies of his couch about him and lies down it is no worse." _ . 
than her own would still lead her to any power or to pleasant dreams." EDNA HEALD. .. . The most wonderful thing about this wonderful 
supposed power superior to herself, be it male or Elsinore, Oal. · Theism, as expounded by Dr. Balsbaugh and many 
female or neither. . · . • other modern divines, is that it runs so quickly into 
. ·n will '!Je noted that the church has always been The Beauties of Theism. Universalism and fatalism, either of which conclusion 
opposed to the education of woman and still is up~~~~~~ ~f:tu~:~e ~a~~~e r!e~t~~~~\S:~u~~~i~:n~ would soon render the priesthood a superfluity. In 
opposeil to her recovering the ben6fits of the electiv Hie withdrawal would be the retraction of gravitation and its zeal to prove a God it leaves no room for a devil 
franchise, although there is no doubt but that the cohesion. eo that the machine would not only stand still but and nothing for him to do; for. if a devil can move 
first effect of such a measure would be to greatly crumble into dust eo fine as to bafile Tyndall to find either an atom "without the divine superintendency," then 
increase the power of the church. potency or prophecy. By the word were all things made, a God becomes unnecessary to the work of moving 

Th · t t 1 f th h h h ·h f 1 and by the word of his power 011"6 all things uphetd (John t If d "1 ld t th I" · e t:rrea con ro ere o e c urc w o av o- i, 3; Reb. i, 3). He is "the fountain of Ue," and without a oms. a ev1 cou move a oms, o, er IVIng 
lowed Moses and are now walk;ing with their feet in him no lichen can grow, no insect breathe, and -no soul creatures could do so.; and these other living creat
his shoes, are farsighted ~nough, however, to know think, feel, or act. If any atom can exist without the divine urea, being material, would show by every action 
it would be the death-knell of the church. Woman upholding, then can also a world; and if a world, so can that matter ·could move itself. So, it seems best on 
would be raised very rapidly in point of intelligence the univ:erse. Take the divine superintendency out of the the whole that the tacticians who get their livings by 

b t . . d d smallest particle of matter, and the principle is admitted f a· d l"t "th t" . h ld " 1 . ·and :especially in self-dependence-t a IB, m epen - which demonstrates his non-existence.-Dr. o. H. Bats- ee mg ere u 1 y WI supers 1t1on s ou c a1m 
enee, or liberty. What woman would be controlect baugh in Wilford Hall's MiC'I'ocosm, about 1882. everything in sight," for their God, as politicians do 
by-clergyman or priest-who r(lcognizad in herself his According to this, God is in everything, moves for their candidates, lest "the principle should be 
equal or superior! Woman will never -receive her everything that moves, causes everything that is admitted which demonstrates his non-existence." 
right to vote from the church, a~d when she does caused, does everything that is done. No wasp or Hartford, Kan. A. H. DARRow. 
receive it from those who are more liberal and broad bee ever stung a man without the help of God ; 
of inind she will at the same time receive her liberty. no ra.ttlesnake eve.r struck his fangs into the quiver- A Zoological Superstition. 
The chains of superstition which now bind her will ing flesh of a darling child without thereby impart- It is possible that by reading "Some Problems 
be broken and her pure mind will come forth from ing some of the grace of God; and it requires· a of Na,ure" in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of July 4th, some 
the dungeon of ignorant dependence into the sun- special lfihtus of the Haly Spirit (if not an over- may be led to believe in the ridiculous theory of the 
light of truth, and she will realize that man ·is her shadowing) to enable a cannibal to masticate· the origin of the so-called hair-snake ( Gordius Aquati· 
goa, as she is his ever goddess. F. H. HEALD. savory morsels of his missionary steak. cus) whieh the writer upholds, and which is surely 

, If God moves every atom, it is he who nerves the ov. a p~r with the theory that earth-worms rain down 
The Bitterness and Sweetness of Life and arm of John Sullivan to strike those fatal blows because _they suddenly appear during a shower. 1 

· Death. during his pugilistic combats; and it is he who hav repeatedly offered $5 to anyone who would catch 
It is much to liv, but little to die. The Ohristian causes the blood to flow, the lips to swel~ and the a "fish-worm" in their hat. as it descended from 

who denies himself the pleasures of life and suffers features to unshape themselvs under the manipula- the .skies, but no one claims the money. Likewise 1 
here below that he may enjoy and participate in the tiona of the arm and fiat of the pugilif.!t. hav offered the same for each hair turned into a 
",life above," reminds one of the poor beggar who, If the Rev. D.r. Balsbaugb's view is correct, then wcr,m, and although repeated efforts hav been made 
wretched and starving, sat on the cold stone of a during a battle, if God should withdraw his. personal by different persons, thE! hairs refuse to wiggle. 
church door. Some kind-hearted person (an Infidel supervision, not an atom of powder would explode Investigators hav scientifically shown that "hair
perhaps), whose heart was more full of. kindness when· the hammer fell on the car.tridge; not a si~gle worms" lay eggs, and their offspring develops in 
than his pocket·book was of money, gave h1m a small bullet could move out of a gun even if the powder ponds, and that· often, when very small, they attach 
coin and passed on. And still the beggar sat there did explode (because every atom moves at the com- themselvs to the•&bdomen of a grasshopper or other 
with the cold wind blowing the wet snow aro:und the msnd of God); and even if the bullet should happen insect, and burrow into it, which finally causes death to 
corner of that great empty church, and ·as his wasted to go on its way, and pass through a man's body, it the insect. .Afterward the worm emerges much larger 
hand .clutched the coin he s&id to himself: "If I use would not ~ake ~ny hole therein, nor c~'!se any and seeks a st.-gnant _pool, or damp earth, or.leaves, 
this to-day I will bav nothing to-morrow and will d~~age, for !t requires the personal SUJ?B~·VIBIOn ·and, in which it livs ana lays eggs. People .should not 
surely starve, I am so hungry now." Well, be dlVlne supermtend~ncy to cause the part1cles .of the jump to the erroneous conclusion that they come 
starved to-day, and when the to-morrow dawned the. human body to g1v way and :!Bake rqom for the from hairs simply because they resemble them. These 
church sent one of her servants ·to carry him from passage of the bullet, otherwise atoms would be. curious littlA creatures can be dried in the sun until 
her door. 'And after he bad been prepared for a moving in obedience to a material force and God's they are stiff, but after being kept in that condition· 
decent bnrial by some other than a Ohristian's hand, non-existence would at once; be demonstrated. . for days at .a ·time, will :be as .lively as ever on being 
the church prayed over his frozen clay, she knelt When a farmer sends h~s boy t.o plow a p1ece·of put in water agab,l. A full;grown one will feel like 
beside his bier, and no doubt from his lifeless hand stump-land. and the plow, In sbaktng up -a rotten rubber and is larger around than a hair, but not 
sbij wrenehed that solitary dime and dropped it into stump, eliminates a quantity of yellow-jackets which very Io'ng. I nev:er saw one over twelve inches in 
her overflowing coffers. And in the potter's field, alight on boy •.nd horses, stinging. the one nearly to length, although hair can be obtained from the tail 
over the grave which she had had dag, the church dea~h and causm~ the other~ to swing ~h~ plow ab~ut of 'a cow or a horse much longer · than that. Th~y 
wrote! " Blessed are the merciful, for they shall see their heels to the1r destruct1on or maiming for hfe, bav a habit of several twisting themselvs together ID 
God." what a com!ort i~ is to the farmer to !eflect that his a kind of ball,_ which s~ems .almost impossib}e to un-

Yes, this beggar saved his money and starved to· holy God, h1s loving heavenly father, IS the cause ·of tangle-recalbng to mmd the famous Gordian knot, 
day that be might eat to_. morrow, but that to-morrow the whole catastrophe ; that not a single ,motion -hence their name Gordius. Persons wishing to 
never came. How like s Ohristian's life. They could hav been made, not a sting inflicted, not a cut read more abouHh~m. should send fifteAn cents to 
hate (Luke 14-26), they fight, they suffer now that or bruise made, without the "divine superintend- the Truth Seeker Oompany for No. 29 of the 
they ·may rejoice hereafter. Will that hereafter ency" of his }oving !ather. . . . . ·. Humboldt Library, or they can look for Gordius 
ever-come 1 · When an 1ndustnous and frugal Widow IS com- in any good encyclopedia. ' ·F. S. MoNTGOMERY. 

ls•it not a mere matter of choice, a mere answering palled to send her only daughter to the pasture ·to Shepard 0. July 5 1891. 
of the question, Which shall it be ? According to drive up the milch cows, and the maid steps upon a ' '_·_· __ , _____ _ 
the Bible the Ohristian suffers to-day that he may. viper or rattlesnake from the bite-of which she dies,. Enoch's Denominational Leaning. 
enjoy to-morrow. The Infidel enjoys to-day and is how it must enlarge the benevolence, mollify the One or Chauncer/Depew1s Chestnuts.at the Indepenacnt's l!oura• or 
doomed to suftering to-morrow. Esoh has his time caustic grief, and soothe the perturbed emotions of· Juzv cezeoratton. 
of joy and of pain~ Will that to-morrow ever come the mother, in turning her tearful gaze to heaven to. I like to .brag on the Fourth of July. I was 
to eith·er of ·them T If it does not, who will hav receive, as by inspiration, the consoling remembrance invited by a clerical classmate -'>f mine-moat of my 
made the most of his talent, the Ohristian or the that " I, God, did it, who doetb all things well." classmates became ministers [laughter], and I am 
Infidel ! " Is there evil in the land, and the Lord hath not glad of it because they say they keep pray;ng for mA, 

This striving for the best now, this longing for done itT" "Beloved, I create evil;" Yea, verily; ana I keep preying on my fellow-men [it.nght&r], 
what is good, and pure, and true, which makes a for the poisonous fangs of .the serpent could hav and we are both satisfl.ed...:...he said : " Oome around 
heaven or hell on earth, this joy of the present with made no impression on the tender flesh of the to my church. I hav a young minister from New 

·no 'fear of the future, raises one to a higher plane, idol of the pool' widow's heart without the Haven who ·is going to try himself this morning." 
calls forth all that is good and develops all that is displacement of "the smallest particles of mat-· So I went around. The young clergyman was tremu
noble. It doffs the blue eye-glasses through which ter," which requires "the divine superintend- lous and fearful, and be took for his text, "Enoch 
the .church is forever viewing the world and throws ency." Deny this and " the principle is admitted was not;" He said that Enoch was not an Episco
a new tint fresh from Nature's heart over our lives. which demonstrates his non-existence." Even the palian, because be did nQt go to theaters or dance. 
It brushes the cobwebs from our misty brains, it give blood would not move the first step toward assimi- [Laughter.] Enoch was not a Methodist, because he 
love a nobler aim, a purer motiv, and a greater re- lating the poison unless the holy spirit of God never fell from grace. Enoch was not a Preabyte
ward ; it makes truth a greater honor, and honor a should tell or somehow inspire it to do so. • .. rian because he believed that there were other men 
greater virtue. . When a criminal is brought to the gallows on as good as be. Enoch .was not a Baptist, because he 

To.an Infidel the fear of death is unknown. account of the commission of some heinous crime or did not think that. the quantity of water made IWY 
What has he who has lived an honest, honorable dastardly outrage, what a help-it must be to his faith, difference. Bot Enoch was a Oo:ilgregationali2t; 

U,fe1 witb. I}O thought of a future heaven, no tear of what an encouragement to his hope of pardon, to because he walked with God. 
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The Folly of the Bible-Savers, 
No sensible man can regret the theological quarrels 

now dividing several of the sects, nor can he fail to 
be amused at the absurdities they disclose. It is 
difficult to say which side makes itself the most 
ridiculous. Over these :fights among the Episco
palians, the Presbyterians, and the Baptists, not only 
is the pulpit and the religious prees deeply agitated, 
but the secular papers take a hand in them, as though 
a great national convalsion is disturbing us, with 
ruin threatening in the distance. Convulsion and 
ruin (to something) there may well be; but what is 
it all about ! 

The pettiness of the disputes, and the frivolousness 
of the issues raised, can only excite merriman' at the 
:flame already kindled. Why does Heber Newton 
appeal from the Thirty-nine Articles to the Nioene 
creed ! Does he expect to :find more theological 
sense and wisdom in the fifth century than in the 
sixteenth! We do not know. Bat he is menaced 
with. eoolesiastieal decapitation. What does either 
of these creed& amount to 1 Both of them are made 
up of theological phrases coined and put together 
when the human reason was in eclipse, when bigotry 
and superstition united to manufacture dogmas as 
pueril as they are offensiv to common sense. And 
will it save Haber Newton to prefeJ.: the verbal gym
nastics of the Catholic fathers to those of the 
Protestant rebuilders! See what a Protestant in-
quisition will do with him. . 

And what is Dr. Briggs about T Attempting to 
expurgate the Bible, cleanse it of its indecencies and 
falsehoods, that it may be more acceptable to the 
human temper of to-day. 

And if D.r. Bridgman could eliminate hell from 
theology, he doubUess thinks that he and the human 
race would be happier. 

These three clergymen may hav the credit, in this 
war of creeds, of perceiving that organized religion 
has planted itself on corruptions and indecencies 
that are abhorrent to human nature, and of attempt
ing to purge it of its more oifensiv features., Bilt 
they undertake the impossible task of endeavoring 
to cleanse the Bible, and save it, too. The Bible, as 
it stands in theology, is • structure so built and sup
ported that in taking out eveu one of its props the 
whole concern totters and falls. That is, it falls to 
a human level. An ordinary book may contain both 
wisdom and folly; but he who cares to read U may 
accept the one and discard the other. It is not so 
with the Bible. Its power over the minds of the 
ignorant, the credulous, and the superstitious, as 
well as its great use to the church, eonsist in the 
dogma that it is " divinely inspired ;" oand when, in 
the name of the church, yoa admit that it contains 
falsehoods and indecencies, you destroy its power 
altogether. If it cannot stand on plenary inspiration, 
it cannot stand as a holy book at alL 

Now, how can Heber Newton call Genesis a para
ble, and Dt. Bridgman deny that the Bible teaches 
hell, &?;d Dz. Briggs point out any of its errors and 
talsel:K;..(b, without }Jeing ~ompellet;) by f~ir loBio to 

renounce its inspiration altogether ! If these gentle
mea will not do this their position becomes absurd. 
As· li human book, you may save what is good in the 
Bible, and reject what is false and pernicious ; but 
to say that certain things in thlt volume are against 
fact and re•son, aud then to claim that you must 
.cling to the whole of it as 11 holy," is to make your
self ridiculous. 

The truth is, these 11 Liberal " clergymen are attack
ing religion in its most vulnerable point. Take 
inspiration from the Bible, and hell from religion, 
and what would become of the church ! The church 
is built upon supernaturalism.. Deprive it of this, 
leave nothing to generate and feed superstition, and 
the whole. thing crumbles, and priestoraft finds 1' its 
ooeupation gone." The little sects who hav been 
striving to Iiv on the smallest modicum of super
naturalism hav always been 11 living at a poor dying 
rate." · 

It is doubtless the faet that the majorities now 
bent on suppressing and silencing these free
thinking clergymen are honestly struggling to save 
the church. But inconsistent as they are, these 
latter are without question doing good service to 
hum..,nity in aiding to expose the frauds that hiv 
enslaved the human ~derstanding already too long. 

equally little effect upon those who rely on known 
natural laws and hurian experience as premises for 
their reasoning. A dead man, they say, was never 
known to come to life, while men hav been known to 
be deoaived, and even to lie, and to them the latter 
is by far the most probable hypothesis. 

:But, aside from this consideration, there are 
others which neceaaarily make the work of the new 
society of no value. ,We hope our friends the min· 
isters will forgiv us for what we are about to say, 
but we seek the truth and it must come out. The 
society at present is c:>mposed of twenty·eight per
sona, who, naturally enough, propose to run the 
thing. Nineteen of these are ministers. The pres· 
ident and secretary are both ministers. Five of the 
directors are ministers. · Personally, for some of 
these- ministers-those whose fame has reached· 
beyond their parishes, like the Rev. Mr. Savage-we 
hav considerable respect, and probably the others 
are as worthy of ib as he, as being good, sincere men. 
They are chiefly Unitarians, and we are willing to 
believe so. But the fact nevertheless remains that 
ministers are unfitted by training and habits and 
beliefs to do anything scientifically which touches 
the domain of religion. The fact that they believe 
Christianity-proves this. They are prepared already 
to admit the existence of a world of spirits; most of 

The Investigation of Spiritualism. them believe in miracles ; they believe in a great big 
The American Psychical Society, by its secretary, overruling Spirit, or Man, of whose existence they 

has sent us its prospectus and constitution with hav not the slightest shadow of proof; they think 
11 a cordial invitation to the readers of your paper to there is a heaven of which no human being knows 
become members of our society." The full member- anything. If, then, they accept, without inveatiga· 
ship fee is five dollars. The society needs money. tion or proof, such stupendous assert.iona as truth, 

The purpose of this society-so the prospectus of what value can their testimony be in a matter 
statee-is to investigate the phenomena of modern involving just these things. Belief in 11 ancient 
Spiritualism in accordance with the scientific method, Spiritualism "-in ghosts and gods and sons of gods 
with a view to determining the facts and laws, and -men at once human and divine-fatherless sons of 
the most probable hypothesis which will explain virgin mothers-resurrections and asoensions ....... dev
the facts and laws. It is believed by the organizers ils and evil spirits, and all the other paraphernalia of 
of the society that many species of phenomena, such superstition embodied in Christianity-makes belief 
as slate-writing and table-tipping, are to such a in" modern Spiritualism" ex~remely easy. And to go 
large extent so strictly physical in character, reduo- a little farther, but still well within the bounds of 
ible to motions in time and space, as to bring them solid truth, anyone who accepts the Christian tale as 
clearly within the most conservativ lines of scientific historical on the evidence which its apologists present 
obe;ervation. The attempt will be made to begin is not of that judicial mind the possession of which 
with the simpler phenomena, reserving the more alone can make judgments weighty. With such 
complex species for later treatment. The society men; science and evidence hav little in1luenoe ; senti
hopes that the value of their work can be increased ment and ideas obtained in receptiv youth a great 
by following in the footsteps of Prof. Robert Hare deal. We are not saying this with any desire to 
and others, by using apparatus. It seems probable, disparage the particular ministers on the society's 
they say, that in some oases the 11 personal equation " list. They a~e an exceptionally :fine body of church
of the medium can be entirely eliminated, reducing men, but it is time they oomprehende:i their own 
him, perhaps, as truly to the rank of a piece of appa- position, and set about investigating their own fit· 
ratus as are the chemical balance and the galva- ness to pose as scientific teachers. 
nometer in the hands of the experimenter in physical Another phase of the inquiry operating to make it 
science. The great emphasis is to be laid upon of no utility is the attitude of the mediums. Other 
actual experiments with mediums ; every other line investigating committees and societies hav had no 
of work will be subordinated to this. Aotiv members difficulty in obtaining the services of mediums, bat the 
are charged :five dollars per year; associate members, mediums hav had their own "conditions" whenever 
without vote, three dollars. Membership is obtained phenomena hav been produced. The Seybert Com
by vote of the directors, who elect o:ffioers, control mission spent much money in this way and obtained 
the aifairs and funds of the society, select the people many theories of how the phenomena were produced. 
to attend Eeances, and do all other business of and But does any Spiritualist believe that it was all 
for the society. human work ! On the other hand, if the mediums 

In closing their appeal to the public the writers of are not allowed their 11 conditions" they will not sit. 
the prospectus say: 11 No problem of greater impor- That is, in the plain words· of the worldly, '' if they 
tanoe to humanity confronts the world to-day than can't beat the game they won't sit in." We hav had 
the one our society will attempt to solve. If all a little experience in this matter, obtlined when 
spiritualistic phenomena be delusions, it is a sad seeking Spiritual facts in the most impartial spirit
spectacle to behold thousands, if not millions of willing to be shown proofs of disembodied intelli
people in Europe and America so completely led genae, willing even to sit when the mediums had 
astray. If, upon th.e other hand, careful research be their "conditions," and only unwilling to be made a 
destined to yield a residuum of facts which cannot fool of for the glory of Spiritualism-and feel oonfi
be explained by the delusion hypothesis, w~ are dent that all "investigation" will be as fruitless in 
profoundly impressed that the world needs a knowl- the future as it has been in the past. People must 
edge of them and of the explanations which will be individually convinced in a matter of this kind, 
surely be proposed in due time by the students of each for himself, and whether Spiritualism be deoep
psychical science." tion or fact, or partly both, a society is not going to 

Such, in brief, are the reasons for and outlioe of solve the question for the world. There is no ques· 
the work the society proposes to attempt. That it tion that mediums will produce "phenomena" it 
will fail in establishing anything is as sore as that all given their "conditions." It is their business. They 
other investigating societies hav failed to convince make a living by doing it. But it is also unqnestion
the general public pro or con in the matter. Ex- able that mediums will not allow 11 test conditions " 
posures of mediums by societies or individuals hav no which destroy their powers of manipulation and dis
effect whatever upon the great body of Spiritualists ; range their program. They .hav allowed them, or 
they but cling closer to their faith. They will will allow them some other time, or other people hav 
explain a particular exposure by saying a particular obtained rel!lults when so allowed-but they will not 
medium was dishonest, and that counterfeit only do it right then ;and there. The priests of this 
proYes that there is genuin coin. On the other faith, as we hav said before, are no more willing to 
hand, all the seemingly miraculous occurrences testi· help investigate the subject than are the priests of 
ned to by thousands of honest Spiritualists hav another faith to investigate their religion. Inquirers of 
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the most gentle type are pushed away, and experiment 
is not· desired by those who ~av the mysteries of th~ 
faith in their keeping. 11 The dootrin of the soul 
&nd i~s mortality or im,modality, which appears in 
the history of phi!osophy like the shades of departed 
Scandinavian heroes, eternally slaying one another 
and eternally coming to life again in a metaphysical 
Nifelheim,'' will not be settled through any aid tbe. 
mediums will extend, nor through any investigatioil 
conducted by those who, in starting, accept miracu
lous legends without having investigated their proba
bility. What is needed in this instance is fair
minded Agnostic investigators and cooperating me
diums. But when one of these· is at hand the other 
ia not found. So the see-saw continues, neither side 
convinced nor confuted, and so it will probably be 
after the American Psychical Society has added all 
it can to the knowledge of the wo.rld. 

What the Spiritualists Themselvs Want. 
Th.at we hav not misjudged the mediums and 

their supporters in the preceding comments upon 
the ministerial investigators is evident from the edi
torial indorsement by the Banner of Light of the 
Harbinger of L1'ght's criticism of the project. The 
two journals of light represent probably the opinion 
of eight-tenths of the Spiritualists. These represent
ativ journ&ls consider phenomenal Spiritualism to 
hav advanced beyond the atage when it may be con
sidered a theory and to hav passed to the realm of 
actuality. Fifteen or twenty years ago, they say, the 
propositions of the American Psychical Society would 
hav seemed reasonable, 11 but it is rather too late in 
the day to ask the questions, 'Is the movemont 
founded on delusion ?' and 'Is it no• time for a few 
truth.loving persons, approaohiDg the subject in a 
serious frame of mind, to investigate it, guided by .a 
purely scientific method!' 'Is it not in the best 
i11terests of humanity that this matter shouTci. be 
settled once for all f' Were it not for ·the name& 
aUaehed to this prospectus we should look upon the 
matter as a joke, or presume that the initiators of 
the movement were woefully ignorallt of the history 
of modern Spiritualism." 

As for scientific 11 experiments," these journals con
sider that enough in that line bas already been done. 
The published experiments of Professors Hare, 
Orookes, and Zollner, and the report of the London 
Dialectical Society, they maintain, are sufficient 
demonstration of the reality of the phenomena; and 
they assert that 11 their correctness hail never been 
seriously questioned ; but they are supplemented and 
indoned by the experiments and testimony of thou
sa~ds of clear-headed investigators in the ranks of 
society and in all parts of the world." 

That the mediums and Spiritualists will afford Mr. 
Savage's society little aid is pretty plainly hinted in 
this sentence: 11 How can they expect to investigate 
the rhenomena without Jpediums, who are the 

· instruments through which it is elicited, and how 
can they reasonably expect to obtain the cooperation 
of good mediums to run a 1 murderous gauntlet' 
under their striotiy scientific method of investigation!" 
The criticism is further made that investigators into 
Spiritualism never follow a "strictly scientific 
method," invariably seeking "to solve Spiritual 
things by material methods or pby11ical science," 
and not only failing to study psychic science but 
completely ignoring its existe11oe. Had the gentle
men and ladies composing the American Psychical 
Society; the two journals of light add, "announced 
themselvs as a body associated together for the pur
pose of makivg a philosophical examination of the 
phenomena called Spiritual, and aeked the ocipt>ra
tion of men of experience in the field they were 
about entering, their prospects of success would hav 
been much brighter." 

Naturally enough the investigators of Spiritualism 
will retort at once that Spiritualists are anxious to 
confine " investigation" to considering the theory of 
the faith, for " psychic science" is no science at aU, 
and a " philosophical examination of the phenomena 
called Spiritual" means endless talk with each party 
concluding just where it begun. Such an "examina
tion" is of course worthless ; but it is the only con
sideration of the B'l'lbjeot the people that we may call 
orthodox believers desire. 

HaviDg condemned the methods of science the 
two journals of light naively add: 

" The truly scientific man is modest ; he is only positiv 
~o:ut tp~!¥l t}:rln_gs which he has demonstrated by caretul 

experiment to be true, and he does not expect the world at 
large to accept even these on his dictum. 

'' The testimony already accumulated as to the phenomenal 
facts is too solid to be shaken by any report of the. Psychic 
or any other association. Ocular demonstration is not difD.. 
cult to obtain by those who will devote a reasonable time to 
seek and observe it; whilst the ethics built upon the facts 
are often sufficient to convince intellectual people without 
ptrsonal investigation of the phenomenal basis. 

"Spiritualism is not in its swaddling clothes; it is on its 
feet and capable of taking care of itself; it is in the light 
and courts examination. Anyone who desires can Investi
gate it to their heart's content, but they must go to it-it 
will not come at the beck. and call of any self-constituted 
body, to submit itself to any method of examination or tort
ure they may. desire. 

"A truly scientific examination, whether by an Individual 
or an association, cannot fall to be . productiv of good 
results; but neither Individuals nor associations can claim to 
be truly scientific who do not yield to the conditions which 
experience has $own to be essential for the evolution of the 
phenomena they seek to examln." 

In view of the previous statements this inclines 
one to smile; it substantiates completely the opinion. 
we before expressed-that ·Spiritualism give no aid 
. to invesligators unless the 11 conditions " are fully 
observed. As all 11 conditions" of phenomenal Spir
itualism are such that fraud is easily perpetrated; 
as inquiries ar& met with long and meaningless sen
tences; as scientific methods are petulantly refused, 
there is no hope of solving the question of a future 
intelligent existence from physical experiments with 
mediums. And the assertion that 11 only scientific" 
investigation is that in which the producers of phe· 
nomena are allowed unquestioned .their own" oondi· 
,tiona" shows how hopeless it is to reason with them. 
It must be that they do not comprehend the first 
principles of science, or are ignorant of the meaning 
of . words, or willfully muddle the whole subject. 

The two journals of light agree with us as to the 
value of the American Psychical Society's labor
that "very little result oau be expected from it." 
. They ground their opinion ·apon the idea that the 
"scientists'' will not allow the 11 conditions;'' we 
upon the notion that the investigators are not soien· 
tifio men-inasmuch as they already believe in 
unprovable things-and that no medium will pro· 
duoe for them any phenomena under oiroumstanoes 
admitting of no possible thaumaturgical practices. 

The Surest Way to. Heaven. 
Four murderers were legally killed in this state 

on the 7Lh instant. AU but one, a Japanese, went to 
heaven direct. The Jap, being a heathen, is now in 
hell. All were bru~al men, who deserved to be 
secluded from the rest of the world for the remainder 
of their lives. They were unfit to be at large, as is 
a tiger; and could hav earned their board by pro-
ducing useful articles. · · 

The following extract from a duly paper shows 
how easy it is to get to heaven, or .at least to con
vince a murderer that he is going there : " The oen
demned men spent their last hours of waking in 
prayer with their spiritual adTisers, the Rev. Fathers 
Oreeden, Lynob, and Hogan, the Rev. Mr. E()garton, 
and the Rev. :Mr. Law; chaplain· of the Tombs. They 
knew at 6 o'clock Monday night that they would die 
at sunrise the next morning. The news was broken 
to them by th~ ministers. It did not seem to sur
prise them. When the news was broken to Slocum, 
he seemed not to hear it ; he began at once to talk 
about something else. Father Hogan was with him. 
'Father,' he said, ' are you sure that such a wicked 
man as I will be saved !' ' Sure of it,' said the 
priest. 'Why, there is no doubt of it.' And then 
he told a story of two women. O.ne led a pure lite 
and gave to charity liberally. She was a hypoorit 
in some ihings. She died without repentance, and 
was lost. The other was a harlot. Oh, she was one 
of the worst women that ever lived. She oared not 
the snap ·of her finger for religion. She oared for 
nothing that was good. She was simply wicked. 
She was taken sick, and on her deathbed she oame 
to a realizing sense of her sins. She repented and 
was saved. This see~ed to comfort Slocum very 
muoh, and his face brightened up, but his spirits 
wavered. 'It is not that I fear death,' he said; 1 so 
miserable a fellow as I is better dead than alive, and 
I sav the courage to face death, but it is the courage 
to face heaven that I lack.' 

"Slocum was not wrong when he said he had the 
courage to face death. As the time approached he 
became more and more wrapped np in the contem
plation of the heavenly future, and when summoned 

by the keepers to pass under the fatal doorway his 
hands were clasped and his face wore • wrapt and 
exalted expression .. He .obeyed the directions of 
tho~e in the execution room and spoke intelligently, 
but hie thoughts seemed far away. He died with 
scarcely a struggle. 

11 Wood was of a di:flerent mako. His nature was 
more even, not so subject to fluctuations as Slocum's. 
When he accepted religion he became a serious man~ 
Religion became almost his only thought. It was 
:natural, therefore, that his last hours· should be 
different from Slocum's. There was no such exalta
tion in his case. Similarly there were no such mo
ments of depression. Wood never doubted when 
once he became a Ohristian. As the time approached 
he talked calmly with the priest. Their talk was of 
heaven. As tho priest painted his joys, Wood gradu~ 
ally grew into a higher state of faith and expeota. 
tion, and it was with joy most evident that he 
walked into the death chamber and seated himself 
in the chair which was to be the means of his attain
ment of his highest happiness." 

If anything could be wanting to disgust people 
with the Ohristian scheme of 11 salvation" the priest's 
talk :and the 11 conversion " of the brntal murderers 
would surely furnish it. 

Editorial Notes. 
TaB danger in riding a hobby too hard is app~rent In the 

following conclusion arrived at by Mrs. Blenker. Writing 
to Ludf r on the interesting subject of " virgin generation " 
that estimable lady says : " If there be a higher and better 
life yet to come, that race will no doubt be mainly of the 
femlnin sex. Gods themselvs, did such beings exist, would 
all be females." The fl.rst assertion is splendid news for the 
few favored male immortals, but Lord bless us! what will the 
unprovided-for lady angels do? A heavenful of Jackless 
Gills is not the place most glrls are looking forward to. 
Better the Christian heaven where there Is no marriage nor 
~ivlng in marriage, and so of course the b')y and girl angels 
take It out in courting. But how does Mrs. t;Ienker know 
that if there were things with the attributes given to gods 
they would be females ? 

IT is a great thing for the church to hav a pious man in a 
family which owns a great railroad, but it is rather t.ard 
upon the poor passengers who are presented by the peddlers 
of piety with such slush as this: "The Rev. Mr. Rogers, of 
Dedham, expostulating with those of his hearers who neg
lected the sacred scriptures, as if God himself were speaking 
said, ' I hav long intrusted you with my holy Bible, but 
you hav slighted it. It lies In your houses covered with dust 
and cobwebs. You care nQt to look Into it. DJ you use 
my Bible so ? You shallha v it no longer.' He then lifted 
the sacred volume and turning round, appeared as if he were 
carrying it away. Then suddenly turning back sg"in, and 
personating the people, he fell on his knees, and wept and 
pleaded thus with God: ' 0 Lord, whatever thou dost to Ull 

take not thy Bible from us I take our children-bum our 
houses-destroy our goods-only spare us thy Bible I' Then 
he again addressed the people as from their maker : ' Bay 
you so? Well, I will try you yet a little longer; here is my 
Bible for you. I will yet a little further see In what manner 
you will treat it; whether henceforth you will love it and· 
study it as it requires.' A geneJ:al weeping ensued ; and it is 
hoped that from that hour many studied and obeyed the long 
neglected Bible." A few years ago Mr. Vandorbilt ordered 
all of Colonel Ingersoll's works to be taken from the news
stands of the depots of his railroads, and this is his substi
tute. The exchange is not complimentary to the people's fn. 
telligence. 

RBFBBBNOB was made last week to two new views of 
Thomas Paine, one by a Unitarian and the other by a Meth
odist organ, In which that much maligned Infidel was 
spoken of with respect and favorably compared with some 
of the Christian critics of to-day. Now we hav another and 
similar notice-intended to be complimentary-In an extract 
from Moncure D. Conway's forthcomin~ Life of Paine. Mr. 
Conway says: "To. day it is difficult for us to realize the 
attitude of those who criticised the 'Age of Reason ' thirty 
years ago. Paine was pictured as a monster, generally, of 
course, by people who had not read his writings at all, and 
the epithets heaped upon him were as fantastic as any 
applied to the most hardened heretic that ever lived. As a 
matter of fact, Paine was not only a Deist, he not only be
lieved in God, but was a reverent believer. In fact, the at
titude of Paine-the scourged and vilified Tom Paine
toward the Bible and the general beliefs of the Christian 
church differed In scarcely any material respect from the at
titude of the advanced Unitarian church to-day. Paine an. 
ticipated a· great many of the changes which hav taken place 
In all the Christian churches, and he did so without ever 
taking the position ignorantly ascribed to him by those who 
hav no actual knowledge of what he has written" But it is 
not difficult at all to one who thinks. The people who criti
cised Paine thirty years ago were real Christians. To·day 
Christianity has been outgrown by the decent people and the 
scholars of the world, and they hav grown up to Paine. 
Mr. Conway is not a Christian. The real Christians, like the 
Roman Catholics and the fellows who are after Professor 
Briggs, vilify Paine as much as ever, and just as ignorantly, 
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That :Refusal to Consider. 
. . · WILBEB, NBB., June 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : ·r want to say that I believe you hav got 

Holyone Johnamaker in a hole. Keep your trumpet aimed 
well <at 'the ·head of the post-office department, and keep up 
a weekly ,bombardment through -THB TRUTH SBBXBR by 

· calling public attention to his refusal. to consider one com
pl~int as carefully as another, and it will do more good than 
all the petitions for pardon of innocent and honest Free
thinkers for iilleged violation of pos~allaws. H. Kuoou. 

A Spreader of the Truth. 
THBEB RIVEBB, MIOH., June 16, 1891; 

MR. EDITOR: I was happily surprised to find, so early and 
promptly, the short es~ay that I sent for your consideration 
entitled," Why Does Not the Bible God Destroy the Bible 
Devil P" inserted 'in your last issue of the grand TRUTH · 
SBiKBR paper. - or;course 'I felt highly honored and pleased, 
for I suppose myself to be somewhat like the old owl that • 
" declared her baby owls to be the handsomest birds in the 
woods." 

I am gohig ·to follow out your advice to place the back. 
numbers of the pictorial papers where they will be seen and· 
rea'd by·such ~rtieli as I think wlll be interested, and as, I 
hope, wm see fit ·to become subscribers to your paper, or if 
not, who may order some of your Freethought books and 
pamphlets. 

It you can send me three or four copies of the June 16th 
number, in which ·my essil.y 'Is published, I would gladly 
pass them to some Freethought and Liberal progressiv men 
in this place. Yours fraternally, E. D. BLAKE:MAN. 

.·, 

Crazy Christians Ready to Burn. 
· NoRTH BENTON, 0., June 18, 1891. 

~R. EDITOR: Withiri find $3. $1 you may apply to the 
picture book. As soon as ready send me one. The bal
an®; $2, apply on THB TRUTH. SBEKBR. I cannot liv with
out the, paper. And the pictures are the most valuable 
weapons I can offer to shqw the rfdiculousness of the divin. 
ity of what the Christians call the holy Bible-to show the 
blind· superstition of the pretended followers of the holy. 
book. Two prominent citizens and members of a church · 
neighbors of mine, publicly and privately claim they talk 
daily face to face with God, and they claim God directs their 
daily words and acts. Now, these people are mature in 
years, not far from sixty years old, and hav been raised in 
what we call a civilized community, and in courts of justice 
their oath would be taken as soon as an average citizen's, 
and they are willing to make oath that they talk to God face 
to face and God directs their every-day actions. I proposed 
listening to them one whole day and giving them one thousand 
dollars if. they could demonstrate the fact that they talked 
to God and God heard them and answered their talk. They 
said they could not demonstrate it to me,'but they knew it 
tkemselvs as well as they knew anything. On all other sub
jects I would believe them sooner than I would an average 
citizen, but that they think they talk to God and. God 
talks to them is more than I can believe. For my part, I 
cannot be dishonest to myself, whatever I might be to my 
fellow-men. I might hav a motiv for that; but I can see 
no motiv for being dishonest . to myself, and how an intelli
gent man can work himself to a point to believe such spook
ery is more than I can divine. In my judgment, if a man 
can work his mind up to that point he can work it up to 
the point to believe it is right and just to burn and torture 
those that cannot work their mind up to that point. But 
the world is getting wlEer, and theEe things will pass away. 

CHBSTER BBDELL. 

A. Rejected Communication. 
· ·~3 sxxT'Y-FouRTH sTliEET, ENGLEwooD, CHJOAGc>, Iu.,} 

· June 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : The inclosed communication was offered to 

the Tribune of this city for publication, and refused, the 
managing editor giving ali a reason that the language was 
too strong. I asked him if it was not the truth. . He replied 
that it might be the truth, but that the Tribune did not wish 
to start a. controversy. The truth is that the press of this 
country is being subsidized by the church. These papers 
wm not hesitate to publish the sermons which denounce and 
lie about those who will not subscribe and swallow their 
nonsense. 

I cannot do without THB TRUTH BEEKER. S. RoBBRTS. 
ENGLEWOOD, CHio .. wo, ILL., June 19 1891 

Editor of the Tribune; In to·day's issue you report that 
among the sweeping resoh1tions adopted by the Baptis 
Association's session at Eoglewood was one " directed 
against the opening of the World's Fair Sunday.'' It ended 
by wishing that the "air would be filled with electricity that 
would smite and confound the enemies of God." 

The inhuman and murderous spirit expressed in the reso
lution is worthy only of the times in the Dark Ages when 
the church had supreme control of the minds and actions of 
the people. Think of. a body of men representing Christ 
who commanded them to love their enemies, pray for them: 
and if struck on the right cheek to turn the other also etc 
etc., being guilty of such inconsistency. ' ., 
· Were it not for the law of the land, enacted under the be
nign infiuence which the inestimable blessing of science has 
brought in the world, these men, like the Inquisitors of old 
would kill those whom they could not convert. According 
to the intHpretation which Jesus givs of the man who in 
his heart, lusts after a woman, these pious gentlemen hav 
already committed murder in their hearts. How lucky it is 
for the Liberal thinker, the Agnostic, and the like, that the 
God which these hypocrits appeal to cannot answer their 
blp:oted and cowardly prayers. 

But wb.~~ot does 6clence do tor mankind ? " Sciep.ce does 

not persecute. It does not 11hed blood.· It 1llls the world 
with. light. It cares not for heresy ; it develops the milid, 
and enables man to answer his own prayers " (Ine;ersoll). 

S . .urmu. RoBBRTB. 

Communion Making Drunkards. 
HoRNITos, CAL., June 18, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am glad to know that a subject which has 
interested me for many years has come up for discussion, 
and that there are those not afraid to speak openly of such 
inconsistency as using wine at communion. It is used with
out being an emblem of spiritual affairs when used in its 
material self and not as Christ used it. He turned water 
into wine (material into spiritual) in his life, and his last 
supper with his disciples was a pledge that they should 
thmk of and follow his teachingsspirltuollg. My father was 
a physician, and I know of many instances of church
members coming to him after communion season asking him 
for an antidote, or some help, to do away with the cruel and 
excessiv appetite which would take possession of them after 
the wine had passed to their lips and its enticing odor been in
haled. One instance which my mind often reverts to, is of a 
deacon whose duty it was to pails around the " emblem " 80 

called. He had when a young man been led. into temptation 
and had become a lover of the wine-cup but repented and 
joined the church as a safeguard. I ha; often heard him 
declare it was cmel to tempt the appetite to return to what 
seemed the world's curse, while the church was uppermost 
in decrying its use as a sin. Then why use it as the very oppo
sitidea? There was a noble boy, and only son of. one of-the 
ueacons, who in the same church was tempted and fell 
through the communion-cup, it being his first temptation to 
love the taste of wine. The habit caused his destruction 
morally, and his death. Almost his last words were . 
"Why, oh, why must wine be used in churches when it~ 
only' fit for the bar-room,' as the good say P I ;ever would 
hav gone there after it. It took me unawares under the ·dis
guise of good. The time wm yet come when this inconsist
ency will be corrected. But not by the chUrch element · 
it is too slow." I remember ho:w the church people and min: 
ister spoke of his heretical· idea for years after, but I com-· 
prehended his true meaning. And the use of wine at com
munion (and its dreadful reputation when taken elsewhere) 
by the ministers and very good people, makes the act more 
farcical than solemn to my mind. · J. E. c .. 

Sortie On the Enemy's Works. 
NBwm VALLEY, July'S, 1891.. 

ME. EDITOR: Being confined to the house since February 
with a broken hip and having quite a bit.of leisure, I thought 
I could not devote a small portion of my time to better ad
vantage than to tell THB TRUTH S:UXBR readers of an inci
dent of my expe~ience in a religious revival which happened 
quite recently. If not instructiv, it may be amusing. This 
revival took place in the winter season, as all revivals do. 
To digress a little, this has always been a puzzle to me until 
quite recently-why God does not save souls in the su~mer 
as well as in the winter!' But quite recently, I think 1 hav 
discovered the cause. God seems to work back and forward 
in the temperate zones. We never hear of any religious 
revivals in the torrid or frigid zones. He seems to work in 
the north temperate zone in winter during the long winter 
evenings when people hav time to attend to such trifling 
matters ; then, when the warm season comes on in the north 
temperate and the cold winters come on in the south tem- · 
perate, he employs his time there, and "vice.versy." .. This 
lucid explanation may set many inquiring minds·at rest. 

This bit o~ religious history happened in this wise. I was 
going cross-lots to one of my neighbors, while the cold west 
wind was blowing fearfully in my face, to borrow a broad
ax, about ·2 o'clock in the afternoon. Just before getttDg 
to the house, a presentiment struck me-" What if 1 should 
run into one of those Methodist prayer-meetings " which 
were being held at the houses in the afternoon preparing the 
people for the more important evening meetings held at the 
church ? Sure enough 1 When I knocked at the door 
of Mr. M., the minister, Rev. Mr. J., opened the door 
saying, "Mr. Councilman P We are glad to see you to~ 
Methodist prayer-meeting. Come in." I said "I had not 
come to the prayer-meeting. I had come to borrow a broad 
ax." Mr. M., the neighbor, said he would attend to m; 
want, and I could be excused. Not wishing to be conSidered 
.cowardly, and being very cold, I said, " No, I guess I•ll·stay 
to the prayer. meeting ; I've attended many 'a one." 1 
walked in .and took my place by the warm stove, while the 
Rev. Mr. J. and his two evangelists that he had imported 
from Pennsylvania to help him in his soul-saving business 
together with the family and a few neighbors who had 
gathered in, knelt down to their work. The Rev. Mr. J. 
leading in prayer, he took me in hand to the throne of grace. 
Ele petitioned the good Lord in his abundant mercy to eon. 
vert me from the error of my ways, and make me an instru. 
ment for doing great good in bringing souls to Christ. Elich 
of tl!.e evangelists, as he prayed, took· me in hand in about 
the same strain. Indeed, each one that prayed followed suit 
in like manner. By the time the meeting closed I had got 
comfortably warm and ready for business. I had become 
Interested. I was anxious to become a Christian. ·I said to 
them, after thanking them for the kindly interest they had 
all manifested in my spiritual welfare, that if they would ac
cept of one proposition I had to make I would become a 
good Christian and devote the remainder of my days to the . 
cause of Christianity and to the bringing of souls to ,Jesus. 
Rev. Mr. J. seemed quite elated, and wished to know 
what the proposition was. I said, " It is this : your Jesus 
that you worship says, if you hav faith like a grain of 
mustard-seed you can move a mountain. I won't be 80 
unreasonable as to ask you to move a mountain with faith 
1~1} ~ muBt~rd-&~ed, but you may b3v faitb ll~t big as a 

mountain, .and if you'll move a mustard-seed I'll. join the 
church to-morrow." This. created quite a commotion, 
Finally Rev. Mr. J. said, "It doesn't mean a mountain o f 
earth; it means a ·mountain of sin~" "Well" 'I sind ·''in 
the same '~nnection Jesus says, if you hav faith yo~ can 
handle deadly serpents and they shan't hurt you, and drink 
deadly poison and it shan't hurt you. Maybe Jesus meant · 
a mountain of ratUesnakes, or perhaps a mountain of strych
nin." "What a construction to put upon language I" I said 
further, "I would like to see either of you gentlemen let ·a 
rattlesnake bite yauor take a dose of strychnin. You know 
either would kill you just as t~uick as it would me." I can 
not in one letter relate all that was said, but by this time it 
got so hot that the Rev. Mr. J. said, "This conversation was 
not very interesting," and demanded that the two evangelists 
-who were splendid singers-sing a song. So they struck 
up one of their favorit revival hymns in a loud voice; 
which of course drowned me· right out. When their " song 

. pond" had ·run out, I was ready with this: "That was a 
·good song and well sung; but there was not one.bit of argu
ment in it. Your religion is just like the institution of' 
slavery-it can't stand at the bar of reason one moment." 
To cut the story short, I held that fort and was the last one 
to leave that prayer-meeting. .E. W. CouNolLMA.N. 

'The Christ Drama Re-enacted Before Our Eyes. 
KANB.A.s CITY, Mo., June 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been looking for something in yeur 
paper concerning the visit of Schweinfurth (Chrlsi), and to
day I see "The Dlogical Christians of Kansas City." It 
would hav been better to hav said the "fanatics" of. Kan-
sas City. · 
. While I believe Schweinfurth to be an impostor, and a 
seeker after notoriety and wealth combined, his clabn is just 
as honesi as Jesus Christ's was eighteen hundred years ago, 
and meets, and will still continue to meet, with opposition 
until :qis enemies assassinate him as they did Jesus and all 
other Christa. · 

In regard to echweinfurth being the Christ, or being im
moral, I hav this to say. Being a close neighbor of Mrs. 
Ward, 914 East Fourteenth street, and having known her 
for some time, I will state that she or Schweinfurth is a · 
credit to any of the mob that made so much noise in the 
street in. front of Mrs. Ward's residence on Fourteenth
street. In spealdng to a friend of mine-and by the way, a· 
very popular and inlluential man-concerning the mob, he 
said: " I looked the crowd over and failed to see a decent · 
man in it. It was principally made up with red.headed · .. 
women and boys." · . .·. 

I made two attempts to see the so-called Christ, but was . 
thwarted by so many reporters demanding admission to 
internew him, and failed. The view the sensible Christians 
took in the matter was that if they gave him plenty of rope 
he would hang himself, which was good policy for them to 
follow. 
• While I havno use for this or any" other Christ, I believe as 
long as he livs up to the laws of our country-he should hav 
the protection of the country (see Constitution U. 8.). ·It is 
sure truth, if they murder him in less than five hulicired 
years he wm hav thousands of followers, but if they Jet him 
die -that will be the end of Schweinfurthism. When he left 
the city, or the mob supposed he did, they followed to the 
depot, and the first man they saw with red whiskers .having 
a woman in his charge was a signal for them to make the 
attack, and so they did, but alas I they woke U:p the wrong 
man. He was a gentleman from California on a traveling 
excursion. They began to say, as they did of old " Km 
him I'' " Hang him I" and some even said " Crucify

1

.hlm I" 
and all such things, and began to even press him sore, and 
the aforesaid red-headed traveler got his hand to his hip 
pocket and pulled forth his 44 caliber revolver and demanded 
them to stand back, and informed them that he would 
instruct his forefinger to proceed at once to the execution of 
the whole mob-" as this is the way we do things . o'f this · 
kind -in California where I liv." So they began to smell a 
large rat and at once proceeded to their homes, having lost 
sight of their Jesus. There was somewhat of a similarity to 
the multitude of old, as they cried out " Crucify him 1 
Crucify him I" And so the world moves' on, and we hope 
Freethought and science will finally drive Christ and the 
preacher both out. 0. B. Fox. 

Plain Words to a Cardinal. 
NEWARK, .tuly 4, 1891. 

· MR. EDITOR : Cardinal Gibbons's pastoral letter calling · 
attention to the allocution of Pope Leo on the unveiling of a : 
monument in Rome to the memory of Bruno was read io 
the pope's subjects in all the Catholic churches

1

in America: 
He says those impious men who hav abused liberty by rais
ing a statue to Bruno hav done so no.t to honor Bruno but 
to inll1llt the pope. He denounces Bruno as. an ap~state 
monk, who did not believe in the divinity of Christ and 
who was a wild theorizer, a shameless writer, and a·n ~nbe
liever in God, and who has slept in an obscure grave for 
three centuries. 

Yes, Cardinal Gibbous, his body has been lying in a grave 
where papist murderers consigned it, and Freethinkers hav 
built him a monument in that Unholy City where he was 
murdered, and where so many martyrs hav perished by the 
rack, stake, and sword. Your pop~sh cruelties lasted many 
centuries, and you and your unholy bigots feel alarmed· at 
the erection of the great man's statue, erected near where 
he was burnt. Don't be afraid, Mr. Cardinal; that is not 
the Ollly monument that will be raised in Rome. It is the 
intention to raise a monument to every martyr who has 
been slain by your murdering crew-. The next one wili be 
raised in Bologna, where Monsignor Bediniryo entered as a 
_spy m lbe_fel}f lSi~, and. W~B iz!s~iJ!ent~t ~n ~acr!llcin~ 
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many lives; .. where Hugo :aas~i, the patriotic priest, was ·other lectui-ers ~the field; i: regard ium as the best e~ounder. 
skinned alive and then shot before his widowed mo~eJ'Il .Q.Nl'reePtought that it has bee'n my privilege to hear. 
house. Yes, Mr. Cardinal, heir to a throne, Hugo Bassi's ...... ; , . G:Bol!GB LoNGFORD, 
monument will be built on the spOt where he was murde_red,' SecretaryFrlendBhlp Liberal League. 
as sure as the great god -of Nature is omnipotent and is the __ . _ · 
father of the pagan, Jew, Mohammedan, and Christian. 
You need not be afraid of their ghosts. Dead men neTer 
tell any tales. They are as harmless as your masses which 
are supposed to fumigate and purify fools' souls. ID.teill- · 
gent people's souls want no fixiug, and if they do they hav 
sense enough to do it themselvs. As for me I don't want 
any bleBBing from man-Gods. Nature is my ~de, my god, 
and my helper, who brought me in this world and who, in 
time, I am sure, will return me to Mother Earth, consecrated 
by Nature's god before popiSh AnticliiiSts or pa~ah wooden 
gods were ever made on this earth. Now, in conclusion, 
Mr. Cardinal, don't call these patriotic men who erected the 
monument to Bruno fanatics, for those men hav cast away 
your popish, narrow, contracted superstitions. Your 
church is too old to teach wisdom or knowledge. ·Your 
god is a sectarian, and sits in a palace at Rome. He repre
sents Christ. He is called the vicar of Christ. A.nd you are 
heir to the same. l c!lnnot see there is any resemblance to 
Christ. One was barefoot; no home, no money. He was a 
circumcised Jew. Your pope is a Christian. You are 
bonafide uncircumcised Jews, and nothing else •. Why call 
yourselvs Christians when you worship Christ. the son of a 
carpenter ? His mother you assert for a fact was the mother 
of God. Impossible for a creature of nature to be the 
mother of nature. And because Bruno doubted this fable
that was of pagan origin long before this world was cursed 
with politicians called popes or vicars-you burnt this wise 
and good man. And because we honor· and cherish this 
martyr, you fellows with handles and titles to your names 
whine and cry like children, because reason has dethroned· 
superstition. No use whining, cardinal. We are marching 
on, and will continue to march on, to storm your . hell, that 
is paved with infant skulls, as your Christian fanatics hav 
asserted, and your heaven that is dlled with murderers, 
thieves, harlots, and libertlns .. We do not intend to stop 
until we hav captured both of those places. The heaveJJ. is 
the top story of the tenement and hell is in the basement. I 
think Old Nick is pretty tired burning souls that . popes hav 
damned. Respectfully, W. W~MoBBis. 

"A. Sulphurous Lecture." 
Pmr.ADBLPBU., June 22,1891. 

MR. EDITOR : It may be of interest to the readers·· of the 
grand old TRJJTH SEBKBR to read a short report of Mr. 
Watts's lectures with us yesterday as per announcement .. It 
givs me very great pleasure to state that the lectures were a 
grand success notwithstanding the very inclement weather~ · 
The rain poured down in torrents until within one hour of 
the afternoon lecture, thereby preventing people that lived a 
long distance coming. Still, we had a very much larger 
audience than I expected, and the evening audience was all 
that could be desired, as Old Sol stopped weeping awhile to 
giv the people a chance to come and hear this " sulphurous 
lecture," as it was described to me by some Christian friend. 
The :title of Mr. Watts's discourse in the afternoon was, 
"The Land, the People, and the Coming Struggle," and 
judging from the frequent applause the lecture was highly 
appreciated. In fact, he brought down the house as he 
dealt his sledge-hammer blows against land monopoly and 
class legislation. I may say the Single Taxers were in their 
glory hearing their views expounded by such an able orator. 
The subject of Mr. Watts's discourse for the evening was, 
"Religion Without Theology," which in my opini011 was a 
ma&teJ."-piece, for he held his large audience spell-bound 
listening to the scathing impeachment of orthodoxy. He 
very forcibly showed the advantage of natural religion to 
supernatural religion so that a child could understand it.· 
The lecturer said that the former adopted all the good that 
was in all religions, and only rejected the error. Natural 
religion, said he, taught us to be good .not for a reward after 
death, but for the reward that may follow here and now, 
while supernaturalism was built on fear (and allow me to 
add, on seldshnessalso). I must confess that I was some
what perplexed to know how the ·lecturer was going to make 
out his case; but, like a shrewd, able lawyer, he accomplished· 
it to the entire satisfaction of his audience, judging from the 
tremendous applause he received during the lecture. There 
was only one exception that I could not indorse, and that is, 
the lecturer said that natural religion adopted all that was 
good in supernatural religion. Now, I positivly deny that 
there is one iota of good in supernatural religion, for, as the 
lecturer showed himself, we can hav no conception of the 
goodneBB of that which we hav no idea of. Therefore, all 
the good that is alleged in supernatural religion is purely 
natural. Before I close I must not omit to mention that we 
had the pleasure of listening to a splendid dramatic recital 
by Mrs. Chas. Watts previoua to the evening lecture, which 
was well received. At the close of the me.eting the president 
presented her with a splendid bouquet, with a few approprl· 
ate remarks, assuring her that it was a gift from the admir
ing members of the League. We were pleased to see Mrs. 
and Mr. Watts looking so well. There was ciiticism at the 
close of bpth lectures. But I was busy co:unting the collec
tions-or ffithy lucre, as Christians call it, and which 
they are so eager. to grasp that they hav not the common 
honesty to pay their own tax, but rely on .JI'reethinkers to 
pay it for them. I allude now to their God-houses being ex
empt from taxation. So that I could not tell the gist of the 
remarks made by the critics. I am pleased to learn that 
Mr. Watts has lecture engagements iBhisnativcountry, and 
hope that he will hav a pleasant journey and a safe return 
to do a good deal more missionary work in thpe United 
St3W3. For. witllou.t #a~ry, an~ wltbout disparaJ~t w · 

A. Defe.et in Christian Charity. 
.. .· FBBDBRIOTON, N .. B., June ·13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The pr-iest, F. 'Devine, of St. John, N. B., 
chronicles in the following pathetic poem a ·circumstance 
which is unhappily not too tare in our land of boasted 
-ciVilization aad Christian philanthropy ; and which actually 
tool!: place in .·one of ·the northern counties of our province~· 
Wl).ea ministers, followers of 'I the ·meek and lowly savior," 
turn their. backs on the erring and unfortunate, and forbid 
their dock-to shelter them, it does not take long to make up 
our minds that Christianity is not the unmixed blessing that 
preachers and professors of religion would hav us think 
it to be. . 

The Honorable Judge Wetmore, of the New Brunswick 
supreme court, in addressing the grand jury referred to the 
matter as follows: " The poor girl had bee~ grossly imposed 
upon, and had no friends to look after her, was an outcast 
from society, and the hand of humanity was refused her 
in her bereavein.ent; Her circumstances must bav been 
known to the community, and 'She .should not hav been left 
to die like a dog. She had been unpardonably overlooked, 
neglected, exposed to the weather and the scorn of mankind 
treated as no human being should be treated in a civilized 
country, and I hav be(!n informed her clergyman even turned ' 
his back upon her, in her sad hour of need and ·forbade 
others to shelter her. I think it was the peculiar businees 
of the overseers of the poor to hav·cared for her, and they 
hav been crlminal.]y derelict in the discharge of their duty." 

MAR1'IN BUTLER. 
THEY TUBNBD HBB ·OUT IN THII BTRBBT. 

They t~Jrned her out "in the street at night,-
Tli~y turned her out in the street I 

Her sorrow was heny, her garments light;
In form a woman, in years a·chlld, 
]Ier weeping eyes were large and wild, 
For her hopes were ruined, her love beguiled, 

As they turned her out in the street. · 

Without a friend,-without a home, 
They· turned her out in the street ; 

Sick and naked the town to roam, 
·They turned her out in the street. 

The pane was frozen, the mercury low, 
Wildly drifted the wintry snow, 
As ·they slainmed the door and bade her ·go, 

And turned her out in the street. 

In a country cottage a mother prayed, 
Her spirit broken,- her heart dismayed, 
That God would ·cherish her hope and pride, 
Her only support (she had none beside), 
And homeward to mother her steps would guide, 

As they turned her out in the street. 

And peeping out from the drifted pile, 
Was a woman's face with a heavenly smile, 
A face so sad, a form so bare, 
The cold snow matted in her hair, 
And her prayerful eyes in a vacant stare, 

Where they turned her out in the street. 

And beside the mother and near the wall, 
· Where they turned her out in the street, 

Wrapped in an old and tattered shawl, 
Where they turned her . out in the street, 

Like a spotless angel in disgUise, 
Was a little baby, a doll in size, 
With its drat tears frozen in its eyes 

Where they turned her out in the street. 

Now It Is Truth in History That Is Wanted. 
MAEQUBTTB, KAN., July 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav just been entertained by a book agent, 
which fact needs no elaboration of explanation to giv the full 
impression of all jts importance in all its bearings, but out of 
it has grown a suggestion which seems to me not improper 
nor totally worthless to present to THE TRUTH SBBKBR. 

You are aware, Mr. Editor, that human convictions depend 
almost entirely upon our educational sources of information, 
and reasoning from this fact we can arrive at no other con
clusion than that those educational sources are as much at 
variance with each other as the different positions of thought 
upon every conceivable subject among individuals and socie
ties, and, to a certain sense, in governments. I desire now 
more particularly to refer to historical information, with 
reference to which I am about to make a suggestion. It 
may appear frightful at the start, the suggestion or insinua
tion that history may and does convey wrong ·and even false 
impi'eBBions, but this is nevertheless a fact, and that too in 
the very teeth of every historian's most solemn declarations 

. that he has been guided only by a sincere desire to pot1;ray 
the truth. I will giv but a single instance, amply sufficient 
to explain and justify what I say and suggest. 

There is a certain condensed history of the world in which 
these words occur relativ to Napoleon Bonaparte : " He 
divorced Josephine in order that he inight marry Marla 
Louise." With not one word to explain the act either to 
justify or condemn-no motiv set forth, no prelude of policy, 
no following of unexampled generosity that bespoke a heart 
noi wholly dead under ambition's curse-but alone in its bald 
brutality. A vindictiv author has by thls·means endeavored 
to brand with infamy the memory of the speeehleBB dead. 
However bad Napoleon Bonaparte may hav been, how good 
shall we regard Constantine when we compare the disposal 
of Josephine with that of Fausta? And how shall we rever. 
ence the Christian account of both? -the one so near to 
Christ, the other so near to Satan, their acts so indnitly 
inverse?- .•And now, Mr. Editor, comes my suggestion: 
Ther~ s,re W1Ulf·rilf.de~· Qt ~g ·~~ ~ w~q r()4d 

to .get truth, but they hlL'V 1eamed tha"t ~uthors Wnl ,riot, nay, 
cannot write without giving color of their own bias and preju
dices to every event they record. Under those circumstances 
they must choose .the writings ol the fairest· authors in pairs 
at least; so that they can judge for themselvs between the 
prejudices that make and perpetuate the differences of opin
ion that manifest themselvs in friendly debates, in social 
quarrels, and even in national wars. ····· --:'; ·' 

But how shall we be able to select ,thel!e ~{ttlfdtl!:iri o:rder 
to obtain that conservativ wisdom;~wPJ<ill ;;Jice;es~blished 
would go far toward the temporal salvation of Jllankind? 
I will tellyou. Hav some one of your.able:.writers who is 
competent for . the task glv us a series of. artic~es ~n THB 
TRUTH SBBKBB, in which will be fully shown up, or as ml;ich 
so as would be admiBSible, the personal prejudices of every 
important historian, giving, perhaps, .one or· more illustrations 
from each. I would myself giv five times the .c011t of such 
information in pamphlet form if I could get it, as I am Ii'ow 
trying to decide between George Rawlinson's seven volumes 
of ancient history, etc., and some other work .. tiucli a 
pamphlet would sell to every reader. Christians would buy 
it to enable them to steer clear of everythiiig ta~ted with 
Inddelity, and lnddels would buy it to enable them to select 
the best Christian authorities. Will you not giv us sometliing 
of the kind? · Respectfully, C. PUTNAMf 

Many Topics. 
. _LBxiNGTON, KY., Jun~ 25, 1S9L 

MR. EDIToR·: How noble is Mr. Ballou's :defense· of 
Anarchy, reminding us.of the fact that the· man who is· gov
erned is not a ftee agent; no i':ldividual is reepmisible for. his 
actions but the one who does as he pleases. ·The ."con
sensus of the competent" no doubt suppose that.they alone 
are right; all others must be cajoled or driven into the 'path 
of duty. . 

But the majority of our race are yet' savage. Their 
greedy emotions and love of present enjoyment extinguish 
feelings which are truly noble and patriotic. 

Each successiv time when society rises to the grandelll! of 
civilization the masses are -trampled low by the powerful. 
Luxury is yet an unsubdued dragon, De~tructlv eleme;nts 
and diseases are also crushing.' And millions slrik into 
·graves of misery, penury-into .pitiless oblivion •... A few 

: survive. Then what -a grand civilization it is, when the: 
only successful teachers of the Golden Rule .were Wat 
Tyler and Cromwell, who placed a rope round a man's neck 
before they attempted to giv him a lesson on· gentleness and 
the peace of heaven. · . 

Let capitalists, tyrants, any other pack of human wolves,' 
take notice : this is their alternativ-these bad boys ln the 
apple-tree; tufts of grass will be thrown at such m1screants, ·. 
and if these are not effectiv more convincing arguments are ; 
within reach. . . 

And thus are men taught the beauty of justice, good: 
sense, and politeneBB. . . . · 

The present race of men will fade away, only a lew lonely·, 
tombs will be precious, where in holy silence lie the hearts, 
of Socrates and Wilberforce and the rest like them. . 

They say that the reservation of land for worthy citizens' 
is u touching capitalists in a tender place." It must be that' 
no one feels acutely but them. The very idea of decency is ' 
a " stunner" to some people. · 

But I thirik that the mass of the people can be trusted to' 
civilize the world. Sometimes the dood-gates of their wrat4 

1 

are opened, and· a burst of fury cleanses society· till it is 
pure again. 

Eschylus in h\s "Prometheus" loves to press the universe 
to his torn and bleeding heart. There are such individuals. 
Their powers of acute perception benedt the world more: 
than crowns and bushels of Christian diamonds-Christian 
virtues which grow more brutal every day. 

Anarchy need not be violent. There are thousands who 
prefer good to evil. They are not tempted to sin. Theli' 
strength will be evident to all when the reiris of " a good' 
example" fall into their hands, and the worn. out slaves of· 
luxury are prostrate on the earth. They will fall with their 
gold, by their own weight. 

Mr. Browning hints that Alcestis was happier than the'· 
one she died for. 

U Gcle Toby thought the world was wide enough for all,' 
even the most lowly organization. 

If the miss~on of Christians llas failed to bring goodness • 
and happiness to the world, let others profit by their selfiSh·. 
example ·and choose a better way. 

Nothlng prosp~rs, in the world of matter or thought, 
without some powerful incentiv, a kind of heaven in the· 
future, which will reward pain and trouble. What has the 
wretch to hope for, who toils all day for a crust and dingy 
hut, without comforts, sweet 'dowers, good schools, and 
lovely teachers for his children? '!'he humblest child pants" 
for a sweet smile, a cheerfu)._ grain of inform~tiQn~ and noth-· 
ing is more desolate to the poor than a call from a Christian, 
who is meddlesome and rude, harrowing up the mind, whose 
great anxiety is to earn an humble living. Christians destroy. 
the dignity of the laborer's mind and hasten his downfall. : 

Is the mind of the world progressiv and hastening toward~ 
that glorious goal, mental and moral, indicated by the noble' 
expressions of such men as Dionysius of Halicarnassus ?' 
Be says, "Esehylus had a just conception of what consti-, 
tutes the dignity of human· nature." Do moderns aspire lo . 
any such perfection? No, the greatest man now is the one. 
who can snatch or steal the most millions. Luxury is the· 
cobra, the viper, who lias done this, for sweet nature's atoms. 
are not completely blind. In them are drmly planted the · 
roots of thought. They cling to the truest uses of life. 
They are able with supernal knowledge to seek and recog-
nize theif frteu<Js, giving tliem a heartr w~9ome. . ~ 

A.L~-
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lldCW bJ :Mise Sue~ B. W:aoB, l'al 
lllHr, AltJU., to wlaom all ~fuJI,Ionafor 

his OorMr 1Taould 1H '""· 

" Between the dark and the da:vHght, 
When the night 11 belrinnlng w lower, 

Oome1 a pause in the da:V'I occnpatlonl 
That I• mown u the Ohildren•• Hour." 

Retribution. 
An old black crow sat on a tree, 
Where staid a bird's nest cosil:v ; 
Four li\tle eggs were in the nest, 
B:v 11. mother's love warmed and blest. 
At noon, the mother hted awa:v 
For a drink in heat. of d"Y· 
Down hopped the crow, "Now for a lunch, 
And in this egg I'll make a punch I" 
So sa:ving, he qnickl:v dispatohed 
The four blue exes meant to be hatohe:J, 
Now it turned out andchanc•d to be, 
Tha.t two king-birds this act did see. 

"We'll fix him I We'll fix him I 
For these 11ges he shall dearl:v pay." 
A.t him they flew with sharpened bill, 
And pecked hfs face and e:ves, until 
Blood flowed free, and the crow fell down 
In a meadow outside the town. 
The king.birds then pecked from his head 
The feathers, till •twas raw and red; 
They pulled the plumage from his back, 
Till wings and bones did fairl:v crack, 
And that poor crow :von would not know, 
As to tlJe forest, weak and slow, 
He went his wa:v, pursued by those 
Two unrelenting, vengeful foes. 
A blind and bloody crow was he, 
All racked with pain and agon:v, 
When weak he reached the wooded shade, 
Beyond the meadow and the glade, 
And there resolved he never would 
Steal eggs aeain, for fnn or food. 

May:vou to heart this moral take, 
And keep it there for your own sake : 
Who wrongs his neighbor or his friend, 
Must snrel:v sn:ft'er in the end. 

S.H.W. 

Biographical Sketches of Ancient 
and :Modern Poets. 

II.-8PBNSBB. 
Edmund Spenser, one or the popular poets 

during Qt1een Ellz,beth's reign, was born in 
London in the year 1553. Some claim that 
he was of good family connection&, that ia to 
say wealthy, but the popular opinion is that 
he was very poor. A certain poet, by the 
name of Ben Jonson, writing to a friend 
claims that he died "for lack of bread." 
But we will speak ml)re of that later on~ 

The most popular poem that he ever wrote is 
"The Faerie Queen." Talne, in speaking of 
Jt, declares it to be a m'sterplece or art. It 
is filled with gods, fairies, etc. In one of 
his poems he bewails the death of a dear 
friend, Sir Philip Sidney, as "A~trophel." 
You will notice that he writes something in 
the style of Chaucer. 
The gods, which all things see, this same be~ 

held, 
And pitying this paire of lovers trew, 

Transformed them there, lying on the field, 
Into one flower, which is red and blew t 

It first grows red, and then to blew aoes 
fade, 

Like Astrophel, which thereinto was made. 
Spenser was a great lover of nature, as his 

writing plainly shows. He did marry, but 
his wife's name died with her. Not an un
common thing, especially in those days when 
women were only valued as companions of 
men, but it is to be hoped that we will out
grow that superstition with the others. 

It seems that he had trouble also. History 
givs us a pathetic account of his house being 
burnt to the ground during a rebellion. 
Spenser and his wire escaped, but their 
youngest child was burnt to death. It is 
thought that this hastened his death, for 
he died shortly afterward, on January 15, 
1599. It is not taken for gi:anted that Jonson 
was right, but it seems probable, since Jonson 
was so well informed. So, according to his 
word, he was buried in Westminster Abbey, 
beside Chaucer, at the expense of the earl of 
Essex. IDA A. BALLou. 

What the Little Ones Are Saying. 
A minister's little daughter, who had been 

to church for the first time and heard her 
father preach, was questioned by him on 
reaching home as to how she liked his ser
mon. There was an embarrassed silence. 
Then the little maid, tired out with the long 
strain of ''being good," and yet anxious not to 
offend in anywise, made:answer, with a long. 
drawn breath of patient resignation : 

"You preached awful long, papa, but I 
beared it." 

"Now, mamma, 1--" 
Thus the child began, and was stopped 

short by her mother. 

THE TRUTH SEEKERs JTTLY 18, :189.:1. 

"Lottie, how many times I've told you not 
to begin with 'Now.• It is 'Now, mamma,• 
'Now, I can't,• 'Now, I will,' Now some
thing or other continually. Don't say it 
again I The very first time you do I wlll 
send you to stand fifteen minutes in the 
corner." 

Little Lottie knew full well the terrors of 
that punishment. What an eternity it seemed 
to her to stand that length of time with her 
face to the wall, not allowed to tum around 
or ppeak till told that the time was out, for 
always after about three minutes she felt 
sure that the fifteen minutes must be passed, 
and that she, forgotten, must stand there 
always I So cautious Lottie retreated with 
her doll out of mamma's hear!Dg, and it being 
already late in the day escaped condemnation. 

When the little nightgown had bee,n donned 
and mamma said tenderly, "Now, darling, 
say your little prayer," Lottie failed to notice 
how the catcher· had been caught on the 
"Now," but answered: 

" I can't-1 mustn't." 
'' Lottie I Why not ?" 
'"Cause it I eay my '-- I lay mEl' I must 

stand in the corner." 

The Danger from Scarlet Fever. 
In scarlet fever and diphtheria the period 

of incubation is brief, a few days only, and 
during this period there is no contagion. 
It is very important to know that in scarlet 
fever the period or greatest danger is after 
the disappearance of the fever, the period of 
deEquamation or peeling. From ignorance 
of this fact many lives hav been lost.· Per
sons hav gone into society before the peeling 
was completed, and, almost or course, hav 
communicated the disease. The fact is that 
every pl\rticles or the scales contains thou
sands of microbes.-Youth's (Jompanion. 

Correspondence. 
CAMBRON, Mo .. June 28, 1891. 

D.a:.AR Suu.N :: I thought I would write you 
a letter for fear you and the Comerites had 
forgotten there· was such a girl as I. I am 
twelve years old, and liv in the country, five 
miles from Cameron. Cameron is a city 
which has eight thousand inhabitants. It 
has no Liberal hall, but there are many 
wealthy Liberals in Cameron. This spring 
Mr. Remsburg, Sr., offered to lecture it they 
could raise the money. I wish they would 
hav procured his services and that they would 
get a Liberal hall. It I were a man. I would 
strive my best to hav a lecture, and not only 
a lecture, but a hall where the people could 
hav all the lectures they wanted. As you 
said that we would probably hav to walt till 
the young folks grow up before we can get a 
young folk's paper, I hope they will com
mence and grow fast. I will hav to close, as 
my letter is getting long. I will close, wish
inll you great success. 

Your Liberal friend, MARY LIVENGOOD. 
[There is certainly a good time coming 

by and by, when girls like Mary are grown 
to womanhood. Just· wait and see.-En. 
C. C.] 

HooBBLLB, ILL., June 27, 1891. 
MISs WIXoN, Dear Friend: Your most in

teresting Corner hu not heard from me for 
over five years, but as regular as the week 
comes around hav I heard from the 
Comerites. 

I eDjoy hearing the young advocates of our 
cause speak their opinions publicly, and I 
look forward to a day when we will find the 
world much wiser than to-day, for the world 
is producing too many great minds to con
tinue longer in its old religious ideas. 

Then we can say that our fathers were 
among the first to learn the truth, and I freely 
say that I think it to be the truth. 

What we as young· Freethinkers should 
now strive for, is that we travel the correct 
road as moral men and moral womeJ!,, that in 
a later day it may be said of us, " It must be 
so, for thou reasoneat well." 

I was very glad to see the introduction of 
the Young Men's Freethought Temperance 
Society, and immediately took the pledge and 
became a member of the same. 

I hope every member of the society wlll 
endeavor to make it a success and aid others 
in becoming moral men and true women, 
and soon the church will be compelled to ad
mit that Christianity is not neceBBary for 
morality. 

May every young man in our ranks take 
the pledge and become an activ member of 
the society. 

Since my birth liquors hav always been 
within my reach, and I hav had the oppor
tunity to drink it I wished, but since I hav 
been old enough to see the effects of alcohol, 
I hav not tasted it, and now, being sixteen 
yearti of age, I can truthfully say that I do 
not drink, chew, smoke, or swear, and I am 
proud of it. 

Having about finished the high school of 
this city, I intend in the fall to enter busiuess 
college in Chicago, after which I may 
become some day the proprietor of the 
popular" Rochelle Jewelry Store," with the 
same name as its present owner. 

Well, Iamatrald I havalreadytaken q.p too 

much space and time. Mother aJ1d_ father 
send their best regards. 

Wlll close. With -best wishes ·to yourself 
and friends or the Corner, I remain, · 

Yours for reason and morality, . 
01"1'0 WBTTSTBni, JR. 

[We may be sure the good cause· is pro
gressing when the Corner is graced by such 
sentiments as above. O,to is the worthy son 
of worthy parents, and we hope to hear 
Crom him often.-Eo. c. C.] 

BUFFALO, N. Y., July 1, 1891. 
To MISs WIXoN AND TBB CoBNBB'rrBS: 

I hav often thought. of addressing you 
through the columns of tp.e Corner if its editJr 
was Willing. And to-day it is so quiet and 
cool that I feel· " inspired " to put my 
theory into practice. And t~en, too, re. 
membering the old adage, " Put uot off till 
to-morrow what ought to be done to-day," I 
concluded to pro:fi; by it. Stlll, wp.en one 
really wants to do anything he very seldom 
•• puts off till to-morrow," unless lt \s inev
itable that he should do so. 

But so much for that. I did not intend to 
hav that for my subject or dwell upon it. 

There are people, and lots of them, too, 
who are valiant fighting with: that mfg~ty 
weapon, the pen, for" woman's rights," and 
others for the "rights of the individual," and 
others for-but why continue? 

We all know thatthehumanraceis divided 
into about three classes : 

Tbe valiant and energetic race, 
The indifferent race, and 
The ignorant race. 
But, ~ think, we wlll all come to one 

unanimous conclusion, that there is one 
race, and the most important oDe of 
all, that is rather neglected. There 
seem to be only a few who really advocate 
... children's rights" at all. An'd l say, it is 
too bad. Even at our mother's knee, where 
we are supposed to receive the blessed edu~ 
cation that wlll enable us to fight our way 
through the world, we are told a pack of lies 
that would successfully rival the " champion 
liar I" Then when we grow older and know 
the truth, we are brought face to face with 
the tact that the loving and gentle mother 
has not only deceived us, but willfully lied I 
That is the first lesson. Oh, it: is no wonder 
that the sensitiv hearts or children are. hurt, 
and that they shrink from confiding to the 
mother, for fear of censure I I; do not blame 
the mother so much, for she was treated the 
same in her childhood, and has come to look 
upon the falsehoods as necessary. But I 
grow impatient at their stupidity, when hear. 
ing them exclaim, in regard . to wayward 
children who bring the early gray hairs in 
their .parents' heads, "Why, ~heEe children 
muat hav been born wicked I r cannot think 
how they cauld hav gone astray. Their 
parents are both very kind." ' 

I will answer them in the earnest words of 
Mrs. Browning: 
Do you question the young children in their 

sorrow, 
Why th·,ir tears are falling so? 

The old man may weep for his to-morrow, 
Which was lost in Long Ago-

The old tree is leafless in the forest-
The old year is ending with tl1.e frost

The old wound, if stricken, is the sorest
The old hope is hardest to be lost ; 

But the young, young children, oh my 
brothers,.. . 

. Do you ask them why they stand 
Weeping sore before the bosoms of their 

mothers, 
In our happy fatherland? 

But " the dawn of deliverance" is at hand. 
People are beginning to question the idea 
that they had taken as an undisputed truth. 
Freedom is gradually working her way up· 
ward, and casting aside the old worn-out gar
ment of servitude. 

Her open eyea desire the truth, 
and she' shall hav it I No matter how obnox
ious truth is to our old-fashioned ideas of 
morality, we must accept the facts as inevl· 
table. And as was said of old, 

The little child shall lead them. 
For · . 

The child's sob in the silence curses deeper 
Than the strong man in his wrath. 
Ever your friend, IDA A. BALLOU. 
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"Citatenr, Par Pigault." 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 

By ZEPA. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 'i 5 cents. 

A.ntiqnity at::d Duration of the World 
By G. TOULl!AN. 

Price, 20 cents. 

ASTRONOMY AND WORSJIIP 
OF TilE ANCIENTS. 

By GILBERT 'VALE. 

Price, 20 cents. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BHAGAVAD-GITA~ 
A. Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

and A.rjuna. 
Translated by J. C. THOMPSON. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN INDIA. 
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 

Revelation. 

By LOUIS J ACOLLIOT. 

Price, $!. 

BIBLE IN THE BALANCE. 
A Text-Book for Investigators. 

By REV. J. G. FISH. 

Price, $1.50. 

BIBLE INQUIRER. 
148 SLriking Self-Contradictions of the Biblo, 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 

By A. .. JACOBSON. 
Price, iil5oentll. 

BIBLE MYTHS. 
Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na

tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 
Copious Notes and Authorities. 

" Cyclopedia of Reference." 
Many Illustrations. 

Bvo, 600pp., price, $2.50 

BIOGRAPHY OF SA.TA.N. 
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 

Fiery Domains. 
By KERSEY GRAVEl>. 

Price, 35 cents. 

T'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

18 Laf&Ye$*e l'l,,l\lewYork. 
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The Modern- Science hsayist. 
Ten Cents Each. 

1. HERBERT SPENCER : His We; writinga, and 
p_hilosoph:v. B:v Mr. DA.l'IIBL GBBBl'ILEAl' 
THOMPSON. 

2. CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: llis life, works, 
andin:tluenoe. B:vBev.JoBl!W. OHADWiox.' 

8. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
.ttow snns and worlds come into beina:. B:r 
Mr. GABBBT P. SBBVISB. . ' 

4. EVOLUTION OF'THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. B:vDr.LBwxsG.JA.l'IBS. 

5. EVOLUTION 01!' VEGETAL,LIJ1'E: How We 
begins. B:v Mr. WILLIAM .POTTS. 

&. EVOLUTION OP ANIMAL· LIFE : The order 
of zoologioa). evolution. B:v Dr. Bo&Sl'l'BB 
RAYJ[Ol'!D. . 

7. 'l'HE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiQ· 
uity, growth. B:v -Prof. E. D. Oon. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its· nature a.nd de
velopment. B:v Dr. BOBBBT G. EOOLES. 

9, EVOLUTIONOPSOOIETY. B:vJAMEsA.SKIL
TON •• 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY •. B:v z. Sm:n:Y 
S~l'l. . 

11. EVOLUTION OP MORALS: B:v DB. LEWIS 
G. JA.l'IJ:S. 

12. PROOPS OF. EVOLUTION. B:v NELSoN 0. 
p ABIIliA.LL. 

18. EVOLUTION AS-BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. B:v JoBl! W. OHADWIOB:. 

14. PHILOSOPHY OP EVOLUTION. B:v STABB 
HoYT NIOHOLB. 

15. THE E1!'A'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
COMING CIVILIZATION. BY MmoT J. 
SAVAGE, 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
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.FORGE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Prlnf'lples of' the Natural Order 
or tile l1nfverse, With a ,.)'8• 

tem or l'fiorallty Based 
Thereon. 

BY PBOFJ!SBOB LUDWIG BUOl'INER, M.D. 

2 books in 1 vol. •. • , • . .'I'll 
Animal A.ntomatlsm, and other E•says. 
Technical Education, and other Essays. 

2 books in 1 vol. • .78 
WORKS BY OHARL'ES D i.RWIN. 

Origin or. Species by: .Means of Natural 
. ~election; or, the Preservation of 

F4vored R,.ces in the Struggle for Life. 
l'lew edh1on from the latest Enll. edit1on, 
wi\11 a.ddit•ons-a.nd oorrectione. • 1.26 

Descent or :Man, _and Selection in Rela 
tion to Rex With illustrations. New edi-
tion reviseri AUd a.nl!'monted. • . 1.110 

Formation of Vegetablo1 :Mold Through 
the Action of Wormg, with Observa
tions on their Habits. With illul!'~ra.tions. .75 

Cbarlas Darwin: His Life and Work. 
By Grant Allen. . • • • • .711 
SELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 

The Evolu tionfst at Large; 
Vignettes from Nature; and 
Force and Energy: A Theory 

namics. 8 books in 1 vol. 
of Dy. 

WATER, ELEOTRIOil'Y, AND LIGHT. 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 

Forils of Water in Clouds and Rinrs, 
los a.nrl Gl'l.Oters. 19 illustrations. 

Lesson~ in Electricity. 60 illustrations. 

1.00 
BY 

Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. 
a bOoks iil-1 vol; · • • • • · • 1.00 

German bv J. ll'itzgera..ld, M A-. • • .?e 
Money and the .Mechanism of Exchange. 

By w. Sra.nley Jevons, M.A.,1!'.B.S., Pro· 
feasor of Logic a.nd Politioa.lEoonoJDY in 

· the Owens Cellege. Manchester. • • .'75 
·On the Study of Words. By Richard 

Obenevix ~·renoh, D.D., Archbishop of 
Dublin. • • • • • • • • .'15 

The DaWil of History: An Introduction 
. to Pre-Historic Studr. Edited b:v 0. 

F. Kea.r:v, M.A .. of the British Museum. .'15 
Geological Sketches at Home and 

Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F.R.S , DirPotor·General of the Geological 

. Surveys of Great Britain- and Ireland. • . ,'75 
IDosions : A Psychological Stu.dy. By 

James Sully, Author of "Senaa.tlOn ana 
Intuition,"" Pell8imism," eto. • • • .'15 

The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lubhock, B><rt. Sparta in 1. .711 

English Past and Present. (l'arts I. 
a.nd II.) By Richard Ollenevix Trench. 

· II narts in 1, Oomt>lete. • • • • .75 
'rhe Story of Creation. A Plain Account 

of Evofution. B:v Edward Olodd, F.R.A.S. 
Over 80 !Jlus. • • • • , .'15 
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ESSENCE OF CHRISl'IA.NITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUEBBA.OH .. 

Translated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

WORKS BY HERBERT SPENCER. ""' _ '1'-gersoll'a W" orka. 
The Data of Ethics. • • • • ....., .1.&& 
t ducation: Intellectual, Mo~al, and Phys- _ 

ICS.I; a.ud 50 I. -1 th •t 
Progress : Ilia Law and Cause. With Tlte Qods. :Paper, a .. s ; wo , ., • 

or.ner D••quisition~. 2 books in 1 vol. • .'75 In :tlve lectures.~., oomp~, "The . qodl.• 
h ..,_ ' f S 'e ·ce "Humboldt " "'J.'nomaa PILllleo" "Indindualo 

e Ut>neSIS o CI n • it:v," and "B:eretiOI a.nd Heresies." 
fh~ !':o~~of! 1o;o~rganic Evolution. .75 The Ghosts. :Paper, 50 cts; aloth, 1.2_ 5. 

H RD A PRoaroB, Contents· "The Ghosts" "Liberty for Jllan. 
ill? LEar WORKS OF RIO ~ · Woman, aind Child,"" The Declaration _of:Pl~ 

F.R.A..S. de.I!.Ondence" "About Fa.rmin_g in Dlln011, 
Light Science for Leisure Hours. "The Gran\ Bil.nqueh~ "The Rev. Alex~de! 
F mil • E · S i tift· S b·te ts Clark," "The Pa.s\ JiiBes before Me Like a a 1ar ssa7s on c en c u " c • Dream," and" A TributetoEbon o.Ingel'IIOI.L" 
1i ereditary TI·aits, and other Essays. Some vsstakeS Of •oses. :PanA,., 50cts; 
Jliscellaneous Essays. .ID..l .IlL ·r-
lllusions of the Senses, and other Essays. · oloth, Sl.llli •. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel- Interviews on Talmage. :Paper, 50ats; 

la.neous Eesa.ya. plain oloth, $1.116. 
OOl'ITENTB : 'books in'l vol;.. 0 • 1.110 What .Mnst We Do to Be Saved t :Pa-

Force and Matter, . The Fitness of Things in SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON OLI11'· per, 15 oenta. 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), - FORD F R A .. G 
Immorta.hb ot Foroe, Ma.n, · ' · · .-.. The Christian ~?a,fion. By B. • 
In:tlnity of Matter. Brain a.nd Mind, Seeing and 'l'hinkin~. lngerso!!,. Judge Jere · S. Black,_ and Prof. 
Value of Matter, Thought, The Scientific .Has1s of Morals, and George Jr. Fisher. Pa.per,IIOoenta; oleth, $1. · 
Motion, Consciousness, L' 12m 
Fol'ID, Seat of the Soul, "th .. r .,_ppa.v•. Orthodoxy. 56 pages, o, )?&rper, 
Immutabilit:vofNa.tnral Iana.te Ideas, Conditions of .Mental Development, and 10 cents. $I.OO per dOz. pos!i~f!<f; Printedoh in 

La.w,; Tile Idea of God, other EssaY~. · · large, clear tlPB• a.nd oont as mu all 
Untversa.lit:v of Natural Personal Oontinua.noe, 'fhe Umteen Universe, and the Philo11o- oonld be delivered in t\yo .ordinaey lectures. 

Laws, · VitalFor~e, phv of 'he PareSoiences. Thill makes a grand DWIBlOil&l'Y doonment. 
Tile Heavens, . The Soul of Brutes, Cosmic Emotion: .Also the. Teachings Libera.li should scatter it generotisb'., 
P-:,rf~tse ~atr~torel!otion li:~~~8{~!· of Scien~e. . IngersOll Catechised: Hj.s Answers to 
Ol'igina.l·Genera.tion, 0 on o 1 u ding Observa- 5 books 1n 1 vol. • • 1JI5 . . a ·Number of Vital Questions Propounded b:v 
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The Bi~h and:Growth·of Myth. Vindication of Thomas, Paine from 
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ISJHIS YOUR SUI, MY LORD Y 
. KA NEW NOVEL, 

Th£J Diseases of .Memory. , In~tersoll's Lectures Complete. 
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Thb Diseases of Personality. for Mr. Ingersoll's wortkst1 th?.:Pubtllsher,~Orthha.d 
:Sy HELEN H. GARDENF 

" TM shann8 itself. doth call . for instant 
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A Fascinating Story of Radical- Truths on 
Religion and Social.Matters. 

Cloth, tt;, paper, 60 eent1. 
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Cloth, lSmo; 179 :pp., - - 75 Cents. ; Science and Poetry, with other Essays. Life. A :Prose :Poem. :Printe m 
B A d w·t F B.S E I eolors on board, bel"eled giltedges; 110 oente • .-=~:");. ~:::.'!:"' ~r~,~-~,.~- ', ~ '~t~~n~::n ~-~~J • • .w Ph~~~!: O!m c::~: 8:::~011. 
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THE 

TRUTH.SEEKER LIBRARY.-
ISSUED MONTHLiY. 

Subscription price, $3 per anU:um. 
No·. BOOKS ISSUBD. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker AnnuB.l and Freethink~ 

era• A.lma.na.c ............ ; .• ; ............. · 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen B. Gar·. 

·.dener..................................... 50 
8. Age of Reason. Thoma• Pt~.ine..... .. .. . . 25 
4. An8we:rs to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett ...... ~............................ 25 
5. Ohristian Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Vioto~ Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ... ;.... 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address· on Bhaksjlere......... 25 

. . OTBBR NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yearly subscribers will reoeive all tbe books 

issued during the :ve&r. Bingle oopies of e·adh 
book sent upon reoeipt of prioe. ' ; 

Addrall THE· TBUTH BEEKEB CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

·Preface b:v R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Da.il:v Bread 18 the etor:v ot two young 

girls and a.r.ounger brother who were lett parent
less, with little money, f&lr education, and much 
·oonra.ge, to make their way through the world by 
g_oing to Chioago. Th_e a.uthoris &lao the heroin. 
Th!l narra.tiv· is, in the main, a. history of. a. work• 
ing girl's life and ~xperience in the cit:vof Chicago 
a.monJ bluff bnsmess men, kind-hearted follis, 
and disreputable h:vworits. It is Just such a. story: 
of human life as we should expeot Colonel lnier
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. - Prioe 26-oents. -

Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB. 

OANOER and Tumors CURED.: nokiilfe: 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY &: ~IX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati, 0. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN ADDRESS 

B,- ROBT. G~ INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

Nsm York Stats BOll' A88ociation, at .Albang, 
N. Y., Jan, ~u;·-1890. 

'l'he onlv Complete and Authoriz~d Edition. 
' PBICE, TEN CENTS. 

THE TBUTH BEEKEB,CO., 
· · · 1!8 Lafayette Place, New York, 

RELIGION OF MAN 
Al'!D 

ETHICS .. OF- SCIENCE. 
· BY 

-- Charles Watts's Works. _ n'uDsoN TlJTTLE. 
The Teachings of Secularism Com· ·A Historical and Or~}o~6!eview of _the Religion 

- pared with Orthodox Christian. . ... · . . {'*' .· u-,. 9.6 ,Pagj!S. Price, 26 cents. • OoNTBl'I":B: What ,18 BeliglOn' Fetichism. Phal· 
. · Sea.ularism • Is It Founded on lie w:orship. Mans llloral Progress Dependent 
t - -"' · - • on BIB Intelleotna.l Growth. Tke Great Theolog. 
• .-Reat~n, and Is It Sumcleot to ical Problem. Man's Fall, __ and the Christian 

•Meet t.._e Nee~s _or .-oanklndl- Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position 
Debate between the Editor of \he Halifax F ·t Fr Will Fr A N •t B ' Eventng Kat~ and Charles Watts. With Prefa.- a. 6• •• ~e •. e~ . &'ano:v, e~sst_:v. a· 
tory Letters by George J a.oob 'Bolyoa.ke. and apon8lbilit:v of the Indindna.l. Genes1s and ETO· 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introdnotlon by lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
Helen H. Gardener. 6Q pa_ges, 25 oeilts. Tke Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 

A R~plf" to Father Lambert's dom. Oha.rterofBights. Dntiesa.ndObliga.tions 
"'Tactics of Inlldels." 20 cents. of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Post free. Booiet:v. Bi&'hts of 6-overnment. · Duties of Bo 

Christian It,-: Its Origin, Nature, ciet:v to Criminals. Dnt:v of Belf Culture. Mar
and Inllueoce. 32 pages. Price, 16 ria.ge. Cloth; price, $1.50. 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo· LOO. KING BA.CKW 1 DD 
lotion: Their CJau11es. 24 pages. AD 
Price, 10 oents. B,- Edward B~llam,-, 

Author of " Dr •. Heidenho:lf's Process,"- etC. 

THE· 

CHAIPIUNS OF.THE CHURCH: 
TIDIIB 

Crimes an4l Persecutions. 
8vo, lollVPP· Oloth, $3; leather, St.; moroooo, 

gilt edges, M.50. 

BY :P. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE-TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnla.tinl{ human oonduot on the Sabbath is 
an imPQrtmence." Prioe, 10 cents. 

The FiLlse Teaching of th~. Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of. the· Christian church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 oents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshop. 
pers, or trying to indnoe the Deity to· under
take a. ornsade .of one against the Colorado 

. · beetle I" Prioe, 10 oents. · 
Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Sp.iritu8Iism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ 

Price, 5 oents. . 
Religious:Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus- Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A. tale of l'ales ine, 'onnded on the de~irnction of 

the Mo~Lbites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB THB 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In-;vonr meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating, Tu LiBERAL HYM:l'I·Boox contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It ito hi&bif recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.r'r.on. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indsed, by all who hav examined it. Prioe, 
~cent\~ . Address 'l\lm TRUTH BBBEEB 0c. 

New :Zdltlon, Rertset LW-d Eolarpd, 

MEN, WOMEN k GODS. 
BY HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Introduction b:v 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 150 llants. 
T!W Trails Supplied at l:Jpedal IJ18cw;nu. Secularism:. Destructfv and Con· 

structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 oents. IIi is a. thought-breeding book_, and all who are Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 

free to receive new light will1lna in it satisfa.ciioJJ 118 La.fa.:vette Pla.oe, New York. 

'4613 

The ltlanhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets ever:v. Friday evening, at 8. O'Clock, at Ger
man Masonio Temple. 220 East 16th streeJ. Lect· 
nres and discussions. The publio oordia.llYinvited. 

The Newark Liberal League,_. 
Meets every Bnnda.:v afternoon at 3 o•olook a.\ 
Liberal Leag11e Ball, 177 Halsey· st~. oor. Ma.rk_et 
st., Newark, N.J. Leotnres and ruscussions on 
religious and social qne£~ions. Beats · free. and 
everybody welcome. ' · · · 

American Secular lJnl.,n, Newark 
Branch. 

' 124 Market_ street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Leotnre•, debates, and diaons
siona on all important seoula.r. snbjeots. PrE!B
ident, .HJI!l'IBY Bnm; Becreta.r:v~ Co:BA BBLLB 
FLAGG. 

BrookiJn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue; and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.H., evel:':r 
Bnnda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, seoreta.ry, 1148 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. · 

Philadelphia Liberal League ~:i'J' 
meets every Sunday In Indnstria.lHiill, Broad a~; d 
Wood sts., at 2 :ao and 7 :30 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and sooia.) queatio11B. 
·Able spe&kersinterest the audience. N.B.-Tr.uth 
Beekerpublloa.tionsa.lwil.:vaon ha.ndatohea.p ra.te1. 

The Secular Soclet,- of·Ke:Di, o., 
Meets semi-monthl:v1 llrst and third Buda.:Vs, at 2 
P.m:., at. the town na.ll. All friendl of human 
cultiva.tioa are invited. IIIABrosHBIGJITOl'I,Beo. 

Ellzur Wright. Secular lJnlon·, 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bun· 
da:vs of each month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:80-A.M. Free disoussion on all Libera.lsubjecta. 
Bnbsoriptiona to Tu TBU'l'H BBBEEB and IntHI.CC· 
gator are solicited. R; G.·BmTH, Oor. ~-

Chicago Secular lJolon 
Ml!eta ever:v Bnnda.:v evenlna at 'l':ao. P.M., at 
Pnnoess Opera. Bouse, 558 West Madison street. 
Leotnres and debates. Stran~rera from abrciad 
are weloome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings ever:v Bnnda.:v evening at 1118 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
b:v debates. The public cordially Invited. 

Des Moines Secular lJoloo 
Holds regular meetinllB at Good Templ&r Hall, 
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust street~. 
Lectures followed b:v discussion, Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FBANB:Lil'l BTBIN:U. Prea. Bible Moralit,-•. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.dlctor:v and Defec~iv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 oents. 

and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune. · Photo-engr~vings of Miss ·Gardener are for 
The appeal is alwa.:vs made to a. man's reason. 1 th" offi e Pn·ce ... ce t San Francls.co, Cal., Freethou ... ht 

and to h1a noblest seniiments: never to his ael·. sa. e at 18 0 
• • uu n 8

• ., 
llShness.-[Boston Post. · . Soclet,- · -· A"nosticism and Chrl11tian Theism: 

Which Is the lUoreReasooablet 
24 jlages. Prioe, 10 cents. 

A suggjlstion of a rea.ll:v pra.ciica.ble and feast- Meeta evei-:v Sunday evening at Union Square 
ble·IIOOI.a.l state grea.tl7 in advance of the prelient. '£HE Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi· 

Evolution and Special Creation. The romantic na.rra.tiv is rich Ia ita forecast of ta.tion is extended to all. Beats free. , 

a.ctua.l pollsibilities.-[Boston Traveler. . oTTo wET T 8 T EI B WA'T c B 10 cents. . 
Saints and Sinners-Which l 24 

pages in oover. Price, 10 cents. 
1emo; cloth, Sl.OO; pa.per,l500. · ' Port Angeles Secular lJoloil 

A.ddre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. 

The Superstition oi' the Christian Q·_ JRARD'S atunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-
tioe. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. . WILL 

The Glor,- of Unbelief. 22 pages in 
cover. Prioe, 10 cents. 

Nature and tlte Supernatural·; or, 
.Bellr.fand Kn~wledge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American t!lecular lJnlon; Its 
Ncces!litJ" and the .Justice of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo:. 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 

AND , 

Girard College Theolou. 
AN BXPOSi 

Of the penersion of Btsfhen Girard•sma.gni1lcent 
bequest to Philade hia. b:v the Christian · 

churches an Young Men'l 
Christian Associ&- -

tion. 
Prioe, 10 cents. · 

Theological Presumption: An Open • B:v JltoJI. Bo WBITBBoox, D.D., LL.D• 
Letter to the B'v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, l':rice S1. Address TllB Tl!.1lTJI SBBllD. 
N. 8. In this letter the following_ subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Wl!Y Do the· Olergy Avoid · 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism ' 11• w• ' w k 
Toward Ohristia.nit:v. 3. Freethought . a.ild ISS IXOD 8 or s. 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Ditierence between 
Facts and OJ!inioils. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.mt:v a.ild Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. · 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00.,
BS Lafayette Pl., New Yort. 

AGEN-Ts WA-NTED b:r-~n old reliable n...,; lar:g_~ profits, 
. qutck sales, SAMPLE FREE, A n.o 

Ql!liQrtun!ty. Geo. A. Scott. 842 BrO&aw..,., X.. To 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 TBB 

Conflict between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE~ " 

·Philadelphia., Pa. · 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.-

Liberty in Literature. 
B,- ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testtmimial to Walt 
Wkitman~ 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub-
lished at this o:lllce. · 

All in aLHetime. A Liberal Romance. 
12mo, 81J0pp,, S1. 

.!.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Bo:va and Girls. 12m~>, BSSpp,, $1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
.. some and Interesting Book, Without Bupersti-
. t~~for Children and Youth. The Onlf Free

t · ers' Children'S Btor:v-Book ever lSBned. 
66 fnll.pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type,llea.v:v, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; ,to, 1!2'pp., boards, $1. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO. 

THE 

UNIVEBSEANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Beal Blasphemers," "Bpir- · 

itua.lism Sustained," eto., eto. 

The latest and best_work of an a.U&lytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest oonoeptions the easy property of the 
ordina.r:vmind. The book contains many idea.a 
that. will be new. to the world and produotiv of· 
~rood•in fnrnishinc food for thought. We trust it 
will ha.v the immease distribution it se richl7 
merits.-{The American Idea.. · 

Oloth, lBmo, St. 

A.ddrell THE 'l'BUTB BEEKER. 
' 

ISA GBEAT SUCCESS: 
The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 

Genius, Taste, Energy, andinllenuity, 
Combined with 41. years of Practi-

cal Experience (34- years in 
Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 

Bench. 
UnEqna.led in quality and price. Basl6 jewels, 

patent . regulator, Breqnet hair-spring (non
catchable), beautiful double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adjusted to heat, cold, and po~ition, stem 
wind and sat, new model. In ailverine cases, $!9; 
3 ounce coin si-ver, $22.50; 4 oz. oust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere for $35. In best 14kt 
filled go:d cases, guaranteed 20 years, open face, 
$27 to $30; hunting, $82 to St5; in 14kt; solid 
Ro·d, $liD to 190 All elegantly engraved or-plain. 
Bent prepaid, and cash refunded if not satisfac· 
tory. Watches cleaned, Sl ; springe,:u: andre
tu?ned free, Beat work in the world. Bend for 
testimonial•, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
w&tcbes. diamond~, silver ware, cards in oolors 
ar d gold of m:v FrAet-llnn.,.ht. ha>fO'A, troots, eto , 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN_, . 

lJOOtlELL&, .1LL. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
ronng and middle
,ged men, suffering 
rom a. Life-wasting 

Disease, ae the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A ;I>osiTIVB ouBE, · as it matters not how 
long sta.nwng, now hopeless or how many reme
dies :von ha.v used. The book is. worth ma.n:v 
times its oost, and should be in the hands of 
those seekinll a B'f!eB® ana permanent cure. Ad· 
dress Dr. Robt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N~J., and 
sa.:v where :von saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD .WORD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Lillera.l, a human

itarian, and a generous patron of the-Freethonght 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and snecessful method of treat
ment. and dese"ee pa.tronage.-11'r68t71oU!77lt. 

Meets every Bunda.:v at 7:80 P.M. in Macdon-
ald's Hall in Port A.ngelea, Wash. Leq}
ures, song_s, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. l!'B.u'x Ho:asB, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral 1Jnlon . 

Of Los Angeles, Oat., meets semi-monthl:vJ. ftrat 
·and third Bnnda.ys, at 8 o•olook, P.m:.J.a.t ra.rr'l 
Hall, Ever:vbodv Invited. JIIBs. R. Jll, BBBBA1 
Pres.; J. B. MaWILLJAl![S, Beo. Beo. · 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Bunda.:v at 2 P.m:.- in Grand- A.riil:r 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla.~ Washington. 
Science Lectnres.-Frea DisonBBtons.-Origin&l 
and Beleoted Readings and Poems. A large val
uable libra.17 is at the service of members and 
friends •. C. B. BBYl'IOLDS, Prea.; A. W. 0ALDDf Bee. 

The Roeder Secular lJoloo. 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every llrst and. third 
Bnnda:v in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
!reatest freedom a.coorded to all.- Our •motto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BzOB, Pres.; 

J, W. BELL. Vice,Pres.; OHABLBB BHBAo ~c. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal ~lob, 
Meet-A every Pnnda.y a.~ Knights of Labor Ball, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'alock, &.m:. Visiting. Lib-
erals invitPd to a.hend. OoL. A. HABRIBt Pres. 

IBAAO B. LEE, Beo. 

San All tonlo (Texas) Liberal As so· 
elation 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, 227 
Jfl&Bt Houston street. Free reading room and cir
cnla ting li brar:v open every dar and evening. 
Strangers cordia.ll:v invited. A. OHAPm:Al'lo Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh l'tne SteeZ Enaramng or. senator Coni:Ztng. 

Bound in black oloth, silver side sta.mp. 
Price, 75 cent1. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00 •. 
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THB first number of a serial publication ~f 
the constitutions ot all nations; now insuffi. 
ciently· known, contains . .Mexico's constitu
tion which distinctly separates church and 
stat~ forbids establiPhment or prohibition of 
religion, forbids acqulsltlon by a church of 
real estate beyond buildings in actual use, 
and supplants oaths by affirmations. 

A GBAND monument to 
Jefferson Davis wlll be 
erected at Richmond. 

W o u L D commercial 
reciprocity promote or 
retard Canadian annexa
tion? is now debated. 

AN exhibit of the de-
. velopment of the Ameri

can Catholic press is pro
'JlOSed for the World's 
Fair. 

MOBMONB in Chihuahua 
· and Sonora, Mexico, are 
turning a wilderness into 
a seat of ·fertility and 
thrift. 

BiAINB is acknowl
edged to hav been ill, 
and to be not well yet, 
but is said to be rapidly 
improving. 

WILLIAM H.'s visit may 
cause accession of Eng. 
laud to the Triple Alliance 
of Germany, Austria, 
and Italy against France 
and Russia. 

OF the income of the 
Church of En11:land last 
year, £5,753,557, £208-
438 came from private 
benefactions since 1703, 

· the rest from ancient 
endowments. 

TRE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY :1.8. 189:1. 

COD& AND RELICION8 WORLD'S SA.GES, THINKERS, 
OJ' 

ANCIENT J.ND JIODEBN TDIES 
Vol, I. Givs a J'ull Aooount of all the Gods, in 

eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Bob· Ghost, 
.Jeaus Ohrist, Virlrin l[ary, and the Bible. 

avo, 835pp, Vol. n. Deaoribea J'ully all 
the Beligious Systems oUhe World, · 
~vo, 957pp, Oloth, $8 per vol.; the 

I voll., S5; leather, $'1'; mo-
roooo, gilt edgel!, ss. 

BY D.I[.BENJ!irE'rT. 
1'BE ~BU~B SEEKEB 00. 

A.ND BEFOBJIEB8. 
Bloaraphies ·of 100 of the LeadiD~r l'hllosopheu, · 
~eaoheu1 · Skeptio!t,IDnova~l:,.l'oundera of 

New So.oooll of 'J.'nouht. ent Scien-
tists,. etc. (who ware. not Ohrill\lans), 

from the time of M:enu to the pres-
. ant. avo. 1,075pp.. cloth. 13; 

.leather, S4; mor .• lr· ·a .• U.l50. 
BY D. 1[. BENNETT. 

mETBU~B SEEKEB 00 .• 
. ll8 Laf&Yet.te l'laoe, N. Y. 

--=:·- -..::::._. 
_r::_~.::::.:.:.::-_, ___ ~· ~ 

-·--:::::-

THE LAST OF JEZEBEL. 

:llisio~y is made up only of declarations· 
which gai:g: .credit by ·repetltiQn.-Napol6on 
Bon01parte. 

Is this Utopian P A map of th~;~ world 
that does u.ot include Utopia is not worth 
eve:n. glancing at, for it leaves out the one 
country at which humanity is always landing. 

And when humanity 
lands there, it looks 
out, and, seeinga better 
country, sets san. Prog
ress is the realization 
of Utoplas,-OBCa/1' 
Wilde. 

. WITH respect to the 
authority of great names 
it shou1d be remembered 
that he alone deserves to 
hav any, weight of infill
ence.wtthposterity, who 
has show.n himself supe
rior to tb,e particular and 
predomiJ:I&Jlt error of hla 
own. times;..._ Colton. 

NoT tR~ ~mallest quan
tity of force is absolutely 
lost or . to the unl

only lost 
object 

seems to 
from the 

glance. In 
excited energy 

has · taken a differ. 
e:n:t· shape, the amount of 
whi.ch must be equal to 
that of the form:er.
.Buckner. 

TuB pope is indignant 
at the Triple Alliance 
contract, and condemns 
the clause guaranteeing 
Italy's integrity and ex
cluding papal claims to 
restoration of temporal 
power. 

And they went to bury her ; but they found no more of her than the skull, and the feet, and the palms of her 
hands. Wherefore they came again, and told him. And 'he said, This is the word of the Lord, which he spake by his 
servant Elijah the Tiehblte, saying, In the portion of Jezreel shall dogs eat the fiesh of Jezebel.-2 Kings lx, 35, 36. 

LoNG before Christi&.> 
ity had a place,. there 
were vast libraries. There 
were thousands of 
schools before a Chris
tian existed on the earth. 
There were hundreds of 
hospitals before a line of 
the New Testament was 
written. Hundreds of 
years before Christ, there 
were hospitals in India 
-not only for men, wo
men, and chlldren, but 

GBBMANY is about to . 
acquire territory in .Morocco which may em
broil her with Spain. 

THB British government has been asked to 
act in regard to the mortality of religious pll
grlmages from India to Mecca. One-third of 
the fanatical pilgrims perish. 

HuMBUG is rampant at the shrine of St. 
Anne de Beaupre, Quebec. A dispatch of 
the 2d says : " Hardly a day passes that mira
cles are not performed. Yesterday a man 
named Desire Raymond, from Lewiston, Me., 
who was suffering from a fractured leg and 
unable to walk without crutches, received 
holy communion and afterward walked away 

·from the sacred table without his crutches, 
wholly cured.,. 

Sm JOHN THOMPSON is being opposed by 
. Canadian Protestants as premier because he 
is " a man of north of Ireland Methodist 
parentP, who at one time. taught a Methodist 
Sunday-school, but who, under peculiar cir
cumstances, forsook the faith of his fathers 
and went into the church of Rome and threw 
himself into the arms of the extreme section 
of that church, made league with the Jesuits 
and Eent his sons to be educated in their col
leges, and who" favors separate schools in 
:Mcnltoba. 

AT the execution of the four murderers at 
Sing Bing the press of New York deliberately 
violated the section of the new electrical exe
cution law which reads: "No account of the 
details of any such execution, beyond the 
statement of the fact that such convict was, 
on the day in question, duly executed accord
ing to law at the prison, shall be published 
in any newspaper." This provision is de
nounced as an infamous infringement of lib
erty of expression, and will doubtless be 
repealed. 

RBT. J.A.s. BRADY, of Newark, N. J., last 
Sunday blackguarded the Saengerfest, an 
innocent open-air festival of Germans, hated 
by parsons because of its diverting Sunday 
crowds from their congregations. He began 

. by saying that all who were concerned in 
· last Sunday's concert should be fined $10 
apiece. He said the singers were like the 
Turners, mainly Atheists, and "sinful, recre
ant, Sabbath-breaking, beer.swllllng Ger
mans." He called special attention to the 
cantata of "Delilah and Samson," and said 
he had no doubt that the woman who sang it 
felt all the tenderness that the song depleted. 
He wanted to know why they could not sing 
"From Greenland's Icy Mountains," instead 
of the music of the devil. "Music I" he 
went on; "why, it is only Atheistical wind. 
Muaic comes from the church of God. How 
dare these Infidels use the weapons of the 
church to overthrow her grandest institu
tion-the Christian Sabbath I" He clcsed 
with an earnest hope that the Germans might 
be converted to devote their musical talents 
to singing about glory and heaven, 
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even for beasts. There 
were -hespltals in Egypt long before Moses 
was -born. They k.new enough then to cure 
insanity with music. They surrounded the 
insane with flowers, and treated them with 
kindness. -I ngeraoll. 

' MBN believe as they do because they are 
what they are, far more than because they 
bav any conclusiv evidence. - 'Samuel 
Edger. 

HB who leaves Christianity does not leave 
faith behind; but he travels in faith to a be
lief in the inviolable order of nature, the 
sequence of cause and effect, the reign of 
law, the upward destiny of the human race
to faith in good.-Robert 0 • .Adama. 
LBT me hav my own way, 
Let others promulge the laws, I will make 

no account of the laws, 
Let others );)raise eminent men and hold up 

peace, I hold up agitation and confiict, 
I praise no eminent. man, I rebuke to his 

face the one that was thought most 
worthy. -Walt Whitman. 

IT is the special evil of intolerance that it 
entwines itself around the holiest parts of our 
nature, and becomes at last so blended with 
the sense of duty that, as has been finely said, 
"conscience, which restrains every other 
vice, becomes the prompter here." Two or. 
three times in the history of mankind its de
struction has involved a complete dissolution 
of the moral principle by which society co
heres, and the cradle of religious liberty ha& 
been locked by the worst passlous of hu~ 
manity.-Lecky. 

IN the natural pride and impatience of hu .. 
man nature, which rebels against. the insur
mountable limitations of. knowledge, and 
disdains and dislikes the humility of the 
method of its attainment, by patiently and 
painfully conforming to fact, Ulere is a deep 
and' last source or error. Man would fain be 
above nature, not as its culminating blossom, 
but as something essentially apart from it in 
his highest qualities-a being created to 
govern and use it for his ends, and for whom 
it was created; instead of, as he is actually, 
a part of it that develops from, and in, and 
for it, and commands only by obeying-
Maudesleg. 

J.A.BVBH is alleged to be infinlt, yet when 
we refer to the Bible we find that the 

t Bible God walks (Gen. iii, 8), talks (Deut. 

r

v, 24), smells (Gen. vli!z...21), works (Gen. H, 
2), rests (Gen. if, 2). we are told that he. is 
unchangeable, yet we find upon examination 

. that the Bible God repents (Gen. vi, 6). We 
are informed that he is all good, yet we find 
that God curses (Gen. iii1 14), hardens men's 
hearts (Ex. xlv, 4), delivers ·men into the 
devll's power (Job if, 6), punishes the guilt
less (1 Sam. xv, 3), creates evil (Is. xlv, 7), 
make& some men the slaves of others (Ex. 
x:rl, 2), and orders the wholesale slaughter 
of men, women, and children (1 Bam. xv)r 
-.Arthur B. Moss, 
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THEOLOGICAL SCARECROWS-HOW FOOLS ARE FRIGHTENED. INTO THE FOLD. 

IJolts anti ~lippings. 
A ToLBTOI community at Kharkoff, Russia, 

containing a number of educated men who 
hav left society, has been suppressed by the 
government. 

THB Scottish Mission, which has Its head
quarters at Jerusalem, reports the conversion 
of six Jews to Presbyterianism at a cost of 
$5,000 apiece. 

A FRBNoH provincial newspaper has been 
condemned to pay two hundred francs dam

-ages for calling several residents of Its town 
Freemasons. To call a man a Freemason In 
France Is to bring him into hatred, ridicule, 
and contempt of his Roman Catholic towns
men. 

THB Russian inland steamship company, 
11 Samilet," has named one Its steamers Leo 
Tolstol, in honor of the renowned novelist. 
This glvs great displeasure to ·the Intensely 
religious press. Yoor,hnig Kf•ag of Kharkov 
and Vladomosti of St. Petersburg think that It 
Is_ very Improper on the part o! 11 an orthodox 
company In holy Russia " to do honor to the 
name of a heretic like Tolstol. 

THB Salvation Army in all Is now made up 
of 4,289 distinct organizations, commanded 

-by 10,449 officers. During the past year 
<.there has been an increase of 255 organiza
tions. The total circulation of their period· 
Ieala Is over half a million. There aril 
twenty-seven War 0'1'1/s outside of England, 
published in thirty-five countries, and in 
fifteen languages. The army has made par
ticular progress in India. 

THB Austrian high court of appeals has 
del"vered a tremendous shock -to Roman 
Catholic priests who 'hav renounced orders 
and subsequently married, and they are not 
few. One who has been ordained a priest In 
1857 announced to the civil and clerical au
thorities in 1870 that he had abandoned the 
Catholic faith and become an evangelical. 
In 1879 he married and lived happily until, 
a year or two ago, his marriage had to be 
legally tested, and It was pronounced invalid. 
He appealed, but now the highest court an
nounces that the present state of legislation 
does not permit a man who has vowed celi
bacy to be freed from his vow.-Bun. 

THB municipal authorities of the city of 
Treves, Germany, are busily preparing for 
the enormous lnftux of children which Is ex
pected to take place next August, on the oc
casion of the exhibition of the 11 Holy Coat of 
Treves," popularly and authorltativly an
nounced to be the Identical garment w01n by 
the savior, and for which the soldiers present 
at the cruc11lxlon cast lots. One of the most 
remarkable things in connection with this ex. 
hlbltlon Is the fact that the pollee_ force will 
be doubled ; and another Is that a committee 
of purity will be established, proving that, as 
In American camp-meetings, the world, the 
flesh, and the devil are not entirely absent 
from the most sacred functions.- World. 

THB preachers of the dissenting Russian 
sects hav been warned that they are incur
ring the risk of Siberia, and the public 
officials throughout the empire are making It 
a practice to break up by any means in their 
power the meetings of the dissenters. The 
persecution Is not confined to one sect, or to 

several. All the sects known to the author
Ities are being harrassed, and the Roman 
Catholic and Lutheran religions, barely 
tolerated in St. Petersburg, are suppreBBed 
m erclleBBly In Poland and the German prov
Inces of Russia on the Baltlc. No new 
churches are permitted to be built and the 
authorities are ordered to shut up the old 
church ·buildings, whenever, as structures, 
they become dangerous. It does not take 
long for the town or city officers to find that 
the Catholic or Lutheran church is danger-
ous. 

THB Hon. Honor~. Mercier, the premier of 
Quebec, has been made a count by the pope. 
This Is the message from Leo XIII.: •• Well
beloved son. Greeting and apostolic bene
diction: Your distinguished merits toward 
us and this apostolic see, the remarkable zeal 
with which you hav responded to our desires 
for the good of the Catholic cause In the 
different conflicts provoked In that province 
of Cana·da, the care you hav taken to protect 
the rights of the religious societies, and the 
other Christian qualities of your :character 
hav induced us to • . . constitute Count 
you, your children, and your descendants in 
the male line of primogeniture only, provided 
they are born of legitimate wedlock and per
severe in the Catholic religion and fidelity to 
the holy see. In consequence, we grant to 
you and your descendants the right and 
privilege to use and enjoy all the honors, 
rights, prerogatlvs, preeminence&, etc., ap
pertaining by law, use, or custom to those 
decorated with this title of nobility." 

A:N anecdote of Darwin : Year after year 
facts in substantiation of Darwin's evolution 
theory were accumulated and discussed with 

his friends until, twelve years after (In 1856j, 
Sir Charles Lyell advised him to expand and 
revise his_ memoranda and prepare them for 
publication. The book was about half com
pleted when a singular incident occurred, 
which reveals as nothing else could the 
thorough unselfishness of Darwin's nature. 
He received one day a letter from a young 
Welsh naturalist, Mr. A. R. Wallace, who 
was then traveling In the Malay archipelago. 
To Darwin's amazement It contained an 
article embodying the exact theory upon 
which he had been laboring for so many 
years in secret. The letter contained a re
quest that Darwin would submit the paper 
to 'Sir Charles Lyell for consideration at the 
L!nnrean society. Never had a man greater 
temptation to suppreBB a rival. Silence 
would hav sufficed, but Darwin was not 
silent. He sent the article to Sir Charles 
Lyell, but the latter and Sir Joseph Hooker 
protested against the publication of It with
out a statement from Darwin, who, as they 
personally knew, had been working on the 
subject for many years. Darwin was at first 
unwilling to take any action In the matter to 
protect himself, fearing that he might do 
Wallace injustice; but the difficulty was 
finally arrg,nged through the mediation of 
friends, so that the rights of both naturalists, 
who had almost Bllllultaneously conceived 
the same idea, were shielded. The result 
was that Wallace's paper, accompanied by a 
letter from Prof. Asa Gray and an abstract 
of Darwin's work, were contem:t:oraneously 
published in July, 1858, in the_ transactions 
of the Llnnrean society. Thirteen months 
later, Darwin brought out the work which 
has Immortalized his name, the 11 Origin of 
Species." 
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1. • Ji at once to coin a permanently correcb silver dollar aommnnttit ons. strictly tq"ual, as to its bullion value, to the gold 
dollar, in case of an internatioul agreement among 

A. Correct Silver Dollar.. the leading commercial nations of the globe, as to 
" a fixed ratio between gold and silver, as monetary 

Ever;vwhere among civilis 3d nations the two metals. It tried to bring about such an agreement 
precious metals, gold and silver, as coin-weighed by two international conferences held in E11rope in 
and stamoed pieces of these metals-are money. 1S78 and 1881, and· by later efforts, yet in vair, 
They serve as the s•dard values for all commoditie1.1. cbitfty on account d the opposiLion of England. 
They are the money the world over, and they alone Under these circumstances the American people 
are re.l money. . seem to be compelled, by their own interest, inde-

Paper currency, that is, paper passing for. .lll~ney, pendently of other nations, to establish free and 
although it may answer the purposes of the latter, is unlimited coinage of a temporarily correct silver 
not real money, because it lacks the intrinsic value dollar, until the international agreement referred to 
of the same. It consists only of certificates of coin will be accompli&bed. There is plainly not gold 
ceposited with a government, or of certifiaates of enough in the world to serve as coin, as the sole 
debt, iesued by a government, or by private corpora- legal-tender money of all or of only the leading na
tions, buks, controled by law. tiona of the globe, in their domestic and foreign 

The Constitution of the Unit£:d States, by saying, commerce; and then a country is obviously enabled 
c: N ll s\ ate ... shall coin money; emit bills of credit; by bimetallism-that is, by free and unlimited coin
make anything but gold and silver coin a tender in ~e of gold pieces and silver coins, correct. as to 
payment of debts," distinctly recognizes gold and their bullion value-to control a larger amount of 
silver coin as-the real money of the United States, good and sound money than by either gold mono
while the paper currency of this country, not secured nietallism or silver monometallism-tbat is, by the 
by coin or bullion deposited with the government, use of either gold or t>ilver coin alone, as legal tender 
simply consists of "bills of cred~r as they are for the payment of large eums. 
called by the Constitution. ,.,.. The Constitution of the United States says: "The 

An act of Congress of Feb. 12, 1873, says that Congress shall hav power • . . to coin money., 
the oae-dollar gold-piece, at the standard weight of regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin." 
twenty-five and ei~ht-tenths grains, shall be the unit This clause plainly speaks of su"h a regulation only 
of value of the U11ited States.. Thus, by law, the in a general way, and does not f.orbid a repeated 
gold dollar (and gold coin generally) is the standard regulation of the kind. Congresa, therefore, bas the 
money of the United States by which the bullion power, at any time, directly or indirectly to regulate 
valua of the silver dollar of tbirJ country is to be the bullion value of the silver dollar, to be coined in 
regulated. In the commercial intercourse of the this country, in such a mauner that this dollar, as 
leading nations of the globe gold is also the stand~rd metal, may become correct, nearly, or if possible 
money by which the values of all commodities are quite, as valuable as the gold dollar. · Furthermore, 
measured. Oongress bas the power, directly or indirectly, to 

The Oonsti~ution of the United Slates, by recog- attend to this regulation as often as it may become 
nizing both gold and silver coin as the real money of. necessary, until the ratio between gold and silver, as 
this country, and by makitJg coin of either of these monetary metals, will bav been internati~"~nally fixed 

. two metals a fulll~gal tender in payment of debts, forever. · The regulation refe,.red to might best be 
establishes bimetallism for this country. Silver achieved for the present, if Congress by law would 
dollars, therefore, in the United States always may make it the duty of the president of the United 
just as well be used fok' the payme!lt of debts as gold State1.1, at stated times, under certain circumstances, 
coin, provided payment in the latter iSDot stipulated and within fixed limits, to ordain the amount of fine 
by contract. The fractional silver coins and the or pure silver for the silver dollar, to be coined, by 
nickel and bronze coins of this country are subsidiary the way of free and unlimited coinage, at the Ameri
coins. They hav not an unlimited legal tender can mints. Such an expedient, presently to be 
power, but can, by law, be offered only for the pay- described more fully, would of course come to an 
ment of small sums. end immediately after the adoption of a fixed ratio 

.Monometallism means that in a country only coin between gold and silver by an international agree-
of one of the two monetary metals named is a full ment. · 
legal tender in payment of all debts, while coin of The geld coins of this country having formerly 
the ot.her metal bas not this quality. twiee been changed by law as to their bullion value, 

At present, there exists no fixed ratio between gold why shall, until an international agreement on the 
and silvllr, as monetary metals, and no free coinage subject will bav been reached, not the silver dollar, 
of silver among the leading commercial nations of the to be coined at the American mints, be changed, too, 
globe. Silver, therefore, is now in reality an as to its bullion value, so that it may become 
ordinary commodity. In consequence of this fact, temP.orarily correct, representing as nearly as possi
the American standard silver dollar has at this ble a gold dollar's worth c.f fine or pure silver, ac
writing (July 4, 1891) only a bullion value of cording to the current price of this metal in the 
from seventy eight to seventy-nine cents in gold. markets of the world T In answer to this question 
It, therefore, cannot be considered as correct the followjng views may be ventured : 
money, not being, as to its· bullion value, an Oongress might by law ordain the free and unUm
equivalent of the silver dollar, which it should be Ued coinage of a temporarily correct silver dollar, 
by law. In other word1, a gold dollar and a silver· as to its bullion value, which coinage might com
dollar bav not the same value as pieces of metal. mence at once, after the passage and approval of the 
They are only fictitiously £quivalent by the stamp respectiv act, and which, when necessary, on account 
of the government placed upon them. The A_meri· of the fluctuating price of silver, might be changed, 
can silver dollar with its present bullion value, can as to the bullion value of the silver dollar to be 
not be used as coin, but only as metal, by the people coinEd, always on and after the 1st day of January 
of this country in their commercial intercourse with following such a necessity. The ~ew, temporary 
foreign nations; it is disliked by them in their own silver dollar, when its coinage would com~ence, 
domestic intercourse, and it cannot. be rightfully should, agreeably to law, by order of the president 
made the basis of free and unlimited coinage of silver of the United States, contain a gold dollar's worth 
in the United States. Such coinage of this silver dol" of fine or pure siiver, according to the average mar
lar, depreaiated as to its bullion value, would giv the ket price of this metal during the last preceding 
most uvjust advantages to the owners of silver month. Subsequently, if necessary, a silver dollar 
bullion in this country. They, by such coinage, at with a corrected bullion value, as nearly equal a1r 
the present price of the metal, would change from posdble to a ·gold dollar's worth of fine or pure 
seventy-eight to seventy. nine cents' worth of fine or silver, should always be coined at the American 
pure silver into money worth one hundred cents in mints, on and after each lsk day of Januiry follow
gold. Such free and unlimited coinage of silver ing. For this reason it might by law be made the 
would ntcsssarily drive gold out of this country for duty of the president of the United States annually 
foreign silver, or at least out of trade into hiding- to ascertain the average market price of silver during 
places, and perhaps cause a gold premium. .More- t.be month of Dacember, and accordingly to giv in· 
over, it would probably reduce the value of the silver time the necessary order to the American mints for 
dollar in t:nde to its own metallic value, at present a correct bullion value of the silver dollar to be 
to only from seventy-eight to seventy-nine cents in aoined there during the ensuing year. This order 
geld, thus enha"cing the prices of all commodities could by law contain a change of the previous bullion 
throughout the U llited Statu. value of the silver dolJar only, if and so far as SU!'b 

By an act of Congress of Feb. 28. 1878, com~ a change would become necessary by the market 
pulsory coinage of the standard silv"r dollar was price of silver during the month of Dacember, as 
established in this country, which kind of coinage "•at.ed. Under an act of Oongress of Sept. 26, 
of the silver dollar, as far as its coinage on govern- 1890, the new silver dollar would hav the same 
ment account is concerned. haR been continued by diameter as the present standard silver dollar, dif-
act of Congress of July 14 1890, being the present fering from the latter only in thickness. · 
law on the subject. Such silver coinage should be The coinage of any, that is, of a certain tempo
abolished by Congress as soon as possible and bf' rarily correct silver dollar might be continued, until 
replaced by free and unlimited coinage of a correct by the flacluations of the price of silver its bullion 
silver dollar, being, as to its bullion value, Equal or as value would become one or more per cent more or 
nearly equal as possible to the J!'Old dollar. Sueh a less valuable than its face value or the gold dollar. 
cours~ is simply demanded by justice, and might be Then, by order ot the president, according to law, 
taken in the following manner: on and after the 1gt day of January following, a 

The government of this country would be enabled new, temporary silver dollar, with a bullion value 

corrected according- to the average market price: of 
silver during. the preceding month of December, 
should be coined at the American .. mints. 

As to 1lactuations of the market price of silver 
within a calendar year, the ·Jaw might pr()vide that, 
for this reason, the eoinage ·of the temporarily cor
rect silver dollar should not be discontinued. in the 
course of the year. Yet, for these 1iactuations, sil
ver bullion, deposited for coinage at the mints of 
the United States, might, at the wish of the owners 
of the metal and on their_ own account, be only 
reduced to fine bars. Temporarily correct silver 
dollars coined, as suggested, in two different years, 
would probably or doubtless be of a different bullion 
value. Yet this could not be helped and would · 
also do no harm. They would all d~cidedly be more 
correct as to their bullion value than the present 
standard silver dollars. 

After the accomplishment of the international 
agre!lment repeatedly referred to, all silver dollars or 
the United States not being in harmony as to their 
bullion value with the ratio between gold and silver 
to be fixed by that agreement, would, of course, 
after the cancellation of the certificates issued for 
the same, hav to be recoined by the government into 
permanently correct silver dollars, being in harmony 
with the agreement. · 

Tbe law suggested, ordaining free and unlimited 
coinage of temporarily correct silver. dollars, might 
prescribe that the owners of the silver bullion de
posited for coinage at the mint should· be entitled to 
an amount of silver dollars exactly equal in their 
weight of fine or pure silver to the weight of fine or 
pure silver deposited for their coinage. Yet the 
owners of the metal would hav to pay the cost of 
rtlfining the silver and of the alloy. The new dollars 
might, of course, at the mints be diposited with the 
government for silver CE>rt~ficates, to be issued for 
the same. .Moreover, silver bullion from different 
ownl!rs should be coined according· to the date. and 
time of its deposition at the mints. Finally, only 
silver bullion produced in the United States should 
be coined into temporarily correct silver dollars, 
while foreign silver bullion, also, if produced bythe 
melting in this country of foreig~ silver ore, coin, or 
ornaments, should be excluded from this coinage. 
The American origin of the silver bullion might 
always be established by the oath of the owners of 
the metal. The several ·legal provisions just ·sug
gested would simply be requirements of justice 
called forth by the nature of the temporarily correct 
silver dollar. -They would, as a matter of course, 
bav. to be repealed after the establishment of free 
and unlimited coinage of a permanently correct sil
ver dollar, in consequmce . of an international 
agreement.· 

The fracUonal or subsidiary silver coins of this 
country, h&lf-dolJare, quarter-dollars, and ten-cent 
pieces (dimes). might best remain undisturbed as to 
their bullion value, up to the time of the adoption 
of a fixed and and final ratio between gold and sil
ver as monetary metals by an international agree
ment, when these subsidiary silver pieces might be 
coined, too, with a correct bullion value, exactly cor
resp6nding to that of the silvet dollar piece. In 
case of the adoption by Oongress of free and unlim
ited coinage of silver, as suggested, the iseue of 
paper money by the government for silver dollars de
positEd with the same might be regulated in the 
following manner. The government should issue 
silver certificates, in denominations ordained by law 
and desired by depositors, for temporarily and later 
for permanently correct silver dollars-for the latter, 
when et.tablished by an international agreement. 
Yet, these silver certificates should always be re
deemed by silver dollars of the kind deposited .for 
the same; all temporarily correct silver dollars be
ing considered as belonging to one and the same 
kind. The kind of silver dollars deposited for them 
with the government should, of course, always be in
dicated on the certificates, when being issued for the 
silver dollars. 

The foregoing discussion relates to the adop
tion, by the American people, of a preliminary 
measure of very tedious character for bring
ing about an international · agreement as to 
a fixf:!d ratio between gold and silver as monetary 
metals for all time to come. That such an agreement 
is possible and practicable is plain and cannot be 
doubted. It would hav been accomplished long be
fore this time, if it would not bav been opposed by 
Eneland. She established gold monometallism in 
1816, a thing unknown to the world up to that time, 
for gaining financial advantages by it over other 
nations, and she now adheres to it chiefly on account 
of the bonus her merchants derive from it by their 
commerce with India, her great dependency in Asia. 
In India there exists silver monometallism. Yet, a 
great deal of .English capital bas been invested there 
on which the interest bas to be paid in gold. To 
acquire this gold, the Indian government sells in 
London for gold bills of exchange called "Indian 
council bills," which are claims· for certain sums of 
silver. 

With those bills-t.beir amount sold in London in 
1890 aggregated $76,890, 000-the English merchants, 
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having bought them;- pay for the vast quantities of 
wheat and cotton they ship from India to England in 
which latter country they receive gold -for th~se 
articles. ~hey thus, in consequence of the gold 
monometalhsm of Eo.gland and of the silver monomet
allism of India, where the council bills are equiv
alent to hard money in silver, the standard money of 
the country, derive from their commerce with India 
not only their legitimate mercantil profit, but also 
a gold premium, ·by the gold they pay for the coun
cil bills, representing silver depreciated in the mar
kets of the world, but of a permanently fixed value 
in India. England, therefore, will not voluntarily 
consent to an international agreement as to a per
manently fixed ratio between gold and silver, as 
monetary metals. She can be forced to submit to the 
result of such an agreement among the other civil
ized countries of the globe only by her own pecuniary 
interests. The government of the United S~ates 
should again, but not at present, cause an interna
_tional. conference to be held, perhaps in the city of 

· Wash1n~ton, for a final settlement of the silver ques
. tion. Yet, to this conference, for the reasons stated, 

England should not be invited. The conference 
should consist, as far as possible, of delegates from 
all E1uopean countries, EDgland excepted, and from 
all republics of North, Oentral, and South America. 
The conference, however, in order to be successful, 
should be held after the American people would hav 
tried, for at least a. couple of years, free and unlimited 
coinage of a temporarily correct silver dollar, and 
after the beneficial effects of such a measure, by a 
permanently increased price of silver, would hav 
become evident, thus indicating at the same time the 
ratio proper, internationally to be fixed between 
gold and silver as monetary metals. The former 
inharmonious ratios of Ftance, 1 to 15!, and of the 
United States, 1 to 16, became extinct in 1873 as to 
free coinage of silver, when such coinage was abol
ished in both countries. 

If· an international c:>nferenoe be held, as sug
gested, and if a ratio between gold and silver, as 
monetary metals, be permanently fixed by it, the 
results of such ·a ratio would be the following. It 
would at once be followed by a free and unlimited· 
coinage of silver in all bimetallic and silver monome
tallic countries, which coinage itself would, of course, 
support and maintain the ratio agreed upon between 
gold and silver. Then it would create correct 
money, renderiDg gold and silver coin correct, as 
to their relativ bullion value, throughout the world. 
Yet, such correct money would .prove a blessing to 
all mankind. J. G. HERTWIG. 

Washington, .D. 0. 
~---------~~-------Christianity and Evolution. 

OHBISTIANITY AND THE STATE. 

Between early Ohristianity and the paganism 
which it superseded there were, as we hav shown, 
many points of agreement. They both arose out of 
sun worship and nature worship; they each possessed 
in common many symbols and ceremonies; their 
teachings were in the main similar. B11t ~he new faith 
had this advantage-the lofty character and moral 
teachings of its supposed founder, considered in an 
impartial spirit, were undoubtedly a slight improve
ment upon prevailing ideals and sentiments. 

Not that the early Ohristians manifested any 
determined disposition to carry out the higher teach· 
ings of their master. Like their modern brethren, 
their preaching was a great deal better than their 
practice.. Dr. Janes, in his admirable work,'' A 
Study of Primitiv Ohristianity" (p. 277), says : 

Evidently the distinguishing characteristics of the grow
ing faith were not_those of notable moral superiority. The 
careful student of this period can hardly tail to confirm the 
conclusion of Dr. Hedge that the Primitiv church did not 
aim primarily at good behavior. "Had this been the end," 
he declares, "there would hav been a rapid and marked 
improvement in the morals of society. But no such im· 
provement appears." 

The admonitions of Paul and of the fathers prove, 
on the contrary, that the worst of social conditions 
were not uncommon within the bosom of Christian 
communities. That feature in the teaching of Jesus 
and his apostles which avoided cor.flict with the con
stituted authorities by inculcating the doctrin of 
non-resistance; which regarded a temporary sub
mission to social injustices as preferable to activ 
protest and forceful opposition, in view of the 
speedy destruction of the existing order of the world, 
lent itself readily to the methods of designing theo
logians and retarded the practical application of the 
principles of the gospels in the reorganization of so
ciety. 

Two important teachings of Jesus, however, 
seemed to hav taken possession of the minds ot the 
early Ohristians, viz.: The doctrin of the equa'ity of 
all men in the sight of God, which may be taken as 
the foundation of Ohristian Socialism, and the ap· 
proaching end of the world. 

That Jesus was a Oommunist in the complete 
sense of the term there can be but little doubt. He 
taught that the rich. should sell all that they pos
sessed and giv to the poor ; that poverty was a 
blessing (Luke vi, 21) ; and that the possession of 
fiches in this life was a decided impediment in the 

road to happiness hereafter (Mark x, 25). Indeed, he 
made it quite clear that Ohristians ought to share all 
they had with their friends and neighbors, especially 
with preachers like himself and his appointed 
disciples. No doubt this Socialistic or Oommu
nistic doctrin produced a mar ked effect upon the 
poorer members of the community and gave to 
early Ohristianity a great impetus. A struggling 
mass of people, dissatisfied with the conditions of 
life under which they were living, would grasp at 
the first nostrum presented to them which gave the 
promis of future improvement. Oonsequently, the 
masses, the poor, weak, ignorant, ragged mob, saw 
in the new teaching the hope of future salvation in 
this world; and it was this belief, held with touching 
tenacity and promulgated with ferocious earnestness, 
which carried them through troublous times to a 
final triumpb. 

Add to this their belief in the approaching end of 
the world and the establishment of the kingdom of 
heaven upon a new and regenerated earth (Matt. 
xxiv, 29, 30), and it will be easy to understand the 
enthusiastic and defiant spirit of these early follow-
ers of the carpenter of Nazareth. • 

This spirit led them into all kinds of extravagant 
conduct ; so that the earliest references we hav con
cerning them from authentic sources lead to the 
conclusion that they were an ignorant and noisy set 
of persons bent on any kind of mischief that would 
call the attention of the authorities to them (see 
Gibbon's" Declir::e and Fall'). 

Between the time of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus 
(date 121 to 180) and the reign of Qonstantine the 
Ohristians suffered mach from persecution, but so 
strong was the Socialistic faith within them that 
persecution only served to make them stronger in 
numbers and in the tenacious character of their 
belief. In time Ohristians made themselvs feU as a 
pomical force, and then it was tbat as an organiza
tion Ohristianity became a recognized power in the 
state. But even then the wielders of imperial 
power did not regard the new faith from a religious 
or ni.or_al standpoint-they merely looked upon it as 
a secular organization that was .making its way, and 
which was to be. counted upon in future political 
action. 

That all the Roman emperors did not consider 
Ohristianity to be a true religion which was destined 
to supersede paganism, must be seen in the fact that 
Marcus Aurelius and Julian each in turn rejected the 
new faith, which they regarded in the light of a 
crass and mischievous superstition. 

The triumph of Obristianity as a political organi
zation was brought about in the following fashion: 
The predecessor of Oonstantine, one Maximin, it 
appears, was a man of vicious habits and tyrannical 
character. AU forms of belief with which be had 
the slightest disagreement he looked upon as highly 
dangerous to the state and as such deservin~ of no 
better late than that of being stamped out cf exist
ence by the iron heels of. tyranny and persecution .. 

Oonsequently he persecuted the Ohristians with 
consistent cruelty and vindictivness; prohibited 
them from meetirg in the cemeteries and catacombs, 
confiscated their property, waged war against the 
state of Armenia, and Bought to finish the work of 
destruction by an attempt to remodel paganism to 
meet the requirements of the age. Toward the close 
of his unworthy rareer the emperor appears to hav 
repented of his harsh and cruel conduct, and, like most 
persons of vacillating character, he went to the other 
extreme, and issued an edict of toleration and recom· 
mended the pagans in future to giv the Ohristians 
every consideration-to treat them kindly and to 
adopt as many as possible of their principles. He 
also issued 11m edict commanding the restoration of 
their confiscated property, and wound up by demand
ing for the Obristian the fullest liberty of conscience. 
AU this may be taken as an indication that the Ohris· 
tians were making their hifluence felt as a political 
force to such a de11.ree as to be perfectly irresistible. 

When Oonstantine became emperor he extended 
the policy of his lredecessor, and made Ohristianity 
the religion of the state. Rome was practically on 
the verge of dissolution when Oonstantine began to 
reign, and it only needed a bold political leader to 
pronounce in favor of Ohristianity to at once put it 
in the place of honor. This Oonstantine speedily 
did. Au ambitious man, with a strong will to carry 
into Effect his nery desire, he stooped at nothin(l to 
gratify his lust of power. Oonsequently we find 
that his conduct was infamous, even when it did not 
involve the sacrifice of innocent lives. But it often 
did involve the shedding of innocent blood, and 
among his numerous victims he sacrificed his own 
flesh and blood as well as that of the stranger
" his father-in-law, his brother-in-law, Licinius, his 
own son, Orispus, his nephew, the son of Licinius, 
a boy eleven years old, and lastly his wife, FAusta." 
And this man, this cruel, heartless murderer, was 
the man who did more to make Christianity a great 
power in the world than any other person before or 
since. Think of it, good Obristians ! Ponder it ! l ! 
The subsequent growth of the Ohristian tree de
pended very largely upon being planted firmly in 
the bed of the Boman state and tended and watered 

by official sanction. There is this, however, to be 
said on behalf of Oonstantin£-he not only made 
Ohristianity the state religion, but founded a 
number of Ohristian churehes in Rome, each of which 
be supported from the public revenue. In his nat
ure were exemplified the qualities of that eccentric 
class of men who endow a dozen or a ecore of 
religions to make sure they hav got the right one. 
Even after the establishment of Obristianity as the 
state ?eligion the worship of 0Jbele continued as 
late as the fifth century. So that in taking on the 
new love Oonstantine did mot altogether abandon 
the old. It was while Oonstantine was emperor that 
Dacember 25~h was set apart as the birthday of 
Jesus; and Sunday, the first day of the week, became 
the recognized day of rest and worship-in fact, the 
holy day. Once allied to the state, Ohristianity, as 
an organized system, bPgan to Epread and to prosper. 
But ever and anon bitter feuds arose between vari· 
ous eects, and each in turn persecuted and maltreated 
the other. About this period the great theological 
cor.flict known as the Arian controversy reached 
its full bight, and a formal proclamation was m•de 
concerning the nature of Ohrist and his relationship 
to God. Fierce and bitter wae this controversy 
while it lasted. O.ne school of theologians . main
tained that the Father and the Son were eternal 
and co-equal, and that the Holy Ghost,, though he 
(she or H)' proceeded from the Father and the Son, 
was of the same af!e and co-£qual with the others 
aforenamed. Bat Arius affirmed that there was a 
time when the Father alone existed; and that, 
although the Son was in existence before the world, 
the Father existed alone before time began. And 
the question was finally . settled by the Oouncil of 
Nice, and is now embodied in the orthodox creed 

AnTBUR B .. Moss. 
---------------~~~---------------Oil Prayer. 

Will any one of the ninety thousand clergymen 
of the United States tell me what benefili there is in 
prayer T Will they tell me when any prayer was 
ever answered T Tell me what the prayer was for 
mnd all about it. I hav lived more than ninety years 
and hn eeen hundreds of men who thought it their 
duty to kneel and pray svery night and morning, 
and again to ask a blesEiflg at every meal, but never 
knew a single one of all these prayers to be answered. 
We read that Ohrist, when in the garden with his 
disciples, left them, and went alone and prayed 
saying, "Oh my Father, if it be possible, let this 
cup p11se from me; nevertheless not as I will but as 
thou wilt." He then returned to his disciples, but 
after a little while he went away again and repeated 
the same prayer and returned again to his disciples, 
but after alittle time went and pray£d the third 
time, repeating the same words. 

It is utderstood. that by this cup he meant his 
crucifixion, and be was praying not to be crucified. 
Now, if the Father and Son were one; how could 
they bav two willa ? If they were one, as the Bible 
says they are, hew could the Father hav a will to 
crucify his son while the son had a will not to be 
crucified? Here is one of the many pl11.in contra
dictions of the Bible ! The Bible says God is su
preme in power, wisdom, mercy, and love. If so, 
why could not God hav forgiven the sins of men 
and exercised his marcy and love by sparing his son 
instead of pouring out his wrath and vengeance on 
the innocent? Even the prayer Gf Ohrist was not 
answered, though uttered in agony three times over l 
And then, when on the crosP, his whole weight 
hanging on the nails through his hands and feet 
and the blood flowing from his side, in terrible agony 
he cried out, "My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken me~" And not one word did he receive 
in reply! Oould anything be more devilish than 
that T If there is a being worthy to called God it is 
impossible for man to tell a greater lie about him. 
No such being would torture the innocent that way 
for the sins of the guiHy. 

If this story about Ohris~·~~ prayers and crucifixion 
is true, it contradicts many other pass~ages of script
ure and prov1 s that Christ was a man and noli at one 
with God. 

The Bible says, "If ya hav ftr,i.th as a grain ot 
mustard seed ye shall say unto this mountain, Be 
thou removed and be tbo11 casli into the sea, and it 
shall be done." The nimty thousand clergymen in 
this country profess to believe that the Bible was 
inspired by a supreme being, and a friend bas 
authorized me to cffer the ninaty thousand $500 
if all of them praying together will remove a 
dead fly or a thimbleful of dirt one inch on 
my table at any time that they may appoint; the 
money to be paid immediately on condition that one
half of it be divided equally among the mothers of 
illegitimate children born to American clergymen 
during the first year after their prayers hav per
formed the miracle. Now, reverend gentlemen, if 
your Bible dootrin about prayel.' is true, you bav an 
opportunity to prove it and doubtless to benefit 
quite a number of mothers that may be found weep
ing over unwelcome children. In ninety years of 
careful observation I bav never known a prayer to 
be answered. J. HAOKEB. 
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Sunday Laws. 
The following article is from the edilorial columns 

of the Ohristian Statesman, published at P.hiladel· 
phia, Pa., June 25 1891: 

The American Sentinel quotes with approbation the lan
guage of the secretary or the Washington Secular Union in 
arguing against our S•bbath laws: "Workingmen need to 
sleep at nlght. Shall we hav a civil law decreeing under 
a penalty of fine and imprisonment, what time all shall go to 
sleep? Shall we hav an act of the council compelling all 
persons to eat between the hours of twelve and one? If the 
people of the Uaited States do not know enough to rest on 
Sunday, or any other day when they need rest, it is certain 
they much more require a law to send them to bed at night." 

This reasoning is valid against those who would take our 
Sabbath laws exclusivly on ph7siological or economic con
siderations, but the National Reform Association has not 
made this mistake. While appreciating the value of the 
argument from nature it has al wan held that the only ulti
mate foundation for the law of God, which has reserved 
one-seventh of man's time from secular uses, has mnde the 
right to rest during that portion of time, one of the chiefest 
human rights, and made the obligation of rest as billding on 
states and nationa as on individuals. 

That the sole objact of Sunda.y lr.ws is to enforce 
religious observance of the day has been before ad
mitted by the leading Sunday law advocates. 

R~v. Wilbur Crafts declared, "Taking religion out 
of the day, hkes the rest out." 

Dr. Joe Cook, lecturing on Sunday laws, said, 
"The experience of centuries shows, however, that 
you will in vain endeavor to preserve Sunday as a 
day of rest unless ycu preserve it as a day of wor
ship. Unless Sabbath observance be founded upon 
religious rer.sons you will not long maintain it." 

It being admitted that Sunday is a religious insti
tution, any legislation, national, state, county, or 
municipal, in reg11.rd to its obdervan:ce must be nn· 
constitutional. 

How men should conduct thamselvs toward their 
fellow-men, it is for civil government to decide; 
that is the vary purpose of its existence; but as re
gards our duty toward God, no civil government 
can of right hav anything to do; that rests solely 
between man and his God. 

Civil government has nothing to do with what we 
owe to God, or whether we owe him anything or not, or 
whether, if we do owe him anything; we pay it or not. 

Gaorge Washington said: 1
' Every man who con

ducts himself as a good citizen is accountable alone 
to God for his religious f&ith, mnd is to ba protected 
in worshiping God according to the dictates of his 
own conscience." 

Our Dational Constitution provides that the civil 
government shall hav nothing to ·do with religion, or 
what pertains to GJd; but shall leave that to every 
man's conscience and his God. As long as he is a 
good citiz3n the civil government must protect him 
and leave him perfectly frea to worship whom he 
pleases, when he pleases, as he pleases, or not at all 
if he pleases. 

In 1796 in the treaty msde with Tripoli, General 
Washington declared, "The Government of the 
United States of America is not in any sense founded 
on the Christian religion." . 

The very first amendment to the Constitution of 
the United States was adopted by the first Congress 
in 1798, "Congress shall make no·law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free ex
ercise thereof." 

The state constitution of Washington, Art. I, sec. 
11, reads: "Absolute freedom of conscience in all 
matters of religious sentiment, belief, and worship 
shall be guaranteed to every individual, and no one 
shall be moleBted or disturbed in person or property 
on !l.ccount of religion." 

The plea heretofore insisted on, and the sophism 
with which some judges hav sought to justify their 
perversion of right, juetice, and the sacred provisions 
of the Constitution, has been : the enforced Sunday 
observance was not a religious but a civil law. Sun
day advocates declare they do not desire a law to 
enforce religious observance of the day, but Iii civil 
law, a sani~ary ordin~~ce, their interest not being tor 
the upholdmg a religious observance, but a loving 
desire to provide rest for the poor dear wage
workers. 

Now the chief organ of the Gad-in-the-Constitu
tion and the SJt.bb!ath Union fanatics, representing 
the tnajority of the Ptotes~ant ministers and their 
churches, admits the truth, that it is not a civil enact
ment they are working for, but a law to compel 
religious observance of Sund11y. 

Religious zeal ei::Jlists the strongest prejudices of 
the human mind ; and when misdirected under the 
delusiv pretext of doing God service excites the 
worst passions of our nature. When ma~ undertakes 
to. become God's avenger he becomes a demon. 
Driven by the f~eEJzy of a religious zeal, he loses 
~ve~y gentle feebng, f 3lt'~ets every claim alike of 
JllStice, mercy, and humanity, and become·s ferocious 
and unrelenting. 

If there is a day which \he almighty desires should 
be exolusivly devo~ed to his worship-and remem
ber, the proof both biblical and historical is that 
SA urday, the seventh, and not Sunday, the first, is 
thah d&y-would it no~ be better to rely on his 
almighty power than on the arm of the law T 

C. B. REYNOLDS. Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 

A Great, Big Time. 
When the words, "A Great, Big Time," are written 

by a Portsmouth Secularist, descriptiv of a Ftee
thought meeting or Liberal lecture course, you are 
safe in wagering your last article of value that 

R'Jme has howled just once again. 
Oar first "big time" was when the fourteenth 

congress pursued its mission in our midst. This 
was last November. Oar second "big time" began 
last Saturday night, and finished with the midnight 
hours of Tuesday; Its dimensions did not equal 
those of the congress, but it was a '' big time," all 
the same. A free lecture-course we had; Samuel P. 
Putnam was the speaker, and the Grand Opera 
House the place. His lectures were able and pro
found. His best Efforts were those of the opening 
and closing nights respectivly, the subject of the 
former being 11 The Drlmands of Liberalism," and 
that of the latter, "The Religious Conspiracy." This 
last it seemed. to me was his masterpiece. His 
whole soul was in its delivery. Grandly, magnif
icently he presented it, showiDg the position of the 
Catholic church and its allies in the politics of 
to-day. His tribute to our fhg and our country's 
Constitution was a wo:aderful piece of acting, stirring 
the patriotism and winning the admiration of his 
hearers. In short, all his talks were an unfolding of 
magnetic oratory, adorned by strong, convincing 
words. · 

The distinguished gentleman was with us four 
days and five nights. He came within our gates last 
Ftiday night, when he was met by a committee of 
citizens, roya~ly received, and then . driven to the 
Biggs's, his headquarters during his stay. The draw· 
ing cards to his lectures were open-air concerts 
by the River City band, under the leadership of 
Prof. George Ith; sweet singing by Magnolia 
Quartet, composed· of Messrs. Sbunake, Woods, 
Haley, and Justice; and piano music by Miss Sarah 
Stevens. Of the open-air concerts it can be said, 
they equaled those of traveling professional bands. 
The music they gave was of that catchy character 
that thrills the frame of man and sets his feet to 
patting. To tllis band we tip. our hat and offer up 
-not a prayer-but three rousers and a tiger. 

Magnolia Q11artet did well. They always do. 
They are natural- born singers, and make notes, 
sweetly entrancing, do their bidding. 

The piano selections by Miss Stevens were ex
ceedingly fine. Her pretty touching of the ivory 
keys brought forth that which makes of earth a 
paradise-the best and choicest music. 

By way of advertising we were granted space in 
the local columns of all our city papers, both before 
and after the lecture. The sidewalks and street 
crossings were chalked in big and glaring letters 
thus: 11 Putnam at the Grand," 11 Put-nam's Free 
Lecture, July 11, 12, 13, and 14; Free!" and other 
similar phrases ; and dodgers reading thus as ap
pended were scattered throughout the city:" 

FBBB LEOTUl!BS I 
At the Grand 0 pera House, 

Commencing Saturday, July 11th, and continuing Sunday, 
Monday, and Tuesday ni~hts. 

Ron. Samuel P. Putnam, Humanity's Friend, the speaker. 
Open-air concerts by River City band. 

Sweet singing by Magnolia Q'1artet-Shunake, Woods, 
Haley, and Justice. 

And other musical attractions. 
Everybody invited. · Admission Free. 
At the wind-up of the lecture course I presented 

the following, which was adopted, and ordered 
inscribed on our minutes and published in Secular 
papers: · 

The ability and the genius of Samuel P. Putnam shine 
out across the Secular world like "stars of the morning." 
His dtorts on behalf of intellectual liberty are felt and rec· 
ognlzed by the masses of our land. This and more his visit 
reiterates and acclaims. Therefore be it 

R1solv d, .That the Portsmouth Secular Union extends its 
unanimous appreciation of the gentleman named; and fur
ther, that to him we glv our thanks and cheers, and our 
best and choicest wishes. 

Thus closed the visit of Samuel P. Putnam to old 
Portsmouth. True, it was his first, but it shall not 
be his last. We like him. He is, as Ingersoll says, 
11 a person who compels the admiration of all who 
love the just and the true." WILL S. ANDRES. 

Portsmouth, 0., June 15, 1891. 

The Way to Tax the Churches. 
There are Nine Demands the L1berals of the land 

demand, and hav long so done, and as yet got none 
of them, and unless they take some more effectiv 
step they never will. One-and the most important 
one-is, equal taxation of all property, and no privi
leged exemption of any sort or persons. The question 
is, How can we accomplish this reform! We cannot 
expect to get all of our desired refOims in a lump 
a11 d at one time. We are to get them one at a time ; 
and taxation of churches and clergymen is one of the 
most important of them all, and is the m(lst obtain
able of all, for nearly all people would be glad to 
hav all such exempted property brought under the 
ban of taxation. Now, the way to proceed to obtain 
a law for taxing all such exempted property is to 
commence in our ·primary political meetings, com
mencing with our caucus gatherings, putting in 

nomination persons for legislatures pledged to use all 
honorable means in tbeir power to procure a state 
law taxing all property alike. Bllt few would objeot 
to such a movement, and these few would obj act 
from selfishness more than from justice. If the com
mon people, the ones wno euff ~r the injustice of our 
preeent taxation laws, will use the power that is in 
their hands, and nominate persons who will use· their 
effJrts for so desirable an end, relief will soon be 
had. 

Ministers, and that class of people they so easily 
conlrol, are ever watchful and ready to obtain legis
lativ favors, and when they cannot get them openly, 
they ~et them on the sly, ts in the case of their 
Sabbath law, which is, _11 If a man is seen carrying in 
band a fish-pole on the Sabbath, or a gun on the 
Sabbath, it is prima facie evidence he is violating a 
Sabbath law and must be punished." 

I hope TBE TnUTB SEEKER and all other good 
papers willtgitate this subject of putting in nomina
tion to compose our next state Assembly persons 
instructed to obtain a law that will afford relief 
from this unfair exemption in taxation. 

This thing ought to hav been reeort11d to long ago, 
and then the evil so long complained of would not 
now be in existence. Think of this thing, ye 
overburdened tax· payers-like Sin bad, in the tale 
of the 11 Nights," who carried the old man on his 
shoulders and did not know enough to throw him 
df . Let every man pay his own debts, his own in
terest, and his own taxes, and not depend on others. 

Hamilton, N. Y. CARLTON RreE. 

The :Mecklenburg Detlaration of Independence 
a Myth. 

In the Open Oourt of July 21 Mr. Conway has an 
article on the D"claration of Independenf'e from 
which I extract the following : · 

.From the county of Mecklenburg, N.C., came resolutions 
passed May 31 and June 10, 1775, demanding the orgamza
tion of an lndependent government. Congress would not 
allow such treasonable resolutions to be read before it, and 
t.he written records were lost. Jtfferson pronounced the 
Mecklenburg resolutions mythical. But lately a copy of the 
South Carolina Gazette of June 13, 1775, has been discovered 
containing the resolutions. It is in Charleston, and I hav 
seen a photograph copy. 

Mr. Conway is mistaken in saying that 11 the writ
ten records were lost." Nat only did some of them 
appear in Northern newspapers, but he will find them 
er.tire in Wheeler's "History of North Carolina," 
published in 1851 ; and they are extracted from the 
South Carolina Gas,ette and Oounty Journal of 
June, 1775. 

It is misleading to say that" Jefferson pronounced 
the Mecklenburg resolutions mythical." In 1819 
John Adams transmitted to Jefferson a copy of four 
resolutions purporting t.o hav been adopted at Char
lott~, N.C., May 20. 1775, which strikingly paralleled 
with the D.aclaration of Independence. Jefferson 
had never: before heard of them, and pronouuced 
them spurious. To bav admitted their genuinness 
would hav convicted himself of plagiarism. Even 
John Adams was not long in discrediting them. 

But neither Adams nor Jefferson was aware (or 
possibly may hav for~otten) that there was a meeting 
at Charlotte, N. C., May 31, 1875, which passed not 
those four but twenty other resolutions of a revolu
tionary character, though falling short of a declara
tion of independence, and containing no expressions 
paralleling the Daclaration of July 4, 1776. 

Those twenty resolutions were transmitted f;o 
EnRland by Governor Wright of Gaorgis, June 20, 
177 5, and by Governor Martin of North Carolina, 
June 30, 1775. I quote part of Governor Martin's 
letter to the secret1ry of state, London : 

The resolves of the committee of Mecklenburg, which 
your lordship will find in the inclosed newspaper, surpass all 
the horrid and treasonable publications that the Inflammatory 
spirits of the continent hav yet produced. . . . A copy 
of these resolves, I am informed, were sent off, by express,. 
to the Congress at Philadelphia, as soon as they were passed 
in the committee. 

For a few years past the people of North Caro
lina hav been celebrating the oo.called Mecklenburg 
Daclaration of Independence of May 20, 1775. The 
date is wrong by eleven days. Old style is said to 
hav been followed in th•t colony, so that May 20 ;h 
was actually Mlly 31~t new style. Nor did that 
meeting pass any resolution like the following: 

Resolved, That we do hereby declare ourselvs a free and 
independent people, and of right ought to be a sovereign 
and self. governing association, under the control of no power 
other than that of our God and the general government of 
the Congress, to the maintenance of which independence we 
solemnly pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes, and 
our most sacred honor. 

This was one of the four fabricated resolutions 
first published in 1819, which dumfounded Adams, 
and, if genuin, would hav proved Jt:fferson a plagia
rist. The people of Mecklenburg county did rebel 
and did form an independent local government; and 
thus resolved to continue that self-government 
"until instructions from the Provincial Oongress reg
ulating the jurisprudence of the province shall pro
vide otherwise, or the legislativ body of Great Brit
ain resign its unjust and arbitrary pretensions with 
respect to America." 
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It was a bona fide local rebellion in MEcklenburg 
county, but there is no language in the twenty reso
l,ltions of May 31, 1775, which parallels with the 
'DJclaration of lrdependence of July 4, 1776; and 
bad Jt:fferson in 1819 been aware of the existence of 
those genuin resolutions he would not bav discred
ited them. It was the fabricated resolutions that he 
pronounced mythical. W.' H. Bunn. 

Washi11gton, .D. 0., July 16, 1891. 

. 'The A. and Z of .Money. 
All that money can do is to pay the difference 

arising from the exchange of things. It was born 
of debt, and no matter whether we use metal or 
paper signs they represent credit (confidence or 
trust) in circulation. Withdraw our aoLfidence in 
gold and it is worthless ; place that co:r;fidenae in 

· bends and they do all the work of money. 
Why hav governments generaliy been the issuers 

d the money signs ! Simply because they are the 
largest creditors of and debtors to their people, 
drawing from them the revenues and paying the 
revenues out to their servitors and contractors. 
Therefore the executive stamped their Effigies on 
the pieces of money to indicat'e they would be 
.received back in payment of taxes. 

As governments are merely agents, we may say 
that the servitors and contractors owe services and 
commodities to people and people owe back to the 
servitors. the like things. When the service is 
rendered the money tokens are ~iven in evidence 
thereof, and receivers deliver them back to people for 
things they require. Now, if any company of men 
were doing business and had within themselvs all 
the things their employees want, you would not find 
them going about to dig gold at tbe cost of a dollar 
for.a hundred cents' worth, or borrowing bills of 
other men to settle so simple a transaction. Any 
simple cheap sign would suffice.. In fact, our banks 
nse the clearing-house to settle their vast trcmsaa
tions. And but for their interference people (i. e., 
government) would: do likewise. Every dollar bill 
i~sued goes first to servitors, contractcra, pensioners, 
etc., who call on people for commodities, eta., and 
from the people it goes right into their treasury in 
payment of revenue. Some $3,000,000 per 'day are 
thus put into circulation. But we either buy gold 
or borrow bills, and burden our currency with this 
useless cost for the people to pay. 

0 ae word more. As money is not the thing used, 
which thing is its representativ, we violt.te the very 
law of its being by declaring any rare precious 
metal to be the money. This enables dew to monop
olize all money. But nature asserts herself against 
our statutes, because, from ninety.four to ninety
eight per cent of all money signa are of paper sno
poeed to be based on somebody's gold or silver. So 
when panic comes, as it must often do under snob 
abominable misregulation, the whole ninety. four or 
ninety-eight per cent stands for redem,ption by the 
six or two per cent of metal as the case may be. 

Oan anyone deny the facts and principles herein 
laid down? 
. Oome on with the old sneer about cheap money 
arid over-issues, as though cheapness were evil, as 
though over-issues of paper were worse or different 
from over-issues of gold or silver. Declare the real 
money to be the only lawful money and one dollar 
paper will always equal one hundred cents. 

HqLT. 

sufftlr a witch to liv." This comin1nd is found 
intermixed with instruc~ions to the then dominant 
priesthood. U.nder the bead of witchcraft., one cian 
easily imagin every 11pecies of performance, orgie, 
and mysterious incantation now better understood 
under the more modern titles of animal magnetism, 
mesmerism, impressible psychology, hypnotism, and 
lastly, Spiritualism. 

I think the word witchcraft occurs thirteen times 
in the Hebrew Bible. Saul, the first king of the 
Jews, was anointed to fill that o-ffice by the high 
priest Samuel, and he was particularly severe on the 
practice of witchcraft, seeming to dread its disturb
ing ir fluence ; for he declared death to anyone hav
ing a familiar spirit (probably now recogniz~d as a 
alairvoyani ). · 

And yet, bad as was King Saul's opinion of -witch
craft, he could not but· acknowledge its truth and 
tfficacy; for in his desperation, when the priesthood 
and the people went against him, be, in dislluise with 
a few followers, sought out the woman at Endor to 
obtain advice; and she, at the risk of her life, raised 
tbe spirit of Samuel, who truthfully told his fate, 
that to-morrow the battle would go against him and 
be and his two sons would be slain. 

We seem to be awakening now in this age to a 
recognition of another and more refined realm of 
existence after death. Principles ever remain the 
same, and it is little wonder that like principles in 
their operation should· produce like effects. The 
well-org&nized, comfortable priesthood of to. day are 
a far-sighted Bet of tradesmen; and when the time 
arrives when religion is not btsed as now, on igno
rance and pretense, but on the scientific contempla
tion of facts, there will be Jess charlatanism, less 
superficial ostentation and reilgions parade, but true 
scientific piety. · DAVID BooaE. 

Some Soul Questions Answered. 
Oil pages 237 and 238 of W. S. Bell's "Hand 

Book of Freethought," I find a series of twenty.five 
soul questions which I propose to answer, believing 
that I can answer the moat of them correctly. 

1. Where does the soul come· from? Ans. It is 
everywhere and ean come from anywhere. 

2 Is the soul an entity or non-entity T Ans. An 
entity. · 

3. Of what is the soul composed! A.ns. Electricity. 
4. When does the soul enter the body, before or 

after birth? Ans. Before birth it enters the fetus 
with the blood through the umbilicus. After birth 
it enters with every bite of food, with every drillk of 
water, and with every inspiration of air. 

i. In what part of the body is the soul? Ans. In 
all parts of it. . 

6. If the soul is in all parts of the body, what 
becomes of that part of the soul contained in an 
amputated part of a living body T Ans. It goes 
with the amputated part, but ceases to animate it, 
because its supply of constructiv material is cut off; 
it then acts deatructivly upon the amputated part. 

7. Is the soul an organization independent of the 
body 1 Ans. No. , 

8. Does the soul develop as the body develops? 
Ans. As every material molecule has its quantum of 
soul a~soaiated with it, the strength sod quantity cf 
the individua~ soul increases with the body, and vice 
versa. 

9. Is the soul of an infant of the same size and 
weight as the soul of an adult 1 Ans. It has no 
weight; it is imponderable. 

Is Immortality Being :Qemonstrated 1 10. Is the soul of a negro of the same color as the 
We think it may be conceded as a fact, that the soul of a Oanaasian T Aus. It bas no color, it is 

maj )rity of this world of humanity hope for immor- invisible. 
tahty or a continuation of existence after death ; 1L Is the soul of an idiot as well developed as 
and it is only among the learned logicians that the the soul of an intelligent person? Ans. Its material 
subject becomes a matter of doubt. This latter con- battery is defeativ and it works imperfectly. 
dition of thought has the logic of the schools to 12. When does the soul leave the body . . . ? 
support its skepticism, and when through simple Ans. It is all the time leaving the body with the 
Spiritualism its advocates attempt to enforce proof exhalations, perspirations, and excrements. When 
leading to convia~ion, these learned savants scorn- the body dies ita quantum of soul remains with it 
fully reject its evidence with a pooh, pooh. and acts destructivly upon it, instead of construativly. 

It waa on the death of the writer's wife in the year 14 If a living person was placed in an air-tight 
1832 that his attention was forced seriously to nfl~ct jar sealed hermetically at death, how would the soul 
on immortality. That an intelligent and beloved make its ~~>xit! Ans. If the ju was glass, a non
companion should in one short minute be a k'ational, conducting material, it could not m11ke its exit. 
conversable being, and in tha next a speechless 17. Where and at what distance ftom the earth is 
corpse ! the soul land located? Ana. The earth is just as 

As the Bible and New Testament throw no light muAh a soul land as any other land? 
on this ambiguous subject, the writer had, like the 21. Ol what shape is the soul! Ans. It has no 
rest of humanity, to wait for tbe developments taking shape. It flows in circuits in and around material 
place at Hydesville by the Fl>x family, that an bodies. 
intercourse could be obtained through spirit rap- 22 · 0 r what color is the soul T It has no color. 
pings and other manifestations. It was found at 23. Does the soul retain its eex 7 Ana. What is 
Hydesville, after numerous trials, that spirits could called positiv and negativ electricity are the sexes of 
rap out their sentiments by reaponding to the call soul, and they were married and became one before 
of the alphabet. From this time forward the work we got acquainted with them, and we cannot divorce 
was done. them. 

Although the Jewish Bible throws no light on 24. Wht>n and where are the souls made, or did 
the subject of Spiritualism, there are yet abundsmt they always exist! Ans. No one can answer that 
,ccounts to show that under the head of witchcraft question. Soul existed before men began to write 
t.beir invisible friends tried various crude wsys to history. The souls of men. are only made in the 
get themselvs recognized by mortals. senss th!lt a drop of water is made in the cloud or a 

In the second book of Moses, called Exodus, verse drnp of dew on a grass blade. 
13, chapter xxiii, it is commanded, "T.tl.ou e~~ :r;tot . ~5, We bav five infallible witnesses to prove the 

existence of matter, n&mely, hearing, seeing, tasting 
smelling, and feeling. By these five witnesses w~ 
prove the existence and component parts of matter. 
0An yon by the aid of these five senses prove the 
existence of souls! Ana. By the aid of these five 
senses we can prove that there is a di:ff.;rence between 
a live man and a dead one. The de11d man has all 
the materi&l in him that the live m11.n has, yet he 
Jacks the five senses, becaUEe the soul has gone to 
sleep. We can see lightning and hear thunder, but 
we cannot see the agent or force which produces it. 
We can see material bodies attract and repel each 
other, but we Ollnnot discover by our senses the thing 
that makes them do it. We can change their attrac
tion and repulsion with<?nt adding material to them 
or taking it from them. If we touch any malarial 
body which is more highly charged with electricity 
than our bodie£1, i.e., has mora tban its quantum of 
soul, we experien11e a change of feflling, yet we a&n 
not see, hear, taste, l!lmell, weigh, or me!f.sure the 
thing which p1·oduced that sensation. 

I find some quotations from Ptof. John Tyndall 
on pages 232-233 of this " Hand Bock," which ehow 
that Professor Tyndall bad the O!l.rt m· pulling the 
horse. He had matter the forcs governing mind. 
If I were to say that I regarded brick !!IS the power 
by which houses were built, the peopie would either 
dub me as a crank, or ·would think that I did not 
understand the use of ]angnage ~nd bad made it say 
something which I did not. ms•n. P. F. SBuMAll:ER. 

Flat Oretk, La, June 22. 291. 
P. S.-Prof. John Tyndall wils a Materialist; and 

had eulted ideas of matter. Some authorities define 
the word matter in such a manner as to make it 
cover the universe. Webster's "Practio~>l Diction
ary," in defining matter, aaya: "S11bject cf thought, 
emotion, speech, or action." Now, this is trying to 
drive deity and soul entirely out of the field. I 
make a distinction and divide the universe into two 
entities, electricity [spirit] and matter. Matter 
is ponderable, electricity is not. The phenomena of 
chemistry indicate that matter consists of indissol
uble and indestructible atoms. There are no phe· 
nomena indicating that electricity is composed of 
atoms. 

It is saitl that Dr. Franklin bottled electdcity and 
corked it up. If this be true, it seems to me that 
electricity was disassociated with mllltter. P. F. S. 

Parochial School DiRciplin. 
Ft·om tile .Anrtuo, Wtsconst11. Republican. 

The most shocking and horrible spectacle of 
human brutality imaginable wa-a brought to our 
attention Monday. F. Wege and wife came into our 
office immediately after dinner, having with them two 
bright-lac king little girls, one nine and the other 
eleven years of age. They asked us to look at the 
hands, wriste, and arma of the two little girls. We 
did, and found them to be veritable pt ff bella. The 
little palms were as swollen as the skin would permit, 
and the fingers were like inflated bladders. Black 
and blue spots and open ants were noticeable all 
over the bands and wrists. We asked the cause of 
such plight, and this is what the parez:ts told us : 

"The little girls hav been attending the Oatbolia 
parochial school. One week ego we took them to 
the maHnee of 'Little Lord Fontleroy,' given by the 
Noble Brothers. They were told by the sisters whb 
are in charge of the school, not to attend ; in case 
they did they would be punished. We kept them 
home one week, and when they returned to school 
this morning they were whipped with rawhides, with 
the result you see. Besides, the little girls were told 
if they said anything to us about the whipping they 
would be punished more severely, if they (the teach-
ere) found it out." · 

We 11sked if the little girls told the teachers that 
they bad the consent of their parents to go to the 
show. 

"Yes," w"s the answer, "and the teachers said 
that made no difference, they must do as they told 
them, and not -as their pmrents s1id." . 

The p&re:nts said if the little girls hAd wished to 
keep the fact of the whipping a secret, they could 
not bav done it, becl!.ose their banda were so badly 
lacersted that they could not handle the knives 1nd 
forks at the dinner table. 

They were thoroughly srousedover the inhuman
ity of the teachers and said they would see if there 
were not some way to punish them in the courts. 
They said they had all the £<xperienae of the paro
chial echools tbey wanted. Hereafter their children 
would attend the public school. 

Tuesday a warrant was issued by Judge Finucane 
against Sister Luidgardes for whipping the children. 
She was brought iiJto court, and the osee was cou
tinued until the return of F~.~.~btr Takkan, who wu 
absent from the aH.y. 

------~~------
How powerful is th ... d.U!Jittl of words when they 

hav once bPeri reeeivsd. Tne multitude setzg upon 
WOrds Which fill all mou},hR 6V"ll in t.be midi!t of factS 
the most contran .-NopolPn>~ Ronn.pa;rte. 

SEND for catalog of owr pub,,catl•Jns. Ssnt freo 
on application. 
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«ommnnitJtlions. 

Why I Cannot Be a Christian.-Coneluded. 
In these latter days the priest vehemel).tly asserts 

that all improvements in the condition of mankind are 
due to the Christian religion. Ba.t the faat is, retro
gression in everything that belongs to liberty and 
progress took place during centuries of Dark Ages 
under Christian domination, and proves the assump
tion false. Man is now progressing in spite of a 
croaking, threatening priesthood. 

Many of the historical asseverations in the gospels 
cannot be true. A monk in his cloister, where no 
light of the natural world can enter, is ever ready 
to invent a circumstance that may add support to his 
particular theory. Hence, we hav the story of the 
immaculate conception in one place, and the claim 
that Joseph is the fAther of Jesus in another. Thus 
we hsv the story of the "holy family" fleeing into 
Egypt, not so much to escape the sword of Herod 
as "that the scripture might be fulfilled." Thus 
we bav many other ridiculous things· done " that 
the scripture might be fulfilled." And thus 
we hav the stories that the earth was darkened for 
three hours at the time of the crucifixion ; that the 
earth did quake; that the graves were opened and 
many bodies of the saints came out of the graves 
and appeared unto many, etc. 

Now, Judea was the particular spot on this earth 
where all these marvels are said to hav taken place, 
and this spot was governed at that time by authority 
of the Roman empire. Had these wonders of the 
gospels actually occurred, surely such historians and 
poets as Philo, Pliny, and Josephus, all of whom 
flourished about the time, must ha.v heard something 
of them. Strange that these learned men wrote 
nothing about such momentous events, while later 
on the Christian monk saw how each tale would 
round out his theory and "fulfill the scripture." 
Herod was amen&b1e to R::lme, and Rome was tolerant 
of all religions. H& could not bav slaughtered the 
infants of Bethlehem withou~ being impeaGhed. 
Yet, notwithstanding the lamentations of the moth· 

• ers, none save the writers of the gospels ever knew 
of this terrible method of fulfillin~ scripture. Accord
ing to this story, instead of Jesus dying for the 
sake of others, these children died for his sake. 
Such grossly manufactured testimony is tolerated 
only in theology. 

The quotations in the New Testament from the 
Old, such as "He shall be called a N · z uene," 
"They parted my raiment among them, and for my 
vesture they did cast lots," " A bone of him shall 
not be broken," etc., «That the scripture might be 
fulfilled," in their original import furnish no ground 
for the aMempt to make Jesus or any other man a 
Go4 . -

While Jesus lived no one, not even his apostles, 
thought him a GJd; and to this day his own coon· 
trymen, save 11 mere handrul, scout the idea that ever 
a Jew was born a Gad. The story of his immaculate 
conception wM an afterthought and does not st,.nd 
alone. The concs'ption of his cou~in John the Bap
tish was brougM about by the same accommodating 
angel in the same manner; and the Buddhists be. 
lieve that B11ddb.a had a like supernatural con
ception. 

This globe on which we dwell is only one of myr
iads circling in the heavens, and the priests tell ·us 
that the almighty cre•tor of all these worlds 
gathered himself up in the similitude of a Jew, 
suffered hunger and stripes ftt the hands of his own 
creatures, and, with the weight of the sins of the 
world crushing him in supernatural agony, died 
an ignominious death on a cross. How can we re
spect the great ruler of all things and believe such 
absurd stuff! 

Fourth : Some conclusions. 
Never yet was progress made in truth and liberty 

of thought but through Infidelity to existing ortho
doxy. Oonservativ orthodoxy would keep the world 
in perpetual bondage, but Infidelity forces it to shift 
its position. Jesus was an Infidel. He denounced 
the priests and rich monopolists, prophesied the ele
vation of . the poor, and suffered martyrdom for his 
Infidelity to the then prevailing orthodoxy. 

The teachings of J as us were welcomed by the poor 
. far and wide in the Roman empire, and the sagacioul!! 
Oonstantine, by adopting the cross for his banner, 
made himself emperor. 

On the breaking up of the Roman empire, which 
began soon after, Christianity had become so strong 
that its church established an orthodoxy more intol
erant than ever; and for a thousand years thereafter 
this church held the mind of man in bondage, not 
allowing an Infidel to breathe the fresh air of heaven. 
This church destroyed or prohibited everything not 
con}listent with its SUJ?ernatural dogmas. Scarcely 
a discovery was made 10 astronomy, in natural his
tory, or in physical science that did not meet with 
condemnation and persecution at the bands of ig
norant, bigoted Ohristians. Even Newton was ac
cused of " dethroning the deity." The knowledge 
of the world was nearly obliterated. The sun of 

human progress was forced to set in a long night of 
Dark Aget~, and the fearful torch of hell was the 
substitute. The Dark Ages indisputably were the 
result of church power and intolerance. It was not 
till the fourteenth century that, owing to compara· 
tiv laxity of church supervision, men began again to 
think, to write, to publish ; and heresy and Infidelity 
grew apace. The Reformation soon followed; and 
in the contest between an "infallible church" and 
those who claimed the right to differ with it, millions 
of linn hav been sacrificed. In the collision the old 
church was rent in pieces ; and each one of the 
pieces now claims, in face of all history, that the 
Christian church has been at all times the special 
promoter and supporter of libedy and progress. 
No claim could be more false. The philosopher, 
eeientjst, and heretic are not now tortured in prison 
or roasted alive, for the divided church has lost its 
former power. But the fragments of the once uni· 
versal ~hurch are now itching for more influence 
and control, and already there are symptoms of a 
growing disposition to again unite; already Prot
est.ant and Catholic priests shake hands on the 
same platform. Woe be to man when the different 
sects unite their forces to again stifl3 intellectual 
progress. The battle for liberty will then hav to 
be fought again. 

Exercising the right to examin and reject the 
supernatural dogmas of a superannuated church is 
flOOd Infidelity. The success of the RevPlution of 
1776 was due largely to Infidelity. The /dogmas of 
the divine right of kings and the duty to " obey the 
powers ihat be," as taught by the church, were 
ignored by the patriots. Many prominent men of 
that day were Infidels. Washington declares, in a 
letter to a friend, "The government of the United 
States is not in any eense founded on the Ohristian 
religion." . 

To day the fa<Jt is self-evident that liberty and 
progress advance in line with Infidelity to the super
natural dogmas of the church. In England and the 
United States, where these benefits are enjoyed in 
tbe greatest degree, do we find the most Infidelity; 
while in nations where a united church retains the 
mastery ecclesiastic slavery still exists. It is also 
true that in the highest intellectual centers we find 
the most positiv Infidelity. 

And this Infidelity is ~ow influential enough 
throughout a large portion of Ohristendom to pre
vent the use of dungeon and thumbscrew for heresy. 
It haa compelled the priest to preach love ani mercy. 
He no longer dares in dramatic action to suspend by 
a single hair the struggling infant over a yawning 
gulf of fire to frighten sympathetic mothers and 
timid childrP"l into becoming profihable Ohristiins. 
He formerly daclared morality and man's good works 
to be but" fithy rags." He now advocates morality 
and right living. He is shifting his base of ortbo· 
doxy to less o:ffensiv ground, and Infidelity is the 
aotiv C!luse. 

Nations rose and fell before the Christian era, and 
they hav risen and fallen since. But some law in
dependent of Christianity has governed the process. 
Ancient Egypt, with her wonderful architecture 
based on astronomic knowledge, and P.brenicis, with 
her " lost arts" which are as yet scarcely recovered, 
bad been despoiled by the conqueror. Ohristianity 
was thinly planted on their ruins, but it did not re
suscitate them. Greece, possessing the only lan
guage adapted to science. and philosophy, with her 
sculptors, poets, and orators who are the envy of 
the modern student, was in a state of decline when 
Paul preached at Athens, and in spite of gospel 
preaching she continued to decline. Rome was at 
her zenith of power and grandeur at the beginning 
of the Ohristian era. As Ohristianity gradually rose, 
the empire gradually fell; and at last, in the fifth 
century, state and church joined bands, and entered 
the Dark Age, where they remained in embrace 
for a thousand years. 

All the characteristics of greatness and prosperity 
of Greece and Rome we're antecedent to the Ohris· 
tian era. And the frequent claim of the priest that 
to Christianity is -iue all the progress in civilization 
and culture is, I repeat, the champion falsehood. 

Christianity was preached with considerable suo
cess throughout western Asia and northern Africa 
for five hundred years, after which Mohammedanism 
took its place changing the worship to Allah and his 
prophet. Two-thirds of the Christian area at the 
time was lost. Surely, were Ohristianity the divine 
thing it is claimed to be, its divine founder would 
take better care of it. 
· Mankind pegged away on this earth many thou

sands of :years without Ohristianity. Strange that 
such a "pearl beyond .price" should hav been with· 
held so long, and doled out now only to the few 
e!ect. But it is not one of the necessaries of life. 
Great and good men hav lived without it. The 
house of a Ohristian is just as likely to be struck by 
lightning as one built by an Infidel. The evidence 
is all around us that a belief in the divinity of Jesus 
does not necessarily make a man wise and honest; 
neither does such a belief make him forgiving, for 
as a rule he admires the idea of an eternal hell for 
those who differ with him. According to his sense 

of honor l!nd right, no~ to his dogmatic faith, is a 
man to be trusted. . 

.Ohristians.are ever ready to falsely assed that an 
Infidel must be an Atheist. On the contrary, gener
ally an Infidel believes there is au intelligent power 
in or beyond nature who creates and governs all 
things. But he denies the ability of man to go 
beyond nature in search of such power, and by pre· 
tended interviews find out his decrees. The priest 
claims to be divinely commissioned to preach his own 
particular dogmas, and that we must believe him or 
perish. He is familiar with supernatural and eternal 
concerns; knows just what the Lord wants of us 
here, and what he will do with us hereafter. - Appar
ently be il!! as certain of the instructions under his 
commission as if he had just dined with the almighty. 
Teka note: It is the priest, not the almighty, whom 
I dispute. I deny his credentials. 

" And you would destroy the promis of salVation 
through Jesus!'' says an alarmed Ohristian. Nay, 
rather I would destroy the prospect of damnation 
through him of the many, for accor()ing to Matthew 
" few will be saved." 

"But," His urged, "you will destroy all hope of 
immortality." Not at all. If we are immortal 
creatures, no opinion of a Pillul or a pope will make us 
otherwise. Myriads of human beings bav lived and 
died before and since the Christian era who knew 
nothing of Jesus. · Man was immortal, if at all, 
before Jesus lived. 

Man is born to life on this earth; and whether he 
likes it or not~ it is plainly his duty and his gain to 
improve the condition of himself and those about 
him, and to increase the means of comfort and happi
ness here. If he follow this course, he will find 
enough to do and to enjoy, with little inclination to 
flounder in the abyss of some future existence. 

The man who is not content with this world, who 
dreams, prays, strives to liv in two worlds at once, 
is both ungrateful and conceited. And such a course 
tends to insanity. Oases of mental derangement 
from religious emotion and perplexity are innumer· 
able. Sometimes whole families reject the enjoy
ments of life in the expectation of a sudden reap
pearance of JesuP. Many fancy themselvs called 
upon to fill some divine mission or to make some 
sacrifice. Many degrees of religious insanity lie 
between the sickly youth who on the anxious seat 
strives to "work out his salvation with fear and 
trembling," and the wretched father who slays his 
child in fancied obedience to a divine call. Freeman 
and his wife, like many others, put their whole 
minds on the Bible and lost their reason. 

All the divinity in the whole business centers in 
the magic wand of the priest. 

L- GREENLEAF REED. 

Should We Hav a Day of Rest l 
It is not a very pleasant position for one to be in 

when be is forced to differ with the great majority 
of those with whom be is associated in the great 
reform movement of the age, but it is my lot to be 
just in that position upon the Sunday question. 
Not that I hav any reverence for the seventh day of the 
week nor the first day, but that I am constrained to 
believe that one day of rest is essential to the human 
raoe. The writer was for many years a wage-worker, 
one who spent six days working for others, and it 
will be impossible to erase from his mind the satis· 
faction with w bich he regarded the coming of Sun
day, as it relieved him from toil and gave him a day 
to spend with his family and friends at home, and I 
am fully persuaded that every working man and 
woman looks forward through the week to the com
ing of the one day of rest with no small degree of 
pleasure. Therefore I say that those who seek to 
abolish Sunday laws will arouse in the minds of the 
working classes a spirit of opposition that I feel we 
ought not to arouse. 

Understand me distinctly, my brothers, I am not 
advocating Sunday laws as they are enforced in 
many cities, but I do advocate the enforcement of 
such legislation as will designate one day out of the 
seven days that shall be set apart as a day of rest 
and recreation for the benefit of the working people. 
A day in which the mills, factories, stores, . etc., 
shall be eompelled to shut down and allow the 
laborer and wage- worker twenty-four hours in which 
to rest and refresh himself. The rich need no such 
day ; every day is to them a holiday ; therefore, an 
abolition of Sunday Jaws would work no injury to 
ibem ; but take away this day of rest from the 
workingman and you deprive him of the one day 
that he is with his family or' in which he may enjoy 
himself. 

I feel satisfied that we are doing the cause of 
Liberal reform a serious injury in an indiscriminate 
attack upon Sunday laws, for the reasons above set 
forth ; and as an humble worker in the cause of 
human freedom, I ask those who are engaged in this 
warfare against Sunday laws to stop and consider 
the effect of their work upon the poor. 

Without going into details I will say that nine
tenths of the wage-workers will oppose any effort to 
abolish these laws, and if we are ever to succeed in 
our warfare against the church, and its arrogant 
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claims, we must succeed 'through the aseist~nce of I seed" ideas ~~ _ po}it!cal economy will ultimately 
the overtaxed and overworked masses ; and 1f they dethrone the 1mpenallsin of wealth now dominating 
see that we seek to take from them their day of rest, a ·aebt-ridden, monopoly-cursed people. In the 
we will at once awaken a spirit of opposition in them realm of tlilougbt Mr. Ingersoll should be regarded 
that no amount of. argument cal! overcome. Say to as a star of the -first magnitude, yet from this it 
the laborer," We JDtend to abohsh Sunday laws and does not follow that his brilliancy wholly eclip£es 
allow men to work and mills and factories to run all "lesser ligbtr." O.o. subjects to which the great 
every day in. the week alike," and nine out c.f Agnostic bas given special study, be is doubtless 
ten of them wdl oppose you. Not that they care one strongly intrenched against every opposition, and 
iota for Sunday as a religious Sabbath, but they while with Tus: 'IRUTH SEEKEB we accord to him 
look upon it as a day that releases them from toil the "modesty of great geniue," it has also been 
and givs them rest and recreation. Ooneequently, tru~hfully said '1 the age of univeual geniuses bas 
I am fully convinced that in our attacks upon these passed," and to find an occasional topic upon which 
Sunday laws we should be extremely guarded as to Mr. Ingersoll is·not in the van shculd cause no de
our utttrances; and if Sunday must be aboliehed as sertion from the great army of his admirers. No 
a day of rest, then giv the working man and woman man knows any more than be hils learned, and the 
Monday or Wednesday or some other day in which intelligent are as ignorant of what they do not 
all the different mills, stores, etc., must be closed know as are other people. . 
and the laborer given his day of rest.. · That money is the fiat of.a sove1eign government 

As one wedded to the cause of mental as well as independent of the substance upon which thEl deere~ 
political liberty, as one enlistc:d for the war, I do not is placed, is confidently accepted by hundreds of 
seek to antagonize those more fitted to lead than thousands, the foremost of whose thinkers are re· 
myself, but I am only pleading for what I consider corded among the brainiest men and women of the 
of vital imp.ortance to our cause, the sympathy and nation. 
assistaJace of the working men and women. It is From tbis fact alone, no one should be surprised 
necessary, if we hav a day of rest, that it be one if counter opinioue fall flat when dropp11d, even by 
day in the seven and that that one day be observed Mr. Ingersoll, among men who llav thought and are 
by all. ~o allow the Jew to observe Saturday, the still thinking for themselvs upon the political ques· 
Ohristian Sunday, and the Liberal some other day, tiona of the day. And when it is learned that the 
will create confusion, but select one day and let that highest economic authorities of the world do not 
be Saturday, Sunday, or Wednesday, and say to the support Mr. Ingersoll's intrinsic· value ideas of money, 
people, " This is to be observed ae a day ·of rest and he should not suffer humiliation at the suggestion 
recreation for the benffih of the working people-a that he farther investigate this all-important subject. 
day in which they are to be allowed to visit the We consider the colonel a benefactor, but for the 
library, the theater, the racecourse, or remain with masses to accept dogmatically his or any other per
their families or go to the lecture hall, etc."-and say son'd political views, is to commit the same mistake 
to the rich merchant, manufacturer, or coutractor, as do the religious dupes who blindly swallow tne 
11 This day must be so observed," and you will allay do,gmas of priestcaft. T. W. 0. 
any feelings of uneasiness that the wage·earn_er may Tecumseh, Neb . . 
feel, or may be aroused by designing people when ____ .,.. ____ _ 
discussing this question before them. To Watson Heston. 

I am frequently met by this argument from my 0 genius of the pencil, pen, 
A mental giant among men, 

brother Liberals, who say we must not compel a A Hercules of power; 
man to observe any p•rtieular day for rest: We Your pen and pencil hav great might, 
must not say to the Ohristian, 11 You must keep your Truth to defend, uphold the .right, 
place of business closed on Saturday," nor to the And Jl!.ake Old Error cower. 
jew, ''You must observe Sunday," but we must Nor schools nor teachers gave you skUI, 
allow a man to observe any or no day as it suits him. But love of truth. persistence, will, 

t · d b t •t ff t b th Conception, and design ; This argumen IS goo ' n 1 11 ec 8 our ro er That fertil brain proclaims your power, 
who toils for his daily bread. The Jew would shut Magnificent, "of strength a tower,". 
up his-shop on Saturday and work all day Sunday, And from no" royal line." 
and the Ohristi•n would shut up his shop on Sunday Culture, science, art, and truth, 
and work all day Saturday, and if some poor man 'Mid toil and poverty of youth, 
who differed with either as to the day to be observed Inspired your human soul, 
must work or giv up his position, must violate his ·That brain to think, that hand to trace, 
COD.,cience or lose his eituation, then to settle Show up old Superstition's face, " And godly priests' control. 
all disputes and to allow the working people one 
day Of rest, let us select one day of the seven and The images of that brain prolific, From old Atlantic to Pacific, 
make that day a legal holiday, in which all men ~ust Hav saved, exalted, blessed; 
quit work and shut down the!r. mills and close _up Shall crown you with immortal fame, 
their stores and ·allow the todmg masses to enJoy Perpetuate your noble name 
themselvs. Make that day just what reason and Indeliblyimpressed, 
common sense teach us it should be, and as people Your graphic pictures, diagrams, 
become educated and, freed from the bondage of · Expose most vividly the shams 

• 1 k •t 1 · d And falsities of man ; ahq,rch superstition they wll ma e 1 a g onous ay Freethought, truth, liberty contra~t 
· for the human race. On that day let the theater be With all that human life doth blast 

But the mayor of that city says "we must hav 
them." Such is Ohristian civiJiution. 

In another large aity in this great Northwest 
there is an institution known as the "Erring 
Woman's Refuge." where, as a recent report says, 
there is a family of eighty persons, nearly all of them 
young girls. Oa my recent journey to Orange Oity 
I stopped in that city (Ohicago), and was the guest 
of the superintendent, a long·time friend, Mrs. H. 
N Woods, for a few dsy@. While there I used my 
Y•nkee proclivities for asking questions, making my
self acquainted by personal knowledge with some 
things in the history of erring woman that do not 
always ~get before the public. A short time before 
my visit there were sent to that institution girls 
to the number of fonrtten, not one of them fifteen 
years of age. The police of the city had for some 
reason broken into a den containing these girls, as 
well as some of maturer age. These youvg girls 
were considered too young for the ''Bridewell;" 
bel!ides, they were suff!lring with sickness, some 
with a disease so foul that my pen refuses to 
name it (our governmenh does not allow the use 
of naughty words lest the mail bsg be defiled; oh, 
righteous government!), all stained, broken down 
pbysioally and morally. Some of them bad no feel
ing of guiU; saw no wrong in the life. If this is 
Ohristian civiliz•tion, would not savage life be 
preferable? 

But, Mr. Editor, would it not bs well to fi'ld ou~ 
if this assertion,-" We must hav them," is true. and 
what we are doing toward refuting this a3sertion? If 
my sex .is neaessarily to be profaned bv the more than 
hellish lust of man, we ought to know why the 
neaessity, and find an antidote. Whea this den was 
raided in Ohiaago and these twelve helpless children 
sent to prison (for prison it is, only gilded), wha~ 
became of thos.e monsters who bad stolen their in no. 
cenae! Had twelve houses beAn robbed of jewels 
and plate to the amount of $12,000, how many 
detective would bav been employed to find the 
thieves, and when found all the powers cf the 
government would hav been called upon to convict 
and punish the robbsrs. Ssy you, the keeper of the 
brothel was fined or imprisoned T Was the keeper, the 
one degraded man, the real robber ? I tell you, nay ! 
Why does a man-or, if you please, a woman-keep 
such places, only that men, respectable men, may 
come, and by paying the sum required, gratify the 
lust that de~troys the innocence of my own sex! 
How profitable would such a business be if every 
man who contributed to its income was "spotted " 
by a detectiv, tried for destroying a human being, 
a much mord valu1ble article than th" j swel that 
decks the person of the ladies of our households 1 
Why does one sex go free and the other receive the 
penalty for wrong. doing, As long as the community 
allows two codes of morals, one for the masculin, 
the other for the feminin, so long will men respect
able enough to be mayors of our cities say," We 
~t~ili~~ ' 

thrown open, let the library, the lyceum, the gymna- And orthodoxy's plan. 
sium ·the parks, the fairs, the exhibitions, and every Your pictures hav a thousand tongues 
plac~ of amusement and instruction be opened to the To impress, illustrate humqn wrongs, 
poor and to theil' families. And if perchance some And devilish, Gnd.llke deeds; 
narrow, bigoted, dyspeptic creature should want to To bring to light both church and state, 

d Their machinations small and great, 
arawl into some dark synagog or church an wor- Demolish heartless creeds. 
ship Jehovah or the devil, and he finds any satisfac
tion in so doing, let him on that or any other day he 
may see fit to select, go to church and preaah, sing, 
and pray to his heart's content. 

Now, dear readers, I am one of the rank and file. 
I make no pretensions to lead. I am always ready 
to follow those older and more fitted to speak, but I 
simply throw out these thoughts for the good of our 
aause and to remove what seems to me to be a 
stumbling-block in the way of many that otherwise 
would cast their lot and influence with us. 

Great worker for the human race, 
Yon well deserve the highest plac'3 

In human hearts and brains ; 
Nor writers nor impressiv speakers 
Wield greater power in TRUTH S&&KERS 

To sever.slavery's chains. 
Oh, may your genius long remain, 
Truth, right, and justice to maintain, 

Spread scientific light. 
May all Freethinkers in the land 
Sustain you with both heart and hand 

In your most holy fight. 

But is the necessity of sexual gratification to be 
always admitted, and m \rriage, even, to b!! the hot
bed of debauchery for one sex, while the victim loses 
her personality in baing always expected, and by 
Obristian law commanded, to submit to her husband! 
Would it not be at least the beginning of a remedy 

1 for this assertion, "We must hav them," to assert 
and maintain, by early teaching, at the fireside of the 
home, in the school-room, and in the councils of gov· 
ernment, that henceforth there is and can be but one 
law for the human being be it male or female·; and 
that, last but not leaet, in marriage or out sex is not 
a commodity of tnffia; that its use is wholly con· 
fined to the affections, and that woman belongs only 
to herself? I am well aware that the teachings 
of the Bible are all contrary to my assertions, but I 
acknowledge no law which is in contradiction to the 
law of my being, be it a statute law made by the men 
of o;10dern times or a law made by men of the long, 
lona ago. 

Woman is a secondary matter in all the laws of the 
Bible; but some transactions recorded in that book 
prove that the morals of that time were, as respects 
my sex, muah as to-day. Whether houses of infamy 

Nashville, ~ enn. H. STITES ' 

Colonel Ingersoll's Economic Opinions. 
In the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER and many 

political reform pauers throughout the country, Ool. 
Robert Ingersoll is the subject of much controversy. 
The finance, land, and transportation questions are 
the tripod (with numerous minor props) upon which 
is being erected the national People's party, and 
when it is known that Mr. Ingersoll would knock 
from under our third party organization its strongest 
pillar, our financial tbeorieEI, he can but be regarded 
as but partly with the laboring element mainly com
posing the new party, when it comes to methods of 
redress. That Wall street and our nation's beads of 
accumulated wealth all over the country indorse Mr. 
Ingersoll's monetary views is patent to all ; and 
since no stretch of the imagination can hardly war
rant us in believing rich nabobs are not methodiaally 
selfish in theit preachings and practices,· their opin
ions should be received wi~b a great degree of 
allowance, and the more uneasiness among them 
the more should the masses believe that tbe 11 hay-

Columbus, Kan. J. H. CooK. 
------~~.--------
Christian Civilization. 

11 But we mush hav them." These words, accord
ing to the report of a large and respc:ctable paper 
(the Sicux Oity Journal), were the answer of the 
mayor of Sioux Oity when asked by a reporter, 
"What will be done toward suppressio~ the houses 
of prostitution that infest this city?" And then the 
same paper goes on to des0ribe some of the houses 
used for this nefarious purpose and the inmates. 
Alas for the description! Men of thirty-five and 
forty years of a~e closeted with young girls of fifteen 
years, mere children! In tile four houses visited by 
this reporter, he says, not one girl was found over 
twenty years old. These girls were not from the 
dregs of society ; their language and dress showed 
them to be from what we are wont to call good fami· 
lies. Their beauty was not yet gone, their ·tones 
were gentle, their conversation was refined. These 
children were destined to lives so degrading that my 
mother's heart wails aloud in the contemplation and 
instinctivly I thank the fates that I am childless. 

were licensed in the olden time I do not know, but 
that they were tolerated I shonld think, as the 
attendants of King Dnid bad no d·ffi~ulty in procur· 
ing a young girl for his lecherous bed-a man after 
God's own heart. 

An article from my pen would hardly be credi~ed 
as genuin without a "reminiscence." In one of 
the years now far back in the distance, in a aity of 
western New York, the municipal treasury was 
getting low, and so a raid was made upon some of 
the houses tolerated for the purposes of vice. The 
offenders were aeverally fined. Oae young woman 
was questioned as to the money she was paying, 
Said the judge who pronounced Jhe sentence, "~re 
you sure this bill is good!" " Why, yes, I th1nk 
so," sajd she; 11 you paid it to me last _night." 

My paper is perhaps too long; but 1f _your r~ad~rs 
tire of it, they are not roused to the p1tch of ll!~lg
ll&tion that I am as I contemplate the cond1t1on 
which woman holds under th~ laws 0f Obristian 
oivilizJtion. LuoY N. OoLMAN. 
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being a non-oonformiat. The . truth aeema to be, taken from the oommon treaaury cif the state, to 
that it was a orime to be a Qqaker. It was the law whioh all olasses of aitizens, without regard to oreed, 
that if any family had a ohild born unto them and eto., are oompelled to oontribnte ; and it is repng
shonld fail to oarry it to a proper minister, ordained nant to freedom of oonsoienoe because by snob taxa
by parli,ment, and hav it sprinkled, they should be tion it foroes one to the support of a book whioh he 
fined two thousand pounds of tobacoo, haU to go to may not believe in at all. 
the pnblio and half to the informant.. There were six These are distuiotivly and traditionally Romish 
Baptist ministers all in the Onlpepper oonnty, Va., ideas and principles. Strange that Protest•nts and 
jail at one time for preaching immersion. And often friends of the pnblio sohool system ahonld enoamp on 

. when the Baptists were baptizing, the Episoopalians and fortify the ground of their anoient -and nnrelent
wonld go to the water's edge, and for a little inno· ing foes I · 
oent amusement, play a game of seven up. Oooking It is nn-Amerioan beoanse the. whole theory and 
on Sunday was striotly forbidden. A man oonld see praotioe of the Amerioan state is for the oomplete 
his wife to ohuroh but was not permitted to liit with separation of ohuroh and state and "bands off" of 
her. There was, at one time, a law ·against- a man the former by the latter. It recognizes no rights 
kissing his wife on Sunday. -Aild if a ohild should of the state over the oonsoienoe, religions belief, or 
manifest a. desire to oraok walnuts or pitoh quoits praotioe of the individual. To admit snob right is to 
on Sunday, it was thought to be ample proof of total snrreJ!.der the ohnroh to the state; for if the latter 
depravity. This was, of oonrse, in those "good old· oan presoribe at all in snob matters, where is its 
times " when Protestantism was Americanism. But authority to end, and who shall say what shall be 
we will let Mr. Richardson say on, for be makes its limits! 
fewer slips as he prooeeds. Mr. Richardson also protests against the Bible in 

First, be asks, what is the nature and oharaoter the sobools on Obristian grounds. He believes its 
of our pnblio sohool system ! And to this, he use to be " direotly oontrary to the purpose and 
answers: It is a system supported and maintained by oommand of our Lord J esns Ohrist as set forth in 
the state 9y funds raised from all olasses of oitizens the New Testament." '' Obrist's kingdom"-ancl 
without regard to religions or other distinction. It here Mr. Richardson talks just like a Seventh Day 
is solely and exolnsivly the oreature of the state. Adventist-" is not of this world ; moral questions 
·The text-books whioh are used therein and its entire are 110t to be deoided. by legislatures and oommon 
. eoonomy are the prod not of stat~ legislation, and_ oonnoils; majorities do not oonnt in questions of 

There is, speaking generally, so. little to oommend the state is a community oomposed of Romanists, oonsoienoe. Oonoede that the state may put the 
in ministers and oburoh journals-they are usually so :Protestants, Jews, Atheists, eto. Now, among the Bible into the pnblio sobools and yon must eoneede 
bigoted, intolerant, blind to the rights. of others; and thiDgs whioh are prohibited by the ooastitntions of the state may deoide what Bible-the King James 
desirous to build llp their creeds at the expense of all the ·states.{see Oooley on Oonstitntional Limita- . version, the Donay version, the Jewish versicin, eto. 
the great pnblio and in defianoe of the pnblio's equal tiona) are: -is to go in, and where either faith bas a mtjority 
rights-that it is a pleasure as well as spring of hope 1. Any law respecting an establishment of religion in the legislature, oommon oowioil, eto., the minority 
to find printed in a ohnroh paper, and written by a or prohibiting the free exeroise thereof. must submit. And if the state may put it in it oan 
minister, an artiole say.iDg over again what the In- · 2. Any oompnlsory support, by taxation or other- also order it out, or it oan presoribe what portions 
fidels hav been saying on the snbjeot of the Bible in wise, of religions instruction. of it shall be read, and how; and again the minority 
the pnblio sobools. The artiole is by the Rev. 0. The question then at onoe arises: "Is the use of must submit." 
Herbert Richardson, printed in the Christian .Ad- the Bible in the pnblio sohocils a part of the religions There is so mnoh sound sense and solid logio i:Q 
vocate, Methodist organ, and for the benefit of the or seonlar instruction thereof'" No one will take Mr. Richardson's consideration of the question that 
Methodist neighbors ~f the readers of this paper we the ground that the Bible is to be used as a secular we are surprised to find it in a Methodist organ. 
seleot its salient points. book, and for purposes of secular instruction. Its But we are quite willing to giv even the Methodists 

The frequent assaults of the Boman Oatholio own pages refuse all snob olaim to it. " Thus saith their dues, and the more so as if this shall beoome 
ohuroh upon the oommon sobool system of tke the Lord," is its oharaoteristie. The grounds upon the prevailing sentiment among the followers of 
several states, begins Mr. Biobardson, and reoent whioh its use is sometimes urged, namely, its his- Wesley their nnmerioal importance makes a real sepa
deoisions of some ofthe state oonrts upon the read- torioal, literlU'y, or soientifio exoellenoe, not only ration of obnroh and state a matter of easier aooom
ing of the Bible in the pnblio sohools-notably that reieot upon the distinot basis on whioh the book . plishment. It is their boast that they onoe eleoted a 
of Wisoonsin-hav oentere:l the attention of the pub- rests, and whioh ·giv it its real and supreme impor- president and that they oan do it again. This per
lio upon this question, evoked mnoh variety of tanoe, but in efteot surrender the position olaimed haps is true. At any rate, if every Methodist agreed 
.opinion, and oansed considerable agitation of the for it by snoh advooates. For, if the Bible is to be with Mr. Richardson the Bible would soon be soaioe 
matter. The snpre~e importance of the snbjeot to used in the sohools on any other grounds than that in pnblio sobools~ 
the welfare of our oonntry is self-evident, and the it is "The Word of God," that " Thus saith the ----~----
far-reaching oonseqnenoes of any proper settlement Lord," not only is its unique and divine basis sur- Christ and the Apostles and the "Higher 
of it demand the utmost wisdom !Pld statesmanship rendered, but it is plaoed in competition with other Critics.'' 
in attempting it. It should be approached, there- books on terms other. than those whioh constitute Boward Oroaby, in one of his disoonrses, said that · 
fore, in a oalm, dispassionate, and equitable spirit~ its solitary greatness, and beoomes a mere rival of the inspiration of the Old Testament was at~ested 
unmoved by the position whioh the oburoh of Rome them on grounds of inferior and ordinary obaraoter. by no less a person than Ohrist himself, and that 
ooonpies oonoerning it, and be settled on the basis The position then must be taken that religions those who rejeoted the dootrin of snob inspiration 
of jnstioe, constitutional right, and soriptnral author- instruction is properly a part of any state system of praotioally rejeoted Ohrist, and the inferenoe natnr
ity. Any statute or praotioe whioh c.annot be rested ednoation, and that the Bible as· the most eminent ally followed that snob were not Obristians. 
on these grounds is indefensible, and it will be a sad religions book-the word of God-should be used The fact that the people who wrote the New 
day for :Protestantism and Americanism-twin sisters therein for snob purpose. It is sometimes said that Testament-whoever they were-believed that the 
in the oanse of oivil and relig.ons liberty.,.--when the use of the Bible is, 11 only to be read without Old was necessary to their work is beyond dispute. 
they rest their oanse, even against Rome, on grounds note or oomment," eto. It is to be handled very They made Ohrist indorse it, as well as the apoatles. 
other than those stated above. "Let jnstioe be tenderly, as if dangerous; no explanation must be The Independent, when the Professor Briggs oon
done, though the heavens fall !" made of what is :read; it is a kind of "sesame," troversy arose, took the same view as did Mr. 

On the basis ofjnstioe and constitutional right the whioh is opened for five or mare minutes a day, and Orosby, who was probably the ablest Presbyterian 
question should be settled, of oonrse ; but " soript- then closed. It must be apparent to anyone how preaoher in this oonntry. It reminded the higher 
ural authority" lugged into a politioal question is as mnoh snob' a treatment of the Bible not only degrades oritios that Ohrist, in his Sermon on the Mount!, said : 
mnoh out of plaoe as the Bible in the sobools. it as the word of God, but bas a tendenoy just the " ThiDk not that I am oome to destroy the law or 
Besides, "soriptnral authority " is too apt to be opposit of what is contended for, J:lamely to weaken the prophets; I im not oome to destroy, but to fnl
wbat the appellant himself thinks. And to olaim rather than elevate it. And the illogioal oharaoter fill. For I ny unto yon, Till the heaven and earth 
Protestantism as even the most distant relativ of of snob a position is self-evident, for if the Bible is pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from 
religionslibedy is to strain language and forget the of right in the pnblio sobools, it is right to explain the law, till all be fulfilled" (Matt. v, 17-18); and 
part Protestantism played before it was onsted from and enforoe what it says; the whole book is there, quoted other passages to show that Jeans (supposing 
oivil /?ower. There was a time, as a Western elder and it should be treated with the reverenoe and him to hav said what is attributed to him) believed 
put 1t in his Fourth of July speeoh, when if two authority whioh it olaims for itself as supreme an- the Old Testament to be from the Lord. To the 
Presbyterians should meet one Q11aker they felt that thority over man in matters of faith and morals. Jews in Jerusalem he said: "Sear~h the soriptnres, 
it had been foreordained from all etemity that they Now, snob a position for it in the pnblio sohools for in them ye think ye hav eternal life; and they 
should bore holes in his ears and tongue. If two is dis.tinotly nn-Amerioan and nnoonstitntional. It are they whioh testify of me" (John v, 39). On the 
Oatholios should meet one Presbyterian the . spirit is nnoonstitntional beoanse it is in effeot, same oooasion he also said: "For had ye believed 
generally moved them to hang him. If two 9f any 1. A nnion·between ohnroh and state. Moses, ye would hav believed me; for he wrote of 
rel!gions seot should meet a Baptist they would 2. Beoanse it necessitates oompnlsory support by me" (John v, 4:6)~ In the evening of the day in 
4fl>wn him for the simple reason that he " believed taxation of religions instruction. whioh he arose from the dead he said to his apostles : 
n mnoh water." The Ohnroh of ~ngland seemed to 3. Beoanse repugnant to freedom of oonsoienoe. "These are the words whioh I spake unto yon, 
h•v a speoial spite at the Qaaker. If he was caught It is a union between ohnroh and state beoanse it while I was yet with yon, that all things must be 
at the pnblio assembly he was fined five hundred makes the state the oreator and maintainer of relig- fnUllled whioh were written in the law of Moses, and 
pounds of tobaooo for being a disturber of the peace, ions instruction; it oompels by taxation the support in the prophets, and in the psalms ooncierning me." 
and if he jid not attend he was fined the same for of the. same beoanse the funds whioh maintain it are Then "opened he .. their nnderstmdings that they 
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might understand the scriptures " (Luke xxiv, 44-45). teachers, since it either calls in question their capac
" Be quote«} passages from these scriptures at ity; or impeaches their absolute integrity. It is 
sundry times, and from di1ferent parts, in support of not logically possible to avoid this result, if were
his own teaching, and often made inoidentil allusions jeot their teaching on the point to which it is so 
to facts which they record, 111 the original establish- clearly committed. We must accept the teaching, 
ment of marriage in the ,Garden of Eden, the mur- or discredit the teachers." 
der of Abel by Olin, the destruction of the world by What can the "higher critics " say to this ? Were 
the flood in the days of Noah; the life of Abraham, Ohrist and the apostles ignorant., or insincere, or are 
Isaac, and Jacob, and that of Moses, the destruction the words attributed to them not theirs? And if so, 
of Sodom and Gomorrah, the wife of Lot, the of what value is the New Testament, and, there
preaching of Jonah to the people of Nineveh, and fore, the whole Christian scheme? 
various . other itema scattered all through the Old That the later critics hav pretty completely de
Testament history. Be used that history freely, and stroyed a belief in the inspiration of the Old if not 
always asaumed its truth, and based that truth o~ in the New Testament is 1 fact patent to the most 
the authority of God himself." careless reade~ of current literature on the subject. 

The apostles too, the Independen' shows, agreed But they hav not dealt with this side of the question, 
with Jesus. Peter, in the following words, give his and the orthodox hav the stronger argument 
opinion of these scriptures : 1' For the prophecy . over them so long as they maintain that Ohrist was 
oa111e not in old time by the will of man; but holy divine. There is but one escape for them, and that 
men of God spake as they were moved by the is to giv up the New Testament as 1 hi11torioal or di
Boly Ghost" (2 Peter i, ~1). This statement, ·vine work, and consequently giv up the Christian 
while exoluding their purely human origin, makes religion, admitting at once that it is purely imagi
them the product of " holy men of God " speak· nary, the conception of an ignorant people to explain 
ing cc as they were moved by the Holy Ghost." seeming mysteries and to make recompense for 
Peter hence said: " If any man speak, let him earthly wrongs and inequa!Uieli of social oondilions. 
speak as the oracles of God"· (1 Peter iv, 11)~ We hope that the Independent will push its point 
Be referred to the Holy Ghost as speaking by with the Ohrishians of Professor Briggs's school, and 
the mouth of David in respect to the action of force them to choose between Ohrist and common 
Judas in the betrayal of Jesus" (A.ots i, 16). In sense. 
his Penteoost.-1 address he quoted · a prophecy, 
from Joel and two prophecies from D1yid as per
tinent to the facts with which he was then deal· 
ing, and addressed the argument to those who be· 
lieved in the divine commission and inspiration of 
Joel and David (A.ots ii, 14-:31). His discourse, 
called· forth by the healiDg of the lame man at the 
Beautiful Gate of the temple, led him again to refer 
to the Jewish scriptures as having been fulfilled in 
Ohrist (Acts iii, 17-25). Both his speeches and his 
writings show what he thought of these scriptures. 

P~UJ, having in the eye of his mind the same 
scriptures, wrote as follows to Timothy, who ·from 
his childhood had been instructed therein : 11 All 
scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is prof
itable for dootrin, for reproof, for correction, for in
s.tructionin righteousness, that the man of God may be 
petfeot, thoroughly furnished unto all good works" 
(2 Tim. iii, 15-17). This statement is universal, 
without exception or qualification. The apostle 
Often quoted incidents and passages from the Jewish 
scriptures, spoke of them oolleotivly as ,"the ora
olea of God," and never intimated the slightest doubt 
as to their "inerrancy." His uniform. treatment of 
them shows the fullest oon:fldenoe in them as the 
inspired word of God. · Bill speech to the J ewli in 
Antioch in Pisidia consists, in part, in the recital of 
facts s.tated in these scriptures (Acts xiii, 16-22). At 
Thessalonioa he reasoned with the Jews "out of the 
scriptures, opening and alleging that Ohrist must 
needs hav suffered, and risen again from the dead " 
(Acts xvii, 2, 3). Be did the same thing when he 
was a prisoner at Rome, " persuading" the Jews 
cc concerning Jesus, both out of the law of Moses 
and out of the prophets" (Acts xxviii, 23). His 
epistles abound with allusions to facts of Old Testa
ment history, some of which date back to the Gar
den of Eclen, and the temptation and sin of our :first 
parents. 

So, also, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, it is said, 
with direct reference to the Old Testament, that 
God" at sundry times, and in divers manners, spake 
in time past unto the fathers by the prophets " (Beb. 
i, 1). God himself, according to this statement, was 
the speaker, and the prophets were simply the me· 
dium of the speaking. What they ·said he 7 said 
through them. " Wherefore as the Holy Ghost 
saith " is a phrase applied in this epistle to language 
quoted from the Old Testament (Heb. iii, 7). . . 

These references lead the Independen' to conclude 
that Christians can dQ but one thing-accept the en
tire scriptures as the word of God That Ohrist and 
his apostles set their seal-of authority to the " divine 
and inspired origin" of these books " is a fact not to 
be evaded by any exeg_eiioal sophistry.'~ .. This iiot, 
it says, '' applies to the whole Old Testament 111 an 
aggregate, from Genesis to Malachi," and cc to sup
pose that Ohrist and his apostles committed a mis
take in their view of the Old Testament I!!Oriptures, 
or that they openly adopted and avowed a current 
Jewish belief which they did not really accept, is to 
assume I theory that discredits them Ill religious 

' . 

The Spirit of Charles Bradlaugh. 
Whenever a famous man dies some "medium" 

will shortly thereafter produce a mes~&age from him. 
Within a week after the death of D. M. Bennett a 
Spiritualist journal published a communication by 
him announcing thai; he had become spirit editor of 
that paper and the earthly editor thereof demanded 
the subscription list of TBE TBUTB SEEXBB. Ohber 
communications alleged to be from him came in thick 
and fast, many of them emanating from a medium 
since proven to be a common trickster. O~her "sen
sitive" copied his published writings and brazenly 
maintained that they had just received them from 
the other world. 

In the National .Reformer, Oharles Bradlaugh's 
paper, we :find that he is sul>jeoted to the same sys· 
tem of libeling. A Mr. Reedman, of Birmingham, 
at a seance in that city wrote at Mr. Bradlaugh's dic
tation 11 in a perfectly unconscious state, and on the 
departure of the iDfluenoe was much surprised on 
being told of the nature of the- communication," 
which was as follows : 

"As I am not to speak, I am to say in writing, I hav 
found a life beyond the grave that I did not wish for nor 
believe in ; but it is even so. My voice shall yet declare it. 
I hav to undo all, or nearly all, I hav done, but I will not 
complain. My mind is subdued, but I will be a man. It is 
a most glorious truth that has now more clearly dawned 
upon my mind, that there is a grand and noble purpose 
before all men, worth living for I May this be the dawn of 
a new and glorious era of the spiritual life of your humble 
friend, Charles Bradlaugh. 

"There is a God I There is a divine principle. 'I here is
more in life than we wot of, but vastly more in death I , Oh, 
for a thousand tongues to declare the truths which are now 
fast dawning upon my bewildered mind I Death, the great 
leveler, need hav no more terrors for us, for it has been con
quered by the great spirit, in giving us a never-ending life in 
the glorious spheres of immortal bliss. Oil, my friends, may 
I be permitted to declare more fully and fervently the joys 
which fill my mind I Language falls, no pen can describe." 

Naturally, if this came from Mr. Bradlaugh, he has 
found a life beyond the grave, and there is no need 
for his voice to deolare it ; but where did he :find God 
a" divine principle!" However, if this be reaJ, there 
is one truth in it-that death is a great leveler ! It 
has leveled Mr. Bradlaugh from his mountainous 
bight as 1 man to the plain of a mere repeater of 
twiddle-de-dee phrases as disgustin.r as senseless. 
If the philosophy of Spiritualism be true it is 
unfortunate that so many fools and charlatans repre
sent its phenomenal side. 

Kentucky's New Constitution. 
In the Kentucky constitutional convention, to 

which . we made frequen~. reference while it wall in 
session, the Ohril!tian advocates of injustice won, for 
the new constitution to . b~ voted on next August 
oom~ands the legislature to exempt from taxation 
the property of superstition. The section (176) 
dealing with this matter reads: 

''There shall be exempt from taxation public property 
used for public purposes; places actually used for religious 
worship, with the grounds attached thereto and used and 

appurtenant to the house of worship, not exceeding one 
half acre in cities or towns, and not exceeding two acres in 
the country; places of burial not held for private or corpo. 
rate profit, institutions of purely public charity, and insti
tutions of education not used or employed for gain by any 
person or corporation, and the income of which is devoted 
solely to the cause of education; public libraries, their 
endowments and the income of such property as is used 
exclusivly for their maintenance; all parsonages or resi
dences owned by any religious society and occupied 8S 8 

home, and for no other purpose, by the minister of any 
religion." 

This is broad enough to do a great deal of inj 1111· 

tioe. It takes in all the burdensome church institu
tions and the parasitic preachers' residences. There 
has been no actual progress in this regard in Ken
tucky, though the best and brightest minds of the 
convention which drew up the oonatitution were in 
favor of taxing the joss-houses and their appurte
nant institutions. 

But section 13 of the Bill of Rights which pre
cedes the organic document states that no man's 
property shall be taken or applied to public use 
without the consent of his representative nor with
out just compensation. We should like to know 
how the legislators reconcile this right with the faot 
that the people's property, i.e., their cash, is taken 
from them to protect churches without any compen
sation whatever being rendered. We recommend 
the Kentuoki•ns to reflect upon the statements of 
Mr. Samuel Roberts, before the Englewood, IIJ., 
Social Science Olub, to wit: 11 In 1880 it was esti
mated that there was in the United States $746.294,-
833 worth of untaxed church property. In 1890 the 
estimate was $1,500,000,000. This estimate is based 
on the l!tatistios furnished in President Grant's mes
sage to Congress in 1875, in which General Grant 
was not afraid to call the untaxiDg of church prop
erty by its regular name-evil. It is, as one writer 
remarks, the most stupendous steal on record. The 
continued acquisition of real estate by the church, 
or, indeed, by any corporation, is a serious matter. 
The Christian churches of this country are defraud
ing the people of from $30,000,000 to $40,000,000 
annually by the non-payment of taxes on their prop
erty. Is it not high time, in behalf of morality, to 
calla halt? The God which the church professes to 
worship tells them in his word, 'Thou shalt not 
steal.' Yet no dfort is made on the part of either 
priest or flock to enforce that command 110 far as 
they are concerned. The church of to-day robs 
Oee!ar of his just dues, and makes God a receiver of 
stolen property. This method is only in keeping 
with the scheme of atonement and redemption, 
which is to shift their defalcations upon somebody 
else's shoulders and then siD g, c Jesus paid it all ; all 
the tax we owe.' With the exception of one lady 
minister of the Universalist church, I hav not heard 
a voice from any of the clergy in favor of the taxing 
of church property. There are millions of people 
who never go inside of a church and yet they are 
obliged to pay their share of the $30,000,000 or 
$40,000,000 which the church does not pay. Is this 
honest? Is it good morals? Is it carrying out the. 
oomm&nd of the founder of the church, c Do unto 
others as you would that others should do unto you.• 
The leaders of the church of to-day know what they 
are not doing, when they fail to move in an effort to 
remedy an evil which is in their power to remedy. 
Is it a wonder that there are so many defaulters and 
thievea who graduate from the church yearly ! 
What else can be expected? If the church steals 
why should not.its members do the same?" 

ON July 7th the ordinance committee of the city council of 
Bradford, Pa., made the following sensible report on the 
Sunday observance ordinance: "Your committee to whom 
the within ordinance and petition was referred report ad. 
versely for the following reasons : " The ordinance is framed 
in accordance with the act of 1794, and we believe that such 
a law belongs to tbe Dark Ages, and never should hav 
been enacted by this great commonwealth, settled by William 
Penn and his Quaker friends. We believe such a law is 
antagonistic to the principles of this republic, knowing 
that it would, if enforced, deprive all laboring people of 
recreation; and, furthermore, that it is an infringement on 
the liberty of men, women, and children. We believe the 
majority of those who signed this petitloa did so in ignor. 
ance of the fact that the act of 1794, which is a dead letter 
on the statute booka, givs them the same powers this ordi
nance calls for. The only effect city legislation can hav is 
to transfer the burden of enforcing this statute trom the 
petitioners to the city, thereby relieving themselvs of the 
responsiblllty and odium of prosecuting the offenders against 
this law. Your committee deem it unwise to place such 
responsibility and expense upon the city. We recommend 
to the good people of Bradford that they can best secure 
the closing of all business places on Sunday by declining to 
purchase anything on that day. No buyers, no sellers." 
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Chunks I.n Christianity's Wheels. 
PLAINVILLE, GA., June 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I learn many lessons from THE TRUTH S:a:BKKR. 
1 can and do throw a good many chunks in Christianity's 
cruel wheel now, and a, I grow stronger wlll break some 
spokes, I hope. A. J. ABLBs. 

Well·placed Money. 
NEW YoBx:; July 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : In response to your recent circular I inclose 
$5 for publlcation fund. Pity so much money is given to 
support prlestcraft and a· hell, and eo llttle for freedom-

• more for 8 curse than to remove it. 
Yours frater!lally, L. G. REKD. 

--.-
Must Proselyte Amid Hideous Yells. 

PAULINE, ARK., June 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I think I can get a few subscribers soon, 

though the time is now at hand when the ignorant fanatics 
of this country begin their brush harbor meetings, making 
night hideous with their yells. Success, I say, to THB TRUTH 
SuxBR, and all Liberal papers; also to individuals who are 
working for freedom, light, and adnncement. 

DR. W. R. BACHELOR. 

Sowers of the Seed. 
SHARON, MASs., June 21, 1891. 

MR. EmTOR: The" Text-Book," etc., ordered by us last 
week, came duly In good condition. The " Text-Book" is a 
decidedly unique colle"ctlon of fun and fact, an inexhaustible 
fund of entertainment and instruction. It wlll be used 
judlcio·.Isly as seed for future orders, which we hope wlll 
materialize. Yours, ALDEN & BARRON, 

Publishers 81aron Ozml, F.>xboro Reporter, etc. 

Frontier Grit. 
CLEAR LA.KB, July 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am an old frontiersman, uneducated, con· 
sequently unable to write my thoughts intelligibly. ·I hav 
done an immense amount of labor in my time (was sixty
eight last Christmas) and but very little writing, but I am 
proud that I am entirely clear of the popular superstitions. 
In regard to the pictures in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I will say 
that I am delighted with most of them, but do not feel as 
free in presenting the paper to my Christian friends as if it 
did not contain the pictures. M. G. Sr. JoHN. 

True Devotion. 
ITHACA, N.Y., July 10, 1891. 

;. MR. EDITOR: " Captain Wllliam F. Davis, boats 'Ag
nostic' and 'Robert G. Ingersoll,' care of Lighton Bros., 
Syracuse, N.Y." The above is the name and address of 
the captain of two of the best boats that hav been built in 
this city for years, and the captain is able to hold an argu. 
ment with the best theologian in the world on the lmprob. 
abilities of the Bible. I hav lately become acquainted with 
him, and he is a gentleman and a scholar. 

I am going to send you some money for copies of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER and sell them on the street. I can knock out 
all the priests in the world in an argument. I shall get my 
pension in August, and you wlll hear from me. I am fully 
alive on this subject and shall spend the remainder of my 
days in trying to convlnc• the people that we are ruled by 
priestcraft. I am old Bob Ingersoll the second, only not as 
smart. I am poor, but will do all I can to help our cause. 

WILLIAM L. MABsH. 

Unanswerable Criticisms. 
STRASBURG, ILL., July 13, 291. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav measured TBB TRUTH SEBKER. It is 
neither too short nor too long. It makes its appearance 
regularly. It is, in fact, the only one of the kind, and should 
I suggest any change I might destroy its individuality. It 
might be well enough to keep after the church until they 
will tell the truth and say they do not believe; but their 
actions speak louder than words. When they lay their 
hands. on the sick, they do not recover. They will not 
drink deadly polson, or cast out devils. Even their prayers 
are not answered. " They that belleve not shall be 
damned." I do not believe it. "These signs shall follow 
them that believe." They do not believe that. So what is 
the difference? " All liars hav their part with the -devil" 
(or words to that effect). There are very few preachers 
that believe that. 

The pictures are, just right. I see by the last paper why 
the church clings so lovingly to the devil-If his fork should 
slip the whole thing would go to smash. A. YoRK. 

An Over-sea Friend. 
PETEBBJRO, EsGLAND, June 21, 1891. 

notice is taken of a paper than of argument. I believe that I 
am the only one in the vlllage that has the courage to speak in 
terms contradictory of the book of Fables, and although not 
able to do much single-handed, I hav already been able to 
convince a few of the absurdity of the book they belleve in, 
and others are halting between two opinions. But it is sur
prising the hold the parsons hav gained over the minds of 
the people. I myself am a natl"Y of Northampton, and 
while there was an ardent . supporter of the late Charles 
Bradlaugh; and I am sorry that we in England hav not 
an activ leader to take his place. 

With my best wishes to yourself and for the success of 
your paper, Yours sincerely, GEo. REYNOLDS. 

Corrupted to Buy Religions Trash. 
RIOEVILL:ll:, lA., June 22, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am longing for a copy of the Bible Picture 
Book. It will without doubt be a" stunner" to prlestcraft. 
I am already dreaming of the" Pictorial Text.Book" No. 
2. And so we are continually supplied with delicious 
mlnd.rood. 0 thou glorious TRUTH BuKBR, as the week 
draws toward the end then I long to see you, and one 
thought always comes to my mind, which is this, "I wonder 
what picture the great, glorious Mr. Heston has designed 
for THE TRUTH BEEKER this week." I am unable to find 
sufficient lanl!'uage to express myself and let you know how 
well I am pleased with your paper. I am to be compared 
with a boy who expects a visit from a kind friend every 
week to gladden his heart-my heart.gladdener is THE 
TRUTH BB&KBR. 

When I look around and see how much money there is. 
spent for worthless papers filled with religious trash and 
other nomense, then I feel sorrow tha' the majority of the 
people hav not the good sense and courage to glv THB 
TBUTH BEKKER the patronage which it deserves so well. 
But the priests and ministers hav corrupted the minds of the 
people to such an extent, and so filled their brain with prej
udice, that t! ey will not listen to reason, but will cllng to 
the old superstition and reject the truth. I remain, 

A hater of sky-pilots, HENBY BrssoN. 

A. Point in That Noble English-Struggle. 
NEw DuLtJTH, MINN., July 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Although a subscriber for a number of years 
I hav never written one line to be printed in your paper be
fore, as I do not believe in encumbering a paper of so much 
value with what might appear as nonsense. Truth and 
knowledge is what I am after ; call it nonsense if you 
choose. 

In a controversy with a Bible Christian, the question arose, 
Did Charles Bradlaugh take the prescribed oath before tak
ing his seat in Parllament? Not being conversant with. the 
matter I had to giv ln. I hav ·no doubt that your paper 
has printed the facts, but I failed to read it if so.- Now, 
what I want to know_is this, Did the bill affecting the oath 
in England pass-i.e., Charles Bradlaugh's? And what 
changes did the bill make? Not seeing any letters from 
this part, and this being my first, I may as well break tbe ice. 
I hope this will not be my last. I ain, 

Yours for Freethought, H. H. SALMON. 
[A.fter making a heroic struggle for his right to affirm, 

Mr. :ijradlaugh complied with "the forms of the House," 
which means, he took the oath. Why he did so is told by 
himself in " The True Story of My Parliamentary Struggle," 
pp. 75-8. He afterward obtained the enactment or a l.a.w 
allowing anyone to affirm who objects to the oath.-ED. 
T. 8.] 

They Did Not Forbid In.vestigation. 
·HANNIBAL, Mo., June 25, 1891. 

of the best paper on earth pay so slackly, I feel ashamed of 
the company I am ln. ·we claim to be Liberal in our views; 
do let us be liberal enough to pay what is your honest due. 

I would not be deprived of the. paper for far more than I 
pay for it, even for no more than' the pleasure I take in read
ing the "Letters from Friends." This part is to me like the 
good old days of Methodist love-feasts. I really enjoyed 
them, but what are they compared to these kind words from 
friends? This part is the first that engages my attention. It 
is really encouraging to .read letters from dear friends wh1 
were left behind when we came West to seek our fortunes, 
and who were at parting wedded to their church dogmas, 
but hav been liberated and now rejoice in the truths as 
advocated by Freethinkers. It is not to be wondered at if 
some of us get in arrears who try to liv in this God forsaken, 
dried, and parched-up country, where we cannot raise 
enough to subsist on, and hav had to be helped from the 
liberal ones E~st who happened to see our letters published 
in your columns. ·I hav to acknowledge the gifts of friends 
through this means. 

Now I wish to say what I hav been looking for a long 
time. There are no doubt many Freethinkers in South 
Dakota scattered over this big country, and I hav hoped that 
a call would be made to get together and organize and get 
acquainted. The Liberals are sadly deficient in this matter. 
Brethren, this should not be so. Let us hear about this 
matter. 

lfailed to get the paper which had the cartoon, "How to 
Convert Infiddles." I saw a:copy at a neighbor's. 

JoHN MoKsE. 

Pions Misrepresentations. 
MABQUETT:ii:, KAN., July 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Mr. Murat Halstead, writing editorially in 
the Cincinnati Oommercial. Gautte, has occasion to refer to 
Dr. Lewis Marshall, the youngest brother of Chief-justice 
Marshall, speaking more particularly of his many affairs of 
honor, as dueling was in those days termed. As he brings 
his remarks with reference to Dr. Marshall to a close he says 
as follows: "Dr. Lewis Marshall, who was a polished 
scholar of profound learning, was an Infidel during his 
young manhood, but afterward became converted, and 
would. never recur to any of his various affairs of honor, 
and for anyone else to do so in his presence gave him deep 
offense.;' 

Now, I would like to-know if Mr. Murat Halstead intended 
to insinuate that Infidelity, in the sense we understand the 
term to be used here, is or ever was, either directly or lndl
rectiy, responsible for the existence of this barbarous mode 
of settling difficulties. Certainly the order in which the 
ideas are set forth is strongly suggestiv of cause and effect, 
and justifies such an interpretation, and no Christian will 
miss the opportunity to urge the stigma, while intelligent 
Infidels-will suffer the smart of so false and malicious a 1llng. 
But I would like to know another thing: Was this Dr. 
Lewis Marshall ever an Infidel ? I cannot be satisfied on Mr. 
Halstead's authority, for any man who will deliberately 
write such a slanderous insinuation will invent a falsehood 
to be the occasion of it and make himself doubly a liar for 
Christ's sake. Mr. Halstead ought to write history and 
biography to be peddled by Christian book agents, and then 
he would be an honored servant of the most high God in the 
sense of that spirit as set forth in 1 ~i.ngs xxll, 22: ''I will 
be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets." Such 
tactics seem ta be perfectly justifiable from a Cbristfan 
standpoint and expressly countenasced by scripture example. 

C. PuTN.UC. 

Is Government Tyranny 7 

LETCHER, CAL., June 26, 291. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav just. read'' Letters to Workingmen," 

by A. L. Ballou, and I must say that it is one of the best 
and clearest expositions of the views on government and its 
selfish and oppresslv administration that can well be set 
forth. It should be printed in letters of gold and read, as 
one reads a guide-board, at the crossing of the ways. 

He rightly says " that no government has yet been based 
upon the consent of the governed, since the ballot only give 
the nominal consent of a part of the governed." So, in the 
famiiy, children are governed without their consent and are 
not allowed to protest. against wrongs lnfiicted upon them ; 
but when old enough and strong enough they resent undue 
restraint and seek their freedom. 

The ax wae laid at the root of the tree of evil when he 
said, " The God idea breeds aristocracy and oppressiv forms 
of government; that when equality and equal opportunity 
are open to all, there would be no God's poor nor govern-
ment's poor." · 

ME. EDITOR : Your correspondent James Beck, of Ya
kima, Wash., is in a quandary. He has been driven io the 
wall, ~nd is trying to bore through it, but finds it lmpene· 
trable. No wonder he filnches and feels the need of 
prayer. Several months ago he asserted in THE TRUT.B 
BEEKER that the Brotherhood of Moralists forbaae its mem
bers the right of free investigation. The first clause in our 
Bond of Union, whleh is-a part of our constitution, reads as 
follows: "We hold it to be self-evident that enlightened 
human reason, untrammeled by prejudice, is the highest 
tribunal known to man; and that every rational being has an 
inalienable right to investigate and decide for himself all 
questions pertaining ;to his present or future welfare." 
When the attention of your readers was called to the fact 
above stated Mr. Beck subsided for a time, but in your 4th 
of July number he makes a feeble effort to defend himself 
by bislnuating that his criticism was so severe(?) as to force 
us to change that part of our constitution, and that it did 
not read that way in " one of the original copies of the consti
tution" which he saw somewhere or· somewhere else. Now, 
this (llke the ghosts he sees) is all in his mind. I hav been 
chairman of the committee on printing of constitutions ever 
since the first type was set, and hav given the matter special 
attention, and I am posltiv that there never has been a copy 
of the Brotherhood of Moralists' constitution issued which 
does not contain the•above-quoted passage, word for word, 
unless some mallclous person has been printing spurious 
copies, which I hardly think is the cas~. A. R. AYRES, 

Chairman of the Propaganda Committee of the Brother
hood of Moralists. 

ME. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find an English money. 
order for 23.ld. for a pamphlet -entitled ''Some Mistakes of 
Moses," advertised in THE TRUTH SEEKER, which is a pgper 
you perhaps would not think would reach me at the address 
I hav given. I hav a friend living at Philadelphia who 
occasionally sends me a copy, and I am very pleased to say 
that I think you are successfully waging a war against the 
disciples of that perdition and bigotry wrongfully called Chris- Liberals Should Set a Shining- Example. 

Permit me to glv a fact from out of the crucible of my 
own experience to corroborate the declaration of the tyranny 
of our boasted liberty-loving government. From lossea by 
fire and in mines we hav ln.the p!lst few years been reduced 
from amuence to penury. This so prostrated my husband's 
ml.nd that he was sent to the insane asylum for nearly 
a year, while I was left among strangers in Idaho, where I 
had gone to aid in the mining venture. I succeeded in get

.tlng him released from the asylum and we came to reside 
in the foothills of the Sierras. Having little means, he went 
upon a vacant forty acres of government land and cut some 
timber for the purpose_ of Arewood and for subsistence. 
Now the United _States government demands more pay thalll 
the land and all on it is worth. How is this for " protec .. 
tion ?" How are the poor to help themselvs and be able tO• 
support such a government? Does this look as if a poor· 
man is aided by government, or rather that he is robbed of: 
the last penny of his hard earnings ? · 

tlanity. The cartoons yo'l publish in THE TRUTH BEEKER KIMBALL, 8. D., June 26, 1891. 
are as good for the cause as our much-vaunted one-hundred- MR. EDITOR: I was really surprised, and more, I felt 
ton guns. I always hav a lot of applications for the loan of really unpleasant, to think that such a large number of your 
THE TRUTH SEEKER when I hav one sent me, and I am very patrons were· in arrears. When I see the members of the 
pleased to lend them, as by so doing it is applying a little different churches pay so liberally to support their foollsh 
leaven that wlll work the whole mass, and I find that more , nonsense, and we who are so ably instructed from the pages 

Go-vemments may do for the rich, but for the workingmen 
they ~~~.,1~~ ~~~aq:s_ Ql<'t Man of. the. Sea,_ to he sh.aken. 
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off the shoulders of· those getting weary of their oppressiv 
}oad. L. HUTOHINBON. 

Our Rights :.Mlq Be Trampled. 
WBBT FBBNDALB, WASH., June 22, 1891. 

:MB. EDITOB: Inclosed find $10-$3 for renewal to the 
dear old TRUTH BBBKBB; $2 for the "Pictorial Text-Book;" 
" Is This Your Bon, My Lord ?" in cloth, $1 ; " Men, 
Women, and Gods," cloth, $1; "The Universe Analyzed," 
by John R. Kelso, cloth, fl; for the balance of $2 send me 
different kinds of tracts which will do effectlv work. I will 
distribute them gratis. 

The Pacific coast is well represented with Infidels and 
Freethinkers, Puget sound in particular, but it is a harJ. 
matter to induce people to patronize Liberal papers. I am 
confident that .four-fifths of the people in and around West 
Ferndale are Liberal in their heart, but not in their work. 

Last week I had the honor to make the acquaintance of 
Mr. Samuel P. Putnam, of San. Francisco, the champion of 
Freethinkers on the Pacific coast. He gave us three lectures 
in Wheeler's Hall. Each and all were well attended. Bls 
texts were: first evening, "Church and Church Taxation;" 
second evening, "The Bible;" third evening, "Evolution 
and Creation." Well, sir, if the people in this community 
hav ever been aroused from their slumber it was during the 
stay of Mr. Putnam. :Mr. Putnam has made a host of warm 
friends during his short stay, and had to partially promis the 
Femdaleltes to call again in September next. Well, dear 
Freethinkers, if eacli state on an average had two such well
informed, good.meaning men as Mr. Putnam is, that would 
giv lectures from place to place, then we might consider our 
republic, and our principles of rights, saved. 

The churches are organized throughout the Union, and if 
we do ilot organize likewise, then our Declaration of Inde
pendence, liberty, and rights will be trampled under their 
feet. · 

On the second evening I induced Mr. Putnam to organize 
a Secular Union at this place. He said he would try what 
he could do, and on the third evening seventeen pledged 

· their names to a petition attached to the Nine Demands of 
Liberalism. We will soon organize; all we need is a leader. 

I am in possession of some TRuTH BBBKBB copies published 
in 1874, while D. M. Bennett stood at the helm. 

Well, I will close, with a vote for the pictures. 
Yours fraternally, WM. BABB. 

Cogwork Clerics. 
VBBBA.ILLBS, !Np., July 6, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB: While others are discussing Spiritualism and 
other subjects, I propose to come to the front with a new 
invention for the relief of ministers in the country towns 
and villages. This idea or invention was suggested on last 
Sunday evening, while my family were reading TBB TRUTH 
BBBKBR and Ingersoll's latest remarks; when one memher 
suggested that one of us write something for TBB TRUTH 
SBBKBB. The silence which followed this remark enabled us 
to hear a Baptist preacher in one of our ·churches located 
about a block away from our house. This preacher was 
making an unearthly noise, hollowing, roaring, and yelling 
to a few females of boih sexes. -This noise suggested to us 
that a machine could be invented to save so much hard 
labor on the part of the preacher, for it is proverbial that 
the parson does not like to work. So we inveated the fol
lowing machine. This valuable instrument is wound up 
when the meeting begins, and is started off by touching a 
key, just as the choir finishes the opening exercises. The 
machine runs down· in just one hour, during which time it 
makes some of the most excruciating sounds that ever mor
tal ear listened to-thumping, screeching, yelling, howling; 
and sometimes, but just for an instant, coming down to the 
plaintiv and mournful; then rising again to noise resem
bling thunder when very near. A part of the machine con
sists of a huge horn, blown by six of the choir. This hom 
is twelve feet long and four feet in diameter at the mouth. 
By this it will plainly be seen that the machine is made to 
resemble the parson as much as possible. This hom is an 
accompaniment to the machine proper, and it produces 
"dire sounds, as erst blew down old Jericho's substantial 
town." 

The way they serve God in our town is very hard on the 
preacher, but with our machine we expect to make the ser
vice easy and much grander, and of course more accept&ble 
to the Lord. We see and fully understand that the best 
church service is the one that makes the most noise and.pos
sesses the most brass ; therefore our machine, with all its 
attachments, is of pure brass. 

We also hav a brass dragon, Satan, apollyon, or angel of 
the bottomless pit (just as suits the taste) attached to the 
machine, who switches his tail, bows, and opens his mouth 
and puts out his tongue, at the proper times when he is hard 
struck, and where it is proper to indicate the pathetic parts 
of the sermon. 

We thtilk thia invention will be a relief to parsons gener
ally. Wonder if our friend Heston will not be kind enough 
to illustrate our patent for the benefit of the Christian 
world ? We firmly believe that the times are ripe for machin
ery to spread the gospel, and that the old and hard way of 
serving the Lord should be supplanted by our grand 
invention. 

Hoping TBB TBuTH BnKBB will long prosper, we remain, 
Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, 

ADAM 8TOOKINGBB. 

Land Requested and Superstition Lashed. 
LEXINGTON, KY., July 11, 1891. 

H& EDITOB : When we hear of the rapid sale of suburban 
lots we canno~ bqt wj~h t]j.at ~oo<J wil! '9q '?rought out of an 

• 

enterprise so popular and successful. Is it wise to sweep 
property thus carelessly into hands not pledged to conduct 
the business for the general good ? It would be wrong to 
restrict capitalists in this respect by legislation, before their 
kind feelings hav been appealed to, for no doubt if pruden· 
tial suggestions were made to them they would readily 
acquiesce in any plan designed for the future good of those 
citizens who hav not been able to purchase lots, even at a 
low price. I think no one will deny that every fifth lot or 
township should be reserved and held sacred to the use of 
the unfortunate or toiling thousands who at the present time 
are laboring for the public, with no assurance that t'.tey hav 
an equal right with others to the advantages of their own 
country. Public men, hesitate no longer, but offer to your 
poorer friends what seems naturally to belong to them-a lot 
or even an apartment where they can enjoy the ordinary 
liberties of life, without stifiing restrictions or dictation, 
which are always harrowing to tbe lonely and depressed. 

Is the luxury of advanced thought appreciated at Chau. 
tauqua, and are lecturers badly off for a subject, when they 
are obliged to resurrect Moses for the delectation of an 
audience, and abuse and demolish the Spiritualists to the 
extent of their abill.ty? 

The Spiritualists aye advancing civl.llzation, let their 
opinions be what they may. They do not hold Moses in the 
highest estimation or suppose that a murderer col}ld hav 
power with a God to bring water from a rock. They do not 
look calmly on while the!r children insult the aged and 
weary, Neither do they boast of helping the poor while 
these helpless ones are abroad in the burning heat trying to 
get work, their wretched clothing exciting the contempt of 
wealthy Christians. Some of their ungraceful limguage at 
Chaatauqua with a Mr. Page, who is made to eat sandwiches, 
also illustrates the tender success of Christians. They also 
fed their friends on terrapin, lined with salamanders. 

Ob, what a Christian civlllzation we hav, exposing a crim
inal to a lightning stroke instead of the rack, boot, wheel, 
or thumbscrew, when a bowl of hemlock would cause an 
inglorious death, but painless and calm, like that of Socrates. 

When the mind falls languidly back upon defeated princi
ples evolution is arrested, which is the energy of nature and 
not God. The go-ahead faculty is all· that give convention
alities, fashions, and customs power to resist temptation, to 
long for purity instead of pleasure-which induced some 
good gentlemen of the ninth century to interpolate into the 
Old Testament the marvelous words, " Without holiness no 
man shall see the Lord." The Chautauqua philosophers 
suppose that nature furnishes force, but that reason implies 
a kind of magic, although the brain and nervous system 
work like any other battery, the energy produced being 
dynamic and nothing else. ALHAZA.. 

Who Does " Forbid Investigation ~" 
BABBB, MA!!B., July 9, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB: Permit me to ask a question or two of James 
Beck, who writes in THE TRUTH SnKBR, July 4th, page 426, 
" Who Dare Forbid Investigation ?" 
· Who wants to forbid investigatioD, or who has forbidden 

investigation ? 
Any brother or sister member of the Brotherhood of 

Moralists has the right to " investigate " all he or she desires, 
and if dissatisfied with our principles and purposes to with
draw their ~n.embership. There was no compulsion in 
their joining us and there will be no compulsion in their 
leaving us. 

I see that my communication, March 21st, on Spiritual· 
ism, which was also a severe and just criticism at the 
Brotherhood of Moralists, was a shot that hit them so hard 
that it made some of them flinch. 

Who was hit? who flinch~d? Please glv their names. 
Was it the officers of the Brotherhood, the propaganda com
mittee, or any member of our order? Speak out. I think 
whoever it was can bear to hav their names made public. 
Perhaps it was M. L. Balter. 

!forward a copy of the constitution to Mr. Beck, that he 
may not longer continue in ignorance of what is subjected 
to his "severe and just criticism." 

In TBBTRUTH8BBKBB, June 27th, page 403, M. E. Lazarus 
opens up pretty strong against " the Ella Gibson Brother
hood of Moralists and M. L. Balter." In the July num):ler 
of the IndeptJnd6nt Pulpit there is another slur or accusa
tion by "Edgeworth." As the two latter are tbe same per
son, I will notice them conjointly. The Pulpit declares: 

Certain narrow-minded Agnostics, " a Brotherhood of 
Moralists," for instance, are intolerant of Spiritualists. 
[Why not add, intolerant of Christians, polygamists, and 
free-lovers?] Giv to such power, and with Comstock a 
for presidents, they will revive the Holy Inquisition under 
some secular name. 

Has "Edgeworth" any right to make such an unqualified 
assertion? It proves he has read our constitution to no 
purpose, or that from malice, or some other equally cruel 
motiv, he deaires to mislead 'the. public; for Article III of 
the constitution of the Brotherhood reads thus: "We hold 
it to be self-el'ident that enlightened huma;n reason untram
meled by prejudice ill the highest tribunal known to man, and 
that every rational being has an inalienable right t{) investigate 
and decide for himself all questions pertaining to his present 
or future welfare." In the face of such an article in our con
stitution, how any true, consistent Liberal can persist in 
reiterating that we " for.bld investigation " I cannot under
stand. Put on your glasses, Brothers Beck, Lazarus, and 
others of like temperament, divest yourselvs of your preju
dice, and perhaps you will discover you hav set up a man of 
straw of your own imagination, and when you hav valiantly 
knocked him over, you flatter yourselvs that your "just and 
severe criticisml hit" somebody, and made "them fitnch." 
We stlllliv ftfteen hundred strong. ELLA:&. Gmao:s. 

A Pulpit Bully Chastised. 
INDIAN GBovB, Mo., July 3, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB : The following is a copy of a letter that I 
addressed to tlie Rev. W. H. Younger, of the Methodist 
Episcopal church at Keytesville, Mo., which I think fully 
explains itself. If you think it of any value, please giv it a 
place in the " Letters from Friends " department of your 
valuable paper, THB TBUTH BBBKBB. W. C. WALTON. 

RBT. W. B. YouNGBB, Keytesville, Mo., Dear Sir: At 
your recent effort at the Centenary church, it seems that, as 
an apology for not being able to harmonize the many enlg. 
matlcal problems with which the Christian mythology 
abounds, you undertake to divert the attention of the audi
ence to the many inexplicable mysteries that exist around 
and about us. And because we cannot on scientific princi
ples explain the diversified phenomena of nature to the 
satisfaction of your quizzical ignoramus, and make It clear 
to his obtuse mind why the same stale theological hash will 
cause wool to grow over the face and eyes of the stupid, 
docil sheep and hair or. bristles along the curved spine 
of the beastly, aggresslv boar, you conclude at once that 
Christianity is a divinely inspired theology, and that the 
Bible is the word of God and absolutely true in all its utter
ances, without contradiction or fault. 

Now, my dear sir, in order to assist you to a clearer under
standing of the lnfalllble correctness of this (Protestant 
Bible) man-made book, we wish to refer you to the following 
quotations from holy writ: ''If I bear record of myself, my 
record is not true" (John v, 31)- This, you will observe, is 
the language of J, Christ, spoken with a view of directing the 
minds of his hearers to the witnesses on which he relied to 
establish his claims to the messiahship. Now go with me, 
please, to John vill, 14-18, and we hear Christ speak again, 
treating on identically the same subject, but under quite 
different circumstances. Here he declares emphatically : 
" Though I bear no record of myself, yet my record is true. 
. . . I am one that bears witness of myself." Oa another 
occasion this same immaculate Jesus, wishing doubtless to 
magnify his great importance as a ruler, lawgiver, and king, 
assumes the prerogative of supreme judge, and 1n the ex
uberance of his spirits declares, "The father judgeth no 
man, but hath committed all jnde;ment unto the son. . .. 
As I hear, I judge" (John v, 20-30). Subsequently he seems 
to ha.v modified his claim somewhat. Hence in John xU, 
47, he says: "If any man hear my words, and believe not, 
I judge him not. I came not to judge the world, but to save 
the world." 

Thus you can see that by reading carefully, "comparing 
spiritual things with spiritual," and putting together frag. 
mentary utterances of speech as spoken by J. Christ and 
other divinely inspired writers at different times and under 
different circumstances, we find that holy writ abounds in 
f~lsehoods and contradictions so palpable and plain that no 
careful student can fail to note them while pursuing his in
vestigations and research. But alas I how many, oh, how 
many hav the courage to defy the malice and vlnd!ctlv rage 
of the ignorant and superstitious, and be true to their honest 
convictions and boldly proclaim to the world their ultimate 
conclusions? 

But you undertake to arrest the doubt that involuntarily 
springs up in the inquiring by au appeal to the alleged ful
fillment of the prophecies. Ag a class these p:ophecies are 
all so vague and lndefinit that they apply to one person as 
well as another. I could extend m v crieicisrn to eacb. indi
vidual quotation to which you referred, and show conclu
slvly that the language had no more reference to Christ than it 
had to Alexander the Great, Mohammed, Joseph Smith, or 
W. H. Younger of Keytesville, Mo. But this would be super
ftuous, as no one understands this fact more thoroughly than 
yourself. . 

Anyone who doubted that it only requires a passing 
zephyr to fan into a burning fi~m~ the splrlt of tb.e Holy 
Spanish Inquisition that ever slumoers in the breast of the 
religious fanatic, had only to witness in you the personifica. 
tion. of a veritable Torquemada as you dilated on the ex
peditious Bam Jones method of silencing Infidels by" mash
ing their mouths." This favorit method of extirpating 
heretics was doubtless inspired by the following, from the 
immaculate lips of him who spake as no well-disposed man 
ever spake, " Bring hither these mine enemies that would 
not that I should rule over them, and slay them before me." 
These parties, it seems, hav objected to being ruled. They · 
love freedom and spurn the usurper's power. And for this 
they are doomed to die. Slay them before me, says the 
blessed Jesus, as I cannot forego the exqulslt pleasure of 

·seeing them laid cold in death at my feet. You assert that 
that method will take the "Infidelity" (life) out of them 
instantly. You recommend this method doubtless because 
you know that in times past it has been successful in takiDJ.>: 
the Infidelity (life) out, of countless heretics who hav had 
the manhood to express their thoughts in defiance of the 
malevolent hatred of the lamb-like followers of Christ. 

"Ninety-nine skeptics recant on their death-beds." So 
say you. Why do you talk thus? You know that the 
alleged Infidel, that recants on his death-bed, is not an un
believer at all. Oh, no I he believes in the Christian's God, 
his devil, his heaven, and his hell, but his faith did not pos
sess the virtue requlslt to the development of an honorable, 
upright man. Being ashamed of his faith, he was a hypo
edt all the days of his life. No honest Infidel fears your 
scarecrow of a devil; neither does he fear to face the scorn 
of his imps incarnate. 

Now in conclusion, allow me to thank you for b3lng so 
considerate as not to send my former letter to the St. Louis 
Republic for publication. In that event I should hav been 
perfectly humiliated, and crushed as effectually as though the 
Sam Jones method had beeR employed. 

I should not hav addressed my second communication to 
you had you not seen fit to allude to the " fellow that wrote 
you a letter the other day wanting you to glv him light," 
from the pulpit, in a sneering, Christ-like intonation, as 
though your clerical dignity shrank at the idea of under
taking to glv a little light on the complex question of human 
destiny to one that subscribed himself as an earnest searcher 
after truth. 

We hope you will not think it unkind or dlseourteous on 
our part in thus obtruding oursalvs on your attention. ·You 
know that should his satanic majesty cease to stir up opposi
tion, ecclesiastic bigotry, and intolerance, the cleric guild 
would soon find itself stranded on the sands of perpetual des
uetude and eternal oblivion. Eliminate from your creed the 
idea of an omnipresent, infinit fiend; dispel the horrid in
cubus of an eternity of pains for the majority of mankind 
(to do this is my aim) and your occupation is gone, world 
without end. Though I would rend the systems of which 
you are the chosen champion and exponent, I owe you no 
ill will personally. I subscribe myself your well-wisher and 
friend. Respectfully, W. E. WALTBB. 
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!ldiW 011 Miss Suus H. Wuol!l, l!'all 
RieM-, Mau., t() wllom all 0omf1Hl111DaUcm.B jOt 
7118 Oorner alJ(JtSld 01 ''"'· 

" Between the dark a.ild the da.yUght, 
When the night is begbining io lower, 

Oomail a pause in the day's oocupa.Uonl 
'.rha.i iB known a.& the Ohildren's Hour·" 

The :Meeting of the Winds, 
NORTH WIND. 

I oome from a. land of dun and snow, 
Where the oold sun dimly shmes, 

Over the mountains of ioe I blow 
And wail through the stunted pines. 

I hav seen a. party of starving men 
Hopeles~ly waiting for death; 

I hav felt a. sudden pity for them 
Ana chilled them to rest with my brea.~h. 

SOUTH WIND. 
I oome from the lana of burning sana, 

Where the lion roves a.t will, 
Where the savage chief leads out his ba.na 

And the joy of life is to kill. 
I ha.v followed the tiger's stealthy tread 

And watched the Ppring of the tawny beast; 
The negro's children might lack for bread, 

But the tiger's cubs ha.d a. bloody feast. 
EAST WIND. 

I come from the land of cinnamon groves 
And stately date· palm treee, 

And the blossoms white of the soentea cloves 
I ha.v tossed in a. g •ntle breeze. 

I ha.v roved a.t will where the nightingale sings 
In the grove by the temple near; 

I hav paused a. moment by eaored springe, 
Their mystic musio to hear. 

WEST WIND. 
I oome from the far-off suns•t la.nd 

Where the new world meets the old, 
Where the orient stretches out its band 

The good of the west to nasP and hold. 
I breathe a hymn to the white-winged shipR, 

I laugh through the islander's sea-girt home, 
Where the oora.l reef to the ocean dips 

And the waves are white with the crested fo'l.m. 
ALL. 

We ha.v roamed the world from south to north, 
From the west land far to the east, 

Seen all that the skill of man brings forth, 
His greatest works a.nd his least. 

But he comes not yet to his noblest hour, 
His life yet runs on the a.uoient plan, 

" That they shall ta.l<e that hav the power, 
And they shall keep that oan." 

SHABLOT M. HALL. 

Patriotism and Christianity. 
Last night, in Dr. Gunnison's church (Uni

versalist), the subject before the Young Peo
ple's meeting was "The R~lation of Patriot
ism to Christianity." The young man in 
charge did well in opening the theme by 
cltfining patriotism as something more than 
love for one's own country:; that it included 
the general principles of morale, without 
which no country could be successful, and 
that true success meant much more than 
property accumulation and military aggrand
izement. The other speakers mostly· main
tained that nearly all the good ~races of Uncle 
1:1am were due to his having been nursed in 
the lap of Puritanism ; one claimed that to 
the church belonged the teaching of morale, 
whilst the schools should be lett to wrestle 
solely with the mathematical and material 
sciences. 

Upon the D.D.'einvitation, yours to please 
took up the slack of time in this wise : 

" The verse just sung says that the time 
shall come when liberty shall not hav an 
an enemy, and love will be the only bands. 
Whether or not that condition of society will 
ever occur I shall not attempt to decide, as I 
am neither a prophet nor yet a prophet's eon 
to foretell what shall and what shall not be 
done; but, according to the teachings of 
evolution, events tend in that direction, and 
that blissful consummation will therefore 
probably some time be reached if the peopled 
world wage long enough. At least, we 
can all of us thus pleasantly hope, provided 
we hav much of the hope faculty fashioned 
in us. And if that pearly age should arrive, 
then we, or whoever shall be living, will not 
be much bothered by religion or pestered with 
politics; for if love is our only band we shall 
not need other rules of conduct than a knowl
edge of each other's needs and the means of 
aupplyiog them. The best quality that has 
ever been claimed to belong to any religioD, 
is Jove itself. 
. ''W-hether or not Christianity be compatible 

with patriotism·, or either one a part or as
sistant of the other, depends upon the defini
tion given to thflse two terms. I do not care 
to enter into a discussion of technicalities or 
criticism of phraseology, and I hav not the 
time if I thus desired. But I will briefly say 
this: To mtJ it seems that the patriotism is 
but fragmentary which looks only to the 
aggrandizement of one's own land, which 
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seeks the quickest way to the wealth of 
one's own people, without regard to the 
rights and welfare of each and all on what
ever quarter of the globe. For the nation as 
for the individual, it is not good policy, even, 
to try to grow rich regardless of any man's 
right, to acquire something without render
ing an equivalent, :for then, sooner or later, 
to the individual, the evil done to another 
will react upon the doer, and the wronged 
will, by being thereby made an enemy, seek 
restitution or revenge, and all hie friends 
will join in the contest. Besides, what is 
worst of all, while a man or a people ntay be 
plundered of th~ir goode, the ep9iler in his 
pllferlng robs himself of what is most valu
able to himself-hie own honor. 

" My motto is that of the man who has been 
most heo.rtily hated and vituperouely vilified 
of any American, born or naturalized, the 
one who first wrote the name 'The United 
States,• and who did mo~e than any other to 
bring to pass American independence. I 
refer to Thomas-Paine, who repeatedly said, 
'The world is my country, and to do good 
is my religion.• His country is my country, 
and his religion is my religion, if we may be 
allowed the adoption of the word. If any. 
body has a. bigger country than that, they hav 
a country too big for my occupation, and if 
anybody has a better religion than that, they 
hav a religion too good for me to put in 
practice; and an impracticable religion, like 
an impracticable legielation,l cannot conceive 
to be of any account; and I am not eq 11a.l to 
the contract of doing more than the beet that 
I can for such of mankind as I know of on 
the eart~. 

"If Christianity be defined as a compilation 
of the ecclesiastical institutes of the ages, if 
it be held to be the bondage of the dogmas cf 
theologians, the assent to the abstract specu
lations of metll.physicians, if it be th~:~ uncrit
ical and credulous adherence to the traditions 
handed down from the buried dead, unverified 
by our own living experience, if it be the 
authority assumed by the priests as the 
agents of far .off gods, and receivers, con .. 
servers, and interpreters of extramundane 
intelllgence, then Christianity is something 
that we are much better off without, or, at 
the beet use it could be put to, it might, like 
the fox-and-geese and_ the checker-board, 
serve to amuse an idle hour. 

'' This government of ours, the American 
republic, for which we are asked to be 
patriotic, was made without much reference 
to the gods or the ghosts, to the priests or to 
the churches. Whilst to the gods and ghosts, 
to the priests and churches, were accorded in 
our Constitution all the liberties and protec
tion compatible with the rights and freedom 
of the people, the lovers of liberty warn them, 
from the least to the greatest, to keep their 
hands off our charter, their fingers out of our 
chest, for more than what they can get out. 
side of the rights and liberties of the meanest· 
and lowest man breathing, no church, no 
priest, no ghost, no god has any business to 
hav. The only true patriotism, as I espouse 
it, is commensurate with universal justice; 
and if we can hav that without religion, and 
hav it proceeding from the sentiment of 
humanity, then we do not need Christianity, 
which claims that the greatest of all is 
charity; and if we cannot hav charity or 
human affection without Christianity, why, 
then what is Christianity but another name 
for complete patriotism ?" 

JOHN PBEBOOTT GUILD. 
Worcester, Mass., July 6, A..s. 291. 

Origin of Well·Known Words. 
Indirectly our word dollar depends upon 

a saint's name. The word is an abbrevi
ation of Joachimethaler, a coin first minted 
about 1518 in the valley of St. Joachim, Bo
hemia. The valley ('hal) bears the name of 
the saint. 

Boycott is a word recently introduced, b~t 
already in use everywhere. A few years ago 
Captain Charles Cunningham Boycott, an 
Irish farmer and land-agent, angered his 
tenants, and in revenge they refused to work 
for him or to sell him food. To boycott means 
to withhold custom from a man in any line 
of business. 

A martinet is what few soldiers like to be 
called. Colonel Martinet was an- officer in 
the army of Louie XLV. He was so particu
lar about small details, eo rigid- in his disci
pUn, that he was looked upon as a·nuieance: 
His name has come down to us as applicable 
to a milttary Mise Nancy Finniken. 

Bogus is the corrupted form of the name 
Borghese,. that of a noted swindler who 
passed large amounts of counterfeit money in 
the West some years ago. 

Boniface ls the common name for'tlil!land
lord of a tavern. The orlghial was one of· 

LIFE AND CA~EER 
-OF 

the rare kind-a sleek, good-tempered jolly --C-harles Bradlaugh
landlord-but he was not in real life. He 
was a character in F11rqu bar's . comedy ot
"The Beaux' Stratagem,'; written in 1707.---
Harpe~•s Y~ung Peopz~; , 1 --

Concise. 

BY 

: _ : _ Qeorve J~cob Holyoake~ 

· · E:very Freethiaker .wants this Life of the Gre_a.t 
English tleonlarist, by tbe Fa.tber of Seotilarism. 

Price, 111 cents. ~en oopie~, i1. -
Address this Office. · 

A teacher in a suburban ~chool gave her 
pupils twelve minutes in which to write an . 
"abstract." A shoe was the eubj~ct selected 
by her, and the boys were to write in the fir•t .SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
person. No limit as to the number of lines 
or words was given them. _ _ . . . ·• ·· . 

Most of the boys wrote and era~ed dtirlng 
the whole time allotted, but the teacher 
noticed one fellow whosat idle until the time 
was within two minutes of expiring. As the 
eel olars filed out she said to him : 

" Brown, did you finish your abstract ?'' 
"Yes ma'am "he answered. . 
Curio~s to se~ what he could hav written 

in eo lfhort a time she looked over the papers, 
and found this : · · 

" I am a worn-out shoe, my coffin is the 
ash barrel, my grave the dump." 

She says that almost as firmly impressed 
on her memory as this remarkable compo. 
sition is the expression of amazement on the 
boy's face the next morning when he saw the 
"100" mark on hie p&pe_r • ..:...Youtfi.'B Com
panion. 

The Silk Threads in Bank Notes. 
The paper upon which bank notes are 

printed is called " distin.ctiv paper,". be· 
cause used exclueivly by the government 
for the printing of ponds and notes. The 
mille where it is manufactured are at Glen 
Falls, Westchester county, Pa. An agent 
of the treasury department receives the pa
per direct from the hanqs of: the manufact: 
urer, and every precaution is taken to keep 
any of it from being lost. 

When this '' dietinctiv paper" is being 
made, scrape of red silk threads are mixed 
with the pulp in a big tanl!;. The. finished 
material is conducted 'to a wire.cloth with
out passing through _any screen which 
might retain the silken· threads. Next, an 
arrangement above the wire-cl.oth. ·scatters 
a shower of blue silk threads, which fall 
upon the paper as it is being formed. The 
side upon which the blue silk is deposited 
is used for the backs of the notes, each 
thread being eo deeply embedded as to re
main permanently fixed. The smooth side 
of the paper, that in which the red threads 
alone are seen, is used for the front of the 
note. Each of these sheets is registered 
as soon as finished. 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of ChristianitvP 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Prioe, 10 oents a. oopy; twelve copies for $1. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

''WHY" 
I speoia.ll:v want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
.Friends will please send_ stamp for oiroulars a.nd 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE SLltNKER, 

BnoWV1lle, Va.. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curl.rg the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
34 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
~4. ACRmS, 

Bea.ntifully looa.ted. 85 mil•s from New York on 
New Jor•AY Oentra.l R R. Rich soil. Owner re
tiring. Price reasonable. 

Address T WHI'I'E, 
'tf . Oa.re of TBE-T.BU~H 8EEKEB.. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
_Steel en&ra.vinas of this oel9brated naturalist 

1lx15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid. 
for 25 oenh. 4.ddr&IIB THE TRUTH SEEKER 

·Evolution Series. 
.... . -o- --

Lectures a.nd Discussions before The Brooklyn 
.. Ethical Association: on -Evolution 

in Soienoe and ~ rt. 
No. 1.-Alfred Russell Wallace, by Edward D._ 

Oope, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Ernst Haeokel, by Thaddeus. B. Wake

man; with portrait. 
Price 10 Cants each. 

For sale a.t The Truth Seeker Office. 

1~--Jrvi>LUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIA, ETO, BY 
- -William Dnrha.m, F.R.S.E. 
II ABTBONOMY, SuN. MooN, STARS, ETo. BY Will· 
· · iam.Dnrham, F.R.S.E. . . 

These handy series of velnmes on soienoe- of 
whioh the above works form the first two num
_bers, others to follow-are written 1n a. wa.y that 
oanilot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most oa.snal rea.der. They supply a. popular need. 

The price of eaoh is W oents in cloth. 

THE .. 

french Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten HistorY _ That Tell -of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a Lost Opportu
nily to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

ByVALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a. map and numerous illustrations by well

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink a.nd"gold side 11tamps. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is an. effort to rePone from 
oompara.tiv oblivion one of the many extra.ordi· 
·nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war .•.. It points a. moral that amidst repnb'
lioa.n institutions like onrs, will not fail r- oeive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing in:f!.n~noe of newly acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other the deba•wg effects of Relig-ions 
and Political intolerance both on the tyrant a.nd 
the victim. Oontains a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory.· 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
Tn6 Bole I!'adtors and IlaJaot Batios in the 

AcguirBment an.'d Apportionment. 

By J. K, INGALLS. 
Pl'lee, Cloth, tl,OO, 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY I-

,.,he World's Sages, Thinkers, and 
Reformers. The Biographws oi 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of 1\tlenu to the 
present. By D. 1\tl. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to " TheW orld's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin 1\tlary, and the Bible.· 835 
pages, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of th/3 world, inchid
ing Judaigm, Mohammedanism, a_ncl Chris
tianity; the !atter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, ·or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00 .. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of d1vine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
ever written. By F. '\V. NEWMAN, Emeritus 

.. Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat1· er, $5.0G; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. · 

The Great Wor]{s-of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age -of Reason, Examina
t-ion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to 1\tlr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, ancl The Rights of Man; the 
whole_r ,, •.ededhy the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate' portrait. 800 pages, Svo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco-; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. Ari 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacre'd Writings of the world. By Vm; 
COUNT AMJJERLEY, son of the late -Lor<} 
_T ohn Russell,- twice Premier of England . 
Vomplete from the London edition. 745 
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.~0; ·-

The foregoing volume!! are called " 'l'he 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to. 
gether and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price ~f each. -' 
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The Freethillkers' Pictorial Text·Book. 
SHOWING 

THE .!BSURDITY AND UNTRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S CLAIM TO BE A. DIVINE AND BENEFICENT INSTITUTION 

AND REVEALING THE ABUSES OF A. UNION OF CHURCH AND STATE. 
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Desi~rns bv Watson Heston, With Portrait of the Desia-ner. 
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New Englander, Taylor, Rev. T. D<l Witt Talmage, U. 8. Senate Reports, U. 8. Senate Sunday Bills, Upham's Salem Witchcraft, Voltaire, Volney, Gilbert Vale, Rev. Thomas Vincent, 
Cardinal Wiseman, President George Washington, Walt WB.ltman, J; M. "'heeler, Archbishop Whately, Daniel Webster, Rev. John Wesley, Prof. Andrew D. White, Wishart's 
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Agents for the Truth Seeker. 
. ALABAMA.. 

Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
C~J'OBIIIJAo 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. 
Ball & McCarter. 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. C. ScottJ..22 Third st., San Francisco, Cal. 
Estate of 1:1. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San 

Francisco. r cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran. 

&AN ADA. 
T.C.Allen&Co.,124 Granville st.,Halifax,N.S. 
Mrs. W. B. Cooke, 170 1-SYtongest., Toronto 
James Foster, W elland, On • 
Tb.oa. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On\. 

COLORADO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

J'LOBIDA. 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A.. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLmOIS. 
Mrs. S. E. !mes, 169 Washington st., Chicago. 
Post-otflce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
J. W. Howe, 48 8. Halstead st., C:!:.il!ag'). 

INDIANA. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend. 

LOUISIANA. 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. 
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

MAINE. 
N. G. Fessen<Ien, 434 Congress st., Portland, 

llAfilSACBUSBTTS. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro•s 5 N. Main st., Fall River.· 
A.M. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester. 

WCHIGAN. 
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand Rapids. 
C. Holton &Co .• 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

lliSSOUBI. 
PhilliJ! Roeder, 3SS Olive st., St. Louil. 
E. T. Jett, 80S Olive st., St. Louis. 

NEW JERSEY. 
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey City. 
NBW YOU. 

Bre~tano ·Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co. 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grand sts., New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
H.. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st.; New York. 
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J.VandenBroeck,397Bleeckerst.,NewYork. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
8. J • .King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
Johil Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 303 Supenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBGOB. 
B. F.J!yland, Corvallla. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

PBNNSYLVANIA. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. 1>u Bois. . · 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
BI'IODE ISLAND, 

H. Carr, 947 H gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TENNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXAS. 
L. Andrilss, Denison. 
A. Chapman, 227 E. Houston st., San Antonio. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

UTAH. 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, OgdeL.. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

WASHINGTON TBBBITOBYo 
Stine Btos., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BNGLAND. 
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson•a Court, Fleet street' 

London. . 
C. Stocker, S9 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W.Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. W. 

NBW ZBALAND. 
A.. D. Willis, Wanaanui. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price, 25 Cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. JTTLY 25, 1.891_.· 

·ooNALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years' standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and every disease 01 

the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

T~e Modern Scienco Essayist. 
Ten Oenta Each. 

1. HERBERT BPENOER : His life, writings, and 
~hilosophy. By Mr. DANJBL G:auNLEAl!' 
THOMPSON. 

2. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and influence. BY Bev. JOHN W. OHADWICK. 

3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
.How suns and worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GABBET P. BEBVISS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The story of 
geolou. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

ii. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BosBJTEB 
BADI:OND. 

7. i'HE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. BoBEBT G. EccLES. 

II. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY; BYJ.ua:sA.BKIL
TON. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. BmNEY 
8AHP8oN. · 

u; EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWJB 
G. JANES. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELBoll O, 
- PARSHALL. 
13. EVOLUTION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 

THOUGHT. ByJol[l!{ W. OHADWICK. 
a. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STUB 

Horr NICHOLS. 
15. THE EFR'EOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 

OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY Mll'IOT J. 
SAVAGE, 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Principles of the Natural Order 
of the Universe, With a Sys

tem of Morality Based 
Thereon. 

BY PBOJ'.ESSOB LUDWIG BUOB:NER, M.D, 
COl'ITENTB: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortahty of Force, Man, 
Infinity of M&tter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
Motion, Oonsciousness, 
Form, Seat of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas. 

Law1, The Idea of God, 
Universality of Natural Personal Continuance, 

Laws, Vital Force, 
The Heavens, The Soul of Brutes, 
Periods of the Orea.tion Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 u d i n g Observa-
Becular Generation, tiona. 
Price $1.50. Address THE TBSTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
A DEW DOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

Brain and the Bible. MA lERIA LIS M AID CRIME. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 
Pr£face by R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Unanswerable. Price, $1. 

Crefd of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPffiiTUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY! 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REv. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Pricl!, 5 cents. 

.A.N 0 UTLINE OF THE 

French Revolution 
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

B11 W. S. BHLL. 
Paper, 1llmo, 25 cent&. 

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
bt:KOBTALITY OF .ITS ELEMENTS. 

By A. B. de Pellegrini. 
Paper, • - 15 cents. 

PHILOSOPHY of SPffiiTUALIS:M 
Alro TREATMENT OJ' MEDIOJIIANJA. 

By F. R. Marvin, M.D. 
Oloth, 50 cents. 

HEBREW Mo!THOLOCY; POCKET TllEOLOGY. 
Tb.e Rationale of the Bible. By VOLTAIRE. 

Holy Scriptures Treat ofNatural Phenomena Only. Terse, witty, aud sarcastic definitions of theolog
ical terms. 

By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. Price, Ill cents. 
Svo, 613pp., - - - - $2.50. 

Faith apd Reason. PRIES~~YR!~~~~~~o!, ~~~OSED. 
15centa. ACCOUNT OJ' THE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS, Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Dlustrated. 

By JoSEPH SIHMS, M.D. 
Individual traits indicated by the temperament& 

and features. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather, 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4~50. 

AMBERLeY1S L'FE OF JESUS. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

From the" Analysis of Religious Belief." 
By VIBOOUNl' AMBEBLEY. 

Paper, 25 cent& ; cloth, 150 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not . Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent

ury before, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian ·Era. 

Full index,· 446pp., - $1.50. 

THEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY. 
AN 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion.· 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 
Price, $1. 

NATHA.NmL VAUGHA-N. 
A Radical NO'Oel of ]J[(J!T'/ud Ability. 

BY FBEDEBil!i6. liiACDONALDo 
404 pages. • Price reduced to $1. 

A FEW WORDS A 'BOUT the DEVIL. 
AND 

OTHER BIOGRAPHICAL SDTOH:&s AND EssAY&. 
By CHARLES BRADLAUGH. 
With Portrait and Autobiography; 

Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp, 1llmo, 
260 pp., $1.115. 

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBERGER. 
376pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and '15 cts. 

POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS. 
ACCOUNT OF 

Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents 11f God. 
Paper, 50 cent&; cloth, 75 cents. 

PRO AND CON OF 

Supernatural Religion. 
Have We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous" 

Religion t 
By ·E. E. GUILD. 

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

P YR.AMID OF G IZEH. 
Ancient Eg:n>tian Oivxlizatton and Hebrew Narra

tive in Genesis and Exodus. 
By VAN BUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. 

Price, 15 cen ta. 

QUESTION SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPII~IT\JALISM. 

By MoSEs Huu.. 
Price, 60 cents. 

Rational Communism. 
Tim PBBSBNT AND FuTURE REPUBLIO Oil' 

NOB'l'H AMBBICA. 
Advocates associate life and employment as a pre

vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc. 
By A 0APJTALJIIT. 

l'aper, 49Bpp., 50 eta.; clo,, $1. 

Relation of Witchcraft to Beligio~ 
By A. O. LYALL. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Fruits of Philosophy. 
POPULATION QUESTION. 

By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradlaugh 
· and Annie Besant. 

llli cents. 

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-
ley. 10 cent&. 

POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure. 
How the Poor May Attain Oomfort and Independ

ence. 

Price, 
BYM.G.H. 

lO cents. 

Religion of Inhumanity. 
With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity. 

BY FBEDERIO HARBISON. 
Price, 15 cents. 

RELIGION: 
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitn.ted. 

By George T. Bondies. 
With 

Exceptions to t~.e Character ot 
Chrllt a~ a Gentleman. 

By W. T. Purviance. 
2~ cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER 
B11 JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Bix Lectures. 

" TluJ Bham6 itself doth call for instant CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH. 
A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 

Decline of Faith. 
Protestant IntolerS!!.~e. 

r~11·'1- Washington an Unbeliever. 
Jefferson an Unbeliever. 

Price, cloth, 50 cents. Paine and Wesley. 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on N:}3:W DISPENSATION. 
Religion and Social Matters. By D. w. Huu. (Bpir.). 

. Christian Sabbath. 
Each, II cents; bound, pa;;~., 25 cent&; per doz., 46. 

{)loth, $1; paper, ~0 cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
S8 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 

Joshua Davidson: 

Price, - - - • - 15 Cints. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus

. trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

·!'rice, 215 cent&. 

SABBATH BREAKINC,; 
B11 JOHN E. REMSBfJ]lG. 

Price, 25 cents. 

St. Matthew Before the Court 
FoB THE CruME oF FoRGERY. 

By BECULABIBT. 
Price, 10 cent&. 

THE JEWS .AND THEIR GOD. 
KODE:BN IMITATION OF CK:BIST, "The Jewsand their God stood on the lowest SEMITIC GODS .AND 

BIBLE. 
THE 

Aa to his Life on Earth and his Communism. plane." Price, 10 cents. 
lncludln_g Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Hol:r Ghost, BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A. Protest and & Plea." in Order ot 
Creatfel<l. 

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., • - 75 Cents. 

lliJ'" This book !DaB BUpJJ'I"eBB«l bg t~ first Amtr
ican publi8liw ... 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, Bible. 
By D. M. BENNETT. 

By F. R. :MABvm. CFrcm Vol. II. " Gods and Religions.'') 
Price, • • II cents. , ____ a_s..:.ap-"p-'.,-"p-ap'--,..:...' _ao_c_.;c:...c_l_o·..:...• $.:..:1c:.... ----

F ll i' .. , bo book address I For all of the above books address 
or a 0 •u•tDeTBu.JH BEEKER 00. THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 

DLafanttei."J,,Bewl'orJI:, 1 18 LafaYette Pl., New York. 



THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum~ 
No. . BOOKS ISSUBD. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar· 

dener .••••••.•....•••••••.... .... .... •••.. 110 
. B. Age of Biason. 'l'homa~ Paine........... ~ 

4. Answers to Christian Questllins. D. M. 
Bennett........................ •..••••••• ll5 

5. Christian Absurditie)l. John Peck........ 20 
6. ·Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere. •••.•••• ~ 

OTilBRNUHBBRSIN PRBPAlU.TION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Bingle copies of each 
'book sent upon receipt of price. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by B. G. INGERSOLL. 
Jror Her Daily Bread IS the story or two young 

girls and a_ younger brother who were lert parent
less, with tittle money, fair edncatloJ!-1 and much 
ooura~re, to make their way . through roe world by 
g_oing to Ohioago. The autnoris also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
inK Kirl's life and experience in the city of Ohioago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just such a story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel ln!fer
soll to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THETBUTHSEEKEB. 

CANCER lllld Tumors CURED: no knife, 
book free. Drs. GRATIGNY & DIX, 
No. 163 Elm St., Cincinnati. 0. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachings of Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Chrlstlan
ltJ'. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reat~on, and ls It sumctent to 
Meet the Needs of' mankind Y 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
Bventng Jratl·and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Hol:roake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A ReplJ' · to Father Lambert's 
H Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

ChrlstlanltJ': Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo· 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 
strnctlv. 22 ·pages in cover, Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible MoralltJ'. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. · 

Al{nostlclsm and Christian Theism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable Y 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which Y 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus~ 
t~oe. · 26 pa~res. Price, 10 cents. 

The GlorJ' of Unbelief. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

·Nature and the Supernatural; ol', 
Bell•! f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Neces!iltJ' and the Justice of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover 
Price, 10 oen ts. 

Theological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the B-•v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate t 2. The Position of Agnosticism 

· Toward Christianity. a. Freethon~r.ht and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and OP.iniona. 5. Obrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristian1ty and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
118 LafayeUe Pl., NewYorll:. 

AGENTS WANTEObyanoldrellableftna!IOJX_eprofifso 
QPPOrtunlty. Geo. A. "S!:':~"lr425A~l!~~· t 'l: 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

ConiUct between Ieason and Superatlt!on. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 
· Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty in . Literature. 
BJ' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 00 cents. Pub~ 
lished at this office. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
Alii ADDRESS 

BJ' ROBT. G. ~GERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

NetJJ York State Bar ABBodation, at Alban)', 
N. Y., JQifl,. 21, 1890. 

'rhe onlv Com;plete and Authorised Edition. 
PBIOJ!l, TEN OENTB. 

THE TBUTiJ: BEEKER 00 •• 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
Al!ID 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A. Historical arid Oritioal Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
Ool!ITI!ll!!Ts : What is Religion t Fetichism. Phal

lic Worship. Man's. Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. Tli.e Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man•s Position, 
Fate, ll'ree Will, ll'ree ·Aiienoy, Necessity. Be· 
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lution of Spirit. ·The Law of Moral Government. 
Tli.e Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharterof Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations ·of 
Society. Bi~rhts of Government. Duties of Bo 
oiety to Oriminale. Doty of Belf Oulture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.110. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
BJ' Edward BellamJ', 

Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are 

free to receive new li~rht will find in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-[New York Tribune. · 

The ap\)eal is always made to a man's reason. 
and to hiB noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
fl.shness.-[Boston Post. 

A SDI{KeBtion of a rea.llY practicable and feasi
ble soc1al state ~rreatlf in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of 
acmal POBBibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

lllmo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS1i: 

Of the perversion of Bte_phen Girard'smagnilloent 
, bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 
; ohurohes and Youn~r Men's 
· Christian Associa-

tion. 
BY BlOB. B. WBSTBBOOJ:, D.D., LL.D. 

Price $1. Address TBB TBUTB BBBJ:U. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

lllmo, BOOpp., $1. 
.&.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for BoYS and Girls. 12mo, 383pp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting Book, Without Bupersti
tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Onlf Free· 
thiuers' Ohildren's Btory.Book ever lBSned. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; tto, iJ24pp., boards, $1. 

Addren THE TRUTH BEEUB 00. 

THE 

UNIVEBSEANA.LYZED 
BY JOHN. R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lYzed,'' "The Beal Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ete., ~}to. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the eaay property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishing food for thou~rht. We trust it 
will hav the im,meBse distribution it sa riohl,y 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

moth, tllmo, St •. 

Addreu THE TBUTHc'BEEKEB; 

THE 

CHAIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
TJDIIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, lolliiPP; moth, $3; leather, St; morocco, 

gilt edges, 1(.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regulatin!{ human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertmenoe." Price, 10 cents. • 

The False Teaching of the Chris· 
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opiuions." 10 cents; 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a miuister•s praying God to kill grasshOP· 
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact l 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, _5 cents. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales'ine,founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB TJDI 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In rour meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating. TBB LmEBAL HYMl!I·Boox contains song1 
by the best poeta, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It if hitml:y recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Par'Lon, Wnght, Green, Underwocd,Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price, 
Ill oent1- . Address '!lllB TBUTR BEEXKB ()a. 

New ::!:tlltion, RevlseG Wld Enlarl'ed, 

MEN, WOKEN " GODS. 
•y HELEN H. C:ARD~NER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, moth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents. 
TM .Trad6 Bunlw at /:Jp«J€al Dlscountl. 

Address THE Tl\UTH BEEKER, 
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Photo.engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price, 50 cents. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN .WATCH 
IS A GBEA'l! SUOOESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and In~enuity, 

Combined with 4 t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in quality and price. Has 16 jewels, 
patent re~rnlator, Brequet hair-spring (non; 
oatobable), beautiful double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adjusted to heat, cold, arid position, stem 
wind and set, new model. In silverine oases, Sl9; 
8 ounce coin si ver, $22.50 i 4 oz. dust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere ror $35. In best 14kt 
filled go:d cases, guaranteed 20 years, open face, 
$27 to $80; hunting, $32 to $15; in 14kt, solid 
gold, $50 to !90 All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Bent prepaid, and cash refunded if not satisfac
tory. W11.tobes cleaned, Sl; springs, $1 i.. andre· 
tu~ned free. Best work in the world. ~:~end for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• an~ cheaper 
watches, diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
and gold of my FrMtbonl!"ht ba~<re, tracts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN_, 

BoORELLE,!LL. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable bock for 
voung and middle
\ged men1 sulferiug 
'rom a Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
iadiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE OUJ1E, ·all it matters not how 
long stand.lng, bow hopeless or how many reme
dies you hav uaed. The book is worth many 
times its cost, and should be in the hands of 
those seekinK a 81)ee4!1 ana vermanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Bobt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where you saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outSPoken Liberal, a human

itarian, and a. generous patron of the Free thought 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessful method of treat
men~ and deserves patrona~re.-l'net7WI'f/7le. 

T7la6 notic88 are for tM benefit of Lib..":"!!lB 
UJho mag be t~iaitlng the placu fJJhere these sode. 
tie8 are located. Local Secular Unions and 
Fruthougkt Societies meeting regularly ean 
Tun their gatherings adloertised here fru by f01f'· 
UJarding th6 neus1Jf111'1/ infO'J"'ITUltion. 

The lllanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday eveuing, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masouio Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at s o'clock at 
Liberal Leag_~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lecture& and disouasions on 
religious and social queg~ions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. . 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
eveuing at 7:30. Lecture•, debates, and discus. 
sions on all important secular au bjeots. Pres
ident, Hll:l!IBY BIBD; Secretary, OoBA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brooklfn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.M., every 
Bun day. Lectures followed by discussion. Pla'
form free. Oharlea Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2~7 
meets every Bun day in Industrial Hall, Broad a.L d 
Wood sts •• at 2 :10 and 7 :30 P.lt. for lectures and 
free discussions on reli~rious and social questions. 
A.blespe&kerstnterestthe audience. N.B.-Trutb 
Beekerpublioationsalwaya on hand at cheap rates. 

The Secular SocletJ' of Kent, 0., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M., at the town nail. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. MABms HEIGJITOl!l, Bee. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union 
Of Allianoe1 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
days of eacn month at Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to TBB TRUTH BEEKEB and Investi-
gator are solicited. B. G. BMITJI, Oor.l:l...,. 

Chlca;-o Secular Union 
Ml!ets every Sunday evening at 7:10 P.lt., at 
Pnnoess Opera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Btran~rers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Mlhvaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. Tile public cordially invited. 

Des lllolnes Secular Union 
Holds regular meetinlii'B at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block, B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

li'BAl!IXLm BT~~:mu, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethough1 
. SocletJ' 

Meets every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, fil Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port An~reles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.lt. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angelea, Wash. Leot· 
u~es, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
VIted on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBAl!lx MoBS~~:, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union . 

Of Los Angeles, Oat., meets semi-monthlyJ.. firs~ 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.M.J_at rarr•s 
Hall, Everybodv lnvited. . MBS· B. Jl'l. BEBBAo 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMs, Bee. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Llbtral Club 
Meets every Sunday at l! P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free Disoussions.-Original 
and Selected Bes.dings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. O. B. BEYl!loLDs, Prea.; A. W. 0ALDEBo Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool.house. 
Lectures, discussions, readin~r, and poems. The 
Kreatest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto, 

Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BioE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL. Vice-Pres.; OJIABLlJ:S Bllli:Ao Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal· <Jlub, 
Meets every Sunday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•olook, A.M. Visiting Lib-
erals invited to attend. OoL. A. RABBIS, Pres. 

ls.u.o B. LEE, Sec. 

San Ar. tonlo (Texas) Lib~ral Asso-
ciation 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, 227 
Mlast Houston street, Free reading room and cir
culating library open every day and eveninK 
Strangers cordially invited. A. OllAPMA.No Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to· Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate o.nd Assembly of New 
York. 

· WU7i Ptne Steel Bngramno or Senator Con:tltng. 
Bound in black cloth, silver side staJDP. 

Price, 75 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 
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••ws gl J/t.~ _,,,/1_. GODS AND RELIOIONa WORLD'S 
•• . I ... ! ANCIENT A.ND 

0
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SA.QES, . THINKERS, 
REFORDRS • 

. Vol. L Give a Jrull Aoooun' of all Ule Godl, in BloaraPJd81 of 100 of tlle·IiudiBlr PhUosopherl 
EPISOOPJ.L BrsBOP CoXB of Western New oludina .Jehovah, 8a$an, Ule Holy, Ghost, Teaohe~ BkePtio~ hmon~ l'o"imders of ' 

York denounces bicycling as "grossly im- .Je:S OhriBt, Vir~in lllary, ~nd the Bible. N:l:ts, ~~~(~to ~er~.ll~ot 0~~=!~~· 
modest as well as rl!liculous for wokmen." t'l::~~g.o:~s:r.lft"e~~8gfi~:=~~ll fromUle time of Menu to Ule PJ.'OS· 
He says that "women on bicycles loo like avo,957JlP. Ololh,$3pervoL; UlEi ent. 8Vo, l,O'I'Iipp., oloUl, 11; 
witches on broomsticks." He has been re- ll volB.,I!i; leatber, 17; mo- leather, It; mor.,g. e.,M.IIO. · 
buked by favorers of the hygienic advantages roooo, gilt edges, ss. BY D. lit. BEN:Nil:~. . · 
of bicycling by women. BY D. lit. BENNE~. THETBlJTH BEEXEB 00., 

SoME believe the secret 
cause of the ChUian war 
to be rivalry between 
commercial firms of 
England and America. 

MATILDA BAOBLLI, of 
Lucca, Italy, bedridden 
with paralysis t h r e e 
y e a r s, is announced 
miraculously cured by 
intercession of St. Aloy
sius GoiJzaga. 

TBB French Radicals 
fear that, now that the 
Catholic church bas rec
ogn!zed the French re
public and authorized 
participation i n it s 
politics, republicaDism 
will be clericallzed. 

S AN I T A T I 0 N has re. 
iluced mortality in New 
York citv 5 79 per 1,000 
in twenty-five years. But 
under its Tammany. 
Catholic rule it still has 
one of the largest death
rates in the Union. 

EA oa year fewer Cath
olics graduate from our 
Fecular ecbools and col
legee, the "reason or this 
pleasant fact being," says 
a Catholic journal, "the 
xmmhPr sno dllcl!mcv of 
our Catholic colleges· and 
convents.'' 

HuGK pilgrimages of French workingmen 
to the Vatican are preparing. 

Tax census is assailed by Democrats as 
being extremely erroneous, and admitted by 
Republicans to be somewhat so. 

COUNT D:O: HUBNER, ex-ambassador of 
Austria to France, has written a book in 
which he says that he cannot see how Italy 
can . withstat d the growing sentiment of 
Catholics in all nations that the pope's tem
poral power should be restored. 

CA.THoLioa continually rejoice that in Bel
gium, which until recently was "impiously 
and oppressivly governed, as France and 
Italy now are, by a handful of Infidels," the 
Catholics hav risen "in their might and by 
their ballots buried them from power." 

TB:o:RB is trouble between Rev. Dr. Bacon 
and the preachers of Waterbury, Conn. He 
is desired by parishioners, but opposed by 
preachers because when filling a vacant pul. 
pit last summer he decried then::. for running 
away to Europe and leaving the dead with
out funeral services. 

A MBMBKR of the Italian house of deputies 
recently urged that the 1866law forbids the 
very existence of a monk as such ; but Rudini 
held that it only proclaimed irrecognition of 
monkish bodies or of individual monks in 
any religious capacity, without forbidding 
them actually to assume that character. 

Tax scheme to perpetuate foreign national 
distinctions, in l!i\nguage and otherwise, 
among our Immigrants, will fail of adoption, 
not through compunction at continuing 
elements of division and discord in this 
nalion, but because of the unwillingness of 
American prelates to be supplanted by 
foreigners. 

STA.TI&TIOS just issued show immigration 
1820-90: England, 6,460 054; Germany, 
4,551,719; Ireland. 3,501 683; British North 
America, 1,029,083; Norway and Sweden, 
943,330; Austrls-Hungary. 464.435; Italy, 
414,513; France, 370.162; Russia and Poland 
356 353, Scotland. 329,192; China; 293 578; 
Switzerland, 174 333; Denmark, 146 237 · 
other countries, 606,006. ' ' 

TB:o: shrine ot St. Anne de Beaupre con
tinue~, aceording to authoritativ church 
announcements in Catholic journals, to cure 
the paralyzed, blind, crippled, and otherwise 
diseased. Processions in honor of St . .A.nne 
it Is stated, hav procured r~~oin in drouth' 
sailors in the gulf hav been rescued, and ~ 
few days ago flame& consuming a bam were 
quenched upon the farmer's wife casting her 
cross therein and calling on the saint. The 
miracles number twelve thousand. There 
are large collections of crutches, and spec
tacles and glasses, discarded by the healed. 
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Side Lights on South Sea Missions. 

· Freethoughtin the United States, 
1890, -

Story of the Year Abroad, -

Some. Alaskan Myths. Ida C. Crad
dock, Corresponding Secretary of 
the American Secular Union. lllus• 
trated, 

35 

Ada Campbell. Illustrated, 

Disadvantages of Specialism in 
the Advocacy of Reform. A. B. 
Bradford, • 

Shoutin• Joe. Watson Heston. Illus 
trated, ! i 81 

Anent Spooks: Where are They? Gaining Ground in England, ... JIS 

Thaddeus B. Wakeman, 

Where the Roman Catholics Got 
a Litany, - l! i! 

NEW YORK: 
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, I WoULD hav all. intoieratio~ llitolerated in 
its turn.-Qk&ter.fteld. .. . , 

. '.l'n fo.ol multitude , • • choose by 
show, · · · 

Not learning more than the fond eye doth 
teach, · 

Which pries not to th' interlor.-,-8haksp6re. 

AMONG men who con
. found their ideas with 

words, there must be 
endless disputes.-Looke. 

No man can be saved 
who does not sufficiently 
endeavor to find out the 
truth for himself.-Baml. 
OlOII"ke. 

A PBOPLB which takes 
p r i d e in the noble 
achievements of remote 
ancestors will n e v e r 
achieve anything worthy 
to be remembered with 
pride by their remote 
des c en d an t s.-Mao
aula1J. 

1 STUDIBD the hfatory 
of other religions and 
the character of their 
sacred books; and I 
found Christia.nity to be 
the natural development 
out of the dogmas and 
traditions of India, Per
sia, Egypt, Palestine, 
and Greece.-.Rob6rt" 0 • 
.Adams. 

ONe of the results of the extraordinary 
tyranny of authority is that words are abso. 
lutely distorted from their proper and simple 
meaning, and are used to express the obverse 
of their right sigDitl.cation.-:-080011" Wi'de. 

WHBRK men of judgment creep and feel their 
way 

The positiv pronounce .without dismay; 
Their want of light and intellect supplied 
By sparks absurdity strikes out of pride : 
Without the means of knowing right from 

wrong, 
They always are decisiv, clear, and strong; 
Where others toil with philosophic force, 
Their nimble nonsense takes a shorter course1 
Flings at your head conviction in the lump, 
And gains remote conclusions at a jump. 

. -o_()t(Jp6f". 

AN age which has ceased to value impar. 
tiality of judgment will soon cease to value 
accuracy of statement, and when credulity is 
inculcated a11 a virtue falsehood will not long 
be stigmatized as a vice. When two men are 
firmly convinced that salvation can be found 
only within their church, and that their 
church can· absolve from all guilt, they will 
speedily conclude tbat nothing can possibly 
be wrong which is beneficial to it. They 
exchange the love or truth for what they call 
th8 tru.th. They regard m..Jrals as derived 
from, and subordinate to, theology, and they 
regulate all their statements, not by the stan
dard of veracity, but by the interest of their 
creed.-Lecky. 

Wo~s of true merit are seldom very popu
lar in· their own day; for 'knowledge is on 
the march, and men of genius are the P'f"IJJB
tolatt>reB or 'Dldettes that are far in advance of 
their comrades. They are not with them, 
but before them : not in the ca.mp, but be
yond it. The' works of sciollsts and dullards 
are still less popular, but from a different 
cause; and theirs is an unpopularity that 
will remain. because they are not before the 
main body but behind it; ·and as it proceeds, 

\every moment increases the distance of those 

[

sluggards that are sleeping in the rear, but 
diminishes the distance of those -heroes that 
hav taken post ·in the van. Who, then, 
stands the best chance of that paltry prize, 

·contemporaneous approbation? He whose 
mediocrity of progress distances not his com-
rades, and whose equality of merit affords a 
level on which friendship may be built; who 
is not so dull but that he has something to 
teach, and not so wise as to hav nothing to 
learn; who is not so far before his compan
ions as to be unperceived, nor so far behind 
them as to be unregarded.-OoZtm. 
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FUTURE PROMISES AND PRESENT PRACTICES. 

1Jot£s and ~lippiniJS. 

Tnx Austrian census shows that in the very 
.religious province of Galicia seventy: four per 
cent of the population can neither read nor 
write, and orily nine per cent can read. 

THE Catholic gentleman whose wife leaves 
him because he won't follow her into a Prot
estant denomination has but a dubious eternity 
before him. He seems to be getting his good 
things in this world.- World. 

Rxv. DR. CUYLER says that in old tlmes, 
when the Congregational Ministers' Associa
tion of Connecticut held a dinner, the place 
where they dined had so much whisky in it 
that it smelled like a bar.room. 

THE Dublin Ewpr~ss says that the English 
will learn from Carlow that " the Irish tenant 
farmer . . . is a puppet in the hands of 
Roman Cath0lic priests and as unfit to be an 
elector as if he were an infant or a lunatic." 

SAYS Rev. Dr. Plumb, of Boston, of Sun
day newspapers : " If every man would 
undertake to read these great Sunday journals 
regularly, public worship would hav to· go, 
the baser elements in society would become 
dominant, and the republic itself would be 
in danger." 

GEORGE E. WARING, JR., says: "Disease 
is not a consequence of life ; it is due to un
natural conditions of living-to neglect, 
abuse, and want." And Dr. Stephen Smith 
says: "Man Is born to health and longevity; 
disease is abnormal, and death, except from 
old age, is accidental, and both are prevent
able by human agencies." 

IT is said that Postmaster General Wana
maker spends his entire salary on his private 
secretary and the various agencies furnishing 
newspaper clippings. He subscribes to three 
of these agencies, and"has given them instruc
tion& to furnish him with all clippin~ts relating 
to himself and to the postal service. 

THE price of land in Russia is rapidly fall
ing, and it is impossible to foresee when it 
w!ll stop. It would be singular if a process 
of deliberate warfare on flve millions of the 
most industrious and frugal of its people, 
the Jews, did not make Russia poorer. And 
the steady fall in the price of land is but one 
evidence the more of the penalty attending 
a line of policy which hampers commerce, 
paralyzes industry, and oppresses agriculture. 
. HENRY IRVING very properly refuses to take 

part in a discussion on " the moral influence 
of the stage," on the ground that the moral 
influence of the stage is no more disputable 
than the moral influence of literature. In 
other words, there are good plays and bad 
plays, as there are good books and bad books. 
That there can be a~ything immoral in a 
good play well played is too stupid an idea to 
argue against. 

THE thirteen superstition, thinks Belford's 
Magazine, perhaps arose from the Last Sup 
per. Leonardo da Vinci, in his famous paint
ing on the wall in the refectory of the Do
minican convent of Santa-Maria-della-Gracle 
in Milan, unwittingly, perhaps, gave the flret 
impulse to the superstition in the minds of 
the ignorant masses who beheld the twelve 
apostles and the master at table. To see be
fore their eyes the fatal feast itself must hav 
affected them far more profoundly than could 
the most eloquent sermon on the subject. In 

this picture, too, we see Judas in the act of 
spilling the salt; thus it is fair to presume 
that both superstitions hav practically the 
same origin. 

NEARLY all physicians and well-informed 
people generally now agree, states the Brook
lyn Oitiun, that Americans are much more 
healthy than they were forty years ago. Part 
of the gain is due to the improvement of the 
country in the way of drainage, more to im
proved sanitation in city and village, but 
most of all to improved habits. Nearly all 
our popular amusements now are healthful. 
Bodily weakness is almost a disgrace among 
men, and is unfashionable, at the least, among 
women. In fact, the athletic young woman 
begins to be sought after. 

" THE act of God" is a phrase curiously 
surviving in law from medieval times, mean. 
ing that the act complained of was the work 
of some unexpected accident for which fal. 
lible mortals cannot be held responsible. In 
a recent case the Supreme Court of the 
United States used words that seem to imply 
that as time goes on this plea for escape from 
responsibility is to be less and less regarded. 
In deciding an action for damages incurred in 
a railroad accident the court remarked : 
"You who know so much about the law of 
God and the processes of nature must hav 
foreseen that the earth hanging over that 
narrow, unprotected cut would be loosened 
by the rain and brought down upon your 
track by the law of gravity. Common pr..x
dence and ordinary engineering skill would 
hav prevented such a result, and we there
fore hold you, and not God, responsible." 
This language deserves attention, because it 
plainly suggests that with the extension of 

skill and knowledge the responaibility of car
riers is gradually approaching that of absO
lute insurance. In a hundred years from 
now, comments the Bun, perhaps the plea of 
the " act of God" will be unknown in our 
courts, for by that time science may be sufll. 
ciently advanced to provide for every purely 
material contingency. 

Tn: discussion in Parliament over discon
tinuance of payments to church schools in 
England, which now receive state funds the 
same as public schools, has called attention 
to a passage in a catechism now in use in 
church schools in Essex: "(Q-) We hav 
among us various sects and denominations 
who go by the general name of Dissenters. 
In what light are we to consider them? (A.) 
A.s heretics; and in our Litany we expressly 
pray to be delivered from the sins of ' false 
doctr!n, heresy, and schism.• (Q.) Is, then, 
their worship a laudable service ? (A.) No ; 
because they worship God accordin!; to their 
own evil and corrupt imaginations, and not 
according to his revealed will ; and therefore 
their worship iS:idolatrous. (Q.) Is Dissent 
a great sin? (A..) Yes; it is in direct op
position to our duty towards God. (Q.) 
How comes it, then, in the present day that 
it is thought so lightly of? (A.) Partl,v from 
ignorance of its great sinfulness, and partly 
from men being more zealous for the things 
of this per!shinq; world than for the Lord of 
Hosts. (Q ) But why hav not Dissenters 
been excommunicated ? (A..) Because the 
law of the land does not allow the wholesome 
law of the Church to be acted upon ; but 
Dissenters hav virtually excommunicated 
themselvs by setting up a religion of their 
own, and leaving the Ark of God's Church." 
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Huw to Make Freethinkers of the Young. differently from you take no cognizance of, you hav tion of plants and the smaller apimals, which seems 
Prom tll.e PrPetll.tnl&ers• Mauaztne. only to present them to your child; and J;le will be natural to most young children. It will be easy to 

In my address before t~e Portsmouth eongr~ss all the quicker to appreciate those truths because make him understand that every living creature, 
.of the American Secular Umon, Jast O<ltober, I satd: of the mental training he is undergoing. And if however insignificant, has a right to its life unless it 
. "My great co11cern is, how shall we reach the you be a genuin Freethinker, you will say that it has to be killed for food, clothing, etc., or because it 
:young T How sball we save them from falling into matters little what particular phase of Liberalism is noxious to the life about it, or because it is so 
that religious superstition which puts the cross jour child favors for the time, so long as he is being crippled that it is only mercy to put an end to its 
higher tban their mcral duty as geed cltize~P, and trained to seek for truth, and only truth, with all sufferings. . · 
'Which teaches them to consider what the church the ardor of his being. Where the right sorb of a teaoher can be found, I 
sneerivgly calls 'mere moraliiy,' as of little account I believe ~hat I to-day owe the foundations of my think that tbe child's duty .to himself and others, 
in the sight of the deity whom they worship T How Rsdicalir;m to the fact that I was accustomed, as a sexually, should be at least outlined, in private talks 
shll we fire t.hfm with a dfeire to n:rke an heroic child, to listen to the grown folks debating theolog- between himeelf and the teacher. S~ill better, I 
stand against tbe i:dq•1itous union of church and ieal questions and so I came to see that such think, would be instruction on such matters in class, 
state? How shall we fH them to take the vacant questions might hav more than one side. provided the teacher possess dignity, tact, and the 
places in the L;beral ra:nk!!-places left vacant Oertain subjects shotdd be emphasized in Free. ability to deal with his subject from a purely imper
almost monthly by the death of our gray-haired thought Sunday-schools. If the plan outlined here sonal and scientific standpojnt. . The talks about 
veterans !" seems too extended in P.cope, remember that I giv it plant and animal life, in the hands of an experienced 

The work of Freethougbt to-day is perhaps divisi- as a suggestion only, and that it need not be carried teacher, will giv a most· excellent foundation for 
hie into three sorts: (1) the protest against religious out in its entirety. this instruction. Even a ehance word, judiciously 
superstition, a11d especially against the union cf 1'3t. The evil that religious superstition has been uttered, may be all-sufficient to start the youthful 
church and state; (2) industrial reform; (3) the rela- to the world, from the days of savagery down. 0 .1e mind on the right track, where it can think out a 
tiona of the sexes, including a study of the laws of could begin with inner Africa or the South Sea clean and unselfi.sh theory of sexuality for itself. It 
heredit.y, scientific marriege, the divorce question, blands, and ebow the absurdities and barbarities of has been the disgrace of Christianity, that it has 
etc. Nos. 2 and 3 are rapidly c .. ystallizing into fetich and idol worship. Then sketch the leading taught mankind to despise the body, and especiaiiy 
well-defined theories; but even advanced Radicals mythologies of the world-Egyptian, Hindoo, Greek, the sexual nature, ·as something too impure to be 
c,an hardly be said to agree upon any one theory to R Jman, Norse, Saxon-expanding or abridging, ac· talked of casually, much less talked of suffieiently to 
an extent to warrant its universal teaching to the cording to circumstances. A passing familiarity be developed to a higher plane. Shall Liberals fol
young. It is quite different with No. 1, on which with the names of the chief gods and goddesses will low in the footsteps of the monkish promulgators of 
we are almost everywhere agreed. Whatever our be of value, not only in the child's· literary and art Ohristian superstition T 
differimg ieme, we are, as Freethinkers, thoroughly education, but also in studying subject No. 3,. dealt 31. The proper study of the Christian Bible is 
uni~ed in cur protest against what we hav come to with l.ater on in this article. Where a conquering one of the most important subjects of the Free
recognizf'J as Ohristian superstition; and we also race, as the R()mans, left the Dativ reJigion untouched, thought Sunday-school. While it is but simple jus
agree in protesting l!gainet ·the union of church and teach the child to admire and approve thattoler~t~ce. tice that the Bible should not be read as a religious 
state. Here, then, we hav a well defined belief, Where a new religion was forced upon a people at· authority in the public schools, supported, as those 
which, though neg&tiv, is substantially a crr,ed. the point of the sword, as Christianity was forced schools are, by the money of Freethinkers and 

But why is it eo important to teach this "creed· upon the Saxons by Charlemagne, show the child churchmen alike, it is the bight of absurdity to 
of Freeth ought" to the young? Because most of .the great wrong. The history of the Oatholic expect to oust the Bible from its present place in 
tho~e who work for this phase of Freethought are, Inquisition is accessible, and is full of romtntic and literature and art. To deBtroy it utterly-if such 1 
by their own ehowing, elderly men and women, who pathetic incidents from which a morallesEon can be thing were possible-would be to throw away the 
are not only going down the hiH of life, but who are drawn, without dwelling needlessly on the horrible key to thousands of works in literature, painting, 
much neanr tbe End than we should wish such use- details of torture. The burning of Servetus through sculpture, ar(lbitecture, and music, whose tendency 
ful p£ople to be. Because the younger men and Oalvin's persecution of him; the reign of Bloody is undeniably elevating. Its loss would be irretriev
women are too much interested in labor reform to Queen Mary; the forced recantation of Galileo; the able to scholars and poets .. But (and mark you 
trouble themselvs over the encroachments of relig- burning of Bruno; the shocking cruelties of the -this!) it should. be relegated to its proper place as a 
ions superstition. Because, therefore, when some duke of Alva in the Netherlands; the persecutions storehouse of precious myths. I~s stories and say
white haired soldier, worn out in the service cf of the W aldenses; the odium which the Puritans ings should be recognizgd at their true value, as the 
Freethought, drops suddenly,. incurred in England, and their hanging of the attempts of a primitiv people to fix the floating leg-

Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch QJakers, when themselvs established in power; the ends of ancient sun, moon, and star worships, of 
;A-bout him, and lie~ down to J?leasant dreams, witchcraft craze ; the upholding by the Ohristian tree, phallic, serpent, and fire worships, into some 

there 1s none to take h1s place 1n the ranks. I am church of chattel slavery in this country; her definit form-in some cases, perhaps, ·as a vehicle 
glad to note some signal exceptions to this; but, repeated declarations in favor of sex slavery; the for the moral teachings of that day, but not always 
generally speaking, thoEe who fight against religious persecutions of Seve!lth-day Adventists and Baptiste for any useful purpose at all, but simply to gratify 
superstition with any activity, are men or women on by First day Christians; the absurdities · of the their own crude imaginations. Looked at in this 
the far side of forty; and those who fight with the American Sabbath Union arguments, and the would- way, the bewildering vagaries of the Bible take 
most activity, are usually on the far side of sixty. be eeclesiaetical tyranny of the God-in-the-Oonstitu- shape and coherence. 
I_t is true that Fr~et~ought has gained by this selec- tion party; the iDjustice worked by government It is true that there are many gross indecencies in 
tion of matured IDtellects for her champions. But appropriations to sectarian schools and missions, the Christian Bible. But so there are in the early 
she has also lost thereby, in the undue cultivation especially in Alaska and among the Western editions of Shakspere, and, indeed, in the works of 
of s~riousness, of materialistic pessimism, and of a . Indians; these are but. suggestions for a plan of most classical authors. To be consistent, those Lib· 
_passiOnate reverence for reason, reason, reason, to Freethought teaching that could be expanded i:Ji- erals who would exclude the Bible from a place on 
the_ almost total ignoring of that emotion~ culture definitly. · · · their shelve for this reason, would hav to narrow 
whtch only t~e prese~ce of youthful enthueiasm can Of course, to be perfectly fair,it will be necessary their libraries to a compass beside which the library 
s~pply. It Is rare mdeed that we find an activ to show the child that r,~ligiou1,1 superstition Jlas not _o.f t}?.e mQst sanctified Oomstockian bigot that ever 
Liberal under twenty-five; almost never do we find always hindered humanity; that it has, on the con". breathed would be wide indeed. To denounce the 
one under the age of tw~nty. . ~rary, frequently been . a stimulus to ncble work. Bible wholesale for the sake of its coarse passages I 

On the ot~er. hand, 1t is from the young blood How far this usefulness of religious superstition has consider to be neither honest nor scientific . 
. that the Oh.nstlan church to· day draws her great counterbalanced the evil it has wrought, may safely It is not honest, because there are many passages of 
support. From bab~ hoed up to manhood and be left to the teacher s nd the children for mutual a high and beautiful morality between its covers ; and 
woman.ilood, ehe trains them in her ways; e:t.d far ·discussion. The more light turned upon this matter, even admitting that thoti.e passages hav been borrowed 
into oid age, they usually render her at least a the better. · fro~ earlier writers, as is the fact in many cases, still 
no~inal allFgianc~; .:t:teqne~tly, it is true, they get 2J. But we muat be careful not to bring pic~ures the original sources are not generally known to the 
the1r e3 es open l:fl mtddle life, and then they may of cruelty and bloodshed too persistently before the public, and their demonstration frEquently requires 
turn. t~ us; but_ the church has. already suc~ed minds of children, lest they grow morbidly eager to some research and trouble. And is a diamond less a 
~h~ Jmce~ of the1r youthful enthus1ae~-those rtch hear of revolting deeds. These matters should be diamond because found in a mud-puddle? · 
JUices ~~1eh should hav gone to noumh truth, not but secondary to a far more important theme-the Neither is the wholesale denunciation of the Bible 
superstition. . · · . good to be gotten out of this life, rigbh here and scientific. Such objectionable passages as exist, if 

Wh&t are L1berals .t~mking of, that they so wail- now, without waitillg until we die. "Oae world at r€ad by the light of folk-lore, usually resolve them~ 
tonly neglect the tramtng of the' young, while they a time" should be the teacher's text. The interest selva into primitiv expressions of reverence for the 
amuse ~hemsel':s by doctrinal equlibbles and war- the be~uty, the joy of this earth-life, as promulgated sexual nature as sacred. The true scientific attitude 
dances 1D the L1beral papers' by Liberalism, should be· forcibly contrasted with in such matters is to face this fact, not to shrink 

There ought to be _estQblished throughout the the gloom which Christianity has for centuries cast from it. The Christian Bible is a curious old book, 
length and breadth o~ ~hJs Jand, Freethought Sunday- over the earth; and the child should be taught that ·and worthy of the most scholarly study that Liber-
echoole. Every auxlhary of the American Secular one of his first duties is to be cheerful himself and als can put upon it. , 
Union, E. very Liberal society, oug_ht to be the nucleus to help other people to be so. Show him' that Moreover, let us not forget that this book could 
of such a school. If onlr two children an~ a teacher Liberalism is, before all, a religion of sunshine. not be shut away from our children, even if we would 
can be procured, start w1th .those two children and Teach him the sacred duty, as well as the good hav it so, as there is a copy in nearly every houee
t~at teacher. If the teaching be good, the school sense, of his keeping the body, mind, and heart ex- bold in the land. It even lies on hotel tables and in 
will grow. quisitly clean and frEe from whatever tends to other public places, accessible to all. To forbid it 

What should be ~aught in such Sunday-schools 1 blunt their sensibilities. Show him that evolution, to our . children would but quicken the youthful 
If those ~upl?ortmg the school are al.l of one i~m,. and not special creation, is the law under which the curiosity. I know of a case where ·two little girls 

of course that Ism ~hould be the .doc~riD~l teaching universe always works. The teaching ot this at in a hotel parlor one Sunday afternoon innocently 
~~ the school. But 1f they hold d1ffer1ng Isms, those moder:n gospel of evolution should be rmpplemented absorbed in reading the hotel Bible together, when 
~ems should one and all be presented to the children, by brief talks on geology, astronomy, plant and ani- hey were accosted by two boys of their acquaint
Just as ~hey would ~e presented to the grown peo- mal life, etc. Oontrast the silence of the Ohristian ance, with the jeering remark that if the girls knew 
ple:s L:be~al debat1ng ~ociety, an~ under just ~s scriptures upon the rights of animals, with the elo· what dreadful things were in that book, they guessed 
st!1ct parliamentary rullngs, allowtng each side as quent pleas in their behalf found in pagan scriptures they wouldn't sit there reading it. Sequel: Indig
fair •. ~havce as t~e ~ther, _and forbidding all per- especially in the sayings and doings of Buddha~ nation on the part of the girls, demonstration by 
sonaht1es. What Is L1berallsm worth, if it does not show the child that the first man in America to he boys of the truth of their statement; and a sub
tr~n our children to think for themselvs, and to move in preventing cruelty to animals was a Free- equent competition between the two boys and two 
!!eize upon t~e tr~th wherever_found T. And if such thinker (Mr. Bergh); show him that the growing . ifle, as to who could lay their finger on the vilest 
open dtscuee1on briDge your chdd to ~hmk differently tenderness toward animals in civilized countries, is aseages, supplemented by shamefaced giggles and 
from y~urselt, are you a t~ue Fceeth1nkar to object? chi£fly due to .the spread of Darwinism, with its Iy innuendoes. 
What I! he ccmfiB _to thmk favo~ably of Atheism, teachings of the blood relationship existing betwe~n In how many such instances is not the imagination 
when you are a The1st, or favorably of Spiritualism, the inferior creatures and ourselvs. When once the the child stained past all cleansing! 
when you are a Mater!r.list, o_r vice versa .'1' If you child has realized the fact of this relationship, it will Now, there are two ways of dealiDg with this mat-
hav truths on your Bide which those who believe be easy to prevent him from that wanton destruc- ter. 0.:1e is the "thus hr shalt thou go and no 
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theless, if we had our Sunday· schools and our lyceums, 
the literature would soon spring up to meet the 
demand. 

In conclusion, therefore, I would once more urge 
on Liberals the necessity which is upon us, to train 
up the coming generation as stanch Liberals, by 
means of Freetbought Sunday-schools and Free
thought lyceums. There is an old couplet which, 
though time-worn, is well worth quoting here : 

'Tis education forms the common mind ; 
Just as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined. 

IDA c. CRADDOOX. 
---------4HHD-------

Money. 

farther" policy of the church-a policy which ha 
imposed on modern civilization the unnatural teach
ing that certain organs of the body (created by God 
himself, think of it!) are impRre ; that the activities 
of those organs must not be studied about before 
they are put into use-:-at least, not by young women 
-in the important relation of marri1ge ; that every 
member of the sex from whom come the mothers of 
the race must ens~athe her limbs with. heavy 
drapery; lest the law of modesty be infringed by the 
showing of an ankle or .the contour of a hip, and 
that she is the most "feminin" whose limbs are the 
most cramped 'i!Y long, heavy, clinging skirts, etc. 
In short, that the whole matter of sex is so impure, 
so thoroughly vile, that it cannot be contemplated 
by the most virtuous without danger of degradation. I do not believe that the government can make money 
The other way of dealing with the matter is that of by law.-Oolonel R. G. Ingersoll. 
Freethought, which recogt;1izes the fact-the fact, I Is it possible that Oolonel Ingersoll-Our Bob-is 
say-that all processes of the body are equally pure, reported correctly in his remarks which hav appeared 
equally important to ba studied about, and equally from time to time in various publications on the sub
worthy of. scientific, impersonal teaching. Intelli- ject of money? Does he giv us his views or con vic
gent Freethought recognizes the fact that whatever tiona " honor bright " touching the subject., do you 
impurity exists in the Bible bas been put there by think, or is he like the clergy, bound by his environ
this unnatural teaching oCthe church through long menta to cater to the opinions of privileged classes? 
centuries, or by her persistently literal interpreta- Having read a goodly number of the colonel's 
tion of its stories, as though they were real accounts works on different topics, I am willing to bank high 
of the doings of real people, instead of being en- on his ability to excel any and all writers, living or 
tirely mythical an:l allegorical, with no more histor- dead, in a clear comprehension of all subjects upon 
ical foundation to them than there was to the lately which he writes that hav come under my observation, 
exploded myth of William Tell. save and except the "money question." 

It would be not only possible, but ridiculously His view, as expressed in the above quotation, 
easy, for a committee of Liberal mythologists to g~t which " is from· a St. Paul dispatch to the Philadel
up a series of Bible lessons which should explain phi& Press," not only conflicts with the teachings of 
every word in the Christian Bible as the outcome of all the most advanced speakers and writers, and with 
a most interesting mythology. And this is what the decisions of our highest judicial tribunals; but 
ought to be done by Liberals, if they expect to hav his statement sounds " queer" to every citizen who 
their children hold the 'Bible stories at their true is at all posted concerning the government's financial 
value-sa being upon exactly the same footing with legislation, or recognizes the right of the people to 
that beautiful sun and dawn myth of Cinderella, with equality before the law. Hence, please allow suffi
the- solar and ~?hallie . myth of William Tell, and cient space in the veritable T·:auTH SEEKER to call his 
others. If we would save our children fromthe attention to a few bottom facts involved in the sub· 
persuasions of the church in after years, it is of the ject of "making money by law." 
greatest importance that they acquire an intelligent Now, in order to prove" that the government can 
comprehension of just what the Christian Bible is make money by law," U is only necessary to come to 
a treasury of pagan folk-lore. an agreement in regard to what constitutes money. 

For inatance, Cinderella is the dawn-maiden ; her If the idea that money is not wealth, is once clearly 
envious sisters and stepmother, the clouds and night est1blished in the mind, that it is public credit, or a 
which try to vail her beauty with the rags of mist ; check for the delivery or distribution of wealth; 
the sun is the fairy prince before whom the dawn none would attempt to argue that Congress, the 
ever flees. William Tell is the sun-god, whose far- agents of the people, cannot coin, stamp, fabricote, 
darting arrows are proverbial ; his famous steering and make money by law, in the same sense that a 
of the boat across the storm-tossed lake, is the person makes a note. Colonel Ingersoll, no doubt, 
annual passage of the sun across the waters of holds to the idea that gold and silver is money. If 
winter and night at Christmas; Gessler's cap upon 1 it is true, that settles it. I cheerfully concede the 
a pole, before which Tell refuses to bow, is a symbol I government cannot make gold or silver by law. But 
of the more ancient phallic deity. In the Bible, it is not true; that idea, or assumption, has been 
Jacob's twelve sons-as so orthodox a scholar as exploded over and over again. It is the stamp, or 
R3v. Dr. Seiss admits-are prefigured by the twelve impress, of the government, and the law or act of 
constellations of the zodiac. Their. sister Dlnah is Congress making .it legal tender, that constitutes 
the moon; her adventure with Shechem is but a very money, and not the material or substance which 
innocent occultation of tl:!.e moon with some bright bears the impress. All standard authorities are in 
star. unison on this point. 

4:th .. Last, but not least, every Fteethought S - Hence, when the people's agents coin or stamp 
day-school should encourage its children to join the money, they simply transfer the nation's credit to the 
American Secular Union as soldiers pledged to do material selected, which by the terms of the legal
battle for the right, for Freethought, and for that tender law must be redeemed in labor and its prod
secularization of the state which alone ce.n make ucts. The legal-tender act is the money function, 
secure such right. The pansy-or whatever symbol and by its laws for the collection of taxes and debts 
be finally adopted by our people-should be con- the government enforces the decree. Regardless of 
stantly before the young Liberal as the symbol of the material or substance upon which it is stamped, 
Fteethought, just as the ~ross is held up before the money is public credit, a floating perpetual debt, and 
young Christian. · These two ideas-the right to bears the same reJation to the nation at large that 
freedom of thought, and the importance of enlistment a note does to the citizen. 
in the army of the American Secular Union which is Article I, section 8, of the Constitution, declares 
contending for that right-Ehould be interwoven " that Congress shall hav the power to coin money." 
with all the instruction. Which is equivalent to the authority to meke 

So shall we beard the lion in his den. So sh&ll we money, and is a part of our fundamental law. The 
carry the war into Africa. So shall we raise up for records of Congress will show conclusivly that in 
the coming generation a well-trained army to do accordance with this decree, on the 2:1 of April, 1792, 
battle successfully against the organized forces of Congress passed a law establishing a mint for the 
church bigotry. purpose of coining money, and from that day to the 

Parhaps still more important, and, in millny cases, present time a "mint" of money has been coined, 
easier to start, would be the Fteethought lyceum stamped, and by law made a legal-tender. 
for young people in their teens. Recitations, dia- Thus do we prove not only " that the 
logs, debates, music, theatricals-in fact, any sort government can make money by law," but that 

-of attractiv and mildly improving amusement-can during the pn.st ninety-nine years it has been 
be relied on to bring the boys and girls together. off and on engaged in the manufacture of 
Such a lyceum should become a central exchange for "filthy lucre." Again, in the same dispatch the 
the newest and most interesting ideas ; it should be colonel is reported as follows : " I ask this one 
a gay, pleasant place for the young people to come question: If the government can m1ke money, why 
to ; and it should invariably hav a sprinkling of should it collect taxes~ Why not make what it 
grown folks, whose influence shall keep the lyceum needs, and stop bothering the people." Now, it is 
alike from the extremes of boisterousness and of quite evident from the nature of this query that he 
tamenesE-two drawbacks which almost always occur sees at once (what I am sorry to say seventy-five per 
in a society composed exclusivly of the very young. cent of our voting population do not seem to realize) 
With a little tact and affection on ~he par~ of the that if the government can make money, it is its 
grown folks, and care in maintaining these societies obvious duty to make mnd issue it to carry on its 
on a strietly Freethought basis, such lyceums will expenses in the line of its present mode of taxation. 
become the natural recruiting-ground of Liberalism. This, coming from ~he source it does, is truly grati-

In addition to the Freethought Sunday-school atld fying and enccmragmg to the earnest reformer, for if 
the Fteethought lyceum, we need literature espe- the F. A. & I. U. can enlist an advocate of the col
cially written for young Freethinkers; and of this onel's mental caliber, whose life-long devotion to the 
there seems to be a scarcity, as most of our literature cause of truth, justice, and bumtmity, ll>nd eloquent 
is adapted only for m~ature minds. We need books, appeal for "liberty for man, wom11on, and child," pra
attractivly written, setting forth Freethought prin- eminently fit him for the position, then, indeed, 
l'iples; and we need a young people's paper. Never- there will be no such word as fail. 

~. 

The colonel seems to thiok the Cincinnati plat
form defectiv. There &re very many who are pain
fully aware of the fact; hence, it is his imperativ 
duty to formulate a better one and force it to the 
front. C. DuTTON. 

Christian Characteristics. 
While there are miny reslly good people in the 

churches, yet they are not good because of the 
churches, for "A msn is a man for a' that, and a' 
that." 

One of the characteristics of the ·official· and offi. 
cious man who carries the platter, etc., is bigotry, 
another is envy, and covetousness also is noticeable. 
These are the natural growth of the church's 
methods of offic:al education. The most prominent 
trait of this very useful individual (to the church), 
however, is Gall, with a great big G. 

This is rapidly developed by their eternal system 
of wholesale and retail begging. 

A good collection is a great power in the church 
as well as in the outer world. I was held up to 
righteous ridicule publicly once by an autiquated, 
dilapidated, self-opinionated old oger who held the 
souls of a certain conglomerated mess of the faithful 
under the shadow of his wing, becauile I refused to 
allow my little daughter (eight years old) to go on 
the street begging for missionary pennies. Oh, all 
ye Gods! I call upon you to conjure up from amid 
the most damnable of earth's practices a more debas
ing spectacle than a number of little innocent girls 
sent forth on an· errand like this in the name of any 
or all the Gods. 

Another church characteristic is penuriousness. 
Their motto seems to be, Gat all you can, from any 
source you can,. and by any means you c&l!, but ~iv 
none of it for any other purpose but the t1ghtenmg 
of our cord around humanity. . . 

I hired to a man once to solicit " sub,a," " ads," 
etc., for a religious and secular waekly. He gave 
ma a church directory, and I worked among the 
faithful for two days and nary dollar. did I get. 
They all wished Brother -- " aucaese," but not 
$2 worth. He then said that "he BiiW be would hav 
to leave it largely discretionary with me how 1 should 
work." 

I told him I did not know of but one Wfi>Y to ask 
the public for favors, and that was to put my scheme 
on its merits, and if it had any, suocess was certain 
in this country. I also asked him if he had any 
tabooed classes. He said no; he would be glad to 
hav a copy in every saloon in the city. I started out 
and solicited subsoriptions on the basis that " Those 
people, you know, are proverbially numerous lind well 
heeled, and a small favor shown to their p~per [we · 
print a list of new " subs" each isaue] will be a pay
ing investment." The result was, I was loaded down 
with silver dollars in half a day. The old mossback's 
eyes glistened when I shoveled them out on his desk, 
and be gasped out, "Why, where and how did you 
get all this In so short a time!" " By legitimate 
newspaper work," I replied. 

Sequel. He had told me to canvass saloons, and 
I had $8 of saloon money in the pile. He only knew 
the name of one of those men j and when I handed 
him the list of names for publication, he discovered 
r. L\cey among them and said he could not allow· 
that name to go in. "You will take his $2, print a 
list of men each side of him, and while you are not 
asked to do aught except to merely giv his name as 
a subscriber, you will slap him in the face by leaving 
it out." "Ob, yes, sir, I'll hav to do it." I then 
informed him that if the morals of the people were 
at such a low ebb that just the name of as liberal 
a man as any town was ever blessed with coul~ ma · 
terially affect them, then, as my morals were JUst a 
little shaky anyway, I could not risk working for it. 
And thus the religious and secular business and I 
parted company on the spot, although I did not 
know where my next sack of flour was to come from. 
I will not do such work for any money. If a man 
wants to curse any class of men, let him not ask 
them for favors, is my motto. R. BRITTON. 

Neola, .Ia. ______ ,...._ ___ _ 

How to Help 'l'he Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewivg get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half doll~r apiece. 
2. Gat your newsdealer to display it on. his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he d1splsys the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsde!ller to keep in stock one ~r 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off h1s 
hands at the end of ~he week any that remain unsold 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On you.r request, we
will send you b;r.ck-number sample cop1es f_ree .. 

5. Leave a copy occasionally where It 'Yill be 
picked up-in the trlloin, in the factory, m the 
meeting-room, in the cig&r store, in the barber-shop. 
Leave it picture-side up. · 

6 K.;ep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts, 
and when convenient hand one to a ~riend. 

7. Gat a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to take it. 
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A Word to Auxiliaries. 
Some time ago, we appealed to our auxiliary 

societies to show themselvs really auxiliary to the 
national society by giving it their support, both 
financially and personally. We suggested that five 
cents quarterly from each of their members to the 
American Secular U oion would be a suitable. money 
contribution; or, if five cents were found to be too 
great a drain on the pockets of the members, to 
make it one aent quarterly. , 

A few auxiliaries, whose :eames we giv below, 
hav responded with contributions for the parent 
society. The o:ffi.Clers of a nuxtber more hav written 
to us, approving the plan, and promising to do what 
they can to get their members to act favorably 
thereupon. We could wish that those auxiliaries 
contributing were more numerous; but, when one 
considers that absolutely no system .of regular con
tributions from auxiliaries has ~xisted during the 
fifteen years of our society's existence, . we cannot 
help congratulating. ourselvs on the be~inning here 
set forth as a successful one: 

Highland Freethinkers' Society, Highland, Ill., 
through Aug. Jehle, treasurer........................ $6 25 

Boston Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston, Mass., 
through Gao. N. Hill, secretary...................... 5 00 

Masslllon, 0., Secular Union, through Mrs. Jacob 
Pitts............................................................ 2 20 

Total.................................................. $13 45 

Had similar contributions come in fram aU the 
societies whose o:ffi.eers hav written approvingly of 
this plan, the total here given would hav been 
several times as great. 

In connection with this, the following letter from 
Mrs. J&cob Pi.tts (not written for publication, but 
published by her permission) will be interesting: 

Mtas CBADDOOK, IJeat• Madam : Inclosed find money. 
order for two dollars and twenty cents for the American 
Secular Union from the Massillon Liberals. Fifty cents are 
from myself, as I was fi1ty years old yesterday and gave a cent 
for every year, instead of one cent for each member in the 
family, as I hav no one but my husband. 

It is very kind of you to make me a member of the Ameri
can Secular Union. I am proud of it, and thank·you for the 
very nice letter. 

'We did not hav any meetings since March. I collected 
the money just as I could, when I met any of the members. 
Hoping you will be encouraged to keep on in the good work, 
I remain your fellow-member in the cause, 

MBB. J AOOB PITTS. 

No meetings since March, and yet a contribution 
sent in, all through the persistent efforts of one 
woman l Verily, such things put to shame those 
auxiliaries which are meeting right along but which 
nevertheless quite for(.l;et the support they ow~ to 
the national society ! If the term '' auxiliary "means 
anything, it surely means "a help." How m!"ny 
Li.beral societies which to-day claim to be 11 auxil
iary" to the American Secular Union, are in any 
sense 11 a help" to the parent society whose charter 
they hold T How many are doing Effdctiv local 
work for state seculariz1tion ? . How many exist 
to whom we could turn for effectiv help in a local 
fight involving the principles of the American 
Secular U aion T How many auxiliaries racognizg 
their duty to contribute financially to the support of 
the national society a regular sum, however small? 

Alas, and alas I that I who write these questions 
should hav to chronicle the abounding weakness of 
the auxiliary backbone ! 

It is high time, it seems to me, that something 
were done to winnow the wheat from the chaff, and 
to condense from the numerous auxiliaries through· 
out the country, a fighting force of Liberals which 
shall be really available for good work. I am in 
hopes that, at the ned annual congress, a move 
may be made to retain on our rolls only those 
auxiliaries which contribute to the financial support 
of the ·parent society, and which strengthen its 
national infla.ence by local work for state secularizl
tion. But I am alEo in hopes that, long before that 
congress, an inherent sense of duty may brace up 
many of our laggards, and bring them back into the 
ranks of working, cooperativ auxiliaries. Oome, 
friends, let us hear from those societies among you 
which really believe in the Nine Damands of the 
American Secular Union, and which really care to 
cooperate in the work of state seculariz 1tion. What
ever other reform work you are engaged in, it 
certainly behoovea you since you hav embarked on 
the Secular boat, to step up promptly to the captain's 
O:ffi.3e and settle, and also to cooperate harmoniously 
with the other passengers and the crew. Every 

auxiliary should be a supporter, financially and with 
local work of the American Secular U .nbn. 

How m~ny auxiliaries that read this will coi:ne for
ward promptly and cheerfully, to the support of 
the present society and thus win a place on the roll 
of honor as real 11 auxiliaries" or 11 helps" in our 
work 1 IDA 0. 0RAnnoox, 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
Philadelphia, July 24, 1891. 

Reply to M.iss Craddock. 
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav 

tried my best to,, cooperate II with the Secular Union. 
Ida says, "Mr. Jamieson is the early bird who sees 
the worm, and who, let us hope, also catches it." I 
hav had no ambUion to swallow the Union. I wanted 
to see a practical plan tried to enlist in the service 
of the Union all lecturers that chose to work for it. 
But since reading Miss Craddock's reply to me I am 
satisfied that this is not the wish of the managers of 
the Union. Miss Orad dock says, " We must insist 
on our right to use discrimination in accepting the 
services cf such lecturers as may offer ;" this, taken in 
connection with her statement, that there are 11 bad" 
lecturers and "indifferent" lecturers, is tantamount 
to a rejection of my plan ; for I, poor, short-sighted 
mortal, said I wanted all lecturers to be treated 
alike, "privileges for none;'' and I said "I will agree 
to no plan that will exclude my brother or sister 
lecturer." Why, then, should Miss Oraddock hav 
called upon Liberals to send in $300 for my services 
when the terms of my offer were refused'? 

My views are too broadly democratic for the 
Union and too indiscriminatingly liberal in the 
selection of workers for the advocacy of state Secu
larization and the organiz'l!tion of Secular Unions. 
That is, it will not do to accept the 11 services of 
such lecturers as may offer." Some csf them 
are " bad," others indifferent lecturers. They will 
be permitted to "mention" the Secular Union, bat 
should never be employed by it. They are not 
good enough for that! "Were not the words before 
me in black and white, I would question the fact of 
such a statement being made by so level-headed" a 
woman as Miss Oraddock. For she says, "What we 
hav asked, and what we hav a right to expect, I 
think, is that every Eeveryl Freetbought l~cturer in 
the country, whether paid iu dollars and cents for it 
or not, should, when opportunity offers, mention at 
least the existence of the American Secular Union, 
as a society organized for the express purpose of 
state seculariution, and holding out a welcome to 
Liberals of all isms." But do Judge Westbrook and 
Miss Orad dock welcome all Liberal lecturers ? 
11 Every F£eethought lecturer in the country" is 
asked to help the American Secular Union ; but it 
does not propose to do anything for them-that is, 
for any that are 11 bad " or indifferent Iecturere. 
Oaly the "good" may apply with the least hope of 
b'aing accepted, to wit, good talkers. An applicant, 
however earnest, self sacrificing, sincere, cannot 
enter into the gates of glory of the American Secular 
Union, as a hired 11 field secretary," unless he or she 
is a good spsa.ker. Says Miss Oraddoek, "All sincere 
and earnest people are not equally desirable as 
speabrs." But are not all sincere and earnest 
people desirable as workers 1 Is it not a fach that 
some of the very best speakers are the poorest 
organizers? And as practical, every-day, business
like wo1kers are they not a failure T How much 
oratory does it require to 11 mention" 11 the exist
ence of the American Secuiar U aion, as a society 
organizad for the express purpose of state secu
larization," and quietly adding (without the least 
attempt at eloquence) said U aion holds out a wei· 
come, with both hands, '' to Liberals of all isms T'' 
This takes them all in, 11 good, bad, and indifferent." 
But it is not extended to all lecturers -of all isms who 
believe in state secularization. Says Miss Oraddock, 
''It is manifestly the duty of every lecturer [good, 
bad and indifferent] who loves the cause, not only 
to mention our existence, but to suggest the advis
ability of their audiences cooperating with us." 
Tread lightly round its couch. When a society, like 
an individual, llegs the world to remember tnat it 
still exists, it is nearly dead. The most economical 
thing the Liberals can do this fall is to bury it in 
white satin, and place a pansy blossom on its grave. 
Mr. Wettstein's torch of liberty might be placed at 
the graveyard gate to keep off ghouls. It was a 
sweet little thing while it lived; did little harm and 
very little good. What good it has done is to be 
credited to the careful nursing of Miss Oraddock. 
The old Liberal League was made up of sterner 
stuff. It was felt as a power in the land. The 
church feared, hated, and vilified it. 

0 .1r sister says she trusts the L1berals of the 
country, if they really feel they had rather sustain 
ten lectures at $300 each than to pay one man 
$2 000 or $~ 000 a year, "will duly send in the 
necessary $300, which is the price of Mr. Jamieson's 
cco;>eration." No, me.'am, my cooperation was as 
11 free as the grace of God." Organizing societies 
involves extra time and extra expense. If this were 
not the ease, why offer to pay one "field secretary,. 
a large salary for doing this very work T 

My offer was made in -good faith in order to, if 
poesible, unite all the lecturE>rs in the field. beginning 
with ten (not with one at $300 nor $3.000), if funds 
should ever warrant, hoping that all lecturers would 
be finally induced to join, when assured that part of 
their actual expenses would be paid from a common 
fund. 

As my plan is not acceptable to the Union managers 
I will proceed with the single handed, but joyously 
free and independent method of thirty years, slashing 
the church that would destroy our nation. 

Not only politeness but justice requires that I add 
this : Ida 0. Craddock is certainly pile of the most 
vigorous workers that has ever held the offi.ee of 
secretary of the American Secular Union. She is 
carrying it through more difficulties than it has ever 
known. If its life is saved Miss Oraddock must save 
it. In my opinion it can best be done, and most 
economically, by the Liberals of the country adding 
$1000 to her salary (for additional expenses), making 
$2 000 a year, and hav her go out and be the 11 field 
secretary " herself. She could hav her main address 
in Philadelphia, and trave_l ever the Union giving 
lectures, organizing societies, becoming better ac
quainted with the Liberals. She will organize more 
Secular Unions and do more for the perpetuity of the 
Secular Unionthanany five men thatcanbe sent out. 
I believe a warm welcome awaits her in hundreds of 
Liberal homes. Her enthusiasm and earnestness are, 
too, just what the L1berals need to inspire them with 
ardor in this great work. W. F. JAMIESoN. 

.Des .Moines.:.,_.z_a_. ______ __._ 

Independent Slate-Writing, etc. 
BRoTHER MACDONALD : In your private letter dated 

July 221 you say: 
Why is it that Keeler wouldn't write for me? Why do all 

mediums refuse to sit when ordinary precautions are adopted 
against fraud, when they advertise to get writing under just 
such circumstances, and allow their friends to blow about 
them? Find me a slate-writing medium who will get 
writing without touching the slate and I'll print it big. 

Your first question is an abridgment of a state
ment made editorially March 29, 1890, to wit: 

When, however, it was proposed that the conditions be 
made such that the medium could not hold the slates away 
out of sight or otherwise manipulate them, the media refused 
the sittings as one man. 

My answer to that at the time was : 
In no instance, so far as I know or hav been informed, 

does Mr. Keeler "hold the slates away out of sight;" but 
in every instance, I believe, or suppose, he manipulates one 
or both slates. I apprehend, therefore, that his refusal to 
allow you a sitting was due to your unreasonable require
n:.ent that he should not touch the slates. After he has 
handled them the sitter is allowed to critically examin and 
tie them. 

It is an error to say that the conditions are im
posed by the medium. He is the passiv instru
ment of an ocoult power that is often capricious. If 
he antagonizes hi.s so-called "control" he is likely 
to lose his mediumship. 

My own experience at a second trial of slate
writing was even more wonderful than the first. My 
questions were all prepared and sealed before I 
went. Before I put the bit of slate pencil between 
the slates I carefully looked on both interior sur
faces to be sure there was no writing there. I tied 
them with my handkerchief. After sitting awhile 
Mr. Keeler asked me to put the slates back of me 
on the chair. I did so, and in a few moments, at his 
direction, took them in my hand, untied them, and 
lo ! one was full of writing. 

Meanwhile, at his request, I took a third slate, 
one of his own, on which I knew there wag no writ
ing, and held it under the lid of the table, with a bit 
of slate peneil on it. Mr. Keeler kept both his 
hands on the table, and never touched that slate 
after he had handed it to me. Presently I drew it 
out from under the table-lid, and there was 1 com
munication correctly signed by my eldest deceased 
brother, in answer to my sealed question. And 
never before had I sought a communication from 
that brother. 

In this instance the medium did not touch the 
slate, and while I held it the writing came upon it •. 
Nor did he touch the slates behind my back, when 
the writing came upon one of them. 

There is no more observant or critical woman than 
my wife. A skeptic from childhood, she would not 
believe in another life but for personal proofs 
through spiritual phenomena. She went for slate
writing lately • second time. She prepared her 
questions at home, and took our marked slates. It 
was 2 o'clock in the afternoon of a bright day 
and the sitting was before a southern. window. Mr. 
Keelet sat in a rocking-chair on the opposit side of 
an ordinary table. He did not handle the slates 
preparatory to the writing. He said they should be 
washed. She replied that they had already been 
washed at home. ''But," smid be, 11 there are some 
spots on them." 11 Those are ddects in the slate," 
said she, 11 and cannot be rubbed out." Then, reach
ing over his hand, he placed it on the top slate for 
a few seconds and withdrew it. 11 Look," said he, 
" there is a eat's head." And sure enough there was 
aa exoelient outline of a eat's bead, about the size of 
a silver half-dime. It was not there before Keeler 
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put his hand on it, and it is there yet being 
indelible, and apparently scratched by a sha;p, hard 
substance. 

on~ was shot in the head. A little later, and without 
bemg told what was in the paper, he said, "The 
cloth has been taken out." . "Then it must be given 
back," said the doctor. Meanwhile there was the 
book wrapped up in a cloth, and pretty soon, when 
the cloth was removed and the book opened, lo ! 
there was the bit of cloth and the. following written 
message: · 

I herewith restore to you the piece of Mr. Lincoln's coat. 
It is a painful reminder to me of a sad event in tl e history 
of many lives. God and my victim and all the heavenly 
beings hav forgiven me, but I hav never forgiven myself. 

JoHN WILKBS BooTH. 

bills, which it was impossible to distinguish from those that 
were genuin. At last no one would take continental money 
on any terms ; those who had it on hand were plunged in the 
greatest distress, and all business was paralyzed. 

History, US'!ltlly, is a very good teacher. 
J. G. HERTWIG. 

Washington, .D. 0., July 25, 1891. 

The Greek Church. 

And that was all the touching done by Mr. Keeler 
except when it came· to holding the two tied slate~ 
for the writing. T.l:aere was certainly no writing 
there when Mrs. Burr put the bit of pencil between 
them herself and tied them together. But in less 
than :five minutes, after waiting nearly an hour for 
the manifestation, the two interior surfaces were 
~ritten f~ll of message~. She had brought nine 
Interrogations folded up m wads, which so remained 
in- sight all the time before her; and in the closed 
slates ca!De seven answers to the secret questions. 
Meanwhile, Mr. Keeler would anticipate somo of the 
communications verbally, giving the correct names 
and_proper answers. 

And now let me submit the testimony of a physician 
whom I hav known for twenty years past, and wbo 
h.as been practicing in this city (Washington, D. 0.) 

~ can. testify that some of these messages are 
-written ID good Greek, good French, and legible 
phonography. The German writing I cannot read 
very well, nor the Ohinese, the Japanese, or the 
telegraphic writing at aU. 

Several thousand years ago the Jews got up a 
religion which taught them to plunder and murder 
all their neighbors, and to carry off their women. 
Sometimes their neighbors made them take their 
own sauce. But from that religion sprang four 
others : the Oatho1ic, the Greek church, the Protest
ant, and the Mohammedan, all horribly perl!lecuting 
religions when they had the power. The only relig
ion to-day which is unrestrained is the Greek 
church, and it is is cruel and diabolical in persecut
ing the Jews as the Jews ever were. If the Oatbo
lics, or Mohammedans, or some of the Protestant 
sects stood in the shoes of the Greek church in Rus
sia, they would do the same thing-only the Oatho
lics would do a great deal worse, having had greater 
experience in the diabolism of persecution. 

s1nce 1853, Dr. T. Hansmann. . 
He says that at ten years of age ho was an ex· 

expert sleight-of-hand performer in Garmany and 
that. recently when he witnessed the trick of ~late
writing by the magician Kellar, he saw how it was 
done in a few moments. 

J:?r. ~ansmann was an -unbeliever in Spiritualism 
until SIX years ago, when he began to investigate the 
phe~o~ena. He could not believe the possibility of 
a sp1r1t s return until, after repeated tests, all doubt 
was removed, and now_there is not a more ardent 
Spiritualist _than he. 

· Passing over his earlier experience, I come down 
to slate-writing, which began with him only three 
years ago, through Pierre Keeler. The first time 
there was r.o touching of the slates by Keeler until 
after the doctor had tied them. Then came a second 
slate-writing, when, he says, Keeler did not 
touch the slates at all. And one of these first com
munications was from the doctor's brother in good 
Garman and characteristic handwrithi.g. 

During the three years past Dt. Hansmann bas 
got more than three hundred slates full of writing 
chiefly through Keeler, but many through D~: 
Stansbury, late of :Poston, and a nulllber through 
others. And in repeated instances the writing was 
obtained without . the slates being touched at all by 
the medium from first to last. A dozen times at 
least, Keeler di:l not touch the slates at all, sev~ral 
times Dr. Stansbury did not, and in two or three 
instances other mediums did not. 

Many of these slates are preserved, and the doetor 
takes great pleasure in exhibiting them every Thurs
day evening at his offiae to anybody who wishes to 
see them. Some of. the slates are porcelain and 
sometimes the writing is indelible. 

He showed me 11 dozen or more book-slates of six 
pages each, all full of spirit writing and identified by 
his private mark put there prior to the performances. 
At the first trial be put the book-slate between two 
folding-slates. In about twenty minutes he took it 
out full of writing. Then be treated in the ssme 
way three other book-slates, and he says they were 
all written full in about a minute. The contents he 
read to me and I inspected the writing. One of 
them contained one hundred and twenty-three 
names, many of them apparently autographs of well
known deceased persons. 

He also had two small blank books, with his 
address printed on the covers in gilt; and each one 
with an ornamental title-page made by a female pen
man. These books, of one hundred and twenty 
pages each, are full of messages from the departed, 
and many of the autographs appear to be genuin. 
I was especially interested in two communications in 
short-hand signed William Blair Lord. I was associ
•ted with Mr. Lord as an Pfficial rPporter of the 
United St111tes Senate from 1850 to 1854. He and I 
were partners in New York from 1857 to 1865, and 
we were both on t.be House corps of official report.Ars 
from 1865 to 1869. He died in December, 1884. 
~ hav myself had several messages from him, some 
m short-hand; and here, to my surprise, in Dr. Hans
mann's book I found two more. 

I hav bad messag&~s written in sealed envelopes, 
through Mrs. W. M. Keeler. I wrote my questions 
when she was in another room. I laid them in a 
pile, face downward, on the table. She c11me and 
handed me some bits of pencil lead, which, to. 
~ether with tp.e slips of paper containing my ques
tions, I put m the envelope and sealed it. She 
then went to the cabinet· and told me to follow her 
with the envelope. I took it and sat in front of 
her. Once she placed the envelope to her forehead, 
and finally she held it by two corners while I held 
the other end. It was never for a moment out of 
my sight, and only for a few seconds out of my 
hands. I then went back to the table with it and 
on cutting it open found other writing than my own 
on five of the eight slips. There were three answers 
properly signed. There was one answer "Yes" 
without a signature. And to my short-hand addre~s 
to Wm. Blair Lord (b.is name being also written in 
short-hand by me), the response was two erose strokes 
over the wtiting, And clumsy initials "W. B. L." 
underneath. A sixth paper contained a hasty sketch 
of a head. artistically done, buf not a likeness of my 
brother Frank, whom I had addressed for the first 
time. 

Se'Veral months later I went for another sitting. 
Th_e. result was much the same,· only I got more 
wr1tmg. There were answers properly signed by 
five of the seven deceased persons addressed. A 
sixth paper,.addressed all in short-hand to my friend 
Lo!d, was answered by three lines of pot-hooks. 
Th1s second attempt to get a short-hand_communica
tion from him was unsuccessful, but I hav since 
received several messages from him at the light and 
dark circles, some of which are in short-band. 

I could tell more marvels, but I forbear. "Find 
me a elate-writing medium who will get writing with
out touching the slates," says the Editor of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER, "and I'll print it big." I was not 
sure whether Keeler did not touch the slates at some 
time during every sitting. That seemed to be a 
necessary condition. I knew it was his. practice to 
hold on to the tied slates when the writing came, bui 
not always. And now you hav the testimony of a 
converted skeptic to the fact that occasion11lly the 
writing comes when the medittm at no time · durinfl 
the sitting touches the slates. And I hav no doubt. 
there &re numerous other witnesses to a similar ex-
perience. W. H. EuRB. 

A Correction. 
In my article on "A Oorrect Silver Dollar," in to

day's issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER, a very unpleasant 
misprint occurred. At about the middle of the first 
column of the article a passage should retad : "In 
consequence of this fact, the American standard sil· 
ver dollar has at this writing (July 4, 1891) only a 
bullion v~lue of from seventy-eight to seventy-nine 
cents in gold. It, therefore, cannot be considered 
as correct money, not baing, as to its bullion value, 
an equivalent of the gold dollar, which it should be 
by law." 

It is a pity the poor Jews of to-day must suffer 
for the sins of their diabolical fathers. It is the 
power of Voltairism and other Infidel outsiders that 
has drawn the fangs of the serpent in other 
countries and saves us from the fate of the Jews. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
THE next bi-weekly entertainment and reception of the 

Radical Club will be held in its rooms, 37 Clinton place, 
Wednesday evening, August 5. These summer-night's fes
tivals afford the only present occasions for social unions 
of Liberals hereabouts and they are growing in favor. 

8. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for August and 
September: Linesville, Pa., August 13; Andover, 0., 
August 14; Kinsman, 0., August 15; Farmdale and Gus
tavus, 0., August 17; Minneapolis, Minn., August 23-30; 
Watersville, Minn., August 25, 26, 27; Crookston,· Minn., 
September 1, 2, 3; Jamestown, N. D , September 5, 6; 
Boseman, Mont., September 8, 9; Colville, Wash., Septem
ber 12, 13; Spangle, Wash., l:leptember 15; Rosalia, Wash., 
September 16, 17; Oakesdale, Wash., September 18 ; 
Palouse City, Wash., September 19, 20; Pasco, Wash., 
September 22, 23; Nanaimo, B. C., September 26; Welling
ton, B C., 27, 28. 

WE learn from his son's Literary (}uida that Mr. Charles 
Watts has received several pressing invitations to return to 
England, and to make it his permanent residence. One 
offer, says the Guide, is of a very important nature, and, 
should he accept it, an opportunity would be given him to 
render valuable assistance to the Freethought propaganda 
which is now being so activly carried on throughout the 
United Kingdom. 

CLBIDOAL intolerance has lately defeated itself at Water
loo, says the Nat€ona! Reformer, a battle of thought be
ing now in process at the scene of the great battle of bodies. 
The clerical burgomaster of Waterloo lately caused a dead 
Freethinker to be buried in the " dog's ditch." The act 
turned the next communal election against the clerical 
party; and now a sum of sixteen hundred francs has been 
collected to raise a monument to the Freethinker's memory. 
It will be inaugurated on August 2d, at a Freethought dem-
onstration. 

The. method of o_btaining this writing was by 
wrapp1ng the book In a cloth and waiting for the 
influence in the presence of Mr. Keeler. And Keeler 
did not touch the book. It took three sittings to fill 
the one hundred and twenty pages with messages. 

All this is doubtless too marvelous to be credited 
by half the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, few of 
whom, I dare say, are greater skeptics than was Dr. 
Hansmann six years ago; but I beg the toleration of 
the incredulous while I add a little more. 

In connection with this subjilct, I beg leave to 
make a remark on fiat money, which means a paper 
currency irredeemable by gold or silver. The story 
of such money is best told by • reference to the so
called continental money, irredeemable bills of 
credit, issued by the Congress of the United St~~otes 
during the Revolutionary war. The pbr1se, "Not 
worth a continental," is well known in this Muntry 
:vet at the present time. A history of the United 
States_! bav before me s·ays: 

During the year 1780, Congress was continually hampered 
in its action by a want of money. At the commencement of 
the war, the feeble colonies, having no funds at command, 
had been obliged to is~ue bills of credit. for the payment of 
which they pledged the public faith. The cause of liberty 
required constant advances; and in 1780 it was found that 
no less than $200 000.000 of continental money (as it was 
called) was in circulation. 

THE Ohio Prohibitionists, in their late convention, hav 
this preamble to their platform : " The Prohibition party of 
Ohio recognizes God as the source of all just power in 
government." This pre!!.mble completely excludes from the 
Prohibition party in Ohio any except Christiana, sa.ys a 
writer for the National Religious Liberty As9ociation. No 
man who is Infidel or Atheist in his belief has any right in 
the party under that platform. And anyone can see that if 
a political party'adopting such principles came into power 
it would be nothing short of a hierarchy. Infidels and 
Athelits hav the same civil rights ae Christians. What will 
the Ohio Prohibition party do with such ? Will it dl~franchise 
them and still tolerate them in the country ? or drive them 
out? A careful consideration of this subject should lead 
men to see the foolishness in a political party adopting such 
principles. The civil power that will not protect all its 
citizens, regardless of religious belief, who conduct them
selva civilly, resolves itself into a persecuting despotism. 
They also placed the following plank in their platform : 
"All men should be protected by law in their right to one 
day of rest in seven." Why not say it as the advocates 
for Sunday laws mean it-All men are protected by law in 
their right to one day of rest in 11even, but we want to com
pel them to rest regardless of either their rights or desires ? 
The same convention passed the following resolution : 

Some of the book messages are amusing, for exam
ple, a nratty fair drawing of a church steeple, with 
this inscription undernell!th : 

The curse Of creation. HENRY WARD BEECHER. 
Dr. Hansmann bas a little bit of the garment 

worn by Abraham Lincoln when he died. He 
planned a l!iecret test with it. Wrapping it up in 
several layers of paper and taking also his little 
book, he called on Keeler for a Eeance. Keeler held 
the folded paper to his forehead mnd presently 
uttered a cry of pain, saying or implying tb•t some 

' '• 

At first the bills passed at par-that is. for the full sum which 
they promised to pav; but as Congress kept issuing large 
amounts, which it could not redeem with gold or sil'Der, people 
would not take them, except at a grefl.t discount, or allow
ance. Thus in April, 1780, one silver dollar was worth forty 
in continental bills; and soon afterward no leas than $75 In 
bills was given for one in specie. A pair of boots at this 
time sold for $600 as continental money. [The same was 
the case wi.th the fia.t money of the South during the late 
war of the Rebellion.] To injure still more the credit of Con
gress, the :ijrltish flooded the country with counterfeit 

"Resolved, That we condemn the action taken by the 
board of control of the Columbian Exposition in opening 
its doors upon Sunday, and demand that the Uongress of the 
United States shall prohibit such opening upon the Sabbath 
day." This last will be more timely in 1892, inasmuch as 
the question of ope11ing or closing the Exposition on Sundays 
is not yet decided. But the Prohl.bitlonfsts are nothing it 
not erratic in their acts and utterances. 
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~ommnnitations. 

Recent Gems from the Religious Press.· 
The Evangelist publishes a let.t~r f_rom J?r. Geo. 

L. Prentiss wherein be expresses n1s du!appotntment 
at Dr. Patton's action in the asaembly in· regard to 
the Briggs veto. He says : 

I .must confess with sorrow that my faith in him [Dr. 
Patton] has been fairly put to shame. He had an opportu
nity to speak a word and strike a blow for justice, for sacred 
scholarship, for reasonable liberty, both ot thought and teach:: 
ing, etc., etc., and he failed to seize it. 

In the domain of religion tbflre is absolutely no 
mitigation or abatement of man'~ anbx~al ~rnta}i~Y. to 
his fellow-man. 0 n its assumption of Its Ulfalhb1hty 
tbe church is squarely set against the elimination of 
the human ferocity which fired the fagots of the mar· 
lyra of liberty in the past, and it is.in the advance of 
enlightened Freethcu,ght outside of the church that 
the personal safety of dissenters is assured. The 
secular law holds us in check. The " animus " which 
brought men to the stake still live and riots in thG 
fanatical brains of religious lunatics; ib does not 
burn the heretics as of old, but it reaohes the limit 
of compassable inhumAnity by turning them out to 
st&rve, or beg, or steal, or mayhil\p to die of a broken 
heart. Dr. Prentiss must never expect th&t a blow 
for justice wiii ever be struck by the chu1•cb. It 
never has struck one and never will. Let him throw 
df the ignoble slavery of its teachings and find jus
tice in the open book of eternal nature. 

The Living Church (P. E.) says: 
It is a time when all orthodox churchmen, whether they 

call themselvs ·"High 1' or ''Evangelical," ought to act 
together, shoulder to shoulder, to stem the tide which is 
carrying away many of our younger men, and showing itself 
in various forms within the church. The fundamental body 
of doctrin, which we hold in common, is far larger than the 
aggregate of the points about which we di:ffer. 

Here is another sppe1l for solid&rity of action 
against the tide of reason which is subm~rging 
"non-essentials," and iundamentBla as well, In the 
deep profounds of echoleas obscurity. Buckle on 
your armor, soldiers of the church, the battle is at 
bend! 

Delinquent reason hils risen in her :might, and 
she will prove an invincible yet merciful foe. The 
gauzy texture of creedal rJ>rmor is all · impotent 
against the hot shot of the mdvancing forces of rea· 
son and intelligence. Sound the 111larm ! mass your 
forces, ye slaves of superstition ! Oatholic, Protest
ant, and J ewisb, form a united alli!ince, and place 
your manufactured god at the head of your allied 
army. Ohattel alave:ry hM long since been routed, 
mental slavery must be mnnihilmted. 

The age of spiritual sham is passing away ; mental 
delusions born of mercenary hypocrisy with a god 
with a big G as a convenient figure· head, are fading 
away under the bright light of the rising sun of 
advancing intelligence. 

Beat not a hasty retreat ; shun not the conflict ; 
resort not to strategy, but meet the cohorts of rea
son face to face, and ya shall find their only weapons 
are but nature's pronble truths !ilupplemented by 
universal love. 

The Interior (Ptes.) says: 
There never was a heretic-burning pope who did not ex

ploit effusiv piety while permitting the murder. 
The idea. of absolute conformity to creed was inherited 

from the Roman church, and yet maintained its existence in 
parts of the Protestant denominations. ·It is known that no 
two men see any object, physical or mental, in identical 
light, or receive identical impressions from it. 

To men absolved from dictated lines of thought 
the uncertainties Md divergencies of interpretation 
of the alleged " word of Got!" would of itself be 
enough for an explicit denial of its authenticity. 

The absurdity of coupling this "revealed word" 
with the author of nature, who we ttre soberly told 
by the WestminstEir Oonfeseion "made this world 
out of nothing," is made most strikingly conspicuous 
when we remember that this alleged " word " is the 
only incongruous mixture, is the one and only error 
ever made by the so-called "author of nature." All 
the rest of his alleged creation seems to bav been 
made in a thoroughly workmanlike manner. A stone 
is a stone, water is water, air is ~ir, ~nd so on through 
the whole realm of visible nature there ia no ques
tion for argument, no room for doubt. These, let it 
be remembered, &re elementary alleged creations, 
and are perfect. 

Now, does it not out1·age the reaaoniDg faculty, 
and is it :not insulting to the alleged cre111tor to sup
pose for one moment that, he.ving cre~ted man, he 
cannot speak to his creation in an in~elligent manner 
and with unquestionable directnesa and simplicity? 
That he has not done so through the medium of the 
Bible is iildmitted by religious tesohera, and the 
excuses, the subterfuges that are offered, each and 
every one are an added ineult to their so.called 
omnipotent God. They are not tenable; they must 
abandon one or the other. Either there is no creativ 
God that inspired the Bible or the Bible is from man 

alone. Take your choice; you must drop one or the 
other. 

The Churchman, in re.viewing the late encyclical 
of the _popa moat truthfully says : 

The principle of diatributiv justice in industrial affairs 
has yet to be discovered: but the pope has not discovered 
it, and it is not popes who will discover it. Neither will it 
be discovered by doctrinaires or visionaries. 

Popes, doctrinaires, and visionaries hav ever been 
very chary in disturbing the source of temporal help 
by wbich they are supported. The fact of receiving 
all :needful mo]leys is quite enough. for them; as to 
how or from whom it is raised, they are alike indif
ferent. Their seat upon the bAck of labor is quite 
comforhb~e, snd from it they lecture and slander the 
poor slaves at their own sweet will. The unveiling 
of the statue of Beecher in Brooklyn a few days since 
recalls to my mind a Thanksgiving sermon delivered 
by him in 1884. In it he claimed that the United 
States was in a wonderfully prosperous condition, 
and that harmony pervaded everything. It is a fach 
that the more narrow the range of observation of 
our modern orators, the wider rmd more sweeping 
are their meaningless generalizations. 

To the great Baacher intellect the Unjted States 
me&nt Brother Deacon White, Mr. Ola:flin, V~ander
bilt, Snge, Field, Deacon Richardson, et al, and not 
the majority of the people of the country, for in that 
~ear railroad builders were receiving fifty-five cents 
a day, miners $1 ; factory hands working fourteen 
hours for a bare subsistence; womsn toilers in this 
city working day and far into the night for board 
alone. Do not these workers constitute the best 
and .most important part of the United States? 

. Then how was it that Mr. Beecher could say with 
the bintest shadow of truth that the country was 
abundantly prosperous? 

By simply ignoring the existence of these "lower 
orders " of men, and being deaf and blind to their 
appeals and pitiful condition under our heartless 
Ohristian civiliz~tion. Ohurch decked with hot
house plants, the audience well dressed, well fed, the 
organ pealing forth inspiring strains, the contribution
box filled to overflowing, the negro freed by the 
sacrifice of a million white men, is it a wonder that 
Beecher ~hould imagiu that all this indicated great 
nation~.I prosperity? 

The.t Beecher wan fine orator, an originmlthinbr, 
no one c&n deny, but that fact makes the limitation 
of his thought occasioned by his environment all 
the more ls.mentably pitiful. 

He has a monument, a statue, but he has left be
hind nl) word, no sentence that will be remembered 
and repe~ted as an impulse and an inspirllltion to 
those who gaz;:~ upon it in the years to come. 

Ths Interior (Pres.) says: 
They locked the Bible up in the tomb of dead languages, 

but the stone was rolled away. Then they relocked it in 
monas.tic librarieta and searched out and burnt the copies which 
escaped. Then Volney, Voltaire, Hume, Hobbes, and Paine, 
and thousands more set to work to discredit it, and destroy 
its authority and influence among man-but that was only 
scatterillg the divine fire. • 

Thret the " divine fire" is considerably scattered-in 
fact, on the verge of going out, is apparent to every 
close observer of the dec&y of superstition in this 
day of criticism and reasonable doubt. "They 
locked the Bible up in the tomb of dead languages." 
Ourious, isn't it? Nothing else that this alleged 
God made was locked up. AU and everything else 
seems to hav had ~n easy time of it ; but this one 
product of his has had the hardest kind of a road to 
travel. It is he.ving it n.ow, and there is no telling 
what its fl'.te will be. As this is the only creation of 
this alleged God that man can alter or . unmake, I 
suppose be must be pardoned for btl.ttering it, fight
ing over it, and setting up his own interpretation as 
the only true and perfect one. 

Brussels, June 27.-A letter from Rome received here to
day says : " There has been received in Rome a memorial 
addressed to the cardinals ·endeavoring to enlist their aid in 
the scheme of colollizing European priests in the United 
States as heretofore fully described in these dispatches. It 
boldly asserts that the. European governments must exert 
themselvs to retain their infiuence over their emigrants to 
the United States.'' 

This is a scheme to hold intact the deceived and 
deluded victims of Romish superstition who emi
grate to the United States. It is found th&t the 
church is losing members by amalgamation of emi
grants with Liberal Americans end it is designed to 
preserve the national langu~ge of the emigr&nts so 
tht.t the church may more easily ret~in its iniuence 
over them. It proposes to keep the children from 
the public schools and the men from secret societies. 
Such a scheme as this should be nipped in the bud ; 
it is subversiv of human liberty, an enemy of free 
thought and progressiv intelligence. These poor 
victims should be protected from these jackals as 
much as from the thieves who rob them at Oastle. 
Garden. 

They are down in the dark valley of error, and 
the church stands guard over them1 preventing their 
coming up out of their mental darkness into the light 
of Freethought and perfect liberty. 

They do not protest, because they are too ignorant 
to know of the rank 'injustice which is baing done to 
thE!m. To say that the government has no right to 
protect such mental imbecile from religious thieves 
iii to set free all confidence operators and fakirs who 
prey upon· the credulity of mankind. They both 
prace 'd upon the same line of action, deceive their 
gullible victims wibh, fanttWtica1 lies and eventually 
rob them. Justice calls for the prompt suppression 
of ·~his conspiracy against the principles of American 
liber~y. W:r.r ALLEN SMITH. 

Letters to Workingmen. 
I hav referred to the f!\ct that government in the 

minds of mofilt of our writers is &n ideal creation 
bearing little or no resemblance to the real govern· 
ment to which I am opposed. I.want_to impress the· 
fact of this distinction upon your minds. It is all· 
important in dispelling the glamour the old supersti
tion of an infallible state has thrown around govern
ment, preventing an honest investigation of its 
merits. Education and inheritance hav given us a 
wonderful idea of gover!lment. If ihere is an evil in 
society we rush to government imploring its protec
tion or praying for relief. And our belief in govern
ment is in no way shaken if our prayers are unheeded 
and our petition spurned. Aa in our ideas of God, 
evil is in no way associated with government ; U evil 
exists it must be the work not of the devil but of 
designing men. Designivg man is prone to evil~ but 
"the king can do no wrong." It it were not for this 
superstition the government of man by man would 
never be tolerated. When we come to consider the 
inhumanity of the law, the injustice of. the court, 
the imbecility of its functionaries and the utter use
lessness of ninetean-twentieths of the machinery of 
government; when we realize the vast sums of 
money we are paying to support the vast army of 
officials, salaries which often exceed our own wages 
doubled and quadrupled, we must admit our gener
osity toward our servants is remarkable. Not only are 
we generous in paying them, but we giv these ser
vants of ours power to deprive ua of our property, 
of our liberty, and even of life itself. I ask you to 
conaider what your own knowledge and experience 
hav told you of the ~bsurdity and injustice of the 
sets of offiDials, and I want you to think of these acts 
as the real government. Look up the record of these 
gentlemen and see if they be worthy of this coDfi· 
dence you bav reposed in them. Go over the ground 
carefully, credih them with all the good they accom
plish and charge them with all the evil. Take no 
heed of the speoi!U pleading of politicians, but con
fine your evidence to facts only. Be not hasty in 
the account. Keep your mind on o:ffioial acts as the 
government, and see that the good credited as well 
as the evil chfl!rged is derived from these acts, and 
when the trial balance reveals the truth of the gov· 
ernment's a tanding, you will be ready to exclaim with 
Oassius: 

Upon what meat doth this our Coosar feed, 
That he is grown so great? 

And I shall answer, "FlRpdoodle, that sailors feed 
fools withe.! "-the proverbial philosophy of poli
ticians. What good does gover:Dment do ! Does 
it restrain criminals and prevent crimes T Take up 
the history of government and you. will find the 
greatest criminals hav developed under the most 
rigorous laws. When the death penalty was admin
istered for some hundred and forty different o:tlenaea 
there was actually more of those acts committed than 
later, when the government took little or no notice 
of them. Reatrictiv mel!iaures hav ever provoked 
more crime than ·they prevented. Punishment 
never prevented crime, but manufactured and 
hardened criminala. Po~erty and crime are children 
of one sire and that sire is government. Is it not 
so T Lat ua see. Poverty results from the unequal 
distribution of wealth. This inequality results from 
the advantage c&pital has over labor, owing to the 
fermer's se!f·propaga.tion. Originally dependent 
upon the union of labor and :material, it acquires the 
ability to increase without any sid extended from its 
original faetors. And this acquisition, known aa 
interest, is the reault of government. And as we 
trace poverty back to ita original source, we may, 
with the additional ateps-degrading influence of in
justice, and reaction from ~yranny of authority-trace 
crime back to the sa. me progenitor. What good does 
government do' Doas it asaure our property? Il 
we mean that property which Proudhon denounced 
as robbery, I answer, yes, government assures 
robbery every time. Bub if we mean what Proudhon 
termed posaesaion, the right of toil, the gift of 
nature, I shall answer no. This property began be
fore governments and sha.ll continue when govern· 
menta are no more. It is this increase, this artificial 
prooess of generation, which depends not upon the 
parent fRctors, thmt government essures. 

Allow me to dweH upon the fact that property~ 
that is, the acience of thine and mine-is in no way 
dependent upon government. Like the sense of 
justice, the chief factor in determining and securing 
our rights of property, it is inherent in the indi
vidual, and under liberty is respected and maintained. 
Government enters to abrogate that sense of justice 
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and assume the rights of eminent domain; and prop· Men who know their rights, 
erty, tho child of the state, merits the definition of And knowing dare maintain, 
Proudhon, "property is robbery." I want you to and will submit to injustice and enforced regulation 
think it over carefully, friends. It will require only because brute force is in the ascendancy; when 
time and patience, but in the end you will see your every action against their will is accompanied with 
way clear. Read all you can; but do your own their protest, and their will is set in rebellion against 
thinking and draw your own conclusions, and above all wrong and injustice, a quiet movement will be 
all do not accept the bare assertions of men as inaugurated, an irr~sistible impulse given to a blood
evidence, no matter how "great" may be the men, less revolution. The machinery of government, 
or beautiful the saying. . whereby a few are enabled to grind the ma.ny, will be 

Whai gpod does government do? Does it facili- revealed in all its intricate cussedness, and public opin
tate commerce 1 No! it impedes commerce by ,ion, like oxygen, will encrust and enfeeble its running 
placing .its agent~ upon the high~ays ~nd byways, gear, and entangle its cfficials in their own red tape, 
demandtn~ from Its merchants tributes m the. form while the cit.ize,.,, grown strong in self-relianct>, will 
of taxes, licenseE", and tadfd. From the pr~ncely lauflh at the cobweb that was holding him in thrall. 
merchant to the poor old woman who vends Buffalo, N. Y. A. L. :BALLou. 
shoestrings upon the streets, this monster draws 
his revenue. With this difference, the merchant 
may find it a blessing, the poor old woman a curse, 
while trade itself is embargoed. Does it aeeist the 
citizens to cci>perate to the best advantage 1 No, 
true ctoperation must be ·on a voluntary basis. 
Government deprives the citizens of the right to 
ctoperate, by assuming superior wisdom as to how 
it should be carried on. It dictates what is to be 
done, and takes the lion's share of profits. Doee 
the convict c. a ?erate with the state. in the produc
tion of wealth ? He does, but the jail or takes all 
the wealth. Even such is our governmental ctoper· 
ation conducted by political schemers to advance 
their own interest while making it appear that they 
are working for the "dear public." 

Going to Churcb~ 
To church some folks 

Go just to hear 
The pastor's jolk~, 

That sound so quear. 

Some only go 
To walk the aisle, 

And gaily sho 
The latest atalale. 

Some go from fright, 
Some for the beaux ; 

Some to inclght 
A pleasant desux. 

Some for a hymn, 
Some for a psalm, 

Some for a whymn, 
And some for pshslm. 

Some go from pique ; 
Some go to cry ; 

And some to s"que 
A home onhy. 

Some go to guard 
· Themselvs from guile; 

Some think it's huard 
To walk a muile. 

Some go to weigh 
Their sins and cough ; 

Some go to preigb, 
And some to ecough. 

Some go who ache, 
As sinners should ; 

And some to msche 
Their business gould. 

Some go to laugh; 
Some to malign ; 

And some to qusgh 
Communion wign. 

Some listen through 
The preacher's word ; 

Some in a puough · 
Sing like a bord. 

Some go to "grie.ve ; 
Some go to doubt ; 

Some go to lieve 
Ere church is oubt. 

Some go to view 
The costly choir, 

But very fi.ew 
For fear of folr. 

H. C. DonGK. 

What good does governm9nt do! Does it con· 
serve morality! does it promote right conduct! No; 
government is entitled to no thanks for right con· 
duct. It is to civiliz•tion or humanization that we 
should bow. Again I a&k you to inquire into the 
conduct of those who constitute government; look 
into the mode of their appointment and election and 
tell ns what good ciould be expected. " Do we 
gather grapes from thorns or figs from thistles 1" I 
tell you, friends, whatever good results from govern
ment is due to that po~er behind the throne which 
could act to a much better advantage through a 
voluntary ctoperation of the people, entered into 
purely for self-interest and self-protection. But if Mistaken for a Pickpocket. 
good ever does result from government, may we not [Mr. William Henry Burr, our Spiritualist friend and 
cultivate that good by reforming government in its anti-Christian corre8pondent, was in the olden times a 
interests 1 Here is where the reformer fails-in reporter for the Associated Press-and a good one. It was 
ascribing ta government that which results in spite early in the fifties that Kossuth, the Hungarian patriot, 
of government. Good evolves froi;D. association. It visited the United States and made a triumphal tour of the 

country. The best reporter on the staff was wanted for ser. 
arises from identical interesta of the various indi· · vice in the compslly of so noted a personage, and the assign. 
viduals, and IJOvernment, not to provoke ita hostility, ment naturally fell to Mr. Burr. An amusing episode of the 
may accede to its demands, an(} then with "cheek" journey was written up by a staff correspondent of the Cin
incomparable claim tdl prai&e ·and honor attending cinnsti Nonpa;rtil and printed in the columns of that paper 
the performance. Even as the church is claiming as at the time of its occurrence. The daily Standard receRtly 

fished it up and printed it. The story runa :] 
its own all the good ~rising from civilizt.tion, even 
appropriating the honors of scientific research. A On Wednesday of lash week, Kelsey, proprietor of 
CAtholic priest has been going around the country the American House at Columbul', nceived a tele
b::Jldly claiming his church as the "mother of graphic dispatch from a police officer at Cleveland 
science," and all the truth he had to base the assump· which read as follows : 
tion upon was tbe fact that certain individuals be- Sir: On the Kossuth train or cars to-day is a New York 
longing to the church interested themselvs in pickpocket. Look out for him. He is a great scoundrel
science, while the church as an organiz!\tion has ever dark hair, slim-whiskers, wears a green overcoat, gold 

T spectacles-let police know. 
antagonized scientific research. hese assumptions 
a~ise from the idea that all good abideth in the God Kelsey sent for a couple of the capital officerr, 
idea; hence, to the church as agent is due all praise. showed them the dispatch, and bid them watch. 
And what is true of the God ides is equ.t.lly true of They went to other hotels and warned the clerks. 
the government idea. About dusk the arrival of the train of cars bring-

Good is the result of those actions of the individ- ing Kossuth and suite-was announced by the firing 
ual which tend to the happiness of the individual. It of cannon. The train had hardly entered the depot 
is a purely selfish motiv and it is impossible to when a young man sprang from one of the cars ~nd 
organize an institution based upon this individual elbowed his way vigorously through the crowd until 
motiv, simply because the institution is an individual he reached the street. Here he made inquiry for 
of another order, a consumer but not a producer. It the principal hotel, and was directed by a man who 
ia au abnormal grow~h, a fungus on the body of so- seemed to hav followed him. Arrived in the city, 
ciety. his" friend" pointed out the Neil House. He boldly 

But would you not orgmize your ccoperativ walked up to the office and inquired if he could hav 
association? Yes, to the extent smd for the purpose a room. Mr. Gardner, the clerk, said, "Indeed, sir, 
of advancing the interests of the individual members we cannot accommodate you-our rooms are all 
composing it. But not as an individual having dicta· taken." 
torial powers. The individual must be free to think, "Is there another hotel near!" said the stranger. 
to apeak, and to do unrestrained, unless his actions "The American is juet above," answered Mr. Win-
interfere with the Equ!!.l liberty of another. But chester, assistant clerk. 
" what's to be done!'' Right or wrong, we muet sup- The stranger in hot haste departed, thinking there 
port government. We may refuse to designate our was small chance for accommodations for him in 
choice of servants, but servants we muet ,hav. And that town, his" shadow" of course following him. 
they hav a nice little plan whereby their pay is He entered the American and again wanted to 
assured. Oar wages may be cut down, or lost en· know if he could be accommodated with a room. 
tirely, but we must p:!y our servants all the same. The clerk looked confounded and gave him no positiv 
Friends, "where there's " will there's a way," pro- answer. 
viding this will proceeds upon scientific principles. "Well," said the stranger, "I shall order my bag
Force, physical force, ~ngenders force, and the weak- gage here anyhow, and do the best I can with 
est go to the wall, and the right, if in the minority, myself." 
and it mostly is, never comes uppermost and never Off he went for his baggage. Now he had two 
is justice done. Such force is of no use unless it be " shadows." In half an hour he returned, depos· 
the greater force. And then U is useless to accom- ited the valise in the hall, and went to the office and 
plish what we most desire-liberty. But there is a was about to register 'his name, when a young mfln 
force we may employ, slow but eure; it is attended tapped him on the shoulder, saying, "Sir, we cannot 
with no reaction. The force of intellectual reason. accommodate you at all." 

Leaving. his baggage, the stranger a third time 
went in quest of lodgings. The clerks at the Ameri-
can heard no more of him that night. . 

At 10 o'clock the following day ~n immense crowd 
had assembled in front of the Neil House to hear 
Governor Kossuth make his great speech. Kelsey 
ordered his carriage, and taking his family, drove u 
near the platform from which the speaking was to 
tr.ke place as was practicable. L'loking out of the 
window of his carriage to get " view of the Hun
garian governor. whom should he see upon the plat~ 
form, close by Kossuth's side, pencil and note-book 
in hand, but the identical ''pickpocket" who bad 
been refused lodgings at his house. ''That's a sharp 
one," said he to himself, "or else I've been sold" 

At this moment a member of the legi~lativ com
mittee, on his way to the platform, passed the car
riage. Kelsey called him. Said be : 

" Who the deuce is that fellow on the stand there, 
that fellow with spectacles!" 

"W. H. Burr," answered the legislator, "a reporter 
of the New York Associated Press, who has traveled 
with Kossuth ever since he came to America and has 
reported all hie speeches." 

11 The devil," cried Kelsey. 
"Why 1" said the legislator. 
"I'll tell you another time," answered Keleev, say

ing to himself, "here's a nice 'sell' for our (ffiaere." 
As soon as he could find the original "shadow," be 

took' him by the button to" bore" him privately, but 
the " shadow " took the hint, and exclaimed : 

" No, you don't; we were all sold. I gave that 
fellow up when I saw him talking with the Hun
garian intimately, and learned that he was to room 
with Kossuth's physician, having bt~en invited by 
the doctor when it was known he had found difficulty 
in getting lodgings. The fellow we were after went 
on to Cincinnati, by George; the other chap an
swered the description, didn't he ?" 

. That afternoon Kelsey gave a hie tory of this 
"capital" adventure to ~wo or three members of the 
preae, and that evening oysters, quails, etc., were 
ordered at the American for a small party, in honor 
of the "great pickpocket." May bis " shadow " 
never grrw ler.P, ia the prayer or W. T. C. 

March 12 1891. 

~pirits <n. 
I hav just had s c~ll from Lhe Pieaaant V !\!ley 

medium, Jeremiah Eigbmie, a man of about eighty, 
strong and vigorous of his age, mnd full to the brim 
of enthusiasm on the subject of spirits, spirit-power, 
and future life. I hav heard be could call up apirits, 
aDd do, or hav done, independent elate-writin~, but 
found be could do neither. But he was full of 
wonderful stories of all he had done and had seen 
and experienced. He told of marvelous cures be had 
tffected, EOme right in Pleasant Vallel". But on in
vestigation, after he was gone, I found no one who 
was he1aled. He told of curing a cancer with a few 
moments of laying on of hands, and not a scar 
remaining. A psral;yzed woman livs near by, aud 
I proposed we should go there and then, and be 
should try the curing process on her. "You would 
not believe it was spirits if I did cure her." "No," 
said I, "but I should believe you possessed the 
wonderful gift and the woman would be benefited, 
so the work w'ould be a grand one.." But be would 
not go. He said he (or the spirits) were not able to 
cure all cases. "Well," said I, "maybe you could 
cure this one." I said I had re!!d for years and 
yeara just euch cures as he told of €:ff"cting, and now 
I did not want talk but deeds. He promised to try 
things for next winter, but ~hat will an be t?o late 
for me. He is about startmg tff for Casetdegua 
camp. If friends who read this will please seek him 
out and report of hie cures and other notable works 
there and report to mP, I will be duly grateful. Let
terR addrl'B~Prl t.o Snowville will always reMh m~:. 

Pleasant Valley, N. Y. ELMiti'A. 

Brotherhood of ltloralists. 
Report of the Propaqnnrla Commtttee o.f tll.e BroO>~r/,oort or Moral· 

tsts, at Hannibal, Mo., for the month. or June,, 1891. 
SKORKTARY'B RKPORT. 

During the month thirty-five membership certificates hsv 
been issued, making a total of 1,465 members. The new 
members are from Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa. Missouri, New 
York, Pennsylvania, New Brunswick, and the islan<_l of 
Trinidad. Many encouraging letters hav been recetved 
and the outlook is favorable. F. H. R&u, Secretary. 

TRKASURKR1S RKPORT. 
Balance from May report.................................... $39 90 
J. L. Moore, Ill., and Dr. Uhas. Arendorff, Cal., 

each$!..................................................... 2 00 
c. Harshfield, Ky., Chas. Nommsu, Ia., and A.M. 

Mould, Jamaica, each fifty cents................. 1 50 
D. Cook and Thos. McCowen, tenccnts ..... "'" .......... __ 20 

Total.............................................. . $43 60 

Mailing constitutions, certificates, letterA, etc......... $ 3 30 
Paid Ells Gib~on for publishing constitution, etc., 

in the Moralist........................................... 12 00 

Ol cool, inflexible logic. A stubborn sense of jus· " Can't I bav a cot f" The clerk looked toward a 
tice. A rigid determination to take cn,re of ourselvP, &entleman at the desk, who shook his head, and then 
and mind our own business. Aud no organiz:.tion he answered: 
is really needed to accomplish this. Whenever a "Everything is engaged-we cannot Mcommodate 
considerable number hav determined among .them- you at all. I say, you must find quarters at some 
selvs that they are 9~h~r Jllace." 

'I'otal. ................................... $15 30 15 30 
:Balance ........ ··· .... ···························· $23 30 A. R. AYRKB, Treasurer, 
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WB return thanks for new subscribers to the fol
lowing persons: John Davies, E. L. Gwyer, J. J. 
Johnson, E. S. Follett, H. G. Avery, Dr. A. York, 
John Abbott, H. W. Beach, Wm. Rodger, 0. S. 
Randolph, W. T. Leias, H. L. Wright, :M. Bartlett, 
E. P. Bly, J. H. W. Jensen, Geo. Hendee, L. G. 
Reed. We assure these friends that their efforts in 
our behalf are appreciated, and also that their aid is 
timely. And we hav more appreciation on hand for 
others who shall do as they hav done. 

The ".Massacre" of Missionaries. 
The folly, amountmg to oriminality, of sending 

missionaries to China is again shown by the late 
killing of one of the preachers and a customs officer 
at Wusick. The riot, of which so much has been 
said, and so little known, was due solely to religious 
fanaticism provoked by religious zeal. The true 
story is now told by a United States naval officer, 
Lieutenant-Oommander Marthon, of the United 
States steamship :Palos. In a letter to his wife, in 
Sm Francisco, writing from King Kiang on· June 
S~h, he says that the Palos reached there on June 
6hh. Learning that a riot had taken place at Wusich 
the night before, he proceeded up the river to that 
place, where he received information from the Ohi
nese customs clerk of the killing of two men by 
rioten. Marthon visited Sione, accompanied by 
guides from Ohinese gunboats, and found the body 
of Missionary Argent lying where he fell in the 
gateway at the door of the church, which had been 
pillaged by rioters. The body of Oustom House 
Officer Green was found lying in the street several 
squares distant. It had been covered with mats. 

Oaptain Marthon asked for permission to take the 
bodies aboard the Palos, but was told that the in
quest had not been held. He attended the inquest 
next morning, and describes the peculiar methods of 
Chinese officials in such matters, the inquest being 
devoted chiefly to the beating of drums, explosion of 
firecrackers, and other ceremoDies. 

The cause of the riot, he says, was the fact that 
Missionary Argent had picked up four little orphms 
in the country and was conveying them to Hankow in 
baskets borne on· the shoulders of coolies. A street 
lounger asked one of the coolies what was in the 
basket. The bearer refusing to uswer, the curious 
man raised tlte lid, disclosing the children. The 
crowd which had gathered raised a cry that the mis
sionary was taking the children away to dig their 
eyes out, and forthwith attacked the church, killing 
Argent and plundering the place. Oustoms Officer 
Green was met by the mob and killed while on his 
way to assist the wives of the :ri:lissionaries. 

On the return of the Palos from Wusich to King 
Kiang word was received of an attempted riot in 
that city. Men were landed from the Palos, from 
the French frigate Inconstant and Germm ship Otus, 
to protect the settlements, but at the request of the 
Ohinese general, who informed the respectiv consuls 
that he would protect the place, the sailors were 
withdriWD. No outbreak followed, but the American 

residents withdrew from the city at Lieutenant-Oom
mander Marthon's suggestion. In closing his letter, 
he says the Ohinese don't want re1igion, and that he 
has yet to meet the first Ohristian Ohinese. The 
nativs appear to be aroused wherever the mission
aries happen to be stationed, no matter whether for 
church, school, or hospital purposes. 

· This seems to be .a case of where a little preaching 
of the good old adage of "mind your own business,, 
would be worth more than the preaching of any gospel. 
The Ohinese are religious fanatics as well as the 
Ohristians, and can fight for their religion " allee 
same clistan man." Supposing the Ohinese here 
picked up four little orphans of Ohristian parents 
and conveyed them in laundry baskets to a Ohinese 
place to be taught to detest Ohristimity and revere 
Oonfucianism. if the Ohristians who saw them were 
of the Greek church or the Roman church, they would 
probably do as the Ohinese did-kill the kidnappers. 
The Ohristians acted so in Russia,. believing of the 
Jews as the Ohinese did of the Ohristians-that they 
intended to mutilate and sacrifice the children. 

Oommander Marthon's reflection upon the useless
ness of sending missionaries to Ohina has aroused 
the heads of the missionary societies here, who make 
a good living by forcing their superstition upon un
worthy " heathen," and naturally they dispute his 
assertions, but as he has no ax to grind, while they 
hav several gross, the public will probably giv cre
denee to the naval officer, as it agrees with previous 
testimony from other unprejudiced observers in the 
navy. There is no dc.ubt that a number of Ohinamen 
here and in their own country hav professed to be 
Ohristians, but such declarations are always made 
for a purpose. Like the Jews gathered in by the 
Ohristians' Jewish mission in this city, the Ohinese 
al'e converted for what there is in it-food, money, 
to learn the language, and, in this city, at least, to 
enjoy the society of the teachers. The Ohinaman is 
a peculiar animal, and not always an honest or decent 
one. He is full of guile and as superstitious as a 
Roman Oatholic. He may pretend to forswear his 
own religion, but it is doubtful if he ever really be
lieves what he professes. In his own country, when 
eonverted he is simply debased, though, perhaps, it 
is difficult to further debase the class from which the 
missionaries draw their recruits. He would be better 
off if lefb to his nativ superstition, for that which be 
acquires from the missionary is no nearer truth, and 
of about equal utility in thi& life. 

The missionary business affords a rich living to a 
lot of clerics, through begging, which almost amounts 
to robbery, and it will probably be continued as long 
as there is a baby with a penny in his little fist 
which the societies can get. But the babies will one 
day find out the swindle, and then their babies will 
hav more caady and fewer heathen. 

Some Axiomatic Truths. 

shall be_ taxed for .the support of any sectarian 
institution. 

The state, by exempting church property, is violat
ing the Oon~titution, for as exemption is ·the 
same as an appropriation, that section which 
declares that no money shall be appropriated for the 
suppod of any sectarian institution is violated. 

In r.ll large cities, where taxation is hig'h, the 
Oatholics _ hav more property than the Protestant 
sects. Yet to save their one dollar the Protestants 
pay two for the Oatholics. 

The Methodists hav more property than the Uni
tarians. But the Unitarians act in this matter like 
the rest of the small Protestant sects. 

The Episcopalians hav more costly churches than 
the Oongregationalisis ; the Presbyterians more prop
erty than either of the Baptist sects ; any of them 
more than the Seventh Day Adventists ; but they are 
all in the same financial quagmire'-to save a penny 
they spend two or three. Infidels hav ·but little 
common property, but on what they do own they not 
only pay their own taxes but per capita proportion 
on all the churches, asylums, parochial schools,.nun
neries, monkeries, etc., owned by the sects. 

As things are at present, monstrous injustice is 
done in the matter of taxation. 

The Hand of the Pope5 
The Irish- Americans, if not the Irish, are at last 

awakening to the fact that the pope is running the 
politics of Ireland, and running it much to the dis
advantage of the Irish in return for favors granted 
him by the British government. 

At a meeting of Parnellites held in this city last 
week it was charged-and those who made the 
charges are in a position to know-that priests in 
Ireland are district politicims, visiting every house 
and instructing the men how to vote, and on election 
day acting as agents in the polling booths. Further, 
that political opponents are denounced from the 
altar and recalcitrant voters deprived of the sacra· 
menta, "upon the sole ground that they entertain 
political views opposed to those held by their spirit
ual guides, who invariably and dogmatically insist 
on their own views being adopted as the voters rule 
of politicalaction.'1 The instance is cited of the bishop 
of the diocese in which Oarlow is located running 
around and unduly influencing the electors at the last 
bye election. Still further, these Irish-Americans, who 
do not appear to be afraid of the pope, assert that 
in Ireland "there exists an appalling state of things, 
namely, that independent judgment in political mat
ters in that country, the inalienable right of every 
voter, is scarcely permitted to exist, is practically a 
nullity, and that the Oatholic clergy arrogate the 
right to decide for the voter on matiers purely tem
poral, and which should be distinct and remote from 
the domain of clerical influence.'1 And ·to mark their 
condemnation of this state of things, the meeting 

Exemption from taxation. is the same as an ap- "Resolved, That we, the Parnell leadership committee, pro· 
propriation. test emphatically against this most reprehensible, Ulegiti-

When one piece of property is exempt from taxa- mate, ~nd improper use of clerical influence exercised as 
tion, other property must bear the burden. Every- regards matters purely political and secular, upon the masses 

of our people at home, great numbers of them being miter-
body bears a part in church exemption, that is, it ate and uneducated, and we especially protest against such 
costs everybody something. illegitimate influence when exercised to a degree amounting 

It is neither fair nor lawful to compel non-chu~ch- to gall!ng persecution and intimidation, practiced by the 
goers to pay a portion of the church tax. It ie clergy under color of their sacred office and mission. 
against the spirit and letter of the Oonstitution. ''And it is fu·ther res1lved, That we invite the serious atten

tion of our countrymen to the altered·tone of the 'Noncon
Protestants should not be compelled to pay a formist press,' which played such a conspicuous part in the 

large proportion of the Roman church taxes, as they attempted overthrow of the Irish leader, and to the recent 
are compelled under the present system. utterances of British statesmen, plainly stating and implying 

Roman Oatholics should not be compelled to that a people who are the mere political puppets and servants 
of any clerical or sacerdotal system are unfit and unworthy 

pay a large proportion of the Protestant church of being intrusted with the responsible privileges and the 
taxes, as they are compelled under the present inestimable blessings of self-government. 
system. "And it is fwrther resolved, That we invite the attention of 

Infidels should not be compelled to pay a large the Amerlcan press, the mightiest champion and safeguard 
proportion of the Protestant and Roman Oatholic of civil liberty on this continent, whose great record has 
h h t th II d d th been and is one of constant and consistent hostility to cler-

c urc axes, as ey are compe e un er e pres- leal intetference in matters political, to the present state of 
ent system. affairs in Ireland, with a view of invoking their support in 

One may worship in a hundred thousand dollar the struggle for civil liberty there, which has resolved itself 
house, his neighbor on one side in a thousand dol- Into a contest between the laity and the clergy for supremacy 
lar house; yet he pays precisely the same amount of in the councils of the nation, and we expect the pre!B of this 
the tax on t'he hundred thousand dollar house as country to be true to its long-established platform of prlnci-

. . ples, which hav proclaimed to the world that clerical inter-
the man who worships there. Another neighbor· terence in politics is utterly incompatible with free institu
does not worship at all ; yet he pays the same tiona, and we expect them to extend even. handed justice and 
portion of the tax on both houses as do they who fair play to the man who Is now courageously fighting the 
use them. He is compelled by law to help support battle of civil liberty against ecclesiastical domination. We 
institutions from which he derives no benefit-in- denounce ecclesiastical !nflue:ace as a menace to unfettered 

. . . . · . . liberty of conscience in political affairs, to freedom of the 
~tit~tiO~B ID wh1ch h~ ~oes not believe--:-s~ctarian ballot, as contrary to the spirit of this enlightened age, and 
mstitutiODB1 and therem IB the letter and spmt of the we declare that it aims a fatal blow at the very life of the 
Oonstitution violated, which declares tbat no man movement for national self-government." 
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. These are good and "ringing resolutions," but 
they will nob help Ireland much, and it is well within 
the lilies of probability that some of the Oatholics 
present at the gathering which adopted them will 
feel the sharp edge of clerical displeasure, and be 
compelled to do penance for having voted for them. 

. The priests of Ireland hav too firm a hold upon the 
people of that country to be shaken off by a word, 
and the power of the Oatholic church in this city 
was shown when Dt. McGlynn rebelled, and is yet 
daily on view in our city hall, where Oorrigan's heel
ers are in supreme control. 

So long as he can prevent it the pope will never 
allow Ireland to control herself. She is too good a 
makeweight in his negotiations with England for a 
papal repreaentativ at Sb. James's and an English 
ambassador at the Vatican, in recognition that the 
pope is a temporal as well as spiritual sovereign. 
His " holiness " pretends to be a friend to the Irish 
people, and allows them to rebel just sufficient to 
make England nervous, only to trade upon their 
desire for home rule. Parnell, not being a Oatholic, 
was a leader dangerous to the church, and his domes· 
tic troub: e bas been made an excuse for politically 
opposing him. The pope wants him put out of the 
way, and the priests in It'eland worked to that end 
in the recent elections. 

It is well that the American friends of Ireland are 
at last recognizing the hand of the pope in Ireland's 
affAirs. It would be just as well, and more to the 
purpose, if they recognized the same ·hand working 
evil in the &ffiiirs of the United States. 

That Nazarene~ 
The editor of the .American Spectator says: "The 

church to-day mud go ~ack to the meek and lowly 
Nazarene, or occupy the religious position of pagan 
Rlme at the time of the rise of Ohristianity." When 
the church does that it will be laughed out of sight, 
and its members branded as Oommunists. The 
"saviors '' of this day, copying Ohrist, are sneered 
at and joked about by sensible folks, while the more 
impulsiv Ohristians talk of tar and feathers. The 
nineteenth century does not believe in "immaculate 
conceptions," nor in " divine " persons, nor in half
insane religious tramps. What savior would be 
allowed in the Stock Exchange to whip the brokers T 
Ninety-nine hundredths of the towns would put 
Jesus in jail as a vagrant. Meekness and lowliness 
are at a big discount nowadays, and a New York 
Anarchist is about the only man who preaches 
" resist not evil," and he is an Infidel ! 

·The world is going ahead, not backward, and Mr. 
Flower should remember the fact. Meek and lowly 
Nazarenes, or any other variety of "saviors," are 
anachronisms. 

Our Postmaster-General. 
A Pennsylvania friend adds a sentence to a busi

ness letter "as follows : " How amiably you are be
having toward Wanamaker. He is as great a rogue 
as Marsh or Bardsley." This has reference to the 
complications in the failure of the Keystone bank in 
Philadelphia, of which the daily papers hav been full 
lately. But the reason of our silence in the matter 
is that we do not wish to do our postmaster-genera] 
an injustice. As Iong as there is a doubt of 
his responsibility in that failure, giv him the 
benefit of it. But we ean, without indorsing them, 
present the opinions of some of the journals which 
hav followed the matter closely. One of the clearest 
opinions is that of Puck, expressed in a cartoon en
titled 11 Truth Stranger than Fiction," representing 

' Wanamaker seated at a desk; a spindle on either 
· ,~ side of him. One contains a list of his advertisments 

-"' in the Philadelphia papers ; the other, the good 
~, ~ings which the papers securing his liberal advertis
in~ had to say of him. In front is a sheet of paper, 
upon :which the postmaster is represented as having 
just wi~ten, "Brother Wanamaker will address the 
Bible-cia~ next Sabbath on the higher morality." 
Behind him ..,tands a spirit bearing the well known 
features of Oharles Dickens, in whose hands are 
manuscripts containing in legible lines the names 
tJriah Heap and Mr. Pecksni:li. The spirits of these 
wonderful creations also appear in. the background. 
Au explanatory poem accompanies the cartoon : 

A wail went up in the Spirit Land
Such a wail as the spirits understand
A wall to which a spirit glvs birth 
Who hasn't done all he should hav on earth; 
A certain sort of a dismal wail 

That suggests " I didn't mean to fall
But oh I if it had or it hadn't been 
I'd hav done ·as well as I always mean I" 

· And the spirits, hearing it, said : " Great Scott I 
What was it the good Charles Dickens forgot ?" 

" I didn't forget," walled Dickens's ghost ; 
" 0! the stuff I had I made tte most • 

I tried my best and I did my best; 
And you know that I didn't leave much for the re&t. 

But the trouble with me 
Is this, you see, 

My life had too short a mortal lease 
To giv me a chance at my master-piece. 

" I don't believe "-the ghost went on-
" That in all the years that hav come and gone, 

Any writer on earth below 
Ever could think of beginning to know 
The depths of human hypocrisy 
Within a mile and a half of me. 
You all of you know that this isn't conceit
Whose hypocrite can my hypocrite beat?" 

And the other ghosts cried in a hearty way, 
(For they tell the truth up there every day), 

"Nobody, Charles. No man ever knew 
How to draw them as well as you. 
The types you created will last as long 
As the dress of Right is stolen by Wrong; 
So long as Vice, and Meanness, and Sin 
Use Religion's garb to masquerade in 
So long will Chadband and •umble Heep 
Their truth to their hideous models keep; 
So long will St!ggins and Pecksnlff stand 
Archtypes of the hypocrlt band. 
Your hypocrite, Charles, are beyond 8 doubt 
The finest hypocrite ever turned out." 

The spirit of Dickens heaved a sigh, 
Wiped the ghost of 8 tear from his eye, 

" Well, then," he said, "just can't you see 
What a chance supreme 't would hav been for me"
And he dropped his voice to a tone of awe-

" If I'd had John Wanamaker to drawl" 

" •T would hav been beyond you I" the spirits said; 
" You. ought to be thankful that you are dead I" 

The facts implicating our postmaster-general are 
set forth in the World, commenting upon his latest 
denial of complicity in the roguery : 

"Mr. John Wanamaker has made another and futll attempt 
to escape the toils. He has denied, but he has not proved 
his denials, and all Philadelphian attt.mpts to make a plea 
of ' not guilty' equivalent to & demonstration of innocence 
will be abortiv. 

~·Bardsley's statements and Wanamaker's own denial con
tain new charges. Bardsley reasserts the accusation that 
Marsh told Wanamaker of the fraudulent character of the 
Lucas stock, and that he tried to sell this stock as a condi
tion to permitting the bank to go on. He further avers that 
Wanamaker borrowed public moneys of him through the 
interposition of Marsh. Indeed, Bardsley's statement greatly 
deepens the suspicion that much if not all of the $900,000 
embezzled from the city was fed out to Republican 
politicians. 

"Wanamaker himself admits that in response to Marsh's 
assertion that the stock was fraudulent he tried to extort 
money from the bank by threatening to inform the comp
troller of the currency of the alleged overissue if his silence 
was not bought. In the ordinary relations of ordinary peo. 
ple this sort of thing Is called blackmail. 

" The case against the postmaster-general grows worse 
and still the president is silent. The councils• committee 
was very tender with him. It did not cross-examin him. 
It left him to do his own talking in his own way, and he did 
not choose to explain the discrepancies between his first 
statement and the subsequent record testimony. He did not 
satisfactorily explain why the Lucas stock was issued to him 
and his employees. The value of his own statement con
sists in the admission that he had tried to extort money from 
Marsh by a threat. 

" The councils' committee will evidently do its utmost to 
shield Wanamaker, but as the case stands he is convicted 
and his presence in the cabinet Is scandalous." 

Philadelphia is a Republican city; if the tllieving 
had occurred in New York the Democratic politicians 
would hav been the beneficiaries. We are entirely 
impartial in politics. The New York Times con
eiders Mr. Wanamaker's doings from a religious and 
moral standpoint. He says: 

personal honor. But whatever may be the at~itude toward 
him of his fellow-professors of religion, they do but injure 
themselvs and their cause, and do not in the least help him, 
if they seek to belittle the gravity of the situation in which 
he has involved himself and his chief. 'Thou shalt not bear 
false witness,' is a commandment that is absolutely impera
tiv upon men who profess the religion of Christ. It is a law 
recognized indeed by human society quite apart from any 
divine sanction, and Is severely enforced by so unrel!gious 
an association as the Board of Brokers. It is indispensable 
to the conduct of human affairs, and there is no community 
above barbarism in which it is not respected. As the facts 
now stand, Mr. Wanamaker has clearly borne false witness. 

''Now, the importance of this from the point of view of 
party politics is plain enough to anyone. If Mr. Wana
maker or Mr. Harrison fails to perceive it, it will be made 
perfectly clear when an investigating committee of the 
next house of Representative gets at work on the subject. 
That phase of the matter is not the one to which we desire 
now to direct attention. We should like to call to the minds 
of those particularly interested In religion the enormous 
b:;jury done to public morals by such an exhibition of 
immorality in high places, and to impress upon them that 
nothing can be done to prevent or remedy this injury unless 
they themselvs unite in prompt and sharp condemnation of. 
the guilty man. They may, if they choose, flrst call on Mr. 
Wanamaker to exculpate himself on the ground that he 
ought not to be condemned unheard, but that will be a futil 
proceeding. 

"In the flrst place, Mr. Wanamaker Is not unheard. On 
the contrary, he came before the public with a statement 
which has been shown to be incorrect, in which he not 
merely suppressed the truth, but denied it, not by inadvert
ence or the incompleteness of his testimony, but explicitly 
and for his own advantage. And the transactions as to 
which this misrepresentation was volunteered were in them. 
selva shady and disreputable, so that untruthfulness regard. 
ing them raises a strong presumption of guilt deeper and 
more disgraceful than that of untruthfulness through care
lessness or cowardice. In the next place, there is already 
enough known to make necessary, not explanation, but ex
piation. We sincerely trust that the co-rellgicnlsts of Mr. 
Wanamaker will take the matter up in earnest, and not 
leave to the secular critics-to those who, as Miss Dodge once 
said cf t.he Unitarians, are wholly given over to morality
to defend the cause of religion from one who is to it a worEe 
because he is an avowed champion." 

Making due allowance for the political bias of 
these opinions we must confess that the opinion of 
opr Pennsylvania friend has considerable plausibility. 
There are worse things that a man can do than 
sup<>rintending the transportation of ob.acene books 
about the country. 

------~~.-------
Editorhd Notes. 

HALIFAX, N. S., Is burdened with too much tax-exempted 
property, and the citizens hav been discussing the plan of 
taxing everything. Halifax now exemp~s about three mUl
ions' worth of renl eBtate belonging to corporations and 
rellglous societies •. 

lNTRODUOING a clerical symposium on the qu( stion of ab, 
senteeism among the church folks the St. Paul, Minn., Bun
day Globe says: "The Sunday theaters turn away hundreds 
from their doors. The Sunday ball games are well attended. 
The suburban resorts are all crowded Sunday. The great 
majority of the people go anywhere but to divine services. 
The old Puritan Sabbath is a thing of the past. Most people 
wear their very best clothes on Sunday and lr.eep their hands 
and face clean. Cleanliness is as near to godliness as they 
ever get. The streets are nearly as crowded as on any other 
day. The drays and delivery wagons are for tbe most part 
not to be seen. People walk-walk without object or desti. 
nation. Hundreds of them never go to church. They are 
too tired, or want the day tor recreation." 

MR. JAMES A. BRADLEY, the founder and mayor of the 
summer resort known as Asbury Park, Is a fair specimen of 
the t:labbatarlan hypocrlt. He recently gave orders to his 
pollee to obtain evidence against all the merchants of the 
place who sold goods on Sunday. His detective had little 
trouble In obtaining evidence, as every place was wide open 
and business went on as usual. It was expected that a 
wholesale arrest would follow the next morning, but not a 
single arrest was made. The cause was this : On Saturday 
last a number of the druggists met and decided to keep their 
places open. At the same time It was decldtd to employ 
private detective and station them at Mr. Bradley's bathing 
homes and keep a minute account of every bathing suit and 
house rented by Mr. Bradley's employees. H Mr. Bradley 
caused their arrest for the Sunday violation, they would 

"Recent developments hav shown Mr. Wanamaker In a turn the tables on him and cause him to pa.v a floe for each 
light that cannot but be very painful to any one who serl- and every suit and house rented. So Mr. Bradley sent out 
ously believed that he was to b1ing to the government the word that If the dealers would close their places of business 
great and unusual boon of a strictly Christian character. To on Sundays at ten o'clock in the morning they would not be 
tbose observers wl:: o feel the evidence to be concluslv that molested. The druggists and cigar dealers thought this 
Mr. Wanamaker's appointment was practically the reward too thin a proposition. Allow Mayor Bradley to hire bath
for raising large sums of money, to be placed In the corrupt lng suits In the morning, the only time when people would 
hands of Senator Quay for purposes some of which were bathe on Sundays, and they close In the afternoon, the only 
sure to be corrupt, the substantial value of his Christian time when people would drink and smoke? No such propo. 
character seemed likely to be Inconsiderable. But It will sltlon would be entertained and they told Mr. Bradley so. 
not be forgotten-certainly not by the teachers of religion They also Informed him that he had not caused the 
who Indulged In the criticism-that this view was treated as Excelsior water stands, which were located on land leased 
mere scoffing, as proof that those who. held the view wished of him, to be closed on Sundays. So Mr. Bradley 
to discredit, not Wanamaker or Quay, but the Christian retired from the tight, and the residents of Asbury 
faith. We trust that this not unnatural incredulity will not Park can procure cigars, soda water, and medlcln on Sun
be persisted In when Mr. Wanamaker Is himself the author days. But what a hypocrlt Mr. Bradley has shown himself 
of the testimony that casts a doubt upon his veracity and 1 to be l 
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Encouragement. 
MoNOBliS, Wrs., July 21, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Keep on showing up the absurdities of the 
old superstitions In your paper. I think you are doing very 
well. Truly yours, · Eo. WB!PP. 

Cheering Words. 
f!P.Rl~GFlli:LD, 0., June 22, 1891. 

Mlt EDITOR: The -paper is just what I desire as a truth 
seeker, and the pictures are surely tffectiv. I could not sug
gest any change whatever. I am entirely satisfied in every 
respect. Yours truly, CHAs. L. Wmsnu.N. 

An Honorable Veteran. 
VoLO LAKE, ILL., June 21, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : I ha.v taken Tax TRUTH BEEKER ever since 
it was published in Illinois. I like the paper very much. I 
think the pictures add much to the paper. I am sorry I hav 
failed in not getting one or more new subscribers, as I hav 
done in the past. I find I cannot do as I would. I am 
past three score and ten years. I hope THR TRUTH BEEKER 
willllv to see superstition and prlestcraft no more. 

Faithfully yours, WM. C. H<iWA.RD. 

Pushing It O:lf tile Tabl\'. 
LA. CoNNER, WAss:., July 2, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am a Liberal and progressiv man from 
the ground up, and think that your paper does lots of. good. 
I Iiv in a nest of psalm-singing, two-faced men and women. 
I had one row when they would come to my house. They 
got in the habit of pushing THE TRUTH BEEKER off the table. 
I told them I wanted that paper to stay on the table as long 
as I ran tbe house. My family was all raised under religious 
superstition, and cannot glv it up. I don't want any in mine. 
With best regards to the Truth Seeker Publishing Com
pany, hoping that they may always liv, I remain, 

Yoursre9pectfully, JoHN BALL. 

Out of f·ense Jlarlmess. 
WooDSTOCK, June 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOB: Find inclosed $5 25-$3 for my subEcription, 
$2 for the "Pictmial Text-Book," twenty-five cents for the 
A.NNUAL of 1891. I hav never seen a better paper than THE 
TBUTH 8BliKBR. Over twenty.fi ve years ago I used to read 
the Natio11al Reformer in Northampton, England, and since 
I ha.v been here I ha.v read the Boston lnvestigatO'I', Ironclad 
.Age, Ftcular Thought, Fretthought, etc , but THE TRUTH 
SRBKER is the best of all, I consider. I am a Materialist of 
the Thomas Winter kind, and I must say I fail to see ally
thing in this Spiritualism, but at the same time like for 
everyone to hav their aay. If I should suggest anything, it 
would be a debate on rellgion now and then; but you know 
best what the majority of your patrons want. I should like 
to get you a subscriber here, but the darkness is too dense 
and there are too many gospel. shops to be supported. 
Wishing success to TRB TRUTH BEEKER cause, 

T. 8. DENT. 

A Flat Earth. 
GLENDORA, 0.A:L., June 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: If convenient, I wish you would giv through 
THE TRUTH BEEKER references to all scripture in the holy 
Bible which refers to this earth as being fiat. 

I wish some competent person would write a short .tract 
which would expose the lie to the effect that the world is 
Indebted to the holy Bible as a foundation for all laws which 
govern people and nations. The .first who wrote any part of 
this book, I suppose, was Moses, who was born in Egypt 
long after that country, as well as many others, had reached 
a hlgh degree of civilization as well as of learning. 

ALLEN PoE; 
[Some of the texts containing the absurd views of Bible-. 

making Jews on the constitution of the earth, are : Gen. i, 
6,7; vfi,2; Gen.xx,4; Jobix,6; xxvi,7,10,11; xxxviii, 
4-6; Ps. xxiv, 2; cxxxvii, 6; cxlviii, 4; lea. xl, 22, and 2 
Pet. xi, 3 Further exposition of the subject will be found 
on page 132 of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book," 
price $2.--"ED. T. 8.] 

Will Build a Hall. 
HA:MB'!JliG, !A., July 16, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: John E. Remsburg, of Oak Mills, Kan., 
delivered a splendid lecture, entitled "False Claims of tb.e 

·church," In the Opera House in this city, July 15th, to a 
good-sized audience, notwithstanding the numerous enter. 
tainments in the city and the tearing down of our bills 
announcing the lecture by orthodox bigots. Mr. Remsburg 
brought forth facts and historical information to prove all 
his assertions, interspersing his remarks by outbursts of 
eloquence of a hlgh grade. Mr. Remsburg has given com
plete satisfaction here both as an orator and a gentleman. 
We hope to hav him again at some future time. Two years 
ago very few would listen to a Freethought or Spiritual 
lecture; now, when sufficiently advertised, crowds come to 
hear them. If the fight for freedom Is kept up, it will not 
be long before this city will be the leading Freethought 
center in Iowa. A large Liberal hall will probably be built 
next year, if not sooner. Those wishing to help us in the 
cause of Universal Mental Liberty could not do better than 
send their old papers to August Wagner, who is an earnest 
worker _for the cause. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, 

E. T. DuBli:Y. 

Eulogy of America's Greatest and Best Man. 
LONGBTBRET, GA., July 16, 291. 

MR. EDITOR: It is barely possible that I may be in New 
York some tlme during August. If so it will giv me pleas. 

ure to call around at your place of business and make your 
acquaintance, and that also of Colonel Ingersoll and Miss 
Helen Gardener. I want to take a few fearless and out
spoken "Infidels" (so called) by the hand, and especially 
those who hav done and are doing so much to rid the world 
of superstition, false and cruel beliefs. In my opinion 
Amer:ca has never produced a man who was or is the equal 
of Colonel Ingersoll in that which constitutes the grand, the 
great, the noble, the true, the good. He comes up to the 
requirements of, and constitutes, true manhood, uncontam
inated by superstition or hypocrisy. My opinion is that he 
has done more than any other to excite Liberal thought, and 
to giv courage to the honest thinker, to question the old, and 
to discard the false and accept the true wherever found, 
when tried by the test of reason. · He has well-nigh destroyed 
-as he undertook to do-that infamously damnable doctrin 
of eternal pain set forth \n the New Testament and in the so
called Christian creeds. And if that alone constituted· his 
whole life-work, it would be sufficient to entitle him to the 
unspeakable gratitude of all civilized, r!ght.mintled men. 

In the evolution of thought in accord with the demonstra
tions of science, progress is being made toward the better. 

It is getting so that on this side of the Atlantic and on the 
other Ecientists are not afraid to make their discoveries 
known and Freethinkers are not so much afraid to say what 
they honestly thlnk. Colonel Ingersoll and his co-workers in 
his masterly line of thought hav brought about this happy 
state of things. 

And to all who· are engaged in the work for Universal 
Mental Liberty, I would say, keep the flag above the.cross. 
And stand for the right because it is right and best, and for 
no other reason-i.6., without regard to any belief whatever. 
Let beliefs go; they are no good. 

Yours for the right, T. N. MABON. 

Defies the W. C. T. U. and the Priests. 
MAIDON, CONN., July 20, 1891. 

MR, EDITOR : I send clippings from my local newspaper to 
show that the b!gots are alive and that I propose to fi5ht 
them in my town. . 

It seems that the Women's Christian Temperance Union 
thought they might scare some one with the "statute law of 
Connecticut," thus saving souls from hell, so they caused to 
be printed in the Southington PhamiaJ of July lOth the 
following: 

. PLANTSVILLE, July, 1891. 
In consideration of continued and increasing disregard of 

the "law of God" in our town, it has been suggested that 
the" statute law of Connecticut" might arrest the attention, 
and lead to a higher standard of morality on the Sabbath 
day. 

Bee. 57.-Every person who shall travel, or do any secu
lar business, or labor except work of necessity or mercy, or 
keep open any shop, warehouse, or manufacturing or me
chanical establishment, or expose any property for sale, or 
engage in any sport or recreation on .Sunday. between sun
rise and sunset, shall be fined not more than $4 nor less than 
$1. 

In behalf of the Women's Christian Temperance Union. 
In the next issue of the Phomi:l!l printed this: 

NOTIOE. 
J:'o the P(J/J'sons, Prieots, Christians, and Women's Oh:rit;tian 

Temperance Union of Southington: In behalf of all timid 
unbelievers in this town I assert that for the Sabbath notions 
we hav no special respect. Therefore, admiring Christ more 
than theology, we claim Jesus does not consider us sinful 
if we "travel," "labor,"" keep open shops,"" expose prop
erty for sale," or" engage in any sport,"" between sunrise 
and sunset," rela.tiv to all days we please, provided we "do 
unto others as we would be done by." 

Next Sunday I shall cut wood, write an article," Jehovian 
Christianity," for Tax TRUTH SERKBB, play the piccolo "to 
my heart's content," a.nd perhaps " take a little wine for my 
stomach's sake," in acquiescence to 1 Tim. v, 23. If after 
this I deserve punishment, pleAse inflict it according to the 
''law of God" set forth In Ex:. xx:xi, 15; and Num. xv, 
3!-36. Peruse last week's Ph03nirc to a.~certain what pr9mpts 
this advertisment. EoWIN N. BE&OHRR, Infidel. 

I am told that a terrible sensation has been created among 
God's elect. ·The editor of the paper is an orthodox Chris
tian, and I fear he will lose the friendship of his fellow
believers; but the dollar he charged me may be sufficient 
to buy more friendship (Christian). EDWIN N. Bxxiila:RR. 

A Sin to Talk With Him. 
HILL CITY, s. D., July 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am more than pleased with THE TRUTH 
BEEKER and the pictures. Heston is a stunner. 

This last spring Hill City has experienced one of those 
Methodist r6vivals that rain down on nearly every community 
in the United States once a year when the elemente are all 
favorable. This time it was conducted by a clerical gentle
man by the name of Rev. Mr. Ulmer. He is a young man, 
whom I should judge to be about thirty-eight or forty years 
old. His caliber isn't, or 22, but he has a sort of 1-know.it
all style about him, and as times were a littl.e dull and there 
was no other place to go, I, together with several Liberals 
and skeptics, attended his meetings, whereupon he seemed 
to be called upon by his holiness to pounce upon me, and in 
sermons and in his pastoral calls he undertook to show me 
the road, though narrow and crooked, to that place of eter
nal happiness, and after I asked him a few questions, and 
showed him up in the right light, he commenced to desist 
and rose and turned to go. I asked him to remain and giv 
me some light on the subject of salvation, but his answer 
was that he did not think he could commit a worse sin than 
to prolong his conversation with me. So he left me to fry 
in that place prepared :for all who dare to think or ask a 
question, whereupon I a.sked him to remain and I would 
tell him a dream that I had, and as he consented I started 
out thus: "Now," I said, "Brother Ulmer, I had a dream the 
other night.- I thought I had died and gone to heaven, and 
was admitted to the presence of God, and there seated by 
the side of him was Christ in a big armchair, and immedi-

ately after my arrival there, Brother Ulmer came in als0, 
whereupon God said, 'Get up, Christ, and giv Mr. Ulmer 
your seat.'" This knocked him clear out ot the ring, and 
you could hav.easlly played checkers on his coat-tan as he 
made his departure. 

Now, Mr. Editor, leaving preachers entirely alone for a 
few moments, if I am not worrying you too much, I wish to 
speak of this country, the one hundred miles equare'k:nown 
as the Black Hills. Whila I don't believe it advisable for very 
many poor men to come ·here, yet it has been truly sa!d by 
one of our great financiers and railroad kings that the one 
hundred miles square in the Black Hil:s was the richest one 
hundred miles square on the face of the globe to day. Ti;lis 
has reference to men with capital. S:uely there are great 
opportunities here for capital and enterprise. I will willingly 
answer any questions of inquiry p~rta.ining to this country. 
There are a plenty of good mines here th ~t only need cap\ta.l 
to make them tbe bona.nz~s of the United States. We hav 
gold, silver, and tin here in endless quantities. I rem1.in, 

Yours withOtlt Christ, R E NYB. 

Don't Jliml Cbr·istian "F~eliugs.'' 

OTTUMWA., !A., July 17, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : My admiration of THE TRUTH BEKKli:R in

creases afte-r the perusal of each issue. Your last two num
bers were especially good. You will lose nothing in circu
lation or infi11ence by your kindly feeling toward Colonel 
Ingersoll. His vindication of Thomas Paine alone entitles 
him to the und:ying gratitude of all humanity. I am pleased 
to know that the pansy and e~blem affll.irs ine about settled, 
or at least hav been dropped from the columns of Free
thought publications. They could not possibly hav had 
any bearing on the great question of mental liberty. 

The field secretaryship might be advantageously dropped. 
When the Ottumwa Freethinkers want a lecturer they en. 
gage a good lecturer, pay his price, hall rent, etc,, and that 
ends it. Wby cannot other localities do the same? Durbig 
the field secretaryship controversy one or two parties objected 
to paying the field secretary a salary of $2,000. Do they 
want to reduce such mea as Watts and Putnam to the level 
of the $500 a year country parson ? 

I am not sure about my being a L\bera.l. I detest the 
institution known as Christianity, and am doing all I can 
against it. I hav often said that I would not let my children 
attend a Sunday-school. I object seriously to being sworn. 
The ridiculous idea that Jehovah would assist one in telling 
the truth, when he has prevarlc,ted on several occasions 
most outrageously I I believe that Freethinkers should let 
the world at large know that they entertain nothing but 
contempt and scorn for the Bible and ChrisUanity, Chris
tians know nothing about " feelings" in the presence of a 
Freethinker. They say the vilest things about huma.nitatians 
like Voltaire and Paine and think n'lthing of it; but should 
a Freethinker refer sarcastically to their Joss or to Joss's 
earthly deputy, they raise their hands in horror. 

Yours foJ; common ser·Be, JoHN W. DAYTON. 

Was a Good Catllolic. 
ATBUQURFQU.E, N. M., July 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I wish to say that it was your paper that 
turned me from a good Catholic to a Freethinker. It came 
about in this way. An agent for Wells, Fargo & Co., used 
to take your paper. His office was at ManueUto and his 
name is Mr. Guire; he is now of Winslow. I was running a 
train on the' Atlantic & Pacific railroad and in the course of 
human events I got to see the paper every now and then. 
A.t first I was shocked. Then I took to reading the Bible. 
There I saw such indecent language and such btconsistencies 
that I had to giv up my faith. The next thing, I subscribed 
for your paper. Now I get more enjoyment out of life than 
I ever got before. 

I wish to thank the Brotherhood of Moralists for a letter 
received some time ago in which they ask me to join their 
order; 11lso the editor of Seeulwr Thought for the favor of 
his paper, but I am unable to take it as yet, though I may 
in the near future. I ha.v not had time to read the by-laws 
of the Brotherhood yet. .I will at the first opportunity, and 
if I can consistently, will join. My friends, who hav my 
welfare at heart in a Christian sense, tell me how when I am 
in hell they will look down from heaven on my suffering and 
tell me that they had told me so. But that makes no differ
ence. I would rather be in hell with an ,honest man than in 
heaven with such men as Talmage, Holy Johu, or Sam 
Jones. I saw a very good cartoon In Puck about Holy John, 
where Dickens's shadow is looking over Johnny and says: 
"I hav died too soon. I should hav lived to put this holy 
man in a book." What a fine subject he would make for 
one of this great writer's books. Try and get Heston to 
write a story entitled "The Sunday-School Teacher," for 
the benefit of Holy John •. My picture-book has been on the 
go for nearly a year, but I ha.v been unable to get you a sub
scriber. Yours for Universal Mental Liberty~ 

J. T. MURRAY. 

Where $53,000,000 is Exempted. 
OoEAN CITY, MD., July 20, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Your worthy paper with every edition 
brings forth some new vigor in the leaning toward Liberalism. 
I hav been holding the views I am holding for several years 
past-in fact, before I ever read any of your papers. But 
your editorials, combined with the writioga of such persons 
as Colonel Ingersoll, Mr. J. Peck, and many others, and also 
the pictures so well prepared by that wonderful artist, Mr. 
Heston, hav made my belief more fl~m than it would hav 
been otherwise. I am not narrow-minded enough to read 
only articles concerning Freethought, or leaning toward 
Atheism, but I read as well sermons delivered by that great 
Stump Speaker on Biblical History, Mr. Talmage, Dr. Dixon, 
Dr. Ball, and many others. Last week I read the outlines of 
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a sermon delivered by the Rev. Dr. Ball, and to my great 
- surprise and also joy found that he is as yet the most liberal

minded preacher I hav ever heard of. 
Welf, nothing would please me better than to hav a 

Liberal Club organized to show the holy citizens of Baltimore 
that Liberalism is a growing factor, and not a diminishing 
lot of scarecrows. Let us hav a helping hand through you 
and your readers in Maryland. Perhaps you could hav more 
infiuence in sending an appeal to them through your paper. 
With a few'good lecturers, as there can be found a great 
number among the ranks of the Liberals, we could make it 
one of the strongest organizations of its kind in the United 
States, for·you can see more plainly in this city than· in any 

. other the defects in the orthodox churches. A bombshell 
thrown into the united mass of orthodox rellgions would 
came a great deal of enthusiasm. Up to this time people, at 
least a number of men with open eyes and ears, can plainly 
see the injustice done toward the poor laboring man, as well 
as the farmer and many others, in exempting all church 
property from taxation, and· especially plain may this be 
shown in oul' city, where churches own about $53,000,000 
worth of property. The Taxpayers' Association of Baltimore 
has tried to show theee unjust taxations plainly, but there 
seems to be some timidity to hit the question in the proper 
place. · 

A few words concerning the World's Fair next year. How 
would you decide ozi a question if it were well tor the Liber
als of this country to erect a building in which not only to 
exhibit the portraits of martyrs of Freeth ought and science, 
but also to hold meetings and lectures? I know that our 
men would draw the crowds, and allow the preachers and 
priests the empty benches as a good audience. Let us show 
some patriotism. Yours truly, SIDNEY J R'lBENTRAL. 

For Universalists a Hot Place, For Spiritualists a 
Hotter. · 

GJBSON, VA.., July 14, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I hav beeu a subscriber and reader of THE 

TRUTH BEEKER for about four years, and the more I read it 
the better I like it. It is the only paper I take that I fully 
read through, and many pieces that I find I read two or 
three times until I get them fully digested. I estimate THE 
TRUTH SoxBR to be the best paper on Freethought and re
form in the world, being ably edited, and also contributed to 
by a corps of the best talented writers in America.· It seems 
to me that it is everything that a lover of free thought and 
free speech could desire it to be. The pictures and cartoons 
by Heston are a great addition to the paper, from the fact 
that theyattract notice to the paper by those who otherwise 
would never look at it, especially the children. I hav not 
been able to get any new subscribers, although I find many 
around me that love to read the paper. There are very few 
outspoken Liberals in this section of Georgia or in any other 
Eection of Georgia that I know of. In my opinion, there is 
not a state in the United States of America that is any more 
overrun with superstition than Georgia. But I can now 
plainly see that Liberalism is 011 the increase and church 
superstition on the decrease, but slowly. It is slow decrease, 
but, I think, sure and permanent, provided all Liberal
minded people will unite and come together on one common 
cause, and that is for the Nine Demands of Liberalism, and 
keep up and well support the Liberal papers in our land, 
especially TBB TRUTH BEEKBB, which is the great mouth
piece of the American Secular Union, and the strong advo· 
cate of the freedom of speech and press and equal rights. 

I hope all arguments and controversies between Spiritual
ists and others who are not Spiritualists may cease, as the 
Spiritualists are Liberals and hav a common cause with those 
Liberals who are not strictly Spiritualists. Why should 
good Liberals argue about Spiritual communications to in~ 
dividuals in the flesh? It is an argument that never will be 
or can be decided on, to the convincing and satisfaction of 
all. As to the arguments against the Spiritualist, I am will
ing to leave that for the churches to do. The pulpit orators 

. preach against it and say it is humbuggery and trickery and 
a straight~out falsehood, and a dangerous thing to believe. 
I once heard a minister in the pulpit say it was more 
dangerous to be a Spiritualist than to be a Universalist. So 
if there was any value in his assPrtions it would be very bad 
to be a Spiritualist. As the Universalist was after death 
going to a very hot place, the Spiritualist would go to a 
.still hotter. Yours ever in the cause of freedom, 

BBABORN KITOBENB, BR. 

Some Problems in Nature. 
FLAT CRBBK, L4.., July 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: In December, 1865, I was in Nemaha county, 
Kansas. I had set out some traps, and was going to them one 
still frosty morning, walking on ice. The creek had just 

frozen over with ice thick enough to walk on. No snow had 
fallen upon the ice, so it was smooth and clear. I discovered 
some ice growths in the form of plants, which had, like 
Jonah's gourd, grown up in a night, without seed germs. 
They were in form like the mullein plant, with leaves 
resembling polypodium. They bad radical, cordate, 
aerate, and pennatified leaves from one to three inches 
long and from one to two inches wide. These ice plants 
were of more beautiful design than any vegetable structures 
that I had ever seen. When I discovered these beautiful 
structures, composed only of ice, which had grown up dur-

.. ing the cold . still night, I was profoundly moved. There 
were the unmistakable finger-prints of deity, the architect of 
nature, which fashions the multiform beautiful vegetable 
structures, including the 1lowers. I stood and thought. 
Tbe question immediately arose in my mind, what is it that 
can be here present and can do this beautiful work in the 
cold dark night, and is invisible and imperceptible to my 
senses ? Here I conceived the idea that electricity is the 

intelligent architect of nature, the deity, the force, and intel- I ful things, and above all where does her power stop. Can 
ligence behind phenomena, which men hav been Ignorantly she kill weight on ten men, or ten thousand, and why? 
worshiping and addreesing prayers to from away back in Here is a grand problem for science to solve, and should it 
prehistoric times: I hav been studying nature upon this tlirn out electricity, or eternal cause and effect, was the all 
hypothesis ever since, and all the evidences which I can draw in all that was running this old universe of ours, what an 
from nature direct, and from natural science, tend to confirm awful fix the preachers would be in, as bad as it would be 
me in tlrls conception. . to kill their devil. With best regards for yourself and all 

The beautiful and varied artistic designs of snow.flakes,as THB TRUTH BEEKER family, I am respectfully, 
seen un.der the microscope, and the regular geometrical J. L. ToMPKII!lS. 
forms, called crystals, which material substances assume 
when passing from a liquid to a eolid state, impress upon 
my mind the conviction that there is in nature an intelligent 
designer, organizer, and builder. 

We usually sow field-peas around Indian corn, and let the 
vines climb the corn-stalks for supports. I once planted a 
field of peas by themselvs; there was a forest of trees outside 
of the fence on both the east and west sides of the field, 
which cast their shades in the field of mornings and evenings. 
When the pea-vines began to run, on the east side of the field 
for twenty or thirty yards from the fence every vine ran 
eastward, and on the west side of the field every vine ran 
westward. Being climbing plants they ran toward the 
objects which cast a shade upon them, hunting something 
to climb, manifesting intelligence in pea vines. A self. 
supporting plant will lean itself from a shade to catch the 
sunlight. A climbing plant will run toward an object which 
casts a shade upon it, hunting something to climb. The 
sun-dower is racing to the east at sunrise, and bending its 
neck, it follows the sun during the day, facing to the west 
at sunset, then it turns back so as to be facing to the east 
again at sunrise. Pindar vines and some other plants close 
or fold up themselvs at sunset, and open out at sunrise. 
Some other plants will fold up their leaves when touched 
with a human fl.nger. Everything in nature which is capable 
of manifesting intellfgence possesses it, hence I infer that 
intelligence like electricity pervades all nature, but all 
things are :aot capable of manifesting !ts presence. 

The brain of man and beast is a fountain of electricity, 
which fiows from the brain along the nerves to all parts of 
the body. The brain is also the fountain of intelligence, the 
organ of thought. 

Now, I believe that electricity is the unseen force and 
intelligence which is l>ehind nature's phenomena and that I 
can produce stronger evidence in favor of that theory than 
any other. man can bring to bear against it. 

P. F. SHUMAKER. 
P. B.-If I am in error I will thank some one who knows 

more than I do to correct me. P. F. 8. 

The Georg-ia Wonder~ a Feats. 
LAXB CITY, lA., July 16, 1891. 

MR. EDITOB: I hav not seen anything in THE TRUTH 
SEBXBR in regard to Emma .Abbott, the Georgia magnet, 
or the wonder of Georgia, and in fact we might say the 
wonder of the world. I hav thought a few lines in regard 
to her might be interesting to your readers. Every word I 
write you in regard to her will be true, and no humbug about 
it. She was in the capital of our state a week, where a por
tion of my family witnessed her performance. She lifts 
eight or ten men on a large chair. Will take a billiard cue 
and lay on her hands at au angle of forty.flve degrees, hands 
only partly closed, and no four men can push the end to the 
floor, or take it ftom her hands. Then place the cue in 
another person's hands, and she placing her hands on the 
underside of their hands, and the same phenomena will 
occur while hers are pressed against those that hold the cue. 
Standing on one foot four men cannot push her out of 
balance. They o:lfered $1,000 for any man that could 
lift her from the 1loor, but he could not be found, and 
her weight is about 100 pounds, less or more. They placed 
her on a pair of scales, weight 108 pounds ; a man pushed , 
down on her shoulders; looking again, her weight was 
just 44 pounds. Put your hands on a wall, and she placing 
her hands on yours rather loosely, and three or four stout 
men cannot make her tighten up on your hands, or force her 
an inch to the wall. A glass tumbler placed on her wrist, 
and you hear her pulse ticking all over the room, but 
no pulse any other place. Her pulse Is 145 per minute, 
temperatY.re g5 degrees. Now, Eugene, here is a problem 
we want solved. While people know so much in regard to 
the world to come, we should like to know something more 
about this. But there is one thing we all know now, had 
this pretty little lady-like woman lived a few ages sooner, 
how glad God's Boston saints would hav been to get their 
hands on her. They would hav burnt or hanged her in short 
notice-all for Christ's sake. She is a perfect electric bat
tery; put how is it operated ? She does not know anything 
about it herself. One thing we think we know-she has 
power to reverse or suspend a_ttraction, or k!ll gravitation, 
for she evidently lifts only the clothes and boots or shoes 
that are on the people at the time of lifting, as !!he has no 
power over dead matter, and cannot lift over 100 pounds of 
stone or iron. For her great power, her hands hav to touch 
other bare hands or arms-in short, come in contact with 
other bare and living flesh. Now, we must find out the great 
wonder in regard to this little woman while she is living and 
well, and not hav any guesswork about it. What becomes of 
the 64 pounds of weight when first weighed? We think we 
know, but are like the children that went to borrow so~p; 
when the lady asked the little girl what they wanted, she 
said, "!key knows, but he would not tell, so I will not tell,'' 
but I think three pair of scales would tell. Put the lady on 
one pair, the man that pushes down on another, aod a man 
lifting up on the third, and we ought to be able to tell who 
gets the lost weight ; it is transferred to some one or some 
place. I hav written this letter while in feeble health, believ. 
ing it a duty we owe to the world to find out what this 
wonderful woman is, and why she can do all these wonder. 

Though Dead John Manning Liveth. 
July 16, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: The Bann~r oj Light, as you know, is a 
weekly paper published in Boston, and has been devoted to 
the exposition and defense of ~piritualism for many years. 
Conoected with its large publishing house there is, I under
stand, a " Ee:mce 11 room, which is open to the public once a 
week, except during the months of June, July, and August. 
At these Ee:mces messages purporting to come from de
parted spirite, who had lived in different parts of the country, 
are received, and published in the Banner. In the issue of 
that paJ:er for the 20th of June last was one from a man 
calling himself John Manning and hailing from a town in 
Alabama named Bessemer. It is as follows: 

[To the Chairman :} I reckon you don't invite strangers 
from the South? [Yes, every one is welcome.] No matter 
where from? [That makes no difference.] Well, that's 
kind in you. 

I come up North here to flnd the open way, not to the 
pole, but from the spirit-world to the earth-world. I don't 
know much about this; it's new to me. We don't hav any 
of these meetings in our parts, and so if I don't do very well 
I hope I'll be excused, for I need experience. 

I was an officer doing my duty when I was sent out of the 
body. I went out by the hand of a darkey, and I don't feel 
altogether right about it-that is, when I come back into 
this atmosphere. When I am away in the spirit-world, it 
seems all right enough, though I didn't care to be hustled 
out. 

I come around these parts once in a while, and I hear you 
Northern neople talk about the "nigs "; but I tell you you 
don't know only half of it. By way of a change, some of 
you ought to come down our way and learn the other half; 
then, perhaps, you would be better able to draw a conclusion. 
Now, I know some of your good spirit people here, that are 
full of philanthropy and sentiment, will tell me I am preju
diced ; but then, I don't think I am, and so I reckon I hav 
got to work the matter out, think it over, a!ld learn all 
about these things from the spirit side. 

I don't come here, stranger, to growl about things. I just 
came to see if there was such a thing as getting a message 
through these lines to old Alabama; and I thought if I suc. 
ceeded in doing so, whether it was good, bad, or indifferent, 
no matter, I should find out it could be done; then I would 
try to get some of our people who would make a stir by 
coming, to come this way and make themaelvs known. 
This is my principal object in speaking; then I would like 
to let my friends know I hav regard for them, and that I 
don't forget the past. 

I hail from Bessemer, Alabama, and I am John Manning. 

You will notice, Mr. Editor, that ill this communication 
there are four distinct statements of fact: First, the name, 
John Manning; secondly, the former place of his residence, 
Bessemer, in the state of Alabama.; thirdly, that he was an 
officer of the law; fourthly, that he met his death at the 
hands of a "darkey.'' 

These statements, so circumstantial in their character, 
seemed to furniah a good opportunity for a test, and I 
resolved to investigate the Cllse. Not knowing a human 
being in Bessemer, I wrote to the postmaster of that town, 
with a view either to verify or falsify the message purport. 
ing to come from John Manning. Never hinting, even 
remotely, what my motiv was in making the inquiries, I 
asked whether there was now, or ever had been, in that 
town or neighborhood, a man named John Manning"? 
Whether he was alive or dead? If dead, what disease he 
died of ? If he died by accident what were the circumstances 
of his death ? 

The postmaster turned out to be a courteous man, and to 
my letter sent a prompt reply, saying that there wag a man 
named John Manning who had been a citizen of Bessemer; 
that he was a policeman; that in attempting to execute a 
warrant of arrest isaued by the mayor on Sa.ndy Jones, a 
negro, he was shot to death by that person, and that event 
occurred in the month of March or April, 1888. 

It is noticeable in his message that . Manning still has a 
grudge against the " nigs," as he calls them. This is not 
strange when I quote from Postmaster Mullen's letter in 
which he says that the negro who killed Manning " fired 
through a crevice near the door after saying he would come 
out. He asked Manning to strike a match, so that he could 
see-for the occurrence happened at midnight-and just as 
Manning did so the fatal shot was fired in the light of the 
burning match.'' 

Now, Mr. Editor, I don't know how you will feel on 
reading this narrativ of facts, but whether all the rest of us 
when we pass through the gates of death will suffer a com
plete extinction of our being, it seems clear that John 
Manning, at least, who suffered death at Bessemer in 1888, 
ls still alive and knows what he is about. 

When we remember that this case occurre\1 in the very 
department of inquiry where our scientists arG: devoting 
their lives and labors to the ascertainment of facts, without 
the least regard to the bearing they may hav on men's prej
udices, may we not ask them-if they believe that death 
terminates the existence of a person-to explain the remark
abltJ coincidence between John Manning's statements in the 
seance room at Boston, and the confirmation _of their truth 
down in Alabama? Will we, who profess to be Freethinkers 
upon all subjects, allow our minds to be so prejudiced that 
we are willing to deny absolute facts, and call them lies, 
when they stubbornly stand still and refuse to get out of the 
way of our theories ? A. B. B. 
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.!ldlud. T;f Miss Sus.&s R. WIXolll, Fall 
RltM", .Mau., to whom all Oommuw.WJUonsfOt 
his Oornw &hould !Jl uw.l. 

" Between the dark and the dayll~tht. 
When the night iB beginning to lower, 

Comes a pause in the day's occupation• 
That is known aa the Children's Hour." 

How We Spent the Fourth. 
"Now, let us try and spend the Fourth of 

July, 1891, in a rational way," said some of 
the ladies of the W. E. I. society. After 
some discus~ion they concluded that a picnic, 
with music and Fpeeches, would be as good 
as anything that could be got up in the short 
time we had to make our arrangements. Mr. 
J. Warburton kindly tendered us the use of 
Cresbrook Grove, on the new Boston road 
and within convenient distance of the horse
cars. 

The night before the Fourth there was the 
usual din that small boys and large men are 
wont to make with firecrackers, guns, and 
tin horns. All night long they kept it up, 
with now and then an occasional lull. Con
sequently noue of us slept very much, but, 
neverthelesP, we were astir in good season 
next morning. The weather was threaten
ing, if you remember, all the morning, with 
some drops of rain, but in the middle of the 
forenoon the sun shone out and the clouds 
rolled by. Mrs. Hyde came up with her 
carriage packed full of the good things we 
bad decided to take along, but there was yet 
room to stow away our boxes and ham
mocks, wh!ch were loaded in as best we 
could. Arriving at the beautiful walnut 
grove the team was quickly denuded of its 
freight, and a table was erected with some 
boxes and plank that Pat Foley was kind 
enough to Jet us use. Mrs. Borden brought 
clo1h with which to cover the table, and when 
it was set out with silver baskets of frosted 
cakes, dishes of candy, peanuts, and other 
goodies, it really appeared fine. Near by 
was suspended a massiv bunch of bananas. 
Under the table was an oil-stove and a cop
per boiler in which water was heated for cof
fee Near by were two gallons of ice-cream 
and a cask of lemonade. Master M. Reed 
donated a big piece of ice for that, and 
really it was very delicious. Joseph, the 
colored man of our family, was busy for an 
hour putting up hammocks and swings 
under the trees. Meanwhile Mrs. Hyde's 
horse became entangled in his harness and 
we all hastened to extricate him. However, 
Joseph did the work and the rest of us 
looked on. At length the friends came, one 
by one and in groups, until the grove began 
to look lively with the fiags swinging in the 
breeze and the children swinging and sing
ing patriotic songs. For we would hav none 
other on that day, save tbe music of the birds 
overhead, who, tucked amid the thick walnut 
branches, evidently enjoyed the scene below 
as much as anyone. 

The refreshment table was well patronized, 
and Bethia, Mrs. Hyde, and Jennie Burrell 
had all they wanted to do in waiting upon 
the eager and hungry customers. Little 
Nettie Belle toddled up to the stand with a 
penny. "I wai!t a cent's worth of candy," 
said she. "Help yourself to a cent's worth," 
replied the waiter. The cunning little creat
ure proceeded at once so to do, and filled 
both chubby fists with sweets, and then 
walked away with the sati£fied air of one 
who bas received her money's worth. Dr. 
Heath wandered out to the edge of the 
grove, and gathered daisies, wild roses, 
swamp pinks, ferns, and some of that curi
ous plant of the leek species called Orpine, 
or, in common parlance, " dead man's 
hand." Alice Winslow, too, gathered a 
lovely bouquet o! the pinkest wild roses, which 
afterward she gave to me. We did not 
begin our literary exercises so soon as ex
pected on account of waiting for the la.te 
arrivals and the instrumental music, which 
latter failed us after all. But we had the 
robins, bob-o'-links, and the cat-birds, to say 
nothing of the laughter of the children. 

Mrs. Hibbert came fi.nally, her. face beam
ing with a benevolent smile, as if she could 
mother the whole fiock of us. Then our 
literary feast was commenced. For a ros
trum we had a wide fiat stone-not exactly 
fiat, however, but it answered our purpose 
very well, indeed. The picnickers all gathered 
around in a creecent, except those who 
swung lazily in the hammocks close by. The 
opening address, bearing upon the nature 
and history of the day, occupied twenty-five 
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minutes. It was by a lady, whose name will 
not be mentioned, but you can guess who it 
was. The speech elicited applause. Then 
followed the reading of an original poem by 
its author, Mrs. Hyde. It was .fine, and had 
all the approbation it merited, which was 
not a little by any means. Mrs. Channell 
then read, in a firm, clear voice, the Decla
ration of Independence. The birds even 
stopped to listen. Rounds of applause fol
lowed the rendering of this immortal docu
ment. Then Bethla read " Independence 
Day." This was also applauded to the echo. 
Voluntary speeches were then called for, 
which were responded to by Dr. Dutton, of 
Boston, Robert Adams, Dr. Heath, and Mr. 
Champlin, the urbane attache of the Daily 
JlJ'IJening N6'1JJs, who was sent up to report us. 
The old grove never echoed with so much 
patriotism before, and, mayhap, never will 
again. 

The refreshment stand then occupied the 
attention, for after so much mental food the 
inner man must be hungry, and finally what 
little was left was sold by auction, Bethia 
being the auctioneer, and a very good one she 
was. The remainder of the ice-cream we 
gave the children, who had BO pe~nies to 
buy with. Counting up our gains, we found 
we had twenty odd dollars, which paid for 
all our purchases, and left a balance of nearly 
four dollars for the treasury of the Women's 
Educational and Industrial Society, which, 
considering that the society had not under
taken the celebration to make m~ney, was 
doing well. There were forty-eight ~own 
people present, and twenty-three children. 

There were no casualties to mar the pleas
ure of the occasion, except that Nettie Belle 
was struck in the eye by a green apple that 
fell from a tree in the farmer's yard adjoining, 
and Freddy Hyde fell out of a hammock, 
bruising his face, and bringing some tears. 

In the l!ght of the declining sun we gath
ered up the fragments of the feast, and 
wended our way homeward. Bethia's ham
mock was lost from· the carriage on the home
ward journey, which she and all regretted 
very much. It was one that little Susie had 
used, and was thus doubly precious. 

We felt very well satisfied with this old
fashioned celebration of Independence Day, 
and we fancy we would hav had the approval 
of the old-fashioned folks had they been 
there to see and hear. 

Perhaps some of them were there. Who 
knows? But it so, they did not make them
selva known or heard, and, as far as we know, 
we had the day all to ourselvs. S. H. W. 

Chats with Correspondents. 
ANNIE D.-Yes, you can write a short 

science story if you can do so, but it must 
not be too long. You are quite right in 
thinking there is enough to write about with
out resorting to fiction. 

AuRORA. M. SouTHWIOK.-No, it cannot 
harm a bright girl like yourself, but you 
would learn more in a Liberal Sunday-school. 
The teacher is wrong in teaching that which 
she knows is untrue. She ought to stop it 
and teach instead the real and practical. 

HBNBY C.-" Puzzles, enigmas, and things." 
Certainly, we might hav them in the Comer 
if we had space. Some time, when the Chil
dren's Corner has expanded into a big room 
with four corners, we may hav all that is 
desirable, useful, and beautiful. Until that 
good time you must possess your mind in 
patience and hope for better days. 

JoHN A. BROWN.-The tale about which 
you inquire is the oriental legend of Basu
deva, who was the husband of Christna's 
mother, carrying away the little Chrlstna to 
Nanda's house to save it from the hands of 
a tyrant, Kansa of Mathura, who had sworn 
to take its life. Undoubtedly this is the 
original of the story of Christ being taken to 
Egypt, on account of Herod having ordered 
the murder of the newly-born males in 
Palestine. 

Chinese Schooling. 
A Chinese boy begins school at about seven 

years of age, those of the higher ranks being 
taught at home by private tutors, while the 
poorer boys attend a school in common. As 
the Chinese language bas no alphabet or 
grammar the method of study is peculiar. 
Each object is represented, not by a certain 
combination of letters, but by a character 
which is different according to the thing it 
desil!natea. Now, as everything known to 
the mind-every noun, verb, adverb, and ad
jectiv-is thus designated by an independent 
character, one may form a faint idea of the 
vast amount of labor required to master even 
a small part of the written language. Im
agin attempting to study the Century or the 

International Dictionary, not by mastering 
the spelling of each word, but by learning 
for each of the thousands of words an entirely 
different character. 

At the age of fifteen the boy is sent to one 
of the professors of the Royal Academy for 
examination. There he is given one word on 
which to write a composition, and for this 
purpose is locked up for a day and a night in 
an apartment alone. At the end of that time, 
if the composition be creditable, the boy 
takes his " first degree," and receives a gold 
button, which be wears in his hat. 

He then studies for three years more, and 
at the end of that time undergoes a second 
examination, in which, if successful, he re
ceives a second gold button. At the end of 
another three months' study he is summoned 
to Pekin to appear before the Imperial 
Academy. Here he undergoes a three days• 
examination, aJ'ld, if successful, he is eligible 
for the highest offices iu the empire. From 
among these graduates are chosen the foreign 
ministers, governors, and the highest officials 
of the government. Of course no boys except 
those of high rank are admitted to these ex
aminatione.-Phtlade!phia Times. 

Correspondence. 
COLLINS, NEB., July 9, 1891. 

DEAR MISs WIXON: As this is my second 
letter to the Corner, I hardly know what to 
write, but, as I am here all alone, I thought 
I would try and write a few lines. This is 
my youngest sister's birthday. She is nine 
years old. Pa and ma and my two sisters 
went to my aunt's this afternoon, and my 
brother is after the cattle, so that leaves me 
here all alone. I had a nice time the Fourth 
of July. All of the neighbors gathered in to 
Mr. Aker•s, and had a real nice time-had 
ice-cream and lemonade, oranges and candy. 
We hav not been to Sunday.pchool for a 
long time-do not know whether we will 
go any more or not. Almost all around 
here are Christians-that is, they think they 
are. 

School will begin let of September. I will 
be glad, but we hav to walk a mile and a 
half to reach it. I will close. 

Your Lib&ra.l friend, MABEL CooH.RA.NE. 

BBNJAMIN, UTAH, July "15, 1891. 
DBA.R Miss SusAN H. WIXoN: I hav not 

written to you for some time, eo I thought I 
would take my pen in hand again. In 
my last letter you told me to tell you how the 
bees made the honey; but they do not make 
the honey, they gather it from the fiowers. 
They are gathering honey now, and we are 
all of us just as busy as can be extracting. 
We hav an automatic extractor. Papa is the 
largest bee-keeper in Benjamin, and he has 
had the bees' picture taken. There will be 
one of them come at the same time as this 
letter for you. Please excuse bad writing 
and bad spelling. Yours truly, 

LOUIE HONB. 

[Thanks for picture. That is " papa" in the 
foreground, and Louie in the doorway. So 
we hav their p!ctures as well as the homes of 
the busy bees. It must be a little heaven 
out there, where one may feast on bread and 
houey all the livelong day. 

How doth the little busy bee 
Improve each shining hour, 

And gather honey all the day 
From every opening fiower. 

-ED. C. C.] 

SHERMAN, Mion., July 9, 1891. 
DEAR MJSB WIXON AND CORNBRITEB: I will 

try and write once more to you and find out, 
if I can, what is the matter with all of you 
Cornerites. Some of you study history, I 
am sure, so please answer the questions I 
asked in my last letter. They are not hard. 
And I would wager nearly every Comerite 
can answer them. And when you answer 
them please ask some history questions. 

Since I wrote last I hav had a letter from 
Miss Gardener. I' received it a. few days 
after my letter appeared in THE TRUTH 
SE:&KER. She asked me about our molasses, 
or rather maple syrup. I sent her one gallon 
and she sent me the book entitled, " A 
Thoughtless Yes." I hav read it through 
and think it very nice. Miss Gardener patd 
ninety cents express on the syrup, so you see 
she paid pretty dear for It, as the book is $1, 
making $1.90 for one gallon of syrup. 

Where did you celebrate the Fourth? I 
celebrated at home working in the garden. 
Didn't I do well? How many of you girls 
hav flowers this summer? My sister and I 
hav quite a few. I hav some carnation 
pinks which are very pretty. They hav a 
very pleasant odor too. 

We hav about two hundred little chickens 

I received a Chicago Libe-ral, and think i 
very nice. 

I thought the biography of Chaucer by 
Ida A. Ballou in the last TRUTH S.B:.B:K.B:R very 
interesting. But I must close and giv room 
to some more interesting writer. Besides,'! 
know such a long letter cannot be welcome. 

Remember the bhtory questions. 
AURORA M. SoUTliWlOK. 

Dow a Toul'l!it Uakes Monty. 
DEAR RBADERB :-While visiting places of 

interest, I spend my leisure time plating 
tableware and jewelry and selling platers. I 
make from $5 to $15 per day. 'fhe work is 
done so nicely that every person wants· it. 
I paid $5 for my plater to H. C. Delno & Co., 
Columbus, 0. Why not have a good time 
and money in your pocket, when for $5 you 
can start a business of your own. Write 
above firm for circulars. A TouRIST. 

ltime. 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will Please send stamp 'tor ciroula.rs and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE SLltNKEB, 

Snowville, Va.. 

W ATE B. OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curit g the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa.. 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
24 ACB.~S. 

Beautifully looatpd. 35 miles from New York on 
New J er•AY Oentra.l B H. Rich soil. 0 wner re
tiring. Pcioe reasonab.e. 

Address T WHI'l'E, 
tf Oare of ,.,..HE TnUTH S&EKEB. 

LlF.E AND CAREER 
OF 

Charles Bradlaugh 
BY 

George Jacob HoZJ!Oake. 

EvE!rY Freethil!ker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, by the Father of Secularism. 

Prioe, 15 oents. Ten oopies, $1. 
. Address this Offioe. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leotnres and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Asaocia.tion on Evolution 

in Science and !rt. 
No. 1.-Alfred Buase'l Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oope, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. ~.-Ernst Haeokel, by Thaddeus B. Wake

man; with portrait. · 
Price, 10 Cents ea.ch. 

For sale at The Troth Seeker Office. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQU;;;;;- BAOTEl!IA, ETO. By 

William Durham. F.R.S.E. 
II. ~BTBONOMY, SuN, MooN, STABS. ETa. By Will· 

1am Durha.m, F.R.S.E. 
These handY series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They supply a popular need. 

The price of each is 50 cents in cloth. 

!!!YES!!! 
? Is Your Time W odh Something ? 
? Do You Require Oopies ? 

USE 

THE EXPRESS DUPLICATOR. 
10-15~ copies from_arol/ original writ ng. No 

mechamsm, no '!a.shmg! no trouble. Simplest 
&)J.d best duplioa.tmg dev1ce. Note size $4.50; cap 
SIZe $7,50. 

Headquarters for Manifolding ApParatus, 
0. BENS[NGER AND 00., 

Gteow23 
307 Dey Street, New York. 

THE 

French Invasion of Irelan~ in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten Histor:v That Tell of a. 

Heroio Endeavor and a. Lost Opportu
nitY to Throw Off Engla.nd•s Yoke. 

By VALERIAN GB.IBAYEDOFF. 
With &Jl!aP and numerous illustrations by well· 

known a.rtlBts. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamps. Price, $1.50. 

The pre.sent ~o~ume is a.n effort to rescue from 
compara.tlv obhv1on one of the ma.ny extraordi
nary episodes of ~he great Frenob revolutionary 

now. war. • . It Pomts a. moral that amidst repub-
We are having quite warm weather nowa- lican institutions like onrs, will not fail uoeive 

days and not much rain. !1-PPt:eoiation. It shows, on .one hand, _the elevat-
I S d 

mg mfln~noe of newly acqmred ambition, • • • 
attend un ay-school about every Sun- and on the other the d'lba.aing effects of Religious 

day. I do not think it harms me any, and Politioa.l intolerance both on the tyrant and 
though, as I am very stubborn about believ- the viotim. Contains a. heretofore unpublished 
ing things I do not know to be facts. Be- letter of Thomas Paine to the Frenoh Directory. 

sides, the teacher of the class I belong to AlEX 11 un~R uoM HUMBOLDT 
does not believe the Bible or things to be· RRIII;i;;. Tif A 
taught in Sunday-school to be true any more 1 Steel engravings of this celebrated naturali8\ 
than I. Do you think it harms me any, Hx1~inches, suitable for fra.ming, sent posipa.id 
Miss Wixon ? I for 25 oenil. A.ddrel& THE TROTH BEEKEB. 
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P!g~~~URJ!ONEI!!s!J· tiUrtGf~~-UNOfRWOOO Dt~:~H The Humbo1dt UbraiJ of Science. 
By CAPT. R. 0. ADAMS, President of Montreal 

Pioneer Freethou~rht O!nb ; author of 
"Travels in Faith from Tra.• 

dition to Reason," 
a.nd 

"Evolution-A Summ·a.ry of Evidence." 
A compendium of scientific a.nd oritioa.l lor€'. 

Best handbook for introducing the genera.! 
reader to the principles a.nd data. on which Ba· 
tiona.Jism is bailed. 

Paper, 12mo, lOOpp., 25 cents. 

EVOLUTION THEORY. 
Three leo~ureS by PRoF. Tnos. H. HuXLEY. 

Paper, 10 cents. 

Thirty Dl'JCUSSIONS, DIBf,lJ STORIES, 
ESSA.YS, and .LECTURES. 

. By D. M. BENNETT. 
Pap., 700pp., 75 cents. 

BlTINNETT-TEED. DISCUSSION. 
"Jesus the Lord God, Oreator of Heaven and 

Earth." 
• BY D. M. BENNETT a.nd REv. Mn. TEED. 

Paper, 80 cents. 

8~SAHT-HATCH~RD Dt8AT~. 
BETWEEN 

ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. HATOHA..RD 
ON 

Jesus of Nazareth a. Historical Ohara.oter, a.nd the 
Infiueuoe of Ohristia.llliby. 

Price, 25 cents. 

BIBLE BALANCED. 
Comparing the Bible's Bo•t Teachings a.nd Ba.y~ 

ings with those of Philosophers who 
Lh'ed previous to Bible 

Authors. 
By G. 0. DARLING. , 

Paper, • • · 50 cents. 

BIOU fAORICATiOMS RHUTED. 
Errors Exposed. 

By o. B. WmTFORD, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BIBLE MORALS. 
TWENTY ORIMES and VIOES 

Sanctioned by dcripture. 
BY J. E. REMSBUBG. 

Price, ~~~ cents. 

CRI:tlES OF PREACHERS in the 
United States and Canada. 

By M. E. BILLINGS. 
Price, , , 25 oen ts. 

BUDDHIST NIHILISM. 
By MAX MULLER, M.A. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOLDEN IEA.N in Temperance 
and Religion. 

By JOHN E. BURTON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

INSPIR !TION OF BIBLES. 
·By J.No. E. BURTON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

ChristianitJ and Mateliallsm. 
By B. F. UNDERWOoD. 

Price, 15 oen ts. 

CHRISTIANITY 
A REWARD FOR CRIME. 

By o. B. WHITII"OBD, M.D. 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

CHRISTIA.NITY from a SCIENTIFIC and 
HISTORICAL STA.ND!>OIN1'. 

BY W. N .. McLAREN. 
Paper, 50 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianu!!l. 
Adventures in the Land 

of Oosmos. New Boriptu~e (evidently inspired). 
Discovered bY I. N. FIDEL a.nd A. HooK. 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE CRISIS. 
BY THOMAS PAINE. 

Written during the American Revolution, and by 
order of General Washington read 

to the army. 
Pa,per, 40 cents ; cloth, 75. 

CULTIVATION OF )RT. 
ITS RELATIONS TO 

RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING. 
BY A. B. OooPER. 

Paper, 20 o.; fiexible olo .• s;. 

fHE DA.RWINS. A Domestic Rad· 
ioa.l Romance. By Mrs. E. D. Blenker, 

Pa.p., liOo.; olo,, 75. 

J!'or a.ll of the above books address 
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

18 L&f&Yett& Pl •• New York. 

ON CHRISTIANITY. 
B~tween B. F UNDERWooD a.nd Prof. 0. A. Bur· 

- gess, Pres. of N. W. Ohristia.n Univ. 
Paper, 18Spp., 50 cts.; clo., 80. 

COMMON SENSE. 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Written in 1776. 
Price, , 15 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of 
Cb.ristiani ty. 

By B. F. UNDEBWOODo 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

IS AMERICA. THE NEW WORLm 
By L. L. DAWSON. 

Price, • 10 cents. 

DEACON SKIDMORE'S LETTERS • 
(Zion Hill BaPtist.) His Evolution out of 
Onristia.nity. By D. M. BENNETT. Pa.per,50 
cents; cloth, 75. 

ECCE DIABOLUS. 
Jehovah-Worship a.nd Devil-Worship Identical

i.e., Bloody Ba.orifioes and Burnt Offerings. 
By the VerY Bev. Evan Dot.vies, Arch Drnld of 

· Great Brita.i.o.. 
Price, • 25 cents. 

RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM; 

In this s~rieB a.re wol!rep~esented the writinas of 
DABWIN, SPENCER, HUXLEY, TYNDALL, PROOToR, 
CLIFFORD and otne~ leaders of thought in our 
time, at 50 to 75 ver cent. lower than usual prices. 

We have the Library bound in Oomplete Bets, a.s 
follows: 

OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average 
640 pages 8vo, a.nd a.re arranged thus : 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12.1 Vol. VI. Nos. 60-70. 

" II. " 13-24. " VII. " 71-80. 
" II£. " 25-36. " VIII. " 81-91. 
" IV. " 87-48. " IX. " 9~-103. 
" V. " 49-59. " X. " 104-111. 
Oioth, plain edge~, $2 vol. (Separatezv or in sets.) 
Ha.lf sea.!, marble edges, $2.7~ vol. (In sets onl!/.) 
NEWBTYLE.-Noe. 1 to 111 inclusive, a.re bound in 

18 vols., averaging 492 pages each, 8vo, thus: 
Oloth, extra., red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set, 
Half sea.!, plain edges, 2.25 " 29 25 " 
Half sea.!, marble edges, 2 50 " f2.50 " 
HlfMor., marble edges, 2.75 " 83.75 " 

In sets onll/. 
All of the following a.re octavo, cloth: 

WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 
Man'sPlacefn Nature, Numerous ill.; & 
The Origin of Specifs, 2 books in 1 vol. .'15 
ThePhysical Has is of Life & other Essays. 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. 

2 books in 1 vol. • • , • • • 7r. 
Animal A.ntomatlsm, and other E~says. 
Technical Edncation, and other Essays. 

2 books in 1 vol. .'ni 
WORKS BY OHmLli:B D ~RWIN. 

Origin of Species by Means of Natnral 
Selection; or, the Preservation of 
Favored Races in the Btrugg_le for Life. 
New edition from the latest Eng. edition, 
wHh addit.ions a.nd corrections. • 1.25 

DB, PoSITIVIST 0AL'ENDAR. Brief Exposition 
the Oomtea.n System. 

of Descent of Man and Selection in Rela 
tion to Sex Wfth illustrations. New edi· 

Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 

Eight Scientific Tracts. 
.EVOLUTION, DARWINISM, etc. 

BY B. F. UNDERWooD and others. 
Price, 20 cents. 

EPIDEMIC DELUSIONS. 
By F. R. MARVIN, M.D. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Essay on Miracles. 
By D.A VID HUME; 

Price, 10 cents. 

ESSAYS AND LECTURES 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Paper, 300pp., 60 cmts; cloth, St. 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
By T. E. LONGSHORE. 

5o., ~oo. per doz., 25 for $1. 

THE UNSEEN WORLD. 
By PROF. JOHN FISKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM. 
By ANNIE BEBANT. 

Price, 10 cent@. 

GOTTLIEB: HIS LIFE, 
A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and 

By B. P. PUTNAM, 
Price, 25 oen ts. 

Hell. 

Heathens of the Heath. 
RADICAL ROMANCE. 

By WM. McDoNNELL. 
500pp., paper, 80 cents. 

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED. 
The passages unfit for family reading. 

Pap., aac.; c!o., 50. 

THE 

LOGIC OF DEATl-1, 
OR, 

SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR 
By J. G. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 5 cents. 

THE. 

TO DIE? 

LOGIC OF LIFE, 
DEDUCED FROM 

PRINOIPLE OF FREETHOUGHT. 
By G. J. HOLYOAXE. 

Price, 5 cents. 

Secular Resl)onsibility 
By G. J. i..J.oLYOAKE. 

l'rioe, 5 cents. 

GE N'ESIS I, II: 
BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATJ:ON. 

By A. R. GROTE, A.M. 
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75. 

Go~IJ Women of the Oi~le~ 
A History of 

A.LL THE WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THE BIBL:S:. 

BY 
An Ungodly Woman of the XIXth Oentury. 

Pap., 50o.; olo., 75. 

For a.ll of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 Lafayette PL, New York. 

tion revised Pnd a.nl!'m~nled. • . 1.5G 
Formation of Vegetable Mold Throngh 

the.A.ctlon of Worm• with Observa
tions on their Habits. With illn&tra.tions. .'15 

Charlas Darwin: IiisLue and Work. 
BY Grant Allen. • • • .75 
SELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 

The Evolutionist at Large; 
Yignettes from Natnre.; and 
Force and Energy : A Theory 

namics. 8 books in 1 vol. · • 
of Dy-

WATER, ELEOTRIOITY, AND LIGHT. 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. 

Forms of Water in Clouds and Rinrs, 
Ioe a.nd Gl.,oiers. 19 il!netra.tionB. 

Lesson'> in Electricity, 60 illustrations. 

1.00 
BY 

Six Lectures on Light. Illustrated. 
8 books in 1 vol. • • • 1.00· 

WORKS BY HERBERT BPENOER, 
The Data of Ethics. • • • • .oo 
Education: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys-

ica.t; a.nd • 
Progress : Its Law and Cause. W1th 

o&her D tFqnisitione. 2 books in 1 vol. • .'1'5 
'f·he Genesis of Science, 
file Factors of Organic Evolntion. 

Iii books in 1 vol. • 75 
SELECT WORKS OF BIOHUtD A. PROOTOR, 

F.R.A..B. 
Light Science for Leisure Hom•s, 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 
Hereditary Traits, and other Essays. 
Miscellaneous Essays. 
lllnsions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel· 

la.neous Essays. 
6 books in 1 vol. • • • 1 J50 

BELEOT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON OLIF· 
FORD, F.R.A.t;. 

Seeing and 'l'hinkin~. . 
The Scientific .Has1s of Morals, and 

othf'~ l£sBBYP. 
Conditions of Mental Development, and 

ot.he~ Essa.v~. 
J:he Un~een Universe, and the Philoao

phv of the Pure Boieuoes. . 
Cosmic Emotion : Also the TeacJiings 

of Science. 
5 books in 1 vol. • 1-Z 

BELEOT WORKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.R.A.B. 
The Childhood of Ueligion. 
The Birth and Growth of Myth. 
i'he Childhood of the World. 

8 books in 1 vol. , • • 1.00 
BELEOT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 

Trans!atea trom the Prenoh bl/ J • .ll'ttzuerala, M.A. 

Thb Diseases of Memory. 
Th& Diseases of the Will. 
Th& Diseases of Personality. 

8 books in 1 vol. • • 
THE MILKY WAY. 

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 iloJ.us. 
BY Oa.mille Fla.mma.~ion. 

The Romance of A.stronomy. By R. 
KalleY Miller, M.A. 

1.00 

The Snn; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 
its Oondition. BY Nathan T. Oa.rr. LL.D. 

8 books in 1 vol. • • • • 1.00 
POLITIOAL SOIENOE, 

Physics and Politics. An application 
of the principles of Natura.! Boienoe to 
Politioa.J Society. BY Walter Ba.gehot, 
author of "The Eng. Oonstitntion," a.nd 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. • .75 

THE L!ND QUERTION. 
The History of landholding in Eng• 

land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R.H.S.;and 
Historical Sketch of the JJ istribution 

of Land in .t<:ngland. By William 
Lloyd llirbec.lt, 1\l.A. 2 books in 1 vol. · .'111 

MISCEL'LANEOUB. 
The Myster·y of Matter, and The Philos

ophy of h:no•R.nC~; a.nrl. 
The Essential Nature of Religion. By 

J. ''ll"uson Picton. 2 books iu 1 vol. • .'ill 
Science and Clime; and 
Scienee and Poetry, with other Essays. 

BY A&dre}V Wilson, F.B.B.E. 
2 books m 1 vol. • • • • .71 

(CQntinuea (n ~ eolunm.J 
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HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (C'onttnuea). 
Current Discussions in Science J and 
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar 

Things. By W. M. Williams, F.C.S. 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • • • • ,'1'5 

The Black Death~ An Account of the 
Great PAstilen(le of the 14th Oentnry; and 

The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. 
Bl' J. F. C. Hecker.M D. 2 books in 1 vol. .'l'l! 

The Naturalist on the :River !.mazon. 
A Record of Adventure•, Habits of 
Auima.Js,.Sketohes of Brazilia.v. snd Indian 
Life a.vd Aspects of Nature Under the 
Equator, dn._'"\ng Eleven Years of Travel, 
by Henry Walter Bo.tes. F.L.S •• AEsis. Bee. 
to the Rcya.l Geogra.phioa.l SocietY of 
Enllla.nd. • . • • • • • .'l'&l· 

The RiseaudEarlyConstitntionofUni· 
versities, with a Survey of Medieval 
Education. By B. B. Laurie. L L.D.1 l'rofessorofthe Institutes a.nd History I 
Ednoa.tion in the University of Edinbnr!lh. .'15 

The Religions of the Ancient World, 
includlng Egyl!t, Assyria. a.nd Ba.b:vlonia., 
Persia., India, Phrenioia., Etrnria., Greece, 
Rome. JV' George Rawlinson. M.A., 
Oa.mden .Professor of Ancient History, 
Oxford nnd Oa.non of Oa.nterbnry, a.u. 
thor o~"The Origin of Nations," "The 
Ftve Great Monarchies," eto. • • • • 71! 

FeticJiism: A Contribution to Anthro
pology and the History of Religion. By 
Fritz S~ht!ltze. Tra.nsla.tqd from the 
German bv J. Fitzger~tld, M A. • • .7P. 

Money and the :ftlechanism ofExchange. 
BY W.l:!'anley J~vone, M.A., F.R.t>., Pro. 
tessor of Logic and POlitioa.l Economy in 
th~ Owens Oelle~re• MaT' chester. • • .75 

On the Study of Words. By Richard 
Ohenevix 'l'renoh, D.D., Archbishop o·f 
Dublin. • • • • • • • • ,75 

The llawn of History: An Introduction 
to Pre.fflstorio Study. Edited by C. 
F. Kea.rl', M.A., of the British Mn@enm. .75 

Geological Sketcbes at Home and 
A. broad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F R.S , DirPotor-Genera.l of the Geologica.! 
1:-<urveys of Great Britain a.nd Ireland. • .'I'll 

Illnsions : A Psychological Study. By 
J ~mes Bnlll', Authbr of" 8£nsa.twn and 
Intuition,"" Pf1BRimism," etc. • • • .75 

The Pleasures of Life. (Partsl.andll.J 
Bv Sir J onn LubhOck, B-• rt. 2 parts in 1. . 75 

English Past and Present, (l'axts 1. 
~tnd II.) BY Richard Ohen~>vix Trench. 
9 oo.rts in 1. Oomulete. • , • • . 7& 

The Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.B. 
Over 8~ Illus. • • • • • • .75 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28LafaYette Place, New York. 

AGELl1 "-make 100 PER CENT and "'in $748 CIIS'!Prt.o• 
i1 .:l on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicines. 

Sample free. Tcrrito!'y. nr. Urldgmuu, 375 B'way, N. Y • 

Ingersoll's W"orka. 
The Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, $1. 

In five lectures comprising, "The . Qodst• 
" Humboldt " " Thomas Paine,~' " Individna.l• 
ity," and "Heretics a.nd Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Pa.per, 50 ct~; cloth, 1.25. 
Oontents: "The Gnosts" "Liberty for Ma.n, 
Woman, a.nd Ohild1" "The D!Jcla.r)ltion .of In. 
deJ)endence," "About Fa.rmmg In Illinoi.ll," 
"The Grant Ba.nqne!!" "The Rev. Alex~nde:r 
Ola.rk," .. The Pa.B~ tliBeB before Me Like a 
Drea.ni.," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. Ingerscll." 

Some Mistakes of Moses • .Paper, 50ots; 
cloth, sum. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; 
plain cloth, $1.25. 

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 P ... 
per, 15 cents. 

The Christian Relildon. By R. G. 
Ingersoll Judge Jeremia.li B. Black, a.nd Prof, 
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. 

Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, .Paper, 
10 cents. $1.00 per doz. post .PI)-id. Pnnted in 
large, olea.r t,YPe• a.nd oonta.mmg a.s much as 
could be delivered in t'Yo. ordinary lectures. 
This makes a. grand nusswna.ry document. 
Liberals should scatter it generously. 

Ingerson Catechised: His Answers to 
a. Number of Vita.! Questions Propounded by 
the editor of the &tn Pr.anctacan. 5 Oe)ltB; 50 
cents per dozen; 25 oo_pies, ~1; 100 copies, $3. 
Millions of these should be 01roula.ted. 

Vindication of Thomas Paine from 
the attacks of the New York Observet", by Bob· 
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cents. 

Address on the Civil Rights Bill. 
Large size oota.vo, pa.per,10 cents. 

In~ersoll's Lectures Complete. 
lJound in one volume. To meet . the demand 
for Mr. Ingersoll's works1 the publishe~pa.s ha.d 
all his lectures, except tne ,latest on ,Ortho-

. do_x_y," bound in one bea.ntiful.vqlume,In b.a.lf 
oa.lf. library style. a.nd oonta.1Illllg .over lj

0
800w 

Pa.JleB, which is sold a.~ the ex!JBeding!y 
pnoe of $5. Bent by mail postpaid. 

Tributes. There hav beell;, so ~y 
a.pplioa.tions for Mr. IIWersoll•s The VISion 
of Wa.r," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that 
they ha.v been printed on heavy toned paper, 
1Bx22, illuminated border, a.nd in large, olwillEe~r 
type, suits. ble for framing, a.nd the three 
be forwarded to a.nY address, for 25 ots, or 
either one for 15 ctil. 

Prose Poems and Selections. This 
new book is a. gem. It is a.~D:odel in eyery re
spect. In fact one of thE! nohesh_brightest, 
best ever issued. It oenta.ms, besiaes the oel· 
ebra.ted "Decoration Da.y Oration.;: n!!ver be
fore published, a.nd a.!! the fa.monil tnbutes" 
heretofore printed in various sha.pest but never 
brought together till now, many otner gems, 
selected from the speeches, arguments, lect
ures, letters, ta.ble-ta.!ks, a.nd da.;y-~o-da.Y. con
versations of the author. The W!J~k IB d_esigned 
for a.nd will be accepted by a.dmmng fnends a.s 
a rare personal souvenir. "I:o he~p it serve this 
purposeta fine steel portrait, with.a.a.llutogra.J;>h 
fa.c simile, ha.s been 11repa.red especi :y: for It. 
Prioe

1 
in silk cloth, beveled edges, gilt back 

a.nd side, $2.50; in half calf, mottl~ edges, ele
ga.n t 11bra.ry style, 4.50; m full "J,'Urke'£ mo
rocco, ,ll'ilt, exqnieitly fine, 7.50j .In full tree 
oa.lf, highest possible style a.nd nmsh, $9. 

Life, A Prose Poem. Printed in 
eolors on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents. 

Photog~avhs of Colonel Ingersoll. 
bondOirA~dress THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
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~gents· for the Truth Seeker. 1 
. ALABAMA.. DONALD KENNEDY 

Star News .Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham., 
OALil'OBNU .• 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. · 
Ball & McCarter, 7 w. First st., Los Angeles. • 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los' Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Angeles. ! 
Max NewsStand1 ~st & Mainsts., LosAngeles. _Kennedy's Medical Discov-
J. c. Scott, 22 Tmrd st., Ban Francisco, Cal. i · H 'd Old S 
Estate of 8. C. Blake, 503 Kearny st., San ery cures orrl ores, 

Francisco. . [cisco. In· s . d Ul f 40 
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., San Fran-. eep eate Cers 0 · 

OA.NJ..DA. I ' t d' I . d T 
T.C.Allen&Co.,124Granville st.,Hallfax,N.S •. years S an lng, nwar . u· 
Mrs. W. B. Cooke, 170 1-~Ytongest., Toronto. mors and every disease Ol 
James Foster, Weiland, On • ' 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia., 0:1t. the skin, except Thunder 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, Ont. · 

coLoRADo. Humor, andCanc<?r that has 
J. c. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. t k t p · $1 50 

li'LoRmA.. a en roo . rlC9, . . 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. . Sold by every D_ rug gist in 

IDAHO. 
A. Erwin, Murray. the United States and Can-

ILLINoiii. 
Mrs. B. E. !mea, 169 Washington st., Chicago. ada. 
Post-office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago. ----------------
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
J. W. Howe, 48 8. Halstead st., C:!:.i~ag?. 

Il!IDIA.NA. 
1. B. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa·r, South.Bend 

LOUISIANA. 
Gao. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. 
At. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

MAINE. 
N. G. Fessen&en, 434 Congress st., Portland. 

JUSSAORUSBTTS. • 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78§- Front st., Worcester. 

JIUOHHU.l!l. 
8. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., 

Grand Ranids. 
C. Holton &co:. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

lllSSOUBI. 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Loui1. 
E. T. Jett, 80~ Olive st., St. Louis. 

NRW JRRBRY. 
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C.ty. 
NBW YORK. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Bumton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grandsts., New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
. H. W. Turner. 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
G1orge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fultnn & Nassau sts., " 

T~e Modern Science EssaJisl, 
Ten Oents Eaob. 

1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writings, and 
)!bilosopby. By Mr. DANIEL GJ'IERNLEA.Ii' 

·THOMPSON. 
s. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 

and infiuence. By Rev. JoHN W. OJU.DWIOK. 
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 

.. ow suns a.nd worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GARRET P. BEBVIBS. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. BY Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5, EVOLUTION 01.1' VEGETAL LIFE : How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER 
RAYMOND. 

7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, a.ntiQ· 
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature a.nd de· 
velopment. ·By Dr. lloBRBT G. EccLES. 

9. EVOLUTIONOFSOOIETY. BYJAMEsA.BKIL
TON. 

10. EVOLUTION PI!' THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY 
SAMPSON. 

11. EVOLUTION 01!' MORALS. By DB. LEWIS 
G. JANES. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. BY NELSON O. 
PARSHALL. .. 

18. EVOLUTION AS RELAT:ilD TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By Jom; W. OHA.DWICK. 

14. PHILOSOPHY 01!' EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
HoYT NICHOLS. 

15. THE EF!i'EOTI!! 01!' EVOLUTION ON THE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J. 

·SAVAGE. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

28 La.fa.Yette Place, New York • 

FORC~ AND MATTER; 
OR, J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York. 1 

New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " Prlncipl£11 of tltc Natural Order 
H. J. Kin~.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. or tile Universe, With a !liys• 
E. c. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. tcm of Morality Based 

OHIO. Thcr con. 
John Jacques, Akron. BYPBOF:&sso:a LUDWIG BUOl'INER, M.D. 
N. Hexter, 308 Su~enor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland.
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports. 

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBGON. 
B. F. Hyland, Corvaille. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

PBNNSYLVANU. 
Dr.J.H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. Du Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
RHODR ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson &.Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXAB. 

C41NTENTB: 
Force a.nd Matter, The F1tness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortaltty of Force, Man, 
Infinity of 1\la.tte•, Brain a.nd Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
Motion, Oonscionsness, 
Form, Seat of the Soul, 
Immnta.bilitYofNa.tura.l Innate Idea.s'-

Lawa, Tile Idea of tiOd, 
Universa.lity of Na.tnra.l Persona.! Oontinna.nce, 

Laws, · Vita.! Forae, 
T.be Heavens, The Bon! of Brutes, 
Periods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the Ea.~th, MoralitY; 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 n ding Observa-
Becnla.r Generation, tions. 

Price $1.50. Address THE TRWTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR S-01, MY LORO ~ 
A B EW :NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

L. Andruss, Denison. . • 
A. Chapman, 227 E. Houston st., San Antonio. " TM sha!me itself doth oaZl for instant 
1'. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallae. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

UTAH. 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, OgdeL.. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

W .ASHINGTON TBRRITOBY • 
Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BNGliND. 
Watts & Co., 17 Johnson•a Court, 1!'leet street 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 

remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 

Religion and Social Matters. 

·()loth, $1; paper, :)0 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 

Joshua Davidson: 
MODE:s.N IMITATION Oi' CEI::B.IS'l', 

BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT~ 
By R. B. WESTBROOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price, $1. 

Socialism an~ Utilitarianism, 
By JOHN STUA.RT Mui. 

· Price, .$1. 

A. Legacy to the Friends of Free Dis
cuss.ion. 

By BENJA.MIN OFFEN, 

Former'ly Lecturer of the Society of Moral P.l:i. 
lunthropi~ts, at Tammany Hall, New York. 

Price, $1. 

APOCRYPHA.L NEW TESTAMENf. 
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus 

Christ and his Apostles, and not included 
in the New 'l'estamcnt. 

Price, - • - • $1. 

AS'I'RO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES. 
By REV. ROB1T TAYLOR. 

Price, - • . • • $1.50. 

TIIE SADBATII. 
Dy M. FARRINGTON. 

A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the 
Claims of the Sabbatarians. 

Price, 1 0 cents. 

RELIGION OF COMMON SENSE. 
By PROF. LIEBRECIIT ULICH1 of Germany. 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION. 
A Historical and Critical Re\·iew. With Replies 

to an Objector. 
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

Price, 15 con ts. 

A FEW DAYS IN .ATHENS. 
By FRANCES WRIGHT. 

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 
Greek philosopher, and the author. 

Price, ~ 5 cents. 

AN EYE-OPENER. 
"Citateur, Par Pigault." 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 

By ZEPA.. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents .. 

Antiquity at.d Duration of the World 
By G. TOUIMAN. 

Price, 20 cents. 

ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIP 
OF THE ANCIENTS. 

By GILBERT VALE. 

Price, 20 cents. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BRAGA V AD-GITA. 
A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

and A1juna. 
Translated by J. C. THO~!PSON. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN INDIA. 
Hindoo Origin cL Hebrew and Christian 

Revelation. 

By Lours JA.cOLLIOT. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN THE BALANCE. 
A Text--Book for Investigators. 

By REV. J. G. FISH. 

Price, $1.50. 

Ohrist- of Paul; or, the Enigmas 6: 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER .... 

12mo, 400pp., • • Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 

Sixth edition, 544pp., • $1.75. 

SCRIPTURE S P~CULATIONS. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man, 

Judaism. 

By H. R. STEVENS .. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSI7IVISM. 
A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. . 

By GIACO!!O BARZELLOTTI1 

Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

Price, $1.50. 

OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. 
A Confessio!l. 

By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRA.USS. 
Authorized translation from sixth German edition 

by Mathilde Blind. 
$1.50. Price, 

HE .lLTH HINTS TO WO.MEN. 
Important Information for Al~ and "'Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 

By MME. W. ScHOTT. Price, $1.50. 

Tile Legends of th6 Patriarchs and 
Prophets. ' 

By S. BARING~GOULD. 

Will be seized with avidity by all students of the 
Bible.-[Congregationalist. 

Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and FELIX ADLER. 

Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE. 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By PHILANTHROPUS. 

446pp. • • • - Price, $1. 

rhe Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MoSES HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
AND OTHER P A.PERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality 

By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, ~5 cents. 

SIXTEEN SAVIORS OR NONE. 
By KERSEY GJ,'tAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

'fruth Seeker Collection of Forms, 
Hymns, and Recitations. 

For Organizing Societies; for lb.rria.ges, Fnn~r· 
a.ls, Naming of Infante, Obituaries, EPi· 

taphs, etc. Also 525 Libera.! a.nd 
Spiritualistic B~mns for 

liOBia.l a.nd .a.rions 
Public 0Bca.sions. 

18mo, 550pp. Price, ~5 cents. 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries. 
By W. HoGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
By c. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. B I B L E I N Q U I R E R. _.;.._· _;_:_.::___ _____ _ 
148 Su·iking Self-Contradictions ofthe Bible, Lit_hograph of D. M. Bennett. 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 

By A. JACOBSON. 
Price, 25 cents. 

BIBLE MYTHS. 
Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na

tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 
Copious Notes and Authorities. 

"Cyclopedia of Reference." 
Many Illustrations, 

Svo, 600pp., price, $2.50. 

Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument. 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CA.LVIN BLANCHARD. 

Paper, 40 cents. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melboarne, Victoria. 
W.Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. S. w. Aa to hla Life on Ea.rt.h t.nd hls Communism. B I 0 G R A P II Y 0 F S A. T A ·N. SOUL PROBLEMS. 

NBW ZBALAI!ID, 
A. D. Willis, Wanganui. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL. 
Price. 25 Cents. 

BY MBB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Protest and a Plea.," in Oraer ot 
O're«tW!ol. 

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., • • 715 Cents. 

&" This book toas 8Upp'l'eased by the ftrat .A.mer. 
iMn publisheJ-.-8 

Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 
Fiery Domains. 

By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Price, 35 cents. 

T 'or all of the above bo'Oks address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

18 Lafaye\te 1'1 •• N ewYort. 

WITH 
Theological Amendment and State Personality; 

By J OS. E. PECK. 
Priee, 25 cents. 

For all of the above books address 
TBE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., 

18 Lafa.:reUe Pl •• Newi'ork. 



THE 

TRUTH S E ~ K t R 118 R A RY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subsc.-lptlon price, $3 per annnm. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

ere' Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener..................................... 50 
8. Age oflt~ason. 'J.')loma• Paine........... 25 
4 Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett................................... . 25 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Viator Hn!!n'B Ora don on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere.... .. . . • 25 

OTBEB NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
YearlY subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the :Vear. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon receip.t of f)rioe. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY. BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL· 
For Her Daily Bread ls the story ot two young 

girls and a r,onnger brother who were lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair educat1onhand much 
courage, to make their waY through t e world by 
ll:oing to Chicago. The autnoris also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 
iJJ.ll' girl's life and experience in theoityof Chicago 
aMOI!,ll' blu:ff busineSS men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is just snob. a storY 
()f human life as we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THETBUTHBEEKEB. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED • no knif• 
book free. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRIS 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachln;rs ofSecu•arlsmCom· 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 
ltj. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

S·ecularlsm : Is It Founded on 
Rea .. on, and Is It sumclent to 
Meet the Needs of ltlankind 'l 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali!ax 
·Evening Hai! and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by Gaorge Jacob HolYoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
H Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Orl;rln, Nature, 
and Inlluence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo• 
lotion: Their c:Jauses. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structlv, 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictor:!' and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A=:nostlcism and Ch.-lstian TIIeism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable 'I 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 'l 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
~unday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel'et. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and tile Supernatural; or, 
Bell<fandKnowled;re. 24pages. 
Price, 10 oen ts. · 

The American Secular Union ; Its 
Necessity and the .Justice qf ltl!l 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in .oaver 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumpt.lon: An Open 
Letter to the R•v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Wl!Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 8. Freethonght and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Christianity and Slavery. 16 f)ages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 LafaYeUe Pl •• New York. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
0R1 THB 

ConRict between 11.ea.son and Superstition. 
BY T. C, WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, J,>a. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT, G. INGER§OLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
llilhed at this office. 
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I THE 
CHAIIPIONS OF THE CHURCH : 

TIIIIIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. I . svo, 1,11gpp, Cloth, $3; leather, ••; moroooo, 
gilt edges, M.59. 

. TM86 notices are for th6 "66nefit of Libe-r!!lB 
toho may b6 t~isiting the plat!68 tohers theu sock. 
ti68 ars located. ·Local BeculQ/J' Unions and 
Freetlwugkt Societies meeting regula!rly can 
hat! thei'l' gat'Mrings adt1e'!'ti8ed here free by for. 
toalf'ding the 'MUB81J11'11 information. 

All ADDRESS 

By ROBT, G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

NetD York State BQ/J' Association, at Alban~, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Com:plete' a.nd Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN CENTS. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 LafaYette Place. New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of .the Religion 

of Man. 
CoNTENTS: What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Phal· 

lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on l;Iis Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free AgencY, NecessitY. Be· 
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and ETO· 
lotion of Spirit. The·Law of Moral Government. 
l'he Apostles. Bel11.sh Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
~ociety. Bights of Government. Duties of Bo 
oiety to Criminals. Duty of Self Culture. Mar· 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

l .. OOKING BACKW .A.RD 
BJ Edward Bellamy, 

Author of "Dr. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 
It is a t~ought-breeding book, and all who are 

free to receive new light will find in it satisfacUon 
and inspiration.-fNew Yom Tribune. 

The apJ.leal is a waye made to a man's reason, 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his ilel· 
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

A BUI{gestion of a really practicable and feasi
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of 
a.otual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard Colle-ge Theology. 
AN EXPOS:tiJ 

Of the penersion of Stephen Girard's magni11.oent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Christian 

ohurohes and Young Men•s 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
Bl' JIJOJl, Bo WESTBBOOB:, D. D., LL.D. 

Price 11. Address TBII TBUTII BEEB:IIB. 

Miss Wixon's Works~ 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mO, 800pp., $1. 
.!.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for BoYB and Girls. 12mo, 883pp., $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Han<.)

some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti
tion for Children and Youth. The Onlf Free
thinkers' Children's Story-Book ever 1esued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; tto, 22tpp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKllB 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," etc;., eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishin~ food for thnlllrht. We trust it 
will hav the immeRse distribution it sa richly 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Cloth, 12mo, sa. 
Addre&l THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~nnday and the Sabbath. " A law 

reglilatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. · 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian ohuroh are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's Praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under. 
take a crusade of one against the Colorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholie 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FEST IV .A.L OF .A.SHT.A.ROTH. 
&. tale of Pales' in e. 'onnded on the destruction .of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. C. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USII Tllll 

L.IBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting. THE LmEBAL Hnm-Boox contains songs 
br the best poets, adapted to well-known tun ea. 
I it' hiJI!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Panon, Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Prioa 
15 oentl. Address 'llllll TBUTK Bllli:XEB (J(r. 

New :Zclltion, ReTisel Lmd Enlarl'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. .y HELEN H. CARDJ::NER, 
Introduotian by 

BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 
Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oonts. 

TM Tmds BufJ'Plied at l:Jpedal DiBcquntl. 
Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 

28 LafaYette Place, New York. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club,N.Y, 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
urea and discussions. The public oordialll'invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
Liberal Leag_ge Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Markel 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social quec~ions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and diPOUB· 
sions on all ImPortant secular subjects. Pres
ident, HEMBY BIBD; Secretary, CoRA. BIILL:II 
FLAGG. 

BrookiJn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at FraternitY roomst_Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, J!l. D •• at 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures follolted by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;rue ~:l't 
meets every Bun daY in Industrial Hall, Broad a.L d 
Wood lite., at 2 :10 and 7 :80 P.M. for lectures ancl 
free discussions on religious and social questions .. 
Able spe&ke.rsinterest the audience. N.B.-Trntl 
Seekerpnblioationsalwayaon hand at cheap ratea 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first and third Sundays, at 1 
P.M., at the town nan. All frienda of human 
cultivation are invited. MABrosHEIGIITON, Beo. 

Ellzur Wrl;rht Secular Union 
Of Alliance, o., meets the first and fourth Bun
daYs of ea.eh month at Independent Church, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to Tllll TBUTII BEEKEB and InveiU· 
aator are solicited. B. G. BMITII, Cor. 1:1...:. 

Cblca;ro Secular Union 
Me.ets every Bnnda:v evening at 7:80 P.x., a.l 
Pnnoess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison streat 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroac 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis .• Liberal Club 
Holds meetig_gs every Sunday evening at 21f 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin~s at Good Templar Hall, 
FlYnn Block. B.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartilY welcome. 

FBA5ELI5 BTEil'IEB, Pres. 
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for San 

sale at this office. Price. 5U cents. Francisco, Cal., Freethou;rht 
. Society 

MeetA every Sunday evening at Union Square 
THE Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi

tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
IS A GREAT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4\ years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochell11) at the Jeweler's 
Btnch 

Unequaled in quality and price. Has 16jawels, 
patent regulator~ Brequet hau-spring (nOn· 
catchablE'), beantirnl double snok paneled dial, 
finelY adiusted to heat, cold, and POPition, stem 
wind and s•ti new model. In ailverine oases, $19; 
3 ounce coin si ver, $22 50; 4 oz. oust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere for f31. In best 14kt 
filled go:d cases, guaranteed 20 vears, open face, 
$27 to $30; hunting, $82 to $.5; in 14kt, solid 
gord, $50 w S90 All elegantly engraved or Plain. 
Bent prepaid, and cash refunded if not satisfac
tory. W~~otohes cleaned, $1; springs, $1; andre. 
to·ned free. Beat work in the world. Bend for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches. diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
avd gold of my FrP8t.bought bad etA, trActs, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN1 BooaELLE, .LLL. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
70Ung and middle
•,ged men, suffering 
eom a Life-wasting 

Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applica

tion-A POSITIVE ouBEI :as it matters not how 
long Btaudtl1g, how boneless or how many reme
dies yon hav used. The book is worth many 
times its oost, and should bll in the hands of 
those seeking a s:l)Bea!l ana permanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Bobt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw. ·this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a hnman

itanan, and a generous patron of the Freethonght 
nress. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and suecessful method of treat
ment, and desenel patronage.-heethotl{171t. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7.80 P.llt. in Maodon· 
ald's Hall in Port Angele11, Wash. Lect
ures, song)!, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANK MoBSII, Cor. Beo. 

The West End Pro;rresslve Lib· 
eral Union · 

Of Los Anlleles, Cal., meets semi-monthly.!.. firsi 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'olook, P.M.J_at .t'arr•s 

. Hall, Everyboilv invited. MBs. B. Jll., BEBBA, 
Pres.: J, H. McWILLIAMS, Beo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla I.lb, ral Club 
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grand Arm:v 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free Disoussions.--Qriginal 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. BEYl'!OLDs, Prea.; A. W. CA.LDEB, Beo. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash,, meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mental LibertY." D. E. RIOE, Pres.; 
J .. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; CIIABLES BIIIIA, Beo, 

Fort Worth, Tex., I.lberal Clnb, 
MeAts every PnndaY a\ Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
erals invitPd to attend. CoL. A. RABBIS, Pres. 

lsuo B. LEE, Beo. 

San A1. ton!o (Texas) L_ibcral A!!O• 
elation 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, lm' 
East Houston street. Free reading room and rir· 
onlating librarY open every dal' and eTeni 1g. 
Strangers cordiallY invited. A. OIIAPMAN• l:ldc. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth F'!ne Stee! Elnuramm of Senator Cont!tna. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 



THK pJpe has approved the exhibition at 
Troves of the coat which the church affirms 
to be the one worn by Christ at the cross, for 
which the soldiers drew lots. The pope has 
also guaranteed forgivness of sins to pil
grims thither. Three steamers with pilgrims 
from America hav arrived. 

THK United States 
attorney-general has in
structed all district attor
neys to prosecute trusts. 

KocH has resigned all 
public offices, perhaps 
because of disappoint
ment at failure of his 
"tuberculin." 

THK Italian consul at 
New Orleans has been 
ordered home to furnish 
an exact a c c o u n t of 
events since Hennessey's 
murder. 

ANDBl!W CABNl'G:m has 
given great cffense in 
England 11nd Scotland 
by unfavorable compari
sons of B r it is h with 
American institutions. 

80IKNTISTS are consid
ering extermination of 
caterplllars, chirch bugs, 
and cut-worms by spread
ing among them bacte
rial and other contagious 
dis rases. 

TBK Russian synod has 
decided that ,Jewish ad
vocates who be co me 
Christianized shall not be 
allowed to practice their 
profession until t h r e e 
years after baptism. 

==...----
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WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
AND BEFOBJIEBS. 

Bio~rraphiea of 100 of the Leadinl: Philoaopherl, 
i'eaohera1 Bkeptiol!!...lnnova~:tlounders of 

New Bonooll of '.l.'nonght, ent Boien-
tieta, etc. (who were not Christians), 

from lhe time of Menu to the pres
ent. svo, l,O'l'fipp., oloth, $1; 

leather, I'; mor ., g. e., U.fiO. 
BY D. Ill. BENNE~. 
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COD& AND RELIGIONS 
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ANCIENT AND JIODEBN TillES 
Vol. I. Give a Full Aooount of aU the Gods, in 

eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Hol;y Ghost, 
Jesus Ohrillt, Vir.Kin Mary, and the Bible. 

SVo, 81fiP.l_l. _ Vol. ll. Describes Fully all 
tile Religious !b'stems of the World. 

l3vo,957pp. Oloth,S8pervol.; the 
II vols., Sfi; leather, $7; mo

roooo, gilt edges, $8. 
BY D. Ill. BENNE~. 
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· Tim great. opponent to progress is con
servatism; in other words, the great adver
sary of invention is imitation.-Poe. 

WHEN science is led by the hand of power, 
it will produce great and happy effects upon. 
the well-being of society.-Napoleon Bona. 
parte. 

~ =- -= _:----==- -~ -=--~~~ 
-- -~-=-====--- --:_-:_: 

.---
WK know now that 

the Bible cannot be used 
as the foundation of 
government. It is capa
ble of too many mean. 
ings. Nobody can fl.nd 
out exactly what it up
holds, what it permits, 
what it denounces, what 
it denies.-Ingersoll. 

- - -- ::::--'- ---= 

IN society, he is not 
the best member who 
can bring about the most 
good, but he that can 
accomplish it with the 
least admixture of con
comitant ill. For let no 
man presume to think 
that he can devise any 
plan of extensiv good, 
unalloyed and unadul
terated with evil.-Ool' 
ton. 

IF the Bible does not 
teach it [the doctrin of 
hell], then God's word 
has misled his people for 
eighteen centuries ; and 
the Holy Ghost has been 
" leading into all" error, 
and it is not a safe guide, 
for the next generation 
may prove it spoke 
falsely to us about some
thing else.-Robert 0. 
.Adams. 

lbxroo has departed 
from democratic canons 
in its new jury law, 
which requires propertv 
and educational qualifi
cations. Its aim is to se
cure better intelligence. 

l/q D.-:::---- - -..:r 
~--.: b \..., ------ ~---: 

IT is a fact that has 
long been placed beyond 
all doubt, that morality 
and the church, 11. a y 
morality and religion, 
are things perfectly inde
pendent of each other, 
and that the most effi
cient agencies of morality 
in the world are educa-

THE LAST OF MOSES'S SNAKE. 
He removed the hi6th places, and brake the images, and cut down the groves, and brake in pieces the brazen ser

pent that Moses had made : for· unto those days the children of Israel did bum incense to it : and he called it Nesush,-
tan.-2 Kings xvlll, 4. · 

THK congregation of 
the Presbyterian church 
at Greenville, Pa., fell into a panic last Sun
day when the steeple was struck during 
service, but afterward joined in thanksgiving 
for their escspe. · 

TBK Farmers' Alllance and allied organi
zations will convene at Topeka August 20th 
to arrange cr i.i peratlv control of produce and 
exchange of suppliP.s. 

THK New York Ntws, having been indicted 
for reporting details of the late execution, 
wlll make a fight with its co-dallies against 
the law infringing liberty of the press. 

THR conrerence of Eoglish Catholics gave 
much testimony corroborativ of the decla
ration of 1he Holy See that marriages be
t.ween Catholics s.nd Protestants are execra· 
ble and detestable. 

Two Berlin physicians are found to hav 
experimented on hospital patients with can
cer germs. They plead that animals would 
hav been unfit, and that the patients experi
mented on were incurab:es. 

IN retaliation of Commissioner Morgan's 
attempt to oust Catholic Indian schools, the 
leading Catholic organ in America says that 
" no Catholic vote should be placed for an 
administration and a party which put Morgan 
• • • in office." 

THOMAS NUTTING, a widely known and 
respected insurance broker of New York, has 
been crazed by Jel!gious excitement at the 
Market Street Mt.slon, and on the 25th ult. 
was taken to an asylum, shouting as he was 
carried off, "Tell mv wife I'm not crazy. 
God will save Morristown I" 

THK latest Cathollc vilification of Mazz\ni 
for stripping the pope and uuiting Italy, is 
the declaration of the Catholic polemicist 
Mooney that Mazzini was "one of the most 
consummate liars that has ever darkened 
the shadow of the earth," and that when his 
true life is written we shall be astounded " at 
the villainy that can be concentrated in a hu
man soul." 

TBK American consul at Morocco has 
issued a proclamation beginning, "Citizens 
of the United States: Those under the juris
diction of this consulate are hereby informed 
that the Moorish government has officially 
notified me that, all sorts of gaming being 
against their religion, it is strictly forbidden." 
He adds that the regulation wlll be enforced, 
imprisonment one to fl.ve years being the 
penalty. 

AT Vaudreuil, a summer resort near Mon. 
treal, the other Sunday two hundred aristo
cratic men and women had a rough-and
tumb e fl.ght in a hotel parlor, the room being 
wrecked and the fl.oor strewn wit'J. tatters of 
costly gowns. The factions were Catholic 
and Protestant, and the difficulty was the de
sire of the former to hav a da~;ce Sunday 
night and of the latter to hav preaching. 

TH~ 
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tlon, training, 
Buehner. 

prosperity and freedom.-

IN every large town all friends of humanity. 
should unite for the enforcement of Sunday 
freedom, and spare no pains to brand the 
Sabbath biF:ots as enemies of the human 
race.- Oswald. · 
BRAVAB to all impulses sending sane children 

to the next age I 
But damn that which spends itself with no 

thought of the stain, pains, dismay, 
feebleness, it is bequeathing. · 

-Walt Whitman. 
MKN of letters, who hav rendered the most 

service to the small number of thinking 
beings scattered over the earth, are isolated 
scholars, true sages shut up in their closets, 
who hav neither publicly disputed in the uni
versities, nor said things by halves in the 
academies; and such hav almost all been 
persecuted. Our miserable race is so created, 
that thOse who walk in the beaten path 
always throw stones at those who would 
show them a new one.-Voltaire. 

llr a man of science were told that the 
results of his experiments, and the conclu
sions that he arrived at, should be of such a 
character that they would not upset the 
·received ,popular notions on the subject, or 
disturb popular prejudice, or hurt the sensi
blllties of people who knew nothing about 
scifnce ; if a philosopher were told that he 
had a }lerfect right to speculate in the highest 
spheres of thought, provided,that he arrived 
at the same conclusions as were held by those 
who had never thought in any sphere at all 
-well, nowadays, the man of science and 
the philosopher would be considerably 
amused. Yet it was really a very few years 
since both philosophy and science were sub
jected to brutal popular control, to authority 
In fact-the authority of either the general 
ignorance of the community, or the terror 
and greed for power of an ecclesiastics) 
or governmental class.-Osoar Wilde. 

THK spirit of intolerance was only sustained 
by the diffusion of countless libels against 
the misbeliever, and bv systematic conceal· 
ment of his virtues. How sedulously theo
logians at that time labored in this task, how 
unscrupulously they maligned and blackened 

I every leading opponent of their views, how 
\eagerly they fanned the fl.ame of sectarian 

[

animosity, how uniformly they prohibited 
those whom they could influence from 
studying the wrltlngs or frequenting the so

. ciety of men of different opinions from their 
! own, is well known to all who are acquainted 
with ecclesiastical history. The first great 
blow to this policy was given by the rise of 
the commercial classes that followed the 
Crusades. Orthodox Catholics came into 
close and amicable connection both with 
Greeks and with Mohammedans, while 
their new pursuit made them, for the fl.rst 
time, look with favor upon the Jews.-Leoky. 
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lfgt1s anti ~lippinss. 
"C,AN lying be justitled ?" asks the 

GOtllrier-Journal. Justifled? · Why, down 
·this way, if it is on the right side, it can be 
sanctifl.ed.- Waco Day. 

FABmoN is changing even the British Sun
day from a day to be observed with punctil
ious attendance at church and precise and 
formal dress into an occasion for lounging in 
boating and tennis flannels. 

Sus Archbishop Fabre to Joliette College, 
Montreal, students: "We should be happy 
to liv in a country where religion is so 
respected.'' He adds: "Don't go to Paris to 
terminate your studies; it is always dangerous 
to faith." 

TBB exhibitions of the coat of Jesus hav 
always been attended by almost countless 
throngs, and an enormous influx of pilgrims 
to Treves is expected in August. The Rhine 
railways are preparing for the service. They 
expect to carry 40,000 passengers dally. 

AFl'BR all there is nothing novel in the 
rejection of a part of the Bible by the school 
of advanced thought. The Jews reject. all 
but the Old Testament, and Infidels reject it 
altogether.~HwaZd. And it is the Infidels 
that hav brought " the school of advanced 
thought" to this rejection. 

TH:s: oldest thing about Col. Robert G. In
gersoll, according to the Indianapolis re
porters, is his spectacles. In other respects 
his kindly, smooth-shaven face is as youth
ful as ever, and he retains the genial, hearty 
ma.nner that ma.de him a charming com
panion before he became a famous orator.
World. 

KING LEoPOLD of Belgium has been in cor
respondence with the pope in regard to the 
introduction of the universal liability to ser~ 
vice in Belgium. He asked the holy father 
to exercise his influence with Belgian Catho. 
'lics toward impressing on them the necessity 
and !ldvantages of this military regulation, 
and cited as a precedenttor such action· the 
support given to the Berlin government by 
the pope when the question of theBeptennate 
was .before the Reichstag. 

. Tn:s: Jewish element in this city, says the 
Bun, does not appear to be interested in the 
"mammoth petition" to the powers of 
Europe in favor of a conference to bring 
about the establishment of Palestine as a 
Jewish nation. "The Turkish government," 
says an intelligent Jew, "must be broken in 
pieces and destroyed, before it will. giv up its 
Asiatic possessions, and the European powers 
know full well that this would involve them 
all in a tremendous war. We she.ll yet get 
possession of Palestine, but we must wait tlll 
the twentieth century for it, and a mammoth 
petition from America cannot be of any 
account.'' 

THE clergymen of at least one religious 
denomination enjoy long life in this wicked 
world, according to the statistics just pub
lislied in the Congregationalist Year Book. 
The number of clergymen of the American 
Congregational church who died last year 
~as:mnety-Dine,.:Pd their average age was 
seventy-one· years and four months, or more 
than twice the average age of the other people 
w)l() constitute the general community. In 

· the ftfteen years from 1875 to 1890, the num
ber·of Congregational clergymen who died in 
this country was one thousand two hundred 
and sixty-one, and ·their ave1age age was 
one month more than sixty-eight years, which 
is still fal". beyond the average age of other 
people. · 

. IT is rare that any one of the Chinese resi
dents of this city becomes a .Christi~n. Great 
efforts hav been made to convert them. 
Many meetings h!LV been held for that pur
pose; societies ha.v bel,ln got up to instruct 
them in the gospel ; missionaries hav 
labored among them, and sermons hav been 
preached to them in their own language. A 

few of them wlll sometimes be drawn to a 
meeting; they wllllisten .to what is said, and 
make no objection to it ; but they depart 
without giving any sign that even the slightest 
impression has been made upon their minds. 
They· remain pagans after hearing about 
Christianity; they cling to the superstitions 
of their race; .they do not giv up the ancient 
ceremonies. of their own religion, and they 
still worship J OI!IS. 

THE death rate from consumption has 
fallen thirty per cent in England in the last 
thirty years. Of course there has been no 
material· change in the climate of the coun
try, and the quantity of smoke and noxious 
gases poured into the air has increased. A 
larger portion of the people of England liv in 
towns and cities now, and atmospheric condi
tions are less favorable to health, if anything. 
The great decrease in the death rate from 
consumption, therefore, shows how much 
drainage, public cleanliness, and other sani
tary. measures count for in abating the most 
deadly of all diseases. Proper household 
surroundings, good food and clothing, and 
temperate living ha.v much more power to 
ward off consumption than medicin or 
climate. 

IT is tonic to read of Locomotiv Engineer 
Todd out in Iowa. An obstruction had been 
put on his track to wreck his train ; his fire
man jumped and saved himself, but Todd 
stayed to shut off st(lam, set the air brakes, 
and open the sand valves. Then he went 
over with and under his engin. They got him 
out and he came to asking if any of the pas
sengers were hurt. When they told him 
No, he smiled and remarked, " This is a glo. 
rious Fourth we're having, isn't it. I'm 
afraid I had too many fireworks." He died 
shortly afterward, add~ the dispatch simply. 
Pursuing his immortal part in thought, it is 
agreeable to believe that it was not foreor
dained for the glory of God to everlasting 
hell-ftre.-Bun. ·But if creeds are true the 
chances are heavy that his "immortal part" 
was preordained to hell-fire. 

The negro must be governed in order to do "NIOARAGUA," writes a traveler, "is an 
the best for himself. Any other plan will intensely religious country. At Graytown I 
result in simple anarchy. As to the expense missed the closing scenes of the Passion play, 
of the exodus, it would hav to be bome-or enacted in the bare plaza and the sacred 
at least the bulk of it-by the country ; and precincts of 'Jerusalem.' The triumphal 
it would cost a great deal. entry under palm branches, the last supper, 

J. M. GuABDIA, the greatest living author- the trial before Pilate, the mocking, scourg
ity on Spanish civilization and character, ing, and cruclftxion between thieves, and the 
being asked what Spain can do for progress, resurrection meeting with the holy women 
writes of: "Two scourges-greedy function- are reproduced there with startling realism. 
aries, covetous priests. Public instruction In the western towns religious processions 
that is ridiculous, folisll academies. Neither take the place of this crude Passion play. A 
savants nor philosophers; art debased, the large image is strapped upon a mule on Palm 
language degenerated. A. literature of imita- Sunday and escorted by priests, soldiers, and 
tion or of foreign print. Madrid devours bands of music through the streets. On 
without producing. Property, commerce, Thursday and Friday there are processions 
industry ruined by taxes ; life swayed by with as many as twenty or thirty images 
paBBion; reason drowsy between ignorance dressed in purple and black. Hundreds of 
and superstition. Spain does not know her men and women join in the parade behind 
history. The Inquisition, the expulsion of the hearse, and carry lighted candles which 
the Jews and of the Moors, the foundation of hav been blessed for the occasion and are 
Loyola, the extermination of the Protestants, supposed t~ possess peculiar sanctity. The 
the conquest of America, the government of bands play dirges, the garrison marches to 
the colonies, the follies and crimes of \wo drum-beats, and the torch-bearers enter the 
fatal dynasties, the laxity of morals, the altar. Business is suspended during these 
stupid pride, the systematic isolation, princ!.- solemn days, and the running . of railway 
pal causes of her profound misery-that is trains is prohibited by the government." 
what the national education should not for- TBB case of the English girl, Katie Green, 
get. Spain is cruelly expiating her misdeeds. on the Persian frontier, has raised a storm. 
May she renounce fanaticism, sloth, and It would hav been by no means for the first 
parasitism;· may she be impassioned for time if the religious aspect of the story had 
truth, liberty, right, in reparation for her to be only solved by a widespread appeal to 
faults and for time lost." arms. Here was a rirl born in an Eastern 

NoT a little excitement occurred last year country, of half Occidental parentage, who, 
on the reported discovery in Naples of some her father being dead, was brought up by an 
nuns immersed in a convent entirely walled Armeirlan mother amid wholly un-English 
up, so that no communication with the out- surroundings. A Koordish lover wooes her 
side world was possible. The Bepolte 'Di1Hl, according to the traditions of his race, and 
or buried alive, as they were entitled, were carries her off. From first to last it was 
said to be horribly destitute. At the vigor- never alleged that the maiden was an un
ous instigation of the public authorities the willing captiv. Then the religious question 
pope commanded the nuns to leave their was raised and all the English-speakiDg 
hermit-like prison and to repair to whatso- Christians, attracted by the girl's English 
ever convent they preferred. This order was name, became excited and alarmed, and, 
obeyed on the Sl)th of Aprll at 6 in the mom- llnally, after standing a siege by two hostil 
ing. The place was afterward described as armies, the Koordish lover was forced to re
consistlng of two stories and a corridor on tire discomfited without his bride. The 
which there were seven cells. The nuns thought that this girl might marry a Moslem, 

PRoF- MARX BALDWIN, of the department used to remain in these cells for the whole thus embracing Islam in the fullest sense of 
of psychology of the University of Toronto, day, every day in the week, in silent prayer. the word, was so abhorrent to the ministers 
writes: "The man of the future willliv amid They held no communicatl.on with anyone, of Christianity that they were prepared to 
conditions of ·enormous complexity. The save in urgent cases, when they were allowed resist or avenge the sacrilege with the sword, 
accumulation of scientitlc details will tend to ring a bell, when one of the sisters came and in defense of the privileges of the 
to paralyze constructiv genius. There must from the adjoining convent, and communica- church shed any quantity of blood. Yet 
exist, therefore, between men of detail and tion was held with her through a small win- this is in a country overrun by bands of 
men of invention a sharper distinction. Men dow. A. mason who had to be admitted to English and American missionaries, ·who 
of detail will write summaries, indices, ency. execute some indispensable work, declared strive by every means in their power, and 
clopedias, compile synopses, and make re- that the nuns never spoke to one another, deem all means legitimate, to wean Moslem 
searches. Men of invention will be rarer, and seemed to be buried in sadness. There youth from the faith of their fathers. 
grander, more removed from ordinary com- were short written phrases on the walls of TBERB is no directory in the city of St. 
prehension. Yet there can be no doubt that some of the cells, but the writing seemed to Petersburg. Tb.e government, for obvious 
such men will arise, and nature wDI be be centuries old. reasons, cannot allow such a work to be pub
mastered in a way of which we now can only A DIBPATOH from Green Cove Springs, lished. In the Jlrst place, the publisher, a 
dream. In the industrial world. a single man Fla., to the Bun reads: "This town is in the private business man, would hav to put him
of genius may any day let in the light of midst of one the most successful watermelon self into communication with the entire popu
which the Socialistic theories of to-day are revivals ever known in the South. The un- lation of the city gathering their names and 
only the faintest glimmerings. And so it is usual fervor of the excitement is eaid to be addresses. If he or his agents should hav 
in every department of human interest and the result of the exceptionally fine melon any " nonconforming" (raskolnik) views, 
inquiry." . crop, which, in quality and quantity, sur- they might hav .a chance to advocate them. 

A SPECIAL correspondent sent by the Lon· .passes anything seen here in recent years. The government cannot allow that. Besides, 
don Ti'IMS to investigate the negro question As a consequence household operations are it is a matter of concern to the pollee to know 
thinks that if the problem is let alone, and at a complete standstill, and business of who calls on whom. l:luspicious persons are 
the prevalliDg conditions and influences are every kind is seriously interfered with. The noticed by and known to the police, who 
allowed to continue inde1lnitly, a time wUl white residents are so seriously affected by also desire to know the persons who hav 
come when all compromises and shifts must the melon revival, in consequence of the im- any dealings with them. Instead of a city 
break down, and when recourse must be had poBSibllity of getting any service done by directory, which ~ight be kept open at every 
to the ftnal arbitration of the sword, as In the the colored .sisters, that some of them do not drugstore or o11lce of any importance, there 
case of slavery. To avoid this is the duty of hesitate to speak impatiently of the whole is in St. Petersburg one oontral address
the American people; but there is only one business and to declare that those who get bureau. The clerks of that establishment are 
way of avoiding it, and that is by removing the most religion also collar the most melons Tcki'Mflnlkl, city officials, bound to work 
the negro from the country. Bucli removal, from the white man's patch; and now and hand in hand with the police. If you desire 
however, is clearly conditioned. In the firat then a sister who has seen many melon to tind out the address of any inhabitant you 
place, it must be voluntary. In the l!lecOnd revival• ed is thus. prepared to take a con- must go to the bureau for it, hand the name 
place, it must be assisted. In the third place, servatiy view of the situation, repliel!l : of the man you inquire for in your own hand
it must involve no loas or injury to the emi- 'Well, I •apecta. that's so.' All of the white writing to any of the clerks, and you will get 
grants, but on the contrary must giv them residents are looking forward somewhat l.m- his address on a lllip of paper. If the person 
assurance of greater prosperity elsewhere. paUeDtly to the closing of. the melon season you seek is an object of suspicion to the 
The region natur.ally pointed out as the .goal .and the synchronous completion of the police you may depend on it that your busi
of the migration, Mr. Clowes thinkS, is the rellgious work; not because they mind the ness with him will be diligently inquired into. 
Congo Free States. But it is usential that lOll of a few melons, but because they Since January women clerks haT been placed 
there shall be no further experiments in greatly ueed the services of those who at all in. the address-bureau, and the men whose 
negro self-government. The experiences of time~~, barring this period of annual occur- places they take are transferred to other city 
Liberia a.nd Hayti h&v settled that question. rences, are faithful and viUued serTants.'' o111.ces.-Bun. 
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· £_- • demns the study of them except for pious end~; Ail phys!.c&i. , .· Descartes blended Arab algebra with the geometry 

8 .,.,.,.,..,.,._,..,,.,,., ~ science especially was held -in s.vo~ed contempt as inconsis- .. of the Greek, and it was only a step for N ewtoil to 
--===~=:::::::=================== tent ,with revealed truths. : Nor do there appear to hav been formulate the calculus and build from: Euclidian "" _ any_.canons made in favor of. learning or sny · restriction on · . . • . · · . 

T. he c.· _hurch and Learning. the. ordination of. persons absolutely .illiterate [doring'.the blocks the P!InClpl~· - - • -
third, fourth, and flfth centuries]•' -- · Mathematics revived, mechanicS soon found her 

The· foJJowiug is a selection from the remarks of Again, says Hallam: inventors, "!ho, even by their labors on the s,bbath, 
:B.ev. S. Van Scoy,. of the Methodist edueational Schools, confln-edto cathedrals and monasteries, and.exclu- to sa~ nothtng of the other week-days, hav given to 
convention that met in Portland, Ore.,.June 10bh and slvly !les!gned for the purposes of religion, afforded no mankiDd more than the cler~y ha~ t.ken fro~ them. 
11th, and was reported in the OrtJgonian: encouragement Qr_ opportunities to the laity. . . . For .. Though the boldest Rst1onahsts to-day, 1f _they 

Every person in his earlier years has hia period of religious many centuries, to. suin up the account of ignorance in a cbance to be poor men, are inconvenienced in a 
doubt. That period Is usually when one Is from fifteen to word, it was rare for a layman of whatsoever rank to know business way by friction with the religious ring, how to sign his name. . . • Still more extraordinary it · . . . . · • 
h\'enty years of age. It Is the. great problem of the educa- was to fl.nd anyone who bad a tincture of learning. Even R \ilOnalis~, m sptte of the froth ~f 1 !ew btgots, 
t(ion of this period to see to it tbat the minds of our youth admitting every indistinct commendation of a monkish blog- permeates the prells and even the university, and flhe 
ftnally at the close of 1this period flnd a true anchorage. h ith h · k -1 d f b. h 1 ld "11 t b h t ~ f 1 h t Sb Better the young man should hav no college education than rap er, w · w om a now e ge 0 c urc · mus c won WI no e B u ou. rom any P aces w I soever. e 
in t •-•- it h uld b k d th d f k ti i pass as literature, we could make Ollt a very short list of may be often silent, but maD kind are thinkiDg now, 

a ts..w.wg s o e wrec e on e san s o 8 ep c sm. scholars ; none certainly were more dis.tinguished as such . and I"n the polpi"t p,_I.losophy' and polt"ti"cs t·ake Another reason why the church should look after this work h Ch 1 1 d Alf d .u 
is that all that is possible to be done with a young life, in. a t an · ar. eme gn an re · d · f . • .. . ~ • prece ence o prayer. 
university career, Is afforded by the church. If a young per- • It seems to the wrlt~r that Ha~lam 1n this c~nneo- . When R~v. T. B. Ford says, "Let the churches 
son passes through college without becoming a Christian, he ttan should hav mentioned, Alcum, whose merits as furnish schools CJf higher education and control 
is almost beyond religious influence and control. The col- d t · th h 1 f Cb 1 d lege should hav spiritual power to anchor every student to an e uca ~r. ID ~ sc 00 8 ~ ar emagne were . ue them;" be means not all he says, for he has no 
truth and to Christ. more to h1s aeq~atntance With the wor~s of ~o~th~us, objection if. people outside the. church furnish the 

;By this quotation anyone can see that the argu- of the !lfth and stxt~ c~ntu!Y• than to hte Chnstlantty. money. There are plenty of sectarian colleges that 
ments of the creed· expounders are not potent enough Boe~hms, th«: last distin~utshed scho!ar of the Roman were nursed freely by municipal money, while Oilly a 
to sway the mature and educated mind. A religion empire, studied the BCit~nce a~d hterature of the small per cent of the donations that hav buiU such 
whose advocates lllust seek out the minors, the chil· G~eeks. Alfred the Great ~tudted the works of Boe- schools has been furnished by the sect that claims 
dren, with whom to make contracts, is suggestiv of thms. And through Boethius were banded down to all the honor of being the founder and guardian of 
humbug if. not more. In the twelfth century Abe- future generations the geometry CJf Euclid and the them 
lard declared that understanding s~ould precede philosophy of Ari~to~le.' Boetbius was more o! 8 Ra'marks like the following might exOJite·a smile, 
belief; and Ohristianity, as she persecuted Abelard, ~oman th.an a Obristtan. Be stoo~ ·~a .connectJDg but they carry little weight: "Pjety and true science 
has ever since persecuted his formula of Rationalism. lt_Dk to br~dge the dal"k gulf of ChriBtia~tty; on one go hand in hand everywhere. Science and the 

Unblushingly is the statement· made that ma11y side of him the weal~h of. Greek learn1ng, on the. prayer.meeting go together." Oount the. ~ivil 
universities allow no skeptics on their boards ; and other. the dawn of Rabonahsm. . engineers · architects chemists lawyers physiC!ian~ 
it might hav been added, no Rationalistic periodicals The tent~ c!"nt.ury was; the midnight of the Da~k editors, ~nd author~ that al~ays att~nd prayer-
in their reading.rooms. Ages. OhmtumJty expected the. end of the world ID meeting and those who do not attend at all. Observe 

Methodist college seniors can.be found who never the y~ar 1000; The date was passed; the prophets if there is not more profanity than 'prayer· in the 
heard of Herbert Spencer and are ignorant of the were tn error. . -- language of the best men of these professions T 
writings of Huxley, Tyndall, Darwin, and Haeckel. ~e read on, and. Hal~am tells. us th~t "Cbarle- Were L• Place, Humboldt, DArwin, Haeckel pious T 

Skeptically inclined students are often warned that !Deign, unless w~ .reJect a, very platn· testt~ony, w~s Piety asserts that there is an ·intelligent creativ 
such views, regardless of scholarship,. will prevent Inc~t:pable of writ~ng, and: Alfred found ~dlicultf In and governing power, supernatural, called God. 
them from obtaining positions after graduation, and making a tran.slatton fro~ the :pastoral mstructions Science teaches that matter or force are inc,!reatable 
consequently many array themselve on the side of· of S~. ~regory on account of an Imperfect knowledge as well as indestructib!Q. That limit to either as to 
religion. . of Latm." . existence is as inconceivable as limit to space. 

The remark of one CJf the delegates to the effect St. Gregory, who lived in the thir~ century, re- We can formulate all transformations of energy, 
that university administration should see that ekepti- ceived a pa~an education and afterward became a finding mathematical relations existing alwa:ys be
cism and Rationalism are forever shut out substanti- Obristian. · Speaking generally of the Dark Ages, tween successiv phenomena, therefore. it is rational 
ates my statement that to a great exte:pt the under- Hallam says : · to conclude that the accounts of nature are self
graduate is tempted with ·a bribe a#d threatened A. cloud of ignorance ov(jrspread the whole face of the balancing, her mechanism automatic or self-

. with a boycott to profeas Christianity and abjure church, hardly broken by a few glimmering lights who owe governing. 
Rationalism. - · . much of their distinction to the surroundi:~Jg darkness. . · . It was stated at the convention that no university 

Why do the clergy single out RatioD,alism even if • In almost every council the Ignorance of the clergy d1re avow itself Irdidel. Yet the very theology of 
its philosophy is absurd' The bigotr_ .. y that would forms. a subject for reproach., It was asserted bv one held to· day in our universities would hav been declared ln'992 that scarcely a person,could be found In Rome Itself 
hear DO plea, but shut it out, must be n~rrow indeed. who knew the first elements :of letters. Not one priest in a Infidel a century ago. . Tbe very men whose names 
Do the clergy fear to hav the student gain a kliowl- thousand in Spain about the age of Cbarlemeign could hav made their universities famous hav ever been 
edge of Buddhism, Brahmanism, Mohilmmedanism, address a common letter of salutation to another.. departing from the conservativ ruts of theofogy. 
or the teachings of Zoroaster or Confucius, lest he Small consolation oan b13 foun·d in the statement of In German literature and theology no name since 
eltain his faith to one of these 1 Where is the one of the Portland diyines, that "cathedral and L~ssiDg is more famous than that of Strauss, a11d 
shutting out to end that begins with, shutting out monastery schools were: the germs of· the great for his Rationalism he was deposed from hie profes
Rttionalism? Wrltings of eminent theologians like European universities." : When the monasteries sorship at Siirbingen. 
Paulus, and Strauss will hav to. be kept out of the were filled with copies bf the writings of pagan Even Lesl'in~ tired of the study of t~eology at 
student's l"each, and after .all that Cb;tistianity has scholars, that men should;liv in mental blindness, sur- L!lipsig in 1746, and turned his attentio:r;a to the 
declared ekeptical is shut out the students would rounded by these books, js proof enouJ!h of their in- " siDful" drama, a rather poor compliment to theol· 
be forced to establish an inquisition in every uni- difference, not to say hatred, toward literature and ogy from Germany's greatest prose writer. 
versity to enforce disciplin. , scienee. : . Priestley's discoveries in science, his Infidelity and 

Any clergyman who feels competent! to cope with Tb.at everyone was tliu~ guilty· of indifference we. persecution by Ohristians, are ge11erally well known. 
the philosophy of Rationalism would no.t wish to lose do nof. pretend, but whim men began, after. the Heidelburg offered Spinoza the liberty of teaching 

·the glory of a victory over it. He would bid its ex- year 1000, to direct theit attention to letters, they provided he would say nothing against the estab
ponents enter that he might vanquish tihem with his ran the risk of being c~arged by the conservativ Iished religion, but Spinoza did not honor Heidel· 
arguments. But the clergy, conscious pfthe infirm· body of the church with: heresy, sorcery, or magic, borg with his services. · . . 
ity.of their creeds, are afraid even to Undertake the and this meant persecution or perhaps death. · To learn how those .who were not Infidels tried Jo 
task of converting the Rationalist. · i . To Abelard more than !any other man is due the howl down every advance in the sciences of geology 

When Rev. T. B. Cb.irrington quote~ history, we honor of founding the 4rst European university, and philology ona may read Professor White's"War-
do not wonder that he might prefer' to shut out nameiy that of Paris. ! · fare of Science" in the Popular Science .Monthly. 
those acquainted with the history of the time of He was persecuted for laying dow» the principle, It has been the searching eye of skepticism that first 
which he speaks. These are his words~ that "nothing is to be believed that has not been has spied the germs ·o.f science. Quite naturally .a 

The apostles had scal"cely started on their, mission when first understood." The doctrine advocated by Abe- man best serves the world ho loves best. 
schools became a necessity to the church. · · lard had a decided Rl&tio~alistio tendency and were In the words of S~rauss, " Christianity . as such 

The learning of the pagan Greeks for fifteen hun- declared heretica,l. Other men within the church Dever rose above crusades and pek'secutions of here
dred years after apostolic times found no parallel in began to grope for light; 'the Lord could · furnish tics. It has never even attained to tolerance, which 
·ohristian Europe. none, the scriptures thus far had allowed every gen- yet is merely the negativ side of universal benevo-

.. The· Ohristian emperor, Theodosius the Great, eration to· plunge into deeper darkness. - lence." . 
about the close of the fourth century, destroyed a The neglected and proscribed writings of AHstotle Darwin says: "Belief inculcated during the 
large part· of the Alexandrian library. Soon after were touched even as the forbidden fruit. Oopies of early years of life, while the brain is impressible, 
'this Hypatia, the last Alexandrian mathematician. Euclid were exhumed, and thus Abelard, Lombard, appears to acquire almost the nature of an. insth:rct, 
was.murdered by a Christian mob. In the year 529 Albertus Magnus, Roger Bacon, and Oakham risked and the very essence of an instinct. is ·that it is fol· 
A.D. the Christian emperor, Justinian, drove out the their lives to resurrect learning, toward the found· lowed independently of reason." 
pagan scholars from Athens, and declared that pagan ing of universities. As long as Christianity left the Judging from these quotations, it is the rule of 
learJ:!ing should no longer be taught. hated pagan manuscripts untouched she wallowed in Christianity to be ·intolerant. As stated .. ,b,y . the 
. . In the schools of Christian Constantine, murderer her mire of ignorance and blood; she battered out speakers of the convention, the subject for ~onver
qfhis famjly and founder of th~ Sabbath, (also in the the brains of pagan women wiser than her Jesus; sion to Christianity must be taken young •.. Accord
••~ools o,f_ Oharlemagne)it was deemed high schol- but she had to do homage to pagan mathematics, ing to Darwin, beliefs early impressed part~e of the 
~ship to be able to calculate the feast-days of the arts, and sciences, or dwindle int.o blank barbarity. nature of instinct; which being the case, we do not 
church .. · No professed Infidel could liv in the dark years wonder that George Grote, the historian and Ration-

Prof. W. W. R. BalJ, in his "History of Mathe- when the universities were first established. Sci- alist, remarked: 
matics," page 103, says: . ence was in fetters, but as pagan learning began The clergy hav the strongest interest in the depravatloii of 
. The fate of Hypatia may serve to remind us that the to resurrect, the fetters loosened. the human intellect. For the .demand for their services as 

Christians as soon as they became the dominant party in. the University learning· became of broader scope, and agents for the temporal aid of the deity altogether· depends 
state showed themselvs bitterly hostil to all forms of ltlani.: Infidels and inventors became more plentiful, each upon human Ignorance and Incapacity, and fa exactly pro. 
ing. . • . The final establishment of Christianity in the Lt! • l"k t" portional to It. 
East marks the end of the Greek sclentlflc schools, though suuenng l. e persecli tons. 
they nominally continued to exist for two hundred years . Paper man.ufacture and the printing-press, the We may almost recluce the argument t9 this st_.te· 
more. compaas and the discov~ry of America, not en- ment. lgnorsnce is the only soil in which . the .seeds 

The same work, page 109, also" Chambers' Ency- couraged, were condemned by the church; all tended of Christianity, or more broadly, superstition,, inay 
clopedia," speaks of the padial destruction of the to stimulate literature and science. If Luther's be successfully planted. The. clergy are to . be . t~e 
library by the Christians. Refon:Dation helped i.n the same direction, then let us planters ; the soil, the mind of childhood. . . . .. 
· Hallam, ''The Middle Ages," says: hav more of this rebellion from ecclesiastical author- Qollege professors are not as pions as the clergy 

The fourth council of Carthage, in 898, prohibited the ity. But we are not yet done with paganism~ in would make them appear. Generally they ha.v :very 
reading of secular books by bishops. Jerome plainly con- counting her scholarship the parent of ours. little to say upon the subject of religion. There .. 
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son is ~vident : they are forced to wear the ecclesi
astical bridle held by the hands that hold the salaries. 

Like inventors, scientific men are not usually 
financiers; but the clergy, clever in the art of can
vassing for charity, particularly around the death
beds of the wealthy dying, hold the capital of 
universities more or less within their grasp. It is 
for the· alergy to say what shall not be taught ; it is 
for the professors to teaeh all they dare to. 

Governments hav found the church an undesirable 
associate by experience, and doubtless universities 
will learn the same lesson ultimately in the same 
way. 0. E. BoYNToN, B.S., M.D. 

Cathlamet, Wash. 
--------~~~-------

An Episcopalian on a Presbyterian Heretic. 
Howara J.foQuearv in the Sun. 

Whatever Dr. Briggs himself is, it may easily be 
shown that his views are those of the Rationalist. 
His opponents are perfectly clear on this point, and 
it is his R1tionalism that offends them. The spirit 
and method of their attacks upon him are abomi
nable, but they do not err in their apprehension of 
his opinions. Lat me examin those opinions in de
tail, as explained so fully by the doctor himself. 

First: .He is &"l enthusiastic advocate of the 
"higher· criticism" of the scriptures, and this criti
cism is nothing if not R ,tionilistic. It treats the 
Bible just as it does the Vedas, the Avesta, or any 
other document. It inquires, Who wrote the books 
of the Bible, when were they written, are they true 1 
In other words, reason sits in judgment on scripture, 
and accepts or rejects its various parts according as 
they do or do not commend themselvs to this judge. 
Dr. Briggs not only adopts the methods of the 
higher criticism, but he accepts many of its most 
" advanced" conclusions. Thus, he says: "It may 
ibe regarded as the certain result of the science of 
the higher criticism that Moses did not write the 
Pentateuch or Job i Ezra did not write Ohronieles, 
Ezra, or Nehemiah; Jeremiah did not write the 
Kings or Lamentations; Duid did not write the 
Psalter, but only a few of the Psalms; Solomon did 
not write the Song of Songs or Ecclesiastes, and 
only a portion of the Proverbs; Isaiah did not write 
half of the book that bears his name. The great 
mass of the Old Testament was written by authors 
whose names or connection with their writings are 
lost in oblivion!' These are the conclusions of many 
of the most pronounced Rationalists of Germany 
and England. They clearly show which way Dr. 
Briggs is facing; what his method of biblical 
study is. 

Secondly, Dr. Briggs vehemently rejects the 
theory of the vel'hal inspiration of the scriptures. 
He rightly brands it as a modern invention of dog· 
ma~ioians. His position on this subject, however, is 
most unsatisfa"tory to all parties. He really seems 
to juggle with phrases.· Everybody knows, of course, 
that thought may be expressed, and actually is ex
pressed, by various sorts of words and languages. 
'' The words of scripture," says Dr. Briggs, " may be 
compared to vessels, symbols, shells, a wine glass, or 
a lantern." Illustrations often mislead instead of 
illustrating, and so, I think, these expressions do not 
express sense. Try to imagin a thought incased in 
a word. Think of the word as a vessel, !' wine glass, 
and tha thought ae something essentially distinct 
within the word, and you at once see the ambiguity 
of Dr. Briggs's idea on this subject. Words simply 
are uttered thoughts, and, although the printed 
characters exhibiting to the eye these uttered 
thoughts may vary in form, yet they must exactly 
express the thoughts or they are erroneous and mis
leading. The words, therefore, are valued by the 
verbal inspirationists and by others simply and. o~y 
:because they express thoughts. What they elatm Is 
uot that Hebrew, Greek, and L'tin words are the 
·only words that could convey inspired thoughts, but 
that, IS I matter of fact, they do convey SUCh thoughts, 
and when it is shown that these words are contra
dieted by other words then they and their "contents" 
(whatever that word may mean as used by Dr. 
Briggs) are contradicted, and therefore false. They 
are perfectly right in maintaining that the authority 
of scripture is sapped just as soon as it is admitted 
that its words may be erroneous but its sense true ; 
for each one may then read into the words any sense 
or nonsense he chooses. I am perfectly aware that 
various theories of inspiration are held by even 
evangelical theologian!!, and therefore Dr. Briggs 
has as muon right to formulate his own theory as any
body else. Bnt it is also certain that if the inspira
tion of the scriptures is so variable and uncertain a 
quantity that all sorts of theories about it may be 
framed, it ceases to be of much practical value. The 
plain truth is, Dr. Briggs and his school, having 
adopted the methods of historical criticism and hold
ing that the divine spirit's influence has not been 
confined to the Bible writers, find themselvs· in the 
dilemma of trying to uphold the unique character of 
our sacred writings, when, in fact, they are of a piece 
with other religious documents. Instead, therefore, 
of juggling with theories of inspiration they should 
say simply: " The question is not primarily, are the 
scriptures inspired, but rather are they true T If 

they are true, then they are not authoritativ. If 
they are partly true and partly false, then the ques
tion is, What parts ~re true, what false !" This is 
the only tenable position for the Briggs school. 

Thirdly. Dr. Briggs says, truly, "Biblical criticism 
finds errors in holy scriptures in great number!!. 
These errors are in the circumstantials, and not in 
the essentials." The first is a statement of fact ; 
the second is simply Dr. Briggs's opinion, and hence 
the two statements should be carefully distin
guished. According to one author not only is the 
s~nse of holy writ different, or at least distinct, from. 
its words, but there are errors in it which no one has 
ever been able to explain away. 

It is logically concluded that an authority contain
ing· many errors is no divine authority. Imagin a 
Roman Oatholic saying : "The pope is the infallible 
authority in faith and morals, but the sense of his 
words must be distinguished from the words them
selva, and although he has made many mistakes, he 
is yet an unquestionable authority I" Such sophistry 
would be greeted with sneers. Teen Dr. Briggs 
having admitted that there are numerous errors in 
the scriptures, must, of course, admit that each one 
is to decide for himself whether those errors affect 
the substance of revelation or only its circumstantials. 
I am convinced that the Bible errs in essential 
matters; Its errors are so great as to place the 
erring ones on a le:vel with uninspired writers, and 
hence its unique authority is gone. Dr. Briggs 
himself tells us that the predictions of the prophets 
hav many of them been " reversed by history, and 
the great body of the messianic prediction has not 
only never been fulfilled, but cannot now be fulfilled, 
for the reason that its own time has passed forever." 
Is not such prediction an important part of proph
ecy 1 Are not such prophets placed by their mis
takes;on~'a level with such dreamers as Savonarola 
was 1 And can it be rationally maintained that such 
errors are unessential, do not affect the truth of 
revelation 1 I think not. Dr. Briggs says truly that 
if Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Judah,, David, Solomon, 
and other such biblical characters lived now " we 
would not receive such men into. our families," and 
"we might feel obliged to send them to prison, lest 
they should defile the community by their example." 
Yet large sections of scripture are taken up with 
eulogies of these disreputable ch~.~oraoters I Are they 
not important! Slavery, polygamy, and wars of E!X
termination are . sanctioned by the Bible, aild surely 
those passages must be set aside as erroneous. The 
spirit of miny of the Psalms, of the song of Deborah, 
and other parts of the scriptures is the spirit of 
anger and malice. St. Paul and the other disciples 
expected the speedy return of Ohrist to earth after 
bis death, and they were mistaken. The gospels 
contain many errors of incredible statement. In 
short, Dr. Briggs knows as well as anybody that the 
Bible is simply a record of the religious development 
of Israel and of the founding of the Ohristian church, 
and partakes of precisely the features characteristic 
of other such records, as the Vedas, the Avesta, etc. 
Why, then, attempt to set it up as the supreme rule 
of faith and practice 1 _ 

Fourthly: Dr. Briggs's view of miracles is Ration
alistic. He says, truly: " The biblical writers do 
not lay so much stress upon them as modern apolo
gists. Moses and Jesus both warn their disciples 
against miracles that would be wrought in the inter
est of false prophets and false messiahs." " There. 
is no reason," he continues, " why we should claim 
that they in any way violate the laws of nature or 
disturb its harmonies." Does Dr. Briggs believe 
that the birth of a child from a virgin, or the resur
rection of a dead body would no~ in any way violate 
the laws of nature or disturb its harmonies T If he 
does, he knows nothing of the laws of nature as they 
appear to careful students of nature. But we can 
not believe that he is ~gnorant of such laws and we 
are quite sure that he is familiar with the process of 
manufacturing such legendary narrative as are 
found in the Bible. If our author's utterances on 
this subject mean anything they mean that he con
siders the accounts of miracles in the Bible UD· 
worthy of credence except in those cases where the 
events related may be explained as purely natural 
(and therefore not miraculous) events. But the 
most conclusiv evidence of Dr. Briggs's Rationalism 
is found in his utterances about the authority of 
the church, the Bible, and reason. "There are," 
he says, "three seats of divine authority, the Bible, 
the church, and the reason." From this it has been 
11aturally inferred that he placed these three sources 
of authority on the same level, ~ut he has disclaimed 
the inference, and he is entitled to the disclaimer. 
" When I take this position," he assures us, "I do 
not deny the Protestant position that holy scripture 
is supreme." Upon this I remark: It seems wholly 
irrational to say that a book whose authorship is 
largely unknown, which contains numerous errors, 
should be a supreme authority. It is certainly non
sense to take this position whe.n the reason is ever 
sitting in judgment upon the scriptures and rejecting 
all except those passages which commend themselvs 
to the reason as inspired and authoritativ. But let 
us grant, for the sake of argument, that this may be 

done· yet Dr. Briggs' II setting up reason as of divine 
auth~rity at all makes him 1 Rationalist, or at least a 
heretical Presbyterian. · If there. is !>ne fact t~at has 
been insisted upon by !res~y~enamsm fr~m 1ts very 
birth to the present t1me, 1t IS that mu1s "totally 
depraved in every part and faculty of soul and body.'' 
The reason, therefore, according to Augastiniauism 
and Oalvinism, is utterly impotent and degraded. 
lmagin God present in a wholly depraved ch&mber 
of the soul! Think of a divine authority that is 
utterly corrupt, as the Oonfession of Faith says reason 
is t. Such an idea is self-centradietory. After this 
exaltation of reason we are not surprised to find Dr. 
Briggs rejecting the commonly accepted theories of 
Adam's fall and man's election. (Inaugural Address, 
pp. 50 and 55.) But he thereby severs himself from 
orthodox Presbyter.ianism. We ent~rely agree with 
Dr. Briggs. Why does not Dr. Br1ggs go to the 
logical extremity of his position 1 He knows as well 
as anybody that the Bible itself is simply an expres
sion of devout reason, and the church has been built 
up and sustained by weak, ordinary men. Of these 
three sources of divine authority the reason of the 
present generation of man is purer and more trust
worthy than the Bible or the ancient church, taken 
as a whole. It is refreshing to ftnd a Presbyterian 
rej acting the degrading doctrin that man is. totally 
depraved in his body and soul, and assert10g the 
divine authority of reason. But we must insist that 
snob an assertion robs the Bible of its supremacy in 
faith and morals. It ·may be of co-equal authority, 
with reason, at least those parts of it which are not 
erroneous may be, but it is no longer supreme. 

Now, I hav no desire to make Dr. Briggs out a 
heretic. That name should be applied to no one, 
but as he has repeatedly spoken on the subject we 
cannot but listen, and we are obliged to take his 
words as expressions of his thought, and from these 
words we are forced to draw certain conclusions. 
The important fact, however, is not. that Dr. Briggs 
holds such opinions, but that he is sustained by 
large numbers in the Presbyterian church. It shows 
that Liberal and Rational thought has pierced the 
solid phalanx of the Oalvinists, and is spreading dis
union among them. All hail, success and triumph 
to Dr. Briggs and his supporters I It is the dawn 
of 1 new renaissance of faith and religion. 

HowARD 1tboQuEABY, 

:Meanings. 
Thee does not understand the beautiful occult meaning of 

the Bible. 
Thee has not the faintest conception of its meaning. 
. J.M.W. 
lam not at all sure anyone baa or can hav an 

understanding of the occult meaning or real meaning 
of much that the old J ew~book contains. 

We often fail to catch the true meaning of mueh 
that is said or penned in our own day and age, and 
how then can we expect to grasp the occult or any 
other real meaning of what was .penned so many 
ages ago? 

The whole Ohristian world has been busy for ages 
in putting meanings into Bible texts and Bible stories 
that probably the authors thereof had not " the faint
est conception of.'' 

Straightforward tales are twisted and tamed intQ 
an occultism that would confound the authors who 
first penned them, even more than they will do bet 
who pens these lines. 

Will our friend W. please giv·us the occult mean· 
ing of the command to sell one's coat and buy a 
sword, or that of Jesus where he orders that his 
enemies shall be brought before him and slain T 

It is a very easy mat~er. to take some good moral 
maxim, or some nicely worded sentence, and weave 
around it the beauties of poetry, romance, and art; 
to make of it a household word ; to keep on for 
generations adding more and still more to its 
beautiful surroundings, till the associations clustered 
around it make of it a lovely poem, calling up all 
that is sweet, holy, and sacred in memory. 

Surround the most filthy word or sentence you can 
conceive of with the beautiful thoughts and associ
ations of a lifetime; hand it down generation after 
generation, and let each successiv one gracefully 
and earnestly thus endow it, and it will ftnally 
become worthy of being enshrined in a golden frame 
and hung on the sacred walls of home. 

AUNT ELMntA. 

A oomA:nrsoN of the different accounts of the 
resurrection of Jesus reveals discrepancies . that no 
honest harmonizing can blend into consistency with 
the idea that God has told us the story. Nor would 
any English-speaking judge accept a fact upon such 
testimony in a court of law. Let each write out the 
stories in parallel columns, and decide for bimself.
Robt . .0. Adams. 

HE is the most subjected, the most enslaved, who 
is so in his understanding.-Locke. 

SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free 
on application. 
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The Secular Union's Jlonthly Report. 
SUBSOBIPTIONS BEOEIVED JULY, 1891. 

F. L. Hastings, Keene, N. H., Secular Penny Fund ... $ 10 
Mrs. E. Brundage, Berlin Heights, 0., Secular Penny 

Fund.......................................................... 50 
B. w. Richmond, Elburn, lll., Secular Penny Fund... 10 
P. H. Foster, Babylon, N. Y.................................... 2 00 
Daniel G. Garnsey, Chicago, Secular Penny Fund..... 05 
A. Chapin, Hyde Park, Ala., Secular Penny ~and.... 20 
Massillon, 0., Liberals, through Mrs. Jacob P1tts....... 2 20 
J. :M. Jones, Palmyra, N. Y. (new member) Secular 

Penny Fund. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. ... .... . .. .. . .. .. .. ..... ... ... 1 00 
Chas. Borie, Frankford, Philadelphia (new member) 1 00 
L. Schlegel, University, Los Angeles, Cal. (payment 

of pledge for Guarantee Fund) .... ....... ........... 5 00 
R. A. Downs, Bridgeport, Conn. (new member) ........ 1 00 
Madison C. Kimball, S. Addison, N. Y., Secular 

Penny Fund................................................. 1 00 
Mrs. C. H. Hinckly, Grand Rapids, Mich., Secular 

Penny Fund................................................. 10 
Mrs. A. Stelzer, Byron, Mich., Secular Penny Fund... 10 
Donation from Hamburgh, Ia.; no naJl)e or address 

given ; Secular Penny Fund........................... 2 00 
0. Child, Moline, Ill................................................ 4 00 
A. N. Hallowell, Philadelphia, Secular Penny Fund... 25 
Mrs. J. C. English, Elmdale, Mich., Secular Penny 

Fund......................................................... 04 
M. Severance, Brattleboro, Vt., Secular Penny Fund. 05 
Through A. R. Crihfi.eld, o! Li.ncoln, Ill.: George 

Musick, John E. Reed, Morris Reed, A. H. 
Miller, J. N: Condell, F. N. Cottle, J. B. 
Saunders, A.. L. Reavis, J. F. Sisson, R. A. 
Talbott, William Beaver, A. Mayfl.eld, John 
Moos, August Moos, one cent each, plus six 
cents from Mr. Crihfleld, for Secular Penny 
Fund........................................................... 20 

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Arnot, one cent each; Mr. and 
Mrs. J. A. Gordon, four cents each; through 

' Mr. Gordon, Pittsburgh, for Secular Penny 
Fund.......................................................... 10 

Mrs. H. M. Bateman, Clarksville, Tex., Secular Penny 
Fund.......................................................... 05 

Mrs. A.M. Troth, Philadelphia (new member).......... 1 00 
William Strawn, Dana, Ill., Secular Penny Fund....... 10 
Mary P. Wight, Cheltenham, Ill., Secular Penny 

Fund........................................................... 20 
J. T. Kelsey, Hartford, Conn., Secular Penny Fund... 11 
Joe A. Kimble, Vestal, N. Y. (new member)............. 5 00 
E. 0. Horton and family (five in all), Frank Knight, 

William Dial and wife, Henry Horton, one cent 
each· Lyman Ressley, five cents; Gann, 0., 
Seciifar Penny Fund...................................... 14 

A. L. Reynolds and family, Perris, Cal., Secular 
Penny Fund................................................. 10 

Miss Susan H. Wixon, Fall Rtver, Mass................... 1 00 
Miss Bertha M. Wixon, Fall River, Mass................... 1 00 
H. B. Northrop, Spring Grove, Mich., S"ecular Penny 

tor myself, one for husband, one for boy, and one for 
boy-angel in spirit·life. 

Dear, motherly woman-soul, which thus seeks to 
build a tender memorial of its depar~ed, in helpful 
work for the living ! 

From Madison 0. Kimball, of South Addison, N. 
Y., comes 11 dollar for. the Secular Penny Fund, 
IUld the following words : 

I hav just read with much interest your communication 
to the Progressi'D Thinker, and I also hasten to aid you 
financially as far as my limited means will permit at 
present. There are :five in our family, and I inclose ·you 
postal note of $1, or twenty cents per head. I do not do 
this to outdo Mr. Crihfl.eld at all, but because I · hav the 
good of the cause at heart, and feel that the few will hav 
to bear the burden until the many can be interested; 
which I think will surely be the case eventually. I did 
not know the work you were doing, or your address, until 
lately in the Progressi'O Thinker (to which I am a recent 
subacriber), !l.nd I think it may be the same way with 
many others who would respond to your call for help 
were they aware of what you are doing. I will help what 
little I can from time to time, and will be pleased to hear 
through the Progressiv Thinker at your convenience how 
you progress. . . . Next month I will send you an
other dollar for certificate of membership in your order; 
and I think Spiritualists and Materialists, above all other 
classes, should aid you all tha.t is in their power. 

Fram Mr. Crihfield himself, whose five·cant piece 
(one cent for each .member of his family) was the in
spiration of the Secular Penny movement, comes the 
following letter, with twenty cents inclosed: 

I hav been pleased to notice that I was the flrst to re. 
spend to your suggestion in regard to establishing_a "penny 
fund" for the beneflt of the American Secular Union. It 
occurred to me as a successful plan of raising mcney in a 
small way-a l·l Peter's pence. In the aggregate it is a won
derful thing. I incline to the opinion that it can be made to 
work, and as our organization solidlfles and en).arges, the 
pence. plan can be carried to a success by a very little work. 
To giv further impetus, I inclose a penny each for the fol
lowing Freethinkers: Geo. Musick, John E. Reed, Morris 
Reed, A. H. Miller, J. N. Condell, F. N. Cottle, J. B. Saun
ders, A. L Reavis, J. F. Sisson, R. A.1Talbott, Wm. Beaver, 
A. Mayfield, John Moos, Aug. Moos. 

Hoping to see hundreds of Freethinkers takillg an activ 
interest in the mqvement, I am, . 

Yours truly, A. R. CRIHFIELD. 
These are but samples of the many kind letters 

which we are daily receiving, each with its penny or 
pennies for the. Secular Penny Fund ; and we take 
this opportunity to thank writers ·for their encour
agement, as well as for their contribubions to the 
cause. Would that our Liberal friends. everywhere 
would take pattern by these modest and faithful 
helpers of state Secularization ! 

To each contributor to the Secular Penny Fund 
we hav sent one of our circulars as a sort of acknowl
edgment of their letter and contribution. In one 
case, however, we hav been unable to do so, as the 
contributor seems to hav been too modest to let"us 
hav either his name or address. The letter was 
postmarked Ha-nburgh, II., and contained $2 for 
the Secular Penny Fund; and we take this oppor
tunity of thanking our unknown ·contributor for his 
(or her) generosity. Fund ...... ;................................................... 50 

Now, dear friends, let us hope that those who hav 
05 not felt able to contribute anything this year to the 
10 American Secular Union work will remember the 
02 Secular Penny Fund. "0 ue cent per Liberal !" A 

B. A. Lowell, Salisbury Point, Mass., Secular Penny 
Fund ....................................................... .. 

Charles F. Mulford, Lemon, 0., Secular Penny Fund .. 
James McDermott, New York, Secular Penny Fund .. 
A. F. MacLeod, M.D., Fil.rmington, Wash. (new 

small sum, surely, for each one of you to giv to a 
cause in which every Liberal in the country, what
ever his ism, should be practically interested. If 
you will follow Mr. Crihfield's plan of collec~ing froJn 
your immediate Fteethinker friends one cent each to 
be forwarded to the Secular Penny Fand, with the 
names of the donors, you will do us a double kind-

member)...................................................... 1 00 
A. Anderson, Soldiers• Home, Cal. (new member)...... 1 79 
Andrew Hedman, Gabarus, Cape Breton, Secular 

Penny Fund................................................. 05 
Silas Gleason, Rocky River, 0................................. 08 

Total .............................................. : .. $33 28 
F. C. MENDE, Treasurer American Secular Union. 

Pltiladelphia, August 1, 1891. 

The American Secular Union Penny Fund. 
Mr. Crihfield's five-cent piece, sent us in response 

to our showing what might be done for state Secu
larization if every L\beral in the country contributed 
-a penny annually to the American Secular U .nion, 
has already evoked many similar contributions. 
Oae New England Liberal writes: 

I never, until reading your interesting communication in 
the ln'DestigatO'l', felt that I was able to contribute any. 
thing to the Secular Union fund, although I hav many 
times wished I was possessed of. a competency, so that I 
could put your working capacity to the test; rest assured 
I would place at your disposal not less than $1,000 as my 
contribution. . . . I had not supposed the small sum 
I could spare (being a poor man and in poor health) 
would be of any use; but .after reading your article, I 
see it in a different light, and am glad to be able to send 
you the small sum of ten cents, and hope many others 
will respond to that well-put appeal. · 

Another ten· cent contribution from a Dana, Ill., 
member, ends with the cheery little postscript," D:in't 
get discouraged !'' A Texas family of three sends 
five cents-the extra two "for some one who cannot 
send any." A New York man sends a dollar, "being," 
says he, " one cent for myself, and one cent each for 
ninety-nine Liberals that do not pay." And from. 
Alabama comes a promis ( f a· yearly dime, with 
twenty cents inclosed, since, says the sender, "I do 
not know but what I may be owing you for last 
yein's dues." A Michigan Spiritualist lady says, in 
regard to the Secular Penny: 

I hope that none of the readers of the paper will skip 
that article, but will read and think ' that means me,• 
and not neglect to send their penny. I will send a penny 

ness. (1) The Secular Penny Fund will be the 
richer for every penny that you collect and forward 
us ; and (2) the names of those contributing can be 
entered on the list of United States Liberals which 
we hav been compiling for over a year and a bll. 
Slowly, but surely, Liberalism is evolving into an 
organized force; and the day is not far distant when 
we shall want to be able to put our finger on every 
man and woman in a given town or state who 
believes in keeping church and state separate, · so 
that we may rally our friends around the uplifted 
standard of Secularism, and giv successful battle 
against the ecclesiastical power. So, whenever pos
sible, send us the name of a Fteethinker, with a cent 
from him for the Secular Penny Fund. One penny 
a year won't break anybody; and the giver will hav 
the satisfaction of feeling that he is doing his little 
part in the great and extended work of state Secu-
larization. IDA 0. OnAnnoox, 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
Philadelphia, July 28, 1891. · 

Progress of the Cause ·in Washington. 
DEDIOATION OF LIBEBAL HALL. 

Last February I delivered a brief course of lectures 
at the school-house at McOallum, Kittitas county, 
the first ever delivered in that neighborhood. After 
the lectures I organized a local Secular Union of 
twenty members. G. W. Seaton, of Teanaway, was 
elected vice-president of the state society for that 
district. 

The local organization took the name of the Kit
titas Secular U .nion, and elected as officers : W. M. 
Oarr, president; Mrs. Percilla Friend, secretary; 

James Masterson, treasurer; J. S. Anthony and J. 
N. Ftiend, trustees. 

O.a returning home I wrote out and sent them 
a suggestiv form of constitution and by-laws, which 
they had very handsomely printed and a large num
ber· judiciously distributed, resulting in many addi-
tions to their number. . 

Having no suitable place of meeting "it was de
cided to build a hall; and althou~h the members 
were scattered over the two townah1ps of Teanaway 
and McOallum, yet each and all, with the one desire 
to promote the greatest good to the greatest number, 
agreed on a site end succeeded in erecting a very 
handsome and convenient hall, which on the anni
versary of our nation's birthday we dedicated to 
Universal Mental Liberty. 

The hall is dtuated in the township .of ~Teanaway, 
in the vicinity of Seaton's Mill. It is quite a band
some building, 24x48, with splendid dancing :floor, 
platform, etc. They own one acre of ground, which 
it is proposed to beautify as a garden, with croquet 
ground, etc. 

They propose to establish a Liberal and scientific 
free library, and as they hav had to make quite a 
severe strain to meet expense of building the hall, 
they will be especially grateful to any who will help 
them in the establishing of the library by the dona
tion of books, or the subscribing for Liberal papers 
for the exclusiv use of the libr&ry and reading-room. 

They hav regularly incorporated under the Jaws 
of the state, issued shares at $1 each, so that all, 
rich and poor alike, can hav actual interest and 
ownership in the hall and library. 

In response to the urgent request o~ (lffiBers and 
members, Mrs. Reynolds and myself attended the 
three daye' celebration of the completion and occu
prn~ey of the first and only hall built and· owned 
exclusivly by Liberals in ~be state of Washington. 

The lectures were well attended, and on the after
noon of July 4~h we dedicated the hall to Universal 
Mental Liberty. . 

May the epirit of enterprise, energy, persistence, 
and self-sa.crifiile evinced by the officers and members 
of the Kittitas Secular U £ion be emulated by every 
other county in our young giant state, and Washing
ton will indeed bseome the banner state of Liber
alism. 

The lectures, the dedic!ltion services, the dancing 
(two nights and quite a good part of one day), the 
picnic, the picnic dinner (one of the best and most. 
sumptuous I ever attended), everything exceeded 
expectation. The ball supper was a grand triumph. 
Everyone present at the celebration had a royal 
good time. It was a season of holiday and rejoicing 
long to be remembered. • 

When each and all put their shoulders to the work 
and did all in their power, it would seem invidio~s 
to mention any, and yat all admit that but for the 
generous enthusiasm and e:ffactiv work of our worthy 
vice-president, G. W. Seaton, the building of the hall 
within five months of the organizJation of the society 
would hav been impossible. 

RELIGIOUS E:X:EBOISES rN THE PUDLIO SOHOOLS. 
· Three weeks ago we received a complaint through 
our vice-president, D. E. Rice, of Roeder, Whatoom 
county (who is ever activ, zealous, and self-saorific
ing in the cause), that in school district No. 19 the 
teacher wrote the Lord~s prayer in doggerel verse 
upon the blmck-board, and made all the children sing 
it each morning before commencing school. 

I wrote the teacher, each of the three members 
of the local school board, and the county superin
tendent of schools, giving the law, the facts, and the 
arguments against such acts ot injustice. 

The teacher wrote me she was violating no law, as 
she did not call roll till after the singing of the 
Lord's prayer. 

There arose a great excitement in the neighbor
hood. Ob.ristians defied us ta stop . the religious 
exercises, and fiercely denounced our vice-president, 
and the Washington Secular Union, as all of evil 
and infamy. They got up a petition and remon
strance signed by all the Christian fanatics of the 
district, urging the teacher to persist in the religious 
exer~ises and promising to sustain her in so doing. 
. The following is a copy of the letter to the teacher 
sent to her by the county superintendent, G. B. 
Johnston: 

WHA.TOOM Co., WAsH., July 1, 1891. 
Miss GERTRUDE MoOBE, Nooksack, Wash.-Dear Miss 

MoO'l's: I am informed that you hav been conducting relig
ious exercises in your school. It becomes my duty under 
the law to forbid any further continuance of the same either 
before or after school, though not taking a part of the school 
time. The law is very plain and I am sorry you hav not 
been complying therewith. 

The same matter has been referred to me from other dis
tricts, and my policy is to make our public schools entirely 
free from an.}' religious instruction. Your life and example 
before your pupils is worth a great deal more than formal 
instruction in any doctrine. Very truly yours, <> 

. G. B. JoHNSTON, County Superinte~:~uent. 
Latter from the vice-president of the Washington 

Secular Union: 
July 7, 1891. 

FRIEND REYNOLDS : Just learned that your letter brought 
the county superintendent to the school yesterday. The 
teacher had been singing the Lord's prayer aga.in. The 
superintendent told her sh6 was doing very wrong a~d vio-
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lating t.he law, and must stop ft. I will be in the school 
again to-day. Truly yours, D. E. RIOR. 

The orders of the superintendent hav since been 
fully obeyed. Another complete victory. 

BUNDAY LAWS, 

Oar pamphlet on ' 1 Sunday Llws" was issued in 
the nick of time ; the united Christian organizations 
are desperately using - every means, legitimate and 
illegitimate, to enforce rigid Sunday observance in 
all the cities of our state. 

I hav mai!'ed about four thousand copies of the 
"Sunday Laws" pamphlet, mainly in twos and threes 
and fives, and urged their careful distribution· 
written a vast number of private letters in regard. t~ 
the subject, and a number of articles for newspapers 
throughout the state, moat of which hav been pub
lished, reaching and in:fl.uencing those who cannot be 
induced· to read a Liberal paper. · 

One of the results of thus educMting the people on 
the " facts in regard to Sunday laws" is that it has 
forced the fanatics to change their base; they now 
pretend that their war is mainly con1ined to the 
saloons; they thua hope to win the sympathy and 
support of the women and aU temperance advocates, 
ignoring the fact thl!lt what is lawful on any one day 
of the week must be equally lawful on every other 
day of the week. They stoutly deny thP..t they desire 
any religious legislation, yet insist the state shall 
enforce religious observance of the "Lord's day," 
and close up every place of business or amusement, 

. excepting only livery stables, undertakers', churches, 
and graveyards. 

As a specimen of the kind of opposition we hav to 
contend with I call especial sttention to the sermon 
delivered in the Presbyterian church last Sunday and 
publi11hed in the Topeka Morning Globe, July 20, 
1891. 

W. C. Fink, a saloon-keeper of Tacoma, was 
charged with keeping open his place of business on 
Sunday, June 7th. At the first trial the jury stood 
nine for acquittaJ, at the second trial four for ac
quittal. The jury having failed to convict, the gos
pel of peace and love was thus procl~imed from the 
pulpit of the principal church, and the sermon pub
lished in the leading newspaper of the city : 

Such men ought not to be allowed to liv in a respectable 
community. Their mothers ought to disown them, their 
wives ought to refuse to liv with them, and their children 
ought to hang their heads in shame ; their employers ought 
to discharge them, their sweethearts ought to discard them, 
and all good citizens ought to loathe them, and Tacoma 
ought to spew them out of.her mouth. 

What heinous crime h&d these men been guilty of 
to be thus publicly denounced, .held up to public 
derision and contempt! They had failed to be 
scared into rendering a verdict at the dictation of 
the church fanatics. Being summoned on a jury, 
they had dared to return a verdict according to their 
~est judgment of right and justice, regardless of the 
wishes of some of the ptneons. . 

Was this fierce invectiv hurled. against them be
cause they had erred in judgment ? No.! it was 
with the intent to intimidate any who should be 
called to serve as jurors in similar cases from ventur
ing to render verdict contrlilry to the wishes of the 
church. 

Yet some pa.ople can see no duty nor necessity to 
sustain the state organization of L'ibartds. 

"With Plus ultra inacribed on our br:.nners, let us 
press on to these new realma of conquest and this 
greatest work for our city, our state, rmd our God." 

Oh, no; it is not 11 religiouij observance of the 
day they are fighting for, but simply a civil law to 
secure for the poor, dear workingmen a needed day 
of rest. 

One case is being carried to the supreme court; 
if decision is rendered in harmony with the provisions 
of our state constitution there c;;n be no shadow of 
doubt of the result. 

Until that decision is rendered the fierce on
. slaught on the liberties of the people and the bitter 
persecution that will be waged c!\n be judged by 
the frantic r"vings of the plilstor of the firat Presby
terian church of Tacomi!lo. 

C. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 
Fremont, Wash. 

silver are wholly unfit for money; in the first place, 
the people hav to be taxed to the amount of a dollar 
~o buy the ~·teriaJ, an~ then pay another dol.lar with 
mterest on It before they ca.n get it. 

The example of the Bank of Venice illustrates the 
t~ue mondary system, though in that case the prin
Ciple was somewhat awkwardly applied, which awk· 
wardness can now be corrected. The Bank of Venice 
gave the people an idlated currency in the form of 
credits on its books' for value received. These credits 
were a full legal tender for all debts public and pri
vate, end would buy anything the people had to 
sell, though not redeemable in any particular thing. 
The bank h~od no use for gold or silver. AU pay· 
menta wei'e made by transfer ·on the books of the 
bank, and were simply evidences of debt, as all 
moneys necessarily must be in the nature of things. 
This monetary system was continued in successful 
operation for more than three hundred years, until 
it was abolished by Napoleon. The system while in 
operation made the Venetians the most prosperous 
people in the world. · 

What a foolish, absurd, and insane idea it is, that 
gold is necessary by which to " measure" the value 
of a dollar. If 8 specific measure is :necessary, 8 
day's work of ten hours at shoveling dirt out of a 
ditch would be a much better measure than so many 
grains of gold or silver. 

The people' of the United States, through their 
government, is the only authority ·with them for 
coining money and regulsting the value thereof. It 
can be coined on any ·materi!U the government may 
choose and in any amount it may choose; therefore 
it can never hav any occasion for borrowing money 
or paying interest. But how can the value of money 
be regulated Y Simply by regulating its volume, and 
in no other way can it be done. The commercial 
value of every product in the world, other circum
stances being feq?al, depends on its volume, and 
money is no exception to this inevitable law. 

The United States needs an iD:fl.t.ted currency of 
not less than $75 or $100 per capita to properly 
transact its business. There is not gold and silver 
enough for this, and besides none is needed. Paper 
is far better, vastly batter. Our paper money shoald 
read about like this : "For value received the people 
of the United States owe the bearer of this note $1, 
which is a full legal tender for all debts public and 
private. Is lawful money of the United Stl\tes and 
based on the whole wealth and power of the people 
of the United States. Signed, -- --, 
controller; --- ---, treasurer." 

Let the government issue from $4.500,000,000 
to $6,000,000,000 of this curreney, and it will readily 
adjust itself to the relativ values of everything else. 
That is what will naturally and appropriately occur 
under the inAvitable law of "other things being 
equal the price of any commodity depends on its 
volume." 

Then, to prevent· panics and hardships in the 
money market this volume must be kept uniform
never made lese, but more as population and increase 
of trade may require. This, with the entire aboli
tion of Interest for the use of money, is' what the 
people of the United States will finally adopt, or 
remain as they now are, or sink deeper in abject 
slavery to the aristocracy of wealth. · 

In this connection I will say a few words about 
trusts. The nationalization of the industries con· 
troled by trusts is the only remedy against them ; 
and the trusts themaelvs are preparing the way for 
their own overthrow. As an illustration take the 
Standard Oil Company. It has effected great econ
omies in the production and transportation of oil by 
the adoption of machinery, tram-ways, piping, etc., 
and ~hue greatly cheapened its production. It has 
dispensed with the use of some fourteen hundred 
teams formerly employed, besides thousands of men 
in handling. But who bas reaped the benefits of 
these econpmies? Not the people, but the Standard 
Oil Comp"ny. It has put millions upon millions of 
dollars into its purse, vastly more than an equita· 
ble compensation for services rendered, and at the 
expense of an ignorant and patient people: But 
the people, when they get their eyes open, will say 
to this trust as well as to all others: Gentlemen, 
you hav legally stolen from us about as 

"A. Correct Silver Dollar." much as we can bear; you can keep all you hav got, 
Under the above headin~ I notice e.. long article in but this kind of business must be stopped. We now 

THE TRUTH SEEKER of July 25th from J. G. Hertwig. propose to take your franchise into our own hands, 
A. correct eilnr or gold dollar se relates to the allowing ~ ou an equitable compensation for your 
intrinsic nlue of its m~tm:ial, never yet existed; and plRnt, and run it ourselvs in our own interest. We 
in the nature of thinga never c2n exist; for about can employ the same agents, st 11n equitable price, 
three-fourths of its nominal Vi!ilue is fictitious n.nd that you h~v been employing, or others, as the casa 
necessarily so; for if gold mnd silver were not in may be, but you napitalista who hav been pocketing 
demand for coinage into money they would :not such bt dividends for these many years at our ex
bring in the market as producta over one.fourth penes, we crmnot see that we hmv any further 
of their present nominal value; so that re!l.Ily r.s use for you, unless you wiab. to engage in our 
money they are only evidences of dsbt to the holder, service at s reasonsble price. We hsv been c!larrying 
as is a common note of hrmd, and that is all that you on our bmeks until we are very tired, !\nd we now 
money ever was, or ever elm be-sh:rmJy evidence demt:.nd a reat. 
of debt to the holder. It i.s h<ird for people to out- When. the people are ready for it, ~u these fruste 
grow their infantil pr,;;judie::>a however !llbmrd they will be finely organized ~nd equipped ready for the 
may be. .A~d there ia hl!lrdiy eny more ~bsurd than people to t11ke into their own htmdB srod run in their 
the d?gme.txo .humbug of. " inkdneie v~lue" in the j own interest. Thus r.~e the trust.a. themselvs pre
materllll of which money e.iwuld be IQ,~~e, ~old, l)ln4 . Jl!.U:ing the way for tbetr own overtllrow. Let them 

' 

go ahead, encourage them in it; they are uncon
sciously and unintentionally educating the peop'ie, 
who will sooner or later absorb all these trusts into 
one ~rand trust for their own benefit. 

Globe Village, Mass. F. H. :MABSH. 

Items of Foreign l,reethpught News. 
A large increase in the number of Freethinkers is 

reported from Austria, where our friend Eduard 
Schwella carries the torch of reason. 

Six new societies and eight individual members 
constitute the adhesions for last month to the 
FreJJch Freethought Federation. 

D.r. Bruno-Wille, Berlin-Friederichshagen, has 
taken the position of Dr. Voelkel as editor of 
Freireligioses Sonntags-Blatt. We bid him a 
hearty welcome. 

Mlle. Duperret, a lady known alike for her charity -
and Radical opinions, died lately s.t Toulon, France. 
The funeral services were Secult'lr. She left · har 
entire estate, real and personllll, to various charitable 
non· religious institutions. 

Rav. Ziegler, of Liegnif.z, Germany, is to be~ 
suspended from his office in the state church. He 
has been wicked enough to write a work entitled, 
" The Historical Christ," in which he lilhows himself 
to be a follower of Wellbausen and Kuenen . 

Olergymen are naturally monopolists. At the 
recant conference of Lutheran ministers held in 
Kirchberg, Saxony, a petition was sent to the 
government asking that the positions as school in· 
spector should be filled by Lutheran ministers only. ___ .. 

The international Oomited'Etudes Morales (Com
mittee on Moral Laws), whose president is Mr. JeAn 
Paul Oea, 48 rue Montmartre, Paris, is doing good 
work. It has its representative in almost every 
country, and is continually increasing in member
ship. 

On behalf of American Freethinkers we extend 
our heartfelt sympathy to J. B. Schacre, president 
of the French Freethought Federation, on occgeion 
of the recent death of his wife. Mme. Sahacre, 
besides being an activ Freethinker, was a vigorous ex
ponent of woman's rights. 

Freiheit relates the following comic occurrence. 
July 27th, Knights of Labor district 49, of this city, 
had a picnio, and while marching to the picnic-park 
carried a banner bearing the following inscription : 
"Five days for work, one day for our dear Lord, and 
one day for Humanity." 

In China Buddhists murder Christians ; in the 
" Holy Land " Greek and Roman Catholics kill each 
other; in Russia Greek Catholics prosecute Roman 
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews; in Germany Prot
estant sects fight one another and all of them are 
against the Catholics-and so in almost every country 
where supernatural religion is believed in, and all 
this is done for the glory of God and the preserva
tion of the only true faith. True are the words of 
Shakapere, "What fools these mortals be!" 

· Victor E. Lennstrand is lecturing throughout 
Sweden, and the results are as astonishing as favor
able. Several new auxiliary societies hav been 
founded, and there seems to be a race among them 
all to see which can do the best proselyting work. 
The Eskilstuna society furnishes one hundred and 
sixty subscribers to Fritankaren. We wish our 
own Freethougbt societies would as libera1ly sup
port our own Freethought papers. This spread of 
Freetbought seems to be felt by the churobea of 
Sweden. Congregations from Gdl.a and So:ler· 
hamn are sellin~ lottery tickets for the glory of 
God and the finishing of their reepectiv churches. 
The annual conference of the Sweaieh Freethinkers 
will ba held in Stockholm, August 8hh and 9th. 

TBR Freethinkers of Newark, N. J., are organizing a 
complimentary benefit-meeting for Miss Ada Campbell, 
the Australian lecturess, who leaves for England the end 
of this month. The meeting will take place Sunday, Au
l?ust 16th, at 7:30 P.M., at the Liberal League H~J, 
177 Halsey street, comer of Market street (the commit
tee having kindly tendered the use of the hall for the 
occasion). Miss Campbell will deliver a farewell lecture 
entitled "6ood and Evil, Vice and Virtue, Men and 
Women:" Admission will be by ticket only. Ticket 50 
cents. 

B. p. PuTNAM's lecture appointments for August and 
September: Linesville, Pa., August 13; Andover, 0., 
August 14; Kinsman, 0., August lli; Farmdale and Gus
tavus, o., August 16; Orangeville, 0., August 17; Mlnne· 
apolls, Minn., August 23-30; Watersville, Minn., August 
25, 26, 27: Crookston, Minn., September 1, 2, 3; James
town, N. D , September 5, 6; Boseman, Mont., September 
8, 9; Colville. Wash., September 12, 13; Spangle, Wash., 
Heptember 15 · Rosalia, Wash., September 16, 17; Oakes
dale, Wash., S~ptember 18; Palouse City, Wash., September 
19 20 · Pasco Wash., September 22, 23; ~Nanai~o, B. 0-~ 
Septe~ber ~6; Wellington, B. C., 27, 28. 
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Homeless for a Week. 
In Tm: TBuTH SillEXEB for June 13~h Mr. A. H. 

Darrow, of Hartford, Kan., criticises some of the 
arguments I advanced in favor of the single tax in 
an article under the above heading. I owe Mr. Dar
row an apology for keeping him waiting so long for 
an answer to his courteous article.· The fact is, I 
hav had my time so fully taken up of late that a 
"natural opportunity" to write did not present 
itself. I trust Mr. Darrow will excuse my apparent 
discourtesy, and will now answer to the best of my 
ability the objections he finds to the single tax. 
Referring to what I called Henry Billings's 11 pitiful 
pittance of $8 a week," he cites the ease of 11 two 
strong, healthy young men" who, coming to this 
country from Switzerland, eventually reached Kan· 
iu. They assured Mr. Darrow that all they could 
earn in their nativ country was " about $1 a week, 
while here they could earn four or five times as 
much." I· greatly fear these young men hav been 
guUing Mr. Darrow. I hav not had the pleasure or 
benefit of a trip to Switzerland and so cannot speak 
of that country from personal knowledge, but my 
reading has never led me to believe that " about $1 
a week" was considered fair wages for strong and 
healthy young men. If it is, I fear me that the old 
and infirm toilers of that eoUJ;ltry must indeed be 
hard puahed to make both ends come within sight 
of each other. Mr. Darrow concludes that as these 
young men are earning from fQur to five times as 
much in America as they did in Switzerland it 
necessarily follows that labor is four or five times 
better off in the American republic than it is in the 
European republic. A cheerful and consoling eon
elusion truly, but one hardly borne out by the facts. 
It is admitted, though, that on the whole labor is 
better paid in this country than it is in the other 
countries, but that is not the point at issue-that is 
not the real question. The real question is, Does 
labor get the fuJI value of its toil T You can no 
longer satisfy the American laboring men by te11ing 
them they are better paid than their fellow-toilers 
of other countries. Neither does it satisfy them to 
be told that they are better paid now than ever 
before. They are not at all sure that their wages 
are so much better than they used to be, but they 
are sure they are not getting a fair share of the 
wealth they produce, while through some devilish 
chicanery a class of men 11 who toil not, neither do 
they spin," are getting pretty much all there is 
except the eomparativly small portion necessary to 
sustain and silence the laboring men. As I hav said, 
they are sure of this, their grievance, but they are 
not so sure as to the remedy. They know they hav 
been, and are being, struck, and it is but a question 
of time when they strike back. Whether they will 
use ballots or bullets I cannot say, but if they will 
use single-tax ballots bullets will be unnecessary. 
Mr. Darrow thinks that if the single tax was adopted 
11 those who were able to assert _and maintain their 
rights would get and keep all of the land to the 
exclusion of others." 11 Rich landlords could hold 
their possessions longer than labor could afford to 
starve." The first of these objections is so pueril· 
it hardly deserves attention. We are living in a land 
where law is held in esteem and order maintained. 
If there were any such organized conspiracy to defeat 
the ends of government the government would un
doubtedly crush it as it crushed the Southern Rebel
lion. When the strong trample on the weak; when 
might makes right and strength means success, that 
is Anarchy, that is chaos, and this government is not 
Anarchistic, nor is it founded on chaos or confusion. 
No sane man would spend the capital or labor neces
sary to cultivate a farm, if when he had improved it 
and was ready to gather his crops any wandering 
Tom, Dick, or Harry could come up to him and say 
11 I hav the same right to this farm that you bav; it 

· being as much mine as yours, I propose to hav half 
it produces." No one would think of opening a mine 
erecting a house, or making any improvement intended 
to be permanent, unless he was reasonably sure be 
would hav possession of the land on which the 
improvement was made. Nor is it to be supposed 
that to acknowledge the equal rights of men in land 
it is n~cessary to divide up the land equally •. James 
A.. B11ley and his partners hav a very good menag
~rle, but the~ do not cut up the animals comprising it 
1n or~er to g•v each part!'er his share. They think, 
not Without reason, that It would spoil the menagerie 
if they did. What is necessary is this : Take the 
value of the land and apply it for the use of the 
community. Then the land is not the property of 
owners who can shut out labor from access to it or 
make labor pay blackmail for the use of it · but then 
land is free, free. ar;td open. for lab_or to do its holy 
work upon. Th1s IS the Blmple, direct, and sensible 
way-a tax upon the value of the land according as 
that val~e is made or appraised by .the community
a ta:s: lud upon the value accordmg to the rental 
value of that land. Of course titles to the land can 
be held, and if it givs you pleasure you can call it 

your own. As long as the community gets the worth case of Henry Billings, begs or starves. But breu 
of it-that worth which has been created by the· down the parchment barriers that separate them 
community's labor; so long as the community con- and let them freely unite, and prosperity is the 
tinues to draw its revenues from the land for its own natural, the inevitable result. It has been said so 
purposes, then the land is for all practical purposes often it has become trite, that man is a land animal; 
free and open for man to labor upon and to draw without access to land he cannot exist any -more 
forth the things that our bountiful Mother Nature than a fish can exist without access to water. It is 
has placed thereon. And does not thi~ clearly sh;ow invisible, ~at n~vertheless there is a chain on every 
that I am preaching no gospel of lazmess, o:ffenng human b~:~1ng tymg them to the surface of the earth. 
no "panacea for shiftlessness," as claimed by Mr. Whether man goes .out upon the wid& and treacber
Darrow T Lmd is not worth a rupee unless labor is ous sea, or delves mto the bowels of t~ earth,. or 
applied to it. The late Oapt. Mayne Reid tell~ in eJ?lulating in his o~n weak an~ feeble ~·>: ~he eagl~'s 
his "Qaeer People" of a tribe of savages who hved flight ~e ascends Into the air, that IDVIslble chun 
on a diet of dirt. But we are discussing civilized holdf! hun fast to the earth's surface. To break that 
people now, not 11 queer people," and civilized people chain means deat~. Whoever, then, lays claim to an 
as a rule cannot Jiv on dirt (though some, I admit, exclusiv ownership of a pa!t o.f the earth's surface 
liv in it). A.nd if the earth is to furnish them with that another man must use IS the owner of that man 
f~od they must dig and plow and sow and b~rvest. and is the own~r of him to the ex~ent of life and 
Men are not intended to be cave-dwellers, and If they death. If. all-w1se nature. had not mtended man to 
are to hav habitations they must first dig founda- liv, why did she .create h1m T • Look, the!!, at these 
tiona and after that form and frame and construct. two facts. Man IS born; lookmg about h1m he sees. 
It is admitted that trees hav not acquired the labor- m~re ~han a~ple means with which by .the mere ap
saving habit of felling themselvs; ~hat iron per- pb~at1on of hts labor be can supply all hts ":ants~ ma
versely refuses to do its own smelt1Jlg ; and coal ter1aland moral. Is he. hung~y, does he th1rst, IS he 
with the unaccountable cussedness sometimes ani- oppressed by he~t or chilled With cold ; on every hand 
mating inanimate things .persistently ~efuses to come is material t!> supply hi~ every nee~. And havi~g 
to the surface or break Itself into p1eces handy for attended to h1s more press1ng wants, h1s more mater1al 
handling. All this being admitted, it follows that necessities, is be desirous of satisfying other wants, 
these operations are left for the hands of man aided of progressing mentally and morally T Nature with 
by the forces of nature be has subdued a~d bar- lavish, al!Dost wast~fal hands has ~trewed broa.dcast 
nessed for his service. Any" panacea for shiftless- the. requtred m~teru~ls. All that IS left for h1m to 
ness" in any of those operations T I think not, do 1s to apply his skill •~:!~ stre.ngth ~o the l~nd, to 
Mr. Darrow, bub I believe there is 11 a remedy for the forces ~d opportu~Ities WI~h ~hich h~ IS. sur
poverty" in them. "Rich landlords," Mr. Darrow rounded. H1s progress !B onl1 hm1ted by h1s know~
tells us " could hold their possessions longer than edge as to how to use h1s skill and labor, and his 
labor ~ould afford· to starve." It seems to me wilHngness to use them. Without these natural 
that if Mr. Darrow had given the single tax syst~m !Daterials .what. eoul~ man's Ia~:>~ producet Wh~re 
a little more study than he has he would not ra1se 10 all tb1s " Wide, '!Ide world IS there one thmg 
such a trite and trivial objection to it as the above. made by human toll that has not been produced, 
Not a great many years ago Oalifornia was noted for pri~arily, from t~e land! There is no~ one. Wh~re 
its large ranches. There are a few left yet, notably a smgle occupation wh1cb ha~ not Its fou~dat10n 
the Morrow ranch, near San Jo£e, which is thirty-five upo:t;t the lal!d 1 The land IS· ~he mater1al, the 
thousand acres in e:s:tent, but they will soon be fabric; man IS ~e workman. W1thout land ~an 
things of the past. Until a very recent period the cannot work, Without work he. must of necessity 
owners never even dreamed of cultivating them. starve. These facts are self-evident. If then you 
The taxes were very light-almost nominal in fact- require man to beg or buy land, you compel him to 
but the payment of .them was shirked or dodged. beg.o~ buy th~ privilege ~f working:-that is to say, 
For years they constituted a barrier to the proper of living. Th1s makes h1m a slave JUst as much as 
development of the state. The majority of them though he wa~ sold on the auction-block to the 
embraced leagues on leagues of land capable of highest bidder. . It D!akes .no particle of difference 
furnishing lucrativ and steady employment to a what he calls h1ms~ll or •.s .call~d,. no m~tter how 
large population. They should hav been the state's apparently exalted _his con~It!on m hfe, he IS a slave. 
chiefest blessing, instead of which they were its He may hav the proud priVIlege of the ballot, may 
greatest ban. They constituted the field of labor ho~d. a high and honora~le office, may believe in any 
for a few vaqueros and rancheros instead of the rehg1on be pleases, or, bke Mr. Darrow and myself, 
teeming population they were capable of supporting. belie!e in none; ~ut so .Jong as he must. beg or buy 
But fortunately for the rest of the state the time the nght of applymg h1s labor to land, JUSt so long 
came when it became unprofitable to hold them, is be a slave, and the whole world his master. This 
owing to the natural and unavoidable increase of infamous monopoliz:!ltion of the gifts of nature is 
taxes, and one after another the magnificent domains why capital can drive such hard bargains with labor. 
granted under Mexican rule io the dons of that Suppose Labor, stung at last by his wrongs, refuses 
period hav been disappearing. If it had been pos- to submit, ilnd says to Oapital, "You hav driven me 
sible or profitable for the owners to hold on to them beyond the point of endurance; I'll submit no longer 
they would hav done so. It is not human nature to be ground into the very dust for your aggrandize
to let go of a good thing. Let personal property ment." Oapital, knowing his power, replies, 11 All 
go free· and tax land values. No man will then buy right, my man, go elsewhere." And so poor, foolish, 
or hold more land than he can conveniently handle. misguided manly Labor starts out, stout of heart and 
The whole, the only aim of the landholder will lean of purse, to look for work. Does he find iii T I 
then be to make what he has produce all it possibly will tell you what he finEls. He finds he is living in 
can. As fast as be can make his land into grain, a civilized (?) country more than capable of feeding 
into vegetables and fruits, into sheep and cattle and a dozen times its present population, and he finds at 
horses-in a word, into wealth-just that fast will least two-thirds of its land untilled, or but partially 
he do it. Rather than permit any of his land to go ·cultivated. He :finds that, at the most conservativ 
to tax-sale he will employ three men and horses estimate, at least eight-tenths of the coal-beds and 
where be now employs but one. His whole inge- quarry-lands and mineral deposits are unused, an
nuity, his whole thought, will be given to the getting touched, just as they came fresh from the bands of 
of the most out of a little ground, instead of being nature. And looking around him he finds vacant 
satisfied with a little from a lot of ground. Tax land, unused land, waste land on every side. All 
land values, and the millions which are invested in this be has found, but he has not found a job yet. 
real estate, whiob in the hands of speculatcrs ham- And so, a little bit discouraged, he makes his weary 
per and dwarf the growth of every settlement from way to the metropolis, and he finds within the cor
my city to Mr. Darrow's and from Mr. Darrow's to porate limits more than half the area of that great 
the Pacific slope and the Gulf of Mexico, would be city v11cant, unoccupied. All this, bear in mind, in 
thrust into the channels of trade, and become living, spite of the fact that there are mile~ upon miles 
throbbing arteries carrying the rich life-blood of of sky-scraping and morality-destroyJDg tenement 
employment and consequent "good times "-that is, houses in which men and women, aye, and little 
prosperity-to every part and portion of the body children are packed and pressed like sardines. And 
politic. The man who has a lot of unproductiv yet there are loads of room in t~at great city for the 
real property will either let it go to tax-sale or else comfortable and decent bousiDg of every man, 
be will build on it or cultivate it. Of one thing you woman, and child in it. But L&bor has not succeeded 
may be sure, he won't bold it in an attempt to ''starve in finding the job he was looking for. Suppose he 
labor." Mr. Darrow seems to hold the general goes to one of these pieces of vacant land, one of 
opinion that men do not need land, but only the these 11 natural opportunities," and begins the novel 
results of labor. This puts me in mind of McKee- experience of being his own employer. Along comes 
ver's hog. That intelligent animal " didn't care a Landlord, waving a tiUe-deed at him, and orders 
d1mn for oak trAes since all it wanted was acorns." him off under . the pains and penalties of the law. 
Tell me, my dear Mr. Darrow, how are men to get Poor, misguided, deluded Labor. His eyes are 
the results of labor without land ! Bare land of no opened at last, and he sees that all these unused 
value to Henry Billings. No, not in the sense in natural opportunities are owned by individuals and 
which you take it, although you will probably admit held as private property. He learns at last that he 
that it is a most convenient thing to be upon, more cannot go to work anywhere unless he first pays a 
convenient, for instance, than being in the water or tribute to a blackmailer who owns a natural oppor
up in the air. Bat how about bate land allied with tunity, and so, crushed in spirit, with the last smol
bare labor T A strong combination that, don't you dering spark of manhood extinguished, he goes back 
think T Separate them, and one is unproductiv, to Oapital and, making a low obeisance, he says, 
almost useless, while the other steals, or, as in the " Sir, in mercy's name grant me the boon of making 
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a Jiving, and I will be your willing serf for the rest 
of my wretched life." No "insubo:rdination" there, 
is there, Mr. Darrow T And Capital, still aware of 
his power, drives a bargain compared with which the 
o~e that stung labor into desperation and despair was 
mtld and meek and meroifa~ and Labor, helpless as 
Andromeda chained to the rooks, submits. There is 
still another point. As population increases, as it 
grows .. in numbers,· these natural opportunities in
crease m value, and in the 11ame ratio of· increase 
goes up · also the amount of the tribute in 
money labor will hav to J?ay for access to 
them, for· the privilege of living. The more of ·the 
procfuots of toil which is used for the payment of this 
constantly ineree.sing tribute to the Iand-minotaur the 
-1~&13 will be the share or portion allowed to 'the 
laborer. As a consequence, the harder will become 
his already too hard lot. . · 

11 In Kansas," says Mr. Darrow, "we need :tlax and 
linen factories more .than we need the single tax." 
He seems to think that the bro~td state of Kansas is 
not large enough to hold both. If Kansas had the 
sjngle tax, it would _not be very long before it had 
h~en and :tlax factories, and dozens of other indus
tries. . Suppose Businessman desires to invest 
$25 000 in :tlax or linen indudry. Going out to 
Hartford he .finds an excellent site for his factory. 
It is a block of land that has not been touched sincEt 
the Sacs, or Sioux, or whatever tribe of aborigines 

h~re,'1 and surely. it i~ a crime to deprive bim of 
etther. And when I speak of depriving the laborer 
of his_hire, l don't mean merely depriving him of the 
hire he has been compeUed ·to· agree beforehand ·to 
acaept, because, pei"ohanoe, he was famishing j b8.
oause he was naked, without a habitation he. could 
call his own ; because of his crying need for any~ 
thing .that would be enough to help him for a little 
while to keep body and soul together ; that is not the 
hire of the labQrer, what his wretchedness and want hav 
compelled him to agree to take; His hire is what he 
should hav been able to demand:.....: the full wages of 
his industry, thal is, what justice and equity in every 
case requires shall be awarded ·him~ If he has 
agreed beforehand to receive less than he is entitled 
to, the other party to the agreement is taking a mean 
aad ·criminal advantage of his ignorance or indigence. 
These two c~imes are committing in our shops and 
stores, in our foundries and fields, in our mines and 
marble quarries, in every place where· labor is em
~Ioyed. But it cannot always last. 

- The mills of the gods grind slowly, 
But they grind exceeding small. 

Injustice may· triumph for a while. Wrong may 
:tlourish and tyranny thrive, but it will not .b~ for
evEr. Only the right is eternal, only the truth is 
immortal. I. may not see the d•wning of the better 
day. The glories of the golden age may be denied 
to me, but I fef:ll, I know, that the time will surely 
come · · 

When the right will be uppermost, · 
·A-nd justice shall be done •. 

EnwABns RoussEau. 
Brooklyn, N. Y., July 2G, E.M: 291. 

feopled that part of Kansas, roamed the land. But 
mistake. It has been touched with a title-deed, 

and the owner of that title-deed immediately 
" touches " Businessman for $8,000. That is 
t~e.prioe Buainessman must giv for the privilege of 
gtvmg employment to labor, for setting thewbeels 
of industry in motion on that plot of land. "WeU 
butt says Businessman, "I hav but $25;000 
capttal,. every penny of which 1 will need to erect That " Correct Silver Dollar." 
my factory; put in engine a~:d machinery, carry Mr. J; G. Hartwig's "Oorrect Silver Dollar" in 

employ Mr. Hertwig to muddle the minds of his 
people and despoil them. Most nations use silver 
as money; we should endeavor to ·supply them, and 
in doing so, supply ourselvs. J. W. JAMES. 

Okattanooga, Tenn. 

· Cashf 
Will you please allow me the privilege through 

the columns of THt TnuTH-SEEXEB to ask Mr. J. G. 
Hartwig, of Washington, D. C., the following 
questions: · 

1. What is money T . 
2 Is money a creation of law l 
3. ·Is it money outside of the limits of the govern

ment that created it ! 
4, Did any nation ever use the money of other 

nations as a lawful money ! 
5. If metal money is not money outside of the 

country that makes it, what is it T . 
6. Does the rule apply to all countries! 
7. Is there any suoh thing as a money of the 

world T . · 
8. Is gold, silver, copper, or any other matter 

money befora the law makes it money? 
9. If all countries were to abolish the law making 

metal money and substitute some other matter, 
without changing the quantity, what e:ffaoh would it 
hav on the business of the country T ... 

10 What is meant by intrinsic value T 
11. Hav gold and silver a greater intrinsic value 

than other metals ? 
12. What reasons are there for using gold and 

silver for money T . 
13. If metal money is necessary, why not some 

otbAr metal just as well T 
14 . What is the value of a gold or silver dolla~: T 
15. In buying a horse or other property, using 

gold or silver coin, what does the selling party get 
for his property T · 

16. Is the value of gold, silver, and copper coins 
established by law T . 

17. Does the law ever change those values! 
· 18. Has not the value of gold changed more than 

any other metal T 
19. If the silver dollar, 412! grains, has taken its 

former place as money, why is it called the 79-cent 
dollar T 

20. Why were all the smaller silver coins ma4e 
seven per cent light T 

21. Why were they deprived of their.Jegal tender 
:quality for all sums over $5 1 

22. What is the relativ effect in trade upon the 
rich and the poor by the use of these light-weight 
coins which are not a full legal tender T . 

23. What effect will the dr•in of gold from one 
country to another hav upon the productiv interests 
of those countries T . 

24. Where do governments derive their power to 
coin money and set thereon a value T 

Now, friend Hartwig, as soon as you answer these 
questions we will furnish vou another batch. 

Pook, Neb, July 14, 1891. W.,P. Bnooxs. 

stock, et~. If you _take away one-third of· my avail- Tim TBUTll SEEXEB of July 2£Hh appears to be of the 
able oapttal you will prevent me from carrying out same characte-r the gold-owpers and creditor class 
my design." To this the landholder repl.es, that if cause .to be inserted in the daily and religious press 
Businessman does not giv it he will get it from of. the country. It l!eems,tbat the suggestion of R. 
some one el~e, even if he has . to wait till the city . B. Hayes while president has just taken root and 
grows a httle larger. And so. Businessman posaession of the mind of Mr. Hartwig; A correct 
tqrns away balked and bafllad; the factory is not silver dollar controled by the price of the metal in 
erected, and the labor is not employed. This is the market, indeed I and used as a basis for the issu
not a fancy sketch. It is ths same everywhere. anoe of silver certificates to be used as money! and 
Wherever there is a plot of ground not too far from the president to. annually determin its value ! and 
oommnnication with the outside wor1d, that is to upon certificates acoordingly-thus, if the president 
say, an available natural opportunity, . there is finds it depreciated one-half, he will put two dollars' 
a human dog-in-the-manger, and that Cerberus worth of the metal into one dollar, if it goes to one 
must hav a sop thrown to him in the · shape hundred per cent premium he would coin fifty cents' 
of rent before industry can pass him. Is worth into a dollar, and so on. Such doctrin may 
it a matter for surprise that hundreds of· thousands . be very good for Mr. Hartwig, his interest may lie 
~f work~rs of b?t.h sexes want work and cannot find in the dinction of despoiling the sense of the people 
·~ T Is tt surpr1s1ng that the ~vor are constan~ly get- . as well as their pockets,· and it may be accepted as 
ttng poorer ; that we complam of there being too i good philosophy by Hayes; Oleveland, and the pres
much cotton growa, although hundreds of thousands ent incumbent, but it will hardly do for the readers 
are ~nsuftlciently clothed; that ctrpenters' tools are of THE r.J;:suTH_ SEEXl!l:B. Looking a little ahead, jadg
gettu~g :usty for the want of use, notwithstanding ing from the condition of <&ffairs that surrounds us, 
a maJOrity of the people are not properly housed. it will become apparent to the thoughtful that nei
How can it be other t~an it is so long as labor, the tber gold, silver, nor both combined can supply the 
creator of all wealth, is compelled to beg, hat in ·demand of money nor furnish the basis for it. 
hllnd, for the privilege of emp_hyment. Pick up a To furnish a basis for currency is worse than folly, Things an Editor Lacks. 
newspaper, any one will do. y JU are almost certain it is idiocy. · · . . B. B. Tuo:ter, Pooh Bah or Anarohv, tn Ltberl!l. 

to read the acaount, dismissed with a paragraph, of • It rt3quires ·the accumulation of two volumes of The Editor of THE T:suTH SEEXEB, who finds in 
aome poor devil, being out of w Jrk and despondent, ·money-one to use, the other being in Mr. Tilden's Ingersoll that perfection which he tails to find in the 
finally ending his wretched, wa:Jted life by his own reservoir. To secure just one currency and a suffi. Christian's Jesus, is as pained and angered by rational 
h•nd. It has got so that thousands care less than ciency will be attended with many difficulties, disap- criticism of his idol as the pious Christian is by any 
nothing_ whether they liv or diP. Ask the average pointments, heartsickness. attempt to apply to Jesus the test of coinmon sense. 
mechanto Mallock's famous qu'}ry and in a m•jority In case this double standard be provided it will The sharp comments called forth by Ingersoll's elo
of cases it will be answered in the negativ. Yeater- always be in danger of loss from capture by invasion quent cant in defense of things as they are naturally 
day a man named Aroon Cupenter committed or rebellion, or by the simple turning of the bolts by move our good Ingersollian disciple to attack the 
suicide by taking pnis green. He was not looking the custodian, as iii. the ease of many of the states, Infidel critics in the true old Christian fashion. He 
for fame or notoriety. He was not trying to touch and thereby leave all of Uncle Sam's nephews and says that it is mild language to call their statements 
the tender sympathies of a gu' lible publia; but he nieces in the condition of THE TBUTH SEEXEB family lies; that the Socialists and Anarchi~ts object to the 
~as looki~g for escape from s~arvation. Think of -without a redeemer. Such was, doubtless, the common sense which Ingersoll appbes to the ldbor 
1t! Here 1n the commercial metropolis of the most intention of the framers of the metal basis reservoir question and wag malicious tongues at a man too big 
prosperous country on the face of the ear~h, where clause. for them to comprehend; that only ''little people, so 
po~era of prod~ction are deT~loped to the highest Would it not be terrible to look forward through- short-sighted that they cannot see their own.limita
potnt of perfection, this man, anxious to produce 'out a long life in the fuU faith and hope of a re- tiona jump around him and call him 'shaiiow,' " and 
and capable o~ pro~ucing, is forbidden to satisfy his detimer, and all the time "knowing that my [our] that :, there is small hope of getting the envious and 
nee~s by putting his ~owers to use, until, &t last, ia . redeemer liveth," to nnd in the end the whole thing dishonest social critics of Colonel Inge~soll to do him 
the t».san1ty of. despatr, he rus~es to a self-created ·to be a damned fraud ? The people of this eountry justice." To refa~e the cri~ics' statem~~ts the edito
death. Why d1dn't he go to a charity association, probably need four or ~ve billion dollars of money rial apologist reprtnts cert~1n v_ery famthar Ingersoll
you ask T It wa~ not alms he wanted, it was justice. currency. This, or whatever amount they do need, ian utterances, mostly platitudinous, vague, and con
~e wanted the rtght of ma~ing ,_living, not permis- much or lit_tle, the government should procure at the tradictory. Now, I cannot undertake to enlighten 
st.on to beg on~. That r1gh_t . was conferre~ upon lowest possible cost in mate~al, and tssue it as fall the Editor of THm T:suTH SEEXEB, having no coDfidence 
ht~ by nature tn common w1tn. ev.ery other numan legal tender for all debts pubbc and private. whatever in his capacity or receptivness. I can only 
bem~. . It was conferr~~ upon h1m tn power ~o work, By free coinage the currency comes to the people repeat that I know Ingersoll to be utterly incompe
and bDUt~ess o~portun1ttes for work, but soctety had without cost .for intrinsic value save to the owner tent to discuss scientific economics, politics, or ethics. 
robbed. htm of 1t. He '!as the naster of one factor of who supplies it and who is paid upon parting with When be loses himself in the mazes of shallow talk I 
producmg wealth, that ts, labor and yet he was made it. To the people it becomes expensiv by reason of am not surprised. If Ingersoll's nonsense appears to 
utterly depend~n~ for t~e otber, the soil, on the wear and abrasion, and is loss when required to be the Editor of THE TBUTH SEEXEB sterling and pro
gre~d . and cuptdity of bts fellow-men. And in this supplied, as is the case with any other kinds of cur- found sense the inevitable inference is that he is even 
ChrJ~ttan age fate help the mn who is dependent rency when required to be destroyed and reissued. more ignor~nt than Ingersoll is. And to show what 
on h1s fellow-~an. ~nd yet th£ re is nGthing novel or This silver money, stricken down in 1873 by the a pitch of stupidity he can attain I only n_e~d to refer 
out of the ordmary In Aroon C:•rpenter's case. It is act of demonetization, operated as more than an to his characterization of the editor. of L~bM"ty as a 
only one of thousands. A~d in t '"e same cit"y ar~ other entire loss to the people-both intrinsically and as " self-elected spokesman of 'philosophical Anarchy' 
th!'usands of m~n who toil no.t nor ~av ocaas1on to money. The English money managers procured ~he and self-appointed corrector of the human race.', 
toll, because, o~mg to our UDJ~3t soCial system, they pa.ssage of that act by purchase (see their Magazme, Who elected Macdonald spokesman of Freethought 
are en~b~ed to hv upon the pr1cH of the natural op- 1873). They would induce the United States to (limited) and corrector of the human raoeT Or is it 
port';IDtttes for work of which A1."oon Oarpenter was crowd four dollars' worth of metal into one dollar of proper to be a theological cor~ctor of the .human 
deprtved. Surely the laborer s~ould be allowed to coin and buy it and sell it for ten prices to their race and improper to be a pohttoal and social oor
labor, and surely "the l~borar is, -wqrthy of b~~ 4.ullell jf they' could. In like manner they would rector of the human race T 
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is an inciden.t in English history that may serve ... an 
exoelleJit illustration of the folly of acoepting wUh
out question the aonolusions of enn the moat dis
tinguished and popular bistorian. In lc;8s, James 
U., a Catholic king, wu on the thro~e of England. 
At that time there were statutes in force which 
enabled the ·Established ahurcsh to persecute the 
Catholics and the Protestant Dissenters. But James, 
with tha ulterior purpose, no doubt, of building up 
the Catholic church, publiahed 1. deolaration in 
which he suspended the execution of the persecuting 
statutes. He ordered t.llis declaration to be re.a, on 
a certain Sunday, in all the churches. The bishops 
of the Church of England came together, drew up a 
protest against this order, and seven of them went 
in person and presented this protest to the king. 
He had them arrested and impn'soned in the tower, 

!Jngle aubscrlption in advance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One subscriptio• two yean, In advance ................. . 

.,. 00 
1 00 and instituted in the ordinary courts of law a prose-
1 08 cation against them for libel, of which charge . they 

1 00 
were ultimately acquitted. 

Two new aubscrlberl ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
One subscription with one new 1ubtlcrlber, In one re-

mittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• : ......................... .. 
Oae subscription with two new mbscrlbel'l, In one 

remittance •••.••.••••••••••••••.••••.••.••.••.••••••••.•.••••• 
One mbscription with three new subscrlberl, In one 

remittance ..................................................... . 
One lubscrlption with four new mbscrlben, In 6ne 

remi\taD.ce •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Now, Macaulay, in his history, has, in these 'pro-
7 00 eeedillgs, no word of condemnation for anyone but 
s 10 the king. His declaration was illegal and his object 

·was sinister. Whether the first of these accusations 
10 00 is true is a matter in dispute to · this day. But Any number over dve '' ~e a.me ra\e, blvarla.bl:r 

with one remittance. 

OwmG to Ulneas in Mr. Heston's family TBB TBUTB 
S:sEDB appears this week without pictures. We 
shall hav them in the succeeding issue. Mr. Heston 
knows .that he and his invalid wife haY the sympathy 
of his friends, and his friends will be glad to know 
that the illness will probably be only temporary. 

W11 shall pript nezt week an article by John E. 
Remsburg, asking "When Did Jehoshaphat Die!'• 
It is revised and rewritten from one with the same 
title published in the TBum SBEX:n AmroAL a few 
years iince. Through 1 seemingly trivial question 
Hr. Bemsburg strikes one of his hardest blows, not 
only agliDst those who defend the dogma of plenary 
inspiration, but against those so-called BatioDaliats 
in theology who are disposed to accept the alleged 
historical books of the Bible as reliable history. 
The dispute between the "higher" and "lower" (or 
traditional) critics, brought about by the Briggs 
case, has •~Jain forced the matter to the front. Hr. 
Remsburg is always forcible and critical, and this 
artiole will be of great service to Freethought. 

Deceptions of History. 
HiatorJ baa been defined as a collection of " lies 

agreed upon." But a considerable portion of this 
form or literature consists of lies. still in dispute. 
• or iJ the re.aer entirely 1afe when there is no diaL 
greement as to the essential facts ; for the facta may 
be 10 arranged, and the narrativ so artfully colored, 
u to produce a wrong result and inculcate a false 
le110n. EYents can be so ingeniously shuftled as to 
turn up a lyiDg collocation. No works need to be 
read with more cue and discrimination than so
called hiltorie~J. No author can be taken as absolute 
authority for all the assertions that embellish his 
pases. Bnt this is not the only difficulty ; if lihe 
reader is not on his guard he will thoughtlessly giv 
hilauent to a historian's erroneous reasoning on the 
facta 1tated. It would be easy to point out instuoes 
of entire misapprehension as to the truth of history 
under whiob the mass of readers are laboring to this 
day. 

It i1 necessary to look beneath the surface of the 
events paraded with so much effect on the ordinary 
historical page, to discern the spirit of the age, and 
pasp an adequate conception of the invisible move
ment of social or religious forces. The indications 
of such movements ate not usually to be found in 
the policy of courts or cabinets; nor are they re
Yealtd always in the tramp of armies, or in the ao
countll of sieges, battles, and conquests. A history 
of France~ endin1 with the year 1788, would hav 
oontained Do hint of the activit;, of the forces which 
were 10 soon to precipitate the cataclysm that 
whirled killg, :taobles, and priests into a common 
ruin. As soon as one is enabled to diseover the in
klleetual drift of an age or a people, he can fairly 
interpret the events on the surface of aifaira, and he 
is fortified against the arts by which a historian 
attempt• to mystify or mislead the reader. 

To go back no more than two hundred years, there 

previous kings had set aside QJ,e execution of 
statutes, without provoking opposition. As to the 
second, whatever the king's motiv might hav been 
his measure was salutary and unobjectionable. 
Who will now deny that religious toleration was a 
good thing! 

On the other hand, Macaull)' holds up the bishops 
to the gratitude of Britons and the admiration of 
mukind, as though they had, at great personal 
perU, stood for the liberties of England. But the 
facts plainly show-the undisputed facts-that 
they only won a crown or infamy. Their action 
stands out in all its naked baseness. They had 
recently revived, with great earnestness, the odious 
dootrin of divine right and passiv obedience. 
Whatever wu ordained by the "Lord's anointed" 
must be submitted to with patient obedience and 
without a murmur. But the moment the king pro
posed that other sects might enjoy freedom equal to 
their own, they ftew to armt, and repudiated their 
pet dootrin in favor of the royal prerogativ. Their 
claim that the indulgence granted by the king was 
illegal can be no defense for them. When other 
kings had used the prerogativ for purposes of 
mjustice and cruelty they had given not so much 
as a whisper of protest; but they turned their backs 
on their own repeated professions when this king 
used his prerogativ in favor of a singularly just and 
beneficent measure-when he baa, for the first time 
in English history, given to the country an edict of 
religious toleration. The fact seems to be that the 
prelates of the Church of England were thrown into 
a paroxysm of rage because they were to be deprived 
of the cherished joy of persecuting their religious 
foes. It was not the first time nor the lillat when the 
church has· aaori1ioed its professed principles to its 
interest and its revenge. 

Macaulay also commends the Dissenters, because 
at this juncture they made common cause with the. 
English church in resisting the king. The church 
had always delighted to persecute them. O.nly a 
few years before, these very statutes which the king 
sulilpended bad been let loose again~t them in the 
most cruel manner, and some of their distinguished 
leaders were still smarting from the blows they had 
received. Why should they not make the moat of 
their opportunity now ! The principle of toleration 
had been put before the people; they might hav 
assisted to establish it, whatever became of the 
king. Had they taken their stand on. toleration, 
they might hav hastenecl their own emancipation 
from the rigors of persecution. But, blinded by 
bigotry, they joined hands with those who had 
despoiled them and rejected the toleration o1fered 
them, for no conceivable reuon except that they 
would not share it with Catholics. It is hard to say 
which awakens the most indignation or contempt
the cruelty of the church attempting to stamp out 
toleration, or the folly of the Dissenters m kissing 
the hand that smote them t 

As to this passage or history, it is probable that 
thousands hav-been mislei by Macaulay's discolora
tion. Bat it only shows how careful we must be 
not to be deceived by a historian's reasoning, even 
when we do not dispute his facts. What his motiv 
was in thas attempting to tuJ'D from the church the 

oondemaation. U deserved we may not know. In 
-previous publications he bacl not been too tender of 
its fame. But it is to be hopecJ that readers will not 
always be misled in matters of hiatory, even by the 
charm of his style~ the splendor of his diotioD, or the 
brilliancy of his rhetoric.· 

------~~------------
. The Case of Mr. Swartz. 

We llad not thought .• o say anything in reply to 
Mr. C. L. Swartz's ezaulpation of his own conduct in 
selling copies of 1 paper filled with slanderous. and 
libelous matter, but 1 description :of the journal in 
question published in tbe last number of the 
~wemieth Century so strongly emphasizes what we_ 
previously taid, and, if true, makes Mr. Swartz's 
o1fense so detestably heinous (though we do not 
accuse him of intentionally o1fending), that it may be 
well to once more refer to the:case. 

Mr. Swartz:said§to .us: 
" Like most others who attempt to justify the interference 

of legalized authority with wl!-at can be but the a:tfalr of the 
individual, you confound the right to sell whatever some one 
else wants to buy, and consequently the right to publish 
and disseminate whatever a person chooses, with the 
palpable abuse of such freedom by a libel.· No one can 
more detest libel or slander' or be more willing. to make 
reparation for such, unintentionally published, than myself. 

" This case is similar to those of Luoife'r and the Word. 
In neither of these has any Injured party appeared against 
the defendant; but Heywood is in the Massachusetts state 
prison with a two years' sentence half served, and Harman 
has six years of the same punishment hanging over his head. 
Nor has my o:ffense been greater-or less. Bennett, Har. 
man, and Heywood libeled no one, and they were im
prisoned; I hav circulated naught but the truth-does the 
Editor of TBB TRUTH BBEKBB think I should be imprisoned P" 

The deaoription of the paper sold by Mr. Swartz, 
signed" Senator, Roakpod, Mo.," is as follows: 

· " The clipping from the VoioJ [relating to the Missouri 
Legislature] started with the Kansas City --, a 
sheet so low, fl.lthy, and vile that the Missouri legislature, 
early in Its last session, passed an act entitled ' Immoral 
Publications,• aimed largely at the --, making it 
a felony for any person to hav in his possession for sale, or 
keep for sale, or expose for sale, or distribute, or in any 
way assist in the sale, or gratuitously distribute or glv away 
any such newspaper, etc., etc., etc. Punishment, impris
onment in the penitentiary for a term of not .less than two 
nor more than five years. That foul and cowardly sheet, to 
get even with the legislature, waited till its adjournment and 
'then publiBhed a series of filthy articles charging the mem
lbers who were the most actlv in the passing or the bill with 
~he most indecent conduct~ giving their names, and indis. 
crlminately naming those who were at the state capital at 
the time and those who were hundreds of miles away. The 
sheet is wholly indecent and Irresponsible, and the law Is 
being enforced against it all over the atate. Whoever sella 
it does so under the cover of secrecy. It is read only by 
gamblers, sluggers, thugs, thieves, and bawds." 

Mr. Swartz alleges that he "circulated naught 
but the truth." What does he·think of that assertion 
now! . And did he take pains to find out if the stuft' · 
in the paper he sold was true! Ol course not. And 
in circulating the sheet, thereby injuring others, he 
violated the principles of individualism which he 
professes to boll} dear. Had he known of his own 
knowledge that the libels in the paper were true his 
act would still be contemptible; not knowing it, it 
was worse. 

Mr. Swartz further said that because no one 
person hu commenced an action against llim for 
personal injury he has done no wrong. . If this is 
good logic then he has 1 right to commit a nuisance 
once 1 week against the public, for he c~n triumph· 
antly point to the fact that no particular individual 
is •njured thereby. 

No matter how big a blunder the state's attorney 
may hav made in drawing up the complaint or the 
lrldiotment, or how informal the wording of the law 
as enacted, the fact remains patent to the moat dull 
comprehension that the intent of the legislature was 
11 to protect the libeled from the libeler." That laD· 
gnage has been employed that does not upress this 
as clearly as it should is a mere technicality. 

We learn that the paper only prints names in full 
when it attaaks the weak aud defenseless. When it 
slanders a person who is able and likely to prove 
willing to follow the case through 1 course of law it 
prints the name inootreotly or otherwise locates its 
victim so that the public will know whom it means 
and it yet esc~pe legal responBibUity. The only way 
to reach these vile sheets is to wipe them out by 
suoh an enactment as the Kansas law was evidently 
intended to be. If the law does not fill the bill it 
should be remodeled. 

It is certain that it is only the state which c~ 
protect people from such vUe sheets, for without the 
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state there oonld be no libel law, and punishment for 
invasion of personal· rights would be aooomplisbed 
personally and by violenoe. Personal liberty is the 
dearest thing in· the world, but one man's liberty 
must be ourtailed when be uses it to injure another. 
These o.Rion orows are enemies to sooialliberty and 
freedom-what Mr. Swartz is oontending for-and 
enemies to personal rights. In helping them Mr. 
Swartz was the invader, not the defender, of liberty. 
The private lives of individuals do net oonoern the 
pnblio· unless before the pnblio legally. We . do not 
believe that Mr. Swarlz himself will defend the aots 
of his employers, and there is oertainly no parallel at 
all between his oase and the oases of D. M. Bennett, 
Moses Harman, and E. H~ Heywood. They injured 
no one; Mr. Swartz did. 

The Two Schools of Critics. 
The war between the" Higher" and the "Lower" 

oritios goes merrily on,, and before the struggle 
eloses the Old Testament at least will be pretty well 
torn. in pieaes. The Independent, with mnob on wis
dom (from the Christian standpoint), is printing gen
erous essays on the snbjeot al!.~"·enlightening more 
Christians than ever the boo:iisaOf Knenen-and his 
fellow "higher" oritios oould reaoh. Its latest work 
of enterprise is to print a pro and con oonsideration 
of the matter by Professors Curtiss and Osgood, in 
wbioh the former gin his oonolnsions as to what the 
oritios bav shown, and the latter states why be re· 
jeat1 their work altogether. The latter uses Dt. 
Koenen's "Hexatenob "-the Pentatenob and Joshua 
-as a text, oonsidering him the leader of the 
oritioll heretioa. The faots whiob be collocates from 
Koenen as being firmly established by the higher 
oritioism will be of the greltest interest to the stu
dious inquirer into Old Testament ~nraoy. He 
quotes: 

"The character·of the legislation as a whole is in absolute 
contradiction with the )etting in which the Hexateuch puts 
it» (Hexateuch, p. 19). "The representation of Moses as a 
law giver, given in the Hexateuch itself, is, therefore, con
tradicted rather than confirmed by the form of the legisla. 
tion. With respect to the tradition which makes him the 
actual writer of the whole Tora [Pentateuch] we must ex
press ouraelvs much more strongly. It is absolutely 
excluded by the difference of form between the several 
codes" (p. 23). 

" There can be no question, therefore, that if we place 
ouraelvs at the point of view of the Hex:ateuch itself we are 
justified in regarding the ordinances of Ex:odus to Dauteron
omy as the several parts of a single body of legislation, and 
comparing themonewith another as such. The comparison 
will often reveal important differences, nay, irreconcilable 
co!ltradictioDS" (p. 24). 

"The· evidence furnished by the confiicting character of 
the narrative of the Hexateuch and their differences of form 
is confirmed by their contents.'; " Their representations, to 
put · it in a word, are utterly unhistorical, and, therefore, 
cannot hav been committed to writing until centuries after 
Moies and Joshua" (p. 42). 

" The representations in the later books of the Hexateuch 
simply defy tb.e conditions of space and time to which every 
event is subject; and by which, therefore, every narrativ 
may be tested. The exodus, the wandering, the passage of 
the Jordan, and the settlement. in Canaan, as they are de
scribed in the Hexateuch, simply could not hav happened" 
(p. 48). 
' "h it not obvioua that the narrators had never once 
thought of all this and regarded it as the simplest matter in 
the world to accomplish things which, in point of fact, Q/1'6 

ab8olutsly impossible within the limits of space and time which 
they .themselvs aesigu ?" 

" It is not too mueh to say that the representation of all 
this given in the Hexateuch is absurd" (p. 46). 

"The representations of the Hexateuch, as they stand, can 
only be regarded as the products of ages long after Moses 
and Joshua when the. true course of events was almost for. 
gotten, and genuin historical reminiscences could only be 
preserved by having a place assigned them in a flctitio'UB 
fratmewO'I'k" (p. 48. Italics mine). 

Numbers is a "fictitious narrativ" (page 94). 
" The representation of the Mosaic times and of the settle

ment in Canaan which the Hexateuch givs us is, as a whole, 
contradicted by the veritable history" (page 192). 

Deuteronomy is a "literary fiction" (page 219). 
"The clear indications of diversity of authorship furnished 

by these confiicting representations would lead us a priori to 
expect linguistic evidence of a corresponding nature. Nor 
is our expectation deceived ; each of the divergent accounts 
has its distinctiv language and characteristic turns of speech 
and style " (page 4). 

Mosu.-Dr. Toy, agreeing with Dr. Kuenen (Hexateuch, 
page 244), says : · 

"If he (Moses) wrote any commandments the record has 
been lost.'' " If we cannot suppose that the Pentateuch is 
correct history, then we do not know precisely what Moses 
did for his people " (Rel. of Israel, page 25). 

"The Israelites were hardly civilized before the time of 
Samuel and David [i,,. 1000 B.o.], and not ready to write 
books.for a century or two later.'' "The Israelites were not 

accustomed to writing in those early days" (pages 5.2, 53). maUer. Snob a oonalnaion is .Yery disappointing. 
"We proceed to pass judgment upon the doctrbi. of the It is naturally our desire to feel that the form 

prophets regarding Yahveh'il rewards and punishments. of revelation is absolutely perfeot, that the ultimate 
While paying homage. to the earnestness of the prophets' Bib "ll b 
conception of the righteousness of Yahveh, we must posl- aoienae and history of the le WI e found to be 
tivly deny its flrUth" (Prophets, page 8114). exaot, and that eaob prediotion down to the minutest 

"The representations of the prophets and prophecy in t]j.e details will bav an exaot fulfillment. This is nato
narrative of the Old Testament is not historical" (page 404). rally our theory regarding aoriptiue; but here as 

"The priestly and prophetic historians agree in this, that everywhere else it is a question of faot. After start
history is for them a means, not an end; and that they thus ing with the presupposition of the supernatural and 
hav no scruple in allowing their own convictions and wishes 
to exercise an infiuence on their representations of the past " the miraonlons, We OIDDOt adopt OanOnS Of otitioism 
(page 486). in· the interpretation of· soriptnre w&ioh would be 

"Its [New· Testament's] judgment concerning thg origin oonsidered as eYuions, subterfuges and apologies in 
and nature of the prophetical expectations, and concerning the treatment of any other book." 
their relation to the historical reality • may be regarded as Professor 0 agood's reply to th~se statements is 
diametrically opposed to ours " (page 448) . 

.... When we compare Christianity as it presents itself to us that of the small boy-" You're another." He says 
in the founder and in the first preacher of his gospel, with their method is nnsoientifia, beoanse 11 In the Bible 
the predictions of the Old Testament, it becomes at once evi- God is asserted to be the prinoipal narrator. 
dent that they do not agree fully and literally. There is no Egyptology and Assyriology hav risen up from the 
simj.larity and conformity between prophecy and issue " dust and the dead to show to us that the faota would 
(page 499). b • · 
. "We must ei~her cast aside as worthless our dearly bought not bav een out of time or plaoe as they are narrated. 

scientific method, or must forever cease to acknowledge the The wonderflll effects reoorded in the Bible are by 
authority of the New Testament in the domain of the exe- it assigned to a oompetent, snftlaient .. oan1e, to God 
gesls of the Old. Without he!itation we choose the latter" himself. It oannot be denied that omnipotenoe 
(page 487). oonld work snob miraoles, it it saw fit.'' . But as this 

"The New Testament Christ is another than the messiah is a resort to mere faith it throws no light upon the 
of the Old Testament " (page 510). 

"In the estimation of his contemporaries and earliest dis- snbjeot and oertainly does not invali<Jate a single 
ciples Jesus was a· prophet, preeminently the prophet" statement made by the higher oritioa. It is not for 
(page 515). · them to prove that God oonld not do th.ese things, but 

'!They (i.e., Jesus and the New Testament writers) found for those who assert them to prove (1) that there is a 
in scripture what it did not contain, or what at most existed God; and (2) that be did do them. until the lower 
there in germ" (page 544). 

oritios grapple these questions squarely they are not 
Professor Curtiss, in his summing up of what the in oonrt. But, as we said, when the ~wo sobools of 

higher oritioism affirms oonoerning the Pentateuch, oritios get through with eaob other the Bible will be 
says: oonaiderably smaller than at present. 

" The present consensus of criticism regarding the Penta-
teuch, or, rather, Hexateuch, including Joshua, is substan- The Decision in Mr. King's Case. 
tially as follows: T.tie work is made up of at least four Judge E. s. Hammond, distriot United States 
different documents, two of which· are clearly marked in ]"ndge sitting at Memphis, Tenn., baa banded down 
Genesis by the use of the divine names, but especially by 
differences in style and mode of religious representation. his deoision in the oaae of R. M. King, the Seventh 
The critics affi.rm that the style of_the Jehovist, as he is called, · Day Adventist, who was oon vioted a year ago of 
can be clearly distinguished from that .of the writer in Sabbath-breaking by plowing on Sunday in Obion 
the Priest's Code, who has a predilectiOn for numbers and oonnty. Mr. King appealed to the supreme oonrt, 
for repetition, such as' the fruit-tree bearing fruit after its and the sentenoe was aftlrmed. Then the Adventists 
kind,'' beast of the earth after its kind,' etc. 

"There is one book of the Pentateuch (Deuteronomy) and National Religions Liberty Aesooiation took up 
where the priests are designated as Levitical, but never as the oase. Don M. Dlokinson was engaged as 
the sons of Aaron. In the same book Jerusalem is specified oonnsel, and the oaae was taken to the federal 
as the place where God should be worshiped, as the critics oonrt last November on a writ of habeas oorpna, the 
claim, in opposition to the custom of worshiping him on oontention being that the oonviotion was oontrary to 
the high places. 

"The critics who belong to the school of Wellhausen the bill of rights of Tennessee and the Constitution 
claim that the oldest combined document was the Jehovistic; of the United States, and that the defendant was 
which was a fusion of the works of the Jehovist and second held prisoner by the sheriff withotlt doe prooess of 
Elohist, the second the Deuteronomic, the third the Code of law. The applioation was argued several months 
Holiness in Leviticus, and the fourth the Priest's Code. ago, and Judge Hammond baa bad it under advise· 
They show how, in the time, place, mode of worship, and in ment ever sinoe. The defendant is remanded blok 
the priesthood, we hav development. 

"While there is much diversity among the critics as to the to the onstody of the sheriff to pay the fine or serve 
age and the succession of the documents, there ls substan- the time in lien, aooording to the sentenoe. 
tial accGrd among them as to the analysis of them. Only the merest outline of the opinion bas reaohed 

"All are agreed, too, that the Old Testament history, so the pnblio, but it appears to be in keeping with 
far as we can follow it, except injthose parts of Joshua which other United States oonrt decisions that the u nitecl 
are claimed to emanate from the priestly writer, and in 
Chronicles, which is written entirely from his standpoint, States Constitutional amendments are binding on 
aifords no evidence of the existence of the Pentateuch as Congress only, and not upon state legislatures, for 
a whole before the time of th~ exile. Sanday laws are purely and simply religions legisla-

" The Pentateuch, except Genesis, is regarded as made up tion, sustained on that ground only, and this deoision 
ef several codes of laws. The incidents in connection with it is said is baaed upon the faot that King was oon
these codes are designed to giv the co,crete eumples of the 

vioted under due prooess of Tennessee law, and it is application of these laws. 
"The critics argue that the old Mos!\ic laws were revised not in the provinos of the federal o~nr~ to review 

according to the existing needs of later times, and that the the oase. The judge says that it is not neoessary to 
Israelitisli. law-book, like all other law-books, was a maintain that to violate the Sunday obaervanoe 
growth.'' onstom shall be of itself immoral to make it oriminal 

Some of the oonolnsions regarding others of the in the eyes of the law. It may be harmless in itself 
remaining books of the Old Testament set forth by beoause, as the petitioner believes, God has not set 
Professor Curtiss are that the Psalms are not by apart that day for rest and holiness to work Sunday, 
David and that Job never wrote the book bearing his and yet, if man bas set it apart in due form by his 
name. "The oonsensns of oritioism," be says, ''is Jaw for rest, it must be obeyed as man's law if not as 
that Job is as trnly tiotitions as the parable of the God's law. By this, it is seen, any legislature oan 
Prophet Nathan about the ewe lamb (2 Sam. xii, 1-6), establish religions holy days, enforoe their observ
and of Christ about the riob man and Ltzii'Ua (Luke anoe, and the United States oonrts afford no redress. 
xvi, 20-31)." Solomon's Song, lioo, "is in the same We do not believe this is good law; it oertainly is 
oonneotion. The traditional view of this is that it monstrously unjust. 
is an allegory." The authorship of Eaolesiastes In one of his deoisions Chief-jnstioe Cooley said 
is also taken from Solomon. Chroniolea is ofoonrse on the snbjeot of religions legislation: "The Jew 
made anonymous, and the book of Daniel a prodno- who is foroed to respeot the first day of the week 
tion of only a oentnry or two before Christ. As a when his oonsoienoe requires of him the observanoe 
result of this diaonasion Professor Curtiss finds the of the aeYenth also, may plausibly urge that the law 
Old Testament history far from trustworthy. He diaoriminates against his religion, and by foroing him 
says: "The Old Testament, if!. the view of the to keep a aeoond Sabbath in eaob week, unjustly, 
oritios, oannot be oonsidered inbllible, nor oan the though by indireotion, punishes him for his belief." 
traditions regarding its authorship and the time This applies to the Seventh Day Adventist and the 
when different books were oomposed be oonsidered Infidel as well as to the Jew, and if the Constitutional 
trustworthy when in oondiot with other evidenoe. amendment bas no force in the states it ought to be 
Neither the testimony of the Talmud, nor even of amended again. We hope the Aclventi!ltlf will c~ 
the New Testament, is regard~d ftS final iD tbia the oase still higher. 
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Even· a Last Year's Bird's Nest. 
HOBTONVILLB, Wis., July 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5, for which send me THB 
TRUTH SBBKBR for.two years. Accept thanks-for the copy 
of TBE TBuTii: BEKKER of Oct. 4, 1890. I am glad to receive 
anything in line of Freethought. I would accept a last 
year's bird's nest if its bearing was in that line. 

· Respectfully yours, WM. JoNES. 

Jolm Peck Again. 
SALMON CITY, July 14, 1891. · 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to apply on my subscrip 
tion. THB TRUTH SBRKBR is excellent in every 'respect. 
John Peck is my ideal writer. He givs sledge-hammer blows 
that count. We need a number of sma.ll and short tracts of 
his style, that wlll expose the heinous doings of the Chris
tian church. The reason I say "short " is, people will read 
short articles when they will not long ones. 
· Yours fo1 Universal1r!ental Liberty, L. C. GBERTSON. 

A. Venerable Well-Wisher •. 
WATERLOO, N.Y., June 8, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I send you _the subscription for 1S92. I 
would be glad to send you ten times that amount" did my 
condition perD:tit, but the weight of eighty-five years, with 
many accidents to break up the org~nization, leaves but little 
chance to do much for myself or others. Yet I am as desir
ous the good work in which you are engaged should go on 
and prosper as I ever was, and I hope, ay, I do hope, your 
patrons may respond so heartily that it will free you from 
all embarrassment. With good wishes and kindest regards, 
I am, as ever, Ever yours, . HENRY BoNNELL. 

Help to the Cause. 
- As:P&N, CoL., July 14, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed please find $6 50-$3 for the 
grand and noble TRUTH BERKBB ; $1 to help sustain the 
pictures; $2 for the "Pictorial Text-Book;" 25 cents for 
the TRUTH Sxnu ANNUAL; and 25 cents for postage on 
"Text-book" and ANNUAL. 

There seems to. be a stagnation in business all over the 
country. I hav lived in hopes for many years, and still do, 
that I will realize somei:li.ing in mining, so that I cim do some 
material good for the Liberal cause. 

Wishing you and all admirers of the grand old TRUTH 
BBRKBB a long life and prosperity, including Mr. Heston (he 
is a brick), Faithfully yours, JoHN ENGSTROM. 

Anti~Prohibition. 
NORFOLK, NEB., July 17, 1891. 

Mn. EDITO'R: I see your readers are whacking away at 
one another. Some are going to liv forever; others are tak
ing the short route to liv forever no more. I am an Agnos
tic. I do not know. Nor do I care; as long as I hav good 
health I want to liv ri~ht along. Then, again, there are 
others that are crazv on Prohibition. Thev will hav persons 
to eat and drink as they do or "bust." we hav a village of 
about four thousand inhabitants. We hav eleven saloons, 
each paying $1,000 per year license, and no drunkards except· 
those coming from temperance states, working in the beet · 
fields. We hav the largest and best beet sugar factory in the 
world, and will build another of the same size next year. B x 
thousand acres will be planted to beets next spring. How 
is that for whisky? We do not want any reformed drunk
ards here. We want the genuin. They giv the best exam
ple. They are worth a hundred temperance lectures. 
. . JoHN GEIGER. 

·:Counsel from Age. 
FuNKSTOWN, MD., July 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: As to the paper I hav no suggestions to 
offer at present. I am interested most in the total separa. 
tion of ctmrch ~nd state, and the destruction of superstition 
and priestcraft. I am not so much interested in the discus
sion going on in the paper on the subject of Spiritualism. 
And yet I hav a very friendly feeling for Spiritualists; they 
are good Liberals. I was rejoiced to se_e the predicament 
you placed our holy postmaster-general in, and hope the 
matter can be pressed nntil the 'bigots can be brought to a 
·sense of justice. 

I am now in my seventy-seventh year. I hav taken the 
paper so long that I cannot well do without ·it. I must say 
I am very much in favor of Heston and the pictures. They 
certainly add much to the interest and value of the paper. 
But I hav had, and still hav, no fault to find with the paper 
as it is. Go on with the good work. I am with you to the 
extent of· my ability. BAMUBL GAN:rz. 

Kind Advice. 
BLOOMDALB, 0., July 9,1891. 

MR. EDITOR : THE TRUTH BEEKER comes pretty well up 
to my notions of fearless and bold expressions, and being a 
journal of " Freeth ought and Reform," the variety of sub
jects might be multiplied and cover too much space, but 
being principally opposed to all ancient and antiquated forms 
of worship and creeds and for the discussion of any questions 
bearing on the above, it does very well. It would be a little 
selfish and illiberal to say we could do with less Spiritualism 
and hypnotism. I would say that, being chiefly anti-orthodox 
or opposed to aU ancient forms of worship, and for the diil
~emination of Frcethought, let THE T'RUTH BEEKER stick to 
the text and giv us all there is to be said on that score. Tell 
us what the church round the world Is doing and what she 
is not doing; any scientific news; all or any news about 
our great men, Colonel Robert always counted in, and what 
he has to say; and perhaps an occasional article on any of 
the other subjects. Take it right through, I think THE 

TRUTH SEEKER already answers or comports with what I hav chapter imparts an im·moral and intemperate lesson which 
outlined. Yours, etc., C. C.· GEBMAIIN. is being practiced by many to-day. When will· the people 

Unfortunate. 
BANQUOIT, July 8, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am highly pleased with the management 
of THE TRUTH BEEKER. It is a bold and fearless sheet, and 
deals deathblows at priestcraft and popular superstition, 
and gently leads the sincere inquirer after truth safely along 
the pathway of knowledge, trath, and wisdom. And may 
it ever continue to prosper. and shine, a star of the first mag
nitude, along the pathway of sincere inquirers after truth. 
But it is with feelings of inexpressible sorrow and sadness 
that environments mightier tlian myself compel me to 
order a stop for a while of the weekly visit of the glo
rious ThuTH BEEKBR. I cannot pay for it. I am seventy 
years old in October next; poor in this world's wealth, yes, 
poor as the (so-called) Jesus Christ was when he said he 
"had not where to lay his head.'' But I am supremely rich 
in those imperishable treasures which I hav gained from the 
truthful teachings of THE TRUTH BBBKER, namely, knowl. 
edge, wisdom, and goodness, which through the almighty 
power of evolution will go with me through the last chem
ical change (death so.called), and travel by my side through
out the mighty roll of a never-ending eternity. 

Yours very sincerely, J.P. SMITH. 

Warned Against the Day of Wrath. 
LooKPORT, N.Y., July 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been a constant reader of THB TRUTH 
BEKKER from its initial number until the present. I think if 
you take the trouble to _exa.mi:n you will find my name among 
the first patrons of your Infidel paper. Bennett was the 
king of Infidels since the days of Thomas Paine and Vol
taire, while you in your feeble, inefficient way are doing 
your best to travel in their footsteps. I hav been waiting a 
long time hoping to see some signs of contrition, but your 
hard heart still continues to grow harder. I am forced to 
believe that nothing but a special miracle will ever cause 
you to change your course in sin and cussedness. I fear the 
good God will knock you down, strike you blind, take away 
your appetite for three days, and call to you from heaven to 
repent, even as he did to that prince of apostles, the blessed 
St. Paul. And those ridiculous, coaree, and unrefined pict
ure& by Heston of the saints and prophets of blessed memory 
who. were the salt of the earth of olden times I Let· me 
warn you both that tlley who stiffen their necks and harden 
their hearts against reproof shall suddenly be cut off and 
that without remedy. But as I am always in the· habit of 
reading on all sides from the worst, and I consider your 
paper the most daring in blasphemy to the best, I inclose 
check to renew my subscription for two years. Hoping 
that you will become a better and a wiser man, I am, 

Your sincere friend, Isuo ALLEN. 

_Let Religion, the Chief Evil, be the Chief Subject. 
BuFFALO VALLEY, TRNN., July 21, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been a subscriber to your valuable 
paper for four months, and I can say that I think it the best 
paper published in the United States. It is doing more to 
clear the mind of superstition than any other paper that I 
can think of. The paper is my ideal. It is good enough as 
it is. I would suggest, as religion, or the Christian Bible, 
has bred more dishonesty than all other topics, that you let 
that be the chief subject. I am surrounded with Christian 
churches, and I hav shown the picture of Elisha and his two 
she-bears to some of them, and I must say that, to my 
surprise, some would say that they could not believe that 
God had anything to do with it. So go on, grand old 
TRUTH BEEKER. May you find your way to every home 
in the world, and clear that home of the :tl.lth that Holy 
John thinks .will keep him as postmaster-general. If I 
understand the English language, in the last chapter .of 
St. John, twenty.fifth verse, you will find the biggest lie 
ever told : "And there are aleo many other things which 
Jesus did, the which if they should be written every one, 
I suppose that even theworld itself could not contain the 
books that should be written." How in the name of 
common sense can any man or woman believe such a 
thing, even with brains enough to make an ant a mess ? 

Eend me, when ready, Heston's pictures, and such litera· 
ture as you think proper for me to hand to superstitious 
Christians. · M. BABTLBTT. 

Bible Immoralities. 
BEATTLB, WASH., July 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5, for which I would 
like the books below named ; the balance, $2 25, is for 
the pictures of THE TRUTH BEEKEB. My having been a con
stant reader of your paper for the past thr.ee years is suffi
cient proof that I admire your e:!Iorts and mode in seeking 
for the truth. However, I am sorry to say, we are unable 
to present these truths to the Christian world. Christians 
are too prejudiced to read but one side, and I dare say many 
fail even to ·do that. They do not realize the effect that one. 
sided, false training has on the child. Bunday.school 
children are taught by their teachers that the good little 
children are those who attend Sunday-school, thus making 
them prejudiced against the good found outside. In Deut. 
xlv, 21, the Lord is made to speak to a grown-up special 
class in a way that leads one to think that the Lord, like 
some people to. day, is extremely partial. ·He is represented 
as telling his chosen ·people not to eat of anyth\ng that 
dieth of itself : " Thou shalt giv it nnto the stranger that is 
in thy gates that he may eat it, or thou mayest sell it to an 
alien; for thou art a holy people unto the Lord thy God." 
'Tis true such inhuman teachings do not, to a great extent, 
affect more than a few, but I would advise those who think 
such teachings hav no bad effect to examin the criminal 
records of the world. Also the twenty-sixth verse of the same 

see the simple truth? JAY T. PA.BK1lB. 

A. Brush with Pietists. 
HARMONY, IND., July 1.0, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : From general goBBip, Holy Jahn has got 
about all he can break off :Just now; 

We had a Fourth of July picnic at Harmony, under the 
Independent Order of Odd Fellows. ProfeBBor Basset, of 
Greencastle, delivered the oration, and it was a good one. 
Commencing at the foundation of the government, he went 
on to eulogize it ; dwelt particularly on the arts and sciences, 
showing the improvements and patents; sald we hav the 
best educat1on, best machinery, and finest mechanics in the 
world, etc.; but he failed to giv the Bible one· syllable of 
credi~ for all this. I would hi\V liked to sa.y, it is because 
there is more Inftdelity in the United States than in any gther 
nation in the world. · 

A few days ago four theological cranks jumped me about 
a remark I made about the soul or spirit. I asked them 
which was first, the soul or spirit, or the body. They said 
the soul, and the body grew up or around it. Said I: "Thank 
YO!J., gentlemen, for the suggestion. ·T}).at reminds me of 
the Irishman's plan for making cannon. Bays Jim to Pat, 
' Pat, how do they get the hole in the cannon ?' • Och, ye 
spalpeen, they make the hole first, thin put the iron round 
it.' There is as mucht~nse i~ the one as the other." That 
raised a little fog. I .@a_~d, "Bing the. doxology. I'll see you 
again." I hav seen them, but it seems my harness does not 
fit them, and they balk. 

Giv it them, Heston I Let the tiger loose I Long liv 
the old TRUTH Bu:oR I · · JEssE MAURER. 

Lonely for Liberal Association. 
CANNING, NovA BOOTU, June 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav been trying to find some subscribers, 
but find it uphill work in a place like this. Canning is·a 
village of six hundred Inhabitants. It has some four 
churches, and several more within a- radius of four miles. 
Most denominations are represented, so you can see plainly 
why it is so hard to send you any subscribers. There are 
lots of men who will talk reasonably to me and indorse 
qUite all I say in private but ·ate afraid to let it be known. 
I came here some twenty years ago, and at that time it was 
even worse than now, for they were going to hav me· taken 
up for playing fast music on the S!ibbath; but that idea has 
exploded now, for some of them will stop now on thel.i- way 
to church to hear a hornpipe if I happen to be playing one 
on Sunday mornfug. I hav it all my own way now. None 
of the ministers care to hav an encounter with me. They 
are compelled, however, to say," Well, the old man Baxter 
is no hypocrit, and I would take his word for anything, but 
oh, he is such an Infldell" This they hav thrown up to my 
children, but when I told them that was just ·what suited 
me my children did not feel bad about it. I often wish I 
lived in a place where I could associate with men like those 
that write in THE TRuTH SBBKBR-for instance, John Peck~ 
His articie on the Exposition in Chicago in the last . TRUTH 
BBBKBR suits me to a charm. As for the policy of the paper, 
it is none too strong for me. You hav got to meet those 
Christians on their own ground and fight them with their 
own weapons. I like your paper very' much, and shall con
tinue to take it and do what I can here for the cause, bui it 
cannot be much. 

1 send $1, part for the TRUTH Bxnn ANNUAL, the balance 
you can send mf. in whatever you like, and any tracts or 
papers you see fit to send I will do my best to distribute. 

Wishing THE TRUTH BEEKBR and all other Liberal papers 
every success, and hoping at some time to contribute some
thing more useful to it, I am, 

Yours very sincerely, A. B. BAXTER. 

A Bright Future Anticipated. 
MILKs CITY, MoNT., July 20, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $2 50, for which send me the 
"Pictorial Text-Book;" also a copy of THE TRUTH BEEKER 
for June 20th with the picture of the troubles of a thankful 
man, to send East. I Was raised a strict Presbyterian, and 
at one time I thought the Christian doctrin must be true 
because so many believed it. But finally I began to think 
about this subject, and before I read any Freethought litera
ture reason would not permit me to accept the Christian 
scheme as truth. The prevalence of \he Christian belief· is 
easily accounted for by ignorance and fear, and when one 
considers the powerful influence that is brought to bear on 
the young. We are taught to believe in and fear a personal 
being called God who exists somewhere, nowhere, every. 
where, and nobody knows where, and that we are continu. 
ally in danger of being consigned to everlasting torture by 
that "eternal tyrant." We are taught to be afraid of his 
hell, and believe in his heaven, and in another personal being 
called the devil (who is vested with equally as much if not 
more power than their God, for according to the Bible, if 
that is any proof, the devil gets the large majority of the 
human race for his place of abode). He also exists in the 
same place as their God, wherever that is-1 will leave for 
some Christian to answer. I believe I hear reason asserting 
that the truth is, they exist only in the imagination. This 
Christian belief is instilled in the very depths of our minds 
from infancy up to manhood and womanhood as the one 
important truth above all others, and thousands of dollars 
are annually spent in the propagation of that belief. 'Is it 
at all strange that so many cling to that Christian belief with 
the grip of a handshaking preacher and the tenacity of an 
octopus? I went to church not long ago and there were less 
than twenty people there; the preacher waited and delayed 
his sermon for the pews to fill up, but in vain, and at last 
arose with a woebegone countenance and proceeaed to 
thank the Lord his "troubles were no worse." If all those 
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lazy, smooth-tonguedpreachers could only be made to .go ta 
work and earn an honest living, what a blessing would be 
conferred upon humanity. I find a great many Freethinkers 
in the clear, bracing air of Mont&na, and believe Liberalism 
is advancing rapidly, and I hope there will be more Inger
solis to help free this great American land from the dark 
cloud of ignorance and superstition-which science is helP
big dissolve as fast as possible. When people will use their 
reason and learn to accept the clear, plain truth liB it is, 
then, I believe, the world will advance and be a brighter 
place of abode for the great mass of humanity, who will be 
made happier and will advance in proportion as they use 
their reason. Who knows what will be the limit of their 
capabilities P • 

C. E. WBBBT, telegraph line repairer and In~del. 

Hygienic Therapeutics. 
CAMP ALAMO, L. c., July 9, 1891. 

MB. EniTOB : We are often amazed at the raids made on 
the medical profession as a whole, denouncing doctors of all 
schools . as humbugs and villains of the deepest dye, as 
if all medical doctors were of the regular school and were 
opposed to the spread of knowledge, the welfare of the 
people, etc. Now, for the benefit of the boy and girl readers 
of Tlm '!'RUTH SBBKBB I propose to state a few facts. 

That there is a class of doctors who call themselvs regu
lars, who would stay the progress of medical science and 
speculate on the ills that affiict humanity, is too well known 
to need reiterating; but to place all doctor11 under that head 
is just as absurd and as far from truth as the assertion often 
made by Christians that "all the crimes committed are com
mitted by Infidels, such as Robert G. Ineersoll." I will ask 
all candid readers to re-read the third paragraph of Mr. 
Shepherd's article, and view it through a microscope, com· 
pare it with the books and periodicals of the day on hygeian 
rational therapeutics, etc., and tell us, 0 ye gods-truth 
seekers, or: whoever can solve the vexing problem-how can 
any reader of THB TRUTH SBBKBB make a statement so far 
from truth. 

Galen is the first on record to hav made any discovery of 
note after the establishment of the allopathic system, which 
system I consider has done more harm than good. Oontrairi 
contrariB curantur is an abominable theory that is gradually 
going out of favor as a basis for a system of medical science. 

For the benefit of those who do not know that there has 
been any advance in medical science since the allopathic 
system was founded, we will introduce Dr. Trail, who was 
a graduate of an allopathic medical· school, who studied 
medicin from an honest scientific standpoint, with a view 
to regaining his own heolth; but failing, on the allopathic 
system, his tertii brain formulated a hygienic system of 
therapeutics-founded a medical school, was professor of 
therapeutics, for as much as thirty years. I will just giv 
some of the principles of the hygienic system of thera
peutics. All healing power is inherent in the living sys
tem. There is no curativ virtue in medicins nor in anything 
outside of the living organism. Di&ease is not, as is com
monly supposed, an enemy at war with the vital organism, 
but a condition-a remedial e:lfort-to be directed and 
regulated. · The business of the physician is to assist nature, 
not to administer poison. Nature's materia medica consists 
of air, light, temperature, electricity, magnetism, exercise, 
rest, food, drink, bathing, sleep, clothing, passional infiu. 
ence, conditions for cheerfulness, and mechanical or surgical 
appliances. 

The true healing art consists in supplying whatever of the 
above the system needs, and thus assisting nature. The 
Hygeio Therapeutic Medical School was in running order at 
least forty years, graduating students at the rate of from 
thirty to fifty annually. Besides, there are many graduates 
of the allopath schools whose common sense leads them to 
practice and teach a rational system. There are fully 
twenty-five or thirty institutions in running order in the 
United States capable of containing from fifty to two hun
dred patients, where the above remedial agents are employed, 
most of their proprietors publishing a periodical to dissemi
nate the principles of the true healing art, which are also the 
principles on which to keep well. Dr. Jackson, of Dansville, 
N.Y., is one; Dr. Holbrook, No. 15 Laight street, another, 
where books and periodicals can ,be obtained. The Sanitary 
Publishing Company, Chicago, Ill., is another place to obtain 
literature on hygeio.therapy (besides others). 

Now, I would advise friend Shepherd to post himself 
before placing all doctors in a regular tent and firing artillery 
at them under a misnomer. 

It is to be hoped that friend Shepherd and others who waste 
BQ much space in THB TRUTH SBBKBB and other journals th.at 
ought to contain straight truth only, will occupy some of 
their precious time in informing themselvs on the doings of 
the many worthy doctors who labor with pen and tongue to 
redeem the world from the false teachings of the so-called 
regular system. 

It is enough for Christians to shut their eyes and declare 
the sun does not shine ; professed Liberalists should be better 
employed. For truth, progress, etc., in all things, 

N. A. PIOKBNB, M..D. 

Such Doth the Blood of Jesus Save. 
HAMBURG, July 26, 1891. 

M.n. EniTOB : On reading the sketch sent in by Martin 
Butler and publishen in THB TRUTH SBBKBR of July 18th, 
headed " Defects in Christian Charity," also the poem, 
"They Turned Her Out in the Street," a train of thought 
was awakened which I hav endeavored to express in the 
following poem, which, if you find it worthy of publication, 
I send for that purpose. 

And what became of the model man 
Whose promises led her astray P 

,. 

Is he too a wanderer in the street, 
Hopelessly waiting the dawn of day? 

Is he helping her bear the t~rrible shame? 
Is he sharing with her the vigil of death ? 

Does the wind that froze the baby's tears 
Chill him with its pitileBS stinging breath ? 

Hav they turned him into the street with her? 
Do they sneer and sco:lf as he passes by? 

Is there no sheltering home for him? 
Is he too turned into the street to die ? 

Alas, be it said to humanity's shame, 
The pitiless hands that drag her down 

Are upholding the man who gaiued her love 
Only to spurn it with sneer and frown. 

Ah, she wall only a child in years, 
"Her hopes were ruined, her love beguiled," 
Yet she begged in vain for shelter and food. 

They turned her out, for she "was defiled." 

But to him they extend a friendly hand, 
And the church with open arms will receive 

The wandering sinner, now returned, 
For which their hearts so long hav grieved. 

And " our dear pastor " givs to him 
The warm right-hand of fellowship ; 

The " sisters " laud him to the skies 
Because" he has given the devil the slip." 

His numerous sins are all forgiven, 
His crown and harp are now assured. 

But his victim in the streets must die 
Of pain and shame, for him endured. 

0 justice, loud we call thy name I 
Come, right the wrongs of this sad world, 

Where Christian(?) pastors turn deaf ear 
To homeless, friendless, ruined girls 

Who loTed " not wisely but too well " 
The idol which they set on high, 

Only to see it, shattered, fall 
And low in dust in fragments lie. 

Even Nature, with relentless force, 
Pursued the lonely friendless child. 

Death proved her only friend at last 
On that cold, stormy night so wild. 

But the winds that chilled her tender form 
And the cold that froze the Jlaby•s tears 

Left no such sharp and bitter pain 
As did the people's taunts and sneers. 

Kinder to her was Death than life ; 
He soothed her aching heart and brain. 

Even the baby's tears he dried-
Sheltere(), them both from cold and pain. 

" Loving " and " trusting " was the crime, 
Her life the penalty she gave, 

But her betrayer can go free 
For such doth "the blood of Jesus save." 

Yours for truth, MRs. F. W. ToBDT. 

Government Can Make Money. 
Coox, NBB., July 7, 1891. 

M.n. EniTOB : In a recent issue of Tlm TRUTH SBBKEB you 
reproduced a report of an interview of Col. R. G. Ingersoll 
from the Philadelphia Preaa in which the colonel is made to 
say : "I want to ask this one question : If the government 
can make money, why collect taxes ? Why not make what 
it needs and quit bothering the people ?" With your per
mission, I want to ask this one question : If the government 
cannot make money, is not the law for the punishment of 
counterfeiting superfiuous? Now, colonel, do we hav 
money, or what is that thing we call money? If it is beyond 
the power of government to make mo:aey, by what authority 
do we hav that which we call money P But enough; such. 
questions are too foolish, too ridiculous. And yet they are 
just as sensible as the questions you hav asked. The 
government can make money, and does make all the money 
we hav. Its power to make money is derived from the 
same source that makes of it a government, and that power 
is of all of the people. It is that which individuals cannot 
do, which by mutual agreement they all do, that constitutes 
that thing which we call government. And in this agree
ment we hav said it shall be the business of the government 
to "establish justice, contract alliances, establish com
merce," and to do all other acts and things that govern. 
menta hav a right to do. Well, the government has a right to 
protect its subjects. And we, being cognizant of this fact 
and fearing that some fellow (Colonel Ingersoll, perhaps) 
might take it into his head to make what money he 
"needs," and by so doing get a spurious article into circula
tion to the great detriment of the people, declare that this 
right shall be the duty of the government, and so say, 
"Congress shall hav power to coin [make] money and 
regulate the value thereof." 

The old barbaric notion that metal was the only material 
on which the quality of money could be impressed, was the 
father to the idea that the metal was the money. Conse
quently, the ignorant look upon the matter that bears the 
impress of money and with their wonderful powers of 
reasoning exclaim, The government "can't " make that. 
Why, of course not. Any fool ought to know that the 
government can~ot make matter, and every fool ought to 
know that matter is not money. It is that which is imparted 
to the matter by law that is money. Perhaps all law, to 
some one or another, may seem arbitrary; but, as I hav 
already intimated, it is a surrendering of individual rights 
in part that is formulated into the compact or agreement 
that can be properly called government, "in order to form 
a more perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic 
tranquillity, provide for the. common defense, promote the 
general welfare, and secure the blGIIsings of liberty to our. 

selva and our posterity." We hav consented that the right 
to make money shall be the right of the government, and 
not the right of any individual or any cor:poration of indi
viduals. Now, here we find cause for complaint. The 
aervants who hav been elected to do the business of tlie . 
government hav been farming out to cor:porations that right 
which belongs exclusivly to the government, and by their 
so doing they hav produced a system of finance that is not 
conduciv to the general welfare of all the people. Contrary 
to evecy principle that waljl entered into by the compact they 
hav built up a financial system that has been more destructiv 
to the interest of the farmers and producers than worms and 
bugs, cyclones and hailstori:ns, hog cholera and drouths ; 
and the colonel seems to scorn the idea of the farmers and 
laborers going into conference together to see if there is not 
some way to get the goTernment back where justice can be 
again established. 

But why this worry about taxes? Ought not the govern
ment to receive pay for its work as well as an individual? 
Surely the colonel is not so stupid as to think the government 
can work for nothing and board itself and liv any more than 
he can. And for the government to. make all the money it 
needs without taxing the people is, to say the least, original 
with the colonel, and calls to mind the scriptural injunction, 
"Answer a fool according to his folly." That is: You say 
the government cannot mf!oke money; that being the case, 
individuals must; so why don't you make what you need 
and quit charging your clients ? 

Money, being an invention for the purpose of representing 
products and facilitating the exchange of such products, can 
not.be made to perform that part in the exchange of products 
and the economy of government without possessing a 
<)ll&l.ity that we know that nothing else does or can possess, 
and it is that which makes it money. Now, solving this 
problem will show just what money is. The power to pay 
debt-this is money. Whether that debt be public or 
private, a money must, to be a true money, cancel every 
obligation, and it is only the right that government has that 
does or can giv to it that power. Now, what is the best 
thing to use to represent products and perform this duty? 
Will anyone tell me the value of a dollar? Is there any pos
sible way of knowing? If there is anyone living that does 
know the exact value of a dollar and will divulge the secret, 
I will pledge to glv $100 for the knowledge. The power of 
the government to regulate and fix a value thereof does not 
meau, as many people believe, that it has the power to fix: a 
certain value to any product, for If it does possess this 
power and can fix the value of one product it can and 
should fl.x the value of evecy other product, so that one 
product would hav no advantage over another. And so of 
price. If Congress has the power to fix the price of gold, 
which is a product just as much as anything else produced 
by labor, and say that twenty-eight and eight-tenths grains 
shall be worth $1, it certainly has the power to fix a certain 
-weight of iron, lead, coal, cotton, rice, wheat, potatoes, etc., 
and say, that shall be sold for $1 also. But Congress pos
seBSes no such power. It is a usurper, and goes beyond the 
rights granted. If the government has the right to say that 
twenty-five and eight-tenths grains gold shall sell for $1, it has 
the right to say ten, fifty, or five hundred grains shall sell for 
$1 also. But this kind ofvalue has no part or function of 
money; has nothing whatever to do with the value of money. 
All the value that money does hav or CBll hav is its value 
made by law. Any product can be used in making money, 
but the value of the product used, whether it be more or 
less, adds nothing to its legal or moBey value. This being 
true (and I hold that nobody can show that it is not), then for 
the " general welfare," that all may be protected by this 
legal thing called money, no product should be used in the 
making or the impressing of this legal quality thereon that 
possesses any other value that m!ght a:lfect in any way its 
value as money. Now, colonel, suppose you were the one 
employed to do this work. If you are not too dull, tcy to 
catch •this idea. It is for the people this government is 
working, for while making their money, it enables them to 
facilitate exchange, to " establish commerce " and " promote 
the general welfare." These are some of the benefits to be 
derived, and the government has no power to make money 
to pay itself, only to make the people's money, that they may 
and call pay all debts public aBd private, and that this ex
pense may be equally divided among all the people, each 
paying his just proportion for services rendered by the 
government. The right "to lay and collect tax" is a 
governmental right, and thus you are enabled to do the work 
of the government and liv, because you get through te.x this 
legal thing~money-for your labor. 

Now, the most grievous error in regard to money is this. I 
am living in a farming district a thousandjmiles away from any 
gold mines. I am producing values a thousand times more 
beneficial in continuing human life than the product gold. 
I hav this debt to settle, and the law says: "You cannot 
make settlement with that which you hav produced. You 
must go to the mines, to the gold mines, a thousand miles 
away, and procure gold, and then hav the money quality 
impressed upon it, before settlement can be made." But I 
say : "I cannot do this. I want to pay with the products of 
my own labor." But the law says, "No." I want to know 
why, and the only answer that can be given is that some 
tyrant who wants to get my products for less than they can 
be produced has said that " gold is the only possible real 
money." And through this damnable gold robbing money 
system the real wealth-producers of the world are being 
swindled and robbed by a set of thieves who hav less honor 
and principle than the veriest villa!n that ever " scuttled 
11hip or cut a throat." And to think that intelligent men 
would aid and abet these scoundrels by misinterpreting the 
plain letter of the compact that has been entered into to 
secure the bleBSings of liberty and equality, is beyond my 
comprehension. Respectfully, W. P. BRooxs. 
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Evolution Series. 
-o-

lltliud. 0, :Miss Suuli H .. Wn:o111, l"all 
diter, Masa., to wllom all Oommut~WffonB/Ot 

of November, when the earth passes through 
it. We are there only on that day, and can 
only see it ·then; but the swarm is years in 
all getting by, and so we may pass into 
successiv portions of it on the anniversary of 
the same day for years to come." 

Thus, by placing your whole foreflnger around 
the middle of the glass, you can make the 
cross turn at will, as if by magic, without 
touching it at all. 

This experiment demonstrates the exist
ence of what are called, in the science of 
acoustics, the nodes or.knots of vibration in 
sonorous bodies. These nodes are the four 
po~ts on the rim of the glass at which the 
arms of the cross stop. The ventral spaces 
bet~een 'these points are where the sound 
vibration is the strongest, and where, con
sequently, the branches of the cardboard 
cannot rest.-New York World. 

Leotnres and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and Art, l&u Oomw aT&oultl bl '"''· 

" Behfeen 1he dark and the da:rllaht, 
When.ith~ nfaht iB beJrinning io lower, 

Oomes a pause in the d&Y.s oooupa"oDI 
Tlur.t Is known &8 the Ohlldren'B Hour." 

Abraham Lincoln. 
When the dark clouds of r~belllon 

Lowered above the nation's :tl.ag
When that banner was insulted 

As a vile, dishonored rag-
Mighty Lincoln ruled the tempest, 

Cleared the threateni:ag clouds awa:v, 
Placed that banner in its Jr)ory, 

Where it proudly:tl.oats to. day. 
When the blighting cune of slavery 

Held the iiolor• d race in chains; 
When tbe cruel whip resounded, 

While inflicting bitter pains, 
Great, noble-hearted Lincoln 

Proudly gral!l>ed his mighty 'Pen, 
And four million fettered children 

Breathed Freedom's air again. 
His lofty mind was crowded 

With thoughts of work undone, 
And fate's hand often pointed 

To tb.e setting of the sun. 
But guid• d b:r a star of hope, 

And conscious of the right, ' 
He pushed ahead and heralded 

The dawning of the light. 
Just as the daY was breaking, 

And sweet peace eg!l.in returned, 
When the nation was rejoicing 

At the triumph nobly earned, 
This noble-hearted eavior, 

After all tho8e trying :rears, 
]!'ell by the fiendish ooward, 

And the nation was in tears. 
GEO. J. REMSBURG. 

.Meteors or Falling Stars. 
Who does not admire shooting or falling 

stare, and wonder what they are and whence 
they come? 

Many suggestions, explanations, and ·sur
mises hav from time to time been put forth 
concernh1g them. 

' According to Moslem tradition, the evil 
genii are accustomed to fly at night up to the 
confijleB of heaven, in ordel" to overhear the 
conversation of the angels, and the shooting 
stars are the flery arrows hurled by the latter 
at their lurking foes, with so good an aim 
tb.at, we are told, for every falling star we 
may be sure there is one spirit of evil less in 
the world." 

In one way this is a pretty conceit, but 
would it not hav been prettier had each evil 
spirit been so impre8sed by angelic purity 
and perfection as to hav been regenerated 
and made gloriously good thereby ? 

But we, who do not believe in heavens, 
angels, spirits, or vengeance, must seek some 
more reasonable solution of the me_teoric 
problem. 

It now seems to be the accepted opinion of 
scientific astronomers, that the shooting or 
falling stars are fragment!! of some old worn. 
out, exploded, or otherwise broken-up world, 
and that those fragments were hurled into 
space with such a force as to hav been 
traveling around in an immense orbit ever 
since, and that once in about thirty. three years 
our earth crosses the main track of these 
meteors, and as they touch or come in con
tact with the atmosphere they are arrested by 
the force of the concussion and hurled from 
their orbits and fall to the earth. 

Although comparativly few of them are seen 
by us, yet it is supposed that ten million of 
these falling stars-taking the whole world 
over-fall to the earth every night. 

The great periodical thirty-three years' 
shower will again occur in 1899. 

The most of these shooting-stars are no 
larger tb.an a cherry-seed. " They are invis
ible till they shine out by the light produced 
by their own fusion [melting]. Each moves 
on in its own track, but the general direction 
of the tracks is all the same. Each is an in
dependent planetoid, flying with a hundred 
times the speed of a rifle. bullet on its separate 
way, as far out as the orbit of. Uranus, coming 
back three times in a century to about the 
earth's distance from the sun, and repeating 
this march forever, unless it happens to strike 
the atmosphere of the earth, when there 
comes a sudden flash of fire from the contact, 
and the distinct existence of the little body, 
which may hav lasted for hundreds of thou. 
sands of years, is ended in a second. 
Compare the fiight of these bodies to a 
thin swarm of swift-flying birds, so immensely 
long as to be, in spite of rapid motion, several 
years in passing a given point, and whose 
line of flight ie cut acros(by us on the 13th 

It looks to us as if the little stars might hit 
togeth(lr and run in:o each other, but really 
they are more than ten miTes apart. Imagin 
two cherry-seeds flying through the air ten 
miles apart, and you will see their chances of 
hitting each other are almost inconceivable
" to each grain there are nearly ten million 
cubic miles of void space." 

Small as each little meteor is, yet they 
come so thick and fast as to add probably 
one hundred tons a day to the weight of the 
earth-thirty. six thousand five hundred tons 
a year. They are, as a rule, diEBipated
turned into gaseous matter-from fifty to 
seventy miles in the upper air above the 
clouds, and come down in the form of a very 
fine, invisible dust from far above the highest 
clouds. Many of the large meteoric stones 
that fall to the earth are red-hot, and others 
are stone.cold. 

The heat is caused by the force with which 
the stone strikes the atmosphere, and the 
speed with which it is rushed through it, and 
consequently, when a large stone explodes 
on its way and falls in different pieces, the 
ones from the center of the meteor may be 
ice-cold instead of red-hot, just as you can 
bake ice-cream cake in a very hot oven and 
hav the ice still frozen. AUNT ELMINA. 

Rule by. Love. 
Time is worth more to me than almost 

anything else, but I can spare enough to 
express astonishment that any but a religious 
person should use any means but love and 
reason and patience with his own children or 
any other person's. But to read that one 
person would slut his son out all night 
because he was not prompt in coming in, is 
to me a most extraordinary thing. When 
legislators make ·la ;vs encroaching on our 
liberties we ask, " Where do you get the 
authority P" Where does a parent get the 
authority to deal t:;rannically with a child? 
I remember too well what bitter, hateful 
feeling filled my little heart when as a child I 
found myself in the grasp of irresistible 
power. Not a week ago I was remonstrating 
with a father, being but a childless bachelor 
myself, about whipping his boy of three 
years, and he said there was no other way 
to get at him. The next day I heard the 
little fellow say to a companion, "I won't 
love you if you do that," and I at once called 
the father's attention to the boy's estimation 
of love as a motiv of conduct. If it were 
beyond your power to overcome a child by 
superior strength :rou would not do it, nei
ther ought you to do it if it is in your power. 
Children ought to be disciplined and made 
to understand that. there are such things as 
rules of conduct. It is a disaster to many a 
boy's future career to grow up without any 
idea of obedience or restraint, .but if you 
want him to grow up a devotee of reason 
begin on him whh rP.ason early. I was 
eighteen years old before I suspected at all 
that my father loved me, though beneath the 
stern rules of Bible severity his heart was 
all devotion to his children. When I saw 
that my mother was dead, the first thought 
that came to me, then a man, was that never 
in her life had she F poken a cross word to me 
or st.ruck me. LIBERAL. 

Lewington, Mo. 
---------.----------

A Trick with a Glass of Water. 
Here is a simple and interesting little ex

periment enabling cne to trace sound vibra
tions in a glass of water. Take a fine, thin 
glass, such as will giv forth a musical sound 
if rubbed with wet fingers around the rim. 
Fill it nearly full o! water, and, having wiped 
the edges dry and amooth, place upon the 
rim a cross made cf two equal strips of thin 
cardboard (an old postal card will do for the 
material), with the four ends bent down at 
right angles, so as to prevent its slipping off. 

Now if you gently rub the outside surface 
of the glass with a wet finger it will sing, or 
giv forth a sonorous musical note. But 
the principal phenomenon which you are to 
observe in this experiment is the following : 
If your finger rube !he glass below one of the 
ends of the cardb'1Ud strips the cross will 
not stir; but if, on the contrary, you rub any 
other part of the glass not in a perpendicular 
line with one of the four ends of the cross, 
this latter will turn of its own accord until 
the end of the cardboard arms of the cross 
arrives at a point directly above the spot 
where you are rubbing with your finger. 

Correspondence. 
PROOTon, Mo., July 18, 1891. 

Miss SusAN H. WIXON : This is my second 
letter to the Comer. But it has been so long 
I was almost afraid to try again, but I took 
courage once more. 

Our town is quite small-ju~t two stores, a 
blacksmith's shop, and six dwelling-houses ; 
but it is a pleasant place. We liv on a hill
side with some flowers, and wild birds, which 
sing around us. 

I am not going to school now, for school is 
out, but will begin again in September. I 
shall study at home, for my teacher is a very 
good church-member and she has no use for 
me, as my parents do not belong to the church. 
I hav two brothers: Blake, who is twenty, 
and Harry, who is ten, and my age I will not 
tell, but you can jud~~:e by my letter that I am 
not very old or very bright, just as you think 
best. 

My father was once a preacher, but now he 
has made quite a change and has no use. for 
religion ; and all the people around are try
ing to get him to join the church. I would 
be greatly pleased to hav the boys and ~iris 
of the Children's Comer write to me, as I 
like to get letters. I guess I had better close, 
for if this does not find its way to the waste
basket, I will be surprised for once. 

Your true friend, ETTA TALBOTT. 

INDIAN Gnovz, Mo., July 22, 1891. 
MIBB SuSAN H. WixoN, Deatr Friend: 

Begging your kind indufgence, we wish to 
contribute the following to the " What the 
Little· O.nes are Saying " department of the 
Comer. 

Having returned with the family of a friend 
from church. service one cold winter eveninll 
several years ago, we, while sitting around a 
cheerful fire, discussed the merits of Brother 
Shelton's hite e:lfort, which, be it observed, 
was an elaborate doctrinal sermon. The con
versation was suddenly interrupted by little 
lnes, a bright, intelligent child of seven or 
eight summers, who exclaimed in a tone that 
clearly indicated that she, at that very 
moment, had caught an idea: " Pa I oh, pa ! 
I know who is not a gentleman." The 
father, with an expression of unusual interest, 
replied, "Who, my dear? Who is not a 
gentleman ?" " Why, Brother Shelton is the 
man. You know, pa, that you said that 
gentlemen never call other people fools, and 
I heard Brother Shelton say, that if a man 
did not believe there is a God he is a fool." 
" Oh, well, my dear, you must not be too hard 
on Brother Shelton ; he is a nice man. What 
be said was quoted from the Bible." "Pa, 
does the Bible call people fools?" "That is 
just what it says." "Do you think that is 
right, pa ?" " Yes, it is certainly very foolish 
and absurd to affirm that there is no God. 
And it is foolish and absurd to declare that 
there is a God. The wise and prudent avoid 
both extremes by saying either, 'I believe,' or, 
'I believe not, that there is a God.'" It is 
safe to say that right here we caught an idea 
that has developed through subsequent 
investigation and research, culminating at 
last in clearing away the mist of superstition 
that for a time· so completely obscured our 
mental horizon. Those little ones are some
times the most dangerous critics to be en-
countered. W. C, W ALTO:ll". 
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All ADDRESS p11_rs, or trying to induce the Deity to under· 
take a crusade of one against the Oolora.do 

B ..,. ROBT G I-..T..-.ERSOLL beetle I" Prioe,10 cents. 
• • • ~-... ' Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 

·DELIVERED BBFoBE THE Spiritualism: Is It a Faithor a Fact 1 
New York State Ba;r .Association, at .Albanf, Price, 5 cents. 

N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
The onlv Complete ana. Authorized E4itt011• Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 

PBIOE, TEN OENTS. l'he Public Schools and the Catholic 
THE TRUTH SEEKER oo., Church. Price, 5 cents. 

ss La.fa.:vette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 

BY 
D1JDSON TUTTLE. 

A ffistorioa.l and Oritica.l Review of the Belillion 
of Man. 

OoNTBNTB : What is Religion T Fetichism. Phal· 
lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ioal Problem. Ma.n•s. Fa.ll, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Ma.n•s Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free AKeno:Y, Necessity. Be· 
sponsibilit:y of the Individual. Genellis and Evo. 
lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rterof Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations Of 
Society. Big-hts of Government. Dniies of So 
oiety to Criminals. Dnt:y of Self Oultnre. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKW A.RD 
Br Edward Bellamy, 

Author o:f "Dr. Reidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

FEST IV A..L OF ASHTA..ROTH. 
A tale of Pales'·ine, ~onnded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by t~e Jews. 
By A. c. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB THJI 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;your meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating. To LIBERAL HYMN-Boox contains aonga 
by the peat poets, adapted to well-known tnne11. 
It il' hlll'!!lf recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.ri.on. Wnght, Green, Underwood,Mrll. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by a.ll who ha.v examined it. Prioa 
lll>oenM. Address 'DBll: TB11TB B:u:DB 0¢. 

New :ZtUtloo, Reliset ODd EDI&r&"ed. 

MEN, WOKEN I& GODS. 
•v HELEN H. CARD~NER~ 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL; 

Prite, moth, 1.00; Paper, 50 '3ents. 
Tlw Trade BtJ.Yl'lied at Hpedal .Di8cot£nta~ 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, • 
!IS Lafayette Place, New York. 
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The88 rwtica ar~ for t'M aenefit of Lib.."T!!ls 
"'ho may be 'IJisiting the plaus "''Mre these soCie
ties are locat«l. Local Becula;r Unions and 
Frutlwugkt Societies meeting regularly ean 
hat! their gatherings ad!Dertised 'Mre free by for. 
"'a;rding th.e ntUBBary information. 

The lUanhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, a.t 8 o•olook, a.t Ger~ 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East t5th street. Leot· 
uresand diso'ilsBiollB. The public cordla.ll:yinvited, 

The Newark Liberal Lea~rue 
M.eets every Bunda.:y afternoon a.t 8 o'clock a.t 
Liberal Lea.g_~e Ball, 177 Ba.lse:Y st., cor. Market
st., Newark, N. J. Lectures and disonslliona on 
religious and social que~ions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular 1Jnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bnnda.:y 
evening a.t 7;80. Lecture•, debates, and di•cus. 
slons on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres· 
ident, HBNBY BIBD i SecretarY, 00BA · BBLLB 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical Assocla~ 
tlon 

Meets at Pra.ternit:y rooms., Bedford a. venue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every 
Bunda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oha.rles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. . c 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:iif 
tlleets every Bunda.:y in Industrial Ball, Briia.d a.n d 
Wood sts •• a.t 2:10 and 7 :80 P.H. for lectures a.nd 
free discussions on religious a.nd social questions, 
Able sper.kersfnterest the audience. N .B • ..;..Trn tb 
BeekerPublioa.tionsalwa.:yson hand a.t cheap rates, 

The Secular Society ot' Kent, o:, 
Meets semi-monthl:Y1 ll.rst and third Bu-Bda.ys, at 2 
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. lllABIUs BEIGH~oN, Be«?· 

Ellzur Wright Secular· 1Jnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ll.rst and fourth Bun
days of ea.on month a.t lndepende'nt Ohnroh, li.t 
10!80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TBUTH BEBXEB and InveBtC· 
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor. ~.;;:. 

· 'Chicago Secular 1Jnlon 
lll.E!eta ever:v SundaY evening a.t 7:80 P.x., at 
Pnnoess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison strset. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from a.br<ia.il 
are welcome. . 

Mliwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Chib 
Holds z;neetings everY Bnnda.:y evening a.t. 216 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnre followed 
by debates. The pnblio cordiallY invited. · 

·Des lllolnes Secular 1Jnlon 
Bolds regnla.r meetings at Good TemPla.r Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E .. corner 7th and Lo.onst streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

l!'BANXLm BTEmu,, Pres. It is a. thought-breeding book, and all who are 
Cree to receive new light will lind in itsatisfa.oliioD 
and inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

The a.p~;~ea.l is always made to a. man'il reason. 
and to his noblest sentiment11: never lio his sel· 
flshness.-[Boston Post. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for San 
sale at this office. Price, 5U cents. Francisco, ('!al., Freeth ought 

A BUgll'~stion of a. rea.ll:y praotioa.ble and fea.li· 
ble sooia.l state grea.t}.f in a.dva.noe of the preaen~. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in ita forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, &00. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theolou. 
AN EXPOSi 

Of lihe pernrllion of Stephen Gira.rd'sma.gni4cent 
bequest to Philadelphia. b:Y the Ohristia.n 

churches and Young Men'S 
Ohrtstia.n Assooia.-

Uon. 
B:Y BlOB. Bo WBSTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price S1. Address T1111 TBUTB BBJ:KJIB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
A..ll in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, IOOpp., •1. 
A..pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Bon and Girls. 12mo, 188PP., $1.25. . 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band·. 

some and Interesting Book, Without Bnpersti· 
tion\ for Children and Youth. The Only Free. 
thinKers' Children's Story-Book ever iasned, 
66 full.page illustrations and 25 smaller ; IarKe 
type, heavy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKl!lB 00. 

THE 

UNIVEBSEA.NA.LYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Bea.l Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," ete., eto. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains ma.n:y idea& 
*hat will be new to the world and. productiv of 
good in furnishinr: food for thoull'ht. We trust it 
will ha.v the immense distribution it se riohl.v 
meriis.-(The American Idea.. 

moth, limo,"· 

AddreN THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
IS A G BE .A. 'r SUCCESS:. 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench 

Unrqnaled in quality and price. Has 16 jewels. 
patent regulator, Brrquet hair-spring- (non
catoba.ble), beautiful double aunk paneled dial, 
llnelY a.dju11ted to heat, cold, a11.d poPition, stem 
wind a.nd sat, new model. In silverine oases, Sl9: 
S ounce coin si ver, $22.50: 4 oz. dust· proof, S25, 
r"> better sold elsewhere for f85. In best 141tt 
filled II'O!d cases, gua.ra.nt.eed 20 Years, open face. 
$27 to $80 ; bunting, $82 to $!5: in 141tt, solid 
llOid, $50 to S90. All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Bent p~aid, and ca.sh refunded if not sa.tisfa.o· 
tory. Watches cleaned, S1; springs, $1 i. andre· 
tn·ned free. Best work in the world. ~:~end tor 
te11timonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches. dia.monde, silver ware, cards in colors 
and gold of my FrPethonaht ba.<isrA, trocts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN_, · 

· BOoaELLE, iLL. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valna.ble book for 
voung and middle
tged men1 sn1ferlng 
'•om a. Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of :youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex. 
oesses in ma.tnrer 
:years. It sets fortb 
a.n External Applica.

tion-A POSITIVE OUBEo':as it matters not how 
long standing, bow hopeless or how many reme· 
dies :yon ha.v used. The book. is worth many 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seekinll' a B]16e411 anc pe~nent cure. Ad· 
dress Dr. BObt. p, Fellow 1 Vmela.nd, N.J., and 
sa.:y where :yon ila.w this advertisment • 

A GOOD WOBD• . 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Libera.!, a. human· 

lta.ria.n, and a generons pa.~ron of the Freethought 
press. Be has many testimonials to the value of 
his prosressive and snecessful method of trea.._ 
ment, and desenee pa.liroD&II'e.-heetlloUaAC. 

. Society . 
MeetR even- Sunday evening a.t Union· Sqna.re 
Ball, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o•olook. A cordial invi
tation is extended to a.IL Seats free. . 

Port An;;-eles Secular 1Jnlon 
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 7:80 P.H. in Ma.cidon• 
aid's Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Leot· 
n~es, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
nted on all subjects. Liberal litera.tnre distrtb• 
uted free. FBANX MoBBB, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral 1Jnloil , 

Of Los. An~reles, Oa.l., meets sellli·monthl:YJ..1lrst 
and thud BnndaYB, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M._,.a.t l:'a.rr•s 
Hall, Everybodv invited. MBS· B. Jn. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J, H. MCWILLIAMS, Bee. Bee. 

The Walla Walla I.lb· ra• Club 
Meets every Bunda.:y a.t ll P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla, Walla., Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Frea Disonssions.-Qrigina.l 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. ·A large val· 
ua.ble library is a.t the service of .members and 
friends; 0• B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W, 0ALDEB; Bee. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jplon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every 1lrst and third 
Bunda.:y in the month, a.t the Boeder school· honse. 
Lectures. discussions, reading, and .poems. The 
Krea.test ·freedom accorded to all. Onr inotto, 

Universa.lMenta.l Liberty." D. E. RroE, Pres.; 
J, 'Yf· BELL, Vice·Pres.; 0HABLE~ BHEA, Beo_. 

Fort W ortb, Tex., Liberal Club~ 
MeAt_s every Rnnda.:y a.t Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604Ma.in street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. · OoL. A. HA.BBm, Pres. 

Is.uo B. LEE, Bee. 

San Ar. tonlo (Texas) Libnal As so~ 
elation 

meets everY Frida.y evening a.t L\bera.l Ha.ll •. 2~7 
East Houston street. Free .reading room and cir· 
oulatlng librarY open ·every day and evening. 
Strang-ers cordially invited. A. CHAPMAN, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh Pine Stee~ Bnuramnu or Senator Contztng. 
Bound in bla.ok cloth. silver Mide stamp. 

Price, 75 cents. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 



MISBIONABIBB in Foo Choo, China, are in 
danger. 

ON Sunday the 26th ult. 5,000 pilglims 
visited the shrine of St. Anne de Beaupre. 

TBB holy coat of Treves is expected to 
draw 2,000,000 pilgrims in the six weeks 
beginning on the 18th. 

FBB&H trouble has risen between the pope 
and the Italian government over the closing 
of several churches, necessitated by govern
ment confiscation of their revenue. 

IN China there is discontent that may ulti
mate in a revolution. European powers 
watching to grab something from China may 
then become involved in serious rivalries. --

TH:a: Protestant cburcb~s may hav at th:e 
World's ·Fair an exhibit of their progress in 
this country-their statistics, publications; 
education, eTangelistic work, charities, his
tory, and biography. 

TBB famous French writer on scripta.re, 
Abbe Vigoroux, in the numbers of his Dic
tionary which hav appeared attacks evolution 
as proved false by the chapter of Genesis 
describing man's creation. 

Now that the Vatican has recognized the 
French republic and ostensibly become recon
ciled to republicanism, France may be set on 
by papal influence to coerce Italy into restor
ing the pope's temporal power. 

TBB worst of the reports of Blaine's illness 
is that he is in the third stage of Bright's dis
ease. His supporters deny thia, and attribute 
his care of himself to an undue teQ.dency 
which he has always had to worry over 
ailments. 
· ONB good act among the many bad ones in 
Russia is the order of the ~overnor of Nljni
Novgorod to punish and expel from his 
dominion all who attempt to corner the grain 
market or trade on the growing necessities 
of the people. 

S1x thousand Flemings hav thanked Leo 
XIII. for " the luminous instruction con
tained in his encyclical" on labor. The pope 
also receives thanks for that work from per
sons and societies in all lands. Five thousand 
copies of it hav been distributed in Lyons 
streeta. 

To prevent repetition of the fights between 
Greek and Roman Catholics in the holy 
grotto of the Nativity at Bethlehem, the gov
ernor of that place, in accordance with orders 
from Constantinople, will forbid to the Greek 
Catholics admittance to the grotto by the 
north entry. · 

IN a thunder-storm at Hartford the other 
day the electric fluid penetrated the county 
jall, :flickered weirdly up and down the corri
dors, played about the cell-doors, and " so 
terrified the prisoners that scores of them fell 
on their knees and prayed aloud and in 
shaking tones." 

balALLS is lecturing. He said at Port 
Richmond, N.Y., on the 1st: "Republican 
institution11 are still on trial, and in the 
second century distress and violence in com
pany may work an evil in comparison with 
which the perils of the civil war were pueril." 
Maldistribution of wealth he deems the 
chief evil. 

A FBBNOH fleet is visiting Russian ports 
and enjoying hospitalities and honors.- Rus
sian papers do not hesitate to intimate the 
joint hostility of Russia and France against 
the Triple Alliance. The NrYWe V,-emya says 
that it is not for the Triple Alliance and Eng
land, but for Russia and France, to dictate 
their will to Europe. 

IN the three Connecticut colleges, Yale, 
Trinity, and Wesleyan, attendance at morn
ing prayers is made obligatory upon the stu
dents, but at a co.nsiderably later hour than 
was in vogue a generation ago. Students at 
the Sheffield Scfent!fl.c School of Yale are 
exempted from the prayer rule, and, in the 
absence of any explanation for the distinc
tion, the academic youth say that the scfen. 
title ooys are beyond the prayer line by rea
son of the! r pursuits. 

Russu.N Jews who r(ached Boston on the 
29th ult. by the steamer Norseman, tell pite
ous stories of cruelties. A lad from tllabotky 
says that the Jews of tltat town were ordered 
·to forsake their houses and leave the village 
in three days. They burnt their property 
ra,ther than leave it for their persecutors. 
The Russians were enraged at this, and 
assaulted the Jews. Oae they hung to a 
telegraph pole by his hands. All families 
who had burnt their houses were sentenced 
to Siberia. The lad and his father and 
brother were thus sentenced, but he slipped 
his handcuffs. Other refugees at Boston 
say that any Russbm Christian who covets 
the property of a Jew can obtain it by paying 
one-tenth of its value to the mayor or govern
ment representativ, who will giv him author
ity to expel tbe owner and take . possession. 
It is an ordinary occurrence for a Jew's house 
to be burnt over his head or a Jew to be 
stoned on the streets, and it has become a 
common saying in parts of Russia, " Kill a 
Jew and pay twenty roubles," $10. No 
other punishment is ever inflicted for the 
murder of a Jew, and even this fine is seldom 
imposed. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS • 
. . ADDlUlSB THE. Tit.~ IIEEKEll. OFFICE;. 

. TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
,.,he World's Sages,_ T~inkers~ and A. Truth Seeker Around the World. 

. . Reformers. The B10granhies oi 1 1 w·th t 1 pl te TIM_B pul~s down error, but_ establishes throe hundred of the most. distfn_.guished Four 1!-:rge vo ume\J. _I, __ a see· a. 
truth Cutner 1 engraving of the author-m- \Tol. I., and, 

· -· · teachers· and philosophers (who were not each volum_e illustrated ~th forty~seven 
llr all the convicts ill. all the penitentiaries · Christians); from the time of :Menu to the cuts. ·Handsomely bound in red . cloth, 

of the U11fted States could be transported _to present. By D. M. BENNETT .. 1,075 pages, $6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; m mo-
some island in the sea, and there allowed to, 8vo .. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc- rocco, gilt edges, $10,50. · 
make a government for · themselvs, they: co, gilt edges, $4.50. The World's Sages· Thi'nkers, and would pass better laws than John Galvin I • ~ 
did in Geneva.-IngwaoZZ. . ~- The Champions of the Church; Thell' Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 

Cn·mes and Persecut1"ons Bio- $3.00·, leather, $4.00·, morocco, gilt edges, TBB usage of those who cite vicious au- ·. . . . • . 
thorities, for worse purposes, and· enforce the g_raphical sketch.es of pron:::nent Ohn~- $4.50. 
most absurd practice by the oldest precedent, tians .• ~ compamon book to The Worlds The Champions of the Church; Their 
is to bequeath to us as an heir-lnom the errors ~.i\~s'pa:!~: ~~ £· J"ol~~~:;; ;l~3o! Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo: 
of our forefathers; to confer a kind of im- morocco gilt e.d~es' $4 ·50 ' e ' · ' 1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00, 
mortality on folly, making the dead more . ' ' · · morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. . 
powerful than time, and more sagacious than . The Gods and Religions of Ancient ..,h G d d R. 

1
. . f. A · t 

experience, by subjecting those that are • V 1 I . .1. e o s an - e 1g1ons o nc1en 
upon the earth to the perpetual malgovern- and Modern Times~ 0 · . · ~Ivs and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
ment of those that are beneath it.-Cotton. a full account of all the g?ds th? nati?ns Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 

of the earth hav worshiped, mc)udmg volume, or $5.60 for the two volumes; in FoRcE can be neither created nor destroyed 
-a proposition from which follows the in
destructibility of force and the impossibility 
of its having as such either a beginning or an 
end. The result deduced from this newly 
discovered physical truth is the same as that 
deduced from the indest-ructibility of matter; 
the twaiii hav built up from. eternity and will 
build up for evermore that totality of phenom
ena which we call the universe.-Buchnw. 

WB should found Sunday gardens, where 
our toil-worn fellow-citizens could enjoy their 
holidays -,rith out-door sports, and out-door 
dances, free museums, temperance drinks, 
llealthy refreshments, collectioRs of botanical 
and zcilogical curiosities. Country excur
sions on the only leisure day of the laboring 
classes should be as free as air and sunsb!ne, 
and eveiy civilized community 8hould hav a 
Recreation League for the promotion of that 
purpose.- 08t1Jald. 

MARRIAGE ought to be a civil contract; and 
on the parties going before a magistrate, in 
the presence of witnesses, and entel'ing into 
an engagement, they should be considered as 
man and wife. This is what I caused to be 
done in France. If they wished it, they 
might go to the church afterw~~ord to get a 
priest to repeat the ceremony; but this ought 
not to be considered as indispensable. It 
was always my maxim that· these relil(ious 
ceremonies should never be above the Taws; 
never take the lead or upper hand.-N apoleon 
Bonaparte. · · 

TBB [Blble] writer meant that God created 
the universe out of nothing; that at his word 
of command the " matter and force," or the 
something of which the "heavens and ~he 
earth" were composed, · were called into 
being. By a knowledge of chemistry, elec
tricity, and the physical sciences generally, 
we now learn, however, that matter and force 
are alike indestructible; that not one atom 
of them can be destroyed ; that, manifold as 
are the changes through which it is posaible 
for them to pan; not a particle is ever lost ; 
and, being imperishable, tt is rational to sup
pose that they never began to be.-Artku,. 
B. JloS8: · 

MoNTBsQumu says, that. the Scythian a put 
out th~ eyes of t~eir slaves, that they might 
be more attentiv to the making of their 
butter. It is thus that the Inquisition acts, 
and almost everyone ill blinded in the coun. 
tries in which this monster reigns. In Eng
land people hav had two eyes tor more than 
a hundred years. The French are begin
ning to open one eye-but sometimes men 
in pla® will not even permit us to be one
eyed. Those miserable statesmen are like 
Doctor Balouard of the Italian comedy, who 
will only be served by the tool .Arlequi.D, 
and who fears to hav too penetratirig . a 
servant.-Volta(,.ll. • 

WHBNBVBR a community or a pQwerful 
section of a community, or a government of 
any kin~, attempts to dictate to the artist 
what he is to do, art either entirely yanishes, 
or becomes stereotyped, or degenerates into 
a low and ignoble form of !)raft. A :wor}[ of 
art is the unique result of: a unique tempera.. 
Di!lnt. Its beau$y comes from the fact that 
the author is what he is. It has nothing to 
do with the fact that other people want what 
t}).ey want. Indeed, the moment that an 
artist takes notice of what other people 
want, and tries to supply the demand, he 
ceases to be. an artist, and becomes a dull or 
an amu~ng craftsman, an honest or a dishon
est tradeilman. He has no further claim to 
be considered as an artist. Art is the moat 
intense mOde of Individualism· that the world 
has knowri:.-08car Wilde. · · 

TH:& acceptance of the evolutionary phi
losophy is the profoundest mental revolution 
conceivable. It inverts the whole picture of 
life; or rather, to apeak more accurately, it 
opens our eyes to the fact that the whole 
picture has been hitherto presented topsy. 
turvy. The fable of a fancied fall is replaced 
with the proof of a continuous ascent ; for 
the pessimistic caricature of mau as a de. 
graded creature, conceived in sin, there is 
su'bstltuted a figure glowing with life and 
hope; an individuality with a matchless rec. 
ord of triumphs onr hostil environments ; 
a being preeminently capable of selecting 
from and absorbing all that is best in his 
environment ; a being therefore essentially 
fitted for self-government. This is un
unquestionably the teaching of evolution; 
this is the ideal it holds up as that which 
alone is worthy of the dignity of man.- W. 
Owen. .. 

Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus leather $7 00· in morocco gilt edges 
Ghrist, Virgin Mary, and t~e Bible. 835 $S 00 ' · ' ' ' 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. descnbes fully all · · 
the religious systems of the world, inclu.d- From Behind the Bars. A series of 
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chns- letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, Price $1.50. · 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$11.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00, 

Supernatural. Reli~i~n. An. inquiry 
into the reahty of diviDe revelation. De· 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernatura.l~sm 
overwritten. ByF. W.NEWMAN,Ementus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leatl- er, $5.0G, 
moroceo, gilt edges, $5.50. · 

The Great Works of Thomas Pai~e. 
Including The Age of Reason, E_!xnmma· 
tion of Prophecies, Reply to _Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskme, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r- • -~dad by the Life of Paine, and 
a steei-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

tualysis . of Religious Beli~f. An 
examination of tlie Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
ooUNT AMIIEBLn; son. of the late Lord 
·Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
p_~~es,-~vo. In cloth, $3~P.!'; 

.•'""\;; 
The foregoing· volumes are called " 'l'he 

i'ruth Seeker Library." J:t all are ordered to. 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted frOm the price of eaob. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR SALE AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Jn, 
. 1luence of Ollristianity on Civilization; 

Christianity and Materialism; What Lib. 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Grimes and Cruelties 
of Christinnity; the Authoritr. of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6(} 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christi~nity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and :Materialism. 15 
cents. 

Wltnt Liberalism Offers in Place of· 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

'Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Po. :..deal and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

WQman: Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

llaterialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-
1 logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
· days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 

and Prof. 0. A. BURGESs, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood·:Mru;ples Debate. A four' 
nights' debate l:ietween B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. Jom{ l:Luu>LEs. Fully reported. 
Pap~r, S5 otutli olotb,_60_o~tl~ _ · 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during. a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben· 
nett was a delegate, followed by a de· 
scription of what he saw in England, 
Franc~ Holland, and ·Italy. The letters 
from .ttome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods · and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Seinitio 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Ghrist, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a :first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov• 
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and M:oham· 
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit .of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discus_ sion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh
bors. 550 paQ:es. Price. $1. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. B~twee
D. M. BENNETT and GYRus RoHULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 

What Objections to Cliristianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT &nd 
G. M. MAm, divided into ·.the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
menta hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his inissio~ 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAm denies. _This iQ 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the l;Tnitea 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
deJ?ositing prohibit~d matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon MR. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. · - · · 

llllterrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisfi 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects, 
PaPer. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv. 
ing many chu!cJ:t i~~;cidents. and ~is evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

. aloth, 75 cents. 

The BoGk ~f Chronicles of .the Pil· 
grims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle to 
the 'l'l'V"Jh Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 · 

-The First Epistlf of Bennett. ~he 
· Apostle to the Truth Seekers., 

10 cents. 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 Ce!ltS. . 

Open Letter to Samuel Colgate.· 
10 cent11. .· 

An Hour with the Devil. 10 cents.. 

linfnl Sainti and Silllual Shep]J.erdir 
a ... -. 
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A LESSON FROM SHAKSPERE-WHAT UNCLE SAM -yvrLL SOME DAY SAY TO PRIESTCRAFT. 
UNOLB BAM AB GRATIANO : Beg that thou mayest hav leave to hang thyself : and yet thy wealth being forfeit to the state, thou hast not left the value of a cord, therefore, thou must 

be banged at the state's charge I PRIBBTORAFT As SBYLOOK : I pray you giv me leave to go from hence ; I am not well I 

Tim Jesuit order has a total membership 
of 12,300, divided into 27 provinces. 

Tn• argument of the· AbM Vigoroux, of 
Paris, ag\inst the doctrin of evolution, says 
the World, is rather more vigorous than con
clusiv. But it will arouse the antagonism of 
the Darwinians of two worlds, for the abM 
is a prominent churchman and worth tilting 
against. 

Tim London Tlm68 investigator who thinks 
deportation of the negro necessary, give as 
reasons : " That the problem of the future of 
the colored race at the South is not tending 
toward a satisfactory solution, but is becom
ing more refractory and threatening continu
ally; that such experience as has been had war
rants the belief that the Southern whites will 
never permit the negro to enjoy the franckise 
or any degree of social equality; that in fact 
a race antagonism bas been developing ~ver 
since the abolition of slavery; that the rela
tions between the races are becoming more 
and more strained ; that crimes and abuses 
are shockingly frequent on both sides; that 
the advance of the negro toward material 
prosperity has been discouragingly slow; 
that the same may be said of his growth in 
intelligence; that the North shares with the 
South that race prejudice which renders 
assimilation an idle dream; and that there 
is no ground for thinking that these condi
tions will change for the better." 

MoRGAN, commissioner of Indian schools, 
baa written to Father Chappelle, vice-

president of the Catholic missions bureau : 
"The schools maintained by the government 
for the education of tHe Indians should be 
strictly .non-sectarian and non-partisan ; and, 
further, the appropriation of public funds to 
sectarian institutions is, in my opinion, con
trary to the spirit if not the letter of the Con
stitution, and. opposed to public policy. My 
position on the question was violently as
sailed by your bureau. False charges were 
preferred against me, and the most determined 
but futil efforts were made to prevent my 
confirmation and to secure my displacement. 
An employee I discharged for cause from 
this office immediately got employment with 
your bureau, where he is still retained, and 
during the entire two years the bureau has 
both directly and indirectly, in season and 
out of season, publicly and privately, through 
newspapers and personal interviews, through 
official correspondence and in the lobby of 
Congress, assailed the policy of the adminis
tration, and attempted to defeat the extension 
and successful Operation of the government· 
schools." 

"EVERY monastery and convent," wails 
the Catholic Freeman's Journal, "with its 
sacred traditions and. its shrine, is ·a strong
bold of the faith and a beacon of light. Of 
these there were until recent years many 
thousands in Italy. There was hardly a vil
lage, a valley or a hill without its convent and 
turret. Night and day was the incense of 
prayer ascending from innumerable choirs, 
bringing blessings to the church and peace to 
men of good will. But the Atheistic revolu
tion has done its work thoroughly and with
out remorse, and is still activ with its mission 
of extermination. The great abbeys and an-

cient convents, once the glory and joy of the 
land, are all stripped of their possessions. 
The more notable ones hav been converted 
Into government offices, municipal buildings 
or public institutions. The inmates received 
scant pity from their plunderers; and were in 
many cases sent adrift from their sacred sanct
uaries and beloved homes where they had 
spent oft-times fifty and sixty years, with no 
other resources than a miserable pension of 
one or two francs a day, irregularly paid, 
sometimes diminished on some trivial pretext 
and at other times altogether withheld." 

AMoNG the inhabitants of Elisabetgrad, 
Ruesf.ll, are many Jews who are engaged in 
the usual vocations of the people of tha_t 
nationality in Russian cities. The intense 
hatred of the Jews entertained by the peas
ant population recently broke out, and several 
thousand farm laborers, small land.holders, 
and others engaged in agricultural occupa
tions in the country· surrounding Elisabet
grad, marched into the town and proceeded 
to the ·Jewish quarter. The Jews upon see
ing the mob approaching made frantic efforts 
to hide themselvs. Amid cries of "Kill the 
Jews" the peasants descended upon their vic
tims. They attacked the Jewish ahops and 
dwellings and plundered them of everything 
valuable. What was considered not worth 
stealing was wantonly destroyed. Some of 
the braver Jews resisted this looting of their 
property, but this only made matters the 
worse for them, and three of them were 
killed. Many others, who attempted to 
defend their families or property from the 
mob, were severely wounded. The rioting 
in the Jewish quarter continued for hours, 

and although the authorities were well aware 
of the outrages they did not take a step to · 
prevent them, nor in any way interfere to pro• 
teet the Jews. 

A DIBPATOB from the shrine of St. Anne de 
Beaupre to the World reads : " Five trains 
and three steamers were required to take the 
pilgrims from Quebec down to the shrine 
to.day. Not only the church, but the entire 
village was in holiday attire, Papal and 
Canadian flags hung over the main entrance of 
the church. There was a grand solemn trans
lation of a new relic of the saint, obtained 
for the shrine from Carcasson, France, by 
Cardinal Taschereau. It is the bon eo· of a 
complete finger-joint of St. Anne. The 
former relic of St. Anne, in possession of 
the church, Is only a portion of a fnger
jo!nt, and much smaller than the new one. 
Father Riley, being asked if miracles similar 
to those reported at St. Anne are worked 
anywhere else in America, said: 'Not to the 
same extent, and none that are so well known. 
Some hav been reported at the Paseionist 
monastery at Hoboken, N.J., and others at 
the church of Our Lady of the Perpetual Help 
at Roxbury, where Miss Grace Hanley, now 
a nun in a Quebec convent, was cured of a 
serious spinal trouble. Nowhere else in 
America hav such miracles been reported.' 
There was a distressing amount of bodily 
pain and suffering in the mass of strug
gling humanity that knelt in prayer with 
St. Anne to.day. But the majority of the 
petitioners received no benefit. Many who 
had to be carried into the church were carried 
out again with their condition apparently 
unchanged. Hundreds of Americans are 
among the number." 
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fl•nunnnieations. 
lfhen Did Jehoshaphat Die1 
. A BIBLE LESSON. . 

At the end of Solomon's reign the Jewish nation 
was divided into t.wo kingdoms. Two tribes acknowl
edged the authority of Solomon's successor, Reho
boam. Tbis wa~ cellled the kingdom of Judah, of 
which Jerusalem was the capital. Ten tribes revolted 
and made Jeroboam king. This formed the king
dom of Israel, of which Samaria was the capital. 
The following is a brief summary of the reigns of the 
kings of the two kingdoms from the partition of the 
empire to the conquest of Ierael by the Assyrians: 

, KINGDOM OF JUDAH. 

"And Rehoboam the son of Solomon reigned in 
Judah . . . and he reigned seventeen years" 
(1 Kings xiv, 21). 

"And R 3boboa~ elept with his fathers . • . 
and Abijam his son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings 
xiv, 31). "Three years reigned he" (xv, 2). 

"And Abijam slept with his fathers . . . 
and Asa his sqn reigned in his stead" (1 Kings xv, 
8). "Forty and one years reigned he" (10). 

11 And Asa slept with his fathers . . . and 
Jehoshaphat his son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings 
xv, 24). "And be reigned twenty and five years in 
Jerusalem" (xxii, 42). 

"And Jehosbaphat slept with his fathers 
and Jehoram his son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings 
xxii, 50). "Atid he reigned eight years" (2 Kings 
viii, 17). 

"And Joram [Jehoram] slept with his fathers 
. . . and Ahaziah reigned in his stead" (2 Kings 
viii, 24). "And he reigned one year" (26). 

"And be [Ahaziah] :i!ed to Megiddo ind died 
there" (2 Kmgs ix, 27). u And when Athaliah the 
mothlr of Abaziah saw that her son was dead she 
arose and destroyed all the seed royal.. But Jeho
sheba took J oasb the son of Ahaziab . . . and 
he was with her [hie nurse] hid in the house of the 
L'lrd six yea-rs. And A.thaliah did reign over the 
land" (xi, 1-3). 

"They slew Athaliah" (2 Kings xi, 20). "And 
they brought down the king (Joasbl from the house 
of the Lord. . . . . And ne sat on the throne of 
the kings" (19). "Forty years reigned he in Jeru
salem" (xii, 1). 

"His servants smote him [Joash] and he died, 
• • . and Amar~.:iah his son reigned in his stead" 
(2 Kings xii, 21)-" and reigned twenty and nine 
years" (xiv, 2). 

"They made a conspiraoy against him [Amazisb] 
. . . and slew bhn" (2 Kings xiv, 19). "And all 
the people of Judah took Azuiah • . . and 
made him king instead of his father, Amaziah" (21). 
"And he reigned two a~d fifty years" (xv, 2). 

" So Azariah slept with his fathers . . . and 
Jotham his son reigned in his stead" (2 Kings xv, 
7). "And he reigned sixteen years" (33 ). 

"And J otham slept with his fathers . • • and 
Ahaz his son reigned in his stead" (2 Kings xv, 38) 
-"and reigned sixteen years" (xvi, 2). 

"And Ahaz slept with his fathers . • . and 
Hezekiah his son reigned in his·stead" (2 Kings xvi, 
20). "In the sixth year of Hezakiah • • . Sama
ria was taken" (xviii, 10). 

From the division of the empire, then, to the 
conquest of Israel by the Assyrians, the reigns of 
Judah's kings were as follows: Rehoboam, seventeen 
years; Abijam, three years; Asa, forty-one years; 
Jehoshaphat, twenty. five years; Joram, eight years; 
Ahaziab, one year; Athaliah, six years; Joash, forty 
years; Amaziah, twenty-nine years; Azariah, fifty
two years; J otham, sixteen years; Ahaz, sixteen 
years; Hezakiah, six years. 

KINGDOM OF ISRAEL. 

"They . . . made him [J aroboam] king over 
all Israel" (1 Kings xii, 20). ''And the days which 
Jeroboam· reigned were two and twenty years" 
(xiv,•20); . 

"And he [Jeroboam] slept with his fathers and 
Nadab his son reigned in his stead" (1·Kings xiv, 
20)-" and reigned over Israel two years" (xv, 25). 

"And Bsaeha smote him [Nadab] . . • and 
reigned in ;\J.is stead" (1 Kings xv, 27, 28)-" twenty 
and four ye~ors" (33). 

''So Baasha slept with his fathers . . . and 
Elah his son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings xvi, 6)
" two years" (8). 

" Z imri went in and smote him, and killed him 
[Elah] . . . and reigned in his stead" (1 Kings 
xvi, 10)-" seven days" (15). · 

"Wherefore all lerael made 0 mri . . . king 
over Ililraal" (1 Kings xvi, 16)-" to reign over Israel 
twelve years" (23). . 

"So Omri slept with his fathers . . . and 
Ahab his son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings ni, 28) 
-"twenty and two years" (29). 

"So Abab slept with his fathers and Ab.aziah his 
son reigned in his stead" (1 Kings, xxii, 40)-'' and 
reigned two years over Israel" (51). 

"So he [Ahaziab] died . • . and Jehoram 
l his brother lteigned in his stead·" (2 Kings i, 17)
•• and reigned twelve years" (iii, 1). 

"I hav anointed thee [Jehu] king . . • over If from the beginning of Abijam's reign to the 
Israel" (2 Kings · ix, 6). ·u And Jehu . . . death of Abaziah. was sixty-eight years, and from •the 
smote Jehoram" (24). "And the time that Jehu beginning of Abijam's reign to the death Qf Jehosh
reigned over israel in Samaria was twenty and eight aphat was sixty-nine years, J ahoshaphat . therefore 
years" (x, 36). · died one year after Ahaziah died. · . 

''And Jehu. slept with his fathers . , . and . 3 "In the tbirty and first year of Asa kin~ of 
Jeboahaz his son reigned in his stead" (2 Kings x, Judah began Omri to reign over Israel" (1 Ktngs 
35)-" and reigned seventeen years" (xiii, 1). xvi, 23). . 

"And J ehoahaz ·slept with his fathers . . . From the accession of Omri to the death of Aha· 
and J oash his son reigned in his steid" (2 Kings xiii, ziah the reigns of Israel's kings were:_ pmri 12 years, 
9)-" and reigned sixteen years" (10). Ahab 22 years, and Ahaziah 2 years. 12 yrs. + 22 

"And J oash slept with his fathers and Jeroboam yrs. + 2 yrs. = 36 yrs. 
sat upon his throne" (2 KinRs xiii, 13)-" and reigned As Omri became king in the thirty-first year of 
forty and one years" (xiv, 23). Asl!.'s reign, Asa reigned ten years after Orori became 

''And Jeroboam slept with his fa~hers . . . king, and this added to J ehoshaphat's reign of 
and Z acbariab his son reigned in his stead" (2 Kings twenty-five years makes thirty-five years from Omri 
xiv, 29)-" six months" (xv, 8)'. to the death of J ehoshaphat. 

" And Shallum . • . slew him [Z \chariab] If from the accession of ·o rori to the. death of 
and reigned in his stead" (2 Kings, xv, 10)-" a full AhJSziAh was thirty. six years, and from the accession 
month" (13). of 0 r.nri to the death of J ehoshaphat was thirty·five 

"Menahem . • . slew him [Shallum] and years, Jehoshaphat therefore died one year before 
reigned in his stead" (2 Kings, xv, 14)-" and reigned Ahaziah died. 
ten years" (17). _. 4. "In the three and twentieth year of J oash the 

"And Menahem slept with his fathers and Peka- son of Ahaziah kivg of Judah, Jehoahaz the son of 
hiab his son reigned in his stead" (2 Kings xv, 22)- Jehu began to reign over Israel" (2 Kings xiii, 1). 
" and reigned two years" (23). From the death of Abaziab, king of Isra"J, to the 

"Peke.b . . . kilJed him [Pekahiab land reigned acceRsion of J eho"baz, J ehoram reigned 12 years, 
in his room" (2 Kings xv, 25)-" and reigned twenty a_nd J ahu 28 years, a total of 40 years. 
years" (27). From the death of J ahoahii!phat io the accession 

"And Hoshea . . • slew him [PekahJ and of Jahoahrz, Judah's sovereigns reigned-Joram 8 
reigned in his stead" (2 Kings x:v, 30)-" nine years" yeart~, Ab.sziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 'ea'rB, J oasb 23 
(xvii, 1). "In the ninth year of Hoshea the king of years. 8 yrs. + 1 yr. + 6 yrs. + 23 yrs. = 38 yrs. 
Assyria took Samaria, and carried Israel away into If from the death of Aheziah to the accession of 
Ase:yria" (6). J ahoahaz was forty years, and from· the death of 

Ftom the division of the empire to the conquest J ehoshaphat to the accession of J ehoah•z was thirty
of Israel the reigns of Israel's kings, omitting Z tmri's eight years, J ehoshaphat therefore died two years 
brief reign of seven days and (lalling the combined after Ahaziah died. 
reigns of Zichariah and Shallum one year as com- 5. "And J ehoram [of Israell reigned in his [Aha
puted by chronologists, were as follows: Jaroboam, z:ah'11] stead, in the second year of Jehoram the son 
twenty-two years; N adab, two years; Baasha, of J snoshaphat 11 (2 Kings i, 17). 
twenty-four years; Elah, two years; Omri, twelve If Ab11ziah died and J ehoram of Israel became 
years; Ahab, twenty-two years; Ahaziah, two years; king in the second year of J ehoriam of J ndah, 
J ahoram, twelve years; Jehu, twenty-eight years; J shoehlilphat therefore died two yeara before Aha· 
J ehoahtz, seventeen years ; ·J oasb, sixteen years ; ziah died. 
Jeroboam II., forty-one years ; Z \Chariah and Shal- 6. " And J or am [ J ehoram] king of Israel and 
lum, one year ; Menahem, ten years ; Ptlkahiab, two Abaziah king of J udab. went out, each in his chariot, 
years; Pekah, twenty years; Hoshea, nine years.. • • . against 1 ehu" (2 Kings ix, 21). "And 
· WHEN DID JEHOSHAPBAT DIET J ahu drew a bow .with his full strength, and smote 

The foregoing epitome of Jewish history, Jehoram between his arms, and the arrow went out 
gleaned from 1 and 2 Kings, is presented in order at his heart" (24). "But when Ahaziah the king of · 
that the reader may the more readily understand the J adah saw this, be flsd by way of the garden 
following solutipns (based upon statements that house. And J ebu followed after him, and said, 
appear in these books) to the question that forms Smite him also in the chariot. And they did so" 
the topic of this Bible lesson-When did Jehosha- (27). 
phat die? Jehoram, king of. Israel, and Ahaziab, king of 

Jehoshaphat is represented as one of Judah's best Judah, were thus slain at the same time. Jehu sue
and greatest kings. He did "that which was right ceeded Jehoram; Athalia'l succeeded Ahazit.h, 
in the e:ves of the Lord." "The Lord was · with reigned six years, and was in turn succeeded by J O· 
Jehoshaphat." ''And Jehosbaphat waxed great." ash. Jehu had thus reigned six years over Israel 
"And he had riches and honor in abundance." He when J oash became king of Judah. As :J ehoram 
died at. the age of sixty, after a reign of twenty-five reigned twelve years, from the death of Ahaziah [of 
years. Ahsziah, king .of Israel, is represented as a Israel] to the accession_ of J oash, then, was eighteen 
very wicked kiBg. . '' He did evil in tlie sight of the years. . 
Lord." "For he served Baal, and worshiped him, . Ftom the death of J ehoshaphat to the accession of 
and provoked to ange}."theLord." Elijah prophesied Joash, Judah's sovereigns reigned as follows: Joram 
his early death, which c&me after a brief reign of two 8 years, Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years-a total of 
years. The last chapter of the first book of Kings 15 years. . 
chronicles the reign and death of J adah's king, If from the death of Ahaziah to the reign of J oash 
Jehosbaphat; the first chapter of the second book was eighteen years, and from the death of J ahosh
of Kings records the reign and death of Israel's aph&t to the reign of J oasb. was fifteen years, J e
king, Ahaz:a'b. Now when did Jehoshaphat die 1 hoshaphat therefore died three yeara after Abaziah 
Did he die before or after Ahaziah died? died. 

1. "And in the twentieth year of Jeroboam, king 7. "In the second year of J oash son of J ehoahaz 
of Israel, reigned Asa over J adah" (1 Kings xv, 9). king of Israe] rei~ned Amaziah the son of J oash 

As Jeroboam reigned twenty-two years, he reig11ed king of Judah" (2 Kings xiv, 1). 
two years after Asa became king. From the com- Ft·om the death of Abaziah to the accession of 
menoement of Asa's reign, then, to the death of Am1ziah the reigns of Isn.el's kings were-Jehoram 
Abaziah, the reigns of Israel's kings were as follows: 12 years, Jehu 28 years, Jehoab1z 17 years, Joash 2 
Jeroboam 2 years, N a dab 2 years, Baasha 24: years, yeare. 12 yrs. + 28 yrs. + 17 yre. + 2 yrs. = 59 
Elah 2 years, Omri 12 years, Ahab 22 years, and yrs. 
Ahaziah 2 years. 2 yrs. + 2 yrs. + 24 yrs. + 2 yrs. From the death of 1 ehoshaphat to the accession 
+ 12 yrs. + 22 yrs. + 2 yrs.= 66 yrs. of Amaziah, Judah's kings reigned-J oram 8 years, 

As Asa reigned f6rty-one years and Jehoshaphat Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years, Joash 4:0 years. S 
reigned twenty-five years, from the aommencement yrs. + 1 yr. + 6 yrs. + 40 yrs. = 55 yrs. 
of Asa's reign to the death of Jehoshaphat was 41 If from the death of Ahazlah to the accession of 
yrs. + 25 yrs. = 66 yrs. Amaziah was fifty-nine years, and from the death of 

If from the commencement of Asa's reign to the J ehoshaphat to the acClession of Amaz~ah was fifty
death of Abaziah was sidy-six years, and from the five years, J ehoshaphat therefore died four years 
commencement of Asa's reign to the death of Jehosh- after AhBziah died. 
aphat was sixty-six years, Jehoshaphat therefore died 8. "And Jehoshapbat the son of Asa began to 
in the same year that Ahaziah died. reign over Judah in the fourth year of Ahab king 

2. "Now in the eighteenth year of King Jeroboam of Israel 11 (1 Kings xxii, 41). 
the son of· Nebat reigned Abijam over Judah 11 (1 If Abab reigned twenty-two years and Jehoshapbat 
Kings xv, 1). began to reign in the four~h year of Abab's reign, 

As Jeroboam reigned twenty- two years, he reigned. J eboshaphat bad reigned eighteen years when Abab 
four years after the beginning of Abijam's reign. died, and twenty years when Abaziah died. A& 
Ftom the beginning of Abijam's reign, then, to the Jeboshaphat reigned twenty-five years, he therefor( 
death of Ahaziah, the reigns of Israel's kings were: died five year a after Abaziah died. 
Jeroboam 4 years, Nadab 2 years, Baaeha 24 years, 9. "Ahazlah the son of Ahab began to reign over 
Elah 2 years, 0 .nri 12 years, Ahab 22 years, and Israel in Samaria the seventeenth year of Jehosh
Ahaziah 2 years. 4 · yrs. + 2 yrs. + 24 yrs. + 2 11phat king of Judah, and reigned two years over 
yrs. + 12 yrs. + 22 yrs. + 2 yrs. = 68 yrs. Israel" (1 Kings xxii, 51). 

Ftom the. begi.aning of Abijam's reign to the If Ahaziah began to reign in the seventeenth year 
death of Jehoshaphat the reigns of Judah's kings of Jehoshaphat and reigned two years before he 
were: Abije,m 3 years, Asa 41 years, Jeboshaphat died, he died in the nineteenth year of Jehoshaphat's 
25 years. 3 yrs. + 41 yrs. + 25 yrs. = 69 yrs. reign. As Jehoshaphat reigned twenty-five years, 
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he therefore died siaJ years after Ahaziah died. and Shallum 1 year, Menahem 10 years, Pekahiah 2 
10. "Now Jehoram the son of Ahab began to years, Pekah 20 years, Hoshea 7 years. 12 yrs. + 

reign over Israel in Samaria in the eighteenth year 28 yrs. + 17 yrs. + 16 yrs. + 41 yrs. + 1 yr. + 10 
of Jehoshaphat king of Judah" (2 Kings iii, 1). yrs. + 2 yrf!. + 20 yrs. + 7 yrs. = 154 yrs. · 

If Ahaziah died and Jehoram became king in the · F.rom the death of Jehoshaphat to the siege of 
eighteenth year of Jeboshaphat's reign, Jehoahaphat Samaria the reigns of Judah's kings were: Joram 8 
therefore died seven years after Abaziah died. years, Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years, J oash 40 

11. " In the second year of Peklilh the son of years, Amaziah 29 years, Azariah 52 years, J otham 
Remaliah king of Israel began J otham the son of 16 years, Ahaz 16 years, Hezekiah 4 years. 8 yre. 
Uzziah [Azniah] king of Judah to reign" (2 Kings + 1 yr.+ 6 yrs. + 40 yrs. + 29 yrs. +52 yrs. + 16 
xv, 32). yrs. + 16 yrs. + 4 yrs. = 172 yrs. 

From the death of Ahaziah to the beginning of If ftom the death of Ahaziah to the siege of 
Jotha~·~ .reign, the following were the reigns of· Samaria was one hundred and fifty-four years, and 
Israels kmgs : J ehoram 12 years, Jehu 28 yeare, from the death of J ehoshaphat to the siege of 
Jehoahez 17 years, Joash 16 years, Jeroboam 41 SAmaria was .one hundred and seventy-two years, 
years, Zachariah and Shallum 1 year, Menahem 10 Jehoshaphat therefore died eighteen years before 
years, Pekahiah 2 years, Pekah 2 years. 12 yrs. + Ahaziah died. 
28 yrs. + 17 yrs. + 16 yrs. + 41 yrs. + 1 yr.+ 10 16. "In the twenty and seventh year of Jeroboam 
yrs. + 2 yrs. + 2 yre. = 129 yrs. king of Israel began Azariah son of Amaziah king of 

·From the death of J ehoshaphat to the beginning Judah to reign"· (2 Kings xv, 1). 
of Jotham's reign the following were the reigns of From the death of Ahaziah to the accession of 
Judah's kings: Joram 8 years, Aheziah 1 year, Azariah the reigns of Israel's kini!B were: Jehoram 
Athaliah 6 years, Joash 40 years, Amsziah 29 years, 12 years, Jehu 28 years, Jehoahaz 17 years, Joash 16 
Azariah 52 ye11rs. 8 yrs. + 1 yr.+ 6 yrs. + 40 yrs. years, Jeroboam 27 years. 12 yrs. + 28 yrs. + 17 
+ 29 yrs. + 52 yrs. = 136 yrs. yrs. + 16 yrs. + 27 yrs. =·100 yrs. 

If from the death of Ahaziah to the beginning of F£om the death of Jehoshaphat to the accession 
Jotham's reign was one hundred and twenty-nine of Azariah the reigns of Judah's kings were: Joram 
years, and from the death of Jehoshaphat to the 8 years, Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years, Joash 40 
beginning of Jotham's reign was one hundred and years, Amaziah 29 years. 8 yrs. + 1 yr.+ 6 yrs. + 
thirty-six years, Jehoshaphat therefore died seven 40 yrs. + 29 yrs. = 84 years. 
years before Ahaziah died. If from 'the death of Ahaziah to the accession of 

12. " In the thirty and eighth year of Azuiah Azsriah was one hundred years, and from the death 
king of Judah did Zachariah the son of Jeroboam of J ahoshaphat to the accession of Azariah was 
reign over Israel" (2 Kings xv, 8). eighty-four years, .Jehoshaphat therefore died siaJ 

From the death of Ahaziah to the accession of teen years after Ahaziah died. 
ZAChariah the reigns. of Israel's kings were : J ehoram ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS. 
12 years, Jehu 28 years, Jehoahaz 17 years, Joash When did Jehoshaphat's death occur? Dld it 
16 years, Jeroboam 41 years. 12 yrs. + 28 yrs. + occur before or after · Ahaziah's death occurred? 
17 yrs. + 16 yrs. + 41 yrs. = 114 yrs. · The following are the various answers to this ques-

From the death of J ehoshaphat to the accession of tion which the precedin,z solutions hav disclosed : 
Zschariah the reigns of Judah's kings were: Joram 1. The same year; 2; One year after; 3. One 
8 years, Ahazlah 1 yaar, Athaliah 6 years, J oash 40 year before; 4. Two years after; 5. Two years 
years, Amaziah 29 years, Azariah 38 years. 8 yrs. before; 6. Three years after; 7. Four years after; 
+ 1 yr. + 6 yrs. + 40 yrs. + 29 yrs. + 38 yrs. = 8. Five years after; 9. Six years after; 10. Seven 
122 yrs. . years after; 11. Seven years before; 12. Eight years 

If from the death of Ahaziah to the accession of before; 13. Nine years before; 14. Seventeen years 
Z •chariah was one hundred and fourteen years, and before ; 15. Eighteen years before; 16. Sixteen 
trom the death of J ehoshaphat to the secession of years after. 
ZAchariah was one hundred and twenty-two years, Here are sixteen different answers to a simple 
Jehoshaphat therefore died eight years before historical question. But one of them can possibly 
Ahaziah died. be correct; fifteen of them must necessarily be in· 

13. 11 In the fiftieth year of Azariah king of Judah, correct. And yet I challenge the theologian to 
Pekahiah the son of Menahem began to reign over demonstrate the incorrectness of one of them with
Israel" (2 Kings xv, 23). out at the same time demonstrating the fallibility 

F.rom the death of Ahaziah to the· accession of of the Bible !!oDd its unreliability as a historical 
Pekahiah, Israel's kings reigned as follows : J ehor•m record. 
12 years, Jehu 28 years, J ehoahaz 17 years, J oash 16 
years, Jeroboam 41 years, Z schllriah and Shallum 1 
year, Menahem 10 yeare. 12 yrs. + 28 yrs. + 17 
yrs. + 16 yrs. + 41 yrs. + 1 Yt:· + 10 yrs. = 125 
yrs: 

F.rom the death of J ehoshaphat to the secession 
of Pekahiah, Judah's kings reigned as follows: 
J oram 8 years, Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years, 
J oash 40 years, Amsziah 29 years, Azariah 50 years. 
8 yrs. + 1 yr.+ 6 yrs. + 40 yrs. + 29 yrs. + 50 
yrs. = 134 yrs. 

If from the death of Ahaziah to the accession of 
Pekahiah was one hundred and twenty-five years, 
and from the death of Jehoshaphat to the accession 
of Pekahiah was one hundred and thirhy-four years, 
J ehoshaphat therefore died nine years before 
Ahaziah died. 

14. 11 In the twelfth year of Abaz king of Judah 
began Hoshea the son of Elah to reign in Samaria 
over Israel" (2 Kings xvii, 1). 

Ftom the death of Ahaziah to the accession of 
Hoshea the reigns of Israel's kings were : J ehoram 
12 years, Jehu 28 years, .T ehoahaz. 17 years, J oash 
16 years, Jeroboam 41 years, Zachariah and Shallum 
1 year, Menahem 10 years, Pekahiah 2 years, Pekah 
20 years. 12 yrs. + 28 yrs. + 17 yrs. + 16 yre. + 
41 yrs. + 1 yr.+ 10 yrs. + 2 yrs. + 20 yrs.= 147 
yrs. 

From the death of J ehoshaphat to the accession 
. of Hoshea the reigns of Judah's kings were : J oram 

8 years, Ahaziah 1 year, Athaliah 6 years, J oash 40 
years, Amaziah 29 years, Azariah 52 years, J otham 
16 years, Ahaz 12 years. 8 yrs. + 1 yr. + 6 yrs. + 
40 yrs. + 29 yrs. + 52 yrs. + 16 yrs. + 12 yrs. = 
164 yrs. 

If from the death of Ahaziah to the accession of 
Hoshea was one hundred and forty-seven years, and 
from the death of J ehoshaphat to the accession 
of Hoshea was one hundred and sixty-four years, 
J ehoshaphat therefore died seventeen years before 
Ahaziah died. 

NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS. 
The history of Judah's and of Israel's sovereigns 

is recorded in Kings and repea.ted in Chronicles. 
Had I used both Kings and Chronicles in the prepa
ration of this lesson, the number of various answers 
would hav been increased. Some Christian scholars, 
however, admit that Chronicles is not entirely free 
from errors, while Kings, on the other hand, is 
denominated a 11 marvel of accuraey." To avoid 
any objections that might be raised were Chronicles 
used-to assail only that which is deemed unassail
able-1 hav confined myself to Kings. 

To prevent confusion in regard to names, the 
reader should remember that Israel had two kings 
named Jeroboam, and that Israel and Judah each 
had kings named Ahaziab, Jehoram, and Jehoash. 
In Israel J ehoram succeeded Ahaziah ; in Judah, 
Ahaziah succeeded Jehoram. The contracted form 
of Jehoram is Joram, and of Jehoash, Joash. 
Both forms are used. A.zariah is also called 
Uzziah. 

In computing time, ordinal numbers are reckoned 
the same as cardinal numbers. It may be urged 
that the phrase, 11 in the eighteenth year," does not 
denote the full period of eighteen completed years. 
In justification of the method pursued, I may say 
that it is not only the method generally followed by 
chronologists, but it is the method authorized by 
the Bible. See 2 Kings xvii, 1; 2 Kings xvii, 6. 
Also 1 Kings xv, 9, 10; 2 Chron. xvi, 13. Its adop
tion simplifies the form without increasing the num· 
ber of solutions. 

To reconcile other discrepancies, some Bible 
chronologists hav assumed an interregnum of 
eleven years between the reigns of Jeroboam II. 
and Z schariah, and another of nine years between 
Pekah and Hosea. The language of the Bible 
utterly precludes these assumptions. 

. " And Jeroboam slept with his fathers, even with 
the kings of Israel ; and Z •chariah his son reigned in 
his stead" (2 Kings xiv, 29). 

bears the following title : "Containing the interval 
·of one hundred and fifty-seven years-from the 
death of Ahab to the captivity of the ten tribes.'1 

This forbids the.idea of any interregnum. 
But if it could be shown that these or other intar

regnlims really did occur, the fact would increase 
rather than diminish the difficulties connected with 
the solution of thjs question. 

We search the writings of Bible commentators 
in vain for an explanation or attempted reconcili• 
ation of many of the con:6.icting statements to be 
found in the passages that I hav quoted. These 
exegetes hav either been ignorant of their existence, 
or hav purposely ignored them. Some of the inore 
noticeable ones they hav attempted to reconcile ; but 
the explanations offered are of such a character as 
to make it seemingly impossible for· an honest scholar 
to advance them, or an intelligent reader to acoept 
them. 

These pretended reconciliations hav been abridged, 
and, in the shape of marginal notes, transferred to 
the popular editions of the Bible. Where different 
and· con:6.icting dates are assigned for the commence
ment of a king's reign, opposit the first will be 
found such explanatory notes as "prorex," 11 viceroy," 
" in consort " or " in partnership with his father f' 
and opposit the last, "began to reign alone f' and 
all this without a word or. hint, either in the Bible, 
or elsewhere, to authorize it. 

Supposing that in a popular history of the United 
States it is stated that James Buchanan became 
president in 1857, and served four years; and that 
in the succeeding chapter it is stated that Abraham 
Lincoln became president in 1859, served four years, 
and was assassinated. Here is a palpable discrep· 
ancy. But im·agin the enterprising publisher 
attempting in a footnote to explain away this dis
crepancy by gravely declaring that Lincoln was 
associated with Buchanan in the presidency two 
years before he became president himself. Such a 
performance is ·not more dishonest and foolish than 
these e:tforts of the advocates of the infallibility of 
the Bible to explain away the many gross discrep
ancies that mar its pages. 

The existence of the above-mentioned error pre· 
eludes the recognition of this history as a perfectly 
reliable and infallible record. Yet in spite of this 
one error it may be a worthy and valuable work. But 
if it can be shown that it contains a dozen mistakes of 
the same character, in addition to innumerable other 
defects, it deserves to be discarded as an authority. 
The demonstration of a single error in the Bible 
destroys the dogmas of its divinity and infallibility. 
Yet notwithstanding thie single error, or enn twenty 
errors, it might still be valuable as a historical 
rbcord. But when it can be demonstrated that it 
abounds with glaring contradictions, that its every 
chapter teems with :6.agrant errors, it is utterly un
worthy of credit, and must be rejected even as a 
human record of events. J. E. REMSBUBG. 
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15, " And it came to pass in the fourth year of King 
Hezekiab, which was the seventh year of Hoshea 
son of Elah king of Israel, that Shalmaneser king of 
Assyria came up against Samaria and besieged it" (2 
Kings xviii, 9). 

"And Hoshea the son of Elah made a conspiracy 
against Pekah the son of Remaliah, and smote him, 
and slew him, and reign~:~d in his stead " (2 Kings 
xv, 30). 

TnE industrial spirit which became pro~i~ent 
early in the fourteenth century produced La religious 
change]. It did so in. three ways. ~t a~ose i!l a 
society in which the llhty were cro~ch10g ID abJect 
submission to the priesthood, and It developed and 
raised to honor the practice of money-lending, which 
the priesthood ha~ inv~riably anathematize~. . It 
arose in a society ID which the duty of religious 
intolerance was regarded as an axiom, and it pro• 
duced a tendency toward toleration by uniting men 
of different creeds in amicable interc·ourse, by elevat
ing to honor on account of their commercial merits 
the people who were most persecuted on ac~ount of 
their creed, by making men concentrate then- atten
tion mainly on practice rather than ~n theory, ~d 
by calling into existence an order of 10te~ests which 
persecuiion seriously endangered. It, ID the last 
place, made men look with aversion upon the m~ 
nastic ideal which was the very center of the prevail• 
ing theology. In all these ways it proved the pre
cursor of the Reformation, and in all these ways it 
harmonized with the spirit of Rationalism.-Lecky. 

From the death of Ahaziah to the commencement 
of the siege of S&maria the reigns of Israel's kings 
were: J ehoram 12 years, Jehu 28 years, J ehoahaz 17 
years, J oash 16 years, Jeroboam 41 years, Zachariah 

That these interregnums did nob ocour, nor indeed 
any interregnums between the reigns of Israel's 
kings, is attested by Josephus, who by Christians is 
esteemed an authority second only to the writers of 
the scripture&. The ninth book of his "Antiquities" 
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Cigar Money for the Secular Penny Fond. I body of Jesus had arisen, and that it was as spiritual 
The SP.c.ular Panny movement still widens its beintzs we should .all rise agai!l, when on. the l~st day 

eit·eles. 0 ae enthusiastic upholder of the movement, the Lor~, came to JUdge m~~kmd fo~ the1~ aotton~ on 
residing in New York state, sends U:s $139, being earth. Flesh ~nd blood ·cannot mhent the kmg
" one cent for eaoh· and every inhabitant in the dom of God, satd Pau!-and he !'ent on to affi~m 
school-district" where he resides. A California lady that there were two ktnds of•bod1es, one terrestrial 
writes : and the . other celestial, and _ with · the latter we 

A gentleman gave me fUty cents to send to the Pence appeared In the world beyond the grave. 
Fund, one penny for himself, and forty-nine for ministers Constantly Paul reiterates the declaration that 
who be was sure would not giv any. Another had a "if Christ were not risen then was their faith [Chris
good laugh over it, and j!'ave me twenty-five cents; another, tianity J in vain." 
a dime; I make it $1 and inclose. That Paul's vision was of entirely subjectiv 

And now our friends are writing to suggest that character there can be but litti:O doubt - for the nar· 
some of ·the di~es whi~h daily. go up in Li.b.eral rativ makes clear to us that the disciples who were 
tobaoco-s~oke mJght, w1th. propriety, be tur~ed mto with Paul "stood speechless, hearing a voice but see
the Ati!ertoan s~cular Unton Penny Fand IDSt~ad. ing no man," while· Paul, who had himsell fallen 
Oae Ltberal, seventy years of age, sends us etght upon his face to the ground 11 arose from the earth· 
cents in stamps, and says : and when his eyes were ope~ed he saw no man ; but 

Too bad the war times small scrip has passed away. they led him by the hand and brought him into 
There is not a Liberal smoker in the United States that Damascus" (Acts ix, 7, 8). On another occasion, 
would not mall you a five or ten cent scri~ to assist speaking of a similar experience Paul declared that 
keeping at the antipodes church and state. Will it be " . ' f 
possible to use or sell postage stamps p he knew not whether he was ID the body or out o 

To this we reply, Yee, we can use all the stamps the b~dy" (2 Cor. i, 4). Upon this point, therefore, 
sent us, although we should, of oourse, prefer money- I agam affir~ that PAul, ne':er rea!ly s.aw Jesus, 
orders, etc., where larger amounts than a few eents and t~at the appearan~e .'~hrcb he t~agms he saw 
are mailed us. In sending staJnps, please do not ~as ltke OD;e ~f Hamlets ~~s~,ons of hts dead father, 
send larger denominations than the two-cent kind. In m~ mind s eye, Horatio. . . 

O.ne of the "old guard" of Radieals, an old-time The hfe of Paul was au extremely 1ntereshng ~ne. 
lecturer and worker in the vineyard of Liberalism, Born at Tarsus, about fourteen years ~fter the btrtb 
sends us the fo1lowing brief article, requesting us to of J asus, h~ appears to bav. begun hfe under very 
forward it to THE TltUTH SEEKER d th- L'b 1 favorabl~ circumstances. Hte pa.rents belonged to 

1 
ers . an ° er 1 era the Jewtsh sect known as Pharisees and brought 

P P · their son up strictly in accordance with their princi-
J'IVE CENTS TO THB AMRBIOAN SBOULAR UNION. I T d t' 

After firty years of persecution and. warfare in defense Pes. o start with they gave him a goode uca 10n. 
of truth, 1 am now an invalid and beggar; but I will giv He was trained in a good school, and one of his 
-p:oe eents to support the American Secular Union, and now Principal teachers was the celebrated R\bbi Gamaliel. 
send it. The very poorest who read this can send as Paul also made himself familiar with the teachings 
much as this, and I hope all will do so. If you hav not of Plato (eee Prof. Alexander Wilder on 11 Paul and 
five cents• worth of truth and humanity, then do not call Plato") and with many of the great Greek poets, 
yourself a Liberal or Freethinker. Many of you use five 
eents' worth of tobacco every day. Only a few can giv and fitted himself by systematic study to become 11 
$100, $50, $25, or $10; many can giv $1; and all the real teacher as well as a popular leader of the people. 
others ean giv five cents now and then, if they will. If The parents of Paul, however, saw the necessity 
ten thousand will giv five cents at once, it will add $500 not only of having their son well educated, but of 
to the American Secular Union treasury. 

I suppose a large proportion of the contributions to giving him a trade to fall back upon in case of need. 
support Catholic and Protestant institutions come from Paul, we are informed, was instructed in the useful 
the laborers and servants in nickels, dimes, and quarters. art of tent-making. 
If all who believe in truth, justice, and equal freedom The deseription of the personal appearance of the 
will giv even five cents, it will help much, and will C · 
inspire all who are tr:vlng to keep church and state great l'mstian advocate is thus given by Professor 
separate, as Washington, Paine, and Grant so much desired. Allen: 11 Paul, then, according to the legends, was a 

J. H. Coox. man little of stature, under five feet high, they say, 
Now, gentlemen, I know that we touch a sensitiv high-shouldered, beetle-browed, with head bent for

spot when we suggest that a smoker ean find a bet- ward, his beard and hair at middle life of an iron
tar use for his nickels than spending them for gray; his brow wide, his face thin, his eye deep and 
tobacco. I know how wedded the most of you are somewhat sad; the dark eye, the marked features, 
to the dear delights of its noxious fumes, and how we may suppose of. the strong Jewish type. His 
you resent the gentlest and most sweetly-worded bodily presence was weak and his speech contempt
protest a woman can make regarding it from a ible-so his enemies said. That his speech was basi
hygienic and an esthetic standpoint, not to talk tating and slow when not aroused we may believe 
about the money it costs. Nevertheless, since the easily enough. It was so with Damosthenes; it was 
two gentlemen quoted above hav made the appeal so with Mohammed, who, next to Paul, has shown 
through me for contributions of cigar money, I the most burning and e1factiv eloquence of the 
gladly second the motion, and I earnestly hope that Semitic race, and in whom, like Paul, that barrier of 
it will be carried by a rousing majority of the amok- hesitation gave way on occasion to a hot fbod of 
ers who read these words. To deny yourselvs an eager and passionate words that stirred great floods 
occasional eigar is surely a small sacrifice to make of popular con•iction" (Ohristian History, vol. 1, 
for the Liberal ('ause. Yet, the nickel or the dime quoted by Dr. Le>uis Janes in his Study of Primitiv 
you send in means the sending out of a pamphlet to Christianity). 
somebody who would otherwise hav to go without Paul, like Jesus, was brought up by stricUy ortho
it. This little self-denial on your part-a self-denial dox parents, but having more than ordinary ability 
which you will forget all about in a day or a week he was capable of thinking out the views to which 
after-may make all the di1ference in the world be- his brain gave adherence; but notwithstanding a 
tween the darkness of superstition and the dawning certain originality of thought and a strong desire for 
of Universal Mental Liberty to some fellow-creature. freedom for himself, he nevertheless manifested a 
Come, gentlemen, how many of you love state fierce spirit of persecution toward those who had the 
secularization well enough to sacrifice an occasional courage to differ from him and who sought to giv 
cigar at its shrine! InA c. CRAnnoox, expression to their views. We are not surprised 

Corr. Sec. American Seeular Union. to learn, therefore, that Paul at first was a most 
Philadelphia, Aug. 8 1891. vigorous opponent of Christianity, nor that when he 

St. Panl as a Teacher. 
A great deal of the success of eirly Christianity 

may be justly attributed to the powerful advoeacy 
of St. Paul. It must be remembered, however, that 
Paul never saw Jesus. True, he is alleged to hav 
seen him in a vision, but in these days visions are 
not accounted as of much value. 

The story of Paul on his way to Damascus being 
smitten by a light from heaven, or in more modern 
language, by sunstroke, under the influence of 
which he imagined he saw Jesus, who exclaimed, 
11 Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me ?" is well 
known to every student of the Bible. 
. The New Testament contains few stories of more 

pathetic interest; Paul, who had been a great oppo
nent of Christianity, is suddenly converted .into an 
enthusiastic supporter by the e1fect of this light from 
heaven and strange vision. Being a scholarly man 
and a powerful advocate Paul soon succeeded in 
making numerous converts. Indeed, it is no exag
geration to say that he made more converts in a few 
years than all ·the chosen discitlles of Jesus got 
together during their lives. The great doctrin of 
Paul was ''Christ and him crueified." 

He did not, however, believe in the physical res
urrection of Jesus. His view was that a spiritual 

subsequently embraced it he displayed the same big
oted spirit, the same malevolence toward opponents, 
as he had formel'ly toward his Christian adversaries. 
At the time of Paul the Jews had become scattered 
over the various parts of the earth, and wheresoever 
·they went they endeavored to win adherents to their 
faith. And it must be distinctly understood that for 
years after the death of Jesus Christianity was only 
a sort of ·11 extended Judaism," preached and held by 
many Jews, and it was not until the heathen-Greek 
or Roman-was admitted into the community that 
any very grave or serious difficulties arose. 

The Acts of the Apostles contain a description of 
this period, and show how Stephen, a leader of the 
new Christian school, was barbarously murdered by 
being stoned to death by an infuriated mob of 
orthodox J swish Christians. Paul not only wit
nessed the martyrdom of Stephen but stood com· 
plaeently by and sanctioned this religious murder 
with the smile of his approval. 

Three years after his conversion to Christianity 
Paul begari his career as a peregrinating missionary 
in the interests of the new faith. Everywhere 
Paul's labors were crowned with success. 

He met with many obstacles, with many trials •nd 
troubles, but by dint of enthusiasm and steady e1fort 
he overcame them one by one. 0 a two or three 
occasions he met Peter and James, but from neither 

of them did he receive much encouragement in the 
work he had undertaken; indeed, like most enthugi~ 
asts, Paul was left to carry on his labors alone, until 
success had crowned his e1forts. 

No doubt Peter distrusted Paul. He had known 
him when be was a strenuous opponent, and he was 
not likely to take kindly to him merely because he · 
changed his views, for Peter found himself at variance 
with Paul on many important points respecting the 
rites and Ol'dinances of Judaism as a preliminary to 
baptism. Paul, being the intellechual superior of 
Peter, defeated him at every turn. 
· · Edending his missional'y labors to Antioch, 
Ephesus, Athens, and even Rome itself, Paul made 
fresh converts day by day. A gulf between the or
thodox Christians and the followers of Paul soon . 
began to manifest itself, and this gulf widened con
siderably after his death. 0 r Paul's death nothing 
certain is known. All we know is that he was put 
upon his trial in R lme for stirring up public dissen
sions; but whether he ultimately suffered martyrdom 
or died a natural death there is no evidence to show. 
Of this, however, we may be certain, Paul played an 
important part in the propagation of a new phase of 
Christianity. He won hundreds of followers, who
as zealously earried on the work after his death. 

Iris worthy of remark ju&t here tl!at the idea of' 
Jesus as a divine being was as yet unknown. Pault 
certainly never considered Jesus in the light of a, 
God; nor did his numerous Jewish followers. In-· 
deed, when orthodox Christianity came to involve· 
the dogma of the miraculous birth and supernatural 
character of Jesus the Jews opposed it and were ulti-· 
mately excluded from the Christian fold. 

At!cording to the Acts of the Apostles Paul was &'· 
miracle-worker, and on , one occasion raised a ;young: · 
man from the dead (Acts xx, 9-11). 

He is also alleged to hav healed a cripple, andl 
made -him stand upright on his feet and leap aridi 
walk (Acts nv, 9, 10). 

No doubt the possession of this supposed power· 
gave Paul additional {lower. All that was necessary 
on the part of the afflicted believer was to hav faith .. 

Yes, faith, and plenty of it, has proved sufficient
in all agss of ignorance and credulity. 

Intellectual cripples too often hav had no other· 
support; and history affords us the amplest proof 
that priests hav never failed to take advantage of 
their knowledge of this faot. ABTHUB B. Moss. 

Prayet· of the Unbeliever. 
I. 

An old man with shrunken features, long gray 
locks, dimmed eyes, emaciated form, and a face 
shrouded with melancholy, gazed through an open 
window into the depths of a starry night. 

The mystery of interminable space overwhelmed 
his soul. 

The incalculable dis~ance of the shining points 
weighted him down with their immensity. 

The universe, with its endless array of systems, its 
planetary grandeurs, its stupendous stellar amplitude, 
enveloped him and crushed him into the very dust 
of nothingness. . 

Even the planet on which be stood seemed, in 
comparison with the monstrous whole, an infiniteei
mal fragment of a leaf on which some human larvm 
cling, and as minute, invisible, as unknown, in the 
entirety of creation as an atom of ether in remotest 
space. 

He felt himself to be only an individual in the , 
contemptible and microscopic infusoria of existence ; 
one of a billion occupants of a tiny globUle known 
as earth; a drop so insignificant in comparison with 
the mass of created ·things that His no more to be 
distinguished, known, individualized, than a fleck of 
foam in the breakers of the isolated Antarctic. 

The hugeness of his environment and the concep
tion of his own .obscurity and minuteness swept 
over him like a great flood, and he felt himself 
adrift, helpless, like some strangling swimmer. 

In his wretchedness he prayed; and this was the 
prayer that he poured out in the starry night. 

II. 
I address thee as tha Great U oknown. I do not 

even know that thou hast existence. I scarcely even 
hope that what I may utter may not be wasted, lost 
in this ya'!ning, pitiless void-that my supplication 
may be addressed only to earless and sightless 
vacuity. I am, despite myself, an unbeliever. I can 
not believe that Jesus Christ was thy son. I ean 
not believe that he died on the cross to plaeate thy 
anger, or to satisfy thy demands for vengeance. I 
cannot believe that he arose from the dead and 
ascended into heaven. 

I cannot believe that in all the ages of humanity 
there has been uttered even one faint whisper which 
may be construed as evidence of a future life. I 
cannot believe that there is a single fact which per
mits the concluoion that man dies other than as the 
trees die, or that he livs again, save as the genera
tions of vegetation which rise each from the grave 
of its ancestor. Thou art said to be ever-existent, 
omnipresent, omnipotent, and j alSt. If thou art ever
existent, thou art of to day; if omnipresent, thou 
art here on this lonely mote wandering in spaee, to 
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listen to my petition ; if omnipotent thou canst, 
and if just thou wilt, grant it. 

m. 
Sad is the good-night which has no hope of a to

morrow. 
Eternal seems the parting whose shadows obscure 

the light of life. 
Penetrate its gloom with the . auroral gray of 

dawn I Dissipate .the approaching darkness whose 
twilight is :flung upon me by the oppressiv night! 

My soul has been a thousand times bathed in tears 
ras I· hav listened to the simple expression of faith in 
·children. They believe without eft'ort, hindrance, or 
hesitation. The grave has for them no terrors; 
they see beyond and above, where there are golden 
streets, and an existence joyous and eternal. · 

Oftentimes the tones -of singt rs as thfly chant tbe 
beneficence of the father to his children, :flood my 
eyes as there comes to me the conviction, I hav no 
father, no faith, no future! With· swift but un
willing steps I am approaching a turbulent river. 

I see already the funeral mists which :float above
it, and through which no further' shore is visible. 
Even now I. feel the cold and deadly chill of ite 
waters; I feel myself in fancy borne away on ita 
swift, relentless currents, to be void~d into the 
limitless ocean of unconsciousness. 

Impenetrable are the. overhanging mists, sullen 
and despairing are the voices of the waters of this 
somber stream. Lift the rayless gloom incumbent 
on this sad river and permit me to see the "shining 
silver shore" beyond. Hav these impenetrable 
mists a boundary 1 Is there a sky in the distance 
full of blue and promis, beneath which they hav 
melted away and disappeared ? 

Is there far across this stream a region whence 
the shadows hav :flown, and eternal sunebine vivifies 
the chilled and exhausted swimmer ! Emerges one 
from thl!l gloom into effulgent light, as the sleeper of 
the night suddenly wakens to the glories of a beauti-
ful morning 1 · 

:rv. 
If thou art omniscient, thou knowest that I am 

torn with a deadly apprehension of a death which 
ends all or a future life of eternal pain. I would 
wish to believe that death is the dividing line between 
the mortal and the immortal ; that the future give 
rest; that there are in the beyond compematbns 
for the sufferings, the failures of the present. I 
know that the desire for a life in the future and ever
lasting rest may be but. e.n expression of timorous 
selfishness, such as impels the hunted animal to :fly 
from the arrow of the pursuer ; that the dread of 
the darkness of death may be ODly the unfounded 
fear of a child to penetrate the shadows of night. 

I do not know that I hav earned the right to im
mortality; I do not know that I hav done aught to 
entitle me to the reward of eternal life. 

:But, having within this apprehension of a future 
which may be fraught with indescribable anguish, I 
'invoke thy potent aid ; I am adrift in mid-ocean, I 
cling to a straw in my desperation. 
· Tumultuous waves are above and about me and 
dash me from depth to crest. 

The winds clutch me and shriek as if mocking my 
helplessness and desolation, and my ears are stunned 
with the clamors of the storm. All about me is 
darkness as dense as that of the grave. 

The sun has disappeared, the stars shine not; 
rayless despair environs me and tenebrious horrors 
menace with annihilation. Command these winds 
and waves to sink to rest. 

Sweep away the pall of darkness. Let the stars 
shine down with a promis of mortality in their 
sympathetic glances. Point out to me on the horizon 
of the ocean on which I am tossed the thither shores 
of a celestial world. 

If thou art just, thou canst not leave me to strug
gle alone in this ~rewsome peril; I came not hither 
of my own accord ; and now in thy omnipotence 
make me believe that which I cannot. 

If thou art aU-good, giv me a vision that stops 
not short of the further shore. Let me look be
yond and see the light of glory shimmering on the 
everlasting plmns of the hills of the better land. 

Let my ear catch the echo of voices hymning 
exultant anthems over their final deliverance. I hear 
no response. The immensity into w:ich I speak 
ab~orbs my voice, and it is lost. . The awful space is 
v01d, and I speak only to emptmess. There is no 
ear to listen to the cry of humanity. I call only into 
the unfathomable depths of a void. There is no 
intelligence there, no sympathy, no substantiality
no God! 

v. 
The head of the old man dropped on the window

sill, and his long gray locke were tossed b:v the 
breezes of night. They caught up his last fearful 
utterance and carried it far out into the silence. 
The mystery of space, the vast distances of tbe 
shining points, the immensity of the universe, grew 
more oppressiv and menacing, and crushed out from 
his soul his last faint hope. PoLINTo. 

A. Problem. 
That there are many phenomena of Spiritualism 

that are honest and evince the activ participation of 
intelligences beyond ourselvs is indubitable. But 
the admission that our intelligence continues to 
exist after the destruction of the body, in a self
conscious state, involves an absurdity to all seeming. 
There are instances of persons losing part of the 
brain and thereby losing, during the whole of their 
after lives, all the characteristics identifying them. 
In such .cases educated men hav lost all their learn
ing and had to begin the very rudiments. All 
knowledge of their past lives has been lost, and all 
aequaintance with even. their wives and children. 
Brie:fly, there has been perfect metempsychosis while 
occupying the same body. There hav also been 
cases where, from some injury to the brain, the 
person a:fflicted has lost all knowledge of past exist
ence as well as consciousness of the present. They 
hav simply vegetated fo_r years as it were, wh!;!n, by 
some chance, the pressure or injury to the brain has 
been relieved and self-consciousness was restored 
instantly. Yet all memory, all knowledge of the 
past, was lost. Their wives and children were as 
strangers to them. We are then confronted with 
this seeming absurdity : to wit, destroy part of the 
brain or injare it and self.consciousDea;s is annihi
lated; but destroy body and brain altogether and 
the self-consciousness continues to Iiv on! ! Solve 
me this problem. HcLT. 

What Is Money t 
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I 

desire, with your permission, to try to answer the 
above question. Certain Dt. F.'s ("doctors of 
finance") hav recently been inventing schemes by 
which to supply everybody with plenty of money, 
and all these schemes point to the same modus oper
andi, viz., a government stamp on something cheap 
and plenty. notably paper. 
· Mr. C. Dutton, in THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 
1st, calls Colonel Ingersoll's attention to what he 
calls some 11 bottom facts" on the subject of 11 making 
money by law." 

He says it is only necessary to come to an agree
ment as to what is money. How come to an agree
ment and w:Uo must agree T Is there any ambiguity 
or doubt as to the meaning of the word money? 
Long ago, during the sixteenth and seventeenth 
century, beads, wampum, and dried codfish were 
used as measures of value, but later civilization has 
given us something far better and more enduring 
and less ·changeable, gold, silver, copper and nickel, 
and our Congress has enacted that these metals only 
shall be coined into money, and when so coined shall 
become a legal tender for all debts. 

It does not seem necessary to come to any agree
ment about the meaning of the word money. It is 
as plain and definit as any other word in the English 
language. See Webster's and Worcester's diction
aries and the history of money in the encyclopedia!. 
Money means metallic coins. . 

Worcester give an expression, paper. money, and 
defines it as notes, drafts, bills of exchange, promises 
to pay money. 

Some of the modern finance doctors hav been ask
ing for fiat money and plenty of it. They are prob
ably young, and hav not read with due attention the 
past histories of that fallacy. 

I refer them to the French assignats, the Coriti· 
nental currency, the Confederate currency, and innu· 
merable shinplasters of wildcat banks and speculativ 
individuals. 

But the fiat fellows will say the government stamp 
will make all paper promises as good as gold. Not 
quite; as I remember during 1861-4, when govern
ment was getting in debt at the rate of a million a 
day, the currency, with the government stamp on it, 
became depreciated down to forty cents on the 
dollar, about £qual to the proportion of gold and 
silver to the volume of the currency. 

. I am proud to say, however, that now the promisee 
to pay of our government (agents of the people) are 
worth one hundred cents on the dollar, because it 
can and will pay. 

I am not disposed to dispute with Mr. Dutton 
about the meaning of the word " make." It is not 
a synonym of "coin" as applied to converting metal 
into money. The Constitution does not say Congress 
shall hav power to '' make" money. 

The governments of all civilized countries coin 
their money of the precious metals, and they all stamp 
the value of the coins in accordance, nearly, with the 
intrinsic value of the metal used. 

Mr. Dutton denies this and asserts that the idea 
has been exploded over and over again ; if it has 
been so many times exploded, it must hav been 
fired oft' by the eloquent fiat advocates, and not 
heard by the antiquated frientls of a solid metallic 
foundation to our currency. 

I wish to paraphrase one of Mr. Dutton's sentences 
as follows, viz : Hence where the people's agents 
issue paper promises for the people to pay, they fir!t 
assure themselvs that the debt they are creating is a 
jus~ one1 ADd the coin for its payment is within 

the present and prospecUv reach of the people's 
agents. 

The substitution of "make" for 11 coin" is a quibble 
and without foree. If Mr. Dutton takes one hun
dred pounds of gold and half a ton of silver bullion 
to the mint, the superintendent of the mint weighs 
it and give Mr. Dutton a certificate that the bullion 
or coin is his, and that he can get it at any time by 
presenting the certificate. 

Mr. Dntton is at some pains to make Colonel In· 
gersoll appear in favor of government's making plenty 
of (fiat) money so that the people won't bav to pay 
taxes ; I don't understand the colonel to be so incon
sistent, but that is.his business, not mine. 

I concede ingenuity and skill to Mr. Dntton in 
his well-written article, but he is evidently imbued 
with the modern fallacy that promissory notes are 
money, and that it is safe and desirable for gov
ernments to make an u11limited supply of them so 
that everybody can hav all they want. 

.Fort Worth, z:t~., Aug. 4, 1891. J. M. BRoWN. 

Closing the World's Fair on Sunday. 
The Sunday fanatics who claim to be such devotees 

of temperance are using every possible fair and foul 
means to insure the closing Qf the Fair at Chicago on 
Sundays. 

They all claim thousands and thousands of people 
will be there from all parts of the country; they 
know that sleeping accommodations will be limited; 
that the average· bedroom will not be a place of 
pleasant retreat or comfort during the day. Visitors 
cannot remain in their rooms. The fanatics want 
to close the Exposition on Sundays so visitors will 
be forced to go to the saloons ; there will be no 
other places open if the Sunday fanatics bav their 
way-unless it be the churches and graveyards. 

Is there a doubt in the mind of any rational being 
that closing the exhibition on Sundays will drive 
thousands of the visitors to the saloons T Where 
else can they go ! 

Will not the few extra dollars gathered in the col
lection plates from the few who sucoumb to the 
pressure and go to church be dearly obtained by 
such a scheme ? 

Can any plan be devised to insure a greater 
amount of drunkenness and debauchery, or more 
general 11 desecration of the holy American Sab
bath!" 

Petitions for Sunday closing of the World's Fair 
at Chicago should be truthfully indorsed, " Petition 
to aid the keepers of dives, gambling hells, and 
houses of ill-fame during the World's Fair at 
Chicago." C. B. REYNOLDS. 

Christianity Under Nationalism. 
The following i&tter was picked up in a railroad 

car. It has neither address nor signature, but may 
pos~ibly catch the writer's eye in these columns : 

R:&TEREND AND DEAR BRoTHER : I hav just received 
your letter, and liasten to say, Amen, to all you write 
against dancing and probation for the heathen. 
But I must also say, my dear brother, that you look 
at Nationalism too much from the merely economic 
standpoint, which is really carnal and worldly. You 
fail to see that this is the cause of Christ I Wlly, 
just suppose all the railroads were now owned and 
run by the government. We, ministers of all 
churches, would insist on our right to free pai!BeS 
for ourselvs and our families on all the roads. We 
had them in the good old times ; and we ought to 
now, for the same reason that the churches go nn· 
taxed. We get special privileges at the custom
house now; and no administration could aft'ord to 
make us its enemies. Brother Harrison is espeoially 
friendly to us; and everybody knows how much we 
hav done for his party. If we had free paesee, we 
could and should do a great deal more. He would 
be sure of being renominated next summer (and re
elected, too), for he would hav not only our aid, but 
that of all the station-agents, baggage-masters, con· 
ductors, brakemen, switch-tenders, and trackmen in 
the United States. They would all be Harrison 
men, and he could hav them all registered where he 
liked so as to carry all the doubtful states. No 
trouble about their going home to vote ! Whichever 
party has the chance to nationalize our railroads will 
secure a long lease of power. I trust in God to giv 
this opportunity to such an administration as that of 
Harrison and Wanamaker, for that would make us 
truly a Christian nation for e.vermore. 

THE Freethinkers of Newark, N.J., are organizing a com
plimentary benefit-meeting for Miss Ada Campbell, the 
Australian lecturess, who leaves for England the end of this 
month. The meeting will take place Sunday, August 16th, 
at 7:30P.M., at the Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey street, 
corner of Market street (the committee having kindly 
tendered the use of the hall for the occasion). Mies Camp. 
bell will deliver a farewell lecture entitled, " Good and Evil, 
Vice and Virtue, Men and Women." Admission will be by 
ticket only. Ticket liO cents. 

------~~------
SEND for catalog of our public11tions. Sent free 

on application. 
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The Decision Against Mr. King. 
[The following is Judge Hammond's consideration of the 

religious Issues involved in his decision against B. M. King, 
convicted of working on Sunday and fl.ned $75. The con
sideration of the law points involved precedes it and is of 
about equal length. He holds that King was convicted by 
"due process of law," that working on Sunday Is a common 
nuisance according to Tennessee law, which law is not 
unconstitutional, and that the fourteenth Amendment has 
not been violated in this case. Then he says:] 

Perhaps this judgment should end here, and that, 
technically, nothing more should be said. Yet it 
may be due to counsel to giv some response to their 
extended and really very able arguments upon other 
q,uestions which they think are involved, and which 
they wish to hav decided in this case. As we do not 
refuse their motion to discharge the petitioner be
cause of any want of jurisdiction, ~ut only because 
we decide that he bas not been convicted with due 
process of law, as he alleges, it may not be improper, 
and, at least, it will emphasize our judicial allegiance 
to the principle already adverted to of the conclusiv
ness, as a matter of evidence, of the verdict against 
him, if we say that but for that allegiance we should 
hav no difficulty in thinking that King has been 
wrongfully convicted. Not because he has any 
guarantee under the federal or state constitutions 
against a law denouncing him .and punishing him 
for a nuisance in working on Sunday, for he has not. 

It was a belief of Mr. Madison and other founders 
of our government that they had practically estab
lished absolute religious freedom and exemption 
from persecution for opinion's sake in matters of 
religion ; but while they made immense strides in 
that direction, and subsequent progress in freedom 
of thought has advanced the liberalism of the con
ception these founders had, as a matter of fact, they 
left to the states the most absolute power on the 
subject, and any of them might, if they choseo, estab
lish a creed and a church and maintain it. The most 
they did, as they confessed, was to set a good exam
ple by the federal Oonstitution, and happily that 
example has been substantially followed in this mat
ter, and by no state more thoroughly than Tenne!J!see, 
where sectarian freedom of religious belief is guar
anteed by the constitution; not in the sense argued 
here, that King, as a Seventh Day Adventist, or 
some other as a Jew, or yet another as a Seventh 
Day Baptist, might set at defiance the prejudices, if 
you please, of other sects hning control of legisla
tion in the matter of Sunday observances, but only 
in the sense that he should not himself be disturbed 
in the practices of his creed, which is quite a differ
ent thing from saying that in the course of his daily 
labor, disconnected with his religion, just as much 
as other people's labor is disconnected with their 
religion, labor not being an acknowledged principle 
or tenet of religion by him, no~ generally or any
where, he might disregard laws made in aid, if you 
choose to say so, of the religion of other sects. We 
say not acknowledged by him, because, although he 
testifies that the Fourth Oommandment is as binding 
in its directlon for labor on six days of the week as 
for rest on the seventh, he does not prove that that 
notion is held as a part of the creed of his sect and 
religiously observed as such, and we know, historic
ally, that generally it has not been so considered by 
any religionists or their teachers. But if a noncon
formist of any kind should enter the church of 
another seat, and those assembled there were required, 
every one of them, to comply with a certain ceremony, 
he could not discourteously refuse because his mode 
was different or because he did not believe in the 
divine sanction of that ceremony and rely upon this 
constitutional guaranty to protect his refusal. We 
do not say Sunday observance may be compelled 
upon t~is principle as a religious act, but only illus
trate that the constitutional guarantee of religious 
freedom does not. afford the measure of duty under 
IIUCh circumstances, nor does it any more, it seems 
to us, protect the citizen in refusing to conform to 
Sunday ordinances. It was not intended to hav 
that effect any more than under ou,r federal Oonsti
tution the polygamists may defy the Ohristian laws 
against bigamy upon the ground of religious feeling 
or sentiment, the freedom of which has been guar
anteed. 

Nor do we believe King was wrongfully convicted 
because Ohristianity is not a part of the law of th~ 
land, for in the sense pointed out by Mr. Ohief
jostice Olayton in State VB. Ohandler, supra, and 
more recently by Dr. Anderson, a clergyman before 
the Social Science Association (20 Alb. L. J., 265, 
285)_. it surely is ; but not in the dangerous sense so 
forcibly combated by Mr. Jefferson and other writers 
following him in the controversy over it. The 
Fourth Oommandment is neither a part of the com
mon law or the statute, and disobedience to it is not 
punishable by law ; and certainly the substitufbn of 
the first day of the week for the seventh as a part of 
the ~~mmandment has not bee~ a~.complished by 
monlclpal process, and the substitution is not bind
ins te sqch. ':l'he danger that lurks in this applica-

tion of the aphorism has been noted by every intelli- is the benefit to the population of a general and 
gent writer under my observation, and all·agree that aggregate cessation from labor on a given day which 
this Oommandment, either in its original form as the law would secure, because for good reason, no 
practiced by petitioner, or in its substituted applica- doubt, found in our practice of it, it is beneficial to
tion to the first day of the week, is not more a part the population to do this thing, and they hav estab
of our common law than the doctrin of the trinity or lished the custom to do it. The fact that religious 
the Apostle's Oreed. Nevertheless, by a sort of facti- belief is one of the foundations of the custom is no 
tiona advantage, the observers of Sunday hav l!ecured objection to it as long as the individual is not com
the aid of the civil law and adhere to that advantage pelled to observe the religious ceremonies others 
with great tenacity in spite of the olamor for relig- · choose to observe in connection with their rest
ions freedom and the progress that has been made days. As we hav said in the outset, not one of our 
in the absolute aeparation of church and state, and in laws or institutions or customs is free from the infla
epite of the strong and merciless attack that has ence of our religion, and that religion has put our race 
always been ready, in the field of controversial theol- and people in the very front of all nations in every
ogy, to be made, as i~ has been made here, upon the thing that makes the human race comfortable and 
claim of divine authority for the chl!lge from the useful in the world. This very principle of religious 
seventh to the first day of the week. Volumes hav freedom is the product of our religion, as all our good 
been written upon the subject, and it is not useful to customs are, and if it be desirable to extend that 
attempt to add anything to it here. We hav no tri- principle to the ultimate condition that no man shall 
bunals for its decision, and the efforts to exUrpate be in the least restrained, by law or public opinion, 
the advantage above mentioileli by judicial decision in hostility ~o religion itself, or in the exhibition of 
in favor of a civil right to disregard the change seem individual eccentricities or practices of sectarian 
to me quite useless. The proper appeal is to the peculiarities of religious observances of any kind, or 
legislature, for the courts cannot cbange that which be fretted with· laws colored by any religion that is 
has been done, however done, by the civil law in diatastefal to anybody, those who desire that con
favor of the Sunday observers. The religion of dition must, necessarily, await its growth into that 
Jesus Ohrist is so interwoven with the texture of our enlarged · application. But the courts cannot, in 
civilization and every one of its institutions, that it is cases like tbis, ignore the existing customs and laws 
impossible for any man or set of men to Iiv amongst of the masses, nor their prejudices and passions 
us and find exemption from its influences and re- even, to lift the individual out of the restraints sur
straints. Sanday ebservance is so essentially a part rounding him because of those customs and laws 
of that religion that it is impossible to rid our laws before the time has come when public opinion shall 
of it1 quite as impossible as to abolish the custom we free all men in the manner desired. · 
hav of using the English language or clothing our- Therefore it is that the petitioner cannot shelter 
selva with the garments appropriate to our sex. The himself just yet behind the doctrin of religious free
logic of personal liberty would allow, perhaps de- dom in defying the existence of a law and its appli
mand, a choice of garments, but the choice is denied. cation to him, which is distasteful to his own relig· 
So civil or religious freedom .may stop short of its ions feeling or fanaticism, that the seventh day of 
logic in this .matter of Sunday observa11ce. It is the week, instead of the first, should be set apart by 
idle to expect in government perfect action or bar- the public for the day of public rest and religious 
mony of essential principles, and whoever administers, practicee. That is what he really believes and 
whoever makes, and whoever executes the laws must wishes, he and his sect, and not that each individual 
take into account the imperfections, the passions, shall select his own day of public rest and his own 
the prejudices, religious or other, and the errings of day of labor. His real complaint is, that his adversa
men beca1:1se of these. We cannot hav in individual ries on this point hav the advantage of usage and 
cases a perfect observance of Sunday according to· custom and the laws founded on that usage and ' 
the rules of religion; and, indeed, the sects are at custom, not tbat religious freedom has been denied 
war with each other as to the modes of observance. to him. He does not beJong to the class that would 
And yet no wise man will say that there shall be, abrogate all laws for a day of rest, because the day 
therefore, no observance at all. Government leaves of rest is useful to religion and aids in ·maintaining 
the warring sects to observe as they will, so they do its churches, for none more than he professes the 
not disturb each other, aud as to the non-observer, sanctifying influence of the Fourth Oommandment, 
he can be allowed his fullest personal freedom in all the literal observance of which by himself and all 
respects ; largely he is allowed to do as he pleases, men is the distinguishing demand of his own 
and generally there is no pursuit of him, in these peculiar sect. His demand for religious freedom is as 
days, as a mere matter of disciplining his conscie».ce; disingenuous here as is the argument of his adversary 
but only when be defiantly sets up his non-observance sects that it is the economic value of the day of rest 
by ostentatious display of his disrespect for the feel- and not its religious character which they would pre
·ings or prejadices of others. serve by civil law. The truth is, bo~h :are dam-

If the human impulse to rest on as many days as inated by their religious controversy over the day, 
one can hav for rest from toil is not adequate, as it but like all other motive that are immaterial in the 
usually is, to secure abstention from daily vocations administration of the law, the courts are not con
on Sunday, one may, and many thousands do, work cerned with them._ Malice, religious or other, may 
on that day without complaint from any source ; but dictate a prosecution, but if the law has been vio
if one ostentatiously labors for the purpose of em- lated, this fact never shields . the law-breaker. 
phasizing his distaste for or his disbelief in the cue- Neither do the courts require that there shall be 
tom, he may be made to suffer for his defiance by some moral obloquy to support a given law befora 
persecutions, if you call them so, on the part of the enforcing it, and it is not necessary to maintain that 
great majority, who will compel him to rest when to violate the Sunday observance custom shall be of 
they rest-as it does in many other instances com- itself immoral, to make it criminal in the eyes of the 
pel men to yield individual tastes to the public law. It may be harmless in itself, because, as pe
taste, sometimes by positiv law, and someti~es by a titioner believes, God has not set apart that day for 
universal public opinion and practice far more poten- rest and holiness, to work on Sunday, and yet, if man 
tial than a formal statute. There is scarcely any has set it apart, in due form, by his law, for rest., it 
man who has not had to yield something to this law must be obeyed as man's law if not as God's law ; 
of the majority, which is itself a universal law, from and it is just as evil to.violate aucli. a law, in the eyes 
which we cannot escape in the name of equal rights of the world, as one sanctioned by God-1 mean just 
or civil liberty. As before remarked, one may :not as criminal in law. The crime is in doing the thing 
discard his garments and appear without them, or in forbidden by law, hermless though it be in itself. 
those not belonging to the-sex, and this illustration U. S.. VB, Jackson, 24 Fed. Rep., 548; Re McOoy, 31 
is used rather than others, frequently given, based Fed. Rap., 794; S. 0., 527; U. S., 731, 733. There
on the. laws of sanitation, education, criminal prac· fore, all that part of the argument that it is not 
tices, cruelty, blasphemy, and the Hke, because it hurtful in itself to work on Sunday, apad from . the 
seems somewhat freer from the inherent element of religious sanctity of the day, is beside the question, 
injury to others, and contains likewise the element for it may be that the courts would hold that re
of a selection that would seem to be harmless in peated repetitions of a violation of law forbidding 
itself; so that it illustrates, pertine:ntly, that one even a harmless thing could be a nuisance, as tending 
must observe the general custom as to a dsy of to a breach of the peace. 2 Bish. Or. L., Section 
public rest, just as he must reasonably wear the gar- 9G5; lib., Section 812. Neglecting to do a thing is 
menta of his sex selected by general custom. There- sometimes a nuisance. 1 Russ. Or., 318. That is to 
fore, while out of our sixty-four million of people there say, a nuisaBce might be predicated of an act harm
are a comparativly very few thousands who prefer lessoin itself, if the will of the majority had lawfully 
the seventh day to the first as a day of rest and for forbidden the act, and rebellion against that will 
religious observances, according to the strict letter would be the gravamen of the offense-or, to express 
ef the Oommandment, and who, possibly with good it otherwise, there is in o:ne sensa a certain immoril
reason, resent the change that has been made as ity in refusing obedience to the laws of one's country, 
being without divine sanction, the fact remains that subjection to which God himself has enjoined upon 
the ch.nge has been made by almost universal ens- us. 
tom, and they must conform to it so far as it relates It is a nuisance. But whatever plenary power 
to its quality as a day of public rest, may exist in the state to declare repeated violations 

And here it may be noted that sometimes too of it• laws and ibe usages of i_ts people a nuisance 
little heed is given in the consideration of the ques- and criminal, until the case of Parker vs, State, 
tion to this quality of associated rest from labor. It supra, and until the case of King, to which we yield 
is not altogether an individual matter of benefit from our judicial obedience, there seems not to hav been 
the rest, for undoubtedly to each individual one day any law, statute or common, declaring the violation 
of the seven would answer -~ well as anQther1 but it of the statutes against working on Sunday a common 
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nuisance. Mr. Ohief-justice Ruffin has demonstrated, 
we think, that there was no such common law of the 
mother state of North Carolina, from which we he.v 
derived our common law and these shtuter. M:. & 
V. Oode, 2 289, 2,009 2 010, 2 011, 2,012 2013; Act 
N. · 0., 1,741; I Scott Rev., 55; lb., 795; Ou. and 
Nich, 638; State vs. Williams, 4 Ired., 400; State 
vs. Brooksbank 6 Ired., 73. Tae case of State vs. 
Lorry, 7 Bax., 95, is in accordance with these author
ities, and 1 may say that, with some patience, I hav 
traced as far as I hav been ·able the common law 
authorities, and, if judgment rested with me, should 
say that there is not any foundation in them for 
ruling that it is a common law nuisance to w~rk in 
one's fields on Sunday, and the supreme court of 
North Carolina so decided. Maul J·., said in Rswlins 
vs. West Darby (2 0. B., 74), that ''in the time of 
Oharles II. an acb of Parliament passed providing 
that certain things that formerly might hav been 
done on Sunday should no longer be done on that 
day, all other things being len to the freedom of 
the common law." This act was not adopted by 
North Carolina or by Tennessee as part of their 
common l&w, but was by North Carolina and after
ward by Tenn~ssee substantially re-enacted, and is 
the foundation of ou.r Sunday laws. The precedent 
for a common law indictment taken by Ohitty from 
a manual known as the " Oircuit Companion," was 
omitted from subsequent editions (2 Ohit. Or., 6 ed., 
20 and note). And while many American courts hav 
laid hold of the shtements in the old text writers 
that such a1;1 indictment was known at common law, 
and upon their authority subsequent writers hav 
proceeded to state the text law to be so, it is q'dite 
certain that no adjudicated case in Eogland can be 
found to establish the statement that·, strictly and 
technically, there was any such offense known to the 
common law. In this sense it may be said tbat 
King was wrongfully convicted, the State vs. Lorry 
wrongfully overruled, and Parker vs. State wrong
fully decided, but it does not belong to this cou-rt to 
overrule these decisions, and it does belong to the 
state court to make them, and King's conviction 
under them is ''due process of law." 

Rl3mand tbe prieoner. 
rrxz:· . • •• 

The Cause in Washington. 
The Sunday fanatics are meeting sore trials and 

discouragements throughout the entire state, and are 
becoming badly demoralissd. 

At Spokane all the cases were dismissed, and the 
fanatics routed. J. H. 0. Scurlock, the indefatigable 
Inft<iel worker for liberty and right, writes: "The 
Sunday-closing fanatics are quite discouraged; 
excitement .is on the wane. Liberals are virtually 
victorious. Send fifty more copies of ' Sunday 
Laws ' pamphlet." 

At Wal1a Walla three victims were arrested for 
. keeping open on Sunday. On trial the jury promptly 

acquitted them. 
Events at Tacoma are narrated in this eJ,tract: 

The decision of Judge Emmet Parker of the municipal 
court, on motion to dismiss the case of Wm. C. Fink, is not 
pleasing to the ·Anti.Sunday Saloon Association or their 
special attorneys, Parsons and Corell. The action was in 
stituted Qn complaint of one C. A. Toneson in the interests of 
the Anti-Sunday Saloon Association against .one Fink, a 
saloonkeeper, for violation of the law in keeping open on 
Sunday. 

As the members of the association had felt sore at the fail
ures to convict by the prosecuting attorney, in this last case, 
by consent of the latter, Parsons and Corell, special counsel, 
represented the state. 

At the close of the second trial the court announced that 
the case could not go to trial the third time without the con
sent of the prosecuting attorney, who was not then PJ:esent, 
but was invited to be present at a time fixed by the court 
for the purpose of be!n~t heard. He afterward appeared, as 
reported in Friday's Telegraph. and filed a motion asking 
that the case be dismissed, giving as reasons in his motion 
that two juries had failed to agree; that the evidence in the 
third trial was no better or worse than in the last two, and 
in several cases now pending of a similar nature ; that this 
was not sufficient to justify the state in taking further pro
ceedings·, and as two disagreements are generally sufficient 
to end any criminal case, he did not believe the case against 
Fl.rik shQuld be an exception. 

Parsons and Corell resisted on the part of the ministers 
who were prosecuting, and contended that it was the right 
of any citizen to institute and carry on by himelf or counsel 
the prosecution of cases of this kind, and Insisted that the 
prosecuting attorney had no right to appear In the case at 
all. They denied that they represented the state by courtesy 
of the prosecuting attorney, but as 11 matter of right, repre. 
sen•ing the state of Washington. 

The court held that the special counsel had no standing 
in the case whatever, except by consent and in subotdina
tion to the county attorney; that their standing was not 
sufficient to permit them to argue In resistance to the 
motion, except from the fact that the district attorney did 
not object. 

The court refused to allow the special attorneys to partici
pate in any more liquor cases, or to file any more papers 
without the consent of the defense. 

This is said to be the first time In the history of this state 
that the standing of the prosecuting attorney has been 
questioned by hired .pro£ecutors.-8eattle Teleg1•aph. 

The Rev. Blatherskite Patterson, in his sensational 
sermon denouncing the jurors who refused to con
vict, declared : " Tacoma is the prime mover in this 
moral reform, but other cities-Spokane, Walla 
Walla, :fortland, Seattle, and ey~ry city of any c,on-

~ . . . 

siderab!e importance-is mond by our example to 
attempt the same thing .. If it fails here all the good 
forces in these sister cities will be discouraged, and 
all the opposing forces correspondingly encouraged. 
Aud it is a struggle not only for the present but for 
a long period cf time. Let this cause fail now and 
it will be years before such a movement will be 
inaugurated again." 

We sincerely hope the dolorous whini! of the 
"meek and lowly follower of the lamb" will be VEri
fied. It will if vigorous work on the p~rt of the 
Washington Secula-r Union will help to attain so 
desirable a condition of things. . 

We are pushing the circulation of our pamphlet, 
" Facts in Regard to Sunday Laws," and securing 
the inser~ion in leading newspapers throughout the 
state of telling articles on the subject that cannot 
fail to educate the people and force honest Ohristians 
to eumin the " reasons of their faith and hope." 

Some good but unthinking people are opposed to 
any action on the part of. the Washington Secular 
Union or its officers against enforcing closing of 
saloons on Sunday. · 

This is_ the dregs of their orthodoxy; they would 
do evil that good might come of it. It is never right 
to sanction wrong, or even tacitly sanction any en-
croachments on our liberties. · 

The attempt of the Sunday fanatics to close the 
saloons on Sunday is only to _gain sympathizers, 
whom they will use to help enforce rigid SundAy 
observance in all other business. 

Olosing the saloon on Sunday is self.evidently 
done in the interest of Sunday, rather than of tem· 
paranee. 

Why close saloons on Sunday any mere than on 
any other day T Why, Sunday is the Sabbath; Sun
day is the Lord's day. · Sunday is the day of relig
ious worship. Exactly. Then Sunday laws, whether 
for Sunday closing, Sunday rest, or Sunday_ worship, 
are religious laws, and every true Liberal, every 
friend of reason, right, and justice, should oppose all 
such laws. 

If it is right or allowable to do any act on one 
day of the week, it is just as right and lawful on 
any other day of the week. 

Acts are good or bad in themselvs and cannot be 
made virtuous or vicious by the particular day when 
they are performed. 

0. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 
Fremont, Wash. 

Forced to Take Their Own Medicin. 
It is consoling to contemplate that the narrow

minded, bigoted, and cruel P11ritans of the eighteenth 
century sometimes found their match, and were com
pelled to. take a dose of their own soul-saving medi
cin. In the year 177 4 one of his majesty's war· ships 
lay in Boston harbor commanded by an old salt 
named Leo. Oaptain Leo was a veteran seaman 
who, not having the fear of God before his eyes, and 
being ignorant of or disregarding the existence of 
stringent Paritanical Sunday laws, went ashore on 
the "Lord's day" for a promenade on terra firma 
and to enjoy a short respit from the confinement of 
life· on board the ship. 

Now, it so happened that some sanctimonious, 
God-fearing churchman took cogninnce of the fact 
that Oaptain Lao was desecrating the St.bbath by 
walking about in an irreverent manner, and at once 
had him arrested and put in the stocks for the bal
ance of the day. While confined in the stocks he 
was visited by self·constituted committees of pious 
Christians who made his confinement still more 
aggravating by reprimanding him severely for his 
irreverence and admonishing him to forsake the 
error of his ways and flee from the wrath to come. 
The agony and smothered rage endured by this old 
matter·of-fact tar, and the fearful yet silent oaths 
and maledictions he pronounced against his bigoted 
persecutors while thus confined, may never be 
known. 

purposed to inflict on them· a little mortification of 
the body, so that they might leave the vessel not 
only temporally, but spiritually refreshed. The 
brawny boatswain then appeared with knout in hand, 
and gave each one of these Boston saints a mereiless 
whipping, after which, with brotherly admonition, 
the captain put them aboard of a boat and sent them 
ashore. That land-lubbers were afterward put in 
the stocks and were publicly whipped by the sancti
monious Puritans for the desecrating act of walking 
irreverently on Sunday there is no doubt, but the 
ressonable supposition is . that exceptions were made 
in favor of sea.captains who went ashore for a Slln-
day promenade. W ABBEN SMITH. 

Dahlonega. 
------------~~.----------------

Astonishing 
That any man laying any claim to intelligence or 
correct knowledge of history should compare the 
United States of America in 1880 or 1890 with the 
Continental government of 1775 and 1776 a1;1d the 
paper issues of the Oontinental Congress with those 
of the United States at this time, and insist or even 
intimate that because the former money was a partial 
failure, the latter must of necessity be. We hav 
little or no confidence in the honesty or patriotism 
of the hired authors who now, at the bidding of 
Wall street, point to the example of the Continental 
government as a warning to the greatest nation not 
to issue paper money. Let them be reminded of 
the following facts : 

011r fathers were not at·the time a nation. They 
had pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their 
sacred honor in support of their right to be inde
pendent. We, through their sacrifices, hav been a 
nation one hundred years. They numbered only 
three million of souls ; we number sixty million. 
Thirteen . states composed the confederation ; we 
number more than forty. Their western boundary 
was the Mississippi river; ours, the Pa(lific ocean. 
They had no fortifications, no army, no navy, no 
canals, no railroads, no steamboats, no steamships, 
no telegraphs, no Constitution, no laws made there
under; no legislativ, judioial, or executiv depart
ments of the government; no nation1l duties on 
imports, no national internal revenue, no manu
factories, no . experienced artisans, no money, 
no credit, and then foreign commerce was at the 
time cut off. We hav fortifications at every as
sailable point ; can in a short time put a mill
ion of brave men under arms, well equipped, 
and can cover the ocean with our ships. Our 
canals connect our inland seas with the ocean. The 
whole Union is checkered with railroads, connecting 
all parts of the country, even the Atlantic and the 
Pacific. Our manufacturing establishments are 
found in every state in the Union. Our machine
shops hav been supplied with the most experienced 
artisans. Our agricultural products enable us to 
export more than $500,000,000 per annum. Our 
duties on imports amount to over $200.000,000 
annually. Our internal revenue and the prod~c~ion 
of the precious metals amount to many mllhons 
more. In view of these facts, how preposterous to 
compare the United States of 1880 or 1890 with the 
Continental government in 1776. and their issues of 
paper money with those of the .United Stat~s no~. 
The Continental government faded to meet Its obli
gations. The government of the United States 
under the Constitution never has. In 1776 the Con
tinental government had established no credit at 
home or abroad. The government of the United 
States has established a first· claBs credit both at 
home and abroad. A currency issued by the· govern
ment of the United States, made a legal tender in all 
parts of the nation, paid out for all debts due by 
the government,,and received into the treasury for 
all debts due the nation, can never be at discount 
for coin. • 

Mr. Oalhoun in few words expresses t~e difference 

When released he manifested the deepest peni
tence for the fearful act of desecration he had com
mitted. He attended prayer-meeting, cultivated the 
acquaintance of the devout magistrates an·d holy 
deacons, and played the role of a contrite, God
femring man, much to the gratification of the Puri
tanieal saints. When the day arrived for his 
departure from port, he invited the magistrate, 
minister, deacon, and his informers to dine with him, 
which invitation was gladly accepted. Oaptain Leo 
reg~ttled the appetites of his guests on divers 
luxuries, and many were the bumpers turned off to 
his health. The repast finished, at a preconcerted 
signal twelve brawny sailors rushed in and 
overpowered and bound the guests, much 
to their surprise and discomfiture.. . From 
festiv scenes in the cabin they were carried on 
deck and lashed to the mast.stays. The captain 
then appeared before them and informed them that 
while he was sitting in the stock£!, scorched by the 
lieat of tbe sun, they had exhorted him on the efficacy 
of mortifying the flesh for the welfare of the soul, 
a'tl~ that ~~v!n~ theix- apiJitual welfare at heart, he 

between Continental money and Un1ted Stat~s 
treasury notes. He says " the former wa~ a prom~s 
to pay without revenue,. but the latter 1s a prom1s 
to receive for revenue, w1th abundance of revenue to 
receive." We add that the former prom~s was not 
made by a nation to be fulfilled by a nation. The 
latter is made by a nation having the ability to 
perform. . . 

History may be a very good teacher, but It IS not 
a teacher that can giv brains to the student. 

Oannot the people of the United States do in this 
age what Venice did successfully, with paper moDey, 
for more than three hundred years"! ~f course th.ey 
can, and will; all the learned finanCial _quacks, In
cluding presidents of colleges, bank presidents, and 
thousands of others, mere pimps of Wall street, to 
the cont.rary notwithstanding. F. H. MAnsa. 

Globe Village, .Mass. 

AFTER slander, nothing is communicated more 
promptly than superstition, fanaticism, sorc.ery, and 
tales of those raised from the dead.- Voltmre. 

SEND for catalog of our publications. Sent free 
on application. 
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This, indeed, might not bring these idiotic saints 
to their senses, but it might expose them to the 
ridicule of mankind. And in what way can ridicule 
be put to better use. than in breaking the chains of 
bigotry-even if it may not make ecclesiastical 
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derstandings of men. OaJt of these petty religions 
squabbles it is not too much to expect that some 
even of the benighted ones may learn something 
better than to follow the vagaries of senseless 
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The daily papers in tl:ds city hav raised a que&· 
tion as interesting to reformers as to their own 
editors. The law condemning capital criminals to 

1 00 be executed by electricity makes it a misdemeanor 
to publish accounts of the execution beyond the 

7 00 bare statement that the condemned was done. away 
with at a certain time. All of the papers violated 

8 liO the law, and all h!'v been indicted. 

10 00 The claim they make is that the law is a viola· 
a.n/::=c~;~~·fi;~-~~t·ih~·~;;~·;~;;·;;;~;;i,i; tion of the constitution of the state: 11 Every citi-

with one remittance. zen may freely speak, write and publish his senti

What Has Become of " Private Judgment 1" 
In the earlier part of his conflict with the church, 

Luther appealed from the authority of popes and 
councils to that of the Bible. That book, he 
affirmed, must be the believer's sole rule and guide. 
The popish doctors said they agreed to this; but it 
must be the Bible as interpreted and explained by 
ihe authorities of the church. So far Luther had 
gained nothing. Bub he saw his dilemma and extri
cated himself by a bold stroke. No, he said ; the 
believer must interpret the Bible for himself. ~is 
party saw in this a happy escape from ecclesiastical 
bondage; and the " Right of private judgment" be· 
came the rallying-cry of the Protestant Reformation. 
As a principle it became the foundation of the move
ment as well as the banner under which their victo
ries were won. The phrase sounded like a bugle
note of religious liberty and touched the hearts of 
thousands already tired of the mummeries and dis
gusted with the corruptions of the popish church. 

But where is the right of private judgment now? 
In defiance of their own vaunted principle, the lead
ers of the various Protestant sects went to work to 
construct creeds, and imposed on their followers 
their own versions of biblical teaching. Tbis was a 
clear case of self-stultification; for if, as they had so 
positivly claimed, each man was his own interpreter, 
with what face could they tell him what he must 
believe t And if the disciple was the !!!Ole judge for 
himself of what the Bible taught, why insult him by 
thrusting a creed into his face! Or if, by any trick 
of casuistry, a creed may be assigned any place in 
the Protestant system, what do the eeclesiastics gain 
by it, s~ce the disciple's right to interpret it is just 
as good as his right to interpret the Bible' Nay, it 
is better ; for a creed is entirely a human production; 
while the Bible, according to these dictating saints, 
is divinely inspired. Does it lie in their lips to say 
that a man may judge the word of God but may not 
question the work of a fellow-worm? Amid the 
1lames of controversy that now threaten to consume 
the Protestant sects, it is not impertinent for the 
perplexed believer to ask where these self-constituted 
guardians of the faith acquired the right or the 
power to set up the authority of a creed as para
mount to that of the Bible. 

Why do not these heretics for whom the gridiron is 
now being heated turn upon their pursuers ? 
Iillstead of begging their persecutors to believe that 
they do not mean to upset the creeds, why not chal
enge the right to ·impose them! Nay, not standing 

em the defensiv, why not carry the war into the 
enemy's country T They might easily :fling in the 
faees of their persecutors a defiance like this : 11 In 
attempting to put us upon the rack, you are repudi
ating the right of private judgment ; you are aban
doning the ground on which you sought to escape 
the Romish church. You are attempting the impos
sible feat of accepting and renouncing a doctrin in 
the same breath. If yon stand on the corner-stone 
of the Protestant faith you cannot deny to us the 
right of private judgment ; if you respect that right 

ments on all subjects, being responsible for the 
abuse of that right; and no law shall be passed 
to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of 
the press." And they propose to defend what 
they consider their rights. They also propose to 
carry the matter into politics and force the legis
lature to repeal the law. 

On the other hand, the upholders of the law hav 
arguments in support of the law (and this is where 
retribntiv justice appears) based on the decisions in 
the Comstock cases. A noted lawyer of this city 
states the arguments thus: 

" The constitutional provision relied on to defeat the 
statute does not meet its express provisions. The constitu. 
tional provision authorizes: Firstly, 'every citizen to freely 
speak, write, and publish his sentiments on all subjects.• 
This provision is confined to ' sentiment.' Judicial interpre. 
tation has substantially come to the rescue of Anthony Com. 
stock and the haters of lotteries by interpolating after the 
words ' on all subjects ' a limit!'tion in phraseology amount
ting to this, 'excepting subjects that tend to demoralize, etc.' 
Secondly, the constitutional provision forbids 'a law to be 
passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech or of the 
press.• But judicial interpretation has interpolated substan
tially, ' except treasonable sentiments tending to subvert 
government or to shock decency or public sentimeztt.' Many 
decisions between 1862 and 1864 were made justifying 
dealings by criminal law with men uttering or editors print
ing treasonable expressions. The maxim Salus popu!i 
suprema lez-the safety of the people is the supreme law
underlies even constitutional interpretation. 

"Yet some might argue that the denial of such an 
abridgment of the liberty of the press as in the constitution 
Is expressed verbatim and literatim would prevent a legis. 
lature from enacting laws against blasphemous utterances 
and expressions. The subject comes down to the questions 
what is ' restraining or abridging • and what is meant by 
' liberty of the press ;' &lid these questions the courts hav 
already pretty fully answered. For instance, the constitu. 
tion boldly forbids ' cruel and unusual punishment ' to be 
infiicted. Perhaps half of the populace, and very many 
lawyers believed electrocution or electrocussion to be cruel, 
as it certainly was unusual and, indeed, unknown when the 
constitution-makers adopted the word. But the courts, in 
construing the naked letter of the constitution, gave effect to 
their declaration that such punishment was not an unusual 
one. 

" Moreover the disputed prohibitiv section of the electro. 
cution statute is to be construed in strict relation to purely 
state affairs. It does not operate upon private, social or 
business affairs that affect individuals or the community. 
The state alone has authority to take human lite. It 
chooses ·to take it semi-secretly. No one disputes its author
ity to make an execution private or quasi-private ; or to 
exclude the curious-monger and the idle spectator from the 
shocking spectacle. It is wholly an affair of state. If the 
state can lawfully and constitutionally exclude individual 
knowledge of the details of such a state act through specta. 
torship why can it not equally exclude equal knowledge 
of such details by written or printed accounts? The state is 
sole judge of its own ex:clusiv act. The constitutional pro. 
hibition against restricting free speech is for the benefit of 
the community. But in an execution the community has no 
constitutional right. We cannot place an exclusiv act of 
the state concerning its own exclusiv responsibility on the 
same plane that is occupied by individuals or by personal or 
property rights." 

U this should prove to be the view taken by 
the courts, and the legislature should refuse to 
repeal the law, these editors who hav been sup
porting Comstock and upholding blasphemy laws 
will be nicely strung up wlt~ t~fil\r QW~t rope •. 

B11t, whatever view is bken by the couds as to 
the constitutionality of the law, and whatever the 
_legislature may in f11ture see fib to do, according to 
the decision of the United States district court for 
Western Tennessee, in the King case, the editors 
are all criminals, deserving of punishment. J adge 
Hammond said in that case: 

" Malice, religious or otherwise, may dictate a prosecu
tion; but if the law has been violated, this fact never shields 
the law-breaker. Neither do the courts :require that there 
shall be some morl\1. obloquy to support a given law before 
enforcing it, and it ts not necessary to maintain that to vio
late the Sunday observance ·custom shall be of itself immoral 
to make it criminal in the eyes of the law. It may be harm
lees in itself-because, as petitioner believes, God has not set 
apart that day for rest and holiness-to work Sunday, and 
yet, if man has set it apart in due form by his law for rest, 
it must be obeyed as man's law, if not as God's law. And 
it is just as evil to violate such a law in the eyes of the world 
as one sanctioned by God-I mean just as criminal in law. 
The crime is in doing the thi11g forbidden b11 law, harmlsas 
though it .be in itself. Therefore all that part of the argument 
that it is not hurtful in itselno work Sunday, apartfrom the 
religious sanctity of the day, is beside the question." 

How do our great moral editors like that opinion 
-they who hav supported Comstock and denounced 
the talking Anarchist. Most and the Socialists of 
Chicago maintained that no matter what the Jaw 
might be it must be respected and obeyed until 
repealed T All that Most did was to talk in alleged 
violation of law, and he is now in the penitentiary. 
They hav written and published in acknowledged 
violation of Jaw, and why should tlley not hav a cell 
next to his ? The constitution l!ays a man may 
freely speik on all subjects. Most is in jaiL It 
also says a man may write and publish freely. The 
editors of the daily papers do not expect to go to 
jail at all! B11t who among them defended Most's 

·rights ! The ~istrict attorney, even, would not haY 
indicted these editors if they had not asked him to 
do so. "n would be impracticable," he says, "'0 
get these indictments without the concurrence of the 
newspapers." Indeed ! Did he obtain the concur
rence of Herr Most t It looks very much as though 
there is one law for the rich and powerful and 
another for the poor and weak, and this is a shameful 
thing. 

But aside from this, tht:re is another and a broader 
question. Is it right to break a law which seems 
unjust? We hope the editors of 'he great dailies 
and the ethical people who hav decided all things 
against practical reformers will attack this question. 

A. New Christian Theology. 
As a sample of the imbecility of mind to which 

belief iq holy writ reduces people a circular received 
from Elizabeth M. Gordon, of Cooperstown, N.Y., 
is valuable. An explainer of the divine word usually 
makes himself ridiculous, jadged from common
sense standpoints, but Miss Gordon explains it so 
cocksurely that her exegesis approaches the sub
lime. She is, she says, authorized to speak for God, 
and she speaks with no weakling's voice. In her 
hands the whole biblical scheme becomes as plain as 
i sum in addition. Commentaries are made useless. 
The 11 higher" critics can go to preaching, as their 
labors are of no further value. Spiritualists need 
speculate no more. Materialists may cease to inves
tigate. She has solved all problems, and knows, 
what no one else ever found out, just what the plans 
of God are, and just how they are carried out. And 
this is the way of salvation : 

The holy spirit emanates from the godhead as 
vapor from the ocean, and is the conscience of man• 
kind. The spirit of evil comes from the devil in the 
same way. God givs his spirit to the child in the 
proportion of five-sixths to Satan's one·sixth. The 
child becomes responsible to God for its actions at 
seven years of age. People are saved by passing 
through the winepress of the wrath of God, which 
is remorse alter the death of the body, its duration 
proportioned to their guilt. Those who do not be. 
lieve Jesus to be God's son hav one hour's remorse, 
but those who accept him pass at once into bliss. 
Those who yield to Satan's irdluences hav a thouaand 
years of remorse. The totally depraved sleep until 
the last judgment and then wake up to exactly nine 
hundred and ninety-two years of remorse, after auf· 
fering which they will be annihilated. This some· 
what lengthy period of remorse is inflicted, we 
imagin (only imagination c•n deal with this· subject), 
to illustrate the goodness of God, as Miss Gordon 
tells us that he takes no pleasure in the sn«erings of 
the wicked. Heaven is iDfinit space, without begin· 
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Ding and without end, and the happiness thereof 
consists in loving ·God, an occupation which one 
would imagin would pallapon the subjects after a few 
million years. The geological speculation is settled 
by the statement tbat the world has been inhabited 
for six millions six thousands of years. The :flood 
was aix thousand years ago. Adam and Eve were 
created simultaneously 11 out of the v:aried clays of 
the earth." This probably accounts for the variation 
between men and women for· which the old deacon 
so earnestly thanked God. It required one thousand 
years to build them; "and this is the testimony of 
God the Holy Ghost, who has come to purify the 
hum•n race of their delusions and to rule this world 
with a rod of iron, whioh means that God the creator 
will desb;oy all the inhabi6ants of this world who 
refuse to giv up their delusions· and obey his Ten 
Oommandments and Sermon on the Mount of Jesus 
Ohrist." 

There is one thing to be said in favor of this pro
gram : · it is definit, precise,- and intelligible. It 
requires . no Westminster Oonfessions to explain it, 
nor ecumenical councils to vote upon it, and ministers 
of the "a burch universal," of which it is the creed, 
could not dodge its provisions, though, alas ! there is 
one heretic among the priesthood now, and that is 
Miss . Gordon herself, for she tells us privately that 
she is authorized (by God, we presume) to say that 
the only worship God appreciates is obedience. 
With that he will be satisfied. But, she adds, as 
most people hanker after some kind of worship 
[i.e., like to be humbugged] God has given us the 
church universal, with the foregoing platform. 
Probably, if Miss Gordon has good luck and is 
handsome, she will found a church to rival Schwein· 
furth's, and there will be one more Ohristian sect. 
Her theology is something better than Oalvin's, and 
to that extent we wish her success. But if . the 
Ohristian Bible had never been written she would 
probably be as sane as anybody. 

A. Public School Conducted by a Sect. 
The inevitable result of allowing religious· teach

ers to in:fluenoe the conduct of schools is again 
shown by the school war . in a school district of 
Rondout, N. Y., which has been going on for three 
years, with a temporary victory for the Oatholios. 
The fight is between Oatholios, Protestants, and Jews, 
and is owing to the fact that the public is compelled 
to support a sectarian school. 

The district involved in the quarrel is one of the 
largest in the place, the school being supervised by 
a board of trustees. For twenty years the Oatholios 
controled the school, having as principal James 

· MoOabe, but charges being made that he was incom
petent, the tax·payers, who thought a change was 
necessary, turned out in force, and at two suooessiv 
elections triumphed and gained control of the board 
of trustees. Principal HoOabe was removed and 
Prof. Robert Eadie, of Long Island Oity, wae 
selected in his stead. Under his management the 
school has had an increased attendance. But the 
fight did not end there; on the contrary, it has in
creased in bitterness. A few years ago, the main 
school-building being inadequate to accommodate 
the children of the district, the board of trustees 
were empowered to hire a branch-school. In the 
district is St. Mary's R()man Oatholio church, one of 
the largest of that denomination along the Hudson. 
Its present pastor is the Rev. Dr. Burtsell, formerly 
of the Epiphany, of New York, and who was sent to 
Rondout by Archbishop Oorrigan as a punishment 
for his sympathy with the McGlynn movement. 
Oonneoted with the parish is a Franciscan brothers' 
school. The old board of trustees rented this as a 
branch to the free public school, to be under the 
control of the Fransoisoan brothers. A year ago a 
movement was made to enlarge the public school
building and abolish the branch school. At the an
nual meeting it was voted down and the branch 
school again rented. Last week a trustee was to be 
elected, and the utmost excitement prevailed. The 
adherents of the church had packed tbe meeting, 
and the opposition to abolish the branch school was 
voted down. The church also elected its candidate 
for trustee, and the Protestants are so angry that a 
committee of citizens will endeavor to do away with 
the sectarian school, ~nd if necessary go into the 
courts to do so. 

We hope this last plan will be tried. A public 
school supported· by publ!o funds under the charge 

of a religious sect is an anomaly which we do not 
think even the .most pious judge will countenance 
-especially if the sect be D()t his. 

Three Investigating Seances. 
The American Psychical Society, the formation of 

which was noticed in these columns recently, has 
begun its investigation of modem Spiritualism, and 
secured at the outset some surprising results. The 
first leanoe was held under the direction of the 
secretary of the society, with Miss Josephine Lord, 
of Lowell, Mass., as the medium. Miss Lord is 
described as young, "live with her father and mother, 
has never known anJthing of Spiritualism, and until 
recently has been a member and a constant attend
ant of the First· Baptist church. About two years 
ago her favorit brother was taken very ill. A female 
friend, who was calling, foretold hia immediate 
death, which, proving correct, impressed Miss Lord 
and family very much. Heartbroken, they sought, 
like many others, consolation in Spiritualism, and 
thus began the mediumistic career of Miss Lord." 

At the first eeanoe the ph~nomena were as fol
lows: Three canes, one of wood, another of glass, 
and another of steel, were made to stand upon the 
:floor for five minutes in a ver~ioal position. At a 
command from Miss Lord the canes moved in any 
direction indicated, but they would not respond to a 
request made by any other person in the room. She 
then took one of the sticks in her hand, and, although 
apparently holding it lightly between her fingers, no 
person present was able to take it from her. 
. The manifestations at the .second seance were like 
this: Sitting in the dim light around the table, 
shadowy forms were seen plainly 111oving here and 
there, bending JlVer and breathing some words of 
comfort in a whisper; the1o1. seeming to rise in the 
air, to be lost in the deepenin.g shadows. 

There stood at a little distance from the table a 
large rooking-chair, which all at once began to rock. 
Gradually it slid nearer to the table, and pushed 
itself between two of the persons sitting there, then 
it stopped for a moment and slowly rose a few 
inches from the :floor, falling back again with a loud 
thud. It rose somewhat higher a second time, 
returning quickly to the :floor again. Making a 
third attempt, as though moved by some super
human force, it lifted itself squarely on the top of 
the table, and began rooking violently. 

A murmur ol surprise went through the room. 
After a little delay, Mr. Flow~r declared himself 
wonderstruck, and suggested that the chair be 
returned to the :floor, saying as he did so : 11 Oould 
anyone sit in the chair, I wonder T and if so, could 
both be lifted T" 

Instantly three hard raps were heard, which is the 
signal for "yes." Having thus gained the consent 
of the unseen agents, Mrs. Flower, with much 
trepidation, seated herself in the chair, the company 
meantime all singing a familiar hymn. This had 
continued for a few minutes only, when the chair; 
despite all of Mrs. Flower's eff.>rts to prevent it, be
gan slowly to rook backward and forward. In vain 
did the occupant place her feet upon the :floor and 
protest that the chair should not move. . It con
tinued, gaining gradually in force and velocity. 

Every eye was fixed upon the chair and it11 
occupant, which were both plainly visible in the 
semi-twilight. An exclamation of fear arose as the 
chair was lifted w:ith its occupant fully ten inches 
from the :floor, and then sunk back again just as it 
had done in the first instance. 

11 Are you afraid T" asked several persons of Mre. 
Flower. They saw she looked somewhat pale. 

"N-o-o, not very," was the answer hesitatingly 
given. 

The last word had not left her lips when, as 
though with one mighty effort, the chair and its· 
occupant were both placed on the center of the table, 
in the presence of the astonished company. 

The third seance is thus described : I In the 
presence of the same company, about the same phe
nomena occurred, with an additional mystery. Near 
the ceiling was a la:;ge picture-hook. One of the 
m111 present asked permission to place something on 
it, and was told J>y loud raps that he might do so. 
A stool was placed on the table, and he folded a 
bank-note lengthwise and tied it about the hook. 
After he took his seat all joined hands, and soon all 
were softly singing. The light was very dim. Not 
more than five minutes had passed before the medium 
uttered a cry more like the war-whoop of an Indian 

than anything else. Throwing her hands upward 
she caught the bank-note from the air just above her 
OWB head. · 

This manifestatiQn concluded the f e1noe, and 11 t}le 
members of the society· expressed their complete 
satisfaction with what had occurred, and suggested 
a continuance of these remarkable f eanoes in the 
autumn." 

The value to science of these investigations . is 
apparent from these descriptions. We are, there
fore, at a loss to know why the Banner of Light 
writes in snob a sarcastic vein concerning them. 

Brother Oolby says : 11 History is ever repeating 
itself. The physical phenomena, and many of the 
mental experiences which accompanied the advent 
of the New Dispensation over forty years ago, and 
hav been measurably laid aside by the veterans in 
the subsequent lapse of time, are now being brought 
to the front by the new·oomers into the movement 
as grounds for wonderful surprise, or ne paraded 
as a gravamen for the theolsgico scientific indorse
ment by 1 profound observers ' outside the ranks 
of Spiritualism of a 1 something' new and out of 
the common course, and highly worthy !their dis. 
tinguished consideration.' " It looks as though 
Brother Oolby holds a light opinion of the fitness 
of the investigators to investigate, aud is very far · 
from being so eure of the ·Value of their labors as 
the investigators themselvs. This is unkind, as 
those of the society who are not already Spiritualists 
seem perfectly willing to be convinced on as little 
evidence as there is for the miracles attributed to 
Ohrist Jesus. 

--------~~-------
Enlarging" Their Province. 

The arrogance of tbe Roman Ottholio. priesthood 
and the servitude of their dupes is shown by a recent 
occurrence in South Meriden, Oonn., where the 
priest has ordered the young ladies of his :flock to 
dismiss their lovers who may be Protestant. And 
not only in general does the order apply, but the 
priest has come down to particulars, and written to 
one young man to let go of his Oatholio sweet
heart. Tbe priest explained why he wrote the letter 
to a reporter. "I thought by writing him a gentle. 
manly letter and telling him the objections of the 
church to such a course he might stop. The parents 
of the young lady were a little loath to tell him to 
quit her, and I told them I would. I hav no per
sonal feelings against him. He is a man of good 
morals so far as I know, but it is for the future that 
1 am looking. Why, sir, I hav been looking over 
the records of msrriages in this village and Yales
ville for a number of years past, and I find some' 
twenty-three mixed marriages. By mixed I mean a 
union of Oatbolio and Protestant. Such unions tend 
to degenerate the faith on botb side!!, and, as a 
rule, generally end in Infidelity. Or the tw.enty
three marriages I refer to not a child attends any 
church. So you can see bow it is. I hav not taken 
up this matter out of personal feeling, but am acting 
more as a Ohristian clergyman than as a single per
son and am carrying out the mandates of the church 
in ;o doin~. The rules of the church· are decidedly 
against such unions, and I see that at a recent meet
ing of Protestant ministers in New York they passed 
resolutions to the same effect, or did something 
similar. It was to stop these so-called mixed mar
ria~es. The Oatholio church permits no such 
marriage unless under a special dispensation and a 
written statement from the Protestant to allow ths 
Oatholio to follow the teachings of our church.'' 

Some of the young ladies hav surrendered to the 
priest, others hav rebelled and been refused com
munion. 

What a blessed time it will be for priests and 
preachers when the two sects can regulate the heart 
affairs and control the courting of their members ! 

MR. N. CHADDOCK, of Cuero, Texas, is to be commended 
for the work for Liberalism he is doing in the Lone Star 
State. He subscribes for the Liberal journals, and then, 
being an amateur printer, prints extracts from them and 
circulates them among his neighbors. In thiR way he stirs 
up the saints. His last print he calls the Gleaner, and in 
it appear quotations from four different journals of theolog. 
ical reform. Mr. Chaddock is doing well. 

THEBE are· 12,563.894 pupils in the public schools of the 
country, and it requires 361,273 teachers to instruct them. 
These chlldren are to govern the country in the future, and 
it is part of the longheaded policy of the churches to infl.u. 
ence their education. With all her efforts Rome has got 
only 673 601 pupils in her parochial schools, and she must 
lose grotind unless she can control the public schools. To 
do this all her efforts are bent, and she is a formidable 
danger to the welfare of the nation. 
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Enheartenb1g Praise. 
SALIDA, CoL., July 30, 1891. 

~fB; EDITOR: I hav . takE!n 'fill!: TBUTH BEEKER nearly 
twelve years, and like it better every year. The pictures 
are immense.· Long life to Heston, also John Peck and 
many others. To my mind this is the· grandest paper 
on earth. · Orrs WHITE 

A. Noble· Work; We Hope. 
GRANT PAss, Ou., July 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find twenty-five cents for 
the TRUTH BEEKER A.l.JU.NAO. Yours of 1890 just suits me. 
You are doing a noble work; and be assured, Freethought 
is gaining "round fast in this country. I hav labored in the 
cause of Freethought for thirty years, and like it. 

Yours for truth, WILLIAM M. RIOHABDB. 

Till Wanamaker Bleats. 
RIOHMOND, ILL., July 10, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : r want THE TRUTH BBBXBR and I am lost 
without ft. I will try to get some subscribers here. Bend 
me all the back numbers you please for distribution. I 
would like you to send me Peck's "India Rubber God," 
also" Church before the Court." I want them for my own 
use. I hav got his last one on the opening of the Exposition 
on the Sabbath. I am a farmer and almost seventy-four 
years old. I hav been cultivating corn to. day; am writing 
this at noon while the horse is eating. I wish you success 
in all your honest undertakings. I hope you will punch 
Wanamaker until he bleats, if nothing more. 

Sincerely yours, I. C. KILGOBB. 

OklaJJOma's First Secnlar Society. 
GUTHRIE, OKLAHOMA TBBR., July 31, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Last Suaday we formed a temporary organi. 
zation· of the Secular Union. An ex.Baptist minister was 
elected chairman, and he is just the right man for the 
place and held in high esteem by the church people, 'lfho, I 
presume, mourn the Joss of a mbiister so dear to them. But 
Rev. Mr. Burrows could no longer preach miracles or hold a 
bad opinion of the almighty, and has therefore sacrificed a 
good salary to hav freedom. Dr. Lee, an organizer of the 
Secular Union, is also with us and doing good work. Mrs. 
Townsend, an activ worker for Freethought, deserves great 
credit for her ardent labor in the good cause, as do also Dr. 
and Mrs. Smith. We are the first Secular society in the 
territory. Yours, CAPT .• JoHN TwAMLEY, Sec. 

For Mental Dyspeptics. 
NooxsAox, Wua., July4, 291. 

MR. EDITOR: My taste is for more evolutionary and 
ethical philosophy. Less ridicule for the old. Encourage 
the youth; let the old dle easy. John Peck's peck will feed 
more (mental dyspeptics) than the" loaves and fishes," and 
better fare. I am proud to say, we hav a working Peck in 
Washington-a fighting bushel-C. B. Reynolds, who has 
recently stffied the Lord's Prayer in our public echool 
teacher's mouth. Our praying people call ours an " lntldel 
constitution." The tendency of our school Jaw will be 
relief to that class of teachers now pandering to the church 
element, and, like the · mereantfl ageDcy, impel . to more 

• honesty. 
When will man be honest to himself against all bias of. 

friends, money, place, power-the root of all honesty? 
J. W. BBLL. 

Two Brands from the Burning. 
GRINNELL, lA., June 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I herewith send the names of two new sub
scribers and a draft for $5. I am ever so glad to be able to· 
add them to your list of readers. No doubt they will prove 
permanent ones. One brother is so full of the holy spirit of 
Freethought that it constantly overfiows and at every op. 
portunity, like fire, burns and scorches the dog.fennel of 
supersti~ion. He used to be a shouting Methodist, and in 
trying to convert a Unive,rsalist, and thus insure his soul 
against fire, he instead was converted to a more rational 
belief; but instead of stopping there, he kept on investfgat. 
fng and seeking truth until he safely landed on the shore of 
common sense and Freethought. The other brother has 
been a skeptic; but Ingersoll's lectures and a few copies of 
the dear old TRUTH S:s::Ex:ER fixed him about right, and he 
now wonders why or how it came about that he has dwelt 
so long in the twilight of doubt. Th~ fog has cleared away, 
and he now basks in the glorious sun!hine of reason and 
Freethought. WealllikeHeston'spictures and the ''Letters 
from Friends." The children like the" Corner;" and adults 
can learn much by studying it. Fraternally yours, 

· W. T. LErna. 

The American Banditti. 
NEWPORT, 0., June 24, 1891. 

i- MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10. I hav delayed try
ing to secure another subscriber, but cannot get him. I 
would like to do more for you myself, but I am too well 
protected-protected in wearing shoddy, faded clothes, and 
in having" honest money" to do business with. In other 
words, I am protected in being robbed hy railroad compa
nies, telegraph companies, manufacturers, and money. 
changers. How long, 0 Lord, how long must we su:fier 
under the executiv ability of the Clevelands, the Bayards, 
Mannings, Harrisons, Wanamakers, M!llers, Goulds, and 
Vanderbilt&? Or, to cover the whole at once, how long will 
the people pay this enormous tribute to the American 
banditti? 

for I know you are helping me and all mankind. The paper 
is all light. I favor lettiDg everybody in that will come in 
civilly. The preachers as a rule cannot come very civil at 
first, but let them come in; they will get civilized. I am in 
favor of admitting all discussion pertaining to the welfare of 
the human family, religious, political; social, and scientific. 

I will send lor both volumes of pictures as soon as possible. 
Yours truly, E P. Bn. 

Need " Washing Whiter than Snow" with the Host>. 
Eur RANDOLPH, N.Y., July 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am almost afraid to inclose you this $3 
for fear some of Mr. Wanamaker's people will appropriate 
the same. for their own necessities. 

I hope, however, that you will receive the funds to assist 
you in battling for the truth. THB TRUTH SBBKBR adds 
light. Your intellectual co-workers enrich your excellent 
paper by their jeweled thoughts, the very sunshine of their 
souls. Rich indeed intellectually is the brain that can feel 
the inspirations that thr!Jl and delight coming from the 
world's ripest and ablEst scholars, nobl~ men and grand 
women who adorn the earth, and often hav I read the "Com
munications," the "Letters from Friends," each of which 
were well worth the price of your paper. 

The Christians of this place still speak very dlsrespectf.ully 
about some of their neighbors, which fact is to be deeply 
regretted; and now, as we hav new water-works, the hose 
might with great consU.tency be turned upon some Chris
tians, and it fs.possible their souls might be "washed whiter 
than snow." We do wish that the Christians who pretend 
to be so good would prove their goodness by paying us 
what they justly owe us, borrowed money, and pay us what 
they owe us for work. Then we could hav more confidence 
in them, end surely we could call them honest; but now 
we pity them. Truly, R R. JoNBB. 

"Total Disability" to Speak Truth. 
STAPLES, MINN., July 24, 1891. 

MR. E:piTOR : I ~end you herewith an extract 'taken from 
the National Tribune, Washington, D. c. Why, oh, wliy 
did not" 0. 8. B." enter the Chicago Bladd freak contest? 
He would most certainly hav won the prize. Modesty, per
haps, prevented him, as it would hav been necessary for 
him to sign his name. No doubt he could substantiate the 
truth of the a tory, as there was '' an Irish regiment "-mostly 
good Catholics, no doubt-who witnessed· the occurrence. 
Uncle Sam: should hav a medal struck for him, for undoubt
ediy he is the champiop.liar of either army. He should hav 
a pension also. So far as telling the truth is concerned he 
can prove his "total disability." Did· his nurse accompany 
him to the war, with his cradle and rattle-box, and sing 
Mother G )OBe's melodies to him to lull him to sleep? Did 
the government furnish him a canteen ; or was it a nursing 
bottle? D. c. JBNKINB. 

A. MffiAOLE. 
Editor- National Tribune: In the fall of 1862 .the Federal 

army occupied the country north of the Rappahannock, the 
Confederates the south. All who were thete and still liv 
remember thegrand band concert, each side .playing alter
nately-first Yank, then Reb. It was an immenee musical 
throbbiDg pulsation of tune. It was noticed while the bands 
were playing that thousands of snakes, frogs, toads, and 
reptils, all species nativ of that region, had congregated in 
the open space along the river and in rear of the camps, 
apparently charmed by reason of the music. They still 
lingered at the cloee of the concert, the spell being still on 
them. Nearest the dense throng of reptils was an Irish 
regiment, and the leader of its band called attention to t.he 
motley crowd of reptils, saying : "Bys, gist see how quick 
we can make them varmints skedaddle." He signaled to his 
band, the orchestra struck into the stirring melody " Saint 
Patrick's Day in the Morning." 'I hey played it s'rong and 
thrilling. and as the music was floating in space, the drum
major shouted, "Look ·there," pointing in direction of the 
reptil crowd. Every snake, frog, and toad had disappeared, 
but the other species still remained, in anticipation of more 
music. This demonstrated the expulsion of reptils from 
the soil of Ireland by the donghty St. Patrick. The drum:. 
major declared that the very name of St. Patrick was enoagh 
to rid the vicinity of these pests. The demonstration con
vinced UR of· the fact that the name of that saint is all-potent. 

I was informed by a Rebel officer later that the e:fiect was · 
. the same over on their side. He said the running away of 
the snakes,. etc., was noticed soon after the St. Patrick's 
music began ; the men clapped their hands and shouted, 
"Bee what these Irish Yanks hav done; driven every snake. 
and frog from the field." Ten thousand throats lifted up 
their voices in one prolonged shout, which went thundering 
to the placid Potomac, '' Saint Patrick forever ! " Bt. Patrick 
was a gentleman, and performed miracles, as did his 
predecessor, Jesus of Nazareth.-0 S B., 4th Mich., Second 
Brigade, First Division, Fifth Corps, Adrian, Mich. 

"A Correct Silver Dollar." 
MoUND CITY, KAN., July, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : I notice by your TRUTH BEBKBR of July 25th 
that you do admit into your columns the discussion of eco
nomic qll..,stions. The article by T. W. C., of Tecumseh, 
Neb., I fully indorse. Also the one by "Holt " on the A and 
B of money. No one can deny the facts and principles 
therein laid down. 

Hartwig. And the rep-eal .of those financial laws must in~ 
evitably follow before equality before the law can be resumed 
by the people of the United States. That gold was appre
ciated, its value enhanced, and silver demonetized by design, 
is very apparent-in order to make money scarce, and thus 
increase its purchasiDg power, its interests, and its profits, 
compelling its unequal distribution. Prices of products and 
commodities and real estate declined in the same ratio,.or 
Dearly as the appreciated value of the single metal went up. 
Protection fa!ored monopoly instead of labor. FalliDg, 
ptices were the result of contraction instead of the result of 
tarl:II laws, which hav been so illusory to the partisan and 
ogling politician. The money powers of Europe, England, 
and the United Statas conspired for the profits of their vast 
wealth, and sought and found a pliant tool in the presidential 
nominee· of 1868 and the acts or 1869 and 1870 by our 
national Congress appreciating gold alone, thus repudiating 
the currency contract, changing the public debt into long
time bonds, without cause but unholy greed. It was an act 
of damniDg infamy. Labor was thus and then deprived of 
its equal share and rights under the otherwise benign laws 
c-f a republic. Years elapsed before the common people of 
the nation began to.find out the grandest cheat of any age 
or nation. And now, again, the virus of politics by com
mand of the money po'!er over both the old political parties 
Is being scintillated by partisan press and demagog to 
mislead and blind the eyes of the voter to keep within old 

. party lines, that the gigantic fraud may be still npon the 
national statute. book or laws of Congress. When reasonings 
like Hartwig's reeound through the land about the correct 
silver dollar, we might rejoice with plutocratic fervorwere 
all the people on that side of the question and liv!,ng on idle 
money with incomes fixed by law and contributed from labor 
and blood and toil of honest men. We opine that Mr. 
Hartwig will be corrected. WM. B. LRwiB. 

The Elfect Seen in tlte Church's Confusion. 
Roox GROTB, ILL., July 27, 18~1. 

MR. EDITOR : I would preface by remarking that I claim 
to be an original patron of THB TRUTH SEEKER, having 
taken it from the very first start when D. M. Bennett issued 
it at Paris, Dl., and without a single break having taken it 
to July 1, 1891. Being now in my eightieth year, I hesitate 
a little to renew my subscription, but I suppose I cannot 
break o:II at once, so I must taper o:II by degrees. In my 
early childhood I learned to read the Eoglish and German 
languages, and was a persistent reader all my life, and, by 
nature a skeptic, could believe nothing that I could not test 
·with some or all of. my senses, and then digest with my fac
ulties. Outside persuasion could not reach me at all, unless 
I could test the subject with my senses. So you will readily 
see I could be nothing else than a Freethin)!;er. 

" Declare the real money to be the only lawful money 
and one dollar paper will always equal one hundred cents." 
By which I suppose may be meant the legal tender unit of 
value, as in the greenback, but without the exception ciause 
placed upon it in order for the bondites and goldites to 
speculate on them. Monometalism is a delusion and a snare. 
In proof of this I o:fier J. G. Hartwig's long communication 
from Washington, D. C., under the heading, "A Correct 
Silver Dollar." I read it with dismay, as I hav several 
others < f like tenor-not as against Mr. Hertwfg, but as 
against I bat conspiracy that inveigled our government into 
those entangling alliances with the pioneers of capital as 

I think· D. M. Bennett started right, and you followed 
with good e:fiect in the flame line, that i8, to kill supersti
tion. The e:fiect can readily be seen in the terrible confusion 
of all the churches as to their creeds and dogmas. They 
are now in a perfect whirl. They now seldom dare use their 
scarecrows, devil and hell. They are now in a coaxing 
humor, and .allow almost anythin~ to pass, so they are only 
supported. Heston's pictures are a splendid auxiliary to 
show o:II the thing to the eye of the non-reader. Spiritual
ism, especially the phenomenal part, is a trump, for the 
senses take hold thereof. D. M. Bennett, before he died, 
after investigating it declared it a truth. The bottom of it 
all is mesmerism, somnambulism, psychology,· hypnotism. 
The best starting-point in the whole philosophy is individual
Ism-the conscious feeling of 1 am and no ot7.er persan, 
which never changes through the whole life. This is positiv 
proof that the soul, the inner individual, is entirely inde
pendent from the body, as shown in our dreams. Every
thing in nature changes constantly, but this individuality, 
that I, never changes. I think this is a bone to pick for the 
Materialist and Atheist. Spiritualism in 1848 came with the 
alphabet in its hand, and it came to stay for all time;. not by 
any body's condition, of course not, but by its own condition. 
Why not P I could defeat almost anything by destroying 
and substituting conditions. Fraud P Yes, of course there 
may be fraud in it. If there was not it woUld not be of man .. 
There is or may be fraud in all things. But that is no sign 
there is no genuin. All fraud must hav a genuin basis to 
ride on. ,A. void it and seek for the true object. I shall avoid 
saying what convinced me of the thing called Spiritualism, 
for I do not want to turn preacher and perBuad.e a person into 
it. Let anybody investigate till he sees and hears the thing 
himself, then he knows for himself. By persuasion, never. 
I would liken it to a thunder and rain storm. You see the 
dark clouds, the lightning dart, hear the thunder roll aad 
rain fall. Is there anyone to doubt after viewing and hear
ing such a spectacle? Just so with Spiritualism, only mUl
ions of times more pleasing to the human mind. A person 
must not only hav an !ron, but the hardest kind of a steel, 
nerve, if he can enjoy the pleasures of this life one moment 
if he really is convinced that when his body dies, which may 
be at any moment, his germ or soul is likewise annihilated 
or utterly destroyed for evermore. Horror and dismay I 

SOLOMON FIBHBB. 

Fiat Money Advocated. 
ELYSIA, NEB , July 1, 1891·. 

I will do anything 1 cau, at any time I can, to help you, 
against labor as capital In this country, and from which a 
mighty struggle mu11t follow to extricate us, thanks to Mr. 

MR. EDITOR: In THE TBUTH ·suxER of June 13th I find 
some comments on the People's platform, made by R. G. 
logersoll. He says that he does not believe that the govern
ment can make money by law any more than it can make 
good crops by law. If that is the case, then our soldiers hav 
never been paid, for they were paid in money made by law, 
with an exception clause in it that depreciated its value more 
than one-half. If money cannot be made by law, then we 
hav no money in the United State~, only t:Qat whiph \~ 
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counterfeit, for all good money is made by law. Gold, ail
ver, copper, and iron are commodities out of which pagan 
nations used to make money, and our govemment has made 
some money out of gold and silver, but it has to be done by 
law without- the stamp of the government. Gold and silver 
is not money, but a commodity of value like com and 
wheat. When :the people become more civilized, they will 
not use gold and silver to make money, because they are too 
scarce and hard to obtain. T.bere is not enough gold and 
silver in the world to pay the debts of the United States. I 
would respectfully ask the colonel, if the government cannot 
make money, who and what can? Can he do it without 
becoming a counterfeiter? I also ask him, what is money? 
Is it property? is it value? or rather is it not a representativ of 
value, a medium of exchange? If a man had all the money 
in the world, and could not exchange it for something else, 
it would not be of any val1:1e to him. The colonel asks a 
question. It is: If the government can make money, why 
should it collect taxes ? Why not make what it needs, and 
stop bothering the people? I will ask him a question, and 
then answer his. If the government cannot make money, 
why does it issue or make money for the banks? Why not 
let them make their own money if they can make money ? 
And further, if money is only a medium of exchange, a 
representativ of. value, what power can ·better make it than 
the government, which represents all the value we all hav? 
As to the answer to this question, I will say, yes, the govern. 
ment can ·and shpuld issue money to pay all taxes and ex
penses, until it has issued a sufficient quantity for a medium 
of exchange, until there is money enough in the country to 
do the business-of the country. And when it has done that, 
if there is not enough to pay expenses, which there would 
be if the government was honestly administered, then let it 
levy a tax. Not that government money would not be good 
for all expenses, but so asnottotoofar expand the currency. 
Now, colonel, I hav answered your question, and I will ask 
you some questions.. Are you in favor of the people or the 
bosses that rule them? If you are in favor of the people, 
then you know .that the great majority are heavily in debt. 
It has .been estimated that we are in debt-Jlstate, national, 
and iildividual-about $25,000,000,000. The interest alone 
on that amount at ten .per cent would be over $400 per 
capita. You know that there is not enough gold and silver 
in the world to pay-that debt, and if the government cannot 
issue money, how will that debt ever be paid? Should the 
m,.ortgages be closed and three-fourths of ·the people be 
turned out beggars? Colonel, I hav read all your speeches 
that I could get, and with the exception of the finance ques
tion I hav generally agreed with you. Y-ou hav been the 
great cause of the destruction of old superstitions. Will you 
spoil it all by opposing the people in their deadly struggle 
for their rights? What could we hav done in the late war 
without government money? A msn's note is good so long 
u he does not iBBue more notes than his whole possessions 
are worth. So the government's note is good until it issues 
more notes than the whole nation is worth, and there is no 
danger of that. No"', colonel, you know. that with a large 
circulation of money, times ar!l good, prices high, debts 
easier paid. Then let us stop ;the banking system that has· 
drawn and does draw interest from the people; has already 
drawn so much that we· are mostly paupers. And let the 
government issue:moneydirect to the people on good secur. 
ity, without· much interest; and let it pay all government 
expenses In greenbacks, and if there are four billion issued, 
it will not ,impoverish the government ; for it is worth 

· many billions of dollars. Then away with the gold and 
bond basis for money. JoHN BRYAN. 

The Currency Question. 
MADISON, Wis., July 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : . Will you giv place to some comments on 
the currency question that Mr. J. G. Hartwig's communica
tion of July 25th seems to call for? 

There· is an apparent misconception as to the cause of the 
fluctuation in silver bullion. That misconception grows out 
of an education imbibed from treatises of bankers whose 
science consists in the keeping the people in ignorance in 
regard tQ their business. Now, to study the finance question 
successfully we shall first hav to find what the bankers• in
terest calls for. We shall see at a glance that it is that vol
ume of currency that will yield the greatest amount of 
interest, hence the necessity of keeping it under their control, 
for a large volume of currency in circulatlon reduces the 
value of their issues, i. '·• the interest on their issues, The 
bimetallic base is much harder to control than the gold base 
alone. The bankers are aware of the fact that both gold 
and silver hav and represent a double value. There is an 
intrinsic value, and a legal value, but it would be impossible 
to tell where the two values meet without taking the legal 
value from each by demonetizing them both by all the 
nations on earth. Had gold been served the same as s;lver 
was by Germany, England, and the United States in 1878, 
then gold would hav been as badly crippled as silver is now. 
A remonetization In Germ&ny and Eogland and free coin
age here will restore it to its former value. Mr. Hertwfg 
talks about gold and silver, stamped and weighed, as money 
the civilized world over. This is true; in part they are 
money, where government's fiat has made them such, but 
each fiat is confined to the nation that iBB~es the fiat, &nd 
they are reckoned as bullion everywhere else. And I will 
say,' fiats constitute the fiuctuatiog propensity of silv:er at 
this time. The intrinsic properties hav not changed, but the 
legal ha v. Agam, they desire a currency that is fluctuating, 
for it is through this that their richest harvests are garnered. 
It was for that purpose that the third batch of treasury notes 
were dishonored over the counter of the treasury by limiting 
tlleir legal-tender qualification by the exception of interest 

.on the public debt and ·duty on imports, which caused them 
to depreciate more than once and more than one and one-half 
their face value as measured by gold. Through this instru. 
mentality Senator Beck charged that the government did not 
realize over sixty per cent on the sale of their bonds, then 
paid gold interest of two and a half times the value of their 
bonds for a long time, Eay for six years, which would be 
equal to fifteen per cent on $2.000,000,000, which would 
equal $300,000,000 annually on the investment. Again, 
gold was enha11ced by the demonetization of silver. But I 
hav no means of ascertaining the amount of that robbery of 
the people. But the credit-strengthening act, It was esti
~nated, took $600,000,000 out cf the treasury at one fell 
swoop, by increasing the value of bonds from a currency 
base that they were to be paid in to a gold base. Then the 
cremation of over $1.200,000,000 of our currency; reducing 
the volume to $700,000,000, completed the infamies which 
hav robbed the people out of more than $4,000,000,000 
through fluctuations that hav been effected through 
the gold"base theory that is so fascinating to Mr. 
Hertwig. Bankers· are delighted with the scholarship dis· 
played in such essays, and the carrying out of his suggestions 
would afford an endleBB amount of fluctuations. Venice 
away back in 1070 established a bank on a national indebted
ness growing out of a forced loan from her citizens, giving 
receipts for the money received and entering the same to 
their credit. This at first crippled their commerce. To re. 
lieve it the government negotiated !or their claims )>y chang. 
ing the credits fiom one to another, and finally Issued 
a currencybealing four.per cent interest ancl placing these 
loans to the creditors of' the loans. These issues be
came the favored currency of that emporium of commerce 
and bore a premium of twenty per cent above gold for five 
hundred years. Our own demand notes of the first issues, 
amounting to $60,000,000 that was ·a full legal tender, 
maintained the same premium that gold did during the whole 
of our unpleasantness. BBOTBBR BANDY. 

We Should Stir up all Crystallizations. 
CABBY, lA., June 29, 1891. 

M:R. EDITOR : Churchanity is not the only evil or trade 
that is grinding .the unfortunate, and it seems perfectly com
petent for you in your discretion to allow scientifically writ. 
ten articles on any subject which pertains to the well-being 
of the human family. When any party or profession be
comes crystall!zed, ceases to advance, it then becomes necee
sary to hav.heretics bold enough to depart from the book 
of tactics. In our religion, politics, law, and medicin we 
are nearly at a standstill. Surgery probably Is advancing. 
Had Halleck had his way we would probably hav been 
speeding down the Southern hills yet, but Grant stepped 
outside of the book and soon had the dry bones shaking and 
the Rebels on the run. All our secular and religious period
icals can only talk of their trades. The corporations, profes
sionals, and politicians down to all shades bav an advocate, 
nor will these advocates depart from their l!ne even to do 
justice. Honesty seems to hav been bred a11d read almost 
entirely out of our minds and ethics. Fashion and practice, 
which· hav been nurtured for the last two thousand years in 
Europe and America, do not recommend themselvs to the 

·thoughtful. The contrast is too great in earninl!'s. Per hap~ 
the average of earnings could not exceed $250 for each 
laborer per annuin. Now suppose we double that ; only 
half would get employment. Make it $1,000; only one. 
fourth would get employment. .The present offiCial salaries, 
which are based upon the inflation period of the sixties and 
seventies, will average more than twice that in county, state, 
and nation, and oul' wise statesmen are increasing rather 
than diminishing them, in the face of the fact that mer
chandise and produce hav decreased in value nearly or 
quite half, hence these large salaries are but legalized rob
beries. 

If we could in one year retrograde five hundred years, the 
people would take their medicin from the pulpit, recognize 
this order as divine, be content to starve, rot, and die for 
the sake of future glory. But of books and papers, of 

·debates and orations, there 11eems to be no end. Dliteracy is 
the exception. People read, listen, and reason, and it does 
not take much logic to convince anyone of the injustice of 
heaping our servants with thousands bylaw,while the masses, 
the people, must be content with precarious hundreds. 
The Chinese call us barbarians, and not without reason. 
Europe and America with their vast wealth and sparse popu 
lation hav too large a percentage of m!ll!ona!res and pau
pers. To sum the matter, there are few of your readers 
that are able to take and pay for papers of all shades of 
opinion; and further, it would be an endless task to select 
from such a volume of rubbish such facts as the common 
student wishes to obtain. In fighting church encroach. 
ment you virtually hav to fight all crystall!zed institutions, 
viz., corporations, professionals, politicians, hence antago
nize political parties. Statesmen such as Lincoln, Grant, 
Garfield, and Ingersoll can discern the line between facts and 
fallacies and liav the courage of their convictions, but there 
are few such men. Some are born blind ; others are blinded 
by lucre or ambition. SJ it seelDJI to me that in order to 
meet the requirements of your intell!gent subscribers, you 
would better advance and discuss Socialism, Communism. 
As for Spiritualism, when we can understand electricity we 
can understand it. One is evidenUy as material as the other. 
We hav advanced so that we can utillze the latter, and when 
we become wiser we cannot only utilize but see the other. 
Mr. Sheppard's article on consumption was Interesting, and 
as all we know has come from ~xperience and observation, 
it was well worthy a place in your columns. Of course 
such articles may hurt the physicians' trade. But as you 
claim to be a TlroTR SnXBB, and as nearly all your patrons 

are in the same boat; you certainly should use all means 
in your power to sift facts from falsehoods, no matter who 
gets pinched. R. H. MARSHALL. 

A Rejected Manuscript. 
· MILKS CITY, July 20, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : If you will allow the following article space 
iii TBB TRUTH BBBXBR I will send a copy to the pious fraud 
named therein. It was refused publication here by the 
editor of the YeZZOfl)atontJ IJail!l Journal tor the reason that 
it would injure his business, and by the editor of the Stock 
Gr()fJ)~r·s Weekly Journal, replying that It was too much of 
a scorcher, which shows what influence the church still 
retains over the minds of the people and how it would crush 
the liberty of Freethought if it was able. I did not g!v the 
revereud dispenser of holy bcsh half the scorchiog I wanted 
to, for the reaso.n it would prevent publication, and thought 
I let him down sufficiently easy to pass, as I eould not resist 
the impulse that something should be done to refute these 
absurd statements, which I made notation of while attend
Ing the lecture, hence the. 
BBPLY TO THE LBOTUBB BY BISHOP BRONDBL IN TBB OATBOLIO 

OBUBOB, JlllLBB OITY, MAY 3, 1891. 
This lec\ure consisted mainly o! an account of his trip to 

the so.called Holy Land. To one endowed with an ordinary 
amount or reason and intelligence, with an unprejudiced 
mind and the required patience to listen to his arguments, it 
should teach just the contrary to what the bishop intended. 
It should teach one the absurdities Christianity Is connected 
with and founded upon, and which are upheld by the bishops, 
priests, and clergymen of to-day. The first and strongest 
point he seemed to ha v presented was this : he said, "There 
Is one proof tlAt outweighs all the reason Infidels can g!v, 
and that is an empty grave "-referring to the grave he had 
seen in Jerusalem, which they told him was the grave of 
Jesus Christ. In regard to those people who told him, " it 
was the custom for certain tribes of them to consume a por
tion of their time in sitting solitary and weeping." I ask, 
where is the intelligent person who is willing to take for 
authority a people with such ignorant and barbarous customs 
as these on so important a question? Again, what proof is 
there in an empty grave compared with the proofs and evi
dence shown by the class called Infidels? It is not neces
sary to consume space here in enumerating them. 

Next he said, "There were three crosses there, and the 
only way they could tell which was Jesus's cross was by 
touching one of them and it would heal the sick and cure 
all diseases.'' Everyone knows or ought to know that this 
is a falsehood and an imposition. 

Again, he said, "The blood of Christ ran through a crack 
In the rock of the eepulcher and touched the skull of Adam, 
which Noah had dug up and put in the ark for safety until 
after the flood and then burled It under the cross.'' This 
statement Is beyond all bounds or reason, anrl is too absurd 
for any sane person to think of believing. However, I will 
giv him credit !or not asking. his audience to believe this 
absurd story. But he said "they coulrl believe it or not as 
they pleased," meaning, I suppose, they would not neces
sarily be consigned to everlasting punishment if they did 
not believe it. But he should be roundly censured just the 
same for scattering broadcast such abominable lies in the 
ears of the young who are apt to accept such statements for 
truth. I claim it is an imposition on the young for anyone 
to be allowed to preach such absurd stories for the support 
of any religion whatever. I believe the bishop was telling 
the truth so far as ·he was concerned In regard to what he 
had seen and heard, for I hav no reason to believe him 
otherwise than a gentleman of sincerity. · 

Again, he said he "kissed the ground before entering 
Jerusalem." When a person becomes such an abject slave to 
the dogmas of the Christian religion as to kiss the ground, I 
will state, with all due respect to the bishop, t'lat he deserves 
some sympathy. Compare that kiss with the kiss from the 
dewy lips of your sweetheart or wife, sister or dear old 
mother, those whom nature Intended for man to bestow his 
kisses upon. 

The next item of Importance In his lecture was wh(;ln he 
was ushered into the presence or the pope. He commenced 
by making apologies for the pope, as well he should, !or 
about the first thing the pope asked was where he was from, 
he replied Montana, and the pope did not know where Mon
tana was. After making apologies for the pope's Ignorance 
he proceeded to eulogize him as " the eagle that soars on 
high and sees all the topmost peaks." But he could not see 
Montana. 

He made one good remark, " Man can do nothing better 
than Jove his fellow.man." He also made a !ew remarks 
about the magnificent cathedral he had seen in Rome. Nearly 
everyone knows there are many such buildings In Europe 
and America, used to advance the power of the Christian 
religion, and which cost Immense sums of money. I want. 
to state here that at no period in the history of the great city 
or New York hav there been so many people out of employ. 
ment as there hav been In the past winter. There were 
thousands of hungry, cold beings wandering around the 
streets seeking the wherewith to obtain a mouthful to eat 
or a place of warmth to rest And I hav no doubt but that 
the same condition of things exists, if not worse, in Rome. 
When we consider the sad accompaniments to these facts, 
in connection with the lavish expenditure of vast sums of 
mGney in the erection of magnificent cathedrals and churches 
In behalf of the Christian religion, we marvel at the indiffer
ence of those who can relieve the poor. How much better, 
and what a world of good It would do, and how many hearts 
and homes would be made happy, it these immense sums of 
money were given even to the thousands of the people or our 
metropolis, who are clad In rags and bound in the degrada
tion of poverty and want. Reader, stop and think, what 
were you endowed with reaeon for, i! you were not to use it 
and follow its convictions ? What would you think if the 
bishops and clergymen were to teach you. that it Is wrong 
to use one of your limbs or one of your senses, the same as 
they forbid you to use your reason, the noblest and most 
Important part of man's being, and that if you follow the: con
victions which your reason teaches you will be eternally 
damned for it? Such is the infamous doctr!n taught in 
this advanced and enlightened age. But in the mean time, to 
quote the famous writer, Thomas Paine," Every man has 
a right to express his own opinion.'' I believe the bishop's 
lecture teaches one some or the ignorance and superstition 
Christianity Is connected with and founded upon. I leave 
you to judge of the comparison between the teachings or the 
Christian religion and the teachings of reason, investigation, 
science, and nature. C. E. WBBs:r. 
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" Be~ween ~he dark and ~he da.yUgh\. 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause In the day's occupa."on• 
Thai Is known &! the Ohlldren•e Hour·" 

Dewdrops. 
The rising ann found the Parth wet with dew, 
His noontide glow bids it fade from view; 
Bnt. when the 8nn sets a.nd the stars draw near. 
The spa.rklhig dewdrops again will appear. 
Welcome, 0 dew, b your mini&tnre shower! 
Yon moisten the ann· parched lips of the 1lower, 
Yon quench the thirst of the growing corn, 
Eve's withered grass blades look fresh in the morn. 
BirdS and bFeB at your tiny fountain drinlr, 
The dust of the highwaY :von cause to sink. 
May the atmospherP, earth, be kind to :ron, 
And giv yon each night its baptism of dew. 

Gxo. J TIEli!BBUllG. 

We 'Thank Thee for Hell, Merciful God. 
Is it Infidels they•re damning 
And infants that tbAy•re cramminz 

Into hell? 
Are the noble fellows groaning, 
And the sweet babes w&iling, moaning, 

Down bel,w? 
llnt, a.h I wbeo:e i~ this child's mother 
And where is that maid's lover, 

'T'ell me. praY f 
ArA they in God's land of pleasure 
While these puffer !Je:vond measure 

In this hell' 
Is the mother awe<>tl:v thinkinst 
While her babe in hell is drinkiJlg 

Of its fire f 
Is the lover lowly kneeling 
Without thonllht or bllter feeling 

For her pain 1 

Ah I yon would sea that m:>ther turniJlg 
To where her child was bnroing, 

'Tis only love. 
Yon could hear that lover praying 
To seek his love, and staying, 

Bear her pain. 
. But the groans of hell are dying, 

And the infants tha.t were crying 
Sleep in peac~. 

And the lov•r, sBdly, slowly 
Turns from that ~~:reen gr&ve, lowly, 

With its 1lowers. 
We are oontent to thus be lying 
With ta.ll trees abov' ns sighing, 

Sweetly, low; 
With sweet ftowers above ns growing, 
And friends our good deeds knowing, 

Let nslie. 

•· 

Lou 0EBNE, 

Biographical Sketches. 
3.-SHAKSPBRE. 

William Sha.kspere is undoubtedly one of 
the greatest poets of this age. You hav all 
heard something more or lees about him. 
And how some people are trying to prove 
him a. myth, a nom de plwme for some other 
writer. or course, If there is no such person 
this sketch will not be true, but I will giv 
you as much of the truth as I can. His 
birthplace was aituated at Stratford-on Avon, 
Warwickshire, and it is supposed that he 
first beheld the light- of day on the 23rd of 
April, 1564. His father was nothing very 
extraordinary, a yeoman or farmer. But 
his mother is supposed to be of more dis
tinguished origin. They were very poor, and 
William was sent out to earn hie living at 
the age of fourteen. 

There are several stories tradition hands 
down to us about his conduct while a young 
man among the "hail-fellows-well-met," 
but as in those days it was thought that every 
young boy could never become a man until 
he had "sown his wild oats," I will not 
record them here. At a free grammar ·echool 
he received his education. Remarried at the 
early age of nineteen Anne Hathaway, a wo
man eight years his senior. It seems that even 
Hhakspere, the Immortal, was not spared the 
humiliation and trouble that some people hav 
the ill-luck to encounter. Taine givs us an 
interesting account of Shakspere's experience 
in a cheap theater. Of his degrading work 
he says: 

" He was a comedian, one of' his majesty's 
poor players '-a sad trade. the 
brutalities of the crowd who would not 
seldom stone the actors, and by tbe severities 
of the magistrates, who would sometimes 
condemn them to lose their ears. He felt it, 
and spoke of it with bitterness : 
" ' Alas, 'tis true I hav gone here and there, 
And made myself a motley to the view, 
Gored mine own thoughts, sold cheap what 

is most dear.'" 
This was taken from a. sonnet of ·shak· 

spere's. or his personal character and dis
position I will quote what Taine says of it 
and let. you form your own conclusion : 

., 
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" ms was one of those delicate souls 
which, like a perfect instrument of music, 
vibrate at a single touch. This tine sensi
bility was the first thing observed in him. 
'My darllog Shakspere,' and 'Sweet swan of 
Avon,' these words of Ben Jonson only eon· 
firm what his contemporaries reiterate. He 
was affec\ionate and kind • • he was 
loved; men were delighted in his company. 
His wit in Q9nversation was ready, ingenious, 
nimble ; his gayety and his imagination 
tiuent, and so copious, that, as his friends 
tell us, he never erased what he had written .... 

It does sound pitiful to think that this 
brilliant writer has been cut do_wn to a poor, 
igno;ant fellow, who could not even write 
his own name. He died on his llfty-thlrd 
birthday, the 23rd of April, 1616 I will glv 
you a short quotation from one of his best 
dramas, "The Merchant ot Venice." I hope 
you all hav it ln your libraries. 
"How sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this 

bank; 
Here we will sit and let the sounds of music 
.Creep in our eats; soft st1llness and the 

night 
B( come the touches of sweet harmony. •• · 

IDA A. BALLou. 

The Father's Return. 
Ralph Emery and his little sister Rena 

attended the public school. Their father 
was supposed to be drowned at sea, as the 
ship was lost in which he last embarked, 
and he was heard from no more. Through 
some dishonesty and trickery of others tllelr 
propEcty was lost., and Mrs; Emery was com
pelled to labor hard to support herself and 
little ones, and was unable to clothe them 
as nicely as she wished, yet they were never 
ragged or dirty. I am sorry to say that in 
consequence of their thin, old, and often-· 
patched clothing they were much ridiculed 
by the scholars. 

At the time of which I write, the school 
had just closed for the day, and the children 
had not yet ]eft the playground. 

"Who ever heard of a boy wearing a 
winter cap in the summer?" said Johnnie 
Rel!r;nolds, pointing to the one wora by 
Ralph. 

"Ob, hullo, cap l here goes!" cried Fred 
Biilings, snatching it from his head and toss. 
ing it in the air. 

'' Here it goes again !" screeched another 
b:>y, "capital ball-catch it, boys, and giv it 
another toss." 

"Oh, please do not tear my brother's cap," 
pleaded Rena. "Mamma will buy him a hat 
as soon as she can. See, you hav torn it al. 
ready." 

"See, you hav torn it already," mimicked 
first one, then another. 

"Here," said Walter Whitman, snatching 
the sun-bonnet from Rena's head, as ·Fred 
had snatched the cap from Ralpl.'s, "here, 
wrap the pretty thing in this bonnet. Here 
goes I catch it, Rob, and send it back again." 

"Oh, boys, I wouldn't do so," said Arthur 
D~y, a dark-eyed Liberal boy (the others 
were Sunday-school scholars) with a high 
and noble brow. "It is wrong and wicked 
to torture anyone just because they are un 
able to dress as well as we do. Come, gi; 
them their things, and we will play some·~ 
thing else. Don't cry. [This to Ralph 
and Reoa, who were sobbing bitterly.] I 
will giv you one of my hats, Ralpbie, and my 
sister Minnie will giv Rena ·one." 

A well-dressed, h~ndsome, tioely formed 
man carrying a large satchel in his hand, 
stopped just now and watched the boys at 
their cruel sport, which they checked as soon 
as they saw him. 

"Can one of you tell me where Mrs. Em-

saved by a passing ship. ¥Y wife, it seeins, 
was compelled to move. from where I left her, . 
and 1-hav not learned until now her location. 
Circumstances hav made me a rich man, and 
my wife will no more toil for others, and mJ 
little ones shall be no more abused by cruel, 
mal'cious boys, who are not endowed with 
even sufficient gentlemanly qualities to treat 
a helpless little girl politely." 

SADIB ATBBNA. MAGOON. 

Christian Charity. 
Dun FRIENDS : I called a few days ago at 

a" R~treat for Aged Women and Children," 
a Christian institution, in company with :Mrs. 
Smith, an Infidel lady. 

Though a cool, pleasant day, the. house 
was closed in the most unpleasant manner, 
the inmates complaining bitterly of exhaus
tion, difficulty of breathing, and deatb.l!ke 
feelings,· 

Wretched fragments of 'i>reakfast were to 
be seen, which I am told i~ their only meal,' 
although 8 small . weekly allowance would 
hav kept the wolf from the :door. 

I saw ladies wearing diamonds dashing 
about the house, making lt impossible for 
the poor women to attend tb anything useful, 
or get away to the little; business affairs, 
which they were ·forced ~o neglect. The 
most frivolous charges were brought against 
them, giving them a look -of pain and unrest 
which it was pitiful to see. -

To glv the house and rooms en elegant 
appearance was all that was thought of ; also 
these miserable persons were blamed for what 
their .keepers had done. 

Cruel rules were enforced, which prevented 
them from attending to their work. Their 
clothing was ragged, misery written upon 
their faces. 

Mrs. Smith, Infidel as she is, handed $5 to 
a suffering lady (all £he had with her), prom
ising to relieve t)le others soon. 

A pleasant drive, for one at a time, will 
also be a decided improvement. All this 
not many miles from a large city. Al:.HAZA. 

L£11Jington, Kg., July 26, 1891. 
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~l-1 ACRES. ery livs ?" he asked. · 

" These are her childr.en," replied Arthur, Beautifully located. 85 miles from New York on New JerRey Oentral R R. Rich soil. Owner re
puttlng an arm around Ralph, 11 and they tiriJlg, Price reasonable, 
will sh b t fi t 1 k h Addresa , T. WHITE, . ow you ; u rs p ease as t e boys tf (Jare of 'l'HJ: TRUTH SBEXER. 
to giv them their cap and bonnet." 

" Is it their things they are making so 
merry with ?" · 

"Yes, sir." 
1

' Here they are," said Walter, reaching 
them toward Ralph. 

"They do not need ti:Jem," said the gen. 
tleman, "but you seem to need them much 
for a ball, so I present them to you for that 
purpose." · 

Whi'e speaking he opened his satchel 
which was filled with both useful and beauti: 
ful things, such as a very rich person might 
"(>urchase for presents to loved ones, and tak. 
!ng therefrom a beauUful gold watch and 
chain, put it in Arthur's hands, saying: 
" This is a. very slight token of the regard I 
feel for one who is ki11d to the poor, and 
supposed fatherless. I am their father, and 
was not drowned at sea as supposed, but 
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5. Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Victor Huj;w's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere... ...... 25 

OTBBB. NUMBBils IN PB.BP ..!RATION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Single copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of })rice. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ls the story ot two young 

girls and a 1.ounger brother whO were lett parent
less, with little money, fair educatloB and much 
courage, to make their way through the world by 
l[oing to Chicago, .. The author is also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a. work· 
ing girl'alife and experience in the city of Chicago 
among blu:tf business. men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust snob a. story 
of h1Uilan life as we should expect Oolonel Inger
soll to .be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attentioD· 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

' Address THETBUTHSEEKEB. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED, no knlf~ 
book free. Drs.GRATIGNY & NORRIS 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachings of' Secularism Com· 

pared wltlt Orthodox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea~oon, and Is It SufHclent to 
Meet tlte Needs of' Mankind 1 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali!ax 
Bventng Matl and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jaoob Holyoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics of' Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Ortgln, Nature, 
and Influence. 32.pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of' the Frenclt Revo• 
lotion: Tltelr Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Del!ltructtv and Con· 
llltructtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents.· 

Bll)le Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contradictory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide, 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A;;nosticlsm and Christian •rJtelsm: 
WJJ1ch Is the More Reasonable 1 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Slnners-Whiclt Y 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition or the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Tlte Glory or Unbel'el. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or. 
BeU~:fandKnowiedge. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular Union ; Its 
Necessity and tlte .Yusttce of' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo. 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in co-ver 
Price, 10 cents. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AliT ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

NetJJ York State Bar A88oclation, at .Alban11, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTS. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON 'J'UTTLE. 
A Histori041 and Oritioal Bevi~w of the Religion 

of Man. 
CoNTENTS : What is Religion! Fetichism. Phal

lic Worship. Man's Moral Progress DePendent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
!cal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free A.renoy, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and ETo• 
lntion of SPirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selftsh Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So· 
oiety to CriminalP. Dnty of Self Culture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
B:r Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thonght-breedin.r book, and all who are 

Cree to receive new light will tlnd in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The ap.1,1eal is a ways made to a man's reason, 
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel" 
tlshness.-[Boston Post. : 

A SUI{Il'estion of a really practicable and feasl~ 
ble soc1al state .rreatl7 in advance of the Present; 
The romantic narrat1v is rich . in its foreoa.st of 
actual possibilitles.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, S1.00; paper, 50o. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEUB 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS1i: 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagni1loent 
bequest to PhiladelPhia by the Christian 

ohnrches and Young M:en'l 
Christian Assooia-

1iion. 
BY BlOB. B. WBSTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price SI. Address Tl!• TBUTH BBBK:U, 
TlteoloM"lcal Presumption: An Open 

Letter to the B•v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with : 1. Wh_y Do the OlergY Avoid 
Debate? 2. The Position of Agnosticism V• w• 0 ' w k 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 8. Freethonght and JJB.ISS IX n s or s. 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. All-in a Liteti'me. A. L1'beral Boman'"e. 6. Ohristian1ty and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, " 
li cents. 12mo, 300pp,, St. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., . Ap~les Of Gold. And Other Stories 28 Lafayette Pl .. New Yoril. 
------------------- or Boya and Girls. 12mo, SSSpp,, Sl.ll5. 

Story Hour. A.n Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book.\ Without Supersti· 
tion\ for Children and Yomn. The Only Free. 
thipB:ers' Children'S Story-Book ever 11sned. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heavY, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers ; 4 to, S24pp., boards, $1, 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

Confiict between Reason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty . In Literature . 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
lfhitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
llshed at this omce. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEK\llB CO. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ete., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions ihe easy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideu 
that will be new to the world and produotiv of 
good in fnrnishin& food for thou~rht. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it se rloh]Jr 
merite,-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, amo, ta. 

Addreu THE 'l'RUTB BEEKER. 

I 

Bvo, 1111VPP. Oloth, Sll; leather, U; m.o.rocco, 
Jrili edge&, ,4.59, · 

BY D. M. BENNETr. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

L .. K. Washburn's Works. 
. Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 
I regnla.tin~r human conduct on the Sabbath is 

an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 
The False Teaching of the Chris

tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents~ 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praYing God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a crusade of one against the Colorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus~ Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales' ine, founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
BY A. C. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
'USB THB 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating. To LmEBAL HYMN-Boox oonta.ins songs 
b{ the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
I i.e hi&l!J,:y recommended by Messrs. W a.keman, 
Par'r.on, Wl'llrht, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price, 
!IIi cent& Address 'DHB TRUTH BBBB:BB Oc>. 

New Edition. Revised oad Enlar&'ed. 

IEN, WOKEN I& GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00: Paper, 50 CAnts. 
TAl .7'radl Bunlw at I:JJ16C(al DiBeownta. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York, 

Photo-en~rravings of Miss . Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price, 50 oenta. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
ISA GREAT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
GeniusJ Taste, Eoergy, and Ingenuity, 

Comoined with 41 years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench 

Un£qnaled in quality a.nd price. Has 16 jewels, 
patent re.rnlator. Brequet hair-spring (non
catchable), bea.ntifnl double sunk Paneled dial, 
tlnely adJusted to heat, cold, and POPition. stem 
wind and set, new model. In silverine oases, $19; 
a ounce coin si'ver, $22.50: 4 oz. dust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere for tas. In best 14kt 
tilled ~rold oases, guaranteed 20 :vears, open face, 
$27 to sao ; hunting, $82 to $!5; in 14kt, solid 
l!'old, $50 to l90. All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Sent prepaid, and oa.ah refunded if not satisfac
tory, Watches cleaned, S1; springs~_$1 i. andre
turned free. Best work in the worla. ~:~end for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches. diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
and gold of my FrPetbnn~tht hail""· trttots, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BocaELLEo LL. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
70nng and middle
,ged men1 suffering 
'rom a Life-wasting 
Disea.se, as the resnlt 
of yonthfnl ·follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It aets forlh 
an External Applica

tion-A l'OSITIVJI:,:cuRE,';:a.s it matters not how 
long standing, how ho!!_eless or how many reme
dies yon hav need. The book is worth many 
times its coat, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a ~~~~~ ana vermanent cure. Ad· 
dresa Dr. Bobt. P. Fellow 1 .Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WORD, 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

Itarian, and a generous pa~ron of theFreethonght 
press He has many test1monials to the value of 
his progressive and snecessful method of treat
ment, and deservee patrona..re.-Pra.sU1011Qh,, 
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Thea8 notku ar~ for the benefit of Libv-r!!l& 
t.t~ho mag 1Je tJi&iting the places t.Ohere the8e socia. 
ties artJ locatlll. Local Secular Unions and 
Fra.stlwugkt Societies meeting regularly can 
hafJ their gatherings ad?Jertised here fru by for. 
t.t~arding the 'MC6880II'1J inf0'1'"171.6tion. 

The ltlanhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, ll20 Ea.st 15th street. Lect. 
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

Tlte Newark Liberal LeaM"ue 
Meets· every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock a1i 
Liberal Leag11e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social qne£~ions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. Lecture•, debates, and discus
sions on all imPortant secular snbleots. Pres
ident, HENBY BIRD; Secretary, CoRA BELLB 
FLAGG, 

Brookl}'n Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms1..Bedford avenue and 
Routh lld street. Brooklyn, J!l. D., at 3 l'.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plai• 
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Leaa"ne 967 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad and 
Wood sts •• at ll :10 and 7 :10 l'.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
&.ble spe&.kersinterestthe a.udience. N.B.-Trnth 
Seekerpublioationsalwayson handatoheaprates. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly, 11.rst and third Sundays, at 2 
l'.M., at the town hall. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. Mums HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union 
Of Alliance1 0., meets the tlrst and fourth Sun
days of eacn month at Independent Church, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB and InveBtt. 
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Cor.l:lb~. 

Cltlca~ro Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:10 l'.M., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison stre,et. 
Lectures and debates. Stran.rers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 21& 
Grand avo., <Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debate 1. The public cordially invited. 

Des Moines Secular Union 
Holds regular meetin.rs at Good Templa.r Hall, 
Flynn Block. S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion, Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FRANKLIN STEINER, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freetltougbt 
Society 

MsetR eve:Y Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial in vi-· 
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 l'.M. In Macdon
ald's Hall In Port Angelea, Wash. Lect
ures, song.s, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on aU subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
nted free.· · l!'BANB: MoRSE, Oor. Sec. 

Tlte West End Progressive Lib~ 
eral Union 

Of Los Anlleles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyJ.. tlrst 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, l'.M . .1.at rarr'B 
Hall, Everyboilv invited. Mns. B. m.. BERRA, 
Pres,; J. H. MoWILLIAMS, Reo. Seo. 

The Walla Walla I.tb, ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at ll l'.M. in Grand Arm:v 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington 
Science Leotnres.-,Free Disouasions.-Original 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the S_!lrvice of members and 
friends. C, B. REYNOLDS, l'res.; A. W. CALDEB1 Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every tlrst and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, readin~r, and poems. The 
Kreateat freedom accorded to all. Our !lHltto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty·" D. E. RICE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres,; CH.&.nLEB SHEA, B.eo, 

Fort Wortlt, Tex., Liberal Clnb, 
Meet.R everY Runday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
erals invited to attend. CoL. A. H.&.nRIS, Pres. 

Is.u.c S. LEE, Seo. 

San Ar. tonlo (Texas) Libfral Asso• 
elation 

meets every FridaY evening at Liberal He.ll, 227 
!!last Houston street. Free reading room and rir
onlating librarY open every aay and evening, 
Strangers cordially invited. A. CHAPMAN, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh ll'lne Steel Bngravtnu or senator Con:tltng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver aide stamp. 
Price, 75 cent~. 

Address: THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 
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HBNRY GBOBGB deems the pope's encyclical 
aimed at his doctrin and is writing a book in 
reply. 

THB pope is preparing an encyclical urging 
the Greek Catholic and oriental churches to 
join the Roman. 

THB Standard Oil Co. 
is embracing in its mo
nopoly Germany, Italy, 
Holland, and Belgium. 

To secure a white 
majority, Mississippi has 
required an educational 
qualification for voting. 

IN Germany it Is 
stated se~&i-cfficfally that 
all European nations will 
combine against America 
commerclallr. 

FBMALB dress reform 
is being pushed, and 
some women will appes 
In Boston's streets i11 
October wearing knee 
skirts. 

ITALY says that as a 
matter of principle she 
cannot formally take part 
in our Exposition, but 
that she will favor and 
help it. 

CATHOLIOS m e n a c e 
Italy with a possible 
holding of the conclave 
of cardinals to elect the 
next pope In some other • 
nation, and with the 
election of a non. Italian. 

CARDINAL PABOOOHI, 
the cardinal-vicar of 
Rome, thinks that the 
church should especially 
heed this country, as 
" the future belovgs to 
the people of the United 
States." 

THB South American 
Catholic conguss will 
probably assemble at Rio 
de J sneiro, in Brazil, to 
Influence the pen d i n g 
legislation of thBt country on points of con
cern to the chu: ch 

MONOUBB D. CONWAY Will SOOn Issue a Life 
of Paine containing new information. 

THK German government will investigate 
the production of crime and disease by drink. 

THB Vatican will not with the writing 
of the encyclical pause in its endeavor to 
secure a reputation as a labor reformer. It 
has urged prelates everywhere to push the 
work. 

JoHN ANDBBSON, a religious maniac In the 
Northern Illinois Asylum, recently killed the 
fireman there, and was seized while thrust
ing the unconscious and dying man into the 
furnace tire. 

Miss LYDIA KBBTH, of Sydney, N.Y., has 
been compelled to pass through a long and 
severe illness to death without medical aid, 
which might hav saved her, by her parents 
believing in faith cure. 

THK German emperor is continually 
reported by journalists-perhaps exaggerat
Ing-as suffering from diseases, which thus 
far Include epilepsy, rheumatism, brain and 
nervous trouble, purulent inflammation of 
the ears, and caries of cranial bones. 

PBKMIBR MBBOIBR of Quebec asked Bishop 
Lafleche to officiate at the distribution of 
medals for Papal Zouaves intrusted by Leo 
XUI. to the former, but the bishop, out of 
hostility to the premier, refused, saying that 
he would not aid him to make political 
capital out of religion. 

A MOB of Russians from the village of 
Ve!le attacked a Jewish settlementfour miles 
away, They set tire to it, and thirty-four 
Jews were burned, fourteen fatally. The 
Russians, crying "Kill the Jews!" were to 
their surprise attacked by that usually un
resisting people. One Jew whose mother 
had been burnt to death killed three Russians 
with a crowbar. Officers from Velie arrested 
the Jews and will undoubtedly send them to 
Siberia. 

THosE who were alarmed at the increase of 
negroes given in our 1880 census,34.78per 
cent, against 28.92 white increase, are re
assured by the 1890 census, which proves the 
former incorrect. Instead of the negroes 
multiplying faster than the whites by nearly 
6 per cent in ten years, the whites are in
creasing nearly twice as rapidly as they. In 
1880 the colored stood proportionately to the 
whites as 45,397 to 100,000, in 1890 as 41,175 
.to 100,000. The negroes, therefore, are not 
lwlding !heir own in the competition, even 
"in the region whose climate is best suited to 
their development. The natural increase of 
the whites is greater, for their growing pre
-ponderance is not due to immigration except 
"in small part. They are the more enduring 
race even under natural conditions especially 
favorable to the colored people. 

COD8 AND RELIQION8 WORLD'S SAGES, 'rHINKEBS, 
ANCIENT A.ND 

0
IODEBN TIMES AND BEFOBIEBS. 

Vol. I. Givs a. Jlull Account of all the Gods, In 
eluding Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, \he Hob' Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrist, VirJrin Mar:v, and the B'ble. 
svo, 835pJ1, Vol. U. Desoribes11'nll:v all 

tha Bellgious B:vstems of the World. 
6Vo,ll57pp. Oloth, sa per vol.; the 

II vols., 15; leather, 17; mo-
rocco, ll"ilt edges, ss. 

BYD.M.BENNEH. 
THE i'BUi'H BEEKEB 00. 

Blotra.phies of 100 of tbe Lea.dint Philosophers, 
i'eaohers1 Bkeptlo_I!J..Innov&to~s l!'Ounders of 

New Bo.nools of :.L'IlOUII"ht, E ent Boien-
tlsts, etc. (who were not ristla.na), 

from the time of Menu to tbe_prea~ 
ent. avo, 1,075pp., cloth, sa; 

leather, M; mor., II"• e., M.50. 
BY D. Ill. BENNEH, 

i'HE i'BUi'H BEEKEB 00., 
118 La.fa.:vetie Place, N. Y. 
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WHOKVKR believes the New Testament lit 
erally-whoever is satisfied that it Is abso
lutely the word of God, will beconie a perse
cutor .-Ingersoll. 

SIR RIOH.ARD STBBLB has observed, that 
there Is this difference between the·church of 
Rome and the church of England-the one 

professes to be infallible, 
the other to be never in 
the wrong.-Oolton. 

M<iRB or less con
sciously, the suppression 
of earthly desires has 
always been pursued as 
the chief aim of Chris
tian dogmatism ; -the 

· " world" has ever been 
the a:ratithesis of the 
Christian kingdom of 
God, the "tlesh" the 
irreconcilable antagonist 
of the regenerate soul. 
Hence that rancorous 
fury against the "world
liness " of naturalism, 
against the pagan wor
sblp of joy, against the 
modern revivals of that 
w o r s h i p • Hence the 
grief of those " whining 
saints who groaned In 
spirit at the sight of 
Jack in the Green;" 
hence the crusade against 
Easter. fires, May-poles, 
foot-races, country ex
cursions, round dances, 
and picnics; hence the 
aJ:Jathemas against the 
athletic sports of ancient 
Greece and the entertain
ments of the modern 
theater.-Oswald. 

IT Is dlffic)llt to point 
out a single nation living 
under a system of good 
laws. This is not attrib
utable merely to the cir
cumstance the..t laws are 
the productions of men, 
for men hav produced 
works of great utility 
and e x c e 11 en c e ; · and 
those who invented and 

1 brought to. perfection the various arts of life 
were capable of devising a respectable code 
of jurisprudence. But laws hav proceeded, in 
almo~t every state, from the interest of the 
legislator, from the urgency of the moment, 
from Ignorance and from superstition, and 
hav accordingly been made at random and 
irregularly, just in the same manner in which 
cities hav been built.-Voltaire. 

WHATBVBR art there was in Europe up to 
the eighth century of the Christian era, wa11 
destroyed during the many religious wars 
that were waged between this and the sixteenth 
century, or was lost during the Dark Ages. 
The Arabs alone preserved the arts and 
sciences ; and, when art got a chance of 
being brought out of obscurity into the light, 
it was to the poor Arabs we had to look for 
assistance.-A.rthur B. Moss. 

IMMBNSB hav been the preparations for me, 
Faithful and friendly the arms that hav help'd 

me, 
Cycles ferried my cradle, rowing and rowing 

like cheerful boatmen, 
For room to me stars kept aside 1.11 their own 

rings, 
They sent influences to look after what was 

to hold me. 
Before I was born out of my mother genera

tif'ns guided me, 
My embryo has never been torpid, nothing 

could overlay it. 
For it the nebula cohered to an orb, 
The long slow strata piled to rest it on, 
Vast vegetables gave it sustenance, 
Monstrous sauroids transported it in their 

mouths and deposited it with care. 
All forces hav been steadily employ'd to 

complete and delight me, 
Now on this spot I stand with my robust 

soul.- Walt Whitman. 

TnB doctrins of evolution, in their main 
. outlines, are now received by nearly all 
· learned men, whether Christians or skeptics. 
The Bible s~ys the world was made in six 
days by magic, man was perfect but sinnediil 
Christ died to save a few, and soon God w 
destroy the world and punish the vast major
ity of men forever in hell. Evolution says 
the world is the product of a gradual devel- . 

! opment of matter, progressing through mill
\ ions of years ; man h!is arisen from lower 

l 
animals, and they from inferior orders of 
animal and vegetable life down to the simplest 
atom. Analogy teaches that man will con

I t!nue to rise, and, through the operation of 
! the same laws, attain to a far higher, if not 
perfect development; for there must always 
be progress upward. So I hav changed from 
a pessimist to an optimist; and, instead of 
ignoring this sin-cursed world doomed to 
destruction. I accept it as·" the best world 
j!Oing," and one capable of lmprovement.
Robt. 0 • .Adams, 
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Ex-SBNATOR INGALLS, says the World, while 
abroad will visit Palestine and thoroughly 
explore the theater of the great mo.Tement 

To the query," what do you think is the which inaugurated the Christian era. He is 
reason of this aggressiv spirit toward Jews on an Agnostic, but at the .same time a close 
the part of Russia?" Baron }lirsch replies : 1 student of the Bible and an ·ardent lover of 
" It is a spirit of fanati-

the poetry and philosophy that pervade 
many of the sacred .books. In his famous 
tribute to the memory of Ben Hill, he 
offended many orthodox people by the views 
he more suggested than expressed with re
gard to the fu1ure. 

THOSB who hav suffered m•st from the 
Italian government, says the Catholic Fm· 
man's Jowrnal, "are the monks and nuns. 
Whenever the enemies of God aim at the 
destruction of the church, their fl.rst and 
flercest blows are always directed against 

cism. It is largely due 
. to Pobiedenotse:ff, and 
is based on religious 
intolerance. He was the 
tutor of the czar, and 
has great influence with 
him. He is in the Rus
sian church, and he rep. 
resents to the czar that 
the Jews are undermin
ing the people." 

IN France the progress 
of irreligion and unbelief 
is what is called " ter
rible." At the recent 
Catholic congress, held 
in Paris, the Cardinal
Archbisllop Richard de
clared that in conse
quence of the anti· 
religious tendencies of 
the public schools and 
school legislature, more 
tban one. third of the 
children in Paris who 
arrive at the proper age 
no longer partake of the 
first communion, and as 
a consequence cannot be 
regarded as members of 
the church, nor are they 
entitled to a priest's ser
vice in case of their mar
riage or death. 

ON the steamer Grand 
Republic, plying be
tween New York and 
Brooklyn apd Rocka
way, the ofuer Sunday 
the band struck up a 
waltz which brought 
four couples to their feet. 
When Captain Pease saw 
eight persons dancing 
the music was abruptly 
stopped. "No dancing 
allowed on these boats 
on Sunday." A young 
official of the boat said : 
"Our company is con
troled by influential 
Brooklyn church· 
members. You can bet 
that Sabbath-l:lreaking on 
these boats will never be 
permitted. It was only 
three weeks ago that one 

--.~.:=-
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the religious o r d e r s • 
The reason is evident . 
The great r e li g i o u s 
orders of the church, 
with their vast numbers, 
their a c c u· m u 1 a t e d 
wealth, their wonderful 
disciplin, their learning 
and intluence, their tried 
loyalty and devotedness 
to the cause of truth and 
justice, hav made them 
iR all ages the strongest 
and most powerful bul
wark of the church. 
Moreover, the pure and 
holy lives of the spouses 
of Christ being a silent 
rebuke to the unpious, 
render them above all 
things an object of hatred 
to the Atheist, the Free
mason and the reTolu. 
tionist." 

" WnBRB shall the 
next conclave for elec
tion of a pope be held ?" 
is a question which is 
now being much dis
cussed in Italian goTern. 
mental circles. In fol. 
lowing the. evolutions of 
Italian policy since 1870 
one sees everywhere the 
firm resolution to pre
vent any modifl.cation or 
displacement of the fac
tors which compose the 
p o 1 i t i c a-ecclesiastical 
and pontifical situation 
in Italy and at Rome. 
The reason is manifest. 
Should any change take 
place the government 
would flnd itself con
fronted with an entirely 
n e w situation. This 
would be the unknown, 
and the Italian govern., 
ment fears the unknown 
because it believes that 
the existing conditions 
are the safeguards of its 
regi'TM. The meeting of 
the conclave out of Rome 
would not only awaken 

of our best directors 
heard that dancing was 
permitted on the Grand 
Republic and the General 
Slokum on Sundays. 
He stopped it pretty 
quick, and it will be 
stopped for all summer." 
Very few of the stock
holders of this corpora
tion believe in Sunday 
outings fer 'themselvs or 
their families. Wlien 
the dancing on the Grand 
Republic was stopped a 
~hisky and a beer bar 
were in full operation 
forward. Employees of 
the boat said that the bars 
the Company. 

ANOTHER INSTANCE OF PROVIDENTIAL NEGLECT.-SeePage 533. 

. in Catholic minds the 
idea that the holy see 
was not free at Rome, 
but it would also mark a 
new departure on the 
part of the papacy, the 
beginning of a new era. 
In any case it would 
render the future an 
absolute uncertainty. 
Were the conclave to be 
held away from Rome it 
would immediately bring 
the whole pontiflcal ques
tion to the front. The 
reopening of the ques
tion, morally and diplo
matically,ecclesiastically 
and politically, as it 

were owned by providence, to conform to the common 

I 
regulations of society in things lawful; but 
to profess allegiance to no constitution of 

THB Reformed Presbyterian church has, government which is_in hostility to the king
now suspended fl.fteen ministers for voting dom of Christ, the head of the church, and 
under our government. In 1806 a formulary the prince of the kings of the earth. Chris
embodied the usual declaration against all 'tans testifying against national evils and 
the ·governments which do not recognize striving in the use of moral means to effect a 
God, Christ, an!). the Bible : " It is the duty reformation should relinquish temporal priv
of Christians, for the sake of peaee and order, lieges rather than do a11ything which may 
and in humble resignation to God's good appear to contradict their testimony or lay a 

would be reopened, is 
Italy wishes to prevent. stumbling block before their weaker breth· what 

ren." Acting under these rules, the Re-I 
formed church has always refused to take AT this moment there are probably hun-
oath to the United States Constitution or to 1 dreds of murderers in Tennessee who hav 
perform any civil act that would involve 1 never been molested. It Is safe to say that 
that oath. It has always protested against l among the ultra-pious neighbors who hav 
what it has called the " secular character" of · insisted. upon imprisoning an otherwise 
the Constitution, since that instrument does' blameless man because he kept his Sabbath 
not officially recognize the Bible or the \ instead of theirs, there are some who hav 
ChristiJn Sabbath, and does not require 1 taken their guns to church and can look back 
Christian quallilcations in civil ofil.cers. I~ upon feuds maintained by assassination. 
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~ Lying Spirits and Spiritualism. truth. The bnrning question which clamors for 
·· · · · · · settlement is : "IJoes he liv at a.ll ?" If .he does, 

The editorial headed "The Spirit of . Obarles then there may ba 111 way of explaining why he lies 
Bradlaugh," in THE TRUTH SEEKim of the 25th July, and misbehaves; and then, the ultimate fate of one 

·The Doctrins of Paul. winds up with the words, "If the philosophy of man being the fate of all others, every wise person will 
O.ne of the fundamenttl teachin~s of Paul was Spiritualism be true, it is unfortunate that so many aim to lead such a life of honor and uprightness on 

expressed in the declaration that " Jesus had risen fools and eharlatana represent it on the phenomenal this stage of his. being as will be ante to make him 
from the dead," and ascended into heaven, and would side." happy in the next; for the sterling virtues of moral 
one day return to establish a perfect kingdom upon a Yon will admit, Mr. E3itor, that the world is, I excellence in this world would carry their fine 
regenerated earth. · will· not say full, but very plentiful in liar!!, fools, qualities into all the other states of being, and make 
. In 1 Thf!SI!. iv, 16, l7, we find Paul expressing it and rogues of all colors and dimensions; and that their possessors happy. A. B. B. 
in this way: "The Lord himself shall descend from they are constantly going over in troops to what is Enon Valley, Pa. 
heaven with a shout; with the voice of the archangel called the spirit world. Daath is not a magician, ____ ,.... ____ _ 
and with the trump of God, and the dead in Ohrist nor a miracle-worker, that it· can instantaneously "The Way to Heaven." 
shall rise first; then we that are alive and remain cha~ge the cbaract~rs of !Den,_and ~on vert thos~ who A number of books with titles similar to the 
shall be caught up together with them in the clouds are Ignorant and Wicked Into mteliJgent and honest above hav been written; not one 'of them appears to 
to meet tlae Lord in the air; and so s'hall we ever be' people. Men's characters, whether. g_ood or bad, are advance a single step toward the solution of the 
with the Lord." the result of long _years of trammg. No man problem of getting to heaven. Not one tries to tell 

Although Paul believed in the doetrin of rewards becom~s good or bad 111: a .day, 111 week, or a ID;Onth. ua where heaven is, or attempts to indicate, on any 
and punishments, his general teaching on the sub- What IS called ~e.ath IS Simply an event .. It Js, the geographical or astronomical map, the route to be 
ject was a great improvement upon the hell-fire moment of transition f~om one place to another. taken or the direction to be pursued. We often. 
doctrin of J esns. (See Rom. ii, 5-14; also Rom. iii, The ferry-boat that carr~e11a load of _passengers from hear the expressions "up to heaven,'' or "down to 
5-8, 22; also 1 Oor. i, 18-27; also Gal. vi, 6-9; and New Y~rk to .Brookl:yn 10 twenty mmutes makes 00 hell," but what do these phrases signify T If 
Phil. i, 27-30.) Some of the declarations of Paul change ID .their characters. They are the same men liter.ally followed, these directions would lead the 
seem to point to the fact tbat in his brighter mo- after. landmg that tb~y were when they em~arked, Americans and Ohinese in exactly opposib directions, 
menta he believed that God would ultimately save and If they w.ere all th!eves, they wou~d continue. to or would send us to look in precisely the same direc· 
all mankind. As for Jesus he was the redeemer of practi.ce their arts ID ~roo~lyn Without havmg tion in which the pious missionaries tell the Ohineee 
mankind· he was the second Adam· and as in Adam experienced any regeneratmg ID11nence by the trltn· and Hindoos they will go if they are wicked and do 
all die, e;en so in Ohrist shall all be :nade alive. Paul sition from one shore to the other. . not become Ohristians. 
did not believe in the orthodox doctrin of the atone- In like manner~ death ~as .no more transformlD~ Books which profess to guide people to heaven 
ment. power !>ver. men tnan their birt~ had, and to me It devote nearly all of their space to telling mortals 

Matthew Arnold tells us that "Paul knows noth- seems ll'ra~IOnal to expect anythiDg else of ~hat large how to be good, how to love Jesus, how to support 
ing of the sacrificial stonement. What Paul knows ~rowd of .hars and rogues wh!> .are all ~he ttme cross- missionaries and other pious vermin, how to liv by 
of is a reconciling sacrifice. The true substitute for mg over mto the .world of spm~ual beings, than that faith and not by sense, and so on; but what has all 
Paul is not the substitute of Ohrist in men's stead they s_hould co~tmue to practlc~ the same arts of ·that got to do with getting to heaven ? David killed 
as a victim on the cross to God's offended justice; rascah~y to which they were addicted here. . . Uriah and went to heaven; Smiler, the S•lvationist, 
it is the substitute by which the believer in his ow:n Taki~g for gra~ted, the!efore, .t~at a~ the Birmmg- killed his wife, and lived a polygamist like David and 
person repeats Ohrist's dying to sin" (St. Paul and ham £eance a disembodied spmt dld speak as Solomon and good old Jacob, and went to heaven, 
Protestantism, by Matthew Arnold). reported, tber~ is no proo~ ~ither that he spoke the so far as . we know without repentance. On the 

A certain ngueness of expression in some of the trut~, or that 1t was the ~l?mt of Oharles Bra~Iaugh. other hand, Abraham Lincoln, Thomns Paine, and 
alleged writings of Paul, such as the Epistle. of It !D!ght ~av ~een the spmtofoneofthose emmently Thomas Jefferson were merely moral men like other 
Hebrews, hav Ie~ many to belil'lve that he wa'S in rebg1ous bars m England, w~o, for the glory of God Infidels, and can therefore never hope to lie in (the 
favor of the orthodox view of the atonement; but a and the welfare of th.e est~b!lsh~d church, ~ad b~en other) Abraham's bosom, or exchange salutations 
profound study of all his sayings and writings will engaged for years 10 origiDatlllg and ctrcu.Iatmg (except across the gulf) with that modern David of 
show that this is erroneous. slanders on Bradlaugh,_ for no o~her. reason In the .JeboviDn Ohristianity, Martin Luther, who granted 

On Paul's doctrin of salvation by faith Dr. Janes wo!l~ but b~ause he did not b_eheve ~n the popular permission to one of his Protestant sovereigns to 
makes the following acute remarks: "Throughout rehg!?n of th.at country. Or, In ~aking.~radlau~h marry two wives, and said a man might with 
the Jater and more important period of its develop- s~y, There M a. God! There. 28 a dwzne przn- impunity commit murder and adultery Ill thousand 

·· ment the _religion of the Hebrews made righteous- c!ple !" he may oply hav m~an~ htm to B!SY what mul- times a day if be could only maintain an unwavering· 
ness the foundation-stone of its spiritual edifice. t1tud~s of observ~~~:g and thmkmg m~n, stnce the days faith in Jesus. So what has being good got to do 
The sene~ of personal sin, of the violation of the of Sp1poz_a, hav ea1d to ~hemselvs, If not to others, with getting to heaven? And as to the other things 
la~ of God, was ever present with the true follower that It Is matter,. whum, as Professor Tyndall mentioned, they appear to be equally unessential. 
of Judaism. teaches, has aU the IDnate power to prod'?'ce all the Faith bad never taken anyone to heaven up to the 

:"Even the formalities of latter-day Pharisaims did pheD;omena we see. A personal God, If he. were year A.o. 30, for Jesus said, "No man hath ascended 
. not wholly obscure the strong ethical principle in- mfiDit, would occupy all llpace to the exclusiOn of into heaven·" and no one· has ever reached heaven 
volved in the ancient Hebrew faith and preeminently ev~ry~bin~ else,. and th~r~fore, Wh_!'tever "~ivine since that time, for Jesus said of each one who 
emphasized in the wtitings of the prophets. With prznczple the~e _Js at all. Is mherent In matter.Itself. should believe in him and thereby obtain eternal 
Paul this sense of 'the exceeding sinfulness of sin,' So that, adm1ttmg, which I d~ ~ot, that ~~ was life, "I will raise him up at the last day," but t:he 
this striving after personal righteousness, was prob- Bradlaug~ who spoke at the. ~1rmmgbam eea~ce, last day hall not arrived yet. 
ably always present. In it, doubtless, lay the secret wha~ b~ Is- reported to hav said IS not a recantatiOn Our Ohristian Spiritualist friends talk about a 
of his sudden conversion. In it also Jay the root of of hts hie-long utterances. • "summer land" (where Hies, mosquitoes, and bed-
his Ohristian theology. A~ a Jew, the escape from We hav all got our muddy Ideas about the. future bugs never die-I like a little winter occasionally as 
sin and its penalties bad been possible only through state from the churc.b. It has b~en teaching the a relief), but they do not read their Bible!!, or they 
strict and rigid obedience to t~e Jaw. As a Ohristian world for long centuries that t~e ~h1ef on the eros~, would know that their summer land can hav n.o 
emancipated from the law, he found the means of who, at the eleventh hour of hJs bfe, repented of his human inhabitants until after the resurrection. 
escape in the acceptance of the doctrin of salvation crimes, was assured by Jesus that in less than twenty- "Joseph is not and Simeon is not." and can Benja-
by faith. (See Rom. iv-viii, Gal. ii-vi.) four hours he would be with him in paradise. Upon min be found there? ' · 
· " Sin to Paul was something more than the this is based the hymn, ~till sung every Sunday by So it seems to me the way to heaven is not yet 

negation of good, a mere phase of moral experience thousands of devout behevers : opened. "The dead know not anything," and there-
-it was an objectiv reality. It was an actual entity There is .a fountain filled with blood fore cannot enlighten us, and the "living know that 
which obtained a lodgment in man and controled Drawn from lmmanutil's veins, they ahall die," but that is all they do know about 
his actions in antegonism to all that was right-in And sinners plunged beneath that flood " the great change called death." All of the literary 
antagonism even to his own will. 'Now then,' be Lose all their guilty stains. "guides to heaven" are useless without maps, and The dying thief rejoiced to see 
says, 'it is no more I that do it but sin that dwell- That fountain in his day,. no maps can be made until the route is opened. 
eth in me ' (Rom. vii, 17). Paul had assimilated And there may I, though vile as he, What, then, shall we do? What did we do before 
from the Oriental philosophies that doctrin of eter· Wash all my sins away. we existed in this world! Did we hav to prepare 
nal antagonism between matter and God, between Every pious murderer with a rope around his neck, for this life before we lived 1 Were " time, space, 
body and spirit, which is still more clearly expressed after professing to hav been "plunged " into that and opportunity afforded us in which to make our 
in the mystical dualism of the fourth . gospel and fountain, and to hav washed from his hands· the peace, calling, and election" to the responsibilities of 
reached its highest contemporaneous development blood of his victim, expects io go straightway to the present life "sure?" If not, what reason (out
·in the aoctrins of the various Gnostic sects. heave11, and sit down on the same bench with Abra- side of the supernatural re~lms of no reason) is 
· "With this Oriental dualism he bad combined the ham, Isaac, and Jacob, and to be treated for ever there to suppose that we are expected to prepare 

Hebrew notion of the inheritance, of sin from the afterward as if he had never sinned at all. beforehand for the next stage of existence? · 
original transgression of Adam. He bad also derived But this is the very essence of superstition. The We read of Elijah's going up to heaven in ,a 
from the Eastern and Greek philosophies the meta- idea is utlerly irrational and absolutely absurd; chariot (Jesus had never happened to read of him), 
physical conception of the threefold nature of man, and countless thousands through all the ages of the and of God, Ohrist, and angels going up to and 
comprising body, soul, and spirit. He entified or past hav deliberately committed crimes expecting coming down from heaven, but we are nevel", I 
objectified these metaphysical conceptions and they that if they repented of them at the last moment believe, told exactly at what time of the day or 

_ beqame to him realities" (Study of Primitiv Ohris- they would go to a heaven of infinit happiness. night the Ascents or descents were made . 
. tianity, p. 196). I think all intelligent and candid believers in a If there be such a place as heaven, and if it is lo· 

Paul's doctrin of the crucifixion was far from future state of existence admit that the Spiritualism cated in any certain place, it cannot be either up or 
'orthodox. Though he believed that a spiritual body of to-day proves only one single fact beyond all down from us, for there is no such thing as up or 
of Jesus had actually ascended into heaven, he never- question, and that i$, that a man's existence is not down outside the atmosphere of our globe. If a 
*heless freqne;ntly spoke of the crucifixion in a sym- destroyed by death, but that he preserves the same man were to die at· 6 o'clock in the mornillg and 

. bplieal sense, iffirming that he had been "crucified personality and individuality which distinguished his soul should take its "upward flight" to heaven, 
with Ohrist." Yet he lived, and "the life which I him _from other people here; and tha~, when the what direction must t:be soul take of the man who 

, Jl.OW liv in the 11esh I Jiv by faith in the son of conditions are favorable, he can communicate his dies at 6 o'clock in the evening, when the (larth has 
.Q9d, who loved me and gave himself for me " (Gal. ideas in a limited way to those he has left behind turned completely overT Religious people never 

· ii,: ~0). . · him. make allowance for tbis motion of the earth. It is 
· Paul then believed that it was only by being tried But connected with ibis fact, And growing out of always "up to heaven" and '' down to hell" with 
· in the furnace of trouble and sorrow that one could it, there are a score of the most deeply interesting them. Is hell in the center of the eartb, whence 
get salvation through Obrist. Indeed, he had questions one might ask to which he would get no belch forth volcanic fire and smoke 1 Is the devil 
su1fered himself, and he seemed to think that only satisfactory answers. It is a matter of no kind of under the ground, and do sinners therefore trample 
through terrible ordeals similar to his own could importance to me whether a man, after he .dies, him under their feet continually as well as Ohris· 
you work out your own salvation. plays mischievous tricks, personates others like an tians, without the help of Jesus T Is not saving 

ABTBUR B. Moss. actor on the stage, and liea, or drivels, or tells the faith necessary in order to hav " the world, the 11esh, 
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and the devil under our feet?" Is not that part of 
heaven to which the missionaries in Obina point their 
converts below us ! Is not the heaven of the Euro
peans on one side of us and that of the people on the 
Pacific coast on the other aide' 

If heaven is situated in an upward direction from 
all of the inhabitants of our globe, it must neces
sarily encircle the earth. But at what distance does 
it surround us T Are all of the suns and planets 
higher than God's throne? Does the light of the 
sun first illuminate the angel bivouacs before it 
reaches us! If so, is there any man on the earth 
destitute of "heavenly light" whether he is a Ohris-, 
tian or not 1 Who can help "walking in the light" 
then, whether he wants to or not? Those who hav 
the least faith in Jesus are as often found walking in 
this light as those who hav the most. 

Is heaven within our atmosphere! So close, and 
yet invisible T Would it be too much trouble, do you 
think, for God to show himself to the people on one 
little planet when he is so near, or must we believe 
Moses and the prophets! Did he show his back 
parts to Moses 1 "No man bath seen God at any 
time." Then it is evident that heaven is not so near, 
after aU, as our atmosphere. Neither does it surround 
any other globe, else it could not always be above 
us. It must be outside of the universe, beyond the 
infinit, located on some vast plane which is always 
up from everywhere. Experience teaches us that it 
is always easier to descend than to ascend, that the 
downward attraction is stronger than the upward; 

Adventist; if I believed in the divine institution of 
an infallible church I would be a Oatholic; but as I 
believe in neither, I am an Atheist-as Oharles 
Bradlaugh once said, I hav had brains enough to 
take me there. · 

When father got converted he gave up his "World's 
Sages," etc., to the preacher, and the latter promptly 
put it into the fire. I can not blame him very much, 
for I burnt Professor Draper's "Oon1lict" once when 
I was in the same state (I wish I had the book now); 
but as Brother Heston says, " Thank God it is no 
worse," for I still hav Draper's "Intellectual Davel· 
opment of Earope," Bennett's "Sages, Infidels, and 
Thinkers," and several other works of that kind. 
But what Infidel ever went to burning up his Ohria
tian books as soon as he changed his mind, baeause 
he was afraid to read them ? What Freethinker 
shrinks from heariug both sides:-•11 sides ? I hav 
now in my library nearly a score of standard Ohris
ti~n works-Butler's, Paley's, Joe Oook's, etc. I 
hav sold several, but will not burn any. Infidels 
don't believe in burning their enemiea or their ene
mies' books. They may donner vetter and sacrament 
" little occasionally, b1~t they don't mean any harm 
by it. They wilt even let Deacon Timothy. take • 
little wine for his stomllch's sake, if he wants to, 
Brother Shepherd. A. H. DARRow. 

Hartford, Kan. 

No .Anarchy. 
and it follows from this that, if it is always up from :Under this imposing title the Boston Investigator 
everywhere to heaven, there must be also a still publishes a clipping from that false organ of manop
stronger attraction in an exactly oppoeit direction, oly, the New York Sun, and thereby joins the ranks 
in a place which is always down from every place. of the fanatical political mole, that vociferates, 
The force of attraction, or gravitation, depends, as we " Orucify !". . · . 
know, upon the size and density of .the attracting It begins with the startling but self-complacent 
m\ss, and decreases as the square of the distance statement that "Liberty of speech is the right of 
increases. This shows us quite plainly that hell must every mm in this country, but liberty of murder is 
be either much larger or much closer than heaven. the right of no one." A creditably informed editor 
It is also a pl•in law of physics that a large body would not publish such twaddle. Abner Kneeland 
of matier must eventually draw all smaller bodies to mobbed, Lucy Oolman hooted, Moses Harman sen
itself when the forces which caused their original tenoed, Ezra Heywood in jail, John Moat serving a 
separation are dissipated into space. It is likewise sentence, Pentecost prevented from speakin~ in 
~rue that a large body will attract to itself more of Brooklyn and Oolonel Ingersoll in Pittsburgh, R '~Y
these scattered forces than a small one, and will nolds fined for. blasphemy-these are the shining 
therefore increase rather than diminish its strength examples of liberty of speech. There are states in 

" They mus~ be put down with t"-e strong hand 
instantly, and afterwards 1 bose that remain alive 
must be tried and must hav justice, but no mercy." 
Well,. it was done. These men, using their right 
of free speech and doing nothing else, were put 
down with the strong hand, and tried by American 
Justice, while American Mercy of the Boston Inves. 
tigator type is afraid to liberate those she uvjustly 
incarcerated. Deliver us from American Justice and 
Amerioan Mercy. ·. 

Aod a darling police is the Ohicago uniformed 
mob. A citizens' rights league had to be organized, 
and a paper, the Peraonal Rights Advocate, pub
lished, in order to protect the citizens from their 
protectors. A doctor is murdered and his murderers 
are found to be affiliated with tho force. N. B.
Those murderers were not hanged; they belonged 
to the killing monopoly. They were no miscreants 
that come here with bombs and dynamite ; they were 
.God-fearing Irish Paddies. American justice and 
mercy were meted out to them, and after premedi
tated murder saved them from death. The poliae 
captains, who were the leaders at the time the Oom
munists were hanged, and one of the principal 
detectivs, had to be indicted for blackmailing and 
embezzlement; one captain dismissed, as also the 
de~ectiv, and the other only retained by powerful 
politioal pressure. A sweet-smelling lot tho~~ Ohio~go 
policemen-a crown and a glory to our clvll" ztot10n, 
and certainly very fit tools to be intrusted with the 
strong hand to put down Anarchy. 

And certainly the Boston Investigator does well 
to cry out :against people who do not want such gov
ernment, or no government at all. But when the 
editor of the Boston Investigator w.ss clipping that 
momentous piece of monopolistic claptrap from the 
New York Sun, and giving it his sanction by insert
ing it in his columns, was he convinced that it stated 
the truth? Was it the editor's honest conviction 
that " Anar~hiets are miscreants, who come here 
with bombs and the avowed purpose of killing those 
who do not :please them?'' If, after living long 
years in Boston, where the best occssion is offered 
to understand what Auarcby means, he is obliged to 
formulate his definition by clippings from the New 
York Sun, his only safe course is not to try it any 
more for though the roar is deafening, and may 
decei~e the ignorant, to the initiated it is painf.Illy 
apparent that the lion's skin will not cover the tips 
of the ears. DE LEBPINAB9E. 

· as the scene of. commingled atoms and forces rolls this Union where a competent man will Jose his right 
on to its conclusion. What, then, is to hinder the to testify in ~ourt when by using his liberty of speech 
uUimate absorption of tha up by the down, the small he states his unbelief in the existence of a divine 
by the large, the light by the heavy, the immaterial · Hocus·pocus. Women not being mentioned, it may 
by the material T No manifestation of force has ever be inferred that they enjoy the same. priceless privi-
been observed uneonnected wUh material substance, leges, or else are not recognized as having any rig)lts •' Sacred" Property a. Fraud. 
and no proof of the power of the immaterial world at all. Oh, yes, we hav the right to speak as we J. van Denburqll. tn Jltltoautee News. 

to recein, preserve, or originate a force can be plee.se, provitled we please as the majority willP, or In Sllturda,•s paper I find these significant words, 
demonstrated. The boasted~realm of the immaterial, when backed by a minority large enough to inspire " Free From. Tax." Those are words full of big 
so far as we know, is without force and without sub- fear. But woe to the man who speaks his mind to meaning and most startling significance. To whom 
stance. Its immaterial phantoms cannot be expected the howling mob and stands alone. and why is tbat freedom granted, and who are the 
to exist separately after the other bodies of space are "L1berty of niarder is the right of no one." 
drawn into the universal maelstrom, and it has no Oh, no; only the licensed professionals, the Pinker- privileged ones? 
force to resist this ultimatum. If there be, in some ton thugs, the soldiers, the militia, the policeman, Is it the widow who by working hard sixteen 
place which has never been visited, an imma~erial the man-starving monopolists, the hangman and the hours out of the twenty four just manages to keep 
world which is unlocated and unlocatable, inhabited roaster by electricity, are those that hav the liberty her half-clothed children from starvation; whose 
by . Gods, angels, spirits, genii, phantoms, ghosts, to kill-to kill in the name of law and decency, and little cott•ge, chinked with mud to keep out the cold 
hobgoblins, etc., which hav never been seen; and if to avenge imagin•ry wrongs done to that beast o_f blasts stands in the shadow of yonder tall and gilded 
this realm of immaterialities has hitherto resisted a beasts, uBourgeois Society!' And one more ind1- steep!~ T Is that place which she cal1s • home, the 
superior force of gravitation which philosophy. pro- vidual in this glorious, splendid freeman's country inside bare and poverty.stricken-is that free from· 
nounces irresistible, it cannot be expected to remain has the right to kill-to kill slowly but surely, with taxation? 
when the accumulated masses of matter are conglom- every refinement of cruelty titillating the nerves of Well surely, if anything on earth ought to be 
era ted, and their now Clistracted forces united. To the victim. It is the monogamio husband violating· that should. But it is not. 
talk, therefore, of a spiritual state which is likelv to his wife's rights of person in the nuptial chamber. Why? Three lines under the same beading tell 
survive " the wreck of matter and the crash of "The miscreants that come here with bombs and why. ,, The following is a list of the various 
worlds," is an absurdity. Santa .Maria ora pro dynamite must be dealt with in t.he sternest and denominations, the number of churches each poe
nobis. What shall we do! most relentless manner." Probably because they sesses and their value estimated." Then follows a 

Just at the present time we are having a rest from intend to do as the privileged killers. .An infraction list of churches and '\'alues which aggregate over 
the water-fowl Obristiana who deluged the peo- of monopoly is a fearful crime in this free country. five millions of dollars. 
ple last winter, and are having a rain of brim;~tone However, they are only aceused of intending to kill Auother inquiry full of equal significance-Who 
from the fire-eating and smoke-breathing Free Meth- those that do not plfJase them. They are far anpe· owns those churches? And why are they exempt? 
odists. They are encamped along the banks of the rior to the professional, who kills not under the stiDg DJ any poor widows with orphaned children own 
Neosho :river, and expecting help from the Salvation of hate, not under the burnin~ but mistaken sense stock thereT Folly to ask that question. Stand a 
Army. Their leaders are one Wilson, of revivalist of redressing bru~al wrongs by brute force, but as a half hour on the'corner daring certain hours at times 
notoriety, and Sherman, of St. Louis, who used to hireling bravo for a weekly stipend of blood money. and take a look at the people who do own all the 
:run a ted· hot holiness paper with Ellis, anothE:r Which ii the lower creature, "the miacreant that stock in those favored institutions. And as they 
Free Methodist, but they loved one another so well comes here with dvnamite and bomb" -if ever anyone roll by in gilded equipages and outside liveried 
that they could not work together long. This Sher- comes thus provided-:>r the Pinkerton detecliv who attendants the not infuquently languid occupants 
man some six or eight years ago, in a eamp-meeting kills striking railroad men without provocation; the and owne;s clothEd in purple and fine linen and 
campaign northeast of here, got very anxious to see Oatholic Paddy who, enrolled on the police force, weighted with sparkling diamonds, ask yourself 
somebody converted; so he knocked a man down, exercises the monopoly of clubbing, arresting, and, while looking, or anyone, if this kind of property 
jumped upon him, and choked him until some one according to t.he Twentieth OenfJury, of burglarizing; and the opulent owners thereof should be e~empt 
with Ies'il religious zeal interfered; and when asked the husband who premeditatingly commits mur- from the burdens of state at the expense of Widows 
why he did so, Sherman replied that it was not his der in the first degree? Who, I say, is more deserv- and orphans T The answer will be quick, sharp, and 
work but the Holy Ghost's. ing of being dealt with in the sternest aud moat with emphatic N 0 1 

By dint of much wailing and agonizing they hav relentless manner! It is simply a gigantic and cowardly robbery. 
gotten a few children seli crazy, a few fools who And oh, the truth of the language, "Where the And more, no honest citizen, without. ignoring t~e 
didn't need any change in order to &ffiliate with the crazy fools, who are advocating the slaughter alike of Golden Rule, can with a clear consmence say this 
crowdbav been captured, a~d one or two old per. peaceful citizens and officers of the law, hav at- characteriz•tion is too severe. The pretense that 
sons. My father, who bad been a Spiritualist for tempted to execute their ferocious purposes !" Has such is sacred property is an assumption and fraud. 
over twenty years, and is now eighty years old, was not the editor r€lad the trial? Does he not know And that is the only reason given why it and its 
persuaded by one of hie daughters to giv up his that neither of the hanged or condemned men had owners should be favored at the expense of others 
reason and go back to the bib and rattle. box. For attempted to execute those purposes?. Must I re~all and then pretend to be the followers of that meek 
one I do not believe that Spiritualism is helping the to his memory the mockery of the tnal, the packlDg and lowly man who asked not and ~efused both 
cau~e of Freethought as much as it is hurting it. of the jury, the ~ontradictions of the w~tnesses, the 
More th•n half of the Spiritualists I hav ever known exclusion of the liberty of free speech, wh1ch occurred money and scrip. b d Th l'ke as 

.. · t th No comparison can e ma e. ey are un 1 are either dead or back in the churches. I was once at that occasion and resulted in a provmg 0 e d th · d d d eta 
h · f th light and darkness, an e1r eman s an a led into the church myself by it. If I believed the minds of all disinterested men t e mnocence o e 

Bible to be God's word I wo~ld be a Seventh D.ay accused 1 prove them false. 
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Our Truth Seeker Consumption Cure. ing them "near to death's door." Really it is a 
tearing down of the muscular . mau, but per contra 

Dr. Foote, Sr., devotes two columns in Health a building up of the nervous and vital man, a resus
Monthly to am adverse review of the cure theory set citation of nerve life, parhicularly that part of the 
forth by me in THE TRUTH SEEKER of June 20th. nervous system connected with the stomach and 
Be does not question my theory of the status of bowels. · 
consumption-only objects to the preliminary treat· Oonsumption is congestion of the nerves of the 
ment, the " breaking up " process that I recom- secretory and excretory organs. It is living death
mend. This he characterizes as "taking the patient death by slow degrees. Til.e consumptiv on his legs 
too near to death's door." I cannot for the life of is already at death' a door; but "broken up," quick
me see how the breaking up of morbid conditions ened with nerve life, flat on his back, he is beating a 
can be taking the patient to death's door. I should retreat directly away from death's door. For con
say it was leading him away from death's door. gestion is death. If Nature ever needs assistance it 

Action is life. Oirculation is health. Oongestion is is in consumption, to " down" her patient, for that 
death. If a consumptiv's organs of secretion and disease presents a peculiar condition of affairs. Nat
excretion are dead with torpor, it is bringing him are's hands are completely tied. Her avenues of 
from death into life to arouse and reanimatb those communication, her canals, ducts, sewers, telegraph 
~o!mant func~ions. It is. like the brea~ing-up tra~- lines, etc., all stopped up and on~ of order, her am
Sltion from wmter to sprmg. There Is no cure 1n munition exhausted her commissary department 
exiatence so effectual for a " cold " as a good, well-. bankrupt, she is un~ble to arouse action, organize 
executed " sweat," with internal as well as external resistance stir up commotion, incite revolution, or 
applications. It relaxes the tension of the tissues, bring abo~t a climax of any kind or character. She 
melts the rigidity of nerves, unlocks the icy fetters is like a person asleep dying by gas suffocation. She 
of congestion, breaks up the morbid conditions, and is bound hand and foot. Why not break her fetters 
restores a natural and healthy circulation. and giv her a chance? 

If this is taking the patient to death's door I fail Prevention is better than cure. Persons of con-
to Sf:'e it. The sweat rente to health is the best, sumptiv tendency should use such foods, drinks, and 
the safest, and the cheapest, but as it does not lead tonics, and cultivate such habits, as . are best calcu
through the apothecary shop it is not held in favor lated to develop nervous activity and promote ner
by the old drug doctors. But I regard it as a vous growth. Man is a nervous animal and has an 
" saving ordinance," a baptism that cleanses the extensiv and flne nervous organiz•tion and brain that 
sinner and brings him into vital relations with needs to he well nourished. Hence the universal 
nture. So in the cure of ague-the morbid condi- desire for stimulation-for tea, coffee, salt, spices, 
tiona first broken up-tonics to build np, afterward. cider, wine,· beer, acids, whisky, and tobacco .. That 

Weakness is not death. .Muscular strength is no desire is natural and right and should be gratified, 
pooof of health. I knew a merchint who one day but at the same time systematized into regular daily 
felt so unusually well and strong that he spoke about habits of moderation, like the de.sire for food, instead 
it, saying he never felt so fine in his life, but before of being smothered out and extirpated. 
night be had a stroke of paralysis f~m which he A person who takee coffee at breakfast, soup and 
died. The " weak" ones liv the longest and can wine or cider at dinner, tea or beer at supper, and a 
endure the most. The" strong" ones break off like moderate amount of beer between that and at bed
a brittle reed. Why ? Because your "strong " man time, who on the whole takes from three to six 
is lacking in that willowy, fibrous flexibility that we quarts of fluid into his stomach every twenty-four 
call "nervousness," often an inconvenience, but after hours, will never hav the consumption. And if he 
all a very desirable quality to possess. uses a little tobacco with all the rest it is not going 

I knew a man who bragged of his "nerve ."-that to hurt him. 
is, his absence of nerve. I saw him at the death of I am here reminded of a man· Miss Leland met in 
a brother by consumption, and Jater at the death of her travels around the world who was forty-five 
his wife in her third childbirth. Be never shed a years of age, plump, healthy, elear, soft skin and 
tear. A sister-in-law uobraided him for it, but he ruddy complexion, who had never drank a drop of 
told her that although he felt grieved he could not water in his life. 
weep. The fact is, his nervous system was partially A consumptiv is like a city short on water' and 
dead. His muscular system had robbed it. Be with sewers stopped up and breeding animal life. 
could eat like a "leather judgment," sick c:r well, and Wherever there is stagnant, decomposing waste there 
ate a hearty meal at the table an hour before his you will find the maggot or the microbe. Bat. they 
death by consumption. His doctor gave him the are our friends and not our enemies. Like the car
same advice that Dr. Foote says he givs his con- rion crow, they are merely scavengers. The carrion 
sumptiv patieats-to "keep off • the bed." Be kept crow will not touch live meat, neither will bacilli or 
off the bed, and as a natural consequence his mus- bacteria harm living tissues. 
cular system kept right on robbing his nervous sys- What is the sense of all this" bug" hunting? The 
tem till' he died. way to get rid of" bugs" is to get rid of the con-

By the treatment I propose the lives of such per- ditions which cause them and which make their 
sons can be saved. A man whose digestiv apparatus presence possible if not beneficial. Flush the 
can extract no nourishment from his food is alteady sewers; flush them thoroughly; keep them flushed. 
at " death's door." His stomach and bowels may K!3ep the pores open anti in frequent use. That is 
hav as much muscular, contractil energy and per- what they were made for. Use nourishing" and 
istaltic vigor as a bench·vice or a coffee-mill. mildly stimulating liquids freely. Drown out and 
The mill digests mechanically but has no nerves to sweat out the consumption and the microbes will go 
carry on chemical processes &nd extract nourishment a-kiting. 
from what it grinds. t Accelerate the circulation. Get up and keep up 

To ~v the nervous system a chance to feed and steam. We make our habits and our habits in turn 
recuperate, the muscular system must be "laid off" make us. Vitality is as much a matter of will, of 
··-that is, weakened and sent ~o bed. Rest and acquired habit; as of inheritance. It is like a man 
relaxation are nature's first conditions to cure. Be· in a swing. Full motion of the vital functions 
sides, what little vitality is generated, if any, should means good vitality ; feeble motion means low 
be conserved and applied to regenerativ, remedial vitality. It is a quflstion of action and reaction. 
work. Nature can no more repair a man while on The man in the swing can, if he knows how, and 
the go, if in bad plight, than a mechanic can repair wills to do so, gradually work up a full motion from 
a wagon while in use. The place for a sick man is a feeble motion, or even from an apparent dead rest. 
in bed. I do not call the righteous to repentance. Weak, poor, unstimulating dietetic habits in persons 
If the consumptiv is not sick then is all my preach- inclined to consumption produce low vitality, feeble 
iag in vain. But the truth is, they are dying all motion, and diseased conditione, and these diseased 
around us. Well men do not die. The consumptiv conditions invite parasites. Microbes are an effect 
is one who is drifting smoothly and peacefully and and not a cause. Health and full vital action afford 
hopefully into " death's door" as fast as he can go no conditions favorable to them-no stopping·place, 
and as unconscious of the fate that awaits him as no asylum. They pass by the healthy and take up 
one who is freezing or dying by morphine. The con· their abode with the diseased. 
gested nerves hav produced the " lethargy of death," Microbes do not cause consumption, popular 
a!ld the unfortunate victim believes thwt he is all opinion to the contrary notwithstanding. It may 
right and asks only to be Jet alone. seem audacious to gainsay the wisdom of a world 

The man whose nervous system is so dead that it full of doctors, but really it is no more so than to 
has not sufficient life or action to kick up at least a deny the assertions of a world full of theologians. 

· spasmodic rebellion and weaken him and throw him If Dr. Pickens will look at my former article 
on his back and keep him there until repaired or again he will see that I took particular pains to 
regenerated is in a dangerous condition. show that I was criticising the old orthodox medical 

Tb.e re-borning or regenerativ treatment that I and theological schools and not the new and hetero· 
suggest for consumption is not an invention of mine dox. As men I like the doctors of all schools. My 
but of Nature. I stole the idea from her. I peeked paternal ancestor was an M.D. and as good a man 
behind the curtains and watched. her at her work of as ever lived. The music of pestle, the gleam of 
oure. I saw that whenever her children disobeyed lancet, the spurting of blood, and the shrieks of 
her laws past the point of endurance abe brought turn-keyed victims of toothache are among my earliest 
them back to vital life and union with her by pain, recollections. I hav been among doctors a good 
weakness, and so-called "sickness.". She puts them deaJ, read their books, assisted them in their surgery, 
to bed in spite of their efforts to the contrary. She and as a dispenser of drugs for several years hav 
hauls them onto the dry dock for repairs. That is had considerable experience with them. They are 
what Dr. Foote calls "tearing them down" and tak- good fellows, but unfortunately their business is one 

that thrives bes't where hygienic ignorance and 
superstition grows rankest;" 

The question of stimulation, of tonic aids to 
digestion, is a big subject as it is a prolific bone of 
contention. It is one of the unsolved problems. 
It is pretty clearly evident that the raee has 
not yet learned how to make the best use of 
tonics. By tonics I mean liquors or solid extracts 
in solution. Tea, coffee, sour drinks, etc., aU come 
under the head of stimulating liquids or liquors. 
Leaving abstract nonsense out of the question, they 
are practically liquid foods, and capable of bringing 
health and happiness to mankind instead of misery. 
The power of anything to bless is in proportion to 
its power to curse, if perverted. While many abuse 
themselvs by excess, others ·who stand in need of 
tonics abuse themselvs by abstinence. Fortunate is 
he who maintains the golden mean, who uses not 
too much or too little, who selects the kinds best 
adapted to his needs and uses them at the 'proper. 
time and in the best manner. 

The '' saloon" is the product of teetotal fanaticism. 
The driving of tonics from the family sideboard and 
cellar established the saloon, with its adulteration 
and dissipation. The stronger tonics should be 
taken at meals. Distilled tonics are better adapted 
to morning use, vinous and acetic for the middle of 
the day, and malt or fermented for evening. It is a 
sin against nature's laws to go to bed on an empty 
stomach. 

The bitter ales and beers are wonderful aids to 
digestion. If you will put a thin piece of beefsteak 
into a glass of lager beer and set it in a warm. place 
the beer will of itself, without the aid of gastric 
juice, decompose or digest the steak in a few hours. 

My ideal professional doctor would also be a 
hygienic educator, who organizes a hygienic church of 
two or three hundred people and contracts to keep 
them well for so much a year each, with perhaps a 
small forfeiture back for sickness or death. Once a 
week or month they listen to a seasonable sermon on 
how to keep well. The more the doctor educates 
them the less work he will hav to do. That is the 
kind of " meetin' house" that I would like to "jine." 

I seek not disputation-only to set people think
ing. Hygienic ignorance and apathy is the " crying 
evil." The gospel of. how to liv should be preached 
from the very housetops. Hygienic education 
should be compulsory-should be a condition to 
marriage. Every parent-at least every mother
should be a competent family physician and nurse. 
Health and happiness should everywhere abound, 
and hygienic "righteousness run down our streets 
like a river." S. R. SHEPHERD. 

Leavenworth, Kan. 

Our London Letter. 
Mr. Oharles Watts met with a very cordial recep

"on on his public appearance once more on a~ Eng
lish Fteethought platform, and strong wishes hav 
been expressed that he should again make this conn· 
try his home. Were he to do so, it would be a great 
help to the party, as he is a keen and forcible de
bater and lecturer and receives a hearty and merited\ 
welcome wherever he goes. 

Among the many excellent works published by 
Watts & Oo. one of the most recent is on "The> 
Practical Value of Ohristianity," being two prize 
essays for and against this religion. It is a capitali 
work to place in the hands of a dispassionate inquirer;. 
The supporter of Ohristianity rather overreaches 
himself, as most of his kind do, by claiming that all 
good emanates from his creed and all evil through 
disbelief in it. No doubt he has done his best for 
his own side and probably believes what he says, but 
he is evidently too emotional to look squarely at 
facts, and thus is at a disadvantage with his opponent. 

A word,portrait of Oolonel Ingersoll has recently 
appeared in the Echo, and as this is by no means 
a Secularist paper, the article may be considered a 
fairly impartial one, and very different to the usual 
description of the great American Freethinker that 
appears now and again in the religious papers. O.ae 
paragraph reads : ''He never by any chance insults or 
wounds any genuin belief, thereby setting an exam
ple which might well be followed by some of our 
bigoted so. called Freethinkers." The "bigoted" 
ones are not named, but as the Echo occasionally 
champions Mrs. Besant, and was some time back 
very indignant that she is not now received with 
open arms by the National Secular Society, the allu
sion is plain. The Freethought party is not so poor 
in numbers that it is anxious to claim everyone who 
formerly professed Fteethought or may at some 
future time profess it. It shows wisdom on the part 
of the president to keep clear from all vacillators. 
The party has frequently had to suffer from being 
allied to those who are "all things by turns and 
nothing long," a».d will be all the better for having 
nothing to do with encouraging traitors in the camp. 

The council for the erection of the church jubilee 
house are at their wits' end to raise sufficient funds 
to carry out their scheme. The cost of site and 
temporary premiselil is given as £56 860, and it has 
taken four years to raise £25,000, from which will 
hav to be deducted a large sum for advertising and 
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office expenses. Oae paragraph in their standing 
advertisment is very amusing: "The council do noli 
desire that the erection 4lf the church house shall be 
restricted to members of the congregation and wiJl 
thankfully receive and acknowledge the smallest 
sums." The aesamed. condescension and pertina
cious begging contained in that sentence are very 
rich. 

It seems that the late archbishop of York baa not 
left his family as well off aa they consider they ought 
to be, and so a subscription has been set on foot for 
their benefit. It is very evident they do not put too 
much faith in the. inspired statement that " the Lord 
will provide" for the widow and fathtrlees. It is 
impossible to take up a religious paper without com
ing across several appeals to the pious to aubEicribe 
to some more or less worthy object (generally less); 
indeed, they are so numerous that the devout read
ers appear to pay very .little attention to them, as 
complaints are often made that the responses are eo 
feeble. R ~ligion everywhere and at all times bas an 
insatiable maw and is continually crying for more, 
but the cry is getting unheeded, as believers are get
ting fewer and fewer. If all those who were not 
church-members became avowed Freethinkers the 
church would not stand another day, but the army 
of nothingarians is great but indirectly supports 
religious creeds. It is perhaps just as well that 
religion dies slowly, for if it terminated suddenly it 
would be a serious matter to. hav so numtrous a 
bodl' as the hangers-on of the churches instanta
neously joining the ranks of the unemployed, and 
not being used to self-denial and povErty they would 
be most probably an extremely turbulent mob and 
the promoters of Anarchy. J.D. 

Items of Foreign }.,reethought News. 
Dr. Bruno Wille, editor of Freireligioses 

Sonntags Blatt, is a very successful author in the 
line of Freethought literature. 

There is trouble in Schleswig-Holstein, Germany, 
among the faithful. A strong and growing party 
rejects the inspiration of the Bible. 

While it is not definitly settled whsre the Inter
national Freet.bought Oongress for. tbia year will be 
held, that of 1892 will meet in either Madrid or Bu
celona, Spain. 

A Secular revival wave seems to bav struck Swe
den. Oaptain Thomson and Victor Lannstrand hav 
·all they can do in attending to the formation of new 
Freetbought branch societies. Such news givs us 
hope for the future of mankind. 

The Anglo-Indian paper, the Times of India, 
states in a late number that of the eixt.y-four thou
sand pilgrims who in the years 1884-90 want from 
India to Mekb and Medina, twenty-two thousand 
did not return. They died from sickness or exposure 
or perbaps_were murdered by their brethren in faith, 
the Arab-Bedouins. Such is the outcome of super
naturalism. 

Through the courtesy of Mr. J. N. Malo, Oaracae, 
we are the recipient of IJe Wekker, and in reply to 
inquiry made we will say that &rticles on the so-clillled 
prophecies hav from time to time appeared in THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. We recommend "Bible Myths end 
Their Parallels in Other Religions" as one of the 
best works fer· the busy man who desires concise and 
conclusiv proofs of the non-original character of the 
Ohristian religion. 

That church and throne go hand in hand is well 
known. Still, it is not every day that the ministers 
are so outspoken as was the Rev. Mr. Fii.rden, of 
Norway, who at a recent meeting of the Norwegian 
branch of the International Peace Society arose and 
said : "Inasmuch as Ohristians should respect the 
wcrd of God, they cannot believe in or work for the 
aboliliion of war." "I came not to bring peace but a 
sword," said Ohrist. 

Oa August 18hh the Holy Ooat was taken out 
from its shrine behind the altar at Treves, and on the 
25 &b the holy show will begin. A guard of honor 
will see that nobody appropriates the garment for 
disposal at a second-hand clothing store or other
wise. How strong the guard will be we don't know. 
The archbishop calls for fifty men, but according to 
the last news he had succeeded in getting only a 
baker's dozen. If the coat had been in this city, our 

. pious city government would hav lent him half of 
our Irish police force. While we who are at a safe 
distance can giv our personal opinion about the nine· 
teenth century humbug, it. is not so in Germany. 
Editor Siwinna of the Kattowitzer Zeitung was 
wicked enough to print his doubt about the genuinnese 
of the coat, and his convictions that the visitors were 
all dupes of the priests. The city court sentenced 
him to one year's imprisonment, but he appealed, 
ud the Beuthen circuit COlU"t, wbicll is oomposed of 

Protestants, thought only fourteen days was enough, 
and sentenced him accordingly. · 

Another Instance of Providential Negleet. 
BLAINE. WAsH, May 23, 1891. 

W ATilON HESTON, IJear Sir and Friend: I am a 
reader and admirer of THm TRUTH SEEKER, especially 
of the illustrated portion of it. I inclose you a 
elipping from the Seattle Post Intelligencer of May 
18 ~h, containing a short account of two little girls 
lost in Nebraska. It at once reminded me of the 
poor woman found frozen in Dakota, whose motto 
was, " The Lord is my shepherd," etc. Such cases 
are stinging rebukes to the blind followers of an 
unreasonable, unmerciful Jehovah. With best wishes 
for your success, I am, 

Yours for the truth alone, JoHN W. MERRITT. 
OMAHA, May 17 • .::..For a week the entire male population 

of Bedford, Thomas county, has been engaged in a search 
for two little girls of John Hammon~, who were lost in the 
sand-h!lls surrounding the town last Sunday. The children, 
one eight and the other six, went to visit their sister who 
live six miles north of Bedford, and about 5 o'clock they 
started home. They had to go about a mile and the road 
led through the sand-hills. The children lost their way ln 
gathering llowers. The parents and neighbors searched the 
hills that night and Monday a general alarm was given. 

Thursday at noon the youngest child was found where 
she had fallen, completely exhausted and halt-covered with 
sand, fifteen miles from where the children left the road. 
The little one was unconscious. She was soon restored, 
however, and said her sister had gone home. 

Search went on. It continued till this afternoon, when 
the dead body of the older child was found ten miles north 
of Dunning, Blaine county, fully seventy-five miles from 
where the children lost their way. 

Mr. Watts to Stay in England. 
G. JJ". F'oote·tn the Lonaon F'r~ethtnker. 

Since Mr. Obarles Watts came over from Toronto 
it. few weeks ago to see his English friends and 
lecture to his old admirers, he he.s been under con
stant pressure to settle down in bis nativ land, where 
his platform abilities are more than ever needed. A 
great many letters hav reached me, too, as president 
of the National Secular Society, urgiog me to per
suade Mr. Watts to remain in .England. From the 
first moment I shook hands with him I gave him to 
understand that I should personally be pleased if he 
could see his way to work with me, but I refrained 
from pressing him, because I knew that his earnings 
in America were in excess of the income he would be 
likely to eecare in England, where Freethought ad
vocacy (I regret to say it) is worse paid than in any 
ether part of the English-speaking world. There 
were, however, other solicitations in Mr. W atte'e 
mind. He is not so young tUJ he was, though still 
robust; he had a natural desire to spend the re
mainder of his days in the land of his birth ; and his 
wife had always cast a yearning glance eastward to 
her old English home. Nor was this all, for 
immediately on· Mr. Watts's ~&rrival he was made 
acquainted with a certain offer from Mr. Daniel 
Baker, of Birmingham. Negotiations hav been 
going on since, and on Saturday I met Mr. Watts 
with his son, Mr. Daniel Baker, and Mr .. G. J. 
Holyoake, at which meeting Mr. Baker's proposal 
was thoroughly discussed, and a rough agreement 
signed. 

Mr. Daniel Baker, who has been for many years 
the mainstay of Secularism in Birmivgbam, and who 
lla~ now reached the advanced age of seventy-six, is 
anxious to do something handsome for the perpetu
ation of tbe movement in that city. Accordingly 
be places Baskerville Han, or rather the nineteen 
years' lease, together with £1,000, at the service of 
his intention. The Hall is t.o be conveyed to Mr. 
Watts by deed of gift. The £1000 is to ba aeeigned 
to certain trustees, including Miss Baker, Mr. Morley 
of Birmingham, Mr. Holyoake, Mr. R. 0. Smith, 
and myself. Thirty pounds of the. four per cent 
interest is to be paid yearly to Mr. Watts to defray 
the rates and taxes, and the balance to Mr. Baker dur
ing his life. The principal is to be invested in more 
commodious premises if Mr. Watts should ever find 
Baskerville Han too limited; and if the enterprise 
should, from any unforeseen causes, come to grief, 
the trustees are to deal with the capital for the 
benefih of the movement, giving the preference of 
course to Birmingham. With the consent of all the 
puti~:~s, I am getting this trust deed prepared, and 
when it is thoroughly agreed upon it will be executed 
immediately. 

Mr. Wat.t.s undertakes to reside in Birmingham 
and act as Freethought lecturer and organizer, with 
Baskerville Hall as his headquarters. He will not 
lecture there every Sunday, probably not more than 
two Sundays a month; half of his time will thus be 
free for the rest of the country, and I hope to see 
him one Sunday in every four at the London Hall 
of Science. He will hav Baskerville Hall rent-free, 
the rates and taxes will be paid (to the extent of 
£30, the preae~~:t amount.) by the trustees, and in 
these circumstances there is no reason why he 
should not achieve a brilliant success in the Midlands 
capital. 

Before he begins operations there certain funds 
will be :p.eQfilBS"ry. lnto these l hav not 13pace to 

enter. £200 will be required immediately; and 
1another £200 during the next year or two. About 
£100 is already promised. I am sending out a 
circular to possible subscribers, but no doabt there 
are many whose addresses I bav not, and if this meets 
their eyes I hope they will contribute as promptly . 
as possible. It wiii be understood that Mr. Watts 
is not begging. The money I refer to is necessary 
to the immediate and satisfactory carrying out of the 
Birmingham scheme, and I take the full responsi
bility of this appeal, although I may say it is heartily 
approved of by Mr. Holyoake. 

Mr. Watts is of course extremely sorry to sever 
his activ connection with the Oanadian Freethinkers. 
During the years he has labored in the Dominion he 
has made many warm friends, who will deeply regret 
his present decision. Bat they will respect his 
motive, and they will doubtless reflect that in leav
ing Oanada to resume his old life in England he is 
still wielding his sword in the service of Free
thought. 

Does Prohibition Prohibit or Notl 
senator lngalls Two Years ..igo. 

Kansas has abolished the saloon. The open dram
shop tnfli3 is as extinct as the sale of indulgences. 
A druDk!llrd is a phenomenon. The barkeeper has 
joined the troubadour, the crusader, and the mound
builder. The brewery, the dietiUery, and the bonded 
warehouse are known only to the archeologist. . . 
. Temptation being removed from the young and 
the iDfirm, they hav been fortified and redeemed. 
The liquor-seller, being proscribed, is an outlaw, and 
his vocation is disreputable. Drinking being stig· 
matized, is out of fashion, and the consumption of 
intoxicants has enormously decreased. Intelligent 
and coneenativ observers estimate the redaction at 
ninety per cent; it cannot be less than seventy-five. 
The increase in · the number of internal revenue 
stamps sold by the collector from year to year is ex
plained by the fact that they are rrquired by an· 
druggists, and many of them are repetitions and 
renewals for short terms. . . . One of the most 
significant and extraordinary results is the diminu
tion of crime in the state. At the January (1889) 
term of the district court of the county in which the 
capital is situated, there was not a single criminal 
case on the docket. Many city and county prisons 
are without a tenant. The number and percentage 
of the convicts in the state penitentiary hav been 
remarkably diminished. 

&na1o1· Inaaus a llfonth .Ago at Prohtbttton Park. 

Nothing can be said in favor of the saloon or the 
sale and consumption of intoxicating drink. We 
h"v wrestled with this subject for ten years in 
Ksnsas, and hav had organic and statutory Prohibi
tion, and yet there -is not il town in that state where 
a man cannot get all the liquor be wants. There is 
not an organized municipal corporation there whose 
expenses are not paid by the taxes levied upon the 
recognized and open traffic in intoxicating liquors. 
At Atchison, where I reside, the entire expenditure 
of the corporation, its police, its lighting, every
thing connected with municipal administration, is 
paid by the tax er fine or license fees levied e..-ery 
month upon those who are known by the authorities 
to be openly engaged in the sAle of liquors contrary 
to the law; A similar condition of thiDgs prevails in 
Iowa. I can only express the hope that the pro
jectors of the enterprise which you here hav in hand 
will succeed in enforcing Prohibition better than has 
been done in either KansAs or Iowa. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
MILWAUKEE has lost one of the jewels In her crown. Dr. 

Juliet Severance has left that city and taken up her residence 
in Chicago, No. 2 Warren avenue, whence she will radiate 
and scintillate over the surrounding country. Dr. Sever
ance will add to the liveliness of the Windy City by the Lake, 
especially in Freethought and labor circles. 

s. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments tor August and 
September are as follows : MlnneapoliA. Minn., August 
23--30; Watersville, Minn., August 25, 26, 27 ; Crookston, 
Minn., September 1, 2, 3; Jamestown, N. D., September 
5, 6; Boseman, Mont., September 8, 9; Colville, Wash., 
September 12, 13; Spsngle, Wash., Beptember 15; Rosalia, 
Wash., September 16, 1 '7; Oakesdale, Wash., September 
18. Palouse Cit.y, Wash., September 19, 20; Pasco, Wash., 
Se~tember 22,23; Nanaimo, B. C., September 26; Welling
ton, B C., 27, 28. 

w. F. JAMIBBON writes: "I wish to say to the Liberals 
of Utah, with whom I held correspondence five years ago, 
In relation to lectures, that I will be pleased to hear from 
them, as I will soon be on my way to California and Oregon. 
At the present time I find myself in Colorado, between Chi
cago and the coast. I will make arrangements for lectures 
and debates, beginning in Utah in October, having made 
arrangements with other lecturers to correspond with the 
Liberals of Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri, in which 
states I hav already lectured for years. I now want to Eee 
Utah and Utah Liberals; then to the Pacific, which I hav 
neve~ yet seen. Address at Mosca, Col." 
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~ommttnitalions. 

Past or Fntnre ! 
When a boy picks up a piece of hot iron in the 

blacksmith shop, after being told that it will burn 
him lte is often considered • fool by older persons ; 
bub ~he is in fact not such a fool as he looks. He is 
an e!l1bryo investigator looking for truth; he is sim
ply refusing to let somebody else do his thinking. 
He is of a bold, sturdy nature; . he will do his own 
investigating and does not propose that others ehall 
investigate for him. He proposes to think for him· 
seH. The boy who will take older advice and not 
pick up the hot iron is usually the puny-faeed, sickly 
little fellow who has not the ambition to find out 

. things for himself, and is· willing to be told and to 
swallow what he hears as Jonah swallowed the whale, 
and ll'B some of us swallow the story. GlrJs are 
more often willing to believe what they are told, and 
are proportionately less apt to be great inventou, 
discoverers, or leaders of reform. They are natural '1 
timid, because less rugged and sturdy. Strength of 
body supports strength of mind, and many gra.t 
minds lack the physical strength to develop ~ileir 
greatness ; while sometimes a smaller mind b1cked 
by a strong constitution to g'iv it assurance, burns 
out in a clear brightness to its full capaci~y with a 
powerful energy. All hail to the noble spirit of the 
boy who so early in life refuses to believe until he 
has for himself investig~ttted. He will make the com
ing man; upon him depends the progress of a 
world. We should never hav known of electricity if 
Benjamin Franklin had al)cepted the belid of his 
father. We should never hav known of the heavenly 
bodies if Galliteo had accepted in blind faith Moses's 
belief that the world was flat and rested on the back 
of a grea~ turtle. And although Galliteo was burnt 
at the stake by the meek and lowly followers of the 

• meek and lowly Jesus, because they thought him in 
league with the devil, yet the seed he planted grew 
in the brain of Oolumbus, and finally showed us that 
the world is round and by natural laws suspended 
and revolving in space. Do you suppose the boy 
Newton would hav picked up a piece of iron if told 
it was hot! Of course he would. He would know 
whether it was hot. He waked up and wondered 
why thil apple fall in his face. Ohher men at that 
time would hav s~oid in blind faith, " God knows why 
it fell and that is su:ffieient," and turning over would 
hav carefully fallen to sleep again. But such argu
ment was not suffitlient for Ntlwton. His noble mind 
wanted a reason if there was one, and he found it. 
The little boy who picks up a piece of hot iron is an 
Infidel-that is to s&y, he will not believe without 
reason. Newton was an Infidel, because he believed 
that there was a reason why the apple fell-a reason 
outside of the will of God. Benjamin Franklin was 
an Infidel, because he would not accept the popular 
belief of his day, tbat thunder and ligMnit~g were 
demonstrations of "the wrath of God." Had he 
been killed during his kite.flying experiment (by 
what was supposed to be God himself), the telegraph 
and the telephone and electric lighting, progress and 
knowledge, might hav been postponed for centuries. 
The voices whieh spoke to our ancestors in thunder 
tones from the clouds, speak to us in a vastly differ
ent la~:guage. They cringed in fear before a God of 
wrath. We smile and enjoy the battle which the 
elements wage while na~ure is enforcing her laws for 
our good. Luther was an Infidel, because he would 
not aceept in blind faith the teaching of the original 
Ohristiaa church, that priests must act between 
Ohrist and man and be fed by the dear people. And 
now what shall we say of Ohrist? Did he aee~pt 
in fidelity the religion of the world as he found it! 
Was his fidelity with the church, or did he commence 
a great reform by banishing the priests and dove
sellers from the temple? Why, according to the 
story, we hav him disputing with grown men when 
he was but a child. Suppose his stepfather had 
turned the little Infidel across his knee and spanked 
all the Infidelity out of him and cowed his spirit 
into everlasting submission, would we still hav the 
Mosaic rule of God, watching· in jealous wrath to 
knock off the head of every little first-born IDfidel 
who pops up to giv the world a new idea ? Possibly. 

ere, no heretics T What a mighty uower for progress 
eould the Presbyterian church be if, instead of trying 
Us greatest men-its Dr. Briggs and its Dr. Brooka 
-instead of trying ita brains for heresy, it should 

back into the world later to develop their brains in 
an age when intelligence shall not be boycotted by 
orthodoxy. Instead of thi'owing into hell the little 
innocent Presbyterian babies (whose parents neg-

instead try its ignorant creed for total depravity ! 
What would religion be if every year the ehurob 
would cut off ita tail instead of ita bead ; get rid of 
its filth and scum and eave only the pure, thoughtful 
parts! The IiBk which now holds it to the supernat
ural, to the impossible, would soon be missing, and it 
would take its place among the useful institutions of 
learning, and instead of pulling down and degrading 
itself by denouncing as Infidels and trying for heresy 
suoh eminent divines as tlle Rev. Dt. Brigge, it 
would encourage and build them up ; thus helping 
to drag the church from her dungeon of ignorance 
into the dawning light of the twentieth century. 
Despite the ahurcb, however, .thi.s is an age of en
lightened rea,.son, and her cruelty and boycott, to 
thinking people, is fast losing its terror. Her cry· 
of Infidelity is now a brand of superior intelligence, 
which she fears and acknowledges by her ravings. 

There are a couple of young investigators in a 
certain family I know of. I think I may say three, 
aUhough one of them is a girl; their infidelity to 
their father is of such extent that they are not 
always willing to take his advioe and methods with
out reasons; and he is glad of it. He is :not bigoted 
enough to believe that they are l~sli intelligent than 
himself. He believes they will be more so at his 
age. They liv in an advanced age, and if they seize 
the opportunities offered, they cannot hold themselvs 
down to his limited ability-limited by a less pro
gressiv childhood. ·He is glad that his children are 

lected to hav them sprinkled with holy water prior 
to their demise), I would make them into ·uttle 
cherubim. I would giv them sweet little wings, and 
forgiv them ; and would throw the Presbyterian 
synod, together with J obn Oalvin. who made the 
Presbyterian creed and Articles of Faith, into hell, if 
I threw anybody in. 

Avr I said before, I do not believe I would want a 
hell, although there are plenty of people j ast blind 
enough and ig:oorant enough to deserve its purging 
warmth. Possibly it would melt the scales from 
their eyes; it might soften their hearts a little in time 
and harden their brains. Bat all this speculation is 
useless, because I am not God by a large majority. 
I am not a candidate for nomination; and if I was a 
candidate, and received the nomination, I would 
probably be snowed under so deep by a Methodist 
boycott that it would take a Methodist hell millions 
of years to melt the ice away enough so that I could 
receive the benefili of its genial bospifality. · Like 
the sailor who froze to death at the North Pole, I 
might reform at last, and pray to go to hell for a 
chauga of climate. The trouble with the world is, 
we hav not quite quit looking back. HeJl, like the 
thumb-screw, and rack, and the Inquisition, and the 
stake (at which witches and new varieties of Obris
tians were formerly burnt), are things of ·the past 
-of a dark age. It seems to me that religious, 
blind, ignorant, and insolent faith comes from that 
dark past. It is a trembling fear transmitted down 
to us from generation to generation, and as we hav 
long since lost our resemblance to the ape by losing 
his caudal appendage, so, too, we are gradually 
losing this superstition, this fear, this '' total de· 
pravity," which holds us back from the true mission 
of our lives. What are we ~ere for, to tremble and 
fear or to learn and progress! is being asked more 
and ~ore frequently. Infidelity, in religious circles, 
now means the same thing as heresy, which is 
thoughtfulness-a careful questioning of Bible 
writings-and is so recognized and feared by tile 
church. The greatest divines whose minds hav enr 
overgrown the narrow eonfiues of their creeds, and 
dogmas, and articles of faith, are proud of being 
cailed· heretics and Infidels.· It shows the world 
that they are among its thinking people. When the 
hardshell Baptist pokes his head out from under 
his hard shell and asks a question, it shows that 
"the world. do move." Heresy aud Infidelity are 
becoming poJi>ular, and the church must soon go to 
the wall or diPcard a large majority of the Bible 
absurdities. The Bible must be rearranged and re
written so as to be consistent in ita parts or its use
fulness to priests mus~ soon come to an end. 

not satisfied to put their thumbs in their mouths and 
listen to his ideas and notions without question; and 
I am glad that he is not a. bigoted fool to compel it 
of them. If he should tell them that the moon was 
made of green cheese, as people used to think long 
ago when the earth was flat and the sun revolved 
around it every day unless otherwise ordered by God 
-I think I will change that and ~ay, by Joshua, so 
that I cannot be accused to-morrow of having used 
profanity without license-! say, they would wonder 
what was the reason he thought so. They would not 
believe it, unleaa reasonable-and might conclude that 
he had eaten too much of that article at the Temper
ance Billiard Hall.. He could hardly blame them. He 
even encourages "them in disagreeing with him some
times on pointe which may be questioned profitably, 
and they often resolve themselvs into a committee 
of investigation, in which, I am glad to say, their 
hther does not take a very prominent part, except, 
perhaps, in leading them into new fields of thought. 
They are not afraid of ghosts. They are not afraid 
of the dark. They are not afraid of Gods or devils, 
or hell, because they hav never been taught the hell
ish doetrin of total depravity. And he is not afraid 
for them to go to Sunday·scbool either, bf!cauee, 
should an unreasonable assertion be made, they 
would question it. The work of the Sunday-school 
would stop right there, as far as they were .con. 
earned, until it was explained ; or if it was nob 
explained, and on scientific principles, their faith 
would be at zero. It would not do to say to 
them that Joshua commanded the sun to stand 
still. They would say, why, it stands still all the 
time. Joshua's knowledge of astronomy would ba 
called in question, and be cross-questioned. I be
lieve they would be so practical and pointed in their 
inquiry as to be irreverent and. almost sacrilegious 
I believe they would question God's knowledge of 
astronomy, and wonder why be insoired the holy 
writer with such ignorance. So it is ever-whare 
brains are allowed to develop, they doubt, that ia, 
they inquire, want to know why, to find the retson 
of things. And I want to say to you, my friends, 
that if there is a God, he must be so different from 
the Hebrew God or any of the ancient God11 as to 
thoroughly detest a man who will not exercise his rei!.· 
son enough to at least try and arrive at truth. How 
he must pity a person who is willing to sit down in 
blind, depraved indolence, with an expression of 
resigned sorrow, and swallow all the contrary mis
statemel1ts, bad astronomy, bad geology, cheap 
miracle.s, and altogether impossible statements of 
the Bible, as read and commented on by some of 
the narrow-mil!lded aud bigoted " ministers of the 
gospel," whose general appearance, narrow, low 
forehead, backed by large animal propensities, points, 
with unerring finger, to their near relation to the 
lower orders of creation. 

The religions,-like the people of the world, must 
look forward to better things, instead of holding on 
to old threadbare impossibilitie11. If we look back 
we must weep for the darkness which has over
shadowed those we would hav loved had we known 
them, but if we look forward we can rejoice to think 
wh11t our descendants may be. A few days ago a 
friend of mine, who publishes a magazine, asked me 
to giv him what insight I could into the past hi~ tory 
of my ancestors. He meant thia in the kindest spirit, 
and knowing that he did I could not feel insulted, 
but I declined. I did it in as gentle a. way as I could, 
without making him feel as if I thought myaelf 
above him in the scale of evolution, huh I said I con
sidered their history too sacred to be monkeyed 
with-that there were some tales connected with the 
paat history of the family which htd better be kept 
conceiiled. I told him I thought Mr. Darwin had 
not used me quite right in some remarks which he 
had made about them in his book, that it made me 
feel sad, and I hoped that he would not let it occ\lt' 
again. . 

Ladies and gentlemen, I love the little boy who 
dares to pull the tail of a ·cat after he has been told 
not to do so. He deliberately takes the risk of two 
impending calamities. He knows that he may b9 
punished by his fond mother; and he has been told 
that pussy has claws hidden in the depths of ·her 
soft !urry P.aws. He refuses to accept the latter 
doctr10 by fatth alone and pulls the tail for results. 
He gets the results and is wiser; but ih is not hear. 
say wisdom-it is not second hand intelligence. It 
i~ ~o him now fact, dem.?nstrated b!lyond the possi
bthty of a doubt. The httle Infidel ts n(:)w oonverted 
to his mother's belief in pusey's claws; so he will go 
through life investigating, and if he can find facts 
in his mother's religion sufficient to susttlin it he will 
believe; if not, he will respect it simply because she 
believed it. What would the world be if there were 
no Infidels, no investigators, no independent think-

Hundreds of times I hav seen those whom I knew 
to be intelligent listening to those whom I knew to 
be ignorant, and in a blind, dl!zed way believing 
what was impossible to be true. I believe if I were 
God, I would make a hell only for those who will not 
or hav not the manliness to reason-to use and de
velop the resources to which they c•n hav recourse 
-to cultivate the brains with which they are endowed 
by nature. I would Ct'eate a plague with which to 
remove kindly, but firmly, all people who are not 
willing to investigate with their own minda .. -to in
cr~ase, and not bury, " the talents " which they hold 
in trust. I do not think I would be enough Meth
odist to burn them forever, but would ·send them 

But when my friend wrote to me a second time, 
denouncing me in terms not complimentary, I felt 
called on to explain in fuiJ, so I said: No, sir, I 
cannot tell you much about my ancestry, but if 
my old grandfather was here he could tell you all 
about it. He would draw the family genealogy on 
you, and you would do well to get any dinner to
day. I never take much interest in the matter my
self, because I believe if I should go back far 
enough I might find that some of my old grand
parents brad tails and were covered with hair; per
haps had hair on thAir teeth. For instance, I hav 
from good authority that one of my ancestora had an 
ancestor whose name was Mc0lun1 and eame from 
the north end of one of the British Isles (which isle 
is indic~ted by the prefix), where he formerly resided 
with other McOluns in a region of caves. Now, I am 
not at all anxious to locate any particular cave where 
any of my folks hav groveled around or eaten dirt in 
ignorance, although, mind you, I am not ashamed of 
them. I know that I ~m having all the enjoyment 
out of life that I ean possibly get and learning all 
that my limited cmpaeity will admit of; therefore I 
do not care to wade back into the musty past to 
suffer over again, in my mind, what my ancestors 
(peace to their ashes) hav suffered in the flesh that I 
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might liv. They were, no doubt, progressiv Infidels, 
else I should be rearing my boys in the same old 
cave. As they we~e that progressiv, thus making it 
possible for me to liv in a better dwelling, I, in turn, 
who cannot repay them, owe my future progeny all 
the time I can possibly spare (after providing a place 
to liv and something to eat) in progressing, so as to 
make it possible for them to still better enjoy their 
time in the world than I do. We do not say, in a 
spirit of egotism, that we are better than our Scotch; 
Irish, English, Dutch, or French ancestors, but we 
do say that if we do not try to be better and smarter 
we hav not done our duty in life. 

I am not going to run my pedigree back far 
enough to take any chances of finding Moses, or any 
of those old murderers of innocent babies, at the other 
end of it ; neither would it help any of us to know 
to what heartrending and hairbreadth escapes of our 
grandfathers and grandmothers we owe our exist
ence. We are here; then why not make the beet of 
it, and advance by our own efforts? We hav no time 
to look back, except where it will help us to avoid 
error by using, our reason, because our duty is to 
those who come after us and not to those who hav 
gone before. My mother's religion is good enough 
for me provided it is true and cannot be improved 
on. However, if I can improve on it and make it 
better by applying the latest discoveries, by leaving 
out some of the hell, and helping people to heaven, 
with a more desirable class than hav been formerly 
admitted there, it is my duty to my children (not t.o 
her) to do so. My father's farming is good enough 
for me, provided some one does not invent machin· 
ery with which I can do better farming easier. So 
is the McOlun cave a good enough dwelling-place 
for me-provided I cannot better my condition. I 
think, instead of taking up the whole of my time 
looking back over past generations for a history, I 
will just turn my face in the other direction and fill 
my brains (limited) with rosy pictures of the future, 
and better brains of my boys .and girls; and my 
grandboys and grandgirls, and giv them a chance to 

· investigate by science and reason, so that they may 
enjoy 'themselvs without fear or superstitiov, and can 
me blessed. Happiness is the greatest blessing 
which we can hav, and we are too apt to undervalue 
it. If we make those around us happy we are the 
center of the happiness we create ; on the other 
hand, if we make those around us unhappy, we are 
in the middle of a little " hell on earth " which in
creases in warmth as fuel is added. Let us teacih 
out children to unravel these social problems and 
cultivate charity instead of selfishness ; and let us 
hope they will throw over our lives the mantle of 
charity, and not be too inquisitiv about our personal 
habits. Let them imagin tha~ we were better than 
we are if they want to; it will do them no harm and 
be as well for us perhaps. 
· .Let the dear little Infidels employ their energy in 
learning something which wiil be of use to them and 
to those who come after them ; they cannot change 
what has gone before, but every thought, every 
breath, influenees what is to come after, on and on 
through all future ages. 
. There are some sacred things noted in the great 
" Book of Books " which are so confoundedly sacred 
that thsy should hav been left out ; but the inspired 
historian was wise, very wise,· to trace the genealogy 
of Jesus back through the ancestors of poor old 
Joseph, thus drawing the attention away from the 
Ghost and Mary; and we often find ourselvs wickedly 
wondering whether certain people who hav such 
great renown of ancestry would not be more certain 
of their origin were they to trace their mother's in· 
stead of their father's genealogy. 

Real prayer is an earnest desire for a reasonable 
o'tject to be attained. Then giv us the home where 
the religion taught is honesty and charity, and the 
prayer offered is that earnest desire for good and 
happiness which inspires personal ac~ion instead of 
blind, faithful stupidity. 

My friends, in that spirit of progress, Jet us pray. 
. . . F. H. HEALD. 

.An Opportunist. 

often mistake insolence for ability, epithets for theo
rems, and abuse for logical argument; that each re· 
form tries to raise itself by the competitiv plan of pull
ing down the otbere, and they waste upon ea'ch other 
the ammunition they should reserve for their oommon 
enemy. We may" ring" the hogs that need not 
root for a living, and cut the claws of those tigers 
whose wants are provided for, but were this practice 
continued for many generations, the young of thea_, 
species would still be born with prime snouts or claws 
and a disposition to use· them. The workingmen 
must learn the very first lesson in cooperation is to 
cooperate with each other. Unless they do this 
th!ily . cannot achieve more than local success, 
until some one of the several reforms now advocated 
has become strong enough, first, to vanquish its 
rivals, and secondl}', to vanquish its rivals and the 
common enemy combined. I claim that, assuming 
any of these systems is perfect, it can be established 
more quickly by the Opportunist's method I hav 
described, than by any other one, and each step in 
this method produces benefits· that may be eDjoyed 
until a better system is established. Every system 
of economics yet fl.eviaed is objectionable in some 
respects, and .I should be wiser than those that hav 
preceded· me could I f!Uggest a perfect one; but each 
of these is more perfect than the present one ; so I 
work for all of them, and although I hav a leaning 
toward Socialism, and am to this extent opposed to 
Anarchy, which is just the opposit, I will work for 
the latter in preference to Socialism when it stands a 
better chance of succeeding ; and so sty I of Oom
munism, equal rights, and Prohibition, .and even 
Democracy, when I can "pair oif" with a Republic;an 
and both vote for the cause that we mutually favor. 
The new election law spoils this plan for me, but is 
not in force everywhere, and when on·e can see how 
his comrade votes this rule is a good one. 

I favor a'!lything that is better than the present; 
let us review the situation and start. . 

Oarlyle divides society abstractly into t'bree classes 
of workers-beggars and thieves, and this distinction 
.is maintained by· the law in every sense except the 
right one. It does not always call things by their 
right names. 

work; others work in penal institutions at their own 
request and are robbed by the government. There 
is something wrong when men go hungry and farm. 
ing does not pay, and when the laborer is· poorly 
clad because he cannot ~tfford to pay the tariff price, 
or its equivalent, on better goods. This is the situa
tion. What are you going to do about it? We 
think that the Anarchists, Socialists, Nationalists, 
Oommunists, and Prohibitionists, the Single Tax 
party, and the Farmers' Alliance might .unite their 
strength and discard their differences on the follow
in~ platform : 

1. That natural oppor~unities should be free to all ; 
the land be purchased by the government by a spe
cial tax levied on actual values, and made free to all 
who will utilize it. 

2. That each individual shall decide .for himself 
those acts that primarily affect himself and second- . 
arily affsct society, and that the latter shall dtlcide 
by majority rule those questions that primarily affect 
its interests and secondarily those of the individual. 

A line can be drawn more easily at t!lis point than 
elsewhere. JuLIAN MAROELLAS. 

New York, N. Y. 

Ir. Swartz Says He Iojnred No One. 
With ·the Editor of THE TRUTH .SEEKER, I had 

thought that my former communication would be 
the end of . this controversy ; but as .he has se~n fit 
to again refer to it, it is certainly not improper for 
me to again defend mysel~. 

As in his former criticism, Mr. Macdonald use·s a 
communication from a pfrson whose name. is not 
given, which is prima facie evidence of cowardice 
on the part of the writer of said letters. That part 
of the epistle of "Senator, Rockport, Mo.," relating 
to the fact of the passage by the Missouri legisla
ture of • bill directed largely against the Kansas 
Oity Sunday Sun, is true. But that. tbe Sun waited 
till the adjournment of the legislature before it pub· 
lis bed articles exposing alleged immoral acts of mem
bers of that body, is false. But, grantitg that it 
did, are the publishers of the paper any 1he less 
amenable to the law because the legislature has 
adjourned? l!! the law void because, forsooth, the 
body that enacted it is no longer in !!IBSSiQn? A 
beautiful hypothesis! The charge that t)le S.un is 
"wholly irresponsible" is also untrue, as. bas been 
proven by actions brought in the courts; yet in 
Missouri the law is practically a dead letter, and is 
not "being enforced against it all over the state." 
The statement that "whoever sells it does so under 
cover of secresy" is a detestable and malicious false
hood, as it is sold openly and cried publicly on the 
streets, both in Ktnaas and Missouri, and wh~rever 
else it is in demand. As to the class of people who 
read it, I know (while I cannot say that I especially 
admire their taste) that it is read by some of the 
best people in this vity. I. would admonish the Editor 
of Tn TRUTH SEEKER to ascertain the source of his 
information and the veracity and probity of his 
informants before he bases his arguments upon 
their unsupported assertions. 

I still assert that none of the three issues of the 
Sun that I circulated contained a libel, and that I 
hav wronged no one. And how, may I ask, can I 
commit a crime or nuisance a~ainat the public with
out injuring an individ,niT Of what is this immacu
late "public" composed T Are not individu•ls its 
component parte 1 Of course. How can I injure a 
bundle of sticks without injuring a stick? 

I am sure Mr. Mmcdonald is well enough acquainted 
with leg!\1 enactments to know that a law intending 
"to protect the libeled from the libeler" would hav 
to be worded differently from one intended to sup· 
press publications of a merely "sensational" char
acter. 

All persons must consume and use the necessaries 
of life, and he who is . able to· create the value he 
consumes and does not do so, imposes a burden on 
some one that ought not to bear it. Value can only 
be created by labor; it should enrich its creator, and 
the unconsumed productions of each generation 
revert to the succeeding one, which enjoys thereby a 
higlier environment than it could create. It is obvi
ous that the happiness of one individual is as much 
a consideration as that of another, but the law wills 
this otherwise. It decrees that it is a crime to be 
without the means of subsistence or to beg or steal 
it, or to violate the restrictions it imposes on labor, 
which make it impossible for many to o'btain employ
ment. Men do not prefer to starve, nor will they 
suffer privation and premature decay if they can 
help themselvs. Each should be allowed: first, to 
laboJ:'. and secondly, to retain the value created by 
his own industry. Many starve because they are no.t 
allowed to labor, and a proper verdict of death in 
many oases would be, "Killed by the law for being 
poor." Whet can the poor man do anyway ? He 
cannot use the land, for this is owned ; be cannot 
utilize its productions, for he has not money to buy 
them ; be cannot liv on air and water, for this is a 
physiological impossibility. He may make the best 
term.s he can with some one who has land, money, or 
credit, and failing in this, he may starve. He must 
not commit suicide, for the death of the unemployed 
would raise the price of labor. The law is made in 
the interest of the monopolist, and the incidental 
benefits it confers on the poor are the crumbs that 
fall from the rich man's table. The importation of 
emigrants is restricted, because there are already 
enough unemployed men in this country to keep 
wages at the lowest Jiving price, and more would be 
an unnecessary burden on the taxpayers. Ditto of 
the laws against contracting for foreigl'. labor~s. 

The Opportunist indorses the good in every reform, 
and of two evils he chooses the leaser. He labors to 
promote the interests of every syatem that is better 
than the present one, and c1sts his greatest influence 
where it will be the most effectiv, where it will do the 
most .good; namely, with the reform that the op
portunities of the times render the most likely to 
succeed. He welcomes whatever reform comes first, 
and works for future good in the same way by co
operating with all of thoee who advocate causes that 
would improve humanity ; directing his greatest 
efforts in lines most in harmony with the progressiv 
opportunities of the times. I am an 0 pportunist ; 
the laboring masses are not Opportunists, and this 
is just w}lat is the matter w.ith them. Their cba1'at'l
ters, like those of their ancestors, are the result of 
the environments of themselvs mnd their ancestors 
ad infinitum j and oppression for ages has denied 
these so many advantages which improve hummnity 
that it is not strange mt the present time that they 

The more money a government receives the leas it 
needs, and the rich violator of the law to whom a 
fine may be of no consideration can pay it, and prac-
ticaUy receive a rebate on his taxes, but the erring 
poor who own no property and work out their tax 
are incarcerated for a season, that they may reflect 
on the impropriety of their ways, and recall the 
adage that "In America it is. no disgrace to be poor, 
but it is d--d inconvenient" The protec~iv laws 
belong to the same category. 

They protect the employEr at the expense of his 
workmen, for whom they raise the price of the neces
saries of life. Even the advantages of the law are 
not free to the poor, except in special cases, and then 
the party that has the most money usually fares 
best. Oompare the evidence against Eli ward Stokes 
and the so-called evidence in the more recant c&se of 
Ban AU and draw your own conclnsione. Women 
necessarily compete with men for labor mnd children 
compete with both. Women and children can obtcin 
employment when men ca:nnot. Boys take ·men's 
places at boys' prices to be succeeded by men at 
boys' wages. Some st1rve because they cannot find 

The Editor ol THE TRUTH SEEKER says: "We 
learn that the paper only prints names in full when 
it attacks the weak and defenseless." Are Speaker 
Eider of the,late Kansas bouse of represen!ativs, the 
metropolitan police commissioners and many mem· 
bars of the police force of this city, '' weak and 
defenseless!" The names in full of these person£', 
together with incontrovertible evidence of their 
wrong-doing, hav been published in the Sun. And 
if Mr. Macdonald h!\B "learned" what he says he 
has, he certainly cannot giv credence to "Senator's" 
statement tb&t the S1tn published articles· against 
the members of the Missouri legislature, "giving 
their names /' for legislators are not generally con
sidered "weak and defenseless." 
· I shall not &~k spaee here to show that there is no 
necessity for the sta\e to "protect people" from 
newspapers or any thing or person else; but I do 
maintain that in my Cllee, as in the cases of Bennett, 
Heywood and Humsn, the que~tion of ~ers~nal 
injury does not enter, and that this prosecution IS a 
direct and forcible blow at the freedom of the press, 
fer I hav invaded the liberty of no one. 

1 opelca, Kan. 0. L. SwARTZ. 

SEND for catalog of our public11tions. Sent freQ 
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SUBSCRIPTION BATES. 

the persons wbo uphold it. For instance, Secular 
Unionists desire to abolish Bible reading in the 
schools. Certainly they mas~ giv their reasons for 
desiring to do this. Now some of these reasons are, 
as stated by the distinguished president of the Amer
ican Seoular Union in his speech at the last eon· 
gress of the U Ilion, as follows : 

Because there is no agreement as to what oonsti· 
totes the Bible. 

Because there is no common agreeme.nt as to what 
parts are historical and what parts are allegorical • 

Because there is no common agreement as to what 
dootrins are taught in the Bible. 

Because it contains so muoh that. is cruel and 
obscene. 

l!l•ngle subscription in advance ............................. . 
ODe subscriptioR two ye&ra, in advance ................ .. 

Because the moral is so mixed up with the im
moral that there is great danger of oontMDination by 

•• 00 eontaot. · 500 
Two new subscribers .......................................... . .. Because of its defeotiv morality. • OU. 

Because it can be so manipulated by teachers as to 
i 00 favor their own peculiar views in religion. 

ODe subscription with one new aubscriber,in one re-
mittance .......................................... - .......... . 

One subscription with two new aubscriberl, in one 
remittance ................................................... . 

One subscription with three new subscribeu, in one 

Because snob reading wou:d not secure the object 
7 ou contemplated. 

remitta,nce •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8 50 Because the Seoalar principle of the U oited States 
·Constitution, and of the constitutions of the several 

10 00 states, render it unlawful. 
One subscription with four new subscribeu, in one 

remittance .................................................. .. 
Arny number over 1lve at Ole same rate, invariably 

with one remittance. 

Local Secular Unions. 
A local Secular U.llion has been formed at Guthrie, 

Oklahoma Territory, and questions of administration 
and teaching bav been brought up which the mem
bers are unable to decide and which hav been re
ferred to us for an opinion. They might, perhaps, 
with more propriety hav been referred to the Ameri· 
can Secular Union headquarters, hulas some of them 
are questions of general interest, and as it may be 
desirable that they be discussed at the congress of the 
Secular Union this fall we deem it well to giv them 
more publicity than even the question desired. We 
are asked: 

"Is there such a thing as a Secular Sunday.school for 
children?" 

We regret to say that there is none at present. 
There are some schools conducted by ethical socie
ties, and some German societies hav schools approxi-

. mating to what our correspondent evidently has in 
mind; bat there are no real Secular Sunday-schools 
in which is taught the Secular philosophy. This is 
a lamentable s~ate of affdra and ought to be reme
died. The American Secular Union is of course pri
marily a political organ'zation, as its objects must all 
be accomplished by votinr, and through political 
bodies. Nevertheless, it mig~t well take up this 
branch of work, as. the coming voters must be edu
cated so that they will vote right. The churches 
train their children, thereby maintaining their polit
ical 111eendenoy, and Liberals should do the same. 
ADd it is only fail to add that the present secretary 
of the American Secular Union lays much emphasis 
upon this matter, as may be seen in her paper 
printed in these oolull)ns a few weeks since. 

11 Do Secular Unionists antagonize the Bible, and is it not 
proper for individual members to discuss its divine origin in 
debate 1" 

To the first of these questions we can answer both 
ways-they do aud they do not. So long as Chris· 
tians do not seek to thrust the Bible upon the people 
by law, Secular philosophy would demand that it be 
not specially antagonized, that itt, more than any 
other work of superstition-like the Koran, the Mor
mon Bible, eta. The basic principle of Secularism as 
1 philosophy is that the present life being the only 
one or which we hav any knowledge, its coneerns 
claim our earnest attention. This does not necessa
rily antagonize any spiritual, or other-world, teaching, 
but simply ignores it. However, as a matter of fact, 
Secular Unionists do antagonize the Bible, and for 
these reasons: The Secular Union was organized for 
political purposes, such as to get the Bible out of 
the schools, the oath out of our courts, the chaplains 
out of the army and navy, out of Congress and onr 
state legislatures and institutions, " Sabbath" and 
religious days off the statute books, and " religious " 
morality-that is, artificial morality, founded upon 
the say-so of some alleged divine book or person
out or our laws. As all these iniquities are based 
upon the Bible, that is, the Bible is the authority of 
those who hav perpetrated ihem upon us, Secular 
Unionists must antagonize the authority as well as 

This is certainly antagonizing the Bible, and doing 
it vigorously and well, and the first. part of the 
second question must therefore be answered in the 
affirmativ. 

And to the second part of the sliD~ query, " Is it 
proper for individual members to discuss the 
[alleged] divine origin of the Bible,., the answer is 
the same. The Bible, as we said, is the authority of 
those Christians who impose upon us through 
statutes. It is their authority b.!oause, as they 
allege, it is divine. Therefore, its alleged divinity is 
as proper a subject of discussion as its obscenity, 
oruqlty, defeativ morality, nnhistorio11l oh*acter, or 
dootrins. It is particularly the work of Secular 
U oionists to show that it is not divine, and there
fore is of no authority-reasoning fr®l the Christian 
standpoint. From the standpoint ~f the Secular 
philosophy " divinity " is something · of which we 
know nothing, and so the Bible oan be of no author
ity for this world because of this quality imputed to it. 

" Is not debate the principal source from which flows the 
truth?" 

Again we answer Yes. It is debate, or rather 
discussion, which has clarified the world's ideas, and 
settled most of the problems pretented. By the 
presentation of all sides of a subject, truth is finally 
arrived at. But debaters should bear one thing in 
mind, and that is that facts are essential things. 
Disorderly talk does not help the ·truth. Debaters 
should lay in an ample supply of facts before pro~ 
mulgating their theories. This is where the Chris
tians are particularly weak. They havn't a solid fact 
in their whole system. They do .not even know
they cannot show except by the ;Bible, and no one 
can prove the Bible itself-that Jesus Christ ever 
existed. There may be probabilities, but there is no 
knowledge on the subject. And if some fanatical 
religious teacher did liv no one can show that he 
was of divine origin, for no one knows anything of 
divinity itself. Secularists, therefore, possess an 
immense advantage over thei~ Christian opponents, 
because their philosophy demands that they deal 
with facts-the real things of life. 

" Is it necessary to apply for a charter when we are only 
a temporary organiz"tion? Can a charter be granted before 
we become a permanent Union? and of what bene:fit is a 
charter?" 

These are questions of detail and unimportant. A 
L\beral society can obtain a charter at any time, it 
being only necessary that the soeiety is in sympathy 
with the objectll of the U oion, as set forth in the 
Nine Damands, whic1 are as follows: 

"1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical prop
erty shall be no longer exempt from just taxation. 

'' 2. We demand that the employment of chaplains in Con
gress, in state legi~latures, in the navy and militia, and in 
prisons, asylums, and all other institutions supported by 
public money, shall be discontinued. 

"3. We demand that all public appl'opriations for educa 
tional and charitable institutions of ·a. sectarian character 
shall cease. 

' 1 4. We demand· that all religious services now sustained by 
the government shall t e abolished; and especially that the 
use of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a 
• ext-book or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall 
be prohibited. 

'' {j, We denw.nd that the appointment, by the president of 

the United States or' by the governors of the various states, 
ef all religious festivals and fast!! shall wholly cease. 

•· 6. We demand that the judicial oath in the courts and in 
all other departments of the government shall be abolished, 
and that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of 
perjury shall be established in its stead. 

• · 7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing 
the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed. 

•· 8. We demand that a.Ulaws looking to the enforcement of 
1 Christian' morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws 
shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality, 
equal rights, ahd impartial liberty. 

• 9. We demand that not only in the Constitutions of the 
United States and of the several states, but also in the prac
tical administration of the same, no privilege or advantage 
shall be conceded to Christianity or any other special religion; 
'hat our entire political system shall be founded and ad nir.
i~tered on a purely secular basis; and that whatever cha Jges 
shall prove necessaJ."y to this end shall be consistently, un· 
flinchingly and promptly made." 

The benefits of a charter are that it briDge the 
society into correspondence with the national organ· 
ization, enables it to send delegates to th~ annual 
congresses and hav a v.oioe in shaping its policy. 
The constitution of the American Secular Union 
provides on this subject: 

11 The board of directors shall hav authority, as often as' 
they receive a written application signed by twenty or more 
persons and accompanied by ten dollars (or teo or more per
sons accompanied by five dollars), to issue a charter for the 
formation of a local 11.uxiliary Secular· Union. Charters so 
issued shall contain constitutions sul>stantially similar to this 
constitution but adapted to local wants. Local auxiliary 
UoioBs organized under charters issued by lhe board of 
directors shall be abmlutely ip.dependent in the administra
tion of their own local affairs. The effect of their charters 
shall be simply to unite them in cordial fellowship and Effi
cient cc0peration of the freest kind with the national Sec
ular Union and with other local Unions. Every local 
auxiliary Secular Union organized in accordance with the 
provisions of this constitution shall be entitled to send its 
president and secretary and three other members as delegates 
to the annual congress, who shall h&v the rigM to speak and 
vote." 

The foregoing answers two queries in the fourth 
questions. The last, "Of what benefit is a charter!" 
will be answered by various societies differently. If 
the society is merely a local debating society, or 
ethical school, with no intentions of helping in the 
work of the national organization, and with no 
desire to become affiliated and in correspondence 
with it or other local Unions, then a charter is of no 
special benefit. Bat local Unions, which place the 
work of the national Union before their own debates, 
can derive important advantages from close affilia
tion with the national Union, and can also lrelp it 
substantially. As to the work of the Union, we be· 
lieve its methods ought to be changed. What we 
said upon the subject last winter-and which met 
with emphatic approval from all over the country
we still hold to be good policy for the national 
Union, and as the time for the next Consress is 
rapidly approaching, it may be well, \Yhile upon the 
Hbject, to reprint it for the eonsideration of the 
delegates and members and supporters of the Union. 
We there said: "The work of the Union, it seems 
to us, should be not so much in organizing societies 
as in maintaining a headquarters from which to 
watch the progress or events, to prevent religious 
legislation, and to secularize existing laws. Auxil
iary societies do not support the Union; indeed, 
they rarely put themselvs forward as organized op· 
position to unfavorable legislation. Local business 
in.tlaenoes prevent. IQdividuals support the Union, 
and individuals hav done all that has been done to 
enforce the Nine Damands. The Union president 
and secretary should watch Congress and go before 
its committees when oooasion requires. They should 
keep their eyes upon state legislatures and prevent 
the enactment of religious laws; at least make a pro
test, if they can do no more. They should be pre
pared when men are prosecuted for breaking Sunday 
laws or for committing "blasphemy," to defend thew, 
concentrating the whole influence of the Liberals of 
the country upon one point if necessary. They 
should, when the way is opened, go into new places 
and set forth the objects of the Secular Unior. 
They should pt·epare oomprehensiv pamphlets and 
brief tracts upon each one of the Nine Demands, and 
see that this literature is distributed where it will do 
good. The support of the Union always has come 
from the Infidels of the country, and it must of 
necessity, financial if no other, be what the world will 
call an Infidel organization. ADd so be it. Instead 
of detesting the word ID.fidel the Union should be 
proud of it, and call the atteation of Christiana to the 
f1ot that Irllldels are the only ones who will work for 
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justice and to maintain American principles. Let the 
Union say to the churches," You hav made our work; 
you seek to perpetuate and add to your infamous 
tyranny, and if we are Infidels because we oppose 
you, then Infidels we are and will be." 

" Is it proper to sing hymns in the Union or to form Bible 
classes?" 

Wby not 1 Music is a great civilizer. It ought 
· to be given much and often. The churches used to 

frown upon it, but finally adopted it, adapting their 
hymns to the best tunes. "Old Hundred" was 
originally a German drinking-song; and it is as good 
now as then. There is nothing sacred in a musical 
note. But of course a Secular Union should not use 
church hymns. We hav several Liberal hymn-books 
-the T10th Seeker· Collection, Mrs. Burnz's 
Hymn Book, and, best of all, the Cosmian 
Hymn Book, edited by L. K. Washburn. The 
Truth Sel'ker Collection also has recitations for 
the use of Liberal young people. The Cosmian 

Hymn BJok songs are set to music, the others 
adapted to popular and well-known tunes. 

And we should like to see a Bible class in every 
local Secular Union. The study of the Bible 
destroys its hold upon the people. For such elasses 
we recommend Keeler's Short History of the Bible, 
The Bible for Learners, Bible Myths and their 
Parallels in O~her ·Religions, Self-Contradictions of 
the Bible, and the Bible itself. Another class in 
historieal Christianity, using the English Freethinker's 
Text-Book, Taylor's Diegesis, Supernatural Religion, 
Greg's Creed of Christendpm, Gibbon's History of 
Christianity, Buckle's History of Civilization, Leaky's 
R4tionalism in Europe, and a few others, would com
plete the education of the members of the Union in 
that direction -and leave them in no doubt as to how 
to rega:rd the claims of the church. 

"Is there any reg!llia worn by:any oftlcers of the Union?" 
We are glad to be able to answer this in the 

negativ. Wearing regalia is childish. But if Free
thin-rs deaire to be able to recognize each other by 
some outward symbol, Ohto Wettstein has a badge
pin of considerable beauty, and Miss Lucy Churchill 
another,. though we do not know where this last can 
now be obtained, as the patentee is dead. Free
thinkers in European countries hav generally adopted 
the Pansy-from the Ftench word pens~e, meaning 
thought-but in this country this emblem would be 
practically useless, as it is worn by a great many as 
a mere adornment. If Mr. Wettstein would reduce 
the size of his badge-pin a~out two-thirds it would 
overcome the objections of many who now refuse to 
wear any distinguishing marks. But we hope no 
Secular Unionist· will ever put on regalia. It is a 
relic of batbarism which ought to go as civilization 
advances. 

Priests and Journalism in Snohomish, Wash. 
A leering, greasy-faced, and repulsiv priest named 

F. X. Gaay, at Snohomish, Washington, was recently 
accused of the most bestial conduct of which it is 
possible to conceive, and a mob of about sixty went 
down to his house the other night, roused him out, 
and covered him with a coat of tar and feathers. 
He would hav been thrown into the :river the next 
night if he had not used the daylight between to 
leave town. It was not the first time the priest had 
been adjudged guilty, as h~ was removed from a 
parish in N o:rth Dakota for gross immorality, and the 
verdict on his last punishment is that it served him 
right. 

The iccident is made more interesting to readers 
of this journal because George E. Macdonald, when 
he retired from Freethought, made his way to' Sno
homish and entered into publishing relations with 
C. H. Packard of the Eye. Naturally the Eye came 
down upon the priest, while its loathsome contem
porary, to curry favor with the Catholics, suppressed 
the story about the tar and feathers. Naturally, 
again, the Eye said something about the aforesaid 
co~temporary. And here's where the interest comes 
ill. The editor of the loathsome contemporary 
proposes to shoot the senior editor of the Eye, Mr. 
Packard, on sight, and we tremble lest he carr.y his 
wrath to the junior editor, for we find in the Eye an 
account of the loathsome contemporary'a visit to the 
Eye sanctum, which we will wager something came 
from the pen of the Man with the Badge Pin. This 
is how it happened : 

" A fierce looking individual, loaded with several inches 
of adul!erated hydrant water and a big revolver, which he 
said he had borrowed especially for the present crisis, 

' 

hav the matter tested in the court of last resort. 
"When a state has·• clause in its Sunday Iaw, as 

is the case in Illinois, exempting those who observe 
another day, and then in the face of that a court can 
be found that thinks it can find reason for fining a 
man contrary to that law, it plainly points to the 
rising sentiment favorin~ an arbitrary establishi~ag 
and enforcing of Sunday laws. 

"The important duty of the hour is to get the 
principles of present truth brought clearly before 
the people. As these ctuestione are being agitated, 
we want to hav our work so fully before the public 
that correct positions may be taken by those who care 
to investigate. This case of Brother King is attract
ing the attention of the nation. Newspapers are 

awaited the senior Eye man's return from breakfast last 
Saturday morning. The distinguishing features of the com
bination were those of Frank Mussetter, editor and reputed 
owner of our at times luminous contemporary. Mussetter 
was evidently ' riled.' He reads the .Eye and thus keeps 
thoroughly posted on local and domestic affairs, although 
the scarcity of news !lnd original editorials In his own paper 
might lead his subscriber to doubt it. Ae we said before 
Mussetter was riled. It might hav been the Eye ' scoop: 
in exposing the priest and the Bun's supposed connection 
with the affair, but he didn't say so directly. Placing biB 
good right hand on his pistol pocket, he inquired, in a. 
fierce, .double-leaded voice, fortified with beer, If the Eye 
man had a gun. Being informed that the chief engineer 
of this great journalietic molder of public opinion (for our 
subscription rates see card at head of editorial column) was 
not In the habit of having such dangerous things in his 
possession when inside the city limits ('Dide Ordinance 
No. 4), Mussetter cautioned us to procure a weapon. He discussing it, and the public generally are giving it 
said he had come to shoot us; that he had borrowed a, serious thought. It has already been decided to 
gun from (.,'bar lie C--h-- s with that object in view, carry the case up to the United States Supreme 
and he proposed to use it. He was Informed that he would Oourt. We do this to make the last and only poe-
probably never find a better time and opportunity than now . . . . 
presented themeelvs . also that he was making a damfool of Bible effort to l!ecure JUStlce. But at the same t1me 
himself. The .Eye U:an explained that ·he was not a shootlst, it will afford 1 great opportunity to spread the prin
but would try to accommodate him with all the satisfaction he ciples underlying our work, while the public mind is 
might desire In any other way. Mussetter averred that both fixed on this case." 
he and his paper had been greatly hurt (we don't doubt it) by The reference to the Sunday la.wa of Illinois is to 
the Eye's articles, the truthfulness of which he did not deny; . . . 
and that he could be satisfied with nothinll short of shootln as flagrant a case of petty IDJUStJce as ever one 
ue. However, he graciously concluded to postpone the kilr Christian perpetrated upon another. A Seventh 
!ng, and gracefully wit':ldrew, remarking, ln a four.to-p!ca DAy Adventist, one David Longnecker, was arrested 
tone of voice, that he would surely open fire the next time on a charge stated as follows : 
he met us, and that we had better be prepared to meet our 
God, or words to that effect.'' 

This is pretty bad for so warlike an individual as 
the editor of the loathsome contemporary, and we 
expect to hear next that he is after the junior editor, 
but aa that individual never saw a pistol and as it is 
contrary to the Western code of civilization to pull 
on a man who is not heeled he may escape. Pendivg 
further warlike demonstrations on the part of the 
loathsome contemporary the editor of tbe Eye has 
proposed this way out of the difficulty. (Notice the 
boom for the electric motor Jine.) 

"We propose, then; to giv him satisfaction in just as big 
wads as he desires. According to the code, being the chal. 
lenged party, we hav the choice of time, place, weapons, 
and rules to govern the meeting. As to time, we prefer the 
witching hour of midnight, when the moon and the boys are 
usually full; when all nature and policemen are supposed to 
sleep, and there is no danger of being run into the city's re
frigerator for disturbing the peace. Place : Banks of the 
classic Stillaguamieh, ~ar the terminus of the electric motor 
line. Weapons: Either 45-caliber ftshballs or two-column 
double-leadfd tariff editorials at one thousand paces. 
Rules: Firing not to cease until one or both combatants are 
killed or mortally wounded. No one to be preeent except 
principals and seconds-physicians, priests, or other medical 
or spiritual advisers especially excluded. If either shoots 
his mouth off before the proper signal Is given, it shall be 
the privilege of the other, before the fight proceeds, to draw 
on him for drinks for irrigating read!lrS of both papers for a 
period of three month11 immediately followiJJg." 

Conducting 1 Freethought journal in San Fran
cisco may be wearing on body and mind, but editing 
an every-other-daily paper up in the wild and woolly· 
Northwest seems to be fully as dangerous to life and 
limb. 

The King Case to Be Appealed. 

"Jacob Tidmore complains that David Longnecker, of the 
county of Macon and State of Illinois, on the first day of 
the week commonly called Sunday, to wit, on the 19~h day 
of July, A.D. 1891, was guilty of making a great noise, 
screaming, and talking with a loud voice, whereby the peace 
of the amant and his family was then and there diaturbed.'' 

The arrest was based on Sec. 262 of the statutes 
of Illinois, which provides for a fine of not more 
than twenty-five dollars for disturbing the peace of 
any private family, "by any noise, rout, or amuse
ment, on the first day of the week, called Sunday." 
The complainant failed to prove the charge, he him
self admitting that Mr. Longnecker was heard to 
apeak to his horseEJ, to start and stop them, and not 
louder than was necessary, nor louder than he would 
on any other day. 

Illinois hils another S!lndsy law (Sec. 2G1) which 
forbids common labor on Sunday, but exempts 
"whomsoever thinks proper to keep any other day 
as a Sabbath." FAiling to convict under Sec. 262, 
Mr. Longnecker was found " guilty in that he had 
hbored On the S~bbath," SDd ordered to pay a fine 
and costs amounting to $17.80. The decision was 
based on Sec. 2611 not referred to in the indictment, 
and which contains an exomption clause as quoted. 

Mr. Tidmore had a vieitor at the time be was dis
turbed, who was also disturbad by Mr. LJngnecker's 
working, and as Mr. L·mgnecker came past, called to 
him with a blasphemous oath, and Qllked if he wu a 
heathen. One of the witnesses for the plaiqtiff 
declared that he should not be disturbed by swear
ing, for he swore himself, but he would be disturbed 
by &DJOne doing near his house e.s Mr. L:mgnecker 
had done near Mr. Tidmore's house. Mr. Long
necker has apperoled his case, and will resist his 
Chris,tian persecutors as long as t:he courts will 
allow. 

The Adventists are parlicularJy anxious about 
these Sunday laws, and th6y are the very best fight
ers against them, for they r.ffect the bre&d and butter 
and dollar and cents queation. And the Liberals of 
the country ~an but wish them succress. 

We are glad to learn from their organ that the 
Seventh Day Adventists are going to appeal from 
the decision of J ndge Hammond to the Supreme 
Court of the United States in the King case. They 
believe that it was the intention of those who framed 
the Constitution of tbe United States, and its several 
amendments, to entirely separate the state from the 
chuTch, and to guarantee to all our citizens the full· 
est religious as well as civil freedom, and propose to Editorial Notes. 
find out whether or not they are in error. AT the last meeting of the Exccutiv o! tl:.e National 

If Judge Hammond's decision shall stand, the Secular Society of England Mr. Samson proposed that the 
Saturday keepers, whether Jew or gentile, will hav Freethought organizations in the English colonies and the 

United States of America be approached with a view to ex
a cross to bear. The Review and Herald sees the change reports of progress made and· work done In the 
situation and the danger, for it says: movement. Mr. Hartmann seconded the proposal, and it 

"We hav always looked upon our National Con- was adopted. Mr. Samson proposed and Mr. Brumage 
stitution as an insurmountable barrier against any seconded, "That Colonel Ingersoll be Invited on a lecturing 
invasion of our religious rights. It has been the tour to England," which motion was also carried. 

continued boast of our nation that all religions with . 
their varying and contradictory beliefs, stood on an 
equality, and were alike protected from the persecu
tions prompted by the bigotry or intolerance of any 
one. But it seems from the interpretations of the 
Constitution given by Judge Hammond in this case, 
that there is nothing whatever in that instrument to 
secure our rights to peaceably labor on Sunday, even 
after we hav strictly observed the seventh day of the 
weak. We cannot believe that the aims of our Con
stitution IDly be thus set aside, and hence desire to 

IN the Y outh'8 EMngelist, in "Talks About the Com
mandments," is this bare-faced falsehood: "Q. Which day 
of the seven hath God appointed to be the weekly Sabbath? 
A. From the begbning ot the world to the resurrection of 
Christ, God appointed the seventh day of the week to be the 
weekly Sabbath ; and the first day of the wetk, ever since, 
to continue to the end of the world, which is the Christian 
Sabbath." Th\a !a the way children are deceived by their 
religious teachers-deliberately lied to. There le not a 
theologian in the world who can show, even it there was a 
God and the Bible is his word, that the rest-day was ever 
changed by 1• diviue" authority to the first day of the week. 
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This Will Free Some One's Mind. 
OsT&RVILLE, MAss., July 19, 1891. 

. MB. EDITOR : Please continue my subscription and Eend 
a copy of Bible Pictures when ready. The balance, $2, is 
to help in the expense of publishing the paper, to which I 
hav been a subscriber for ten years or more, and which I 
think a great deal of. c. W. CROSBY. 

The Best Scripture Commentaries. 
CONNERSVILLE, lND., 4-ug. 6, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $2 50, for which please send 
me the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text.Book." Mr. Heston's 
pictures are the beet commentators on the scriptures that I 
hav ever met with. I hope that he will preserve in book 
form all his works. Yours truly, S. N. HAMILTON. 

Thanks, Mr. Buch, for Ourselvs and for Mankind. 
TAMPA, FLA., June 30, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5. !:lend TnE TBUTR 
SBEKBR one year. 'l'he balance use for the good of the 
businees or for the pictures. I do not see how THE TRUTH 
SEBKER could be any better. It suits me. I hope every 
aubecriber will do as much as thls. l wish I was able to do 
ten times as much. H. W. BEA.OH. 

"Values the Work of Reference. 
MoNTREAL, CAN., July 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am now fifty years of a~~;e, and hav read 
a great many papers, but THB TRUTH · S:sRXER, to my 
mind, is the best, and the pictures are wonderful. or 
course, I am a member of the Freethought Club and hav all 
the reading 'I want, but your paper I will take as long as I 
am able, as a book for reference. With kind wishes for your 
continued prosperity,~! remain, · W. DEUOHUlB. 

A. Trne Friend to Freethought. 
ROYAL CENTER, IND., July 21, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: I went to work to get three subscribers to 
THE TRUTH 8ERXER. I am nearlng the seventies, and must 
work while I can. I want THE 1 RUTH SEEKER to last always, 
and I would say a little p~litics !.s all right. And I rather 
like the Spiritualists; they take a fellow as he is and try to 
improve on him. If a person has brains and wants a hearing, 
all right; it nothing but a head, let him go. Miss Craddock's 
Peter's pence I will raise to $1. You can see. she gets it. 

Yours, G.B:o. H:sNDE:s. 

TILe Sinews of War. 
RoANOKE, VA., Aug. 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I redeem the flrst part of my pledge by 
inclosing you $10. or course it is very little toward the 
good cause; but if all Freethinkera will contribute a little, 
it will giv you courage and strength to battle for the right, 
truth, and liberty; to preserve that sacred heritage be
queathed to us by those noble martyrs to Freethought, that 
has cost so much of blood, sacrifice, and anguish, and which. 
seems to be appreciated and prized by so few. Wishing you 
every success, I remain, Yours truly, JosiAH FRIEND. 

A.n Ap}leal for Trutlt on Labor. 
STREATOR', July 18. 1891. 

Ma. EDITOR : I inclose my widow's mite for my subscrip· 
tion to THE TRUTH 8RKKER. I am slxt.y.Jive years of age 
and digging coal as h\\rd as ever I did in my life, and I think 
a labor question through your valuable paper would be a 
blessing to the mlning Mmmunity at large, for they are the 
white slaves or Americ~. L)ng liv THR TRUTH BEKKER, and 
continue the pictures, and as loug as I liv and can worli< I 
will take it. · I remain, 

Yours for liberty, ANDREW SwAIN. 

Superstition Is the Direst .Monster. 
SuEM, 0 , July 19, 1€91. 

MR. EDITOR: It fic!els' roads arc not the moat pleasant 
among thoee who love ther enemies. DJ not stop THll: 
TRUTH S!!EKER. It suits me as it Is beiog run. I wou'd say 
that an occasional diecussion of a few other prominent topics, 
such as labor, Farmers' Alll~nce, and hygiene, would cer
tainly please me., and, I thiuk, be of more or less benefit to 
the majority of your readers. But let the greatest efforts be 
directed against Superstition, for that, in my opinion, is the 
monster that is threatening our liberties. 

As ever, for liberty, J. W. SLAYTON. 

A. Parson Cornered. 
POTTER, ARx., August 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav oeen waiting on some who promised 
to subscribe for THR TRUTH SuKim. I want John Peck 
and others to know that they are not alone in the battle 
for Freethought. I hav been putting in soine effectual 
blows. A mlnister hunted me up the other day to convert 
me; a crowd aEeembled to see the fun. The first question 
I asked him was, how Cain used the word nations when he 
said, "The nations of the earth will seek me to slay me." 
The Bible teaches that there were only three persons in 
the world at that time. Words are used to represent 
objects, and if nations were there the Bible is mistaken. 
The parson has not. answered tbe question yet. I asked 
him how it happened, if the witnesses of Christ were 
inspired, that they contradicted each other. One said he 
was crucifled three houre, one six hours, one nine hours. 
He said that was a mistranslation. I asked him what he 
thought about God trying to drown all the wicked and 
letting the devil in the ark? He said he was not in the ark 
and I told him that he was not drowned, and he, too, had 

been the cause of all the trouble. As we hav all, my true 
friends, engaged for a higher life, let us liv it. 

J. R. PBRRY. 

Deplores tlle Indifference of Liberals. 
CLINTON, Mo., July 22, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR : I read THE TRUTH S:sEXER regularly; look 
for it each week very anxiously, and read it with a wonder
ful satisfaction and pleasure. In fact, I need it almost as 
much as the bread I eat. It furnishes me with food-not a 
mixture of flour and water, but thought, that food for the 
mind that will hav such an important part to play in the 
future in liberating millions of minds from the worst form 
of slavery. The principles of Freethought hav gradually 
grown in me from childhood, without any teachings, save 
from nature's great and instructiv book, until now, at the 
age of twenty-seven years, I am very fearless in expressing 
my religious views to the most orthodox Christian. There 
are many Liberals in this section, but most of them not suf
ficiently unfettered to honestly express their opinions regard
less of consequences. But, llke thousands of others all over 
these broad, beautiful United States, they lie dormant, per
mitting the golden days of their lives to slip by (when they 
could be doing much for the cause of humanity), and quietly 
wait for some leader in their cause to suddenly spring into 
existence and "lead the procession." 

I am yours for truth and honesty, F. H. MonA.BT. 

Til inks We Should be SlLot. 
FonT SMITH, ARK., July 24, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: I hav been a reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER 
for six months and I hav come to the con.clusion that I can 
not do without it~ This is the dull season of the year with 
us and money is very scarce. I hav tried to get subscribers, 
but failed to get anything but some very fair promises for 
the future. There are some persons here that like to read 
the paper that think they cannot spare the money at present. 
Then there are others that want to read it that are able to 
pay for it, but they are afraid to subscribe for the paper 
through rear of religious persecution or boycott in business 
by their religious neighbors. Last Sunday I heard a lady 
say that anyone that would read that paper should be taken 
out and shot, and that they should not be allowed Christian 
burial. Such is loving Christianity. I read my papers and 
then place them where they will do the most good, and I 
keep them on the move. My " Pictorial Text-Book " is all 
the time on the go. I think they will hav the deslred effect 
after a while. We hav a good many Freethinkers here, but 
very few of them are willing to admit it openly. If we 
could hav a good lecture here I think there would be a good 
many come out and show their colors. You may consider 
me a committee of one to work for the interest of your 
paper and for the good of the cause. JAMBS O'NEIL. 

WislL to Cut Her Tongue Out. 
LoNE RooK, ORE., .July 20, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will ftnd $5, which you will 
please place to my account with tb.e dear, brave old TRUTH 
SEEKER. It _will pay e.rrearages and giv me one year more 
of intellectual f.easts, a sensible kind of love-feasts; for that 
is what THE TRUTH BEEKER is in our family circle. We 
simply cannot get along without it. I sincerely pity the dear 
friends who want the paper and are not able to pay for it, 
b•1t still more do I pity those who are not capable of appre
ciating a good thing when they see it. 

We hav just had the pleasure of listening to five lectures, 
including the Fourth oration, by Mrs. Mattie P. Krekel. 
She is a Jiine speaker, so earnest and honest. I do not see 
how she could fail to take even the bloody shirt Christians 
by storm. I guess she made some of the said B. 8. species. 
quake in their boots from what I hear. The poor little nar· 
row, contracted Methodist minister located at Prinesville 
remarked that the proper way to deal with her would be to cut 
her tongue out. He was scared by that little unruly member 
that Paul was scared by long, long ago. Oh, but I hope it 
will wag for the next fifty years to come, and by that time 
set lots more of them to jingling. I am well acquainted 
with this little Methodist who is so anxious for roast tongue. 
He used to lie and beg for the glory of God here in Lone 
Rock. He would pray and scream to his Josh to come down 
and take a solemn walk in the congregation and while 
promenading to lay the unbelievers on a long bed of slckness 
and meddle with their digestiv organs and shut off their 
appetite for food. I think his Josh was deaf or was off on 
aome other jamboree. Probably he could not understaad 
him. I know 1 could not tell whether he wanted us to lie 
on a long bed or He on a short one a. long time, and of 
course •f he wanted us all laid on one bed he would want a 
long one. 

You ask me how you could better Tmr TnUTH BEEKER; 
and honestly, I do not see how you could improve it unless 
you would make. it as long again, and then probably you 
would get a chance to put a word edgewise yourself, and I 
should like that, and it would giv Brother Heston more rope, 
and giv more scope for the discussion of all sensible subjects, 
which I am sure ought to interest everybody-and it would 
thus prove the paper to be a genuin TRUTH BEEKER of the 
nineteenth century. 

Please send me some back numbers to use in my mission
ary work, for mine are worn to rags. I will send for some 
tracts and good pamphlets to lend F.oon. I long to read the 
lives or Paine and Eradlaug;h. 

Yours for Freethought, MRS. A.M. CRAWFORD. 

hours is a complete refutation of the denial made by you 
and others that such a thing never occurred in regard to 
Jonall. If you are an honest man you wl.ll now retract all 
that you hav 11aid about the Bible and Mr. Talmage. I 'hope 
you will yet see the error of your way and come to Jesus. 
O.f course, however, you will not dare to publish this 
account, for it would tend to weaken the wicked cause 
espoused by you. Your destination, unless you repent, is 
Hell-an everlasting Hell. Bear that in mind, for a day of 
reckoning must come. 

For Christ's sake, GEo. 8. BROWN. 
A MODERN JONAH. 

James Bartley, of New Bedford, Mllss., who has just 
returned ·from a whaling expedition in the South Atlantic, 
has had a remarkable experience. He is a veritable Jonah, 
having existed for thirty-six hours in the belly of a whale. 

Last February, while engaged with a number of other men 
ot his vessel in harpooning two monstrous whales near the 
Falkland islands, the boat was capsized and the men thrown 
into the water. Before the crew could pick them up, one 
man had been drowned and Butley had disappeared. The 
crew succeeded in killing one of the whales and in a few 
hours the great body was lying on the ship's side and the 
men were l:iusy with axes and spades cutting through the 
flesh to secure the fat; They worked all day, resumed opera
tions the next afternoon, and were soon down to the stom
ach. The workmen were startled while laboring to clear it 
and to fasten the chain about it to discover something 
doubled up in it that gave spasmodic signs of life. The 
vast pouch was cut open and inside was round the missing 
sailor doubled up and unconscious. 

During his brief sojourn in the whale's belly, Bartley's 
skin, where it was exposed to the actio1;1 of the gastric juices, 
underwent a .striking change.· His face and hands were 
bleached to a deathly whiteness, and the skin was wrinkled, 
giving the man the appearance of having been parboiled. 

Bartley atiirms that he would probably hliv lived inside 
his house of flesh until he starved, for he lost his senses 
through fright and not through lack of air. He says that he 
remembers the sensation of fallingJnto the water; then there 
was a fearful rushing sound, wh1c1 he believed to be the 
beating of the water by the whale's tail ; then he was encom
passed by a fearful darkness, and· he felt himself alipping 
along a smooth passage of some sort that seemed to move 
and carry him forward. This sensation lasted but an instant, 
then he felt that he had more room. He felt about him, and 
his hands came in contact with a yielding, slimy substance 
that seemed to shrink from his touch. It flnally dawned 
upon him that he had been swallowed by the whale, and he 
was overcome with horror at the situation. He could breathe 
easily, but the heat was terrible. It was not of a scorching, 
stlfl.ing nature, but it seemed to open the pores of his sktn 
and to draw out his vitality. He became very weak and 
grew sick at his stomach. He knew that there was no hope 
of escape from his strange prison. Death stared him in the 
face, and he tried to look at it bravely, but the ~wful quiet, 
the fearful knowledge of his environments, and the terrible 
heat finally overcame him, and he must hav fainted, for the 
next he remembered was being in the captain's cabln.-8yra. 
cuse Saturday Glo~s. 

Rebnlie to a 1'rnclding Editor. 
WoROKSTKR, Mua, July 22, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : The following correspondence is self. 
explanatory, and, !·think, of sufficient public importance to 
justify me in offering it to the press, as it is a simpie exhibi
tion of the methods and attitude of " Christian " reformers, 
the Times being the Prohibition organ of Massachusetts, and 
the last clause of its ·assistant editor's letter showing that 
its sneeze at my colors came from the bugle of its. chief. 

The same rule that refuses to giv a customer notice of a 
book would bum it and its author also if consistently 
carried out. The prohibition of a u~iversally acknowledged 
evil traffic is one thing, the suppression ' of loyal and 
"sublime" literature i'! quite another. J.P. G. 

. WonORBTER, MAss., July 22, 1891. 
MR. JoHN PRESOOTT GUILD, Dear 8ir: I return to you the 

copy of the "Flag we Float," which I find upon perusal to 
contain some very sublime passages and some very strong 
poin•s; but it assumes t!> be too iconoclastic to permit of a 
notice in the Times, which I had promised you. I regret 
that I made the prom Is without a knowledge of the contents 
of the book. The Times has convictions as well as your
self, and it cannot giv its sanction to the distribution of 
what it considers calculated to work great harm, espectally 
to those who are beginning to think out for themselvs tuc 
problems of God, religion, and lite. Not that true religion has 
anything to fear from a free discussion of all points at isgue 
between the skeptic and the believer, but the ci vlllzed 
world has been so long slave to creed that Liberalism must 
be handled very carefully lest it cause such a reaction to 
itself as will substitute the creed evil with a greater one
that of no creed at all. By and by the pendulum will come 
to a rest at the golden mean of truth. 

Understand, please, that in these latter observations I 
speak only for myself. 

0. M. DONALDSON, Aesista.nt Editor Times. 
VBRMONT HousE, WonoKSTRR. MAss . July 25, 1891. 

0. M. DoNALDSON. A~sfstant Editor Times, Dear 8ir: 
In returning my" Flag," with withdrawal of promis to 
notice, you assume too much of the spirit of the Spanish 
Inquisition to be regarded as a good reprcsentativ of Ameri
can principle. You hav, by acknowledging my little book 
to contain "sublime passages" nnd" strong points," proven 
yourself not to be so big a bnoby as you might hav been, 
but by refu@ing it the courtesy of a newspaper notice be
cause you do not agree with nll its conclusions and inferences 
you misjudge your own offi::e, that of presenting to the 
public what is current, either with or without your 
" sanction" or censure. Every editor that is fit to flnger a 
quill has "convictions" of his own, and one or them should 
be to giv a fair show to other people's ·honest thoughts, 
especially when they are "strong" and "sublime," defiant 
of wrong and triumphant in truth. Your backward course 
must hav been decided upon without much" consideration." 
Certainly the half hour you may hav taken to glance over my 
address much less tit ted you to judge of its import and popular 
effect than the half-score years or study by its author de
voted to its preparation. 

I am acquainted. wlth literature of every class, from the 
fish story of Jonah to Jack and the Beanstalk, from the 
laws of Confucius to the last Congressional Record, and I do 

Dear Sir: The inclosed newspaper slip relativ to the not know of anything more suitable to put in the hands of 
imprisonment of a sailor in a whale's belly for thirty-six, those "beginniog to think" than my exposition of "Ameri-

Scriptural Liars Equaled by Journalistic. 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS 1 July 28; 1891. 

To TilE BLASPHEMOUS EDITOR OF THE TRUTH BEEKER: 
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can.princlple," which aims to emancipate the mind from 
thralldom of fraudulent authority. Its topic is not " relig
ion" but politics, and if you do. not know that the American 
government was built without regard to the ghosts or the 
Gods, your echool-books hav been too defectiv and your 
teachers too derelict. I do not know why the believer In 
what nobody can find out and what contravenes all com
mon sense should affect to ignore and despise the skeptic 
who has every reason to doubt, or why he should 
insult the philosopher who pusents scientific · demon
stration and cogent reasoning to substantiate his prop
ositions, which are made for the dlgnlfication of 
manhood. The gospel of Liberalism should be 
distributed broadcast, for it can work nothing but good and 
will make many begin to tt.ink who never had a thought· 
before in all their priest. ridden lives. There is nothing 
against the cause of theological creed so great as the fact 
which you fear of reaction and relapse to moral obliquity on 
~be credulist's learning that he has been duped. Therefore, 
1n plying the iconoclastic hammer of logic against the "creed 
evil" I am always careful to put In place of the false idol the 
living form of truth pedestaled on the immovable rock of eter. · 
nal principle which needs not. the rod of Aaron to prop it, the 
miter of Peter to cap it,nor the type of the times to" sanction" 
it. The "pendulum" of prejudice may swing as it will and 
''rest" where it can, the truth abides the asme and it is the 
worse for those who do not find it. You say you speak for 
yourself alone, and your youthfulness and Inexperience shall 
bd your excuse. While infants mount editors' chairs the 
press will Fqueeze out drivel. " When ba.bes sit in the lap 
of philosophy there will be hope for the world." · 

J OBN PRRBOOTT GUILD. 

"Slwuld We Hav a Day of Rest~" Refuted. 
BLOOMDALE, 0., July 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I see in THE TRUTH BEEKER of July 25th an 
article entitled, 11 Should We Hflv a Day of Rest?" by one Mr. 
H. Stites. He starts out saying that it is not a very pleasant 
position for one to be in when he is forced to disagree with the 
great majority o! those with whom he is associated in the great 
reform movement of the day, and says that is his lot on the 
Sunday question. Well, I would just say that I feel sorry 
for anyone if he gets caught in his own trap, for the very 
thing that Chrbtianlty rests on to-day is the observance of 
every seventh day, which is of Christian origin, and he says 
we Freethinkers should be careful In advocating the aboli
tion of Sunday laws. Now, that is the very argument the 
Christians present in support of their Christian dogmas. He 
seems to think that wage-workers are th·e only ones that 
should be accommodated, whether they hav a family or not, 
::>r whether they would spend the day in some place of amuse. 
ment. Now, I would say that when we advocate the 
abolition of Sunday laws we should preseilt the question in 
its true llght. I say that if Mr. Stites is so well satisfied 
with the Sunday laws as they are he had better remain in 
the Christian ranks, for he is on the wrong side of the fence 
to produce ihat kind of argument, because the compulsory 
observance of Sunday is the chief corner-stone of Chris
tianity. 

He fails to take Into account how many there are that are 
In pursuits on their own account, that do not employ help, 
who would work if they had plenty of work to do, and rest 
and recreate when work was slack, but he would compel 
those to lie Idle one-eeventh of the time, no matter how 
much they mlght bav to do, and how necessary it might be 
to be done. 

He also speaks of liberty. Now, what is there in liberty 
to compel us to abstain from our industrial pursuits one
seve\th of the time? 
A~ to its b3ing essential to the human race to hav every 

eeventh day for rest, would it not also be essential for the 
horse or other animal that h!!-S to perform labJr to be turned 
loose on that day for rest and recreation, because they are 
similarly physically constituted ? 

As for the wage-earner's necessity to hav every seventh 
day e-ff from his regular vocation, it is not a fact, because he 
only puts in ten (and a great many eight) hours out of the 
twenty.four, so in the latter ca.se he has two-thirds of 
every day for rest and recreation, and !f every day was at 
libcr:y· to be used, the hours of labor might be reduced 
to seven or six instead of ten or eight, and In slack times 
(which occur always) they-could get a day or a week off If 
they so wished. 

And further, to abolish Sunday lawa does not prohibit 
anyone from stopping their business every seventh day, if 
they eo wish. 

He says: "Yon say to the laborer, We:.intend to abolish 
Sunday law a and· allow men to work, and mills and fac
tories to run, every day in the week alike, and nine out of 
ten would oppose you." There Ia no doubt that they would 
if It was presented In the way he presents it. But present it 
in its true light, showing liberty and justice to all, and I 
think there wouid not be much opposition to the abolition 
of Sunday Jaws. 

and, as he says, make that day j~st what reason and com- I The fir~t article under "Notes and Clippings" in the 
mon sense teach it should be. DAN W:rnRLAND. issue of July 4th says that Herbert Spencer declares that he 

Chapter froiD. a Struggling Freethinker's Lift>. 
0LIV.B: BRANOH, Miss., July 25, E.M. 291. 

Mx. EDlTOR: Beneath a shady tree that shelters me from 
noonday's heat, amid a shower of sunbeams that kiss the 
boughs and linger lovingly upon the grassy sward, I sit with 
pen in hand and ink hard liy to enjoy the matchless splen
dor of a beauteous summer day. 

Old Nature wears her costliest robes, her coolest breezes 
blow, and shadows chase each other fast across the open lea; 
and still I prosy feel. and sad, for such is life and nature's 
will, when sunbeams fall there also shadows come and go. 
Here by me beneath the cooling shade are all love's strongest 
ties-a wife as pure as violets~ two children like two tender 
vines that cling around the mother oak. I love my wife, 
and only those who love can know the picture I would paint. 
She is my anchor and my all. The church may heap upon 
my head the dregs of slander's slimy fluid, friends may for
sake and foes despise and Ignorance malign, but with her 
bosom bared to the storm, a shrine for virtue, a tomb for 
every fault of mine, she stands a heroin amid the fury of 
the storm and says, " Though the streams of his life may at 
nature's will flow through quagmires and dash against the 
reefs of wrong, its source is as pure and clear as any bub
bling spring." She is a Christian. She prays for me. And 
I hav answered every prayer but one. My reason, once set 
free, can nevermore crouch trembling between the narrow 
walls of Christian creeds. I am at 'present in disrepute and 
she is grieved. I hav been to Sunday-school again, and, 
bearding lions in their dens, hav given out two scores of 
tracts to boys and girls in tender teens. And I hav been 
more wicked still. We had a lyceum, you know, and now 
the lyceum is no more. I wa9 accused of actually delivering 
four " Infidel" lectures before the club and shamming them 
off for debates on subjects like wine and war. And I hav 
been more wicked still. 'Tis said that when the "dear pas. 
tor" came to squelch in his address "The 'Infidel's' blae
phemous vaporings," I was there and stood right up and 
spoke right out until his beloved wits were quite benumbed. 
They say that when he said that " Infidelity is hypocrisy" I 
told him plainly that disbelief arose from honest doubt, and 
that amid the honest doubters were men of hearts more pure 
" than ever stood between the pulpit's narrow curve." And 
I hav been more wicked still. I hav been lending books to 
the deacon's boys, and the deacon's faithful wife has written 
me a note which runs somewhat like this: "Mr, --, Sir: 
Knowing that you understand fully our religious belief, I 
must say I was somewhat surprised to find two of your 
books in ---- trunk. I herewith return them, and 
if you ever send any more of your sacrilegious profanity 
here again I will unhesitatingly burn it, and seek protection 
from some other source. I had much rather you would 
teach a boy of mine to steal a horse than to believe that the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ is a myth." This kindly note, 
like the "holy writ," was without a date or slgt~ature, or 
even an amen. Across the back of this inspired epistle 
I wrote : " Mr. or Mrs. -- (I don't know which): 
Whether your note is kind. and becoming or not I leave to 
your cool consideration. As for me, only one favor
don't blame your son. He was not to blame." This 
lady writes good notes. Here is an extract from 
one written to me about three years ago : " Dear 
-- : 'Tis Sabbath morn, and a peaceful calm rests like a 
holy benediction upon all nature. All are gone to church 
but me. The pastor said last Sunday that while the men 
were going· to church the women were left at home to bake 
the pies, and from this task to-day I snatch a moment to 
write to you. When I heard that Judge B. was sending you 
to school I thanked God for such men as Judge B. and for 
such boys as -- --. I trust that God intends to 
make of you a Spurgeon or a J; R. Graves. But one thing 
sure. Whatever work he has chosen for you, he has given 
you ability to make it a success." I will thank him for that. 
I hav decided to turn my little battery against his own cita
del, and now that he has given me the ability to make it a 
success, look out, ye dweller of the skies. 

And now, dear friends and readers, I will close these 
broken remarks. The sun has walked around. to where he 
can see me in the face, and I cannot much longer stand his 
glaring looks. I hav had the lines pull hard upon me this 
year, and my crop has been ruined by overflows. I hav 
been applying myself steadily for some time, and would 
be much pleased to secure a few lectures in Tennessee, 
Arkansas, or Mississippi for the summer.· Please let me 
hear from you, friends. My terms will be easy, quite. I 
want to tind what I can do, and if you will aid me you will 
aid our cause. "GRAY," Box 92, Olive Branch, Mies. 

has lost faith in the rationality of men because conclusiv 
proofs do not change beliefs. It was Spencer's " Biology" 
and "First Principles" that first lifted the clouds of 
superstition from my poor enervated mind. Then came 
Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, and othtlt'B. What a sense of 
intellectual freedom and strength grew within me _as the 
key of science began to unlock to my enraptured mind the 
mysteries of the universe I These masters gave me worlds 
upon worlds, ages upon ages! Dear masters, what does it 
matter to us if some people, or most people, do not or can 
not see the demonstrated verities, and comprehend the 
necessary conclusions ? 

Now I understand how the love of life becomes so strongly 
developed in all creatures. A race of suicides could not be 
perpetuated; and those individuals having the strongest 
love and care for life would survive longest and leave be
hind the most numerous progeay. So the love of life 
becomes the strongest sentiment, making the timid brave 
in its defense. This has led the human imagination to build 
up a fanciful existen.ce beyond the grave. As long as we 
love life, and all that makes life a pleasure, we will-cling to 
this drenm, even after we know it to be but a dream. At 
first sight of our destiny it appears to us as " a terrific and 
overwhelming calamity," and no wonder that we " would 
vouchsafe to this irreparable loss the decencies of mourn
ing" (Gladstone, " Order of Creation," p. 40). Without 
claiming it as a great merit I confess to being a fellow
mourner with "England's Grand Old Man." We are all 
built that way. It is the very tenure by which we obtain 
and retain life that we should prize it and bewail its loss. 
Yet may not philosophy offer us better consolation for our 
bereavement than "!as ever invented by faith or· fiction? 

Lo, on a narrow neck of land 
'Twixt two unbounded seas we stand, 
Yet how insensible. 

Before us stretches the eternity of the tutwre, and if we 
are not to be "in it," we all feel that It is an irreparable loss; 
behind us lies the eternity of the past and we all know we 
were not in it, and yet we feel no concern, or any sense of 
loss whatever. In fact, we congratulate ourselvs that our 
lives did not fall in any part of it but in the better present. 
But why is it not, just as reasonable to go into "the 
"decencies of mourning " because we were not present to 
hear the stellar anthem at creation's dawn? Simply, as I 
think, because we are built that way. Our eyes to weep 
with are set in front, and they come to be eet that way 
because if by any accident they had got Into the back of the 
head we would not hav come forward into existence at 
all; we would hav gone backward Into extinction of being. 
This love of life may sustain the race In an endless existence, 
but the individuals do die. That is to us a sad fact. I do 
not remember ever having heard or read this idea of a loss 
of a past eternity of existence considered and compared 
with the idea of a loss of an eternity of future existence. It I 
am an original raving fool, can't somebody lift my hair and Jet 
light in there ? · 

Now, against the theory of a. preexistent intelligent 
creator I hav what I consider a conclusiv argument. Like
wise I hav never heard nor seen It ; yet I am aware that 
there is scarcely anything original in this age but original 
sin, and we are said to get even that "second-hand." 
Here is my argument: If God created all things, then before 
he created anything there was nothing to think about. To 
think about nothing is not to think at all. Thinga are the 
necessary elementary foundation of all intelllgence. Hence 
an infinit vacuum could not furnish an intelligent God or 
anything. The microcosm is the result of the m11crocosm. 
The outer world is necessary to the inner world. The 
creation must" precede thought, intellfgence; or we must 
abandon the theory of a ere a tion, the exlstence of a veritable 
material universe, altogether. To substitute a pr€cxlstent 
homogeneous matter at creation's dawn-coexistent with 
God-does not help the Theist out; for an infinit homo
geneous mass is just as impossible material for wisdom's 
house as is an infinit vacuum- neither more nor less. Even 
if we suppose that the eternal elementary matter was, be
fore the creativ act, not absolutely 1

' void and without 
form," but was in that self-sustained, formativ condition of 
crude, unrelated parts to which the name chaos has been 
given, the resulting inte!ligence of this assumed creator 
must be of the same confused, chaotic character. Perhaps 
I hav not put my. thought in its best form of expression, but 
it seems to me to be of tbat kind that Spencer would call 
"conclusiv proof." If it Is not I cannot see why it ia not. 

He says it is necessary, if we hav a day of rest, that it be An Enjoyable Chat. 

Your paper is all right. I like the whole business-even 
to Peck's peccable pecks; let him peck away. What an 
invincible Iconoclast I What a perfect tornado of destructiv 
argument I Then there is Heston I We just can't enjoy 
good health if you leave his pictures out. Then such 
weighty matter as Boynton, Priestly, and others contribute 
give us intellectual strength. Th"l "ChildreR'B Corner" we 
greatly prize, and as a father of several young Freethinkers 
I wish to emphasize my deep appreciation of this depart. 
ment. The "Letters from Friends " must add much to 
the popularity of the paper. They are good reading, and I 
think you get them in about right. Giv the politicians 
some room-not too much. Let in well-written articles of 
all kinds, no matter how wild in theory. Prohibition is a 
disastrous failure in Iowa and a demoralizing and costly ex. 
periment. I am a total abstainer (without pledge), but an 
anti-Prohibitionist. We will repeal the law with a rush in 
Iowa. But giv both sides a chance. Even let the Christian, 
if he can write well, hav hl3 little say. We aren't afraid of 
anything. Some papers are spoiled with too much " cult
ure," others are decidedly coarse and out of decent taste. 

one day in seven, and that one day be observed by all. IRWIN, !A., July 4, 1891. 
Now, why should it be one in seven? Could it not just as MR. EoiTOR: Our paper suits me so well that no advan. 
well be one in six or one In eight, ten. or twelve, or any tageous chan~~:e appears possible. I certainly do not mean to 
other number? Now, the Eeventh-day business smacks too Indorse everything that it contains; not even all of the 
much of Christianity, and be speaks of making every editorials. Some rubbish is to be expected where everyone 
seventh day a legal holiday in which all men must quit is permitted to express his own views in his own way. 
work and shut down their mills and close up their stores. Even the greatest thit~kers are not always at their best, and 
Now, he ought to know that we hav other legal holidays sometimes there is a streak of sophistry runniEg its opaque 
which are mostly observed, but there Is no law that says you lines right into the very heart of an article that, as a whole, 
shall not work on those days, but on the other hand it says is instructiv. 
you cannot be compelled to work on such holidays if you do What has become of McArthur? I do think that hls 
not see fit; and in some cases you are allowed pay if you effort to prove that dead folks liv, or "a life beyond the 
do not work on that day. grave," was just as complete and ridiculous a failure as hls 

Now, as to the disposition of the Sunday question, if previous articles on the Roman Catholic religion were solid 
the people want every eeventh day as a day of rest -and successes. I miss him and wish that he would " come back 
recreation, make it a legal holiday, the same as other legal again." If he be dead his coming back sho.uld be with such 
holidays, so that people can spend the day as they choose; I power and demonstration as to produce conviction. . "Our paper" is just about 0. K. J. K. P. BAKER • 
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.!ltliUG by Miss Sus.lli H. Wo:oa, l'all 
fll•w, JJ£tJU., to wnom ali Oommuttlcatflm,sJOJ
hia Oor?llf' alaou!d Tu IMC. 

" Between the dark and the d&Yllllht. 
When lihe nia'M Ia beginning to lower, 

Oolnes a pause in the daY'S ocoupationl 
That fa known a.s the Children'~ Hour." 

The Wind and the Flowers. 
Onoe a. breeze ran out a.-moaning, 

And threw herself into the stream, 
And the prairie 11owers. in dewY showers, 

Cams oalling as in a dream ; 
Softly, tearfully, haunting the dells, 
W1th a. voiae that sang like lone farewells. 

And every o'ond a•~r the wheat field 
Dropped down on the nasa and wept, 

Where blooms ltke the suu their yellow silk 
spun, 

Then o'lt on tile Prairies slept; 
Entreattn~ them a.a a. motber might 
WhOse children were lost in the dews at 

night. 
N> M'\y-apple thruat her parasol 

Into tbe h J!towa of shining sand, 
8 J.e neve~ a.~ le ~at left her hlm&e in the east, 

To dwell on; in a desert land; 
But the sky spread a. tent o'er the ftowers 

asleep, 
And the braaze oama up from the ocean to 

WP.ep. 

The lark sang into the midnight. 
I listened, for I was alone, 

A'>i I b~a.·d ttja u.in at the window pane, 
Like a. misty iarment blown, 

Till I arie-l, while the wind blew out of the 
west: 

"Would all of mY own were here in the nest." 
MARY BAIRD FINOJI. 

My Last Game of Ball. 
A PIONIO STORY. 

Not more than half a dozen years ago a 
social party was got together and plans com
pleted for spending a day in the country. A 
very pretty semi-private park near Flushing, 
L. 1., was selected, a ff!w pieces of music 
hired, and it was settled by the committee of 
arrangements tb.at toward the cool of the 
evening we should hav a game of our glori
ous national pastime, baseball. I was unani
mously chosen as a member of one of the 
contesting nines. "I shall not even think of 
it," I declared emphatically. "I don't know 
a home run frpm a strike, and- besides that I 
am altogether too near-sighted. I could not 
hit the ball unless I used a foot-wide piece of 
timber.'' "That's all right," rejoined my 
friend. "We're all in the same boat. There 
isn't a decent player In the party with the ex. 
ception of George Vincent, and we'll keep 
him in the background as much as possible. 
I'll see it lc!ln't hav you made the left fielder. 
There is little or nothing to do there, and you 
will hav an elega.nt chance to show off before 
the ladies." That last inducement was too 
great to be resisted, and so in an evil moment 
I yielded. In due season the- momentous 
day rolled around, and a.n ideal day it was 
-cool, clear, and crisp. In fact, as one of 
he party somewhat tritely said, if it had been 

made to order it could not hav been better. 
Well, we all boarded the cars bright and 
early in the morning and rode out to the 
grove, intent on having a long, jolly day in 
he country. There was about two score of 

umpire decided that I was "sate," and had calls became hushed and players and audi 
made a home-run, how the spectators did ence waited in silence to see the magnificen 
applaud I Trying hard not to puff like a play. Everybody got ready to applaud, not 
grampus, and putting on my shoes, which even excepting our opponents. Probably I 
the ubiquitous Sammy Looker brought to was the coolest man on the field. I had not 
me, I strolled over to where my young lost the slightest jot or tittle of my nerve. I 
lady friend was standing as though it was a was positiv that I would catch that ball. I 
very Commonplace thing indeed fot me to was aliiO positiv that l would recei\fe a 
make a home-run. She met me with a face stornt ot applause, and remember thtnking 
beami~g with joy. "0h1 Mr. Rousseau, how pleased my !air companion would tlie 
you play magnificently, you do, really. You l braced myself firmly on my feet, and kep 
know how 1 dote on the game, and if our my glass. aided eyes on the sphere all it caml! 
club ·loses it will spoil the picnic for :tn.e." tearing tll.rough the air like a runaway comet 
I then remembered that she was a good deal "Get back, there,'' r·cried again. "This 
of a "crank "on baseball, and thanked my is my ball." Straight as a plummet the ball 
lucky stars I had acquitted myeel! eo credit- came down into my hands. 

"Gig lamps," "Specsy," etc. My size, or 
rather want of size, also came in for unfavor
able comment, and such remarks as " Ah, 
there, skimiy," "Anti-fat," and "Hello, 
lathy," were numerous. I tried hard not to 
lose my temper, but I confess to being some
what Irritated, and so, when the ball came 
within striking distance, I made a strike at it 
that would ha\' knocked It nearly out of 
sight If I had hit it. tJnfortunately the 
"stick" did not come within two feet of it, 
and the force of my blow whirled me around 
like a teetotum. ln a mad endeavor to 
recover my equilibrium I lost It entirely and 
tell on my head, thereby smashing a pair of 
gold-bowed eyeglasses. A loud laugh fol
lowed this exhibition of ball-playing, and 
with a heart full of bitterness I picked Up 
the bat again, after putting on another pair 
of glasses. The second ball was sent in, and 
if the pitcher intended to hit me he made a.n 
excellent shot. It did hit me just below the 
belt and with a grunt and a gasp I doubled 
up. There was another roar of laughter, 
and I was advised to use pain killer and St. 
Jacob's oil. 

ably. Sammy Looker also beamed with joy. * * * * * * * 
For some reason he regarded me as his And straight ~s a plummet it went through 
protege, and if it had been himself that made them and_ hit me a terrific bang on my some 
the home-run, he could not hav been more what prominent nose. I don't know how 
pleased. He gave it as his unbiased opinion many stars hav been discovered in infinit 
that 1 was a corker, and would do even space, but I am almost sure I saw all of them 
more wonderful things before the game was at once. The yells and shrieks of laughter 
ended. 'l'hat boy must hav been inspired. were almost deafening. l jnmped hastily to 
At all events he was the truest prophet I my feet and commenced looking for my eye 

. Disdaining any reply, I picked up the bat 
for the third time and struck at the fast
approaching ball. By some miraculous 
chance I caught it full and fair on the end of 
the bat. There was a yell of applause and I 
started like mad for the first base. My 
myopia kept me from seeing the ball, but 
when our captaifi shouted, " Come home, 
come home," I gritted my teeth and made a 
desperate effort to run a little faster. Be
fore I got to first, my cap flew off. Shortly 
after one of my shoes -did the same and 
dropped down on my uncovered head. It 
dropped pretty hard, too. 

I was getting very warm and tired and con
cluded that when I reached second I would 
stop and take a much needed rest, but the 
captain and the rest of the " Winners" (the 
name 0f our nine) were yelling like fiends 
for me to " Keep it up," "Put on more 
steam!" "A home run, Ed!" "Run faster, 
Ed, all the girls are looking at you!" I was 
completely winded and a stitch in my side 
seemed to be killing me, but what genuln 
ball. player cares for such trifles a11 those? I 
went puffing and panting past second with 
the screams and applause of the entire 
party filling my ears. Just as I passed third 
my other shoe sailed up in the air. As 
though guided by a malevolent spirit, it also 
came down on my head fully as hard as the 
first one had. Paying no attention to it, how. 
ever, in my excitement, I let myself out for 
the home base in my stocking feet. "Make 
room there!" shouted the crowd. "Look 
out for the locomotiv !" "R')well on his las' 
lap!" "That fellow'll run clean into Sufi ,lk 
county," etc. By a second miracle I reached 
the goal just a trifle ahead of the ball, which, 
however, caught up with me and struck me 
squarely in the small of the back. As the 
center-fielder had thrown it with all his might 
from quite a long distance it aeslsted -me ma. 
terially in getting there, though I was no 
way grateful for the assistance. The race 
being so very close, the crowd had advised 
me_ to slide in. This I did, much to the 
damage of my knee-breeches. I forgot to 
mention that both nines wore very gorgeous 
uniforms. Ours wore bright-blue knee
breeches and low.cut shoes. The shirts 
matched the stockings in color, which 
were maroon and had a gigantic " W" in 
front. Altogether our " get-up" was like 
the darky who painted himself sky-blue, 
"neat, but not gaudy." OJ.r opponents 
were somewhat similarly attired, the main 
difference being in the shirts, which were 
buff and had a. monogram. '·'G. T.'' worked in 

evet met. glasses. These were so bent as to be worse 
Well, the_ game continued with varying than useless, and by the time I had put on 

fortunes until the fifth inning. In that inning my last remaining pair the three men on the 
a "red-hot" one came sailing through the bases had leisurely walked in, and the batter 
air toward me. I danced around like a made a home run. Consequently the "Win 
pea on a griddle, and after catching the ball, ners" were the losers, and the '' Get Tb.erets,,. 
not knowing what to do with it, I held it in to speak slangily," got there." The cap
my hands. The captain excitedly asked me tain came over and told me sorrowfully that 
whY in confusion I didn't send in that ball, in spite of his warnings l had lost my 
so I made a terrific throw toward home-base nerve. I also heard the voice of Sammy 
to put out a "Get There," who was rushing Looker loudly inquiring " ir anybody had 
in from third. It I had sent the ball thirty ever seen such a duffer as that four-eyed 
feet nearer to the catcher he might possibly bloke," while right behind me, shaking with 
hav caught it. As it was it came to a " short mirth, was a motherly-looking old country
stop" on Sammy Looker's waistcoat, catch- dame who "swanned to gracious that that 
ing him between "wind. and weather," and •ere city dood was as good as a circus for 
he was kept so busy sniveling for the rest fun." My nose was swollen and bleeding, I 
of the game he had no time to devote to me. had two pair of broken eye-glasses· to hav 
Naturally my hard work began to tell on me, mended, and my fair companion, vexed with 
and in consequence of a feeling as if half my_ what she called my clownishness, treated me 
ribs were dislocated, I struck out pretty with a marked degree of frigidity. Do you 
much all the time after that, -but a.s I had wonder, gentle reader, that that was my last 
plenty of company in that sort of thing, I did game of ball ? EDwARDS Roussuu. 
not mind it very much. The score at this Brooklyn, N. Y. 
time was even, and the game being so close ================== 
the interest, of course, was intenslfl.ed. In EvolUtl• OD Serl·es. 
all such games the scores are absurdly high, 
and so, at the beginning of the ninth inning, 
we had twenty.seven runs to our credit, and 
our opponents twenty-fl. ve. It they suc
ceeded in getting two runs, the game would 
be tied. If we could only " Chicago" them, 
the game would be ours. If tbey got three 
runs the game would not be ours. Our captain, 
trembling with excitement, implored us all 
to keep perfectly calm and collected, and 
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under no circumstances to loEe our nerve. SCIENCE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE, 
"Keep your nerve," he warned us at least 
three dozen times. We all promised to re. 
tain that inestimable possession and indi
vidually and collectivly resolv.ed to die 
before we parted with it. The first ball 
struck dropped plump into the ready hands 
of the pitcher, who sent it whizzing to first
base to head cff the batter. The baseman 
caught it as handily as the pitcher had. 
Result, one man out; no runs. 'I'he second 
striker sent a " daisy cutter" over toward 
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William Durham, F.R.S.E. • 

II. ASTRONOMY, SuN.MooN, STABS, ETO. By Will· 
iam Durham, F.R.S.E. 

These handY series of volumes on soienoe-of 
which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
oannot fail to make them interesting to even tbe 
most oasual reader. TheY supply a popular need. 

The prioa of eaoh is 50 cents in cloth. 

''WHY" 
clilnter.field and before the ball was fielded I speciallY want 500 orders for books within the 
in succeeded in reaching second. However, next three months. 
it did not do him much good, as, thought- Friends wil\ please send stamp for circulars and 
lessly stepping off the base a foot or two, the ELMINAw::llE SL~NKER, 
baseman-who had the ball in his hand- t-lnoWVille, Va. 
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us-twenty gentlemen and an equal number 
of ladies-each of the latter having a male 
escort. We took It for granted that our 
party would be about the only witnesses ot 
the game, but therein we b:ad reckoned with
out our host, or rather our host's son, Sammy 
Looker, the grove-owner's twelve.year old 
son. Tba.t young gentleman had busied him
self for some days previous in telling the 
neighbors for mUes around all about us, and 
the result was that when the game was called 
we had a. more or less critical audience of at 
least half a thousand to watch our perform
ance. He also took almost inl:l.nit pains to 
point the writer out as an ex-member of the 
New York League Club temporarily out of 
an evga~tement. ·Naturally, I became the 
center of attraction, the shining star of the 
occasion, so to speak, and great things were 
expected of me. I happened to be the last 
batter of the nine, and as our players knew 
about as much of the game as I did, i.e., 
almost nothing, they were put out in ding. 
dong order. At the close of tlie third inning 
I took my place at the home plate and picked 
up the bat 11s though it were an old-time 
friend. Candor compels me to confess that 
the remarks of the spectators could by no 
possibility be construed as flattering. Being 
exceeaingly short- sighted, I am under the 
inconvenient necessity of wearing glasses, 
11nd a. number of the onlookers referred to me 
in dietlnctly audible tones as "Four eyes," 

front, the " G. T ." standing for "Get There.'' 
The band was of the curbstone species. Its 
repertoire was exceedingly limited, consist
ing in fact of but one piece, ''Save My 
Mother's Picture from the Sale,;• at that time 
the song or the day. Still, new though it 
was, it began to pall upon us after we had 
heard it a dozen or more times, and gently 
assuring the leader that I would surely 
save the picture fro;n the sale and every 
other disaster that threatened it, I ventured 
to ask him if he could not play something 
new. " Dot vas noo," he replied. "Dot vas 
the ladest oud. Vat you want anyhow, Ital
ian obera from a Dutch band ?" This intel
tectual gem was considered altogether too 
good to be wasted on a nativ American bar. 
barian, and so with much gesticulation and 
guffa.wing he spread it out for the admiration 
of hie fellow- music-murderers; the immediate 
result being that I was stared at as though I 
were a weird and wondrous beiPg from an
other planet. 

tapped him on the shoulder and demanded 
judgment. Of course the umpire had to 
declare the man out. The " Winners" were -
still ahead. The next three strikers got 
their bases by careful play, and this left all 
the bases filled. At this critical juncture 
the captai.n again implored us in sobbing 
accents not to lose our nerve. We took a 
second deep breath and re resolved to die 
before we would do that. The next man at 
the bat eent a beautiful ball up into the air, 
and I felt sure from the oirection it took it 
was" mine." I was never more self-possessed 
in my life. ln fact, I was so sure of catching 
that ball that I had no chance to get nervous. 
"Now, then, left. field, that's yours." ''Don't 
muff, left-field," was yelled at me from all 
side&, while clear and distinct over all the 
tumult rose the agonized voice of the cap
tain beseeching me not to lose my nerve. Of 
course the " G. T.'s" shrieked and screamed 
in an effort to make me lose it, but my equa-
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nimity was too strong and sublime to be Ch 1 B dl h 
infl.llenced by anything so small as that. ar es ra aug 
"Bay, fallers, didn't I tell yer:he was a corker? 
Just watch hi.m grab that ball in regular 
professional style," yelled Sammy Looker,· 
who had stopped sobbing in his excitement. 
"Get back, there," I shouted. "Get back. 
Don't crowd me! Give me room I'' They 
all gave me plenty of room. The cries ~nd 
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A.M. Driscoll, 78§- Front st., Worcester. 
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B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 4611. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Ceit ave., 

Grand Rapids. 
C. Holton &Co .. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Rei!, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

KISSOURI. . 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Loui1. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 
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J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 

. John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 
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DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years' standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and every disease 01 

the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancfr that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

The Modern Science hsayid 
'l'en Cents Each. 

1, HERBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and 
l!.hiloliophy. By Mr. DANIEL G:SEENLJWI 
THOMPSON. 

ll; CHARLES ROBERT DARWIN: His lite, works, 
and in1luence. By Rev. JOHN W. CHADWIOX. 

S. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
.l:low suns and worlds come into being. By 
Mr. GAliBET P. BEBvrss. 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5. EVOL!JTION Oil' VEGETAL LIFE : How llfe 
beg~ns. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTs. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RossiTER 
RAYMOND. 

7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. RoBEBT G. EooLEs. 

9. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. BYJAMEsA.Sxn.
ToN. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNEY 
SJJn>soN. · 

11. EVOLUTION OF .MORALS. By D:s. LEWis 
G. JANES. 

Ill. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. :By NELsoN 0. 
PARSHALL. 

13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By JOHN W. OHADWIOX. 

14. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
HoYT NICHOLS. 

15. THE EFFECTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
ss Lafayette Plaee, New York. 

DID MAN· FALL? 
The Location and Topography o! the Gar. 

den of Eden &. Fact. • 
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT? 

$~,000 REWARD. 
:By ISRAEL W. GROH, Author of "Is the God 

of I11rae1 the True God t" 
Paper, 10 cents. 

The Candle from Under the Bushel 
(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy: 
And for the Consideration of Others. 

Imtructiu, Interesting,· ana Laughable. 
BY WILLIAM HART. 

Price, 50 cents. 

SELF-CONTR.A.DICTIONS 
OF 

THE BIBLE. 
144 PROPOSITIONS, Theological, Moral, His· 

· torical, and Speoulative, eaoh proved af
firmatively and negatively b:v quotations from 
scripture, without comment; embodying the mnst 
palpable and striking self-contradictionll of tne 
ao-called inspired word of God. 

By W. H. BUB:s. 72 pages. Price, 15 cents, 

D.ANIEL THE DRE.AMER. 
BY A. HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents, 

Specimen of The Bible. Esther . 
BY A. HoLYOAKE· 

Price, 10 cents • 
---·----------------------
Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce. 

BY A. HoLYOAKE. 
Price, 10 cents . 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

LIBERTY .AND MOR.ALITY. 
BY M.D. CONWAY. 

Price, 5cents. 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD. 
BY A. L. RAWSON • 

Price, 10 cent!!. 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w. s. BELL. 

Price, 10 cents. 

If You Take A. way My Religion 
What Will You Give Me Insteadl 

SISTER LUCY 
A'ND 

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES. 
As TO NEw HALL CoNVENT. 

And a Few Words on Auricular Confession• 
Price, 10 cents. 

POSITIVIST CALENDAR. 
.Ea.oh day and month of the year being named 

after the great benefactor.s of tbe race, 
· whose portra1ts are g1ven. In· 

stituted by Aug. Comte. 
Cards, 11x14; printed on both sides, 25 cents; 'ln 

two cards, 35 cents. 

'FALSE CLAIMS 
OF THE OHUROII. 

J; E. REMBBUBG. 
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, '15 cents, 

BIBLE TEMPERANCE 
Liquor-Drinking Commended, 

fended, and EnJoined by 
the Bible. 

By E. c. wALKER. 
10 cents. 

De-

ECONOMIC EQUITIEP. 
A. Oo:m>END oF THE NaTURAL Laws oJt 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 
.EXCHANGE. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, 25 cents. 

Science and Theology. 
ANOIENT ANJJ MOJJEBN. 

By J. A. FROUDE. 
Price, 211 aenfnil. 

Ingersoll on McGlynn. 
8a., 300. per dozen, $2 per ! 00. 

LAY SERMON. 
On the Labor Question. 

By R.. G. INGEIUOLL. 
Price, 5 ceuts ; 50 cents per do~.; $1 for 25. 

-
ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S 

OPJININfJ BP..E..EOH TO THH JURY 
in the suit of the 

Banker•' and Merchants' Tele• 
~rraph Compan)'" 

H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 

FORCE AND MATIER; A PL;,;:·;~::~;EISM 
:COR, a 

against the 
Western Union. Telegraph Company 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE STAGE AHD THE PULPIT. J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
8. J . .Kin~~:.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 803 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
1. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
W. Smith, 329 Superior st., Cleveland. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

ORBGON. . 
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis. 
C. H. Wilcox, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 

PBNNSYLV ANIA.. 
Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Lon~ord, 1106 Leopard st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk.Du Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
RHODE ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H-gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBX.A.S. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
A. Chapman, 227 E. Houston st., Ban Antonio. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
J. Jackson, Dallas. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 

UTA.H. 
James Ashman, Salt Lake City. 
John A. Jost, Ogdeh. 
R:enry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W~ Wilkinson, Logan. 

WASHINGTON TBRRITORY, 
Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
Geo. Funk, 909 Pacific ave., Tacoma. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freeinont. 

liNG LAND. 

Principles o:f tile Natural Order 
:;or the Univertile, Wttll a Sys

tem or Morality Based 
.,;;::-.;.;; The:eon. 

BY PROFESSOR LUDWIG BUCHNER, M.D. 
CONTENTS: 

Force and. Matter, 'l'be Fitness of Things in 
Immortallty of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortality of Forcs, Man, 
Infinity of Ma.tter, Bra.in and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
M'ltion, Oonsci'>usness, 
Form, Sea.t of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas, 

Laws, The Idea of God, 
Universality of Natural Personal Oontinuance, 

Laws, Vital Forae, 
The Heavens, The Soul of Brutes, 
Periods of the Creation Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 u ding Observa· 
Secular Generation, tions. 
Price $1.50. Address THE TRtilTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
A .NEW: .NOVEL,!: 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 
a -. 

" T"M shame itself aoth cal! for instant 
remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB 00., 
28 L~fayette Place, New York. 

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGS. 
Price. 10 cents. 

Dialogue Between a Christian Jlis· 
sionary and a Chinese :Mandarin.· 

Pl'ice, 10 cents. 

Queries Submitted to the ·Bench of Bishops 
by a Weak but Zealous Christian. 

By R. G. INGERSOLL, 
Price, 3 cents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100_ • 

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Prioe, 8 oents ; 30 cents per dozen ; $2 per 1CO. -
Price, 

10 
cents. Is the God of Israel the True God? . 

Men, Women,and Gods, Narrative of the F~ve Books of Moses,Joshua., 
And Other Lectures. 

BY HELEN H. GARDENERt 
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1, 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and Present: Her Rights and 

Wrongs. 
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, 10 cents. 

MATERIALISM: 
!Te HISTORY AND lTB l:Nli'LUBliC.B UPON 

SociETY. 
BY DB. LoUIS BUCHNER, Author of "Force and 

· Matter," etc. 
· Translated from the GermaD. 

Paper, 12mo, 15 cents. 

Christian Absurdities. 
BY. JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1. 

Judges, and the New Testament. 
Price, 25 cents. 

Masonic VIndication of Right. 
PROTEST AGA.lNST PKRBBOUTION. 

ByO.B. WmTFOBD,M.D. 
Ptice, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P EOK. 

Price, 10cents. 

!rliii 

ORDER OF CREATION. 
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN 

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULL..ER, · 
LINTON, REVILL..E. 

On the Oonfiiot between Genesis and Geology. 
12mo, 178 pages, paper, ISO cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Confessional: RomishandAnglican. ''Oar Father in Heaven." 
, By OHAB. STEPHENSON. 

An Expose. 1 cent ; ISO cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand. 
:BY S.t..LADIN. Prlce, 30 cents. _ 

Watts &Co., 17 Johnson's Court, Fleet street 
London. 

C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 
AUSTRALIA. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: Did Jesus Ghi!~d~ise From the 

PERSONAL EXIBTENOill 
AFTER JJEATH IMPROBABLE 

By L."R. SmT:s:, 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little· Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W. 

NBW ZB.ALA.ND, 
A. D. Willis·, Wan"-&nui. 

================= • 

MODEIN IMI'l'A'l'ION OF C:B:IIST, 
As to hla Life on Earth and h!s Communism, 

BY MRS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Prakst and a Plea," in Oraer ot 
Ore"'•· 

I Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., - • 7fj Cents. 
'rHE TRUTH SEEKER .A.NNUA.L w TMa book UJatJ BW(JJJ'rss88d by the first Amer. 

l'rlce, 25 Cents. I mn pullli&Mf' • .e 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, 25 Oente. 

WI&LT.IIE COJliNG MAN WO:RSIDPGOD~ 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, • • • 10 cents. 

For all of tile above beoks address 
TJ!E TRUTB: SEEKER 00., 

28 J,afayette Pl .• New York. 

10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents, 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

118 La.farette Pl., New York. 



THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY, 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 

No. BOOKS-ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener..................................... 50 
8. AgeofR9ason. Thoma• Paine .... :...... 25 
4. Answers to Ohristian Qneshons. D. M. 

Bennett ................................. . 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck ...... .. 
6. Victor Hngo•s Oration on Voltaire ...... .. 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Shakspere ........ . 

. OPBER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yearly subscribers will )'eoeive all the books 

issued during the year. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of J~rioe. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread ls the story ot two yoling 

lrirls and a_ younger brother who were lett parent• 
fess, with little money, fair educatiollhand much 
courage, to make their way thrOugh t e world by 
l[Qing to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
ing girl•s life and experience in the citY of Ohioago 
amonJ blnft' business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel In1fer
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the a.ttention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

DANCER nnd Tumors CURED' no knif• 
book free. Dra.GRATIGNY & NORRis 

. No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachin;-s of" Secularism Com· 

pared wltllOrthodox Christian
Ity. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism:. Is It Founded on 
. Re&l!on, ftDd Is It sumclent to 
Meet the Needs of Mankind 't 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali!ax 
Eventnu Katz and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George J aoob Holyoak a and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics oC Intldelii.'' 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity:· Its Orl;-ln, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages.· Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors oC the Frcnclt Revo· 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con
structtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morallty. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontradiotory and De!ectiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A~;nostlcism and Christian Theism: 
Whtch Is the More Reasonable 't 
24 Pages. Price, 10 cents. · 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 't 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. · 

The l!linperstltton of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbelief. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Belt,:CandKnowled;-e. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. · 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Neces11ity and the Justice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;-lcal Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the Rov, Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with:. 1. Wi!Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate T 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward ChristianitY. 8. Freethonght and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristiamty and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
BS LafaYeUe Pl .. New York. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

Con!Uct between :Beason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIEJDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Puo
lished at this ol:ll.ce. 

TltE TRU'r:H: SEEKER, AUGUST 22, i891.. 

.,., THE 

·\ CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
Al!f ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSO ... L, 
DELIVERED BEFORE .TEE 

NettJ York State Bar Associatian, at .A.lbanr, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Complete and Authori1ed Edition. 
PRIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 LafaYette Place, New York; 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A IDstorioal and Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
OoNTENTS : What is Religion T Fetichism. Phal· 

lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. The Great Theolog
ical Problem, Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free AgencY, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
lution of Spirit. . The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Rights of Government. Duties of So 
oiety to Criminals. Duty of Self Oultnre. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. · 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
B)' Edward Bellamy, 

Author of "Dr. Heidenho1f's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, and all who are 
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaoUon 
andinapiration.-fNew York Tribune. . 

The apJ.leal is a ways made to a. man's reason, 
and to hiS noblest sentiments : never to his sel• 
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A SUI{gestion of a really pra.otioable and fea&i· 
ble soo1al state greatl;v in .advance of the present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 500. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOSi: 

Of ~he perversion of Stephen Girard•smagniftcent 
· bequest to Philadelphia b:v the Ohristian 

churches and Young Men's 
Ohristian Assooia-

'tion. 
BY JI!Oll. B. WESTBBOOit, D.D., LL.D. 

Price 81. Address THE TBUTB BElliED, 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 300pp,, S1. 
Apvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 1llm<lt 888pp,, $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting Bookt Without Bnpersti· 
tiont for Obildren and Yontn. The Onlr Free· 
thins:ers• Ohildren•s StorY-Book ever 1ssned. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, llll(pp., boards, S1. 

Addre~B THE TRUTH SEEK~R OQ. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana· 
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ete., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the snbtle11t conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
•hat will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishinr; food for though$, We trust it 
will hav tho immense distribution it so richl,v 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 1llmo, $1. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

TIIEB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1.1111PP. Oloth, ss; leather, •~; morocco, 

gilt edges, 14.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
28Lafayette Place, New York. 

'L. ·K. Washburn's Works. 
• ~unday and the Sabbath. "A law 

reg.:llatinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impert1nence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n church are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

· Price, 5 cents. · 
_Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholie 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
.&. tale of Fales ine, • onnded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them lively and iriter
estmg, To LmERAL Hnm-Boox conta.ins songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tuneR. 
It it hifl!!l¥ recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Parl;on. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price 
!!llioentl.· Address 'll!m TBU'l'D: BEll:ltli:B 0¢. 

New :Zdltion, Revise§ L\Dd Enlar&'ed. 

MEN, WOKEN k GODS. 
•y HELEN H. CARDIENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents. 
Th6 TratUI Supplied at /::Jpedal Discount&, 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price, 50 cents. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
I.S.A. GBE.A.T SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 41. years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench 

Unequaled in qualitY and price. Has 16 jewels, 
patent regulator, Breqnet hair-spring (non· 
catchable), beautiful double sunk paneled dial, 
finely ailinsted to heat, cold, and po•ition, stem 
wind and set, new model. In ailverine oases, SUI; 
3 ounce coin si ver, $22.50; 4 oz. anst proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere for $35. In best 14kt 
filled gold cases, guaranteed 20 vea.rs, open face, 
$27 to $80 ; bunting, $82 to $!5; in 14kt1 solid 
JZOJd, $50 to f90 All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Sent prepaid, and cash refunded if not satisfac
tory. Watches cleaned, $1; springs, $1; andre
turned free. Best work in the world. Send for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches. diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
aJJd gold of my Fr~~et.b'lnl!'ht bal'ltrl\1 tro.ct.s, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BoOllELI,E, LL. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
vonng and middle
,god men1 suffering 
'rom a Life-wasting 
Disease, as the result 
of youth!nl follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External .A.pp!ioa.-

tion-A POSITIVEi!OUBEt'i~as it matters not how 
tong stanllllJg, now hopeless or h9w many reme
dies yon hav used. The book_lB worth many 
times its cost, and should be m the hands of 
those seeking a apeear; ana permanent ow·e. Ad
dress Dr. Robt. p, Fellow 1 :~ineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a human

itarian. and & generous patron of the Freethooght 
press. He has many testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and snecessful method of trelill
ment, and deservBI patrona.ge.-11\-eetl'IOIIght, . 
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Thus notic8B M6 for tM b6'1UJfit of Libe'!'!!lB 
ttJho may b6 fli&iting tM places ttJhere th6s6 socl6. 
tiM are located. Local BeculM Unions and 
Frutlwugkt Bocl6tie8 meeting t·egulairly can 
hav their· gatherings a.di!J6rtiaed here free by for
ttJMding tM nu6881111'1J information. 

The ltlanhattan Liberal Club,N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evening, at s o•olook1 at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordiallY invited. 

The Newark Liberal Lea;-ue 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock at 
Liberal Leal{g.e Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and 11ooial Q.Ue£~ions. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and diPcns
sions on all imPortant secular subJects. Pres
ident, HENRY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLB 
FLAGG. 

Brooklfn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.H., every 
Sunday. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Phlladelphla Liberal Lea;-ue 2:i7 
meets every Bnnda.y in Industrial Hall, Broad a~; d 
Wood sts., at B :10 and 7 :30 P.H. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and social questions • 
Able spe&kerstnterest the a'l!'iience. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekerpnblioationsalwayson handatoheapratel. 

The Secular Society oC Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and third Bn:ndays, at 2 
P.H., at the town nall. All friend& of human 
cultivation are invited. MAlUUB HEIGllToN, Bee. 

Ellzur Wrl;-ht Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bun
days of ea.oh month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal snbje!)tB. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEXEB and IntreBtt-
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor. bb~. 

Chlca;-o Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:30 P.H., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 Weat Madison street. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wls •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at B1G 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debate&. Tile public cordially invited. 

Des l'llolnes Secular Unton 
Holds regular meetin~rs at Good Templar Hall, 
Flynn Block, S.E. corner 7th and Locust streets. 
Lectures followed by discussion. Friends from 
abroad heartily welcome. 

FnANXLIN BTEINEB, Pres. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethou;-ht 
. Society 

Meet& every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port An;-eles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.H. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angelea, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FnAl!IX MoRSE, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Pro;-resslve Lib-
eral Union . 

Of Los AnJZeles, Oat., meets semi-monthly.!. first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o'clock, P.H., at rarr•s 
HalL Everybodv invited. MBa. B. M. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLIAHs, Reo. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Lib• rat Club 
Meets every Sunday at ll P.H. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Free Discnssions.-Orilrinal 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val
uable library is at the aervioe of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEB, Sec. 

The R-oeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash,, meets every first a~d third 
Bunda;v in the month, at the Roeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Onr motto, 
"Universal Mental Libert:r..'' D. E. BIOE, Pres.; 
J, 'W, BELLo Vice-Pres.; OHABLES SHEA, Sec. 

Fort Wort11, Tex., Liberal Club, 
M~Ats every fl'nnda.y a\ Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, &.M. Visiting Lib
erals invite.d to attend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

IBAAO B. LEEo Beo. 

San Ali tonto (Texas) Liberal Asso• 
clallon 

meets every Friday evening at Liberal Hall, 227 
East Houston street. Free reading room and cir· 
cnlating librarY open every da;r and evening. 
Strangers cordially invited. A. OHAPMAN, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrtss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of .New 
York. 

Wtth Jl'lne Sree! Enuramnu or 8e1lator Cont!fnu. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 oenta. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 
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THE Lo.ndon Times correspondent at St. 
Petersburg writes : " An innocent pamphlet 
on the Jewish question has been ordered to 
be burnt by the entire con:.mittee of the 
czar's orthodox ministers. Many persons 
think that if the present fanatical policy is 1 

continued, human beings will soon meet a' 
similar fate." 

J.ums RussKLLLowKLL 
died on the 12th. 

RET. WM. PKBRY, of 
Bowling Green, Ky., was 
providentially stricken 
dead while preaching on 
Sunday the 2d. 

NINE hundred Jews in 
Russian Poland were 
ordered to embrace or
thodoxy or leave. They 
assembled in their syna
gog and declared for the 
latter alternativ, and left 
in two days. 

AT the Swiss celebra
tion of the William Tell 
festival at Berne an Eng
lishman was slapped in 
the face and forced to 
make a public apology 
for doubting the exist
ence of the great patriot. 

. CARDINAL PABBOOHI, 
the pope's vicar-general, 
favors modifying the de. 
mand for restitution of 
all former papal territory 
to a request merely for 
R o m e - that B o m e 
should become an inde. 
pendent, International 
Catholic city. 

QODS AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS 
0~ ' 

ANCIENT AND IODERN TIMES AND BEFORliEBS. 
Vol. I. Givs a ·Full Account of all the Gods, in Bfographlea of 100 of the Leading PhUosophera. 

eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators, Founders of · 
Jestlll Christ, Virlrin Mary, and the Bible. New Bonools of Thonght, Emment 8cien-

8vo, 835pp. Vol. n. Describes Fully all tists, eto. (who were. not Christians), 
tha Religious Systems of the Wortd. from the time of Menu to the pres. 

flvo,957pp; Oloth,SBpervol.; the ent. SVo, 1,075pp., cloth, •3; 
11 voiB., S5; leather, S7; mo- leather,,.; mor.,g. e.,,..50. 

rocco, gilt edl!"es, $8. BY D. M. BENNETT •. 
BY D. M.BENNETT. THETBUTH BEEKEB CO., 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 118 LafayeUe Place, N. Y. 

JOA.SH•S POLYGAMY IS ALL RIGHT IN THE SIGHT OF THE LORD. 

THE foolish and the dead alone never 
change their opinion:-LoweU. 

, AsoT, 
Because into a gown and pulpit got, 
Though surfeit-gorged, and reeking from 

the stews, 
Nothin~t but abstinence for his theme will 

choose.-Ju'!lenal, 

'I 

LET it be distinctly 
understood, that Chris. 
tianity has made ten 
lunatics- twenty-one 
hundred-where it has 
provided an asylum for 
one. Mr. Talmage also 
speaks of the hospitals. 
When we take into con
sideration the wars that 
hav been waged on ac
count of religion, the 
Muntless thousands who 
hav been maimed and 
wounded, through all 
the years, by wars prO
duced by theology-then 
I say, that Christianity 
has not built hospitals 
enough to take care of 
her own wounded-not 
enough to take care of 
nne In a hundred.-In. 
g6'1'soll. 

WHAT a terrible waste 
of Intellect there is in 
the world, arising. from 
this assertion, that the 
Bible is the word of God 
and contains a harmoni
ous system of fl.nal truth I 
When the powers that 
are now used to defend 
theories concerning the 
scriptures are directed 
toward positiv explora. 
tiona of nature's secrets, 
how the world will 
spring forward I When 
theological seminaries 
become science schools, 
and look for truth in liv

CROPS in Russia hav 
failed, and starvation is 
imminent. That highly 
Christian land has no 
stores for time of need, 
no money, and the worst 
foreign credit of any na
tion. Crops . are short 
throughout Europe, and 
American grain will be 
in demand. 

And Joash did that which was right In the sight of the Lord all tbe days of Jehofada the priest. And Jehoiada 
took for bim two wives: and he begat sons and daughters.-2 Chron. xxiv, 2, 3. 

ing facts, they will be 
greater boons to the 
w or 1 d • ..,....Robert 0. 
.Adams. 

THE International Labor Congress at Brus
sels will be agitated by conflicts between 
moderate and ultra Socialists. 

EDITOR STEAD, of London, calculates that 
800,000,000 prayers for the ptince of Wales 
are annually offered by Church of England 
and other officials, yet, cries the editor, 
after fl.rty years of such prayers, behold the 
gambling scene at Tranby Croft I 

EDWARD FOBTKB, of Brooklyn, three years 
ago had a small red pustule appear on his 
lower lip. His wife begged him to consult a 
physician, bu' he, being a devout faith-cure 
believer, said that God would heal the sore in 
llis own good time. The cancer has now 
spread over his face and neck. 

BISHOP FAVA of Grenoble, France, who is 
pushing the new Catholic scheme of recon. 
c!liation and cooperation with the republic, 
has established a Catholic political party. 
He says: " It Is the Catholic party that con
quered Bismarck; l.t is the Catholic party 
that triumphed over the Masonic party of 
Belgium; it is the Catholic party that sus
tains Ireland in her struggles against Prot
estant England." 

LBO XIII. dispatched a nuncio to France, 
saying : " Neglect nothing that may be the 
means of uniting the church with the repub. 
lie." The nuncio was escorted to President 
Carnot's headquarters by dragoons and a 
numerous suite of government officials in 
uniform. He presented his credentials as 
representativ of the pope in France, and the 
union of church and republic is now looked 
upon by some as begun. 

THE bishop of Treves has announced the 
genuinness of the Holy Coat, saying: ''It 
is the same coat which the son of God wore 
on his wanderings through the towns and 
villages of Palestine, which he moistened 
with his sweat, which he wetted with his 
precious blood. A miraculous power went 
forth from it, as was publicly declared by 
the woman who had an issue of blood twelve 
years, and was suddenly cured of the malady 
(St. Luke viii, 44). I may confidently invite 
you, my dear brethren, to venerate this relic. 
as our Lord's seamless coat." 

Ex-PnmsT CHINIQUY, delivering anti-Cath. 
olic lectures at E9canaba, Mich., on the 5th 
was mobbed and knocked down. Two men 
who drew WC?apons to protect him were 
arrested, and one of them, having tired, was 
held for attempt at murder. The next night 
the Opera House was surrounded and an 
attempt to frighten people made by a fire
alarm and shooting outside. On the 7th the 
mayor called a special council meeting and 
ordered, through posters, that Chinlquy for. 
bear speaking, directing the pollee to execute 
the order. Ohiniquy obeyed, but will contest 
his right to speak. His adherents petitioned 
the governor for troope, but they were not 
sent, as the city and county officials did not 
request them. 
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PRIOE ~5 OENTS. 

MEN will .wrangle for religion; write for 
it; fl.ght for it; die for it; anything but-liv 
for it.-Oolton. 

HK that wrongs his friend 
Wrongs himself more, and ever bears about 
A silent court of justice in his breast, 
Himself the judg~ and jury, and himself 
The prisoner, at the bar, ever condemn'd, 

-Tennyson. 

PAssrv submission to insult and ill
treatment cannot be regarded as goo d 
morality. To submit to inmlt or m. treatment 
when they can be resisted and prevented is a 
sign of weakness or folly. Such conduct 
givs the ruffian the power to ride rough-shod 
over his weaker brethren whenever oppor
tunity allows.-.ArthurB • .Moss. 

You must hav been enriched by your 
solitary walk over the mountains. I suppose 
that I feel the same awe when on their sum
mits that many do on entering a church. To 
see what kind of earth that is on which you 
hav a house and garden perchance I It is 
equal to the lapse. of many years. • • • 
Just as awful, really, and as glorious, is your 
garden .-Thoreau. 

How Is it possible that religious conviction 
can find its way to our hearts when we hear 
the absurd language, and witness the acts of 
imiquity, of the greater number of those 
whose business it is to preach to us 7 I am 
surrounded by priests who repeat incessantly 
that their kingdom is not of this world, and 
yet they lay hands upon everythb:!g that they 
can get. The pope is .the head of that 
religion from heaven, and yet he thinks only 
of this world.-Napoleon Bonap1111'tll. 

AuGHT, aught of mightiest, best I see, con
ceive, or know, · 

(To break the stagnant tie-thee, thee to 
free, 0 soul,) 

Be thou my God. 
All great ideas, the races' aspirations, 
All heroisms, deeds of rapt enthusiasts, 
Be ye my Gods. 
Or Time and Space, 
Or shape of Euth divine and wondrous, 
Or some fair shape I viewing, worship, 
Or lustrous orb of sun or 9tar by night, 
Be ye my Gods.- Walt Whitman. 

BEFORE we can hope to redeem the victims 
\ ot the poison-vender [the liquor. dealer], we 

! 
must learn to make virtue more attractivthan 
vice. We must counteract the attractions of 
the rum. shop by inviting reforming topers, 

i not to the whining conventicles of a Sabbath
, school, but to temperance gardens, resound· 
ing with music (dance music, if "sacred 
concerts" should pall) and the jubilee of 
romping children, and shortening summer 
days with free museums, picture galleries, 
swings, ball grounds, and foot-race tracks. 
The gods of the future will contrive to outbid 
the devil.- Oswald. 
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TRYING TO GET THERE-BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND. 

A CATHOLIO journal has brought into juxta· 
position these pious flings at Bruno : " A 
ragamuffin in religion " (Mazzachelli). " An 
1lluatrious fanatic" (Cromaziano). "He 
universally discredited the speculativ 
sciences" (Gioberti). "A hysteric " (Bar
bieri). "A visionary" (Giannoni). " A 
aecond·hand excubitator of wom.out theo• 
ries "(Stiavelli). 

1T has recently been suggested with great 
llei'iouaness by a responsible minister of the 
gospel, that if only more women were 
licensed to preach the congregations would 
be greatly increased._ One might venture to 
llutmise that the increase in the' congregation 
Would depend very much upon the young 
Woman preacher. Everyone knows what an 
ail.attractiv magnet a handsome young 
6lergyman is to the unmarried damsels of a 
Country parish. It woald not be extra
ordinary if a beautiful girl in the pulpit 
should prove similarly magnetic. But will 
the men be drawn solely by the spirit of re
ligion, or will the end altogether justify the 
means, even if all the worshipers are on
verted ?~Bun. 

THE New York E'Dening Poat remarks 
that while the failure'' of Sunday statutes is 
-conspicuous in Connecticut, there is no 
-doubt that· the situation is nearly the same in 
many states of the Union whose statute-books 
are lumbered up with a great mass of laws 
·by no means confined to Sunday. Whether 
~in the long run it pays to retain these old 
•statutes for the sake of a very few extreme 

offenses under them, and keep the people as 
a whole in constant contact with violated 
laws which therefore shadow better ones and, 
In a sense, tend to familiarize lawlessness, is 
a question as old as debating clubs, juris
prudence, and civilization." 

CoMMISSIONER MoRGAN of the Indian 
schools thus continues his reproach to 
Father Chappelle of the Cathelic mission 
bureau : '' Those in your employ in the tield 
and others instigated apparently by the atti
tude of the bureau, hav endeavored directly 
and indirectly to hinder the efforts of the 
government in its beneficent work of educat
ing and civilizing the Indian through its· own 
appropriate means. These influences, ema
nating from your bureau, hav been in some 
respects at least hurtful, and it is certainly 
not its fault that the government schools hav 
not been crippled, or even destroyed. While 
drawing hundreds of thousands of dollars of 
government funds to build up and sustain 
the mission schools under your charge, your 
bureau has thrown the whole weight or its 
infiuence against the government upon whose 
bounty it subsisted." 

SAYS an exchange: "The persecution of a 
Seventh Day Adventist in Tennessee because 
he worked in his field on Sunday is a singular 
proceeding for an American state. Nobody 
pretends that this victim of religious intoler
ance was disturbing his neighbors. He was 
plowing on his own land at a distance from 
any place of worship. A local contemporary 
thinks that ·Tennesseeans hav a right to 
wreak religious bigotry on minorities in this 
fashion, and that if the members of the 
minority do not like it they can do as the 
Jews are doing in Ruasia-giv up their 

homes and leave. That is not the common 
idea of American liberty. The principle at 
the root of our government is that every man 
has a right to do as he pleases so long as he 
does not infringe the rights of anybody else. 
The attempt -to confine a Seventh Day Ad
ventist to five days' work a week when other 
people are allowed to work six is a discrim
ination .so unjust that it ought to make a 
Tennesseean ashamed to acknowledge his 
state." 

CANADIAN news: The Papal Zouaves are 
the volunteers who fiocked to Rome from all 
parts of the Catholic world with the object of 
saving the Eternal City from falling into the 
hands of the troop3 of Victor Emmanuel. 
Canadian Catholics were among the foremost 
of the nations owing spiritual allegiance to 
the pope to rally to the call of General de La 
Charette, commander of the body for the 
world. When Count Mercier was in Rome 
Pope Leo XIII. intrusted to him a number 
of medals to be distributed among the Cana~ 
dian Zouaves. The Papal Zouaves comprised 
many prominent Frenchmen but in parlia
ment at every session English-speaking mem
bers hav brought up motions for their 
suppression, on the ground that they a~e an 
armed and foreign force in the dominion of 
Canada supported by the government in con
tradiction to the spirit of the British North 
American act. As a matter of fact the Papal 
Zouaves are an armed body, subject to the call 
of the head ecclesiastic in the province of 
Quebec or the pope of Rome. The pruent 
trouble has arisen out of .Premier Mercier's 
determination to hav the distribution of 
medals take place at his private residence. 
He invited Bishop Lafieche to distribute"the 

medals, but his lordship curtly refused, de
clining because of complaints made against 
him at Rome by Premier Mercier, who stated 
to the pope that Bishop Lafieche had unduly 
meddled in the politics of the province. The 
bishop had worked against Count Mercier at 
the last election. 

WHEN for reasons so strong as inability 
through poverty to secure the railway ticket, 
Jews notitlea to leave Russia do not start at 
the time appointed, they are thrown in 
prison and then conveyed to the Pale by 
etape. Those who hav lived for twenty years 
or more in Moscow hav been coerced to de• 
camp within twenty-four hours. Their fur. 
niture is sold for the most ridiculously small 
prices, beds, tables, chairs, and such house
hold effects going for a few pennies. In 
the expulsion by etape, those WhO hav ROt 
through poverty been able to secure railway 
transportation for themselvs are put in with 
criminals and forced to make the journey on 
foot, bound with chains, two by two. Some 
of those who are thus sent from St. Peters. 
burg to the Pale hav t::> begin life over again 
in that section, as the practice of the profes. 
sion which they hav exercised is forbidden 
there. It may easily be seen what this means 
for a man with a family, and who has attained 
more than middle age. So long as the victims 
hav money, they can secure some petty show 
of mercy from officials by submitting to the 
extortions of a blackmaili1'1g levy upon them. 
Fires are of frequent occurrence in the Jew• 
ish houses since the publication of the edicts 
against them. This incendiarism is due to 
the spirit of hatred which these aggressiv 
measures on the part of the government hav 
aroused among the people against the Jews. 
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ganism to Protestantism T Th~ New York Ereaminer these schools all .but two or three graduate as Infi
(the leading missionary paper of the world) says that dele and scoffers at all religions." Again, "India's · 
during the year 1884 it cost $592 03 to make a pagan great and growing demand for skepticism, etc., is 

Address to Foreign Missionaries. an Episcopalian ; $231 91 a Presbyterian ; $117.91, being met by enormous translations from Darwin, 
a Methodist; and only $37.05, a Baptist, etc.; being Paine, Huxley, Spencer, Mill, and a number of others. 

My friends saythat I am against everything popu- more than $200 for each conversion from·confucius. Ie this for the cause of Cb.ristT You b.'ad better call 
Jar. To some extent they are correct. I am for " Hav no depraved thoughts " to a full fellowship a linie louder; I fear your· God is asleep. "Thrice 
right and I am sure that right's ideal is not popu· with" Let. mine adversaries be clothed with shame." armed is he who hath his battle just." Is your bat
larity. I am not adverse to good morals, spotless Think of the money, clothing, and bread you are tie just? Your labors answer with the reverberating 
characters, and happy lives J nor am I adverse to taking from the poor of this country to them that thunder-claps. of truth from the mountain peaks of 
wholesome food, good clothes, beautiful homes, and laugh and scorn at your senseless folly. There is science, "No, no, no!'' However, we tender you our 
a delightful Sabbath morning stroll with my wife and one class of poor, among a thousand others, in this sincere thanks for your mission schools in India. 
children through the quiet of the pathless woods, country to which I wish to call the especial attention It is no wonder that these heathens think it ex
among birds and :flowers, to the busy brooklet where of your misdirected philanthropy. This class is the pedient to establish schools of reform in so-called 
sinless songs of cheer and love are sung alike to half-clad and half-starved factory girls and boys. Christian lands; for when you were groveling in sack
king and peasant. li'or these every impulse of my Less than $200 for each will redeem and save them, cloth and ashes to a God you never knew, and one 
soul leaps forth with eagerness. At their service is save them with an earthly salvation which we know that n!lver knew you, these "heathens" were calculat
my every nerve, my power, my blood. But counter will benefit them here and now. We need them in ing eclipses, erecting cities and pyramids and statues. 
to these most noble American ideas is that infamous this world, and if God needs them in another, I hav Not long since, I asked a prominent lady of 3'0Ur 
scheme of robbers known as Foreign Mission faith enough in him to believe he will prepare them faith and order, "If foreign_ missions are requisit to 
Work, against which the musket of my vengeance is for his kingdom. If you hav not this much confi. the salvation of the heathen, what became of the 
shouldered loaded to the muzzle with minie-balls dence in the merciful father you had better look up countless millions that perished under the delusiv (?) 
of rancor. another master-but maybe you hav found another tel!lcbings of Confucius, Z'Jroaster, and Socrates!" 

We can but censure the leaders of this great already in your foreign mission treasury. To every "Oh," she answered, "of course without the law 
monopoly, for the populace as a rule are always dollar you giv a heathen, can you not giv these needy there can be no transgressors." If in carrying the 
ready and willing with wide-open mouths to be slaves at least a ginger-cake, and a suit of clothes or law and prophets among this benighted people you 
stuffed and dupe" by '-DY story which seems as a gingham dress while $100 go to Ohina T When, make them liable for their sins, for the redeemer's 
plausible as that of Elijah or Romulus and Remus. dressed in silken clothes and your pockets heavy sake you had better stay at home. · 
When Mohammed said he was God's prophet, the with gold, it is your sad lot to pass among a throng Now, in conclusion, let me entreat you that even a 
people cried " Amen." When Swedenborg told of of these woe-stricken sons and daughters of Ameri- demigod is better able to attend to his matters than 
his conversations with spirits and angels, his igno- can liberty, on your way to embark for heathen you are for him. The Bible is translated into one 
rant dupes declared, "Truth, truth! as pure as a lands, I beg, with a wailing cry, that you drop a few dialect in twenty-four, and if it is the will and pur
mountain dew-drop." When the 11 Bible bigot," loaves of bread among them that t.hey may yet be pose of the munificent omnipresent I Am to further 
John Wesley, stepped upon the religious stage, the alive when you return. the translations and circulation of his book, you 
people shouted themselvs hoarse. His followers to If you had $1,000 000,000 and gave. it to the need not doubt his doing it and doing it without 

. this day keep up this foolish shouting, the reason destitute of this God-blessed(?) land, there would your help. But when any all-wise being (though I 
for which methinks they themselvs but see as still be suffering about us~ I know "few love to hav never seen one yet) fits up and equips with men 
"through a glass darkly." When Andrew Fuller, hear of the sins they love to act," but if there is a and rations a huge missionary vessel bound for 
the "Sledge-hammer" and, as his proselytes term blaeker sin under the sun tban your mission work, I heathen shores by the eager winds of heaven, then, 
him, the "Franklin of Theology," the originator of am yet unable to believe it. Americ1, or the United and not till then, will I humbly pray to be a servant 
the plan of salvation by foreign missions, said, "Let States, in my judgment, is mission ground enough on this vessel. Then in it a servant's seat would be_ 
us off to India, plant a few vines, and start a little for every soldier under your holy (')banner. Here a throne to me. CLAUD ADAMS. 
Lord's vineyard there," the people (and I guess a . in the paradise of all the world tre hundreds and Social Circle, Ga. 
few of them were honest) answered loudly, "We thousands who are limping about under the burden "_l...;.s_P_r_a_y ... er ... A.--tn-sw-er-.t:-d-

1
-, 

will go, we will go," but added lowly, "for a thou- of ignorance and hypocrisy. To these, and to these 
sand ·dollars per annum." only, need you apply your "balm in Gilead." You Prayer is a request, a desire,. and nobody doubts 

In the light of reason and common sense I be- must preach to empty heads or empty pews. for a moment but what a request or desire may come 
lieve it needless here to adduce any proof of the You are sent to heathen lands to "preach the to pass. Not because it was a prayer, but because 
ideality of this principle : 11 The greatest happi:pess gospel to every creature," but Elder P. D. Gold; we desired that which is in accordance with nature. 
of the greatest number." Happiness is the light- a power in the o1d-school Baptist church of this Being Agnostic, we doubt whether a prayer in the 
house to which the ship of every life is steered. country, says, "We do not believe the missionary Ohristian sense was ever answered. People may 
Though happiness be but a mirage, on the buoy ef Baptists preach the gospel here at home. They _hav a desire and that which they pray for may come, 
hope the zephyr of time kisses us on toward it till deny the power of God here, and as people are not and they may so deceive themselvs as to believe their 
we, fainting, fall asleep in sweet repose till death. apt to act better out of sight than in sight, we elo prayer was answered. But it so happened that they 
Deluded laborers in the vineyard of the Lord, are not suppose they preach any better away from prayed for ihat which would hav been without the 
you guided by divine authority T-by his holy (?) home." prayer. While some pra~rs may hav been re~lized, 
word T If so, please allow me to call your attention If an omnipotent being with power to speak the fully as many, offered in just as good faith, hav failed 
to. one or so passages of your "guide"-book. Christ universe into existence does not whisper his law into to materialize. Christ prayed that the bitter cup 
said, "I came not to send peace, but 111 sword." the hearts of a people I take it for granted they do (death) might pass from him, but it did not pass. 
Again he said, "No man can come to me, except the not need it.. If Christ needed you to help carry on John the Baptist prayed for liberty, but the ax 
Father which hath sent me draw him, and I will his business, why did he J<Ot say so while on earth? took off his head in answer. England prayed that 
raise him up at the last day." I see no " peace and A wise and wealthy gentleman on being asked how America might be subdued, but a few Infidels said, 
good will to man" in the first declaration, nor do I he made his money, replied, " O.ne half by attendiDg " We will hav liberty for our children," and we hav it. 
see any need of heathen conv:ersion in the latter. to my own business, the other half by letting other The entire nation, yea, Christian, and we might say 

Mission-workers, are you net aware that the Bible people's alone." Let God's business alone. I heathen world, prayed that Garfield might be 
has been the occasion of more crime and bloodshed would not bend my knees nor bow my head to a God healed. Was one prayer answered T "The prayer 
than all oth(lr books combined ? Do you not know whom I could help. of the righteous availeth much." Is it possible 
the Bible has been the city of refuge for centuries to I waited till I entered the threshold of this life there were none righteous? Daring the late war 
criminals of all colors 1 Its brass gates in its walls before I went_ about its duties; so I thought I prayers were sent up from North and South, both · 
of adamant hav stood ajar more than eighteen cent- would wait till the dawn of the morning that givs appealing to God to stand by his own, both talking 
uries for the liar, t}le thief, and the murderer. The me a new being before I go about its pleasures. to their Lord and quoting from the same book. Now 
Crusades were born of the teachings of this book. In L9t the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob look after here comes in the conflicting testimony. 
my judgmentthe Crusades were the great prototype of the spiritual blessings of the Ohinese, Burmese, etc., Both sides claimed they were right, both clung to 
your present work. They marched with a cross, a he- while you look to the joy and happiness of your fellow- the Lord's book and quoted him against himself. 
goat, and a goose for their color and their protection. countrymen and particularly that of yourself, so According to the Bible slavery is wrong, according 
Seven times they went under the shield of their ban- that it may not be said to you, '·'Physician, heal thy- to the Bible slavery is right. The same may be 
ner and their God against the heathen Mohammedans, self," With gratitude your help will be. received said of murdering and stealing. What better proof 
and seven times they were defeated. By the divine here. Your money is what will benefit. Methinks can one want? It does seem that ordinary intelli
guidance of the Bible on one side and the Koran on your doctrin is but little needed anywhere, but I hav gence could and ougbt-"to see very clearly that the 
the other, there was enough blood shed in this out- never yet seen a mission zealot that would not giv two whole book is so ambiguous and misleading that to 
rageous conflict to crimson deep the vault of heaven. doctrine for $1. say it is God's word is damnable. We are so glad 
There was enough time and money spent to well The. Chinese are calling for more Bibles; they we hav the book. It teaches the hellish schemes 
educate every American youth. The Spanish In qui- want them for fuel to cook their rice. If they actu- resorted to by the elect. Keep it and teach it tis the 
sition ! Oh, horror of horrors ! While the nimble ally need fuel at your hands and Bibles are cheaper history of the cruel people that they were. 
fingers of falsehood were w1iting on every page of than coal, I can but wish you God-speed. I know Eradicate the idea of it b.eing the word of God, 
. history I would that they had portrayed every black they will burn well, for they are so dry. But, again, and show your children that it is a cunningly devised 
and brutal crime of this hellish institution. For if your holy writ is cheaper after pa:ying freight on fable, written by priests paid for by the masses to 
seven centuries this infamous tribunal drank the in- it to China than wood is there, how much cheaper benefit the caste. Here. is what Paine ~ays: " The 
noc'3nt blood of hundreds of thousands. Think of must it be here without the freight than any other most detestable wickedness, the most horrid cruelties 
the seventy thousand murdered in the massacre of fuel we can burn ! Here in the "sunny Southland" and greatest miseries that hav affiicted the human 
St. Bartholomew. The pages of biography which we need but little fue1, but I will say to the American& race, hav had their origin in this thing called revela
tell us of the burning of Bruno and Servetus are Bible Society, "Please send me at once by first fast tion or revealed religion. It has been the most dis
blacker than the smoke that arose from the fire freight three cars of your publications O.O.D." ' honorable belief against the character of divinity, 
that roasted them. In those days one could not be Next I will ask, Is your work a success, i.e., to the most destructiv to morality and the peace and 
a worthy "follower of the Lamb" unless he had your cause 1 0 r course I will admit that it isa success happiness of man, that ever was perpetrated since 
offered up a heretic or so to his merciful father. to those you send out with a salary of more than a man began to exist. 
Missionary, stop! hold I consider just a moment. $1,000 per annum, but as a whole there never was so "It is bt~tter, far better, that we admit, if it were 
The doctrin that you are pushing to heathen large an investment with such scanty returns~ As possible, a thousand devils to roam at large and 
shores gave life to all this iniquitous opprobrium. India was the first mission field chosen by Mr. preach publicly the doctrin of devils, if there were 

Do" . ;•nnversion to Ohristianity make happier Fuller, and to· day is admitted to be the most impor· any such, than that we permit one such impostor and 
the hea~..:.__ -~ ;:;annot think one less happy than a tant and vigorously cultivated of any, we will con- monster as Moses, Joshua, Samuel, and· the Bible 
duped heathen in his lonesome, isolated folly. It aider some of its results. Mr. Bainbridge, a weighty prophets to come with the pretended word of God 
makes them to realize, "All is vanity and vexation of name in missionary work, said that "these Indian in his mouth and hav credit among us." Is there a 
spirit." schools teach science mainly and that evangeliz~tion remedy? Yes; school, glorious free school, will 

In your precipitant zeal hav you ever stopped to was of subordinate importance." Further, he says dethrone caste, and where oppression is peace 
foot up the cost, per capita, of conversions from pa· that "out of every fifty young men educated by shall be. Teach the book as a history of a bad, 
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murderous, robbing, cut-throat people, and show 
them (the children) all that was done at the instiga
tion of, or sanctioned by, the priests and prophets, 
and show them that we are being hoodwinked to-dAy 
in like manner, liiB far as the seculflr laws will allow. 
Teach them to discontinue their contributions· for 
the support of these deceivers and doleful hypocrite, 
that they may become honest, for of all hellish 
schemes set up by man to terrify and delude the 
thoughtless, the scheme of salvation is in the lead. 
While we hav and always will &dmit the possibility 
of God revealing his word, we do not believe he has 
ever spoken to any one or dozen men. We do not 
think that God speaks in 111 changeableJanguage that 
may be revised to suit the sentiments of those who 
liv at the expense of others, but rather in the 
exquisit beauty in nature. . By the interblending of 
certain elementl'!-character-the blending ecstasy 
of two souls, some men and women are imbued with 
more reason than others and are therefore able to 
see more beauty in the real word of God than those 
less fortunate. ··But all who read this great book 
(nature) will see and be filled with a deSire to do 
good and be good. The time is here when some 
men and women object to having God maligned. 
For example, take tb.e third chapter in the Presby
teriAn Oonfession of Faith: 11 By the decree of God, 
for the manifestation of his glory, some men and 
angels are predestined unto eternal life, and others 
foreordained unto eternal death, !'lnd their number 
is so certain and so definit that it cannot be increased 
nor diminished." · 

Is not this a damnable doctrin T Is it not defam
ing and · maligning the creator, besides being a 
reward for crime T Oan any possible good come 
from it T " Oannot be increased or diminished ;" 
cannot add to or take from. If the number is already 
flxed what is the use praying or preaching ? There 
can be but one object in getting the non-elect into 
the church, namely, to support the elect. My 
~riends, if you hav ever associated ·the creator's 
name with that most cruel of cruel histories, stop 
and consider and you will be convinced that those 
who revise the book and change the decrees and 
creeds do not believe the Bible is the word of God. 
" When a man has so far corrupted and prostituted 

· the chastity of his mind as to subaaribe his profes
sional belief to things he does not believe, he has 
prepared himself for the commission of every other 
crime." We are nearing a deisticr.l belief that needs 
no mediators ; a belief that leads men to teach. by 
example-to honor God by doing good and masisting 
mankind. God's word is the beauty we behold as 
we pass along the journey of life, and not a hellish 
conglomeration of priestly terms that mystify and 
humiliate the many into the belief that they must 
needs support the elect or be damned. Good-bye, 
old confessiona!-box; good-bye, many deceivers; 
good-bye, most damnable of all curses ; your day is 
done, your sun is set. You cllin no longer damn 
the people because they will not support you. The 
keys you possess are a myth, and your hell and 

;s.. purgatory is your home. As 111 ·men's mind is so is 
his home. If be has hell in his mind he will hav bell 
in his home. Yours for home and free schools, 

o. s. RANDOLPH. 
--------~~-------Letter From Mr. Heywood~ 

continue to be the stamping-ground of all believers 
in freedom, order, and progress. Dr. Foote quotes 
you as saying that you will fight for the right of 
another to differ from you. In this are your intelli
gence and sincerity apparent"; for recognition of 
another's right to dissent and upset us if he can 
by honest argument is proof of faith in our own 
position. The ~bssachusetts Bill of Rights, the 
federal and every state constitution, theoretically 
asser~ freedom of conscience, speech, and the press, 
but anyone looking into popular evil, established 
sin, gets the door slammed in his face; the rogues 
try to remove us rather than abolish the sin exposed 
by·us; they try to destroy the physician rather than 
help him cure the ill. When wiser counsels prevail 
the reformer is seen to be right and the rogues go 
down. According to the Daclaration of Independ
ence it is our right and may be our duty to alter or 
abolish the government itself. As Governor 
.Andrew said, one has the right to be wrong, to go 
to hell at his own risk and cost. It is an ineffJ~ble 
impertinence for . one to undertake to tell BllOtber 
what he or she may or may not say or do. 

In 1872, the first year of its life, the Word de
manded repeal of Comstock's "law." The cas~s of 
Woodhull, Train, Lant, Foote, Bennett, and of the 
many others he has assaulted, made the villainy of 
his 11 law" more and more apparent. Dr. Foote's 
11 Plain Home Talk~· opened the eyes of millions of 
readers to the importance of the questions of physi
ology, morals, an(l hygiene, which he was one of the 
first to unfold. Yet here come the church pimps, 
the pious 11 decoys," who liv by keeping the people 
superstitious, ignorant, and vicious, with a·" law " 
fiercely limiting right to aequire and impart knowl
edge ; and they now so far control the federal govern
ment that reform newspapers of explicit opinions 
cannot be.delivered to regular subscribers in these 
states ! Every guarantee of liberty is struck down, 
and the terrorism is ao intense that there is not an 
editor in New·England, outside of prison, that dare 
tell the truth. 

When in Washington, in March, 1888, I found in 
the attic of the Oapitol the great petition, still there 
on a roll, which, bearing seventy thousand names, 
General Butler presented to Oongress in 1878 for 
repeal~~ Oomstock's " law;" in 1889 Hon. ·Amos 
Onmmings, Damocrat, member of Oongress, of New 
York, inlroduced a bill explicitly demanding repeal. 
I trust the National Dafense Association. wm reprint 
and put in circulation the petitions, in order that the 
people may · hav a chance to work for this greatly 
needed liberation. Oaged here now 383 days, as I 
go from my .cell to the shop I see, over the prison 
wall, the top of Bunker Hill monument, a reminder 
of faith in freedom once activly insurgent here, yet 
now, in these opulent states, newspapers are sup· 
pressed, editors imprisoned, and Boston has no 
public word or protest. A paper, misnamed Liberty, 
is dumb; the brave old Investigator is silent; Zola's 
" Money," which circulates intact, unhurt, in Paris, 
is expurgated, mutilated, for fear of vice society 
censors, in the home of Adams, Hancock, and 
Garrison! Truth seeking and utterance are your bus!• 
ness ; so I trust Governor Andrew's words grandly 
affirming the right of your work will not be unwel-
come. EzRA H. HEYWOOD. · 
State Prison, P. 0. Bow 100, Charleston, .Mass., 

Aug. 10, Y.L. 19. 
------~~--------

DEAR Mn. MAcDoNALD : Freedom of speech never 
was more fiercely assailed or sternly exercised than 
in Boston in 1860-1861. The Garrison Abolitionists What Is Money t 
had run up the disunion :tl.iag here in 1844 and had To TRE EDITOR oF THE TRUTR SEEKER, Sir : I 
worked intently seventeen years to break up the notice in THE TRuTH SEEKER of August 15 ;h • very 
federal government as the best way to free the unsatisfactory answer to tht9 above question by J. 
slaves. At last the South said, "Agreed, we'll go;" M. Brown. 

soon after that as John Sherman ordered, contrary to 
law, that the balance . of t_he greenbacks should be 
received at par for customs dues, they at once went 
up to par with gold and hav been there ever s;nce, 
and sometimes at a premium. 

What an absurd quibble Mr. Brown makes· over 
the two words, 11 make " and " coin.'' If to coin is 
not to make, what is it 1 

To coin is to convert into Ieg11l money by a stamp, 
which can be put on paper better than on metal. 

If gold and silver were not in demand for coinage 
into money what would they be worth in market T 
Probably about one-fourth of their.present :fictitious 
or nominal value, so there you see their inirinsic 
value. But Mr. Brown has the same folly of :M:r. 
Hertwig of eomparing our treasnry notes to the 
French assignats, the Oontinental paper, and the 
Confederate currency. The assignats were based on 
the confiscated lands of the priests and nobles, to 
which the revolutionary government had no legal 
title. They were never made a fall legal tender and 
were alwmys much depreciated. They were redeerll· 
able in the confiscated lands, and very many located 
small farms paying for them in assignats. But when 
the old government was restored, these confiscated 
lands that remained unsold were restored to their 
original owners. But the restored government 
never dared to touch the lands of the small farmers 
who had paid for them in aesignats. 

At the close of the Revolutionary war there was 
three hundred millions of the Oontinental money 
outstanding, representing the indebtedness of· the 
people to. its holders. It was a just debt for value 
received, for services and material. Without that 
money the people could n~ver hav gained their inde
pendence. It should hav been made a full legal 
tender for all debts, public and private, based on the 
whole weAlth of the country, and not. on gold and 
silver. Unfortunately at that time the people had 
no artisans to coin greenbacks that could not be 
counterfeited and consequently the English fooded 
the country with counterfeits that could not be dis
tinguished from the genuin. If at that time the 
government had given those credits on its books in
stead of on floating paper, the counterfeits could hav 
been avoided. _But one great folly the people then 
committed was to base this enormous amount on 
gold and silver. At that time there was nQt over 
five millions of gold and silver in the country on . 
which to base the whole three hundred millions, 
which would be about seventeen mills on the dollar. 
Surely that was trying to stand a pyramid on its apex. 
However, there was nevei' any good reason for not 
paying that debt. And the gover!lment of the 
United States did finally make appropriations t~ pay 
it, so far as the demands at that time could be ascer
tained. · 

As to the Oonfederate currency, the; government 
issuing it was overthrown. Had the Confederate 
government stood, doubtless it would hav paid all 
its debts. 

A government that issues money and then repudi-
ates it is a fraud and a robber. F. H. MAlts•. 

Globe Village, Mass. 
------~~------

.!. Wail from the Walls of Zion. 
Flying straws indicate the direction of the wind. 

and Phillips, facing acres of mob violence; bid the That is money which the law makes money, 
Secessionists good·speed in getting out. During all whether gold, silver, or paper. Mr. Brown's position 
that fearful winter I was one of a body-guard o that nothing but metal can be coined is perfectly 
young men who protected fNllrs to and from pub- absurd. Oannot the government put its stamp on 
lie halls and upheld the bann o mental liberty. In paper as well as on metal T Is either money before 
order to help right to come uppermost and justice the government stamp is pub on it! Has the United 
to be done, John A. Andrew. governor-elect, wrote States ever issued any currency that was a fall legal 
a remarkable letter from which Phillips quoted as tender for all debts public and private that was not 
follows : 11 The right to think, to know, and to utter, always at par with gold or at a premium' Never! 
as John Milton said, is the dearest of all liberties. The first sixty millions of greenbacks issued by the 
Without this right .there can be no liberty to any government were of this kind, and were always at 
people ; with it there can be no slavery. I care not par with gold and sometimes at a premium. And 
for the truth or the error of the opinions held or bad all the subsequent issues contained the full legal 
uttered, nor for the wisdom of the words, or the tender clause as the bill passed the House provided, 
time of their attempted expression, when I consider they would always hav been at par with gold or at a 
this great question of fundamental significance, this premium. But the damphool Senate at the dictation 
great right which must first be secure before free, of the convention of bankers assembled at Washing
society can be said to stsnd on any foundation, but ton, befor~ whom the.damphool committee on finance 
only on temporary or capricious props. Rioh or of the Senate was summoned, dictated to the~ to 
poor, white or black, great or small, wise or foolish, put the damnable exception on the back, which the 
in season or out of season, in the right or in the damphools did, which brands them, and all the Sen
wroDg, whosoever will speak and whosoever will ate who voted for it, as damphools and mere pimps 
hear let him hear. And let no man pretend to the of Wall street. And after this these same bankers 
prerogativ of judging another man's liberty. In did all in their power to depreciate these issues 
this respect there is, there can be, no superiority of which they had induced the government to partiaiJy 
persons or privileges, nor the slightest pretext for repudiate, and then bought them up at forty or fifty 
any." cents on the dollar with their gold, and then induced 

This is the platform on whic]! Wri@~ S~ver, the another damphool Oongress, pimps of Wall street, to 
Footes, the Lalande, Bennett, Wa eman, Mra. allow them their full face in United States bonds 
Oolman, Andrews, Rawson, and the rest demanded with semi-annual interest payable in gold and to 
repeal of Comstock's" law" in 1878, and it must burn up the greater part of the greenbacks. But as 

Owing to opinioJis recently spoken and published 
here against the Bible and church, the Dahlonega 
saints hav become much vexed and extremely solicitous 
for the safety of their old antiquated idol. O.n last 
night they held a mass-meeting at the Methodist· 
church to consider what was best to be done undel' 
the circumstances. The general agent of the Amari• 
can Bible Society was present as master of cere
monies and chief orator. . . All other meetings were 
postponed, and there was a general outpouring of the 
faithful; as everybody was invited, urged, and im• 
portuned to 11 come out to the help of the Lord." 
Cheering words were expected from the distinguished 
mogul of the Amer~can Bible Society, yet notwith· 
standing, his warning utterance QJ\rried no hope to 
the ear of his anxious hearers. He represented 
Zion in a languishing condition. The love of many 
had waxed cold, and the interest in God's blessed 
word was growing less and less. Brazen-face~ Infi· 
delity stalked forth defiant, and boldly fulminated 
its frightful heresies in a manner appalling to con-. 
template. The finances of the America~ Bi~le 
Society were in a deplorable state, and foreign diS
tribution was not only checked, but many home 
colporteurs were dismissed for want of funds to pay 
them. Several others spoke for the Bible and Jesus, 
and the amount of idiotic, senseless, silly twaddle 
indulged in was nothing short of a downright dis· 
grace to the grand intellectual age in which we liv. 
But after all the meeting was a hopeful .one to 
Liberals, as it revealed the fact that the general 
masses in sentiment, refinement, and decency _are 
outgrowing the contents of that ol~ cvm~ _ ·1era
tion of error, outrage, and obscene ·~L~--~.-. · called 
the Bible. W ABREN SmTH. 

.Dahlonega, Ga., Aufl. 3, 1891. 
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The .Money Qaestion. thought more about the miraculous disapparition of 
Now, gentlemen, let m& tell, you what kind of a the Virgin of Seven Sorrows, attributing to his oar

dollar I want. And a dollar that suits me is good ration a sort of identical cause. 
enough for any other man-and altogether too good Here are the facts as I heard them, without 
for a king. amplification or diminution : 

But :first Jet me tell you what kind of a dollar I do About thirty years ago. there lived an old lady 
not want: I do not want a dollar of gold in any who was a great devotee ; she woke up before day
shape yon can :fix it. Why, bless your soul-if yon ·break, went to communion regularly every morning, 
hav got one, and it has ever been any use to yon- and was a source of admiration to the whole populace, 
I hav got along for almost sixty years without any even the cure of the parish, so :firm were her con· 
gold dollars, and I hav got along about as well as victions in the exercise of her religions duties. 
the majority. Married to an honorable man, but somewhat a 

I do not want a ·dollar in silver, nor a half-dollar skeptic, she beheld with pain her husband's rather 
or quarter-dollar in silver. I like the present coin- irreverent discourse and attitude at times concern· 
age of dimes, nickels, and cents, for that represents ing religioq and sa~red things. 
about the normal condition of my purse, and for This is what happened to her once: O.ae morning 
dimes and pennies, why, "Barkis is willin'." returning from an early mass~ which is said in the 

I do not want a dollar of gold or silver certificates. village at dawn, upon entering her apartment she 
Some say that it is the best money we hav ever had saw an extraordinary vision. A.superbplastsrsaint, 
because it has intrinsic value behind it. Bosh ! with rosy cheeks, gilded, and with blue robes girded 
Intrinsic value 1?1 Suppose some canoe-loads of about it, and who was venerated under the name of 
native from Oongo would come up to Washington Joseph; had descended from the. altar raised to his 
some :fine Sunday morning, sound the treasury, honor in a conspicuous part of the room and wa~ 
load the swag into their canoes, and pull for home. advancing through the apartment, slowly and some
Wben in the sea of Sargossa a storm sends the whole what c~priciously, without the bottom of the statue· 
outfit to the bottom. Where is the value of your · seeming to touch the ground. Imagin the good 
intrinsic' '1 Ridiculous I Oongo! Ridiculous ! Such lady's astonishment; she bad just made a promis to 
a thing is not even supposable." Ridiculous, do Mary, and· behold her divine spouse, the amiable 
you say-very well, then, suppose Russia, the German father of Jesus, leaving heaven, where he must be 
empire, and Great Britain form a triple alliwnce very happy, to come and manifest himself to one 
(stranger things than that hav happened) and slyly of the faithful adherents of his wife.·· 
aend over their navies, cut the Atlantic telegraph Damb with terror, stupefied with pain, the good 
and pounce down simultaneously on Boston, NeV: lady dared not moye; she had fallen upon her knees 
York, and Washington, and carry off the dollars, with folded arms; she contemplated with increasing 
bricks, and bars-then where is your ridiculous stupor the irregular movements of the saint. At 
intrinsic' last a loud cry which the whole ~ouse reeahoed 

I do not want any United States greenbacks that loudly escaped from her throat. :People ran to the 
read, "The United States will pay." No, eir, I do spot, the news was communicated; the good lady's 
not want any of them. St. Joseph walks; the servants, as astonished as 

But what I do want is a United States greenback their mistress, hurried themselvs through the stlirs; 
that reads: 11 United States of America. One dollar. the carate is sent for and he comes to witness the 
This bill is a legal tender for all debts, dues, and miracle, and on the journey prepares a sermon for 
demands. Washington, D. 0., July 4, 1892." the following Sundayon,What time was ever sofertil 

I make the date J nly 4, 1892, because I do not in miracles! 
see how I can wait any longer than that date. The cure arrived amidst a multitude of enthusias-

Of course we want some :fives and tens, and since tic parishioners, who placed themselvs in prese•e of 
Sam Jones fails to :fill his $500 contract with me, the marvelous statue, more .,curious than the good 
we had better hav some :fifties and one hundreds. lady and her neighbors .. T~e ewe, whet~ has excellent 

Then I want some :fifty and twenty.:five cent reasons for not having such unshaken faith as that 
fractional currenoy.....;.the best and most convenient of his clients, witnesses the strange movements of 
change we ever had. I want it made a felony to dis- the statue and its tendency to go toward the furni
perage this money and piracy or treason to counter- ture as if to penetrate under. 
feit it. Forgetting the severe punishment which befell 

Then every one of those bills would stand up and Dathan and Abiron when they dared to touch the ark 
say, I am a dollar, or ten dollars, etc. of the covenant, the cure laid an imoious hand on 

And every man, woman, and child in the United th.e statue, which stopped briskly. E!lcouraged in 
States would be loyal enough, and patriotic enough, his impunity he raises the saint. . . • What 
and bav confidence enough in the stability of the stupor, what rage, holy indignation! Esch could 
government, to uphold and redeem them in good see, clearly attached to the .socket of the statue and 
honest labor, produce of brawn or brain, as long altogether out of view, a large land turtle called in 
as they are usable. these islands morocoy, of which cooks make peppered 

Then Uncle Sam should call them-the UD.usable ragouts gratifying to the palate. 
ones-in and say, 11 Well done, good and faithful, The good lady faints away. The cure with a kick 
enter into my crematory," . and forthwith issue sends the body of the miracle rolling to the :floor 
another of the same denomination to take its place to against the furniture. The good lady's husband, 
bless and gladden all mankin<l. L. L. GooDWIN. whq was strongly suspected to hav been the author 

St . .Elmo, !I enn., Aug. 15. 1891. of this joke, made no appearance at home during 
the day. E. S. 

A Voice From the West Indies, The Bible. 
A MIRACLE AT THE END OF THE CENTURY. 

Natural phenomena of a disquieting nature, as 
earthquakes, storms, conflagrations, etc., hav a ten
dency to raise in religious souls aspirations of 
ardent faith caused by these geological or itmos
pherical disturbances. People do not fail for the 
least thing to exclaim, miracle ! and this with such 
enthusiasm and extraordinary conviction as noth
ing can equal. 

O.n the morning of Saturday, 3:1 July, the inhab
itants of the island of Martinique had had such a 
disagteeable waking from their slumbers that the 
last oscillations of the ground had not as yet passed 
away when already in a village of the island a 
number of inhabitants were making their way to a 
point of the locality where there ill a modest chapel 
or unpretentious throne with a statue of the Virgin 
of Seven Sorrows. The virgin, many trustworthy 
witnesses affirm, during the event of the morning 
dreading to receive over her plaster head the walls of 
the chapel, which would hav added an eighth to her 
seven sorrows, had disappeared from the very :first 
shock, to reappear at the last oscillation. A pious 
woman, who had a desire to hear on that day an 
early mass, had left her house very early that morn
ing and was the only person who had seen the 
miracle. 

A number of people had run to the spot sanctified 
by the mysterious· phenomenon which had just 
happened, applll'ition and disapparition without 
trick or prestidigitator's wand, commented upon the 
event, and tongues plied freely, when a farce.player 
amused himself in relating the. following miracle 
which had happened in the same locality some time 
before, and which made everybody laugh save a few 
devotees who wer~ scandalized about it, and nobody 

The time is coming when one of the greatest wo:n
ders of the world will be, how such a book as the 
Bible could ever be palmed off on rational beings, 
capable of thinking, as the inspiration of a being 
supreme in power, wisdom, justice, love, and· mercy. 
It is far more like the work of partial, ignorant, 
unjust, wrathful, hurtful, vindictiv tyrants than a 
being worthy to be called God. 

11 With thy money thou mayest buy wine or strong 
drink or whatsoe'!Ter thy soul lusteth after." Oould 
the worst libertin, debauchee, or harlot ask for 
more liberty ? 

"Wine cheereth the head of God and man." Here 
it makes God a wine-bibber. . 

" With thy money thou mayest buy bondsmen and 
bondswomen of the heathen round about thee; and 
if thou beat thy bondsman that he die, nevertheless, 
if he livs three days after the beating, it is nobody's 
business, for he is thy. money." A beautiful speci
men of impartiality, wisdom, love, and kindness 
to come from a divine source I We hav tried slavery, 
and it has coat near a million of lives of our most 
robust men, and many millions of dollars, and :filled 
the country with pensioned cripplee, widowP, and 
orphans, and all kinds of vice, and now one-half our 
working people whom our government of villains 
hav robbed of their birthright to land are as much 
slaves as the colored people were before the war. 

Recently I hav read the head-lines of every chap
ter in the 01d Testament and three hundred whole 
chapters, and such another dirty mess of stuff I 
never found in any other bock; and here declare 
that the Bible has cursed the human race more than 
any if not all other books ever pub1iehed. There has 
hardly ever been a sin or crime committed but what 
authority for it oan be found in the Bible. The 

Bible has caused millions of the best people of their 
time to be slain, and even now is dividing the 
people of this nation into one hundred and forty 
different sectp, causing each sect to hate all the 
others. 

The Bible contains more than one hundred 
absolute contradictions and abounds in Jalsehoods. 

It says David was a man after God's own heart, 
which is understood to be a good man, when the 
fact is exactly the reverse. He was one of the most 
licentious, bloody old villains that ever oureed his 
race. He kept a house full of wives and concubines, 
and when he wanted another he had only to send a 
man to fetch her. He saw Uriah's wife bathing at 
a distance, which eo :fired hia unbridled passions 
that he sent a man to fetch her, and after he had 
debauched her he wanted ·to get Uriah out of the 
way that he might bav her all to himself. He eent 
Uriah a dish of food, but Uriah probably thought it 
was poisoned and would not eat it. He then put 
llim in the front of battle to get him killed, and was 
ao anxious to make it a sure thing that be put his 
soldiers nearer the walls. of the city than usual, and 
thus, in his anxiety to kill Uriah, many others were 
slain that would not hav been if they bad not gone 
so near the wall to be sure of having Uriah killed. 
A. woman threw a piece of a millstone from the wall 
and killed a man ! So, old DAvid, the man after 
God's own heart, killed quite a number in securing 
Uriah's wife. · 

I counted eight wives that D.\vid had before he 
went to J erasalem, and the Bible says that after he 
went there he took more wives and concubines, but 
does not say bow many, but givs the names of 
thir~een more children that were born to him there. 
When David got frightened and :fled from Absalom, 
he left ten concubines to keep house. And Absalom 
got in with them to spite David, which made the 
treacherous old fellow so mad that he sent the con· 
cubines away, never saw them again, for he had 
enough others, but had them shut up and kept them 
shut up as long as they lived ! · 

When David was at home he was always cursing 
his enemies and praying for their destruction, in
stead of laboring to reform and save them. And 
then, when he got the least whim against a city or 
a tribe he would go out with his army and kill several 
thousand men, and bring home plunder enough to 
support his harem a dozen J ears I A man after 
God's . own heart ought to hav children of decent 
cbaracter, but DAvid's children were as licentious as 
himself. Read Sam. xiii, 11, and see how Amnon, 
the son of David, treated his sister Tamar at the 
advice of his cousin, and then tell me if a God would 
inspire men to write such sh ff for young people to 
read. 

This is only a mere sketch of th'e :filthiness of 
David and his family. And he is called a man after 
God's own heart. Then there is his son Solomon 
called the wisest man, while his seven hundred 
wives and three hundred concubines prove him the 
greatest fool of all history. 

Let us see what kind of food the Bible God givs 
some of his children. Read Lev. xxvi, 29; Isa. 
xxxvi, 12. 

And for a specimen of the chastity and politeness of 
the Bible God read Isa. iii, 17. Do not fail to read 
these passages and then throw your Bible into the 
:fire as the :filthiest and most harmful book ever 
published. · 

As St. Wa»amaker the postmaster has pronounced 
the Bible a suitable book to pass through the mails, 
will he please use this artiole and the scripture it 
refers to as a lesson in his Sabbath-schoolmnd pub-
lish the result? J, BAOKER. 

Vineland, N J. .................... ~~~--..... -
The Lord's Prayer, Revised Translation. 

Our Father who art in heaven, unhallowed be thy 
name. Thy kingdom come-like Tilden's adminis
tration. Thy will be done on e~rth-not as 'tis in 
heaven ; for there was Satan -cradled, and thence 
St. John beheld the carnage of celestial war, while 
Job heard God 11 charge his angels with folly." Giv 
us this day our daily bread-in proportion as by 
honest toil, and not by sacred sophistry, we earn it; 
and forgiv us our transgressions as we forgiv Thee for 
Thine alleged outrages on mankind. Lead ns not 
into Orusades, but deliver us from Inquisitions; and 
save us at last in oblivion for Bradlaugb the Reform-
er's sake. · 

Amen ! M. L. SALTER. 
Williams, Ariz., Aug. 2, 1891. 

How to Help 'l'he Trnth Seeker. 
1. When renew\Dg get a friend to subscribe and 

thus save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Gat your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. . 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take oft' his 
hands at the end of the week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pict-q.res alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
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al!long your acquaintances. ' On your request, we 
wdl send you back-number sample copies free. 

. 5. Leave a copy occasionally where it will .be 
picked up--in the. train, in the factory in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop 
Leave it picture-side up. ' · 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. ' 

7. G~t a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to take It, · 

More Fossif Footprints. 
From the Springflela Republtcan. 

Several footprints of rap tile of various dimensions 
hav lately been discovered about three miles from 
Holyoke upon the rock in G. L. Bosworth's quarry 
near the shore of the Connecticut river which hav 
~aus~~ considerabl~ excit~ment and elicited many 
Inqumes. These discoveries occur not infrequently, 
more than twelve thousand such footmarks having 
already been brought to light, and, in fact it is well 
known throughout the scientific world th~t the new 
red sandstone of the Connecticut valley, which extends 
about one hundred and ten miles from north to 
south and averages about twenty miles in width from 
east to .west! is one of the mos.t prolific depositories 
of fossil prints. Slabs of th1s stone having upon 
them the wonderful indentations, can be found in al
most all the museums of this continent and Europe. 

A few days ago, accompanied by my friend Pro
fessor Woodman, who is, as the world knows, ~ne of 
the most profound scholars in the natural sciences 
I visited Mr. Bosworth's quarry. The soil over th~ 
rock£1, which is not very thick at that locality, had 
been removed and left exposed an extensiv area upon 
which a large number of tracks are apparent.' Pro
fessor Woodman said that in all his ramblings 
through the world he had not seen such a large num
ber clustered together in so circumscribed a space. 
Several of the tracks can be traced from one end of 
the quarry to the other. There is not only a large 
number of them, but they are of various sizes and 
were made by animals of different species alth~ugh 
the conformation of the foot indicates that they be
long to the same genus. Some of the tracks measure 
eighteen inches in length and ten in width; others are 
ten inches long, and there are others that do not 
measure more than three or four inches, and are of 
proporhional width. A slab taken out near the edge 
of the public road which forms the northern boundary 
of the quarry, bas two large, well-delineated tracks 
upon its surface four feet six inches apart, which in
dicate the stride in the step of the animal. All the 
tracks bear the same conformation of the foot-that 
is, all hav only three toes, and the steps bear the same 
characteristics; they are single; that is, made by 
bipeds. There is no doubt they are much smaller 
DOW than when first made. The mud in drying up 
must hav contracted considerably to become as the 
rock is to-day-of crystalline texture. 

esses. That. conformation in · fossil birds was the 
law ~nd it~ absence the exception. Several species 
bad Jaws hke saurians and were saurian-like in their 
dispo.sition and habits. :The arcl!ooopteryx, the ga
etornis, the hesperornis, the ichthyornis, and many 
others were of that sort. Some of these birds had 
teeth three in~hes in length, sharp and pointed. 
. But the dinosaurs were not the only animals 
wh!ch had. the privilege to roam over the muddy 
pl~m of th1s valley. A large number of other foot
prmts hav been found which must hav been made by 
other animals belonging to different orders. The 
tracks of the labyrinthodont&, the enaliosaurs the 
belodonus lepturus, the dromat'herium and ~any 
.others •!e often met with. In 184:2 the· late Pro
fes~or Hitchcock had already extmined two:thousand 
w~1ch had been made by thirty-two species of bipeds 
and fourteen species of quadrupeds. 

In regard to footprints, the question upon which 
ce~ters the grea.test interest is not about their num. 
ber or .nature, nor of the character or disposition of 
the antmals that made them, but in their immense 
antiquity. If they dated only a few years back they 
would not be notioed. But their age is so immense 
~hat we ~an neve! f~rm an. adequate conception of 
tts duration, and It 1s so with all geological periods. 
The number of centuries required to bring the state 
of the earth from a_ vaporous mass into its concrete 
form, and then through the series of transformations 
which hav marked the evolutiou of the radiates into 
the articulates, and these into the mollusks and the 
mollusks into the fishes, and. the fishes int~ the rep
tile, and the reptile into the birds, and the birds into 
mammalians, and the mammalians into the genus homo 
btflla our imagination. The only means we hav t~ 
unravel the past is the division of time adopted for 
geology, that is the azoic, or time previous to the 
appearance of the organic life ; the eozoic or the 
time when life first appeared; the paleozoi~ or age 
of fishes ; the mesozoic, or age of reptils · the 
cenozoic, or the age of the mammalians. ' The 
evolution of a class of animals into other classes 
and species is called an age ; the group of rocks 
laid during an age is an · era, and each rock of 
~n era is called a period ; thus we say, the paleozoic 
IS the age of fishes, and comprises the Devonian e'ra 
whiah is composed of the 11 Portage," Hamilton' 
corniferous, and the Oriskany periods. The chro~ 
nology of a rock is determined by its fossils if it is 
sedimentary, and by its chemical or physical compo
sition and arrangement if it is plutonic. These minor 
points are indispensable for the intelligent study of 
the science and to enable one to grasp its intrinsic 
problems. 

A. Doubter's Reply. 
I useter go to meetin' some to hear the wimmin sing, 
An' see ole Parson Soanso go howlin' round the ring · · 
•Twas high old times they useter hav a.prayin' an• a.shoutin' 
While I sot there an• looked around a-thinkin' an• a-doubtin': 

" Come on to glory I Now's the day! Don't put it off no 
longer; 

The win's of love is blowin' now, God's grace is gittin' 
-~~~ . 

Thus raved the parson as he howled an• long an' louder 
shouted, 

But I sot there an' shuck my head an• sorter smiled an' 
doubted. · 

" Is there a ·soul in here to.night," the parson yelled with 
vigor, 

" That hasn't felt the spirit's might nor yielded to its rigor? 
Is there a man or woman here who will not go to glory? 
Git up before me tl you dare an' let me hear your story." 
-I sot there quiet, didn't stir, although I felt I orter 
Rise up in the meet!n' an' do up that godly snorter. 
''Young man," he yelled," you are condemned to ·endless 

death in hades. · 
Will yon go down to hell from here amongst these weepin' 

ladies?" 

If he can't put it in your hearts to help your sickly neigh · 
bora? _ 

Why do you pray to one you say •s a kind an• loving 
father? 

Don't you suppose he know~ your needs without your endltll 
bother? 

"An' what's the use of singin' sarms an' shoutin' to Jeho-
vah? 

Did prayer ever plow your corn or sfngin' cut your clover? 
Did preachin' ever feed the poor or edicate your chillun? 
If you will point out such a case I'll come upmore'n willin'." 
But nary elder said a word, the sisters quit their singln', 
Ole Parson Soanso sot down, his tremblin' hands a-wrlngin', 
An' as the meetin' was broke up with nary sinner shoutin' 
I left an' walked across the fi.!illds a.doubt!n' an' a.doubtin'. 

Nash'IJiUe, Tenn: W. H. STITES. 

Jerusalem Toucan (Toucaua Jerusalema). 
The Jerusalem toucan 

is not a song-bird. A 
desire for money has 
taken all the tune out of 
his temples . He is 
never found in the for
ests or in the fields. 
Like the canary, he is to 
be seen only about the 
house. He sometimes 
prays-for more money. 
He is a bird of prey. 
He livs on lambs. Once 
there was a Jerusalem 
toucan that called him
self the " lamb of God." 
But he did not liv long 
after these words were 
spoken, for h~s fellow
toucans, always hungry for lamb, crucified him at 
once, or rather as soon as the law allowed. 

E. MEBBILL. 
------~ .. .--------

Explanatory. 
It was a church and steeple that the spirit of 

Henry Ward Beecher drew in Dr. Hansmann's note· 
book; and o:n the tall spire there was a cross. U is 
therefore supp~sable. that Mr. Beecher meant to say 
that the Oathobc church was ''the curse of creation." 
There .was no steeple on Plymouth church, much less 
a cross. BunB. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
S. P. PUTNAM'S lecture appointments for September and 

October are as follows : Crookston, Minn., September 1, 2, 
3; Jamestown, N. D , 5, 6; Boseman, Mont., 8, 9; Col
ville, W~~o~~h., 12, 13; Spangle, Wash., 15; Rosalia, Wash., 
16, 17; Oakesdale, Wash., 18; Palouse City, Wash., 19,20\ 
Pasco, Wash.,22,23; Nanaimo,B. C.,26; Wellington, B.C., 
27, 28'; Snohomish, Wash., 80; Portland convention, October 
3, 4, 5; Grant's Pass, 7, 8; San Francisco, 11. Will lecture 
in California through the months of October, November, 
December, and January, state convention January 29. 

JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH will con!m.ence his lecture trip 
September 6th, at Pittsburgh, Pa. His lecture appoint
ments for the present are ag follows: September 6, Pitts
burgh, Pa.; 10, Millersburg, 0.; 12, 18, Shreve, 0.; 14, 15, 
Nashville, 0.; 20, Alliance, 0.; 21, 22, Quincy,· 0; 23, 
North Baltimore, 0.; October 6, Chicago, lll.; 7, 8, 9, 
Havana, Dl.; 11, Des Moines, Ia. It is his 'intention to 
vlsit the Pacific coast, if possible, having received several 
pressing invitations to lecture there, especially in California 
and Oregon. Friends in Nebraska, Colorado, Utah, and 
other places along the route desiring his services to lecture 
are requested to address him in care of R. G. Smith, 
Alliance, 0., until further notice. 

Many of these fossil prints bear a close resem
blance to the tracks of birds, so much so that for 
:years man:y of them were believed to hav been made 
byaome of the feathered tribes, but since the discov
~ry of. the dinosaurs in the triassic strata the ques
tion has been definitly settled; There is no doubt 
now that these tracks were made by several species 
of reptile which hav already been found in the tri
assic beds of Nevada and California, and on the west
ern slope of the Rocky mountains. The numerous 
tracks found show that these animals formed a large 
genus, with very many species. One species bad 
three toes, another had four, and another five. The 
three-toed was the most numerous and produced 
species of enormous sizes. Tbe brontozoum gigan
teum, the otozoum moodii, belong to the three-toed 
nriety and were from fourteen to fifteen feet in 
bight. The four. toed and five· toed species were not 
quite so numerous, but they produced individuals 
of' still greater dimensions. Specimens hav been 
found that measured eighteen feet in bight and 
twenty-four inches in length. 

I looked. the parso:a in the eye, I felt my nerves grow 
stronger, 

I couldn't stand his wicked look, no, not a minit longer· 

J. G. HBRTWIG, P. 0. Box 413, Washington, D. c., 
intends to lecture during the forthcoming fall and winter 
on the following subjects: 1. "National Taxation," oppos
ing the present customs and internal revenue systems of the 
United States and advocating a not graduated income tax in 
their stead, for raising the revenue necessary for the support 
of the government. 2. "Free Coinage," advocating free 
and unlirdted coinage, from American silver, of a temporary · 
silver dollar, correct as to its bullion value, and, as soon as it 
can be accomplished, an international agreement as to a fixed 
ratio between gold and silver as monetary metals. 3. 
"Sunday Laws," energetically opposing such laws, and, in 
addition, expounding the other demands of Liberalism. 
He ur~ntly and sincerely solicits engagements for these 

The fo~sils of all these animals show that all the 
species had large heads, saurian-like, with enormous 
teeth. They bad all four legs but made little use of 
their forelegs, which were very small and atrophied 
for want of use. These characteristics indicate that 
they were in form as well as in habits closely al· 
lied to the bird family. The fact that they walked 
on their hindlegs, that their bones were hollow like 
those of birds, that they had the same conforma
tion of the foot, and were biped in their habits 
~oints to the conclusion that they were the primi~ 
tiv sketches of • new design which was just in the 
stage of its evolution, an intermediate form or a 
connecting link emerging from the reptilian genus 
into the r,enus bird. They are sureb nearer the 
type bird than that of any other, and if it were not 
for their forelegs they might be classed at once as the 
primitiv genus of the feathered tribe. 

The fact that they had teeth does not preclude 
the possibility of their baing intermediate between 
reptils and birds, because teeth were a very com

. mon appendage to the primitiv birds, and are still 
found with some of our Jiving birds. The parrot and 
the pen~uin bav rpdime;nt~ 91 ~eetb ~il!l ~lveolar J?rOo· 

I sprung right up an' raised my hand an' said above' the 
bustle, 

" It you can git me on my knees, ole fellow, you must 
hustle. 

" I'm not afraid to liv nor die; your El:od to me's a stranger· 
He never helped me hoe my corn nor guarded me in danger: 
He never _comes to help the weak when strugglin' with 

priva • ion, 
He's always on the strongest side in ev'ry land an• nation. 
"Last year poor neighbor Jones was sick, he's one of your 

own members; 
His fl.re of zeal's a mighty blaze when your•n is coolin' 

embers. 
He leads in meetin' an' he sings, he's one of the anointed 
If Jones gits left I swar the rest of you'll be disappointed. 

" But when his crop was in the grass you didn't try to aid 
him, 

You hoed your corn an' left him thar just whar disease had 
laid him. 

Your elders an' your sisters here forgot that Jones was ailin' 
They're mighty good to pray an' sing but love is not theif 

fail in'. 
" I hitched my old gray mare an' plowed your brother Jones's 

cotton 
An' dug his •taters that was neigh to sproutin' an' to 

rottin', 
I fed his stock an• went to mlll an' 'tended to his taxes . 
_Jones is sittin' over there an' knows that these the facts is. 
"Now

1
wbhat•s the y~~ ~q P.~v ~ ~od if be <!!ltt't e!'se yQur 

·.a ore, · 

lectures. 

WE are convinced that it is contrary to all moral 
ideas to teach that the guilty may be pardoned be- ' 
cause the innocent hav suffered. The idea of the 
sacrifice of life, whether of brute or man, for 11 the 
salvation of souls," is a wicked and hurtful notion. 
It has led to countless atrocities, and still works 
evil, leading the Pocasset Christian to strike his 
knife to the heart of his little girl, •nd probably 
influencing the assassin of the president in his 
wicked deed. Jesus was put to death by the Jews 
on the charge of sedition and blasphemy. He tried 
to avoid it, but was betrayed by Judas. How this 
can be made an offering by God of his son for tile 
sins of the world is past comprehension. We hav 
no fear that men will be. worse if they lose the 
restraint of the idea that God, in all ages, bas de
manded. the blood· of the innocent as the condition o~ 
forgivpc:~es ot the guilty.-Rooert 0. 4dam~. 
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~11mmnnieations. 

The Single-Tax Question. 
Mr. Rousseau still continues to write under the 

beading, "Homeless for a Week," apparently oblivi- · 
ous of the fact that Mr. Billings bas .long ago been 
provided for, and is now liviug in such luxury on his 
"pitiful pittance of $8 per week" -which is more 
than any farmer in Kflnsas is making by his labor, 
and more than any man without capital can make on 
free raw land anywhere-that be doubtless bas him· 
self almost forgotten the incident entirely. 

I was in hopes that Mr. Rousseau would giv us 
some good reason for believing in the single-tax 
theory ; for I am very anxious to bear of some 
" aperient resolvant " which will prove an efficacious 
remedy for the ills that the body politic is heir to. 
I remember that once in Illinois, when riding on 
horseback to town, I was stopped by a man sitting 

. by the roadside, who bailed me with the words : "I 
say, sir, do you know of anyone who wants any 
kyarpenter work done? I am no hatchet·and·saw 
man; I am a kyarpenter. I served an apprentice
ship of seven years in Brooklyn." Not long ago I 
began a newspaper discussion on the single tax with 
a bank cashier and political aspirant ; but, like the 
" ornery" dog" which fought the widow's fifteen
pound cat, be "kicked and 1lummixed and died " in 
the second round. I expect better things from Mr. 
Rousseau. Being a resident of Brooklyn, it may be 
safely affirmed that he is no hatchet. and-saw man, but 
a regular "kyarpenter," who can construct a stately 
edifice, imposing to the eye and invulnerable to KIUl· 
sas missile, out of single.tax materials alone. Being 
a truth seeker and truth lover, however, I must con
fess that the phrase, Vae quantum nihil, is barely 
repressible when I look over his page·and-a-half 
reply to my short article. It is true, be bas con
structed an edifice, but it is only a chateau en 
Espagne, and the gaps in his fence are too numerous 
to be stopped by a castle in the air with no better 
foundation than a "midsummer night's dream." 

Mr. Rousseau, in his first ar~icle, gave an account 
of the peregrinations of a certain Mr. Billings, who, 
for unassigned and presumably unassignable reasons, 
left his employment in New Jersey, and, without a 
penny in his pocket, wandered into the " realms of 
the unknown" city of New York in search of work. 
As a natural consequence of ~is penniless condition, 
he was obliged to beg or starve until be obtained 
employment, which he did on the second or third 
day of his arrival in the metropolis, at $8 per week. 
Mr. Rousseau &ffi.rmed fhat the $8 per ·week was but 
a "pitiful pittance," and that if the single-tax scheme 
bad been in operation and "natural opportunities" 
open, Mr. ·Billings could hav gone to market· 
gardening or employed his time in stone quarrying. 
In reply I wanted to know how Mr. Billings was going 
to build his fences, plow his land, build and furnish 
his bouse, and buy his seed without a penny in his 
pocket. You should remember, Mr. Rousseau, that· 
the laborer cannot liv in your !air castle while he is 
market-gardening. I want to know whether these 
"natural opportunities" which the single taxer sighs 
for, include houses already built and furnished by 
other people. I would also like to know of what 
value a rock quarry would be to a penniless laborer 
who bas no money to pay the rent.tax on it and 
therefore cannot gain access to it. Under the single
tax scheme, none but the rich would buy the stone 
after it was quarried, for they alone could afford to 
pay the tax on land long enough to make improve
ments remunerativ. Mr. Rousseau has not answered 
these objections. He should take the overshot 
wheel out of his machinery before replying again. 

In my former letter I said that if the tax was all 
put upon land "those who were able to assert and 

, maintain their rig.hts would get and keep all of the 
land to the exclusiOn of others." Mr. Ro11sseau mis· 
takes the meaning ol this sentence altogether when 
be imagine that a conspiracy on the part of capital 
would be necessary in order to carry it out. It is 
evident that whenever men are allowed to bold all 
the land which they are able and willing to pay the 
taxes on, men who, like Billings, hav nothing to pay 
taxes with will not bold any land. Those who hav 
the money will pay the taxes and will hold the land. 
Those who hav no money will take their choice, 
"Work or starve, damn you." 

Mr. Rousseau says, "What is necessary is this: 
take the value of the land and apply it for the use of 
the community." In other words, make those who 
own the land pay yearly all that the use of the land 
is worth, and use the money in keeping the laborer 
above the necessity of work. This scheme 
would, no lilou~t, ~rove very gratifying to the 
laborer-that IS, 1f he has no conscience
but it would not hurt the iandlord. He 
could easily import laborers to till his farms. The 
government might, of course, counteract and destroy 
the inclination of immigrants to rent or hire out by 
offering each one the respectable position of a man 
of leisure, fed and supported at government expense; 
b\lt tbftt would almost depopulate Europe, a:od cause 

a speedy downfall of this g~vernm~nt .. Besides, it 'be so deeply in debt for money borrowed for 
would mean. simply c~nfiscat1on, wh1ch IS the same improvement purposes. If land, not money, is the 
as repudiation of titles, and would present t~ the desideratum, why will families mortgage their homes 
world the mpst gigantic spectac!e of moral ~urp!tude to obtain money 1 Labor parts with its all to get a 
ever witnessed. Confiscation m1ght be accomplished loan and then cur£es tlie money-loaner for his accom
by a method .much cheaper than th~t of gorging the modation. The loaner, to be sure, expects good ·pay 
treasury with a corrup~ion fund 1n o~der to keep for the use of his money; but if it was no acaommo
loafers and dtiad·beats 1n comfortable Idleness, and dation to the farmer to get it not a dollar would be 
thousands of additional tax· collectors, treasure- loaned. Mr. Billings would hav passed by J;en thou
guardians, and food and clothing dispensers ~m- sand acres of free and unused land .to get the 
ployed at good salaries. If you mean confiecltiOn, "opportunity" of a job at $8 per week. It is often 
why not adopt some cheap and easy method ? If ~ou true that labor does not get its share of wealth, and 
ddl not mean confiscation, you do not mean anythiD_g it seems by the number of manufacturers and mer
but to throw an additional burden upon labor. Jt IS chants going into insolvency that some of them are 
a favorit postulate of the single taxers that labor not getting their share. ;Rich men oftener commit 
pays all the taxes ; and yet they propos~ ~o benefit suicide in proportion to numbers than poor men. 
labor by raising· the taxes to the highest J1m1t. They That proves. nothing. · 
forget their own premises, and argue as though If Mr. R'lusseau will read Lee Merriweather's 
capital could be compelled to pay taxes. The o~ly "Tramp Trip Through Europe," he will find plenty of 
way you can compel capital. to pay !~lore t~an. 1ts confirmation of my stmtement in regard to farm 
share of taxes is by confiscation; and if that IS w~at wages in Switzerland. He says the · laboring 
you want, say so, and let us at once proceed to m- mechanics on music-box making, after serving an 
quire whether justice in tll;is Ian~ ()emands that all apprenticeship of ten or twelve years in Switzerland, 
title·deeds, bought and P!hd for, and guarant~ed by receive as high as $1 per day, which their employer 
the whole people, shall be repudiated and the1r value regarded as a munificent sum. " An average of $1 
t 1 a day for the nicest, the most delicate mechanical 

s 'k~:ht across the roid from where I sit writing livs work known." Near the line between Switzerland 
110 old man, who, with his wife, occupies a home ~n and Italy he eaw " the women harnessed to wagons 
8 forty-acre fatm which they hav bought and p11d like mules or oxen, and drawing great loads of hay 
for with money which they hav earned by hard labor. that in New York Bergh would not allow a horse to 
They are now too old to work m~ch, and hav no~hing draw" (p. 103). 
to Iiv on except the rent of the1r farm. The smgle· In Italy he found skillful weavers getting twenty
tax scheme would take from them every penny of seven cents per day. In Belgium, " skilled paper
their present living, while giving them nothing in makers, iron-worker$, woolen-weavers, etc., will not 
return. It would act just as a brigand would do, and average more than fifty to sixty· five cents a day" 
I want to know if such a law would not bav brigands (p. 247). He found boya and girls of twelve years 
for its supporters. There are still about five bun- earning in Germany only from nine .. to eighteen 
dred millions of acres of vacant, public land which cents per week. Mr. Rousseau utters a truth when 
can be bad for nothing. Why do not those who be says, "You can no longer satisfy the laboring 
want land take a homestead 1 Will the single tax men by telling them they are better paid than their 
make these lands worth any less than nothing ? fellow-toilers of other countries f' but his remark 

I talked with a single-tax advocate recently. does not apply to all. It applies, doubtless, with 
This man refused to teach a school last winter in the much force, to those discontented miners at Oonnells
country because the district would only giv him $40 ville who purchased so many guns, ammunition, and 
per month. He wants to get a farm. I asked him whisky to enable them to fight the police when 
why be did not go West and take up a claim. He re· their families needed the money; and ih applies to a 
plied that be did not want to go outside the pale of certain union in Ohicago which claims to hav 
civilization. No, but be wants to steal the improved $1.000,000 laid up ready to go on a strike. It seems 
and now valu~able farms which old settlers now own, to me that $1,000,000 would be amply suffi.oient to 
but which they once went outside of civilization to enable them to start a co9perativ industry of their 
get, and suffered innumerable bardl!hips in order to own, and, with their ~:killed workmen, they could 
keep until they should become valuable. easily do much better than to wage war against 

Mr. Rousseau says the large ranches in Oalifornia capital. I do not blame the laborers for combining 
are all being divided up into small farms. Then together and for doing whatever they can. legally 
Oalifornia does not need the single tax. Increase of and morally do to obtain just remuneration for their 
taxes does not necessarily compel the speculator to services; but a man who has money to buy whisky 
sell his land; it only compels him to put it to use. and guns to help him to fight his employer, and uses 
But, as the single tax is rated according to land his. money for that purpose when his family is stan
values, vacant land now open to homesteaders or ing, shows very plainly that he is not fit to hav a 
held by speculators would be taxed no higher than family, that be is too cowardly to fig:Ut when sober, 
at present until civilization had grown up to it. The and that he is unfit to take care of his own interests, 
burden would be on valuable farms, and those who much less to cast a ballot intelligently. 
tilled them would be compelled to either pay the tax The labor population is the bone and sinew of the 
in addition to the rent or else go to the uncivilized country, and as a rule, more virtuous and honest 
and uncultivated waste. The ranches in Oalifornia than the SO· called 11 upper classes." They bav less 
were sold doubtless because the cattle and sheep time to study political economy, and are more liable 
business did not pay as well as formerly owing to to be le~ astray by poli~ical patent nos~rum ve~dors. 
low prices of products and increased value of land .. It was m New York c1ty, crowded w1th foreigners 
This law naturally operates without legislativ inter- uneducated in the principles of freedom, that Henry 
ference, although free hides and low tariff on wool George received sixty thousand votes for mayor. 
may bav bad something to do with it. Those laborers who hav enjoyed many years' residence 

· Mr. Rousseau says that under the operation of the in this country ~re gener~ll.Y as ~ell qualified to per
single tax "the only aim of the landholder will then form the . func~~ons of cJtJzensh1p as are the most 
be to make what be has produce all it possibly can." favored classes 1n the land. Why 1 Because they 
I do not see why. The aim of Henr~ George in e~jo:y educational privile~es here su~h as. are not 
advocating the single tax, as told by himself, is to w1thm the reach of the1r fellow-toilers 1n other · 
ultimately cau~e the tax to absorb the land value, countries. . 
and why should. a man improve his farm or try to "If, then, you reqtnre man to beg or ~~y land, 
make it more productiv when the. rent is sure to you !equire h!m to beg o~ .buy the. priVIlege .of 
absorb all the extra profits? I m1gbt answer Mr. workmg-tbat 1s to say, of liVIng. Thll! makes h1m 
Rousseau in his own words: "No sane man would a slave just as much as though he was sold on the 
spend the capital or l~bor necessary to cultivate • auction-block to the highest bidder" (Edwards 
farm, if when he bad improved it and was ready to Rousseau). 
gather his crops any wandering Tom, Dick, or Did not every farmer and other land-owner who 
Hwrry [or all of the Toms, Dicks, and Harry& owns the land on which he live bav to buy or beg the 
together] could come up to him and say, I hav the land which be cultivates ? Is every landlord, there
same right to this farm that you hav, it being as fore, a slave 1 Is not this a very easy reductio ad 
much mine as yours. I propose to hlv half it absurdum '! Single taxers talk of landlords as 
produces." though the latter had stolen the land which they 

Mr. Rousseau says: "Mr. Dnrow seems to bold own. Was not nearly all of the land originally 
the general opinion that men do not need land, but owned by the whole people conjointly 1 and did they 
only the results of labor." And then he mentions not sell it for all they could get T What right bav 
11 McKeever's bog," which wanted only acorns, not they now to take the land back without paying for 
oak trees. I hav known a great many men to liv itT "What is sauce for the goose is sauce for t_he 
quite comfortably without owning a foot of land. gander." If the people as a whole could rece1ve 
The principal of our city school receives $100 per money for the land, each individual who owns land, 
month and livs in a rented bouse. When in the real and bas a quit·claim deed from the whole people, 
estate business I once tried to sell some land to a certainly ought to possess the same right. F'alsis 
man who said he did not want to buy, for he bad in uno, falsus in omnibus. If the individual bas no 
"too damned much )and now." If all men who do right to sell, and should not be paid for sis title, 
not own land are hogs, must the others therefore whe~t right had the people to take his money for the 
resign their titles to them ? land ? 

Mr. Rousseau says that bare land allied with bare I imagin that the reason why there are not 1lax 
labor is a strong combination. Well, it may be so, and linen factories in Kansas is that too many of the 
but if the two were suffillient of tbemselvs the farm- materials out of which linen, rope, twine, etc .. are 
ers of Kanr:~1s1 iow!', and :Ne}?ras~a, would not now m~(!~ ~re admitted freli! of «;lut;r1 and Americal 
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laborers prefer to work in some proteeted industry 
for good wages rather than to raise flax, and there
fore all the manufaetories are located on the sea
board, convenient to the· importer of these raw 
materials. Sites for factories ean be purehased in 
Kansas as cheaply as in any ather eountry in the 
world (for nearer $800 than $8,000), aeeording to its 
value for the purpose; but so long as sisal, manilla: 
and jute are admitted free, ,rio one is willing to pay 
a higher priee for goods made of flax, and As raw flax 
pays a duty, it eannot be. imported and worked in 
competition with these other materials; so we buy 
moat of our linen from foreigners and raise no flax. 
If the farmers of Kl!lnsas could dispose of the straw 
at good figures, :flax, being a crop that is not so 
much affected by drouth as corn and wheat, would 
soon become a profitable crop in Kansas, and the 
farmers would get better prices for their wheat. 
They could pay oft their mortgages with a good pay
ing crop that never fails, and do so without crowding 
the wheat and corn growers of other states to the 
wall. 

We need·· more factories, more money, and less 
usury; but we need five-wheeled wagons worse than 
we ne-ed the single tax. A. H. DAnnow. 

Hartford, Kan., Aug. 12, i!:.M. 291. 

.·To Cure Consumption. 
ror. James Barnsfather, a resident of Cincinnati, and one 

of our oldest subscribers, has discovered what he thinks to 
be a cure for consumption. The Times.Stwr of that city has 
interViewed him, and this is what the doctor claims:] · 

I am very hopeful. Ihav been working for over 
five years at this remedy, although I never said a 
word about it till 1890, when I was suffering from 

·a severe attack of la grippe. I did not expect to 
recover, and· therefore I bad published the tale of a 
few of ·my experiences with bacilli. My statements 
were very brief and unsatisfactory, but they con
tained the essence. of my principal experiments at 
the time, and I hoped that some younger bacteri
ologists would take up my investigations where I 
bad lett them, after ,getting the cue fr_om my an
nounaement. But, so far, I hav not seen any artic~es 
on the subject. · 
· I made this discovery acaidentally, as I made two 

others. About five and a half years ago I was suf· 
fering with acute rheumatism, and making an inves
tigation of my case I discovered the bacillus of rheu· 
matism. But at the same time I had a very dear 
friend who was suffering from phthisis and whose 
father, sister, and brother had all died from the same 
disease. This lady friend of mine was so badly 
a:ftlicted that the physicians said that she eould not 
liv more than a year longer. Her lungs were exam
ined by another physician than myself, and he found 
that she had consolidation of the right luDg, a bad 
sputa, ete. Accidentally I inoculated her with the 
materia morbi, i.e., the germ of rheumatism. She 
was attacked by acute rheumatism, for I had not 
measured the amount of the inoeulating material, 
but she began to show signs of improvement in her 
case of phthisis. She :finally reeovered from it alto
gether, as well as from her rheumatism, and she is 
to-day a .well woman with no cough or sputa, and 
weighs over two hundred pounds. Here the idea 
atruak ma th•t we hav without doubt the antagonistic 
action of the rheumatic baeillus against the bacillus 
of phthisis pulmonalia, or tuberculosis. I was in 
Europe all last winter making arrangements for 
experiments which are now. going on, and which, I 
hope, will prove the truth of my discovery. I made 
no experiments or observations myself beyond watch
ing the one ease of which I told you, but I saw a 
great many eminent physicians about the antago
nism of the two species of germs, and these physi
eians stated emphatically that they had never found 
the rheumatic diathesis, or, as . we ordinarily say, 
rheum11tism, in combinatio~ with the phthisical con
dition in the same patient. Oonsequently. I feel 
encouraged to bring this investigation before the 
publie. 

Now, .then, what is my method T Just as. Jenner 
took the vaccine of a cow and inoculated human 
beings to prevent small-pox, I take the rheumatic 
germs from the diseased joint of a person a:ffl.icted 
with rheumatism and inject them into a tuberculous 
patient by means of a hypodermic syringe inserted 
into the back between the two shoulder-blades. 
Tha~'s all. In my researches in microscopy, whiah 
bas been my favorit field of medical science for the 
past twenty years, I found that the rheumatia 
bacillus is stronger than the bacillus of consumption 
and also that the one is antagonistic to the other. 
Whereon and wherever they are thrown together 
they try to destroy each other. There is a veritable 
struggle for existence, and the .rheumatic bacillus 
always eonquers. As soon as the consumption germs 
are destroyed the patient is given tonics and his 
lungs built up again. If the lung is consolidated, 
as in the case aforementioned, all the foreign mmtter 
which fills it is thrown out and the lung resumes its 
normal work. Even if a ca'rity has been formed in 
the lungs a cicatrix or scar is formed over the cavity 
and the lung resumes· its' function. How far this 
llealins q~.a;rso l f.l~Pnot tell till l hav ~e~r~ the 

result of the experiments that are being conducted 
for me. Another result of these experiments will be. 
a correct knowledge of. the amount of the materis 
morbi of rheumatism that should be injected in each 
case, although it does not make any serious difference, 
as I can cure an acute case of rheumatism in a week. 

I hope to go to Edinburgh, Scotland, next fall and 
hear the result of the trial of my disaovery in the 
royal infirmary there. The head of the staff of the 
tuberculous department of that great hospital is 
supervising the work and I shall stand or fall by 
what he says. 

Bacilli are undoubtedly the cause of aonsumption. 
I discovered the tuberculosis bacilli eight years be
fore Koch did. His discovery, so called, dates from 
1882, and if anyone looks in the files of the Oincin· 
nati Medical News for 1888 he will find that the 
editor of ·that journal there acknowledges that in 
June, 187 5, I brought him evidences of my researches 
on the subject to prove that I discovered the b~cillus 
of scarlet fever. Be refused to publish it for fear 
of being laughed at. I, in the same year, discovered 
the bacillus tuberculosis but did. not try to publish 
the fact because of discouragements. I discovered 
it in this ~way. A doctor who had his o:ffioe near 
mine, in this city, brought me a bottle of sputa from 
a patient who was dying from tuberculosis. He had 
been much interested in some of my other micro
scopical researches, and he thought he would bring 
over this sputa for investiR"ation. In a day or two 
afterward he called at my office to know if there was 
anything in it and I jocularly remarked: "There's 
millions in it." Little did I think at the time that 
the day would come:when these microphytes would 
be recognized as the ehief factors in the process of 
dis~ase and decay. 

I do not place any reliance on Dr. Koch's method, 
nor on Dr. Max Schuler's, which has just been pub
lished. 

Promoting Christianity Among the Jews. 
TJ?,e London society for this object has just issued its 

annual report and claims to hav made ten converts in its 
" operativ department." Of these, the report says., one 
remained four months and then went home ; another re
fused to work and was dismissed ; a third was tempted back 
by a rabbi; the fourth and firth disappeared just before the 
time appointed for the baptism; the sixth was dismissed for 
misconduct ; and of the others, 11 while it is too soon to speak, 
their youth encourages hope that they will do well, and one 
of them bids fair to become a compositor." Truly the sub. 
scribers to this society hav a large share of that faith which 
is" the hope of things unseen."-Seoul®' Thougltt, 

(Retddfor TM Truth S!eker by JJJ. B. F., Jr.) 
Ten little Hebrews in Christian fat a-fryin', 
One slipped the platter and then there were but nine. 

Nine little Hebrews at work early and late, 
One was bounced for striking and then there were eight. 

Eight little Hebrews on the straight road to heaven, 
A rabbi kidnapped one and then there were seven. 

Seven little Hebrews learning Christian tricks, 
One shied at baptism and then there were six. 

Six little Hebrews make ready for the dive, 
One got hydrophobic and.then there were five. 

Five little Hebrews find their studies a bore, 
The teacher sat on tacks and then there were four. 

Four little Hebrews with undeveloped brain, 
Too young to get away, must awhile remain. 

They'll hav to stay until they can go alone · 
And follow their brothers, and then there will be none. 

But since into such funds dupes their riches pour, 
Soon these Jew-baiters will hav ten Hebrews more. 

The Troubles of the Church of England. 
From the MonthlV Paoket. 

He had been an energetic curate from 1870 to 
1880, filled to the brim with all the schemes and 
methods of his time. He was now, in 1900, an ener
getic rector whose principal thought, day and night, 
was for his parish and the church he served. By his 
side sat his curate, a young man with a puzzled and 
hunted expression of coun~enance, and on the oppo
sit side of the room another young man, the organ
ist, sat before a small harmonium, turning over a 
heap of music. The three appeared to be dil!lcussing 
a harvelilt thanksgivinfl for the following week. 

"We begin at the Lord's Prayer, of course," said 
the rector, " then 'Venita ' one Psalm-I think it had 
better be Psalm cxvii, m Ieason (and, Smith, I shall 
only read two verses), the Te Deum, m hymn, the 
creed harmonized, an anthem, one collect, and a 
hymn. Will you make a note of it, Brown!" 

"You will not introduee a sermon T" asked the 
eurate. 

11 Better not," said the rector. 11 Don't you re
member what a fuss they made when you preached 
on Good Friday?" · 

11 It was not more than five minutes," said the 
curate, meekly. 

"But," said the rector, " they said it was the 
thin edge of the wedge, and that it took all the 
brightness out of the service, and you knew it is 
of the last importance to get the young men to 
church." · 

" There was a young man -~ {l!J,~r!'h l~111t S~bbath1'' 
!!aid the ~n~aniat hopefully~ . 

11 It · was Gubbens, and he yawned," said the 
curate. 

"Yawned !" said the horror-stricken rector, " that 
must not occur again. We must leave out the colleet 
or something. What can we do to amuse him ! He 
must be amused. Brown, can you suggest any· 
thing'" 

11 I did stand on my bead on the organ stool at the 
lesson," said the organist, rather aggrieved, '' but 
some didn't notice me, and some of them said they 
had seen it batter done. I· c~an't think of anything 
else at the moment." 

"You are always kind," said the reetor warmly, 
11 and you know how difficult it is to keep up the in· 
terest. When I was a curate the banjo was one 
great means of gaining in:lhenee in· the parish, but 
now even the infant school refuses to listen to it." 

11 SHU, a few men used to come occasionally," said 
the organist; "R~binson, for instance." 

11 I'm afraid Robinson isn't as steady as he was," 
said the rector. · "He is not as regular at billiards 
and the bi-weekly dances as he used to be." 

The thraa good men lookl3d at one another, waa· 
ried and cast down. 

"I spoke to him about it," said the curate, 11 and 
he explained that billiards and dancing were too 
stale; but that he would join a balloon club if we 
started one." 

11 Yes," said the rector, "I wish we could, but bal· 
loons are so frightfully expensiv, and the duebess 
won't help, because she says she had to giv £100 to 
the choir excursion to the West Indies, and she was 
perfectly certain they were not satisfied; because 
they heard Parkinson took his choir to Khiva I" 

"It was the society for sending everybody to 
Hamburg for a fortnight that spoilt our ahoir treats," 
said the organist. "Before the S. E. H. F. they 
were quite contented with Bologp.~ for a day or 
two." 
"An~ you must remember," said the curate, 11 that 

the duke was not encored when he sang a comic song 
in character at the 1 Half-hourly amusement club.' " 

"Well," interposed the organist., "he could hatrdly 
expeot it; for since the ' twa-panny ticket society • 
w~s sat on foot, not even a breakdown has a chance 
in the country.'' 

11 I wish," said the rector, reflectivly, 11 we could 
get up enough for a set of these automatic choris
ters ; for since we introduced whist in the vestry be
fore Evensong on Saint&' days it is so difficult to get 
the men into the choir.'' 

11 Everything is diffi(lult nowadays," remarked the 
curate. 11 The committees on the 1 free clothing 
guild ' complain that women will not wear a dress 
which is not imported fMm Paris !'' 

11 And," continued the rector, 11 there was a row at 
the 1 free board' to· day, because you had put clear 
turtle on the menu two days running." 

11 And the 1 guild of amusement' committee told 
me," said the organist, gloomily, 11 that, unless it 
was on pain of death, the members wouldn't see an
other magic lantern ; they were so sick of them." 

"Then," said the rector, despairingly, "I do not 
see bow Bible truths are to be brought home to· 
them. If they will not be taught dramatically, or 
operatically, or by the oxy-hydrogen light, I don'.t 
see what is to beeome of the Ohurch of England. 
Moreover, if this 1 free recreation and gratis sum
mer tour' act passes, I don't know how we are to 
stand out against the secularists !" 

The Silver Question. 
FreetbiDkers, as to their pockets and souls, 

because, as a matter of course, they all want to be 
honest men, are in my humble opinion. at least as 
much interested in sound money as anybody else in 
the country. For this reason the discussion of the 
silver question in THE TRUTH SEEKER seems to be 
quite proper. 

I just received a short note from the Ron. Joseph 
H. Walker, member of Oongress from Massachusetts 
(re-elected), who during the Fifty.first Congress was 
one of the most activ members of the House Oom
mittee on Ooinage, Weights, and Measures. He 
writes: 

August 13, 1891. 
Dear Sir: Please accept my thanks for THE TRUTH SBEKBR 

of July 25, 1891, with your article in it, 11 A Correct Stiver 
Dollar." 

In this year of our Lord 1891, silver cannot be used as any 
other than 11 token" money, except by international agree-
ment. Very truly yours, J. H. WALKER. 

This view fully coincides with my own, contained 
in my article referrd to. 

Mr. Walker opposes free and unlimited coinage 
of a silver dollar depreciated as to its bullion value. 
He doubt lesE', also opposes fiat money, that is, a paper 
cu;rency irredeemable by gold or silver. . 

Venice, in her day, was a grand. and g:lor1ous 
republia, particularly as to commercut.l a:ff•us and 
monetary matters. 

Yet, if I am not mistaken, that was the case before 
the diacovery of Ameriea by Christopher Oolumbus, 
or at all events before the adoption of the Daalar• 
ti~n of Indep~ndence and of the Oonstitution of 
the United States. J. G. H~BTWIQ. 

Wa8hington, JJ. 0., Aug. l6, 1891. 
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John xix, 23, 24:, describes the distribution of 
Christ's garments after the crucifixion in these 
words: 

"Then the soldlers,when they had crucified Jesus, took his 
garments, and made four parts, to every soldier a part ; and 
also his coat : Now the coat was without seam, woven from 
the top throughout. They said therefore among themselvs, 
Let us not rend it, but cast lots for it whose it shall be : 
that the scripture might be fulfllled which saith, They 
parted my raiment among them and for my vesture they did 
cast lots. These things therefore ~e soldiers did." . 

The coat here referred to is now on exhibition at 
TreTes, or Trier, Germany-that is, the church al
leges so. It was exposed to view one day last week 
with great pOmp and circumstance. " Two Knights 
of Malta, in full costume, with drawn swords in 
their hands, stood on either side of the shrine in
closing the holy coat-case, which was surrounded by 
tall lighted candles . in handsome candlesticks and 
surmounted by a large gold cross. There was an 
impressiv scene in the sanctuary during the celebra
tion of high mass, over a hundred priests assisting in 
the ceremonies. The service, with the monotonous 
Gregorian chants and the administration of the eu
charist to representativ ecclesiastics, seemed of the 
character of a medieval ceremony. The unveiling 
of the relic evidently made a deeply devotional im
presSion on the crowd of worshipers. Many were 
overpowered by their feelings. Several women 
fainted. There was a general movement of the crowd, 
prompted by curiosity ·as well as religious fervor. 
The procession past the shrine of tke pi1grims, most 
of whom handed a rosary crucifix to attendant priests 
for contact with the relic, was accompanied by a low 
hum of paternosters and aves. · Among the pi1grims 
are cripples and sufferers from almost every 
complaint." ·The city is overflowing with pilgrims. 
Twenty excursions a day are running into TreTes, 
and the maimed and the halt expect to be cured by 
looking at the garment. 

But what is most surprising is the serious treat.
ment by the papers of the exhibition of the impost
ure. The story of the coat is that it, like the " true 
cross," was one of the numerous relics discovered by 
or rather for St. Helena, the innkeeper's daughter, 
who became the wife of one Oresar and the mother of 
another. On her return from Palestine, early in the 
fourth century, she deposited the garment in the 
basilica out of which grew the cathedral of Treves, 
a city which in those days was the capital of Belgic 
Gaul, and the residence of the later Roman empe
rors. 

Historically the coat is . first know». tb, hllif been 
used at the consearatton ot Archbishop Bruno, 
October 23, 1121. It does not appear to hav been 
brought out again till 1512,-when it was presented 
for worship and indulgences granted to itts pUgrims 
and worshipers. This was one of the events which 
precipitated the Reformation. Luther, in no kid
gloved manner, refers to the matter as a shameful 
and ridieulous farce. Doring the Reformation it 
was frequently on view for the comfort and support 
of the faithful It was ordered by Leo X. to be 
shown every seven years and absolution was granted 
to all pilgrims visiting it. The Reformation and the 
ensuing wars prevented this order being carried out. 
It was exhibited in 1531, 154:5, 1553, 1583, and lo94:. 
Then it was kept conce&led until after the Thirt;y 
Years' War and exhibited in 1655. In 1794: it wae 
· takeJJ. away by the sacrilegious French Republi~ans, 
but returned by the Emperor Napoleon, when 
it was shown to a quarter of a million pilgrims. 
Since then it has only been shown once, from August 
18th to October 6hh, 1844. 

The coat, like the pictures of the crucifixion or of 
the " stations of the cross," is used to symbolize the 
sufferings of Christ, his agony and bloody sweat, 
and by meditations OD these agreeable topicS to 
stimulate religious fervor. The official proclamation 
declared that "the be~ieving sight of this preemi
nently sacred relic, with which stand connected in a 
mariner so immediate and impressiv the associations 
with the wkole life and sufferings of the savior, must 
at once cause many overpowering thoughts and feel-. 
ings to be awakened in the soul, so that one must 
feel himself involuntarily tom asunder by them, and 
believe that he is placed in the immediate presence 
of the body of our Lord." 

In the pastoral letter announcing the exhibition of 
the coat the bishop of Treves guarantees the genuin
ness of the garment, and the papers print his letter 
without comment, as though it were not the most 
ridiculous thing in the world. Besides the . bishop'S' 
guarantee a committee of "Orthodox Experts" 
recently made a private examination of the garment 
and vouch for its genuinness, "thou·gh it is rather 
moldier and more mildewed than when last permitted 
to see the light of day." The LoBdon Standard, 
printing this, comments : " That is to say, they Touch 
that the coat is the same one which was exhibited in 
1844, the seals ~till being intact. We need hardly 
obse"e that it is impossible for them, or for any
body else, to produce a scintilla of proof that it 
is the seamless coat for which the Roman soldiers 
cast lots on Calvary nearly nineteen centuries ago. 
Roman Catholic tradition affirms that the coat pos
see'ses a miraculous power, enabling it to defy the 
ravages of time. Unfortunately, however, the pious 
citizens who hav been requested to examin it do not 
bear out this explanation by their report. On the 
contrary, they declare that the garment shows traces 
of having been renewed; several patches on it being 
imbedded in a piece of linen or cotton cloth of a 
later manufacture. In other words, the only conclu
sion which people more logical than the chapter of 
Treves must come to is that the traditions of the 
church of Treves lack that continuity and those col
lateral proofs which will alone satisfy the modern 
historian. In short, the entire corpus of evidence 
adduced by Dr. Willems, secretary of the bishops, in 
his recent work on the holy coat requires so many 
assumptions and such extensiv acceptance of wit
nesses whose trustworthiness must be taken on 
credit that we are reminded of the famous note of 
Gibbon in reference to a question calling for an equal 
amount of faith. Al?ulfargius vouches for Abulfeda, 
but who will vouch for Abulfargius !" 

The relic is, of eourse, a fraud, used by the church 
to gather shekels and maintain her power over the 
superstitious. It is by no means certain that there 
ever was a Christ to possess a coat, and if he did 
exist, it is the world to a grain of sand that any coat 
he might hav worn would be annihilated by this 
time. In faat, the Catholics themseln do not all 
believe in the relic. When it was exhibited in 184:4: 

This city of Treves, as an English writer recalls 
to mind, has the distinction of being the first place 
where Christians were put to death by their fellow. 
Christians, it being here that Priscillian, bishop of 
Avila, and his chief followers were put to death. n 
was here too that Constantine increased his popular· 
ity and displayed the character of his religion by 
having a few thousand ill-starred Franks, who had 
the bad luck to fall captiv into his hands, toru iJl 
pieoe~ f9r th~ ~versioiJ. ot the 9iti~ens, 

John Ronge, a Roman Catholic priest, made a vigor
ous attack on Bishop Arnoldi for encouraging those 
acts of adoration to what he declared was at best a 
relic of the most doubtful authenticity. As this dec
laration was against a canon of the church and in 
contempt of more than one papal bull, the recalci
trant churchman was promptly excommunicated by 
the chapter of Breslau, ~~~ re~qlt, hQWtlver, was a 

schism so wide that in six months there were twenty
seven congregations who professed themselvs of 
Ronge's way ot thinking. 

The Christian world, however, never gets wiser 
when it finds profit in being foolish, and the ,; holy 
coat" is a more profitable show than a circus. . So 
the people fiook to see it, and the correspondent• 
write about it as though it were a real relio of some 
real "divinity," instead of being a crude and insignifi. 
cant fraud. 

Where . are the Pra7ers1 
Some years ago, when the prinee of Wales wal 

prostrated with fever, the pious people of E aglandt 
especially those of the Established church, tepeated · 
prayers for his recovery. They did not ao this quietiy 
and decently, as .teens is said to hav direeted, but 
were ost~ntatious to the ettremest point, parading 
their petitions in the most pU.blio manner, with 
musical flourishes, exactly after the !bAnner of A uni• 
formed militia oompany. And when he wAs pto
nouneed out of danger and became convalescent thfl 
churches resounded with praise and thanksgiYiDg . 
for his recovery. These modest saints=these 
bishops, deacons, ministers, and othei's-afected tO 
believe that God had stayed the ravages of fever 
then consuming the noble and royal ptinee, ana 
restored him to health, onlJ in answer to their 
prayers. 

But what are these guardians of the faith once 
delivered to the saints doing now T Months hav 
elapsed silice the baccarat scandal, with all its 
nauseous details, has revealed to Great Britabl and 
to the world the infamous fact that the prince of 
Wales is suffering from a fever worse than that 
which threatened his life several years ago-the 
gambling fever. Yet they are not setting apart 
days of fasting and prayer for the deliverance of the 
heir-apparent; they are not besieging the "throne 
of grace " that he may be cured of his gambling 
fever. Why not T Is not God able to do one thing 
as well as the other? Can God coJJquer typhoid, 
while baccarat defies his power T The saints are 
presumably not ready to admit this. 'Why, then, do 
they not act T While the English churoh is silent 
over this great danger to the beloved throne, a few 
of the dissenting bodies hav indeed raised their 
voices, but not in prayer. Oh, no! God does not 
seem to be equal to this emergency. They content 
themaelvs with passing timid resolutions. They 
hope the prince will not be offended if they expreia 
the modest wish that he will not gamble any more. 
Think, they say-not of God and heaven-but of 
the feelings of the royal mother and the honor of 
the name of Guelph. 

But why do they not pray! Is it because of the 
consciousness that, in the recent advance of intelH
gence among the people, public praying would be 
considered too much of • sham T If thal is their eon
viction we will forgiv them for omitting their fasting 
days. If they will confess so much they may do the 
world more service than has yet crowqed their 
labors. 

And the circumstances in this. case do indeed con
t.Un some signs of promis. Once the belief was 
universal in what has been called Christendom that 
in all periods of public peril-such, for instance, 
as plague and pestilence-the only help was to 
be found in humble petitions to God. No one 
dared to raise an objection to this superstition. 
Nor has this superstition entirely died away, as we 
see in the fact that the Catholic bishop of Colorado 
has ordered his priests to resort to prayers in Latin 
to exorcise the grasshoppers from the farmers' fields. 
But this is in the United States. But in England, 
before now, signs hav appeared to indicate that the 
old theological terrors hav lost some of their old 
force. One of these now occurs to us. 

In 1853, when the cholera had brok&n out in 
various portions of Great Britain, the presbytery of 
Edinburgh, Scotland, sent • humble memorial to 
the English government. They wished to ask if it. 
was contemplated to appoint, by royal authority, a. 
day for fasting and prayer, to invoke almighty God 
to stay the ravages of cholera. They said, wit:h great, 
diffidence, that they had designed to appoint, by, 
their own authority, such a day for Scotland ; but, 
they delayed doing so that they might first ascertain 
if the government of the realm designed to take: 
similar action in the face of this great peril. 
The ho~e,_ !l~o~et~ at t~~~ \iule happened 
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to be Lord Palmerston-not the highest type of a 
man, but one who understood, better than anyone 
of his time, the average sentiment of the English 
people. He sent a reply to the presbytery in which 
he gafe them no ·hope that the governtnent would 
take the &etion_ they deaired, but administered a 
little sound advice. :le told them that in this 
emergency their oniJ' resource and hope was in sani
tar_y reform. rhey must ilee that the dwellings of 
the poor were cleansed j they must clean out the 
eesspools, remove all pollution, and improve the 
dtainage of the cities, or the epidemic of ·the cholera 
wotild sptead feadully, "in spite,11 he said, "of all the 
prayets of a united but inaotiv nation/; 

it is instruotiv to see in this incident the proof of 
the decay of superstition. The government official 
who would _hav dared, two centuries earlier, even in 
Jlngland, to utter such 11 blasphemy " as that, could 
expect no other fate than to hav his head out cff. 

Whether Palmerston's advice can hav any bearing 
oh the emergency now appalling the people of Eng
ll,nd is another ~uestion. We fear that the arb of 
moral sanitation is not yet disoo1rered which can 
6leanse the cesspools ot aristocratic vice. Bat the 

· saints tacitly confess that prayer is useless. 

A Roman Catholic Church Trick. 
The Roman Oatholics of Texas are working a 

promising scheme to capture the public schools in 
that state, and they hav the state officials drugged 
to 1 condition of acquiescence. About three weeks 
ago people were. surprised to read in the San Antonio 
E~press that of seventy-seven ·applicants at the 
NormJI School· for teachers' certificates forty-two 
were nuns-nineteen being ''Sisters of the Incarnate 
Word," of the San Antonio convent, and twenty-two 
were " Sisters of the Divine Providence " from 
OastrovilJe, . 

One reporter, remembering, as he put it, 11 the 
splendid organization of the church of Rome and ite 
desire _for-spreading its empire in the hearts of the 
world," sought a bishop of the church to find out 
why the nuns were taking such interest in the public 
schools. Bishop N eras, "devout, and fat, and 
kindly," received the reporter, and 11 was free to 
admit that it was a desire of the church to use their 
consecrated women in the public schools and that 
they were training them for it." 11 Our Sisters of 
Oharity," he explained, 11 are being trained for many 
things. Some of them are trained to do the 
domestic work at the asylums and hospitals, some 
to do the needle-work, some to do the nuning; and 
now that the free schools are open for them to work 
in· we are training thein to teach. They are all 
chosen .. for the various departments according to 
their fitness, after study has been made of them by 
their superiors." . . 

Seetarian instruction in the schools being strictly 
prohibited by the laws of Texas, as well as the pay
ment of state money to sectarian institutions, doubts 
arose in the minds of many whether the nuns could 
be lawfully employed as teachers in the public 
sehools. The Hon. H. 0. Pritchett, state superin~ 
tendenti of public instruction, therefore applied to 
Attorney-General Oalberson for an opinion. One of 
his assistants, Mr. Frank Andrews, furnishes the 
following: 

"We hav _given this matter careful attention and in reply 
thereto you are respectfully advised that the only qualifica-

- tiona required by law for a teacher in the public schools or 
this state, as the law now exists, are to be found in chapter 
116, page 183, et B~guiJ, acts twenty.second legislature. 
Section 2 of said act provides that anyone desiring to teach 
a public school shall present a certificate from three good 
citizens, known to the county superintendent or ex-oftlcio 
suJ)erintendent, that the applicant is or good moral charac
ter and exemplary habits. The county superintendent shall 
thereupon, unless satisfied that some good cause exists for 
refusing tll.e certificate hereinafter mentioned, recommend 
him to the board of examiners for examination. ·. 

"Section 3 prtvldes that after such application and rec
ommendation has been made, the board of examiners shall 
examin each applicant as to his competency to teach the 
branches named in the preceding clauses, in the English 
language, and shall make a report on oath to the county 
superinteadent or ex-oftlcio superintendent, which report 
shall state who or the board were present at such examilla
tion, that the applicant was examined in all the branches or 
study embraced in the grade or certificate recommended, 
and that such applicant is competent to teach and qualified 
to teach all such branches, and the county superintendent 
shall, if such report be favorable, issue a certi.flcate or com
petency to the applicant, according t9 the grade recom
mended to the board or examiners, authorizing his employ. 
ment by tl!~ ~te~S Of !ln"f B(!~obJ dittrlQt bJ ~e QO!plt;f ~n 

which the same is iBBued. These seem to be the only 
qualifications prescribed for teachers. 

".The only question, therefore, is ;raised i_n the accom. 
panying correepondenoe, submitted to your letter, as to 
whether or riot a nun or _sister of charity otherwise qualified 
would be prohibited from teaching in the public schools of 
this state on sectarian gronnds. The constitution, Art. 8, 
~ec. fJ, provides tllat no part of the permanent or available 
school fund or this state shall ever be appropriated to or 
used-for the support of any sectarian school. . 

"Article 3,708, Bayles• Civil Statutes, provides that no part 
of the public school fund shall be appropriated to or used 
for the support or any sectarian school. 

" The question resolves itself into whether or not the em
ployment or ~ nun or sister or charity in a public free school 
to which the public free sch0ol money of the state has been 
apportioned would be an appropriation or aoy·part or the 
school fund or this state· for the support or a sectarian 
school. 

"By the general law the trustees or the public schools of 
this state are given control and management of said schools 
under the direction or the county superintendent and under 
tlie direction or the state superintendent or public inst.ruc
t\on, and it is the duty or these oftlcers to see that the laws 
under which they act are properly enforced. · 

" n tbe trustees or any or the public schools of this state 
see fit to employ a nun or sister of charity to teach hi such 
schools, and no. religious teachings or any nature whatever 
are permitted during such school hours, nor in the school 
building, nor on the school premises, neither before or after 
school hours, I cannot see that the person so employed would 
be diEqualified under the laws and constitution of this state. 

"If, however, any nun or sister of charity, or any other 
person who should be employed by the trustees of any pub 
lie school in this state to teach in said school, should in any 
manner whatever giv any rel!giQUB instruction or any nature 
whatever, or in ·anywise teach or attempt to teach in any 
form, method, or manner the religion of any denomination, 
sect, or creed, such a teacher could not be paid out of the 
public school fund of this state, as it would be in violation 
of the constitution to appropriate any part or the school fund 
to the support or any secta.rian school or school where any 
kind or religion was taught. 

" You are therefore respectfully advised that in the opinion 
or this department you f!av no authority to withhold a cer
tificate, authorizing her to teach in the public schools of the 
state, from. a nun or sister of charity upon the exclusiv 
ground that she is 8 member or a religious order or main
tains and upholds a particular religious faith. 

''The spirit of our institutions is that religious faith or 
want or religious faith should not prevent the ,citizens or this 
country from exercising and enjoying all the rights, immu
nities, and privileges granted under the constitution and 
laws or this state and it is only when the constitution and 
laws prohibiting religious instruction 1n our public free 
schools are infringed that you would be authorized to with
hold payment of teachers' vouchers. 

"The employment or a nun or sister or charity is a matter 
peculiarly under the supervision or the trustees of each 
public school and superintendent or county judge, as the 
case may be, or each county, and if the proper oftlcer 
should be satisfied that some good cause existed for refusing 
a certificate to a nun or sister or charity he would be 
authorized to refuse to issue the same as in an:y other case, 
but it is not belieTed that he could legally refuse to 
grant the certificate upon the exclusiv ground that the 
applicant. was a nun or sis~er of charity, but he would be 
authorized to refuse payment of any voucher where any 
sort of religion was taught in any public school in his 
co1:1nty as above indicated. · . 

" Our Bill or Rights also provides, Art. 1, Sec. 4, that ' No 
religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any 
oftlce or public trust in this state.• 

"Sec. 6 of the same article provides that' No human 
authority ought in any case whatever to control or interfere 
wtth the rights of conscience in matters or religion, and no 
·preference shall be given by law to any religious society or 
mode or worship.' 

"It is, therefore, concluded, as above indicated, that you 
can make no distinction against any person on account of 
any religious belief he may hav or Pny religion to wlUch he 
may belong or maintain ; provided always that no religious 
teaching or any nature by any person is permitted in the 
public schools or this state.". 

The question now turns on what is sectarian in
struction. If we pass over the fact that the nuns 
will giv their wages to the church and thus evade_ 
the law forbidding state money to be used for 
sectarian purposes (as if the nuns really earn the 
money they hav a right to giv it to whom they 
please), can we pass over the fact that nuns are the 
very symbol of sectarianism and teach, by their 
presence, one of the tenets of Romanism? When 
they go into the schools their very garb is silently 
inculcating the faith of their church, and can anyone, 
not a natural-born fool, suppose that these women 
will not find other subtle ways to prejudice the 
minds of the children in favor of the Romish church 1 
Sectarianism consists of other things besides creeds 
and 1ermons and prin,ed forms. 

The move is a shrewd one on the part of Rome, 
and it is a pity that the state officers ara so willing 
to aid it. They are helping the worst enemy •h~ 
fublio schools h~v to ~asteu its ten••oles ttn!l sp~e~!l 

its poisonous iJ:dlueDce in the most vital support of 
our republican form of government. The. Oatholic 
oharch will let the nuns teach in the so}lools only 
that abe may control and finally destroy them, She 
has not, for several years, thought it worhh while to 
conceal her enmity to our system of education, and 
her attacks upon the soboole; whether indirect, as in 
this case, or direct, as in the oases of the schools ·in 
Western cities closed by a vote of the Oatholio popu
lation, are now in open and acknowledged warfare 
upon thEin. 

There is, however, one or two ways to.dafeat the 
scheme. .Silperintendents and trustees of schools 
can refuse to employ them. Bllt if they are 
employed, parents can watch. their doings and hav 
them ousted for teaching their superstition. 

Editorial Notes. 
WE learn from the London Freethinke't" that Mr. Charles 

Watts wlll join the National Secular Society of England, 
with which he hopes to work. loyally, and at the next Con
ference will doubtless be elected a vice-president. 

THE Oh'riBtian Advocate .thus describes a part of the per
sonnel or the Salvation Army : '' SQme of the worst charac
ters or both sexes, too, hav joined the Army to carry out 
schemes of iniquity, or to get the support which comes to 
conspicuous workers in such a cause. From time to time 
they hav been brought before the courts, imprisoned, and 
even executed." The Voice, whicli is also a pious paper, 
adds : " Whether Dr. Buckley's charge is true or not or the 
Salvation Army, it is absolutely true or the Methodist church, 
and we might add or everyother church• Was not even 
Judas lscariot one or the twelve?" 

THE Bun makes a fuss over Bam Jones, the Georgia 
cracker's, blasphemy, quoting this to .prove its assertion: 
" God takes his auger and bores right down through a 
fellow's bead to his heart and into his pocket, which should 
spurt like an artesian well. He don't begin way down and 
bore up. If he did, what would he do with the dirt? He 
can't do much with a fool, though, and there are some pieces 
of hickory that the Lord could not make an ax helv out or 
to save his soul." Well, what or it? Hasn't he a right to say 
that? Bam Jones is an uneducated, unread, wide-mouthed 
blatherskite, but even a fool has a right to blaspheme if he 
chooses. 

AsBURY PABK is undergoing its regular summer camp
meeting fever. Three or four seseions are held each day, 
but it is in the evening, says a report, that the religious parox
ysms reach their highest point. Then it is that the frenzy 
is greatest, the shouting and groaning the loudest, and the 
experience referred to by the camp-meeting people as "get
ting religion" the most frEquent This is a hint to the psy. 
chologist. Evening is the time chosen for most dissipations 
of a vicious nature, and the ·kinship of these to religion 
and the Identity of the emotions provoking them may well 
be studied by those who would explain the seemingly inex
plicabl!l conduct or some human beings. 

TB:n: following is from a daily newspaper printed in this 
city: "Policeman Whately, or the Madison street station, 
entered the notion store .or Salamon Jacobs, at No. 35 
Division street, Sunday last, and asked for a five-cent piepe 
or ribbon. 'My little girl,' said the policeman, 'is going to 
church and wants the ribbon to tie up l.er hair.' The store
lr.eeper obliged him, and to his astonishment he was made a 
prisoner for violation of the Sabbath law. He was arraigned 
in the Essex Market pollee court yesterday, where the store
keeper told the above story and the policeman made no 
denial. 'I don't like to see a policeman make such mean 
arrests,' said Justice Ryan as he discharged the defendant.'• 
If the people of New York like that sort of thing, let them 
hav it. When the public is aroused, however, Sunday 
laws wlll go. 

THE Chinese emperor has ordered his three or four hun. 
dred million subjects to let Christian missionaries and con
verts· alone, sayipg : " The doctrin o!.Christlanity has for Its 
purpose the teaching of men to be good." Without explain. 
ing the emperor's error, the Bun remarks: "The imperial 
decree,'which has by this tlme been promulgated over China, 
must giv the Chinese people a new and amazing idea con. 
cerning the nature and purpose of Christianity." The 
Ef!ening Bun, which seems to exist for the purpose of saying 
things its morning edition does not dare to, adds: "It is also 
the case, that such a decree must giv the Christian peoples a 
new and amazing idea concerning the results in the way or 
toleration and fair-mindedness that follow the teachings of 
Confucius. When a president or the United States, eager 
to secure fair treatment for the Chinese, shall point out in a 
proclamation that the doctrln of Confucius has for its 
purpose the teaching or men to respect each other's rights to 
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, we shall be able 
to say, with proof, that our religion is as good a working one 
as that which inspires the proclamation of the emperor of 
China. When we remember that it was old Confucius who 
invented the Golden Rule that we brag about, saying to his 
followers : ' Do not unto others what you would not ha v 
them do to you,• thereby wisely asking as much as he could 
reasonably expect or Chinamen, it is difficult to understand 
what our blessed miBBionaries are meddling with in China, 
anyhow, and why they can't let the Chinese run along on a 
JI!Oral basis so much better suite4 to their st;rle than anytl_ll.n~ 
1fP h~v to offer?" 
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May Fortune Attend You. 
JACKSONVILLE, FLA., Aug; 3, 1891. 

:MR. EDITOR: We are about to organize a Freethinker's 
club, for mutual benefit in conversation and debate, here in 
Jacksonville. We will giv you information as we proceed. 

Respectfully yours, J. DouGLU. 

A. Ray Added to Freethought's Glow. 
NEW HAVES, CoNN., Aug. 14, 1591. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find seventy-five cents; please 
accept fifty cents for the benefit of you~ valuable paper, 
and for the remainder you will send me the TRUTH 8EEKBR 
ANNUAL for 1891. MRs. LESTER c. PARKER. 

We too Think It a Fine Book. 
ALBANY, N. Y., Aug. 9, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find $1 for some copies 
of " Bible Morals " by Remsburg. It is the most effectiv 
work I hav had yet. Christians will read that when they 
will not look at anything else. EDwARD BoULD. 

Cheering.-
RED BLUFF, CAL., Aug. 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I send you Wells, Fargo & Co.'s 
money order. I hav a good many unsold copies, but may 
hav a chance to sell them within say six I1lonths or so. Your 
paper is first-class and Watson Heston's illustrations tell us 
a great deal. Respectfully yours, 8. D .. SaHOENFELD. 

That Constitution Neither Liberal nor Economical. 
·PINEVILLE, KY., Aug. 8, 291. 

MR. EDITOR: 'JIIhe new constitution was carried by about 
seventy thousand votes. There are some good things in it, 
but I do not think it is any improvement on the old one. It 
cost the state about $200,000. It is said that the litigation it 
will cause will not end in thirty years. - That is generally the 
outcome of law-making. It's good tor the lawyers. Long 
liv THB TRUTH SEEKBR and its Editor. S. P. HEBRON. 

What Is to be Doll!! about Such Cases 1 
WASHINGTONVILLE, 0., Aug. 5, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please stop my paper, for I cannot pay for it. 
It is the best Liberal paper I read, and I am very sorry to 
say stop it. I am sixty-five years old, and I am the only 
support of the family. 1 am sick and not very able to work. 
I am a miner. I hav worked fifty-seven years in the mines. 
I started to work in the mines when I was elght years old, 
and now lam about worn out. From your brother, 

JAMBS YATES. 

A. Noble Sentiment from a Venerable Man. 
DAYTON, 0., Aug. 10, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am now wlthln a few days of being in my 
eighty-second year, and do n«;>t expect to hav the pleasure of 
renewing my subscription to the interesting and instructiv 
old TRUTH SEEKER many years more. Let that be as it may, 
my greatest wish is that the great principles of Freethought 
may continue to prosper, until by the sqrvival of the .fittest 
man will be mentally advanced to a degree that will en. 
able him to liv by reason and not by fear. ' 

Truly yours, J. A. WALTERS. 

Every Town Should Do Likewise. 
GuTHRIE, Ox. TERR., Aug. 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : The Spiritualists and Freethinkers of this 
city, having arranged a Sunday-school and lyceum, do solicit 
of Liberal& books, papers, hymn-books-in fact, everything 
pertaining to the advancement and instruction of a school 
and lyceum of this organization. There are but few mem. 
bers, and they are financially poor. However, we hav 
organized with a full determination of working faithfully 
for the succeBB and building up of a grand institution in 
Guthrie, where there is a large field for work, hence solicit 
·and will most thankfully receive all assistance that our 
brothers and sisters in unison wlll so kindly send to us. We 
need Sunday-school books, papers, hymn-books, money
in fact, everything which it requires for· the building up of 
an organization of this nature. 

MRs, G~ W. TowNSEND, Sec. 

Wise Words. 
RoME, GA., Aug. 9, E.M. 291. 

M:a. E:lliTOR: Continue to strike sledge-hammer blows at 
the churches and superstition. I like to read contributions 
from John Peck and Otto Wettstein, and last, but not least, 
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll. 

I hav forty or fifty back numbers of THB TRUTH SEEKER 
on hand. If any reader thinks he or she can do any good 
with them, and will send me their address, I will mail them 
at once. 

I am sorry to see some Liberals quarreling with each other 
about their different isms. I think they should all organize 
in one solid body, and help the American Secular Union· in 
its fight· for state Secularization, and when that is accom. 
plished, they can quarrel over their isms afterward. Let us 
hav harmony in the ranks. With the best of wishes for 
Tml TRUTH SBBXBR and Heston, I remain, 

Yours for Freethought, AUGUSTUS L. HANSON. 

Truly the Mendacity Should be Exposed. 
PITTBBUl\GH, PA., Aug. 5, 1891. 

I in western Pennsylvania on SllDday, August 2d. A child 
came home from church and handed a copy to me, at the 
house of a friend where I was visiting, and having marked 
some of the gross falsehoods therein I send it to you. I 
was astonished to find that Christian people were teaching 
such great lies to the children of the country. Such menda
cious conduct ought to be exposed in Tm: TRUTH 8EEKKR, 
for which purpose I send you the paper. Freethought 
Sunday-schools ought to be generally established in order to 
teach children the elementary principles of science and the 
truths of history, an'd also to think for themselvs, instead of 
being deceived and imposed upon by religious teachers in 
church Sunday-schools. Yours 'n favor of truth, 

CRATAllliiUS. 

The Holy Coat. 
. Dixm, Txx., Aug. 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Matters out here are yet gloriously holy. 
Still, if every Freethinker had the courage to come out 
openly we would muster about fifteen good ones. Dull 
times in this county hav prevented me from getting more 
subscribers. We will hav some fun, I guess, about the 
hdligen Roekin Trier (the holy coat in Treves). !hope Mr. 
Heston will pay due respects and veneration to it. What a 
pretty picture it would be if an iBstantaneous photograph 
could l.>e obtained when the whole congregatio~ ana the priests 
are in the church, some admiring, others exhibiting, the cele
brated humbug. As I was still in Germany at the last exhi
bition of the humbug I recollect very well the excitement 
that arose, even coming near causing a split in the Roman 
Catholic church. We do not know yet what the present 
exhibition will bring forward. Sensible people will make as 
great a demonstration against it as imperial laws.and press 
constraint will permit. Yours truly, A. TUBPE. 

A. Change of " fn God We Trust." 
KEOTA, lA., .. July 31, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am sorry to learn that ln leveling the 
mountains of ignorance whereon the churches are built, you 
work with a financial deficiency. I rally with two little " In 
Humanity We Trust's" for pictures and cause, and hope 
that all your readers will bring their nickel. To me, an old 
solid Materialist, the management of THE TRUTH BEEKER is 
perfect ; but any light will drive th~ bats from their seclu
sion. Astronomy, geology, psychology, physics, paleontol
ogy, history, ancient and modern_, from Zoroaster to Zeno 
and from Plato to Ingersoll, work as lightning.or dynamite 
to destroy the pillars of ignorance and superstition, by the 
mind of "our Editor" and THB 'I RUTH SEBKKR contributors. 
A hearty shake with the next neighbor. The Spiritist is, 
although welcome and in order, generally, as you truly said, 
useless. 

Rather hastily, with the hayseeds fiying, 
Yours truly, CHARLES NAUMAN •. 

Contradicts Other Informants. 
ROCHESTER, MINN., Aug. 12; 18gl. 

MR. EDITOR : I am surprised on reading the last TRUTH 
SBEKBR at what you say of the case of Mr. Swartz. Is not 
THll: TRUTH SEEKKR a little bigoted on some subjects, as 
well as our orthodox brethren? For a description of the 
Kansas City Sunday Bun you take the statement of one of 
the "injured '! Missouri senators. You might as well take 
the statement of the" injured" Rev. Mr. Braden in regard to 
what he thinks of Tm: TRUTH BEEKER. You say, "The 
paper oniy prints names when it attacks the weak and de
fenseless." Is that the reason the poor, meek, and defense
leBB senators and representative of Missouri had to enact 
laws to •• down the paper" to protect ·themselvs ia their mid
night carousals? Would it not be a good thing if we had 
many more of such " vile sheets" to show up and expose 
the wickedness and cussedness In high as well as in low life ? 
If these pure law-makers and others hav been slandered so 
when on their drunks, why do they not prosecute the paper 
that has "lied" so about them and stop their whining? 

IRVING W. Fox. 

More Spelling and Less Divinity Needed. 
WALLA WALLA, WAsH., July 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The following is a copy of a record of mar
riage in our auditor's office : 

What God Hath Gined tergether.-Gined in the band 
of Mtmony Maitland Reselvo Wells Sarah Boly me A 
United Bapst Muster of Crist 

MIOHAEL HOLY
Filed tor record, Jan. 13, 1865. 

B. N. SEx, clerk. 
By L. J. RxaTOR, deputy clerk. 

This divine was commonly called Hell-Roaring Boly. 
Some time ago, when C. B Reynolds arrived here-May 

cr June, two years ago-Braden the Blatant one got a 
" Christian" preacher to issue a challenge to C. B. Reynolds 
to meet this blatant one in debate, and all this preacher's 
communications on his subject addressed to me were duly 
subscribed, "J. N. Foster, Paster Christian Church." 

It is .well said in the holy writ (holy rot) that "the Lo):'d 
hath chosen the foolish things of this world to coufound the 
wise." Yours, A. W. CALDER. 

The Diet Question. . 
WHEBLII>G, W.VA., July 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: By this mail I send you a copy of the Youth's 
E'Dangeli&t, a paper published in Pittsburgh and given •:ut 
to ~11 the Sl.lllday-~choQ19h~ldrQil ~n tbe PresbyteJ'illll c!J,urches 

MR. EDITOR : I saw a statement the other day to the effect 
that vegetarianism is the solution of the temperance ques
tion, and that when men quit eating meat they will cease 
drinking alcoholic stuffs. As the diet question is an im
portant one in more ways than one, it might receive a· little 
giscussion pow 3nd. th~u tl;}rouf?h tl:le col]Jm!J.~ of Tf!J TBU'fH 

SEEKER. ·-The nations that eat the most meat also drink 
the most liquor, and I suppose they drink the most liquor 
because they eat the most meat. I hav no doubt there are 
other causes for the drinking habit, but I do not believe 
ihere are any equal to a meat diet. Not only has meat 
to do with intemperance, but it has also much to ~o with 
causing human selfishness. It feeds the· grasping, getting 
spirit in man. One of the most mild .and unselfish men I 
ever met was one who subsisted on what he called the 
'' Edenic" diet, a diet of uncooked food, consisting of fruit, 
grains, nuts, and vegetables. I think it safe to say that the 
less meat we eat the better it will be :tor health and morals, 
as well as for the cause of temperance. C. BuRBEE. 

"Muscular Wonders" Explained •• 
M~Lli:B Ci:TY, MoNT., Aug. 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: As the writer of the letter in' THi:· TRUTH 
SBBKKR of August 1st would like to hav "the problem 
solved" with rtference to the Georgia.wonder, I send the 
following, clipped from the Minneapolis Journal, wh!ch 
may throw some light on the subject and be of interest to 
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. C. E. WEBST. 

ABERDEEN, s; D., August 10.-Annie Abboit, the 
"Georgia Magnet," who has been giving exhibitions of her 
wonderful powers in all the leading towns and cities of the 
Dakotas was " exposed " by W. P. Butler and others at the 
opera hduse Saturday evening. The management expected 
something of the kind and were careful what they presented_. 
Some of the local committee were skeptical as to her powers 
and at the close of the entertainment Mr. Butler, amid great 
excitement, jumped on the stage and denounced the whole 
thing as a "take." He claimed that all of her teats were but 
the result of mechanical laws skillfully applied by a woman 
who was a trained athlete, and proceeded to perform some 
of her feats which he did with ease. At the close of Butler's 
"show" a vote was taken, the audience affirming the· 
"Georgia Magnet" a "take." The affair created much 
interest. 

Many Atheist Mothers. 
FJSHKILL·ON-HUDSON, N.Y., July 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am receiving so many excellent letters 
from. Atheist women in response to my call for them on 
behalf of my California friend that I feel a desire t·o publicly 
congratulate Liberals at large on the number of intelligent, 
broad-minded women we hav in our ranks. Every one o.f these 
letters would be well worth printing in Tm: TRuTJi· S:&EKEB. 
It is a genuin treat to Mr. K., as well as myself, to read the. 
responses that are pouring in. It is good· for us to thus ex. 
change sentiments and opinions, and to encourage one 
another in the good work of Liberalizing and happifying 
humankind. The mother molds the race, and very, very 
glad am I to find so many Atheist mothers, and hope the 
white-winged messages will keep on coming 

Thick as autumnal leaves that strew the brooks 
In Vallambrosa, where the Etrurian shades 
High overarch'd embower. 

ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER. 

Religion Only Old Wives' Tales. 
CARTHA.GE, Miss., July 2a, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am very much pleased with THE TRUTH 
SEEXEB, and want the pictures right along. Our path is 
thorny, but our work and aim is glorious. The Augean 
stable is hard to clean-harder here than in the land of my 
birth, Protestant Germany, thanks to evening.meetings in 
the German village where old and young women met to 
spin fiax, children and younger folks of both sexes freely 
admitted. There the old women related the most astonish
ing ghost stories, which frightened us children awfully 
Getting older, we were instructed and convinced that all 
these ghost stories were the outgrowth of the brains of these 
old women and lacked all reality. That was good, and 
eradicated all and any inclination to believe in ghosts. 
Here the people did not go through such an interesting 
course of early training, and so if they do free themselvs 
from superstition in the church they fall into the superstition 
of the ghosts, or Spiritology. They come from the Scylla 
into the Charybdis. Let them attend the meetings of fiax. 
spinning women in some remote German village (for they 
hav these spinn-stubsn only in very remote places now), let· 
them listen to these old women attentivly, and that will rid 
them of their ghost superstition, while arguments and reason 
are UE.Clesi!. AN OLD FREETHINKER, STRAIGHT. 

l'he Holy Harlequin. 
DENVER, CoL., Aug. 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, the great 
Brooklyn fakir, is making a tour of the wild and woolly 
West. He is managed, advertised, and boomed after the 
fashion of a circus, a menagerie, or one of the monstrosities 
of the side-shows. He is on exhibition as a theological 
curiosity left over from a past age. He is traveling for 
m_oney. No money, no lecture. Several times he has 
refused to lecture unless he was guaranteed a stipulated 
sum in cash. Recently he spoke at the charming mountain 
resort of Green Moun~ain Falls and several hundred people 
went up from Denver to hear how to be saved and be told 
how heaven is run. Seats had been provided around the 

·pavilion from which the great pulpiteer spoke, and hun. 
dreds of shining quarters were dropped into the coffers of 
the .management for permission to sit In the rain and listen 
to the sermon. An additional fee of twenty.five cents was 
charged for the privilege of being sheltered by the pavilion. 
Many who paid $2.50 for transportation were loud in their 
protests against having to pay an additional fee to hear a 
very poor sermon. But the celebrated preacher is a Chris
tian for revenue only and demanded the "uttermost far
thing" that could by any scheme be obtained. However, 
Wf} ehoy~(! !lOt COmplain1 foj: ht: SUQCeege(l llJ Waking Dl!Wf 
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converts, not to his religion, but to Freethought. De Witt 
Talmage is the harlequin of the pulpit. 

derives a formidable revenue, let them (the vendors) alone, 
but go for the habitual and professional drunkards or 
bibbers, and somewhat after this fashion: Take away their 
voting privileges, £. e., disfranchise them completely; and 
if they persist deny them further the privilege of testifying 
in court under oath or any other form of giving evidence. 
My humble opinion is that if they hav anything left in them 
that may be termed dignity this procedure would put them 
on it and touch t;hem ln the sorest places to aw!'ken them to 
a sense of their duty to themselvs and the community at 
large. And then would follow these consequences-the old 
topers would decreaee and die out, the rising generation 
would learn to view this low practice with aversion, 
the saloons would :find theirs an unprofitable business, 
or be patronized by the traveling public only, or· die a 
natural death for want of patronage. Now I would strike a 
blow at a few others, and they are the following-the 
gamblers, the habitual loafers, confidence men, thieves, 
blacklegs, criminals, and hard cases of all kinds. Take 
a way their franchises and testifying privilege at court, and 
generally make them equal to ciphers in this great nation, 
and if necessary compel them to wear a badge describing 
the grade of their uselessness. And again i~ is my opinion 
that if anything in the world would tend to put a person on 
his dignity this would. Children could then see the brand 
of disgrace that the government or the people put on these 
failings and soon learn to avoid them. As things are at 
preseht there ls no cessation of the evil and no good example 
to the young. 

FRANKLIN C. JOHNSON. 

We Thought We Were Doing Right. 
· . BABYLON, N.Y., Aug. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Ingersoll says : 
Through the dim long years that hav fled, humanity has 

suffered more than can be conceived. Most of the misery 
has been endured by the weak, the loving, and the innocent. 
Women hav been treated like poisonous beasts, and little 
child~:en trampled upon as though they had been vermin. 

- Numberless altars hav been reddened, even with the blood 
of babes ; beautiful girls hav been given to slimy serpents, 
whole races of men doomed to centurfes of slavery, and every. 
where there has been outrage beyond the power of genius to 
express. During all these years the suffering hav suppli. 
cated; the withered Ups of famin hav prayed; the pale 
victims hav implored, and heaven has been deaf and blind. 

.A.nd now, Mr. TRUTH 8EBKBR, I would ask, What hav you 
done for these long years you hav been printing and 
preaching long-winded sermons ? Hav you advised any 
means whereto some of the above sufferers might look with 
hope and security on a rainy day for a harbor of peace? 
This telling mankind simply, "You are imposed upon," is 
not sufficient. You or some one else must take steps to 
provide a home for those who think with us and are unable 
to stem the tide of Christian opinion. Our doctors and 
lawyers who are grabbing money by the handful may not 
feel the sting of the lash raised by the followers of the meek 
man of the woods. P. H. FosTER. 

An Outargued Priest. 
W ANBAOKBT, R. I., Aug. 9, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: We used to h'l.V a Baptist church here stand
ing on Main street, right in the way of business. Well, the 
Providence Clothing Company bought them out, and the 
old church is now turned into a railroad warehouse, and we 
hav a very flne business block in place of it. Well, I hap
pene«i to drop into a store a short time ago, where I met four 
of my friends who are Freethinkers, and they were in a dis
cussion about the sign~ of the times with a priest, and they 
finally drove me into the ring, and in the course of our chat 
I happened to mention Colonel Ingersoll's name, when the 
priest flew mad in a second, and among the rest he said :" 
" He tears down all the time, but he don't giv you anything 
in the place of it." "Well," said I," suppose you had a can
cer on your face, whicl! was eating your face all up, and I 
came alo11g al!ld cured it, would you ask me what I was going 
to giv you in place of it?" "Well," said he, "you would 
leave a big hole there." "Even sa," said I, "it would be 
better than to hav it eat your whole face up. But," nid I, 
''allow me to draw your attention to this new building now in 
course of construction on Main street ; that is going to be a 
:ftne building, is it not?" "Yes," said he. "Well," said I, 
" before they could put up that building they had to remove 
8 rotten old church, congregation and all, and dig down some 
ten feet or more before they could lay a good foundation for 
that building, and that is just what Colonel Ingersoll is doing 
now. He is clearing away the old rubbish, and he is doing 
it very effectually, and if he does not liv long enough to 
build on the site, some one who will come after him will go 
on with the improvements." Just then he had business out 
of doors, and we had a good laugh together. Straws show 
which way the wind blows. Long liv T.\IB TRUTH BEEKER. 

GBO. M. HABB. 

Money and Railroads. 
;FoND DU LAo, Wis., Aug. 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I send three renewals and two new sub
scribers. I hope your correspondents are aatiEfied with their 
discussions of the silver dollar. I would like to say that 
perhaps our nation cannot chang.e it~ coinage ·acts m1,1ch 
without producing more or less injury or benefit. It cer
tainly was disastrous to this country in 1873 when J'ohn 
Sherman voted to take away the old silver dollar and take 
the trade dollars, though he has said he didn't know it. The 
Irishman stood hanging with the rope under his arms for 
several hours, yet when he put it round his neck he de
nied the charge; and Sherman, as chairman of the flnance 
committee from 1867, tried to do the same thing with the 
silver dollar every year, and, being a little foxy, let others 
help him. Now, what would be the result if the govern
ment should iBBue greenbacks sufficient to pay its debt at 
the rate of $25,000,000 per month and make the money a full 
legal tender for ·all debts, public and private (that is all the 
force money can be made to hav), and let the gold and silver 
be made into bars-all of it free, to be used at home or sent 
abroad when wanted as pure metal, and then in a few years 
begin to melt our coins above flfty.cent pieces into bars and 
make their money at the same rate per month? When 
would the circulation amount to $75 per capita? Then 
these men who want a redeemer like the Christian's must 
wait till they are conditioned for it. Then in line 
with such policy I would by law establish one per cent in
terest, and one cent a mile for railroad fare and three mills 
per ton per mile freight. And amend John Sherman's anti
trust law, and make them void when the capital exceeds 
•50, 000; and make all combines of trust companies void, and 
the capital to escheat to the state, and the state pay half of 
such capital to the informer. DB. W. C. PBIBST. 

A Scheme for Consideration. 
BLOOMDALE, 0., Aug. 11, 189!. 

MR. EDITOB : While the Prohibitionists talk about legis
lating away the use of liquor., which, of course, everyone 
knows will prove futil, a few ideas occurred to me which 
I thought may not be out of place if they appear among the 
conespondence in our old friend THE TRUTH BBBKBR. Since 
t]le government has giveu t!le liquor-vendors a l:cenliJe 1\nd 

It may be said that some of the old topers would go on 
drinking, thoroughly indifferent about voting, etc. My 
answer is, make all these· break stones for macadamizing the 
country pikes and improving the condition of them, and 
thereby reduce taxation. C. C. GBBMANN. 

---· 
The Flood Mytll Exploded. 

BT. LoUIS, Mo., July 19, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : Being a constant reader of THB TRUTH 

SBBKBR, and desiring to help along the good cause of truth 
as agains~ the dark superstition that still has such a hold on 
our civilization, I inclose a communication I made to the Bt. 
Louis IldpuoUc, a p&per usually fair on all subjects except. 
religion. In . this it is very unfair. Other people, notably 
Freethinkers and Spiritualists, COIJ!pla\n of this. Every 
Saiiday whole columns of nonsense from a "Clergyman'' 
appear in it, but truths substantiated by such overwhelming 
evidence as is offered in the above communication are 
ignored. But most of the so-called non sectarian press are 
equally partial on religio-philosophical subjects, suppressing 
truths_ supported by the best evidence an.d giving wide• circu
lation to glaring falsehoods, legends, and superstitions. Tbe 
RepubUc in replying to a communication, during its free tour 
contest, :which questioned its count, scorned other than a 
free ballot and fair count, but it published hundreds of letters 
about religious legends, legendary persons, aqvocates of 
creeds supported by only myths m&ny times exploded by 
science, but not one letter calling attention to well
authenticated facts where these facts opposed creeds and 
their falsehoods. Hence it is badly deficient in a free ballot 
and fair count. 

What is this, anyway, that. muzzles thG press, chains Free
thought, boycotts society, and ostracises its opponents, and 
hoods scientlfi.c facts, at the same time circulating the mythol
ogies of barbarous ages ? Nor does It pause here. It 
grasps at the state, goes into the legislativ halls, infringes on 
the rights, liberties, and property of other people, continu
ously laboring to carry the horrors of the medieval into the 
present age. The fiood myth is only one of many which 
cannot withstand the light of scientific investigation. In 
fact, nearly all the biblical tales are vulnerable. It is the 
duty of Liberals, Spiritualists, scientists, and all who believe 
in unfettered truths, to come out boldly and assist in down
ing this relic of barbarism. Science demands it, humanity 
demands it, for history shows that the farther we remove 
from such barbarous institutes, the human race· becomes 
happier; freer, and better. T. W. CooPER. 

BT. Lours, Mo., June 14, 1891. 
Editor of the Republic: I inclose one vote for R. G. Inger

soll. 0! the fifty leading competitors in your lists for the 
Bible journey, with the possible exception of Sheldon and 
Cave, all are held in strong bonds to preach their respectiv 
creeds, and dare not express other opinions, so they are dis
qualified from the critical examination of such an eminent 
scientlflc and historical tour, In which your readers are so 
much interested. I will giv one instance. All these creeds 
assert as facts that about 2100 to 2200 B.o:there was a deluge 
covering the highest mountains with water. They giv a 
deftuit genealogy from the birth of Arphaxad, two years 
after the flood, of eleven patriarchs to J&cob, embracing a 
tiine of !32 years, or to the beginning of a semi-authentic 
history. They demand these ministers to accept and preach 
this legend ss infallible. They are paid to do it. They are 
abused, vilified, ostracised, and deprived of their standing 
and position, if they do not advocate it just as their creeds 
record it. The head of Professor Briggs, dripping with 
recent gore,· dangles over the gate through which they depart. 
His Union Seminary is boyc }tted, as per your clergyman's 
''Sunday Thoughts" of to-day. Now, in the very arena of 
this flood district the greatest elevation of the plains of 
Mesopotamia is TOO feet, of Mt. Lebanon 10,000 feet, of the 
Taurus range 8,000 t'o 12,000 feet, and Mt. Ararat, where the 
legend had the ark to rest, 17,000 feet. Your minister can 
measure these elevations. Then he ascends the Nile valley. 
Here he finds monumental history, written on imperishable 
stone walls, pilasters, and columns, engraved from· pedestal 
to terminals, on base, shaft, frieze, and abacus. He can 
read inscriptions in their tombs and mausoleums from archi
trave to floor molding. There we flnd an abundance of 
authentic history of thirty dynasties, embracing a time, as 
per Professor Lipsius of 3,900 years, per Manetta 5,004 
years, B.o. The thirteenth to s!xteenth dynasties were 
contemporaneous with the eleven legendary patriarchs back 
to the fiood. Your minister thus meets with a direct con
tradiction of this book of Genesis and the teachings of his 
creed, backed l1r the qtost ovenvhelming; ~oDumental ev~-

deuce, for the thirteen dynasties contained two thousand 
years or more. Coexisting with the flrst dynasty was a high 
civilization, which could hav been attained only by several. 
thousand years of human effort. No monumental evidence 
of this flood has been discovered in Egypt, although search 
for it has been made by most Egyptologists. Now, should 
one of your learned ministers, searching through monu
ments, papyri, sarcophagi, and mumtnies, discover and be 
convinced that there was no flood in Egypt, whose level was 
but a little above the sea and thousands of feet below levels 
flooded, as written in his creed, only a few hundred miles 
away, at the time, nor for thousands of years previous, 
can he hav the courage to face his church and community 
and tell the truth, which would end his ministerial career? 
I doubt It. Yet three out of four of your readers desire to 
know the truth. 

Iogersoll is not so himdlcapped, and I think would giv his 
unbiased opinion on this and other truths he would discover. 

Yours, T. W. CooPER. 

Romanism Soundly Belabored. 
N.BWABK, N.J., July 31, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Our Constitution declares all men are born 
free and equal, and the right to liberty is universal and 
inalienable, and the United States shall guarantee to every 
state a republican form of government. Now, where is 
there any liberty in our country if the Mother of Harlots 
and the father of lies is allowed to immure our children in 
prisons called nunneries; there to Uv a wretched life, and 
mothers and fathers are allowed to see or talk to their dear 
ones only through prison bars? (h, what a great wrong is 
permitted to be doue under the name of religion and liberty I 
Those demented creatures are led to their prison cells as the. 
negro slaves were led by their owners to prison-pens seven 
and twenty years ago, or like the oxen to their slaughter. 
That those nuns are slaves to the beast is unquestionable. 
They pray to God, and to virgins who were mothers to chil
dren and saints who were their fathers. In fact, they pray 
to devlls, and should be called devil-worshipers. The inhu
manity of the church has made many Infidels. As long as 
it continues to build nunneries there will be thousands to 
detest the church of R'lme. Caste in the Protestant churches 
has d0111e them a great injury and has been the cause of large 
numbers leaving and deEerting. 

A few years ago I went to ~bany, N Y., passing by a 
large Catholic cathedral back of the capitol on the hill. 
The doors of the church were wide open, and inside of the" 
church was a small congregation, and the priestly wolf was 
dressed in his regimentals. He was celebrating high requiem 
to catch and locate the dead man's soul. It was the bishop's 
church. I was looking up to the ceiling of the church. I 
was admiring the decorations of the interior. The people 
saw me looking at the ceiling and thought I was lookfug for 
the man's soul taking its flight. Immediately the mourners 
looked upward, and as I had been the means of diverting 
their minds from the mass I arose and left the church, and 
looking up to view the architecture outside I read this 
notice, "A single sitting at mass, ten cents." "What?'' I. 
exclaimed, "can it be possible that those pagans will insult 
the honest poor? That it will cost ten cents to go into the 
house ot God-before they are allowed to go in to commune 
with God?" The hackmen answered me, " The church 
must be supported." "Oh, yes, by such people as you, who 
will allow yourselvs to be insulted avd to be made slaves of 
to build such splendid churches. ) ou are told after build
ing your own house for a pauper, it will cost ten cents to 
enter. If you were men, you would tear such disgraceful 
signs from your church doors." And a few of them saiq, 
"Bully for you, old man!" And others said it was none of 
my "damned business." I answered, "It is every m!l!l'B busi
ness to liberate slaves, and point out frauds who under the 
cloak of religion are impoverishing the country and robbing 
the people, Look at that priest inside there who is chanting 
a prayer to God-It takes money to induce that priest to 
plead to God to forgiv that man his sins l By that man's 
death the priest gets his fee, but can any one of you get the 
verdict whether your God permitted that soul to enter the 
sanctum sanctorum 1 Now, if you folks would employ a 
lawyer to plead for a thief or a murderer you would always 
get the verdict. A lawyer pleads to a judge to get a thief or 
a murderer clear from his just punishment that he richly 
deserves, and the priest for a miserable, cowardly wretch 
that deserved to be punisherl. The lawyer is the more hon
est of the two. And I would not like to be engaged in 
either of their vocations, for culprits should be punished." 
There was a dead silence in that crowd as I told them to 
think for themselvs instead of hiring other~ to think for 
them, and if they would keep away from their churches one 
month those signs would be removed, and if they wished to 
kill the devil they could starve him to death if they did not 
feed him. So I bid them good-bye and passed on. Before 
leaving Albany it was my good fortune to meet one of those 
hackmen, who congratulated me on making a convert. He 
was a man of a family of s!x children, and was glad that I 
had laid the truth before him. He said he did not sleep the 
whole night thinking of my words, and he resolved that he 
would never again be led by the priest, for it was nothing 
but paying out money to support the chur.ch. And I hav no 
doubt that man kept his word. Now, if those politicians of 
both of the political parties would speak out as plainly as I 
do there would be very few nunneries built where only the 
priestly wolves are allowed to enter. Those brothels and 
sinks of iniquity will be allowed to exist as bng as those 
two parties hold out, for neither of the sets of bosses dare 
open their filthy mouths and say one word against those 
bawdy-house prl!ons. Americans l where is your man
hood? Where is the chivalry and courage of your fathers? 
Your love of country has departed, and you are politically 
corrupt and you think a political office is tlle only thing 
worth living for. You will get down in the mud, and eat it 
too, to curry favor with popi!lh bosses to get an office. 
t;Jhame yo~ hav none! W, W, )!OJ!~lll· 



lldi:Ud bJ Hiss Sus.ur H. Wxxo111, l'all 
Hltw, Jtau., to wl&om IJII 00fAfAtl~&kaf4onB/Ot 

his 001"1Nf" •houid b• '"''· 

" Between the dark a.nd the da.Ylllrh$, 
When the night is beginning $0 lower. 

Oomes a. pa.Ul!e in the da.:v•s ooonpa.ti.onl 
That Ia known as the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

A :Boy Hero. 
In harmless Paris, which to foreign eyes 

Seems made of mirrors, gaslight, and display, 
A splendid building's walls began to rise, 

Ascending stone by stone from da.Y to da.Y. 
High and more high the pile wa.a bnilded well, 

And scores of laborers were busy there, 
When suddenlY a. fngil staging fell, · 

And two strong workmen swung aloft in "ir, 
Suspended by their ha.nd11 to on<l slight hold, 

That bent a.nd ora.oked beneath . \heir sudden 
wei~rht, 

One worn with toil and growing gra.Y a.nd old; 
One a. mere boy, just rea.ohin~r man's estate, · 

Yet with a. hero's soul. Alone a.nd young, 
Were it not well to Yield his single life, 

On which no parent leaned. no 6hildren olnng, 
And save the other to his babes and wife 7 

He sa.w that ere deliverance could be brought 
The frail support they gra.BP,"d must surely 

break, 
And in that shuddering moment's flash of thought 

He chose to perish for his comrade's sake. 
With braverY snob a.s heroes seldom know, 

"•Tls righl>' he said, a.nd loosing hi• strong grip 
Dropped like a. stone upon the stones below, 

At;t.d la.y there dead, the smile still on his lip. 
What though no laurels grow his grave above, 

And o'er his nams no sculptured shaft ma.y 
rise7 

To the sweet spirit of unselfish love 
Was not his life a. glorions saorifioe 7 

ELIZABETH AKERS. 

What the Little Folks are Saying. 
Jimmy Warburton is the grandson of the 

proprietor of Cress brook greenhousee, and he 
is a little more than four yeus old. He is 
just wearing pants apd jacket for the first 
time. Little Edle, his playmate, a dark.eyed, 
bright child, wants jacket and pants also. 
She and Jimmy play together a great deal. 
The other day Jimmy did a naughty act that 
might hav resulted seriously. He went into 
the house and told his mamma that the men 
who were working in the trench near by 
would like some matches. As there were 
several men at work his mamma thought a 
card of matches none too many, and handed 
the same to Jimmy, who gravely tcok the 
matches and marched off. · Presently Jin. my 
came back quite a sight to behold witii. 1\ 

smoky face and a rather dilapidated appear. 
ance generally. 

After some talk it came out that Jimmy., 
with the strategy of sri older head, had. 
obtained the matches for another purpose. 
With them he and Edie had built a fire in 
Hon. Milton Read's lot near by. The result 
was that Edie had a scorched toe and Jimmy 
had become pretty well smoked up. 

He would not own that he had told a 
wrong story in getting the matches under 
false pretenses, but said that he had made a 
mistake. In impressing upon hls mind the 
danger of his act, In order to prevent a 
repetition of the same, his mamma told him 
he had trespassed upon another person's 
property, and there was no knowing what 
might happen had Mr. Reed been at home. 
Jimmy might hav been taken to the station 
house in the vehicle known as the " hurry. 
up.'' 

Bracing himself up with much dignity, the 
little fellow said : " What P Milton Reed 
arrest me P He can't do it I I'm my grand
father's boy. My grandfather would blacken 
Reed's eye if he should attempt .to arrest me. 
No, sir; Milton Reed can't arrest me I" 

However, it is not likely that Jimmy wlll 
attempt a conflagration on Mr. Reed's 
premises again, nor will he be allowed the 
privilege of playing with matches by any 
strategic movement he may make. 

Eccentric Disciplin. 
I am writing the scrappy sort of letter 

which is particularly obnoxious to tlie soul 
of the editor, and, therefore, take occasion 
to tuck in a story with a moral which, writes 
Arlo Bates in one of his Boston letters, was 
told the other day in a discussion on the train
ing of children. A gentleman who is re. 
garded as somewhat eccentric by the more 
conventional of his acquaintances, and whose 
management of his small son, a lad of·some 
seTen years, is especially amazing to the goa.. 
sips, returned home the other evening to be 
met with the news that the boy h!i(l CJit a 
b,oJe i!l th!l dr~wl.Jl~·:room Bot", 
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"Well, my son," the father said, sUer 
being informed by the lad that he had done 
the damage under the pressure of an irresist.. 
ible desire, such as is usually .the plea of 
children in similar circumstancea, '' I &Pl 
very sorry that you should spoil my sofa. I 
hav just paid $75 to hav it' recovered, and I 
cannot afford to hav that done over again. 
The only thing I can see is for you to sit on 
that cut place when anybody is here so as to 
cover it. I know you don't like company 
very well, but I know your mother would· be 
ashamed to hav callers see that hole.'' 

lutely necessary. This colony numbera about 
seven hundred, big ·and small. They first 
settled In Seward county April 3, 1873. In 
some future time I will giv you .their history 
if_ you wish. 

My grandpa has a .large orchard. He has 
so many apples that he does not know what to 
do with them. He is feeding them to the hogs. 

They are thrashing out . their grain crops 
aro11nd here with steam thrashers. There 
is hardly a time, day or night, but that you 
can hear one whistle. I guess I will close 
now. I still remain. 

Your little Freethinker, 
JEss:& A. JoHNsoN. --The small boy knew his father too well to McMINNVILLE, ORE., Aug. 7, 1891. 

protest, and indeed ·for the moment he was DEAR Miss WixON: As it has been some 
probably. only too happy to get off so easily. time since I hav written to the Corner I 
When, however, he had been summoned to thought I would try and write again. 
sit on that cut two or three times things wore I hav two brothers and two sisters. My 

youngest sister and I hav been ~oing to 
a different aspect. He heard the door-bell school, but school was out July 17th. We 
ring with apprehension, and when he was had a pretty good time the last day. 
called for to run to the drawing.room he My youngest sister is going to write this 
burst into walling and weeping so violent .time and we will send our letters together. 
that his pres-ence had to be dispensed with. We hav had no Sunday-school since last 

summer. I went part of the time. I hope 
"Now, my son," his father said to hlm, there wlll be no more. It is raining to-day 

"I did not make any fuss when you cut my and has been raining ever since Tuesday and 
new sofa covering, and I can't- allow yQu to it is pretty muddy. . 
make a fuss about bearing the consequences We do not get a paper every week, for we 
of what you did to please yourself." liv

11
a longdway fro~t McMinnvllle-kabout ten 

Th littl h d d m es-an we can go.Jjvery wee • 
e _ poor e wretc was re uce to a Fruit is getting ripe but very slowly. It Is 

condition of despair pitiful to behold, when tol cold. 
his father said to him: I As thls is my second letter to the Corner, I 
_ "Now, Willis, I am going to make a propo- will not make it too long and tiresome, for 
sitlon to you. You may do just as you fear it will take up too much space. 

I I will close, hoping this will not find its 
please about it. I promised you a soldier's · way to the waste-basket wishing you suc-
uniform at Christmas; now, if you had cess in your good work. ' 
rather I took that money and had the sofa Your Freethinker friend, _ 
mended, I would put enough in it to get the VINA FARMER. 
thing done. But if I do you will get no uni- --
form at Christmas." BENJAMIN, UTAH, Aug. 12, 1891. 

Miss SusAN H. WxxoN: I received your 
The lad chose to hav the sofa mended, and letter on July 20th and hav not answered it 

at Christmas he bore his disappointment like· yet, but 1 am going to answer it now. I will 
his father's son. He did hav, itis ORly fair tell you the reason I did not answer it sooner : 
to his father to add, a good deal in the way_ I hav been slck and hav not been able to 
of alleviations of one sort and another. i write. Yes, there is a lot of b~es, and they 

. giv us a lot of delicious honey, and we 11re 
1 very sweet. ,The honey is tqo sweet some-

Perseverance and Pluck. times, but it Is nice to hav all the honey you 
It is the steady workman who commands wish to eat. Yes, that is papa standing in 

the best wages, the man who keeps at it. the foreground of the picture, Luie in the 
Newton kept at it for three_ years u til he doorway, and that is Lillie in the other door-

n way. She is my sister, younger than I. I 
discovered the principle of gravltation,,and hav another sister, younger than Lillie; her 
Kepler was nearly a lifetime in working out name is Rosie. Well, if you ever get to Utah 
his three laws of the universe. Morse kept come and giv us a visit and you can hav all 
at it with the electric telegraph until he the real honey you wish; you are welcome 

to the picture. I would send you some real 
turned failure into success, and Edison kept comb honey but 1 do not know how to send 
at it until he turned th.e phonograph from a it. Kina regards to you all and good wishes. 
toy into a world's wpnder. · 1 I am going to tell about the bees. The 

Success is rarel:v a matter- of accident. workers first. The workers are the smallest 
Spirit and pluck al~ays achieve great results. bees and they gather the honey. They do all 
There is no such thing as 1 ck the work, and the queen bee lays aU the eggs. 
, , u • . She is a very fine bee ; but the drones, tb.ey 

' Luck I ' said Wellington, "I make luck I'• do not do anything, only stay in the hive and 
Darwin was rarely able to work long at a eat the honey that the other bees gat.her. 

time. He accomplished his great work by " I received a book on August lOth called 
having a single aim and putting every ounce Freethinker's Magazine, and I guess it is from 

· you. There is a lady'!! picture in it and I 
of his force and every hour of his time into think It is t;usan H. Wixon's. It is a very 
the task which he had set before him. nice book. 1 shall take care of it. Thanks 

He never scattered his energy, he never for sending it. LomBA HoNE. 
wasted an hour, and by steadily keeping at [No, dear, we did not send the magazine. 
it, in spite of continual ill health and of long Perhaps it was sent from the office of pub
intervals of semi-invalidism, he did a great lication. Thanks for your nice letter.-Eo. 
work, an.d has left the impression upon the c. c.] 
world of a man of extraordinary energy and 
working capacity. NEoLA, lA., July 30, 1891 .. 

Correspondence. 
Miss WixoN, Kind Friend: I am a new 

member seeking admission to your" Comer. 
We do not take THE TRUTH BEEKER, but our 

McMINNVILLE, OBE., Aug. V, 1891. nearest neighbor doos and through him we 
DEAR Miss WixoN: As I hav never writ- hav made its acquaintance. 

favor of the temperance society. If all t'b.e 
boys and men of our country could say what 
Otto Wettstein said in his letter, what a grand 
thing it would be. I think it would be 
pleasant for the gii:-ls to haT a s~iety. Girls 
hav not the great temptation of drink that 
boys hav, but there are daily little temptations 
and trials which_ only girls dream of ; things 
to make them lose their tempers and be cross. 
Are we to be outdone by the boys P I_ say 
we ought to giv up some foolish pleasures &II 
well as they, sucli as chewing g1,1m, slanf 
phrases (that most girls delight in), and 
won't say novels, because there are many 
useful ,and instructiv one&, but I mean: the 
low, trashy ones that only harm us. I am 
fifteen years old. I was JI!.OSt attracted by 
the letters of Helen Parrish and Otto 
Wettstein, but I liked all. I find a higher 
degree of intelligence and broader thoughts 
from the young folks than in most periodicals. 
I wish some of the ',' lnfldels" near my age 
would correspond with me. Like the old 
man and the seven sticks, the closer bound 
the stronger. 

I hav not a "Balsam» like Maud .Ktrlfels, 
but I hav a nice, pretty pony that I love to 
ride. I am alone, without any brother or 
sister for company, and I would enjoy such 
letters as I see others receive, if any care to 
write. Yours truly, GLEE BRITTON. 

P.S.-My address is, Glee Britton, Box 94., 
Neola, Ia. 

[Thanks for your very sensible letter, Glee; 
and we shall hope to hear from you often.
En. C. C.] 

LIFE A.ND <iA.REER 
Ol!' 

Charles Bradlaugh 
BY 

George Jacob Holyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English tleonlarist, by ~he Father of Beonla.rism. 

'Price, 111 cents. 'l'en copies, $1. 
Address this Office. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leotnres a.nd Disonssio1ls before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evoln~on 

in Boienoe a.nd A.d. 
No. 1.-Alfred Bussell Wa.llaoe, by Edward_ D. 

012pe, 'Ph.D.; with portra.it. 
No. 2.-.Ernst Ha.eokel, by 'l'ha.ddens B. Wake

man ; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale a.t The 'l'rnth Beeker Office. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE~ 
I. EV,LUTIONt ANTIQtJITY!. BAOTBBIA, J!!TO. By 

William Durham. F.B.t!.E. 
II. ASTBONOHY, SUN, MooN, STABS, ETa. By Will• 

ia.m Durham. F .B.S.E. 
These handY series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two nnm· 
bera, others te follow-are written in a. wa.y that 
oa.nnot fail to make them interesting to even the 
most oasna.l reader. TheY snp:plY a popular need. 

The price of each iB.50 cents m cloth. · 

'•WHY" 
I specially ~ant 500 orders for books within the 

· next three months. 
Friends will please send ata.mp for oironla.rs a.nd 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE BLli'·NKEB, 

Snowville, Va.. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curillg the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PEBBY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkeaba.rre, Pa.. 

A FAR-M FOR SALE·. 
~U A.<JRES. 

ten to the Corner I will write to-day. I go l We liv five miles from the nearest village, 
to school and study fourth reader, spelling, and consectuently 1 hav very little society. 
arithmetic, and grammar. I am ei~lit years My mamma and . papa both hav been 
of age. We take THE TRUTH BEEKER, and -school-teachers and my life has been a roving 
I always r~ad the Corner before anything ; one ; so 1 believe 1 hav had as much, if not Beautifully located. 85 miles from New York on 
else. I enJOY looking at the pictures. We· more experience than most girls of my age. New Jeraey Oentra.l B .R. Bioh soil. Owner re-
received two TRUTH SEEKERS last night j one Ltving in the hotels, or boarding in the tiring. Price rd~~:B~ble. T WHITE, 
of them had no Comer· My sister has writ- houses of others usually I hav had the tf Oa.re of Tn:m TnuTn S:uxEB. 
ten to the Corner once before, and we got it opportunity of coining in daily contact with 
back in the paper. I hav two brothers. One new and different phases of life. 
ia named Samuel Farmer; the other, John. 1 hav never been taught to .respect the 
And two sisters. One is Mary; the other, church as an organization, though many of 
Vina. My oldest sister is married. my dearest friends are members and of 

As it is my first letter to the Corner I will course 1 respect and love them. 
not make it too long, for fear it will go in Not that 1 believe the influence of the 
the waste-basket. ELllll FARMER. church has made them what they are, for I 

-- think they would do their duty to the best of 
DoRcHESTER, NBB., Aug. 11, 1891. their ability no matter where they were 

DEAR Miss WIXON: I again write to you. placed. 
Our school is out for two months• vacation. 1 hav, at times in my life, been wavering 

We are having nice weather here. Plenty and wondering what was right, and as yet I 
of rain and crops are good. The Blue river havfoundnocreedorbelieflcould wholly trust 
has been higher this year than it has been for and rely on. If Christians are asked to throw 
fourteen years and it rose quicker than ever aside their doctrin, they, of course, ask what 
before. It rose fourteen reet in two hours, they shall take in its place. That is what I 
and then gradually until it was twenty feet wish to know. 
above low-water mark. Do you teach no heaven, no hell, no God, 

There is a large colony of Amish here. no hereafter? 
They hav a large churqh and it is built in Perhaos this has all been talked over in 
the shape of a large cross. THE TRUTH BEBKBR before I began to read 

As their religion forbids them to marry any it; if so, you may not care to explain it all 
one not a member of the Amish church, they again. But I wondered if you meant that each 
hav intermarried until they resemble nne person was to think as he pleased and not 
another. Tbey hav excursions, and religious intrude his thoughts on others, but to strive 
customs of washing feet; the ladies wash the in each and every way to do as his conscience 
gentlemen's feet and the gentlemen wash the bids him. That is what I try to do. I hope 
ladles' feat. They will not associate with I hav not written too plainly, but I hav given 
ftJlyone ou~l!lt' tY.~lt' !?hY,rC,4 unleee \t fs ~b~o- Jll;f " trfile tb.oughts/' l c;~p IJay e~ough iD 

What Would Follow 
'l'HE 

Effacement of Ohristianit'\'"P 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents a. coPY; twelve copies for $1. 

Address THE TBUTU: BIIIEUB. 

THE 

french InvasiOn of Ireland in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten Hiatorz That Tell of a. 

Heroic Endeavor a.nd a Lost Opportn
nhY to Throw Oft England's Yoke. 

ByVALERIAN GB.IBAYEDOFF. 
With a. map a.n d numerous illustrations by well 

known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
Ink a.nd gold side stamps. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is a.n effort to rescue from 
oompa.ra.tiv oblivion one of the many extra.ordi 
na.ry episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war • . It paints a. mora.\ that amidst repnb
lioa.n institutions like onrs, will not fail r• oeive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing Influence of newlY acquired ambition, • • , 
a.nd on the other the debasing effects of Beligionlf 
and 'Political intolerance both on the t:vra.nt and 
the victim. Oonta.ine a. heretofore nnpnblishe" 
letter of Thomas fajne to the French J>1reowry1 
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DID MAN F AL.L? SISTER LUOY BURG~SS-UMOfRWOOD OfB~T~ PIONEER PITH. AND 

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES a 
TnE GIST OF LECTURES ON RATIONALISM. 

The Location and TopograJhy of the Gar. ON CHRISTIANITY. By OAJ.>T, R. 0. ADAMs, President of Montreal 
den of Eden .fl. act. As ro NEw HALL OoNVENT. .Between B. F. UNDERwooD and "Prof. 0. A. Bur Pioneer Freethoullht Olub ; author of· 

IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT? And a.J!'ew Words on Auricular Confession. gess, Pres. of N. w. Christian Univ. " Travels in Faith from Tra.-
Price, lO.cents. Paper, 18Spp,, 50 cts.; clo., 8~. dition to Reason," 

86,000 .BE WARD. and 

POSITIVIST CALENDAR. COMMON. SENSE "Evolution-A Summary of Evidence." 
B,- ISRAEL w. GROB, Author of "Is the God A compendium of scientific and critical lore. ~f I11rael the True God 1" Each day and month of the year beintc nafhed Best handbook for introducing the genera Faper, 10 cents. after the great benefactors of the race, reader to the principles and data on which Ra 

whose fu1rtraits are 9cven. In· tionalism is ba11ed. 

The Candle from Under the ~ushel 
sti uted by Aug, omte. By THO.MAS PAINE.-- Paper, 12mo, 100pp,, 26 cents. Oards, 11x14: printed on hnth sides, ms cents: 9D . 

two cards, 85 cents. Written in 1776. 
Price, . "til cents • EVOLUTION THEORY, 

(Mark iv, 21); or, FALSE CLAIMS Crimes. and Cruelties of 
Three lectures by PnoF. Tnos. H. HUXLEY. 

1,306 Qaestions to the Clergy: Paper, 10 cents. 
And for the Consideration of Others. 

OF THE OHUROll. Christianity. Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB r,E STORIES, 
Imtructi'o~, Interesting, and. Laugluibl6. 

J. E. REMSBURG. By B. F. UNDERWOOD. ESSAYS, and LECTURES. 
BY WILLIAM HART. Price, 10 cents; per doze!!, '15 cents. Prioe, 10 cents. By D. M. BENNETT. 

Frioe, 50 cents. Pap., 700pp,, 75 cents. - - - - IS AMERICA THE NEW WORLD1 
SELF -CONTRADICTIONS BIBLE TEMPERANCE. BYL. L. DAWSON. BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION. 

OF Price, . . 10 cents. "Jesus the Lord God, Oreator of Heaven and 
THE· BIBLE. • Earth." 

144 PROPOSITIONS, Theolo~~:ioal, Moraldffis. Liquor-Drinking Commended, De- DEACON SKIDMORE'S LET1ERS. BYD. M. BENNETT and REV. MB. TEBD. 
· torioal, and Speculative, each prove af· fended, and Enjoined by <Zion Hill Bantist.) His Evolution out of Paper, 80 cents. 

firmatively and negativelY b:r quotations from Onristianitb. By D. M. BENNETT. '.Paper, 50 
scripture, withont comment; embOdying the m:;'St the Bible. cents ; clot , 75. 

B~SAHT-HATCH~RO DfBATf. palpable and striking self-oontradiotionl of lhe 
' By E. c. w .A.LKER. so-called inspired word of God. ECCE DIABOLUS. By w. H. BUBB. 7ll pages. Price, 15 cents. 10 cents. 

Jehovah-Worship and Devil-WorshiP Identical- BETWEEN 
DANIEL THE DREAMER. ECONOMIC EQUITIE!.; i.e., Bloody Sacrifices and Burnt Offerings. ANNIE BEBANT AND REV, .A., H.A.TOH.A..RD 

BY A. HoLYOARE. A. OoMPEND oF THE NATURAL LAws 
By the Very Bev. Evan Davies, Arch Dru'd of ON 

Price, 10 cents. o-. Great Britaiu. Jesus of Nazareth a Historical O~r11o0ter, and the 
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 

Price, . '1!5 cents. Intiuenoe of Ohristia ty • 

Specimen of The Bible. Esther. ExmiANGE. RELIGIOUS POSITIVISM; Price, ll5 cents. 

BY A. RoLYOAXE. By J. K. INGALLS. DB1 PosiTIVIST OA.Lll:NDAR, Brief Exposition of BIBLE BALANCED. Price, . . . 10 cents • Price, li'S cents. the Oomtean System. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50. Comparing the Bible's B••t Teachings and Say~ 

Acts of The Apostles. A Farce. Science and Theology. ings with thoea of PhilosoPhers who 

Eight Scientific Tracts. Lited previons to Bible 
BY A. HoLYOARE. Authors. 

Price, 10 cents. .ANOIENT .AND MODEBN. 
JiJVOLUTION, D.AR WIN IBM, etc. By G. 0. DARLING. 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. 
By J, A. FROUD E. By B. F. t1NDEBWOOD and others. 

Paper, . - IIOoents. 
Price, 28 3ent.a. Price, 20 cents. 

BlBlE FABRlC~l\OIS RHUTED. BY A, HOLYOA.ll:Eo "' 

Price, 10 cents. Ingersoll· on McGlynn. EPIDEMIC DELUSIO~·S~ 
LIBERTY AND MORALITY. By F. R. MARVIN, M.D. Errors Exposed. 

8c., 80o. per do:aen, $9 per 100. Price, 10 cents. By 0. B. WniTFOBD, M.D. 
BY M, D. OONWAY. 

LAY SERMON. Essay Miracles. Price, 15 cents. 
- Prioe, .. - - 5 oenta. on 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD .. BIBLE MORALS. On the Labor Question. By DA. VID HUME; 
BY A. L. RAWSO:t'f. By B. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, - . 20 cents. Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for l/5. 
Price, 10 cents. 

TWENTY GRIMES and VIOE 
THE NEW AGE. ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S ESSAYS AND LECTURES Sanctioned oy dcripture. 

. BY w. s. BELL. OPJININ(J IJPJIJIOH TO THJI JURY By B. F. UNDERWOOD. By J. E. REMSBURG • 
Price, - - 10 oente. . , · in the suit of the 

Paper, 800pp., eo cents; clotb, 82. Price, 25 cents. 

'S 

If You Take Away M.y Religion Banker•' and lllercbanta' Tele· Father, Son, and HoJy Ghost .• CRIMES OF PREACHERS in the - .rraph Compan,- By T. E. LoNGSHORE. United States and Canada. Wbat Will You Give :Me Instead 'I against the 5o., 50c. per doz., 25 for $1. 
BY MA.II.TIN. Western Umon Telegraph Company By M. E. BILLINGS. 

Price, • - - 19 cents. Price, 10 cents. THE UNSEEN WORLD. Price, 25 cents. 

PLEA FOR ATHEISM THE· STAGE AHD THE PUlPIT. 
By PROF. JOHN FISKE. BUDD HIS r NIHILISM. 

BY CHARLES BRADLAUGIL 
Price, 10 cents, 

By MAx MuLLEn, M.A. 
Prioe.10 cents. 

BJ" B. G. INGERSOLL. 
GOSPEL OF ATHEISM. ·Price, io cents. 

Diak,glie Between a Christian His• 
By ANNIE BESANT. 

Price, 8 oents; 80 cents per _dozen ; $2 per 100. Price, 10 oen tP. GOLDEN :MEAN in Temperance 
sionary and a Chinese :Mandarin. 

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY. GOTTLIEB: HIS LIFE. and Religion. 
Plice, 10 cents. B;r JOHN E. BURTON. 

""'"--· By R. G. INGERSOLL. 
A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell. Price, 10 cents. 

Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops By S. P. PUTNAM. 

by a Weak but Zealous Christian. Price, S cents ; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per lCO. Price, 1!5 cents. INSPIRA.TION OF BIBLl!JS. 
Price, lP cents. 

Is the God of Israel the True God? Heathens of the Heath. By Jilo. E. BUB TON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Men, Women, and Gods, Narrative of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua, 
RADICAL ROMANCE. C~ristianity and Malelialism. By Wnr. McDoNNELL. 

And Other Lectures. 
Judges, and the New Testament. · I!OOpp., paper, 80 cents. 

BY HELEN H. GA.BDENElb 
Price, 25 cents. By B. F. UNDERWOOD. . 

Price, 15 cents. 
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. Masonic VIndication of Right, 

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED. 
The passages unfit for family reading. CHRISTIANITY Paper, IIJ cents; cloth, $1. Pap., 8Jc.; olo., 50. 

'WOMAN: . PROTEST AGAINST PEBSEOUTION. THE A REWARD FOR CRIME. 
Her Past and Present: Her Rights and By 0. B. WRITFOBDt M.D. LOGIC OF DEATII, By o. B. WBITFOl!.D, M.D. 

Wromrs. Price, 15 cents. Price, H cents. 
BY, B. F. UNDERWOOD. OR, 

Price, 10 cents. MIRACLES WHY SHOULD THE ATHEIST FEAR T!J DIE? CHRISTIANITY from a SCIEN1'IFIC an 
AND By J. G. HoLYOAKE. HISTORlCA.L ST A.ND:POINT. 

d 

MATERIALISM: MIRACLE- WORKERS. Price, 5 cents. By W. N. MCLAREN. 
Paper, 50 cents. 

ITS HISTORY AND ITS !Nn.UBNOB UPON By JOHN P EOK. TRE 
BoomTY. Price, . . tO cents. LOGIC OF LIFE, Chronicles of Simon Christianns. 

8Y D:a. LoUis BucRNEBt Author of "Force aDd Adventures in the Land Matter," e~o. 'l'Hll DEDUCED FBOM 
Transla~ed from the Germa.D. ORDER OF CREATION. THE PRINOIPLE OF FREE:rHOUGHT. of Oosmos. New Scripture (evidently inspired). 

Discovered bY I. N. FIDEL and A. Hook. 
Paper, 1Smo, 15 cents. By (i. J, Houo.A.KE. Price, 25 cents. A DISCUSSION BETWEEN Prio.,, 5 cents. 

Christian Absurdities, (JL.ADSTONE, HUXLEY, .MULLJIR, ~ 

LINTON, REV ILLJI. Secular Resl)onsibility THE CRISIS. 
BY JOHN PECK. 

On the Oontiiot between Genesis and Geology, lly THOMAS PAINE. 

Pric.e 20 cents ; six copies for fl. 
tl!mo, 178 pages, paper, 110 cents; cloth, 75 cents. By G. J. :.ZOLYOA.XE. Written durin I<' the American Revolution, and b 

Price, 5 cents. order of General Washington read 

~'Our Father in Heaven." to the army. 
Confessional: Romish and Anglican. GE ~ESIS I, II: PP~Per, 40 cents ; cloth, 75. 

An Expose. By OnAB. STEI.'RENSoN. BIBLE NARRATIVE OF CREATJ.ON 
3Y SALADIN. Price, 80 cent!!. 

1 cent; 110 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand. By A. R. GROTE, A.M. CULTIVATION OF )RT. PERBON.AL EXIBTENOE Paper, 110 cents : cloth, 75. 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the .AFTER DE.ATH IMPROB.ABLE • 

Godly Women of t~e BJbla. ITS RELATIONS TO 
Dead 1 By L. R. BmTn. RELIGIOUS PURITANISM AND MONEY-GETTING. 

BY SALADIN. 10 cents. BY A. R. CooPER. 
Price, - - - ll~ Oent&. WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN A HistorY of Paper, 20 o.; fiexible olo., 85. 

ALL THR WOMEN WHO FIGURE IN THB BIBI.:l! 

WUL'JlllE COMING M.A.N WORSHIP GODW 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. BY fHE DARWINS. A Domestic Rad· 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. An Ungodly Woman of the XIXLh Oentury. ioal Romance. BY Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD, Pap., 50c.; olo., 75. Pap., IIOJ.; olo., 711. Price, 10 cents. Price, 10 cents, 

y 

' For all of the above books address For all of the above books address 
J'&r a.ll ef tile above beoks address· For a.ll of the above books address 

TJ![E TRUTB SEE:'IER 00., THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00., THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

28 I.afayette Pl., New York. 118 La.fueite Pl., New York. 28 LafaYette Pl •• New York. 18 Lafayette Pl •• NewYorlL 
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&.gents for the Truth Seekei". 
ALABAMA. 

f:!tar News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
OALD!'OB5I.L 

J. E. Clark, Los Angeles. -
Ball& McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 w. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. C. BcottJ.22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal. 
Estate of 1::!. C. Blake, 603 Kearny st., San 

Francisco. [cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 213 Grant ave., Ban Fran-

OA.5ADA.. 
T.C.Allen&Co. ,124 Granville st. ,Halifax,N.B. 
Mrs. W.B. Cooke, 1701-2Ytongest.,Toronto 
,James Foster, Weiland, On. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,, 

OOLORADO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrl.!!on ave., Leadville. 

li'LORIDA.. 
las. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A.. Brwin, Murray. 

. ILLINOIS. 
Mrs. B. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., Chicago. 
Post-o111.ce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State at., and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
J. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., Chleagl). 

THE TRUTH SEEKER,~ AUGUST- ;.!9, 1S~1. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years' standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and- every disease of 
the skin, except T-hunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold . by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

The Modern Scienco Essayid 

The Humboldt llbrarJ of Science. 
In this series are WAll represented the writirias of 

DARWIN, SPENOEB, HUXLEYt TYNDALL• ·PBOOTOB, 
OLIFll'OBD and other leaders of thought in our 
time, at 50 to 75 per cent. lower than usual prices. 

We have the LibrarY bound in' Oomplete Bets, as 
follows: -

OLD STYLE.-In this style the volumes average 
640.pages Svo, and are arranged thus: 
Vol.• I. Nos. 1-U.~Vol. VI. Nos. 00-ro. " rr. .. 13-24 " vu. " 71-so. 

" rrr. " 25-36: " VIII. " 81-91. 
" IV. " 87-48. " IX. " 92-103. 
" V. " 49-59. " X. " 104-111. 
Cloth, plain edgeJ, $2 vol. (Separatel?J or in sets.) 
Half seal, marble eoges, f.ll. 7 .> vol. (En sets onll/.) 

NEW STYLE.-Noe. 1 to 111 inclusive, are bound in 
18 vola., averaging 492 pages each, svo, thus:. c 
Oloth, extra, red edges. $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set. 
Half seal, plain edges, 2.25 " 29 25 " 
Half seal, marble edges, 2 50 " ~2.50 " 
HlfMor., marble edges, 2.75 " 33_75 " 

En sets onltJ. 
All of the following are octavo, cloth : 

WORKS BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY. 
Man's Place in Nature. Numerous ill.; & 
The Origin of Speci~s. 2 books in 1 vol. .'ll! 
ThePhysical Basis of Lire & other Essays. 
Lectures on Evolution. Illustrated. 

2 books in 1 vol. • - • , • • .75 

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY Wonttnuea). 
Current Discussions in Science'J and 
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar 

Things. By W. M. Williams, F.C.B. 
2 books in 1 vol. • • • • • • .om 

The Black Death. An Account of .the 
Great Pestilence of the 14th Century; and 

The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. 
By J. F. C. ll"oker, M D. 2 books in 1 vol. '111 

The Naturalist on the IUver Amazon. 
A Record of Adv.entnreP, Habits · of 
Animals, Sketches of Brazilian s.ndindian 
Life a.vd AsPects of Nature Under the 
Equator, dll!:'tng Eleven Years of Travel, 
by Henry Walter Bates, F.L.S., Al!sis. Sec. 
to the. Royal Geoll:'ra.phica.l Society of 
England. . . • • • • ' • , .'11 

The Rise and Early Constitution of Uni· 
versities, with a Survey of Medieval 

, Education. By S. S. Laurie, LL.D.1 , l'rofessor of the Institutes- and HistorY I 
. Education in the University of Edinburllho ,'15 

'fhe Religions of the Ancjent World, 
including Egypt, Assyria and Bab:vlonia., 
Persia, India, Plioonicia., Etruria., Greece, 
Rome. :Qy George Rawlinson, M.A., 
Camden Professor of Ancient History, 
Oxford1 and Canon of Canterbury, au- , 
thor or"The Origin of Nations," "The 
Five Great Monarchies,•~ etc. • • • .'ll! 

Fetichism : A Contribution to Anthro
pology and the History of Religion. By. 
•Fritz Schultze. Translated ·from the 
German b:v J . .Fitzgerald, M A. • • , .'l'e .· 

Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. 

IHDIA.liA.. Ten Cents Eaoh. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 1. HEiqJERT SPENCER: His life, 'Writings, and 

Animal Automatism, and other Essays. 
Technical Education, and other Essays. 

2 books in 1 vol. • • • • '.'11 

By W. Stanley Jevons, M.A.i F.R.s., Pro. 
feasor of Logic and Politics. Economy in-:: ·'~-.· -. 
the Owens Oelle~e. Manchester.·· • , ~·· .-•u · 

On the Study of Words. By Richard::.: 
Wm. E. Far, South Bend l!.hilosophy. By Mr. DANIEL G:u:ENLEAP 

LOUISIANA. TliOMPSOl'l, 
WORKS BY CHA-RLES DARWIN. Chenevix 'l'rench, D.D., Arohoishop of 

Dublin. . • • • , • · • • , ·• .75· 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., New Orleans. 2. CH~ES ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 

and m:fluenoe. By Rev. JoHl'l W. OJLU>WIOK. 
A.l. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 1. BOLAR AND. PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 

Origin of Species by Means of Natural 
Selection; or, the Preservation of 
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life. 
New edition from the latest Eng. edition, 

.'fhe Dawn of History: An liltroductidn 
to Pre.flistoric Study. Edited by C. 
F. Kearv, M.A •• of the British Museum. 75 

MAINB. • How suns and worlds come into being. By 
N. G. Fessenclen 434 Congress st., Portland, Mr:GABBET P. SnVIBs. with additions and corrections. • 1.115 Geological Sketches at Home and 

Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
JU.IiiUOBUSBHS. 4. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The st-ory of 

Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. geology, By Dr. LEWis G. JANEs. 
Descent or Man, and Selection in Rela. 

tion to Sex With illustrations. New.edi· F. R.S , Director.Genera.l of the Geological 
Surveys of Great Britain and Ireland. • .'ill 

Johnson Bro's 6 N. Main st., ·Fall River. 5• EVOL'!JTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
be~nns. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS, 

A.M. Driscoll, 78j- Front st., Worcester. . G. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE; The order 

tion revised ~tnd a.ugmcmted. • . . 1.50 
Formation of Vegetable Mold Through 

the Action of Worms with Observa
tions on their Habits. With illull'tra.tions •. 711 

.musions: A Psychological Study. By 
James Sully, Author of "Sensation ana 
Intuition,"" Pessimism/' etc. • • • 75 

The Pleasures of Life. \Parts I. and ll. J. IIIOBIGAN. of zoological evolution. By Dr. BoSSITEB 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 463. RAYMOND. · 
Ohas Bach Woodbine C tt C it 7. 'l'H:Ii) DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq-• , o age, o ave., mty, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE. 

Cbades Darwin: His Life and Work. 
By Grant Allen. • • • .75 

B:v Sir John Lubbock, BRrt. 2 parts in 1. 75 
English Past and Present. (Parts I. 

and II.) By Richard Chenevix Trench. Grand Rapids. s EVOLUTION 
C. Holton & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit.. • velopment. 

0ly ~~ii~ li~ti!~~ii~? de-
SELECT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 2 J:!arts in 1, Oom t>lete. • • • • .• 75 

Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 9, EVOLUTION OF SOCIETY. BY J.A.MEsA.BKIL-
Horace Haynes, Leslie. Tol'l. 

The Evolutionist at Large; 
Vignettes from Nature; and 

The :story of Creation. A PlainAccount 
of Evolution. By Edward Clodd, F.R.A.B. 
Over so Illus. • . • • ..'1'5 

IIISSOUBI. 10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. Bml'IEY 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Loui1. SAMPSoN. 

Force and Energy : A Theory of Dy-
namics. 8 books in 1 vol. • • 1.00 Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 11. EVGOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS .JAMES. 
NBW JRBBEY. 12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSOl'l C. 

WATER, ELECTRICITY, AND LIGHT. BY 
PROFESSOR TYNDALL. Ingersoll's W"orks. J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. PARsHALL. 

John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 13. EVOLUTION AB RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
Forms of Water in Clouds and Rinrsy 

Ice and Gl~tciers. 19 illustrations. 
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o~tiva.tion are invited. Mums HBIGHTOl'l, Bee. 

Ellzur Wright Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the ftrst a.nd fourth Bun
days of eaon month at Independent Ohuroh, a.t 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Libera.lsubjeota. 
Subscriptions to 'l'B:lll TBUTH BEEXEB and lmle«l· 
gator are solicited. R. G. BHIT:a, Oor. b~. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday evening at 7:10 p,Jr., at 
Princess OPera House, 558 West Madison street. 
Lectures and deba.ies. Strangers from abrea.d 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetlrurs every Bunda:v evening a.i 1!16 
Grand a.vo., (Fraternity Ha.ll). Lecture followed 
b:v debates. The public oordia.ll:v invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethongh1 
Society 

. MeetA every Bnnda.:v evening a.i Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to a.ll. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets· every Sunday at 7;80 J',lf, In Maodon• 
a.ld's Hall in Port Angeleli, Wash. Leot· 

THE urea, song_&, and select reading. Disonaalon IP· 

OTTO WETTSTEi
lT WATGH ,~~if~~e~ll subjects. ~~:~~IJi~~~~~r:n~~~b· 
l1 The West End Progressive Lib· 

_ eral Union 
IS .A GBE.AT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
·Bench. ' 

Unequaled in quality and price. Has 16 jewels, 
patent regulator, Breque·t hair-spring (non. 
catchable), beautiful double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adjusted to hea.t, cold, and position, stem 
wind a.nd set, new model. In silverine oases, SHI; 
3 ounce coin si•ver, $22.50; 4 oz. dust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere fer $35. In best 14kt 
filled gold oases, guaranteed 20 years, open face, 
$27 to $80 ; hunting, $82 to $!5; in 14kt, solid 
~told, $50 to !90. All elega.ntl:v engraved or plain. 
Bent prepaid, and oa.sh refunded if not sa.tisfa.o. 
tory. Watches cleaned, $1; Springe, $1; andre· 
tnTned free, Best work in the world. Bend for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies' and cheaper 
watches, diamonds, silver wa.re, cards in colors 
a.nd gold of m:v Fr~>etbourrht bad .. A, tracts, eto., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BoORELLE, LL, 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthly.!.. firsi 
a.nd third Bunda.:vs1 a.t I! o'clock, P.M.J.a.t t'a.rr•s 
Hall, Ever:vbodv mvited. MBs. B. m.. BEBBAo 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLUJI[s, Reo. Bee. 

The Walla Walla Llbt rai Club 
Meets every Sunday a.t ll J.>dl, in Grand Arm:v 
ball, Ma.in street, Walla. Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotures.-Frea Disouasions.-Origina.l 
!'nd Selected Bsa.dings a.nd Poems. A large va.l· 
u.able library is a.t the service of members a.nd 
friends. 0. B. B:a:lll'loLDs, Prea.; A. W. OALD:u, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, a.nd poems. The 
ftrea.test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 

Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BioE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELLo Vice-Pres.; OHA.BLES B:a:a:A., Sec. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets every t:lunda.y a.\ Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M.· Visiting Lib· 
erals invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBI!I, Pre1. 

Is.uo B. LEE. Bee. 

San A.11tonlo (TExas) Liberal Asso• 
clatlon 

meets every Frida.:v evening a.t Liberal Ha.ll, 227 
Jtast Houston street. Free reading room ana cir
culating library open every da~ and evening. 

· , Btra.n11ers cordially invited. A. OBAPMAl'l, Bee. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
voung li.nd middle· 
\ged men1 suffering 
lrom a. Life-wasting 
Disease, a.a the result 
of youthful follie11, 
indiscretion, a.nd ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
a.n External Applica

tion-A l'OSITIVlll CUBE, as it matters not how 
long stanaiug, bow hopeless or how ma.n:v reme
dies :von bav usc:d. The book is worth ma.n:v 
times its cost, and should be in the hands of 
those seeking a speeav ana permanent cure. Ad· 
dress Dr. Bobt. P. Fellows. Vineland, N./ •• a.nd 
sa.:v where :von saw this a.dvertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 
Dr. Fellows is a.n outsPoken Liberal, a. human

Itarian, a.nd a generous patron of the Freethought 
press. He has man:v testimonials to the value of 
his progressive a.nd sueoessful method of treal
ment, and deservee lJa.tronage.-.PreetlioVUAt. 

COLONEL R. G. INGER.SOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

W«h Pine Steel BnuratJ1:rl(J or senator Contztng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side sia.mp. 
Price, 75 oentl. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBA.OH. 

Translated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 
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1/Jfws of tlu fl'••lt. t' WORL~'S SA.GES, THINKERS, COD8 AND RELIGION I 
==========. = A.ND REFORMERS. . A.NCIENT A.ND 

0
IODERN TIMES 

Mns. MONTGOMBBY1 a wealthy and promi- B~:!:'~~· ~'e~~ig: }=~~=If p~=hgJ1• Vol. I. Givs a J!'ull Account of all Ue Gods, in 
nent lady of Taunton, Mass., has a sixteen- New Bohoole of Thought, Emhi:ent Bolen. eluding .Jehovah, Satan, the · Bob: Ghost, 
year-old daughter who, with dysentery and tists, eta. (who were not Ohriatians), .Tesue Christ, Virlrin Mary, and the Bible. 
other troubles has been sinking for some from the time of Menu to the pres- svo, 885pJ). Vol. n. Describes Pull:vall 
tim il d' f i h ent. svo, 1,0'1'5pp , olotb, sa· · the Beligious B:vstemsof the World. 

e wh e un er a t cure treatment. Mrs. leather,_.; mor.,·lf· e., $4,1iO. ' 8VQ191i'/'PP. Oloth,S8per vol.; the 
Montgomery's only regret, she says, is that BY D 11 BENNE'f'l' II vols., Sli; leather, S'1; mo. 
she once infringed the treatment by giving a · · · rocco,· Kilt edges, ss. 
dose of blackberry cordial. THE'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB 00., BY D. M.BBNNlll'l"l'. 

118 La.fa:vett~ Place, N. Y, 'l'BE 'l'BU'l'B BEEKEB 00. 
COLONBL INGBBBOLL 

celebrated h~s fifty-eighth 
birthday on the 11th. 

UNITED STATBB gov
ernment clerks are said 
to be organizing to secure 
service pensions. 

TBB cardinal of Paris 
says that the children of 
that city are rapidly 
being paganized by the 
godless schools. 

MANY children of Bap
tists and Stundists in 
Russia hav been stolen 
to be reared in the 
Greek Catholic faith. 

TBB prisoners iii. the 
Atchison, Kan., jail re
cently became so inter
ested in a discussion of 
scripture that they came 
to blows. · 

A PBOVIDBNTIA.L visita. 
tion oteepeclal mark was 
the striking of. a group 
of three preachers by 
lightning. in Screven 
county, Ga; 

GoVBBNMBNT compen
sation of ex-slaves for 
deprivation of wages 
while in servitude has 
been proposed, but prob
ably will not be adopted. 

TAKING advantage of 
the recent riots, England, 
France, and Germany . 
may attack China and 
wrest territory from her, 

r,......,..._ 

_;~~-:~. 
EZRA PLUCKETH HIMSELF. 

I HA. v a 'higher opiniOn of the: medical, or 
rather surgical, profession, than of any other. 
T~E! practice of the law is too severe an ordeal 
for poor human nature. He who habituates 
himself to the distortion of truth; and to 
exultation at the success of injustice, will at 
last hardly know right from wrong. Bo it is 
with politics; a man must hav a conven

tional coniJcience. Of 
ecclesiastics too much is 
expected, and they con
sequently become hypO
crite~ As to· soldiers, 
they are cut-throats and 
robbers, - and not the 
less so because they are 
ready to send a bullet 
through your head if you 
tell them your opinion of 
tliem. But the mission 
of surgeons is to benefit 
man~ind, not to mys
tify or destroy them or 
inflame tkem against 
one another.-Napolecm. 
BonU@OII'tl •. 

WHBN a nation begins 
to be civilized, it has 
some opinions which are 
quite false. It believes 
in sp!rlts, sorcerers, the 
enchantment of serpents 
and their immOJtality; in 
possessions of the devil, 
exorcisms, and sooth
sayers. It is persuaded, 
that seeds must grow 
rotten in the earth to 
spring up again, and that 
the quarters of Ule moon 
are the causes of ac
cesses of fever. A Tala
pain persuades his fol
lowers, that the god Sa
monocodom sojourned 
some time at Siam, and 
that he cut down all the 
trees in a forest which 
prevented him froni. fly. 
ing his kite at. his ease, 
which was his favorit 
amusement. This idea using a demand for 

guarantees of better se
curity to foreigners al! a 
pretext. 

And when I heard this thinj!', I rent my garment and my mantle, and plucked off the hair of my head and of my · takes root in their heads ; 
and finally, an honest 
man who might doubt 
this adventure of· Sam

beard, and sat down astonished:-Ezra ix, 3. · 

GBBMAN papers disfavor our Exposition on 
the ground of '' the growth of American hos
tility to everybody and everything outside 
the United States." 

MIBBIONABIBB of the Russian church are 
urging the Holy Synod to coerce factory. 
owners to set a day each week for their 
hands to attend religious meetings. 

TIIBBB hav been exposed in Canada polit
ical abuses so atrocious that, in the words of 
the London Pall Mall .Gautt6, "a more sor
did spectacle of corruption has never been 
presented by a free people." · _ 

ANDBBW CABNBGIB at a ]ate speech in 
Scotland prophesied that the time will soon 
come when the two branches of the English
speaking race will stand shoulder to shoulder 
for maintenance of the world's peace. 

TBB Rome ministerial press declares that 
1f a forel~er is elected as pope on the death 
of Leo Xlll. the government will not allow 
him to take the napa! seat and wlll seize and 
sequestrate the Vatican property. 

Two bills of Socialistic drift bid fair to 
pass the French chamber. One is to pension 
aged workmen, the other to make loans to 
farmers. Opponents urge against them, be
sides the usual anti-Socialist arguments 
against government assumption of private 
functions, the consideration that the systems 
w!ll be abused like our army pensions and 
used to attach a class to the party in power. 

·MAYOR HEMPHILL of Atlanta, Ga., on 
Sunday the ~th allowed laborers to finish 
street work, necessary because :ll.re-engin 
houses were blockaded. The pastor of Trin
ity church grew red in the face while de
nouncing the act, and had resolutions of 
censure passed. The most rampant of the 
resolutions were those of the Walker Street 
Methodist church : "The action of Mayor 
Hemphill in granting permission to citizens 
of Atlanta under such circumstances to vio
late a state statute as well as disgrace a law 
of the church of which he is an official mem
ber, is inexcusable, unwarranted, and crim
inal before God and man." 

JOHN BBISBANB WALKBR has. provoked 
hostility by an addreBB at the Catholic Uni
versity in which he spoke of medieval bish
ops "who did not think they were guilty of 
an abomination in the sight of God when, in 
J!;Orgeoui! capes, they . . . chanted Te 
Deums for the victorious returns of mailed 
thieves from expeditions of plunder, arson, 
and murder." These bishops were, he· said, 
"imprea~ed by the sacredness of property 
when held by robber barons." He com
plained of "a mob, at one time of half
fanatics, wild-eyed, lllogical, full of pride or 
sloth or downright cruelty; at another of 
pompous clerics. . . . History has not 
pages enough to record the absurdities com
mitted by Christian priests and princel!." 

TH~ 
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onocodom, would run the risk of being 
stoned. It requires ages to destroy a popular 
opinion. Opinion is called the queen of the 
world; it is so: for when reason opposes it, 
it is condemned to death. It must rise twenty 
times from its ash~>s, to gradually drive away 
the usurper.- Voltairll. 

IN the rational study of nature lie the se
crets of knowledge, and every admission of 
the existence of supernatural influences is a 
barrier to progress.-R. 0 . .Adams. 

JBsus said : "I say unto you, that ye resist 
not evil; but .whoever shall smite thee on the 
right cheek turn to him the other also. And 
if any man will sue thee at Jaw, and take 
away thy coat, let him hav thy cloak also. 
And whoever shall compel thee to go a mile, 
go with him·twain" (Matt. v, 38-41). If our 
ancestors had always adopted this course, 
we should be slaves to-day. If the honest 
man, when robbed and smitten by the thief, 
should turn the other cheek, or C'ffer his 
cloak when his coat had been taken, he would 
be positivly promoting rascality.-Ho~B. 
· IN the eyes of all truly competent men the 
question whether the universe, as we see it, 
is the result of regularly working forces, hav
ing a cauaal connection with each other and 
therefore capable of being understood by 
human reason, or whether it is the work of 
an automatic, incomprehensible being that 
admits of no recognition by the reaaon of 
man, has long since been decided in favor of 
the former alternativ. Every item of human 
knowledge, every page of practical experi
ence, every conquest of Bcience, givs but 
this one answer, and makes the old theistic 
theory of the universe, which originated in 
the days when mankind was still in its first 
childhood, appear as a mere fable, engen. 
dered by the retJilritJ of past ages.-Bu~:kndr. 

I do not think it is scientific to say that 
• • . this world is only about six thousand 
years old, or that man has only been upon 
the earth for about six thousand years. If 
the Bible is true, Adam was :the first man. 
The age "of Adam is given, the ap;e of his 
children, and tbe time, according to the Bible, 
was kept and known from Adam, so that if 
the Bible is true, man has only been in the 
world about six thousand years. In my 
judgment, and in the judgment of every 

\
scientific man whose judgment is worth hav-

[ 

ing or quoting, man inhabited th. is earth for 
thousands of years prior to the creation of 
Adam. On one point the Bible is at least. 
certain, and that is, as to the life of Adam. 

·The genealogy is ldven, the pedigree is there,. 
land it is impossible to escape the conclusion· 
that, according to the Bible, man has only· 
been upon this earth about six thousand! 
years, There is no chance there to say 
"long periods of time," or " geologicat 
ages'' There we hav the years. And as to· 
the time of the creation of man, the Bibl~ 
does not tell the truth.-IngerBOll. · 
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WORLD-WEARY-CONSIDERING HOW TO BECOME A SAINT.-(Seqnelne:dweek.) 

I!Jotes and ~lippings. 

RBl". M. LRAVBLL, of Chicago, said in a 
late sermon : " Bicycles may be useful in 
their place, but I know many a young man 
is riding to hell on a bicycle on Sunday." 

EnGAit FAWOBTT, the New York novelist, 
says : " Poetry now tends in the direction of 
science. I believe our coming great poet 
will be a great Agnostic-not necessarily an 
Atheist, but Spencerian in his creeds, how~ 
ever artistic in his technic. Greek myths and 
art are worked out." 

SA.YB Sam Jones: "If any college ever 
confers on me the degree of D.D. I will sue 
them for damages unless it be understood 
tliat the term may mean 1 Sam Jones, devil 
driver.• We need a lot of devil drivers, but 
I hope none of them will ever get where I 
saw a dog hunting a fo;x. The dog was in 
front." 

MBa. DE NAVARRo, formerly Mary Ander
son the actress, relates: "Mr. W. S. Gilbert, 
who knows that I am a Catholic, likes to 
tease me a little about it. He t~:>ld me once 
a story about a man who wai killed in a rail
rc;,ad collision, and when he got to heaven 
they wouldn'.t let him in because he had died 
witkout absolution. 1 Well, that isn't my 
fault,' said the man. 'It I had had time 
I would hav seen a priest, but I was killed in 
a coll\sion. Row could I get one ?• St. 
Peter didn't see what he could do, although 
It did seem hard that the man should hav to 
sutfer without· its being his fault. 1 Can't 
you get some priest in there who will come 

out and giv me absolution and then it will be 
all right ?• This seemed a good way of fixing 
the thing up and St. Peter went o1f to get the 
priest. He was gone some time an'd finally 
came back alone, looking distressed. 1 There 
isn't a priest in the place I' he said." 

ON a recent Sanday the Omaha World
He'rald sent reporters in ragged guise to the 
churches, and they were received unwel
comely in some and favorably in others. The 
lamentable feature, however, in the eyes of 
the Omaha (]hristian .ddfloeats Is· that 11 every 
reporter, all day, in all the churches, and 
even in the barracks, escaped conversion. If, 
in those churches where they·are scandalized 
and outraged, they had not been reached by 
the grace of God, it would hav proved nothing 
as to their incorrigibility, but if," in the other 
churches, "where others were saved, not 
one reporter was led to forsake his sins, it 
well-nigh establishes the unreachableness of 
that class." 

PROBABLY no man living has made more 
thoroup:h and intelligent study of racial 
traits than Herbert Spencer. We hav war
rant, therefore, for accepting· as fact his 
statement, demonstrated by experience and 
observation, that it is virtually impossible for 
a Russian to tell the truth. Thus has Her
bert Spencer drawn the sting in advance 
from the allegations about the Jews of Russia 
made by Prof. Nicolas de Gondatti, secretary 
of the Imperial Society of Friends of the 
Natural Sciences, Anthropology and Ethnol
ogy of the Polytechnic Mu11eum of Moscow, 
who has been favoring Chicago with his dis
tinguished presence. Were disproof of Pro
fessor de Gondatti's calumnies against the 
Jews required, it is to be found in his state-· 

meut that " all relig.ons-Catholic, Protest
ant, Orthodox, and Mohammedan-abound 
in Russia." The Orthodox Greek church 
does abound in the empire; and it alone. It 
is equivalent to crime almost to be of any 
other communion.-Ohkago Post. 

rational mind it was always probable, that 
the Bible is a body of human literature, pro
duced by a people in various stages of a long 
and checkered national existence, subject, 
like all national literature, to anachronisms, 
interpolations, clerical errors, intentional im
position, and unconscious perversion, and re
flecting, in every word and line, the mental 
and moral attitude, point of view, and devel
opment of that people at the moment when 
that word or line was produced." 

0RANGBMBN and religious fanatics hav all 
helped to giv the beautiful city of Toronto a 
malodorous reputation in this country. For 
many y11ars, Cr:lmplains the Oatholic Re'DU'II!, 
the ofllcials of the city hav winked at the 
insults and outrages ·heaped upon Catholics AT Moscow in March unmarried Jews or 
through the public press and in the public those who were married but had not their 
places. They are now receiving large doses famUies with them were packed o1f like 
of their own medicin. As a city of cranks ·criminals under an armed escort to the Pale 
Toronto far surpasses Chicago. Its street of Settlement. The married people were 
preachers and pulpit fanatics are numerous turned into the street, regardless or the con
and they can form and start a mob in thirt; dition of the women, those who had lately 
minutes. One of these mobs had possession given birth to children or who were on the 
of Toronto's park two Sundays ago, stoned point of doing so being included among the 
the police, smashed the mayor's hat, de- others. Then their goods were bundled out 
strayed property, and otherwise misbehaved. after them and their houses closed, The 

people so expelled hav to take to the woods 
SAYS the Portland Oregonian, referring to .or cemeteries to escape the jeering& of the 

Calvinism: "This ruin of a once mighty body, mob. Later the quarter of the city itself 
sec.ond to the church of Rome in its power where the Jews dwelt was invaded by a force. 
over the minds of mm, may seem deplorable All the streets were closed and ~at 2 in the 
to others th&n believers in its Epiritual pre- morning the raid commenced. ·Those whom 
tensions; but it isapparently inevitable. The the police decided to be dwelling there in 
chain of reasoning that leads to this conclu- violation of the law were thrust forth, and 
sion is short and simple. Within the last more than four hundred persons were kept 
generation, the labors of historical criticism imprisoned till the following afternoon in the 
and comparatlv research hav destroyed the foul-~melling atmosphere of two small under
belief of scholars in the inerrancy of the ground chambers beneath the police cfllces. 
Bible, undermined their faith in it as a special There were so many of them crowded into 
and exclusiv divine revelation, and so broken these small rooms that they were forced to 
down their reliance upon it as an absolute and stand the whole time; they were not allowed 
sumcient rule of conduct. The researches of a drop of water to drink and had not a thing 
scholars hav made it certain, as to the to eat. 
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The ' Christian's God on the Rampage, ·with 
_ Side-shows. 

This has gone far enough; it is time to call a 
heav~nly halt. The gods should be pent up, poked, 
hoppled, tethered, or hamstrung. It may be sport 
for ~hem to play with tornadoes and tarantulas, with 
flood and fire and famin, with thunderbolts and 
earthquakes, but it is often very inconvenient and 
even dangerous for us. 

If Christians will persist in ·keeping a pet God, 
they ought to be compelled to control him and keep 
him within reasonable bounds. People hav no right 
to keep savage dogs and pet bears and vicious bulls 
to annoy us and endanger our lives. 

When a ruler tramples down the rights of his 
subjects and harasses them with unnecessary wars 
and loads them down with taxation, the people some
times rise in their might and depose him, and often 
his head rolls into the basket. 

The right of revolution is a sacred right. It is 
the last resort when matters become unbearable. 
I hav got desperate, and think it is better to :tly to 
ills we know not of than to bear those we now hav. 
I am for revolt. I am going to preach a crusade 
against the unruly and disorderly conduct of the 
gods. · 

It is high time for the people to protest against 
what 0 1ristians are pleased to call acts of divine 
providence. It is unreasonable for .those who hav 
found out that a God is not necessary to be con
stantly sufl'aring from those acts of divine providence 
just for the accommodation of Christians. 

I want to know what right they hav to keep a God 
whom they claim they can control, to roast infants 
and damn honest people, and destroy their property 
by flood and fire, and sacrifice their lives by earth
quakes and tornadoes, and demolish their houses 
with thunderbolts and reduce cities to a scene of 
desolation by the vomiting of volcanoes T 

If Christians want such a God let them keep him 
on Christian territory exclusivly, so that he will not 
afilict those who hav no interest in hiin, and whp are 
justly entitled to immunity from his depredations. 
· Christians say that he is a prayer-hearing and a 

prayer-answering God-that he has a greater care 
and regard for his children than an earthly parent 
can ha.v; that he numbers the hairs of our heads, 
and that a sparrow cannot fall to the ground with
out his knowledge. 

If these things are as stated, Christians must h&v 
entire control of God and ought to be held responsi-
ble for all his outrageous acts. · 

Why should there be disasters by drouth and fire, 
by food and famin, when God answers the Chris
ties' prayer T Could they net pray to him to stay 
epidemics, and not to draw in his almighty breath 
and swell himself almost to bursting and then blow 
out a hurricane to destroy the shipping and level 
down our houses T Should the earth be .shaken up 
with earthquakes; when all that is necessary is for 
the Christian on bended knees to ask him not " to do 
so any more," when one touch of his almighty hand 
to the regulator would make things as peaceful and 
quiet as a sleeping child T 

For the last month I hav scarcely taken up a paper 
that did not giv an account of a cloud-burst or hail
storm or tornado which did great damage to prop
erty and destrpyed human life to a greater or Jess 
extent. 

Why do not Christians pray to God to hav some 
regard for his character, and not slop over and act as 
though he had been taking a swig from " old black 
Batty-" and was "half seas over" and did not care a 
continental whether he drowned a country with a 
:flood or ripped it up with an earthquake. If I were 
go~g to be. a god, I would be a dignified god, and 
keep up a respectable appearance, and show that I 
had some regard for my ancestors, and would eon
duct myself in such way and manner as to make the 
people respect me. 

But for a God to get mad and storm uound and 
swear in his wrath, and send a :flood to drown a whole 
country, or. a hurricane to send everything :fi.Jing 
through the air, shows that he has no respect for his 
standing among other and decanter gods, and that if 
it were not for the efforts of a few Christians nobody 
would h"v the least respect for him. 

I onae•showed Bennett's" Open LaUer to Jesus 
Christ " to a man who was piously inclined ; and 
such frothing and foaming, such feats of ground 
and lofty tumbling, such lofty :flights of profanity, 
were never witnessed or heard since the time that 
Moses brok& his slate. He said it was the G-d 
d-ndest piece of blasphemy that was ever pulled 
through. human lips. And I expect that many a 
minister who reads this article will throw up his 
heels and rub his face in the dust and froth at the 
mouth, and call down the curse of God upon us. 
But he does not pay any attention to their prayers, 
and I do not expect that he will hand down any curses 
on ,my account. Basides, I shall fare just as well 
whether they ask for blessings or curses. 

We had a cloud-burst in this vicinity a short time prayer, and all the people go down on their knees 
ago and three towns were washed out and guttered, and utte~ a greaL many lies to their imag:nary 
and thousands of dollars' worth of property de- shadow beyond the clouds, by telling him that every 
atroyed. Barns were carried away, houses were blessing which the1 enjoy comes from hi~ bountiful 
flooded furniture damaged or destroyed, carpets hand, and that he 1s tf>nder and compasaJonate, and 
were u~der mud a shoe deep, wagons and· carriages ·while they are so thankful and everything is lovely 
W£N carried away and broken up, orchards uprooted, and the goose hangs high, he sends a hail-stor~ or a 
b.Ugea swept away, sheep, swine, and poultry were :flood or a cyclone, and wipes out their crops or inun
etruggling in the strong current, and many 11tout dates the country 9r levels down their houses. 
hearts quaked with fear, expecting houses would be Tal~age sa~s that .God has a eympathy for any-
carried away and human life sacrificed to the unre· body 1n any kind.of toil. 
lenting elem~nt. That is a big lie and everybody knows it, and 

Crops were not only. sw~pt away, but t~e land nobody better th111 Talm~~e. There ar~ millions all 
upon which they were growmg hopelessly rumed by over the .world who are tollt!lg and star!mg and God 
having the soil torn away down to bed-rock. Acres shows his s;vmpathy by lettmg them toll and starve. 
and acres of land were rendered worthless by being Does Talmage not Jmow this fact 'f But people are 
covered with :fl. 1t stones and boulders, so that it generally dishonest or ignorant in proportion as they 
would cost more to clear the land than it would be are orthodox. It is the skeptical who draw atten
wortb. It will cost many thousands of dollars to tion and excite comm&nt because they are mentally 
repair the bridges and make good the damage done keener than those who train in the hallelujah pha
to the public highways. lanx. To the Christian, salvation is the great concern 

I went to the upper part of the to~ the next of l.ife. " B.etter be iri he~ven in i~norance than to 
morning after the :fl. Jod, and was looktng over the be m hell With knowledge. S~~vatton before ~n~wl
wrecksge busy with my own thoughts, when another edge has always been the posttton of the-Chrtsttan. 
man 11pp~ared upon the scene. Is it any wonder that such teaching should turn out 

I pointed to a house close by where .the front yard a class of dullards 1 The few who are really shrewd 
was covered with mud ankle-deep; the carpets inside who are still identified with the bullhead fraternity, 
were covered with .Jl\ud to an equal ·depth, t.he furni- like Talmage, are as dishonest as they are shrewd. 
ture had all been carried away, and it was expected He says, " God knows how heavy is the hod of 
that the house would be carried off by the strong brick which the workmmn carries up the ladder on the 
curr,3nt. wall." But does God make the hod one b.-ick 

I called his attention to the uprooted fruit-tr~es, !ighter! "He ~~ars the pick- ax. of the. miner down 
broken cQI'riages fragments of wire fence logs, t1m- m the coal shaft. But does be hfli one tota from the 
ber and lumber' scattered in wild disord~r as if the burden of the minez-'s toil T "He knows how strong 
de~ on of destru'ction had been having a holiday. the tempest strikes the sailor at the mast head." 

"Now," said I, "suppose some individual had But does he lift his almighty finger to abate the 
been clothed with power to stop this :flood, and pre- storm, though the vessel should go down and all 
vent this great destrucUon of property, a11d had re- on board should perish T "He sees the factory girl 
fused to do r;o, what would you hav thought of among the sp!ndles, and knows ho~ her arm~ ache." 
him!" " They would hav hanged him to the first But does he bghten the burden whtch necesnty com- . 
!amp-post," replied he. pels her to bear 1 Does he send her food or cloth-

,, But," said I, "God could hav stopped this :flood ing so that she will not ~e compelle~ to work so 
at any moment by the mere fiat of· his will, and did hard T "He sees the sewmg-woman tn the fou~th 
not do it. What is culpable in man is culpable in story, and knows how few pence she gets for maktng 
God. Therefore we ought to. hang God. Are we garments." poes he send the ravens to her with _ 
no' driven to the conclusion that he is not interested food, or multtply the few loaves and fishes which she 
in our welfare, or that he does not possess the power is able to buy, so that she will not hav to work 110 
attributed to him 1 hard to get a living 1 " When a man begins to go 

"This lesson teaches us, and it ought to be burnt do~n, he has not only the natural for?e of gravi.ta.
into our very souls, because it is so often ·repeated, tat~on ~ut a hundred han~s t«? help 1n the precrpt
that G )d pays no attention to us poor earthly mor- tatton.' Does God sus tun htm, does he stay the 
tale not even those who bow themselvs the lowest hands that would "precipitate " him T "And louder 
in tbe dust to curry his favor. than the din and the roar of the great eity, comes the 

'; Ohriatians hav an· idea that they are special voice of a sympathetic God, '9ast th7, burden upon 
fa.vorits of GJd, and that he stoops to show them the Lord and he shall sustam .thee. ' "A woman 
favors which are not granted to ordinary mortals. had a dreadful abscess from whtch she bad suffered 
Lat us bring this idea under the focus of common untold agonies, and all surgery had been exhausted 
eense and experience. Years ago there was & minis- upon her, and worse and worse she grew until we 
ter who took it uoon himself to lecture me on many called a few Christian friends together and began 
occasions.in regard to my disobedience to God and to pray about it. We commended her case to God, 
my lost .condition, and the great dangfr I wali in of and the abscess began immediately to be cured. She 
being relegated to that torrid country where the is entirely well now, and without kni~e and wi~hout 
worm dieth not and the whangdoodle weepetb." surgery. 0 ye who are worn out w1th. agontes of 

Mr honest answer in regard to the scriptures body, go to Christ. 0 ye who are sick, 'cast thy 
and God and hia dealings with men, to him seemed burden upon the Lord and he shaH sustain t,hee.'" 
almost blasphemous. He was a man who preached I wonder . if the fountain of all knowledge, the 
and prayed and exhorted a good deal. great oracle of the Tabernacle, the trsined monkey 

Now let us see how God dealt with and awarded of Brooklyn, ever heard of the great earthquake at 
this his most .faithful and devoted servant. In the Lisbon, the- city of churches and convents, which 
first place, he had a son brought up in the fear and engulfed thousands of both sexes and of every con
admonition of the Lord, for whom he had to pay dition in life-the most Christian people in the 
over ten thousand dollars to cl~ar him from the world. Did the Lord sustain them T 
meshes of the law and keep him out of the peniten~ I wonder if he ever read of the destruction of 
tiary. Then God sent a great hail-storm and Pompeii and Herculaneum 1 I wonder if he eYer 
des.troyed all his crops ; then he smote him with beard of children dying when tender mothers were 
rheumatism, so that he could scarcely crawl about bending Over them in prayer 'f Did he ever hear of 
for four or.fiveyears, and thenJdlled him. vessels going down while all on board were raising 

Thus he frequently tears off a man's scalp who is their voices to the great Hoorah beyond the clouds 'f 
oftenest upon his knees and shows a willingness to Did he ever hear of mothers starving themselvs in 
eat dirt for God's sake. order to hn somethh::>g to giv to their ha!Uamished 

And that is just the way God aets. He never children T Is it possible that the fact never came to 
could be depended upon-he is fickle and unreliable ' his knowledge that a whole nation !'•s down on its 
-often letting his blessings fall upon the nndesarv- knees asking God to spare the hfe of Garfield T 
ing, 81ld sending hie curse upon the needy, the help- Does he know how many CF~Iled upon the Lord in 
less, and unprotected. When a man has been con- vain at the great J obnstown disaster T Doe~ he know 
seorated to the service of God, and rubbed with that the cholera and yellow fever swept off thousands 
salvation oil, and is down· upon his knees, :fl. sttering of thousands of human beings, and how many pray
him and telling what a great and powerful being be era were oft'ared up to hav the plague stayed T Did 
is, and how tender and merciful he is, how he the Lord pay any attention to their petitions T Did 
watches over the interests of the faithful, God he sustain them in their afflictions! Now if none of 
sometimes sends a bolt from his great celestial fire- these facts ever came to the knowledge of Brooklyn's 
works and knocks the light out of him. great spiritual Juba D1ncer, then be may hav made 

It a man should treat his friends in that way, the foregoing statements innocently. But if he had 
would he be entitled to the respect of his fellow- knowledge of these facts, then every statement is a 
met? Must not the minds of meu be under some palpable lie. If he does not mean that the L~rd 
stnnge hallucination when they adore in a God what tempers the wind to favor the sailor at the masthead 
they would despise in a man T I, a blaspheming then his langu•ge is without meaning •. And ye• he 
Infidel, as some Christians regard me, was not must know that many vessels go down tn a storm
injured in the least by the late :flood, while some of he muot know that in his own city are hundreds of 
God's praying :flunkies were terribly torn to pieces. sewing-women working for starvation wages whom 

The truth is, God's providence& are like the Irish- God pays no more attention .to than the heartless 
man's gun, as Jiable to do execution at one end as wretches d~ for whom they toll. 
the other. When the Christian thinks he is at the Not long ago I read of a poor half-starved girl 
safe end of the gun, it kicks back and . give him a who, driven to desperation by hunger, took a loaf of 
blaek eye. bread. Did the Lord sus~ain her T No. If he 

A ,governor sets apart a day for thanksgiving and helped anybody he took up on the other side-for 

.. 
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the unfeeling brute of whom she took the bread had 
her arrested and put into the lock up. 

The truth is, when Talmage does the spread-eagle 
act in the pulpit, Christianity is all wool and a yard 
wide, but when put to the test of common sense-it 
turns out to be the :flimsiest kind of shoddy. Only 
look about you, Mr. Talmage, and you cannot ·help 
but know bow deeply you lie and how grossly you 
deceive the people. And it is all the meaner because 
thousands hear your false assertions and without 
consideration believe them to be true, and 11 cast 
their burdens upon the Lord" only to find when the 
fatal hour comes that he pays no attention to . the 
waiLof sorrow and leaves them to be overwhelmed 
in the billows of despair. 

Many ministers carried away by the tide of super
stition and false teaching, unwittingly preaah false 
doctrin. But you, Mr. Talmage, utter these terrible 
falsehoods with a full knowledge of what you are 
doing. In my judgment you hav no equal as a 
falsifier of facts in this country. 

Pope said: . 
For never was it given to mortal man 
To lie so boldly as we women can. 

But I think if he was among us at the present 
time arid acquainted with Talmage he might write 
something like the foilowing : 

No mountebank or lying fiunkey 
Can hope to· equal Brooklyn's monkey. 

No man knows better than Talmage that God 
does not help the needy; that when the hungry cry 
to him for bread he l~ts them starve; that he has no 
sympathy for the suff:~ring; that when the sorrow
ing go dovi'D on their knees in tears he renders 
them no assistance. What do we want of such a 
God? Mr. Talmage, jf you want a God of that 
character, tether him or hamstring him and keep him 
in Christian bounds, as Christiane will be welcome to 
all the blessings which can be derived from him .. 
The more intelligent classes no longer believe in a Tal
magian G!)d, located somewhere above the clouds 
seated on a big white throne, in human form, with 
head, and hands, and feet. A God who talks with 
men, and W3lks around occasionally to see how 
things go on, as in the case of Sadom and Gomor
rah and the tower of Babel. A God who shows 
special favor to robbers and cutthroats and damns 
others a hundred times more deserving-even 
innocent children. Bat they' believe in a great 
intelligent First Cause who rules and governs all 
things, who fills the immensity of space, pervades 
all matter, is as much in a mite as a mountain, and 
who takea cogniuncs of everything which occ11re. 

But I !ipprebe:nd that those who entertain this 
more enlightened view hav never considered the 
immeasurableness of this God and his attributes. 

Go in any direction until you come to the 
boundary of spiC!l and multiply the distance by 
two and then you will hav some apprecimtion of the 
size of a God who fills the immensity of space. And 
yet this God will not weigh a simple ounce. It is a 
principle of philosophy that two bodies cannot 
occupy the same space at the same time, and if God 
fills the immensity of space there cannot be room for 
anything else. • 

Bnt the Ohristian answers that God is not a sub
stance bu~ a spirit. John says: 11 No man hath 
seen God at any time," and I guess that he is 
correct, for I hav never seen him and I never saw a 
man who has seen him, or touched, tasted, heard. 
smelled, or handled him. And I say th~t A thing 
which fills tha immensity of space, which has 
no weight, and cannot be felt, tasted, overheard, 
without length, breadth, or thickness, and which is 
without body or parts, is nothiltg at ~11 and does not 
exist. 

This spirit, or being, or thing, is in every man, 
woman, and child-in land and water-in short, it 
pervades every substance, auimate and inanimate. 
Therefore, when the mother draws the naughty boy 
across her knee and spanks him with her elipp~r she 
spanks God. Therefore, one part of God spanks 
another part. 

Nothing can be done without the help of God. 
Therefore, when two pugilists enter the fisty ring 
not a blow could ba struck if God did not nerve the 
al'm of the slugger. Ou.t West two men got into s 
fight and one chewed off the othel''e ear. Now, 
according to the Christian notion of God, he was in 
both of these men, and not only engaged in the fight, 
but bit off hie own ear. 

When the .. country was new a panther pounced 
upon a child in eight of its mother. The child 
would run toward its mother with outstretched arms 
and then the panther would leap after it and strike 
ib with i~e terrible paw. The mother stood helpless 
and saw her child tortured and torn and finally 
devoured. Dare any Christian say that God could 
not hav closed the jaws of the cruel beast T And if 
God could hav saved the life of the child and would 
not do it, is he not a monster ? But God was in the 
panther and also in the child, and therefore was 
tearing and crunching a part of himself. And when 
the panther had eaten par~ of the child a part of 
Go~-was inside of another pad. 

L 

. According to the Christian idea, a murderer cannot 
pull the fatal trigger or administer the deadly poison 
without God's help. And then he is in the poison 
and in the powder, so one part of God kills another 
~l . 

I saw an account to-day of a man who went to 
drive a horse out of a lot. The horse tore off. one 
cheek and then bit a great piece out of his shoulder, 
and crushed in the shoulder and then stamped his 
brains out. 

Did God prompt the horse to kill the man1 or did 
the devil do itT If the devil did it could not God 
prevent him, or is the devil more powerful thtm God, 
or hav they compromised and no longer thwart each 
other's purposes? If God could hav aaved the man 
and would not do it, is he worthy of man's adoration? 
The Christian may say God killed him because he 
was a bad man. But suppose he was a good man, 
how then ? Some years ago one of our village 
churches wss burnt down, another was struck with 
lightning. Were these churches destroyed because 
the:v were bad institutions? 

There is now a fire raging in California and it has 
·burnt over eighty miles of territory. There is no 
water, and no way to stay the :flames but by digging 
trenches. These the :flames overleap and seem to bid 
defiance to .the best efforts that can be made. At 
the present writing the :flames are within a mile of 
the Lick Observatory. Great danger is apprehended 
that some of the delicate instruments will be injured 
by the intense heat or the whole plant wiped out 
entirely. . 

Could not God send a little rain to subdue the 
devouring :flsmes? It must afford God infinit 
delight to wipe out millions of dollars' worth of 
property and destroy that splendid observatory, 
which has and would confer such lasting benefit 
upon mill kind? . 

Christiane claim that God's plane and designs are 
far beyond man's comprehension, but if understood 
he would see that they are all for the best. The.n 
why not keep right on with fire and :flood and famin, 
and sweep everything, man included, from the fac., 
of the earth, and leave it a blank? Would that be 
for the beet ? 

If G 1d brings us into this world only to t :81 ict u11, 
what assurance can we hav that when we are ushered 
into the next world we will not be doubly tor
mented T I am willing to throw up the sponge 
when I get through with this world, without taking 
any chances in the next, unless there should be a 
change of heavenly bosses. JOHN PEox. 

(TO BE OONOLUDED.) 

The Portland, Oregon, Convention-October Sd, 
4th. 5th. 

By virtue of the at:~,thority vested in us as 
directors, c.ffiBers and members of the Oregon State 
Secular U oion we hereby call the Annual Congress 
of said Union to meet at Portland, Ore., on Satur
day, Sund•v. and Monday, the 3J, 4uh, and 5vh of 
O:ltober, 1891. The vice-presidents are requested to 
giv notice of the same through their respectiv newe
p&pere and by public and private notices !Uld personal 
invitations bring- the people together from all parte 
of the state. Done at Portland, Ore., this jhh day 
ot Au~ust, 1891. . 

C. BEAL P~~>eident, Portiand. 
MATTIE P KaEXEL, Secretary. Portland. 
REUBEN WniGHT Treasurer, Molalla. 
LEE LAUGHpN Ch. EL Com., North Yamhill. 
KATIE KEHM SM;ITH, At~e't. Sec., New E r•. 
J. HENRY 8oHROEDEB, Ch. Fin. Com., Arago. 

VxOE.PBRSIDENTB: Sarah C. Todd, Elva Davidson Black
burn. Henry Addis, J. K. Sears, R Rosenthal, D. Hendee, 
Mrs. D. A. Baylor, Mrs. Charles Beecher, Anton Worth, Will
iam H. Campbell, W. Cope, Henry P!orger, George Evans, 
William Oakfield, Kenneth Campbell, C. Ro11;ers, M. Miller, 
B. Fostner, Mrs B. B Hayes, J. McRoy, J. W. McClure, 
B. F. Hyland, J. D. Garfield, H. Arnold, J. T. Ford, W. J. 
Dean, Moses Herd, John Settle. F S. Matteson, W. J. Booth, 
B. W. Dunn. ;s. B. Nichols, A. K. Olds, C. Trulinger, 0. B. 
Vose, H. McElsander, W. H. Breese, P. Britt, 0. Coolidge, 
W. F. Benjamin, Rose J. Laird, Judge Low, T. J. 
McClary, W1lliam Chance, Mrs. C. E. Haight, J. 
Cleaver, A. J. Shrum, J. L. Baisley, Judge Schofield, 
R D. Allen, E C. Brainard, C. Scott. Mrs. S. C. Todd, 
W. C. Clow, F. Hauswirth, Mrs. L. E. Bennett, Wright 
Forshay, Mrs. H. D Mount, R. 0. Greer, L New
man, L. P. Howard, R. B. Short, John Vaughan, John 
Kruse, W. W. Jesse, John Devine, R Laughton, S. B. 
Cathcart, S. B. Huston, J, B. Hose, Dr. Semler, E p; 
Wallace. H. A .. Lee, -- Fuller, Miss Mattie Blaisdell, 
Samuel French. G. W. Bates, L. T. E1ington, Mrs. Almira 
Sweek, Mrs. Hayden, Geo. H. Dawes, Mary C. Ordway, 
S. C. Derrick, P. 0. Chilstrom, 1'hos M. Hines, Martin 
Manning, Joseph Bucher, Mrs. Orla D. Phelps, Mrs. Myra 
Prickett, Mrs. Sue B Keenan, R R. Hayes, Mrs. J. McCoy, 
H. Flickinger, S. B. Eddy, Jennie Vose Graham, John 
Diamond, E. P. Coleman, J. Tozer, J.D. Fountain, W. B. 
Davis, John Smith, 0 P. Plaater, C. V. Sweek, Ed. Allen, 
Joseph Pntnam, W. N. Putnam, Benton Mires, Maxwell 
Ramsby, Harry Rawson, Alex. Crawford, J. W. Norval, 
--Jones, Alex. Hardy, L. C. Gilmore. 

SoME LETTERS TO THE PRESIDENT IN REGARD THERETO. 
NBw Yonx, Aug. 11, 1891. 

D&AB MB. BEAL : I h11.v received your invitation to be pres
ent at the Oregon state Secular Union Convention at Portland, 
Ootober 3d, 4~h, and 5th. I shall certainly be with you. 
I regard this convention as of the utmost importance, 
and every Liberal should come if he can. We must join 

forces, all who are in favor of a total separation of church 
and state. Especially we must pay attention to the evils of 
Sabbath legislation, and the opening of the W qrld•s Fair on 
Sunday. This is the battle-ground. Recently, at Minneap
olis, a convention of fifteen thousand Christians, amid a 
storm of applause, passed a resolution for the closing of the 
World's Fair on Sunday. These fifteen thousand Christians 
were the delegates of an organization with a membership of 
over one million. It purposes to hold a convention st New 
York nllxt year with twenty-five thousand delegates present. 
At an international gathering of Congregational churches in 
London, England, last month, a resolution of the same tenor 
was passed unanimously. So it seems that English, French, 
and German Christians are trying to ru11 our national a:ffairs. 
It is bad enough for AmericaR Christians to undertake to 
exercise this ecclesiastical authority; but when foreign 
churches join in this matter it shows a most outrageous 
spirit of despotism. The German Catholics hav just issued 
a call for a convention in which not only religious but 
national lines are to be emphasized. One of the declared 
objects of this convention is the maintenance of" Christian 
schools." This means the destruction of our common 
schools. 

The danger increases. We must come together. We 
must counsel. We must agitate. We must work. 

I look forward to a splendid gathering at Portland. I 
look forward to great results. I expect to meet a thousand 
Liberal friends there-brave hearts and helpful hands. 

Yours truly, SAMUBL P. PUTNAM. 
CoBNELms,·Oml:., Aug. 111 1891. 

C. BEAL, President Oregon State Secular Unlon, My 
DeM Sir:. I am in receipt of your letter of August 2d, con
taining an invitation from the board of directors of the state 
Secular Union, to deliver the opening address before the 
annual congress to be held in Portland, Ore., October 3d, 
4~5~ . 

I appreciate the honor conferred upon me, and accept 
with pleasure the invitation. Human rights are mighty 
things, and I recognize the good work projected and be· 
ing accomplished by the Secular Union of the state of 
Oregon. The l!lafeguard of the people is liberty. Thal'k•. 
mg you tor the honor conferred upon me, I am, 

With respect, · AsENATH W. Cooun.ur. 

CORNELIUS, 0BE., Aug. 11, 1891. 
C. BEAL, President Oregon State Secular Union, My Dea;r 

Sir: Your letter of August 2d is now before me. The invita
tion from the boa·d of directors of the Oregon State Secular 
Union to furnish music for the annual congress to meet in 
t'ortland. Ore., October 3d, 4 h, 5th, is accepted, and I will to 
the best of my ability endeavor to furnish such music as will 
be entertaining and that will merit the good wtil of all. 

I thank you for this kind recognition, and am, sirs, 
Your obedient servant, ADELE CooHRAN. 

PonT TowNSEND, Wua., Aug. 12, 291. 
MB. C. B.&AL, Portland, Ore.: Your Jetter inviting me to 

address the Oregon State Secular Union next October 
received to day. The invitation will be accepted provided 
satisfactory arrangements can be made therefor. 

I want to choose some subject that I can discourse upon 
at least forty· five minutes-! do not care how much longer. 

Re suggestions :for our next convention : 
1. I really think our work will be incomplete without an 

address from the president. I felt the loss last year, and 
hav many times intended approaching you on this subject. 
If It were announced that the president's address would 
open the convention I. am sure it would hav the e:ffect of 
opening the congress with a large audience. The address 
could.then be published in pamphlet form, and sent forth to 
do missionary work for the cause. I will take on myself 
the duty of having an advertisment of it inserted in every 
Liberal paper in the country. 

2 I think again the business of the convention should not 
be deferred until after the lectures, etc. You know how 
few there were in attendance upon our last business meet
ing. The addresses should be but a secondary matter-a 
side issue that will keep up the enthusiasm of those present. 
If nobody else does, I certainly shall suggest that we trans
act all our business before the addresses, or at least before 
all the addresses are delivered. 

3. Another important feature to be attended to is the 
report of the chairmen of the various committees-standing 
committees. So far as I know not a report was handed in. 

4. We want emphatically to attend to decorating the hall 
appropriately. I think a good plan would be to appoint a 
committee, who, some time previous to the convention, 
would arrange appropriate mottoes, etc., etc. You remem
ber last year not even the stars and stripes were to be seen 
on the platform. I've thought of several little plans to 
decorate the hall and think I will yet materialize them. · 

I may write you again at an early date. 
Yours for Freethought, KATIR KEHM SMITH. 

WHEN Kepler announced his three astronomical 
laws, they wer~ recehed with condemnation by the 
spiritual authorities, not· because of any error they 
were supposed to present or to contain, but partly 
because they gave support to the Copernican system, 
and partly because it was judged inexpedient to ad
mit the prevalence of law of any kind as opposed 
to providential intervention. The world was re
garded as the theater in which the divine will WilliS 
daily displayed ; it was considered derogatory to the 
majesty of God that that will should be fettered in 
any way. The power of the clergy was chie:fly man· 
ifeeted in the influence they were·alleged to possess 
in changing his arbitrary determinations. It was 
thus that they could abate the baleful action of 
comets, secure fine weather or rain, prevent eclipses, 
and, arresting the course of nature, work all 
manner of miraales; it was thus- that the shadow 
had been made to go baak on the dial, and the 
sun and the moon stopped in mid-career.-Pro
fessor .Draper. 

------~~--------
'IHE Bible statement, ''God made man in his own 

image," is rightly reversed, and we say, "Man 
makes God in hie own imatze," and it is true that "an 
honest God is the noblest work of man f' for, as man 
thinketh in his · heart, eo is he, and the conception 
each forme of the deity shows the highest capacity 
and aspiration of his own nature~ -R. 0. Adams. 
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Freethought in Maine. 
A TRIBUTE TO JAMES y, GBINDBLL. 

The little to :m of Blue Hill, un tntJ sea-coast of 
Maine, is one of those quiet resorts that." the mad-' 
ding crowd" has not yet discovered, but which o:ffers 
great attraction to the rest seeker who. is sa tiE fied 
with the quiet delights of sea and shore. Blue Hill 
rears its haad a thousand feet above the little village, 
which nestles among smaller hills covered with groveE', 
berry pastures, and rocky fields, with here and there 
a lot reclaimed for grass. .A.n incloseEI harbor a mile 
long, abounding in rocks more picturesque to the ar
tistic eye than agreeable to the sailing skipper, leads to 
the outer bay w':lere hlrge islands make a shelter from 
the ocean swell. The bold outlines of the Mount 
Desert hills fill the eastern horizon and the Camden 
bills loom up in the west. Apart from the natural 
attractions that lend beauty to the drives are the 
various abandoned copper mines that excite admira· 
tion for human enterprise and pity for investors, 
while the mineral springs provide a refreshing tonic 
drink. 

The town is guarded at either end by two senti· 
nels, the Congregational and Baptist churches, which 
mark the settled limits and dominate the thought. 
All social life centers about the church and its meet
ings, except that the men from the neighboring 
granit qoarri~s occasionally hav a dance in the. little 
town :hall or in a barn to which such of the ladien 
come as are not too pious or too aristocratic. 

The influence of modern thouRht bas made but 
little impression as yet upon the women, although the 
men begin to show signs of heresy and a few are out
apoken in their Rationalism. One of these has lately 
accepted the fi< :don ship of the OoDgregational 
cburcb, at a salary of $30 a year-a sum that no 
Christhtn cared to work tur. It is said that the min
ister decided the church needed to be swept, but 
upon his suggesting this performance, the sexton re
fused to do it and testily exclaimed, " Damn the 
oburch1 I wish .it was in hell !" He still holds the 
office, though, and rings the bell mightily for the 
nrious services. Another veteran made en uncon
ventional remark to the minister, who ·was struggling 
to put up a screEln·door on his house. The ungodly 
man came to the rescue and at once got the unruly 
door in its place. The grateful and good-natured 
parson said, "These ministers are of no account for 
such work." '' No," was the blu:ff reply, " that's a 
bell of a lot of 'em tbsat ain't a damn bit of use." 

Three years ago I gave the first and only Free
thought lecture that was ever delivered here. The 
town clerk graciously let the town hall for the rental 
of fifteen cents, to pay for oil, and we had an au
dience of about sixty, the paraons and the elect hav
ing bulldozed the community into non-attendance 
although the town clerk : tood firm and re!used t~ 
cancel the fifteen-cent Ie~se at the minister's request. 
n was di:fficlllt to obtain • chairman, but finally one 
was found in the person of James Y. Grindell, an 
elderly man who for some yeara h1d burne the repu
tation of being libsral in his religious ideas. Fur
ther acquaintance proved him to be a clear-head·ed 
Freethinker who had quietly found his way out from 
his encircling creeds and embraced the ideas of natu
ral religion. He afterward used to like to call for 
me with his valued gray mare and take me to drive 
while he poured out his opinions upon the absurdity 
of the Bible miracles and the bad character of the 
CarisHan God. In his seventieth year he was 
r•ttacked with a bronchial a:ffecHon, and for some 
months he saw clearly that his end was approaching. 
n became • commcm topic of conversation with him 
: .nd hie mind dwelt muGh upon the religious ideas 
&esociated with such an event. He on every occasion 
boldly declared his dissent and in November last he 
pe&cefolly passed away, conscious to the last de
liberately closing his eyes in death with his 'own 
hand. 

Shortly before his death he told his wife that he 
had laid by some garments for his burial and 
directed her where to find them. The last night of 
his life a friend watched with him. He sent for his 
wife to sponge him and then said to her, " There is 
nothing more that can be done; go and lie down 
and rest." Soon after he said to his friend, "I'm 
most gone, ain't I?" ''Yes," was replied, "I think 
you are." He then slowiy and with e:ffort moved his 
hands to his eyes, placed hie fingers upon the closed 
lids, and quietly breathed his last. He gave orders 
that no minister should attend his funera~ but that 
the Freemasons should conduct the burial service. 
He said, "I suppose they will hav to use some sort; 
o! a f.rayer, but te~l them to make it as short as pos
sible. To the friends who conversed with him up 
to his last hour he repeatedly said that he had no 
fear of death and tha~ he had no expectation of any 
life beyond the grave. His mind was clear to the 
last, and so long as his voice permitted he delighted 
to utter Rationalistic sentiments and instruct his 
friends as to the human origin of the Bible and the 
natur~l order of the universe. While be recognized 
the existence of an infinit force manifes,ed in naturA 
he denied any proof cf the existence of a personal 
God. He was brought up as a Methodist and after 
leaving home beeame a Universalist. But he gradu 

ally broadened his views until he came to reject 
revelation and supernaturalism. Shortly before his 
death a relativ mentioned that his former' Universal
ist minister was available to attend hi11 funeral. 
Mr. Grindell had some years before expressed the 
desire that this man should officiate on that occasion, 
and it was hoped he might now accede to it. But he 
repliPd, "Mr. - ia no more io me now than 
any other minister'' The Baptist ministfr of the 
town called upon him. Mr. Grindell held out his 
hand to him and said : '' Because we di:ffer about 
doctrine there is no real!ion that we shouldn't be 
friend<'." The minister sat down, remained speech
less for five minutes, when, with a formal compli
ment, he took his leave. He couldn't stand up to 
hie theology in face of this dying Freethinker. 

Everybody respected Mr. Grindell and only good 
words are said of him. His was the first funeral 
ever held here without the presence of .a minister 
and it made a great impression. No one dares to 
apply the orthodox creed to this good man and 
many are aoking tbemselvs if a creed can be true 
that damns Ruch people, or that its profeswrs are 
ashamEd to stand up to in the face of the life and 
death of JameB Y. Grindell. He circulated a good 
deal of Freethought literature, and it was my pleas
ure to send him a large bundle occasionally, knowing 
that it would be well distributed. Many hav been 
influenced by his words and e:fforts, and Blue Hill 
will alwayB retain the stimulus he gave toward a 
wider range of thought and a juster view of life. 
Hia faithful and intelligent wife carried out :.ll his 
instructions, and we hav the record of the death and 
burial of an unbeliever free from superstition and 
unmarred by Christian calumny. Such a testimony 
has a greater local ~:ffe~t than any amount of wordy 
argument; for a good life and !' peaceful death are 
generally believed to indicate the possession of bon· 
est principles, and, in spite of . theologians, men 
Accept the words of Pope, "He can't be wrong 
whose life is in the right." RoBERT C. ADAMS 

Mr. Moffitt. Of course all these aifts added to the 
wealth of Mr. Moffitt and wife, for to make a city you 
must hav many inhabitants, and to call inhabitants 
you must make inducsments. Mr. Moffitt now has 
• home which anyone might envy, no matter how fine 
his tastes or how heavy his pockets-four hundred 
acre1.1, some of said acres covered' with timber of 
nativ growth, oak and walnut ; other acres of new 
growth ; orchards of apple· trees in full bearmg, and 
also many trees bearing the smaller fruits. I passed 
by four miles of hedge which fences a part of the 
farm. The dwelling is in the center of a yard one 
acre ~nd a half in sizs, on which are one hundred 
evergreens of various kinds. To. this beautiful home 
I went some weeks ago by invitation of the Moffitts 
(they bearing the expense of the trip), because al
though we had never met, they hav known me 
through THE TRUTH SEEKER in all ~he years I hav 
been accepted a1 bJ frier.d by its Editor. Added to 
my pleasurable ·visit with Mr. and Mrs. Moffitt, I 
made the acqtnintan_ce of a number of Freethit:kers, 
some three of them outranking me in years to the 
number of ten. One man took the Boston Investi
gator when it was only a half-sheet printed on one 
'ide only-Mr. H. L. Boyes, eighty years of age, an 
energetic, earnest Liberal. It was worth a long 
journey to meet and exchange greeting with him. 
But I · must clo11e. The time is fast approaching 
when I must leave this place where I hav been made 
so very happy by my dear friends t.be De Lespinassep. 

LuCY N OoLMAN. 
Orange Oity, Ja., Aug. 25, 1891. 

Ho for the :P"ttland Convention! 
The time for the annual convention of the Oregon 

State Secular Union is rapidly drawing near. What 
are the Seculll.l'ists on the coast doing or thinking 
concerning this convention? Portland, the metrop. 
olis of the Pacific northweat, the trade center and 
natural collecting and distributing point for the 
entire northwest portion of the United States, should 

A Visit to Nebraska. be made the great intellectual and moral center 
I h 

1 
b for the same scope of country. AU that is necessary 

av a ways eun somewhat of a surprise to other to accomplish this is for all who are interested in the 
people, but I am beginning to be a surprise to great work of reform to put their shoulder to the 
myself .. Long ago when the Hutchinson& (a band of wheel, and at the next Secular convention ~iv • 
brothers from the old Granit StatE>) used to sing good strong lift, and thus start the car forward with 
of the Nehrascality I used to think of that plaoe as an· impetus which a continuation of ~:ffort on the 
so far removed from civilization that the rascality of part of those who really desire to see real reform 
trying to make it legal to hold slaves in the territory can maintain until it shall hav played a most eon
was something of less consequence than the return-
ing of fugitive from the then existing free states. A spicuous and laudable psrt in the crisis which all 
t •t f Id with open eyes see just before us. I would propose, 
errl ory so ar away con be held in abeyance. The and would be glad if all interested would write to 

thought of ever seeing it, or any part of it, was 
entirely out of all probability or even wish. But I TuE TRuTH SEEKER and Brother Beal on the subject, 
hav seen some hundred miles of that state. And tbe cor,vP:Jdon be continued five or six days, and be 
what is of still more importance to me (tbouRh the systematized thus: One day to be ocoupied by the 

d f 1 b t f 't 1 Infidel, one by the Spiritualist, one by the Adv8llt-
~on ~r u eau Y 0 I s andscape and the fertility of. iet (or the Spiritualist and Adventist could divitie 
Its sod would be of consequence to anyone wishing one day between themselve), one day by the labor 
to settle in a comparativly new country) was the movement advocates, and one by the woman 
finding of many Freethinkers, some of them holding su:ffragists, and one for general business. In that 
offices under government. 

There came to my knowledge while in the state a way it could be madA a union of all the various 
case which perhaps it would be well for all of us movements on a Secular hasiB That is just what 
woman su.~ragists to think ~bout. A young man of we want. If we can get the woman su:ffragists, 
respectablltty, well endowed by intellect and educa- labor agitators, Spiritualists, and the aggJessiY 
tion for..J;he position, received the nomination for reform movements in general to unite as Secularists, 
school commissioner and superintendent of schools. the days of religious legislation are xmmbered. Now 
he lost the election through the vote of the wome~ a great many may not question the practicability of 
because he was a Liberal. Now, we all know that if this plan and may wis'a the Union success, but go 

ff · · ht 1 't · no further than wish. Wishes never made anything 
llU (age Ul rJg or man I IS equally right for succeed. Work-persistent., earnest work-is the 
woman; and we, the old Garrisonian&, were wont to 
say whE>n told of the consequences of freeing slaves thing that counts. .Brother Beal is working himself 
''We are to do right though the heavens fall.'' I~ to death for the success of the cause; but one man 
not this giving so:ffrage to my own sex as difficult • cannot do it alt Who will help T Speak all at once 
subject to consider as frefdom to four million slaves T if you wish. Let all who hav any desire for reform 
0 t in any direction come to the convention determined 

or governmen is coDstantly menaced by the to help all they can. Let all who can and will ren· 
usurped authority of the church. Shall we add to 
that authority by more than doubling that power T der any assistance between now and then address 
I confess myself at somewhat of a standstill Born C. BeaJ, Cathlamet, Wash., or room 27 Labbe Build· 
a believer in human rights, without regard to ing, Portland, Ore. IIENRY ADDIS. 
sex or color, I am more than anxious when I think of 
what may be the consequences .of doing what is 
right. I do not wonder that Jesus of Nezuetb 
when asked the question, "What is troth'" evaded 
tbe answer by goin~ out. I am sure wb,en the ques· 
tion is asked me, as it frequently is now, "Shall we 
vote for woman su:ffrage ?" my answer is quite as 
irrelevant as was the going out of the N tztrAne. 

But I took my pen to write of my viEJit to Saward 
Neb., and of some of the people I met there. Som~ 
twenty.seven years ago a Mr. Lewis Moffitt and wife 
went into that region, now Seward, bought of the 
government very many acres of land, put up a house 
of .on.e room, and Pet about making a home and 
bmldmg a town. The hardships which they en
dured in the three or four years, more or less, while 
they were the only settled inhabitants of that region 
having to travel seventy miles to procure all th~ 
necessities of life, encountering blizzards, ete., •re 
hardly describable on paper. It is much easier and 
certainly more pleasant to write of the beautiful 
county-Seward cou!lty-and the city of twenty-five 
hundred inhabitants, laid out and named by its 
founder. Very many of its finest lots on which are 
built the publia buildings were given to the city by 

Another Letter from Mr. Heywood. 
DEAR Mn. MAcDoNALD: With other ''good, easy 

re~dirv," Augaet 5·,b, Ire Tilton trinity brought me 
Karl Heirzen's ''The Rights of Wnmen and the 
S ~xual R!3lations," translated bv Mrs. Emma Schum, 
financially godfathered by Karl Sehmemann, of 
Detroit, who writ~s a preface, and recently published 
by Benjamin R T11cker, Boston. I knew Mr. Hein· 
zen well in 1860-61. also Dr. Marie E. Ztkrzeweka, 1 
alight-built, pbJ sic,lly delicate, but mentally vigor
ous woman referred to by Mr. Schmemann in hiB 
preface. In thought, speech, and physique Heinzen 
was a quiet athlete and no sham about him ; hence I· 
feel to resen.t unseemly haste hereabouts to rope his 
ghost into the Anarchist church in Boston. To 
Theodore Parker's society in 1861 I preached An
archy as I still believe in it, "; z , natural law and 
order, truth, justice, freedom fleshed in personalities, 
creativ enterprise, spiritual forces, supply and de
mand in material activity wherA all sene, " none 
command and none obey." In 1860 Stephen Pearl 
Andrews published the "ConstituHon of the Pan
tarchy," whirh, with "Science of Society" and hit 
numerous other works, is the JnOiit e:uct, esplleit,. 
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and complete formulation of Anarchy ever pro
olaimed. But the tquivocal pretense of freedom 
here in Boston which ~ypes and mouths the noble 
word Anarchy is a fraud. As they claim to be 
" scientific Anarchist&," we may take Mr. Tucker to 
illustrate their philosophy, teaching by tXample, 
may we not ? When seven innocent men were 
UDder sent~ ace f)f death for their opiDions in Ohi
cago in 1887, "X" (Henry Appleton) said in an edi· 
torial approved and published by Mr. Tucker ill 
Liberty, that the Obicago Anarchists had " invaded 
life and property ;" they had done no such thing; 
hence I wrote Mr. Tucker a brief note calling his 
attention to the falsehood he had published about 
the seven to-be.martyred men, but he refused fo 
correct it ! I published the correspondence betweeD 
him and me in the Word at the time. When the 
future Walpole, seeking authentic record of ·events 
in these times, reads Mr. Tucker's columns about the 
Ohicago Anarchists, he will hav t" Fm.v, "As to this 
history, that's a lie." In June, 1890 Mr. Tucker 
published approvingly aD editorial by Victor Yarroe, 
entitled, "A Declaration of Independence," in which 
they, two alleged Allarchists, jointly and severally, 
agreed to silently acquiesce in t.he suppression o~ 
newspaper11 and imprisonment of editorP and publish~ 
era by the Vice Society vermin of New York, Boston, 
and Sb. Louis, and they hav been a part of the great 
liberty.robbing majority ever since. To cap the cii
max of merc""'ary cowardice, Mr. Tucker h•s recently 
upurgated Z Jla's "Money," mutilated a French 
classic for fear of Oomstock and for the money such 
mind-murdering servility to lewd despotism will 
fetch ! Would that Boston could hav been spared 
t bia last disgrace in1licted on her by a pretended 
Anarchist. 

The freedom, the sphere, of slaves is the circle 
described by their driver's lash. The dark rlead-line 
drawD around the Liberty Dewspaper's c:ffi.ae; the 
fierce-whirling ax of its grim executioner-in. chief; 
the pile of pates that bav tumbled from his editorial 
beheading·block into his waste-b8~bt below (the 
editor of the Arena's head, B. 0. FJowe:r's face1 
being the last to look emilingly up from the bloody 
Jot); "Be an Anarchist or die," the, flag of freedom 
1loatiDg over thio "free" business; a studied boycott 
on every advanced measure; the more citizens 
Comstock imprisons for their faith, the less he, 
Mr. Tucker, will bav t') "regulate," and the face to 
call the newspaper exponent of this restrictiv outfit, 
"Liberty "-such is ''philosophical" pretense, call· 
ing itself Anarcbv. Flome weeks ago, Mr. Tucker 
said: "It is my [hiE] right to sleep with diffsrent 
''ersons." Admitted, a.nd reg•rdless of stx. August 
let he termed "virginity, the.t paltry, tawdry, and 
over-rated gewgaw." When did he earn the right 
to "yawp " at the eyP, the soul, of woman' a perso
nality in this rude styleT When we consider the hct 
that virginity beepeeb elemental, inviolable choice, 
the sacred fact of feminin freedom, woman's inal
ieDable right to hold or bestow her person as she 
deems best_:__Mr. Tucker's language, above quoted, 
is simply indecent bravado, sccindalous presumption. 
Hie growing r hr,. Mnees of perCfPtion is painful. 
In Ddcember, 1875 in 1he Word c:ffi~e, with Charln 
F. Mason, a yr•UDf P.dncetor.ian, Mr. Tucker was 
setting up "Cupid's Y c kes "-I writing it with a pen
eil, and the two typos at my heels shouting "copy." 
Inadvertently I bad used the word "lust" as opposed 
to love; Mr. Tucker called my attention to the fact 
ihat lust means vigor, exuberant power, which is 
not naturally diesolute. I acaepted the correction, 
and the sentence stands to- day as then by him 
revised. The book bas beeD revised and reset twiee 
since, but noDe of the " obscenity " bas been omitted. 
Most of the changes made in later years were 
suggested by Mrs. Heywood, the most intuitiv, 
relentless, creativ, and serviceable critic I ever 
encountered. 

When the Boston vice lice in 1882 (Mrs. Heywood 
calls Henry Ohase "that louse crawling over the 
body politic and dictating to us what books and 
newspapers we .may publish "), when the obsrPnists 
suppressed "Leaves of Grass," and induced Olinr 
Stevens, the district attorney of Suffolk county, to 
threaten prosecutioD if the book was not expur~ated, 
Whitman said, " No," and took thf' plateH to Pbila
delpbia. We ttprinled as" The Word Extra" two 
of the "worst" (best) poems, without note. or com-

_, ment, deeming that tbe most e:ffectiv way to resent 
the outrage and ~-indicate the nobly natural book. 
I was prosecuted bat acquitted. Mr. Tucker 
advedised the whole book for sale by himself per
sonally, defied Oomstock, Ohase, SteveDs-tbe 
world of vice worms. They slunk back into their 
nativ mud. But now said worms hav so far 
repressed and got him under that he mutilates and 
, xPurgates books· for "business purposes." From 
1872, when I firet met him in E ,;ott Hall IDd he 
subscribed for the Word, till 1884 he was a clear
eyed, resolute, irresistible exponent of freedom of 
conscience, speech, and the press. But now, alas! 
What was Adam's fall aompared with 'l'acker's 
fall T But in giving Proudhon to the Eoglish
•p•king world and if.l battling for mental libl!rty ip 

years past he has done imperis~able, immortal work 
for human progresEJ. 

Oarlyle said, "Democracy is Anarchy plus the 
constabie ;" rather let us see that Democracy is 
Anarchy transcending the constable. Anarchy is 
true, but cowards and hypocrite do not illustrate it. 
The idea that persons silent under the lewd, rude 
despotism that now rules these states, should pre
sume to think themselvs Anarchists ! Louis Blanc 
said : "A curse on him who is not enough an honest 
man and enough a man of courage to be capable of 
the crime of hospitality toward a proscribed person." 
Oharles Sumner said : " Liberty of speech is the 
"very breath of a republic, the press a terror to 
:wrong-doers." Shall we allow the wrong·doert~. 
foul tyrannists, to benight reason and conscience T 

Thanks to Mrs. Schum, Mr. Schmemann, and Mr. 
Tucker I am privileged to read HeiiiZen's remark 
able book, and bav ordered a special copy which I 
shall present to the mother of my children, the 
woman with whom I bav halil the honor to share a 
home twenty-six years. Will write 10u ahr ut the 
hod more at Ier gth lal~>r. EZRA H. HEYWOOD. 
State Prison, P, 0. Bo'JJ 100, Charleston; Mass., 

Aug. 24, Y.L 19 
------~~~-------

The Survival of the Unfittest. 
Victoria O!afiin Woodhull Martin at the recent 

session in L!Jr:don of the International Oongress of 
Hygiene ,. ·td Demography read an elaborate eseay 
on the "Rtpid Multiplication of the Unfit." She 
took an advanced position and her paper Will! 

much discussed. 
S0me of her propositions follow: 
Oae of the moBt fruitful tmurces of error is the 

supposition or taking for granted that others will 
see and comprehend human natul'e as we see and 
comprehend it. An individual sees and compre
hends a social probltm from his or her understand· 
ing. He or she has longings, desires, emotions, 
and sensations, and he or she imagine that others 
bav the same sensations, that they will respond to 
the same stimuli in e:z.:actly the same manner and 
with the same degree of intensity in a given cir
cumstance, in a ddnit social r rder. 

Tbere are often greater differences between in
dividu&ls of the Btune race than between individuals 
of different races. Some are more richly endowed, 
with more highly evolved nervous systems. If we 
wish to understand the basis of a ~upetior faculty 
we study how the llervous flyetem of the iDdividual 
bas become ~peoislized. In the eame way )f we 
wish to understand the inferiority of individuals we 
study in what way thf'ir Dervous systems are de. 
fectiv. It is this di:ffuentiatioD of the. nervous 
system which separates man from man more than 
even gfographical iaolaiioD in our moderD civiliza· 
tion. The period of reaction to tactual, to auditory, 
to visual seDsations depends upon the physiolog
ical condition of the (',, nlrr.l r.Ervous system. 

FATIGUE POISON. 

It is said that in a new country where the !aDd 
bas not yet been appropriated, there is no such thing 
as the unemployed or the pauper. When colonists 
first settle upon a piE:ce of land there is plenty of 
outdoor exercise, manly punuits, work which does 
not cause physical deterioratioD. But after a time, 
as population increases avd sedentary occupations 
take the place of activ putsuits, crowded inclosed 
workrooms take the pl1ce of work in the open air, 
the energy of the workers is gradually sapped by 
artificial life in citiee, and they become the progenitors 
ot a class physically enfeebled, spiritlese, incapable 
of sustained effort. 

Power of eDdurance in individuals is not equal; 
so that we could not eay that eight hours' work or 
that less or more is beneficial to all alike, for one 
may work eight hours continuously aDd not be ex
hausted whereas another may be totally exhausted 
in ~ix. Phyeicians warn us that if we do not allow 
eu:fficient rest to a tired organ to recuperate, waste 
products accumula·e, producing poieons which are a 
fruitful source of disease. The moat activ agent in 
generating the unfit is fatigue poison. If a large per
centage of bist< ries •of familJ degeneration can be 
traced in the c fft>pring of parents who hav paned 
the prime of life, how much larger must tbe per
centage of family degeneration be due to physical 
exhaustion from overwork or the lack of sufficient 
light and fresh air. 

MABBIAGES OF THE UNFIT. 

But in any attempt to raise the standard of 
humanity, to aid evolution, we must take into con
sideratioD that it is not the survival of the fittest, 
but the survival of the unfit, by means of their rapid 
multiplication in societies as presently orga11ized. 

Any aause which determine the mating of the 
individuals bas a direct idluence on the quality oJ 
the human race. All artificial social iDducements for 
the matiDg of unsuitable individuals are instruments 
for the multiplication of the Ulifit. To prove bow 
detrimental our pres£:nt social life is on tbe human 
race we bav only to ask, How many of t.he marriages 
would be consummated which take place if there 
were no aooial inducements, ~<;I fear of public opin-

. ' ;. ~ 

ion, no regard for the law, if there were no other 
iDducemenli but the faot that he is male and she 
female, and that they are physiologically mated! 
How many who to-day are not mated would under 
eucha state come together, and how many who to
day propagate from other inducements than love 
would not do so? One great cause of the rapid 
multiplication of the unfit over the fit is our false 
social system, which places so many obstacles to 
prevent the .coming together of our best men and 
women. 

How many opportunities bQs a girl to find her 
physiological m&te iD her little set-even il she were 
free to choose T Sexual selection has very little 
scope iD our crr:v;·nfional eJal' m 

FOOD AND BI!PRODUOTION. 

Among other causes which conduce to the rapid 
multiplication of the unfit, it has been suggested 
that the re•son why the poor are so prolific is that 
they are underfed, that abundance of J ich food less
ens fertility. From experiments on :flowering a11d 
fruit plants, by checking the nutritiv conditions of 
the plant the reproductiv power is increased ; the 
roots of fruit trees are rut in order that they may 
yield abundant fruit. Darwin baa already men
tioned the subject in hie work on animals aDd plants 
under domestication. He says: "This strange doc· 
t.rin has apparently risen from individual a~nimds 
when supphed with an inordiDiilte quantity of food, 
and from plants of many kinds when grown on 
excABIIivly rich soil, as on a dunghill, becoming 
Btf t iJ." 

Opposed to this theory is the statement that 
population increases with the increase of food-that 
is, the number of animals increases rapidly where 
food is plentiful, and in times of dearth and ecarciiy 
the number decreases. The increase is ascribed to 
the iDcrease in lhe number of marriages in prosper
ous periods. But among the very rich, where the 
increase is most upid, I do not think this increase 
,js d•te to the legal marriage. It is very difficult 
to reconcile the n•turalist's and the political econo
mist's theories. Other checks may be at work 
which tend to obscure the value of the first theory ; 
it may be that the food supply, falling below the 
minimum neceesary to sustain life in a healthy con· 
dition, cauees dif.eases or ot.berwise incapacitates 
human beings in t.be struggle against adverse co11di· 
tiona in an industrial et1eiP. 

THE REMEDY. 

The best minds of to.day hav locepted the fad 
that if superior people rue desired t.hey must be bred; 
and if imbecile, criminals, pallpere, and otherwise 
unfit are undesirable citizens they must not be bred. 

The first principles of the breedu's art are to 
weed out the inferior animals, to avoid conditions 
which giv a tendency to reversion, and then to bring 
together superior animals under the most fy;vorable 
conditions. We can produce numerov!l modifications 
of structure by careful selection of different • nirnals, 
and there is no reason why, if society were differently 
organized, we should not be tble to modify and 
improve tbe human species to the same extent. In 
order to do this we rr•ust make a religion of the pro
creativ principle. Our girls and ·boys must be 
taught how sacred is the life giving principle-tbe 
most wonderful of all the forces at work throughout 
na!nre. 

Our young men and women ~~oul~ realize .the 
purpose for which they are uDJtiDg Ill the holJest 
bond of physical life. And by ~his means we would 
hav inaugurated· the upper million and the lower 
ten. Any social conditions which tend to tran~
pose these terms are subversiv of the true interests 
of humanity. 

VIOTOBIA CLAFLIN WooDHULL MARTIN. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
W. S. BELL will lecture at Du Bois, Pa., Sept. 10 h sn·\ 

11th, and in Pittsburgh on the 13th; at Massilon, 0., the 
20th. 

Tax Lucifer Club, comp<•Eed or the subscribers to L.ucrfi r 
and frien<ls or Moses Harman, wlll hdd a conventiOn at 
Ottawa, Kan., on the 5th, 6•.h, and 7th of September. There 
Is much enthusiasm among the members of this club, and 
arrangements hav been made for a large gathering. Vol
tair!ne de Cleyre and other well. known speakers" lJl attend. 

w. F. JAMIESON was arravging with Mr. George T
Bruce, of California, for a series of debates with the donl!b' y 
champion of Campbelllsm, Rev. Dr. Driver, but the 1everend 
cannot be coaxed into debate, although he makea 'he CDI i·
tlans believe he is dying to get hold of an Iufidel. Mr 
Jamieson now says be will accept calls for lecttnes and 
debates anywhere. Address Box 366, Des Mnine~. !a. 

s. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments for September and 
October are as follows: Jamestown, N. D., September 3th. 
6 h · Boseman, Mont~, 8.h, 9.h; Colville, Wash., 12tn, 
13 h; Spangle, Wash., 15th; Rosalia, Wash., 16,h, 17th; 
Oakesdale, Wash., 18t.h; Palouse City, W ,bh., 19th! 201h; 
Pasco, Wash., 22d, 23d; Nsnaimo, B. C., 26th; Welhngton, 
B.C., 27th, 28th; Snohomish, Wash., 30[h; Portland COt>ven
tlon, October 3d, 4th, lith; Grant's Pafs, 7th, 8th; San Fran
cisco, llt.h. Will lecture in California through the months 
of October, November, December, and January, state con-
VIlntloP January 29th, · 
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The N nns in the Schools. I turbance of the religious peaae of the community' 
[We printed in the issue of Tn:s TRuTH BEBXBR previous True, we might remain quiet and cffer no opposition 

to this the news th~t the Catholic authorities of Texas pro- while our scbools were being handed over to Ruman 
pose to fill the pubhc ~cbools with nuns aa teachers, and the Oatholic inflaence and direction · but the matter 
opinion of the assistant attorney-general which will allow . ' · h · S 
them to do it, providinr, they can wield sufficient pull with woul~ prov~ costly ~n the ext~eme, In t e !nd. o 
the county superintendents and trustees of the schools. now IB the time to giV thC!Iwarnmg that public money 
Below we print a protest against the scheme by a Protestant must not be employed to support any denomination 
preacher, the Rev. George Rose, or Ban Antonio, eliminating in connection with our public schools. 0 ,hers do 
some of his pious catch-phrases, and confining him to seen- not ask it and Roman Catholics must not get it It 
lar sense. His sermon shows that even though their oppo- . • . , . . ·. 
sition to the scheme- comes largely through their hatred IS the . duty of all ahke to be tolerant of religious 
of a neighbor sect, the Protestants will condemn this move- difference or opinion. We do not tax Roman Oatho
ment. And it is said that when thieves fall out honest men lies for Protestant religious instruction in the public 
get their dues J . schools and they must not tax us for the payment of 

R9cently in this city at a normal school there were their teaching. 
seventy-seven applicants for certificates to teach in What may we expect in the praatical work of hav
the public schools of this state, forty-one of which ing the sisters in the public schools ? They will most 
were sisters of charity. This is a matter of in,tended likely be sent to small places where they will hav 
signifieance, and worthy at this time of our best absolute control. At first one sister,will be sent to a 
attention and consideration. town or settlement, and as the community grows, an-

The putpose of the creation of public schools is other siste1 will follow, and later a third, until the 
that the youth of our population should not grow schools are filled with them and to the exclusion 
up in ignorance purely as to secular knowledge, and of teachers of other creeds. Parents then will hav 
so be unprepared to win their way in the battle of no choice as to the instruction of their children ; they 
mundane existence. Wisely we he.v no church and must either send them where the sisters are instruct
state joined in this country. The United States bas ore or keep them at home. Now, will P.rotestant!J 
always held that there must be no sort of coercion and Jews like this, to be compelled to aacept the edn· 
in religious matters. cation of their children at tbe hands of a religious 

The church of Rome, as is well known in Roman order under the authority of the Roman Oatholic 
Oatholic countries or anywhere else, js neither pio- clergy, or to provide other instruction for theni at 
neer nor champion of secular education. It is at separate and often large cost, or to let them grow 
least a remarkable coincidence that where in countries up in ignorance T Which alternativ will they 
and parts of countries the Roman church is strongest accept T 
there is the reverse of sound progrees, cultivated But we are •old that the sisters will not teach 
intelligenee, and general learning. Witness Ireland, religion in the public schools, and that if they did 
Spain, portions of Italy, Mexico, and the Oentral they would be liable to expulsion. But with the 
an~ South American states. Taking these countries public school as a basis for operation what is to 
as examples, we hav reason to think that the Roman prevent the eisters from teaching their scholars any
church not only has not heretofore fostered the lib· thing they please outside of the school, with which 
eral education of the masses, but has poeitivly dis· instruction we shall be told we Protestants and 
couraged it. The unfavorable comparison to the others hav nothing to do ! Let us not deceive our
general advancement of the people of the Roman selva in this matter. The sisters-if not directly 
Oatholic states mentioned, and Protestant America, tnen indirectly-by their very presence, manner, 
England, Scotland, and the British colonial posses- dress, and in ways beyond number, can and would 
sions, we need not hesitate to ascribe to the different familiarize the minds of the youths, and instil into 
policies pursued in the respectiv divisions of Roman them, Roman Oatholic-as opposed to other religious 
Oatholic and _Protestant nations in the matter of -ideas, peculiarities, and teachings. This may be 
secular education. set down with absolute certainty. The Roman church 

Tens of thousands of Protestants at one time does not bother itself about questions of the im
believed it was right and proper to open the exer- portance of the one we are considering, without 
cises of our public schools by the reading of the motivs. And ihe motive in this case, as has been 
scriptures. But they hav been made to see, by one said before, are to tupply, and at public cost, Roman 
argument and another, that religious education is Oatholic religious instruction openly or otherwise in 
not part of the curriculum of the public school. the public schools. And this I contend is a matter 

Now, if for any reason the King James version of of the very gravest concern to Americans. And I 
the Bible has been closed in the public school, is ·here say Americans advisedly, for the reason the 
Pope Olement VIII.'s version to be opened? If F-ffort to control the education of children in the 
so, may we Protestants a&k why! The answer is, UnitPd States has its origin outside of this country 
and our Roman Oatholic brethren, dealing with us in and among foreigners. 
all candor, will admi~ it, the ch~rch of Rome will not Again, there is on the political economy side of 
accede to the secularity of public school education in of this question weighty reasons why religionists 
~merica, at le&s~ as to their own people.. It will not should not supplant secularists as teachers in the 
tolerate where 1t can prevent it what 1t calls ''the public schools. After long preparation and much 
graceless education ~f the public &chools." There- cost a class of worthies hav equipped themselvs as 
fore Roman Oathohc~ everywhere in the United instructors in the institutions we are thinking of, 
States hav been makiDg, are m1king, and will con- and with the understanding that the study and im. 
tinne to !Dak&, efforts to introduce their religion in parting of religious knowledge was to be no part of 
the public schools. their daty. Now suddenly in one department of the 

There need not then be the slightest doubt on •he labor market it is proposed to introduce to the 
part of anybody as to the reason why sisters of number of forty-one out of seventy.seven applicants 
charity hav taken out certificates to teach in the a class of laborers whose ostensible business is work 
public schools of Texas. The sisters, estimable of charity, and who are receiving maintenance and 
women that they are, owe first mllegiance to their support for such work, not only from their own 
church, and if they become teachers in the schools, church, but from many other sources. Now is this 
~ccording_ to the organization of the church of Rome, right, to force into an already congested labor ·mar
It were va~n to think that they would not still remain ket a class of laborers ·comparativly independent of 
completely un~er the_ directio~ and co~trol of their the wage to be paid as a means of livelihood? The 
chu.rch author1ty whde drawmg public money for Roman church, as is well known, has large revenues 
their supp~rt. Lat _them or their supe~iors explicitly and extensiv and well-furnished quarters for its de
den! t~IB d t~ey will. Rest assured. 1t will n_ot be fendants, and why then this ·anomaly of a church 
~en1ed 1n unm.Jsta.kable term~. The Introduehon of that professes studious regard of the interests of 
&Jsters of charity In the public schools of the United labor, of crowding upon the labor market to its vast 
St~tes is th~ entering wedge, and it p~ainly means· unsettling and disturbance, a class of labo;ers already 
this-the alhance of church and state 1n these free provided for 1 What is to become of the laborers 
Unite~ States, ~nd the. ultimate control of public already there, or preparing to go there, with a clear 
education here 10 the mterests of the church of understanding between them and the state as to the 
Rome. . exact requirements of the service, namely, calling for 

Are th~ Roman Oatholies.taxe~ for the support of no teaching by object-lesson or otherwise of relig-
the public schools ? So, bkewJse, are Protestants, ions matters? , 
Jews, and _oth~rs ~h? a!e t~o in the majo!ity. Is We hav looked at the subject on .the religious, 
th~re unfa1r discrimmation In any way agamst tbe moral, and economio sides, now let us take up the 
~hddre~~; of Rom~n _Oatholic~ in the matter of public political phase of the question. Who is responsible 
mstrucho~ T This IS not cla1med. The fact is, all are for having introduced into Tens politics the subject 
treated alike. T~en whe!e. is the rjjl~t and justice of at least religious infl.aence, if not instruction, as 
of Roman Oathohcs seekmg and pushmg for an ad- will be contended, in the public schools T Oer
vant!'ge not acaorde~ to o~her denominations in the tainly not Protestants; they hav not demanded and 
pad1cnla~ under consideration? Would it be becom- do not seek any advantage for themselvs over their 
Ing a~d JUSt on the part of people whose interests neighbors in that matter. Oa the contrary, they see 
and r1ghts _are at sta~e to re~ain ~ilent at this janet- the necessity for and demanded the complete separa
ure of aft'a1rs when VIolence IB bemg done to prece- tion of religions and secular education, when the state 
dent, ~ustom, and to one of_ the greateet institutions pays the bills. And now are we to go to the polls 
of th1s free land? Oertam!y not. We should be and vote whether or not women wearing the especial 
u~~;wo~thy of the name Americans if we did not at dress of a religions order, marking them distinctly 
th1s time sound. the note of alarm to bring people as to who and what they are, shall be permitted to 
together. to .cons1der and take action in the premises. teach in the public schools T I trust not. I hope 
~o IS It that ha~ r~ised this question in our the Roman Oatholic church authorities will wisely 

Deighborhood ? Who as at responsible for the dis- refrain from pressing this question, whioh is sure to 

arouse distrust and opposition in a marked degree. 
Americans hav said everywhere and at all times 
religious questions must be kept out of politics, and 
they hav served notice to this effect whenever the 
question has. come up in the past, and will .continue. 
to serve such n~tiae whenever it arises in the future. 

What the Young Freethinkers Need. 
In the article "How t~ M~ke Freethinker~ of the 

Young," Miss Oraddock suggests that there should
be a F.reethought paper for the young people. 
Something of the kind is certainly needed foUhe 
benefit of those who are a little too old to take an 
interest in the "Obildren's Oorner,'' and feel as if 
they bad been told to "listen and not talk" when 
they read tue able articles written by the veterans in 
the cause, who express their ideas much better than 
they could hope to. These young people are 
'' scarcely noticed " in any of the Freethougbt papers, 
yet they are at the period in life when to openly 
express Liberal sentiments entails the most bard
ships, and should receive the most encouragement. 
The young man who, at the beginning of a business 
or social career, allows it to be known that be is a 
Freethinker, · handicaps himself greatly.'' If he 
depends on others for employment many will not 
employ him, not because they doubt his ability or 
honesty, but because it would not be "politic to hav 
an avowed Freethinker in their establishment. If he 
sets np in business for himself, by opposing the 
church he resigns the patronage of most church
members. He will DOt receive any encouragement 
from those who believe as he does, bat whom 
"policy " bids be silent; they will listen to his 
public defense of his belief without the least sign of 
approbation and perhaps say to themselvs as they 
walk away, "Sensible talk that, but very indiscreet 
in the young man." This young man will be 
avoided socially, his intimates will be nearly all men 
and then only in a business or" out with the boys" 
sense. The result of all this ia that the young man 
is apt to change his residence and suppress his 
opinions. 

Later on when his financial-position is assured he 
may again avow his L'iberal sentiments, or he may 
deem it necessary to remaia a hypocrit All his life; I 
hav a sincere admiration for the young woman who 
dares to openly oppose the church. She has so little 
to encourage her. She h•jures herself. soaially, and 
society means everything to .most young women. 
The "average young man" will consider her " strong
minded" because she has formed ·an opinion on a 
subject he has never thought of, ~nd a " strong
minded woman " is a " terror " to the average younll 
man. This is the condition of the young Freethinker 
in the towns and smaller cities, but is not so severe 
in the larger ones. This country is growing more 
liberal year by year, and the time is not far distant 
when it will be no hardship to be a Freethinker. 
In the mean time let · something be done to 
encourage the young Freethinker. . Show him 
that some one takes an interest in him. You 
who are employers, when you want a clerk or a me
chanic, advertise in the Freathought papers, if you 
can employ some young Liberal, and encourage him 
in fearless speaking. Would not that be better than 
to hav him fall into the bands of some double faced 
deacon, where he would learn hypocrisy and deceit T 
You need not take him if he is not competent or 
cannot giv reference. A paper devoted to the young 
people would do much to encourage them. It 
should not be the opposit of a Sunday-school paper, 
or be otherwise childish. It shol!ld contain a large 
"Children's Oorner," but on the whole be a paper 
for young men and women. It must be made 
attractiv. The knock-down arguments and satirical 
writings of the Freethougbt papers are not read by 
the young, there are so many other things more 
interesting. I hav no fault to find with any Free
thought paper ; they answer perfeetly the purpose 
for which they were intended; but they are not 
adanted to the minds of young people. 

Tile "naked trut~," a "simple statement of facts," 
aDd "arguments without frills," are all right, but it 
is better to clothe the truth in even a fanciful dress 
and hav it received, than not to hav it received at all. 
A simple statement of facts with illustrations is an 
improvement, and it would be better to put a double 
row of frills around every argument, if by so doing 
people would be interested enough t() read them. 
While it is absolutely necessary that such a paper 
should be anti-religious, it should also be scientific 
and literary. It would be a medium through which 
the young people could get acquainted, compare 
experiences, and receive ad viae; not in the way it is 
usually administered, as a medicin, but in the shape 
of the actual experiences, with comments,.of those 
who hav "gone before." I think the success of such 
a paper is assured._ Every Freethinker would take 
it for hie children, and it would be of such a charac
ter that evan the "old folks" could not do without it. 

Elsinore, Oal. E. McCoY. 

Sl!OO> for catalog of our publicatioDB. Sent fr~e · 
on application. 
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TRUTH SEEKER UBRARY. 

Unless otherwi8e specified; all publications 
noticed here can be had of THE TRUTH t:lEEKER 
COMPANY, at the prices named. 

M. Myerovitcb, of 205 Jackson street, 
Nashville Tenn., has printed a pamphlet to 
prove his 'new theory that " the origin of the 
polar motion is the repulsiv power of mole
cules." 

path of 'least resistance,' but on the thorny 
and steep road of progress onward and 
upward to ever higher and nobler states of 
existence." 

"Freethought Readings and Secular 
Song@," is a compilation by J, M. Wheeler, 
one of England's most industrious Free. 
thought writers. The title describes it and 
we c~n only add that the selections are 
judiciously and critically made. Tbe authors 
from which the poems are chosen include 
Bruno, Saxe, Swinburne, w. R. Alger, Edgar 
Fawcett, James Thomson, Leigh· Hunt, M. 
J. Savage, Snsan H. Wixon, W. B. Scott, 
Margaret Fuller, Shakspere, Thomas Hood, 
Frank Felt, George E. Macdonald, Shelley, 
Britton, Ernest Jones, and others. The 
children of Freethinkers can find in it many 
good pieces for school recitations. Price, 50 
cents. 

this particular field has been much sought 
after by the preas of Chicago, he having 
traveled professionally over the greater part 
of this country and Europe. As he was a 
success in that capacity he bas since become 
an acknowledged authority on the prestidlgi. 
tator's srt. · The book runs through several 
chapters of gossipy reminiscence relativ to 
celebrities ot.this profession past and present 
Many astounding tricks are laid bare by the 
illustrations. The basis of all religions h 
the love for the mysterious in humanity, bi!-' 
what appears mysterious on the platform 1· 
often ludicrously absurd when explained b) 
an adept. Anyone desiring to familiarize 
themselvs with professional deceptions or 
illusions, such as the decapitation, cremation, 
or the palanquin acts, would do well to pur. 
chase this book. It sells for $2. 

)W1he ·World's Sages, Thinkers~ and 
Reformers. The Biognph1es oi 
three hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to .the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 
Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Maine Ooast Oottager takes tl:.e place 
of the Mt. Desert Herald, published at Bar 
Harbor, Me. It is edited by Joseph Wood 
and devoted to building up the in~ereste of 
the Maine coast. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. Svo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; · 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Freethinkers ·Of India ha.v begun the 
publication of a paper, fortnightly, called 
Modern Thought. It is printed at Bombay, 
and we sincerely trust that it may survive 
longer than its predecessors. 

A lecture by Professor W. J. Woolsey, 
entitled, ''The Churches and the Pews,'' can 
be had free by addressing Dr. Wilson, 258 
Nash street, Bt. Paul, Minn. It is a Liberal 
speech, and levels some keen· shafts against 
orthodoxy. 

•• What's Bred in the Bone" is the novel, 
by Grant Allen, which took the five thousand
dollar prize awarded by London Tid Bits; 
republished here by B R. Tucker. As a 
novel it is very fine and holds the reader's 
attention closely. Price 35 cents. 

Anyone interested in Russia will find 
"Russian Traits and Terrors," published by 
B. R. Tucker (price, 35 cents), a revelation 
surprising in the extreme. Russia is about 
the worst country in the world lf we may 
believe the writers of this work. Tbe people 
are all liare, slothful, dishonest, immoral, and 
cruel. Tbe half has not been told about 
their prisons; their persecutions of the Jews 
exceed the published facts, and the peasantry 
are in a worse condition than were our 
African slaves. The book was originally 
published in a series of articles in the 
Fortnight"y Re'Ditw. If the charges against 
the country are true, and there is too much 
ground to apprehend they are, it is well the 
world should know it. 

"Main-Traveled Roads" is a series of 
"six Mississippi vailey stories" by Hamlin 
Garland, published by the Arena. Price 50 
cents in paper and $1 in cloth. The publish 
era thus describe the work: "All the storle• 
are distinctly American. They deal with the 
light and shadows of Western life. Mr. Gar 
land nowhere preaches or moralizes, but 
every story, by its wonderful picture of life 
and conditions as ihey are found to-day, tells 
a. vital truth and stimulates thought. It ie 
with the people, the great army of toilers 
who struggle so heroically and receive so 
little of life's comforts, that the author deals 
in this remarkable volume. Tbe title is by 
no means misleading. It. is over the main. 
traveled road that the characters pass, some 
bearing heavy burdens, some bowed with 
age, care, and trouble ; some laughing in the 
exuberance of youth and radiant in the 
wealth of health and hope." The novel is a 
work of genius and calrulated to stir up 
trouble if read by the hard-working farmers 
of the South and West. The Farmers' 
Alliance could use it effectivly as a campaign 
document. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern . Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes f~lly all 
the religious systems of the world, mclU:d
ing Judai•nn, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

"Miss Worden's Hero," by H. B. Salis
bury is a Socialistic-Anarchistic forecast of 
the,/ coming revolution" in this city, told in 
novel form. It is published by G. W. Dil
lin~tham in very cheap style, and few we 
imagin will care to pay even 25 cents f(,r it. 

B. R. Tucker has published Karl Heinzen's 
"The Rights of Women, and the Sexual 
Relations-An Address to an Unknown 
Lady Reader." It is a very radical work, 
calculated to shock most people, but full of 
facts and common-sense conclusions-as 
such works uaually are. Its perusal would 
make a good many men ashamed of them
selva; and likewise some women. Of it the 
Boston Beacon says : " The volume contains, 
from the natme of its theme, a great deal of 
plain speaking, but there is nothing in it 
that ought to offend a serious mind ; and it 
is interesting to observe that the opinions of 
the latest scientific investigators into the sub
ject of the evolution of mnriage are in 
agreement with Heinzen's suggestions." 
Cloth covers, $1; paper, 50 cents. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De· 
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claims of supernaturalism 
everwritten. By F. W.NEwMAN,Emeritus 
Professor of the London University. 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; Ieatl- er, $5.0G; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 

Professor C. L. Haskell, St. Louis, Mo., 
has printed ln. tract form an article which he 
recently wrote for these columns. on " How 
to Convert Atheists." It is No. 1 of " DO· 
You-Ever-Think Seri(>'l." He would prob
ably sell a dozen for 25 centP, and their dis
tribution would do good. 

Including The A;ge of Reason, J'!xamina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r • ·eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

!nalysis of Religious Beli~f. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
ooUN'T AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
.,. ohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
:Jomplete from the London edition. 745 
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.~~0; 

Thomas A. DaVIes has written a pamphlet, 
" Am I Jew or Gentile? Or the Genealogy of 
Jesus Christ, Proving His Divinity," which 
may be had of E. H. Coffin, 49 John street, 
New York for 25 cents·. The work is a new 
twist of •· 'holy writ," and it is unnecessary 
to say that the claim made in the title is un
true. 

One of the curiously useless books which 
people persist in writln~ is Wm. Hemstreet's 
"Mind in Matter; or, The Substance of the 
Soul," printed by the Fowler & Wells Co. 
Mr. Hemstreet claims soul to be a thing, and 
just as material as the body is, whether 

"Vacation Tinie, with Hints on Summer· electrical or ethereal; and that mind is the 
Living" bv H. S. Drayton (F0wler & Wells innate quality of that thing like cohesion or 
Co.), for 25 cents, contains a good deal of energy 1n matter, although in nei,her case 
good sense and comiderable of the usual can we tell the why or wherefore. He argues 
nonsense talked by "hygienists." But as on that by demonstrating the. corporeal nature 
the whole it makes for out-door living and of the soul we demonstrate its immortality, 
plentiful exercise its influence is good, in the imperishability of matter and its 
though there is no special reason why it alliance with volitional tenacity of love of 
should be called Vacation Time. life. He suggests this theory will add a new 

"A LiH.Ie Book for :Men and Women About 
Life and Death," by W. Carew HazUtt. price 
$1, has reached us from Reeves & Turner, 
London. Mr. Hazlitt strongly opposes the 
cburch, and he sums the purport of his book 
in tliis way: "A survey of the whole ques
tion convinces one : 1. That we and the 
other tenants of the earth are parcel of a 
colossal system of whlch our knowled~e is 
exceedingly defectiv, and of which, under 
clerical auspices, we should hav remained to 
the last, not merely in absolute ignorance, 
but with altogether false impressions. 2. 
That while the church was, during a. certain 
length of time, a wholesome agent in the 
promotion of literature and the arts, it at no 
perkd helped forward real education, and ls, 
under changed circumstances, the greatest 
enemy to human progrePB and welfare. 3. 
That as the church has been constructed by 
ordinary human methods, it is as open to 
criticism and inquiry as any other branch of 
our political fabric. 4. That so long as tbe 
church continues to exercise its authority 
over our schools and llrainlng, the progress of 
real culture among other than lndept-ndent 
thinkers is out of the question; and 5. That., 
in order to place the views of the community 
on a solid and sincere basis, the entire scheme 
of teaching in all our seminaries, for girls as 
well as for boys, for advanced pupils as well 
as for the very young, must be absolutely 
secularized." 

The foregoini. volume~ are called " '!'he 
1'ruth Seeker Library." If all ere ordered to. 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will bs 
deducted from the price of eaoh. 

system of social philosophy and explain and 
Perhaps every admirer of Charles Brad- support ,e~stlng theology. Tbe book sells 

laugh already possesseR George Jacob Holy- for $1. 

The "Agnostic Island" is a story by F. J. 
Gould of the efforts of some mlssiollarles to 
convert to Christianity the inhabitants of an 

· oake's Jiol:ory of his "L\fe and Career," a.s 
printed by Mr. Green, but if he has not he 
should get it. It is an affectionately just 
tribute to a really great man. Those who 
read it will know Brad! a ugh better, and 
POme seemingly harsh actions will be ex
plained by the knowledge. Price, 15 cents. 

island in the Australasian regions who had THIRD EDITION •. 
no religion, but guided their lives by a code 

Peter Eckler is a1 ways publishing valuable 
· works and his latest, printed in his usual 

elegani manner, is "John Calvin, and the 
Errors of Presbyterianism." The publication 
is the result of a correspondence between Mr. 
James Bell, of Brooklyn, and a Calvinlst!c 
preacher of Detroit. An authentic portralt 

· of Calvin discloses why his system of 
theology is the worst of all Protestant specu
lations. His ''errors, lgnorance, misconcep
tions and absurdities are disclosed and 
· expo~ed." The book is exceedingly useful 
to the scholar and the price is $1. 

Freetraders• will naturally desire to ·hav 
Bellry George's latest volume, " Protection 
or Free Trade P" and probably the reader with 
limited means and time can get no better book 
on the subject. Mr George claims to hav 
answered every question raised by the pro
tectionist and met every objection to free 
interchange of commodities between nations. 
This may or not be so, but Mr. George is an 
able writer, and undoubtedly his book will 
be of use to those who think there is no 
prosperity for the country until the custom
houses are aboli&hed. Price, 25 cents. 

Paul Carns, of the Open Oourt, has issued 
a second edition of "Fundamental Prob
lems," price $1 50. The purpose of the book 
Mr. Carns explains thus: "The fashionable 
Freethought of to-day is so clmely connected 
with negativism and hedonism that most peo
ple are accustomed to identify Freethought 
with these its excrescences. In this book, 
however, is proposed a philo~ophy of most 
radical Freethought, that is no negativism, 
no Agnosticism, and no metaphysical mysti
cism but. a systematic arrangement of positiv 
facts' O.n the ground of positiv facts, it 
equally opposes hedonism ae well as aeceti
cism, ptopoundlng a humanitarian ethics 
which, if obeyed, will keep our nation 
healthy and must lead us 'not on the easy 

of principles known as Agnosticism. It is ·•y Reli.gi·ous Expnri• "'. DCfl. an unusually well-told story and has been JU u .,. 
accorded praise in all quarters. "Orlginalin 
conceplion. the story is told with suc.b unaf. By s. P, Putnam. 
fected simplicity-every character is so natural 
-that the reader is unconsciously entranced. 
and is impelled to pursue the narratlv to the 
end. It may safely be asserted that no 
orthodox Christian could rise from a perusul 
of the work without having his mind liberal. 
Jzed and his intellectual capacities widened. 
' The Agnostic Island ' is just the book to 
put into the· hands of a liberal Christian 
anxious to understand and appreciate the 
faith of the maligned heretic'' Price in this 
country, $1. 

"The Dawning," by J. M. L. Babcock, 
has entered upon its third edition. It ought 
to be its thfrtieth., for it is a book that is full 
of rare thought and suggestion. It is a 
romance of love and labor, where what is 
noblest in both is beautifully sketched. " The 
Dawning" is one of the novels of the ni!W 
age. It was written for the head and heart 
of man, and appeals to both with equal power. 
The story is fascinating,the characters charm
ing, and the advanced questions of the day 
are treated in a way that commands respect 
and infiuences opinion. Tbe author of this 
rare book has put the world of thinking men 
and women in his debt. His broad sympa
thies for his race and his earnest purpose in 
seeking to ameliorate the hard lot of the 
working class, make" The Dawning" a pook 
that all wllge.earners, as well as all students 
of the industrial problem, should read. Pa
per, 50 cents. 

"Leaves from a Conjurer's Pcrap.Book; 
or, Modern Maglciars and thelr Work." 
Donohue, Henneberry & Co., is a handsomely 
printed, neatly bound, and fairly illustrated 
book of nearly 300·pages from the pen of H. 
J. Burlingame. The author is a bright and 
entertaining writer whose literary work in 

Price. 25 cent@. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. 

'fhe New God. P1ice, 10 cents. 

The Problem of the Univers~>, and 
it~ <lcientlfic Solution. with some Oriticiems 
of:Un•versology. Price. 20 cents. 

Waifs and W11nderingll'. A New 
American Story. P··ice. olotb, $1.01; paper, 
50 o•nts. "A prose epic of tbe war, rich with 
incident a.nd dra.matio power ; breezy frow 
first PRIZe to last with 1 be living Epirit of to. 
da.y,"-Jo~n S•rinwn•s Paver. 

Gold('n TbrolH•, A Romanae. "The 
author ··ertainly ba.s geniuP. The divine 
crea.tiv sp~rk is with him. The book is filled 
with ma.nly tbouahts, expressed in ma.nly 
wor 'a-the tranHcriPt or a manly mind. 
EvArY L\heral should read' Golden Throne.•" 
-bu;erwll. Pdce, $t. 

Ingersoll and JfSUS. A oonvereation 
in rhYme batwePn the Nineteenth Oentury 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer. wherein 
it i• showR thpre is much in harmony between 
them. Price. 10 cents. 

Prometheus, A Poem. " It is 
crammed with life, tbOttllbt, and profonnd 
emotion, poured forth, it s£ems to me, with 
PXt.rao•dinary beauty. "-Dr. Henri/ W. Bellows. 
Price, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and 
other Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents. 

Adami a11d Heva. A poetia version 
of tile Indian storY of the Garden of Eden in 
whir.h its suPeriority to the mutilatPil ropy
t.he Genesis legend-is shown. Price, to cents; 
For all of the a.bove R.iloiress 

THE TRU rH BEEKER 00., 
~8 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee]\ 
D. M. BENNETT and Crnus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 

What Objections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. "M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the follqwing 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
ments hav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; M.un denies. This is 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

'rrial of D. M:. Bennett in the Unitea 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case and shows what monstrous injustice 
was' perpetrated upon Mn. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to J esns Christ. 
5 cents. 

Lterrogatories to Jehovah .. Be~g 
3,000 questions propound~d to his J ~msli 
Godship upon.a great vanety of subJects. 
PIIJJer. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

oloth, 75 cents. 

The Bock ~f Chronicles of the Pil· 
glims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tu 
the '2rJ·~h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

rhe First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Tr:uth Seekers. 
10 cents. 

11le Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Onen Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
- lU cen~. 

,_ ··-~-·, 
----- ~--~ ___ :::;·--·. 
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11 THE TRUTH SEEXBR will hav a special department 
devoted to the work upon the Pacific Ooast. S. P. 
Putnam will contribute' News and Notes '-from all 
parts of the field. There will be weekly correspond
ence from San Francisco and other points, and 
ample reports of conventions and Liberal meetings, 
and in every respeot the eolumns of THE TBUTH 
SEEX.BB will, like Freethought, giv account of the 
progress of affairs and maintain the spirit. of .fellow
ship. Thus, through THE TRUTH SEEUR we can 
keep up communication with one another, hold our 
ranks intact, carry on the work with advantage, and 
preserve unity of action, the objects for which Free
thought was established. 

11 A great work has been done. We view it with 
pride and hope, and are satisfied that under the 
new arrangement it will still be successful and 
glorious. 

"We are poor, and because we are poor we must 
be economical of our expenditure. We must make a 
dollar go as far ·as we can, and cooperation is the 
word. But not the less do we labor with enthusi
asm, not the less do we see the promis of the future, 
not the less do we believe in the victory of our 
cause. 

11 We feel sure that the readers of Freethought will 
cooperate in this movement, will f;!iv it their generous 
support, and thus make the Liberal work more 
effectiv and broader than ever. We must combine 
There is an immense effort throughout the country 
for a union of church and state. We cannot haul 
down our 1lag ; from East to West there must be a 
solid array of Liberals. We cannot afford to waste 
our powder. In view of the pressure of the times, 
the uncertainty of the business world, and the 

FoB new subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER we danger that confronts us, concentration and con
return thnks to Menre. 0. Ohild, E. T. Greber, solidation are necessary to the Liberal cause. 
Almond Owen (who aleo sends lor five of the new "The headquarters of the Freethought Publishing 
Biblical Picture Books), N. G. 0. Ooad, ~. N. Sher- Oompany will be at San Francisco, as heretofor~.>, 
man. James M. Lop-an, W. A. Wagner, J. Monroe, for pub1ishing, printing, sale of Liberalandscientific 
M. Fleming, Sam l:..use, John A. Oalder, J. Warm- works, etc.; also the special agency of The Truth 
brod, George W. Meyer, A. W. Beery, W. G. Trout- Seeker Oompany to receive subscriptions and renew
man, D. Hepler, and D. W. 0. Priest. Such help as als of the paper, and sell books. By means of this 
these gentlemen extend we gratefully appreciate. branch office the country between · the East and 
We desire to greatly increase our list this fall and the West will be constantly activ. 
winter-in fact, it is imperativ that we should do so "We are convinced that when fbe benEfits of the 
-and ask our friends all over the country to help consolidation of THE TRUTH SxExEB and Freethought 
us. The list could easily be doubled if only one- are thoroughly understood, it will be welcomed by 
third of our readers would take as much interest in friends and sup-porters with the greatest enthusiasm. 
THE TRUTH SEEX.BB's success as the gentlemen "S. P. PuTNAM, l 
named above. " EMIL LElllliiE I Board of Directors 

11 W. H. EAsTMAN, ~ Freethought Pub-
W• will furnish free sample pages-picturet! and 11 F. L BRoWNE I · lishing Oompany." 

text-of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book" to " G. E. MACDONALD, J 
any friend who ,will distribute them where they Oontinuing, Mr. Putnam says to the Liberals of 
will do good, and to anyone who will become a Oalifornia and the Ooast : 

selling agent a liberal diseount will be made. A u THE TRUTH SEEXBB will carry on the work of 
Freethinker of good address, man or woman, out Freethought. It is impossible to do double duty. 
of work, could make good salary selling this book I must confine myself to the lctcture field. The labor 
in any town of fairly L'benJ inhabitants. there is of the first importance. I shall he in Oali· 

fornia during the months of October, November, 
Concentration of Efl:ort. December, and January. I desire to address Lib-

The il!!l~le of the San Francisco Freethought of erals wherever possible, and arrange fnr a grand con
August 15th waa its last. The following card by vention at San Francisco, January 29th, PAine's an· 
the Board of Directors of the Freethought Publish- niversary; of the Oalifornia State Liberal Union. I 

hope that all will cooperate. We must not giv up 
ing Oompany explains why: because our means are small. We can and must do 

"After a careful consideration of the resources at something. There are formidable issues presented 
hand it is decided tha~ Freethmtght shall be con- to us. The people must be educated by the platform 
solidated with THE TRUTH SEEX.BB. The present as well as by the press. Arrange for one lecture at 
pecuniary support of Freethought does not justify least if no more. Even if only a few attend this is 
its continuance as an independ •nt journal, with the infinitly better than nothing. There will be advr..nce. 
burden resting upon a few. Much has been accom- Minds will be awakened Witb the union of Free
pli8hed by the generous devotion of friends, and that thought and THE TRUTH SEEX.BB, I shaH hav op
which has been accomplished will form the basis of portunity for greater work in the field. The Pacific 
new effort. It is not a retreat but R change and coast is JOY home, and here I wish to devote myself 
combination of forces whereby at the least outlay to the interests of the cau11e. Rally to the 1lag, and 
the greatest results can be attained. let ua hav a splendid fall and winter campaign 

"We hav not the wealth and power of the churches. worthy the memory of Thomas Paine. Send the 
We hav to work with small means, and we must word along the line. 1 shall expect a p;en~ral re-
make the beat of these means. sponse. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM." 

" Fortunately we are not without allies able and 
willing to aid in the advanMme'l~ of th~ Liberalism Mr. F. L. Browne, who, since George E. Mac
of the Paoiflc Ooast. THE TRUTH SEEKER hereafter donald retired from Freethought, because he 
will take the place of Freethought. It is' hoped couldn't stand the strain, has had charge of the office 
that the subscribers of Freeth.ought will heartily editorial duties, supplements the foregoing with a 
support this alliance, and approve the wisdom of the statement. Mr. Browne is an old friend, and was a 
course adopted. clerk in this office when D. M. Bennett was in the 

"Whatever ~o~dvanee subscriptions hav been paid 
for Pruthoughl will be made good by Tn TRU',['H flesh : 

SDDII. " I re1leot regretfully npon tbe departure of Jlree. 

thought for the East. I would that I were going 
with it, even away from the sunny skies and balmy 
breezes of the Pacific coast ; away to . the storm ~nd 
chill of the Eastern winters. 

11Aithough my work has, until recently, been behind 
the scenes, I hav taken an activ part in the publica
tion of the paper almost from the very start. I hav 
bumt the midnight oil in its behalf many a time 
and hav put forth my best efforts to help make it a 
success. 

" Therefore I say adieu sadly. I see it and its 
interests depart eastward as. t~ose of a dear friend 
whom I may expect never to meet again. 

11 The force of ciroumstsncas dictates this course. 
It is wiser to make a safe harbor than to attempt to 
weather a storm outside the shelter. It is better for 
the interests of all that the work should be shaped 
to continue than to court disaster by an attempt to 
do too much. Our good commander-in-chief givs, 
in another column, detail of arrange nents made for 
the best intere1:1ts of all concerned. It is unnecessary 
for me to repeat them here. Do not for a moment 
think that this move is made for the purpose of 
lightening the burden upon the shoulders of those 
Mtivly engaged in the work connected with Free
thought. The move cuts off the income while it 
still leaves a burden of financial obligations upon 
the management. 

11 In our work we hav been nobly supported. In 
times of need we hav not looked in vain for the 
response . to appeals for assistance. This is fully 
appreciated. This has encouraged tHl. to continue 
the wdrk in the face of appalling difficulties. But 
we are tired at last. w lil feel that it is better to let 
others assume a part of the burden. 

11 Born and bred in the Liberal ranks, it is out of 
the question for me to drop the work. It must go 
on. I shall continu"l to w~tch the progress of Lib· 
eralism on .the Pacific coast; shall compile the items 
of interest and see them published. To this end I 
invite correspondence from the many personal 
friends of Freethought. I shall h&v opportunity to 
becotoe acquainted with you and exabange ideas. 
Let us work together. Local Freethought societies, 
send me reports of what is happening in your organi
zations; Freethinkers, call my attention to items of 
interest in the fie~d of Liberalism ; personal friends, 
write me of new thoughts which come to you. We 
can make this work move on with greater effect than 
ever, if you willllll do this. 

" Over the paths of gleaming steel that span the 
continent shall speed tbe messages proolaiming life, 
activity, and eft'eotivnesa in the Liberal ranks here
tofore represented by F.reethought. Friendtl, here is 
my hand and greeting." 

These statements are suffioient, perhaps, but we 
must say a few words to the Liberals of the country, 
and also extend the hand of family fellowahip to the 
new friends who hav come to us from Freethought, 
to whom we introduce THE TRUTH SEEX.BB this 
week. 

The past two years hav been hard o~es for th~ 

few journals upholding the cause of Freethougbt. 
There has been much to distract the mind to other 
issues. Business has been poor, merchants finding 
but few customers, while the farmers hav been com
pelled to sell their crops for little or nothing.. There 
has been no great case of persecution by the church 
to draw the Liberals together, and some of them 
hav felt that things are going all right-that the 
church is losing its grip upon its members and 
ministers ; that the rumored trials for heresy boded 
the downfall of superstition, and that the creeds 
when revised would line up with common sense. 
Under these conditions the efforts of the Liberals 
hav relaxed, with unfortunate results. Ohlirles 
Watts, one of the ablest men who ever stepped 
upon a platform, has found it necessary to go back 
to England, where he could better provide for his 
family, and though his work in 01nada is to be 
continued, we very much fear that it will not be 
possible to hold the Libera] peoplq of that country 
together as he has done. Freethought, with two of 
the ablest men in the country at work for it, has 
found the plilth too rough. 'Ijhe task its publication 
imposed they hiV found beyond their strength. 
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One of· them has been compelled to look elsewhere 
for the means to support his family, and the other 
thought it best to lay the burden down that he 
might do more to help the cause from the lecture 
platform. There is no one to blame for all this ; it 
is simpiy a phase which all unpopular causes must 
show at times. We hope that the results will hav 
the effect of arousing the Liberals to a sense of the 
sUuation. 

The coT'solidation of Freethought with THE 
TBUTH SEEKER, however, is not by a~y means a weak
ening in the work. On the contrary it is an expan· 
sion, and will help tbe Pacific Ooast ·friends to do 
still mor~, as THE TRUTH SuKEB is larger in circnl• 
tion and affords greater opportunity for correspond

-encE>. We ask its new readers to take it to their 
hearts as they did .Freethought,_ and we hove to 
make it the same 'Welcome friend to their firesides. 
Whatever is peculiar to the Ooast will not be omit-. 
ted. Mr. Patnsm will find ample room in its big 
pages for his "News and Notes;" he wi!l be its lect
uring Editor and traveling representativ. Mr. F. L. 
Browne will send us each week full accounts of all 
that touches- the interests of Liberalism on the West
ern slope-from the S~erras to the Sea-snd the 
Liberals of CAlifornia, Oregon, and Washington wiU 
find it as devoted to t.beir work as was Freethought. 
The o:ffioe f'f the Freethought Company in San 
Franoisoo-838 Howard street-will be a special 
agency where Liberals visiting the city can find the 
paper and our books, and leave their subscriptions as 
well as at the· Eastern office. We sb11Il meke good all 
the subscriptions paid in advance to Freethought, but 
we also aek those who are behind to forward the 

. money due as soon as possible. We slrong1y deeire 
to keep on our list every name on Freethought's 
lief:, and by bk\ug '-'dvsmtage of oar terms for clubs 
Tm: TRUTH SEEKER will cost them little if any more 
than did Freethought. And to every one of these 
Dew friends we extend a hearty invitation to write to 
us, tell us of theit- work and wants, arid so keep up 
the cordial spirit of fellowship developed tbrough 
Freethought. 

"' Prayer and Rackarock Powder. 
When the theologians want or don't want any

thing, they pray. They pray to avert famin and 
ring church be Us_ to keep oft a plague. If there are 
too rqany grasshoppers around they pray that the 
Lord will kill the insects, and a man dying from " 
bullet wound is made the vic~im of the same incanta
tion. 

a day without a shower or two. The grass is getting green. 
"The experiments hav not yet been conducted upon the 

extensiv scale of the program first laid out by General Dy
renfurth, but sufficient has been done to demonstrate that 
the right plan for making rain when it is needed has been 
discovered. 

" The balloons, owing to the present inadequate means 
of making oxygen in large quantities, hav not been a dazzling 
success. But the rackarock powder and dynamite hav 
worked wonders with the atmosphere. 

"The explosion of any large amount of dynamite and 
rackarock was followEd by rain inside of ten hours upon 
eight or ten occasions. 

"Last evening was the final and most conclusiv and satil!
factory of any of the experiments. The night was clear and 
there was every indication .of a long dry spell. 

''Five balloons were sent up and exploded. A stiff gale 
was blowing from the east and they drifted far toward thte 
setting sun before they t xploded. The battle on the ground 
where rackarock and dynamite took the place ot heavy 
artillery lasted from 6 o'clock until 10, then the general and 
his forces retired. They were awakened at 3 A.M. by a vivid 
flash of lightning, followed by a violent clap of thunder. 
They went out and saw a storm of great violence raging 
in the west. It rained until about. 8 A.M. Then many 
pounds of dynamite and rackarock were exploded again. 
After each-discharge the rain tell in torrents." 

We do not know whether it is humiliating to the 
Lord or to his preachers to hav to acknowledge that 
dynamite and raokaroek powder are more powerful 
than they, but the case seems clear. It is well 
known that prayers for rain were not always followed 
by showers, and that shrewd preachers put off their 
supplications till the wind was in the east. What 
follows ? The concluaion is inevitable that God 
couldn't or wouldll't make it rain when the conditions 
were not right.. Now, if he couldn't, then dynamite 
and raokarock powder are more powerful than he, 
for they force the conditions and the rain follows. 
But if be could but wouldn't, then his chosen mouth
pieces were of no more avail with him than other 
folks. Preachers are useless, their prayers are not 
answered, the Lord heareth them not. Tben what 
in the world is the use of supporting I hem ? False 
medicin men should be set to work. Let the minis
ters stop praying and to go experimenting with dyna
mite and rackarock powder. So can they earn their 
salaries and become of some benefit to the world. 

Another Jewish Convert. 
The Jews are at last, under the persistent prod

ding of Mr. Be11jemin, warring toward the Ohristian 
mission for their conversion in a manner which must 
speedily render Mr. Freshman's enterprise unremu
nerativ. And his converts, under the able tutelage 
of Mr. Benjamin-who hates a Ohristian Hebrew 
with great ability and zeal-will all soon be indaced 
to sit with the faithful of Israel again, leaving a net 
result of nothing as a basis for begging for funds to 
support the Hebrew-Christian mission in St. Mark's 
place. 

A Hungarian Jew, by name Max Winterling, is the 
latest renegade from Judaism to Christianity, and 
also t.he other way. His story is round in the foliow
ing affidavit : 

"City and County of New York, ss. 

It used to be considered one of the minister's 
duties to pray for rain when a dry spell continued 
too long, and so foolish were some of the minister's' 
parishioners that they objected to his praying for 
rain till they had gotten their hay in. The others, 
having gotten the hay in, insisted that the preacher 
should go ahead. 

The difference between the tbeo1ogians and the 
scientists is clearly shown in this question of rain. 
Theology believes and supplicates; science reasons 
and experiments. The theological method of getting 
moisture from the skies not. proving a success in 
rainless loca1ities, science has taken up the matter, 
and triumphed over theology. Hereafter prayers for 
rain will be at a discount, and the minister has lost 
another hold on his victims. This aacount, from 
Midland, Texas, of Saienoe's triumph was in nearly 
all of the daily papers the other day: 

"The labors of the rainmakers whom Uncle Jerry Rusk 
sent down here to try to pump water out of cloudless skies 
are practically at an end so far as this particular locality is 
concerned. 

"General Dyrenfurth will le&ve for Washington to-morrow 
morning, to be gone about ten days. He is highly pleased 
with the success of the experiments and has perfect faith that 
the p0wer of making rain has been secured. 

"From a barren, dry alkali prairie this country has been 
transformed Into a first. class pasture land. 

" The ranch belongs to Nelson Morris, of Chicago, and 
covers three hundred thousand acres. Before the rain per
suaders came there hatl been no good rain on the ranch ror 
three years-only ilght showers at rare intervale which did 
but ltttle good. Since the exsmr\ments were begun there 
h~sl;l~~~ o~e tre~endous ral?tall, au~ t~ere ha!l 4~rdly been 

"I, Max Winterling, being duly sworn, say that I reside 
at 17 St. Mark's Place in the city of New York. I was born 
in Budapest, in 1868. I arrived in New York in 1886. Here 
in a strange land, with no friends, I drifted until I heard of 
the existence of the Rev. Jacob Freshman and his mission, 
at whose mission Jews in my position are assisted and main. 
tained in consideration of giving up their religion, Judaism. 
I became a frequent visitor at Mr. Freshman's, and as I 
never received a thorough Jewish education I soon fell a 
prey to the convincing proofs of Christianity as depicted by 
Mr. Freshman and his aids. I was duly baptized by him on 
January 15, 1889. He assisted me during my stay in New 
York until I was sent by him to a seminary at Mt. Hermon, 
Mass., where I remained for one school year and then 
returned to this city. During my vacation I was again sup.. 
ported by Mr. Freshman with five dollars weekly and free 
lodging. Here my eyes became opened to the peculiar 
irregularities and inconsistency of beth Mr. Freshman and 
my fellow-converts. I became cognlz\nt that while the con
verts pretend Christian piety in the church, they scoff and 
laugh at Christianity in general, and Mr. Freshman's Igno
rance in particular, out11ide of the church. The few old 
Bible proofs in favor of the New Testament became to me 
ambiguous and obscure. When I presented my diftlculties 
to Mr. Freshman, his sole reply was that I must not permit 
the devil to get the best of me. Finally my conscientious 
struggle became unbearable I now resolved to cheat Chris
tianity and myself no longer. I therefore m&ke an open 
confession before God and men that I never was a Christian 
at heart and could never be one especially wueu my Chris
tianity should emanate from men iike M.r. Fre~hman. He 
himself might be a good Christian, hut his hug-e Ignorance 
and inconsistency never did and never will influence any 

conscientious and enlightened person to follow his example. 
I am also free to say that every convert whicb. Mr. Freshman 
ever made is of the same opinion as myfelf but they lack the 
moral courage to express theiilSelvs openly. As I was the 
one who called the police r ftlcer to eject Mr. Benjamin when 
he together with the Hwaldrepresentativ visited the reading
room, it will be seen that it is not at the Instigation of Mr. 
Benjamin that I come to my conclusion. I certainly owe an 
apology to the Christian community for cheating them out 
of their money and good-will. The only restitution I can 
offer is by warning them against a further waste of money 
upon the other converts. The Clnistlans who honestly lend 
a helping hand toward maintaining the Hebrew-Christian 
church are innocently corn.mitling the crime of promoting 
and encouraging dishonesty among converts like myself. 

"MAx WrNTBBr.ING. 
" Subscribed and sworn to before me this tenth day of 

August, 1891. Wm. J. Becker, Notary Public City and 
County of New York. 

Having gatten this avidence against Mr .. Fresh
man's mission Mr. BeDj•min has gotten Mr. Winter
ling out of the country before be turns himself over 
again. The real Jews regard such fellows with 
scorn and aversion, and use them only to help break 
up the mission. Tbe American Hebrew says of them: 
" We beg our Obristian friends to dismiss from their 
minds any idea they may entertain that we feel 
gratified at the renunciation of Cb.ristianity of men 
like Winterling. We prefer they kept out of our 
faith. We hav no use for men like WinterliDg, 
Hoffman, et al., who will use religion as a cloak for 
obtaining an eas;v livelihood ; no more use than we 
hav for Mr. Freshman, who knows the character of 
the material he employs to urge religious and well
meaning Ohristians to pad with their money, under 
the idea that they are really saving the souls of Jews, 
when they are only helping to support a lot of 
worthless persons, most o! whom would be in j•U if 
they got half their deserts." There is none more 
clannish in religion or zealous and jealous for his 
faith than a Jew, and the attempt of the Christians 
to convert poor people of that faith arouses as great 
a religious hatred as exists between Catholics and 
Protestants. And it can be truly said of the Jews 
that very few yield to the pleadings of the Christians, 
and they are of the most dishonest kind, willing to 
play the hypocrit for the sake of a few dollars. Mr. 
Winter ling says that five other converts madt by Mr. 
Freshman "will withdraw the mask of conversion so 
soon as their domestic affairs and financial difti.oalties 
are straightened out." It may be thought that such 
might be safely left to their own destruction, and 
they probably would be did not the Christians find 
them available as excuses to beg money and did not 
the Jews dislike to see even the most wodhless of 
their number renounce hi"' religion. 

Editorial Notes. 
BoMB of the Freethinkers of England, led by G. J. Holy. 

oake and H .. L. Brmkstad, hav begun a movement to repeal 
the law which now makes it illegal to leave property in trust 
for Freethought purposes, and which sanctions confiscation 
of money avowedly bequeathed tor the advocacy of views 
hostil to Christianity. A general election will probably take 
place in England within a year, and candidates for the next 
Parliament will be supported or npposed as they favor or 
oppose such action. Mr. G. W. Foote, as president of the 
National Secular Society. concurs in the effGrt, and will ren
der what assistance Is in his power. The National RefO'I"'TMr 
says of the movement : '' It hal.! of late years grown more 
and more clear to most Freethinkers that the future success 
of our movement, as one of persistent propaganda, depends 
on its being properly endowed. But endowed it can never 
be, however anxious Freethinkers may be to leave their 
money to it, while the present wicked blasphemy laws sub
sist in their entirety. These laws muat be repealed, in part 
ere long, in whole ultimately. When Mr. Bradlaugh last 
introduced his bill for their repeal, it was resisted by men 
like Mr. Samuel Smith and Sir Edward Clarke, on the score_ 
that the repeal would allow blasphemous cartoons and 
writings to 11e published with Ii:npunity. Mr. Samuel 
Smith's snuftle about the honor of God Almighty is a thing 
to remember. These precious champions of the honor of 
omnipotence hav not dared to attempt a single blasphemy 
prosecution since that of the F'ruthinlur; yet they maintain 
tb.e law against endowment on the pretext in ,question. 
But the blll now in hand does not ask the bigots to surrender 
their power of imprisoning us for attacking their opinions ; 
it only proposes that bequests for the endowment of our 
propaganda be made legal. They will be left free to prose
cute us for blasphemies, if they dare. If, then, they insist 
on preventing us from endowing our movements as all 
other movements are endowed, they wf11 stand confessed 
as simple brigands. No honest Christian can for a moment 
defend the policy whioh taunts Freethinkers with lacking 
institutions, while deliberately c )nfi ~eating all funds left to 
found snell iuatltntlons. 'f!Je time ls 11ome to put Christian 
moraiity In this matter to 11 dealdiV test; and to that end 
it is incumbent on all Hrltish Freethinkers to support the 
new b!ll by every means In their power.'' 
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Practices What He Preaches. 
IPAVA, ILL., July 7, 1891. 

·Mx. EDITOR : Inclosed find money for THE TRUTH SEEKER, 
which send· to another new convert, the new subscriber 
named at Astoria, Til. It requires time and reason only to 
light the whole world. What was once a s'mple spark has 
grown to a gigantic blaze that will soon drive out all dark
ness. And the sooner every true Liberal will, in kindness 
and confidence, advocate the principles of L'berality, the 
necessity of universal justice, the sooner we wlll hav unlver. 

I then, that If we look for eternal substance, we hav it in 
electricity. If power, we hav it in electricity. If omnis
cience and omnipresence, what like electricity ? If good
ness and love we do not look for that ln any God (so called) 
nor In natur~ either. Goodness- and evU are very much 
mixed, a<icordlng to our ·experience, and we expect always 
to find it so In time to come. Electro-psychological science 
must and will, I think, classify and explain the '' phenom
ena," and show how and why they are in exact harmony with 

sal light. Yours truly, C. S. RANDGLPH. 

Make the Holy Day a National Holiday. 
ST. ELMO, TENN., Aug. 16, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: I want the Congress of the United 8tatea to 
pass an act making the first day of the week, commonly 
called St.nday, a nat'onal holiday, in which everyone In the 
United States can be just as free to do or act as on any other 
national holiday. No ene has any right to do wrong on any 
day, and everyone ought to be just as free to do what is 
right on Sunday as on any other day, and whatever Is right 
to do Wednesday or Monday cannot possibly be wrong on 
Sunday. Giv us a national weekly holiday. Then some 
people can grunt· and groan, whoop and howl, and be as 
blue and dismal as they choos~, without compelling every. 
body else to be blue and dismal also. L. L GoODWIN. 

Freethinkers Must Work as :farnestJy as Christians 
FITOBBUEG, MABB., Aug 4, 1891. 

MB. EDrron : I aeked some of the news-dealers here If 
they kept your paper, but they said, No I This Is a great city 
for God. houses, and they e.re running full blast every night 
and all day Sunday. There are two of them about eighty 
yards from where I llv, one on each side of the street. I 
often think, if Freethinkers would only work half as ear
nestly how much better it would be for the cause. A friend 
and I tried to start a club In Waltham last summer, but 
failed. The most of them were too weak-kneed, and afraid 
of the Christians and of losing their job, although there are 
enough who profeEs to be Freethinkers to make a good start. 
I may say that Heston's cartoons are simply great. Wishing 
you success and Ion~ life to battle for the right, I remain, 

Yours for tbe truth. DANIEL MoCLUBE. 

Lost in a Wilderness of Supnstitionists. 
RIOHJIIOND, Aug. 16, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: There are ln. this village three churches, and 
a one.horse printing-press run by the church. What makes 
me say one-horse, sectarian, is that I hav tried it and found 
It dare not publish anything that was Liberal or that the 
church objected to. I wrote a piece entitled "Church 'Ds. 
Sunday-school." Its scene was back In 1850. I described 
the best I could the society then and now. I gave it to the 
printer. He came out with a long editorial giving me fits, 
and of course I replied, and he woulll not publish my reply. 

That you may succeed in all of your lawful undertakings 
Is my sincere wish. 

I am here alone, as it were, as far 8B Infidels are con
cerned. There Is not a number of THE TBUTHSEEKEB taken 
In this part of the county, and I do. not know of one being 
taken In the county. If I was able to get some smart lect
urer here to talk to the people it might make a blg difference 
In the minds of the people. But a smart talker cannot affJrd 
to lecture for nothing. I would be willing to pay for half of 
the expense If I could get some one to meet the other half 

. I. c. KILGORE. 

.A. Freethought Book for Norwegians. 
SIOux FALLS, DAK., July 28, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : I hav received your circular letter. I see 
you hav about 8B hard pecking In New York to make a liv
ing as we hav here in" the wild and wooly West." But 
we hav a magnificent crop of oats and wheat. The farmers 
are now busy_harvestlng. So we keep courage up, and hope 
to fiod some clover after harvest. In the last week I hav 
raked In the magnificent sum of two silver dollars printed on 
paper, for books sold, but a friend of mine lugged off my 
TBUTH BREKEB picture-book, and my little girl must hav 
another, so here goes the silver to please THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, myself, and my little girl. 

I shall also mention, I hav just got out another small 
book, 112 pages. Its title Is, "Evolution In Heaven and 
Earth." It Is a new story of creation, from the stand
point of Freethought and science. The book Is built up 
from extracts from such men as Flammarlon, Proctor, 
Denton, Haeckel, Wakeman, and many others. It Is writ
ten, as before, In the Norwegian language. The price Is 
30- cents, ·tour for $1. Those who hav read it so far glv 
it a good name. N. B. JoHNSON. 

Electricity is the Soul. 
LoNGSTREET, GA., Aug. 2, 291. 

Mn. EDITOR: Take the two articles of P. F. Shumaker 
and J. L Tompkins in the August 1st number; answer them 
according to Dr. J. B. Dodds, that "Electricity is the pri
mal substance in nature, out of which all things in being· 
were made;" glv it eternal existence and intelligence, will, 
and power, which we know it has; lmagln its omni
prep.ence and intimate connection with mind ; place it behind 
phenomena and all that is, and then see if we cannot get 
along without any Gods or devils or beliefs in the super
natural. Postulating electricity, by further studying, inves. 
tlgatlng, and-experimenting for another million years or so, 
we come to agree upon the most consistent of all ideas of 
God, P4D.thelsm (electricity). It is a little clearer than mud, 

nature's order. Yours for truth, T. N. MuoN. 

Why Are We Against the BibleJ 
Aug. 22, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR : In the number of April 25th Mr. W. L 
Willis promised UB another article about Bplritology. I am 
desirous to come into intercourse with ghosts. I think a 
real medium need not fear investigation. 

Why are you so against the Bible? For four years I had 
religious· Instruction and learned verses from it, and the 
reading of the Bible did me more good than all the teaching 
of the conslstoriabrath. Without it the farmers would all 
come in ;he same category with the captain under Fred
erick the Great who said o~ hearing c.f Roman law, "My 
goodness I I thought it was everywhere as in Prussia I" 
The patriarchs, David, Solomon, were noble characters for 
their ttme. Invested with sovereign power, we should ad
mire their moderation. lEsthlages, Nero, Callgula, Henry 
VIII., Prince Pierre Napoleon, Emperor William, were more 
violent and bad. Queen Esther and Q11een Herodla were not 
worse than Marie of Medlcls and Anne Boleyn, who killed 
Admiral Coligny and Thomas More. Ruth followed the· 
advice of her mother-In-law and the custom of the coun
try; she cannot be blamed. Styles are different all over the 
world. Cleopatra, In tender negligee, wrapped In a blanket, 
had herself carried by a slave into the tent of Cresar. Mary 
of Burgundy met Emperor Maxlmlllan in the street and 
kneeling down said, " How I longed for you, you young 
blood I" When Caroline of Brunswick went to London she 
had to walt for the royal carriages, and George IV. and his 
mistress lnsulted~her. You remember certainly the recep
tion given to Alexandra of Wales when she landed In Eng-
land. A CoNSTANT READER. 

A. Suggestion. 
DEs Momn, lA., Aug. 12, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: I would like to see a review of Fiske's "Idea 
of God" in THR T.BUTH SEEKER. Or If this work has been 
specifically reviewed by some competent writer heretofore, 
will you advise me, ao I can avail myself of it ? 

By the way, Is this suggestion of any value either to truth
seeking or Freethought? Is It practical? Get one or more 
Freethinkers In each locality to make a list of all known 
Freethinkers In that uelghborhood, and forward it to THE 
TRUTH BEEKER or the Secular Union, for the purpose of 
reaching this class of persons on proper occasions. The list 
should be frequently revised and kept In order by states 
and counties and cities. I am led to think that there are 
thousands of Freethinkers who do not even know of a Free
thought paper. As a class, these persona do not care to 
make much demonstration; they silently eDjoy their own 
opinions, and let everybody else "think as they please." 
Any attempted organ1zation of this class will be apt to prove 
a failure. At least, this is my opinion and observation. But 
If this class were simply" known " to each other, It would be 
of use. And it seems to me it would be well to try to lead 
up to a proper recognition of Freethinkers as such in future 
statistics. We hav tables of church-membership In govern. 
ment statistics ; why not membership of Freethinkers ? But 
this Is not so important, perhaps, as to " know each other 
here." I hav tried to get aome of the friends to list ou:r 
folks in Iowa, but hav not yet succeeded. I think it woUld 
be a good plan for Tim TRUTH BEEKER to undertake this 
work, and that it would be financially profitable to it and 
useful to the cause. · J. J. DAvis. 

Time Will Reveal Which is Right. 
, BoND, KAN., Aug. 15, 1891. 

Mn. EmTOB: In your Issue of the 8ih of August you print 
an article In reply to Mr. Swartz which I must say was mor. 
t!fylng for me to see printed In THE TRUTH SBEKEB-an 
article that one could only expect to see in a paper whose 
object was to destroy liberty and enslave thought by the' most 
direct route, by destructinn of a free press and an untram
meled tongue. Your article In question is so vindlctlv and 
reckless In regard to the facts In the case that it has no place 
In a paper whose purpose It Is to guard the cause of freedom 
and justice. Whenever you set oat to . defend such legisla
tion as the law which has got its clutches on Mr. Swartz 
and attempt to justify it, you are preparing a catch·basln 
Into which you will sooner or later fall yourself unless the 
tide of_ the pious meddling Is turned. While I would 
not contribute to the support of the Bun for this reason, it Is 
not the kind of literature which Interests me and I cannot see 
thathumanlty would lose any valuable support If the Bun 
were suppressed, yet all peopl~ are not of the same way of 
thinking as I am, and I do not see how I can eay that society 
in the shape of the state of Kansas can say that it has a nat
ural right to prohibit the sale of the next Issue of the Bun, 
TRUTH SEEKER, Oh1·istian Athocate, World, or any other paper, 
the contents of which has not been made known. H the libel 
Ia ws are not sufficient to protect the people, then make haste to 
remedy them, but do not'jump up and say you hav a right 
to forecast the fut;ure and make it a felony to circulate a 
publication of which you . know noth ng. You ask Mr. 
Swartz If he Investigated the papers he sold to see If they 
contained the truth, and at the same time make use of a 
q110tation you did not Investigate to verify. If you did 
Investigate you shot wide· of the mark. The quotation is : 
'' Whoever sells it does so under cover of secresy .'1 T~\B I 

know to be not a fact, for I hav seen with my own eyes the 
news-boys sell the paper In question, or rather offer it for 
sale, which amounts to the same, and I hav also heard his 
gentle voice break the stillness of the Sunday morning with 
the cry, "Sunday Bun here I" and that on Kansas soU and 
within fifteen or twenty minutes' ride. from Kansas City. 
You charge the Bun with only printing names In full when the 
victim Is weak and defenseless, and when the victim Is likely 
to avail himself of the ·libel laws to use various ways of 
cunning to evade them. I wish ·to ask, Do you kuow this . 
to be a fact ? And do you know the various other charges 
you make to be true? If so, why do. you take the precau
tion to locate your' victim without using any name except 
the weak and defenseless Mr. Swartz? I write not because 
I think Mr. Swartz incapable to defend himself, but because 
such articles as yours should not go unrebuked. 

Yours for liberty, F. 0. HELLST~OJ\1. 

One View of That Kansas Paper. 
DENVER. CoL., Aug. 10, lHi. 

Mn. EDITOR: In regard to Mr. Swartz's case for-SelUng 
the Kansas City Sunday Bun, I wish to Inform your readers 
that Mr. Swartz Is not guilty. of any wrong, as the Sunday 
Sun Is just as proper a paper to sell or read as THE '{RUTH 
SEBKEB or any other paper, notwithstanding the scurrilous 
abuse of the Bun by" Senator," of Rockport, Mo. The 
Sunday Bun Is a religious ·paper devoted to exposing the 

-cussedness of Christians, and as the clergy and senators and 
other rulers are the most lecherously wicked, why, of 
course they were oftenest the objects of the Bun's scathing 
roasts. I hav read almost every Issue of the Bun, as hav 
thousands of the best and most moral and refined people 
in Missouri and Kansas. The trouble with those like the 
Rockport" Senator" is, they are thoroughly bad and make a 
specialty of Eeducing innocent young girls aud fiirtlng with 
other men's wives, and of course they think any paper is 
very bad and obscene that dares expose their vUe and 
crooked doings. All of the large daily papers of the 
·country publish· the same sensational stuff that the 
tun does. If the Bun was only careful not to roast 
the rulers, but confine Its rays to the poor working 
people, it would be a very nice paper and we would never 
hear of the clergy and senators going in the legislature aJ:d 
asking for laws to suppress a paper that has the courage to 
expose their immoralities. Every person who IR moral and 
does right has no fear of the Sunday Bun, and will not be 
injured by Its teachings. Yours for truth and justice, 

DB. C. W. MoCoBJIIIK. 

Reasons for Hard Money. 
SALIDA, Cor.., Aug. 18, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOB: There has been much said of late through 
your columns upon the question of money. Has our· specie 
any Intrinsic value ? Many deny that U has. Which we 
claim Is very erroneous, from the fact that every dollar 
of- gold or silver ~aken from mother earth costs in the aggre
gate two dollars. Peoples and nations must hav a circulat
ing medlu~, or money exchange, and that must rest upon a 
value, before as well BB after a government has indorsed it. 
Gold and silver from earliest history hav been obtained 
through hard labor, and naturally adjusted to the conditions 
and requirements in the trade and commerce of •the world. 
Other substitutes hav been passed for a time, but ha V"Sl ways 
proved disastrous. The Continental money of 1776 fAiled; 
the greenbacks at one time f~Il more than fifty per cent. 
Had the Southern Confederacy backed her paper upon gold 
or silver it would always hav been good for Its face, except 
the coining expense. Money made from rags or -other val
ueless material (valueless because it costs nothing to acquire 
it) cannot become solid or lasting, because it has no basis, no 
reality. It comes without labor. It is superficial to act as 
your correspondent suggests, that government should losue 
$6,000,000,000 or paper money, promlsln11: to pay ·A. or B 
value received. I would QBk what it would be paid ln. 
Would it be paid In soap, molasses, or corn starch? Prob. 
ably In tin cans or more rags. It would simply be a promfs 
to pay, without any design to pay. A government can only 
giv·currency to value. or fall In the end. Governments_ must 
deal uron the same principles as Individuals, or in time go to 
the watl. H. MunBAY. 

Electricity is Not the Soul. 
HOWIOK, Q!JIIBBO, July 30, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: May I hav a little room ln our esteemed 
TRUTH SEEKER for a few remarks on Mr. P. F. Shumaker's 
letter In the last 1 BU'l'B: SEEKER? I hav often noticed that 
Mr. Shumaker Is a good reasoner on social questions, but I 
call him a total failure in the solution of scientific problems. 
He certainly makes bad work of the science of electricity. 
In his first answer to Mr. Bell's questions on souls he says, 
"The soul Is everywhere and can come from any-iV'here." 
To the third question he says, "The soul is compOEed of 
electricity." E'ectrlclty Is not everywhere and cannot come 
from anywhere •. Electricity Is an effect caused by two dif
ferent materials, one having the power of attracting and the 
other of repelling. When those two materials are In proper 
position and temperature they cause an effect. 

It is true that blood is very electric from the fact that it 
contains much of the materials that make electrlctty. But 
why electricity should constitute a soul in .a m~n any more 
than it does in an inferior animal, In a telegraph line, or In 
the clouds, I cannot see. Electricity outside of a man has 
never given any signs of lntelllgence, so I presume a tele
graph line and the clouds hav no soul. Mr. Shumaker's 
answers are all ridiculous enough to draw a broad smile 
froni anyone not completely unbalanced by the desire of an 
immortal something. But the best part of the farce is In the 
}aat part of his post scriptum, viz., " It Is said that Dr. 
fr&ll~PU;ll}ottl~d el{)ctricit;y a:qd qorked it up." And he uses 
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this statement as evidence that electi-lclty can be dissociated 
from matter (after telling us that electticlty was invisible 
and Imponderable). How did some one (Dr. Franklin 
never said it) know that electricity was in the bottle? This 
·must hav made many electricians smile, but I hardly believe 
it converted any to Spiritualism. 
· If I understand the sum of Mr. Shumaker's answers, it 

means that the human body is an electric battery and the 
soul is the electricity generated by this battery. This idea, 
viewed superficially, seems quite consistent, but it is too 
shallow to seriously engage a philosopher. Mr. Shumaker 
admits that the volume and quality of electricity (soul) pro
duced is in proportion to the size and health of the battery 
(body) ; that a child has not as much soul as an adult; that 
mental defect produces a correspondingly imperfect soul and 
a weak body produces a weak soul. This seems to me like 
a perfect description of a soul that dies out entirely when 
the body does. Yet Mr. Shumaker, being a Spiritualist, 
must be describing an immortal soul. Perhaps he means 
that electricity is forever ai::tlv. In that case no Materialist 
will contradict him. After the death of man all the .sub
stance of his body returns to the big bulk of simlliu matter, 
and the electric part of him will again produce electricity, 
but it will do so in common with the big bulk; and suppos. 
lng that electricity was the substance that composes God and 
all the other immortal spirits, as inferable from Mr. Shu
maker's letter, the main battery or the bulk of electricity 
would certainly make quite a respectable God.. It even has 
the principal characteristic of the only deity that we know 
of-its law is inexorable ; it never stops to caution an lnno. 
cent fellow to get out of the way but knocks down anybody 
that stands in its way, right or wrong and regardless of con" 
sequences. But how this main battery is going to maintain 
a separate little current of electricity (a soul) in good work. 
lng order for each individual that ever lived for an eternity 
after each and every one of those little bat~eries ·has been 
dissolved and the material poured b!lck into the main battery, 
is more than I can comprehend. CRAB. LAPBROHB. · 

A. New Voice Heard in the Freethought Circle. 
GRANT Pus, ORB., Aug. 15, 1891. 

MH~ lilD:I'l'Olt :. Being a constant reader of your valuable 
paper and not seeing any letters from this part of the coun
try, I thought l would write you a few lines. I hav been 
taking your papers for two years, and after I read them glv 
them away and am always careful to place them where they 
will do the most good. I sent you July 1st the names of 
new-subscribers, and hope to be able in the future to send 
you many more, for your paper is doing more to drive super
stition from the llu:d than any paper that I know of. 

Grant Pass h10.s a population of fifteen hundred inhabitants; 
has five churches, all well patronized. There are some out.. 
spoken Infidels and some tender-footed ones. I was brought 
up to believe that the Bible was the word of God, and was 
told tbat it was wrong to doubt. When I was young 1 
thought the Chrletlan doctrln was true because so many 
believed It. But as I got older and began to think for 
myself and use reason instead of blind faith, common sense 
would not allow me to accept the Christian faith. I am now 
fifty years old, and hav always been a close observer and 
tried to solve mysteries and not to be humbugged or deceived 
by any others. A man that believes that a God that was 
able to design and create the universe in six short days and 
could not glv a batter account of it than we get in the Bible ; 
a man or womim that believes the story of the creation, or 
the story of the flood, or Samson's fox story, or Jonah's fish 
story, or the immaculate conception story, and a thousand 
of other stories just as absurd that we find recorded in the 
Bible-I say, any man or woman tbat honestly believes these 
stories ought to be pltled more than blamed. 

I would like to see the Freethinkers organized in every 
state in the Union. I would like to see the reins of our gov. 
ernment In the hands of Liberal men. I would like to see 
Harrison and Wanamaker go home and take charge of their 
Bunday.schoolclasses; they are better fitted for that than 
they are for the po<Jltlons they now occupy. Wishing TBK 
TRUTH SBKXBR and all its patrons all the success in the world, 
I remain, Your brother Infidel, JoHN G. ABBQTT. 

rottenness eradicated, apply to a fearlees Infidel paper. 
They are not apt to lick the boots of power. 

What reforming literature hav the Catholics? What bold 
writers and critics do they encoura&e and pay? Their gen
iuses are frozen in Michael Angelo's marble. Their Bibles 
are on the upper shelf next the wall, with Manning's 
anathemas, Gibbons's emphasized platitudes, in green and 
gold in kont. . 

A shoal of Catholic missionaries are just upon us. What 
for? For fear that the emigrant might stray from the fold. 
The poor are not wanted. Do these foreign priests wish to 
liberate lands or reclaim them on the borders of clvlllzatlon 
for their members? No, they prefer to dwell apart with 
their own languages, clergy, and peculiar regulations. Will 
they be Americans, with their pious old follies and 
fulminations ? 

Society will be bound hand and foot as long as possible. 
How will it be done? Fling a blinding vail over his common 
sense, make the monster believe that be is just on the edge 
of a precipice, a yawning gulf, a deep abyss, a future state, 
a hell, while the prelate or preacher is the bell-wether who 
can ring one Into heaven, even If it is sometimes a tight 
queeze. 
In benevolent lnstUutlons the inmates should suggest . the 

rules which they obey, and be ruled no longer by female 
ryrants, Christians, who drive the helpless women Into the 
sleet to work or force them to obey some foolish Sabbath 
law. 

Hav these whited sepulchers said anything of land to be 
snatched from the hands of those who do nothing for the 
public good? Let them close their eyes and mutter their 
prayers, like angels, while the poor are suffering. 

.Mr. Blackburn has caused Mr. Ingalls to lecture at the 
famous Chautauqua, . whose paternal ideas of government 
would suit the days of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, or some 
C'luntry where even now the husband will wring the necks 
of children to let the mother know that he is master. Some 
of his enlightened hearers"remarked that they believed In the 
survival of the fittest; so did I, when I eaw a dog chew up 
a ground mole. 

Another great luminary is Archdeacon Farrar, who has a 
high opinion of a God," whose presence is fullness of joy," 
and you know the rest, which he calls the. sublime politics 
of God.·· Some theory which would include the fullneBB of 
decency and equal rights, would better suit the present 
period. ALHAZA. 

Let Us Exhibit at the Fair. 
BALTIMORK, MD., Aug. 22, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Since you published my letter, I hav ex. 
pected to hear from some Liberals in the country who would 
be willing to exprese. their views on the question I asked 
them to answer-that is, concerning the advisablllty of 
erecting a building in Chicago for the World's Fair in 1898. 
As soon as 1 returned to the city from my vacation I ques. 
tioned several of my Liberal friends about this novel idea, 
and all expressed their desire to contribute at least $5 each 
toward such enterprise if it were started. I myself, although 
my means are not far.reachlng, would willingly glv a $5 
note, and it necessary in the end a little more. The time 
we are losing on this plan, or rather, the time that is lost 
awaiting answers is valuable and every d11y count!!:. 
We would hav just about twenty months for work before us 
until the opening of the World's Fair, and if strong and able 
efforts are made during the next ten months to raise a fund, 
I think we could get a neat little sum. Now, a few words 
to our friend!' : Atheists, Agnosts, and all Liberals in general, 
come all to join this enterprise ; let all hatred and ill-feeling 
among the different organizations be forgotten ; try each 
and every one to contribute some pennies or dollars, what
ever you may deem proper, toward the fund, for everything 
helps. Remember how well, how nobly, and how bravely 
the defenders of Freethought and science stood and worked 
to lay the first solid foundation of the path of Freethought. 
Remember the terrible and brutal punishments they had 
to undergo for expressing their honest views. Remember 
that when tryhig to lead the people away from superstition 
and ignorance, at the very b!Jglnnlng of their noble and s«,~lf. 
sacrificing work, they were thrown into dungeons, and then 

A View of Society in 1891. brought to the public squares of towns and either burnt 
LBXINGTON, KY., Aug. 12, 1891. or lashed. Should we not, for these men that made our lives 

MR. EDITOR: If the mind was an entity, how strange so much more perfect and safe that well we may call them 
would be its shape and whole appearance to the eye of rea- our saviors, for they indeed laid foundations so solid and 
son; its faculties and powers as slow coming to an agree- strong that our Messrs. Ingersoll, Peck, ReinBburg, and 
ment as the "peace of Ryswick ;" the conscience not being hundreds of others may stand and expres1 their views un-
ready.made ; lin perfect as It Is, fl.lnchlngly and without fear of being aBBlgned to the fate of 

A blush remains where virtue sets a Bruno or some other hero...:..should we not, I ask you, 
To show ths.t sunshine has been there. again commemorate the lives and works of these great heroes 

The ruling passion is the gospel of every individual or in some mar,mer, at that point where people from all nations 
century, and poor human nature struggles in chains of appe meet in 1898? Now, as you can all plainly see, we must and 
Ute or sensltl'v pity, or to die like some restless saint for the will show to all the world what men were and at the present 

. world or the world's applause, or to obey the terrible will of day are the representative of Freethought and science. 
a murderess like Mrs. Gilmer, who murdered her husband Monuments for each of our departed noble workers we can 
to marry another man. not build, but we may or can try to accomplish something. 

Society falls back upon its original constitution, weary of Let us build a hall in Chicago, as I mentioned in the issue of 
a struggle with vice, and plunges headlong into a mire of THB TRUTH SBBKBB of August let. We hav eoough 
Infamous luxury. This Is what the world is doing now. Liberals in this country to contribute money sumc!ent to 
The modern saint parades a mockery of a little kindliness in erect such a building and decorate the walls with portraits 
public, while the shameful lie and barbarous neglect and of our departed heroes. Then we will hav our co.Llberals, 
cruelty are lnfilcted upon the helpless poor in secret. Our intelligent and able lecturers, who will try to make it as 
father's house is a den of thieves. The church Is a flimsy pleasant as possible to all visitors. We can readily see that 
j uggemaut kept up at an enormous expense in proportion to the majority of people of this country up to the present tlmi!> 
the little good done. are not even aware of the fact that we had· a Bruno, a 

The churches dread the revival of old abuses and quarrels, Copernicus, or a Gallleo, and if they hav ever heard their 
and are disposed to cling together lest theli- organizations names mentioned by their orthodox friends, they hold an 
should topple down. If you want the truth published, so l opinion as though the!le men had been the most notorious 
plat the Augean stables of vic2 C8l1 be cleansed, disease and scoundrels, Tbey know not what work these men accom •• 

pllshed. In fact, a great many believe, ·as Uncle Jasper says, 
"De sun do move." The greater part of these people, 
ignorant of the most valuable scientific facts, will visit the 
Fair; and then let our men enlighten them in a few days and 
teach them that which they did not learn in the parochial or 
religious school they attended during their years of school
ing. Friends, it is patriotism to work for this cause. It is 
necessary for people of our belief to act. For this is our · 
country; we must rejoice that Columbus found a place 
which has grown to be the headquarters of Liberalism-a 
place, a home, where a Liberal man may feel safe-a place 
which a little over three centuries after its discovery gave 
birth to a son who framed a Constitution for the United 
States so Liberal, so just, and so free from dogma that he 
may be full well counted among our departed Liberal herces. 
Let us hear the opinion of the different readers of THB 
THurn BBBKBR on this issue. Yours for Mental Liberty, 

BIDNBY J. RoSBNTHA.L. 

A Truly Interesting Lett~r. 
KBNT, 0., July 22, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : I love THB TRUTH SBBXBR and I think It Is 
growing better. And now my first question. I would say, 
the question of he~lth is of the greatest importance. And 
there Is so much ignorance on the Jaws of life and health 
even among our speakers. So generalis the li!lorance that 
one-half the human family die, in what are called clvlllzed 
countries, by the time they are five years old, and the other 
half are, so much poisoned with drugs that not one In a 
thousand dies a natural death. Therefore would It not be 
wise to open the columns of THB TRUTH BBKXBR for the dis
cussion of hygiene ? I do not wish to divert the attention of 
the readers of the grand old TRUTH SBBXII:R from the 
principles and measures so forcibly advocated by the illus
trations and the noble correspondents. I Intend to help the 
Truth Beeker Company, but, my dear brother, I hav ovflr
worked to such an extent that I had to change my maitalr 
of living. To show you what I am doing and hav tried to 
do, let me say, I hav sacrltl.ced more for the cause of liberty 
and Freethought than any living man or woman probably In 
the state of Ohio, and perbaps in the U nlted States. I tl.tted 
up my house to hold antisl~very, woman's rights, temper
ance, and Secular meetings, and in the stormy times of per
secution that arose when society was torn Into factions by 
the agitation of these questions I lost all my bees. Several 
swarms were stolen, and the persecutors stole all my sheep, 
killed all my hogs (nine in number), killed a good yoke of 
oxen, shot my dog, and at last burnt my house. In this 
last affair I lost more than $1,800. Finally I was shot at 
one night. So from this you may learn what some of us 
had to pass through, and I hav Jiot told you of more than 
one-halt. I am slxty.tour years old ; never joined a church; 
nor drank a glass of liquor, beer, or anytlring of the kind; 
never smoked a cigar or pipe, or used tobacco, or drank a 
cup of tea or coffde; and never hav used any medlcln for 
nearly fifty years. And I hav never had a chance to go to 
school, only when I wa_s quite small, with the exception of 
thirteen days and a half. But I hn had several discussions 
with ministers and others on all of the leadin~~; questions of 
the day. The last set. to I had was with a Catholic priest. 
He lectured in Kent's Hall to a crowd"ed house. All the 
ministers in town were present except one. During his 
remarks he said every Freethinker would lie and steal; every 
one was a monkey, only he had dropped his tall ; every one 
lived on swill, and when any of the Secular lecturers came 
here to speak to this class of men or things, instead of com. 
menclng by saying, "Gentlemen and ladles," he ought to 
say, "Pigs, pigs;" that they were rotten as manure, and 
the more you stir them the more they will stink. :A.nd 
when he ceased the Methodist minister shook him by the 
hand most cordially and congratulated him. He was 
cheered most vehemently all through, but at last he thanked 
the audience for their attention and satd : " If anyone dare3 
to question the authority of the holy Bible let them d() It 
now. I will answer all questions in a Christian manner." 
(Tremendous applause.) I arose and said : " ' And the Lord 
was with Judah and he drove out the inhabitants from the 
mountains, but could not drive them out of the valley 
because they had chariots of iron.' The speaker will now 
please tell us what was the matter with the L'>rd that he 
could not drive them out of the valley." "Hav you any 
more questions?" said he. "Yes, forty of them," said I, 
"but we think this question demands a candid answer." • 
But I could not induce him to answer. At last he said : 
"Ask all of your questions and I will answer them all in a 
Christian manner." I quoted: "Giv strong drink unto 
him that is ready to perish, and wine to those that be heavy 
of heart. Let him drink and forget his poverty and remem
ber his misery no more." "Do you think this favors 
drunkenneBB ?"said he. "Yes," said I, "for if he drinks 
until he can remember his misery no more he must be in a 
worse condition than I ever saw a drunkard, for I never 
saw a man so drunk that when he got over it he could not 
remember his misery any more, did you ? Come, glv us s 1me 
answer." Some one asked what the commentator said. I 
said: " The commentator says : 

" Giv him strong drink until he wink, 
That's sinking in despair, 

And liquor good to fire his blood 
And tree his mind from care. 

Then let him bouse and wild carouse, 
With bumpers flowing o'er, 

Till he forgets his loves and debts, 
. And minds his grief no more'' 

But he only said something about Juda.~, that I could not 
hear, and left without trying to answer any question. 

In conclusion let me say I will promls you this, I will get 
another name for THK TRUTH 8BBKBR. 

JoslU'H HlnGHTON. 
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" Between the dark and the dayHgh,, 
When the night Is beginning to lower, 

Oomes a pause In the daY'S ooOUPa~lonl 
That Is known as the Ohlldren•s Hour." 

Two Pictures. 
A youthful painter found one day 
In the streets of Rome a child at plaY ; 
And moved by the beauty that it bore, 
The heavenly look its features wore, 
On a canvas radiant and grand 
He painted its face with a master hand. 
Year after year on his w&ll it hung; 
• rwas ever joyful and alwaYS young, 
Driving away all thought of gloom 
A' the painter toiled in his lonely room. 
But the pllinter's looks grew thin and gray; 
His yonng ambition bad passed awaY; 
He looked for Years iii manY a place 
To find a contrast to that sweet fii.oe. 
Through haunts of vice in the night he strayed 
To find some ruin that crime had made: 
And at last, in a prison cell, he caught 
A glimvse of the htdeouB face he sought. 
On a canvas, weird and wild, but grand, 
He psinted the features with master hand. 
That loathsome wre,oh in the dungl!on low, 
With the face of a fiend and the look of woe, · 
Ruined by revels and stained by sin, 
A pitiful wreck of what once be bad been, 
Hated, and ehnnned, and withou' a home, 
Was the child that played in the streets of Bome, 

pistols. After a visit to the groc~r·s, over 
the way, where he bought a pound of 
candles and a bottle of rum,· he returned, 
put his purchase on the mantel-shelf, and 
looked around him with an air of perfect 
satisfaction. And then, with the prompt! 
tude of the camp, he shaved without a 
mirror, brushed his coat, cocked his hat 
over his ear, and went for a walk In the village 
In search of a cafe. 

II. 
It was an Inveterate habit of the captain to 

spend much of his time at a cafe. · It was 
there t~at he satisfied at the same time the 
three vices which reigned supreme In his 
heart-tobacco, absinthe, and cards. It was 
thus that he passen his life, and he could hav 
drawn a plan of all the places where he had 
ever been stationed by their tobacco shops, 
cafes, and mUitary clubs. He never felt so 
thoroughly at ease as when sitting on a worn 
velvet bench before a ~'luare of green cloth, 
near a heap of beer mugs and saucers. His 
cigar never seemed good unless he struck his 
match under the marble of the table, and he 
never failed, after hanging his hat and his 
saber on a hat hook and settling himself com
fortably, by loosening one or two buttons of 
his coat, to breathe a profound sigh of relief, 
and exclaim : 

'' That is better!" 
It wa.s his first care, therefore, to find an 

establishment which he could frequent, and 
after having gone around the village without 
finding anything that suited him, he stopped 
at last to regard with the eye of a connois
seur tbe Cafe Prosper, situated at the corner 

The Captain's Vices. of the Place du Marche and the Rue de la 
(Beleotea b!J D. Daven:vort. l Pavolsse. 

1• Eight days after he had become one of the 
It Is of no Importance, the name of the plllars of the Cafe Prosper. 

little provincial city where Captain Mercadler They soon learned his punctual habits and 
-twenty-six years of service, twenty-two anticipated his wishes, while he, in turn, 
caoipalgns, and three wounds-installed him. lunched with the patrons of the place-a val
self when he was retired on a pension. uable rel'ruit for those who haunted the cafe, 

Captain Mercadler had chosen that place folks oppressed by the tedium of a country 
of retreat for the simple reason that he had life, for whom the .arrival of a newcomer, 
been born there, and because, in his noisy past master in all names, an admirable racon
childhood, he had pulled down the signs and teur of his wars and his loves, was a true 
plugged up the bell-buttons. He returned stroke of good fortune.' The captain himself 
there to find neither relations nor friends nor was delighted to tell his stories to folks who 
acquaintances, and the recollections of his were still ignorant of his repertoire. There 
youth recalled oilly the angry faces of shop- were fully six months before him to tell of 
keepers who shook their fists at him from his games, his feats, his battles, the retreat of 
the shop doors, a catechism wlllch threatened Constantine, the capture of Bou-Maza, and 
him with hell, a school which predicted the the cfficers' receptions with the concomitant 
scaffold, and, finally, his departure for his Intoxication of rum punch. 
regiment, hastened by a paternal maledle- His usual auditors were the keeper of the 
tlon. cafe, a stupld.and silent beer cask, always In 

For the captain was not a saintly man; the his sleeved vest and remarkable only for his 
old record of his punishment was black with ca~ved · pipe ; the bailiff, a scoffer, dressed 
days in the guard house infiicted for breaches Invariably in black, scorned for his Inelegant 
of dlsclplin, absences from roll-calls, and habit of carrying off what remained of his 
nocturnal uproars In the mess-room. He had sugar; the town clerk, the gentleman of 
often narrowly escaped losing his stripes as acrostics, a person of much amiab!llty and a 
a corporal or a sergeant, and he needed all the feeble constitution, who sent to the lllustrated 
chance, all the license of a campaigning life, journals solutions of enigmas and rebuses; 
to· gain his first epaulet. Firm and brave and, lastly, the veterinary surgeon of the 
soldier, he had passed almost all his life in place, the only one who, from his positloil·of 
Algiers at that time when our foot-soldiers Atheist and. democrat, was allowed to con
wore the high shako, white shoulder-belts, trad!ct the captain. This practitioner, a 
and huge cartridge boxes. man with tufted whiskers and eyeglasses, 

Captain· Mercad!er-twenty.slx years of presided over the radical committee of 
l!ervlce, twenty-two campaigns, and three electors, and when the cure took up a little 
wounds-had just· retired on his pension, collection among his devotees for the pur
not quite two thousand francs, which, joined po•e of adorning his church with some 
to the two hundred and fifty francs from his. frightful red and glided statues, denounced, 
cross, placed him In that estate of hnnorable·l In a letter to the Bieole, the cupidity of the 
penury which the state reserves for Its old Jesuits. 
servants. In short, the group lived harmoniously 

His entry Into his natal city was without together and willingly permitted themselvs 
ostentation. He arrived one morning on the to be presided over by the newcomer, whose 
imperials of the diligence, chewing an ex- · white beard and martial bearing were quite 
tingulshed cigar, and already on good terms llmpreBBlv. And the small city, proud of. so 
with the conductor. . . many things, was also proud of its retired 

He installed himself at once. In a house captain. 
In the outskirts, where two captlv cows I IlL 

lowed, and fowls and ducks passed and Perfect happiness exists nowhere, and 
repassed through the gateway, a furnished Captain Mercadler, who believed that he had 
chamber was to let. Prece«:led by a maeculin-1 found It at the Cafe Prosper, soon recovered 
looking woman, tbe captain climbed the from his Uluslon. 
stairway with its great wooden balusters, For one thing, on Mondays, the market-
perfumed by a strong odor of the stable, and day, the Cafe Prosper was untenantable. 
reached a great tiled room, whose walls were From early morning it was overrun with 
covered with a bizarre paper representing, truck peddlers, farmers, and poultry-men. 
printed In blue on a white background and Heavy men with coar. e voices, red necks, 
repeated !nftnitly, the picture ot Joseph and great whips In their hands, wearing blue 
Poniatowski crossing the Elster on a horse. blouses and otter skin caps, bargaining over 
This monotonous decoration, recalllng, their cups, stamping their feet, striking their 
nevertheless, our m!Htary glories, fascinated fists, famlllar with the servant, and bungling 
the captain, without doubt, for, without at blll!ards. 
. concerning himself with the uncomfortable When the captain came at 11 o'clock, for 
straw chairs, the walnut furniture, or the his first glass of absinthe, he found this crowd 
little bed with Its yellowed curtain, he took gathered, and already half drunk, ordering a 
the room without hesitation. A quarter of quantity of lunches. His usual place was 
an hour was enough to empty his trunk, taker. and he was serverl slowly and badly. 
hang up his clothes, put his boots In a corner •I The bell was con~lnnally sonnrl!ng, and the 
and ornament the wall with a trophy com- proprietor and the waiter, with napkins 
pos~d of three pipes, a sa per, and a pair of 

1 
under their arms, were running distractedly 

hither and thither. In short, It was an ill
omened day, which upset his entire exist
ence. 

Now, one 'Monday morning when he was 
resting quietly at home, being sure that the 
cafe would be much too fuU and busy, the 
mUd radiance of the autumn sun persuaded 
him to 'go down and sit upon the stone seat 
by the side of the house. Be was s\tt.lny 
there, drpressed and smoking a damp cigar, 
when he saw c'lming down the end of the 
street--,lt was a badly paved laue leading out 
into the country-a little girl of eig'l.t or ten 
driving before her a half dozen geese. 

As the captain looked carelessly at the 
child he saw that she had a wooden leg. 

There was nothing paternal In the heart of 
the soldier. It was that of a hardened .bach
elor. In former days, In the streets of Al
glerP, when the little begging Arabs pursued 
him with their importunate prayen, the 
captain h•.d often chased them away with 
blows from his whip ; and on those rare cc 
caslons when he had penetrated the nomadic 
household of some comrade who was married 
and the father of a family, he had gone a way 
cursing the crying babies and awkward 
rhilflren who had touched with their .greasy 
hands the gilding on his uniform. 

But the sight of that particular Infirmity, 
which recalled to him the sad sprctacle nf 
wounds and amputatioDl', touched, on tba 
account, the old soldier. lie felt almost a 
constriction of the heart at the sight of that 
sorry creature, halt-clothed In her tattered 
petticoats and old chemise, bravely running 
along behind her geese, her bue foot in the 
dust and Hmping on her 111-made wooden 
stump. 

The geese, recognizing their home, turned 
Into the poultry yard, and the little one was 
about to follow them when the captain 
stopped her with this question : 

"Eh I little girl, wltat's your name?" 
"Pierette, Monsieur, at your service," she 

answered, looking at him with her great black 
eyes, and pushing her disordered locks from 
her forehead. 

"You liv In this house, then? I havn't 
seen vou before." 

"Yes, I knew you pretty well, though, for 
I sleep under the stairs, and you wake me up 
every evening when you come home." 

" Is that so, my girl? Ah, well, I must 
walk on my toes in the future: How old are 
you?" 

"Nine, Monsieur, come All Saints' day." 
"Is the lar dlady here a relatlv of yours?" 
"No, Monsieur, I am In service." 
" And they glv you ?" 
"Soup, and a bed under the stairs." 
" And how came you to be lame like that, 

my poor little one 7" 
"By the kick of a cow when I was five." 
"Hav you a father or mother?" 
The child blushed under her sun-burnt 

skin. " I came from the F~mndllng Hos
pital," she said briefly. Then, with an awk
ward courtesy, she passed limping into the 
house, and the captain heard, as She went 
away on the pavement of the court, the hard 
sound of the little wooden 1eg: 

Good heavens I he thought, mechanically 
walking toward his cafe, that's not at all the 
thing. A soldier, at least, they pack off to 
the Invalides, with the money from his medal 
to keep him in tobacco. For an officer they 
fix up a collectorship, and he marries some
where In the provinces. But tb!s poor girl, 
with such an infirmity-that Is not at al] the 
thing! 

Having established In these terms the ln. 
justice of fate, the captain reached the 
threshold of his dear cafe, but he saw such a 
mob of blue blouses, he heard such a din of 
laughter and clink of bUllard balls, that he 
returned home In a very bad humor. 

His room-It was, perhaps, the first time 
that he had spent In it several hours of the 
day-looked rather shabby. His bed-curtains 
were the color of an old pipe. The fireplace 
was heaped with old cigar stumps, and one 
could hav written his name in the dust on the 
furniture. He contemplated for some time 
the walls where the sublime lancer of Leip 
zig rode a hundred times to a glorious death. 
Then, for an occupation he passed his ward
robe In review. It was a lamentable series 
of bottomless pockets, socks full of holes, and 
shirts without buttons • 

"I must hav a servant," he said. 
Then be thought of the little lame girl. 
" That's what I'll do. I'll hire the next 

little room. Winter Is coming, and the little 
thing will freeze unrler the stairs. Hhe will 
}ooli after my clothes and my linen and keep 
the barracks clt,~an. A valet, how'ft that?'' 

picture. The · captabi remembered that 
quarter-day was ;still a long way off, and 
that his account at the Cafe Prosper was as
suming alarming proportions. 

. "Not rich enough," he said to himself. 
" And fn the mean time they are robbing me 
dow11 there.··. That Is positlv. The board 
Is too hlgb, and ·that wretch of a veterinary 
plays bezlque Dilich· too well. I hav paid 
his way now .for eight days. Who. knows? 
Perhaps I better put the little one I»; charge 
of the mess, soup anjl cafe In the morning, 
stew at noon, aii$1 ;rag,~out every evenlng--
campalgn-11te, #rc'c · · "• I know all about 
thl\t. Quite' tll'tl; . . • try." 

G'>ing ou·t he '""J~ _ ··'once the mistress of 
the house, a great·' bfutal peasant, and the 
little lame girl, who both, with pitchforks In 
their hands, were turning over 'the dungheap 
in the yard. · · 

" Does she ~now how to sew, to wash, to 
make soup?" he added brurque]y. 

" Who-Pierette? Why:?" 
'' Does she?" · 
" Of course. She came from an asylum 

where they' learn .. how to take care of them-
selva." , 

" Tell me, my· little one," added the cap
tain, speaking.' to the child," I am not scaring 
you-no? Well, my good woman, will you 
let me hav her? . I want a servant." 

"If you wlll sup~ort her." 
" Then that 18 finished. Here are twenty 

francs. Let· her 'hav to. night a dress and 
a shoe. To-morrow we'll arrange the rest.'' 

And, with a·. friendly tap on Pierette's 
cheek, the captain went off, delighted that 
e"Verythlng was concluded. Poss1bly he 
thought he worild hav to cut off some glasses 
of beer and abstnthe, and be. c~~outlous of the 
veterinary's skill at bezlque. But that was 
not worth speaklo.g of, and the new arrange. 
ment would be quite the thing. 

lV 
Captain, you .are a .coward I 
Such was the. apostrophe :with which the 

caryatidr s of . the Cafe Prosper hereafter 
greeted the captain, whose visits became 
rarer day by day. . . 

For the poor man bad not seen all the con 
sequences of his good action. The suppres·. 
slon of his mornlng absinthe had been suffi
cient to cover the modest expense of his 
Pierette's keeping·, Jmt how many other 
reforms were ne1;lded to provide for the 
unforeseen expenses of his bachelor establish
ment 1 Full of gratitude, the little girl 
wished to prove It by 'her zeal. Already the 
aspect of his rpom was changed. The fur
niture was duste4 a_nd arranged, the fireplace 
cleaned, the floor polished, and spiders no 
longer spun' thelJ; webs oyer the deaths of 
Poniatowski In the corner." When the cap. 
ta!n came ,qome theinvlting od()r of cabbage 
soup saluted him on the staircase, and the 
sight of the s~oklng plates on the coarse but 
white table-cloth, with a bunch of flowers and 
polished tableware, was quite enough to g!v 
him a goo(l appetite •. Pierette prcfi~ed by 
the good humor· of her master to confees 
some of her ~ecrP.t ambitions. She wanted 
andirons· for the fireplace; where there was 
now always a fire burning, and a mold for 
the little cakes' she knew how to make so 
well. And the captain, smUlng at the child's 
requests, but charmed with the homelike 
atmosphere of his rooms, promised to think 
of It, and on the morr.ow replaced h!l! 
Londres by cigars for a ll<5U each, hesitated 
to offer five points at ecarte, and refused his 
third glass of beer or his second glass of 
chartreuse. 

Certainly the struggle was long: it was 
cruel. Often, when the hour came for the 
glass thai was denied him by economy, when 
thirst seized him by the throat, the captain 
was forced to make a heroic effort to with
draw his .hand already reaching out to the 
swan's beak of the cafe ; many times he 
wandered about dreaming of the king turned 
up and of quint and quatorze. But he almost 
always courageously returned home; and 
as he loved Pierette more through every 
sacrifice that he made for her, he embraced 
her more fondly every day. For he .did em
brace her. She was no longer his servant. 
When once she stood before him at the table, 
calling him "Monsieur," and so respectful 
In her bearing, he could not stand It, but 
seizing her by her two hands, he said to her 
eagerly: 

" First embrace me and then sit down ar d 
do me the pleasure of speaking familiarly, 
confound it I" 

And so to day It Is accomplished. Meeting 
a child baa saved that man from an ignomln
lons age 

B.ut ~ cloud d~rjene!l the 90IJlfort!iol>le 
He lias substituted ror his old vices a young 

passion. He adores the ltttle lame girl who 
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skipg around him in his room, whioh is com. 
fort able and well furnished.· . ·· 

He has already taught Pierette to read, 
and, moreover, recalling his caligrapby as a 
sergeant-major, .he has set h~r copies in 
writing. It is his greatest' joy. when the 
child, bending attentivly over her paper, 
and ~ometimes making a blot, which she 
quickly licks up with her tongue, has suc
ceeded in copying all the letters of an inter
minable adverb in ment .. .. Bis u_neasiness is 
in thinking that he Is :g~wiilg;,~ld and has 
nothing to leave his ad9-'~~i 

And so he becomes\:~iJ!:~~"a' miser; he 
theorizes; he wishes io ;gl~'iip"'?his tobacco, 
although Pierette herself fills -and lights hi~ 
pipe for him. He counti on saving from 
his Blender income enough·to purchase a ,little 
stock of fancy goods. Then, when is dead, 
she can liv an obscure and tranquil life, 
hanging up somewhere.in the. back room of 
the small shop an old cross of. the Legion of 
Honor-her souvenir of the captain. 

Every day he goes to.walk with her on the
rampart. Sometimes they are passed by 
folks who are strangers· in· the village, who 
look with compassionate .surprise at the old 
soldier, spared from the wars, and the poor 
lame child. And he is moved'-ob, eo pleas
antly, almost to tears-wh~'n one of the 
passers. by whispers as they pass : 

" Poor father I Yet how pretty his daugh
ter is."-Francois O.'ppee. From" Ten ~l'ales 
btl Francois Ooppee," J£688'1'8. · Harptr & Broth.. 
er1. 

!Ioney the Year Ro:ond. 
Miss Smith says : " Can I make $25 per 

week in the plaiting brisiness ?" Yes. I 
make $4, to $8 per day plating tableware and 
jewelry and selling platers. . H. C. Delno & 
Oo., Columbus, 0., will e:iv yoU full informa
tion. ~ plater costs $5. Business is light 
and honorable and makes money the year 
round. . A R:s:AD:s:B. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUA.L 
l"rlce, 25 OeDts. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
ery cures Horrid Old Sores, 
Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
years' standing, Inward Tu· 
mors, and every disease of 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
taken root. Price, $1.50. 
Sold by every DrU.ggist in 
the United States and Can
ada.. 

MYTHS AND MYTH-MAKERi. 
Old Tales and Superstitions· Interpreted by 

Comparative Mythology. 
By JOHN FISKE, M.A.., LL.B., of Harvard College. 

Price, $2. · 

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B. 

Randolph, aided by'swedenborg, through 
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrflc. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] 
Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
A. New English Edition of the Koran of Moham

med, to which is added the Life of Moham
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in A.rabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 

Christ of Paul ; or, the Enigmas ·c;~· 
Christianity. 

Frauds of the Churchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., - - Price, $2 . 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. 
A. Compendium ofUniveri!al History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 
Sixth edition, 544pp., - • $1. ~ 5. 

S~ftiPTURE SPECULATIONS. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, 

Judaism. 

By !£· R. STEVENS. 

Primitive Man, 

419pp.,. $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM 
A. Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. ·. 

Essays and Treatises~ Autobiography and Dia. By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI, 
logues on Natural Religion. Prof. of Philosophy at the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

Tho Modern Science Essayid s;~;;;~;;~N IN A~~e, ~~;s. OLD FAIT;i:~~
5

o.THE NJ!JW. 
Ten Oenw Each, 

1. HERBERT SPENOEB : Hill life, writina-s, and 
ll.hiloaophy, By Mr. DANIBL GBBBIIILEll' 
TilOKPIOX. 

I. OHARLES BOBEBT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and inftnenoe. By Bev. JOHX.W. 0HADWICB:. 

a. BOLAB ,AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
How anna and worlds eome into being, By 
Mr. GABBET P. BE:&TIIIB. 

4. EVOLUTIPN OF THE EABTH: The storY of 
geology, By Dri LEWIS G. JANES. 

li. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAH PoTTS. 

a. EVOLUTION OF ANII11AL LIFE : The order 
. of zoological evolution. BY Dr. BossiTBB 

BADI:OIIID. 
7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiQ

uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. Oon:. 
8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de

velopment. By Dr. BOBBBT G. ECCLES. 
11. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. BYJAMJ:sA.BKIL-

Tox. · 
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SmNEY 

BAMl'SON. 
11. EVOLUTION OF MOBALB. By DB. LBwls 

G. JANB8. 
1ll. PBOOFB Oli' EVOLUTION, By NBLBOD O. 

P ABSIIA.LL. 
18. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO BELIGIOUB 

THOUGHT. B:vJOHN w. c.JHADWICB:. 
14. l'HILO~OPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 

HoYT NICHOLS. 
111. THE EF"'EOTI!I OF EVOLUTION ON THE 

OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE, 

Addreaa THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00., 
liS Lafa:vette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OB, 

Principles of the Natural Order 
or tb.e IJntvert~e, Wtth. a sys· 

tem or l.'f.lora;lfy Based 
The,eon. 

BY PBOJ!'J:SSOB LUDWIG BUOl!NEB,'M.D. 
CONTENTS: 

Force and, Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immorta.lltY of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
ImmortalltY of Force, Man, 
I"ftnitY of Ha.tter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Mauer, Thou~rJH, 
M.•tion, Oonscinnsnea~, 
Form, Beat of the Soul, 
lmmuta.bilityofNatural Innataldeaa,._ 

L~~ow~, . Tne 1:1e& of uod, 
Un1versality of Natural Personal Oontinnance, 

L,.ws. Vital For,:,e, · 
Tne Heavens, The Sonl of Brutes, 
Periods of the Creation Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Oria-inal Genera~ion, 0 on c 1 n ding Observa-
Becular Generat1on, tions, 
Price $1.50. Address THE TBI9'TH BEEKEB 00. 

By JEAN MESLIER (born 16~8), 
A. Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 

Portrait. 
Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Han's Nature aud Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARB<ET 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, - - - - $1.50. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text• Book. 

A. Confession. 
By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 

Authorized translation from sixth German edition 
by Mathilde Blind. 

$1.50. Price, 

HEA.LTH HINTS TO WOltlEN. 
Important Information for A.ll, and " Danish · 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. SCHOTT; Price, $a0 . 

Thirteen Lectures on the Bible. The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
By Ron'T CooPER. Price, $1. Prophets. 

Orlt~ln and Development of Relit~· 
ious Ideas and Beliefs. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observatiens on his Writings. 

13y GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

A. BIJSINESS ltlll.N'S SOCIIl.L AND 
R£LIGIOIJS. VtE·w.~. 

Jl'rom a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

DEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A. Preservative Against Religious Prejudices. 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, • $1: 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 

_ By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir~J . 
Price, paper, 50. cents; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J, E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 eents. 

By ·s. BARING-GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all"students of the 

Bible. -[Congregationalist. 
Price, $1.50. 

RADICAL PULPIT. 
Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHAM and ·FELIX A.DLER. 
Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE. 
A.nd Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By. PHILANTHROPUS. 
446pp. • • - - Price, $1. 

rhe Contrast: Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MoSES HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
A.ND OTHER PAPERS. 

:Jandid Arguments for and Against Immortality. 
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, ~5 cents. 

SIXTEEN. SAVIORS OR NONE. 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

ltlortallty or the soul and the Im· Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, 
mortality of lis Elements. Hymns, and Recitations. 

Price, 

By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI. ~·or Organizing Societies; for llhrriages, Fnn'lr• 
alB, Naming of' Infant~. Obituaries, Epi · 

ta.phs,.;etc. Also 525 Liberal and 
Spiritualistic Hvmns .for ·· 15 cents. 

Social and Various 
Public Oocasions. 

18mo, 55?ro;i:Oi . Price, ~5 cents. 
JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD r Characterofth;~::: :::~ah Delineated. 
Auricular CQnfession and'Nunneries. 

A .NEJJ- .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" TM ~~ itulf ooth call jO'I' instant 
renudy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cletb, $1; paper, GO cents. 

Addres1 THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00., 
iS Lsfayette Place, New York 

LIFE OF 

Joshua Davidson: 
HOD!IIN IKI'l'A.'l'ION OP C:EIIS'l', 

A1 to his LU'e on Earth and hls Communism. 
BY MBS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "A Prete•~ ud a Plea." in Oraer o• 
CreaeleM. 

Cloth, 12mo, m pp., - 71S Cents, 

W TAU book tDGB BUpJJrUMd by t/U first Amdr 
iMn publWiw ... 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A. Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OwEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. 1tL BBNIIBTT. 

Prioe, 10 cen~a. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Ckurch Doctrines. 

By W. B. BARLOW. [Spir:J .Price, 10 cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. 
BY HtiBLIItl'l.' and W .AJUULU', 

Prioe. 10 centl. 

.iCHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable 

on!l&ughts on OhristiaBity, 
Price, 10 cents. 

RLA.SPHEltlY AND THE BffiLE. 
BY o. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, li oents. 

For all of thll above books address 
THE 'i'BUTH BEEKEB 00. 

llB Lafa.:veite Pl., l!iewYork. 

By w. HOGAN. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

Shelley: Philosopher and Reformer. 
·By C. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 
------~~----~-------------· 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett, 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument, 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Pi-ice, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With .Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 
Paper, 40 cents. 

SOU,L PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

Theological Amendment and State Personality; 
By Jos. E. PECK. 

Prlee, . . . .25 cents. 

For aU of ·UaeT-Jllif8 books ~ddress TBUTH BEEKEB 00., . 
II Lafanite l"l,,NewYor.kr 
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No. BOOKS ISSUJID. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual a.nd Freethink-

en• t\lma.na.c................ . • . • . • • • • . . . . 25 
2. Men, Women, a.nd Godll. Helen H. Ga.t-

dener .•• ............... .•.... ...•.... ....• 50 
s. Age of Rgr,son. ".l.'homa.• P"ine... .•.•. ••.• 25 
4. Answers to Ohri~tia.n QuestiOns. D. M. 

Bennett •.•• _..... • • . . •• . • . . • . . • . . . • . •• . • • 25 
5, Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Victor Hnii"O'B Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll'S address on Bha.kepere.. . . . • • • • 25 

OTBBR NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yea.r).y subscribers will receive a.ll the books 

issued during the yea.r. Sin!de copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of price. · 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A. NINETEENTH OEN'l'UBY NOVEL. 

Pretace b:v R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread lS tne story ot two young 

girls a.nd a.r.ounger brother who were lett parent• 
rasa, with little money, fa.ir educa.ttoahand much 
coura.Ke, to ma.ke their wa.y through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohica.go, The a.utnoria a.lso the heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the ma.in, a. history of a. work
ing girl'B life a.nd experience in the city of Ohica.go 
a.monlL' bluft' business men, kind-hearted folks. 
a.nd disreputable hypocrits. It is tust such a. storY 
of hnma.n life a.s we should expec Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; a.nd whatever he admires 
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the a.ttentiou 
of the rest of the world. Price 2.5 cents. 

A.ddreBB THE TRUTH BEEKER 

CANCER and Tumors CURED' no knlf~ 
· book free. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRIS 

.. · 0 No. 163 E1rn street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's W or.ks. 
TheTea~hln;;-sofSecularlsmCom· 

pared with Orthodox Christian
Ity. · 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reat~on, and Is It sumctent to 
Deet the Needt~ or :wi!anklnd 'l 
Debate between the Editor of tile Ha.li!ax 
Jloentno JlatZ a.nd Oh11orles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoa.ke a.nd 
Oolonel Ingersoll, a.nd a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply .to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics of In":O.dels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christlantt}': Its Orl;;-in, Nalure, 
aud Inftuence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo· 
Iutton: Tbelr Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and C!'n· 
1tructtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. · 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.dictory- and Defectiv &e an Ethica.l 
Guide. 24 p~tges. Price~ 10 cents 

A,;nostlclsm and Christian Theism: 
Wbtch Jsthe More Reasonable 'I 
24 ·pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which t 24 
pages in cover; Price, 10 cents. · 

The l!!ltiperstltlon of the Christian 
l!iunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus. 
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel\ef. 22 pages in 
oover. Price, 10 cents. 

Natureand tlte Supernatural; Ol\ 
Bell!:·f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. ~ 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Neces•dty and the ."Justice of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo. 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pa,ges in cover 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Theolo;;-lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the B-•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Ha.lifa.x, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects a.re 
dealt with: 1. W4Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate 1 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 8. Freethonght a.nd 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6, Ohristia.Juty a.nd Slavery. 16 J;la.ges. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addren THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
gs La.fa.:veUe Pl .. New York. 

AG EllfS make roo PER CENT awr ,.,in $748 CASK-Prl••• 
R on my Corsets, Uells, Bru:;hcs and Medicines. 

Sample free. Territory. Dr.Brlde;mnn, 375B'way,N. Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

Conf!lc~ be~ween Beason and Supers~ition. 
RY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty . in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents ; cloth, GO c~nts. Pub
lished at this office. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AlJ ..uiDBEBB 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

N6VJ York State Bar Association, at Albanr. 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'l'he o:lilv Com:plete and Aut.homed Edl.~lon. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa.yette Pla.oe, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE . 
BY 

D UDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical a.nd Oritica.l Bevitw of the Religion 

ofMa.n. 
OoNTENTS : What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Phal

lic Worship. Man's Mora.! Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ica.l Problem. Man's Fa.ll, a.nd the Ohristia.n 
Bcbeme for his Redemption. Ma.n•s Position, 
Fate. Free Wi!J, Free Agency, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis a.nd EVO· 
lution of Spirit: ·The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Sel11.sh Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oba.rter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
ciety to Orimina.lP. Duty of Self Oulture. Ma.r. 
ria.ge, Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKW ABD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll whe are 

free to receive new light will find in it sa.tisfa.otion 
a.nd inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. 

The a.pJ;leal is a. wa.YB ma.de to a. man's re?.san 
a.nd to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel· 
ftshness.-I:Boston Post. 

A. snl{geslion of a. really pra.otica.ble and fea.ai. 
ble soc)a.l state greatly in advance of the presen~. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rioh in its foreca.st of 
a.otua.l possibilitiee.-rBoston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, EPc. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOB:fil 

Of the penersion of Stephen Gira.rd'smagni11.aen\ 
bequest to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n 

ohurches.a.nd Young Men's 
Ohristian Asaocia.· 

tion. 
BY .DJo:s. B. WESTBBOOlt, D.D., LL.D. 

Price tl. Address THB TBUTB BBBKIIB. 

Mi~3 Wixon's Works. 
AJI in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 800pp,, $1. 
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Storiet 

for Boys a.nd Girls. 12m 'I, 8B8Pp., $1.25 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand 

some and Interestfug Book, Without Snpersti 
tiont for Ohildren a.nd Youth. The Onlf Free 
thinxers• Ohildren•s Story-Book ever IBSued 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller; la.rg< 
type, hea.yy, toned paper, broad margins, illuF 
~rated covers; ito, 22ipp., boards, $1. 

lddree' THE TRUTH SEEKll!'t 00. 

THE 

UNIVEBSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible 
lyzed," "The Rea.! Bla.sphemers," "Spir

itualism Snsta.ined," ete., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those ra.re powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the ea.sy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains ma.ny ideas 
that will be new to the world a.nd prodnctiv of 
good in furnishinr; food for thought. We trust it 
will ha.v tbe immense distribution it se richlv 
merita.-[TheAmerica.n Idea.. 

Olotb., 12mo, U. 

A.ddre11 'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER. 

THE 
CHAIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

:l'JIEIB 

()rimeR and Persecutions. 
8vo, l,llVPP. Oloth, $3; leather, 'i; morocco. 

gilt edges, M.5U. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place. NPw Yor}; 

h. K .. Washburn's Works. 
~nnday and the Sabbath. '' A la'fi 

regula.tin~ human conduct on the Sa.bba.th if 
a.n impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 

l'he False Teaching of the Chris· 
tian Church. " The Thirty-nin~ 
Articles of the Ohristian church a.re thirtY· 
nine Poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

l'he Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill grasshop. 
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under' 
ta.ke a. crusade of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

~,ollowers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholi(' 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

FEST IV A.L OF ASHT.A.ROTH. 
.L ta.le of Pales' ine, f onnded on the destruction of 

the Mo&bites by the Jews. 
By A.. 0, MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

SING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE TRE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter
esting, THE LmERAL Hnm-Boox contains songs 
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Tll686 notioes are for 1M benefit of LWe1-!! ls 
t~~ho may be visiting th6 p"la.ra t~~here these socie
tits ar~ loeated. Loeal Secular Unions and 
Lt'reethougkt Bocietiea meeting regularly can · 
lwlD their gu,therings ad'IJertised Mr8 ~ lJy f()f'. 
t~~arding the necessary information. 

The1L';anhaUan Liberal C.nb.N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evenin_g, a.t 8 o•clock, a.t Ger· 
ma.n Malonic Temple, 220 Ea.st 15th street •. Lect. 
uresa.nd discussions. The public cordia.llylnvited. 

The Newark Liberal Leasue 
Meets every SundR.y ll.fterno!)n a.t 8 o'clock a.t 
Liberal Longue Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st. cor. Markel 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures a.nd ·discussions on 
religions and social que£~ons. Sea.ta free a.nd 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Bran ell. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bunda.y 
evening at 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and di•cus. 
sions on all important secnla.r subjects. Pres
ident, HENRY BIBD; Secretary, 00BA BELLB 
FLAGG. 

BrookiJn Philosophical A.ssocia· 
tlon 

Meets :lot Fraternity rooms. Bedford a.venne a.nd 
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., a.t 3 P.M., everJ 
Sunday, Leot-ures follo"l' ed by discnssion. Pla.t. 
form free. Oha.rles Monholla.nd, secretary, 241 
Broa.dwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

PhUadelpltla Liberal Lea;;-ue 2M 
meets every SundaY in Industrial Ha.ll, Broad ll.L d 
Wood sts,; st 2 :ao a.nd 7 :so P.H. for lectures ano 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able BPeG.kars interest the &v.'iience. N.B.-Trntll 
Seekerpublica.tionsa.lwa.yson handa.tchea.pra.teB 

The §eculsr Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst a.nd third SUlldays, at i 
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of human 
oultivation a.re invited. "MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec. 

EUznr Wright Secular lJnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst a.nd fourth Bun
days of each month at IndePendent Ohnrch, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discnssiGn on a.ll Liberal snblecta. 
Subscriptions to Tn:u: TBUTB SEEKER a.nd Inl!l!stf. 
gator a.re solicited. B. G. BMITH, Oor.l:l~. 

Cllicago S0culal' Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:10 P.H,, a.l 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison stree~. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from a.broa.d 
ara wel(lome. 

Milwaukee, Wls •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 21t 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The Public cordially invited. 

San Francesco, Cal., Frcethought 
Society · · 

Ml'letM evPry Snnda.y evening a.t Union Bqna.re 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t P o'clock. A cordial in vi· 
tation is extendei). to all. Beats free. _ 

Port A.u;-eles Secular Union 
Meets everY Bnnday at 7:80 P.M. in Ma.odon· 
aid's Hall in Port A.ngelea, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, a.nd "!!elect reading. Discussion in
vited on a.ll enbjects. Liberal literature distrib. 
nted free, FRANK MOBSB• Oor. Sec. 

The We11t Jt:nd Progressive Lib· 
eral Union · 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi·monthly.l.. ftrs1 
and third Snnda.ys, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M., a.t l:"a.rr'l 
Ha.ll, Ever:yboilv invited. MRs. B. lit. BERRA 
Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Bec.·Bac. . . 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every Snnda.Y at 2 P.M. in Gtand ArmJ 
ha.Jl, Ma.in street, Walla. Wa.Ua., Washington. 
Science Lectnres.-Free Dtsanssions.-Origina.l 
a.nd Selected Beadings a.nd Po9ms. A. luge va.l· 
uabl9 librarY is a.t the service of members a.nd 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CA.L'lEB, Sec. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
0! Boeder, Wash., meets everY ftrst a.nd· third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house. 
L~ctnres, aiacusaions, reading, a.nd poems. Thl 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Onr m()tto, 
"Universal Mental Liberty," D. E. RIOE, Prea.; 
J. W. BELL, Vice.Preil.; 0HABLEB BBEA, Sec. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Ciub1 

Meets every f!unday a.\ Knight& o! La.bor Ha.ll, 
16114 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visitin.s: Lib-
erals invitPd to attend. OoL. A. HABBIS, Pres. 

Isuo S. LEE, Bee. 

San A. !!.I tonto ('l'exas) Lib<ral Asso· 
elation 

meets every Fria&y evening at Liberal Hall, 22'1 
"ast Houston street. FrAe r~a.ding room a.nd dr. 
,,ulating library open every day &nd evening. 
t!trangers cordially invited. A. OBAPMAN, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

VIemorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh .ll'lne Bteez Enuramnu or Senator Conl:ZtngL 

Bound in black cloth. silver side stamp, 
Price, 75 oen ts 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

ESSENCE 01!, CHRIS'l'IA.NITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 
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ff'll• of Pll~tghl. 
CBILIAN insurgents gained a great victory 

and took Valparaiso on the 28 .h ult. 

TBB sultan Is about to administer to his 
three youngest sons the Mohammedan rite of 
circumcision, and according to custom five 
thousand other children w111 undergo it on 
the occasion. 

LIGHTNING struck B 
chmch at Tolmezzo, 
Germany, during mass 
and killed three persons. 

GBBBHBNOPING, il. Jew 
from Ischllds, RuEsls, 
says that this notice was 
posted on all lamp. posts 
Slld telegraph p o 1 e s : 
" Be It known to all per
sons concerned t h a t 
from this day forth no 
Jew will be allowed near 
the border. Any Rus
sian seeing a Jew ln or 
trying to cross the borl!er 
Is allowed to take all his 
clothes and the property 
on his person ; also to 
maltreat and ill-use him, 
but not to kill him. The 
penalty for killing him 
w!ll be $20." 

COD& AND RE.LICION& WORLD'S SA.6ES, 'fHINKERS, 
ANCIENT !.ND 

0
ii:ODERN TIJIES A.ND REFOBIERS. 

Blographiea of 100 of the Leading Phllosophera, 
Teaohers1 Bkeptio!!J..Innova~1;roundera of Vol. I. Giva a l!'ull A.oooun1 of all the Gods, -in 

·· oludina Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, 
Jesua Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible, 

avo, 835P.P· Vol. ll. Describes Fully all 
the Beligious B.:vstema of the World. 

'!vo, 957pp. Oloth, 18 per vol.; the 
2 vols., S5; leather, 17 ; mo-

roooo, gilt edges, IS. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

New Sonools of :J.'Jlou,ght, ent Boieu-
tiata, etc. (who were uot Ohrlatians), 

from the time Of Menu to the Pres
ent. · svo, 1,075pp., oloth, $3: 

leather, Si; mor., g. e., $4.50. 
BYD. M. BENNETT. 

'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, N.Y. 

NEHEMIAH RA.IBETH AN EXCEEOING GREAT RUMPUS. 

BoMB people with whom I talk, . men and 
wcimen even of some originality and genius, 
hsv their scheme of the universe all· cut and 
dried, very dry,-1 assure you, to hear, dry 
enough to burn, dry-rotted and powder.post, 
methtnks,-which they set up between you 
and them In the shortest intercourse; an 
ancient ami. tottering frame with all its 

boards blown off. • • • 
Bon:.e, to me, seemingly 
very unimportant and 
unsubstantial things and 
relations, are for them 
everlastingly settled,-ss 
Father, Bon, and Holy 
Ghost, and tl,e like. 
These are like the ever
lasting hills to them. 
But in all my wander
ings I never came across 
the le~~ost vestige of au- . 
thortty for these things. 
They hsv not left so dis
tinct a trace as the deli
cate flower of a remote 
geological period on the 
coal in my grste.
Thoreau. 

THB reigning dynasty 
In Chins, which Is not 
nativ but Tartar, seems 
menaced by a revolution 
.of native. Ll Hung 
<Chang, prime minister, 
.called the Bismarck of 
·Chins, may join the 
·revolutionists to mount 
-the throne. A revolu
··tion would bsv exslts
·tion of native and de
, structlon of all foreign
Pre as a war-cry, and 
iE u r o p e a n residents 
might be massacred. 
·Chins might then be sub
-dued by and nortlonrd 
.out am on~ the European 
powers, who ill this ac
tion would probably be
come embroiled among 
then: selva. 

And I contended with them, and cursed them, and smote certain of them, and plucked off their hair, and 
made them swear by God, saying, Ye shall not giv your daughters unto their sons, nor take their daughters un\o 
your sons, or for yourselvs.-Nehemish xlll, 25. · 

THB great misfortune 
of a philosopher is not 
perhaps being the object 
of the jealousy of his 
brother scholars, the vic
tim of· cabals, and the 
contempt of the power
ful of the world,-it Is 
being judged by fools. 
Fools sometimes go very 
br, particularly when 
fsnstlclsm Is joined to 
folly, and folly to the 
s p I r I t of vengeance. 
Further, the great mis
fortune of a philosopher 
Is generally to hold to 
n o t h I n g • A citizen 
buys a little situation 
and Is maintained by his 
fellow.citizens. If any 
Injustice Is done him he 
soon finds defenders. 
The literary man Is with
out aid ; he resembles 

IN accordance with Gladstone's suggestion, 
a magazine called Darkest Russia bas been 
started In England, to publish the Jewish 
persecutions. 

CHRISTINA BBHRA, of Brooklyn, bas csts
lept!c attacks and recently came near being 
burled while in a trance, and consrquently 
her sister declares her a witch. 

A WRITBR from Russia says that the most 
serious point of the persecution of the Jews 
Is their general outlawry. Every petty Rus
sian official assumes the right to treat them 
as be sees fit. Libsu pollee forbid Jews 
bathing In the sea in summer. 

RussiA has prohibited rye exportation. 
The farmers of America, says the London 
Daily Ntws, are masters of the situation. 
The Ntw.~ hopes that they will use their 
strength mercifully. "The making of 
corners In the necessaries of life is never 
laudable,' and in the present juncture It 
would be little short of fiendish." 

A WOMAN of Milan, Italy, named Frsnciosl, 
bad an III ch!Jd, and was told by a neighbor 
·that Its illness was due to a woman called 
ffilchettl, who was a witch. The mother 
asFaulted the witch In church and the priest 
w~o separated them remarked while giving 
-witness at a trislfor the assault tkat there are 
lDO witches now. "And never were," ·said 
ltbe judge. The priest rt:jolned that he knew 
that there were witches formerly, as he had 
ncelved absolute proof. A short time after, 
the mother and her friend dragged Mrs. 
Rlcbettl to the child's bedside, and unheed
Ing her protestations that she was not a 
witch, compelled her to repeat a formula 
unwltcbing the child, and then cut off her 
hair to deprive her of all sorcerous power · 
thereafter. 

TBI!!I CmN CHuNG, governor of Amoy, 
China, said : "Chins, having followed Its 
own principles of advancement during more 
than five thousand years, Is now compelled 
to change and move along European channels. 
It has begun to own steamships and railways. 
Its telegraph now covers every province. It 
has at last mUle, forges, and foundries, like 
those of Essen, of Sheffield, and of Pitts
burgh. Chins Is tO-day learning that lesson 
in education which Europe has obliged her 
to learn, the art of killing,· the science of 
armies and nsvie~. Woe, then, to the world 
if the scholar, profiting by her lesson, should 
apply It in turn. With Its freedom from debt, 
its Inexhaustible resources, and its teem
Ing m!lllons, thl& empire might be the 
menace, If not the destroyer, of Christendom. 
No matter what happens, it needs no 
prophetic gift to know that the twentieth 
century will see at the forefront of the 
nations of the world Chins in the E~at and 
America In the West. Well may we pray 
that for the welfare of humBllity their pur
poses will be as peaceful and upright as 
~o-day." 
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the flying fish. If he 
rises a little the birds 

devour him; if he dives, the fishes eat him 
up.- Voltaire. 

.EvBRY church Is a kind of insurance soci
ety, and proposes, for a small premium, to 
keep you from eternal fire. Of course, the 
man who tells you that there is to be no fire, 
Interferes with the business, and is denou:d'ced 
as a malicious meddler Blld blaspbemer.
Ingersoll. 

TURNING to the New Testament morality, 
we may attack it lu various. ways: we may 
argue that the better part of it Is not new, 
and therefore cannot be regarded BB especially 
Inspired, or tbst It leaves out cf account 
many virtues necessary to the well-b~lng of 
fsmtlles and states; or we may contend that 
much of It Is harmful, and much of it 
lmprscticsble.-.Annie Besant. 

BB OONTBNT. 
Bald the psrRon, " Be content, 
Pay your tithe-dues, pay your rent, 
They that earthly things despise 
Shall bsv mansions In the skies; 
Though your back with toll be bent," 
Said the parson, "Be content." 
Then the parson feasting went 
With my lord who l!vs by rent ; 
And the parson laughed elate, 
For my lord has livings great. 
They that earthly things revere, 
May get bishops' mansions here. 
Be content I be content! 
T!ll your dreary life Is spent. 
Lowly liv, and lowly die, 
All for mansions in the sky. 
Castles here are much too rare ; 
All may hsv them-In the air. 

-:-T. Maguire. 
GBNUIN belief is always manifested In cor

responding action. Belief In the existence 
of a pitfall, the approach of an svslsr che, or 
the presence of a wild beast, le always eagerly 
communicated to others. Men will not allow 
others to go Into danger without warning 
and without deep concern for their welfare. 
Judged by this rule, how muny really believe 
the doctrin of everlasting punishment ? If 
men all around us are going down to an eter
nal hell, and Christians believe it and know 
of. an easy way of eecape, would tbey so sel
dom vary their lives of business and pleasure 
by a word to the impenitent? Would tbt?.y 
be able to liv contentf'dly in a round of diver-

\ aion, muP.ic, embroidery, and cigsr.smoklng, 

l while their neighbors are dropping Into cease
less doom, where "the smoke of their tor
ment ascendeth up forever and ever?" 

·Would ministers or churches only make 1 vague allusions to the dread dogma, sncl 
leave the preaching of terror to evangelists, 
without charge of societies, who are not 
imperiled by the dissent of parishioners? It 
is seldom preached now in city churches, sr d 
ministers' minds are everywhere perplexed ln 
the effort to reconcile revelation with good 
tsste.-R. 0 . .Adams. 
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1Jo.t1s · and ~lippiniJS. 
THB indictllJent of the Catholic church by 

John Brisbane Walker, editor of the Cosmo· 
poZitan Magazin6; is to this effect : The spirit 
of the gospel was never 
understood or incul
cated by the church ; 
priests did not care for 
the. poor, and at present 
they do not preach 
enough against the ways 
of · the mllllonalre, the 
corruption of the legisla
ture, and the inroads of 
rum; the church, in fact, 
has been the oppressor 
of the poor, and under 
her regis, with her bless
ing, and to the music of 
her Te Deums, robber 
barons hav grown pros
perous and the sacred
ness of property rights 
has been inculcated. 

AN Arab now in New 
York city, named Relllm 
Trebor, writes to the 
Sun: '' While this coun
try's Constitution admits 
of freedom of speech and 
worship it wlll not permit 
a chief magistrate to be 
guided b}!" ' the old man 
in Rome,' as certainly a 
Catholic president would 
be to a certain extent, if 
not entirely. Th,ls will 
be generally dented by 
Catholics, ·but I would 
like to meet one honest 
man who can say that 
their clergy does not 
dabble in politics. In 
one instance I put the 
question to a Catholic 
laborer, and he frankly 
admitted that his voting 
was guided by what the 
priest had said to him. 
In the event of a Catholic 
being a candlda•e for the 
p;esldency, few Uath
ollc voters would not 
cast their ballots in his 
favor. Tile en·lre clergy 
of the Roman church 
would form a solid pha
lanx, 'and in each of 
their respectlv parishes 
would per form more 
effectlv stumping than 
any politician has ever 
done." 

THB attention of the Italian minister of the most precious worka of art themselvs are 
education has been called to the fact that the: consigned to rot br want of light and air. 
best pictures of the great masters are kept 1 The minister has therefore Clrdered that 
concealed from the eyea of the public in the churches owning !luch pictures shall exhibit 
various churches which own them. Not them where the public may be able to see 
only has the public no benefit of them, but them and they may hav light and air. 

----· 

A RussiAN dispatch says : •' The ferocity 
of the perFecutions of the Jews seems to 
increase rather than diminish.. The few priV
ileges that they hav enjoyed are one by Clne 
taken from them. Almost every day sees 
some new edict bsued against them, or some 

--- .. 

new stringency exerc 11ed 
in the txecutlon of exist• 
lng laws. Proteots from 
outside, whether from 
private individuals or 
from organized societies, 
do no good, if, indeed, 
they do no\ actually dd 
harm. The reason of 
this lies in the very nat
ure of the c!llle. This 
Jew-baiting is a purely 
religious persecutlot1. 
The czar so regards it1 
and so do his ministers 
and all Russian omc• als, 
The talk about the Jews 
being obnoxious for so
cial or indus trial rea
sons is nonsense, and 
when put forward by 
the Russian press is 
intended merely to bam
boozle the gullible. The 
Jews are hated simply 
because they are not and 
wm not become members 
of th!l Greek church, 
and everyone else who 
persists in remaining 
outside of the pale of 
orthodoxy is hated just 
the same. In proof of 
this one has only to ob
serve the persecution 
that is being directed 
againstthe Btundlsts, the 
Old Believers, Luther
ans, and 01 hers. In the 
eyes of this fanatical and 
bigoted government, all 
Protestants and Roman 
Catholics are accursed 
heretics, whom it is the 
duty of the orthodox be
lievers . to· persecute, de
spoil, and destroy.' 

~ - .. ~~-·· 

-.= ·~* Ruse IAN authorltlell 
hav clo.ed the Jewish 
Temple at Bt. Petersburg. 

THB education ques
tion has invaded Eng
land, la9t of all govern
ments to be troubled by 
it. In this 
country it has taken the 
form of a contest be
tween Catholics and 
ProtestantP, in France 
between the republic and 
the monarchy, in Italy 
between the Reds and 
the Vatican; but no 
matter what its form, it 
is simply the struggle of 

HEAVENLY PREFERENCES-HOW TO 
RECEPTION. 

MEET WITH A WARM 

N.svBB l:lefore in all 
history was the altruistic 
feeling so stron2 and so 
sensitivas now. Cnarltf 
is the animating spirit of 
modern Christianity, no\ 
as mere sentiment, but 
as a practical obligation. 
As dogmatic religiott 
loses its hold churcbel 
cultivate charity in its 
place. Yet we see that 
af1er piety has been 
stimulllted to exertions 
so unexampled, there 
remains an undiminished 
host of paupers for the 
state to care for. In• 
stead of curing poverty 
we seem to be breedin~ 
pauperism. The number 
of the really suffering 
and deserving poor is 
not less, but the multi
tude who prefer begging 

pure paganism against 
Christ for the posses-
alan of this world. The power which trains 
the children, all other lnfiuences to the 
contrary, wlll rule the world.-Oatholk R6-
'IJietD, 

and by the. shrewd machinations of his cler. 
leal advisers, who hav led him to believe 
that all the evils which befell his father and 
which hav come to him were sent by heaven 
in punishment for laxity of faith and to 

THB czar inherited his fanatical 2eal and drive him back to earnestness in suppressinJZ 
intolerance frOill his mother, whose intense heresy. He believes that peace and prosper. 
religious fervor warped her whole life and 1ty can only be secured by smiting all unbe
made her almost a monomaniac. This ele llevers with an unsparing hand. Bo he has 
ment of the czar's character has been greatly given free rein to the most violent and ex
developed by the circumstances of his reign . treme spirits among the orthodox propagan. 

to working increases 
rapidly .-Bun. 

dlsts, to revive and enforce every stem relig-! AT the meeting of the American Assocla
loua law, and to enact any new ones that tlon for the Advancement of Science, Dr. 
may seem deslrable for crusaing out all dis- Prescott said : " There is no greater need in 
aent from the orthodox creed. I this land than tbe need of advancement in 

science. Let this be understood by all-if 
THB recent founding of a chair of sociology America is not to fall short in the nurture of 

in a theological seminary ill suggestiv, a11 is manhood, in the reach of mind and in the 
also the fact that the professorship became arts of peace; if she is Bot to fall short alto
at 011ce the most po ular one in the lnstitu- gether, she must advance in science and 
tlon. Prealdent Hyde declares for displace- must cherish her workers in IOientitla ·re-
ment of theology by sociology, search." 
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"-•mmllnitalions. 1 neighborhood, or that a dead man came to life when he does not get mad, and pays no attention to the 
..... . ·he touched the bones of another dead man. ·Sunday amusements at West Seattle, then you can 

===================== If Ohriatiana think they can make me believe throw up your heels and hav a good time on Sunday 
these impossibilities, they are at. liberty to try their without any fear of the trip-ham~ner of God's wrath. 
haDd any day. ·But they had better lie back and If a tornado should sweep over West Seattle and 
takeit out in p~aying than to enter the field of fair tear down .t~e houses, Christiana would say that it 
and open discussion when the chances are _equal. was a manifestation of God's wrath for the deaeora
And if I could be . allowed to giv them a little t•on of the Sabbath~ 

The· Christian's . God on the Rampage, with 
· Side..;shows (Concluded). 

The great cotton and woolen factory of Campbell 
& Elliot, of Philadelphia, is destroyed by fire. Loss 
nearly three-quarters of a million. Five hundred 
men, women, and children thrown out of employ
ment-perhaps some to starve. Is this all for the 
beat? 

It is to be remembered that God is in every 
engin of tlestruction. He is in the powder which 
blows up the magazine; in the steam which explodes 
the boiler, in the gale which capsizes the vessel, in 
the tornado which devastates a country, in the 
drunkard's whisky. He is in the bouse of the harlot 
as much as in the Pl-turch, in the tiger as much as in 
the lamb. Could Vesuvius hav burnt Pompeii and 
Herculaneum without God's consent ? If the Chris
tian claims, as he sometimes does, that God has 
nothing to do with these calamities, then I agree 
with him. For if an earthquake can· occur without 
his help, a ·cabbage-head can grow without his 
assistance. The moment it is admitted that the 
simplest processes of nature can be carried on with
out God's help, the whole ground is swept from 
under the Christian's feet. For if the simplest 
operations of nature can take place without a God, 
so can the most com olex .. 

Acaording to the Caristian'a idea of God he is one 
of the moat epotted, leprous, fickle, and unreliable 
beings that we know anything about. At one time 
he turns a soft aide to the Christian, and. sends him 
a plentiful harvest and blesses him in. basket and 
store, and then celestial stock is at a premium. At 
another time he sends a hailstorm or a flood and 
destroys all his crops, and then, instead of thanks
giving and praise, certain cuss-words stick in his 
throat which he dare not utter. 

My Christian friend, if you study the subject 
cln~ely you will find that while God bleaaea you he 
aftl.iata somebody else. While he fills your basket 
another starves. While he sends health and pros
perity to one country he devastates another with 
1lood and famin. What do you want of such a God, 
anyhow! 

For years I b~~ov got along without any God, and 
so can you.. You know bow often you soil· the 
knees of your beat pat~ts in kneeling down to him, 
yo:u know how much it costa you to build great 
steeple-houses for him to perform in, you know how 
much you pay the minister for eating your yellow· 
legged. chickens and shining around your wife and 
daughters, and you know that you would do none of 
those things were it not for the hope of he~tven or 
the fear of hell ; and when you find out that God is 
a myth and. that heaven and hell only exist in the 
imagination of fanatics, and how selfish ministers 
hav fooled you, you will invent a machine for kicking 
yourself behind and get it patented. 

0 stop, poor Christian, stop and think 
Before you farther go, 

Bounce the preacher quick as wink, 
Don't let him fool you so. 

I hav been very sick; my brain has been on the 
gallop, and some of my Christian friends •hink it 
has not yet settled down to a rational paee. 
L11natica rarely believe themaelva to be of unsound 
mind, and Christian lunatics believe that everybody 
is crazy who does not believe that God got so mad 
that he had to kill himself, because a woman ate an 
apple six thousand years ago, which he placed before 
her in such a tempting manner that abe could' not 
resist the temptation. · 

If I am correctly informed, some Christians, think
ing to do God a friendly turn, laid a plan to take the 
fort while in a weakened condition. They thought 
while death was staring me in the face they could 
make me weaken and send for the minister, and in
dorse their nonsensical drivel, and then they would 
hav another deathbed repentance of an Infidel to 
report in religious papers and to talk about in the 
Sunday-schools. But for some reason they did not 
put their plan into execution. I wish they had. · 

I hav lived in this place nearly a quarter of a 
century, and would hav been pleased at any time to 
receive them. They showed their cowardice by try
ing to take advantage of my weakness. Christiana 
are always heroic when they think there is an advan
tage on their side. I wish 6o say now that as long 
as I can talk and hav my senses, Christiana will be 
'free to talk with me about the fall, the plan of 
redemption, and heaven and hell as long as it aeem
eth good to them. I shall only be too h~ppy to 
show them how silly the whole thing is. If I had 
died would it hav cha11.ged the law of gravitation T 
Would D).y death hav changed falsehood into fact! 
Because I was at death'& door would I believe that 
two and two make five, while in my senses T Be
eauae I was sick, would Joshua's planetary trick or 
Samson's gre~tt jawbone feats appear more reasonable 
to me. T Until the mind was dethroned I could not 
hav believed that a lot of dead men someway managed 
to get. out of their graves and ramble round the 

friendly advice, it would be to write out their prayers But Christiana never reason far enough to under
and put them in a revolving cylinder as they do in stand the unreasonableness of their conclusion. If 
Thibet and keep them in perpetual motion ; for it the houses of Christiana were spared and the houses 
will take an awful _sight of praying to make me believe of those who attended the dance and balloon aacen
that the blood of a man who died two thousand years aion on Sunday were taken it would be a fair infer
ago cr.n neutralize all the sins of the world. . ence that God was displeased with the Sunday show 

I do no.t believe my _pious friends would hav made at West Seattle. 
much capital in trying to take advant•ge of me even But God never· deals in that way; In• time of a 
in my prostrate condition. For I had no fear of great calamity Christiana fare no better than InfidelB. 
their hell and no hope of their imaginary heaven. Right before me is an account of a church which 
To tell plain truth, I did not think much about such was struck with lightning while Christiana were 
matters. . I was more concerned about those I engaged in worship. Not long ago I saw a state
thought I was leaving behin.d me than about my own ment in regard to a minister who was atruak with 
condition. I told my son-in-law that I was getting lightning while in the attitude of prayer. This does 
quite well along in years, and it was possible it might not show good breeding on the part of God. And 
prove my last sickness. But I meant to get away in when I think of some of his outlandish tricks, such 
good shape and not go off blubbering. as killing a child to punish a mother, I am inclined 

If there are any meritorious acta to be placed to to think that he was of low parentage and brought 
my account, they bav been performed for the good up in a disreputable family, and that his surround
of myself or others. Whatever wrongs I hav been inga in his youthful days were not favorable for the 
guilty of committing will hav their evil effects upon development of high moral characher. 
myself or society. The thought of the evil effects of According to all the biographical sketches I hav 
wrong-doing will prove a sufficient punishment for read about God be has always been going back on 
every wronfl act. These •re all the rewards or pun- his own. Yellow fever and cholera hav swept off 
ishments ·which I know anything about. I hav not thousands of Christiana, notwithstanding the promis 
done anythiBg to eaeape the pains of a fictitious hell that they shall cure all manner of diseases and that 
nor to secure the bliss of an imaginary heaven. serpents and poison shall not hurt them. A flood or 

I hope good Chri11tiana will not trouble themselvs tornado has no respect for a Christian. This ought 
about what I hav done to displease God. If he is to satisfy everyone that God has no special regard 
possessed of all knowledge and all power he ced!dnly for a Christian more than he has for an InfideL 
could deal with me according to my deserts without Infidels fare just as well here as Christians do. 
any interference on the part of Christians. They fare a great deal better when they come to die, 

I think the Christian makes a foQl of himself when for they die more like rational beings, and if there is 
he offers to help. God or tries to take work out of his any here.tter they will occupy the cushioned seats in 
hands. the king-row. . .. 

All of the persecutions hav been perpetrated be- When the Christian sits down to his table, puts on 
cause Christians believed they could help God. a long face, shuts his eyes and looks ao though he 
They believed that t~oae whom they persecuted had was struck with death, and thanks his God for the 
offended Qed and that the offense had made him as bles&i11g spread out before him, he thinks God will 
savage as a wildcat, and that it would afford him infinit show him special favors for spooning around him. 
delight to put them through an eternal aizzle-sozzle The Infidel sits down to just as good ·a meal with
in the liquid 1lamea of a brimstone hell. And so out maki11g a fool of himself, partake!! with just as 
they thought the sooner 6he punishment was com- keen a relish, and does not think of thanking an 
menced the more it would tickle God. The woman- imaginary being above the clouds for what he baa 
whippers and witch-hunters were actuated by such himself provided. 
beliefs. Wanamaker and Comstock think they can The Christian fashions a being in his mind and 
please God by discommoding and punishing men. seats him on a cloud or throne, then imagine that 

Right here I must preak off and relate a dream. I cerlain things will please him and certain things will 
dreamed that Colonel Bob and Comstock died and make him mad, and a() he tries to shape his life so as 
_arrived at heaven's gate at the same time. And not to incur the displeasure of a being which he has 
while the gate was ajar and St. Peter was welcom- created in his own mind. · 
ing his friend Bob, Comstock slipped through unob- Once or twiae a day he gets down on his haunches 
served. Pretty quick 6he old celestial boas came like a dog1 and tells him what a great and powerful 
along, and he frowns an awful fr~wn, and then he being he is; that he holds the destiny of worlds in 
says, "You Pete, open. that gate quick now." his hand, and that we are indebted to him for every 
And he then turl¥!d to Comstock and said, " Tony, breath we draw, and after flattering him until be is 
if you don't get out of :here in the twinkle of a rat's supposed to be in good humor, he asks him to waive 
tail, I'll introduce a square-toed boot to the part the eternal laws which he himself has established 
I showed to old Moses." This is only a dream, but just enough to grant certain favors which he greatly 
it is just Siil reasonable as anything that Milton or stands in need of. Ah the same time he asks this 
Polloak or John Bun-ion ever said about heaven. being which he baa fashioned to remember his 

I never heard of God punishing anybody for the viola- friends, and also to damn his enemies, . especially 
tion of Sunday laws. It is all done by the Chriatia11s those who do not believe as he does. 
to help God along. They seem to go upon the sup- The savage takes a block of wood and fashions it 
position that God is inadequate or too busy to at- out in something like human form, daub& it with 
telld to his own affairr. fancy colora, decks it out with beads and shells, and 

0 at West the people are getting wiser and leave then gets .down before this monstrosity and asks it 
the penalty for the violation of Sunday entirely with to giv him good hunting-grounds-to make him sua
God. If all Christiana could hav believed that God ceaaful on the war-path-to giv the enemy into his 
was capable of attending to his own business what a hands that he may take their scalps and drink their 
world of persecution and torture it would hav blood. 
saved. Following i"' a notice verbatim clinuPd from Will Talmage come to the front and tell the 
the Seattle, Wash., 'lelegraph, of July 4, 1891: difference between a Christian and a savage T The 

BALLOON ASCENSION. savage's wooden god grants him no favors, and the 
At West Seattle. l:lunday, July 5. Christian's God pays :QO attention to what the Chris-

PROF&ssoR CARLToN, tian says. The savage shows as good sense as the 
King of the Cloud~ will asscend in his Mammoth Airship Christian. 

the " Chicago" and decerHl in ·a Parachute At a very tender age a Christian .father began to . at a height of 6000 feet. 
Gr(lndest Aerial Event of the Season. talk to you about a great being in the skies, and 

To conclude with a clothed him with certain powers and attributes which 
Grand Concert By The First Regiment Band In The New neither he nor any other man knew anything ~bout. 

West &attle Pavillion. You in turn, tell the same story to your children, 
Dancing Free. and 'thus these superstitions are handed over from 

Ferry Boat-Foot of :Marion Street-Leaves Every Hour. one generation to another, without thought, without 
Fare each way 5 Cents. Everybod.y invited. investigation or consideration. · 

I heard of a colored minister giving quite a vivid If one could look into the minds of Christiana 
description of the last day, wh.l Gabriel should and get an understanding of their various concep
blow his trump and the heavens should be rolled tiona of God, it would be found that no two hav 
together like a scroll and the earth melt with fervent the same ideas of his powers and attributes. The 
heat, when a colored brother cried out, "Ef I eber opinions of Christiana in regard ta a supreme being 
heah de aoun' ob dat ho'n you see dis darky take to are as variable as the views in a kaleidoscope. 
de woods." There is not a Christian in the world who knows 

Dancing Free. 

Now, my Christian friends, if you find out that how God looks, or how big he is, or whether he baa 
this Sunday entertainment makes God awful mad, and a head like a man or a horse, or a tail like an alii
he swears in his wrath, and draws the Seattleites gator. Christians say that he "plants his footsteps 
across his knee and confounds their language and on the sea and rides upon the storm." How do they 
rains fire and brimstone on the 'Place, then you squat know that he plants his footsteps on the sea? If he 
low and " take to de woods." On tbe other hand, if . is as big as they claim, holy smoke ! what a splash-
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ing he mus~ make ! And whether he " rides upon 
the storm," or upon a bicycle, no Christian can tell. 
Being all-powerful, perhaps he rides on a wheel
barrow and pushes it himself. It is not very modest 
for a man to boast of what he knows. But I will 
venture to say that I know just as much about God 
as any man that live ; and every other man knows 
just as much as I ao. I appeal to every Christian 
-now, honor bright, is there stored away, even in 
the remotest corners of your mind, the least knowl
edge of God or hell? U there is, you can certainly 
telJ something about them. 

Parton says if a man wants to render himself 
famous let him bring just one new thought before 
the world. And I will guarantee to any Christian 
such fame as was never awarded to mortal man, who 
will giv us some positiv information in regard to 
these plaaes or God. · 

The truth is, the whole Christian scheme is based 
upon what nobody knows anything about. · 

Talmage says : "The first step of the soul after it 
leaves the body reaches the stars, and the next step 
to the fartherest outposts of God's universe, and 
it will not· die until the everlasting Jehovah expires." 
Talmage is the great mogul among the chosen
God's ehief fagleman on earth-but could he prove 
a single assertion he makes'! Again, he says, "God 
will step on the nearest star and then on a planet, 
and then down to the earth." What does he know 
about God walking on the stars more than anybody 
else ! It is mere assertion, like everything else 
which givs countenance to and upholds the rotten 
old system. And again, " I tell you the world is a 
liar, it is a cheat-it is a bogus world-it is . a six
thousand-year-old swindle." I do not know of so 
great a cheat or so big a swindle ali the Christian re· 
ligion which Talmage is trying to uphold. 

Miss Craddock tells how to make youQg Infidels ; 
but I want to tell young Infidels how to kill. Chris
tians. And I would like to hav them giv 'em "1" 
straight from the shoulder. When you hear a Chris
tian talking about his religion, watch every sentence 
closely and you will find that one-half that he says he 
doesn't know anything about. Whenever be makes 
an assertion that has no foundation in fact, stop him 
right there and make him tell how he knows his 
statements to be true. Follow this plan closely, and 
if you do not kill a Christian, you will soon make him 
breathe short. 

When a Christian begins to talk about God and 
tells what he likes and what is displeasing to him, 
stop him short r.nd make him tell how he found out 
what displeases God. When he puts a lying spirit 
into the mouths of his own prophets, who shall be 
able to tell whether be is most pleased with vice or 
virtue! 

Let every Christian . question himself closely in 
regard to what he absolutely knows about God and 
he will find out that he cannot produce one iota of 
proof that any such being exists. If God is the 
author of all things-if nothing can take place with
out his knowledge and consent-then he inspires the 
robber and prompts the cutthroat, and the devil has 
nothing to do with it. If God has power over the 
devil then he is only an agent in God's hands. Now 
I would· like to impress a few ideas upon the Chris-
tian mind: . 

First : That God does not favor Ohristians more 
than he does Infidels. At a church picnic, a short 
time ago, forty persons were poisoned with ice
cream. I hav attended a good many Infidel COJ:!.
ventions and never heard of ari Infidel being 
poisoned. I would like to inquire if there are manJ' 
Christians who fare better than Colonel Ingersoll. 
How does it happen there are so many Christians 
living a sort of slip·shod life, while he is blessed 
above the common lot of men T 

Second : I would like to disabuse the Christian 
mind of the idea that all great and good men were 
Christians. Washington, Franklin, John and 
Samuel Adams. Paine, and many of the leading 
minds of the Revolution were not orthodox Chris
tians. There are very few men who hav wielded a 
greater influence over the destinies of this nation 
than .T efferson and Lincoln-both were Infidels. 

Third : I would like to banish from the minds of 
Christians the idea that God watches over us and 
cares for us, and orders everything for our good. 
To believe this doctrin we must say that railroad 
accidents, in which women and children are mangled 
to a shat?eless mass or burnt to a cinder, and 
shipwrecks, where hundreds go to the bottom of the 
deep, and fires in the great cities, which sweep away 
millions of dollars' worth of property and hundreds 
of human lives, are all for the best and for our good. 
If this idea is founded in reason, then multiply the 
devils and keep them all busy, for ther-e can be no 
evil in this world. 

Fourth : The idea of gods, devils, and angels is as 
fallacious as the idea of genii, gnomes, and fairies. 
All are alike creatures of the im1gination. The 
latter are· no longer believed in, the former must 
sooner or later share the same fate. The genii, 
gnomes, anJ fairies never l)id any good or hurt, 
neither did the gods, devils, or angels. Only the 
belill in ibem can affect us for good or evil. 

When the Christian prays he talks to open space. ville, Island county; Willipa, Towner school-house, 
There is no ear to hear, no eye to see, no brain . to. and city of South Bend, Pacific county; Cathlamet, 
understand. It is like whipping the air-no result Wahkiakum county; Snohomish, Snohomish county; 
follows the prayer. The devil is a kind of imaginary Teanaway, Kittitas county; and Roder, Nooksack 
bull-dog which Christians find convenieDt to set OD Crossing, and Sumas City, Whatcom county. 
their enemies-a sort of moral scarecrow to In this connection it is a pleasing duty to publish 
frighten men into the church-a scapegoat to bear the list of generous and true friends to the cause 
the sins of Christians. A man here was detected who hav paid contributions to the field secretary 
in stealing and be laid it to the deviL The brethren fund. 
accepted the explanatil)nand kept him in the church. 
If the devil is more powerful than God be is the one 

J. F. Miller~...of Lynden, Whatcom county ............... tlO 00 

to whom Christians ought to address their prayers. 
If he is less powerful than God what does he 
amount to anyway 1 God can put him out of the 
way any moment and therefore is responsible for all 
his acts. As for angels, if they exist at all, it is so 
rare that they light upon the earth that I hav never 
been able to get a shot at one. We hav a taxider
mist in our place, and I hold him under agreement 
to stuff the first specimen I can obtain and put it 
up in good shape. 

A little wholesome advice to you, my Christian 
friends, and then we part company. · 

··When you- giv your money to a lazy priest or 
minister you encourage idleness and mendacity, and 
help to keep an undeserving class of p1en from 
bearing their share of the burdens of society, and 
therefore become party to the wrong. We hav now 
about eighty thousand of this worthless class who 
not only pray for the people but prey upon the 
industry of the working classes and liv more sumpt
uously than those who foolishly support them. 

If there is a class of men in this country who bav 
put me to my wits' end to know my duty in regard to 
them, ifu is the priests and ministers, for I could never 
make up my mind whether I ought to pity or 
despise them. Too lazy to work and perhaps a few 
of them too honest to steal, too dull to liv by their 
wits, a sort of human sponge sucking up the sub
stance of the people, and occupying a position mid
way between indolence and criminality. 

Whenever you giv your aid ot influence to send 
out one of these lazy leeches to draw out the life
blood of society, you encourage dishonesty and 
thriftlessness and set an eumple which all people 
who hav any self-respect ought to be ashamed to 
imitate. Do try to set a better example. 

When you help to build a church you take ·so 
much away from your family and put it where. it will 
help to make other fools who will do the same thing, 
but it never will result in any good. And although 
you may think the tall steeple will tickle God often
times after it is dedicated to his service, he .shows 
what he thinks of it by sendhlg a bolt of lightning 
to demolish it. In proportion to their numbers 
there are more churches struck with lightning than 
any other buildings. Another thing. When you 
get down on your knees and ask a ··great imaginary 
nothing, which you claim is unchangeable, to alter 
his plans for your aacommodation, you make a big 
fool of yourself. By exercising a little common 
sense you will soon come to see the absurdities of 
your position, and then, if you are honest, you will 
abandon it. 

Christians assert that God is everywhere. And 
then when they come to die they talk about going 
home to see God and enjoying his presence. Is not 
this the very cream of nonsense T If God is every
where they hav always enjoyed his presence. 

But, my pious comrades, I must bid you adieu. I 
can pursue this theme no farther. If you do not 
profit by the pointers I hav already given you, more 
will avail nothing. · I hav blazed some trees along 
the pathway of reason and common sense, and if you 
miss the way the fault is not mine. And now, my 
Ohristian friends, one and all, I bid you an affection
ate farewell. 

And now may the grace of the almighty Ding
Whang abide with you all now and evermore. 

Naples, N. Y. JoHN PEcK. 

The Canse in Washington. 
Rheumatism in my right shoulder, extending down 

to my wrist, made writing or using the type-writer 
positiv torture. I hav tried all sorts of advertised 
remedies without one particle of relief. Dr. E; B. 
Foote, Sr., the great physician and Infidel philan
thropist, of Lexington avenue, New York city, author 
of that admirable work, " Plain Home Talk; or, Medi
cal Common Sense," the very best work on hygiene 
and the marriage relation ever published, has since I 
first met him ever proved my generous, helpful, and 
sympathetic friend. He writes me he will guarantee 
my cure and restore to me health, strength, and an 
excellent appetite; his only fear being lest after he 
has insured me a voracious appetite the Liberal 
friends should fail in supplying me with the where
withal to appease it. He very generously promises 
to furnish me advice and all necessary medicin free 
of all cost. So, awaiting the arrival of the medicin, 
I accompanied my good wife on her mission to What
com county. 

Mrs. M. E . .Homan, of Fremont, King county.......... 50 00 
H. A. Towner, of Willlpa, P.ac!fi<i county................ 50 00 
Jacob Drissler ($30 more pledged)......................... 20 00 
John Grownow, of Seattle, King county.................. 10 00 

There is great need of a very large amount of 
work being performed by our field eearetary, and 
corresponding need for friends of the cause to be 
P.nroled in the 1above honorary list~ 
SEMl·ANNUAL DUES OF THE WASHINGTON SECULAR UNION. 

This reminds me that the semi-annual dues, $1, 
payable in advance, are overdue from all JJJAillhPrs 

whoa~ certificates are dated good up to July 29, 1891. 
ExamiD the date of your certifiaate and save piling 
additional work on your already overtaxed secretary. 

By the way, dear reader, what is your real opinion 
of persons, residents of our state of Washington, 
who claim to be Liberals, and not alone admit the 
facts, but themselvs boast of the good work that 
has been aacomplished by the Washington Seaular 
Union, yet, fail to join or to contribute the small pit
tance of $1 each six months toward payment of out
lay incurred T Like the old Methodist deaaon, what 
tbey giv "is votbing to Dobody." Would it not be 
bettAr for the cause if, like that deacon, they had 
sbtffied off this mortal coil! What are they but 
miserable parasites, unsightly barnacles impeding the 
good ship's progress 1 

The bigotry of the fanatic is hardly more con
temptible than the cautious selfishnes11 of the man 
who silently eDjoys the sweet air of freedom while 
thousands of his brethren sicken in the dungeons of 
superstition, and he too miserably mean to contrib
ute evt>n $1 to secure their deliveranoe. 
GRAND JUBILEE AT ~OOKSACK CROSSING, WHATCOM COUNTY. 

Our ever-vi~ilant and effiaient co-worker, Vice
President D. E. Rice, the little giant Infidel of What
com county, determined to impress the victory won 
by &bolishing religious exercises in the public school 
at Nooksack Crossing by leatures and a grand festi
val. So Mrs. Reynolds was engaged to deliver lect
ures on "Sunday L&ws" and "The Bible in Our Pub
lic Schools," thus increasing the interest and enforcing 
attention to the justice of our demands on these two 
great ~d important issues. The lectures were well 
attended and received with eager interest. 

After the .second lecture (Friday eve~ing, August 
7tb), there was a grand ball and supper; forty tick
ets at $1 25 each were sold. This was the largest 
and most enjoyable festival ever held in that district. 
The sumptuous supper was prepared and presided 
over by those queens of the cuisine, Mrs. D. E. and 
Miss Jessie Rice. In that section of the country all 
eulogy of the supper is superfluous, for once it is 
announced that they will attend to the refreshment 
department and excellence and abundance are a fore-
gone conclusion. 

The music was A No. 1, furnished by the Ten
mile String Band. Dancing was continued with 
unabated fervor till broad daylight ; not by the light 
of the moon, but in the full effulgence of old Sol's 
bright smiles, "the boys went home with the girls in 
the morning." 

It was a wonderfully enjoyable time. Old and 
young, all were happy. Even the most rabid bigots 
admitted it was a brilliant. success, unequaled ever 
before in that section. O.ae good lady declared 
11 them Ir.fiddl~rs allers get the best on it, especially 
when that old lnfiddle Rice takes the management. 
Never knew him fail in anything he sot his mind on. 
Easy enough to account for it. The devil is always 
good to his own." 

"M&c," the generous, jovial ferryman, one of the 
kindest·hearted but most outspobn and fearless 
Liberals of the state, donated over $20 worth of ferry 
tolls to those attending the leatures from the other 
side of the Nooksack river. · 

LECTURES AND DEBATE AT SUMAS CITY. 

Su111as Oity is a very rapidly growing incorporated 
city, situated in a rich and fertil valley on tbe.inter
national boundary line, already the terminus of four 
great railroads and more to follow, settled with 
public-spirited, energetic, intelligent people ; a live 
town; wide-awake, enterprising merchants; two 
newspapers-one, the International Vidette, admi
rably edited, a nineteeuth-century paper fully up to 
to the times, a worthy representativ of the flouri•h· 
in~ young city. 

Under the management of that bright young 
business man and genuin Liberal, J. E. Leader, 
arrangements were made for two lectures by Mrs. 
Reynolds, which awoke very great interest and a 
discussion between Rev. E. H. Carman and myself. 

The following editorial will best tell the story of 
OUR FIELD SECRETARY. the debate: 

Mrs. F. C. Reynolds has accomplished much effi. The debate on Monday night between C. B. Reynolds, or 
cient work. She has delivered lectures at Coupe- Seattle, and Rev. E. H. Carman, of Nooksack, called out 
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the largest crowd the hall has ever held. All came expect. 
ing to hear something interesting and all went home satisfied 
that they had heard it. The subject of discussion was, 
Resolved, That there is a standard of truth in the world 
apart from the Bible, Mr. Reynolds taking the affirmativ 
and Mr. Carman the negativ. The most kindly feeling was 
evinced by both gentlemen, each extending to the other 
every courtesy of parliamentary usage in debates. 

Mr. Carman stated in substance that he was not there for 
the purpose of substantiating the truth of the Bible, but 
called upon his learned opponent to show that a standard of 
truth existed in the world apart from the Bible and on this 
point virtually rested his case. Mr. Reynolds then called 
the attention of the audience to the unchangeable laws of 
nature, and in a beautiful word-picture likened them to the 
shudy oak, unchangeable In all things, and casting from it 
each year its dead leaves, as old, lifeless, and exploded creeds 
are cast aside by the march of reason, education, and 
civilization. 

In showing that the Bible was in no way a standard of 
truth, Mr. Reynolds called the attention of the audience to 
the fact (offering to prodace evidence from the Bible itself) 
that no crime was ever committed by man that has not been 
indorsed and justified by the God of holy writ. 

Mr. Carman in reply stated that the laws of nature were 
more harsh and unjust than those laid down in the Bible, 
using as an illustration of their inexorable harshness the loss 
of .a ship at sea tbat carried down to a watery grave innocent 
men, women, and children. He also illustrated the same 
point by referring to the cyclone that sweeps over vast dis. 
tricts, carrying death and destruction in its path ; that no 
relief is given by the God of nature. 

Mr. Reynolds asked when he came to reply to this argu. 
ment where was the God of revelation when the ship was 
tossed on the mighty deep, and when the waves dashed over 
the sinking wreck, and loving Christian parents, brothers, 
and sisters on the shore were praying to the Christian God 
for the loved ones on the deep, and claimed that if the Bible 
were true their God would hear and answer their prayers 
and in the moment of their supreme distress come to their 
relief. He did not claim that the laws of nature could be 
averted, but claimed they were fixed and unchangeable, and 
if they were violated punishment, crime, and death is the 
inevitable result. That their laws are proclaimed in the 
trees of the forests, in the babbling brook, the shining stars, 
and rock and earth, and that from these we are taught to 
advance and promote the happiness of others, and by so 
doing we secure our own happiness on this earth, and pro
cure for ourselvs a crown of glory in eternity, if eternity 
there be. 

Mr. Reynolds was frequently interrupted by applause and 
all evinced a hearty appreciation of the discusslon.-Inter. 
national Vidette, Aug. 13, 1891. 

0. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 
Fremont, Wash. 

News and Notes. 
The first place I strike on my route from the E tst 

to the West is Linesville, Pa. For many yeiU's the 
fires of Freethought hav been blazing here. It has 
been quite a center for Libert.lism. A number of 
the old guard h&v gone away to di:fferent parts of 
the country-but enough remain to keep the hearth
fire of freedom alive. :P. 0. Thayer, nearly ninety 
years of age, has still the generous enthusiasm of 
youth. He is in the front rank. Oomrade Wallace 
also joins in. Mr. Baldwin, of Liberal, Mo., whose 
name is indissolubly linked with the old-time cam
paigns of the past-a redoubtable leader-was 
fortunately present with the same good cheer as 
ever. I gave one lecture at Linesville on the 
" Religious Oonspiracy," and the attendance was 
fair. It was • pleasure to greet the stanch sup
porters of Freethought here, who hav made the 
name of Linesville so renowned in the Liberal ranks. 

On Friday1 August 14\h, A. Brooks, of the 
veteran corps, who has been a subscriber of the 
Investigator for more than a quarter of a century, 
takes me with his own team in the bright sunshine 
of this summer's day to Andover, 0., across the line 
ten miles distant. By railroad one must travel 
about thirty miles to reach the same point, via 
.T amestown, or "Jim town," as they call it in this 
section, a somewhat gloomy orthodox place I under
stand. Just before reaching Andover we make a 
call on the Liberal household of E. D. Fenkell, 
where THE TnuTH SEEXEB sheds its genial rays. 

Andover is a pretty and quiet village. Mr. J. W. 
Roberts takes care of us at this point. There are 
only a few outspoken Liberals here, but the churches 
do not prosper. In fact, there is a general indi:ffer
ence. Not a great many were at the lecture, but I 
hav faith that something will be accomplished in the 
future. Mr. Roberts and family were bom into the 
Liberal ranks, and giv cordial welcome and help to 
the Secular pilgrim, and so hope still shines on the 
toilsome path. 

Saturday morning, August 15~h, I take the train 
for Farmdale, about ten miles o:ff. Here I feel at 
home. No church spires are in sight, but Root's 
Hall illuminates the way. I enjoy the hospitality of 
Henry Root and family. Saturday evening I lecture 
at Gustavus. Not quite so many are present as at 
the first lecture, for this reason, the churches had 

come together and paseed a resolution that their 
members had better stay away, and one church 
declared excommuDication against those who did 
attend the lecture. But the flag flies etill, and Gus
tavus is in the ranks of progress. Oomrades Barber, 
Smith, Shelden, Shipmr.n, and Forbes· will keep 
things on the move. 

Sunday afternoon rmd Sunday evening I lecture 
at Root's Hall to full houses. The audience is quite 
reprelientativ. Friends from a distance are present 
-the Brockways, whose name is well known in the 
Liberal world, the ThompEons and Oall from the 
"Ridges," J. W. Roberts and family from Andover,· 
and Robert Brown and Richard Webb, who hail 
from Sod om, 0., close by Ohurch Hill, a somewhat 
luminous association. Our friends came from 
Sodom on purpose to hear the lecture, and I shall 
return the complimenb next year and lecture at 
Sodom or rather at the neighboring railroad etatioB, 
Hubbard, where R 3msburg, I believe, has broken 
ground. Sod om is the name of the post-office. I do 
not know whether Lot's wife is anywhere in the 
vicinity or not, but I reckon there is plenty of "the 
salt of the earth." 

The Henrys, as usual, furnished excellent music for 
the meetings. They put the soul of Liberalism into 
the beautiful strains. 

I was pleased to meet with J. S. Pel bon, of Burg 
Hill, 0., and hav a cordial invitation to lecture there 
on my next round. 

The Christians of Orangeville, 0., put their heads 
together, and no hall or place of meeting could be 
had for love or money, and so· I was obliged to 
forego the pleasure of meeting our Liberal friends 
there. 

I cannot enumerate all the troops of friends I met 
at F•rmdale and vicinity. I feel sure that Free
thought has come to stay in this handsome little vil
lage. I hav a glimpse of Ohicago Liberals as I pass 
through-E. A. Stevens and family, Mr. and Mrs. 
A. D. O'Neil, Mr. and Mrs. George L. Robertson, 
Dr. Bishop, Mrs. Hewitt, and others. I had a couple 
of holidays, and went to the races. It was delightful 
to see the horses spin around the vast circle. Mag
nificent animals they are. · When they reach the 
home-stretch ten thousand people watch the :flying 
feet, and thunderous applause greets the successful 
racer. It is a moment. of splendid exaitement, and 
the swift steeds pHtake of the exhilarating joy. 

Dr. Bishop has enrolled himself in the ranks of 
Tm: TnuTH SJC:o:EB. He rather thinks that I will some 
day eee the truth of Spiritualism. He himself hall 
experienced tnany interesting phases of the "occult 
power." I am willing to learn, but I expect I was 
born to be upon the 11 other side." I am pretty sure 
that the doctor could cure my body, but I am not so 
sure that he could change my mind, 

From Ohicago I come on to Minneapolis, and 
arrive there Sunday afternoon. I lecture in the 
evening to a fair audience. Evidently, there is a large 
Liberal element in Minneapolis. S. G. Oooper, of 
Tm: .TBUTH SEEXEB ranks, contributes to our work 
here. J. H. Heieser, of the Liberal Publishing 
Oompany of Minneapolis, is helping to spread the 
light with Liberal sermons, etc. 

Monday I make a visit with Mr. John Maddock and 
Ohas. Lownd to Pillsbury's big mill, and it is a mar
vel of magnificent and enormous machinery. It iP 
the largest mill in the world, and from top to bottom 
everything moves like clockwork, as if the machine~ 
themselvs were endowed with thought. It was a 
great thing when, twenty years ago, Pillsbury buill 
a mill with a capacity of two hundred barrels peJ 
day. But this mill produces 7,000 barrels in th~ 
same time. Think of 7,000 barrels of flour cominp 
every day from this gigantic structure that towen 
to the akies I When I think of the old grist-mill b;v 
the little stream, working patiently day by day, 
among the hills and staid people of New England, 
I am astonished when I behold these shining ranks 
on ranks of glittering and busy wheels that 
from the teeming fields of earth, with accurate mo 
tion, make the snow-white flour, almost like a cloud 
on a summer sky, :float forth in radiant splendor. It 
is a display of human genius that makes poetical the 
march of progress. It might, indeed, be called the 
"Eighth wonder of the world," this stony palace of 
industry called " Mill A." It grinds 9. 500,000 
bushels of wheat yearly. There are besides this mill 
four other mills of the Pillsbury-Washburn Oo., the 
daily capacity of which, with Mill A, is 14,000 bar-

rels. Three hundred cars arerequired daily to take 
wheat into and flour out cf these five great mills, and 
they could feed two cities as large as New York· 
Oharlie Pillsbury, as they call him, because they all like 
him, is a" captain of industry," and has been a notable 
factor in the growth of this wonderful city. He 
give to all his employees a par centage of the 
profits made, and is both generous and j ast in the 
management. of his prodigious enterprises. I re
member him as a 11 D.uhmouth boy," thidy years 
ago, and so this vast metropolis; so new, amazing, 
and splendid in its advance, is mingled with mem
ories of sweet New England, its green fields and 
mighty hills, and the classic sh~des where dreamy 
and exultant youth qua:ffed the fountains of knowl
edge. Well, t1J,e reality, after all, in the dust and 
turmoil of years, has something of romance. 

Monday evening I visit St. Paul, snd enj lY the 
hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. John Monroe and Wm. 
Rodger, who are stanch L1berals. R1dger does a 
business of three hundred t·housand dollars a year, 
steam-heating, etc., and the churches patronize him, 
and the Oatholic institutions, who need a little 
warmth in this world whatever they may desire for 
the next-and yet he is a pronounced Infidel. Ih is 
found, however, that he does good work, and Chris
tians appreciate thie, and are willing to pay mnd aBk 
no questions as to one's creed. 

Tuesday I go south to Waterville, aboub sixty 
miles from Minneapolis. I find a splendid com
pany of Liberals here. I giv three lectures. The 
opera-house is filled nery night, and on · the last 
night, Thursday, August 27 .;h, every seat is occupied, 
although the churches hav two meetings in oppo
sition. However, several ministers aUend the lect
ures. Gao. H. DAwes and Ramsburg hav been 
here before and sown the seed, and the harvest is 
coming. On Wednesday evaning, at my seoond 
lecture, Dr. Edgar Oowles 1ided me with a de1ightfal 
recitation of Ingersoll's beautiful prose-poem, 
" Life," whioh was received by the =audience with rapt 
attention. 

George R. Oowles is our wheel-horse at Water
ville. It was by his decided e:fforts that the lectures 
were given, and that such success attended them. 
However, he is not alone. The Brossards, Durand, 
Alexander Hunt, Ohubb and Aldrich of Morristown, 
and others aided generously in the campaign. 
Waterville has about 1.200 inhabitants. There is a 
beautiful country about it, forest, field, and shining 
lakes. There are factories established, ~nd W &tar
ville promises to be a thriving place. 

I certainly hav not had a more delightful time 
than here. Liberalism is in the air, and moves on to 
triumph. 

I return to Minneapolis on Friday, August 28 ;h, 
under the guidanae of Ohas. L:>wnd aud Laroy Ber
rier. I hav 1 trip about the city, view its elegant 
streets, vast bueinees blocks, drive over its boule
vards, behold its pavilions, parks, lakes, with magnif
icent prospeats. I watch the operation of the 
prodigious lumber mills, whiah like huge leviathans 
toil and thunder with a kind of startling intelligenae, -
dragging the logs from the river, which, almosb with
out the touch of a human hand, ara made into smooth 
boards and l"eady for transportation within 11. ve 
minutes after tumbling from the waters. 

Friday night I spend at the rural home of John 
Maddock, within the city limits but quiet and re
tired as if in the bosom of the country. Mr. Mad
dock is an enthusiastic philosopher, and his writings 
in the Open (]ourt are well known. Ha believes 
in the gospel of evolution. H~ has been in almost 
every part of the world. He has studied.nature and 
humanity from many points of observation. He 
bas no faith in religion. He has a pleasant family, 
wife and children, and my stay in his home was 
most enjoyable. L1fe, however, ,is mingled with 
death. Oaly a few months ago his daughter N allie, 
aged fourteen yean, died, 1 bright and beautiful 
ahild, a lover of flnwers and music, in whom was the 
spirit of youth and joy. All loved her, and her loss 
is deeply felt, but sorrow is crowned with memory's 
beauty, and death becomes a soU and tender light. 
U aforgotten is her buoyant enthulliasm, her voice of 
song, her generous and noble disposition. 

I lecture on Sunday afternoon at St. Paul, at New 
Market Hall. I do not hav a large audience, but I 
do hav 1 most appreciativ one. I believe that 
Liberalism can maintain a commanding position in 
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this city. It bas some stanch supporters, who are 
willing to do pionee-r service. 

In the evening Century Hall at Minneapolis pre
sents a larger audience than on the previous S11nday. 
Good reports of the lectures are published in the 

_ Minneapolis and St. Paul papers. On the whole, 
the Liberal ouUook is encouraging. 

Mr. a.nd Mrs. H. A. Bannett entertain me at their 
home on Saturd;y and Sunday. Mr. Bennett has 
been in this country ever since 1853. He bas wit· 
nessed the beginning and growth of Minneapolis. 
He has always bean a Liberal, and is not afraid to 
say so. 

Leroy Berrier, cbairmsn of our meetings, is an 
able and pronounced R:~~dical. He WAS formerly in 
the Unitarian church, but did not fiud that suffi
ciently broad for his intellectu~l sympathies. He 
aecepts the universe of facts. In many ways, in 
liteury and sociable clnba, he is exercising an edu
cational influence upon the scholars and thinkers of 
this place, and bringing them to the front of reform. 
I was pleased to meet with Geo. D.1vis, who does a 
good deal of thinking on his own account, and has 
written an excellent article on the origin of life. 

I must thank Mr. Oharles Lownd and Frank W. 
Greaves and brother for their assiatanc~ in the work 
here, and cordial greetings. 

Rev. Mr. Sample of the Universalist church"'and 
Rev. Mr. Simmon$ of the U nitlrian church ~a 
scholarly and Liberal men, and some of their eer· 
mons touch the key-note of advanced thought. 
E !Sentially they are with Liberalism. They are 
almost free from theology and stRud for Liberty. 

There is a broad ·outlook every :way at Minne
apolis and St. Paul. I b.~v met many friends, and 
1 hav bright hopes of future work here and in the 
vicinity. 

I was fortunate to meat Viot.or G. Pickett, of 
Albert Laa, a young and earnest Liber&l, tmd on my 
next trip arrangements will ba made.· for leeturea at 
Albert Laa. 

J. F. Macomber watches the stars, and believes 
that in their bright beams he can read the tangled 
destinies of man, but he is clear-headed for this 
world and atanda by the Secular flag. 

I visited the Exposition on Saturday night. 
There is a wonderful display of the riches of the 
Northwest, its boutateous harvests, mingled with 
the splendors of art, the unique remr.oins of the cliff-" 
dwellers in ancient and melancholy state, and vast 
t.nd various exhibitions beautiful Md glowing in the 
brilliant light, with the animated strains of the 
renowned Mexican bsnd. SAMUEL P. PuTNAU:. 

Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 31, 1891. 

Jordan Is a Hard Road to 'l1ravel. 
Among the numerous and uncertain pllths and 

~uides encountered by a traveler bound for the New 
Jerusalem, what is more xuatural than that be should 
get lost! 

Having been misdirected by guide· boiU'ds, fooled 
by clerks and ticket age.nts, deceived by conductors 
t.nd lying prophets, and humbugged by the superin
tendent himself, fortunate indeed is he who does not 
fall by the wayside and perish in despair. 

To all who contemplate starting upon a journey to 
this promised city we extend a warning, which may 
well be used as a preface to the guide- books, and 
remembered especially when following any of the 
guides. · 

Mayor Jehovah, who is also superintendent of all 
roads leading to this desirable metropolis, has llim· 
self followed the guide business to some extent, but 
owin' to his mirthful nature and his great love of 
pract1cal jokes, has proved himself not only a very 
unprofitable guide, but 1 very tricky one. 

We base this conclusion upon the unquestioned 
testimony of those who hav followed him part way 
on the road, as well as upon the confessions of the 
mayor himself. 

He plagued old Pharaoh in numerous ways for a 
long time, until he got tired of that kind of fun ; 
then ha started o:ff with a party of the old king's 
servants, whom he under~ook to JZUide through the 
woods into a land which he promised to giv them, 
but after fooling with them for fm:ty years, he got 
tired of that also. He did not giv them the ]lr,ud, 
and openly avowed his breach of promie (N am 
xiv. 34). 

Next, he got after Job, and with the help of 
another fellow, wonied the poor old man until he 
lost his head and asked them if they had not poured 
him out Jike milk and curdled him like a cheese 
(Job x, 10). , 

Was thie. because Job was bad T No. The mayor 
frankly admitted that he was perfect and upright, 

and that there was no better man in:ithe world thu twelve years he got into a wrangle with a lot of 
he (Job ii, 3). doctors ud convinced them that he knew a thing or 

No, it was just for the fun that was in it, and they two (Luke ii, 46). 
kept on until the poor fellow dealared that he had After that he had not much to say or to do for 
escaped by the skin of his teeth (Job xix, 20), but several years, but judging from what occurred later, 
so sore that he cursed ihe day of his birth (Job he was using his time hatching schemes and plan
iii). ning jokes, for he had said t.bat he would follow his 

Let the prospeativ excursionist ponder well over father's business (Luke ii, 49). 
the trials and tribulations of Job and Jeremiah. He was a chip of the old block, and like many 
Hear the latter's first we.il upon discovering that he other young bloodP, was det.ermined to outdo the 
was being duped, as he cried : old man at all h!zards. 

'' Oll Lord God ! Surely thou hast greatly deceived When he started out as a guide, one of the .first 
this people" (Jar. iv, 10). But, struggling on- thiDgs he did was to get 11 d<:zen .fishermen about 
ward with gremt effort, he soon finds that he is the him and show them the inside of his game, inform· 
victim of a new dodge, and comes out second best, ing them that the old man had given him fall swing 
and once more he cries: '' Oh Lord, thou hast de- (Matt. uviii, 18; John iii, 35; v, 22), and that he 
ceived me, and I was deceived" (Jt>.r. u, 7). was going to lead aU travelers over tbe bestroute to 

The poor fellow persevered, however, with consid- the promised ci'Y· He would l!lhow them ways that 
erable zeal and patience, notwithstanding the tricks the old man never knew, and all who refused to fol
that were pl~yed upon him, until they beaime too low his lead would get the worst of it in the e11d. · 
m11ny for him. It was, no doubt, fun for the mayor, The old m111yor had contented him1elf with play
but not for Jerry, and his '' dander" began to rise ing pranks upon all whom he undertook to guide, 
as he called out: "Oh Lord, . . . I sat alone but the youngster got ahead of him in that, by de
because of thy hand; for thou hast filled me with claring that he would chuck them heels over head 
indignation. Why is my pain perpetual and my into a red-hot kettle of brimstone if they did not 
wound incurable, which refuseth to be healed ! mind their eyes (Luke xii, 5), and without mention
Wilt thou be altogether unto me as a liar, and as ing the old miUl's name, he gave him another rub by 
watftrs that fail!" (Jer. xv, 17, 18). informing his followers that no man had ever yet 

A.nd did he reach the New Jerusalem! We do reached the promised city (John iii, ·13). 
not know. Poor old Jerry did not hav a special Just how the old mayor relished this piece of pre
train chartered for his benefit, but was evidenUy go- sumption on the part of his young hopeful, we are 
ing it afoot, trying to follow the lead of his tricky not informed, bat no doubt he winked at it; at any 
guide, and when lamentiDg over his troubles he rate, he never raised any rumpus about it. 
said : · We pass hastily over the career of this upstart as 

''He hath led me and brought me into derkness, a guide. He kept his word by lesding all travelers 
but not into light. Surely against me he is turned; by a long roundabout way, although he said it was 
he turneth his hmnd against me all the day. straight and narrow. He showed them many paths 

"My :flesh and my skin he hath made old. He to be followed, many others to be avoided, all of 
h~bh broken my bones. which will be found in THE TnuTH SERKER of April 

"He hath builded against me and compassed me 19, 1890. 
with gall1nd travail. He fooled them in every imaginable way, throwing 

"He hath set me in dark places,· as they that be them o:ff the track whenever he could, and more than 
dead of old. once privately confessed to the twelve that he was 

"He hath hedged me about that I cannot get out, purposely misleading them, and had no intention of 
he hath made my chain heavy. t~o~.iing them to tae Naw Jerusalem (Mitrk iv, 12; 

"Also when I cry an.d shout, he shutteth out my John xii, 40; Aats xxviii, 26, 27). Retribution finally 
prayer. overtook him, however, and he came to grief. 

" He hath inclosed my way with hewn stone, he A lot of travelers who preferred tbe lead· of the 
hath m~de my paths crooked. old superintendent with all his tricks to that of the 

" He was unto me as a bear lying in wait, and a youngster, seized the latter and raised him on a pole 
lion in secret places. after the manner in vogue with !lriminals at the time, 

" He bath turned ,aside my ways and palled me in after which they put him into a hole in the ground, 
pieces. He hath made me desolate. from which he afterward escaped. But be did not 

"He hath bent his bow, and set me as a mark for undertake any more guidixlg, and did not hang 
the arrow. He hath crmsed the arrows of his quiver around there very long. Recent experience had 
to enter my veins. taught him that it was not safe, so he ekadaddled o:ff 

"I was a derision to all my people and. their song to his daddy. 
all the day. The next and l1st against whom we would warn 

" He hath filled me with bitterness, he hath made you, although tricky enough, was not equal to the 
me drunken with wormwood. mayor or his son, but he could lie with anyone. 

"He hath also broken my teeth with gravel-stones, Part of the time he credited his lies to the mayor 
he hath covered me with ashes. (2 Thess. ii, 11; 2 Tim. iii, 16), but generally took 

"A.nd thou ht!et removed my soul far o:ff from peace. ~~em all upon himself (2 Oor. xi, 17; xii, 16; Rom. 
I forgot proeperity. and I Paid : My strength and .111, 7). 
my hope ia perished from the Lord" (Lam. iii, 2-18). But in spite of his tricks and lies, he has had a 

And did he reach the promised city! Once more much greater following than either of the otherr. 
we do not know. To hav arrived there would bav But just what number hav reached their destination 
been a small return for the tribulation he had sn:lfilred through his guidance, we are not i11formed. 
at the hands of his guide, but it seems most prob· The worst is that we must bfllieve everything 
able that he failed to get there, for his last words these fellows tell us, although we know they often 
are a wail of despair: "Wherefore didst thou forget lie, or be chucked into the pot of brimstone. One 
ue forever 1 . . • But thou hast utterly rejected says that popularity is a good thing (Eaal. vii, 1 ; 
ne '' (Lllom. v, 20, 22). Prov. xxii, 1); another that it ie a bad thing (Luke 

After m wbile business got too heavy for the su- vi, 26). The fellow who does n~t believe .~oth is an 
perintendent to giv his personal attention to all of it, Inndel, while he who does believe both IS 1-well, 
so he had to get a lot of clerks to assist him. He we bav our opinion of bim. 
called them prophets. These might possibly hav Weary traveler, beware. Many hav gone (as is 
been of some use to travelers had they been left to supposed) to the new J ernsalem, bat not one has 
themselvs, but that was not in aceordance with the ever returned. The way is even now infested by 
plans of the boss. He must hav some fun. Plague- thousuds of reverend and holy guides, who, like the 
ing to death, pouring Job out and churning him, fir- mlllyor, are fall of lies, but unlike him, are too die
ing gravel-stones at Jerry's teeth, and dumping honest to own it. Beware of them. 
aahes on him when he was not looking, did very well Locust Oorner, 0. CnAs. 0. Hus. 
whila they lasted, but something else was needed, so 
he got his prophets to work and the first thing he 
did was to put a Jving spirit in •11 their mouths (1 
Kings xxii, 23 ; 2 Cbron. xviii, 22). Perhaps these 
prophets were honest and did not know that the 
superintendent was going to come such a game as 
that on them, much less did the poor unsuspecting 
travelers know it, and it got them into a good many 
h1d scrapes. · 

The old feiiow enjoyed this until he began to 
hanker after something new, when he owned np like 
a man that he bali deceived the prophets, causing 
them to lie to the emigrants, who, consequently, 
missed their way (Ez~k. xiv, 9). 

We are nearly through with the mayor, but having 
set out to warn prospecHv visitors to thA NAW Jeru
salem against these tricky, joke-loving guides, we 
cannot desist until we hav mentionsd two more. 

Shortly after the mayor had confessed the pranks 
he had played, be took a faDcy to a young girl, and 
-wall, it's the old story. 

He was 11 precocious youngster, born among the 
oxen, but that did not daunt him, for at the age of 

Lectures and Meetings. 
IT ill a long journey across the three great states of Iowa, 

Illinois, and Indiana, from Nebraska to Ohi.o-nearly seven 
hundred miles. Council Bluffs, Ia., is JUSt across the 
Missouri river from Nebraska, and Ft. Wayne, Ind., is but 
a few miles from the western boundary of Ohio. Thursday 
night, August 27.h, J. E. Remsburg lectured in Council 
Bluffs, and on the following night in Ft. Wayne. He re
mained in Council Bluffs over an hour after delivering his 
lecture and stopped nearly three hours in Chicago. 

B. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for September and 
October are as follows: Colville, Wash, September 12th, 
13ch; Spangle, Wash., 15th; Rosalia, Wash., 16th, 17th; 
Oakesdale, Wash., 18th; Palouse City, Wash., 19th, 20th; 
Pasco, Wash., 22d, 23d; Nanaimo, B. C., 26th; Wellington, 
B.C., 27th, 28th; Snohomish, Wash., 30th; Portland conven
tion, October 3d, 4th, 5th; Grant's Pass, 7th, 8th; Ban Fran
cisco, 11th. Will lecture in California through the months . 
of October, November, December, and January, state con
vention January 29th. 
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Who :ts Responsible 1 
in view of the vast amount of sorrow an!) suft'ering 

in life from various causes, known and unknown, that 
exist in the world, and that seem to exert a baneful 
iDfloence not only on mankind but on all animal ~nd 
vegetable life, may we not well ask the qnest1on, 
why is itT what is the cause T or from what does 
it emanate? 

If, as we are taught and 1 majority of oar people 
profess to believe, " God doetb all things, and doeth 
all things well," then the theory that " whatever is 
is right " must be true, because it cannot be refuted. 

Are we then to conclude that there is no wrong 
and that everything that causes sickn~ss, sorr~w, 
pain, and death is fo! the ~est, because 1t emanates 
from a creator in:fimtly w1se and good T It ca?lnot 
be otherwise if we admit that God does all th1ngs, 
and that be is illfinit in all his attributes of omnis
cience, power, wisdom, tmd goodness. But our 
friends who claim the Bible to be God's infallible, 
inspired word and law for the guidance of mankind, 
will say: We are free moral agents. God created 
man perfect, but made him a responsible being ; 
while he made him with power to act as be chose, 
he told him what he should not do as well as what 
be might do. . 

"And the Lord God commanded the man saying, 
Ol every tree of the garden thou mayest freely eat, 
but of the tree of knowledge of good and evil, thou 
shalt not eat of it ; for in the day thou eatest thereof 
thou shalt surely die." But our Bible readers will 
remember that at the time this command was given; 
not to eat of the tree of knowledge, the woman, on 
whom the curse seems to hav fallen with most 
severity and who is generally considered most to 
blame, was not "made ;" the rib bad not yet been 
taken from Adam's side and the flesh closed up, 
therefore she could not hav heard the command as 
originally given; and whether she had been informe~ 
of it privately, either by the Lord or Adam, or 1f 
she had any knowledge of it except that given by 
"the f•ther of liars "-the E!erpent-wben be said: 
" Yea, bath God said, ye shall not eat of every tree 
in the garden, etc.," we are not informed. But we 
are told tbitt "she saw the tree was good for food, 
and that "it was pleasant to the eyes and a tree to be 
desired to make one wise.!' 

What wonder then thm-t she should partake of it? 
God created the tree and its fruit, caused it to 
" appear pleasant and to be desired," placed it in the 
midst of the garden where it would most aUract the 
attention. And what forT Did he not know that 
it would be a source of temptation that they would 
not be able to resist ? 0 f course be knew all this, if 
his in:finit omniscience enabled him to see and know 
all things from before the beginning. Oar Chris
tian friends will say this was done to teach m1111kind 
their responeibility, to teach tbem that, although free 
agents, there are penalties for violating express 
commands. 

This might be sound reasoning if applied to man 
as a creator, with all his imperfections and lack of 
omniscience and foreknowledge, but when applied to 
in:finit deity, to whom all things are ever present, in 
whose sight all things are as one eternal now, it 
would seem be should hav done differently, because 
he knew what the result would be. 

1 cannot·aooept the Bible as a true, wise, and, just he had been deceived by the word money .. The. pea
book when we consider the account of the creation ; pie ha~ always been taught that the word 1mplled a . 
the fall; the :flood; God's chosen people, the Jews, mater1~l ~u~st~~e. How c~ the governme~t, th~y 
and his dealings with them ; the plan of redemption. ask, com tt If 1~ IB not mater1al T They d_on t do tt, 
to save all mankind, according to the answer th.ey only say 1~, t~ pull wo~l over !o~r e~es ~nd 
given by Christ when asked the question, "Lard are mme. T~ey com silver, a~d tt may li~ ~ the mtnt, 
there few that be saved T" and he answered, " Strait is o~ out of tt, forty yea!s, "!1thont s~stammg the rela
the gate and narrow the way that leadeth to life and tton the word money tmphes. I wlllrefer to Hebrew 
few there be that 1ind it; while broad is the road history to show how the ~ord ~~s used three. tbo~
tbat leadeth to destruction and many there be that sand years. ago. Ex. xxt, 2~ : If a m~n smtte bts 
go in thereat." . · . servant w1th. a rod and. be dte u!lder h1s hand, be 

Let us giv a few thoughts to this subject in view shall be puntshed, ~ut If he .. con~ma~ a day or, two, 
of the Bible as a text-book in our schools. h~ sha~ n~t be pnnts~ed, for he ts hts money. In 

We will suppose the teacher to commence with dtscnssmg the questton of mo?ley~ slayer~, bondage, 
Genesis •nd go through as with other books. - etc. (syno~ymous terms), the mstttntton Itself must 

The legitimate teaching would be, that God ~e dealt wtth, .for without that monster, ·under some 
oreated the world and proJJounC!ed everything t1t~e, the relatton o! money or slavery could !!O more 
very good; that be placed the :first pair of human be- extst than the potson of a serpent after h1s fangs 
ings in a :fine place, told them that everything was w~re ~emove~. Many ye.ars ago, when J oh!l 'Y ~sier, 
theirs for eDjoyment except the fruit of one conspic· satd, Amer1can slavery IS. the s~m ~~ a~l villainies, 
nons tree whose fruit was very enticing.:_tbat was he den~unced the sa~e ;';naked tn_stttntton th~t St. 
forbidden in order to teach them that although they Paul dtd wh~n he satd, Th~ love of money IS the 
were free agents they were responsible for their acts. r~ot of all evil ;" and to-day, 1n our so-called land ?f 

He knew before the :first act of creation that they liberty, we h~v a system of wage-slayery that tn 
would not be able_ to withstand the temptation, and some respects IB worse than. the ol~ system of chat~el 
that u by Adam's fall we sinned all f' that unbappi· slavery that the demands of an enlightened humantty 
ness in this life and eternal punishment in a future called upon us _to destroy. But I hav n~t yet come 
e-s:istence would be the fate of a vast majority of the to the '!Vorst featu!e of .th;e trade-dollar tr1c~. T_here 
many millions that be would thrust into .existence wa~ 1.nnd ~o be SIX mdbon trade dollars 1n. mrcn· 
without their knowledge or consent, and then remove l~tton . ":h1ch ~he. :fiat of Ia'!' had demon.etJzed to 
at hia pleasure, the few to sing endless praises s1x mtll~on pte~es of bulhon, worth eJgb.ty-five 
to him, and the many to wail eternally-" where the cents ap1~ce, wh1c~ could. be sold. at the mmt on 
smoke of their torment ascendeth forever and ever." presentat1on. Th1s was -Inconvenient for the com
A God who could make and consummate such 1 plan mon people to do, and they sold t~em to speculat
could hardly be called wise and good. It would be ora on t~e same terms. When 1t was br.ougbt 
the duty of each teacher to carry his pupils through up, then. 1t was reported ~bat Congress a~atn had 
the book and teach them in like manner the whole uttered 1ts fiat-not t~ cot!! m.o~ey, ~bat 1t c~uld · 
story, or the many prodigious stories-bad as well n~t do-: but ~o remonet1~e s1x mtllt(Ul p1eces; of silver 
as good, obscene as well as moraJ-and the :final great com, wh~cb tt had. prev1onsly both monet1zed a!ld 
failure to save, by giving the third part of deity as an demonet1zed. Thts w.as done t~ allow the ncb 
atoning sacrifice to save all with the result that only speculators to retur~ tt and re~e1ve one bund~ed 
a " few" escape etel'Dal punishment. Can we cents. fo~ each fnll-weJght legal silyer ~ollar. M~d 
imagin 1 greater and more terrible failure ! ! you, tt ~s good sound money now 1n th1s stage of tts 

It does not mend the matter to say God provided plundering process. A year, more o! lees,. had p~ssed 
11 way by which !lll might be.saved, because he knew when report, true or false, uttered 1ts vo1ce agam to 
before the beginning what the reault would be, and t~e effect that Senator Stewart of Neva~a bad pub
as he had the power, if be were just and good, seeing, hcly ~nounced t~at the_re was. not, one hne .of legal 
as with his omniscient eye be could, the great awful autbor1t:v to sanct10n th1s pubhe swmdle, wh1ch too~ 
panorama of millions in belJ, be would bav said, $900,00~ from the pock~ts of the po~r and gave 1t 
u That is a bad picture; being in:finit in power, I to the rtcb. Whether thts statE!ment 1s t~ue or not, 
can do better, and better it shall be." the people were plundered. by thts .transaction all the 

A little illustration of this principle of temptation same ; !'nd. wh~ ts respons1bl.e for 1t? 
and fall for teachers to giv their pupils may not be The mstttut1on of money IS the product of a bar
out of place, To carry out the simil~, in the school- bar~us age and people, when the normal state of 
room should be placed 1 picture beau~iful to look ~octety demanded t~~t the few sh;ould hold the many 
upon, but containing the most deadly poison. Tell !n bondage on con~1t1on of treatmg ~hem_ humanely 
the· pupils they might enjoy all but this ; but that if they obey~d the1r masters. Bu.t 1f the b~ndmen 
most beautiful, enticing thing of all must not be were. rebelbous, .they could be killed outright by 
looked upon for in the day thou dost that thou sanct1on of law, tf tb~. act was . not performed too 
shalt die ' suddenly. That condttlon of soc1ety has now. poten-

And the teacher must know the command would tial}y (n?t actually) passed away, and our chaos of 
not be obeyed ; a subtle emissary must also be pres- s?c1al diS.O!der comes almost entirely from our par
ent to tell them what the teacher said is not true, but ststent wllbng!'ee~ to pe govern~d and eontroled by 
looking on that picture would make them wise; and the laws and mst1tut1ons of .•n tgnorant and barbt:~
as they are there to get wisdom, of course the picture ro~s age and race~ . The t1me has passed for an 
would be noticed, before all else. Would such a enllgh.tened and. r~t1onal pe~ple. to be any lon~er 
theory-be deemed wise T In view of this, is it not restra~ed from liVlng and actlDff m .accordance w1th 
pertinent to ask, who is responsible T If that were th~ dtct~tes o~ ~ommon sense, JUStice, and reason. 
the better way, then liquor-dealers, keepers of houses W1~h th1s conVICtion, the peopl~, p._ot only of our o"!n 
of ill fame, everything that tempts to vice and crime, na~ton, but throughout the Civilized world, are tn 
should be encouriged. So that all may know they nntson. . . 
are free agents, and must resist everything that n would pea ve!y great step_toward.em~nCJpatwg 
seems beautiful and good if they bav been tol.d it is man from IDdns~r1al bo?ld~ge tf tl1.e !nstttnt1o~ ?f 
bad ; if they do not, eternal torment is sure. money '!ere abolished wttbtn free !lat1ons. I~ tB 1n 

Gratt(I.n Mich. Aug. 28 1891. OoNVEBSE OLosE. _ ord~ sttll amon!{ •ll barbarous nat1ons, and wtll be 
' ' ' unttl they can ar1se from a state of bondage to one 

Money. 

If , maker or creator does the best his knowledge 
or power enables him to do, no responsibility should 
rest if the outcome does not appear to be perfect, or 
as good as might be wished. But when a creator is 
in:finit in all the attributes necessary to perfection, if 
there is anything wrong or imperfect the reeponsi
bility should rest with the author. 

In this view of the subject, if the Bible really is I find a very interesting article in THE TBUTH 

the inspired word of a good creator, its teJichings SEEKER of July 25th, by J. G. Hartwig, headed" A 
should be perfect and harmonious, and all things, Correct Silver Dollar." 

of freedom, and as long as we are controled by their 
institutions we must be compelled to suffer their 
fate. 

Now let me giv my ideas of an institution whose 
practical working would meet the demands of the 
people of a free and enlightened nation. As it is 
self-evident that the life, health, and happiness of 
every man on earth depend upon the constant use 
of the natural elements, and that they can be pro
cured only by man's labor, therefore, justice and 
reason demand that equal opportunities be given to 
every adult man to render equal service in the pro
duction of wealth, and equal compensation be ren
dered to every man for equal service given. Since 
the dawn of history the men of labor hav been con
troled by the men of leisure, and they were industri
ally related to each other as tynut and slave, and 
the word money was the ideal symbol of that 
relation. 

past, present, and future, be without fault or He proposes to make silver coin, equal in value to 
blemish; in fact, the doctrin that "whatever is is the bullion of which it is composed. 
right " should not be questioned. Then does it not I criticise the article only as to the time of its ap
beboove our Christian friends to stop talking and pearance. The :first important thing, as it seems to 
preaching against the crime, wrong, and sin of every me, is to devise a system of currency adapted to tlle 
kind that pervades and affiicts the world T use of distributing, on equal terms, all labor products 

Oar Christian clergy teach, and most of their to the actual workers who bav cooperated in creating 
followers believe, that the Bible is the bulwark them. It may be thought impertinent in me to say 
of civilization; that were it not for the knowledge that I do not believe one person in a hundred, ex
derived therefrom mankind would be in the lowest cept scholars, clearly understands the correct appli-
state of barbarism, but little above the brute. cation of the word money. 

I remember often to bav beard that assertion in my I will giv a case to illustrate my meaning. A few 
childhood, but not as often in later yearl', because years ago we bad in circulation a silver coin, used as 
science bas done and is doing much to remove the money, and called a trade dollar: On a certain day 
dark pall in which by the aid of priestcnft, bigotry, the papers reported that it bad been demonetized, 
and superstition the worldhasbeensolongentbralled. and the bullion could be sold at the mint for eighty~ 

Yes, the clergy for their own selfish ends would :five aents for each coin. A friend of mine, before 
hav us believe the Bible to be a perfect, infallible g<3tting the news, went to the store for his supplies, 
moral guide, but they must be allowed to explain and and offered in p•yment what the people bad always 
expound it. A part of them would compel its intro. , called money. He was told it was not money but 
duction into our public schools as a text· book, not- only bullion. Flushed with surprise and indignation 
withstanding it contains man;y passages so obscene at such rude treatment (there were several persons 
that any other publication containing similar Jan- present), he offered ninety cants apiece for all the 
~uage would not be .JllDW"tad t9 },>1'!!.8 ~hropg~ the crowd could fnrnisb. It was .not loog after be had 
p(lj~d N~"'~:e13 .JPJil~" , · ·· " · ~ ~o~~ht b,i11 ~Uw~,r p,wljon .~lM.a ~ low;ill Pii6 J.tQW 
' • ;. : ,., . • ~ r ,: ; '." ~ ,• ;; i'' : . > '; 

Now let us hav a word to symbolize the idea of 
senice for service amoDg all men, on equal terms of 
compensation, and I propose the following word, 
Mauri (man redeemed) This word is meant to 
characterize the indus I riml state or condition of free 
men, as the word money does the state or conditio~ 
of bondmen. . 

Money-men who, with all the results of tbeif 
labor, are held in bondage to Q master. Manri~ 
men redee~,d, ~nit ~Jllll}lNl~ P~!J~r,r, r.r .-11 ~'Ill lnyJij 
oUheb: taU. ·· ·-., - · , · : · .: -·' , · 

-t~,· ~--~-: .~_;f/' ~·;.:_,. l 
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· The word money to-day is maant to indicate only world?" Ans. No, and never has been, but perhaps 
the current coin used as symbols, through which to there will be. 
acaumulate the partially paid labor products of 8 11 Is goJd, silver, copper, or any other matter, 
both wage and chatt_el slaves, and whoever owns a muney before it is coined!" Ana. It is not called 
man's labor products, without giving him an equita- · money before coinage, but no one will refuse to take 
ble compensation therefor, practically owns the man. it at its real value for a debt, or to exahange money 

I hav in part named the currency I propose, in for it. 
TnE TBuTB SEEKER of January 3il. Entire it is as 9. "If all countries were to abolish the lawmaking 
follow a: T.b.e .. word money implies dollars, dimes, metal money and substitute some other matter, with
cents, and mills. The word maori implies dolers, out changing the qualltity, what efl'ect would it hav 
dimets, cenets, and milets. ·on the business of the country!" · Ana. 'f.hen gcJld 

The word doler I use to signify one day's labor. and silver would be used in the form of bars, blocks, 
It is symbolized by & paper note similar in form to a or plates as a medium of ex~ange, and would· be 
one dollir note. A dimet signifies one-tenth of a valued by the ounce, grain, or gram. Dsbt!l would 
day's labor, a cenet one-hundreth, and a milet one- bii! made payable with a certain quantity of gold, 
thousandth of a day's labor,· all in the form of paper silver, wheat, or some other commodity. And if the 
notes suitably inscribed. Tr e system of currency gOvernment should provide that chips of ·leather, 
herein presented is intended to answer the demands weighing 412! grains, shonld' be ealled•·dollars and 
of the people of a free nation in distributing weauh· s~ould bt~ tegal tender for a debt, these would just 

· among its actual producers. The symbo~s called pass for their value in making heel taps, buttons, 
money are well adapted for international use in ex- washers, etc. . . 
changing home for foreign products, but for home 10. 11 What is meant by intrinsic value!" Ana. 
use money symbols hav always held the people in The intrinsic value of a metal coin is what the 
bondage and always will. · Jij.etal is worth a11 material for watches, eta.; plus 

Therefore I invite my friend Hartwig to cooperate the cost of coinage when it is wanted for money. 
with nie in introducing a system of currency that ~he int~sic value of a ~eather dollar is what 6he 
will, on equal terms, distribute the nation's wealth lf!ather IB worth as material for heel taps, buttons, 
among the nation's people who hav cooperated in its etc., plus the cost of stamping when wanted as 
production; and when under this condition of things nioney. . 
wealth should greatly accumulate in the hands of ·.11. "Hav gold and ·silver a greater intrinsic value 
the people, then the approved international currency thtm other metals!" Ana. Who would swap a gold
would be in 'order to use in ~ading with the barba- c.sed watch for a brass-cased 1 'Who would swap a 
rians of India, and what we could not get of them in s~lver spoon for an iron one ! · 
exchange for our· commodities we might buy of them ' 12. " What reasons are there for using gold and 
with our 1

' correct" silver dollar. s~lvtlr for money!" Ans. They are coinable; they do 
In the August Arena Mr. Hassell has contributed npt rust and are durable~ They hav a high intrinsic 

a very interesting article headed, " The Independent value, so that in them we hav much value connected 
Party, and Money at Cost." Now, money always has with .little bulk and weight.- · 
and alw111ys must cost the perpetual bondage of the '13. "If metal money is necessary, why not sotne 
working people. Without bondage there could be othtlr metal just as welU" Ana. Iron is worth about 
no mQney. Money and bondage both imply a condi- three cents ~ pound. Who would want. to carry a 
tion ·of slavery. . _ WM. U. DAME. pound of iron to the bakery to pay for a loaf of 

Brentwood, L. L, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1891. bread! What baker would want to• keep a warehouse 

Money and the .Mechanism of Exchange. 
Money and the mechanism of exchange is ra science 

with principles just as fixed and definit as the rules 
of arithmetic. But this science bas never been 
taught in our schools, and since it has become a sub· 
ject of public agitation the ignorance of the people 
and their would-be leaders in this science is simply 
astonishing. Colonel Ingersoll saw the people run
ning after candle flies, and he threw his headlight 
upon the field, whiull obsaured the light of the candle
flies. Now they are buzzing like mad hornets and 
t;rying to lead t.he people with noise, as they cannot 
show their lights. 

to store his -iron in T · 
. : 14. "What is the value of a gold or silver dollar!" 
Ana. It is worth one hundred' aents of the same 
money. It has no fixed value in regard to anything 
except other denominations of the same money. In 
r~gard to everything else it has only a relativ value 
which is always changing. 
' 15. " In buying a horse or other property, using 

g.old or silver coin, what does the selling party get 
for his property!" Ans. Just as miUly dollars as 
tie can induce the other pa..:ty to giv him.· . 
' 16. "Is the value of gold, silver, or copper ooin 

established by law!" Ant. No more than the value 
of a bushel of wheat or an acre of land is established 
1\v law, except when the law mates a dollar a legal 

SOME MONEY QUESTIONS ANSWERED, t~nder for a debt which WIS COntracted tO be paid 
On page 503, in TnE TBUTB SEEKER of August 8~h, with a dollar of greater value. In that case the 

under the head of "Oash,'' Mr. W. P. Brooks put l'w increases the debt-paying capacity of the dollar 
a series of questions to Mr. J. G. Hedwig, which I without increasing its purchase capacity. This is 
desire to ~newer, expecting Mr. Hartwig's response rpbbing the creditor by law and giving to the 
to precede mine by ove or·two weeks. debtor. . 

MONEY OATEORISM : 17. Already answered. 
1. " What is money !" Ane. Coined metal. The 18. " Has not the ·value of gold changed more than 

government stamp upon a coin is a voucher for the any other metal T" Ana. I thmk not. The value of 
quantity and quality of the metal contained in the. gold took a tumble when Pizerro conquered Peru, 
coin. If individuals and private eorporations were a~d when the pl1cer diggings were discovered in 
allowed to coin money we would get short weights California. 
and adulterated goods. This is why governments 'For a while gold was the only oheap thin(( in 
do the coinage. . California. It took $1 to pay for a pound of flour, 

2. '' Is money a creation of law T" Ans. In the same and $5 to pay for a meal's victuals. As I hav •id 
sense that a gunboat is a creation of law when ~efore, the value of ~old is only a reJativ ·value, 
the law prescribes her dimensions and plan of r~gnlated by the law of supply and demand. An in
construction. crease or decrease in the sapply and demand of 

3. ''Is it money outside of the limits of the gov- e~ther the gold or any other commodity will change 
er .. ment that created it?" Ans. The different na- their relativ values. 
tions hav different names for their eoins and money \ 19. "If the silver dollar, 412! grains, had taken 
units, and these different coins are made of difterent its former place as money, wuy is it called the 
quantities and qualities of metaJ. The people of seventy-nine-aent dollar T" Ans. Beaause 412! grains 
each nation fix tbe prices of their property in their of coined silver is now1only equal in value to t~eventy
own money units, and their evidences of debt are ~ine cents of coined gold. 
made payable in their own coin. Arithmetical calcu- . 20. " Why were all tbe smaller silver coins made 
lations are· required to determin the value of a debt s~ven per cent light!" Ans. Because the cost of coin
or a piece of property in a different kind of money. age was relativly higher, to make the bullion·velue of 
And one kind of money cannot be a legal tender for the metal in ten dimes, plus the cost of coinage equal 
l\ debt which was contracted to be paid with another the value of the metal in a dollar plus the cost of 
kind of money. The value of any coin in a foreign cbinage. 
country is the intrinsic bullion value of the metal · 21. " Why were they deprived of their legal 
plus the cost of coinage, minus the cost of transport- tender quality for all sums over $5 !" Ans. To keep 
inll it back to its nativity. a debtor from catching his ereditQ.r away from home 

4. "Did any nation ever use the money of another without a cart or dray or meal-sack, and offering 
n&Gion m.s lawful money!" Ans. If any nation ever him a legal tender which he could not ettJUy home 
compelled, by hw, its citizens to receive foreign at one load. 

upon the respiratory interests of those countries. It 
is either flowing into a monetary vacuum, or it is mak
ing one behind it which gravitation will bring it 
back to. · 

24. '' Where do governments derive tJ:!,eir power 
to coin money, and set thereon a value?" Ans .. 
They derive t.heir power to coin. money from the 
people, but if government ever has the power to set 
a value on money it will hav to get that power from 
the devil. · 

The Constitution of the United States says that 
Congress shall hav power to coin money and regu~ 
late the value thereof. Now1 Congress can only 
regulate the value of money by regulating the 
supply and clemand, and by presaribing the quantity 
and quality of metals .to be put into coins. , 

P. F. SHUMAKER. 
Flat Creek, La., Aug. 19, 291. 

Equal Right8. 
I dollbt whether there is to be found a man in a thousand· 

just like mine; in three months Mr. A. has given into iny 
hands just seventy.five cents, and he is considered a well-
to-do ruan, but bears the name of close. Mns. A •. 

·Men are what we mothers bav made them. So 
long as we bring up our boys to think . father is the 
h~ad, father must be deferred to before mother; and 
while mother herself cringes before father's will, just 
sq long will these boys domineer over mother, sister, 
aJd wife. So long as mothers call themselvs, and all 
tij.ey hav, father's property, just so long will the sons 
dp the same and feel the same when they marry. 

: Power creates tyriUltf!o. 
: Most men feel generous and kind if they dole out 

~
oney when the wife asks for it. They never realize 
w hard it is to ask. They forget the· purse is 
utual property, or that there should be two equal 

purses. . . · • 
· The husbiUld says, "Buy what you want and I will 

foot the bills." 
: How wpuld he like it to hav his wine, cigar, and .. 

tqbaeco bills footed by her'·· Or his other little pri
v•te spendings submitted to ht-r criticism T ·. . 

'"One man in a thousand!" If I should judge 
f~om what I hav known, seen, and experienced, I 
s~ould say ninety-nine out of a hundred were j ast . 
p~ttei"ned after Mra. A.'s husband as regards muney 
dealings. · . · · · , 
~Now and then the wife holds the· purse; but M 

u~ually knows where eaah dollar goes, and thirks 
himself generous in letting her .de.U it Qu~, even al
t6ough he is fnlly conscious she can . buy far more 
eeonomically for the hOUI!S than he C&n. . 

i He will sell her favorit riding·horlie or ~ilk cow 
ud she may whistle for her rights, but she cannot 
eten sell a pig without consulting him. ··He can 
niodgage and sell all but the bare land and she has 
n9 right to stay the sale, and he can sell the home. 
also, and, by ten thousand ways a man . knows only 
t~o well how to enforae, aan compel her to sign 
a~ay even the few rights she has. · 

· How long shall these things be P 
Only so long as mothers allow them to be. 
Wake up one and all and win your rights.· 
Equality only waits on our demands. 
We are the teachers. 
We mold the men-let us build then for equality 
And it ia ours. 

AUNT ELMINA. 
------~~.-------

TnE formation of a m.oral philosophy ie usually · · 
the first step of the decadence of religions. 
TJleology, then eeasing to be the groundwork of 
niorals, sinks into a secondary position and the 
uiain sourae of its power is destroyed. . In . the 
religions of Greeae and Rome this separation be
tween the two parts of rel1gious systems was carried 
sb far, that the incnilcation of morality ·at last 
d~volved avowedly and exclusivly upon the philoso
p~ers, while the pri~st.s were wholly ocaupied with 
sbothsaying and expiations. In the next place, any 
historical faith, as it is interpreted by fallible men,. 
l1iill contain some legends or doctrine that aro con
tiary to our sense of right. For our highest con
c~ption of the deity is moral exaellenae, and conse
quently men always embody their standard of 
p~rfection in their religion~ doctrine; and as that 
standard is at first extremely 1m perfect and confused, 
the early doctrine will exhibit a corresponding im
p~tfection. TbeFJe doctrine being stereotyped in 
r~ceived formularies for a time seriously obstruct 
the moral development of society, but at last the 
opposition to them becomes so strong that they 
lrlust giv way : they are then either violently sub
verted or permitted to become gradually obsolete.
Lecky. 

money in payment of debts which were contracted 22. "What is the relativ effect in trade upon the 
to be paid in domestic money, it usurped the author- rich and the poor by the use of these light-weight 
ity which does not belong to government. and coins, which are not a full legal tender!" Ana. The 
wronged its citizens or subjects. rich man gets more of them than he can climb 

5. "If metal money is :aot money outside of the Jacob's ladder with; the poor are never overloaded 
country that makes it, what is it !" Ana. A com- with them. 
modity, just like bar iron, axes, a11d hoes. 23. "What effect will the drain of gold from one 

TBE only fair tribunal to whiah cm be referred 
the claim of Christianity to be the one divinely 
revealed religion, is the great and inareasing body 
of men who, in all civilized lands, are devoting their 
lives t~ the study of the facts of nature and society 
and the critical research of the reaords of each in 
past ages. Christianity, as God's sole truth, must 
siand or fall by its acaord with the facts whiph t.~re 

6. "Does the rule apply to all countries!'' Ana. country~ another hav upon the productiv interests 
Yes. of those couotries !" Ana. Just the same e1feot that 
· 7,! ,, ~· t~1fl ,,.nr 1s?.''9 ~,hiJl~ ~ff ' ~oner oJ -~' , ,, pw-r~nt ~t .~r f~oJil _OJ1B '9~YtF1 t;q ~ot~~ bas 

, : t : f • t~ r , ,·. l · " • ;_ •,. · '-<, . • : . •'.) 

~~~pt~11~17 P.·~~~H~~(J·-::~·1~?Jr!r · · ·· , · · · 
c,' '· r • ' 
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Theosophy In a Farnnll .Addreas to Secularists. 
According to cable reports Mrs. Annie Besant ha• 

dAlinred a "farewell address to the Secularists" tf 
England, bot ao far only one of her important state 
mente has been sent over the wire. We aha11 get 
the remain.der of her address probably in the Free· 
thought pal)ers, all whatever Mrs. Besant might sa:y 
in a &l)eecb of this character is of great impo~:tancf 
to Freetbinbrs e-verywhere. 

The one item sent by wire touches Theosophy in itt 
moRt wonderful phaPP, and bas attracted unwonteo 
attention bflraulle of MrP. B·'sant's reputation fm 
"hardheadedness," as the reporter puts it. Thf 
atatPrr>Pnt is tbat since tbe death of Madam Blnatsk, 
she, MrR. BePant, ba11 rereived seVPral spiritual com 
munications from that person, written in her owt 
handwriting without the aid of any human beinp 
Auother pllrson now in tbe ftePh has also, sht 
declered, been similarly favorPd. Mrs. Beean· 
dt~clined to say bow the measages reached her or t• 
de~eribe their roeb-up or contents. Sbe explaillei! 
thia rt>ticenee by the statemPnt that she was awort 
to secrePy and would never betray the cor1ldenc• 
repoPed in bPr. MoreovPr, if t:be means of commu 
nication w•s rflvealed it might be used for bad pur 
poses. She wae Ulltble as yet to commune· full' 
with tb.- masters, aa M11hm BJavatsky could, but 
bPr know]ed~te wall incrPasing. Mrs. Beeant, tb• 
dispatch adds, eee-ms to be in the highest beam 
and the most normal of I!Jlirits. "Thfre is nothin~ 
in her ap13earance or ronxu•r to indicate an over 
wrou~bt imagination or a diseased condition of bod, 
or mind.'' 

When we re1lect upon what such a statemenf 
meana it is not surprising that it attracts unwonteil 
attention. As one intt~rpreter of Theosophical pbe. 
nomena atates it, it means that there now exist il' 
the remotest recesses of Tbibet certaill strangt 
humu beings, Mahatmas, who, by long eontinuane!# 
in meditation and certain pious practices, bav over
come the ordinary ailments and limitations of mt>r, 
hn conquered death tlld time, and bav acquired a 
unique and marvelous mastery of secret forces of 
the universe whereby life bas become a perpetual 
miracle. It means that these beings, like ourselv• 
and yet not of us, ha• eucct>eded in communiaatill11 
with Mrs. Annie Besant, in writing letters amd tend· 
ing them to her by celestial post, quicker than light. 
ning, so that in a moment they travel from Thibet to 
London and fall 1oftly as snow:fl.akes from the 
ceiling. 

In the third -volume of his "Truth Seeker Around 
the World," D. M. Bennett telJs us that Madam 
Blavatsky was "entirely in up port tnd recognition 
with these ' astral brothers '" or M abatmas, and that 
twas to be nearer the fountain-btd of this occult 

fraternUy that Madam Blavataky aDd Oolonel O:cott 
removed from Ntsw York to India. She passed seven 
years among the mountains of Thibe,, and was, Mr. 
Bennett says, taken ·in charge, to some extent at 
least, by these obscure Brothers, and was regarded 
by them with special favor. She could place herself 
in communication with ihem at will aDd could call 
upon them for advice in case of necessity. In A. P, 
Sinnett' a 11 Oocolt World" are related many manelous 
instances of suoh communication, and Mr. Bennett 
relates one thing akin to a marvel on his own respon
sibilny. If it is all that he thought we see no reason 
why the Brother• should not write letters as well as 
perform the feats he credits them with. After quot· 
ing extensivly from the'·' Oecolt World," Mr. Bennett 
wrote : "I would hav been glad to witness some of 
these 'scientific phenomena,' but that has not been 
my privilege. · The nearest to a marvel I hav had 
brought to my vision is the writing in or upon let· 
ters received by mail by Oolonel Olcott. He had told 
me how a large share of the letters he receives b) 
mail (ud be receives muy) appear to pass under tht> 
inspection of one of these invisible Brothers, I think 
this same Koot Hoomi; that certain parts of the let· 
ters are underscored in ink of a different color, 
usually red, and that comments are made upon the 
matter of the writer, with sueh hints IUld suggestions 
as the mysterious Brother feels Jike making when 
he attaches his monogram or signature. These seel!l 
to be atte:Pded to when in tranait, after they reaeh 
the pos~-o:ftioe, or after they hav been conveyed to 
OoloneJ Olcott's oftiee, and it is all done without the let· 
tera being opened in the usual way. This of courtf 
fllrikes you and me as being very mysterious and im
Probable, bot you aee you and I are ignorant of thf 
occult powera which I hav been alluding to; therp 
is much in nature which we do not yet understand 
eo we must not be too poaitiv that these things cat 
~ot take place iill we know more of the vast possi· 
bilities which do exist in this grand old universe. 

''On oDe occasion I was sittillg with Oolonel Olcott 
in his ()ftiee, whPn he had just received eome lettert 
from the post-c:ftiee md bad not yet opened them. 
He said to me, 'Here are some letters just received; 
'ook at them md see if you think they hav beer 
"pened ; there may be some of those mysteriou' 
marka upon them of which I hav told you, but aftet 
von hav exami11ed them I will open them and Wf 

"'ill aee.' I looked at the letters and they seemed 
oarfectly intaat, and presented not the slightest ap
oearance of having been opened. He then opened 
~h•m with his penknife in the usual way and remon( 
~be contents, which he at once showed me, and OJJ 

<>r..ch of the four were the mysterious words in red 
ink or with red chalk, and the char•cters which tht 
'Brother is said to always use. One of the letters 
••11 fr(\m Madra•, one from Oeylon, one from nortb. 
'lrn India, and the other from some part I do not re 
llll'mber, but all from di1farent places and directions. 
!II were written in , black ink, and on each wert 
onderscoriDRS in red ink and comments more or lee~ 
lf!ngthy, with the ever-attendant mystic signature. 
tt ia not pos1ible that these red marks could ha~ 
been m1de by the aame man and in the same bud 
"t the different poillts from whence they came. The 
"bances for collusion seemed extremely remote, and 
•he only reasonable soiution is that the marks in red 
were placed upon the letters by one hand and after 
•11ey left the persons by whom they were written. 
Tt may be claimed that Oolonel Olcott bad manipu
l.ted these letters ud put the red marks upon them 
before I inspected them, but I think I know the gen 
Heman too well to believe him capable of sueb sub 
t£dup-e. I beline him a etrictly honest man. Hf 
l)osaibl:y may be deceived himself, bot he is not a 
deceiver. His statements are also strongly eorrobo 
rated by the statemenh of o~hera, none of whom, I 
think, by any deaire to miolead me. The theory is 
tbat this Brother Koot Hoomi, who resides two 
thousand miles away, up among the Himalaya mount
ains, hal the knowledge and ability to use a real 
force in nature to enable him at that distance to 
inapeet Colonel OlooW• mail. and to make such com
menta as he wishes to meet Oolonel Olcott's eye, and 
this without openill1 or disturbing the letters in the 
least.'' 

There is, howe..-er, something further to be con
sidered in connection with these wonder.;~. Mr. 
Bodgsen, of the Psychical Society, when he visited 
India on the trail of Madam BIATatsky found start
ling evidence& of fraud in the practices of that astute 

priestess. The sacred shrine in which letters to the 
Mahatmas were deposited had more than one open
ing accessible to human hands; above the seat by 
which the Mahatmas' letters fell for their devout 
questioners a tiny trolley was pereeptible in the ceil
illg, and there was a most convenient beam on which 
the letters might rest till detached by a thread of 
waxed silk. Moreover, letters written in strange 
languages unknown by the brethren present were 
not deciphered by the Mahatmas. Moreover, Madam 
Ooulomb, Madam Blavatsky's trusted assistant,' gave 
the whole thaumaturgical process away by revealing 
these concealed cabinets in the house of · the high 
priestess of Theosophy, and further decllll'ed that 
the whole business was a fraud. It is conceivable, 
t.herefore, that these art.ifices hav been repeated in 
London, with the idea of deceiving Mrs. Beeant into 
r.he belief that she has received the mantle of Madam 
Biantsky and ia destined to take that individual's 
place in the Theosophical world. Of course Mrs. 
Besant is not for a moment to be considered a party 
to such transaction, bot as Hnme argued against the 
biblical miracles, we hav never known dead men to 
acme to life, but we hav known men to lie. It is 
easier, therefore, to believe that men lie in writillg 
&ncb accounts than to believe the accounts they 
write. . .. 

So it is with the statement in Mrs. Besant's fare
well address to the Seculariete. 

International Congresses. 
There will be no International Oongreas of Free

t,t,inkers this year in Europe, as the General Oouncil 
f the Federation announces that the Spanish 

Ffeethinkers, in whose country the meeting was to 
be held, hav been unable to complete arrangements 
fer it. To make amends for the disappointment 
caused, they ask that the congress be held in their 
land next year, in September, and thsy promis to 
make the occasion memorable, and work in also a 
celebration of the discovery of America. This will 
probably be done, as the French Federation has 
.Iready &greed. 

We suggeot to our brethren of the Old World 
that they reserve their speci!U efforts for a grand 
'flternational congress to be held in Ohicago, Illinois, 
U. S. A., in 1893, when the four-hundredth anni
v~:>rsary of the discovery of this country will be eele
b&<ated with all the vim of the typical American and 
the characteristic eclat of the great West. 0 a that , 
occasion the Freethinkers of America ought to hold 
a large and long congress, to which our English, 
French, Isalian, Spmish, German, Duteb, and Aus
trian brethren should be epeaially invited, and 
&Eked to tell all about Freethought in their countries 
-what the people are thinking, what they are doing, 
what laws e~nd cuotoms they hav bearing for and 
•gainst mental freedom, and what the prospects are 
for the Christians ever gettin~ to heaven. 

We should like to see Mr. N&nz, president of. the 
Federation, and Mr. Furnemont, vice president, and 
Mr. Foote, and Saladin, and Mr. Moss, and the 
S>.sndrings, and Victor Lennstrandt, and O•pt. Otto 
rhompson, and Henry Bergbell, and Dr. Voelkel, 
t.nd Mr. Sahwella, and the Italia'1 FrAethinkers who 
put up the Bruno statue, and Dr. Wille, and J san 
Paul Oee, and J. R Scbaere, and the other anti
clericals of Paris who hav made the priuts take a 
back seat. During the celebration at 0 1icago would 
be an appropriate time for such a gathering, and it 
would hav great infi.nence in our work. Oar foreign 
"peakers would all find audiences of their own 
nationRiit.y to address, for Chicago is a cosmopolitan 
village and many foreign-born Americans are gath 
ered therein. And when they get over here and see 
what a gremt and glorious country this is, notwith 
11tanding th•t New Jersey, Delaware, Tennessee, and 
F.rances Willard are parts of it, perhaps our Old 
World eo-workers will conclude to settle here and 
help civilize it. 

--------~~-------
The World's Fair and the Secular Union. 
We learn from the dsily papers that the Board 

of Oontrol of the Columbian Exposition has granted 
:an audience to a delegation of the American Sab 
bath Union, which presented alleged reasons why 
t:he Exposition should be closed on Sundays. Col 
Elliot F. Shepard, the Rsv. Dr. Francis L. Patton 
and members of the aesoeiation to the number of 
about fifty were present. Mr. Shepard presented 
a memorial, signed by himself and Rev. J. H. 
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Knowles, president and secretary of the Sabbath 
Union, and Gen. 0. 0. Howard, Rev. Mr. Patton, 
and others, made speeches. Mr. Shepard also says 
in his paper : "Not content with memorializing the 
National co~mission, the American Sabbath Union 
will bring great pressure to bear on the Ohioago 
Directory of the Exposition. This part of the cam
paign is in the hands of a co.mmittee of thirteen. It 
was decided that a powerful in1luence would. be lost 
if it failed to ask women to help them. Aacord
illgly a committee of seven was appointed to wait 
upon the board of lady managers to induce it to use 
its infiuence against the opening of the Exposition 
on Sunday." The delegation was received with 
distinguished consideration, a special hour being 
designated for its entrance, and the gallery was 
given up to it, while the speakers were plaaed in the 
body of the house. The tenor of the speeches was 
sectarisnly Ohris~ian all the way through. 

It OClaurs to us that this would be a peculiarly 
appropriate time for the American Secular Union 
to rouse from its lethargy and go out to Ohicago 
and fight the American Sabbath Union. Dr- West
brook should oppose himself to the 1lamboyant 
Ooionel Shep1rd, while Miss Oraddoak can be 
relied upon to make mince-meat o~ the R11v. J. H. 
Knowles. 

The American Sabbath Union and the National 
R~form Association (God-in-the-Oonstitution crowd) 
are ·two organizations which the American Secular 
Union should confront constantly, besides doing its 
own aggressiv work. We hav in hand a petition, 
bearing a good many thousand names, protesting 
against closing the World's Fair on Sundays, and 
this petition is at t~e Union's service if the Secular 
Union will face the Board of Oontrol and the Ohicago 
Directory and tell them just why the World's Fair 
ought to be open to the people every Sunday of its 
continuance. 

The American Secular Union was formed to do 
just such things, the people contribute money to hav 
them done, the Freethought papers support it 
because they hope to see them done-and if the 
c.ftioers of the Union will not do them oftiClers should 
be elected who will. 

The Sunday Bill Defeated in Canada. 
We learn from a writer in a Seventh Day Adventist 

paper that Mr. Oharlton's Sunday bill whirh has been 
'before the Dominion parliament the past two years, 
is at last disposed of. The committee to whom it 
was referred cut it down to less than one-half ite 
original size, retaining only those sections which 
prohibited the publication of Sunday newspapers, 
the running of certain rail way trains, and the open
ing of canals for trdiCl on Sunday. In this muti· 
lated form it was brought before the House of Oom
mons. On motion of Mr. Oharlton, the promoter 
of the bill, the House went into • committee of the 
whole to consider his measure. A sharp debate fol
lowed in which many of the members took part. 
The strong opposition to the bill from various quar
ters showed that the present parliament bas a mejor
ity which does not fall in with the movement now 
on foot to enforce Sunday observance. In the 
debate, some of the members spoka in behalf of the 
Sunday newspaper men ; others opposed the bill on 
the ground that IUClh legislation should be left to 
the discretion of the provincial legislatures, while 
other opposition was baaed on the broad ground of 
religious liberty, that the people should not be 
hedged about with" cast-iron laws" nor could they 
be 11 legislated into Christianity." 

Sir John Thompson, a prominent member, spoke 
deaidedly against the bill; but out of deference to 
the feelings of the Ohristian community, he recom
mended Mr. Ohar~ton to withdraw the measure. He 
moved that the committee rise, report progress, mud 
ask leave to sit again. This is called " the tenderest 
form of perfumed aaphyxiation known to parlia
menl:." 

This brought Mr. Oharlton to his feet. He pro
tested against the committee rising without fudher 
considering the bill, and insisted that they had the 
right to deal with the question of Sunday observ
ance, and ought to exercise it. The Montreal 
Star thus describes Mr. Oharlton'a last eft'ort in 
behalf of his bill : 

"Mr. Charlton made so vigorous a tight against this effort 
to chloroform his bill, that the· House could hardly recog
nize in him the mild gentleman who usually sits next to Sir 

Richard. His voice rang out de.!l.antly through the chamber 
as he asked if there was nothing left in the bill worth so 
much as consideration, ·and twitted Mr. Mllls with being 
far too great a stickler for provincial rights in the face of so 
important a question. The bill did not meet his views by 
any means, but he wanted to get some legislation through on 
this subject. Amid cries of' No' and 'Carried,' he held that 
some law of this kind was demanded by the Christian popu
lation of Canada, and threatened members with arraignment 
before public opinion if they fi.UIJg aside the blll without con-
sideration." · 

The chairman pronounced the motion to rise 
carried, but Mr. Oharlton demanded a vote. A 
rising vote was then taken, and the motion was 
carried with sixty·three yeas and eighteen naye. 

The Ignorance of Common Catholics. 
It is a dogma of the Roman Oatbolia church that 

Mary, the mother of Ohrist, was always a virgin. 
But in Matthew i, 25, Jesus is called her 11 first
born " Bon, implying that she had other children later. 
That this is so is proved by Matthew xii; 46, 47-
" While he yet talked to the people, behold his 
mother and his brethren stood without, desiring to 
apeak with him. Then one said unto him, Behold, 
thy mother and thy brethren stand without desiring 
to speak with thee." The cruel reply Jesus made i~ 
well known. Again, in Matthew xiii, 55, 56, we read : 
" Is not this the carpenter's son f Is not his mother 
called Mary f and his brethren (brothen] James, and 
Joses, and Simon, and Judas f. And his sistere, are 
they not all with us f" Luke also calls Jesus Mary's 
"first-born son" (ii, 7), and relates that his " mother 
and his' brethren could not come at him for the 
press" of people around him. Mark makes the 
people call him'' the carpenter, the aon of Mary, the 
brother of James, and Joses, and of Juda, and 
Simon," and they aek, "Are not. his sisters here with 
us f" (Mark vi, 6). John also says that when he 
went down to Oapernaum he was accompanied by 
11 his mother, and his brethren, and his disCliples ;" 
and later 11 his brethren" advised him to go to Judea 
(John vii, 8). And Paul wanted to know if he could 
not lead about a sister, a wife, as Ohrist led about 
his brethren (1 Oor. i:r, 5) and other apostles, whom, 
however, he never saw save Peter and" James the 
Lord's brother " (GaJ. i, 19). 

But, the other day, we heard of a Oatholic who had 
been educated for the priesthood betting a basket of 
champagne against :five doUars that Mary, the mother 
of Jesus, had no other children. The odds he gavf 
shows how sure he was, and the positiTnESB of his 
at.titude prompts one to i11quire if a· study of the 
Bible is or is not one of the requirements o~ a Oath
olic college where men are 11 edacated " for the 
priestly oftiae. 

------~ .. ~-------
The Eftect of Education. 

The Free Education act went into dlect in Eog. 
land on the 2d instant. On the 1st instant "the 
clergy of a number of churches felt moved to aek thP 
prayers of the people that the inllreased freedom in 
educational matters might not hav an injurious eft'sct 
uponj,he cause of religion." 

If anyone can read that item, telegraphed from 
London, and not see its signiftaanCle and force, his 
eyes must be blind indeed. 

The clergy were the chief opposers of the act 
which provides for the eduaation of children whose 
parents are too poor to pay rates or to support them 
while attending sahool, and now these obstructors 
are afraid the act will injnre the canse of religion! 
Let this be remembered : that it is the opinion of 
the clergymen of England that education hnrte 
religion. 

Keep the children ignorant and you can keep the 
people pious. Educate them and they refuse to be
lieve the old wives' tales of Ohristianity. 

. How Does He Know t 
The Rev. James M. BnClkley, editor of the Okriatian 

.Advocate, says that " Atheists and Freethinkers sel
dom giv utterance to their views in the presence of 
their children." · 

We should like to know where the Rev. James M 
Hackley, D.D., obtained his information. How 
many Atheists and Freethinkers is he acquainted 
with! Does he know even one that regularly reads 
one of the many thousands of copies of Freethought 
journals scattered each week over the country who 
"seldom givs utterance to his views in the presence 
of his children f" 

It is onr Qpinion that the Rev. James M. Buckley 

wrote as a statement of fact that whiah he has no 
means of knowing to be true. 

Editorial Notes. 
llr a few of our readers hav a copy of the TRUTH SBBUR 

AN:li!U.U for 1890, in good condition, which they do not 
want to keep, and will send it to this oftl.ce, we wlll return 
them any other 25-cent book they may select among our 
publications. 

THB Cassadaga camp-meeting passed the following: "Re. 
solved, by the Spiritualists at Cassadaga in convention 
assembled, That we are unalterably opposed to the closing 
of the World's Fair in Chicago hi 1893 on the first day of 
the week, commonly called Sunday." 

Rllv. W. F. CRAFTs, the apostle of the" civil Sabbath" 
with the religion in it, recently visited Bradford, Pa. He 
severely censured the city council for their action of some 
months ago on the Sunday ordinance, and declared the 
Sunday law of Pennsylvania one of the best in the United 
States. Under his direction a " Rest-day League" was 
formed and committees were appointed to carry forward the 
work of forcing the people of Bradford to keep Sunday. 
But the Sabbatarians will not hav it all their own way. 
There is a solid opposition, and Henry Frank, the heretical 
preacher of Jamestown, N. Y., has been eng'lged by some 
Bradford business men to lecture against the Sabbatarian 
scheme. 

TBB editor of the OathoUc NettJs says that the arguments 
against the "holy" coat of Treves would be equally valid 
against the gospels. He says: "Where is the evidence 
having the least validity that they iue the writings of the 
apostles, St .Matthew and St. John, and the dlf:tciples, St. 
Mark and St. Luke? Is it not improbable to the last degree 
1hat we hav the real writings of these men? We hav not 
the originals; we hav no copy made from the original manu. 
scripts and properly authenticated. The strongest evidence 
of their authenticity is the fact that the Catholic church has 
so presented them to the world for eighteen centuries." 
Exactly so. The gospels and the holy coat are alike spu
rious. None is wbat it pretends to be. and the fact that the 
Catholic church has presented them to the world for many 
centuries adds nothing to tbeir value. 

TBB American &ntinel says : "THB TRUTH SBBKBB makes 
the following excellent point a~Zainst Judge Hammond's de
ci~ion in the King case : 1 The judge says that it ls not 
necessary to maintain that to violate the Sunday observance 
custom shall be of itself immoral to make it criminal in the 
eyes of the law. "It may be harmless In itself because, as the 
petitioner believes, God has not set apart that day for rest 
and holiness, to work on Sunday, and yet, if man has set 
i.t apart in due form by his law for rest, it must be obeyed as 
man's law if not as God's law." By this, it is seen, any 
le~~:lslature can establish religious holydays, enforce their 
observance, and the Uuited States courts afford no redress. 
We do not believe this is good law; it certainly is mon
strously unjust.' THB TRUTH SBBKBR is rlgbt; the same 
oower that can forbid work upon one day of the week can 
forbid it on another day; and if, as Judge Hammond a~. 
8erts, there Is no constitutional limitation upon their power, 
the minority is left absolutely at the mercy of the majority." 

A OORBBBPI'NDBNT of the Clarksville, Texas, Enterprls~ 
throws some solid chunks of truth at the preacher~ in a 
recent iSFUe· of that journal. Evidently he has Bam Jones 
aod other blatherskites in mind. " Speeches, sermons, and 
public lectures are public property," be says. "Anyone 
baa a rlp;ht to criticise them. It the preacher is permitted 
to say bard and har(lh things for the good of others, then 
the writer must be allowed to say !lOme plain things for the 
eood of preachers. I do not believe the Jaws of our land 
g!v a preacher the rl~~:bt to attack the private lives of her 
people. It is low sentiment only that causes a part of the 
community to look down on a gentleman for resenting an 
attack on his cha.Tacter by a preacher. My experience has 
been that born ladlea and gentlemen hav no patience with 
this preacher protection idea or subterfu~~;e. When a man 
goes before th~ public as a public man he should stand ln a 
man's shoes. When he comes into a community or a town 
11 perfect stranger and learns from certain flop eared hounds 
of slander things detrimental to the chl\racters of certain 
individuals, it would be far more Chrlstia• to go to the per
sons and tell them of their faults. Even then this would 
be a delicate matter for a perfect stranger to perform, who, 
perhaps, has been In the town only sixty or seventy hours. 
And I think it would be bard to find a gentleman who 
would do so. Preaching is a pretty good scheme for old 
bankrupt sots to fall back on. To illustrate, be a big 
drunkard, get broke, break your poor old mother's heart, 
kill your wife with neglect, then leave, tell the people all 
about it, call it a sermon. and for such a worthy case you 
make a fortune. I think some preachers I hav seen are 
smart enough to see that the people want some amusement 
on Sunday and when these preachers left the saloon and the 
gambling-hells they brought their slang with them to supply 
the place of the Sunday evening opera. Instead of being 
rebuked for such profanity as I heard some time ago at a 
big religious meeting, they actually took up a collection for 
it. Twenty-five yeus ago if you had been told that the 
time would come when you would pay for profanity and 
preachers would say amen to it you would not hav believed 
lt. But hav you not heard it recently? I saw an old 
gentleman some time ago pay one dollar for a preacher's 
calling him an old bald-headed, lying scoundrel, and .the 
little preacher said amen." 

• 
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WiH Some St. Louisian Answer t 
ST. Louxs, Mo , July 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Is there a Liberal League or any meeting of 
Freethinkers In St. Louis, to your knowledge? 

NoRMAN GABL. 

True Hel}t to Freethougitt. 
EAGI.RVILLB, CAL., Aug. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am working for our cause all the time, 
and am not alone. I wUI try and send you some new re
cruits this fall. Money is scarce. Our preacher had the 
country canvassed to get money to get married on. I distrib
ute all of my books and papers, and expect to get some help 
In the work In the near future. The letters In THB TRUTH 
SBRKKR are worth the money to me. I would like to hear a 
little more of the money question discussion. Best wishes 
t<? Heston and you all. W. U BooTT. 

There Were Bibles an1l :Religions Before Ours. 
FARMBRVILLB, Aug. 25, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please let me know through the columns or 
THB TRUTH BBIIKBR (1) what Peter Cooper's religion was. 
(2) Can you furnish me with some books older than the 
Bible ? R. F. RABUN. 

[L. Unitarian. 2 No book of tl;le Bible Is known to hav 
existed before tho time of Ezra, about 500 -400 B.O. There 
are Chinese historical and poetical works dating from 2500 
B c .. but the translations are voluminous and costly. The 
!Bdlan Vedas, 1500-1000 B. o , are likewise bulky and expen
alv works. However, parts may be obtained at reasonable 
prices. The Institutes of Menu, 900-600 B c., may be hail 
translated for $8.50. A "Sacred Anthology," containing 
extracts from about all the religious books of the world, 
many of them anterior to the Bible, we can furnish for $5. 
It is collated and edited by Moncure D. Conway, and is an 
excellent work. Bennett's " Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times," containing extracts from and copious 
Information on ihe above and similar books, we sell at $5 
for the two vole., cloth; leather, $7 or $8.-ED. T. B] 

Whale Stories as Good as the Ancient One. 
PoRTLAND, MR., Aug 2, 1891. 

MB. EDiToR: As that whale story sent you by a good 
brother in Christ did not convince you, I send another which 
is even more conv!ncirg than that. Why will you, In the 
face of such proof, stll1 doubt (snd be damned)? 

B. Q_. NORTON. 
The recent fear of a fire destroying the Lick Observatory 

must hav recalled to Professor Holden of that .Institution the 
story of a terrible tragedy which reached him through the 
mails aud whlchwas the first attempt of his elght~year-old 
son as a. newspaper reporter and editor. The paper was 
ruled off Into columns and an attempt had been made to copy 
the script heading of the Ban Francisco (Jlvronicle. The news 
part of this little attempt at journalism read as follows : 

AN AWFUL OOOURRBNOR AT BANTA CRUZ. 
Yesterday, at about 10 a.m., E. C. Holden, son of Prof. E. 

B. Hold€n, was swimming out, a whale came out and swal
lowed hlm. It is hof>ed he wlll be corned up like Jonah. 

P. B.-Later on in the day the whale was seen to spout. 
Two feet and a little finger of one hand of the unfortunate 
boy ape red In the column thrown up by the mighty anlmale, 
but the rest of his body is still missing. The pollee and fire 
department hav been called, and the Governor at Sacra
mento has offered a large sum of $600 reward for the arrest 
of the criminal. 

STILL LATBR.-The whale has been arrested, and Is now 
confined In the county jail. It is hoped he will be hung by 
the mob. , 

STILL LATBR-The whale has offered to glv up wh-at is 
left of the boy If the governor's reward can be paid to him 
instead cf to the pollee. A telegram has been sent to the 
father of the boy to see if he wants what is left of his 
child. 

LATRBT-Prof. Holden replied to the telegram that If the 
swimming teacher could find the boy's clothes on the beach 
they would do just as well. 

The whale is now being hanged In front of the city hall. 
Bonfires are lit, and a brass band is playing, and the city 

is In a blaze of excitement-but the boy! II Oh I where I~ 
he? 

A. Ul'jf'eted Communication. 
MARION, CoNN., Aug. 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I send herewith a letter I sent to the editor 
of the New Haven News for publication, but he refused, as 
"space is too limited " Yes, "space is too limited" In the 
"newspapers" for such letters as mine, but not for printing 
the gab of soulless politicians, the bosh talk of hypocritical 

• clergymen, nor for the alluring advertisments of Ignorant 
quacks, fraudulent schemes, and disgusting descriptions of 
rape, murder, etc. The fact that " space is too' limited " In 
newspapers tor what I wish published is the result of another 
fact, viz , space Is too unlimited In the heads of the ma. 
jority of mankind-fools. Where would superstition be In 
fifty years if Infidelity had the " newspapers" subsidized 
equally as much as Christianity? Perhaps In hades. 

I would really like to know who lias had the Impudence 
to steal Paine's poetry, and perhaps if this and the other 
letter are inserted In THB TRUTH SRBKBR, some of your 
many Intellectual readers may know and Inform us. 

Yours truly, EnwiN N. BEBCHBR. 

of those who think that if the clergy would devote more 
time to the affairs of this world, the eighty or more thousand 
now In this country might, it they would wholly adopt Mr. 
Greely's manner of labor, accom pUsh. an everlasting good 
for mankind· of any or no faith But it Is a lamentable fact 
that the clergy ill the past, by insisting on the necessity of 
belief and persistently promulgating an Idea that unbelief is 
of all sins the most enormous, hav hindered the increase of 
pure morality. Mr. Greely is evidently aware that, how
ever desirable faith may be relatlv to another existence, mo~ 
rality nO'IJJ and alone Is to be desired more than faith without 
it. In this he has the concurrence of every rational man. 
Mr. Greely, judging by his sermon, seems to be a. person 
who welcomes truth whatever its source, and believes that 
he who knowingly suppresses a fact is a .liar ; therefore we 
are sorry to find a serious mistake near the end of his sermon. 
A quotation was made embracing the third stanza of Thomas 
Paine's "Song on the Death of General Wolfe," and gl:ven 
as sayings of our Puritan fathers. The original verse was 
slightly mutilated and mended, and the name" Warren" 
was substituted for that of Wolfe. Even If Paine was an 
Infidel, that fact does not justify the original plagiarism, nor 
purify the character of the author of the misrepresentation, . 
" and whatever may be his rank or title in life, he has the 
heart of a coward and the spirit of a sycophant," and deserves 
public exposure and castigation by·the populace. Whoever 
is guilty, let us know. The poem In question has been called 
one of the most beautiful productions of Its kind In the 
English language, and Is here subjoined : 

EDWIN N. BEROBBR. 
In a moldering cave, where the wretched retreat, 

Britannia sat wasted with care : 
She mourned for her Wolle, and exclaimed against fate, 

And gave herself up to despair. 
The walls of her cell she had sculptured around 

With the feats or her. favorit son, 
And even the dust, as it lay on the ground, 
·Was engraved with some deeds he had done. 

The sire of the gqds, from his crystallin throne, 
Beheld-the. disconsolate dame, 

And, moved with her tears, he sent Mercury down, 
And these were the tidings that came : 

"Britannia, forbear, not a sigh or a tear 
For thy Wolfe, so deservedly loved; 

Your tears shall be changed Into triumphs of joy, 
For thy Wolfe is not dead, but removed. 

" The sons of the east, the proud giants of old, 
Hav crept from the darksome abodel!l, 

And this is the news, as In heaven it was told, 
They were marching to war with tbe gods. 

A council was held In the chambers-of Jove, 
And this was their final decree, . 

That Wolfe should be called to the armies above, 
And the charge was intrusted to me. 

f' To the plains of Quebec with the orders. I fled; 
· He begged for a moment's delay; 

He cried, '0 forbear, let·nie victory hear; 
And then thy commands I'll obey.' 

With a darksome thick film I encompassed his eyes, 
And bore him away in an urn ! 

Lest the fondness he bore to his own natlv shore 
Should induce him again to return." 

Holy Coats and Hofy Coats. 
· GBRMANIA, PA, A.ug. 25, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Although we are somewhat out of the 
world your paper is read by an Interested and appreclatlv 
circle of Freethinkers. The article affixed below suggested 
the rhyme. MAx M. WINcKLER. 

Apart from the suspicious blank In the r-ecord of Its pres
eryatlon, the Holy Coat of Treves has one equally likely 
co~petitor In the Holy Coat of Argenteuil, which claims to 
hav an unbroken history since it. was purchased of the 
soldier who drew the prize Immediately after the nruclfixlon. 
Tlie history of this coat is written by St. Gregory of Tours, 
w~o states that it was taken to Galatia, whllre it was pre
served In a wooden box. During the Persian war of 590, the 
co'at was removed for safety to Jaffa, and four years later to 
Jerusalem. After being transferred back to Persia, the 
relic found its way to Constantinople, whence the Empress 
Ir~ne sent it as a gift to Charlemagne, who presented it to 
hi~ daughter, Theodrada, abbess of Argenteull, A.D. 800. It 
:was there cut Into several pieces by a priest and ~ome of the 
pieces hav disappeared, but the greater number remain. 
The fragments which still remain are of goats' hair without 
an:y visible seam. 

Besides these two famous coats ·there ·are others, oall 
claimed to be the veritable coat worn by the savior immedi
ately before being crucified. The best known of these are 
thi:l holy robe of Moscow, that of Rome, and those deposited 
at St. Roch, Maggiore, and Venice. 

THB POWER OF THB HOLY COATS. 
The Socialist of Nazareth 
I always pictured needy, 
Despised, poor, and seedy; 
Barefooted, ditto head, 
Ill clad, not overfed, 
E!ltin gears of corn in season, 
Cursing barren fig-trees without reaeon ; 
I thought his halo bright 
Served both for heat and light. 
How is it at his death he left 
So many coats that we behold ? 
Did foolish tailors trust of old? 
The pilgrims see a coat st Treves, 
One at Moscow, one at Venice, 
St. Roch and Maggiore possess 
·Each one of undoubted sanctimoniousness. 
IDs holiness, the pope at Rome, 
Has one to purify his home. . 
To the throne more luster is added by 
Another Infallible ragged lie. 
For many years, Stupidity, deceived, 
In awe the holy relics kissed, 
While cunning, avaricious priests 
The pilgrim geese hav fleeced. 
or startling miracles manifold 
The gaplEg, weak-minded fools are told. 
My faith is small, but I know they hold 
One power still, that of attracting gold. 

MAX M. WINCKLER. 

A. Quibbling Judge Rebu~ed. 
M.t.)lQUKTTE, KAN., Aug. 21, 1891. 

of King will be analyzed and held up to the public view in 
such a manner as forcibly to present not only the bias of the 
judge, but also ·the Inconsistency and even falsity of those 
remarks: As a part of the system by which we would edu
cate the popular mind to a j u!lt Liberality no better arguments 
can be used ·than the line upon line and precept upon precept, 
oft repeated., that come from the lips of our enemies. He 
says: "It was a belief of Mr. ~Madison &nd other founders 
of our government that they bad· practically established 
absolute religious freedom and exemption fi:om persecution 
for opinion's sake hi. matter~ of religion." By "other found,
ers, he will doubtless admit such men as Jefferson, Franklin, 
and Paine; but can he claim. that these .men were actuated 
by a spirit devoted exclusivly to the Interests of relig~on? 
And yet can he ignore such a claim when he says," This very 
principle of religious freedom is ihe product of our religion, 
as all our good customs are?" Here is a positiv assertion 
that is predicated upon the universal claim of the church, 
but how, in tho name of consistency, does It accord with 
his following admission; "The . observers of Sunday hav 
secured the aid of the civil law and adhere to that advantage 
with great tenacity In spite of the clamor for religious free· 
dom and the progress that has been. made In the absolute 
separation of church and ·state." · Who, pray, are these 
observers of Sunday? Are they the disciples of Madison, 
Jefferson, Franklin, and Paine, who are working In, .throu gb t 
and by the church, adhering with the greatest tenacity t • 
every pious advantage " in spite of the clamor for rellgioull 
freedom,;, and" all to the end that the spirit of our religion 
may, through the Inherent love. of the church for absolute 
religious :freedom, grow to such an extension of this prlncl.
ple that religious persecution will come. to an llnd by the 
grace of God under the power of the church? But he warns 
us In the mean time that the.laws which the ''observers of 
Sunday hav secured" will be rlgldlytmforced, and that those 
·who desire that the principle of religious freedom be extended 
must" await its growth Into· that'enlarged application," a· 
growth which Jodge Hammond would hav UB understand is 
a product of religion under the gracious care and supervision 
of the church. Shades of Bruno, Servetus, Huguenots, and 
all the throng of sacrlficlal.vlctims whose blood Is upon the 
altar of religious freedom, tell us, is_ this so? C. PuTNAM. 

Spiritualism. 
CARYSVILLB, 0., Aug. 25, 1891. 

~lR. EDITOR : I desire to present a few thoughts touching 
the subject of Spiritualism, seeing that much has been said 
on the subject pro and con. It fs a fact we are very apt to 
entertain prejudices In favor of preconceived opinions, and 
be biased In consequence to an extent that would exclude 
what would be terme~ fair evidence. T.here is no question 
but there hav appeared various.phenom~na assumed to rest 
upon a Spiritualistic b!lsis, and which hav excited quite an 
interest on the part of some of our most advanced thinkers, 
who hav been unable to explain· them in accordance with 
what we call "natural philosophy." As for myself, having 
been brought up In habits of superstition and taught 
to regard the Inexplicable as the supernatural, I hav to 
admit that the struggle for emanCipation from the thralldom 
of prlestcraft has been attended with .considerable embarrass
ment. But I now experience; the consolation of believing 
that I hav passed the ordeal and hav arrived at that elevation 
In Ufe's journey from which many of the fogs of Irrational
ism may be overlooked. I do not wish to be considered 
dogmatiCal In· my remarks or conclusions, but when a con
clusion is fairly arrived at where the preponderance of 
evidence 111 looking that way, I see nothing In the way of 
giving it expression until a more favorable exposition can 
be'rendered. Now, I must confess that I hav not had the 
opportunity of Investigating what Is known as modern 
Spiritualism to .the extent that the· subject demands, but I 
must avow that I hav never witnessed an assumed spirit 
manlfestatio!l but that at least appeared to me to come 
within the bounds of deception. 

I hav at various times witnessed slate-writings claimed to 
hav been performed by spirit hands, but In every case there 
was m.ore or less attendance of " hocus-pocus" manipula
tion. I hav not been able to. find a medium who would 
allow a skeptic a fair chance at investigation or who could 
glv more than a vague representation in the presence of a1,1 
unbeliever. Now, It seems to me that truth should not 
scorn the light of day or seek to present its facts In the 
gloom of a darkened chamber, ail is the case with many of 
the leading spirit phenomena. If the spirits of our 
departed friends seek an interview with us why do they not 
appear to us In a way that would exclude the possibility of 
deception and settle for all time the question of their being ? 

I do not say that spirit life does not exist. What· I claim 
is that it has never been demonstrated. Many of those who 
hav become Spiritualists hav been brought up under the 
teachings of orthodoxy and having been compelied from 
intellectual conviction to renounce the Bible as an unreliable 
guide, and being possessed of sympathetic natures and a 
strong proclivity to life, hav abhorred the Idea that death 
ends all and sought protection from oblivion In the mysterioua 
vagaries of Spiritualism. No doubt, as a rule, Spiritualists are 
honest, but honesty is no criterion of truth when selfish 
prejudices are apt to warp the judgment. In conclusion 
allow me to say that although I cannot go with Spiritualists 
In their philosophy I admire their liberality. Some of our 
greatest workers In the cause of humanity are Spiritualists, 
and are doing much to elevate the world of thought above 
the foolishness of Christian dogmas. 

MR. EDITOR: There appeared printed In the New Haven 
Daily Palladium, date 17th prHent month, a sense-awaken
ing sermon calculated to arouse those (many) who are slum
bering with their morality sat!! tied with thelr.own goodness 
to a reallz'ltion of the magnitude of one particular damnable 
evil which Invites and conducts humanity to repair leas ruin. 
Every decent man, be he A.th.elst or Christian, will aid the !J.ev. Olarelll!e ~reely in his harolo lliB!ltJit on eham., hypoo 
r~r~ ~~ ~q~r.~~T m41#rmtJJo~ ~~ !mo;t: "'' ,-m~r '• gCJ ~ 

HR. Emm2 ; It ie slnMr,ely to be hope.d that tb.l:l J"em~rks 

I do not wish to rob anyone of a single ray of hope that 
would tend to lighten the tolls of life, but having carefully 
examined the matter in so far as opportunity permitted I 
am driven to the conclusion that our lndlvldnality and con
sciousness Bill}~ 'JVit~ th!l diaaohJtton Of our physical 
P"f:S.,'?~.Ir},, . . . f, ~J.. ltfpCM,t!ff• ~ j1U4~ Jlf~P4 ~¥f?J.~~~t.IP% J.Wi MfJ~lo» f.~ t,b!J r-.~ 

; • > -·, .-· .• ' •• •••• ( 
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The Financial Question. 
Aug. SO, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : One of your correspondents asks, " What is 
money ?" My idea of money is that it is a medium Of 
exchange to obviate the dltllculties of direct barter; also 
that it is the reprelientativ of value. I look upon the volume 
of money, large or small, issued by any government, as rep. 
resenting the value of all the property or wealth of that coun
try. Therefore stability of value is the· great necessity of 
any currency.· Now; gold, being of all metals the least liable 
to change in quantity (on account of its scarcity it is the 
only metal not liable to great tluctuation), is the very best 
thing available to represent permanent value. Any other 
article used for money is liable \o fluctuation according· to 
the amount issued, which makes the great fiuctuations in 
prices. Here lies the great danger of a paper currency. 
According to the whims of any party in power it can be 
Increased ()r diminished and prices made to fluctuate to great 
extremes, which is to the great· advantage of the bankers 
and speculators, who take advantage of the owners of real 
property by buying when money is cheap and selling when 
it is dear. This cry for. cheap money that the speculators 
hav persuaded the Farmers' Alliance to make is the most 
supreme folly, entirely in the interest of the speculator, who 
makes his money out of a fiuctuatlng currency. Suppose we 
concluded to do without gold or silver currency, what could 
hinder one party when in power issuing unlimited amounts 
of money, and when the other came into power contracting 
the currency just as they pleased, and buying real property 
when money was cheap and sell!ng when it was dear? And 
they would take care to so manipulate the elections that 
they would get into power alternately, as they hav in this state 
for years managed to divide the spoils by keeping one Sen
ator from each party in the Senate of the United States· for 
many years. 

'l'be same correspondent wants to know if anyone can tell 
him the value of a dollar. The value of a single dollar 
depends on the limit to the amount coined and issued. As 
the whole represents the whole amount of the property of 
any country, so the value of each depends on the amount 
coined and issued. If you coin and issue a large amount of 
dollars, you Will hav to giv moi:e dollars for the same amount 
of property or the necessaries of life. . 

Looking on the question In another light, the mere proba
bility of the United States adopting the silver standard has 
caused all the financial trouble we are passmg through at 
present, and caused the owners of. our bonds in other coun
tries to send them over and sell them tor gold while they 
could get it, knowing that if that policy was adopted. it 
would be equal to repudiating three-tenths of the debt. 

Some people say it would reduce the home debts to the 
same proportion and be favorable to the debtor class. They 
do not think that the railroad monopolies, whose charges 
are the great Incubus on the farmer's back, whose charges 
take all the profit there is in his product, are the ·greatest 
debtor class in the .whole country, and they would also hav 
the benetl~ of this· repudiation-tor it could be called nothing 
else. : J1110. DOWIIIBS, 

Persecuted by Christians. 
KBNT, 0., Aug. 20,1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav been more than usually interested of 
late lp your arguments. Your columnshav given me much 

· satisfactioli in reading pro and con on many subject!', and 
more especially on the money question. I am glad to know 
that the people are thinking, and, still more, are going to 
think. Thanks to .our free schools that set our posterity to 
thinking and then to daring to express thelr thoughts, " for 
of such is tbe kingdom of heaven" (freedom). 

I wish io add an idea or two for the consideration of some 
who hav never thought of them. 

Society, Joseph Heighton, as he ls certainly worthy to be 
called a great reformer. Mr. Helgnton Is one of the fearless 
and bold advocates of !ruth and justice, evermore letting 
his light shine that darkness shall be dispelled. As early 
as the year 1845 he espoused the cause of aniislavery, "took 
the stump," and lectured In m,any places to large audiences. 
He was mobbed at divers times, knocked down, and driven 
away, only to return with fresh ideas to giv battle to all 
opposing arguments. He was threatened again and again, 
and ordered to leave his home or " hold his tongue." He 
did neither. His bees were stolen, then his sheep' and hogs. 
His oxen (the team of those days) were poisoned. At last, 
W,s ·fine residence, in which was stored his grain tor .safe. 
keeping, was burnt, with its contents, leaving himself and 
family to escape in their night-clothes. "There now, damn 
you, I guess you will quit lecturing and holding meetings at 
your house," was the pleasant greeting he received from· 
some good neighbors, and "If this is not enough we will 
call later I" A time was afterward set to murder him and 
family, but " the Lord" Rmote the conscience of one of the 
number, and Mr. Heighton was warned in time to prevent 
such a crime. To.day Mr. Heighton is called a " nice 
man" but an old Infidel. Many of the lecturers who hav 
visited Kent will remember his voice, accompanied by his 
violin, at our meetings. His son, Marins, secretary of our 
Kent Secular Society, has done and is doing more to spread 
the cause of freedom than any other member of our society. 
Nevertheless, we hav many faithful ones who are always 
ready to" stand up for the Lord" as best they can. We 
hope to organize a Secular Sunday-school at an early date. 

May you liv to pt:osper and carry light to the world is 
the wish of a subscriber, A. D SwAN: 

The Soul Insurance Company. 
NBw DuLUTH, MINN., Aug. 18, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Again I write you. In reading some papers 
I chanced to hav a New York Weekly Witness. I see attrib
uted to a " Rev. Gentleman " an article which seems to me 
one of the most nonsensical of any I hav ever read. The 
purgatorial question is at present tough enough. This, as 
you can see; takes the cake. It adds a few more pleasures 
to the middle "heaven" and makes it a place more endur. 
able and enviable. Can thinking persons believe such trash ? 
But inconsistency is one of the faillngs. It seems so strange 
that an educated man would try to ~o such, but the '' gospel 
pill. is easy for some to gulp down." He is not only 
religiously dishonest, but his scheme is tending to degrade 
instead of elevate the human family. 

Please print the article which I herewith inclose. I think 
Heston could giv us a nice little illustration in connection. 
I am very sorry to hear of his sickness, and hope soon 
to see the frutts of his labor again in THB TRUTH SBBKBR. 

Now a question. I should like to know whether or not 
the law allowing members of Parliament to afllrm in England 
was repealed or not. 

Let some of the brothers look this over and let me hear 
from them. Yours for Freethought, H. H. SALMON. 

INBURANOB FOR SOULS. 
A Depere (Wis.) letter in the Minneapolis Tribune says: 

"Father Durin, of St. Joseph's Catholic church In this 
city, is the author of a new and UBique kind of insurance ln 
which he has successfully interested the members of his own 
and surrounding parishes. Father Durin's plan involves 
the saving of the soul of the assured after deat':l. The 
parent organization Is known as 'the deliverance society,' 
with the head otllce at St. Joseph's rectory, the Rev. J. F. 
Durin being manager. The p~:ospectus of the society states 
that it is organized on the same principle as a mutual assur
ance society.·.· The o:lfering for admission fee is twenty. five 
cents, and the annual contribution is ten cents. 'There 
will be no reserve fund,• it states, 'but all contributions 
will be immediately emptied In the celebration of mass and 
for the deliverance of the souls in purgatory. • · The 
'deliverance society' was entirely original. with him, and it 
grew out of his exceedingly strong belief In purgatory as a 
place where the venial sins of the departed can be expiated 
and their souls assisted therefrom, through the prayers of 
good Catholics. He considers the scheme an application of 
business principles to spiritual matters. Such companies are 
e:lfectiv in saving the members from disastrous e:lfects of losses 
by tire or accident ; so in a similar way .be seeks in this society 
to unite the efforts of the members of the Catholic church to 
save the souls of any one of them who might through care. 
lessness or ignorance hav committed some venial sin, which, 
although not deserving punishment in hell, would prevent 
their entrance to heaven, and perforce to justly demand 
th.eir detention in purgatory until his society should be 
heard from. The society has already a membership of 
several hundred, Father Durba afllrmed, and he says the 
scheme is approved by brother priests and his superiors 
in the church, as it is a logical outcome of one of the 
sincerest beliefs of the Catholic church." 

I wish to equalize as much as possible the opportunities 
of the citizens of our United States; not to take from one 
and glv to another, but to giv each a chance, and an equal 
chance, to make a home for themselvs, and that a happy 
one. For it seems to me that the Lord who is counting the 

·hairs of our head puts In more time in counting than pro
tecting them, and allows a very uneven distribution among 
hi"s children of intellect and of conditions that control them, 
and consequently in the necessaries of life, which are the 
natural results. To remedy some of these, I would change 
our laws so that no parent could make an unequal division 
of property to their children, but all share alike, and that 
no one should hav to exceed one-half million of dollars in 
property or money, all In excess of such amount to fall to the 
county or state in which they reside. Why should a child of 
one be bom with a silver spoon in its mouth, and another to 
earn their bread by the sweat of their brow, simply because [There is no special law authorizing afllrmatlon In Parlla
the parents of one hav succeeded in getting more than their ment. Mr. Bradlaugh took the oath. The law he afterward 
share of lucre to the detriment of others? We are not born had passed for the benefit of those who object to swearing was 
" free and equal" in any sense of the word. general, and applies in Parliamentary and all other circum-

Aga1n, I would confiscate all taxable property that is not stances. It reads: "Every person, upon· objecting to being 
given in for taxation. Why should the honor of one b,e taxed sworn, and stating, as the ground of such objection, either 
to pay the dishonor ot another? There is probably billions that he has no religious belief, or that the taking of an oath 
of dollars' worth of property in the United States every year is contrary to his religious belief, shall be permitted to make 
not returned for taxation. How many certified lies are his solemn sfllrmation instead of taking an oath ln all places 
required to cover up such amounts. I know not. If all prop. and for all purpoees where an oath is or sh,all be required by 
erty or values was returned for taxation, and all church law." The bill also provides a written atllrmation in lieu of 
property required to pay its proportion of taxes, our national atlldavits. Mr. Bradlaugh. said of his law: "The' Oaths Act, 
debt could be paid In one year. 1888,' is noteworthy as being the first statute of this realm 

I am thankful that the time has arrived when "bonfires in which persons without religious belief hav ever been 
of human su1fering" are past, and we dare speaJt O'Q.r senti- recognized as citizens to be legislated for. In all previous 
menta, for by such we leam from each other an.d the enactments such Freethinkers hav beeu treated as criminals 
'' curdled waters" ot government will be made cle,fl.r witJ;wlJt to be punished, or as persons to be insulted. The ' Oaths 
resort to arms. : ~ct, 1888,' placed persona without rellglo11sbelief on exactly 

Yet reformations come slow. I w!U relate some of tlul' 'the IIJ!>me level as to affl rQ'I.&tion ~s persons hijvio~ religious 

{~~»'~~~ 9;t 1t~~ "!19!~~~ P,"ff/~J.~ep.t Pf P,"if .ff-e-nt ~cu~r ~.1}~~ . 'J'Ilq P.~,~ !~'!!o,.V~! mtJoy ~~~f'~I)J~lt$ t4 fl(ll~~h 1!tetJ· 
i . .. ' • - .-- ~ \ . - ;" ; . . . .. : . 

thinkers hav been subjected tor centuries. It enables such. 
persons In Scotland to be competent as witnesses, whlcht 
heretofore they were not. It repeals the statutes under,· 
which the Inquisitorial and sometimes inaulting queries andi. 
observations occurred to which Freethinking witnesses. 
were liable in England, Wales, and Ireland. It takes away· 
throughout the United Kingdom the disability theretofore at-. 
tachlng to Freethinking jurors. It enables persons without. 
religious belief to afllrm their allegiance whenever oath of' 
allegiance might otherwise hav been required, and it renders, 
impossible the repetition of the Parliamentary struggle.: 
which lasted from 1880 to 1885 "-Eo. T. S.] 

Will Shoot Him for Bringing The Truth Seek~r. 
HorsTON, TBx., Aug. 17, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I would willingly and gladly make my
inclosure $50, for the reason that your paper is a sort of' 
universal educator in Radical philosophy, economics, and' 
sociology, and along with ynur contributors the conservatlvr 
and dilettante society leaders contrast as bats and moles •. 
The Frances Willards and Mrs. Llvermores, in the eloquent" 
words of Sam Jones, are as owls to me since making· 
the acquaintance of THB TRUTH BBBKBR family. Talmage, 
et al, are so inferior that verily they hav the brains only of 
gnats and tadpoles. My education c ;mmenced with the 
reading of THB TRUTH S:o::a:KBR, old Dr. Fuotc•s works, and 
Nordan's book. And before reading any Radical literature 
I thought I was decidedly smart and entitled to consideration 
-and, strange to say, was twenty-five years old before I 
knew anything of the existence of anything but wishywashy 
conservativ trash. Which goes to show the lethargic condi
tion of the ordinary mind. 

I hav been trying to get at least one subscriber, but nary 
one. One man threatened to shoot anyone who should 
bring such literature in his house. However, Houston has 
some shininl' Infidels. · 

Sam Jones the commoner was with us last June for ten 
days and played hobbledehoy. Indeed, he succeeded in 
separating Houston's population Into two hostil factions and 
worked them up almost to shotgun heat. Indeed, there was 
danger of wholesale bloodshed at one time, principally over 
the enforcement of the Sunday ·laws. The inclosed manu
script is a 'Dtry free condensation of Jones's harang during 
his stay here, by a stanch Infidel of our town, one Joseph 
Devine. H. W. NBLSON. 

A SBRMON, (NOT) BY SA~! JONBS. 

DPliVtrea at HouPton, Tex., au1·tng a ten aavs' blmn.out, as 1leara 
ana uncterstooct bV Jose]Jh Det1ine <not llit•in•}. 

Buckers of Houston: I am here. Hear we. I am the 
great religious fakir from Fakirville, Ga. Now listen. Any 
sort of religion Is good enough for me, but there must be 
more enthusiasm nnd-and money in it. "Thy speech is sil
ver," to quote the poet, but gold and greenbacks are not bad 
In their way. All Is fish that comes to my net and I am the 
chosen friend of .the orphans of Faldrvllle. I 'always let my 
left hand know what my right hand doetb, which is better 
than .the other way and catches the public. Do not your 
charities in secret, you "old owls," but come to the front. 
Bring your money along and cry "Amen" to what I say. 
I am one humble Christian myPelf ·and the commander of the 
·Lord's hosts. If you get struck dead for refusing to egree 
to all I say don't blame me, for I am prepared to bet $500 
that what I say is true. Hear me I You are all In a fair 
way for hell and I could take you there by strewing the path 
with nickels. It takes more than nickels, however, to catch 
me, so when the. hat is passed around put in your $5 and 
$10 bills: .The incidental expenses of this show must be 
met. The gospel is free, but it takes money to get the pure 
brand which I carry around. What I fail to get this trip I 
shall collect on my next, for I shall be. back in the fall and 
clean up the town. Hear mel I am an bumble worker in 
the Lord's vineyard. You old topers! You are too mean 
for anything. I always abuse you chaps in every town It 
is perfectly safe, for everyone looks at his neighbor and no 
one talks back; if anyone did I woUld hav him arrestt'd for 
disturbil]g religious worship. You need not smile. This is 
religious worshlp accorrlin~~: to the statute, even If it does 
appear like a circus. Unlike a circue, I shall take away all 
the money I collect and pay out. I pay my debts, which Is 
more than you do. I hav the money to do it, which I get 
with a hook baited for just such fish as you. You think you 
are going to become a great city and a metropolis with your 
dozen railroads and ever-increasing working population, but 
I tell you if you don't take pattern by Faklrvllle. Ga., where 
everyone is good, the devil will get you all. If anyone is 
not good in my town we organize a vlg!lance committee and 
giv him a few hours to leave. Oh, we know how to deal 
with sinners if-if they hav no money. You wblte-aproned 
scoundrels I , Do not think that the money you donate to 
good deeds is going 'to save you. It will glv the devil a 
stronger grip on you lf it don't receive my stamp and sanc
tion. I am greater than the doctrin of. Christ. Join the 
church, I say. No matter what church-one is as good as 
another as far as I am concerned, for I am a kind of univer
eal contortionist acrobat. I was once rlrunk for three vears, 
and any old hypocrit, provided be is a church-member, Is 
better than you heathens w:ho expect to get to heaven on 
your good deeds. The brother who plays second fiddle will 
now sing a solo to the tune of" Bold the Fort." Those who 
hav not hymn-books can pull out their pocket-books. 
Pass the hat, and pass it briskly, sinners tremble now, 
Or black crape will soon be waving from some stricken brow. 
I am righteous, I am holy, you are vile, impure, 
I've been ransomed, washed-not while-washed holler tban 

thou. 
Refrain. 

Pass the hat, and pass it gaily, we've come here to will. 
Incidental pick-ups daily Is the boat we're ln. 
Don't think your deeds will save you, I've a gospel new, 
I outrank all previous teachers, beat them through and 

through, 
I've compiled some new commandments, fifty J)ents a book, 
Q·1lt your meanness, help the orphans-I am one, just look. 

Refrain. -

I'm an orphan, I'm appealing, pass the hat, I eay, 
'I mJn .~o ge!ft;yo'P,T me RW~Jjpg" powes th&t smile, gr:.' way8 

. . . . ' . · . . . .. ' ~o,_'ft{frMfl•()'f!~~ 
'. . . '~ •· . . ' . 
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~hildtltl~. ~.,,,,. 

llclit.ld bW JriiSa BuiWI H. WaoJI, ll'all 
Bitw, Man., to .-Twm all O~sfot 

7&18 Oornw al&ould 7u '""· 

" BeweeD the dark and 'he d&Yll~k'· 
When the ~ht Ia beglnnln~ to lower, 

Oomea a pause iD the d&Y'B occupationl 
Tlla' 11 kn!)WII &I 'he Ohlldren'a Hour •11 

Jly World, 
MY world-Its wealth I cannot tell
Lin hid in yonder quiet dell! 
In that low house from whence yon see 
The smoke come curling gracefully. 
That cottage i~ my palace-home l
And sure, no king upon his throne 
E'er tasted joY so sweet to win, 
So true and pure, so free from sin, 
As in that place has 1l.ll1>d my lire, 
And purifted it from all strife ; 
For in that spot came heaven to me, 
Wi'h my sweet wife and babies three. 

B.B.W. 

A. Protest. 
When persons claim the right divine 

To aave or damn my lionl, 
I'd like to lash them with the tmth, 

E'en from pole to pole. 
TheY're blind &B bats in noonday sun, 

Or moles beneath the ground, 
TheY talk of hells they never saw, 

And heaven not yet found, 

Bell "eorner lots " in golden street& 
To villains, rogues, and knaves, 

Who grind the faces of the poor, 
And make their betters slaves. 

Our priest picks out the soft pine wood, 
And aaws with lazy stroke, 

And leaves & poor inftrm old man 
Xo B&W the knotty Oak. 

And when theY call on sisters dear, 
Placed at the tabl·•'e head, 

Th11y1re sure to get the choicest bits, 
While workmen go half fed. 

They cut their mined women by, 
As godlY Beecher did, 

family doctor wanted to amputate it, but 
the poet would not let him, as he thought 
what remained to him of health and strength 
was hardly worth the pain of amputating it. 
He died on May 1st, in his sixty-ninth year. 

IDA A. BALLOU. 

Correspondence. 
TAMPA, FLA., Aug. 18, 1891. 

DEAR MISS WIXON: I hav never written to 
you before, but as you invite all the children 
to write I thought I might be a .Comerite, 
too. Mr. Walker lets me read THE TRUTH 
SERER, and I like it much. Do you not 
think that story of "The Father's Return" 
splendid ? I love to read the Children's Cor
ner, for I always tiD.d something to please me 
in it. But, oh I aren't Mr. Heston's pictures 
just jolly ? When I get big enough to think 
I will take THE TRuTH BEEKER. I am now 
only nine years old. But I guess I must stop; 
thi~ is getting too long. 

Your little truth seeker, JESSIE RoUTH. 

WENATOHBB1 WASH., Aug. 10, 1891. 
Miss SuSAN H. WIXoN, Friend: You hav 

been kind enough to print two of my letters, 
so I am going to ask you for another kind
ness. 

Our friend and brother, Edwin Thorpe, gav 
mamma a book as a present, and in it was a 
poem he had written and left there by mis 
take. Now, I think it is too good to be lost, 
so I am going to send it to you and would be 
much obliged to you if you could hav it 
printed in TBB TRUTH SBBKRR or Comer. In 
my last letter to the Corner is stated_ the 
trouble I had in enduring rellgious exercises 
at school. C. B. Reynolds has .written to 
papa about it, and we will not be troubled 
any more in that way, thanks to his help. 

There has been .. good deal said about col
lectors and collections of minerals. I am also 
a collector. I would like to trade specimens 
of marble onyx from papa's mine to some one 
for other specimens of onyx for my collection. 

Hoping you will be kind enough to print 
the poem, I will close. 

HBLBN MARGARET PARRISH. 

PALISADE MINES, CALISTOGA, CAL.,} 
Aug. 14, 1891. 

DONALD KENNEDY THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experitnce. 
B)' s. P. Pntnam, 

Price; 25 oents. 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discov
OTHER WORKS BY s. :P. :PUTNAM. ery cures Horrid ·old Sores, 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. I Deep Seated Ulcers of 40 
Th_e Problem of.the _Universt>, and, years' standing, Inward Tu· 

1ts qcientifte Bolnt10n. w1tb some Cnticisms - • · 
of Un·versology. ~ice. 20 cents. mors, and eVery disease Of 

Waifs and Wandt>rings;, A New the skin excep-t Thunder 
American Story. Pdce, cloth, $l.Oa; _paper, ' 
50 c•nts. "A proBe epic of the war. rich. with Hu-mor and Cancer that has 
inoide11t and dramatic power; breezy from ' -
first page to last with the living aptrit of to- taken root Prl~ ce . $1 50 da.y."-John Sto~mon's Paper. • , , • 

Go1den Throne, A Romance. ''The 
author '"ertainly has genius. The divine 
creativ spark is with him. 1'he book is 1l.lled 
with manly thon11hts, expressed in manly 
wori!s-the transcrint of a. manlY mind. 
Every Liheral should read' Golden Throne.•" 
-Inger£ozz. P~ice, $1. 

Ingerson and J~'sus. A conversation 
in rhYme ·between the Nineteenth Century 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it is show a there ia mnoh in harmony between 
them. Price, 10 cents. 

Prometheus, A :Poem. "It is 
crammed with life, thona:ht, and profound 
emotion. poured forth, it seems to me, with 
~xtra.ordina.rybeauty."-Dr. Henrv W'.Be!!ows, 
Price, $1, · 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand l ud 
other Agnoatio poems. Pricl!, 10 cents. 

A.danii and Heva. A poetic version 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
which its snperiorit;r to the mutilated copy
the Genesislegend-•s shown. Price, tO-cents. 
For all of the above andreas 

THE TRU t'B BEEKER C10 , 
28 Lafayette PJ&o, New Yorr, 

Sold by every Druggist in 
the United ·states and Can
ada. 

Tho Modern Science Essayid 
Ten Oents Each. 

1. Bl!lBBERT SPENCER : His life, writings, and 
l!_hiloRoPhy, By Mr. DANIEL. GBEENLEAJ' 
TII:Oifl'IOJI, 

ll. OHARLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, works, 
and inftuence. By Rev. Jomr W. CJUDWIOK. 

8, BOLAR AND- PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
Bow suns a.nd worlds come into beilig, B:v 
Mr. GABBJIIT P. SERVI!II. 

4, EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The stor:v of 
geology, B:v Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5, EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: Bow life 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

&, EVOLUTION OF AND1AL LIFE: The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. RoB!IITBB 
RAYlllOND. 

'1', 'l'BE DESOENT OF MAN: His origiJi, antfq. 
· uity, growth. By :Prof, E. D. CoPB. 

--------------,...--- 8, EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its. nature and de-
WATER OF Lit'E velopment. BY Dr. BoBEBT G. EcCLEs. 

Is Doing Wonders in Curing ihe Sick. 9, EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. B:vJAMEsA.BJOLo 
Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PER:BY, TOll, 

84 South Maili Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa, 10, El~~?N OF THEOLOGY, By z. Bmll:l!rr 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
2<1 AVR!ES. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. B:v DB. L:a:WIS 
G.JA.NBS. 

111. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. B:v N:u.so11 O. To starve or freeze in deep disJrrace, 
While they are higher fed. 

The rich old wine all ~rather round 
To aave their souls from doom ; 

DEAR Miss WIXON: You no doubt hav 
forgotten me. although I hav written to the 
Co i b f f h 1 tt Beautifully located. 85 miles from New York on 

rner tw ce e ore; one o t e e ers was New Jer•ay Central R B. Bioh soil. Owner re· 
to you, a sort of private Jetter, and I requested tiring. Price reasonable. 
you not to publish it. Do you remember? Address T. WHITE, 

PARBIULL. 
18, EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 

THOUGHT. B.v JoBJI W. CJBADWICK. 
U, PBILOI'IOPHY 011' EVOLUTION, B:v STABB 

HoYT NICHOLS. The younger come to braoe their nerves 
With fana and sweet perfume. I hav been very busy this year raising _tr _______ c_a_r_e_o_f_rr_u_E_TB_u_T_u_B_•E_K_E_:a_._ 

chickens. I hav about Idnety now; and I am 
going to raise a hundred. 

15. THE EF!i'ECTS OF EVOLUTION ON TBl!l 
COMING OIVILIZATION, BY MIIIOT J, 
SAVAGE. And thns the wheel goes round and round 

That these imposers iurn, 
But 'fore I'll hav such saving grace, 

In hell-fire I will burn. 
Yon Ba.Y that all are not the same, 

That some should be received ; 
But all prea.oh falsehood more than tmth, 

And cannot be beHaved. 
They know no more about & life 

Beyond this one on earth, 
Than we knew of this'present world 

Before we had our birth. 
And If they did-ouT' work is here, 

And if we gaze up there 
We lose our Ume, we trip or fall, 

And fail to do our share. 

Our tim .. is now- forever now
Let's do our duty well; 

And then we n~>ed not fatten priests, 
Nor fear & future hell. 

E. A TB:o:aPE. 

Biographical Sketches. 
Y.-DRYDBN. 

Is that not doing pretty well? I hav 
raised them all myself, too ; no one has helped 
at all, onlv, of course, when there were any 
sick I had mamma help me a little then. (Oh, 
I must not forget the hens.; they, of course, 
did something toward raising the chickens.) 

I hav a pony to ride ; his name is Gobo. He 
is in pasture at present. I hav fine times rid
ing him. I ride on the surcingle and-like it 
ever so much better than the· side-saddle. 
Do you like to ride?. 

Where I now liv is at papa's silver mines. 
I used to liv in Napa, but like this l)lace 
ever so much better ; it is a very pretty place. 
The mill and all the houses are built in 
a canyon, and a very pretty canyon it is, too. 
There are some very high cliffs at the head of 
the canyon. and to the right of the cli:lfs are 
the Palisades. 

Well, I hav written a long enough .letter, 
too long perhaps, for maybe I hav tired you. 
Bo I say good-bye. Lou GRIGSBY. 

[\ es, Lola, we remember you very well. 
You hav improved in writing. It must be 
quite an interesting family of chickens that 
you hav to care for, but we are sure yon 
are equal· to it. We hope it will not be 
long before we shall hear from you again. 
-Eo. C. C] 

LIFE AND VAREER 
• Oll' 

John Dryden was born at Aldwinckle, in 
Northamptonshire, on August 9, 1681. His 
father was the son of Sir Erasmus Dryden, 
created a baronet in 1619. Young Dryden 
had Btl excellent education. He successfully 
passed tli!e examination at Cambridge after a 
period of four years, and became bachelor 
of arts in 1658. .In 1654: he became master 
of arts. He then went to London under 
the patronage of 8\r Gilbert Pickering, to Charles Bradlaugh 
whom he wa& warmly attached, but after the 
publication of a poem entitled " Astrre!l. 
Rt>dux" a coolness was observed between 
the baronet and Dryden, supposed to hav 
occurred on account of the poem mentioned 
above. Dryden then became author by pro
fession, and wrote plays for the stage. His 
first acted play was "The Wild Gallant." 
In the month of December, 1668, he married 
the daughter of the earl of Berkshire. One 
of hill plays, which has attained great popu. 
larity, was written after the style of Shu. 
spere's " Antony and Cleopatra." it is enti
tled "All for Love; or, The World Well 
Lost." 

After the death of King Charles II., ho 
was converted to the Roman Catholic re
ligion. His change of faith seemed to meet 
with the displeasure of his friends, as the 
historian Macaulay called him '' an illus
trious renegade." In 1698 he commenced his 
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Pion.,er Freethong_ht Olnb ; author of 
"Travels in·Faith from Tra-

dition to Reason,"· · 
·and 

"Evolution-A Summary of Evidenoe." 
A compendium of -soientifio and critical lore. 

Best handbook for introducing the general 
reader to the principles and data on which Ra· 
tionalism is ba&ed. 

Paper, 12mo, lOOpp., 25 cents. 

EVOLUTION· THEORY 
Three lectures by PRo!!'". THos. H. HUXLEY. 

Paper, 10 cents. 

Thirty DISCUSSIONS, BIB f,E STORIES, 
ESSAYS, and LECTURES. 

By D. M. BENNETT. , 
Pap., 700pp., 75 ·cents. 

BENNETT-TEED DISCUSSION. 
"Jesus the Lord God, 'Creator of Heaven and 

· Earth." . 
BYD. M. BENNETT and REV. liiB. TElw. 

Paper, 30 cents. 

BESAIT-HATCHARD . DEBATL 
BJCTWEBK _ 

ANNIE BESANT AND REV. A. H.ATOHABD 
ON 

Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and the 
Influence of Christianity. 

Price, 115 cents. 

BIBLE BALANCED. 
Comparing the Bible's B~At Tell.ohings and Bay. 

ings with thoee of Philosophers who 
Lived previous to Bible 

Authors. 
By G. C. DA.ELING • 

Paper, • - · 50 cents. 

SISTER LUOY 
AJIJ) 

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES. 
As TO NEW lULL 0oN"(BNT. 

And a.ll'ew Words on Auricular Confession. 
Prloe,10 ce_n_t_s.;.,.., ----,----

POSITIV1S1' CALENDAR. . 
Each daY and month of the year bilina named 

after the great benefactors of the race, 
whose portraits are Jri"Yen. In· 

stitnted by Aug. Oomte. 
Oardi, 11x14: printed on both aides, Ill cents: '>n 

· iwo cards, 85 cents. . 

FALSE CLAIMS 
OF THE OHUROll. 

. J. E. RBlllllBUBG. ' 
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, 711 oents. 

BIBLE TEMPEEANCE. 
Liquor-Drinking Commended, De

fended, and En;joined by 
the Bible. 

By E. C. W ALKBB. 
ttl cents. . 

·ECONOMIC EQUITIE&. 
A Oom>END oF THE NATURAL LAws ~ 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 
ExoBA.NGlll. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, i5 oen ts. 

Science and Theology. 
ANOIENT AND MOD&BN. 

By J . .A.. FROUDE. 

DID MAN FALL? 
The Location and Topography of the Gar· 

. den of Eden a Fact. 
IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT? 

.<l,OOO RE W A.BD. 
BJ" ISRAEL W. GROH, Author of ."Is the God 

of Iarael the True God!" 
Paper, 10 oents. 

The Candle From Under the Bushel 
(Mark iv, 21); or, 

1,306 Qu.estions to the Clergy: 
And for the Consideration of Others. 

Itutrueti'D61 Interesting, and. Laugluibls. 
BY WILLIAM HART. 

Price, - - • 50 cents. 

SELF-CONTR.A.DICTIONS 
. OF 

THE BIBLE. 
144 PROPOSITIONS, Theologioal, Moral, His· 

torioal, and SpecUlative, each proved af· 
1lrmatively and negatively by qnotatio11s from 
soriptnre, without comment; embOdying the m~st 
palJiable and striking self-oontradiotiona of ~he 
so-called inspired word of God. 

By W. H. BUBR. 7'.a pages. Price, liS cents. 
-

DANIEL THE DREAMER. 
BY A. HOLYO.lKE. 

Price, 10 oentl. 

Specimen of The Bible. Esther. 
BY A. HOLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce. 
' BY A. HOLYO.lKB. 

Price, • 10 cents. 

Price, 20 cents. 

lEPIDEMIC DELUSIONS. 
By F. B. MARVIN, M.D. 

Price, · SO ~nt& 

BIBLE FABRICATiOIS REFUTED. Ingersoll on MoG_._ly-n-n. 
Errors Exposed. · 

Ludicrtus .Aspects of Christianity. 
BY A. HOLYOAJI:E. 

Price, • , 10 oents. 

LIBERTY AND MORALITY. Price, 10 cents. By o. B. WHITFORD, "M.D. ac., 30o. per dozen, $II per 100. 
BY M. D. CONWAY. 

Es·say on Miracles. 
By DAVID Hl!MJJ! 

Price, 10 cents. 

ESSAYS AND l.EOTURES 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Paper, SOOpp., 60 cents; cloth, St. 

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. 
By T. E. LoNGSHORE. 

5o., 50c. per doz., 25 for $1. 

THE UNSEEN WORLD. 
By PROF. JOHN ·FISKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOSPEL OF ATHEISM. 
By ANNm BEBANT. 

Price, 10 centp. 

GOTTLIEB: HIS LlFE. 
A Romance of Earth, Heaven, and Hell. 

By B. P.PUTNA.M. 
Price,ll5 cents. 

Heathens of the Heath. 
RADICAL ROMANCE. 

By WH. MoDoNNELL. 
liiJOpp., paper, 80 cents. 

HOLY BIBLE ABRIDGED. 
The passages unfit for familY reading. 

Pap., S~o.; clo., 50. 

THE 

LOGIC OF DEATI-I, 

Price, 15 cents. 

BIBLE MORALS. 
TWENTY CRLMES and VICES 

Sanctioned oy Scripture. 
By J. E. RElii:BBUBG. 

Price, Ill cents. 

CRUIES OF PREACHERS in the 
United States and Canada. 

By M. E. BILLINGS. 
Price, 25 cen ta. 

BUDDHIST NIHILISM. 
By MAx MuLLER, liLA. 

Price, 10 cents. 

GOLDEN :MEAN in Temperance 
and Religion. 

By JOHN E. BURTON. 
Price, 10 cents. 

INSPIR.lTION OF BIBLES. 
By JNo. E. BURTON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism, 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, 15 cents. 

OHRISTIANITY 
A REWARD FOR CRIME. 

By o. B. WBITFOl!.Dt M.D. 
Price, 10 cents. OR, 

WHY SHouLD THE ATHEIST FEAR To DIE? CHRISTUNITY from a SCIENTIFIC and 

By i./:0: :~~~~~~· HISTORICA.L ST A.NDPOINT. 

THE 

LOGIC OF LIFE, 
DEDUOED FROJIJ: 

"THE PBINOIPLE OF FBEET,HOUGHT. 
By G. J. HOLYOA.KE. 

Price, 5 cents •. , 

Seoular Res\)onsibility 
By G. J. ~OLYOA.KE. 

Price, 5 cents. 

GG~ESIS I, II: 
BffiLE NARRATIVE OF CREATJ.ON 

By A. B. GROTE, A.M. 
Paper, 50 cents ; cloth, 75. 

------------~ 

Godly Women of the Bible.· 
A History of 

ALL THE WO:MBN WHO "FIGURE IN THE BmLE. 
BY 

An Ungodl;r Woma.n of the XIXth Century. 
. Pap., 50c.; OiO., 75. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO.; 

ill LafaYette PL.liew York. 

By W. N. MoLA.BEN. 
Paper, 50 cents. 

Chronicles of Simon Christianu.s. 
Adven tnres in the Land 

of Cosmos. New Scripture (evidentlJ:. insPired). 
Discovered bv I. N. FIDEL and A. Hoo:s:. 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE CRISIS. 
By THOMAS PAINE. 

Written dnrinlir the American Revolution, and by 
order of General Washington read 

to the army. 
Pa.per, 40 cents; cloth, 75. 

CULTIVATION OF )RT. 
ITS RELATIONS TO . 

RELIGIOUs PuRITANISM AND MoNEY-GETTING. 
By .A.. B. OOOPER. 

Paper, 20 o.; :fiexible olo., 85. 

fBE DARWINS. A Domestio Bad· 
ioal Romance. By :Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 

Pap., OOo.; olo., 75. 

J!'or ali of the above books address 
THE TR.uTII SEEKER 00.1 

• W.VeUel"L.Ilew Yor• 

LAY SERMON. 
On the La.bor Question. 

By R~ G INGG JtiiOLL. 
Price,~ cents ; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for Ill. 

ROBT. G. INGBR80LL'8 · 
OPJINING BPJI.BOH TO THJI .TUBY 

in the suit of the 
Bankers' and Merchants' Tele

papb companJ' · 
against the 

WeatM'ft Un'tm Telegraph Company 
Price. 10 oen ts. 

BJ' R. G. INGERSOLL. 
Price, 8 cents; 80 cents i>er dozen ; $2 per 100. 

THE. TRUTH OF· HISTORY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 5 cents. 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD .. 
BY A. L. RAWSON. 

' Price, 10 cent111. 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w. s. BELL. 

Price, • - 10 oenta. 

If You Take Away My Religion 
What Will You Give :Me Instead 1 

BY MAJ.TIN. 
Prioe, • • • . 10 cents. 

Price. 10 cents. 

Dialbgue Between a Christian His· 
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin. 

Plice, 10 cents. 
--·------------,---
Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops 

Price, 8 cents: 80 oen:ta per dozen; $2 per lCO. by a Weak bnt Zealous Christian. 

Is the God of Israel the True God? Price, 
10 

cents. 

Narrative of the Five Books of Moses.Joshna, Men, Women, and Gods, 
Judges, and the New Testament. · 

Price, m cents. A.nd Other Lf"ctnres. 

Masonic Vindication of Right. 
PROTEST AGAINST PEBSIWUTION. 

By 0. B. WmTFo.BD, M.D. 
Price, 15 oen ts. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P HGK. 

BY HELEN H. GARDENER. 
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. 

Paper, 50 oen ts ; cloth, $1. 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and .Present : ·Her .Rights. and 

Wrongs. 
BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price; 10 ciiints. 

MATERIALISM: 
ITS HISTORY AND ITs !NFLUBNOB UPON 

SOOIB'J'Y. Price, • • 10 oen ts. 
---=..::.:.:::..:.._ _ _:___________ By D:a. Loms BuoHNEB, .. An thor of "Foroe and 

Mlf Matter,•• eta. 

ORDER .OF CREATION. TranslatedfromtheGerman. 
Paper, lllmo1 15 cents. 

A DISOUSSION BBT1VEBB 
GLADSTONH, HUXLHY, JI.ULLHB, 

LINTON, BHV ILLH; 
On the Oon:fiiot between Genesis and Geology. 

Jllmo, 178 pages, paper, 110 cents; cloth, 711 cents. 

Christian Absurdities. 
BY JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents ; six copies for $1. 

"Our Father in Heaven/' Confessional: Romish and Anglican. 
By CJUS. BTEPHJCNSON. E , 

1 cent; 50 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand. An xpoee. 
.Jy SALADIN. Price, 80 cent11. 

P EBB ON AL HXISTHNGJC 
AFTJIB DEATH IMPROBABLH. 

By L. B. BmTB:. 
10 oenta. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS IN 
PLACE OF CHRISTUNITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. 

----~--~~~~--------' 
J!'or ali of the above books address 

THE TR.uTII SEEKER CO., 
• .La.fa.YeUe PL. !lew YoU. 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the 
Dead 1 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, 25 Cents. 

WThL'PIE COMING liA.N WORSHIP GOD! 
BY B. F • .UNDERWOOD. . 

Price, • 10 cents. 

J'or ali of tlae above beaks addr.ess 
TJIE TRUTII BEEKER 00., 

118 Lafayette PJ., New Yor:K. 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER llBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
. No. . BOOKS ISSUBD. Price, 
1. The Truth 13aeker Annual and Freethin]t· 

ers• Almanac.... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen B. Gat· 

dener..................................... 50 
8. Age of Rer.son. 'fhoma• Paine........... 25 
4. AnRwers to ahristia.n Questions, D. M. 

Bennett, ....................... ·.......... 25 
5, ahristtau Absurdities. John Peck ... ,.... 20 
6. Victor Hugo's Or&~ion on Voltaire........ 10 
7, Ingersoll's Address on ShaksPere . ·. . • . . . . 25 

OTBBR NUMBERS IN PRBPAlU.TION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Single copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of 11rioe. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH SEEKEB ao. 

FOR HER DAILY · BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH aENTUBY .NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL· 
For Her Daily Bread iB the ·story ot two young 

. girls a.nd a;_ younger brother who were lett parent• 
less, with little money,· fair educat1o~1_ and mucb 
courage, to make theii- way through we world by 
g_oing to ahica.go. The author-is 'also the heroin. 
The na.rrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 
inlr gl.i-l'slifea.nd experienoetn thecitYof ahioa.go 
among blntf business men,-kind-hea.rted folklt. 
and diSreputable hypoorits. It is just such a story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be.interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth ·the attentioD 
of 1ihe rest of the world. Price 25 cents. . 

Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 

DANCER and Tumors CURED • no knife 
book free. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRIS 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Tea .. hln;-s of Secularism Com 

pared with Orthodox_ Christian· u,-. 96 pages. Price, 25 cent!!. 
Secnlarlsni : Is It Founded on 

Rea11on, and Is It Sntnclent to 
Meet the Needs of Mankind 'I 
Debate between the Editor of the · Ha.li!ax 
Bventng JCat! and aharles Wa.tt.s. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoa.ke and 
aolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply· to Father Lambert's 
u Tactics or Infidels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity : Its Orl;-ln, Natnre1 
and Inftnence. 32 pages. Price, 1o 
cents. · 

The Horrors of the Frencl1 Revo· 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price. 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destrnctfv and Con· 
strnctlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Te~chings Shown 
to be aontra.dlotory and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. l!4 p~tges. Price, 10 cents 

A;;nosdclsm and Christian Theism: 
Which Is the More·Reasonable'l 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. · 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Slnners--Wbleh 'I 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The liinperstltlon or the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-
tice. 26 pa~res. Price, 10 cents. · 

The Glory :or Unbelief. 22 pages in 
cover. Prioe.lO cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural;. or, 
Bell'· f and .Knowled;-e. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular tinton ; Its 
Necessity and the .Justice o.f Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 .pages in cover 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Theolo;-lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the Bqv, Dr. B. F. Burns. of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following: subjects are 
dealt with: 1. W.lu' Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward ChristianitY. s. Freethought and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Ohrlstia.nity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER ao., 
liS La.f~~o~et.i,e Pl., New York. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Conflict bet.we~ Ieason and Superstit.lon. 
8Y T .""'C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Phil&delphia, Pa, 

Price, 10 ce:ats. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERIOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price;' 25 cents; cloth, ,fiO cents. Pub
lishedat this o11lce. 

---.., 
1 

THE 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AliT ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL,_ 
DELIVERED BliiFOBE-THE 

N8UJ York 8tat8 BM .A88oeiaticm., at .AZbanJI, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Complete a.nd Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTS. 

THE TRUTH SEEKEB ao., 
28 La.fa:vette Place. New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and· aritioal Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
CoNTENTS : What is Religion T Fetichism. Phal· 

lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Thcolog
ioal Problem. Ma.n.'s Fall, and· the ahristian 
Scheme for his Redemption, Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be· 
sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lntion of Spirit. 'rhe La.w.of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfl.sh Propensities, Love. Wis 
dom. Olia.rter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations oJ 
Society, Bights of Government. Duties of So 
ciety to Criminals. Duty of Self Culture. Mar
~iage. Oloth ;·price, $1. 50. · 

LOOHING-BACKlfARD 
By Edw_ard Bellamy, 

Author of ''Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, and all whe are 
free to receive new light will :tlnd in it satisfaction 
and inspira.tion.-rNew York Tribune. 

The &PJ?eal is alwaYs made to a man's re~~oson 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
dshness.-[Boston Post. 

A:: BUI{geslion of a rea.llY practicable and feasi
ble sool&lstate greatlr in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.ttv is rich in its forecast of 
a.oiiua.l possibilitills.-[Boston Traveler. 

12Dlo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5!11!. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theolory. 
AN EXPOBi 

Of 1ihe perversion of Stephen Gii-ard'sma.gni1loent 
bequest to Philadelphia. b)' the ahriatia.n . 

churches and Young lllen•s 
ahristian Assooia.· 

tion. 
BY B!OH. Bo WESTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price $1. Address T:a:l! TBUTII SIIJIKIIB. 

.Jiiss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, IOOpp., t1. 
A.pDles _of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 888Pp,, $1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti· 
tiont for ahildren and Youth. The Onlr Free
_ thinKers• ahildren•s Story-Book ever usued. 
68 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large 
type, hea.yy, toped paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; 4to, 224pp., boards, $1, 

Addre~• THE TRUTH BEEK"EB ao. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed,". "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Beal Blasphemers,"" Spir· 

itnalism Sustained," etfl., etc. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
1iha.t will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in furnishinc food for thought. We trust it 
will ha.v the immeBse distribution it se rioh)Jr 
meri1is,-['rhe American Ide&. 

Oloth, 12mo, sa. 
.A.ddrelol THE TBUTB SEEKER. 

CHA.IlPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
TKliiD& 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1ol111PP. Cloth. •8 ; leather, tt; morocco, 

gilt edges, $4.110. 

BY D. ll. BENNETT. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

SSLafayette Plaoe, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
'3unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnl&tinll' human ooilduot on the Sabbath is 
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris· 
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Christian church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. miilister's praying God to kill grasshOP· 
pers, or trYing to indnoe the Deity to under
take a. crusade of one against the aolora.do 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers o{ Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

· Price, 5 cents. 
Religious .Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price. 6 cents. 

FESTIV .A.L OF ASHT.A.ROTH. 
A tale of Pales'ine, 'onnded on the destruction of 

the Moa.bites by the Jews. 
BY A. a. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 oenlls. 

SING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter
estmg. THE LmEBAL HYMN-BooK contains song! 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnlleB. 
It ie hi@l;r recommended by Messrs. Wa.kema.n, 
Parton. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker 
and, indeed, by all who hav-exa.mined it. Price 
!!!lcentll Address T.HB TBUTH S:a::a:JtJm Ck 

New :Zditlon, Bevfset 1.\Dd Enlarlred. 

MEN, WOMEN A GODS. 
BY HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

IntrodnotiCJI by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 ?Ants. 
TM Trade 81tipplkd at /:1ped~Jl Diswunt8. 

Address THE T!RUTH SEEKER, 
28 LafaYette Pla.oe. New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener a.i:e for 
sale at this office. Price, 50 cents. 

THE 

OTTOWETTSTEIN WATCH 
ISA GREAT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Enfrgy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4 t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Untqnaled in quality and price. Has 16 jewels. 
patent regulator, Breqnet ha.ii--spring (non
oatcba.ble), beautiful double sunk Paneled dial, 
finely adjusted to heat, oold, and Position, stem 
wind and set, new model In ailverine cases, $19; 
3 ounce coin si ver. $22.50; 4 oz. dust proof, f25, 
oo better sold elsewhere for $85. In best 14k~ 
tilled gold oases, guaranteed 20 vears, open face, 
$27 to $30 ; bunting, $82 to $Z5; in 14kt, solid 
!fold, $~0 to 190. All elegantlY engraved or Plain. 
Bent pr.Q.Pa.id, and cash refunded if not satisfac
tory.· Watches cleaned, S1; springs, $1; a.ndre
tn,.ned free. Best work in the world. Bend for 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• and obeaper 
watches, diamonds, silver ware, cards In colors 
and gold of my Fr•etbnnf'ht. bail"'"• traot.s, etc., 
free. .OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BooHELLE, LL. 

Send 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
young and middle· 
~ged men1 suffering 
rrom a. L1fe-wa.stinE 
Disease, as the resUlt 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applioa

tion-Af.POBITIVE OUBE, :as it matters not how 
long standing, how hoPeless or h9w many reme
dies you ha.v nsod. The book lB wortli ma~y 
times its cost, and should be in the hands of 
~hose seeking a s~IW ana ~-t oure. Ad· 
dress Dr. Bobt. P. Fellows, Vineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBJ), 
Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a._hnma.n

ita.rian, and a generous patron of the Freeth ought 
p~ess. He has manY testimonials to the value of 
his progressive and a.ueoessfnl method of trea.~w 
meDit and de.aervea pat;ronage.-JIWI6Uiolle1~ 

Th8Bd notk8s at'tJ for tktJ be-tieflt of Lille:<!' Zs 
IDhO may lHJ fJiBiting the plactJB IDMre thue 80CU
ties' are loeated. Loeal 8eculUI1' Unions and 
FrtJtJtlwugkt Bocieti& muting regulo!rly can 
hafJ their gatherings adloertiBed hsre fret by fl)'l' • 
!Darding tktJ neaBBUI1'fl in formation. 

The .ltJanhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•cilook, at Ger· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect
nresand discussions. The PUblic cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal Lea;-ne 
Meets evary Snndo.v afternoon at 8 o•clock al 
Liberal Leal{g.e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor, Marke\ 
st., Newark, N. J. Leotnres and discussions on 
religions and social qne£tions. Seat& free ana 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular tJnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market st.reet. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7 .30. Leotnre•, debates, and discus. 
sions on all important secular 11nbjeots. Pres· 
ident, H:S:NBY BIBD; Secretary, aoru. BELLll 
FLAGG • 

BrookiJ·n Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms, Bedford avenue and 
South id street. Brooklyn, E. D., at 3 P.llt., every 
Snnda.:r. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary, 248 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:i'f · 
meets every Snnda.y in Industrial Hall, Broa.il at; d 
Wood sts., a.i 2:10 and 7:10 P.ll. for lectures and 
free disons11ions on religions and social questions. , 
Able sPe&.kers interest the a.t.'.lience. N.B.-Trntb 
Beekerpublioationsa.lwa.yson hand atohee.p rates. 

The Secular Society o.f :Kent, 0., 
Meets semi-monthly1 ftrst and third Sundays, at 2 
p,ll[,, at .the town nall. All friends of human 
cultivation are invited. IIIABros HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellznr Wright SecnBar Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the fl.rst and fourth Sun
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Bnbsorlptions to Tn TBUTH BEEKEB and InvestC· 
gator are solicited. R, G. BmTB, aor. bb~. 

Chlea~o Secular IJnlon 
Meets evor:v Sunday evening at 7: JO P.ll., al 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison street. 
Leotnres and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetigs every Bnnda.Y evening a.t 2161 
Grand ave,, (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., FreetltougiJl 
Society 

MAetR eVAry Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at P. o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

·Port Angeles Secular tinton 
Meets every Bnnd&y at 7:30 P.M. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Pol't -AngeleM, Wash. Leot· 
ures, song_s, ~tnd select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
nted free. FliANK MoBslll, aor. Seo. 

The West mud Progressive Llb· 
eral tinton 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.I., meets semi-monthlyl.. first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•clock, p,M,J,at t'a.rr'l 
Hall, Everybodv invited. MBa. B. m. BEBBA 
Pres.: J, B. McWILLIAMS. Beo, Seo. . 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand Army 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Science Lectnres.-Free Discnssions.-Origina.f 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val· 
nabl'l library is at the service of members and 
friends. a. B. REYNOLDS. PreA,; A. w. 0ALDEB, Seo. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets everY first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
L~ctnres, discussions, reading, and Poems. Thf. 
§rea.test freedom accorded to all. Our IIWtto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty," IY. E. RioE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL. Vioe-Pres.; aHABLE!I BBEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club, 
:M:~ .. ts every Pnndav a.'- Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visitinl!' Lib· 
erals im•it11d to attend. aoL. A. H.A.Rrus, Pres. 

Is.uo S. LEE, Bee. 

San Alltonlo:(TExas) Lib( raJ Asso·. 
elation 

meets every Frida.Y eveDing at Liberal Hall, 2~.; 
lfast Houston street. Free reading room and cir-
onlating library open everY da;r and evening, 
Strangers cordiallY invited. A. CHAPMAN, Sec. ' 

COLONEL R. G. INGEBSOLL'S. 

Memorial Addrfss to Rosootr. 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WU11 Pine Stee! Jmaramna of senator Coni:!tna. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp •. 
Price. 75 oen ts. 

Adilre~s THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 
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Tin~: Chilian revolutionists hav established 
themselvs firmly, and the overthrown presi
dent B~lmaceda has tied. 

A.RoBBJBHOP WALSH has instructed the Ro
man Catholic clergy of Ireland to pray for 
tine weather, and to instruct their congrega
tions to do likewise. 

N11GRO emigration to 
Liberia is again agitated. 

IN piously mismanaged 
H. us s ia thousands are 
starving. 

Tsxu has reduced her 
annual record of murders 
from 741 for 1868 to 200. 

ON the 26th ult. at 
Tualis, Austria, lightning 
struck a church crowded 
with women and killed 
three. 

THB En~rlish magazine 
Darbst Russia declares 
Russia a standing men
ace to civilization, and 
summons the world to 
a crusade against her. 

TBB rival exhibitors 
of the holy coat of Treves 
and that of Argenteuil 
hav compromised on 
allowing the latter to be 
one worn by Christ when 

child. 

LBo XIII. has directed 
bishops to invite work
ingmen throughout the 
world to make pilgrim
ages or send dele~~:ates to 
thank him personally for 
his labor encyclical. 

·= 

'.. p_...-""2..-.,_ 

WORLD'S 8AQE8, TIDNKERS, COD& AND RELIOIONSI 
· AND REFORMERS. o:r 

Bloeraphlel of 100 of the Leadme PhnoiOPhlrlt ANCIENT AND IODERN TIJIES . ============== 
'l'eaohers1 Bkeptlo1!1.,Innova~rs1 J'ounden of Vol. I. Glvs a 1'1111 Account of all the Gods, In j . TBB history of the Christian church, from 

New Bonools of 'J.'noueht, .mmment Bolen- eluding Jehovah, l!latan, the Ho)Jr Ghost, · the beg· inning to the present day presents 
tlnl, etc. (who were not Ohrllltlans), leBUB Ohrln, VIrgin. Mary, and the Bible. I • · 

from the time of Menu to the pres- avo, 885P.P· Vol. n. Describes Fully all little else than a history of disgraceful 
ent. avo, 1,075pp., cloth, sa; the BeUgious Bystema of the World. quarrels of the most rancorous description, 

leather, Si; mor., lr· e.,U.tlll. 8Vo,95'1'P1 p. C!Ioth,S8perv?l.; ihe I and a series of falsehoods unexampled in all 
By D .... BEwr.....T'l' I vo s., ttl, leather, t'1, mo- th th Pi d • ..... ..,.,,.. • rocco, ellt eda-es, ss. e o er paf,!;eB of history. ous frau s 

7.'HB TRUTH BDDB oo., BY D. 111. BENNETT. co~secrated by the highest authority ; false 
liB L&fayeUe Plaoe. N. Y. ~BB i'BUi'H BBEKEB 00. gospels, false documents, ~terpolations of 

I ancient ·authors for the 
purpose of deception, 

·· false saints, false relics, 
false miracles, forged 
acts of councils, false 
decretals, false dona.. 
tiona, falae revelations, 
specters, and appari
tions, preternatural com
munications, miraculous 
cures, and supernatural 
revivals and outpourings 
of the spirit upon igno
rant men and hysterical 
women, supported by 
the testimony of ancient 
fathers of the church, 
pontiffs, bishops, doc
tors, and holy men of 
the most popular 
sanctity, belcnginl!: to all 
manner of conflicting 
sects, and agreeing in 
nothing but the common 
dut.y of rellglouR lving, 
forging, and inventing, to 
serve tbe interest of the 
priesthood, and promote 
the· common cause of 
public deception.
Abncr Krn~eland. 

AT the M e t h o d is t 
camp meeting at Sidney, 
N. Y , on the 30th ult., 
the impassioned t>xhorta
tions of young Preacher 
Truesdell mer~~:ed into 
discordant and incoher
ent cries. He had be. 
come insane from relig

~~~~~~~~ 
ESTHER GO.ETH TO THE KING'S HOUSE. 

So it came to pass, when the king's commandment and his decree was heard, and when many maidens were 
gathered together unto Shushan the palace, to the custody of Begai, that Esther was brought also unto the king's 
house, to the custody of Hegai, keeper of the women.-Eather ii, 8. 

ious excitement. 

Tax clergy found it 
necessary to preaerve the 
Sabbath for their own 
uses. and for that reason 
endeavored to impre~s 
the people with . the 
enormity of its violation, 
and for that purpose 
gave inlltances of people 
being drowned and 
suddenly struck dead for 
working or amusing 
themeelvs on that day. 
The clergy hav objected 
to any other places of 

::====================================================================================.============:: aDlusement except their 
KooB continues to work on his r£medy un

discouraged. as,isted by the government. 
TBB pope is preparing an encyclical on 

different forms of government, to show how 
nations are indebted to the church for con
clllatory settlements of differences. 

TBB Catholic party in Nicaragua, which 
supplanted the ant!.Catb.olics in government, 
has convicted of conspiracy and exiled five 
leadt>rs of the latter, two of whom are ex. 
presidents. 

TBB congregation of Mountain Hill church, 
near Greenville, B. C.; mostly moon shiners, 
on the 23d ult. interrupted communion ser
vice with a general shooting affray in the 
church. A family feud was the cause. Two 
were killed. 

MABSAOBUSBTTS authorities say that they 
intend to enforce the laws by which record 
is kept of offellders again~t sobriety, and a 
person arraigned who has been drunk twice 
in a yellr is confined for a long term and 
treated as a diseased person, witlt a view to 
reform. 

CARDINAL .PAROOOm says: "Leo has 
clearly and plainly expressed approval of a 
political alliance with the democracy. It is 
the only good and possible alliance. The 
church will hav to reckon less with dynsstiee 
and states than with the people. The reign 
of the democracy is a fact, and a triumphant 
fact." 

TBB two husbands of Mrs. K•amer, Brook
lyn, N Y , fear to prosecute her for bigamy. 
because she Is a wltch. Both men at differ 
ent times on the 29th ult. complained to 
Justice Engle that she is a witch, but, the 
report says, " as that does not constitute a 
crime, the court took no cognizance of their 
complaints." 

J. B. BARNUM, the Wisconsin rival of 
Schweinfurth the Dllnois messiah, has been 
placed in the insane asylum. Nine yearF 
ago he proclaimed himself Christ. His witt> 
and many neighbors accepted him as such 
He rambled through the country, stopping 
persons and conjuring them to accept him 
as the savior. · 

TIIx duke of Westminster, who has ex
amined Russian affa..rs, declares the inhu
manity of the Russian authorities astounding, 
almost incredible. 'l'he czar, he says, i~ 
ranking himself with rulers like the religiom 
bigot Philip II. of Spain, who hav used their 
irresponsible power not for their subjects' 
good but for their ruin. 

A MAN entered the Convent of the Most 
Sorrowful Mother, Williamsburg, N.Y., on 
the night of the 28th ult., and attemp ed 
violence to the nuns. They struggled Ion!! 
with him, in eas light, but he could not b~ 
described BIJffic-.iently for identification, be 
0auee, Father z~ntsagraf explained to the 
detectlv, the nuns were taught not to look at 
8 man's face. 
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own, being opened on that day. They 
wished to compel people either to go to 
church or stay at home.-Ingersoll. · 

LBT one take up the Bible as he does any 
modem book, and judge of its contents 
according to the impres11ion made upon his 
faculties, and it seems impossible not to 
reject its claim to be the infallibly inspired 
word of God, and perceive it to be a compi
lation of Hebrew traditions and poetry made 
by men in darker ages than the present.-B. 
0. Adams. 

IT is often said that if the fears of hell. tire 
were suddenly removed, men would abandon 
themselvs without restratnt to their propen
sities and appetites; recklessness and despair 
would take possession of the human race, 
and s<>ciety would be dissolved. But I 
believe that the fears of hell-fire hav scarcely 
any power upon earth at all, and that when 
they do act upon the human mind it is to 
make it pious, not to make it good.-Bead6, 

TBB Jewish books are very modern, 
Ignorance and fanaticism exclaim that the 
Pentateuch is the most ancient book in the 
world. It is evident, that those of Banchoni
athon, and those of Thaut, eight hundred 
years anterior to those of Bancboniathon; 
t.hose of the first Zerdusht, the Shasta, the 
Vedam of the Indtans, which we still pos
sess; the Five Kings of China; and, finally, 
the book of Job, are of a much remoter 
antlqu1ty than any Jewish book. It is 
demonstrated, that this little people could 
only hav annals whilst they had a stable 
government; that they only had this govern
ment under their kings ; th11t its jugon was 
only formed, in the course of time, of a mixt
ure of Phenlcian and Arable, These are 
incontestable proofs that the Phenicians cui. 
ttvated letters a long time before them.
Voltaire. 

TIIxs doctrin, that sins can be forgiven,· 
and the consequences of them averted, has in 
all ages been a fertil source of mischief. 
Perhaps few of our intellectual errors hav 
fructified in a vaster harvest of evil, or 
operated more powerfully to impede the 
qnoral progress of our race. • • • It has 
encouraged millions, feeling what a safety 
was in store for them in ultimate resort, to 

· persevere in their career of folly or crime, to 
ignore or despise those natural laws which 
God has laid down to be the guides and 

\beacons of our conduct, to continue to do 

I
" that which was pleasant in their own 
eyes," convinced that nothing was irrevocable, 
that however dearly they might hav to pay 
for re-integration, repentance could at any 
time redeem their punishment, and undo the 
past. The doctrin has been noxious in exact 
ratio to the baldness and nakedness with 
which it has been propounded. In the Cath
olic Church of the middle ages we see it per
haps in its worst form, when pardon wa1 
sold, bariained for, rated at a fixed price.
Greg. 
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.IJot•s .and ~lippings. 

ALL the correspondence from the Vatican 
concerning church matters is carried on in 
Latin. 

FBANOIS DARWIN, a BOD of the great apos
tle of evolution, is becoming famous for his 
researches in biology, and was recentlv 
elected president of the biological section of 
the big demographic congress in London. 

THBBB is only one solution of the papal 
problem. The pope must be an independent 
sovereign with a territory and a seaport all 
his own It Italy does not choose to giv it
and she seems to dread a parting with the 
papal court-then some other nation will giv 
it.-Oatholic RetJieto. 

"THB pope," laments the Catholic Free. 
man's Journal, "remains at Rome all the 
year through. Bummer heats and winter 
breezes are borne by the vicar of Christ In 
the palace where he is'virtually a prisoner. 
'l'his is the outcome and the consequence of 
the Italian occupation of Rome ; and there is 
no immediate prospect of anytning that is 
likely to bring about a change in this condi. 
tion of _the pontiff.'' 

IT is not generally known that there eve1 
has been a law since the adoption of the 
United States Constitution, in any of the 
states,. which would debar a cltlzeD from till
ing tke office of governor by reason of bain~ 
a Roman Catholic. Tse ~ew Hampshire 
constitution, adopted in 1792, in Sec. 4:2 pro. 

. 'Yided that the governor must be a Protestant; 

THE CRY OF MANKIND. 

this section was repealed in 1877 Sec 32 of 
the North Carolina constitution, adopted 1776, 
had the eame provision, and this section was 
in force unti11835. 

THB following passages are from the 
"Manual of Unsectarian Instruction," in daily 
use in the elementary schools of Paris, now 
controltd by the government : " Teacher
• What is God?' Child-' We cannot tell.' 
Teacher-' Do you acknowledge a superior 
or controling being P' Child-' Why should 
we? Pro'\'e to us' the necessity, and show 
him to us.' Teacher-' It cannot be proved 
that sue b. a being is indispensable.' Child
' Then L is a waste of time to talk about the 
matter.'" 

MosT of the mountain men of Tennessee 
and neighboring states rigorously abstain 
trom work on the Sabbath, but it is not 
because of any reverence for the day that 
their ancestors in Scotland made so long, so 
pious, and so gloomy, fer they consider it, 
like Sir Toby Belch, just the occasion to get 
drunk on and the properest time for a fight. 
They say grace before meat. and pride them
selva on their ablllty to pray, but to the 
strangers their prayers often sound like pro
fanity, and there are times, when aroused 
and desperate, when their oaths sound like 
prayers uttered in the fervor of a camp
meeting excitement. 

when they received their first impetus fro.m 
the early revivals. They believe in the Bible 
as the absolutely infallible word of God and 
as the only source of authority in matters of 
faith and practice. Perhaps they are less 
disposed than formerly to rely on the terrors 
of the law as a means of converting sinners, 
preaching the love of God rather than his 
math, but they dare not question the perfect 
truth of the Bible. 

anyone to leave the orthodox faith· for 
another Christian denomination, the punish
ment is the loss of all personal rights and 
privileges and banishment to Siberia. To 
such penalty Protestant or Catholic is liable 
if ever he ventures to speak of his religious 
faith. It it can be proven that he has thus 
spoken, it will be easy to find some one to 
declare that. aome one else hae been by this 
means persuaded to forsake the orthodox 
faith. 

THB negroes hav been conducting a bush
arbor meeting at Union Point, and the . THB outside world can scarcely hav any 
preacher in charge told his hearers to come idea of the extent to which religious intoler
to meeting and bring everybody they could .. ance is carried in the Russian code of laws. 
He said we would hav good weather for a There is scarcely any more heinous crime 
week ; that there would be no rain, for he than openly disagreeing with the Greek 
had prayed to that effect and· he knew what church, and it does not matter whether the 
he could do in that direction. One of our dissenter be a Catholic, Protestant, Jew, 
citizens thought we needed rain as bad as we Mohammedan, or Atheist. All are alike hate
needed the bush-arbor meeting, 1f not a little ful. For example, the criminal code1 article 
worse ; 80 he had a black snake killed and ~96, expressly provides that anyone found 
hung up to butt against the negro, hence it guilty of propagating the views of heretical 
was a fight between him and the snake. The or dissenting bodies, or of circulating the 
snake won, for on Monday evening the rain doctrine of any new sect dangerous to ortho
came-and a good one, too-thus beating the doxy, will be punished with the forfeiture of 
darkev and his bush arbor by three or tour all rights, and banished from European Rna
days from the time set for it to rain.-.At. sis to Transcaucasia, from the Stavropol 
Zanta Oonstitution. government or from Transcaucasia to Siberia, 

· and from Siberia to the most remote regions 

IT is significant that the two communions 
which include so great a majority of the 
Proteshnt believers are t.ho•e which hav 
been least affected by the theoJoglcal revolu
r.ion now going forward. The faith of b th 
Baptists and Methodists remafus substantially 
unchanged. It is the same now as it was 

SUPPOSR a dissenter in Russia persuades, of that country. The same punishments 
directly or indir~ctly, some one to abandon will be meted out to dissenters who, under 
the Greek church. The code, Article 184, the inlluence ot their fanaticism, use insult
provides that for the " crime'' of perverting ing terq~s about the orthodox church or 
anyone, either by means of temptations or orthodox clergy. A dissenter who publicly 
otherwise, from the Christian faith to Islam- makeR known his false doctrins to the ortho
ism, Judaism, or other non-Christian faith, dox, with a view to their joining his sect, 
the guilty person w·W be sentenced to loss of even though his action should not rt-sult in 
all civil and personal rights and pt'nal servi · any accession from the orthodox church, 
tude from eight.to ten years. For inducing will be punished most severely . 
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-
Where can we find a national religious book which ·maintain argument in regard to a cedain law 1 Where 
shall place the opposer higher than the founder 1 · It was the Holy Ghost 1 _ • . . · 
is the ~almud, which places ita enemy, Beliam, in • The Jewish law orders that a person aQndemned 

Chri tus higher plane_ than Moses, it~ Ia,:w·giver. Now, if to death shall han~ on his spot t!te, whole. da;r 8 
• · such a man aa John the Baptist IS not to be found long. How comes. 1t that the· ornc1fied Qhristus 

Pnoo. there, it is sure that he belongs to the beings of an was taken up after· three · hours ! 
Christendom il gone into mourning for its eruoi· imaginary world of the four go~pel writers. • Nobody . . . . . ms _DOGMAS. .. • • 

fled Gocl ~he bells are silent. . The churches are gives any·aooount of John's birth except Mr. Lucas, H1s new dogmas oan be summed up m brief 11 
wrapped in black, and the guard of honor is holding but this evangelist seems to me to have been very follows: 1. To believe in him. 2. That he is the 
watch round • black coffin, which contains nothing--. ignorant of Jewish domestic affairs at that time, for son of God. 3. To worship God by saying his 
a true emblem of Christianity, which contains also he mentions in connection with John's birth a female "Lord's prayer." 4. His body was the temple of the 
'IWthing. prophet, by name Anna, bel~nging to the tribe of Lord~ 5 To love all. 6 ~o have one.wife.- 7. ~o 

Indeed, after • careful investigation upon the Aser. Ce it be possible that there was a female believe inlifebereafter. 8. That be was er~cifi,d.to 
·structure of Christianity, we must find how rotten prophet at the time of the Second Temple and no wash out with his blood the sins of men. ~hese ate 
tbe building is, and that its foundation is laid upon • mention of her in the Talmud? Contrarily the Tal· the principles which the gospel claims were a ilew 
weak epot. The first who dared to break the ston;y mud deolares that at the time of the Second ~emple revelation to the Jews and were the reasons .of. roue
image of Christendom with his hammer of criticism there was no more prophecy and only fools claimed ing the wrath of the Pharisees upon him~ .The 
was Strauss, whose "Life of Jesus " was an attempt its inspiratio~. Common !ense inspired them; w_e claims, as_ well as t~e reasons, are false ones, for every 
to give us a historical, not a divine, Jesus, but un- have a gnomic saying of 1t as follows, "A sage IS one who 1s versed 1n the T-a!mud knows that these 
fortunately his work was spoiled by Renan, • French mightier than a prophet." Besides, there were no dogmas, with the exception of two (to believe in him 
writer, who, unable to read the Talmud (the only more "tribes.'' The Talmud declares that by the and that his death quitted the sins of. men), were 
book which gives information about the events at the time of the returning from exile they did not know known to the Hebrews long before Christ, and were 
Second Temple), was mieinformed by a Jew, who was any longer of which tribe their parents were. ~be the dogmas of the Pharisees which the Sadducees op· 
as ignorant as his master. In recent ti111es Dr. witnesshood of John. is nothing worth, for such • posed. Moses was the. first who proclaimed to 
Gottbeil of the Temple Emanuel, who claims to be man was unknown to have been living at that time. the Hebrews the fatherhood of God in heaven and 
a rabbi, and who has as much of an idea of the Let us now consider the testimony of the traitor the brotherhood of man on earth. Every man, ao
~almud as I have of the Hottentots' language, has Josephus Flavius,. where in his book there is a short cording to the view of the ncient Hebrews, is the 
dared to say in one of his sermons that ''the Jews item regarding the divinity of Jesus alias Christus. eon of God. The famous _Lord's prayer was not 
never rtjected Jesus," an untruth which even a news- This short item is a forgery, and the forger made his O.bristus's invention, for the same prayer. is stated 
paper would not dare to say, an untruth which is trick in . 1 very stupid way, for everyone who is in the . Talmud to have been in use in the syna· 
diametrically against those nineteen hundred wit- acquainted with the stylistic character of Josephus's gogue service in the year 150, long before Christ. 
neeses, the nineteen hundred years of _our dread- writings knows that be was a member of the various Tbe P,harisees, at the return from exile, among other 
ful history, an untruth proved by the would-be sileno- religious seots for the purpose of learning their noble reform work, undertook a crusade against. the 
ing stones which were thrown upon us by Christian teachings and custom&. . Now, if seventy years superstition of the priests and the sacrifices. This 
mobs, lllltl those stones are speaking aloud, 11 It is • before him there existed a IliaD of the name of Jesus prayer was their weapon against t · · e ox-killing which 
lie." My present task is to clear up the mysterious who revealed to the world a new teaching, why did was the chief principle of the temple cult. That the 
riddle of Christi nity forevet, by proving that such not Josephus give an aooount of his doctrines lllld of body' of man is the temple of the Lord was taught 
a me as is sketched in the New Testament neither the customs and manners of his followers as he by Hillel the Great one hundred years before Christ. 
existed nor was crucified, and that Christianity is a gives 1 description of other sects! The testimony Hillel when taking a bath said: "I am performing 
plant not grown upon Jewish soil at alL It is 1 of Flavius is a forgery, and it is not worth bothering a religious act of duty to keep my body, the abode 
plant whose root is to be traced in the land of the with. Herod's child-slaughter on account of the· and temple of my God, in a clean condition." 11 J.JOVe 
lotos, where the 11 light of Asia" of Buddha shone b .. by God, as told in the gospel, is another daring thy neighbor as thyself," is a biblical law. Bigamy 
loDg before the ''Star of the · East" hallowed the forgery forged to strengthen the weak spots of was unknown to the Pharisees at the time of the 
head of the never- born child in Bethlehem. Cbristi~ity. It is tru~ that ~erod was a despotic Second Temple .. '' ~arriage is mad~ in heaven," _is 1 

ISAIAH AND BEllOD. ruler, capable of committing cnmes, but a fool and fiery old Talmudical Idea. (A.caordmg to t~e B1ble 
We are holding judgment · now upon a very se- such a, belie'9er in superstitious foretelling a as to be marriage is a business transaction and not · ~creel) 

rious case; • case which will baftle the eminent afraid of a helpless baby the great Herod surely was To look upon a strange woman is also- a sin ao
lawyers of the world, • case where • nation is not, for we know him in history as a very enlightened cording to the teachings of the Pharisees. Now we 
charged to have cowardly murdered a helpless man thinker who was not afraid to bang the leaders of see that his dogmas did not oppose the doctrines of 
known under the name of Jesus, alias the son of ,all the existing religious sects. In the Talmud the Pharisees: What, then, were they angry about 1 
God, alias the son of man, • native of Nazareth and there is a chamber of horrors wherein all the crimes THE TALMUDIOAL oumsTUs. 
born in Bethlehem, crucified in J ern salem eighteen of Herod are exhibited, crimes which entitle him to The name .. Jesus is not mentioned in the Talmud 
centuries ago; Let the witnesses be arraigned be- the title of a "Jack tJ:J,e Ripper," as after he kUled as a proper Jiame. It is only the initials of the 
fore the bar, and let us carefully examine their char- his beloved wife he kept .her for a beastly purpose. words, "BlQtted out shall be his name." The Tal
aeters and their evidence to enable us to deal prop- If the child-slaughter of Bethlehem was the work of mudical Ohristus is known under a Hebrew name 
erly with their charges and denials. The first who the· crowned criminal, why does the Talmud not which means "the son of a hidden gate or ara~way" . 
shall appear· is the venerable seer Isaiah, the old mention it among his other crimes, as we see that (probably he was one of the unfortunate childl!en 
:fighter for freedom and liberty, to whom the writers the Talmud blackens Herod more than the gospel? which are left on doorways by their mothers).· He 
of the gospel refer as having foretold the app~ar- Besides, the history of the nations is silent in regard was educated by the famous R•bbi J ehosbud ben 
ance of the crucified Jesus, alias the son of God. to this, a proof that the child-slaughter is a pure Peraahya, who lived about one hundred and sixty 

Let us examine the passage of his foretelling which invention, invented by gospel writers in the third years before the destruction. For a misbehavior in 
is the corner-stone of Christianity. The passage in century -for the purpose of promoting a divine the college his master threw him, out with both 
question runs as follows: "Behold, the virgin will messianic spectacle in the shape of the birth of a bands (eo the Talmudieal version); Daspised by his 
conceive and give birth to • child and name it baby-God. school friends, he started for Egypt, the Eldorado 
Emanuel: butter and honey will he eat: he will THE omxsrns oF TBE GOSPEL. . of the Magian charlatans at that time. After 1 
know to despise bad and to choose good." That the The .Ohristus of the gospel was born at Beth- life of adventure in the Ian(} of the :Nil~, he returned 
passage is mistranslated every Hebrew scholar will lehem seventy years before the destruction. to Palestine as a professional Magian showman, 
admit. · · His mother, the Virgin. Mary, w.as fecundated where he gave his performances, as playing with 

First, t:here is not a word about • virgin., ~he by God, through the medium olSihis " Holy serpents, making things disappear, and other tricks, 
seer says, "Behold the [alma] young woman [not Ghost.!' The child was named ,~Jesus, alias to the astonished stupid masses. But as such per
virgin J " The Hebrew word for virgin is. betutak; the son of God. He was sent on the eli'thly globe formance was against the Jewish religion, for'· it 
while .here he speaks of a young woman, al17ta. by his eternal father to suffer for humanity and to helps superstition to develop, he was requested to 
Alma is the term for a married young woman; alma be crucified, so that he should clear and wash with !eave his work. For not obeying aDd despising the 
means also "hidden," for the married woman was his own blood the sins of all men. . In consequence request. of the sages, he was sentenced to be cruoifled. 
hidden in the harem. The seer speaks of • young of the hunting for the baby-god by Herod's gen- O.a the day before Easter, he, with his four helpers, 
married woman who lived in his time, as he is point- dirmes, .his virgin-mother fled with him into the Mathias, Theodosius, J obannes, and another, . were 
ing to her by saying, "Behold this woman [ltaalma] land of. the Nile, where for a short time they were crucified (the four mentioned which shared his lot 
shall conceive.'' That the seer did not allude to the hidden from Herod's wrath. After a short exile she on the cross are perhaps the four gospel writers). 
Holy Virgin Mary is clear as daylight. retunied home with her child, where it developed in This is, in brief, the history of the life and death 

Secondly, in the menu of Jesus, ali•a Ohristus, Jewish wisdom and in the lore of the laws. Who of the Talmudiaal Cbristus, who lived one hundred 
alias the son of God, wine and meat are the favorites, was his master, or under whose teaching he was· and sixty years before the destruction, and waa 
not butter and honey as foretold by the seer. And educated, the gospel does not telL At the age ot crucified at the age of thirty-five years, as narrated 
if he !tad known to choose good and despise baa, be thirty he began hia mission, by revealing to the na· in a simple and reasonable way, so th•t we must 
never had dEfied the leaders of the Pharisees and tiona the new tidings of his heavenly father. He drew say that the Christus of the gospel is a legendary 

. run the risk of being orucified. The passage which the wrath of · the Pharisees upon him, through figure. . 
Christians· regard as the corner-stone of Christendom his new doat~;ine, and he was crucified with two other A DBY BUT sENSmLE RELIGION. 
rests' upon • very weak spot, upon • mistranslation. common criminals. After having been on the cross Tbe Jewish religion, as proclaimed by Moses, is 

The next witness in favor of Christianity is Johan about three hours, he was taken down and buried a dry but a very sensible one. The Jehova of the 
the Baptizer; the supposedly foretold forerunner of He rose from the grave on the third day of his death ancient Hebrews was not a dude like J ovis of the 
Christus. This gentleman's existence is doubtfuL to life again, according to the testimony of Mary heathens, who passed his time eating and drinking, 
He is not • historical figure, but was only oreated by Afterward he appeared in his heavenly glory to his and murdering his relatives in divinity. The Jehova 
the dreamers of the gospel to play the chief role in disciples. His twelve apostles, headed by Simon, of Moses was a God CJf labor, a God who worked 
the new religious drama of their imagination. . alias P_etrua, aided by the zealous Paulus, spread his six days very hard till be worked out the world-

Now, the Talmud .is the· great encyclopedia book teaching far and wide. This is the history of Chris- so hard a task, indeed, that he was obliged to rest 
of the Jews, whose first editors were the members of tianity in brief, as narrated by the four evangelists on the seventh day of his industrious labor. The 
the great s;ynod held at the returning from exile aild in four varieties. J ehova of Moses is powerful enough to realize his will 
closed before Mohammed's appearance. It is 1 book DOUBTFUL EVIDENCE. without ,needing mortal arms to enforce it. ~he Je-
in which every religious event or distinguished per- If there is only one history of Christianity, why bova of Moses does not tolerate any rival power, and 
son was noted and penned with such a historioal are there so many c,ontradictions and variations in in his kivgdom the blaakmailer Satan was unknowa. 
truth that we must be astonished at it. The Talmud the narratives of the four writers 1 Everyone who The kingdom of J ehova is life, not death. His ~ophet, · 
is • book upon which no party had an influence, for is familiar with the gospel can see them. If Paulus as well as his Eden, are placed on earth. In the 
it gives the opinions even of those who are in opposi- played such· a role in its development and was the books of Moses there is not a single hint about the 
tion to its doctrine. I do not believe, like the ortho- pupil of the famous R.bbi Gamaliel, why is be not ''nether world." The various laws are only con· 

· dox Jew, that the Talmud is 1 book written by mentioned in the Talmud, as other learned apostates cerning life and health. ''Maintain the tree and eat 
divine inspiration, but I believe that ita "divine are mentioned 1 If Paulus and Petrus were inspired its fruit," is the gnomic sentence of the ancient 
inspiration!' was the truth guided by common sense. by one Holy Ghost, how could they quarrel and Hebrew religion. But the ever-stupid and never· • 
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satisfied human brain revolted against a sensible of the book of the " philosophical sect." Ano.her · 
religion for the stupid mass is amused more by a feature of the philosophers is that they admired, per-
. fancy d~oe round a glittering golden calf than by haps believed, the dual God of Zoroaster~ · The 
walking in the light of the pure and dry Jehova "Logos," or .the Word, plays a great role in their 
.cult. The religious revolt against the J ehova cult philosophical system, as in that of their brothers in 
broke out at the time of the Second Temple in the Egypt of the Jewish Hellenistic school. The 

great structure of Ohristiaility is built upon two 
comer-stones-upon mistranslation and npc.n misun-
derstanding." NAPHTALI H:sBz IMBER. 
~ne~~~Jr. __ ._J._. __ -4~--------

Another Cryptogram. 
era of our narrative. "Logos" was smuggled into the gospel by Johannes 

, . JUDAISM m A DILEMMA. the Evangelist to complete the disorder. The word 
" philosopher " means " lover of wisdom." Wise in their generation were the Jewish states- BUmriNG UP. 

·men to maintain· the freedom of· their country From all above-mentioned we see: 1 .. That Jesus 
through political tricks, despite the despotic suprem- of N.tZareth, bom in Bethlehem, alias Ohristns, alias 
"ftr of Persian kings. Heroes ·were the Jewiah- the son of God, wa~ neither bom nor oruoi:fi.ed. 2. 
generals on the battle-field, where with iron brushes A crucified one lived a hundred and sixty years be
they swept away from their native ground the dust fore the destruction, of the name of Ben Stadi. ·He 
·of the mighty Greek invader. But there was an . t · 
e~eiPY whom both were powerless to get rid of. ,It was oonvic ed for the attempt to establish super· 
was -the u influence of strange thoughts." Yon o~n stition. It may be that his friends and admirers de· 
t1hoot a whole nation to de.111th, but you cannot kill veloped a new cult to his memory, hallowed by 
a_ single thought. The influence of the Persian mystic legends through the confusion of religions 

h b tt ideas. 3. The gospel writers, as well as the apos-
:religion on one side, which has affected t e e er. tles,- are not mentioned in the Talmud. 4. Why 
class-the doctrine of Zaroaster, that there is a god does the gospel not mention the names of the sages 
of Jig~t, . Ormuzd, and a god of darknfss and of J 
evil~this · doatri-1e, which at first seems to solve with whom esus argued T 5. His teachings were not 

T 1 d" 1 new to the Hetirews, with the exception of two-to 
the'-riddle of life, hu affected many a a mn lea believe on him, and that his death quitted the. sins 
·saa-e. The influence of Hallas's poetical religion is of. man- (the Btble says evE!ryone dies for his own 
on the other Bide. The masses of· those whose brains · 

Ooaupied somewhat with the subject of the 
Shakspere cryptogram, it happfned that Ben Jon
son's " Every Man in His Humor "fell into my hands. 
Having read in Donnelly's book somewhere about the 
strange fact of the tit~es of several of Sbakspere's 
plays being found in some play of Shakspere, and also 
the titles of some other plays not as yet ascribed to 
Bacon, among others "York and Lancaster," it oc
curred to me, while reading the prolog of " Every 
MaD," etc., and coming across the names ''York 
and Lancaster," that possibly there might be some 
cipher story unsought np through that comedy. I 
was surprised to find in the thirty five-line prolog 
not only "York and Lancaster," but "Oomedy of 
Errors" and "Tempest." What may be found by 
a prolonged, careful search I dare not assert, but a 
few minutes' reading convinced me that some mys
tery lies hid within· the words of that play. The 
hand of Bacon or Shakspere is manifest in many 
lines. For instance : 

are in the stomteh and taste in the eyes-tbe sin). These two dogmas are not of Jewish origin, 
beauty of a Venus and the charm of • Minerva bav and· we shall trlliOe their root in the far oonnh'y of 
•roused tbe slumbering pa!!sions of tbJ~se. Toe India, from which soil O"'ristianity developed. 

SOLDIEllS' MISUNDEBSTANDINGS. 
DOiiy feasts of Bacchus and the alarmi!lg SatnrDalia, When Alexander the Great BLarted to conquer 'he 

To make a child new swaddled to proceed 
Man, and then shoot up, in one beard and weed. 

Nor rolled bullet heard, 
To say it thunders, nor tempestuous drum 
Rumbles. · 

with the bri!lbt. prospect of life hereafter to walk in "world," lte invaded Palestine. In Palestine, 
~rightness ,of E ysinm's shade, ~av arrested the .f~el . through the clever behavior oftbe Jewish statesmen, 
111gs of the people, and the destre for a new rahgiOD an alliance between Greeks and Jews was the result 
is m•ilifested in all directions of public life. To free of the peace. When Alexander started for India the 
the nation from the evil in1luenoe of Greek and 
Persian religion, the sages of the Talmud start a high priest gave him ten thousand Jewish soldiers 

to take share in the invasion. The impression which 

The speeches of Knowell in the first saene an:l 
of Kitely in the second act hav many lines truly 
Sbak-or Baoonian, which yon will. Take the 
following out of many similar examples. Speaking 
of Wellbre<l, one of them says: 

Dew alever ''move" in tbeJehova o~lt. the new country made upon the Greek and Jewish 
DIVINE WOMANHOOD. soldiers we can imagine. The silent priests, the big 

. Das ewlg weibliche zieht uns hinan (Faust). pagodas, the strange customs,· these all roused in 
Tlie " move ,; of the sages wi.s oalcuialied to kill. them the wish to be informed about all, as the habit 

with Ol)e shot two birds; in other words,. to blend of strangers is. Through ignOrance of the Hindoo 
the 4n~l "od of Zoroaster with the divine woman· language; or through mistranslating by the inter
hood- of Hi!llas, a new Jewish creation of a deity in' praters, the information was a great misunderstand
tne fashion of Hebrew scripture. The" glory of ing. · They were,, for instance, informed that the 
God" so often mentioned in tbe Bible, was explained supreme god. Ramah (in Hebrew, "high"), is a god 
ail the " divine womanhood,. of J ehova, a divine in three deities, as Brahmah, Siva, Vishnu; that the 
womanhood which under another name plays • great deities often descended to earth to animate various 
role in the Cabbalah. The masses as well as the human bodies to exhibit to the world how to reach 
classes were satisfied, for they had now a god two in salvation and be able to enter the Narvana (in 
one and the charm of a divine womanhood. The Hebrew, "light;" Narvana is the Eden of the 
Jewish proverb, "It is as beautiful as the Sheobina," Hindoo). So, the manifestations of Vishnu were 
resembles the Greek aaying, " It is as beautiful as R•mah, . Ohrishna, and Buddha. The Greeks, as 
Venus." The new teaching was the foreshadowi.ng tbey cannot pronounce the sh, pronounced the deity 
of Obristianity ! Ohrishna like Obrisna. So the Jews pronounced 

· · A RELIGious DELmroM. Vishnu like Ishu (the Hebrew name for Jesus, which 
The appearance ot a "dtvu1e womanhood" on the means "salvation." Or perhaps they heard of the 

Jewish theological stage caused a religious delirium god Jose, which sounds like the Hebrew Josha, also 
~mong tbe Hebrews.. Proof of itis the many sects the name of Jesus). And sc:i the Ohrisna ofthe Greek 
which peopled at the Second Temple ·the country became Ohristus. They were informed that tl:le god 
ol Palestine. In addition to the religions delirium animated the body of Buddha for humanity's sake, and 
there was a political irritation too, for the nation the man-god, Buddha, was heir of a great empire, poB· 
longed for a hero who would be able to free it . from sessor of a harem with four hundred houris, who left 

· the growil!g supremacy of Rome. The mismarriage all the pomp and luxury and instead of his purple 
of· polities with religion· gave birth to the illegitimate dressed bimself as a beggar to live the ·life of a 
child of a Ohristus. Tllis new personage. the area- pauper. This self-denial, the killing a11.d crucifixion 
tion of their brains, was honored an4 glorified in tales of his earthly human passion, showed to the Hindoos 
and ·legendary poems for political purposes. Beth- that they shall live also such a life, for only by such 
lehem, the birthplace of David, was venerated a way would they be admitted into the N arvanat the 
by the nation, and this place they pointed out as the place of eternal light and salvation. Such was the 
birthplace of the new David who would restore the information. The misunderstanding was the con· 
country to its first glory. It is curious to note a trary of it. They understood that Buddha oruaified 
narrative of the Talmud concerning the legend of the or killed himself (not his passion), to bring salvation 
messiab'!! birth. It is narrated in a very humoristic to mankind at large, and his believers will enter on 
tone. Once· an Arab with a Hebrew traveled through this account the celestial Eden, the Narvana ; and 
B-ethleheJD, passing a stable where they heard the such was their notion of a su:ffdring messiah. They 
voice of an ox. The Arab said to the Hebrew, "Hear I were informed ~hat every five thousand ye~ rs the 
thy messiah is now .born." Next year at their !e- god animated a human body to show to mankind the 
turning tbe same thiDg happened. Tbe Arab sud, way of purity and to be their Buddha, their mentor. 
"Now thy temple is destroyed; messiah is dellld." They misunderstood it by thinking that 'the messiah 
The mockery of the tale needs not explanation. after his killing will appear again to restore his king
(Was the_ Arab perhaps one of the three kings of tbe dom (the thousand years, promised by the gospel, of 
Moorland !) The religious delirium and confusion of the second coming of Ohriet ). With such a messianic 
thought was so great that no one understocd the delirium, added to by other superstitions and lies, as 
other. While some sects sharped their knives and it is the habit of soldiers and adventurers to 
stilettoes against the Romans, the others were busy magnify every little thing, they returned home to 
preparing talismans~ and magic spells to fig~t the their respective oountriea. 'lo the Hebrew party 
spirits and demons, the soldiers of Satan. Whde the which strove for a heavenly kin~dom this messianic 
ones looked to free their metropolis, Jerusalem, from tale was very welcome, but their leaders were parse
the stran.zer, the others directed their eye.s to the outed by the other party, which was :(ighting fJr 
heavenly Jerusalem with its gates of pearls and .doors earthly freedom, and tbe party to prevent a national 
of gold. Besides the mixed multitude of sects, the na- op1'ising hanged or crucified the leaders, who were 
tion was d1vided into two great parties, the one long· hallowed with the messianic glory after their death, 
ing-for earthly freedom, the other desiring the slav- and so it may be that the Ohristus of the gospel 
ety of h~aven. - who lived seventy years before the destruction is the 

A sociETY oF PHILOSOPHERS. dreamer and rebel Ben Stadi, who lived a hundred 

Methought he bore himself in such a fashion, 
Bo full of man and sweetness in his carriage; 
and what was cbief, it showed not borrowed on him, 
But all he did became him as his own. 
But now his course is so irregular. 

He makes my house here co~mon ~s a ma;t 
. :tor giddy humor and diseased riot. 
Short as is the above quotation, we can find the 

very title of the play in it, "Man in his Humor." 
And looking through the play, we find "Every Man in 
His Humor " more than once, and the word " man " 
often has a forced, unnatural place. It is very sus
picions, " thinks I to myself," and I will look 
farther. Here is " Moor" used several times, and 
" Venice " also. Oan it be possible that 0 bhello is 
mentioned T There is one strange expression : 

From the Bordello it might come as well. 
It will be difficult to make out the first part of 

the name, but here we hav ib, "0 the muses t' again, 
" 0 tbe Lord." Upon my word we are making head
way. Is there anything like Shakspere to be found T 

And shake the fever off that thus shakes me. 
I could eat my very spur-leathers. 

Or, if you prefer "spir," yon hav "conspiracy," 
" eQnspiring," and several other " shakes " in the 
play. Evidently Shakspere or his double had a 
hand iD this. If now Bacon can be found, we are 
a made "oryptogramist," if not man. By heavens, it 
is 1 Yes, as we liv, there is Bacon, or his · 

Ghost of Rasher Bacon I 
Roger Bacon thou wouldst say. 
I say Rasher Bacon. . 

See scene 3, act i, "Every Man in His Humor." 
What strange, senseless language ! But is there a 
Francis T Surely, here. one Oaah cries without any 
reason whatever, "Francis I Martin ! ne'er a one to 
be found now T" Evidently the name is aff:aoted. 
See act iii scene 2. We hav the " Merchant of 
Venice" in' the speech of Oob, scene 3, aat i, and in 
those of Bobadil at the end of scene 4, " venue," 
" orifice .J• besides the name " V anioe " is found 
elsewhe;e more th~ once. "Love's Labor Lost" is 
found. Act iv, scene 1, 

As yon in beauty do exceed love's mother. 
In the last scene ''Yon hav saved me the labor ;'' 
and " I hav lost ~Y parse," scene 2, aot ii-note the 
play on the word " parae " and the name " Henry " 
for "Henry Perce," Bacon's private seor~tarr· 
"Taming o~ the Snrew" is found onae or tw1ce 1n 
the play. We hav "Tears of the Muses," a p~em 
celebrated in that age and having a mystenons 
reference to the autnor of Snakspere's plays, and 
which bas been a puzzle to criticism. 

0 eyes 1 No eyes, but fountains frau~ht with tears. 
0 tbe Muses I Is't not excellent ? 

• 

,.The Talmud lituts of dtt~puLes and religions argo- and sixty years before tbe destruction. The messi· 
menta which often occurred between the sages or anic idea brought from India also stirred a revoltin 
rabbis, and the philosophers. Rabbin Gamaliel the land of Hallas against those lazy dudes, the 
said to a rabbi, "Let us pay a visit to our friend numberless .zods of the Olymph. It was a light 
the philosopher." It seems that they lived on tbJDg to create an imaginary figure and dress him in 
veaoeful terms with the sages of the Talmud. historical clothes, as the religious aonfueions and 
Judging from the arguments we see, the" philosoph· political irritations were extreme. NJW the riddle ie 
ioal sect;" adopted only the "ethical teacbings" of also solved why Greeb and Jews were the, first to 
the Bible. Tbe "Sermon on the MJnnt" which is accept Christianity, avd that is the reason of Paulus 
aaoribed to Jesus, alias Cil.ristus, seems to be a copy who said, first to the Jew, then to the Greek, "The 

There was a play-writer of that time of the name 
of Marlow of whom it is said his genius was almost 
equal to Snalupere's. He wrote several plays, 
notably one entitled" Tamburlane." We find the name 
of Marlow several times in tbis play of Jonson's and 
also the name Tarnburlane. 0 1e Green was very 
si~nifiaantly mixed up in the aff1irs of S"•kspere, 
•nd we find hi« name in the play. "R •pe of 
L•1ert>ce" and '' V dDUs and A ionia" can be found, 
"leo •·T .velhb N lgllt," and severa_l other ~·~mea of play~. 
Perhaps if one bad t.be earliest edltl~Jnl! of liblB 
comedy be could fiad some clue whereby to ''unfold 
a tale." HoLT. 
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News and Notes. 
Orookston is situated in one of the most fertil 

sections of the Northwest. It is a prosperous city 
of about four thousand inhabitants. It is the 
county seat of Polk c:lunty. Its public buildi11gs 
are fine. It has educational facilities of a high order. 
However, it has thirteen churches, and therefore is 
not all that it might be. Still, there is a large Lib· 
eral element. My audiences increased every night. 
About three hundred were present at the closing 
lecture. The campaign has beon a success. These 
were the first lectures of the kind ever given in the 
place. I believe I found a warm welcome, and the 
three days I spent at Orookston were simply delight
fuL The wea.ther was lovely, and the music and 
glory of harvest were in the air. Everybody was 
happy. Polk county will take in about $5.000,000 
thia year for its wheat crop. This will set things 
going and make the future bright for the whole land. 
O.o:e farm of one hundred and sixty acres near 
Orookston produced five thousand bushels. Wheat 
at present is eighty-four cents, with a good chance of 
go10g to $L This is a nice little income. · 

My friends P. M. Ringdal and Elias Steenerson 
took special pains to giv me a long drive over the 
surrounding country, and the prospects with glitter
ing harvest fields were magnificent. I would like to 
be a farmer just about this time. It is so romantic
the big machines whirling out the golden grain, and 
the vast elevators ready to receive it and giv back the 
jingling dollars. The whole Northwest seems at 
present like a gorgeous festival scene. 

Elias Steenerson introduced me at the lectures, and 
the county paper remarked that it was a strange 
performance at a Freethought lecture that Elias 
should introduce Samuel. It was quite a biblical 
affAir indeed. 

There are six stalwart brothers of the Steenersons 
and they make a host for the Liberal cause. 

J. o_ Sundet has been in this country since about 
1870. He is on the roll of THE .TnuTH SEEKER, and 
every now and then sends for $25 worth of Liberal 
books and pamphlets- and distributes them with a 
lavish hand. 

Judge F. Ives bas been a pioneer of our cause and 
a reader of the Investigator for over thirty years. 

Ole Hagan is one of the representatiY Scandina
vian Liberals. He has been one of the leading writers 
in the Reil River .Dalen, a 5candinavian journal 
published here. He has recently written a book on 
"Church and State," which has been eagerly read by 
his countrymen, it being published in their language. 
It is a radical Fteethonght book, and thousands of 
copies bav been sold. It is exoiting great interest, 
and the Christians think it ought to be burnt up, 
since they cannot answer its arguments. It is' one of 
the best boaks in any S aandi1.1avian language. 

More than half of the popnlat~on of this country 
us Scandinavians, and among them are many Lib: 
erals. S~ill, the church element is strong .. 

F. 0. Surtat formerly lived in Chicago and was a 
L:beral there ; and as long ago as 1869 there was a 
Scandinavian L1beral organization in Chicago and 
it was the first organization west of Boston to Cl8le
brate Paine's birthday, Mr. Surtat tells me. Is this 
so T I guess ib is, and it is quite an honor for the 
Scandinavians of Ohicago to thus take the lead. 
Was there any celebration of Paine's birthday out· 
side of Boston before 1869 T Who caa wrest the 
honor from the Scandinavian host T Dr. G. 0. 
Paoldy, about the oldest physician in Ohicago to-day, 
was the first president of this Ohicago association. 

I was pleased to meet at Crookston the R3v. Mr. 
Hoyt of the Episcopal ohurob. He is a liberal
minded gentleman, and we could talk together with· 
out friction. or course we did not agree. The 
extremes of human thought met in our conversation. 
He accepts the philosophy of Hegel, which I do not. 
I take the very opposit--the philosophy of Home 
and Hamilton. To one who can accept Hegelianism 
it is delightful-a dreamy and beautiful religion with 
all the hard outlines of orthodoxy lost in luminous 
dreams. Hegel is the last refuge of the honest and 
liberal-hearted Christian. When this "infinit sub
ject" and . "God-consciousness " are surrendered to 
pure reason then the Ohristian religion loses its 
golden twilight, aud disappears in the day of 
science. 

I enrolled a goodly number of Freethinkers in the 
ranks of THI!l TBUTH SEEKER: With those already 
mentioned are Peter Oornelius, Wm. Munch, Thos. 
Lookeed, Louis Bergquist, H. Sbeenerson-and so 
with the golden harvests of Crookston will ever 
mingle the rays of intellectual progress. J. W. Jen
ning, O.pt. Marion D. Hlltested, Hilberg, and o6hers 
are also in the advance corps. 

I must thank J. 0. Suudet and Halberg for the 
beautiful flag and lovaly flowers which ornamented 
the platform, symbols of our hopes. 

I was also gratified to meet D. P. R. Strong, e litor 
of the Polk county Review, of Esst Grand Forks, 
who came to Crookston to attend the lectures. He 

is a pronounced Freethinker and is not afraid to 
stand by the colors. With him from East Grand 
Forks was Ohulie Barto, W. N. Dixon, and H. West 
-all comrades in the army of reform. . 

Orookston has thus been a bright spot in the 
journey of the Sscular pilgrim. With the vast and 
glistening fields mingles the splendor of the dawn of 
liberty. . 

I leave Orookston on Ftiday evening. Fortu
nately I hav comrade. Strong with me until I reach 
Winnipeg janction about 10 PM. Here I hav to 
wait· three hours for the train west. E u-ly in the 
morning Jamestown flashes upon my .sleepy sight in a 
somewhat rolling country, and all about this section 
of North Dakota I see the innumerable wheat stacks 
-millions of them-and Jamestown smiles in its 
prosperity. I find a small but stalwart band of 
Liberals at Jamestown. I giv my first lecture in the 
courthouse on Saturday evening. This is an elegant 
building, and if I only bad a full bouse it would be 
a pleasure to speak in it. However, the audience ill 
fit, though few. I hav the honor of being introduced 
by a lady this time, and a Putnam at that, from the 
Ma;yflower stock, Miss Helen G. Putnam. She is 
Unitarian minister in the Dakotas, is doing an ex
cellent work in the way, and of course is broad· 
minded and without the shackles of creed, for it is 
not every Unitarian minister who would introduce 
one of my ilk. In this . case it was a Unitarian and 
a womin who did the daring act. This shows that 
woman has both brain and bead for the front of the 
world's progress. Miss Putnam is a real worker
-she does not take to the fashionable and splendid 
church buildings, but to the school-houses, private 
dwellings, log-cabins, dug-outs, and the unfenced 
universe besides. Although she is entirely theistic, 
and we differ on that point, yet on the side of 
humanity we 'thoroughly agree, and the platform of 
the Demands of Liberalism is common ground. It 
was a pleasure to meet and join hands with this 
brave and generous woman, whose spirit is broader 
than any creed or name. 

I lecture on Sunday afternoon and Sunday even· 
ing. 0 1 Su.nday evening I hav an excellent audi
ence. Miss Putnam and Mrs. John Barns assist 
me with music. Mrs. Burns is an enthusiastic 
worker. Mr. John Barns, formerly of the Oatholio 
church, is one of our foremost Liberals here, and 
makes things move, with generous devotion to the 
cause. J. T. Eager is also a comrade true, and was 
among the :first to giv me welcome to this field, 
where Bell and Ramsburg hav been before. C. R 
Flint is in our ruks of the Inveatigator column, and 
C. J. Warren and A. J. Warren and families, who 
came seven and ten miles from the country to attend 
the lecture in spite of the busy season. I should 
hav had many more at the lecture if it had not been 
that the crops were both big sod late. Even the 
women go into the .fields these days to gather the 
glorious harvests. This is a blessed year for 
Dakota. For two or three seasons there haY been 
only seven and eight bushels to the acre. This sea
son there are twenty· five and thirty bushels to the 
acre. It is a jubilant picture that greets the eye 
over these wide extended prairies. L. H. Shipley, 
D. Goodman, E. E. Martin, Richard Long, with 
Esger and Bums, are on the roll of THE TBUTH SEEKER, 
and the tide of Freethonght will advance, although 
there are ten churches in this city of about twenty· 
five hundred people and there is much to contend 
against ; but our friends at this point mean to keep 
the flag •flying. . 

The Presbyterians hav built a big college here, 
which presents a rather imposing appearance upon 
the hills just outside the town. The school facilities 
here are excellent. The courthouse is a noble piece 
of architecture. Jamestown is on the" 1 em river," 
as they call it, which flows through a prosperous 
valley far down into South DAkota. It is a band
some place, and with the splendors of nature about, 
it will not always be under the shadow of orthodoxy. 
The morning light is coming. 

Jameatown, Sept. 6,1891. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

The Portland, Ore., Convention. 

I hav invited so many speakers that I cannot now 
giv yon the program. But Mrs. Cochran, the mother 
orator of this coast, will deliver the opening addresa 
and an orchestra of childre.n will disoanrse m'!lsic. 

R3member it will be held on Saturday, Sunday, 
and Monday, the 31,411, and 5;b of October. 

c. BEAL, President. 
------~~-----------The Secretary's View of It. 

To the Liberals of 0 :egon: From prese~t outlook 
we are to hav a splendid array of speakers at the 
Third Annual Congress of the Otegon State Secular 
Union to be held at Portland, O~e., O~tober 3~,4ih, 
and 5 ;h, and now let me urge, upon our Oregon 
Liberals especially, the necessity of attending this 
convention. 

·President Baal and his assistants hav put forth 
their best efforts to make this a representativ gather· 
ing of free men and free' women, and the presence of 
Oregon's thousands of Liberals is necessary to 
impress upon the minds of the general public that 
we are in earnest in our demands. . 
· The lack of attention shown by tbe state legi&la· 

hnre to our petition for the taxation of church property 
should show you the necessity of more earnest work 
in this direction. From the correspondence I had 
with members of the last legislature I am convinced 
that if we Liberals simply show the strength which 
we undoubtedly possesp, respeol will be shown our · 
demands. 

The generil public seems to be ignorant of what 
we want-they know little. of the American Secular 
Union or our state organization. Hundreds of 
people during the past year hav asked me the mean
ing of the badge-pin I wear, and when the principles 
of our organization hav been explained to them bav 
shown their interest by asking for literature on the 
subject of church taxation, etc. 

Now, what we want at our next congress is the 
presence of the Liberals from every part of the 
state, that we can ura»ge a plan of campaign for 
effactiv work not only in regard to the taxation of 
ohnrch property but also the exclusion of all religious 
exercises from the public schools. 

DJ the Vberals of Otegon know that their state 
superintendent of instruc ~ion r,ec lmmends in his 
school law instruc~ions the repeating of the LtJrd's 
prayer and reading of the r:criptnres as an opening 
exercise for our public Echools, and are they willing 
to sit idly by while his suggestion is curied out T I 
know from my own experience as teacher in tile 
public Ec'.lools that there is muc'l work for us to 
ac3omplish here. 

J adging from the result of their work, I know 
that there Ire hundreds of teachers in your schools 
who spend most of their time maJrln·g their pupils 
fit subjects for their imaginary heaven, regardless 
of the fact that in doing so they are dwarfing the 
child's intellect, and making it less fitted for the 
duties required of it here. Before this convention, 
then, visit your school and ascertain what is being 
done there. 

Be prepared to tell us at this o .,ogress the names 
and addrasees of the dir£c~ors and teachers who 
authorize or bold religions exercises in our public 
schools ; yon will thus enable the Secular U oion to 
take steps which may result in the discontinuance of 
such exercises. .Do not neglect thia, for there is 
nothing of more importance than the correct edncl
tion of our cb.ildre1.1. 

Again, this convention givs us au excellent oppor
tunity of becoming acquainted with one another; &o 
enjoy a good soc1al time, and when work-hours ari'l 
over, to visit the points of interest in Oregon's me
tropolis. 

The date of the convention was changed to reap 
the advantage of the reduced railroad fare during 
the Mechanics' Exposition ; this is another feature 
which will interest and instruct you. 

Think this matter ovar. It is important that every 
Liberal, every Spiritualist, every man and woman 
who wishes to maintain freedom of thought and 
speech, should meet with us. 

"In union there is strength," and it is the object 
of this con"ress to so unite or organize our army 
of Oregon Liberals that we will be strong enough 
to suc!lessfnlly meet the enemy's encroachments on 
our liberties. So again I say, come I 

KATIE KEHM SMITH. 
Oor. Sea. Oregon s~a'e Secular Union: 

Reflections. 

To the Liberals of the State of Oregon : I hav 
done all in my power to make our coming congress 
the best ever held. The time bas come for you to 
help finish the work. Are you ready and willing T 
I imagin r can bear yon responding, " Willing and 
ready, what shall I do !" Secure, without delay, a 
notice in all the papers in your county of the time 
and place of the convention, telling the people it 
comes before the close of the great exposition at · As long as I can remember I hav been 6roubled 
Por~land and that they will hav reduced fare. more or. less by a .lack of dignit~. ~Imost invariably 

Gxv out the time and place at every public ·meet- I find It very dlft!oult to mamtain a respeot.able 
ing in your county until it meets. appearance of s~rionsness upon grave occasions, 

Circula~e every card and circular which comes into even being sometimes possessed by an almost nncon. 
your hands about the meeting. trolable de~ire to laugh at • funeral ser~ioe-tbough 

Invite eyery Liberal, every half Liberal, and at other times. ~nable to catch the pomt of .• droll 
everybody else to come and hear the eminent speak- story and rema10mg as dumb as an oyster whde my 
ers who will address · the people on Secular companions are vainly struggling to retain the 
govemment. buttons upon their garments. . 

Then came youraelf and bring from $1 to $5 with My mother's characteristic trait of intense reserve 
you more tlwi you n~ed, thus returning thanks for manifested itself through my person in the form of a 
the best arop ever railed iD Oregon. superabundant amount of bashfulness. My father 
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was -a Liberal longer than I can remember, and as 
he was the guide in home affairs it necessarily fol
lowed as a natural consequence . that I became a 
Liberal, too. I remember. trying to think out how 
it could be that reasoning human beings would look 
to an imaginary great big man up in the sky and in 
one breath detail to him their woes, pray for a 
favorable change in their temporal atfairs, and express 
their willingness to submit to his decrees. It struck 
my youthful mind as superlativly absurd, and so 
severe was the blow that I hav never recovered. I 
gradually came to look upon the whole a:ffair as a 
stupendous joke, and I hav been ende~~ovoring all my 
life to get otlsers to see it in the same light. More 
or less suocess has attended my efforts in this 
direotion. · 

But as regards my bashfulness-)Vhioh, by the 
way, my wife says is rapidly disappearing-all the 
e:fforu of my wol'tby parent and well-meaning 
relative were unavailing in-correcting this trait, and 
nen to-day I labor under more or less difficulty on 
its aooouut. It is therefore with no inoonsiderable 
degree·of hesitation that I appear before the readers 
of To T:auTH BEEXEB, and I do believe that were it 
not fot the fact that I expect· to meet many of the 
friends who hav known me through Freethought I 
akould be tempted to decline the very polite and 
friendly invitations I hav received to contribute to 
its columns. But the thought of meeting and greet
ing those who hav been with us during the years of 
battle on the :Pacific coast spurs me to a point of 
daring which would astonish my own mother ; and 
if I fail to maintain a tone of dignity compatible 
with the staid character of THE T:auTH SEEKER, I 
trust that its readers will pardon me and find con
solation in the thought that we all learn to do better 
as we grow older. 

I doubt not that these lines will reach all the 
friends of Freetlwught, and I desire to invite them 
~ join in the reorganized ranks and aid in continu
ing the battle against superstition. We must keep 
at work. The liberties of the people depend upon 
the nnremitting efforts of a few. Aud in this 
thought alone is found, alas, too often the only in
aentiv to continued effort on the part of those aotivly 
engaged in the Freethought battle. With the forces 
oonoentrated more effectiv work may be done, and I 
want every reader of this suggestion to indorse it by 
a subscription to the paper it appears in. 

There is an impression both at home and abroad 
that San Fraucisoo is 1 very wicked city. This may 
or may not be so. It, like everything else, makes a 
great deal ot differenoe how one looks at it. People 
oome here from the steady· going Eastern states and 
are &hooked at what they are pleased to term de
pravity. Inheriting a puritanical tendency, which 
hu been oultivated by educational iD:fluences and 
by environments, they see only wickedness in the 

· innoCent revelry which meets them everywhere they 
ao in this oity. :Picnics, ball-games, excursions, 
·field sports, dances, and theaters are on the San 
Franoisao list of Sunday amusements, and the sedate 
New England church-goer sees in these diversions 
only pathways leading to perdition. In his fertU 
brain he conjures up a frightful picture of the future, 
and, horror-stricken at the imagery of his own brain, 
he hastens to find a friend who will sympathize with 
him, and together they at once concert plans to put 
a stop to the revelry. By law, as by a tailor a garment 
is out to order, these thoughtless meD, these heed
leas women, and these laughing children must be 
made moral By statutes recorded on the books of 
the state and enforced by the strength of govern· 
ment, they must be made fit subjects for the king
dom of heaven. Without a plentiful supply of such 
man-made safeguards, his satanic majesty, commonly 
oalled the devil, will go ahead of the parent said to 
reside in heaven, and will knock the old man's cal
oulations as to the number of seats he shall reserve 
for the use of his subjects at that concert which is 
to be opened by Gabriel and to continue thereafter 
nnoeasingly, into a cocked bat. So the Sunday-law 
agitation oontinues. Always there are some· old 
fossils and some young cranks who keep up the ab
euid fight, despite every dictate of experience and 
common sense. 

Giving an aocoun• of the recent aUempted seizure 
of the steamer :Panama, on account of there being 
several political refugees from Oentral America on 
board, the Ohroniole says that a man-of-war should 
be detailed to prevent similar outrages, and advises 
that it should be 11 a representativ vessel of our new 
navy, which will put the fear of God into the hearts 
of the rulers of these petty republics, so that they 
will never again heap indignities on the American 
:flag." This method of inspiring a 11 fear of God," 
although not . exactly new, should prove very effectiv 
as long u powder and shot hold out. The Ohroni· 
cz, seems to exoel in peculiar descriptions. Au ex
ample occurs in a report from the Spiritualist camp
meeting now in progress at Oakland. One of the 
11 test-mediums " is said to hav appeared upon the 
platform wearing 11 a white tie, a gold scarf-pin, and 
a weU-aatis1ied smile." Rather a limited wardrobe, to 

be sure, but as this is a warm climate, and it may I church attained so much temporal power, and know 
also be possible that the gentleman is rehearsing his nothing, except by hearsay, of the tyranny it e:r.er
part in the future, where, we are told, woolen fabrics cises. It is the puritanical element drifting west· 
are of little value, he is excusable so long as his ward that is agitati~g this question. Its represent• 
auditors do not object to what he presents them. tivs are appalled by the ~ass of pleasure-seekers 
The report goes on to state that the cable and which fills our parks, steamers, pic11io gronnds, and 
eleot1ic oar lines are realizing many nickels from theaters every Sunday, and declare that something 
enthusiastic Spiritualists ; that a corresponding num- must be done to put an end to such levity. 
ber of dimes are deposited at the camp aateway, and It will not do for Liberals to remain indifferent, 
that the tests giTen were rather unsatisfactory. All trusting to general laws of progress for safety. A 
of which goes to show that the meeting is proving few ooDspitators manipulate the law-making machin· 
as much of a suooess u usual ery and make slaves of an uninformed or misin· 

A recent statement D;llde by the Rev. J. Saunders 
Reed, of San Ftanaisoo, may be of some value to 
those interested in oomparativ statistics. 11 In every 
city are !ileveral oiroles," said he. 11 The smallest is 
made up of church-goers, a luger one is oomposed 
of moral and honest persons, a third, still larger, of 
the intemperate and vicious, and the fourth of pau· 
perism and drunkenness, and a last, greater than any 
of the others, of heathens, to whom the ideals, prac
tices, and oonveraation of religion are things 
unknown." 

Mr. Reed's assertion that the second cirole is com
posed of 11 moral and honest " people re:fleots rather 
disadvantageously upon the first circle; still, as that 
is the smallest, probably it matters very little any
way. However, this sort of thing must be very 
unsatisfactory to the pious church-goer-that is, pro
viding he has brains enough to reteot upon the mat
ter at all. 

We hav with us for a brief engagement the 
11 divine Sllll'ah," and people are crowding the largest 
theater to listen to her. They do say wicked things 
about the great actress still ; every public character 
must suffer more or less, and no matter what may be 
the private character of Bernhardt, the_ fact remains 
that she is a talented actress, is feasted and feted 
wherever she goes, has 'traveled over many lands 
and has an. extensiv knowledge of human nature. 
A local reporter broached the Sunday question the 
other evening, and while putting the finishing 
touches to her stage toilet, she said: 11 The Sflbbath 
is a wet blanket in England, a damp one in Australia, 
and wants airing in certain Eastern cities of America. 
In San Francisco, however, it is gay, it is alive. :Peo
ple don't go to sleep merely because it is Sunday. 
They like to liv and be pretty and smart, and come 
out and amuse themselvs, instead of hiding them
selva because it is a Sabbath day. Yes, it is charm
ing, and I must say that out of France the only 
Sundays worth living in are yours here in San 
Francisco." Then she alluded to a bygone Sunday 
in s_ome good old Blue-law town and shuddered. 
Then she laughed and :flitted away to the stage, 
where the curtain was already rising. 

To be sure there is another side to the picture. 
There must always be a reverse. There must be 
shadows as well as sunshine to make a perfect pict
ure. These are here. And the brilliance of the 
light marks more distinctly the blackness of the 
shadows. But there is less pious cant, less social 
hypocrisy, in San Francisco than in any city it was 
ever my fortune to linger in, and I am of the opinion 
that Madam Bernhardt was not far out of the way 
in her diagnosis of the case. · 

It is a question how long this spirit of freedom 
will remain unfettered. The clergy are trying to 
turn publio opinion &gainst it. Their fight is fGr 
bread and butter. They shrink from tha prospect 
of 11 sawing wood and saying nothing." They know 
that the point once conceded means annihilation of 
their creeds. The general public is too fond of 
amusement to giv up its 'Weekly holiday unless 
compelled to do so. The great majority will not 
voluntarily immure itself in gloomy churches and 
listen to dreary sermons unless it feels the prod of 
the state behind and sees the :flames of hell ahead. 

One of the leading ministers of this city has been 
exercising the gray matter of his brain in making an 
estimate of the church income as oompued with that 

formed public. We must watch; we must work; 
the societies should exist in more than name only. 
The :Portland, Ore., oonvention, October 3d, 4:~h, 5th; 
:Putnam's lecture in this city, October 11th, and the 
lecture season to follow-these are blows for free-
. dom. Do not forget them. F. L. B11own. 

Ministers in a Squall. 
Worza In!Ervtew wtth the BZackbtra's Captatn. 

11 There is not another boat in the world that has 
gone down the bay to meet more distinguished per
sons than the Blackbird. From her gang-planks 
hav stepped aboard celebrities of all ranks, profes
sions, and nationalities whose first greeting to the 
United States was on board this little boat." 

11 Which parties afford you the most amusement !" 
11 Well, to tell you the truth, I had more real fun 

with a party of ministers and their friends who wen• 
down the bay on the Blackbird to meet a steamer 
on which was Talmage. The party was composed 
of men and women, of 1 quiet, orderly class, and 
they had their own little jokes and innocent fun. 
When they first came aboard it was 1 Bow do you 
do, Brother So-and-So!' or 1 Sister So-and-So!' 
There was a good dell of handshaking and kissing 
all around. Then, after we had st~ted, there were a 
prayer and psalm-siDging, but as we neared Sandy 
Hook the fun began. 

11 The Blackbird wa11 pretty well loaded down, and 
when we started the weather was all that oould be 
desired. It had been a hot, sultry day in the city, 
and all aboard were rejoicing over the expected 
delightful run down to the Hook. All went well 
nntil we 'iot near our destination, when a sudden 
squall struck us and it blew great guns, raising a 
heavy sea. The wind fairly shrieked, the rain came 
down in buckets, the lightning was wicked and the 
thnnder crashed, peal after peal following each 
other in rapid succession. I was in the wheelhouse 
with the pilot, and the Blackbird was going her 
prettiest. She just rolled about and tossed, met every 
big sea, climbed up or dashed through mountains of 
waves, then went way down, just as the brave, stanoh 
little boat can. ' 

u In the saloon and oabbls was a panic-stricken 
orowd of men and women, the like of which I never 
saw. Some seemed to hav absolutely gone crazy 
with fright, and howled, cried, and prayed for the 
Lord to save them. Some of them got in bunches, 
·clung to each other, and, when a sea would strike 
their side of the boat, over they Ill went. It was no 
use for the officers of the boat and men to tell them 
there was no danger and that it was only a oom~on 
squall. They all thought they were going to the 
bottom, and it was fun to see the men rolling about 
with life-preservers tied around them in all kinds of 
ways, while the women were rolling about screaming 
with fright. I was sorry for them, but I thought 
the clergymen, who preach so much about being 
always ready to meet death, should certainly not 
hav been afraid of a squall." 

WE will furnish free sample pages-pictures and 
te:r.t-of the 11 Freethinkers' :Pictorial Te:r.t-Book" to 
any friend who will distribute them where they will 
do good, and to anyone who will become a selling 
agent a liberal discount will be made. A Freethinker 
of good address, man or woman, out of work, could 
make good salary selling this book in any town of 
fairly Liberal inhabitants. 

of theaters. Be has discovered that the proportion w. s. BELL's address during October will be Des Moines, 
is about one to eighteen in favor of the theaters. Iowa. 
He declares himself a sort of high license advocate, 
denouncing the ten-cent theaters as the most soul
destroying in:fluenoes in the city. It irritates these 
religionists to look upon the emptied benches in 
their ohurohes and note the sign 11 Standing room 
only" displayed at the the•ters on Sunday evenings, 
and they would willingly enforoe to it11 utmost limit 
any statute against Sunday amusements which might 
be enacted. They will use every means within their 
power to obtain laws prohibiting the pleasures 

S. P. PuTNAM'S lecture appointments for September and 
October are as follows: Palouse City, Wash., September 19th, 
20th; Pasco, Wash., 22d, 23d ; Nanaimo, B. C., 26th; Well
ington, B.C., 27th, 28th; Snohomish; Wash., 30th; West 
Ferndale, Wash., October 1st, 2d; Portland convention, 
3d, 4th, 5th; Grant's Pass, Ore., 7th, 8th; San Francisco, 
11th. Will lecture in California through the months of Octo
ber, November, December, and January, state convention 
January 29th. 

which Oalifornians hav beea wont to indulge in upon CHIOAGo Secular Union meets at Fort Dearborn Hall, 
the weekly holiday made popular by custom. .N. E. corner Madison and Halstead streets, every Sunday 

:Public sentiment has very little to do with the en- evening. Music at 7:45, lecture at 8 P.M. September 6th, 
actment of prohibitory laws. The people principally Gen. I. N. Stiles, "Individuality;" 13th, Hon. S~ephen A. 
interested hear practically nothing of the statutes Douglas, Jr., "Protectiv Tariff;" 20th, Charles Bary, 
until some eooleaiastioal tyrant clothed in the robe "Personal Rights;" 27th, Reet Thomas, "Free Trade;" 
of the state comes along and makes an arrest. . October 4th, W. F. Cooling, "Constitutional Religious 

Nativ Oalifornianl do not realize what a Sunday I Liberty;" 11th, Col. E. A. Calkins (of editorial staff of 
law means. They laugh half inoreduloualy when E'Den£ng Journal)," Mono~olies and Btr~kes-The Other 
told of the solemn New England Snnday. The Side;" 18th, Rev. James Vila Blake (subJect later); 25th, 
"forty-niners" left their Eastern homes before the P. J. O'Shea (subject later). 

.. 
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lr.iidel Funeral!!, Safety from Insult. 
The infamous outrage perpetra~ed at every 

opportunity by ministers gloating in the performance 
of their religious mummeries ov~r the dead body of 
the Infidel, whom when in health and full possession 
of faculties they never dared to discuss religious 
topics with, should be rendered impossible. 

Unfortunately, even when the wife is Liberal, 
beart:br£lbn, dement?d by grief, she is apt to yield 
to the in11idious solicit•tion or be overwhelmed by 
the dictation of the minister or his E>atellites, who 
are ever ready at Pncb times "to creep into the 
bouse and lead silly W£lmen captiv," and once per
mission is obtained for the minister to p'l'eside at the 
funeral, if he does not insult. and vilify the oonvictione 
of the dud over the cr :ffin, he is sure to take the 
earliest opportunity from his :50ward's castle-:-the 
pulpit-to dec' are "while in health t~e deceased 
boasted of bi11 Infidelity and expreeeed _contempt for 
the church, bnt a~ soon 111s sickness came and death 
threatened, like all Infidels, ob, how abjact.Jy be 
imnlored the ministrations of the minister of Jesus." 

Unfortunately many of the congregation are not 
aware that the minieter is living up to the teachings 
of God's holy word (Rom. iii, 17), lying for the 
glory of God. And so many are led to believe the 
lie. 

Henceforth all members of the Washington Secular 
U aion can save tbemselvs from any likelihood of 
thus being insulted in their cr :ffias. It is only 
necessary to write out two copie~ · of the follo~ing 
instrument ; be sure to sign both in the presence of 
three witnesses, and hav each of them sign also 
Place one copy in a place of safety with other 
papers of value and mail the otbe.,. copy to the 
secretary of the Washington Secular U.aion. 

FOBM TO BB OOPIBD, 

I, A ............ B ............ , of ............ , county of ............ , 

to dismiss and expel from the presence of my dead body any 
priest, parson, miniPter, or church official who by request 
of any relativ, or other person or persons, may attempt to 
preside or take part, or in any way officiate, or interfere 
with my funeral services. 

In further witness, and that there may be no possible ex
cuse or pretexi for any evasion, or failure to fully understand 
my wishes in this matter, I hav hereunto again signed and 
sealed this instrument in the presence of the same witnesses, 
after first carefully reading the whole instrument to them. 

(Signature) ....................................... (Seal). 
Witnesses .............................. of .................. .-...... .. 

· .............................. of .......................... . 
............................. of .......................... . 

The pen~lty clause-giving half of all real and 
persoul property to the officers of the Washington 
Secular Union if conditions are not complied with, 
is absolu.tely necessary in some cases to insure 
obedience to wishes of the dead. It is very unlikely 
that at such a cost even the most bigoted fanatieal 
relativ will be willing to permit even the favorit 
minister to take any part in the funeral servilles. 

I hope to speedily perfect and present for the 
approval of our board of directors funeral services 
and orations suitable to old, middle- aged, youth, and 
children, so .. hat in case of impossibility of attend· 
ance of a Liberal lecturer, any person of ordinary 
edueation and ability can conduct the fnneral and 
(first filling the blanks with facts in re~ard to the 
deceased) deliver the oration (read it, if unable to 
commit it to memory and recite it) 

There is no money in tbe treasury of the Wash
ington Secular Union that can be used to pay for the 
printing of such funeral service and orations. 

Any person contributing $1 or more to the 
"funeral service fund" will be furnished with t.be 
necessary two copies of the above document, neatly 
and correctly type-written, all ready for sig11atures. 

0. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. 
Fremont, Wash. 

stste of Washing•rn. by occupation· ............ , a member of Our Coming Convention. 
the wa~hington Secular Union (orgaJliZPd at the city of 
Seattle, state of Washin~ton, January 29, 1890), having no Co-workers Oregon State Association: The time 
faith or favor for church ceremonies, prayers, invocations, approaches for holding our state convention for the 
and mummeries, do hereby, as my last will and most earnest year 1891. Are you all preparing to take an activ 
last request to my heirs, administrators, executors, and as- d l'b t' • 1 · 1 h f 
signs, e~peclallyenjoln. require. and desire that immediately part in its e I era IOns' Sincere y ope so, or 
after my death the president and secretary of the Washington otherwise it means nothing and stands for nothing. 
Pecular Union be notified thereof. and I hereby•..:-equeRt and While it is true we can all enjoy "freedom of 
direct that the officers of· the said Washington Secular, thought" (Shakspere says "thought is free"), and 
Union, or the agent they shall select or appoint, shall hav it is also true that thought must precede action, it 
sole and exclusiv charge of my obsE>quies. 

And that no ritual, rite, or ceremony shall be permitted In is also as strictly true that thought which does not 
connection with my funeral other than that sanctioned, formulate itself into action accomplishes nothing 
rf'quested. and approved, conducted and presided at, by the toward bringing about that desired free speech, 
officers of the said Washington Secular Union, or the agent free press, and free society for which our regular 
by them appointed for that purpose. · · d 1 b 1 

And that under no possible pretext or excuse shall any associatiOn stan s. av met severa persons this 
priest, parson, minister, or any officer or dignitary of any summer in my campaign who said, "I've taken the 
church be permitted or allowed to take any part in my Investigator for forty odd years," or "I've taken 
funeral services, or to read any scripture, or read or recite THE TBUTH SEEKER for a great number of years," 
from any ritual, or to make any oration, sermon, speech, or and you would naturally think considerable results 
remarks, or offer any nrayer, or make any invocation, or in 
any way or manner officiate at my funeral, or take any part ought to follow such an apprenticeship in the work 
in my obsequies. of humanizing thought; but alas I in many cases 

And in case of there being no officer or agent of the said the condition of inaction bad become chronic, and 
Washington Secular Union to preside at and conduct my there was no perceptible result in the neighborhood 
obsequies, then I desire that any friend who is not an officer or even in the family.· 
or activ member of any church shall read such selections 

slaved, robbed, and tortured..:..religio-politico-In-God 
we-trust monopoly of kings, popes, priests, and 
preachers . . 

Come. to our state convention, and let us .diseuss 
and decide what line of action to adopt the best to 
counteract this spirit of fanaticism and intolerance. 

Faithfully yours, MATTIE P. KnEKEL1 

Field Sec. Orearon State Secular Union. 
Portland, Ore., Aug 29 1891. 

That Badge-Pin. 
There is no doubt that a great many Freetbinkei's 

are exercised in their minds with reference to a suit- · 
able badge-pin, and that there is more interest on 
the subject than many suppose. Though much bas 
been said upon it, the subject is neither settled nor 
exhausted. Miss Churchill's desiarn I bav never 
seen. The pansy, either as a real flower or in gold. 
and enamel, is lovely and very appropriate ; only it 
is, as our editor says, " practically useless," because 
worn as an ornament by so mflny persons who are 
not Freethinkers. I bad a beautiful pansy breast
pin long before any Freetbougbt token was pro
posed. Perhaps, however, if Freethinkers adopted 
and generally wore it, other people might abandon 
the use of the pansy for decorativ purposes. 

Otto Wettstein's badge is superb -gorgeous; but 
there is too much of it- too much crowding of ideas 
and symbols. It is a history, a lecture, and a Free
thought Btble consolidated. All of the past. present, 
and future are packed into one square inch of surface 
emblazonry. My suggestion is that the passing 
night of superstition -with its moon and stars, and 
the future day, emblemed by the rising ann of 
science, be left unrepresAnted; but that the flaming 
torch, with the word "Reason " as it now appears, 
be allowed to remain in its simple beauty and ex
pressivness, as the token which will reveal to friends 
that we follow only where our reason leads. 

L'lt us bav the flaming torch of reason for. the 
Freethinker's badge-pin. It would be very signifi· 
cant, and could be made at small PXpense in either 
gold or silver. ELIZA. B. BunNz. 

~tems of Foreign Freethooght News. 
Portugal is getting awake. The first female Jiled

ical student received her diploma at Lisboq. the 
other day. · 

Dr. TUns A Voelkel,. former editor of Freireligi
iJses Sonntags-Blatt, is repoded dangerously ill with 
typhoid fever. 

A new Freethougbt periodical, .El Oiclon, has 
seen the light of day at Alicante, Spain. We extend 
a hearty welcome to our contemporary, and wish it 
all possible success. 

Damofolio, the well-known Spanish. Freethinker 
tmd member of Cortes, hag just issued a Catechism 
for Freethinkers. 0 111' desire for our "Manual " is 
daily growing sharper. · from the orations for funerals prepared and issued bv the We must stand together, talk with each other, 

said Washington Secular Union (a copy of which is hereto move in concert, in order to accomplish results. 
annexed). _Simply to sign the roll of names of state associations The pious king Christian IX of Denmark has :par-

But I desire and positivly insist that no Bible or text of without J. oining activly their deliberations neither rowly escaped assassination We do not approv_e of scripture shall be read, or any prayers be uttered, or re- . ' · . . . · • 
peated, or made, or offered at, or over, my body, or in the benefits mem.bers nor th~ soc1ety. . kdhng of any ~nd, but. the fewer people there hv of 
same room in which my body may be, nor at the grave, or It is certem that durtng the next year or two ID the stamp of tbrs royal lDtolerant b~got the better for 
place of my burial or cremation. this coast a necessity for vigilant and ef&l'dul work mankind at large. 

And if this my most solemn and earnest request, my last will exist. Au ecclesiastical propagand• in interest 
will and wish, is not complied with, but anv religion• forms, . . . . . 
rites prayers or ceremonies are permitted at my obsPqnles qf more strmgent sectanan legislation 1n coast states 
then'! do he;eby p:iv, devise, and bequeath (after the pay: 6as already commenced. The Pacific coast secretary 
ment of my just debts and funeral expenses) one clear and of the Sabbath Rast Association is here and at work 
full half of all my real and personal property, of every name Do not be deceived nor deceive yourselvs by 
and nature, of which I may die posseFsed or entitled to, to • th . ' b l' h d. w'h 
the board of directors of the Washington Secular Uoion-to ass~mlng ~t It cannot e accomp IB .e en 
wit, to the then acti"g president, secretary, treasurer and emJDent men, who hav been and are still powerful 
each of the two directors at. large-share and share allke- factors in public opinion, take position in favor of 
for their sole u~e and hPnefit. (I simply request them to such legislatic.n it· is bound to carry a weight of 
expend the same to further the aims and objects of the con ict"on ' 
wa~hington Secular Union.) v I • • • • 

Realizing that in sickne•e my mental faculties impaired The Bon. Geo. W. Wdhams Bald recen~ly, speak-
advantap:e might be taken' of my infirmities, therefore i~ ing incidentally of the Sunday law: "Our Sunday 
case of my makb•g any other will or codicil, I desire and laws are lamentably defectiv, and I would suggest 
intend that the request and con~itlons of this inRtrument that a petition be circulated and signed asking the 
shall remain of full force and blndmg effect unleFS I •hall in . 
langnage plain and emphatic-first reciting the conditiolls next legislature to amend the present laws. I 
and the date and the names of the wirnesFes of this instru- will prepare the neceseary papers, copies of whieh I 
ment.-unmistakably revoke and annul this document, its will furnish all w~o take an interest in this mat.ter, 
r£quests and conditions, and fully and clearly state my rea- and will circulate the papers for signatures." [A.p-
sons for so doing. ] 

In witness whereof, I hav hereunto eirned and sealed plause. . 
this instrument, and published and declared the same aA and That suggestiOn bas been acted upon, and an 
for my last wilL and most earneRt. and solemn wish, In the activ propaganda is now going on. 
prE>sence of three '\\ltnes.es, and bav cau~ed a duplicate It does not answer the purpose to say, "Our Con
her~of to be deposited with. the secretary of the said Wash- ptjtut.ion prohibit" te.,islation on religious matters." 
iJll!" on Secular Union, on th•s ............... day of ................ , TTrl. rr • • h.b. d b t 
~891, at............ (81gnature) ............... (Seal). rr nat our t/onst~tutwnpro % ~ts an w a. our states 

At ............ on this ......... day of ............ 189 • The above 
named ............ silrPerl and ~Paled thio Instrument, and pub-
lished and declared the same to be his last will at d most 
earnest wish, and we in his preFence, and at his rPque~r, and 
in the p>e~ence of each other, hav hereunto subscribed our 
names as witnesses . 

.................................... of .................................. .. 

.................................... of ................................... . 

.................................... of ................................... . 

I. ........................ , do design and intend this Instrument 

actually accomplish 1s Phown in the K n~ case. 
U ;;dpr the ruhngs of United State• j ·ttlges, states 

c•n lfgislste on m•tters .,f religion. In other words, 
U oit .. d States j :td~t>S haw dt:>cided that states 
can do what tbe U 'Jited States cannot do in m&tters 
of religion, and the victim of rmch perPecutions, 
fined, imprisoned, and despoiled of property, bas no 
redrPBS in the state courts . 

A ghost-epidemic has started in Dorlmund, Ger
many. Children cannot be made to remain at school 
for fear of ghosts. A patent remedy has been sug
gest(ld by the Catholi'!s of the town. It consists in 
prayers said, for hard cash of course, by the priest. 

Mr. O~to Heinrichs, editor of Frieillllnder Boten, 
has been indicted by th@ court of N ~:~ustrelit.z for 
w'l'iting disrespectfully of a Rsv. Mr. Bc>ssart,' of 
Friedland, Meeklenburg. Mr. Heinrichs must be a 
bad man. This is the third offense against God's 
representative since last Oatober. . 

Z £ll'ickauer, Saxony, is a well known 'bot-bed for 
religions lunatics. A sect has started there whieh 
claims that the end of the world is near, and that 
consequently there is no need of working. The 
police thinks otherwise, and puts all the members it 
can c-.tch to work breaking stone. Too bad ,that 
this does not include the ministers of other sects. It 
ought, for wbmt are they but public nuisances 1 · 

On August 21 the B~lgian Freethinker& unveiled 
e.t, Waterloo a statue in honor of Leopold M•ttot, the 
Freethinker whose remains wete, by order ·of the 
mayor of that city, buried in the "dog's ditch." · 
The money fnr the mon'llllent was raised by IIUb!!f,'rip
tions from Fraethiukers. Several thousand people 
who witnessed the ceremony were brought to Water
loo by Rpecial tr&ins, Spe~ches were made by our 
friAnd Mr Laon Furnemont Mr. N IVt'Z, and others. 
When it eomf'S to aetiol), the Freethinker11 of Belgium 
stand in the foremost rank. 

to be full anrl complP•e authority for the officers of the said 
Washington Secular Uoion, or their appoin•ed agent, to take 
whole, sole, and excluslv charge of my c;b•fquies. 

And thi! shall be the warrant and authority of such agent 

It behooves you, therefore, who bav undertaken to 
counteract tbe ret.nrning tide of witidle-age inquisi· 
torial infamy to keep vigilant. Watch the move
ment of that ·most merciless, most inl:uman of The annual conference of Swedish Freethinkers 
all monopolies under which humanity has been en- was held at Stockllolm, August 8ili. Tbe federation 
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consists DOW Of sixteen !IUXiliary SOcieties with a 
total membership of seven hundred. A motion to 
adopt an economic plank in the platform was voted 
down, and no particular line of economic reform was 
chosen. A general indorsemen~ of all political re
forms· was passed in its place. Victor Lennstrand 
was renominated; &s was Dr. Knut Wicksell and most 

·of last year's members of the executiv aommittee. 
Next year's congress is to be held at Stockholm in 

· .. the month of August. 

There is no . room for witch trials any longer, 
. csven in Austria. A few days ago a woman ap 
peared in court 0111nd demanded the punishment of 
her former servant· girL She stated that the ~atter 
was a witch, who nightly came down the chimney, 
placed herself at the pllllinti:ft's bed,. and sucked the 
blood from her breast. Nothing could drive her 
away, she said, but the words "Jesus, Ttlaria, Jo~ 
seph !" A witness corroborated the statement, but 
when ·she offered to take the oath the judge told 
her to sit down, and next ordered a policeman to 
take the plaintiff in custody to be ex~.tmined by a 
physioim as to her sanity. ' 

.How They Made it Rain. 
.. New Yor1C SWn's Oorresponaence trom .MidZana, Temas. 

Gao. Jupiter P1uvius Dyrenforth has hied him to 
Washington, and the rain which fell nearly every day 
while he was here has gone away too. He will come 
back to Texas in a week or ten days, however, and 
then. the aqueous fluid will bump itself once more, 
the' railahmen and farmers will sing joyous pean!l, 
the John rabbits will use their ezra for umbrellas, 
,and the cowboys will strap thAir 11 alickers "-Texas 
for rubber coats-to their saddles when they go to 

· the festiv roundup. Great is the name of Dyrenforth 
in the Llano. Estaacado, and. when the farmers 

·· tJ;ltoughout this broad land realize that he can redly 
turn oil the heavenly faucet whenever .and wherever 
he pleases they will forswear allegiance to the be
whiskered Peffer and east a solid vote for the general 
For however much correspondents who never came 
within twenty miles of the scene of operations-and 
there be such-may fi.gurativly try to throw cold 
water 011 the government rain-making experiments, 
th~ interesting f&ot remains that either General 
Dyrenfodh did literally pull cold water dbwn upon 
this .parehed country, or else a series of the most 

. remarkable coincidences ever known occurred here 
within the past three weeks. Whenever he ordered 
the dynamite and the rackarock powder and the 
explosiv balloons to be turned loose upon a clear sky 
there was : eertain to be a smart rainfall within 
twelve ho11l"s. This did not happen once· or twice 01 
thrice ; it happened nine or ten times, and in a coun
try, too; where showers of an:y kind. are exeee~gly 

· rare. an(\ where good rains are. almost unknown.-
. ·When .·it is considered that the general had to 

travel an almost untrodden path, and that he had to 
pick and feel his way step by step, often stopping to 
remove obstacles which threatened· to wholly bar his 
progress, it is remarkable that he attained the desired 
goal in so short a time. Badly constructed apparatus 
wbich. had to be repaired many times on the field, 

· in~ffi.eient cowboy labor, crowds of gawking, exasper
atiqg sightse~rs f!om Midl~nd who stepped .on the 

· balloons and IIittmably got 10 the way; alkali water 
and burning sun, whieh together placed nearly every 
member of the expedition on the sick list at various 
times; a series of extraordinarily heavy gales whieh 
swept over the level prairie almost incessantly, and 
snapp~d balloon cables as though they were cot~on 
twin.,...;...these and many other 11maller matters, wh1ch 
at the time were equally discourAging~ were daily 
encountered, and as often overcome. 

The rain·ID•king experiments were made solely 
and entirely under 'General DJrenforth's direction, 
aiid his commission from the secretary of agriculture 
gave him permission to use his own disaretion as to 
how they should be conducted. He was &uthorized 
to incur any expense that in his judgment was neces
sary, nnt exaeeding the amount of the appropriation 
of $9 000; 11 to engage any experts, to purchase and 
transport any material, to pay traveling expenses of 
himself and his employees, al!l he might deem neces
sary in the premises for a complete trizl of his experi
ments as well as his own compensation." General 
Dyrenforth charged no compensation, however, for 
his time and services. He gave them for the benefit 
of . science, and, indeed, has used his own means in 
addition to the appropriation. 

After consultation with Professor Myers, the aero
naut, IS to the best form of balloon to employ, the 
cost, and so on, he had forty ten-foot belloons made, 
to contain about six hundred cubic feet of gas; 
twenty-eight twelve-foot balloons, to contain about 
one thousand cubic feet of gas, and three large bal
loons to be used for ascensions to make meteoro 
logical observations. He also procured several bolts 
of red cambric and ·enough sticks and twine to make 
and fty several hundred large ki~es. A great quan
tity-nearly a car-load-of rackarock powder, giant 
powder, and other powerful explosive were procured 

and shipped to Midland. The object, as everyone 
knows who has looked into the subject at all, was to 
keep up a series of explosions in the air and on the 
ground for several hours, or even for a day, and then 
wait for the rain to come. The balloons were to be 
filled with two partl'l of hydrogen and one part of 
oxygen, and were to be exploded when high in the 
air by means of electrical exploders oonneated with 
wire to dynamos on the ground. Rackarock powder 
end dynamite were to be tied to the tails of kites and 
exploded in the same way, and meantime there was 
to be a series of big explosions, covering an area of 
a mile or two, on the ground. Professor Myers, who, 
in addition to being a balloonist, is a man of scien
tific attainments, was to go up · in one of the large 
balloons, &l:l.d with the aid of delicate instruments 
determin at what bight the current containing the 
greatest amount of moisture existed~ The balloons 
were to be exploded in this cunent. 

Such was the program laid out, and it would 
doubtless hav been followed to the letter if it had 
been physically possible to do it. But what was not 
taken into consideration, and what it was impossible 
to know anything about. iii advance, was the faat 
that day after day a most extraordinary Rile would 
spring up and come careering over the prairie to toss 
the balloons about at their moorings and beat their 
delicate fabric against the dry, hard stubble, which 
does duty here as grass, or else to tear them loose 
and send them flying Gff into the air out of sight. 
Day after day did Professor Myers get up before 
dawn to the stirring reveille blown on a cornet by 
General Dyrenforth, hastily swallow,a cup of cQffee, 
a hot biscuit, and a bit of bacon, hie himself to his 
oxygen and hydrogen generating machines, and 
strive, with might and main,. to :6.11 the balloons with 
the proper proportions of the two gases. And day 
after day that howling wind would come up and 
pl"Y havoc with the balloons, or else the oxygen
making apparatus would get out of order,. and many 
valuable hours would be consumed in repairing it. 

The oxygen generator was on a larger scale than 
any ever made before. It consisted . of a long 
gasoline stove, surmounted by a sheet-iron hood, in 
which were holes to hold the " cartridges " or tubes 
containing chlorate of potash and black oxide of 
ma»ganese. This combination of chemicals, when 
exposed to a :fierce heat, throws off the oxygen gas, 
which is purified by being passed through wash 
bottles containing a weak solution of lime. The 
lime also removes chlorine gas, which is dangerously 
explosiv. But the stove, although built on an 
admirable plan, was faulty in its construction. It 
would become heated to the danger point and hav 
to be put out and cooled. The cartridges would 
blow out at the ends and hav to be replaced, or 
something else would happen which would cause 
delay. . 

The hydrogen· generators worked smoothly and 
quickly, and if the oxygen could hav been made· fast 
enough, as it undoubtedly can be with better con
structed apparatus in the future, all would hav been 
well, and the balloons could hav been exploded at 
intervals of twenty minutes, which it was calculated 
would be ample when rtenforoed by the ground ex
plosion and the kites. As it was a good many 
balloons were sent up and exploded in spite of the 
difficulties, and that they did influence the atmos
phere and help to cause the rainfalls is more than 
probable. 

The kites were not very successful either. The 
heavy gales beating upon them were too much for 
the necessarily light sticks, and one after the other 
they rose and broke, and went diving and twisting 
to the ground, to the oonstemation of the Jack 
rabbits and the open-mouthed wonder of the 
chaparral cocks. 

Another unlooked· for obstacle to the successful 
flying of the bright red kites was the evident 
antipathy to them of the Texan long-horned 11teers, 
which roam by thousands over the ranch. Mr. 
Draper, the electrician, had several particularly 
ga~dy kites which got him into trouble. They were 
of bright red cloth, covered with shining tinfoil in 
stripes and crosses, and were exceedingly beautiful 
to look upon. They were to be flown by fine copper 
wires attached at the lower end to an electrometer, 
and were designed to ascertain the amount of statio 
electricity in the atmosphere. One beautiful bright 
morning, . when all the pretty creatures of the 
prairie-including the homed-frogs, tarantulas, and 
rattlesnakes-were teeming with joyous life, and tbf' 
birds were singing on every mueketo bush, Mr. 
Draper sallied forth with one of his gaudy kites 
under one arm and his electrometer under the 
other. He selected an open space about two hun
dred yards from the house, and as he affixed his fne 
eopper wire to his kite he looked at the mild-eyed 
kine which were gazing at him and contemplativly 
chewing their cud. Mr. Draper fastened the wire to 
his satisfaction, and then ran with it a little distance, 
while the kite rose majestically in the air like a great 
red flamingo. Suddenly there was a sound like unto 
the charging of a war-horse, and a big red bull came 
careering across the prairie like a horned cyclone. 
His head was lowered, his tail wu pointed straight 

in the air, and his eyes flashed fire. Nothing serious 
resulted, but Mr. Draper invariably carried a shot
gun when flying his kites thereafter, and he always 
selected a time of day when the cattle had gone to 
water. 

Still, in spite of these slight difficulties, the work 
went menily on, and some kites were flown tandem 
with dynamite attachments. The dynamite when 
exploded made a terrific noise in the air, whieh 
sounded much louder than when it was exploded on 
the ground. Anii noise was what was wanted. 

While some of the party were working at the bal
loons, and some at the kites, others were scattered 
here and there engaged in exploding many heavy 
charges of racklrock powder ·and dynamite on the 
ground, and at times it sounded very like a real bat
tle, except that there was no rattle of small arms, or 
shouting or shrieking or tramping of heavy bodiel'l of 
men and horse. It was a battle with the honors 
and the dash and the excitement left out. 

And after the battle the weary workers, or fighters, 
would struggle back to the ranch house, and there, 
thanks to the hospitality of Mr. Rannells, would sleep 
in comfortable beds until a sharp erash overhead 
would giv them warning that the serial forces, which 
they had been bombarding all the evening, had un
limbered their batteries and were getting them into 
action. Then would come flash after flash of vivid 
lightning which cast a white glare upon the prairies 
for miles around, crash after crash of thunder which 
made the explosions made by man seem puny and 
insignificant, and then the rain. 

How it would pour down upon the roof and beat 
at the windows and drive in at the open doorways as 
if in a frenzy of rage to get at the creatures who 
had disturbed it up aloft in the beautiftd sky and 
brought it to earth to serve their ends I No wonder 
that General Dyrenforth, the arch rain-maker, rose 
as soon as the :first faint lightening in the far east 
showed that day was nigh and blew shrill blasts of 
victory upon his silver bugle ! No wonder t"bat the 
weary scie11tists, who had been ridiculed and made 
sport of by frio-loving paragraphers until they 
dreaded the sight of a newspaper, smiled at each 
other in a drowsy, self-satisfied way, and, to the 
music of the rain and the roof, turned over for 
another nap! They had been told by Congress to 
go out into the arid wilderness and· make rain, and 
they had done it. 

Mr. Powers, in his book upon this subject, giTS 
particular prominence to the significant fact that the 
battle of Buena Vista, during the Mexican war, was 
followed by three heavy showers, although it had 
not rained for several months before the battle, and 
there was rain for several months thereafter. Many 
battles which were fought during the Mexican w.,r 
during the dry season in that country were followEd 
by hea-vY rains. In view of this fact and of the fact 
that in Chihuahua, Lerdo, and some other parts Gf 
Mexico no rain has fallen for a year and the people 
there are in great distress, it would seem that th e 
experiments of General Dyrenforth would be watched 
closely by the Mexicans. That they are deeply 
interested in the experiments is shown by the state
ment made by the mayor of El Paso, when be 
invited General Dyrenforth to come to that ·t~wn 
and continue his experiments, that many Mex1can 
o:ftiaials and scientific men would be present to 
observe them. 

The experiments will certainly be ~ontinued in ~I 
Paso either by General Dyrenforth Ul person, or, 1f 
he is detained in Washington, by Mr. Ellis, who is 
fully competent to conduct them successfully •. He 
has made an exhaustiv study of the subject and is 
a practical man as well as a scientific one-a some
what rare combination. 

The experiments in El Paso will be on 1 grander 
scale than any yet attempted, ud several new 
devices for causing explosions high iD the air whioh 
hav been invented by Mr. Ellis will be used. The 
mayor has promised every facility for the prosecution 
of the work, and great efforts will _be made to h_av 
the first really public demonstration of the rllD· 
makere' power a tremendous success. Man~ o~her 
towns in Texas, Kansas, and the D.&aotas hav UlVl.ted 
the rain-makers to come and obscure the face of th.e 
sun for a while but owing to the smallness of th1s 
year's appropri~tion's, it is doubt.ful if it will be pos
sible to go elsewhere after the El P•so demons~ra
tion. Dynamite and powder and balloons and scien
tists are expensiv luxnriel'l and $9,000 does not g!> 
very far in procuring them. The letters from vari
ous towns and farming communities offer all sorts of 
inducements for the rain-makers to come to them. 
One pledges the nomination for the presidency to 
General Dyrenforth · another promises a " barbecue 
dinner and a royal w'elcome ;" a. third extends as~~
ances of "unmeasured hospitality sod every faoil1ty 
for the work, as well as the distinguished considera
tion of your petitioners.:' ~a~y offer to pay all 
expenses and a big bonus If raiD IB produced. There 
is not the slightest doubt that the farm~rs of Tex~s 
and other Western states are extremely 10terested m 
what is being done, and more than <!ne Con.gress~an 
will go to Washington this winter w1th a rllD·making 
bill in his pocket. 
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"Yes, that's like Patton-' So much the worse for the 
workingman.' Patton is a malicious donkey. That's 
about all-Patton is a malicious donkey. He says, 'So 
much the worse for the workingman,' but he does not say it 
of himself. Patton is president of PrinCleton College. He 
has a soft job and he wants to hold OJl to it. Patton gets a 
larger salary for a small caliber than any man in this country. 
He and the Sunday-closing crowd are a narrow-minded, 
ignorant set, who never felt a throb of that feeling that 
makes up the brotherhood of man. The Fair will be open 
c;,n Sunday." 

Before the Obieago Seeular Union on Sunday 
eve11illg General Stiles gave the reason why the 
preaehers want tbe Fair closed. " The faet of the 
matter is," be said, "that the World's Fair and any 
other pl1ae of amusement on Sunday interferes with 
t:he pre1cber's business, and that is his real reason 
for Sunday elosing.'' After General Stiles's speech 
+bt~ Uuion adopted the following re11olution: 

"RuoZfled, That the Secularists, in public meeting assem
bled, belining it to be to the interest of society that the 
World's Fair should be open on Sunday, and al,o believing 
that proper rest and recreation should be provided for em
ployees therein; therefore recommend that the World's FAir 
shall lile kept {)pen on Sundays and that suftlcient help shall 
be employed, that 'one-seventh of the number shall hav a 
holiday one day of the week. or that the hours of eervice 
be so divided between two di:fferent shifts that they be on 
duty say seven hours each week:day and serve each half a 
day on Sunday, making for each shift an average workirig 
day of eight hours.'' 

The New York Sun, considering the matter, dis. 
eloses plainly the ,rounds of the Sabbath Union's 
opposition to an open. Sunday. It says : 

"The question wbether the Worlrl's Fair at Chicago shall 
be o-pened on Sunday is,making serious trouble for the man
al!ers of the ente..,rise. They are asked to decide it as a 
question of moral and religious duty only, and not with 

WB hope our new friends who hav come to UP reference to the pecuniary profits, of which the Exhibition 
from Freethought are pleased with TBB T will be In sore need. 
S d • • • BUTH " The prevailing sentiment of the Protestant churcheil, as 

BBXBB. all • that they will hke It better and better as · expressed in the deliverances of their assem blles, conven
tbey and It become better acquainted. Mr. Pot. tlons, and conferences, is undoubtedly opposed to the Sun. 
nam's poems of travel shine as brightly in our day opening. Delegations hav been appointed to proceed 
eolumns as in the more familiar pages of Free· to Chicago to protest against it as a violation of the com. 
thought, and correspondents on the Ooast hav 1 mandment of God, which would outrage Christian convic
Httle more room than the .bad W · t t tlons and tend to increase the popular disregard for the 
h . Y · • e expee. soon • O Lord's day. Religious papers are exhorting the managers to 

ear f~m George E. M•edonald, now rustling up m seek rather the approval ot the almighty than the favor of 
W a abington, a spot made dangerous by milit1nt men, and to show to the whole world the depth and sincerity 
opposition editors. He will tell us perhaps whether of their own piety and the piety of this C('Untry. When the 
bia loathsome contemporary has allowed him to Hv. Independent sought the views of bishops and leading clergy. 
From San Francisao we also ha I tt f · men on the subject, the Protestants were aln10st unanimous 
Mr B 

0 
• • v e ers rom in condemning the policy of Sunday opening, and some of 

· r wne g1v1ng the news from there, and else- the Roman Catholics also opposed it as a dangerous lnnova
where as he h~ars it. Liberals visiting San Francisco tion. This feeling, too, seems to be growing under the 
should drop ID at 838 Howard street and see Mr. stimulus of apparently concerted e:fforts for its cultivation, 
Browne. W ~ hope our new friends like the pictures. and from this time forward the managers of the Exhibition 
too, and our correspondents. Mr: Heston is • enius will feel ite pressure steadily. 
with the pencil and th •t f T g "Meantime, we do not hear of any organized movement on 

• e wn ers or BE TBUTB the other side. The only loud 'appeals which they hear 
SliUEB are among the ablest in the field of Libera). come from those who would shut the gates on the :first day 
ism. And correspondents of Freethought are eor- of the week without regard to pecuniary loss and without 
dially invited to continue •heir contributions in TBB reference to the public convenience. It is God's will, ery 
TBUTB SDXBB. We shall do our best to please lill the rell¢ous enemies of opening, and God must be obeyed. 
our Liberal readers and displ th Oh • t• th. The spiritual gain of obedience, they declare, will far tran-
1 • b • th • ease e riB Jail e- scend in Importance any material profit which disobedience 

o ~gtans y exposing mr system of supernatural might bring ln. 
ebJeanery. "The addition to th11ir expected functions which is thus 

The World's Fair. 
The appearance before the World's Fair direetors 

of the representative of the Sabbath Union bae 
stirred up the diseussion of their object, and the 
result probably will be to make it easier for the other 
side to get • bearing. A mDjority of the opinions 
expressed, aside from the reflular orthodox journals, 
are against the Sabbath Union. On his way from 
Montana to New York Colonel Ingersoll stopped in 
Obieago and • reporter sought his views on the sub 
jee'. The colonel said : 

" We want to destroy the American Sunday. It is a pest 
and a nuisance and It must always be so. The Fair must be 
kept open on Sunday. To close it would show us to be merely 
provincial, not cosmopolitan. It would be too countrified, 
you know. 

"Closing the Fair Sundays would be a sort of a gum
chewing policy. You wouldn'r expect anything else from a 
lot of gum chewing chaps, whose Idea of Sunday is to sit 
around and get dyspr psla and wonder why God doesn't damn 
them. That is their idea of a sacred'day. 

"Why, man a sacred day is that on which somebody is 
made happy. If you want to make a day sacred make the 
people happy That can be done to a great extent by open 
ing the great }!lxposltion on Sunday. If they want to make 
Sunday a day of rest and recreation 1 am with them. I am 
against the Sunday pollny which would close up tight every 
possible form of recreation for the people in tlle hope that 
this would drive them to church. They can't get the people 
there any other way." 

Referring to Dr. Patton's expression, "so much the worse 
for the workingman" (tf he could not :find time to visit the 
Fair on a week-day], Colonel Ingersoll said: 

imposed upon the Fair managers is of enormous weight. 
Besides lorok!ng after the secular Interests of the Exhibition 
they are required to settle a contr.overted question as to the 
uroper observance of Sunday. They must mix up business 
and religion, theoloj!y and :fl11ance, when they are at their 
wits' end to provide ways and means for carrying on the 
enterprise. Sunday opening would increase their receipts, 
and yet, much as they will need the money, they are called 
upon to giv it up as a tribute to the religious sentiment of 
the Union and as exemplars of Christian conduct and cham· 
pions of a theory nf Sunday observance which ill rejected by 
the great majority of the people of Christendom and of this 
noun try also. If the question as to Sunday opening of the 
Fair were put to popular voie, undoubtedly it would be 
decided In the aftl.rmatlv, in a very emphatic way. If the 
l!ates are opened on Sunday more visitors will enter than 
on any other day of the week. Yet the managP.rs are urged 
to shut them, as a religious duty overriding every consider
ation of profit or public convenience. The respoBS\bility of 
honoring or dishonoring the commandment of God rests on 
their sboulders, according to the united declarations of Bap
tist, Metho.=list, and PrPsbyterian conventions. 

"The managers of the Chicago Fair are therefore in a 
situation full of difficulty and embarrassment. They are 
made the arbiters between two great parties in the religious 
world and between the msjority of the public who want to en. 
joy Sunday as a day of leisure and a minority who would treat 
it as a fast day, on which all amusement is forbidden by 
divine command. When the same question came up here in 
the discussion as to the Sunday opening of the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art it was decided contrary to the views of the 
Sabbatarians, and probably at Chicago they will be no more 
successful, for in principle the two cases are precisely alike. 
If it is allowable to visit a picture-gallery on Sunday, it is 
proper to look at the collections of a World's Fair." 

That puts the matter clearly-shall a few religious 

conventions decide an important question for the 
great public, and that, too, in • manner contrary to 
the views of that pub lie 1 For the Sun is right ·in 
saying that if left to a vote of the people, the Fair 
would undoubtedly.be kept open.· The ease ..,.th 
whieh signatures to our petition against Sunday 
elosiog were obtained verifies this. 

It is altogether too bad, and a reproaah to· the_ 
only national Freethought organization, that no con 
soli dated opposition to the Sabbath Union bas been 
made so that the world could bear of it. With P"!lb
lio ttentiment so largely on ita aide the American 
Secular Union is missing the opportunity of its.· life 

However, the matter will not be allowed to go by 
default. The Liberals of this eountry will be heard 
by the mlmagement of the Fair. 

To Clear a Clouded Memory. 
Mrs. Besant's e:J:planation of her assertion that 

she bad received messa(leB similar to those which 
Madam Blavatsky received is that she only desired 
to clear Madam Blavatsky's memory of the charge of 
fraud, it having been said that Madam Blavatsky 
herself wrote the letters which she claimed she 
received. Mrs. Besant says she does not want to 
deal with the question of the authenticity of the 
letters. Were she to submit proofs "she would o'Dly 
meet the fate of Madam Bla:vatsky and be dubbed 
an impostor." 

The motiv is • worthy one, becomipg to the 
bolder, but we fear the assertion will faU to 
reaeive the credenae Mrs. Beaant desires. · •· As 
none know better than she, and as none in. time• 
past bas more strenuously insisted, assertiOns . of 
"supernormal" oaourrePces unaeeompanied by proof 
.re of absolutely no value at all. The refusal to 
deal with the authenticity of t~e letters would,· in 
any other ease, render the asserter of the marvels 
open to cruel suspioions. Before Mrs. Besant be
came a Theosophist she would not hav aacepted such 
evidence as sufficient to bang • dog. 

At the summit of ~adam Blavatsky's aareer, when 
some portions of the world at least thought Tll.eoso
phy worth investigating, Mr. Richard Hodgson went 
from. Eo gland to India on behalf of the Society· for 
Psyehieal Research,· among whose nee-presidents 
were such famous Spiritualists as :Professors Orookes 
and Wallace. He went to diseover tome oeoult 
phenomena, and was a very leniellt judge, ·aa ·he 
leaned toward oceultism. . Bat after. three . months' 
olojle investigation be was obliged to conclude that 
'' the phenomena connected with the 'l'heosopbieal 
Society were part of a huge . fraudulent sylitem 
worked by Madam Blavatsky with the assistlnae of 
the Coulombs and several other confederates, ~a tliat 
not a single genuin phenomenon could be found 
amoPg them all." 

The object of this fraudulent system may ·be 
learned from the following letter written by Ma'dam 
Blav•tsky. to Madam Coulomb from Poona, in Octo
ber, 1883: 

"Now, dear, let us change the subject. Whethl!r tome
thing succeeds or not, I must try. Jacob Bassoon, the happy 
proprietor of a crore of rupees, with whose family I dined 
last nlght, is anxious to become a Theosophist; Be is ready 
to giv ten thousand rupees, to buy and repair tlle ·head
quarters, he said to Colonel (Ezekiel, his cousin, arrange-d 
all this) if only he saw a little phenomenon, gOt the assurance 
that the Malw,tJrnaB could only hear what was said, or gne him. 
some otlur signs of t'Mi'l" erJJistence (11 1). Well, this letter will 
reach you by the 26th (Friday) ; will you go up to the slirtne 
and ask K. H. (for Chrlstofolo) to. send me a telegr~ that 
would reach me about 4: or 5 in the afternoon, sam,e day, 
worded thus : · 

"•Your conversation with Mr. Jacob Bassoon reached 
Master just now. Were the latter even to satisfy him, 
stUl the doubter would hardly ftnd the moral courage·to 
connect himself with the society. R.uu.LING.&. Du.' 

" If this reaches me on the 26th, even in the evening1 it 
will stUl produce a tremendous impression. Ad~ss, care 
of N. Kandalawala, Judge, Poona. JB I'BBAl LB BBSTB. 
Cela coutera quatre ou cinq roupies. OeZa ~e jait rien. [I 
will do the rest. It will cost four or :five rupees. That. is of 
no consequence.] Yours truly, (Signed) H. P. B." 

It is fair to state that Madam Blavatsky dellied 
writing this letter, but Mr: Hodgson's statemenba 
regarding it sweep away the denial, especially as a 
great many people in this country and elsewhere 
will bear witness that Madam Blavatsky mever 
allowed a too striet regard for aeeuraay of statement 
to binder an attaiPment of her object. Mr. Hodgsoza 
said: 

"The envelope which Madam Coulomb shows as belong
ing to this letter bears the postmarks Poona, October 24th, 
Madras, October 26th; 2d delivery, Adyar, October 26th; 
(as to which Madam Blavatsky has written in the mar-
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gin of my copy of Madam Coulomb's pamphlet: 'Can 
not the COVflr hav contained another letter? Funny evi
dence I') Madam Coulomb also shows In connection with 
this letter im official receipt for a telegram eent In the name 
of Ramallnga Deb from the ·St. Thome office, at Madras, to 
Madam Blavatsky at Poona, on October 26th, which con
tained' the same number of words as the above." 

.Mr. Hodgson also sent to the committee of the 
:Psychical Society the letters which Madam Oou

. lomb' said were written to her by Madam Blavatsky 
· and othel.' letters which Madam. Blavateky acknowl
edged to be her own. The two parcels were sub
mittecl . io an expert in handwriting and also to one 
of the British Mulieam authorities. The two came 
independently to the conclusion that all the letters 
were written by Madam Blavatsky. The committee 
of the Psychical Society therefore came to the 
conclusion : 

11 (1) That of the letters put forward by Madam Coulomb, 
. all those, at .least, which ·tne Committee hav had the 
opportunity ·Of themselvs examining, ·and of submitting to 

· the judgment of experts, are undoubtedly written by Madam 
Blavatsky, and suffice to prove that she has been engaged in 
a long. continued combination with other persons to produce 
by ordinary means a seriea ·of apparent marvels for the sup
port of ihe 'l'beosophic movement. 
· "(2) That, In particular, the Shrine at Adyar, through 

which: letters purporting to come .from Mahatmas were 
received, was elaborately arranged with a view to the secret 
insertion of letters and other objects through a sliding panel 
at the back; ~nd regularly used for this purpose by Madam 

' Blavatsky or her agents. · 
1

' (3) That there Is consEquently a very strong general 
presumption that all the marvelous t>arrativs put-forward as 
evidence of the existe11ce and occult power of the Mahatmas 
ILre tc, be exi>lained as ~ue either (a) to deliberate deception 
carrl~d ·out· fiy or at the Instigation of Madam Bla vatsk y, or 

· (b) to'spontan~us ill~sion, or hallucination, or unconscious 
:inieJ;"epi:ese*~tion or'lnventlon'on the part of the witnesses." 

Ol the Mahatmas, :who, it was pretended, wrote 
these leUers; Koo• Hoomi was the head. Two or 
three ye~rs ago, when ·Madam Blavateky took up her 
~e,si~eJ1ce_ in London and con vetted Mrs. Besant, G. 
w:.· ,.oote, •. ·~,tomewhat hard-headed young min, 
scofTad at the madam's claims, and she honored him 
with •· pamphlet reviling him and his notions. In 
reply he recalled to her memory the facts here given, 
and further added the details which the committee 
oUhe Psychical Society though~ reflected somewhat 
on the truthfulness of Madam Blavateky as to the 
doings.· of this Koot Hoomi. Mr. Foote says to 
Madam .. Blavatsky: " The great Koot Hoomi's 
letters hav been declared to be in your own hind· 
writmg. Further. they betray your very tricks of 
·ilt:Jle; Madam Blavatsky wrote, 1 Olcott says you 
llH)IIk. very well English,' and Koot Hoomi wrote, 
., one who understands tolerably well English.' 
Here.'ia a. small list of their similarities of spelling : 
· .. ·, 11 :MAD.!)( BLAVATB:s:Y. KoOT Boom. 

· your's; her's your's 

thie~~ ... · . ' dispell, fulfill 
-. thiefs 

deceaved~ beseached Ieasure 
quarreling quarreling 
coaly (for ' 1 coolly") alloted 
~Y, Jazziness in totto 
4)0n&oienclously circuDU~tanclal 
defenae defense 

"Ko.ot Hoomi also spelt 1 skepticism,' an American 
iashion of spelling, which you might hav acquired in 

· the Iai:lc;l of the stars and stripes before your voyage 
to India. Final17, Koot Hoomi speU 1!'emarqued,' 
1 f()rm of E!Pelling easily fallen into by a Russian 
l1cJy with 1, good command of French and an 

: imperfect command of Eaglish. 

to the passages now marked as quotations. Who 
can resist the conalusion of the Psychical Society's 
committee, that I The proof of a deliberate plagia
rism, aggravatefil by 1 fictitious defense, is therefore 
irresistible !' 

11 Koot Hoomi made another dreadful mistake in 1 

letter to Mr. Hume with refere11ce to a yoUDg man in 
his employment. After speaking of the young man's 
1 inner soul-power and moral sense,' the Mahatma 
continues: 

" ' I hav often watched that silent yet steady progress, 
and on that day when he was called to take note of the con
tents of your letter to Mr. Sinnett, concerning our humble 
selva, and the conditions you imposed upon us-I hav myself 
learned a lesson. A soulls being breathed Into him, a new 
Spirit let In, and with every dsy he is advancirg towards a 
state of higher development. One fine morning the 'Soul' 
will find him; but, unlike your English mystics across the 
great Sea, It wlll be under the guidance of the true li'Ding 
adept, not under the spasmodic Inspirations of his own 
untutored ' Buddhi,' known to you as the sixth. principle of 
man.' 

"Mr. Hume appe11ds a note that at the very time 
this was written the good young man 1 was system
atically cheating and swindling me by false contracts, 
besides directly embEZzliDg my money.' So much 
for the 1 learned ·spirit of human (lealiDgs' of the 
great Mahatma, who is 1 able to read the hidden 
thoughts of others without first mesmerising them.' 

"As for Koot Hoomi's poor tricks-sueh as dis
integrating and reintegrating letters, saucers, and 
cigarets-they would be looked upon with con
tempt by any third-rate English conjuror; while his 
' astral appearance ' to the faithful at Madras is 
declared by the Ooulombs to hav been operated by 
means of a dummy.'' ' 

Keeping these disclosures ~ mind, Mrs. Be111ant's 
endeavor to clear the clouded memory of Madam 
Blavatsky, n11!ess accompanied by more solid proof 
than she is at present inclined to present, must 
result not in elevating the memory of the Russian 
adventuress but in dragging down tlie reputation of 
England's ablest living daughter. It is sad to see 
so hazardous a cast as Mrs. Besant has made in this. 

Postal Inquisition. 
"A correspondent places the address of a letter on the 

back thereof, the writing being across the folded parts of 
the envelope. He suggests this plan as an effectiv method 
of preventing ~he Illicit opening of letters by steaming, etc. 
For the intended purpose the suggestion seems to be a good 
one.-Bcientijlc .American. 

"A better plan Is one common In Germany, which Is to 
use two closely fitting envelopes. The smaller envelope 
containing the letter Is covered on both sides with mucUage 
and while wet inclosed In the larger envelope. No steam
in!!' wlll ever serve to open a package thus Inclosed without 
tearing the envelope In pieces."-The Rainbow. 

general rottennesB of our posfi.o:ffi.oe department. In 
the issue of August 15th Tm: TnuTR BEEKER pub
lished a letter from a subscriber which began, "I am 
almost afraid to inclose you these $3 for fear some 
of Mr. Wanamaker's people will appropriate the 
same for their own necessities.'' This letter is by no 
means unique. The fear it expresses has become 
well-nigh universal • 

Tm: TnuTR SxE:s:EB was the first oue to. protest 
against suoh violations of personal rights and liber
ties in this coUDtry. Liberty abused is still better 
than the beat despotism, and an inspected mail-bag 
is a sign of the vilest despotism. Encroachments 
upon the liberties of speech, of the press, and of the 
mails must be sturdily resisted. Withoat these 
liberties there •s no liberty. 

An Explanation Wanted. 
Matthew (i, 18) tells us that "when Mary was 

espoused to Joseph, before they came together, she 
was found with child of the Holy Ghost.'' 

When Joseph and Mary went to the feast of the 
passover they missed Jesus for three days. He had 
run away. They finally found him disputing with 
the doctors. Mary reproached him, saying : " Son, 
why hast thou thus dealt with us T behold, thy father 
and I hav sought thee sorrowing." 

Now, who knew best, Matthew or Mary, whose 
child Jesus was T . 

But if Joseph was his father, the lack of divine 
parentage vitiates the whole Christian scheme. 

If the Holy Ghost was his father, then he was not 
of the house of David, which again vitiates the 
scheme. 

The theologians will please explain. 

Editorial N.otes. 
OUR readers wlll be grieved to learn of the sudden death 

of Cb.arles Edwards Rousseau, the writer of the article 
" Homeless for a Week," which appeared in this paper. 
Mr. Rousseau was only twenty-six years old, and possessed 
exceptional ability, holding a lucratlv position of trust, 
and being highly regarded by his employers. 

MR. T.V. MUNsoN, a Freethinker of Texas, explains the 
sudden reduction of temperature around Denison as result
Ing from the expl\rlments of the rain-makers near Midland, 
in that state. He says there Is usually a stratum of hot air 
over the earth In the summer, and above it another stratum of 
cool air. Anything that breaks up this order, such as a 
sudden and powerful concussion such· .as produced by the 
Ignition of explosive at a proper elevation, wlll cause a 
downpour of the cold atmosphere, and a rapid conden&&tion 
of moisture which falls in the form of rain very naturally 
follows. His Idea Is that suck an explosion may possibly 
affect the atmosphere for a radius of hundreds of miles. It 
used to be thought that rain occurred when God opened the 
windows of heaven. If the sclentltl.c folks ~on't stop their 
discoveries and experiments some very valuable Ideas of 
God wlll disappear. 

TBB New York Sun of the 11th Instant printed this letter 
on Its editorial page : 

''To THB EDITOR Ol!' THB SuN-Sir: In the Sun you say you 
hav not beard of any organized opposition to closing the 
World's Fair on Sunday. Such opposition, however, exists, 
and comes from the Freethinkers of the country. TBB 
TRUTH BBBKBB has In hand a petition ag~>inat such closing 
with thousands of names upon it, and other IIJ.beral journals 
hav similar petltlons. The other side to the ~batarianlsm 
of the Sabbath Union will be heard; the American Secular 
Union wlll utter Its organized protest, and the militant colo
nel at the head ot the Sabbath Union-who is on such tl.ip.. 
pantly familiar terms with Jesus and God-wlll find that 
there are other people In the country besides hypocrite and 
bigots. The W odd's Fair has got to be opened on Bun days. 

"E. M. MACDONALD, Editor TBUTH S.a:.a:KBB. 
"No. 28 Lafayette place, New York, September lOth." 
We hope that the Liberals all over the country will see to 

it that their local papers come out on the right side In this 
matter, or at least print letters on that side, and that FJuch 
letters and all editorials favorable to Sunday opening be sent 
to the Secretary of the Directory of the. Columbian Exposi
tion, Chicago, Ill. 

"It is ilao very singular, madam, that Koot Hoomi 
not only repeated your curiosities of spelling, and 
your very tricks of style, but actually repeated your 
oracle. aoientifio blUDders j Writing of 'a bacteria,' 
and.. confusing 1 carbonic' with 1 catbolic' acid. 
Still more singular is it, if possible, that Koot 
Hoomi's handwriting is remarkably like Madam 
Blavateky's disguised, and that the experts declare 
his letters to be undoubtedly from.your pen. 

· .. ·. uoonsideringthat KilotHoomiis a wise man of the 
East, possessing supernormal wisdom and eupernor
Jilal powel's, it is astonishing that he should write to 
Mr. Sinnett from Thibet, in 1880, and giv as his 
own • long pass~ge borrowed from a speech of Mr. 

, H. Kiddie, an Ameriean Spiritualist, which was 
repe>r.ted in the Banner of Light two months before 
the date of Koot Hoomi's letter. Koot Hoomi's 
expla~ation was sbuflling and preposterous; and, 
subsequently. Mr. Kiddl' was able to show that 
Koot Hoomi's amended letter still contained a 
,Dq.J,.i)l~r of UDaeknowledged borrowings, in addition 

In European countries where the maintenance of 
monarchical institutions depends upon the abject 
condition of the people, and a detecMv system is a 
necessary adjunct of government, and where there is 
no pretense· that private correspondence is secure 
from the meddlesome curiosit.y of police spies, many 
ingenious methods hav l:e3n devised to thwart 
inquiaitivness and to prevent the gaining of any 
knowledge through violation of the sanctity of per
sonal letters in the mails. It is not uncommon in 
Garmany for the writer who wishes to prevent his 
letter from being tampered with to not only ad:lress 
his letter on the back as suggested. by the Scientific 
American, but also to put the stamps across the 
seam on the back. German stamps, being printed in 
water colors, cannot bs soaked or steamed off with
oat taking the color out of them. 0 .a.e way of 
ascertaining if a letter has been opened is to inclose 
in it a hair of certain color and length or other 
minute objeat agreed upon, which, escaping the 
notice of one not advised of its presence and on the 
watch for it, would ba lost on opening the letter and 
so missing .when the letter reached the person 
entitled to it. The ways of writing blind letters by 
the use of sensitiv inks, by cleverly devised ciphers, 
and by writing between the lines are innumerable 
and generally Effactiv for their purpose. In Italy 
postal inquisition became so shameless that traveleu 
were refused their letters on the ground that the 
o:ffi.oe had not yet read them. 

But it is a new thing in this country for citizens 
to cast about and exercise their ingenuity in devising 
ways to defeat the prying impertinences of post-office 
inquisitors. The evil is upon us, however, and it 
seems to be increasing. The apprehension that 
letters are pried into, particularly in small country 
c:ffi.ces, is very widespread, and seems justified by the 

THB Prohibitionists of St. Lawrence county recently held 
a conven~lon at Ogdensburg, this state, at which were passed 
the following resolutions: "Resol'D~d. That the question of 
how to deal with the rum traffic is tbe problem ot the age, 
and that its solution Is the work upon the hands of the 
Prohibition party under God. Resolved, That the interests 
of our nation demand a faithful observance of the holy 
Sabbath and the enforcement of law touching the same, for 
the sake of the home and public safety." In this assu~p. 
tlon of a divine commission to abolish the liquor traffic lurks 
a very grave danger, says the .American Sentinel. Nec
essarily, when men assume to act for God, tbey assume also 
to Interpret the wlll of God ; and In this the Prohibitionists 
are no exception. Demanding Prohibition for religious rea
sons, because intemperance Is sin, and because It hinders re
ligious work, they necessarily stand committed to the suppres
sion of everything that In their view Is morally wrong-that 
Is, everything that Is in violation of the divine law ; for It can 
not be denied that If It were the duty of the state to. pro. 
hibit the liquor traffic because It Is sin against God, It would 
be equally Its duty to prohibit all sin. 
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Letter from a D.D. 
. DETBOIT, MIOH. 1 Sept. 11 1891. 

M:B. EniTOB: In THE TBUTB SEEXBB of the 29th inst. is an 
article by C. U. Germann, "A Scheme for Consideration," 
which shows clearly that not all are Liberal who 
lay claim to that title. Giv Mr. Germann the power 
of the Russian czar snd it is very evident that 
we wonld soon hear of h's getting a corner on the 
brimstone business to start up a hell of his own. If 
he had lived in Calvin's time he could hav made himself 
very useful. A great pity he was bom so late. He is a back 
number. CABL BLITZ, D.D. 

P. B.-That D.D. stands for Dutch Dude. 

Explanation Wanted. 
Rooa:u:sTBB, N. Y., Sept. 7, 1891. 

liB. EDITOR: I hav formed a circle of. twelve persons 
among my own friends for the purpose of investigating so
called spirit phenomena. We are all skeptical and anxious 
to learn the truth. At our second meeting we saw a number 
Qf small, bright lights resembling, as nearly as I can de
ecribe them, little stars. As the room was in total darkness 
at the time, we cannot account for them. At each meeting 
since we hav seen similar ones. And if any of your 
readers can enlighten us as to how. it can be explained by 
Ecience, they will confer a favor on Yours for truth, 

· GEo. L. ANDRus. 

A Liberator of Minds. 
MAYBBBT, Aug. 9, 1891. 

M:B. EDITOB: Please find $7 for two subscriptions for 
TBB TRUTH 8:u::axn and two picture books of Bible l'ict
uns when published. I llav taken THB TRUTH SEBli:BB 
since about two weeks after D. M. Bennett's death, and hav 
got a number of subscribers, and hav had three " Pictorial 
Text-l3ooks," which shows that 1 like THll: TituTH SiEKEB 
llild pictures. 1 atn a great admirer of John Peck; Heston, 
lind ingersoll. M:v favorit pictures In the " Pictorial Text
Book" ate "'fhe Contrast" and ''The Creedal Fiddle." I 
can get three subscribers for THE TnuTH 8EBKEB among the 
Spiritualists to one of aey other class. E. E. MATTESO~. 

A Friend of the Deserving. 
B.a.LIIM, Sept~ 3; 1891." 

MB. EDITOB: I read the letter in which James Yates, from 
poverty, resigns THE TBUTH SEEKEB, in the issue of 
Aug 29, 1891, and it struck a sr•ft spot in my humanity. 
Salem and Washingtonville are but five miles apart, and yet 
Mr. Yates is an entire stranger to me. Bu.t I happened to 
meet a brother miner of his the other day in Salem, and I 
made inquiry of this man as to Mr. Yates's good character, 
which proved satisfactory to me. Mr. Yates says he is sixty
five years of age, and I am in 1DY seventy-fifth year. So 
there is no knowing which one of us will be laid away in 
mother earth first. · It is very uncertain, fori had a loud call 
last winter for that place, but I am· better now. Well, to 
settle "wh,t is to be done with the above case," and to help 
Mr. Yates and THB TBUTH SEBKBB a little. Please find 
inclosed $3 25-one year's subscription for Mr. Yates and 
25 cents tor Ingr:rsoll on Shakspere. Now, if Mr. Yates 
and I liv till Sept. 8, 1892, and hav moderate good health, 
his case will be remembered. Respectfully yours, 

SIMON SHABP. 

Demands :Naturai Opportunities. 
NEw YoBK, N. Y., Bept.1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOB: If Mr. Darrow will read "Progress 'and 
Poverty" he will find that he is much mtstaken on "The· 
Bingle Tax Question." In the first place, sinp;le taxers do 
not want land, l)ut the rental value of land for public uses. 
And if 4~ ~think over this matter for a few moments he 
will see that this must relieve the farmer, as his taxes are 
levied mainly on improvements. The single tax would re 
lieve him of assessments on these improvements, and make 
him pay no more than the speculator who held a similar 
piece of land idle. He will also find out that natural oppor 
tunities do not include "houses already built and fur 
nished by other people," but mean the land, the air, the 
mines, the sunshine, or, in plain English, mean certain loca
tions made valuable by the presence of nature's forces or the 
people. He w1ll also learn that his silly objections hav been 
answered thousands of times In single-tax papers, and are to 
most of us as big a "chestnut" as the Lord's Prayer. 

Very respectfully, an adm.irer and reader of THE TBuTH 
8EBKEB1 . DANIEL CAVANAGH. 

Considerations on Freetlwught Publishing. 
MONUMENT, 0BE., Aug. 20, 291 B.B, 

MB, EDITOB : You need one m!llion dollars more in your 
business to secure for the people the news of the world by 
telegraph. You appear tome obedient to our country's laws, 
advocating and agitating repeal of all laws and customs that 
bar the road to human progress and happiness. Keep on in 

. this path. It is a winning card. And you can do no more 
good for the people while 1ree than you could within the 
prison walls crying for liberty. The people are neither 
worth nor benefited by human sacrifice, but they need and 
are entitled to education and knowledge that help them to 
help themselvs. 

partnership. Let the Freethought publishers unite and start 
a pape:t: ieeming with science, philosophy, and true Amer
icanism, and the telegraphic dispatches, with correspond
ence like our Freethought writers, without any silly trash 
called story, that the leading papers fool the people with. 
Such stuff prevents their progreBBing. HENBY BuBBTOW. 

A Spiritualistic Investigation Proposed. 
Bun's Day, Aug. 23,291. 

DBAB FRIENDS : Do you not want some good Liberal or 
physiological work? I want to sell a few books. I think 
of going to New York and Brooklyn In September, and 
.want to visit some mediums. there and hope "you una". will 
feel enough Interest in my reports thereof to induce you to 
help me to do so by ordering a book or two-any that you 
see advertised in our papers, or any other good book you 
may want. Although I liv in°the blg city of Pokeepsie I 
find nQ medium here and no prominent believer in the ism. 
But my· brother-in-law, Mr. Phillips, with whom I am stay
ing, is a strong Spiritualist and assures me there are a great 

.many believers here, but the unpopularity of the belief 
causes them to keep quiet. 

ALMANAoa. I am a poor man-a mechanic by trade, and 
my customers work me very hard, .but. all lilY 
spare moments I giv to Freethought ~OJJ1mu~ti!'&tions. 
Often, when I. am at my work-bench, my ~~- frie~ds 
get talking about their Christ, and all about, the HolyJ~:ho~t,, 
and all about their preachers, and they tell w~at .they know 
about God; what he did to.save the world frOJ;D.. siB •. · If: I 
could believe all I hear about the way to get up thQre, I 

. would make myself a ladder and practice climbing before I 

By the way, will some one tell me if Emma Abbott can 
lift a cow, a horse, or an elephant with the same ease she 
can human flesh? 

FiRhkill-on-Hudson, N.Y., will be ·my address for six 
weeks yet,· but Snowville, Va., will always reach me. 

ELMll!JA D. SLBNXBB. 

Death and Life. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 1, 1891, 

MB. EDITOB: Following is a letter written to a friend 
whose only son, a young man of seventeen, was drowned. 
As Mr. Longford, Dr. Rhodes, and many ot"her-friends, hav 
asked me for a copy of the letter, I send it to you for publi-
cation. DB. COOBBAN. 

My Dear Bir : What a silence, what a mystery, shrouds 
your home. In the sea of death the ship of reason is 
stranded, but faith sails on. To fathom the myst.ery of 
death, which is only another name for life, would be to 
fathom eternity. Who has traced the boundaries of the 
shores of death i 
· If death is an eternal sleep, it will be a long one. No .God 
to haunt us, no ghosts to play upon our imaginations. · 

Remember this always, nothing can ever die. Your dear 
son is not In the grave, but somewhere near you In what 
form I do not know, but he is not in the Christian heaven, 
nor in the arm11 of their God. He has gone out into the 
fields of Mother Nature, where it is to be hoped the Gods hav 
no resting-place. 

I know of nothing so destructiv to human happiness as a 
he-God. 

What a dungeon is the chamber of death I It is so _piti
less. It puts a problem before us that has never been solved. 
It stabs the innocent heart, and burns as straw all the dear 
uniting strands which the earth-life has woven between us 
and our lost. 

Why this cruelty? Why does this mystery place its icy 
hand upon our aching hearts, already so nearly paralyzed 
with the coldness of fear and doubt? 

Were it not for faith and hope, we who ha'i lost an angelic 
friend would go mad. 0 n the pillars of faith and hope rests 
the bridge that spans the dark gulf which se_parates the past 
and the future eternities. Or, I should say, which seems to 
separate, for ignorance alone makes all divisions and separa
tions in nature, and has invented all the Gods and all the 
oevils. But away above all this live our blessed Mother 
Nature; into her arms we can trustingly fall. Knowing.that 
she has carried us safely thro11gh the eternities of the past, 
can we not trust her to take us through the eternities of the 
future? Your brother in Nature, DB. CocHRAN. 

Wanted, Crescent City Liberals. 
NEw OntBANB, L.t.., Aug. 27, 1891. 

MB, EDITOB : I am a stranger in New Orleans, and regret 
to find no eviderce of the existence of a branch of the Amer
ican Secular B"nion or any Freethought c~nter in that city. 
It must be a profitable field for Freethought labor, as the 
Moody and Sankey minstrel troupe, after a long struggle 
with the legions of the devil, departed in sorrow, having 
made no converts, and left the field to the enemy. The 
Rev. (?) Bam Jones, of Texas, after a determined siege, 
packed his grip and left for parts unknown, observing that 
New Orleans wa3 ''the toughest place .he had struck yet." 
If Christian humbug and Christian blackguardism fail to 
produce any e:liect, would it not seem that New Orleans 
contains good son in which the seeds of Freethought could 
germinate? The Roman Catholic church is very strpng here, 
but there are a very large number of people who are in· 
d!:lierent to all forms of creed. and who only need some en
couragement to become good Liberal thinkers. If we could 
get one of the lecturers of the American Becula,r Union down 
here, I think he would do good work, and if a branch of the 
Union could be formed it would be a most useful head
quarters for the exchange of ideas among the activ workers 
for the cause. I am anxious to become a member if such a 
branch can be formed, and should this letter fall under the 
notice of any New Orleans Liberals, I trust they will reply 
in this column (with your permission) and that erelong 
the banner of Liberal thought will be floating in this city 
with a strong band of defenders around it. 

get too old. But as I hear of so many ways, I intend· to wait 
awhile-as I don't like to climb,..-and see if their Ohrist won't 
raise me up at the last day with them. A friend told me $e 
other day that the devil was sure to get me, . I as~Fed hi,m 
how he knew, and he said God said so.· la13ked h~ i.f God 
told him so. ·"-Yes," was his answer.· So, as I had found 
the man that I had longed to· see, lquit_my worlri.'for a few 
minutes to talk with him, as I wil!hed to compare:myself 
with him. I asked him many more questions in . .re_gi'rd .. to 
his past ups and downs, and concerning his foreknowle~ge, 
and so on. At last he said I was as good as he was as' far as 
man's principles are concerned. But he said lie had been 
born of water and the Holy Ghost, and he would be' saved 
and I would be lost. He sal.d the cross was heavy, The 
burden was so heavy, at times, he could hardly pick it up. 
I told him that I understood God to tell me that his yoke was 
easy and his burden was light. .. , 

I like TIIB TBUTH SBBXBB. I ean truthfully say . that , I 
indorse the Nine Demands. I am talking to the Christian 
brothers about them. Almost everyone tells me that six or 
seven of them will do, but the rest of them.th,ey j)&Dn~t sup. 
port, for the Christian instituti.ons are Qrdained· of G-Qd. and 
cannot be broken. </·· .. ,. . 

~ease tell the brother Editors of.manyother Freethought 
paper!! that I giv them many thanks, for. the.&!;'!JI.ple ,copie!l 
of their papers and tracts, which !.hand aroun,d wherever· I 
think they will leave their print. I wish I could help you 
all. A.· J,, A.BloB8 •. 

This Would Make the Bibie a .Nice ''Little';;Boo~ 
. ' ST. ELMO~ rfBN~-.~pt. $;1891~: 

MR. EDITOB : I inclose a copy ot a letter _on .what I con
sider a pressing and mo~entous question. · Jiow long ~fore 
we will lose the lafit vestige of freedom? This man Tyner 
has proved himself to be a bigoted partisan without the: first 
quality of an impartial jurist. It is.h!g:b. tiJ;n.e that he.shollld 
step down and giv place to some other ~: tb.at _.b,.as ~me 
remote conception of...;. what constitp.tes., ~eceri_cy~. '1'11-~e 
obnoxious post-office laws ough,.t to be repealed,-especialJy 
the obscenity and lottery clauses. I never llought a ·lottery 
ticket and probably never will. But. if:::.'I;chooae'-t<Ht' is 
no body's business but •my own. Pretty sob'- -bW!inesa: men 
will not be allowed to order whisky,,by m!'_u_··~.-···1 , .. ,; ' . 

. - . _, , ' .· :L: .I.~ ~n:w,nr. -; 
ST. ELMo, TBNN., May 16, 1891. -

JAMBs N. TnmB, Asst. Att•y-general, Washington, D.O., 
Dear l:iitr: I hav just read_ your decision ln. Ut:e -~ of B. 0. 
Murray concerning the mailing of the ~ible; ~nd ,to B'J. tJl&t 
I am snrprised beyond measure is putting :it _very ·tamely, 
You decide that there is nothing inde(lent in•theBible.- ... 

Nothing indecent in a book giving fulli,Ul.(iex;plicit direc
tions to a youn~ man how he can commit a llPe·oii a young 
ladv, and that young lady his own sister! · · . · ·· 

NothiBg indecent in a book giving young ·Jalljes fulli,Ul.d 
explicit directions how to cominit incest with their O:v!n 
father, and in consequence be blessed above their cotn.· 
panionsl ... . · · · · 

Nothing indecent in a book that tells of !' m~ whoc P)lt 
away his wife because she was a decent woman, and .then 
committed lewdness with more than a thousand of the most 
beautiful young ladies in the country, to see whicl:l w_qu}.d 
a:liord him the greatest amount of sexual pleasure I . , . ... . · 

Nothing indecent in a book that recommends the striJ;t?~g 
naked of a beautiful young lady and placing her on··tlie 
body of a dying old man, to giv the old man· a revi-.al'of 
warmth! : 

In the name of all the gods, if these things are not inde-
cent, vul)l;ar, and obscene, pray tell us what Is. . , ..... . 

If a book containing those vile things and a thousand 
more as dirty, nasty, and ftlthy is not to be denied Cllrriage 
by :oi'ltl, what in the name of sense and reason can exclude 
any others ? . . . . . . . , .. , 

In the case of the fishery dispute between England and 
the United States, suppose President Harris(ln:was to: cross 
the ocean and gain personal audience with. Qu~n. "V~tprta, 
and use the language to her that Dnid u~d Iii 'liiiJ'Q_olifab 

.with AblgaU (see 1 Bam. xxv, 22), would anybody coilsider 
that " decent?" . . , ·. 

If the churches will flay the Bible of its ·filth-em~rate 
it of its nastineBS-and castrate it of its barbarous· brtitality, 
it will be quite a nice Zittl6 book. But until th~t is don,,:.the 
fewer other books are excluded from the mails the. better. 

Yours for purity and decency, · · 11. L;'GOoD'w!N. 

Lying Spirits. . . 
RuoHBBTEB, N.Y., Au~v23, ,\8jti. 

MB. EDITOB : In reading this week's issue of. TiiB TBUTH 
SEEKBB I was struck with the ar\icle, " LYtlllg Spirits. and 
Spiritualism.'' 

Now, my friend, remember that the people are like the 
reportere, they want to know everythin~~;. I pay for THB 
TBuTH BEBXBB, the In '/Jest gat()IJ', and two state papers. One 
paper of the price of all would be cheaper, with less corre
spondence and less annoyance at having to read and pay 
twice over for Freethought correspondence in both papers 
alike, which would not occur in a well-regulated business 

If I may be permitted a suggestion, I think it would be 
a good Idea if you published in every number cf. TaB TBUTH 
SEBKIIB some of the rules of the Union with regard to a pplica
tion for membership, fees, etc., as I know several people who 
are, I feel sure, only deterred from joinmg it by their iguo
rance on these points, and I expect it is the same all over the 
country. 

With the best wishes for yourself, THE THurn SEEKEB, 
and the truth, believe me, · 

Yours in the cause, ROBT. FLEMING JONES. 

Is Going to Make a Ladder and Practice Climbing. 
PLAINVILLE, GA., Aug. 24, 1891, 

M.B, EDIToR : Bend me one of the TBUTH BBBXBB 

Now, even supposing there to be anything in the spirit 
business, those who knew the late Charles Bradlaugh bes~ in 
his lifetime will know that the man who in 1881 was thrust out 
of the English House of Commons with disheveled hair and 
torn coat, who su:liered all the ignominies that Cluiatfan 
England dared insult him with, and yet through it all stuck 
fast to his convictions, would not be the man in spirit-land to 
recant "his life-long utterances." But I should .. like .-to 
know through your .valuable paper why Freethinker.& should 
or could be believers in Spiritualism. I hav been for years a 
Freethinker from conviction. When I threw up the religion 
that had been crammed down my throat 'when a boy, I 
threw u'p superstition in every form, and to-day, after suffer. 
ing more than once for my opinions, I do not see how I 
could be a Spiritualist any more than I could be a Christian. 
Spiritualism is just one of the coats that the Ob.r!Stian wolf 
can wear at leisure. If we as Freethinkers ate to attack the 
priest's stronghold, superstition, let us show the world we 
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havsomething better to giv(and surely belief in Spiritu&lif!m 
Is not better). Let Us show our fellow-workmen we are 

-1&bove- doing a mean action. . Let us possess some of the 
spirit of the late .0. :Bradiaug'h. We hav some great, good 
inen who bav gone and lett their "mantle" behind-C. Brad
laugh, Thos.'Paine, G:ambetta., Shelley, Volney, .Voltaire 
(and our own Ingersoll, who is with us yet). Spiritualism 
neVer troubled them. They left that sort of trash to the people 
whO hav the audacity to tell you that the Bible is true. that 
it is the work of a just and benevolent God. I say these are 
-the lybig spiritS. Let any Freethinker who has the least touch 
of Spiritualism on his brain put a cold wet cloth round his 
forehead and study Paine's " Age of Reason." I dare take 
that· for my·Bible on my death. bed. I know that were I to 
·prevent anyone the right of enjoying their own opinion I 
should be making a-slave of myself. But how can we com
;bat superstition and hug it to our hearts at the same time ? 
I mightas well go to a.priest or parson and say, "The relig
ion'you preach is all rot, but -1 believe it all the same." 
Rather let ua mix with Christians with the ''Age of Reason" 
in one hand and 'the Bible in the other and tell tli.em we .hav 
emerged from the darkness of the latter into the marvelous 
light of the former. Do not let us. be b!goted in our belief 
·but.in a·· gentle yet :firm manner point out the hnposslbillty 
of a-Virgln,oonceiving, of a jusi and merciful God being the 
author of rapin, murder, al.'ld robbe~:"y; that the authors of 
tbe,trash were lying spirits; that the people who preach it 
iro:;day do it for the almighty dollar, and that three parts of 
:.the, people who hear these lying spirits would not believe 
them only they get so many threatening& of the brimstone 
busiDesli that ·they get scared. I am not a Freethinker be

,Cl&'file some· one else was. I am a Freethinker because I can 
/"Dot belp'it and iiot be a hypocrit. I am honest in my con. 
'rictlons;·and·tf I am to get damned for it I shall still haT the 
pleasure of ·knowing· that I was sincere, that I obeyed the 
·dictates of :my conscience. Brothers and sisters, let there 
:be no Iyiilg:spirlts amongst us. Let· us be earnest. Let us 
·all iJ:le>:Bra·dla~·gh8.-
ll :·Yours for frtledl)mfrom bogieism, GKORGll: fuNRY, 

: .. , :. , ;' JI;;;~IJ J.uthoritativly Described. 
.·.· ,, ;.~ :c-: ' . Rooln!'oBD·, WAsH., Aug. 29, 1891. 

ME. EDITOR : Inclosed :find $3 for your grand paper. I 
. C&Dnot do without it so· long as I hav a cent to ·send. In 
this place':W.egbavtwo churches llild a baseball club, and the 
boys used to play on Sunday, but s.ome time ago it came to 

.a: cioliision ~th one of the church-members and baseball 
boys, and it !llilo. came to a suit between the parties. The boys 
would noi'·quit ·playing ball on Sunday and the orthodox 
Christians wouJ,d stop them for the sake of God. The case 
turned out in favor of the boys, and this ChristiiUl had to 
pay f9r hJs work for God $108 25. Here is a good instance 
of w:6.at religion can bring 8 man to. It would hav been a 
good deal bet~er policy to 'ilse $108 25 in something useful 
on eariii; than to spe'nd'it on God for God's sake. If God 
~wm \io justlee lie has an opportunity now, in paying the cost 
· of tlie c&se, but ~$he has not done so yet, I ~m in . doubt he 
will. do Jt. · Perh,aps,he will, in the next world-I cannot say. 

·.· Ihav'a. ~UJ?lrom the MinneapolisEt~ening Tribune, where · aev; Edw:ktci .tChell, of St. Paul. speaks about heaven. 
: ]Je: ~aylfJ;lotp.~~ spout Infidels, but as I think Infidels like to 
imow how good Christians hav it there, I hope Tm: TRUTH 

, ~ wUJ,,print it. . . · · 
' ~ i~wish.~tli&:t'all good, tbinkbig.men and women will stand 
l.upJ,or.the'right ~tid truth wh~n it is trampled on. We hav 
no~g elJ!e ~0 ltv tor. ' A.ll our life in hypocrisy is a tan. 
uriC' ~ Yours for mental liberty, MARTDl' GRAV. 
, ;The. Rev. Edward 0. Mitchell1 of St. Paul, yesterday 

· i)t.iached on '\What Angels Do m Heaven." "Heaven," 
~be aaii:l,~~rmust be full of activity, but it must be activity 
which accomplishes something useful to men. In the :first 
place, men in heaven (angels) must be associated in an 
orderJy·way· they•are not a promiscuous crowd. And there 

i will be occupation for many wise angels in classifying and 
. 'arranging those who come into the heavens. In heaven, as 
·'everywhere else where a number of ..men come together, 
some must be leaders or rulers; some must hav official 

;.position in.'the various grades an.d degrees of heavenly life. 
Many. must be engsp;ed in teaching those wh!J are less wl<;e. 
There will be many books and writings Which will engage 
'ihe aitentlon of the angels. Many ~sea are given in the 
.scriptures in which books were ~en in the spiritual 
.world," etc., etc. ''fi • 

Where the Rev. Mr. Mitchell gets hJs information we will 
not' 'mquire. He, no doubt, knows just as much about 

.. Jieaven.as any of the other preachers and teachers. If his 
view . is correct -it settles the oft-mooted question as to 
whether' newspaper men· wlll go to heaven. If they hav 
books in heaven, thPy must also hav newspapers, and to get 
'but:su~h newspapers as will be needed by the higher intelli
gence: prevailing there they. must hav the best trained jour
nalists.' The'·'newspaper scoop will also be a feature of 
heiiveil ·'as it-iii 'to be a place of intense activity, and that be
ing.the~case the.Et~en£ng Tribune will of course be "in it." 

· It will make a practice of scooping all Its contemporaries 
there as 'ilefe'; Mr. Mitchell also provides a place and occu
pation fOI:' the preachers and teachers; but he leaves it some. 
what in doubt as to whether there wlll be anything for the 
lawyers to do. It is possible that some of the best of them 
will be admitted, but it looks as if their occupation will be 
gone,.; as everybody wlll be too good-natured to indulge in 
lawsuits. Perh"aps something else will. be found for them to 
do. But we may rest quite certain that there will be no 
place'and'no oCcupation tor the Minnesota legislature, be
cause the preacher tells us that the activity there must be a 
specles•of activity' which accomplisheasomethlng useful to 
men," and it is perfectly patent that the legislature has not 
and will not accomplish anything either useful to men or 
angela. He also tells us that " as angels are men with spir
Itual bodies they will need all the employment and activities 
which men on earth need except those which relate to 
merely physical things.'' All the doings of the Mtnnesota 
legislature so far are purely of the earth earthy. 'I heir alms 
and the subjects of their debe:tes and leg' alation are purely 
physical-. From lgY"atius Donnelly, who spends most of his 
time in looking for $10 a day clerkships for his sons, down 

to the most wild-eyed granger who eagerly pockets his tree 
railroad pass, their whole study is how to reap some material 
advantage 

Mr. Mitchell's sermon will do much good, for we can now 
see how much more inducement there is to go to heaven 
tha1kwe formerly imagined. · 

News from a Co-operativ Colony. 
LA LoGIA SINALOA, MB:x:., Aug. 2, B M. 291. 

MR. EDITOR : Since .the publication of my last lettel' in 
THB TRUTH SBBX.BB of July 4th, over a score of your readers 
hav written asking various questions which I will try and 
answer with your permission. 

But first I wish to say, I believe J. Christ is on earth for 
a ·fact and he is down here in Mexico. At ~ ny rate, I saw a 
fellow on an ass. with a scourge made of small cords. He 
wore a seamless jacket, and parted his hair in the middle 
like a fool. He had a frock of sheep and goats, but had not 
got them divided when 1 saw him. 

Fifty odd people bav come here and joined us since I last 
wrote. Two, at least, went away badly dissatisfied. They 
came here ~bout two months ago and cursed and damned 
everything here, except the mescal; that they pronounced 
far better than.whiliky. There are twenty men in our mess 
and one is a Nimrod, who beforethne was known as James 
Tanon. His brother I call Ramrod. They are both mighty 
hunters. Venison, wild hog, and other game hav been 
brought in-·by them for our table many times. • A turtle was 
brought in not 1ong ago. It was caught at the bay. It 
supplied .the camp, which is over two hundred. The river 
was very low up to six weeks ago, from one to two feet 
deep and· fifry feet wide. This was said to be the lowest it 
was ever seen, except once a Ion~~: time ago. Our whole 
dependence is on this river and on this ditch. When I saw 
the river run so low I began to lose hope, but in a. few days 
and without a drop of rain here where we are the river rose 
seven or eight Jeet and stands at that now, so I hav no tear 
about the matter. .To the various ones asking where they 
can get the best information concerning this place I will say, 
get "Integral Cooperation No. 2 : Homes and How to 
Obtain .. Them;" these can be ·had by sending to the 
Credit Fancier Company, 32 Nasst~u street,. New Yor}t. 
We hav a paper printed here at $1. Three parties will 
leave Enterprise, Kan., this fall for this plaQe, .and parties 
intending coming here should·· write to that office. 
.Work on the r~ilroad has bt>gun, and whether the people 
here ever succeed or not they will beat the world for 
starting big jobs with little means. This road . will be 
twelve hundred miles long when completed. They are 
talking of laying thirty miles of track soon. Albert K 
Owen is here. We all went out to the corral and sat down 
on the feed-boxes while he talked to us. The ladies were 
seated on chairs and benches. Mr. 0 wen, dressed in hlp 
pants and shirt with the sleeve up to the elbows, talked for 
a while, and then invited anyone that chose to ·ask any 
question they liked. He answered their questions with 
satisfaction to nearly all. School is going on here for the 
benefit of the children living at the ditch camp. On the 3d 
of June it was my luck to fall backward bead. foremost 
down a well thirty. five feet. I.do not remember falling or 

· being taken out, but I do remember being well cared for 
when I got my senses. I am as well as ever to-day. The 
whole camp came to see me as I lay stretched .on my back, 
but no OEe mentioned Jesus or God to me. In fact, I behave 
most of the people here hav forgotten there ever was such a 
fellow. I think about four months more will see the ditch 
completed. Last Sunday while'lying on a mat In my house 
studying Spanish I felt something move under me and on 
looking I found a six-foot rattlesnake which I killed. We 
kllled two lizards between three and four feet long, and 
while I write I can count a dozen smaller ones looking 
down from my ridge. pole. I call them small-they are 
about a foot long. They are not poisonous. I hav never. 
heard of anybody dying from the bite or sting of anything 
here. There are no files or uiusketoes or other insects . 
How it will be later on I cannot say. · We hav just had two 
showers and it is my opinion that plenty of rain would make 
plenty of insects. I read an article in one of the Northern 
papers about the starvipg colonists. I want to say it is a 
lie. There is no one starving or hungry here. While I 
believe in ·tutegral cnoperation I would not write lies to 
entice people nere. I positlvly know of some who hav been 
refused to come here because they were believed to be 
hnmoral, and I believe that · it any Freethinker thinks of 
coming here he had better make up his mind to liv a 
correct lite as near as he can. A. BUTTBRFIBLD. 

An All-Round Lashing of the Divine Donkeys. 
BRADFORD, P£.., Sept. 5, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR : Our vlllage has for a period of fifteen years 
enjoyed to the full the benefits of our most holy religion. It 
is situated in one of the most prosperous oil-fields in this 
part of the state ; of course the peopfe residing here as a 
general thing· hav accumulated some small fortunes, and as 
is the case in most villages of its kind Its citizens hav been 
very liberal in contributing toward churches. Of late there 
seems to be a kind of a heresy springing up amongst certain 
of the people, and the ministers are coming to understand, 
from a falling off of their patronage on Sunday, that some 
evil influence is spreading over their congregations, and are 
taking measures to ~11 us through the columns of one of our 
dally papers. This is brought about by business falling off 
in the production of oil. The producers as a consequence 
are running short of money. The laborer is, as another 
consequence, allowing the contributlon-box,to pass without 
dropping anything into it, digressing a little from the usual 
course on Sunday. This won't do; it won't meet the hearty 
approbation of the ministers. If the congregation Wallt 
their weary souls prayed for they must of necessity come 
down with cash. The ministers must be paid for their SWl-

day work. "Keep holy the Sabbath day." They cannot 
stand up in the pulpit and exhort and supplicate and piou~Iy 
petition God to " temper the wind to the shorn lamb" if 
they do not receive some encouragement. It is lmpcsslble 
to expect them to stand in those poorly ventilated churches 
suffocating, and at the same time telling their listeners that 
the World's Fair must be closed on Sonday, and that it is a 
horrible sin for scientific men to force rain out of the grasp 
of: God in Texas and restore to the ranchmen the products 
of their labor, and ridiculing our councilmen for not paeslng 
laws closing business places on Sunday-it is impossible to 
expect them to do this without pay. In short1 they must be 
remunerated or good efforts cannot be made in the direction 
of savhig souls, to the extent .of preaching two sermons 
every Sunday. "Keep holy the Sabbath day." This Sun_ 
day work must be put down, and it it is put down your 
congregations must pay· for it, or our holy institution must 
inevitably pass away. into oblivion. I notice that the busi
ness m~n of this village, the very men on whom the proF per. 
ity of the village is dependent, do not interfere 111 the affairs 
of the church and ask them to stop their preaching and 
working on Sunday, but mind their own affairs, and are 
still giving to the ministers the same dpportunity they ask 
for· themselvs. 

I often wondered if that blgotea spirit would ever soften 
itself toward honest men and the pioneers of all good move
ments for the benefit of the human race. I notice the same 
spirit of persecution still lingers in the bosom of the church 
that burnt Br.uno at the stake in Rome, for simply believing 
in eternal extinction after death. That called Columbus a 
fool for thinking that if he had a small fleet and sailed 

· toward the setting sun he would discover another world. 
That burnt &ervetus at the stake in Geneva for believing in 
religious toleration and the innocence of honest error. That 
put that great and glorious gentleman Gallleo in the Inquisi
tion tor teaching that the earth was round or nearly so, that 
it revolved on its axis once in twenty. four hours and that 
it swung completely around the sun once in three hundred 
and sixty. five days. For entertaining these now undisputed 
facts he was inade by the Inquisitors to place ala hands on 
the Bible ~nd say .he was wrong. But in the presence of the 
torturing irons he said, •' It is nevertheless true." How 
noble 1 The .church was perhaps right in its time. But that 
time was 'far removed from the preeent. In the dim long 
ago, when she was assisted by miracles, the Holy Ghost, and 
Professor Christ, she made some small impresaion on igno. 
rant and weak humanity. Let me tell the church that since 
man by lila own careful study of the sciences educated him. 
self and Inaugurated a system for the following generations, 
it is not to his interest to support churches and keep minis
ters In Idleness" And also let me tell her, as soon as man 
loses his superstition and ceases to contribute to the support 
of these idle V&f;taboilds she will become obsolete and pass 
into that sepulcher called the past along with the balance of 
her rubbish and mythological absurdities. It is Only a beg. 
garly institution and live on what it can crave from the poor 
underpaid millions· in all countries. I am amazed to think 
that she is not holding her own when I consider her experi· 
ence of eighteen hundred years, and added to this the super
intendence of God and his first assistant the Holy Ghost, and 
also that the merciful Christ has been feeding the followers of 
his lamb on his own body and blood-very nutritious food 
and invigorating drink this. But alas, we must lose our 
superstition after all our E.fforts to nourish and foster this huge 
monster whose now moldy walls were once erected on blood. 

An incident occurred to me the other day that I must tell. 
It gave some good chances to f;tiv one of the churches a few 
words of 'advice. We stopped at Ridgway, a small station 
on the line of the Baltimore, Reading & Pennsylvania rail. 
road, for orders. When I alighted on the platform from out 
of the engin cab a young gentleman accosted me and handed 
me a book in a very polite manner. I perceived as soon as I 
had the book in my hand his intention. I opened it. I 
read, "Miss --, collecting for a gold watch for the bene
tit of the Catholic church'' " My good friend," said I, "I 
·am powerless to glv you any ald." Said he, "Oh, I've got 
all of the other gentlemen's names for a dollar and would 
like to hav yours for some small amount. Anything you 
can glv will be appreciated, I assure you, very much." I· 
did not haT much time to tarry, so said I: "I think, young 
man, you are looking for aid from the wrong source. Do 
you church people stlll contend that your God made the 
world in six days out of nothing?" To which he answered 
that they do. "Then," said I, "you should ask your God 
to make you a church out of the same material, and if he is 
interested in your good· Christian work and wants your wor. 
ship I am of the opinion that he will accede to your de
mands." This put him in a tit of Christian hatred, and I bid 
him good-day, got my orders, and passed on. 

This church business is getting monotonous. The time. 
worn and priestly chants are not in keeping with the age. 
What the heart and brain of the nineteenth cP-ntury demand 
is something more elevating-a system of humanity, giving 
to man, woman, and child equal privileges in reading, think
ing, writing, and worsblplnp; or not worshiping as they see 
fit. I hav more confidence in the philosophy of the pres. 
ent than in the mythology of the past, more reliance on 
Humboldt than on Moses, and I take for my standard of lit
erature, Shakspere. This arsenal of thought, this variety of 
intellectual ideas, is good enough Bible for me. Looking 
down through the long vistas of the past upon the maimed 
and wounded, the deaf and dumb, the fool and cripple, I am 
shocked to think it is the work of any God. How could the 
devil do worse? For this GJd of misery creating cruelty I 
hav only hatred and contempt. I neither ask his heaven nor 
tear his hell. I hate, abhor, loathe, and execrate him, and 
when I worship it will be the comforts of this life. 

' JAS. SP.BLLBN. 
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"Behfeem the dark and the daylight, 
When the night Is belrinnlng to lower, 

Oomes a pa111e In the da:v'll oaoupa\ionl 
That Is known 1111 the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

"The Quiet Home." 
0 mothers, worn and weary, 

With oares whioh never oease, 
With never time for pleasure, 

With days that hav no peaoe, 
With little hands to hinder, 

With feeble steps to guard, 
With tasks that lie unfinished, 

Deem not your lot too hard. 
I know a house where childish things 

Are hidden out of sight-
Where never sound of Utile feet 

Is heard from morn till night-
No tiny hands that fast undo, 

That pull things all awry-
N baby hurts to Pity 

As the quiet days go by. 

The house is all in order, 
And free from tiresome noise

No moments of oonfusion
Soattered, broken toys; 

And the ohildren•slittle garments 
Are never soiled or torn, 

• But are laid away forever 
Just as they last were worn. 

And she, the sad-eyed mother, 
What weuld she ariv tc-day 

To feel your cares and burdens, 
To walk your weary way I 

Ah ! happiest on all this earth 
Could Phe again but see 

The rooms all strewn with playthings 
And the children round her knee I 
_____ ...... ____ -_;Ez~ohanue. 

What We Teach. 
A correspondent wishes to know what we 

teach in the Corner. We try to teach only 
that we know in this bright world which we 
inhabit, and to discover all that is possible, 
all that we think will serve in building up a 
nation and enabling all to liv nobler and bet
ter lives. We teach the principles of good 
citizenship, a high and pure morality, how to 
liv well and truly. We contend that right 
living here will tit us for any other condition 
hereafter, should we find ourselvs in con. 
scl.ous existence after we bav shuffled o:ff this 
mortal coil. We hav no actual ktJOwledge 
regarding a future state of existence, 
although many believe there is one. If there 
is, we shall, no doubt, be fitted for it when 
it is reached. Heaven and hell, to us, mean 
conditions, not localities. We hav an ex. 
cellent heaven right here in this wQrld, or 
its opposlt. In regard to God as a supreme 
creator, we know nothing. If there is a God 
and he made something out of nothing, he is 
certainly a marvelous being and quite beyond 
the comprehension of mortals. 

Our business is to deal justly and honestly, 
to trtat human beings e.a we would wish to 
be. tnated ourselvs under all circumstances, 
to yield to others the same rights we exact 
from them, to exercise reason and judgment 
in all matters, to believe on evidence, to do 
all the good we can and as little harm as 
possible. 
Who does the best his circumstance allows, 
Does well; acts nobly, 

Powell. The poor little lady evidently found 
it dull living with a man so entirely bound 
up in himself, and after the rather severe 
honeymoon was over she went away on a 
visit promising to come home on a certain 
holiday. And when the holiday came Mrs. 
Milton refused to come back. Stem and 
proud as he was, Milton repudiated her at 
once, and made the world richer by his 
" Treatis on Divorce," written in the moment 
of inspiration probably. Suffice it to say, a 
great deal of Liberalism was introduced into 
it. Afterward they became reconciled and 
lived together in apparent happiness until 
She died. Her death occurred in 1652-3, 
leaving him three daughters-Anne, Mary, 
and Deborah. But his children never had 
any affection for their stem papa. Maybe 
they inherited their mother's lively dlsposi
tioB. I will quote what Taine says of it: 

He had taken his daughters for secretaries, 
and made them read languages which they 
did not understand, a repelling task of which 
they bitterly complained. In return he ac. 
cused them of being undutiful and unkind. 
• • • Mary, the second, hearing one day 
that he was about to be marr!ed, said that 
his marriage was no news ; the best news 
would be his death. 

Poor girl! she probably meant everythiDg 
that she said-at that moment. When a per
son is forced into the companionship of a 
sour, morose, and disagreeable person, they 
are apt to say hard th1ngs. His second mar. 
riage occurred Nov. 12, 1656. His second 
wife died shortly afterward. Then Milton 
took another mate, and this was No.3. His 
unceasing study told against him and he be. 
came totally blind. It was then that his 
daughters at his dictation wrote "Paradise 
Lost." I will draw my sketch to a close 
with a pretty quotation from that popular 
poem: 
The sun, now fallen, • • • • 
Arraying with reflected ptJrple and gold 
The clouds that on his western throne attend : 
Now caine still evening on, and twilight gray 
Had in her sober li-very all thiDgs clad ; 
Silence accompanied, for beast and bird, 
They to their grassy couch, these. to their 

nests 
Were slunk, all but the wakeful nightingale. 
She all night long her amorous descant sung. 
Silence was pleased : now glowed the firma-

ment 
With living sapphires: Hesperus, that led 
The starry host, rose brightest, till the moon, 
Rising in clouded majesty, at length, 
Apparent queen, unveiled her peerless.light, 
And o'er the dark her silver mantle threw. 

This great thinker and beautiful poet closed 
his eyes in eternal sleep Sunday, Nov. 8,1674. 

IDA. A. BALLOU. 

A Wise Old Raven. 
High over the breaking watere. flew a wise 

old raven. 
He was bound many miles westward, rJght 

out to the sea-coast, to unearth a sow•a ear 
which he had burled in the good times. 

It was now late autumn and food was 
scarce. When you see one raven, says 
Father Brohm, you need only look round to 
discover a second. 

house he soared high into the air, so as not 
to be recognized. For when he saw a female 
figure down in the garden he thought it was 
the young lady of the house, wearing 
powdered hair and. white head-dress, 
whereas in reality it was her d!lughter, with 
snow-white curls and a widow's cap. 

Had he enjoyed his life among ihe arlstoc. 
racy ? Oh, that's as you please to look at it. 
There was plenty to eat and plenty to l~arn ; 
but, after all, it was captivity. During t];le 
first years his· left wing was clipped, and 
afterward, as his old master used to say, he 
was upon parole d'llonntur. 

This parole he had broken one spring when 
a glossy black young she raven happened to 
fly over the garden. 

Some time afterward-a few winters had 
slipped away-he came back to the house. 
But some strange boys threw. stones at him 
-the old master and the young lady were not 
home. 

"No doubt they are in town," thought the 
old raven; and he came again some time 
later. But he met with just the same 
reception. 

Then the gentlemanly old bird-for in the 
mean time he had grown old-felt hurt, and 
now he flew high over the house. He would 
hav nothing more to do with men, and 'the 
old master and the young lady might look 
for him as long as they pleased. That they 
did so he never doubted. 

And he forgot all that he had learned, both 
the difficult French words whic)l the young 
lady taught him in the drawing-room, and 
the incomparably easier expletlvs which he 
had picked up on his own account in the 
servants' hall. 

Only two human sounds clung to his 
memory, the last relics of his vanished 
learning. When he was in a thoroughly 
good humor, he would often say: "BO'TijfYW1', 
madarM/" But when he was angry, he 
shrlek.ed : " Go to the devil!" 

Through the dense rain mist he sped 
swiftly and unswervingly; already he saw 
the white wreath of surf along the coast. 
Then he descried a great black waste stretch
ing out beneath him. It was a peat moor. 

It was encircled with farms on the hights 
around; but on the low plain-it must hav 
been over a mile long-there was no trace of 
human meddling ; only a few stacks of peat 
on the outskirts, with black hummocks and 
gleaming water-holes between them. 

"Bonjour, madarM /"cried the old raveD 
and began to wheel in great circles over the 
moor. It looked so inviting that he settled 
downward, slowly and wearily, and alighted 
upon a tree root in the midst of it. 

Here it was just as in the old days-a silent 
wilderness. On some scattered patches of 
drier soil there grew a little short heather and 
a few clumps of rushes. They were 
withered; but on their sti:ff stems there still 
hung ODe or two tufts-black and sodden by 
the continuous rains. For the most part, the 
soil was tine, black, and crumbling-wet and 
full of water-holes·. Gray and twisted tree 
roots stuck up above the surface, interlaced 
like gnarled network. 

The old raven well understood what he 
saw. There had been trees here in the old 
times, before even his day. 

and such is entitled to the consideration 

But you might hav looked long enough 
when this wise old raven came flying; he 
was, and remained, alone. AJid . without 
troubling about anything or uttering a sound 
he sped on his strong coal-black wings 
through the dense rain-mist, steering due 
west. 

The wood had disappeared-branches, 
leaves, everything was gone. Only the 
tangled roots remained, deep down in the 

and respect of his fellows. S. H. w. 

Biographical ~ketches. 
IV.-MILTON. 

But as he flew, evenly and medltativly, his 
sharp eyes searched the landscape beneath 
and the old bird was full of cbagrlli. 

Year by year the little green and yellow 
patches down there increased in number and 
size ; road after road was cut out of the 
heathery waste, little houses sprang up with 
red- tiled roofs and low chimneys, breathing 
oily peat-reek. Men and their meddling 
everywhere I 

soft mass of black fibers and water. ' 
But further than this, change could not 

possibly go; so it must endure," and here, at 
any rate, men would hav to stint their 
meddling. 

The old bird held himself erect. The 
farms lay so far away that he felt securely at 
home, here in the middle of the bottomless 
morass. One relic, at least, of antiCiuity 
must remain undisturbed. He smoothed his 
glossy black feathers and said several times, 
"Bonjour, madame/" 

ever seen-they dug and hauled, and at last 
they actually got the huge stem turned over 
on its side, so that the whole tough network 
of roots stood straight up in the air. 

The small boys wearied of diggillg.canals 
between the water-holes. " Look · a.t that 
great big crow over ihere," .said one of them. 

They armed themselvs with a stone in each 
hand and came sneaking forward b6hind the 
hummocks. · 

The raven saw them quite well. But that 
was not the worst thing it saw. . 

Not even out on the'morau was antiquity 
to be left in peace. He had now seen that 
even the gray tree-roots, older,than the oldest 
raven, and finely inwoven into the deep bot
tomless morass-that they .even. had to yield 
before the sharp axes. 

And when the boys got so near that they 
were on the point of opening fire he raised 
his heavy wings and soared aloft. 

But as soon he rose into the air and looked 
down upon the toiling men and the. stupid 
boye, who stood gaping at him with a stone 
in each hand, a great wrath seized the old 
bird. , 

He swooped down upon the 'boys like an 
eagle, and while his. great wings flounced 
about their ears he shrieked in a terrible 
voice," Go to the· devil!" ' ·. 

The boys gave a yell and th~.w;themaelvs 
upon the ground. When; they. ,presently 
turned and looked up agai'n lUI, :was e,tlll_and 
deserted as before.' . Far ;away a;,iolltaey 
blackbird winged to the westward •. ,;,;., ... , 

But till they grew to· be men~aye,:even:to 
their dying day-they .were ftrmly CQDvbl~ 
that the evil one himself had appeared :to them 
out on the black. morau, in":the;:fonn .. of a 
monstrous blackbird with eyes of fire. 

But it was only an old raven, flying west. 
ward to unearth a sow's ear which it had 
burled. ._;_' -

THIRD EDITION~ '.:•:,. 

My Religious ixperiene~. 
' 

B;r ~. P, Putnam, , 

The New God •. Price, 10 cents. 
The Problem of the Universe and 

its li!cientiftc Solution, with !lOme o~~otama 
of Universology. Price, so cents." , · 

Waifs and Wanderings. A. New 
American Story. Price, cloth,,1.00; paper 
fiO cPnts. "A prose epio of the ·war, r{ch 1ii\h 
incident and dramatic power ; breezy from 
first page to last with the living apirit of to
day."-Jolln SWtnton•• Pa'J)er. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. '"~he 
author f'ertainly has geniui~ · · ·The diVine 
oreativ spark is with hiri:i .•. The. book Is .fllled 
with manly thoughts1. exprealied in .manl.1 
words-the transcriJ>li of a 'manlY. mind. 
Every Liberal should read • Golden ~hrone.•" 
-Inuersozz. Price,''· ' • · '· · 

Ingersoll and Jesus. ,A conversation 
1n rhyme bet.,een tlie Nineteenth, Oeiittiry 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it is show a there is much in harmony between 
them. Prioe, 10 cents. . , 

Prometheus, A Poem. . ··"It-. is 
crammed whh life, thought, ana pl'ofotnihd 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, wit 
PXtraordinary beauty."-Dr. Henrtl, w. Btllotoll. 
Price, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand t and 
other Agnostic poems. Price, 10 centa •. · , , 

Adami and Heva •. A po~ticf:v"raion 
or tbe Indian story of the Garden of Eden •n 
which its superiority to the mutilated cop)' 
t.be Genesis legend-is shown. Price, til cents. 
For all of the above aildreas · · '·. . .. 
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What Would Follow 
:rHE 

Effacement of Ohristianih~P 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAXE. . ' 

"'"- Price, 10 cents a copy; twelve coPies f'or.•i'.' .· 
Address Tlll!l TBllTll BKUD.: -

Jc hn Milton, poet, philosopher, and drama
ti~t, was born Dec. 9,1608. His father was of 
an ancient Catholic family, but was dislnher. 
ited on becoming a Protestant. Bllt by 
energy and perseverance he accumulated 
quite a little fortune. Unlike Shakspere, 
Milton had educational advantages and gradu
ated from college. or his childhood not 
much can be said. He never had any advent
ures and never "sowed his wild oats," but 
sat apart from everyone and studied. His 
John the Baptist, in that beautiful poem, 
" Paradise Regained," personifies Milton. 
He says: 

He remembered how, in the days of his 
youth-several winters ago, of course-this 
was the very place for a wlde·awake raven 
with a family-long, interminable stretches of 
heather, swarms of leverets and little birds, 
elder ducks on the shore with delicious big 
eggs, and tid-bits of all sorts abundant as 
heart could desire. 

But down from the nearest farm came a 
couple of men with a hone and a cart; two 
small boys ran behind. They took a crooked 
course among the hummocks, but made as 
though to cross the morass. 

WATER OF LIFE, , 
Is Doing Woders in Curllig the Sick.' 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PEB:RY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesb!'rrei I'a. 

-
A. FARM FOR 8ALE. 

When I was yet a child no childish play 
To me was pleaalng. All my life was spent 
Serious to learn and know, and thence to do 
What mlght be public good; myself I thought 
Born to that end, born to promote all truth, 
All righteous things, 
And all through his life he was the same, 
calm, decisiv, and 'dispassionate. He has 
broken the record of the· poe't's usual dispo
sition. I know of no one like him unless it 
is Ben Jonson. In the year 1643 he· married 
a pretty, frivolous little butterfly, Mary 

Now he saw house upon house, p•tches of 
yellow corn land and green meadows ; and 
food was so scarce that a gentlemanly old 
raven had to fly miles and miles for a paltry 
sow's ear. 

Oh, those men I those men I The old bird 
knew them, 

He had grown up among men; and what 
was more, among the aristocracy. He had 
passed his childhood and youth in this great 
hous·e close to the town. 

But now, whenever he passed over the 

" They must soon stop," thought the 
raven. ~4 ACRES. . 

B t the drew nearer and nearer t'-e old Beautifully located. 85 miles from New York on 
u Y ; "' New Jer~ay Central B B. Rich soli. Owner re

bird tu~ned his head uneasily from side to tiring. Price reasonable. · 
side ; it was strange that they should venture t:r Add~!:e of TliB Ti11~118~KBB so far out. _ 

At last they stopped, and the men set to 
work with s "&des and axes. The raven could 
see they were struggling with a huge root 
which they wanted to loosen. 

" They will soon tire of that," thought the 
raven. But they did not tire. They hacked 
with their axes-the sharpest the raven had 

"WHY" 
I speoiall:v want fiOO orderl for bookl within the 

next three months. · 
Friends will please send stamp for olrculars and 

WHY. 
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BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Ana.lyzed,, "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Bea.t Blasphemers," "BPir· 

itua.lism Sustained," eW,, etc. 

The la.test a.nd best work of an a.na.lytio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
tha.t will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fumishin« food for thou&"ht. We trust it 
will ha.v the immeBBe distribution it sa riohlJr 
merita.--[The Amerioa.n Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, St. 

AdcbeH 'l'HE TBUTB BEEKER, 

, THE 

CHAJlPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
orDm 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
8vo, 1,111PP. Oloth, •a ; leather, M; morocoo. 

gilt edges, M_.50. 

BY D. U. BENNETT. 
Addre111 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

IS Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regula.tinl{ human conduct on the Sabbath h 
a.n imllllrtinenoe.•• Price, 10 cents • 

The F&lse Teaching of the Chris· 
tian Church.. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n ohuroh a.re thirty. 
nine 1100r, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshop. 
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under. 
take a. omsa.de of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do 
beetle !" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 'I 

Price. 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane 1 Price, 10 cents. 
rhe Public Schools and the Catholif 

Ohurch. Price, 5 cents. 

FESTIV A..L OF ASHT.A.ROTH. 
6. ta.le of Pa.les ine, •ounded on the destruction of 

the Uoabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BING, BBOTHERB, BING. 
USB THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vourmeetings, to ma.ke them lively and inter· 
eating, THE LmEBAL BYMN·BOOX COBta.inB Bongl 
bf the best poets, a.da.pted to well-known tune!' 
I iP hilffily recommended by Messrs. W akema.n. 
Pa.rl.on. Wrj,ght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker 
a.nd, indeed, by a.11 who ha.v examined it. Prioe 
t5 cent&. Address 'DHE TBUT!l BEBEBB «$ 

New Edition, ReTiset nad Enlarl'ed. 

MEN, WOKEN I& GODS. 
.y HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 oents. 
TAd Trade &ppliecl at lJpecial Discountl. 

Address THE TJRUTH SEEKEB, 
ll8 La.fa.yette Pla.oe, New York. 

Photo.engra.vings of Miss Gardener a.re for 
~a.le a.t this office. Price, 5U cents. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEII WATCH 
IS .A GREAT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and lmgenuity, 

Combined with 4t years of Practi-
cal Experience (84 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in qua.litYa.nd price. Ha.s 16 jewels, 
patent regulator~ Brequet ·hair-spring (non· 
oatobab!e), beautiiul double sunk :paneled dia.l, 
finely adJusted to hea.t, cold, a.nd po,ition, steD' 
wind a.nd set, new model In tJilverine oases, S19; 
3 ounce coin Bi ver, $22.50; 4 oz. aust proof. $25, 
uo better Bold elsewhere for $85. In best 14k• 
filled gold cases, guaranteed 20 Ye&l'B• o11en fa.oo, 
$27 to S30; hunting, S82 to $>5; in 14kt, solid 
o(otd, $50 oo S90. All elegantly engr11ved or plain 

·Sent pre_pa.id, and ollilh refunded if not sa~isfa.e. 
torY. Watches olea.ned, S1; spring1g, $1; andre 
~nmed free. Best wora in the world. Bend for 
testimonia.ls, price lists of ladies• and obea.11er 
watches. diamonds, silver wa.re, C&lrds in oolorP 
and gold of mY FrAetbnnJ~"ht. ba!lvA:, tracts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

Boos ELLE, LL. 

send 10 oel).ts for 
this va.lua.ble book for 
.roung a.ud middle· 
.ged men, suffer:ing 
·om a. Life-wasting 
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Th6u notira are for th8 benefit of Lib..~!! ls 
tDlw may be oiaiting th8 places tDhere thua sOIJU. 
tia ar6 located. L()(J(Jl Secula;r Unfons and 
/l'rutlwugkt 8oeUU68 muting . regulmrly can 
hafJ thei'l" gatherings ad:oertised. here fru by for" 
tDarding th8 'TIM688011'1J in fO'I"'TJ'I,(Jtion. 

Theitlanhattan Liberal C::lub.N.Y. 
Meets every Frida.Y evening, a.t 8 o•olook, a.t Ger
man Ma.soulo Temple, 220 Ea.a1i 15th street. Leot· 
uresand diBOtlBBions. The public oordia.llyinvited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon a.t 8 o'clock a.t 
Libera.! Lea.g_-ge Ball, 177 Halsey st~ cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and aiBcussions on 
religious a.nd social que&tions. Beats free a.nd 
everybody welcome. 

ll.merlean Seeular linton, Newark 
Braneh. 

liM Market street. Asaembles every Bnuda.y 
evening a.t 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and dieous
siona on a.ll imllorta.nt seonla.r subjects. Pre&• 
!dent, BENBY BmD; Secretary, OoBA BELLB 
FLAGG. . 

Brookl)'n Philosophical A.ssocla• 
tlon 

Meets a.t Fraternity rooms Bedford avenue a.nd 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D .. a.t 8 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures follo"ed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oha.rles Monholla.nd, secretary, 24! 
Broa..dwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 2:S'7 
llleets every Sunday in Industrial Ba.ll, Broad ~n d 
Wood sts., a.t 2 :ao a.nd 7 :10 P.:tr. for lectures and 
fre>e discussions on religions and social questions. 
&.ble BPe&.kerslnterest the &ll!.tience. N.B.-Trutb 
Seekerpublioa.tionsa.lwa.yson ha.nd a.tohea.p ra.tea. 

The Seeular Soclet)' of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly} tlrst a.nd third BUllda.ys, at 2 
P.M., a.t the town nall. All friendtJ of human 
onltiV~tion are invited. !fABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wright Seeular Unton 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the tlrst a.nd fourth Bun
da.YB of ea.oh month a.t Inde11endent Ohuroh, a.t 
10:80 A.M. Free disonssism on a.ll Libera.! subjects. 
Subscriptions to TB:m TBUTH B:m:mx:mn a.nd InveBti· 
gator a.re solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor. bb;,. 

C::ldeago Secular Union 
Meets ever:v Sunday evening a.t 7:10 P.K., a.t 
Princess Opera. Bouse, 558 West Madison str~t. 
t:.eatures a.nd debates. Btra.n&"ers from a.broa.d 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •. Liberal C::lub 
Holds meetings every Bunda.y evening a.t 216 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Ba.ll). Lecture followed 
by debates. Tb.e public oordia.llY invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethoughl 
Soclet)' 

Meeta every Bnnda.y evening a.t Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t !! o•olook. A cordia.! invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port A.ngeles Secular Union 
Meets every Bnnda.Y :a.t 7:80 P.M. in Ma.odon
o.ld's Hall in Port AngeleM, Wa.sh. Leot· 
urea, songs, a.nd select reading. Discussion in· 
vited on a.ll subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. FBANX MoliSE• Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.I., meets semi·monthlyl.. tlrst 
and third Sundays, a.t 8 o•olook, P.M.J_a.t t'a.rr'l 
Ha.ll. Everybodv invited. MBs. B: Ill. BEBBA, 
Pres.: J. B. McWILLIAlllS• Bee. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Liberal C::lub 
Meets every Bunda.y a.t B P.!'!l. in Grand Armr 
hall, Ma.i!l street, Walla Walla., Wasbington. 
Science Leotures.-Fi:ee Disoussions.-Origina.l 
&nd Selected Beadings a.nd Poems. A large va.l· 
nabla libra.l')' is a.t tbe service of members a.nd 
friends. a. B. REYNOLDS, PreM.; A. w. 0ALDEBt Beo. 

The Boeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wa.sh., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder sohool-houae. 
Leo~ures, discussions, reading, a.nd poems. Tht 
greatest freedom accorded to a.l!. Our mottC', 
''Universal Menta.! Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL. Vice·Pres.; OHABLES SHEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Club1 

MeAts every ~nnda.Y a.t. Knights of L&bor Ba.ll, 
·1604 Ma.in street, a.t 10 o•olock, A.M. Visitinl!' Lib-
ttra.ls invited to a.hend. OoL. A.HABBlB, Pres. 

IsAAc B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt- ss to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York.. 

WW'I -"'ne stee! Bngramrw of Benator Coni:Zing • 

Bound in bla.ok cloth, silver aide stamp. 
Price, 75 centl. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

Dis'ea.se, a.B the reslllt 
<Jf _,Youthful follies. 
indiscretion, a.nd ex
cesses in maturer 
years. . It sets forth 
an External Applica-

tion-A .POSITIVE CUBEti:a.B it matters not how ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY 
tong s~a.ndlng, how bo!!_eless or h9W ma.ny reme-
dies you ha.v usrd. The book 1s worth ma.ny BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 
times its cost, a.nd should be in the hands of Tr&nl!lated from the Germ~m by Geo. Eliot. 
those 11eeking: a B'f16BI1.1J ana p11rmantmt cure. Ad· , a 
dress Dr. BObt. p, Fellows. Vineland, N.J., a.nd 1 PrirJJ, $3. 
sa.y where you sa.w this a.dvertismeni. , -----------------

A GOOD WOBD• 
Dr. Fellows is a.n out&lloken Libera.l, a human· 

ita.ria.n a.nd a generous patron of the Freethought 
preas. 'He ha.B ma.nY testimonia.!& to the va.lue of 
hiB pro&"reaaive and sneoessfnl method of tre,. .. 
ment. and deaervea Patrona&"e.-lltee£1101117111. 

ALEXANDFR VON. HUMBOLDT· 
Steel en&'l'avinga of ihiB celebrated na.tura.lilt 

Uxlli incheth sDi*a.ble for framing, eeni llOBip&id 
!or iG oouh. AddreiJ THE TBUTH BEEKEB. 
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A oo:M:MtJNlOATION from Ecuador complains 
that " in this, as in other South American 
states, the Masons and so-called Liberals 
never cease to persecute the church, and hav 
directed their efforts especially to drive relig
ious iDstruction from the schools of a people 
who are exclusivly Catholic." 

TBB French republic 
this year attains its 
majority. 

FxvB persons hav 
been killed in a crush of 
people at a cathedral en
trance to see the Holy 
Coat. 

A CATHOLIC congress 
at Malines is discussing 
means of practical appli
cation of the pope's 
labor encyclical to the 
workiDg classes. 

JBSeB STITT, a boy of 
Seymour, Ind., subject 
to catalepsy, remained 
twenty-one days in his 
last fit, and on waking 
said he had spent that 
time in heaven. 

0UTSIDB the south gate 
of NankiDg, China, 
locusts are piled three to 
four iDches deep. The 
provincial treasurer and 
other dlicials hav offered 
prayers In the tfmple for 
the succor of the crops. 

ANDBBw D. WmTB, 
ex-president . of Cornell 
University, has lost .the 
Republican nomination 
for governor of New 
York largely because of 
his "Warfare of Sci
ence" articles exposiDg 
church blunders and 
crimes. 

Tim sultan has pro-

.. ---~-; __ 
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CODS AND. ·RELIGIONS,. WORLD'S SA.GES, THINKERS, 
. . OJ' AND REFORMERS. . 

.l.NOIENT AND IODEBN TillES 1 Blo~~:ra]lhies of.·IOO of the Leadin~~: Philosopher•, 
Vol. I. Glvl a ll'ull Accoun1i of all the Gods, In 'feaohers, Bkeptlch_Innova~:lnll'ounders of 

oludi11g Jehovah, ·l!latan, the Hob' Ghost, .New Bcnoola of 'J.'nought; · ent "Bolen-
Jesu Ohrist, Virdn Mary, and the Bible. tists, etc. (who were not OhriBtians), 

avo, 885pp. VOl. fi• Describes Pullyall from the time of Menu to the pres-
the Religious B:vstems of the World. ent. avo, 1,075pp., cloth,. sa; 

6Vo,957Jip, C•loth,S8pervol.; the leather, S4; mor., g. e.,M.50. 
ll vols., S5; .leather, S7; mo- BY D M BE''"''""T'l' roooo, g1lt edges, $8. • • .. ,..,..,. • 

BY D. M.BENNETT. THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
THE 'l'BUTH SEEKER 00. 118 Lafayette Place, _N. Y. 

HAMAN WAXETH WROTE. AT .M.ORDEOAI. 

THB ·despotisms cit the] oid ·Jorid ah ~ted 
and still rest· upon ·the -BiJ;Ile.,, ,~'.,The powers 
that be" were "suppOi!~d to 1iiiv 'b_een ".or
dained of God;"· and he who rose ·agaiilBt'bfs 
king periled his soul.~Ingwsoll. - .. ·. · 

RDo'RM: is thought pregn~t'1rlth 'd..mger 
for all tti&e that .Is present,,but,~ould·-hay 

been extremely ·profit
able ·for .tha.t · which is 
past, and will be highly 
salutary. for tha1hwhich 
is ·to come; ·tberefore.it 

. ~as been thO'uglit expe
. dient for all administra
. tiot111 which luzti_be~ri, ~r 
. that .Wll be, but by any 

particular ,,one, Which i8, 
it Is .· considered, like 
Scotch grapes, to be vecy 
seldom ript;,jand}hy the 
-.~~e-it is_ ~t ~9 'l,lffquite 
out of seasop.,...;,::QQltfm. 
r . i(JNoRA'~'-i>f' h~tiiral 
causes bega~:ierro:h i~. 
ror, superstition :>.:super.:. 
stition, · priests and the 
priesthood ! , whol;le • in· 
tereats · and . . "iuibeniling. 
efforts. are' exerted · to 
perpe~:Uatejp:e f~r. the 
ignorance, arid ~the: su
perstition that @:aVe'them 
_b!rth.~Ab~erKmelatnd.. 

. EvBN · W:itll .Christians 
of comparat_ i:v .. )y "bJ_!'. me. 
less lives' theij',f~elfgton 
is injurious: '.'It 'causes 
a W~(!,t!l Of ·motal force. 
There'are pnsionatefde.: 
sires of virtue, yearnfugli 
tor the-. good, .which de-

·-l!cend · from: time to time 
like a holy spirit, upon 
-all cultiv11ted minds, and 
from ~h!ch,;Stl:&ng";as it 
may S!lem, not e:ven tree
thinkers are excluded. 

. When 'such an ,lmpulse 

hibited entrance of the 
fugitiv Jews into Pales
tine. It is thought that 
Baron Hirsch should ar-

And when Haman saw that Mordecai bowed not, nor did him reverence, then was Haman full of wrath.-Esther ill, 5. 

~ animates· the JOdie s s 
man, he expends it; in 
the .seryice,.of•lJlan
kin4; ·the.C,hr."l.sxt.ian 
wastes it on the air ;· he 
fasts, he watches,• and he. 

range with him for their admission. If the.• 
country were terraced, planted, and supplied 
with water reservoirs it would be highly 
productiv. 

TBB last letter of wife-murderer Bulllng, 
hanged at Kansas City, Mo., on the 4~h, con
cludes: "I hope to meet you in heaven. 
Please pray that I will be forgiven my sins. 
Ever yours in heaven. Lou Bulling." 
Ru~su may suffer great disorders soon. 

Poland's disaffection requires 500,000 soldiers 
to suppress it. StarviDg peasants threaten 
an uprising, with burning of houses and kill
ill~ of landlords and oftl.cials. Landowners 
carry revolvers and keep many fire-arms in 
their bedrooms. Whatever relief funds are 
raised will doubtless be stolen, as they usually 
are, by oftl.cials. 

MANY cardinals think that " so long as 
Rome is occupied by two hostU powers it Is 
only in accord with the dignity and interests 
of the holy see that the conclave to elect a 
pope should be held upon foreign soil in 
order to frustrate the machinations of the 
civil power, and, above all, in order to renew 
in an eftl.cacious manner the periodic protest. 
ations against the tyrannous statutes and the 
occupatio:s of Rome by the Italian state." 

THB famin impending in Russia will arise 
largely from the persecution of the Jews, 
who hav heretofore advanced to the thriftless 
Russian farmer money to secure the harvest
ing of his crop11. Much of the crops that 
escaped frost and drouth lies rotting ungath, 
ered. "With a blind stupidity," says a dis
patch, " which would be incredible if we had 
not the example of Spain in history; Russia 
has busied hetself in destroying her most 
activ mercantil clase just at the time when 
its help was most sorely needed to keep the 

· countcy going·at all." 
To the suggestions that in event of a non

Italian being chosen pope Italy will confi~cate 
the Vatican, Catholics threaten: "If a ques
tion as to the ownership and control of the • 
Vatican should ever be raised by the Italian : 
government it would be settled in a way and 
with a promptness not at all pleasant for that 
government. The Catholics of the whole 
world would 'want to know the reason 
why,' and the powers of the world would 
insist on having some knotty points considered 
before' Italy' was permitted to put its robber 
hand on the home of the popes." 

AT Chenango Falls, N.Y., last November, 
Miss May Walker, Methodist, was married 
by a Methodist clergyman to Gustave Mc
Gowan, Catholic. On their way home. Mc
Gowan told his wife that unless they were 
married by a priest he could not recognize 
her as a wife without committing a sin. She, 
also being fanatical, would not go before a 

. priest. They parted, and kept the marriage 
secret tUI recently, when it leaked out. 

· ·M()Gowan told his wife's lawyers that he 
wbuld not liv with her, as it would commit 
bil soul to perdition. She has got a divorce. 

THE 
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TaBs:a [Mosaic] -law.s not. onl:x .f~, $or,t. of 
a perfect morality, but they are dis~qtl:y ,and 
foully immcral, and tend directly 'o · the 
brutalization of. the nation which .. !lhould Jlv 
under them. • : • It is itine ibaiit'should 
be publicly acknowledged that the so-Called 
Mosaic code is literally a mos!Uc of,seattered 
fragments of legislation, of v&rious ages; and 
various stages of. civilization, put• together a 
few hundred years before, Ohris~--Annu 
Beaant. ·. , . ~- · . ·' ;. 

ONB hoary sbmel", on the ·bed•of sickness,· 
refused to repent, because be was not certain 
that death was ·so close at· hand; and he did 
not wish for th& trouble of going through the 
process twice, and was loth,· by a. premature 
amendment, to lose a chance of: any'Of the 
Indulgences of sin. Men would hav·been far 
more scrupulous watchers over .conduct, far. 
more careful of their deeds; had they believed 
that those deeds would ·inevitably •bear 
their natural consequences,.. exempt flom 
after intervention, than when they held that 
penitence and pardon eould at . any tiJ:ile 
unlink the chain of sequencea • ...,.Gre-". • . . 

BY degrees, the opinion that · all men are 
poesessed of the devil and damned was 
established, a strange idea without·doubt, an, 
execr.able notion, a shocking outrage to the 
deity, to imagin that he .has continually 
formed sensible and reasona)Jle beings for the 
sole purpose of being tormented for e"Yei:' by 
other beings, etemally.themselvs plunged in 
torment. If the executioner who at,:Carllsle, 
in one day, tore out the hearts of eighteen of 
the party of the prillce Charles.Edward, had 
been charged to establish a dogma, this is 
what he would havchosen: ·yet he must hav 
been drunk; for had he even at once pos
sessed the soul of an executioner and· a 
theologian, he could never hav invented in 
cold blood a system in which SQ Jnaily ihou
sands of infants at the breast are delivered to 
eternal tormentors."-Voltaire. 

TBB struggle for existence is a biological 
fact, which with mathematical necessity 
follows from the general disproportion be
tween the average number of organic indi
viduals and the numerical excess of their 
germs. But as adaptation and inheritance 
In the struggle for lite are in continual inter
action, it Inevitably follows that natural 
selection, which everywhere infl.~encea and 
continually changes. organic species, must, 
by making use of divergence of character, 
produce new species. Its iDfl.uence is flirther 
especially favored by the activ .and pasaiv 
migrations of organisms, which go on ency
where. If we giv these circumstances due 
consideration, the continual and gradual 
modification or transmutation of organic: 
species will appear as a biological process, 
which must, according to causal law, of 
necessity follow from the actual nature ot 
organisms and their mutual correlations • ...;. 
Haeelul. 
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IJotts anti flippings. 

A RoMAN Catholic writes to the Bun: 
"Suppose a Roman Catholic president· to be 
in the White House. The services of the 
United States are re. 
quired for example in an 
arbitration between two 
E11ropean countries, 
one Protestant the 
o t h e r Catholic. The 
American president is 
asked to appoint arbitra
tors who shall favor the 
Catholic nation in the 
arbitration. The request 

- --· 

E f ' 
'!BBY one of the agricultural fairs that will : fairs shall hereafter be held in any city, town, 

be held in New Jersey this year, and every 1 or place in this st'lte." The law is still on 
fair that will be held during the winter in the the statute books of the state, and has never 
parlors of a church, will be in violation of a been ret>ealed. The date of its passage is 
state law, the wording of which is brief and Jan. 27, 1797. The reasons for its enact. 
sententious. It reads: "That no fair or l ment remain shrouded in antiquity. 

· is made by the pope. 
Now, let me aek your 
correspondents who deny 
that a Catholic president 
would come under the 
direct influence of the 
pope, how such a presi
dent, in such circum
stances, could well re~ 
fuse the request of the 
pope, made upon him as 
a matter of religion, so , 
lollli' as to grant the re. 
quest implies no overt 
action not within the 
pale of good morals and 
religion. As a Roman 
Catholic, I surely think 
such a president, if he 
were a true Catholic, 
could not and would not 
refuse to grant such a 
request. Such a presi
dent, equally with a lay
man like myself, must, 
as a Roman Catholic, 
acknowledge the wish, 
the authority of the pope 
to b~ above any and all 
considerations. I am 
proud io assert, and free 
to acknowledge, my be
lief that a Roman Oatho-

-·- --

llc president would be 
quite as much under the 
influence of the pope as 
il, a layman, an obscure 
•C it i z e n and earnest 
.churchman, can be. I 
believe this to be the 
.correct, the honorable, 
>the only view of the 
>question. The Protest
ants will respect us more 
1for openly proclaiming 
what we believe than for 
~ttempting to conceal 
what must be perfectly 
<~lear to every sane man 
who is famlliar with the 
policy of the church." 

ARTiotB 188 of the 
Russian c o d e s a y s : 
u Those who leave the 
orthod "~X church for 
another Christian de. 
nomination will be given 
over to the ecclesiastical 
authorities for instruc
tion, correction, and 
other church disciplin, 
and until they rejoin the 

---- -==------

--·----- ·==-.:.::::--
--~:::::: .::=-------

.. ~---

church the government A CHANGE THAT BROUGHT R'ELIEF. 
will take their children 
in order to preserve them 
from perversion by their parents' Influence, ! the Old Testament. He shows that it denies IT is satisfactory to learn that the cholera 
and appoint guardians for them of the ortho-' the Pentateuch to be In any spec:ftc sense the mortality among pilgrims to Mecca this year 
dox faith. . The erring parents will J>e forbid-~ work of Moses ; that the prophetical writings reaches the unprecedented number of 11,000. 
den to liv with their children." are a mosaic from unknown writers; that It iA satisfactory because it is pleasant to 

; Ecclesiastes was not by Solomon ; that the think of 110 considerable a number of fellow· 
CATHOLIOB dislike the French law enforcing 1 book of Chronicles was the history of Israel, creatures going straight to their own para. 

military service of theological students. i rewritten with a bias ; that the book of Daniel dis e. It Is almost startling to consider, too, 
twas a late production, and that the "Old that this band will require the ministrations 

IN a late number ef the Imlependmt, Dr. f Testament history is not trustworthy.", of 770,000 black-eyed houris, of which sev
Ives Curtiss givs a very f~ and candid ac-

1 
Naturally at the close he asks, " What enty are assigned to each Mussulman in the 

count of the higher criticlilm in its relation to remains that can be maintained,?" abodes of bliBs. 

TBBBB is agitation in Rome against the 
Catholic Order of the Buried Alive. The 
nuns hold no Intercourse whatever with the 
world. The only means of communication 
with the convent is" the barrel," so-called, 
which fills an opening In the wall and re. 

volves, when one knocks 
thereon, until lt shows 
an open section, wherein 
are placed whatever gifts 
or messages are intended 
for the nuns, who liv 
Wholly On charity, keep 
two Lents a year, and 
never eat flesh meat. 

Tm: question of rellg• 
ion should never appear 
in politics ; but, alas I 
it does, right here in 
Rhode Island.-Pr011l
d6nos Record. 

DARWIN will be re. 
membered as long as 
Newton. Darwinism 
means much more than 
the apeculat!v results 
attained by the genius of 
one man. It means 
little less than a new way 
of looking at e%1stence. 
It is to the nineteenth 
century what the discov
ery of the New World 
was to the sixteenth.-' 
Post. 

THBBB are said to be 
but few people in Eng• 
land who can rival Mrs. 
Annie Besant in dinner. 
table oratory. Her voice 
is clear and melodious 
and her mental grasp of 
the subject under discus• 
sion is remarkable. Her 
great speech at West
minster Hall in her own 
defense before the chief
justice of England won 
the admiration of .the 
queen's attorney-general. 
~World. 

WITH famin "stalking 
in the train of ineipient 
rebellion, and con:llsca.o 
tlon and ofticial corrup. 
tlon promoting both 1 
with crops left rotting on 
the ground for want of 
money to move them1 
and new demands piling 
up for an empty treasury 
to satisfy, the condition 
of over-Christian Russia 
is the most portentous 
fact in contemporary 
history. 

UNDBB the plea of 
" doctrinal growth," the 
disintegration of Protest. 
autism has gone so far 
that its ministers openly 
i~pugn the infallibility 
of the very Bible itself. 
Instead of Protestantism 
having reformed the 
faith of the world. the 
critical unbelieving spirit 
of the world has under. 
mined the faith of Prot

estantism. The Reformers sowed the wind, 
and their children are reaping the whirlwind. 
-Oatholio R~. 

IT is not generally known that Father An
derledy, the general of the order of the Jesuits, 
and wko has been nicknamed " The Black 
Pope," spent a considerable part of his career 
in this coW!ltry. It was here that he received 
ordination ·as priest, and for many years he 
was the parish priest at Green Bay, Wis. 

• 
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'-o**'mltnitalionl. Daring. the eternity of beginningless, time preoed- ·the pores of glass, each separated for the time being 
8'' ... ing this event this identical form or individual form by tlle glass itself, then instantly unibing again in 

did not- exist. It required · the mingling ·of the •ggregated form by the law of attraction, but how 
Spirit Analysis. male and female elements of his parents to·. create, an organic, living. man, woman, or child can, for the 

form "r "r1"gm" ate this form Th1"1 form or body time being, be SO segreg· ated into I .m. ISS of inor-A splriUs matter, not immaterial. . • • A spirit passes 1 "' "' • · 
through solids, glass, iron, wood, and solid walls, as light1 begotten by his parents is. W. L. Willis. It . began ganio. atoms as to pass through the pores of glass or 1 
heat, magnetism, and 11lectricity pass throu~~:h various sub· to exist individuaUy some time after the union of his brick wall, and then by some occult force, unknown 
stances without making a hole.- W. L. Willis. parents 111d did and could not possibly exist before. to science, unite again into a perfect IiviDg being-

Our good, and. no doubt, honest brother Willis, It is an organic form posaessing numerous fwiotions this I insist is a problem entirely beyond human 
Jike an other S piritualiats, entirely ignores the ind performiDg many physical and chemical proc· comprehension. 

·important fact that, if a spirit body or being is a esses, which in their united, harmonious automatic If not • miracle, what is it.T 
. reality, it must be organic-organized, Jiving, breath- action produce life, ~cause circulation, digestion, res· If our good brother cannot explain all these mys· 

ing, automatically llting matter. It must be, as is piration, generate magnetism, electricity, mind, and teries incident tci spirit existence, what is the use of 
conceded by all prominent Spiritists, a counterpart consciousness. continually illustratitJg the existetJce of ethereal e:i:i!lt-

. of man. It must possess the outline, shape, size, Now, whether or not we are as yet far enough ences and their mode of perambulations by gases, 
form,· and characteristics of man. Being organic advanced in the subtle science of psychology to vapors, or inorganic forces of nature which hav ab
and material, and possessing functions like man, this aeeurately define· the processes originating mind, it solutely nothing in common and which are not at all 
spirit body must contain within itself a counterpart must be conceded that the human anatomy, in· its analogous to spirit-forms and all they imply! Oan 
of all the physical organs of maD. ~eing a living, aomplex aDd • wonderful construction, supplies at vapor, gases, heat, etc., think, love, reason T If not, 
material being or person, this necessitates all the least a rational basis for mind if not a solution for please do not in the future aompare them to spirit, 
internal organs which alone constitute such liviDg the subtle problem. We hav at lead a cause for the bu~ prove otherwise the reality of immortal organic 
person. It necessitates blood or similar life ftuid. effect, a reason for mentation. We represent the forms. . 
This necessitates arteries, veine, the heart aJ:id its· arowning work of nature, the final achievement of Such forms being invisible to aU of normal vision 
associate organs to propel an~ circulate such flaid the involuntary potencies of matter, "struggling" alike, unthinkable, beyond scientific anal;ysis, with
throngh~t the organism, without which processes during an eternity to create a man. Is it ·strange out eomponent part!!, I insist tbat to submit them in 
no organic or individual life is possible. And that such sublime organism can manifest the genius n:planation of so-called "spirit·pheDomena" is not 
these organs, channels, ducts, etc., must be of of an Angelo, Mozart, Bryant, or Ingersoll T But, explaining but substituting an infinitly greater mys
su:fthient retentiv quality to resist the action of such in the name of reason I ask, what rational grounds tery for the lesser. 
flaids now and during all eternity. hav we to believe, when this magnificent ~orm And if a spirit were actually produced would not 

In the absence of the physical organism, which at which originated man, with all his physical and Ute psychical problem be as far from solution as 
death is consigned to disintegration, is the survival mental functions, dies, is buried-every grain of it- now? 
of such spirit counterpart of mail (which is invisible when its constituents hav assumed other forms, when But if a spirit exists it must be subject to the laws 
to normal sight, and without weight, color, or tangi· the las~ tangible vestige of its individuality exists n9 of other organic beings. This implies that it would 
bility) thinkable,· reasonable 1 Is it within reich of more, that then a counterpart of this form, endowed be visible to all of normal sight, not to a· scattered 
common understanding and scientifiaanalyeis? Will with identical outlille and performing identical proc- few. It implies that it is subject to change and 
Brother Willis kindly explain its characteristics, Us eases, can still exid and continue to exist in eternal death, and, consequently, like all other organisms, oln 
constituentlf, its circulating organs, heart, veins, arte- statu quo, without this physical form as well as not be immortal. It implies that if crushed, struck 
ries, life fluid, etc.T with itT • by a cannon-ball, run over by an engin, dec1pibted, 

'
1What does not breathe does not liv," is an axiom If not miraale, if not effect without a cause, wbat or "blown up" by dynamite this organism-if real-

of science. A ·spirit live, hence muet breathe. is itT can no more esaape injury or destruction than the 
Breathing .necessitates lungs or organs to breathe, Oan the outline and form of a tree remain when ph;ysical, and consequently cannot be immortal! 
and channels leading in and out of the body. These, cut down and consumed by fire! Oan the sap con· I do not now and never hav cried " fnud" and 
of necessity, must be composed of material of suffi tinue lo circulate through its fibers when it exists l!O "ridiculed " our friends the Spiritullists, and all· I 
oien~ tenacity to hold and confine the air (breath) more T Oan it exist through all eternity when all ask of Spiritists is that they treat me as well as I do 
while in the body supplying the requisU element-s to the chemical elements necessary to its existence hav them. ·OTTo WETTSTEIN. 

sustain the life processes. In the absence of the been scattered to the four winds of heaven. and, .Rochelle, Ill., Sept. 6 1891. 
physical lungs-the only kind known to &cience-are combined with other elements, hav assumed other 
such spiritual lungs or organs thinkable and within forms T Our London Letter. 
reach of scientific an&lysis ? If a spirit is transpar- Is not the material the tree is composed of 11eces- . For some time past Mrs. Besant has been drifting 
eni like air, light as air (for they are supposed· to sary to the origin and continuation of the tree? Is further and further from the principles held by the 
ft.-oat in the air), what organized ma,erial known to not thia organized material the tree? If the pbys- National Secular So~iety,_ and the farewell address 
man can thull ftoat unseen, contain and confine the ical organism then is a necessity to the origin of she gave at the Hall of Science last S 11nday could 
air of a breathing, living beiDg, yet not weigh a grain? man, must it not. of neceseity be a necessity to the scar(!ely be considered unexpected; the strange part 

If not miracle, what is it 1 · continuation of man T Is it not the man'! Is with- of the affair is that she did not giv. it long since. 
O.rganic life necessitates food. Ftom crudest form out it-without flesh, blood, and bones-man thiDk- Her statement that she was turned off by the society 

of plant life to highest form of animal life this is the- able! Is ·thought possible without brains, seDea· was entirely misleading and quite erroneous, as she 
imperativ rule.· Organic life necessitates a continu- tion without a nervous system, sight without eyes, had full freedom to lecture on any subject at the 
ous supply of those substances which it consumes sound without ears, etc.? Science says, No! Es:- hall at the free _lectures on Sunday mornings; but as 
and assimilates and unon which supplies it depends tiDguish all organic forms from the face of the earth the evening lectures are devoted solely to the dif
for existence. The fl >wer, shrub, and tree require and universal darkness, silence, and unconsciousness fueion of Freethought principles, it is not likely that 
heat, light, moisture, ~nd many necessary elements 'would reign supreme. The crash of worlds, the 1nyone could be permitted to lecture on· another 
from the soil for their existence. Tbe crudest form belching forth of mountains of fire as from the era· topic, and that in total opposition to those principles. 
of animal life is merely a sao or stomach, which ters of the sun, would not be seen, heard, or felt. Mrs. Besant knew the rules of th~ society well 
absorbing, digesting, and assimilating food enables Mind, therefore, necessitates physical organization enough, and would no doubt hav oppolied any such 
it to liv. So the higher animals require a continual to generate or produce it. innovation when she herself was a vice-president. 
supply of food to supply the neaessary chemistry to , What form in nature is eternal ? Is not continual It was, therefore, most unfair of her to pose as a 
sustain the life process. Hence a stomach and its change in form the first great vital law of nature, and victim to what has been terml!d by religions papers 
connecting channels and organs are an absolute which law of nature alone secures the perpetuation as the bigotry of Secularism. If she no longer 
necessity to all organic, Jiving be3ngs. This implies and eternal ac~ivity of the universe? If even one believes in Secularism she has always the power to 
eating, drinking, digestion, and assimilation of foocJ, atom only per year were abstracted from the infinit oppose it after the evening lectures, but this would 
chemical processes, and excretion, necessitatiDg not a whole to create an immodal soul and this atom not not suit her purpose, and it will be much baUer, tik
supply of air solely, but also of good, substantial, returned from whence it came, all, indeed-the ab- ing all things into consideration, that she never 
nutritious food, such as fluids, bread, fruits, cab stracting process also being eternal~would now be appears on a Secularist platform again· here or else
bages, fish, meat, etc., all well known, but whose such immortal souls but no universe ! whEre. 0 wing to her long connection with the 
"spiritual counterpart" is entirely unknown to mln. ·. Spiritists, blinded by their morbid desire to change party she has been allowed greater. facilities of airing 

Nilw, will Brother Willis please define the nature the order of nature and thus liv forever, will not see ber views in Secular halls than any other person, 
of a spiritual stomach, and these spiritua~, digestiv, but persistently ignore the vast difference between and up to the present her Ohristian cha~pions, who 
and respiratory processes ? How can such airy the inorganic elements, forces and kinds of matter for the purpose of discrediting Fteethought profess 
organs resist the chemical processes which they of which are forever the same and in that sense im· to regard her as a much-wronged person, hav not 
necessity are continually subjected to? What con- mortal, and organized matter, which is in no -two offered her their buildings in whioli to descant on 
fines these ftuids in their proper organs and prevents days alike, continually changing and hence mortal. her grievances and opinions. 
the same from percolating or leaking (!) through The one simply aggregations of inftnitesim~l par- - As during the Parliamentary vacation the daily 
before the body has time to assimilate the same T tioles, segregated beyond conception and small pap6'rs are glad of any new sensation, one of them is 
Please also define the qaality and kind of food, where enough to pass with ease through the "pores" of devoting several of its columns to a course of cor· 
procured, how prepared, particulars about breakfast, glass, wood, rock, iron, etc., similar to water or flour respondence on Mrs. Besant's wrongs in general and 
dinner, supper, dining-roome, kitchens, etc. passing through a sieve or screen·; the other a coun- Theosophy in particular, but with all the Efforts 

He cannot do it. And if twenty prominent Spir- terpart of man, two by six, organic, a living comphx being made to elicit somethi:tg on the latter subject, 
itists or mediums were asked at one and the same organism; a material being (as Brother Willis con- the public is very much in the dark as to what it 
time to giv their tesbimony concerning such praetioal cedes-and must or he could not postulate a being at really is, and from all appearances not much infer
matter, we would obtain twenty widely divergent all!) every partessential to the existence of the whole. mation is likely to be gained ; the only point yet 

. answers, all proving that no knowledge concerning How can such a beiDg go through a stone waJJ, made at all clear is that the initiated know all about 
such things exists anywhere. Brother Willis, without "making a hole T" How can it but are not allowed to talk, and in the face of the 

I insist that the characteristics, components, and it., he, or she, penetrate a window-pane as light, heat, reported &tatement that the chief object of Theoso
eapabiliti.,s of a spirit body are utterly inoompre- or electricity can without smashing itT Is there no phy is for the improvement of the human race, indi
hensible and absolutely beyond scientific analysis. difference in your opinion between flaids, dust, or vidually and collectivly, it is di.ffiault 'to see how this 
There is nothing in nature analogous to it. All flour passing through a sieve or perforation and a desirable object is to be attained if no one is to 
material forms (and Brother Willis insists th•• living human body-the counterpart of man-get· know but the very few how it is to be done.' If the 
spirits are such for~;ns) are in continual process of ting through the same Pmall holes and instantly re· Mahatmas so earnestly deeire to benefit mankind, it 
change. All beings begin, are conceived. born, organizing again a full-fledged man or woman T Or is a pity they so selfishly bury themselvs in the 
evolv~ to maturity, then retrogress, decay, die, and does it, he, or she, crawl all through one smalllwle ? remotest parts of Thibet, where no one can get at 
that IS the inexorable fate not only of all organic (You would hardly expect a hard-headed Materialist them, and the aerial messages they are credited with 
orms, but of all forms and bodies indiscriminately. to believe this!) We can imagin how respiration sending are about on a par with Spiritualistic mani

What begins must end. When the material form can occur through the skin, but how the entire man festations. It would require a person to be very 
which has now evolved into W. L. Willis was born could get through, and both skin and man survive much initiated to see how the produation of marvel
this material form was named W. L. Willis. This the operatioD, is a different thing. We can imagin ous odors "pouring out" of a creviae in··· &tone, or 
material form then was and now ·is W. L. Willis. mag11etio curre11ts, light, and heat passing throug'll mysterious letters on equally mysterious paper com4 
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ing from nowhere particular, or imaginary cobras 
conjured out of sticks,_ can be of any practicalanil 
in ameliorating the ills and troubles of poor human
ity. It is a poor argument, that because there are 
more things in nature than are now understood or 
even imagined, therefore there is no reason to doubt 
the " truth" of Theosophy ; that will apply to any 
new fad in supematuralism, and would at one time 
hav been derided by the new prophetess. 

It would almost seem by the light of present 
events that Mrs. Besant simply believed in Obarles 
Bradlaugh and not in Secularism itself. But while 
it is open to enry professing Secularist to alter his 
or her views, it is absurd to suppose that such a one 
should still expect to be treated as oa the same foot
ing as before the secession, and it would be far more 
honest and dignified in the seceder to q nietly retire 
from the society than to make .a theatrical display 
and whine like a spoiled child. · 

Freethought has existed from time immemorial, 
and in the nature of things must exist, and even 
though any particular society may be dissolved, still 
Freethought itself cannot be killed. 

Mrs. Besant need not flatter herself that she has 
in any way deteriorated the work of the N ationil 
Secular Society;. her splenetic attack wlll rather 
prove a good advertisment, and make many who hav 

. never given the subject a thought giv some consider
ation to it, and so increase the numbers of those. who 
are tiJ.e avowed opponents of any form of super-
stiUon. J.D. 

which to-day amounts almost to worship. He is a 
great admirer of the writings of Oharles Dickens 
and in this connection it is interesting to note that 
when Dickens was in America, Ingersoll was invited 
to meet him at dinner and flatly refused to do so, 
being greatly offended by the caricature of America 
and Americanli drawn by Dickens in 11 Martin 
Ohuzzlewit." The colonel told. me that he had 
never ceased to regret missing this opportunity of 
meeting the great novelist, and remarked that he 
now enjoyed the description of 11 the flourishing 
town of Eden and its inhabitants" as much as any
body. Victor Hugo is another author with whom 
Oolonel Ingersoll ii wonderfully conversant. 

I once had a talk with Ingersoll on novele, and in 
the course of it asked him which of the novels he 
had read he considered the greatest. " Las Miser
abies," he answered without a moment's hesitation. 
"It has . no equal. Bot a 'Tale of Two Oities' 
would be perhaps my second choice." Oolonel 
Ingersoll is a very observant and sometimes a very 
severe critic. I will own that he has spoiled several 
things for me by pointing out faults which otherwise 
I should probably never hav noticed. Of Lincoln'& 
speech at Gettysburg he said : "Wbat a pity 
Lincoln put seven useless 'heres ' in those wonder
ful lines." I now see those ' heres' glaring at me 
every time I read that speech. And of Bryant's 
·• Thanatopsis " he said : 11 How do you suppose 
Bryant. ever fell into the error of saying : ' Thou go 
not like the quarry slave at night scourged to his 
dungeon.' No quarry slave ever needed scourging 

Another Look at Colonel Ingersoll. to drive· him from his work at night to his dungeon. 
Special Corres»onaence Boston Aavertisfr. What Bryant must hav meant was-' at morn 

Max O'ReJI, in his lhlite bbok, '' Jonathan and His scolirged from his dungeon.'" 
Oontinent," says that R )bert Ingersoll " is a perso· I bav spoken before of Oolonel Ingersoll's faculty 
nality apart.'' To this I subscribe. Bnt he also saye of digesting his reading. This I consider is due in 
that 11 Americans are unani,mous in ,_dmit·ting Inger- great measure to the wonderful mind concentration 
soil's extraordinary talents." If this be so, it must of which he is capable. 01 this I hav seen many 
be an "admission by default," for oomparativly few evidences, and in this connection I am reminded of 
Americans know anything at all about him. Inger- an incident that happened in one of the branches of 
soli is better ltnown as the " ~ea~ Infidel" than: ae the now celebrated Bell telephone case. Oolonel 
anything else, and knowing h1m as such the average Ingersoll had been retained to. make the oral argo
American wishes to seek no further. I think it safe ment before the supreme court of the UmtedStates. 
to assert that the vast majority of Americans hav no For weeks the various counsel had been trying to 
idea of what a marvelous mind is running its aourse make appointments for the purpose of coaching 
am~:D:g us in this latter part of the nineteenth Ingersoll on the fine points of the case. Failing in 
century. If anyone doubts this, let him inquire this they engaged a compartPlent in the parlor car 
how many of his immediate circle are familiar with which was to takEt them down to Washington, 
the writings of Robert Ingersoll. You will find few, intending thus to utilize the journey to prepare their 
I think, who hav done more than cast a furtiv and orator. Unfortunately for their plans, the colonel 
timid glance at some of his tracts on religious or walk~;d through the smoking oar, and seeing an old 
irreligious subjects. · aoqoaintanoe,· dropped into an adjoining seat, and 

Very many people, far from being familiar with that was the last the anxious lawyers saw of him 
Ingersoll's writings, are ignorant of the fact that he until Washington was reached. At Washington a 
has written anything other than polemics.. It is not bath and dinner occupied the most of the evening, 
uncommon to receive this answer: "No, I hav not and it was well on to midnight before the refractory 
read Ingersoll's writings, and· I do not want to." colonel was oorraled and coached by his junior 
And this, perhaps, is only another pro,:>f of the troth counsel. Imagin any subject being elucidated by 
of Lord Houghton's observation that "n is remark- three or four lawyers at once ! Least of all the 
able how tew people hav 'grown-up' minds." intricate subject of telephone law. The .wee sma' 

Robert Ingersoll must be described by the word hours saw the colonel escaping from his instructors. 
"genius," for by no other word can this strangely The case was argued in the forenoon of that morn

. contradictory character be explained. The mental ing, and I hav heard it said by those who listened 
equipment of this man is th:at of a logician, a philos- to the colonel's speech that the law of telephones 
opher, a ~oet, and an artist in the most general sense was never before so clearly stated-not a salient 
of the word. point had been neglected. He had won that case in 

Robert Ingersoll possessus in its most perfect form the smoking ear from New York to Washington. 
.the charm of personal magnetism. All wb.o come in Those who hav read the wonderful prose-poem, 
co~tact with him, no matter how deeply prejudiced "Life," written by Oolonel Ingersoll as a parallel to 
at. the outaet, leave him with kindlier feelings, and " The Seven Ages of Man," will scarcely believe that 
the wealth of his brain obscures all those minor this wo1·k was conceived and written in a railroad 
traits of mind and rendeu insignificant all those train on the journey from New York to Washington. 
trivial personal habits which go so far in forming But snob the author tells me is the fact. 
our opinion of the mediocre man. In addition to being an industrious reader (where 

In the first place, Ingersoll is a brilliant conversa- he gets time for it no one knows), Oolonel Ingersoll 
tionalist, or, perhaps I should Sly, 11 monologist," is a great lover of music and a good jadge of it, 
because when he begins to talk most people are though he is personally no musician ; and using this 
charmed into silence. He talks with ease and grace expression makes me tell a story at my own ex
upon subjects of which you would suppose him pense. 
ignorant, often amazing a specialist with his knowl- One day Oolonel Inge}:'soll said to me, "L---, 
edge of the specialty. An omnivorous reader, he are you fond of music!" "I am, colonel," I replied, 
h~l!l the faculty of digestiDg a book, of getting at snd ·' but I am no musician." " Well, that's a silly 
retaining its salient points to the exclusion of the answer," said he; 11 you might just as well reply, if I 
padding and the unimportant. Scarcely anything in asked you if you liked cake, ' Yes, but I'm no cook.'" 
the line of reac;!ing escapes him. Novels, history, Wagner is his favorit composer, as Shakspere is 
poetry, the Koran, and yesterday's trash, he has his favorit author. He idolizes both. In a breach 
read. them all. His memory is marvelous. 11 I hav of promis case not long ago, the evidence showed 
what I call' The Fool's Memory,'" said he to me that the defendant had taken his alleged fiancee to 
one day. "I can remember the number of a page the Garman opera-to " Tristan and Isolde " and 
on which I saw certain sentences, and ca:n often tell others. In summing up a rather forlorn hope 
whethe.r it was the right or left hand page, and how . defense, the colonel said, " Gentlemen, you hav 
many hnes from the top or bottflm." · 1 beard that the defendant frequently took the plaintift 

His memory for the works of Shakspere is partieu- to the Garman opera-there to hear the masterpieces 
larly noticeable. Q 11otations fr,)m the great drama of Wagner-those waterfalls of melody. The man 
tist, always perfectly apt and correct, he has at hie who has conferred such a benefit on a woman should 
tongue's end. Indeed . Shakspere is his Bible, and not be subjected by her to a suit of this kind. 
in Oolonel Ingersoll's opinion no other writer, and, That should absolve him!'' Ingersoll is a passionate 
I might almos.t say, no other man, detWf'rves to be admirer of the dramatic art, and all his life long has 
mentioned in the same breath with Shllkepere. I been a champion of the stage. · Here, as in many 
remember once hearing Oolonel Ingersc•ll say that other things, his opinions differ widely from the 
he never heard of Shakspere until he was about recognized critics. B11t his opinions never lack 
twenty years of age, when a ohanoe incident reasons. and his reasons never lack force. I hav 
haPpened to put him in possession of a copy of heard him assert time and again, in that dictatorial 
"King ~ea~,'' and the reading of that play marked positiv manner which of itself carries conviction, 
the begmnmg of a passionate love for its author that Jolia Marlowe is the greatest living actress, 

because she acts naturally. " Too much polish," he 
says, 11 suggests insincerity.''. He could not endure 
the finished acting of Ooquelin and Hading. For 
Edwin Booth and Joseph Jefferson he has expressions 
of enthusiastic admiration. His standard of criticism 
here is, as I hav said, an individual one, but it is 
also one of a high order, and few are the actors and 
actresses of whom I hav heard him apeak in high 
terms. A poor reading of Shakspere irritates him 
greatly, and I hav heard him severely criticise some 
well-known actors for not studying their roles softi· 
ciently to enable them to act their characters con-
sistently. , 

Thus in 11 Romeo and Joliet." He says the point 
is utterly lost by making Romeo and Tybalt fence 
aU over the stage when a correct interpretation of 
Romeo's character and the scene would be a frenzied 
rush1 resulting in something like a murder. 

There is scarcely a prominent lawyer in New York 
who bas not smarted under the lash of Ingersoll's 
satire, which, however, is almost always delivered 
with a smile that takes away ·much of the sting. 
11 Oolonel Ingersoll and I generally differ as to what 
the law is," eneeringly remarked a well-known mem· 
ber of the New York bar. "Yde," flashed back the 
colonel, " if we didn't I should hav some doubt • 
about my being right." . 

~~ I never think of Engl11nd," said he again, 11 with
out being reminded of a burglar with a white ueck
tie." 

Master of the art of invectiv, Ingersoll seldom DileS 
it-holding that 11 epithets are not arguments." Bot 
I once heard him at his best, denouncing 11 man who 
bad brought an uncalled-for accusation against his 
wife in a suit for divorce. "Gentlemen of the jury," 
said the colonel, his eyes flashing with anger and 
contempt, 11 I mark out in the plaint.itf the meanest 
man I know. A man so mean that nature wasted 
her time in making him, and the dirt of which he is 
composed would hav been better employed filling 
the grave of another such man, if snob another live 1" 

It is at this time impracticable to do more than 
enumerate lilome of Ingersoll's writings, which 
entitle him to rank foremost among American prose 
writers-exolueiv of the polemics which hav given 
him more notoriety than fame. Would it be· con· 
sidered extravagant to say that Ingersoll is one of 
the_ greatest Shaksperian scholars in the world! I 
am willing to abide by the decision of those who hav 
read his essay on Shakspere, and who are themselvs 
at all familiar with the Shaksperian critic~. Is it 
possible to believe that a complete history of 
Napoleon could be drawn in less than two hundred 
lines! If not, read De Bourrienne's three ponder
ous tomes on the life of Napoleon, and then sea. 
what Ingersoll has neglected in his reflections at the 
tomb of the " man· of destiny.'' · 

11 Life," 11 Orimes Against Oriminals," 11 A Vision 
of w.r," "Henry Ward Beecher," "R()BOOe Oonk
lisg," '' Onba," ''Woman." These are a few of the 
many essays and prose poems from the pen of this 
11 marvelous, inany· sided " man. No one can fully 
know the possibilities of the E Ilglish language until 
he has read them. LoPnos. 

Success. 
The strongest ship may breast a gale, 
. And yet be driven back. 
What though to land in port she fall, 
Shall we declare she could not sail 

Because she had to tack? 
Though storms belate and plagues impede, 

Though aches and ills betide
Ambition's goal may not be won-
Yet hast thou bravely, nobly done, 

If thou hast bravely tried. 
"He nobly does who nobly dares" 

When trials sore oppress. 
When perseverance nought can shake, 
Though failure follows in his wake, 

His failure is success. · · 
The fiercest battles are to fight, 

The strongest forts to scale ; 
The truest heroes they who fall, 
The endeavors grandest of them all 

Those made by ones who fall. 
MYRON HANFORD V.s:o.N. 

------------~~.-------------
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News and Notes. 

is with us from his tanch nine miles out. The Old 
Dominion mine is six miles east of Colville and em· 
ploys thirty men .. The smelter, which has done a 
good deal of work, is not now running, but soon 
will be, it is expscted. Sunday sfternoon Carscad· 

It was harvest time a~out B~zEman when I den gave me a drf\re to the old fort and the old town, 
reaahed there. The fields glittered hk~ gold and the about three miles from the new town. Colville is 
fa~~ers were busy. They .had to Improve each .named from the Colville tribe of Indians. The fort 
sbmJng hour. It wa~ a bad tJme for leotures. Only was established many years ago. The Catholias also 
a few were present m the new and elegant opera built a mission house here a~d most of the Indians 
hou~~· Enough, ,h~weve~, f~~ a short address on on the reserve are now Oatholica. The lands about 
the • Demands .of ·Liberalism. <?n my next round Colville are held at about $100 an acre if cleared. 
I will not strike. Bozeman . until the crops are This is an excellent fruit country. Game and fish 
gathered. ~he~e JS a large Ltberal element all about are plenty. The .climate is delightful. The valley 
here. But 1t IS no us~ to lecture .when the land in which Colville is situated makes a lo"Yely picture, 
echoe_s and re-echoes with the musiC of a hundred with. the immense hills towering with rock and :orest 
machmes. . · inclosing its green bosom. Colville does not hav 

I was glad. to meet old frJends here-Mr. and ,, great expectations." It will not be like Spokane, 
Mrs. J. P. Lmdley, Thomas B~rke, Fred Buchtel, but it has a fine outlook for a city some day of ten 
and others. Judge Luce, who ~ntroduced me f~ur thousand people. The productiv soil and the rich 
~ears ago to a crowded ~ouse, IS now. on the .s•~k mineral deposits around, these resources when devel
hst, and could not be WJth us; but h1s heart ~~ Jn oped will make one of the most prosperous sections 
~he cause. J. V. Bpgert, ~ow may~r of the .city, of the country. I. W. Ha:ft'~tetter is founder of the 
mtroduced me on thts ocaasJon. He JS not afraid to town,' He was a soldier in the service of the United 
stand by th~ color~ be ~here few or ma~y. ~he States, and when his term of enlistment expired 
Avant Oourter ~d 1ts edttors ~re on the rJg~t SJde, took up a claim upon the present town site. Two 
and when the tt.me comes thJS _go·_!'head JOUrnal papers are published here, the Miner and the 
speaks to the pomt. J. R. Saahill IB enrolled on Republican · 
Tm: TBUTH SEEX~B li~t, and I hope for more here· 1 leave Colville Monday, September 14hh. On 
after. . I hav fatth m Bo~aman. . U has • very Monday evening I lecture at Spokane. A fine audi· 
large ~tberal. el,!'lment. It as ·growmg a~so. Many ence is present, and I am sorry that I could not ar· 
beautiful bulldmgs hav been erecte~ since I was range to giv one or two more Iecturet. Bev. Mr. 
here .. before. The Hotel Bozaman rivals the best~ Wilson of the Uaitarian church is broad and Liberal 
appomted hotels of la~ger plac~s. A fine country in his views and preaching. The Jewish rabbi who 
str~tches about the mty. It 1s a lo.vely summer was present is Equally advanced. My address on 
resJd~nce. ~he vast ar~ay ~f mou~tAtns, blue. and "Demands of Liberalism " was indorsed by these 
dazzlmg, encucle th~ gbtterwg P!•ms. The nJghts religious leaders. The audience was very appreciativ. 
are cool. Bo~e~an IS one of t~e Jewels of Montana, Evidently a good deal could be done at Spokane by 
and Montana JS ~nd~ed a splendid stat~. Its resources !l series of lectures. Many who call themselvs Free· 
are many. It IB r1cb, and as you rJ~e alon~ fro~ thinkers are indifferent. Most of the friends I met 
Boz~man to Helena, and on to . M1ss~ula~ 1n t~JII here four years ago are scattered to di:ft'erent parts 
gorgeo~s Septembe.r weather-plam~ mJDghng With of the Pacific coast. But there are new ones ready 
blue hills-enchantmg prospects ar1se. At Helena for the work. lam much indebted to Mr. Scurlock 
I hav th.e good foduD&. to come across Mr. and Mrs. for the success of the present meeting. Be has 
A. !!· S1res, our old frJends of Sp_o~sne. They are taken hold of the matter with uDflinching courage. 
commll baok to Spokane after residmg for a year at Dr. Cary, who introduced me ab the Ieature, is an an
Great Falls.. . . . . flinching Liberal. I was pleased to meet with Mr . 
. Spokane ~~ a ht~le .b1t dul!, but It 1~ a handao~e and Mrs. o. Jaldness; J eldness is an old· time com

cJty, and beheve~ m 1ts destmy. It IS an attrachv rade of Portland memories. Be always makes a 
place. Its bus~ness b~ocks are superb, and the good time for the Secular pilgrim. He bas been 
country a~out glitters with elegant homes. · married since I saw him last, and this was the first 

I met With J. B. C. Scurloc~, who has been here opportunity to greet his wife, a true Liberal, and I 
about a year-~n earnest Ltber.aJ, who bas done am sure that golden joys are on this blended path. 
so~e g~od :fi~htmg for Ol!r cau~e 1n Spokan~ papers. Long lives to our comrades. I was pleased to meet 
Hts art1ales m answer. to clerical assumptions are also with Mrs. Dr. Latham, who is not afraid to 
excellent. Through bJS generous. efforts ar~an~e- express her Liberal ideas, And contributes frequently 
menta were made for a Iectu~e 1n the U nnar1an to the papers. She is now writing a novel, or which 
church. on '!IJY return from Colvll!e. . . the "heavy villain" is an orthodox clergyman. In 

Colville IS a bal!ner town. lt IB a qtnet P!•ee JUSt many qases this is not contrary to the fact. 
now, but a ~harmmg resort.- As we. ccme mto the The ground is broken at Spokane and the work for 
valley beautiful scenes are on every sJde-the ~ra~sy the future is hopefal. I like this brilliant metrop
fi?lds and the gr~ves •J?-d the lofty_a~d ~ar encJrCl!IJg olis. It has plenty of energy. Its business men 
~ills. . The day IS lummoue, and 1t JB hke trav.ehng are go-ahead. It has many resources. it commands 
1n Swllzerland as we b':hold the r:!lgged and p1at~r- the trade of a large section of the country. . 
esque landscape. Colville valley IS famous for Its A good report of the lecture was published in the 
hay. Long stacks are seen abo:!lt the many farm· Spokane Review. The papers of this city are willing 
houses. Noble herds are wandermg over the ample at times to giv Freethought a fair chance. The 
meadows. The hay. commands $10 a t~n,. and two Chronicle has printed bold and able attaaks upon 
~r three tons are ratse6 to th.e acre. Th1s JB a go~d the popular theology and the clergymen do not hav 
IJ?-COme. Round about ColvJIIe, on to th~ C~Iumb1a it all their own way. Mr. Saar lock has JZiven them 
rr~•er and beyond, the ~eart of the mountaiD!i! JB laden suaceseful battle in the columns of the Chronicle. 
With wealth. Gold, sdver, lead, etc., ar~ fou~d here, Samuel Elder has joined Tm: TBUTH SEBXEB ranks, 
and eventually th~ streams of prospertty WJII flow and I hope to hav more enlisted after a while. 
from a hundred m1nea. Sp s 1891 s p p 

Th Ch • t" b b ilt b b · I b Okane, ept, 15, . AMUEL . UTNAM. e ns Jans av u a c nrc sJnce was ere, 
but they hav not paid for it, and it is likely to be 
sold out of their hands. So this outward evidence 
of the church's power counts for but little. As a 
matter of f.at Colville is a Liberal town. The major
ity of its people are outside the churches. I hav not 
found better audiences anywhere. The court-house 
was filled to its utmost capacity, and taking it all in 
alii must say that Colville is a banner town. 

William Graham, and his wife, Maggi6 Hope 
Graham, woo is a valuable contributor to the columns 
of Tu TBUTH SEEKEB, are located here, and the North 
Star Bouse shines with comfort for the traveler. 
The Grahams are stanch supporters of Liberalism. 
They giv and they work freely. J. J. Carscadden, of 
the DJminion Hotel, i~ a splendid ally. I enjoyed 
the hospitality of himself and wife. DAvid Barman 
also leuds a hand. Alf Olsen is on the list. B. G. 
Kirkpatrick, Mr. Hammond, Dr. Ksulbac, Fred 
Hass, E. G. Swain, John Dempsey, Mr. IUld Mrs. 
John Day, who came eighteen miles to attend the 
lecture; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Barker, James Dur. 
kin, John Rickey, A. A. Barnett, H. Baum Julius 
Albino, who burns with the fires of Italy f~r Fres
thought; I. H. MrKeDzie, A. Schipps, etc., are our 
eo-workers here also. Eleven new names are added 
to TH:s TBUTH SEEKEB roll. In every respect it was 
a sucaessful campaign at Colville. I shall come here 
as often as I can, tor there is ever a cordial welcome. 

I was sorry not to see my old friend, R. A Prouty, 
and his sons. The father is over eighty years old 
and still keeps in the harness. John Stewart Dick 

The Atkinson Incnbator. 
Having traced the slanderous falsehood charging 

six murders in Girard College to its apparent source, 
namely, T. A. Atkinson; pastor of S. M. church, 
Ukiah, Cal., and as 1 result found it pronounced by 
the vice-president of the College to be " utterly 
false," the result of the inquiry would seem to sug
gest the propriety of furthe!' investigation, so that, 
at least, we may thereby be the better able to place 
a somewhat just estimate on the clerical labors of 
Brother Atkinson as related to the churnh and like· 
wise as relat-ed to FrPethinkers and skeptics-o .. 
" Infidels," as termed by orthodox believers. In 
giving two sermons on the exposition of what he 
terms Infidelity he undoubtedly realized the impor
tance o.f the work, and assumed the responsibility of 
indulging without stint in disparaging and criminat
ing charges against ID:fidels, representing them as 
grossly and willfully ignorant, and so few in number 
that about six was all be was able to compute in this 
populous region of country, and be presumed not 
one was capable of teaching a common district 
sahool. This last charge may possibly be correct, 
and whether or not I shall not pretend to dispute, as 
I consider common-school teanbing and theological 
teaching as two distinctivly diff;;;rant branches dia
metrically opposed to each other, about as. near 
antipodal as we can make the comparison. The first 
says, investigate and deaide ; theology says, believe 
or be damned. Therefore enough on this branch of 

his subject-although this may be the broad foun
dation upon which he presumed to rear his eolossl[ll 
bugbear superstructure of "six murdered professors 
in Girard College." : 

Whatever may hav been his objecb in resorting to 
vituperation and detrac~ion to t.b.is exte~t, we were 
not at all prepared for such an outburst of calumny, 
and would fain believe that a gentleman of his cloth 
must hav feU himself hard .pressed to sustain his 
point, and unfortunately allowed bis credulity to run 
riot over his judgment and sense of duty and jastice, 
in his great anxiety to serve the church after the 
manner of the early church fathers, who considered 
it a virtue to lie for the benefit of the church. 

But ~ word more about the common school, the 
palladium of liberty, representing ltee thought 
and· free speech, ·investigation and intelligence and 
truth, all of which skeptias not only freely su}). 
scribe and indorse, bnt as a rule are activ propa
gandists of the common school and do not believe 
in. the doctrin of lying, not even for the" benefit of 
the church." 

Ol course, we are willing to admit that in our 
present state of soaiety none of us know any too 
much, even including friend Atkinson; consequently 
Freethinkers hav, in addition to common schooll', 
not only a deci4ed penchant for ,the higher and 
scientific branches, but hav freely given of their 
means for the erection of grand and colossal insti
tutions of learning for the general proP.agation of 
scientific knowledge and real substantial information . 
-the Girard College atanding at the head of the list, 
valued at $20,000,000, a fair representativ of this 
class of Liberal institutions for the propagation of 
science, to say nothing of the lesser institutions of a 
similar character-such as the Peter Cooper institute 
of New York,·and the .Tames Lick observatory and · 
public baths (for the indigent) of Califomia. · 

And all these institutions are not only for the gen
eral benefit of mankind, but more especially for the 
benefit of the indigent and unfortunate. The Girard 
College being speci:fiaally (by the testator) dedicated 
to the especial benefit of orphan bo:ys, to the entire 
exclusion of theology and theologians; carefully 
guarding the institution, as it were, with a flAming 
sword "turning every way," in order to effectually 
guard, to the extent of one for~y acres of consecrated 
ground, the earth's surface against the encroach· 
ments of that hydra-beaded monster Theology, so 
that it might be forever indemnified against its 
tortuous, serpentine, slimy imprint, even within the 
inclosure of this holy of holies;· So mpte it be; . 

This essentially Radical prohibitory clause in the 
testator's will may explain the secret of the Atkin· 
son bombardment of the Girard College. In a fit of 
jealousy and despair of ever beiDg permitted to find 
rest for the sole of his foot within· the precincts of 
this holy of holies, he may hav, as a dernier resort, 
concluded to follow the example and motto of the 
church fathers, if not for the benefit of the church, 
at least for the disparagement of the Girard College 
and Freethinkers generally as a class. Then, after 
having thrown up his hat for the bombardment of 
Fort Sumter alld "crossed the last ditch" in be
half of the perpetuation of that peculiarly " divine 
institution," and now finding himself elevated to the 
pastorate of the "Confederate " church of Ukiah ; 
why should it be consi~ered i strange thing for 
him to be found bombarding the walls of Girard 
0flllege by tooting his " ram"s hom " from the pulpit 
of the Confederate church in the " flaming-lamp 
enlightened" city of Ukiah? 

And even at this late date of progress and intelli
gence we find him a sympathizer and activ propa
gandist of that branch of theology which a few 
years since crossed the "last ditch " in a struggle for 
the utter disruption and overthrow of the grandest 
institution known to man, namely, the grand and 
glorious democratia republic of these United States 
of America, " the land of the free and the home of 
the brave "-the result of the devoted labors of that 
bright-shining galaxy of skeptical heroes, Infidels, if 
you please, whose names we find not in a Confederate 
church, but on that already immortalized document, 
the DAclaration of Independence. And of these 
fifty six names 1iftv were pronounced skeptics, always 
including Paine; Jefferson, and FraDklin as the prime 
movers and originators of this world- renowned 
document; and to whose labors we are especially 
indebted for the privilege of breathing the free air 
of republicanism instead· of the combined miasmatic 
upas vapors of monarchy and theology, as heretofore 
end still extant in the major part of civiliz•tion. 
But Friend Atkinson having lately ventured a little 
speculation in a scientific investment, in a patent 
chicken _incubator, it is to be hoped he may continue 
his labors in this direction with a prospect of his 
final conversion to Rationalism at least. And, on the 
other hand, the.re being at pre&lent an over supply in 
the market of theologic incubators, those represent
ing the feathered tribe will undoubtedly be in greater 
demand. 

However, wishing no disparagement to either 
Atkinson or his especial branch of theolory, I may 
venture to giv them credit for at least ope colossal 
branch of manufacture, in which a million lives and 
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billions of treasure hav been invested, namely, the 
manufacture of that peculiar g~rment popularly 
known by the metaphorical and euphonious name of 
the 11 bloody shirt." · 

Through the demon of war, manufaaturing 
corpses by the hundreds of thousands, saying noth 
ing of the cords of skeleto:ps resting in the prison 
pen!f through starvation and stench, our nation 
·shrouded in gloom and mourning, an untold amount 
of the best b~ood of the nation on both sides poured 
out like water, and attempt on the one hand not only 
to bl-.st the fair fame of the nation, but to blot our 
government out of existence, and, on the other band, 
for the protection and perpetuity of the gr•ndest 
government on the faae of the globe. In this case 
who are the friends of liberty, fraternity, equality, 
and the natural rights of men? A11d who organiz~d 
this gigantia wnolesale SIIURhter, with the double 
purpose of blotting out of existence our republican 
form of government, and on iti! ruins insure the per
petuity of that "divine institution·~ which J obn 
Wesley denominated the " sum of all villainies!" 
And now, admitting the charge of six murders in 
Girard Oollege to be true, it would not be a drop in 
the bucket as compared with the foul deeds indorsed 
by T. A. Atkinson, Oonfederacy & Oo. And if be 
ever puts up prayers for the propagation and success 
of this • class of villainiee, or ever threw up his hat 
at the news of the Andersonville victims, then we 
may ceaee to wonder at his venomous attack on 
Girard Oollege, or any other institution for the bene
fit of the unfortunate of the human race. 

In conclusion, for his future occupation and Iiveli· 
hood, I would advise the chicken incubator, pig-sty 
man,ufaetory, or almost any domestic calling rather 
than that of romance and :flction. T. MoO. 

Ukiah, Oal., Sept. 18 1891. 

Karl HeinzeR's Book. 
E M. MAcDONALD, IJear Sir : ~n mine to you of 

Au~ast 24•11 I mentioned Kvl Heiozen's "Woman's 
Rights," a remarkable book, interesting to read and 
aballenging at.tentiv study. "Truth About Love" 
has great strength, but HeiDzsn is far superior to 
Oroly in analytic sight and re-creativ vigor. Rbe· 
torically it is a masterpiece in literary genius ; 
ethically .. o other writer, here or abroad, now or in 
ages past, ever put so much truth touching sex use, 

- beauty, right, duty, pleasure, service within the 
aovers of one book as HeiDzen-thanks to Kl\rl 
Sahmamann, its financial godfather, Mrs. Schum, 
and Mr. Tucker-givs us, in this event, in typed 
mentality. The book is a worthy prose mate of 
Walt Whitman's immortal verse, whose ennobling 
word port.r•it.ure of nature Emerson heartily wel· 
oomed in 1855, but which war-policy, deceit, and 
vice-society idiocy depraved him to deplore in 1880. 

. Bat thanks to everlasting truth Walt does not 
weaken, and Heinzen, alive all these yeare, in Ger
man, now speaks in plain E aglieb andetllable. I 
wnnder that the P•ntarch, resident in Boston in 
1877, did not happen to meet and know Heinzen; 
bat, as Eme1'SOn· said of Oarlyle in his bleak Scotch 
home in 1833, oar ~~ lone scholar nursed his mighty 
heart " in solitude, here. 

But Heinzen is mistaken in supposing that mar
riage (which he admits is historically a tregic failure) 
can ever justify its existence; the avowal of liberty 
and sincerity are the death of marriage, and the 
sooner we aU attend its funeral the better. The 
idea that two persons of oppoeit sex cannot liv to
gether virtuously unless they ask leave of ministers 
or magistrates! As if priests and politicians hav 
any virtue to spare I Government Jets you into the 
marriage cage by any easy door, but once in the law· 
jugglers shake the key in your face, saying: "We 
bav you now !" -To make the tyranny and irre
sponsible confusion mutual is no remedy; the thing 
itself is vicious. Free Love says : 11 Persons capable 
of making a sex contraet are, when wiser by experi 
e11cs, capable of dissolving that contract.'' How 
slrtall two walk together unless they be in agreement 1 
Effort to keep them 11 one". by legal violence is dis
astrous folly. Away with your legislativ tinkers! 
11 Shall it be as I wish! It shall be as it is, so and 
not otherwise !" is the royal voice of love. Marriage, 
the word and the thing, a defunct delusion, sbduld 
be put under the sod. Mr. Heinzen does not invoke 
force, leaves sex relations to adjust themselvs, but 

- he retains a bad word, damaged beyond repair. 
Mated, not 11 married," defines the unforced, fruitful, 
ecstat.ia unity whiah he grandly portrays as the 
emancipated destiny of the sexes. 

What Garrison got tranl!lated and reprinted from 
Heinzen in the Liberator mostly was restrietiv talk 
which repelled me. Luckily for us his soul got into 
German before the war and now 11 marches on" in 
this breezy book. Lucky also that " Leaves of 
Grass" became the greatest of American poems, 
before Whitman's genius swooned in armed violence, 
and vies society vultures hovered over fields of death. 
Though I did not use the phrase " free love" in 
''Uncivil Liberty," first published in 1870, the book 
was intent.ionally and in flct introductory to 
11 Oapid's Yokes," showing that woman suftrage 

means the abolition of marriage. The logic of free
dom, its redeeming tendency in domestic ~ffaire, is 
cogently convincit~g in Heinzen's book, and the 
women suffragists should put its manly pages und~r 
the fair eyes of their bodies militant. Europe,comes 
to us in the nervous rhetoric of Rousse111, and in 
the deathly discourse of Malthus; the electric genius 
of the first begets barren idiocy, while war, pesti
lence, and famin ere the restraining angels given 
rex power by Malthus. What Kent, Andrew£~, the 
L~Jand£:-all our free-Jove philosopbere-taught, 
Heitzen confirms, though his assertion of wbat 
women will do in freedom is premature. True 
freedom allies Effects to caneefl, su:fferivg to error, 
devolves on persons the necessity of self control; 
and, in proportion as women are assured intelligent 
choice, ~en will be on their good behavior ; there 
will be few children and better, maternity will cease 
to be a 11 los~ art.," as it is now fast becoming among 
the ''upper classes "in citiee, and attractiv enter
prise will build families worthy of the name. 

But what i~ the use of dogmatizing until we get 
facts to retson upon? For encouraging Effort to 
learn what are fit words in this great debate I sit 
here in a stone vault under two years' sentence writ· 
ing this to you. Intelligenae is a "crime;" one re· 
cords the facts of marriage experience at the risk of 
fines, imprisonment, social ostracism. Month after 
montb, again and again, my precious children ask, 
"Mamma, why does not papa come home?" Twenty
six years I and my love mate hav wrought together 
for race redemption. Fourteen yeaTs my devoted 
family hav eu:ft'ered assault from Vice Soeiety sav
agery. It is no holiday task to withstand the per
sistent raids of legalized barbarism on the sanctity of 
home and all that makes life desirable. AU the 
guarantees of liberty are struck down. Stil1, mental 
liberty and personal integrity are the path upward, 
and right glad are we that K<trl Heinzsn's stout form 
le1ds that way. Ezu H. HEYWCOD. 

The Truth Seeker. 
It would be a calamity indeed were Tm TRUTH 

SBEKE:B to fail for lack of patronage. It would be as. 
though the fpundations of our cause. were wreckEd. 
0 !;her p•pers that might and would be started could 
never repair the damage except feebly. · There sre 
other papers devoted to the cause, but some are 
local, others are narrow or limited variously. THE 
TRUTH SEEKER from the first has exhibited a C31tho
licity and charity thst should ba ours in the higher 
development of the cause. These traits were tho€e 
of tb9 noble and illus rious founder, Bennett. He 
heard all sides and let you decide. NJW, there are 
some wealthy men of our people whose incomes era 
eo great that one day's receipts would, if contributed 
to sustain the cause, make it certain tbat our· TRUTH 
SEEKEB could not fail. There are hundreds of Lib· 
erals who little dream of the straits to whieb we 
newspaper men are often put to keep going. A fund 
from wh,ich to pay well a couple of canvas!!ers would 
insure the prosperity of the paper and its extended 
circulation if the fund were managed rightly. 

It is difficult to get subscribers for our paper. 
Every body cannot be approached. Then we hav 
some illibGral Liberals. I know a man who despises 
me for believing in a God-that Thought developed 
thinbrs as nature developed mattEr. So our honse· 
hold is limited smd ~e~ttered. OomP, you riah 
Freethinker, you truth seEker, for the memory 
of the m•rtyr who founded it-he was a martyr 
-think of it., an aged kindly gentleman, a phi
losopher and philanthropist, dragged from hie 
home and condemned to hard labor, stripped, clad 
in stripes. shaved, and imprisoned for f!imply ad 
dressing a scientific book now re11d anywhere before 
any public when ocaasion caUe fo:r it-for his memory 
open your purse and your mind to the founding 
of a trust of eome kind for the perpetuation and ex· 
tension of Tm TRUTH BEEKER. People are eo 
forgetful, and thus lose their libertie~. Bennett's 
memory will thus liv aa a watning of our danger. 
The perseauting, unaonstitutionaletatutes still exist. 
So do the human vermin and \)mrasites that liv by 
~hem. A hundred years hence; unless Freedom diee, 
green and glorious will be his memor 1 whose per· 
son they desecrated, while men of their names will 
be petitioning legislation to change them. Mark it, 
ye unborn who are living then! HoLT. 

Dr. Barnsfather's Consumption Cure. 

that lo11owed by a few sanitarians who keep the 
patient breathing pure mountain air almos• con· 
stantly. The weak ones are kept on cots well pro· 
~ected from wind and storm under tents or pavilions 
all day,- and well fed to keep up their strength. Dr. 
Dettweiller, of :falkenstein, Germany, and a few 
others cure by this method about twenty-five per 
cent of their patients, mainly those in the first 
stages. 

I shall giv some acBount of his proceedings in a 
work I hope to issue soon on the hygienic treatment 
of consumption. 

There is about as much euperstUion in mediein as 
in religion, and Tm TRUTH SEEKER can do some good 
by helping to exterminate it. ~ 

M. L. HoLBROOK, M.D., 
E 1itor of the Herald of Health. 

What I Think. 
I ehaU never bate mine enemy to do an act of in· 

j usti~e to him. Justice, if executed, will punish the 
evil-doer sufficiently. · 

My conscience is quite at rest. I o:ft"end no God 
when I denounce the Jewish Bible and deny the di· 
vinity of Jesus. . 

One who is loudest in confessing his faUh in God 
proves to be one who trusts the least in him. 

One who joills church because he is afraid of a hell 
he believes in, is jnd as bad as one who is profane 
becsuae he ia not afraid of a hell he does not believe 
in; neither one has the principle of manliness. 

The words called ''swearing" are conceived and 
born in the ims~ination of man, and hav far les6 
meaning then our Yes and No, antl the Ohristian 
pulpit ia responsible for their use and abuse. 11 God, 
heaveD, devil, and hell " are all without proof of ex~ 
istence. "Jesus" is but a man's name like John 
and Jacob. Damnation, an expreasion of a fool, 
repeated by fools. 

Profanity is immoral in and injnr~s self only. 
Hypoariey endangers and injures all others. 
Profanity is prohibited by law. 
Hypocrisy is encouraged in law. 
The profane man givs you a chance. 
The bypoarit does not. 
The profane man tells you the truth. 
The bypocrit belies you. 
The profane man giva you your own. 
The hypocrit rob11 you. 
The profane man otrikes you in the light. 
The hypccrit stabs you in the night. 
The profane man is shunned and defamed by the 

church. 
The hypocrit is respected and popular with the 

church. 
The profane Dlln belongs to himselt, is himself, is 

what be is • 
The hypocrit belOngs to the church, as of such is 

the church, ever pretending to be what it is not. • 
I believe the Obristian religion to be the biggest 

falsehood that ever was perpetrated upon the credu· 
lity of mankind. JAY F. HALDEMAN. 

Thompsontown, Pa:, July 31 1891. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
LIBEBAL LEAGtrE HALL, 177 Halsey street, corner ot· Mar. 

ket street; Newark, Sunday afternoon at S o'clock, William 
Hanson, of Brooklyn, will lecture. Subject : " Education 
and tbe Power of Public Opinion." 

Cot. H. S. 0LOOTT, president. founder of the Theosophical 
Society, wlll dellver a public lecture on 11 Theosophy and 
H. P. Blavateky" in Scottish Rlte Hall, Madison avenue 
and 29th street, New York city, on Thursday evening, 
September 24th, at 8:15. Admission free. 

S. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for September and 
October are as follows: Nanalmo, B. C., September 26th; 
Welllngton, B.C., 27th, 28th; Snohomish, Wash., 80th; West 
Ferndale, Wash., October 1st, 2d; Portland convention, 
Sd, 4th, l'ith"; Grant's Pass, Ore., 7th, 8th; San Francisco, 
11th. Will lecture in California through the months of Octo
ber, November, December, and January, state convention 
January 29th. · 

I notice you publish Dr. Barnsfatber'e new eur(\ 
for consumption. n reminds one of the doctor who 
knew how to cure fits but nothing else, so he grave 
his patients fits first and then cured them. Dr. 
Barnsfather's idea is to giv consnmptivs rheumatism 
or gout first and tb6n the c'nsumption will go and 
the new disease can be cured afterward. Daar Dr. 
B11rnsf•ther, you are on the wron~ trsck-tritlivg 
with nature-and you will fail. Consumption is a 
dreadful disease. It must be prllvented by edt'c~t
ing oar youth physically and in hygiene. If cured 
&t all it must be done by bygien:c agencies in its 
early etages. The most aucaeseful method so far is 

J, G. HKRTWrG, P. 0. box 413, Washington, D. C., in
tends to lecture during the forthcoming fall and winter on 
the following subjects : 1. 11 National Taxation," opposing 
the present customs and internal revenue systems of the 
United States and advocating a not graduated income tax 
in their stead, for raising the revenue necessary for the sup
port of the government. 2. "Free Coinage," advocating 
free and unlimited coinage, from American silver, of a tem. 
porary silver dollar, correct as to its bullion value, and, as soon 
as It can be accompllshed, an international agreement as to a 
fixed ratio between gold arid silver as monetary metals1 S. 
c • Sunday La'Vs," energetically opposing such laws, as vio
lating the Constitution of the United States, and, in addi
tion, expounding the other demands of Liberalism. He 
urgently and sincerely sollcits engagements for these 
lectures. 

Srum for catalog of ocr p~blicatione. Sent free 
on application. 
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Fifteenth Annual Congress. 
The Fifteenth Annual Congress of the AmericaJJ 

Secular Union has ·b"en appointed by the Board of 
Directors ~o meet jn Philadelphia, on Saturday morn
ing, O~t.. 31, 1891, at 10 o'clock, in Industrial H11I. 
corner of Broad and Wood streets, for the trans1o 
tion of busines£1, and to continue over Sunday, Novem· 
ber 1st, if the Congress shall- so determin. No ar
rangements will be made for reduced railway or 
hotel rateP. 

The obj~ot of the American Secular Union, as iP 
well known, is to secure the total sep1ration of 
chnroh and state in fact and in form, to the end tbat 
equal rights in religion, genuin morality in politics. 
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be establiehed, 
protected, and perpetuated. While we unite on what 
is commonly known as the Nine Deman:ls of Secu
larism, we propose to emphasize the following at the 
coming Congress : 

1. The fquitable taxation of ohnreh property in 
common with other property. 

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction 
and worship in the public schools, and especially the 
reading of .any Bible. 

3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforc
ing the observance of Sunday as a religions institn· 
tion, rather than an eoonnmio one, justified by physi
ological and other secular reasons. 

4. The cessation of all appropriations of the public 
funds for educational and charitable institutions of 

· a sectarian character. 
The American Secular Union is strictly unsectarian 

and non-partis~ in both religion ud politics, but 
will use any and all, honorable means to secure its 
objects as above stated. It 'is not either publicly or 
privately committed to the advancement of any sys• 
tem of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily wel
comes all persons of whatever faith to its member
ship on the basis of " no union of church and state/' 
The word "secular" is here used · in its broadest 
sense, as applied to the state and n9t to any system 
of religion or philosophy. 

To discuss these questions in an orderly and 
friendly manner, and to devise ways and means to 
promote these objects, let us come together at this 
Congress as Freethinkers, Materialists, Spiritualists, 
Unitarians, Universalists, Free Religionists, Qaakers, 
Progressiv Jews, and Liberal Christians, and, laying 
aside our peculiar views on religious questions, uniEe 
as American oitizene on the one bro•d platform of Jio 
union of church and statfl, and the complete admin
istration of our secular government on purely secular 
principles. i 

The National Reform Association, having for its 
object the establishment of Christianity as the 
religion of the state by constitutional enactment; the 
American Sabbath Union, working for the enforce· 
ment, by Jegisl&tion, of the Jewish and Paritanio 
S1bbath on our free citizens; the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union, indorsing the platforme and 
policy of both these organizations ; the churohee, 
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through 
thei~ ecclesiastical bodies ·upon the complete exemp
tion ·of church property from just taxation, as weli 
as upon the appropriation of public money for 
religious Fchools and other sectarian institutions ; 
all these, and many others which might be mentioned, 
are imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every 
true Liberal and patriot, whether Dlan or woman, 
should feel called upon to aid in organizing an 
Eifectiv oppoeition to tbeee nefarious schemes. 

All who work for religious liberty are welcome to 

the coming Congress of the American Secular Union 
in the Oity of Brotherly Love. R. B. WESTBRCoK, 

President American Secular Union. 
Attest : IDA C. CBADDOOK1 

Corr. Sec. American Secular UnioD. 
Philadelphia, Sept.161 1891. 

Friends, will you send in your contributions to 
help make this Congress a success T Remember that 
every dollar invested in this Congress will come back 
to you with interest, in the surer protection of your 
freedom from the encroachments. of church bigots, 
as it brings t~e cause for which we are all working
total separation of church and state-prominently 
before the people. All coniributions, however small, 
will be gladly received and acknowledged by the 
secretary, IDA C. CnADDoo:tr. : 

Office S. E. corner Broad and Columbia avl3nue, 
Philadelphia. 

------~~~-------
The Secular Union's Monthly Report. 

SUBSCRIPTIONS RECEIVED AUGUST, 1891. 
Samuel H. Galton and wife, Philadelphia .................. $ 2 00 
M. Reiman, Chicago.............................................. 10 00 
Geo. Stephens, Moline, Ill., $10; also $2 50 for two 

copies "Prize Manual." ............. ; ................... 12 50 
Wm. Bmtth, Geneva, N.Y., ''Prize Manual".......... 1 25 
J 0 Bentley, Philadelphia .............................. :...... 5 00 
S. R. Shepherd, Leavenworth, Kan .. . . ... .... .. ... ......... 1 00 
Alfred 0. Hll'ks, Long Branch. N.J., $1 for member. 

ship; $3 for pamphlets ... ,.............................. 4 00 
Ulysses Tanner, Cannon Falls, Minn ......... ... ... ... . ... .. 2 00 
.Sundry pamphlets............................................... 50 
B •. L. Hog au, Ben Hur, Cal ..................................... ,1 00 

SBOULAB PBNNY FUND. 
Ralph Tavlor, Cincinnati......................................... 2 00 
John R Newton, Norwich, N. Y.......... .................. 1 39 
Mrs. L. P. Langley and friends, Santa Barbara, Cal; 

D. P. Beery, Moline, .Ill.; S. H. S., Omaha; 
W. H. Eastman, San Francisco ; Gustav Eddin
ger, Indianapolis; W. E Tobey, Little Rock, 
Ark.; $1 each ............................................. 6 00 

J. 0. Loop, Clay Centre, Kan ............... -................ 85 
A Friend. -:Los Angeles, Cal..................................... 56 
Mrs. H. Bohda, Martinsburg, W. Va; Grandchildren 

of Louis :Wolfes, Martinsburg; Mrs. Susan 
Reichester, Valley Falls, Kan.; Mrs. S. L. 
Woodard, husband and f!lmily, Golden Eagle, 
Ill ; 50 cents each............. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ..... ...... ... 2 00 

Chas. Converse, 25 cents; Jefferson Abbott, 2 cents; 
Mrs. Effie Weed, 5 cents; Miss Bertha Weed, 
5 cents; G. W. Smith, 5 cents; all of N. Huron, 

Penny Fund contributions a large proportion comes 
from an entirely new constituency-the Spiritualistic 
-who hav 'been interested in our work through the 
columns of a leading Spiritualist journal. Spiritual· 
ists, as a class, are wide-awake, thoroughly_ tolerant 
Liberals, and we find them willing and eager to affili
ate with the Amei:ioan Secular Union in its work of 
state Secularization. We trust that our a.,tiv Athe
ist and Materialist friends to whom this article is 
especially addressed will show themselvs equally as 
wide awake to the opportunity now presented for the 
affiliation of the Liberals of two suah widely dift'er
ing ismlil, in behalf of the cause so dear to both-the 
cause of religious liberty. 

The past ·year has seen scol'es of ·earnest appeals, 
through th~ columns of THE TRUTH SEEK.EB, Investi
gator, Freethought, and Secular !lhought, for a 
widespread organization of Liberals against the 
common foe. The corresponding secretary . of the 
American Secular Union has not been slow to appre
ciate this need of organization, if we are ever to 
accomplish anything for state Secularization ; and all 
through the oppressiv heat of the dog·dliys she has 
worked away patiently and hopefully, seeking to 
in~erest a new constituency in our work. Had our 
old stand-bys in the cause come forward with .. their 
usual annual donations ·she could hav accomplished 
far more than she has. As it is, she has been obliged 
to stint the pamphlets sent out, and, in more than 
one case, to decline sending them, owing to the 
necessity of husbanding the little store now on ba:rid 
in our offiae. Still, with what resources she has had 
at her command, she has suaceeded in interesting a 
considerable number of our Spiritualist friends ; and 
she now sets forth this result, imperfect as it neces
sarily is, in the hopes that those who see this article 
will come forward and strengthen . her hands in the 
good work of bringing the soldiers in the two diverse 
camps of Spiritualism and Materialiiixn into one oo~
mon fighting army-the army of the American Secu
lar Union-pledged to fight for freedom for us all. 

The Secular Penny Fund has accomplished muah, 
and it grows from week to week. But it is too early
as yet for us to depend upon this as our only finan-
cial resource. We need contributions from our 
wealthy Liberals, in amounts of $10, $25, $50, or 
$100, if the American Secular Union is to be tided 
safely over the present fiscal year. Our store of 

N.Y ............................................................ . 
Anonymous, Oakland, Cal ...................................... . 
A. W. Tucker, N. Waterborough, Maine ................. . 
A. C. Lake, Garrettsville, 0.; E. Frank Garner, 

Llmeklaen, N. Y.; Edward J. Colegrove, Lime
klaen, N. Y.; William Hollie, Irondale, 0.; 
Samuel Mason, Irondale, 0.; M. J. Wiley, 
Aurora, III.; Thomas White, Alameda, Cal.; 

pamphlets, as we hav already said, is quite low, aild 
we hav :rio money to print a new supply. Moreover, 

~~ we need money for envelopes, postage, office expenses, 
28 eta. It is a shame, a shame, that we hav _to turn a 

deaf ear so often to appeals for pamphlets from lick 
~fund~ · _ 

How far that little candle throws'hiii beams, 
So shines a good deed iri a naughty world.-

25 cents each................................................ 1 75 
A. W. Dellquest, Meadville, Pa.; John Petty, Banta 

Monica, Cal.; 24 cents each . .. . .. . .. . . ..... .. ... .. . ... 48 
John Sprag'!le, E Milton, MaEs.; L. J. Moulder, Shel-

tonville, Ga.; 20 cents each ........................... . 

And so shines the light from every Ameiioan Secular 
Union pamphlet that is sent out from this cffiae, illu
minating the sul'l'ounding night of church bigdry, 

Mrs. W. S. Ketchum, Fennville, Mich., 15 cents; Wm. 
Barker, Millwood, 0; 14 cents...................... 29 

40 and preparing the eyes of those sitting in that dark
ness for that greater light-the full dawn of mental 
freedom-for whose speedy advent every true Free
thinker devoutly yearns and works. ' ·Dear friends, J. Gorton and friends, N.Y.; W. S. Galloway, Han

kins, N.Y.; J. 0. Fullerton. Butler, Pa.; Mrs. 
Isabel Dunn, Keithsburg, Til; E. H. Dunham, 
Providence, R. I.; Mrs. Sarah Drake, Bloom
ington, Ill.; Thomas Woodring, Waverly, Ia; 
E. S. Varney, Lowell, Ma@s.; N. D. Green, 
Waverly, Pa; Wilbur Mosena, Burlington, Ia.; 
Mrs. Mattie Schoonmaker, Cocoa, Fla.; Wilson 
Duncan, Council Bluffs; John Hart, Luzerne, 

will you not one and all do your share in helping 
the secretary send out not only hundreds, but thou
sands of these little twinkling lights intp the mental 
darkness which lies like a pall over our fair 1101a 7 

N.Y.;· 10 cents each..................................... 1 30 
Thad. G. Springer and Geo. T. Sprin11:er, 5 cents each 10 

We trust that this appeal will be promptly 
responded to by such of our old stand-bys as hav 
not yet come forward this year to help us. And let 
no one hesitate because he feels that he cannot giv 
as much this year as last. If you ·can giv much, let August Wagner, Fred W. Poedt, W. B. Golden, Wade 

Sperry, D. R. Thompson, B. Headley, W . .E. 
Dodds, Charles Cowles, S. D. Thompson, E. T. 
Dalbey, all of Hamburg, Ia.; 1 cent each ........ . 

Jas. G. Sanders, Bismarck, Dak ............................. . 
J. H. Cook, Columbus, Kan.; Mrs. M. Goodrich, 

Yorkville, III.; w. S . .Andres, Portsmouth, 0.; 

us hav it; but if "times are hard" with you this 
10 year, the columns of the Secular Penny Fond ought 
06 to show you, without any argument on our part, 

what can be accomplished by numerous donations of 
even small amounts. To print and issue pamphlets 
money is absolutely necessary; we cannot possibly 
do it on the wind. Come, friends. Now that the 
beat and worry of the dog-days are over and we are 
settling down for winter business, let us hear from 

Mrs. Emma Rader, Boonton, N. J; 5cents each 20 

Total.............................................. . $57 69 
F. C. MBNnB, Treasurer American Secular Union. 

About Pamphlets. 
From California comes the following:· 
Please send me . • • some Flag and Pansy leaflets. I 

think they are splendidly adapted for missionary work. 
With them conversation on these subjects can be opened 
with persons that could not hav been approached otherwise. 

Referring to a package of assorted pamphlets 
sent him from this offiae, the writer says : 

The "Church Taxation" and "Bible in Schools" pam
phlets I think are the strongest arguments against the 
encroachments by the church. . . . I hav other·pam. 
phlets treating on these subjects, but I like Dr. Westbrook's 
best, they being written in the most convincing way. , 

This letter is but one of many which praise the 
efficiency of the three missionary pamphlets which 
the American Secular Union has so far been able to 
issue. The question now before the executiv ('!Om· 
mittee is: Shall we continue to issue and circulate 
these valuable missionary tracts, or shall we allow 
them to fall into innocuous desuetude, through lack 
of funds! 

If our old stand.by members will take the trouble 
to look up the published liet of contributions for 
the ~aet two months, they will find that a large pro. 
portron of the money has come in for the Seoalar 
Penny Fund and in small amounts. And of these 

you promptly regarding this matter. Let us be 
able to show at our fall congress that during the 
past year at least the American Secular Union has 
not existed in vain. Help the secretary in her 
attempts to enlist all Liberals under the one standard 
which we all honor whatever our differing isms-the 
banner on whose folds is emblazoned the motto, 
"No union of church and state.'' InA C. CRADDOCK, 

Corr. Sea. American Secular Union. 

A. Large Family. 
EDITOR TRUTH SBBKBR: I inclose by postal note twenty

six cents to apply to the Penny Fond. Two cents tor myself 
and wife, five cents for my children who are living, sixteen 
cents for my grandchildren, and three cents for my great
grandchildren. Quite a family, but I expect to be beaten by 
others in number. · . Wx. H.lBT. 

WE will furnish free sample pages-pictures and 
text-of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book " to 
any friend who will distribute them where they will 
do good, and to anyone who will become a selling 
agent a liberal discount will be made. A Freethinker 
of good address, man or woman, out of work, could 
make good salary selling this book in any town of 
fairly Liberal inhabitants. 
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My Lecture Trip. my £ervices are .requested to address me in.care of different believer in the Bible. He further says that 
E. A.. Stevens, 498 West Madison street, Ohicago. Solomon:w·as 94: years old when he died, while script-

Leaving New York on Saturday evening by the JonN R. CBABLl!SWORTH. ure authority givs us but 58 as his age at death. 
Western express, I reached Pittsburgh on Sunday We also infer from Josephus that the sins ofSolomo:a 

·. morning after a tedious ride of thirteen and a half began early in his reign, while our priests tell us 
hours. When daylight broke and I was aroused Lecture Notes. difterentJy, notwithstanding the fact that one of his 
from my sleep, I found myself just a few miles east I am on the eve of my departure from this littl~ first acts was to violate that sacred law by marrying 
of J obnstown, Pa., where the noted flood occurred town of Da Bois for Pittsburgh. I ba,- given the the daughter of Pharaoh an Egyptian. 
a few years ago. As I passed this picture~;que little first Freethotight lectures here to rather i11different Josephus says that Joash, king of Israel, 11 was a 
town· I thought· of the awfnl disaster that befell it on audiences. The place boasts of eleven churches, good man, and in his disposition was not at all like 
that fateful day, and my mind nturally wandered and a population of six thousand beads (no .soulf). his father;" while scripture sa:ys of him, "Ap.d be 
to the. poor sufferers that were overcome by it, and The church controls everything. A few Liberals did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord ; he 
at once. the question arose within my mind, II Where some months ago concluded to hav • number of Rad- departed not from all the sins of Jeroboam the son 
was the ~eity at the time these human beings we.re icallectures and Mr. W. I. Kuk"wrote to me when I of Nebat, who made Israel sin; but he walked 
struggling for life in thab seething torrent of waters''' was on my way to New York, but I could not then therein." The eommeDtator, who acknowledges this 
Arid • small voice within me seemed to say, "Up in make arrangements, but promised to come here in "dicect contradiction," himself flies into the face of 
the gallery with the rest of the Gods, instead of Septeml-er. Although there are many preachers scripture with an attempted exFlanation, when he 
taking his part in the greab drama of life."· ·here, and they were an invited to attend the lectures, says, "It is most likely that be ~as ab first a wicked 

En route- I passed several small villages whose I think there was only one who put in an appearence, king, and •fterward was reclaimed, and became. •. 
inhabitants were utilizing the bounties with which ; and he did not attempt to make any reply .to my good one." Such utter straits are Christians dri,-en. 
nature had provided them, and were lighting their 'lectures, although a cordial invitation was given for to whenever it is necessary to deal with t.~~ testi· 
streets with the natural gas, which is very beautiful the clergy to, reply. monies of the world. Josephus says the nn~b~r of 
in these .districts. I mention this b6Gause it was 1 I was very sumptuously entertained by the veteran pedigreed Jews over twelve years old that returned 
curiosity to me, cotoing as I did direct from the Freethinker James Hine and his family. Mr. Hine from Babylon to Jerusalem under the proclamation 
great metropoli11. R~·aching Pittsburgh on Sunaa, is an outspoken Liberal, a11d is known all over the of Cyrus was 4: 628,000; the Bible says it was but 
morning] soon found my~:~elf with Liberal friend1.1; country as such. He gave the use of his Opera 42 360. Josephus claims that in the contract be
and they welcomed me very cordially indeed. My House free, and made every tffort to make the lect- tween Saul and David lot Michal, the consideration 
lec(ure, the first on my .trip, was delivered before a urea 1 succesl!. I met 1 number of good Liberals was 600 heads of the Philistines instead of 100 
v~ry fair audience, considering that this was the ~ret who not only greeted me with a hearty handshake foreskins. Josephus positivly asserts that those 
meeting of the season. There were a goodly spr~nk- bu~ also wenb down into their pockets for the mate- midwives were Egyptians instead of Israelites, as our 

·ling. of ladies, for which I eongra~ulate the Ptt!s- rial comfort that sends the lEcturer on to the next Bible give it, upon which the reverend commentator 
burgh Secularists, for when our fr1ends can reahzs place. Among the number of these are, Messrs. w. says ''Which is very probable," and then adds, 
that these are the mothers of the great hu~an 1. Kirlr, James Hine, A. Miller, Thos. Borings, Jo- "Jo~ephus must hav had much completer copies of 
family they will then begin to understand how aeph Khk, Herman Shaf6r, Dr. New, and several the Pantateuah" than ours to write from. 
necessary it is to make ·an efforb to secure their others whose names I C!Ulnot now recaU. Great heavens ! Is it possible that we bav gotten 
atten<bnce it our meetings-and above all, when I made an urgsnt appeal for subscribers for THE the wrong Bible T and the one withal that has the 
we fiild ourselvs confronted with the fac~ that TRuTH SEEKER and Investigator, but with not much least show of probability T 
women form nearly, if not all, of the church mem· success. It is true that both these grand papers are In Josephus against Apion we find him in a rage 
bership. I made many new friends in Pittsburgh, te.ken here, but there are quite 1 few men wbo are that runs away with his discretion. The bone of 
and was pleased to meet with such doughty old able to take one or both papers who take neithu of contention is mostly over the question as .to. who 
champions of Fre.etbought as Roman Staley, Harry them, and yet claim to be Freethinkers of the first the Israelites were; and the frantic crimination& and 
Hoover, W. Barker, and others. My visit to the water. I think that one of the greatest reforms pueril retorts of Josephus are not at all in keeping 
s~oky cjty will. ever b!! associated with pleasant DEeded just now is to hav our. rarik and file Liberals with the cool candor and gentlemanly demeanor 
memQri~s. . I resumt;~d my joul'ney westward on turn over 11 new leaf ud subEcribe for TBE 'fnuTH that should characterize the ·writing of one who 
Tuesday morning en route fo:J:. Millersburg, 0., my SEEKER* or Investigator. w. s. BEr.L. feels secure in the integrity of .his cause and incon-
next p· laae.to.lecture. Owing to a delay of four and ·.n B · p s t 12 1891 trovertible arguments. He charge.s against Manetb.o . . . ht I b d u ozs, a , ep . , . 
a half hours, it was midn1g ere reac e my that his A.menophis is utterly a fictitious king, and 
· destinatioil.. Though late was the hour, I was met [*Better make it TaB. TRuTH S.!!EKBB. It's got more plct- tries thus to brush away the groundwork of a story 
at the depot by friends who immediately took me to ures In it.-En. T. 8 J that is far from creditable to the Jews. To read this 
comfortable quarters at the Central Hote7, kept by Josephus and the Old Testament. with implicit confidence in what Josephus says one 
a J .. A. Gonser, a jolly old Freethinker. Miller!!- . . . would be shocked at the impudence and lying 
burg is a pretty little agricultural district of two The article of J. E. Remsburg, 10 • recent Issue resorted to by both. Apion and Manetho; but a little 
thousand inhabitants, and has a large Liberal ele· ~~ TnE TnuT~ ~EEXER, on the death of Jehos.phat, investigation compels the more conservativ and 
ment, but so cruel is the vengeance of society upon rs goo.d, yet 1t IS but one ~f the many argu~enM 1 reasonable man to withhold his censure; ~or lo ! 
those who refuse to worship its fetiches that many. addua1~le to show conelus~vly that the scripture; in the encyclopedia we fin.d three Egyptian kings of 
feel compelled in a great measure to restrain their record IS not perfect or rehable, and therefore not 1 that very name · and again in Rollin we find that 
tr:ue feelings, and as everywhere els~ ~ found an divinf.! revelation. ~hatever hl potheses Ohristians 1 011e of these wa~ the Pharaoh of the exodus, which 
honest and faithful few who would wdbngly move may. 1.nvent to sat~efy the demands of reaso~ for, agrees with Manetho, the Egyptian historian. 
heaven and earth to eft'act a spirited advocacy of preciSion and consistency, are wholly g~atu1to~s, In tbe da;vs of Josephus, perhaps more than now, 
their principles. One of these I must mention, J. out of orde~, and as the la'!yer wo~ld,ob]ect, 11 ~~-. there was policy in piety, and in his ~ase ~ ~m 
Obevellard; also E. F. Besancon, S"Iilling, and J. A. compete~f., Irrelevant, and ~mmater11l. . T~ere 1s; inclined to thillk the policy part of h1s rebgi~n 
Gonser .. Miller!! burg could accomplish good Liberal no relat1on between the fi111te and the lli fiDit that i largely predominated however pions he may be sard 
work had it but one good local speaker who can justify any other co~clusion. .Whether our, to hav been. Being '• Jew of the proudest .sect, be 
would be capable of entertaining an audience. I revelation be perfEct or ImperfEcb 1s beyolld tile, was ambitious to make the record of Israel a matter 
delivered two lectures here, which were fairly well province of the human mind to jodgP. Whether it 1 of honor and applause throughout the history of 
attended considering the size of the town and that be comprehensible or incomprehensible, whether it; his racP and scrupled not at appropriating any facts 
it bas seven churches to support. Personally I was be the power of God unto salvation or a stumbling-; that co~ld be converted to this end and ignoring 
well pleased with my effods here. On again by the block, it must remain immutably the same, even IB1 nery bemeaning feature that could be covered up 
first train Saturday morning for Shreve, my next the. revel.ator bas said, 11 If any man .sl:iall add unto! or beaten down. Josephus .was not c~efnl as ~o 
halting-ground. I was at onae taken charge of by these tbJDgl:l, God shall add unto h1m the plagues, what degree of violence he d1d the Mosaic narrat1v 
V. D. Mans.on, and as my lecture did not ~·.k~ place tbat are written in this boot. And if any man: of the scjourn in Egypt a11d the exodus, in assuming 
until the evening, I spent the afternoon VI&ItJDg my shall take away from the words ~f the book of this, !hat the H3'ksbos were the Israeli~es. To this en~ 
flock · but alas, there was no cold chicken. Shreve propheay,_ G~d shall. take ~way h1s part ~ut of the1 he was willing to eacrifice every mtracle of Moses 1f 
is an~tber of those agricultural towns for which book of hfe. Nor IS the 1dea of human mterpreta- need be and every providence of God that could not 
this part of Ohio is noted. It bas a population just tion at all admiesib!e. If it is not witlin it£elf an' be reconciled to his theory. In confirmation of 
one-half of Millersburg, bat has a larger and more irrefragable power of conviction, it is no revelation. such a view let me afk what possible motiv, other 
courageous Liberal element.. My lectures had. b~en The saying of Christ, 11 Ye do err not knowing the than to prepare the way for identically such a 
well advertised; although, w1th that truly Chr1st1an scripture,," negative the assumption of • divine necessity could ever hav prompted those dubious 
method of argument, our posters were torn down as revelation as surely !lB the dependent is • aondition passages' that for place and application are exactly 
fast as they were put up. The loaal friends next below the absolute. B~lief is entirEily another mat~ where they should be. To wit: At the end of Bk. 3 
resorted to dodgers as a mode of advertisment, ter, without authority to dictate what is fact., and he says i•.But ts to these matters let evervone take 
with which the town was abundantly supplied, the without prerogative beyond an equality with nnbe- them a~ he sees fit.'' Bk. 4:, chap. 6, sea. 13, 11 But 
general result of which was 111 large and enthusiastic lief. . let everyone think of these matters as be pleases ;" 
audience, who listened very attentivly to what was In Mr. Remsburg's article be attests the frcb that and at the end of Bk. 10, "Now as to myself, I 
said; and thus my first leature in Shreve met with Christians esteem Josephus one of their important hav so described these matters as I hav found them 
unbounded success. The local parsons had been authorities, and shows that the time given by and read them. but if anyone is inclined to another 
cordially invited to attend the lectures. They ac- him from the death of Abab to the capture of the opinion about them let him enjoy bis different senti
cepted and promised sure to be there; but prom!ses ten tribes "forbids the idea of any interregnum.'' menta without any blame from me." Surely an 
were all we got, for they made themselvs consp:cu. This happens to be I rue in this instance and suits incorruptible honesty and an unshaken sincerity 
ous by their a)>sence. Sunday I was down for two his purpo<e; but in comparing Josephus with script- never could be suspected of such criminal liberality 
lectures at 3 and 7 PM. respactivly. They were ure chronology from the accession of Jeroboam to under 1 regime so exact and exacting as that attrib
well attended, the hall being crowded to excess at the death of Abab we do 11ot. find the same agree· uted to the Jews. 
night. I am pleased to say that Shreve is pr~tty ment. He says that from the death of_ Dayid to the There are other such panageE-one follo~ing the 
free frbm being priest-ridden, thanks to the pra1se- death of Ahab was 163 years, from which d we sub- Red sea narrativ and anobber ·after the ep1sode of 
worthy zeal of V. D. Manson and his co~ workers. tract the reign of Solomon, 40 years, we get 123 Jonah and the whale. Some encyclopedias state that 
All bail to Shreve for its efforts toward Secularism. years from Solomon to the death of Abab, but from these two miracles were not believed by Josephus. 
I shall expect to hear great things from here yet. the beginning of Jeroboam's reign to the death of Upon whatever grounds such claim is based, they are 
They hav splendid opportunities before them. Abab by tbe ecripture record was but 84 years. I cumulativ evidence in favor of my position. 
These well utilized will place them on a sure founda- am 1\Ware that J oseph~s says (Ant., bk. v~ii, c~ap. 7, I cannot understand how the Anti.quities. of Jose
tion for our future. Monday morning I was driven sec. 8) that Solomon re1gned 80 years, whtcb, If true, phus can be esteemed valuable testimony 1n behalf 
to Nashville, a distance .of seven miles from here, in wonld corroborate the scripture time; but 1 Kings of Christianity. . C. PuTNAM. 
a buggy, across country, where I shall deliver two xi, 4:2, and 2 Chron. i:r, 30, say that Solomon's reign Marquette Kan. 
lectures on Monday and Tuesday evenings respect- was 40 years; so it makes no difference to me which '----~----
ivly. I am still open for engagementts to lecture born of the dile.mma is taken, as my purpose is to 
or debate during the latter part of Oatober and show that J oaephus not only does not corroborate 
November. Friends in, Iowa and Nebraska desiring the scriptures, but also that be was bub a very in-

Smm for catalog of our publications. Sent free 
on application. 
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We hope that whenever a FreethinkBr sees an 
article in his local papRr in favor of opening the 
World's F.air on Sundays he will mark it and 
IJend a copy to Benjamin Butterworth, secretary 
Board of .Directors of World's Fair, .Rand 
McNally building, Chicago, fll., and to John :Z. 
.DickiniJon, IJecretary National Commission of 
World'• Fair, and the same address. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
efortiJ must not slacken till the final decision is 
mack, which may not be till1893. 

Notice Regarding the Secular Union Congress. 
Now that the Oongress of the American Secular 

Union is called Mr. W. S. Andres desites us to say 
that some time during the meeting he will present 
for adoption a general revision of its constitution. 
We understand that Mr. John R. Charlesworth also 
will, if his leatnring engagements permit him to be 
there, present some amendment.& to the organic basis 
of the Union. 

From the tone of the Call of the Board of Direct. 
ora we judge that they expect the business to be 
transacted quickly. This is well, yet the delegates 
might well expend some time in discussing how best 
to further the objects of the Union by some practical 
work. There is less need of changing the constitn· 
tion than there is of doing something under the old 
one. 

We hope that the Liberals of the country wUI 
numerously attend the Congress. These annual 
meeti.Dgs are pleasant affairs and many lastillg friend
ships hav been formed at them. It is good to get 
together, even if we do diifer on almost every question 
brought up. 

Work to Do. 
The question of Sunday opening or closing of the 

World's Fair will be settled by the local board of 
directors conjointly with the federal commission. 
This latteJ" body wUI, we believe, unless death inter
\'enes, be the same in 1893 as now; but the local 
board is elected each year, and consequently there 
are two elections to take place before the board 
which has the final power is chosen. Any action 
taken now might be reversed then. 

It is probable that the two bodies wDI defer action 
on this matter until the year of the openillg. It is 
therefore of great importance that a constant press· 
ore be brought to bear upon the nrions local 
boards aad especially upon the federal commission, 
that when the tim~ comes for deciding there shall be 
no doubt as to what is the real public sentiment in 
the matter. 

The American Sabbath Union, aided by the clergy 
of the country, wiJI exert such· pressure in favor of 
Sunday closing. The Liberals of the country should 
be sure that the Sabbath Union is opposed e:ffectivly. 

Christianity's Theory of Insani 
This news comes from England: 
" Since the discussion among the doctors upon the value 

of music as an agent for convalescence, a guild of Saint 
Cecilia has been established in London, with the aim of 
training musicians to soothe a patient's nerves with music, 
under the direction of the physicians. Every member must 
possess a sweet, gentle voice and delicate execution." 

In Mohammedan countries music was employed as 
a remedial agent in mental diseases many centuries 
ago. Christian lands recently, upon casting away 
the cures of insanitrby supernatural means, adopted 
that instrumentality as a valuable auxiliary. Now, 
we see, they: are extending its application to general 
cases of nervous irritation. In treatment of this 
class of troubles Christianity has an infamous record, 
while Mohammedanism boasts of • career calliag for 
the highest praise. In the seventh century Caliph 
Omar protected and encouraged the £cientific 
investigation of insanity by Paul of 1Egina. Since 
then the Mohammedans hav uniformly treated 
mental disease with com!ortable and commodious 
quarters and gentle care, and hav secured a very 
considerable number of cures. In the 11Ueenth 
century visitors to . Moslem lands returned with 
suggestions of improvement which in Spain and Italy 
produced temporarily the only amelioration in Chris
tian handling of mental disease that occurred during 
ten centuries. Even in 1789 John Howard found 
in Constantinople a better insane asylum than the 
great St. Luke's Hospital in London. The Christian 
method in treatment of mental derangement was so 
atrocious as to deserve • description of some length. 

The medical investigators of Greece and Rome, 
pursuing natural lines of inquiry and nnblinded by 
supernaturalism, early obtained correct notions of 
mental alienation. In the fifth century before 
Obrist Hippocrates asserted madness to be simply 
disease of the brain. In the first century after 
Ohrist, Areheus developed this idea by skilful 
investigations. In the second century Soranns and 
Galen made further advances. In the third century 
Oelins Anrelianns achieved yet nobler results. He 
laid down that the only line of treatment on which 
mree could be expected must be gentle and kind. 
.[n the sidh century Alexander of Tralles presented 
still more fruitful researches, and taught how to 
deal with melancholia. 

But with the development of Christianity all these 
wise teachings were relegated to obscurity, all these 
lines of progress were checked. A notion that mad
ness is possession by Satan or his· devils became an 
undoubted church doctrin. In the apostolic times 
no belief had been more faithfully received. The 
early fathers and doctors nnivereally accepted it. 
Michael Psellns in his "Treatis on Demons" pre
sents two main postulates-first, that we know from 
scripture that demons suft'er by material fire and 
brimstone, and hence they must hav material bodies; 
second, that since all demons are by nature cold, 
they gladly seek to warm their material bodies by 
enterillg the warm :flesh o{ men. Soriptnre was 
with all writers the great arsenal of weapons in 
defense of the theory. Citations were made of 
such cases in the Old Testament as the evil spirit 
in Saul, and in the :New Testament as the nu
merous castings out of devils. Among the many 
texts the ones most often adduced were Matt. 
viii, 28, and Lnke x, 17. For the use of fetiches 
in driving out evil spirits, sanction was shown 
in the acaonnt of the cures worked by touch
ing the garments of St. Paul, in Acts xix, 12. It was 
held that devils entered into beasts as well as into 
men; and objectors were met with references to the 
entrance of Satan into the' serpent in Ellen, to the 
transformation of Nebnchadnezzar, and to the cast
ing of devils into swine by Chriet. 

For a time the chief evil :flowing from this belief 
was the perversion of investigation from the true 
source of insanity. Nothing was done in the way of 
positiv ivjury to the s'l:l:fferer. The treatment con
sisted of holy water, sanctified ointlDJ!nts, the breath 
or spittle Of • priest, the touching o{ relics, visits to 
holy plaaes, and mild forms of exorcism. Before 
long, however, this system was changed. There 
grew up 1 belief that Satan could be driven from 
men's bodies by cruelties to the suft'erers. It was 
thought that cruelty to madmen was punishment of 
the devil within them. Continual reference to the 
sacred writings supported lhe doatrin that most of 
the insane were possessed by the devil and many were 
in le•gne with him, hence tormenting:lunatics was 

merely torturing Satan or his confederates. The 
admonitions to gentle treatment of the great pagan 
and Moslem physicians were forgotten. Often 
the tftl1cted person was first scourged, that the evil 
one might be whipped out of him ; and if this failed 
to eject the diabolical tenant the most dreadful 
forms of torture were brought into requisition. The 
few noble p\lysicians who dared to protest were 
silenced, -.nd the treatment of the insane fell alto• 
gether into the ha11ds of the ecalesiastic, the jailer, 
the torturer, and the executioner. 

One form of insanity received especial severity ·of 
dealing. This was that species of delusion in which 
the affected individual believes himself a divine 
person. In occasional cases such persona luckily 
chanced to fall heir to reverent naage-as we now 
see some self.elevated Christa worshiped while 
others are locked up. Sometimes these fortunate per
sons had sainthood conferred upon them; ins~ances 
are Sl. Francis of Assisi and St. Catherine in Italy, 
St. Bridget in Sweden, St. Theresa in Spain, St. 
Mary Alacoqne in France, aad Louise Latean m 
France. These worthies were all lunatics, and can
onized because their lunacy took the , shape of 
imaginations that they were holy creatures. In 
general, however, persons under this species of deln- . 
sion were hardly dealt with, and often barnt alive. 

Qaaint details of tbe exorcisms hav been raked 
out of the must of the past by Ex-President Wbite 
of Cornell University. He relates that; ''a fonda· 
mental premia in . the fully developed e:s:oraism was 
that, according to sacred scripture, • main character· 
istic of Satan is pride. Pride led him to rebel-for 
pride he was cast down ; therefore the first thing to 
do, in driving him out of • lunatic, was to strike • 
fatal blow at this pride-to disgust him. 

"This theory was carried out logically, to the letter. 
The treatises on the subject simply astound one b;y 
their wealth of epithets-blasphemous and obscene 
-which it was allowable for the exorcist to use in 
casting out devils. Tlle ' Treasury of Exorcisms' 
contains hundreds of ptges packed with the vilest 
epithets which the worst imagination could invent 
for the purpose of overwhelming the indwelling 
Satan. 

" Some of these decent enough to be printed in 
these degenerate days are as follows : 

" 1 'l'hou lustful and stupid one, . . . thou lean sow, 
famln-stricken and most impure, . . . thou wrinkled 
beast, thou mangy beast, thou beast of all beasts the most 
beastly, . . . thou mad spirit, . . . thou bestial 
and foolish drunkard, . . . most greedy wolf, . . . • 
most abominable whisperer, . . . thou sooty spirit from 
Tartarus I . . . I cast thee dowo, 0 Tartarean boor, 
into the infernal kitchen I Loathsome cobbler, . . . 
dingy collier, . . . filthy sow (scrota stercorata), • • • 
perfidious boar, . . . envious crecodile, . . . mal
odorous drudge, . . . wounded basilisk . . . rust
colored asp, . . . swollen toad, . . . entangled 
spider, . . . lousy wineherd (porcarie pedJcose), • • • 
lowest of the low, . . . cudgeled ass,' etc. 

"Bn~, in addition to this attempt to disgust Satan's 
pride with blackguardism, there w•s another to scare 
him with tremendous words. For this pnrpoae, 
great., sounding names, from Hebrew and Greek, .of 
the !)eity were imported, such as Acharon,' Eile;ye, 
Schemhamphora, Tetragrammaton, Homonsion, Ho 
Theos, Ath•natos, Ischiros, lEBodes, and the like. 

"Eft'orts were also made to drive him out with 
filthy and rank-smelling drugs; and, among those 
which can be mentioned in a printed article, we may 
name asafetida, sulphur, sqnUls, etc., which were to 
be burnt under his nose. 

" Still further to plague him, pictures of the devil 
were to be spat upon, trampled under foot by peo
ple of low condition, and sprinkled with foul com
pounds. • • . 

"Besides these, were long litanies of billingsgate, 
cursing, and threatening. One of these 'scourging' 
exorcisms runs partly as follows : 

" 1 May Agyos strike thee, as he did Egypt, with frogs I 
. • . May all the devils that ate thy foes rush forth upon 
thee, and drag thee down to hell! . . . May . . • 
Tetragrammaton . . . drive thee forl7h and stone thee, 
all Israel did to Achan I . . . May the holy one trample 
on thee and hang thee up in an infernal fork, as was dor1e 
to the five kings of the Amorites I . . . May God set a 
nail to your skull, and pound it in with a hammer, as Jael 
did unto Slsera I . . . May . . . Bother • • . 
break thy head and cut off thy hands, as was done to the 
cursed dragon I May God hang thee in a hellish yoke, as 
seven men were hung by the sons of Saul!' 

"And so on, through five pages of close·printed 
Latin curses. 
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"Ooaasionally the demon is reasoned with, as 
follows~ 

" 'b obstinate fly, accursed tty t • • • why. did you 
stop and hold back when you know that your strength is lost 
on Christ ? For it is hard for thee to kick &gainst the pricks ; 
and, verily, the longer it takes you to go, the worse it will go 
with you. Begone, then, take fflght, thou venomous hisser, 
thoU lying worm, thou begetter of vipers.' " 

The cruelty of the treatment had its inevitable 
tHeot in aggravation of the complaint, ·while the 
fanaticism and wildnessea attending it vastly increased 
the number of the aHeated. Terror of Satan and 
satanic seizure spread mental disorder, until we hear 
of convents, villages, and large tracts ravaged by 
epidemics of diabolical possession. 0 ae mode of 
cure particularly augmented the ranks of the 
a:ffiicted, and this was the treatment by great relig· 
ious processions. Troops of men and women, cry
ing, howling, imploring saints, beating themselv, 
with whips, visited sacred shrines, images, and placep, 
in the hope of driviDg oH the infernal legions. The 
eHect was the seiz11re of added numbers by mental de
rangement.- Monasteries and convents, particularl;Y 
the latter, were especial hot-beds of brain disease. 

At the division of Ohristendom into two churches, 
eaoh •ied with the other in cure by exorcism. The 
Oatholic used holy water and consecrated wax, whilE' 
the PEotestant employed scriptural texts and vehe
ment prayer. If a patient had been treated by the 
rival sect, the Doe· into whose hands he next fell 
thought him needing holy offices worse than before i 
for each party regarded the opposit as a . tool of 
S1tan, and by Ohrist they had been informed that 
11 no man can by Beelzebub cast out devils." Each 
church grounded its claims to divinity on the effi
cacy of its exorcisms. The J esnits of Vienna in 1583 
vaunted that they had cast out twelve thousand six 
hundred and :fifty-two Jiving devils. EBalesiastieal 
annals abound in boasts of these "mighty works." 
The exorcism of a bishop of Beauvais was so power
ful that five devils surrendered a victim and signed 
a document promising good behavior. 

As the throes of the Protestant R3formation 
enhanced in :fierceness, insanity was spread by the 
terrible doubts besetting men's minds that possibly 
they had made the fatal choiBe of • creed which 
was net true and that they would therefore be eter
nally tormented. In addition, mentAl aberration 
began to spring, Dr. White remarks, " among young 
women exposed to sundry fanatical Protestant 
preachers: insanity, both temporary and permanent, 
was thus frequently developed among the Hngue· 
note of France, and has been thus produaed in 
America, from the days of the Salem persecution 
.down to the camp meetings of the present time." 

Presently the numbers of the deranged were so 
great that they could not be accounted for by the 
malice of Satan working unassisted; they were 
referred to the :growing numbers of 11 those human 
allies of Satan known as witches." Thenceforward 
a dre11dful persecution of witches :raged. Congenital 
weak.mindedness, hysteri&, or msdnes~ sernd when
ever rEquired to convict some neighbor of witahcraft. 
The dreadfulness of the condition into which society 
was thrown swelled the numbers· of the mad. 

A high modern authority states that, though 
the temporary stage of civilization into which we hav 
so hurriedly rushed and to which we hav not grown 
accustomed increases insanity, the number eHected 
at present is far below that of the Catholic and the 
Reformation periods. 

It will be remembered that during the Reforma
tion the faith in a. personal devil becamt>, under the 
in:fl.aer ca of Luther and Calvin, e11hanced rather 
than weakened. Luther affirmed that· insanity ie 
caused by Satan, and exorcised the •fiLched. · Indeed, 
accordi11g to Luther, ''Satan produces all the mal
adies that t:fH et mankind." He had sucb. a horror 
of idiocy, as of satanic origin, that on one oooasion he 
recommended the killing of an idiotic child as the 
devil's oHspring. His favorit sanctioning text was 
that containing the query of Sh. Paul as to the be 
witching of the Galatians. Calvin held with L 1ther, 
and enforced his belief with greater harshness. 
Wesley insisted, on the authority of the Old Teste
ment, that bodily diseases are sometimes caused by 
devils, and, upon the authority 'of the N aw Testa 
ment, that the gods of the heathen were demons; he 
believed that dreams, while in some cases caused by 
bodily conditions and p1ssions, are shown by script 
nre to be also caused by occult powers of evil; he 
cites a physician to provo that 11 most lunatiol! are 

really demoniaes." In his great sermon on " Evil 
Angell/' he dwells upon this point especially; resists 
the idea that 11 possession '' may be epilepsy, even 
though ordinary symptoms of epilepsy be present ; 
protests against 11 giTing up to Inftdels such 
proofs of an invisible world as are to be found 
in diabolic possession," and evidently believes 
that some who hav been made hysterical by his 
own preaching are 11 possessed of S•tan." 

At the revival of pagan learning and the spread of 
modern information a long and bitter contest waged 
between the clergy on one band and medical men 
and thinkers on the other. At ti.rst the latter 
were foreeti to express themselvs covertly or mildly. 
Bekker for advancing .-text from 2 Peter show
ing that the devils had been confined by God and 
so could not be on earth doing the imputed work, 
aarrowly escaped death. Countless o\her out-
3peakers lost their lives. But finally unmistak
•ble signs of a new era were shown. In 1672 six
teen men confined at Rouen to be bur.-t as sor
cerers were spared and ordered treated for mad
ness. In 1725 a French court physiaian, St. An
dre, t>ublished a work declarinEr " demoniaaal pos
session" to ba lunacy. In 1768 the Parliament of 
Paris directed that possessed persons be considered 
simply insane. · G!!rmany and England followed in 
the same path. Yet insane asylums long remained 
cruel pl11ees where sn1farers were chained in dark
ness and treated with whippings and starvation. 
Generations elapsed before inane patients were 
treated with the air, light, liberty, exercise, and en
couragement of mental action whion alone can re
lieve, and whicb. ware practiced by pagans before, 
and by Mohsmmadani during, the horrible reign of 
Christianity. 

--------~~-------What Roman Uatholics Bt>lieve. 
O~eas.ionally a RJman Catholic will be heard, in 

conversation with an opponent of his church, declar. 
ing that that body does not teach him that all non
Catholics are damned. It is menifest that the 
Catholic thus speaking is ashamed of the infamous 
doctrin. And there are now floating about in a few 
Catholia quarters loose notions of those palliations 
obtaining in the Protestant world-pretenses of 
probation after death and the like. Oae seeker of 
information on the actual Catholic belief asks the 
New York Sun three questions: 

" 1. Does the church of Rome hold that its members to be 
saved must believe all the doctrine of the church ?" 

11 YeP," replies the journ.al. 
"2. Is it one of these doctrins that none who denies the 

supremacy of the pope of Rome can be saved ?'' 

The reply is Yes; and there is cited from a cate
chism this: " All those who wish to be saved must 
die united to the [Roman] Oatholic church, for out 
of her there is no salvation." 

"3. Does, then, a Roman Catholic's salvation depend, 
among other things, on his belief in the damnation of the 
several hundred miJlions of Christians who are without the 
Roman church?" 

The querier receives the cheerful intelligence : 
''Yas; be must believe whatever the church of Rome 
up to 1870 declared was its doBtrin, and whatever 
the pope, sinae 1870, when be was declared infallible, 
has declared to be its doctrio. S&id Pope Pms IX: 
1 It is indeed of faith that no one can be saved out
side the apostolic Roman church ; that this churah 
js the one ark of salvation; that he who has not 
entered it will perish in the deluge.' " Roman 
Catholias are irrevocably committed to this doctrin. 
Let none of the explainers-away who will some day 
be as numerous in the Catholic churoh as now in the 
Protestant, deny or garble it uuahallenged. 

And think what results in disposition to persecute 
must spring from the undoubting faith in this tenet 
of many miUions of believers. 

And fancy the miserable fatuity and abomin1ble 
presumption which would insult, tyr•nniza, and 
damn every one of us wbo does not venerate each 
word of that heartless and dishonest Romisb rogue 
Mr. Pecci which has been uttered "eiDce 1870, when 
he was deBl•red inhllib'e." 

Consequences of the Clergy's Teachings. 
The OuiBago Times judiciously remarks: 
"There are two sides to the question whether the Russian 

Jews now :flocking In great numbers to thls country ln con
sequence of the czar's edlct of expulsion should be denied 
admission to the United States under the law barring pauper 
immigrants. That they are paupers in the literal sense of 
~be word is not to be denied. Driven from their homes by 

a cruel order that refused them time to realize upon the prop
erty they might hav, forced to travel hurriedly with no time 
for economies, plundered by rapacious guards, and obliged 
t::l throw away much of their household goods for lack of 
transportation facilities, they hav reached our shores literally 
stripped of their belongings. Yet few of these unhappy 
people are paupers from choice or. because of their own 
fault. They are not impoverished because of habits of indo. 
lence or thriftlessness. In no sense do they belong to the 
class against wnich the law in its spirit seeks to protect this 
country." 

But we hav not the slightest expectation that any 
discrimination in favor of these unfortunates wilJ be 
made. It is, however, the religion which this nation 
supports-inde<~d, enforces-that is the cause of 
their misery. Oae unexperienced in the impossibil
ity of getting blood out of a stone might look to tbe 
Christian denominat-ions o~ America for some aation 
palliativ of the su:ff•rings arising from the logical 
carrying out of the dicta of their religion. Why, H 
might be asked, do not the clergy at least make them
selva notable in compunction at this extreme appli
cation of the prinaiples which they hsv been recom
mending T Why do they not point out that such a 
consequence must inevit11bly attend zeal for their 
tenets when carried beyond a certain degree 1 Why 
do they not after this fearful instance content them
selva with a moderate devoutness in their hearers, 
instead of continuing as heretofore to demand a 
sweeping conversion of this whole nation to an 
ardent devotion which would produce persecutions 
of heretics as· dreadful ms the Ruestan T But these 
questions would be aeked only by one deluded by the 
ecclesiastics into a belief that their desires are really 
for the good of mankind. S 11cll is not the ease. 
Their desires are to seoure power for themselvs
luxury, mastership, ability to shut the hateful con
tradictory mouth-and to do this they would hesitate 
at no means. To do this they would. willingly see 
not only all the Jews in the U aited States plundered 
and expelled along with those of Russia, but every 
heretic on the rack and a witch-fire blazing on every 
hill. 

Editorial Notes. 
. COMMENDING the destruction of the manuscript of the 

Burton translation of the "Arabi>1n Nights," a writer, evi
dently Christian, says: " The read in~~; or lewd books is 
simply giving nutriment to a passion to which human nature 
is heir and which will finally take posse~sion of the one who 
indulges in it." On the margin of the Journal, whir.h bears 
the name of D P. Greely as subscriber, we find this perti
nent query: "How about the Bible and the 'Crimes of 
Preachers • ?" It is a question whlcl:! must occur to many. 

A PIOUS brother has patnted the board walk at Ocean 
Grove, N. J., with startling suggestions to the promenading 
sinner. At the ssme time an economical employee of the 
Camp Meetinll Association has mended holes in the planks 
with the covers of boxes that once contained supplies of a 
faehionable brand of soap. Conseq•Iently the pedestrian 
reads at his feet in rapid succession the legends, "Repent," 
"Fear God," and "Use Hippopotamus Soap." This has 
shocked divers pietistic plddlers. Yet the Pentateuch con
sists of a quite alm!I&r mishmash of intermingled conjurlogs 
to godliness and exhortations to patrnnlze the only original 
brand of hair oil, deal only at specified sacerdotal custom 
clothiers, and follow none but certain modes in bath, cuisine, 
and other departments whose regtiiatlon has seemed to some 
but difficulTly compatibl<> wi'~ d vine O.lgnity. 

DR BARNSFATBER, the dzsc JVdrer or the latest consumption 
cure, sailed for Glasl!;ow, Scotland, on the 19th. He will 
endeavor to prove to the world that he h~s the cure of con
sumption by injection of rheumatic serum into the bodies o! 
patients who are consumptive. He bas given up a lucrativ 
business to proclaim to the world a new cure of that terrlb~e 
scourge, consumption, and he hopes the medical profession 
will bear with him until he can prove to them the truth of 
his statements. · Aij far as he has experimented with the 
serum .he is perfectly delighted with the results and the 
patients are all enthusiastic as to the treatment. He has 
injected qnite a number lately, the only trouble being the 
paucity of rheumatic material necessary for a doctor in pti
vate prac•ice to use for the numbers of consumptlv patients 
whC' wish treatment, but he will get that overcome by a suffi.. 
cient supply from a large hospital. Stlll the f8C s remain 
the same. He will spend the winter in his investigations tor 
the benefit of ECler:ce. but more especially for the relief of 
the poor consumptiv. For he present he Is after details, and 
they can only be worked out in the wards of a large hospital. 
He is satisfied that he has the remedy, but he must convince 
the llreat army of doctors that he Is right, then when they 
get tbe details the saving of Jives will begin and the reign of 
the 1errlble scourge of consumot.ion must end. 

WE will furnish free samp e pages-pictures and 
text-of the "Fceetbivkers' Pictorial Text-Book" to 
any friend who will distribut,e them where they will 
do good, and to anyone who will beccme a s~Iling 
agent a liberal discount Will be m,.de. A Freethmker 
of good address, man Clr woman. out of work, could 
make good salary selling this book in any town of 
fairly Liberal inhabitants. 
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To New Mexican Liberal~. 
FITOBVILLE, 0., Sept. 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I do not know any better way to find out 
what I want to know than to write to the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. I am a young man of nineteen summers; 
bav tried to get along in this Christian community until I 
em tired. I want to go South, and if there is any person in 
the PEcas valley, N. M., especially in Eddy, N. M., that 
should happen to read this, I want to correspond with him. 

J. w. MARTIN. 

Burr or Remsburg to tJ1e Front. 
WoROEBTBR, MAss, Sept. 11, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR: The NatirJnal Tribune, Washington, D. C., 
is publishing a series on the history and iDfl•1ence of the 
Christian denominations in the United States by prominent 
"divines." The first, on the Episcopal church, by the 
bishop of Maryland, claimed Washington, Franklin, Ran
dolph, Morris, Henry, and Jackson as Eplscopals. I wish 
that Burr or Remsburg would supply that or some other 
paper with an article on Freethought and its work in the 
United States and tell what these men were. J. P. (}uiLD. 

Serious Considerations. 
NAuvoo, ILL., Aug .. 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : The history of the world, progress, intelli
gence, and civilization are all against Roman Catholicism
Jesuitism and the "bett schwesters." I hold that universal 
education Is the safety or our republic. The Roman Catho
lic church has always been the enemy of progress and of our 
public free schools. I am in favor of any party th't will 
beat Rom!l.n Ca~holicism in this country, as I consider· 
Jesuitism the most daJagerous secret organiz<Ltion that now 
threatens the republic and our free American institutions. 
My motto Is, '' E\ernal separation of church and state," and 
th!l.t the state shall rule and not Rome. 

GEORGE ALEx. RITTER. 

One .Gleam from a Benighted Land. 
LONDON, ONT., Aug. 31, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I cannot do without THE TBUTH S!IEKER. 
It Is all right. Just hit superstition hard In John Peck 
style. I inclose money for subscription, and one copy of the 
Bible Pictures when you hav them finished, and the 
ANNUALS for 1890 and 1891. London Is 8 very pious place
thirty-five thousand inhabitants, a church on every ccrner 
almost, no street-care on Sunday. They would not even 
allow boats to run down to the cemetery Sunday. Never
theless. there has been more executions here than In ·any 
place I know of its size ; and they all went to heaven, so 
they said. Amen. VESTER HUJIU.NITAB. 

Likes Rattling Saints' Bones Over tl1e Stones. 
BEE, NxB., Aug. 30, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : It does one good to ha v THE TRUTH BEEKER 
haul up the old saints and rattle their bones over the stones 
of modern science. Their erosion Is approaching comple
tion, and faith Is declining to a sedimentary formation In 
the lower p1ains or human civilization, and even there Its 
eruption follows Intelligent instr.uctlon, and like the mist on 
the mountain-top vanishes before the sunlight of reason • 
. Here is my hand to Professor Heston, the. pedagog to 
bring priests to reason, and show the truth that superstition 
leads the way to human treason. L')ng may he liv· and 
furnish with Hestonic flourish the cyclonic cartoons for THE 
TRUTH BEEKER. CALVIN J. WRIGHT. 

Can See Pious Humbug as Quick as a "Yank." 
DAISY, TENN., Sept. 5, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am a reader of your valuable paper, which 
I buy of Mr. Henderson, of Chattanooga. My work takes 
me around over the country a great deal and give me a good 
chance to study the people. I find Freethought has a far 
better hold here than many writers from this section would 
lead one to believe. · The people are shrewd and can see a 
humbug as quick as any "Yank," .but they do not talk 
much about humbug preachers unlesa they are sure of a sym
pathetic lis~ner. It Is mere politeness that keeps them from 
It, however. They do not like to hurt any church-member's 
feellnp;s by speaking too freely In their presence. I see but 
little Freethought literature, however, and would be glad to 
distribute anything In that line you could send. Wishing 
THE TRuTH BEEKER an increased circulation, I remain, 

Yours for free speech, WM. GREENE 

Interesting Letter from an Ex-Bondwoman. 
HARRIMAN, TENN., Aug. 31, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Through the kindness of a few stanch 
friends I hav been the- recipient from time to time of some 
copies of your valuable paper, as well as of other Liberal 
periodicals which I greatly appreciate. And that I am not 
8 subscriber for THE TRUTH SEEKER Is a result of very s!rait
ened circumstances prcduced by intemperance in my home. 
It is a source of regret to me that the Liberal papers gener. 
ally do not espouse the cause of Prohibition, whl~h princi
ple Is conceded to be right even by Its political opponents. 
I should wish to see the upbuilders of a freer, better human. 
ity embrace In their might this great social and political 
factor, which the God-fearing ones are even now bringing 
under religious control. Politics must be purified and the 
home protected, and therefore-Freethinkers to the rescue! 

I hav made bold to inclose for yoli- inspection my first 
verses on my emancipation from Romlsh thralldom, and if 
you deem them worthy of a niche In THE TRUTH BEEKER I 
may be further emboldened to send you a description of a 
eurney from Rome to reason. 

Wishing the Liberal cause promotion in Prohibition, 
thereby to oust "fanatic cranks," I hav the pleasure of 
remaining, An ex-bondwoman of Rome, 

. ELJZ!BETH LRNAGBEN. 
HUMANITY'S GOD. 

Affectionately inscribed to Ginevra. 
You ask me to portray my idea of God. 

Well, my friend, for your sake I will try, 
Though the picture, I fear me, I draw, will Ill suit 

The Christianized critical eye. 

The God of the orthodox sects sits enthroned 
In a palace of j~sper and gold, 

Dealing out in hts infinit justice, so called, 
Maledictions and ruin untold. 

Such a God has been feared through the ages 
From Adam's dire fall to the fl JOd. 

Sodom•s destruction and Babylon's doom 
Were necessities to make men good. 

As time e'er rolled on and nations grew strong, 
Passions waxed fiercer and high-

In the midst of the battle-field's thunder and roar 
''God wills It!" resounded the cry. 

Look through the Dark Ages, when free Fpeech was dumb 
And the masses were forced to ol!e.v 

The mandates nf tyrants In clerical form-
Just picture the God of that day l 

Do you think such a GJd, having lnfinit power 
To wield it whenever he wills, 

Appeals to my soul as the " Gad of all love" 
When I gaze on humanity's ills? 

A tllousand times No I reechoes the cry.· 
No blood-atoning tyrant for me. . 

The God I adore Is Humanity's need ; 
'Tis knowledge that makes all men free. 

There Is· not a slave so manacled, bound, 
At the oars of the galleys to-day 

As sectarian bigot, whose fanatic zeal 
Leads him blindly and b!ds him obey. 

But the day is at hand, for lo, through the dawn 
Has arisen a bright-beaming star 

Whose gleam Is now shedding o'er desolate homes 
The refulgence of peace from afar. 

'Tis the bright star of Reason 'that lights up our pa ~h 
We call it" the Light of To-day;'' 

Throwing round us a halo of gladness and joy 
Erstwhile groping darkly our way. 

Then onward, Progression l all hail to the day 
When mankind shall throw off the chain 

Of Religion's oppression-from serfdom set free, 
Assert manhood, Freethinkers. remain. 

ELIZABETH LEN.LGHEN. 

Two Truth-loving Seafarers. 
HousE T, RooM 237, BAILOR's SNuG HARBOR,} 

NEw BRIGHTON, N.J., Sept. 2, 1891. 
.MB. EDITOR : My beloved guides, philosophers, and 

friends are Walt Whitman, Henry George, Herbert Spencer, 
and R. G. Ingersoll. With such to guide me along life's 
narrow path I ought to make a straight course in the pur
suit of justice and virtue~ The only reason I am not a sub· 
scriber to your valued paper Is the entire want of cash. All 
needed commodities I hav freely, so that I do not.care for 
cash, except In case!! like the present one. Under such a 
state of things please tell me what me~ns I shall use to obtain 
THE TRUTH BEEKER? Fraternally, your firm friend always, 

CHARLl!B W. MANLEY-DESHON. 
P.S.-James H. Penney, another Inmate of Sailor's f:nug 

Harbor, eighty. five years of age, who has worked for free 
land and free men for more than fifty years, now finds him
self in a similar fix to myself.-M.-D. 

[Perhaps some generous Freethinker will make these old 
sailor men happy by giving them the paper for a year. 
Though our own resources are pretty well taxed in this way, 
we will send It for $2 If some one feels like alleviating the lot 
of two Impoverished mariners.-ED. T. 8.] 

· A. Kindly Act. 
SAUGROIT, Aug. 23, 1891. 

Mn. EDITOR : You can lmagin the surprise of Brother 
Gilbert's noble, unselfish, generous, godlike act In conferring 
on me the donation of $3 to p3y for my blessed TRUTH 
SRBKER for one year. Sir, this noble deed of Brother Gilbert 
(for I must call him brother, because old Paul said we hav 
"all one God [originating cause], therefore all ye are 
brethren") Is true rellgion. carried Into practice. It Is just 
what the world is starving for, after feeding on the degrad
ing, demoralizing husks of popular Christianity for lo 
these nineteen hundred years. May God (or the Eternal 
Law of cause and effect) prosper and bless Brother Gil
bert, as I know it, or he and she, will, for I do surely know 
that the god within him will say, "Well done," and If the 
god within say "Well done," what are other Gods to him? 
Hell is his frown, and where his smile Is, there Is heaven for 
the free. Brother Gilbert, I do sincerely thank you for this 
noble, godlike, unselfish generosity. As I said, this is true 
religion. This kind act of yours Is laying up treasures In 
heaven-treasures which will not hav to be left beh nd 
like material treasures, at the hour of transmigration, but 
will go with you over the -yvillow-fringed river, and travel 
by your side in your pathway of endless progression, knowl
edge, wisdom, and goodness throughout the mighty roll of 
an unending eternity. When I say God b~ess you, I do 
not mean that old changeable anthropomorphous mythical 
God of Christianity, but the natural god of the univerEe, 
which is ever and always found within the domain of the 
laws of cause and effect. Historical Gods I Invest no stock 
in. They are 'all man-made, of priestly Invention, and hav 
ever been a blighting curse to poor humanity. J. P. SMITH. 

The Georgia Wonder Defended. 
LAKE CIT.Y, lA., Sept. 7, 189L 

MR. EDITOR: I notice an article from C. E. Werst in THE 
TRUTH BEEKER of August 29th. I suppose he has reference 
to the article by myself In regard to the Georgia wonder. 
He thinks his article will be interesting to the readers of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. But Mr. Butler only shows how great a 
fool a man may·make of himself who wants to be- smart 
above other people, as the article of exposure has been 
proved to be false In every particular by a committee chosen 
to investigate the matter fn full. C. E. must think we are 
a weak set of brothers in Iowa, to let Anna Abbott pass 
through our state and not detect her If she was a fraud. 
But such Is not the case, and If Mr. Werst was lifted entirely 
clear of his chair by a lfght pressure of hands on the side of 
his head, as easily as one could lift a pound of ceffee and 
without feeling the least pain, he would be convinced the 
little woman was no fraud. We think we hav as smart men 
In Iowa as Mr. W. P. Butler, and we trlily hope more .hon
est, and yet we {)Ould find no fraud with Anna Abbott, and 
with us she remalM the greatest wonder of the age. My 
opinion Is, If Mr. Butler could get the United States for 
detecting Anna Abbott In actual fraud in her exhibition of 
power he would die e. poor man., Though I believe· it Is 
said very grea~ men frequently die poor. I hav written this 
letter thinking perhaps all TRUTH BEKKER readers might 
not see the article by the committee exposing Butler's article 
as being 1,1ntrue in every particular. 

Yours for truth and justice, ·J. L. ToMPKINS. 

A. New Field Worker Welcomed. 
·PITTSBURGH, PA.., Sept. 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The object of this brief communication Is to 
Inform you th~t Secularism is still alive and kicking here in 
Pittsburgh. The old flag has never been lowered, but proudly 
floats to the breeze as of yore. The opening lecture of the 
eeason was delivered last Sunday afternoon In University 
Hall by the brilliant young Freethought advocate, John R. 
Charlesworth, of New York, before a large and enthusiastic 
audience. Mr. Charlesworth is a young man of not more 
than twenty-eight years of age, full of youthful enthusi
asm and sufficient combativ force to enable him to stand 
boldly yet calmly up before his critics, but at the same 
time free from that egotistical bombast which too often con
trols the young lecturer when first starting out In the field. 
He has certainly made his mark here, and wlll be welcomed 
by our people whenever he comes this way:· The lecture 
made a very good Impression. In some respects it was a 
disappointment (agreeably so). Many of the old veteran 
Materialists, as well as a few combatlv Christians, went 
to hear a very fiery God-killing and ghost-annihilating dis
course. But instead they heard a calm, manly, and logical 
presentation of reasons against a belief In God. His argu
ments were so C()nclusivly and forcibly presented that he 
left no ground for his theistic opponent to stand ripon. The 
Freethought field needs more of this type of lecturers, and I 
only wish the supply was forthcoming. I feel safe In pre
dicting a brilliant future for this young m!Ln If he is only 
blest with health and long life. 

YoursforUniversal Mental Liberty, ANTHONY BARKER. 

The Church to Stand Trial. 
MoNsoN, MAss., Sept. 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Inclosed you will find an editorial taken from 
the Springfield Republican. It seems that our cons~rvativ 
Methodist Episcopal press are slowly but surely coming to 
see the "folly of their way." Yet a little while and they 
will adopt the principles of the good old TRUTH BEEKER. 
Your readers may like to know that the "church is to be 
tried on the charge of blindness to the obvious signs of the 
times." Your well-wisher, F. Q. BALL. 

So Dr. Briggs Is to be tried, or rather Dr. Briggs has been 
Indicted and the Presbyterian church Is to be tried on the 
charge of blindness to the obvious signs of the times, which 
was a part of the scathing rebuke of Jesus to the Pharisees. 
Dr. Briggs has nothing to fear from this trial, for he has said 
nothing which his familiarity with the present condition of 
biblical scholarship did not compel him to say, and nothing 
which his accusers themselvs can convincingly gainsay, and 
nothing but which will be and Is the commonplace of any 
truly progresslv theology. The question at issue in this trial 
is whether or no the Presbyterian church has kept pace with 
the growth of biblical knowledge or not, and whether It pre
fers to follow seventeenth century scholarship rather than 
that of the nineteenth, and therefore whether It has room In 
its fold for nineteenth century biblical scholars who are 
courageaus and truth-loving enough to teach the results of 
modern study of the Bible, or not. It that church decides 
that " disbeliEf In the verbal Inspiration and Inerrancy of 
the holy scriptures" unfits Dr. Briggs for Its membership, 
It will close Its doors to practically all the young men of 
ability, courage, and scholarship who seek its ministry, for 
It Is Impossible for such not to know that at least so far as 
the revised text Is concerned, there are both errers and cor
ruptions In the Bible. This result will not necessarily follow 
the trial, If It ever takes place, for there Is a middle course 
open to the accusers of Dr. Briggs which escapes this 
dilemma. There Is room for the decision, in view of Dr. 
Briggs's posltlv affirmation of hla orthodoxy, that his lan
gual;\e about the Bible Is not inconsistent with the Confession 
of Faith, which puts the " llght of nature" among the sources 
of revelation, as Dr. Briggs did the reason. 

Godly Goings-on. 
BoYNE FALLS, MIO!r., Aug. 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: In this quiet little hamlet on the banks of 
the Boyne with a population of about two hundred and fifty, 
we hav one Preebyterlan shop, doing business on a very 
small scale. In fact, tlle material upon which they hav been 
working has. become exhausted. The people, as a rule, 
being quite Liberal-minded, would rather hav their children 
engage In some healthful amusements, such as trout-fishing 
and baseball games, than perBt\aqe tlw!ll to at~end, le~ture~ 
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on hell. The Holy Johns are losing their grip and it is only 
during sheep-she~rlng time (which comes during the winter 
in small towns, 'and then it is always done by some imported 

oal-heaver) that their lambs are meek and submissiv. The 
Methodists used to worship in the Presbyterian church, and, 
in fact, contributed quite a sum toward the building, etc. 
But the devil got ·in his work, as usual, and there was a 
division. The. Methodist Episcopals went up into an exceed
ing high mountain and worshiped in the school-house. 
The majority of the school board being pious cranks, they 
hav virtually converted it Into a God-house; hav excluded 
everything but Methodism, alid hav locked out and refused 
to open the doors for a singing-school. They came out of a 
two. weeks ghost-dance that they held last winter with colors 
Jlying, having added thirty lambs to the fold, and immedi
ately proceeded. to build another house for the only true and 
living God. But lo l when they got some of the material 
together and foundation laid-those most essential things to 
makethemarego, and religion, too, and which faith will not 
bring without a great deal of hard labor~the im ported hell
fire dispenser had gone to other folds, and business is at a 
standstill. About two weeks ago, their. six months. having 
expired, they used all possible means to get them wet, but 
only two little ones hav been redeemed. At Boyne City in 
this county, I am told, two were baptized of over one 

hosts of heaven cannot be numbered, neither the sand of 
the sea be measured." The great astronomers, sucli as Hip
parchus, said there were but 3,336 stars. Now we know 
that Jeremiah wrote truth. The number of the stars is in
finit. 

Inclosed with this is a photograph of the ever-shifting home 
which brings me in contact with hundreds in the year who 
would never otherwise hear of the glorious gospel of 
Frcethought. 

hundred converts. · S. BARINGER. 

. Tbat Free Speech Discussion. 
CHIOAGO, ILL., Sept. 5, 1€91. 

MR EDITOR: It appears that Mr. Swar!z's great plea is 
that it does not , concern the public how many persons he 
writes up in his Sun, he being responsible to them individ
ually and they brlne;ing no suits. Why does he not accord 

·to others the same right he claims for himself, that is, the 
rightto govern their own acts, being individually responsible 
to any· persons they may wrong? If a man wrongs a woman 
why not let him settle it with her or her father, brother, or 
husband? What business is it to Mr. Swartz? Is he, like 
Comstock, a guardian of public and private morals ? Who 
gave him the right to play the role of a social Torquemada 
and inJlict inquisitorial torture upon those who do not cut their 
social garments to please him ? ·Mr •. Swartz is inconsistent. 
He is either ignorant or dishonest, one or the other. Prob
ably the latter. His desire to make· money is greater than 
his desire to do right. For a few paltry dollars, he will vio
late the principles of Liberalism and trample the dearest 
rights of his fellows into the dust. 

Mr. Swartz's victims hav no recourse in law, only in 
theory. In a recent business trip through Missouri and 
Kansas I took pains to inquire in several towns as to the re

. sponsibility of the 8un'B correspondents, but I invariably 
found ~at they were incognitos, dirty sneaks who fired their 
poisoned arrows from ambush, midnight assassins crouch
ing in the darkness and stabbing their victims in the back. 
A dozen such creatures in a town can convert it into a veri 
table hell. No one knows who they are; besides, they are 
financially irresponsible. The authorship of no squib or 

. broadside in the Sun can be proven, neither can the victim 
prove beyond the shadow of a legal doubt that the deadly 
missU was intended tor him or her, their name if appearing 
being spelled slightly wrong. 

Evasion of the law does not sanctify s wrong act. Wear
ing a mask on one's face while stfaling·a horse may enable 
the thief to escape conviction but it does not justify the act. 
If Swartz is an exponent of Liberalism I think I will go bsck 
to the Catholic church. H. J. WBRNWAG. 

A Pack of Lies. 
CHroAGo, ILL., Aug. 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find extracts from. a ·nr. 
Pierson's sermon, which I cut out of the Int6'1'-0cean 
of this city. I hope you will hav something to say 
about the " twenty-three hours and twenty minutes," the 
time this knave claims the sun stood still at the command of 
General JQsbua;• When will these orthodox fools or knaves 
cease to 'f)i'ociMm the absurdities and falsehoods of their 
Bible i' T:a:B TRUTH BB.&KER, I am glad to say, is not only a 
truth seeker, but a fearless truth-teller. "Long may it 
wave.'.' Yours, etc., S. RoBERTs. 

Dr. A. T. Pierson gave the address of the morning- on 
"The Bible in its Relation to Scientific Truth." The Bible 
was not written to teach scientific truth, but religious; yet 
it could not well hav been written without containing hints 
or references to scientific things. At the time it was written 
the ideas of men in regard to science were very erroneous. 
Yet the Bible contains no erroneous views, even in its chance 
allusions. Had it plainly taught scientific truths, they 
would hav been revealed before man was ready to receive · 
them : attention would hav been withdrawn from the main 
idea of the pook ; the Bible would hav been brought into 
disrepute because of the difference between the truths and 
the views then held. Again, the Bible does not reveal what 
man can find out for himself. Neither would God in the 
same book reveal spiritual truth and scientific error. Many 
statements are found in the Bible which contain germs of 
scientific truth, that were not noticed by the men who wrote 
them ; but show that God by the Holy t:lpirit wrote the 
book. Notice some of the sciences referred to: 

1. Cosmogony-General Moses put nothing in his writings 
so absurd as the old Hindoo cosmogony which is still taught 
by the Brahmins.. They say that the earth ls upheld on the 
backs of four elephants, who stand on the back cf an im 
mense tortoise, which is likewise supported by a large 
snake, coiled up with ita head In its mouth; but he g!vs 
an account with which the latest discoveries and decisions 
of science exactly agree. 

2 Astronomy-The speaker quoted from Totten to show 
that according to accurate mathematical calculations 
reckoned backward from the eclipse of June, 1890, it was 
necessary in order to get the time to come right to insert 
twenty-three hours twenty minutes at the time the sun 
stood still nearly a whole day for Joshua, and forty minutes 
for the time the shadow on the dial went back fifteen de
grees for Isaiah. In Jere.' xxxii!, 22, we read that "the 

3. Optics-Sound and light are akin. Both are due to 
vibrations and are so compared in a wonderful way in the 
Bible. 

4. pomparatlv anatomy-Moses places animals in just 
the right position in.the scale of being, although he could 
not hav studied comparativ anatomy. We are told to go 
to the ant for Instruction. Some hav questioned the truth 
of Solomon's statemeltts in regard to the ant. But the 
agricu.Itural ant in Palestine proves that what he said is 
correct. 

Who Will Ben the Cat f 
Nsw YoRK, Sept. 6, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: The communication of L. C. Gorman, of 
Ohio, upon the temperance question is so tinctured with the 
brutality of Christianity that I think he should be set right. 
As an old Dian past seventy, with a vivid remembrance of 
the past, I can say the drinking of spirituous liquors has 
gradually d€creased during that entire period, not from any 
statute laws upon the question or from denunciatory tirades 
upon the matter, but from a natural growth of intelligence in 
the people, and their tendency to disbelief in. supernatural 
religion. I well remember sixty years since a clergyman 
would not permit a temperance lecture to be delivered in 
"his" pulpit, but when the people's demands became 
clamorous he toadied to their demand, as he ever has done 
on that and every other question of reform: 

The temperance question has been very intemperately 
managed. The fable of the sun and wind has been ignored, 
forgotten. Mr. Gorman says : 

Since the government has given the liquor-vendors 
license and derives a formidable revenue, let t'hem (the 
vendors) alone, but go for. the habitual and professional 
drunkards or bibbers, and somewhat after this fashion·: 
Take sway their voting privileges, i.e., disfranchise them 
completely ; and U .they persist deny them further the 
privilege .Qf testifying in court under oath or any other form 
of giving evidence. 

The meaning of this is, since the government has made 
the business respectable, you should let .the respectable ones 
engaged in it alone. I think it is this very respectability 
that keeps the traffic alive. If the streams flowed with 
whisky no one would want it. You should "go for the 
habitual drunkards " made so by the " respectable" vendor; 
deprive him of his vote, not permitting him to testify in 
courts. In old~n times the Infidel wa; not allowed to vote, 
and it was not until quite lately that he was allowed to giv 
evidence in courts, and even in not all of the states at this 
time. 

It may be said that some of the old topers would go on 
drinking, thoroughly indifferent about. voting, etc. My. 
answer is, make' all these break stones for m9,cadamlzing the 
country pikes and improving the condition or them, and 
thereby reduce taxation. 

You hav a very cast-iron way of getting a man on his 
dignity. It is a settled scientific fact that the habitual 
drunkard is diseased ; will breaking stone cure him ? 

Are you a voter? If so, will you please inform me what 
practical benefit you ever derived from that pastime ? . 

Now I would strike a blow at a few others, and they are 
the following-the gamblers, the habitual loafers, confidence 
men; thieves, blacklegs, criminals, and hard cases of all 
kinds. Take away their franchises and testifying privilege 
at court, and generally make them equal to ciphers in this 
great nation, and if necessary compel them to wear a badge 
describing the grade of their uselessness. 

This is all very well, and while you are at the useless 
classes, why not include them all-the lawyer, priest, 
bankers, and those that corner bread-stuff on the consumers? 
Your idea of the badge reminds me of the story of the rats 
who called a meeting to devise a way and means to tell when 
the cat was coming. A gray old rat proposed to put s bell 
on the cat. This was enthusiastically seconded by all the 
rats, and the mover of this proposition was elected to put on 
the bell. 

I !aclose an opinion on the drinking habit from a noted 
distiller of Norway and Sweden, which I commend to you. 

GEo. M. DAVENPORT. 
The principal distiller of Norway and Sweden-countries 

Ia which one of the leading industries is the drinking of 
ardent spirits-has lfcently become an advocate of temper
ance. Instead, however, of urging pledges and prayers as 
Bt1fficient reformatory measures, he is devoting his energies 
and money to the task of seeing that the people, ae a body, 
are better fed. He argues that insufficient food or badly 
prepared food weakens the system and causes a craving for 
stimulants, and consequently he believes that by proper 
feeding the people can be cured of the drinking habit. 

There are many physical weakJJesses which no quality or 
quantity of food can cure, and which impel people to drink 
spirits. It is nevertheless true that in all countries the aver
age consumption of liquor is smallest in those classes which 
are properly nourished. An indigestible meal will make the 
most temperate person long for stimulants; so will the phys
ical weakness that comes of too few meals of any kind. 
Many well-fed men consume large quantities of alcohol, 
sometimes from taste or habit, but oftener because they are 
trying to do two or three days• work in one day's time. 
For the mass of t'le people, however, there is no better 
preventiv of the craving than a proper quantity of proper 
food. . 

The News from Australia. 
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, June 26, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav long thought of appearing among-the 
'' Letters from Friends" in THB TRuTH SBEKBR. I hav just 
come to Sydney after an absence of months, and after inquir
ing for the Liberator next comes THB TRUTH BBEKBR. I hav 
been honored with mention in your pages once or twice in 
the cause of Freethought, and a short explanation of my 
Freethought work might be acceptable to your readers. 

In the early ages of Christianity its advocates labored 
without money and without price. It was a growth of the 
times, a factor in the evolution of thought, that like Buddh
ism started with better promises than it carried out. Chris
tianity's first missionaries "carried packs through the prov
inces and held stalls at fairs,•· and maintained themselvs, like 
the alleged Paul, "with the work of their own hands/• 
Thus it spread. by the zeal of its believers, as all new reform
ations must, by the sell-denial of their followers. But times 
changed when Christianity became a state religion. She 
became bloated with wealth and power and is eo at the pres
ent moment. 

Freethought now is poor, meets mostly in small rooms and 
by the wayside, the despiEed and re;ected of men, and let us 
hope in the day of her power which is surely coming she will 
not be like Christianity, drunk with success. 

The laborers of Freethought are few, and its harvest is 
great in Australia, and I can see by your paper it. is the same 
in America. Your population is sixty-two million, ours not 
five million, but the theater is the same in both continents. 
Yours is the larger, with a greater variety; ours being 
smaller makes greater difficulty. When I wall in Tasmania 
in 1887it was mentioned in TBB TRUTH SRRKBR about intima
tions posted on the trees to shun the Infidel and run him out 
of our" happy little valley." It was true. That little val
ley was a hotbed of religion-Salvation Army, Baptists, 
Wesleyans, and others. A youth came in great anxiety-he 
had ridden some miles-aiJd ~aid," Are you the man that 
speaks against religion?" He looked as if I should stand 
speechless before him. " No," I said ; " religion is the 
bonds of science that keep society together. But supersti
tion and the worship of a God invented by man seeks to 
make men moral with a lie." I took the Bible, read some of 
its damning passages, and spoke with a power that aston
ished myself. '' And the young man went away exceeding 
sorrowful" to hear his idols demolished. Then the notices 
were put up on the trees to damage my means of living, but 
after all it did not do muQh1 as only two families stayed away. 

Your readers might be curious to know how we liv to be 
a Freethought missionary. Would you believe it, I am a 
showman. Not as great as the late Barnum, but perhaps 
happier in my own way. I hav often sacrificed my show to 
my principles, perhaps more than Mr. Barnum ever did. 
But, to do him justice, he belonged to one of the least 
offensiv of religious sects, who believe that everybody will 
be saved at last, even Infidels • 

Past experience has taught me to be wise as serpents, cun
ning a11 foxes, and harmless as doves in this Fteethought 
propaganda. ''He that fights and runs away willliv to fight 
another day." Where it is not possible to ehow our hand, 
hide for better opportunities when we can strike home. In 
my last visit to Tasmania, 1889, I had a glorious revenge. 
The steamer was to start on Monday, and all my business 
was over on Saturday, so Sunday was dedicated to free 
speech. Launceston has nearly twenty thousand inhabit
ants, a hotbed of bigotry. But a select band of Freethinkers 
on Sundays go to the wharf and speak their minds. The 
greatest is a quarryman. He works at the hard rocks, and 
at the hard, stony hearts of the Christians. He gave it 
out that a Freethinker from Melbourne would speak on Sun
d'l.y, and to our astonishment there was a gathering of over 
two thousand people. A restaurant-keeper, a nativ of Amer
ica, acted as chairman and held my books of reference. We 
stood on an agricultural engin on the wharf and faced one 
of the greatest Freethought meetings ever held in Tasmania. 
Two Christian opponents started at the other end of the 
crowd, but as the argument became " fast and furious" they 
left them and came to the Infidel. We vindicated the char
acter of Thomas Paine and quoted what Napoleon is said to 
hav said regarding him: "His monument ought to be set 
up in gold in every city." This astonished the Christians. 
One came and said, "He died a drunkard, and wished .to 
recant what he had written." I produced the" Age of H.ea.
son," and read Addison's hymn, "The spacious firmament 
on high," which Paine adduced as his faith, for he was a 
Deist. It struck them dumb. Then we smashed the Bible, 
held its God up to scorn and contempt, showe!l that the Infi
dels and A~heists had been the heroes of prop:ress and the 
true saviors of mankind. They could not stand it any longer. 
They rushed over our standing. place, tore some of our books 
and papers, but a body-guard of Freethinkers conveyed us 
off the ground. They knew that many minds that day had 
lost superstition and got a glimpse of the new gospel that 
was taught by Paine and consummated by modern thought. 

Around our cart the battles of. Freethought hav often been 
fought. To hungry minds we hav given Ingersoll's, Brad
laugh's, and other pamphlets for nothing when we knew it 
was a good soil. This process of undermining Christianity 
with .Freethought literature is a splendid work. It grows 
every year. Last year I gave away over two thousand L'ber
ators (Australia's Freethought paper, editor Joseph Symes), 
NationaJ .Reformtr8, and TRUTH SBBKBRS. THB TRUTH 
SBBKBR I make do good duty through its pictures. They 
think America must be red-hot for Freethought. In the 
Freethought bookstore and Liberat01• office, Bourk street, 
Melbourne, THu: TRUTH SBBKBR lines the window and hun
dreds see it every day. Mr. Heston I look upon as a genius. 
Long may his pencil flourish to kill superstition. The pen 
and pencil combined will prove irresistible. 

Lastly, let American Freethinkers remember that thou
sands in Australia are deeply interested in the progress of 
American Freethought. Every true Freethinker remembers 
the immortal words of Thomas Paine, "The world is my 
country and to do good is my religion." A. D. DowNxs. 

• 
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corals, and other animal remains. This 
shows the vast amount of life that has lived 
and died through the past ages, for there are 
all over the earth immense deposits of lime
stone. Much more could be said of the com
mon limestone and the peculiar composition 

=================::' and curious format::ons; but to do the 
" Between the dark and the dayHJZ:h,, 

When the night Is begjnnlnlZ to lower, 
Oomes a pause In the daY'I oooupatlonl 

That lslmown u the VhlldreD'I Hour." 

Catt>gorical. 
A QUilll-r YOUNG GENTLEMAN SPEAKS TO THE PUB" 

POSE. 
I am a little yellow kit, 

Contented, ounnlng, Plump, and merry, 
Without a. oare-no, wsit a bit, 
For now I oome to think of it, 

I wan~ to be as old as Jerry; 
Me-ow, I do 
Wish I could ba as old as Jerry I 

For Jerry is a great gray oat 
([know his fur was never yellow), 

He caught a mouse. he killed a rat, 
He knocked the next-door .terrier fh.t : 

Old J ~rry is a splendid fellow. 
Purr-ur, yee, sir I 
He is a most tremendous fellow. 

And Jerry likes to hunt and fivht; 
Witb head erect and long tail curled, 

I see him sitting everY night ' 
Upon the fence, a noble sigh· ; 

He is a oat that knows the world. 
Me-ow. that's so-
Old Jel,'ey thinks he owns the world! 

And Jerry ha~ suoh thick graY fur
MY Yellow sides are soft as silk. 

You heard him mew? You hear me purr. 
The ohioken bones for Jerry were, 

Tbey gave to me a cup of milk. 
Purr-ur, no, sir ! 
There's nothing nicer than BPW milk. 

I try to ifp my very best, 
A I though 11n but a little kit; 

I wash my snow-white paws and breast; 
And then ourl up to take a. rest. 

I never sora.toh nor hav a fit; 
Me-ow. ob, no, 
Buoh oonduot would be far from fit. 

Whe" Jerry lifts his hea.v:y paws 
And hits me on my little ear, 

By waY of teaching me the laws, 
I never hit him baok, because 

Bo very pert it would appear; 
Me-ow. oh, how 
Extremely pert I should appear ! 

So he in his waY, I in mine, 
Are said to be the best of oats ; 

His eyes like great.green emeralds shine, 
MY eyes are like brown tourmal;ne: 

We both oan jump like acrobats, • 
Purr-ur, never were 
Two livelier, jolly acrobats ! 

They tell me, Jerry, is it true 1 
That you were little once and merry, 

That you hav been a kitten, too. 
And I sba.ll be a~ large as You, 

A grown-up oat, like You, old JerrY. 
J'urr ur, yep, sir! 
I hope I may be just like Jerry. 

For he's a. he'p about the house, 
And I am but a prettY toy; 

Fe drives awaY the rat and mot~se, 
Lest tbey become too numerous

I•m only little Kitty-boy; 
Me-ow, I make my bow, 
Good-bye, says little Kitty-boy. 

-----~-------='8.:..... Cavazza. 

Curious Lime Formations. 
OALOITB. 

About three miles from where the writer 
resides is a curious, yet common freak of 
nature-a limestone bed intermixed with 
wonderful carbonates of different forms and 
colors, which hav, in time past, issued from 
the limestone in a liquid state, and afterward 
become hardened. This bed of stone has 
been converted into an immense quarry, and 
on being opened a spectacle of natural beauty 
greeted the eyes of those who were present. 
The molten mass had flowed down the huge 
stones, leaving a glossy coat (stalagmite); 
and on the edges where it dripped off, won
derful concretions (stalactites) were formed in 

subject j ustlce, it would take all of your 
space and more, too; 'and besldeP, it requires 
a more experienced geologist than myself and 
a better writer at that. GBo. J. RBMBBUEG. 

Oak Hills, Kan., Sept. 5, 1891. 

English Legend, Revised. 
DeOJr Young Friends: Seth, his sister Jane, 

and the raven started on a long journey in a 
fraU vehicle, although, I ·believe, this was 
drawn by the raven himself. Nothing could 
exceed his devotion to these two children. 
They soon approached a town from which 
arose into the mighty air a multitude of 
steeples. For years the breath of prayer had 
ascended from those, yet a man who belonged 
to one of them approached them and de
manded money or life. The raven, not the 
least disconcerted, picked a hole in the rob
ber's neck, near the jugular vein, when he 
took to bls heels, and they saw him no more. 

The next disturbance was a mob of tramps 
who ridiculed the carriage, trying to upset it. 
A preacher of burly figure passing by offered 
not the least assistance. An army of wicked 
children now came near, who tried in the 
roughest way to D.J.Olest the harmless party, 
hooting, screaming, and insulting. The raven 
passed quietly on. Before they reached a 
dwelling they· were stopped by groups of 
fighting men shootisg in every dlrectiov, but 
the bullets dropped before the eye of the 
raven, and no harm was done. Jane, being 
frightened, was seized with a fainting fit, so 
that the raven had her carried into a stately 
mansion, where she was put into a close 
room which increased her sufferings. Fam· 
. ily worship was in progress with much whin
ing and singing. It was hardly over when a 
lady and a gentleman, whose voices were the 
loudest, quarreled fearfully about a broken 
engagement. The gentleman drew a pistol 
and killed the beautiful girl, himself also. 
Drunken men trampled on the bleeding 
bodies; they had been cheating at cards, both 
also guilty of forgery-a Sunday.school su
perintendent and a church-member. A rever
end was preaching on the street, but our 
party passed on in disgust. An Infidel met 
them, kindly saying, "Come in, all of you; 
your troubles· are all over." This was the 
first appearance of clvlllzation they had en-
countered. ALHAZA.. 

Lexington, Ky. 

A. Child's View of Hell. 
The children were playing in the yard. 

Mamma sat sewing by the window, and over
heard the following conversation. Charlie 
spoke first. 

"Do you ever feel real mean when you do 
anything wrong, Helen?" 

"I never thought about it," replied 
Helen. 

" Don't you ever feel just kind of hot and 
on fire from your head clear dawn to your 
feet?" 

"No, I don't know as I do." 
"Well, I tell yoa I do," went on Charlie 

refiectivly. "First my head gets all hot and 
my face red, and I feel awfully, as if I was 
going to burn up; and the feeling keeps 
spreading and spreading until I tingle clear 
down into my fingers and toes. And, 
Hfl'len," he added, after two or three vicious 
digs into ihe earth, "I just believe that's 
hell." 

the shape of lclcles, some of them being nearly A. True Hero. 
a foot in length. Th1s l!quld had assumed Let me glv you an instance of wonderful 
many other curious concretions, be&ldes heroism rising to meet the demands of a 
much of it being crystallized in a great va- sudden crisis. 
rlety of forms. Geologists attribute these It was not an hour after dawn, yet the 
concretions and incrustations to dripping great Central Statton was full. 
water among the rock. These limestone The soft morning air blew freshly through 
beds afford a great amount of study for the long line of cars and pufiiag engine. A 
y.Jung as well as old geologlEts, and it would faint hum comes from without. It was the 
require a volume to fully descrlhe the dlf- great city awakening for the day. A Scotch 
ferent fissures, etc., which characterize these coolie, belonging to one of the emigrant 
deposits. They usually contain different groups, went from one to another wag~lng 
varieties of limestone, such as fossiliferous his tall and looking up with mild and expres
lime&tone, or that which contains fossils ; slv eyes full of g'lod-natured, friendly feeling. 
magnesian, or dolomitic limestone, or that Children called to him, some students romped 
which· consists of carbonate of lime and with him, the ladles patted his head, a poor 
magnesia; hydraulic, or that which is impure, nP-gro in the comer shared his meal with him 
etc and t' e'l he seemed to unite all these differ: 

The essential ingredient of limestone is ent groups in a common tie of good f.eeling. 
carbonate of lime, or calcite, and consists of. While all this was going on a woman was 
carboDlc acid and lime. Nearly all of the ·,washing the windows of some empty cars 
limestone rocks are probably of organic drawn onto the siding, singing ag she 
origin ; they bav been derived from shells, 1 rubbed the lass. While her back was 

tumed, her child, a little fellow about three 
years old, ran to the door of the car and 
jumped down on the next track. Upon this 
track the Eastern express was coming. 
Directly in its path was the babe; a hush of 
horror fell upon the crowd. Every eye 
turned in the direction, and then a low sob 
of anguish went up from the paralyzed 
people. The dog, with head erect, and fixed 
eye, saw the danger, and with a bound and a 
fierce bark darted toward the child. The 
baby, frightened, started back. The mother 
went on washing windows and singing, as 
the huge engln rushed up abreast of her car. 
There was a crunching noise and a faint 
little cry of agony. Even strong men grew 
sick at the sound and turned away. 

When they looked again, the baby was 
toddling across the platform, crowing and 
laughing, and the crushed dead body of a 
dog Jay on the track. " Pa~sengers for 
Pittsburgh, Chicago, and the West. Pas
sengers for Baltimore, Richmond, and the 
South," and so the cry went on, and the 
surging crowd passed out, never to all meet 
again in this world. But the faces of men 
and women were pale, and there were tears 
·n the eyes of some. The poor negro and the 
mUllonalre, tottering old men and frolicking 
boys, had been helped onward, upward, by 
the friendly, cheerful life and heroic death of 
a dulllb dog. , 

Dare we assert that when the limp body, 
sacrificed to save the life of another, lay on 
the track, the heroic spirit that once animated 
It was quenched into utter nothingness?
Reo. F. M. Todd, Manassas, Ya. 

A. Thoughtful Youngster. 
A dear little boy five years old had passed 

rather a trying day. With the best of ln. 
tentions, he could not quiet his irrepressible 
spirits. He could not remember to mind, 
and had received severe reprimands. That 
night, when he ended his prayers with the 
usual petition, "And make me a good little 
boy," he rose suddenly from his knee~, 
looked up into his aunt's face, and made 
this innocent remark: " Isn't it funny, 
aunty? God can do everything else, but 
b.e can't mak~ me a good boy."-Ntw York 
Tribune. 

Correspondence. 
. RooKVILLB, IDA., Sept. 4, 1891. 

DBAR MIBB WIXON : As I hav not seen 
many letters in the Corner, I thought I would 
write. The weather is very hot. I wo~ld 
like for some of the boys of the Corner to 
write to me. The field !A green on the ranch. 
I will be fourteen the 13Lh of this month. 
If my letter escapes the waste-basket I wlll 
be surprised. My post-office addre~s is 
Rockville, Owyhee co., Ida. Yours truly, 

W. A. CARLTON. 

RoCKVILLE, IDA , Sept. 4, 1891. 
D:a:.A.B Miss WIXoN: I hav not written to 

the Children's Corner before. I wilr write 
and write good. I wiJl sign my whole name. 
It is not a nice name. We hav a pretty 
place. It is green and nice. The trees are 
~~;reen. We hav a pretty flower garden; all 
the plllnts are in bloom. We hav a tall 
flower that is taller than I or a woman'~ 
b.ead. It is cold at nights. Father is gone 
now. I will close for this time. From your 
little truth Eeeker, RosE ALIOE CARLTON. 

P.S -We hav a lot of beets.-R. A C. 
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known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth 
Ink and go!d side stamt>s. Price, $1.50. · 
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nary episodes of tbe great French revolutionary 
war . . It points a. mora.\ that amidst rePub
lioa.n inAtitutions .like oare, will not fail r• oeive 
!'PPreoia.tion. It shows, on one halld, thA elevat
Ing influ•.nce of newlY acquired ambition, • • . 
and on the other tbe dAba8l'og effects of Religious 
and Politioal intolerance both on the tYrant and 
tbe victim. Oont"i~s a heretofore unpublished 
lAtter of Thomas Pame to tbe French Direotor:v. 
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I. Ev 1LUTI0No ANTIQUITY. BAOTEBIA, Jl'TO. BY 

William Durham. F.R.B.E. 
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iam Durham. F.B.B.E. 
These handY series of volumes on soienoe-of 
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What Would Follow 
THE 
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History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua, 
and others, deduced from a review of 
the Bible. Also remltrks on the morals 
of the Old and New Testaments, and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 
J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents. 

History of the Cht·istian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex
amination of the proofs of the authentic· 
ity of the books of the New Testament, 
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DONALD KENNEDY 
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Deep Seated meers of 40 
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mors, and every disease of 
the skin, except Thunder 
Humor, and Cancer that has 
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Sold by every Druggist in 
the United States and Can
ada. 

The Modern Science EssaJist 
Ten .Cents Eaoh. 

1. HEBBEBT SPENCER : His life, writmgs, and 
~hilo&ophy. By Mr. DANIEL GBJ~EBLEAF 
THOlllPSON. 

2. CHARLES BOBEBT DARWIN: His life .. works, 
and in1luence. By Bev. JoHN W. CHADWicK . 

a. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
How suns and worlds come into being; By 
Mr. GARBET P. 8EBVIBB. 

t, EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH: The story of 
geology. By Dr. LEWIS G. JAMBS. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
· begins. By Mr, WILLIA]!( PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BesBITEB 
BAYJI[ONit. 

7. THE DESCENT OF MAN: His origin, antiq
uity, growth. By Prof. E. D. CoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de
velopment. By Dr. BoBEBT G. EOOLEB. 

9. EVOLUTIONOFBOCIETY. BYJAMEsA,BKIL· 
TON, 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. BmNEY 
SAMPSoN. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB, LEWIB 
G. JANES. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELsoN C. 
PARSHALL, 

13. EVOLUTION AB BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
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U. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By BTABB 
HoYT NIOHOLB. 

15. THE EFFEOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
COMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 
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FORCE AND MATTER; 
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Principles or the Natural Order 
or tile Universe, With a !!iys· 

tem of Morality Based 
The1eon. 

BYPBOFESBOB LUDWIG BUCJINER, M.D. 
CONTENTS: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortahty_of Forca, Man. 
Iufinity of M&tte-r, Brain and Mind, 
Value of .Matter, Thought, 
M~tion, - Oonsci'lusness, 
Form, Beat of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas, 

La.wa, The Idea of God, 
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Law&, Vital For;le, 
The Heavens, The Soul of Brntes, 
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Original Generation, 0 on c l u ding Observa-
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IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
A :NET'r :NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" The sham8 ituZf doth call for instant 

The Humboldt Ubraiy of Science. 
In this s•ries are w•lll"t>PTeBented the writings of 

DARWIN, SPENOFR, HUXLEY, 'IYNDALLJ PBOOTOB, 
OLIFFOBD aod otner le~tders of thought in our 
time, at 50 to 75 ver cent. lower tll.an Uiual prices. 

We have the Library bound in Oomplete Bets, a.s 
follows: 

OLD STYLE.-In this stYle the volumes average 
640 pages Svo, and are arranged thus : 
Vol. I. Nos. 1-12.~ Vol. VI. Nos. 60-70. 

" II. " 13-24 " VII. " 71-80. 
· " nr. " 2;.-sB. " vrrr. " 81-91. 

" IV. " 87 48 " IX. " 9?-103, 
•• V. " 49-59. " X. " 104-111. 
Oloth, plain edge '• $2 vol. (Sevaratfl!l or in sets.) 
Half seal, marble eagea, $2.7) v81. (In sets onl!/.) 
NEW8Tl!LE.-Nof. 1 to 111 inclusive, are bound in 

tS voJs., aver!l.ging 492 pages each, Bvo, thus r 
Cloth, extra, red edges, $1.75 per vol. $22.75 per set. 
Half seal, plain edges, 2 211 " 2,9 25 " 
Half seal, marble edge~, 2 50 " }2.50 " 
HlfMor., marble edge~, 2-75 " 33 75 " 

In sets onll/. 
All of the following a-re octavo, cloth : 

. WORKS .BY PROFESSOR HUXLEY • 
Man's Place in Nature, Numerous ill.; & 
The Origin of ~pecits. 2 hooks in 1 vol. .75 
ThePbysicnl fa!! iS of Lire& other Essays. 
Lectm·es on Evolution. Illustrat~d. 

2 books in 1 vol. • • , . . .75 
Animal Automatism, and other E;says. 
Technical Education, and other Essays. 

2 books in 1 vol. .7i 
WORKS BY OH!RL"ES DmWIN. 

Origin of Species by .Menus of Natural 
:Selection; or, the Preservation of 
Favored Races in the Struggle for Life. 
New edh1on fwm the latest Eng. edition, 
with additions and corrections. • 1.25 

Descent or Mau, and Selection in Rela. 
tion to Sex With illustrations. New edi· 
tion reViHed And angm~:~nted. . . 1.50 

Formation of V.egetablt~ Mold Through 
the .Action of Worm~ with Observa
tions on their Habits. With illus-~rations. .70 

Charles Darwin: His Life and Work. 
By Grant Allea. • • • • .75 
BELEOT WORKS BY GRA.NT ALLEN. 

The Evolutionist at Large; 
Hgoettes from Nature; and 
Forc:o nud Energy: A Theory of Dy-

namics 8 booKs in 1 vol. • • 1.00 
WATEB, ELEOl'RICil'Y, AND LIGHT. BY 

PROFESSOR TYNDA.LL. 
For111s of Water in Clouds and Rivn·s, 

IcB a.nrl. Gl ... ciers. 19 illustrations. 
Lesson; in Electricity. 60 illustrations. 
fSix Lectures on Light. Illustrated. 

3 books in 1 vol. • • • 1.00 
WORKS BY HEBBEBT SPENCER. 

The Data of Uhics. . • • • .oo 
.t:ducation: Intellectual, Moral, and Phys

ical; and 
Progress: Its Law and Cause. With 

or. her D,,qui~ition•. 2 books in 1 vol. • .75 
'The Genesis of Science. 
l'he Factors of Organic Evolution. 

2 books in 1 vol. . 75 
SELEOT WORKS OF BIOH~BD A. PROOrOB, 

F.RoA..B. 
Light Science for Leisure Hours. . 
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 
Hereditary Traits, and other Easays. 
!liscellaneous Essays. 
Illusions of the Senses, and other Essays. 
Notes on Earthquakes, with 14 miscel-

laneous Essays. 
6 b3oks in 1 vol. • • 1.50 

SELECT WORKS OF WM. KINGDON CLIF· 
FORD, F.R.A.S. 

Seeing and 'l'hinkin~. 
The Scientific Basis of Morals, and 

<>thPr EssavP. - . 
Conditions of Mental Development, and 

ot.her Essay•. 
The Unileen Universe, and the PhilOiiO· 

phv of the Pure Sciences. 
Cosmic Emotion : .Also the Teachings 

of Science. 
5 books in 1 vol. • 1o2ft 

SELECT WORKS OF EDW. OLODD, F.B.A.B. 
The Childhood of Religion. 

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY (Continuea). 
Current Discussions in Science; and 
Scientific Aspect of Some Familiar 

Things. By W. M. Williams, ]'.C.B. 
2 books in 1 vol. , • , • • • .'lib 

The Black Death. An Account of the 
Great PAstil•noe of the 14th Century; and 

The Dancing Mania of the Middle Ages. 
. By J. F. C. 1Iecker,M D. 2 books in 1 vol. · 75 

The Naturalist on the lliver Amazon. 
A Record of AdvPntureP, Habits of 
Animals, Sketches of Brazilian a.nd Indian 
Life a.Dd Aspects of Nature Under the 
Equator, dw:tng Eteven....Yea.rs of Travel, 

··by Henry Walter Bates . .I!'.L.S.,.A~sis. Sec. 
to the Bcyal Geographical Society of 
Enldand. • . • • • • • .7ta 

The Rise and Early Constitution of U ni· 
versities, with a Survey of Medieval 
Education. . By S. B. Laurie. L L.D.1 .t"rofessorofthe Institutes a.ud History I 
Ednoation in th11 University of Edinbnrl!'b.• .'l'e 

The Religions of the .Ancient World, 
inclndlng Egypt, AssYria and Babvlonia., 
Persia, lndia, f'hoonicia, Etruria, Greece, 
Bome. BY George Rawlinson. M.A., 
Oamden Professor of Ancient HistorY, 
Oxforci.J and Oa.non of Oe.nterbury, a~ 
thor or "The Origin of Nations," "The 
Ftve Great Monarchies," etc. • · • . • 'I'll 

Fetichism ; A Contribution to Anthro
pology and the HistorY of Religion. By 
Fritz Schultze. Translated from the 
German b:v J. !fitzgerald, M A. . • 1e 

Money and the Mechanism of Exchange. 
BY w. Srauley Jevons, M.A.J F.R.S., Pro· 
feasor of Logic and PolitioatEconomy in 
thfl Owens OollPilE'. Ma,.,chester. • • .71l 

On the Study of Words. By Richard 
Ohenevix ~·ranch, D.D., Archbishop of 
Dublin. . . , • • • • • • n 

The JJawn of History: An Introduction 
to Pre.Ristorio Stud~ Edited by 0. 
F. Kear:v, M.A .. of the British Museum. .75 

Geological Sketches at Home and 
Abroad. By Archibald Geikie, LL.D., 
F R.S , Director· General of the Geologioa.l 
Hurveys of Great Britain and Ireland. • .711 

Illusions: A Psychological Study. By 
James Bully, Author of "Bensa.t10n and 
lnt.uition," ·• PA~Rimism," etc. • • • .n 

The Pleasures of Life. (Parts I. and II. J 
Bv Sir John Lubho~k, B•rt. 2partB in 1. .75 

English Past and Present. (Parts I. 
and II.) By Richard Chenevix Trench. 
2 n~trts in 1, Comnlete. • • • • .75 

The Story of Creation. A Plain Account 
of Evolution. By Edward Olodd, F.R.A.B. 
Over so Ill us. • , • • , .75 

!ddress THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28LafaYette Place, New York. 

Ingersoll's w-Qrka. 
T.ke Gods. Paper, 50 cts; cloth.z $1 . 

In 1lve lectures.!... comprisiJ).g, "The . qod8,•. 
" Humboldt," " Tnoma.B Pa.me," " IndiVldUM 
ity," and " HeretiOB and Heresies." 

The Ghosts. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 1.25. 
Oontents: "The Ghost!!!!' "Liberty .for ¥a.Jil, 
Woman, and Ohild," "·.L·ne D!lclarJltiODlin .0• In· 
dejlendence," "About Farmm_g m noill,n 
"The Grant Banqueh~ "The Rev. Alex~ndet 
Ola.rk," "The Pa.Bt Hises befo:re Me Lik~ . ~ 
Dream," and "A Tribute to Ebon 0. IngenolL 

Some Mistakes of Moses. Paper, 50cts; 
cloth, $1.25. 

Interviews on Talmage. Paper, 50cts; 
plain cloth, $1.2f>. 

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1 Pa-
per, 25 cents. 

The Christian Relie:ion. By R. G. 
Ingersoll Jndge Jeremia.li B. Black, !!oDd Prof. 
George F. Fisher. Paper, 50 cents; cletb., $1 

Orthodoxy. 56 pages, 12mo, paper, 
10 cents $1.00 per doz. post.P~d. Prl.D.ted in 
large, clear t,;YPe, and conta.mmg a.s m

1 
ucturch a.s 

conid be delivered in two ordinary e e&. 
This makes a. grand missionary document. 
Liberals should scatter it generotisi.Y. 

Ingersoll Catechised: His Answers to 
a. Number of Vital Questions Propounded by 
the editor of the san .li'rfl-nctBcan. 5 ce)ltB; 50 
cents per dozen; 25 cop1es, $1 ; 100 copleB, $3. 
Millions of these should be circulated, 

The Birth and Growth of Myth, 
l'he Childhood of the World. 

8 books in 1 vol. ; 

Vindication of Thomas Paine from 
the att!wkB of the New York Observer, by Bob
art G. Ingersoll. Price, 15 cent&. 

• 1.00 Address on the Civil Rights Bill. 
SELECT WORKS OF TH. RIBOT, 

!l'ranslatea tram tll.e French. bl/ J. Fitzgera!a, M.A. 

Th& Diseases of Memorx. 
Tht> Diseases of the Will. 
Thf: Diseases of Personality. 

3 books in l vol. 
THE MILKY WAY. 

The Wonders of the Heavens. 32 ilius. 
BY Camille Flammarion .• 

The Romance of Astronomy. By R. 
K~tlley Miller, M.A. , 

1.00 

Large size octavo, paper, 10 cent&. 
lne:ersoll's Lectures Complete. 

Bound in one volume. To meet the demand 
for Mr. Ingersoll's works, the publisher ha.B had 
all his lectures) except tne .late&t on ".Ortho· 
doxY," bound m one bea.utifnl.Vf?lume, m half 
calf, library s~yle, and contiWllllg ,over lj800 
paJleB, which 1s sold a.t the exceedingly ow 
pnce of $5. Bent by mail po&tpa.id. 

Tributes. There hav been so many 
applications for Mr. Igersoll'B "The Vision 
of War," the "Grant Banquet Toast," that 
they hav been printed on heaV}' toned paper, 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths 
· Religion and Social Matters. 

The Sun; its Constitution,its Phenomena, 
on its Oondition. BY Nathan T. Carr, LL.D. 

3 books in l vol. • • . • 1.00 

1Sx22, illuminated border, and m large, clwill1ea.r 
type, suitable for framing, and the three 
be forwarded to anY address, for 25 llts, or 
either one for 15 ct1. 

CJleth, $1; paper, :;o cents. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidsou.: 

KODEIN IMI'l'A'l'ION O:r CBIIS'l', 
Aa to hl.a Life on Earth and hls Communism. 

BY HBB. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of "& Pretest ud a. Plea," in Oraer ot 
creat~ett. 

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., • • 75 Cents. 

llil" This book was 8WfJ1J1'Msed by th6 first A?~Ur. 
lot.m pubZishw • .-

POLITICAL BOIENCE. 
Physics and Politics. An application 

of the principles of Natm:al Science to 
Political Society. By Walter Ba.gehotJ 
a.uthor of "The Eng. Oonstitntion," ana 

Prose Poems and Seleetions. This 
new book is a gem. It is &.lli;Odel in eyery re
spect. In factl one of th~ nchesh_ bnghtest, 
best ever issuea. It oontams, bes1aeB the cel· 

History of the Science of Politics. By 
Frederick Pollock. 2 books in 1 vol. • .'75 

ebrated "Decoration Day Oration," n~ver be
fore published, and all the fa.mou• "tnbutes " 
heretofore printed in va.rioussha.pes,butnever 
brought together till now, many otner .rems, THE LAND QUERTION. selected from the speeches, arguments, lect
ures, letters, table-ta.Iks, and day-to-da.:y con
ver&ationsof the author. The work is d!l&Igned 

The History of Landholding in Eng· 
land. By Joseph Fisher,F.R. H.S.;and 

Historical Sketch of the ll istribution 
of Land in England. By William 
Lloyd Birbeck, MoA. 2 books in 1 vol. .'lll I 

for and will be accepted by admiring fnends aB 
a rare personal souvenir. To heiR it serve this 
purpose a. fine steel portrait, with.a.utogra:{lh 
fac simile, has been Rrepared espec11tfobr 1t. 
Price1 in silk cloth, beveled edge!!.> aok MISCELLANEOUS. 

The Mystety of Matter, and The Philos
ophy of l!<no•R.nce; anct 

The Essential Nature of lleligion. By 
J, >\llanBnu Picton. 2 books in 1 vol. • 

Science and Crime; and 
Science and Poetry, with other Essays. 

By Alldrew Wilson, F.B.S.E. 
2 books in l vol. . . • • 

(eonttnuea tn nezt column.] 

and 1nde, $2.50; in half calf, mottlea e ges, ele
gant llbrary style 4.50; m full r:J;'tlrkei mo
rocco, lrilt, exquisltJ.y 1lne, 7.50j 1n full tree 
calf, hfghest possible style and nnish, $9. 

.'I'll I Life. A Prose Poem. Printed in 
eolorB on board, beveled gilt edges. 50 cents. 

Photog~afths of Colonel Ingersoll. 
.'11 .. boudOJ.rA.JciresB THE TBUTH SEEKER. 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subseriptlon priee, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. . Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freeth1nk-

ers• Almanac ...•.•...•.•... ·••....••.... . 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gat-

·.dener •• ; .••.•.. .•.•.••. •...•.. .. .••...•...• 50 
8 Age of Reason~ Thoma.• Pa.me.. .. .... .•. 25 
4: Answers to Ohristia.n Questions. D. M. 

5. o~t?t?a~lbsuriiiitiis".". Jo!i.ii ":Peck:::::::: 
6. Victor Hngo•s Oration on Voltaire ....... . 
7. Ingersoll'S Address on Bha.kspere ........• 

OTBHRNUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

25 
20 
10 
25 

Yearly subscribers will receive all tb:e books 
issued during the year. Bingle· copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of Price. 

A.ddrell THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A. NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Da.ily Bread 1S tne story of two young 

girls and a;v:ounger brother who were lett parent· 
less, with little money, fair educatloRhand much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohioago. The author is also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
ing girl'S life and experience in the city of Ohioa.go 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypocrite. It is Just snoh a. story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Inger· 
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

CANCER anrl Tumors CURED' no knif• 
book free. Drs.GRA!fiGNY &NORRIS 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The TeaeJiings of Secu~arism C::om 

pared With Orthodox Christian
Ity. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism: Is It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It Sumeient to 
Meet tlte Needs of IDanklnd 't 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
Evening lfatz and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoa.ke and 
Oolonel In~ersou, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
u Tactles of Inftdeh." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

C::Jtristianlty: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Inftuenee. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo
lution: Their C::au11es. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Seeularism: Destructiv and «Jon 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. _Price, 
10 cents. · 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.diotonr and Defectiv ae an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pR.ges. Price, 10 cents 

Allnosticism and C::hristian Theism: 
WblCills tile More Reasonable? 
24 pages Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and, Sinners-Which? 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The ~nt•erstltlon of tile Christian 
. ttunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus

tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 
The Glory of Unbcl ef. 22 pages in 

cover. Price, 10 cents. · 
Nature and tile Supernatural; or, 

Beli ... f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Neccs<~ity and tbe .Justice of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages io CJVer, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;;lcal Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the B•v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following sn bjeots are 
dealt with: 1. Wl!Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate T 2. '.Che Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 8. Freethought and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Obrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

A.ddre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

AG EYTS make roo PER CENT ana v.·in $748 CASH Prizes 
R on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicines. 

Sample free. Territc.!y. Dr. Bt•ldgmnn, 375 B'way, N. Y • 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OR, THB 

ConB.ict betwee!l Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T.15. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, P11.. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literat~ure.· 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN ADDREBB 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

New York State BOll' AS&OtJiation, at Albany, 
N. Y., Jan . • 21, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Complete an~ Authorized. Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafa:vette Place. New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Oritica.l Review of the Religion 

of Man, 
OoNTENTB : What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pha.l· 

lie Worship. Ma.n•s Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog 
ical Problem. Man's Fa.ll, and the Ohristia.n 
Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
.Fate, Free Will, Free AgencY,-·Necessity. Be· 
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
oiety to Oriminal~. Duty of Self Oulture. Mar. 
ria.ge. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
BJ Edward Bellamy, 

Author of" Dr; Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, and all who &.re 
Cree to receive new Ught will find in it satisfaction 
a.nd inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The appeal is a ways made to a man's rep,san. 
~nd to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel
tishness.-[Boston Post. 

A SUl{gestion of a really practicable and feasi
ble soo1a.l sta.te grea.tlf in advance of the present. 
-rhe romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast of 
~ctual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, ~!'G. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOBi 

Of the perversion of Stephen Girard•smagnUI.oent 
bequest to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 

churches and Young Men's 
Christian Associa-

tion. 
BY BlOB. B. WEBTBBOOK, D.D., LL.D. 

Price S1. Address TilE TBUTH SIIII][IIB. 

"Miss Wixon's Works. 
!II in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, 800pp., $1, 
.!pules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 88SpP., 11.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 

some and Interesting Book, Without Supersti· 
tiont for Ohildren and Youth. The Onlf J!'ree 
thinKers' Ohildren's Story-Book ever 1ssued. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; largf 
itype, heavY, toned paper, broad margins, illUS· 
rated covers; (to, 22(pp., boards, $1. 

Address THE TBUTH SEEKER 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
By JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana· 
. lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ett;., etc. 

BJ" ROBT. 0:· INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman 

The latest and best work of an analytlo thinker 
who is gifted with those rare powers that rende; 
J;lle subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good infurnishin~ food for thou~rht. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it sg rich)F 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1, 
Price, 25 cents ; cloth, 50 cents. P1..;,. 

Ushed at this o!Ilce. A.ddre11 THE TBUTB sEEKER. 

THE 

CHAJIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
TIDIIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
8vo, 1,119PP. Cloth, IS; leather, U; morocco, 

gilt edges, 1(,50. 

BY D. 111. BENNETT, 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's W ork.s. 
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertinence." Prioe,10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. "The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the OhriBtia.n ohnroh are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

T~e Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's prayjng God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under· 
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle 1" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact~ 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

· Church. Price, 6 cents. 

FESTIV A.L OF ASHTA.ROTH. 
l tale of Fales ine, rounded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Th&s notices are for the benefit of Libe--!'l8 
tDho may ~ tJisiting the places tDhme these s~~ 
ties a?"tJ loaated. Loaal SeculM Unions and 
F?"eethougkt Societies meeting ?"egularly can 
hafJ thei?" gatherings ad'De?"tised lime free by tof.
tDMding the neceBBfJII'1/ information. 

The Danbattan Liberal C::lub, N.Y. 
Meets every_J!'riday evenin_g, at 8 o'clock, at Ger
man Masomo Temple,j!20 East 15th street. Leot· 
nresand discussions. ·~·he public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
lll.eets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock at 
L1beral Leal(~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Markel 
st .. Newark. N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social qneEtions. Beats free and 
everYbody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 ~rhet street. Assembles every Sunday 
eyenmg at 7:110. Lecture•, debates, and discus. 
s10ns on all rmportant seonla.r subjects. Pres
ident, HENllY BIBD; Secretary, OoBA BELLE 
I!'LAGG, 

BrooklJn Philosophical Assoeia· 
tlon 

Meets at J!'raternitY ro >mat.. Bedford avenue ani! 
~onth 2d street, Brooklyn, .l!i. D., at 8 P.M., every 
lil·unda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat· 
{£rm free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary · 244 
.o•'Oadway, Brooklyn, E. D. ' 

Ph,lladelphla Liberal Lea~rue 2!;7 
mweets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad 11~; d 

ood.sts., ~t 2:30 and_ 7. :ao P.M. for lectures and 
free d1SOUSS10I;IB on relig10ns and social questions. 
Able sper.ker&1f!terest the a"C:'Jienoe. N.B.-Trntb 
SeekerpnblioatlOnsalwayson handatoheapra.tes. 

Price, 10 cents. ·- The Se_cular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets sem1-monthly1 first and third Sundays at 2 
P.M., at. the tO)'V'll nail. All friends of hnkan 
oultivat1on are mvited. IIIABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec, BING, BROTHERS, SING. 

USE THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating. THE LIBEBAL HYMN·BOOK contains song& 
by the best ·poets, adapted to well-known tun ea. 
It iP hi@ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pa.rT.on,.Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price 
'6 oenta, Address '1'\HE TRUTH 8BBDB (](>. . 

New :Zdltion, Bevtse!l rntd Enlar&'ed. 

MEN, WOMEN • GODS. 
.y HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 'lants. 
TM Trad8 Supplied at 13pecial IJiscounta. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER, 
ll8 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Photo-~>n !!'ravings of Miss Gardener are for 
~ale at this office. Price, 5~ cents. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
IS .A G BE.A 1! SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in quality and price. Has 16 j,wels, 
patent regulator!. Breqnet hair-spring (non
J&tobable), beautixnl double. sunk paneled dial, 
linely adjusted to heat, cold, and position, stem 
wind a.nd S3t, new model. In silverine oases, $19, 
3 ounce coin Silver, $22. 50 i 4 oz. dust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere IOr $8;. In best 14kt 
filled gold oases, guaranteed 20 Years, open face, 
$27 to $80 ; bunting, $82 to $J5; in 14kt, solid 
mld, $GO to)90. All elegantly engraved or Plain. 
':lent pr~a1d, and cash refunded if not satisfa.o. 
ory. Watches olea.ned,_$1; springs, $1; andre 
.nrned free. Best work 1n the world. Bend for 
;estimonia.ls, price lists of ladies' and cheaper 
.va.tohes, diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
LDd gold of my FrPetbnul!'ht barl<rA; trao\s, etc, 
'ree. OTTO WETTSTEIN! . 

ROOIIELLE, LL. 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
vonng and middle
Lged men1 suffering 
'rom a. Life-wa.stinE 
Disease, as the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex. 
ceases in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applioa.

ion-A ;POSITIVE OUBEo~=as it matters not ho" 
ong standing, how hopeless or how many reme
lies you hav nsfd. The book is worth man> 
\mea its cost, and should be in the hands ot 
hose seeking a 81HJ8d.!l ana JM<rmanent cure. Ad· 
tress Dr. RObt. p, Fellows. Vineland, N.J., and 
ay where yon saw this advertisment. 

A GOOD WOBD. 

Ellzur Wrlg!It Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first and fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohuroh at 
10:80 A •. M .. Free discussion on all Liberal subjeCts. 
SubsonptlOnB to THE TBUTH BEEKEB and Invest•· 
aator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor. bb"• 

C::hleago Secular Union 
M~tets every Sunday evening at 7:10 P.M., a1 
Pnnoess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison etreet. 

,Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal C::lub 
Holds meetings every Bnnday evening at 216 
Gb ra.dnd ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followed 

Y abates. The Public cordially invited. 

San Franelsco, £al., Freethongh& 
Society 

Meeta every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Ha.~, 4~1 Post street, at P. o'clock. A cordial invi
tatlOn IB extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Me~ts every . Sunday at 7:30 P.M. in Ma.cdon
a.lds Hall 1n Port Angelea, Wash. Leot
ll!"es. song_s, and select reading. Discussion in· 
'11ted on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FRANK IIIOBSE, Oor. Sec. 

The West End Progressive Llbw 
eral Union 

Of Los. Angeles, Oal., meets semi-monthly, firs1 
aHndll thE1rd Bunda.ys, at B o'clock, P.M.J_at Parr'l 
P a. '. JVHer~odWv invited. MBS. R. m. BERBA. 

res., • • .w.o ILLIA.Ms, Bee. Bee. 

Tlte Walla Walla Liberal CJiub 
Meets every Sunday at 2 P.M. in Grand ArmJ' 
haJl, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Bcumoe Leotures.-Free Discnssions.-Original 
and Be~eoted ~eadings and Poems. A large val· 
na.ble library 1s at the service of members and 
friends. O. B. REYNOLDS, Pre a.; A. W. 0ALDER, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Roed_er, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday 1n the month, at the Boeder school-house 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. Thi 
greatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
"Universal Mef!tal LibertY." D. E. BIOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, V1oe-Pres.; 0HABLEB SHEA, Sec. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal C::inb, 
Meets ~very Bunda.y at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 ~&If! street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib-
erals 1nv1ted to attend. OoL. a. HABBIS, Pres. 

!suo B. LEE, Bee. · 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth J!'tne SUJe! Enaravtng or senator ConJc!tnu. 
Bound in black cloth, silver side stamP. 

Price, 75 oen ts. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the Germ'.ln by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT Dr.J!'ellows is an outspoken Liberal, a humsn
oarian, and a generous patron of the Freethought 
•ress He has many testimonials to the value of 
ds progressive and snt;cessful method of tre~oS· 
Q.en" a.nd deservea patrona~~:e.-Preet71011011t. 

Steel engravinge of lihis celebrated natnralis~ 
12X15 inches, suitable for framing, sent postpaid 
for 25 oenlil, Address THE TRUTH SEEKER. 



A JURY in pious New Jersey has decided 
that a nian 11 has a perfect rlght to beat his 
wl!e." 

ALBBRT MoR:a:A, colored, hanged at Savan
nllh on the 18th for wlte-muraer, wae bap. 
tized and declared himself to hav received 
pardon for his sins. 

FLooDs in Spain hav 
destroyed three thou
sand liv!)s. 

BzSMJ.ROK has sued a 
tenant for services due 
under feudal customs. 

THB Texas state rain
making corps failed to 
produce rain at El Paso. 

ALLIANOB requests to 
faJmtrs to hold their 
grain r..re not heeded so 
much as is wished. 

AT Granvllle, N. Y., 
on the 19th, Father Mul· 
Ioney was providentially 
struck dead while saying 
mass. 

A BERLINER has been 
sentenced to six months' 
lmprisoDment for saying, 
11 the emperor and his 
gaD g." 

IT took fourteen trains 
to carry the French pll
grimsge to the miracle
working shrine at 
Lourdes. 

CARDINAL RAMPOLLA 
ll a~ Frf'pO• ed to China 
tlle establishn ent of the 
Cathf'liC hierarchy in 
that land. 

A MIIUOTTLOUB Cure of 
paralysis, Catholic pa
pPrs announce, has been 
dfE'CIEd on Mrs Cather
iH Gartland at Roxbury, 
Mae e. 
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WORLD'S ~A.GES, THINKERS, QOD& AND HEL.SCION& 
1

. ilf.am& -~ fir_ 'hoa,/Jt. 
AND REFORMERS. . .o-. · · . · IW"t 'I 8j u 

Biographlelof 100 of the Leadinft PhlloiOpherl,' v!NCIIENT .... ~.ND ·~DfEBI ~h .TGid:M:ES' ============== 
Teachers, Skeptics Innovators J'oundera of ol. • Give a ., .... A.ccouno o al . • e o •• in~ ........__ t f t i it i t to h 

J!(ew Bcnools of Thonght, Emlnent Bolen- olndin~e .Je~ovah, Satan, the Hol:r Ghost,, .L.ru> grea oe o ec ence, s J10 o muc 
tists, eta. (who were not Ohristians), .Jesas Ohrist, Virr.¥ llfary, and the Bible. ·; to say, has been theology.-Prof. YO'!J-mans. 

from the time of Menu to the pres- 8V~~ 83BiiP.P. i VoB. n..:' DescfritbheaWI'11lllyd:all T....,. recen. t history of sanitati.on in all civil-ent avo 1 071ipp cloth p• ... e elig oua IYBoemB o e or • .....,. Q Q 

le"atber s' ••'mor ·,:,. e ••'r;o ' 6Vo,llli7pp. Oloth,tapervol.;the ized countries shows triumph_ s which may 
'~. ·•·· ·•~· • ll vols.,P;Ieather, $'1; mo- Q 

BY D.lll. BENNE'.l'T. roooo, ~eilt edges, ss. well.11.11 us with wonder, did there not rise 
'l'HE'l'BUTH BEEKER oo., BY D.lii.BENN.m'l'T. within us a far greater wonder that they 

llli LafayeUe Place,l!l'. Y. THE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB 00. were so long delayed.-Prof. .A. D. WMU. 

MORDECAI PREPARETH TO GO HOWLING. 

1)r:a:oLOGLLNS, 68 the~ 
minds become influenced 
by the scientific spirit, 
consciously or UEcon
sciouely, rest the defense 
of their system upon the 
moral Bide, and allow 
the theological, with all 
its " difficulties," '• qui
etly to float away."-
Wiuon. · 

WHAT a picture is pre· 
sented by the ·church I 
A few in life's last storm 
are to be saved; and 
the saved, when they 
reach shore, are to look 
back with joy upon the 
great ship golDg down 
to 'he eternal depths I 
This is what I call the 
unutterable meanness of 
orthodox Chrlstianity.
Ingeraoll. 

THE better part [of 
Christ's moral teachings ] 
is that which is non
original All that is fair 
and beautiful in Chris
tian morality had been 
taught in the world ages 
before Christ was b. •rn. 
Buddha, Confuciull, Lao
Tsze, Mencius, Z >roas
ter, Manu, taught the 
noble human morality 
found in some of the 
teaching ascribed to 
Christ.-..Annitl Besant. 

A :F:a:w hundreds of 
Indian women. at most, 

GliRMANY's Cathol!c 
convress dtcided to con
tlnuP worklrg for the 

When Mordecai perceived all that was done, Mordecai rent his clothes, and put on sackcloth with ashes, and went 
out into the midst of the city, and cried with a loud and bitter cry.-Esther iv, 1.· · 

hav furnished this horrid 
spectacle [burnlDg of 
the wife on the husband's 
death]; but our Inquisi-

recall c f the Jesuits and religious instruction· 
in primary Echools. 

MIBAOLI!B hav been wrou~ht by the Holy 
Coat on the blind, cripples, and an abbess 
with a withered arm. 

GERMANY is prosecuting the editor of 
Eladdtradauch for ridiculing the Holy Coat 
by a cartoon, "The Gull Snaring P1Jgrims." 

Russu•a wheat crop is as deficient as rep. 
resented in the most extreme reports. Ger
mam's is little better. Ireland's potato 
yield is a failure. 

RussuN mothers are exposing their chil
dren to diphtheria that they may not starve. 
Large districts are ravaged by brigands pro
duced by privation. 

Tll:a: meeting of the French Association for 
the Study of Tuberculosis concluded that 
consumption is often caught by occupying a 
room with a person having It. 

THBRB was a celebration of the twenty. first 
anniversary of the entry of Italian troops 
into Rome, which overthrew papal power 
and established the nation of Italy. 

Nxw YoRK city, under its Tammany
Catholic government, has made its fall open
ing of schools with the regular deficiency of 
room for ten thousand applicants. 

Sm G:a:oHGB GREY, ex-premier of New 
Zealand, thinks women superior to men, and 
proposes that they be m'lde dominant in 
government and their sex alone admitted to 
the legislature. 

INDIANS on the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
reservations are ghost-dancing all night and 
eating melons both ripe and green all day. 
Scores hav died. The dance was to appease 
the evil spirit and banish a fever. 

ACToRs attempting to play at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., last Sunday, were arrested 
aDd jailed, amid confq.sion. The manager, 
who had previously made a Epeech against 
partiality of the pollee, seized a club, but was 
easily disarmed and handcuffed. Part of 
the receipts were for charity. 

AT Eaton Park, Ind., a lovely summer 
resort, a dam which makes a lake for boats 
and a small steamer hal! several times been 
attempted to be destroyed by church penole 
who oppose Sunday pleasuring. On the 17th 
large charges of dynamite destroyed it, im
periJlDg life and damaging pToperty about. 
A timber fell on one house and crushed it. 

AMONG Jewish refugees who h-avarrlved at 
Chicago Is Leah Hershe, wife of a wealthy He
brew eying in a St. Petersburg hospital, whom 
{)n being expelled she was forced to shandon. 
After wandering on foot along the frontier, 
beiDg driv.-n back because ps~sportle~s, she 
·escaped to Germany. IvRn Banitzkoff had 
to sell propert.y worth 665 000 roubles for 
2 200 and wander about all night with his 
wl!e, who was raving in a delirium of fever. 
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tions, our atrocious mad
men calllDg themselvs judges, hav put to 
death in the flames more than a hundred 
thousand of our brethren-men, women, and 
children-for thin~s w_hi~h no o~e has under
stood. Let us pity and condemn, the Brah
mins; but Jet us not ,forget our miserable 
selva.-Voltaire. 

TllE effect of " trWlt in' God " is offset by 
"fear of God." A belief in a superintend
ing providence that arbitrarily decides the 
issues of lite is not promotiv of peace of 
mind, One never knows what the will of 
God may · decree next, and an element of 
uncertainty is introduced into human affairs 
beyond the elements of cause and effect. 
The Christian labors with the dread that at 
any moment God may thwart his efforts in 
"Jove" or" wrath," and glv the success to 
some scoundrel apparently unworthy ot 
favors.-..Adams. 

TBB abolition of this ancient and elevated 
faith; the dethronement of God; the extinc
tion of piety as a personal feellng ; the de
struction of an image made of goldem 
thoughts in the exquisit form of an ideal man 
and tenderly enshrined in the human heart-· 
these appear to be evils, and such undoubt
edly they are. But the conduct of ll!e is a- . 
choice of evils. We can do nothing that n. 
exclusivly and absolutely good. No useful! 
invention can be introduced without some• 
branch of industry being kllled and hundredS' 
of worthy men being cast out, wlthojlt an 
occupation, on the world. All mental revo-· 
lutlons are attended by catastrophe. The· 
mummeries and massacres of the German' 
Reformation, though known only to scholars,. 
were scarcely less horrible than those of' 
Paris in '93, and both periods illustrate the' 
same law. I hav facts in my possession' 
which would enable me to show that the 
abolition of the slave trade, that immortal 
and glorious event, caused the death of many 
thousand slaves, who were therefore actually 
killed by Sharp, Clarkson, Wilberforce, and 
their adherents. But by means of abolition 
milllons of liven hav since been saved. The 
first geDeration suffered; prisoners were capt
ured to be sold, and the market having been 
suppressed, were killed. This was undoubt
edly an evil. But then the sJavemaking wars 
came to an end and there was peace. In the 
same manner I maintain that even should the 

\present generation be injured by the abolition 

l 
of existing falt.hs, yet abolition would be 
justified. Succeeding generations would 
breathe an atmosphere of truth, instead of 
being reared in an atmosphere of falsehood, 
and we who are so deeply indebted to our 
ancestors hav incurred obligations toward 
our posterity. Let us, therefore, purify the 
air, and if the light klll. a few sickly plants 
whi()h hav become acclimatized to impurity 
and darkness, we must console ourselvs with 
the rEfiection that in nature it is always so, 
and that of two evils we hav chosen that 
which is the le&llt~-Reade. 
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HOW THE CLERGY HA.V ALWAYS OPPOSED THE MARCH OF PROGRESS. 

llot•s and. ~lippings. 
WDBN some men pay the preacher they feel 

as though they were paying a gas bill. 
PAPAL nuncios hav been directed to call 

the attention of all Catholic sovereigns to the 
depleted condition of the pope's treasury. 

B.u.liiAO:tmA, finding blocked all routes of 
escape from the unforgiving rev&lutionists, 
committed suicide. At this the Catholics 
exult, a1 " he had continually been harassing 
reli glon." 

AT the convecatlon of Zion's Sanctuary of 
Faith Curers in Jersey CityRev.W. L. Brown 
said twenty-two years ago the doctors gave 
him up to die from dyspepsia. Through 
prayer the Lord cured him, and now he can 
load his stomach with green cucumbers with 
Impunity. 

A PROPoBITIOI!I to hav Col. Robert G. 
Ingersoll make an address at the Texas state 
fair in Dallas this fall has been sharply con. 
damned by certain newspapers and towns
people. But the president of the fair associ
ation declares that the colonel will come just 
the same, and talk, too. 

A RUTLAND, Vt., dispatch says : " Two 
men are now hard at work cutting the Lord's 
Prayer on the face of a big rock on the 
Bristol road. They are hired by Dr. Green. 
The rock is at about the hardest place in Ver
mont for a team, and in the season when 
teaming is liveliest there is more cussing 
there every day than anywhere else inVer
mont. It is possible that Dr. Green's idea is 
to furnish the drivers with sqme new quota
tions." 

Tru: proposed marriage of the Russian 
czarewitch and his cousin is in opposition to 
the Russian canonical law, by which consan. 
guinity is an obstacle to marriage, but the 
objection will probably be overcome by the 
consent of the holy synod and by the issue of 
a ukase, which is as powerful as a papal bull, 
the czar being de facto ecclesiastical as well 
as lay head of the Russo-Greek church. 

THB marine draws some of the inspiration 
for his imagery from the libraries that are 
maintained at every barracks for his benefit. 
Marines do not care for religious books, and 
utterly disdain the stories of the pious young 
mariners whose lives are saved by the little 
Testaments their mothers gave them. But 
there are some who may be seen poring over 
the "Origin of Species," or Spencer's "Syn. 
thetlc Philosophy." 

AoooRDING to the papers of Berlin, it is not 
only the Jews that are being driven out of 
Russia, but also the Catholics, who are dally 
crowding into Charlottenburg in order to 
come to America. ·As they are entirely dee. 
titute of means, collections are taken up for 
them in several European cities. The press 
of our country has had much to say about 
the persecution of the Jews in Russia, but 
has not alluded to the ill treatment of 
Catholics.-A.'Ds Maria. 

JoHN S:a:QUB, of New York, was found 
standing on the steps of his home saying to 
passers by : " How do you do ? I am wait· 
ing for a pair of wings." A police officer 
happened to pass and asked Beque what he 
was going to do with the wings. "Why, be 
an angel, of course, and fiy about In the 
golden streets." The police officer told Beque 
that he would find a most beautiful pair of 

wings down the street, and offered to show 
him the way. Beque accepted the offer and 
walked into the insane asylum. 

IN the theater of the Russian religious per
secutions, with the horrors of starvation now 
added, new-comers and native wrestle to
gether . in a confused nightmare of de· 
spair for very existence, like rats imprisoned 
by a rising flood. Out of this tragic burly
burly some three or four thousand are able 
each week to tight their way over the tops of 
others and escape across the frontier. This 
panic-stricken stream of fugitive is all that 
Europe sees of the persecution. Of the hor
rors which remain behind it has hardly the 
vaguest idea. Such is what Christianity 
brings a country to. 

PROFESSOR NBWOOJIIB has seen science 
transform too many wonders Into familiar 
uses of dally life to risk the assertion that we 
shall never know how to make it rain. But 
he does not hesitate t:> say that rain cannot 
be produced by concussion. He believes 
that the popular notion that great battles hav 
generally been followed by heavy rain is not 
confirmed by statistics ; but he adds that " if 
it be really true that rains hav been produced 
by great battles, we may say with confidence 
that they were produced by the smoke from 
the burning powder rising into the clouds 
and forming nuclei for the agglomeration into 
drops, and not by the mere explosion." 

A ME. BoOTH, who founded a working
man's debating club in which religious discus. 
sions are prohibited, wrote to Gladstone to 
ask whether he considered Theosophy to 
come under the head of religion. Gladstone 
replies : " I do; not adopt the language of 
determined disbelief in all manifestations real 

or supposed from the other world, which Is 
the habit of many. They giv me little satis· 
faction, but that does not warrant meeting 
them with a blank negativ. I cannot con
ceive how either spiritism (better so called 
than spiritualism) or Theosophy can with 
consistency be discussed in societies of 
workingmen or in any other societies which 
exclude all subjects calculated to lead to 
religious discussion. Spiritism and Theos
ophy, as I understand the matter, deal with 
the facts and phenomena of the other worlds 
as much as the Christian creeds." 

M. HBNRI RooHBFORT, the French political 
agitator exiled in England, says: " How I 
appreciate the personal liberty and freedom 
from official surveillance in England l In 
Paris there were always three or four pollee
men stationed about my house, watching my 
movements and prying into my afl:airs. 1 
had no means of ridding myself of this 
espionage. Here, if a man should attempt 
to hang about my door I hav only to com
plain to the nearest policeman to hav the 
nuisance abated. It is all so well arrangedt 
and the judges in the courts are so free to 
act according to the dictates of justice and 
law regardless of the wishes of the govern
ment. Everything is so secure under the 
laws of England. ,on Sunday I see labor 
organizations parading with music and ban. 
ners, not in spite of the police~ but actually 
under police protection. The very soldiers 
in the barracks waved their handkerchiefs at 
the dock strikers. Imagin soldiers doing 
that in France l . . . Even my next-door 
neighbor does not know my name. The lack 
of official supervision is very marked In 
London." 
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~•mmnnitalions. 

The Gospel According to John. 
I. 

All that we· know of the life of Jesus, miscalled 
Christ, is told us in the gospels. TP,e first th~ee of 
these, sometimes called the synoptics,. repeat the 
eame stories, miracles, doctrine, and incidents to a 
very large extent, and follow nearly the same order 
of events. 

"The whole of Mark's gospel, except twenty~ four 
verses," says Dr. Dnidson, "is contained either in 
Matthew's or Luke's." He therefore infers that it 
was compiled from ,the two; and he farther says: 
u It is clear that the first gospel WIB employed 
directly by the writer of the third." 

L!t us :now consider the gospel acaording to John, 
independently of or contradictory to the other three 
ev.ngelists. What does the writer of the fourth 
gospel tell us T 

1 He says nothing about the birth of Jesus. 
2 He never names the mother of J asus. She is 

alluded. to in chapter ii as being present at the mar
riage in Csna, and in chapter xix as being at the 
cross. And it is remarkable that the account of the 
marriage feast is told only by John, and that the 
presence of the mother of J aaus at the cross is con
tradicted by Matthew and Mark, who say that cer
tain women from Galilee stood afar off at the ci'ucf• 
1ixion, among whom they name two Marys, but nei· 
ther of them the mother of J ssus. · 

3. John introduces Jesus as " the · Logos," says 
that the L'>gos was God, that "all things were made 
by him," that "the Logos was made flash and dwelt 
among men," and cc that he was the only begotten of 
the father." Philo J 11dro ts, of Alexandria, who lived 
between 20 B o. and 50 A D.1 discoursed on the L1gos. 
It is uniformly translated "word" in the New Tes
tament. As applied to J asus D:. Olarke says it 
should hav been left untuuslated, like the appellativ 
christos. Bat why should not christos hav been 
translated T It means 'anointed" and should hav 
been rendered in L1tin unctu~. Ohristus is not a 
L1tin word. 

4 John makes the ministry of J .,;a us cover a 
period of more thAn three year£1. He attends the 
feast of the P&ssover at J arusalem ( ii, 13; A.D. 30); 
again, "the feas• Of the Jews" (V,1j A.D 31) · aaain, 
"the feast· of tabernacles" (vii, 2; 10; ~ D"' 32, 
autumn); and lestly the PAssover (xiii, 1; AD 33) 
Bat the synoptics make Jesus attend b1t one P&s
sover {A D. 33), and therefore limit his ministry to 
about one year. 

5 John tells us that Simon and Andrew, the first 
two disciples of Jesus, were followers of John the 
B•ptist, and nothing is Elaid about their being 
fishermen. 

6. Audre~ 1irat meet~. Jesu3 and then goes 
and tells h1s brother S1mon : cc We hav found 
the meshiha." Meshiha is an At'amaic or S yriac 
word meaning cc anointed." The Greek trans
lator transfers the word and adds an explanation, so 
that the passage reads : cc We hav found the 
mess~as, . which is, being interpreted, , OMistos." 
Mess11B IB not a Greek word; it occurs twiae in 
J obn's gospel and nowhere else. · 

7. When Jesus beheld Simon he said: "Thou art 
Simon the son of J on1, thou shalt be called Kepha ,; 
This was plain enough to a nativ of that country, for 
K<Jpha meant stone. But here again the Greek 
translator adds .an explanation, so that it reads, 
cc Thou shalt be called Kepha, which is by inter
pretation Petros." Such is the origin of the name 
Peter, as applied to the apostle Simon; K~pha was 
his other name and never Petros. 

8 If the marginal chrooology of our Bibles is to 
b'l trusted the period of the ministry of John the 
Baptist, prior to the beginning of that of Jesus, was 
four years, and those four years are marked on the 
margin of the first chapter of John as follows : 

cc John bare witness- of him " (i, 15 ; A D 26). 
"The ned day John seeth Jesus" (l, 29; AD. 26). 
cc Again, the next day after, John stood, and two 

of his disciples ; and looking on Jesus as he walked 
he saitb, c Behold the L1mb of God'" (: 35 36 · A D 
26 continued) ' ' 

1 

cc The day following Jesus would go forth into 
Galilee" (i, 4:3; A D 30). 

cc And the third day there was a marriage in C 111a 
of Galilee" (ii, 1 ; AD 30). 

D Jes not this marginal chronology appear to be 
false T The baptism. of Jesus by John took plaae 
when they first me\ (•, 29). The next diyJohn see
ing Jesus walking said, "Behold the L1mb of God!'' 
The day f~llowing Jesus would go into Gslilee. 
An~ the thU'd day he WillS at a marriage in Galilee. 
Is 1t not apparent that the writer narrates the events 
of three or fou co11seautiv days T 

9. ~ohn says nothing of the forty days' temptaUon. 
Nor, IDdeed, does he leave room for the same. The 
synoptic& describe it as following immediately after 
the baptism. How is it possible to Jnterpose forty 
days between the baptism and the marriage in Cma 

of Galilee 1 Is it not plain enough that that mar- The Mo~kery of Thanksgiving Proclamations. 
riage was the third day after the baptism 1 · Truth is that which, in the face of all possible opposition, 

10 After the performance of the first mincle can be shown to beinconformitywithfactand sound re·a:son. 
at the marriage feast in Galilee, John tells us Is not falseho~d always injarious to· those who 
that J esUB went down to Capernaum, where entertain it, and is not deaeption ever degrading to 
he continued " not many days," and the pas- those who pra~tice it 1 Mankind are. perishing. for 
sover being at hand he went up to Jerusalem. laak of knowledge of natural laws, and :yet millions 
There the first thing he did was to drive out the of dollars, immensity of dfort, and one day in every 
money-cha:qgers from .the temple. The marginal seven is Elpent in teliching them fables. that origi
date of this first visit to Jeruaalem is A D. 30. But nated in the childhood of the world, and that the 
the synoptic&, which describe only one visit to learning and common sense of unbiased, educated 
Jerusalem, put it at the close of the ministry of minds hav outgrown and know to be demoralizing 
Jesus, and the marginal date is A ». 1J3. · and pernicious. . 

11. Could the writer of the fourth gospel hav Gan. U. S. Grant said: 11 Leave the matter d 
been a Jaw! Ftom first to last he speaks of the religion to the fAmily altar, the church, and the pri
J awe as if he was a born Gentile and a Jew-hater. vate school supported by private contributions, but 
The word Jew is of rare occurrence in the synoptic& keep church and state forever separate." 
and is never used opprobriously. In the fourth Colo:nel Ingersoll says: 11 You mjght as well hav a 
gospel it occurs seventy times and is frequently government united by force with art., or with poetry, 
used cff msivly. or with oratory as with religion. Religion should 

12. At Jerusalem "a man of the Pharisees namea hav the infl11enee upon mankind that its goodness, 
Nu3odemus, 1 ruler of the Jews," called on Jesus by that its morality, its jastire, its charity, iis reason, 
night. When P.:>mpey was in the region of DAmas· and its arguments giv it, and no more. The relig
cus, 64: B o , the two brother!!, Hyrcanus and Aristob ion that has to be supported ·by law is withou• 
ulas, contestants for •he Jewish crown, each sent an value, is not only a fraud but a curse. 
embassador to the Roman general, and the name of 11 Oar fathers devoted their lives and fortunes to 
Aristobulue's minister was Nicodemus-" a man of the grand work of founding a govemment for th£ 
the pharisees 11 and 11 a ruler of the Jews." And it WIB protection of the rights of man. 
not very many years before the invasion of Pompey that "The theological idea as to the source of political 
Jesus was stoned and hanged for alleged sorcery, iD power had poisoned the web and woof of every gov
the reign of Alexandra, mother of Hyrcanus and Aris- ernment in. the wori!J, and our fathers tried to banish 
tobulus. it from thiEI continent forever. What we want to-

13 While Jesus sojourned in Jadea, John waF day is wh&t our fathers wrote down. They did not 
ba;>tiz!ng in that country, says the fourth gospel, and attain their ideal. We approach it nearer but hav 
adds : II For John was not yet cast into prison." not reached it yet. -
This is a contradiction of the synoptics, which tell 011 cc We want not only the independence of the date, 
that John was imprisoned just after the temptatioD, not only the independence of a nation, but something 
and b 9fore Jesus went into Galilee (Matt. iv, 12; fer more glorious, the absolute independence of the 
Mark i, 14:). individual. And to this every lover of liberty, every 

14: N JWhere in the synoptic~ is there an intimatior true man and good woman, will say amen." 
that either Jesus or his disciples baptized. But thf 0 lr Washington constitution comes nearest to the 
fourth gospel, after saying that J asus tarried with his ideal, being the most Liberal of any state in· the 
disciples c' and baptized," and again, 11 how the Phar- U aion. Art. i, sec. 11. reads : cc Absolute freedom of · 
isees had . heard that Jesus made and . baptizgd more eonsaience in all matters of religious sentiment, 
disciples than John," adds in parenthesis, cc Though belief, and worship shall be guaranteed to every 
J gsus himself baptized not, but his disciples." individual." 

15. R9turning from J adea to Galilee througll The God-in-the-Constitution party, the National 
Ssmaria J ~sus met a woman at Jicob's well. Th( Sabbath Union, the Young Men's Christian Associa
diseiples were flODe away into the cUy of Sychar (an tion, and the Woman's Christian TemperanceUnion 
unknown place) to buv food. A dialog ensued be· are united _in opposing this just and wise provision. 
tween the woman and Jasus. We quote a portion 113 EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL. 
recorded in the ancient Syriac New Testament: The Washington Sacular U .nion claims that all 

11 The woman said to him: c I know that Messiah possess an equal right to believe and profess any 
will come ; and when he cometh he will teach ur religious system that they think true, however erro-
everything.' Jesus said to her : c I who talk to thee, aeons it may seem to others. · · . 
am he.'" That all hav a right to believe in the existence of 

The Greek version, which mush hav been a transla any God they think best, to worship him or not as 
tion from the Aramaic or Syriac, again interpoJateF they please, when and where they please, and in 
after u Messias " tl:e explanatory words cr which if what manner they think proper, so long as they do 
called Ohristos." · not interfere with the exercise of the eq11al rights of 

This story of the woman is told only by the writer others. . 
of the fourth gospel, who could hav repeated tht> That no individual nor any number of persons, 
dialog. only from hearsay, purporting to come. from whether self-associated or delegated by others, pos7 
either the Samaritan woman or Jesus himself. seas any right to use coerciv means to restrain any 
· 16 Arriving at Cana in Galilee a nobleman be person from the full enjoyment. of any religious sen
sought Jesus to heal his son who was at the point of timent, belief, or worship, or to induce tliem to pro
death. cc Go thy way," said Jesus; cc thy 8011 liveth." fees any religious creed or acknowledge any God, 
And from that. hour the sick son began to amend. perform any worship, or contribute any means to 
This second mirac,e of J asus in Galilee is unnoticed support any religion, and much less any whiah thfly 
in the !U'DOptics. . do not conscientiously believe to be true. 

17. The next event recorded by John is a second That the exercise of physical force, the constable's 
visit to Jerusalem. The cc feast of the Jews" (i.e. the club, fine, or imprisonment, to enforce any religious 
PAssover) again drew Jesus there. The first thing rite, duty, or observance, is a violation of natural 
he did there was curing a siak man at the pool of right, and contrary alike to the letter and spirit ol 
Bethesda. This being done on the Sabbath day our state constitution. 
gave mortal ·offense tO the Jews. They BIW the RELIGIOUS OBSERVANCES REST I'IOLELY BETWEEN MAN AND 

invalid walking away with his bed, and wanted to BIS ooD 
know who told him to do it. But the man eould not Aay and every duty or obligation to perform relig-
tell them, because Jesus had disappeared from the ious rites or observe holy feast, fast, or church days 
crowd and was a stranger to him. But afterward or obsernnaes rest solely between man and his God. 
Jesus met him in the temple and said: cr Behold, And if any person refuses or neglects such religious 
thou art made whole; sin no morE>, lest a worse thing observances he is responsible only to his God, and 
come unto thee." Then the man went and told the not to the civil government, nor to any other ·man 
Jews that it was· Jesus who had cured him. There- or any assembly of men. 
fore they sought to slay Jesus for curing on the Sab- Any official act either of the executiv, ·legislaUv, 
bath day. He defended himself, saying: or judiaiary departments enforcing, favoring, or aid

ing the operation of any religious or sectari~n "doc-
My father worketh hitherto and I work. . . • The t · d d t h" h h II b · t d d son can do nothing himself but what he 1ieeth the father do. · rm, ogma, or u y, or w 10 8 1 e m en e 

. . . He that honoreth the son honoreth the father. ·. . . directly or indireatly to eftect such a· purpose, is 
He that heareth my word and believeth on him that sent me in fact a union of churah and state, an attempt to 
hath everlasting life. . . . The hour is coming and now hoist the cross above the flag. Hence proclamation 
is, when the dead shall hear the voice of the son of God by president or governor of a day of cc Thanksgiving 
and they that hear shall liv. . . . The hour is coming 
in which all that are in the graves shall hear his voice and to almighty Go~" is 
shall come forth, they that hav done good to the resurrection AN ACT OF OFFICIAL IMPERTINENCE- · · 
of life, and they that hav done evil to the resurrection of an act of spiritusl intoleranca and oppression; a vio
damnatiou. . • . If I bear witness of myself my witness lation of our national and state constitutions : an 
is not true. . . . The father himself which hath sent ' 
me hath borne witness of me. Ye hav neither heard his unrighteous stretch of power; a pandering to a 
voice nor seen his shape. And ye hav not his word abiding class of fanatical religionists who acknowledge that 
in you; for whom he hath sent him ye believe not. Search their religion is only of human origin and has not 
the scriptures, for in them ye think ye hav eternal life · and the sanction of God, or it would not need to be bel
they are they which testify of me. . . . Had ye believed 
Moses ye would hav believed me; for he wrote of me. stered up by the acts of political triakaters, dema-

gogs, and sycophant o:ffiaeholders. For to appeal 
Could a sane person hav made a speech like that T to or accept aid from the secular power is to admit 

And did the disaiple John rep,od it from memory 1 they doubt, nay, are well convinced, divine aid would 
ANTICHRIST be asked in vain. 
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No man can ever of right make his religion the 
basis of any plea for government ft.vor. Our gov
ernment is civil, not ecalesiastical. It has no relig

, ion, and therefore. no authority to issue procllilma
. tiona to observe any time for worship, prayers, 

feasts, fasts, or holy days. 
The annual proclamations by presidents and gov· 

. ernors, servants of the people, is a gross insult to 
the intelligence of the citizens, their employere. 

. NO OBJECTION TO TURKEY. 
Thanksgiving day as a general holiday, as a play

day after the toils of harvest, affording opportunity 
for family reunions, if simply appointed as a secular 

.. holiday, we hav no desire to discourage. The enjoy
ment of a holiday as a holy day by religious people 
is their right. If they choose to spend the whole 

· twenty-four hours in prayer, praise, or any form of 
· worship, we would defend their right to dO' so. 

OUR POSITION SUSTAINED BY THE BIBLE. 
The Holy Ghost is alleged to declare through the 

Apostle Paul: 11 0-!J.e man esteemeth one day above 
another; another esteemeth every day alike. J.Jet 
every man be fully persuaded in his own mind" 
(Rom. xiv, 5). "Let no man, therefore, judge you 
in meat or in drink, or in respect of a hoiy day, or 

· of the new moon, or of the Sabbath days" (Ool. ii, 
16). 

We hav no objection to the roast turkey, but we 
do not want it to be stuffed with creed. We hav no 
objection to pumpkin pie, but protest against its 

. being seasoned with theology. 
•. The holiday is all right if appointed without refer

ence to religion; all wrong when interfering witb, 
dictating, or even suggesting religious observancer, 

· doctrinil, or exercises. 
.NO HARM TO RECOMMEND RELIGIOUS OBBEBVANOEB. 
It is claimed that thanksgiving proclam&tions do 

not enforce but simply recommend a day of thanks
giving to Almighty God. 

Thomas J e:fferson said: 11 The government has no 
right to indirectly assume an authority over relig
ious exerci,ses, which the constitution has directly 
precluded it from. I do not believe it is for the 
interest of religion to invite the civil magistrate to 
direct its -exercises or that the general government 
should be invested with power to effect any uni
formity of time or matter among them. Fasting 
and prayer are religious exercises, the enjoi~ing them 

. an act of disciplin. 
"Every religious society baa a right to de term in 

for itself the ~imes for these exercises, and· this right 
can never be safer than in their own hands, where 
the Oonstitution has deposited it." . . . 

Madison declared : " The broadest principles of 
the Oonstitution would entirely preclude the chief 
executiv from thus interfering in the religious 
atfairs of the nation. 

"Notwithstanding the general progress, there 
remains a strong bias toward the old error that with
out some. sor~ of alliance or coalition between gov
ernment and religion neither can be duly supported. 
Snah, indeed, is the tendency to such a coalition and 
such its corrupting influence on both the parties 
that the danger cannot ba too carefully gUIAranteed 
against." 

No man has any right to prescribe, and no servant 
of the people, in his o:ffiaial .. charaater as an o:ffiaer of 
the government, has any duty, right, or business to 
set apart, or to request the people to set apart, any 
time for any religious observance, either prayer, 
praise, feast, or fast. 

To do so is to connect the state with religion, to 
elevate the cross above the flsg. 

EQUAL RIGHTS FOR ALL. 
Why should one class of citizens be preferred to 

all others that their religious belief shall be pandered 
to by the government and the belief of other citizens 
snubbed or ignored? 

The sectarian character of thanksgiving proclama
tions is shown by the fact that should the president 
or bhe governor of the state happen at some time to 
lidapt hie proclamation to the Jewish faitb, and 
recommend religious persons to assemble in the 
synagogs for public prayer for the coming of the 
messiah; or to the Spiritualis~ faitb, and· recom
mend that all the people meat in seance circles and 
ask advice of the spirits, what a howl of indignation 
would go forth. 

Such inappropriateness will always be less evi
dent to those whose mode of faith the proalamation 
conforms to, than to those whose religious scruples it 
solemnly insults. 

But the aacident of bias in no way affects the 
o:ffil5ial impertinenae and gross injustice of the act. 
WE OUGHT TO DEVOTE A DAY TO THANK GOD FOR BIB . . 

BLESSING. 
What right has the president or the governor of 

the state to decide the quelltion of who is the true 
and only God ! 

Oar state constitution in its preamble reads, 
'' grateful ~o the supreme ruler of the universe;" the 
educated and intelligent people of the state of 
Washington recognize foree and matter as the 
supreme rulers of the universe. 
· Oertain it is, if gravity, electricity, magnetism, and 

chemical affinity are real forces, eternally inherent and assemble at their respeotiv ·places of worship to 
in matter, then of necessity the Gods-the Brahmas, giv thanks to God, their loving heavenly father, for 
Josses, Yofs, Juggernauts, and Jehovahs-must one his overruling providence. Perhaps they all would 
and all be imaginary beings. only their clothes are not good enough-not of the 

The only God we hav any reTerence for is the fashionable cut-and the sexton would drive them 
God we know nothing about; once well posted on out or giv them in custody to the police as vagrants. 
the nature, character, and origin of any God, we at Still, they should most certainly spend the day in 
once hav no further use for him. thanksgiving ; did not Jesus declare it is " blessed 

WE KNOW ENOUGH TO SAY C! THANK YOU 11 WITHOUT to be pOOr !" 
PROMPTING. The grasping avarice of corporations has ground 

Waiving the question of whicb, of many, is the down the wages of their employees till in despair 
only true God-if the people of Washington hav they strike. They and their families starve. They 
occasion of gratitude that should induce them to giv hav dared to assert their manhood. Well they can 
thanks, dol).'t they know enough to do so without spend a day in thanksgiving, for they hiv nothing 
having to be instructed by the governor of the .state else to do. Let them otfer especial thanks for the 
or the president of the nation? blessed gospel, the inspiring, helpful words of the 

What a hideous mockery is this national day of blessed savior, " Be content with your wages " 
thanksgiving. Under existing circumstances how (Lnke iii, 14). ' · 
many hav especia[cause of thanksgiving? A man awakes on the morning of thanksgiving day 

God is declared to be the creator or all things. and disaovers that the saintly pillar of the ahmeh, 
Shall the man whose hops are rendered well-nigh the man who converted him to God, the man whom, 
worthless throu1h the ravages of the hop-louse de- because of his piety, he trusted with all his 
vote a day of thanksgiving to God for having created hard-earned savings, has fled to Oanada and leU.him 
such extra swarms of the foul, destructiv pests! and his motherless babes to beggary. Surely he 

The toiling, health-broken farmers-failure of arops would delight to spend the day in thanksgiving' to 
forced them to mortgage their farms, now the ruinous the all-seeing, all-merciful God. · 
interest and heavy taxes leave •them hopelessly Another man left with little helpless children, 
bankrupt. worse than orphaned-the minister that. he loved 

When banks get in tightened straits, the gov- and trusted has run away with his wife. The min,is
ernment comes to their relief. The funds in the ter who so loudly and fiercely denounced Infidels, 
treasury are the people's money; they hav, through who lond to dwell on the recantation of Voltaire, 
Oongress, the right to issue :fiat money which Paine, and others on their death-beds; who _so 
could be safely loaned to the needy on :first mort- vividly pictured the wickeaness, heartless cruelty, 
gage of real estate, at two per cent per annum, and infamy of Infidels, has leU his own wife aild 
for ten years. This would enable thousands of four children in a state of utter destitution and run 
farmers to make success, improve their farms; the off with tbe wife of his best friend-imitating that 
money in circulation would make good times for all. pattern saint David, the man after God's own heart. 
But bankers and capitalists are opposed to the gov- Shall the dishonored husband, the deserted wite, 
ernment loaning. money to the needy at two per the helplese, disgraaed children, all unite in devo~ing 
cent. It would stop their robbing people of twenty the day to thanksgiving to God T H•v they n,ot 
to eighty per cent. . especial cause of thankfulness as they read the as_eJir-

Should not the farmers devote a day of thanks- ance in his holy word that God himself was the 
giving to God for his justice, love, and mercy in thus author of their misery: "I make peaae and create 
making the poor poorer and the rich richer T evil: I the Lord dG ~all these things" (lea. xlv, 7)! 

Daniel Webster declared: "Liberty cannot long "All religions, gods, prophets, messiahs, or saints 
endure in any country where the tendency of legis- were created by the credulous fancy of men who had 
lation is. to concentrate wealth in the hands of the not attained the full growth of their intellectual. 
few." faculties. God, onae installed, beaame the· cause, 

In the last few years the additions to the great the arbitrator of all things. Man wail nothing, God 
fortunes of successful speculators are enormous. was all, and man has bowed down and beaome 
There has been added to the the debased slave of those who pretend to speak of 

Vanderbilt estate ........................... $30.000 ooo and for him by authority." 
Russell Sage .................................. 10 000.000 There is nothing that tends to perpetuate tlie 
Rockefeller .................................... 20,000.000 weakness of humanity more than religion. Men hav 
Jay Gould ...................................... 20,000.000 been taught for agea that they were dependent upon 
Sid. Dillon ..................................... lO,OOO 000 God.for all they hav. "Therefore I say unto you, 
James R. Keene .............................. 8,000,000 f l'f h t h ll t h t ---- Take no thought o your 1 e, w a yes a ea , or w a 

Total. ................................ $98,000,000 ye shall drink; nor yet for your body whab ye shall 
These half dozen men got that amount. Not one put on. • • • Therefore take no thougM, saying, 

of them earne.d or produced one single dollar of it. What shall we eat? or what shall we drink !' Qr 
Wage-workers and producers had to earn it, but they wherewithal shall we be clothed T (for after all these 
hav been robbed of it. things do the gentiles seek :) for your heavenly 

I admit each of that half dozen capitalists might father kuoweth that ye hav need of all these things. 
feel to devote one day of thanksgiving to his But seek ye :first the kingdom of God and h:is 
•lmighty (dollar). righteousness, and all these things shall be adde"d 

But shall the robbed, the oppressed, the half- unto you" (Matt. vi, 25-33). 
starved wage. worker, the real producer,· spend a day This kind of te~ching must be correated; it Js 
in thanksgiving to God who rules, who doath all false ! Man is dependent upon man; no God ever 
things well, who is so careful of sparrows and the did or ever will help him. Be he ever so good f!O 
stray hairs of our heads, yet lets the wives and poor God will reward, feed, clothe, or help him ; be lie 
innoaant little babies of the honest toiler starve! ever so bad no God will blame him. What he needs 

Shall the disabled veteran, the private in the ranks· is to escape his own condemnation. 
WhO fought the battleS and endured the privations, RELY ON SELF, NOT ON. MYTHS AND BU~~BO?S, . 
who contracted disease that disqualified him for : In order 1 o develop an 10dependent .a~~~~~ m m~n 
work, shall he spend a day in thanksgiving that after! it is necessary to increase his .respons1bil1ty. M~n 
Garfield . died Oongress pas1Bed a bill pensioning his : must be taught to rely upon hts own ~trength, upon 
widow $5.000 ner year during her life T 

1 
the po~ers o! his own body and J?llDd. He m~st 

She had $300,000 in government bonds, the result learn h1s l'elabone to nature and ab1de ~y the la\YB 
of a subsaription. Garfield was insured for $50 000, of his being. · He must be grou!lded Jn the great 
which was promptly paid her. Sbe received $20 000 truth that if he would hav anyth1ng. he mus~ e•tn 
salary for the unocaupied year. All this independent and deserve it, that he can never obta!D anyth1ng l?Y 
of the Garfield estate of $30,000. praying. Human .destiny ;follo'!'s human ~onduot. 

Oongress voteR this already wealthy woman a The old absurdaty that man IS respons1ble to aiJ.d 
pension of $13 69 every day in the year. The dis- wholly dependent on God cannot b~ proved. There 
abled veteran, who fought through the entire war, are no facts to warrant such. a not1on; .on t~e con
wounded so as to be unable to gain a livelihood, can trary, man is responsible to htmself. It IS th1s trt;~.th 
not get sixty·nine· cents a day. Surely he and his that is calculated to elevate ~nd ennoble human_bfe. 
suff3ring wife should spend a day in thanksgiving to Let human beings be convanca~ that they are not ' 
a God of justice who deeth all things well. " The what God but what their heredtty has made the~, 
Lord will provide." that they are responsible to themselv~ aJJ,d th~ir 

Between 1850 and 1870, during which time both fellow-men for what th~y do, and they ~111 ba more 
houses of Oongress were especially .endowed with worthy of respeat. and. bv more worthy hves; 
wisdom direct from God in answer to the daily well- Let every genmn L1baral use every lawfUl ~e~ns 
paid prayers of his ministers, Oongress I1&Ve away to to put an end to the mockery of thanksgavn~g 
wealthy railroad trorporations 208,344 268 acres of proclamations. • . 
public lands; this would hav given 3, 4 72,404 men a 0. B. REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. 1! n1on. 
farm of sixty acrea each. Fremont, Wash. 

Foreign aristo10rats, who hav no thought of ever ----~----
msking this country their home, now own 50 000,000 WE will furnish free sample p11ges-pictures and 
acres of our land. Duke of Olevelmd, 106,000 acres; text-of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" ~o 
duke of Devonshire, 148,629 acres; duke of any friend who will distribute them where they w~ll 
Northumberland, 191,480 acres; these three dukes do good, and to anyone ~ho will become • s~lling 
of England own nearly 500,000 acres. agent a liberal disaount Will be made. A Freethmk_er 

· The thousands of homeless wanderers cer~ainly of good address, man or wo~an, out ~f ~ork, c,ould 
should spend a day of than)J:sgi·dng, should heed the m!lke good salary selling th1s book In any town ;Of 
recommendation of the thankB&Iiving prol3lamation fairly Liberal inhabitants. 
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News and Notes. 

would ba better than one. He never fails to do his 
level best for the cause. 

He11ry l!'erguson, W. E. S~hneider, Robert Ehrich, 
Michael Menli, Robert Orr, are on the roll of THE 
TRUTH SEEKER. 

James Whaley and others were present from 
Plaza. · . 

I was pleased to meet with Mr. and Mrs. BaldwiD. 
Mrs. Baldwin is an intelligent and cultivated lady, 
an earnest advocate of Liberal principles, and can 
be eloquent on the pla~form if need be. . . 

Spangle used to be one of the largest distributmg Mayor Terry maintains order and deals 1mpart1ally 
poiDta in Washington before the advent of the rail· with the Liberal and the orthodox. He introduced 
road. A vast territory received mail and supplies me at the lectures. 
from the place. Sometimes twenty stage-coaches Rosalia is a go-ahead place. It has a good news
were here on an evening and crowds of passengers. paper, good schools, and the L1beral and adva11ced 
That glory has now depar.ted and Sp~ngJe is a quiet element prevails. 
railroad village. There is a fine wheat country about Oll to OAkesdale, Friday, September 18~h. Well, 
it, and over half a million bushels of grain are shipped O.akesdale has had a curious time since I was here 
from· this station yearly. I find a comfortable last. I might write a novel out of the re1_0arkable 
stopping-place at the hotel of 0. W. Frick, who, like events which hav occurred. It has been like a stage 
many of our Weetem pioneers, has been over the play, and the dramatic surprises of real life make 
world in various wandermgs, and, having ~his eyes '' truth stranger than fiction." · 
open, has lost all confidence in theology and the In the first place, there has been a desperate flffort 
churches" I meet plenty of friends at this rendEZ· on the part of Ohristiana to run this town and drive 
vous-Julius Schure, of Waverly, WiDfield Keevy, out the Liberals, with murder if need be. ThAt 
Mat and Fred Buckmaster, G. T. McFarland, and there was an attempt to assassinate Mr. George 
others. I gave the :first Fteethought lecture in this Oomegys admits of but little doubt. Whether the 
place. .The house was full and the reception every better element of the church saw the actual outcome 
way most favorable. Mr. Joseph Henrich is the cannot be known, but as a matter of fact the 
main worker here. THE TRUTH SEEKER list was preAchers of OAkesdale hav sanctioned bloodshed in 
illcreased. Knuth and West H. Neidrmghaus are the endeavor to carry out their plans. The spirit of 
enrolled with Mr. Henrich. The busy season pre- the Dark Ages has shown itself in the transacbions of 
vented many from attendance. There are two or the clergy. M:r. William Howard was threatened 
three forlorn churches at Spangle. The orthodox do with arrest by the city marshal without any legal 
not make a very :tlourishing appearece. authority whatsoever. Mr. Ohadwick, of Oolfax, 

I lecture at Spangle Tuesday, September 15bh. mayor of that city, Mr. Howard's counsel, informed 
O.n Wednesday following I go to Rosalia, and here him of the illegality of .the marshal's warrants. Mr. 
the "old guard" is ready-Peter Prcff) A. Dorsey, Oomegys coincided with this view as a matter of 
William Fiek, Sam Avery, and others. I giv two law. This was declared by the city council to be 
lectures. The churches hav a prayer-meeting, but "incendiary advice," and the marshal was ordered 
this is adjourned on account cf slimness of attend- by the city council to take Mr. Oomegys "dead or 
ance. I :tlnd a clergyman here, the R ;v. A. Y. Skae, alive," for expressing an opinion which has since 
who has the courage of his convictions. He arose been declared by the courts to be good law. How
to reply at the close of my last lecture and was ever, the city council did not care for law-they were 
granted a cordial hearing. He seemed to be in ear- representative of the churches. Mr. Howard was 
nest and made some good points. He declared that arrested and thrust into jail without the. slightest 
he was a Ptesbyterian egg hatched under a Baptist legal authority. He consulted with Mr. Oomegys. 
hen and was now a Methodist chicken. To this I Afterward as Mr. Oomegys was peaceably walking 
replied ·that by 1 further evolution he might become the streets with a friend, Mr. Luke Walford, without 
a Fteethought man. Another point was th1t he any warning the marshal and two deputies stood in 
weighed one hundred and seventy-five pounds. My front with drawn pistols. Mr. Oomegys :tli.Ulg up 
rejoinder was that I weighed one hundred and eighty his unarmed hand and exclaimed, " Hold on there r• 
pounds. I therefore had the weight of the argu- But scarcely were the words out of his mouth when 
ment. Again he said, pointiDg to a new carriage-- the pistols were fired. Mr. Oomegys leaped. into a 
for the lecture was given in a large agricultural imple· saloon near by and prepared to defend himself. 0 ae 
ment and wagon storehouse-" I can make a car- young mmn was shot in the leg. For a while mob· 
riage, can you T" To this I remarked that I could law prevailed. The Ohristians were rampant. They 
make 1 pair of shoes and he could not. These, in rushed to the back of the saloon ende&voring to get 
the main, were the theological pointers of my critic. 1 sight of_ Oomegys. "Shoot him!'' was the cry. 
The deeper aspects of the· question were not touched In the street a minister of the gospel was crying, 
upon and time did not allow me to advance them on "Arrest him if it takes six lives !" However, the 
my own account. I therefore challenged my jolly minister carefully kept himself in the rear. It was 
reverend gentleman to several Dights' debate at his voice only that was portentous. By this time 
Rosalia, in order'that the pros and cons miitht be M. M. Walsh was at the side of Oomegys with a 
more fully elucidated. He accepted my challenge, pistol. The Ohristians began to realize there was 
and unless the B9v. Mr. Skee shows the white danger and that it wouldn't do to press matters. 
feather there will be a debate this winter at Rosalia. Oomegys's friends rallied in force. To prevent 

Wednesday was a blustering day and the dust fur~her bloodshed a compromise was effected. It 
rolled in clouds over the hills and vales, but in spite was agreed by the Ohristians not to arrest Mr. 
of this, with Mr. A. Dorsey and Henry Ferguson I Oomegys that day. Afterward, however, by a sly 
paid a visit to the ranch of William Fisk, and here trick, the Ohristians n1ade an attempt on Oomegys, 
we e_Jljoyed ourselvs in good :Jfteethought fellowship but were prevented by the determination of his 
for several hours. Mr. Fisk 1s • Liberal with every friends. The Ohristlans found themselvs in a tre
tlber of his being and is always a generous contrib- mendous diffi.aulty. Under the guise of law they 
utor to the work. His two sisters Jiv with him, gen- had created and headed a mob, and were liable 
tie and orthodox, but that does not disturb the har- themselvs to the actio11 of the courts. Mr. Howard 
mony of the fireside. Here is philosophic calm. was released on writ of habeas corpus. Mr. Oomegys's 
Fisk does not hav the slightest trouble about the three assailants were arrested, tried, and convicted 
next world, and as for this world he gets the cream of manslaughter. The end is not yet. The young 
of it in a sensible ·fashion. He says if he had a m&n who was iDjured and who will probably be 
million dollars he'd spend it all for Freethought, and 1 ci'ipple for life has sued the city for $50.000 dam· 
I guess he would. I had a fine opportunity to view ages. It is wodhy of note that during all his sick
the country surrounding R'3salia. Abundant crops ness not a Ohristi-an has visited him or offered him 
are produced here. The harvest, however, is nat so help, although he was a perfectly innocent party. An 
good this year as usual. The rains were rather late. attempt was made to induce the young man to per
This is an excellent region for fruits. I visited Oal- jure himself and swet.r that Mr. Oomegys had a 
houn's orchard on my return from Fisk's. Apples, pistol in his hand wll:ten the shooting was done. 
pears, prunes, and plums are plenty and rieh in This the young man refused to do, for he said that 
:tlavor. Peaches, also, in certain localities are sue- Mr. Oomegys had no pistol in his hand. After this 
cessfully cultivated.. This is a magnificent country- the Obristians ignored the injurad man. He would 
illimitable acreage, with a fair climate and wealth of not lie for the glory of God. Mass meeting after 
soil. Only a few :years ago not 11 house was here, mass meeting was held by the Ohristians to back up 
not I fence, and now the villages are springing up the criminals, and the clergyme.n exhorted at these 
like magic, and the march of industry is indeed meetings and nearly $3,000 were raised by the 
brilliant over these rollmg hills. The future of this chur.('h to defend the would-be assassins. Never 
great country is alluring. was the cruel and cowardly spirit of OhristianHy 

The Rosalia Rustler still rustles. I. E. Nessly il!l more manifest then in these tl'lmsmctions. How
editor and proprietor. He is not afraid to say a ever, the retribution came upon these fanatics most 
good word for the Liberal. . sudden and terrible. The tabltlB are completely 

Peter Proff and llis family are in the front raDkll turned and all the Ohristians of Oalke~Jdale to-day are 
of Freethought. His £01 is &bod to take a trip tc1 covered with shame and confusit1n, They hang 
New ~ 3aland, and tte Liberal friends there will their heads. The 1!/0rld looks upon their disgrace. 
:tlnd h1m a stanch comrade. They are a by-word and a laughing-~1tock from one 
. 0. D. L1ck gave wel~ome at his homestead. He end of the contillent to the other. They richly 
IS 1 bachelor but thmka on the whole that two . deserve their tremrandous punishment. 

I cannot giv the denouement of this drama. I 
must rely upon the Spokane spokesman to do justice 
to this romantic affair : · 

OAKBSDALE, Sept. 18.-[Special.]-The latest that can be 
learned here to-night in regard to the Gilstrap affair is that 
the enterprising young editor whose Mormon tendencies are 
the talk of this city, has been overhauled at Helena and is 
being brought bacli here to answer for his misdeeds. 

Nothing .uas ever happened in this place which so intensely 
wrought up the citizens. The excitement caused by the 
organization of a vigilance committee a year ago, and the 
wild indignation recently caused by the attempted a&sassi
nation of Mr. Comegys, were but a murmur compared with 
the roar of anger that now goes up from the citizens of 
Oakesdale over the villainous conduct of this smooth man 
Gilstrap. People are wild to think that they hav treated 
such a creature as a man. Since his arrival here he has 
posed as an editor and educator of the people. It is thought 
that it will not be safe for the authorities to bring him back 
to Oak;esdale. Asid.e from the violence he might suffer at 
the hands of a mob, the fathers, brothers, and husbands of 
his many victims will not hesitate to kill him on sight. 

The list of Gilstrap's amours swells dally. The develop
ments are astounding. Girls and married women whose 
reputation has hitherto been beyond question, it now trans
pires hav been intimate with him. 

And the matter does not end there. Bo good was Gilstrap's 
standing in this community that he was welcomed in many 
homes. In view of the developments of the past day or two, 
rumor does not spaN a household where Gilstrap was inti
mate. The result is disastrous and suspicious in many of 
Oakesdale's families. Husbands look suspiciously at their 
wives; fathers and mothers eye their daughters in a ques. 
tioning manner and in every home where the trail of the 
serpent is supposed to be, there is a quiet, domestic investi
gation going on. 

Gilstrap is a slight-built, rather good-looking young 
fellow. He was owner and editor of the Oakesdale Bun 
and the .&Uiance Advocate, published at the place, but never 
displayed more than average ability. He was, however, a 
devout church-member, led the choir, and was superintend
ent of the Sabbath-schoot It was through !;lis piety that he 
became acquainted with his victims. The unfortunate girls 
were all members of his Sabbath-school. While the pious, 
white.cravated young superintendent was interpreting the 
word of God to the flock around him he was selecting ewe 
lambs to sacrifice to his base passions. During seasons of 
revivals he was exceedingly activ in exhorting and converting 
sinners. In this way he gained the attention of the married 
women. It is said that one woman has confessed that the 
occasion of her first yielding to Gilstrap was one day when 
he made a call on her for the purpose of converting her. 
While they were on their knees praying Gllstray made 
improper advances. Later he prayed again1 blasphemously 
calling upon tb,e almighty to bless his actions. 

I need add nothing to what the secular press 
publishes. The picture is complete. As an exhi
bition of Ohristian malignancy, Ohristian duplicity, 
Ohristian hypocrisy, Ohristian brutality, Ohristian 
crime, the history of OAkesdale for the last year 
beats the records. But what the •ohristians hav 
done at Oakesdale is only the logical outcome of the 
damnable ·religion of the churches. It is what all 
the churches will do, giv them a chance. They are 
sav"ge at heart, and so is the gospel they preach. 

Liberalism is OD top at Oakesdale. n has won the 
victory by force of circumstances. It has proved 
itself to be law-abiding and on the side of justice. 
It bas vindicated itself by a fair trial. I gave one 
lecture to a full house, although the weather was 
stormy. I was glad to meet the brave, true friends 
here who hav stood the brunt of the battle so nobly. 
It took courage, wisdom, devotion, and resolute 
spirit to meet the perils of the situation. Thomas 
Secrist, M. M. Willll!h, William Howard, J. W. Me· 
Oune, and their confreres are worthy of admiration. 
They hav maintained our colors splendidly. I en
joyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver, 
whom I formerly met in the ranks of Fteethought 
at Auburn, Ind. Again I am in the cheerful house• 
hold of Mr. and Mrs. Sscrist, and around the hos
pitable tiible of Mr. and Mrs. McOlure. I find that 
woman can see the dawning day outl!lide the shadow 
of the churches. W. 0. Hadsell, M. M. Walsh, 
William Howard, are on the roll of TBlll TnuTH SEEXEB. 
I was pleased to meet with John E. Welm, an en
thusiastic worker-a reader also of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, who aided in the lecture at Spokane, although 
not able to be pr£s>nt. 

I must !eave my aaoount of Palouse Oity .until 
next week. I had 1 splendid time there. It ia a 
banner town on this frontier. But it is important 
that the remarkable events at Ot~kesdale should be 
put on record as far as possible. It was • decisiv 
aDd dramatic contest between J..~iberalism and 0 .:tho
doxy aDd L!baralism has made a brilliant success. 
A~other great victory has been achieved. The 

attorney-general of the state has declared that the 
reading of the Bible in the public schools is uncon· 
stitutional. I forward the Spokesman containing 
his argumeDt. It is able and an indication of im
meDse advance iri the minds of the people. It is a 
state paper of the first importance to our cause. 

Spokane, Sept. 21) 1891. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Reflections from San Francisco. 
R3v. Minot J. S1vage has been creating a sensa

tion on the coast by his radical utterances from the 
rostrum and pulpit. Orowds of people attend hia 
talks IUI'd the daily papers hav published lengthy 
reports of his remarks. Work of th~s kind r~ach~s 
a class of people that would otherwise rema1n ID 
illlmost complete ignorance of radical ideas. There is 
need of more such men as Mr. Savage, and more 
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suoh work as he is doing. The ranks of Liberalism 
are filled from the camps of orthodoxy and these 
eannot be more effeativly reaahed than through the 
tfforts of euah men as Minot J. Savaga. 

i was mueh pleased as well &a surprised to receive 
recently from an old friend an aid to the cause of 
Freethought in the shape of a $10 bill, acaomp:r.nied 
by the following interesting words: "Would llladly 
add another cipher to the saw-buck rag of Urcle 
Sam it I could afford it. I giv you paper money, 
thinking you cau put your trust in it in preference 
to the silver ·dollar whose trust is b:t.sed 'in God.' 
• • · . L'Y it up where neither moth nor rust will 
corruph it-that is, ciraulate it where it will continue 
a good work in liberalizing public sentiment and aid 

. in pullb:ig down the strongholds of error, supersti
tion, and intolerance, and destroying the power of 
the priesthood." I aan. only say, thank!. The favor 
is gratEfully aaaepted. 

In Livermore, a town numbering its inhabitants 
into the thousands, lying about forty miles from the 
eastern edge of Alameda county, and perhaps lying 
about some other trivial matters; also booming into 
notiae as a possible suburb of Oakland-that ie, if 
reports of this '' Athens of the Pacific coast " are 
worthy of a~edenae-the proud possessor of two 
weekly newspapers, four ahurabes, and a saore or two 
of Freethinkers who are not backward in aoming 
forward, not ·to mention a large number of people 
who believe in the principles of Secularism. The 
church influence reaently effeated a combination of 
forces-a sort of bemporary aonsolidation as it were, 
to impress upon careless sinners the neaessity of 
''coming to· Jesus." The best of local talent rein
foreod by a traveling evangelist, who claimed to hav 
seen and talked with the spirit of Jesus and was 
therefore possessed of uausually favorable qualifi
cations for the duties of such a position, worked for 
a dozen days wUh unflinching energy. A convert 
and one-half-a woman and a child-were added to 
th'e list of the saved. These revivalists brought 
their b!!st tfrguments to bear upon Mr. M. S. 
Palmer, a veteran Freethinker, but he compelled 
them to retire in aonfusion. The sturdy Freethinker 
did not allow them time to catch their breath, and 
they gave up trying to convert him and devoted 
their time to street-singing and pulpit-pounding, 
with the result as stated above, world unceasing, so 
might it be. 

• 
Speaking of the silly antics :of the repreeentativs 

of the family Simiaare, did you ever notice that the 
11 lords of creation " are addicted to a similar habit 1 
I am foraibly reminded of this by the reaent words 
of a London ~Theosppbist of .eminenae who in all 
sobriety and earn~stness says thl.t he has reaeived 
a most impressing communication from the late 
Madam Blavatsky. She aomplains that she is most 
unfortunate sinae her arrival in Devachan. She has 
lost all her alothes on the passage and is wandering 
about the meads of Asphodel in a sad state. Were 
it not for the uncertain means of communication 
between the globe upon which we are exhibited and 
the present address of Madam Blantsky, it would 
be proper to raise a fund and send to her relief. 
But probably the alimate is mild there and, like the 
late lamented Balmaceda, she could not get chilly 
even if she wanted to. 

I hav been spending some of the shady hours of 
the day lately in looking over 11 exchanges," a task 
whiab, while it might be made very pleasant by 
putting a pretty girl within range of the eye looking 
over the paper, is generally somewhat tiresome. 
There are several papers published which one may 
study over for a long time withouh gaining much 
knowledge, and from one of these I will clip a gem 
or iwo whiah the writers hav bad put in type and 
left to the ignoranae of their readers. An advocate 
of the "hollow globe" theory supports~his position 
by tue statement that when standing on a pier 
thirty feet bigu and observing a similar pier ten 
miles distant he caused several yachts, the masts of 
which were not over twenty-five feet high, to sail 
from pier to pier, and in no ease did the vessels ob
sa~re the distant pier. I may not possess as much 
pereeptiv power as some persons, for I fail to com
prehend how a mast twenty-five feet high could 
cover a spaae thirty feet in bight, not to mention 
the added five feet or more of the observer's person. 

11 Women are the ravens that feed Elijah." This 
is sariptural enough to aahieve suaaess anywhere. 
That is, it is sufficiently ambiguous to permit of any 
interpretation wbiah may suit the reader. But the 
writer, not realizing that this wss the proper pojnt 
to tarry, that he should leave further amplification 
to the taste and inclinations of his audience, adds : 
"The raven is a dark and stupid bird which can carry 
a message although not able to understand its im· 
port." In making this ungallant 1ssertion he boldly 
courts destrucUon1 and I aQl illolined to think it not 
unmerited, F. L. BnowNE. 

lfq lhf Jl]itldlf ~tatts. in town just an hour before the time of opening. n 
took me· some time to get Ioaated, so tljat finally I 
had to mount the platform dusty and travel-stained. 

My Lecture Trip. The handsome Opera House had been engaged for · 
Lsaving Shreve, I was taken across aountry a dis- the meeting, capable of holding about eight hundred 

tanoa of seven miles to NAshville, where I was down people, but, alas! my audience scarcely numbered 
for t~o lectures. This is the first ~ime in the history one sixteenth of its holding aapsaity, being by far 
of thxs town that Freethought meetxngs were held and the smallest attendance I hav encountered during 
Fraethought Ieatures given, llld when the announee- my experienae. This was due in a great measure to 
menta were first made they fell like a thunderbolt a laak of advertising. I met here several good and 
among the orthodox. F.rom the first means were earnest Freethinkers, among them being S. M. 
taken to prevent the leatures, if possible; desperate Bower; C. Germann and family, of Bloomdale, who 
maasurea were to be resorted to bub they would had traveled eight miles to hear the lecture ; aleo 
oarry their schemes to a suacessful issue. " Hen- Dr. Eaton. I hope for better luck nexb time I visit 
fruit :• was freely talked of ; steps were also taken to here. Here endeth the seaond lesson. Friends in 
deprtve us of a place of~meeting. -But their efforts lows, Nebraska, and Colorado desiring my services 
all ended in smoke. u They may perhaps smoke to leature are requested to address me in care of ljl, 
tbemselvs some day." For our meetings were held, A. Stevens, 498 Wast Madison street, Chicago. 
and successfully, too. Thert.l were, at the least ' JOHN R. CHAm.xswoBTU. 
aomputation, one·third of the entire population in 
llittendance (about four hundred), and stranger still 
one-half of my audience were ladiee, showing that 
in Nashville they are not (mentally) the weaker sex. 
We experienced no disturbance whatever beyond 
the blowiDg of a steam whistle attached to a thrash
ing machine which some one had plaaed u:aderneath 
the window of . the meeting-room and for a time 
suaceeded in making a greater noise than myself. 

Thus the first lectures in Naehviiie were very 
suc' e 1sful ; not an empty seat aould be found on the 
second night. During my stay here I was the; guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. D.tn Plouts, by whose efforts 
asaisted by H. Kiraer. and others, the lectures wer~ 
arranged. I _was very loth to leave their pleasant 
little farm· house, situated in a luxurious valley about 
two miles from town. Their kindness I shall never 
forget. James Crose, of Black Creek, drove over 
and presided zt both meetings. . There are a number 
of earnest Freethinkers in this little town, but they 
cannot organiz~ as yet, having no palpable means of 
existence. Alas for the national organization, 
which should be able to render assistance and sup
port to such plaaes as these. . And there are many 
such in our land ; in fact, their name is legion. 
With· a little judicious administration aarried out in 
the right direction, it is impossible to estimate the 
good that would result therefrom." 

From Ntshville I went back. to Shreve, hoping 
that the loaal sky-pilots had thought well to acaept 
the challenge I had made them to debate, but my 
hopes were not realized, they, thinking no doubt that 
disaretion was the better part of valor, declining to 
come forward and defend that which they were paid 
to preach. " These parsons are wise." They know 
on which side their bread is buttered-that is, 11 both 
sides" liB a genEral rule. 

I ag!Ain resumed my journey to Allianae, where I 
was advertised for two more leatures, which were 
given in the Independent church. They were sua
ceseful in every respect, thanks to the combined 
t ff<>rts of D. W. and R. G. Smith. The lectures were 
made more attraativ by a shod though lively de-
bate. . -

I bad not long to stay here, for aUer the leature I 
bad to prepare for a midnight journey to Quinay, 0., 
reaching there about noon the next day. At the 
depot I was met by James Madison Putnam, an 
ardent and earnest Free~hinker whose hospitality I 
enjoyed during my visit here, and who for many 
yeara hes served as a aounty offi.aial. Previous to 
my advent in Quincy, the Freethinkers had been in a 
state of enxiety and despair, for, with thit aonsis
tency so charaateristic of Christians in general, they 
had aompletely Jgnored the divine injunction of 
their master " to resist not evil," dealaring that In
fidelity was an evil that could not be forwarded in 
their midst. They refused to let us hav a hall to 
meet i11, having aontrol thereof ; sad and gloomy 
was the outlook;.eagerly they chuckled at every ray 
of hope, but only to be hurled baak with disappoint
ments. Hope had changed to despair, a dark aloud 
hung o'er their hearts like a pall, when suddenly 
from out of the darkness shot a bright ray of light, 
whiah increased as it approaahed; 111d with the 
glowing brightness each true heart leaped with joy. 

Mr. George Dormire had nobly sprung to the res
aue, bringing with him the Bible deeds of an old 
sahool-house which he had purchased at Caryeville, 
six miles away, and dediaated the same to thi! Free
thinkers of the district AU hail to Mr. George 
Dormire. Such an action is well deserving the 
thanks-not prayers-of all Freethinkers. 11 When I 
was in trouble he did aomfort me." Tile leatures 
were given in the old school-house, now a Free
thought ball, having been purged of the Holy 
Ghost. They were well attended. The prinaipals 
and teachers of the surrounding sahools were among 
the audienae, wl;lo listened attentivly but had noth
ing to say, as usual. · There are some good live Lib· 
erals here, including besides those mentioned P. B. 
McOroEky, J. Stoakwell, W. Duncan, and othere. 
With the possibilities they bav before them they 
will organize a Secular soaiety here at no late date. 

I left here Wednesday morning for North Balti
more, where I bad to leature the same night, arriving 

Lectures and Meetings. 
S. P. PUTNAM's lecture app&intments for October are aa 

follows : Grant's Pass, Ore., October 7th, 8th ; Ban Francisco, 
11th; Sacramento, 18th. Will lecture in California through 
the months of October, November, December, and January1 

state convention January 29th. · 

THB Radical.Club will suspend after October 1st, and the 
Liberal Club will resume its usual Friday evening meeting& 
October 2d at 220 East 15th street. Mr. W. C. Owen will 
open the course of political debates during October with a 
lecture on" Socialism in Present Politics." 

J. G. HBRTWIG, P. 0. box 413, Washington, D. 0., intends 
to lecture during the forthcoming fall and winter on the 
following subjects: 1. "National Taxation," opposing 
the present customs and internal revenue systems of the 
United States and advocating a not graduated income tax. 
in their stead, for raising the revenue necessary for the sup
port of the government. 2. "Free Coinage," advocating . 
free and unlimited coinage, from American sliver, ot a tem•:, 
porary sliver dollar, eorrect as to its bullion value, and, as 
soon as it can be accomplished, an international agreement . 
as to fixed ratio between gold and silver as monetary metals.: 
3. " Sunday Laws," energetically opposing :Such laws, aq· 
violating the Constitution ot the United States, and, in 
addition, expounding the other demands of Liberalism. 
He urgently and sincerely solicits engagements for these 
lectures. 

THE Spokane, Wash., Spokesman reports Mr. Putnam'& 
recent lecture in that city as follows: B. P. Putnam, presi. 
dent ot the Liberal Union of California, delivered a lecture 
in the Unitarian church last evening on" Liberalism and 
Freethought." Mr. Putnam is a rapid but pleasing speaker, 
and his large audience seemed to thoroughly appreciate the 
discourse. He showed that he was well-read on all matters· 
pertaining to his subject, ·and at times his eloquence was such 
as to elicit long-continued applause from bis listeners. Mr. 
Putnam took the stand that the people ought to tight every 
encroachment of the church upon the state. He considered 
the Sabbath day and BuD day entirely di:fferent, as the Sab
bath was the Lord's day and originated with Constantine in 
the year 321. In speaking of the Sunday law Mr. Putnam 
said: "It is urged by some that we need a naiional Sunday 
law to make the state Sunday law e:ffectiv. We ask why 
so? What is the need of Sunday laws ai all? What are 
they for? Are they for the religious or irreligious 7 Law 
in civil government, whether civil law or any other, means 
compulsion. Are Sunday laws to compel those who believe 
in keeping Sunday to keep the day, or to compel those who 
do not.believe in keeping Sunday to keep it?" Mr. Putnam 
called attention to the effort being made to close the World's 
Fair on Sunday. He considered it an unjust thing to do. 
It would be an encroachment upon the religious liberties 
and a tendency toward the uniting of the church and 
state. He did not believe in any more law on Sunday than 
on any other day in the week. He believed. in it as a day of 
rest and recreation, but not a day where men should be 
compeiied to go to church and listen to dogmas that do .not 
interest them. He said California was the only state that 
did not hav Sunday laws. For the national Congress to pass 
Sunday laws would be a rank injustice. Mr. Putnam closed 
his lecture as followe : "The enactment of a Sunday law in 
the fourth century united church and state. The same kind 
of legislation now will do the same thing. Against such 
measures every loyal citizen and every lover of civil and 
religious libertY. should raise his voice in protestation and 
warning." All through the lecture Mr. Putllam was listened 
to with the greatest interest, and it is understood that a 
branch of the Liberal Union will be started in this city. 

THE most wonderfui part of this infernal enter
prise [war l is, that each chief of the murderers 
aauses his aolors to be blessed, and solemnly invokes 
God before he goes to exterminabe his neighbors. If 
11 chief has only the fortune to kill two or three 
thousand men, he does not thank God for it; but 
when he has exterminated about ten thousand men 
by fire and sword, 111d, to complete the work, some 
town has been leveled with the ground, they then 
sing a long song in four parts, co!Ilposed in • lan
guage unknown to all who hav fought, and moreover 
replete with barbarism. The same song 11erves for 
marriages 111d birth.s 1111 w~U ~~ for mlU'ders • ...,. 
Voltaire. 

• 
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The World's Fair on Sunday. 
The following dispatch, received the other day in 

Ohicago, presents a new phase of the Sunday-closing 
question: 

• W:&ATH:&BFORD, T:&x., Sept. 9, 1891. 
BoABD OF CONTROL CoLUMBU.N ExPOSITION:. One hundred 

thousand Texans protest against the Sunday closing of the 
Wofld's Fair. The day of fanaticism is passed. 

NORTRWBBT TBX!B FAIR ABBOOIATION. 
"This," remarks the Ohicago Journal, "will prob

ably prove a starter for hundreds of such· protests. 
So _far but one side of the question has been heard 
the· ad.vocates. against the opening. Now the othe; 
side has Us inning." 

OFFICIAL OPINION IN ST LOUIS. 
Prom the St. Louis Chronicle. 

Daputy United States Oollector Frederick W. H. 
Wiesehabn: 11 Certainly, let it be as open on Sunday 
as upon Monday. If necessary, let the Fair manage· 
ment hire an extra force of employees to keep it 
open on the Sabbath." 

Oapt. James H. Steger, secretary to Postmaster 
Harlow: 11 I believe that the Fair should be kept 
open all the year around. I do not believe in the 
sentiment that kills its c•t on Monday for catching a 
rat on Sunday. The Fair is for all classes and con· 
ditions of citizens, and should be run open to all 
pa~ties irrespectiv of religious belief or religious 
unbelief." 

"By all means," replied United States Prosecuting 
Attorney George D. Reynolds. 11 The Fair should 
be open every day in the year. I do not wish to 
appear opposing the church in any degree, but do 
not believe that the Bible means that mankind shall 
esBhew all enjoyment on the Sabbath. The book 
says, 'Thou shalt not labor on the Sabbath,' and 
•ttending the Fair is not laboring by a long sight. 
Lst the church goer go to church in the morning 
and attend the Fair in the afternoon." 

".I hope that I am a good churchman," replied 
Assistant ·Postmaster Beverly A. Sturgeon, "but 
really can see no reason for closing the Fair on Sun
day any more than upon Monday or Tuesday or 
Wednesd~y. There is so much innocent enjoyment 
to be derived for all classes that it wonld really be a 
pity to exclude the thousands on Sunday who are 
unable to go on any other day. I think that no man 
is the worse for attending a Fair like the Oolumbian 
on the Sabbath days. He may be just IllS good and 
j ast as devout by attending both the church and the 
Fair upon tbe same day." 

Oircuit Olerk A. P. Salby and United States Com
missioner Lester Orawford were engaged in conver
sation when the Ohronicle reporiier chipped in with 
the question. "01 course it should ba kept open on 
S11ndaye !" exclaimed Mr. Orawford. " Ol course it 
should not," returned Mr. Selby with spirit. 11 Giv 
the poor laborers a chance, I say," continued Oraw
ford. 11 The Fair is for them as much as it is for 
anybody else. If you had to work every day in the 
week you'd want it open." -~~Very true," responded 
Salby, 11 but every employer of labor will giv their 
men on? or two ~ays off every month to enjoy it. 
There IB :o.o use m desecrating the Sabbath when 
there are six days in the week for people to attend. 
Besides that, the employees of the Fair want a little 
rest." 11 Oh, yes. But then you're wrong o~ ~be 
labor question. I'll wager that ·there ain't one 
employer in a hundred who would giv their men 
those two days c:ft. Even if they would, who would 
nay the poor man's expenses while he enjoyed the 
Expysition? Their wages-that is, many hundred 
of them-are just sufficient to carry them along." 
"The employer would pay them for their day off. 
The government does it right along, doesn't it ? It 
givs its employees holidays when they want them." 
" Tf!e ordinary employer is altogether different from 
the United States government, you'd find if you 
worked by the day." 11 St. Louis employer~ would 
j.ust the same. If the Fair were held here they 
would be too glad to do it. Don't you remember 
that the Exposition managers here had the same 
question up before them, and when it was put 
squarely before the people the people decided to hav 
it closed on Sundays. Likewise the Fair manage
ment here. You will find that it is the same way 
there at Ohicago when the time comes." 

ORGANIZED LABOR's PROTEST. 

Resolutions aaoptea b!i the Workinum.en or Minneavolis. 

Whereas, An attempt is baing made by a group 
of self-constituted representative of institutional 
religion, led by D1n Qaixote Elliott P. Shepard and 
Heresy· Hunter Francis L. Patton, to induce the 
Worid's Fair at Ohicago to close the doors of the 
Fair on Sunday, thus compelling a public and offillial 
recognition of. the church's 11 holy day , and depriving 
three-fourths of the people of the republic of the 
opportunity to derive instruction from witnessing 
if they so desire, the products of industry and art o~ 
the one· day of the week when they are free from 
labor; and 

lVhereas, In urging this action upon the board 
these self-important individuals present a memorial' 
couched in the language of cant and fiction, in sup~ 

port of their interference with the liberties of three-
fourths of the people, and _ 

Whereas, The institution represented by these 
meddling pietists has not been in the past and is not 
now the friend and champion o! the world's work
ers; whether we look to one division or another, the 
attitude of the church as an institution to the labor
ing masses, as manifested in the utterances of con
spicuous representative, is the same. oa~dinal 
Gibbons, of the Oatholic church, says the woes of 
the poor are a par~ of the divine plan to ,ziv the rich 
an opportunity to be generous; Bishop Vincent, of 
~be Methodist church, denounces 11 foreign" work
Ingmen as " rascals" and · cringes to 11 foreign " 
capitalists; Heresy Hunter Patton's ultimation is 
that H if the workingman and his family [who make 
a World's Fair possible] cannot see the World's Fair 
on any othe~ day than S.unday, so much the worse 
for the workmgman," and Rev. Marion D. Shutter, a 
representativ of the church that affirms the salva
tion of all men in the next world, sneeringly refers to 
those who try to save men here JlS " labor reformers 
rum-sollked and smelling of kerosene." In brief the 
c~urch as an institution is arrayed against a w~ld
Wide movement for the economic freedom of the 
wealth producers and upholds the tyranny of capital· 
it blacklists within its organization men of broad 
human sympathy and courageous utterance and dis
honors the teachings of the carpenter of Nazareth· 
therefore ' 

REsoLVED, That we l)rotest against the closing of 
the World's Fair on Sunday ; we deny the right of 
any .body of fanatics, numbering only a small part 
of the country's population, to interfere with the 
management of so important 1 national enterprise 
for the purpose of foisting a proscriptiv and dubi
ous religion upon the majority; we declare it to be 
our belief that these meddlers are not so muoh con
cerned in securing a day of rest for wage-earners as 
they are in bolstering up by law and custom their 
tottering institutions ; we advise them to discover 
better methods than any they are now familiar with 
to honor the name of their gentle and humane master 
and !e demand tha~ the board of managers shali 
refrAin from any action that will shut out working
men !~om t~e Fair on the day which, u~der existing 
eo:nditiOnP, 1s the only available one for thein and 
their families. · 

OOMPANION SPEECHES. 
Chicago Eventnu Post. 

Oolonel Shepard's reading of Dr. Francis L. 
Patton's famous "so-much-the-worse-:.for-the-work
in_gman" apothegm is suffieiently ingenious, but, 
with_ all reapect to tp.e col?nel, it wholly lacks au
thority. Dr. Patton•1s a tramed scholar and logician 
who fully understands the meaning of words. If 
he had desired in any way to amend, annotate or 
explain away the utterance he originally delivered to 
the Efoening Post last Wednesday, he would un
questionably hav done so with his own hand Five 
days hav elapsed since Dt. Patton spoke the~e ever
memorable words, and, though the column.s of this 
paper, snd, doubtless, every otiher paper in Ohicago 
as weiJ, hav been open to him, the good doctor has 
offered no word, whether of explanation or denial. 
We shall therefore take the liberty of co:ncluding 
tbat D.r. Patton intended and still intends his words 
t~ be accepted on th~ir face value, as they stand 
nz: 

1 

"I know all sods of reasons hav been urged why 
the Fai~ should be kept open on Sundlliy. It has 
been satd that the workingman and his family cannot 
see t~e Fair on any other day. So much the worse 
for htm." 

This observation, clear, pointed, unmist1kable 
goes therefore into history alongside of that famou~ 
expression from the lips of one of Oolonel Shepard's 
distinguished relative (by marriage): 

"The public be damned !" · ' 

SUNDAY AND ·THE WORLD'S FAIR. 

From the Phtlad.eZphta Telegraph. 

Th~r-: i~ a wide difference between making Sunday 
what It IB In the Old World, especially on the Euro
pean continent, and making it a day of idle gloom 
and unrest for the mPsses of toilers. It is most 
difficult to perceive that harm can come to them 
through a Sunday visit to objects which in them
eelv~ are free f!om offense, which excite pleasurable 
feeling~, and Instruct and enlighten the mind. If 
the Fa1r of 1893 should be opened on Sundays the 
wor~d or this cou~try would scarcely be the ,;orse 
for It ; and there Is reason to believe that hundreds 
of thousands of our people would be the better 
for it. The religion which is to-day doing the most 
good is that which appeals to the minds and the 
hearts of the multitudes as much as to the soul · it 
is a broader and a more helpful and cheerful religion 
than that upon which the Puritans and Covenanters 
built their Sunday laws ; it conforms more to the 
general spirit o! humanity and the daily needs of 
the \torld than Its predecessor did and it f!eems to 
re'l'ard with favor everything that enlightens and 
refines the masses of the people. If the Ohicago 

Fair shall do this on six days of the week it is felt 
that it may do it on the seventh. 

SUNDAY, MONDAY, AND THE FAIR. 
From. the New York World.. 

The World's Fair at Ol:licago will be· something 
more and better than a national glorification. It 
will be a great educatioul opportunity for the 
people. · 

Bigotry and cnnkism hav combined in an effort to -
cripple its educational cspa_city by securing the , 
closing of its gates on the only day of the week 
when the great multitude of workingmen and their 
families hav leisure to visit it. 

This effort should be met now with a protest that 
~ill ~efeat it. If ~he Fair is not to be open on Sunday 
1t will lose half Its value and half its interest to 
enlightened minds. 

The employees of the Fair and of exhibitors ought 
not to work seven days iil the week. But substitu
tion will easily avoid th111t. If Dot., the Fair can be 
closed on Monday, as the Louvre and the Luxem
bourg are, for cleansing and for the recreation of 
the attendants. Monday is always the day when 
visitors to a great exhibition are fewest in. number. 
Sunday is the day when they are always most 
numerous. To close the Fair on Monday would be 
a. rational proceeding ; to close it on Sunday would 
be to defeat its best usefulness. 

If a day of rest for employees cannot be provided · 
without closing the Fair for a day in each week, in 
the name of right and reason let the great Amerioan · 
washday bl!' the one selec_ted for that purpose. 

LADY MANAGERS AND COLONEL SHEPARD. 
From. the Chicago Heraza. 

The distinguished Sabbatcrian, Oolonel Shepherd; 
of New York, won a barren victory on Saturday 
when he secured the adopti?n by the board of lf'dy · 
managers of the World's Fa1r of an equivocal resolu
tion in favor of Sllilday closing. The vote was 
36 to 26. Doubtless a good many of the women 
voted aye as a matter of courtesy and from an 
unwillingness to encounter misrepresentation and 
abuse. They knew also that the questi~ as it was 
presented to them was wholly sentimental and that 
in its actual determination they would hav no voice. 
If a vote in the affirmativ would please the eminent 
pietists present and cause no injury to anybody 
else, why withhold it? So arguing, the majority of 
the women arrayed themselvs on the ·side "of the 
S 11nday closers and the latter will go away with the 
consciousness that their visit was not yhoHy in vain. 

In' the last national convention that Rlscoe Oonk
ling adorned, an antagonist had grandiosely de
scribed the- wild popularity of Mr. Blaine in the 
Northwest and on the Pacific. 11 He will carry the 
territories like a tornado.'' When Oonkling arose to 
put Grant in nomination he disposed of claims for 
electoral votes for Blaine in various quarters · and 
then, with his ineffable sneer, he drawled out ; "A~ 
for the territories, they hav no votes.'' When refer· 
ence is made hereuter to the action of the women's 
board on the Sunday Fair question a point of order 
will end the matter. The gallant colonel carried the 
ladies for his side with as much enthusiasm as Mr. 
Blaine would h&v carried· the territories. But ·alack, 
the question is one over which the ladies hav no 
jurisdiction. It appertains exclusivly to the com
mission and the directory. The ladies on the 
Sunday opening are like the territories in relation. to 
the elt:c~oral college. They hav no votes. On this 
sbield the l•nce of the gallant colonel, bright and 
beautiful though it be, must hurtleas break. 

Herbert Spencer's Social Ideas. 
From the Cleveland. Plainaealer. 

Fancy a man about five feet nine inches in bight, 
wearing gray trousers, a black frock coat, a low-cut 
white waistcoat, highly-polished boots and cream
colored overgaiters, an old-fashioned stand-up collar 
and black tie, on his head a shiny silk hat and in his 
hands gloves and an umbrella. His face betokens 
good nature: His eyes are gray and soft. His 
mouth is firm. His cheeks are piDky white. Bushy 
iron-gray whiskers encircle his n~ck. He is a man 
you would look at a second time even in crowded 
London ; and well you might, for it is none other 
than Herbert Spencer, the philosopher and author. 
I catch this glimpse of him as he precedes me up 
the steps of the Atheneum Olub in Pall Mall. He 
has made an appointment to meet me there this 
aftemoon for a talk on some of the great problems 
of the day. .. 

The privilege of 111 conversation with Mr. Spencer 
is not to be lightly esteemed. H is apparently also 
not easily to be gained. Even the ordinary English
man is not to be called on without a letter of intro
duction and without ample warning, and Mr. Spen· 
cer hedges himself about with extra precautions 
against intrusion. He has a lithographed . letter 
ready for inquirers, and he sends it to all peOple who 
want him to be a committeeman for some public 
enterprise, charity, or movement; to students who 
desire some further expounding of his theories than 
is given io bis books, to autograpn hunters, and, of 
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course, to intenielV'ers. It is said that Mr. Spencer I entiously the claims of others-who endeavors to 
went all over America without yielding once to the obtain from them some of the legitimate resuits of 
newspaper reporter, and I t};lerefore feel a bit jubi· their activities which should remain with them, and 
lant at having secured his attention. It was done, which in an indirect way he :tUches from them. In 
of course, by letter. Mr. Spencer's reply wa~ the facb in 1 society in which there was a complete recog
lUhograpbed document referred to, but he kindly nition ana enforcement of the principle specified 
added. a few lines. in his own . hand, granting my there would be no place for 1 smut men.' " ' 
request and appo!nting • meeting. As ~is l!t~o- '1 Are not what are called 1 the poor class' better 
gra.phed _ letter latd much stress upon b1s _f&ul.tng educated and better clothed to-day than they were 
s~~~l!gth IJld the C_?nseq uent pressure upon b1s t1me before!" 
I was ill·some trepidation about calling on him, fear- " Th b · d . mg to ft'tid myself confronted with an oger cross· - ey may • . e e acated tn I sense-know more 
grlioed, rickety, and impatient. It was, ther~fore, a of grammar, ~~story, ge~graphy, etc., but they are 

Pleasant surprise to sea this tall straight old gentle- not. educated tn the least tn all matters that concern 
· · 1 . SOCJety 11 

Jllan;. w~th a firm step and a smooth voice, come for· " • . . . · 
w~d. Although he is seventy-one years of age be It _h~s been satd that thts IS partly due to the 
does not appear to be over sixty. fac~ that t~,e preacher and the church hav not done 

."Won't you walk upstairs T'' he tuked. "There th?:rwduty. . . . 
wifl be better accommodation for conversation there." . 8!1• the churc~ ID.sJsts upo~ all forms express1v 
A. d · t · h" . of rehg1ous subord1nat1on, and disregards the essen-

n ups 11r_s we wen~, th~ aged .P. dosopher mountmg tial principles which the creed enunciates. At the 
the steps mth_ the ease and.agtbty of a youn~; man. ·srame time that they are having here weeks of prayer 
The convers~t1on was cbarmmg. Mr. Spencer talked and early services and reading their Bibles before 
as !teely as ~f he. ha~ no fear whate.ver of ne~spaper breakfast they are countenancing d t" • t" 

revise it before publication. 
came to me after revision. 

The above is just as it 
DAVID WECBBLEB. 

Of • Mr. Spencer's daily life the general publie 
knows mue. He _live very comfortably near 
Regent's park and is happy in the companionship of 
a few old friends and his books. He is now, as he 
bas ever been, a great reader. He travels about in 
a leisurely way and often writes some stirring artieles 
for the newspapers or magazines. But in the main 
his -is a quiet life. He dines away from home quite 
of~en, and sometimes goes to great barquets and 
places of amusement. Life is very pleasant to him. 
He is still on the sunny side of the road and in per
fect health. _ He has been honond by having his 
works extensivly translated. AU are rendered into 
French, many into G~rman, Russian, Italian, Spanish, 
Hungarian, Greek, Japanese, and Ohinese. Many 
offers of act.demic honors hav come to him, but all 
bav been deelined. · The old philosopher sits calmly 
in the twilight of Jife, watching the struggles of 
others who must soon take up the work that has 
been his life's duty. · wnters. H1s vo1ee IS not only musical, but h1s t.nun- . fi "b ' . . . an par ICipa mg 

ciati.o~ is remarkably clear and .correct. Every sylla- 10 h u_st~riDg expedtttons all over the world. and 
ble is plainly sounded with an inciaivnees that might appropriating ~be land~ of other peo~le. :rh~t IS to The .Blasphemous Rain-Compellers. 
seem to be affected if it were not so evidently the say! the~ ~re dJsr~gardtng the essent1a! prme1ples of 
result of long devotion ·tl the correct use of Ian- the1r rehg!~n while they profess anx1ety to propa- That rain can be produced at will by human agen-

Th t" t k . ·a gate them. cies is now a demonstrated faet, and henceforth, when 
gu:gye. · e cbonvker~a IOnt.00 a wht et rlk~~~Ie. . "What·man, the preacher, the author, or editor, rain is needed, we will not hav to depend upon the 

our new oo IS crea tng muc a , Slid.. is going to help our people most T" · prayers of the righteous and the whim of an "a!l-
" Well," said Mr. SpeneE!r modesUy, "I am glad if " Teaching does little. The disciplin of Jife does wise" providenee. The terrible drouth wiiJ be over-

such be the case. I am fortunate in having many everything. There is nothing to do but to insist come, thousands of dollars' worth of property will be 
friends in Europe and America. My w.riHnga were upon the carrying on of life in a thoroughly honest kept from ruin, suffering humanity will be refreshed 
,rc!i~Pg~izad rather. earlier in America than they were conscientioul way and reprobating everything th11i and relieved, and in many cases lives will be saved. 
here, but of J~te years the returns from my works in · does not COliform to a high standard of conduct. O.ne hundred and fifty years ago the p1an who would 
E agl~r.d h~T been very much. greater than from ~at I do not see much hope of change in this direa- hav suggested the possibility of produeing rain would 
Amet;u~a! partly because my rate of profit per copy t1on while your material development is going on at very likely hav been considered a erank and hooted 
he!e. i~·much larger, and partly ~ecause the Eogli.sb ~o ~reat a rat6'. In ~ so~iety like yours ambition into insignifiaance. Two or three hundred years ago 
edtttoas supply the colonies. S1nce I began to wr1te mev1t111bly takes the duect1on of acquiring wealth he would probably bav been burnt at the stake or 
ther,~. has been a clear reaction against individual• and the struggle for this brings inevitable evils. So otherwise disposed of as 111 beretie or a wizard. 
liberty. We are certainly· tending toward state · long as you bav the American continent to subdue About eighteen hundred years ago had anyone caused 

· SJcialism, _which will be a worse form of tyraDny. and people I do not suppose you will change mueh rain by any other method than the old reliable one 
than that of any government now reeognized in: in your ethiCal standards." of prayer, he would either hav baen entitled to asso-
eivilizlltio~." _ . • "Are you still engaged in the production of ciate with Jesus as a co-miracle-worker and enjoy 

·"And after s_tate Socialism, what!" books!" . with him everlasting glory, Qr would hav been put to 
"Military despotism .. At present the state is "Yes; and I want to say to you that I shall not death and his soul sent to elldless perdition on sus-

absorbing the individual activity of men. It is inter- take advantage of the new American copyright law. picion of being an agent of the devil. But now in 
·meddling in all mariner of ways ia what should be I shalJ continue to do as I hav done heretofore. I the progressiv nineteenth century, when the world is 
private enterprise~ Gradually the st•te will usurp shall send over to America the stereotype plates of better proteeted from religious persecution and inter
the functions ot t:rivate enterprise to ~uch an ~xte~t my book and h~v them printed the!e without seeking ferenae, if an individual conceives of a scheme for 
that the people wdl one day awake to 1t; but 1t wtll for any protection from the :AmeriCAn government. doing anything that ha~ hitherto seemed impossible, 
be long before they make an effectiv resistance. I This new law is really prejudicial to the interests of no matter how eranky be may be considered, he is at 
canno~ but thin~. that the struggle will be severe_;_ literature. The tendency always is for the graver liberty to work out his idea, and it it does the world 
something terrible to contemplate; but I do not books to be swamped in the flood of lighb literature. no good, it seldom if ever does it any harm. 
pretend ·to set a date for the catastro.phe or to antici- and just in proportion as the arrangements are such And now that the rain eranks htt.v suceeeded in 
pate its horrors. The progress of the doctrin of as tempt publishers to push the sale of light litera- making i• rain, the ned thing for them to do is to 
evolution throughout the world is unquestionabie, ture, just in that proportion are the books of the invent some means d preventing rain. This may 
but at the same time I cannot say that I see any graver kind likely to be more swamped than they not be done so readily perhaps, but in eonsideration 
move~ent in the direction of my own views, polit- are now. With this copyright law it will pay the of the wonderful achievements of our modern scien
ioally. Since I began to write there has been, as I· . Arneriean publisher less than it did before to tske lists, who will say that it is utterly impossible of 
said before, a clear reaction against · individual up books of a kind which are of doubtful sale. The accomplishment 1 
.liberty." fatal defect in the law is that it puts the author or We never know very many days in advance when 

"'Do you not think that we may eseape this catas· publisher to the e:~pense of a doubtful manufacture it is going to rain, but when it does rain, and rains 
trophe in America!'' in supplying two communities. In these two com- good and bard, we can be reasonably sure of pretty 

f1 No. The American imagine that he enjoys the munities there are eighty miJJion of people. In fair weather for the next few days. ·Therefore, 
advantages of .liberty, ,but the faet is that there, as America about ten thousand of these (to make a ·if a hard shower could be produeed on Monday, and 
els~where in the civilized world, the state is steadily liberal estimate) are engaged in setting type for re- lasted over Tuesday, then probably the rest of the 
arid rapidly absorbing t~e individual's freedom of ac- produetion of English publications, and for the sake week would be clear. If this could be done, and the 
tion. The Amerioan·has the form of self· sovereignty, of benefiting these ten thousand the Jaw compels t:tovernment should establish a rain-tower on every 
but be -does not bav it in reality. It is difficult to eighty miiJion to pay a higher price for their books. fifty or one hundred square miles of utilized laud, 
fpresM what will be the outeome of American prog- In so far as the new law recognizes the proprietary and should cause it to rain at stated intervals, then 
. ress; but .I do not thi~k that your republic will right~ of an. autb~r, it may be aeeepted as a good the people could m!llke their arrangements aceord· 
escape the consequenees of the general struggle. step m the r1ght dtrection, but there will hav to be ingly, and not be always running the risk of getting 
The fact is, few men bav any true appreciation of a ch~nge before the literature which deserves pro· a wetting. . 
liberty. It was in your own country that a gentle- tection can gain any benefit from u. Instead of I hav often thought that God would bv been a 
man said to me : ' If the majority told me what I eneouraging the unknown author of serious books good deal wiser if he had fie~ apart one day in the 
should eat, I would obey! Now, he thought he was this law makes it harder for bim to gain due reeog~ week for rain instead of worship and rest, and Jet 
a free man; he thougM that he appreeiated liberty. nition than it was before. Under this American the people worship and rest to suit themselvs. It 
But such an attitude is an admission of dependence law the publisher will seek out the man who has would hav saved scores of bonnets and bangs and 
upo~ authority. Subservienoe. to a mtjority in per- made his name; be wilJ buy the popular author's tears for the ladies, and a good many boots and 
sonal concerns is. as bad as subservienee to a king, works and distribute them very widely, and mean- trousers and oaths for the men, and a vast Amount 
and there can be no worse despot than the mej ority. time the rising man will be leU to his own deviaes. of sickness and death for both. 
Ju~t in the. sa~e way that men b~v now come to '-';he general effe~t will be to multiply the reprodue- Bellamy's plan of stretching awninga over the 
resist the dtclatton of the state (be 1t one man or a ~1on of books wh1oh hav no serious in1luence upon streets on rainy days is a good one for the people in 
majority of men) in respect to their religious beliefs; the world, and to discourage those who write books town, but would hardly overcome the destruetion 

. so, when they fully understand liberty, will they of instruction." and disappointment to the farmers and pienickers. 
come to resist such dictation, even of the million as "About Ameriean literature T'' What a glorious improvement it would be if the 
of the one, in matters of private concern.'' " I hav read very little." · weather were under the perfect control of the 

" O.o the question of reform. What is your idea "What about America!" people. · 
of the greatest reform we stand in need of to-day, " I believe it bas a grand future, bat I think that For instance, Monday and Tuesday would be rainy 
political, educational, _or what!" there will come 1 great deal of tribulation before that days, and all in-door pleasures and business would 

"The great reform needed is to insist everywhere future is realized." be set apart for those days, and folks who .were 
and always that each man shall take the consequence "About the position that woman is likely to take obliged to go out would go with umbrellas and over
of his own nature ; shall bav without deduction all in the bringing about of better things T" shoes, and not be like the Methodists who went to 
the benefits of his own nature and actions, and take 11 On th~t point I thoroughly agree that ail careers camp-meeting to pray for rain and provided them· 
all·tbe evils of his own nature· and aetions, and shall in life shall be left open to women to sueceed or not selvs with no shelterin Ca'.!e their prayers should be 
neither saddle these evils on other people nor be to succeed as they can, but I do not agree to giving answered. Then the priests and ministers would be 
defrauded by other people of the benefits. This is them political power.'' forced to acknowledge the absurdity of their own 
the only law which should be insisted on, not only "Bat are they not underpaid t" faith and the unreliability of their God, and would 
in the conduct of individuals to one another, but 11 Well, the pay must ba proporbioned to the undoubtedly be benefited by the workg of the un• 
also in the conduct of the state to individuals. One work they do. It will adjust Hself to the goodness godlv rain-makers. LizziE J. MAGIE. 
of the non-committants of the disregard of that of the production. That cannot be prevented." Washington, .D. 0. 
fundamental principle is seen in your admiration for The conversation ~hen turned upon other ·and ----~----
the 1 smart' men. A smart man is by the very con- lighter topics. As I left him Mr. Speneer asked for 
oeption of him, a man wh~ does noi regard consci- a typewritten copy of the interview that he might 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Criminality of Ministers and Their Victims. 
Mr. Z. A. Gleason, a truth seeking friend living in 

Kiowa, Kan., makes the following inquiry: 11 Some 
months, ago, in a controversy with my brother, a 
Baptist minister (•nd by the by a very well-meaning 
man), I made the statement that the ministry fur~ 
Dished more oriminals than either of the other pro

•. M. MAODO!IIALD, 

o. P. SOIIIDBT, 

• 
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Busbaesa Manager. 

T HB ~ B 0 ~ H B.EBK.EB OO.MPANY, fessions. He wishes to know my authority. In one 
as LA.fAYETTB PLAOlll. nw Yo~. or two states I think they hav taken pains to ascer-

tain the early eduoation and the religious bent of the 
PUBLISHED EVJmY SATURDAY AT ,8.00 PBB YEAR. mind of its prisoners. Om you, Mr. Editor, through 

the oolumns of your valuable paper, giv me any 
information or authority in referenoe to these 
matters ?" · 

There are no figures extant that we know about 
whioh giv the exaot percentage of preaohers in prison, 

OCTOBER 3, 1891. or oonvieted of immorality, oompared with dootors, 
::;:::=================::;;== lawyers, artists, aotors, and members of other pro-· 
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SATURDAY, 

SUBSClUPI'ION BA.'l'ES. 
Bingle subscription in advanoe ............................. . 
One subscriptioa two yean, ba advance ................ .. 
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 
One subscription with one new aubscrlber, in onere-

•• 00 
100 
iOO 

. fessions. The one sin of whioh preachers hav almost 
a monopoly-offenses with· and against women-is 
not usually punished by the seoular arm, and so a 
list of preaohers in prison would aftord no indication 
of how man.Y had offended the moral if not the seou

l 08 lar law. The only statistics dealing with this sub-mittance ...................................................... . 
One subscription with two new aublcriben, in one 
. remittance •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••• '1 

00 
jeot are embraoed in 11 The Crimes of Preaohers,'~ 
and the author's opportunities for oolleoting figures 

8 10 were limited. But in reading about a dozen news
papers, oovering a territory containing some thirty. 

One subscription with three new sublcriben, in one 

remittance ·····~·························.-···················· One subscription with four new aubiCriben, in one 
. remittance •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Any number over 11.ve at the IIUD.e ra~, inftriabl7 

with one remittance. 

10 00 .five thousand ministers-less than one-half in the 
United States-he found some faots oaloulated to 

We hope that whenever a Freethinker sees an 
artiole in his local paper in favor. of opening the 
World's Fair on Sundays he will mark it and 
send a oopy to Benjamin Butterworth, secretary 
Board of .Directors of World's Fair, Rand. 
McNally building, Ohicago, Ill., and to John T·. 
.Dickinson, secretary National Oommission of 
World's Fair, at the samq address. L~t us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
efforts must not slacken till the final decision is 
made, which may not be 'till1893. 

WE shall print next week the full text of the deois· 
ion of the Attorney-General of the state of Washing
ton forbidding the reading of the Bible'in the publio 
sohocls of that state. It is a great viotory for the 
Freethinkers who hav so persistently labored in the 
oause of justioe on the Paoifio· ooast. 

TBE Bible Pioture Book, we take pleasure in say. 
ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soon 
this fall as the work oan be done and done well. 
The prioe will be $1, and it will oontain a great deal 
for that amount. In renewing for THE TBUTB SEEXEB 
we hope our readers will not forget to inolose the 
aollar for it. . 

To Some of Onr New Friends. 
When we took the FreeChought subscribers into 

THE TBUTB SEEKER family,- there were a few hundred 
of them who had paid nothing to Freethought for 1 
year or two. 

We want to warn these that snob is not the way 
to advanoe the oause, as they oan easily see by the 
fate of their favorit paper, than whioh none was 
more ably oonduoted. 

They hav now had THE TBuTB SEEXEB several 
weeks, during whioh time we hav heard nothing from 
them, not even whether they like the paper or dislike 
it. And we reluctantly say that unless we hear from 
them substantially at onoe their names will hav to 
be taken from the list. If they want the paper the 
least they oan do is to say so, and make a part pay
ment of their indebtedness. 

We hav reoeived the following from one of Free
thought's patrons: 

11 I am receiving THB Tl!UTH BBBKBB all 0; K., as changed 
from Fruthottght. I take extra copies for circulating among 
the people to do missionary work. I tlnd THB TRUTH BBEKBB 

better than a few years ago. Glad to see it holding its own 
and even improving. You will hear of me occasionally, 

"Yours truly, CuABLBS F. BLA.OKl!UBN." 

We trust· that others will follow Mr. Blaokburn's 
eJample and let us hear ffOm tbe!Q, 

startle the thinking person. In seven years he 
found 2, 053 orimes oharged against the preaohe:rs of 
whioh 1,113 were against women. Some of the 
preaohers had two or three orimes oharged against 
them. This wholesale showing led the author to a 
little r~:fleotion, to wit: "The orimes oharged hav 
been mostly from the Northern states, and from 
about 35,000 priests and preaohers. Now, 35,000 
men, after reaohing maturity, with average health 
liv about twenty-seven years, on the average. Mak~ 
some allowanoe for 'parsonitis' with this olass and . ' g1v an average age to preaohers of twenty-five years, 
after they begin to preaoh, inoluding 1 boy preaohers.' 
Then this compilation, oommenoed in 18761 and the 
35,000 preaehers then 1 heralding glad tidings to 1 

dying world,' would liv twenty-five years, or till 
1901-say 1900; the reoruits supplying the plaoes 
of those 1 killed and wounded,' i.e., died and 1 other
wise aoeounted for.' 

11 Now let us make a different computation to ascer
tain the amount of orime oommitted by the tribe of 
1 sky-pilots.' If 35,000 preachers hav oommitted 
2,000 orimes in seven years, 35,000 olergymen will 
oommit 7,140 in twenty-five years. If but one out 
of sixl~en has had his offense discovered and pub
lished, then 35,000 'guides to holiness ' oommit one 
hundred and fourteen thousand orimes in twenty
five years; and this presuming that the author has 
oollated every instanoe of published offenses. If 
half of the ' gentlemen of the oloth '. are innooent, 
the other half will be guilty of 228,000 orimes in 
twenty- five years. But, says one, you are oomputing 
upon the basis of the number of crimes oharged, not 
upon the number of criminals. Well, let us oom
pute upon the number of priests and preaohers 
oharged with. orime; let us see how that would fig· 
ore. We hav 870 names now published in this work 
during seven years, the data for the first three or 
four years being very incomplete; that will be 3 100 
in twenty-five years, on the same ratio. But take 
the ratio of the last two years; of nearly 200 per 
year, and the number in twenty-five years will be 
five thousand-ascertained and published -criminals 
1 wearing the livery of heaven!' O.uly one out of 
sixteen having been deteoted and his orime published, 
tkis 5,000 must be multiplied by 16, making 80 000 
reverend ariminals in twenty-five years-that i~, in 
the lifetime of thirty-five thousand preachers there 
will be eighty thoUBand criminal preachers I And 
so notoriously oriminal that their names and orimes 
will be so thoroughly published that an ordinary 
newspaper reader in a little oity in Iowa will see it 
and preserve the aooount. Raally, the bureau of 
publio justioe (T) should furnish the author with a 
good oorps of olerks to keep this good work going 
on, so that the people may see just what kind of 
gentry these are, who assume to write all of our 
sohool-books, oontrol our system of eduoation, teaoh 
our ohildren at Sunday-sohools, deliver the 1 word of 
God' from the pulpit, and visit our wives and da'!lgh
ters to see about theU' 'spiritual welfare I' 

11 And now, reader, we ask, in all oandor, is there 
anything unfair in the above oo~putation! ·If so, 
show us where it is. Faots are stubborn thinge; 
figures won't lie. The preaoher has many ways to 
oonoeal his fawt that the poor laborer ·has not, 
besides having the g~eater ounning of eduoation and 
the aid of powerful and superstitious friends, 11one 
of whioh is at the service of the poor oriminal. And 
then, of the 2,053 orimes oharged against these 
1 followers of ·Jesus,' 1113 hav been oommitted 
against women~more 'than on&.balf of the orimea ! 
Do ladies as a rule. proolaim to newspaper reporters 
their own shame for the sake ·or having the parson's 
orime published ! . How muoh of snob orime eyer 
really gets before the publio eye? 

" The. statistics of orime, inoluding the preaohers, 
show that but about three per oent of all orime com
mitted is against women. Do the ladies always' tell 
on ' the dominie ? The philosopher who has the 
good of posterity at heart may even express a doubt 
of its having the best of parentage. 

" There is no denying these faots. The data are 
open to all. Then this expose should oause even the 
most bigoted and superstitious to think, and, upon 
thought, to aot." 

The religious prejudices of oriminala who hiT not 
taken holy orders are more easily obt~ned. In· THE 
TBUTB SEEKER of April ·18, 1885, we oollated and 
published the figures showing the religious belief of 
oriminals oonfined in sixty-six Amerioan prisons. 
These inoluded the prisons of Iowa, Miohigan, Ten- , 
nessee, New York, Pennsylvania, Oonneatiout, Indi
ana, Illinois, and Canada. In tb.ese sixty-aix different 
prisons, jails, reformatories, refuges, penitentiaries, 
and "look-ups," there were for the· years given 44.034: 
men and boys, women and girls. The different relig
ions and seats of religion were represented · as 
follows: 
Catholics .................. 16,481 
Church of England.... 9,975 
Protestants ( denomi-

nation unknown).... 6 650 
Methodist................ 8 981 
Presbyterian............. 8 708 
Baptist..................... · 240 
Jews........................ 1<l6 
Lutheran.................. 92 
Christian.................. 24 
Universalist.............. 5 
Evangelical............... 4 
Swedflth church......... 2 
Dunkard .................. 1 

Congregationalist .. : .. . 
German Lutheran .... .. 

" Evangelical •• 
" Jews ..••.•.•.• 

United Brethren ...... . 
Advent .................... . 
Dutch Reform ........ .. 
Mormon .................. . 
Episcopal ............... .. 
Carmelite •••.••.. , ••..••••• 
Joss (China) ............ . 
Infidel (2 so-called ; 1 

avowed .............. .. 

.11 
7 
1 
2 
8 
2 
8 
8 

126 
8 
1 

8 

Quaker..................... 1 Total ............... 41 885 
The remaining 2. 699 were desoribed by the original 

oompilers of the statistics as regular or irregular 
attendants at Sunday-sohool ancJ ohuroh. None of 
them professed Infidelity to OhristianUy. They 
probably belong to that large olass who think but 
little on the subjeots of heaven and hell, realizing, 
as Mark. Twain has said, that they " haY friends in 
both plaoes.'' The statistics show that the ranks of 
orime are reoruited from the "soldiers of the oross.'' 
The one to three exceptions merely prove the rule. 

By a paragraph in the Ohristia7J- Life of ·the our· 
rent year we see that Ooada at least is maintaining 
her average. In the oommon jails of O.utario, 
Canada, 11,810 persons were looked up last year. 
No less than 21448 were unable to read or write. 
The religious denominations were represented as 
follows: 
Roman Catholic ................................. : .................... 4 859 
Church of England................................................. 8 681 
Methodists ............................................................ 1,624 
Presbyterians......................................................... 1 498 
Other denominations............................................... '698 

Total ......•......•....•.•..•.••. : ..••...•.•••••••.•.••• 11,810 
A few months ago we obtained the statistics of 

the Leavenwortll, Kan., penitentiary. The report 
showed: 
Prisoners whose parents were church-members ............ 500 

" " " " non-church-members ...... 175 
" who did not know anything about it............. · 69 

The denominations ·of these parental sponsors 
were: 
Catholic ...................... 69 
Methodist .................... 175 
Baptist .. .. .. .. ...... .......... 125 
Presbyterian................. 80 
United Presbyterian....... 2 
Cumberland Pres•terian. 10 
Christian...................... 80 
United Brethren............ 8 

Lutheran...................... 20 
Episcopal .... ...... ........ ... 7 
Uongregational ............. 8 
Dunkard...................... 1 
Advent........................ 4 
Quaker ...................... ~.. 1 
Unknown ... ;................. 10 

More than on~-half of the prisoners belonged to 
some oh.urah, the Methodists leading ; more than two 
to one-500 to 244-attended Sunday-soh.ool regu
larly in their younger days, and nearly ·one-half were 
too pious to swear. The :figures of the Pennsylnnia 
penitentiary for the same year corroborate those 
from ~ansas. :Oufipg 1890 there were two hundred 
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· and ninety prisoners reoeiveil. They were pions as 
follows: 
Catholics...................... 97 United Brethren............ 6 
:Methodists ...•....•.... ...... 91 Episcopalians................ 5 
Lutherans..................... 25 Scattering.................... 18 
Presbyterians................ 25 No iienomination .......... 10 
Baptists......................... 13 

Here we hav fourteen-fifteenths of the population 
of a pemitentiary J>elonging to one or another Ohris· 
tiu denomination. A Western paper, moralizing 
upon the subject, says : "If this same ratio holds 
good in other states, oar ·students of morality had 
best giv the statistiM close attention and readjust 
aedlin prevalent beliefs. Pennsylvania; is doubtless 
no worse and no better than other states, bat 
the idea of a state penitentiary filled with sober, 
educated, industrious, well-trained church-members 
certainly c:ft'ers food for thought." 

However incomplete these figures may b!', they 
are sufficiently general to show conclasivly-were 

·it not already a well-established fact-that preao'ning 
CkristianUy and believing it in no way conduces to a 
moral and honest life. 

To Test the " Supernormal." 
Following Mrs. Besant's visit to this country in 

behalf of Theosophy comes Mr. H. S. Olcott, M1dam 
BJavataky's partner in occult mystification. T.burs-

~ day evening of iast week he leatureil in this city, 
~- . ud added his personal testimony to the statement of 

·,"Mrs. Besant that she had received letters delivered 
by Mahatmas. Madam Blavateky, he said, had 
great psychic powers. She could manipulate ttle 
forces of nature to produce phenomena whiob. 

/ were startling. She could develop the. power of 
talking mentally with persons at a great distance. 
"Blavatsky's good faith was called in ·question," he 
&aid, " her character traduced, criminal things were 
said about her. We are indignant ·because such 
things should be poured oat upon . a person who 
lived only to do good for others. She was accused 
of the forgery of the letters from the sages of India 
to Hrs. Besant. Bat since her death Mrs. Besant 
has received other letters in the same handwriting. 
I hav received them myself on land and. at sea." 

This delivery and reception of letters through 
" supernormal" agencies seems to bear to Theosophy 
the same crucial relation that independent slate·writ
ing beai s to Spiritualism. It is asserted that mes· 
sages are written and delivered wnbout human aid, 
and great tales are told of what has happened in that 
line; but for some r~ason no tangible evidence that 
the assertions are true is produced. Just as we offered 
the slate-writing mediums the opportunity to prove 

. the genuinness of their phenomena the Sun bas now 
opened to Colonel Olcott a way to convince the skep
tical that he is not a person who states things that 
are not so. Its offer is this : that H has pat under 
seal and in a secure plaae a brief communication 
addressed to a certain person living not less thaD 
five hundred miles from Ptinting House square, and 
aot more than five thousand miles, and cordially 
invites Mr. Olcott to demonstrate once and forever 
not only the truth of his Theosophical teachings, but 
also hie !'Omplete mental sanity and personal · ve· 
raoity, in eUher one of two ways: 1. By forwarding 
this letter to the person for whom it is intended, 
through the mysterious channels of the Mahatma 
quick postal delivery. 2. By asaertaining through 
Mahatma intelligence and communicating to the 
public through the columns of the Sun or s.ome 
other newspaper the contents of the missiv in 
question. 

Mr. Olcott has affirmed to various persoJJs, includ
ing the founder of THE TnuTH Sns:EB1 that letters hav 
been transmitted through Mahatma agency to himself, 
and also, since then, to Madame Blavatsky and to 
Mrs. Annie Besant. He bas seen the Mahatma car
riers actually upon their rounds. 0.11 one occasion, 
he tells us, he was awakened from sleep a\ 
Lahore by the entrance of the astral body of 
a Mahatma, whose body of flesh and blood was 
at that moment in Madras, a thousand miles 
away. The astral carrier·· put his finger. upon 
the bierophant's palm, and then there was material
jzed a letter incased in a silken envelope. The let
;ter was from Madras, whence Blavats~y had availed 
herself of this method of communicating with her 
. distant friend and disciple. Having performed the 
errand on which he had been sent, the Mahatma let
ter carrier dematerialized and disappeared. " I 
w~·~ 'e' ~i~ ~!' testbiee Mr. Olcott, " he BiUlply 

wasn't any more. The letter from Blavatsky was 
there, and it was a very important one." 

Now, says the Sun, "as an old journalist, lawyer, 
and a man of the world, the Apostle of Theosophy 
will perceive at once the enormous pri.otioal value·of 
our suggestion to himself and his aause. Nor shoald 
we suppose that the. Mahatmas would be any slower 
to appreciate the opportunity. A certificate from 
the Sun that either of the two feats suggested above 
has been sucoessfally performed by the intervention 
of adepts from headquarters, will be worth more for 
the propagation of the Theosophic faith and the re
generation of society according to the hierophant's 
ideaS", than all of the books Blavatsky ever wrote and 
all of the lectures Colonel Olaott can deliver if he 
livs to the age of the minor patriarchs. Once be
fore this we hav opened lor the hierophant the 
door to public confidence. When he declined the 
Sun's invitation to establish his sincerity by levitat· 
ing himself gently from the top of the ~ ribune! s tall 
tower to the pavement of Printing House square, he 
was hardly more than a beginner and naturally was 
concerned for his bones. Instead of jumping from 
the ~ ribune tower, he sailed for Bombay. Since 
that the hierophant has spent seventeen years at 
the veey fountainhead of oacalt science, in constant 
association with the most illuminated members of 
adept society. If aUer seventeen years of Ullques
tioning faith and unselfish devotion he cannot ciount 
upon the kindnesses of a single Mahatma in the whole 
postal service to carry one little letter at his request, 
and that for the sake of proving him no fool and 
no liar, then we are decidedly of· the opinion the 
hierophant had better quit company and go into 
some other business." 

Until the Theosophists and the slate-writing me
diums accept such reasonable propositions as hav 
been made to them by two editors in this city they 
should suspend their assertiv claims which tax public 
credulity so heavily. 

--------~~-------
Mr. Crafts's Consolation and Plan. 

Mr. Wilbur F. Crafts, a Sabbatarian worker o~ 
great industry, has been counting the petitions for 
closing the World's Fair on Sundays, ·and finds in
stead of the one hundred thousand expected only 
thirteen hundred and fifty-six. Thereupon he 
berates the preachers and churches for their lack of 
zeal, and asks them to begin hustliDg and to keep 
bustliug. 

He pretends however to ftnd consolation in the 
fact " that the opposition petitions are yet more of a 
fizz1e, The petitions for Sunday opening were 
hardly enough to count. The petition printed in 
the leading Infidel paper and sent out in its regular 
issue, with 1 frantic appeal to subscribers to sign 
and circulate, gathered in all its-copies about seventy 
names. The North American Turnerbund had also 
circulated among Garman societies a printed petition, 
but only half a dozen of these bodies had adopted 
and sent it in, including the turners' convention of 
Iowa and western Illinois, and Germans of Toledo 
and the trades assembly of Duluth, the latter being 
the only workingmen's organization represented in 
the petitioning." 

It may be bad to destroy Mr. O.rafts's contentment 
at this condition, but we shall hav to do so. The 
petition sent ·out by the leading Infidel paper has 
never been turned over to the managers of the Fair. 
We hav kept it in hand to be used as a text lor a 
Freethinker to address the directorate upon. And 
instead of seventy names only having been gathered, 
the leading IDfidel paper gathered thousands, almost 
whole townships in some oases signing. So Mr. 
Orafts can see that his consolation has no very sub
stantial basis after all. And we suspect that before 
this question is finally settled Mr. Orafts will find 
his other sources of consolation as shadowy as this 
one. . . 

But there is one paragraph ba Mr. Crafts's oom
plr.iot that we can print and reaommend to our 
readers as a good plan-only they must use it for a 
precisely opposit purpose than does Mr. Crafts. He 
says : "Petitions adopted at a single vote may be 
made eft'eotiv in a dozen direations by makiDg a 
dozen duplicates. There was a bill before the last 
Congress that all exhibitions to which national funds 
were appropriated should keep the national Sabbath . 
Therefore a petition should be sent from eaah plaae 
to one of its national Senators for the Senate and 
~9theJ" OOJ?Y1 dulf si~ed1 tq ~~e Qon~ress~'n Jor 

the other house, as the bill will doubtless be reintro
daaed. The Columbian direatory, the loaal Ohioago 
management, which will be first to aat, and the 
Oolumbian commission, who has the power of veto 
in behalf of the whole nation, shouJd each hav a 
separate petition. And copies (letters also in 
abundance) should be sent for personal in11uence to 
the two state commissioners, their two alternates, and 
to the two lady managers atid their alterpates, since 
these persons, not 'any impersonal commission, will 
decide the question and should bs made to feel the 
sentiments of the nation in this matter, not only by 
petitions anil letters in every mail bat also by per
sonal interviews. This corresponds to the method 
of petitioning Congress by sending patUions and 
lobbyists to Senators and Congressmen, not to 
Oongress in the abstract. Petitions sent to the 
'commission' are not seen by the commissioners, 
save now and then by one z!alous enough to hunt 
them eut of their pigeon-holes." 

We hope that every Freethinker in the country 
will do just as Mr. Crafts requests, only making their 
efforts against Sunday closing instead of in favor of 
that iniquitous policy. 

------~~--------
A Sensible Sehool Committee. 

One of the teachers in the Reading, Pa., public 
sabools used the Douay version of the Bible for the 
morning lesson in her school, and the Protestants 
were powerless to prevent it, as all versions of the 
Bible stand equal before the law, aacording to the 
decision in the Sharpsburg case, where the court 
denied application ·for an injancHon to prevent the 
reading of the K\ng James version in a common 
school. 

This use of a Oatholio work led to a long contro
versy between the two sects, and to the final submis
sion of the question to the school supply committee 
for solution. The committee reaommended tba~ all 
versions of the Bible be taken from the schools and 
copies of Shakspere purchased as substitutes. 

It is too bad that such a sensible plan was not 
carried out, but the scihool board hastened to pre
vent its execution by agreeing that the Bible should 
still be retained in the nhools and that only such 
copies as are furnished by the board shall be used. 
By this latter provision the opponents of the Douay 
version hav carried their point, and the revised Bible 
of 1881. will hereafter be supplied to the Reading 
schools. This, of course, is an &ot of injustice to 
Infidels, Catholias, and Jews; but then, Protestants 
hav never been noteil, more than Oatholios, for 
being j:Ust to religious opponents. 

THB New York Tribune observes: "The Holy Coat of 
Trier is alleged to be the garment 1fithout seam which 
Christ wore during his passion and for which the Roman 
soldiers cast lots at the crucifixion. Its history for the last 
eight hundred years is clear enough. In all that time it 
has been preserved in the cathedral, generally sealed up in 
an altar. But darkness shrouds the story of the relic prior 
to the twelfth century." Darkness likewise shrouds the story 
of the Old Testament writings prior to the fifth century before 
Christ. Darkness shrouds, too, the story of the New Testa-" 
ment manuscripts prior to the third century after Christ. 
Darkness shrouds the origin of every one of the supernatural 
antiquities of the church. ·In fact, it shrouds at present the 
brains of all the believers of that institution. The church 
informs us that the Lord, even, moveth in" thick darkness," 
and that Freethinkers will some day find thGmselvs in 
"outer darkness" amid an annoying gnashing. We sup
pose that Christianity must be a religion ot darkness. Never
theless, its gloom is here and there dotted with the glow of 
fiameS arOund a Stake. I 

THR annual breeding of that scourge of nations, cholera, 
by a superstitious practice, is thus pointed out by the Alla
habad Pioneer: About six miles east of Mecca is a place 
called Moona, where the sacrifices of the Mohammedan 
religion hav to be offered up at the yearly Hadj. In no other 
place about Mecca is it lawful under the religious code to 
slay animals" The number of beasts killed, from camels to 
goats, is about seventy thousand. Nearly all these are slain 
in one day. The odors are described as awful beyond words, 
no attempt being made to dispose of the refuse. Here the 
annual epidemic of cholera begins and is carried by the Hadji 
to their various countries. For many years to come tll.e sea
son of the Hadj will be in the warm weather, and while 
Mohammedanism lasts there seems to be no interfering with 
this origin of cholera. This is the old story of superstition 
commanding observances antagonistic to the natural well
being. of man and fanatically repulsing all endeavors at cor
rection. How many present infirmities and maladies of the 
race are to be imputed to scripturally commanded unhealth
ful practices of the Middle Ages, cannot readily be reckoned. 
Fasts, omission of bathing, pestilential accumulations of 
offal, monastic dungeon-life-general neglect of the body
along with suppression of medical practitioners and exalta
tion of cure by faith, miracle, ~nd relic-w~o shall compqte 
t\leir e~ects ? 
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A Necessity to One Keeping Up the Pace. 
. TBouMsEH, NBB., Sept. 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : The able editorials and broad-gaged com. 
munlcations of THE TRUTH SEBKBR make it almost a neces. 
slty to those who would keep pace with the world's most 
Liberal and advanced thoug}lt. C. W. TBIOB. 

likfs to See the Other Side Admitted. 
SPBINGFIBLn, Mo., Sept. 14, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please fi'ld $4 for renewal and THE 
TRUTH SB:&XBR picture-book No.2. My health has been so 
bad that I am not able to look up subscribers, or do but 
little in tho reform work. I am not dead yet, but will stay 
with THK TRUTH SBBKKR, for I like its liberality in opening 
its columns to the other side. 

Yours for free dlEcusslon, W. S. WILLIS. 

Promises to Bear a Torch. 
KALAMAZOO, MlOH., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: You can believe me to be 011e of your 
friends, and your paper and pictures suit me to a t. I think 
Freethought is advancing fast, and I wlll do all I can to get 
more sub&crlbers, although it is hard,- for we are living here 
among churches ; bilt it is food for me to read your paper. 
Hoping Mr. Heston wlllliv a good many yea!s yet, I remain, 

Your friend, DuTOH ARNOLD. 

An Intellectual Treat, No Doubt. 
- SPOKANE, WAsH., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The earnest efforts of a few unorganized 
Liberals taking advantage of Mr. S. P. Putnam's stop-over 
here enabled us to hear him lecture on the " Demands of 
Ll15eralism" at .the Ualtarlan church last evening. Though 
a comparatlv stranger in Spokane, he was well received, 
heartily appreciated, and pronounced an ab:e and gentle. 
manly champion of liberty and justice. We rllgret that our 
lack of organization prevents numerous repetitions of sim
ilar intellectual treats. Yours verily, J. H. C. SouRLOOK. 

A GraYC View. 
STEUBENVILLE, 0., Sept. 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I shall be q 11lte lonesome without THB TRUTH 
SEBKBR, so you had better send it to me. I sometimes 
despair of the world ever being emancl:pated from the power 
of the priests. We see in history the Greeks and Romans 
far advanced in civilization, and yet by the Christian con-

- eplracy of Constantine and the priests how the thousand 
years or more of the Dark Ages was ushered in ; and they 
are fast- gainh]g power again, especially in this country. 
The dear people are as essUy hoodwinked by the priesthood 
as ever. Yours truly, J. W. Dow.NEB. 

Mr. Hays's Article Tickled This Friend. 
AKBON, 0., Sept. 14, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Every issue of your paper exceeds its pre. 
decessor in interest. I was deeply interested in reading the 
letter of Mr. Joseph Heighton, whose son Martus I am well 
acquainted with. But the article of Mr. Chas. 0. Hays, 
from this state, in the current issue, takes the cake. This 
number I intend to preserve, although I am in the h1blt of 
distributing my copies when re!l!\ to any parties who ex
press a desire to read then, whether Christian or Infidel. I 
regret our inability to maintain an organiz~tlon in this city, 
or even to hav occasional lectures, there being but one 
interested Liberal besides myself in this vicinity. 

Fraternally yours, JOHN JAQUES. 

In Darkest Christendom. 
OTTAWA, 0., Sept. 14, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am ashamed to say that I am the only out. 
spoken Liberal in our town, and possibly in the county. 
There are q ulte a number of the same sort, but they believe 
it is policy to keep in the background. Perhaps it is so, as 
seven-tentbs of the population, at a rough estimate, are 
German Catholics. However, I not only keep THR TRUTH 
SEEKEBB on my desk in public view, but distribute them 
where my judgment dictates or they will do the most 
good. I believe all the churches are becoming more Liberal 
every day, and it is this Liberalism which holds and controls 
a large majority who would otherwise come out and affirm 
tlielr independence as Freethinkers. Hoping that THE 
TRUTH SEEKER may liv long, 1 am, C. E. BBARD3LBY. 

What Is Meant l 
LA. LoGrA. SrNA.LOA, MBx., Aug. 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : A short time ago I read a small pamphlet 
called" The Wauseka Wonder." I hav just finished read
ing in Ta:s TRUTH SlliRKBR of the Georgia Wonder. Now 
here is a L!!. Logla Wonder: Everybody knows or has heard 
of the rapid growth and maturity of plants and such like in 
this hot climate when it rains. The rainy season began the 
1st of July. Work stopped on the ditch. The posts in our 
corral took root and grew into trees. But what surprised 
me most was to see a small iron rod that had been letli stick
ing in the ground take root &Ild grow into a crowbar. Now, 
Eugene, here is a problem we want solved. While people 
know so much lil regard to the world to come we should 
like to hav some of these wonders explained. Leb J. L. 
Tompkins try again. A. BuTTERFIELD. 

colEing money and be rich. We all know that no coined 
metal Is worth anything as money without the government 
stamp on it, and as money it has no intrinsic value •. Its 
value is just what the government sees fit to make it; and 
the ablllty of tkat government to sustain it. To the last 
question the answer is easy. Every government has the 
power to make money, whether given it by its constitution, 
the people, or assumed. Coin means to make ; for instance, 
there are thousands of new words cotDed every year that are 
not on metal or paper. Respectfully, E B. Sou~WIOK. 

Let Us Exhibit at the Fair. 
GUElllBB, WASH., Sept. 9, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav been a subscriber of THB TRUTH 
SEEKER for two years and a member of the Washington 
Secular Union for nine months, and I hav been helping the 
caUBe of Liberalism all that my limited means will admit. 
I read in your valuable paper of September 5th, "Let us 
exhibit at the Fair." I think that a grand idea. It would be 
the best advertisment of Freethought .imaginable. People 
would go into a building in Chicago to see our exhibit that at 
home they would not dare to enter for fear of the dear sky. 
pilots and their worshipers. Now, as to doing anything at 
Chicago in lf93, when you get ready you can call on me 
for $25 to help exhibit at Chicago. M. H. WILIFJ!i'G 

It's Mostly a lHsh to Be On the Po}mlar Side. 
AUBURN JUNOTION, INn , Sept. 16, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I expected to get some other subscriber with 
me, but it seems as if most Liberals are.indHierent or negli
gent in such matters. They dJ not agree with the church 
people, but will not take any actlv part with us or help 
support a paper in the cause by taking the same. If every 
one could read Peck's contr1butlon in the last two issues ·of 
THE TRUTH SEBXBR, and use thelr own brains in looking 
and reasoning it over;· they would_ not be as strong in the 
Christian faith as they pretend to be. I say pretend, for 
I do not believe one out of fifty knows what they do believe. 
They only try to believe or follow some sayings of preachers 
and others in order to be on the popular side. But I believe 
the time is coming-though slQwly-when men and women 
will use the brains they hav and investigate such matters 
more fully. Yours respectfully, W. H. RAKESTRAw. 

A Christian Misrepresentation, No Doubt. 
Dxs MoiNRB, lA., Sept. 16, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The following appears as a dispatch in the 
Chicago Herald of date Sept. 3, 1891 : 

KILLED THEMBBLVB IN BUOOESBION. 
BRADFORD, PA., Sept. 2.-A suicide mania has taken pos-' 

session of the aged members of a local Agnostic circle here,' 
which was founded by the late Dr. !'tuart, who himself led: 
the way by taking his life. Since then three other members~ 
of the circle hav tried to kill themselvs aad two hav sue.,: 
ceeded. The last case occurred- yesterday, when Elias: 
Hasley, aged sixty-six, took rat poison and died from Its' 
effects. 

A few personal friends and myself much desire to ascertain
the truth or falsity of the astounding statements contained: 
in the above dispatch, and to this end seek your assistance' 
in bringing the matter to the attention of some responsible 
person in Bradford, Pa., for confirmation or denial. (Who 
was Dr. Stuart ?) HERMAN TIEDJBNB. 

:Burnt the Paper. 
ELMwoon PLAoE, 0., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Please send me some of the back copies of' 
THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I want to distribute them aro.und in 
our village with the object of organizing a Freethought: 
club. I saw in a copy a short time ago that you would send 
them on application, so if you send them you will be doing 
our cause some good. I hav been a reader of THE TBUTH 
S:&EXBR for some time, and it meets my views "to a t'' I 
shall hav to tell you how a copy came to. an untimely end.: 
I gave it to a friend ·to read and to let me know what he 
thought of it. He read one or two articles and said he 
became disgusted and took it out in the yard and set it afire, 
so as, he says, to keep it from yielding any further contaml. · 
natlng influence. So it goes. The old saying, There is noue: 
so blind as those who won't see, fits a· great many in our; 
village. There are two of us who like the contaminating 
influence of the truth and that is why I want to let some 
light into the brains of those who, like my friend, say the. 
publication of such a paper ought to be stopped. But then 
there are others that think differently. A. E. W uin. 

No Ll}kewarm Foe of Church and State. 
CHio.wo, ILL., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hope to be a life subscriber to your most 
valuable paper. It is due the giant Heston that we all state 
our appreciation of his sledge-hammer arguments. It was 
the pictures that caused me to decide in favor of THB 
TRUTH SBBKER t,ather than Secular Thought or the Boston 
Imestigator, which are both worthy and deserving of our 
support. 

I sincerely hope that the World's Columbian Exposition 
may not be closed on the American Sabbath, although the 
Sabbath fanatics are doing their level best to close it. This 
wlll be a step backward, if taken, that it may take years to 
regain in Chicago. Hut I trust the backbone of superstition 
is so effectually broken that the tyramay of Sabbath laws 
may never again be entertained by legislation. I think the 
Liberals and Secularists of all isms in Chicago should 
heartily unite their efforts and make a stem fight against the 

Money. aggresslv force of the church and state party. 
SHERMA.N, MIOH., Sept. 17, 1891. I hav been dilatory with my support of THE TRUTH 

MR. EDITOR: We hav seen much in your paper· of late S:&BKER, but it has been from a financial cause and by no 
about money, and now it is all explained in a catechism. means a careless or thoughtless one. I hope that all who 
Allow me to notice the first and last. "What is money? hav been in the same boat may do as I hav done-take the 
Coined metal." Well, if that was so, we would all go to 1 first possible money available (of your own of course) and 

forward to M~ Charles P. Somerby, 28 Lafayette pla~e, 
N. Y , and earnestly help to spread the cause of truth to all 
who will accept it. · -

Yo_w:s_for_etemal separation of church and state, 
. ' . . M. J. R!LBTON. 

----
A Happy Lecture. 

ANGOLA, INn., Sept. 16, 1891. 
. MR. EDITOR: We had a lecture here a short time ago; de

livered by Brother Remsburg of Kansas ; and ~lthough the 
time of notice was short, yet the friends of liberty and 
Freethought, like the warriors of old, carried the red cross 
"over hlll-top and plain," spreading the news fin' and wide, 
and when the :rilght came for the lecture the Opera .H:ouse 
was filled to overflowing with an aUentiv and as intelligent 
an audience as ever greeted a public speaker. And among 
the audience there was quite a number of those who still 
cling to the idea of the _Immaculate conception and the aione
ment. The subject discussEd was the "False Claims" of 
the orthodox church, and it was haKdled in a masterly, but 
in such a gentlemanly manner that no one· could take 
offense; ln'fact, it was a genuln love. feast, and gave such 
an impetus to the slumbering sentiments of the friends of 
the cause here that at the close of the address steps were · 
taken for a permanent organization of a Liberal Leegue. 
We hav identified with the cause here some of the scunrlest 
and brightest intellects in the community-men who hav 
given the subject deep and careful study, and whose position 
in society glvs weight and dignity to the cause. Let the good 
work go on. Yours for light, liberty, and FreethJught, 

J. T. 

Pecci for Preshlent. 
. ONRTDA, KAN., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: "Coming events cast thelr.shadows before," 
it Is said. I notice Mr. Leo has sent his statue to Washington 
to be set up conspicuously before the gaz~ of our statesmen, 
so that when he or his successor comes to lccate in our na
tional capital people wlll acknowledge it as-rather a matter 
of course. I suppose by giving the people popedom in 
broken or homeopathic doses so as not to astonish them or 
shock their nerves Ben could just slide down and out of the 
executiv chair and let Mr. Vincent Joachlm.Peccl sit down 
in the same, which would obviate the necessity of such an 
expenditure or outlay in kerosene oil, monkey clothes, horns, 
fiddles, bass drums; and noise every four years-'-the imple
ments we elect ·presidents with-as all it would require 
would be a nuncio to negotiate with our department of state. 
What a saving of campaign funds it would be to the people 
of this nation, saying nothing about the political lying. 
Why not? Is it not a capital scheme? I am of the opinion 
that the above would be only justice to Mr. Leo, inasmuch 
as he claims that his politicaL combination or corporation, 
alias church, discovered this country first, saved it from the . 
jaws of the English lion, and then has always protected (I) 
it against any foreign or internal foe. Then why .not turn 
over the whole shootin'·match to the old man Leo and cease 
nionktjying with the band-wagon unless you ban blow'~ 
horn?' AMRRIOA. · .· 

P.S.-BestwlshestoMr. Watson Heston. · Mayhllishadow 
never diminish. 

Temperance. 
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: You will soon observe enough of the writer 
to know he is strictly for temperance. He has made several 
attempts to reform habitual drunkards-men who were intel
ligent and with minds well stored with book. and other learn. 
lng and wisely loglcal-;-but, alas L he has never been suc
cessful. 

At cine time in Boston, in the year 1843, a discovery was 
made by a body of medical philanthropists of a colorless 
solution to be taken in a glass of water so effectiv and harm
less to the partaker that a permanent disgust was henceforth 
engende~ed against all kinds of alcoholic fluids. This was, 
indeed, or ought to hav been, cheering intelligence to an 
well-wishers Of BO()iety j but, alas l it W&B discouraged as 
dangerous bycautlouscltlzens. B11twhatwas more strange, 
it met a sad rebuff from the Roman Catholics and the ·relig
ious portion of society, inasmuch as it interfered with· -the 
ceremonial of the Lord's S 11pper. I witnessed three cases of 
reformation produced in this way. This was many years 
ago, and the reformed lived many years subsequent as useful 
citizens. But-what to me is more painful to reflect upon is 
that these philanthropists hav also gone, and borne with them 
the secret of their simple succedaneum. , 

I am aware I am esteemed too radical, but to me it seems 
frightful to behold the multlpllcity of liquor saloons sur. 
rounding us. Almost everythlng·or movement really seems 
to be under the influence of alcohol. But I ask, is it not in 
the power of law to suppress drunkenness P Make drunken. 
ness a crime, yes, a state prison offense, and it will soon 
cease to be smile4 at, as now, as an amiable weakness. 

But (to vary into another tone) I am unblushingly told, 
Abolish the drinking of liquor and it would be the death
knell Of twO-thirdS Of the gloriOUS enterpri'!CB Of the past 
and also of. the present'condition of the world. It was known 
by my friends that I had a great reverence for the holy Bible, 
and they directed my attention to the exploits of our great 
ancestor Noah, who having touched land instantly plunged 
into indecent drunken debauchery. B.' 

Only CalJltalists Utter That View. 

M.lRTINBBURG, W. VA., Aug. 20, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I, who am an ardent admirer of your excel

lent paper, am truly glad to see that you· hav opened your 
columns for the discussion, pro and con, of the national 
money question. I indorse the views of Mr. John Bryan 
and Brother Landy "s e;J~:pre~s~d in tll,elr letters :publishe<l ill 
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the issue of August 15th last. When Congress passed 1aws 
to destroy millions of the people's ~oney and issued bonds 
for the rich- man, that act alone brought many men who 
were struggling hard and honestly for the advancement of 
themselvs to the very verge of bankruptcy and ruin. The 
press of that day blindfolded the people; they were subsi
dized. And of coune the people did not know the conse
quence until it was too late. Then they awakened to the 
fearful fact, to ~nd themselvs duped and their money forever 
gone. There has never in history been a nation more shame
'fully .robbed ,than t\J,e American people by 11. few money 
sharks, except Rome, which was the cause of her downfall. 

Let the government issue money a't a low interest, and 
farmers, mechanics, and every honest laboring man will be 
satisfied. 

I hav heard it said that when the government issues too 
much money, or in other words when money is plentifuJ, it 
becomes worthless or at least not worth much. This is all 
hmp.bug and_ nonsense. That is on1y sald or told by the 
capitalists and the bankers, or uttered by a -subsidized presp, 
The more money we hav in circulation the better for every
body. Who ever heard of anyone having too much money? 
The Goulds, Vanderbilts,. and others of that ilk are every 
day ad~ing to their millions, and if we hav more than we 
need for our present use, I am certain it will keep, and we 
can ·use it for some good at_ some future' t~me. 

The only question now to be settled:is,let the government 
pass _wholesome lawrs prohibitb:Jg the speculation in the value 
of, inoney. That is to say, let a greenback dollar be worth a 
hundred cents in-~old or silver. Let .there be no difference 
between the. one or the other-a gold dollar, a silver dollar, 
or a paper dollar. When the governmept puts her stamp on 
it, it should be recognized as of ·its true nlue, and in my 
opini_on as long as the government is at the back of it every 
nation under the sun wm honor it at its true value. 

You can put my name down for the next picture-book. 
·-· -·Yours for humanity, etc., Loum WoLF&s. 

I 

Electricity vs. Spirits. 

BABBB, Mus., Sept. 19, 1891. 
MR. ErixroR: Your correspondent Geo. L. Andres, Sep. 

tember 19th, describes " small, bright lights resemb1ing • 
• • little stars " seen in the second meeting of a circle held 
by hipiself and other skeptics for the purpose of investigating 
so-called spirit· phenomen!l; and adds, "If any of your 
readers can enlighten· us as to how it can be explained by 
science, they will confer a favor," etc. I may not be able to 
explain this in sCientific language, but will brie~y giv my 
experience and opinion of forty years' standing. Before I 
was six years of age, in a dark room bright._ fiickering lights 
emanated from my fiannel garments when removing them on 
retiring for the night to such an extent th.at the first time I 
saw it, child as I was, I ran to my mother in the adjoining 
room screaming that my clothes wer~ on fire ! or course, 
it was not seen in the light, and mother quieted me by 
asking if I did not remember the crackling sparks flying off 
tke cat when I rubbed my hand over her back. From my 
earliest childhood I can recollect these same sounds on and 
around my head, and when my hair was unconfined it .would 
fiy in all directions. Of course, no sparks were-seen in a 
lighted room or during the day when the crackling was 
distinctly heard. This, phenomenon has &CQompanied me 
all my life, and in 1851 became so excessiv as to cause deto. 
nations from -the slightest ticking to sounds as loud as a 
percussion cap or the striking of a chairman's gavel when 
callbig an assembly to order. These hav accompanied me 
ever sb:~ce, not in circles, but in all places and under all cir
cumstances, varying always as ''conditions" varied. Fre
quently they came in clusters so loud they could be distinctly 
heard by. everyone in the room. T.b.e cause of this phe
nomenon I attribute to the same source as atmospheric 
electricity, calling it in 1845-for want of a better name-
human electricity; or etherealized, vitalized electricity; and 
hav never since changed my opinion. I believe mankind 
are organized on electrical principles, and that in my case a 
superabundance of the fiuid caused all the phenomena, the 
electricity being generated within myself and set at liberty 
by the various elements with which I came in contact
human beings the most prolific source, the positiv and nega. 
tiv forces of mind, as well as matter, controling these sounds 
and emanations from like causes and under similar laws as 
atmospheiical, animal, or vegetable electricity or magnetism. 
In a circle, each person possesses his or her own individual 
mental-and physical electricity; repulsions and attractions 
are taking place according to the laws of human electricity, 
and as nothing in nature is more powerful and freakish than a 
thunderbolt that rends without 1lring or fires without rending 
so this human electricity is so powerful as to split a table in 
twain when the hands of positiv and negativ persons are 
laid upon it In a mixed circle. I will say nothing more, lest 
I takeup too much space, being also well aware that my 
opinJon. will be denied and derided by a large class of people 
who attribute the whole of these phenomena to spiritual 
agency; but I hope I shall be excused, as the question was 
asked and· I hav replied ln good faith according to the best 
of my ability. ELLA E GmsoN. 

The Bar Arraigned. 
OaxGoN, Mo., Sept. 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : It has happened that a whole nation has 
been wrong and one or two men right ere now. Our nation 
after freeing a whole race it had held under a horrid bondage 
began to make war on individuals by creating offenses in 
order to enlarge the dominion of its central authority. When 
I think that an aged, hone~t man, a philanthropist and phi· 
losopher, Willi rg.!Jel;Y tn"&lt!Wd ~ud dragged before a court, 

tried, sentenced, stripped, shaved, and clad in prison stripes, 
all in violation of the supreme law of the land, I feel like 
cursing. And still these crimes go on. The very bar is 
utterly demoralized. Not one lawyer denounces the wrong. 
I am a lawyer. I studied forty.five years ago under the best 
-in the days when we had lawyers-lawyers, like Edward 
Coke, who could· front tyranny to ita face, apologize but 
still insist that king. Lorde, and Commons could make no law 
against the coinmon law, such made law being void as 
against the common law of the land, and that, too, where 
no written constitution exists. When our code practice 
was adopted, old lawyers abandoning practice said, "Mark 
this I From now on the bar declinel', and real lawyers are 
no more. Case lawyen will increase." I did not believe it; 
but ten years later I did. Yours truly, CuRKBI:RVINB. 

Another View of the Cast'. 
KA-NSAs CITY, KA.N., Sept. 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : No difference what opinions you express on 
any given subject you are bound to displease somebody. 
Some knight errant of "liberty" or "truth and justice" 
will break forth in volcanic eruption and pour the lava of 
their condemnation upon your devoted head. Of course you 
cannot please everybody, and if you should ·even attempt to 
do so ridiculous a thing, I for one would quit your p&per. 
Dr. C. W. M. and F. 0. B. hav simply gone off at a half cook. 
Ally " L\beral " .who thinks the Kansas City Bun " just as 
proper a paper to sell or read as' TuB TRUTH SBBXBR or 
any other paper," must hay a very depraTed taste. A man 
who prefers to eat carrion when sweet, wholesome food 
comes at the same price, might naturally be expected to 
slop over in defending the sale of carrion. The natural 
diversity of individual opinion on any subject is expressed 
in two small extremes of fanaticism and one large mean of 
solid ground rationalism. TBB THurn SBBXBB has always 
marched in the front ranks of the rationalistic section, steer
ing clear of the bottomless bogs and interminable jungles of 
Utopian sophistries, and I hope it will continue to do so. 
Liberals want safe, careful teachers and leaders. 

We should steer clear of the rocks that wrecked Liberal
ism in France. Haste is not progress, and unrestricted and 
unbridled license is not Liberalism. Restraint must be in 
proportion to ignorance and malevolence-liberty in pro. 
portion to development and unfoldment. Cage the tiger, 
kill the skunk, outlaw the venomous reptil; destroy the 
thistles, nettles, and briars, but giv the widest liberty to the 
fragrant flowers, the beautiful song-birds, and the harmless 
animals. • 

If all your statements about the Bun hav not been verified 
in every locality it is owing to the fact that your informants 
liv in different towns, where local managers and local cir
cumstances hav produced widely dUferent policies and 
practices. · 

It is an indisputable fact that the paper in. question is a 
low-down, dirty, vicious publication. It is, in fact, a pub
lic nuisance. It is a fundamental principle of law that com
munities hav a right to protect themselvs against nuisances, 
and that states must make and enforce laws to that end. 
Ci vlllzation could not exist without that right. Supposb a 
man should take it into his head k buy a square in the center 
of a town and go to raising hornets, wasps, yellow-jackets, 
musketoes, and other pests. Every citizen that goes out 
of his house is stung. Of course he is unable to bring a 
auit for damages-he cannot prove whose hornet stung him. 
The Bun is an adept in its line. With the aid of its attomies 
it finds many ways to assail, to assault, to vlllify, to slander, 
to annoy, and to devil people, and yet escape the law. It 
sets a watch upon people's private habits and parades 
them before the public magnified and distorted. It as. 
sumes the right to regulate the conduct of every woman, 
prohibiting her from exercising her own judgment as to 
whom she may walk or ride with, whom or where entertain, 
where she may go and how often go out, how she may act, 
and often how she may or may not keep herself and chil
dren from starving. No wife, widow, or maiden in the com
munity but is liable at any time to hay a slop-bucket of Bun 
slurs and innuendoe'l emptied upon them. Not necessarily 
by name but by description or localization. 

The nuisance law is the proper and only remedy for this 
emergency. The Bun man has no more right to maintain a 
nuisance than anybody else. He is a public enemy, a 
venomous reptil, a despoiler of individual rights, a sleuth
hound on the trail of every citizen. Swartz had no rlght to 
attempt to saddle such a stinking load upon the back of 
Liberalism. WM. R. 8MI1'H. 

Pious Hypocrits with Ill-got Wealth. 
MABTINBBUEG, W. VA., Sept. 12, 1891. 

ME. EDITOR : If the great reformation of existing social, 
political, and industrial evils ever triumphs it will be through 
the workings of Freethought, and Freethinkers must under. 
stand that their mission is to fight for the eternal principles 
of truth, justice, and liberty. The future is like a closed 
book. We know not where we may drift. If truth and 
justice and liberty finally prevail over error, injustice, and 
tyranny, many causes working together will produce the 
happy effect. Since the formation of the American govern
ment the present causes of existing evils first began, though 
since then up to the last twenty·five years more honesty and 
justice prevailed than in the last twenty-five years, but in 
the last quarter of the century, causes of wrong worked so 
rapidly together that to.day the evils are so gigantic that it 
appalls the heart of considerate, thoughtful, noble men and 
women. The great fact of nature as plain as the noonday 
aun is that the entire human race is of a common origin and 
all embarked on the ocean of life and bound for a common 
destination, the grave ; brothen and sisters as much as one 

fear of com is to another ear or one grain of wheat to another. · 
I utterly Ignore the bubble of vanity, self-conceit, and 
haughtiness that characterizes a great many in the world. 
I bow only to the truth. If absolute truth is to be found, 
we must be entirely impartial. The man, the woman, who 
commit themselvs to the worship of truth are on the safest 
side and the truly reverent. Through evolution nature has 
molded and produced the human race, also all other forma 
of animal life. Every person launched into the world is 
distinctly an individual foreign to another. True liberty 
has never been and never win be till the majority at least 
recognize and study the facts of nature and Ignore the 
assumptions of men. The Christian Bible and church com
mand all to love one another. This is the best command. 
Though there ought to be a universal reCiprocity of brotherly 
feeling with all, yet it is the reverse. Sordid, selfish interest 
has made so many of the human race in their intense, fever- · 
ish desire to accumulate wealth totally devoid of any noble 
purposes in lire. It is true, some people exist who are true· 
and noble. All honor to them. But unfortunately in the 
present state of society the. words and deeds, the good seeds 
of brotherly love and justice, are absorbed and swallowed 
up in ·the whirlpool of a vicious, sordid society of the 
wealthy, fashionable, and exclusiv classes that to.day, like 
a gigantic octopus, hav the sons and dali~tbtera of honest 
toil almost enslaved. The rich mari and woman by this 
condition of. things in their seeured advantages of wealth 
and ease necessarily are to some degree enemies to the poor 
man and woman. Life is sweet to all, even to the poorest, 
and there is a cruel, bitter struggle with laboring men and 
women to earn sufficient money to make a scant living. It 
has come to be that those dependent only on their labor to 
preserve their material existence must either wear the yoke 
of wealth or. starve. As I said, many causes hav produced 
the deplorable conditions. I want the world to understand 
that! do not believe ln the existence of the Chlistian God. 
I hav come to my senses thoroughly and can no more be 
deceived and imposed upon by mere assumptions of men 
and institutions. If there exists at all a great God, his real 
enemies are those who profess to love and worship him but 
do not. They are actual Infidels and hypocrite. As to the 
wealthy, fashionable professed Christians, as a rule their 
pretensions are false and their kingdom is of this world. 
Their hypocrisy and insincerity are to blame for the existing 
wrongs. Looking at possibilities, there may be a God who 
has never revealed his existence, hidden and unknown. I 
do not for an Instant doubt that if a great God existed whoee 
attributes were love and justice, he would sustain justice 
and protect the ignorant and weak against the shrewd and 
the strong, the innocent against the guilty-in fact, secure 
the supremacy of all that is true and just. But injustice is 
triumphant and justice is defeated. The victims of wrong 
hav no redress, no compensation, for injured innocence ; no 
security for the safety of the individual from the delusions 
and snares of life. From my honest experience in life's 
rugged journey, there is no God. This is my conviction, 
and it is folly and vaiD. to trust ill a power that neither 
heeds nor answers sincere prayers. The real fact is, it is 
inhumanity of man to man that has enslaved so many. 
Mere -animalism is the motiv of life's devotion. We must 
blame the sordid selfishness of our own race for the enslave
ment of labor. The falee pious of the churches, society, and 
state are the guilty. Even ex-Senator Ingalls of Kansas is 
getting ashamed of his country. In a speech recently 
delivered at Port Richmond, N. Y., he stated that great 
wrongs existed, pointing out the fact of the unjust distribu
tion of wealth, saying that results will follow dangerous to 
society. But he failed to state that this very society is 
responsible for the wrongs existing. Though he shows a 
disposition to lay bare th.e facts of the robbery of the 
people yet his denunciation and protestation are too light 
and conservativ. When the truth is known a man cannot 
be too radical in denouncing deception and wrongs. The 
ex: senator said, many men will wake up some day to find 
their names Dennis. He has been in the American House of 
Lords and he knows how it is himself. Any considerate, 
thoughtful, sensible man or woman ought to know that a 
great God, if he exists by any possibility, could not hav his 
purposes disregarded and defeated by man, yet this is so. 
I am a Materialist. I will never believe in the Christian so
called revelation if I ever change my present convictions. 
I am thoroughly convinced that if there is a God at all he 
is eminently just and not the God of Christian revelation. 
Let the believing millions in Christianity understand that 
God is truth, either personal or impersonal; that error, 
falsenesP, is the devil, personal or impersonal. All opposition 
to truth is evil. Sincere worship of truth is the only 
reverent worship. And there is no hope for the emanc!pa. 
tion of the enslaved, the prevalence of right over might, and 
a general reformation only by the true civilization of the 
people. As Ingalls says, we are but children crying in the 
wilderness, for the odds .are overwhelming, and wealth's 
tide like the ocean's in its unjust distribution strands 
millions on the barren rooks of poverty. Church and 
society are every day humbugging the victims of human 
sordid intereats. False pretension of piety with genteel 
robbery, insidious and secret, has done its baleful work and 
its ill effect is millionaires and paupers. As Brother Put
nam well said in a lecture he delivered here some years ago, 
let not the true lovers of truth be deceived, for the rich 
members of churches, as a rule, are false at heart. They 
parade their piety before the world, but deep down in their 
hearts their kingdom is of this world, for they neither sell 
their goods and giv to the poor nor really believe what they 
pretend to believe. The Freethinkers are the ones true to 
themselvs and honest in their convictions, and the only class 
that has ever battled and is now battling for the cause of 
truth, justice, and liberty. THOMAS J. CONNERS. 
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lldfud TJw Mise Suslll H. Wo:o111, l'ail 
Rflllf', Maaa., to 11l&om all OorMIIUJ&i«J«onB/Ot 
t \is 0or1Hf' Bl&ould b11 lilA•. 

" Between the dark and the day}Wht, 
When the night is beginning to lower, 

Comes a. pause in the da.Y'I ocoupa.tlonl 
'l'ba.t I! lmo'lt'Jl as the OhlldreD'I Hour." 

Blest. 
B~est be the tongue that speaks no ill, 

Whose words are always true, 
That keeps tho " law of kindness " still, 

Whatever others do. 
Blest b~ the ears tha.t will not hear 

Datra.otion's envious tale ; 
'Tis only through the list'ning ear 

That falsehood oa.n prevail. 
Blest be the heart that knows no guile, 

That feels no wish unkind, . 
Forgetting provocation, while 

Good deeds are kept in mind. 
B'est be the hands that toil to aid 

The great world's'oeaseless need
The hands that never are afraid 

To do a. kindly deed. 
-Marton BeriiBtetn. 

.A. Literary Game. 
The following game is instructiv, as well 

as highly interesting, and is apt to please all 
the young people and their elders too. 

Select a number of slips of paper of· one 
size, cards would be better, and let the big 
sister, who is apt to be the good angel as well, 
copy on each card a quotation from some 
author. E 1ch card must be .numbered 
differently, one, two, three, etc., and so on. 
As she writes the verse, let the best writer 
among the little ones write the name of the 
author on another card,. numbering it to 
match the quotation, thus: 

"No. 1. Every why hath a wherefore." 
The companion card will be : 
"No. 1. Shakspere." 
These cards, once prep!ued, will serve for 

future occasions, and on a "rainy day, or win
ter evening, will prove a blessing to those 
who wish to furnish a pastime to the chll. 
dren. 

Prepare about twenty or twenty.five ques
tions and as many answers, for a small num
ber of children; as the games will be short, 
and they will hav the fun of winning 
quickly. Let the little ones seat themselvs 
in a circle and the " big sister " will deal the 
cards evenly, after mixing the questions and 
answers. Sb.e will then address the one to 
her left: 

"Who has said: Every why hath a where 
fore?" 

The oEe asked will look into his hand, and 
if among the " answers " he finds " No. 1. 
Shakspere," will answer, and the trlck will 
be hto. Otherwise, the question will be 
asked again till it reaches the one who holds 
the No. 1 answer. 

It will then b9 his turn and he will choose 
any one of his questions, not confining him
self to the order of the numbers. 
It is well to write " question " over the 

verse, and "answer" over the author's 
name. 

In a short t!me the children will become so 
familiar with the answers that they may dis. 
card the ''answer" cards altogether. In 
that case the one who holds " No. 1" will 
ask his neighbor tho author of a quotation, 
and if he is able to answer from memory he 
wins the trick. In case he does not remem. 
ber, it passes along till some one is lucky 
enough to recollect the author's name, and 
he is the winner. 

In this case it will be necessary to hav 
some one not playing keep a list near at hand 
to correct any mistakes. The following list 
may serve as a guide to those who hav not a 
collection of favorit quotations, and it may 
be enlarged or cut down at will : 

1. " To all that sow, the t!me of harvest 
shall be given" (Whittier). 

2. '"Tis only noble. to be· good" (Tenny
son). 

3. " I love aU who love truth " (Elizabeth 
B. Browning). 

4. " So long as you are ii:lnocent fear 
nothing " (Longfellow). 

5. "Our place is kept)eady for us to fill" 
(Adelaide Proctor). · 

6. " L;fty thoughts and lovely deeds " 
(Owen Meredith). 

7. "Be slow to blame" (Mary Howitt). 
8. "King or two hands, he does his part" 

(L?well). 
9. " Carry learning to its hight" (Emer

son). 
10. "Use your manners discreetly in Rll 

ldn!ls of company" (~hakspere). 
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11. ".Right the day must win" (Faber). 
12. "Unspoiled by praise or blame" (T. 

B. Aldrich). 
13. "I hold it sinful to despond " (Celia 

Thaxter). , · 
14. "His words are bonds" (Shakspere). 

as jurors and witnesses. But after he h~ard 
thE! words of praise, he paid more attention 
to his books asd less to his fium.,- Youtk'B 
Oompanion. 
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My .Religions Experience. 
By S. P, Putnam. 

Price.; 25 cents. 
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15. "All who joy wo}lld win must share 
it. Happiness was born a twin" (Byron). 

16 "The first virtue is to temper well thy 
tongue " (Chaucer). Chestnuts~ The New God • . Price, 10 eenbs. 

17. "Wishing, of all employments, is th~ How good they are I And what fun to Th p bl • · d · e ro em of the Umversr, an 
worst" (Young). gather them just after the first frost I Whizz I its ~Qientlfio Solution, with some Criticisms 

18. "There. is no virtue like ·necessity" bang 1 goes your stick through the air and of Un•versology~ Price, 20 cents, 
(Shakspere). down come your chestnuts, fuzzy and briery,. Waifs and Wandningw, A Ne•.v 

19. "If you've wronged him, speak him but the dear little brown nut lies snugly cud- American Story. Prloe, cloth, $1.0~; paper, 
fair " (Holmes). died inside, waiting for chubby fil!gers to 50 omts. "A prose epio of the war, doh with · incident and dra.ma.&io .power; breezy from 

20. "If it rains, let it rain ; we shall not pick it out and find its great meaty heart. first page to last with the living epirit of to-
drown" (Alice Carey). ' The chestnut tree grows tall ~nd stateiy and da.y."-Jolm swtntdn•• Paper. · · · 

- Onoinee in Ladies' Home Journal. its leat is a soft, glossy green and_· smooth on Golden Thron~, A Romance; "The 
· · author rerta.inly bas genius. The divine 

both sides. It !8 oblong in shape .with ser- oreaUv spark is with him. ~'he book is filled 
Did: the Dog Reason 7 rate edge, The wood of the cliestnut tree is with manly thoughts, expressed In manly 

Bill L ch t 11 wor!1s-the transcript · of a. manlY· mind. 
Y yn e B a story about a dog he light iii color and very dura~le. It •s much Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.•" 

used to own in Chicago, which goes far used in building houses in the fini£1h and in -Inoer•ozz, Price, $1. · · .. · 
toward proving that a brute can reason. making bedsteads, tables; chairs, and other Ingersoll and Jtsus. A conversation 
He had ;a fine St. Bernard which was a i m rhYme between the Nineteenth CenturY 

furn •ure. Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
good retriever, and on Sundays would These trees lfv to a good ·old age. There it is showa there is muoh in harmony between 
take him about half a block from his house was, it is said, one that stood . on .Mt, Etna , them. Price, 10 cents. . 
on Indiana avenue and let him carry the that was very old. No one coul!l tell just: its Promethe'US, . A Poem. . "It i1 
papers home he purchased from the news. d 't . d t h d .d f . t d crammed with life, thought, . and profound age, an • measure wo un re. ee arolll!- emotion. poured forth; it seems to 111e, with 
bov. One morning it was raining, and its body. In England, in Totworth, there extra.ordina.rYbeauty."-Dr. Henro w.BtllowB. 
Billy said he spoke to the dog just as he stood a few years ago, and very, likely it is . Price; ~~-· , . . 
would to a child, and told him that he didn't there yet, a great chestnut tree tha~ is said. Why Don t .He Lend ~ Hand l and 
care about walking over to the corner, 80 he to hav served as a boundary as far back as other Agnost1o poems. Price, 10.oents, 
might as well take the nickel and go and get King John, and that was som,ewhere be- Adami aud lleva~ A. poetic version 
the paper. He wrapped a nickel up in a tween the years i190 and 1216. of ~he Indian stc]ry of the Ga.r!)e~ of Eden In 

· - · · wh1oh its super1orit:y to the mutilated ~op:r-
piece of paper and gave it to the dog, which I shall not tell you about the blossom or the Genesis legend-Is 11hown. Price, to oente. 
immediately went to the corner and waited c· atkin You tell it to me children. tell me For all of the above address . 

. • ' · ' · ' . · THE TBU'rH SEEKER- CO., 
for the boy. Billy watched him and saw that too, about the nut, the prickly burr, and its 28 Lafayette Place, New Yort. 
he got the paper all right, and was so pleased soft ilning, and all about!t·' 
that the next Sunday he repeated the expert- What are chestnuts good for? What a 
ment, and the next Sunday did the same question 1 To eat, of course. In southern 
thing. . Europe many poor people almost liv 'Upon 

The followtng Sunday he overslept him. them. They are. good roasted, and · soine 
self, and was awakened by a scratching at people boil them, and even make them into 
his window •. Getting up he saw that his flour, from which good bread is made. What 
dog had come: out of the back-yard into a makes them so sweet? Why, fifteen per 
little passage. way between his bedroom and cent of them is clear sugar. 
a neighboring )louse and was endeavoring to In our day, any oft-repeated witticism or 
wake him up. Knowing it was Supday, he story told many times is called "a chestnut." 
gave the dog a: nickel and told him to go and s.· H. W. 
get t~e paper, which he did. Billy was QUEsTn:Ns:-Desoribe the chestnut tree,itslea.f, 
awake next Sunday, but concluded to see its.wood. What is the wood .. u~"d fort Wha.tis 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leotures and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
EthioiU Association on Evolution 

in Soienoe and Art. 
No. 1.-Aifred Bussell Wa.lla.oe, by Edward D. 

CQpe, Ph.D.; with portrait. · 
No. 2.-Ernst Ha.eokel, by Thaddeus B. Wake

man ; wi1h portrait. · · 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale at The Truth Seeker Office. 

LIFE AND VA.REER 
the age ofthe ohestlint tree t Describe two no- · 

what his dog would do, and, sure enough, ta.b!e·oliestnut. trees. Tell aU you know of the ·ch · J B. d. J · h 
blossom and fruit of the chestnut. Describe the ·a.., es ra a· Ul it came arom1d to the window and scratched. uses of chestnuts. What abo.ut "chestnuts" in ,. ' . · · 

The next Sunday and the next was tried, and common conversation 1 , 

the dog was always on time. Now, whether I 
the dog knew when Sunday: came ot was 
aware of the fact by the newsboys being 
more vociferous on these days is not known, 
but he was thoroughly tested and would 
not come to the window except Sundays. 
Billy thinks that the dog reasoned ; that it 
would be a hard task for anyone to say that 
he dldn't.-Htlena, Mont., Independent. 

Theatrical. , 
The Academy of Music~ New . York, 

opened its season Thursday, Septem
ber 3d, with a romantic, spectacular play 
called "The Soudan."- The story deals 
with events which occurred during the cam
paign for the re_lief of General Gordon and 
Europeans held . prisoners -at : Khartoum by 
Arabs during-: the late Sou~an war. The 

Words of Praise. scen.es, which are laidln England and Egypt, 
Oliver Ellsworth, of Connecticut, who was afford an excellent opportunity for a display 

onj,l of the most conspicuous men of the, of grandeur. The well·known actor, Louis 
country during the administrations of Wash- James, ~plays the leading part. The story 
ington and Adams seems to hav had at the allows strong dramatic action, and is well 
heginning of his ~areer no expectation of suited to Mr. James's style of acting. 
becoming emiuent. His ambition was 
limited to gaining a living for himself, his 
wife, and family. 

But one day, while arguing a case in court, 
he heard a stranger say : " Who is this young 
man ? He speaks well." -

Those words made E Usworth chief justice 
of the United States, minister to France, and 
United Statee Senator. He went home after 
court WM adjourned, told his wife what he 
had heard, and began to think of rising at the 
bar. In his old age, looked up to and re
spected as a statesman, he used to say that 
these words were the turnir g-polnt of his life. 

But young Ellsworth was not only sensible 
to praise, he was an industrious young man, 
who did manythingswhich had no reference 

How a Student Makes Money. 
DEAR RunEilB: ··I am a~le to pay my 

board and tuition, wear good clothes and 
hav money in my pocket by spending my odd 
hours and vacations plating jewelry and 
tableware and selliEg platers. I hav made 
$20 per day, never less than $4. I paid $5 
for my plater to H. C. Delno & Co., Colum. 
bus, 0. Anyo11e can profit by my experience 
by writing there for circulars; 
ltime. · A STUDENT. 

T h o ~ I b lo a n d E v o lu t I o n I 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

New and Cheap Edition, • • 50 Cents. 
to the law because it was his duty to do MentionedbvW.E.Gla.dstoneinhiswork,"The 
them. Im_prPgJlRble Rook of Holy Scripture." · 

G. W. Foote in the Freet'Mnker recommends it 
When, after graduating at Princeton, and as an excellent text; book. He sa:rs: 11 '''he 

h I g become a memb r of th b t H t manner is good and ·the style is bright. The av n e e ar a ar - reader is oa.rried a.lon~~: on an easy fiowing stream 
ford, he began to ·practice law, his father of science, history, ethio11, and common sense." 
gave him an ax and a wood. lot. Chas. Watts in secular Thought pronounces it to 

be the best work the author has wri• ten. 
"Oliver," said the old man, who was a And THE T:au:rH SEEKER says: "This is an ex 

"if cellent book which we can recommend to our pioneer, you wish to get ahead, you must readers as olea.r in language, trustworthy in 
work for it." statement, and irrefutable in reasoning," 

Oliver settled on the wood-lot, some dis- Order,a.t 
tance from Hartford, cleared the land, split 

THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

rails to fence tt, built a log-house, and there SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
received the clients who sought him. __ 

When the term of court began he walked lo EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIA, ETO. Bs 
d t H rtf d d hi d h 

William Durham, F.B.S.E. 
own o a or , argue s cases, an t en 11 A S M S E B W"ll 

d h h , STBONOlii:Y, UNJ. OON, TABS, TOo Y · I · 
returne ome to is wood-lot. On coming ia.m Durham, F.H.S.E. · 
into court the spectators observed that the . These handy series of volumes on soienoe -of 
Young lawyer's hands were swollen and' which the above works form the ~rst two num-

1 
bers, others tG follow-are written 1n a. way that 

pierced with thorns. That fact did not cannot fail to make them interesting to even the 
discredit him with the f~rQlel'e who s~rv 41 most oa.sua.l reader •. They sup:ply a. popular nped. 

, · · - - e 'fhe ~rioe 91 eaqh .s 50 cents Ul olotf4. 

BY 

George Jacob HoZyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, by the Father of Secularism. 

Price; 1~ cents. Ten copies, Si. 
· Address this Office. 

What Would_ Follow 
THE 

Effacement of OhristianitvP 
BY GEORGE JACOB HOLYO.AKE. 

Price, 10 cents a OOl'lY: twelve ooples for St. 

Address THlll TBUTH SBBDB. 

WA.TER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Woti.ders In Curllll the Sick, 

Write for Pamphlet, to J. B. PEBBY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesba.rre, Pa.. 

A FARM FOR SALE. 
~4 A.VRES. 

Beautifully located. 85 mllu from New York on 
New Jersey Central B. R. Rioh ecll. Owner re 
tiring. Price reasonable. 

tt. 
Address · . T. WHITE, . 

Care of THJII TBUTH SBEltEB. 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. -
Friends will please send stamp for oh·oula.rs and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAJU:I SL<,'NKEB. 

Sncwville, Va.. _ 

History of Moses, Aaron, Joshua 
and others, deduced from a review ol 

. the Bible. Also remarks on the morals 
of the Old and New Testaments; and 
some of the ancient philosophers. By 

; J. M. DoRSEY. Price, 75 cents. 

History of the Christian Religion to 
the Year 200. An exhaustive ex 
amination of the proofs of the authentic 
ity of the books of the New Testament, 
showing conclusivly that the canonical 
gospels were unknown up to A.D. 170. By 
Judge CHAS. B. WAITE. 450 pages, Svo 
Cloth, $2.25; sheep, $3.50; half morocco 
$4.00. 

History of the Council of Nice A.D 
· 325 with a Life of Constantine the Oreat, 
} and a general exhibition of the Christian 
· religion in the days of the early fathers 

By DEAN DUDLEY. $1. 

Humanity and ·the Progress of In 
ternational Law. :By EnwAB:p w. 

- J:!Jil4lllllq, 15 oel). ts. 
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MATERIALISM AID CRIMf~ Brain and the Bible. SISTE~LUOY 'DID MAN FALL? 
HER ~ WfNUL =· DISO CLOSURES. ! The Location and Topography of the Ga:. By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, li cents. 

.AN OUTLINE OF THE 

French Revolution 
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

Bg W. S. BELL. 
Paper, 12m.o, 115 cents. 

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
!MKOBTALITY oF ITs ELEMBNTB. 

I 

By A. 8. de Pellegrini. 
Paper, • - lli cents. 

PHILOSOPHY. of SPIRITUA.LISH 
AND TBEATlUiNT 011' MEDIOMANIA. 

By F. R. Marvin, M.D. 
Oloth, liO cents. 

Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Pr.:facc by B. G. INGERSOLL •. 
U nansw-arable. Price, $1. 

Cref d of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 vol,, 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

4 WHICH: 
SPIRI'IUA.LISll OR CURISTIA.NITY ~ 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 7 5 cents. 

= ro EW =aLL. ONVENT. . I den of Eden &. Fact. 
And a. Few Word~ on Aur1cula.r Oonfess10n. IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FAOT p 

Pr1ce, 10 cents • 
· $;),000 REWARD. 

POSITIVIST CALENDAR. I B.v ISRAEL w. GROH, Author ot "Is the God 
Each da.y a.nd month of the year bein~r named 

1

. of Iarael. th.e True God 1" 
after the great benefactors of the ra~, . Paper, 10 cents. 

whose ftortraits a.re ljiven. In- -----·-· -'---'--------

Oarde,tlx14; s;~~~ri~~~~~:~!~:!l5cents: Qn I The Candle from Under the Bushel 
CLAIMS j {Mark iv, 2l); or, 

1,306 Qaestions to the Clergy: FALSE 
And for the Consideration of Others. 

Instructive, Interesting, and Laughab~. 
OF THE. CHUROll. 

J. E. REMSBURG. 
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, ?~ cents. BY WILLIAM HART. 

Price, 50 cents. 

POCKET TIIEOLOGY. HEBREW Mo!TriOl.OCY; BIBLE TEMPERANCE. 
Liqum·~IJrinking Oomrnended, IJe

. fended, and Enjoined by 

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 
OF 

THE BIBLE. 
By VOLTAIRE •. Tb.e Rationale of the Bible. 

Terse, witty, and sa.rca.atic defi.nitiona of theolog- Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atural Phenomena Only. 
ical terms. y M D the Bible. 

144 PROPOSITIONS, Theological, Moral, His· 
torical, and Speculative, each proved a.f

firwativelY and negativelY by quotations from 
scripture, without comment; embodying the W!)St 
palpable and sr.riking self-contradictionll of \ae 
so-called inspired word of God. 

Price, 25 cents. By MILTON WOOLE , • • 
Svo, 613pp., • - · - - $2.50. By E. c. W.ALXBB. 

10 cents. 

·. PRIESlJ;YR!~~~Bf~o!. ~~~OSEDi Faith and Reason.· 
By w. H. BURB. 72 pages. Price, 15 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUJTIE!• !DANIEL THE DREAMER; 
15 cents. 

PRO AND CON OF 
Supernatural Religion. 

Have We a. Supernatural, Inspired, ·Miraculous 
Religion T 

By E. E. GuiLD. 
Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

P YR.AMIIJ OF G IZEH. 
Ancient Egn>tia.n Oiviliza.~on a.nd Hebrew Narra

tive in Genesis and Exodui. 
By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 

QUESTION SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 

By MQSEB HuLL. 
Price, 60 cents. 

Rational Communism. 
Tn:e PBBSBNr .AND FuTUBB RBPUBLIO OF 

NORlrH AMBBIOA. 
Advocates associate life a~ad emploYment as a. pre

vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc. 
By A 0A.PITALIBT. 

Paper, 499pp., 5!1 cts.: clo., $1. 

.Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 
By A. 0. LYALL. 

Prica, 10 cents. 

Fruits of Philosophy. 
POPULATION QUESTION. 

By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oha.rles Bradia.ugh 
a.nd Annie Besa.nt. 

25 cents. 

TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-
leY. 10 cents. 

POVERTY: Its Cause and Cure. 
How the Poor M11.Y Attain Oomfort and lndepend· 

ence. 
ByM.G.H. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Religion of Inhumanity. 
With a Glance at the Religion of Huma.nih. 

BY FBEDERIO HARBISON. 
Price, 15 cents. 

RELIGION: 
The Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted. 

By George T. Bandies. 
With 

Exceptions 1;o the Character of 
Chrht Rill a Gentleman. 

By W. T. Purviance. 
I!S cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER. 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Six Lectures. 
. Decline of Faith. 

Protestant Intolera!!.~e. 
Washington an Unbeliever. 

Jefferson an Unbeliever. 
Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
lilaoh, 5 oentl: bound, pa..,., 25 oents; per doz., 40. 

8AEJBATH BREAKINC,; 
Bg JOHN E. REMSBrTllG. 

Price,$ eents. 

St. Matfhaw Defore the Court· 
FoB THB CBIMB 011' FoRGERY. 

Price, 

SEMITIO 

By 8EOULAJUST· 
· 10 cents. 

GOIJS .A.NIJ 
BIBLE. 

THE 

Inclndinsr Allah, Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, Holy Ghost, 
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, Bible. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
CF.rom Vol. ll. "Gods and Religions.") 
· 88Spp., pa.p., so c.; clo., $1. 

' For a.ll of the above books a.dJlress 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

18 Lafayette Pl., New York. 

ACOOUN:x" OF THE 
Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 

and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 
Books of tlxe East. 

A. OoMPEND oF THE NATURAL LAws ol' . . BY A. HoLYOAKE. 
. lNDUSTBIAL PBODUOTION AND I Pnce, · • • 10 cents. · 

ExcHANGE. Specimen of The Bible. Esther. 
By J. K. ING.ALIB. DY A. HOLYOAKE· By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Price, iS cents. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Illustrated. 

By JoBEPii Smnrs, M D. 
: 

lndividu&l traits indicated by the temperaments 
, and features. 

260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leath!)r, 
$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

AMB~llLfEY'S. UFE OF JESU~. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

· From the "Analysis of Religicms Belief." 
B.v VIBOOUNF AMBERLEY. 

P.oper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. 

Science and Theology. 
ANCIENT AND MODERN. 

By J. A. FROUD E. 
Price, K JOnta. 

--------~-----------

Ingersoll on MoGlynn. 
8<J., soc. per do20en, $2 per 100. 

LAY SERMON. 
On the Labor Question. 

By R. G l~GE K§OLL. 
Price, 5 cents ; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 25. 

PROVING BOBT. G. INGEB§OLL'S 
Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign of 

1 

OP.BNING SP.BJJ10H TO TH.B JURF 
Tiberi us, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent- in the suit of the 

ury before, and Pet~r ~nd Paul died · Bankers' and Merchants' Tele• 
before the Chnst1an Era. l(raVh Company 

Full index, 446pp., - - $1.50. ag~~oinst the 

'l'HEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOGY. Westeton Unton Telegraph Company 
Price, 10 cents. .AN 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A.. H. O'DONOGHUE. 

Price, $1. By B. G. INGERSOLL. 
---------------- 1 Price, 8 cents; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100. 

NATH&NIEL V&IJGH,\.N. 
A Radic"l NGvEl of Marked Ability. 

BY li'BEDEIUKA MACDONALD. 
404 pages. Price reduced to $1. 

POPES .A.NIJ THE'IR DOINGS. 
ACCOUNT OF 

Vicars of Christ· and Vicegerents gf G~d. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

CASE .AGAINST THE CHURCH • 
A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HULL ('3pir.). 

Price, • • - - - 15 CGnts. 

1H~ TRUTH OF HISTORY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN PECK. 

Price, 10 cents. 

!l'Hlf 

ORDER OF CREATION. 
A DISCUSSION BETWEEN 

GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, 
LINTON, REVILLE. 

On the Oonflict between Genesis and Geology. 
lllmo, 178 pages, pa.per,JiO cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: "Onr Father in Heaven." 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus- By OHAS. STEPHENsoN. 

trial Production and Exchange. 1 cent; liOcents per hundred; $3per thousand. 

By J. K. INGALLS. PERSONAL EXISTENCE 
i'ricP, 25centa. AFTER DEATH IMPROBABLE. 

THE JEWS .A.NIJ THEIR GOD. 
"The Jews a.nd their God stood on the lowest 

plane." 
i'rice, 10 cents. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. :MA.Bvm. 

Price, ._ 5oenu. 

li'or all oi , ... ., a. bove books addre~a 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

18 La.faveue J.>l •• J!lewY9l'k. 

By L. :R. BmTR. 
10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS D' 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 oents. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

II La.fa7eUe PL, New York. 

Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Ludicr0us Aspects of Christianity. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE· 

Price, 10 cents. 

LIBERTY ANIJ MORALITY. 
BY M. D. CONWAY. 

Price, 5 cents. 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD. 
BY A. L. RAWSON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w. s. BBLL. 

Price, - - 10 cents. 

If You Take Away My Religion 
What Will You Give M.e Instead~ 

BY MARTIN. 
Price, - - - 19 cents. 

Price. 10 cents. 

Dialbgue Between a Christian Mis· 
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Price, 10 cents. 

MATERIALISM: 
ITs HISTORY AND ITs INli'LUBNOB UPON 

SOOIBTY. 
BY DB. Lours BuOIINEB, Author of "Foroe a.nd 

Matter," e~c. 
Translated from the German. 

Paper, 12mo, 15 cents. 

Christian Absurdities, 
BY JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents; six copiee for $1. 

Confessional : Romish and Anglican. 
An Expose. 

BY SALADIN. Price, 30 cents. 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the 
Dead~ 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, 2; Oente. 

WILLTJIE COMING MAN WORSHIP GOBi 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, • 10 cents. 

For all of the above beoks address 
Tl!E TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

118 Lafayette Pl., New YorK. 
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&gents for the Tr11th Seeker. 
ALABAMA. 

f:!tar News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmlngham-
o.u.uroBJIIIA.. 

l. E. Olark, Los Angeles. 
Ball & McCarter, 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Max NewsStand, 1st & Mainsts., LosAngeles. 
J. C. Scott, SS Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal. 
Estate of S. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban 

Francisco. [cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., Ban Fran-

OA.NA.DA.. 
T.C.Allen&Co.,124Granville st.,Halitax,N.B. 
Mrs. W. B. Cooke, 170 1-S YtongeJ t;,, Toron'o 
,James Foster, Weiland, On. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orlllia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,, 

OOLOBA.DO. 
.J. (J. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

- J'LOBIDA.. 
las. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonv111e. 

IDAHO, 
A. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLil!fOISo 

Mrs.B.E.Ames, 169Washlngtonst., Chicago. 
Post-otllce News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State at., and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
l. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., Cl:.ieagl), 

Il!IDIA.NA., 
j, R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Far, South Bend. 

, LOUISIANA.. 
~eo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., Nell Orleanr;. 
A.l. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

MAINB. 
N. G. Fessenllen 434 Congress st., Portland, 

KA.SSA.OBUSBTTB. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78f Front st., Worcester. 

KIOHIQA.N. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 461J. 
Cha.a. Bach~_ Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand Hapids. 
C. Holton &Co .. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reit, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 
Horace Haynes, Leslie. 

KISSOUBio 
Philli:Q. Roeder, 822 Olive st., Bt, Loui1, 
E. T. Jett, 80S Olive st., St. bouts. 

- NBW JBBSBY. 
J. G. Hunter, 66 Wickliff st., Newark. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey City. 
. JIIIW YOU. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Bumton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
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Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 6 cents. 

FESTIVAL OF .ASHTAROTH. 
A ta.le of Pa.les'ine, 'ounded on th& destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON, 

Price, 10 cents. 

A mstorical and Oritioa.l Review of the Religion BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
of Man. 

0o:NTENTS : What is Religion t Fetichism. Pha.l- USB TliB 
lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. In your meetings, to make them lively and inter
ioal Problem, Man's Fa.ll, and ·the Ohristia.n · esting. THB LiBERAL Hnm-Boox contains songs 
Boheme for his Redemption. Ma.:D.'s Position, by the best poets, adapted to well-known tune!!, 
Fate, Free Will, Free -Agenow, NecessitY. Be- It it' hill!!l~ recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, ' · Pa.rl:.on, Wrilrht. Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo- and, indeed, by all who ha.v examined it. Prio(l. 
lution of Spirii. The Law of Moral Government. IIG oent&. Address 'Do TBUT:s: BBBDB <n. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
ciety to Orimina.ls. Duty of Self Onlture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price, $1;50. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
Br Edward Bellamy, 

Author of "Dr •. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book, and all whe are 
free to receive new light will find in it sa.tisfaciion 
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. 

The a.p{leal is a. ways made to a. man's rel\son. 
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel· 
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

A SUI{gestion of a. really practicable and fea.si· 
ble soCial state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.tiv is rich in its foreoa.si of 
a.oina.l possibillties.-[Boston Traveler. 

tsmo, cloth, $1.00; paper. 5Pil. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theolou. 
AN EXPOS1l: 

Of she perversion of Ste_phen Girard•smagni11.oent 
bequess so Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n 

churches and Young lllen•s 
Ohristia.n Associa-

tion. 
By BIOJI. B. WESTBBOOJ[, D.D., LL.D. 

Price .1. Address TIIB TBUTH BBIIIJ::U, 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
AU in a LUetime. A Liberal Bomanee. 

12mo, IOOpp,, .1. 
!.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 12mo, SBSpp,, Sl.ll5. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some a.nd Interesting Book\ Without Supersti
tion\ for Ohildren and Yontn, The Only Free· 
thiuers• Ohildren•s Story-Book ever issued. 
66 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heavY, toned paper, broad margins, ill us· 
ira. ted covers ; t to, 22tpp., boards, S1. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

An thor of "Deity Analyzed,,; " The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Rea.l Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ek., etc. 

The latest and best work of a.n analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fnrnishin& food for thou~tht. We trust it 
will ha.v· the immense distribution it so riob.IT 
merits.-{The American Idea.. 

-New Etlltion, BeTisel an.d Enl&r.red. 

MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Introdnotion by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

, Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Fa.per, 50 IJents. 
Th6 Trt.UU 8UJ1Pliea at t:fpectal Discounta. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
118 Lafayette Place, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale a.t this o:Oioe. Price, 5J cents, 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
ISA GBE-4-T SUCCESS: 

The Crowning. Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 41 years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in qualitY and price. Has 16 j.;weJs, 
patent regulator Brequet hair-spring (non
oa.toba.ble), bea.ntil~ul double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adJusted to heat, cold, a.nd Position, stem 
wind and sat, new model. In silverine oases, $19; 
3 ounce coin silver, $22.50 i 4 oz. dust proof, $25, 
no better sold elsewhere Ior $35. In best 14kt 
filled gold oases, guaranteed 20 years, open fa.oe, 
$27 to $30 ; hunting, $82 to $55; in 14kt, solid 
~told, $50 to l90. All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Bent p~a.id, and cash refunded if not sa.tisfac. 
tory. Watches cleaned, $1; springs, $1; a.nd re· 
tnrned free. Best wgrk in the world, Bend for 
teatimonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches. diamonds, silver ware, cards in colors 
and gold of my FrAethoullht ba.rll!'ll, tracts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BoO.IlELLE, LL, · 

Bend 10 cents for 
this valuable book for 
·.·onng and middle
;ged men1 suffering 
'rom a. Life-wasting 
Disease. aa the result 
of youthful follies, 
indiscretion, and ex
cesses in maturer 
years. It sets forth 
an External Applioa.

ticn-A:i:POSITIVBlouBE1Q=a.s it matters not how 
1on11 a> .. uu;ug, bow hO~!._eless or h9w many reme. 
dies yon hav used. The book. lB worth many 
times its cost, and should be lh the hands of 
those seeking a B11fl84!1 ana vermanent cure. Ad
dress Dr. Bcbt. p, :E:ellows. V:ineland, N.J., and 
say where yon saw \his advertismen\, 

A GOOD WOBD, 
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~ noticu are for the benefit ·of Lille:o!!lB 
lllhO mat/ lJs Giaiting fh places tiJMr6 these BOcie. 
t1u are located. Local .Beeulan- UnirJnJJ am.d 
Frutlwugkt BocietieB f1U!6ting regular~ can 
lUYiJ their gatherings ad:oertised here fru by for. 
111an-ding the ~ssary informatirm. 

The Manhattan Liberal fJJub, N. T • 
Meets every, FridaY evening, a.t 8 o'clock, a.t Ger. 
man_ Ma.sohlo Templol1!20 East 15th street. Leot
uresa.nd discussions. 'J.'he public cordiallY inVited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon a.t 8 o'clock a.t 
Liberal Lea.g_~e Hall, 177 Halsey at., cor, Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions OD 
religions and social quer~ions, Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular linton, Newark 
Branch. ·' 

124 Market street. Assembles evezy 8und&f 
evening at 7:30. Lecture~, debates, and di8CUI· 
sions on all important secular subjects. Pres. 
ident, HEl'IBY BIBD; SecretarY, OonA BELLI! 
l!'LAGG, 

BrooklJn Philosophical Assocla· 
tlon · 

Meets a.t FraternitY IOJms Beu..'llrd avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., a.t 3 P.M., every 
Sunday, Lect-ures followed by disorlssion. Plat
form free, Oharles Monholla.nd, secretarY, 241 
Bl'oadwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pb.lladelphla Liberal League 26'2' 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad u.L d 
Wood sts., a.t 2:10 and 'I :30 P.H. for lectures and 
free disouosions on religious and social questions, 
Able sper.kersinterest the il.tl!1ienoe. N.B.-'l'rnth 
Beekerpnblioa.tionsa.lwa.yson hand a tohea.p rates, 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthl:v1 !irst and third Sundays', at 2 
P.H.1 at the town nall. All friends of human 
cultivation. are invited. MABmBBIIiiGHTON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wrlgltt Secular l.'[nlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrot a.pd fourth Bun
days of each month at Independent Ohnrch, as 
10:80 A •. M .. Free disoussi9n on all Liberal subjects. 
Bnbsonpt1ons to Tlll!l TBUTH BEEXEB and InveBtt-
aator are solicited. B. G. BMITH, Oor. b~. 

Cltlcago Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening a.t '1':10 P.ll:., a.t 
Princess Opera. Honse, 558 West Madison street 
Lectures and debates. Bira.ngers from abroaci 
are welcome. 

J.'tlllwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand avo,, (Fraternity Hall), Lecture followed 
by debates. Tltl Public cordially invited.· 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethoughl 
Society 

Meet& evary Sunday evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, a.t R o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 7:80 P.M. in Macdon
ald's Hall in Port Angeles, Wash. Lect
ures, song_s, and select reading, Discussion in• 
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANK MoBBE, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib-
eral Union 

0! Los. Angeles, Oal., meets semi·monthlyl.. :fl.rst 
and thlrd Bnndays1 a.t 8 o'clock, P.M., a.t ra.rr'l 
Hall, Everybodv ·mvtted. Mns. B. M. Bl!lBBA 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAMB, Reo. Bee. ' 

The Walla Walla :Liberal fJiub 
Meets every Sunday a.t ll P.M. in Grand ArmJ' 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Boionoe Lectures.-Free Disoussions,-Ortgina.l 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large va.l
u~ble library is a.t the service of members and 
fnends. 0. B. B:&Yl'I'OLDB. Pres.; A. W, 0ALDEB, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and thir«< 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
f.rea.test freedom a.coorded to all. Our motto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. Rxo111, Pres.; 

J. W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; 0HABLEB BHEA, Bee. 

Fort W ortlt, Tex., Liberal Club 1 

Meets every Bunda.Y a.t. Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.Js invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBIB, l'res. 

Isuo B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S _ 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtt11ll'lne Steez Enaravtng or Senator Con.tZtng, 
Bound in black cloth, silver side stamP. 

Price, 75 cel).tS, 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00, 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIA.NJTY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Translated from the Germw by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Oloth, 18Ino, $1. 

Addrell TilE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Dr. Fellows is an outspoken Liberal, a. hnma.n
Jta.rian and a generous patron of the Freethonght 
Press 'He ha.s many testimonia.is to the va.lne Of 
his progressive and suecessfnl method of trs&.l
meni, ud dessrvea pa~ronue.-hutl'IOIIal'lt. 

Bteel engravings of \his celebrated na.sura.lilt 
Hx15 inches, suUa.ble for framing, sen\ pos.tpaid 
for 25 oent1. Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKBB, 
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RBv. SoLOlliON PARSONS, of Paterson, 
N. J., had the managers of a museum.arrested 
and fioed for giving a Spiritualist E.eance on 
Sunday. 

ITALIANS are displeased at the talk In the 
French press of making Italy a federal re
pubHc with the pope as temporal head of 
one of the etates. 

Nxw ZBALAND has re
fused women the right 
to vote. 

THl!.RB ia Indignation 
In En.gland at Mormon 
proselyting there. 

BY October 4th two 
million persons will hav 
viewed the Holy Coat. 

IT Is thought that the 
sultan will admit the 
Jews to the Holy Land 
If paid. 

KANSAS farm mort
I!&IZeB are report€d at 
$235,000,000; annual in
terest, $15,000,000. 

• 
TBB pope's new-made 

fr lends hIp with the 
French republic Irritates 
German Roman Catho
lics. 

ANOTBBR International 
congr€ss will be held to 
C! nvas3 means of regaln
lr g the pope's tEmporal 
power. 

CATBOLIOB p r 0 t e B t 
against monopolization 
of ceremonies on laying 
of corner. stones by Free
masons. 

AT the congress of the 
French Association for 
the Study of Tuberculo
sis It was reported that 
Kc ch's treatment does 
not check but often has-

THE TRUTH SEEKER, bbTOBE:R 3 1891. 

CODS AND RELICIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
ANCIENT AND 

0
IODEBN TIMES A.ND REFORMERS. 

Biographies of 100 of ~be Leading Philosophers, 
Vol. I. Give a Full Aooonn~ of all the Gods, In- Teachers, Skeptic~. Innova.torsl Founders of 

olnding Jehovah, Satan,· ~he Hol:r Ghos~, New Schools of Thought, Em nent Belen-
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. Usts, etc. (who were not Christians), 

·avo, 835P)?. Vol. II. Describes Fully all from the time of Menu to the prea-
the Religions Systems of the World. • .... 1 07• 1 th 11 ~vo,957pp, Oloth,S3pervol.; the E'no. "'0 • • .,pp,, o o • ; 

2 vola,, 85; leather, $'1'; mo- leather, It; mor., g. e., k.liO. 
roooo, gilt edges, es. BY D. M. BENNETT. 

BY D. M:, BENNETT. THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 28 LafayeUe Place, N. Y. 

----·----· 

l'r Is said that the creator Is omnipotent, 
and also that he· Is · benevolent. But one 
proposition contradicts the other. It Is said 
that he Is perfect In power, and that he l.s 
also perfect In purity. We shall show that 
he cannot possibly be both. The conduct of 
o. father toward his child appears to be cruel, 
but It Is not cruel in reality. He beats the 

child, but he does It for 
the child's own good : 
he Is not omnipotent; he 
Is therefore obliged to 
choose between two 
evils. But the creator 
Is omnipotent ; he there
fore chooses cruelty as a 
means of education or 
development ; he there
fore has a preference for 
cruelty, or he would not 
choose It ; he Is there
fore fond of cruelty or 
he would not prefer It, 
he is therefore cruel.
Reads. 

CHRISTIANITY baS 
driven more men and 
women crazy than all 
other religions combined. 
Hundreds and thousands 
and millions hav lost 
their reason contemplat
ing the monstrous false
hoods of Chrlstlanity.
IngtflrsoZZ. 

TRB enlightened 
reason of man Is the only 
Interpreter of Nature's 
laws, and physIc a 1 
theories handed down 
from remote antiquity 
hav simply no c 1 a I m 
whatever upon our 
acceptance In the pres
entday.-P~·ofessor You
mans. 

-----·----
ESTHER MAKETH HAMAN FEEL UNCOMFORTABLE. 

tens consumption. 

A w .t.. VB of hysterical 
religion Is passing over 
parts of France. Prot-

And E;ther said, The adveraary and enemy is this wicked Haman. Then Haman was afraid before the king and 
the queen.-E3ther vi!, 6. 

I WO'IJLD say to my 
brother the Turk : Let 
us eat together a good 
hen with rice, invoking 
Allah ; your religion 
seems to me very re. 

estant peasants are travelb:ig with tents, 
barehead11d and with naked feet, preaching 
the end of the world. 

CATHOLIO leaders In New York failed in 
their attempt to get up among the Italians a 
demonstration counter to the celebration in 
Rome of the founding of modem Italy. 

PRBMIBR MBROIBR Of Quebec, late an ad
viser of the pope on American church mat
ters, and knighted by that personage, is In 
trouble over large government peculations. 

TBB cause of the latest anti-foreign out
break in China, in which mission houses 
were burnt, was a report that a Chinese 
infant had been stolen and taken to a convent. 

THB apathy of Italians to the deprivation 
of the pope's temporality Is such that Catho· 
lies declare, "lt~>;Jian supremacy in the 
church Is passing away, and a more cosmo
politan administration of church affairs may 
be brought Into existence." 

RussiA presents a scene like that in'one of 
the great famine of the Middle Ages-and 
from the same cause, preponderance of eccle
siasticism, with the resulting extinction of 
personal Independence and scientific im
provement. Bread of acorns, leaves, bark, 
roots, refuse, and clay Is beln~~: eaten. Whole 
districts are being depopulated. Cannlb!!l
lsm has appeared. Brigandage is increasing. 

THB first contingent of the pilgrimage of 
French workingmen In their address to Leo 
Xlll. said: "We hold inviolate private 
property, and reject the Socialistic theory of 
collectlv property, because It Is opposed to 
our Interests and contrary to justice," and 
"We fervently believe that all action ·ex
ercised outside of the church to right the 
inequality of labor Is not only useless but 
dangerous to us." They thanked the pope 
lor " reclaiming Sunday as a day of rest 
which should be so understood In our labor 
contracts," for "having with a paternal 
tenderness protected our weakness and de
stroyed the speculation which aimed at 
exploiting the forces of the workingman 
without money," and for "having advised 
the etate to put a stop to all societies tending 
to Immorality and enc JUrage and protect 
those which Incline to the side of religion 
and the welfare of the working classes." 'fhe 
pope replied that " social and labor questions 
will never find their true practical solution 
In purely civil Jaws. • • • Religion alone, 
with Its revealed dogmas and divine precepts, 
possesses the right to Impose on coneclences 
that perfect justice and charity" which are 
necessary to solve the labor questbn. "The 
solution of all social problems must, there
fore, be sought In the action of the church. 
Avoid perverse men, especially those coming 
under the name Socialists. Form associations 
under the patronage of your bishops." The 
leaders then knelt before the throne and 
kissed his foot. 

TH~ 
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Fpectable ; you adore but 
one God ; y o u a r e 

obliged to glv the fortieth part of your 
revenue every day in alms, and to be recon
ciled with your enemies on the day of the 
balram. Our bigots, who calumniate the 
world, hav said a hundred times, that your 
religion succeeded only because It was 
wholly sensual. They hav lied, poor fellows I 
Your religion is very austere; it commands 
prayer five times a day; it imposes the most 
rigorous fast ; It den~es you the wine and the 
liquors which our spiritual directors en
cour~e; and If it only permits four wives 
to those who can support them(whoare very 
few) it condemns by this restriction the 
Jewish incontinence, which ~llowed eighteen 
wives to the homicide David, and seven 
hundred to Solomon, the assassin of his· 
brother, without reckoning concubines.
VoZtaire. 

As knowledge and wisdom increase, all 
theological contrivances lose their credit and 
efficacy.-Abner Kneeland. 

SANITARY authorities hav in half a cent
ury done far more to reduce the rate of dis
ease and death than has been done In fifteen 
hundred years by all the fetlches which 
theological reasoning could devise or ecclesi
astical power enforce.-Prof. A. D. White. 

NoTHING Is arbitrary in the action of nature, 
Implying an exceptional discrimination. 
Just so many accidents of a given kind occur 
durin~ certain periods under almilar circum
stances. The number of •micides in London 
in each decade and the number of misdirected 
letters in certain periods is about the same. 
There Is no event in the world of mind or 
matter which It is not easier to account for as 
the result of natural consequences than as 
being the direct act In each case of a super
fntending God.-Adams. 

WB are able to-day to take stock of our 
resources as we never were before, and the 
most , cursory examination shows that the 
resources are practically lnfinlt. The history 
of the world Is at last an open book, and the 
task of summing up is trifling. We see that 
the old myths of the Impotence of man are 
laughable monstrosities, Interesting only all 
mementoes of his early helplessness. A 
thousand arts hav picked him up out of the 
isolation of the past, and brought him into 
the closest contact with his fellows. Thus 
he has learned his strength and theirs; he 
has maetered the virtue of self-reliance and 
discovered the power that combination givs. 
That character, forged In the furnace of a 
long and sturdy struggle, will never desert 
him; that knowledge, so laboriously ac
quired, he will never forget. It may be that 
a sharp shock or two will be required to 
wake the sleeper; that the chrysalis may be 
burst with painful effort. But that It will be 
burst Is as certain as to-morrow's dawn. 
The momentum IO!ready acquired by the 
human race is irresistible ; ni pretre ni 
maitre, neither priest nor master, can hope to 
bar the way.- W. Oto6n, 
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IJolts and fllippintJS. 

A N:&w clerical champion of the ballet is the 
Rev. William Stephen Cralger, a rector in 
Manchester. He look!:! upon the ballet as an 
artistic drama with a distinct plot and well
defined characters. The dancer's dress is 
traditional and intended to allow free play to 
the limbs. Good ballet dancing is as beauti
ful in 'its way as music, and the average 
morality of ballet-dancers is about as good as 
that in other branches of female labor. 

" CONGRESS made the country ridiculous 
when it appropriated money for General 
Dyrenforth's absurd experiments ill rain
making. If it had questioned science on the 
subject it would hav learned very positivlythat 
the theory of Gener11l Dyrenforth is not only 
without a leg of fact or principle to stand on, 
but is rendered absurd by facts of science 
of which there can be neither doubt nor dis· 
pute;" Thus far the World. For our part, 
we hope that the statements will not turn 
out to be true. 

G:&NBRAL WoLBBLBY says: "There is com
monly a false surprise expressed when any 
general of ability is found who can write 
well. Why this should be so I know not, 
for most of the great commanders wrote re
markably well. King David, Xenophon, 
Cre>ar, Monticuculli, Berwick, Marshal Saxe, 
Frederick the Great, Napoleon, Wellington, 
and a host of minor lights in all countries 
hav left us a great deal that for all ages will 
be highly thought of." Will the general 
kindly tell us what writings of King David 
he knows of? 

RELIGIOUS TWINS. 

THis reflection closes Colonel Ingersoll's 
remarks on his will case !D. Montana : " How 
beautiful the generosity, the hospitality of 
childhood. But as they grow old there comes 
the love of gold, and the love of gold seems 
to hav the same effect upon the heart that it 
does upon the country where it Is found. 
All the roses fade, and the beautiful green 
trees lose their leaves, and there Is nothing 
in the heart but sage-brush. And so it is 
with the land that holds within its miserly 
grip of rocks what we call precious metals." 

Tw:&NTY-ON:& years ago to.day, says the 
Herald of September 20th, troops entered 
Rome. The temporal power of the pope 
thereupon came to an end. This is therefore 
an anniversary of mingled sorrow and re
joicing to Italians the world over. The con
servative, who feel that the head of the 
church should be clothed in the gorgeous 
robes or political prerogativ as well as the 
humbler garb of reltgion, regard the day as 
mournfully significant. It reminds them 
that the holy father bas been robbed of 
privileges which his predecessors held for 
centuries. The more radical, however, cele
brate the event with pomp and ceremonial. 

TH:& situation of the Jews under the Rus
sian religious persecution is far more terrible 
than the outside world imagine, and its mis· 
eries now literally defy adequate description. 
They can best be compared with the suffer
ings of poor non-combatants in provinces be
ing overrun by a hostil and mercenary army 
in medieval times. Even this parallel fails, 
for there is no possible solace in the hope 
that the Invaders will go away again. It is 
the Jew who is going to be driven with his 

family from his home, forced to abandon 
everything not portable, dependent very often 
upon charity for even his railway ticket to 
Old Poland, and absolutely without re
sources or plans for the future. This is what 
is happening to scores of thousands of people 
in every part of Russia east of the pale. 
What is happening inside the pale is too 
dreadful to dwell upon •. 

WHILB the ministers are clamoring for 
closing the World's Fair on Sunday, it seems 
they can't agree on Sunday observance be
tween themselvs. The Cumberland Presby
terian synod has been in session in E1m 
Antonio, Tex., and at a late hour on the 
night or final adjournment, a resolution was 
offered censuring ministers who had gone 
home on a Sunday train. A bitter debate 
resulted, the dispatches tell us, one minister 
suggesting that those who rode on the 
street.cars ought to be included in the cens
ure. The resolution as offered, which 
reads as follows, ·was finally adopted: 
" Resol'l!ed, That this body deplores the 
seeming or real neces11ity of any of its mem
bers violating the sanctity of the Sabbath by 
returning to their homes by public convey. 
ance on the Sabbath, and that it is the mind 
of this body that such conduct is dishonoring 
to God, and should in every way be dis
com aged." It is difficult to understand, says 
the Denison Gazetteer, why the resolution 
should designate " public" conveyance. 
Where the distinction, for instance, between 
hiring a hack and driving your own horae ? 
In one case some one else does the labor 
and in the other you labor yourself. These 
regulators of other people hav queer ideas of 
consistency. 

I~ ., 

--- ·--- -~ -=-= ------=-=· ~i~--

WHAT the Reformed Presbyterians think 
they believe: " When the Constitution of the 
United States was adopted, in 1789," said 
Rev. J . .M. Foster," Reformed Presbyterians 
protested against its immoral character. 
They refused to unite with the political body 
or voters In accepting authority under it. 
They hav ever since denied themselvs the 
political privileges of voting or holding office. 
They cannot conscientiously swear to sup
port the Constitution : First, because it does 
not recognize God as Sovereign, Christ as 
ruler of nations, and the Bible as fountain of 
all law. The nation is the creature of God. 
It Ia a moral person. It is responsible to God 
for its character. Our Constitution does not 
contain the name of God. Second, because 
the Constitution contains provisions that are 
contrary to the law of God. 'We the peo· 
pie' are the highest authority, the ultimate 
appeal. But Christ claims this. 'By me 
kings reign and princes decree justice.' Both 
cannot be supreme. When the president is 
inaugurated ' he shall swear or affirm.' Every 
president after George Washington and before 
R. B. Hayes took the presidential oath with
out an appeal to God. The Bible says: 'Thou 
shalt fear the Lord:and swear by his name.• 
Still further, 'No reUgious test shall be re. 
quired as a qualification for otllce.' The 
Bible rule is, ' Choose out able men, men of 
truth, rearing God and hating covetousness, 
and place 11uch to be rulers over you.' Third, 
because political dissent is the only way in 
which we can free ourselvs from responsi
bilities for the national evils. Fourth, be· 
cause political dissent is the best remedy that 
can be applied to these national evils." If it is 
really as bad as this the saints should emigrate. 
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Victory in Washington! a complete divorce between the government and 
THE BIBLE CANNOT BE BEAD IN TBE PUBLI~ SCHOOLS.- creed. -

-And the first work of tbe-·first session of Oongrees 
Attorney General Jones bas just mailed to the was to propose an amendment .to the Constitution .of 

state supeJ.'intendent -of public i11struction an ex· the Uoited. ~Uates, providipg that "Oongress .s~all 
baustiv opinion upon the ·constitutionality of the make no law respectillg an _establishment_ of rebg1on 
Bible reading in the public schools. or prohibitiDg-- the free exercise .. thereof." This 

His opinion was called out by a opts of ir.quiry amendment was not only unnecessary, but was con-
from the superintendent. · ceded by the OoDgrefiS which proposed it to be 

h 1 unnecessary, for the _reason that Oongress bad no 
He finda that t e Bib,e oannot be read in the pt:>.wer to make_any such law, unleES expressly or by 

publ'c schools without a violation of certain pro- necessaryifr!plioation authorized so to do. But they 
viaio~s of the c:mstitution.- FollowiDg is his were unwilling to 'lei.ve this question open to argo
opinion : ment or implication, and refused to be satisfied until 

BoN R.. B. BRYAN, State Superintendent of Public the fundamental law contained an express declaration 
Instruction, Ol;ympia, Wash.-.Dear Sir: I am in to that effect. 
rEceipt of your communic\tion of recent date, IT IS A GROWING SENTIMENT. 
submitting for my offic!al opinion the following An examination of all the state constitu.ions will 
inquiry : disclose the furtber fact that the sentiment of the 

'' Oan a\ teac'aer employed in the common echools people to make the divorce between church and 
of this state, without violating any law of the atate, state, between govern~ent and creed, between poli
or any provision of the state constitution, c:>nduct tics and religion, more complete and absolute has 

_devotional or religious exercises at the opening of been one· of constant and unvarying growth. While 
the school day, or during any part of the school day the early constitutions were not very radical upon 
~»a prescribed by Jaw, by the siDging ot hymns or this question, some of them even countenancing a 
other s&cred music, or by reading passages from the limited union between ~burch and state, the later 
Bi)>le, without c?mment, or by repeating or csusi:ng constitutions hav hi almost every instance inoorpo
to be repeated, without Mmment, what is -usu11lly rated into themselvs provisions and declarations 
known as the Lord's prayer?" more radical, sweeping, and oomprehensiv than their 

The question which ·you hav submitted to me is predecessors. · . 
one of so much interest to the people of the state This marked and constant growth indicates with 
"t large, and is fraught with so much consequence great emphasis th:.t the people were not satisfied 
to the present and future weal of our common rcbool with the loose and indefinit provisions of the early 
aystE>m, that I hav felt justified in taking a consider- constitutions, and were unwilling to leave open a 
able length of time to make a rather extended and way for the insidious invasion of public affairs by 
careful investigation of the subject. religions seotari&nism through the avenue of judicial 

PROVISIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION. COnstruction and interpretation. 
The provisions of our own constitution whic'a hav This growth of public sentiment bas continued 

"bearing on this question ara: - until-the adoption of our own constitution, the pro-
Sec~ion 11, Article 1, of the constitution, which is visions of which on this subject are as bro1d,- if not 

11\1! follows : broader, tmd more positiv and more comprehensiv 
than similar provisions in any of the other state 

SEOTION 11. Absolute freedom of conscience in all matters constitutions. 
of religious sentiment, belief and worship shall be guaranteed Thi_s_ or .. o. wth does not, ho. wever, indicate a decrease 

to every individual, and no one shall be molested or dis- ..-
turbed in person or property, on account of religion; but in religious sentiment &mdng .the people; these pro
the liberty of conscience hereby secured shall not be so . visions hav not been the work of the enemies but 
C)nstrued as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify of the friends of religion. It is not that the men 
practices· inconsistent with the peace and ss.fety of the who_fra. med and th. e peopl~ who adopt_ed these con
state. No public money or property shall be ·appropri-
ated for, or applied to any religious establishment. No stitutional eDactments were wanting in revereDce for 
religious qualifications shall be required for any public the Bible.and respect and veneration for the sublime 
office or employment, nor shall any person be incompetent and pure morality taught therein, but because they 
as a witness or juror, in consequence of his opinion on were unwilling that any avenue f!hould be left op~n 
matters of religion, nor be questioned in any court of justice fo. r th. e invasion of the. rioht of_ absolute freedom of 
touching his religious belief to affect the weight of his tee- "' 
t!mony. oonecience in religious affairs; bectuse they were 

S r 4 f A t" 1 9 f II unwilling that any man should be required, directly 
sc ton ° r 10 e 1 

18 0 QWB: or indirectly, to contrlbute toward the promulgation 
Sxo 4 All schools maintained or supported wholly or in of any religious creed, doctrin, or sentiment to which 

part by the public funds shall be forever free from sectarian hi"s "'OD!!CI"ence did not l.and full assent. 
control or influence. " 

IF THE BIBLE TBEN TBE XOBAN. 
The first subdivision of the compact with the It wae with this idea in view that the provisions of 

United States found in Article 2~, as follows: Section 11 (supra) were framed. There can be no 
First, that pElrfect tolerAtion of religious sentiment doubt that -the words u religion" and "religious," as 

shall be secured and that no inhabitant of this state used in that section, apply to all forms of religion 
shall ever be molested in person or property on ac- and religious worship and belief, and that as 1 teet 
count of his or her mode of religious worship. of qualification for public c_ ffi_ce,or to effect. the weight 

And the fourth subdivision of caid compact as of his testimony as a witness in judicial proceed
follows: Fourth-Provision .shall be made for the ings, its provisions equally protect the disciple cf 
establishment and maintenance of systems of public Abraham, of Mohammed, of Oonfucius, and of Jesus; 
schools free from sectarian control which shall be and that within the meaning of that section each is 
open to all the children of said state; 1 member of 1 distinct. religious sect or denomin&· 

The sections of the statute to which you refer me, tion. 
vfz., Sections 42, 46, and 51 of chapter XII, hav no The euprame court of the state of Ohio, in the 
particular bearing upon the question. The only case of Board of Education vs. Minor, 23 Ohio state, 
part of either of the sections which seems to relate emphatically asserts this construction of 1 similar 
in any manner to this subject is that part of Section provision in the constitution of that state. . 
51 which simply repeats the language of Section 4 The Protestant Ohristian founds his religion upon 
of Article 9 of the constitution, and adds no further the King .Jtmes version of the Bible; the Oatbolio 
force or effect to these provisions. Ohristian founds hie on· the Douay version, the He· 

NO UNION OF CBURCB AND STATE. brew OD the Talmud, and the Mohammedan OD the 
Ftom an examination of the provisions on the Koran. Each of these books is dietiDotivly a relig

subject of religion found in the Constitution of the ious book, and the stated reading of either of them 
United States and in the constitution of the several as a part of the school curriculum would seem to be 
states of the Union, it will be noticed that at the clearly, not only a religious, but a sec~arian exercise 
very outset the people of this country declared with and instruction. 

• si~gular unanimity against the union of religion . The fact that the great majority of the people of 
With the government. this state are Ohristians caDnot in any way 1:ff;ct 

A large proportion of the early inhabitants of this this question ; for if there were only one Ohristian in 
country were driven from their nativ homes by relig- the state, that one Ohristian would be equally en
ions persecution and sought an asylum in a savage titled to the protection of that constitutional guar
wilderness, preferring hardships, privation, and dan- anty as he is under existiDg circumstances, and it 
ger rather than to submit to anv interference with would be a cowardly court that would refuse to ex· 
their right to worship almighty· God according to tend it to him simply because he was in the minority. 
the dictates Of their OWD CODSOieDCeS. To Massa- DOES THE CONSTITUTION FOBBID T 
cbusetts came the Puritans; to Rhode Island the But does the conclusion that the stated reading of 
Baptists; to the Oarolinas, the Huguenots · to Mary- the Bible in the public schools is religious or seeta· 
iand, the Oatholics; to Pennsylvania, th~ Q 11akers · rian worship or instruction lead to the further con
while other denominations established themselv~ elusion that it is in violation of any part of the con· 
in different localities where they could enjoy this stitutional provisions above cited? 
inestimable privilege, either alone or in comity with The school building as well as the time of the 
other tolerant sects. teacher during school hours belong to the public, 

It was, no doubt, with . • full consideration of the both are public property, both are paid for by tax
heterogeneous elements composing our nation and ation, the burden of which bear~ Equally upon the 
the memcry of the persecutions of their ancestors, Protestant, the Oatholic and thf! Hebrew; and I can 
that the people of all the states adopted constitu- not resist the conclusion that in the time occupied in 
tional safeguards against religious intolerance and such reading both are applied to religious exercises 
all but two of the original thirteen states deciared and instruction. 

·Fortunately, we are not without authority on this 
question. In the case of State vs. District No. 8, -
deaided by the supreme court of the · state ·of Wis
consin in March 1890, see 44 N. W. Reporter, page 
OO~Uwuh~d _ -_ · -

-First. That the_ stated reading of the King James 
version of the Bible. in the public schools~ wi~hout 
comment, was " sectarian instracHon" _ within the 
meaning of Section 3, Adicle 10, Wisconsin constitu
tion. 

Second. That it constitute:! the school a place 
of worship wHbin the meaning of Section 18, Article 
1. Id. 

Third. That it constituted t'be school a religious 
seminary within the meaniug of Section 18. Id. 

This authority is entitled to very great weight and 
.respect, not only on account of the eminence of that 
court, but on seeount of tho thorough consideration 
which the case received at its hands. Three eminent 
jurists, Justices Lyon, Cmssoday and Orton, each 
wrote opinions in the case in which the entire court 
coneurred. 

TBE WISCONSIN CONSTITUTION. 
The constitutional provisions of Wiac:~nsin which 

that coart construed in that case are as follows : 
The right of every man to worship Almighty God accord

ing to the dictates of his own conscience shall never be in· 
fringed; nor shall any man be compelled to attend, erect or 
support any place of worship; nor shall any control of or 
interference with the rights of conscience be permitted, or 
any preference be given by law to any religious establish
ments or modes of worship. Const. Art. 1, Bee. 18 No 
religious test shall ever be required as a qualification for any 
office of public trust under the state, and no person shall be 
rendered-incompetent to giv evidence in any court of law 
or equity in consequence of his opinions on the subject of 
religion. Id. Sec. 19. The interest of the school fund "and 
all other revenues derived from the school lands, shall be 
exclusivly applied," etc,, " to the support and maintenance 
of common schools in each school district," etc. Id. Art. 10. 
Sec. 2. Bubd. 1. 

"The legislature shall provide by law for the establish
ment of district schools, which shall be as nearly uniform 
as practicable ; and such schools shall be free, and without 
charge for tuition, to all children between the ages of 4 and 
20 years; and no sectarian instruction shall be allowed 
therein." Id. Bee. 3. . 

"Each town and city shall be required to raise by tax an· 
nually for the support of common schools therein a sum not 
less," etc. Id. Sec. 4. "Provision shall be made by law 
for the distribution of the income of the school fund among 
the several towns and cities of the state for the support of 
common schools therein," etc. Id. Bee. 5 

IT IS SECTABIAN INSTRUOTION. 
With respect to the first proposition above, viz.: 

that reading the Bible in the public schools is sec. 
tarian in-struction within the meaning of the Wiscon
sin constitution, Justice Lyon says, on page 973 : 

The question therefore, seems to narrow down to this : 
Is the reading of the Bible in the schools-not merely se· 
lected passages therefrom, but the whole of it-sectarian 
instruction of the pupils ? lh _view of the fact already men
tioned, that the Bible contains numerous doctrinal passages, 
upon some of which the peculiar creed of almost every 
religious sect is based, and these passages may reasonably be 
understood•to inculcate the doctrine predicated upon them, 
.an affirmativ answer to the question seems unavoidable. 
Any pupil of intelligence who listens to the doctrinal por
tions of the Bible will be more or less instructed thereby in 
the doctrine of the divinity of Jesus Christ, the eternal pun
ishment of the wicked, the authority of the priesthood, the 
binding force and efficacy of the sacraments, and many 
other conflicting sectarian doctrine. A most forcible 
demonstration of the accuracy of this statement is found in 
certain reports of the American Bible Society of its work in 
Catholic countries, (referred to in one of the arguments) in 
which instances are given of the conversion of several per
sons from " Romanism" through the reading of the script· 
urea alone: that is to Bf!.Y the reading of the Protestant or 
King James version of the Bible converted Catholics to 
Protestants without the aid of comment or exposition. In 
those case,!! the reading of the Bible cartainly was sectarian 
instruction. 

When the provisions of Section 3, Article 10, 
of the Wisconsin constitution are compared with 
the language of Reotion 4. Article 9, · of our own 
constitution, it must be conceded that the pro
visions of our own constitution are far more 
sweeping and oomprehensiv than the provisions 
construed in that case. That provision says, 
"and no sectarian instruction shall be allowed there
in," while the provisions of our own constitution 
say, "All schools maintained or supported wholly or 
in part by the public funds shall be forever free 
from sectarian control or influence." 

If the whole vocabulary of the E aglish lan·guage 
were exhausted, it would be difficult to frame an ex
pression which would indicate on the part of the 
people of the state more clearly and emphatically an 
intention to abolish everything which had eveD the 
slightest taint of sectarianism from the public 
schools. · 

MAKES TBE SCHOOL A PLACE OF WOBBBIP. 
In holding that the stated reading of the Bible in 

the public schools constitutes such school " a place 
of worship " and • " religious seminary " within the 
meaning of the constitution and laws of the state of 
Wisconsin, Justice Osssoday, on pages 979 and 980, 
uses the following language : 

If then, such reading of the Bible is worship, can there be 
any doubt but what the Echoolroom in which it is so statedly 
read is a " place of worship" within the meaning of the 
same clause hi the constitution ? Counsel seem to argue 
that such place of worship should be confined to so.me 
church edifice, or places where the members of a church 
statedly worship. Some of the earlier constitutions, having 
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similar clauses, used the word "building" and "church." 
Manifestly, the words "place of worship" were advisedly 
used as applicable to any " place " or structure where wor
ship is statedly held, and which the citizen is compelled to 
attend, or the. taxpayers are compelled to erect and support. 
The mere fact that only a small fraction of the school hours 
Is devoted to such worship, in no way justifies such use, as 
against an objecting taxpayer. If the right be conceded 
then the lengtn ot time so davoted becomes a matter of dis: 
cretion. It such right does not exist, then any length of 
time,. however short, Is forbidden. T.he relators, as tax
payers of the district, were compelled to aid in the erection 
ot the school building in question, and also to aid in the sup; 
port of the school maintamed therein. Sees. 430, 430a, Ban. 
& B. Ann. st. Being thus compelled to aid in such erection 
and support, they hav a leg>J.l right to object to its being 
used as a place of worship. In fact, it has oeen held that it 
can be devoted to no other use, as against an objecting tax. 
payer. _ 

Hebrew, and the Mohammedan, and each of thf'm iB 
a religious sect wi~hin the meaning of the constitu
tional provision, the conclusion i!! irresistible that 
that school is subjected to sectarian influence in 
which religious exercises are conducted by the read
_ing of the religions book on which the dootrins of 
the one or the other of these religious sects is baeed. 

It is worthy or '?bservation that the people of this 
state were not satu!1ied with . the fourtn subdivision 
of the compact with the United States, which simply 
provides that the common schools :shall be free from 
"sect~rian control,'' and added the words ''or influ
ence" to that provision ~ industria, when the;v 
framed Section 4, Article 9, supra. 

These people no doubt had in mind the fact that 
the introduction of religious worship in any form 
into the common schools was too often the source of 
bitter and malignant controversies between those 
who favored and those who objected to the particu
l•r form employed, and no doubt one of their pur
poses in enacting these stringent provisions was to 
emancipate the pupils in our common schools from 
the baneful illfluencee of. such unseemly controversies. 

The question thus recurs whether the money thus drawn 
froJ.D the state treasury for the m&intenance and support of 
the school in question is for the benefit .of a religious semi
nary, within the meaning of this. clause of the constitution. 
A seminary is defined by Webster as a place of training; 
institution of educa•ion; a school, academy, college, or 
university, in which young persons .are instructed in the 
several branches of learning which may qualify them for 
their future employments. It manifestly includes institu
tions of learning or education of different grades.. But a 
religious seminary of any' one grade is just as effectually for- KANSAS AND IOWA OASES. 
bidden as a religious seminary of any higher or other grade. I cannot dismiss this eubject without calling aUen-
The thing that is prohibited is the drawing of any money tion to a few other cases which bav 111 bearing on this 

. from the state treasury for the benefit of any religious t" I h f S D • 
school. If the stated reading of the Bible in the school as a quPr; ·IOn. n t e case O pencer vs. istr1ct :No. 6, 
text-book is not only in a limited sense, worship, but also 15 K\nsas, 202, it was held to be in violation..of tha 
instruction, as it manifestly is, then there is no escape ..from l&W of that state to use a school· house for a relig
the conclusion that it is religious instruction ; and hence the ious meeting when school was not in session. 
money so drawn from the state treasury was for the benefit Th · t 204 "Th bl" · h 1 
of a religious school, within the meaning of this clause of e cour . says on page : 8 pu IC so oo · 
the constitution. house cannot be used for any private purposes. The 

PUBLIC souooLs ABE GODLESS. argument is a short one. Taxation is invoked to 
Justice Orton, in construing the provisions of t.he raise funds to erect the building; but taxation is 

Wisconsin constitution, says, on pages 981 and 982: illegitimate to apply for any private purpose. Tau-
The clause that no sectarian instxuction shall be allowed ti~!l ~ill not. lie to raise funds to build a place for II 

there\n was inserted ea: industria to exclude everythillg per- re Jgmus society, a political society, or a social club. 
taining to religion. They are called by those who wish to What cannot be done directly cannot be done indi
hav not only religion, but their own religion, taught tl;l.erein recMy. As you may not levy taxes to build a church, 
"Godless schools." They are Godless, and the educational no more may you levy ta:~;es to build a school-house 
department· of the government is Godless, in the saine sense !1.ol'ld then lease it for 1 chnrch." 
that the executiv, legtslativ, and administrativ dep~rt. I f M 
mente are Godless. so Tong as our constitution . remains 68 n the case o oore vs: Monroe, decided by the 
it is, no one's religion can be taught in our public schools. enpreme court of Iowa, 20 N. W. R3porter, pmge 
By religion I mean religion as a system; not religion in the 475, the constitutionality of a law providing that the 
sense of natural law. Relildon iri the latter sense is the Bible should ''not be exaluded from 11ny school or 
source of allis wand government, justice and truth. Religion institution in the state"· was called in quest.ion. 
as a system of belief cannot be taught without offense to 
those who hav their own peculiar views of religion, no more The constitutional provision which it was claimed to 
than it can be without offense to the different sects of violate is as follows : " The general assembiy shall 
rellgion. How can rellgion, in this sense, be taught in the make no law respecting an establishment of religion 
common schools without taxing the people for or on account or prohibiting the free exercise thereof,· nor shall 
of it? The onlv object, purpose, or use for taxation by law 
in thls state must be exclusivly secular. There is no such any person be compelled to attend any place of war-
source and cause of strife, quarrels, fights, malignant oppo- ship, pay tithes, taxes, or other rates for building or 
sition, persecution, and war, and all evil in the state as repairing places of worship, or the maintenance of 
religion. ' Let it once enter into our civil affairs, our govern- any mini!lter or ministry." 
meot would !loon be destroyed. · Let it once enter into our The court held that the ·taw did no~ viol&te the 
common schools, they would be destroyed. Those who made 
ourcon~\itution saw this, and used the most apt and com pre. constitution, but says on pige 476: "It is, perhaps, 
heBsiv language in it to prevent such a cataRtrophe. It is not to be denied that the principle, carried out in 
said if r~adfng the Protestant version of the Bible in school its extreme logical results, might be sufficient to su~-
is offensiv to the parents of some of the scholars, and t · th 11 ' t' · 't" " 
antagonistic to their own religious views, the Children can ltn e appe an S pos1 JOn. 
retire. They ought not to be compelled to go out of the When the comparativly narrow provisions of the 
schoGl for such a reason· for _one moment. The suggestion Iowa constitution are compared with the broad and 
itself concedes the whole argument. That version of the sweeping terms of our own, and it is further consid
Bible is hostil to the belief of many who are taxed to sup- ered how reluctant courts are to override the legis-
port the common schools, and who hav equal rights and · • 1 b d 1 
privil6ges in them. It is a source of religious and sectarian lat1v WI! Y ec aring •• law unconstitutional, the 
strife. That is enough. It violates the letter and the spirit words of the Iowa court become pregnant with 
of the constitution. No state constitution ever existed that import, and leave little room to doubt that that 
so completely ~xcludes and precludes the ·possibility of court would bav held the law obnoxious to such 
religious strife 1n the civil ~airs of the state; and yet so . provisions as are found in our constitution 
fully protects all alike in the enJoyment of their own religion. . . • 
All sects and denominations may teach the people their own In Millard vs. the Board of Education, 10 N. E. 
doctrine in all proper places. Our cons/titution protects all Reporter, 669, the supreme court of Illinois says: 
and favors none. But they must keep out of the common " Tbe schools hav not been established to aid any 
schools and civil affairs. It requires but little argument to sectarian denomination or assist in disseminating 
prove that the Protestant version of the . Bible, or any other . • ' • 
version of the Bible is the source of religious strife and any sectarian dootriD, and no board of education or 
opposition, and opp~sed to the religious belief of many of school directors hav any authority to use the public 
our people. It is a sectarian book. The Protestants were funds for any such purpose." 
a very small sect in religion at one time, and they are a sect In the case of State vs. Halleck 16 Nevada 373 
yet, to tlie great Catholic church, against whose usages •t h ld th t bl" f d ' b ' ' 
they protested and so is their version of the Bible sectarian 1 was e a pu IC un s could not e sppro· 
as against the' Catholic version of it. The common schO'>l priated to the Nevada 0 rphan Asylum, a school in 
is one of the most indispensable, useful, and valuable civil which religious exercises of a sectarian character 
institutions this state has. It is democratic, and free to all were conducted. 
alike, in perfect equality, where all the children _of our N amerous other questions hav been examined 
people stand on a common platform, and may enJOY the . . . . • . 
benefits of an equal and common education. An enemy to which hav some relatiOn to th1s question, but they 
our common schools is an enemy to our state government. are founded on constitutional provisions so different 
It is the same hostility that would cause any religious from our own that their discussion would be un
denomination that had acquired the ascendancy ov-er all profitable. 
other~, to remodel our constitution and change our govern
ment, and all of its institutions, so as to make them f~vorable 
only to itself, and exclude all others from their benefits and 
protection. In such an event, religious and sectarian 
instruction will be given in all schools. Religion needs no 
support from ·the state. It is stronger and much purer 
without it. 

The case is important and timely. It brings before the 
courts a case of the plausible, insidious, and apparently 
innocent entrance of religion into our civil affairs, and of an 
assault upon the most valuable provisions of the constitu
tion. Those provisions should be pondered and heeded by 
all of our people, of all nationalitieS; of all denomin~tions ot 
religion, who desire the perpetuity and value the blessings 
of our free government. That such is tb_eir meaning and 
interpretation no one can doubt, and it requires no citation 
of authorities to show it. It is religion ilnd sectarian instruc
tion that are excluded by them. Morality and good conduct 
may be inculcated in the common schools and sh mld be. 
The connection of church and state corrupts religion and 
makes the state despotic. 

F~EE·FROM SECTARIAN INFLUENCE. 
If the word religioJL>, as used in the bill of rights, 

includes the religion of the Catholic, Protestant, the 

OONOEB:NING SACRED SONGS. 
But one question remains to be considered; your 

inquiry includes the singing of sacred songs. The 
term ''sacred songs " is too vague and indefinit to 
be susceptible of an exact definition, and it would be 
impossible for me to say whether or not _the singing 
of songs might or might not be a violation of the 
principles of the constitution. 

Sacred songs are ordinarily poetry of moral and 
elevating character set to music, and ordinarily 
speaking hav no sectarian tendencies. Many of 
them are enjoyed indisariminately by all denomina
tions, sects and creeds who use a common language. 

There is no doubt that a teacher by the systematic 
selection of such sacred songs as do hav a sectarian 
tendencr and causing them to be sung in the public 
schools a.s • religious and devotional exercise, might 
be guilty of a violation of the constitution ; but it is 
equally manifest that the pupils of our common 
schools may hav the pleasure and the benefit of 

many if not most of such songs and the provisions 
of our constitution be in nowise infringed. 

I hav the honor to be, very respectfully yours, 
W. 0. JoNEs, Attorney-General. 

R. B. WESTBROOK, President. 
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JWteenth Annual Congress. 
The F fteenth Annual Oongress of the American 

SRcular u uion h~&B been appointed by the Board of 
Directors to mllet. in Pnil"d~:~lphia, on Saturday 
morning, Oct. 31, 1891, at 10 o'clock, in Industrial 
Hsll, corner of Bwmd arid Wood streets, for the 
trans•ction of business, and to continue over Sunday, 
November. lat, if the Oongrees shall so determin. 
No arrangements will be made for reduced railway 
or hotel rates. 

The object of the American Secular U aion, as is 
well known, is to secure the total separation of 
oburcb and state in fact and in form, to the end tba~ 
equal right in religion, genuin morality in politice, 
~nd freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established, 
protected, and perpetuated. While we nnite on what 
is commonly known as the Nine Damande of Secu
larism, we propose to emphasize the following at the 
coming Congress : 

1. The equitable taxation of church propedy in 
common with other property. 

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction 
and worship in the public schoqls, and especially the 
reading of any Bible. 

3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforc
ing the obeervancl} of Sunday as a religious institu. 
tion, rather than an economic oue, justified by 
pbyeiological a;Ad other secular reasons. 

4. The cessation of all appropriations of the pub
lic funds for educational and charitable institutions 
of a sectarian charactr.~r. 

The American Secular Udon is strictly unsecta
rian and non-partisan in both religion and politic&, 
but will uae any and all honorable means to secure 
its objects as above stated. It is not either publicly 
or privately committed to the adYancement of any 
system of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily 
welcomes all persons of whatever faith to its mem
bership on the basis of " no union of church and 
state." The word " secular" is here used in its 
broadest sense, ils applied to the state and not to any 
system of religion or philosophy. 

To discuss these questions in an orderly and 
friendly manner, &nd to devise ways and means to 
promote these objects, let us come together at this 
Oongress ll!l Freethinkers, Materialists, Spiritualists, 
Unitarians, Universalist~, Free Re~ij!onists, Q11ak~rs, 
Progressiv Jews, and Llberal OhriBtians, and, IayiDg 
aside our peculiar views on religious questions, unite 
as American citizens on the one broad platform of no 
union of church and state, and the complete admin
istration.of our secular government on purely eecular 
principles. 

The National Reform Association, having for its 
object the establishment of Christianity as the relig
ion of the state by constitutional enactment ; the 
American Sabb•th U .oion, working for the enforce
ment, by legislation, of tbe Jewish and Puritanic • 
Sabbath on our free citizens; the Women's Christian 
Temperance Union, indorsing the platforms and 
IJO'icy of both tbese organizations; the churches, 
both Catholic and Protestant, insisting through their 
ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete exemption of 
church proper~y from just taxation, as well as upon 
the appropriation of public money for religious 
schools and other sectarian institutions ; all these, 
and many others which might be mentioned, are 
imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true 
Liberal and patriot, whether man or women, should 
feel called upon to aid in organizing an effectiv 
opposition to these nefarious schemes. 

All who work for religious liberty are welcome to 
the cowing Oongress of the American Secular Union 
in the Oity of Brotherly Love. R B. WESTBB ox, 

Presid~>nt Americau Secular UL>iOn. 
Attest : J DA a. CBADDOOK, 

Oorr Sec. Amer1cau SPcular Union. 
Philadelphia, Sept. 16, 1891. 

• 
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News and Notes. 

of reform. Mr. Anderson introduced me at the 
meetings. There are many others with whom I had 
the pleasure of acquaintance, a long roll of comrade
ship whoae generous welcome I shall not forget. 

Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Hubbard were present from 
Pullman, • distance of twenty miles. I hear good 
words of Pullman-that there are Liberals in it-and 
I hope on my next round to visit the place. At any 
rate, I hav a cordial invitation to the home of our 
friends, and t desire to go. :M:Jo, Hubbard put 190 
acres into wheat this season and takes to market 

Palouse country is one of the great wheat sections 7,700 bushels. He bought 80 acres this year for 
of ~he world. It is the opening of this vast territory $2,000 and has cleared enough oft his farm to clear 
of eastern Washington that has helped to build up tne debt. This is urofitable. Oae of Mr. Hubbard's 
Tacoma and 6he sound. The Great Northern rail· neighbors raised 84 bushels to Kille Jeroa, and the boss 
road now building is verging in this direction in •ere in Whitman ouunty produced 101 bushels and 
order to g~ther its enormous harves~s. Unless it 11 pounds. I guess this beats tt.e world. This 
goes fody bushels to the acre it is not considered abundant yield, testified to by over thirty persons, 
that there is au average crop. Whether these im · was exbibited at Spokane Exposition and will be also 
manse wheat fields will continue to produce in un- exhibited at World's Fair. 
diminished luster is a question of time. So far as Well, I could say more about Palouse country if I 
one can judge from present appearances the"e rolling had time---but it's a big country and there are big
prairies will not only produce the flour but will hearted Liberals in U~ and our flag flies, and there's 
"take the cake." · music in its mighty fields. 

P.alouse Oity is one of the most charming locations Monday morning I leave Palouse; and arrive at 
in this beautiful land. It has • plucky and business- Spokane about noon. As I am obliged on account 
like people. They don't trust in providence. They of railroad connections to remain over Spokane one 
make their own way. . night I had sent word to Mr. ScurloC!k to secure the 

On the day of my arrival there was a splendid Unitarian church where I had delivered a lecture on 
band tournament, .and the whistle of the locomotiv the previous Monday evenin~ for a lecture this Moo
mingled with exhilarating strains. Palouse can day evening, September 2let, on "The Religious 
boast of two bands, one of them a young ladies' band, Oonspiracy ." What was my surprise on arriving at 
which makes a brilliant appearance in its golden uni: Pacific Hotel, Spokane, to receive word as follows 
form. As there was but one large hall in the town, from my friend: '' Oould not get church. As 
my lecture on Saturday evening was dderred in Unitarians ~hey could not harbor downright Infidel
order that the Palouse cornet band might giv a ity. Individually they might hav broader views." 
ball in honor of the ocaaaion. It was a most sue- Think of this for a Unitarian church! The defense 
cessful affair. Fair women and brave men circled in of human rights, the Da.olaration of Independence, 
the glorious dance and those who were there didn't the Oonstitution of oar country, are "downright 
stop at midnight but broke the Sabbath day with the Infidelity" to the Unitarians of Spokane. There 
" light fantastic toe." was not one word in my discourse but what was in-

1 lectured on Sunday afternoon and evening to the dorsed by the Unitarian clergyman, not one word 
biggest audience I hav met anywhere. In the but what would be indorsed by the vast majority of 
evening every seat was occupied aud it seemed as if the Unitarians of Spokane. I was dealing with an 
nearly all present were in hearty accord with Liberal important question. I was not expressing my own 
ideas. Evidently the majority of the people are out· creed; I was simply advoaating the total separation 
side the e"olesiastical pale. The farmers in this conn- of church and state, without reference to belief, and 
try as well as the business men are generally to the this all-important question must be excluded from 
front. the Unitarian church. Save me from the Unitari"n 

W. L. Farnsworth I first met at Medina, 0., when church of Spokane. It is allied with bigotry. No 
with Oharles Watts the campaign for the Secular plea for universal human rights in its pulpit. Wbat 
Union was opened six years ago. I shall always a motley dress the Unitarians do wear. You do not 
remember the midnight ride of eighteen miles which know by its uniform where to find that cnuroh. It 
we took in the wintry weather after the lecture at has a coat of many colora. Bat after all, when it 
Medina to catch the morning train for Oleveland; comes to a test, the Unitarian cburahes are with the 
Farnsworth has obeyed the injunction of Greeley other churches. Amid all its flowers are the iron 
since that time and coma West. He is just the man bands of an inflexible creed. Ita pulpit is hedged in, 
for this live country. Be has built up a large busi- its clergymen are chained. The rights of man are 
ness and is making money. He is one of the fore- "downright Infidelity." Are the Unitarians much 
most citizens of Palouse. Be has never concealed . ahead of the Oatholics ? 
his Freethought principles. Be is an earnest sup- I shall lecture in Spokane again some time, not, 
porter of our work. Mrs. Krekel began the cam- however, in the Unitarian church, but on a platform 
paign here last year with grt>at sucaess and through broad as nature, science, humanity, and freedom. 
her lectures the Liberals discovered their strength. It is quite a leap from Spokane to Victoria, but 

• Mr. Farnsworth's little boy died a few months before here I am to-day on the soil of British Oolumbia. 
that liime. The father would not hav a clergyman to I leave Spokane Tuesday morning. 0 ver the mighty 
officiate at the funeral. Judge Back, of Lewiston, river and t.be arid plains, where the winds howland 
was sent for and came and delivered a most apprO- raise a dust, we go on over the stupendous pea~s 
priate address. The Obristians thought this a most and crags of the Oascades-thundering through the 
"terrible thing," but Mr. Farnsworth found many tunnel, winding throug}J the forests, circling down 
friends he knew not of before who thanked him for the mountain, and at midnight behold the far-flashing 
his courageous vindication of Freethonght. I had lights of Tacoma, billowing in the waters of the 
the pleasure of climbing "the hill of Zion" to hie sound. Ftom Tacoma the journey winds to Seattle, 
genial fireside and during my stay in Palouse the Naples of the West- brilliant on its hillsides 
enjoyed the hospitalib' of his home. Palouse seems fr.onting the resplendent sea. Then the great 
to be built on about as many hills as Re~me. There steamer in the soft and gorgeous sunshine of Sep· 
are seven, if not more, and it givs the city a variable tember plows the shining expanse and tumbles the 
and picturesque aspeat. On one of these. hills is waters into a million jewels. We pass Pb. T"wn· 
Mr. Farnsworth's dwelling. After you hav moun~ed send. I bav the good tortune to meet John lfthnd 
the '· steep incline" a lovely prospect spreads around, of that plaae, who orders Freethought books to .ll:eep 
the folding hills opening to the vast prairies, to the world •moving wit.h the spirit of progress. In 
mountainous peaks and the shining horizon. the afternoon I reach Victori•· As we sail into the 

Mr. R. Plaendtner is another stalwart Liberal. splendid h•rbor the most imposing building on the 
Be was burnt out two years ago when Palouse was shore is Hotel Dallas, where our good friend W. 
nearly destroyed, cd not only lost all he had but Jensen givs welcome to the traveling world. Hotel 
was hundreds of dollars in debt. He did not plead Dallas is one of the most ele~ant buildings on the 
the " baby aat " but simply went to work and paid sound. It was opened on the 1st of September. 
what be owed, cent for cent. He had no "Jesus" I wend rov way to the Occidental near the wharf. 
to help him on that lay-out, only his own grit. He is Berryman & Andrews, proprietors, giv solid and 
not afraid of his colors. Be is an unflinching generous e11~ertainment. It is a Liberal household 
Liberal every time. I am obliged to his daughter, here, and our friends are not afraid to wear the badge 
who has the youthful enthusiasm, of Freethought, of Freethougbt. Even the orthodox clergymen are 
for the beautiful bouquets furnished for the platform, not averse to register here. They know they can 
and I believe that she will one day be a representativ get a square meal and etceteras if they so desire. 
of our cause in the field of oratory. 011e clergyman of solemn aspeat inquired of Berry· 

Orautt, a pioneer of the coast, has hunted deer man what were his rates to clergymen. Berryman 
many a time where now are the busy streets of replied candidly that he didn't .~barge a clergyman 
Palouse. Be has taught school in Walla Walla and any more than he did anybody else. The clergyman 
vicinity, but I guess he never prayed or read the saw the point, smiled acquiesaenee, and paid his bill 
Bible. Be is a Freethinker from the word go. His like other folks. · 
reminiscenaes of this frontier life are exaeedingly In the evening, Thursday, September 24:th, I 
interesting. His son, Peter L. Orcutt, enrolls him- aall upon Mr. and Mrs. Jensen. Mrs. Jensen was 
self on To TBUTH SEEXEB list. Frank Briley and in E agland when I lectured last spring. She was 
John Drew, of Garfield, Wash., are also there.. Dr. an Intelligent and graceful lady, well fitted to pre
D. A. Olark joins. Mr. Anderson is already there, side in the palatial hotel so convenient and luxurious 
aud his whole family are heart and soul in the ranks in its appointments. Mr. Jensen has shown a , 

wonderful amount of enterprise in building this 
hotel. I do not believe any other man in Victoria 
would hav dared to hav done it. Itis not built in 
the business portion of the city where hotels. 
usually are, but just in the suburbs, on the shore of 
the bay, commanding a magnificent view of the 
sound_,.the Olympics, white all the year-the rocky 
and encircling shores and wooded hills. It is &!ready 
beaoming a fashionable resort. The traveling 
public are attracted by this unique and desirable 
residence. 

I was pleased above all things amidst· the adorn
ments of this popular hotel to see- - noble and 
e:xpressiv picture of Re~bert G. lngerai>Jl;._.on:e of 
the best I hav ever looked upon. The colonel 
stands out vigorously, nearly full length, as if in; the 
flood-tide.of his magnificent oratory. His a glorious· 
picture, and Hotel Dallas with its lovely surround
ings makes a :6.1; framework. SAMUJq.. P. ;fuTNAM. . 

Victoria, B. 0., Sept. 25, 1891. 

Reft.ectioas from ~an }.,rancisco. 
Over on the south side of Market street there 

dwells • solemn sort of an individual who occupies 
most of his time in estimating profit and loss in real 
estate transactions, and who, consequently, possesses 
no great degree of sensitivness in the oonscien~ious 
region of his anatomy. But, despite his bold 
plunges in the transfer of titles to the inheritance .of 
man, he is possessed of· an alarming timidity in regard 
to the fnture life. The traits developed prominently 
by his profession again come uppermost anc;l he 
makes an effort to cover his future risks in a manner 
certainly creditable upon the score of unustialness. 
It seems that at a period dating some two or three 
deaades back, and in obedience to the laws of nature 
and the eustoms of society, there appeared upon this 
sublunar stage of action a diminutiv youtb, and 
the destinies which mold the extremities of man 
deereed tliat as his years increased his resources 
should decrease, until he became so poverty-stricken 
as to put under his feet all pride, so far as employ
ment or employer WillS concerned, and that he should 
then, being in a strictly proper condition of humility, 
go to work in the vineyard of the Lord, or, in other 
words, join the Salvation Army. 

This, of course, was noli a cash tr...ansaation. Nor 
was there any specific agreement as to a time limit, 
the young man expressing himself as satitlfied with 
credit upon the records kept by a sentinel reputed 
to be of ethereal composition and possessing unvary
ing aocuraay as a bookkeeper. T.he exigencies of 
this mundane sphere compelled the young man to 
rustle about tor at least a limited amount of golden 
coin and for a long time he had a hard struggle to 
maintain the combination of force and matter neces· 
suy to an individualized existence. 

But fortune came rapping at his door one day 
and he happened to be "at homr." Wandering 
about in search of souls to save he ran aeross the 
man of real estate transactions and soon oonsum
m~toted a bargain. Now if the pangs of hunger 
a:Blict the vitals of this ardent Salvationist be straight
way hies away to the residence or the office of his 
new friends, prays for him, and reaeives therefor a 
liberal compensation in the legal coin of the realm. 
This is an aotual unornamented raat without varnish. 

From the south of Marke~ street I will take ·my 
re&der to the extreme northern limit of the city, 
where the sand runs down under the water which 
dashes in at the Golden G•te and plays unceasing 
music upon the roaky islets bordering the channel 
through which French frigatee, Ameriaan men-of· 
war, meroantil vessels, pleasure steamers, and Ohi
nese emigrants find their way into the great harbor. 

J ast where the glittering beams coming through 
the ocean gateway from the setting sun rest upon 
the sandy shore, there stands an old structure 
locally known as "the cobweb house"-so called 
because spiders and dust hav bad undisputed posses
sion of its exterior for twenty years or more, and its 
walls are festooned with filmy lacework ealipsing 
any effort of skilled human fingers with needle. An 
old captain, grown gray in the service of the sea, 
oacupies this quaint and dilapidated dwelling and 
dispenses libelous liquor from grimy glasses to the 
incongruity which seeks material spirits. I could 
not help noticing as I surveyed the premises one of 
the absurd contradictions which nature is continually 
presenting. This silver-haired veteran of the deep 
maintained his life by means of the vile stuff which 
he dispensed. His partners in the transaction invited 
destruction by the same means. The dingy redwood 
table over which the glasses passed stood as a divid· 
ing line between life and death. 

The dusty wooden walls of this curious place are 
adorned with numerous pictures more or less classic 
and more or less valuable-generally less valuable 
and more classic than popular E lstern tastes would 
Rpprove of. In the corners, overhead, upon the 
floor. and about the yard, are all sorts of marine and 
terrestrial curiosities which, gathered as they are from 
all sections of the globe, would form subjects for 
hours of entertaining study, and amid a motley 
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mass of animate and inanimate matter the old man 
is drifting down the channel of life and will soon sail 
out upon the unkaown ocean of eternity. 

It was the intelligence of the animate life about 
the old place · that part.icularly charmed me. The 
birds and 11nimals seemed full of it. To be sure, 
their vocabulary was limited and much of their 
language th~:.t of gesture, yet they used this witq 
such appropriatenaes and made their desires so 
plainly manifest thRt l fell to wondering if alter all 
mP.n had moved very far on ihe seale of progression. 

Fear, hl&te, envy, raga, cunning, suppliostion, de
light, desire, affaetion--theee and other sentiments 
were made as plainly mtmifest as man could make 
them, and as I watched· the birds, the doge, the 
monkeys, and even the small-brained kangaroo, I 

· could not avoid · noticing that their education and 
developmeat was in a general sense similar to that 
of the animal celled man. The process is the same. 
A series of impressions made upon the brain by en
vironments educates both. The brain of the man 
is perhaps of ftner texture; it is larger, and more 
comple.li:. It retains a greater number of impressions 
and can compare data and arrive at probable results 
further. removed. Bat otherwise there is no dift'er
enea unless it be in favor of the animal. 
· But the fBding light warned me that I had little 
time to waste over the complications of this problem 
11nd so I took my departure, a great green parrot 
hanging by its feet in the doorway, which had 
et"rted this train of reflections by the clearly eDun· 
cia ted greeting, " II: ow-de-do,'' remarking gravely as 
I passed. out, "How-de-do." The words interrupted 
the continuity of my theorizing and I fell to thinking 
what far ·re11ching effect little thing~1 sometimes hav. 
''·How· de-do," said tbe p1n•rot. F. L. BRoWNE. 

The Romantic History of Liberal, ltlo. 
Since all scielice comt!a from acseurate observation, 

experiments, and experience, biography and history 
sre necessary to 11 happy, successful life. ·To do the 
little I can in this good work I write under the above 
head. Fifteen years ar;(o it was my fortune to make 
the acquaintance of. G. H. Walser in Lamar, Mo. 
Having earned a surplus of means 11t the bar and in 
real estate, read t.nd thought himself on~ of the God 
ide• llll:nd the many obscene absurdities of the Bible, 
and deBiring to improve . the lives of the people 
about him, he was organizing an association he 
named the Sacred Brotherhood. It was my pleas
ure to attend his 1irst meeting amd to observe the 
forming of other like societies fl'fterward in that 
region d Missouri. Finally the K;n.sas Oity, Fort 
SGott . & Memphis railroad was chartered and com
menosd work. The keen brain of Walser spied tbe 
chance of an increased fortune for himself and a 
colony for Freethinkers. Heppeniog again in 
Lllmar and er.joying the hospitality of himself and 
good wife, I rode out with him fifteen miles west, 
'Viewing together the niee undulating land through 
which railroad stakes were set. II; was soon pur
chased, soma of it l~id off in lots, immigrants came 
in, and the colony shrted with bright prospects. In 
~ few years it w~a my pleasure to make them • visit. 
A nica common ha11 was up and well attended, Sun
d&yll spent in one or two lectures. and a school for 
i!!ll classee to learn and teach practical science. A 
eomm.on Liberal, social spirit and happy neighbor
ship pervaded the 11ettlers and welcomed every new 
immigrant. Here did it seem that life wae iildfled 
worth living. Some Methodist people with a zeal 
not according to knowledge procured a lot and built 
a housa for worship. Wishing to fairly discuss their 
tenants Mr. Walser Bnd a few other Liberals went to 
one of their meetings end proposed a discussion as 
H was closing. This being discourteously rejected, 
Mr. Walser rose to announce a lecture and was 
ordered down. N Jt obeying, e. squabble ensued, 
which ended in much strife, a lawsuit, and a Method.o 
iet aaoeesion to build up an adjoining village. SHil, 
if possible, more unfortunate than this relh1ious 
trouble, there began to brew a divide in tbe Free· 
thinking citizens. The element of so-called free love 
crept in, and failing to disoriminate between love 
and lust, misunderstandings, and even persecutions 
for opinion's sake, like a blsck frosf itt Au~ust nipped 
the flower in the social circle. One of their best 
business citizanP, the reliable station agent, and his 
family, were involved, and, considering dil<ioretion the 
better part of valor, sold out and went East. It i'3 
self-evident tbat all genuin thought and love per se 
must be free. They can neither be boQght, sold, 
nqr shackled, r fl:' >rls and pretenses to the contrary 
notwithstanding. To think and speak evil of one for 
so believing is religious persecution. Disagreeing 
on subjects of minor impodance aDd magnifying 
them too much, the colonists began to divide seri
ously, nor did the paper started by Mr. Walser and 
edited by one after another of less caliber, tend to 
unite. Olairvoyance, Spiritualism, and Obristia11 
Science came in euccal!eion, intermixed with the lin· 
gering life of the Sacred Brr>therhood, good in itself 
when well tSdminiatered. Finally one Dr. Bouton 
among them beg•n to inveatigate Spiritualism, pro· 
tessed to see somet.hjiJg r~al lll it, learJ_\ed readily tQ 
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make raps and move tables, and step after step 
became a soccesaful medium in slate-writing, mate
rializing, etc. While the more solid citizens had 
faith only in the manufacturing of all this by the 
doctor a.ud two or three aiders and abettors, the 
larger and constantly increasing part of the people 
were enthusiastic in accepting, defending, and enjoy
ing these manifestations of returning spirits. To 
confirm the ft.ith the following certificate came out: 

We, the undersigned citizens of Liberal. Barton county, 
Mo., hav a personal acquaintance with Dr. J. B. Bouton, and 
know him to be a man of truth and a worthy citizen. 

We hav been given the privilege of examining the condi
tions under which certain slate-writings take place in said 
Dr. Bouton's house, alleged to be througk the instrumental
ity of spirits. ·we hav availed ourselvs of said privilege, 
and hav made a thorough examination of said premises, 
and we hereby pronounce it utterly impossible that said 
writing can occur through visible or tangible human agency. 

State of Missouri,} SS 
Barton county. · 

C. W. STBWART1 . 

D.P. GRBBLBY, 
C. W. GOODLANDKR, JB., 
JoHN G. MAYER, 
G. H. WALSER. 

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a· notary public in and 
for. the county of Barton, state of Missouri, this the fifth day 
of June, 1885. F. L. YALE, Notary Public. 

It ia bat fair to believe that the moliivs bringing 
out this certificate were philanthropic. In accord· 
with the common saying, the hearts of the certifiers 
were right enough but their heads wrong enough. 

. And yet the certificate solemnized by the sacred 
oath administPred by a civil, though not an 
ecclesiastical, CJ:fticer, had its effect in spreading 
the ism and increasing Hte excitement. Having 
an aequaintance with Mr. Yale as a solid Materialist 
I can certify, though not on oath, that he did not 
present the Bible to the lips of • single one of the 
five swearers. Ae religionists are apt to say that 
cleanliness is r.ext to godlinese, were it not well for 
them to pray and plead that the Bible kept for 
swearing should be cleansed inside and out, that the 
kisser of it might likewise be clean ! 

Being honored on another visit \11\th a special in
vitation to attend a slate-writing EeAnce given by 
Dr. B., three messages came down from the top of his 
closet, and the Spiritual friends insisted that I must 
thereby be convinced. Aeking if each were not in the 
peculiar handwriting of the party when in the flash, 
getting an afficmativ answer, I suggested the pro· 
priety of getting an adept in chirography to trace 
the attempt'ld disguise to one and the same fingers 
stiii in the flesh. Next I said the only way to write 
on the elate was to move the softer pencil on the 
slate's surface to leave its particles of a different 
color. As this is commonly done with the fingers, I 
knew of no spirits with fingers,·apd matter being im· 
penetrable, it seemed impossible for fingers to pass 
through the solid wail of the closet. n was admitted 
by the medium that the pencil was essential to the 
writing, since it must go up and come down with the 
slate. Then how could the writing be accounted for? 
I said a living iDearnate spirit might be between the 
roof and the closet's top, slide a board, and pass the 
slate and its mesaagee. This was positivly rejected, 
since it was an impeachment of the doctor's integrity 
and besides a committee had eumined and certified 
to the impossibility of fraud. My reply was that the 
doctor's integrity was not on triaJ, and if genuin 
could take care of itself, but it could harm no one to 
hav a second search after a meseage·mlnufacturing 
contrivance. All this being ignored, I went my way 
to Florida and in due til'l1e I received a letter from a 
doub~in~ Thomas that 11 •mes had got into the roof 
above the closet, men had rushed up with their axes, 
cut away the burning shingles and down to tbe me~
sengerizing, if not the materiaUzing, slates. At this 
the doctor, sitting in his yard, turned heartaick, Rnd 
has had siraee to endure frowns reversing in " double 
quick" the smiles of the spirits. Much has the un
fortunate doctor needed the intercession of the den
izens of the skies to comfort him with the hope, yea, 
the certainty of a higher life, exempt from his mis
adventures in this. But he h's issued a creditable 
pamphlet detailing the adventure from its beginning 
to its end which will be sent to anyone for three 
stamps. The valuable space of THE TRUTH Sn:s:ER 
allows no more than a brief close to this writing. 

First: Strange that persons thus del~vered .from 
their delusions should follow the same d1smal hne of 
fraud and deceit. But few seem as yet t.o take 
Ingersoll's advice : 11 One world at a time." !»deed, 
some still maintain that the doctor was and IS yet a 
medium. 

Second: How can ordinary intelligence tail to 
percai'\'e, in accord with General Jackson's maxim that 
"the world is governed too much," and yet more 
surely the world believes too much T Absurd as 
Spirit~alists se" the Bible to be and its endles.s 
superstitions tfilicting humanity, bow .c~n tbey fa}l 
to see t.he folliee, frauds, and absurdities of then· 
ism T Finally, may the aged friend and well-wisher 
of all suggest the wisdom of first proving all things, 
that we may next bold fast to that. which is good. 
Considering the multitudes of coDflicting opinions 
and faithe c!iln we cherish the egotism that we are 
wholly e:I~mpt: f~9~ them ~ ~hlt!t we know jt ,11 ; 
.. . ~ ' 

that we are right, and others, calling for proof, 
wrong ? Must we ignore the history of science 
evineing that it is conceived in doubts, and grows to 
its giant proportions by demonstrations 1 Oan 
there.be any wrong in saying of some wild notions, 
We don't know-holding and living on the actual 
good we do know, lrarning diligently, humbly, and 
patiently all the more practical good pertaining to 
this life as we Iiv it ? Is it not the wiser and happier 
way to liv a good life to insure a good death ? 
Opinions are worthless, often injurious, unless based 
upon sound evide:D.ce and truth after a ctr.eful, 
patient investigation of the subject. 

I am constrained to remind every intelligent 
reader that ignoring the power of the press is to liv 
in helpless imbecility. The history of the slave
holding states before the war supplementing the 
horrors of preceding religious persecutions, is a 
standing dismal monument of this sad fact. A Con
gressman from that region once boasted in open 
debate that there was not a newspaper published in 
his district. The Union was dismembered, the 
Confederacy organized, a million citizens slaughtered, 
and billions wasted to rivet the chains of slavery, 
resulting in shattering the last link and the cause 
wretchedly lost. A little common sense disseminated 
by the press had saved ail this misery. Five or six 
cents per week from each one will maintain our 
Freethought journals, the rights of humanity, ~nd 
the honor of our rMe~ W. PERKINs . 

Kansas Oity. Mo. 
~----~~--------

Worth Considering. 
'!'he English language is spreading so rapidly over 

the earth, it is to be deprecated that its orthography 
is left so diffi1mlt, uncouth, and inconsistent. It is 
estimated that in ten years it will be spoken by 
seven hundred million people, while only five hun
dred million will be speaking other Europemn 
tongues. As, therefore, English will be indisput
ably the language of the future, it behooves every 
intelligent person speaking it to do ail that can be 
done to facilitate its written representation by 
making its orthography easy, economical, and 
reasonable. 

We are slowly simplifying its syntax and orthog
raphy; but it is singular that though these changes 
are universaiiy approved when once established, 
they are opposed by most of our popular writers 
while being made. It is only the few determined, 
aggressiv, plueky men who should be credited with 
these improvements, and yet it is only these who are_ 
laughed at and ridiculed, while the masses 111re 
gradually molded to adopt the "innovations." 

Ohanges in our language and its orthography are 
so slow we do not see their progress while they are 
being established, but by comparing the present 
with the past they are very apparent. For instance, 
take the following, transcribed from an English 
tombstone, · and which, from collateral proof, 
evidently reprF"~ents the English of its time : 

" Man cor-1 & se how schal aile dede be; wen yow 
comes bad & bare ; noth hav ven we aware fare, all 
ys werinesa yt for care." 

How changed and beautiful this would app9ar 
dressed in the present garb of our langu-ge : " Man, 
come and see how you will be when dead ; so bare 
and drear, :not aware how yoll fal.'e wheu free from 
weariness and cr.-r£1."-Items of Interest. 

· IJectures and Meetings. 
8. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October are as 

follows: San Francisco, October 11th; Sacramento, 18th. 
Will lecture In California through the months of October, 
November, December, and January, state coBvention Jan-
uary 29th., · 

J. G. HKRTWIG, P. 0. box 413, Washington, D. C., intends 
to lecture during the forthcoming fall and winter on the 
following eubjects: 1. "National Taxation," opposing 
t.he ,preeent customs and internal revenue systems of the 
United States and advocating a not graduated income tax 
in their stead, for raising tho revenue necessary for the sup
port of the government. 2. "Free Coinage," advocating 
tree and unlimited coinage, from American silver, of a tem
porary silver dollar, correct as to its bullion value, and, as 
soon as it can be accomplished, an international agreement 
liS to fixed ratio between gold and silver as monetary metals. 
3. "Sunday Laws," energetically opposing such laws, as 
violating the Constitution of the United States, and, In 
addition, expounding the other demands of Liberalism. 
He urgently and sincerely solicits engagements for these 
lectures. 

NoTHING is more 111imple and natural, in the early 
stages of civilization, ~han belief in occult, ~~If
conscious powers of evil. Troubles and calamities 
come upon man; his ignorance of physical laws for
bids him to attribute them to physical causes ; he 
therefore attributes them sometimes to the wrath of 
a good being, but more frequently to the malice of 
an evil being. Especiaiiy is this the case with dis
eases. The real causes of disease are so intricate 
that they are reached only after ages of scientific 
labor · hence they, above alJ, hav been attributed to 
tbe iJJ'fluencl1 of evil Rpir~tl'k-E:~.J·Preside?iC White 
of Cornell l!ni:uersit'!l· 
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people) to issue instructions as to when and to 
which of the "supreme rulers" the citizen shall say, 
11 Thank you." 

More Work for Washington Liberals. Jefferson said : 11 The govemment has no right to 
indirectly assume an authority over religious exercises 

THANKSGIVING PROCLAMATION-WORK THAT ALL OAN DO. which the Oonstitution bas. directly precluded it 

Infidel closed his redemptiv labors among us an 
evangelist and his ·devout young wife made their 
advent into our town. The name of this man of 
God was Zschariab, and he, like his namesake of 
old, was a devout man and fi\led with the Holy 
Ghost. His coming seemed opportune and the 
Ohristians of Dahlonega received him and his 
devoted ·wife with warm hearts and open arms. 
This evangelist was one of Prince Immanuel's true 
apd tried veterans. For many long years, under the 
influence of the Holy Ghost and. by the authority of 
the Methodist Episcopal ehureh, he had perambu
lated the byways of North Osrolina, and many were 
the obdurate 11 tar-heels" that he plucked as burn
ing brands from the :flames of etemal and unquench
able fire. The faithful brethren and' sisters here at 
once joined him in inau~urating an ext~nsiv cam
paign against the world, the desh, and the ·devil. A 
series of ·meetings were held· not only in the town 
but in the adjacent rural districts, and many and 
powerful were the eermons preached by this newly· 
arrived advocate of Jesus and his all-atoning blood. 
While the theological goose thus hung high and 
m.any encomiums were being lavished on Brother 
Beii by his ardent admirers, an ugly report came 
floating aloEg on a passing breeze to the effect that 
several months previous this devout man of God bad 
secured all the household funds and then eloped with 
a young woman of his :flock, who was on~ of his 
ardent admirers and was passionately-fond of the 
Holy Ghost business, leaving behind him a wife and 
five children in destitute circumstances. No sooner 
was this report confirmed than. the bre~hren here 
arrested Brother Bell and his spr1ghtly youllg Hagar, 
and incar~erated them in the county jail; where
upon the above-referred-to Infidgl wrote to one of 
the brethren here the foUowin~ 11i~nifieant letter: 

. Oa the first of last November I wrote E. P. Ferry, from." 
the governor of the state, respectfully requesting Madison declared: "The bro11dest principles of 
that in his Thanksgiving proclamation he would not the Oonstitution would entirely preclude the chief 
giv recognition to any religion, or make rfquest exE;cutiv from thus interfering with the religious 
that the people on that day assemble at their places aff•irs of the nation," 
of worship, or recommend the spending of the day, Grant said: "Leave the matter of religion to the 
or any part thereof, in acts of worship. My protest family altar, the church, and the private school sup· 
was declared to be too late, the proclamation had ported by private contribution, but keep (the state 
been drafted. . and church forever. separate." ·. 

This year I propose to make sure of being ahead No posBible wrong, loss, or injury can result to 
of time. any citizen from your careful exclusion from your 

I hav written to the various vice-presidents proclamation of any legal holiday all mention, refer· 
throughout the state, but there are many who will ence, or allusion to religion or religiaus observances. 
not thus be reached. I ask every member of the M:v political action and that of the members of tb 
Washington Secular Union and every L beral and in- Washington Secular Union at the next election will 
telligent voter in the state of Washington to write be influenced by your decision in this matter. 
a letter to the governor of the state, calling his at- Oonfidently :relying on your using every endeavor 
tention to the matter. · to insure to each and all citizens of the state 

Reader, you say:" Oh I if I was only able I would ".absolute freedom of cone-cience in all matters of 
be so glad to help the cause." Well, here is your religious l!entiment, belief, and worship," 
chance. It will take only one hour's time and cost · Yours reepectfully, ---- ----· 
only a two-cent stamp. Two thousand such letters 
should be sent to the governor between now and the 
time of issuing his proclamation. 

When a politician receives large numbers of per· 
sonalletters from voters, he is quick to comply with 
their request, fearing they might use in:flaence against 
him at next election. 

Every Liberal who neglects to write to the gov
ernor of the state on the subject, fails in duty alike 
to his avowed principles and his fellow-Infidels 
The receipt of vast numbers of letters will not alone 
in1illence the action of the governor in this matter, 
but convince the powers that be that the Infidels 
hold the balance of power at our next election, and 
this will insure our claims receiving respectful at
tention from politicians of both parties. 

Liberals claim their desire is to learn 11 what is 
duty and to do it." Let us act up to our profession. 
Time will not wait our leisure ; soon it wiii be too 
late. Write at once, to-day, this mail! · 

For the benefit of Liberal friends who do not take 
THE TRUTH SEEKEB1 I hav prepared the following 
copy of a letter to the governor. If your friend 
cannot be persuaded to write a personal letter, out 
this letter from your paper and let him paste it on m 
olean sheet of writing-paper, head it with his address 
and sign it with his full name. . · · 

FORM OF LETTER TO THE GOVERNOR. 
· This form is only suggestiv ; or for the use of 

those who cannot be induced to write for them11elvs. 
But better send copy of this or even cut it out and 
paste on sheet of leUer·p&per and sign with full 
name, than not write at all. 

--' -, WASH., Sept. -, 1891. 
To THE HoN. E. P. FEBRY1 GoYernor St11.te of 

Washington, Olympia, Wash., JJear. Sir: As the 
time is approaching for issuing the annual Thanks
giving proclamation I respectfully call your atten. 
tion to the fact that our government is civil, not 
ecclesiastical ; has no religion, and therefore no 
authority to issue proclamations caJJing on citizens 
to acknowledge any particular God, or to observe 
any stated time for prayers, fasts, feasts, or worship. 

I do not object to the chief executiv appointing 
legal holidays in which no citizen can be compelled 
to transact ordinary business, but I do most earnestly 
and emphatically protest against the governor or 
any other servant of the people dictating, advisin~. 
or requee.ting the people on any such legal holiday to 
assemble for worship or in any way indicate how the 
hours of such holiday shall be spent. 

Oar state co:estitution guarantees 11 absolute free. 
dom of conscience in ail matters of religioue senti
ment." A proclamation by the chief exeeutiv dic
tates and influences religious sentiment, ·and is, 
therefore, a violation of the spirit of our bill of 
rights. · 

I hav failed, after a careful reading of our state 
constitution, to find any clause authorizing or in
structing the governor to issue proclamation for 
thanksgiving or any other religious feast, fast, or 
holy day. 

It is claimed, " Thanksgiving proclamatione do not 
decree any religious observance but only recommend 
a day of general th ... nkegiving. such recommendation 
having no binding force or illflllence." 

Taen they should moat certainly be dispensed 
with, since they disturb, irritate, and outrage the 
sentiments of a very large number of good and 
worthy citizens. 

But since they do hav force and influence, I aek 
you why one class of citizens should be favored 
above others, and their religious fancies pandered to 
by the government of tbe state, and the belief and 
sentiments of thousands of other equally good and 
worthy citisene be insulted or ignored. 

If any citizen hae especial cause for gratitude to 
hie God it is an insult to the intelligence of such 
citizen for any government offi!Jial (servant of the 

A SHORTER FORM FOR THE VERY BUSY. 
-----, WAsH., Sept. -, 1891. 

To THE HoN E. P. FEBRY1 Olympi8, Wash., /)ear 
Sir: Oar state constitution does not instruct the 
governor to issue proclamations with recommends 
tion to the people to assemble for worship ; or with 
exhortations to giv thanks to God. 

J &:ftsrson, 1\ladison, Grant, denounce such acte. 
I respectfully request you to abstain from any 

such recommendation in your next annual Thanks· 
giving proclamations. · · 

No possible Joss or injury can result to any person 
from your so abstaining. 

My vote and in:fluence will be biased by your 
action in this matter. Yours truly, -----. 

"No. 14: S. FnrTH ST. PHILADELPHIA, PA '} 
" Sept. 18 1891. 

" MR. ---, JJear Sir : I hav just learJled that 
you and other Ohristian brethren of Dahlonega hav 
caussd the evangelist, Z1cbariah Bell, and his young 
wife, to be arrested and incarcerated in the county 

N d t jail. Now, coneidering the zealous work . your 
Liberal: ow, please o no neglect this with t'he brother did in your midst for the cause of Ohrist, 

excuse, "Lots of others will attend to this without t d and the many sinners whom he awakened to a sense 
m£>." You hav a duty 0 o, and by your love of of their lost condition, you acted not only ur:jastly 
justice, right, and liberty I beseech you to promptly toward your brother but inconsistently with your pro
perform it. 

Union of church and sta'e is not a small matter, fession. You should hav remembered that your 
and remember the gaining this point will greatly brother in takin~ to himself an extra wife only imi-
help us in securing other rights. . . taied, in a feeble way, his illustrious exemplars, 

h d d • • • d 1 'faithful Abraham,' 'good old Isaac,' Judah, 
All depends ou eae an all OJng their mdivi ua David, and Solomon, all of whom were distinguished 

duty. Write, and urge others to write. Do it at Bible heroes and special favorite of the God. !OU 
onco. 0. B. ·REYNOLDS, Sec. Wash. Sec. Union. -

Fremont, Wash. worship. These illustrious Bible champions each 
----~----- had all the way from six to one thousand wives 

.Christians Cannot Tolerate the Practice- of and concubines, and instead of condemning them, 
I d t you commend them to your Sanday-school children 

Bible Examp es an Precep 8• as exemplars of righteousness. In the face of these 
A DOSE (F THEIR OWN MEDICIN NAUSEATES THEIR facts hOW COUld you be SO cruel to Brother BeiJ, 

STOMAOHS. TO PROFESS A BELIEF IN CHRISTIANITY who only took to himself ODe Bingle extra Wife ! 
AND THE BIBLE IS ADMISSIBLE j TO PRACTIOE IT IS You certainly should hav, nuder the CirCUmstances, 
INSUFFERABLE. A OHRISTIAN COMMUNITY BROUGHT commended him for his moderation in the Abraham 
FAOE To FACE WITH THE ·PRACTICAL woRKING OF and H111gar business. I would further call your atten
ITS OWN SYSTEM. AND BITTERLY OPPOSING IT, WHAT tion to the fact that polygamy WaS approved and 
IS WRONG IN PRAOTIOE CANNOT BE RIGHT IN practiced in J ndea in the time Of 0hrist, and yet he 
THEORY. WHY OA.NNOT MEN AND WOMEN OF ORDI· never uttered a single WOrd in COndemnation Of it. 
NABY SENSE SEE IT? Ydur God 'gave to the bosom of David all the wives 

The people of this town are both devout and of his master Saul,' thereby placing the seal of his 
sanctimonious. A brtlnch of the N. G. A. Oollege J>erpetual approval on the plural wife system (see 
is located here, and the students are compelled to 2 Sam. xi\). But you may urge that your brother 
observe those religious forms so distasteful to all deser,!3d bis first wife and children. I would remind 
young people of sense and refinement. , It so hap- you that his authority for doing so as a Ohristian you 
pened that an Infidel from the neighboring state of cannot gainsay. You hav complimented · Brother 
Tennessee sojourned here during the past summer, Bell for his devotion and fidelity to the cause of 
and from time to time essayed to giv free Liberal Obrist. Just here allow me to remind you that 
lectures ·at the court house. These le.,tures, which Ohrist repeatedly enjoined upon his followers that 
were given Sunday afternoons, were well attended they must 'forsake wife and children and follow 
by the studente, many of whom had never beard him.' In Matt. xix and Mark x he actually offers 
that there were two sides to the orthodox qaeetion. eternal life as a premium to those who would forsake 
They became much interested in the speaker's their wives and children for his and the ' gospel's 
radical views, and demanded of the resident clergy- Bake.' And yet, when Brother Bell sets about 
men that they meet and refute them. This, for reducing these examples and precepts of your Bible 
obvious reasons, the clergy refused to do, and many and your Jesus to practice, you arrest and put him 
of the students became indoctrinated with heterodox in jail. If your profession cannot be reduced to 
opinions. To hav a godlese Infidel come into a prllctice without danger of arrest and imprisonment, 
stronghold of orthodoxy and proselyte tbe college my advice is for you to abandon it and substitute 
students to the teaching of modern Infidelity, was something better in its dead. From an Infidel's 
too exasperating to be meekly endured by the standpoint we admit that it looked unjust and cruel 
faithful, and threats and mutterings of smothered for your brother in Obrist to rob and abandon his 
rage could be heard by the listening ear. The wife and children; but it was not half so bad as 
more passiv-natured saints in secret prayer, im· 'faithful Abraham' baniebing his youn~ wife Hagar 
plored God to convert this horrid perverter of souls and her little child to the wiJderness of Beersheba, 
or compel him to hastily emigrate to a climate that to encount.er its ml'nifold dangers without protec
was lurid in appearance and torrid in temperature. tion. If the R9v. Mr. Bell deserves a coat of tar 
Tbat the speaker was most provoking, I. do not and feathere with which you threaten him, then 
deny. He boldly declared that tbe combined influ- should olti Abraham hav been constituted the chief 
ence of the Bible and church was, and ever ha!J man in an impromptu necktie party, as a just punish
hPen, fearfully deleterious to the morals of society. ment for his unfeelina" brutality to his young wife 
He denounced the doctrin of the " innate depravity" and innocent child. Of course we confess that from 
of mmn as a vile heresy against the race, and that of an Infidel standard of morals the conduct of your 
the " atonement" as an unqualified Iicen!!e to the brother W!llil outraaeously unjust · and wrong ; but 
commission of crime. The only creed which he according to the Bib!~ and commands of Obrist it 
Pnunc:ated wae, "Do right, and fear neither man, was strictly consistent and right. We honestly 
Gfld, nor. the devil." , advise you and all other good-meaning Ohristians to 

Now it so happened that about the time that this. discard the Bible from your homes and substitute 
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n its stead Oombe's 'Oonstitution of Man.' Let 
he Lor.f run his own .. business, and giv to poor, 

half-bred, diseased, ignorant humanity the attention 
to which its deplorable condition so strongly entitles 
it. In my reform labors among you last summer I 
tried to impress upon you a sense of the pernicious 
ill:ftuenoe of your iniquitous old system of supersti
t!M, and the recent episode in which your brother 
in Ohrist and hie consistent wife No. 2 constitute the 
ohM actors should be conclusiv proof to you of :the 
correctness of my position. We admonish you and 
your Obristian brothers and aieters at Dahlonega to 
learn a lesson from recent experience, and at once 
and forever abandon the theory of religion that can 
not be reduced to pracUce without shocking your 
moral natures and sense of decency. Hoping you 
may receive ibis admonitory letter in the same spirit 
of kindness in which it is written, I rema.n, with 
many kind wishes for your welfare and happiness, 

" w ABBEN S'MITli. 
".Dahlonega, Ga., Sept. 20, 1891." · 

In our opinion it would be a good idea t(> consti
tute these ever-recurring episodes of Ohristian immo
ralities as a text from which to preach to the faithful 
an £:ffieient Secular sermon. Let us call things by 
their proper names, and do all we can io expose the 
deformities of the Ohristian superstition in a manner 
to arrest the attention of its deluded devotees. 
Woman's shoulders support the church. Let us 
strive to break the priestly spell resting on these 
modern Titanias, and convince them that they hav 
been wooing ed caressing something far more 
unsightly and loathsome than a Shaksperean donkey. 

VoLNEY. 

Letters on English Secularism. 
If ever English Secularism passed through a 

severe ordeal, it is passing through one at the pres
ent time. Dieae·ter after disaster bav come and left 
their clammy bger-marks upon the victim;; yet 

·secularism rises triumphantly·after each assault :and 
bids fair to lead the way in no very distant futur.e. 

Years ago, when Oharles Bradlaugh and Annie 
Besant stood shoulder to shoulder in defense of the 
right of publication, only one side of the Secularist 
teaching was affected. Fortunately .the damage 
done to the cause was equal to the benefits it re· 
ceived ; from that time to this, vicious Ohristiaus 
hav maintained that Secularism is a means of spread
ing immoral knowledge, because the two co-defend
ants were leaders in the National Secular Society. 
When Mr. Foote and his colleagues in business were 
committed to prison for publishing the Freethinker, 
it was but a side issue, comparativly ·speaking, 
though one of utmost importance in itself. When 
Mr. Bradlaugb made his gallant stand against an 
iniquitous House of Oommons, notwithstanding the 
vitality of the question as to whether mea who. dis
believe in a God should be made to swear ~y. one, be 
was but fighting a battle which could not seriously 
interfere with the growth of Freetbougbt in Eng
land. Now the circumstances are changed. It is no 
longer side issues thi.t are at stake. The whole re
ligions world baa set itself to bre•k up our Free· 
thought par6y and exterminate Us teaohinga. 

Mrs. Besant's defection is known to all. That 
gifted lady has been caught in Theosophic nets ·and 
would fain hav all of us ·be entrapped, too. With 
a solid unanimity the party has said, 11 No, thank 
you." Mrs. Besant is eviden~ly disappointed and 
disgusted. Having changed her front she now sees 
nothing of our old successes. Bitter indeed are 
the passages of arms which now and again take 
place between her and our trusted leader, G. W. 
Foote. No one who was present at the densely 
crowded meeting at the Hall of Science when Mrs. 
Besant took her inglorious " farewell," as she termed 
it, will forget the subdued expression of pain as 
those who had so often lingered on her words heard 
her declare in favor of the truth of the letters from 
an unseen world. 
_ All felt for her and pitied her in her weakness ; 
but all felt, too, that she must be allowed to go her 
own way. Powerful, indeed, was her lecture; her 
flee plainly sho~ing the state of emotion. into which 
she bad worked herself. Always· clear 1n what she 

. bad to say, she seemed especially clear on that long
to-be-remembered evening. At the close of the ad
dress1 without even sitting doW.n, Mrs. Besant with 
her constant companion, Mr. Herbert Burrows, Miss 
Basant, and Hre-. Thornton Smith, who presided, 
abruptly turned to the left, descended the platform, 
aud passed out, to the bewilderment of the audience. 

. ·Nevtr before bad such tactics been displayed at the 
Hall of Science. According to notification and the 
invariable rule at Freethought meetings, discussion 
was invited ; but with the chairman and lecturer gone, 
how could people discuss Theosophy! Mr. 
Forder, the secretary of the National Secular Society, 
and Mr. Touzeau Parris, a Hall of Science lecturer, 
did speak, but the interest of the meeting was gone. 
Mrs. Bonner, Mr. Bradlaugh's married daughter, sat 
almost unnoticed in the audience. 

A fortnight later (September 13hh) Mr. G. W. 
Foote drew 1 crowded audieJlce to hear him discourse 

on "What Does Mrs. Besant Mean 7" Olear lis a 
bell his voice rang through the hall, lis step by step 
he pulled·Mrs. Besant's statements to shredg; What 
he had to say about Theosophy matters but little ; 
but what he had to say about the .decline of Atheism 
and other unfriendly allusions made by Mrs. Bes,a;nt 
was eagerly caught up and vociferously Jlheered · by 
the immense assembly .. No one 'could doubt that 
Mrs. Besant fully ·intends the ·disruption of the 
F.reethought party, if it can be · accomplished~ 1:'he 
.Daily Chronicle, a third-rate London daily, bas b~en 
lavish in its supply of Theoaophie information; letters 
oa Mahatmas, verbatim, reports of Mrs. Besaut's 
speeches and so on; but there :was never lit line upon 
Mr. Foote's crushing rejoinder. It is one thing to 
advocate and quite another to repudiate Secularism. 

. And so the bDttle remains at present. W duld 
that it were ended l Trumpery bigots hav caught 
the disease. Following our late vice. president, they 
poohpooh the advance of Secularism and quote · 
Mrs. Basant like the gospel. This very week c9me 
two reports from branches in the suburbs, at oue of 
which an effort is baing made to eject our · ltctuters 
from the common land on which they hav spo~en 
for years past ; the other declares thit the band!:'! of 
the Salvation army and Ohuroh Army hav conspired 
to play down ·. the speakere' voices; as they !can 
not talk them out of the place they will try.what a 
liberal dose of trumpet and dram will do for thetn. 

In yet another it is ·unsafe to giv lectures bec.use 
the Ohristian spiel! jot down the names of listeners 
and duly report their misb6havior to their employers, 
who in their turn scarcely dare to refuso dismissal 
of men they would prefer to keep in their emp)oy. 
Such eases of . prompt dismissal occur not only in 
small outlying villages, but even in cities like }Jan
ohester. But the Freethought party is gai~ing 
. strength every day ; and under Mr. Foote's judic~ous 
management the National Secular Society se"m's 
bound io conquer. . . . · : · . 

Among the more serious drawbacks to the wor;t .is 
a split'over the Memorial He.U. There hav al\\!~S 
been admirers of Ohlirles Bradlaugh who wo.uld ibav 
nQthing whatever to do with ;his Secularism. These 
people had to be taken into consideration. Now, 
the EogUsh law does not permit Atheists to hold 
property in trust, as do all sorts of Ohristians •. No 
agreement is binding; no legacies may be bequeathed 
to us, and no corporate property can be held by us, 
and so, when the National Secular Soci~ty wishe~ to 
raise a suitable memorial hall to our late revered 
president, it became necessary to form lA commercial 
company to run the ball. 0! course everyone under
stood the idea; but as .Ohristian tactics are 'not 
necessarily just and honorable we had to guard 
against them as much as possible. The Natipnal 
Secular Society peQple subscribed by far the lar~est 
part of the money ;vet raised, and suggested buying' 
up the old Hall of Seienee, the scene of so many of 
Bradlaugb's :triumphs, ·and where dear old p; M. 
Bennett, as in the case· of msny another. not~ble 
Freethinker, was banqueted and otherwise honqred, 
with a view to rebuilding it as money might flo\l.in. 
Oar enemies hav opposed the plan, and. by packed 
meetings temporarily overthrown it. The result will 
be a new rift in the party on the one hand, a1:1d a 
consolidation of out and out Secularists on the other. 
You ean no more separate Bradlaugh from· the 
National Secular Society than you can sepJrate'him 
from the parentage of his own children; and no monu
ment, by whomsoever raised, can be more expressiv of 
his life and work than that of the National Secular 
Soo~ety, for which it might almost be said be lived 
and died.· 

If the Editor allows me, I hope to giv American 
Freethinkers an accurate insight into English 
Secularism, dealing with the more serious events as 
they happen, and using quieter. weeks to explmin our 
system, work and workers. SAMUEL STANDBING. 

Jehovah. 
Who was that mighty one of old 
Whose favors could be bought or sold, 
Whose aid was paid in -blood or gold ? 

Jehovah. 

Who waked from his eternal calm 
To make the pigeon and the lamb 
And angels too to sing a psalm? 

Jehovah. 

Who formed the earth before the sun 
And saw •twas good when he was done,. 
Then• made the devil just for fun? 

Jehovah. 

Who made the snake more wise than Eve 
And gave. it power to deceive, 
Then damned all those who don't believe? 

Jehovah. 

Wbo~planned the serpent and the fall, 
The Virgin, Balsam's ass, and all, 
And on tl1e cross so loud did bawl? 

Jehovah. 

Who tailor-like did sew some skins 
To cover Adam's dirty shins, 
Then died to save him from his sins? 

Jehovah. 
. Whose warlike deeds were always sealed 

With victory on battle-field, 

·-
Till iron cars made him to yield ? 

Jehovah. 
• Who was it that the sun did sta.y 

And lengthen out a summer day, 
To giv his servants time to slay ? 

Jehovah. 
Who left his shining worlds on higb, 
Was born a babe, did whine and cry 

· As he on woman's lap did lie? 
Jehovah. 

Who joyful news came here to tell : 
Believe an~ pay my priests right well, 
Or I will burn you all in hell? 

Jehovah. 
The devil took his maker up 
And fl.ew away to mountain top
If he had only let him drop, 

Jehovah! 
Who then to show his power divine, 
Like other frauds did make bad wine, 
And drown the devils in the swine ? 

· ' Jehovah. 
Who on the back of aseres two 
The city gates. rode proudly through, 
Then stuck a fellow's ear with glue ? 

Jehovah. 
Who like weak ma:n did pray and. cry 
When hung upon the cross so high, 
And strange to tell did really die ? 

Jehovah. 
· The dying thief he did deceive, 

He kindly told him not to grieve, 
For they would meet that very eve, 

Jehovah. 
Then down to hell he took his way
Lamentable he did not stay 
Instead of rising the third day, 

Jehovah. D. F. E. 

Wanted-A Spirit • 
· DEiB TnuTH SEEKEB FnrENDS : I promised to tell 

you the result of my search for spirit miUlifestations 
in New York, Brooklyn, and Willi~msburg, ·but 
really I found nothing worth lumbering up tho 
,paper with. I got slate·writing it is true, but only 
under the table, and a few words at a time, and 
written only as the medium herself might hav done 
it, so it was not at all satisfactory. I got nothing 
that hit nearer than a fortune-teller might hit-three 
prophecies tbzt may yet be fulfilled, though I doubt 
it. I did not see the big gun of all, Kl!eler, as he 
was not in Will,iall,l~burg yet. · 

Friends told me marvels and showed me auto
graphs and portraits innumerable said to hav been 
produced under absolute test conditione. I think 
probably the phenomena are much of them real. But 
what produces it I know not. I do not think the 
dead hav anything to do with it, but that it is eome 
not understood power or faculty in the living. It is 
j;rulyjpter,esting and wonderful, and I should hav 
liked to bir.v followed it up further had I h11d time 
and means. 

I hav had three months of visiting and enjoyed 
every hour of it1 and laid in a store of pleasant 
memories for the future. Everyone has been so 
kind and good to me that I felt as if human nature 
had suddenly become more aff'ectional, generous, and 
good than it ever was before. 

I hav seen so much in botanical gard_ens, hot
houses, museums, and other ' interesting and in
structiv places that I feel as if years bad been added 
to my life-pleasant, agreeable, happy years, too. I 
wish each and all of you may some time hav as pleas
ant and enjoyable a three months as I hav he.d. 
Home is pleasant after my long absence and I am 
erjoying it to the ful1. ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER, 

Snowville, Va., Sept. 19, 291. 

How to Help 1.,he Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thns save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands at the end of 'he week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictu1·es ~alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your ncquaintances. On your request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5. Lllave a copy occasionally where it will be· 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Le~ve it picture-side up. 

6. K·l.lep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts 
and when convenient baud one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to take it. 

WE will furnish free sample pages-pie~tures and 
text..,-of the 11 Freethinkers' Pictorial Ta:d-Book " to 
any friend who will distribute them where they will 
do good, and to anyone who will become a selling 
agent a liberal discount will be m11de. A Freethinker 
of good address, man or woman, out of work, could 
make good salary selling this book in any town of 
fairly Liberal inhabitants. 
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We hope that whenever a Freethinker sees an 
article in his local paper in favor of opening the 
World's Eair on Sundays he will mark it and 
send a copy to Be11jamin Butte'I"'JJorth, secretary 
Boaril of JJirectors of World's Fair, Rand. 
McNally building, Chicago, Ill., and to. John ~l. 
.Dickinson. secretar'!l National Commission of 
World's Fair, at the same address. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
e.tforts must not slacken till th.e final decision is 
made, which may not be till1893. 

To Bible Piotnre Book, we take pleasure in say
ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soon 
this fall as the work can be done and done well. 
Tee price will be $1, ed it will contain a great deal 
for that amount. In renewing for To T:aUTH Suxo 
we hope our readers will not forget to inolose the 

dollll' for it. 
------~~~-----------

HEARTY and well-deserved thanks are returned 
to the following for their e:fforts in sending us new 
subscribers: 

W. J. Locke, B. P. Putnam, B. F. Harrington, L. N. 
Anderson, J. T. Murray, N. H. Cone, W. L. Ryder, H. 
Welisch, E. E. Matteson, Mrs. T. B. Olds, R. Lechner, T. G. 
Redfield, R. Pfaendter, F. C. Schamhart, C. P. Farrell, J. 
V. Harbison, D. M. Angus, C. Dansby, H. L. Lindeleat, 
John Downes, P. ·F. Spencer, A. Wilson. David West, Mrs. 
P. Gulick, R. J. Wilson, Mel Pierce, G. E. Gandelot, D. 
Walsh, W. Dennison, Fred Busch, F. C. Wright, L. K. Smith. 

We also acknowledge a generous and needed 
donation to our fund for distributing Liberal litera
ture from Captain Silas Latham, of Noank, Conn., 
of ftve doll~rs. We shall use it to send documents 
to the-World's Fair authorities. 

I to be prohibited, but where the song manual is 
fairly scarlet with seotll'ian teaohing, should be
kept in mind by Washington Freethinker•, and 
such attempts to evade constitutional inhibition 
thwarted. 

Mr. 0. B. Reynolds voices the natural exultation 
on !the part of the Liberals of his state over the 
·viobory on the £chool question, and in a oommunio• 
tion printed in this issue urges the Liberals to 
settle another matter-that of Thanksgiving prCicl• 
mationf1. His plan of campaign is for every Liberal 
to write a letter to the governor-Ron. E. P. Ferry, 
Olympia-in regard to his Thanksgiving proclama
tion, and ask him to refrain from recognition of any 
religion, or advising that any part of the day be 
spent in prayer, praise, or any other religious 
observance. Ten such letters, he thinks, will 
aoBomplish more than one thousand names signed to 
any petition. It will convince him and the poli
ticians of all patties that it is not safe to ignore our 
just demands; a11.d that it is as necessary to respect 
organized Liberals as the organized Christians. 
And if this is done by all the Liberals of Washing
ton, Mr. Reynolds hopes it will exhibit power 
enough on the p1rt of Liberals to secure the repeal 
of the law enacted at the last session of. the Wash
ington legislature exempting from taxation all church 
property of a less value than ftve thousand dollars, 
a law which slipped through when the officers of 
ihe Washington Seoular Union were temporarily 
off' gnll'd. "Rajoioing," says Mr. Reynolds, "in 
the victories won, let us redouble our zeal, and soon 
every one of the Nine Demands will be allowed in 
our young giant state of Washington." 

What Do Spiritualists Believe' 
This is the question our old friend Thomas Goddard 

asks us to answer; we confess to inability to comply. 
Like the Methodists the Spiritnalistt bav not formu
lated a creed in paragraphs and sections, as hav the 
PresbyteriaJJs and Episcopalians, but depend upon 
the writings of their leaders and " fathers " for an 
exegesis of their faith. We bav read a great many 
Spiritualistic books, but no two writers agree in all 
partioul~rs. Some of them hav a local heaven, with 
many " spheres f' others let the spirits wander 
through the air at will. Some bav animals in their 
heaven, with :flowers, and other good things ; they 
all hav music up there. Some bav people grow; 
others keep them as they passed away, so we hav old 
men and babes coming back just of the same age as 
wh~n they died. Mrs. Luna Hutchinson's "Beyond 
the Veil " is one of the most poetic descriptions of a 
Spiritualist's idea of heaven that we liav read, and it 
is probably as accurate as any. It is as sensual as a 
Mohammedan heaven, as ideal as Swedenborgianism, 
as complete in. details as John the Revelator's pH• 
dise, and is undoubtedly a good description of what 
a heaven should · be to be in· keeping with Mrs. 
Hn~binson's .idea. 

The philosophy of Spiritualism is yet in a chaotic 
state. Every Spiritualist who thinks upon the sub. 
jeot thinks different from every other. Like other 
religions Spiritualism bas two wings, the orthodox, 
or oonservativ, wing; and the progressiv, or heretical, 
wing. Christian Spiritualists, of whom there ll'e 
many in the E •st, bav a God. They are Theists, 
with angelic -.ttaobments. The heretioal wing are 

The Decision of the Washington Attorney- usually Atheists, believe Spiritualism to be capable 
General. of scientifto demonstration, and are ready to renounce 

The decision printed in this issue of To TRUTH it if it is not. They reason as Materialists, only 
SEBXER relativ to reading the Bible in the public oll'.rying the potency of mltter to 1 great deal :finer 
schools of the at.ate of Washington bas resulted from· point than those ""ho stop at pure mat~rial Materi
the ell'nest e:fforts and persistent presentation of alism. Davie's " Humonial Philosophy" satisfies the 
the constitutional faat.tJ and argument. by the :first class; the latter class hav no work which 
Washington Secular Union to the county super- general consent aooepts me satisfactory. The gist 
intendants and school boards thrOuJfhOnt the state, of Spiritualism, and the point upon which they all 
and to their consequent requests to the state super- agree, is that there is another world or life, to which 
intendant to decide the question. The nub of the this is a novitiate, and where something emanating 
decision is, No Bible-reading, prayers, or any relig- from us called a soul, goes after death, and that oom
ious worship in any public school ia the state of munion between that world and these souls and this 
Washington. It is good, it is great; the Inftdela of world and living people is possible. They believe 
Washington are to be congratulated, :and also eom- that such communication is accomplished through 
mended. natural laws, imperfectly understood now, but to be 

The attorney-general, however, is weak on one in time as wAll oomprehended as the laws of gravita
point-abont " sacred " Rongs. If any religious tion. In 1872 Robert DAle 0 wan wrote out the 
songs ll'e sung, as Mr. Jones intimates there may nell'est approach to a Spiritualistic oreed that we 
be, teachers will soon select their own seot~rian know of, but it was never formally adopted by any 
hymns, and their p~rtienlat religions belief tbus be body of believers; and would undoubtedly be modi
impressed upon the pupils. The example of Girard fled ~reatly by the majority of the Spiritualists of 
College, where the te~obing of religio~ was iatexacled the yAited "b•tel!l1 '" ~r. OIVen endeavored to ll1ake 

a religion of Spiritualism as nearly like the Christian 
theology as he could. The essential points He as 
follows: 

1. The world is governed by a God of love and 
mercy, in which all things work together for good 
to those who reverently conform to his et91'nallaws. 

This, it will be observed, is a paraphrase of -Rom. 
viii, 28. Mr. Owen was a Biblical and Christian 
Spiritualist, which accounts for it. Nowadays, the 
majority of his faith would say the world is governed 
by law. 

2. There is no death. Life continues from the 
life which now is into thah wbiBh is to come. 

3. The earth-phase of life is essential as a prep~ra
tion for the future life. 

4. The next life is a supplement to this life, hav
ing the same avocations, dn~ies, enjoyments, eto., as 
in this, but far more elevated. 

5. Oar state here determine the initial state there. 
The " ruling loves " here decide what sphere, so to 
speak, one will step into there. If he be low and 
earthly here he will hav to be put on probation over 
there. 

6. Heaven is not attained by either faith or 
works. Man simply gravitates to the posiUon there 
for which his life on earth best ftts him. 

7. There is no instantaneous change of character. 
We take our habits with us and must climb to higher 
spheres by gradull improve!llent-th&t is repent
ance. 

8. The sufferings there are consequent upon im- '" 
perfect character, and cannot be escaped except by 
such repentanoe. 

9. In the next world love ranks higher than 
wisdom. · · 

10. A trustful, childlike spirit is the best prepara
tion for entrance into the next world. 

11. There hav always exist~d intermundane Jaws 
according to which men can obtain under certain 
conditions revealings from tbosa who hav passed 
to the next world before them. A certain portion of 
human beings are more sensitiv to spiritual peroep. 
tio11.s and b:l:flaenoes than their fellows, and it is 
usually through or in the presence of these that the 
intercourse ooonrs. 

12. Spiritual phenomena ·bring ·immortality to 
light., for surmise giv conviction, and assured con
viction for waveriug belief. 

13. The motive whioh induce spirits ~o communi
cate with men are a benevolent desire to convince us 
that there is a world to come. 

14. When spirit communications are valueless and 
vapid it is usually because the messages are too as
siduously sought, or because the medium is under 
control of a low order of spirits, or the inquirer is 
too dogmatic, and exercises an in:flaenoe over the 
medium. 

This, brit :fly, is the gisb of Spiritualism, its faith 
and phenomena, as we hav observed it and as one of 
its" fathers" synthesizes it. This synthesis is lll'gely 
iiJ:flaenoed by the preceding religion held by the 
author, and a bows that religions grow from modifica
tions of pr• existing ones. II Mr. 0 wen had been 
reared in India Spiritualism as he explsined it would 
hav been Brahmanic. But all these speculations, 
of course, possess no value if man has no soul, or if 
all the phenomena are trickery, or explainable by 
natural known laws ; and it devolves upon the aesert· 
era of the soul and another life to show this. These 
Mr. 0 wen takes for granted, but the Spiritualists 
most entitled to oon:fidenoe are those who are en
deavoring to prove a soul and another life by. scien· 
tifto methods. 

The Humble Unitarians. 
O.ne of the very few sensible observations Mr. B. 

Tucker has made einoA he beoame pope of Anarchy is 
his comment upon Unity's praise of the Sabbata
rians .. 

Referring to the eftorts of Colonel Shepard and 
other fanatics to commit the World's Fair managers 
to -the policy of Sunday closing, Chicago Unity 
says: "We shall be sorry to see the wishes of 
Oolonel Shepll'd, Dr. Patton, and the rPst prevail in 
this question of the use of the World's Fair on San
day, but if they do meet with success, the.ir timeli
ness and watohfaroara of a principle they belieTe to 
be sacred and second in importance to no other, will 
hav merited the victory." 

To which Mr. Tucker respond• : " If Colonel 
Shepard should advooate the lynching of all Frel$-
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thinkers -or Infidels, would Unity think that any 
amount of devotion, zeal, and persistenee eould 
merit the vie tory! ,IThe principle is the same in both 
eases." 

The Unitarians are queer people. They are 
always ready to praise their enemies and eritieise 
their friends. Like the slave who hugs his ehains 
and the dog whieh lieks the hand that strikes him, 
they bow meekly to the authority whieh would, if it 
had the power, ernsh them out of e-s:istenee. They 
do this, we believe, in the:hope that the enngelieals 
will some time reeognize them as Ohristiana. 

The World's Fair~ , 
The status of the movement for the opening or 

elosing of the World's Fair on Sundays may be 
learned from the followin&r offiaial communication: 

"WORLD'~ COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION, 
11 ltXBOUTIV DEPARTMENT. 

" WM. T. B • KER, Presid.ent. 
"Tnos. B. BBYAN, Vioe-llre~•dent. 
"PoTTBJJ. PALMER. Second Vioe-presiilent. 
"BEli'J:. BUTTEBWOBTH, Solioitor,Gen'l and Beo. 

- · " CHIOAGo, Sept. 28, 1891. 
" E. M. MAonoNALD, EDITOB TRUTH BEBXBR, Dear Bir: In 

response to yours of the 21st instant relativ to the question 
ot openin~~: or closing the Exposition on. Sunday I hav to say 
that that question is not being considered by the directory at 
this time. We will be glad to receive any petitions that you 
may hav to present and place them with the others relativ to 
the same subject, in order that they may hav proper attim
tion when the time to settle this question arrivee-. No action 
will be taken in the near future. 

" Very respectfully, 
"BENJ. BUTTBBWoRTH, Bee. and Sol. Gen." 

This was in reply to one asking questions here 
answered, and also whether the Freethinkers would 
be ieeorded a hearing. This last query Mr. Butter
worth did not answer, perhaps. beeause he eould not 
say. But when the time doe~ arrive for settling the 
question we believe the Ftee,hinkers will be on hand 
and be listened to. In the mean time efforts to iD:Ilu· 
enee official opinion and aetion in the matter should 
not slacken. Following is the list of the United 
States eommissionets. of the World's Oolumbian 
ExPosition, who will.hold office till the Fair closes in 
1893, with their post-cffioe addresses. Oar object in 
printing it is to ask each reader of TBB TBUTB SuxBB 
to write to his two state eommiseioners and ask them 
to .vote against elosing the Fair on Sundays. Write 
to them as often as the thought occurs and t~;et your 
friends to write also. When the commission meets 
to eonsider the question eaeh eommissioner ought to 
be in possession of a few thousand letters protesting 
against Sanday closing; then he will know what 
public sentiment is in the matter. Keep this paper, 
at least the list of eommissioners, and write them : 

OOMMIBSIONBBS AT LAEGH. 

Augustus G Bullock, Worcester, Ml).ss.; Gorton WAllen, 
Auburn, N. Y.; Peter A B Widener, Philadelphia, Pa; 
Thomas W Palmer, Detroit, Mich.; Ricb9.rd C Kerens, St. 
Louis, Mo.; William Lindsay, Frankfort, Ky.; HenryExall, 
Dallas, Tex.; Mark L McDonald, Banta. Rosa, Cal. 

OOMMISBIONEBS OF THB DISTBIOT OF OOLUl\IBU.. 

Alexander T Britton, Washington; Albert A Wilson, 
Washington. 

OO:MMIESIONERS OF THE STATES. 

Alabama-Frederick G Bromberg, Mobile ; Oscar R 
Hundley, Huntsvllle. 

Arkansas-John D Adams, Little Rock; Lafayette Gregg, 
Fayettevllle. · 

California-Michel H de Young, San Francisco; William 
Forsyth, Fresno. 

Colorado-Roswell E Goodlilll, Leadville ; Frederick J 
V Sklff, Denver. . 

Connecticut-Leverett Brainard, Hartford; Th<;>mas M 
Waller, New London. 

Dalaware-Gaorge V Massey, Dover; Willard Hr.ll Por
ter, Wilmington. 

Michigan-M Henry Lane, Kalamazoo; Charles HI Rich
mond, Ann Arbor~ 

Minnesota-Matthew. B Harrison, Duluth ; Orson V 
Tousley, Minneapolis. 

Mississippi-Joseph M Bynum, Rienzi; Robert L Saunders, 
Jackson. 

Missouri-Thomas B Bullene, Kansas City ; Charles H 
Jones, St. Louis. 

Montana-Louis H Hershfleld, Helena; Armistead H 
Mitchell, Deer Lodge City. 

Nebraska-Euclid Martin, Omaha; Albert G; [Scott, 
Kearney. 

Nevada-James W Haines, Genoa; George Russell, Elko. 
New Hampshire-Walker Aiken, Franklin; Charles D 

McDuffie, Manchester. 
New Jersey-William J Sewell, Camden; Thomas Smith, 

Newarlr. 
·New York-Chauncey M.Depew, New York; John Boyd 

Thacher, Albany. 
N ortb. Carolina-Alexander B Andrews, Raleigh ; Thomas 

B Keogh, Greensboro. . 
North Dakota-H P Rucker, Gral!d P'orks; Martin Ryan, 

Fargo. 
Ohio-llarvey P Platt, Toledo; William Ritchie, 

Hamilton. 
Oregon-Henry Klippel, Jacksonville; Martin Wllkins, 

Eugene City. 
Pemisylvania-William McClelland, Pittsburgh; John W 

Woodside, Philadelphia. 
Rhode Island-Lyman B Go:lf, Pawtucket; Gardi:ner C 

Sims, Providence. 
South Carolina-A P Butler, Columbia; John R Cochran, 

Anderson. ·· 
South Dakota-Merritt H Day, Rapid City; William 

Mcintyre, Watertown .. 
Tennessee-Louis T Baxter, Nashville; Thomas L 

Williams, Knoxville. 
Texas-Archelaus M Cochran, Dallas; John T Dickinson, 

.A.ustin. · 
Vermont-Henry· H Mcintyre, West Randolph; Bradley 

B Smalley, B11rlingtov. 
Virginia-Virginius D Groner, Norfolk; John T Harris, 

Harrison burg. 
Washin11;ton-Henry Drum, Tacoma; Charles B Hopkins, 

Spokane Falls. 
West Virginia-James D Butt, llarper'lil Ferry; J W St. 

Clair, Fayetteville. , 
Wisconsin_;Phllip Allen, Jr., Mineral Point; David M 

Benjamin, Milwaukee. 
Wyoming-Asahel -c Beckwith, Evanston ; Henry G 

Hay, Cheyenne. 
OOMMISSIONEBS OF TJJ!l TBRBITOBIES. 

Arizona-George F Coats, Pll renix ; William Z eckendorf, 
Tucson. 

New Mexico-ThomasO Gutierres, Albuquerque; Richard 
Mansfield White, Hermosa. . 

Oklahoma-Othniel Beeson, Reno City; John D Miles, 
Kingfisher. · 

Utah-Frederick J Kiesel, Ogden; Patrick H Lannan, 
Salt Lake City. 

Alaska-.Edward de Groff, Sitka; Louis L Williams, 
Juneau. 

Theology Becoming Anthropology. 
The New York Post comments : 
" The customary summer jokes about closed churches and 

clerical trips to Europe hav scarcely had their usual run this 
year. The practical cessation of church life in the city is ac
cepted as inevitable during the summer time. In other words, 
the churches hav come to perceive and frankly acknowledge 
that they are but a part of the life of society, by the customs 
and trend of which they are and must be largely shaped." 

And if they are but a part of soeiety, then they 
are not divine at al~ for divinity is a thing above 
soeiety and superior to the merely ·humin. That 
which Is divine mnst be not a par6 of soei~ty but 
something transcending it. "By the customs and 
trend of whioh they are and must be largely shaped," 
writes the Post. How ean an institution of divine 
founding, eode, and authority be shaped and turned 
by mere man! 

"This (shaping of the church by society] has always been 
an historical fact, as recent investigations of the powerful 
influence of its environment upon early Christianity hav 
convincingly sho~, but the churches themselvs are more 
acutely conscious of it now than ever before." 

eonsists of that barbarousness and falsehood whieh it 
must thus hav drawn in. 

" When the church considered itself as in but not of the 
world, its contact with society at large being mainly for the 
purpose of rescuing an individual here and there from a 
corrupt and doomed social ordei", it inevitably had an air of 
aloofness and condemnation. But now that it is coming to 
the conception of Christianity as but an element in the 
whole movement of civllizatiou, it necessarily feels its 
solidarity with the socia!"organization in which it exists, and 
thinks more about bettering and building up society as a 
whole than of snatchinp; individual brands from the burn. 
ing. The result is a far kindlier attitude toward projects 
for social reform, and a measurable recovery of lost enthu
siasm through the new interest in sociological studies and 
experiments." 

"The eoneeption of Ohristianity as but an element 
in the whole m:ovem!.'lnt of eivilintion" is a concep
tion widely differen~ from that whichjthe clergy hav 
been trying to force upon us for centuries. The 
next step will be to admit that it is not even an ele
ment in eivilizatjon's movement, if by that is meant 
a helpful one. It is rather "'n element of barb11rism~ 

The implication in tha Post's line of thought is, 
of course, true. The cbnr(lh ia the outeome of 
naturar social causes. ltl early ages man was 
una<!quainted with the workings of nature, and 
easily d£ceived ; professional deaeivers of him, 
ealled prieshs, abounded ; eer~ain of these hashed 
together sundry aneient myths and writings, and, 
securing the arm of an emperor, fsstened them upon 
the multitude in ~lace of former aystems. Then the 
institution thus formed 19 it passed through varying 
stages of scciety varied with tholle stages. It has in 
turn raised its voiee for monarchy and for demoe
raey; for slavery and for freedom; for obscurant
ism and for instruetion ; for capital and for labor ; 
for intemperaDca and for temperanee. The oom
mendable causes in this enumeration, it is needless 
to say, were espoused by it only in very lat9 times 
when they hav .beeome irresistibly popular. More
over, tib.ey are supported with less ardor than were 
their opposits, for they are not so congenial to its 
nature. They must be, indeed, when fully estab
lished, fatal to its existence. Another praiseworthy 
interest to which the church is lately forced to 
turn itself is sociology. Sociology, the seience of 
society, bids fair largely to supplant in many semi
naries theology, the seience of divinity. Says the 
Post: 

" Such displacement is already an accomplished fact in 
the actual experiences of multitudes among the younger 
clergy, who leave the church-fathers and the system-makers 
unopened in order to read the latest monographs of so
cial investigators, nnd reports on organized charity, prison 
reform, model coffee.houses, labor organlze.tions, and the 
like." · 

Everywhere man is taking the place of God. The 
worship of man, as Fausrbaeh explicates, is emerg
ing from its disguise of the worsbip of God. ·An
thropology, tbe study of m&n, is dillplncing theology, 
the study of God. 

------~~.-------
A. Prayer Test. 

Mr. M. M. Secor, an ex-mayor of R!\oine, Wis., 
proposes a test for the pl.'eacb.ers of his town equal 
to Tyndall's prayer-gage. He had his proposition 
printed and distributed throughout the eity. It is 
as follows: 

Florida-Joseph Hirst, Tampa; Richard Turnbull, Monti
cello. 

Georgia-Lafayette McLaws, Savannah; Charlton H Way; 
Savannah. 

Idaho-George A Manning, Post Falls; John E Stearns, 
Nampa. 

Illinois-charles H Deere, Moline; Adlai T Ewing, 
Chicago. 

Indiana-Thomas E Garviu, Evansville; Elijah B Martin
dale, Indianapolis. 

Iowa-William I Buchanan, Sioux City; William F KiDg, 
Mount Vernon. 

Kansas-Charles K Holliday, Jr., Topeka; Heese R Price, 
Hutchinson. 

Kentucky-John Bennett, Richmond; James A McKenzie, 
Oak Grove. 

Louisiana-Davidson B Penn, Newellton; Thomas J 
Woodward, New Orleans. 

Maine-Augustus R Bixby, Skowhegan; William G 
Davis, Portland. 

Maryland-lttmes Hodges, Baltimore; Lloyd Lowndes, 
Cumberland. 

Massachusetts-Francis W Breed, Lynn; Thomas E 
:Proctor, B,oeton. • · · 

If the chureh has always been molded by its soeial 
environment, it is time that Ohristians shou.ld know 
the faet. They should know the proportions in 
which social molding and original impulse hav eom
bined to produce the present ehureh. Perhaps the 
ease is one of total soeial molding and no nativ 
divine impulse at all. At least, believers should 
bethink themselvs of the charaGter of those environ
ments of early Ohristianity, whose in:lluenee was so 
"powerful.'' Oertainly those environments were 
very bruta1. They were likewise environments of 
eredulity, fable, mendaeity, utter ontrustworthinese. 
Ohristi&n writers bav always admitted. tb"t they 
were, only asking us to believe that their own special 
institutions were preserved inviolate by divine c11re 
through the burly-burly of folly and untrutb. Bnt 
if Ohriatians now learn that the ehurch was power
fully affdeted by its surroundings, they must feel 
an~iety as to how ~uch of its present eonstitution 

"A good proposition to our reveren<l gentlemen: I wlll 
become one of your followers provided you go through the 
test I prescribe. On some good, stormy day I want our firm 
believing orthodox ministers to place themselvs on a scow, 
be taken .out into the middle of Lake Michigan and lert there 
without any oars, rudder or sails. But I want them to hav 
all the Bibles and prayer brnks they want for their assist
ance and depend upon the L:lrd only. No human hand 
must help them. It they make a success of such a voyage 
and reach port in s~fety I will then join an orthodox church 
and attend regularly, and many others will join me. 
Prayers !lnd the Lord must save them alone, and no human 
hand. Yours truly, M. M. SROOB.'' 

Mr. Saoor is a Freethinker of course, and not 
averse to letting his sentiments be known. Bnt up 
to date the preachers hav not aoaepted his proposal, 
t~nd it is to ba feared they hav little ft~ith in their 
Lord. 

WE hav not unfrfquently thrown llght upon the spurious 
cbarncter of the conversion which is pretended to be effected 
on Jews of this city by the Christian mission. It appears 
that the forcible conversions In Russia are R.S unsubstantial 
as the bribed ones here. E. B. Lan!n in his Russian letters ln 
the Fortnightly Rooiew says : "I hav conversed with num. 
bers ol 'converted' Jews of all classes of Fcciety, and I can 
sfllrm that, with few exceptions, not only hav they not the 
faintest glimmer of faith in Christianity, but they hate the 
very name, despise its priests, sneer at its ceremonieA, and 
loathe themselvs for perjuring their Fouls by receiving itf! 
~acraments and praising the na,me o!.)ta foumler," · 
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A. Generous Freethinher Thanked. 
WASHINGTONVILLB1 0. 1 Sept. 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I see a letter in TH1l TRUTH BEBKBR from 
Salem, 0, from Mr. Simon Sharp. I see he has renewed 
my TRUTH SEEKER for ooe year. I heartily thank Mr. 
Sharp for his kindness, and I appreciate his gift. I also 
feel glad that Brotht:r Sharp made inquiries about my char. 
acter. I remain, Yours truly, JAUS YATBB. 

Praise Like 'lhis Encourages Us. 
OTTUMWA, LA., Sept. 15, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : I would be glad to see you in person and 
giv you a hearty big shake. Inclosed find $3 to pay for the 
best paper in the United States-! would say, in the world, 
that I ever hav had the pleasure to read. Good health and 
long life to you and John Peck. May all the blessings that 
this world can giv fall on Watson Heston. 

J. M. P.l!ox, BR. 

One To1·ch in Broome County's Gloom. 
LISLE, N.Y., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find $3 for subscrfp. 
tion to the grand old TRUTH SE.I!KER, which I believe to be 
the best paper on earth. I liv in a priest-ridden community, 
and am the only Freethinker that has the courage to openly 
denounce Christianity when openly assailed by the sky. pilots 
and their followers. 

Yours for the freedom of mankind, R. H. GLOVER. 

Must Read Up Holy Russia's Doings. 
CouNCIL VALLBY, InA:, Sept. 17, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please ailow me through your columns to 
inquire of the truth seekers if any of them hav copies of the 
Oe11tury Magazine that contain George Kennan's Siberian 
articles that they would exchange or sell. I failed to read 
them all and it being necessary that I should hav a copy I 
would like to correspond with anyone who may hav theee 
numbers of that magazine. 

Yours for truth, J. T. TQWNLBY. 

Taxpayers Will Vote to Tax the Churches. 
LUZERNE, N.Y., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am very sorry I do not get THB TRUTH 
BEEKER on Saturday or Sabbath to read on Sunday. I would 
rather go without my dinner than not hav it. There is 
some talk about the pansy. All the boarders in this place 
wear It as a buttonhole fiower, and they are not Free. 
thinkers. I like the Wettsteia badge, and if I had the 
money should get one. They are too dear for me. The 
Nine Demands are good. Why not take one at a time ? 
And. now is the time, for almost every man will vote for 
equal tsxation and exemption. Every taxpayer will vote 
that if he has brains. Yours truly, JoHN HAET. 

Wake Up and Get a Lecturer. 
HLOOMDALE, 0., Sept. 25, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : On the evening of the 23d I took my family 
to North Baltimore to hear Mr. John R. Charlesworth's 
lecture, "The Principles of Secularism." The trip was a 
pleasant one, and of course our expectations of the treat in 
store for us were high up, and to say they were realized 
would be expressing it tamely. Yes, he surpassed them, and 
we were thrilled an·d electrified, and went home with a 
pleasant impression of Mr. Charlesworth. I can say to all 
who are thinking of securing the services of a lecturer in the 

· near future that they cannot mistake if tl:Jey endeavor to get 
Mr. Charlesworth to visit them on his return trip. Liberals, 
wake up and come out and show your colors. 

Yours, C. C. GERMANN. 

Believes the Bible! 
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASs., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am a seeker atter truth, but could not 
conscientiously. adopt the same mode of seeking it that most 
of your correspondents do. I am a believer of the Bible, 
but not of the deceptlv theology of this age. I am a believer 
from what I see and know, in connection with what I read 
In the Bible. I recognize that unbelief is the parent of 
reform. II: fidelity is the C~1,1B of the new world ; it 
liberates the captive from the Babylon of deception in which 
the Christian world is now enslaved. Infidelity prepares tbe 
way for truth, by sweeping the rubbish from the road that 
leads to ft. The road to truth is now so blockaded with 
rubbish that it is impossible for the Christian world to 
advance until the rubbish is cleaned out, and this work 
appears to me to be the purpose or mission of Infidelity. 

FRANOIB HEARN, 

Christians Tore Down Their Posters. 
NABBVILLE1 0., Sept. 25, 18!!1. 

MR. EDITOR: John R. Charlesworth, the Liberal lecturer, 
delivered a course of lectures here on tbe 14\h &Rd 15th of 
September. It is the first time in the history of Nashville 
that Freetbought lectures hav been given. Opposition was 
shown toward us, and everything was done to make our 
meetings a failure. They tore down our posters, tried to 
prevent us from having the use of the hall, and at one time 
we anticipated serious trouble, but· despite all opposition our 
meetings were held, and very successful they were. By 7 30 
the hall was well filled-the greater portion of the audience 
being ladles, which shows that the ladies of Nashville and 
vicinity hav more courage than the men. Mr. Charlesworth 
spoke on the " History of Christianity" Monday evening 
and Tuesday evening on " The Depresslv Influence of the 
Bible." Having a few days at his disposal, Mr. Charlesworth 

honored us with his company at our .. rural home, and 
although the change from city life to our secluded and quiet 
place must hav been somewhat lonely to him, to us his com
pany was an intellectual feast. During his brief stay in our 
midst Mr. Charlesworth has made many warm frlende'who 
will gladly welcome him at any future time. 

·Very respectfully, DAN AND Luoy G. PNUTB. 

One Liberal Waits for the Other. 
DAYTON, WAsH., Sept. 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav waited about renewing my subscrip
tion, thinking I would get at least one new subscriber, but 
hav been unable to get any. I loan my papers when I get 
through with them, as there is a great many who ·like to 
read THE TRUTH BEEKER but say they cannot spare the 
money to subscribe for it. There are a good many Liberals 
here in and around Dayton, and I should like to see them 
organized, but they either lack the zeal to go ahead or one 
waits for the other. We hav not had a Liberallecture here. 
for a year. I was so in hopes S. P; Putnam would visit us 
this summer, or some other good lecturer. I would be glad 
if wt: could hav a Liberal lecture every week or at least 
once a month. I like THE TRUTH SBBKER as it is, and like 
your manner of getting at the truth (but I think it would be 
interesting to read discussions on all the subjects mentioned 
in your third question). And now since the consolidation 
of Freethought with THE TRUTH Buxu, it will be grander 
than ever. Having personally met Mr. Putnam, I am glad 
to welcome him to our TRUTH SEBKER band· and his "News 
and Notes" will be eagerly looked for with each week's 
issue. Yours for truth and liberty, 

MBa. NANCY A. BeGGs. 

A. Trumpet·Call for Sunday Opening. 
MEADVILLE, PA., Sept. 25, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : This is certainly rio time for the Liberals to 
waste their energy and time in discussing about badge-pl~s 
or investigating so-called spirit phenomena. The bigots are 
working with all their might to hav the World's Fair closed 
on Sunday, and they will hav it closed too if the Liberals do 
not concentrate their power in, opposition· to the efforts of 
these Sunday closers. Let us also remember that effectual 
w0rk in this line can be accomplished through the American 
Secular Union. The so. called Christians are in the habit of 
saying that "Infidelity talks while Christianity works." 
Work, which terminates in practical results, on our part, is 
the only thing which will render such a statement false. In 
a world where humanity is cursed with ignorance and super
stition-in a world where there is sorrow and suffering-we 
certmnly hav all we can do without investigating "spirit 
phenomena." This should be left to the priests who are 
engaged in making a heaven for themselvs here by telling 
the people that they will get theirs after they are dead. If 
we attend. properly to this world, the spirit world can take 
care of itseH until we get there, in case we do. If Mr. 
George L. Andres will read W. B. Carpenter on mesmerism 
and. Spiritualism he will be better able to interpret these 
phenomena. A truly unselfish person will not be troubled 
about a futuro world, but will go to work for the ~ood of 
this instead. Yours for humanity, A. Za:No. 

Parsonic Traits and Tricks. 
0RILLIA, ONT., Sept. 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I attended divine worship Sunday last; 
heard Rev. N. B. Grant preach· a very nice sermon~ He 
never mentioned the word hell or devil during the whole 
sermon. I think he forgot them both. On my way home 
we ran into an evangelist on ·the street comer. His name is 
Benner, and he was taking up the gospel where Mr. Grant 
had left off. The wkole street seemed to be filled and the 
air impregnated with brimstone. God was not in it. ·Hell

. fire and the devil were his trump card. He told another lie 
about an Infidel who called on Goa when he was about to go 
over a waterfall, but was saved by a Christian. It made me 
sick. He did not glv the name, so I put it down as above; 
But I must not forget to tell you a story that the Rev. Mr. 
Grant told before he dismissed us at the church, about Mr. 
Darcey Macgee. A short time before he was shot at Ottawa 
he came to Toronto and was entertained by a friend of hill 
who was a Protestant, and when this gentleman was about 
to commence family prayer, knowing that Mr. Macgee was 
a Roman Catholic, he presented him with a beautiful book 
and requested him to take a seat in the parlor until after 
prayers. Mr. Macgee said it was a most beautiful incident 
and that he respected his friend so much because he would 

·not glv up his prayers because he had a man of another 
denomination in the house. But what I want to call your 
attention to is this : here were two ~ood Christians meeting 
in the same house and the one could not listen or take part 
in the act of prayer to their God, and they both claimed to 
be Christians. S. MoFFATT. 

unless we decide at once what to do. Let tlie people through 
your columns know what you tliink about the plan of .hall 
building. It we show to our forelga friends that we mean 
business in our expectations we must go to work at once 
and ~ee what may be done to make our country attractiv 
enough to postpone the propc;>sed giant demonstration for 
another·yearand hav it in America •. We ha.valreadysome. 
thing in our favor, the World's Falr,·when we hav to cele
brate the four-hundredth aBlllversary of the discovery of 
America. The next best attraction would be the proposed 
hall of w hlch I wrote several weeks ago; Now try· to answer 

.·this and let us know if it is not most proper to hav a 
stopping-place for our foreign friends before inviting them to 
come. .· 

I let THE TRUTH BEEKER pass through the hands of a 
numb~r of friends, and expect to ra~se a few more subscrip. 
tiona for your paper •. Yours for mental liberty, 

BmNEY J, RosENTHAL. 

Letter from That Horrid Being, a Female Infidel. 
FoRBST GROVE, ORB., Sept. 22, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I cannot express my sorrow at the loss of 
our bright and cheery Liberal sheet ·Freeth· ught. I feel so 
lost when we open the weekly mall and its pleasant face 
does not greet my sight. Of course it is comforting to say 
THB TRUTH BBEKER will supply its place, and does splen
didly, but that is like telling a mother on the loss of a favorlt 
youngest child that her older children will take its place; 
they do in a measure, but stlll there is the "vacant chair." 
And Freethought was our youngest, a bright and pleasant 
visitor, which we always welcomed and read first, because 
it was "ours," our home paper, with news of our own 
people presented in a bright, fresh, sparkling manner ; and 
we miss it so much. My husband has taken THE TRUTH 
SEEKER ever since the first copy was issued, consequently 
you need not send extra copies of THB TRUTH BEBXRB to 
my address. All I did for Freethought wall done willlnlrJY, 
gladly, and I feel a personal loss in its suspension. I shall 
try, however, to get my club for Freethought to renew for THE 
TRUTH BEEKBR, and will gladly do all in my power to extend 
the circulation of your most valuable journal. 

Our Oregon state convention of Liberals will meet in 
Portland the 3d, 4th, and 5th of October, and we hope for a 
grand rally from all parts of the state. T.b.ere ia much at 
stake, snd plenty of work for every Ll.beral thatean possibly 
attend. Our field secretary, Mrs. Mattie Krekel, has been 
doing a grand work this summer, and we :must rally to her 
support and do all in our power to keep her in the field and 
continue the noble work that has been so faithfully done by 
her and others of our lecturers in the Liberal cause. Among 
our other noble workers in the good cause, Dr. J. L. York 
must always figure as the pioneer of Liberalism on the 
Northwest coast, and I hope he will meet with us in 
Portland, so we can glv ~lm the rousing welcome he de
senes. We are sure of a grand success in our convention 
if we can secure such speakers as himself, Remsburg, 
Putnam, Mrs. Krekel, and others who hav addressed us in 
the past. Hoping for a grand rally among our friends, 

I remain, yours fraternally, SARAH C. ToDD, 
Bee. Washington Co. Secular Union. 

Signs of the Times. 
LBXINGTON, KY .. Sept. 6, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR:. We need not be reminded of the fact that 
the affairs of the world are approaching a crisis, such a one 
as it has never before experienced. The time is past to 
bring good out of evil, which cannot be eradicated until it is 
brought to a head. One argument for the existence of a 
hell is that evil increases. Holiness and purity can but-suf. 
fer in the shade of the upas whose breath exhales polson and 
death. The virtuous soul live only on the perception of a 
rich secret, a hidden manna of perfect purity, which renders 
all vice hideous to its nature. When you become acquainted 
with the dangerous properties of the poisonous herb, the 
deadly slcuta of the woods, its terrible sweetness is delicloufi 
no longer. 

To perpetuate wrong is to cast yourself and the world 
into an abyss of corruption. The white lily of truth rises 
above this quagmire. So when thieving and licentiousness 
are swept away true men and women will rise to the surface. 
This is evolution. 

With foolish zeal let crazy Ch~lstians pray ; 
You can't be wrong when honor leads the way. 

The vicious Sunday-school scholar becomes the hardened 
criminal. Christian parental government is the cause of 
many evils and hypocrite. 

The worship of the rich Christian, who is crafty and sel
fish, with coarse, degrading morals, is also ruining society. 

We know it all. The weak-minded wife, the agonized 
husband, the fatal shot, the murderer lynched, the soul is 
sent to paradise. The offense Is rank. It smells to heaven. 

Society is rotten and falling to pieces. No clergyman or 
Hold a Freeth ought Congress at the Exposition. saint has protested against these things. Are the people sat. 
· BALTlliiORE, MD., Sept. 22, 1891. · lsfied? Let them go with Christians and adore the Holy 

MR. EDITOR : In your last issue of THE TRUTH SBEKER, Coat at Treves-then leave there the crutches of their dls-
1 noticed an editorial headed "International Congresses." eased souls. Will you join in the holy fight which occurred 
You advocated a great demonstration ofthis nature in Chicago when thousands were dying to reach that sacred presence? 
during the World's Fair-that we celebrate the anniversary of . Did violence ever produce civilized manners? Euripides 
discovery by inviting our Liberal friends ohll nations to lm- observed that " the gods shoald be more wise than human 
part to us the progress made in Liberalism In the different kind." The Holy Coat should eoften savage ways. 
European countries. This is very noble and a good pro. Happy are they whose intuitions, early training, and 
posal on your part, and would, I am sure, meet with the unsealed powers of observation, with the result of their rea
approval of every L\beralln the country, if, oh, if I we had soning powers, form an aggregate superior to fanatical ideas 
a place for our visitors• accommodation and appropriate for of God's miracles and grace. ALHAZA.. 
a lecture hall. We cannot expect them to be willing to come 
to this country and let this be the best and.strongest cong;ess Capitalism Assailed along witlt Su11erstition. 
ever held by thinkers of our mode with the faclllties which NEw YoRx, N.Y., Sept. 23, 291. 
we hav at the present. With no large and regular hall for MR. EDITOR: Freethought is advanclDg at a rapid pace 
such gatherings, we dare say nothing, and let others talk, now. Upon looking back at past decades the ~sliertiol;l ill 
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proved. Unless we retrospect we cannot appreciate how far 
we hav progressed, if we travel in the right direction. An 
Arab hut on the ruins of a magnificent temple, or a sculpt
ured portico of Thebes or Karnac, does not denote advance
ment, but retrogression. Fresci>es on the walls of dwellings 
in Pompeii, though two t11ousand years old, are in brighter 
colors than their imitations in Munich or Saratoga, which 
hav been painted within a few years. Why this disparaging 
contrast against modern art? Simply because the painters 
of an age before the Christian era knew of materials which 
held tints better than any paints of recent times. No modern 
fresco exposed to outside inftuences can resist the fading 
effects of the weather's vicissitudes. In matters of art. the 
Old World is ahead of us, but in Secular matters we are 
assuredly ahead and are taking gisnt strides in the way of 
progress. 

In Western states all forms of religious worship are being 
eliminated from the public schools; Sunday laws are antag
onized_ and generally inoperativ; Freethinkers' testimony in 
court is accepted, etc. 

But what I want to call attention to is the coming social 
revolution and the part assigned to Freethinkers in the strug. 
gle. I c,an look at political matters impartially, as I am 
an independent. 

In this state of New York one can plainly see, by the 
opening skirmishes, how the decisiv battles for religious, 
social, and political freedom will shortly be fought. Roman 
Catholicism (Tammany Croker, Sheehan, et al) by domf:nat
ing the Democratic party, obliges the Protestants (Fassett, 
Masonic Vrooman, tt al) to rally in the Republican party. 

But as Freethinkers are men. who investigate, think, and 
reason, we are not impulsh'ly aroused by the brass bands 
and drums of either old party. Both political "machines" 
are run by and in the interests of our one common enemy-
capitallam. · 

Who doubts that both ·nominees for governor purchased 
the " honor?" 

Capitalism, my friends, is our greatest foe, for the money 
power of private monopoly invariably supports the church 
and the military force, in order to stitlil or to crush the 
oppressed masses of people. 

Let us not be deceived. History repeats itself, and the 
civil war that is surely coming in a few years will be fought 
by capitalism and the church, against l~bor and the se_9ular 
masses. 

As we Freethinkers work on lines that are (1) educational, 
(2) economic, and (3) political, we can in the progressiv state 
of New York help our cause by withdrawing our support 
this year from both Republican and Democratic parties. 
There is a Socialistic Labor party, with its organ, The People, 
published every Sunday in New Yerk city. A vote with 
this . party will in no sense be wasted. It is also probable 
that a People's or Alliance party will shortly be formed. 

The articles that hav recently appeared in the columns of 
TRB TRUTH S:sKK11:R on money and other economic subjects 
I heartily commend; and I hope that it may continue to be 
the policy of the editorial maBagement to not utterly exclude 
economic and political communications. E. J. KIMBALL. 

Anecdote of a Freethinker, and Infidel Deathbeds. 
BUNDYSBURG1 0., Sept. 6, 1891. 

MB. EDIToR : I am exceedingly sorry to see Freethougltt 
go down. It was a spicy journal, and should hav beim sus_ 
tained by. the Freethinkers of the land. But as she has had 
to go down, she has acted wisely in consolidation with THB 
TRUTH SBBXBR, the grandest Freethought sheet I ever saw ; 
whose founder, Bennett, was oDe of the grandest champions 
of liberty that the nineteenth century has produced. Peans 
will be sung in admiration of his name when ali of his 
defamers are dead, damned, rotten, and forgotten. 

THE TRUTH SDKB:B of Septemb.er 5th is before me, and in 
it is a letter from Joseph Heighton, of Kent, 0., twen-ty
seven miles south of here. I hav known Mr. Heighton for 
twenty-five years, and when he reads this he will doubtless 
think it strange that I say so, for I feel quite certain that he 
will not know me, or even remember of ever seeing me. 
But I think I can convince him. Mr. Heighton was formerly 
a singing teacher, and taught in di:fferent sections of Portage 
county, where I formerly lived. He played the violin and 
sang at the same time, and did so when W. B. Bell lectured 
at Ravenna, the county seat of Portage county. Mr. Heigh
ton is a very comical gentleman, and I will now relate an 
anecdote I heard him tell on himself (but I hav forgotten 
where he was when he told it). As near as I remember, it 
ran about as follows: He had advertised to sing and play 
somewhere on a certain night and was on his way with horse 
and buggy, and overtaking a lady he inquired if she would 
like to ride. She replied in the affirmati'!, and after getting 
into the buggy she said, "I was going up to hear Mr. Heigh
ton sing and play. I kav always had a great curiosity to 
see him, for the people say that he is about as black as a nfg. 
ger." Mr. Heighton had his violin out of sight and said 
nothing. Finally he came to the building where he was to 
sing, and seeing a crowd of people standing there was afraid 
that some one would spoil his surprise upon the lady by say
ing, "Good evening, Mr. Heighton." But he got her out of 
the buggy and she went into the house without that, and 
when the time came for the singing and playing he stepped 
to the front with his violin. The readers of THB TRuTH 
SEEKER, I trust, can see about how the lady felt who had 
"always had a great curiosity to see him." Brother Heigh
ton, you can correct all blunders; and R. R. Marsh & Son, 
of Kent, can tell you who I am. 

It is painful to see a preacher employed to speak words of 
"consolation" when a Freethinker is taken away, and right 
here I wish to say that in Freetlwught of July 25, 1891, 
appears a part of a will of one Alfred Morey, of Gustavus, 
0., twenty mlleBllOJ:~b.east of here, which I hope the Editor 

will publish in TBB TRUTH SBBKBR for an example to Free
thinkers elsewhere. 

Two years ago this summer the writer was taken seriously 
ill, and neither myself nor wife thought that I could liv an 
hour. I said to her, "Now, if I die, hav no preacher of any 
kind." The silly, sickeniDg stuff told by Christians, that 
when Infidels are about to expire they are willing to 
change their mind, is b()Sh and worse. Belief must be 
according to evidence, and if there is no new evidence there 
cannot be any change of belief. Let priests howl and rail 
on, they cannot stop the onward march of intellectual 
liberty. 
· I recently heard a young preacher say that all schools and 
advancement of the world are due to Christianity, and that 
Herbert Spencer believed in a great .Firat Cause. I asked 
the preacher when through preaching if he would tell me 
where Mr. Spencer admitted of a great First Cause, and he 
promised to do so. I am waiting patiently to see. 

. . . B. 0. F,RNTON. 

He Is a Suicide-God. 
BALTnt:OBB, Mn., Sept. 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR-: Will you or a reader say whether the first 
sentence of the attached article is true or false? It may also 
be interesting to know whether the suicide was or was not 
that of some religious crank who picked up Mr. Ingersoll's 
book to answer it, or whether it was·afterward thrust into 
the han de of the corpse by some designing Christian. 

Is it not remarkable that a man of some degree of intelli. 
gence should hav the effrontery to draw such a startling 
conclusion ? 

So Infidelity is to blame for suicide and insanity l And to 
say this in the face of the fact that the insane asylums 
throughout the land are crowded with persons rendered 
insane over the Christian religion; when in·sane Messiahs 
are springing up everywhere, and when the number of sui
cides and murders annually committed in the cause cf Christ 
runs up into th_e thousands I It Ckrist was God, he was a 
suicide-God ; for being all-powerful, he could hav saved 
himself it he so desired, and he who dies for want of an 
effort to liv is, morally at least, a suicide. 

The editor of the Baptibfalso tells us that "men who do 
not fear the fuiure, grow weak and cowardly under the 
burdens of life and thmk they are escaping theDJ. by self
destruction." This assertion is positivly false. There are 
no braver and more heroic m~n living than the Freethinkers 
of to-day, and if the Baptist editor wants to prove his conclu
sion to be corr•d, let him put up $1 for every crazy Chris· 
tian, fifty cents for every Christian suicide, and I think I can 
safely say the Secularists will pay him $100 for every such 
one in Freethought ranks. 

The religion of Christ is per se the religion of insanity. 
No one could possibly believe it so fitmly as to strictly fol
low.out its requirements without being declared by any ju7'11 
d6 lunat{co in the land as insane. 

For instance, he would take all he has, sell it, aad giv it 
to the church ; then, if his eye offended him, he would 
pluck it out ; if his brother smote on one cheek, he would 
turn the other ; he ·would resist no evil ; he would take no 
thought of to-morrow; he would believe and act up to a 
conglomeration of contradictions; if taken sick he would 
send not for a physician, but for the elders of the church, to 
pray over and anoint him; he would remove mountains by 
his faith, and taste ali manners of deadly poisons, handle 
rattlesnakes, and do an. endless variety of crazy things in 
his master's name. 

And the coroner's jury ? 
Well, the coroner's jury would simply bring in a verdict 

of suicide. And the church of Christ would not shed a 
·pitying tear. EDGAR L. STRAUGHTON. 

A young man in Brooklyn committed suicide last week, 
and when his body was found it had clutched in one of its 
hands a book of Rohert Ingersoll's. What immediat~ con
nection there was between the book and the suicide we do 
not know, but we doubt not it was one of cause and effect. 
Infidelity is to blame for the alarming prevalence of suicides. 
Men who do not fear the future, because they do not believe in 
a future, grow weak and cowardly under the burdens of life, 
and think they are escaping them by self-destruction. The 
hope which Christ inspires helps Christians to bear life's ills 
patiently, and even to transmute the black charcoal of 
sorrow into the diamond of saintly character. What de
spairing humanity needs is a savior who not only forgive 
and cleanses from sin, but bears its burdens. Infidelity 
offers no hope for the future, and no burden-bearer for the 
present. The Lord help us to be more constant, persistent, 
and self-sacrificing In making known to others such a 
savior.-Baltimore Baptist. 

Traditional Ignorance. 
_ Sr. CATBBBINBB, ONT., Sept. 11, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : It is to be lamented that there are so many 

apparently intelligent people, at this age of learning, that 
still cling to hearsay errors and false beliefs. It is natural 
generally for children to believe those who are older than 
themselvs, especially their parents, therefore it is of the 
utmost importance that parents should tell them the truth. 
But, strange as it may appear, if a young boy sees a hair· 
like worm swim on water and asks its parents what it is, if 
they don't know, they will riot tell him so ; but will tell him 
just what their parents hav told them, a lie, that it is a hair
snake, come from a horsehair, that horsehairs turn to hair
snakes when they get in the water. The boy of course be
lieves it, and except he is taught or learns better, he will 
perhaps always say that he knows horsehairs turn to hair
snakes when they get in water, for his parents told him so, 
and of course he knows they would not lie; and in that way 
the lie is handed to generations. When I was about ten (now 
in my seventy-seventh year) I heard a truthful old man say 
that if mane or tail hairs of a horse were put in water, they 

would begin to move in a few minutes, and !-»- a short time 
would be hair-snakes and swim about. He said that the end 
that came out of the horse would be the snake's head. 1 
believed him, of course, and remained in ignorance for many 
years, gr until I heard .it contradicted, arid then I tested it. I 
pulled mane and tail hairs out of a horae and put them in a 
large crock of rain water (so they couldn't swim away when 
alive) in May, when all animated nature was springing 
into life, and looked at them often for more than five months, 
but alas 1 alas l they showed no signs of life, and that con. 
vinced me beyond the pos<~ib!lity of doubt that hair-snakes 
were not transformed horsehairs. Seeing live, hair-like 
worms in water Is no proof that they are transformed hairs; 
therefore I cannot con<ieive how any sensible man can 
conscientiously, without a particle of proof, philosophize or -
attempt to giv the rationale how hairs of any animal are 
transformed to live animals, when he, or no other man, has 
ever seen such a prodigy. I hav seen but. two origllial 
hair-snakes (Gordius) and they no doubt had lain dormant 
for some time, for there had been no water where I saw them 
for some time before it rained, and they were swimming 
about lively as if they had had a long rest. They were 
about a foot long and a little thicker than mane or tail horse
hairs. 

More false beliefs. In 1886 the Editor of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER was asked, " Will wheat turn to chess ?'' He 
answered," No." I wrote, the answer was correct, and 
what I had seen. touching the matter, as did several other 
farmers, when finally an intelligent farmer wrote forcibly as 
follows : That he had worked on a farm over fifty years 
and been a close observer of all crops, and thinks he ought 
to be a competent witness in the chess case ; and he is just 
as positiv that wheat or timothy wlll seed, or either will 
bring chess, as he is that two and two make four; and give 
his reasons-when he was twelve years old, he saw a horse 
eat off wheat, and every stool that he had eaten off brought 
chess. He had seen hard winters produce chess more or 
less. He once put wheat in clean new ground, and the snow 
laid on the low ground all winter but blew off the high 
ground, and there it was nearly all chese, but on the low 
ground was beautiful wheat. He was shown a stool of 
wheat tha.t was part wheat and part chess, the roots being 
inseparable. He has seen extreme drouths change timothy 
meadows to chess, but all were right again next year. He 
knew a man that had seeded eight acres with timothy and 
it had come up nicely, but the next season it was all cheat, 
which he cut for hay, and that was the last of the chess, and 
no man had a nicer timothy meadow after that year than he. 
He will now tell me something I do not know, viz.: that I 
cannot raise a single grain of chess from pure chess and 
clean ground, if it was to save my life. He says his uncle for 
thirty years offered first $~ then $10 for every bushel of 
chess so raised, but never got 11 bushel. He says if a mule 
will bring his or her kind chess will do the same thing, but 
not before. There must be a mistake somewhere. He 
finally cites one who, he says, is perhaps the strongest agri· 
cultural writer of the United States as having sald: " The 
man who does not know that wheat will pass to chess, is too 
big a fool for him to discuss with." I had heard before that 
chess would not bring chess, but I did not believe it, and 
was always careful not to sow it, but when I saw such a 
positiv assertion from a prominent farmer, that I could not 
raise a single grain of chess from chess, I thought wisely: 
''Keep silent and test it." It was then winter and I did not 
want to wait a year and a half to know the result., so I filled 
a ftower-pot with clean ground and put in six grains of chess 
in January, 1887, and put the pot in a warm stove room and 
in a few days six blades of chess came up, and after two 
weeks I put the pot in a cool room; and Aprll1, 1887, I 
put the contents of the pot out in the ground, and next 
June several stalks from each grain yielded·chess. I further 
heard that chess would bring chess for three consecutiv 
years, but after that it would not grow at all. This I hav 
also tested, and hav raised chess from chess every year for 
the last four years, and the chess of last July is now up and 
growing. I hav now tested chess and different kinds of 
wheat side by side for the last four years and hav tried 
the different ways that were said positivly to turn wheat 
to chess thoroughly and severely, by choking it with other 
grain whilst growing, tramping it down when frozeu, cut
ting it off when six to ten inches high, ftooding it last of 
April and first of May, and freezing it in winter, and found 
them all wanting ; for in every trial for the last four years, 
chess has yielded chess and wheat has yielded wheat, except 
when it was' winter-killed, then it yielded nothing. Chess 
growing where wheat was winter-killed, does not prove that 
it comes from wheat. And there is no proof that it was 
wheat that the horse ate off. Stools of chess and wheat 
apparently from one root hav been seen before, but when 
they were examined it was found that each had its own root. 
His uncle's reward for chess from chess is conclusiv proof 
that his belief, that chess would not bring chess, was based 
entirely upon false traditional hearsay. And that "strongest 
agricultural writer " displays gross ignorance, and even 
anger just because another man cannot be such a fool as to 
believe what he does, a positiv lie, that wheat will pass to 
chess. Now, in all the preceding strong assertions there 
is not a particle of proof that timothy or wheat did tum to 
chess, nor that chess would not bring chess, proving con
clusivly that random, false, and over·positiv assertions are 
futil without proof. No man should ever attempt to teach 
others, and especially children, anything that he is ignorant 
of himself for a fact, for it mentally grieves me yet when I 
think of the many absurd, gross, and ridiculous lies that 
hav been infused into my ignorant and credulous mind by 
ignorant but sincere Bible believers. Therefore truth seekers 
should be very cautious and never publish anything for a 
fact before they hav proved it to be a fact. A. MooT. 
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JJiliUd. by .M1aa Bus.u H. Waoa, l!ail 
~ivw, Alau., to Nhom aU Oo"'''""'lMUonB/Ot 
t .is Oorflllf' •llor.illlli6 #~'14t. 

" Between $hs dark a.nd the dayllgh,, 
When ihe night is beginning kllower,_ 

Oom.eil a pause in the day's occupailonl 
Tb.at is known as the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

Truly Rep1mtant. 
Old N9hemiah Nlmkins wa~ thrifty as could be, 
He kep~ a host of ohictens that, with worthy 

energy, 
Laid one fine egg apiece each day, until the\r 

owner g-rew 
To be regarded by his friend~ as very well to do; 
B11t M loe i nrnsyed to the town to sell some eggs 

one day, 
He went so slowly that remorse o•ertook him on 

the way l ·. 

"lily sanae of honor is aroused," he cried, " and 
now I spurn · 

The very thought of taking what my poor dumb 
crel\tUT!'II earn ! 

It's tlownright robbery, I think, to sell th'l eggs 
tbey•ve made, 

And I will cheerfully refund the money they hav 
made. 

Beyond a small commission, the corn used, a.nd 
the rent 

Of the wretched place in which they liv, I'll giv 
them everY cent l 

"I'll h<t? a skillful o<t,rpenter, as quickly as he 
' can, 

0Jnstruct a housa of architecture Gothic or 
Qneen Anne ; · 

I'll fnrnish it with bric-a·brao and pa,intings old 
and rare; 

I'll place before them every da.y a generous bill 0f 
fare; 

And if there's any money left, HI hav a laWYer 
fix 

My will so I can found a. ' Home for Little Orphan 
fJhicksl'" 

-Malcolm Dougl'UI, in S!. Nicholas for Maroh. 

Biographical Sketches. 
VI.-BUBNS. 

Robert Burns, the famous Sco'cb. poet, 
was born on the 25th of January, 1759. His 
father was a nursery. gardener and very poor, 
but he made every exertion in his power to 
glv h\s children as good an education as 
possible. His children appeared to be very 
fond of him, and Robert Burns wrote a 
splendid epitaph, from which I will quote 
the la9t verse, as the whole poem would 
consume valuable space : 
Tbll"(lit.vlng heart that felt for human woe, 

The dauntless breast that feared no human 
pride, 

The friend of man, to vice alone a foe, 
For even his failings leaned to virtue's side. 

At the age of sixteen Burns wrote poetry 
with Scotch dialect which attracted consider. 
able attention, and young Bums began to get 
popular. It was rather unfortunate popu. 
l11.rity for him though, as he now moved 
with the "hail-fellows-well-met," and began 
to "sow his wild oats," or in other words get 
dissipated. L1ke all passionate people he 
was rash and impulsiv-although his im
pulse~ were of good intention and harmed no 
one but himself. At one time he was 
employed in an office of exciseman which 
promised a steady increase of salary. Burns 
now resided in Eiinburgh and had plenty of 
opportunity to ob3erve tl:te injustice of the 
rich toward the poor. People were greatly 
excited then over the French Revolution and 
auyone who professed to hold Liberal 
opinions was too wicked to be beheaded or 
hanged. So among the " hail-fellows " 
Burns confided his sympathies with the 
Revolution, and the confidants were just 
mean enough to report to the heaaquarters 
and had it not been for an influential friend 
Bums would hav lost his position. As it 
was he was allowed to retain it with the re· 
mark that he mnst behave himeelf in the 
future. It cut off all chance of his becoming 
promoted, and hie " hail-fellows " now 
refused to recognize him. So .much for 
bumas friendship. No wonder he exclaimed 
in his ode to Despondency : ' 

Opprees'd with £rief, oppress'd with care, 
A burden more than I can bear, 

I ~It me down and sigh; 
Ob, life thou art a galling load, 
Across a rough, a wearv road, 

To wretches such as I l 

Bums is said to hav been very handsome
tall and dark, dark hair and eyes, and very 
muscular. When in t.he company of ladies 
his conversation was more brilliant and wittv 
tban when in the company or his own sex 
He had fits of melancholia, and in the society 
of ladies these fits would wear o:ij:. Perhaps 
that is why he was "constantly a victim of 
love." In 1788 he married Jean Armour. 
Burns P-nd hiA wife are said to hav lived hap. 
pil:y together, Mrs. Jlums Wf!>S devote\! to 
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her husband, and for his rashest impulses 
he received nothing but tender forgivness. 
In 1795 he lost his little child, to whom one 
of his most pathetic poems Is dedicated. 
Ob. still I behold thee all lovely in death, 

Reclined on the lap of thy mother, 
When the tear trickled bright, and the short, 

stifled breath 
Told how dear ye were aye to each other. 
It was not long before Burns followed his 

child. After the humiliating experience In 
the excise ctlice he began to grow more dissi
pated and drank hard and sank into melan
cholic fits. An unusual exposure brought on 
rheumatism, from which he never recovered. 
His doctors at first prescribed a change of 
scene, and the poet took a notion that swim
ming would benefit him, so they went to the 
beautiful little firth of Solway. But soon 
arter, fever set in, and be died on July 21, 
1796, just one year from his child's death. 
Thus ended one poet's career, where virtue 
and passion are strongly mixed. 

IDA A. BALLOU. 

A. Little Nonsense. 
" Boys, be wise, here comes a fool ! " ex-· 

claimed a great theologian, ceasing to amuse 
himself by jumping over chaira and tables as 
he saw a solemn, pedantic friend approach· 
in g. 

"You don't know the luxury of playing 
the, fool," said Lord Chancellor Eldon, as he 
danced in his own dressing-room to a tune 
of his own singing. 

"You are a father, S mor Ambassador, 
anti so we will finish our ride," said Henry 
IV. of France when the Spanish minister dis
covered him riding round the roo.Jll on a 
stick with his son. 

. Dugald Stewart, the philosopher, was once 
found by a friend trying to balance a peacock 
feather on his nose. His competitor in this 
contest or skill was Patrick Fraser Tytler, the 
historian. 

Dean Swift used to amuse himself by bar· 
nessing his seryants with cords and dri~ing 
them up and down stairs and through the 
rooms of the deanery. 

Faraday played marbles and ball with 
little boys, and took part in charades, play· 
ing ence the "lE'amed pig." 

William Pitt delighted to romp with chil
dren. He was once playing with his niece 
and nephews, who were trying to blacken 
his face with a burnt cork. A servant an
nounced that two members of the cabinet 
desired to see him on business " Let them 
wait in the other room;• uid Pitt, catching 
up a cushion and belaboring the girls and 
boys. 'fhey got him down and were actually 
daubing his face, when h~ said, " Stop ; this 
will do. I could beat you all, but we must 
not keep these grandees waiting longer " A 
basin of water and a towel were brought In 
and the great prime· minister washed his face, 
hid the basin, and then receivl d the two 
lords. 

Dr. Battle, an eminent Vmdoi:t physician, 
used to amuse himself by gazing at the Punch 
and Judy show. He was such a successful 
mimic of " Punch" that he once saved a 
patient's life by imitating that character. 
The patient was suffering from a swelling in 
the throat, and the doctor, turning his wig, 
appeared at the bedside with the face and 
voice of " Punch." The sick man laughed 
so heartily that the swelling broke, and a 
complete cure followed. Man is the only 
animal who can laup:h; he, therefore, relishes 
a little nonsense.- Youth's Oom.panion. 

Cot·respondencf'. 
MORELlA, MIOHOAOAN; MEXIOO, l 

Sept. 23, 1891. > 
Miss WIXON: I hav been wishing to write 

a few lines for the Corner, and by so doing 
make the acquaintance of some of THE 
TRUTH SKEKER'S subscribers. 

In this letter I will giv a brief description 
of the mental development of the nativ of 
Mexico. 

Having but a limited use of Shakspere's swift 
lan~uage, I am unable to make myself under
stood, but with the assistance of one of the 
Comerites I am very glad to send you this 
letter, thus proving my Interest in the paper. 

The whole population of Mexico Is about 
twelve million inhabitants, two-thirds being 
Indian~. These are completely ignorant and 
uncivil,zed,livlng in a more abject state than 
at the time of the Spanish conquest, because 
they hav lost even the traditions of their past 
complltativ grandeur and glory. 
. In Yucatan, Campeache, and Sonora states 
some few thousands of these Indians serve as 
a perpetual menace to civilization. as they 
will not act in obedience to the authorities. 
They liv a nomadic life and persecute pro. 
gressiv ideas in s.ll ways possible. 

History from fitty years back, in the Yuca. 
tan and Campeache states, is mainly of sor
rowful remembrance, on account of the hor. 
rors a11d violence e]!:ecuted b:y lndti\I!S., 

Of the four million inhabitants remain
ing three-fourths hav a very little instruc
tion, though about one-half of these can 
scarcely read and write. This class is a 
mixture of Indians and Europeans. Their 
social habits are upon a very low plane, and 
as to their reli~ious prnpeJ}aities they are per
fectly Catholicized; their fanaticism being so 
stupid and miserable as to call out the pity of 
those who know how these wretches are 
enslaved. or course their moralldeas are as 
absurd as they are limited. These men are 
intolerant, hard-hearted, and apt to embrace 
the lower passions and practice the most per
nicious vices.. They persecute to death those 
who do not believe M they "do, and many 
murders hav been· co:n;.mit.ted. in which 
Protestants, Liberals, and Freemasons hav 
been the victims. Protestantism nevertheless 
has made some proselytes, in the ratio of 
one five thousandth. 

As to the one million inhabitants who can 
properly be called c!villzed, their social cult
ure is on a level with the European's. In this 
class there are persons who for scientific 
knowledge and ability may . be compared 
with the most prominent o:d World savants. 
But even in this superior claRe Catho)ic fanat
icism is ext(.nsiv and powerful, though some
what modl1ied as to personalities. Protest
antism has made some converts, in a ratio of 
one one-hundred-thom~ndth, Spiritualism 
and :F;'reethouJZht doctrine one one-thousandth. 

These ratios are to be understood as ap · 
plyir>g to the whole population, and dlffering 
in location according to the education of the 
people. 

Towns in which· fanaticism exceeds and 
Aurpasses all else, may ha named as !ollowa : 
Lueretar(), Morelia, Z 1mora, .. Leon,. Du-
rango, Tla.xcala, etc. ·· 

Some few Liberal paper• .are pnbli~hed, as 
follows: Et 8igto Diez y Nut'De, Et Par .Aido 
Libtrat, Et Oomba.te, in M.exlco f1ity; La Re
form'J, ia Merida, Yucatan; Et P.uebto, in 
Toluca.. state of Mexico, and eome others, 
La Rtforma being the most popular among 
them. 

In the papt year, 1890, I hav pubUshed in 
the city of Z lCatecas a gr:nuln Freetbougl)t 
weekly j )Urnal entitled Et H:"jo det Pu blo 
(People's Son), but it has discontinued on 
account of my removal to this city, in which 
for several WP~ks I hl'.v published another 
paper called l!Jt In'Destigado1· (The Investiga. 
tor), but it has also discontinued on account 
of hoatilitles I hav nceived from the people 
and cons£quent injury to my business. 

Clergymen do not cease in their work of 
increasing and maintaining fanaticism and 
error hetween people. ' 

The whole intellectual progress of Mexico 
will become no better till an obligatory and 
laical law (which is at present under discus
sion in Pedagogical Congress) shall be en
forced. I should be glad to correspond wi1h 
some Freethinkers, men and women, who wisb 
information about anv business purmit.s in 
this country which o:!l'ers such a vast field 
for all kinds of enterprise. · 

Wishing the Corner and the brave TllUTH 
8E&KBR succesF, I am vour Liberal and de· 
voted friend,. 'DR. L. E CALLli'JA. 

UHILDBEN early commence to reason, as 
the answer of a nine. year-old boy who is 
reported to hav said to .his mother, who told 
him that his signing the temperance pledge 
didn't amount to anything, prc·ves. "Maybe 
not, but if dad had signed one when he wa~ 
nine years old he might hav amounted to 
something." It would hav been better for 
him to hav said "father," but he lived up to 
the English he had heard and should not be 
blamed. His philosQphy was right, if his 
use of English was out of order. 
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LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In }'Ollr meetings, to make them lively and inter
estmg. Tlm LIBERAL HYMN·Boox contains song& 
by the .best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It ie h1ghly recommended b:r Messrs. W~~okema.n, 
Pa.riod n. Wright, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
an , indeed, by all who hav exa.mined it. Price. 
!IJG oentt, Address '!lu T.atrrn Suxu Oe. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Principles of t1te Natural Order 
of tile Universe, With a sys

tem of Morailty Based 
TheQ·eon. 

BY PBOFESSOB LUDWIG BUO.IINER, M.D 
CONTENTS: 

Force and Matter, Tbe Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature {Teleology), 
Immortahty_of Force, Man, 
Infinity of M~~otte~, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thou!Jh1;, 
Motion, Oons01ousness, 
Form, . Seat of the Soill, 
Immuta.billtyofNa.tura.l Innate Ideasl. 

Law8, The Idea of uod, 
UniversalitY of Natural Personal Oontinua.noe, 

Laws, Vital Forae, 
The Heavens. . The Soul of Brute&, 
Periods of the Orea.tion Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 n ding Observa.-
Becula.r Generation, tiona, . 
Price $1.50. Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
A .NEllt .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" The sllatne itself doth ~ll Jqr instMI.t 
remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion an.d Social Matters. 

"loth, $1; paper, 60 cent1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
J8 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

KOD!lBN IMI'l'A'l'ION or CIBIS'l', 
A1 to b!s Life on Earth an4 h!a Commulam. 

BY IIB8. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Au\hor of "1. Preka\ nd a Plea," in Or4Br or 
~foM. 

(.,'loth, lSmo, 279 pp., • - · 75 Cent& 

W TMs book tllaB BWppf'U&ed b1J tM first .dm6r. 
loan publiBlutr • ..-

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY I MYTHS AND MYTH~MAKERS. 
~e World's Sages, Thinkers~ and Old Tales and Sup~rstitions Interpreted by 

Reformers. The Biograph1es oi Comparative Mythology. 
throe hundred of the most distinguished By JoHN FISKE, M.A.., LL.B., of Harvard College. 
teachers and philosophers (who were not' Price $2 -
Christians), from the tim,e of Menu to the ' . 
present. ByD.M.BENNETT. l,075pages_ BEYOND THE VEIL 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc. · · > · • 

. co, gilt edges, $4.50. Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio-

. Randolph, aided by Swedenborg, through 
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.J 
Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.60. . graphical sketches of prominent Chris

tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., THE KORAN. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; A New English Edition of the Koran of .Moham
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. med, to which is added the Life of .Moham-

The Gods and Religions of .Ancient med, or the History of that Doctrine 
and Modern Times. Vol. 1. ~ivs which was begun and carried 
a full account of all the gods the natwns on by him in Arabia. 
of the earth hav worshiped, including SALE'S edition. . Price, $1.60. 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus· 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing Judaism, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for. the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the _claim.;- of supernaturalism 
e.ver written. -- · · 

~ • ~ ""· ,, J . 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; IliatYer, $5.0G, 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. · 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, arl.d The Rights of Man; the 
whole r .,,:JElded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religions Belief. An 
examination of the Oreeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By V:rs
ooUNT AM:BEBLEY, son, of the late Lord 
Tohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Complete from the London edition. 745 
pa_~es, ~vo •. In oloth, $3:.~; · 

~~~ - : 
The foregoing volume~ are called " 'l'he 

Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to. 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will b6 
deducted from the "price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOil _BALE AT THE TRU'l'll 1!EEKEB OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In, 
fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism· What Lib. 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
~cienti:fic Materit?-li~in.; Woman; SpirituS!. 
Ism from a 'Matenalistic Standpoint· Paine 
the Political and Religious Reform~r· Ma
terialism a~d Crime; . Will the Co:Uing 
Man Worship God? Cnmes and Cruelties 
o~ Christianity; the Authority of the 
Brble; FreethoU:ght Judged by its Frnits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and. Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritua1ism from a :Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Po~~dcal alld Religions 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

W Qman : Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cente. · -

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo-
logical. 20 cents. I 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDEBWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURGESS, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Harpies Debate. A four' 
nights' debate oetween B. F. UNDERWOOD 
.and Rev. Jom; M.uu>I.Es. Fully reported.1 
Pap•, _85 oentl; oloth, 80 ~tlu _ • 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia. 

logues on Natural Religion. 
By DAVID HUME. Price, $1.60. 

SUP .ERS riTION IN ALL AGES. 
By JEAN MESLIER (born 16'18), 

A Catholic Pl'iest who Renounced Christianity. 
Portrait. 

Price, pap., 60 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development . 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARBU:T 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, • - - - $1.60. 

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-Book. 
Thirteen Lectures on the ~ible. 

By RoB'T CooPER. Price, $1. 

Orl;-ln and Development of Relfg. 
lous Ideas and Beliefs. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observatiens on .his Writings. 

By GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

& B1JSINESS M!l.N'S SOCI!l.L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW~. 

From a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

DEELA.ND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices 

By BARON D'HOLBACil. 
Ptice, $1. 

CA.BEER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
trltimating in the Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

:LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 centsj cloth, 75 eents. 

.Mortality or the Soul and the Im· 
mortality of lis Elements. 

By A. S. DE l~LEGBINL 

Price, 16 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 36 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OwEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. :Ml. BBNJIBTT. 

Price, to cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Cllurch Doctrines. 

By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.J Price, 10 cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Beply. 

Priae. 10 centa. 

ICHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Da.rinrdY witty and inexpressibly lauaha.ble 

onllaughts on Ohristl&nity, 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. 
BY o. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, 5 cents. 

For all of then\W~VB booka address 
.1..11.110 TRUTH BEEKER 00. -

18 L&faye\\e Pl., RewYork~ 
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subscl'lptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-

. ere• Almanac .......... ••••··••·····•...•. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gat· 

dener •..•••.... ··•••·••••···.•••·••···•···• 50 3. Age of Reason. Thoma.~ Pa.me.... . . . . . . . 25 
4. Answers to Ohristia.n Questions. D. M. 

Bennett................................... 25 
5. Ohristia.n Absurditle~. John Peck........ 20 
6. Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bha.kapere... •••••• 25 

OTBBR NUMBERS IN PRBP.AIU..TI4J(. 
YearlY au bsoribers will receive all tbil books 

issued during the rear. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon reoe1pt of price. 

Addre11 THE TBUTH .BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface b:r :&. G. IN~ERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ts the story ottwo young· 

girls and a. r.ounger brother Who were lett parent
less, with little money, fatr educattoahand much 
courage, to make their wa.:sr thrOugh t e world b:y 
K.Qing to Ohioa.go. The a.uthoria a.lso the heroin. 
The narra.tiv is, in the main, a. history of a. work
ing girl'S life and experience in the citY of Ohioa.go 
among bluft' business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and diSreputable hypocrite~ It is just such a. story 
of human life a.s we ehonld expect Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THETBUTHBEEKEB. 

CANCER a.nd Tumors CURED' no knif6. 
book !!'ee. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRIS 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, Q. 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachin;-s or Secularism Com· 

pared· with Orthodox Uhrlstlan· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reallon, and Is It sumclent to 
Meet the Needs of mlank~d Y 
Debate between the Editor of the Hiilifa.x 
Buentng Katz and Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Hol:voa.ke and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father Lambert's 
''Tactics or lnftdels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: lt!l Orl;-ln, Nature, 
and Inlluence. 32 pages. Price, 1li 
cents. 

The Horrors or the French Kevo• 
Intlon: Their Uauses. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructiv and Con· 
structtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachln.gs Shown 
to be Oontra.diotorY and Defeotiv &@an Ethical 
Guide. 24 p11.ges. Price, 10 cents· 

A.~nostlcism and Chrilotian Theism: 
Wb1elltstlae More ReasonableY 
24 pages.. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolnlion and Special Creation. 
10 cents •. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 't 24 
pages in oover. Ptioe, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. l!6 pa.geil. Price, 10 cents. 

Tl1e Glory or Unbelef, 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Beu"'rand Knowled;-e. 24pages. 
Price, 10 cents. . 

'I' he American ~ecular Union; Its 
Neces<dty and t11e .Justice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo{!flcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the B~v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Ha.lifa.x, 
N. B. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. Wi!Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate! iil. '.rhe Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristianity. 3. Freethought and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Dift'erenoe between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.nitY and Slavery. 16 il&ges. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addrall ~HE TBUTH BEEKER 00., · 
. 118 La.f&YeUe 1'1., New York. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB, THB 

Conf:Uct between Jleaaon and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIDDICOMBE, 

Phila.delphia., Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

.Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 2li . cents ; cloth, ISO cents. Pub
lished at this omce. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN A.DDBEBB . 

. By ROBT, G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

NfAJJ Y0'1'k State Batr A88ociati<m, at AZbanr, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorised Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TBUTH SEJ!lKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN. 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
OoNTENTB : What is Religion? Fetichism. Phal

lic Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ical Problem. Man's Fall, 1111d the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fa.te, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be
eponsibility of the Individual.· Genesis and Evo. 
Iution of Spirit. The Law of Hora.l Government. 
The Apostles. Beliish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oharterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Dutres and Obligations of 
Society, Bights of Government. Duties of Bo 
oiety to Oriminals. Duty of Belf Oalture. Mar
riage. Oloth; price. $1:50. 

THE 

CHAM:PIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
or:B11m 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1,11VPP. Oloth, ss; leather, 14; morocco. 

gilt edges, 14.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Addrell THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

, L. K. Washburn's Works. 
I 
Sunday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regulating human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertinence." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristian church are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

'l'be Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praYing God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the DeitY to. under
take a. omsade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. · 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insanet Price, 10 cents. 
The PublieSchools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
. A OOLLECJTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
( W0'1'd.8 and MU8io) 

For Llbf;'ral and Ethical Societies. 
J'ov Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. 'K. WASHBURN. 
PBIOB, $1.50. 

!!.ddreDI THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

FEST IV .A.L OF A.SHTABOTH. 
A tale of Pales ine, 'ounded on the destruction of 

the Moa.bitea by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

LOOKING BA.CKW A.RD New~llitlon,Re~sefrutdEnlarJred. 

, By Edward Bellam:y, MEN, WOMEN k GODS. 
Author of " Dr. Heldenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd all wha are 
free to receive new light Will ftnd in it satisfaction 
and inapira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

The a.pJ.Jea.l iB always made to a. man's rel\son. 
and to hiB noblest sentiments: never to his sel
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

A Slll{gestion of a. really practicable and feasi
ble soo1al state greatly in advance of the presen~. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in ito forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Tra.velsr. 

liilmo, cloth, 11.00; paper, !>OC!. 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

8Y HELEN H. CARDJ::NER, 
Introduction by 

BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; l'a.per, 50 'lAnts. 

ThA Trade Su:ppZied at J:JpedaZ Di&cuunts. 
Address THE TJRUTH BEEKER, 

liB LafaYette Place, New York. 
Photo.engra.vings of Miss Gardener are for 

sale at this office. Price, 50 cents. 

THE 

GIRARD'S WILL OTTO WETTSTEIN. WATGH 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOS:&: 

Of the penersion of Btefhen Girard•smagni1lcent 
bequest to l'hilade hia. by the Ohristia.n 

ohurohes an Young Men's 
Ohristia.n Associa-

tion. 
BY 81011. S. WIISTBBOOE, D.D., LL.D. 

Prioe 11. Addresa Tlrll TBUTH BIIIIEIIB. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
Ail in a LHetime. A Liberal Bomanee. 

111mo, IOOpp,, S1. 
A.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girls. 111mo, 8S3pp,, Sl.l!5. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally- Band

some and Interesting Book\ Without Supersti
tion\ for Ohildren and Youtn. The Only Free· 
thins:ers' Ohildren'B Story-Book ever 1ssued. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, hea.v;y, toned paper, broad margins, illus· 
tra.ted covers ; 4to. 224pp., boards, 11. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of !'Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Bpir

ittialism Sustained," eU:., etc. 

'The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains many ideal 
that will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishinl: food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immease distribution it sa riohi.Jr 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, !!mo, $1, 

Adche11 THE TBUTB BEEKER. 

IS ..4. GBEA'l! SUCCESS: 
The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 

Genius, Taste, Energy, and In~enuity, 
Combined with 41 years of Practi-
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The .N.lianhattan Liberal Ulub. N. Y, 
Meets every Friday evening, at 8 o•olook, a.t Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot. 
uresa.nd discussions. The publioeordiallyinvited. 

The Newark Llbell'al League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock a.t 
Liberal Lea~rne Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religious and social que£tion~. Beats free and 
everybody welcome. 

A.merlcan Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bunda.y 
evening at 7:30. Lecture•, debates, and di80UB
sions on all imPortant secular subjects, Pres
ident, HElmY BinD ; Secretary, OoBA BBLLB 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical A.ssocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity rooms1..Beu..:11rd avenue and 
South l!d street, Brooklyn, .l!i. D., at 8 P.M., eveey 
SuB.day. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat· 
form free. Oharlea Monholland, secretary, 241 
B1·oadwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Lea;-ne ~67 
meets every Bnnda.y in Industrial Hall, Broad a.L d 
Wood sts., at 2:10 and 'l :80 P.Jr. for lectures and 
free discussions on religious and social questions, 
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The Secular Society or Kent, o., 
Meets semi-month!y1 first and third Bullda.ys, a.~ ~ 
P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human 
oaltlV&tiOB are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wrl;-ht Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bun
daYS of each month a.t Independent Ohuroh, at 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKEB and InveBtf-
gator are solicited. R. G. SlltlTH, Oor.l:!t>1:. 

<lhlca;-o Secular Unlo.n 
Meete every Bun day evening at 7: ao P.u.. at 
Princess Opera. House, 558 Weat Madison stre,et. 
Lectures and debates. Strangers from abroad 
are weloome. 

, :Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Bunda.:y evening at 216 
Grand avo., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followec:J 
by debates. Tlle Public cordially invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frecthoughl 
Society 

MAet• every Sunday evening a.t Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at I! o'clock. A cordial invi
tation is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port An;-eles Secular Union 
Meets eve::-y Bunda.y at 7.30 P.M. in Macdon
ald's He.ll in Port Angele11, Wash. Lect
ures. songs, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vited on all subJects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANK llloBBII, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Pro;-res!llve Lib~ 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.!., meets semi-monthly.!. first 
and third Sundays, at_ 8 o'clock, P.M-..1_at l:"arr'l 
Hall, Everybodv inVIted, MBB· B. Jll. BEBBA . 
Pres,; J. H. McWILLIAMS, Bee. Bee. . 
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Meets every Bunda.y a.t 2 P.M. in Grand Armr 
·ball, Main street, Walla. Walla., Washington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free DiBoussions.-Origina.J 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val· 
ua.bl'll library is at the service of members and 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prell.; A. W. 0ALDIIB1 Bee, 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every ftrst and third 
Bnnda:v in the month, at the Boeder sohooi.house. 
LAOtures, discussions, reading, and poems. Thf 
11rea.teat freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. BmE, Pres.; 

J. W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0BARLEB BBEA, Bee. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Ulub1 

Meets every Sunday a.t Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•olook, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBIS, Pres. 

IBAAO B. LEE, Bee. 
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GLADSTONE proposes abolition of entail, 
with consequent destruction of the nobility. 

SPBOIAL.prayers for relief of Russian Jews 
hav been prepued for all English synagogs. 

ON the 3d at Newcastle in pious Delaware 
several offenders were whipped and pilloried. 

Mrss KuBLER, of Baltimore, has been 
obliged to embrace Judaism to marry a 
Hebrew lov.er. 

BoULANGER on the 30th ult. killed himself 
on the grave of his mistress. Loss of pres
tige was the cause. 

A BRIDGE near Prague over which the 
Austrian emperor was to cross was attempted 
to be destroyed by dynamite. 

PROF. HENRY KIDDLE, who was forQed 
from his otlice of superintendent of New 
York schools because of his conversion to 
Spiritualism, is dead. · 

THE statue of Leo XIII. blessing the world 
at the Washington Catholic University was 
unveiled on the 28th ult. The pope has 
made the-presenter, Mr. Loubat, a count. 

AT an all-night revival in a negro church 
at Jacksonville, Fla., flickering of gas lights 
aroused superstitious rears, and amid cries of 
"Judgment!" the crowd fled with a rush in 
which four were killed and twenty injured. 

IN a London church on the 27th ult. a man 
rose and said, "Christ is coming.. Be has 
appointed me to announce it in all the 
churches and I want to address the congrega
tion." He then began shouting. He had 
become crazy through religion. 

JuDGE PAsoRAL at Uvalde, Tex., on the 
29th u!t. created a sensation by refusing nat
urallz!l.tion papers to R. V. Sauer, because 
he is a Socialist. In his written opinion 
Judge Paschal said that Socialism and 
Anarchism are directly opposed to the Con
stitution, and no Socialist or Anarchist is 
eligible to American citizenship. Sauer will 
appeal. 

PROFBSBOR WINSOHrBD, Of Lei peig, Germany, 
who belongs to one of the most noted Catholic 
families, bas anno-qnced his conversion to 
Protestantism. This in itself would hav 
created a sensation. But its effect on Catho
lics may be imagined when it is coupled with 
the statement that the professor attributes hie 
change to disbelief in the authenticity of the 
Holy Coat, and conscientious scruples against 
supporting a church that would sanction it. 

RoME has overruled Connecticut in the 
case of WilHam Grant, of Bridgeport. He 
was divorced by civil law and married again. 
Becoming a Catholic, he desired an ecclesias
tical divorce also. The first ecclesiastical 
court, under Vicar-general Hughes, held him 
still married to his first wire; the second, 
the archiepiscopal tribunal of Boston, decided 
the first marriage null because made by a 
Methodist minister; fl.nallv the highest 
authorities at Rome hav reaffirmed the first 
decision. 

ON the 2d one of the French pilgrims to 
the Vatican while visiting Victor Emanuel's 
tomb spat in the book for visitors' names and 
wrote, "Lite to the pop~> I De!!tb to King 
Humbert I Curses on Victor ll m!l.nuel I" 
An Italian struck the pilgrim and helped the 
guards expel him. Other pilgrims took the 
part of the insulter with blows. Crowds 
attacked the pilgrims with stoneR and knives 
and chased them over the city. Eight trains 
were held ready the next morning to take 
away the p\lgr!ms if the populace became 
too violent. 'fhe pope expressed regret, and 
commanded the pilgrims not to resent the 
hostil demonstrations of the bands of men 
who began to parade slnglng anticlerical and 
patriotic songs. Mobs compelled proprietors 
of hotels at which pilgrims were stopping to 

·replace the papal with the Italian flag. They 
demanded removal of the pontifical arms 
from the facade of the Catholic seminary, 
but were driven away by the police. 

RussiAN peasants are eating bread made of 
· straw, sweepings from flour mills, dung, or 

pigweed. Seed corn furnished by govern
ment has been in many cases eaten and the 
land left fallow. Many villages hav been 
burnt, tbe peasants, too weak to exert them
selva an_d devoid of hope of good in any 
event, not attemptingextinguiPhment. Some 
fell on their knees and prayed GJd to quench 
the ftre. A traveler writes : ''It Is a horrible 
thing to witness_ wholesale mortality. Within 
the first half hour I met sixteen poor creatures 
at the last extremity of woe. ·Most had not 
touched bread for over a week. With dis
torted features and glaring eyes they glared 
at me; many of them just able to stretch out 
their bands for the food I <:tiered them. A 
few only had strength enough to eat it. 
They generally die before help comes. Many 
seemed indifferent to all that was going on; 
they were evidently resigned to their fate. 
Others raved in their despair, moving about, 
gesticulating wildly, and crying, ' Bread, 
bread ; do not let us starve I' Mothers whose 
children hav succumbed to hunger wander 
1hrough the villages weeping aloud for their 
lost littl?, ones •. In one locality out of 150 
families 47 hav died of hunger." 
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THE clhurch is changing in accord with the 
spirit of the age. As jnterest and beijef Jn 
doctrine subside, the church orgairlz&tion 
becomes useful in social and· benevolent 
echemes.-"Robt. 0 . .Adams. 

I no not believe that the Bible, when prop
erly understood, is, or ever has been, a 
comfort to any human being. Surely, no . 
~ood man can be comforted by reading a 
book in which he finds that a large majority 
of mankind hav been sentenced to eternal 
fl.re.-Ingersoll. 

ONB fact must be familiar to all those who 
hav any experience of human nature. A 
sincerely religious man 'is often an exceed
ingly bad man. Piety and vice frequently 
liv together in the same dwelling, occupying 
different chambers, but remaining always on 
the most amic&ble terms.-.Readtl. 

WHEN the voice of authority is no lo:nger 
raised to ~t!fie intellectual inquiry, science 
will cease altogether to wear a negativ as
pect, and will gain universal recogirltion as 
the great constructor of whatever is sound in 
knowledge or of practical value in life· 
while religion will embrace the emotions and 
convictions that come to man from the con. 
templation of the all-comprehending uni
verse and its Transcen4ent CaUB!l.-Profea8or 
Youmans. 

NOTWITHSTANDTI!IG there may be much 
good obtairied from a knowledge of the 
scriptures ; notwithstanding they are vener. 
able for their antiquity, and curious for 
much of what they contain, yet, after all, I 
ask of any honest and well-meaning parent, 
how he can justify to himself bringing up his 
children in re'Oerential belief of such a book 
as the Bible ? Is there a book in existence 
that contains more filth and more falsehood ? 
-Kneeland. · 

HBRBIN was seen the culmination and 
decline of the bull " Summis Desiderantes" 
[against witchcraft]. It had been issued by 
nim whom a vast majority of the Christian 
world believes to be infallible in his teach
ings to the church as regards faith and 
morals ; yet here was a deliberate utter
ance in a matter of faith arid morals which 
even children now know to be utterly uu
true.-Prof • .A. D. White. 

HAMAN MA.KETH A :MI8CALCULATION. 
CIVILJZATION has raised many things for. 

merly considered as, perhaps, immoral and 
as offenses against the moral law to well
defined crimes. The result Is, that we are 
constantly increasing the work of criminal 
courts ; the number of sentences is thus in
creased comparativly, even when the vol
ume of crime, as shown by the comparisons 
of crime per se, may decrease. So truthful 
statistics may show absolutely false conclu
sions, unless the elements are intelli~ently 
and honestly used • .:... Commissioner Wright. 

So they hanged Haman OJ!. the gallows that he had prepared for Mordecai. Then 
was the king's wrath pacified.-Esther vli, 19. . . 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religions Experience. 
By s. P, Putnam. 

Price; 25 cents. 

W4ltBLD'ti ~A.QE~, '.riDNKERS, 
AND REFORMERS. 

Blo& :raphlel of 100 of tbe Leading Philosophers, 
Teaahera, Bkeptlo!L,Innovatora1 Foudera of 

Hew Schools of 'J.'nought, EBUnent Bolen· 
tina, etc. (who were not Ohristians), 

from the time of Menu to the pres- No Bible, if it is to retain its influence, 
ent. svo, 1,075pp., cloth, sa; should ever be translated into a language 

leather, U; mor., g. e.,$4.50. understood, or even half understood, by the 
OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. BY D. M. BENNETT. people. Well the church of Rome knew 

'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKEB oo., this, and determinedly it resisted translation 
The New God. Priae, 10 cents. BSL&fayeUe I'laoe,N. Y. out of "the ori~inal tongues." •••. But 

there is one effectiv set.o:!I against the evil 
The Problem of t.h.e Universt-, and I h 8 I' b I e d E v 0 I" u·t ,. 0 n of translating the Bible: tew really read it, 

its l'loientlfio Solution, with some OritioiBmB e · an l even after it has been translated. If you 
of Un·versology. I'rice, 20 oents. find a man here and there who has really 

Waifs and Wanderings. A Ne'.v By Arthur B. Moss. read the Bible, he is always more or less 
Amerioan Btor:v. I'rioe, oloth, $1 oo; Jlaper, New and Cheap Edition, •• oO Cents. an "Infidel." The true Christian does not 
50 cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with read it; he only praises it. He give it a 
incident and dramatic power; breezy from MentionedbvW.E. Gla.dstoneinhiswork,"The i 1 i hi h in 
first page to last with the living spirit of to- ID!pr•p>~.ble Rook of Hol:vBoriptnre." · consp cuous P ace n I! ouse- some 
day."-Jolln StointO'li'B Paper. G. w. Foote in the ll'reetllinleer recommends it parts of England I hav seen it, large and ·gilt, 

as an ·excellent text-book.. He says: "The do duty as an ornament for the window-em; 
Golden Throne, A Romance. "The mann'l>r i". good and the style i~ bright: The it is in his hand every Sunday at least, and I 

th t · 1 h · Th · · rell.f ier it! oarried along on an easy :flowing stream au or • er a.1n Y as gennts. e d1v1ne of s aienee, history, ethics. and common sense." know one or two saints who carry it con-
oreativ spark is with him. '.i:he book is filled Olnas. Watts in secular Thouglltpronounoes it to stantly in their pockets; and yet they know 
with manly thonghts, expressed in manly be 1 he best work the author has wri ten. i d 
worils-the transcript of a manly min(l. A:nd TllE TRUTH BEEKER says: "This is an ex- nothing of where t came from, an next to 
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'" cellent book which we oan recommend to our nothing of what is in it.-Baladin. 
-Inger$oll. I'rioe, St. rew der~ II'S olear in language; trustworthy in 

I 11 d J A t • sta!;ement, and irrefutable in reasonin11." LET us now compute the immense number ngerso an fSUS, . conversa 10n of slaves which fanaticism has made, whether 
m rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury 0 rder at h i lsi 
Infidel and the Ga.lileaDt Reformer, wherein THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFICE. In Asia, w ere unc rcumc on was a mark 
it is show a there is muoh in harmony between of infamy, or in Africa, where the Christian 
them. Prioe, lOoents. What Would Follow name was a crime, or in America, where 

Prometheus, A Poem. . · cc It is THE the pretext of baptism absolutely extinguished 
crammed with life, thought, •nd profound f Ch . . "t p the feelings of humanity. Let us compute 
emotion, poured forl;h, it seems to me, with Effacement 0 r1stlan1 Y the thousands who hav been seen to perish 
"x~raordina.rybeauty."-Dr. Henrv w.Bello!DB. BY GEORGE JACOB ~OLYOAKE. on scaffolds in the ages of persecution, or in 
Pnoe, $1. :Price, 10 oents a OOJIY; twelve copies for Sl. civil wars by the hands of their fellow-

Why Don't He Lend a Hand! and citizens, or by their own hands, through ex-
other Agnostic poems. I'rloe, 10 oents. Address TRE 'l'RUTR SEEKER. cessiv austerities ·and maceration. Let ua 

LIFE AND CAREER survey the surface of the earth, and glance Adami all d Heva. A poetic version at the various standards unfurled and blazing 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in OF i th " li io in Spain in t whioh its superiority to the mutilated copy- n e name o~ re g n ; aga s 
t.be Genesislegend-,isshown. Prioe, tooents. 1CharleS Bradlaugh the Moors, in France against the Turks, in 
Fo~ all of the above address ·· Hungary against the Tartars; at the numer-

THE TRU rH SEEKER, oo., ous military orders, founded for converting 
28 Lafayette I'laoe, New Yor;. BY · Infidels at the point of the sword, and 

George Jacob Holyoake. slaughtering one another at the foot of the 
COD& AND RELICIONS 
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ANOIENT A.ND :MODERN TIMES 
Vol. I. Givl a Pull Aooount of all tlle.Goda, in

eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Hol:v Ghost, 
· leans Ohrist, Virgin Mar:v, and the Bible 

svo, 835PJI. Vol. IT. Desoribesl'ull:v all " 
the Religious Systems of the World. 
~vo, 957pp. Oloth, sa per vol.; tbe 

2 vols., S5; leather, S7; mo
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Enry Freethinker wants this Life of ~he Great 
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altar they htid come to defend. In a word, 
let us contemplate the horrors of fifteen cent
uries, all frequently renewed in the course 
of a ·single one·; lillarmed men slain at the 
feet of altars; kings destroyed by the dagger 
or by poison; a large state reduced to half 

I~OIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. its extent by the fury of its own citizens; 
the nation at once the most warlike and the 

I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBrA, llTO. BY most pacific OD the face Of the globe, divided 
William Durham, F.R.S.E. . in fierce hostility against itself; the sword 

II. ~STRONoMY, BuN, MooN, STARS, ETc. BY Will· unsheathed between the sons and the father; 
1am Dnrham, F .R.B.E. t t t. i rs sacrilegious 'These handy series of volumes on soienoe-of. usurpers, yran s, execu one • 

whioh the above works form the :flrn two num- • robbers and blood-stained parricides violat
ben. othen to follow-are written in,a way that I ing, under the influence/of religion, every 
cannot fail to make them interesting to even the convention divine or human ·-such is the 
most oasua.l reader. They sup:ply a. popular neeoi. • i i 'y, ltak The prtae of eaoh is w oents 1n oloth. 1 deadly picture o~ fanat c sm.- o e. 
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0NB of our clergymen says he prefers & 

Puritan to a devil's Sabbath. There are peo. 
ple who, at this season of the year, take to 

THB news comes from Philadelphia of a 
great change in the manners and customs of 
the Quakers. The women hav discarded 
their little black bonnets and sedate black 
dresses with white collars for more modern 
costumes, ·and their " thou " and " thee " of 

address are as unfamiliar as their old style of 
dress. A. good many of the orthodox Qua
kers hav begun to show preference for the 
Hicks doctrin. It is mainly in the South 
now that the Quakers follow in the footsteps 
of their old leaders. 

SYDNBY SMITH once said of some preachers 
who flourished in his day : " They aim at 
nothing in their sermons, and hit it." This 
reminds us of a quaint comment we once 
heard on a rabbi, that '' he tried harder to 
say nothing and succeeded better than any 

man in the Jewish pulthe woods when they 
hav to choose between 
the two. 

THB Rev. Sam Jones 
was once a drayman in 
Cartersville, . Ga. Per
haps it was in those days 
that Sam learned the 
mule-driving methods he 
has since introduced into 
evangelism. 

A. BosTol!l' genius sent 
to the Globe a list of 
twenty. five books which 
contain "excellent ma
terial for deep thought 
and hard study." The 
Bible is No. 1, SEd a 
" H an d b o o k on Eti
quet " No. 4. Most 

· Bostonians, however, are 
perfectly . willing to get 
along without the Bible 
if they · hav the " Hand
book on Etiquet "~ and 
Hoyle's " G a m e s " on 
hand.-Bun. 

THB RambZ6r, a promi
nent Romish paper of 
England, says: " You 
ask: if the pope were 
lord of this land and you 
were in a minority, what 
he would do to you ? 
That, we say, would en
tirely depend on circum
stances.· If it would 
benefit the cause of Ca
tholicism he would tol
erate you; if expedient 
he would imprison, ban
ish you - probably he 
might even hang you. 

· But be assured of one 
thing, he would never 
tolerate you for the sake 
of your glorious princi
ples of civil and relig
ious liberty." 

THB Jewish Messenger, 

pit." 

THB famous St. Ber
nard dogs are very care· 
fully trained. A. trav. 
eler who visited some of 
the monasteries of the 
monks of St. Bernard a 
few years ago found the 
monks teaching their 
dogs from the earlieat 
stages of puppyhood. 
Not only is physical and 
mental training included 
in their teaching, but 
spiritual ~ulture is by no 
means neglected. At 
meal-time the dogs sit in 
a row, each with a tin 
dish before him contain
ing his repast. Grace il 
said by one of the monks; 
the dogs sit motionlesa 
with bowed heads. No 
one stirs until the 
" amen " is spoken. If 
a frisky puppy partaker 
of his meal before grace 
is over an older dog 
growls and gently tuga 
his ear. All with as 
much sense as the two
legged pupils of monks 
and priests. 

. in referring to the man
agement of Jewish in
stitutions in this city, 
says : "Not many years 
ago, if a man withdrew 
from the synagog it 
was imperativ that he 
should not be considered 
among those eligible for 
office in any of our insti
tutions. Now, on the 
contrary, a man may 
openly boast of having 
discarded all Judaism, of 
h a vi n g no connection 
whatever with the sect 
or creed, and he is calmly 
selected for a responsi
ble directorship in a Jew
ish institution because of 
supposed trade influ. 
ence." AN OLD GRUDGE.-THE SPECTER THAT STILL CURSES WOMAN. 

HATBBS of the Sabbath 
must feel glory in the 
recollections of tlle time 
during the French Revo
lution of 1789 when a 
Sabbath was totally abol
ished. The national 
convention which de
clared France a republic, 
determined to abandon 
Christianity and to sub. 
stitute instead the wor
shipof liberty, equality, 
and reason ; churches 
were quickly despoiled, 
civic feasts substituted 
for religious festivals. 
The convention also en
acted that time instead 
of being reckoned from 
the birth of Christ should 
thereafter count from the 
birthday of French revo. 
lution, the year to begin 
anew from that date, 
September 2 2, 1 7 9 2. 
That the Christian Sab
bath might not be ob
served, the months were 
to consist of thirty days 
each, a day of rest being 
granted only at the close 
of each decade (every ten 
days). Under the direc· 
tory established by tl:.e 
constitution in l'i95, the 
1 a w 11 of Robeapierre 
were repealed, the 
churches were reopened, 
and Sunday took its 
old place in the calendar. 

A. SABBATH· XBBPING 
railroad is to be built iR 
Europe. The village of Sainte Croix in the 
Jura, which makes a great many clocks and 
musical boxes, has been long an:tious to 
get a railway down the mountain to con
nect with Yverdon. At last a wealthy 
man, named Bar bey, offered to ~;uild 1t at 
his own expense, on the coBdition that for 
twenty-flve·years there shall be no traftlc on 
Sundays. His condition was accepted, and 
the road, to cost about half a million of 
dollars, will be opened next year • 

• 

IN Ekaterinodor a girl twenty-two years old deprived of their personal rlghts and exiled THB Chilians are very superstitious, so In 
has been· cendemned to deprivation of all to "lest! distant" districts of Siberia. In the their latest battle the opposition sent out 
rights, imprisonment at hard labor for tlle terminology of the Russian court, tho " dis- with their fighting line a tall man, in 6 black 
term of six years, and expulsion to" one of tant places of Siberia 11 means the most north- top hat and robed in white, his duty being to 
the distant places of Siberia" after the lapse ern region, where the population is very expose himself to view as often 69 possible. 
of that term. Her crime consisted of pro. sparsE', and where there are hardly any roads He was seen by several regiments, who de. 
claiming herself a prophetess of the Holy between the settlements. Places that are clared him a deity, and state that several 
Virgin, and converting other girls of her age to nearer to civilized settlements are described volleys were directed against him, all of. the 
her heretical beliefs. Sixteen of her converts as " less distant " and those in the neighbor- shot passing completely through his body 
between twenty and twenty-five years, hood of large. clties and nearest to the free ' without killing him or doing him any harm 
received mllder sentences ; they were only governments are termed simply '' Siberia. n whatever· 
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~ommnnitalions. ·manner it was only natural that ·they should take 
him out of the world in an equally mysterious 
fashion ; the story of the resurrection, therefore, is 
the natural corollary of the alleged supernatural 

The Resurrection of Jesus-Did It Happen 1 birth of Jesus. Not only do the gospels not agree 
It was Paul who made the memorable declaration respecting the resurrection itself but they are at 

that 11 If Ohrist be not risen then is our· preaching variance in every alleged incident from the time of 
Yain and your faith is also vain." We need not stop the crucifixion to the resurrection. 
now to discuss whether it was a spiritual or a mate- Many marvelous occurrences were said to hav ae
rial body that came out of the grave. Ohristians in companied and followed the crucifixion of Jesus. 

. all ages hav diif!lred upon this point while holding In two of the goepels (Mark and Luke) we hav a 
to what they regard as the fact 'Of the resurrection. great darkness mentioned that lasted from the six~h 

But was the resurrection & fact T Like all other to the ninth hour, and which was said to hav spread 
extraordipary stories its truth or falsehood must be all over the land·; also that when Jesus died the veil 
decided by reference to its reasonableness, irs con- of the temple was rent in twain. Matthew mentions 
formity to human experie!loe, and by the weight of this latter occurrence and adds that at the same time 
evidence that can be brought in support of it. And an earthquake took place which rent the rooks and 
we must be careful iu the examination of such evi· opened the graves, and that from.the graves there 
denoe. In the early ages we must remember Ohris- came forth many bodies of the saints and they went 
tians did not hesitate to forg~ evidence to suit their IUld showed tbemselva ill. the city appearing unto 
purpose. But most of these forgeries, as Gibbon many. The resurrection of the saints is only 
points out, are now 11 wisely abandoned" by Obris- mentioned in Matthew, whilst John is silent respect
tiane themselvs. ing the whole occurrence. Now if an earthquake 
_ Now, what evidence hav we of this alleged res1;1r- bad happened such as this Jewish historians would 
reetion T Independent evidentlle-that is, evidence hav certainly recorded it ; but there is no mention of 
outside of the four gospels? Positivly none. Not it from any reliable source, and as to the alleged 
a solitary hii'Jtorian exeept the admittedly forged darkness it could only happen as a natural phenome
passages already referred to even mentions the mat- non at the tirae of an eclipse, but, as wa~ known by 
ter. Yet if a man or a God had risen from tbe dead Thucydides four hundred years before, such 
historians would certainly hav mentioned it. Resur- an event can only take place at the new moon, yet 
rections of the dead were not of sueb frequent occur- the gospel writers imagin the Jews to hav been I!O 
renee e.ven in those dark days of credulity for biato- ignorant of astronomy as to suppo&e that the dark
rians to pass them by without notice. What evi- ness occurring at paschal full moon was an ordinary 
deuce, then, hav we in support of snob an extraor- event (Scott's English Life of Jesus). When 
dinary event T The evidence of the writers of the Ohristians attempt to support this story by reference 
gospels and of these only. And what is the value of to eclipses which are alleged to hav occurred at the 
theiJ: testimony? Do they agree? Do they write death of Omaar, they are merely trying to support 
as though they were eye-witnesses of the alleged one fal!!le statement b~ eotber. lfane11rtbquake took 
occurrence? Do they !lilly "we saw this or we saw place which rent the temple and opened the rooks, 
that T" Or do they not rather write as though they the temple would assuredly hav fallen and hundreds 
were merely recording what they were told or what of people would probably hav been destroyed. 
they believed, and sa though they had no positiv But what about the saints going· into tbe Holy 
knowledge themselvs on the subject? Oity, ud exhibiting tbemselvs to m•my T Who were 

It is a law of evidence that if two witnesses are the many T What were their names? Where did 
testifying as to certain facts and they contradict one they liv? Why did they not go to the unbelieving 
another upon important pointa the evidence of one Jews! Why not confront Pontius Pilate himself' 
or both of them is at once called in question. Why not go to the historians and testify that 

M. Renan, however, l!lays (Life of Jesus, page 27): whereas they were once dead, they were now alive? 
11 Wben we hav two sccounts of the same fact h i111 How is it that Matthew alone mentions this marvel T 
extremely rr&re that the two acoounts agree. Is not Were Mark, Luke, and John ignorant of it' Or 
this a reason for anticipating many difficulties when did they not think it worth recording T And what 
we llav bu~ one T We may say 'blat amongst the became of these saints after their resurrection T Are 
anecdotes, the discourses, the celebrated sayings they alive now T Or hn they for the second time 
which hav been given us by the historians. there is passed 11 through the valley of the shadow of 
not one strictly authentic. Were thE~re stenographers death?'' Surely it requires very little exercise of 
to fix these fleeting words T Was there an annalist the reason to lead the inquirer to the conclusion that 
always present to note the ~el!&iu'es, the manners, the story is not historioal!y true. 
the sentiments of the actors?' But come to the resurrection itself, and see what 

If we were dealing with the ordinary events of a careful exunination of the various narrative shows. 
daily life we should not expect ~ perfect agreement They demonstrate, flrst, that the gospel writers 
in all details, but when we are considering, as in could not hav been eye-witnesses, for their accounts 
this case, the evidence of ~lleged in111pired writers not are full of inconsistencies and contradictions of a 
on a matter of small but one of vital importance to most glaring kind. And, secondly, that they got 
all seekers after truth, WEI are bound to be strict in their story from sources of a perfectly unreliable 
our requirements that the evidence shall be perfectly character. 
tr11stworthy. Moreover, if we were merely consider- In Matthew (xxiii, 1, etc.) we are told that two 
iog the value of the alleged teachings of J e&us surely women came to the sepulcher as the d•y began to 
we should be entitled to ask what means we bav of dawn; but according to Mark three women came 
knowing that the gospels contain 111 correct statement after the sun bad risen. 
of the utterances of the prophet of Nazareth. In Matthew the women find that an earthquake 
Surely M. Renan would not expect us to accept any has taken place; they find also an angel sitting upon 
statement, however unskillfully worded, as the cor- a stone, which has been rolled away from the door 
l'ect statement of the teachings of Jeane. If M. of the sepulcher. This angel who is sitting upon 
Rsnan were to make an important speech and his the stone tells the two women not to be afraid; that 
speech were reported by unskillful reporters who the Lord bas rise:Q and gone to Galilee, where he 
did not understand shortblnd, and whose memories will meet his disciples ; the women then depart, and 
were not su:ffioiently good to enable them to giv even Jesus appears to the women and repeats to them 
a fair statement of what was said, would M. Renan what the angel has previously said. 

· be satiefied, and say," These men. hav reported what 
1 

Mark tells us that three women (not two) come 
they understood me to say T It is true they do not · to the sepulcher, and that tbey come for the purpose 
agree in their statements, for they are entirely at of anointing tbti body of Jesus. No mention is 
nrianoe the one with the other, but then two state- made of an earthquake. When they arrive thev 
menta of the same fact! rarely agree.' The reporters find the stone removed; they enter the sepulcher 
all agree that I made a speech, and the exact words (which. the women in Matthew do not), they do not 
I uttered are therefore unimportant.'' see an angel, but a young man who is clothed in 11 

Bnt how much more importllllt is it when witnesses long white garment, and be spa1ks to them in the 
are testifying to s most extraordinary event-an same terms as the angel in Matthew. 
event which is opposed to all ordinary experience- Luke (xxiv) mentions an indefinit number of 
that they should agree in all the facts. women comitlg early in the morning, bringing spices 

L'st us, however, fairly exsmin the evidence and for the purpose of embalming the body of Jesus; 
see what we E>lilllll find. In the first place we find they also find the stone removed, enter the sepulcher, 
that Matthew is the only writer who says that guards and see two men in shining garments. These 
were placed to watch the grave in expectation of tbe men inform the women that the resurrection had 
resurrection of Jesus. been foretold by Jssus (which they bad either never 

Matthew &flirms that the chief priests and Pharisees beard or forgotten); that he had risen, but nothing 
went to Pilate and informed him that Jesus bad de. is said by either of hie ROing to Galilee to meet his dis
clared that after three days he would rise again from ciples. Nor does Jesus appear unto the women 
the dead. " They demanded accordingly that the himself, 111 he is represented to bav done in St. John 
"epulober should be made sure till the third day lest xx, 1. etc. Mary Mafldalene comes alone to the 
the disciples might come by night &nd steal the body sepulcher 11 early, when it was yet dark.'' On her 
and say to the people, ' He is risen from the dead.' arrival she finds the stone rolled away, but abe does 
Pilate, without further comment, says : • You hav a not enter the tomb as the others are said to hav 
watch; go and m•ke it as r>ure as you can'" (Scott's done, but hastens back to Peter, JameP, and the 
JJ oglish Life of Jesus, p. 312). beloved disciple, and tells them 11 that they [the J ewe] 

Thomas Paine thcughli t.uat as the Ohristian hav taken away the Lord from the sepulcher, and 
writers brought Jesus into the world in a mysterious we know not where they bav laid him." 

Here there is no mentio4' of Jesus having risen ; 
consequently Peter runs to the tomb, bnt the other 
disciples, being fleeter 'of foot, outrun him. When 
Peter arrives be goes into the tomb and sees the 
linen clothes, but the body of Jesus bas gone. Mary, 
who has also come to the grave, weeps on hearing 
that Jesus is not there. As she stoops, two angels 
in white appear, one at the foot, the other at the head, 
where the body of Jesus bad lain. The angels ask 
Mary why she weeps a11.d she answers, because she 
does not know where the body of Jesus is, where
upon she turnS around and sees.JelilUS standing, but 
is unable to recognize him, notwithstanding the fact 
that he speaks to her and asks, 11 Why weepest thou 1" 
but she actually supposes him to be a gudener. 
When, however, Mary does recognize him and ·calls 
him m~&ster, J esulil answers abruptly : " Touch me 
not, for I am not yet asce11ded to my father.'' Now, 
in nearly every detail the gospel writers are at vari
ance. One writer says that Mary came alone to the 
grave; others say that others came with her ; one 
says lihat it was dark ; another says that the sun had 
risen; one says the women went into the tomb ; 
another says they remained outside ; one says they 
saw one angel standing; another says they saw two 
sitting; one says when Jesus saw the women heal
lowed them to embrace his feet; another says that 
he said to Mary, 11 Touch me not," etc. T&ese are a 
few of the contradictions and inconsistencies, but 
tbey might easily be multiplied by a more careful 
examination. But here we hav enough to show that 
the writers of the gospels could not hav been eye
witnesses of the events they narrate. And if they 
were not eye-witnesses, what is the value of their 
evidence? It is merely hearsay; indeed it will be 
seen upon examination to rest; most exolusivly upon 
tradition. . 

Some writers take the gronnd that Jesus was not 
quite dead when he was taken from the cross and 
agree with M. Renan (Vie de Jesus) that be was 
brought back to ,.,onsciousness by the warmth of the 
spices which were placed about him. 

A modern writer I once heard affirm that Jesus 
was hypnotized, and that was how i.t was that when 
the soldiers pierced his side water rushed out 
and not blood. But if Jesus did not die, by cruci
fixion, how did he die and when T That's the ques
tion. And what of the ascension ? If the resurrec
tion was a myth, was the ascension a myth also '! 
Lst us set>. · ' ABTBUB B. Moss. 

Secundum Artem. 
I remember that once, when very religious, I was 

talking with my father-in-law, who was very much 
the other way, and quoted to him the Bible saying 
that 11 the natural man peroeiveth not the things of 
God," etc.; when I was somewhat taken aback by the 
reply, that be didn't care whether the natural man 
or the artificial man was under discussion. Some
bow the word artificial, used in this connection, 
made· a lasting impression on my mind. I bav 
often wondered whether, since 'religion is mainly 
artifice end deception, the religious man is not in 
reality much more of sn artificial being than other
wise. 

In the same predicament, it appears to me, are 
many of the embodiments of human cerebration 
(misnamed thought) which characterize the political 
theories emanating from that school of theorists 
which perpetually studies maxims instead of markets, 
fancies instead of facts. 

The single taxers want 11 natural opportunities," 
which means 11 the land, the air, the mines, the sun
shine, etc.;" and yet" they do not want the land, but 
the rental value of land for public purposes.'' In 
short, they do not know what they want. One of 
them .says that this must relieve the farmer, tis his 
taxes are levied mainly on improvements. If it re
lieves the farmer, who is going to pay his rent T 
Does it propose to make all fat"mers tenants of the 
government 1 In Kmeas less than one-half of the 
taxes paid by the ordinary farmer is levied on im· 
provemPnts. I own a farm of forty acres on which 
I pay $12 annual tax. I could rent it for $120. 
Would iii benefit me to raise my taxes to the full 
rental value of the land, $120, and then deduct 
the tax on improvements, $6 T Even if im
provements were proportionally considered, the 
rental tax would be still $60, or five times 
what it is now.. But raw land situated where mine 
is would rent for more than that. As to the air and 
sunshine, which are so useful to make 11 chestnuts " 
grow, any" silly" tramp can get more of them than 
he likes in a Ksnsas hay·field at present, at $1 25 
per day and board; if be is not too moob attached to 
tha Lord's Prayer and the story of the lilies and 
sparrows. 

The fiat money advocates say they do not want 
either gold, silver, or promises to pay. They want 
pieces of paper with simply the words 11 one dollar" 
printed on them to pass for money. Thf>y seem to 
think that the wealth of the country is sufficient to 
keep any kind of money in circulation at par value. 
The most prominent leaders· of the movement now 
propose to issue five billion dollars of this kind of 
money in addition to .one billion three hundred mill-
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ion dollars of diff~rent ktiide of money now•in cirC:I- diversify the industries of the pf'ople eo that ·there only when composed of, or based upon, the speciflo 
lation, making onr six billions in all, or eighty dol will be no exoess of supply or dearth of demand, and oommodities, gold and silver, why would it not be a 
Iars per capita. ao that peaches, corn, and 1l•X·lltraw shall not be better money when based upon the entire wealth and 

Well, if the sixty billions of wealth in the U aited raised to rot on the ground w.a:ule linen, tin-plate, and natural resources (gold and silver included) of a 
States can 1loat six' billion dollars at par of thiB • hundred other things are porcnaeed abroad and solvent government? c. w~ TrucE, M.D. 
irredeemable currency, the one hundred miliion dol paid tor with money that would keep labor well fed TecumBeh, Neb. 
Iars of A. Carnegie ought to be sufficient basis for ten and employed at home and at the same time create ----------
million dollars of the same kind of money. Now a home msrk_et for the farmer's .surplus products. Shall the Columbtao. Expo~;ition be Opened 
suppose Mr. Car.negie should take ten million str1p~ Another tbing that would help to make the country Sunday~; t . 
of paper and prmt tb'e words " one dollar" on eacb prosperous would be to make the supporters Y ~s, certainly, of course iG shall; why not? · 
one of them, bow much would they be worth? of superstition pay their share of the taxes. and thus Some one answers, Because it is G~d's holy Sab-
Would they be worth anytbin~? Would anybody tift a part of the burden of taxation eft' the toiling bath and ought to be kept sacred; 
hav any right to infer that Mr Carnegie ever in· millions who do not go to church. HHa in Hartford It is not· and ne:ver was set apart by God or his 
tended to redeem them! And if Ml', Carnegie could "new Catholic G 1d-housa of huge dimension is now agents as • Sabbath. It Constantine assumed to be 
make these bills wortli a dollar each by simply being built wbicb will cost thousands of dollars and Gild's agent, the people of the nineteenth cantury do 
printing ''one dollar" on them, could not every esuse unmfH•sured pollution of the public conscience not recognize the authority, and IllS there is no other, 
farmer or other person who owns any property do before old Yilveb sends a windstorm to demolish it. it follows Sunday is not God's holy Sabbath, and 
t~e same thing_? I mean, of course, in proporUon to as he did to ooe .of similar character in Bloomington, has no more claim to be callea sacred than the other 
h11.1 means. IH, in "68 Why will men giv their money and six days. Then why not keep tbe Expoeition open 

Tbe wealth of the U 11ited S·atee is ample se:mrit) abor for that which is no~ bread? The fear of hell every day? 
for a number of large bills-a greater number than burns up millions of dollars every year, and the Some one else answers, Because this is a Christian 
I should need, 8fter settling home accounts and eff,rt to make foreign<'~rs swap their superstitions fJr country and the people are Christians and they re
payiflg for Tm: TBUTB BBBXJtB and its valuable as- ours sends millions mo•e abroad. If G 1d be G1d, gard Sundsy aS' the Sabbath as they hav a right to 
eortment of books, I aseure you-but bow are you et him piesd f0r himself. A. H. DABBow. do, and being the m•jority should be allowed to 
going to bind this property to pay the debt without, Hartford, Kan hav their way. . 
any promis to pay? All other notes are held :.in- ----... ...----- Let us see about these t.hings-of the fif~v mill-
valid if they oontain no promis to pay; and if the The Finaucaal Problem. ions population in theee U aited States (1880 t.be 
paper money now circulating, which contains a In THE TBUTH SREKEB of August 29 h we notice tables for 1890 are not yet ready), there were less 
promis to pay, is not good enough for you, how are an article from F H. Marsh, of Globe VIllage, M;ul!.. than fifteen million Curistians, properly so called, 
you going to m~ake it ·better by obliterating the m which he tersely but shrewdly uncovers the Wall inoludipg Catholics, Mormons, and all of the forty
security and relying on an implied promis! street "bidden hand" that has manipolat.-d our five sects. Instead of being in the m11jority, the 

The. rea~on why gold and silver circulate at par financial Bj'l!tem the past quarter century in the inter- Christians comprise only about three-tenths of the 
without any promis to pay is, that the world rec est of money barons. For the people to longer be entire popul"tion, and that small minority includes 
ognize them IllS mon*!Yo while the world does not deceived by the chestnut allusions of the subsidized a larlle proportion of the immigrants from the priest
recognize any kind of paper with any variety of words press to the French aseignats, Continental money, ridden bigoted count.ries of EaropF. By what proc
printed on it as money. Whenever any nation r~>- and Oonfederate currency, is unfortunate, to express ess of reasoning do three-tenths of the population 
fuses to 11ccept either of these metals aa money, the it mildest. That money is the fiat of government of the country claim the right and authority to giv it 
relativ vr.lue of that metal as money depreciates in and not the fiat of Jehovah all informed on the t.he title of Christian? A truer title wouid be ''In
proportion to the commercial influence of the nation subject will cJncede, except the mettt.llic basis, bull fidel." I think all reasonable and truth-loving pea
which demonetizes it. The value of gold and silver ionaire monopolists, and controlers of tbe circulat- ple will agree with General Washington that this 
dependi! upon the dem•nd for them for both scien- ing medium. In the interest of themselvs the country is in no sense • Ohristian country, and for 
tific and monetary uses; and therefore, if the world province of coupon-clippers 11nd mortgage sharks is church _people to call it so is unwarranted a!lsump
were to employ substitutes for them in the ar~s and to purposely mystify and mislead ourrent thought tion. Onr Declaration of Independence, our Con-

. science !I, that proportion of these metals now ao used as their only hope of ·extorting perpetual revenue stitution 11nd government indicate the character and 
would be coined as money, and ita relativ value to from the wealth producers of the world. the true ';itle of the country, and nothing in these 
·the commodities of the world would be leuened. In economic matters, as in history. astronomy, and savors of Christi10nity or any other religion, but tol
That is to say, you could buy more gold and silver the Eciences generally, we hav specially strong and erates IDf and all forms of religion, but does not 
wihb your other produots, and less of other products assiduous students regarded the world over ss preF crib!~ nor require any. · 
with your gold and silver. authorities, and &s against the unsupported intrinsic' I grMn that the Ohristi~n people, and all other 

If fiat p1pe! bills ware used as money an act of value ideas promulgated by our money-mongers we people, t llV the right to regard Sunday, or any other 
Congress would be necessary to compel even citizens below furnish M few quotations gleaned from the day, al1llil Sabbath, and keep it in any way they please 
to receive them. No one else would bav any use for ablest sourceP. that dOil not infringe nor interfere with the riflht& 
them. Such an act would be equivalent to a promis To friPnds entertaining views oounter to these of othe~ And no relilaonable parson will object nor 
to receive, and the people would be bound to their quoted we would suggest ti.lat thev wrestle with the dare to laterfere with their full and free exercise of 
payment. Thus every bill would carry with it ton authorities and not with the obscure N ebraekan those rlt. hts. 
implied promis to pay. So it is evident that fiat below subscribed. If aap church or society, orjilanintion or indi
money in itself cannot possess any more (and mani· Oar ipse direit would no doubt count but little vidual e embers, do not approve of continuing the 
featly nowhere near as much) value than our present with those who may notice this commumication, and Exposi~ n Sundays, they are not required to atten~ · 
greenbacks, which are simply the government's it might be added that unsupported criticism should Tbey haw an indis;mtable right to stay away and go 
promissory notes. likewise be regarded. where tt ey please; but surely they hllv no right to 

Apart from the people, no gOvernment ever pays • It [the government] may coin money and regulate its expel others or prevent them from attending. I am 
debt. Government debts are paid by the people value; may call ten grains of silver 11. ilollar and make It so, not disposed to call names. I lake it lor granted 
composing the government. A paper currency, rest or it may coin pot metal into dol111.rs (John Stlerman, Secre- you are ~ll genial, well-bl'ed gentlemen and ladies, 
ing in the h&nde of all the people, never will or can taAl~f;:!~\~)the supreme court of low~, who had loaned actuated by the Golden Rule; but if you undertake 
be presented at once for payment, and therefore gold dollars, objPcted to receiving greenback dollar!! In pay- to dictate to others where they shall go or wbat they 
governments can maintain a specie basis with a much ment He claimed they were not worth as much as the ones shall do Dn Sunday or any other day, you will be 
less amount of coin and bullion in ita vaults than he had loaned. The supreme court of Iowa says: "The j uP.tly liable to be regardPd by your fellows as pr~"~
that speoified on its oiroulating obligations. Oaly gold dollar is not a commodity having an intrinsic value, •Oriptiv and bigoted (look in your dictionar) ). 

bat monev havin~ only a statutory value. And everv dollar R b · S d · t t · t't t' the ingress of a triumphant ·anarchy, or grAat has the same value without regard to the m!lterlal, (B~ker iu •mem er, un •Y IS no a ROvernmen 1na 1 u tOll. 
instability of national affairs, could make it necessary Money Monopnly): . Government may rightfully exempt or relieve us 
to hold dollar for dollar in the United States treasury, Tbe theflry of tbe intrinsic value of money hBs been ablln- froin labor on Sunday, if we wish, but cannot right
against outstan~ing paper indebtedness, and in that ilo~'d by th~ best writers and speakers (Encyclopedia fully compel us to work, or cease work. on any day. 

· ld b lik 1 t · t tb Br1·annlca). The wiRh •nd inte,Hnn to attend the great Chic•go 
case n? spe(na wou a e Y o exts ere, nor Money is a value created by law, a statutory value. The show in 1892 and 1893 has already become.wide-
would 1t be needed. value of metallic money Is creBted by law. Its basis is legal 

The right to coin money does not confer any not material (Henri Cernuch!). '. spread, and will pe-rvade almost evtryhody when the 
authority to make money out of material which can Metallic rnflney, while acting as coin, is identical with time comes. Hundreds of thouRe.nds, yea millions, 
not ba coined Neither does it imply a power to pB"er mnn~~ in reRpPct to being destitute of intrinsic value will tak~ holidays some time during the cOntinuance 
add a money .value. A slave is called money be- ( N:;,':e:rt:ts:o~e!te:JbRtance but flo impression of legal oft he E x:hibition, and alargl'l majority will be working
cause of his value. Branding the word "servant'' authority, a printed legal de'cree (United States Supreme paople, with limited meang, who cannot conveDi
on his forehead would not enb&nce the value of bit< Court) ently spare more t.ban one day; and as Sunday is 
services although 8 custom of permitting slsvery Lpgally there iR no such thing as gold or sllve• money or not a working-iJ111y they can bAUer ~fford to wisit the 

· ht d' · G ld . I bl b I b p~per money. Money IR the soverel~tn authority lmpreRsed Fa;r on th"'t' d•y tb•n any oth~>r N··w who eh~Jl 
mtg .o so. . . 1 lS V~ ua e easue~ v~ .ue ae nn that C>lpable of taking and retaining the impresRion. ... '" "', '" · · " ' ~ 
bee>n ~~~~~for lt 1D the miDI'S. That whlah lB of no That upon which the stamp Is placed is called coin; the prevent. them, •nd wily ! None but preachf'rfil, 
value m 1tself can only be made to represent value coin mav be metal,_ par(1hment., or pBper. The value is iu bigots, and :ealoon-keepers h&v &ny real inteust 
by affixing to it some guarantee that value stands the stBmp, and not m the mets.l or material (Judge Tlifa.ny's in closing the F ~ir on Sundays. Let us not 
b h' d it r ady tom k o d 't el · e Constit.ntlooal L--1w). permit it. B. 

e 10 • a. a ~ g .o ~ s atm · The Intrinsic value ideB of money was the idea In the day 
Tne prmtmg and dtstrtbutto'l of a carload of of crude borbul.sm The Rimplest 11.nrt most perfect form of · The [n,..vu~thl-. 4 )nns· q lienee. 

paper money to each state in the Union might help tlt> money is 1hat which represents nothln2; but transferable From t e Jurv. 
debr.or to pay, or ratb.er repudiate, hi'! dab he on t.h.. rtebt, Anch 8 S paper Jr, is only when states hav reached a GHr,'eral Grant warned the J e'lple of the United 
Wilkins-Micawber plan· •t might enable bhn to add high degree of clviliz«tion that they adopt this perfect form S·•tes, fifteen ye"'rs 8""0, t.h:tt the aggregation of · d f ~ . . of morey (Ree's E1cvcloperila). .. ,.. 
the m orsements o bts fellow repudtators to hlP Treasury noteR PPcured by the pledgee of the faith and nntaxed pr~perty by religio;HI sa(lr.s had become a 
I. 0. U., but it would never help the f11rmer by in crerllt of the government with or wi:hm1t int.ereRt will make dsngPr, Since that time the value of untaxed 
creasing the eatin« cap&city of the hctorv laborer. a better currency •h'ln ~rolrt or silver (V1ctor Bonnet) cc church" proparty-;o O!!!.lled in t.his country-hss 
nor help the msnufsoturer by adding to the wearin~ G ·lrl anrl s lver forever tluctuat.ir<g in their own value can risen to nt>arly throo thousand million dollars ! It is 
capacity of the farmer. All. t~e monAy jn the world ~~~e~,.!ct~t.i~s"(:a:Oma~:~~~)e measure of the value of other q•lite net~dless to aek wh<>re this aMndaloua and in
cannot create a want or dtmlDIBh a demand. All tht- An irredeemable pappr mBrle a le~ll.l tender is universally famous abuse will e'ld. E 7ery mi!ln wit.h the least 
fiat money that oould be print.ed would not hav admitted to be money (JohnS uart .Mill). bit of gray matter in his mi d c&&n see that it means 
m;.de the peach crop ~~>11 ~his year for a gold dollar ~hila Monom\sts of t.t\e R 'b~rt lnflersoll type disaster to our posterity. J•1st eo sura as darkness 
a bushel, or for anytbmg m the shape of money that. intnst tha~. "a p•per dollar is ll dollar's worth of follows davlight, so euraly will the oontinut>d area
would buy w~at a gold dollar now buyP. If you h .. v paper," it would appear their views are not corrob- mu'ation of untlllX8d churab. property in the U aited 
what your ne1ghbor wants, you can sell or trade it outed by scc"pted authorities on the subj•ct, S-ateeleart, in t.he near fut.ure. to t'O'·fi~cations at 
for value, even if there is no such thin~ known as S•.rictly spesking there c•~a be nll snoh tbiol(" a~ an t e point of the sword. The smoant that could be 
money. If e~erybody raises potatnes there will b.. ir•<~dllemab!e currency, since anv kind of a dollar is secured f•om the snnusl tu~tion of church real 
nobody to buy potatoes. Tbe way to increase the rPde,.med t~very tirnll it is g;ven in .. xcb•mge f Jr a eRtat!l W'lUld be !1nffi<~'ant to plsce r>.vP.ry peuper 
prosperity of the people is, not to set the printing del-)t, obiigation. labor, or its product. family now starving in the cities of tbA U uited States 
presses at work manufaoturing paper dollarli', but to If. as ooin-baeis advocates assert, money is good· upon the fartil lands of our unoc3upied territories. 
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The Special Agency for th~ Pacific Ooast of The Truth 
Beelwr is at 836 Boward htrett, /:!an l!ra'Tieilsoo, Oal .• where tht 
paper a11d our publieatio'TIB ean be fou'Tid a1. d B'UOhcriptions re. 
'litwed. Mr. 8. P. Put11am, also, will 'l'tcei'IJ6 trUbscriptionB 
and.r6newals. 

I lectured at N orthfleld on Monday night. It 
rliined all day long Monday and other mattFrs inter· 
vened so that the school-house in which I lectured 
was only about half full. N orthfleld is a mining 
town, and was started· about two years ago and is 
about as large as Wellington. There are quite a 
number of Liberals here, and some are added to the 
list of TBE TRUTH SEEXEB. 

While at N or• tdield I enjoyed the hospitality of 
News and Notes. Mr. and Mrs. T. R Joneo. They are stanch oupport 

Nanaimo is about seventy miles north of Victoria, era of F1eethought. Mrs. Jones's father, William 
on Vancouver's island. The way to it is by railroad Flewett, bas been for years on the roll of Tn 
through a somewhat shaggy and rocky country, TBUTH SEEKER. He with his wife liv on an island 
where there seems to be little chance for agriculture. abouG twelve miles from Nanaimo, and amidst the 
Nanaimo is a lively place, with beautiful views about grandeurs of nature eLjoy an independent life. I 
it of land and water. Mount Benson towers up near was sorry not to be able to visit these happy Free
by. Two thousand miners are employed, and they thinkers on their island home, but Jones promises 
say there is coal enough to last a _hundred years. to take me there next time. Jones tells me a good 
There are several churches, but the majority of the story of a little nephew. The truth of the story 
miners are Liberally inclined. They who deal directly makes it especially taking. The little boy's father 
with the earbh hav very mtle oc~asion for faith in is a member of the church and says ~race at the 
the skies. table. But one day in the hurry of business he for· 

I had a most favorable reception.. The town hall got to say it. The boy lovked wonderingly at hie 
was crowded to its utmost capacity. I lectured on father and ir quired, 11 Ain't you going to growl to-
11Freethought and Morality." Tb.ere was quite a day. paT" My host is a Welshman and relates this 
breezy discussion after it. Two of the audience had of Evans, a celebrated preacher of Wales, who was 
taken notes, and the use of the platform was granted asked to preach a sermon in English. In tbe midst 
them to make objection. They were of the usual of his elcquence, speaking of the lamb of God who 
style, and did not particularly meet the points of the taketh away the sins of the world, he forgot the 
lecture. n was asserted that the Bible was the English word for lamb and burst out, " The fresh 
sourca of morality, of civilization, of charity, and so -mutton of God that taketh away the sins of the 
forth. Also that the religion of Jeans was in favor world." The tff<~ct, of course, was electric. 
of the workingman. I replied to all .these, and Thomas Salmon arranged mainly for the lectures 
espeo;aJiy as to the last point, and ·proved that at Northfield. He is an enthusiastic Liberal. T. D. 

' Ohristianity had declared that labor was a punish- D&vis, G:~orge Waring, W. G. Monroe, Hugh Monroe, 
ment and a c11rse; that Jesus had taught the bless- and others I was pleased to meet. 
ing of poverty, and St. Paul submission to the William Gordon, of Wellington, is an old-time 
powers that be; and that the church had never worker with Bradlaugh in E 1gland. On Sunday 
attempted to lift the poor man out of his condition, afternoon I was at the hospitable table of Mr. and 
but only glive him alms; that Jesus had said, '' 'Y s Mrs. William Glover. John Setterington mad& me 
hav the poor always with you," and Oardinal Gib· a present of a beautiful cane of his own manufact
bons ha:l declared that the reason for this was to giv ure, which I shall keep and use when I get liired and 
the rich man a chance to exercise his generous feel- hav to climb the bills. 
ing. Oae man must be ground to the dust in order E. Hodgson, of N llllimo, was my ri~ht-band 
that another might enjoy the luxury of benevole11ce. man at this place. His Ohristian name, Ephraim, is 
A beautifal doctrin indeed. I told my audience that the only thing, he says, that he has kept out of the 
whatthepOor man wanted was not charity, but j ueti~e, Bible. I was entertained by himself and wife, who 
and when jnstice prevailed there would be no need also is of the Liberal fold, although her father is a 
of charity. My oppo11ents were not satisfied with minister. Mr. Hodgson is about to en•er the field 
talkiDg once, but wanted er.ch time to hav the last ·with Liberal and scientific lectures. He is ·• thor
word. I lirUees they would bav argued all nigh.t if ough student of phrenology. I am sure that from 
we had not enforced parliamentary rules. An oppor- his standpoint he will giv intelligent di11couraee. 
tunity was given for everybody to eay his say, 01 ce Thomas Hodgson, his brother, Thomas Hardy, D. S. 
lor all. It was then understood that I should close Macdonald, Mr. Oampbell, and J. Martell are ur:O.tncb
the discussion. Even with this fair understanding ing co-workers. Mrs Lizzie K •mper, W. K. Keaist, 
according to the rules of debate, after I had finished J. H. Pinkerton, L T. Neubert, James Allen, Tbomas 
the former disputants sprang to the floor to make a Salmon. George Warinll, and W. G. Monroe join 
reply. Well, tbe discussion set people t~ thinking, THE TRUTH SEEXEB column. J. Black, Oharles Oap
and knots gathered here and there after adjourn- man, P. Gable, and Peter Sabiston enlist under the 
ment and k>Jpt np the agitation, while I was taking InveBtigator flaq, and Hugh Monroe tabs to the 
subscribers for THE TBUTH SEEKER and InveBtigator. 1 wentieth Century. The press will follow up the 
The Liberal press will continue the work of the platform in v-igorous array~ 
platform. It was an experiment coming to Nanaimo, I am delighted with the outlook in the mining 
and it has proved to be a very successful one. Sun- ·country. I like the people. I would like to hav ha-l 
day morning Willi•m Jensen, Harry Berryman, and two or more meetings at N anaimo. I should hav 
Mr. Hawkins, of V ctoria, came on the train, and we been greeted by crowded houses. But time forbade. 
went over to Wellington, the terminus of the rail- I -was obliged to leave on Tuesday morning. I 
road. Nanaimo has a population of five ~housand; hope, however, to see this place again and its stal
Wellington a population of one thousand.. Tn1s wart Liberals. 
also is a mining town, established about ten years V 1etoria is in gala dress when I return. The fire
ago. At Wellington we were met by Wm. Gordon, men's tournament is the attr•nt.ion lnd the Nanaimo 
who in spite of many diffieuHies bad arranged for boys win the first prize of $500. It is a brilliant 
two lectures here. It seems that the public hall of and exciting contest. The race is superb. The 
the place, built for general purposes, was in constant Nanaimo team win only by half a second. 
use by the Ohristians, and they were not neighborly At the Occidentlil Hotel I find the same jovial 
enough to allow the Fresthought party to hav it, welcoro ... 
even for one day, although the orthodox had it for Tlte Victoria Liberals are about to make a forward 
three hundred and sixty-five days in tne year. moveme"t and secure lor a few months the services 
However, Mr. Gordon was not to be defeated. Be of Mrs. K~ekel or some other to organiza and con· 
meant to ~av a p~ace-and as luck would hav it, a centrate the Freethought element. 
stable was JnBt betngcom~leted, an_d Gordon secured I am now (Thursday, 0Btober 1~t) in the land of 
that and fixed up a neat bttle hall1.n the loft. Now, Snohomish, Snykomisb, Stillaguamish, and other 
I hav lectured 1n almost every k10d cf a place- 11 mishes" too numerous to mention. I am in the 
church,_ court-houee, opera-house, Echool boas~, Banctum Banctorum of G. E M., the man with the 
!og cab1n, st~re, warehOW!e, tflnt, ~nd g~ove, but this badge pin, George E M11cdonald, who is now editor 
IS the first. t~m~ I ever lec.tnred In a livery stab:e. of the Snohomish Eye, who likes this frontier life 
Well,- Ohrietianity beg~n In a stable, and I auess wh~>re eo much is ~oiDg on. 
Fre~thought can stand 1t. ~t any rate1 we .had fine . The Snohomish Eye is the cffi.cial paper of the 
audtences _afternoon and evening and everythiDg went cdy and the oldest paper In the county. It is alive, 
o:ff splendt{}ly. . libe1'al. progressiv, fearless, and independent journal. 
I~ f!ont of o1;1r ~lace. of ~eetmg a st~lwart young 0. H. Pachrd, the proprietor, is a man who can't ba 

Ohristian was distributing bills. I recei't'ed one. It bought. He established the paper and it is always 
was beaded, "Which Route!'' It advertised the perfectly reliable. It tells the news without fear or 
11 Great Salva~ion railrv.ad," beau~iful scenery, cars favor. Wit.b Packard and Macdonald' combining 
firat.class. PriDce of L1ght, pree1dent, and so on. forces the Eye flashes brightly and is widely quoted 
T~en· f~~lows the adv~rtisme.nt of the .11 R1ination by the secular press. 
ra1~oad. Through dismal s'!amp, terrific sce!lery, Macdonald ad~ires this go-ahead country and 
mam depot. corner of Unbelief and D1sobedtence people. There 1s always something to interest. 
street~, specials from P~tnam Park, etc. This ~~~ the, The streets of this little metropolis present an ever· 
fire~ t1me I find myself 10 the real estatf and railroad varying panorama. I am glad to say that tlle baby 
busmess. I hope that Putnam Park will prosper is growing, weare the Freethooght badge-pin and 
a~d I shall sell a few corner-lots. The bills closed every way presents a fi"e Infidel aspect. He takes 
With the announcement, "Attend salvation snvices efter his father I think. The bouse on the river 
a~ ~ethodie~ c~urcb. S_utject t~is evening, 'J c~hu- floats tz:aily along the tide, and around the hospitable 
d1s s Penkn1fe. Who IS Jehudts and whence the table of Mr. and Mrs. Martin we gather Snohomish 
''penknife!" always givs 1 cordial welcome. • 

The local academy of the place bas an exhibition 
on hand at the opera house, and by mutual co~sent 
the lecture is adjourned from Wednesday to Thurs
day evening. Tbe exhibiti'on consists of " The 
Daestrict Skule" of fifty years ago, pvticipated in 
by about twenty of the rcholars, -under charge of 
the Rev. Dorrena and his assistant, Prof. Edward 
Morse, whose literary and elocutionary abilit.ies are 
well known. We all went· to the " ekule " provided 
with peanuts and candy, and by vigorous t:fforts 
secured front seats. Tbe drama of the olden time 
was well rendered, and the· school-children did them
selva credit and the older folks too. 

The lecture on Tbursdav evening was, well 
attended. The subject was " Religious Insanities
Moody, Sam Jones, etc." '.Dhe audience listened to 
the points made as if they accepted them. How
ever, there was some oppos_Hion. I was interrupted 
in the midst of my discourse with denials. I o:ffered 
ree discussion at the close of the lecture. A gentle

man, a Oatholic, occupied the platform about forty. 
five minutes. He said he was a 11 sort" of a Ohristian, 
and evidently he was, for be said that Jesus did not 
originate Ohristianity, but that· it existed from the 
time of Adam and Eve. J dSUB was only a 11 phase " 
of Ohristianity, not its founder. My critic was not 
very well informed in scripture, for he asserted that 
God made the sun and moon to stand 11till in order 
that Joshua might walk through the Red eu. In 
regard to J onab in the wha'e's belly, he remarked 
that undoubtedly in that condition-such strait· 
ened circumstances-Jonah needed some "outside 
support"-• father-in-law, I suppoFe. He said that 
prisons were Deeded. I showed· by statistics that 
prisons were Deeded for Ohristians. not for Infidels. 
The Ohristians fill the· jails. The debate was evi
dently enjoyed by all present, and I am glad that 
my opponent had the courage of his convictions. 
He is bolder than lill the cle,.gymen put . together. 
He is a real eatate agent. Perhaps that accounts 
for his cheek and his capacity of trying to make 
11 tb e worse appear the better reason." He boomed 
Ohristiaoity about as he would a corner-lot. . 

However, be talked pretty well, llld I hope he will 
be as ready to debate tte next time. It adds to the 
interest when b9th sides are presented. 

I leave Snohomish on Friday morning. 
I hav a few hours in Seattle, and meet friends 

Wilson. Amanda, Oaptain May, •n.d others. OharJes 
F. Blackburn is at the Grand Hotel, with his wife 
and mother and sisters, and the new baby just five 
weeks old-a wise looking child, and I do not think 
he will ever know what orthodoxy is. ·Long life and 
happiness to the son ol the first vice president ol 
the 0. egon Stcalar U aion. I am sorry that he can 
not be present at the Portland convention. 

The Seattle Secular U uion are about 'to build 1 
hall of their own, and establish themselvs upon 1 
permanent b•sis. . Tne prospects here are e-or d. 

Seattle, 0Bt. 2 1891. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Oreu:on State St~enlar U oion Convention. 
The O:egon state Secular Uaion convention was 

called to order on Saturday morning at 10 o'clock by 
J adge 0. Baal, known as the father of Oregon Lib
eralism. Adele Oochran bfgan the exercises with 1 
piano solo. T}!e audience then joined in· siaging 
'' Ameri"JL" Indisposition preventing Mrs. Aeenath 
Oochran from delivering the opening snPech as 
announced in the program, Judge B. N. Maguire, 
being on the floor, complied with the request to 
take Mrs. Oochran's place. 

Judge Maguire, britfly glancing over the field of 
history, reached the general conclusion that the race 
had been steadily advancing, morally and intellect· 
ually, with correspondingly improviDg environments, 
down to that most fruitful of historical event•, the 
American ~evolution, notwith1tanding periodit5al 
reactions to worse conditions. The reactions had 
always been followed by greater advances. The 
state can never rise abon the average intelligence 
and morality of the people constituting it. 

Professor Seymour followed with remarks on the 
necessity of the education of humanity, the f'Stab
Iishment of science, and the overthrow vf the Gods. 
Mr. Witherspoon spoke of tha spirit which lies 
behind all the religious ceremonies of the p~.ost-the 
spirit of perso11al aggrand zement. We must, said 
the 11peaker, not only destroy the religious supersti
tions, bot also the economic superstitions which are 
in the way of human progrARS, Addresses were 
made by B. F. Hyland, Mrs. KlleDiln, Mr. Priestley, 
Judge Handlev, Mrs. Q;ds, Mr. R1habacher, Mr. 
Oochran, and M ... Henry A_ddis. Tne practical work 
of the Secular U.aion was the suhjfch of discussion. 

The afternoon session was opened with music by 
Adele Oochran and Olea Oochran. Olea is only six 
years of age and is a skilful player upon the violin. 
The little musicians were heartily applauded by the 
audience. 

Dr. Boynton tben gave an original poem upon rci
eMe and theology, and picturfd ·in glowiilg colors 
the march of improvement. Adele and Olea followed 
with a beautiful piano duet. 

A letter was read from Katie K.ehm Smith incul
cating the best methods of work. Sbe wrote : 
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11 Time11 hav ohanged. The present generation is not 
satisfied with the old-time sermon. It demands 
something abreast of the age-something new, some
thing praotioaJ. It demands speakers who oan 
awaken thought and spur to aotion. 0 t all times 
propitious for us oould any be more so than the pres
ent 1" · The writer favored a oloser organization of 
Liberals-that there should be 1 central society, that 
oirouits should be established and regular le~turers 
employed, and that to 1 certain extent we should 
employ the methods of the ohurob, which as business 
methods hav been prt €rninently successful. 

After the reading of the letter Miss P•rish sang 
with fine effect the song, "A Thousand Years, My 
0 wn Columbia." The audience joined in the oborue. 
A oommittee on r""'olution11 was appointed-Mr. 
Henry Addie, MrP. Keenan. Mrs. Sarah 0. Todd, Mr. 
Priestley, Mrs. 0 de, and B F. Hyland. 

A brefZ v discussion th~n took ulace on the ideae 
advanced in the letter of K'tie Kehm Smith. Mr. 
Addis oritio s~d it. He did not want anythinlllike a 
ohuroh. Mrs. D11nning though~ that a Secular 
oburoh would be a good thing. Mr. R 'senthal, Mr. 
Priestley, Professor Seymour, Mrs. Keenan, and Mrs. 
O!ds spoke in fa5'or ~fa better organization, bufu did 
not desire that any kind of a oentralauthority should 
be established. 

Saturday evening a large audience was present. 

hands, thereby rob blDg and impoverishing the, masses of the 
penni e. 

ResoZ'Ded, That the !lymp'!.thy of this convention is with all 
societies whose objects are the elevation and advancement 
of the W(lrking people. The power of the government can 
not be made conduciv to the success of these measures until 
the ecclesiastical usurpations in tte state are successfully 
resisted and civil and religious liberty secured to all. · 

ResoZ'Ded., That thi11 convention urges upon all Liberals the 
importance of organizing local societies for the purpose of 
disseminat.lng Secular principleP, involving natural morality, 
equal rights, and impartial liberty. 

Re80Z'Ded, That, while this convention recognizes the 
importance of working for all the demands of state seculari
zation, it would advise that special efforts be made to secure 
t.he taxation of church property; and instructs the board of 
directors to provide from the funds of the Union petitions to 
be circulated among the people of Oregon for theirslgnatures, 
asking thP legislature of Oregon to repeal the law exempt
ing churcb. property from taxation. 

WHBRlh.s, We hav invited the whole world, Christian, 
Jew, and pagan alike, to our Columbian Exposition, and, 

WHgR:U:...S, There are millions of people whose duties will 
prevent their attending the Exposition on any day except 
S~da~ . 

ResoZ'Ded, That we enter our most earnest protest against 
the 11ttemnt to close the World's Fail on Sunday. 

ResoZ'Ded, That, as members of the Oregon Secular Union. 
we will do all in our power to elect men to the Jegi•lature of 
Oregon In 1892 pledged to work for the repeal of all Bunrlay 
Jaws and for the enactment of laws making church property 
pav its juP-t share of tax. 

ResoZ'Ded, That we deprecate war and favor arbitration as 
a means of settll.Dg all national and international questions 
of dispute. . 

Res Z'Ded, That we urge the Liberals everywhere, by all 
means and in all places possible, to establish and maintain 
free reading-rooms and libraries. 

ResoZ'Ded, That in the death of Mrll. Carrie E. Fi·zgerald 
of Silverton; Mr. Ordway, of Portland; Dr. Hendricks, of 
Albina; C. Rodgers, of PrineviJIP; J ude;e Doud, of East 
Portland, the BPcular cause has suffered a great loss. These 
hav been true Liberals, earnest workers for humanity and 
freedom, and they will always be held in grateful remem
brance. And this conventlop. hereby extends to the families 
and friends of our departed comrades their most cordial 
symuathy. 

ResoZ'Ded, That whereas personal liberty is grounded in 
the liberty of thought and speech; and whereas, influences 
of early training often cloud the mind to right reasoa; and 
whereas, iu our j11dgment a knowledge of natural laws is 
the best safe~tuard youths can hav against sophistry and 
superstition, it iq the sense of this congress that all members 
of the Ser.ular Union of Oregon should use their influence 
in putting scientific text-books into public schools and libra. 
rie~, and natural lsw primers into the hands of their 
children. -

Resol'Ded, That this convention recognizes the right of the 
freedom of the press, and condemns all attempts to exercise 
eccl.eRiastlcal censorship of the mails. 

ResoZ'Ded. That. while it, is not the object or miFsion of the 
Oregon Secular Union to advocate special or partisan effortP, 
but to call forth and giv respectful consideration to all shades 
of opinion regarding matters of public interest, we deem it 
proper to declare our confidence and hope In the peaceable 
solution of the great economic questions now ·agitating the 
public mind in both hemispheres. 

The following were elected officers for the oomiDg 
year: 

PRESIDENT, J. Henry Schroder. Coos Co. 
B:s:oRBTARY, Mrs. Sarah C. Todd, Washington Co. 
TBBA.BUBBR, Reuben Wrll!'ht, Clackamas Co. 

VIOB· PBBSIDBNTS. 
D. C Stewart, Wash. Co. Lee Laughlin, Yamhill Co. 
J. K. s~ars, Polk Co. .a~bert Scott, Marion Co. 

Mr. Beal opened the meeting with an enthusiastic 
address on the future work of the Union. Ha ex· 
pressed unbounded faith in the triumph of Secular
ism. Mr. Putnam spoke on cc The Demands of Lib
eralism." The meeting was eulivened by renditions 
on the piano by Adele and Olea Ooohran. Some of 
Adele's best executions were improTised upon sub· 
jeots given her by the audiAnoe. 

ResoZ'Ded, That we recognize in woman the eqU!t.l and com
panion of man, and entitled to all the privileszes accorded to 

. man in public life as well as at home. The established 
church has ever been the enslaver of woman, therefore we 
call upon all llberty-lovinsz women to forsake their allegiance 
to this institution, and work with those who work for them. 

W. W. West, Columbia Co. D. Pri stly, Clackamas Co. 
B. F. Hyland, Benton Co. J. W. Dean, Jackson Co. 
J_ J. MnCoy, Tillamook Co. A. E Lake, Wasco Co . 
c. A. R'lbabacher, Multno- Warren Car~ner, Grant Co. 

mah Co. Alexander Hardie, Gilliam Co. 
w. Cope, Curry Co. W. W. Carrington, Morrow 
-- Ward, Douglas Co. Co. 

SUNDAY MEETINGS. 
The convention was called to order Sunday morn~ 

ing a., 10 o'olooll: by Pre11ident Beal. Music by Adel~ 
and 0 ea Ooohran. The question of raising funds 
was then discussed. R •marb upon this point WE're 
m•de by MrA. S"rah 0. Todd J adge McGuire, B F. 
Hyland, S P. Putnam, Mr. R Jbab•oher, Henry Ad 
di11. J. W. Ooohl'lnt, Mr. Hendee, D. 0. Stewart, M. 
S. Lide~, and R. E Short. A 1'f!QOlution was adopted 
by the convention to rai11e $500 for the work of the 
ensuing nar. J adge HandJev, of Tillamook, then 
gave an address on " Oburoh Taxation.!' He said: 

The preachers and those who are supported out of invest
ments of church funds demand aBd receive the same -pro· 
tection as others. When a mlssionarv in China or Turkey 
gets in tr"uhle by talking of Budha and Onnfucius as no one 
here would be allowed to epe&k of Gnd and Moses, he 
immediatelv says. "I am an American citizen." At those 
magic wnrds, our fi ~et, our property, and our citizens' llves 
are all freely rffered to protect, not a Catholic, not a Prot 
estant., or a .Freethinker, b•tt unhesitatingly to rescue any 
one of anv creed or belief who appeals to the stars and 
stripes. Exceptinsz our MPxican war, every foreign entan
glement., every dollar of expense our govc,rnment bas had, 
sprang from the danJ!ers . and distresses of missionaries, 
whose property has pald no 11hare of the expense. If all the 
church property had been taxed from. the bee;inning of our 
government nntil now it would not pay the cost of protect
ing miPsionaries in forcing themselvs upon other c· •untriPS 
when they were not welcome. but they say that their prrp 
erty must not be taxed because it is d~voted to the service 
of the L'>rd. It is u11ed to snpport the servants of the Lord. 
They go to the heathen in the name of the Lorrl and get 
into trouble on his account, and then they call on U acle Sam 
to help them out at the expense of .other people. This ill 
neither good sense, good m rals, good economy, nor szood 
public policy. Let every man who is benefited by the public 
fundq P"Y his share toward that fund and then we will hav 
the uniform taxation that our forefathers deemed a vital 
principle of free government. 

S•1nday afternoon an excellent address was made 
bv Elder Sharp of the Seventh Day Advent church. 
HB planted himself fairly and squarely upon the plat· 
form of religious liberty, or rather personal liberty, 
for, said he, one baa just as good 1 right to be non
religious as to be religiou11. The right to worship 
G ld involves the equl right not to worship G 1d. 
The speaker pointed out the dangers ahead, not only 
in eoolesiastioalle~islation. but also in the decisions 
of the courts. Be especiallv referred to the reeent 
decision in the oase of Mr. King, whose appeal to 
the supreme oourt. of the U aited States as an Amari· 
oan citizen was rejected on the ground that the state 
had the power to nasa an unjust law and violate the 
rig · t11 of the minority,- and there was no remedy. 
A more astounding decision was never made. What 
is the Ulle of 1 general governm'~nt if it oann"t pro· 
teot the citizen from injustice 1 Elder Sharpreneived 
a warm welcome from the audienoe, and the ccoper
ation of these Christian allies is especially va'uable. 
The speaker closed with an eloquent plea for ju11tioe 
and for greater fff>rts by the friends of liberty to 
muntain the principles of a secular government. A 
round of applau&e greeted our Christian ooadjutor. 

After the adoption of the resolutions, remarks 
were made bv Mrs. D11mway and Henry Addis as to 
the work of Secularism by means of the press and its 
relations to the great moral and industr_ial reforms 
of the day. The closing adt'tres11 of the convention 
wu made by Mrs. Mattie P. K rekel, on the subject 
of Secular services in honor of our dead. It was a 
olea against the darkness and terror which orthodoxy 
:fling11 about the grave in· order to perpetuate its 
tyranny. Death is as natural as birth, and we 
should not fear it. Ifhalf the ffforts which ortho
doxy has devoted to making death horrible bad been 
~iven to makinll fairer and batter births for 
humanity, the suffering and despair of to-day would 
not bav existed. We work for life and not for 
death. D!!ath will oome, but we will meet it in the 
light of science, in the beauty of human faith and 
hope in sympathy with one another, and not in the 
dread and fear of the religion of the Dark Ages. 

A oolleotinn was taken up at the close of the 
lecture, and $5 for the treasury was the result. The 
audience was one of the largest that ever attended 
a Secular meeting · 

M"NDAY'S SESSION. 
The convention wa!:l called to order by President 

Baal. A letter was read from Mr. Rtvelin, of Cali
fornia, regretting that be could not 'b~ with the 
convention and giving it his heartiest support. 

SYNOPSIS OF FIELD S"KORKTARY'S l!BPORT. 
CommeFced activ work May 11th. Delivered during 

followine; fl. ve months eighty. one lectures; 
Raceiving therefrom ........................................... $5R8 00 
Expenses for same time .............. ~........................ 372 00 
R~ceived from society for distribution of pamphlets 50 00 
Ex:pende~.......................................................... 25 00 
Returned to society............................................ 25 00 
Secretary's fund pledged and paid ........................ 30 00 

SY!!OPBIS OF TRKABURKR'il REPORT. 
Money received up to close of cnnvention, including 

that already in the trPasury......................... 338 00' 
Thl~ sum dnes not include the subscriptions here-

aft.er reported by the secretary. 
Expenses of convention....................................... 171 00 

A committee on nomination of officers was ap
pointed: Mrs. Krekel. S P. Putnam, Mrs. S. 0. 
Todi, D 0. Stewart, B. F. Byland, J. K. Sears, and 
W. W. West. 

The committee on salary of field secretary reported 
the following : 

The onmmittee recommend that the Oregon state 
S·o-,lar Union pay to its field secretary, Mr11. MattiE' 
p Krekql, in addition to what has alrA~aitv been con
tributed for her services, the sum of $250 out. of its 
funds, deeming this a just debt to MrP. Krekel 
fnr her work during the 'PI&t year in behalf of the 
Union. · 

The resolution was unanimously passed and the 
treasurer authorized to pay the amount. 

A resolution w's offered and carried, that S. P. 
Putnam be paid $25 for his services. 

John Diamond, Lane Co. A. K. Jones, Union Co. 
A.- J Shrum, Crook Co. Mrs. Dr. Pefferle, B~ker Co. 
0. R. Ballou, Umatilla Co. 

HONORARY VIO:B·PRBST])BNTS .. 
Cornelius Beal, Cathlamet, S P. Putnam, San Francisco, 

Wash. Cal. · 
Miss Ma'tie Blaisdell, Port- Mrs. Mattie B. Krekel, Port· 

land. Ore. laBd, Ore. 
Mrs Elvil\ Da.vldson Black:- Mrs. K~tie Kehm Smith, Port 

burn, North Bend, Wash. Townsend, Wash. 
Mr. Baal declined re-election. By a standing 

vote Mr. Baal and Mrs. Krekel were thanked by the 
whole convention for their noble services. It was 
decided not to eleBt 1 field secretary or assistant 
secretary. The list of vice-presidents was revised; 
one to be appointed from eaBh county. The secre
tary was authorizgd to fill the list by counties when 
she found those who were willing to work. 

In addition to the fund contributed for use during 
the session of the convention the following amounts 
were subscribed by t;ltoa friends whose names l'l.'e 
written below for the $500. fund : • 
Cornelius Beal, Cathlamet, Wash ............................ $25 00 
Mr. and Mrs. C. A.. R Jbabacher, Terrace Place, Ore ... 25 00 
R. Rosenthal, Portland, Ore .................................... 10 00 
W. w. G1enn ......................................................... 10 00 
R. C. Snorl~rass, Eugene, Ore................................. 2 00 
Chas. E. Pease. CJackamBs, Ore......................... . . . 5 00 
Morton Miller, D~yton, Ore.................................... 5 00 
C. D Priestly, Milwaukee, Ore............................... 5 01 
John Price, BcBppnose, Ore.................................... 5 00 
P. L. So~ncer, Beaverton, Ore................................ 2 50 
A- K Olds. McMinnville, Ore................................. 5 00 
\IJ'r-". M. J Olds, McM:Innv!lle, Ore.......................... 5 Ofl 
T. G. Todd. Forest Grove. Ore ............................... 10 00 
Suah C. Todd, Forest Grove, Ore........................... 5 00 
L P. How11rd, Camby, Ore .................................... 2 50 
F Parker, Pet.aloma, Cal........................................ 1 00 
G. H. Briggs, Portland, Ore.................................... 1 00 
B F. Hyland, Corvallis, Ore.................................. 5 00 
D C Stewart, Forest. Grove, Ore .... ~ ....................... 10 00 
W. W. West, Scappoose, Ore .............................. , .. 10 00 
D. Priestly, Milwaukee, Ore.................................. 5 00 

These are subsBriptions for the $500 fund to be 
raised for future work. Most of them are pledges ; 
the money to be paid any time during the year. The 
11eoretary ill readv to reoeive further subacription 
from all OreJFOn Liberalll and will report from time 
to time in TJP~~ TRUTH SEEXEB. And it is to be 
sincerely hoped that all Liberalll will ~enerously 
respond. MBS. SARAH a. TODD, 

Secretary Oregon State Secular Union. 
Forest Grove, Ore. 

------~~-------
Lectures and Meetings. 

s. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments for October are as 
follows : San Francisco, October 11th; Sacramento, 18th. 
Will lecture in California through the months of October, 
November, December, and January, state convention Jan. 
uary 29th. 

OoTOBKB 16th at the Liberal Club Dr. Robert A. Gunn 
wm reveal " The Democratic Situation "·to the inquiring 
audience. The week followin!l Wilson Macdonald will out
line "The Republican Issues," and one week thereafter, just 
bflfore election day, Robert BUssert will talk about "The 
People's Party." 

A committee was appointed to ooneider·th11 amount 
due Mrs. Krek11l, field secretary of the U 'lion, for 
her serviOPS during the par,~t year-Mrs s .. rah B. 
Todd. B F. HvJand, S. P. Patnam, Mrs. M J O'ds. 
Mre. Oarrie B Haight, D. 0. Sr.ewart, and M.S. 
Llden. The convention adjourned until evening. 

At the evaoing session the following resolutions 
were adopted: 

A resolution was carried expressing the thaDka of 
the convention to Henry Weinbart for his generous 
contribution of $75 to the exPenses of the second 
annual convention. Al11o to Dr Boynton for_ his 
fiXOellent poem, and to E1der Sharp for his cheerful 
aid givt~n to the convention •nd for hill courageous 
address Also to Adele and O'<>a Ooohran for their 
kindness io farnishioll musi". The convention fully 
apprPOillobfld their brilliant ems, which are Uliled in 
behalf of Universal Mental Liberty. 

Tile following resolutions were passed unani
mously: 

J. E R11MSBUBG has just closed a four nights' debate at 
Louisville, Neb., with Rev, D R. Dungan, president of Cot
tern Uoivereit.y. President Dungan has deba.ted with B. F. 
Unrlerwood, W. F. Jamieson, and others, and is regarded as 
t.he leading champion of the Campbellite church in the West. 
It is the verdict of nea.rly all who attended the Louisville 
debate, excepting a few zealous Christians, that Mr. Dun· 
gan was thoroughly defeated. 

WHBBus, It Ia self. evident that the tendency of the t!mes 
is to tke coJJCE'P tr11tlon of the wea.lth of the country in a few 
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~ommnnitations. 

The Go~spel According 'to John. 
n. 

18. Again Jesus returned to Galilee, where, after 
curmg some diseases, be miraculously fed five thou
sand people with five loaves and two amaH fidhes. 
This is the only miraele recorded by all four evangel
hits. The effect of it was such, according to John, that 
Jesus "perceiving that the multitude would take 
him by force to make him king, departed again into 
a mountain himself alone." Bat the other gospels 
say that he went into the mount.P..;U to pray. In t.hs 
reign of Q 1een Alexandra (78-69 B o }, when Jesus 
was stonea and hanged, it m1gt1~ bav been po•RihlE' 
to establish a new monarchy, but in the year 32 A D. 

the country of the J .,ws was ruled bv two tetrarclle 
and a procurator appointed by the RJman govern
ment.. 

19 Oa the day following this miracle Jesus ad
dressed a crowd at Oapernaum, saying : 

1 am the bread of life, h!l that cometh to me shall never 
hunger, and he that believeth on me shall never thirst. • • • 
I came down from heaven not to do mine own will but the 
will of him that sent me. • . . And this is th · wlll of 
him that ·sent me, that every one which seeth the Son, and 
believeth on him, may hav everlasting life; and I will raise 
him up at the Jast day. • 

At this the Jews murmured and said: "Is not 
this the son of J osepb, whose father and mother we 
know? How is it then that be saitb, I come down 
from heaven." · 

Evidently they believed that be had a human 
father, nor did he himself deny it. But how could 
Mtey rrc Jocile his human with hia divine parentage 't 
Nor conJd be himself make it intelligible, for be 
went on repeating his former words and saying : 

I am the living .bread· which came down from heaven; 
if any man eat of this bread he shallliv for ever. And the 
bread that I will giv is nw fi.,Ah, whiCb. I will giv for the life 
of the world. • • . Emept ye eat the flesh of the Son of 
man and drink: his blood, ye hav no life in you. 

. No wondt.r that the writer adds: "From that 
time many of his disciples went back and walked no 
more with him." Tnen J eaus said to the twelve : 
':Will ye also go away?" A ad Simo~ K 1pb.a 
answered: "Lnd, to whom shall we go? Tnou 
hast the words of eternal ltfe. And we believe and 
are sure that thou art the Meshina, the S 11n of the 
living God." .Bat Jesus said: "Hav not I chosen 
you twelve, and one of you is a devil?'' 

This early foreknowledge of nia betrayal by Judas 
is disclosed only in the fo11rth gospel. 

20 "After these things," says John, " J ssus 
wa1ked iD Galilee; for he would not walk in J dWry 
because the Jews sought to kill him." Bat the 
fsast of the Tabernacles being at hand his brethren 
(who, strange to s11y, did not believe in him) urged 
him to go up to Jerusalem and there perform his 
miracles. But J as us said to them : " G 1 ye up unto 
the feash; I gt) not up yet, for my time is not yet 
full come." s(J his brethren went, and soon after
ward Jesus also went, but "as it were, in secret." 
Inq airy was made for him at Jerusalem. bu., " no 
man spake openly of him br fear of the Jews." 
In &he midsli of the feast J eaus appeared in the 
temple and taught. "How knoweth this man 
Jetter!!," said the J ewe, "having never letrned !'' 
Jesus answered them saying: 

My doctrin is not mine, but his that sent nie. If any man 
will do his will he shall k:now of the doctrin, whether it be 
of God, or whether I speak: of myself. He that speaketh of 
himself seeketh his own glory ; but he that seeketh his glory 
that sent him, the same is true, and no unrighteousness is in 
him. Dtd not M'>ses giv you the law, and yet none of you 
keepeth the law? Why go ye about to kill me? 
~What wonder that the p~ople answered: "Thou 
hast a devil. Who goeth about to kill tb.ee ?" 

Jesus continued his incoherent and insane harang. 
"They sought to take him," says J Jhn, "but no 
man laid ban~R on him, because his hour was not. 
yet come." Oflbers were sent to take him, but 
failed to do it, aud h& continued to talk. Again on 
the last and great day of the fPIUt be declaimed in 
the temple. Some ssid: " He is ~be M~sbiha." 
0 ;hers said: "D 1th Msab.iha come f ~om Q,lilee! 
Doth not the the Scriptures say that Meshiha cometh 
of tl:ie s«~ed of DAvid, and from Bethlehem, the town 
of DAVid f" 

The c..fficers sent to aneat him were afraid to do it, 
and returning without their prisoner said: "N ,..VB!' 
did a man sp~ak as this man speaketb." "Are ye 
ali'IO deceived T'' said the P aariseee. " Hav any of 
the cbiefe, or of t}le Pharisees, believed in him ?:' 
But N1codemue, who bad m"t Jesus secretly by 
night, interposfd and said : •· D )th our law condemn 
a man unless it first hear him 1" To this reasonabh 
question their answer was: "Art t.bou also from 
G•lilee? ·Search and see that ·no prophet ariseth 
fro'll Galilee." 

21. Hsvin~ thus escaped arrest J asus went to the 
MrJant of Olive!!, and BB be was epe~king to tbe 
people there the Scribes and Pharisees ~>ronght to b;m 
a woman caught in adultery. It 18 needless to 
repeat this story, which is told only by John, "nd 
wbieh is wanting in the earliest codices of the New 

Testament, namely, the Vatican, the Sinaitic, and 
the Syriac. Farlihermore, if you omi& the whole 
stol'y the narrativ of the fourth gospel is not at all 
interrupted, showing that this part is an evident 
int,rpolation. 

22 Jesus continued his declamation in the 
temple. The Pb.arisees said: "Toou bearest record 
of thyself · thy record is not true." Jesus answered : 
"Though' I bear record. of myself yet my record is 
true." 

How can this statement be reBonciled with a 
previous one. to wit : " If I bear witness of myself 
my witness is not true" ( v, 31)? 

Some further extucts from this speech of J esur< 
as reported by J obn are worthy of note, ar.s f 1llows : 

For I know whence I came and whither I J!O, but ye can 
not tell whence I came and whither I go. Y tl judge after 
the flesh; I judge no man. And yet 1f I judge, my judgmem 
is true. • • • I am one that bear witne;;s of myself, and 
the father that sent me beareth witness of me. . • . I 
go my way, and ye shall seek: me and shall die in your sins 
Whither I go ye canBC't come. Ye are from beneath, I am 
from above. • • • Ye seek to kill me ,because my word 
hath no place in you. • • • Y e are of your father the 
devil. • • • He was a murderer from the be~inniog. . 

• • When he speaketh a lie he speaketh of hi~ own; for 
he is a liar and the father of it. . . • It is my FM.her that 
honoTeth me; of whom ye Fay that he is your God. Yet 
ye hav not known him, and if I sho•1ld say I k:now him 
not, I shall be a liar llk:e unto you, but I k:now him a.nL. k:eep 
his saying. Your father Abraham rejoiced to see my day; 
and he saw it and was glad. 

" Thou art not yet fifty years old," said the J jws, 
"and bast thou seen Abraham~" 

'The ready reply of the Logos was: "Verily, 
verily, I say unto you, before Abraham was I am." 

The bad grammar is in the Greek version ; the 
Syriac reads : " Before Abraham existed I was." 

The angry Jews then toc-k up atones to cast at 
Jesus, but be retreated and hid himself and so 
esCalJed their fury. _ 

23 Going away from the temple J f'lSUs saw a man 
who was blind from his birth. His disciples asked 
him: " Who did sin, this man or his puentq, that 
he was born blind ! " J asus ana \Fared: •• N ~it her 
this man nor his parents, but that the works of God 
should be made manifest in him." Whereupon Jesus 
spat on the ground and made .clay of the spittle 
which be spread upon the blind ms.n's eyes and said : 
"G'l w11Bh in the pool of Siloam." Tae man went 
and wa&hed and was restored to sight. 

The Greek version interpolates after Siloam, 
"which signifies having bean sent." · · 

This faith cure is nArrated only by John, who tells 
us that it caused a great disturbanc,., especially aB 
it happened on the Sabbath day. Tne Pharisees 
pestered the blind man and hie parents about it. 
~he parents prudently declined to answer, fearing 
they might ba put out of the synagog for confessing 
t_bat Jesus was the Meshiba. They said their son 
was of age and should speak for himself. The son 
grew irritable saying : ''I hav told you alre11dy and 
ye :iid not bear. Wherefore would ye bear it again? 
Will ye also be his disciples?" Tllen they reviled 

·him and he retorted, saying : " Since the world be
gan was it not beard that any man opened the eyes 
of one that had been born blind. If this man was 
not of God he could do nothing." This was enough, 
"and they cast him out," i.e., excommunicated him. 

J' esus hearing of this· went to the mt.n and said: 
'' D:>st thou believe on the Son of God?" ''Who is 
he, L·'lrd, that I might believe?" replied the poor 
man. "n is be that ta katb with thee," said Jesus. 
" Lord, I believe," said the man, and he worshiped 
him. 

24. To the Pharisees who were about him at 
this time Jesus spoke a parable about the shepherd, 
the sheep, and the sheepfold. But as they could not 
understand the meaning of it, he explained, saying: 

I am the door of the sheep. All that ever c!lme before 
me are thieves and robbers. • • . I am the good shep· 
herd and k:nr.w my sheep and am known of mine. . • And 
other sheep I hav which are not of this fold. Them also I 
must bring, and they shall hear mv voice; and there shall 
be one fold and one shepherd. Therefore doth the father 
love me, because I lay d >Wn my life, that. I may tnlre it 
a.g'lin. . • • I hav power to lay it down and I hav 
power to tak:e it s~ain. 

Many of the J 9WS hearing thi!! said : "He hath a 
devil and is mad " 0 ;hers said, "Oan a devil open .the 
eyea of the blind?" And there was a division among 
thP,...,, 

25 Again a~ the feailt of the dedication of thfl 
temple, in the winter,· the J a-ve gatherAd around 
Jesus in Solomon's pl)rch and said: '' H'lw long dost 
thou make us iloubt! If thou be the Meshiba, tell 
us plainly." His answer was: 

I told you and ye believed not. The works that I do 
tn my father's name, they bear witnesq of me. Bllt ye be· 
lleve not because ye are not of my sheep. • • • I and• 
my father are ot;~e. · 

Then the .Taws ~hrestened to stone him for bl•uJ
phemy, making himself G Jd. But Jesus q·ulified 
his words, ea.vin(;!': 

Is it not writ.ten in you1' bw "I said ye arP. G1ds ?" 
(Psalms lxxx:ii, 6) It he (D~vid) called them G1ds unto 
whom the word of G )d came and the PC rip ureR C11nnot be 
broken, say ye of him whom the father bath sanc"fi"d anll 
sent into the wo1'lil, "Thou blaspbemest." becanse I said I 
am the son <'f God? If I do not the worR:s of my fatb~r, 
believe me not. But if l do, though ye believe not me, be. 

Heve the works, that ye may know and believe that the 
Father is in me and I in him.. 

U uconvinced by this weak and falsi! argument they 
sought again to kill him. But again be ea.caped and 
went to the other side of Jordan where John at first 
baptizt~d, and there he abode. The reference here is 
to chapter i, verse 28 

These things were done in Beth&bara, beyond Jordan, 
where John was-b!lptizlng. 

Betbabsra is supposed to be identical witJ:l Betb
barab an ancient ford of Jordan. But unfortunately 
the oideat Greek MSS., as well as the.ancient Syriac 
and the Latin Vulgate, hav Bethany, which was 
twenty miles this side of J Jrdsn, and within two 
miles of Jerusalem! ANTICHRIST. 

(TO BE OONTINUED.) 

Letters to W nrkmgmen. 
MONEY. 

In former letters I sought to establish the fact 
r.bat government was a superstition.. By showing 
r.he method of its origin and evolution I now pro
pose to speak of the various functionsof government 
11nd endeavor to show tb.at superstition. breeds super
~tition. Perhaps the most important function of 
a-overnment-the one most affecting the weal or woe 
of the people-is the coining of bullion and dictat
ing the b&ses of all issue o~ paper money. Ohambers' 
Encyclopedia says, " The power which control~ the 
q•1alities or quantities of money, whether of co1n or 
paper, strikes at once ever~ m~terial ~nteres~.~~-every 
citizen of the country wh1ch lB subJeCt to H. Aud 
I want you to observe closely what it says further 
on: "A small number of the whole people, th.ose 
whose business it is to deal in money as lenders or 
baDkers alone keep that close watch of legislation 
which e'~abh.s them to control it unduly so as to pro
mote their own interests." And when we consider 
the fact that money is to trade and commerce what 
the blood is to the living organism and should be 
allowed to circulate as freely, we see wbat a tremen
dous power f<Jr evil to the p!any is in the ha~ds of 
110 insignificant few. We know that a scarcity of 
money always affects disastrously the interests of . 
industry and is a direct benefit to the lend lord, and 
it does not take any very astute intelligence to be 
aware of the fact that the bankers and gamblers of 
Wall street mioipulate the financial policy of the 
nation, and as lonr as money is a creature of law, a 
child of the state, we may expect sncb: policy as will 
benefit the lords of finance. What is money? 
When we consider the various answers by the various 
schools of thought we find the same trouble appears 
that we noticed to that other question, What is gov
ernment? Oar bard-money friends tell us that 
coined metal alone is money, that paper money is 
merely a promis to pay the coin. That the money 
property· is in the gold. That government cannot 
make money, it simply coins it; That it puts it in 
shape for the accQp~.modation of the people and 
reserves the right to do this to protect the public 
from counterfeiters. While our soft-money friends 
hold that the money pl!'operty is given to coin by the 
government. That government not only coins the 
bullion, but makes it money and can unmake it at 
will as in the case of the trade dollar. Tbat money 
may be based upon the wealth of the nation as it· is 
now based upon gold and issued as irredeemable 
paper currency. From the standpoint of t)le govern
mentalist the soft-money theory is sound. The trou. 
ble is that when put to the test the god of govern
ment does not pan out any better than the god of 
theology. 0 ar soft-money friends display no greater 
superstition, however, than our hard· money friends. 
We may as well make a god of government as a 
god of gold. So long as the government monopo
liz ~s the issue of money and insists upon basing that 
issue upon gold, which is ridic11lously inadsqaate to 
repre~ent the money required to do buainesa with, it 
must of necessity partake largely of a fiat nature 
•md be suhjact to ir;dation and contraction. And so 
long &!l indtt.ion prodaces activity, as increasing the 
amount of circulation always does, and contraction 
or lessening the circulation produces s~agnation, as 
it invariably does, so long will the idea grow that 
the evil results from basing the issue upon gold, and 
so long as the idu remains that money to be money 
must bear the stamp of government; so long will the 
fiat idea Mntioue. or the two systems I am inclined 
t,o think the worst is really the best. The fiat idea 
is a logical conclusion from the government idea as 
that is of the G'1d idea, and an issue of irredeemable 
currency would demonstrate the impotency and show 
the absurdity of the whole "overnment maehinery. 
It is not my intention to discuss the various ideas of 
finance but to confine myself to the question what is 
money, and to show that our ideas are largely domi
nstsd by the supersUtion that government can do 
thin~s that tha people cannot. In the beginning of 
tr de it was early discovered that a token of value 
might be tak!!n in lieu of commodities, which could 
be easily exchanged for articlAs desired. These 
tok~ns, which Mnstituted the first money, were. 
undoubl;edly c11mp1Jsed of the ornaments of the 
primitiy people. Suah people always renrd orna
ments of tb.e utmost impodance, and pal'ted with 
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_ 'hem at first, I may suppose, as a sort of pledge to 
be redeemed. The practice soon established such 
trinkets as ourrenoy. · When agriculture began and 
the real value of commodities became more apparent 
" fiooks and herds " became the money of the people 
while with the hunters hides and furs were used i~ 
traffic. A.e civilization grew gold and silver and 
precious stones, from their great beauty and value as 
ornaments, became the medium of exchange. As the 
robber chief evolved into the governor of state gold 
silver, and inferior metals were rudely shaped and 
stamped iuto coin and their value fixed. Then it 
was that the definition of Aristotle was at least three
quarters tru~. He said money is a measure of 
value, a med1um of exchange; an invention of man 
and a creature of law. A.s an invention of man and 
a medium of exchange it began before governments 
and will oontinue when governments shall hav passed 
away. A.s a creature of law it became the tool of a 
rapacious monopoly; Originally a harmless and 
useful invention of man, it has become a veritable 
"club of civilization," and with good rea19on stigma
tized as the "root of all evil." What has wrought 
the change 'f. I tell you, friends, it is the govern
ment, which -s adopted it and· deformed it to its 
~wn ugly. proportions. A.s " a measure of value " it 
1s a delus1on, unless we mean to convey the idea of a 
unit of value arranged into a scale whereby we may 
express the value of commodities. A.s value can be 
determined only in relation to other things, it follows 
that money can be no measure or standard of value. 
What they mean is that gold having its value fixed 
by law-so many gr&ins to a dollar-money is the 
standard or me_asure of gold. A.nd as gold was 
about the only value in their eyes, they came -to use 
the expression "measure or standard of value." 
Why gold should be thus favored is the mystery 
which furnishes the superstition of money. Yet the 
mystery is explained when we consider the fact that 
gold was early monopolized by a class that bas ever 
manipulated the governing )?OWer. And in fixing 
the value of gold and making 1t the only basis for the 
issue of money wh}oh alone is declared ti) be a legal 
tender or debt-pay1ng property, they bav alien upon 
the world's wealth and hav been enabled to enslave 
labor. Our money is regulated by financiers as our 
laws are made by lawyers. And as I hav shown in 
former essays, man's inherent selfishness bas ever 
evolved BYf!teDi~ whereby he and his class shaH hav 
speeial advantages. A. correspondent of THE TRUTH 
SEEKEB speaks of "money and the mechanism of 
exobange" as being "a science with principles just 
aa fixed and definit as the rules of arithmetic." I 
believe that true economy may be based upon princi
ples as undeviating as the " rules of arithmetic " but 
those principles will never be . accepted by' that 
power which depeJ!.dB upon its "thus be it enacted." 
Men talk of the "soie:p.ce of politics" and the " soi
enoe of theology," but the man is stark mad who 
would think of applying the rules of arithmetic in 
BOlTing any of its intricate problems. Government 
to be government must not be bound by any princi
ples recognized by the individual, even as God to be 
God must be above the laws of nature. When men 
are no longer dazed by the " glittering generalities" 
and special. pleading of politicians and study the 
facts which underlie true economy they will perceive 
that the princiole which makes money a necessity is 
a value or promis of value to facilitate exchange. 
It may be gold or silver or other metals coined in a 
scale of valuation, or it may be personal. r.otes for 
val~e received, due bills, c~ecks, or bills of exchange, 
or 1t may be bank .notes tssned by mutual associa
tions. Money, to serve its true fnni!!tion, should be 
free, should be of value or a promis of value, always 
redeemable or interchangeable. I take no stock in 
" labor money." Labor bas no value in itself. 
Labor is a factor in the production of value. Money 
should be a value in itself but never a factor in the 
production of value. The issue of money should be 
an individual prerogativ. Any man having value 
aud wishing to exchange may issue his promis to 
pay for goods desired. These promises might be 
received at local banks and form a blasis for the 
issue of a general circulation. Systems established 
by mutual interests, for mutual protection, would 
eliminate fraud and reduce dishonesty to a minimum. 
I hav not the time, if I bad the ability, to enter into 
the details of a true monetary science, but I believe 
snob a science exists, and I ask you, friends, to think 
H out; read up mutual banking and a free currency. 
Let it compete with government money. I know 
that government may seek to enforce its monopoly 
but I know, also, that it is powerless to enforce it~ 
prohibitions whenever a large portion of the people 
quiet!y adhere to their rights. I ask you to think it 
out-t•ke into consideration the utility, economy 
and eft'eotivness of private enterprise aR compared 
with the impotent, extravagant, and inefficient polit-
ical in~> .. itutio-rtP. A.. L. BALLou. 

Buffalo, N. Y. 
--------~~-------

ALL the qualities which lheolcgy ascribes to God 
reciprocally destroy one another. Toe exercise of 
one of his perf£o~ions is -.lwtSoy<~ at. the expense of 
~e exercise of aDO~er.-J.Y Holbach. 

Jmteenth Annual Congress. 
The Fifteenth Annual Oongress of the American 

S~cnlar Union bas been appointed by the Board of 
D1reo.tors to meet in P.lliladelphia, on Saturday 
morning, Oet. 31, 1891, at 10 o'clock, in Industrial 
Hall, oo.rner of ~road and Wood streets, for the 
transaction of bnsmess, and to continue over Sunday 
November 1st, if the Ooogress shall so determin' 
No arrangements will be made for reduced railway 
or hotel rates. 

The object of the American Secular Union, as is 
well known, is to secure the total separation of 
church and state in fact and in form to the end that 
equal right in religion, genuin mo:ality in politics 
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established' 
protected, and perpetuated. While we unite on what 
ts ~ommonly known as the Nine Demands of Seon
larls!D, we propose to emphasize the following at the 
corrung Oongress : 

1. The equitable taxation of church property in 
common with other property. 

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction 
•nd ~orship in the public schools, and especially the 
re~admg of any Bible. . 
. 3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforo
t~g the observance of Sunday as a religions institu. 
tton, rather than an economic one justified by 
physiological and other secular reason~. 

4. The cessation of all appropriations of the pub
lic funds for educational and charitable institutions 
of .a sectarian obaraot&r. 
. The American Secular UDion is strictly unseota

ria.n and non-partisan in both religion and politic&· 
but will use any and all honorable means to seour~ 
its ·objects as above stated. It is not either publicly 
or privately committed to the advancement of any 
BJ stem of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily 
welcomes all persons of whatever faith to its mem
bership on the basis of " no union of church and 
state." The word " secular " is here used in its 
broadest sense, as applied to the state and not to any 
system of religion or philosophy. 

.To discuss these questions in u orderly and 
fr1endly manner, and to devise ways and means to 
promote these objects, let us come together at this 
Oo!!gress 111 Freethinkers, Materialists, SpirUualiats 
Unitarians, Universalists, Free Religionists Q11akers' 
Progressiv .Jews, and Liberal Ohristians a~d laying 
aside our peculiar views on religious qu~stion's unite 
as ~merioan citizens on the one broad platfor~ of no 
umon of obnrob a11d state, and the complete admin
ist!at!on of our seoular government on purely secular 
prmc1plee. 
~he National Rsform ~Association, having for its 

obJect the establishment of Obristianity as the relig
ion of the state by constitutional enactment · the 
American Sabbath Union, working for the enf~rce 
meot, by legislation, of the Jewish and Puritanic 
Sabbath on onr free citizens; theW omen's Obristian 
Temperance Union, indorsing the platforms and 
po'.icy of both these organintions; the churches 
both Oatbolio and Protestant, insisting through the~ 
ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete f:Xemption of 
church property from just taxation, as well as upon 
the appropriation of public money for religious 
schools and other sectarian institutions ; all these 
and many others which might be mentioned ar~ 
imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every 'true 
Liberal and patriot, whether man or woman, sh()ald 
feel called upon to aid in organizing an eft'eotiv 
opposition to these nefarious schemes. 

AU who work for religions liberty are welooma to 
the coming Oongress of the American Secular Union 
in the Oity of Brotllerly Love. R. B. WESTBROoK 

President American Secular Union: 
Attest : InA 0. OBAnnooK, 

Oorr. Sao. American Sllcular Union. 
Philadelphia, Sept. 16 1891. 

Fables and Allegories of the Bible. 
[From an address hefore the Liberal League of Newark 

by Sereno E. Todd, (}range, N. J. The following is here: 
with reproduced:] 

Hav you ever been in a lager-beer saloon and 
beard debauo'bing beer-guzzlers conjure up and tell 
marvelous and improbable stories, which no one 
believed to be founded on truth 'f Well, that story 
about two thousand devils being east out of one 
m~on, and entering into two thousand swine causing 
~he entire herd to run violently down a ste'ep place 
IDto the sea, where they were all drowned, is just 
such a marvelous story as one would expect to hear 
rehearsed by illiterate fishermPn, Doubtless you are 
aware that all the disciples of J esas were uneducated 
fi~hermen.- They d!d not know anything but fish. 
~ney behaved _in witches, spooks, apparitions, and 
ID the aocompltshment of any philosophical impos
sibility. This is OIJ!e of the stories that they 
rehearsed for the edification of each other until 
they came to think and to believe that the silly 
falsehood was founded ou living and incontrovertible 
fact. After a person has rehearsed false statements 
flbout any person for a few times be will be ready 
to declare in positiv langul"qe tb~t " he knows the 
story to be God'a truth." R&fleot tor a mome&t on 

the representations. Two thousand devils in one 
man ! •!!d all at once tbt'y came out of him and 
rus~ed mto two thousand swine! What a silly and 
ludicrous story to teach to children or to proclaim 
from the pulpit as the word of the greet creator of 
~eaven an~ earth I All sensible people know there 
IS · n!> dev1l and neyer ~~s any. When a person 
manlfe~ts an ugly disposition, that manifestation is 
personified ~nd denominated the devil. Love is 
~ften per~omfied and called God or heaven. Hatred 
IS personified and de_nominated the devi~ or bell. 
Lov~ IH!d hatred are Simply functions, or properties, 
of v1tabzed matter. It is too silly and simple to 
teach such superlativ nonsenae to children as God's 
tr1:1th ! How infinitly better it would be to teach 
children how to liv in peace and harmony with each 
other; how to respect each other's little rights · how 
to be hon.est and estimable citizens ; bow to li~ well 
a~d happily ; •.n~ how to m&ke the best use of our 
t1me, opportun1t1es, and advantages during our short 
and ~asty career from the cradle to the grave. 

Ohddren (and adults also) \1'8 taught to believe 
that Jesus turned water. into wine, which w•s never 
done, and whio~ is a scientific impossibility. Ask -
an expert chemist if anyone ever made wine out of 
wate! only? He will reply, without any hesitancy, 
that 1t cannot be done, and never was done. In the 
aooou~~ written about that temperance marriage (in 
John n, 3) not one word is recorded to show that 
the water was turned into wine. Some one told 
Jesus that. tber~, was no wine for the guests to drink. '· 
Jesus replied: Fill the water-pots with water· and 
they filled them up to the brim. And be saith' unto 
them, draw out now, and be111r un~o the governor 
of. the feast; an~ they b111re it." Not one word is 
sa1d a~out tnrnmg that water into wine. Jesus 
called It water. The governor of the fellist tasted the 
water and knew it to be water. The language does 
not state that he tasted wine. The servants who 
drew the water and bare it to the governor, knew it 
·to be water. The governor perceived the cute 
~cheme to hav a temperance wedding. So when be 
~asted the. water, and saw the joke, be said: "That 
11 good wme." He called it wine, just as little ohil· 
dren put water in their cups and call some tea some 
ooft'ee, and some milk; an.d a plate of mud th~y call 
custard pie. Jesus was a reformer. He could not 
turn water .into wine any more than any other per
son. He d1d :not pretend to do any such miracle 
Bot the compilers of the New Testamel'1~ and tb~ 
orthodox clergy bav taught and continue to teach 
this falsehood for truth, that water was turned into 
wine. This is one of the grave errors of the church 
by way of teaching improbabilities, impossibilities' 
and falsehoods for divine truth. . ' 

Th@re are Ecores of marvelous stories, fables or 
allego~ies in the Bible, which are te.lllght in Sunday
~ohools, proolai!Ded from the pulpit, and inculcated 
m the home-otrcle, as God's everlasting truth · 
whereas, the fact is that they are simply marvelou~ 
stories conjured up by some illiterate barbarian of 
one idea, to deceive ignorant people, and keep them 
in subordination to a scheming priesthood. Oon
template for a moment that fable concerning the sun 
and moon standing still. I feel chagrined to reflect 
that untold numbers of excellent people believe that 
ludicrous story to be God's truth. But no astrono
mer, geologist, or intelligent geographer, or any 
well-educated person, will believe that the san and 
mo~n ever stood still. Any person who has only 
an ImperfeGt comprehension of the earth whirlio~ 
around the sun many times faster than any rifie 
ballet ever fiew, cannot be induced to believe that 
the account is anything more than a marvelous 
story. Our earth whirls along in its orbit more 
than a thousand miles every minute. Think for a 
moment ol the power necessary to stop such a 
planet in its course withon~ smashing it all to 
shattered atoms, like an egg when dashed against a 
rook I Then reflect on the immense force reqaisit 
to start sneh a world as ours, with all its oceans, 
continents, mountains, cihies, and vast extent of 
country, and to giv every put a velocity of more 
than a thousand miles an hour! By trying to inter
pret the fables and allegories of the Btble literally, 
we bring out only sacerdotal nonsense. They were 
written as stories or fables, and we should accept 
them as stories or allegoriee, just as we accept 
John Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress" as a sacred 
allegory. 

HisToRY oert•inly shows that man is less vile than 
be was once ; and, if he has improved, we are war
ranted in hoping be will "go on unto perfection." 
The telegraph, the newspaper, and the high moral 
sentiment which is the standard of society now, 
bring to notice a multitude of crimes that in old 
times wouid not hav gained publicity, both from the 
lack of faailities for publication and the prev•iling 
lax morality which would hav ignored them. Theee 
inort>ased exhibits of sin cause some t,o mourn over 
the degeneracy of the times and to sigh for a return 
of the good old days. If they will rewd the histories 
of those days they will find cause for gratitude that 
thev do not date their births any earlier.-.Robt. a. 
A.damB. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER told us that many of the Rassian laws against the 
· • J ewisb population either defeat their own purpose 

or in11iot oonsiclerable loss upon the Christian sub· 
jeota of the ezar. Thus tber.e are numerous clis
triots in Russia-fertil strelobes of lancl-wbiob are 
in sore need of workmen io till the soil and reap 
its fruits. It onen happens that the oorn rots on 
the ground for want of hands to out it. The land
owners bav been for years crying out. for some 
measure oaloulatecl to restore what the emancipation 
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SATURDAY, 

government did enaet • law a few years ago whiob 
bas oreatecl a alas& of agrioulturallaborers who sell 
tbemselvs for several years, and even clesoencl to 
the heirs of their master, should be die before the 
expiration of their term. But this measure bas not 

OCTOBER 17, 1891. brought the looked-for relief to Ruisian landowners, 
================== who are often driven to despair at the sight of their 

riobes melting away like snow for want of.laborers, 
while the miserable Jews are perishing of sheer 
starvation, almost devouring each other, like Ugo
lino's o:ffspring in the tower of the Gualancli, beoause 
there is no work for them to do in the pale. 

SUBSCBIP.riON BA.TEB. 
I!IIDgle aublcriptlon fD advance ....•••...•••••••••••••• ~ •.••• 
ODe aubscriptlo• two yean, D. advance .•••••••••••••••.• 
Two new aubscriben •.••••.•••••.•••••.••••.•.••••••••••••••••• 
ODe aubaeriptlon with one new aubscriber, fD onere-

•• 00 
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108 

mittance....................................................... 1 08 The Sun goes on to remark upon the evil e:ffeot 
ODe mbscriptlon with two new mbscriben, fD one 

remittance.................................................... 'I oo upon industry and prosperity of religious perseou-
• One aubscriptlon wi~ three new mbscribera, fD one tion jn general, saying: 

~ttance ••••••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ODe aubscriptlon wi~ four new aubleriberl, fD one 

8 10 ic The whole intricate social economy of a people cannot be 
violently and suddenly overturned, no matter how pious or 

rfmittance .................................................... 10 00 imperativ the reason, without causing vast direct and in-
A.UJ number over 1lve at \he lame ra\e, Invariably direct suffering. Spain never recovered from the expulsion 

with one remittance. of the·Moors. The French race was unquestionably impov

We hope that whenever a Freethinker sees aii 
article in his local paper in favor of opening the 
WO'J'ld's F.air on Sundays he will mark it and 
send a copy to Benjamin Butterworth, secretary 
Board of .Directors of World's Fair, .Rand. 
.McNally building, Chicago, Ill., and to John ~.!'. 
.Dickinson, secretary Nationa~ , Commission of 
World's Fair, at the same address. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
'JfO'I'ts must not slacken till the final decision is 
made, which may not be till1898. 

erished fD an in:tinit number of ways by the expulsion of the 
Huguenote. Russia surely will not escape the b~leful re
sults of the expulsion of the Jews, and the Intense distress 
of famfD is ODly the precursor of evils possibly more serious 
stUI. The result is incomparably more certain than the 
falling of. ram after the explosion of one of Uncle Jerry's 
kites, but no more than that does it involve any special in· 
tervention of divine benevolence or wrath." 

That suob is one of the many disastrous oonse
quenoes of religious peraeoution is indeed true, and 
was illustrated aDd deplored by many writers be
fore the Sun oommentecl upon it. That JH'per speaks 
of Spl'lin's expulsion of the Moors, but we prefer to 
oallattention to the same oountry's ejeotion of the Jews 
in the fifteenth oentury. This aotion a:fforcls a olose 

To Bible Pioture Book, we take pleasure in say- parallel to Russia's present_ expulsion of the same 
iDg, is now under way, and will be issued 111 soon raoe, both in its concluot and in its after e:ffeots on 
'Jais fall as . the work oan be clone and clone well. the expellers. For several oanturies Spain had been 
Tlse prioe will be $1, and it will oontain a great deal under the rule of the Mohammedan Moors, and by 
for that amount. In renewing for TBE TBUTH SEEXEB this people Jews bad been treated with the highest 

oonsicleration. Insulted, bated, plundered, and 
we hope our readers will not forget to inolose the despised by all Christian nations, banished from 
dollar for it. ____ .....,.____ England by Edward I. and from F1anoe by Charles 

Ch • ti it B iDin 1 d t · VI., they flookecl from the ignorant and fanatioal 
ns an Y 0 g n 08 ry. Christian lands to that oountry, where flourished 

Elliott Skeparcl, the pious donkey who edits a the only intellectual oulture then existing besides 
New York evening paper, reoently clealarecl that the their own. Here the intelligenoe of the Mo
famin in Russia baa been divinely infliotecl in obas- bammeclaus aooorclecl the harassed Jews 1 ready sym
tisement for perseoution of the Jews. The keen-

- witted &n bestows upon . this notion . the smile patby and reoeption. They beoame clistinguisbecl for 
whioh it oalls for, but prooeecls to remark that truth their wealth and their learning. For the most part 
sometimes proceeds from the mouth of babes anci they were Aristotelians. They founded many sobools 
suoklings, and fools ao not always speak words of and oolleges. Their maroantil interests led them 
folly, even when they do not know what they are say- to travel all over the world. They parUoularly 
lug. For there was 1 oonneotion between the perse- studied the soienoa of medioin. Throughout the 
oution of the Jews and the extreme fami~ in Bus- .M:iclclle Ages they were the pbysioians and bankers 
aia, though the oonneotion was neither more nor of Enrope. Ol all man they saw the oourse of 
less providential than any other relation of oause human a:fflirs from the most elevated point of view. 
and effeot. The Russian farmer, as is known to Among the special soienoes they became profioient 
every reader of Stepniak's book on the Russian in matbematios and astronomy; they oomposecl the 
peasantry, is always in debt, is always without ready tables of Alfonso, and were the oause of the yoyage 
money, and depends altogether for the meaqs to of Da Gama. They clistinguisbecl tbemselvs 
meet his current expenses for labor at seed-time and greatly in light literature. From the tenth to the 
harvest, on the aclvanoea from the money-lenders, fourteenth oentury their literature was tbe first in 
who·are invariably Jews. These Jewish speoulators Elirope. They were to be found in the oourts of 
travel through the country in ·the spring aucl pur- prinoes as pbysioians, or as treasurers managing the 
abase the growing orops as tbey stand, aclvanoing publio finanoas. Bat the bright torah of oivilization 
the farmers enough ready money for the expense of held aion in the Christian night of Earopa before 
harvesting. This year, aooording to the oorresponcl- long su:ffered extinguishment. The Moors were 
ent of the London !I imetJ, the Jews bad no money oonquerecl and driven out of Spain by_ Christians, 
to lend, but were realizi11g all they ooulcl on their aucl with . them the Jews lost their only friends. 
oWD property to take with them aoross the frontier. When in~tbis ill-omenecl hour the cross supplanted 
As • natural oonsequenoe, in whole clistriota no pur- the cresoent on the bights of the Alhambra, the sol
obuers appeared in the spring, and the farmers were itary refuge of the Hebrews was lost, the laat gleam 
unable to hire laborers, and only " an illflnitesimal of toleranoe vanished from Spain, and their expul· 
portion of the orops " was barveatecl. That suoh is · sion approaehed. 
the situation in Russia this year is evident enough The orthodox clergy in Navarre exoitecl popular 
from the data oitecl by the Sun .l and furthermore, prejuclioes against them. To esoape the perseoutions 
this oollclition bas resulted aot merely onoe but many that arose, many of them feigned to turn Christians, 
times, as we know from the letters of E. B. Lanin and of these many apostatized to their former faith. 
written before the present year. This tnveler The papal nunoio at the oourt of Castile raised 1 ory 
through that gloomy Christie laud some time ago for the establishment of the Inquisition. The 

poorer Jew!l were aoousecl of aaori:fi.oing Christian 
obilclren at the passover, in mookery of the oruoifli· 
ion; the rioher were clenounoecl as Avarroists. 
Under the infiaenoa of Torquem•cla, a D,:,minioan 
monk, the oonfessor of Q 11een Isabella, t~at prinoesa 
solioitecl • bull from the pope for the establishment 
of the holy office. A bull was aooorclingly issued in 
November, 1478, for tbe cleteotion and suppression 
of heresy. ln the first· year of the operation of the 
Inquisition, 1481, two thousand viotims were burnt 
in Andalusia; besides these, mauy thousands were 
dug up from their graves and burnt; seventeen. 
thousand were fined or imprisoned for life. Who
ever of the perseoutecl race ooulcl flee, esoapecl for 
his life. Torquemaa., now appointed inquisitor- · 
general for Castile and Leon, illustrated his offioe by 
his ferooity. Anonymousaocusations were reoeivecl, 
the aoousecl wu not oonfrontecl by witnesses, torture 
WIS relied on for OODViotion j it was inflicted in 
vaults where no one ooulcl bear the aries of the tor
mented. As, in pretended meroy, it was forbidden _ 
to infiiot torture the seooncl time, with horrible clu· 
plioity it was affirmed that the torment bad not. been 
oompletecl at first, but bad only· been suspenclecl out 
of obarity until the foliowing clay. ·The families of 
the oonviotecl were plunged into irretrievable ruin. 
Llorente, the historian of the Inquisitiou, oomputes 
that Torque~acla and his oollaborators, in the 
oourse of eighteen years, burnt at the stake ten 
thousand two bunclreclancl twenty persons, six thou
sand eight bunclrecl and sixty in effigy, and otherwise 
punished niDety-seven thousand three bunclrecl and 
twenty-one. This frantio priest destroyed Hebrew 
Bibles wherever be ooulcl find them, and burnt six 
thousand volumes of Oriental literature at Sala
manoa, under an imputation that they inouloatecl 
Judaism. With unutterable disgust and indignation 
we learn that the papal government realized muob 
money by selling to the rich dispensations to seoure 
them from the Inquisition. Bat all these frightful 
atrooities proved failures. The oonversions . were 
few. Torquemacla. therefore, insist~;~a on the im· 
mediate banishment of eYery unbaptized Jew. ·· On 
Marob 30, 1492, the ecliot of expulsion was signed. 
All unbaptized Jews, of whatever age, sex, or eon
clition, were ordered to leave. the realm by the end 
of the following July. If they revisited it, they 
should su:ffer death. They might sell their e:ffaots 
and take the prooeecls in merobanclise or biils of ex· 
obange, but not in gold or silver. Exiled thus sua. 
clenly from the land of their birth, the land of their 
anoestors for bunclrecls of years, they ooulcl not in 
the glutted market that arose sell what they pos
sessed. Nobody would purobase what oonlcl be got 
for nothing after July. The Spanish olergy oooupiecl 
tbemselvs by preaobing in the publio squares ser
mons filled with clenunoiations against their victims, 
who when the time for exp•triation oam~. swarmea:in 
the roads and flllecl the air with their ory of despair. 
Even the Spanish onlookers wept at the iloene of 
agony. Torquemacla, however, enforoecl the orcli
nanoe that no one should a:fforcl them any help. 01 
the banished persons some maae· tbeir way into Af
rioa, some -into Italy; the latter oarriecl with them 
to Naples ship-fever, wbiob destroyed not fewer than 
twenty thousand in that oity, and ·devastated that 
peninsula; some reaobecl Turkey, a few England. 
Multitudes, falling into t~e bands of tb.e pirates who 
!!IWar~ecl around the ooast, were plundered of all they 
possessed and recluoecl to slavery ; multitudes died 
of famiD or of plague, or were murdered or tortured 
with horrible cruelty by the Afrioan savages, or were 
east baok by tempests on the Spanish ooast. Weak 
women, driven from luxurious homes among the 
orange groves of Seville or Granada, obilclren fresh 
from their mothers' arms, the aged, the siok, the in· 
firm, perished by thousands. About eighty thou
sand took refuge in Portugal, relying on the promis 
of the king; but even there the batrea·of the Span. 
iucls pursued them. A mission was organized. 
Spanish priests lashed the Portuguese into fury, and 
the king was persuaded to issue an ecliet wbiob 
threw even that of Isabella into the shade. Ail the 
adult Jews were banished from Portugal ; but first 
of all their ohildrea below the age of fourteen were 
taken from them to be ecluoatecl •• Christians. Then 
indeed the oup of bitterness was :ftllecl to the brim. 
The serene fortitude with wbiob the exiled people 
bad borne 10 many and suob grievous calamities gave 
way, and was replaoecl by the wildest paroxysms of 
despair. l'ieroiDg shrieks of 111guish tulecl the land. 
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Women were known to :B,ing their children into deep 
wells, or to tear them limb from limb, rather than 
resign them to the Christiana. When at last, child
leas and broken-hearted, they sought to leave the 
land, they found the ships bad been purposely de
tained, and. the allotted time having expired, they 
were reduced to slavery, and baptized by foroe~ A 
great peal of rejoicing filled the peninsula, and pro
claimed that the triumph of the Spanish priests was 
complete. 

The disastrous effeo~a upon Spain of this expulsion 
of its moat intelligent alasa were soon felt. The 
J ewa, ii is to be remembered, were the moat 
skilful physicians, the ablest financiers, and among 
the most profound. philosophers; while they wt>re 
only aeoond to the Moors iD the cultivation of 
natural science. They were also the obief inter
preters to Western Earope of Arabian learning. 
But their most important tervioe, aud that with 
which we are .now moat especially oonoerned, was in 
sustaining oommeroial activity. For centuries they 
were almost its only representative. By traveling 
from land to land till they had became intimately 
acquainted both l\'Uh the wants and the produoUona 
of eaoh j by praotioing money-lending on a large soale 
and with consummate skill, by keeping up a constant 
and aeoret correspondence and organizing a system 
of exchange that was then unparalleled in Earope, 
the Jews auooeeded in making themaelva)almost 
indispensable to the community, and in accumulating 
immense wealth and acquiring immense in:fluenoe in 
the midst of ·their sufferings. Spain, deprived of 
this olaas, while rival nations in whiob they bad 
found refuge soon reaped· the fruita of the intelli~ 
genae of the fugitive, rapidly sank from a brief 
oooupanoy of the pinnaole of aommeroial superiority 
to the obscurity and stagnation of to-day. · · 

The countries whioh received the heretics obtained 
from them an industrial and intellectual stimulus 
whose effects are yet visible. And this baa been the 
case with all nations whiob bav followed a like course 
with refugees from any religious persecution. The 
oommeroial genius of the Jewish exiles was one of 
the elements in the development of Leghorn, Pisa, 
and Ancona. Amsterdam owes a very large part of 
ita prosperity to the oonoourse of heretics who bad 
been driven from Brugea md from the surrounding 
country. The linen manufacture in Ireland, as 
well as many branches of English industry, were 
greatly stimulated by the skill and capital . of the 
French refugees. French _ oommeroe received a 
power!ul and long-sustained impulse from the good 
relations Fr•nois I. had established with the Turke~ 
Consequently Amsterdam, and in 1 ·leas degree the 
other centers of commercial enterprise, bav been 
from an early period oonapiououa for their tolerance. 

We are unwilling to olose without ·introducing 
a deliverance of the wise Darwin on the results of 
Spain's persecution not of the Jews alone but of 
every olass possessing sense an<"' the heresy whioh 
:flows from sense. Investigating why " the Spanish 
nation, so dominant at one time, baa been distanced
in the raoe," the great naturalist oalla attention to 
the faot that during the Dark Ages 
" the Holy Inquisition selected with extreme care the freest 
and boldest men in order to bum or imprison them. In 
Spain alone some of the best men-those who doubted and 
questioned, and without doubting there can be no progress 
-were eliminated · durmg three centuries at the rate of a 
thousand a year. The evil which the Catholic church has 
thus e:lfected is incalculable.". 

What Is Going On ·Among Catholics. 

Ameriom Cat:llolio clergy. Of oourae they hav no 
oare for the weal of the nation, but they are jealous 
of their own places and in:flaenoe. The pope declined 
to favor the design of Cahenaly. No doubt ~uro· 
pe~ eoolesiastioa will urge the scheme, md some ob· 
servers think that they may prevail upon the pope to 
indorse it. But we think that there is slight obanoe ol 
this. The enmity whiob it would arouse among 
the regular Catholic clergy of America is one deter
rent consideration. Another is the antagonism whiob 
the aot would kindle in the general population . of 
this country, Protestant and all. Notwithstanding 
Rome's temerity in openly antagonizing our public 
schools, it is far from probability that she would giv 
us so great offense on another bead for so inoonsid· 
erable a oauee. 

Cahenalyisrn aevertheleas continues to be pressed 
by our Western CathoUoa as if with hope of muob 
effaot. The congress of German Catholics just held 
at Buffalo received from Archbishop Elder of Cin· 
oinnati a letter recommending the use of German 
between German Catholics, and ita employment in 
the inculcation of Christian principles. The exulta
tion of the members of the congress over this letter 
seemed to be aue to the DDDBDal &ignifioanoe attach
ing to it in their minds as oomiog from one 
of the hierarchy not only not a German, but 
of nativ American birth and ancestry. The congress 
adopted_a~platform one paragraph of ·whiob reads: 

"We demand the full right and liberty to retain, without 
interference from anyone, our German mother-tongue, to
gether with the language of the country. A.t the same ti~e 
we protest most emphatically that for this reason the cry of 
foreignism is raised against us, and that an attempt is made 
at denying equal rights with other American citizens," 

We, may add a_ome of the sentiments of the 
oopgreas on another matter, the situation of the 
pope. These Germ~n Citholiaa, like Catholics in 
all nations, continue firm iD the belief that the pope 
must bav part of Italy's soil given baok to him ; but 
we think their notions queer enough, tor what has the 
possession of a·pieoe of ground to do with the proper 
administering of spiritual ioatUutions which belong 
to quite another world t Nevertheless, these good 
servants of "the servant of servants" ll'e fixedly 
persuaded that 

"The entirely free exercise of the highest apostolic power, 
according to God's ordinance, is intimately connected as 
well with the welfare o! the ·entire church as with the ter. 
ritorial independence of the holy see, willed by divine 
Providence. It Is the necessary means in our present 
political and social situation to secure and accord that free. 
dom in its full meaning of the word. Rome, as the natural 
seat of the papacy, as the centrum of the church, as the 
metropolis of the Catholic world, belongs to the popes 
(letter of Leo XIII. to Cardinal Rampolla), who, moreover, 
used the rights of sovereignty acquired in justice and 
sealed by solemn contracts, for the welfare of Italy and 
Europe and the whole world as true benefactors of mankind. 

, . ; With confidence we leave it to Divine Providence 
by what means the restoration of papal independence will 
be brought about by secular power. In the mean .time we 
will never cease to courageously sustain the holy father, 
and, in accordance with his intentions and admonitions, 
everyone in his own sphere and according to his ability, 
that right of the head of the church, and to strive with all 
legal and legitimate means to regain the freedom of the suc-
cessor of St. Peter." · 

With oonfidenoe they ''leave it to Divine Provf. 
denoe by what' means the reatoration of papal inde
pendence will be brought about by seoular power." 
We would suggest that Dlvine Providence restore to 
Mr. Peooi his property by divine power. Instead of 
calling in 11 secular power," why not entreat Provi
dence into vindicating his vicar's rights by a spiritual 
boat, at whioh . miracle an unbelieving age would 
indeed haaten':back to the fold of faith t 

Well Pleased With the Exchange. 
A subscriber to the late Freet4ought writes ex

pressing his opinion of the change. We hope that 
all the others will agree with him ; and he says : 

"CuNT, EL PAso CouNTY, TBx., Sept. 27, 1891. 

Editorial Notes. 
MoBBS HUMAN expects to be put on trial again at the 

November term of court. It would be a wise thing for the 
.district attorney' to discontinue these cases and let an old 
man whose only thought is to do good finish his days in 
peace. The United States will never gain in reputation by 
being the tool of a lot of unprincipled scoundrels who make 
a living by hounding men whose wickedest thought is 
purer than their best. In Europe once the state went into 
partnership with the church in the persecution business, but 
it gained only in disrepute. Civilization looks back upon 
that time with horror,,and revlles the government as well as 
the churches. 

ONB of the Bun's Answers to Correspondents reads thus : 
"The question of the inspiration of the scriptures Is still 
open~ Modem study is playing havoc with the Old Testa
ment, according to some persons; according to othel'tl, it isn't. 
Some of the stories of the Old Testament, if told on any 
other authority than one which all Christians are trained to 
believe in, would be laughed at as ' whoppers.• There is, 
however, no reason to think that the writers of the Bible 
were any more litPral and less given to exaggeration than 
their descendants and countrymen of to-day." Rather plaiD, 
that. Did not the Bun's editorial writer who indited these 
lines overstep just a little that thrifty hedging line of policy 
in things religious which it had theretofore so deftly 
followed? 

T.IDII latest historian of Portugal, B. Morse S\ephens, says 
of that nation : " When greatness had been achieved history 
runs into an abrupt decline. From her place as first of 
nations she fell to one in which her political importance i'n 
the councils of Europe counted no more than her area had 
counted in the area of Europe. Luxury joined to absolutism 
on the one hand and religious bigotry preached by inquis
itors and fostered by an ignoble race of kings lost for Portu
gal the position which had been won for her by Alfonso and 
John, by Albuquerque and Vasco da tGama." A. similar 
melancholy passage is to be found in the history of every 
nation that has allowed the Christian church the ascendancy 
which she always so eagerly seeks.· "Religious bigotry 
preached by inquisitors and fostered by an ignoble race of 
kings" has furnished the chapters of disaster in the annals 
of the Roman empire, Spain, Italy, France, Ireland, Greece, 
Russia, and many another land. It has put upon the record 
of this nation those disgraceful stains, the chronicling& of 
the witch-murders and heretic. tortures of New England. It 
will do the same again if it is given the power. 

WB congratulate the legal fraternity of this city as much 
as we must condole with the heretics or the same burg upon 
the adoption of the law as a professirm by Hugh 0. Pente
cost, the Anarchist editor of the Twentieth Oentu:ry; For 
Mr. Pentecost in taking up law must abandon the platform, 
and will not be heard at Cllickering Hall this winter. This 
is a cause for rl'gret, for w:hen he turned his attention to the 
religion he had left Mr. Pentecost was eloquent and con vine. 
ing on the side of right. He has studied law for the pur. 
pose, he told a Hwald. reporter, of earning money to support 
his family in the style to which they hav been accustomed. 
"I am unwilling," he said, "to be very poor if I can help 
myself, and still more unwilling to drag my wife and 
children into poverty. No doubt my practicing law is 
inconsistenJ; with my opinions, but in this case I choose to 
be so far incrJusistent rather than to suffer w11nt if I can 
help myself. Perhaps it would be more glorious if I should 
become a martyr, but I am notofthe stuff of which martyrs 
are made, unless I could see that by sacrificing tnYBelf I 
could llelp some one else. B11t I do not- see how any good 
could come to anyone by my being a martyr." 

It is evident that nothin1 oould mere weaken the 
boads that bold together this Union than the per
petuation among ua· of the languages, forms, tradi
tio~a, aDd sectarian bigotries of the countries from 
whiob our immigrants oome. Suoh ~ continuance of 
foreign elements might easily become a oauae or an 
lid of disruption in a time of unsettlement and con
fusion arising either from labor difficulties or from 
others. Nevertheless an extensiv movement is 
under way iD the Catholic oburoh to encourage such 
maintenance of diverse alien u1:1agea. It takes the 
name of Cahenalyiam, after its originator, Cahensly. 
This person appealed to Leo XIII. for sanction, and 
asked that eaob olasa here of foreign nativity bav 
appointed over it prelates from its own land, instead 
of the regular American eeoleaiastios of the district, 
that they may more fully keep up foreign methods. 
This notion was ana i!3 still hotly opposed by the 

"TRUTH BBBKBR Co., New York Cit.y: I am now getting 
TBB TBUTH BBBKBR in the place of Freethought, and am 
much pleased with the exchange. Consider me a permanent 
subscriber and' may you liv long and prosper.• ·There are 
eighty to one hundred thousand so-called reverend clergy 
In these United States, lazy blood-suckers, making their 
living out of the ignorance and superstition of the masses. 
Let us • tum the rascals out ' and force them to some 
honest work. Inclosed find $2 for a copy of ' The Free
thinkers' Pictorial Text·Boflk,' which I hope .soon to hav 
the pleasure of receiving through the man. 

LoUD are the lamentations which in these days arise from 
every man of sense at the infliction upon him in every paper 
he picks up of fulsome adulation of the pope upon his 
Labor encyclical. Machinating bishops and donkeyish peo
ple find no words exalted enough to convey their sense of the 
merits of that maundering and misty farrago. The nine 
Catholic bishops of the New York province say: "A.s soon 
as we received your excellent encyclical on the condition of 
labor we thanked God with fervent hearts that amid the 
darkness occasioned by erroneous opinions he had shed upon 
us a light so powerful. We cannot congratulate ourselvs 
too frequently on having so great a chief and master in 
expounding the truths of faith and reason." Faith is indeed 
well expounded in the document, which is mostly taken up 
with exhortations to place faith in the church for the proper 
conduct of the social iBBue. Bnt as to the "reason," there is 
in it a reason for nothing, a rationale or justification of none 
of the principles dogmatically laid down. Archbishop Corri. 
gan of New York declares : " So great is the force of 
genius which illumine it, so great the knowledge of social 
aJfairs, so great, in fine, is its clearness In defining and 
upholding the principles of the right of private property in 
land, and its justice in determining the rights and duties of 
the rich and poor, its wisdom in suggesting remedies for the 
evils which sorely vex the civil relationship of men in our 
day, that it is held second to no encyclical letter ever penned 
by the supreme pontiffs." After this the archbishop, with 
his mind on his own troubles with McGlynn and his land 
theory, feelingly continues: "If to one in particular of all 
the bishops of the country the words of your holiness appear 
most opportune it is to me, to whom that part of the Lord's 
flock by the benignity of your holiness has been intrusted, 
which is more exposed to the sophisms or. the Socialists, and 
wllo must &ustain against them a more ceaseless contention." 
Disgraceful instance. is this whole gloriftcatlon of Pecci's 
boring production, o! what Bhakapere laments as " gilded 
honor shamefully misplaced.·~ "Yours very truly, .-..B. G. ETHBBIDGB.". 
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The Spirit That You Enfranchise Will. Thank You. 
FRANKLiN, ILL., Sept. 28, 1891.' 

MR. EDITOR: You will find inclosed $10-$5 for my sub
scription for THB TRUTH BBBKBR for two years, and $5 for 
the benefit of the good old paper. It suits me. I cannot 
see how it could be improved. With good wishes for its 
welfare, I remain, Your well-wisl).er, ENOAB BooTT. 

Each Freethinker Should Enlighten One New Mind 
Yearly. 

NEw HARTFORD, lA., Sept. 21, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR: I should hav renewed subscription Septem

ber 21st, but wanted to sen.d one new subscriber this year as 
well as last, and at that time had failed to get one. We all 
ought to get one new subscriber every year for the best 
paper under the suo, and if we hustle I believe we can do 
it. MEL PIBROB. 

Congenial " Souls " Wanted in Baltimore. 
1702 HARLEM AvB., BALTJMoRB, Mn., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I see no notice of Liberal meetings in Balti
more in THB TRUTH BBEKliR. Will some older resident of 
the city who takes the paper kindly inform me, personally 
or through its columns, where to find Liberals, as I am lone-
some in this God--ly City. JosiAH FRIEND. 

Those Fair Gates Shall Be Opened. 
KENT, 0., Oct. 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Glad you are trying to rouse the American 
Secular Union to action in defense of our common rights, 
assailed by the narrow-minded who are trying to close the 
World's Fair to the people Sunday. I propose to attend the 
adjacent county fairs this and the coming weeks to canvass 
for signatures to our petition for Bund"y opening. 

MABIUS HEIGHTON, Secretary Kent Secular Union. 

Wanted-An Editor. 
NBw YoRK, N.Y., Oct. 5, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : A few weeks since an article in your paper 
suggested a contribution for its support. Pardon a sub
scriber for suggesting that what it m9st wants is an editor 
able and willing to write one or two good stirring articles 
and reviews each week on the current religious events
absurdities and news-and other good, spicy, and truthful 
contributions, which would bring subscribers and funds. It 
is not now edited but made up of correspondence-some 
very good, some trash-and scissors. A WBLL-WIBHBB. 

A Small Missionary Edition Proposed. 
NABBVILLB, TBNN., Sept. 24, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : It seems to me a good idea would be to 
publish a small sheet, the midget TRUTH BBBKBR, with most 
of the type set. I think it would be at a low rate. f would 
subscribe for say one hundred per week for free distribution 
to children. L\kely hundreds of other men would do the 
same. I think this would be the best plan. I put out over 
one thousand cards every week and am doing the best I 
know how. Yours trnlv, W. W. WILKISON, BR. 

An Earnest Laborer in the Vineyard. 
LBO!'l", lA., Sept. 22, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: You will herein find $3 to pay for the 
greatest paper on earth, so far as I know. I must hav 
the paper. It is always the first thing I call for when I come 
home from a ttip-that is, after kissing my wife and child 
and putting my team in the barn. I shall always do all I 
am able for TEE TRUTH BEBirBR and mental freedom. If 
you will send me anything for free distribution, I will 
handle it in the best and most telling way and manner pos
sible. You hav some good contributors that must never 
drop the fl!lg until there are a plenty more of fiag.bearers 
to take their places. FRANK Coax. 

Liberals .Must Be Aggressiv-lf Need Be, Abusiv 1 
TURNER, ORB., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : If you see proper to send sample pages
pictures and text-of the " Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book" I will " distribute them where they will do good " 
around here, and see if any can be sold. This is a small . 
country town, with not many religious people, and ver} 
few Liberals. Almost all tb.e non-religionists are non
committal also. Policy? Very poor. Religion alwayP 
nersecutes the timid. If Liberals would stand up and 
fight, organize and "carry the war into Africa," they would 
be astonished at the weakness of the enemy. I think that 
Liberals should be aggressiv, and, if need be, abusiv as well. 

Respectfully yours, F. B. MATTESON. 

A Philosophic Thinker. 
PoRT HURON, MIOH., Sept. 28, 1891. 

MR. EolTOR : I am a poor old man, but hav had the 
pleasure of reading your paper, with which I was much 
gratified. I would fl() all in my power to hav it circulated 
throughout these United States as well as all other 
countries in this world, for I consider It the true harbinger 
of peace on earth sed good will toward mankind. I too am 
one of those outrageous beings that do not believe there 
ever existed any power that could create something out of 
nothing. But. I am here without my own will, forced into 
existence and .. forced through it and will be forced out of it 
regardless of my will, and am obliged to fioat in the general 
current-forced into the world and forced throul.!h It and 
forced out ot it by some power I am ,not acquainted with. 

It was a strife when I drew my first breath. It is a struggle 
going through, and will be a struggle going out of this 
existence. Hut I do not expect I can carry any of my ideas, 
principles, sentiments, or disposition away from this world 
as long sa the centrifugal force is stronger than the_ centrip
etal force and nothing can be annihilated. All I hav I hav 
imbibed from others and in tum others will imbibe from me 
-nothing but that old immutable principle of transmigra
tion; I always was and shall always remain to be a part of 
this world both physically and mentally. 

Your poor but honest friend, S\NDB C. CARPENTER. 

We Wish Everyone to Do This. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, Sept. 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please send me some of the specimen sheets 
of the" Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" mentioned in 
THB TBUTH BBBKBR of September 18-ili, and I will distribute 
them where they will hav their weight felt. If I can·induce 
any of my friends to purchase the book I shall certainly do 
so. I think THE TRUTH BBBKBR is one of the best Free
thought papers in this country, if not the best. I am not a 
subscriber, although I take (purchase) it every week from 
Mr. George Longford, who, as well as myself, is a member of 
the Philadelphia Liberal League. Hoping to be of some 
service to you in the future, I remain, 

Yours courteously, GBOBGB M. FBINK. 

Both :Right-'11le Word Has Both Meanings. 
CLBVBLAND, 0., Oct. 4; 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Having been a subscriber for THB TRUTH· 
BEEKER f01; nearly one year and a half I take the liberty of 
writing a few lines. "Does the word Jews indicate persons 
as believers in a. certain religion or does it mean Jews as a 
nation?" This subject was brought up in the shop I am 
employed at, and there are some Christians there who 
claimed that a Jew remains a Jew wherever he goes 
and as loDg as he live, because derived from the Jewish 
nation. The Freethinkers claimed, contrary" to that, that 
a Jew does not remain a Jew wherever he goes and as long 
as he live, and hav given simple proof for the same by say.· 
ing that at the time of the census the statistics show the 
Jews not as a nation but as a religion. But this causing a 
good deal of argument, I hav promised them I will write to 
THB TRUTH BBEKBR and ask ita opinion and also its 
readers'. I am yours in liberty and Freethougb.t, 

J. RosENBBl!G. 

Where He Would Gfv Bread, They Choose a Stone. 
BELLWOOD, Ou., Sept. 21, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: You seem to think that it is no trouble to 
find· folks to read and subscribe for Liberal papers and 
books. But I hav offered time and again to pay for 
THE TRUTH BBBKBR free of charge if they would read it 
through. But, so far no one has agreed to that. But four 
weeks ago a preacher came here and told that he had 
been a drunkard and a gambler and all the rest, and be con
verted about fifty people to the gospel lies. I did not hear 
him. But to-day I was told that he had baptized fifteen ln 
the river and converted eleven to the Methodist and four to 
the Presbyterian faith. As to the balance, twenty, I could 
not learn where they joined in. He seems to be as fre'e and 
easy as ever. Now, to refiect on a lot of people of that kind, 
what would you expect to do with such stuff? 

In THE TRUTH BBBKBB for September 12th, A. D. Swan, 
Kent, 0 , says that he is glad he live under a government 
where he has liberty to express his sentiments. After he has 
said how he wished to use accum•llated wealth, 'be has 
forgotten his own remarks about the Anarchists in 1887. 

H. L. LINDBLEAF. 

Let Us Unite in Prayer for Such Good .Ends. 
VERNON, TBx., Sept. 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3.50 to renew my 
eubscription and purchase the TRUTH BBBKBR AwNuAL AND 
FRBBTHINKKR's ALMANAO and" Libeml: Hymn Book." On 
with the good work. I hope to liv to see Freethought 
spread from center to circumference of the globe on which 
we liv. I am at home only when in its atmosphere. Chris
tian ground seems to be stagnant with a deadly malaria 
which stupefies or stultifies the human intellect, and chokeP 
up with superstition every avenue to a grander and higher 
civilize.tion. The best remedy for all such ailments that I 
know of is THB TRUTH BBEKBR. It 'possesses the peculiar 
properties to cleanse and eradicate from the brain all germP 
of ignorance and folly, to revivify and }!uild up the dwarfed 
intellect, and prepare the recipient for a higher and nobler 
straggle for the freedom of humanity from-the thralldom of 
Ignorance and stupidity. That this m'ly be the happy lot of 
<ill who take THB TRUTH BBBKBR let us all unite in prayer 
'juccess to the grand old TRUTH.SBBKBR and kindest regards 
to its whole corps of writers. With anxiety for the future 
of Freethought, I am truly yours, A. F. MARTIN. 

It has got so nowadays the bigger the hypocrite the better 
Christians they are. I hav often thought that it must cer
tainly be amusing indeed to their God, J. Christ & Co., to look 
down from above and see their chosen people eDjoying 
themselvs in a cancan, or something similar to it, for the 
benefit and glory of the abovesaid Company. -But whenever 
a person approaches them on the subject of the ·Bible and 
Christianity and tells them the honest truth about it, they 
are ready to persecute and call you a blackguard and a blas
phemer. I hav eaid many times, if there is an infinit God 
and he can do all things and has . any decency or justice 
about him he certainly ought to blot all the churches and 
their doings out of existence for the good of the people. 

But then we must believe and do as they do or be damned. 
Therefore great is the· mystery of godlin!lBB. 

I made a lengthy reply to Rev. A. Bolt, and I presume he 
is offering up prayers mightily for me, for I know he will 
certainly think I was inspired by Old Bplitfoot when I wrote 
that letter~ J. B. WIBB. 

A Gallant Move Whieh Should Be Imitated. 
CARYBVILLE, 0 , Sept., 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: With permission of your columns, I wish 
·to present a few thoughts touching the aspect of the cause 
of ment11l and moral liberty in this part of the domain of 
Uncle Bam. For several ye11rs there hav been a few of us 
struggling against the tide of superstition and tomfoolism; and 
making but little progress In conse.quence of the opposition 
of the followers of the great "I am." One difficulty has been 
a hall or place to meet where we can discuss the glorious truths 
of Rationalism untrammeled by the fetters of superstition. It 
seems that old Mother Grundy . possesses such a power- o! 
infiuence that even wllen there is a will on the part of some 
to cut loose from the bonds of ecclesiastical dogmatism they 
hesitate, ·and ask themselvs the question, " How will I stand 
in the eyes of popular opinion if I ceaae to be a slave?" 
Two years ago the writer was engaged to deliver a lecture 
on " Why Am I a Liberal?" and a hall was engaged at 
Quincy, the nature of the lecture being explained to the 
owner. But no sooner was the announcement made than the 
pious hypocrite of the church raised their holy hands, and 
put a veto on further proceedings, and the cowardly ownet 
went back on his word and refused U'l the use of the hall, 
and thereby defeated the object of the meeting. Sof!le time 
ago I received a Jetter from J_ R. Charlesworth, announcing 
that he was about to undertake a lecturing tour, and asking 
me to arrange for a lecture. Remembering the futility of 
previous effort, I was about to_ reply with a negativ. when 
I chanced to meet a few of the leading Liberals of Quincy, 
and stated the facts to them, and was authorized by them to 
write to Mr. Charlesworth to come ahead and they would 
secure a hall. ·I accordingly wrote him "nd he made the 
announcement in THE TRUTH BEEKER, Quincy, September 
21st and 22d. But now, when a committee called upon Mr. 
Leach and announced the object for which they desired the 
hall, he raised his hands in holy horror, and gave lib.em to 
understand that no Infidel should speak in his hall. Being 
again defeated, Mr. J. M. Putnam, an ex-commissioner of 
the county, who has served with credit, li. man of undoubted 
integrity, came to see me and to ask what further we cou,ld 
do. My advice was to buy an unseated hall, for sale in our 
town (Carysville), and be independent. Well, the sequel 
was, the hall was bought, Mr. Geo. Dormire being the pur
chaser, and donated to the use of the Freethinkers. Mr. 
Charlesworth was here and gave us two lectures, "The 
Philosophy of Secularism" and "Why I <Do Not Believe in 
God." We bav had a rattling of the dry bones of supersti
tion. Maledictions of rage are heard on the comers. The 
spirit of the Inquisition has taken hold of the minds of the 
saints, and only for the lack of power the Auto.-da.fe would 
be re-erected. But let the holy smoke ascend. We hav 
come to stay. We expect to orga11ize here soon, and invite 
all who hav failed to be saved by being washed in the bloorl 
of the lamb to come to Carysville and be soused in the pool 
of reason and common sense. P. H. MoOROBKY. 

For Persons Interested in Cryptograms. 
OREGON, Mo., Sept. 27, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The light and scornful treatment glven to 
Donnelly on account of his efforts to solve the mystery of 
the cryptogram is of a piece with the treatment given to all 
llreat discoveries and announcements that tend to shake 
established beliefs. But those who are accustomed to 
judicial methods of weighing evidence understand that more 
weight is to be given to the affirmations of those who claim 
to be witnesses of actual facts than to the denials of those 
who hav given either no attention or but a careless glance at 
them. Thus the testimony of one person who declares te 
beard a clock strike outweighs that of several who say they 
did not hear it strike, assuming that one to be competent 
and disinterested. Concerning this cryptogram hundreds of 
intelligent persona (Shaksperians) hav given to the ·work of 
Donnelly but slight attention, a mere surface observation, 

Tricks of tile Theological Trade. and hav declared e\ther that there is nothing in it or else 
INDUSTRY, KAN •• Sept. 30, 1891. something of no great importance. Then again, few hav 

MB. EDrroR: I send you two marked newspapers for access to the original or fac simile famous edition of the 
you to observe. You will notice how "worldly" the cryptogram. And therefore the importance of the subject 
churches are in this Western country. They will do any. is not appreciated save bv a few who hav carefully studied 
thing to get up an amusement for the benefit of the church. "the works of D:>nnelly. Very many who had at first given 
As a church-member told me some years a.go in Illinois ear to his statements when they beard he bad withheld a 
about another denomination, if they were not ashamed and full explication of the se~ret of the cryptogram ,dismissed 
if people would not look upon it as a diB!!'Tace, they would the whole subject as 1.1 .liumbug of this age of humbugs. 
run a· house of prostitution for the benefit of the church But no one who has ever carefully perused the work of 
And so they would. I find In traveling through this West- Donnelly will deny that the cryptogram is one of the greatest 
em country and noticing the drift of the churches that they wonders of this age. And like all great truths it must win 
will stoop to any dirty, mean trick, or get up any kind of more and more believers as time passes. The wonder is not 
amusemeut or lottery game, to get money out of the people. that a story is concealed withiP. some of the plays, but the 
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thing in itself outranks the most wonderful of the seven 
wonders of the world. Many who would examin are re
pelled by the appearance of so many figures, as was 
the writer. But after all, there is only one number played on 
by three or four others variously in order to elucidate each 
story. And after one story is told perhaps another " root 
number," as Donnelly calls it, is taken and played upon by 
perhaps the same few numbers to bring out another 
story. And so chapter alter chapter is drawn forth, and all 
out of some two, four, or six small columns of a play. That 
is the climax of the wonder-that a whole volume of a 
wonderful history is hidden within such a small apace of a 
few hundred words. 

It is true, as Donnelly says, he w.ho after examination 
coulil call it .coincidence could believe that the letters of the 
alphabet, if strewn upon the floor, would arrange them
selva Into Homer's "Illad." But whether Bacon wrote the 
playa Ia another question. That more than one hand was ID 
that work-Is evident and has always been admitted. There 
is scarcely a play of that age but h:ad the aid of several 
minds to fit it tor the stage. Hundreds of the most brilliant 
youths of England and Scotland hung around the theaters 
attracted by their love of the drama, yet repelled by the low 
esteem in which actors were held. Any poor scribbler for the 
stage that had the least wit and sociability might hav a 
dozen secret aids. Whatever he prepared passed through 
the hands of able critics as well· as poets. Line after line 
was polished and refined, others added. But clearly the 
genius that created the stanzas was to the front in many 
of the greatest plays. Bacon himself shows no poetical 
abll\ty In any of lila known works, and the habit of Imper
sonating everything, seen in every sentence almost of Shak
spere, Is not witnessed In Bacon. He could not possibly 
hav repressed this habit all times. And when one compares 
B1con's attemp\ at Hebrew melodies with Byron's he sees 
at a glanc"l the vast abyss between the poet and the mere 
writer of doggerel. In his drama of "A Holy War" every 
character talks like Bacon. As to the cryptogram, we re
peat, let the investigator once see that in spite of the several 
figures used there are but one or two numbers au.d these are 
played on by the hypQ.ens and brackets in each column to 

· bring out long connected histories, all brought out of two or 
four columns, all being fitted together like the finett dovetail 
work-and his wonder cannot be repressed. How &'II.J 
intelligent person can take care to study the .IUbj~ct for one 
half hour without becoming a convert to Donnelly's theory, 
that the secret histories are therein interwoven (no matter as 
to the authorship of Shakspere), Is inc::>neelva'ble. HoLT. 

Fines For Non·Oath·Takcrs.; 

Nxw OBLBANB, LA., Sept. jlj, 18~1. 
MR. EDITOR: Although I am not a direct subscriber to 

your most valuable and very lnstructlv paper, I never 
theleli,s receive It regularly every Monday since last February, 
delivered by the dally paper carrier, thus giving him the 
benefit of the commission. 

For some years I hav been a doubter in regard to religious 
views, but during these last three years I hav become a solid 
unbeliever, thanks to some Liberal books, papers, TH:& 
'l'BUTH SB:&KBR, and "the Holy (?) Bible. 

thing cannot be produced out of nothtng," said I. 
"But," says he, "how then do you think that this uni· 
verse is ruled and governed?" " Our reason Itt limited, but 
to the best of my opinions and conclusions, this universe Is 
ruled and governed by the Indestructible and uncreatable 
laws of nature; you know nothing about God; it Is only a 
belief of yo:ura ; there is not a particle of proof of his exlst
enee; no one has ever seen, heard, smelled, or tasted him, 
although Moses assures ua that he has met God face to face, 
but I think he was not telling the truth-even Jesus Christ 
contradicts llis statement. Your God even though he be, 
I could not reapect or worship him, for if we wish any In
formation of him we hav to take refuge in the Bibltl, and 
according to that obscene book he is the most cruel and 
unmerciful tyrant I hav ever heard or read of." "Then 
you do not believe in a hereafter," inquired the judge. "I 
know nothinc of a hereafter," I answered; "our time is now 
and here, and my religlan:is: Fear nobody, do right, and 
.help your fellow-man to the best of your ablllty; no more, 
no less; let us make the best of this world, and if there is 
l!nother, though I doubt, then :we will try and do the same 
there as here." As the gentleman did not seem to be Inclined 
to continue this subject-, he concluded with a smile and 
kept the balance of his thoughts to himself. The other 
gentlemen did not say anything during this time, but after 
I took my seat again amongst others in the courtrooln, I 
heaJ:"d one of the other lawyers say that he did not see why 
my statement should not be acceptable as evidence like that 
of anyone else, as long as I stated my honest opinions why I 
objected to take an oath, but sincerely promised to make a 
true statement to the best of my knowledge. Still another 
lawyer aaid that In his opinion In many courts the judges 
would prefer my testimony to that of others who had been 
sworn. So here you hav the opinions of d11ferent lawyers. 
But my greatest dealre was to hav the opinion of the pre. 
siding judge, and herein I was badly dlsappoln~ed, by the 
judge sentencing the accused on the :tirat charge and dis
missing the second after the fourth witneu had testified. 
The lawyers pre1ent, by all appearance, seemed to be as 
aoxioua sa myself tO hear the lodge's ruling, but they had 
to share their disappointment with me. 

-Do you know of any Freeth ought society in this city? 
I would like to Join. Lately I inquired if I would be allowed 
to join the I:nights of Pythlas, but I was informed I could 
not. I made the same inquiry with members of the Knights 
of Honor; reault, same answer. Then I asked a member of 
the Order of Iron Hall what show I had with them. He 
allowed me the constitution and by-laws, and the first lines 
my eyes fell upon Informed me that to become a member I 
must believe in a supreme being. What's the matter with 
Freethinkers organizing and forming societies and orders for 
mutual protection, benefit, and assistance P 

1 am of the same opinion as Mr. Robert l!'. Jones and think 
there are many Freethinkers here, only it needs some actlv 
and energetic man to arouse them a little. 

Three cheers for Mr. Heston. His cartoon a are excellent ; 
let him continue his good and effectiv work. 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, 
ERWIN J. AUFFIJRTH, 

Starter 5t. Charles street railroad, Magnolia street station. 
P.S.-Inclosed please find twenty. five cents for the Penny 

Fund of American Secular Union. E. J. A. 

This Jlust lle "Writ Sarkastic" by Some Infidel. 
CoLUMBus, WASH., Sept. 2, 1891. 

To THB bu>rous EDITOR oF THB TRUTH S&BKBR : I am a 
Ohrlatian, a Methodist, one of the shouting order, who weep 
in meeting, overcome by the prospect of dwelling in their 
Happy Homes in Heaven, and then go home and without 
any consclentisus scruples sell five cents' worth of apples to 
a neighbor's little girl for fifty cents; In fact, a true modern 
follower of the meek and lowly Jesus, and from the prlvl 
lege of being one of the "blood-washed" I am deriving a 
great deal of benefit : $100 a year worth, as this is the 
amount I sub!cribe annually to the propping up of the glo
rious rell1lon of the all-powerful. 

I am considered one of the main props In this part of the 
country, and to disturb my upholding Inclination means 
considerable damage to almighty God, therefore I warn you 
to hav your doctor near you, for benevolent God, In just 
and merciful divine wrath, will most probably smite you 
with a rod of iron as the cause of one or your blasphemous 
papers reaching my virtuous and heretofore unpolluted 
-hands. 

I read your paper and was surprised that such a help
lets and harmless publication could hav gained such an 
unenviable reputation as yours has ; my generous disposition 
then led me to turn some of the light of the gospel on Y"U. 
In the shape of my irresistible eloquence and unanswerable 
arguments, purporting to bring you to Jesus, hence this 
communication; I wish to do this partly to ease my guilty 
conaclence but mostly to aid you as a much·needed prop oo 
the contrary side of our glorious gospel, from which 
reaaon's wind is about to bl,ow it over. 

He is also forgetful; he_ did not recognize in Jesus on 
earth the little son of God with whom he used to play 
"mumble the peg" in heaven. No, lllr; he did not re
member that dear Jesus was the God Jr., and went so far as 
to offer him all the kingdoms of the earth to which he 
(Jesus) was heir already. Of course Jesus refused this Im
pertinent offer, as he knew the devil had no clear title to the 
property other tha11 that of possession since time began. 
Not being contented with this Impudence, the deviL went 
even farther and led the meek and lowly boy of the almighty 
God astray, kidnapped him, made him lose his trust and 
belief In his father &tid thereby his hope of heaven ; on the 
cross he gave vol<:e to this lack of faith, saying : " My 
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?" 'Tis sad to 
think that dear Jesus Is now languishing In hell, but it must 
be so, for thus the blessed word teaches. 'Tis hard to know 
that blessed Jesus was snatched from his all-powerful father 
t.o be tortured in his own Infernal machine. This must sat
lstv you of the unscrupulous character or the devil. 

You say that the Bible Is false because there are contra. 
dlctioDs, etc. My dear sir, of course there are contradic
tions, there must be to make the Bible true. You are 
probably aware that this Wonderful Book was not written 
by one sane man, but by many Inspired prophets and writers, 
and contains all manner or languages, lncltidlnlbtbe language 
of heaven, earth, and hell. This being the case, how do 
you suppose the language of heaven to ngree with that of 
earth without a conflict? Or that of hell with that of earth ? 
We all know that this Is pnsslble with heaven and hell, fo~ 
these two Institutions seem to be pretty well educated In 
each other's methods-so much so that sometimes It is hard 
to distinguish that which belongs to heaven from that which 
Is hell's. Not so with this world; when Jacob cried," I 
bav seen God face to face," he was trying to fool some of 
his expected descendants, but all.seeiog God, fl.aally, after a 
lapse of two thousand years, becoming aware of Jacob's In
tentions, denies it through John, saying, "No man hath 
seen God," thereby making Jacob's lie a truth again; a con
tradiction was necessary or el11e we would hav thought that 
Jacob really did see God. 

The trouble Is you do not read the Bible right ; you should 
only pay attention to those passages that feed your soul, 
leaving those that do not to feed some one else; you will 
find plenty there that will nourish you ; others do, why not 
you? The murderer finds joy In the life of Joshua, the 
polygamist enjoys Solomon, the seducer and adulterer finds 
sweet rest In perusing the life of David, "the man after 
God's own heart," and the drunkard, gambler, and thief 
tlnd plenty in that Wonderful Book to gladden tb.eir several 
hearts; surely you can find comfort also. 

If you do not succeed In obtaining the desired nutriment 
within those pages, take it to the Lord In prayer and he 
who so graciously answered his only begotten son's prayers 
will answer youra likewise. Oome to Jesus now, because 
now is a good time to come to Jesus. 

Some years ago my wife, who was a strict women's
rl~~:hts woman and a leader among the good· Christian sisters, 
came to me weeping and declared that the Blble was In
clined to take her rights away, quoting to me several pas
sages, and especially one from Timothy which stated that 
women must be in submission. I asked her if these portions 
of scripture fed her soul, to which she answered most em
phatically, "No l" " Then, my dear," said I, " discard 
them, pay no attention to them." Since then she has for
saken me for a saloonkeeper, leaving a note behind her 
saying that the life of Abigail fed her soul. I did not blame 
her, for she seemed.to hav done it through her keen sense 
of religious duty. . 

The other day an Infidel approached me and said, 
"Brother Whale, I would like to ask you a few questions 
concerning religion for my own benefit and Instruction." I 
replied I should be happy to 'brow any light I was able to 
on his pathway so dark ·with doubts, whereupon to my 
astonishment be asked, " Who made you ?" 

"Almighty God, of course." 
" For what purpo1e ?" 
With a feeling of glorious Inspiration I resp)nded, "That 

I might worship, honor, and obey him." 
" Is God all-powerful ?" 
"Certainly; if there is anything beyond his power our 

minds cannot conceive it." 
"b he just and merciful?" 
"Yes!" 
"Does this apply to me also?" 
"Yes, to everyone; God created all men alike." 
"Well, suppose I did not answer the purpose he made 

me for, how is he then all-powerful P' 
I then saw what he was driving at, so waited a few min

utes for an Inspiration, which came in this convincing !orin : 
" He gave us a will of our own." 

"Then is It not obvious that he did not create man to 
consciously obey his dictation but to do as he pleased ? How 
then Is he (God) just and merciful if he hag an everlasting 
hell prepared for them who exercise the rlgh ts he himself 
made them master of ?" 

I then saw I had to crush him, so drove this popular argu
ment straight through him and clinched it on the other side : 
·• Because the Bible says so," !hen nJt wishing to see his 
humiliation, I turned 011 my heel ~nd walked away feeling I 
had done my rellS~;ious ifuty sod that the heavenly choir 
were singing, " D;)wn went McGinty." 

Last Saturday, the 19th, I think I was the most disaP
pointed man in the first recorder's court (Judge Brlngler 
presiding) this city. One of our employees was anested 
about two weeks ago on two charges-first, for being drunk 
and disturbing the peace ; second, for discharging firearms 
within the city limits. There were five parties sub
penaed to testify and the case was fixed for the day above 
mentioned, I myself being the last one on the list. All 
were cailed upon one by one, and all testltied in regard 
to the first charge, but no one knew anything regard
ing the second charge, for which, it there ia any evidence, 
the accused would be sent to the criminal court by 
the recorder. Four witnesses had testltied, and yet no 
evidence in regard to the second charge. I stood a good 
chance to be called on next, although I knew nolhlng about 
the shooting, as I had left before it happened, but the judge 
certainly did not know this. But how great was my disap
pointment when the judge fined the accused on the lrst 
charge and dismissed the second . charge, after hearing wit.. 
ness No. 4, and thus I was not In it. Being subpenaed 
for 9;30 AM., but court not opening until 10:30, I whiled 
away time with several parties I knew, among whom there 
was one of the CJurt officers. After conversing with him 
for a while, I asked him what In his opinion the judge would 
do with a witness who would decline to take the oath, to 
which he replied -he was at a loss to tell, as he had never 
heard of a case of that kind, but asked me to step over with 
him to some gentlemen seated around a table near the 
judge's bench, which I did. The officer &CI!U&inted one of 
the gentlemen (Judge H., a~slstant-recorder of same court, 
as I was later on informed) with the q11estlon I had pro 
pounded to him, and this gentleman's answer was, "Why, 
if I was presiding, I would send that witness down for con
tempt of court." "And why would you do that w·• asked I 
of him. "Because," said the judge, "I would be compelled 
to do so unless you would glv good reasons for objecting to 
be sworn." I informed him that I would .surely giv my 
reasqns and honest opinion for my actions, to which he re
plied that under those conditions he would accept my state. 
ment as a stf!.tement only and for what it was worth. " Do 
you really not believe there Is a God?" asked the judge. I 
told him that although I had diligently searched for one I 
had until now failed to locate him or form his acquaintance. 
"But surely somebody must bav made this world," said the 
jnd11;e. To which I replied, "Then surely some one must 
nav.ma11e that somebody, and who could he bel'" "God 
made hlmaelf out of n?thlng," was his anawer. "Some-

In true Ohrlstian style I will first demolish your evident 
Idol; the devil, by blackmaiilng him. ·The devil, sir, Ia 
tricky, very tricky; you see, be was educated in heaven, but 
like the apprentices of to-day soon knew so much 
that he presumed to giv God himself a few po'nters and 
vainly thought he could teach him something about mean
ness, for which presumption he was expelled from heaven, 
but !'weep to say he was not ejected soon enough; he should 
hav been invited to leave before he bad learned all of G >d's 
pet bunko schemeP, so that he would hav been unable to 
go around nowadays warning people not to get roped Into 
the fold, tkereby making the church lose a large lazul-otfice 
buab:leaa, 

I hav since brought that Infidel to Jesus through the fo· ce 
~f similar concluslv arguments; now won't you follow his 
example? I trust you cannot resist such burning eloq11eoce 
and faultless reasoning as I hav displayed. If you decide 
to come to Je~us, let me know your Income that I may 
estimate the Lord's share of what yeu possess. 

Yours for Christ, .A.. JoNAs WEaLB. 
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over there was an awful rain. If this little 
girl doesn't get rid of this vulgar way of say
ing "awful" about enrything, I am arraid 
she will come to an awful end. • 

T~I~» EDITION: . Brairi and the Bible. 
My ReligiOUS Exp e,ru nee. . Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

lldltfll. bJ M:ma Bua.ur H. Wo:oa, l'all 
Bltw, .MtJU., to "hcmt all OOIIUA"~'/Ot 
t 'lis Oor'Mf' alaould b' '"''· 

" Between the dark and the da.YUJrht, 
When the ni~rht Ia beginninJr to lower, 

Comes a pause in the da.Y'B oacnpationl 
ThaUB known aB the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

A.-Making of the Hay.* 
No threnodY of antnmn plaint 

Shall touch my heart to-day, 
If I may sing a labor song 

•Mong ricks of msset hay. 
I saw them onttbe millet down, 

With rasPing whirr and noise, 
Then wished mYSelf a youth again, 

To share my brothers' joys. 
To load the wagon mountain-high, 

To wave our ha.ts and sing, 
Beneath the blue September sky 

Like lilies blossoming ; 
Perfume of hay each misty morn. 

Sweet memory of a dream 
Where roses.J>ordered fields of corn 

And later sunflowers gleam. 
The autumn lil:v, azuTe clad, 

So brave to bear lifA'B ill&, 
Whose moil est varments made me glad, 

Was over aU the bills; 
The asters brou~rht their prettY stars 

Like purple-shaded lamps, 
Wbos• fringeA on the grassy bars 

Had draped our dewY camps, 
Their paler sisters robed in white, 

A'smalle,. bloominll throng, 
Shone on on~ meadows morn and night, 

To listen to our song; 
And blao\birils came and thrushes brown 

To join the roundela.y, 
Where mowerA felled the grasses down 

A-making of the ha:v. 
llfABY BAIBD 1!'INOH. 

The l.egend of the Poplar. 
A princess had a jeweled cup, which was 

stolen and carried by a rogue into a forest, 
and concealed among the branches of the 
Lombardy poplar. The princess in distre11s 
appealed to a: fairy queen, who.by her magical 
power knew, of course, all about it. The 
fairy went to the wood and questioned all of 
the trees in order until she came to the 
poplar. As the other trees indignantly 
denied having the cup, the poplar became 
frightened, and when its turn came, it too 
answered No, whereupon the fairy com
manded all the trees to hold their arms erect, 
and the cup dropped to the ground. As a 
punishment for the falsehood it had told, the 
poplar was condemned to keep its arms up 
forever, and so to this day we see it growing 
in that way. 

Corresp8ndenct'. 
lJLEAB WATBR, NxB., Sept. 25, 1891. 

D:&AB Mxss WxxoN: I write to thank you 
for the books which you sent me. 

I hav read them both through, snd the 
story called '' All in a Lifetime" is the first 
I hav ever read that I liked very well. . 

I am expecting to go to Kansas to keep 
bouse for my father. I tbink we willliv on 
a farm, and I will hav a horse or pony to 
ride, which I will be delighted with, for I 
like a horse. 

I feel quite well acquainted with you 
already, for Annt Mary so often speaks of 
you. I will close now. 

From your friend, LoTTm A. BAIBD. 

N:s:wTol'f, Sept. 30, 1891. 
D:s:AB Miss WIXON: I hav read your paper 

~airie bav is made in the West in the autumn now over one year. I like it very much. I 
months, September and Oatober. like the Children's Corner and the pictures 

best. I am ten years old. My mother says 
Of Practical Benefit. God cau do everything and he wishes to 

It is ple&Bant to know that the); oung Men's make all people good. Will you please tell 
Freethought Temperance Society is steadily me why be does not make fu.y father good? 

Progressing in numbers and influence. This Father says he is p:oing to the church and so 
he comes home drunk and is unkind to 

society will undoubtedly hav an important mothbr and me. Mother savs God will 
influence in the world. Its members punishmeforreadingTHETBUTHSBEKBB. Is 
are ril!ing young men whose clear beads Gnd vlndictiv? I cannot understand why 
and steady hands are wisely to direct, con- God has made so many bad people. Is it 
trol, and guide affairs in the days to come. bf'cause he wishes to punish them? Dear 

The eyes of Liberals and all others as well Miss Wixon, please do not-put my letter in 
the wastebasket, because I want answers to 

are upon their movements to see if they hold my questions. I send my love to all who 
out in the way of well-doing.· We are con- write to the ChUdren's Corner. · 
fident they will. They are passing the danger Your friend, ALIOE Gun:s:. 
line now, but we feel assured they will come P. B.-Mother says it is a foolish letter and 
out with beaming joyous faces and colors you will not put it in the paper, and father 
floa1ing gaily in the breeze. Long life, sue- says I am a fool. I get a stamp of f~h(l. 
cess, and prosperity attend the Young Men's · • • 
Freethought Temperance Society. [The editor of the Corner deals with only 

s. H. w. known quantities. She does nnt speculate 
-----~----- much about the unknown. If there is a God 

Stop and Think. and he desired to make people good and 
well-behave4 he would probably do so. 

B)" S~ P, Putnam. 

OTHER WORKS .BY S. P. :PUTNAM. 

The New God~ Price, 10 cents. 

The Problem of the Universf>, and its Roientlfio Solution, with some Criticisms 
of·Un versology. Price. 20oents. 

Waifs and Wand~'ring9, A .Ne'R 
American Story. P··ioe, oloth, 51 oo; paper, 
50 o•nts. "A prose epto of the war, rich with 
incident and dramatic power; breezy:from 
first page to last with the livina; spirit of to-
day."-Jo7m B!D'tnlon'B Paper. • 

Golden Throne, A Romance; "The 
author rertainly has genius.· The. divine 

· areativ spark is with him.· . 'l'he book 18 -filled 
with manly thoughts, expressed in manl:v 
wor11s-tbe transcriPt of a manlY mind. 
Every Liheral should read' Golden Throne.'" 
-IngerEoll, Price, :Iii; · 

Ingersoll and Jfsus. A conversation 
in rhYme betwePn the Nineteenth Oentnry 
Infidel and the Galiiean·Reformer, wherein 
it is show a there is much in harmony between 
them. Price, 10 cents. 

Prometheus, · A :Poem. "It is 
ara.mroed with life, thought, and profound 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with 
Pxtraordinary beanty,11-Dr. Henrv W.Bellows. 
Price, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand! and 
other Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A poetic vei!Eiion 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
wbiah its supE~riority to the mutilated ~opy
tbe Genesislegend-iuhown. Price, tO aellts. 
F11r all of the above BildrePs 

TBE TRU rH SEEK"F.R 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New Yorlr, 

T h e 0 I b I e a n d E v o I uti o n. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

New and Cheap Edition, • • 50 Cents. 
Mention~d bv W, E Gladstone in his work, "The 

ImJ>r"gn><ble Rook of Hnly floripture. 11 

G. W. Foote in the Preethinlcer recommends it 
as an exoe Jent text- book. He says : ""'he 
manner is good a.nd the style is bright. The 
rea.der is carried a.lonll on an easy flowing stream 
of snienae, historY, e~bios. and common sense." 

Ohas. Watts ;n S<oular 'I'liought pronounces it to 
be tbe. bsst work the a.uthor ball wri ten. 

And THE Tnur:a: BREKEB says : "This is au ex
cellent book whioh we can recommend to our 
reader• as clear .'n la.ngnage,. tmstworthy •iii 
statement, and irrefn table in reasoning •" 

Order at 
THE TRU"rH BEEKER OFFIOE. 

FOR SALE. 
A Farm of 24 Acres. 

Splendidly looated. Riob soil-Dan raise wh~>at, 
barley. eto. Orchards produce largely. Hon•e, 
barn, and other building• in fir.st-olass condition. 
Is called",. model farm." Within a short dis~ 
tanoe of N aw York city .. PriaA l'easonab e on easy 
terms, Owner (\n old TBUTB BEEKER BUb!Driber) 
retiring on aaoonnt of old a.ge. 

Address T. WHil'lll, 
· lied Bank, N. J, 

People are as they are because of Inherited Evolutl• on Serl· es 
qualities, influences, surroundings, and de- • 
fectiv education. Wlll God punish Alice for -o-

Leotures and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
reading TH:s: TBUTH S:s:BKBB? There would . Ethical Association on Evolutioll 
be no reason for such Punishment, since TH:s: in Science and t.rt. 
TBUTH S:s::&KBB is one of the best papers in No. 1.-Al!red Bussen Wallace, by Edward D. 
the world, and its readers among the best 0Qpe, Ph.D.; with portrait. . 
and brightest of all the world's people, good, m:~·; 2WTt~rg~:ti!!ft~akel, by Thaddeus B. Wake 
intelligent citizens who malre the world Price, 10 Centa each. 
better by living in it. Is God vindictiv? Only 1!'or sale at The Tmth Beeker Office. 
the ignorant, unreasoning, and cruel are viB- -----------------
dictiv. We cannot suppose a really noble 
being could be vindictiv. God made no bad 
people. They are the result of ignorant 
parenta.ge.~En. C. C.] 

What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of ChristianitvP 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Prioe, 10 cents a copy; twelve coPies for 51. 
Address THB 'l'BuT:a: BEEKEB. 

LIFE AND CJAREER 
OJ!' 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 
Pret'Bee bJ" R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Unanswerable. Price, $1. 

Creed of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPffii'IUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY I 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.)._ 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '75 cents. 

HEBREW MYTHOLOCY; 
OR, 

Tbe Rationale of the Bible. 
Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atural Phenomena Only. 

By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 
Svo, 613pp., • - - • $2.50. 

Faith. and Reason. 
ACCOUNT OF THE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

· Books of the East. 
_ By :H: R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Illustrated. 

BY JoSEPH SIM!WI, M.D. 
Individual traits indicated loly the temperaments 

a.nd f~a.tnres. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather, 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

AMBEftl~Y'S LIFE .OF JEIUI. 
His Character and Doctrines. 

1!'rom the "Analysts of Religions Belief." 
By VIBOOUNl' AMBEBLEY. 

Paper, ~ aenta; cloth, 110 oents. 

REVELA.TIO~S OF ANTICHRIST 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign o 
· Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent-· 
. ury befcre, and Pet~r ~d Paul died 
· before the Christian Era. 
Full inde::; 446pp., • • • $1.50. 

'l'HEOLOGY AND :MYTHOLOGY 
AN 

Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 
Price, $1. 

NATH!\.NIEL VA.IJGHAN. 
A Radical No'Del of Marktd Abilitg. 

B1 :w&BDBBDU lltAODONALDo 

404 pages. • PrWe reduced to $1. 

AFEW WORDS A 'BOUT the DEVIL 
AND 

Ormm BxOGBAPHIOA.L 8KBTOHBS AND EsSAYI 
By CHARLES BRADLAUGH. 
With .Portrait a.nd AutobiograPhY. 

Extra cloth, gold back a.nd side stamP.1!1mo, 
260 pp., $1.25. 

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBERGER. 
3'16pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and '75 cts. 

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. 
AOOOUNT OF 

Vica.rs of Christ a.nd Vicegerents t~f GGd. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 ae11ts. 

CASE A.GA.lNS·r THE CHURCH 
A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

In the last Issue of the Freethinkers' Mag
a!line, W. W. Walker writes: "Man is the 
only animal that can stop and think and de
libBrately plan and resolve to rise to a higher 
sphere of action. And here is the hope of 
our race. When our boys and girls fully 
realize their high position in nature, and from 
intelligent, logical convictions resolve by 
their own strength and e:fforts to make the 
most of life, and with this· grand purpose, 
place their animal and seifhh propensities 
under the absolute control of reason and con
science, then will dawn a grander era than 
our race has yet seen. Even Muld all the 
young people Interested in Miss Wixon's 
' Children's Corner ' of THB TBUTH SBKKBB be 
induced to make this resolve and carry it out 
consistently, the result would be grand. 
When we grow old, and so deaf nnd blind 
that we read and converse with difficulty and 
consequently hav to draw our entertainment 
from our own thoughts, then it is that a clean, 
pure life is of more value than a Rothschild's 
wealth or a Sir Walter's fame." 

A FAOT probably but little known is that the 
United States nickel five-cent piece furnishes 
a key to metric measures and weights. This 
coin is two centimeters in diameter, and its 
weight is five grams. Five of them placed 
in a row will giv the length of a diameter, 
and two of them will wei~h a ilecagram. 

Charles Bradlaugh NEW DISPENSATION. 
An A wfnl Story. 

There was once an awful little girl who 
had an "awful" to everything. She lived in 
an awful house, in an awful villa~~:e, which 
was an awful distance from every other aw

THE 

french Invasion of Ireland in '98. 
ful place, She went to an awful school, Lea.ves cf Unwritten History Tha.t Tell of a 
where she had an awful teacher; who gave Herqia Endeavor and a Lost Opportn-

nuy to Throw Oft' England'~ Yoke. 
her awful lessons out of awful books. Every 
day she was so awful hungry that she ate an By VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. 

• 1 t o• food so that she looked With a ~ap and numerous illustrations by well-
aWLU amoun L ' known a.rt1sts. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
awful healthy. Her hat was awful small, and Ink and li'O'd side stamPs. Price, $1.59. 

BY 
George Jacob Holyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, by the i'ather of Becnlarism 

Price, 15, cents. Ten copies, $1. 
~ Address this Office~ 

WATER OF LiFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curi11g the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

' 'WHY" 
her feet were awful large. When she took The present volume is an effort lo re~ane from 

comparativ oblivion one of the many extraordi
an awful walk she climbed awful hills, and nary episodes of the great 1!'renah revolutionary 

h h t • 1 tl d h t d d war . . It Points a moral that amidst repub- I i 11 t 00 d f b k t w tn s e go aWLU re s e sa own un er Iioa.n i!lAtitntionslike Ollra, will not fail r•cPive apeo a y wan 6 or era or oo s wi hin the 
an awful tree to rest herself. In summer she appr"mat10n. It shows, on one hand, the elevat- . next three months. 

d i wi ul d inl!" inftu ·nee of newl:v acquired ambition, • , • ' wil 
was awful hot an n nter awf col . and on ~he other the dAbaslng effects of Religions I FriendS I please send •.tamP for oiroalars and 
When it didn't rain there was an awful a.nd Pol~tioa.l intolerance both on the t:vrant and . WHY. . 
drouth' and When the awful drouth wos the viat11mTh. Oontpaii!B a heretofore unpublished I ELMINA DBAKE BLli'NKER 

.. letter o oma.s a.1ne to the 1!'renoh Direotor:v. Snowvwe,'va. 

By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 
Price, • • - • - 15 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES 
A. Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus

trial Production and Exchange, 
By J, K. !NGA.LLS. 

'i'rilll', 25 cent•. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD. 
"The Jews &lld their God stood 011 the lowest 

plane,» 
Price, to Dellts. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE.. 
By F. B. :MA.Rvm. 

Price, • • , II oenta. 
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TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
'"'he World's Sages, Thinkers1 and 

Reformers. The Biograph1es of 
throe hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and p~osophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu ·io the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages,· 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to " The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. fP.vs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, ilicludillg 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol.. TI. describ_es fully all 
the religious systems of the world, includ
ing J udaVim, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tjanity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNi:TT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. An. ;inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the .claimr of supernaturalism 
e.ver written. ·' · · 

- ~. J J - 1,115 
pages, 8vo. tn cloth, $4.00; Ieatl·er, $5.0G. 
morocco, _gilt edges, $5.50. ~ 

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. 

SISTER LUOY 
. AND.:,' 

HER AWfUL DISCLOSURES. 
As TO Nl!lw .HA.LL OoN\'ENT. 

And a..J'e.w-WoJ'ds on Auricular OonfesBion. 
· ·· .:-~·- ,,P~¢e;toc~nts. 

- ' POSiriVISI' CALENDAR. 
Each day and month of the year · bein~~: named 

after the great benef"ctors of the raoe, · 
whose. portra1ts are given. In-

stJ.tu~d by Aug. Comte. . 
(Jards, Ux14; printed . lin both Bides, 1111 Cents; Qn 

· two cards, 85 cents. 

FALSE CLAIMS 
OF. THE OHUROll. 

J. E. BEHHBUBG. 
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, '25 cents. 

BIBLE TEMPEBANCE. 
Liquor-Drinking Oomme;nded, De

fended, and Enjoined by 
the Bibfe ... 

,.By E. C. W ALKBR. 
10 cents. 

ECONOMiC EQUITIES• 
A Oon.END oF THE NATUBAL LAws or 

INDUSTRIAL PBODUOTION AND 
ExonANGl!:. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, ll5 cents. 

Scienee and Theology. 
.ANOIENT .AND MODJCBN, 

By J, A. FROUDE. 
Price, · . s ;,en~s. ----Including The Age of Reason, Examina

t.ion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop o! 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine, Essa:r Ingersoll on McGlynn. on J)reams. Letter to Camille Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the So., SOc, per doz!ln,ss per 100. 

wholer • •ededbytheLife.of Paine, and AY SERMON 
a steel-plate portrait. 800 pages, Bvo .. L . · · , 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4.50. On the Labor Question. 

A-nalysis of Religious Belief. An 
B,- R. G INGE JUOLL. 

Price, 5 cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 21!. 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIB- ROUT. G. INGERSOLL'S 
coUNT AMBEBLEYt son of. the late Lord ·OPJINING BPBBOH TO THJI JURY 
• Tohn Russell, tmce Premier of England. 
{)omplete from the London edition. 745 in the suit of the 
pages, Svo. In cloth, $3.00; . - . Banker•' and Merchant•' Telea 
· · - "'~ . ., -... : · · paph Compan,-

The foregoilig volume!! are called " The against the 
Truth Seeker Library." If all are ordered to. Westet'ta Union Peleg'Y'aph Company 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be Price, 10 cents. · 
deducted from the price of each. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOB SALE AT TJIE TRUTJI SEEKER OFFIOE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In. 
.finance of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib. 
eralism offers i1i Place of Christianity 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual. 
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Comins 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelti~s 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 6(} 
cents; cloth, $1. - '· 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Matedalism. 15 
cents; 

What Liberalism O:lfm·s in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

Paine the Po_ ::.deal and Religions 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

Wgman: Her Past and Present: He1• 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

THE STAGE AHO THE PULPIT. 
. BJ' R~ G. INGERSOLL. 

-Price, Scents; 80 c~nts per. dozen; $2 per 100. 

THE TRUTH OF HISTORY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, Scents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $ll per 1CO. 

rs the God oUsraef tho True Go~~ 
Narrative of the Five B~oks ~~ Moses, Joshua, 

Judges, and the New Testament. 
Price, .21! cents, 

Masonic VIndication of Right. 
PROTEsT AGAINST PBBSE01JTION. 

·B.v 0. B. WmTFOBD, M.D. 
Priae, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
Bg JOHN PEOK. 

Price, 10cents. 

f'll}f 

ORDER OF CREATION. 
A DI80US8ION BETWEEN 

GL.ADBTQNB, HUXLBY, MULLIGR, 
LINTON, RIGV ILLB. 

On the Oon1lict between Genesis and Geology, 
Jllmo, 178 pages, paper, 110 cents; cloth, 711 cents. 

Will the Coming Man Worship Godl "Our Father in Heaven." 
10 cents. By 0BAS. 8TBPBENBON, 

Crimes and Cruelties of chiistianicy. t cent; 110 cents per hundred ; $8 per thousand. 

10 cents. PERSONAL EXISTBN.OE 
Twelve Tracts. Scientillc and Theo- .A.F'TBR D.B.ATH IMPROBABLE. 

logical. 20 cents. 1 By L. R. BMITH. 

.8 ess~Underwood Debate. A four . . . 10 cents. 
u.r.fays' debate between B. F. Um>EBwooD. WHAT LIBERALISM: OFFERS IN 

and Prof. o. A. B~a~ss, Pre~ideD:t of the ~- PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
Northwestern Chnstl8n Uwvers1ty, In- . 
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reportlold. / BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. Price, 10 cents, 

Underwood·M~Ies Debate. A four' :ror all of the ab.ove books addre•s 
Dights' debate lietween B. ll'. UNDERWOOD 'l'BE TBUTH BEEKER 00,, 
and Rev. Jon MABPLu. Fully reported. • La.fa7eUe Pl., New York. 
]?~11_!!1 8li oe~;_ol,~ 60 oentl.f.:~ 

MYTHS AND MYTH·M ~KERI. 
Old T!Ues and Superstitions Interpreted by 

Comparative Mythology. 
By JoHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College. 

Price, $2. ________ ___:_~~~ 
BEYOND THE VEIL. 

Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B. 
Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through 

Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs. 
Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] 

Sieel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
.A. New English Edition of the Koran of Moham

med, to which is added the Life of Moham· 
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in Arabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 

Christ of Paul; or, the Enigmas 6 
Christianity. 

Frauds.ofthe CJmrchmen of the Second Century 
Exposed. 

By GEORGE REBER. 
12mo, 400pp., - Price, $2. 

MARTYRDOM OF MAN. 
A Compendium of Universal History. 

By WINWOOD READE. 

Sixth edition, 544pp., $U5. 

SCRIPTURE SPECULATIONI. 
With Creation, Stars, Earth, Primitive Man 

Judaism. 
By H. R. STEVENS. 419pp., $1.50. 

ETHICS OF POSITIVISM 
A Critical Study and Survey of the Moral 

Philosophy of the Present Century. 

Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia. By GIACOMO BARZELLOTTI, 
logues on Natural Religion. Prof. of Philosophy at .the Liceo Dante, Florence. 

By DAVID. HUME. Price, $1.50.,. Price, $1.50. 

SUPERS riTION IN ALL AGES. OLD FAITH AND THE NEW. 
By JEAN MESLIER (born 16~8)1 

A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 
Portrait. 

Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARB~ET 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, - • • - $1.50. 

'Infidel's or Inquirer's Text· Book. 
Thirteen Lectures on the Bible. 

By RoB'T CooPER. Price, $1. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

A Confession. 
By DAVID FRIEDERICH STRAUSS. 

Authorized translation from sixth German edition 
by Mathilde Blind. 

$1.50. Price, 

HE!LTH HINTS TO WOMEN. 
Import~nt Information for All, and " Danish 

Cure." With Portrait. 
By MME. W. SCHOTT. Price, $1.50 • 

The Legends of the Patriarchs and 
Prophets. 

By S. BARING-GOULD. 
Will be seized with avidity by all students ofLhe 

Bible,-[Congregationalist. 
Price, $1.50. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. RADICAL PULPIT 
With Explanatory Observatiens on his Writings. 

.By GlLBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

A. BIJSINESS lti&N'S SOCI&L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW-~ • 

From a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

DEELAND'S NATIONAL HIMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices 

By BARON D1HoLBACH. 
Price, • $1. 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Ultimating in the Religion of Science • 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG •. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 eents. 

Discourses of Advanced Thought. 

By 0. B. FROTHINGHA~r and FELIX ADLER. 

Price, $1. 

INSTITUTION of MARRIAGE 
And Remarkable Divorce Cases. 

By PHILANTHROPUS. 

446pp. - - - - Price, $1. 

'rhe Contrast : Evangelicalism and 
Spiritualism Compared. 

By MosEs HULL. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

PERSONAL IMMORTALITY 
AND OTHER PAPERS. 

Candid Arguments for and Against Immortality 
By JOSIE OPPENHEIM. Price, ~5 cents. 

SIXTEEN SA YIORS OR NONE 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

Mortallt,- of the soul and the Im. Truth Seeker Collection of Forms 
mortallt,- of Its Elements. Hymns, and Recitations. 

By A. s. DE PELLEGRINL For Organizing Societies: for M'l.rriages, Fauer 
ale, Naming of Infant•, Obituaries, Epi. 

taphs, eto. Also 525 Liberal and 
Spiritualistic B vmne for Price, 15 cents. 

Hoaial and Various JEHOVAH UNVEILED. PublicOocasions. 
18mo, 550pp. • Price, ~5 cents. Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. :Mi. BBNJI!BTT. 

Price, 10 cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Church Doctrines. 

.By W. B. BARLOW. (Spir.) Price, 10 cents. 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply, 
BY HllBLBU'l' and W AKJDUJI, 

Prioe. 10 cents, 

.lCHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexprpssibly laughable 

onl!laughts on Ohnstianity, 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BmLE. 
BY c. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, II cents. 

For all of the above bookl address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

18 LafayeUe Pl., Newi'orll:, 

Auricular Confession and Nunneries 
By W. HOGAN. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. 

~helley: Philasopher and Reformer 
By C. SOTHERAN. 

Svo, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 

Lithograph of D. M. Bennett 
Heavy plate paper 22x28. Price, 50 cts. 

Lithograph of Bennett Monument 
In 4 colors, 22x28. Heavy plate paper. 

Price, 50 cents. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE 
With Remarks on Rousseau and Comte. 

By CALVIN BLANCHARD. 

Paper, - - - 40 cents . 

SOUL PROBLEMS. 
WITH 

.rheological Amendment and State Personality. 
Jly Jos. E, PECK. 

• 25 cents. 

Ji'or aJl of the above bookl address 
'l'HE TRUTH SEl\lKER 00.1 

II Lafues$8 Pl .. Newlorll:. 
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!gents .for the Truth Seeker. 
ALABAJlU.. 

~tar News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
04LllrOBJIIU .• 

J. E. Clark, Los Anfteles. 
Ball & McCarter. 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Freethou_ght Publishing Ca., 838 Howard st., 

l:!&n Francisco. . 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. 0. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban .l!'ranclsco, Oal. 
Estate of B. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban 

Francisco. [cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., Ban l!'ran-

OA.N.A..D.A.. 
T.C.Allen&Ce.,124 Granville st.,Halifax,N.B. 
James Foster, Weiland, On. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,. 

OOLOB.A.DO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

J'LOBIDA.. 
Jas. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLINOIS. 
Mrs. B. E. ! mes, 169 Waahington st., Chicago. 
Post--office News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 Bt&te st., and Brentan~ 

Bros., Chicago. 
J. w. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., C:!:.ieag'>. 

IifiDUNA.. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend 

1 I.OUISUNA. 
Geo. Ellis, 11 Decat,,r st., Nen OrleiUlfi. 
AI. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

MAINB. 
N. G. Fessenclen 434 Congress st., Portland, 

IU.liSA.ORUBBftS. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., l!'all River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78f Front st., Worcester. 

IUOHI&A.N. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 46tJ. 
Chas. Bacht... Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand H&pids. 
C. Holton & Co •• 87 Woodward ave., Detroit, 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 

1ll8BOUBI. 
Phillii> Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louil. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 

NBW JBBSBY. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey Ctty. 
NBW 'IOBX. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co., 92l!'ourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
H. W. Turner, 349 4th ave. New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 820 West st., New York. 
Morrill Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1698 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck, 811'1 Blee_!lker st., NewT ork. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J • .King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. c. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
1. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Ba.rtlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBB&ON. 
B. F. Hyland, Co"allia. 
W. Wedeken. Portland, Ore. 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st, Portland. 

PBNNBYLVA.NIA.. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Lonl!:ford, 22 Richmond st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. l>u Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. · 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and (th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
BIIODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSBBB. 
Wm. B. l!'isher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

T1ins. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea. 916 Main st .. Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 .Elm st., East Waco. 

UT.A.H. 
John A. Jost, OgdeL. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

W .u!HIN&TON 1.'liBBITOB'I. 
Stine Btos., Walla Walla. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 l!'reemont. 

D&LA.ND. 
Watts & Co., 17 Johnlon'l Court, Pleet at., 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W.Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. 

NBW ZJLU.A.ND. 
A. D. Willis. Waneanui. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
tJSB TEll: 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In ;vour meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating. TliB LIBERAL HYMN·BOOX contains songl 
by th& best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It iP hi.rnlY recommended by MeBBJ;!I, Wakeman, 
Parl.on. Wrigbt, Green, Underwood,l!llrll. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Pri06; 
~ oeX~t-' Address '!1m! TBll'l'JI SB:UU. 0¢. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOfiNiDt 17. :18Q1.. 

Donald Kennedy, 
Roxbury, Mass. DID MAN FAL.L? MATERIALISM AID-CRIMf. 

The Location and TQpography of the Gar
den of Eden r. Fact. 

IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT P 
86,000 REWARD. 

By ISRAEL W. G:BOB, Author of "Is the God 
of Iarael tile Tnie -God f" 

Paper, 10 oentll, 

B:v B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 5 cents. . . ' 

.AN OUTLINE OF THE 

French Revolution 
rr8 CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

By W. B. BELL. 

Dear Sir : I took your Medical 
Discovery for one year for Scrof

ula on my knee. When I began 
I was told by the Doctors my 

limb would have to be amputated, 

but it cured me. Well, that was 
13 years ago and no signs of it 
smce. I ·thought you and the 
world ought to know it. 

The Candle From Under the Husbel MORTA{i~i 
1

~; 
25 

;;; souL. 

Yours very truly, 
Mrs. M.D. DALTON, 

A.ug. 8, 1891. Edina, Mo. 
Kennedy's Medical Discovery sold eVerY· 

where. Price, $1.50. 

The Modern SciencB Essayist 
Ten Oenw l!laoh. 

(Mark tv, 21)J or, 

1,806 Question1 to the Clergy: 
And for the Consideration of Others. 

In.a~, Intwemng, au LfW,{}hali~. 

Br WILLIAM BART. 
Prioe. GO cents. 

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 
01!' 

THE BIBLE. 
1. 44 PROPOSITIONS, Theoloalcal. Horal, ma. 

torical, and Speculative, each proved af
firmat.inly and negativelY by quotations from 
soripture, withon t commeni; embodying the m:,>sl 
palpable and s~rikin~t self-contradiction• of \he 
10-called in~pired word of God. 

By w. H. Bn:a. 7ll pages • .Priee, 115 ceuta. 

1. HERBERT BPENOER: His life, writinas, and D A NIEL T. HE DJl E -1 MER. l!,hilosollhy. By Mr. DANIBL GJUIJII!ILJUJr .a. A. 
TJI:OllttPIIOI!I, 

II. OHABLEB ROBERT DARWIN: His life, workJI, 
and inftuence. ByBev.JoJII!I W. OHADWIOK. 

I. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
Bow 111lllS and worldll come into being. BY 
Hr. GAJIRBT P. I!JBBVIJJS. 

t. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The stor:v of 
geology. By Dr. LBWiiJ G. JA.I!IBB. 

fi. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begins. By Hr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

&. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The order 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BossiTEB 
BA.Ylii:OI!ID. 

7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: Hia origin, antiq-
uity,.JtrOwth. By Prof. E. D. OoPB. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Ita nature and de
velopment. By Dr. RoBERT G. EOOLEII. 

II. EVOLUTIONOFBOOIETY. BYJ.un:sA.BKIL-

· BY A. HoLYo.utJ:. 
Priee, 10 centl. 

Specimen of The Bible. Esther. 
BY A. HoLYOAK!!.• 

Prioe, • , 10 oenta. 

Acts of The Apostles. .A Farce. 
· BY A. HoLYO.utJ:. 

Prioe, • • 10 cents. 

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. 
BY A. HoLYOAXE. · 

Prioe, ~ • 10. oentB. 

10. E~~UTIONOFTHEOLOGY. ByZ.Smi!IEY LIBERTY AND MOR.A.LITY. 
8AMPBOI!I. BY M.D. CoNWAY. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIB Priee, • • - 1i cents. 

hui:OBTALITY 011' !Til ELBMBNTS. 

By A. 8. de Pellegrini. 
Paper, - - . 115 cents. 

PHILOSOPHY of SPffiiTUALISH 
AND TBEATMBNT OJ!' MEDIOMA.i!!IA. 

By F. B. Marvin, M.D. . 
Oloth, 110 cents. 

POCKET THEOLOGY. 
By VO~TAIRE. 

Terss, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theolog-
ical terms. · 

Price, ill cents. 

PRIESTLY CELIB,CY FXPOSED. 
By REV. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

115 cents. 

PRO AND VON OF 

Supernatural Religion. 
HaTe We a 8upema.tural, Inspired, Miraculolll! 

Religion f 
B:V E. E. GuiLD~ 

Paper, BO oents; cloth, 80 cents. 

PYRAMID OF GIZEH. 
Ancient Egyptian OlViliz&tlon-and Hebrew Narra

tive in Genesis and Exodus. 
By VAN BUREN DBNSLOW, LL.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 

QUESTION' SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL and MODERN BPIRIT\JALIS.M. 

By HosEs HULL. 
Price, 60 cents. 

G. JANBs. -----------
111. P:YP.J~~ EVOLUTION. By Nnso• o. EvoLuTioN oF ISRAEL'S GoD. Rational Communism. 
18. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS BY A. L. RAWSON. 

THOUGHT. By JoJII!I W. lJHADWIOK. Price, • • 111 cents. 
U. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. B.:v 8TAD 

HoYTNIOHOLS. · THE NEW AGE 
115. THE El'8'EOTB OF EVOLUTION ON THE . · • 

COlliNG OIVILIZA.TION. BY MINOT J. - B~ w. B. BBLL. 
8AVA&B. · 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., Price, - • 19 cenw. 

THB PB.BSBNT AND FUTUBB RKPUBLIO OF 
NOBa'H AMBBIOA. 

Advocates associate life a.ad employment as a. pre
vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc. 

By A 0APITALIST. 
l'aper, 498pp., 110 cts.: el!)., $1. 

28 La.fantte Place, New York. If You Take A way )[y Religion Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 

FORCE AND MATTER 
What Will You Give Jle Instead! By ~ric~io~e!t~LL. 

' ; Price; -BY --A~TII!Iie ~-nt&.__ Fruits of philosophy I 
A. PLEA FOR ATHEISM POPULATION QUESTION. OR, 

Prlnelple• of the Natural Order 
of t.b.e lJ'nlverse, With a -)"8• 

tem of .lll.oratlt)" Based 
Thel'eon. 

BY l'Bon:sso:a LUDWIG BUO!INEB, M.D 
OOI!ITENTS: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Thing& in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortality of Force, Man, 
InfinitY of Matter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, Thought, 
M!ltion, Oonsciousness, 
Form, B'ea.t of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas!. 

Lawe, Tbe Idea of ttod0 
UntveraalitY of Natural Personal Continuance, 

Laws, Vital Foroe, 
Tbe Heavens, Tbe Soul of Brute&, 
Periods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the Ea:t1b, Morality, 
Orilrinal Generation, 0 on c 1 u ding Observe.-
Becular Generation, tions. 
Price $1.50. Addreas THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD t 
A .NEW .NOVHL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" Th6 ~ itulf doth call jO'I' instt.mt 
r6'1Md,y. n 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

<!Ieth, tt; paper, 60 eents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 

By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradla.ugh 
and Annie Besant. 

BY CHABLBS B:a.a..nLAtJGB. 
Prioe. 10 ceatl. 

215 cents. 

DialbgUe Between a Christian Jlis• TRUTH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-
sionary and a Chiaese .Mandarin. leY. 10 cents. 

Price, 10 cents. .fij.,.._ __ V_.E_R_T_Y_:_I_ts-c-~a-u_s_e_an-d--C-nre. 

queries Submitted to the Bench of Blsheps 
by a Weak bot Zealous Chrlstlaa. 

Price, 10 cents. 

How the Poor li~Y Attain Oomfort andlndepend· 
., ence. 

ByM.G.H. 
Price, lO cents. 

M W d G d . Religion of Inhumanity. en, omen,an 0 s, With aGlancea.ttheReligionofHuma.nity 

A. d Otll L
a-d..- BY FBEDERIO HARRISON. 

n er .,.., ..... ..,s. Price, 15 cents. 
BY HliLBlf H. GARDIIIIU. 

With an Introduction b7 R. G. Ingersoll. 
Paper, 10 oenta; eloth, 11. 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and Present a Her Rights and 

Wroars. 
BY B. F. UNDUWOOD. 

Price, 10 oent1. 

MATERIALISM: 
hs HmTOBY AND ITS hinmmoB tJPOB 

BooiBTY. 
BY DB. LoUIS BvOJJNBB. Author of " Porce and 

Matter," etc. 
Trauslaied from the German. 

Paper, limo, 115 oentll. 

Christian Absurdities. 
BY JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents; six copies for tl. 

Confessional: Romish and .Anglican. 
An Expose. 

.BY SALADIN. Price, 80 cents • 

RELIGION: 
l'he Gibraltar of the World, a.s Now Oonstitnted. 

By George T. Bondies. 
With 

Exeeptlons (o the <!haraett'r of 
Vhrlrlt ~!§ .R .-entleman. 

By W; T. Purviance. 
2:1 cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER. 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Six Lectures. · 
Decline of Faith. . . 

Protestant Intoler&!!~. 
Washington an Unbeliever. 

Jeiferson an Unbeliever. 
Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
Each, 15 cents; bound, pa.i)., 25 cents; per doz., 40. 

8AIIBATH BREAKINC. 
By JOHN E; REMBB(TRG. 

Price, 25 oen ts. 

St. Matthew Before · the Court. 
FoB THB CRIMB OF FoBGBBY. 

Joshua Davidson: Did J'esua Christ Rise From the 
Dead! 

By 8EOULABIST. 
Price, 10 cents. 

SEMITIC GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

KODIIBN IKITATION OP CIBIST, 
.6.1 to his Life on E&rth e4 h1a Communism. 

BY HBS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of ".l Preiellt ud a Plea." lD Or4er ot 
ore.u.. 

Uloth, 12mo, 279 pp., •' - 7tJ Cent& 
_. TMB book tlla8 BW(Jpf'~ lJg tlw first, Amw

IDim puliliBMF' • .-

BY liALAlliN. 

Prioe, 25 Oe».tl. 

WILL TilE OOJIINQ JUN WORSHIP GOBI 
By B. F. UoBBwooD. 

Priee, • • • 10 centll. 

Jl'or all of tile above beokl address 
TBE TB'OTJI BEEKER 00., 

118 LafaYette Pl., New Yori:. 

Ineludin~r Allah, Jehovah, Satan, Holy Ghost, 
Jesus Obrist, Vi•gin MarY, Bible. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
CFrom Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.'') 

888pp ., pap., 10 o.; clo., $1. 

For all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

Yl LafaYette Pl., New York. 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY, 

Subscription price, $3 per annum. 
No. a BOOKS IBBUBD. Price. 
1. The Truth Seeker Annual and Freethink.-

ers• Almanac............................ . 25 
2.· :M;en, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener..................................... 50 
s. Age of Reason. ThomaP Paine........... 25 
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett; ................................ . 
5. Ohristi.!ln Absurdities. John Peok •••..••. 
6. Viator Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ....... . 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere .....•.•• 

OPBBR NUMBBRB IN PREPARATION. 

25 
20 
10 
25 

Yearly subscribers will receive all tbe books 
issued during the Year. Bingle copies of eaoh 
book sent upon receipt of llrioe. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH oENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Daily Bread Is tne story ot two young 

girls and a_ younger brother who were lett parent
less, with tittle money, fa.ir educatlonha.nd much 
courage, to Jllake their waY through t e world by 
g_oing to Oh1oago. The antnoria also the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work
ing girl's life and experience in the oity of Chicago 
amon~t blnft' buainess men, kind--hearted fol.lts, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just snob. a story 
of human life as we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Prioe 25 oents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

CANCER and Tumors CURED' no knif• 
book free. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRis 
No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

· Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachln;-s or Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Vhrlstlan· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reaaon, and Is It SuJftclent to 
Meet the Needs of llianki,JJ.d Y 
Deba.te between the Editor of the Halifax 
Bvenmg Kat~ and Cha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jaoob Holyoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 oents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
H Tactics or Infldels." 20 cents. 
Post free. . 

Chrlstiantt}': Its Orl;-in, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
oents. · 

The Horrors or. the French Revo• 
lution: Their Causes. 24: pages. 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destrncilv and Con
structiv. 22 pages in ·cover. Price, 
10 oents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontradiotory a.nd Defeotiv ae an Ethioa.l 
Guide. 24 p~~oges. Prioe, 10 oents 

A;;nostlcism and Ch~stlan Theism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable! 
24 Pa.ges. Prioe, 10 oents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which Y 24: 
pages in cover. Prioe, 10 oents. 

The ~uperstitlon of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Prioe, 10 oents. 

The Glor}' of Unbelief. · 22 pages in 
cover. Prioe, 10 oents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
.Beli.,.rand .KnowledJ;'e. 24pages. 
Price, 10 oents. 

The American Secular Union; Its 
Necessity and the Justice or Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
!lel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pa.ges in cover, 
l'rioe, 10 cents. 

Theolo,;lcal Presumption : An Open 
· Letter to the B"v. Dr. B. F. Bums, of Halifax, 

N. B. In this letter the followin~r..snbleots are 
dealt with: 1. W4Y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate? 2. 'l'he !'osition of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. s. Freethonght and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Faots and Opinions~, 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. ChristianitY and ~:~lavery, 16 Jilages. Prioe, 
5 cents. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER OO,t 
BB LafanUe Pl., New Yor•. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT and dn $748 CASH Prize• 
on my Corsets, BeltS,' Brushes and Medicines. 

Sample free. Territory. Dr.Brld~PJ~BR,J75B'way,N. Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
0B1 THB 

Conflict between Beason and Superstition. 
IIY T. C, WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 

THE TRUTH. BEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Aclclress at the Testimonial to Walt 
"Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, IJO cents. Pub
. · Ushed at this omce. 

( 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
All! ADDRESS 

By BOBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THlll 

NetJJ York StaiB BM .Association, tit .Alban~, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Co~lete e.nd Authoriled Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN CENTS. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

DIJDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Oritioal Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
OoNTBNTB : What is Religion Y Fetichism. Phal· 

lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. Tke Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man•s Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, NecessitY. Be· 
sPonsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles; B~s:b Propensities., Love. Wia 
dom. Oharterof Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Booiety. Bights of Government. Duties of So· 
oiety to Criminals, Duty of Self Onltnre. Mar
riage. Oloth; prioe, $1.50. 

THB 
CRUIPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

TDIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, ltl1VPP.- moth, ta: leather, H: moroooo. 
• lril$ edaes. H-150. 

BYD.M.BEND'l"l'. 
Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

IS Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

. regnfating human oondnot on the Sabbath is 
1 an imP<~riinenoe." Prioe, 10 oents. C 
The False Teaching of the hris

tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n ohuroh are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 oents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to indnoe the Deity to under
take a oruaade of one against the Colorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Priee, 10 eents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Prioe, 5 oents. • 
Religious ·Problems. Priee, 10 eents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Priee, 10 eents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Priee, 5 oenta. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLBOTIOR 01' 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Word& and MtUic) 

For Liberal and .Etlllcal SocletleB. 
For Schooll and the Home. 

COHPILBD BY 

L. K. WASHBURN. 
PmOB1 • • .1.50. 

Aclclren THE TRUTH BEEKER 00, 

FESTIV A.L OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales'ine, f'ounded on the destmotion of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

LOOKING BACKW ABD NewEtlltlon,BeTI&etudEDlar&'ed. 

B,- Edward Bellamy, UN, WOKEN. GODS. 
Author of "Dr. Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, and all whe are 
free to receive new light will find in it satisfaction 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The a.p1,1eal is a. ways made to a man's reAo&on, 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A suggestion of a really practicable and feasi
ble sooial state greatly in advance of the Present. 
The romantic narrativ is rioh in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler, 

12mo, oloth, $1.00; paper, IlliG. 
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00, 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOBt 

Of the penersion of Stephen Gira.rd'Jmagni1loeni 
b8fJ\BSt to Philadelphia by the Christian 

ohnrohes a.nd Young l\len•s 
Christian Assooia· 

tion. 
By BJOJI. B. WESTBBOOI:t D.D., LL.D. 

Price .1. Addresa Til:lll TBUTJI SIIIIJ:JIB, 

Miss. Wixon's. ·works. 
All in a Lifetime. A Liberal Bomanee. 

12mo, IOOpp., $1. 
Apules of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys and Girla. 12mo, 88Spp., $1.!5. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand

some and Interesting Book\ Without Bnpersti
tiont for Ohildren and Yontn. The OnlY Free· 
thinKers' Children's Story-Book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 sma.llet:; large 
type, keav:v, toned pa.per, broad margins, illus
trated cover&; <lto. 224pp., boards, S1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKlllB 00, 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELsO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lYzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," ete., eto. 

The latest and best work of an a.nal:vtio thinker, 
Who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many i~11.11 
that will be new to the world and prodnotiv of 
good in fnrnishin« food for thought. We truat it 
will hav the immeBse distribution it se riohl? 
merits.-[The Americap Idea. 

moth, lllmo, $a. 

Addre111 THE TRUTH BEEKER. 
'· 

.y HELEN H. CARDE:NER, 
Introduotlon by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
Pries, moth, 1.00; Paper, 150 oentL 

nB Trada StqJpll«l at ~ Dl8ouunt., 
Address THE TRUTH SEE'KER. 

liB Lafayette Place, New York. 
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 

sale at this oflioe. Price, 50 oents. 

SOCIAL WEALTH, 
TTN Sou JlatJtors and JlaJatJC Ratios In tlil! 

.AGfUiremmt and .A~t. 

BJ 1. K. INQA.LLS. 
Price, Cloth, tl.OO 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEII WATCH 
IS ..4. GBEA.T SUOOESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and Ingenuity, 

Combined with 4t years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

J,lochelle) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in quality and price. Has 16 jewels, 
patent regalator Breqnet hair-spring <non
oatohable), beantHnl double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adJusted to heai, oold, and position, Item 
wind and set, new model. In 1ilverine oases, $19; 
s ounce ooin si ver, $22.150 i 4 oz. dust proof, S25, 
no better sold elsewhere Ior $85. In best 14kt 
filled go;d oases, gnaranr.eed 20 years, open faoe, m to $80 ; hunting, $82 iO $:!11; in 14kt, Solid 
gold, $150 r.o f!IO. All elegantly engraved or plain. 
Bent p~aid, and cash refunded if not satisfac
tory. Watches cleaned, S1; springs, $1; andre
tnrned free. Best work In the world. Bend for 
testimonials, prioe lists of ladies' and cheaper 
wa.tohes. diamonds, silver waJ'e, oards in colors 
and gold of my FrAethon~rM balillA, tracts, eto,, 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

JiOO.IlELLB, LL. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 

A pati,.nt writing from Dawenl)ort, W&&h., 
says: "Your rAmedy is marvellous, and wi'.l 
&OOOlllPliHh what Ia said it will do. The \'alQ' 
of whieh Is untola." 
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Jibtral 4Jlttting#. 

Th6u no«us MB for ths benefit of LibeT!! ls 
toho mag lHJ 'llilliting the pltuJ68 tohere tlwle socie. 
tiu are located. L()(J(Jl Secula!r Unions and 
Jl'reaflwugkt Societi68 muting r6f!Ulalrly oan 
kat tluir gQ,therings admertiBBd here frea by for. 
toMding ths '1l.tJCB88a1"1f information. 

The .l,llanhattan Liberal Club, N. Y, 
Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Lect. 
nres and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 3 o'olook ai 
Liberal League Hall, 177 Halsey st., oor. Market 
at.~ Newark, N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social qne£ldons. Bea.ts free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular IJnton, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:30. Leotnre•, debates, and di1ons. 
stone on all im_portant seoruar · enbjeots. Pres. 
ident, HBNBY BmD; Secretary, 00BA BELLE 
FLAGG. 

Brookl)'n Philosophical Assocla. 
tlon 

Meet& at Fraternity roomst.Be ... 11rd avenue and 
South lid street, Brooklyn, .l!i. D •• at 3 P.M., every 
Sunday. Lectures follolled by discussion. Plat. 
form free. Charles Monholla.nd, seoreta.ry, 243 
B1·oadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pb.lladelphla Liberal League ~:i7' 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad aL d 
Wood sta •• at 2:10 and 7 :10 P.ll. for leotnres al\d 
free disouasions on religions and social questions. 
.lble spe&.kers interest the andienoe. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekerpublioationsalwayson hand atohea.p ratea. 

The Seeular SocletJ' or Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly, ftrst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M .• 1 at the town naU. All friends of hnma.n 
enlnvation are invited. M.uuus HEIGHTON, Beo. 

.Eilzur Wright Secular linton 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ll.rst and fourth Bnn· 
daYI of ea.On month at Independent Ohnroh, at 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to THE TRUTH BEEKER and InveBtt· 
gator are solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor.l:l~. 

Chicago Secular IJnlon 
Meets everY Sunday evening at 7:10 P.H., at 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 Weet Madison street. 
Leotnres and debate&. Strangers from abroad 
are welcome. 

JJillwaukee, WIB •• Liberal Club 
Holds meeti.~s every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Leotnre followeiJ 
bt debates. Tbe pnbllo oord1ally invited. 

San .Francisco, Cal., .Freethon;-h& 
Society 

Meet& every Sunday evening at Union S!Jnare 
Hall, 421 Post street, at 8 o•olook. A cordial· invi
tation is extended to all. Bes.ts free. 

Port An;-eles Secular linton 
Meets everY Sunday at 7:80 P.M. in Macdon
a.fd's Hall in Port Angelea, Wash. Leot· 
nres, song~, a.nd select reading. Discussion in
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
nted free, FRANK HoBSB, Oor, Beo. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral IJnlon 

Of Los Angeles, Cal., meets semi-monthlyJ..first 
and third Sundays, at 8 o•olook, P.M.J_at rarr'l 
Hall, EverybodY Invited. Mns. B. Jn. BBBBA, 
Pres.: J. H. MoWILLLUis, Bee. Bee. _ 

The Walla Walla Liberal. Vlub 
Meetl every SundaY at ll P.M. in Grand ArmJ' 
hall, Main street, Wall& Walla, Washington. 
Boienoe Leotnres.-Fre& Disonssions.-Original 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val· 
na.ble Hbrau- is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. Rl!i!li'OLDB, Pre&.; A. W. CALDER, Seo, 

The Roeder Secular IJnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Bunda;r In the month, at the Boeder sohool-honse. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
srreateat freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
n·univeraal Mental LibertY." D. E. BIOE, Pres.; 
J. W. BELL, Vioe-Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA., Beo. 

Fort Worth, Tex., Liberal Vlnb1 

Meets every flnnday at Knights of La.bor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•olook, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
erals invited to attend. CoL. A. HA.BBis, l'res. 

Is.uo 8. LEE, Beo. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrt ss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh ll'lne BtiJIJ~ Bngra!Ytn(J or senator Con:t~tng. 

Bound in black oloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 oents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the Germ11.n by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBCLDT 
Steel en,ravings of this celebrated natnralis$ 

111x111 tnohea, llni$able for framing, aeni postpaid 
for 25 oen••· .A.ddre11 THE TBUTB BEEKER 
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JJfltVfl gf tlu f1111t. COD. AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
=========:::::r=:: "ANCIENT AND 

0
IODERN TillES . AND REFOBJIERS. 

ENTmlli states in Russia are being deserted 
on account of the iamin. People hav been 
driven to pillaging each other, first setting 
fire to the villages and then robbing the iri. 
habitants. By the united charities of the 
government and people a biscuit a day is 
allowed to every individual .. The distress is 

1 a greater menace than the Nihilists. 
pARNELL is dead. 
GERMANY is anxious 

to prevent the election of 
a French pope. 

THE Rev. W. H. Q·lll
lian, of the English 
Church In Liverpool, has 
embraclld Mohammedan
ism. 

CHINA has compen
sated the Jesuits for 

· their sufferings in the 
riots by the pr.sent of a 
large tract of land. 

REPUBLICANS are 
vexed with E Ill ott 
Shtpard for attacking 
the Catholic church in 
his Republican paper. 

IN the army cases of 
alcoholism havdecreased 
from 41.43 pPr thousand 
in 1889 and 56.68 in the 
previous decade, to 
40.73. 

Now that France has 
hecome friends with the 
Vatican, German Catho. 
lies favor that country, 
to the displeasure of 
their fellow. countrymen. 

A CATHOLIO paper 
reports that a number of 
Protestant parents in the 
West are sending their 
children to parochial In 
preference to public 
schools. 

Vol. I. Give a lhlll Account of all the Goda, ln
cludina Jehovah, Satan, the Hol:r Ghost, 

Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 
avo, 836PJI. Vol. U. Describes Fully all 

the Beliglous Systems of the World. 
avo,957pp, Vloth,SSpervol.; the 

ll vola., 15; leather, 17; mo· 
roooo, gilt edges, ss. 

BY D.M.BENNETT. 
i'BE i'BUi'H BEEKEB 00. 

Blo.rraJihiel of aoo of the Leadlna PhUoiOPharl, 
. 'l'eaohers1 8keptlc!1,.Innova~:llo1Uldera of 
· New 8cnool1 of ·rnonght, ent Boien. 

tists, etc. (who were not Christians), 
from the Ume of Menu to the pres

ent. avo, 1,0'16pp,, cloth, sa; 
leather, It; mor., g. e.,h.60, 

BY D.M. BENNE~. 
i'HE TBUi'H BEEJIEB CO,, . 

liS Lafa:veUe Place, N, Y. 

SATAN GOETH WITH THE BOYS TO BEE THEIR PA. 

IT has been contended for many years that 
the Ten Commandments are the foundation 
of all ideas of justice and or law. Embi.ent 
jurists hav bowed to popular prejudice, I!.Jld 
deformed their works by statements to the 
effect that the Mosaic laws are the fountains 
from which sprang all ideas of right and 
wrong. Nothing can be more stupldlf false 

than such assertions. 
Thousands of years be
fore Moses was born the 
Egyptians had a code of 
laws. They had laws 
against blasphemy, mur. 
der, adultery, larceny, 
perjury, laws for the col
lection of debts, the en
forcement of contracts, 
the ascertainment of 
damages, the redemption 
of property pawned, and 
upon nearly every rmb • 
ject of human interest. 
The Egyptian code was 
far better thall the 
Mosaic.-I ngersoll. 

. :.: 

IT stands to reason 
that we must go to work 
with the utmost caution 
when we draw our infer
ences from a legend or 
use it as a contribution 

·to our knowledge of the 
past. As a rule, indeed, 
it teaches us nothing 
about the period in 
which it places us, but it 
does teach us something 
about that in which it 
was invented or in which 
it sprang up. We con
sult the legend of the 
Drachenfels in vain for 
the particulars of the 
contest of Christianity 
and its conquest over 
the German heathenism ; 
but it give us a picture 
of the thankful joy of 
the Christiane on the 

TBoUBLE has arisen 
from Premier Mercier's 
p e c u 1 a t i o n s. He is 
backed by the Catholic 
church. and seces&lon of 

Now there was a day when the sons of God came to present themselvs before the Lord, and Satan came also 
among them.-Job I, 6. 

banks of the Rhine, as 
they looked back upon 
the wretched condition 
in which they had lived 
as heathens. From the 

Q11ebec from the DJminion is threatened. . 

AT B!iyeux, France, a priest has been fined 
for refusing to giv · as evidence information 
received in the confessional. The bishop has 
callsed an appeal to be made to a higher 
court. 

THE Russian grand duchess Paul being at 
the point of death, her physicians and 
friends, havl:rg exhausted their own resources, 
sent for Father Joann, the mlracle-wmklng 
priest of Cronstadt, and for the miraculous 
lm~ge of the Virgin. The lmsge was brought 
from Moscow ·by a solemn procession, but 
when it and the priest arrived the lady was 
dead. 

T. J. LYoNs," who has been lecturing 
against the Catholic church, tried to make a 
speech on the sidewalk at Kansas City. 
Some one threw a stone which knocked him 
down. He arose with a revolver in his hand 
with which he threatened to ~hoot the next 
man who threw a stone. His threat was 
answered with a volley of stones, and he was 
chased four blocks by a mob yelling,,, Hnng 
him I" He rushed through the Gazette office 
and escaped. The excitement was such that 
he found it advisable to leave town. 

BBRIL SlNTZKI, a Russian Jew just landed 
at Boston, tells that while his family was 
celebrating the son's birthday a pollee officer 

. entered and saying they were breaking the 
law demanded $5 hush money., Slntzkl re
fused, and he and family were marched 
toward Siberia for imprisonment in the 
mines. On the journey the captain of the 
guard offered to release the family If the 
sixteen-year-old daughter would gratify him. 
She consented, but her father forbade. To 
force her submission the captain tortured her 
by hanging her up by the arms. She died 
before morning. Nihlllsts rescued the rest 
of the family and killed the captain by hang
ing him up head downward. 

THOUSANDS of citizens marched in pro. 
cession to the Pantheon on the 4;h to deposit 
a wreath on King Victor Emanuel's tomb, 
where on the 2d inst. a number of French 

·Catholic pilgrims made an insulting de.plon. 
stration. While the crowd was In the church 
a number of radicals mounted some of the 
altars and made violent speeches, denouncing 
the Vatican, and ~houting, ''Down with the 
priests!" A confidential .circular has been 
sent to nuncios abroad, explaining that owing 
to the disturbances the pope will be unable to 
receive any more pilgrims. The pope has 
instructed the papal nuncios abroad to 
present an Identical note to •he governments 
to which they are accredited on the recent 
disorders in Rome. This note will hold 
that these disorders are evidence of the ln
.security of the papal position in R 1me. The 
Moniteur says that owing to the exhibition 
of feeling aroused in Rome the questions of 
the pope leaving Rome and of lloldin~~: the 
JJ].ext papal conclave abroad are reopened. 

TH~ 
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myth of lndra we can draw no knowledge 
of nature or of God, but it introduces us to 
the religious views of nature held by the 
Hindoos.-Profs. Oort and Hoogkaas. · 

THE costliness of writing materials gave 
rise to a peculiar usage. From the leaves of 
an ancient work the original writing was 
erased, more or less effectivly. They were 
then employed as the material for another 
work, the latter being written over the former. 
Such manuscripts are · cBlled palimpsests, 
written again after erasure. The original 
writing, which is often the sacred tert, can, 
in general, be deciphered, especially by the 
aid of certain chemical applications. Some 
of our most precious manuscripts are of this 
character. After all the bother he put the 
Holy Ghost to in begetting a !!On and then 
writing four different and confilcting accounts 
of his life, the Lord allowed these accounts 
to be rubbed off the sheepskin tlll portions 
of them cannot be read except with great 
difficulty, and certain of them cannot be 
read at all. To be able to read what the 
Lord has written the devout hav now to 
resort to chemistry, a science which, for 
ages, the church banned and _persecuted and 
abhorred. Of old it was, Work out your 
own salvation with fear and trembling; now 
it is, Work out your salvation with fear and 
chemistry .-BaZadin. 

ALL, that certain tyrants of souls desire, is 
that the men whom they teach may hav their 
intellects distorted. A fakir brings up a 
child of great promls ; he employs five or six 
years in drivin~ it into his head that the god 
Fo appeared to men in the form of a white 
elephant, and persuades the child that if' he 
does not believe In these metamorphoses he 
will be flogged a'fter death for five hundred 
thousand years. He adds, that at the end 
of the world the enemy of the god Fo will 
come and fight against that divinity. The 
child studies and becomes a prodigy. He 
finds that Fo could not change himself into 
anything but a white elephant, because that 
Is the moat beautiful of animals. The kings 
of Slam and Pegu, says he, went to war with 
one another for a white elephant. Certainly, 
had not Fo been concealed In that elephant 
these two kingl!l would not hav been so mad 
as to fight for the possession of a mere animal. 
Fo•s enemy will come and challenge him at 
the end of the world. This enemy will cer. 
tainly be _a rhinoceros, for the rhinoceros 
fights the elephant. Thus does the fakir's 
learned pupil reason in mature age, and he 
becomes one of the lights of the Indies. The 
more subtle his intellect, the more crooked ; 
and he, in hiE turn, forms other intellects as 
distorted as his own. Show these besotted 
beings a little geometry and they learn it 
easily enough; but, strange to say, this does 
not set them right. They perceive the truths 
of geometry but it does not teach them to 
we!gh probabilities ; ' they hav taken their 
bent ; they will reason against reason all 
their lives, and I am sorry for them.- Voltairll, 

• 
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comes ll.!food old Irish Cat-hollu.' Come 
.· ln, come In. " 

~::;::-...:.«· I' 

TROUBLE AT THE GATE-THE MISTAKES OF SAINT PETER. 

A LARGE chair which John Wesley sat in in 
bygone days has been brought across the 
water for the use of the presiding officer of 
the great Methodist council which meets in 
Washington. Wesley's shoes were left at 
home, for they are rather large for modern 
wear. 

ARoBlliSHOP CoRRIGAN said on unveiling 
Leo XIII.'s statue at Washington: "Bee 
how the encyclicals of Pope Leo pour a flood 
of light on the questions of divorce and 
Christian marriage; on the constitution of 
states; on human liberty; on Freemasonry, 
and last but not least on the condition of 
labor." 

MBa. BKBANT, says the Bun, has always 
been known as an especially practical and 
rightly honest woman, and whatever the ex
planation, there is no doubt she sincerely be· 
lieves what she alleges about the Mahatmas. 
Speaking in that quiet, earnest way, and 
almost sad tone which those who heard her 
in New York will well remember, she said: 
"You hav known me for sixteen years ln 
this hall, and hav never known me to tell you 
a lie. Well, I tell yflu now that since Mme. 
Blavatsky 'left' I hav had letters from her, 
in her own handwriting. I don't ask you to 
believe this, but I tell you the fact on the 
faith of a record that has never been sullied 
by a conscious lie." 

IVAN SHAFRANEKLY,-a master mechanic Of 
Kiev, has come to grief. His wlfe has com. 
plained that he desecrated her sanctuaries. 
The attorney of the churc~ indicted him, 

and he was sentenced to imprisonment at 
hard. labor for four months. The trouble 
arises from the fact that he is a Roman 
Catholic, while his worthy helpmeet con. 
teases the Greek Catholic faith. He became 
tired of the images of her saints, which his 
wife kept in ths house· and persisted in 
putting in his way. Two such images which 
he found in his room he broke, and of a third 
one he put out the eyes with a bodkin. His 
punishment followed closely. 

IN Uvalde, Tex., District Judge Thomas 
Paschal created a sensation by refusing to 
grant final naturalization papers to R. V. 
Saue;r, who has resided the proper time in 
the United States, has made his declaration 
of intention to become a citizen, and has 
otherwise complied .with all the requirements 
of law. Questioned U:nder oath, Bauer stated 
that .be was a Boclallst and a believer in the 
teachings of Herr Most. He thought Most 
to be a man actuated by a desire for the good 
of humanity and his doctrine shou:ld be fol
lowed to the letter. In his written opinion 
Judge Paschal said that Socialism and 
Anarchism were directly opposed to the 
Constitution of the United States, and no 
Socialist or Anarchist was eligible to Amer
ica~ citlzenship. Bauer will appeal. · 

A WBITKB in Boien~ says that the future 
man will hav subordinated all things to his 
will ; and nearly all other f<?rms now existing, 
with the exception of a very fe~ that may 
prove usetu:l· to. man, will hav been com
pleteiy exterminated. The writer deplores 
" the vast number of what many in the world 
would reckon our best developed specimens 
of men, whose minds are still controled by 

the nursery myths, the miracles, and the 
fables that were told and sung to the children 
of the early peoples of·the world in Asia. Is 
the mind of the man of the future to remain 
in such a condilion of thralldom ? In fact, 
the most of the opinions held, the institutions, 
the very language, the entire organization by 
and of the best existing types of men, are 
each and all to me highly indicativ of a very 
early stage of the development of the species." 

THBRE are in· Russia many severe laws 
under the provisions of which any dissenter 
is in daDger of being convicted. It is these 
laws that are being enforced against the 
Jews.· They cou:ld as well be enforced 
against others, but for the fact that there 
would then be some serious complications. 
If, for example, Roman Catholics were per· 
secuted as the Jews are, the Roman Catholic 
powers wou:ld probably intervene. If Prot· 
estants were persecuted, England would do 
more than express sympathy with the vic
tims. But the Jews hav no friends among 
the govern mente, and therefore they are 
made to feel the oppressor's hand. Besides, 
many of them hav considerable property, 
and the co11fl.scation of that is attended with 
much profit to the champions of the orthodox 
faith. 

A TBA VBLBR to Thibet in Asia found a race 
numbering about three million people, divided 
into many tribes, each with physical and 
social peculiarities, but all heavily priest
ridden. At least one male member of each 
family enters the priesthood, and religion is 
the most flourishing business in the land. 
Lamaseries, a1 the religious houses are called, 
are as abundant and prosperous as monaster-

ies in Europe during the Middle Ages. The 
priests dl1fer from the people principally in 
being better fed and being more in11olent; in 
dirt and depravity, however, the laymen and 
clerics meet as equals, and a lying match be
tween th~m is likely to end in a" draw." 
Much of the land is tertii, and indications or 
mineral wealth abound, but good food is hard 
to get and good morals seem invisible. The 
author found most of the people dishonest, 
evasiv, suspicious, and lazy ; the houses un· 
comfortable, means of travel rare and every• 
thing ecarce but prayers, which are the prin· 
cipallocal output and all of the same pattern. 

THEBE is nothing novel in the fact that 
when the prayers of John of Cronstadt, who 
was summoned for the purpose, failed to 
arrest the fatal illness of the Grand Duchess 
Pau:l, the sacred ikon was taken from the 
Iberian Chapel in Moscow and driven out 
with a coach and six to the Illinskoie Palace 
to work the miracle of healing. As a matter 
of fact, this special ikon rarely remains in the 
chapel throughout any day. It is always 
being sent for to houses of sickness, and the 
spectacle of its passage in its own equipage 
through streets crowded with kneeling, bare· 
headed spectators is a familiar sight in Moe• 
cow. It in this way earns about $50 liaily. 
The czar or any of his brothers or sons never 
enters Moscow without first driving to the 
Iberian Chapel and prostrating himself be· 
fore this sacred ikon or picture of the Virgin. 
All orthodox Russia wou:ld be aghast at the 
failure to do this. The truth is, what is 
called Christianity in Russia is entirely a 
worship of images, and is as much a part of 
heathenism as fetich adoration on the Upper 
Congo. 
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The Gospel According to John. 
. nx. 

26'. Now comes the marvelous story of the raising 
of' Ltzartis, narrated by John alone. Ltzarus was 
sick at Bethany on the eastern slope of the Mount of 
Olives, two miles from J eruealem. Mary and Martha, 
sisters of the sick man, sent word to .Jesus, who 
loved not only L1zarus but the two. sisters. After a 
delay of ·two days Jesus proposed to his disciples to 
go into J ndea again. They said, "Master, the J ewe 
ef late sought to stone thee and goest thou thither!" 
Itt answer to this he said, 11 Our friend Lazuus sleep
eth, but I go that I may awake him out of sleep.'' 
They replied, "If he sleep he shall do well." Thea 
said Jesus plab:ily, 11 Lazarus is dead. And I all) 
glad for your sakes that I was not there, to the intent 
that ye may believe; nevertheless let us go unto 
him." 

Thomas, seeing Jesus determined to go, said, 
11 Let us go also, that we may die with him." 

Martha, hearing that Jesus was coming, went out 
to meet him. She said, "Lord, if thou hadst been 
here my brother bad not died." Jesus said, " Thy 
brother shall rise again." 11 I know,'' she replied, 
" that he shall rise again at the last day." Then 
came Mary to meet Jesus, and faUing at his feet she 
also said, "Lord, if thou hadst been here my brother 
had not died." It was an affecting scene; the women 
wept, Jesus wept, and even the J ewe who had fol
lowed Mary wept. 

They all proceeded to the . grave where Ltz~rus 
had lain four days. Jesus lifted up his eyes and 
said: 

Father, I thank thee that thou hast heard me. And I 
knew that thou hearest me always. But because of'the peo
ple which stand by I said it, that they may believe that thou 
hast sent me. 

Then be said, 11 Lazarus, c )me forth." And lo ! 
the man that had been dead a11d buried four days 
came forth in his grave· clothes. 

There are cogent reasons for regarding this story 
as sheer fiction. Read Robed Taylor's essay on the 
subj ~ct, number two of the "Astro-Theological 
Sermons." He regards it as an astronomical alle· 
gory of very ancient date. 
· 27. The fame of Jesus as a miracle-worker caused 

the chief priests and Pharisees of Jerusalem to call 
a cou11cil. Caiaphas, who was "high priest that 
year" (bis term was from AD 25 to 36), 11 prophesied 
that J eaus should die for the nation." And yet 
there was then no nation of the Jews; they were 
governed by R'man tetrarchs and & procurator. 
But the council (which after A D. 30 had no political 
power) resolved to put Jesus to death; wherefore he 
" walkE!d no more openly amoDg the Jews, but went 
thence unto a country near to the wilderness, into a 
city called Ephraim and there continued with his 
disciples." Ephraim is conjectured to be sixteen 
miles northeast of Jerusal_em, but no one knows. 
· The passover being now nigh at hand attracting 

many to Jerusalem" to purify themselvs," the coun
_.,n ordered that if any man knew where Jesus was 
he should make it known that they might take him. 

28 Si-s: days before the passover (marginal date 
An. 33) Jesus came to Bethany, and there took sup
per with Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. Martha served 
the table and Mary anointed the feet of Jesus with 
a pound of spikenard, very costly. Judas murmured 
at the waste of money for sucb. a purpose ; he 
thought it might hav been given to the poor. "Not 
that he cared for the poor," says John, " but because 
be was a thief, and had the bag, and bare what was 
put therein." Jesus replied, "Lat her alone; against 
the day of my burying hath she kept this. For the 
poor ye hav . always with you, but me ye hav not 
always." · . 

Matthew and Mark say •hat this was at the house 
of Simon the leper, and that there came a woman 
with a box of ointment and poured it on the head of 
Jesus, not on his feet. But whether it was poured 
on his head or his feet it was the only anointing he 
ever received. And yet prior to ibis anointing he is 
repeatedly called the meshiha, "anointed." 

Luke also mentions the reception of Jesus at the 
house of Martha and Mary, but 8ays nothing about 
the supper nor the anointing ; and all three synop
tic& ignore Lazuus. 
· 29 Many people coming to see Lazarus as well as 

.Jesus, the chief priests consulted about putting 
Ltzarus to death also. ·u he w&s indeed such a 
friend of Jesus, to say nothing of his being raised 
from the dead, how unaccountable is the silence of 
the other gospels concerning him. And could Paul 
ever hav heard of Lszarus, much less of his being 
raised from the dead, when he wrote Cor. xv, descant
ing on the resurrection of Jesus as "the :first-fruits 
of them that slept !" 

ao And now many people that had come to the 
feast hearing that Jesus was coming to Jerusalem, 
took branches of palm-trees and went forth to meet 
him, crying, "Hosanna; blessed is the king of Israel 
that cometh in the name of the L'rd." And Jesus 

came mounted on. a yo11Dg us; inJ!llfilliX!ent of the was lesus the meshiha" (Matt. ~vit. 20 i An, 32):. 
scripture, u Behold thy· ~ng co~eth · siUiilg on. ltD But in the fourth gospel J eBlls discloses his msesiab
ass's colt." ·Bat the cJiB.eiples cl•cJ not understand !iJhip to everybody without reserve, and ·at last 
thi1 l11ltil after the-glorification C?f their master. . . . informs his father in heaven of the.faat. · . · 

. The Pharisees were vexed· at' this deiDODI!trat1on. 34. From the supper ta)lle Jesus and his dis;. 
Certain Greek proselytes who· were attendin~t th~ oiples wentforth over the brook K edron_,.nd entered 
feast were willing·to 'welcome .Jesus, and t~~ ~~ar1-_ a garden where they had. often been. · The synoptics 
sees said : 11 Behold the world 1B gone after l:lim. say they went ·out to the Mount of 0 lives, which 

31. Jesus addressed his disciples and the multi· was farther on, and thenq_e to "a place called 
tude, saying: Gethsemane," supposed to be at the foot of Mount 

The hour is come that the· Bon of man should be Olivet. Here, according to the synoptias, Jesus 
glorlfied. Verliy, verily, I say. unto you, except a corn of retired to pray and suffered agony. But John takes 
wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone; but if· no notice of all this. Judas with a band of c:fficers 
it die it bringeth forth much fruit. came with lanterns. Did be kis's Jesus T John does 

This we know is not true. Paul makes the same not say he · did. 11 Whom seek ye ?" said J asua. 
mistake. They answered: 11 Jesus the Nazarene." 11 I am 

He that loveth his life shall lose it, and he that hateth he," said Jesus, and they went backward and fell to 
his life in this world shall kec p it unto eternal life. the ground. Again Jesus asked them, " Whom seek 

A false mo11kish doctrin. ye !"and again they- answered, "Jesus the Naza-
Now is my soul trq_ubled, and what shall I say? Father, rene." 11 I bav told you that I am he," said J asus. 

save me from this hour; but for this cause came I unto Then Simon Kepha drew his sword and cut off the 
this hour. Father, glorify thy name. Then came a voice ear of Malchus, the servant of the high priest. 
from heaven, saying, I hav both glorified it and will glorify In the reign of Q 1een Alexandra (78-69 B 0 ) her 
it again. son, Hyrcanus, was high priest, and contemporary 

Some who heard this thought , it thundered. with him was one Malichus who poisoned Anti pater, 
Ohhers said: "An aDgel spake to him." the father of Herod the Great, and was in turn 

Jesus answered and said : This voice came not because assassinated by command of the Roman general 
of me, but for your sakes. Now is the judgment of this Cassius at the request of Herod, about the year 43 
world; now shall the prince of this world be cast out. And 
I, if I be lifted up, will draw all men unto me. B o. Malichus wail at the time of his death in com-

This they could not understand. But Jesus con- p•ny with the high priest Hyrcanus (J os. Aut. xiv, 
tinned: · 11; War i, 11). MaUch was his Hebrew name .• 

Yet a little while is the light with you. Walk while ye 35 The officers led Jesus away "to Annas first," 
hav thP light, lest darkness come upon you. . • . While says John, 111d adds in parenthesis : " For he was 
ye hav the light believe the light, thatye maybe the children· father-in-law to Caiaphas which was high priest that 
of light. same year." Matthew and Mark do not mention 

Having said this Jesus departed and hid himself. Annas, nor does Lnke, except to say that Annas and 
Though be had done ma11y mire.c,es yet they believed Caiaphas were high priests when John the Baptist 
not on him, that the saying of Esaias might be waa preaching. Bat Ananus I. was hi~h priest i. D. 
fulfilled, namely: 11 Lord, who hath believed our 7-21, and Joseph I. (Oaiaphas) A» 25-36. The 
report "-and again: 11 He hath blinded their eyes blunder of calling Aunas high priest is repeated in 
and hardened their hearts, that they should not see Acts iv, 6 John does not call Annas high priest and 
with their ~yes, nor understand with their heart, a little farther on says: "Now Annas had sent him 
and be converted, and I should heal them." In bound unto Caiapbas the high priest." And that 
other words, they were reprobates, predestined to waa all that Annas did aacording to John. 
be damned. But there were some of the Pharisees 36. "Simon Kepha followed Jesus and so did 
who believed, but were unwilling to confess him, another disciple," says John, which other disciple 
lest they should be put out of the synagog. was John himself. Suppressing his own name John 

32. The last supper, according to JohD, was not magnifies his own importance. John knew the high 
the paschal feast, as described by the other evaDgel- priest and went into hia palace with Jesus; while 
ists. It is introduced abruptly in the fourth gospel, Simon stood without the door. Then John went 
chapter xiii, thus: out, and speakiDg a word to the damsel who kept 

Now before the feast of the passover, when Jesus knew the door, brought Simon. in. But the damsel 
that. his hour was come that he should depart out of this thought she recognized Simon and said: "Art thou 
world unto the Father, having loved his own which were in not one of this man's disciples T" He replied : " I 
the world, he loved them to the end. And supper beine; ended, am not." Does it not seem as if John was an 
the devil havlng now put into the heart of Judas Iscarlot, 
Simon's son, to betray him; Jesus . . . riseth from abettor of this falsehood, and that he also pretended 
supper and laid aside his garments, and took a towel and not to be a disciple of Jesus in order to watch the . 
girded himself. After that he poureth water into a basin proceedings T 
and began to wash the disciples' feet. . . . So after he Again, 18 Simon Kepha stood warming himsell by 
had washed their feet, and had taken his garments, and 
was set down again, he said unto them, Know ye what I hav the fire with the o:ffiBers, they sr.id: 11 Art thou not 
done to you? Ye call me Master, and Lo,.d; and ye say one of his disciples?" And again he answered: "I 
well, for so I am. If I tb.en, your Lord and Master, am not." 
hav washed your feet, ye ought also to wash one another's O.aoe more, 1 servant of the high priest and a 
feet. kinsman of the man whose en Simon cut off, slid : 
. This command of Jesus, .recorded only by John, H Did not I eae thee in the garden with him T'' 
is obeyed by one insignificant seat of Christians~ Aglilii Simon denied, and then the cock crew. B11t 

Presently J esns said: " One of you. shall betray John does not say that Simon cursed and swore, nor 
me." The disciples looked at one another, and thah he went out and wept bitterly. ANTICHRIST. 
Simon Kepha beckoned to John, who was. leaning 
on Jesus's bosom, to aak 11 Who- is it ?'' And when 
the question was asked, . .T esus answered: "He it is 
to whom I shall giv a sop when I hav dipped it." 
And he dipped and gave the sop to J 11das; 

How could the supper hav been ended before 
giving the sop to Judas T 0 le translator has taken 
the liberty to render the words deipnou genomenou, 
"as supper was preparing" (Emphatic Dlaglott). 
And this dipping of a morsel of · bread in gravy 
shows that it was a very different kiDd of •-supper 
from that described ,y the synoptice; which seemed 
to consist only of. bread and wine. John says 
nothing about eating the body or 4rinking the blood 
of Jesus-nothing about blessiDg the bread or 
Riving thanks for the cup-nothing even about wine. 
Nor is there anythiDg in John's account of the last 
supper that agrees with Paul's .statement in 1 Cor. 
xi, 23-27, In short, the supper described by John 
is not a eucharist ; nor indeed could it be, because 
it was eaten twenty-four hours before the feast of 
the passover. And yet, aooording to John, it was 
the last supper that Jesus ate. He did not liv to 
eat· another. 

33. Nearly all of the four chapters of· John 
describing the saene at the last supper is made up 
of sayings of Jesus and conoludin(l with a prayer. 
Did John report it from memory T or is it a pious 
fiction written by a monk T 

It is unnecessary to note any part of the speech 
addressed to his disciples, but ODe thin~ · in the 
prayer is very remarkable. Just think of Jesus ad
dressing. his father and saying : 11 And this is life 
eternal, that they might know lhe true God and 
Jesus, Meshiha, whom thou hast sent." Jesus call
ing himself " the anointed ') in a prayer to his 
fathe-r I According to the synoptic& he had charged 
his disciples that 11 they should tell no man that he 

Herbert Spencer's Latest Work. 
The ability of Herbert Spencer as a writer on sub

jects pertaining to mental or moral philosophy and 
social science is now so generally acknowledged by 
thinking men, that anything from his pen commands 
immediate and thoughtful attention. His latest 
work is entitle.}" Justice," and is the foudh part 9f 
his great works on "Ethics." ·To me it appears to be 
his best. In a little over three hundred pages he has 
stated the principles of justice in a remarbbly plain 
and logical manner. There are no catchpenny 
phrases, no appeals made to bigotry, no leaning on 
authority. He seeks . to point out what is justice, 
pure and simple, and states his conclusions in well
considered language. There is no mistaking his 
meaning. He is a master of pure E l~lish. . It 
would be di:ffi~ult to selech language which could 
better express his exact meaning. Throughout he 
manifests a quiet and manly cGurage, using no op
probrious epithets nor bluster toward anyone. 

He appeals to no standard but reason. He toacb.es 
no moral that can offend anyone who is not so wedded 
to superstition that nothing can satisfy him which is 
not taught by his chcrch or indorsed by his pastor 
or priest. Above all, his principles are in harmony 
with each other, and all other known truth. This is 
a sure test of truth. There is not a crime or a vice 
that receives countenance from this noble work, nor 
is there one that is not condemned by the applica
tion of the principles of justice as set forth by him. 

Having no boolr; no creed, no catechism to defend 
as the perfection of reason and right, he manifests 
no superstitious reverence for any human or pre
tended divine authority. He therefore is not en
gaged in reco11ciling his principles with either the 
Bible or any creed or profession. He wastes no 
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words wihh them, but quietly leaves them unmen
tioned. This is as it should be. 

Sistent IIISSertion that II there iS abOUt aS mUCh 8Up8r· 
S~itiOn in medicin as i.n religion," the !ormer being 
his own chosen profession, I do not behave, lior will 
any of your readers do so, that that great scientific 
~rt, brought as it has been to comparativ perfection, 
Its numerous beneficial powers and efficacies having 
been proved and acknowledged beyond doubt, ought 
to hav the finger of scorn and dubiety pointed 
toward it, as compared with the comparativ specu · 
lations regarding religion which at best, it must be 
universally admitted, are nothing more nor less than 
the teaching of a·tacit and fanatical faith and belief 
in that which possesses no substantial or reliable 
evidencs of verity on this side of the grave. 

I· boldly adop.t your kind but just remark, Mr. 

the coming Oongress of the American Secular Union 
in the Oity of Brotherly Love. R. B. WEsTBRGOX1 

' President American Secular Uoion. 
Attest : IDA 0. OnADDoox, 

Oorr. Sec. American Secular Union. 
Philadelphia, Sept. 16, 1891. 

In Colonial Days. 
October 4··,h Attomey W. F. Oooling lectured be· 

fore the Obicago Secular Union at Fort Dearborn 
Hall, 181 West Madi~on street, on 11 Oonstitutional 
Religious Liberty." 

11 It seems to be a common delusion," said Mr. 

This book is a complete justifiaation of the idea 
that the purest and soundest morals can be taught 
without even mentioning the Bible or God or Ohrist 
or Obristianity, or in any manner claiming or admit· 
ting that a perfect system of morals cannot be ascer· 
tained and taught without any reference to the teach
ings of one or the other of them. Fifty years ago 
when the Bible was quoted both to attack and defend 
slavery, with the advantage largely favoring slavery, 
one E. R. Tyler :wrote a book attackin~t that institu
tion, entitled II Am!!rican Slavery a Malum In Se " 
(wrong in itself), in which he sbowed that slavery 
was wrong in every detail and from every point of 
vie~-wrong to the slave, injurious to the master, the 
community, and the state-but admitting that some 
slaveholders were better than the law required them 
to be, or not as bad as the law would permit them to 
be (as some Ohristians are better than their Bible 
and their creede), anci throughout the book he never 
quoted or referred to the _Bible or Ohristianity in 
support of his positions but said he purposely avoided 
it, in Qr~er to show that natural law alone condemned 
the institution in every particular.. Spencer's "Jus 
tice " is written in about the same spirit. He de 
pends upon easily understood natural laws to sustain 
his teachings, 

Editor, that I hav every r~ason 1
' from my experi

ments (so far as they hav been made)" to be per
tectly delighted with their results, and as it is quite 
true that 11 the patients are all enthusiastic as to the 
treatment," lliv in the joyous and satisfactory hope 
expressed by you, sir, that soon 11 the saving of lives 

Oooling, 11 that liberty has been indigenous to the 
soil of America and that the particular phase of it 
known as religious and intelleetual liberty has been 
especially the glory of our ancestors. It is the 
belief of many also that in some manner the federal 
Oonstitution guarantees to us exemption from the 
interference of religious intolerance, notably from 
the forced subj action to the imposition of a state 
church, clergy salaried by. the state, and in short that 
church and state are forever separated here. It will 
surprise many therefore how different is the truth. 
Ob.urch and state united before the Rsvolution con
tinued in a manner united for many years afterward, 
and this union has not been entirely dissolved, nor 
is there any provision in the organic law of the United 
States that would prevent a majority of any state 
from establishing the worship of the Grand Llama 
of Tibet under any possible penalties to non
conformists. 

· wiil begin and the reign of the terrible scourge must 
end." 

This book should be on the table of every Free· 
thinker. It teaches the principles of justice. It 
will help to get its readers into .the very useful habit 
of relying upon reason, and overlooking or discarding 
mere authority, Bible, or creed. It will widen the 
reasoning faculties in young men, and set them into 
broader and more manly channels of thought and 
action, and by so much as it does this it will Jriakt 
its readers better men, better neighbors, and better 
citizens. Appleton & Oo. hav done the pubUc great 
service in the publication of Spencer's works. 

Kewanee, Ill., Sept., 1891. LEVI NoRTH. 

Dr. Barnsfather's Consumption Cnre. 
To -THE EDIToR OF TlDi TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: 

Htving just received THE TRUTH SEEKER for· Sap· 
tember 26;h, I observe therein (upon page 613) with 
much surprise, a letter from a ~entleman who eigne 
himself 11 .M. L. Holbrook, M.D., editor of the 
Herald of Health," proffering me some gratuitous 
advice, which I must claim the privilege to declint 
to take, and courteously declaring that I am "on the 
wrong track." 

When such a learned and accomplished editor 
issues a decree of that nature, everyone who haf 
heard of his great genius aad talents-and who 
among us has not, who has read the opinions ht 
frequently givs of himself T-will expect that a great 
amount of value will b0 put upon his ipse diaJit, 
which, as far as my humble opinion goes, appears 
in this case to be nothing short of a protest against 
the possibility of there being anything new in science 
under the sun. His words in Effdct are, that having 
left a beaten track, which he himself admits has 
hihherto failed to cure phthisis, I am 11 trifiing with 

·_nature." Dr. Martin Tupper, of respectful memory, 
sings that 11 Glory shall be tinctured good or evil b;y 
the character of those who giv it," and that being 
so, ·1 must humbly but distinctly assert thafu neither 
Dt. Holbrook, nor Illy other narrow-thinking per
sonage, however accomplished, or supposed to be so, 
has any right whatever to become, and at his own 
hand constitute himself, a dictator to me or to other 
researchers regarding a matter which to suff:1ring 
humanity hall unfortunately been a deplorable 
mystery as to its speedy and effectual cure, and 
which for that veritable reason has inter alia been 
my special study for now over a quarter of a century, 
and I boldly question, notwithstanding the respected 
position wbicn the vener•ble doctor holds as the 
editor of the Herald of Health, whether he rightly 
understands and appreciates the full value of such 
researches. In my opinion, and the Editor's in 
the. valued TRUTH BEEKER just received, it is 
proper I should publish to the world, just as Harvey, 
Jenner, tmd others published the results of their 
earnest investigations, what I claim I hav discov
ered, so that hereafter sufferers may be benefited, 
and on the other hand my reward may be to verify 
the saying of a great and lear.ned writer, that 11 the 
mind of a researcher that was amontr men, has in 
his writings become embalmed." If Dr. Holbrook, 
in. place of endeavoring to advise other medical in
vestigators to refrain from letting the world know 
the results of their microscopical researches, would, 
in his so-called Herald of Health, or elsewhere or 
otherwise,· try his best to encourage them to giv 
publicity to their ideas, it would be a thousand times 
better and more consistent with his position than 
tendering gratuitous advice reg•rding matters about 
which he seems still to be totally in. the dark. 
· The world will rejoice, I hav no doubt, when the 

learned and erudite doctor publishes his promised 
great work of enlightenment· on "The Hygienic 
Treatment of Oonsumption," to which he refers in 
his letter, if it possesses the real value at which he 
himself appreciates it. All to· the doctor's incon· 

If ~here is a reasonable ray of hope of such a grat· 
ifying result, does the learned editor of a so-called 
Herald ofHealth, I ask, :wish to defeat its consum
mation, and that by wliat cannot be defined as any
thing short of a mealy-mouthed prejudice and ill· 
natured jealousy? JAMES BARNSFATHER, M. D, 

.Mem. Am. Mi~ros. Soc. M. R. S. G. B. E. 
Edinburflh, Scotland, Oct. 7, 1891. 

Fifteenth Annual Congress. 
The F!fteenth Annual Oongress of the American 

Secular Union has been appointed by the Board of 
Directors to meet in Philadelphia, on Saturday 
morning, Oct. 311 1891, at 10 o'clock, in Industrial 
Hall, corner of Broad and Wood streets, for the 
t.ransaction of business, and to continue over Sunday, 
November ht, if the Oongress 1:1hall so determin. 
No arrangements will be made.for reduced railway 
or hotel rates. 

The object of the American Secular Union, as is 
well known, is to secure the total separation of 
church and state in fact and in form, to the end that 
equal right in religion, genuin morality in 'politics, 
and freedom, virtue, and brotherhood be established, 
protected, and perpetuated. While we unite on what 
Is commonly known as the Nine Dsmands of Secu
larism, we propose to emphasize the following at the 
coming Oongress : 

· 1. The equitable taxation of church property in 
common with other property. 

2. The total discontinuance of religious instruction 
and worship in the public schools, and especially the 
reading of any Bible. 

3. The repeal and prevention of all laws enforc
ing the observance of Sunday as a religious institu
tion, rather ~han ·an economic oue, justified by 
physiological and other secular reasons. 

4. The cessation of all appropriations of the pub
lic funds for educational and charitable institutions 
of a sectarian character. 

The American Secular Union is strictly unsecta
rian and non-partisan in both religion and politicS', 
but will use any and all honorable means to secure 
its objects as above stated. It is not either publicly 
or privately committed to the advancement of . any 
system of religious belief or disbelief, but heartily 
welcomes all persons of whatever faith to its mem
bership on the basis of 11 no union of church and 
state." The word 11 secular" is here used in its 
broadest sense, as applied to the state and not to any 
system of religion or philosophy. . 

To discuss these questions in an orderly and 
friendly manner, and to devise ways and means to 
promote these objects, let us come together at this 
Oongress as Freethinkers, Materialists, Spiritualists, 
U aitarians, U aiversalists, Free Religionists, Quakers, 
Progressiv Jews, and Liberal Ohristians, and, laying 
aside our peculiar views on religious questions-, unite 
as American citizens on the one broad platform of no 
union of church and state, and the complete admin
istration of our secular government on purely secular 
principles. . 

The National Rsform At!sociation, having for its 
object the establishment of Ohristianity as the relig
ion of the state by constitutional enactment ; the 
American Sabbath U .nion, working for the enforce
ment, by legislation, -of the Jewish and Puritanic 
Sabbath on our free citizens; the Women's Obristian 
Temperance Union, indorsing the platforms and 
po'icy of both these organizations; the churches, 
both Oatholic and Protestant, insisting through their 
ecclesiastical bodies upon the complete exemption of 
church property from jus" taxation, as well as upon 
the appropriation of public money for religious 
schools and other sectarian institutions ; all these, 
and many others which might be mentioned, are 
imperiling our constitutional liberties. Every true 
Libenland patriot, whether man or woman, should 
feel called upon to aid in organizing an effectiv 
opposition to these nefarious schemes. 

All who work for religious liberty are welcome to 

"All of the original thirteen colonies in some man
ner had an established religion and nearly all had an 
established church. In the New England colonies 
Oongregationalism was established by law, in the 
Southern colonies the Episcopal church or the 
Ohurch of England had the same dignity." 

Oontinuing in the same line of thought the speaker 
claimed ·that in the charter of New Hampshire 
liberty of conscience was extended to all Protestants, 
11 meaning thereby the extreme so-called orthodox 
element and that especially of the Oburch of Eng
land." That the first Gonstitution of New York 
recognized a like condition having there existed by 
abrogating such parts of the common law and 
statutes as established any Ohristian denominations 
or their ministers. That in Oonnecticut · the Oon
llregational church was established by law, while in 
Virginia from the beginning the Ohurch of E11gland 
was established. That the Ohurch of Eoeland was 
established in Georgia by statute in 1758 and in 
.Maryland something before the Revolution. In 
Massachusetts by statute in 1716 11 a minister qual· 
i1ied by law, able, learned, and orthodox and of good 
conversation," was to be supported by taxes. "But," 
continued the speaker, '~in Rhode Island, Pennsyl
vania, New Jersey, and Delaware, no church was 
ever !ormally established, but at the same time in 
these latter colonies there was only the exemption 
from compulsory support and attendance of church 
worship, the most severe penalties being threatened 
against Infidels, Oatholics, and idolators, who are 
generally classed together, and everywhere. the old 
common law of England prevailed and the Ideas of 
the old sixteenth century that it was the duty of the 
state to .exercise a general police power over the 
thoughts and morals of the people." 

With the independence of America he claimed 
there was no sudden break in religious sentiment, 
and that the Ist Amendment to the Oonstitution 
of the United States, which provides that 11 Oon
gress shall make no law respecting the establish
ment of religion nor prohibiting the free exercise 
thereof," does not prohibit the states from passing 
statutes in regard to religion, for says the X~b 
Amendment of the federal OonsUtution, "The powers 
not delegated to the Uoited States by the Oonstitu
tion nor prohibited by it to the states are reserved 
to the state,& respectivly or to the people," and that 
in fact several of the states continued under their 
old colonial religions laws on their statute books, 
and under the laws and constitution of Massachusetts 
as late as 1834 the1e is a case on record wherein ''a 
soulless corporation" in the way of a nail faatory 
was taxed to support religion, the laws providing 
for the support of ministers, which was abolished 
in 1835. 

Bali the speaker claimed that even yet in New 
Hampshire and South Oarolina no Agnostic, Oatholic, 
Mohammedan, Buddhist, or Jew can hold any office 
under the laws of those states. 

GovERNMENTS, all will admit, hav improved ; and, 
as laws are the expressions of the wills of the 
governed, it follows that men collectivly, and there
fore· individually, hav improved. If society is 
better, man is better. The social conditions of the 
Middle Ages, or the Roman empire, or the days of 
Abraham were morally inferior to those of to-day; 
and though, individually, man's morality does not 
seem to hav kept pace with the material improvement 
of his circumstances, it must be admitted that it has 
advanced, and therefore probably will advance.
Robt. 0. Adams. 
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Th6 Special Agency for the Pacific Coast of Th6 Truth 
Beeker iB at 838 Howard ht?·eet, Ban Francisco, C'al., wher~ th6 
paper and our publications can be found and subocriptiona re
newed. Mr. 8. P. Putnam, also, will recei'IJe subscriptiQ1UJ 
and renewals. 

News and Notes. 

Hovey gave me an ite.m which I wlll put into News 
and Notes, as it givs • very interestiDg piece of in
formation. It is as follows : 

DBPBRB, Wis., May 19.-Father Duren of St. Joseph's 
Catholic church has evolved a new idea and formed a society 
for the relief and deliverance of poor souls in purgatory. 
The society iB organized on the insurance assessment plan, 
the initiation fee being twenty-five cents and the annual con
tribution ten cents. Among the benefits enumerated in 
Father Duren's prospectus are : '' Participation in the 
prayers and masses said for the society," and" a special 
share in the novena of masses celebrated In St. Joseph's 
church from November 2nd to November lOth." A novena 
of masses will be said for any member of the society as soon 
as the news of his death is received by the director. 

~be Portland convention was a most successful 
gathering. '],:'be meetings were well attended. On 
Sunday evening the new Arion Hall ~ aa filled. A 
thousand people were present. 

The work' of the Oregon state Saoular Union dur- This iu fine assurance policy. The poor man once 
ing the past year bas been excellent. Ever;,thing could not bav masses said for his soul. He didn't 
was done that could be done by the committee bav money enough. But now the spirit of coopera
appointed to bring the matter of church taxation tion prevails. Poor men can combine-pay a small 
before the legislature. It was found almost impossi- initiation fee and monthly assessment and in this 
ble to secure action. The politicians are afraid of way be sure of a mass for their eternal benefit. They 
the business. They don't want to touc':l it. Yet it won't be left out in the cold. The church has 
is a fact that three.fourths of the legislature were in caught on to the insurance idea with a delightful 
favor of taxing church property. The bi!J, however, frankness. What next 1 
in favor of this was not brought forward. It was Sleeping and nodding all night long, I arrive 
difficult even to introduce it in committee. This Wednesday morning Oi)t, nh at Grand Pass, a 
shows the necessity of untiring work, and it will be bright and lively city of about fifteen humdred peo
years before the Demands of Liberali:m will be pie, with many elegant buildings that would do 
even fairly considered by the legislature.· The credit to a metropolis like Portland. It is the 
Uaion will not giv up the fight. It will increase its county seat of Josephine county. The hills about 
forces and make bolder tff()rts. it are wild, rooky and wooded. They preaent a 

Presi!lent Baal declined reelection. HJ has made picturesque appearance. Grant's Pass is indeed a 
an admirable o:tli.Ber. For many years he has been a pretty place, and though business is rather doll just 
leader in t~e cause of L\beralism. He now leaves now, it has a fine outlook. There are productiv 
Oregon for Washington, but not very far away from lands in this county and the lumber is ·almost ex
Portland. He has located a town on the Oolumbia haustless. Immense forests are on every hand. 
river. The name of the town is Athens. It is near I hav struck a squad of ministers here-about 
the sea and offers great facilities for shipping. It is seventy, from all parts of the state-real blue Pres
expected to hav railroad communication with Port- byterians. It is a synod, I understand. I hope 
land and the sound. Mr. Beal says that he will some of these clergymen will attend lectures. There 
build a Freethought opera house at Athens and hav are so many of them, they ought not to ba afraid 
it ready for dedication to U aiversal Mental Liberty of one Infidel speaker. My platform is free. Lst 
next Paine's anniversary, January 29 h. I hope them come out in force and sea what they can do. 
there will be a grand rally of Liberals on that auspi- It is seventy against one. Now is their time or 
cious occasion. Athens pr.omises to be in the future never. 
a Liberal city, and those who desire to locate amidst I giv two lectures at Grant's Pass, and the 
l!luch btfluences in a beautiful and 1loarishing country attendamca is very good, comsidering that a whole 
with the broad river and the broad sea before them synod rs on the other side. I hav twice as many 
could not do better than bke a trip to this point, the second night as the first night. I was intra
or communi~ate with 0. Baal, of Oathlamet, Wash., duced by William M.. Richards, a pioneer Liberal 
who will tell them all. about it. Portlrmd and the here, who himself can take the platform if need be 
Oolumbia river hav a great future. Wealth and and defend Freethought. John G. Abbott is 
enterprise are bound to develop the resources of the another of our sturdy supporters; George Daan 
magnificent lands from the Willamette to the Pacific and William Daan and George Walters are also in 
ocean. line. Grant Orme and Mrs. Sarah Huggins join 

Mrs. Krekel has labored incessantly in the leo~ure THE TBUTH SEEKEB ranks, and others are coming. I 
fteld for the last six months, and has traveled thou- enjoyed my stay. These are the first F.reethought 
sands of miles day and ni_ght, on buckboard, stage lectures in the place, and the outlook is attractiv. 
coaches, etc., and kept the fires of Liberalism burn- Fine churches are here, but there is not much mar
ing through a long line of country. She did not ket for theological goods. 
think it advisable to continue the field se~retarysbip I leave Grant's Pass on Friday morning. It is 
and declined re llection. The Union feels that her glorious weather, and enchanting prospects spread 
work has been valuable and the results will not be around as I dash through Rogue river valley; the 
lost. If the advance cannot be accomplished o~1e hills luminous above the fields, which are ornamented 
way it will another. with a thousand homes, the orchards and gardens 

J. Henry Schroeder was elected president. He is glittering with varied colors. Mount Pitt rises 
one of the best workers in 0 regon and will carry on like a mighty pyramid in the glowing south. Thence 
the purpose of the Union with the same pertinacity from the valley the long train slowly climbs the 
and enthusiasm that characterized the labors of Mr. Siskiyou range and scenes of wild magnificence 
Beal. unroll upon the vision-snormous hills, vast cham-

Mrs. Sarah 0. Todd, of Foret~t Grove, was elected hers resplendent with autumn colors, red and yellow 
secretary. She is well known for her ability and and gray and dark green mingling in 1lamiDg .pich
earnestness in the Liberal cause. Reuben Wright, urea. Through the immense circles we rise, while 
the treasurer, is a stanch supporter, and with these from out the towering and majestic forms Mount 
officers the Union will keep its flag bravely 1lying. Shasta again pierces the sky in snowy splendor
The list of vice-presidents was revised and those far shining on our pathway for a hundred miles. 
selected from each county who could be depended upon Then amidst solitudes, except for the thundering 
to do the best work. It was the objectof the oonven- train, we leap along the Sacramento, which dashes 
tion to hav a reliable executiv force in the field dur- in wild glory from cafi ln to oafion. It is gorgeous 
ing the coming year. It was unanimously resolved sunset now. The golden clouds 1loat over the vast 
to raise a fund of. $500 in addition to the nearly canopies. Amid the lustrous twilight rises the 
$400 already contributed for the expenses of the silver moon, and flings its tremulous rad;anoe on the 
convention and the work of the field secretary the white foam of the river and the dark encircling 
last year. trees. I fall into the land of dreams, while the red 

The convention constantly increased in numbers eye of the iron horse sweeps the broad vaHey. 
from beginning to end and closed with enthusiasm When I look upon the purple dawn, the bay is before 
and hope. Those preseut felt t·hat we were moving me-the glimmering fields and the misty mountain 
on-that from year to yeor there is progression, and tops, the towers of Oakland, and the picturesque 
the Secular Union was never in a more promising bights of San F.tanciscl, and before breakfast I am 
condition. The proceedings of the convention were at the Freethought offi~e, and shake hands with 
harmonious. With many differences of opinion on Brown, Replogle, and Dlnlevy. Business is going 
many subjects, concerning the great and general on here, although Freethought has taken its eagle 
principles there was the utmost accord. flight to the Atlantic-not to sink, but still to pour 

I enjoyed the convention. There was an inspiring its burning life into new paths. I hardly recognize 
atmosphere ab.out it. . I met many friends and the the offiae when I see it, for a fresh emblazonry is in 
handshake was cordial all around. Oregon Liber- front of it., with gorgeous hues, and I am not sur!'! I 
als can feel proud .of what they hav aecomplished. am in the right place until Brown givs greeting. 
The past year has been a notable one of patient and Beautiful picture· books and stationery are here
courageous work, and so far as the Pacific coast is THE TRUTH SnxER-and I hear the music of the 
concerned we can say, "This old world is growing job printing-press. We are noh dead, although a 
brighter." change has come over the spirit of our dream. If 

From Oregon with its woods and hills and sweep- we cannot work one way then we will work another. 
ing rivers and busy marts, up the vast and beautiful Yes, it is different from what it was when I started 
Willamette valley in the evening sun of October 6hh, ion this joumey; but if the familiar pages of 
aboard a long train of cars crowded to the utmost 1 Freethought do not greet my eyes, nor the " man 
capacity, I speed towards golden Oalifornia. I met with the badge-pin," still along the vast line from 
Hovey, of San Ftanoisco, and Nelson, of Woodburn.lE.at to West the flag advances. 

I cannot close this letter without isking my Free· 
thought friends who hav stood by me and the work 
so well for years to accept with courage and confi
dence the new movement, and I hope that everyone 
on the list of Freethought will be on the list of THE 
TnuTH SEEXEB and help make it a more powerful 
j l)urnal, for by swelling its ranks we can aid the 
victory of our cause. F.tom the Atlantic to the 
Pacific we must keep up the conflict, we must oulti· 
vate the spirit of fraternity. 

I also ask our L1beral friends of the coast to aid 
in maintaining the branch office at San Francisco. 
It is of importance. We do not ask for any gifts of 
money, but for business. Buy books of us, hav j Qb 
printing do:ee. If you want beautiful pictures of 
yourselvs and families, Freethought cffice bas made 
arrangements to furnish them cheaply and skillfully. 
Now that the weight of the paper is taken off our 
hands, the other branches of the business can be 
made a success and we oan hav a cheerful rallying· 
place for Freethinkers on the coast. THE TBUTH 
SEEXEB will be our a1Ja?it courier now, but we will 
keep a fireside glow at the Golden Gate. 

SAMUEL P. PUTNAM, 
.JJ'reethought Ojfiee, 838 Howard St., San Francisco. 

The Bible in the University. 
w ASBINGTON SEOULAB UNION, } 

FREMONT, WASH, Sept. 28, 1891 
To THE BoARD OF REGENTS oF THE W ABmNGTON 

STATE UmvEBSITY, Gentlemen: The Washington 
Secular Union, with local branches in nearly every 
district in the state (alike east and west of the OaE
cadee), organizad to protect its members and aU 
other worthy citizens in the "absolute freedom of 
conscience in all matters of religious sentiment," aa 
guaranteed by our state constitution, respectfully 
ellis attention and solicits your earnest consideration 
of the following facts: . 

Article I, Section 2 of our state constitution reads : 
"Absolute freedom of conecier:ca in all matters of 
religious sentiment, belief, and worship shall be 
guaranteed to every individual. 

" No public money or property shall be appropri
ated for or applied to any religious worship, exercise, 
or instruction, or the support of any religious estal:-
lishment." · 

The law of our legislature (page 516, Session 
Laws 1889-90), an aet in relation to the establish
ment and govemment of the University of the 
State of Washington, provides: 

Section 15. "rhe funds of the University shall be 
derived from the proceeds of the sale of land donated 
by the United States for the endowment of a univer
sity, and the admission a&d tuition fees of the stu
dents and such appropriations as the legislature may 
make." · 

Sao. 21. "The sum of $10,000 is hereby appropri
ated out of the state treasury," etc. 

It is not denied that the University is sustained by 
appropriation both of public property and of public 
money. Nevertheless, at • meeting of the board of 
regents held in the city of Seattle Jnly 10, 1890, the 
following resolution was adopted: . · 

ResJl'Ded, That the religious exercises in the University be 
confined to reading passages in the Bible and repeating· the 
Lord's Prayer. 

The board of regents thus deoltred that reading 
the Bible and repeating the Lord's Prayer consti
tute religious exercise. 

The constitution of our state declares : " No pub
lic money shall be appropriated or applied to any 
religious worship, exercise, Qr instruction." 

The State University is created and maintained by 
the civil government, and therefore is a civil, not a 
religious, institution, and is not maintained in the 
interest of or opposition ta religion, nor in the inter
est of any denomination or sect, but of the people, 
by the people, for the people. 

The sole purpose of our State :university is to 
provide the highest Secular education to its students, 
not to impart religious instruction or to provide a 
place of worship. 

The state bas no right to teach in its University 
or in the public schools or elsewhere the Ohristian, 
Jewish, Buddhist, or any other religion. 

The attempt of any body of Christians to intro
duce their denominational doctrine and dogmas into 
the U aiversity would by every other denominati.on 
be rightfully denounced as a monstr.ous usurpatio~. 

Liberty of opinion, liberty of worship, liberty in 
all matters pertaining to religion is not a privilege 
created or awarded by the state, but a right inherent 
in the persoulity of the individual conEcience, and 
the state of Washington is pledged by its constit t· 
tion not only not to interfere with that right, but to 
protect it. 

The board of regents has no more right to ~uthor
ize, much less to pay from public money for, tte 
erection of a chapel in connection with the Univer
sity, or to pay salary to any person to conduct relig· 
ious exercises or giv religious instruction therein, 
than it has to apply the funds of the University to 
sending missionaries to the so-called heathen. 

Oar worthy superintendent of publio instruction, 
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a member of :your honorable board, recently applied 
to State Attorney-General Jone- for his official opin
ion as to the l£gality cr constitutionality of conduct
ing devotional or religious exercises in our public 
sehools. 

Your serious attention is solicited to that opinion. 
Oar stats attorney-general quotes Justiee Lyon: 
"That readb:ig the Bible in. the sBhool is sectarian 
instruction ; that a pupil of ordinary intelligence is 
instructed thereby in saetarian doctrine." 

In oonelusiOtt, after reference to numerous author
ities, he decides that reading the Bible is strictly 
religious exercise within the meaning of Article I, 
SeoUon 11, providing that no publio money or prop
erty shall be appropriated for religious worship or 
instruction. · 

The Washington Secular Union, its officers and 
members, are without exception the devoted friends 

· of the University, and it is because of our deep inter
est in its prosperity we desire there shaH be nb just 
csuse for any sect, denomination, or olass of people 
to oppose or use inflaenoes against it, but rather 
that all can unite in its support and the true intent 
and purpose of its institution be fuily aeeomplished. 

Oonfident. your respect for the constitution and 
laws of the state will insure your prompt rescinding of 
the resolution complained of, and that you will forth
with issue the necessary orders to insure complianee 
by the faeulty with the requirements of the constitu
tion prohibiting religious exereises or instruetion in 
connection with studies of the University, I hav the 
honor to eubscribe myself, 

Yoars respeetfuily, 0. B. REYNOLDS, 
Sec. Washington Sec. Union, Fremont, Wash. 

What Is the :Matter With Wettstein 1 
I should judge by his writings that Brother Wett

stein has a very hard and bitter life or he would not 
think it would be such an affi.iction to hav life con· 
tinuous. 

· Is not life here, even in this rudime~tary and un
develcped state, worth the living ! I think so. · I 
suppose that about as many thorns hav been mixed 
with the roses that hav bordered my pathway along 
life's highway as it is usual for mortals to find, and 
yet I think it is a blessed thing to hav life, to be 
able to see the golden sunshine, the bounteous har
vest fields, the broad expanse of prairies and -forest, 
to listen to the carol of birds, the laughter of child· 
hood, the grand strains of music, even if by virtue of 
these oapaeities we see deformities, ruin, devastation, 
and hear diseords and wails of agqny. 

n is worth so much to feel the warm hand-clasp of 
a true, loyal friend; to look in_to his eyes and read a 
soul of truthfulness and integrity, even though 
sometime1 enemies simulate it and we are .deceived. 
In faot, I think this earth-life with its aspirations and 
disappointments, with its hopes and fears, its suo· 
ceases and failure&, is really worth the living. 

If this be true, and this is, as it must be, if con· 
tinned individual existenee is a fact, the childhood 
or rudimentary state, the future instead of being a 
misfortune must be as much more desirable than 
thie, as a life of great intellectual and moral attain
ments is preferable as a promoter of happiness and 
individual weii-being to a condition of ignorant un
development. The artist who laid down his brush 
with his ideal but half suppressed, the singer with 
his soul full of harmonies that would bless his fel· 
lows by expression, the mathematieian with his 
problem but half solved, the scientist with his truth 
undemonstrated, the inventor who saw his great 
work not completed, whereby the world could be 
sent onward in its evolution a hundred years in a 
day ; all these could take up their work again, com
plete their tasks, and permanently reap the result. 

I remember hearing J. H. Burnham in a lecture 
on one occasion say : ''I do not know that there is a 
future life, but it seems to me there ought to be." 
So it seems to me. After a life of mistakes whereby 
valuable lessons hav been learned, of attainments, 
through great personal sacrifice and heroic endeavor, 
whereby, in some measure) the "how to Iiv " has 
been learned, it would be more desirable to go on 
reaping the results of one's at~ainmeuts and adding 
thereto than is this beginning of life in sueh abject 
ignorance and helplessness. 

Yes, it is glorious to liv here, notwithstanding ali 
our disadvantages, and the more we grow in wisdom 
and goodness the more glorious life will become. 
And I am convinced by irrefutable evidence that the 
change denominated death, whereby is sloughed otf 
the cruder from the finer materia], makes no change 
in the character of the man, only givs him greater 
advantages for unfoldment. Life is a precious boon, 
Brother Wettstein, and the more valuable as it is 
enriched by experiences. 

Chicago, Ill. JuLmT H. SEVERANOE1 M.D. 

Paine's Portrait in Independence Hall. 
The portrait of Thomas Paine in Independence 

HaJJ, Pbilade1phia, is a copy of an original by J. W. 
Jarvie, of New York, an intimate friend of Paine. 
The copy was made by Bass O;is, of Boston, for Mr. 
F, L. Taylor, who, aften sixteen years of protracted 

struggle, succeeded in getting it placed in the but which would serve both, yet he would not listen 
"museum." Mr. Taylor now resides at Lawyer's to the prr.yer. I did not turn away from him the 
Road, Oampbell county, V a. In 1861 he published first time nor the tenth nor the hundredth time he 
at Burlington, N. J., a pamphlet entitled, "Testi- answered me not. I hope~, I prayed; I t~ought, 
monials to the Merits of Thomas Paine." He is tr_ying my faith, he will draw me to him, and 

· W. H. BURR, when the time comes he will fetch me out of thi!! 

Items of Foreign Freethought News. 
. The religic;>ns eiroles of Germany are highly 
agitated on account d the frfquent indietments and 
substquent trials for heresy among the Protestant 
as well as Oatholie clergy, which seem to inerease 
rather than decrease in number. 

Friedrich Sol iineman-Pott, lecturer of the Ftee 

darkness to light and truth; but the time never 
came. I inquired, I read the Bible from end to end, 
crouching upon my knees, but not one question did 
God answer, not one doubt did he solve, not one ray 
of light let shine on me." We advise our Scandi
navian friEnds to send for Fritankaren No. 18 
and distribute it broadcast among their Obristian 
neighbors. A better campaign dccument cannot be 
found. 

Religious. Society ~f San Francisco and a .well- The harvest weather· in South Germany is bad, 
k~ow!l writer on eth1cal and Freethought EUb]ect.~, hence the archbishop of Ko1n has ordered prayers 
d1ed In St. Helena, Oal., on August 3d. Mr. Schu said asking for gocd weather. Here in America we 
neman "!as born in H.of!lburg (Baden), April 5, 1826. make the weather. 
He studied for the mimstry of the Lutheran church 
at the University of Mar burg, but before he wae 
ordained he renounced the Ohristian religion and 
accepted a call as lecturer for the Free Society of 
Nordhausen. In 1848 he was indicted for high 

Five new soeieHes were added during the month 
of September to the French Freethought Feder
ation. 

treason and thrown in prison. After his liberation August 2nd the Freethinkers of Paris and delega
he went to Halberstadt, where he gained the friend- tiona from most of the F 1enoh counties unveiled a 
ship of the old Baron Ernst von Pott, who subse· statue in honor of the Freethought martyr, EUenne 
quently adopted him. In 1854 Sol ii neman came to Dolet. Several thousand people were present, and 
Ameriea and was for sixteen years lecturer for the while the bands played La Marseillaise the covering 
Free Society of Philadelphia, from whenee he re- was removed and the handsome statue greeted with 
moved to San Franoilca. We extend our s:ympathies the crieP, "iM the Republic! Liv Freethought !'' 
to his relative and with them mourn the loss of a The lateness of our an:eouncing this event is due to 
flOOd and prominent co-worker in the cause of the non-appearance of La Raison. 
Universal Mental Liberty. His remains were 
cremated at Los Angeles. 

The Federation of Free Religious Societies of 
Germany numbers 79 societies and 10 auxiliary 
divisions. The soci.ety of Berlin has 4 000 members ; 
of Offenbach, 1,600; of Magdeburg, 1,000; of Man
heim, 755. About 10,000 members are found in 
Prussia, 7, 000 in Hessen, 200 in Baden. The 
Federation numbers about. 50,000 members, and 
aside from the property owned by the individual 
soaieties has a bank account of 3,675 marks. 

Italy is i bad place for the clergy to prosecute 
unbelievers. Editor Novelli of the Florence Vero 
Monello (The True Rogue), who was indicted for 
irreverence and blasphemy of the holy Oatholic hum
bug, was discharged. The audience that crowded 
the epaeious courtroom could not refrain from 
churing the verdict. The sky-pilots made them· 
selva small and disappeared down the backstairs. 

Among the prominent Freethinkers of Sweden we 
must mention Anton Nystrom. Besides an out
spoken and activ worker in the cause, Mr. Nystxom 
is likewise a writer of prominenee, and recognized 
as such by historical scholars and students in ali 
countries. Last month appeared volume V of his 
11 AUnan Hultur Historia," (General History of 
Civilization), and the verdict of the press, both 
Swedish and foreign, is highly favorable. We hav 
read volume I, and do not hesitate to place him far 
above Buckle, and for sound philosophietl judgment 
he is superior to Leaky. It is amusing to notice the 
silence of the press in general as to Mr. Nystxom's 
anti-Ohristian belief. The scientifie journals only 
dtre mention the fact that the greatest living Swed· 
ish historian is a Freethinker. 

It is distressing for us to contemplate the igno
rance of Freethinkers. How often hav we not 
inquired, " Where is heii !" and the only answer we 
received was the mocking echo. It has been leU 
for our opponents to loeate our future abode. In 
the Jesuit eateehism by Father Seourville (Lux
emburg, 1873) we read the other day as an answer 
to hhe question, "Where is hell!" "Hell is inside 
the earth. It is not large. It need not be, for the 
damned are hurled headforemost down in the ab:yss 
and packed like sudines in a box, and between them, 
under them, and above them soars the fire." 

In Fritllnkaren of September 15hh is published 
a stenographic report of Victor Lennstrand's debate 
with the Rev. N. Nymansion, whieh took place 
August 16th. We hav read all of Mr. Lennstrand's 
lectures and speeches that hav been published, and 
are hence able to giv a judgment of the value of this 
his latest production. We think Mr. Lennstrand 
has surpassed himself. The lecture is full of facts; 
now stern, now pathetic; now he points out the 
ill consistencies, the cruelties of the Ohrisiian religion, 
now he hurls the spear of sarcasm against the 
Ohristian faith. Spaee will not permit the tranela· 
tion of this his exeeiient addition to Freethought 
literature; but we cannot refrain from giving one 
short extrzct containing one of the most powerful 
indictments of OhristianHy by one who did believe, 
and who sought peace and fou11d it not : "I dis
covered that no matter how earnestly, how devoutly 
a man asked God for a favor, a favor that was not 
opposed to his honor and the welfare of mankind, 

The :yell ly congress of the French Freethoughi 
Federaticn will be held at Salle de l'ErDiitage, rue 
de Jassieu 23, Pari&, on Oat. 25th. 

No. 14 of our contemporary .Der Lichtfreund, 
edited by Edward Schweiia, was confiscated by the 
imperial police of Vienna, because it contained a bad 
artiele entitled " The Defeats of the Ohristian System 
of Morals." We congratulate our friend Mr. 
Schwella, for such persecution generally works the 
other way, and we suppose he has already reeeived 
a goodly number of new subscribers. The imperial 
police shC;uld turn its attention to the morality of the 
imperial l•mily. . The treatment of the unfortunate 
countess Maria, the victim of the suieide and mur· 
derer the late erown-prince RudoJph, proves that that 
family nert's regulation badly, and also a new moral 
guidebook besides the family Bible. 

Resolution. 
The Fr.1mer's and Laborer's Union of Good Hope, 

Dayton, Rhea Oo., Tenn., at its last session adopted 
the follov;ing preamble and resolution: 

WHEREAS, The National Farmers' Alliance, at its recent 
session at Ocala, Fla., adopted a resolution requesting the 
closing of \he Columbian Exposition on Sunday, or as it was 
termed the" American Sabbath:" and 

WHEREJB, Governmental interference in the interests of 
any particular creed or' religion is an abridgment of the 
untrammeled exercises of rellgious preferences and relig
ious llberly guaranteed by the Constitution of the United 
States, and therefore an infringement of a cardinal feature; 
~d . 

WHBBKAS. Our order being strictly non-sectarian, should 
take no stand diEcriminating either for or against any relig
ious tenet; 

Resolved, That we deprecate this hasty and ill-considered 
step toward the restriction of individual freedom of con
science, and earnestly n:quest our supreme counsel to recon
sider its action. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
w. B. BBLL ls at Des Moines, Ia., where he will make his 

headquarters while lecturing in Iowa. 

OB' Mr. Charlesworth's lecture in Chicago, E. A. Stevens 
writes : "I exceedingly regret that circumstances made it 
impossible .for our friend Charlesworth to meet with the 
welcome of which he is worthy. Owing to dangerousillness 
in my fan:.ily when the time arrived for activ efforts to 
make the lecture a success, I found myself fully occupied In 
the sick chamber. Realizhig th!lt personal work is worth 
more than $100 in newspaper advertising, I wrote Mr. 
Charleswcrth to postpone lectures till his return trip. Those 
he never rrceived, but came on full of anticipation of a good 
time and a larg;e audience. The cnly thing to do was to go 
ahead and make the best of it. If the audiences were mea. 
ger, they at least were appreciativ, and while the lecturer 
may hav been disappointed by the lack of numbers, his 
hearers were more than satiafl.ed-yes, astounded-at his 
masterly fxpositlon of the 'Philosophy of Secularism.' It 
waa not a basket of literary chips taken from various 
writers and patched together llke some amateur lecturers, 
but a thoroughly studied, logically reascned, and trenchantly 
expressed d!scouree. It was a lecture with a vertebra. One 
of Mr. Watts's admirers said he doubtt:d if Mr. Charlesworth's 
noted cou:Jtryman could hav done. better. The evening 
topic thrfl:~;d the audi€nce with admiration for the younlil; 
orator's splendid sarcasm, his forcible array of damaging 
facts, and his complete refutation of theological preten
sions culled with care from their own authentic sources. 
'ChristiaLity Condemiled by its Own History' is just what 
its title indicates, which was another agreeable surpris~.··. 
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. English Notes. 
The Theosophic dispute waxes warmer and warmer, 

and the Eoglisb people are getting thoroughly sick 
of the whole thing. Mrs. Besant has almost ceased 
to be interesting. Olever she undoubtedly is ; elo
quent and charming in her discourses, she caDnot 
fail to be; but the shrewd common sense of the 
multitude revolts at the foolishness of her Mahatma 
theories and the simplicity of the folk who can be 
found to put their faith in her assertions about 
precipitated letters and other marvels. But if any
thing further were needed to cause the destruction 
of the Freethinkers' admiration of that gifted lady, 
it would be found in the newly developed belief 
in our old friend Jesus Ourist. Who does not know 
how Mrs. Besant pulled him to pieces in the good 
old days? Then she disbelieved in him body and 
soul. Evidences were not laeking as to the hollow
ness of the Ohristian faith. Without other evideDces 
she now accepts him as a fact-an initiate who per
mitted himself to be reincarnated one hundred and 
seven years before the Ohristian era (Madam BJavatsky 
said so, and so it must be true) for the good of 
mankind. 

Well, enough is as good as a feast, and we bav 
bad more than enough of Mrs. Besant and the new 
religion. . 

The Bradlaugh Memorial Hall scheme is traveling 
over a rough ground. Counsels are divided. Mr. 

the inability of the OhriatiiJl Evidence Society to 
cope with our efforts. Their original policy was to 
put up one of their lecturers close against our ·plat
form wherever we raised one. It was soon found 
that we outstripped them, IJld that if we were short 
of lecturers to satisfy the districts that crave for 
lecturers, they were still. less able to :find miJl for 
man to interfere with the work already in hand. Yet 
they may hav leg,acies and b£q~ests whil~t we m.•Y 
not; their work 1s popular wh•!st. ours ~s ~onm~
ered disgraceful; they hav Ohrxstran preJudtces 1n 
thei:r. favor whilst we hav them dead against us. 
Had we, then, one-half of their advantages Secular
ism would go on by leaps and bounds. 

Mr. Watts has been received with warm welcome 
on his return to London. I hav not had the pleasure 
of meeting him yet, though recently we were in Man
chester within a few hours of each other and stayed 
at the same hotel. ~sst night, in Liverpool, I had 111 

loJJg chat with an old Secularist, Father Stocker, and 
be tells me that Miss Ada OampbelJ, who lectured 
here on Sunday, gave very great satisfaction. She 
does not quite seem to understand English. me~hods 
and is thought to ride the horse rather too h1gbly 
for English palates. This I gathered also elsewhere. 
In a brief while, no doubt, she will tumble to oar 
insular ways and her eloquence will go far to increase 
the already ~reat warmth of feeling which exists 
between the Freethinkers of England emd America. 

Liverpool, Sept. 29, 1891. SAJII, STANDBING, 

Our London Letter. 
Foote, the excellent president of the National An article in the Contemporary Revitw advocat
Secular Society, is strongly in favor of saving the ing the seculariz•tion of cathedrals on the ground that 
Historic Hall of Science as a :fitting memorial to our the clergy are fallillg behind in the intellectual race, 
dead hero. Ohber people, more ambitious and much bas brought forward the champion word-spinner, Mr. 
less prudent, would prefer to wait a generation Gladstone, to say 1 few words in their defeDse, and 
while larger funds can be accumulated, and then his reasons for saying such an assertion is inaccurate, 
erect 1 pretentious memorial. Meanwhile ~rad- untrue, and n11just are somewhat peculiar. He 
laugh's cbiefest work would be laJaguishing ; his names :five individuals who hav died within the laat 
name would lose much of its power through for- two years as specimens of the intelligence of the 
getfulness, and the Freethought party would hav clergy, an archbishop, a bishop, a dean, a canon, and 
reliD.quished 1 fort it could never again hope a laymm who wrote a few theological essays, all of 
to capture. Surely if funds could be collected them men whose names are or soon will be forgotten, 
through the wide; wide world for a more :fitting and who bav done practically mothing for the in
memorial in the course of thirty years there is no struction or benefit of the world. He moreover atates 
reason why that should not be done; but meanwhile that all the public schools of this country hav cler
to day must be allowed to look after to day, and gym en for head masters, which statement is, however, 
we must do Oharles Bradlaugh all the honor we are erroneous, as the Pall Mall Gazette points out, and 
presently able to do. even were it otherwise, it does not prove that such 

O.u Sunday, September 29hh, the Manchester peo- sehools are any better off through beillg under such 
ple unveiled their testimonial to the great leader.· In control. The best men the world has seen bav not 
their ball in Rasbolme road, now beautifally and by any means been instructed at these sahools, 
tastefully decorated, a life-size portrait of Obarles which turn out 1 great majority of very useless and 
Bradlaugh was unveiled by Mr. G. W. Foote. Mr. ignorant individuals. Another very curious argo
and Mrs. Bradlaugh-Bonner took part in the cere- mentis that in certain ecclesiastical dictionaries the 
mony, and Mr. J. M. Robertson, editor of th~ bulk of contributors bav been clerics, as though it 
National Reformer, was in the chair. I was favored required 1 great effort of genius for 1 member of a 
with an invitation to speak, but unfortunately a close profesaion to write in favor of his own craft. 
business engagement in London and a late train Mr. Gladstone may hav very great faith in his par· 
aonspired to land me in Manchester just as the ticular religion, but when he says "there is nothing 
audience was leaving the hall. Mr. Bickert is the that has come in the field that is going to supplant 
artist, and he has depicted ·the honorable member the old religion of our fathers," whatever he may 
for Northampton pleading his right to a seat in the mean by that, he is talking nonsense-but were he 
House at the bar of the ( lommons. The .face is from to liv long enough to see the present state of religion 
a photograph; but the elothes are painted from the overthrown, h~ would no doubt be able to clearly 
elothes he actually wore. Manchester is a lively show that this prophecy of his meant somethillg 
home of Freethought. Besides the work going on quite different. · 
in the ball, they hav two out-door stations where The Theosophical controversy in the daily Chronicle 
Fteethought addresses are given, and in many bas now terminated, all bets are off, and no one prob
other ways Secularism is sent winging its course ably has gained any real knowledge on the subject ; 
through Oottonopolis. The best of it is, that with the letters :filled up 1 gap in a slack season and 
all their vigor the Manchester folks grow still more increased the sale of the pa1>er and the Lon
viJlorous. don public is now patiently waiting for a new sensa-

Talking of out-door work, our LoDdon pro- tion. 
gram for October shows that winter is com- The bishop of Jerusalem bas been very much 
ing upon us. Ftom May to September, inclueiv, upset because he was not allowed to preside at the 
some thirty out· door station& are bard at work meetings of the missiop.ary conference, and has 
on Sundays delivering lectures and distributing attacked his opponents through the medium of a 
literature. The majority of lectures are given patnpblet, which bas been considered by the house 
in the moming about 11:30. Some are given in of convocation. It appears that the bishop bas not 
the aUernoon or evening. Only two or three a sufficient supply of missionaries and the society 
balls giv IeBtures during the summer months. The cannot afford to increase the staff. The society he 
Ootober list shows but .-fourteen places at work, also a causes of engauing in systematic aggression on 
although there are 1 few not upon the list which are the churches of the East, which the society denies, 
still activ. Six indoor stations publish their lecture though it contends that its duty is to "convert the 
list, and to those muet be added yet others whose Jew, Moslem, and heathen to Ohrist." The arch
lists were not ready for publication in the monthly bishop of Oanterbury has advised the disputants to 
paper. For ail •bat, we are everlastingly being told 11 pursue their allotted work in peacefulness and 
that Secularism is dying out, and even Mrs. Besant straightforwardness," etc., etc. The Jew, Moslem, 
pretends to believe it. As a matter of fact, Free- and heathen who are supposed' to be anxiously 
thought is raising its head in the most unexpected waiting to be converted must be highly entertained 
places, and is more or less openly advocated by the by these equabbles and greatly desirous of belong
most unlikely persops. Only l1st week a new inJl to such a happy family. 
work, published by the well-known :firm of Eliot It appears from letters lately appearing in 1 
Stock, in Paternoster row, God entitled "Oredo and religious weekly paper that the Young Men's Ohris
Oredulity," openly avows that Oolonel Ingersoll tian Association is anything but a success. Even 
hopelessly defeated Mr. Gladstone, Oardinal Man- with the inducement of many secular additions the 
Ding, Judge Black, and the four other champions affair has :flaa-ged. It waa expeated thatthe gym· 
who attacked him. The writing is obviously par- nasinm would be 1 splendid draw, but the athletic 
sonic and the diction Americm, but its matter ie no members don't care for the prayer and tea meetings 
more convincing than that of the seven champions and those in favor of the latter forms of dissipation 
whose incapacity to argue with Ingersoll the writer will not develop their muscles; so as a last resort to 
ventures to supersede and rectify. O.ue test of the prop the affAir on its legs is 1 suggestion that the 
paw'h or §eoqh,tiqau io Londou. i~ to be folUl(l in ·toung Women's Ohristiu .A.ssooiatiou sh•U 1malg1-

mate with the male society. It will be interesting 
to watch the result of this somewhat dangerou.a 
experiment, for hysterically religious people are as 1 
rule rather inclined to erotic tendencies. · ·· · 

The president of the National Secular Society is 
by no means apprehensiv that the Freethougbt 
movement is in the same weak state as -the Young 
Men's · Ohristian Association, as he has further 
enlarged his journal, the circulation· of which moat 
hav. increased considerably to induce him to take 
such a step. His paper appears to be the most 
popular, as well . as :financially the strongest, of all 
Freetbougbt papers published in this country. 

Mr. Watts bas made a good beginning here, and 
will no doubt tffectivly spread the ~ospel of Ftee· 
thought over the middle and north of Englind. Mr. 
Baker, of Birmillgham, has promised to do still 
more for the cause when he sees headway is being 
ma~. J; D. 

Leetnre Notes. 
At Pittsburgh I bad a good audience notwithstand

ing the excessiv September beat. There is a strong 
band of Liberals here, and when they try to do any
thing they generally do it handsomely. Among the 
veterans there I met ~oman Staley, Harry Hoover, 
Anthony Barker, anli many others. From Pittsburgh 
I went to Massillon and delivered two lectures in the 
Opera House. I was royally entertained l>y Mr. W. 
B. Moke and wife. Between the morning and even
ing lecture we took a pleasant drive to OantoJi and 
from there to Meyer's lake, where wa found hundreds 
of people e11joying themselvs in vari~lis ways. I 
shall long remember my Sunday at Massillon. 

I did not lecture in Obicago, but went about see
ing the sights. The World~s Fair occupies much of 
the people's thoughts here, and if all signs do not 
fail Ohicago will set the civilized world to talking 
about this Fair, becausa it is t9 be the World's Fair. 

I stopped a few days at Olinton to see Brother 
James A. Greenhill, one of the true-blue Liberals, 
and to hear Brother John E. Remsburg giv two of 
his· grand and well~known lectures, namely, "Ftlse 
Claims" and" Thomas Paine." The latter was deliv· 
ered at ·Lyons, an adjoining town to Olin ton. The 
lectures were well attended and highly appreciated. 
In addition to wbat I bav said about Mr. Greenhill, 
I may parenthetically remark that be is a Scotchman 
by birth and an astronomer from choice. Star-gazers 
should make his acquaintance. · . 

Mrs. Allen, although not a Freethinker, entertained 
us just as well a$J.f she bad been one. . • 

From Olinton"I took the cars for "n all-night :i'1de 
to this place. And when I reached Des Moines what 
a reception I did get"!. It rained and rained, and the 
streets grew muddier all the time, and I could not 
get around to :find our Liberal friends, and ~ad. to 
betake myself to a hotel, where I sat at 1 w•n,dow 
writing letters and occasionally lifting my eyes; from 
the paper before me to glance into the street, where 
surged the irrepressible pedestrians. There were 
the moving umbrellas bobbing one way and another, 
the splashing feet in the mud, and the he~vy sky 
.bimging down almost shutting out the light of day. 
Here was another day to be remembered. I had to 
possess my soul in patience. I hav always made it a 
rule when it rains to let it rain. It is in vain to try 
to pray the rain off or on. It has its own way. . 

The next day was pleasant and I found our Lib
eral friends. 

Brother John R. Oharleswortb lectures here to
morrow. I will mention the lecture in my next. 
He is winning a good name wherever be goes. I 
shall remain in Des Moines as my headquarters dur
ing October and November, and tht!n return through 
Kansas and Texas to Oalifornia. Liberals along the 
southern route will please correspond with me before 
I ~et started. . . W. S. BELL. 

JJes Moines, Ia. 
~----~~------

C. L. Swartz Again. 
To THB EniTOB oF THE TBUTH BEEKER, Sir: Will 

you please let me say • word about the Swartz 
matter T Your correspondent, H. J. Wernwag, 
evidently does not understand the situation. Mr. 
Swarfz is neither the proprietor nor the editor of 
the Sun. He writes up no one, has never done so, 
in what is not "his Sun." Mr. Swartz was simply 
the Topeka agent for the Sun, and it was his bnsi
nePS to hand out the packages to the newsboys. The 
newsboys still sell the Sun in Topeka but who acts 
as agent I do not know. 

If the editor or publisher of the Sun defames any
one's character the law is open to him, and the Sun's 
proprietors can be held responsible. It matters not 
if the 11 authorship of any squib" can be proven or 
not, the publisher is known and can be held 
respo11sible. But no one has complained, no one 
has prosecuted for libel, and it was not on that 
ground that 'Mr. Swartz was arrested IIid indicted, 
but for GirculatiDg indecent literature, and this when 
the Bible circulates freely. These virtuous spasms 
of legislators who fear to hav their own acts un
covered are too thin to admit of the idea that these 
wise Solous bav any real care for tbe morals _of the 
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·people, ind in spite of their restrictions the Sun also the story about Oain's wife, we are believing a 
still circulates in Topeka. lie, unless Oain married his mother. . 

. Mr. "Swarlz has a family; he depends upon his . Ba6 i6 seems- that God himself believed in two 
.labor for his and their support, and the profit on the oreatiopsc~ ·or perhaps more, for he put a mark upon 

. papers sold would hav supported his family. ._ . · Oain· to keep others from killing him, and Oain evi-
. When Mr. Wern~ag will work month after mouth dently believed the same way, for he feared that he 

·· ·in a liberal cffi.ce for two-thirds of what he could should be ·killed by everyone that found him (Gen. 
. earn elsewhere simply because he wants •to see the iv; 14:, 15). '.... . . . . .. . ,._,, . .<; •. 

· ·work go •>n, he may talk about being a liberal; but Who wis there to kill·Oainr 
if he continues to j'!-dge adversely of that -of :which _ In· Gen_ .. ·v ~we: find t)le case_ .. s_till more oompli· 
he l'eal!Y knows as ~Ittle as he seems to kno~ of Mr; : ctited~ for we ~e told that male, and' female were 
SwarLzil case, I thmk he had better _go mto the created the same day; and both were named Adam. 
Oitholic . church and stay there, for he could do Is this a strong' delusion T : : · · 
liberalililm less harm than when claiming· to be a The Bible tells us Uiat Mlohii hid no child unto 
liberal, I use the smalll to designate liberality in the day of hE!r _()eatb (2 Sal:r:l~ ~i;· 23). It also tells us 
the general sense, fer some of those who spell their that shtrhad five son,s (2 __ Sai:n; ·xxi, ·8). . . _ 
liberalism with a capital letter are anything but One of these is a detuliio11; .. Olle of these is a lie. 
liberal. The Bible tells ·us that Obrist and God are one. 

The tone of the Bun does not please Mr. Swartz (John%, 30). · It~ells. us ~hat .God is greater than 
any more than it does myself, bnt it is not any more Ohrist (John %iv, 28) . .' · ."~ . 
indecent than are many of the plao•rds posted upon One of th~se is a de,lusion. O.De of these is a lie. 
fences and advertising boards pledging cures for lost The Bible tells. us ·that t-he righteous shall hav 
manhood, private diseases, ett., and such advertis- wealth and riches (Ps. exii, l-3). He shalllay up 
menta are fou~d iu almost if not all of our. daily gold as_ du•t (Job :uii, 23,~24:), and in his house shall 
papers, and, w1th the present crowded condition of be mach treasure (Prov, xv, 6). . 

. the labor market, if a Liberal, a genuin thinker, The Bible tells ns that riches are a curse. 11 Woe 
should refuse employment in .any and _every. thing unto you that are rich'' (LUke vi, 24). And one of 

, which his sense of right oon~emned1 his chances for tbt~Re is a strong delusion. One of these is a lie. 
_bread and butter would be shm. Liberals should be N,., evil can happen to. the just and good (Prov. 
intelligent enotigh to see that every encroachment xii, 21 ; 1 Peter iii, 13). But that was not the case 
upon the freedom of the press weakens by so much with Job, who was a perfect and upright man (Job 
the bulwark of what liberty the·ohuroh has not suo- ii, 3), but who was tortured until he cursed the day 
ceeded bl taking from us, and if the Bun orany other of his birth. . 
paper is suppressed for telling of .what exists such Which of these is a strong delusion! Which is a 
suppression does not do away with the facts. It lie! 
seems to be considered more indecent to tell of bad Elijah went up into heaven (2 Kings ii, 11). 
things than it is to liv them. Society fan never be No man ever went to heaven (John iii, 13), 
purged until its uncleanness is opened up to view Which of these is a strong delusion! Which of 
and with the intent of purging. Lois W AIBBRooKEB. these is a lie, for believing which we are going to be 

How to Keep Ont of Hades. 
F.>r this cause God shall send them strong delusions that 

they should believe a lie (2 Thess. ii, 11). 

Here is a blessed promis of the most high God to 
the children whom he loves. 

n may be argued that the people to whom this 
promis was made were wicked in the sight of the 
Lord) but ·they were not wicked enough to merit 
damnation until they had believed a lie, and he sends 
them strong delusions for the express purpose of 
helping " the working of Sata1l' with all power and 
signs and lying wonders" (2 Thess. ii, 9). 

Surely "all power and signs and bing wonders" 
in the form of a delusion would be sufficiently strong 
to make one believe almost anything. 

N evedheless, God feared that they would believe 
the truth, notwithstanding Satan's 11 all power, signs, 
and lyiDg wonders." So he also sent strong delu
sions, that they should believe a lie. 

Why did he wish them to believe a lie T 
In order that they mighl all be damned. 
Here let us observe that believing a lie, however 

strong the delusion may be, is an act wort~y of 
damnation. It is important, therefore, that we seek 
the truth. 

We must be continually on the lookout, not only 
for Satan, but for God, also; for the latter sends us 
strong delusions th1t we should believe a lie. He 
puts .lying spirits into the mouths of his prophets 
(1 Kings xxii, 23; 2 Ohron. xviii, 22). 11 If, there
fore, a prophet be deceived when he hath spoken a 
thin~r, the Lord hath deceived that prophet" (Ezek. 
xiv, 9). 

These and many other instances show clearly that 
God has kept his promis concerning the strong delu
sions he would send, and we are, no doubt, even now 
laboring under strong delusions, believing more than 
one lie and in a fair way to be damned, so let us look 
out for these delusions of the Lord, or he will get 
the best of us. 

We will beein at the beginninfl. 
In Gen. i, 27, we are told that God created man in 

his own image, male and female, both at once; while 
iu the second chapter we find a different statement
to the effect that God created the male first and the 
female afterward; but nothing is said about God's 
image. Is not one or the other of these a strong 
delusion ? Were there two different creations of 
man, or are these merely two accounts of the same 
creation? 

Let us beware of delusions. 
Perhaps we shall say there was but one creation, of 

which we hav two accounts. Very well. Then 
Adam and Eve were the only persons on the e_arth 
until their children, Oain and Abel, were born, when 
there were four. But Oain killed Abel, when only 
three were left, two men and one woman ; but the 
next thing we know Oain has a wife (Gen. iv, 17). 

Where did he get ~er? Did he marry his mother! 
Our .only way out of this dilemma is to believe in 

two di~tinct creations, but here may be a strong 
delusion. 

Alas I we cannot escape it, and we shall surely 
believe 1 lie, no matter how we fix it. 

Jf we ~eve ill oue creation of man and believe 

damned! · 
We ire told over and over that some of us are 

going to heaven and the rest to hades, which we 
must believe until we find that man hath no pre· 
eminence above a beast, for both milD and beast go 
to one plaee (Eool. iii, 19, 20). 

One of these is a delusion. Olle of these is a lie. 
What shall we do among all these< strong delo.

sions ! How can we avoid believing a lie! How can 
11e escape the damnation cf hell! · 

The Bible tells us how the earth was made, but 
geology tells a different story. · 

The Bible tells us that the earth is :tlat, reotangu· 
lar, and stationary. Astronomy disagrees. 

If the Bible be true, then science is a lie, tlnd 
mathematics are a strong delusion sent for the pur· 
pose of making us believe a lie that we might all be 
damned. " He that believeth not, shall be _damned" 
(Mark xvi, 16). Holy mother and holy water be 
with lbe deluded sons of men. CBAB. 0. BAYs. 

Locust Corner, 0. 

It Worried Hlm. 
I'm a m11n that's gittin' old and gray, 
And I worship God in the good old way. 
I've allus tried to do my best, 
And leave with him, the ~~:ood Lord, the rest, 
And never to question what I can't see, 
·But there's somethin' what's er botherln' me. 
What is't? Well, never mind, rm commin' to it; 
I don't want ergo runnin' through it-
Jest giv me a chance ter hav my say-
Suthln' like tbe mortgage-time ter pay. 
Can't giv yer jest the right idee, 
But will tell yer what's er botherin' me. 

· The other night when I come in from work 
Pretty tired, for rm no shirk, 
If I do say it; . I've allu!l earned my bread 
By the sweat nf my face, as the good Lord said, 
But you may think I ain't what I orter be 
When I tell yer what's er botherin• me. 

. I come in from work, ~s I said before, 
An' was met by wife at the kitchen door, 
With a smile on her face as she's all us carried 
Ever sence what we've been married-
. You may think I mean haw when I say gee, 
And somehow can't tell yer what's er botherin' me. 
The children were playin' at hide and. coop 
In the front room and 'round under the stoop. 
Say, it makes an old feller like me feel young 
Ter see the grandchildren all back hum, 
With every one in childish glee, 
But that ain't what's er botherin' me. 

Yer see, William's boy, the oldest one yet 
On them what was playin' out on the front step, 
Comes in and climbs up onter my lap, 
He knows I think him a right smart ehap, _ 
He likes to hear stories about the sea-
Eh I think there's nothin' botherin' me ? 

William's boy he goes to school, 
And the marm. says she, "He hain't no toni." 
And he says, "Grandpa, this world's round, 
And from anywhere, fint'n in, that's down." 
And so he talks, and thinks, and we 
Can't make it out an' its botberin' me. 

Now I allus calkerlatl'l when I git down to pray 
'l'hat heaven's up, so I looks that way. 
Now, sposin' l's on the tother side 
A prayln' ter him what fur sinners-died, 
Would I look up er down ter see ? 
Now that's ju~t wbat•s er bOtherin' me. 

N. JABl'B-a SUTHB;BL.Ul~. 

Donbt and Faith. 
Lecture bll s. P. Pu:nam at oaa FelloW8' Hall, Snohomish Wash. 

There were not seats enough to hold the people 
who went to Odd Fellows' Hail Thursday evening to 
pear S. P. Putnam speak on ''The Philosophy of 
Oamp Meetings and Revivals." A good many came 
and went away because there was no plaae to sit 
down. Those who stayed, however, got their 
mon6y's wodh, and a whole crowd of our solid 
citizens were there. 
. Mr. Putnam came upon the platform promptly at 
8 o'clock, and began his leature by quoting a remark 
from Sam Jones, the revivalist. Jones said a year 
or two ago, and repeats the remark on all occasions, 
that he would rather be the worst criminal in the 
world than an avowed and outspoken Infidel. 
Jones, of course, presents Christianity as containing 
all that is good in the world and Infidelity as repre
senting all that is bad. Mr. Putnam (Jesired to 
correct this misrepresentation. The di1fere:aoe 
between Ohristianity and Freethought was not the 
difference wholly between good and bad, but a 
fundamental difference concerning the philosophy of 
life. Ohristianity commands us first to believe. 
Infidelity (which the speaker repudiated in its 
generic sense but accepted as meaning Freethought) 
tells us to doubt before we believe. .Doubt, as 
Aristotle says, is the beginning of wisdom. This is 
the vital distinction between religion on the one 
hand and Fteethought on the other. Tbe one 
emphasizes the necessity of believing; the other of 
proving first and believing afterw•rd. The founda; 
tion doctrine of Ohristianity, Mr. Putnam said, were 
total depravity, vicarious atonement, and an eternal 
hell-fire. Under the head of belief the speaker 
named some of the absurd things ·we are expected to 
believe in order to be a Ohristian, among which is 
the Jonah and the whale story, that Ohrist indorsed 
and used as a prophecy of his own coming and of 
his own mission to save the world. As Jonah was 
sent to save Nineveh, and IS he WIB three days 
in the whale's belly, so Ohrist was sent to save the 
world and would spend three days in the heart of 
the earth. The speaker showed the absurdity of the 
Jonah story and the lack of agreement between the 
record and the propheey. In the course of his 
remarks Mr. Putnam inquired if, in presenting the 
fundamental truths of Ohristianity, he misrepresented 
Ohristianity T A voice in the audience emanating 
from Mr. Sweeney, the real estate dealer, replied that 
he did. Mr. Sweeney was therefore invited to the 
platform to defend his faith, ed when Mr. PutDam 
had closed his discourse he took the platform. 

Mr. Sweeney, who professed to . be 11 a sort of a 
Ohri11tian,'' contended that doubt never aoaomplished 
anything; that all the good in the world came 
through Ohristianity ; that the inoentiv to do good 
had its source in religion. Doing right, he main
tained, was wholly unnatural and must be inspired 
from •bove. Being a trifle mixed in his biblical lore, 
the speaker affirmed that he believed God stopped 
the progress of the sun while Joshua crossed the 
Red sea, and that the story of Jonah living three 
days in the whale's belly was literally true. The 
audience detected his error in confounding the army 
of Joshua with tbe children of Israel and laughed 
immoderately until he closed his address. 

In replying to Mr. Sweeney Putnam walked all 
over his opponent. · He said in the outset that he 
had not been describing 11 a sort of a Ohristian," like 
Mr. Sweeney, but the genuin orthodox article. 
R;ght and wrong were independent of the deity, and 

·God could no more make one represent the other 
than he could make twice two five. Facts would be 
facts in spite of divine interposition, and the justice 
of God must conform to human justice or it would 
be no justice at all. The foundation of morality, he 
held, was not in any commandment, but had its sanc
tion in human experience. Whatever, on the whole, 
increased the sum of happiness was moral, and any 
line of conduct reeulting otherwise must of necessity 
be condemned. He took up the arguments of Mr . 
Sweeney one by one and presented the facts which 
refuted them. He closed by reciting the poem, 
"Why Don't He Lend a Hand T" and the applause 
with which it was greeted showed that he had capt
ured the audience. 

From here Mr. Putnam goes to Portland, to par
ticipate in the annual convocation of the Oregon 
State Secular Union. 

------~~.-------
Home Again. 

After l.U absenae of five months I find myself 
again at the place which has been home for nearly 
thirty years, but in that time the bome has been 
bereft of every human tie ; only myself and the wa11s 
now constitute home. I hav been into the f~tr West 
and hav eDjoyed a great deal, but I am 11 Yankee" 
to the last degree and would not if I could hav my 
home on those great prairies. Everything is too new. 
I like the old better. But not to-day will I say 
much about my visit. Please giv this note a place 
in your paper, so that my correspondents may know 
my whereabouts and not address me at Orange Oity. 

Luoy N. CoLMAN. 
4l2 Gifford at., Svracuse, N. Y., Oot. 9, 291. 
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To Bible Pioiure Book, we take pleasure in say
ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soon 
ikis fall as the work oan be done and done well. 
The prioe will be $1, and it wU1 oontain 1 great deal 
for that amount. In renewing for THE TBUTB SEBXD 
we hope our readers wm not forget to inoloee the 
dollar for it. ____ ....,. ___ _ 

To the Friends and Snbscrlbers of Freethonght. 
I sinoerely hope that all who hav suppoded Ff'ee

thought in the past will lid the work to whioh it has 
been devoted by beoom.ing subsoribers to Tm: TBUTH 

Sm:xu. Tn TBuTB SnxBB will carry on the work, 
but it needs your ocoptraiion. It is a me111s by 
whiola I oan reaoh you and push on the Paoifio ooast 
labors. Espeoially I ask those in arrears to pay 
what is new due to THE Tnum SEBXEB and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 
the future. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

That Prize· Manual. 
Away baok in 1889 the president of the AmGrioan 

Secular Union thought it would be a good thing to 
hav a Manual for sokools whioh should teaoh mo
rality without ieaohing religion, and he oalled upon 
the Freethinkers of the oounuy to subsoribe one 
thousand dollars as a priz3 for the suoBessfnl writer 
of such 1 work. Eleven hundred dollars were 
aubaoribed by the following persons : 
Leonard Geiger, Hudson1 N.Y ............................ $150 00 
R. B. Westbrook, Philaaelphia, Pa...................... 100 00 
George E. Rwan, Beaver's Dam, Wis.................... 100 00 
Joseph Sedgebeer, Painesville, 0......................... 100 00 
W. H. Forwood, MajorU. S. A............................ 100 00 
W. H. Pepper, Petaluma, Cal.............................. 100 00 
Almond Owen, Milwaukee. Wis........................... 100 00 
N. F. Griswold, Meriden, N.Y............................ 100 00 
F. 0. Mende, Philadelphia, Pa.............................. 20 00 
George Stephen, Moline, lll.................................. 25 00 
0. Childs, Moline, Ill.......................................... 25 00 
R. Butterfield, Sacramento, Cal............................ 25 00 
M. D. Fisher, Attleboro Falls, Mass...................... 25 00 
William Smith, Geneva, N.Y.............................. 25 00 
BurgeFs Monroe, St. Paul, Minn........................... 25 00 
E. B. Foote, New York....................................... 25 00 
John D. Powers, Woodstock, Vt.......................... 25 00 
Photius Fisk, Boston, Mass......................... . .... ... . 20 00 
C. W. Banders, Portland, Ore............................... 5 00 

Total ............................................. $1,100 00 
The matter was reoently ·called to our attention 

again by the query, "Has Tn TnuTH SBBXEB any 
news to giv ita readers about the Prize Manual which 
was to be published in September 1'' Inquiry at the 
Seoular Union's office found the book, whioh it 
seems has been on the market for· some time, and we 
oan now supply orders for the same for $1.50. 

The book is oalled " Oonduot as a Fine Art," by 
N. P. Gilman and E. P. Jackson; but it oonsists of 
two works, complementary of e1oh other-11 The 
Laws of Daily Oonduct," by Nioholaa Paine Gilman, 
~f 14:8 pages ; and '' Oharaoter BoildiDg," by Edward 

Payson J aokson, of 230 pages. Mr. Gilman is 
editor of the Literary World, while Mr. Jaakson is 
one of the masters of the Boston La& sehool. 
Mr. Gilman's prefaoe to his pari of the. work is as 
follows: 

"The American Secular Union, a n&tional associ&tion, 
haying for its object the complete separation of church and 
state, but in no way committed to any· system of religious 
belief or disbelief, in the fall of 1889 o:trered a prize of one 
thousand dollars 'for the best essay, treatis; or manual 
adapted to aid or assist teachers iD our free public schools, 
and in the Girard College for Orphans, and other public and 
charitable institutions, professing to be unaectarian, to 
thoroughly instruct children ud youth in the purest prlnci
ples of morality without inculcating religioua doctrin.' 

'' The members of the committee chosen to examiD the 
numerous manuscripts submitted were: Richard B. West
brook, D.D., LL.B., president of the Union, Philadelphia; 
.Felfx Adler, Ph. D., of the Society for Ethical Culture, New 
York; Prof. D. G. Brinton, M.D., of the Ur.tiversity of 
Pennsylvania; Prof. Frances E. White, M.D., of the 
Woman's Medical College, and Miss Ida C. Craddock, secre
tary of the Union. As, in the opinion of a majority of the 
committee, no on~ of the manuscripts fully met all the re. 
quirements, the prize was equally divided between the two 
adjudged to be the best o:ffered, entitled .respectivly, 
'Character Building,• by Edward Payson Jackson, one of 
the masters of the Boston Latin school, and 'The Lawa of 
Daily Conduct.' 

state and God, and that we should "render uuto 
Cmlar the things that are Oauar's, and unto God 
the things that are God's." Aud he fnrther tells us, 
in his ohapter against profanity, that a ''Being •' 
is insulted by swearing. This attempt to teaoh 
Theism should hav been stricken out by the oommit
tee, beoaase the very oonoeption of the book was to 
avoid all religious points; and oertainly n waa no 
plaae to teaah Theism in a book paid for by a body 
of men of whom the majority are Atheists. n may 
be thai the writers do not know this-if they did 
they would soaroely be fit to write 1 manual on the 
aubjeot chosen-but the committee, kaowing the 
feelings . of their supporters, should hav out the 
objeotio~able phraees out. 

The general aoope of the Manual is fairly well 
expressed in the -prefaces quoted. Mr. Gilman's part 
is more of a statement of principles and Mr. Jack
son's a detailed applioation. Together they form a 
very Taluable work, marred only by a few hereditary 
misapplioationa of thought snob as we hav pointed 
out. The book is oopyrighted by the authorP, pub
lished by an Eastern :ftrm, and what thl! American 
Seoular Union has to do with it now we do not 
know. With the religion and theology eliminated 
it would be admirably suited for the purpose for 
whioh it was intended. " Although the two books were written with no refer

ance to each other, they seem to be, both in manner and 
matter, each the complement of the other. The deficiencies 
of each are, in great measure, supplied by the other. While Professor Briggs to Be Tried. 
'Charactet Building' is analytic and cast in dialog form, November 4th, the day after election, Professor 
the present work is more general and synthetic in its style B • • t b • h •t h • 
and treatment. The two are therefore published iDa single rJggs IS 0 8 put on trial for eresy, 1 avmg 
volume, as well as separately, at the earnest request of tlte been so deoided ·by the presbyter1 of New York 
Union, and the authors hope that the joint book will be aUer a oonsideration of the charges againd him 
preferred by purchasers. Much of the matter bi the intro- formulated by. the Presbytery's proseoution oom
duction to- 'The Laws of Daily Conduct ' is equally perti- mittee. These are the dread.ful things to whioh the 
nent to ' Character Building.' · professor must reply on that date : 

" The authors of both books are friends to religion, and 
they hav written from a deep conviction that there is a great " Charge L The Presbyterian church in the United States 
need of instruction in morals in the public schools. Expe- of America charges the Rev. Charles A. Briggs, D.D., being 
rience, however, has amply proved the inexpediency Of a minister of the Presbyterian church and a member of the 
the attempt to teat'h ethics there 'on a religious basis. Of Presbytery of New York, with teaching doctrine which 
the success of this endeavor to place the study on a scien- conflict irreconcilably with and are contrary to the cardinal 
tifie basis others must judge. But in a country marked by doctrin taught in the Holy Scripture and contained in the 
a great diversity of creeds, the way of practice is surely the standards of the Presbyterian church, that the scriptures of 
one way to follow. To teachers and parents who would the Old and New Testaments are the only infallible rule of 
not neglect the ma.tn ma.tter of human life while imparting faith and practice. 
general knowledge, I o1fer this volume, in the hope that it " These hurtful el'!'ors striking at the vitals of religion, and 
may be somewhat of an aid In moral training iD the home contrary to the regulations and practice of the Presbyterian 
and iD the school." church, were promulgated in an inaugural address which 

Dr. Briggs delivered at the Union Thological Seminary in 
Mr. Jackson's prefaoe is in the main in the same the city of New York Jan. so, 1891, on the occasion of his 

words. Where it di:ff~trs we oopy it: · induction into the Edward Robinson chair of Biblical The. 
ology, which address has, with Dr. Briggs's approval, been 

" The avoidance of sectarianism was not a difllculty, but published and extensivly circulated and republished In a 
a relief. Although both writers wish to be kRown as friends second edition with a preface and an appendix. 
of religion, they agree in the conviction that the public "Charge II. The Presbyterian churchofthe United States 
school, which belongs equally to representativs of all sects of America charges the Rev. Charles A. Briggs, D.D., beiog 
and to those of no sect, is not the place .for special religious a minister iri the Presbyterian church and a member of the 
or theological instruction. There is enoUgh In what is presbytery of New York, -with teaching a doctrin of the 
known as morals, without admixture of a distinctiv religious character, state, and sanctification of believers after death 
creed, enough that the. good, the pure, the noble, the which irreconcilably conflicts with and is contrary to the 
patriotic, the philanthropic of all creeds can agree upon, to Holy Scriptures and the standards of the Presbyterian 
fill not one little book like this, but a library. The difllculty church.'' 
is, not to 1ind material, but to select wisely from tile abun. The Presbvterian ohuroh assumes thai it knows 
dance at hand. " 

"What use to make of the following pages each teacher what the Holy Bible contains better than any other 
must decide for himself. They may serve merely as hints churoh ; and that what is aontrary to Presbyterian 
as to methods, or they may supply subjects and their treat. standards of the Presby,erian ohuroh is contrary to 
ment, to be presented in such other language as s~all seem the will, or at least the word, of God. The Oatholio 
best adapted to d!1ferent classes of hearers. Should the ohuroh assumes substantially the same position, and 
teacher or parent prefer to read them in their original form, 
the time required for eacli pf the Talks will be found not to i• used to make heresy trials muoh more interesting 
vary materially from that prescribed by Dr. Dlx, ten m.lzi. than it is possible for the Presbyterians to do now. 
utes, at most fifteen, of one day iD each week of the school This, however, is not the Presbyterians' fault. Mr. 
year." Oalvin, one of their leaders in days agone,. was a 

Mr. Gilman's work is dedioaied to the teachers of 
the oonntry Mr. Jackson's to his father and mother 
But-remarkable omission-there is nowhere IDY 
referenoe to the Freethinkers who desired suoh a 
work, or to the generous men who paid Messrs. 
Gilman and Jaoksoa five hundred dollars eaoh to 
write their works. 

Bnt while the omission of any mention of the men 
who made the work possible may be an unintentional 
disoourtesy, the annonnoement by the writers thai 
both are friends to religion and wish to be known as 
suoh is a breaah of good faith. The idea was not 
to hav religion in the book at all, and oertainly not 
to hav the Manual indireotly advertise and commend 
it. For, aside from his preface, Mr. Gilman takes 
pains to deny that the method is ei6her anti-religious 
or anti-iheologioal, and suggests that "parents at 
kome, preaohers in the pulpit, or teachers in the 
SnndaJ-sohool will supplement 1 distinctly soienti:fto 
teaohing of morwls with 1 more religious or theolog
ioal view." While Mr. Jaakaon's most prominent 
idea in his prolog is, adopting theologioal phraseol. 
ogy, thai the two authorities in the world are the 

highly suooessfal entertainer of a oertain dis,in
guished unitarian, and his able followers made life 
not entirely uninteresting to Oatholios. 

But jnsi at the present time ~his trial of Professor 
Briggs is 1 little inoonsistent, unless along with him 
a great many more shall be olerioally indioted. In 
faat the whole Presbytery of Pittsburgh may be 
inoluded, for it has aooepted and will send to the 
general oommittee, and ask the General Assembly 
to aoaept, 1 revision of the Westminster Oonfesaion 
of Faith. Other presbyteries hav and will do the 
same; but e1oh member voting in the 1ffirmativ for 
these revisions is 1 heretio as surely as is Professor 
Briggs, for impeaching the standards of the ohurob. 

The trouble is, the ohuroh is between the devil 
and the deep sea. Its members will not lei it stay 
where it is, and it does not know how to hitch along 
without disjointing itself. Of the members of the 
Pittsburgh Presbytery, for instance, some do not 
believe in foreordination and predestinatiou, but 
others do, and whether these dogmas are left in or 
ouHhe ohuroh is divided. Agai», the revision com
mittee did not want to insist that some are eleot and 
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others will be los~, so it compromised the maUer by 
saying that 1 great multitude are elect and perhaps 
lome more. As for infant damnation, the diffionlty 
is shown in the remark of one minister at the meet
ing of the presbytery: 11 It is very hard for me when· 
a mother comes and asks that we sillg over the body 
of her child, ' Safe in the Arms of J esns.' She 
tbinks his soul is. Yet how can we sing it when 
our doatrin teaches that it is not so ! Bqt what are 
we to understand by Ohrist saying, 'Sqifer little 
children to come unto meT' What is an infant and 
what is • little child!" The question was dismissed 
wUh • ctrelese, 11 Well, we havn't time to define 
that.'' 

The Sunday Oregonia1~ has summed up the 
general situation pretty well with a direct reference 
to the case of Professor Briggs. 11 It is impossible," 
it begins, " to stly ·the tide. Men in increasing 
numbers insist on treating religion rationally; on 
dealing with the Bible on ordinary principles of 
literary interpretation; on pntling the diEcnssion as 
to· the origin and meaning of the scriptures and the 
development of religions and theological dootrins on 
historical grounds. More and more it is coming to 
be nnderst'ood that the whole history of man is a 
regular and orderly thing,. without special revelations, 
without miraculous interpolations of divine 
providence. The thought of our time is rapidly 
clearing religion of the crudities it . borrowed from 
those ages in which there was no scientific observ .. 
tion.'' 

so much cunning by the medicin men of. the antique 
world. 

Sunday. 
The police of Baltimore hav gone wholesale into 

enforcing Maryland's Sqnday Jaw. Two hundred 
and twenty-five persons were complained against two 
Sundays ago, for offenses varying from cleaning 
carriages to selling poetage stamps. The ministers 
of the city are responsible for the revival of the blue 
laws, and at tlleir meetings persist in the attempt 
to enforce them. The German-American Lincoln 
Olnb, however, has adopted the following : 

11 WHEREAS, The so..called 'Blue Laws,' which were en
acted in 1782, and which hav been again enforced through 
the instructions of a Democratic judge and a Democratic 
foreman of the grand jury, are odious to all law-abiding 
citizens; therefore, be it 

"Reaol'IJed, That we call upon all right-thinking citizens to 
assist us in our efforts to hav said laws repealed by sup
porting and voting only for.such candidates for the legisla
ture who pledge themeelvs to vote for the repeal of these 
obnoxious laws." 

The German-Americans hav struck at the root of 
the matter. Repeal of the Sunday laws is the only 
Effectual remedy for the injustice of the bigots. 

The Methodists at their ecumenical council held 
in Washington hav, on the Sunday question and the 
World's Fair, adopted this memorial: 

"The Ecumenical Methodist-conference, composed of five 
hundred ministers and laymen and representing the Method· 
1st churches throughout the. world, respectfully petitions 
your honorable body to prevent the proposed opening of 
the World's Columbian Exposition on the Lord's Day. We 
make this petition for the following reasons : 

"1. It is the religious conviction of the great majority of 
Christi&n people that man needs and God commands the 
observance of a Sabbath. 

"2. The opening of the exhibition on Sunday would vio
late the Sabbath-keeping trad\tions of the American people 
and their Anglo-Saxon ancestry, and also the laws of the 
United States and Dlinois. 

•· 3. The Columbian Exposition ought to exhibit to visitors 
from other lands a characteristic Christian American Sun
day rather than a weekly secular holiday. 

" 4. The proposed opening on Sunday would deprive the 
thousands of employees in the service of the Exposition of 
their right to one day in seven for rest and worship. The 
same injustice would be done to many thousands in the 
service of the transportation companies. It would also 
furnish an excuse to employers for refusing to grant holi
days for the purpose of .visiting the Exposition which 
would otherwise be given to their employees. 

'' 5. The spirit of the movement to open the Exposition on 
Sunday is not philanthropic, but merceB.ary. It is not pri· 
marily to giv the workingmen a chance to visit the Expo
sition, but to increase the gains of the transportation com· 
panies and others who are large stockholders in the Expo
·sition. 

" 6. As an offset to the plea that the stockholders will 
lose money if the Exposition is not open on Sunday, we beg 
leave to remind you that the Centennial Exposition at 
Philadelphia was a financial sucCess with the gates closed 
on Sunday. 

"7. We hav reason to believe that many of the exhibitors 
from Great Britain and other Christian lands will refuse to 
expose their exhibits on Sunday-thus rendering the Sunday 
exhibit very unsatisfactory to visitors and at the same time 
silently rebuking the mercenary spirit that would open the 
gates on that day." 

If the Lord commanded the"observance of any day. 
that day was Saturday. What, then, has Sunday to 
do with the case T 

Tm: London Fr8ethink4r says: " Tm: TRUTH SEEKBR 
calls for an International Congress of Freethinkers to be 
held in Chicago in 1893. Will not this be a day after the 
World's Fair?" It would not be a day after the World's 
Fair, but a year after the proper four-hundreth anniversary 
of the discovery of America. Mr. Foote is probably not 
aware that the Fair was postponed a year to accommodate 
Chicago. The Fair is supposed to open May 4, 1893, and 
·close Oct. 81, 1898. We hope to see it open every day 
between those dates. 

THE London Fret thinker has been enlarged frc:>m twelve to 
sixteen pages. With. the exception of THE TRUTH SEEKER it 
is probably the only Freethought journal which has sup. 
ported itself from its initial number, and undoubtedly Mr. 
Foote, like Mr. Bennett, saw some gloomy periods. And 
even unto this day there are probably .times with it as with 
us when "times are hard." Mr. Foote has annexed Mr. 
Watts, and together they will hav little d~tliculty in keeping 
the Secular party up to its work. We shall not be surprised 
to see Mr. Watts, and perhaps Mr. Foote, in the British Par
liament within a few years. ------

DR. J. M. BuoxLEY, editor of the Ohriatian .dd'IJocate, is 
one of the few logical theologians now giscussing the ten
dency of the world to get away from old religious dogmas. 
In a consideration of " scientific thought" at the Methodist 
ecumenical council the other day he said : "Science can giv 
no help as to the fundamental questions of religion; Chris
tianity is as false as the wildest superstition, unless the doc
trin of tke'immaculate conception be true." This is true, 
but how many preachers of any note nowadays dare affirm 
it? They juggle with words to hide the real facts; for· if 
Dr. Buckley is right Infidelity has proved its point. How 
many in tell! gent people believe in the immaculate conception ? 

Sl'BAKING of Parnell's death, mountebank Talmage says: 
"The last forty. eight hours hav reminded me of the beauti
ful habit in human nature to speak well of the dead, 
omitting their faults and extollng their virtue. However 
vehemently and perhaps j '1stly ~&en are denounced for 
their principles or their behavior while they are in the 
battle of life, when they become exanlmate anathema ceases. 
See how all the pens, all the types, all the tongues that 
were full of attack for Mr. Parnell hav become lenient if 
not positivly appreciativ. I think this is beautiful. As 
long as a man is alive he can answer back. But it when 
his lips are closed for the last silence you assail him the war 
is unequal. It is ignominious for one to attack the lifeless. 
It is the dead lion of the fable kicked by an ass. Whatever 
a man 'a faults when he has passed off cease your excoriation. 
Only swine Wlll root up a graveyard." This applies, we 
auppose, to every deceased person but Thomas Paine, for 
of all the vilifiers of that great man since his death, none 
has been mare despicable than the Rev. Mr. Talmage. 
The man who says this of Parnell has ass\iled the memory, 
the reputation, of Paine without truth or mercy. He has 
attacked the lifeless ; he has excoriated the man after he 
had passed off. . He has kicked the lion ; he has rooted up a 
grav~yard. And now he has fitly described himself 1 

The address of Dr. Vincent, a Presbyterian 
divine, to the students of Union Theological Oollege, 
in which Dr. Briggs holds his professorship, is con
sidered by the same clear-sighted journal to hav an 
important bearing on the future history of Presby
terianism. In this address Dr. Vincent made it 
evident that the directors and the faculty intend to 
support Dr. Briggs, whether the Presbyterian 
general assembly shall approve their course or not. 
From this the reviewer of the situation concludes 
·that one part of the Presbyterian church has 
advanced 11 to a view of the Bible and inspiration not 
unlike that set forth by Emerson fifty years ago, 
namely, that the word of God is not in the scriptures 
alone, that his renlation did not end two thousand 
years ago, that the Bible in its entirety is not the in
fallible word, that the absolute inerrancy of the 
whole of its texts cannot be· maintained." Dr. 
Vincent maintained in the address that innumerable 
expressions in the scriptures originated in obsolete 
and forgotten traits of vanished people&, whose 
experience was valuable on the whole, but not in
fallible; that those expressions were the product of 
unscientific ages, and are superseded, therefore, by 
modern enlightenment.· He contended for r•tional 
interpretation on the principles of literary criticism 
and historical inquiry. 11 I agree," he says, '' with 
Dr. Briggs, that the scriptures must be interpreted 
as other human writings are interpreted." But, as 
he says further, 11 Principles of interpretation were 
formulated in past ages which modern exegesis can 
not recognize. Solomon's Song does not signify the 
love of Ohrist for the church. Yet one of the proof 
texts for the divine deerees in the Westminster 
Confession is taken from the Oanticle. The time is 
past when the doctrin of. predestination of a large 
part of the human race to eterntol punishment can be 
proved by passages in the New Testament that hav 
no more to do with predestination than the Iliad or 
the Odyssey of Homer." 

That this trial will split the chnroh is believed by 
a great many observers. The new theological move
ment, which reduces the Bible to the level of other 
books, ard thereby takes away all that makes. it valu
able to religion, is, says the writer referred to, 
" directly in line wUh the scholarship and progressiv 
thought of the age. It is part of 1 great movement 
that cannot be turned backward. If Presbyterian
ism pronounces against it, that church will be 
divided; and then those who resolve to adhere to the 
old course will still find themselvs assailed by the 
spirU of the age and unable to maintain dogmas 
which mankind has outgrown." 

Permitting Qaakers to ~reside in Massachusetts is 
also violating the· tJ.:aditions of the American people 
and permitting witches to liv is violating the tradi· 
tiona and outraging the ~epirit of our Anglo-Saxon 
ancestry. Why not, then, revive the Jaws against 
Q11akera and witches T But the United States hav 
no laws forbidding an open Fair. The statement 
that they hav is an aUempt to deceive. 

MILWAUKEE is holding an Industrial Exposition, and after 
strong opposition from the blgots it was opened on Sunday, 
October 11th. The result was an attendance of nearly 
twenty. five thousand people. Of this enormous gathering 
the Bentine~ says : "The crowd was not only large durinp: 
the afternoon and evening, but it was·a very di:fferentcrowd 
from that usually seen in the great building. There were 
thousands of people who had never before passed the gates. 
That fact was very plain· to everyone who is accustomed to 
visit the exposition on week-days, and It was verified by 
inquiries addressed to hundrt.ds of people by Sentinel re· 
porters. It was not only a large, but interested crowd as 
well. There was not the slightest doubt about that. The 
attendance during the afternoon was very largely made up 
of wage-earners and their families. They sought out, 
inspected and lingered around the industrial features of the 
exposition. Around every piece of machinery in operation 
there was a throng of men. They inspected every piece 
closely and discussed the worlring parts in a manner clearly 
indicativ of a keen interest felt and oftentimes a clear 
knowledge of what they were talking about. Nothing 
seemed to escape their observation. It was pleasure and 
knowledge getting combined with them, and from their 
conversation it was clear that many were forming new ideas; 
that they were seeing things that they did not know. The 
crowd was not all made up of men by any means. It seemed 
as if every man had brought his wife with him and a good 
many of the children along too. While the men swarmed 
aroul'ld the industrial exhibits the women busied themselvs 
among the mercantil exhibits and the various novelty 
works in operation and the children flocked around the 
candy factories and popcorn booths with wide-open eyes and 
usually with hands full of things to their tastes. The art 
gallery was thronged all the afternoon and evening. It 
seemed as if everybody visited the art gallery. Some studied 
long the choicest pictures, or those which pleased them 
the most. Many showed a keen relish for the beautiful, 
while others passed through giving only a casual inspection 
to the great collection, In the public· museum there w ~s a 
great interest manifested. Everybody went in among the 
works of nature and inspected everything from the bird 
eggs to the Egyptian mummies, the b!g stuffed serpents and 
skeleton of a whale. It was evident that most of the visitors 
had never inspected the museum before." We commend 
these facts to the earnest, careful, and If need be prayerful, 
consideration of the managers of the World's Fair to be held 
in Chicago in 1893. 

Visitors from other lands incline more to laugh at 
our Puritanical Sunday observance than to be im
pressed with its desirability. If it is really desired 
to make a goo1 impression upon them, the Fair 
should by all means be kept open. 

The reasons of this ecumenical council are the 
frivolous quibbling of people who ate working for 
personal objects under the guise of philanthropy. 

THB Sunday Oregonian says that the only saloon-keepers 
who hav taken any interest in the question of closing the 

The more discussion, the mora truth winnowed World's Fair on Sunday are those of Chicago, wl!l.o hav 
from the chaff and the more h~resy, the more free- arrayed themselvs with the church people in favor of clos
dom. If Dr. Briggs shall be adjudged 1 heretic if ing the Fair on Sundays. If the working people of Chicago 

• • h" d b k "th th h ' b are denied admission to the fair on Sundays they will seek 
his coUege snstaiD 1m an rea '!1 e ." nrc • recreation in the open·air saloons, beer gardens and concert 
it advances by many years the tell"lng to p1eces of I halls, to the financial gain of the whisky.sellers. These 
th!' entir" web ot OJnistian superstition woven with tacts ha.v_been :published before. 
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Ways of Looking at the Bible. 
CHEBANSE, ILL., Oct. 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I like the cartoons very well. If we look 
upon the Bible as the production of our forefathers while 
they were still in a state of ignorance and barbarism, it is 
all very well, but if we look up.::>n it as the production or 
God, or a superior bsing:or some kind, then it is worthy or 

them. Dld he save them? .. If be is the almighty and just ·Besides the .above I do not allow playing cards, dice, singing, 
God they say he is and had the power to save these men and or rough language ; and this should be .made .. a rule befQre 
would not, would not he be a cold:bloOded murderer? But grantin·g a license to anyone that intends to keep a .siUoQn. 
that would be like some. ·m.ore or his noble and just acts; Freetnougl!.t can do nothing for Prohibition ·except" to try 
Think or a thing or his power telling a man what to w:rite in. to giv "BB good an education to every child born as possible, 
a book and contradicting himself one bundreq and forty. eight and keep the children out of bad company till they:are able 
times(" contradictions" a nice term for lying). And think to take care ·Of themselvs. Good education and a 'little self. 
of him seeing his children eta wing in large cities, as we know estimation will_ keep any PE!rson from getting drunk,··~d 
they are, he with the power to help them and will not do it. nothing else. Liberalism h~s no more to do with saloons 
Yet the Christians say he is a noble and merciful God. than Christianity. · · 

nothing but ridicule. EDWARD HAIGHT. 
Well, if he has the power they say he has and will not help I cannot understand how Freethinkers can believe in 
his children, as the Bible says we are, I think he is the big~ Spiritualism; yet they do so a great deal. Now, a question 
gest and the meanest villain I ever lieard or. to the Freethought · Spiritualist. A year ago a .company 

· Yours truly, LITTI.ll HELI.liN. began boring for oil about a quarter of a mile from my p1ace Said the Picture Is an Insult. 
BLAINE, WASH., Sept. 28, 291. 

MR. EDITOR: lnc)osed find $1. To say that I liked ·THE 
"TRum~ BEEKER would be putting it mild. It is the best 
paper I ever read. And those pictures are just the thing. 
I showed a good Christian the picture where the preacher 
was preaching to the headless congregation. He said that 
picture was an insult to every intelligent person. I told him 
that illustrated Christianity better than anything I ever saw. 
Wishing you and THE TRUTH BEEKER and Watson Heston 
a long and successful life, I am, ever your well-wisher, 

J.D. NASH. 

Those Demands, Which It Is Time We Were Getting. 
· RIOHMOND, Sept. 21, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : In looking over THE TRUTH BE_BKBR I often 
see mentioned by different writers our Nine Demands. I 
hav yet to learn what these Nine Demands are, for none or 
the writers has stated what they are. Now, I wish you or 
some brother Liberal would inform me what they are, so 
that if I get hitched with some orthodox brother I can state 
to him our platform with all of the planks in sight and 
sound. Success to THE TRUTH SBEX.BR, also Heston and 
the pictures. Yours truly, J. C. KILGORE. 

[Oae or more copies or the lea.!l.et giving the Nine Demands 
can be had of the secretary or the American Secular Union. 
In a couple of weeks our report or the Secular Union Con
gress will contain them.-Eo. T. B.] 1 

Good-by«.>, God-Welcome Scientists. 
BTAPLBB, MINN., Sept. 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I send a new subscriber-a Freethinker, 
without God or ghost, devil or dominie, to excite his fears. 
I wonder what the Christians think of the new science of 
rain-making. Think or a God who has concluded to send a 
rain in a certain locality-a. loc~Uty usually where ft is not 
needed-where they hav already had too much-then think 
or a finite being here on earth thwarting this intl.nit God's 
plans by drawing the rain off to another locality where it is 
needed. But that is just what the new science is going to 
do. The day when certain places are drowned out with 
tl.oods and other places are dried up with drouths is about 
gone. The new science will equalize the rainfall, and every 
man benefited by it will be taxed for the cost. Henry 
George may now retire. I am in the interest of the science 
or rain-making-the advocate or a double tax. Good-bye, 
God-welcome, science I D. C. JENKINS. · 

Edison vs. Christ. 
JAOKBONVILLB, ILL., Oct. '7, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for my subscription, 
twenty-five cents for ANNUAL for 1891, seventy-five cents for 
Heaton's pictures. I am pleased with Heston's picture on 
Progress, but did not see anyone hurling the Christian's hell 
and the Christian devil at us. A suggestion to Brother 
Heston, if I do not presume too much. Could you get up a 
description or Christ riding into Jerusalem on an ass, say
ing : " I didn't come to bring peace but a sword, and to set 
rather against son and son against rather, and these things 
hav followed my teachings all through the ages. We hav 
burnt Bruno and Bervetus and hundreds of thousands of 
others at the stake. We hav hanged witches. We hav torn 
limb from limb with the rack. We hav murdered seven 
million in the war or the Crusades. All for the love or 
Christ. Not satisfied with that, we are going to send nine
tenths or the human family to hell to bum forever." The 
contrast the next week. Contrast Edison with Christ
Edison riding on an electric car holding· electric wires that 
surround the globe and saying: "We send messages of 
love and friendship to all nations of the world." 

JONAS SCOTT. 

God Given a Lashing. 
AusTIN, T.Bx., Oct. 5, 1891. 

Anti-Liquor Endeavors. 
BLOOMDALE, 0., Sept. 21, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : When I tired the gun, "A Scheme for Con· 
sideration," it was my intention to strike professionals or all 
the ilks named, and little did I think of bagging a D.D. (or 
Dutch Dude, as he wishes to be known). He must hav stood 
around too close. I will concede that some or the m!ssils 
were too scattering, but it was more for ·a feeler to scare up 
the game than any intent to kill. If Mr. Blitz will tell us 
how he is mahned I will try and say a soothing word to heal 
him. He imagine that personalities are arguments, but this 
error deserves no answer. 

Right here let me add another idea. Some natural effects 
hav natural causes, other natural causes hav natural effects. 
To illustrate, the necessity which the stomach has for stimu
lants give rise to desires and appetites and the over-indulgence 
or these often ends in bibulation; this requires in turn people 
who cater to these desires or bibulous tastes, and last but 
not least the distiller to furnish the liquors. In this case the 
human desire for drink is the hole to be tilled or the causB, 
and- the handling or the l!quor by. the various. dealers and 
the production of it by the distillers in all cases for the profit 
there is in it is the effect. To lllu.strate the reverse statement 
we will suppose a river with its mouth and all the good or 
evil it carries down to the end-this ·js the effect and its 
source; the wells or springs the cause. In the latter case it 
would be right and proper to stop the source or cause to do 
away with the effect. In the former it would be right and 
proper to stop the effect to do away with the -cause. Bo 
wean or educate the people away from sucb. tastes by fur
nishing substitutes, or hav them control the taste, or by 
heredity so constitute them that there be a lack of the taste, 
and you would summarily do away with the whole traffic. 
But never by Prohibition. 

Point me out a community of people who do not bibulate 
and I will show you one that has no use for a regular bar or 
drinking-place. C. C. GERMANN. 

Thinks Capitalism as Evil as Superstition. 
IRwiN BTATIO"N, Aug. 26, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: We .should hav a free and fair discussion of 
all subjects conduciv to the welfare of mankind and their 
physical, mental, and moral attainments. Any method, 
condition, or circumstance that prohibits or perverts the 
opportunities of cultivating such attainments is a usurpation. 
We hav both the ecclesiastical ·and the capitalistic parties 
that are guilty on such a charge. It is evident from the 
manner in which the capitalistic party contributes to the 
clergy that they are both in company for the mental and 
financial exploitation of the masses. The clergy receive 
compensation or the profits accruing from their doctrin or 
contentedness and submission. Reference to Fathers 
Lambing in the coke region strike and Hickey in the Brad
dock strike is only necessary to convince a person or their 
partnership. Hence the reason or their interest in the Jew 
business (Jesus Christ Total Depravity Co.), that they can 
Jew down the wages of the poor deluded workmen to a 
bare subsistence (the plane or depravity) with impunity and 
without rear or consequences. We really need emancipa. 
tion from capitalistic oppression as well as from religious 
oppressic>n and superstition. Hence my reason for the dis
cussion or all subjects. 

MR. EDITOR: I being a reader or THE TRUTH SBEKBR, I 
would like to giv you a little argument I had with a Chris
tian. He asked me if I did not think God made the world. 
I told him that I did not-that nature made it. He asked 
me who made nature. I said, nature always was. He then 
asked me what made me doubt that there was a God any 
more than a nature. I answered that we hav proof that 
there is a supreme power called nature, but we hav none 
that there is God, except a book that a fairy tale author 
would be proud or.· Then I spoke or a piece I saw in your 
paper about praying. The author said he would giv a cer. 
tain sum of money if all the preachers in the world could 
move a thimbleful of dirt or a dead fly an inch on his table 
by praying. My friend said that prayer should not be used 
that way, but if a man was in jail or going to be hanged, 
why, then pray and God would save him. We all knowhow 
many men hav been hanged for things they did not do, and 
moat ot them believed in a God and prayed for him to save 

I may as well inform the readers or THE TRUTH BEEKBR 
or an incident that occurred at a picnic held at Idlewild 
under the auspices of the Immaculate Conception Roman 
Catholic church of this place. A colored lad named Wright, 
also or this place, purchased a twenty-five cent ticket that 
entitled him· to a dinner at one of the refreshment stands, 
and upon demand or the same a seat at the table was refused 
him. And he was told when he asked them to refund his 
money to sell his ticket to some one else in order to regain 
his twenty. five cents. This is evidence that a negro has no 
right that a Roman Catholic must recognize, which exhibits 
the old Inq~:~.isitorial spirit. Having said enough, I close by 
wishing success and prosperity to THE TRuT.a: BBBXBB and 
its staff, and while I retain my reasoning faculties will 
remain a subscriber. WILLIAM H. THoMAS. 

On Spirits, Bottled and Other. 
Los Guos, CAL., Oct. 2, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I am in receipt of the fourth number or your 
TR"Il'TH SEEKER since Freethought ceased to be published
which I much regret for the cause-and you may depend on 
one steady subscriber from this place, who is willing to do 
whatever he can for Freethought and the advance or hu
manity. 

Let me giv an answer to Mr. Lenhagen, or H11rriman, 
Tenn. Circumstances made me to open a saloon, which I 
conduct in such a way that no man can get drunk, or to 
drink if he is drunk, on my premises, as I hate nothing more 
than a drunken person. And this is a good reason why I 
cBtlli10t ma~e more with my bu&me!ls tlliiD a poor living, 

and had at a depth of one hundred feet about three barrels 
of oil in twenty-four hours, and then kept on till about six 
hundred feet, when gas was struck and oil lost entirely. 
The company kept on boring to eight hundred feet, when 
some of the stockholders consulted a medium-Mrs. Hayes 
-,.who, so the saying l,s, went into a trance, when the spirits 
told her that. by boring to a certab:t depth the well would 
pay very well, but others would be opened near by that 
would pay better. The men bought lots of stock, and are 
going to bore deeper now. Is a spirit able to get down a 
depth of say two thousand feet and come up again through 
solid ground, and not hav even ihe smell of coal oil sticking 
on him? Respectfully, OTTO NEUHAus. 

God's House and Pr.eachers. 
BoYNE FALLS, Oct.lJ, 1891. 

MR. E:piTOR: You will find inclosed $5 for my renewal to 
Our Holy Bible, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and one new convert 
to the faith, with the promis of several others as soon as 
they can raise the funds. Our brother Methodists are try
ing to build their God another house in this place and are 
soliciting funds from everybody in the community except 
myself, and I tell them it is very strange that people are 
expected to pay for another house or God when we hav 
one and God doesn't .occupy it more than two or three hours 
during a whole week and so many or our. brethren are 
obliged to llv in rented houses seven days in the week and 
pay a big rent. I hav ·noticed in this community a great 
deal or their boasted Christian love and charity-such as one 
or the most prominent female members or the Methodist 
Episcopal church and leader or the Woman's Christian Tem
perance Union making an assault on an unbeliever with a 
water pitcher and settling for the same before a justice or the 
peace for $7; and a male member of the same church in good 
standing, leader in revival work and for years superintendent . 
of the Sunday-school, calling upon God in prayer to break our 
stubborn necks for the only reason that we do not believe, 
arid during week·days you may find him in all manner or 
ungodly company, such as croquet-playing, horse·racing, 
and obscene story-telling. Another case of cruel neglect by 
God of one whom he called to preach on this circuit about 
a year ago came to light at the conference at Grand Rapids 
a few weeks ago. Rev. Bushell, or this place, reported as 
financially embarrassed and wished to be relieved and per
mitted to go to wo.rk at his trade-cal"penter-for two or 
three years. Now, if every community can do as well·and 
start their dear pastors ;in search of a job we will hav ac
complished a grand work. But, oh, think or this dear 
messenger-or the Lord gathering up his kit or rusty tools 
and starting off on the tramp in search or a job, perhaps 
hiring out to some worldly·minded person, while our church 
is being built by two readers or THE TRuTH SBBKBR. Truly 
the ways of the L'lrd are past tl.ndiri g out. 

Yours for truth and justice, s. BARINGER. 

Some Lies for 1he Glory of God. 
BAMOTH, ILL., Sept. 23, E.M. 291. 

~. EDITOR: We hav been blest with a Methodist blow
out-but bear with me, I beg or you, not a single soul was 
allured into the snare or superstition. The pulpit-pounder 
who presided over the protracted powwow rendered this 
absurd assertion: " That magnificent man, formerly of Peo
ria, ru., who sails under the appellation or 'arch Agnostic,' 
renounced his iconoclasm at the burial of his brother, Ebon 
C. Ingersoll, and confessed· Christ and an implicit belief In 
immortal existence." A lare;er lie was never told for Christ's 
sake. And again: "Voltaire committed suicide in fear of 
his future rate." I also denounce this as a dirty little lie. 
Colonel Ingersoll in "Paine's Vindication" proffered to pay 
to any clergyman $1,000 in gold· who would prove that 
Paine " died in terror because of religious opinions he had 
expressed, or that Volta\re did not shufile off this mortal 
coil "as calmly as the coming o! the dawn." Again, this 
Rev.(?) Ananias fllstens the fangs or rear in the fieshless 
form or Thomas Paine : ''' Tom' Paine ~in his fatal illness 
was admonished by his daughter to discard his Deistical 
views and accept those entertained by his wire (Christian). 
Ultimately he acceded to her persistent entreaty and died in 
fear, exclaiming, 'All is dark."' 

Now let us analyze the utterances or this advocate or 
"sacred smut." Up to date I am lingering under the 
impression that Thomas Paine did not possess any daugh. 
ters. All the accounts I hav perused concerning his career 
describe him as being childless. Furthermore, at the epoch 
of his dissolution he was separated from his spouse. Well, 
we should be lenient on these "lying prophets," because 
Jehovah said he would put" lying spirits into their mouths." 
Colonel Ingersoll does not absolutely deny or affirm an 
existence" over yonder," and simply says, "Help for the 
living and hope for the dead." He postulates and proves 
that a finite cannot fathom the intl.nit. 

MeR nowadays are beginning to doubt the beautiful fable 
of Joq~ IA.lld the "big flab »-men who cross tlle de~~td IW~ 
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of the majority, though the heavens should fall. Is Joshua's 
jugglery o~ lassooing· that luminous orb whicliemits from 
her-eternal quiver the arrows of day, implicitly _relied on as 
inspiration except-by the " gentleman in the dtigout ?" 

letter and challenge. I shall feel much obliged to you if 
you can find space for it in your valuable paper. I want to 
find out if Jesus has any champions in this tight little city. 
I hav not been here very long, and. hav no friends and very 
few acquaintances, but if I stay here I hav faith larger 
than a grain of mustard-seed that there will be a branch of 
the Secular Union formed right here in this city. I can see 
a wide field for Secularists here. I hav to labor hard ten 
hours a day for my bread, but still wm try to contribute a 
mite now and then. The following is a true copy of the 
letter I hav sent to Mr. parson. You shall know whether 
he has courage enough to champion his cause or not. 

Jehovah, it appears from "holy writ, (holy' rot)(has an 
inflexible hankering to make himself an obscure' object; that 
is our inference from the following information: "In the 
thickest of darkness shall be my hiding-place." · Pleasant 
place for an omnipresent person, isn't it? -

The book of books (?) give- us. 'a meek monition thus: 
"I say unto you, resist not evil ; but whosoever shall smite 
thee on the right cheek tum to him the other also." It is a 
demonstrated fact dally that this is a pretty precept to 
preach from but not to prac.tice. The countless internecine 
wars of contending countries where the Bible is regarded as 
the paramount code of ethics are positiv proof of this 
postulate. 

41 MoliTIMEB BT., RooHBBTBB, N. Y., Aug. 31, 1891. 
To MR. --, 386 Troop St., Rochester, N.Y. 

JJear Sir: It is with the greatest reluctanc.e that I forego 
the promis I made you last night, vlz., that of visiting you 
at your own house to diecuss religion. (I state my reason 
later on.) In this letter I intend to avoid all personalities, 
I shall aim a~ainst no particular eect, but against them all 
generally. Now, sir, the only straight question I consider 
:vou asked me last night was, " How shall I stand before 
God~" Well, that is a great, big, wide question, which I 
will pay a little attention to. My answer last night was, 
" I hav no idea that I shall ever hav to stand before one." 
There are gods many. and lords many. In your question I 
presume you mean the Christian God-your God whom you 
bully and coax by turns. I suppose you mean the God 
"whom no man hath seen at any time" ('llide New Testa. 
ment), and yet it would be the same God whom Moses spoke 
with " face to face" and whose " back parts " Moses also 
saw. And I believe (I hav not a Bible by me just now
but must get one-but will giv Bible passages as near 

"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth" 
(Matt. v, 5). The abo-ve is an exact expression of ecclesias
ticism. The faithful followers of the "meek and lowly" 
hav in trumpet tones e::ncuted the above to the letter. 
Those "mf!e}t" and credulous children of the cross in order 
to" inherit the earth" hav saturated the ground with human 
gore; they hav transformed happy homes into veritable 
hells; they hav been instrumental in causing all the grlev. 

_ ances which befall human beings. The above is the key-note 
to the wails of the widow and the plea of the pauper. 
With all these crimes confronting them they still persist in 
putting their imaginary God in our godless Constitution, 
and thereby usurping the inalienable immunities of the 
citizen. 

as possible from memory) it is· in Genesis xxlx where 
Jacob sayR, "Let us call this place Beth-el [or some 
such name], for we hav this day seen the Lord God face to 
face." Well, I will take it for granted this Is the God you 
mean, whom your Bible calls a "consuming fire," and in 
another place a "God of love." Well, this Bible God 
played some queer pranks, truly. Your book tells us 
where he caused" hemorrhoids in the back parts" of an army 
so that his chosen could overtake them. He permits 
L'~t to go on his way rE>jofcing after debauching his two 
daughters. David is "the man after God's own heart " 
although. he does commit adultery with Mrs. Uriah, a~d 
cam:es the death of Mr. Uriah. God endows Solomon with 
extraordinary wisdom, although he does keep a thousand 
women, and causes his brother to be put to death because 
he dares to ask for one. We see him commanding General 
Joshua to slay helpless women and innocent children; later 
on we see him in the shape of Jesus Christ ("I and my 
Father are one," "In the beginning was the Word "-see 
Testament-must be the same fellow) blessing little chil
dren. We see him teaching the Israelites how to make 
spoons; burning cities; causing a deluge; making worlds, 
sun, moon, and stars; walking with Enoch (which won 
the walking- match we are not told, as your Bible simply 
tells us "Enoch walked with God)." We see him killing 
all the cattle of the Egyptians about seven times (see 
Exodus). And after all these mighty works, we see him 
descend to the level of the common conjuror-that of turn
ing water into wine. But why keep on ? This ls the 
God you mean when you ask me how I shall stand be. 
fore him. Well, are you sure he is alive to-day? You 
hav no proofs that he is. Moses says. be saw him. At 
least, some one says it for him, for I can prove Moses 
did not write the books ascribed to him. Well, some one 
says Moses saw him, and spoke with him-not through 
the telephone, oh, no, but-face to face. But what proof 
hav we of this? Some one says Moses did, but there were 
thousands of people on the earth besides Moses, and was It 
such a small event, this visit of the msker of worlds, that 
one short verse is all the news we get, while it takes a whole 
newspaper to describe the four-foot English queen when 
she goea only from one country to another, while only 
Moses sees God? Why. suppose he was to land right here 
in Rochester, we should hav the whole world to see him. 
And suppose we caught him and confined him in a box, as 
the. Israelites did, and opened a show, what a trade we 
could do I 

0 thou benighted Christian I is this your conception of a 
God of infinit mercy and justice-loving: " And he turned 
back and looked on them and cursed them in the name of 
the Lord. And there came forth. two she bears out of the 
wood and tare forty and two children of them." What pro
voked this old lickspittle Elisha to perform with his menag. 
erie in the -name of the Lord on those dimpled darlings? 
The account informs us it was because they poked fun at 
God's vicar, who was short of the article of hair. 

·- · There are eighty thousand oLthese lazy leeches through. 
out this domain who still with tremendous tenacity thresh 
this old theologic straw containing over thirty thousand dis
crepancies, " and endless time. worn, moss-grown, weather
beat€m;and"worm-eaten" follies,- which is despised on the 
broad fields of science, with her bright crop of golden grain 
gleaming and rustling to the balmy breezes, product of think. 
ere who hav won their accolade in intellectual achievements 
on the highway of progress far away from the slough of 
superstition and Moses and the bullfrogs. 

''Religions are like fireflies-they require darkness in 
order to shine," says Schopenhauer superbly. Yes, our com
men~s are tl).at orthodoxy reminds us .of an "owl perched 
on a decayed limb of the tree of knowleage," breaking the 
dismal desert of solitude with his sepulchral, hypocritical 
hoot; while the eagle of heterodoxy sublimely soars in the 
shimmering sky and serenely pierces the clouds with tireless 
pinion. 

Whtm we contemplate the splendid story of Samson losing 
his herculean strength by having his hair sheared off we 
smile out aloud. We who cultivate "intellectual hospital. 
ity " consider this in the light and bearing of the nineteenth 
uentury as a capital chestnut. "What fools theEe mortals 
be I" to believe in such infamous lies. 

I am not a Christian for the plausible reason that Chris
tianity renounces the sacred relation of the fireside. Chris
tianity severs the tender tie, which is as holy as happiness 
and sacred as sunshine. I am an ardent advocate of the 
fidelity to duty, the free democracy (in a social sense) and 
felicity of the family. A stanz_a from Bums beautifully 
depicts a democracy of good government: 

To make a happy fireside clime 
For weans and wife, 

Is the true pathos and sublime 
or human life. 

I desire to express my admiration for THB TRUTH SBBKBR. 
I like Its tenor. Yours for love, liberty, and law, 

Rxv. CHARLBs D. MoBRIDB. 

Challenge to the Men in the Cowards' Castles. 
RooHBBTBR, N.Y., Sept. 3, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR-: On coming along East Main street, this city, 
last Sunday evening, I heard a parson holding forth in South 
Water street. Ever ready for the fray, I went and listened 
to hls bosh till he had finished. Then I think either his 
devil or his God must hav prompted him; at any rate, he 
came and asked me if I was "saved." 0 ye gods and little 
fishes! It was just the very thing I was wanting. Well, I 
had the best twenty minutes I ever had in my life. 1 
turned his own guns against him, and if the voice of about 
one hundred or more who were standing round is anything 
to go by, I fairly doubled the gentleman up, for they con
tinually shouted, "Go in, young fellow, you've got him!" 
"Hear, hear I" "Oh, you're toomuchforhiml" Well, I am 
sure his friends wished that he was at home with his mother, 
and finally one got each side of him and led him away, while I 
(forgiv me for feeling a trifle vain, will you I) was greeted 
with such cries as" Good boy I" "lam with you," etc., etc. 
My opponent asked me one question, and it is the only one
that I can remember, which I hav answered in the following 
letter. He gave me his address, but not his name, before he 
left, and asked me to call on him to hav a discussion. In 
the heat of the moment I said I would do so, but on thinking 
it over, I find I c01:qmitted au error, for why should I go 
behind closed doors to discuss religion, as I prefer to do- it 
in public? li1~Y Bf}nt g~m 1\ po~r of tM followln~ incloseQ 

Well, after all this argument we wlll suppose there Is a 
God such as you speak of, that Moses did see him, that he is 
alive now. We will suppose this, I say: How shall I stand 
before him? Well, I really cannot tell you. If he is a con. 
suming fire he would naturally consume me. Another 
thing, you did not say whether I should hav to stand in the 
flesh or in the spirit. We will suppose the flesh. Where is 
that flesh, bone, blood, and sinew coming from? Supposing 
I lost a leg in Egypt and my body was buried In Rochester, 
should I hav to go to E~typt for the lost member to stand 

·on? Suppose a man was washed overboard who belonged 
to Columbus's fleet when he was on his voyage of discovery 
to this country; a shoal of fish hapnen to be going by and 
they eat the body; the fish are caught by fishermen who eat 
them; the fishermen get drowned and they are eaten by 
more fish; those fish are caught and eaten. At vour great 
judgment day can you please Inform me how No. 1 man 
is going to "stand before God?" Where is he coming 
from? Aye, where? . As well might I tell you to get enough 
building material to build a house; after you hav completed 
your job I say, "I hav changed my mind and will build a 
hospital with that material, so pull the house down again 
and proceed;" on completion of the hospital I hav it 
pulled down again and built into a church, but after that Is 
finished I say, "Now pull that church down and bnlld 
another church-same size-a hospital, and a house." You 
stand aghast and ask where you are to get the material 
from, and if I tell you there is enough material for all three 
you will pronounce me crazy, and properly to10. The same 
argument applies to the men and the fish. '' How can they 
stand before God?" I hav no doubt you wlll bring your 
Bible to your rescue. You say God has opened your eyes so 
you can understand it. I cannot, and if you can I am will
ing to be taught. But according to my present dull under
standing I feel convinced I shall not be able to stand, through 
a want of pedal extremities. You cannot get off by saying 
we rise in the spirit and "stand" in the spirit, because you 
never eaw a spirit, neither did your father or grandfather 
before you. Supposing there are spirits and we "stand" in 
that form, legs and wlngs and all, where are we going- to 
"11tand before God?" This small planet would not afford 
half enough standing-room for the billions upon billions 
who would hav to "stand." And if we tried to stand in 
space, surely the force of gn.vity which brings everything 
unsupported to the earth would bring uR all down and we 
should form one indistinguishable mass. But tor the time I 
will set aside all impossibilities-tor I fancy I hear you say. 
ing " notllitlg is lmposaible to God "-snd suppoae ~t is poe. 

sfble to rise again in some form. Why, even then need 1 
fear your God? You Christians tell ine he made me, hli 
endowed me with power to think and reason for myself; ill 
he going to damn me for using what he has given me if I 
use it after the way I feel convinced is right? A man can 
not make himself believe anything. It a man stood over 
me with a loaded revolver and told me if I did not swear 
that two blacks made one white he would blow my brains 
out1 I might perhaps make a bypocrit and a liar of myself, 
just to save my lire, and giv in to him, but in my heart 1 
should not believe it. It is the same with the hell-fire and 
brimstone business to-day. Thousands who say they believe 
it do so through fear. They are afraid to make a bold stand 
and examin their hearts to see whether it is a ftrm conviction 

, there or not. The more I think of it, the more I study It, 
the more impossible it seems to me. Can your God damn me 
for being honest? Well, I say right here to.night (and I hav 
no doubt this will be published to the world) that I, George 
Henry, do not believe in your God. I do not, I cannot 
believe I shall hav to stand before him. I do not believe in 
your heaven, where murderers wear poultry attachments. 
Neither do I believe that I or any of my brothers and sisters 
who are trying to free this world of superstition and priest
craft, and are acting according to the reason nature has 
endowed us with, will be burnt in your fire and brimstone. 
I had a mother pure as the snow. If there is a heaven where 
really good people go she is there. Is your God going to be 
BO barbarous as to throw me into hell and then make it polf
sible for my mother to enjoy eternal bliss whilst she is able 
to watch her idolized boy writhing in eternal torment? 
Away with such trash. Your God is a monster, merciless, 
cruel, tyrannical, and unjust. 

But, fie on you I your God is only invented by your
eelvs. He is invented by the same people who invented the 
remainC:er of your stock in trade to traffic on the credulity 
of the ignorant and superstitious. The time is coming-it 
will be a long time, I know, for religion will die a lingering 
death, but nevertheless the time is coming-when your 
Holy Ghost business will come crash. As a sign of the · 
times, not many yeara ago it would not hav paid me to hav 
held your religion and your Bible up to ridicule as I did on 
Sunday night. As another sign of the times, as I was going 
quietly home after you left me, a young, well-dressed fellow, 
l:iare1y out of his teens, accosted me and said he admired the 
way I had handled you about theBlble. He said he had been 
brought up to go to Sunday-school but somehow since he 
advanced in years and read, and studied the Bible and the 
Christian religion, it seemed very q 1eer to him, and the 
more he read of the Bible the less a Christian he became. 
Now, do you think I told that man to bum his Blble? 
Decidedly n:ot. I told him to read it and study it, and then 
ask himself the question, was it the work of a just and holy 
God ? I said: ''Don't be a Freethinker because I am. If 
you would see the signs of the downfall of your mvth and 
mystery, get into conversation with twenty factory hands or 
laborers-about one w1Il be religious ; four will be unde
cided and won't know what they are; ten will be fellows 
who are indifferent and who hav no belief and attend no 
church and tell you life is too short to troub~e about more 
than one world at once; the other five will be Freethinkers 
of a more or less pronounced type." 

Sir, it all the nothingarians, all the indl1ferentiets, udall 
the Freethinkers hot and cold were to join in one tremendous 
whole you could shut up your .churches to.morrow, you 
could turn your chapelll into halls of science. And from 
that time the world would get better. Men would love each 
other and look upon each other as brothers laboring for the 
common good. What is it now? What has it been ever 
since your religion gained the sway? What has caused 
more bloodshed, more desolation,than religion, backed up 
by the Bible ? The drunkard and temperance spotiter can 
both back themselvs with the Bible. Even the murderer 
fancies he has committed no sin, and is therefore entitled to 
a ticket for paradise, when the Blble ill brought into his con. 
demned cell. For. why, can he not read of even worse crimes 
than murderer Almy's, of Hanover, N.H.? Can we not 
also read of a just God who" will visit the sins of the fathers 
upon the childre11 to the third and fourth generation," and 
"who sets the children's teeth on edge bec•use the fathers 
hav eaten sour grapes ?" Even supposing your God was a 
reality, I should not feel afraid to "stand before him," 
because he has committed fouler crimes than I ever dare 
think; of. It would be a case of "physician heal thyself." 

I hav answered the only real question you asked me Bun
day, and the reason I did not come to your house as I prom. 
!sed was thls: I thought that if you and I argued all night 
in private it would answer no purpose. Ten to one you 
would not alter your belief and I can answer for myself. 
We should make no convert to either side, for the very sim
ple reason there would be no one to ltsten to us. But to 
disabuse your mind in case you think I am afraid of you, I 
hereby throw out a 

OHALLBJSGB. 
I hav no hope of any reward, because I do not believe in 
rewards or punishments after this lite. You hav a hope of 
reward, of eternal bliss, of "white wings," crown, mansion, 
etc., etc. Now, if you want to champion your cause, to 
speak a good word for your God and for your Hlble, and 
maybe win some converts, I hereby challenge you to one, 
two, or more nights' 

PUBLIO DIIBATB 

on some question related to religion or the Bible, which shall 
be agreed on later, in your own chapel or any other place 
you choose. I propose-some handbills be printed, a nominal 
charge be made for admission, and after all expenses are 
paid one. quarter of the remainder go to the Christian cause, 
one-quarter to the Freethought cause, and the other half be 
given to some charitable institution in this city. In my 
throwing out thill challenge do not think I am backed by a 
lot of champions, because I am nearly a stranger in this 
city, having only been here two months. I hav not a friend 
or a relativ here, whilst you, I presume, hav all these things 
I lack, so I consider everything is in your favor. 

I am a Freethinker to the backbone and hav been for six 
years, and in that time hav suffered for my opinions more 
than once. Christians and their Bible made me a Free
thinker, and if when I come to die I find I hav made a mis
take and after all do hav to "stand before God," then I will 
own my mistake like a man, and if he damns me for making 
a mistake he will show himself to be the fiend your book 
represents him to be. 

Yours, etc., for the downfall of superstition and the eman-
cipation of mankind, GBOJ!GB HBNRY. 

P.S.-1 hope you will let me hear from you as early as 
possible. I am sending a copy of this to THB TRUTH 
l::lBBKBB, which paper ls clrculat£d In Rochester, and shall 
also inform that paper whether you t&ke up my challenge or 
not, so even your own friends and· townsfolk will know 
whether you " dare to be a :OauiQl,'' G. :a, 
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!ldit!d br Mma Buulll H. Waolll, ll'all 
. tlitw, ..lftJ.Y., to •l&OM all OOfiVIIIUJ&I«JUQn,B jOt 
t :is Oor1Wf' tl&ould b' '"''· 

-
" Between the dark and the d&yliJrht, 

When the night i8 beJrinning to lower, 
Oomel a pause In the daY'II ooonpationt 

ThaUI known as the OhUdren'l Hour." 

" Toodles." 
My Toodle& is my poodle, but for fun we call him 

"Bin;" 
·Sinful?. Yes, he's brimful; though we think the 

world of him ; 
Misohievons with all of ns, and as cunning as can 

be, 
·' His little pranks are full of thanks, his petting& 

full of glee. 
His downy hair would well compare with any

thing tha.t•s white, 
His eyes are blue and just as tme as nature made 

them bri&:ht; 
" Bin's " nose it red, it should be said, the pigment 

was innate, 
· And not from any one or many things he drank 

or· ate, 
Those teeth and tongue-for one so yonng-hav 

charms (('ll draw it mild) 
Oan't be ere lied, and I'm compelled to love him 

as a child! 
And he loves me, as one might see by watchings 

at the gate, 
Or at his will the window-sill, a wonted place, will 

take, 
And watch for hours, 'mid fragrant flowers, and 

often look in vain, 
Bnt still will vie, and often hie his nose against 

the pane. 
His cunning feats he oft repeats with hoops, and 

balls, and stairs, 
And baskets, pails, and never fails to balance on 

the ohaire. 
He'll often vranoe, and leap, and dance on two legs 

as on four, 
And sit upright, as if he might all normal waYS 

ignore. 
Sinful Toodlell, though my poodle, will sometimes 

steal and lie, 
Intri!lning off the table doff, of viands on the 

sly; 
And when accused he feels abused, indignant as a 

man, 
He shakes his head, by which is said, "H was the 

black-and-tan." 
Bnt when the lie he can't deny he'll then evade a 

row, 
And look at yon as if yon knew and simplY make 

a bow. 
My Bin, mY poodle, all. ! my Toodle, I love beyond 

control; 
I must believe he'd not deceive if he had not a 

soul. 
8. W. WETMOBE. 

Bu./falo, Oot., 1891. 

Relics of the Indians. 
The writer resides near the eastern border 

of Kansas, but a few miles from the Missouri 
river, whose shores are lined with a succes
sion of rugged yet pictureEque bluffs, many 
of them being covered with large forest trees 
among which the Indians once fo_und refuge 

. from the early white settlers. The settlers 
drove the Indians from the prairie lands and 
they fied in confusion to the banks of the big 
muddy, where they settled again. 

Many traces of red men are yet to be found 
along this rugged stream ; such as burying
grounds, indications of old camps, work
shops, etc. There is an old Indian burying
ground located on the stream called Walnut 
Creek, which fiows into the Missouri, where 
greenstone hatchets of superior finish were 
discovered, and now in possession of your 
correspondent. The latter visited this bury· 
ing place afterwards and made some excava
tions, but turned up nothing more than 
Indian bones, these evidently having been 
covered for a long stretch of years. He sub
sequently learned that exploration had been 
in the same .Place thirteen years previously, 
and that some valuable relics were unearthed, 
among them a tomahawk, an ax, and a 
large quantity of beads. There are indica
tions of other interments here and further 
examination is contemplated in the near 
future. The writer has personally found a 
number of interesting arrowheads in the 
same locality. 

Along the river, careful search was re
wardPd by the finding of a most rare speci
men of war club head, a filnt hatcl:et, and in 
some cases some unusually fine spearheads. 

About eight miles down the river from the 
writer's ab~de is a small town called Ktckapo, 
after the Ktckapo Indians, who one time had 
a large settlement there. Near the place are 
several Indian burying-grounds, and the first 
excavator will without question secure a 
number of relics. A visit to the locality, in 
view of activ exploration, is being arranged 
for. If the undertaking should prove as 
successful as expected, some of the details 
will be given to the Oompanion readers.
George J. Remsburg, in Moral and Bcisntifla 
Oompaaion, Florence, Ar{e, 

Why the Leaves Turn. 
" Probably not one person in a thousand 

knows why leaves change their color in the 
fall," remarked an eminent botanist the other 
day. "The common and old-fashioned idea 
is that all this red and golden glory we see 
now is caused by frosts. A true and scien
tific explanation of the causes of the coloring 
of leaves would necessitate a long and intri
cate discussion. Stated briefiy and in proper 
language, those causes are these : The green 
matter in the tissue .of a leaf is composed of 
two colors, red and blue. When the sap 
ceases to fiow in the fall, and the natural 
growth of the tree ceases, oxidation of the 
tissue takes place. Under certain conditions 
the green of the leaf changes to red ; under 
different conditions it takes on a yellow or 
brown tint. This difference in color is due 
to the difference in combination of the original 
constituents of the green tissue, and to the 
varying conditions of climate, exposure and 
soil. A dry, cold climate produces more 
brilliant foliage than one that is damp and 
warm. This is the reason that our Amer!c!ln 
autumns are so much more gorgeous than 
those of England. There are several things 
about leaves that even science cannot explain. 
For instance, why one· of two trees growing 
side by side, of the same age and having the 
same exposure, should take on a brilliant 
red in the fall and the other should tum 
yellow ; or why one branch of a tree should 
be highly colored and the rest of the 
tree hav only a yellow tint, are questions 
that are as Impossible to answer as why one 
member of a family· should be perfectly 
healthy and another sickly. Maples and 
oaks hav the brightest colors."-Field and 
Forest. 

Blown Full of Pins. 
A man weighing three hundred pounds and 

as round as a football ran screaming from the 
dye house at 2,54\J Cottage Grove avenue 
yesterday morning. His form glistened like 
steel as he rushed to the drug-store at 
26th street and Cottage Grove avenue. His 
rotund form was completely covered with 
pins, which werE! sticking deep in every por
tion of his anatomy. 

" Get a tack-hammer and pull these pins 
out quick !" shouted the fat man, who was 
Henry Wing. 

Then he told how the boiler head in the 
dye.house of which he is the proprietor had 
blown out and"scattered a box of pins stand
ing near with such force that he was literally 
stuck full of them from head to foot, giving 
him the appearance of an animated pin
cushion. The clerk went to work as if he 
were pulling tacks, and managed to extract 
several papers of pins from the fat man's 
body. At eac!J. pull of the hammer Wing 
uttered a groan of anguish. Finally the last 
tormentor was extracted and the sufferer 
breathed easier. 

Helping the Donkey. 
The late Emperor Frederick, when he was 

crown-prince, while walking in the woods 
near the palace at Potsdam one morning, 
perceived an old mUkwoman who was pound
ing the ass attached to her milk wagon and 
talking in an excited tone to the balky 
animal. 

" What's the matter, my good woman?'' 
asked the prince. 

" I am in a great hurry to serve my cus
tomers with milk," replied the old woman, 
who did not know the prince, "and this 
accursed brute refuses to budge; but if you 
would be kind enough to pull him by the 
ears while I warm him up behind with this 
club he will go right along." 

The good-natured prince seized the animal 
by the ears and tugged away while the old 
woman mauled the brute with her cudgel. 
Sure enough the donkey trotted on, much to 
the joy of the woman. 

When the prince told his mother about It 
she rebuked him for being so familiar with 
the lower orders, whereupon the prince 
laughingly replied, "My father has helped 
many a donkey along at court." 

Correspondence. 
LBXIJSGroN, KY , Oct. 7, 1891. 

DBA.R YouNG FRIENDS: Beth, Jane and the 
raven walked peaceably down a sunny lane 
where they met an old lady of pleasant ap: 
pearance. She took Jane by the hand, say
ing, " Come, my little lamb, let us go to the 
house of God and worship." Though a 
sermon never does me much good unless the 
word " Mesopotamia " occurs in it several 
times. Our clergyman calls sometimes to 
see me and I always make his coffee so sweet 
that he is unable to drink it. He is such a 
holy man. 

They entered the church just as the preach
er addressed them in the following manner : 
"And now, will the good Lord please to 
remember that we are a progrefsiv people 
here and hurry up the conversions on hand. 
Here iB Julia Larcum taking the combs from 
her hair-perhaps she will hav the power." 
And then rolling up his sleeves, he exclaimed: 
"Now comes the rousement. I hav reached 
the rhetorical place for waking people up and 
making them cry." And then came a storm 
of allusiOJaB to the dead friends of the con
gregation, so that the raven beat a hasty re
treat. He had just lost a dear, glossy brother. 
These birds are known to use language more 
profane than pathetic. Our hero formed no 
exception to the general rule. 

As they made their way out into the lonely 
lane, where the sweet scent from the mead
ows weighed down the wandering breeze, a 
pious millionaire met a ragged, starving old 
lady, eighty years of age. As they shook 
hands cordially, she remarked that her health 
was poor, when he fairly shouted, " Oh, you 
look well, you are well enough (a fact), now 
don't complain. I hav spent the sumliller .so 
delightfully, vivifying and recuperating. 
Good morning ; let us both go to work." 

Our party was hungry, too. They expected 
no food until the next week, although they 
had worked for it. So amid the general gor· 
mandizing, they were left to starve. Blessed 
is the man who considereth the poor ; the 
Lord wlll remember him in the day of trouble. 

A.LIIAzA.. 

WBBTMINBTBR, CAL., Oct. 5, 1891. 
DBAR Miss WixoN : This is my first letter 

to the Comer. I enjoy reading the children's 
letters very much, and I thought I would 
like to be a writer for the Corner. I am now 
going to school. Our teacher's name is Mr. 
Barnes ; I like him very much. I very seldom 
see a letter from California. Papa said that 
he would like to write once more to THB 
TRUTH BBBKBR, but his eyes hav been 
troubling him some lately, so that he could 
not even read the papers. So he gets my 
sister and I to read to him. 

We liv near the coast. It iB a beautiful 
~BCL . _ 

There are eight of us in family, five girls 
and three boys. · I am the third to the oldest. 
We havjolly times riding on horseback and 
going to the beach 

If this letter escapes the waste-basket, I 
will try again. Your Liberal friend, 

PEARL MARTIN. 

WBBTMINBTBR, CAL., Oct. 3, 1891. 
Miss WIXoN, Friend and Teacher: This 

will be my second letter to the Corner. 
I hav not written to the Comer for so long 

a time I think you hav forgotten me. Our 
school has begun and I hav been ·going 
steady all the time. Our teacher is religious. 
He said he would like to pray but he could 
not. 

Only three of our pu pile are religious. 
My father gave a lecture two weeks ago. 
The subject of it was, " Free Trade or Pro. 
tectiv Tariff." My mother went to the 
mountains for her health. We had our bahy 
brother's picture taken not a very short time 
ago. My schoolmate and I are going to 
Banta Anna. It is eight miles frem our 
ranch. We liv on the branch three miles 
from the ocean and can see the steamers 
come in. We hav a pretty view all around. 
On the east is a large slew the Banta Anna 
empties in. There are lots of wild ducks 
and geese also. My oldest brother goes 
hunting quite often. 

Wishing you success, I remain as ever, 
Your friend, EuNIOB MARTIN. 

[We are pleased to hear from Pearl and 
Eunice, and hope they will write oftener.
En. C. C.] 

lliss Wixon's Works. 
AU in a Lifetime. A Liberal Romance. 

12mo, IOOPp., $1. 

!.pules of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 888pp., S1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand
some and Interesting Book\ Without Bnpersti· 
tiont for Ohildren and Youtn. The OnlY ll'ree
thins:ers• Children's Btory.Book ever issued. 
66 full-page illustrations and 25 smaller ; large 
type, heav:v, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers; ~to, ll2~pp., boards, S1. 
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L. K. Washburn's Works. 
Snnday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnl&tin:~r human conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertmenoe." l'rioe, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris· 
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristian church are thirtY
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop- · 
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a omsade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle !" l'rioe, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact l 

l'rioe, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insanel Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. :Price, 5 cents. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experitnce. 
By s. P, Putnam • 

Price, - • 25 cents. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P. :PUTNAM. 

The New God. Price, 10 cents. 

The Problem of the Universt-, and 
ita Scientific Solution, with some Ori~ioisms 
of Un\versology. .l'rioe. 20 cents. 

Waifs and Wand<ring111, A Ne'R 
American Story. l'rioe, olotb, S1.00; paper, 
50 cents, "A prose ePic of the war, ricl;l with 
incident and dramatic power ; breezy from 
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day."-John Bwtnton's Paper. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. "The 
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with manly thoughts, expressed in manl.7 
wori!s-the transcriPt of a manlY mind. 
Every Liberalahonld read' Gelden 1'hrone,•" 
-Inoersozz. l'rice, St. . 

Ingersoll and Jfsus. A conversation 
m rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentnry 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it is show a there is much in harmony between 
them. l'rioe, 10 cents. 

Prometheus, A Poem. "It is 
crammed with life; thought, and profound 
emotion, poured forth, it aeems to me, with 
t>xtraordinarybeantY."-Dr. Henru W,BeZZotDB, 
l'rioe, S1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand t and 
other Agnostic poems. l'rioe, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A poetic version 
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T h o 8 i b lo a n d f v o I u I i o n. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

New and Cheap Edition, • • 50 Cents. 
Mentioned bv W. E. Gladstone in his work," The 

Im_prPflD&ble Rook of Holy Roriptnre;" 
G. W. Foote in the Freetlitnleer recommends it 

as an excellent text-book. He sa:ys: "The 
manner is gOod and the style is bright. The 
reader is carried alonR on an easy flowing stream 
of science, history, ethic&. and eommon sense." 

Ohas. Watts in Secular Pllouoht pronounces it to 
be the best work the author has wri ten. . 

And TEE TBUTB BEEB:EB says: "This is an ex
cellent book which we can recommend to our 
readers as clear in langna&:e, irnstworthy in 
statement, and irrefutable in reasoning," 
• Order at 

THE TRUl'H BEEKER O.FFIOE. 

FOR SALE. 
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Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leotnrea and Diaonsaions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

in Science and &rt. 
No. 1--Alfred Russell Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oqpe, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Emst Haeokel, by Thaddeus B. Wake

man; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 
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What Would Follow 
THE 

Effacement of ChristianitvP 
BY GEORGE JAOOB HOLYOAKE. 

Price. 10 cents a copy; twelve copies for Sl, 
Address THE TBUTB 8BBUB. 

LIFE AND VAREER 
Ol!' 

Charles Bradlauah 
BY 

George Jacob Holyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, by the Father of Beonlarism, 

Price, 15 centa. 'ren copies, S1. 
Address this Office. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders tn Cudt g the Slck. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERBY, 
84 South Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

''WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books wj:thln the 

next three months. 
.Friends will please send stamp for circulars and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, 

Snowville, V~~t. 
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6. Viator Hugo's Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll'S Address en Shakspere......... 25 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yea.rb: subscribers will ·receive a.ll the books 

issued during the yea.r. Bingle copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of J>rioe. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

• Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread 1S tne story ot two young 

girls a.Ji.d a.r.onnger brother who were lett parent
less, with little money, fa.ir educatlosha.nd much 
courage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing to Ohioa.go. The autnoris a.lso the heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the main, a. histor:v of a work
inK girl's life and experience in the oltyof Obioa.go 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypocrite. It is lust snob a. story 
of hnma.n life as we should expect Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; a.nd whatever he admires 
a.nd appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

CANe. ER and Tumors CURED' no knifh 
book free. Drs.GRATIGNY &NORRI~ 

. No. 163 Elm street, Cincinnati, 0 

Charles Watts's Works. 
The Teachln;-s of" Secularism Com· 

pared with Ort11odox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 centa. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea!IOD, and Is It sumclent to 
l!ieet tiLe Needs of ltlank.IJJ.d Y 
Debate between the 'Editor of the Ha.li!a.x 
Eventnollat! and Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Bolyoa.ke a.nd 
Oolbnel Ingersoll, a.nd a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. · 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
H Tactics o:f Inftdels." 20 cents. 
PosUree. 

Chrl8tiantt:v: Its Orl;-ln, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors o:f the French ReYO• 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. · 

Bible ltlorallty. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontradiotory and Defeotiv a.s a.n Ethical 
Guide, 24 p11.ges. Price, 10 cents. 

A;;nosticism and ChristianTheism: 
. Whtcb Is the More Reasonable Y 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which t 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of lJnbelief. 22 pages in. 
cover. Price. 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Belie:f and .Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular linton; Its 
Necessity and the .Tnstlce of Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages ill cover, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;-tcal Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the B .. v. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Ha.li1a.:z:, 
N. 8. In this letter the following: subJects are 
dealt with: 1. Wh_y Do the Clergy Avoid 
Debate 7 2. The Position of ·Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 8. Freethougbt a.nd 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5.·0hrist a.nd Heroism. 
6. Ohristianity a.nd Bla.very. 16 }>ages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addreu THE TBUTB SEEKEBOO., 
28 La.fa.:veue Pl •• New York. 

AGEurs make 100 PER CENT andwin$748 CASH.Prlzeo 
. H on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medtcmes. 

Sample free. Territory. Dr.Brld£m.Bn1 375B'way.N. )". 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

ConfUct between :Beason and Superstition. 
8Y T, C, WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
By ROBT. G. 'INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
lished at this om.ce. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
All A.DDBEBB 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

New York State BM A.~sodation, at .Alban~, 
N. Y., Jan, ~1, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TBUTB SEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa.Yette Pla.oe, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
BY 

D1JDSON T1JTTLE, 
A Bistorioa.l a.nd Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 

of Man, 
OoNTENTS : Wba.t is Religion' Fetichism. Pha.l· 

lio Worship. Ma.n•s Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fa.ll, a.nd the Ohristia.n 
Scheme for his Redemption, Man's Position, 
Fa.te. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis a.nd Evo
lution of Spirit. Thli La.w of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rterof Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individua.l. Duties a.nd Obligations of 
SocietY. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
oiety to Orimina.Is. Duty of Belf Culture. Mar
riage, Oloth; pnoe, $1.50. 

THE 
CHA.IPIONS . OF THE CHURCH: 

2/llBm 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
svo, 1o11VPP. (]loth, sa; leather, ••; moroooo, 

gilt edges, M.50. 
BY D. M. BENNETT. 

Addre111 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
~8Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

I 

1 L .. K .. Washburn's Works. 
~nnday and the Sabbath. cc A law 

regulatin~ human conduct on the Sa.bba.th is 
an impertmenoe." Price, 10 cents. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. u The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristian church a.re thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's J~ra.ying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induee the DeitY to under
take a. .ornsa.de of one a.ga.inst the Oolora.do 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents, 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact l 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A DOLLEDTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and. M'UBio) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Home. 

ClOMl'ILED BY 

L. K. WASHBlJRN. 
PBio:s:; $1.50. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

FESTIV A.L OF A.SHTA.ROTH. 
A ta.le of Pa.les'ine. founded on the destruction of 

the Mo&bites by the Jews. 
BY A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

These notices fJf'6 for the benefit of Liber!!l8 
who may be •isitmg the places whers the86 sod6-
tiea aN located. Local BeculM Unions and 
Freetlwugkt SocietMB meeting reg•ul,Mly can 
kafJ their gatherings ad/Derti8ed. here free by for· 
t.OMiling the nec6B8011'1J information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets everY Friday evening, a.t 8 o'clock, at Ger" 
man Masonic Temple, 220 Ea.st 15th atreet. Lect
ures a.nd discussions. The public cordia.llyinvited, 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets everY Bunda.y afternoon a.t 8 o•olooli: a.• 
Libera.! Lea.gtle Ha.ll, 177 Ba.lsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N, J. Lectures a.nd discussions on 
religious a.nd social que£Mons. Beats free a.nd 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular 1Jnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Bunda.y 
evening at 7:30. Lecture~, debates, and disoua
siona on all imPortant seouta.r subjects. Prea
ident, BENBY BlBD ; Secretary, OoBA BBLLB 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJn Philosophical Assocla• 
tlon 

Meets a.t Fraternity roomsl.Be .... ,!lrd avenue a.nil' 
South Sd street, Brooklyn, J!l, D., a.t 8 P.M., ever:v 
Sunday, Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oba.rles Monholla.nd, seeretar:v, 244 
Broa.dwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pblladelphla Liberal League 26·, 
.meets every Bunday in Industrial Ba.ll, Broad and 
Wood sis., a.t ll :10 a.nd 7 :ao P.K. for lectures a.nd 
free discussions on religious and social questionl, 
Able spe&kersinterestthe audience. N.B.-Truth 
Seekerpublloa.tionsa.lwa.:vson ha.nda.tobea.p ratel, 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-montWy1 llrst a.nd third Bruida.:vs, at 2 
P.M:_.~ a.t the town na.ll. All friend11 of human 
ouluva.tion a.re invited. :MARros BlliiGll2:'0N, Sec, 

Ellzur Wright Secular lJnlon 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the llrst a.nd fourth Bun· 
days of eaon month a.t Independent Ohuroh, a.t 
10:80 A.M. Free disoussicm on all Libera.lsubjeotl. 
Subscriptions to TllB TRUTH S:u:uB a.nd Int~eltf-
oator a.re solicited. B. G. SHITH, Oor. b~. 

Chlca;-o Secular lJnlon 
Meets everY Bunda.:v eveninll a.t 7:10 P.K., a• 
Princess Opera. House, 558 West Madison atree•. 
Lectures a.nd debates. Bira.n~~:er1 from abroad 
a.re welcome. 

LOOiflNG BACKWARD New}:dltfon,Bevise!itu~dEnlar&'ed. 
. B:r Edward Bellamy, MEN, WOMEN & GODS. 

Milwaukee, Wls,, Liberal Club 
Bolds meeti~s every Sunday evening a.t 21& 
Grand a.ve., (Fraternity Ball). Lecture followecJ 
by debates. ll'he public oordia.ll:v invited. 

Author of "Dr, Heidenho:lf's Process," etc. 

It is a thought-breeding book, a.nd all wha a.re 
free to reoeive new light will find in it satisfa.oiion 
a.nd inspira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

The ap1.1eal is always made to a. man's re,.,son, 
and to hiB noblest sentiments : never to his sel
fl.shneso.-[Boston Post. 

A su~gestion of a. res.lly pra.otioa.ble and fea.ai
ble so01a.l state greatly in a.dva.nce of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.tiv is rich in its forecast of 
actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, 111.00; paper, 5Pil, 
Address THE TBUTH BEEKER 00. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theology. 
AN EXPOB:Sl 

Of ~he penersion of Stephen Girard's ma.gnilioent 
be!!;~esi to PhiladelPhia. bY the Ohristia.n 

churches a.nd Young Men'S 
Obristian Assooia· 

tion, 
By BlOB. B. W:cSTBBOOE, D.D •• LL.D. 

Price $1, Address T:alll TBUTB BBBEJIUI, 

Kiss Wixon's Works. 
All in a LHetime. A Liberal Bomance. 

12nlo, BOOpp,, $1. 
A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 

for Boys a.nd Girls. 12mo, asapp,, S1.25. 
Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band

some a.nd Interesting Bookt Without Bupersti
tiont for Ohildren a.nd Youtn. The Only Free
thinKers• Ohildren•s Story-Book ever issued. 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; large 
type, hea.v:v, toned paper, broad margins, illus
trated covers ; Uo, 22(pp., boards, S1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Bea.l Blasphemers,"" Bpir

itua.lism Sustained," ete., eta. 

The latest and best work of a.n analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy ProPerty of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many idea11 
tha.t will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in fnrnishint food for thought. We .trust it 
will hav the immeRse distribution it so riohl.Jr 
merite.-[The American Idea. 

(]loth, 12mo, ~1. 

A.ddreu THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

.y HELEN H. CARDJENER, 
Introduction by 

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 
Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 110 'lents. 

Th4l Trads Supplied at lipedal D£scuunu. 
Address THE TRUTH SEEKEB. 

118 LafaYette Place, New York. 
Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener a.re for 

aa.le a.t this office. Price, 50 cents •. 

$3 50PERDAY 
I . ALL WINTER 

Cnn be made easy bv nnv energetic pen~on selling .. CHAM
PION l'ASTE STOVE POLISH." No bruoh rc. 
qulred. No hP"d lnbor. No du,.t or (llrt. Alwnys 
rcndy for u~e. An article every housckP.<a:pcr will buy. 
216,000 packagPs ~o\ll in Philari.clphia. Exclu3tve agency for 
one or more counties given competent person. Write to-day 
enclosing stamp for particulu.rs. You will never regret It, 
Address, CUAllPIOS CO., 46 N. Fourth St., Pbllndelpbia, Pa. 

THE 

OTTO WETTSTEIN WATCH 
ISA GBEAT SUCCESS: 

The Crowning Achievement of Mechanical 
Genius, Taste, Energy, and In~enuity, 

Combined with 41 years of Practi-
cal Experience (34 years in 

Rochell8) at the Jeweler's 
Bench. 

Unequaled in quality and price. Ba.s 16 Jewels, 
patent re~rulator, Brequet hair-spring (non
oa.toba.ble), beautiful double sunk paneled dial, 
finely adjusted to heat, cold, and poRition, litem 
wind a.nd sst, new model. In Milverine oases, $19; 
8 ounce oOin si•ver, $22.50; 4 oz. oust proof, S25, 
no better sold elsewhere for $85. In best 14kt 
tilled gold oases, guaranteed 20 years, oPen face, 
$27 to $SO ; hunting, $82 to $ J5 ; in 14kt, solid 
~~:old, $50 to !90. All elegantly engravea or plain. 
Sent pr_epaid, and cash refunded if not sa.tisfa.o
tory. Watches cleaned, $1; springs, $1; a.nd re. 
tn•ned free. Best work in the world. Send tor 
testimonials, price lists of ladies• and cheaper 
watches, diamonds, silver wa.re, cards in colors 
atld gold of my FrAet.bnm>:ht ba.tl.rA, tracts, etc., 
free. OTTO WETTSTEIN! 

BOOllELLEo LL. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 
--~--------~---SENDlOCENTBTO 

Dr. l!'BLLOWS, 
VINELAND, N. J, 
for his book on youth
ful errors, early decay, 
wasting weakness, lost 
manhood &c. It sets 
forth an External Ap. 
plication- a reliable 

1g home cure, with fulldi· 
~ rections for use. Its:::. 
~' · certainty, no failure. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethough& 
Soclet:v 

MAetR every Sunday evening a.t Union Bqua.re 
Ba.ll, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A oordla.l invi
tation is extended to a.ll. See.ta free. 

Port Angeles Secular lJnlon 
Meets every Sunday. at 7:80 P.H. in Ma.odon• 
a.ld's Ba.ll in Port Angele11, Wash. Lect
ures. song)!, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vited on a.ll subjects. Liberal literature dlstrib· 
uted free. FBANX MoBSB, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral lJnlon 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthly llrst 
a.nd third Bnnda.ys, a.t 8 o'clock, P.H'-I.a.t Pa.rr'l 
Hall, Ever:vbod:v invited. MBS. B, m.. BBBBA, 
Pres.: J, B. MoWILLIAMBo Reo. Sec, 

The Walla Walla Libera~ Club 
Meets everY SundaY at ll P.M. in Grand ArlnJ' 
ha.ll, Ma.in street, Walla Wa.ila, Washington 
Science Leotures.-Free Disoussions.-Origina.l 
a.nd Selected Readings a.nd Poems. A large va.l• 
ua.ble libra.u is a.t the service of members a.nd 
friends. O. B. BlilYNOLDB, Prell.; A. W. OALn:u, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Roeder, Wa.sh., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, rea.din~r, a.nd poems. Tht 
tlrea.test freedom a.ooorded to a.ll. Our motto, 
• Universa.IMenta.l Liberty." D. E. BroE, Pres.; 
J, W. BELLo Vice-Pres,; 0HABLBB B:uA, Sec. 

Fort Worth. Tex •• Liberal Clnb, 
Meet.s every l!lunda.y a.t Knights of Labor Ba.ll, 
1604 Ma.in street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. OoL. A.IIABBIB, Pres. 

Isuo B. LBE, Sec. 

COLONEL B. G. INGERSOLL'S • 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly or New 
York. 

Wtt11 Pine Steel Enoramno or senator ConJ:!tno. 

Bound in bla.ok cloth, silver side stamp, 
Price, 75 centll. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACR. 

Translated from the Germ~~on by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

____ ...;;;;;;:.. __ v __ ~h~tead~~~;i~e~~nt~aw 
A pa.tiAnt writing from Da.-envort, Wa.sb., ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 

sa.ys : "Your r•medy is marvellous, a.nd will Bteel engravings of ~biB celebrated na.tnralil~ 
a.coomplisb wb&t Is said it will do. The va.lue 12x15inohes,luita.ble for fra.min~r, Bent vostpald 
of which is untold." for 25 cen~l. .ddre11 THE TBUTB BEUB~ 
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ON the 11th a revolt broke out in Uruguay, 
but was suppressed and fifty. three rebels were 
shot. The rebels had hired twenty Sicilian 
assassins to kill the president. The govern. 
ment accuses the clergy of being the main 
incHers. 

LBo XIII. says : '' We notice with pleasure 
that the leaders of im-
portant industries hav 
already studied the ap
. pllcation of our encyc
lical, and that govern
ments also hav not been 
indifferent to it." 

A Nl!.W anti-papal pa.: 
per, the Araldo, will 
appear at Rome, and 
entrgetically assail the 
papacy at every point. 

GBBMANB in Russia; 
who are Lutherans, hav 
been ordered_ to submit 
plans for their churches 
to officials, who change 
them so ·a~ to raiPe the 
cost from $300 to $3,000, 
which prevents their 
being built. 

:KRMPSTBB and Shul
ters, special commis
sioners sent from this 
country to London to 
ex:amin as to our. immi
gration, say that less 
than half the truth has 
been told on Russia's 
persecution of the Jews. 
They are preparing a 
document on it. 

CODS AND RELIGIONS WORLD'S SA.QES, .THINKERS, 
o:r 

ANCIENT AND .I:ODEBN TillES 
Vol. I. Give a. l'ull Account of all the Gods, in

oludfng .Jehovah, Satan, the llol:r Ghoat, 
.Teaua Ohriat, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 

avo, aa5pp, Vol. n. Deacribea Full:vall 
the Religioua B:vatems of the World. · 

13vo,957pp. Oloth,S8per-vo1.; the 
ll vols., S5; leather, S7; mo· 

rocco, gilt edgea, sa. 
BY D. M.BENNETT. 

:fBE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

A.ND BEFORJIEBS. -
Bfo~rr~U~hlel of 100 .of tbe Leadin~r PhUoJOpherJ, 

'l'eaoll.enJ BkeptioJ...1.Innovat2nt l'oundlirl of 
New Bonoola of 'J.'nought, J!iBilnent Boien

Uats, eto. (who were not Ohriltlana), 
from the time of Menu to the pre&· 

ent. avo, 1,075pp,, oloth, sa; 
leather, Si; mor ., g. e.,M.50. 

BY D. M. BENNE'l'T. 
i'BE TBUi'B BEEKER 00., 

11a Lafayette Place, N.Y. 

THE LORD MAKETH SOME INQffiBIES OF SATAN. 

THB origin of religious opinions ~s gene:rally 
dated from the time when savage nation~t 
were -yet in.infancy. It was to. gross, fgno. 
rant, and stupid people that the founders .of 
religion hav addtefsed themselvs when they 
wished to giv them their Gods, their mode 
of worship, their mythology, their marvelous 
and frightful fables.-D'Holbach. 

DoUBT Is the father of 
knowledge.-Robert a. 
Adams • 

No man who will take 
liberty from another, is 
great enough to eDjoy 
liberty himeelf.-Ingw. 
soll. 

EVBRY man who 
searches for truth must 
incur the danger of beillg 
persecuted.- Voltaira. 

DR. O'DWYER, one of 
the Irish prelates who 
hav held two private po
litical conferences, con. 
demned the opposition 
to Parnell shown by the 
clergy, and urged that 
they confine themselvs 
to their religious duties. 
He threatened to com. 
plain to Rome If they 
continued their factional 
fight. 

And the Lord fald unto Satan, Whence con est thou? Then Satan answered the Lord and said, From going to and fro 
In the earth, aiJd !rom walking up and down In ft.-Job I, 7. 

HAn not such men as 
Roger Bacon and his 
long line of successors 
been thwarted by theo. 
logical authority-h a d 
not such men as 'fhomas 
Aquinas, Vmcent de 
Beauvais, and Albert the 
Great been d r a w n or 
driven from the paths of 
science into the dark, 
tortuous path'! of the. 
o I o ~ y, leading no. 
whither, the world to. 
day, at the end of the 
nineteenth century, 
would hav arrived at the 
solution of great prob
lems an(,l the enjoymtnt 
of great results which 
will only be uached at 
the end of the twentieth 
century, and even In 
generations more remote. 
Diseases like pulmonary 
consumption, scar 1 e t 
fever, diphtheria,~ pneu. 
monla, ar d la grlpps, 
which now carry £ff so 
many most prEcious 
lives, would hav long 
since ceased to scourge 
the world.-Prof. A. D. 
JfhiU. . 

FBBNOB bishops hav been directed to report 
to Rome the growth of Socialism in thei 
dioceses. 

THB new chief rabbi of France urges 
Jews to love the republic, as the first govern
ment that has granted them liberty and civil 
rights. 

AT Columbia, S. C., In sentencing ten 
negro murderers Judge Hudson commented 
on the bablt of negroes to select religious 
meetings as times for deeds of blood. 

MoNouRE D. CoNWAY says that Madam 
Blavatsky confessed to him that Theosophy 
Is a humbug, saying, "It is a glainor; people 
think they see what they do not see. That is 
the whole of ~t." 

THB bishop· of Manchester, Eog., at the 
Church Congress spoke for maintenance of 
the establishment and endowment of the 
Church in Wales and declared that" free 
trade in religion is not suited to the dis
positions and circumstances of mankind." 

WHEN a charitable society found work in 
Connecticut for the grown sons of a large 
Hebrew family, the father refused, saying, 
" I wlll not go there, because I might not be 
able to get. kosher meat "-that Is, meat 
blessed and ptepared in a certain way by a 
rabbi. · 

GLADSTONE has given his opinion on 
miracles, writing t0 Rev. Mr. Belcher: "I 
hav only yesterday become acquainted with 
your kindness in i!endiDg me your very 
interesting work on ' Miracles of Healing.' 
I am afraid the objections to demonlacal 
possession Involve In germ the rejection of 
~ll belief In the supernatural .. I bav read 

·with !!;reat pre fit your account of the Gadara 
miracle." 

A OARDINAL at Rome says the Vatican Is 
convinced that the late disorders at Rome 
precipitated by French pilgrims were really· 
instigated by the Italian government, which 
has become jealous of the growing Influence 
of the pope ann the amicable relations which 
exist between France and the Vatican. The 
cardinal declared that the Italian government 
would prefer the a~e.asslnatlon or the expul
sion of the pope to the present situation. 
The pope himself had recently said : "I am 
no longer a prisoner, but a hostage menaced 
with expulsion or assassination unless I 
'capitulate before the enemy." The cardinal, 
continuing, said that the pope would never 
accept the present situation, but noihlng has 
as yet been decided upon In the matter of his 
leaving Rome. The conclave is abroad, and 
many of the cardinals hav hitherto been re
luctant to act in this matter, but they hav 
greatly modified their. views since the French 
pilgrim disorders. The latter may hav the 
gravest consequence for Italy and the Vatican 
and the general dtuation, and· perhaps seri
ously alter the relations between all the Eu
ropean powers and the Vatican. 
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0 LoRD, there are one or two other trlflee I 
should like to draw your attention to if you 
hav a moment to spare for such worms of 
the dust as I am. Up to this time I hav had 
no intimation that I bore you, and so I am 
encouraged to proceed. If my questions 
teased you, you could soon giv me Ito hint to 
stop. . . • Or, if you liked to take 
a gentler way of letting me know I wae a 
nuisance, you could, 0 Lord, gently drop 
one of Sarah's slippers down upon my head. 
with a pretty little scented note inside it: 

To Saladin, with Jehovah's compliments: J. 
Wlh ·n answer B. all hia qneationa when he comes to 

el!oven. 

That would be quite enough. I should build 
up my Ebenezer and set the slipper on the 
top of it, and say : " Thus far hath the Lord 
holpen me." You may possibly deem it a 
trifle presumptuous on my part to ask ques
tions at such an august three-In-one puzzle 
as you are. I should not hav the boldness to 
trouble you, 0 Lord, if you would giv any 
of your servants the brains to answer me. I 
should never trouble the peer to giv me, per. 
sonally, information I could hav from his 
flunkey. But your flunkeys, 0 Lord, are 
stone-blind leaders of the blind. I can get 
no answers there, and so I came direct to you . 
Their business is to make their living by 
canting about your book to the unquestion
ing herd, and they would rather take a toad 
by the nose than attempt to answer such 
questions as I put. I asked one of your 
servants the other day • . . if he would 
be good enough to furnish me with anything 
approaching valid historical proof that that 
son of yours ever tramped the country 
preaching till he ultimately got nailed to two 
sticks. I expected to hear of evidence from 
Tacitus, Suetonius, Josephus, et hoe genus. 
But that servant of yours with the red face 
and the white tie, simply laid bis hand on 
his heart, or his stomach (I am not physiologist 
enough to say exactly which), and, turning 
up his eyes, the way a duck does in a 
thunderstorm, observed, " My e'l!idence is 
BRRB." It was clear to me that the evidence 
lay somewhere in his intestine. That may 
be all very well for him. You may hav con
structed him so that be has evidence of the 
crucifixion in his hepatic artery, corrobora
tion of the atonement In the splenic veins, 
and proof of the resurrection in his gastric 
juice. But you hav not constructed me on 
that accommodating plan, 0 Lord. My 
internal arrangemet~ts hav evidently been 
contrived to digest and assimilate food. 
When I ask them about you, they are dumb; 
when I ask them about your eon Jesu11, they 
know nothing about him. When historical 
proofs hav to be examined, I hav to use my 
head, such as it is. I never found my liver 
of any use in such investigations, and the 
soles of my feet I hav not yet tried. They 
are not easily got at ; but I will hav them 
thoroughly examined if you will giv me a 
hint that on them I am likely to "ftnd 
Jesus. "-Salail.in. 
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"OH, Mr. Martin I" exclaimed some sweet 
girl graduates, who overtook Homer Martin 
in a leafy lane one Sunday morning, when he 

THERE' is nothing, says a Calcutta letter, a was on his way to a trout pond, "are you 
Brahmin detests more than an attack upon not going to church·P" ''No, I am not going 
:his religion. Even if you convince him that to.church," he replied. "Do you not like 
a certain law or. practice works evil, he will to go to church P" they inquired. "Oh, yes, 
listen to no suggestion of replacing it with a my deara," rejoined the artist," lam very 
new one. fond of going to church, but I know how to 

CoL. RoBEBT G. INGERSOLL is to be the restrain myself." 
chief orator at the coming great cotton and IT isn't often that the sermon of a preacher 
corn fair in Texas. Knowing Bhakspere as of the gospel has to be expurgated before it 
well as he doeB, Colonel Ingersoll can talk can-be printed in decent newspapers, but that 
sensibly and eloquently on almost any sub- seerils to be the case with the kind of gospel 
ject.-Bun. that is being preached by Bam Jones of late. 

A RussiAN press censor permitted the fol- His eccentricities and vulgarities get pretty 
lowing item to appear in a Moscow paper : low down occasionally nowadays, and a good 
"It is our opinion that Russia needs new many earnest Christians hav come to the 
railroads and will hav them." For this the conclusion that Brother Jones's sermons do 
censor was suspended for three months, and more harm than good.-Boston Herald. 
the editor fined £90. THEBE is no such thing as the "Jewish 

THIBl'Y-TWO millions of Russian peasants vote." The American Jew who votes as a 
on the verge of starvation I What if the Jew and not as an American is not w~rthy 
czar should organize them into a great army the name of either American or Jew. We 
and precipitate them on Europe and Asia in want no Jewish mayors, or Catholic gov
search of food ? That would be a new irrup. ernora, or Protestant senators. Politics and 

. tion of the Vandals for which Christendom is religion shoUld forever remain separate, and 
not prepared. the man who seeks to connect them is an 

,THE Bakers' Assembly 5, 296 Knights of enemr: of the religion he professes to repre. 
Labor, of Boston, hav resolved to ask the sent and of the public weal.-J~~t~~i&h Tidings. 
next legislature of Massachusetts to enact B IN this city not long ago· I met a pedagog 

-law prohibiting the opening of bake-shops on who atonce told me that he was engaged in 
Sunday, and a committee was instructed to writing the life of Tom Paine. Soon afterward 
preljent the matter to the general court and I met. a literary man, who said he ·J:lsd just 
to conduct, during the next few months, a finishel;l_theworkof-writingthehistoryofTom 
vigorous campaign in favor of Bw,1.day Paine. "So it appears that there are to be two 
closing .. The members oUhe 11-ssembly will, new American biographies of the author of 
it is stated, request all labor organizations to "The Rights of Man," to whom the state of 
assist them in this work. New York gave a homestead in New Rochelle, 

and whose bones were taken from t.here to 
Eogland seventy years ago. About ten biog. 
raphies of him hav _already been published. 
-Sun. 

AMID all the humiliating annoyances of 
life caused by ignorance and superstition
amid the din of senseless wrangling over pal
try things, and the brawling of mistaken en
thusiasts over inherited delusions, there is 
one ever-present, all-potent comfort, with 
which men of sense may regale themselvs. 
Enthroned with imperishable strength and 
purity, far above the swamps and quagmires, 
the miasma and fogs of driveling formula~ies, 
sits majestic Science, in whose hands are held 
the key of all knowledge, wisdom, and true 
morality.-The Jwry. 

THE Rev. Dr. Charles Fluhrer was invited 
to attend a meeting of pastors assembled at 
Grand Rapids to formulate a protest against 
keeping the World's Fair open on Sunday. 
After listening to several long speeches 
against Sabbath desecration he arose and 
observed that the meeting was rather lifeless, 
and then proceeded to make a strong plea 
for opening, not only the Exposition, but all 
museums, art galleries, and librarls on S:In
day. He said the influences of these places 
were all refining, elevating, .and educational, 
and that the rapidly increasing element 
whose only day of rest was Sunday was 
entitled to some consideration in. matters of 
recreation and pleasure. 

. THB mayor of Atlanta, Ga., allowed the 
street-ca"r company to repair their road Bun· 
day by taking up a portion of the old track 
and laying down new, and the clergy- rai~ed 
a great howl over such a desecration of the 

holy Sabbath. The pious people of Atlanta 
say they will see that the mayor and every 
laborer on the work is indicted. The funny 
thing about the affair ie, says the Denison 
Gasetteer, that the Prohibitionists and those 
booming Puritanical enactments elected him 
mayor, and the first Sunday after his indue. 
tion into offlce he so zealously enforced an 
antiquated Sunday law he raked up, that the 
switching of trains was stopped, the selling 
of cigars and soda water prohibited, and no 
meat could be sold by the butchers nor 
bread by the bakers. 

RussiAN usurers and small traders are go
ing about trading upon the misery of the 
peasants, buying hair from the heads of poor 
girls for a few shillings and stripping houses 
of every portable article for next to nothing. 
In two or three cases the ferment of disorder 
which is seething under the terrible surface 
has broken out in riots directed against the 
Jews. DJubtless there will be more than 
melancholy aggravations of Israel's miseries 
during the winter. Seven-eighths o{ rural 
Russia is now infinitly worse than that of 
rustic FranQe on the eve of the Re.volution. 
Men look to see a Muscovite reign ot. terro.r 
begun this winter_whwb. wUl well~ nigh efface 
from human .. memory the excesses and hor
rors begun by the fall of the Bastile. The 
czar. hhnself. sees. only too vividly the hand
writing on the wall. It would seem as-if he 
dreaded to go back to Russia at all. _H:e 18 
staying much longer in..his oarefully~gu-~ed 
Danish ren-eat than he· originally intended, 
and it is said that the preparation'! which hav 
been making at the palace in Livadia for the 
celebration of his silver weddiug on Novem
ber 9th hav been suddenly suspended. 
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Oregon Sta.t~ ~~enlar U:fi\~n-Tl'easnrer's Rf'port superstition eolipse enlightenment T Shall gold 
T() THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH;, SEEKER : Tbrough t•ke preoedenoe of brains, and • senseless eoolesi

the hotunu1a ·ill )loilr p~e~ I . want_. 'o. taao~ all the astioism usnrp the prerogativs of mllihood and 
members of the. Oregon Sliatie _S•oala~ Uuton_ ~rond woD1anhood T Are we willing to liv slaves, Are 
here•i~~' ~iia_.'t~e.iisriter ()~:the ~·me, s~bqlit my annual we poltroons and fawning sycophants, cringing iD 
repdr\ 'Of ran mOiu:iya recetved and patd out, and thus ignoble obedience to the most unsoropulous powers 
alh)iti kndw·'eometbing Of what it ooi!lts to carry on th~t ever drenched the earth in blood ' . .If not, 
the org":nization .. Tile ourrani expenses for t~e then why do we slumber on the very brink gf fate T 

oopies of the short letter to the governor protesting 
against his Thek~giving proclamation printed and 
they hav been distributed among the vice-presidents 
to ae.o.ure signers and· hav them mailed to the'gov
enior. Let i:l.o Liberal iD Washington fail to so 
wriie. 0. B. REYNOLDS, 

· · Secretary Washington Saoular U.uton. 

ye~r~"odtsiae ·or field seeri'lt.•r~'ii Palary;'were $89 50. .our greatest dan~er is our _apathy and ~pparent Items of Foreign ~ews Interesiing to Free-
O.lil'gren .· expen8eA were' $175.40~. _T.tle 'field Beare- blmdn~BB to the perils ~~·t e~vtron us. All Liberals,. . thinkers. 
tary~'w•s a11'owl'it1- $250, · w.nion w~hi1 the expenses Fteethmkers, and Spnttuabsts should awake! and It is said now that the French pilgrims did not 
fol' year $514 90, wtt.tl receipts $492 90; leaving a stiand.~houlde~ to shoU;lder, re,ady to meet th~ IB&Qes insulfthe tomb of V1otor Emanuel, but that one of 
debt of $22. ·I also append the narues of· those who of the tmpendt~g oon:fltot. • • . •· · them wrote· iD. $he 'register that ~e. pope alone is 
gene~ously ''lent a haD d." at the COD!!'ress. with tb.e We .are neart~g .• tremendous oulmlDitlOD. The: king •. But he was mtlsted and the pilgrims mobbed, 
sinews of war.. ' . • . . ' REUBEN WRIGHT, . . gath~rmg storm Will BOOR b~st .upon ,us. . or. :what and Rame for • while WIB greatly excited, and the 

,, Treasnter o~llunn S~ate ~t~cllllir UA~Ion. value._Your.homes or your flnanot~l tre~sures, d our ~ries of the n:i:ob found .n eotio .. in the :alewepapers . 
.Mo_lalla,·'Ore., 0Jt. 14 189L . , ~nemtes trtumpbJ Oount no saorJfioe too g~e"t that. Literary fire was opened upo:p all FrancA for the lot 

'RBORIPTB. tp.•Y be needs? to fur~er the ~·use of Freeth,ought of 'the over· zealous 'M. D :etiL The Figaro says 
1890, Nov. 11. cash L ..•.••. · ...•..• ~ .. , .•• .' ••.••• ~ •.•••••. ;;.;;$337 50 'nd. secure fo! all tim~ to_ oome both to ourselvs, the incident enlightens F.tenctunen in rega~d to the 
1891, ·0 ... ct .. 3, 4, a. nd ·5,: .ca. sb ............................ ;· ......... 143 ·90 And to our ohddren the Ntne Demands of Ltber-'· . · .. 

1
. t.. . f . -d · f M t ·d 

· 1 - · b. · tb · ht · d · ·. 1. · b.l h. . ~- · ·r IU true· sentiment o ue r1en s o 1gen a an " .. " From ~ecretary;, cal!h., .•. , .. , .. , ... , ....•. ; ... 2:.:_~; U!m 11!1 o~r. It. r1g an • 101 !ena .e erltag;e or SolferiDo. The Observat.eur says that it is impossi-
. $492 90 ever. Wttli Q~tvers•! m~nta~ b~erty, equal rights,. ble to describe the hatred of Ftanoe that is nour-

:Dienuns:EM:ENrs. ; and exact and Impartial JUBiitoe Jns~rt~sd upon o~r ished by the Italian Liberals so called. " The thing 
1890, Dee. 29, printinj;t and postage ........................ $ 34 00 banners, let us go fo!th r~ldf to dte, If n~e~ be, 10 amounts to hysteria. It is an unnatural hatred 
1891, June 15. Ieafiets foJ," field sec ......................... 25 00 Gbe defense of those VItal prmcnples that so JDtlmltely b: · f "t • 

1 
d t "d t " y 

:; J~ly 15· printing .. ~ ....................................... 25 00 'oonoern onr temporal salvation. As for myself, life orta 0 vant y, Je• 008~' an 8 opt ?1"" ilung 
.oct._,5, post~ge ...................... ~······.················ _5 50 tl . h d d tb t ore -h , • M. Dreox oan ftAtter. htmself on the s1ze '?f the fire 

1 . . • · -- as no. 0 arm~, an ea 00 err ' " en my per be lighted. Aooordmg to several Oathoho papers 
$89 50 sonal ~berty IB .ta)Een from n;e. . . the incident brings up onoe more the question, muet 

EXPENsEs PROPER, FOR ooNGn-n:ss.; , I Will n~t . Iiv except as • J!ee man, and I am thepope leave Rome_T . Oatholio Austria and a 000• 
18~1;0~~· 5• ~~~~!~~~. ~~~!~t1:1~f~~:::::::::::::::::·.$ 2~ ~g ~h~~~ ~~f8 to be1~eath tha~p:Ioelte~~ boQ: to :~ose siderable portion of Oath(>lio Germany might hav 

h " P~asree Bros., printing ....... ; ....... ;~..... '12 60 . , 1 .8 oome a e~ me. .rue e 0 • moe · ar- something to say upon the su~j aot, and tbe littla 
".; ·1·'· C; Be'<l, postage ....... ; .. ; ..... ;;.;.: ... ; .... · 11 20 '*QJ,ly ~·Y per\'ld~ Y!l0 r gathert~gs, •n.d Wisdom, and· affair might become " serious international question .. 
;; :; . Ball· rent ............. , ... , .••.. ; ............ ,;.,,; 75-oo· ~nowledf.{~,oharact&rlze your dflhberatiOns. .. .. In substance the Italian papers say, ".Let the pope 
" " ~f!Z ~~g~~~~:~?~;;~-1~·~:·~~.'."~.'~.".'::.':~::: ~1 ~g . ; San {ose, (Jal., Sept. 3°· 189·1.· N. F .. RAWLIN. · r.to, · the sooner the better. There is no roolQ in, 
':,> " S~ P~.Putnam.1 ~~~tu:re ..... ,.~····:•~: ..... , .. ; 25 00 . ' ' ' , · .. · · .. , <Rome-for him ~d the)ing." : . 

.. , . . -··-~- . . , ' ~Jie ,Cali~~ in Washington. :: ... --- . . 
M~~~~ P. -:K~ekel, ilel~ secy. salaty ....... u ........ ; •••••• $~~g ~: ; . At Plumb Station, Thur.ton oo~nt~,, the ~iberala •. ; ". O~rea will, no dpu~t(says the Bombay~ocler~ 

.,.,, '·' , . .. .. ... . ,, .. • • . . -.. -. ·""' ~vQ.r._the ·,steadfast au_d self-saortfictng ~r1~nds ~~ 'J hought, ''be oompt11wng before long, llS 1t bas 
: .· _, .. , ·.... . .. · .. t. : . , . . -: " _ $514-IIQ• ,e,d:noation and our .,ubbo BOhl)~ls-by their mdo~l- ))een compelled to a~ree, to. I claus~ in the recent r, 

Oc~itJ~· due on .field. ~ec~et~ry s •. "f.ar~~nt.~··~···~··:·.-·,···, .. 5Q o.o •• t~b~e perseverance and energetic push, stiooeedi!~ lDi t~e-ty. by w~~oh ~he, Bible is to .be reQeived iu ,tbllit 
- Cash on hand........................................... 28 ~,0,. !~AT}ng .. er~o~ed • · ':ery.handsome ~·n~ oomm.odtous•. ~cSpiintry, alt~ough.Ooreans, prohibit its landing as an· 

. , . . . , . . . . . . . . . .. , . . . .. . , . _ . . : .... , . . sphool.house;, enablmg them to . dtspense ·Wit~. the 'immoral book.'~ · 
... To:ba~ance :·········'"'""h"·········:· .. ·······~-•:·~··:·:\$ 22 00 ;did ahuk that years,ago had become alike unsightly· .. : · · · · · 

: , .. ·O'>NTRJBUTIONS A.T THE OON~RE8S. , , 'and unsuitable•' · ' · ''' · ' ' .. ; , , : " • • 
Mr.-.- B;ill; ..... : ..... , ............................ ~ .......•....•.•. $ 2 ·oO , ·h t h d t Lib 

1 
-M" L : Mr. Watts havmg become proprietor of Baskervlle . 

Thos. B,t)I~gber.~·········"-··············· ............. ~ •.....•... --5 OO•T.' Theyhavauo B ano an rue, ~ra,sas tBS ?U Hall, Birmingham, be proposes in connection there-· 
w. W. (}le.nn ................. ;.!·····,······ .............. , ......... -. I; ,00 F,lartgrave, ~he t~lented· young arhst .of. O,~mptt, witb-1. To establish an institute based upon 
Dr,W .. Bybee ....... ~ .................... ~ .. :· .. _:···.···,~··~···~······. _2,<!0. who, forsaking al!ke·easel,and ea~e of ~~tylifefor Rationalistic- rinci les. 2. To havre ularSanday 
..'Tlbn Diamond ...................................................... _ 10~ 00 the sombrous sobtudes ot the dense forest· staked p p · g · 
D \Lank .•................ ·: .... !; .......... ~~ .......................... .-' 5·()0 ' t I . b d l"ttl h ~- d 'a r d 1eoturesupon Secular and Freethought SUbJects. 3. 
D C, Ste9{art ...................................... ~................ I(OO· 00 • 0 lim, • •, 1 8 .ouse ·ere? e an,. ~ve_ .'1;'o- form .. week-night olasses for singing, music, 
L .. H~gi..e:········"·· ... ,_ .............................. r ................. l 00, t~~re. al~ne, labored ~t euttiD$' a tratl ~~ t~e .rtver, ~ramatio recitals, and general social recretation. .4. 
Sarah c. Todd ...... : ......................... :···· ................. , ,J. ,(10 ~tiding feDO'!, slashiDg, ·-eleariDg, plahtiDg, an_d, d~-. 'flo circulate A noetic and other Freethought liter~-
-- Rorabacher ................................................... 2 •OO !Spite' aU disadvantages -held down ·'her olaiDi and .,. g · · b tb t f 
Mrs. Olds............................................................. 5 '00' · . ·r d "th -•I th ' . t . f ili' J' ,, tp.t'e. . 5. To make BarmiDl! am e oen er o a 
A. Li?n~~: •• ~ ................. · ... ~ "··• ... , .... ; .•... ' .... .-.... ; . .-.:.:.;:·;, ··2 oO opmo 18 WI . _.. e reqntre~en 8 0 . .,8 . ,aw; Secular Federation for·tbe M•dland c:mntiee. 6. To · 
B ,F.. H~gh),and,., ........................... , ......... : .• -. ..... ; ••.. ; Q,,Oo. ~~. E. She~don, o_f, Tn~w~ter, ":ho b~s PVr~hase~. the ~rovide 1 reading and oonsnlting rC!om !or the use : 
c. l'h Vap.!ierpo,ol ................ :~·· .. ·-··.·····~··.,., .. , .. ,,_ .•.. , .. ,., . 2 50. P.tlumb nno';t,_ one of the. most IDt'ell~g_ent nd,btghly of.memberS·Of t,IJe .institute•lnd their friends. Mr:· . 
J. H 811roder ...... ! ...................................... , ........ • 5 oo r speoted · otttzens of · that· township· the radio•I w t" "L th · h t · d L 
W ,,.T ...... Ii- ...... _, - , ' - !· · r · · -·· • •• 5·o11 . ' · , . . •tts,is out tng quh&.l swa Btnce e re urne ~o 

· ·~: o _ro~~r··;;:r···:·: ....... : .. ··· .. :··· ......... ::;··;·--:=:··, __ .:~~votes of· ·liberty and· fearJews- exponent ·of- the·- · ' , · 
Joh. n _Price .• ,.~·····.···.······.·.·.·_·:···:······· .. _······· .. ·····:····--···: 5 _oo .""r ht ._. f· ·th • ;ii. I .. ,.0 ,,H n .. -L-J_ .. · a_·.· 'h"_ .. :_- ' . .., ~aglatld, ed. several fatted oalves hav bee~ killed __ 
AnQJI.•·"'"'"•-!·•··~···· ....... ,.,,.,"!!·•'""'"•i•···,··;i••••·;· •. •;::;·, .... , .• :;c;~··6 ·•60-· r'~ s: o .· e reop, e,_- . ~- .n.~IO~~ .' .~.. . IS, fJ~Oo; :for him. .... . . .· . 
-- Gllmore ............ -. .............. _. •• _. ... : .. , ••. ~ ...•.•.• ~ .• ~ .... 1. oo .. wife, a rtght roy~ belpm•te; th'4! r.tental.old veteran i . .. . ·.: · · ·, 

Rober,t Sco~~ ~~=:~·,:~.:.,.-~·:· 1 :~·-·~··~·:--~''''"~: .• ,,. .. ,~·-··.~··:·--··· 10 Q9 b~ the r~mks ··of IDfldelity, Q., ~- WooJ!orji,·'anf'tiie · \ Th~L~nd~~-~ee~h~egrets to learn a!r'Will 
A. ~ ~l}sii ·~~·:::·::':·::·:~··l.:··;·:.~·-:~ ·.::::;--··:::~.··;::··::.·.:·:.: __ 1 .00 ,ftir and ·ftisabiiting r.ouug"on'loipions -o! Lmeraliiith,' TJI • h t, Ca in Ott ' Tlioiti-Dr. Bnvfngtcm •••••• , ................................................. 2 00 t M" L'lli d·O· h 1. ·S EL 1_ k' ,. Of'" ."-·•· .. -.ereethiokers everywhere, t a pta . o 
Petf!l',Gil&v,IJl«~, .. .,. .. ~ ..... ~ .•. ~\;.:t:•··••·••••I.m .. ! .... ,:,:.'.~l-... ~ ·g'50 8 Jsses 1 e'au '} 8 11 ll_ar_ 0~ • , , · " 0 ";<rae abo; istiduoed .. in-oitcumstanoes thl'ougb his· conl!tant-
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Godward and man ward: '' Th~ Lord helps tl:lose 
who help th6mselvs ; but the L Jrd belp the man 
aaught helping himself here." 

Saturday eveninll I attend the session (If the state 
aonvention of the Young Men's Ohristian A.ssoaiation 
of OaliforniL · The attendance is not very large, not 
more than three hundred being present in the assem
bly chamber of the capitol, where the convention is 
held. I am surprised at the smallness of the number. 
We hav twice as many at our conventioD, and so we 
can hope that after all some day we will b!= " in the 

On Corporate Law, with Irrigation as a Tt>:Xt~ 
To Hon. T.- 0, Jourdan, Member of OonBt{tu. 

tional Oonvention, Phwniro, .A. '1.: 
DEA:B SJB: I appreciate the intense interest you 

show in regard to the irrigation question and aor
porate power that will ooaupy the attention of your 
convention. 

Tlld Special .Agency for the Pacific OoaBt of TM Truth 
Beeker is at 888 Howard ~treet, l:'an Franc£sco, Oal., wher' tlld 
paper ar.d our publications can be found ar. d subscriptions re. 
newe!f.. Mr. B. P. Putnam, al8o, will recei'IJe subs(riptions 
and .renewal8. 

News and Notes. 
The Liberals of S"n Francisco gathered in swim." Evidently the Young Men's Ohristian Asso

Union Square Hall Monday evening, Oetober aiation is not "in the swim." There didn't seem to be 
12th, under auspices of the Freethought Soeiety, ·much enthusiasm. The resolution in favor of closing 
Oharles F. Bergman, president. I gave a lecture the World's Fair on Sunday was accepted with 
on 11 The American Government," outlining· the ominous silence. Not a single cheer greeted its 
principles of the Universal Republic according· announcement. It stated: " We view with alarm 
to the philosophy of Thomas Paine and Herbert the proposed opening of the World's Fair on 
Spencer. The state is simply a function of Sunday." I am glad the Ohristians are getting 
society, made by society for a definit purpose; and scared. They will be worse saared than ever when 
aannot in its very nature represent all the aa- they see a hundred thousand people throngipg the 
tivities of man's social existence. It is organ- Fair on Sunday. Let them prepare for w terrifia 
ized force-a police ferae for the prevention of fright. It will aome, Lord's day or no Lord's aay. 
arime. It is the existenae of crime-that is, the It is time for the people to rule. 
forcible invasion of individvalrights-whioh justifies As an dl'det to the dull and colorless meeting of 
the existence of the state. The state must be the Young Men's Ohristian Association I went after
limited in its operation, or it becomes, especially in ward to the Ohinese 11 Josh." This was fine indeed, 
a demoaraoy, the greatest of tyrannies. The power a great improvement on the Young Men's Ohristian 
of the 11 majority vote" must be oontraated. In no Association. The jingle was lively; the idols were 
single instanae should it be allowed to invade the resplendent; they shone with gay attire. · The 
rights of an individual. The state is for the indi- worshipers looked happy, even hilarious. The 
vidual, not the individual for the state. The state little boys were gorgeous, the priests were magni:6.
is not a divinity-only a pieoe of mtchinery in the cent. Suah elegant dresses; and the.mueio----:it was 
bands of the people to do certain things and no expressiv. The drums were so jolly, and cymbals' and 
more. The greatest danger in the American repub·. pipes so energetia. I thiDk the Ohinese enjoy their 
lie is the centralization 10f power. The power of religion. It does not seem to make them miserable. 
the state shollld be distributed, should be as near It is pervaded by a festiv spirit. The Ohinese· are 
the people as possible. The town meeting is the ahead of the Ohristians in this respect-when their 
fundamental form of politiaal power. The town, the · gods do not behave they whip them. The qhinese 
o Junty, the state, the nation, are different forms of opinion is that the gods are made for human use, 
power, not derived from each other, but directly ·and if they will not make the world happy Jreely, 
from the people. The power oJnstantly abides in then they must be made to do it by a sound thrash
the people, and the state bas no authority exaept ing. How much wiser is the superstition .of the 
what is expressly granted by the people. The Ohinese than the superstition of the Youns Men's 
usurpations of the state, however, even in the Ameri- Ohristian Association. 
CID republic, are innumerable. There is in the ad- After tb~ '1 Josh .. I rode upon the eleatria aar and 
ministration of aff•irs a constant violation of rights. thus enjoyed the luxury and bight of civilization 
In· the best government in the world, 11 eternal ·upon what Oliver Wendell Holmes aalls the 11 broom~ 
vigilance is the priae of liberty." The state, as stick train." The witches are now harnessed to 
Paine says, is a" neaessary evil," in its very nature work. We see the glitter of their feet along the 
a dangerous ·exercise of power ; aud the less its wire, the Hash of their eyes, and bear the soft purr 
function, the better for society. of the historio aat wherein the devil is supposed. to 

The union of church and state is only one form of lcoate. I bad a triangular experienae on this Satur
tbe usarpation of the majority. There are other day night. I touched the two poles of barbarism
forms to be equilly guarded against. The poli- the Ohinese Josh and bbe Young Men's Ohristian 
tician and the priest are about the same, and generally Aesoaiation-and the pole of aivilization, with ita 
unite to tyrannize over the people. They both swift and luminous vibrations-the eleatria car. 
spring from the evils of bumau nature and not from On Sunday evening I leature in Pioneer Ball. 
its virtues. The audienaes are inareaeing. I bad more preaent 

Liberalism iu San Frant~lsoo at present is some- than at any of my previous lectures. I was pleased 
what dormant. I look forward, however, to ··good to meet with Mr. and Mrs. Burns. Mr. Burns is 
work between now and the state aonvention. A few now leaturer for the Farmers' Alliauae and is infus
are ready to acoperate, and upon these few depends ing the spirit of Liberalism into that 'somewhat 
the sucosss of the future. religious body. Of course labor reform goes hand 

O.l Thursday, Oatober l@ijh, I leave San Ftanaisoo in hand with the progress of Freetbougbt .. The 
.for Swramento via Stockton. At Stoaktoa I meet cburab and the money power bav always been allied. 
W. F. Freeman and other friends, and arrange for I was' glad to meet with other friends. I received 
leo~ures 0Jtober 22 J and 23cl. Stockton bas an air several additions to Tm: TnuTH SEEKER list.. Mr. 
of prosperity. Its elegant courthouse is now aom- and Mrs. Davies are always with us and never fail to 
plated, and it presents a magnificent appearance. It le:1d a band. Aa Mr. Goodell says, "If we bad a 
was somewhat of a alimb to its stately a11pola, but hundred like Davies we'd make 1 revolution in short 
the wide prospeat over the plains, aovered with time." Mr. D.avies is not only a most generous con
orabards and vineyards, the city embowered in trees, tributor but he knows the Bible by heart and can 
with many beautiful dwellings and busy thorough- 11 kill, the Ohristian theologian with his own book. 
fll'elf, rewards one for the labor. It was a splendid His eluaidation of the anaestry of Jesus would make 
day, and the spectator could look for miles over his disaiples wish that some of the Bible records 
the luminous aountry. Now is the royal time for were lost. 
Oalifornia in this" gorgeous and jeweled Oc~ober." The home of my friend Mr. Goodell ba~ been 

I arrived at Sacramento on Friday evening, and the darkened sinae I was here last spring. His daughter 
welaome lights in the home of N.D. Goodell greet Julia has died-a lady whom I was always.glad to 
the splendor of moonlight that makes the whole city meet, gentle and pleasant in her manners, a m.ember 
seem like an enahanted garden, in the midst of whiab, of the churah and sincere in the faith~ but with a 
in white rad.ia!lca, in the noble simpliaity of Greek genuin humanitarian spirit, desirous to ~ake this 
arahiteature, towers the vast C\pitol. Saturday world by her own efforts a better wcrld. Her belief 
morning, over the shining plains--not a cloud in was Ohristian, but her virtues are natural and 
the sky, and soft summer in the air-Mr. Goodell beautiflll, and her loss is deeply felt. Whatever 
drives me to the resideiJ03 of 0. T. Davies, there may be of hope, faint or bright, in the un
Brighton, where the tall trees make a sylvan shade known hereafter, in the balls of memory with sweeter 
and the flowers bloom. Our friend is not at home, luster shine the deeds of nobleness, the aharaater of 
and we return to find him in the aity. The drive is truthfulness, the kind, loving, te~der, affectionate 
a delightful one, the glittering atmosphere making qualities of daughter, sister, friend, and companion. 

· :Man was made to protect and improve himself. 
Supreme wisdom and bene.fi.oenae aollld make him 
no other way. His· pbysiaal and mental nature oan 
only be developed and sustained by continued 
exeraise, producing a good aitizen, the object of all 
law. · 

Reaognizing these principles simplifies the field · 
and magnifies the importance of aonstitution and 
law.makers by confining their labors to t)le produc
tion of formulas or laws that man may proteat him
self and develop his physical and mental powers. 

Our irrigation law, under which all our titles of . 
priority ()f ~ppropriation of water hav been vested, . 
entitled in the original code ''of aaequias or irri
gating canals," prostituted by our late code 
commissioners to read, "·of aoequias and irrigating· 
canals," was formulated in 1864 by Judge Wm. T. 
Howell from the experience of the irrigatillg world, 
giving to irrigators the power to protect an~ i~pr•~e 
tbemselvs; it would adorn any state constitution 1n 
the arid regions. . 

The act of Oongress of 1866 aonfirming said irri
gation law breathes the same spirit, lately reiterated 
by our' own government, in asserting tbat the people 
of New Orleans had acted and the only business of 
the aentl'al government was to ascertain if they bad 
made a mistake. . 

Said Territorial Irrigation Law requires . amplifi
cation empowering the irrigators of natural distriats 
to eleat an overseer to distribute the water of the 
streams to the various irrigating canals in each 
district with like restraints and power accorded to 
the canal-owners to perfect the exeaution of said 
laws. 

In a late leature of one of our learned supreme -
jude:es of the United States court to the law students 
of Yale Oollege, Oonn., he asserted with truth that 
Rev. Ootton Mather and his associates in the prose
cution of witabes to their banging were murderers, 
and in his justifiable attack upon the condition of 
our jury system intimated that judges might supply · 
their place. In this oonneation I would say " that 
legal training only makes a man more incompetent 
in questions that require a knowledge of another 
kind." 

Does anyone doubt that bad the aourt in Oali
fornia been enabled to select four masters of· the 
subject of irrigation for sole j 11rymen to consult with 
the court, said aourt would 11ot hav disgraced itself 
by extending the common law of England over 
Oalifornia in the matter of irrigation, a subjeat ·that· 
never existed in England ! · 

In this age of meohania~l skill and soientifia train
ing necessary in our eaonomia development educat
ing the individual in his speaialty for the companion
ship of the courts, a formula is necessary for the 
selection of jurymen, because of their special knowl
edge of the subje~t under adjudiaation or of indi
viduals and their surroundings that may affect the 
nature of the crime with which they are charged. 

Said learned supreme judge, in his lecture, neg
lected to state that the Rev. Ootton Mather and the 
ministers and churches all along the Atlantia frontier, 
who murdered or committed· other fearful arimes of 
perseaution, bad been as badly perseauted under the 
highest civilization of the Old World, proving that 
aatiop and reaation are everywhere equal, and that 
the death penalty and the penitentiary of our aourts 
are an attempt of ignoranae to destroy a natural 
law, that only needs proper direction under a higher 
civilization in reformatory schools to produae the 
illumination of the world in the same manner as 
these learned priestly criminals by their develop
meni in rubbing with suah intensity against the 
rough aorners of. humanity in planting our civiliza
tion, beaame the· ardent supporters of our Oonstitu
tion that separated the churches and religions from 
any special privi!eges or powers in our seaular gov
ernment that aould not b£ov been adopted without 
their earnest support, while they devoted themselvs 
to uproot superstition by their ardent support of all 

the fields and woods and streams like a picture of I expeat to be at Stockton, Oakdale, and Angel's 
romanae. Oamp during this month, at Bould~r Oreek Novem-

Saturday afternoon I aall upon our radiant friend, ber 1st, and during November I shall lecture at San 
Dt. Light, who bas all sorts of aurios.ties in his Diego and through Southern Oalifornia. My per
sanatum sanatorum. The doator studies the Bible manent address at San Ftanoisoo is 101 Fifth street, 
and nature with intense enthusiasm. Be bas innu- care of Oharles F. Burgman. Mr. Burgman is presi
merable texts at command, and puzzles the pro. dent of San Francieoo Fteethougbt Society. Will 
foundest theologian. He bas a wonderful dis.play of friends please take notiae, and direct letters to his 
butterflies, a thousand of them, I s'nould think; with aare 1 

seaular educational institutions obsauring in the 
memory of their surroundings the history of their 
crimes by the illumination of the civilized world in 
their overwhelming the power of preaedent by said 
aats which had led them to their crimes and still 
linger in our aourts, as the only means of protect
ing the follies and @rimes of the most· useless of · 

many forms and wings of marvelous color, Butter- I am sorry not to meet R. Butterfield. Be is 
fly existence, even if it is short, must be a happy away looking after the mines. I hope the gold will 
one, coming and going with a mass of splendor How forth. One thing is eure: if Butterfield ever 
which the most aunning human art cannot equal. gets riah be will build a Fteetbougbt hall in Sacra· 
Dr. L1ght believes in self reliance, and the following mento, and then our colors will fly. 
maxim upon his walls explains his philosophy Sacramento, Oat. 19, 1891. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, 

' 

mankind. · 
Grander intelleats produced by still rougher 

scouring agaiJ:ast the rough edge of humanity that 
the inherited experience of our forefathers and the 
developments of saience hav produced are to-day 
fortified with their overwhelming arimes behind the 
generous gift of the people, cooperate power. 

To this enormity of their own creation the people 
bav poured forth their generous gifts, spurring it to 
action, unti~ to-day the whole -intelligence of the 
country stands appalled at the oonaentration of the 
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wealth it bas produced in the bands of the few and 
has decided that the power to produce snob 1 mo
nopoly and the crimes that attend it shall '!ease. The 
united intelligent will of a free people 1s law and 
they only wait for a formula for its execution so 
wisely constructed that these rrander intellects 
with all their crimes may take the place of the crimi
nal ministers of the Atlantic coast as wheel-horses 
in the obariot of human development reillnminating 
mankind. 

Corporate power bas killed thousands of its most 
valnllble employees by overwork, endangering mill
ions of lives from their physical inability for so many 
hours to attend to the responsible duties which 
they demanded. The corporate power of the rail
roads bas enabled them to sell their stocks for 
nearly five times the cost of building the roads after 
they bad pocketed the generous subsidies of the peo
ple requiring them to pay the interest in freights 
and fares upon this filltitiona value together with the 
enormous fees they pay attorneys to deceive the 
people. 

Corporate churches in New York alone receive the 
special privilege of freedom from taxation that would 
yield a yearly tax to the city of $2,000,000, and with 
fellow-feeling men join their ministrations whose 
untaxed property should add many millions more to 
the yearly .tax receipts of that city. 

The special privilege granted corporate power. by 
natural law rivets and sustains its power by yielding 
to the demands for special privileges in accordance 
to the perUnaoity or infl11enoe of the individual, 
company, or trust, until the solitary traveler becomes 
lonely in his isolation that simply demands of 1 
corporation his rights. 

May the members of your convention close their 
labors feeling as did our late esteemed Judge 
Titus after his delivering of his instruction to the 
jury in the Camp Grant massacre: "I know not 
what EAstern sentiment may think, but I know I bav 
done my duty." OuAs. TRUMBULL HAYDEN. 

Z empe, Sept. 18, 1891. 

Sunday and the World's Fair. 
From the St JoBeph HeraZ!l.. 

That fanatical spirit which would enforce snob a 
strict observance of Sunday by closing the World's 
Fair on that day will make us ridiculous before all 
the world and finally result in a general opposition 
to any observance of the day at all. The great mass 
of our people are prone to keep that one day as 1 
day of rest. ·•Universal enstom is stronger than all 
the laws ever _made. Sunday as 1 day of rest is 
popular. There is no need of any law or any penalty 
to enforce the law. Never move quiet things, is 1 
maxim of good government. It were best never to 
enforce a custom so generally observed as this of 
Sunday-keeping by pnni.l1hing occasional infractions. 
Pablic opinion, all~powerfnl, will do everything that 
is needed. While the day is solemnly kept by the 

·religions and customarily by all as a rest throughout 
the rural districts· and in all towns and villages, in 
the larger cities and manufacturing centers the 
people relieved from indoor or sedentary employment 
rejoice in Sunday for its ont•of-door sights. Thus 
the very reverse of what takes place in the country 
ooBnrs in the towns. The country folk are afield all 
the week, the townspeople are housed. And yet 
these deluded fanatics of Sabbath observers make no 
discrimination and would force all of us into houses 
on that day to bear long prayers and sermons. In
stead of the free observance of that day for rest and 
recreation they would make it one of painful cere· 
mony and odious quiet to toiling millions. And on 
what ground T O.a the assumed authority of 1 text 
of scripture applied to Saturday ages ago by 1 com
mand addressed to an isolated tribe of people whom 
to-day these very fanatics wcnld punish for their 
literal obedience to that very command. Now this 
order to close the World's Fair is going to raise 1 
world-wide strife and discussion, and as two-thirds 
of Christians observe the day out of custom, think· 
ing it bas some peculiar sacredness, their eyes must 
become opened to the facts as stated by Luther, 
Calvin, Melanothon, and all the great reformers
that 11 Sunday observance was a restraint of papistry 
-• mere superstition," and as Luther said, ''There 
is no peculiar sacredness about Sunday more than 
·any other day, and if anyone enjoins on yon to bold it 
as sacred then I order yon to sing it out, to play on 
it, to work on it, and to dance on it, as protesting 
against snob attempts against Christian freedom." 
To dance on it I And yet these super-sanctimonious 
Puritans would not allow ns to dance even on week
days. We would protest against all snob odious 
restraints by law. We are for the largest liberty of 
conscience for all men. O.a that, with the Apostle 
Paul, we would say, "O.ne man esteemeth one day 
above another ; another man esteemeth every day 
alike. Let every man be persuaded in his own mincl. 
• • • Why judge thy brother T" Some Chris
tianity is growing in strength every day, the Chris
tianity of J esns Christ, who said, 11 Love thy neigh
bor as thyself; this is all," and of Paul, who said that 
charity was the virtue above all others and without 

which all others are as nothinr, but not of the 
Pharisees and hypocrite whom they both de
nounced-the Christianity which has slowly, but 
surely, penetrated more and more human hearts, 
and made us all more kind and gentle. There is 
neither policy, charity, nor religion in that narrow 
Phariseeism that would force an Exposition for the 
whole world into a ceremonious observance of the 
mast ·insignificant part of 1 narrow creed. In the 
world are sects that respeotivly observe each a dif
ferent day until the whole seven are Sabbaths. 
Even in our own country are Ft"iday, Saturday, and 
Sunday worshipers, while 1 very large and most 
respectable bodyholds all days alike. 

Women and Fighting Priests and the Fair. 
Elder F. W. Evans, bead af the Sb.aker commu

nity at Mount Lebanon, N. Y., writes thus to the 
Sun protesting. against closing the World's Fair on 
Sund•y : ''As Americans, we protest against all re
ligions legislation. Lst sectarians keep the peace, 
and let each other alone. O.a Sunday the ' common 
people,' and the uncommon people, should attend 
the World's Fair free; for the needy and hungry, 
provide 1 free lunch of some hygienic food and 
drink. It will be an insurance of safety ; for hun
gry people are dangerous people. If all denomina
tions of the clergy who think war a Christian insti
tution are carefully excluded, it will be 1 wise 
provision ; for war is the basis of all religions legis-

What Did Brown Say! lation ancJ persecution, and war Christians are full 
Prom the Sno'tomish Bve. of fight. They are Constantinian., ohnroh-an.d-state 

An Eye reporter was getting • shave last Saturday Chdrist tian.b s; tlhike. Mhotrmfons, th~f olaQim kto beSbrikght, 
in. the new barber shop next to Cathcart's when Bar- an ° •v e rJg 0 oompe IDg 111 ers, 1 ers 

-peace Christians-and ' all the rest of mankind ' 
ber Halstead, who bad a man in his chair, set out to to submit to their infemal religions legislation. 
tell • story. He said: With God in tne American Constitution, we should 

"I knew • man back in Indiana that got religion. soon bav the Holy Inquisition in it. Calvin said that 
His name was Brown, and he was 1 blacksmith who 'if Servetns came to Geneva he would take care 
couldn't read. He was taken into the Methodist , 
obnroli on probation, and at the end of six weeks the that be never left it alive; so he burnt Serve~ns 
minister came to consult him as to the state of his with afire of green sticks because be would not ad-

mit that J esos was the son of God ' from all eter
mind. Brown was blowing his forge. The minister nity.' Let us priza the liberty of conscience we yet 
inquired if be was still anxious .to unite with the enjoy, not 18 1 tol~ration of the fighting priesthood, 
obnroh, and Brown said he was. The dominie began but as one of the ' rights of man • established by 
to catechise bim a little, inquiring if be believed all fifty Infidels or skeptics who signed the Declaration 
there was in the Bible; Brown said he didn't of Independence. 1 hope that our next president 
know ; never bad read the work, not being able to will be an Infidel, like Abraham Lincoln and Thomas 
read anything. So the preacher pulled the Bible on Paine; 1 am afraid of these war-inquisition Chris
him and started to read it. He gave him the story tians. If men like Harrison, or 1 body of people 
of Joshua stopping the sun and moon, and Brown like Catholics and Protestants, believe in war, will 
said it was 1 tough yam, but might be true. Then they not fight for their religion aud enact religions 
Mr. Preacher sprung Jonah and the whale on him. laws and Sabbaths T All history answers, ' They 
Brown kept blowing. away at his bellow~; his fire will.' I am in favor of woman suffrage; yet do I 
g~t hotter all. the t1me, and he sweat b1g drops. not know that their first use of political power will 
F1n~ly be s~1d ~e would rat~er ~e excused from . be to put their war God into the Constitution, and 
~lkiDg up .hts ~IDd on Jonah until be could bav to turn over our secular government into the bands 
t!me to thiDk 1t o':er;. the parson b.ette! read on 1 of the priesthood and make it 1 'obnroh-and-state 
httle further, and g1v h1m all he. bad ID h1s looker so Christian government T' It is women and priests 
be could swallow the whole bn&IDe.ss at ~nee. Next that are striving to close the World's Fair on one of 
came the story of the Hebrew children 1n the fiery the seven Sabbath days (each day being 1 Sabbath 
furnace. Brown says: 'H~w ~ot was ~ha~ there to some of the people who will attend). As tax
furnace T Hot as the fi~:e 1n th1s forge 1 Seven payers we the Shakers protest against one dollar 
t!mes h,~tter,' says the ~arson. 'An~ they never got. of public ~oney being granted to the World's F•ir, 
SIDged . Brown asks. There wasn t even the smell except upon condition of the Fair being kept open 
of fire o:n their . elot~es,' the· minister t~lls him. on the seven SAbbath days." 
Brown was blowiDg h1s bellows all the t1me, and 
feeding more coal as fast as it burnt out, and every 
thing in sight was pretty near red-hot. 'Well,' says 
Brown, 'if they were chucked into 1 place seven 
times hotter than . this and never got scorched, all 
rve got to say is '--'' 

Just then Siwasb came along with 1 big salmon 
and asked Halstead if be didn't want it. Halstead 
shook his bead, and went on to say that ever since 
he bad been there people interested in the fish busi
ness bad called half 1 dozen times 1 day. When he 
bad described these parties and told what they said, 
the customer asked : "But what did Brown say T" 

"Oh, yes," said Halstead, "as I was saying, Brown 
kept pumping away at his bellows, burning out coal, 
and says he-'' 

The customer Halstead bad been shaving was 
ready to go, and banded him 1 coin. The barber 
couldn't change it and rustled around the neighbor
hood to get it broken. When be got back be pro
ceeded : " Brown kept blowing his forge until the 
water in the tub alongside of it began to steam, and 
he says to the parson : ' If that fire was seven times 
hotter than this'-" 

Here Halstead's laundryman came in after the 
wash and there was some discussion about the last 
bill. The narrator bad to be again reminded that 
his story was incomplete, and resumed: "Well, sir, 
Brown pulled away at the bellows and the blaze got 
hotter ind hotter. All the cobwebs were singed oft" 
the beams overhead and the soot in the chimney was 
catching fire, Brown be wiped the sweat away from 
his eyes and says he--" 

Out on the street at this juncture arose a great 
outcry. People were running into their doors and 
others coming out. Along First street came a big 
pair of black horses hitched to 1 heavy wagon, that 
they were yanking over the planks at great speed, 
with the driver two or three rods behind them. It 
was a runaway sure enough. The reporter and 
another man bopped from their chairs, wearing their 
shrouds out upon the sidewalk. The team disap
peared in 1 cloud of mud, and then everybody came 
back. 

Said Halstead: "Old Brown pumped away at his 
bellows and says to the minister, says h£-" 
Then the story-teller paused. 

''Well, what did he say T" inquired the reporter. 
" I'm blanked if I don't forget," Halstead answered 

shortly. "I never could tell that story very well 
anyway, and there hav ,been so many interruptions 
that I wouldn't finish it now if I could. I want 
order when I address an ano:lienoe." 

And nobody knows to this day what it was that 
Brown said. 

On the Death of Its Former President. 
The following resolution on the death of James 

Parton was adopted .~ the Manhattan Liberal Club, 
Friday evening, O!lt. 23, 1891: 

Reso71Ded, That with grateful recollection of his many 
sturdy protests aga.in11t pa.ternaUstic encroachments we le11rn 
with sincere sorrow of the cessation of the noble labors of James 
Parton. Unhesitating, uncompromising, and with no poli
tic regard for retrograde conservatism, he was foremost in 
denouncing the violations of citizen right, which in our time 
threaten to overthrow the guarantees ot Uberty establlsb.ed 
by the founders or the government. Learned, scholarly, 
thoughtful, considerate, we shall miss his forceful work for 
freedom, and with deep regret we thus say our adieu. 

Lectures and .Meetings. 
A NEW Freethought lecturer has come to the front. Mr. 

C. C. Howell, of Grand Rapids, Mich., a retired lawyer, is 
desirous of doing what he can to free the woi'ld from super
stition. He has, he says, given the Old Testament a thor-· 
ough study, as well as ancient history of nations that had 
gods of their own contemporary with Moses.; and he uses 
the Old Testament as well as much of the New to knock the 
pins from under the church. He also bag several drawings 
from which he illustrates portions of his lectures. He 
teaches the brotherhood of man-" that all human beings 
are brothers and sisters, offspring from the same intlnit 
father and mother, and that all ti.Dits entities hav the same 
tlnal destiny, which is good." 

J. G. HKRTWIG, P. 0. box 413, Washington, D. C., intends 
to lecture during the forthcoming fall and winter on the 
following eubjects: 1. "National Taxation," opposing 
the present customs and internal revenue systems of the 
United States and advocating a not graduated income tax 
in their steed for raising the revenue necessary for the sup
port of the ~overnment. 2. "Free Coinage," advocating 
free and unlimited coinage, from American silver, of a tem
porary silver dollar, c.orrect as to its bullion value, and, as 
soon as it can be accomplished, an international agreement 
as to tlxed ratio between gold and silver as monetary metals. 
B. " Sunday Laws," energetically opposing such laws, as 
violating the Constitution of the United States, and, in 
addition, expounding the other demands of Liberalism. 
He urgently and sincerely solicits engagements for these 
lectures. 

WE will furnish free sample pages-pictures and 
text-of the 11 Freethinker&' Pictorial Text-Book" ~o 
any friend who will distribute them where they Will 
do good, and to anyone who will become 1 Be.lling 
agent a liberal discount will be made. A FreethiDker 
of good address, man or wom_an, out ~f work, could 
make ~ood salary selling th1s book 1n any town of 
fairly Liberal inhabitants. 
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lfommtmitalionll. 

Letter From :Mr. Heywood. 
In Noyes's " History of American Socialism" it is 

clearly shown that there can be no real advece 
toward labor right without serious attention to the 
property and m11r1 hge questions. George Ripley, 
many years "bound tn the fl vin(( wings of the daily 
press" on the New York Zribune, founded Brook 
Farm in 1841. assisted by Charles A; Dana, Minot 
Pratt, John Orvis, and others-Hawthorne, Margaret 
Faller, Hieginson, Curtis, Emerson, the Channings, 
Luams, Brisbane, Hedge, Bartol-• constellation of 
gems such as never appeared in our sky before or 
since. Mr. and Mrs. Ripley, Dana, and Otvis were 
the quartet of soul-power who set thousands think
ing about love, labor, woman. right, duty; yet fifty 
years later Dana rises in hill Sun ~o croak with Her
bert Spencer and Frederic Harrison that it is unsafi> 
to giv woman her rights. "As many slaves so many 
enemies," said the Latins. In the·" Odyssey" (Bry
ant's version) Homer paints enslaved woman's retri
butiv power over tyrannizing man: 
She le,dthem in and seated them on thrones, 
Then, mingling for them Pramnian wine with cheese, 
Meal, and fresh honey, and infusing drugs 
Into the mixture-drugs which made them Jose 
The memory of their homes-she h' n1ed them 
The beverage and they drank. Then J..q_stantly 
Sb.e touched them with a wand and ShlJt them up 
In sties; transformed to swine in head and voice, 
Bristles and shapa, though still the human mind 
.Hemained to them. Tbu!l sorrowing they were ddven 
Into their. cells, when Circe fiung to them 
Acorns of oak and !lex, and the fruit 
Ol carnal, such as no1:1rish wallowing swine. 

L1ter, after these Greek "lords of creation" had 
"been there" "on a bust" awhile, 

Circe took her wand and went 
Forth from her halls, and opening the gate 
Tb.a.t closed the sty, drove forth what seemed a herd 
Of s 'Wine ln their ninth year. They ranged themselvs 
Before het, and she went from each to each 
And shed on them an{)ther drug. Forthwith 
Fell from their limbs the bristles which had grown 
All over them, when m!ght.y Circe gave 
At first the baleful potion. Now agr.in 
My friends were men and younger than before, 
And of a nobler mien and statelier growth. 

Or as Pop~ tr_anslates the scene:· 
S.Jon -in the luscious feast tbemselvs they lost, 
And drank oblivion of their nativ coast. 
lns·ant her circling wand the goddess waves, 
'J'o hogs transformR them, and the sty receives. 
No more was seen the human form divine
Head, rac_e, and members bristled into swine. 

Homer goes on to say that by divine aid Ulysseg 
himeelf got the better-or wor~e-of CJr(e,"enjoyed 
religion" in the "true inwardness" of it, ''knew" 
her in 'the B:ble way and then went on to another 
"tffi 1ity," Q 1een Calypso, per Bryant. 

Kindly welcomed me, 
Aud cherished me, and would hav made my life 
Immortal and beyond the power of age 
In all the coming time. 

Bat he tired of her after seven years' "love," 
cried, sobbed on the sad seashore, and, per Pope, 
There sate all desolate and signed alone, 
With echoing sorrows made the mountains groan. 

After a twenty years' "bust" away from home on 
wave and field he reschetil Ithaca, and his devoted, 
constant wife, Q J.een Penelope; but meanly, savagely 
jealous of her, he raved ont, "Who's been here since 
l'se been gone 1'' and by fire and sword destroyed 
most persons and things that had been near and 
dear to her. · It is the old story-" freedom," pleas
ure for the privileged male few; money, wine, 
women to the '' upper ten ;'' but slavery and disaster 
for the under million. 

Why should not the women and labor revolt ? 
Mr. D.ana knows well enough that what is called 
" order " is chie1ly legalized in j astice, and yet he 
pretends that the freedom impulse is "unsafe." 
Admission of shes to the be swindle called govern
ment, woman suffrage as an e11d, is of little account, 
but ·as a means, • step, the entrance of moral revolt 
against physical coercion, the woman's rights move
ment ·has profound significance and far-reaching 
d .. Ptiny. In launching it at Seneca Falla, N. Y, in 
1848, Eliztbeth Stanton and Lucretia Mott sensed 
the ultimate. Here in Boston Lucy Stone, Mrs. 
Livermore, and their bull-pup, H. B. Blackwell (who 
is a furious Prohibitionist yet imports wine by the 
cask from Italy and keeps it on tap in his cellar for 
his own guzzling), represent mere coerciv idiocy. 
After my release from Dadham jail in 1878 Lucy 
said, "The more's the pity." Now Blackwell says, 
"The state's prison is the place for Ezra Heywood." 
But votes of that sort add to the wrecking force, 
and the more of them let into the male bear·garden 
the sooner the whole fraud will tumble. But Mrs. 
Stanton bas • philosophy of morals as well as of 
politics. When in • Naw York woman suffrage con
notion she introduced resolutions for freer divorce, 
Wendell Paillips, alarmed, said they were revolu
tionar,f. S~Anto~ replied, "W.llat Are we here tor it 

not for revolution !" Phillips took his hat and left 
the platform and the baJI, but S~anton $tood to her 
Runs and Garrison sustained her: Why does not 
Dana tell Spencer and Harrison the truth. instead of 
~>choing their cowardly, immoral idiocy! In New 
York and Boston the upper ten· oppress, plunder, 
and debauch the uDder million; women and children 
are the chief Botl'erers. Is ii civilization 1 Mr. 
Dana's Brook Farm inspirations resent the imputa
tion., Ripley, Congdon, Hildreth, some of the high
est Yankee stars, fell, to grub f"r dollars, drudge for 
bread, in the columns of the Z ribune. Dana has • 
team of his own, tries to guide the horses of the 
Sun, but sticks in the slough of Tammuy "democ
racy." Ourtis is cupbearer for the Harper pluto
crats. Bat truth live, and Massachusetts and Amer
icia will yet be worthy of the air, of all-animating 
fait.h and immortal vigor beckoning you and me on. 

O.ae of the best illustrations of Kul Heinzen's idea 
of woman's ritthts in recent literature can be found 
in William Morris's "News From Nowhere," a pro
foundly interesting book. I see Z Jla's "La Terre" 
is issued by Laird & Lae, of Chicago. Entire, I 
hope-that is, withou~ fiXl)Urlifation, as Boston cow
ardice roaltreat."ld his "Money." But to call books 
of the Laird & Lee tone "realistic" ia a libel on 
human nature. Such girls and women ! But Mor
rill'S book has healthy, Datura), vigorou11, attraetiv 
women, that, as men say West, " will do to tie to." 
Bellamy's Jucrativ, clever joke, " Looking Back
ward," is what we hav here-state's prison "free
if om," coerciv bedlam. Bat Morris's "News From 
Nowhere" shows that Perliament, Congress, is a 
dung-bouse; sloughs eft' gout, criminal-matriage
property laws; reveals nativ power in us to be well, 

· aativ, orderly, i11genious, creativ, sociaJ, happy. 
Warren, Proudhon, Andrews, Greene, Ingalls, Bris
bane, Orvis, clearly show that faith delivered to the 
Ripleys at Brork Farm will liv •nd rule when D~na's 
apostasy is forQ'otten. · EzaA H. HEYWOOD 

State's Prison, P. 0. Bo~ 100, Charlestown, 
Mass., Oilt. 18 Y L 19. 

------~~------
A Looker-On in :St. Jo. 

Toward the last of August our local grasshoppers, 
who eat up . the people's substance and giv them 
nothing in return for it but wind, and • very poor 
article of that, to the number of thirty·five laid their 
heads together and made arrangements for import
ing a more noisy one _than any of the tribe of St. J ;:,. 

In the hot days of September the Mills came 
Not like the old style of mills with the burrs, nor the 
modern mill with its powerful rollers that turns out 
thousands of barrels of fine flour daily, that sustains 
the nerves and brains of thousands of toilers, but a 
little windmill that was turned and kept in opert
tion by thus muc'n money. 

Q tite • number of the ignorant and timorous, it 
is reported, were "gathered . in" to support the va .. t 
number of leeches in St. J o who pay no licenses for 
talking for money, nor any taxes on their joss-hOUSf-B. 
Did he and his thirty-five aids during tho month 
•hat they held daily and nightly meetings in the 
11 t mt" prevent any railway collisions, crushing& 
and burnings of employees and passengers ? Any 
~<hips at sea from engulfing men, wom~>n, and chil
dren in the dark unfathomed oav:erna of the deep? 
Tile crszy husband and father from ma11gling his 
wife and innocent children 1 D,d he heal the siclr, 
furnish food and clothing to the starving and naked T 

D,d he hav the defrauded recompensed and the 
guilty punished 1 . 

Did the forces that produced tile hurricane, the 
cyclone twister, the lightning's flash, or the earr;h
qnake's rae:ing become bushed ail.d slumber while he 
screeched 1 ' 

Did the Christian Muscovite and Cossack oease to 
rob and murder the L:1rd's chosen people in Russia, 
the most religious and Christian nation 011 the earth t 

No ! A thousand noes I 
Then what did he do 1 
Nothing, absolutely nothing. The people who 

threw away precious time received nothing, but Mr. 
Mills was paid $1 400 in hard cash. What sober, 
industrious mechanic or farmer could hav. scooped 
in $1,400 at his trade in one month 1 

Great is humbug I And the people love to be hum
bugged by those who can glibly use the words God, 
J esue, salvation, heaven and hell, and all of them 
meaningless. 

Daring the continuance of the tent-meetings con
ducted by this wind-mill an honest woman and 
mother actually died from starvation in St. Jo, yet 
Mills says she should " call on Jesus and he will pro
vide for her." The answer was starvation and death, 
and a pauper's grave. 

Following this fofl revival without rain oame. Mr. 
T. F. Ly011B, an ex·R!lmanist, advertised to lf'c6ure 
on "Tne Attitude of Rome Toward Oar Public 
Schools." "R 1me in Americ~" ''The Abominatio11s 
of the 'Romish Confessional. He tried for a week 
to rent • ball, building, or church, bnt the power of 
Rome was too much for him. He could &~>cure 
none. He finally engaged 1 dancing hall and adver-

tised by handbills and through the press to lecture 
there, but Rome forbade it, and the lease was can
celed ud the doors locked. Mr. Lyons then 
obtained permission from the mavor to lecture on 
• vacant lot at the corser of 5Gb and Edmund 
streets, near the center of this city. Bnt Rome was 
too much for him again. A mob of about three 
hundred, the dupes ·and slaves of Rome, bad posses
sion of the lot bdore Mr. Lyons arrived and would 
not permit him to speak one sentence. They chased 
him from 5.th street through Edmund street to _the 
office of the daily Herald, between 9Mb and 10•h 
streets, where he took refuge. 

These "moral devotees of tho holy mother church" 
threw missile during the attack upon this young 
man, one of which struck him on the back of the 
neck, and all the distance through three and a half 
blocks used the vilest language and threatened: to 
"lynch him," "string him up," "hang the damned 
s-n of a b- ," "kill him.". This was on Sunday, 
the "holy Sabbath," Oot. 4, 1891. The police were 
present but did not in any manner try to disperse 
the mob nor did they make anv arrests. When these 
pets of Rom~'~ found they could not lay their bands 
upon Mr. Lyons they gradually melted away •. 
Many of our soaring orators talk loudly of this being 
a free country, the protecUon of property, liberty, 
and life, but it is like Mills's revivals-all fog and no 
rain. Rome to.dav controls our politicians, our 
business men, our legislators, our courts. our police, 
and even OJevela'-!<1 and Harrison. Bome rules 
A.merloa to day. N-o American citizen can freely 
repeat the record, the history, that Rame has made 
for herself without danger of being mobbed by the 
godly devotees of Rome. 

R >me delights in anathematizing our public 
schools as "godless." But the products of our 
public ecb.ools in the ladies and gentlemen of our land 
1ue a m111ion times more moral, more virtuous, mere 
ho11est, more p-t.riotic, more practical, more intelli
gent; more refined, and better citizens in every 
res.,.rt:Ct than the products of the parochial schools
molded abject Rlaves of the most corrupt of all cor
runters, the Raman Catholic church. I heard 
"U.acle Billy." Gen. W. T. Saerman, in an agony of 
expression. as though it tore asunder his heart,· 
declare, " The Catholic church has robbed me of my 
family," and "that the next war we will hav in this 
country will be with the Roman Catholic church. 
The late war of the R~bellion will not be a preface to 
it. It will burst out all over our country, in every 
state, county, C'!ity, town, and village, all over our 
land al: once. R!lligions ware bav always been ~he 
most bloody, cruel, and destructiv of all wars." And 
at his death Rome tried to steal him. The wateh
word to all true citizens, of all true pat.riots, of all 
t us Americans, should be, " America tor Americans." 
Protect the common schools. Protection to each 
citizen. Complete sepuatiQn of stahl and church. 
No recognition of religion by law. Free soil, free 
speeab and a fr~>e prees. TI1An all will be free. 

St, Joseph, Mo., Oct 11 29L P. V. WisE. 

Engli!lh Notes. 
DEAn TRUTH SEEKERS: Last week I wro•e from 

Liverpool a brief notice of the splendid meetings 
held at Manchester in connection with the unveiling 
of the Bradlaugh memorial portrait, • life-size paint
iDg in oils, which wa11 presented to that branch of 
our National Secular Society by an unnamed friend. 
Mr. Stckett has done j astice to his illustrious subj set, 
and the people of Cuttonopolis are j 11stly proud of 
the gift. U11fortunately for me, the necessities of 
business detained me in London five minutes too 
long to allow me to catch the train intended ; and 
although I bad been invited with Mrs. Bradlaugh
Bonner, Mr. G. W. Foote, and Mr. J. M. R:>bertson 
to say a few words on the ocaasion, I was only able 
to witnf!SS the departure of • portion of the audi 
ence. For all that, it was worth while running down 
to Mancilester, nearly two hundred miles from home; 
for Manchester is stepping out boldly to the war 
which Secularists are everywhere prosecuting in 
these later days. 

Perhaps it may be interesting to prospectiv 
visitors to our shores to know where they can find • 
hearty welcome from fellow truth seekers. When 
they land ali Liverpool they will not hav far to go. 
Close to Lime street is Hatton Garden (how lond 
these provincial towns are of copying the naines 
of London streets), and at the. end ~of Hatton 
Garden is Vauxhall road, where, at No. 27, may be 
found a veteran indeed, who can giv the history of 
Freethought struggles in Liverpool from the mem
ory of a bitter experieDc!. I but seldom go to 
Liverpool without calling on the aged pilgrim, who 
is at once a Freethought encyclopsdia and a purveyor 
Clf American literature. Tilere is • lecture hall in 
Camden street, close to Lime street station ; and I 
could only wish it were possible to praise the Liver~ 
puddlians for their energy and ZilaL Secularists do 
liv and work there, it is true ; but their work is too 
gravely suggestiv of lassitude to please me. 

In stiriking contrast is the activ1ty of Manchester 
Freethinkers. Week in, week out, they are always 
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up. to something: ·on Sundays they hav lectures advices say she is now considerably improved. 
indoor and out. They hav a lovely hal~ fresh and This being my first visit to Chicago, I naturally 
fair with paint and pic~ures. Sandays are busy found many interesting features. I visited the art 
days therein, for there are usually two or three galleries and museums, and, thanks to the generosity 
lectureR, often by LJndoners. The simplest way to of Mr. George Robertson, I had several drives in his 
reach Rasbolme road is to go to the Infirmary, right little go-cart with a fast trotting-horse through the 
in the center of Manchester, take a tram car to "All handsome parks and beautiful boulevards for which 
Saints " for two cents, and Raaholme road is the Obicago is noted~ 
second turning on the left in Oxford road be~ond Upon one occasion while partaking of his hospital
the point where the cars turn off to the right dawn ity I was startled by a cry as of some one in pain. 
Stratford road. Their afternoon out·door station is I sprang at once to the window, but I could cijscern 
f•arther along the Oxford road, opposit the Eye and nothing.. In a short time the cry was repeated, tbis 
.EAr .Infirmary j and here they bold forth· on fine time louder and more piteously than before. I 
Sandays at 3 PM. Mr. Jones has also extended the scanned each face with an eager questioning look, 
out-door work by lecturing himself at a suburb when methought I perceived a merry, humorous 
called Gorton; and he apparently means to form 1 twinkle in the eyes of mine host and hostess. They 
network of open-air stations on the London plan. bade me listen awhile. I listened, and the sound 
Wednesdays find them dancing together in their that greeted my ears was like the baying and barking 
handy hall. The beet m!lln for visitors to hunt up· of a multitude of wild animals in a closed cage. For 
is the president, Mr. Hemingway, 25 Higher Ohatham the length of one whole day (Sunday) this concert of 
street, Stratford road,. and he would be buh too glad unearthly yells continued. There seemed to be no 
to set folks right. . cessation to this Babel of tongues. And imagin my 

So much, then, for these two outposts. Visitors surprise when I learned that all this noise and con
to Liverpool sh.ould be sure of seeing Mtnchester, fusion proceeded from a Methodist church next 
whi~>h is but thirty miles away, especially as the door, wherein a few of that class of religious 
wonderful ship canal is sure to attract them 1 good devotees known as the Free Methodists or Ho~lers 
part of the journey. ·· · . were conducting their devotional exercises. Never 

Last week I referred to a new and in some respects before during the whole of my experience hav I wit· 
a remarkable book written in support of undenomi- nessed suab a degrading and disgusting scene as 
:national Ohristianity~ The introducbion, at all events,· presented itself to my view at this time. From the 
wi!l interast AmericAn truth seekers; not laast so windows of the bouse we could plainly see into the 
because th'l :writer is so palpably one of your conn- church. And there I saw • woman (presumably an 
trymen. Perhaps you will pard()n me if I giv a earnest and pious Ohristian) kneeling upon the floor 
somewhat copious extract to show how serio11sly oar swinging her bead to and fro, her disheveled hair 
Freethought aotivHy in the old country is infl.llencing sweeping the floor at every movement, at the same 
Christian thinkers : time crying out in tones of bitter anguish " that she 

Let me introduce this exposition of the creed by the state. was a miserable sinner." The words of the immortal 
inent of a facttnat c~nnot truthfully be denied, and whicll, Burns instantly came to my mind: 
to mt mind, is the most startling event of this eventful Oh wad some power the ~iftie gie us 
century. To see ourselvs as others see us. Seven men, spiritual and mental athletes, good and true, 
adroit in attack and defense, hav set upon one, and, marvel- Others were wildly gesticulating, uttering the most 
ous to relate, the one has driven the seven in headlong flight horrible cries the while. Some were beating their 
from the field. And still-like Goliath's in the valley of heads against the walls and benches, aud I thought, 
Eiah-the unanswered challenge dailv rings out in unmis- "How thick" (I mean 'he beads), when suddenly 
takable tones : '' Giv me a man, that we may fight together." Sister Saintly yelled oat at the top of her voice, way And again· the men of Israel cower in their tents, and the 
bo,.qtful champion has it alibis own way. · ap above the double 0 (in fact. she. must hav got 

Yes, seven to one, and the one victoriom. In Britain, above the rangeofthegamut.), "Glory!" and" Halle
Mr. Gladstone. Cardinal Manning, and A.rchdeacon.Farrar. lujah !'' Then Brother McFazzie, in a deep basso
In America, Dr. Talmage, Professor Fisher, Judge Black, profundo, would chime in "amen," with a dim-in
and Dr. Field. These seven in turn attacked Ool. Robert 
G. Ingersoll, the American Agnostic. And the Agnostic w-an do .which made you think it would never end. 
routed them one and all ; not by proving the truthfulness of This seemed to be the signal for another bombard· 
his own position, but by showi'lg in every way the unten- ment of the citadels f)f heaven, which meant an out
ableness of theirs. . This is a fearful statement and requires burst from the assembled crowd in chorus. There 
~~~efutable proof before h can be entertained for a moment. 
Unhappily tke evidence is at hand, known and read of all are not in the whole range of human vocabulary, 
men. No Christian publishing house-public or private- anc!ent, modern, or profane, terms suffi.>Jiently 
has ever dared to reproduce the controversy in cold type. expreesiv to describe such a scene. Brother Heston, 
What more unanswerable testimony could be adduced than with all the artistic genius be could command, could 
this? not faithfully portray such a mad carnival of wild 

Of Cilurse the reverend writer setHes the ga'Uant and fanatical ravings. In very truth it beat pande· 
colonel himself, or at all events " Otedo and monium le~ loose. DAnte's uinferno" sinks almost 
Oredulity" is written in order to do so. into nothingness, and Milton's devils are as angels 

Anothe .. quaint literary production came to hand compared with these religious cranks. In fact, Mr. 
to·day. Visitors to Hyde .Park may hav seen the RJbertson assured me tlta~ if heaven is to be any
many debating and lecturing groups always to be thing like this then be is perfechly satisfied with the 
found there on Sundays. Most curious of all the earthly sample and would prefer hell for a change. 
debaters is a little white· haired Oommunist who bas While in Obicago I went in company with friends to 
lived his seventy years and more, during sixty of see the parade attendant upon the unveiling of the 
which he has been undoubtedly dying. Old DAn monument erected to General Grant. I gave two lect
Ohatterton, the eloquent, mysterious billposter, has ures here on Sunday, Oatober 4th, before very good 
just published his pbo~ograph and autd'biography, audiences. I was plea~ed indeed to meet with such 
and was good enough to bring me one of each 1 few earnest Libe,.als as Mr. and Mrs. RJbertson, Mr. 
hours ago. Occasionally Old Daniel produces his and Mrs. O'Neil, and •bnve all our old friend E. A. 
"Scorcher," set up by himself in a most barbaric Sl:evens and family. 0.:1 the whole my visit to 
style of typography, and pressed by his own buds Ohicago was spent both pleasantly and profitably. 
for laek of a printing machine of any kind~ In the I made many more new friends whom I shall never 
course of some weeks be thus runs off a hundred forget. 
copies. The literature eq11als the typography, and Leaving Chicago by the midnight express I arrived 
it is needless to say its arriv.l is always eagerly in Des Moines, my next plaae to lecture, S11nday 
awaited by the librarian of the BL"itish M11seum. It about uoon, after a ride of about fourteen hours' 
is a curiosity, and t.be next one that comes Bhall find duration. Here I met the noted Fteetbougbt 
its way to New York. Your New York Herald lecturer, W. S. Bell, who is for the present making 
(London edition) once printed his portrait, and a this place his headq11arters. It was the first time I 
London paper gave two fac-simile pa~es of the had had the pleasure of meeting this talented 
" Scorcher." DAn is the recognized Freetbought gentleman and the time th111t I spent in his company 
billposter of London, and should he go to glory we was both amusing and instruativ. I gave one 
bav no one who can adeq11ately take his plaoe. lecture here before a large and attentiv audience 

Yours fraternally, SAM STANDBING. which welcomed me very cordially indeed. The 
London, Oct, 6, 1891. meeting was in every respect a decided success. 

Here, as elsewhere, I made more friends whose names 
M.y Lectui"e Trip. I cannot now rec•ll as my stay among them was so 

Two weeks hav n:ow elapsed eince you hav received short. I regret very much the enforced absence of 
any report of ·my ·labors. I hav no apologies to Franklin Steiner, Mr. Oross, and others whom I had 
offer, but an admirable excase can be found in the expected to meet; therefore, I can only express a 
fact that I hav done nothing. When I left Ohio for fervent· wish that I may meet them upon some 
Ohicago I had :.:tearly two weeks at my disposal future occasion. 
which I preferred to spend in the Windy Oity. Bat Monday morning I left Des Moines on an early 
it was with deep sorrow and mingled regrets that I train for Iowa Oity, a distance of one hundred and 
arrived here to find the kind wif~ of our late twenty-one miles, the whole of which was accom
energetic and enthusiastic secretary, E. A. Stevens, pliebed upon a wretched freight train, with a car 
very sick; previous to my arrival she had indeed attached for the accommodation of passengers. The 
been near to death's door, and it was only by her journey occupied eight hours. There were times 
sheer courage and determination, aided by the con- daring this miserable ride that I even wished I was 
stant and devoted attention of those around her, a Ohristian for a few minutes, so tba~ I could giv 
that ahe bas battled suoeessfully through the ordeal vent to my pent. up feelings and do jus~ica to my 
and at the time of my departure was rapidly becoming surroundings. Tired, and almost out of all patience, 
ponvale~nt, and I am pleased to sa1 that later l m-riv41d at m1 dC~stj~Atjo~ ~bot1t! :P.;M. ~be Jri~n~s 

here had almost given me up ; they had begun ·to 
think that I would disappoint (they did not know 
me then), but !·assured them that, having made an 
engagement, I was bound to fulfill the same, no 
matter the inconveniences experienced. I was down 
here for two lectures, Monday and Tuesday even
ings, in the Unitarian church, a handsome brick 
structure, but I was not destined to lecture on Mon
day night, for the building had been closed· for 
some time, and owing to the want of use, the gas
pipes were filled with cold air, and we were unable 
to procure a sufficiency of that for which Free
thinkers so ardently strive-light. Therefore the 
lectures b•d to be postponed until the following two 
nights. No doubt the pious element saw in this the 
intervention of " God." But his victory (if victory 
it can be called) was only temporary, for next day 
" science," in the form of 1 skilled mechanic, cleared 
the pipes, and the next night we had " light " in 
abundance. 

Iowa Oity is the site of the State University of 
Iowa, and the city is full of students, young and 
old alike. Some of these saw sufficient interest in 
the lectures to attend them, but my audience WIS 
very slim the first night. I gave the students an 
oppor~unit:v to discuss the lecture, which they ern.
braced, and a lively discussion followed lasting till 
10 o'clock. The outcome of this was that my audi
ence was nearly doubled the next night, an«;~· this 
time I was favored with the presence of some of the 
faculty from the University. The lectures' were an 
unbounded success •nd I was thoroughly pleased 
with the result. Never before did I realize the 
absolute necessity of Freethoaght missionary propa" 
gaud• than while at this place: There are but few 
real Liberals here, and they are too poor to stand 
the continual strain of supporting Freethought lect
urers; and y~l; there is not a better :field for Liberal 
work in the United States. It has a population of 
about sevsn t.hnn11an~. with fourteen churches to 
sapporh and $200,000 worth of untaxed cburl!h 
property. The younger students care nothing for 
the shibboleths of these gospel-mongers; and eagerly 
devour any new ideas or new thoughts that may be 
presented to them. Oh, could we hav but one man 
to spend three months in this place supported 
by the national organization and what results would 
follow I While here I was the guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. J. J. Dietz, both highlv respected and honored 
citizens of this city. l\f1's. Dietz had for many years 
been a teacher in the University and is an acaom
plished linguie~. and even now conduats " private 
class in both French and German. Mr. Dietz is a 
successful busirless man, held in high eAteem by his 
fellow-citizgns and bas served ill an official capacity 
in the district. I thoroughly enjoyed their hospital
ity and appreciated their kindness to me. Iowa .Oity 
is by far the most beautiful place I bav visited yet. 
When viewed from a distance it looks just like a 
dense forest, with the housetops peeping oat over 
the trees here and there. The inhabitants are ex
ceedingly proud of it, and t.hey hav a just cause. I 
leave here for Nebraska. Friends wishing to secure 
my services to )ec;ur,. or debate are requested t.o 
address me in care of E. A. S.,evens, 498 Wfls~ M'di~ 
son stree~. Obinago. JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH. 

Iowa Oity, Ia. 
----------4~~------

A "New Theology" in China, TO!J. 
At tbA present day, however, Confucius wields but 

litUt~ influence over the Ohinese. In most cities are 
temples, or, more correctly speaking, balls known as 
Oonfucian ~ails. · They •"e entirely void of any 
appearance of idolatry. H~s name is !evered as a 
wise and good man, but he IS not worshiped, nor bas 
be in any legitimate sense been deified by the people. 
As Washington in America is venerated as the father 
of his countrv, and as Abraham Lincoln is spoken of 
in history as ·the savior of hia country, so likewise is 
Oonfucius spoken of among his people as the wise 
philosopher, and pat.ron of letters, and promoter of 
good government, but not as t.~e founfler of a 
religion, nor an objeot to be w~rsb1ped .. Educated 
Ohinamen all profess to be diec1ples of h1m and to 
read his works and to be guided by his instructions. 
In some respects they perhaps do, but they put their 
own interpretation upon the import of his teachings. 
There are no special teachers to expound his works 
and everyone is free to place . such con~truction 
upon his teachings as his intelligence or Impulses 
may lead to. • 

I am convinced that the power of the philosopher 
over his people bas been overestimated by foreignen 
generally, and the real nature and scope of hi" work 
bav been lar11ely miBapprPbenlled.- W. G. Benton 
in '!he Popular Science Monthly. 

. RELIGION bas treated knowledge sometimes as an 
enemy, sometimes as an hostage; ofteD as 1 captiv, 
and more often as a child; but knowledge bas be
come of age ; and religion must either reno~nce her 
acquaintance, or introduce her as a companron and 
respec~ her as a lriend.-Lacon. 

SDD for catalog Qf Q'!ll' publication~. ~ept free 
op. applicttiop. 
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with one remittance. 

To ·the Friends and Subscribers of Freethooght. 
I sbioerely hope that all who hav supported Free

thought in the past will aid the work to which it bas 
been devoted by becoming subscribers to To TauTH 
SEEKEB. Tn TBum Suua will carry on the work, 
but it needs your ocopPration. It is 1 means by 
whicla I om reach you and push on the Pacific _coast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrears to pay 
what is now due to THE TRUTH SEEXBB and place 
their names upon its list as oord,ial supporters for 
the future. · · SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

·_ w» are under obligations to the followillg persons 
fo~ new subscribers, sent l!iDoe the last acknowledg
ment: s, P. Putnam, M.- KUborn, Paul Fisher, S. 
Baringer, W. Bidwell, 0. E. Moore, John Boyle, 0. 
W. Bennett., GeorRe Brown, T. Rothwell, D. 0. Jen
kins, .J. L. Johnstone, B. F. Martin, George B. Ber
ger, Simon Q11iok, 0. P. Eldred, and Austin Smith. 
By the e:ft'orts of these friends the list has been 
appreciably increased. We wish a thousand or two 
more would do likewise, for we need and ought 
to hav a much larger list. 

THE Bible Picture Book, we take pleasure in say
ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soon 

. this fall as. the work om be done and done well. 
. The price will be $1, and it will contain a great deal 
for that amount. In renewing for Tm: T:auTH SEEXEB 
we hope our readers will not forget to inclose the 
dollar for it. 

-------...~.-------
James Parton. 

James Parton died on the morning of Ootober 
17th after 1 lingeril'lg illness caused by enlargement 
of the heart, although until about ten days before 
his deat~ he . had. been about and abroad, and, until 
very recently; able to write. Be died easily, and his 
family, 1 wife and . three children, were at his bedside 
when he passed away. 

James Parton held one of the most sacred places 
in the heart of the present Editor of .THB TnuTH 
S.a:EXEB because of his manly adherence to prin
ciple in tlae ease of the Founder of this paper. 
Through that incident we became friends, and, 
though di1fering somewhat in some matters of policy 
in propagating Freethought, ever remained so. The 
older readers of this paper will recollect the allusion. 
D. M.' Bennett had been placed in prison by an 
eoolesjastioal tool, and certain pretended Liberals, 
jealous of Mr. Bennett's hold upon the a:ft'eotions of 
the Liberal public, . thought that IS he could not 
defend himself it WOUld be I good Opportunity to 
attack him. And, had it not been for James Parton, 
they might h1v destroyed him. But with courage 
all the more splendid because :with hie fine feelings 
he hated to be in such 1 WIU'fue. b7 mudballa, he 

-rebuked tb~ Pharisees, and tlie tide turned. His 1 " dnonring rage " for literature, and it is an open 
great reputation saved a broih~r worker f9r lib- quesUtlD Whetber be WIB happiest in reading books 
erty. It was a generous and a daring aot, and or in writing them. . . 
showed that with J ame$_ Parton principle was over Mr. Parton was again married, about twenty years 
policy. ile was honest to the core and not afraid to ago, to Miss Ellen Eldredge, a daughter of his wife 
let tile ·wo~ld know what he thought. by her first husband. By the laws of New York, 

To the world at large- Mr. :Parton \Vas known as a where tlJ,e padies lived at the time of. the engage· 
biographer, and in that field. of literature he e•siiy ment, such a marriage was illegal, and they removed 
led all contemporaneous writers. His 11 Life of _v ol- to lbssaohusetts. where no .legal obj 9otion existed. 
tlire '!'is accurate and oomprehell&iv, and is besides We hav lost 1 friend, the world au exquisit biog
• prose poem. It is as Mr. Parton's biographer rapher, and the cause of liberty a hero11lean cham
says : he never claimed to be an original writer or 1 pion. Be was one of the most fearless of the old 
philosoph'er or scientist, but . he had • wonderful guard. LiviDJ, li.e WIB to. be loted. Dead, his 
faculty for manipulating and putting together the memory ia to be revered. 
incidents in the lives of individals that made pleas- ___ T_h.,.e~O ..... •at-h-.---
ant reading. Be was popular with more readers 
than many another member of the writing fraternity, It is to be hoped. that the eleotio'n inspectors of 
having J;Jeen 1 voluminous contributor to the New this eity will finally learn something as to the rights 
York Ledger. Be had written upon an almost i!loal- of voters to register without invoking Mumbo 
oulable variety of subjects and had been a hard Jumbo either with uplifted hand or by kissing 1 
worker all his days. book dirty as to cover and obscene as to contents. 

Be was born in Canterbury, Englantl, Feb. 9, 1822, A. ease parallel with that of the Editor of THB 
and came to this country when five -years old. Be TBU'l'R SEEXEB occurred here last week,. and was 
was educated in the schools of New· York city and decided by the same judge in the same manner. 
1 t White Plains, N. Y. After teaching in New York Mr. John Frankenheimer has resided in the city for 
and Philadelphia he became 1 contributor to the thirty-eight years and livs at 139 West 8let street. 
Home Journal, with which he was connected for When Mr. Frankenheimer presented himself to be 
three years. registered on Ootober 14th he told th~· board that 

. Since that time he has spent his life in literary he desired to be affirmed. 
labor, contributing many arUoles to periodicals and The chairman informed him bhat he ooulil not be 
publishing many 'hooks on biographical subjects. :affirmed unless he lifted up his right hand and on
While he Wlfl employed on the Home Journal he covered his head. This Mr. Frankenheimer declined 
wrote the life of Horace Greeley, which had 80 great to do, saying that he had conscientious scruples 
1 suoeess that he determined to devote his Jife to against goi11g through the form suggested. Be said 
a11thorship. Be has also been a successful and pop- that · Judge Barrett of the supreme court had 
ular lecturer on literary and political topia11• decided that 1 simple affirmation without any 

Be resided in New York city untill875, when hE> ceremony was all that could be required. The 
removPd to Newburyport, Mus. His first book wu inspector's reply was to the eft'eot that he did not 
followed by • collection of "Humorous Poetr:v of care for Judge Barrett's decision. , 
the English L•nguage, from Obauoer to Saxe," 1856. Mr. Frankenheimer, however, knew 1 great deal 

more than the eleoUon clerks, and he procured an Next appeared the 11 Life and Times of Aaron Burr," 
_prepared from original sources, in whioh he SOUflfht: order from Judge Barrett requiring the inspeohors 
to redeem Burr's reputation from the ohlrf,!'es that. of eleohion to show cause why 1 peremptory writ· of 
1~8 ._tti.ohed to his memQry, 1857 and 18_64. · In writ- mandamus shQuld not be issued to compel them. to . 
ing the-life of Andrew: Jackson he had also had aooess register his name. ·When the ease came up befo.-8 · 
to v..arious hitherto inedited doo!lments. Judge Barrett even the assistant ,corporation 
A'~o11g the many works sub11equently publishPi'f counsel, who appearei for the inspeotorsr said that 

by him are 11 General Butler in New Orleans," 1863 there could be no question at all as to the right of 
•I~-d. 18Jl2; ,, Life and Tim.es of Benjamin Franklin," Mr. Frankenheimer to be registered without comply- . 
1864; "Manual for the Instruo'ion of Rings, R•il- ing with the ceremony insisted upon by the chair
road and Political, and How New York is Governed," man. Judge Barrett decided of course that M;r. · 
1866; 11 Famous AmericanA of Recent Times," with Frankenheimer had 1 perfect right to affirm in the 
sketches of Henry Olay, Daniel Webst11r, John O. manner he wished, and added that if any instances 
Oalhoun, John Randolph and others, 1867 ; u The of this kind occurred in the future he, would impose 
People's Book of Biography," _containing eighty the costs of the proceeding upon the inspectors. 
short lives; 1868; 11 Smoking and Drinking," an The people of the state already hav the oath 
essay on the evils of these practices, 1869 ;. 11 Topics abolished. if they will contend for their rights and 
of the Time," • collection of magazine articles, most not be bulldozed by the ignorant Wat'd-heelers 
of them treating 0 ' administrativ abuses at Wash· appointed on election boards as payment for 
ington, 1871; "Triumphs of Enterprise, Ingenuity, political services. Raising the hand· is part of an 

oath, and "is not rE>quired in an affirmation. U.oand Public Spirit," 1871; "The Words of Washing-
ton," 1872 ; u ~anny Fern, 1 Memorial Volume," covering the head depends upon the place one is in, 
1872; "Life of Thomas Jf:ft'arson, Third President and the legal solemnity is not affected by hats on or 
of the United States," 1874:; "Le Parnesse Fran- hats oft'. 
oois, a Book of French Poetry from A D. 1550 to the A Definition Applied. 
Present Time," 1877; "Oarioature llld 0 Gher Oomio 
A.rt in A.ll Times and Many Lmds," 1877; "Life of 
Voltaire," which was the resul_t of several years of 
labor, 1881; "Noted Women of Europe. and Amer
ica," 1883 ; and "Oaptains of Industry, or Men of 
Business Who Did Something Besides Making 
Honer, 1 Book for Young Americans," 1884. 

In 1854, at New . York, he married Mrs. Sarah 
Payson Willis Eldredge, 1 sister of the poet, Na
thaniel P. WilliiJ, she then being the widow of Mr. 
E dredge, who had been cashier of a bank in Boston. 
The lady was widely known throughout the country 
as " Fanny Fern." She died in Brooklyn, N. Y., in 
October, 1872. 

_Mr. Parton was 1 popular man in the town where 
he had lived so long. Be was devoted to literature, 
and had in the course of his long career accumu
lated an extensiv library, where he spent a large por
tion of the . time. Be was never 1 strong or over 
robust man, and he undoubtedly had injured his 
health by intense application. 

Be was thoJ,"oughly hospitable, and seemed to be 
thoroughly happy in his domestic oirole. He was 1 

good· talker, especially because he said what he 
thought, and he thought ~ost emphatically. ·He 
delighted in art, radicalism, .and humanity_; he bad 

In the new Manual of Morals given to the world 
by a few Infidels is this definition of 1 hypoorit and · 
of h:ypoorisy : · 

"A hypocrit is one who attempts to deceive others In re
gard to his true character, especially one whG pretends to 
virtue he does not possess." Hypocrisy: "A thing so ut
terly mean as to be despised alike by the good and the 
bad.n . 

In 1 recent Ohristian Advocate the editor is asked 
whether "Sabbath " collections should be dispensed 
with to harmonize with the Methodist view of ab
stinence from all Sunday business, and Dr. Buckley 
replies: "The Sabbath collections are not business, 
in the ordinary sense of that word~ They are the 
gifts of the people aooordi11g as the Lord has pros
pered them. Every ohuroh should take 1 collection 
at nery service, whether they hav pews or not. 
The gift of the poor woman's penny is as essential 
to her womanhood and the poor man's penny to his 
manhood as the larger gifts of the rich. All well· 
instructed persons who go to the ohuroh like an op· 
portunity to contribute. It is 1 means of forming 
the habit in children, whick will strengthen with 
their strength and grow with their growth to eon
tribute. Such collections should be regarded as 1 

religious aot, given under the infl uenoe of conscience 
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and Christian privilege. In taking collections min
isters and others who manage them should keep as 
far as possible from the mere spirit of business. 
'Bring an o1fering, and come into his courts. 0 
worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness,' says 
the Psalmist." · 
It is 1 new idea that in order to hav a rounded, 

full, complete ohiraoter, to be manly and womanly, 
gifts to the .,burch are necessary. There is nothing 
about this in Mr. Jackson's Manual oq "Character 
Building," and Mr. Gilman did nqt codify it in his 
"Laws of Daily Conduct." It is evident that the 
Secular Union Manual will not snit the Methodists. 

The evident intent of this answer is to convey the 
idea that giving money to ministers is a sort of sao
~ament, a religions act, non-performance of which 
will send 1 man to bell. This is to increase the col
lections. But how giving oaab on Sunday to 1 

priest for his living can be leas • business transao · 
tion than giving it to him on week-days is bard for 
1 mere layman to perceive. A good share of the 
average obnrob's expense is collected on Slindays, 
and to call that 1 religions act while denouncing the 
giving of money for 1 musical entertainment as busi
ness seema to come pretty close to the definition of 
hypocrisy taken from our Manual. 

"The horse-leech hath two daughters, erying, Giv, 
gil'." There is one thing which is never satisfied, 
yea, two things which say not, It is enough : A 
Catholic priest in his greed of power, and 1 Protest
ant minister in his greed for pelf. 

The Bishop~ and the Pnblic Schools. 
In arguing against public schools Roman Catholic 

Bishop Vaughn, of Salford, stated the o~se thna: 
. " The state has a right to come in and assist the p~rents 

to do that which they cannot do themselvs; and the par
ents hav a right to look to the state to giv them that assist
ance which they need, and provide those resources which 
they were not capable of providingthemselva. . .• But 
one thing is to kelp the parents to educate~ their children, 
and another thing is to take the children out of the hands of 
the parents and to say, 'I am not going to help you, but I 
am going to take your children and monopolize the whole 
business of education. I am not going to ·help you; I am 
going to dictate to you; I am going to make you subject to 
me.' The state has" no right of that kind." 

Bishop Vaughn is dishonest in hili statement. 
The state does not say that. It allows every parent 
to educate his children in the schools which seem 
best to him, whether private, paroohi,al, or public. 
The real grievatJce of the Catholics against the state 
is not 1 disposition to be tyrannical, but 1 refusal to 
furnish the Catholics funds to maintain Catholic 
schools. Schools in which Catholicism is not taught 
are regarded 111 monsters. . Listen to ·the bishop of 
Dabnque, Iowa, talk on the question at 1 banquet 
given him recently: 

" It grieves me to the soul to see the children of those 
who are hewers of wood and drawers of water in the land 
drinking in these errors. It is a constant peril to the life
the spiritual life-of the young children of the church. And 
my fears are not lessened by the fact that a mammoth 
institution had been established all over the land, in every 
state, lll every city and in every ward. This Institution 
is supported by wealth untold, by immense power, by 
legislation, sometimes in the hands of selfish and corrupt 
men. This mammoth inl!titution seizes our little ones, often 
with the permission of their deluded parents and against 
the protests of God's church. They hold these little ones 
during the best years of their lives, until they are twenty 
years old. And in all these great institutions there is no 
place for Christ. There are our children held until the 
terrible day of action comes. Then they are thrown out 
into the world with untamed pal!Bions, yet with intellectual 
keenness sufficient to gratify these passions. They ·are 
unguarded by Christian training. It must be our task, our 
sacred duty, to rescue our children out of the grMp of fuat 
monster, that popular idol, the public school system., 

That is the opinion of the bishop of Dubuque of oae 
of our most cherished and best American institntioas 
-that it is 1 monster ! Not )leoanse it forcibly com· 
pels children to attend, for it does not, but because 
it teaches Catholic children something ·besides their 
catechism. They choose rather to hav parochial 
sohools-plaoes, Thoreau oslls them, "not for en
lightening but for obfuscating the min"d; where the 
pupil reoeives only so much light as could penetrate 
the shadow of the Catbolio obnrob ; ud in wbiob be 
is n.ever educated to the degree of consciousness, 
but only to the degree of trust and reverence, and 
1 child is not made 1 man, but kept 1 child." That 
is the sort of schools the bishop desires. He is 
angry if · the ohild's mind is broadened, beoanse 
breadth of IQiD,d ie inoonsisteDt with deTotion to the 

obnroh. The two qualities do not go together. Lack 
of devotion means lack of -disposition ·to support 
the priest, pecuniarily and in his projects for power. 
Common sense in • parishioner clips the wings of 
• priest's ambition. A Catholic obild taught in the 
public school is nner the same devoted servut as is 
one taught in 1 parochial school. Two generations 
of public school makes at least u indi1farentist, and 
an indi1ferentist will Dot go without necessaries of 
life in order that he may giv to the priest. 

No wonder .the bishop bates the public schools ; 
but he needn't bav called the institution 1 monster. 
It betrays his feelings too plainly. 

Freethonght M:aki11g the Chnrch Advance. 
The eminent Rev. Dr. Vincent, to whom reference 

was made last week, has been forced by the Infidel 
scholarship of our time into a position that is well
nigh heresy. In the address quoted he further said: 
"The idea of inerrancy renders 1 true exegesis of the 
Bible impossible, for exegesis proceeds upon . the 
basis of finding the ttiith ud declaring it." Q11ite 
1 truth-seeking ntteran~e. He added : " I agree 
with my learned colleague, Dr. Briggs, that the 
scriptures must be interpreted as other human 
writings are, but at · the same time with 1 proper 
sympathy for the divine element they oontain." 
Human writings with a divine element must be 
1 disheartening wilderness to puzzle out. A further 
remark was that when the doot~;in of eleotion was 
founded on ID obsonre passage in the New Testa
ment, which sobolarsbip foUDd to bav • di1ferent 
meuing, Dr. Vincent thought scholarship should 
take preoedenoe of the dootrin. This we think 
right, but the trouble is that the ohnrob does not 
kltow bow on earth to get rid of the dootrin. The 
plagny thing is there in black and white, ud the 
obnrob is ashamed to own that it bas been averring 
to be true all this time suoh 1 false and ridiculous 
thing as it is. The idea that 1 certain number of 
human souls were eternally predestined to damna
tion came from 1 verse in Aots which said that 
" God knoweth his own," and Dr. Vincent cited this 
ud many other instances in the Oonfession and in 
common beliefs to show the errors th•t bad crept 
in from defeotiv or unscholarly "interpretation. 
"Solomon's Song does not signify the love of Christ 
for his obnroh," said Dr. Vincent, "and yet this 
exploded allegorical interpretation underlies its 
citation in the Westminster studards when passages 
from it are given as proof-texts of the dootrin of 
e1feo~nal calling and of the statement that God may 
withdraw the light of his oonntenanoe from believers 
and an1fer them to walk in datkness." We could 
hav told the doctor many years ago that Solomon's 
SQQg is but an amorQns old ditty from the pen of 
DO ODS knOWS whom, and that it has nothing to do 
with Christ and his obnrob. In fact it is we who 
bav told the dootor so, and driven him to apeak it 
aloud-it is we Freethinkers who by deoades of 
e1fort hav so beaten this and like truths about the 
Bible into intelligent beads that the clergy are 
ashamed to preach tb~ old absurdities IDY longer. 
It is we Freethinkers who bav really effected the 
whole of this modern movement toward heresy 
among evangelical pr~aohers. If it had not been 
for our wotk the olergy would hav gone on preach
ing bell-fire, election, iaerruoy, obnroh and state, 
witohoraU, and all the rest till the end of the world. 
Thus Freethonght, while disoredit!ng the anoient 
miracle of making the dead walk, oan exhibit to a 
scarce believing world its own wondrous duplicate 
exploit of making the obnrob advance. 

Editorial Notes. 
IT is now reported that Moncure D. Conway's Life of 

Thomas Paine, in two volumes, will be ready in January. 
The Infidel public, surely, will witness its coming with in
terest. 

SAM BTANDBD!1G, our additional London correspondent, is 
one oi the busiest workers for F.reethought in London aside 
from the professional speakers. Week-days he conducts a 
store, and Sundays he usually speaks or presides ·three 
times at some heretical gathering. Another of our London 
writers, A. B. Moss, is a very prominent worker among our 
English cousins. 

TBrs is the way a Christian secular paper writes of the 
Chinese : " Formal religion in China Js on Its death-bed. 
Not one church in a hundred c~n boast of accommodations 
for ita ministers that are better than a pigpen. Ruined 
walls, broken roofs, dirt, and decay are everywhere. The 
real religion of the Chinese-ancestor worship and a hybrid 
spiritualism-is believed in by the masses, who hav learned 

tb.at they can conduct every exercise as satil!factorily as a 
professional. The higher classes are almost entirely 
AgDostics." We trust that the statements made are true. 
We wish the medicin-men everywhere, of all nations, were 
left to work or sta"e-Mohammedan and Indian, Christia.n 
as well as Chinese. 

THB clergy of Kansas City are diplomats, says a Western 
paper, and do not propose to cut off their collectiv noses to 
spite fueir faces. When a good brother, zealous for the re
form of the Sunday press, introduced a resolution in the 
ministers• meeting calling upon editors to publish church· 
notices on Saturday or not at all the assembled brethren 
promptly cut the "or· not at all" out of the resolution and 
passed the rest. This leaves the astute parsons in the happy 
position of the orthodox Uatholic who, upon demanding 
fish of his restaurateur on a Friday and receiving the re
sponse that there was none, shouted with glee, " Bring me & 

rattling good cut of roast beef. The Lord knows I asked 
for fish." 

MB. C. A. LINDSAY, of Butte, Montana, followed the ad
vice we giv as to the effort to keep the World's Fair open 
on Sundays, and in return received the following : " I hav 
your letter of the lOth inst., inclosing a clipping and pro
testing agab1st closing the Exposition on Sunday. The 
matter to which you refer will not be decided for over a 
year yet, but your communication will be placed with others 
relating to the same subject, all of which will reQeive 
respectful consideration at the proper time. Very respect~ 
fully, Benj. Butterworth, secretary." We hav, then, a good 
long time to work on this matter, and it should be _fully 
Improved. We hope each subscriber will keep his TBUTH 
BBBXBB of October lOth, ia which are the names sad ad
dresses of the N~tional Commission, sud write to his state 
commissioner protesting against closing the Fair, and also 
send clippings giving name, date, and place of publication
showing the sentiment of the press. When the local 
directory is chosen for the final year we will publish their 
names so that they too can be influenced. 

TBB Ban Francisco E'Denlng Post has thia to eay regarding 
the effort to close the World's Fair on Sundays : "The 
governing body or bodies of the World's F<~.ir are going to 
be very much worried over the question of whether the 
Exposition sh"ll be open or closeci on Sunday. It Is certain 
that whatever decision is reached people will be offllllded, 
so the directory may just as well decide as it thinks right 
and proper, without regard to petitions or protests or re
monstrances or anything of the kind. Those who oppo11e 
keeping the Exposition open on Sunday seem to forget that 
no one will be compelled to visit the World's Fair on that 
day any more than he or she is compelled to go to church, 
which Is always kept open on Sunday. All the directory 
can do at meat is to giv people an opportunity to visit the 
Exposition on Sunday if they desire. The question of Sab
bath-breaking each must settle for himself. Another thing 
seems to escape the attention of the opponents of Sunday 
opening, which is that if the World's Fair be closed on 
Sunday hundreds ,and thousands of peopie will not be able 
to visit it at all. Men and women who work six days in 
the week, early and late, must go to the Fair on Sunday, if 
at all, and these people are entitled to the highest considera
ti~n in a matter of this sort. It is very easy to say that 
working men and women can go in the evening, but if those 
who say this so glibly will try a whole day's work, from 7 
In the morning to 6 at night, or even later, they will find 
how much disposition or capacity they hav left for good 
pleMuring. We think the good judgment of the directory 
may be trusted not to deprive the workiDg men and.women 
of their .only chance to visit the World's Fair." 

TaB' Christian missionaries do not, it seems, hav things all 
their own way in Japan. One of them writes to a little mis
sion journal published in Boston that the governor of one prov. 
ince has written a letter instructing the school authorities to 
hire no ChriStians as teachers. He adds: "Some apologize 
for the governor's letter by saying that special relations to 
any religion Is not permitted in the schools. This may hav 
been the meaning of our governor's letter, but the school 
authorities so interpret it as to privately encourage Buddh· 
ism and publicly oppose Christianity. The school authorities 
of Japan so interpret the government prohibition of religious 
teaching ~ the schools to mean opposition to Christianity. 
A Christian teacher in a Tokvo school lately refused to bow 
to the emperor's signature exhibited in the school for that 
purpose on the emperor's birthday. Such an excitement 
occurred that he considered it wise to resign his position. 
The excitement spread over the country. The Christians 
were everywhere denounced for disloyalty. Some Chris
tians expressed their loyalty by being disloyal to God, leav. 
ing their church and giving up their faith. The Buddhists 
held mass meetings throughout the empire denouncing the 
Christian faith. The Christians themselvs were divided on 
the main question, "Is it idolatry to bow to the emperor's 
signature?" the Congregationalists geserally denying and 
the Presbyterians affirming that it is worship; both sides in 
the mean time being generally abused and our religion slan
dered by the heatheR. Thus here in Bendai the Buddhist 
priests hired the largest theater with the help of some of the 
professors and students of the government local college, arid 
held mass meetin~s nightly for a week. The s·udents 
attended the Christian meetings and howled down any 
exphnation." If the missionaries stopped to think of the 
impudent arrogance of their attitude toward people whom 
they dub heathen. they might find reasons why they should 
not be surprised that the Japanese desire none of their 
religion. 
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·J.t.lt•rs /to,j _ ,6ri•nds. . . . . 

Advance Move in Elsinore~ 
ELBINORB, C.n., Oct. 1Z, 1891. 

MR EDITOR : l would like to correspond with some young 
professor who would like to help establish a liallln which' to 
lecture Sunday forenoons and evenings and· hav some kind 
of literary' or musical exercises on Thursday evenings, suit
able tor teaching the· young and even the older ones useful 
knowledge, ini>rality, and good citizenship, games or good 
manners. Iri fact to make it such· an attractiv ·meeting
place for all classes' as. to take the place of superstitious 
worship of the impossible. Very truly, F. H. Huw. 

· Distributing Good Meat Instead of Slush. 
. DBBRFIBLD, lA., Oct. 1; 1891. 

MR·. EDITOR: When I wrote you last I promised wheri I 
renewed my subscription it I could not get a new subscriber 
I would make TBB TRUTH BBBKBR a present to some one, 
and not being able to get a new subscriber in accordance 
with my promls I will inclose my order tor $5, tor which 
please renew my subscription and send THB TROTH BBBKBR 
to party pamed in my order. There are a great niany 
people l.n our township that ought to read THB TRUTH 
BBBKBR, but the church has lett its stamp upon them and 
I am sorry there are so many starving their mental faculties 
by feeding on such slush as the church can deal out when 
there is so much good food within their reach. 

. GBORGB BROWN. 

Some' Blasphemous jokes and Phrases. 
. . . NoVELTY, CAL., Sept. 26, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR i Inclosed find $2-$1 tor another TRuTH 
BBBKBR binder and the balance tor the Freethought cause. 
I can get you .rio subscribers. All the people here are Liberal 
but want no Liberal paper ; they say they can ulie the money 
for a better purpose. I am sorry Freethought went under, 
but am glad· to eee it coupled to THB TRUTH BBBXBR, as we 
Liberals on the Paclfic coast will hav a show to hear from 
each other once in a while. I hope THB TRUTH BBEKBR will 
get all the old Freetluwght subscribers. Good luck to Heston 
-his Blind Leading the Blind Is capital, as are all his 
pictures. Judging from his pictures, the she angels pre~ 
dominate 1n the New Jerusalem, which no doubt makes 
Abra'ham feel glad when called upon to do the bosom busi
ness. Yours to down old Christ anrl all other bilks, 

HBNRY DANNBNBRINK. 

The Wastes of Religion. 

s~gests, or what scientific' trtiUui. demonstrate, but rather :was ·one· ot a co'm·mittee on the stage during the pertormance 
what hope, tear, and fancy dictate;· However, it-our' friend' ;here and, as' iS always ihe case, was tully deceived. OIItstae 
or anyone else. can convince me to the-contrary, lam open· ;investigation' and a: second viewing Jed· to the· detection of 
toconvictio_n,but he will surelyhavtoproducesomeetub- 't~ewhole deceptiOil •. In.~his !<lay claim to but a minor 
bO;rn facts. in order to do so. . . . _ . ·part, tor seve~al w;ere. uniting their efforts in bringing ab(mt 

Hoping I hav not occupied too much of yoiir valuable_· :this result; It tell to Mr. Frank Brisbine arid me to make the 
space, and wishing you and' the· cause· you hav espoused public exposure at Aberdeen, my home. I lay claim to' lio 
every success, I re.inain yours for'mtmtala.nd moral' elevation, , speclal smartness and believe Iowa to be full of smarter 

T. Coox, · men, but in· the light of· all the facts I· now wonder li.ow 

N a~11J."e, Npi God~ tiie Suprem!l One. . . 
· · SALBM. UTAH, Oct. 11, 1891. 

M£. EDITOR:' There are a iew Ll'beral.minded' men in Salem 
wlio are tn a state· ot' evolution'.- K. little aid " via , Free
thought literature might ·hasten the event. . Would you 
plea!e send to each of. the parties named on the opposlt side 
of this sheet a copy of your invaluable paper, and oblige a 
truth seeker? You are at liberty to publish the_tollow-Ing 
verses, it they merit so much attention. c. F. HULL. 

The univers~ is ever. bright ~nd fair; . 
No maker formed it, Nature does declare; . 
Yet man is- ever trying to· find · · 
In. superstition an a!l.creating mind. . 
He claims to trace his origin to a clod, 
And attributes his evolution to ·a God, 
But reasoll now arises. tQ proclal.m . 
God is ~ fiction, empty is the name. · _ 

•smart men can be so easily deceived. Now tor a few facts. 
.A:t the Aberdeen performance Mra. Abbott, knowing what 

. was coming, playe~ sick and only did fi. ve tricks out of 
twelve, and' those the-most difficult ones. We then· took the 
stage,. the' aUdienCe of over 1i ve hundred being nea;i:ly solidly 

:again'st us in 11\&tter of sympathy, and, after .as tuU an 
·explanation as the commotion would permit of, we per
tm:med all of _the tricks Mrs. Abbott had. shown, together 

. with all she had omitted. Not a trick but what we could do 
·by tlie application of simple mechanical forces which she, 
:as a woman and With the ad't'antage of flowing robes and the 
further advantage of a• credulous audience, very deftly 

'conceals. I offered Mrs. Abbott $250 it I could not lift her 
:or hold her up, and- called upon the mayor to J:told the 
. money, but my offer was declin-ed._ The most powerful men 
icould not lift me or push me over, aithough bent upon 
·defeating ·us. · In the end the house unanimously voted the 
·'Abbott show a " take " and the exposure complete.- Mr~ 
·Tompkins tells what is untrue (whether knowingly or not I 
. cannot say.) when he· writes that " a committee chosen to 

Those brlllla,nt orbs we see w.i~h upt.urned face 
Eternally revolved through boundless space; 
·They seem to say ther.e· is no end to time· 
And superstition's all that is "divine." 
There is a Gnd, the tools of earth do ·cry; 

. . 'investigate the .inatter i~ tul~" did so act and report~d tp.e 

· "Tbere·itrno God," all Nature dnes replY, 
· "I. Nature, am supreme and evermore shall-reigu. 

O'er the universe, my elegant domain." 

Superstition .fades before the torch of reason, 
As leaves do fade in the autumnal season;· 
And truth will finally predominate,· 
W·bile superstition just-ly meets· its fate. 
.Atheists may .ineet with mir1isterlal frowns, ... 
Truth is more glorious than priestly crowns; 
Nature's truthR are wingless, yet can fly; · 
Imbued .with lite eternal, they will never die. 

C. F. HULL. 

. . . 
God's Bad Character. 

NATIONAL SOLDIBRB' BOMB, WIS.,}.·. 
Oct. 12, ANNO SOIBNTIA 291. " ·. 

-MR EDITOR: I confess my inability to solve this incom. 
prehensible jugglery anent all this. God-in-the.Constitution 
business. I hav at last found out that the First Reformed 
Presbyte~lan church folks will not let their members vote 
until somebody else has voted Abraham's God into our 

• exposure as untrue.. No such committee was ever _appointed 
·or acted or reported; toi the assembled public was its own 
committee and voted the Abbott show a "take." ·Further, 

·Mr. Abbott published a notice agreeing to giv a second show 
•and vindicate himself, but when my article explaining each 
trick lri detail was published, he forthwith "skipped the 

·country," canceling all his remaining Dakota engagements, 
Rnd sought new pastures in' Canada, since which time, as I 

:hav been recently informed, Mrs. _Abbott has taken· a place 
under a n_ew name in a CtJlcago dime museum. Her career 
as Annie Abbott has been run, owing to the wide publicity 
given to the expoE~ Oae further tact is of value as going to 
show the falsity of all their claims. For a swindling show 

'must· always support itself on a found"tlon of untruth. 
Prot. ti. T. Walker, of Watertown, B. D;, wrote to Thomas 

·A. Edison ~~osking it he had tor three days investigated M.rs. 

LBxiNGTON, KY., Sept. 30, 1891. 
M.R. EDITOR : Bishop Spalding remarks that ·" man is 

created for a supernatural end, that complete life is lite in 
God." This is an attempt to project legitimate realities into 
a ghostly and airy future, of which he knows nothing, the 
exlstence or which he cannot prove with any degree of 
certairity. The ghouls and angelfc fairies who people this 
fantastic region, with their master, are supposerl to possess 
the power to exalt the imagination of man, giving the only 
hnly and desirable impetus known to his desires, giving 
firmness to his virtuous exercise of will; To reach this 
cloudland is the best, the noblest object of his existence, 
and to educate his children in the knowledge of these 
vagaries and· dreams is to sanctity their alms, with ·all that 
they include of virtuous emotion and action. Is not this 
t-rifling wit.h a vengeance, and that; too, tor a master in 
Israel who expects the whole thoughtful world to sit at his 
feet and learn of him-an able writer, who could easily 
teach us ways that make tor righteousness? All this is 
necessary to prop up an immense temple, where his friends 
may repose. The main column of this edifice is the credulity 
of man. Shame I more than this I multitudes· of our fair
est; best young women are dally devoting themselvs as 
slaves that this unholy enterprise may prosper. Slaves, 
trilling their sweet lives away in convents, their tenderest 
feelings enlisted under a banner of fraud and imposition, 
without dlgnifted mental or moral profit to themselvs in 
this world or any condition which could reasonably be its 
supplement or effect. Talented young men, who are wear~ 
ing themselvs out Ignobly. It is said that they die off 
rapidly, and it is difficult to keep up a supply, great exertion 
being necessary to bolster up the machine and keep it in 

·Constitution. · 

Abbott's _powers, as claimed by Mr. Abbott. In reply to this 
Mr. A. V. Gates, private secretary to Mr. Edison, writes 
from Orange, N.J.: "I beg to state that Mr. Edison is not 
acquainted with this young lady, sud that the statement in 

;regsrd to his interview with her is entiraly erroneous." I 
:wrote to the secretary of the faculty of Harvard-University 
asking whether she was ever examined by the Harvard fac
ulty, as claimed, and whether they had pronounced her 
power to be a form of "hypnotic suggestion'' In reply 
from Cambrid~re, Mass., September 4th, Mr. Frank R>lles, 

. secretary, says,'' So tar as I know none of the members of the 

. faculty ever saw her," and "the ilarv~rd faculty never 
directly or indirectly; made any examination Into the powers 
of the' Little G~orgia Magnet.'" Here.then is a direct and 
positiv r!lfutation, fro~ un,impeachable sources. of two bare
faced lies told nightly in order to giv a color of respectabll: 
ity to a barefaced swindle. 

splendid running order. A.LIIAzA. 

The Words "Belief" and "Knowledge." 
CLBAR CRBBX, TBx., Oct. 5, 1891. 

MR. EDIToR : Inclosed please find $3 tor your most esti
mable paper, which has become a household necessity to 
me. 'The pictures are enough to open the eyes of the blind, 
even those that won't see. H your space is not too limited, 
I would iike to answer a correspondent; whose letter ap
peared in your paper some time ago, and which I hav 
intended to answer tor some time, but hav hitherto neglected. 
I do not remember his name, and although I hav looked 
over TllK TRuTH BBBKBR for several weeks back, I hav 
tailed to find it; but he said that he could not understand 
how a person could say that he knows a certain thing to 
be a tact, and therefore -believes it. Now, it is the very 
rev< rae with me. I cannot see how a person can believe 
any' hiog. that cannot· be proved to be a tact. As I take it, 
thr. t is the chief difference between religionists and Liberals 
·or· lafidels-the religionists believe something which they 
nor anyone else can prove, and the Liberals or Infidels be
lieve nothing that cannot be proved to be a tact or reality; 
I think that beltet with our friend is a mis11.omer. That he 
:haS' somewhat imbibed of religious teachinga in that respect 
Js. verylplaln, fo~ the ·~eligioniBts peUeve JlQ~ Wlll't reason 

Great Scott I is he not a foreigner? and is he not ·holding 
office . among his own people, the J ew.s? And !JUrely he. 
must hav more business on hand than he can attend to prhe 
would never hav employed. his friend and co. worker, the 
fiozeri.'souled Russ, to help him exterminate what there is 
left of this precious·" seed of Abraham." Do not the 
Presbyterians ·know that tllls Jew-God has burnt in his 
brimstone hell all their unbaptized babies, and would they 
now inst~~oll this infernal monstrosity in office at the head of 
our gov_ernment? _Never can the nations Qf the e~rth be 
truly blessed. until this liydra-headed Christian God has 
been erased from memory's seat. Here are a few short pa!F 
sages tor the First Reformed Presbyterian· church to read 
and ponder on·: . . ; · 

" Thus . saith the Lord. • - • Slay both man and 
woman, infant and !JUCkling!' 1' Prepare siaughter for hili 
children tor the iniquity of their fathers." "Slay utterly 
old' and young, both maids and little children, and women!' 
''1 will not pity, nor·sp-are, nor hav·.mercy, but destroy 
them" (1 Bam.· xv; 2, 3;- Iss. xiv, 21; Ezek. ix,.6; Jer. xlil, 
1!3)· . ' 

Jeremiah was· one of this God's special prophets, and will 
b~ accepted ali a competent witness animt his God's charac
ter by all Christlans. Hear Jerry's accusation against this 
Lord Gad: 
· "0 Lord Gvd of hosts, I sat not. in the assembly of 
mockers, nor rejoiced; I, sat alone because of thy hand: tor 
thou hast filled me with indignation. Why is my pain per
petual, and my wound incurable, which refuseth to oo 
healed? Wilt thou oe altogether unto me as a liar; and as 
waters that fall?'' (Jer; xv, 16" 18). 

After hearing Jerry.and other reliable witnesses concern
ing the character o! .this :J;.ord God,. doubtle~s these Presby
terian bigots will be content with the nanie or Jesus alias 
Christ in our Constitution, and no doubt he will get there. 
Thus, hear him : " Those mine enemies, which would not 
that I should reign over them, liririg hither and slay them 
before me "(J. Christ, Esq ). NBLSON HUNT. 

The Georgia Wonder Not So Wonderful. 
HuRON, B. D., Oct. 12, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Through the courtesy of I know noi whom, 
I hav received two copies of your vaiuable paper (speed its 
course), one of August 29th and one of September 26th. In 
the former was a communication from Mr. C. E. Werst, of 
M.lles City, Mont., touching on the matter of Annie Abbott, 
the "little Georgia Magnet,;; and quoting a communication 
from the Minneapolis Journal as to my expoe6 ot her show 
at Aberdeen, B. D., on August 8th. In the latter paper is a 
defense of Mrs. Abbott by M.r. J. L. Tompkins, of Lake 
City, Ia., in which some strong epithets are indulged in and 
some untruths told. Permit me, sir, through your valuable 
paper to say somewhat in my own defense and as to this 
exposure. I send you a copy of the Aberdeen NtwB contain
ing tb!) tyll I'CCOJ.mt, Make ~uQh use o! · it as you see O.t. I 

The case may be summed up in this,- thai their declarations 
are pure lies and their entire performance one which any 
lady can duplicate, and hence it is a " take" and a swindle 

. to travel on the false claim that Mrs. Abbott is possessed of 
unusual or supernatural powers. If the claim was that she 

• possessed a marvelous strength and power to deceive the 
eye by most dextrous movements and quick application of 
mechanical forces, then the truth would be told and she 
might be voted a success and not a fakir. W. P. BuTLBR. 

On The Prize Manual, and Politics. 
NBw YoRK, Oct. 22, B M. 291. 

MR. EDITOR: For over a year I hav anxiously awaited the 
publication of the Prize Manual ; and it was I who recently 
asked THB TRUTH S.BBKBR tor news concerning the book. 

While out in a country town this summer, I met a lady 
who said she preferred to glv a book to a child, instead of 
toys and other presents. Her tavorit book on such occa
sions was "Uncle Tom's Cabin." At. my next opportunity 
I read this antislavery novel (tor the Jl.rst time, although 
having a. previous general knowledge of its contents), my 
latention· being to compue it with the forthcoming Prize 
Manual, and then decide which would be of more benefit 
to a child. 

But having read your criticism, Mr. Editor, of the Prize 
Manual, I confess that I am disappointed with the book
!J.Ot on account .of the price ($~ 50),. but because the Manual 
is still incomplete. it consists of two works bound in one 
volume by two authors who· take particular pains to let 
readers know thai they are "friends to religion," and that 
it is deemed ''inexpedient to teach· morals on a religious 
basis there "'-in the public schools. 

"Friends to religion" and " inexpedient there" make me 
laugh-with indignation. . . · 

I hav a brother-in·law who is also a" friend to religion" 
(tor years a Sabbath-school stipednte,ndent), and who might 
be easily iaduced to write an appendix to' the Manual show
ing how children should avoid other offenses toward a 
"Being" (God) besides swearing .. As he is a religious zealot 
no money wo.uld, he asked tor the addendum-nothing ap
proaching the original prize money. I intended ordering 
three Manuals, one tor a teacher and one tor a nephew and 
niece; but I sha11 wait awhile till I can personally examin 
th prize book. · In the mean time, what other similar boo~ 
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teaching secular morality can TBB .TBUTH SK:KKBB specially 
recommend? 
.: The l• Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" which l bought 
is doing excellent -missionary work. After showing it to 
me~bers_ of the family and house, and to business patrons 
and callers, I sent it to a factory, where the superintendent 
e:xhibited it to workmen and.nelghbors; it t!ien passed to a 
lifelong Freethinker, who showed the "Text-Book" to over 
a dozen persons in h~s residence. The book.has been circu
latipg in Brooklyn, and is at present in the lonely home of a 
po_or clam-digger, where the c)J.ildren look at the pictures 
daily. I wrote on its fly-leaf instructions to keep the book 
covered; clean, and to be returned to its owner when done 
with its perusal. · · · · · 

As soon as your Bible Picture Book. is printed, I shall 
buy one. 

Another matter. Now that election-day is drawing. near 
let me entreat my Freethought friends and other Liberals: 
particularly the _young men. who will cast their first ballot, 
to learn the ph~tform of each of the four parties, and. to find 
out.the measures and principles (not men) they wish to hav 
advanced. Both -Republican and Democratic parties are 
alike-they stand for capitalistic monopoly,- oppression of 
the people, and corruption. 

The Prohibitionists try to teach temperance, but in. a harsh, 
restrictiv way. ~Advanced thinkers would solve the liquor 
problem. by abolishing the element of profit, by having the 
J!:OVernment make liquors and sell them at cost price through 
officials. (Consider the post&! serviee.) . The Prohibition 
party is practically useless ; do not waste a vote for u: 

The Socialistic Labor partyreprt:sents reform in its purity. 
It stands for fraternal cceperation (as against capitalisti~ 
warfare), tendine: toward a condition of society wherein all 
workers of hand or brain shall be equal partners in the prod
uct of the national industrial organization. The. final out: 
come of this condition would be the elevation of the Indf• 
vidual-the first road to take being : "free access to land;'' 
because freedom of the soil brings. independence of the 
laborer, and the full fruits of his labor for himself. 

In the city and state of New York there will be a complete 
(official.ballot) Socialistic Labor ticket-also in· Massachu
seits. It would be inconsistent for a Freethinker to vote for 
eitherof the three old parties. _ 

TBK TBUTH 8KEKEB advertises. a book on another page 
entitled, "Looking Backward," by Edward Bellamy. I 
hav read it and found it an excellent exponent· of Socialism; 
and can heartily commend. it to all who like literature thai 
instructs while it enlivens and entertains. 

. Yours fraternally, E. J. KIMBALL. 
[We recommend a book by Mr. Hertell, price 25 cents; 

and one by Austin Bierbower, price $1 50.-ED. T. S.] 

Belief, Not KnowledgP.. Is l\'-hat Christ and All Chris· 
tians Want. 

BRADFORD, PA., Oct. 11, 189i. 

a few following questions pu~ .t-o· Christ wUI giv us ~ome Anodynes, anesthetics,. holy oil, and inv~cation of saints 
idea of the wisdom of God. "Jesus answered and said unto are· invariably the remedies prescribed by these learned doc
hi~, Verily, verily, l say unio thee,, except a man b~ born . tors of divinity. They constitute their ent1re stock in trade. 
again, he cannot see the kingdom of God. Nicodemus saith They· are regarded as a kind of king eure.all, a' sovereign 
tinto him, Iiow .can a man be born when he is old, can he. specific, warranted to giv immediate relief in every case. A 
enter: the second time- hito his mother's womb and be born. i patient is suddenly aroused to a consciousness of his true 
Jesus answered; Vc:rily, verily, I say unto thee, except a condition. He finds his moral constitution a complete wreck. 
man be bo~n of wate~; and". of .. the spirit, he cannot enter intp Taking a. retrospect of the. past, he Ands that he has b_een a 
the kingdom of God._ 'fhat. w.hich is born· of the :il.esh is fiend incarnate. He·haa rioted wantonly with the munificent 
flesh ; an!l that which is born of the spirit is spirit. Marvel bountie.r( of nature in x:fch p~of~sion · around· him.· He has 
riot that I said unto thee, ye must be born again." We ask, been recreant to every sacred trust. He has desecrated the 
must this· kind of answer coming ,from the creator ot the family hearthstone and destroyed the happiness of the domes
universe satisfy inodern Infidels 'i Let us look at the reason tic circle. He has lured the innocent and confiding from the 
giv~n tor being born again. Of ~ourse,If. this kind of reason path of virtue and 'right. So utterly depraved was he that 
was given i;n an asylum we would .not ~t all be amazed, but he could laugh with Satanic glee at the wretchedness and 
coming from- a heavenly representativ, it is worth our misery he had wrought. But an avenger hath overtaken 
while to make a careful analysis of ft. ,, The wind bloweth him at last, and he now finds himself before the inexorable 
where it llsteth, and. thou h!larest the sound thereof but bar of justice, where he has been tried for his life, found 
knowest not when~e it cometh and whithel.' it_ goeth. So is guilty, and condemned to die for the many foul and atro. 
everyone that is born of the spirit. And Nicodemus said, ·cious crimes that he has so unhesitatingly committed. 
How can these things be? jesus answered and said, .Art ·In a wild tremor of· excitement he bawls :" " 0 for an a no. 
thou the teacher o! Israel ~nd widerstandest not iheee dyne to relieve the excruciating mental anguish that is rack
things ?" What satisfaction is here for an honest seeker of ing my worn-out frame I Is . there no help?" " Why,· God 
th!l truth? When Jesus was asked these plain, simple bless you," yes," says the .spiritual quack; ,·,fear iiot, my 
q uest!onP, and the fact was t)lat _he was God, he should hav brother, you hav but to knock and the door to happiness 
proved beyond a shadow of doubt that we ml!Bt be born and peace is opened for you. It already stands, ajar and 
again, In. this question the light that WBI!! so much talked angels are inviting you to come. 'Tis true you hav been an 
of did not. seem to cast a: ray. In this interview we find one abandoned, despised wretch. Yes, yes, 'tis true that all 
looking: for knowledge and the other looking for belief. earthly friends hav just forsaken you, lest they be contamf. 
If God was in possession of the know~edg!l _he would hav nated by your foul presence. But there is one friend that 
undoubtedly illustrated there to NicodemuS the method of loves you. Yes, he does I Bless his holy name i Jesus 
being borii again. We hav had Christa in all ages of the al WBYJ! loved you I He has long been standing with Iovin g 
world. and they all ask the people to J!alieve in thE)m, and in heart and open arms ready and willing at any time to bless 
regard to those abstruse questions we find none of them can and receive you-patiently waiting for you to sow your 
giv' the Infidel spy information any more than the original wild o~ts expecting that you would come only at tlie eleventh 
ene. Bui here the question arises, why don't some of these ·hour all worn apd fagged O\}t and unfit for aught but to 
followers do· something according to theil.'. belief i They . repose on his loving breast. [8.e can hav my place ] 
should tum water into wine; they should by simple touch It. is true you hav been one of the viles~ of. ~he vile. 
bring the dead to life, fe~d five thousand me'n on five barley Divine justice demands that you should roast forever. I 
loaves and two fishes. If they could oldy do this latter ene am sure there can be no mistake about that. But you hav 
thinl!', what 6 vast amount of liv;es could be sa,ved every trusted him; you hear me, you hav tru~ted him, and 
year from starvation, from going io poorhouses, from going praised him a little, and acknowledged him to b~;~ a great 
to brothers to get food and clothing, taking advantage of all king, superior to all other kl.ne:s ; you hav chosen him to be 
opportunities to get enough to keep ,away the pangs of your savior, so never fear I DJ not trouble yourself about 
hung-er and despair I Look_ at the great army of blind and . the consequence o! your crimes You doubtless hav had . 
crippled the world over, and they are aU believers and lie· a good time. The dead line is now passed in s~fety, if you 
cot ding to their belief they should heal themselvs. Thi$ only continue to trust. him. This is the important. point 
.belief medic!n has been in.· use for eighteelil hundred just now. Jesus has paid it all. He has taken your sins 
years and we find that we hav to maintain upon -himself and canceled them in advance by his blood 
the hospitals and asylums jitet the same an'd shed on Calvary eighteen .hundred years ago that you may 
employ doctors and physicians to ·attend to the escape a just recompense for the conduct of a vicious, 1m
wants of the cripples and insane. Where has Ohrjst been moral, depraved life. As is generally the case, no sorrow 
all these years with his barley loaves and fi"shes? Why nor regrets for sin can hold out successfully agai~st such 
do he 110 So t di f

. · t d 
1 1 

vigorous treatment. The equilibrium of the patient is mi-
es a w many o e o wan an go nsane year y 1 1 t d d. 1 h hi i 1 h · 

h. h. told the . x 1 if th f 11 d hi 1 racu ous y res ore , an w t s reman ng energy e cries, 
w en e m e press y . ey o owe s examp e " God b' h bl · d d , · · 
he would do away with their wants? Did he tell the whole . .ess t e esse ano yne I while the spimual ~.uack 
truth and nothing but the truth or has the mind of the r t J :>ins the nurses and numerous attendants in singing, The 

. d ·' . g ea great physician now is near," etc. 
pe_ople misunderstoo his sanctimonious principle of heav- N 1 i t (I · ) ih i fi 1 b t 
enly lying? Ther~ Is a deceptl9n somewhere, in the author o one can s n aga ns DJ ure e . n o t; u we can 
0 1 th . t · 1 ·d f th r· 11 · W k f th and do often sin against ourselvs and our fello_w man. But . r n. e grea m n o e o owers. e now rom e . . . _ 
Sunday attendance on pious occasions they are doing all in if we go to the one we liav inJured and make tlie wrong right, 
their power to carry to a successful issue the doctrin as he and mend our ways for time to come, we will hav no use 
laid it rrown. Chri$t plainly said himself; at St. J'obn for clerical anodynes, anesthetics, holy ol~, invocation of 

I "V 11 11 1 _ t h h saints, nor anything of the kind, but wm hv in peace with x v: er y, ver y, say uno you, e t at d 
b li th th k ·t·h t I i.l h 11 h d · ourselvs, our neighbors, an all that surrounds us in life. 

edeve teon mek, teh wotrh 8 ah 
11 

b 0 dP ab e 01~
180 I wish to state in this connection tbat notwithstanding 

an grea r wor s an ese s a e o, ecause go th it f th b" t d id tl 1 
t, th f th , Wh i th f 11 th t d e grav Y o e su Jec un er cons era on, am.some-un o e a er. ere s e o ower a can o any. 1 d b f h · 1 1 1 k 

thing according to faith? Let us hav it now and here one t mea amuse Y some o t ose sp r tua nut.crac; ere. 
- · · e They get tangled on some knfltty question and become in-

for all. Let the church set a day apart and giv us Infidels dignant, and instead of replying -to the arguments presented 
an invitation and we will try and atten~ as spectators lf they they assail the character of their opponent with peraooal 
promis us one little miracle. We don_ t ask much. Nor do slang and abuse, and like the well-trained Pretty Poliys 
we want a large -one. Anyth~ng wlll do, no matter how that they are, they sit upon their upholstered perch and 
small it is, so they prove to us it is a miracle, or forever chirp with a reverential intonation the same old song that 
bold their peace and disorganize and let us sleep on Sunday King David sang three thousand years ago, " The. fool 
morning. JAs. BPBLLEN. hath said in his heart thtJrtJ is no God I" It .has been said 

Medical and Theological Doctors Contrasted. 
INDIAN GBovK, Mo., Sept. 12, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB: The undersigned has recently been admon. 
ished in a very impressiv manner by a dear friend to flee 
from the "wra~h to come." He sayh: "I am amazed at 
such a reckless onslaught on the venerated religion of our 
fathers .. : It would be far less irrational, and less pernicious 
in its effects On maDkind, to annihilate forever the pharma. 
ceutic department of science and blot out the materia medica 
of the universe, together with all that experience and·obser. 
vation hav discovered in the practice of medicin, and thus 
practically abandon the world to the ravages of pestilential 
disease and death, than to destroy the hope and faith that 
animates and inspires the great sympathetic heart of the 

that children and fools tell the truth. These spiritual 
croakers assume an air of sacerdotal gravity and hammer 
away at these old theological chestnuts, and it is really 
amusing to see them miss the chestnut and whack their 
fingers. I am always sorry for them, especially when they 
happen to crack their heads. This, however, does not 
often occur, as thick skulls are hard to break. 

MB. EDiron: The article I wrote for publication in your 
paper a few issues since caused some little commotion 
amongst the followers of the lamb in this locality. To some 
it was a great source of annoyance, and to others it gave a 
great feeling of relief .. The latter was what pleased me the 
most: To say a few words to the many Liberal thinkers 
living in this benighted neighborhood is to me a labor will. 
ingly performed. To break the iron bars of ignorant super
stition; to take by the hand those who hav been imprisoned 
in those grated ~ells of bigoted, narrow, soul-shrinking 
creeds ; to lead them into the bright light of a better day, is 
a labor gratuitously, kindly, gladly performed. I want to 
see the day that every good man in the right will be every 
other good man's brother, no matter what is his idea of here 
or hereafter, m')rtal or immortal. Beliefs prove nothing. 
Knowledge, and great knowledge, is all we shotild hav any 
entertainment for. It is the only school we want, and it is 
the school we · can afford to contribute to-where our 
children can learn something useful, where mathematics 
instead of prayer is taught. The multiplication .table in my 
judgment is far in advance of rosaries. By giving theJ!e 
rJsing generations an education we enable them in after 
years to go out into the world with the advantage of a good 
education and secure employment; and at the same time we 
will be doing away with a cert~in amount of superstition. 
Knowledge is the great enemy of religion. The inoi:e of it 
we can distribute, the more happiness we are inaugurating 
and the more victims we can hope to force out ot the 
withered grasp of the church. In all ages the cb,urch has 
fought with all her power the science-of education, tlie science 
of medicin, the science of_ astronomy-in short, everymqve 
that the pioneers of the race of mankind bav ever put on 
foot for the benefit of the human or animal races. The 
system by which she creates the alms on which she live is 
the result of long.continued and bloody wars otextermina· 
tion, the cruelty of which' there are not words enough in all 
the languages of !Deli. to describe. This systeni is_ built on a 
platform of one single plank, and that plank is belief. To 
be a member of this institution you are not required to 
bring anything in the shape of knowledge with you. You 
must make yourself familiar with the kind of belief that is 
requlsit where you make application tor membership: __ This 
is all. · And we find the man or God ·man that organized this 
society . of Christians about eighteen hundred· yeai,'B 
ago was not in favor of knowledge. This is 
how we know. It seems that Nicodemus was 
ruler of the Jews about the time that Christ 
was organizing his sect. According to the story, Nicodemus 
came to Christ by night and said to him : "Rabbi, we know 
that thou art a teacher conie from God, for no inan can do 
these signs that thou dost, except God be wlth him." Here 
is a fair question asked of G 1d. It is contended by the 
followers that Cllrist is as much God as God is hl_mself, _so 
v.irtu!\llfliico4emus was speakin~ to God. The a'bove and 

Christian world." · · 

In cpnclusion, i wh:h right here to acknowledge, with 
thanks, the receipt of the numerous Freethought publica. 
tiona that hav recently come to my address. The futility 
of undertaking to start and sustain so many new :Jrree 
thought publications just at this time seems to hav been 
practically demonstrated. Such undertakings, for the 
present at least, should and will be abandoned by those who 
hav a practical conception of the methods req 1Iisit ·to the 
advancement of the Freethought interests of the d.1y. A 

·generous patronage of the Freethought publications now in 
print would certainly reduce the subscription price by 
increasing their circulation, and at the sani.e time place 
them on a permanent financial basis. 

Now, we wish to inform our friend that we do not contem. 
plate undertaking to annihilate the pharmaceutic department 
of science, or to blot out the materia medica of the universe, 
o"r to obstruct or hinder in any way the seq uirement of use
ful knowJed~~:e that would _be of any practical utility what. 
·ever to mankind. No; nor:-. I am· sure we cannot dispense 
with the doctor of physic. It would never do to depend on 

. priestly prayers and holy oil to heal the sick and affi .cted. 
Nevertheless, I would inau,;urate a general crusade against 
all doctors of divinity-divine quacks"-and their foul nos
trums I would cast into the sea. There is a great multitude 
of these pampered, sleek-coated spiritual quacks. It is 
claimed that there-are ninety thousand of them in this coun
try alone. But one competent docter of physic outweighs 
them all. His service is of more real value during the preva. 
lence ot La irippe or small-pox thazi the entire nmety 
tho\lsand clerical <Juacks combined. 

There is one feature in connection with THE TBUTH 
8KKKBR that commends it to our admiration and approval. 
If you are not in sympathy with its methods and aims you 
are expected to say so. If you wish to place yourself on 
record as opposing Anarchy, Socialism, Spiritualism,_ prom
iscuity, and superstition in ail their varied phases and 
forms, it is your accredited privilege. And we hope that no 
one will feel any hesitancy in doing so. The inost expedi
tious inethod of killing an idea is to giv it enough ventpa. 
Uon through the press. We think, however, that all vicious 
and- immoral practices and theories that are universally 
reprobated by all civilized people should not be discussed 
in the vublic printe. Respectfully1 w. E. WALTON, 
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Correspondence. · Here Eve~ Man- Speaks for Himself 

_llciUAld bf J1ua Su&.UI H. WIXoB, l"all 
ll'-'"'• Jf'~~a., Co 11l'w!ll tJII OOMMU~I/ot 
e \18 OtwfWf' eAould bll '"''' 

of eight he fell in love, and was afterward 
noted for his. many attachments. He was 
created a lord at the age of eleven, h~ving 
succeeded his grand•uncle, a moody old 
gentleman who shut himself up in his castle 
after killing his friend in a duel or drunken 
quarrel-:-people are disputing which it was, 
but I feel more inclined to agree with the 
latter. Little Lord 'Byron bore his new 
honors meekly, but with dipity. He is 
reported to hav aeked his mother one day 
during a conversation in which Mrs. Byron, 
or Mrs. Gordon, was probably· trying to 
impress upon Byron hls great responsibility, 

. , . _ CtsNB, lu..,Oct. ',1:; 189l. 
D:IA.lt MISS Wu:oN : This is iny first letter 

to the Corner, although I hav thopght I 
would write for some time past. 
· I am the sister of Elmer W. Pride. He 

and Willie hav written several times. 

, and tells what the Great East India 
Remedy has done for him. 

Gentlemen ,-Please send another$I2 box 
ofCannabis Indica. It has entirely cured me 
of Bronchitis and Catarrh. I 
gained nine pounds in two. weeks. The 
'36 ~pent with you_ has done_ more good for 
me than the $200 paid to doctors. 

ot Batweea the dark and the d&YII&k~; 
When the night ia beginnillK to lower. 

001Rel a paUSe in the daY'I oooupa"onl 
ThaUI known &I the Ohildren'l Hour." 

We llv on a farm, and I am the only sister 
of six boys, so of course I do not hav much 
time to read or write as I would like, and 
we are building this fall, besides. _ I like TBB 
TRUTH BBBXBB very much,- and the Magadns 
just as well. 

I want to tell you about one of our Chris
tian friend~ here. She has a very sick sister._ 
The sick girl is married and is not able to 
hire a girl to help her, and her mother has 
been trying to , wait on her and her own 
family at the same time, so she thought it 
would be better to bring her home. But her 
good Christian sister says she does not want 
her there ; she is only in the way. Does she 
not show her Christian spirit to her own sis
ter? 

BENJ. F. JONES. · 
No. 820 Garrt"so11 A.ve., St. Lout's, Mo. 

A. Prince of Newfoundland. 
A TRUE STOBT. if 11 S~e perceived &ny difference in him 

The shower had caued, but the city stt'eet in b 1 d in h i d 
Waaftooded still with the drenching rain, s ce he ecame a or ' s ce e perce ve 

Though men and horses with hurrYincfeet ·none himself." 
·Swept on their busy ways again. I Byron had his fa~ts, but ~e was nobly 
The gutter ran like a river deep : sympathetic_and scomed to stoop to a mean 

By the clean;washed pavement fast it rtU!hed a_ction-a hater of sham and hypocrisy. A 
As out of the spouts with a dash anll a leap , little incident which is reported to. havoc-

The sinll:ing, sparkling water gushed. · curred at school is worth recording to illus-
A little kitten with ribbon blue . l trate the noble qualitY of sympathy. A very 

Oroased ov.er the way to the gutter's brink; i rough am] large boy one day was infiicting a 
WUh many a wistful; Plaintiv mew, :very painful punishment upon a little boy 

She seemed at the edge to shudder and shrink._· with a heavy stick, which left large crimson 
And there she stood, while her pi•eous cries _ -I streaks from which the ·blood oozed out. 

Were all unheard by the heedless throng, -Byron was a witness of the chastisement, and 
Looking across with auch longing e:res; 
· But the torrent was all too swifi and s~rong. his little heart ached for the child, but he 

knew that he was powerless to do anything; 
so, stepping up to the tormentor, he asked, 
in a voice quivering with passion and resent· 
ment, how many stripes he intended to in
filet. "Why," the large boy returned, "you 
little rascal, what is that to you P" " Be· 
cause," answered the little hero, holding out 
,his arm, "I would take half." 

Up the street, o'er the pavement wide, 
Wandered our Prince from Newfoundland, 

Stately and oareless and dignified, 
Gazin&' about him on either hand. 

The sun shone out on his glossY ooat, 
And hla beautiful eyes so soft and brown 

With quiet, observant &'Ianoe took note 
Of all that ww passing him, up and down. 

He heard the kitt_en that wailed and mewed, 
Stopped to look a:i:Jd investigate; 

The whole siiuation understood, · 
And went at onoe to the resoue straight. 

Oa.\m\y out into the street walked he 
Up to the poor little trembling waif, 

Lttted her gently and oarefully, 
And carried her over the water safe, 

And set her down on the longed-for shore. 
Licked her soft coat with a kind oaress, 

Left her and went on hia way onoe more, 
The pioture of noble thoughtfuilless. 

Only a dog and a oat, you sayf 
Could a human being understand 

And be more kind in a human way 
Than this fine old Prinoe from Newfoundland? 

Ob, ohUdren dear, •tia a lesson sweet·; 
If a dumb dog so wise can be, 

We should be ~rentle enough to treat 
All oreatures with kindness and couries~. 

For surely among us there is not one 
Who suoh an exe.mple could withstand ; 

Who would wish in goodneas to be outdone 
By a prinoely dog from Newfoundland f 

-Cezta. 271azter, fn Ha-pers• Younq Peopze. 

Biographical Sketches. 
VJI.-BYBON. 

George G:>rdon, Lord Byron, was bom on 
Hollesstreet, London, the 221 day of Janu-. 
ary, 1'188. His father was captain of a ship 
and a dashing and extravagant man. Miss 
Catherine Gordon, Lord Byron's mother, was 
Captain Byron's second wife. She was an 
only child of indulgent parents .. Perhaps that 
accounts for her dlsposition, for she was a 
passionate and revengeful woman. A 
fortune held in her own right Captain 
Byron soon squandered, and then left her 
with only a f~w pounds which he could 
not touch. And this was all that was left at 
the time that the p'et was born. Captain 
:Byron died in Valenciennes, 1791, mourned 
by few. Mrs. Byron, or Mrs. Gordon, as she 
now called herself, was passionately attached 
to her ,son, alternately smothering him 
with kisses or enraging l!illl with blows. 
Byron's unhappy disposition was probably 
inherited from his mothE>r. He would hav 
fits of violent, passionate outbursts and tear 
his little dresses into ribbons, defying his 
mother and nurse to do their worst
" silent rl!oges," as he afterward called 
them. In "Don. Juan" he rays : 

· Byron's first literacy venture was in 1806, 
which he :wrote while at college. It was a 
small quarto volume, which is, however, 
out of print. The. following year he wrote 
" Hours of Idleness," which critics declared 
to hav hardly possessed literary merit. They 
were fiercely assailed by Lord (then Mr.) 
_Brougham in the Edino1.11rgh Rt'DietJJ. His 
.saroasmg stung Byron into a poet, for he then 
wrote '' English Bards. and Scotch Review
. era,'' which the public had to acknowledge, 
and then Byron started on the road to fame. 
He grew dissipated, like Burns, and, think
illg that marriage wo_uld settle him down, he 
married Miss Milbank, daughter of Sir 
Ralph MUbank. But this marriage proved 
strangely infelicitous, and after the bh1h of 
her daughter Ada, Lady Byron left for her 
maiden home and refused to come back. 
Byron then left England. In a letter to _a 

friend he writes: ''I was accused of every 
monstrous vice by public rumo~ and private 
rancor. • • • !felt that If what was whiB
pered and muttered and murmured was true, 
I was unfit for England; if false, England 
was unfit for me. I withdrew." His fond
ness for the water, and the expectation of 
being free once more, is expressed in the 
third canto of " Childe Harold :" 

Once more upon the waters, yet once more. 

And farther on, his yearning to behold his 
child once more : 

To aid thy mind's development-to watch 
Thy dawn of little joys-to sit and see 

Almost thy very growth-to view thee catch 
Knowledge or objects, wonders yet to thee 1 
To hold thee lightly on a gentle knee, 

And print on thy soft cheek a parent's kiss-

And again-

Is thy face like thy mother's, my fair child P 
Acia l sole daughter of my house and heart I 

When last I saw thy young blue eyes, they 
smiled, . 

And then we parted-not as now we part, 
But with a hope-. • 

Byron's career ended on the 19th of April; 
1824:. He was overtaken by a shower while on 
horseback; fever set in, which finished his life 
and ended his troubles. He was rather hand
some, with curly hair and regular features; 
His only defect was in his right foot, which 
was deformed. InA A· BALLOU. 

A little curly-headed, good.for.nothing, 
And mischief-maklllg monkey from his birtb, 
His parents ne'er agreed except on doting · 
Upon the most UDquiet imp on earth; · 

A. Slight Mistake. 

Instead or quarreling, if they bad both been 
in 

Their SeJ:lses, they'd hav sent the young 
master forth 

To school, or had him l!oundly whipped at 
home, . 

To teach him manners for the time to come. 

This was ·n., doubt founded on fact. 
Like :Bums, Byron was " constantly a 

victim of love.'' Indeed, the two poets 
greatly resembled. one another in almost 
everything, save that Byron had more of a 
sujlerior education- and was hence more 
refined and cultured. _ Byron " had sighed 
to many,'' indeed. When only a little fellow 

A very long time ago, when I wore pants 
with only one leg-you see the idea of hav
ing had to wear dresses is still strongly dis: 
tasteful, and now, as I did in early boyhood; 
it comes easier to say pants withone leg-: 
once, when conversation referred to a neigh
bor who was the stepfa~her of a young lad 
working at my father's. whose name was 
George, the gentleman appeared at the gate, 
and when he knocked upon the door I ran to 
open and admit him, and after he greeted me 
I ran to announce him in the $itting-room, 
and this Is what I said : " 0 papa I George's 
foot father is come," and I never heard the 
last of this mistake. UNoLB JA..ox. 

.There are not many Liberals Tery near US. 
Well, I guess my letter is long enough for 

the first. I will try and write more next 
time. Hopln~t to see this in print, 

Your si11cere friend, 
GBAom PBIDB. 

MoMnmVILLB, OBB., Sept. 28, 1891. 
DBAB MISs WzxoN: I think it is about time 

for me to write to the Comer again. 
,School will start next Monday and I am 

gl:ad Of it. 
We are having just lovely weather now, 

but it rained for two weeks before. 

"This is the retn~dy :that cured me of 
Consumption r8 years .11g9; .and one 
of the medicines I·hold in high estimation. 
Enclosed · is $27 for another box uf 
Indian Hemp. 
"J. G. LITT, Pastor .Evangelical- Church. 
_ "South .Cayuga, 'Otltario." 

Gentlemen.-The enclosed -~u Is for
another box of Dr. H. James' remedies. I 
think your Cannabis Indica saved 
rny life five years agQ, when I lived at 
Hickory Plains, Ark. I still use a bottle 
dccasionally and recommend it to others, 
· Gratefully, Rev. B. H. MALONE, A.M. 

DecatUI'sville, Decatur, Tetlfl, 

Friend Craddock, 
Will thee please send me four bottles of 

Cannabis Indica, Pills and 
Ointment for my cousin's husband, 
whom I fear is in a decline, and as thy 
medici_nes cured my only brother of u 
Hemorrhage of' the Lungs 
about a year ago, I wish cousin to take 
them. 

'Thy true friend, HANNAH MICKLE. 
Near Woodbury, N: <J. 

I received a Frutkinklh's' Magaeine. There 
is a ladv's picture in it and I think it is Susan 
H. Wixon's. I was glad to get the Magadne 
and I think it is very nice. 

We are going to build' a new house this "Mother has been suffering with 
fall. We shall commence it in a few weeks. Bronchitis nearly twenty years, and 

I will be glad when the flowers commence tried most all kinds of medicine, and says the 
blooming again. I am fond of fiowers. Cannabis Indica it the only thing 
· I sin much disappointed when there is no that gives her relief." 

Corner in the paper. The last paper had no JANE A. AsHBROOK, 
Comer. I was very sorry. I think some of Lovela.cet,ille, Ballard Co., Ky. 
the children's letters are just splendid. 

I w-ould like to hav some of the boys and "1 know all about the Cannabis 
girls write to me. We are all Freethinkers. ;Jndica. Fifteen-years ago it cured my 
There are not many Freethinkers around ·daughter of the Asthma; she had it very 
here. Some of the boys and girls are Liberal bad for several years, but was perfectly 
in their views. I would like some time to cured. Please send me a $9 box of vour 
hav you send me one of your pictures if you medicine." JACOB TROUT, · 
·would, a11d I may send one of mine some Deep River, Poweshick Co., Iowa. 

~ "I k- h··c bi My sister said she would not write this . - have ta en t e · anna_ 8 
time, as she has no time to write. ,Indica as directed, and ·am happy to 

I like to liv here.- We hav a nice climate tell you that I am perf~ctly. cured ofNaeal 
here, although there is a good deal of .snow Catar~h. You_ were nght, my trou~le was 
and rain during the winter months. not Consumphon, but Catarrh. M 

Well, I will close, for fear of that dteadful JAMES A. CALU'YELL, 
waste.basket. Hoping I shall see this in Wabash Avo., Chtcaro, Ill. 
print, I am, as ever, 

Your friend, 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experi~nce. 
By s. P. Putnam. 

20 cents. 

Gentlemen : Please find enclosed $30 
for another box of medicine.; your remedies 
are doing a great good in t!lis .. neigl_lborhood. 
The Salve and Pills are gaining great rep-
utation in curing Rheumatlem and 
Constipation ; if you send me some 
circulars I will distribute .them. You 
really ought to have an agen,'~y out here. 
Respectfully, C. M. MEEK, Postmast•r. 

".Jacksoll, Amador Co., Cal. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. With the exact knowledge which the 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. Physicians of to-day have, diagnosing. is no 

longer guess work; the poison, the acid, 
The Problem of the Universt- and the germ, or the cause itself may be clearly 

it& Scientifio Solution. with some Orilioisms traced, and the physician at ·once deter- · 
of Un,versology. Price.l!O oents. mine his course. Therefore the public has · 

Waifs and Wanderings. A Ne'R aguaranteethat Dr. H.James' preparations 
Amerioan Story. Price, oloth, $l.Oo; J)aper, of Hemp are based upon strictly scientific 
60 cents. " A prose epio or the war, rioh With · · 1 · h th h k 1 d f incident and dramatic power; breezy from prmctp es, wtt a oroug now e _ ge o 
first Page to last with tbe living spirit of to- the effects of each ingredie'nt separately 
day.~-John Bwtn!O'TI'B Paper. and combined, upon each organ of the 

Golden Throne, A Romance. ''The. human system, in either ita healthy or its 
author rertainly has geniua. The divine disea&ed condition. Hence the universal 
oreativ spark is with him, The book is filled satisfaction of this remedy. 
with manly thoughts, exPre&Bed in manly Since the introduction of Dr. H_ . James' 
wor<ls-the transcriPt of a manly mind. · · · · · Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.', preparations mto thts country the demand 
-Inuerso!!. Price, St. for them has become so great that we 

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation are obliged to establish agencies in va
In rh:vme between the Nineteenth Oentury rious localities for the accommodation of 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein our patients. b1 futur~ tltiJ remedy ca11 
it il Bhowa there is much in barmon;ybetween be obtained at Ike following agencieJ, or 
them. l'rice, tO cents. at tlte Home ojfice: 

Prometheus, . A Poem. "It is JoHN D. pARK & SoN, Cincinnati, o. 
crammed with life, thought, and profound 'MEYER BRos. DRUG Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with F · & F Ch' 111 extraordinarybeauty."-Dr. Herir?J Jr.Bellot.IJB. ULLER ULLER1 tcago, . 
Prioe1 Sl. C. N. CRITTONTON1 New York City. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand! and RicHARDsoN & Co., Omaha, _N~b. 
other Ajrnoatic poems. Price, to cents. . R. A. RoBINsoN & Co., Lomsvtlle, Ky. 

Ad i d H A t
• • GEORGE C. GooDWIN, Boston, Mass. 

am an_ eva. poe Ul veriiJOn McKESSON & RoBBINS, New York City. 
of tbe Indtan story ofthe Garden of Eden in G A K & c P"tt•b p whioh its superiority to the mutilated copy- EORGE . ELLEY <?·• t , urg, a. 
tbe Geneeislegend-fashown. Prioe, tooenta. PuRCELL, LADD & Co., Rtchmond, Va. 
i'or all of the aboye address PursoN & DoziER, Atlanta, Ga. 

THE TRUrH SEEKER 00., NOYES BRos. & CUTLER, St. Paul, Minn. 
28 Lafantte Pl&oe, New Yor)-. I. L. LYoNs, New Orleans, La. 

FOR .ALE. 
'FARRAND, WILLIAMs& Co.,Detroit,Mich. 

GoDB&, PITTS & Co.,Salt LakeCity,Utah. 
a F.r.~~rm of 24 Acrea c. F. GOODMAN, Omaha,· Neb. 

A ..., 113• REv. ALEXtus EDJtLBROc:K, President, 

b 
Splendidly 

0
Jooatedd. Bioh aoll-canr&i1e whea~, O.S.B., St. John's University, Collegeville·, 

arley, etc. rcha.r ~ produce largely. House, Stearns Co Minn . 
barn, and other buildings in ftrst-class condition. ., • 
Ill oaUed" a model farm." Within a abort dis- $z.so per bottle, or three bottles for $6.50._ 
tance of New York citY. Price rea&onable on easy Pills and Ointment· $t 25 each 
terms. Owner (e.n old TBUTH SBEKEB Jubacriber) I ' · · 
YS~irina on aocount or old. t~,ge. . _ <?RADDO~K & Co., xo3::r. Race Street, . 

Address T. WHITE, Ph1ladelphta, Sole Proprietors. 
. Bed Bank, N. J. . , 

Ask your druggist for Dr. H. James' 
WATER OF LIFE Imported Remedies, or s.end to us direct, 

Ia Doing Wonders In Curing t)le Sick, naming this paper. __ --~-__ .. -
Write for Pamphlet, to J. B. PERBY, 

34 South Main Street, Wilkeabarre, Pa. 
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D~ H. Bl:NNETT;S WORKS. 

ADDBEBS TBE TBUTH I!!EEKEB OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large volumss. With a steel-plate 
engraving.of the author in Vol. I.,. and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt.edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. l,07f?pages,8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes ·and Persecutions; 8vo. 
1;119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, ·$4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

. The Gods. and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 p:er 
-volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in mqrocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From B"ehind the Bars. .A. series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. · 

A Truth Seek~r in E~ope •. !>- series 
of ·letters wntten dunng a v1s1t of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving . some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben
nett was a delegate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The. letters. 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-pla.te portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. ' 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of ·the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Sat\).n, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a. :first
class God. . 333 large pages. Paper lJOV• 
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1. . 

Jndais~Jl •. Christianity, and Mob,am· 
medanism examined historically 
and, critically. It is thought to be the 
most .d.amaging exhibit of Christianity 
that · has appeared. · 500 large pages. 
Priee; $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; · .. 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
.A. debate on Ohristianity and Infidelity~ 
between D. M. BlllNNETT and Rev. G. H. 
H~li:BEY• ·!\This book has had a -very 
large ' sale, and is a.· splendid work for 
Freethinkers to· loan to Christian. n,eigh- . 
bors; ' 650 pa"es. Price. $1. · , 

lHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
l'rt,..e, 91'1 nom'& 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee
D. M. BlllNNlllTT and C:mus RoMm.us R. 
TlllED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents: 

What Objections to Christianity1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNlllTT and 
G. M. MA.m, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christi\).nity is neither new n<>r 
origiBa.l, being borrowed or copied from 
much older sy!lten:~s of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
menta bav been as fully and truly ascribed 
to other teachers and foun.dets of religio:Q 
as to Jesus. . 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorica.l; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAm denies. This iB 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

'rrial of D. M. Bennett in the Uniteo 
States Circuit Oourt upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was peJ;petrated upon MB. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. · 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

LJ.terrogatories to Jehovah. :Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects. 
Pa.Der. 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing-many church incidents and his evolu
tion from Christianity to Liberalis~. Pa-

oloth, 75 c.1ents. 

The BoGk of Chronicles of the Pil· 
!Oims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq 
the ':L'rr..';h Seeker~. Cloth, $1.00 

Th.e · First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth SeeJrers.. 
10 cents. 

l'he Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. . •. 

Onen Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
- lU cenur. · 

-__,....,_-..... -.s 
-----::::-~~_ .... ___ -· 

HUMBOLDT LIBRARY 
-oF-

POPULAR SCIENCE. 

No. 1. Light Science for Leisure Hours. 
A series. of familiar essays on astronoiJl· 
ical and other natura.! phenomena. By 
:Richard A. Proctor, F .R.A.S. 

No. 2. Forms of Water in Clouds and :Rivers, 
Ice and Glaciers. (19 ill1l8tratiom). By 

, John ~dall,F.R.B. 
No •. 8. :Physics and Politics. An application 

of .the principles of Natura.! . Science .to 
Political Society. By Walter Bagehot, 
author of "The ·English Constitution;" 

No. 4~ Man's Place in Nature, (with numerous 
· illmtration8). By Thomas H. Huxley, 

F.R.S. · • 

No. o. Education, Intellectual, :Mora.!, ~d 
. Physical. By Herbert Spencer. · 

No. 6. Town Geology. With Appendix on 
Coral a.nd Cora.! Reefs. By Rev. Charles 
Xingaley. 

No, 7. The Conservation of Energy, (wiU. 
numerous iUUJJtration8). By Balfour Stew· 
art, LL.D. 

~o •. 8. The Study of Languages, brought back 
to its true principles. By C. Marcel. 

No. 9. TheDataofEthics. ByRebertSpenc~r. 
No. 10. The Theory of Sound in its Relation 

to 1Uusic, (numerous ill1l8trati<m8), By 
Prof. Pietro Blaserna. 

No. 11.} The Naturalist on the River A. ma
zons. A record of 11 years of travel. 

No. 12. By Henry Walter Bates; F.L.B. (Nol 
sold separately}. · 

No. 13. Mind and Body, The theories oi their 
. relations. By Alex. Bain,-LL.D.-

No. H. The Wonders of the Heavens, (thirtY' 
two iUUJJtration8). By Camille Flammarion. 

No. 15. Longevity. The means of prolonging 
life after middle age, By John Gardner, 
M.D •. 

No. 16. The Origin of Species, By Thomas H. 
·Huxley, F.R.S. . . , 

No.17. Progress: Its Law and Cause. With 
other"disquisitions. By Herbert Spencer. 

No. 18. Lessons in Electdcity, (nzty illwtra
tion8j. By John Tyndall, F.R.s. 

No. 19. Familiar Essays on Scientific Sub
jects, By :Richard A. Proctor. 

No. 20. The Romance of Astro;,_omy, .By R. 

No. 21. 

No. 22. 

" No. 23. 

No. 24 . 

No.·25. 

No. 26. 

. Kalley :Miller, M.A. · 

The :I>hysical Basis of Life, with other 
essays. By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S. · 

Seeb:ig and Thinkin&"• By William 
Kingdon Clifford, :F.R.S. • · 

Scientific Sophisms. A review ot cur
rent theories roncerning Atoms, Apes 
and Men, By Samuel Wainwright, D.D. 

l:'opular Scient.:fic LeclLn· .... ~; ('Lttm;t'l't 
ted). By Prof: H. Relmholu. · ~ 

·The Origin of Nations .. By Prof.Geci. 
Rawlinson;"Oxford University. · 

The Evolutionist at Large. By Grant 
Allen. 

J!:l"o. 27. TJte History of Landholding in Eng 
land. By Joseph :Fisher, F.R.H.S. 

No. 28. Fashion in Deformity, a.s illustJ:ated 
in the customs of BaTbaTous and Civil· 
izea Races. (numerous itlUJJtration8;: ' By 
William Henry Flower, F.R.S. 

No. 29. Facts and Fictions of Zoology, (nu 
1nerotts iUUSt1'atiom). By Andrew Wilson, 
Ph.D. 

No. 30.} The Study of Words. 
No. 31. By Richard Chenevix Trench. 
No. 32. Hereditary Traits and other Essays. 

By Richard A. Proctor. · : 

No, 33. Vignettes from Nature. By Grant 
Allen. 

No. 34. The Phllosoplty of Style. By Herbert 
Spencer. · 

No. 35. Oriental Religions. By John Caird, 
Pres. Univ. Glasgow, and Others. 

No. 36. Lectures on Evolution. (Illmb·ated).' 
By Prof. T. H. Huxley. 

No. 37. Sb:.Lectures on Light. (Illustrated!. 
,.By Prof. John Tyndall. .· 

No. 38.} Ueological Sketches. By Archibald 
No. 39. . Geikie,F.ll..S. 
No. 40. The· Evidence of Organic Evolution. 

By George J . .Roma.nes, F.R.S. • No. 41. Current Discussions in Science'. :By 
w. M. Williams, F.c.s. 

No. 42. History of the Science of Politics. 
By Frederick Pollock. · 

No. 43. Darwin and Humboldt. By Prof. 
Huxley, Prof. Agassiz, and others; 

No. 44.} TheDawil of History. By C. F.Rea.ry, 
No. 45. of the British Museum. 

No. 46. The Diseases of Mem.ory. By Th. 
Ribot. Translated from the French by 
J. Fitzgerald, M.A. 

No. 47. The Childhood of Religion. By 
Edward Clodd, F.R.A.S. 

No. ts. Life in Nature. (lllmtrated). By Jo.mes 
Hinton. · • 

No. 49. The Sun; its Constitution, its Phenomena, 
its Condition. By Judge Nathan T. Carr, 
Columbus, Ind. . 

No. 50. } Money and the Mechanism of Ex
No. 51. cltange. By Prof. W. Stanley Jevons, 

F.R.S. · 
. "No, G2. '.l'be Diseases of the Will. :By Th. 

Ribot. Translated from the French by 
J. :Fitzgerald. 

No. 53. AnbnalAutomatisrn, and other :Essays, 
By Prof. T. H. Huxley, F.R.S. 

No. 1>.1., . T'11e Birth"and Growth of Myth. By 
, ~-.N.Clodd, F.R.A.S. 

)to, 55. The Sclent>nc :Basis of Morals, and 
. other Essays. By W;.piam Kingdon Cli# 

ford, F.R.S. 

~-. 56.} IDuslons; :By .James Sully. No. 57. . . 
No. 58.} The Origin· of S.pecies.} Two Doubl~ 
No. 59. By Charles Darwin. Nos. 
No. 60. The Childhood. of the World. By. 

No. 61. 

No. 62. 

No. 63. 

No. 64. 

Ed ward Olodd. 

1\liscellaneous Essays. :Sy·Richa.rd A. 
Proctor. 

Th~ .Rellgions of the AnClientWorl<1. 
By Prof. Geo. Rawlinson, Univ. of Ox· · 
ford. (Double- number). 

Progressive Morallty. By Thomas 
Fowler, LL.D., President of . Corpus 
Christi Coil., Oxford. 

The Distribution of Animals and 
J.>:lants. By A. Russell Wallace and W. 
T. Thiselton Dyer. 

No. 65. ConditionS ofMental Development: 
· and other essays. By Wm. Kingdon 

Clifl'ord. 
No. 66. Technical Education: and other. essays. 

By Thomas H. Huxley, F.R.S. 

No. 67. The Black Death. · An account of the 
GTeat Pestilence of the 14th Century. 
By J. F. C. Recker, M.D. 

No. 68. Three Essays. By Herbert Spencer. 
Special Number. 

No. 69. Fetichism: A Contribution to Anthropo 
logy and tl•e History of Religion. By 
Fritz Schul~e. Ph.D. Double number. 

No. 70. Essays Speculative and Practical. 
By Herbert Spencer. 

No. 71. Anthropology. By Daniel Wileon, Ph. 
D. Witli Appendix on Arch.mology. By 
E. B. Tylor, F.R.S. 

No. 72. The Dan.cing Mania of the :M:iddle 
Ages. By J. F. C. Recker, M.D. 

No. 73. Evolution in History, Language and 
Science. Four Addresses delivered ·at 
the London Crystal Palace School of Art, 
Science and Literature. 

No. 74.}The Descent of Man, and Selection in 
No. 75. Relation to Sex. (Numerous ll!UJJtraticms) 
No. 76. By Charles Darwin. Nos. 74, 75, 76 ar~ 
No. 77. ltingleNos.; No. 77. is a double No. 

No. 78. Historical Sketch of the Distribu
tion of Land iu England. By Wil· 
-liam·Lloyd Birkbeck, M.A. 

No. 79. Scientific Aspect of some· Famlllar 
Things. By W. M. Williams. 

No. 80. Charles Darwin. , IDs. Life a.nd Work' 
By Gra.nt Allen. (Double number). 

No. 81. The Mystery of Matter, and the 
Philosophy of Ignorance. Two Es
S&ys by J, Allanson Picton. 

No. 82. Illusions of the Senses: and other Ell 
says. By Richard A. Proctor, 

"No. sa. Profit-Sharing Between Capital and 
Labor, Six Essays. By Sedley Taylor, 
M.A. 

No. 34. Studies of Animated Nature. Four 
Essays on Natural IDstory. By W. S. 
Dal.las, F.L.S. 

· No. 85. The Essential Nature of ReJJclon. 
B.v J. AllansOJI. Pioton;·' -

No. 86, The llnseen Untverse, and the Phllosu 
phy of the Pure S:ci~n.ces •. Dy Prof. Wm. , 
. Kingdon-Clifford, F.li:S. · . · · 

No. 87, The Morphine Habit. By Dr. :B. Ball, 
of the Paris Faculty of Medicine. 

No. ~8. Science and Crime and other Essays. 
By Andr,ew Wilson, F,R.S,E. 

No. 89, The Genesis of Science. By Herbert 
Spencer. 

No, \lO, ·Notes on Earthquakes: with Fourteen 
Miscellaneous Essays. By Richard A. 
Proctor. 

No. 91. The Rise of Universities. By B. B· 
Laurie, LL;D, (Double numbe:r). 

No. 92. The Formation of Vegetable Mould 
through the Action of Earth 
Worms. By Charles Darwin, LL.D. 
F.R.S. (Double number). 

li!o. 93, Scientific Methods of Capital Pun
ishment. By J. Mount Bleyer, M.D •. 
(Special number). . 

No. 94. The Factors of Organic Evolution. 
By Herbert Spencer. 

No. 95. The Diseases of Personality. By Th. 
Ribot, Translated from the French by 
J. :Fitzgerald, M.A. 

No. 96. A Half-Century of Science. By Prof. 
Thomas H. Huxley, and Grant Allen. 

No. 97. The Pleasures of Life. By Sir Johll 
Lubbock, Dart. 

No. 98. Cosmic Emotion: Also the Teach
ings of Science. By William Kingdon 
Clifford. (Special number). e 

No. 99. Nature Studie~. Jjy Prof. F. R. Eaton 
Lowe; Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.; Geo. 
G-. Chisholm, F.R.G.S., and James Dal· 
las, l!'.L.S. 

No. 100. Science and Poetry, with other Es-
. says, By Andrew Wileon, F.R.!!.E. 

No. 101 • ..Esthetics; Dreams and Association 
of Ideas. By Jas. Sully and Geo. 
Croom Robertson. 

No. 102. Ultimate Finance; A True Theory 
of Co-operation. By William Nelson 
Black. 

No. 103. The Coming Slavery; The Sins of 
Legislators; The Great Political 
Superstition. By Herbert Spencer. 

No. 104, Tropical Africa. By Henry Drum· 
mond, F.R.S. 

No. 105. Freedom in Science and Teaching. 
By Ernst Haeckel, of the University ot 
Jena. With a Prefatory Note by Prot, 
Huxley. 

No. 106. Force an<l Energy. A Theory of 
· Dynamics. By Grant Allen. . 

No. 107. Ultimate Finance. A True Theory 
of Wealth. By William Nelson 
Black. 

:No. 108. Engllsh, Past and Present. Part. I. 
· By Richard Chenevix Trench, (Double 

· number). 
No. 109. Enclish, Past and Present. Part n. 

By Richard Chenevix Trench, • 
No. 110. The·Story of Creation. A Plain Ac

count of Evolution. lly Edward 
Olodd. (Double DUlllber) • 

Single Nos. 15 cents; Double Nol!l. 30 cents. . 
. . . THE. TRUTH SEEKER 00.1 28 L&fa.yette Pl., New YorJr. 

MATERIALISM· AID -cRI·M E. 
BT B. ll'. UNDERWOOD. 

J>rice, 5 cent•~ 

.AN OUTLINE OF·THE 

French Revolution 
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

B!l W. 8. BELL; 
Paper, limo, liS cent1. 

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
IMxonTALITY o• Im ELEMBNTS. 

By A. S. de Pelletrrini. 
Paper, - - l!i cent•. 

PHILOSOPHY .of SPffiiTUALiSB. 
Alm TREA.TMII:NT 011' MBDIOJU.N:U.o 

By F. R. Marvin, M.D. 
Oloth, 110 cents, 

POCKET THEOLOGY 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Terse, witty, and Barcastio definitionl of theolotr'• 
ical.tArmB. · 

Price, 15 centa. 

PRIESTLY CELIBACY FXPOSED, 
BY B:sv. G. T. ll'ox, M.A. 

111 cent1. · 

PRO A.~D VON OF 
Supernatural Religion. 

H&Te We a Supernatural, Inspired, Miraculous . 
Religion f 

Br E. E. Gurc.D. 
Paper, 110 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

PYRAMID OF GIZEH. 
Ancient Egyptian Otnlizanon and Hebrew Narra

tin in Geneets &Il.d Excdm •. 
By VAN BtmEN DENI!!LOW, LL.D •. 

Price, 111 cents. · 

QUESTION SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM •. 

By HosES HULL. 
Price, 60 cents. 

·Rational Communism. 
THE PBBBENT AND FuTUBB REl'UBLIO OJr 

No:a~ra A.liBBIOA.. 
Advocates associate life aRd employment as a Pte:

vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc. 
By A 0APITALIBT. 

Paper, 49Spp., 110 eta.: clo., $1. 

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 
BY A. O. LYALL. 

Price, 10 cents • 

Fruits of Philosophy. 
POPULA.TION QUESTION. 

By Dr •. Knowlton. Edited by Oharlea Br&dl&u.trh 
and Annie Besant. 

215 cents. 

TRUTH. A :Poem. By E. N. Kinas-
ley. 10 cents. 

. POVERTY : Its Cause and Cure. 
How the Poor M'l.Y Attain Oomfort and Independ-

. ence. 

.. Price, 
ByM.G.H. 

tO cents. 

Religion of Inhumanity. 
With a GlanQe at the BeHgion of Humanity. 

BY FBEDEBIO HARRISON. 
Price, 111 cents. 

RELIGION: 
!'he Q-ibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted. 

B:v George T. Bondiel. 
Wtth 

E:s:ce~ttlons t.o the Cha.-acter of 
Cbrbt a.- a Gentleman. 

By W. T. Purviance. 
II~ cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER 
B11 JOHN JC. REHFJBURG. 

Blx Lectures. 
Decline or Faith. 

Protestant Intolenmce. 
Washington an Unbeliever. 

Jefferson an Unbeliever. 
Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
Each, 5 cents; bound, pap., lll5 cents; per dOJ'l., 40. 

SABBATH BREAKINC.; 
B11 JOHN JC, REMSBUlUJ. 

Price, 15 oen ts. 

St. Matthew Before the. Court 
!'oR THK CBIMB Oli' FmtGBBY" 

By SEOUL.UWIT. 
Price, • • 10 cents • 

SEMITIC GODS AND THE 
BIBLE. 

Includin~r Allah, Jebovab, Satan, Holy Ghost, 
Jeilua Ob.rist, Virgin Mary, Bibl6. 

By D. 111. BEBNBTT. 
(From Vol. IL "Gods and Religions.")· 

833pp ., pap., ao c.; olo., $1." 

J'cr all of the above books address ,, 
THE TBUTH SEEKER CO., 

a LafU"eUe PL, New York. 
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The Manhattan Liberal tJhi'b,N~:¥, 
Meets evei_.;. Friday evening, a.t 8 o'Clllok,- at Gel"• 
ma.n Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leci· 
urea a.nd disonssions, The public oor~lT~~ted, 

The Newark Liberal Lea;-ue>,_; 
Meets every Sunday afternoon a.t .s o•cloo~- at 
Liberal Lea.@e Ha.ll,177 Halsey st., cor,i·¥a.rket 
st., Newark, N.J. Leotures.a.nd disoussiOIJJI.OD
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American Secular Union, Newartii 
Bran~~· 
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FLAGG. · ,_. ··: 

BrookiJn Phllosopblcal Associ~· 
tton ·. · - -··: 

Meets a.t Fraternity rooms, ~eu.. ·llrd avenue ·a.n4 
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Sunday, Leotures folio" ed bY. discussion. -Pia~ 
form free. Oha.rles Monholland, secretary, 241 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pldladelphla Liberal- Lea;-ne ~:;-;. 
meets every Sunday in Industri8.i Ba.n; Broad a!ld 
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GBOBGB KBIIINAN, the famed Russian trav
eler, says : " The. czv of Russia is a well
meaning man, but his judgment is bad, hav. 
ing beeri narrowed by- his advisers. He 
believes that he is divinely appointed to per
secute the Hebrews for having crucified the 
savior, and that he is only fulfilling the com
mands in the scripture by so doing." 

PnGBiliS to the Holy 
Coat numbered 1,925,. 
130. 

WBBTBBB our repre
aentativs in Russia should 
remonstrate against the 
Jewish persecution is 
debated. 

MANY big Ruasian 
firms failed last week, 
owing to trade demoral
ization caused by expul
sion of the Jews. 

:· WALT WmTMAN's pa
ralysis is approaching 
his heart, and though he 
may liv for years he may 
die at any moment. 

IN China the Kola Hui 
secret society has pla
carded the walls of Wu
chang with announce
ments that all mission
aries wm be extermi
nated. 

IN Mexico, --where- at 
present it is impossible 
to get a divorce under 
any circumstances, Juan 
Mateos has introduced a 
divorce bill in the house 
of deputies, which is 
strongly opposed by the 
Catholic church. 
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THE LORD AND BA'('AN DISCUSS JOB. 

hif,l God, that he is the 
arbiter of his will, that 
it depends upon him to 
change his goodness into 
cruelty. Theology con
tinually pulls down, with 
one hand, what it erects 
with the other. If all 
rel!~~;ioil. is founded upon 
a God who is provoked 
and appeased, all relig
ion is founded on a pal
Jiable contradiction. -
D•HollJaok, 

LILY 0'KEEl!'B1 a Cath
olic girl of New York, 
quarreled in a religious 
discussion with her Epis
copal friend Florence 
E!liott, and a few days 
afLerward volunteered to 
prepare a meal for her, 
into which she intro
duced poison. The food 

And the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considered my servant Job, that there is none like him in the earth, a 

11!' the Pentateuch is 
not inspired. In Its as
tronomy,- geology, ge. 
ography, history,_ or 
pllilosophy, if it· is not 
inspired concerning sla
very, polygamy, war, 
Ia w, religious or political 
liberty, or the rights of 
men; women ... an.d .. chil
dren, what is it inspired · 
in, or about? The unity 
of God ?-that was be
lieved long before Moses 
was born. Special provi
dence ?-that has been the doctrfu · of ignorance 
in all ages. The rights 
of property ?-theft was 
always a criine. The 
sacrifice of animals ?
that was a .custom thou
sands of years before a 
Jew existed. The sa
credness of life ?-there 
hav always bee-n laws 
against murder. The 
wickedness of perjury : 
-truthfulness has al
ways been a virtue. The 
beauty of chastity !-the perfect and an upright man, one that feareth God, and escheweth eVll ?-Job I, 8. . . . _ 

was taken by three persons, one of who!J}. ' 
may die. 

A l!'BW provinces of the Catholic church 
ask ·that- the- :canonization of- ·Torquemada, 
ratified by Pius IX. firteen years ago, be · 
revoked, sa the saintship of such a man dis
graces the church. 

THIJ Rev. D. B. Phelan, editor of the West
ern Watchman, who keeps up a correepond
ence with Rome, says: "There is no telling 
at , what instant the mob may storm the 
V-atican, assassinate the pope, and desecrate 
the papacy's possessions." _ 

WINTBE began in Russia on the 22d with 
the first sharp frost. There are literally 
millions of human beings to whom this frost 
comes as a sentence of death by starvation. 
Although tae censors hav forbidden the Rus
sian papers to discuss the famin, the NO'Dosti 
ventures the declaration that 20,000,000creat
ures are already without food. 

THB. pope, in a note to the powers, says 
that the recent Pantheon disorders were of 
extreme importance, and insists that it is 
impossible for both the Italian government 
and the papooy to remain in Rome. These 
manifestations, he says, prove the Italian 
government's intention to sequestrate the 
pope in the Vatican and not allow him free 
communication with the Catholic world. 

CA.THOLIOS conti11ue to bluster against 
Italy's possible approprilltion of the Vatican 
if a non-Italian is elected pope. "Whether 
it be an Italian," they say, "or a Frenchman 
or an American on whom the Sacred College 
chooses to confer the sublimest dignity under 
the sun, the Vatican property wUl be alike 
secure against the_ robbers of the Quirinal, 
and for a reason which may be summed up 
in one word-fear." 

t THB Ecumenical Methodist conference at 
. Washington closed on the 20th. Bishop 

Keener said : " Go home ; get rid of this 
doctrin of evolution that puts a bomb at the 
bottom of the Pentateuch and Moses that 
wm blow you up if you don't get rid of it. 
H you can't get rid of the doctrin get rid of 
the men and the institutions that teach it, no 
matter how dear they are to you. They wUl 
blow you up if you don't." 

P.sBB HYAoiNTmr, the Catholic dignitary 
of Paris whose radical utterances hav almost 
severed him from his church, on the 25th 
condemned superstitious abuses, such as the 
L.riurdes vision and the Treves coat. He 
made a vehement attack on the pope's tem
poral power agitation as inconsistent with his 
priestly office. He said he honored Pope 
Leo for his exemplary virtues and courage, 
but not as a pretender to the possession of 
Italian soil and to the right to enjoy excep
tional laws which would recognize him as an 
earthly potentate. Leo was too vigorous a 
diplomatist, who would do wisely to heed 
the will of the Italian people- and submit to 
tke country's laws. 
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Pentateuch doe s not 
teach it. Thou shalt 

worship: no ,other God ?-that has been the 
burden of all religions.-IngerB?ll. . ; ·, 

Il!' the Bible is recogniZed as a~human b'Ook, 
it will become -of more real value to man. 
Now, it is by many,worshiped ignorantly, 
as a sort of fetich. Others injure their in
tellectual powers and lose their common 
:sense in attempting to make the works of 
·different writers in different ages tell one 
·harmonious story, as though written by 
one being. Others, who find some repulsiv 
and. incredible things in the book, spurn 
the whole, because obliged to .consider the 
book as a whole. If they were allowed to 
read the Old Testament as a record of the 
tradition, history, and poetry of a distant 
age, it would become an intelligible, inter
esting, and valuable book to them.-.AdamB. 

THB strangest feature in the case is this. 
He [the Christian] not oil.ly thinks that it is 
prudent and wise on his part to improve his 
prospects of happiness in a future state; he 
considers it tke noblest of all virtues. But 
there'is no great merit in taking care of one's 
own interests, whether it be in this world or 
the next. The man who leads a truly religious 
life in order to go to heaven is not more to 
be admired than the man who leads a regular 
and industrious life in order to make a 
fortune in the city; and the man who en
deavors to secure a celestial inheritance by 
going to church, and by reading chapters in 
the Bible, and by having family prayers, and 
by saying grace in falsetto, with eyes hypo
critically closed, i~ not above the level o! 
those who fawn and fi&tter at oriental courts 
in order to obtain a monopoly or an appoint
ment.- Wimoood Reade. 

THB books I hav enumerated were canoni
cal down tUl about three hundred and sixty 
years ago. Then a council of Protestant 
divines determined that they were not in the 
handwriting of the Ghost. The heavy ma
jority of Christians, however, still believe 
that they are the work of that " comforter" 
and author. I repeat that it is unfortunate 
that the Ghost writes so perplexingly like 
Smith. Why did he not adopt a style of 
his own? He seems to hav no idiosyncrasy. 
Literary talent does not run in the family of 
Bb.addai. The Father himself, amid a great 
deal of thunder and lightning at Sinai, wrote 
a very trite and stupid decalog, the ega-

\ 
tistical burden of which was that they shouldl 
hav no other God except himself. A very 
poor affair after so much thunder and light-
ning I Then Jerome informs us that the son 
could not write at all, nor read either, I 
should say, from his star-gazing enthusiasm 
and uncultured hallucinations. . Then, as to 
the third " person," the G.host, he has written 
with so little force and character that there 
are literally scores of books over which the 
learned hav wrangled tor ages, unable to 
determin whether they were written by the 
literary member of the Trinity, or by some
twopence-halfpenny hack of some ancient~ 
Grub street.-Baladin. 
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:1~- The raw material . . 

·IJot~s · and flltpptngs. 

TBB Kansas City corresoondent or a Pitts
burgh paper claims that aitbough "the laws 
or the state are admirably adapted to sup
press all Sunday desectation, yet the officers 
positivly refuse to interfere." Too sad I too 
bad! 

A :BAPTIST minlRter in Omaha told this to 
his congregation the other day : " There 
seems to be a wide-spread contempt for G,:d's 
house and services. Apostasy from chureh 
attendance is a dominant trait of this city. 
Omaha is driving away her preachers. She 
is driving them away by neglect. In the 
tour and a half years or my residence in this 
city many of your best ministers hav gone 
We cannot get a hearing for our savlnr, and 
we feel that as we hav but once to llv, it is 
our duty to reach as many people as possible, 
and hence, being unable to reach them here, 
we are going where we can get a hearing." 

TBB county court or Green county, Ky., 
has assessed $900 and costs against the 
Louisville and Nashvllle Rilllroad Company 
tor the violation or the Sunday Ia w, by labor 
done in the repairing of tracks on Sunrlay; 
and the Frankfort court or appeals, on Octo
ber 13th, affirmed the j adgment. It is a sig
nificant fact, says ttle American. Sentinel 
that the m11jorlty o~ the prosecutions under 
religious laws ar~ in the Southern states, and 
that the vote or the board or lady m~nagers 
of the World's Fair in f!!.vor of Sunday clos
ing would hav gone largely the other way 
had it not been for the Southern members. 
Bam 61Jl3U and W. F. Crafts al110 spe~k 
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HOW TO MAKE A S~>.CRED SCARECROW. 

boastfully or the attitude or the Southern 
states upon the Sunday law q·1estion as being 
unc mpromlslng for a strict enforcement. 

"WB are supposed to be a peaceful na
tion," writes Col. Theodore A. Dodge, the 
well-known authority on mllltary subjects, 
in the October Forum, " but we hav bad our 
fair share or strife, foreign and domestic. 
Since the Revolution there hav been wars 
with Erigland and with Mexico, with 
Tripoli and with Algiers ; broils with Para
guay and Corea, and a gigantic clvll war; 
rumors or war with France, E1gland, Spain, 
and l1aly. There bav been tbe John Brown 
raid, the Barnbutner and Fenian raids to 
Canada, many incursions across the Mexican 
border, and the :filibustering expeditions to 
Cuba and Nicaragua. We hav had the 
Whisky and Shays rebelllons ; the election, 
draft, railroad, reconstruction, and sundry 
serious city riots; we hav had well nn to two 
hundred deadly Indian fights and many aw
ful massacres. We hav loFt more men in 
activ war since 1776 than any nation or Eu
rope. This is a startling record for a peace. 
ful nation." 

" I BA v no sympathy for the men who are 
trying to close the World's Fair on Sunday," 
says the Rev. Mr Mackay, of Omaha. "The 
only valid argument so far advanced in favor 
or its closing is the extra labor devolving on 
the employees anrl those in charge, but an 
extra force or men wlll remove this objection. 
F. r the closing of the F<~.lr on Sundays means 
the exclusion or thousands or poor men. D.> 
the men who are advocating 'such a measure 
realize that there are hundreds or thousands 
Qf people who ca!Plot afford to lo11e !' !lata 

pay during the week, and that every visit to 
the Fair made by such people meavs a cur
talllng or the necessaries or life P The protest 
a~alnst the openl g or the Fair reminds one 
or what Macaulay Bald or the Puritans, 
'That they h\ted bear-baiting not because 
or the pain it gave the bear, but because or 
the pleasure it gave the spectators.' Keep 
the Sabbatarlans away from the Fair on 
Sundays. Let them giv the poor people a 
chance to see the sign s on that day, their 
day. Let the rich go to church on that day 
in Chicago, but the man, whose obj<>ct was to 
see the Fair, let him not be disappointed.'~ . 

HBBBBRT 8P&NOBB has retracted h1s early 
views on woman's equality with man. He 
says that certain femlntn traits Incident to 
the maternal and conjugal relations render 
the female sex uiJsulted for the work or legis
lation. Women would incline lnstlnctivly to 
Introduce the ethics or the family into the 
ethics or the state, an lntroduc .ion which, if 
extenslv and continuous, would be not only 
injurious, but fatal. The love nf the help. 
)eBB, characteristic Of the parental instinct, iB 
much stronger in women than in men, and 
sways their conduct much more powerfully, 
outside the family as well as inside. It 
would impel them therefore in a still greater 
degree to public actions unduly regardful or 
the inferior as compared with the superior. 
It would prompt them to confer public bene
fits not in proportion to deserts, but in pro
portion to the absence of deserts, to gl1' most 
where capacity Is least. Stlll more than now, 
consequently, would the good which the 
superior hav earn€d be taken away from 
them forcibly to help the inferior, and still 
qlOFe t~~ J10W lfOuld ~yils which the in~erior 

hav brought upon themselvs be shouldered 
on to the superior. 

GIVING his reason for engaging in the 
practice or law-which is, to earn money
Hr. H. 0. Pentecost says : " I do not think 
it wise to suffer martyrdom unless one finds 
his happiness that way, as some persons 
do. It would not contribute to my happi
ness to be a · martyr. During the last 
few years I hav learned something or the 
Character Of the Class Of persons, as a class, {n 
whose behalf martyrdom is sometimes 
suffered, and I think they are not worth 
suffering for. A people who wUI put suf
fering on one who tries, and because he 
•rles, to make the world a happier place to 
liv in, are not worth suffering for. These 
are very different views from those I once 
held. But I hav learned a few things during 
the last three or four years. I hav not been 
a very apt scholar, but I hav learned. One 
or the lessons I hav learned is that the work
ing people, as a class, are in the unfortunate 
position they are in because, as a class, they 
are incapable or being any better off. They 
are wedded to the clergymen and the 
politicians. They wUI follow a black gown 
and a brass band into slavery, and they 
enjoy their servitude. They like to be 
humbugged, robbed, and ruled; and they 
love the men who humbul(, rob, and rule 
them. This is said not or all the working 
people, for there are a growing number or 
whom this is not true, nor to blame those or 
whom it is true, but to describe them. I did 
not know this once. I know it now. When 
I did not know it I was willing to suffer, if 
need be, for the working people. Now that 
l know it, f am not( 
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moat wonderful event, described by the other three 
evangelists as witnessed by yourself, your brother 
James, and Siinon Kepha? . 

And why did yon giv us so few of the miracles, 
The Gospel According to John. omitting nearly all narrated in the other gospels, 

FIFTH AND LAST. and describing several which they did not notice T 
54. John says nothing about the command of And why did yon omit the numerous parables 

Jesus, " Go ye therefore and teach all nations, bap- spoken by J esns and recorded by the other evangel
tizing them in the name of the Father, and of the ists, who tell ns that 11 without 1 parable spake he 
Son, and of the Holy Ghost ;" nothing about the not unto them ?'' 
signs that should follow them that believe, to In short, why did yon giv us so little of the life 
wit, "In my nam~ shall they cast out devils; they of Jesus, and that little so differenlr from or con
shall speak with 11.ew to11gues; they shall take up tr.adictory to the other gospel writers T 
serpents ; and if they drink any deadly thing, it 57. Evidently there was some cause for the abrupt 
shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick and incomplete ending of the fourth gospel ; for the 
and they shall recover;'' nothing about the nnbe- writer adds, in conclusion : 
liever being damned; nothing even about the dis- And there are also many other things which Jesus did, 
ciples tarr,.ing at J ernsalem until they should be the which, if they should be written, I suppose that even 

.1 the world itself could not contain the books that should be 
II endOWed \yith pOWer from 00 high." 0 ll the written. 
c'ntrary, at the first meeting of the disciples after And this hyperbolical snpposUion is called plenary 
the resurrection, IB described by John, that power inspiration 1 . 
from on high was transmitted to them, when Jesus 58. Ont of the many irreconcilable discrepancies 
said. "R3ceive ye the Holy Ghost." between the fourth gospel and the other three there 

55 Again, after eight days, says John, the disci- is one that is of vital imporhance. Was the crucifix
pies were assembled, and Thomas was there. And ion of Jesus on the great passover-day, as the 
again Jesus appeared among them, though the doors synoptics describe it, or on the day before, as de
were shut, saying: ''Peace bs unto yon." Then, scribed by John T That the eynoptic writers were 
turning to Thomas, he said: "Reach hither thy wrong is proved by the fact that the Jewish law 
finger, and behold my hands; and reach hither thy forbade a trial and execution on the great passover
hand, and thrust it into my side; and be not faithless, day; and the further fact that the passover was 

· but believing." This was enough. ''My Lord and never allowed to fall on Friday. Therefore, ·if the 
my God !" said Thomas. crucifixion ever took place, it was on a Friday before 

56. Here the gospel of John properly ends; for the l,lassover and the Sib bath IS John describes it. 
the writer adds : 59. In what year did the crucifixion occur! In a 

And many other signs truly did Jesus in the presence of compilation of thirty-two leading authorities, an!'ient 
his disciples, which are not written in this book. But these and modern, fixin~ the probable year, the result is 
are written that ye might believe that Jesus is the Meshiha, as follows: A.D. 29, six authorities,· A D. 30, seven,· the Bon of God ; and that believing ye might hav life 
through his name. A D. 31, four; A D. 32, three; A D. 33, eleven; A D. 

But apparently some later scribe has added an- 34:. none; A D. 35, one. . 
other chapter, in which is described 1 third appear- In those snccessiv years the passover fell on the 
ance of. J esns, not to the eleven disciples, but to following days: 
seven of them, early in the morning, after they had AD 29, April 17th, Sunday. 
fished all night and caught nothing. This is the first A D 30 April 7 r,b, Friday. 
intimation in the fourth gospel that any of the AD 31, March 27th, Monday. 
d · fi h I th • h AD 32 Aprill5\h, Monday. iso.tples were s ermen. n e morn1ng t ey saw AD 33. April B;b, Saturday. 
a man on shore and knew not who he was. "Children, A D 34 April 2gd, Friday. 

• 

hav ye any meat T" inquired the man. 11 No," said AD 35. Aprill3hh, Wednesday. 
they. " Cast the net on the right side of the ship," There may be • variation of • day in some of the 
said he, 11 and ye shall find." They obeyed and were · 
not able to draw it for the multitude of fiehea. Then above 1ears, but no more. 
John said to Simon," It is the Lord;'' and forthwith When the full moon came on Friday, the feast of 
Simon, who was naked, girt his fisher's coat upon the passover would be deferred till Sttnrday, mak
him arid cast himself into the sea, leaving the rest to ing it 

11 1 high day," as John says. Hence there 
bring the boat ashore. When they bad all landed, might hav been a trial and execution, according to 
they saw a fire of coals with fish laid thereon and John, on Friday in the year 30. or 33, or 34. The 
bread. J esns said to them, "Bring some of the fish first of these years would hav been too early to 
which ye hav now canflht." Simon went and drew in allow a three years' ministry for J esns; therefore 
the net; it contained 153 fishes. " Come and dine," the only possible year, according to John, was A.D 
said Jesus. 11 And none of the disciples dnrst ask 33 or 34:. 
him, Who art thou T knowing that it was the Lord." . But opposed to either of these years we hav the 
Jesus distribu~ed the bread and broiled fish among testimony of the early fathers, Clement of Alenn
them. The dinner (or breakfast) being over, Jesus dria aud Tertnllian of Cuthage, who say that the 
said: " Simon, son Qf Jonas, lovest thou me more crucifixion was in the fifteenth year of Tiberi us 
than these!" Simon answered, II Yea, Lord, thou CaBar, A D. 29. and. the ·same year is fixed in there· 
knowest that I love thee." "Feed my Iambs," said cently discovered Syriac documents, supposed to 
Jesus. Again J esns repeated the question, and again belong to the fourth century. The testimony of 
Simon made the same answer; and again Jesus said, Tertnllian, however, is invalidated by his assertion 
cr Feed my sheep." (Fjrst it was lambs.) A third that March 25 \h was the day of the crucifixion. 
time the question was repeated, which grieved Simon, The full moon of March A·D 29, was on the 18 ih of 
and he answered, ''Lord, thou knowflst all things; that month, and the next full moon, April 17 bh. was 
thou knowest that I love thee." Jesus responded, the time of the passover. Even Friday March 25\b, 

which was seven days after the full moon, was one 
Feed my sheep. Verily, verily, I say unto thee, when day earlier than the p~&ssover ever occurred. 

thou wast young thou girdedst thyself and walkedst whither Furthermore, we hav no doubt that the works of 
thou wouldst; but when thou shalt be old, thou shalt stretch 
forth thy hands, and another ~hall gird thee, and carry thee Tertnllian were forged in the fifteenth century; and 
whither-thou wouldst not. Follow me. we are well-nigh convinced that all the writings of 

Then Simon, turning to John, said, " Lord, and the so-called early fathers are also modern forgeries. 
what shall this man do?'' J esns answered, " If I 60 · When was the fourth gospel written T Ab.ont 
wiii that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee? . A D. 80, says Doctor Ludner; about A D. 130, says 
Follow thou me.'' · Doctor Davidson; probably a little later, say other 

rational critics. The earliest evidence of the exist-
Then went this saying abroad among the brethren, that f th f 1 · d t t 

that disciple should not die; yet Jesus said not unto him, ence 0 e our gospe s lB sai 0 be in he latter 
"He shall not die," but, "If I w:m that he tarry till I come, end of the second century. But if the writings of 
what is that to thee ?" This is the disciple which testlfi.eth the so· called fa~hers were forged after the revival of 
these things, and wrote these things; and we know that his learning all this evidence of the antiquity of the 
testimony is true. · gospels is valueless. The learned Jesuit Hardonin 

The testimony of the witnesses who" hefted" the sau that the work of forgery began about the year 
golden plates of the Book .Of Mormon is a little more 1335, when Petrarch found some of Cicero's 11 Familiar 
emphatic, to wit: ''And we lie not, God bearing wit- Epistles " and two of his orations. In the ned 
nes11 of it." . century Poggio Bracciolini discovered the entire 

Oh, John I why did you not tell us what became collection of Cicero's "Epistles to Atticus" and 
of J asns ? Why did yon drop the curtain without numerous other Latin works, among which were the 
exhibiting to us the promieed ascension of the Logos so-called 11 Annals of Tacitus" and the writings of 
to his father in heaven? Surely, if anyone witnessed •rertnllian. It is now proved that Poggio forged the 
that glorious event, yon did ; for were yon not 11 the " Annals of Tacitus " and the probability is that he 
disciple whom Jesus loved," and to whom he com- fabricated all the other writings that he pretended 
mended his dear mother, saying: 11 Woman, behold to find. 
thy son?" Yon told us thit the last words of Jesus Hardonin, who died in 1729, said that, with the 
to Simon were spoken to signify 11 by what death exception of the holy scriptures, there were no mann
he should glorify God." Yon hav left us in doubt scripts more than four hundred years old. That is 
whether yon yourself wer.e ever going to die. Do . to say, none oldeJ," than Petrarch, the first finder of 
;von want us to believe that yon are still a wandering ancient manuscripts. And here comes in a snspi
Jew, waiting for the advent of the Meshiha? cion that even the holy scriptures should not be ex-

And why, 0 disciple whom Jesus loved, did you cepted-that is to say, in their present form. King 
fail to notice the transfiguration of your master, a James's translators had no old manuscripts before 

them-only "a Greek text which Erasmus, in 1516, 
and Stephens, in 1550, had formed from manuscripts 
later than the tenth century.'' So says Tischendorf, 
who claimed to hav discovered in 1844: the oldest of 
allGreekcodicesof the NawTestament. "Since the 
sixteenth century," says Tischendorf, ''Greek manu
scripts hav been discovered of far greater antiquity 
than those of Erasmus and Stephens." And after 
naming the Vatican codex, which first appeared in 
the catalog of 14:75, and which, he thinks, may be as 
old as the middle of the fourth century, he claims that 
the codex which he -found on Mount Sinai is even a 
little older and may be one of fifty C()pies which 
Constantine is said to hav ordered in the year 331. 

The next oldest codex is claimed to be the 
Alexandrine, which was brought by the _patriarch of 
Constantinople from Alexandria in. 1628, IBd is 
believed by Tischendorf to hav been written about 
the middle of the fifth century. 

Bnt some scholars doubt the great antiquity of 
these three codices of the N aw Testament. And it 
is a curious fact that soon after the publication of 
the Sinaitic codex in fac-eimile an andaeions fellow 
in E11rope proclaimed that he wrote the manuscript 
himself; and his assertion was considered important 
enough to draw forth an elaborate refutation. 

It may be that the gospels 111 we hav them were 
substantially the same in the second, third, and 
fourth centuries, nevertheless there is room for sus-. 
picion that the hand of the Benedictine forger may 
yet be detected in the oldest codices of the New 
Testament. Not that the nucleus of the gospel 
stories was fabricated in modern times, but if taese 
oldest manuscripts shall appear to hn been written 
many centuries later than they purport to be, then 
who knows what alterations and additions may hav 
been made by the transcribers T And what if it 
shall appear that the Sinaitic codex, so mysteriously " 
found in a convent on Mount Sinai in 184:4, just 
ready to be used for fuel, but saved by the pnrcbase 
money of a Russian emperor in 1859, and the Alex
andrine codex, resurrected in E~ypt in 1628 and 
sold to King Charles I. of England, are both 
cunningly devised copies of the Vatican codex, first 
catalogued in 1475 for a Roman library thit was 
then only twenty-five years old T 

Lraving the problem of the real age of the oldest 
codices of the New Testament to be solved by our 
successors, we venture to suspect that the fictitious 
story of a Jesus crucified under Pontius Pilate may 
hav been fabricated as late as the fourteenth cent
ury. 

But whether the oldest extant codex of the gospel 
according to John was written in the fourth or 
fourteenth century, the nucleus of the story -of the 
ministry and death of J esns was probably recorded 
some time before the beginning of the Christian era. 
For the real Jesus was stoned and hanged about the 
year 75 B o., and Nicodemus, a ruler of the Jews, and 
Malichns, a servant of the high priest Hyrcanns, were 
both contemporary with that same Jesus. 

Sepher 1: oldoth Jeshu, 11 Book of the Generation 
of Jesus," who was born at Bethlehem about the year 
106 B o, being the son of a betrothed maiden named 
Mary, by Joseph Pandera, probably contains more 
truth coiJcsrning the person miscalled ChriYt than 
can be gathered from all the four gospels. 

ANTICHRIST. 

. English Notes. 
DEAR TRUTH SEEKims: Some good people seem to 

think tbat because Mre. Besant hae, to a large 
extent, leU our platforms, we are, therefore, without 
lady lecturers ia the field. That is not so, however. 
Admittedly Mrs. Besant leaves a big gap in the 
raiJks, but we hav still two ladies who are able to 
plead our cause with their sex. The name of one is 
probably known to Americans who read the English 
Freethonght papers-! mean Thornton Smith. For 
many years she has been before the public; and 
although she savors a good deal of her stanch friend, 
Mrs. Besant, both in matter and manner, she is none 
the less acceptable in many halls. Her delivery is 
good and her views thoroughly sound from our 
standpoint. Mrs. Smith wae at one time secretary 
of the Ball's Pond Club. F~r many years she mau
·aged the retail department of the Fteethonght Pub
lishing Company, at 63 Fleet street, and only len it 
after Mr. Bradlaugh's death necessitated the wind·up 
of that ill-starred company. She next figured as 
secretary of the-united Democratic Club in Chancery 
Lme and is now editor of the Woman's Herald. 
U nfortnnately this last occupation prevents her 
being as frequently seen on the platform as hitherto, 
and we can only hope that her plain, forcible way of 
putting Secularism . before the masses may not be 
lost to us entirely through her editorial labors. 

The other lady is Mrs. Louisa Samson, who more 
properly should be associated with the Women's Lib· 
eral Federation, for which she has done much lect
uring work. L,st winter she delivered a eapital 
lecture for the Edmonton branch on 11 Why Women 
Should be Secularists," and she very wisely published 
it in cheap pamPhlet form. Mrs. Samson is a vigor
ous worker for Fteethonght in addition to other u1e· 
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ful undertakings, and with her husband infuses new 
life into sickly aocieties. Q :1ite recently she presided 
over a conference , of the North Middlesex Seclllar 
Federation, and encouraged the members by giving 
them sterling advice as to the necessity of safegoard
inJ! their right to speak on common lands. 

Your old contributor, "J. D.," has just been in to 
see me. He is suffering from a bad cold, which 
seems unwilling to leave him. 11 J. D." is not an 
orator and takes no ve'y activ part in the propa· 
. ganda, but he is a sound Freethinker all the same. 
I first came in contac.t with him through your late 
chieftain, D. M. Bennett, whom he almost worship~. 
11 J. D.'s" forte is book-collecting. The amount of 
current literature he takes in is prodigious for a non
literary man; and his hobby is to read the scientific 
portions, then carefully bind up the numbers and 

·. itore them away in his capacious book-shelve. By 
this time he must hav some thousands of volumes, 
many of them bound by himself in leisure moments. 

Toward the close of the Mahatma controversy 
in the dailv Ohronicle, the Rev. J. B. Ooles, of the 
Oalcutta U aiversity...:..the energetic." Number Five" 
-challenged Mrs. Besant to a public debate on 
Theosophy. Arrangements bav now been made by 
which the debate will take plaae at St. George's Hall 
on Tuesday, November lO~h. Mr. Ooles will argue 
that "the historical and esoteric explanation of the 
symbols of the serpent and the cross, r~s given ~Y 
Madam Blavatsky, is both defectiv and misleading, 
and, therefore, instead of throwing true light upon 
the signs and symbols of ancient and modern relig
ions, is calculated to deceive earnest seekers after 
troth." Mrs. Besant will argue the reverse, defend
ing her dead teAcher and the Theosophy which she 
got f•om her. 

Whatever else may be said against Mrs. Basant, it 
must be admitted that it is good to hav all subjects 
investigated and brought home to the comparativly 
thoughtless. For eighteen months Freethinkers hav 
heard the good lady's. expositions and hav so far 
failed to find reasonable grounds for believing her 
extraordinary statements., The main points at issue 
an (1) that Mrs. Besant apparently expects us to 
adopt her views because she holds them, and (2) that 
we cannot let what we believe to be superstitious 

. teachings usurp the place·of ordinary Freethought 
lectures upon our central and naUonal platform 

.Apart from this attitude I am glad to see Mrs. 
Besant making a study of occalt science, for it will 
make m•nifest the mysteries and rob it of its charm. 
From Mrs. Besant I hav ·received many tokens of 
sympathy in my endeavor to spread Secularism in a 
London suburb. I do not believe she is as selfish as 
some people declare, nor do I believe that she is in 
any degree fraudulent. Her sufferings for Free· 
thought hav told upon her nerves and she is no 
longer the woman she was, though as eloquent as 
ever; and although the public craving for sensation 
has been gratified by this Theosophic outburst and 
Mrs. Besant has acquired a greater. degree of popu· 
larity, those of us who knew her at her beat as • 
social reformer and Freethinker cannot see her leave 

·the old tracks without feeling that pity which is ever 
akin to love. 

The various subscriptions which hav been floated 
during the past twelve months hav given the funds 
of the National Secular Society a tremendous shak
ing, of which the half has not yet been told. The 
rank and file of our party are decidedly poor, and, on 
the other hand, . they are most laudably generous. 
When their gifts are all added together they amount 
to very little more than the barest necessities of 
their branch require. Therefore, it is to the wealth· 
ier people we hav to look for supplementary funds. 
Such moneys bav been given also with some degree 
of liberality; but unfortunately for us, snob funds 
as the Bradlaugh Memorial, the Bradlaugh Liabili
ties, the Ollarles Watts start., and so on, added to the 
heavy purchases of books from the Freethought 
Publishing Oompany before Mr. Bradlaugh's death 
and his li6rary since, hav drawn oft' from the National 
Secular Society the very sources of income without 
which it cannot pay its way. A lady who made the 
collection at the Hall of Science last Thursday night 
after the free lecture told me .that I would be sur 
prised at the number of halt-pennies (cents) which 
were dropped into the collecting-box. 011 the other 
hand, I was not surprised except to find that they 
were still able to subscribe· anything. When will 
our middle classes learn to be as self.-sacrificing in the 
cause of truth as our poorer brethren are T 

Last Sunday aUernoon I was lecturing at Totten
ham, and a saintly lay prsi'cber jumped upon me 
for m· squoting a text. That was safe, as I had not a 
Bible with me, for I was not lecturing on a Bible 
·Subject. But the secretary had a much more useful 
volume in his band. Mr. G. W. Foote's "Bible 

. Hand-Book" is a perfect treasure for an erctempore 
el fresco lecturer ; 'and the book was quickly de
manded by an outsider that he might see for himself 
the misquoted (I) text in black and white. Ol course 
the charge did not hold. That is by no means the 
first time that the "Hand-Book" has proved its 
value in argument. The subjects are so cleverly 

.. grouped and the texts so w~sely printed in full, tha~ 

the lecturer can force home uncomfortable truths 
about the Bible on most points without the help of 
a concordance or waste of time in turning from 
chapter to chapter of the "sacred" book. 

A Leicester friend has favored me with a copy of 
the Oountryman, a newspaper with a history. It is 
freely distributed and is an engin of Freethooght 
advocacy without pretending to be anything of the 
sort. An anonymous party edits the sheet. An old 
fellow trudges about the country for advertisments 
and agents. On publi&hing days he sees to the dis
tribution, and at the end of the month all expenses 
are met by the advertisments and thousands of peo
ple bav an uninvited taste of Secularism. The fun 
of the thing is that religious people relish the broad 
views of the Oountryman who would squirm if they 
touched THE T:aUTH SEEKER. 

YJurs fraternallv, SAM STANDRING. 
London, Oat. 12, 1891. 

Items ot Foreign Freethought News. 
Two new auxiliary societies and five individual 

members are the additions to the French Free
thought Federation for the month past. · 

We are pleased to inform our readera that Dr. 
Titus Voelkel is on the sure road to recovery. And 
we hope soon to hear from him in his former paper, 
Freireligioses Sonntags Blatt. 

The twenty-thousand-franc prize of the Academia 
Franeaise has been given to the famous geographer, 
EliEe~ Rsclus, for his "New Universal Geography." 
Elisea Raclus is an OJitspoken Freethinker, and, like 
all genuin scientists, bas no use for a God. 

The famous novel, "Dawn With the Weapons," by 
the Freethinker Bertha von Sutton, has been trans
lated into D.anish, Norwegian, Datcb, and French. It 
is decidedly better than "R()ber~ Elsmere." The 
authoress is not afraid to giv her opinions on all 
kinds of " sacred subj acts." 

---· 
Statues ol Nicholaus L~nau and Anastasius Gliin 

hav been erected on the Schiller square in Vienna, 
through the e:ft'Jrts of Kul Scherzer, the Freethink
ing president of the city committee on monuments. 
Both Len au and Glii n are well-known poets of last 
century, but as they were Freethinkers, justice of 
course was tardy in recognizing their merit. 

The Buddhists in Oeylon are very acliv-too much 
eo, thinks a writer in the Methodist Times. They 
hav an. orphan institution and several schools, the 
educatioual and moral value of which is such that 
the native are rapidly ceasing to send their children 
to the Ohristian missionaries. They likewise spread 
Antichrietian tracts among the population of the 
island. 

The South Australian Register (May 251h) an
nounces that a very pious lady bas willed $80.000 
to the church. Her sister, who is a cripple, wrote 
to the church authorities asking for help, stating 
that she was suftering from hunger. The authorities 
answered that they had received the $80 000 and 
intended to keep every cent. ·This is practical 
Ohristianity. 

Fritankaren will hereafter come out in two edi
tions; one will keep the old name, FriUlnkaren, 
the other is bAptized Tanh Sjelf I (Think for Your
self I) The contents of tbe two papers will be alike, 
only the name separating them. This new venture is 
undertaken that more people can read and become 
acquainted with " our side." Then U is found that 
very many are being acared away by the old name. 
We hope the scheme will suc:~eed. 

In France there are several statues erected in 
honor of famous ,Freethinkers. Those to E ~ienne 
Dalet and Danton are the latest. DJlet was burnt 
for heresy, Dinton executed for patriotism. The 
Oatholics and conservative are greatly shocked, but 
tbe city and state authorities hav outgrown the 
swaddling clothes of religion. Not so here in the 
U aited States. Nearly a century has passed and we 
seek in vain for a statue of the patriot and humani
tarian Thomas Paine. 

An Italian literatteur and member of the lower 
house of the Italian Uongress writes in an article in 
Nuova Antalogia : " That Atheism progresses 
among the laboring classes, and democracy in the 
cities, are only indications of rebellion against God
appointed and ecclesiastical authority. The God in 
whose name the church speaks stands side by side 
with the capitalist. Therefore, if the poor of the 
future shall not hate life, one thing above all is 
necessary: abolish God." 

.Oonsiderable anxiety is expressed in leading Free
thought circles, in this country as well as abroad, 
concerning the fate of the Swedish-Fjnnish Free-

thought martyr Henry V. Berghell. He is said to 
hav left 0Jpenhagen via Hamburg en route for this 
country. This was two months ago, yet he has 
not been seen in the States. There is a good deal 
of dark business going on between the Danish 
and Russian courts, and it would not be surprising 
to hear that Mr. Barghell has safely arrived at one 
or another of the Siberian mines. 

Those of our friends who hav occasion to write to 
Fritankaren will please address· communications to 
Mrs. Anna B. Wicksell, Eogelbrektsgaten, 43 B. 2 tr., 
Stockholm, Sweden. Mrs. Wicksell will occupy the 
place formerly filled by Oaptain Thomson. We ex
tend 1 cordial welcome to our new colaboress, who 
will, among other duties, furnish "Items of Foreign 
Fteethought N ewe" to the Fritankaren once every 
month. The address of Oaptain Thomson is Sur· 
bronsgaten, 35 Stockholm, Sweden. 

In Fritllnkaren of October 1st Vjctor E. 
Lsnnstrand, in an editorial note, announces that 
our friend Oapt. Ohto Thomson has retired from 
the management of that j ourna1, and, on behalf of 
Sweden's Freethinkers, tbanks the captain for all 
that he has done for the cause. Oaly few bow how 
much the Freethinkers of Sweden owe to Oaptain 
Thomson. When Freethought was 111 crime in 
Sweden-when persecution, fines, and imprisonment 
were the recognitions that a blinded people, a cring
ing i ustice, and a bigoted tyrant gave those who 
above all deserve the thanks of mankind, then Oaptain 
Thomson bravely stood forward in defense of truth 
and liberty. He gave his money, his time, yes, his 
whole person, to the struggling cause. Although an 
old man in years, he seemed endowed with the 
ardor and vitality of youth. He organized, he 
spoke in public, he told the world the story of 
Christian love and tolerance in Sweden. A~ last 
persecution abated, but the captain left not his post. 
Ha remained until the ship he had launched, the 
Swedish Freethought movement, was safely in port. 
Now he retires, weary of battle and strife. Younger 
shoulders will hav to take the burden. But it will 
be diffiault to fill his place; for in his person were 
combined capability, experience; and love for the 
work. ·The Freethinkers of Sweden, without any 
exception, cannot be too thankful to the captain for 
the work he bas done, and we are confident that in 
the hearts of Swedish Freethinkers of generations 
to come there will always be a cheerful, warm 
memory's corner for the godfather of Freethought 
in Sweden, the Infidel pioneer, Oapt. Ohto Thomson. 

GUSTAVE Nl!.LBON. 

Bewitching by Images. 
Traces of this primitiv superstition are also found 

among civilized people, for Grimm reports that in 
the eleventh .century J ewe were accused in Europe 
of having killed Bishop Ebergard by a sorcery of the 
kind. They were said to hav made a figure of wa:t 
representing the bishop, hired a priest to baptize it1 
and put it into the fire. As soon as the wax was 
melted, the bishop was attacked by a mortal dis!!ase. 
The famous adventurer, Jacob, cbief of the Pastorals, 
in the thirteenth century, seriously believed, as he 
says in his "D~monology," that the devil taught 
men the art of making images of WIX and clay, the 
destruction of which brought on the sickness and 
death of the persons they represented.. It was a 
custom in the time of Oatherine de Medici to make 
such figures of wax, and melt them slowly before the 
fire or stab them with needlelil, in order to bring 
suffering to enemiee. This oDeration was called 
putting a spell upon them. We may also mention 
the opinion of the earlier Ohristian writers, who 
believed, according to Dt!lper, that painting and 
sculpture were interdicted in the scriptures, and 
were consequently evil arts. n may be questioned 
if this opinion did not hav its roots in the idea of 
primitiv peoples that the art of drawi~g was an 
instrument of sorcery, by means of whtch one ac
quired the power to act upon a person. Mussolmans 
a till hav a horror of images, and the K >ran forbids 
having one's portrait made and possessing any image 
at all.-L. Popoff, in 'I he Popular . Science 
Monthly. 

WE must here repeat what Locke has so strongly 
urged - IJefine your terms. • • • The words 
substantial form were pronounced for two thousand 
years without suggesting the least notion. For 
these, pla.~tic natures hav been substituted, but 
still without anything being gained. A traveler, 
stopped in his way by a torrent, asks a villager on 
the opposit bank to show him the ford. " Go to 
the right," shouts the countryman. He takes. the 
ri(lht and is drowned. The other runs up cry10g: 
"Oh I how unfortunate I I did not tell him to go to 
his right, but to mine I" T~e world is fu!l of these 
misunderstandings. How will a Norwea1an, when 
reading this formula, Servant of the Servants of 
Goa

1 
discover that it is the Bishop of Bishops .and 

King of Kings who speaks T- Volta~re • 
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"I Said in My Haste, All Men Are Liars." 
The shortest and meanest congress ever held by 

the American Secular Union, either as a Union or as 
the National Liberal League, was itdif. een~h annual 
meeting begun and concluded on s~turday, October 
Slst, at Philadelphia, R. B. Westbrcok, D D., in 
the chair. It was a Methodist ecumenical council 
on a small Ecale. At Syracuse, when the Letgue 
split, there wis a good deal of unfairness and 
meanness from the presiding officer and his secretary, 
and some asperity from their opponen~s, but a 
Presbyterian preacher has- decided advantage over 
a colleg~ professor, and so fsr as the reporter's 
acquaintaDca with the Union goes, none of its pre
vious cfficers had been in it with Mr. Westbrook 
and Miss Oraddcck. Moat of the mean things were 
said, and in every case started, . by them, and their 
reports are bu~ ill-concealed abuse of the Liberals of 
the country· and a defense of Unitarianism. At 
Portsmouth, last year, surface indications liiht>wed 
where the iron lay, but owing to their desire to be 
nelected, and the tolerance of those who opposed 
them, they restrained themselvs, Mr. Westbrook 
taking back his threat to resign if he couldn't 
hav his literary society charter, and Miss Craddock 
subduing her desire to follow her leader, right or 
wrong. This year they had no hope of rteleetion, 
and they took the Unitarian masks off their faces. 

Long before the congress the e:ffioers had logrolled 
a ticket for their succession, and ell gaged enough esti
mable Philadelphia ladies to be at the congress to 
make a majority of those likely to attend. The hall 
was hired for only one session, it being the evident 
purpose of the conspirators to read their reports, push 
the election through, and adjourn. But owing to 
Mr. Wakeman's determination to tell the President 
what he thought of him, another two hours was 
added to the life of the Union. The congress was 
in session leu than four hours, which, considering 
the importance of its annual meetings to the organi
zation, was remarkablv quick work. At the t>xpira
tion of that time the ULJion was turned over to some 
pecple who did not think enough of it to even 
attend the congress, and who, with one, or perhaps 
two, exceptions, hav no fame outside their own cir
cle of friends. The Union is again practically de
funct, and it was all done in tbis way: 

About half past ten there were lees than forty 
people in Industrial H•IJ, some of whom had come 
there to transfer the Union to Ohicago, some to see 
if a little life couldn't be put into the organiz•tion, 
and some to look on. When the Committee on Ore· 
dentials-Mr. J. F. Foster, of the Boston Ingersoll 
Secalar Society, and Mr. Edward 0. Wharton, of 
Philadelphia, assisted by the Secretary-read th0ir 
liat, the following were found entiUed to vote : 

Leonard Geiger, E. M. Macdonald, 
Mrs. Geiger, Capt. Rbt. C. Adams, 
Miss Lillie Geiger, E. C. Wharton, 
E. W. Chamberlain, R. M. Robinson, 
Cynthia Leonard, · Ida C. Craddock, 
Huldah H. Gunn, R. B. Westbrook, D.D., 
E. B. Foote, Jr., F. C. Mende, 
E. Schachtel, Mr. -- Tavlor, 
C. P. Somerby, Mrs. O'Neil, 
Marie C. Burnler, Mrs. Holcombe, 
Mrs. Alex. Bremer, Mrs. Stauffer, 
Thaddeus B. Wakeman, Rltteles Robinson, 
Mrs. Ida M. Bachellor, P. Jauncey, 
F. J. Burnler, Mrs. Annie Troth,· 
J. F. Foster, Mrs. H. P. Westbrook, 
T. S. Fl'isble, Dr. Lafayette Snyder, 
A. P. Lloyd, Dr. John Kaye. 

Some of these, however, were not present, and 
some more who were wished they were not. ·After the 
list was read the President laid his report upon the 
desk and began. The report is a seold at every
thing and everybody Liberal and a defense of the 
Prize Manual against the charge that it teaches 
religion. The report is full of false statements, 
querulous quibbles, petty ineinuatio11s, and illogical 
attempts at reasoning. It also stated, or hinted at, 
his determination to elect his successor in Ohicago. 
Here it is in extenso : 
To th Members and Fridnds of the Ameriaan Secular Union, 

Present and .AbseHt: 
We say" present and absent," because we know that far 

the larger number are absent, which Is necessarily the case 
every ye!lr, but especially so this year, as we hav no attrac
tlv program to offer In the way of addresses. 

" Why did you call the Congress to meet In Philadelphia, 
when we met there only two years ago, and why hav you 
not provided popular addresses for the occasion ?'' we may 
be asked. We brldly answer: Because no other place In
vited us and we had no money to hire a hall, print posters, 
and advertise In the papers, to say nothing of the lack of 
funds to pay for traveling expenses, and to secure the ser
vices of popular speakers. The last Congress was a ~rreat 
success because our friends at. Portsmouth raised $500 for 
expenses and gave us most efficient cciiperatlon In working 
up an interest. 

And right here we might as well express the opinion that 
a system of voting by proxy should be adopted by the 
American Secular Union, as the wide territory over which 
our members are scattered makes it Impracticable for any 
considerable number to assemble In any one place. The 
Northwestern states and the states on the Pacific slope are 
seldom or never repreeented, although many of our most 
iber3l contributors r~sld~ 1':1 t~o~e se~tlons~ 'J?his ~~1!-~ o! 

voting by proxy at our Congress, giving all of our friends 
an opportunity to vote on the election of officers, and on 
other important questions, was contemplated by the Charter 
and By-Laws c·ffdred at ·the last Congress and rejected-as 
we think-without jllBt reasons. It Is more than ever ap
parent that our society should be Incorporated, for msn:y 
reasons, but principally for the fact that many ot our aged 
friends are passing away, who would gladly giv a portion of 
their means could they do so legally. 

The first business to which we giv attention Is the failure 
of the Board to appomt Mr. John R. Charlesworth a field 
secretary, as, hastily and without due consideration or re
mark, he was recommended by the last Congress. This 
vote of the Congress was accompanied by another equally 
unanimous vote, that the money for his salary of $1,000 
should first be pledged, which not being done, the Board 
had no alternatlv but to decline the recommendation; Al
though the Board had other good reasons for not' making 
the appointment, it Is not necessary to enumerate them here. 
Suffice It to say that there was nothing against the moral 
character of Mr. Charlesworth, and no member of the 
Board was influenced by prejudice or other unworthy mo. 
tiv. · 

A proposition was made to appoint Mr. Charles Watts a 
field secretary, and the Board fully believes that it could 
hav raised the money necessary for his salary and expenses; 
but the opposition of the three principal Freethought pa
pers (so.called), one now defunct, and several of the (sa
called) Liberal professional lecturers, and a few others, 
made It expedient to abandon the project. Whether the 
alleged reasons for thl11 opposition were entirely unselfi.sh it 
Is not necessary to here express an opinion. Since those not 
favorable to the employment of Mr. Watts were generally 
in favor of appoint.lng Mr. Charlesworth, It would seem 
that there were special reasons by which they were lnfiu
enced. The lecturers seemed to think that the employment 
of one of such remarkable talents, specially indorsed by the 
Union, would glvhlm undue advantage over other lecturers, 
while the editors seemed to think that his connection with 
the paper, Secular Thottght, would glv that paper a certain 
prestige In the competition for public J!.atronage. Why the 
National Society should not bav a field secretary, when 
several of the state organizations deem it necessary to em
ploy one or more, Is one of those things hard to understand. 
While the Board, in the Interests oLJ>eace and harmony, 
gave up their desire to appoint Mr. Watts, they still think 
that they erred in doing so. The result has been that Mr. 
Watts has returned to Ergland, and we are no longer to hav 
his most eloquent and efficient cciiperation in America. 

It is with great pleasure that we are able to announce the 
publication of the Prize Manud originated two years ago. 
After exRmlning a large number of manuscripts, the prize 
was divided between Nicholas Paine Gilman, editor or the 
Literary World, and aut.nor of a widely.clrculated book on 
"ProfiG Sharing," and Eiward Payson Jackson, a maRter 
and professor In the celebrated Boys• Latin School, of Bos
ton, and also a popular author. These gentlemen were paid 
$500 each, and magnanimously agreed to use the money In 
publishing their ePsays. This was most fortunate, aa the 
American Secular Union had no money to publish the books, 
and they must hav remained in manuscript but for the gen
erosity of the authors. The two productions are published 
In one volume of nearly four hundred pages, under the title 
of "Conduct as a Fine Art," and also P!!-blished separately 
under the title of "The Laws of Dally Conduct" (pp. 160), 
and "Character Building" (pp. 230). The books bear the 
imprint of the well-known and respectable publishers ot 
Houghton, Miffim & Co., of Boston and New York. Due 
credit Is glven to the American Secular Union In the 
preface; and the final proof-sheets were read and In some 
thirga corrected by the Chairman of the Examining Com
mittee. It has been demonstrated that the purest principles 
of morality can be taught, without religious dogma., and it is 
belleved that Roman Catholics or Protestants, Jews or 
Atheists, Deists or Agnostics can find nothing to criticise in 

· these two carefully prepar~d books. They are as well 
sdapted to families as to schools, and It is hoped that no 
Freethinker's family will be without. them. We recom
mend the two volumes in one (price $1.50). The two single 
volumes come at $1 each. 

The books can be had through booksellers generally, and 
will be furnished anywhere In the United States at publishers' 
prices, postage free, by the Secretary. It would be easy to 
dilate on the lmportance of this now accomplished project 
to the A.merlcan Stcular Union, and to the cause of good 
morals generally, but this Is not the place. The amount of 
labor that this project has Involved was simply Immense, 
and has mainly been performed by the President and Secre
tary. Can the American Secular Union point to any work 
It has accomplished In the fifteen years·of Its existence as 
Important and permanent as this? It is believed that the 
books will be largely adopterl by families and teachers and 
that the American Secular Union will receive Its meed of 
gratitude and praise. Let all Secularists labor to promote 
the circulation of this Manual. 

Some very unjust criticism has been made which can here 
be properly noticed. The mistake of the critic Is In not dis
tinguishing between rellglpn and religious dogma. Pure 
religion, as defined by Francis E. Abbott, Is mor.allty, and 
In this he Is backed by Tyndall and Renan. The former 
says: " The facts of religious feeling are to me as certain as 
the facts of physics. • . . The world will hav a religion 
of some kind. . • . To yield this sentiment reasonable 
satlsfact.lon Is the problem of problems at this hour." 
While Renan says: "Devotion Is as na1ural as egol•m to 
true. born men. . • • The organization of devotion Is 
religion." That Messrs. Gilman and Jackson proclaimed 
in the preface of their b\Jok that they are "friends to relig
Ion " was no violation of the unsectarlan principle, but only 
goes to show that pure morals can be taught without a rec
ognition, even by religious people, of any of the dogmas of 
religion. Nor was there any " discourtesy" In falling to 
mention the names of those who contributed the $1,000 
premium. The" roll of honor" bad been widely published, 
and the Premium was paid to the authors by the American 
Secular Union, and not by the individuals who subscribed 
the money. The American Secular Union is fully recog
nized, and no more could be expected from the authors. 
who P'lbllshed the essays-with their own money. Instead 
of csrplng, we should be thankful that the books called forth 
bv the American Secular U nlon are published without a 
dime of expense to the Union, and placed within reach of 
our members at a reasonable price, besides being placed 
within the rea!'h of thousands of other~. not in fellowship 
wl hour society, but. whom we greatly desire to Interest In 
true uneectarlan m'lrallty. Mr. Jackson says: "But besides 
being Insulting to good men ~nd to the being whom so many 
JZOOd men believe In and worship, the profane m!ln Is unut
terabl! vulg~r." Jn th~ s~~e chapt~r, In speaking of PBS,"&~ 

temples, he says: " It matters not that the temple he pro
fanes Is the sanctuary of a p!ig·m religion, that the divinity 
he Insults exists only In the imagin!l.tion of a deluded peo. 
ple." He no more teaches Theism than heathenism, by a 
simple recognition of a fact well known to everyone. 

The main question has, we believe, been thus settled In 
the Girard College Will Case, that the purest principles of 
morality can be taught without teaching sectarian dogma, 
and Indue time, now near, me!lsures will be adopted to test 
this matter with the Board of City Trusts, pesceably if pos
sible, but through the courts, If neceasary. Specific action 
bas been delayed until these essays were ready. The case Ia 
now in the hands of experienced and wise counselors. 

There Is no use In attempting to disguise the fact that 
there Is among us a serious difference of opinion as to the 
principles and policy of the American Secular Union. The 
majority of the Board (If not all of them) agree on the writ
ten constitution of the society, and especially on Article IV, 
which is as follows : 

ARTIOLB IV -NoN.PARTIUN. 

"The American Secular Union Is strictly unsectarian and 
non-partisan in both religion and politics, but will use any 
and all honorable means to secure its objects a& above 
stated. It Is not either publicly or privately committed. to 
the advancement of any system of religious belief· or dis
belief, but honestly welcomes all persons of whatever faith 
or pnrty to its membership, on the basis of 'no union of 
church and state.' The word 'secular' Is here used in 
the broadest sense, as applied to the state, and not to any 
system of 1eliglon or philosophy.'' 

The history of this article Is as follows; 
Finding, during the first year of our administration, that 

certain persons were disposed to consider us bound to add to 
our constitution certain principles of Secular philosophy (eo 
called), and in order to settle this question, we prepared and 
published In all our Liberal pspers for more than thirty days 
previous to the Philadelphia Congress in 1889 an amendment 
to. the constitution. This proposed amendment the Phila

. delphia Congress still further amended, and unanimously 
adopted. 

Some few-very few-persons afterward objected to this 
article; but no effort was made to amend or repeal it at the 
Portsmouth Congress. We are satisfied that four fl.rths. If not 
nine-tenths, of the members of our society are In fator of it. 
If it Is so unacceptable to members or the Union, why hav 
not the dissatisfied ones brought up the matter In a legal way 
for amendment or modification at one of the succeedina: Con
gresses, instead of finding fault? 

In securing a complete separation of church and state, a 
large number of persons of every possible creed, and of no 
creed, can work and are working with great energy. We 
hav now before us a list of patriotic Secular and religious 
societies, all pledged to work for state Secularlzitlon. Some 
of these societies are a hundred times larger tlian our society 
and hav done proportionally more work: than we hav ever 
done. 

The same Is true regarding individuals who are members 
of orthodox churches. We do not expect to Interest the 
churches as organized bodies ; but they are full of lndl vi duals 
who are anxious to ccoperate with us for state Seculariz'ltlon •• 
Moreover, many churches in their organized form hav taken 
action for the taxation of churches and the prohlbltion of 
reading the Bible in the public schools. We need the assist
ance of these people, and we cannot secure the legislation we 
desire without their help. Shall.we be so narrow, sectarian, 
and bigoted as to drive them away from us? 

But what Is this Secular philosophy for which a few clamor 
so vociferously? It Is nothing lesa than Materialism, pure 
and simple-nothing more and nothing less It is opp'lBition 
to the supernatural and the spiritual. It affirms that there is 
no God and no future state of being for mortals. All this 
may be true, but Intelligent Freethinkers generally say that 
they do not know. Llke Huxley and Ingersoll, they are 
Agnostics. Those who believe In Spirit are thought to out
number Materialists a hundred to one, and perhaps more ; 
and they point to learned men not a few who support their 
views. Theists are also very numerous ; and distinguished 
Secular philosophers hav distinctly acknowledged that both 
Theists and Spiritualists may be good a!ld consistent Secu
larists. Why, then, should we not seek their Cl operation In 
working for stste Secularization? We need their help. We 
can never succeed without them, as our succe~R In securing 
state Secularization depends upon numbers. Now, then, If 
believers In Secular philosophy (that Is, Materialism) see .fit 
to organize to props~ate their peculiar views, they hav a 
perfect right to do so; b•1t they hav no right to force It Into 
a society which has for Its main object the complete separa
tion of church and state 

If the American Secular U nlon Is Indeed a society for the 
promotion of certain forms or •'ecular philosophy, then let It 
say so in so many words. Let it throw off all disguises and 
appear In Its true character, and not attempt to maFquerade 
under the disguise of state Secularization. Thl~, common 
honesty req ulres; and nothing less will satisfy Intelligent and 
honest friends of truth Moreover, If the great and Increas
ing number of L\berals, and the uncounted numbers who call 
themselvs by no particular name, cannot be eBrolled In our 
ranks on the basis of state Secularization, then we are reck
oning without our host. We should at once take our posi
tion as a band of Materialists, haul down the flag of "No 
union of church aprl state" as our special ensign, and show 
our true colors. For our put, we are not wflllng to be a 
party to anv deceit. We are not all believera In this kind of 
Secular philosophy, though, through the mistaken ze!ll of 
some who hav spoken at our annual meetings, we are natu
rally considered such. We Cll'?Dot unite a material phi
losophy with our one avowed object of state Secularization, 
and, In our judgment, to attempt It Is neither honest nor 
honorable. 

When first elected President, I accepted the office pro. 
visionally, and no objection was made to the conditions. It 
was In these words: 

"Regarding the American Secular Union as an organizi
tion for the protection and promotion of the principle Im
plied In its name, and not for the advancement of any dogm~ 
of religious belief or disbelief, I cordially accept the pres! 
dency unanimously tendered me, and publicly pledge m vself 
to resist the encroachments of sacerdotalism, whether Papal 
or Puritan." · 

This was sent by telegraph to Pittsburgh ; and subse
quently I wrote, and " promised the utmost firmness and 
diligence In maintaining the demands of Liberalism. and an 
honest conformity to the secular pcinclple upon which our 
government wa& founded." 

If the leaders were not satisfied with this provisional ac
ceptance, the Pittsburgh Congress should hav &aid so at 
once, as it was still in sesslon, and the succerditig Philadel
phia Congress should not hav Incorporated it In Its funda
mental law. 'fhe Freethought papers .b"v ~ept up an ~l~Q&t 
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be fuund burdensome. A few-a very few-hav re~ponded. 
The following is the result: 

Highland Freethinkers' Society, Highland, Ill ...... $G 25 
Boston Ingersoll Secular Society, Boston, Mase... 5 00 
Massillon, 0., Liberals, through Mrs. Jacob Pitts. 2 20 

constant fire -qqon the President and Secretary, either edito
rially or by their correspondent!.', for not renouncing their wel'
known principles, and openly violating the e&sential provi
sions of our constitution. This narrow and extreme policy of 
a few of our members, and notably of some of our Liberal 
papers has broul!:bt tbl:j American Secular Union where It Is 
to-day: Nearly 300 auxlllaFrv soc

1
1etEies bAabTbbeet nBreFducUed dto a Total •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••.•••••••.••• $13 45 dozen, while such men as ranc s . o , . • n er. 

wood, and the whole army of the Free Religious Association If our auxiliaries are of little help to tbe.Amerlcan Secular 
and many others bav been rlrlven from our ranks. Even Union financially, they are of still lesS' help In carrying on 
Robert G. Ingersoll bas been pushed aside, and for several the work of state Secularization. In fact the work wblcb 
years haw no longer cd>perated with us because of side these auxiliaries busy themselvs about seems to be cbiEfiy: 
is1uea that were dragged Into the society. (1) That of an Intellectual debating society, where a lecture 

We hav been under the necessity of communicating with denouncing the evils of Christian superst.lilon Is followed by 
Liberals through our Liberal papers, while at the same time similar comments from the members; (2) that of a labor 
tllose pspers hav Inveighed against the society and Its ex- reform club. Now, each of these kinds of work bas Its uses. 
ecutlv officers. Editors of papers bav a perfect right to advo- but we rel!pectfully submit that neither of them bas to do 
cate their own views; It Is nevertheless a fact that they with that stafeSecularlzatlonforwblch the auxiliary's charter 
should do It In such a wav as not to disgust and drive from was obtained. Too frequently, moreover, such an auxiliary 
o.ur ranks Theists and Spiritualists and other Freethinkers. complains bitterly of the persecution to which 1ts members 
Theists are said to "buy a god· and a t>lg In a poke!" are subject for their "Infidel" views and finds It "lmpos 
" God Is given a Lashing." . • • • "God (under certain Bible" to Interest outsiders In the wo~k of state Secularlza
condltlons) Is the biggest and the meanest villain ever heard tlon. But let us Inquire as to how much persuaslvness anq 
of" and "The Christian's God Is a dirty dog!" 'rbe same sweetness and tact tney hav put forth to win outsiders. Has 
style Is adopted toward Spiritualists, as they are seldom their method of presenting the truths of Liberalism not been 
spoken of without a sneer at "spooks" and "spookdom." one rather of fierce, bitter denunciation, rather than of brief, 

·Now these papers bav a perfect right to be vulgar If they so tactful argument, calm reason, and gentle persuasion? More
desire, but It is a question whether the American Secular over, bav they at all striven to advertise our work? Hav they 
Union should make them Its flrgans. Then It should not be faithfully circulated our pamphlets? Hav they patiently 
forgotten that several of these papers pose before the public sought to lead their orthodox acquaintances toward "the 
as objects of cbarltv, and thus come In competition with the standing-ground common to the wise and just of all Isms
American Secular Union for contrlbut.lons. The failure of i. e., the almost universal desire for religious freedom? Hav 
Freet~ought bas done more harm to the cause of Liberalism they zealously endeavored to show that the American Secular 
than tbls journal ever did good. One of our $100 subscrlb- Union Is based upon the platform of mutual tolerance, and 
era In New England assigns as a reason for not continuing that It welcomes alike the cburched and the unchurched 11f 
his subscription any longer that be lost $1,200 In the Free- all Isms to tbls common platform of religious freedom foroll! 
thought Publishing Company; while another noble man on Alas 1 we fear that In nearly every case the answer will be 
the Pacific coast bas withdrawn from all cooperation with "No I" And for this reason also, your Secretary pronounces 
Liberals because of this failure. The fact Is, the American the auxiliary system of the American Secular Union, as at 
Secular Union should bav an organ of Its own, If only a present conducted, not only a failure, but a real hindrance 
little sheet published monthly, or, If need be, quarterly. to tile work of the National Society. 

Notwithstanding all the disabilities under which we haT If we are to continue to bav auxiliaries, let us, by all 
labored, the American Secular Union bas done well tb~ last means, bav the system tllorougbly reorganized. At present, 
year. Our Treasurer's report will show our gross cash re- your Secretary Is Ill exactly the position of the old Contl
celpts to be $2,131 45, Including the money raised by our nental Congress. She may suggest quarterly contributions, 
Portsmouth friend for the expenses of the Congress. Many but she has no authority to collect them. She may protest 
of our contributors bav done nobly-giving of their money at the failure of auxiliaries to C(operate but she .bas no 
over and over again-and many new subscribers hav been power to make them choose between the ~lternatlvs of co
enrolled on our books. Though the California State Society operation or expulsion. Let your Secretary therefore sug-
advl~ed Its friends to withhold Its contributions until the gest the following plan: ' . ' 
American Secular Union should assume a more aggresslv Let us publicly announce ·that every auxiliary must fall 
policy, the contributions from that noble state the last year Into line with the following req_ulrements within, say, t.hree 
hav been In excess of the contributions from the state of months after this Congress, or hav Its charter revoked. Each 
Massachusetts, and ev'en more than our receipts from all New auxiliary· should a~ree to send. In a quarterly report of work 
England. It will be seen tbat our contributions are largely done or attempte for state Secularization; also quarterly 
from the West and the Pacific states; and, at a recent meet- contributions of, say, at least five cents per member. It 
lng of the Board, it was understood to be tile opinion of those should pledge Itself to some work for the National American 
present that the office of the society should be removed to Secular Union each month. It should circulate our pam. 
Chicago; and that the officers should be elected from among pbletP, and hold rallies for state Secularization at stated peri
our friends residing In that city; !lnd, t.o tbls end, the Pres!- ode; and a record of tbls work should appear on the quarterly 
dent, SEcretary, and Treasurer signified their resdlness to report sent In to us. At the end of the designated three 
withdraw from the field and giv our Western friends the months, we should be. authorized to publish a list of those 
helin of our gallant little ship. But whether the beadquar- auxiliaries who are on the roll of honor as willing to cooper
tars of the society are removed or not, the President, In the ate with us on the above basis; and we should be authorized 
most posltlv terms,· declines to be a candidate for re-election. to announce, then and there, the revocation of the charters 

of all other auxiliaries. Failure to comply with the quarterly 
The SaCll'etary then attempted to read her report, report and quarterly contribution rule after, say, two sue

but as she is su:lfering from a very unpleasant sore cesslv lapses,. should warrant the Secretary In publishing 
throat, abe soon called upon a substitute, who tried the name of that auxiliary as having been stricken from our 

books. With some such method as this we might hope to 
bard to put herself in Miss Craddock's place, and see the auxiliary system of the American Secular Union be
read with much emphasis and feeling expression. fore long established on a buslneFsllke basis. 
W~th the exception of the business debils this And now as to the work so far accomplished. When It Is 

L • l"k '~~'- W tb k D D • A th 1 • t considered against what odds we hav strup;gled during 1be 
repor .. IB I e .w.r. ee roo • • • B. 11 e P aiD past year, with dissensions within the Board, a partially 
of a Unitarian lamb which unexpectedly finds itself bostll press, and an almost wholly hostll fraternity of lect-. 
among some Infidel wolTes, we print it: urers without, with a long line of non-members and non·~ 
SBORBTABY'S BBPORT FOR FIBOAL YBAR NOVBMBBR 1, 1890, COntributors allowed.free shot at UB in the newspapers, and 
. 9 the consequent withholding of contributions by many of our 

TO NOVBMBBR 1, 18 1. people (who naturally thought these demonstrations an .evi-
Mr. PresidBnt, Fello11J-Memb1rs of the American Btcular dence of disapprobation by the American Secular 'Union 

Unim, and Friends: Your Secretary takes pleasure In once members, Instead of Its being mainly the growling of 
more welc0mlng our little band of workers at their annual Irresponsible outsiders); when these set-backs are all 
reun\on; and she expresses the hope that, although we bav considered, we cannot but congratulate our&elvs that we 
come to this Congress for business entirely, we may all of us bav weathered the storm s.o successfully. And we want 
be so ready to join heart and hand in the good cause, that right here to thank those noble-hearted Liberals who hav 
the occasion may be one of more than ordinary profit and come forward again and again with cbeetlnp; letters and con
mutual strengthening. trlbutlons of money duriDg our months of trial. It was your 

At the close of last year's Congress, we found ourselvs encouragement, your substantial help, dear frlende, which 
charp:ed· with several things to attend to. Let us take up sustained us; and once more we thank you heartily. 
these matters first, before dealing with the work of the pres- It may not be amiss to brir fiy note some of the things 
ent year. accomplished during the past two years of our admlnlstra-

Perhaps the most Important work of all laid out for the tion. 
Board. by the Congress wa• the promulgat.lnn of a manifesto We hav written ard Issued four pamphlets, as follows: 
on the· Sunday Opening of the World's Fair. At t.he first (1) "A. Few Plain Words Regarding <:Jhurch Taxation;" (2) 
meetln~r of the Board thereafter. held Dec. 14, 1890, Mr. "Shall the Bible Be Read In Our Public Schools?" both by 
T. B.;cWakeman and Dr. E. B. Foote, Jr., were appointed President Westbrook. (3) "T tb A 
a committee to draft such a manifesto. At the second meet- ~!on;" by your Sfc . 
ing.Qf' the Board, held March 2. 1891, these gentlemen an- 'I'IFnBY'~fiet, suggested by Mr. W. S Andres, of orts
nounced that they bad not bePn able to attend to the matter, mouth, written by your Secretary, and slightly modified by 
but tbey promised to bav It ready to pre~ent at the following the Board of Directors. It may not be Improper to here 
board meeting. There bav been sever~~ol meetings of the mention that tile enthe expense of printing the "Army of 
Board called since then; b1:1t as Messrs. Wakeman and Foo!e the American Secular Union" was a donation from your 
hav not been present, not bav they sent us any draft for ap. Secretary. Of these pamphlets we bav circulated over four 
proval by the other members of the Board, we regret to say thousand copies of "Church Taxation;" two thousand copies 
tllat we bav been unable to carry out the Instructions of last "Shall the Bible Be Read In Our Public f.lcbools ?" one thou
year's Uongress In this matter. sand copies "Army of the American Secular Union," and 

The BecretarJ- was also Instructed by last year's Congress nearly five thousand copies of the "Flag and Pansy" leafiet. 
to make a specialty of rousing t.be enthusiasm of auxiliaries. We could bav made use of three times as many bad we not 
Tbls !lbe bas faithfully endeavored to do, both by public ap. been so cramped for funds that we were frequently obliged 
peal through the papers and by personal letters. She regrets to send fewer than we should otberwll!e hav done, and, In 
to state that the results are far from commensurate with many cases, to refuse them altngetber. We also printer! and 
her efforts. The conviction Is belvg forced on ber that the circulated on A thousand "Official Announcements" during 
present auxiliary system of the American Secular Union Is an January and February, 1890. In addition, we hav sent out a 
almost total failure. The auxlllarles chartered are for the varied assortment of other pamphlets. of which the Secretary 
most part mere paper organizations, and of little use to the has kept no special account-Remsburg's "Sabbath Break
NaUonal Society, either as financial or as moral supporters. lng," Washburne's "Sunday aJJd the Sabbath," fifty copies 
After the charter fee of $5 bas been paid In, the new Reynolds's "Sunday Laws," "A Plea for Impartial Taxa
auxll\ary usually rests on Its oars, so far as the National Is tlon," Stevens's "God In the State," "The Museums In the 
concerned. At most, It may favor us with one or two letters Park: Why they should be kept open on Sanday," etc., and 
afterward. Your Secretary bas begged and plead with them a number of old copieR of THB TRUTH SBRKBR, Tn'De~tigato1•. 

. to let us hav a quarterly report of the work done or attempted Fruth011ght. Secular Thought American l:ientinel ProgresAi'De 
along the lines of state Secularization. Tbls she has urged, ThinkEr, Freethink£rs• .Magazine, and other publlcatlona 
not only through the Liberal pap• rs, but by letter to every which advocate state Secularization. One thousand con Btl
auxiliary with which she bas corrt:sponded this year, whether tutlons bav also been widely distributed; and we regret that 
new or old. The result bas been exactly six reports. lack of funds has preve11ted our distributing several tbou-

libe bas also reminded these societies, both through the eands more. 
Dewepaper and by personal letter. of their duty to Fupport Durin the t two . e .c~tary bas written 
the National American Secular Union financially. She has·:: . - . ..,;- ~--~c _..;. _IL_ci'il __ cc c.eJleiglib~fi1f<>..o\i_'6'f:@r!Y_a!: 
1uggeated that five cents quarterly per member would not· :-_~s_:. Slie also dellvered,·by lllvltatlon, a lecture before 

~ ---~ 

the Newark Liberal League, of Newark, N.J., on'' How' 
to ~-Frll.filli.lllkets.oLth .. !L¥2ung." She bas also spokea: 
tw1c!l';-ltkew1ge-byllivltatlon;-befm•e:::.tbe FrJendsbiJSl.4b . · 
Lea_Kl!!'_ of Yhii_a~elpbJ!I~. <!IJ~.JlJLQil_J_hll occasFo"nof Thomas_' 
PBme's birthday, an_d··once upon the sullfect of the Bible In 
the public schools. ·· -- -

The Secretary's efforts to establish a Secular Penny ll'und, 
Romewhat after the order of the Peter's Pence in the Roman 
Catholic church, bas been crowned with signal success
pennies, dimes, and even dollars pouring In from all over 
rbe country. If this were kept up as a regular habit by our 
Liberal friends, we should soon hav, at little expense to In
dividuals, a fund which would enable us to do telling work 
to offset the ~efforts of the God-ln-tbe-Constltutlon party. 
Estlmatlnl!: those opposed to tbe union of church and state 
(including children who are likely to be trained In the Lib
eralism of their parent~) as only one in sixty-five-a con. 
feesedlv low estimate-we should hav one million Liberals 
In the United StateR. If these gave each one cent yearly to 
the Secular Penny Fund, we should hav one mllllon pennies, 
or ten tbousand·dollars. We trust that our Liberal friends 
will continue to remember the Secular Penny Fund, when 
they desire to help on a great good at but little expense to 
themselvs. 

Of the work of your Secretary as correspondent, modesty 
forbids more than a passing mention, although that has been 
her chief duty. One must experience, In order to appreciate, 
the need of care in writing to so many conespondents of 
such widely differing beliefs as exist In our ranks. It Is a 
work which calls for all the tact, sympathy, sincerity, and 
geniality tbat one can muster. 

We feel safe ln asserting that, Ul'der the present adminis
tration, tbe Awer!can Secular Union has opened up morel' 
lines of fellowship with workers in various religious denom
Inations than has been the case for many years pRBt. On 
the platform of tbe Portsmouth Congress, a Jewish rabbi 
and the secretary of the National Religious Liberty Asso
ciation joined with us in two el11quent appeals for stale Secu- · 
larlzatlon. The Progressi'De 'l'ltinker-a Spiritualist paper )"' 
with a large circulation, a paper which refuses charitable '\ 
donations, and Is thoroughly self-supporting-bas been glad · 
to become our organ among the Spiritualists, and bas done 
a splendid work for us In Interesting that large and lnfiuen-
tlal body of Liberals. lnd"d, it is to our S lrlt li 
constltuenc_! that we cblefiy owe our: beffig tide~ o:V:: ~ 
financial dfsr re!is of tlrht summer. 

Even the OhrtBtilin Statesman, the organ of our God-ln
tbe.Constltution opponents, we bav persuaded into not only 
treating us with courteous consideration, but into advertis
Ing our work In several leading editorials. The U oitarlan r 
press, also, while still fighting shy of us because of the ~' 
fiercely denunciatory Atheism of some of our members, ' 
has begun to refer to us brlefiy. but favorably. A prominent Jfj 
Methodist paper has promised us a favorable notice of our 
work before long. Our Pennsylvania legislature, which we 
furnished gratis with our " Church Taxation" pamphlet, 
was quife l!tlrred up by tbls Eame pamphlet. Ooly last week, 
the Philadelphia Press, In a front-page article, explained at 
length the injustice of exempting our churches, and gave the 
amounts of exemption-an article wblcb would ECarcely 
bav been pos~lble two years ago. In a hundred and one 
silent, unobfruslv ways such as these, the le~ven of the 
American Secular Union Is working among citizens of 
position and lnfiuence; and It does seem a pity that we 
should be so hampered as we hav been In the good work 
by the lack of funds. 

Last. but not least, we bav our Prize Manual-" Conduct 
as a Fine .A.rt "-a book which, while calculated to do 
effectlv work against the practice of Bible-reading in the 
public schools, John Wanamaker himself Is glad to sell by 
the score over bls counter, so just, so well written, so refined 
and echolarly In language and fair In treatment Is the book. 

And now as to what we ought to do In the future, If 
state Secularization and the .habit of mental liberty are to 
become our permanent possessions. 

First of all, I would emphiLBize the need of training the 
young as Freethinkers. Every Liberal club, every auxillaty 
of the American Secular Union ought to be the nucleus for a 
Freethought Sunday.scbool, where children sball be taught 
to recognize: (1) The evils of superstition ; (2) the duty of 
an upright, clean, cheerful life, backed by such scientific 
training as will make them understand that evolution, and 
not special _creation, Is the law under wblcb the universe 
works, and that all plants and animals are their cousins by 
blood descent of evoluflon; (3) the true explanation of the 
Bible as a curious collection of ancient myths, worthy, not 
of Ignorant denunciation, but of the most scholarly study nf 
the most advanced Liberalism; (4) the Importance of enlist
ment In the army of the American Secular Uolon. This 
matter of making Freethinkers of the young I hav dealt 
with at length In the Fre!Y!J"!f£!rs• Jlg,gf!~!.'!le fQ!.lYJY~a!..tl!!L.. 
year, so that I need notoccripy your t1me With more than a 
pa1iffiig mention of same, Important as I consider this whole 
matter to be. · 

Lastly, as an aid both to Freethougbt work among the 
young and to our soclety's work of state Secularization, I 
recommend the publication of an organ ot our own, to be 
called, say, the Becularut, t'lr by any other appropriate title. 
That the American Secular Union should continue, as In the 
past, to rely enllrely upon Atheistic and Materialist~ ~P-_e!!_ 
for reaching the publlc, howe-ver-t~bly--these·-rmpers may be 
conducted, Is absnrd Moreover, I consider It a vl:>latlon of 
our constitution, which demands that we shall not favor 
any one sect above another. We bav no more right to favor 
Atheism than we hav to favor extreme Trinitarian Chris
tianity. That we sbonld adopt our .loyaL S!llrltu~llstlc. 
helper, the.Progressi'De Thinktr, as our-excluslv or~~:an, would 
likewise be a· violation of the non. sectarian clause In our 
constitution. That we should make use of bnth does not 
meet the needs of the caee. The Progressi'De Thinker !& too 
actlv a j')urnal, and usually too full ot Its own matter to be 
able to publish our articles as promptly as Is desirable ; and 
some of the other papers hav more than once declined to 
publish certain of our con:.munlc!itlons at all. Moreover, 
we are likely to lncur at any moment the adverse criticism 
of the latter over some petty derail. They bav, of course, 
an undeniable rfgbt.t() criticise us adversely, If so Inclined, 
just as has any paper; but the journal which claims to be 
an or~an of a society Is supposed to be pledged to that 
society's support ; and for hostll criticism to appear In Its 
columns Is, beyond question, a breach of good faith, not to 
say good taste. Smce, then, we bav absolutely no true 
organ wblch fulfills our requirements, It must be evident tllat 
we need to establish 01 e ror oureelvs. 

But our friends will exclaim, to establish a paper wlll 
requlr~ thousands of dollars. Not necessarily. 

At present we are a small society, weak financially, and 
there Is no reason why we should branch out with an 
expensiv paper. What we need Is slmplv "n organ-an organ 

(Continued em page 716.) 
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God In the Constitution. 
" God " in the Oonstitution is one of the subjects 

that are at present agitating the different minds of 
this country. That those persons of a religious turn 
of mind should sanction the attempts Clf the religious 
leaders to hav such a word inserted in the Oonstitu
tion is a very natural conseque!lca of contagious 
feelings. The OPtJOsition to sa.ch insertion, coming 
as it does from Freethinkers, Atheists, Infidel!', amd 
the like, is also a cons£quenco <lf the natural laws of 
opposition to any infringement of the church on 
the rights <lf the state. The insertion of the word 
God in its Oonstitution at once displays the sub
servience of the state to the church, which is fanat
ically wrong from beginning to end. Man created 
religion, and he also created the state. Thus he 
created the two things as radically d.:fterent from 
_one another as a man is from a woman. If the relig
ious adherents insist that 11 God " should be inserted 
in the Oonstitution, they may eventually insist that 
in every woman's name there shall be a man's name, 
and in every man's name a woman's name. For 
instance : Mary John Louise Harrison ; Joseph 
Elizabeth Hemminway. Greater absurdities of re
ligious fanaticism were never brought in the world 
to.be swallowed by the intellectual throat. Granted 
that we should hav 11 God" in the Oonstitution. 
Well, what fffcct will it hav! What does it mean' 
Who is 11 God t" What kind of a thing is God! 
Where is God! What beneficial iJJ:fluence has that 
God got! What kind of a pbraseology will it giv 
us ! What will it be, or what is it, or what does it 
mean, to say "in the name of God!" We11, what 
name! Inserting such a word (as 11 God"), that bas 
been so productiv of the most absurd- nonsense and 
of so many crimes, will simply be another piece of 
legerdemain of the church-be "to look up" to the 
awfullless of that word, while she, the church, "will 
look down, and pick out from your puree the wealth 
thereincontainfd." Now, the church is one th:ngand 
the state is another, a great, grand, and more noble 
thing. The state is there to suppress the crimes 
committed through the false doctrine taught by the 
church and aot to besmirch itself with the church's 
bloody and criminal record. We want nothing else 
in the Oonstitution than words and names that mean 
somethio~ each, and by their grammatical connec
tions will mean plenty, and mean, in every specific 
respect, things that everybody knows and under
stands. We want no mvthological expression, exam
ple, or reference. We want facts and nothing 
else bu\ facte, and we do not want the church to 
hav anything to say to us about those facts ; nor 
even ner attempt to explain them to us. She is 
incompetent to explain daily ffcts. For centuries 
past she has taught us delusions, and now her time 
is up. Tbe idea of par&ding the most important 
document that we bav, guaranteeing us our .lives, 
our property, and our freedom, with a mytholo~ical 
expression that has been so many times evolved until 
it is mow impossible to say wherefrom or how it has 
sprung, or -what it repreFents or stands tor, is an 
insult addl'd to injury on humanity. The word has 
been every time used to signify fear when the re
cipient seemed to enjoy the spirit of investigation. 
It has been used as a 11 false preten11e " to extort 
from the weak minds their will, consent, and worldly 
goods. It has never been used to any good advan
tage. The savage when he wa11 told by the Ohristian 
minister that God had made Jesus die to save him, 
took up his club to waylay the minister. A mur
derer was about to hang; his priest told him to trust 
in God; he answered, "Yes, .that's what I done, 
and here I am with a rope around -my neck." When 
another murderer was about to be lynched, a minis
ter was in the crowd to giv him the last comforts of 
religion; the minister adviEed him to fear notliog, 
that God would heal his soul ; to which the mur
derer answPred with a curse: 11 Your God and 
~y soul! If there is a God, as you preach, let 
h1m heal my body now and I'JI heal my soul my
self." Arid there are millions of sucu enmple1.1. 
The business of the church· being to look after and 
save souls, it conseq'lently has no business here. Its 
place is where the souls are. Where they are they 
may hav some use for the preachers and the Gods. 
and most probably no use for any state or U aited 
S\ates Oonstitution. Therefore, the church with its 
God in its Oonstitution, exit. We hav no regard 
whatever for the church nor for the pope down to 
the student of theology so long as they will persist 
in teaching such radically wrong doctrine. We hav 
no respe~t tor the church, because it makes its prin
cipal object money under the disguise of an alleged 
religion that has absolutely no foundation to it. 
We entertain a perfect contempt for the church and 
its doctrine, because, while it preaches charity and 
the elevation of humanity, it surrounds itseU with 
all the luxuries of this world, and sanctioRs crimes 
under its doctrine of absolution. We abhor the 
church because it prohibits the denial of its doctrine 
lllcl in4iote orqel aQd releotless pa,ins and igQotuiny 

for such supposed offens.e. .We de.test it becaus~ it 
is the worst enemy of scuant1fic philosophy, barriDg 
every step of progress· or investigation -at- any cost 
or eonseq 11ence. We iueisr upon a most terrific op· 
position to the insertion of the churchly " God " in 
our Oonstitution, because it is an unqa.alified and 
daring attempt to once more cruelly arrogate to 
itselt the government of the world as in ancient 
times, making serfs or slaves of us, keeping us in an 
abject state of slavery with the sword, blood, and fire 
if needs be. We protest against the insertion of 
that religious expression, because it means the 
weapon of the church's fraudulent practice and in:fla
ence. We want to hav nothing to do with God or 
religion in ou1: federal or state governments, and as 
an act of justice to one and all we insist that the 
church, its property and ministers, should be taxed 
aa all the inhabitants of the same land are taxed. 
The taxation of the cburch is the amendment that 
we insist upon, and that should be inserted, practiced, 
and carried out all over the world. Joe. MAILLE. 

even though he has paid with interest mo~e than the 
original debt. I want you to realize, if you can, that 
it is just as reprehensible to do wrong through the 
agency of government as through the independent 
action of individuals. RClbbery is robbery, and doing 
it by a process of law and calling _it protection in DO 
way alters its essential qualities. · 

The idea of government protection arose, no 
doubt, from the fact that in the childhood of the 
race, while parents would·. protect their young, and 
tribes rush to the assistance of their comrades 
when attacked from foes of other tribes, internal . 
strife was allowed until intelligence, born of warfare, · · 
suggested to the chiefs to interfere, hence their power 
-the firr.t government-was directed to the control 
and regulation of internal affairs; not for the people's 
~ood, ~but for their o":n•. to eti'~ngthen themselvs 
by regulating and tramtng the1r slaves ; and as 
government has evolved from the will of one man 
to that of many,· this principle became the main
spring of the institution. Self-preservation is said 
to be the .first law of nature, and is IE! applicable to 

Letters to Workingmen. institutions as to individuals, and the selfishness of 
PROTECTION. aovernments is even more apparent·than that of in-

While money may in reality a:ftect the people's wei- dividuals, inasmuch IS individuals progress in sym
tare to a greater extent than any or all other funC·· pathy, charity, and all ki!!dly feelings, while govern· 
tions of government, yet in the minds of the people ment is a soulless institution and ever at a stand
generally ·the idea of protection overshadows all still. I want you to consider this poinh; it is the 
others. By protection I do not mean that afforded moat important in my arraignment of· government. 
home industries by a tariff on foreign goods. I shall It is to ~he individual, and individua} enterprise, 
take up thl!t question later. The superstition · of ·that I would appeal. It is organiz'3d individual en
money is simply that it must be issued by govern- terprise that must take the place of government, 
ment to secure its stability and value; but the idea and I want you to dietinlluish the difference between 
of protection is suppot~ed to form the basili and this and government. There is so muoh contusion 
about the only excuse for government. We damn of thought on the subject. ·Because a free association 
politicians, the administration, and the ine:fficsieDcy of has an organization, o:fficsers, and rules of conduc•, 
the laws, yet fall upon our knees in supine reverence the assumption is put forth with the utmost CQnfi
before government whenever the -wizard Protection dence that they are identical, and yet there is all 
waves his wand. The great mass of the people the diffdrence between the two that there is between 
regard government much as the child feels f~r its liberty and slavery. The right of eminent domain, 
parentr-they .want to be cared for, hav their whims the corner-stone- of government, would be unknown 
gratified, their notions of morality and utility put in a tree association. Oompulsory taxation, the 
into execution. Their government is infallible, or basis of all government, could never be in a free so
will be when they succeed in getting the {)roper offi- ciety. State sovereignty, the all in all of govern
cials elected. Yet protection often spoils the child. ment, could hav no meaning in a state of free indi
It is all-important to early, inculcate a spirit of inde- viduals or~anizsd for mutual interests. And in such 
tJendence. a self.reliance. "The greatest intelle~ts of an association we might hope tor protection. on the 
the world hav evolved from early self-dependence. only plan that protection could -be honorably ac
Thrown upon their own resources they develop • cepted, mutual 1nd reciprocal. It would not be 
strength of c:haraater imp?ssible ·ot att~nin~ by the government, b~t individual, pr?tec:tion. .In. s~ch a 
pampered child of protect1on. Protect1on IS a fal- state all soveretgnty would res1de 1n the lDdiVIdual; 
lacy. Prohibition has for its object the protection all taxation would be voluntarily and cheerfully 
of the people by closing the saloons an-t thereby paid, because it would be for value received. It is 
removing the temptation to drink. Yet true man- a fallacy to claim that men would object tf> being 
hood is developed by meeting and resisting tempta- assessed to pay for actual benefit. Oar mutual benefit 
tion. Almost all nolitical measures hav protection associations demonstrate that men cheerfully pay 
as their chief advertisment, and yet it is the quality for others' benefit to secure their own, not only_ con
that damns them all, for it invariably defeats the tribute their money but devote their time and energy 
object which i;he promoters hav in view .. It is the in building up and furthering the enterprise, the 
reliance upon others-:-upon oaths and promise" officser.s llenerally working for nothing but the pleas
instead of asserting the will and indetJendence of are it affords them. Who will assert that these, or 
self-that makes failures of our -temperance organi- like organizations, might not include in their sys· 
zations. True independence must avoid such associ -tems all the functions important to society, without 
ations. Infants and unfortunates who cannot exer- auy of the authority or compulsion of government T 
cise their own faculties need and should reeeive pro- No law affec~ing the people but natural law; no 
taction; to others it is oftener a curse than a bless- o:ffiBials absorbing the earnings of the laborer, ex
ing. Bnt there is another phase of protection. cepting tbe few whose cffi0e requires their continued 
Men are supposed to hav rights· and the strong arm presence-these might be generously paid tor their 
of the law is needed to see that these rights are time. · 
not invaded. Friends, I think a little study will I do not care to enter into any details of any sys
convince you that men hav no rights which govern- tem of voluntary association; I merely wish to direct 
mente are bound to respect, much less protect. JOur thoughts toward such organization. I believe 
Matthew Arnold ·has said, "AU rights are created by it is entirely practicable for local organizations .to 
law and based on expediency, and are alterable as perform all necessary-functions of society which hav 
public advantage may require." It is the politician been usurped by government and turned to the in
who is to decide what our rights are. and whether it terests of one class. 
be expedient to allow us to exercise those rights. Our novelists hav turned their attention to build
Government protects· those only to whom it dele· iBg up the -future republic, the tature common
gates power. It is not the laborer, it is not the wealth. They hav drawn some beautiful pictures, 
great majority, that are protected. It is the capital- and given ua the benefit of much sound reason, 
ist. It is the man who toils not but relies upon hie but I fear there are. many principles of human econ· 
wealth to create more-the speculator, th.e landlord, omy they hav not taken into-consideration. Human 
and the lend lord that arEj protected. That is to nature is a complicated affair, and it is mqch easier 
say, government protects those in doing thst which to build up human institutions on paper, and dispose 
the humanity of man would never tolerate; Hence of individuals like the figures upon a chess-board, 
government protection is simply license. The pro- than it is to move them in real life. To my mind 
tection the citizen feds is extended to him by gov- all such forecasts are failures. It is a waste of time, 
ernment is merely a superstition identical with that striving to rend the vail of the. f11ture. It is 
which the Ohristian feels is extended to him by God. better to study the history of the past than to fancy 
When we sit down to figure it out-to demonstrate events of the future. Let us work in the here and 
its existence in some tangible form-we find no evi- the now. Lst us study human nature and draw ' 
dence apart from the assumption that everything from thence true principles of action. There is one 
that is to our benefit" is the result of • government. feature we may safely predicate of human nature, 
The principle of protection is not a motiv of govern- and any movement 'Which fails to fully appreciate and 
ment. Protection should defend the weak against provide for this feature must fail of accomplishing 
the strong. Government upholds the strong in any real benefit, and this is liberty, the basis of all 
oppressing the weak. To be sure, it must be done true economy. 
on lines sanctioned by government. The highway- Trust liberty, as a plant •twill spring 
man or burglar will be punished if caught, provided And thrive in any soil ; 
he does not stand in with the o:fficsials. But the And nurtured it will surely bring 
landlord is assisted to evict a poor tenant who may The just reward or toil. 
hav paid him in rent more than the value of his prop- Trust liberty, •twill enrich the soil 
erty. The forces of. government rush to his aid in The more its growth we guard; 
depriving a poor man of his home, who through mis- The more we in its harvest toll, 
fortune is unable to comply with the conditions he The more is O\lt fewa.rd. 
WI& obliged to enter iuto in order to obt1in 1 hoiPe, Buj!alo, N. Y. A. L. B4r.r.ou. 
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Wrong and Wretched. 
0 for a. lodge in some vast wilderness, 
!:iome boundless contiguity of shade, 
Where rumor of oppression and deceit, 
Ol unsuccessful or successful war, 
Might never reach me more 1-0owptr. 

So wrote this fine poet; and so must sti!l feel the 
finest specimens of our race. The lover of peace 
must he the lover of purity, since the least thought 
perceives. that only the latter can secure the former 
In his earlier life Cowper looked to Christianity fo; 
relief-to reform oppressions, to transform swords 
into plowshares and spears into pruning-hooks. 
Sadly disappointed in its hoped-for results he grew 
disheartened and lost his faith as he finally had to his 
health and life. LamentablY, hundreds of may we 
not say, the nobler ~pecimens of our kind, from the 
aame causes are going the same way. Their logic 
and their common sense oblige them to judge the 
tree by its fruit. Neither our great statesmen, 
orators, or authors hav been or are now getting to 

. be members of orthodox churches. Chid-Justice 
Taney, who ruled that colond men bad no rights 
that white men were bound to respeot was 1 
Catholic, while from Washington down to 

1

Lincoln 
rarely do we find 1 general, president, jurist, or dis
tinguished statesman a church-member. Chrlstianity 
as fo~nd in .the cb~rches, with the single Qaaker 
exeeptlon, neither discouraged nor withstood our 
late intestin war. Instead of beating swords into 
plowshares and spears into pruning-hooks, they put 
them to the slaughter of their fellow-citizens and 
their own oburch-membars! ! ! Even now we hav 

·churches of the same creeds labeled 11 North" 
and "South." Are these, or indeed the Christian 
s~stem in general, bringing peace on earth and good 
will to mPn ? 
T~e prevailing orthodox- answer is, that . though 

not JUSt now, the tree will in time bear the good 
fruit. The early disciples it seems looked hourly for 
the return of their savior, as his promis was left 
t~em. Lnge Christian denominations hav con
tinued so to look from that day to this. So confid
~g in the promis and the prophets, they baY at 
t1mes sold out their g~ods or ~istributed them freely, 
broken up bousekeepmg, repaired to their churches 
and, full of expectation, hav watched for thei; 
savior's advent, even by night, more intensely than 
do the Methodists watch out the old for the n·ew 
year. And yet all seems to fai1. Instead of the 
good fruit coming it seams to be going. The faith 
an~ the churches are evidently waning. Si.Doo 
aet1ons .speak louder tb~ words and nothing suc
ceeds hke success, promises and theories ean no 
longer keep up Q,Qiistian courage and prosperity. 

As. our dreadfiil war closed the big financial 
qaeat1on and e:ft"orts were made to raise greenbacks 
to par value by resuming specie payments, as the dis
aasaion on t~e ~odu~ operandi protracted, Mr. Greeley 
would persast 1n sayiDg, 11 The way to resume is to re. 
some." So is our world of tbcught saying the way 
to remove 11 deceit, oppression, and war" is to do it 
Pt~misea ITl~ hopes are threadbare coming to rags,· 
while accorduag to the Qaaker practical life, we must 
at once refrain from these terrible wrongs or with 
Cowper, long for a vast wilderness for a ref~ge. 

The immediate commencement of the remedy may 
be at bafl.d. The good, the peaceful instruction into 
the Cowper sentiment may at once begin in the 
home and Echool. Years ago I argued with teachers 
that the rod was out of place in the school-room. 
As the old dispensation had passed I suggested that 
Solomon's '1 Spare the rod and spoil the child" 
should go with it. As the use of the rod and other 
barbarous, violent methods bad neither improved or 
preserved our children, nothing could be lost by 
laying it aside for at least a trial. Not long after 
this the school board of Nashville, the Oxford of the 
South, prohibited its use as a punishment for not 
getting the lesson. Nex~ Chicago took the longer 
step of total prohibition. In each case reports show 
improvement in the pupils. 

In Barton county, Mo., I bad oceasion some twelve 
years ago to spend a week in one of her villages. A 
non,pretentio!ls gentleman had taken charge of their 
sch~ol, spending part of the first day reasoning the 
pupils out of the rod. So long in the minds of their 
non·progressiv parents bad it been associated with 
the school that they could see no way of conducting 
~ school without it. Bot l!'hil~ casting about, linger
Ing to find some way to dasm1ss their teacher their 
children began more and more to respect hi~ and 
k?ep order. Nearly through the term when I visited 
bas school, I was more than gratified at his unprece
dented success. 

.The rod upon tlte back can never improve the 
mmd or the heart, but must be displaced by appeals 
to reason and sentiment. Let this be done by home 
and school education, till no more must we say 
in Cowper's continued lines : 

My ear is pained, 
My soul is sick with every day's report 
or wrong anci outrage with which earth is filled. 
There is no flesh in man's obdurate heart-
It does not feel for man 1 the natural bonq 
Of brotherhood is severed as the flax 
Tllat falls a~under ~~Jt t~e tO\lCl!. ot fire, 

' 

Read " The Task." 
.To thi.s I ~ay add that, displacing the idea that 

m1gbt g1vs raght by the prin!liple of reason and 
k~ndness, it is unwise to stop at· the half-way bouse. 
Sa~ca the capacity and merits of lower animals are 
be1ng learned, the principle must be extended to 
tllem. As Be!~h earn~d ~be .respect of all good peo
ple by o!gan1ztng socaet1es !n our cities to r~sp£ct 
them, so IS George T. Angel In Boston by educating 
children, women, and men to treat them so as to 
need no legal protEction. An ounce of prevention 
outweighs in merit • pound of cure. Professor 
~arner, by the aid of Edison's phonograph, is learn
lDg the language of the higher species of the falsely 
so-called dumb animale. 

In another issue of TnE TBUTH SEEXEB it will be 
m:r pleasure to submit an article ou this new step in 
science. At present I conclude with Byron's poem: 

INSOBIPTION ON THB MONUMBNT OF A NBWEOUNDLANl> DOG. 

When some proud son of man returns to earth 
Unknown to glory, but upheld by birth, ' 
The sculptor's art exhausts the pomp of woe 
In storied urns records who rest below. ' 
When all is done, upon the tomb is seen 
Not what he was, but what he should h~v been: 
But the poor dog, in Hfe the firmest friend, 
The first to welcome, foremost to defend, 
Whose honest heart iB still his master's own 
Who labors, fights, live, breathes for him al~ne 
Unhonored falls, unnoticed all his worth, ' 
Denied in heaven the soul he held on earth · 
While man, vain insect! hopes to be forgiv~n 
And claims himself a sole exclusiv heaven. ' 

0 man I thou feeble tenant of. an hour 
Debased by slavery or corrupt by pow'er 
Who knows thee well must quit thee with disgust 
Degraded mass of animated dust. ' 
Thy love is lust, thy friendship _all a cheat, 
Thy smile hypocrisy, thy words deceit 1 
By nature vile, ennobled but by nai:ne, 
Each kindr~d brute might bid thee.blush for shame. 

Ye who perchance behold this simple urn, 
Pass on : it honors none you wish to mourn. 
To mark a. friend's remains these stones arise ; 
I never knew but one, and here he lies. 

w. PEBKINS, K.C. 
------~ .. ~-------

Theosophy as It Is Expounded by Mrs. Besant. 
From the London Stanaara. 

Mr$. Besant delivered a lecture last evening on 
" Theosophy and Occultism." 

Mrs. Besant stated that Theosophy came forward 
as holding the spiritual as opposed to the material 
conception of the universe, but declaring that it 
might be justifie.!i to the intellect and demonstrated 
to the reason. Humanity asked for something more 
than the outcome of Agnosticism, which was that 
man climbed upward to fall back in the end ; ·and in 
response to this' demand Theosophy came with its 
message of life and immortality, showing that the 
universe was, indeed, a spiritual universe, that man 
was essentially spirit, and that that spirit was im
mortal, eternal, a:rad imperishable, as well as an
created. It said to Agnostic science : "Man is an 
organism evolving new powers, new sciences, new 
things for investigation, and what you call 1 un
knowable' is only unknowable to many to-day, but 
which bas been already investigated by a few, and is 
not be;s ond the reach of those who dare to tread au 
unknown path." Having pointed out that the dis
tinction between Theosophy and occultism was that 
the latter was a branch of Theosophy which belonllled 
to the more advanced in Theosopbic science,- Mrs. 
Besant added that, beyond this, Theosophy alleged 
that there were di:ft"erent planes of life, thought, and 
being-namely, the physical, or lower plaues, and 
the spiritual, or higher planes, the latter being de
nominated 11 astro," 1

' passional," 11 mental," and so 
on. The lecturer referred at length to the evidences 
furnished· by cases of hypnotism, clairvoyance, etc., 
of the existence of a spiritual or will power capable 
of moving matter, and went on to contend that what 
Theosophists regarded as the higher planes were 
eternal and imperishable. 

She also stated that one of the· doctrine of Theoso
phy was that of reincarnation, it being held that the 
eternal spirit came to the earth, incased itself in the 
human form, gathered human knowledge through 
the education of life, and when death arrived, and 
the body was worn out, the immortal principle of 
higher intelligence, or the spirit of man, passed 
through a period of rest, and then returned once 
more. to earth with the experience already g•thered, 
enterang upon a new course of human life; thus 
constantly aceumulating mental and moral eapacities 
by an evolution as natural and orderly as the physical 
evolution, and one that was ,necessary to explain the 
differences in the intelligence and morality of man. 
Theosophy, she said, further held that there was a 
mental and moral as well as a physical heredity, and 
that there was a principle termed Karma which 
meant that as humanity sowed so must it reap. 

At the close of the lecture a number of questions, 
written by members of the audience and banded to 
the chairman, were answered by Mrs. Besant, whose 
replies may be summar~ed as follows: The explana
tion of bow man's want of all recollection of a 
previout~ state ot e1istepce wae to bQ .-eoouoiled wltb 

a belief in 1 future state of existence was roughly 
that the brain memory belonged to a tran~ient per~ 
sonality •. To. ~he question whether there was any 
knowledge der1ved trom ascertained facts accessible 
to inquirers in pl'oof of the doctrin of reincarnation 
the answer was contained in the suggestion furnished 
by the immeDse differences, moraJJy and intellectu
ally, between human bei11gs, the divergences often ex
isting in the case of twins; the numerous cases of 
infant genius, in which there was kpowledge such as 
co!lld not hav been acquired in the p~esent state of 
~xtstence. In reply ~o the question, 11 Are beasts re· 
nJcarnated, and if not, why not?" the answer was 
that the reincarnating· principle pissed through all 
the lower stages of existence, including the mineral, 
the plant, and the brute, up to man; that this was a 
pr~ce~s of ~i:fferentiation, and that gradually this 
praDc1ple, wh1ch was general and universal, became 
individualized as the physical apparatus became suit
able for the manifestation. The. reply to the ques
tion, 11 Does not Theosophy destroy the intuition 
i~planted by. God iu every individual?" was that it 
d1d not destroy, but rather trained that faculty. A 
question as to the origin and use of evil was broadly 
that evil was the persistence of the lower or brute 
!lat~.e in t~e low~r. planes of humanity. As to 
mdividual mind, or1gan, that was derived from the 
un~versal mind, which, like light, pervaded the 
universe. With regard to the period of reincarnatio11 
that varied according to the stage of evolution reaebed 
by the individual. In reference to prayer, Theoso
phists did not believe in prayer to any object outside 
humanity; she preferred to put it, not as prayer, but 
as the aspiration of a lower to a higher life. As to 
~be theory of a personal God, if by this were meant 
an extra·cosmic God, distinct from the universe, and 
yet infinit, SO unpbilosopbic I conception was not 
part of the Theosopbic theory. With refere11ca to 
love, Mrs. Bes.nt stated that she regarded love as 
the great moving force of the world, but it needed 
wisdom to prevent its doing harm. 

The Heretics. 
Who are these heretics, and what do they want f 

:rbey want to elevate society, they desire to 
Improve the world morally, they want vice to be 
considered vice, and virtue virtue. They are looked 
upon by some as monsters, but they hav been, and 
are to-day, some of the world's best men. of thought 
and some of the world's greatest improvers and 
civilizers. Men who were heretics in their time bav 
become the sail!tS of to· day, and many of the Infidels 
of to-day will be regarded as men of the noblest 
thoughts, deepest convictions, and loftiest ideas in 
time to come.· Look at the careers of the Adlers 
the Ingersolls, the Painee, and the men of that typ~ 
and you will learn that they all worked for liberty 
and equality; that they spoke words only that aimed 
at the improveme~t of the home life ; that they 
pleaded for a religion of happiness, and held that 
the end and aim of all life was bappinese. · 

Thomas Paine, who had the courage to withstand 
the attacks and rebuffs of the entire church, was 
wise enough to proclaim, "The world is mycountry, 
to do good is my religion." I adopt Paine's mode of 
thought, for be believed in one God and hoped for 
immortality and broke to pieces whatever seemed to 
him irrational. I do not adopt the mode of thought 
of the ethical culturist and the man who denies not 
nor affirms not the existence of a God, but then I 
can giv them their proper standing and can accord 
to them whatever of value attaches itself to their 
name, because of the geod they are doing to man
kind at large. We Jews, too, bav bad -men who in 
their time were branded with the sneering. jibe of 
"beret~c," men w~om we are proud to O";Vn -.to-day. 
According to the Ideas of many rabbis to-day there 
are some ministers in the pulpit who deserve to be 
nailed with that appellation, because· they hold 
themselvs free to choose whatever of ethics there is 
in tte Bible and discard whatever is grotesque, 
absurd, irrational, and immoral. We hav recently 
heard of several trials in the Christian church of men 
who hav been arraigned for bereey. The church 
may put a dark veiling around the word and be
smirch its meaning, but then the man who 'is bent 
upon some noble mission ou(ilbt never to care if he 
be thus branded.-.Rabbi SchanJarbM", Baltimore. 

.. 
We hope that whenever a Freethinker se~s an 

article in his local paper in favor of opening the 
World's Fair on Sundays he will mark, i.t· and 
send a copy to Benjamin Butterworth, secretary 
Boa'rd of JJirectors of World's Fair, Rand· 
McNally building, Chicago, nz., and to John 7. 
JJickinson, secretary National Commission of 
World's F~Jir, at the same adaress. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent' fight in this matter. Our 
efforts must not slacken till the final decision is 
made, which may not be till 1893. 

Smm for catalog of O\U' publieatiQDB· 6ell~ fre\j 
op applioatiou. 
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To the Friends and Subscribers of Freeth ought. 
I sincerely hope that all who hav supported .Free

lhought in the past will aid the work to which it has 
been devoted by becoming snbsaribers to To T:aum 
SUJ[o. Tn T:aum SDKD will carry on the work, 
but it needs your ccop&ratioll. It is a means b:y 

whick I can reach yon and push on the Pacific coast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrears< to pay 
what is naw due to TBl!l T:aum S:uun and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 
the future. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM. 

TBl!l Bible Picture Book, we take pleasure in say
iDg, is now under way, and will be issued as aooD 
tllis fall as the work can be done and done well. 
The priee wlll be tl, and it will contain a great deal 
for that amount. In renewillg for TBl!l T:aum SEEXEB 
we hope our readers wlll not forget to inclose the 
dollar for it. 

An Attempted Revival of Bigotry. 
How little the Ohriatiana care for any law which 

aonfticta with their own desires is seen by the 
attempt to restore the Bible to the public schools of 
WisconsiD, notwitbstandillg the decision. that ita use 
is unconstitutional. The claim of the Ohristiant< 
now ia that by keeping the Bible out of the achoole 
the foundations of IDftdelity will be laid. 

The Progreasiv ..Age, which briDge the news, thinks 
that the clergymen who are responsible for the new 
motement pass but a sorry compliment upon the 
inftaence of the home, Sanday-echool, and the 
ehnrch, when they aver that excluding the Bibie 
from an institution that is not engaged in theological 
or anti-theological teaching, can wreck the common· 
wealth in a Christian civilization. How, it asks, will 
the public schools lay the foundation for Infidelit:y 
when they leave untouched the anbj act of religion T 
If the church with its zealous ministry, and the 
Sunday-schools with their thousands of activ workers, 
and the myriad of homes in this country, cannot 
save the people from Irdidelity, it is a clear call6 
eetabliahing the inefticieney c f Obristian insthntion11 
of the country, and indeed it amounts to an impeach· 
ment of Christianity as interpreted by the followers 
of Ohriat. 

We do not think that even the ministers would 
elaim that the commonwealth would be wrecked by 
hftdelity. What they fear is that they themselve 
would be out of a job in the next generation if the 
ehildren are not taught to be religions, which means, 
when interpretEd, to support the preachers. UnJea~:~ 
ehildren are brought up to do this as a duty not to 
be neglected, they will be apt to neglect U. 
Reverence for the Bible must be preserved, which 
leads to a reverence for its expounders, and although 

but few men nowadays account the minister as of I were before tlie public a daily newspaper of this city 
much importance, yet early training compels his sought and obtained the views of various priests as 
support as one of the institutions of soeiety. In the to who beat in the dispute, and afterward sought 
country even, where but little is heard of theological the opmion of FAther Dacay-thongh there is no 
progress and where the old traditions are powerful, evidence that Mr. Dacey, like too many priests, is a 
the population is divided mto men, women, and father in other th~n a spiritual sense-upon these 
the mmiatera, while the contributions are regularly views, which may be learned from Mr. Dacey's reply 
made lind the pew· rents paid. It is to train the to the reporter's interrogatories, as follows: 
children in the same ruts that the e:lfort to put the " Ir the reports in this day's Herald are correctly given I 
Bible back into the schools ill made. It is for the ~m very much pained with the interview. They place the 
protection of a business. The clergy conceive them· enlightening authority or the great Catholic body in an 
selva to hav vested interests which were disturbed ignorant and ridiculous position. My own opinion on 

reviewing the articles in the Herald l.s this: A writes an 
by the recent decision of the Wisconsin supreme article, B answers A.'s article; C, D, F, tt al. are asked their · 
court. opinion about A and B, and they answer, A is right because 

The clergy, however, seem to learn little and to we think so. B is a tool for daring to hav any opinion of his 
profit nothing by the lessons of history. When this own .. 
country was settled church and state were united. "These gentlemen are placing the authority or the Catholic 

church in a false position, and the Catholic body will regret 
The clergy owned the towns. A man must be • their presumption. I respect the utterances or the head Of 
church-member before he could vote. The mmiater my church. I do not think I can in good judgment, good 
was the magistrate's keeper. Tithes were collected sense, or good taste assume the position of an interpreter or 
by law. Scoffers at the clergy were punished as a critic of the holy rather. Mr. George is not a member of 
blasphemers. People who did not attend church my church. I hav not had time to study Mr. George's an. 

swer to the encyclical or the holy father. I shall read and 
were fined. Sabbath· breakers were put in the study it as soon as possible.· n I find goed and perfect 
stocks. The clergy had • monopoly of Sunday and thoughts in Mr. George's writings I shall thank God tor it, 
fenced it around with impassable restrictions. The and I shall utilize these thoughts for God'!! honor and glory 
people were practically their slaves. and the happiness of my fellow-men.'' 

After a while the people objected. The Baptists Mr. Pecci, as head of the R Jman Catholic church, 
otjected to supporting the Congregational church. keeps assistants all around-a sort of foremen to boss 
The Qaakers were tired of being whipped and the common workers-and in this city his foreman is 
hanged. It got so that a man could vote even if he Archbishop Mike Corrigan, son of a Newark liquor
did not go to church. The minister was pushed c :ft" dealer. Mr. Corrigan was displeased with this 
the magistrate's bench. The people found out that ftippant reference to the pope as "A," which letter 
the clergyman was not God. Then onee in a whiJe is on a level with " B," meaning Mr. George, and 
they took a walk on Sunday, and were not struck also with " C," "D," "F," etc., meaning some 
dead. So they separated church and state and filed comparativly unimportant priests, and he told a 
the decree of divorce in their state constitutions. reporter that "if Father Dacey had thought for 
All they left to the preachers is a few Sunday laws, an instant of the character of the encyclical he 
an occasional blasphemy law, ~nd the Bible in the would hav avoided the error he committed. He 
schools. But the sects foaght, and so sectarianism seems," added Michael, "for the moment to hav 
was forbidden in state institutions. This pleased lost sight of the fact that the holy father is the 
the clergy until it was found by the Wisconsin court teacher, and every Catholic must regard him as 
that the Bible itself is sectarian, and must go, w~en the supreme earthly authority. The holy father hav
they announce their determinstion to restore the old ing advanced in the enel clical the doc\rin of private 
order of things in that state. Simultaneously their property in land, it became the duty of . everyone in 
brethren all over the country clamor for the enforce· the church to accept it niJqaestioningly. There is no 
me!lt of the Sunday laws. It is the beginning of an other view to be taken, no matter what any man may 
e:lfort to briog baek colonial days, and it is iD write. It is just like a well-established doctrin hud 
making such an e:lfort, and in thinking it pracUcable down in the holy scriptures, and it is to be followed 
or even possible, that the clergy show poor judg· j il&t as closely and nnqnestioninttlY by all those who 
ment. Temponrily they may get the BiBle into the believe in the holy ebnrch." 
sehoola; spasmodically they may enforce a Sunday So Michael called Mr. Dacey ap to the desk and 
Jaw, but the great mass of the people hav gone told him he could take back what he said about "A'• 
away beyond those days and will not submit with aod the other letters of the alphabet or he could put 
patience to their recalJ. The clergy now should ac on his hat and coat and follow Mr. McGlynn out -
cept what they get and be thankful. . They should into the cold world. And Mr. Dacey thereupon got 
~o along quietly and nnobtrnsivly, for if they make down upon his marrowbones and wrote this com
too much noise and call attention to t.hemselvs too mnnication to the newspaper which interviewed him: 
violently the people will finish the work our ances· "To TBB EDITOR oF TBB HBBALD: I am informed by the 
tors begun, and let the miDiaterial tubs stand en- most reverend archbishop or New York, under whose ad
tirely upon their own bottoms-with no Snnda:y ministration and juriEdlction I serve llS a priest or the Oath. 
laws and no Bible in the schools. Tile tendency is olic church, hat so much of my interview as was published 
most certainly that way. in the Herald or Oct. 20, 1891, has been interpreted as dis-

respectful to the authority of the holy see, and that in the 

The Servitude of Catholic Priests. 
A few years ago a considerable stir was made as to 

the rightfalnesa or wrongfulness, from a social polit
ical-economy standpoint, of private ownership of 
land. StraDgely enough, a Catholic priest became in
terested in the question, and because he rejected the 
treditioDal view he was iiJcontinently ejected f~om 
Ilia church. Expelling Dr. McGlynn, however, did 
not close the dillcussion, and the head of the Oatholie 
church, one Mr. Pecci, P.P., of Rome, Italy, baa pub 
dahed what is called an encyclical-that is, a letter to 
a great many-defining the position of the church 011 

the question of private ownership of land. 
Mr. Henry George, being the gentleman who con 

tribnted largely to the agitation resulting in Dr. 
McGJ:ynn'a dismissal from service, felt it incumbent 
upon himself to answer Mr. Pecci, and show how 
private ownership of land, in the ordinary sense, iii all 
wrong, but becomes all right when the rental value 
is taken as ta:s:es. Bat the merits of this contro· 
veray between Mr. Pecci and Mr. George are not per
tinent to these obsenationa. That to which we 
are now calling attention is the abject servitude of the 
priests to Mr. Pecci, as representativ of the Catholic 
church. 

The Rev. Mr. Dacey, Boman Catholic priest, is a 
friend to Dt. MeG!ynn and also to Mr. George. 
When Mr. Pecci's encyclical and Mr. George's reply 

illustration A., B, C, D et al., A was the holy father and B a 
gentleman who bas answered the holy father. 

" I greatly regret to receive this informatioN, and I deem It 
my duty as a matter of self-respect and honor to correct the 
fault and wrong attributed to me. 

"Did I not hav perfect loyalty to the holy see and to the 
authority of the archbishop or New York, who holds his 
authority and jurisdiction through and from the holy see, I 
would not consent to hold my position tor an instant. I re
fused to say any word in judgment or criticism on the holy 
father's letter, and I believed I had so expressed· myself to. 
your reporter. · 

" The holy father is the head of my church and I am his 
subordinate officer. I refused to pass judgment on the 
gentleman who answered his letter for the reason that he Is 
not a member or the Catholic church. I emphatically dis
claim that I intended A to mean the holy father and B to 
mean a gentlemaa who might answer any utterance of the 
holy rather. As a Catholic and a priest I must accept and 
reccgnlze the holy rather as the authorized teacher of the 
faith and morals committed to the church by Jesus Chriat. 

" I could not think of placing any person in a position of 
parallel authority and dignity witll the head of my church, 
for this would be to set up an anti-pope in the place of God's 
appointed teacher. The most reverend archbishop has 
directed me to send this communication to your paper, and 
I do so most willingly for the purpose of correcting any 
misinterpretation or my interview. 

"I trust you will giv this letter the same prominence in 
the Herald that you gave to my interview published in your 
paper October 20,h. THOMAS 1 Duo:sY. 

''October 24, 1801. Rector or St. Leo's church.'' 
Mtcb.ael is now satisfied. Mr. P.cai also may be 

presumed to be placated. The incident shows th•• 
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the gang of l1borers for the Boman Catholic church 
is· well in hand, and cail be controled to any extent. 
From an admiDistrativ standpoint the discharge of 
Dr. McGlynn was wise. Tn TBUTH SicEXEB remarked 
at the time that the archbishop would shortly hav 
every· priest in the diocese on the ground licking 
the dust from his boots, as representativ of the 
pope, and the retirement of Priest Birdsall to a 
country parish and the abject humbling of Mr. 
Dacey prove us to hav been a prophet. There are 
no cakes and ale for a priest outside his church, and 
cakes and ale are favorit food with the R >man Cath
olic clergy. 

Promis and Performance. 
The people who paid the money for the prizes for 

the Manual of Morals published with a slight refer
ence to the American Secular Union in its preface, 
desired a book which should " instruct children and 
youth in the purest principles of morality without 
inculcating religious doctrine," and the committee 
promised such a book. On page 142 is this: 

"With Wordsworth we join in the petition: 
" 'To humbler functions, awful Power I 

I call .thee : I myself commend 
Unto thy guidance from this hour; 
Oh, let my weakness hav an end I 
Giv unto me, made lowly wise, 
The spirit of self. sacrifice ; 
The confl.dence of 'reason giv ; 
A.nd in the light of truth thy Bondman let me liv.'" 

On page 154, by another author than the one who 
quoted Wordsworth, is this definition of honor : 
" My good boy is truthfal not beciuse he is afraid 
of the penalty that might follow if he were detected 
in a lie, bat because he loathes a lie with his whole 
soal : the very thought of it makes his lip curl with 
scorn." 

The good boy's lips are not the only lips which 
curl. 

Is There Such a Thing! 
Is there snob a thing as an honest editor of a re

ligious paper T The Independent says that the say
ing, "There is no good Indian but a dead Indian," 
is "an Infidel cry.'' 

Which is a lie. 
The Ohristian Advocate ·says of James Parton 

that " his religious principles were not settled." 
Which is another and abominable perversion of 

the truth. James Parton was a settled Infidel. He 
knew just what he thought and believed and knew 
on the subject of religion. 

Dlogenes would certainly avoid the sanctums of 
religious journals were he to continue his search 
to-day. 

We hope that wh.enever a .Freethinker sees an 
article in his local paper in favor of opening the 
World's .Hair on Sundays he will mark it and 
send a copy to Be'fljamin Butterworth, secretary 
Board of .Directors of World's Fair, Rand 
.McNally building, Ohicago; Ill, and to John :Z. 
.Dickinson, secretary National Oommission of 
World's Fair, at the same address. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
efforts must not slacken till the final decision is 
made, which may not be tilll893. 

THB Welllngton Monthly Beoord and Be'Diew relates that 
in a New Zealand court lately, a boy of thirteen refused to 
reco~tnlze the Bible provided for witnelises. He could no1 
undertake to speak the truth unless sworn on a particular 
version. A copy was hard to find, but at last a perspiring 
official entered bearing a ponderous family Bible, with 
plates, notes, and the rest of the extraneous rubbish to b~ 
found in the volumes hawked round by the book fl.end-and 
then the fastidious child was able to testify, with a clear 
conscience, tha; he knew nothing about the matter before 
the court. In recording this exceptional exhibition of 
ignorance and bigotry, a contemporary remarks (surely iu 
sarcasm) that the boy's conscientious scruples did honor to 
his training. The silliness of using a " holy " book in 
courts is farther shown by another paragraph in the same 
journal. In a gold-fl.eld township in the south, it is recorded 
no Bible at all could be found, and the court copy had gon@ 
&missing. Time being precious, a volume of interest tables 
was rushed in, and did duty, none of the witnesses having 
the curiosity to open the book. As the Bible of the com 
mercia! world, it was not without a certain fl.tness wherP 
civil issues were involved. A still stranger instance is 
atnong the traditions of the magistrate's court in Welling. 
ton. For many years all the oaths were taken on an old 
Johnson's dictionary. It was all through an absurdly sensi
tlv witness, who declared that no oath could bind him unless 
there was a cross on the book. It so happened •hat the 
court Bible and dictionary; were similar ln size and outward 

form-both bound in red calf, old, shabby, arid ink-splashed. 
The clerk hastily took the book-the wrong one, of course
bound it with red tape arranged crosswise, like a parcel by 
registered mall, sealed it securelv, and the deponent was 
satiEfted SucceediDg witDesses could not open the volume, 
even if they so desired, and for twelve or fourteen years
until the tape wore out' and gave way-it answered every 
purpose. 

News and Notes. 
Stockton is quite a banner town of Liberalism 

when once the forces are in motion. The meetings 
here hn been successful. The hall has beeD 
crowded, and extensiv rE>ports hav been published in 
the daily papers, which add much more to the it.fh
ence of the lectures. The Liberal League of Steak
ton is one of the oldest in the country. Its Paine 
celebrations hav been rema,.kable for their popularity. 
The Leap-ue bas given $.500 worth of excellent scien
t.ifi.c and Liberal books to the public library. These 
books were not only well received, but the cHy 
council passed a vote of thanks for the valuable Rift. 

I gave thA first two lectures in Tarn V erein Hall. 
The Turn V ereins hera are radical, and do not pro· 
pose to be under the surveillance of the churcb. 
When the Fourth of Julv comes on a Sunday the:J 
celebrate it with eclat. Wnile they hav no objection 
to the Ohristians attending prayer-meeting, they 
themeelvs wandgr off to the delightful picnic on the 
venerable day of tbA sun. They heartily respond to 
all the demands of Liberalism. 

There was a little debate at the end of the second 
lecture. The R'v. Mr. Ouddy is a free lance Ohris
tian. He does not belon~ to any church. He repu 
diates the "Rsv." I believe he calls himself Evan
e;telist simply. He is not quite orthodox-for he 
agrees. wi~h me on ~be Sanday question, and opposes 
chaplatnctes and also any union of church and 
state. At the time when he was chaplain of 
the legislature of Ariz~m• a few years ago ·he 
tchieved a national reputation by refusing the 
salary attached to his position. I guess he is the 
only !!haplain who ever prayed for nothing when he 
could get wages for it, eo I think he is honest in his 
religious viewl'. I lectured on the Bible, and he did 
not. accept my criticil'lmB. He thought I did not 
sr ffi(l;entl:v studv the context. The "context" is the 
favorit refuge of the theoloei•ns when they hav a 
bard t.~>x+. to f:arkle. When I quoted "Blessed be ye 
poor !'' Mr. CodiJy said it was no~ so, but 11 poor in 
"Pirit." I told him the "poor in spirit" text was in 
Matthew, while the tex~ I quoted was in Luke, just 
as I llave it, and taught the blessing of poverty. It 
Aeems my friAnd has not searched the scriptures 
thoroughly. The debate added to the inte~est of the 
lecture. It threw in the side-lights, which are al
ways attractiv in a discusRion. The large audience 
evidently enjoyed the con:fllct of opinion, which was 
carried on without any bitterness of spirit. 

The name of Stockton now :floats upon every wind 
und~r the whole heavens, for one of the greatest feats 
0f btstory has occurred on its pplendid race course. 
Sunol has beaten the record at 2.08t. n was on the 
kite.shaped track, which, it is understood, is more 
favorable than the regulation circular course · but I 
guess Sunol will stand to his record on any track. 
Stockton has one of the finest race-courses on the 
continent. The kite-sbapad track and the circular 
cross each other, and the road is simply elegant. 
This is the o~ly kite-shaped track in the country, I 
understand, wtth the exception of the one at lode· 
pe~dence, l?wa. I had the pleasure of going over 
tbts track wtth Mr. J. C. Gage, and of looking upo!, 
that marvel of bore• :flesh, Sunol. But Sunol is now 
surpa~sed by Arion a two-year-old, who broke the 
<Vorld s record at 2:14! This beats Sunol's two-year
"'lif r~>Mrd. Arion could not be bought to-day for 
$100,000. Bollbird also broke the world's yesrling 
rec,Jrd • 2 26t AU three of these magnificent hor£8• 
ue at Stoc·kton, anil I had a good look at them; 
•len Pal" A to and Stamboul, through the kindnesP 
nf Mr. W. H. Park&r, the owner of Commander 1 
horse of the same breed as the E'.ectioneer. Stccktorr 
rivals the world with its tournament of noble horses 
&nd the bright air of California seems to be an ex~ 
hilarating tonic to the :flying coursers. 

Stockton also is destined to be the Minneapolis 
d the eoaet. Two of the greatest valleys in the 
world stretch away on either side of it-the Sacra· 
mento valley, two hundred miles to the north and 
Ran Joaquin valley, two hundred miles to the s~uth. 
There are large lumber mills at Stockton and the 
biggest :flour mill in the state, that of the Farmers' 
Union. It is an imposing structure, and from its 
top a splendid extent of country is open clear to the 
glittering mountains a hundred miles away. The 
capacitv o! this mill is three thousand barrels a day. 
It can be mcreased to five and six thousand barrels. 
With W. F. Freeman and the superintendent Mr. 
Oo.ok, I ex'lmined its new and ponderous m1ch~ery, 
dotng work as delicately as a lady's finger and 
sweeping on like the power of an ea,.•t-qu•ke. This 
vast building, with its outfit, cost $200 000 Beside 
this mill are the Orown mills, with a capacity of 
fifteen hundred barrels, and the Sperry mills with a 
capacity of two thousand. ' 

Ssturday, W. F. Fre11man drove me out to West 
Winery, a big establishment for the production of 
C•lifornia wines. Through the politeness of Mr. 
West, Jr., I saw in this vast factory the grapes dis
tilled into sparkling juice. Already this year they 
hav tabn in three thousand tons of grapes. The 
grapes are shipped from as far as Fresno to this 
point. The prices are from eight to ten dollars a 
ton. This is an " df year," I understand, for the 
grapes and most of the fruits of California. The 
quantity is not so large, nor the quality so good, as 
usual. The wheat crop, however, is immense. 
Boats and ships are also built at S~ockton. Maurice 
Freeman and his "pard," Hfll'ry Bald win, hav just 
completed a little boat, made mostly with a jack
knife and some other tools, and it presents a beautiful 
appearance upon the waters, and sweeps gaily and 
proudly on. It was launched October 24th-memo
rable epoch. Long may it wave ! 

Stockton goes in for natural gas. L1rge quanti
ti6s are in the neighborhood, and quite a number of 
companies are formed for its development. It 
makes fuel and light cheap, and will undoubtedly be 
a great aid to the industries of the place. 

I was pleased to meet with Dr. Hudson. He baa 
written quite a number of historical and philosoph
ical worka. He is about to publish a book, "No 
Dasign in Life." It is quite interesting in ita 
outlines and illustrations. The doctor is • Spiritual
•st, but he agrees with myself that God and religion 
are of no use to humanity. As a member of the 
Oalifornia senate, and in other capacities, the doctor 
bas done a great deal for political justice in this 
state. He is a keen and progressiv thinker. His 
book takes a line of thought not yet developed in 
Liberal literature. 

The Freeman& always giv a welcome to the Infidel 
lecturer and make the hours :fl lW merrily along. 
Their daughter is winning a brilliant position upon 
the stage. Like Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman haT 
been " around the world" and looked with Infidel 
eyes upon the sacred and ancient plaaes of the East, 
and penetrated its mysteries with the wisdom of this 
world. 

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Gage are always ready with 
"open house." Their daughter, Miss Julia, is are
mar kable musician, and is studyine the art with en
thusiasm at San Francisco. Mr. Gage used to ad
vertise on the front of his business place, $50 for a 
Ohristian. Many were the applicants, but when the 
test according to Mark from the open Bible w•s given 
to them they incontinently disappeared. They did 
not want to drink poison or handle snakes. Mr. 
Gage has still hie $50. The. genuin disciple is not 
~o be found. 

The Pablic Library of Stockton is an excellent 
institution. It is open on Sundays. Mr. Gower, 
the librarian, allows books of all opinions upon the 
shelvl'. The Freethought books are there as well as 
others. The battle of ideas goes on beneath tbe1e 
literary ambuscades. Mr. Gower believes in a fair 
field and no favor. 

My friend T L Grigsby, of Napa, is here with 
"The Oity of Babylon," the great and ancient city 
in miniature. It is quite a vivid representation of 
that old-time splendor. The tower, the palaces and 
bauQing gardens, are presented with picturesque 
eft"ect. 

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haas and family, Mr. and 
Mrs. Jones, George Hogan, of L 1di; Mr. and Mrs • 
Pope, and many others are with us in the forward 
movement. 

The meeting on Sunday night at the new Pioneer's 
Hall was the best of the campaign. Over five hun· 
dred were present. This is an elegant hall. The 
8Urroundings were brilliant. Tae audiencs was 
iJeeply •ttentiv. The subj~c~. "Evolution and 
Oreati ln." Miss Lottie F Jreman ad led materially to 
he success with excellent music. Her father, D E. 

FoJreman, is a radical Spiritualis~ and of course 
Liberal. He has bad some remarkable experiences. 
He is a broad, genial-minded man, and is notbedged 
10 even by his own faith. S·::> far as this world is 
concerned we are on the same platform. After the 
lecture Sllnday evening the Liberal League met and 
aonsidered business. It was decided to keep the 
old c fli~ers under marc bing ord<~rs and go ahead. I 
"was invited to come back D~cember 13bh and 
ecoepted the invitation. The S;ockton Lsague has 
fine material when there is anything to bring U •o 
action. 

I shall be in Ssn Dlego NovAmber 8\h, 15th, 22d, 
and 29th and at ~an Jlltlinto, Perrie, San Pa!q11ale, 
S•nta Anna, Anaheim, Loa Angelel', Monrovia, 
Handford, 11nd La More d~aing that month. I shall 
be at Oakdale December 6th and Stockton Decem
ber 13th. I shall take a dash up north until about 
January 24th. The lec~ure field is promising. I 
bav all the work I can do, and bav no time to take 
off the harness. The platform is broadening every 
day in its ir·fiaFDC!'. 

I add R. M. Connely, Dr. Lilia Lomax, and 
George Hoerr to THE TBUTH SEEKEB list. O~hers 
will follow. SAMUEL P. PuTN.A.X. 

Stockton, Oal., 0Jt. 2~1 1891. 
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Will Share His Light With a Brother. 
CuioAGo, ILL., Oct. 10, 1891. 

}fB. EniTOB: I hav no time or opportunity to get you 
new subscribers, but I am much interested in the cause ; 
and as I see the names of unfortunate Freethinkers who are 
unable to pay for their paper but seem loath to giv it up, I 
wlll agree to pay for one of these each year as I renew, and 
leave you to judge whom to send it to. I Inclose $5 for my 
renewal and the other subscriber as stated. 

Very truly yours, JNo. L. JoHNSTONE. 

Are Not· M.ost Inventors Freethinkerst 
BBLLBVILLB, ONT., Oct. 15, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB : Mr. Littlehales, who is mentioned in the 
extract below, is a stanch Freethinker and has been a sub. 
stantial help to the cause of Secularism In Canada. Is it not 
a fact that a large proportion of inveators are .Freethinkers? 

Yours, F. ABBBLBTINB. 
HAMILTON, Oct. 12.-Manager Littlehales of the Hamilton 

Gas Company works Is said to hav succeeded in solving the 
problem of how to volatil!ze all the carbon In coal. By 
the preSEnt process hardly more than a sixth of the carbon 
can be volatll!zed or utilized for gas; but by the process 
which Mr. Llttlehales has Invented every pound of the e!gh. 
teen hundred and thirty. six pounds of carbon in a ton of coal 
can be directly converted into gas, leaving nothl11g behind 
but useless slag. 

Hard to Keep Parsons from Dead Freethinkers. 
CABLIBLB, lA., Oct. 19, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB : I write to let you know that one more of 
our old friend Liberals has passed to a peaceful rest. His 
name was Matt Farly. He was of our town. He died as 
he had lived, not recanting or favoring any so called Chris
tian sect. He passed away very peacefully, without a 
struggle. But his mother was religiously inclined, so 
through her influence, as I understand, they had a United 
Brethren clergyman to put in his claim of Christ over the 
corpse, and when he had succeeded in making the family 
and friends feel as miserable as possible, he picked up his 
hat and left. Mr. Farly was, I think, forty-four years old 
and was an outspoken Liberal, and will be missed by the 
rest of us Liberals. M. GmsiNGBB. 

A Word from Oregon. 
GBANT'B PAss, Ou., Oct. 12, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB : With feelings of pleasm;e and gratification I 
advise you of a visit from that worthy gentleman and able 
exponent of Freethought, Samuel P. Putnam, who addressed 
us October 7th and 8th. Indeed, we·were pleased and enlight
ened, and in behalf of a number of Liberals say welcome, 
thrice welcome, here. . For this is the kind of work wh!ch 
counts. It causes people to think for themselvs, thus insur. 
ing a victory for the right.· I admire the cause of Universal 
Mental Liberty, and am glad I liv in such an advanced age 
of civilization, that permits us to tell and teach the truth 
without fear of thumbscrew, scalding vats, and funeral 
pyre. 

Long Uv the grand old TBUTH SBBKBB and Watson Heston. 
Yours for the truth, W. M. RmuABDs. 

A Reformed Preacher. 
NBw Y·oBx, N.Y., Oct. 1, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB: I am glad to find in this home of the 
oppressed men who are seeking for the .truth. My 
experience is this: Your humble servant was bern and 
principally raised In the South. I was educated for a 
physician, but, being endowed with an inquiring mlnd, I 
soon discovered that the profession was a humbug from a 
to z. My righteoull indignation was aroused against such 
villainy, so I laid that aside and espoused Christianity as a 
minister of the go~pel In the Missionary Baptist church. I 
b~gan work fully believing that the call was from on high. 
At God's command "I studied to be a workman that need 
not be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of truth in due 
season to each one," etc. After a while I arrived upon a 
higher plane of Christianity than the brethren, so they 
began to cry " heretic." I then found that I was mistaken 
In the call ; men had called me instead of God. I ceased to 
follow after the landmarks that had been set up by men who 
did not show by their acts that they were apostles, or prac. 
tice what they preached. I took the Bible and gave them such 
a cleaning out that they gave up the job, as the people were 
on my side. When I had carried the point I offered to sur. 
render the authority they had given. me, but they would not 
take it. I burnt that little pen,scribbling on paper and quit 
trying to preach, as this part of the world had swallowed 
Jonah up. PBBAOHBB. 

Would Shoot and Stone a Freethought Lecturer. 
0RILLIA, ONT., Oct. 7, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB : Please find inclosed $7 for my own re
newal and two new subscribers. We hav quite a number 
of Freethinkers in this place, but it takes' some time to find 
them, as they as a rule keep quiet, as this is a priest-ridden 
town and you are spotted as soon as you say a word against 
the churches, but since Mr. Watts was here about a year 
ago there is a change, and they are beginning to talk. 

We had Mr. Duvtt.l, of Hamilton, here last Saturday and 
Sunday. He spoke on the corner Saturday night and in 
the market square on Sunday at 3 o'clock and did not get 
through till about 6 in the evening. There was a large 
number to hear him, and a Mr. B. F. Kean made a reply, 
but got knocked out in the first round and did not stay to 
hear it done either. It has been the talk of the town since. 
f.IOQle say tl!,~~tt ~Q 84oqld b"v beeQ sbot1 lltoPe!l, run O'llt of 

the country, etc., but they did not do anything except talk 
back a little on the start, and were promptly stopped. 

My business takes me over a good deal of this north 
country and I find "good heads" in nearly every place I 
go, and I am of the opinioR that If we could manage to hav 
a good lecturer come through once in a while we would hav 
a great many more converts. It is the young people we 
want to reach. Once let a bright young man understand 
that the Bible is not all true and the word of God, and, as a 
rule, he wants to know more, and it does not take long to 
get him out of the fog. J, W. BoYLB.-: 

The Christian Has Only to Read-We Do the Rest. 
ATLANTA, GA., Oct. 10, 1891. 

MB. EmTOB : I hav at last succeeded in obtaining a sub
ilcr!ber for TuB TRUTH SBBKBB. Inclosed you will find $3 
and a slip containing the subscriber's address. It Is a lady 
who'a short time ago was an earnest worker for the church 
to which she belonged. She knew nothing of Liberal 
literature, but con~ented to read a copy of THB TBUTH 
SBBXBR-not to be convinced that the church was wrong, 
oh, no, but ju&t to find out what I believed. You see the 
result. The church lost a victim, while Freethought has 
added to its ranks another lover of truth. I will send you 
an order for a couple of the Bible Picture Books in a few 
weeks. I had hoped to send several other subscriptions by 
this time, but this is a hard field to work, as the churches 
seem to run the town, even to abusing the mayor for 
allowing workmen to work on Sunday to clear up an im
passable street in front of the. fire-engin house, so that it 
might lie possible to get thEl engine out if necessary. There 
is, however, a wave of liberty coming in this direction. It 
starts at Rome, Ga., where the good people of that place hav 
tired of being belittled by blackguards in the guise of minis
ters and hav demanded that the Sams, Jones and Small, 
appear before the grand jury and be made to prove, or 
rather to swallow, the libelous utterances made by them 
~gainst the morals of the goon people of that place. 
, I see by an article in THB TRUTH BBBKBR that you w!s~ to 

hav. some printed matter distributed. I hav a little time I 
should be pleased to devote in that manner for you. 

Respectfully, CHABLRB E. MooBB. 

A Boy of the Future. 
HABBIBON, TBNN., Oct. 22, 1891. 

MR. EmTOB : My dad takes THB TBUTH SBBKBB. Dad's 
eyes are sore and ma has to read it to him and I listen to 
it. Sometimes I read in the children's department, but I do 
not like it very much. There is not enough science in it. I 
hav got an awful funny dad. I do not know what I would 
do if I had a dad like some boys. He teaches me just lots 
of funny things that other boys do not know. I can make a 
battery, and telegraph, and make pictures with a camera, 
and run a little steam-engin, and talk politics. I go to 
Sunday-school too. I do not go there to learn anything. I 
just go to see the girls. They say God wrote all the great 
big stories they tell me there. I wonder if God did not use 
to keep a grocery store and learn all those big stories there. 
I was down to the store the other night and a man told about 
a snake that jumped at one of his horses when he was going 
along the road. The snake missed his horse and hit his 
wagon tongue, and that there wagon tongue jast swelled up 
as big as a saw-log in almost no time. The men all laughed 
and said it was the biggest lie they ever lteard. I told them 
lt was not half as big as one the Sunday-school teacher told 
us boys last Sunday about a man that had a cane that all of a 
sudden turned into a snake. I thought they would laugh, 
but they did not. They got mad and called me a little Infi
del and said my dad o1:1ght to be hanged for bringing me up 
to say such things. One time last summer I put a frog down 
a boy's pants and it scared him half' to death. I told dad 
about it and he laughed and said I had better go and try the 
same trick on another boy, so I did, and the boy just licked 
the stufiin' out of me. I went home crying and told dad 
and he just laughed and said he thought I would play that 
joke on the right boy some time. He s&ys he likes to hav 
'boys learn by experience, but I do not want any more such 
experience as that. I would rather dad would do that 
way than lick me for playing tricks himself. 

·was, "Both right .• " The former may be right, but I beg to 
d!:lfer with you as to the latter. To take the word Jew, 
meaning a desce~:~dant of the nation of Jews, Independent 
of any religious belief, and apply it to a person just because . 
he is a direct descendant of those people, I think would be 
prepollterous. For instance, if your· ancestors with the ex. 
caption of your father were all EnglisHmen for a long dts• 
tance back, could that juatify you in saying that you are an 
Englishman when you and your father are born American? . 
As to the religious side, I do not see how a man can be held 
to be a Jew after he severs all connections with his church, 
drops all the formalities of his. sect, and becomes a total 
disbeliever in the fundamental doctrine of the Mosaic law, 
any more than -Hugh 0. Pentecost can be a Christian after 
becoming a disbeliever in the fundamental Christian doc
trine or a man can be a Catholic· after· denouncing his 
church and becoming a Protestant. The fact alone of his 
becoming a Protestant excludes him from being a Catholic. 
The same with a Jew who becomes a Freethinker. It can 
not be a matter of distant nationality that makes a person a 
Jew, because I was reading only a short time ago of a lady 
who was going to become a Jewess. So I cannot see how 
a man can be a Jew after he comes to disbelieve in all their 
doctrine, any more than this lady can be a Jewess after she 
becomes a member of that church and then some time after
ward disbelieves in their doctrine and severs her connection 
with that church. 

Yours for more -Freethinkers with the co~rage of their 
convictions, R. H. ROBBNTHAL. 

Lincoln Not a Spiritualist. 
MABBNGO, ILL., Pot. 22, Hl91. 

MB. EmTOB: When that prince of Spiritl.!-alistic humbugs, 
"Colonel" Bundy, of the Religio Philosophical Journal, 
concocted the latest scheme with the notorious Miss Colburn 
Maynard to draw the easily gulled into the Spiritualistic 
·fold, said scheme being embodied in. a book recently pu~ 
lished by them relating how Lincoln became converted 
to their doctrin, they probably felt safe in so doing under 
the impression that "dead men tell no tales," but when a 
living one appeared in the person of Lincoln's private secre
tary, Nicolay, they must hav felt as though theyhad reck
oned without their host after all. I Inclose an extract 
from the Chicago News showing how their " little game " 
was spoiled, which will probably be read with great interest 
by your readers, as this latest invention has been published 
In numerous public journals, especially Eute):'D. ones. The 
fraud, however, would hav been apparent ·even if Nicolay 
had not exposed it, for it is not at all likely that a quarter of 
a century would hav passed before Spiritualists had utilized 
the report that Lincoln attended Eeances If there was any 
truth in it. And yet this Bundy has th,e monumental cheek 
to introduce a law to put a stop to fraudulent mediumistic 
practices. It would be a P.ity if he were not caught in his 
own trap. If all bogus mediums and Spiritualistic quacks 
were expelled from their ranks, methinks · there would be 
few, If any, left to bury the carcass of this greatest of all 
modern delusions, and if they were marked out according 
to their deserts, Bundy would lead the van. 

H. WBTTBTBIN. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Oct. 20, 1891.--John G. Nicolay, 

the private secretary and intimate associate of Lincoln 
and the distinguished historian of the martyred presi
dent, was called upon by the Daily Ntws correspondent 
to.day with a view to ascertaining what truth there was 
in the sensational story that Lincoln was a Spiritualist, 
and was in · the habit of holding EC!lnces at the White 
House. Mrs. Colburn Maynard, a medhim, started 
the story, and Uolonel Bundy, of Cb.lcago, editor of a 
religlo-philosophical journal, adds corroborativ testimony, 
which was telegraphed to m 'lny of the Eastern newspapers 
to-day. · 

Historian Nicolay was in his library, surrounded bv his 
books and busy with some old Lincoln manuscripta. He is 
about sixty years of age; with ·meager frame, intellectual 
face, and tawny-gray, full beard. He had seen the state
ment of the medium a-qd the corroboration of Colonel Bundy, 
and had dismissed both aa idle stories having no foundation 
in fact. . 

I just wish you would put a little more ecience into the 
children's department. Dad says that if I would write 
some of the things about science he has told me maybe you 
would print it, but I will not, for this letter is too long now. 
Why do not some of the other boys write for THB TBUTH 

. Mr. Nicolay talked freely and said that lu! could declare 
without qualification that President Lincoln was not a 
Spiritualist and had no Inclination In that direction. He had 
been the president's ppvate secretary throughout tae war, 
was with him almost night and day under the same roof at 
the White House, and he would undoubtedly hav known if 
anything so unusual as Spiritualistic ee~nces were going on 
at the executiv mansion. He never heard of anything of 
the kind, and he is absolutely positiv that nothing of the 
kind occurred. BBEKBB? 

Your thirteen-year-old friend, WILLIB GBBBN. 

Is Helping to Open Those Gates on Sunday. 
FoBT SouuYLBR, N. Y., Oct. 21, 1891. 

MR. EmTOB: You will find incl~sed the price of the 
"Life and Career o! Charles Bradlaugh," which I should 
feel very much pleased to receive. I hav received all the 
other books and am well satisfied with them. I will not say 
that about your paper, because that goes without saying. I 
consider it superior to any paper I hav ever read, and it and 
the Boston In'Destigator are certainly the most welcome pa
pers I receive. I believe it is getting better all the time. I 
am always glad to read the foreign Freethought news it con-
tains. · 

I am doing all I can, by taking your advice, to keep the 
World's Fair open on Sunday. I am sending all articles in 
favor of the above to both Secretary Butterworth and the 
commissioners of this state, ax:d If every Freethinker would 
do likewise we should probably be successful. 

I noticed in your issue of the 17th instant a question asked 
by Mr. Rosenburg, If the word Jew indicates persons as be-
1\evera fp I' certaip religio~ or I.I.S 1,1, Ul.\tion. Your agaw(lr 

"Of course," added Mr. Nicolay, " I hav no doubt that 
Mr. Lincoln, like a great many othilr men, might hav had 
some curiosity as to Spiritualism, and that he might hav 
attended some of these ee~nces solely out of curiosity. But 
he was the last man in the world to yield to any other judg. 
ment than that arrived at by his own mature deliberation. 
He was not superstitious, nor did he hav anv Spiritualistic 
tendencies. I hav attended Spiritualistic eeances, not be
cause I believed in _them, but because I was curious to see 
the proceedings. They were such manifest humbugs that I 
usually came away disgusted. U President Lincoln ever 
attended Ee~nces, as alleged, it was with this same feeling of 
curiosity. But I do not remember that even curiosity ever 
Impelled him to attend a ee~nce. He had more important 
business on hand during those days. In any event, I can 
say, without the slightest qualification, that a seance never 
occurred at the White House." 

Mr. Nicolay tr~ats as ridiculous the story that the proola
mation of· emancipation was hastened by advices from the 
spirit-land, and also that Lincoln went to the front to leam 
the conditions prevailing among the soldiers after being ad
vised by the medium to take this course. To show the ab
surdity of the statement Mr. Nicolay pointed to that portion 
of Colonel Bundy's interview which says that while Lincoln 
received advice from the spirit-world, he never followed it 
blindly unless it conformed to his own better judgment. 
Mr. Nicolay says that it was this jud~~:ment in all cases which 
dtl'QQ~~ a#alrll a~d tJOt any claptral> ~f ~e~1UWJ· ,4s tQ tM 
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statements that Mrsi Lincoln had afterward become an ardent I are much of- them real. But what produces It, I know not. 
Spiritualist at St. Charles, lll., M.r. Nicolay declared that 1 do not think the dead h a ythl to d with it b t th t 
this had no bearing upon President Lincoln's life at the av n ng o , u a 
White House, for it was well known that Mrs. Lincoln be~ it is some not understood power or faculty in the living," 
came unfortunately eooentric after the assassination of her etc. Now, when a person of intelligence is so credulous in 
husband, and particularly during the latter days of her life. unbelief as she, I am inclined to call it the credulity of 

unb~llef. That is, simply that such a person so constituted 
is ready to believe any unreasonable theory in preference to 

Aurora. _ Christians Would Assassinate a Freethought the plain, simple, and reasonable truth, a:ad of course that 
: Lecturer. such person is utterly unfit to decide the momentous facts 

ToPEKA, KAN., Oct. 24, 116. 
MR. EDITOR : fwrite to tell your readers of my experience 

in Aurora, Neb., last September. After a correspondence 
with- Col. D'alavan Bates, of Aurora, who is an alleged 

· Liberal, I was induced to go to Aurora and giv a course of 
lectures on phrenology, etc; I rented Colonel Bates's hall 
for five nights, agreeing to pay hlni $25 for use of his hall. 
I was to giv all the lectures free but one, and that one was 
to be given at a small admission. Colonel Bates represented 
to me that the town was a good place for anything like that ; 
so I went to Aurora and remained a week before the time 
for the lectures so as to hav them thoroughly advertised. I 

·· put up at the best hotel in town, paid my own bills, 
announced _the lectures by large ~lthographs, small circulars, 

- announced them in all three of the papers in town and paid 
the_ cash in advance for it. I had $4,000 worth of scenery, 
forty-five skulls, numerous maniklns1 busts, etc., and put all 
of thein on exhibition in the hall that the hall would hold. I 
gave three of the lectures to small houses, but they were well 
received. TheJ>e three I gave free for both sexes. The next 
night I was to glv iny fourth lecture 011 " Matrimony and 
Beauty," for both sexes, and at ten cents admission, but was 
prevented from doing so by being arrested for not taking out 
a license of 85 a day for offering to cure chronic diseases by 
telling the patients what kind of food to eat and how it 
should be cooked. The above hygienic recommendations 
are all I use for the treatment of diseat~es. I was taken 
before a lean, low-browed brigand that calls himself by the 
ominous title of "police judge," who tried to blackms.U me 
out of $60 in the form of "fine and costs." The principal 
persecutor in the scheme was the mayor, a ltn:iJ.py-browed, 
fiat-headed, dissipated viliain who took a disliking to me 
because I told my audience how to tell whether persons are 
honest by their heads, and as this good Christian's head 
would not stand any test for honesty or morality, he was 
greatly alarmed, as he feared his customers would cease deal~ 
ing with him when they discovered what a villain he is. 
There are a gang of these villains here who_ attempt to 
cinch and blackmail every stranger who happens to-come 
to .Aurora. They call' themselvs the "city council" and 
their methods of blackmailing they call " city ordinances." 
Mayor Shean is the chief of these brigands and outlaws, and 
the fat,_ beefy, carnivorous edltor of the Aurora Bun is their 

_ mouthpiece and defender. The Bun is a dirty, scurrilous. 
blackmailing sheet and violently pious and Democratic, 
Moiit of the lawyers of Aurora belong to this gang, as I diS
covered after my arrest by their. refusal to take. hold of my 
case, as I wished to take an appeal to the district, court. 
Not one of them would take mv case, but all of them advised 
me to pay the fine. Colonel Bates, the alleged Freethinker, 
belongs to this gang, and is a member of the city council and 
helped to enact such an outrageous ordinance. The villains 
ougb,t to hav been glad to get such a course of lectures free, 
and could well hav afforded to pay me $500 for such services 
as I gave them, let alone jumping on me after I had given 

-all the free lectures and llad paid all my own expenses, 
amounting to at least $75, and trying to blackmail me out 
of $60. I hav been in the lecture field thirteen years and 
never received such infamous treatment in all my life. - I can 
furnish a hundred people who would testify that the above 
is a correct statement of facts, as well as twenty others who 
hav been treated similarly by this gang. Everyone should 
giv Aurora, Hamilton county, Neb., a wide berth. There 
are many other towns in the state that are nearly as bad as 
Aurora, and the whole state is trying to rival Russia in the 

. tyranny and injustice of its infamous alleged laws and the 
bigots and tyrants at the back of them. The other two papers 
in Aurora do not belong to the gang and they declined to pub
lish my arrest and disgraceful treatment in Aurora. I inclose 
you this lecture program that I used in Aurora to giv you an 
idea of my lecture course. I do not like to make public any. 
thing of tP,is kind, but feel that it is my duty, as it may save 
some other poor devil from falling into their clutches. If a 
man should u,ndertake to lecture in Aurora on Freethought 
the fanatic Christians would assassinate him. 

Yours for justice, DB. C. W. MoCoBMIOK. 

Spirit-Searchers Impugned. 

WILKEBBABBE, p,._,, Oct. 20, 1891. 

and phenomena of Spiritualism. _When a person sees an 
intelligent communication, purporting to come from the 
spirit, which givs incidents, dates, locations, picture& of 
friends, and the various circumstances all precluding fraud 
or the conscious contact of mortals, and. tamely, after looking 
at all the facts, c•n say "it must be some faculty 111 the 
living" which produces them, I am simply disgusted with 
such driveling incapacity to weigh facts, and any such 
investigator might go on from July to eternity and remain 
just the same doubting one to the end. The idea that a 
picture could produce itself upon a cardboard in broad day
light, and be the exact likeness of my friend, wife, brother, 
or sister .in spirit life, coming in the presence of myself, and 
another person (the medium) who never touched the slate 
Gr card-then the idea that in some way I or that 
medium must hav done it, a thing of _which we are both 
incapable and unconscious, is the quintessence of unreason. 
lng credulity. For whatever it Is, it is au intelligence 
which does such things, and it must be akin to human 
thought and life. It can be no lower power or intelligence 
than the human. It is simply impossible that anything 
other than intelligence can produce these phenomena, and 
as we who are witnesses in the flesh do not produce them, 
it is but reasonable to conclude that it must be what It in
variably claims to· be, spirits. Why deny the work of the 
spirits when you hav ,no evidence that it can be anything 
else? I refer now to such phenomena as preclude the pos· 
sibillty of fraud. For instance-Mrs. Perry and myself 
visited Onset last August, called upon a Mrs. Glllett for a 
slate-writing, and made an appointment for a time subse
quent, giving no names. We had never seen Mrs. Gillett. 
nor had she ever seen either of us. As I had often witnessed 
slate-writing, I proposed that the spirits should devote their 
messages and attention to my wife, and said, " Let her sit to 
the table-and see what they can do for her." She was re. 
quested to wash her slates,- by the medium, and place her 
hands upon them, the medium sitting about a foot or two 
away from the table and not touching It or the slates at alL 
She remained there rocking herself on a chair and talking 
pleasantly about the trip to Onset, the weather, etc., while 
my wife held her hands upon her slates upon the table. 
There was no ·slate-pencil put upon those slates, and they 
were fastened by strong rubbers both ways to hold them 
solid. In a few minutes the medium said, " I think you 
hav got something; open the slates and see." She did so 
and there was_ a communication covering the whole of one 
slate, purporting to come from her father, names, etc. In 
this way, after handing the slates to me to read, she got 
writing on twelve or fourteen slates, giving facts, dates, 
names, places, and evidences of the fact that n:.any of our 
friends were there and interested in telling us of their love 
and pleasure at this unexpected meeting. Finally upon one 
of th~ slates was written, "I want you to take this which I 
will make to my family; it will be a great test to them," 
signed Richard. Two slates were then cleaned off and 
placed upon the table as before, wife holding her hands upon 
them, no pencil or other thing to mark with being placed 
between them, and in 'about one minute the medium said, 
" It Is finished, so you can look." The slate contained four 
fairly distinct faces, and a number of faces interwoven and 
shadowy, and parts of faces as if a group had stood together 
and their images had been thrown upon the slate. The 
writing on the side of the pictures and below them was this : 
"Johnnie, your boy, is here," on the side. And lengthwise of 
the slate below was written crosswise : " Dear Martha I 
am here and I love you and Nellie still. I want to help y~u 
both. I want to come to Scranton, nearer home. Yours 
ever, Richard." This was a production for the family of 
my brother Richard, who liv in Scranton, Pa. You wi11 
observe the pertinent facts in connection are : First 
"Jb 1 1 ' o nne, your boy, s here." Now, neither my wife nor 
myself knew that they had lost a Johnnie. Secondly, the 
name of his wife Martha, al110 Nellie, Scranton, and Richard. 
And thirdly, the connected letter and the fact of connecting 
his daughter Nellie with the mother, who was his favorit 
child, and lastly, the recognition by the mother of the pict
ure of Johnnie, who died when about six years old. Mrs. 
Gillett was as unconscious of the remarkable tests we had 
received as a school-girl; was not conscious of a single fact 
in the beautiful chain of evidence she had been the uncon
scious medium of getting for us, nor did I realize its value 
so fully until some weeks thereafter when I presented the 
slates to my brother's family In Scranton, Pa., as requested 
by him. These facts are stubborn things and cannot be set 
aside by such doubtful allusions of Elmlna and other hard
headed and unreasonable doubters who are always -i< In 
search of a spirit" but never finding one. The truth Is, they 
are not in search of spirits; they are only intent on finding 
trickery. They carry an egotistic trick-bag on their shoul· 
ders and are apt to get what they are in search of, and I do 
not blame the spirits if they do dupe such ones just to punish 
their unreasoning unbelief; tor the reason, too that no matter 

very exact account of just what did· happen, so as to let it how self-evident or convincing a test might be to such It 
· judge, but covers the whole performance under those oily would be ascribed to the arts and tricks or mediums or the 

and evasiv words, which she so well knows how to use, "I wonderful faculty some hav of guessing. Anything under 
got nothing that hit nearer than a fortune-teller might hit," heaven no matter how absurd or implausible will do 0 1 
etc. " E:riends told me marvels and showed me autographs I not a ~plrit, for such. Su<'h unfortunate ~inds ar~ :~ 
an_ d P_ ortraits innum~able said to hav been produced under ausceptible of conviction. They are natural doubters, and 
al!ooll).~ te~t oo~nUUons. , I t!Wllt prob~'bly the phelloPlet~a do JlQt pl'Qtend to 'be e,blQ to (leqide betweQn trtcker1 anq the 

Mn. EDIT<'.,~ : E. D. · Blenker gets an occasional desire to 
investigate Spiritualism. Whenever that feeling possesses 
her she at once makes an announcement of the fact through 
th.e colum_ns of THE TRUTH BEEKER and other Spiritual 
papers, so as to giv warning to the spirits and Spiritualists 
that Elmina. is on the warpath in the search of a spirit. I 
hav noticed these periodical efforts for years, and also the 
published results, and while ·she has been able to witness 
much that Js unaccountable, owing no doubt to the favor
-able opportuniti~s ·presented· for her special benefit by the 
Spiritualists, she is never disposed to giv the public any 

truth, and this is not for want of ge~eral intelligence, but 
simply from their credulity of unbelief~-

It occurs to me to mentian one more case. While in Phil~ 
adelphia a year ago, through Mrs. Beste, my daughter Mary -
came fully materialized, apparently. from another room, 
the cabinet having been a curtain placed ~cross the comer. 1 . 
recognized her voice and miderstood her message to mother· 
and the family but could not distinguish her features. I · 
requested her to come again under a strong light. She said 
she would try. In fifteen minutes she came again, but I 
said, "Mary, I recognize your voice but I cannot get your
features yet." BQ she came again the third time, under a 
stronger light, wheni fully recognized her features, and · 
said, "Now I am satisfied." She smiled and sank down_• 
out of sight while I held her hand. The ,following week 1-
had another sitting with a business medium whom I had not 
seen or consulted since 1876. Arter a • time this medium 
said, " There is a short, thick-set spirit · behind your chair 
who says he is your brother." As I had but 'one brother in 
spirit, I said," Yes, I lost a brother." Bhe.sald, "He calls
himself Uncle Dick." I said,;" Yes, his name was Richard." -
"Yes, but he says he went by the name: of Uncle Dick , 
which was a fact. After some other interchal'lge of conve~
eation the medium said, "Your daughter Mary is here, and : 
she feels so happy to know that you recognized her the ' 
other night when she material! zed." These are the little 
facts which convey the stupe11dous truths· of the after life 
and make Spiritualists. J. R. PEBBY. 

The Story Getting Smaller. 
SusPENSION BnmGE, N.Y., Oct. 13, 1891. 

Mn. EmTOB: In regard to the clipping from the Chicago 
Herald of September 31 and printed in THE TRUTH Sin:KBB 
of October 3d concerning the suicide mania In Bradford · 
Pa., I wrote a friend residing in Bradford, requesting him t~ 
glv me all the facts in the case known to him. I Inclose his -
Jetter, together with the newspaper clippings he sent. If 
they are of any use to you, you are at liberty-to use them. 

H. HowLAND. 
BBADFOBD, PA., O_ct. 10, 1891. 

N. HowLAND, Busp. Bridge, Dear Fr_isnd: Your letter 
received. I will inclose newspaper items about the death 
or Dr. Stuart and Elias Heasley, which explain the cases 
more fully than anything I hav been able to learn from 
individuals who were quite Intimate with the doctor. Mr. 
Heasley was from Limestone, N.Y. I find no one who was 
acquainted with him. I tl.ad no one who knows anything 
about the doctor's belonging to any society who held 
principles as stated in the Chicago paper. The doctor wa11 
considered a smart and well-read man, and the manner he 
ended his life was a surprise to all. Yours truly, 

F. L: BLASDELL. 
AN EOOENTRIO MAN. 

To those unacquainted with Dr. Stuart the announcement 
of his suicide last evening caused considerable consternation 
but those who were !ntlmate with the suicide in life wer~ 
not as much Burprlsed, because he often said that he would 
end his worldly career in just such a way. , 

Dr. Stuart was seventy-six years of age and had resided in 
Bradford for the past twelve years. He was well known 
throughout this part of Pennsylvania, and although an 
eccentric man was well liked by- many people. He walil a 
graduate of the Berkshire Medical College in 1844, and was 
a successful practitioner. Ollate years he had. not fnllowed 
~he calllng of his profession on account of ili IJ,ealth and old 
a~~:e. In former years he resided at Erie, Pa., and during the 
oil excitement on Oil Creek he resided at Petroleum Center 
where he carried on a profitable practice •. The revolver with 
which he ended his life yesterday was one he obtained while 
residing at Petroleum Center. It was given to him by a man 
who accidentally shot himself and decided he would never 
carry another weapon of that description. 

The deceased has been a sufferer from disease for many 
years and several months a~o his life was nearly despaired of 
by reason of a tumor at the base of the brain. It was this 
a~~:ony that caused him to say often that some day he would 
take his own life. Through some domestic -trouble he had 
not resided with his wife for many years. Mrs. Stuart Uvs at 
Erie, Pa., with her two sons. Besides acquiring a first-class 
medical education the suicide was a studious reader and was 
naturally endowed with the faculty of painting. .l'his was an 
amusement for him, and he spent many pleas!'nt hours with 
his brush, palet, and canvas. As a result the walls of his 
office are hung with a number of pleasing pictures. Some 
time ago he commenced the painting of .a picture which he 
Intended to present to the Bradford Hospital, ,but it was 
never finished. He was ingenious, as the .arrangements of 
h!A office indicated. 

Dr. Stuart always advocated and believed that life term!. 
nated in its entirety when the spirit left Its home of clay on 
this earth. So strong was his belief in that direction that he 
had be'en writing a book on that subject and , requested 
that It be put in print after his demise. 

Even In his hours of misery he was ntiarly always in a 
cheerful mood, when engaged In conversation with anyone 
and de1ighted in telling a story or perpetratlne: a joke. H~ 
took delight In exhibiting to visitors at his ofti,ce a skeleton 
head in oil which he executed himself and said was his like
ness after he had passed away. A closer scrutiny of the 
subject disclosed the fact that there was more truth than 
fancy in the whim. 

He made all preparations for his death and for the final 
disposition of his remains. The doctor was attired in a neat 
suit of black, clean linen, was shaved, and everything about 
his person was tidy. · 

About two years ago he composed a funeral march, which 
he wanted a band to play at his burial. He also directed that 
no funeral services should be held over his remains. The 
body was placed In charge of Undertaker C. J. Lane. 

' ANOTHER BUIOIDE. 
Elias Heasley, aged slxty.slx years, a resident of State 

Line, committed suicide yesterday afternoon at Limestone by 
taking a dose of "Rough on Rats." He died at 6 o'clock in 
great agony. The suicide sat around the hotel all afternoon 
talking with acquaintances and apparently ·was in cheerful 
spirits. No cause ce.h be assigned for the rash deed. The 
remains were taken to the late home of the deceased at State 
Line. His struggles attracted the attention of the people 
about the house, and when several of them repaired to his 
room he was conscious enough to tell them not to send for a 
doctor. However, two phyeiclans were eumwoned, but he 
was beyond their aid, _ 
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· (Continued from pug8 769) 
all our owri, however small; and as tbe society grows (as 
we truat it will) the psper can keep pace with us. A small 
tour-page sheet, llx14 inche8, published monthly, or even 
qu~erly, would be all. sufficient for our present needs. This 
little sheet would be quite large enough to contain our 
acknowledgments of contributions and any necessary bulle
tills: about the American Secular Union, and leave us a good 
deal of room besides. In that extra room we could hav, 
betides appeals for state Secularization, articles for young 
people that would make this little Eheet a most welcome 
visitor in the home of every true Liberal, while the chances 
for· miasionhry work among the -young with this modest 
HUle jnurnal would be self-evident. No one religious creed 
1hould be exalted above another in its columna; the reader 
1hould be led to respect alike the doctrine of Theist and 
Atheist, Materialist, Spiritualist, and Theosophist, while 
kolding fast through all to the fundamental right of Free
thought. 

AI for tbe cost of such a journal, H it were desired to giv 
it away, $300 a year would more than enable us to publish 
quarterly and mail a thousand copies, or four thousand in 
lill during the year; and, with close reckoning, it is likely 
the expense could be reduced to very nearly $200. U, as 
aeema wiser, a subscription were charged, for tbe ben~fl.t of 
the American Secular Union, it seems as though even a 
moderate estimate would make this journal very nearly self
aupporting. Here is a chance for our wealthy Liberals to 
atep forward and help along an important missionary work 
among the Y"UDg. as well as among outsiders whom we wish 
to interest in the Bfparation of state a11d church. 

The American Secular Union has now reached a point in 
ita history when it must either largely increase its sphere of 
work or sink out of public sight altogether. For fl.fteen 
Jears its course has been that of a brook, now foaming 
madly down the mountain-side, tearing away the rocks and 
trees that happen to lie across its path ; and a~aln creeping 
1ulkily along in its channel, choked by the deb-ris which its 
own mad rush has precipitated upon itself. To-day it has 
reached a watershed, so to Ep~ak, where its destiny trembles 
in the balance between two futures. · On the one aide are 
1millng fl.elds and fruitful valleys, ready to be rendered still 
more glad by this stream; a hundred tiny rills, ready to be 
caught up into its vigorous current, and swept on and on in 
a veritable river of blessing, far away beyond the horizon 
of the coming years; hamlets which need this stream if 
they are to grow into cities ; cities which need the blessing 
of religious fr€edom which this stream, and only this stream, 
of all the rivers that fiow, can bring them, if they are to 
escape the fate of other communities of the past which hav 
one and all crumbled before the blasting tyranny of a united 
church and state. On the other side of the watershed we 
aee-what? A desert of shifting sand, in which even a 
fliller current than ours can only sink down, down out of 
alghtforever, uselePB and forgotten; a desert of whirlwinds 
that blow everywhere and nowhere; a desert which can 
only be reclaimed, not by the aacrifl.ce of a stream's life, but 
by the gradual encroachment upon its borders of the wood
land and farm, from the other side of the mountain, which 
Uda stream of ours shall hav tl.rat enriched and developed. 

The time is brief in which our stream is likely to pause 
upon this watershed of choice between these two futures. 
A: day, a week, a month may tl.x its fq,ture course unalter
ably. Shall that course be one of bless1ng or of disaster to 
the hopes of Liberalism ? 

Let the Liberals of the country reply. 
· IDA U. CBADDOOK, Corr. Becy. A. B. U. 
Philatklphia, Pa., Oct. 81, 1891. . 
Miss Oraddoak was followed by F. 0. Mende, the 

Treasurer, who reported that some twenty-one hun
dred dollars had been raiPed during the past year 
and all expended but $67 80. Of this he had 
$19 80 on hand ani:) $48 50 was in the hands of Tall! 
TBUTH SEEXEB. Mr. Mende said that when he was 
lrst elected Treasurer he had purchased a safe, but 
found be had no nl!e for it. The Board of Directors, 
lie said, bad spent hours consulting how to raise 
Iunde, but gave it up as too hard work. His report 
wu referred to Doctor Kay and Mr. Geiger, as 
auditors, who looked at it and reported it correct, 
which U undoubtedly is. 

Mr. Wakeman moved that the reports be received 
'Jld laid over to be discnssed in the afternoon. Be 
would also like to know the names of the Ohicago 
people who were to be honored with tile present of 
the Union. Be wanted to know if anybody knew 
them. There were, too, rt1lections in t-he President's 
and Secretary's reports upon two members of the 
Board of Directors. The differences in the Board 
the past year had been, he thought, of a latent char
aoter, arising from honest difterences as to the 
proper coarse and policy for the Union to pursue. 
The majority of tbe Board lived in PM! adelphia, and 
seemed to consider themselvs as all suffioient. They 
did not ask him to consult with them, aJld he had 
never had any opportunity to pass upon the Prize 
Manual. As to the charge that be had neglected to 
J)ftpare a memorial regarding Sunday opening of the 
World's Fair his conscience was clear. The Board 
h;ad adopted a petition found in a paper, and he and 
.Doctor Foote had always been ready to add sugges 
tiona, but the Union was in the hands of the Presi· 
dent and Secretary, who assumed the attHnde an.J 
aeemed to say that they had better be left alone. . 

Mr. Chamberlain seconded Mr. Wakeman's motion 
and added that he would like to know, as to Girard 
Oollege, who the "experienced and wise counsel," to 
quote the President's description, were. Be wanted 
to know what had been done, wha~ it was proposed 
to do, and bow far the Union bad been '.lommitted in 
the matter. With Mr. Chamberlain's amendment 
the motion was carried. 

would name Judge 0. B. Waite for President, Mrs.' of Liberal Christianity. D.r. McGlynn and the Rev. 
M. A. Freeman for Secretary, M. Reiman for Mr. Savage hai come down to Philadelphia, spoken 
Treasurer, and J. F. Geeting, Doctor Greer, W. S. for the Union, and been paid for it; but had either 
Andres, and E. M. Geer, as Vice-Presidents, who ever forme~! an auxiliary Union or iil1lnenced a cent· 
with the President, Secretary, and Treasurer, com- into the U oion's treasury T In England and Oanada 
pose the Board of Directors. It was, Mr. Westbrook, they had Unions based on something besides--
D D., said, simply impossible for the old officers to [Interruptions by the President and SeCJetar:v. 
serve again. · Wnen they had quieted down Dr. Foote resumed.) 

It was then moved to adjourn to meet again at 2:30 The English and Oanadian Unions were not 
to discuss the reports. The Preside:rat answered founded on political action alone. They were Secn
b•ck that he had only engaged the hall for one lariats and worked on that line, and he believed that 
sesdon, for which five dollars had been paid, but their policy was the best. As for the Spiritualists, of 
presumed it could be had for another session for whom the dlioers had_ said so much, claiming that 
annther five dollars, if anybody would pay it. The theyhaddnring the summercontribnted more to the 
Oongress determined to hav it, and adjourned. Union than the Liberals, he did not believe that the 

AFTERNOoN SESSION. Spiritualists as a body took any interest in the move-
At 2:30 the President lifted the gavel and called ment, nor had they paid much into the U.aion's treas

the Oongress to order. He had, he said, no desire nry. 
to precipitate any difcnssion on the report. Be [Interruption by Mr. Westbrook: "The New 
didn't care at all what the Oongress did with the Yorkers hav not paid anything."] 
reports. It could accept them, reject them, or do DB. FcoTE: Bas the President of the Union paid 
anything else it :t>leased with them. But he bad anything? I hav put up more money than ever Mr. 
committed to writing his answer to Messrs. Wake- Westbrook did. 
man and Chamberlain. In answer to the former, he Resuming his speech, Dr. Foote said that it was of 
said, No Board meeting was held without notifying no uFe to try to get tbe different religions elements to 
Mr. Wakeman and Dr. Foote. Sometimes meetings support the Union. Neither the Protestants nor ihe 
had been omitted because they could not attend; Liberal Ohristians will help financially The Secre
and they had been present at two meetings only. tary, said the gallant doctor, was good. Be liked the 
They were appointed to attend to drafting a memo· way she worked, but her efforts did not seem to accom
rial to tbe World's Fair authorities on Sunday open· pli~h mncb. The work of all the secretaries did not 
ing of that show, and this he was prepared to prove seem to do much practically. The trouble was pro ba
by documentary evidence. l Dr. Foote interrnpted, bly that as they had to work all the time to get money 
and admitted this.] On. the only question on which to pay their salaries, and as they only got about 
the Board was divided [as to appointing Mr. WattB enough to pay tbat, they bad not ing left with 
field secretary at a salary of $2 000] they s_tood five which to work for the objects of the Union. Such . 
to two, and the five gave in to the two. Everything being the case, their efforts were largely wasted. 
that had been done in regard to the Prize Manual (Interruption by Miss Oraddock to say that she 
bad been approved by the Board, and especially by rai.eed more money than E A. Stevens did when he 
Mr. Wakeman. was Secretar,-.] 

In answer to Mr. Ohamberlam's inquiries about The President said be did not want to s~ay tLere 
Girard Oollege, he would say that the American all day, and he wanted the discussion closed. 
Secular Union had taken no action until he bad Mr. Wakeman then c:lfdred a proposed amendment 
published his book on the subject, which had cost to the constitution of the Union. the purport of 
him about. six hundred dollars. In the matter of which is to make the Union a Secular body, in line 
the Oollege he had neither asked nor received advice with Oanada and England. To this be attached a res
or money from tbe Union, and be declined to com· elution directing the officers to be elected to carry it 
mnnicate !'nytbing about it to anybody. It was his out in their policy of work for next year. 
own business, and no one's else. Be did not ex- Miss Oraddook interrupted to ask whether the pol· 
plain, however, why it was that if it is no business of icy of the U aion should be Liberal Ohristian or In· 
the Union's he mentioned it in his report. fidel. 

Dr. Foote then o1fered a resolution to the Effect 
that the Oongress would receive the President's and 
Secretary's reportP, but without indorsing the at
tacks upon the Liberal lecturers, the Liberal press, 
anli the Liberal public. 

Mr. Wakeman spoke to this resolution, saying that 
without question the majority of the Board were 
honest in their determination to follow their own 
policy, but they had made a great mistake. They 
bad refused to follow the directions of the Oongress, 
and instead had spent most of their time trying. to 
placate their enemies by sacrificing their friends. 
They had sacrificed the Liberals to the Unitarians 
and other mongrel SEcts. The Liberall!l had been 
practically turned down. -. 

In regard to the Manual, Mr. Wakeman said that 
no copy had been sent to a Liberal until the book 
had been out for months. [Interruption by the 
President, denying this. Mr. Wakeman took back 
months, but stuck to a month, aud added that he 
understood the book bad been sent around for re
view in September.~ The book, continued the 
speaker, is an attempt to sustain. Ohristian morality 
without the OhrisUan basis, which is like trying to 
grow a tree without any roots. We want a Secular 
morality based on Secular philosophy, not a Ohris
tian moraJjty based on Ohrietian authority with the 
Christianity left out. In order to make a success of 
the American Secular Union an amendment to ita 
constitn~i.Pn should be mad.-. The elements within 
it could never agree. It should be run on the new 
faith. The officers had done the best they knew by 
sacrificing their friends mercilessly. We should 
learn from the English alld Oanadian Secularists, 
and make the Union a truly Srcnlar organization. 
. Miss Oraddocli:, with a disregard of parliamentary 

usage easily forgiven in that charming lady, inter
rupted, as she explained it, by rising 11 to a question 
of fact." It was all about the memorial to the Ohi
cago World's Fair authorities. Mr. Wakeman had 
been asked to attend to it. Then she rebuked him 
severely for not attending tbe meetings of the Board. 
Mr. Wakeman asrmred the lady and the Oongress that 
Ohicago would be attended to in dne time. 

Dr. Foote read his resolntion again [the President 
interrupting him to say he would vote for ill, and 
added that the Memorial to Ohicago World's Fair 
authorities was not timely. Snch a document ehould 
go to Ohicago with the petitions, with some one to 

Mr. Wakeman assured her that if she had patience 
she would know when· another resolution which he 
had to offer was read. Be then read the resolution, 
which was to the effect "that the motivs of the Lib
eral press should be the motivs of the Union. 
That, he said, made everything plain. The proper 
foundation for a secular state is a Secular philoso· 
phy, and until we hav that the secular state is not 
safe. When the Union adopted that policy, he said, 
Liberal people could work for it, the Liberal press 
could support it, the Liberal lecturers could sustain 
it, and money could be obtainfd for it. Therefore he 
wanted the Congress to "respectfully request" the 
officers to pursue that policy. Be would isk that 
the officers be directed to pnrsue this policy, only he 
had learned at the. Portemonth Oongress that the 
offieers were not bound by a vote of the Oongress, 
but would do as they pleased anyway. So he put it 
that the Oongress 11 respectfully request" it. Be 
thought the Ohicago folks slated to succeed tbe 
pre11ent Board would agree to it, but if they did not 
then they should be put out, for it was time to 
change the policy of the Union. We must stand on , 
our own bottom and not on "liberal Christianity." 

Mr. Westbrook said that it was tbe ruling of the 
Ohair that Mr. W-akeman's resolution was out of 
order and could not be entertained by the Oongress. 

Mr. Wakeman appealed from the decision of the 
Otair. The Oongress could request the high and 
mighty cfficers wha wete to succeed the high and 
mighty powers now ill.. Even the czar of Russia 
cculd be petitioned, and a cat might look at a king, 
though it might do little good. Tile ruling of the 
Ohair was the thing that was out of order. 

Mr. Westbrook pat the appeal from the Ohair to 
the Oongress, but before the Oongress could get hold 
of it a Pttiladelphia gentleman made a speech which 
evoked applause from the fair Philadelphia contin· 
gent. Those who supported the Ohair were then 
asked to risr. T.be Secretary said there were twelve. 
Mrs. Westbrook said Bile saw tnirteeD. They stood 
up again. The Secretary saw fourteen or fifteen, 
ate was not sure wbicb. O.a the third count the 
nllmber was called fourteen. Against the Ohair 
eil ven, with no subsequent counts. 

· Mr. Weetbroolr, D D., was aPked. to name tbe men 
•nd women d Ohicago whom he had elated as the 
~fticen' successors. In responte he said that be bad 
long been in favor of removing the Union head
q uartera to Ohicago, and had had a long correspond
ence--some hundred letters-on . the subject. He 

present them. The petitions had been wisely held 
back till the opportune moment. 

Dr. Foote said that he could indorse the officers 
more than did Mr. Wakeman. ~he President was 
riRht about the conditions of his acceptance of the 
( ffice. But he, the speaker, thonRht it to be a fac~ 
that it ia not possible to run the Union on the basis 

Leonard Geiger moved to elect cfficers. The 
Prt eident was asked to read his slate. Be nomi
na' ed 0. B. Waite. Mr. Wakeman waa nominated. 
He declined, as did Dt. Foote and E M. Macdonald 
wt en their names were put up. Mr. Waite was 
ellcted by a vote of nineteen to one. The next name 
on the slate was Mrs. M. A. Freeman, who received 
B£ venteen votes. M. Reiman was third on the slate, 
and was elected Treasnrer. Llnterrnption here by a 
lady who wanted Mr. Mende to send his safe to Hr, 
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Reiman. When the joke had been explained to the 
President by Mrs. Westbrook and the Secretary, and 
he bad laughed, the election went on.] John F. 

·Geeting, Dt. Greer, W. S. Andres, and E. M. Greer 
completed the slate. 

Mr. Barnier submitted an amendment changing 
one of the articles of the constitution, and he waY 
promptly sat upon. Tken the President graciously 
reconsidered his ruling and let him in. The change 
is to take away voting powers from annual members. 

Mr. Westbrook said be was happy to be released 
from an onerous burden. He had served three years, 
and in all his duties he had done the best he knew 
bow. The labor of getting out the Prize Manual had 
been immense. He bad himself written two or three 
thousand letters about it. Eleven hundred dollars 
had been subscribrd. One thousand dollars had been· 
paid to the authors, and the odd hundred', together 
with another hundred at least from his own pocket, 
had been used in the necessary business connected 
therewith. The trusteeship of the fund c•me not 
from the Union but from the subscribers. Any re
fiection that he had not paid anything to the Union 
was a vile slander. He then begged pardon for all 
he had said against the members of t·he Board and 
Oongress. 

Miss Oraddock desired to bav a collection taken np 
to pay for the use of the hall that afternoon. Dr. 
Foote suggested that the rent be charged to the 
Union. Mr. Westbrook said that if THE TRUTH 
SEEXEB would turn over the money belonging to the 
Union that might be done. The business manager 
of THE TRUTH SEEXEB said that the money was ready 
for the Union, and would bav been paid had not Mr. 
Westbrook written him a very insulting letter. Un
der the circumstances it would be paid to the new 
Offillers. The business manager also suggested that 
if the officers bad need less cash for railroad fares 
across the continent and to watering-places the Union 
would be better oft'. Miss Oraddock then rose up in 
wrath. The hundred dollars for her railroad fare· 

aept himself. Mr. Westbrook claimed to be some· 
thing like the man at the aounty fair whose assevera
tion of the truth of an occurrence was that " it is 
as true as that I hav got a wagon-load of melon" 
outside the gate which I want to eell for fifteen cents 
apiece." The speaker said that he had recently 
written a book, the last ahapter of which was 
stereotyped, which was the most radical book in the 
world, and its author was more radical than Oolonel 
Ingersoll or Thaddeus :Q. Wakeman. 

Mr. Wakeman arose to refer to Oaptain Adam~'P 
sug~reetion that those who did not like the policy of 
the Union should withdraw and form another Union. 
Such a aourse, he said, would not do. The folk~ 
who object will be on band next year, and for several 
vears thereafter. They are the founders of the 
Union. The Ingersoll Secular Soeiety must not 
withdraw. Bolting has been the death of all reform£!. 
As for the dift'ereJJcas between the offic~rs, they 
amount to nothing. 

Miss Oraddook congratulated Mr. Wakeman upon 
his determination to work for the cause of state 
Secularization, for, in all the time that she had known 
him, abe said, he had done nothing. 

Mr. Foster said that the Ingersoll Secular Society 
is bigger than the American Secular Union. It ha~ 
a library of fiftefln thousand volumes [willed to it 
by Photius Fiske] locked up because of a petty legal 
rquabble, and a two hundred and eighty thouaand 
doUar btiil~ing, which it can use free. The American 
Secular UDion ought to reform, he thought, and aim 
at what it intends to bit.. 

Mi!!S Oraddock said the America1 Sgcular Union 
had a thousand members-at lead five hundred. 
WhPn she took possession of the society it bad no 
books ot anything else. There was no~hing on 
hand. 

With these friendly speeches, and several asiilee 
still more cordial, tbA fifteenth annual congress of 
the American Secular U ,ion adjourned sine die. 

A Pharisee Replied To. 
It is doubtful if the Prohibitionists and the narrow 

pietists who c >nstitute the Paul Prys of the world 
always realize the insolent impertinenM of their ac
tions, but a letter the Bepublic1n c1ndidate for goY· 
ernor of this state wrote the chairman of the Prohi
bition state c Jmmittee ought to open their eyei to 
some extent at least. The correspondence pubUahed 
in the Voice is interesting : : 

ELMIRA, N. Y., (>ct. 1, 1891. 
RoN. J. BLOAT FusKTT, Elmira, N Y.-Mu DtM Bir: I· 

am dally in receipt of letters from temperance men ailldnc 
for information concerning statements now in print relating 
to your position on the temperance question. The state
menta they refer to are, that liquor is frequently upon your 
table, and drank by you, and that Sunday evening Iunchet, 
at which beer is served, are held at your house, and that a' 
companies of young people held in your home wine I.e o1feretl 
to those that gather there. 

This mav seem to you extremely personal, but you are a 
candidate for a high and re~ponsible office, and the&e mat
ters are import.ant to the many voters who believe the liquor 
q1testion to be the greatest before the people, and that no one 
should hold office ia the state who is in any way in sympathy 
with that enemy of public welfare, the liquor traffie. Theu 
reports, if untrue, should be corrected, and if you wUI fur
nish me with an explicit denial of their truth I shall gladly 
publish it in our party papers, for we hav no deaire to state 
anythin~~; in the canvass which is not absolutely true. Pardoa 
me if I ask you for an early reply. I shall expect to hear 
from you, if you see fit to deny these rep'lrts within oae 
week. Yours truly, FRUIOIB E. BALDWill. 

Ta this le~ter Mr. F ,math m1ie the following 
reply: 

ELMIRA, N Y., Oct. 8, 1891. 
FBANOIS E. BALDWIN, "EsQ , Etmtra, N. Y.-My DdM Bir: 

aoross the continent had been voted by the Oongress. Crowded Oo.t at the Congress. 
As to fare to watering-places, Westbrook WAS stop If I can be allowed a little of THE TBUTB SEEKER's 
ping at Asbury Park and she had to go and see space I would like to state an important point in my 
him. That was all, and when she was at Asbury intended comments on the affairs of the American 
Park she worked like a Troj1.u. · Secular Union which I WAS not permitted to say at 

Mr. J. F. Foster of the Boston Ingersoll Secular the Oon~ress, owing to the interruption and cutting 
Society then obtained the fioor. He had, he said, short of my remarks by the President. . Though 
been sent as a delegate from that society to sae what called as a businegs meeting at a time when even the 
was going on in the American Secular Union. The life of the movement seemed precarious, "we could 
National Liberal L3ague was • disgrace to Liberal- not spare time" to consult about its vital aft'&irs and 
ism, and the American Secular Union was jast like it needs, for, as H later eventuateil, the Ptesident 
It was a wrong step taken when the Ingersoll Seen- needed the time to annoanc3 his latest and greatest 
lar Society joined it. The logrolling of this Oongress literary e:ftort and invite aU to boy his forthcoming 
had undoubtedly killed the Union. The Ingersoll book. 

Your favor of Oct. 1, 1891, ls at hand. I regatd it as an ex
tremely Impertinent Jetter. It is. in the fil'st place, none of 
your business what the parUcular reglms of my famlly life 
is; that is my bu~iness and the business of my famUy. 
Inside the doors of my house, my habits, and the habits of 
my wife, and the habits of my children and my friends. are 
ll.Obody's business but mine. I nav read the newspapers of 
your party and the lying slanders that they are circulatin_g 
about me and my personal tlabits throughout the state.. U 
is not the first time that they hav circulated misstatement& 
with reference to candidates for office, nor do I expect it 'will 
be the last time. Many Prohibitionists are conacient{oua 
Christian people, who believe that they are aiding the cauae 
of temperance by their course. 

I met one of the managers of the Voiu once up in the 
North Woods, and I discovered that he was in the habit of 
drinking great quantities of whisky every day; but that was 
none of my business and none of the business of the world. 
When men are running for public office, the people are inter
e•ted to know how they will discharge the duties of tbat 
office, not what they eat for breakfast or dinner or tea. ·My 
public record is open for the Inspection of the whole world; 
my public expressions upon the question of excise legislation 
are open to the whole world; my public· behavior as a pub
lic man is a proper thing for people to inspect and criticise. 

Seoular SJciety had done more real work than the Daring many years and under dift'9rent adminis
whole Union. It had obtained twenty thousand trations it has become evident that the power of the 
names to a petition repe•ling the law exempting American Senular U aion to attract funds is limited 
ahurch proper~y from taution and had got a bill in to about $1 500, and of this, or a less amount during 
the legislature to that eft'act and expected to pass it. -some years, the larger portion has been devoted to 

[Interruption by Miss Orl\ddock, who s'id Mr. office expenses and s~"retsry's salary, leaving so 
Foster had told he~ that the Mflasachusetts Liberals little for activ work tbat we bav but little to sbow 
were so successful because they had the clergy with for the last six yean' expenditure of about $9,000. 
them. Miss Oraddock thought that indicated that If we could raise $5 000 a y11ar it would no doubt be 
the Ohr;s~ians were, after all, the folks to tie to.] wise to use a fifth of it in official salaries to employ 

Mr. Foster resuming, said they had compelled the other four-fiUhs wlseJv •nd well; but if we c1n 
some of the Protestant clergy to advocate this meas· expect o.nly $1 200 or $1" 500 the business should be 
are just as the Abolitionists had forced the preach- planned in a way to USA no~ more than one. fifth or a 
era to support their doctrine. fourth for salary and office expenses. We could not 

Miss Oraddock still thought the U .11itarians were hav thfl full tjme of a Sseretuy 11t this rate, but we 
about the best friends of state secularintion on top want ,. Secretary who will for $300 direct and em-

. of the ground. The Liberals, she said, denounced ploy $900 in useful propaganda rather than one who 
other people's beliefs. [Interruption by Dr. Foote, requires a salary g_f one thousand, leaving only two 
who suggested that though she might hav faith in hundred to work with. I hoped before the nomiu
them she would not e-et a dollar from them to help tion of nex~ year's offi)ers to hav introduced a reso 
along the movement.l Miss Or11-ddock then apolo- lution advising the policy above indicated, but few of 
gized for all of her ~ft'~neiv rem,,rJ:s. the old reliable backers were there to vote on it, and 

Mr. Wakeman moved to adj'JUrn, but ~ecaUed it remains for the elected Board to dPcide the policy 
the motion, for the OoDgress tc1 receive from Oaptain and lay out the program for the year of their ad minis
Robert 0. Ad~ms the fraternal greetin~ of the Oana- tration. H is my personal opinion that unless s 'me 
dian Secular Union and the Montreal Pioneer Free- such poli~y be soon adopted bv ~h11 new Board they 
thought Society, of both which orgrmizations he is will hav a good deal less than $1,200 to work with. 
president. Mr. Adams was invited to the platform, My f.it1e to diEcuss such matters was called in 
from which vantage-point he tendered his greehing question by the President because my annual dona
to the Oongress " assembled in the Oit.y of Brotherly tion was not made this year, which wBS ent.irely ow
Love." [Smiles from the audience.] The Oa!ladians, in~ to tl.le fact that I had ba9n w:dtiog for the 
be said, carried on their propaganda from an anti- President to pony up something himself. At the 
theological standpoint, and be believed that to be the time I choked myself off from saying that during 
only,true policy. Free and independent men usually his administration of three years the Foote family 
spoke their minds, but be was glad to see that the bas contributed about $400 to t'l:le treasury of the 
members of this Oongress had heeded the advice American Secular Union, and, if I am not miataken, 
given by an old preache\" to the couples he joined the d.()nation of Mr. Westbrook, who could buy us 
in matrimony, to wit: Never both get angry at the out five times over, bas been $0.00. 
same time. He counseled thotie who did not believe In the American Secular Union the aceomplish
in the policy adopted by the officers of the Union to ment of &'lything worth while depends largely on 
retire and form another Union. That would be a 11 funds," and secondly on the wise use of money 
generous rivalry. He would be glad to lay down subseribed. To attract funds from those who hav 
his presidency when the American and Oanadian been its mainstay heretofore, I believe that the pol
Freethinkers could join in one organization, and icy of the society must be altered, so that it shall 
perhaps such a union could be made the forerunner conform in the main with that of the English and 
cf that mighty politic II union of the countries which Oanadian Secular societies, and that the employment 
waR surely crmirg and which he hoped to see. of the funds will hav to be different from the meth-

Mr. Westbrook said the American Secular Union ods of the past six years. We now bav new men. 
wu f'Xceediogly glad to greet Oaptain Adams, whose Let us soon heu if they hav any new plans. If not, 
father was the most orthodox man in BOll ton, though they might as well cremate the remains, for 11 the old 
P•pt~n !da~s w~~' t~\l JOost radie1l mll!n ~Uve e~- thinss hav fasse4 awa1·'' llJ. ~- FOQn1 l!$. 

I am informed that you are privately circulating misstate
ments with reference to my private !Jfe. I do not know 
whether the reports are true or not. I know that what I am 
told you are saying is as false as the father of lies. Now, my 
dear Baldwin, I hav known you as a more or less conal.stent 
church. member, ae a more or less upright and honest citizen. 
I hav never given myself any concern to inq•1lre into the 
details of your habits; I do not know whether you are 
moral or immoral, and it ie none of mv business. Q11estions 
of morals are matters for mfln to settle between themaelva, 
their consciences, and their God. 

1 resent your letter aE'. as Impertinence. I hav answered 
you to this extent simply for the reason tll.at you are an old 
friend and neigtlbor. I llo not kuow whether you will regard 

·this letter as a private communic"tion or not, and I do not 
care. This letter expresses my honeqt convictions. The 
great men of the world, whn hav accomplished great tbioga 
ror the uplifting of mankind. hav not always conformed to 
your narrow code of moral ethics. Martin Luther, who 
gave the Impulse to the Reformat' on, said that the man who 
did not love wine, woman, and song, remained a fool his 
whole l!fe Ion~; and yet I th;nk Martin Luther was a pretty 
good man. He migtlt not hav been good enuugb. to please 
the secretary of tha Prohibition party in this state, but be 
was good enough to do a great work for God and humanity 
and good government. 

But bandying words with you I know is, at best, an Idle 
and u&eless pastime. I cannot change your convictions of 
your duty, and I do not want to, but you must excuse me it 
I insist that what takes place. in the privacy of my family, 
behind closed doors. Is none of your business. 

Very truly yours, J. B. FASSBTT. 
To Mr. F~Asseht's sts~.ement about one of the 

former m•1n1agers of the Voice, the editor says : "Mr. 
F•ssett's fiing about 1 one of the managara of 'be 
Voice,' concerns a gentleman, now dea:J, who was in 
the employ of this house for many years, in a cleriaal . 
13apacity, and whose only connection with the Voice 
was in attending to the presswork and m•king oon· 
tractR for paper. What fft'eot his association 
with Mr. Fusett in the North Woods may hav had, 
we do not know. As he is now dead, no denial of 
Mr. FasseWs statement c~n be made authoritahivly. 
So f•" ag we know his personal habits were not 
objectionable." And then, to be revenged, the Voice 
insinuates-it does not dare to say-that Mr. Fassett 
gets drunk. The Voice is sometimes a very pion• 
p.aper but it is common rumor around Astor pl~e 
and Larayette p· ace that its editors are all Infidels. 
We hops the report is untrue. 

WE will fnrDish free sampl~ pages-pietnres ~d 
tex~-of the "Fteethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" to • 
any friend who will distribute them where they wiJJ 
do good, and to anyone ~ho will beaome 1 s~lling 
agent a liberal die count will be made. A Freethll!ke r 
of good addrue, man or woman, out of work, eould 
m•ke ~ood salary selling this book ill any 6.!1wD o 
fairly Libe'"r.l inliabituts. 
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Burnton & Co., 9S Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex&Grandsts;; New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1248 Third ave., ·New York. 
R.. W. Turner, 34"9 4th ave.; l'{ew York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, SSO West st. New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleeckerst., New York. 
New York News Co., SO Beekman st., " 
B. J. King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. . 
John Jacques, Akron. · 
N. Hexter, 808 Supenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBGON. 
B. 1!'. Hyland, Corvallill. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. · 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st , Portland. 

PBNNSYLVAJ!IIA. . 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 7SS Spring ~arden st., Phil a. 
George Longford, 2.9 Richmond st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk, Du Bois. · . 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts~, Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. • 
BHODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBBSBB. 
Wm. B. J!'isher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanoog$. 

TBXAS. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st .. Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 Elm st., E~st Waco. 

U'l'AH. 
John A. Jost, OgdeL. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. lV. W~on,Logan. 

WASHINGTON TBBBITOBY_
Stine Btos., Walla Walla. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 l!'reemont. 

BNGLAJ!ID. 
Watts &Co., 17lohnJon'l Court, l!'leet 1t., 

London. 
C. Stocker, S9 Vauxhall Road, Liv~rpool. 

AUSTBALIA.. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 
· Melbourne Victoria. 

W.Willis, 715 Hay~narket, Sydney, N. B. W. 
NBW ZBA.LA.ND. 

A.. D. Willis, Wanuanui. 

SING, BROTHERS, SING. 
USB T:aB 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them livelY and inter
esting. Tml: LmElUL Hnm-Boox contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnnes. 
It if hilfhly recommended by Messn. Wl!!.keman, 
Panon, Wmht, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it: Prio~ 
lllo&nk. Address 'Do TaUT!! S:UXJB ~ 

'l'en Oents Each. 
1. HEBBER'l' BPENOER: His life, writings, and 

i!_hilosophy. BY Mr. DANIEL GBBBNLEAII' 
THOMPSON, 

2. OHABLES ROBEB'l' DARWIN: His life, works, 
and inftuenoe. By Rev. JolUI W. OHADwxox. 

• BOLAR AND .PLANETARY EVOLU'l'ION: 
How suns and worlds oome into being. By 
Mr. GABBRT P. BEBVIBB. 

4. EVOLU'l'ION OF THE EAR'l'H: 'l'he stoi.? of 
geology. By Dr. LBWIB G. JANES. . 

5. EVOLU'l'ION OF VEGETAL LIFE: How life 
begin B. By Mr. WILLIAM: POTTS. 

6, EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: 'l'he order 
of zoologioal evolution. By Dr; BoSSITEB 
BAYl!I:OND. 

7. THE DESCENT OF MAN : His origin, antiQ.• 
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND: Its nature and de· 
velopment. By Dr. ROBEBT G. EooLJ:S. 

9. EVOLU'l'IONOF BOOIE'l'Y. BYJAMESA.BXIL
TON. 

10. EVOLU'l'ION OF 'l'BEOLOGY, By Z. SmNBY 
SAMPSON. 

11. EVOLU'l'ION OF MORALS. By DB. LEWIS 
G. JANES. 

Ill, PROOFS OF EVOLU'l'ION. By NELSOl'l 0, 
PABSB:ALL. 

13. EVOLU'l'ION AS BELATED TO BELIGIOUB 
THOUGH'!'. By JoHN W. tJHADWiox. 

a. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STABB 
HoYT NIOROLS. 

15. THE EFII'EOTS OF EVOLU'l'ION ON 'l'HE 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINoT J. 
SAVAGE. 

Address 'l'HE 'l'BU'l'H BEEKER 00., 
28 LafaYette Place. New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Principles ot' the Natnral Order 
of tb.e 1Jnlver!!le, Wtth a !!tys

tem ot' .Morality Based 
The~:eon. 

BYPBOFESSOB LUDWIG BUOEINER,M.D. 
OGNTENTB: 

Foroe and M~~otter, The Fitness of 'l'hings in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology), 
Immortaltty_of Foroe, Man, 
Iotinlty of .M&tter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Ma,ter, Thoughl, 
Motion, Oonsoiousneu, 
Form, Beat of the SoUl, 
Immutability of Natural Inna-te Ideas. 

Lawd, Tne Idea of God, 
Umvenality of Natural Personal Oontinuanoe, 

Laws, Vital Foroe, 
'l'he Heavens, The Soul of. Brutes, 
Periods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the .Earth, · Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on o l u ding Observa· 
Seoular GenerMion, tiona. 
Prioe $1.50. Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678), 
A Catholic Pl'iest who Renounced Christianity. 

Portrait. 
Price, pap., 50 cts.; :clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and liARB~ET 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, $1.50. 

Infidel's or Inquirer'& Text-Book. 
Thirteen Lectures on the ~ible. 

By RoB'T COOPER. Price, $1. 

Ori;-in and Development of Rell;-
lons Ideas and Beliefs. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 

THE SABBATI-I 
By M. FARRINGTON. 

A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the 
Claims of the Sabbatarians • 

Price, 10 cents. 

RRLIGION OF COMMON SENSE. 
By PROF. LIEBRECHT ULICH1 of Germany 

Price, 25 cents. 

THE SUNDAY QUESTiON 
A. Historical and Critical Review, With Replie~ 

to an Objector.· 
By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 
-----------:-------

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS. 
By FRANCES WRIGHT. 

With Explanatory Observatiens on his Writings. Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 
.By GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. Greek philosopher, and the author. 

A BIJSINESS JUAN'S SOCIAL AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW-~. 

ll'rom a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price,'$1. 

DEE LAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 

Price, 15 cents. 

AN EYE-OPENER. 
"Citateur, rar Pigault." 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 
By ZEPA. 

Price, paper 1 50 cents; cloth, 'i 5 cents. 

Antiquity and Duration of the World 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices- By G. TOUL:MAN. 

By BARON D'HOLBACR. 
Price, • • • • $1. Price, 20 cents, 

CAREER_. OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. ASTRONOMY AND WOBSHIJI 
OF THE ANCIENTS. 

Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 
By HUDSON TUTTLE. [Spir.] 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 eents. 

lt.lortallt"y or 1he.Sonl and the lm· 
mortality of lis Elements. 

By A. 8. DE PELLEGRINI. 
Price, • • • • 15 cen~s. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 

By GILBERT VALE. 
Price, 20 cents. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. , 

BRAGA VAD-GITA 
A. Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

and Arjuna. 
Translated by J. C. THOMPSON. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN INDIA. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ Character ofth;~::i:! ~=~~ah Delineated. 

Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 
Revelation. 

By Lours JACOLLIOT. 
Price, - • • • • $2. 

A .NEW .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" Tk8 a~ itself doth call for instant 
remeily." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, ~0 cent•. 

Addreaa 'l'HE 'l'RU'l'H BEEKEB 00., 
98 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

KODEIN IKIT.ATION OF CIIIST, 
AI to bh Llfe on Earth anli hls Communlam, 

BY UBS. E. LYNN LIN'l'ON, 

Au\hor of "A Pretest IUI.d a. Plea,•' in Orcl6r ot 
Or~~. 

Cloth, 1Smo, 279 pp., • - 75 Cents. 

}12~~!:on !:~;l~fo?Q~£,?Y. BIBLE- IN THE BAL4NOE. 
B R D 0 A Text-Book for Investig. ators. y .. WEN. 

Price, 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. :M!. BBNIIIBTT. 

Prioe. 10 oentB. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Ciaurch Doctrines. 

By REV. J. G. FISH. 
Price, $1.50.· 

BIBLE INQUIRER. 
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible, 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 
By A. J .ACOBSON. 

Prioe, :i; oents. 

By W. S. BARLOW. (Spir.] Price,.lO cents. B I B L E M y T H S • 
The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. 

BY BUBLBUT and W AXDU.J!, 
Prioe, 10 oent1. 

fCHA:BOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexpressibly laughable 

onslaughts on Ohristi&nitY. 
Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. 
BY c. B. RBYNOLDS. 

Prioe, 5 oents. 

Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na
tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 

Copious Notes. and Authorities. 
" Cyclopedia of Reference." 

Many Illustrations. 
Svo, 600pp., price, $2 .. 50 

BIOGRAPHY OF SATAN. 
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 

Fiery Domains. 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Price, 35 cents. 

W This book toatl suppruud l1JI th~ flra~ Amw· . For all of theo/J~~t?r~'W~'b:aa~Wf&m 00. 
loan· publiBw • .- 118 Lafanite Pl., :NewYorJE, 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER liBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

l!lnbscl'lptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS I{ISUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annna.l a.nd Freethink-

ers' Atma.na.o ••••••••••••••••• , ••••••.... ·• 25 
s. Men, Women, a.nd Gods •• :B:elen H. Ga.t •. 

dener..................................... 50 
8 Age of Reason. Thoma• Paine........... 25 
,: Answers to Ohristia.n Questions. D. M. 

Bennett .................................. . 
5. Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Peck •••••••• 
6. Victor Hugo's Ora lion on Voltaire.; ...... 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Bha.kspere .•••••••• 

OPHBRNUMBERSIN PREPARATION. 
YearlY subscribers will receive a.ll the books 

issued during the yea.r. Single copies of ea.oh 
book sent upon receipt of );lrioe. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her DailY Bread IS the story or two young 

lrirlB and a._Tonnger brother who wore lett P!lol"ent
[ess, with little money, fa.lr edne&t10J!~_ a.nd much 
oonra.Jte, to ma.ke their wa.y thrOugh we world by 
II.Oing to Ohioa.go. The a.ntlloris a.lBo the heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the ma.in1 a. history of a. work
in~t lrirl•alife a.nd experience In the city of Ohio ago 
a.monJ bluff bnsiuess men, kind-hearted folks, 
a.nd disreputable hypoorits. It is inst snoh a. story 
of human life a.s we should expect Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in·; a.nd whatever he admires 
a.nd a.ppreoia.tes is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRJ7TH BEEKER. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN ADDRESS 

B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

N6tJJ York Stat6 Bar .ABBociation, at .AZbanJ,I, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Complete and Authorised Edition. 
PRIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa.Yette Pla.oe, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

Watts's Works. ETHICS OF SCIENCE. Charles 
The Teachings of' Secularism Com· 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 
It)'. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism :· Is It Founded on 
Keaton, and Is It Sumctent to 
Meet the Needs of' Jftankl,nd 'l 
Debate between the Editor of the Ha.lifa.x 
Ihentng JCatl a.nd Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Ja.oob Hol_yoa.ke a.nd 
Oolonel Ingersoll, a.nd a.n Introdno~ion by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Kepi)' to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics of' Infidels." 20 cents. 
Poet free. . 

Christian It)': Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents •. 

The Horrors of' the French Revo· 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 oents. 

Bible Morallt)'. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.diotory a.nd Defeotiv a.e a.n Ethical 
Guide, 24 pa.ges. Price, 10 cents, 

Aa-nostlclsm and Christian Theism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable 'l 
ll4 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 'l 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of' the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Gloey of' "Unbelief. 22 pages in 
oover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Belief' and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular "Union ; Its 
Neceslllt)' and the .J"ustlce of' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) lUI page& in cover, 
Prioe, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the RAV, Dr. R. F. Burns, of Ha.lila.x, 
N. B. In this letter the following_ subjects a.re 
dea.lt With: 1. W~ Do the Oler~ry Avoid 
Debate 1 2. The Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 8. Freethon~tht a.nd 
1\len of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5. Ohrist a.nd Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.nitY a.nd Bla.very. 16 pages. Price, 
5oents, 

A.ddrell i'HE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
88 La.fa.:vatte Pl., New York, 

AGENTS make 100 PER CEHTandv,in$748 CASH Prlzao 
on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicines. 

Sample free. Territory. Dr. Brldemon1 375 B'way, N.Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Conmct between Beason and Superstition. 
8Y T. C. WU:JDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty . In Literature. 
B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

.Addr6ss at th6 Testimonial to Walt 
W7titman. 

Price, J3 cents; cloth, 50 cents. Pub
Ushed at this omce. 

BY 
HUDSON TUTTLE. 

A ffistorioa.l a.nd Oritioal Review of the Religion 
of Ma.n. 

OoNTENTS : Wha.t is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pha.l· 
lie Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on ms Intelleotna.l Growth. Tlle Great Theolog. 
ioa.l Problem. Man's Fa.ll, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fa.te, Free Will, Free AgencY, NecessitY. Re· 
sponsibilitY of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Mora.! Government. 
Tlle Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
SocietY. Rights of Government. Duties of Bo 
oietY to Orimina.ls. Duty of Belf Onltnre. Ma.r. 
ria.ge. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKW A.RD 
B)' Edward Hellam)', 

Author of'' Dr. Heidenho:ff's Process," etc. 

It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll wha a.re 
free to receive new li~tht will find in it sa.tisfa.otion 
a.nd inepira.tion.-[New York Tribune. 

The a.p:(lea.l is a.lwa.ys ma.de to a. man's rel\sOn. 
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel· 
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

A BUI{gestion of a. really pra.otioa.ble and fea.&i· 
ble sooml state grea.tlf in a.dva.noe of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.t1v is rich in its forecast of 
a.otna.l possibillties.-[Boston Traveler. 

lllmo, oloth, $1.00; pa.Per, 50e. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
.\ ta.le of Pa.les~ine, founded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

DOWN THEY CO! 
Best make American Bte'llwind Watches, 15 

jewels. adjusted, pat. regulator, in silverine u• ""· 
onlY $!1; in 3 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 onn~e. $17 
(a. few years ago t60). In best l4 kG. fih•d gold 
oases, open f~toe, $ 0; hunting, l28 to $28: H kt. 
solid gold. $40 to noo; same, not adjusted. $2 Jess; 
11 lwls. $UO,. a.nd 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade 
watches, !5. $4, a.nd $2 50). 

THE PERF.liOTi!iD "OTTO WETrBTEIN" 
WATOH, mnoh finer th!l.n Bbove, full adjusted to 
heat, Cold, and position, 16 jwls, and all modern 
improvements, nickAI movem .. nl, cased as above, 
$8 more, gilt mov•t. $6 more. No one else in the 
world sendl ont so good a watch Rt the prioe 

LADIWB• GOLD BUNTING AMERIOAN 
WA'rOHEB, la,esl styleP. best filled, 7 iwls. $ 7; 
11. jwls. $18. fO; 15 iwls. $25; 14 kt. solid gold, $10 
to uoo more. All sent prepaid, kept inorder one 
yea.r, a.ntl Oo.Rh refunded if not satisfactory. 
DI~MONDS: in rini!B, nino. drops, stnils, etc., 

$10: $15; $2~; $50; $1CO to $1,000 per set. Oash re
funded, if not 2J per cent below regular price, 
anY time within on~> vea.r. 

WEDDING RINGS: Pla\n, chased, with pearls, 
emeralds, rabies, moonstones, opals, garnets. 
tnrg_noise, solitaires or combinat ons, a specialty. 

BUNDRI.KB: "Rogers Bros•. triple plated knives. 
$1.75, forxs, 11.75; Tea spoons, $1.80; Tables, f3 H: 
Besl sPeots. in the world, $1 : Pebbles, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $5 more (send line of finest print yon oa.n 
read without gJ,.sses 14 inches from eyes); Gold 
headed OBnes, $8; $10; $15; $20. B•st razor-a 
lnxnry-$2; Bolid silver •POonH, $1.70 per onnoe. 
Sonveneir spoons, silver, 11 25 lo $2; Tea. s .. ts, 
$20 to f40; everything in .the line of fancy table 
silver, novelties, p!nsb, and a.rt goods, gold pens, 
etc. All sent preoa.id (except cutlery) snbhot to 
exchange or oa.sh back. 

. OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. R~ohelle, Ill. 
Bend for t~rioe Hats, beautiful cards in colors 

a.nd gold of my Freethonght badges (large and 
small), tra.ots, etc. Free. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

Girard College Theolou. 
AN EXPOBi 

Of the pe"ersion of Stephen Girard'ama.gnUloent 
b~est to Philadelphia. by the Ohristia.n 

ohnrohes a.nd Young lllen•s 
Ohristian Associa-

tion. 

X"- noticM ar~ f'rJr tM benefit of Liberala 
tJJho may b6 oisiting tM plao68 tJJMr6 tMu sod6-
t~s ar6 located. Local Secular Union& and 
Frestlwugltt Societies '!Meting Nf!Ulalrlg can 
lia11 their g"therings adRJt!'rtised hers fru bJI for
tJJarding tM ntuB801r1J infO'r'ITUJtion. 

TheJDanhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
BY BloB. B. WEBTBBOOJ:o D.D., LL.D. Meets every FridaY evening, a.t 8 o•olook, a.t Ger-

Prioe S1. Address TJIE TBUTII BBIIJ:D. man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot. 

New Etlltlon. Bevlsel nad Enlar~ed. 

MEN, WOKEN & GODS. 
•v HELEN H. CARDIENER. 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. "INGERSOLL. 

Priae, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 13ents. 
TM Trads Supplied at lij}U'tal Discounts. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
· liS LafaYette Pla.oe, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener a.re for 
sa.le a.t this office. Price, 50 cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana.
I:vzed,'' "The Rea.! Blasphemers,"" Bpir-
. itnalism Sustained," ett:., etc. 

The latest a.nd best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the snhllest conceptions the easY property of the 
ordinarY mind. The book contains man.y ideas 
tha.t will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fnrnishiD~ food for thon~tht. We trust it 
will hav the immeuse distribution it so riohl.)1 
merits.-[The American Idea.. 

Oloth, 1Smo, IU. 

AddreH THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WASHBURN. 
PmOB, .- $1.50. 

A.ddresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

THE 

french Invasion of Ireland in '98. 

nresa.nd discussions. The public oordia.llYinvited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Bnnda.y afternoon a.t 8 o•olook a.t 
Libera.! Lea.~rne Hall, 177 Ha.lsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, N.J. Lectures a.nd discussions on 
religions a.nd sooia.l qne!tions. Beats free a.nd 
everybodY welcome. 

American Secular "Union, Ne:wark 
Branch. 

12ol Market street. Assembles every Bnnday 
evening a.t 7:80. Lecture•, debates, a.nd disons. 
sions on a.ll important secnla.r subjects. Pres· 
ident, HENBY BIBD; Beoreta.rY, OoBA BBLLB 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJn Philosophical Assocta. 
tlon 

Meets a.t FraternitY roomsl..Be«.rt>rd a.venne and 
Bonth 2d street, Brooklyn, J!l. D., a.t 8 P.M., every 
Snnda.y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat
form free. Oha.rles Monholland, secretary, lMS 
B1·oa.dwa.y, BrooklYn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League ~:;-, 
meets every Snnda.y in Industria.! Ha.ll, Broad a.n d 
Wood sts., a.t 2:10 a.nd 7:80 P.ll. for lectures a.nd 
free discussions on religions and sooia.l q nestions. 
Able spe&.kersinterest the audience. N.B.-'l'rnth 
Beeker pnblioa.tionsa.l wa.ys on ha.nd a.tohea.p ra.tea. 

The Secular Soclet)' of' Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthl:v, first a.nd third Bnnda._ys, &t 2 
P.M., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of hnma.n 
oultiva.tiou a.re invited. MABrosHEIGIITON, Bee. 

Ellzur Wright Secular "Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the first a.nd fourth Bnn
da.YB of ea.on month a.t Independent Ohnroh, a.t 
10:30 A.M. Free discussion on a.ll Libera.! subjects. 
Bnbsoriptions to THB TBUTI! Bl!!EKEB a.nd Intlelti· 
gator a.re solicited. R. G. BMITIIo Oor.l:l~. 

Chicago Secular "Union 
Meets every Snnda.y evening a.t '1':10 P.ll., a.t 
Princess Opera Honse, 558 West Madison stre,e,. 
Lectures a.nd deba.teB. Btra.n~ren from a.broa.d 
a.re welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Bnnda.y evening a.t 21& 
Grand a.ve., (Fraternity Ha.ll). Lecture followetJ 
by debates. The public oordia.ll:v invited. 

San Francisco, ~al., Freethough& 
Soclet)' 

MAetR every Bnnda.y evening a.t Union Bqna.re 
Ha.ll, 421 Post street, at 8 o'clock. A cordial iBvi· 
ta.tion is extended to a.ll. Beats free. 

Port Angeles Secular "Union 
Meets every Bnnda.y a.t 7:80 P.ll. in Ma.odon
ald'B Ha.ll in Port Angelea, Wa.Bh. Lect
ures, song_B, and select reading. Discussion in. 
vi ted on a.ll snbleots. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANX llloBBB, Oor. Bee. 

The West End Progressive Lib-
Leaves of Unwritten Histon: Tha.t Tell of a. eral 1Jnlon 

He~~~~ ~n~~ci~ro?~n~l~~~~s ~CC~.rtn- Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthlyl. first 
a.nd third Bnnda.ys, a.t e o'clock, P.M:,~.a.t ra.rr'l 

B)' VALERIAN GRIBAYEDOFF. Ha.ll, Everybodv invited. MBs. B. J!l, BEBBA, 
Pres.; J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Bee. 

With a. ma.p a.nd numerous illustrations by well· 
known artists. Handsomely bound in silk cloth. 
[nk and gold side stamps. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is an effort to rescue from 
'ompa.ra.tiv oblivion one of the many extraordi· 
narY episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war .•.• It points a. moral tha.t a.midsl repnb
·ioa.n institutions like onrs, will not fail n oeive 
~pprecia.tion. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing infin~noe of newlY acquired ambiUon, • • • 
.ud on the other the dAbasmg effeou of Religions 
~nd Political intolerance both on the tYrant a.nd 
the victim. Oontains a. heretofore unpublished 
1etter of Thoma.s Paine to the. French Dueotory. 

•3 5QPERDAY 'IJ I ALL WINTER 
Can be marie CMV bl" ~tnv energetic fH'tc;Qn selling" CHAM
PION PASTE STOVE POLISH." No brnRh rc. 
qulred. No hnr'l lnbor. No duMt or dirt. Ahvnys 
ready for u~e.. An article every housek,.~per will buy. 
216,000 packagPs sold in Philadelphia. ExclU!!lVC. ageqcy for 
One or more count.ies given competent person. Write to-d&y 

l~~:!~,s c~~~PI~k IQQ~:c"~N~·Fo_;;~h s~!,11P1~W~~~~~&,c~~· 

--~--------~---SENDlOCENTSTO 
Dr. l<'ELLOWS, 

VINELAND, N.J. 
for his book on youth
ful errors, early decay, 
wasting weakness, lost 
manhood &c. It sets 

:::--._ forth an External Ap. 
plication- a reliable 

~home cure, with fulldi-
, \\ ~ rections for use. Its~ 

///\\\\\ ~· certainty,nofailure. 
C) ~h~tea~~~ti~c~~n~aw ------.................... __ 

A pa.tl<>nt writing from Da.~enport, Wa.sb., 
sa.YB: "Your r•medy is marvellous, a.nd will 
a.ooomplish wh"t is said it will do. The va.lne 
of which is nntol.f." 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets. every Bnnda.Y a.t 2 P.M. in Grand ArmF 
ha.ll, Ma.in street, Walla. Walla.~ Wa.shington. 
Boienoe Leotures.-Frea Disonssions.-Origina.l 
a.nd Selected Readings a.nd Poems. A large va.l· 
nabla librarY iB a.t the service of members a.nd 
friends. 0. B. REYNOLDS, Prea.; A. W. 0ALDD, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular 1Jnlon 
Of Boeder, Wa.sh., meets every first a.nd third 
Bnnda.y in the month, a.t the Boeder sohool·honse, 
Lectures, disonsBions, reading, a.nd poems. The 
§rea.test freedom a.ccorded to a.ll. Onr motto, 
• Universal Menta.! Liberty." D. E. BiaE, Pres.; 

J. W. BELLo Vioe·Pres.; OIIABLES BIIBA, Bee. 

Fort Worth. Tex •• Liberal Club, 
Meets every flnnda.Y a.t Knights of Labor Ha.ll, 
1604 Main street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib-
erals invitPd to attend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

Isua B. LEE, Bee. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth Pine Steel Engramng or senator Conl:ltng. 

Bound in bla.ok cloth, ailver side sta.mp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOB. 

Translated from the Germ11n by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3 • 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel engra.vin21 of this celebrated na.tnra.lilt 

12x15 inches. Bnita.ble for framing, sent postpaid 
for 25 oentl. Addrell THE TRUTH SEEKER 
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RoMAN CATHOLlO Germans who with their 
"ancestors bav farmed near Odessa and Kief 
Russia; fer a cen•ury. hav arrived at th~ 
New York Barge Otlice, complaining that 
they hav been compelled by continual petty 
persecutions by the Russian priesthood to 
abandon their farms and emigrate. 

BRAziL's emancipated 
slaves will not work. 

Ts:s other night mobs 
pUlaged and burnt the 
.Jewieh quarters of Staro
doub in anger at the 
authorities having al
lowed the Jews to open 
&heir shops on Sunday. 

W:s may hav war with 
Chili over the affair of 
the 16th ult. in which 
Ohilian sailors and pollee 
attacked United States 
ea il or s, killing two, 
wounding several, and 
Imprisoning thirty five. 

AT the Socialist con
gress in Germany a 
clause was added to the 
Socialist program de
manding repeal of all 
laws subordinating a 
wife to her husband in 
public and private rela
tions. 

AT Pisa, Italy, a few 
days ago, a mob attackfd 
six Austrian pilgrims to 
the Vatican· and com
pelled them to shout, 
"Hurrah for the king I" 
Professor Ackerle among 
the pilgrims mysteriously 
disappeared, and is 
thought to hav been as
aaaainated by the anti-
clericals. · 

TB:s bishop of Uahors 
having refused to cele
brate a second mas~ in 
'be church of the village 
of Murat, France, on 
Sundays, to convenience 
far-comers, the wh'lle 
village,in consequence, ha v become alienated 
from Catholicism and embraced Protestant
lam. 

KBNI!IAJ!I eays: " The rzu's chiet minister, 
Pobedonostsef, is a gond representativ of the 
Inquisition of the Mic d!e AJ!:es, and the czar's 
conduct towatd the Hebrews is mainly in
spired by this erne) man. The czu and his 
minilltet s were in a railroad wrE:ck: s~:veral 
years ago, and, al•hough their car was totally 
demolished, everyone eFcap~d unhurt, and 
this escape the czar looked upon as a divine 
intervention of providence that he might 
continue to pursue the men who knled his 
father." 

Tm: pope is preparint1,' an allocution on the 
disorders at Rome He has written to M. 
Harmel of h!s bitter grief at seeing the 
French pilgrims " abandoned without provo 
cation to the attacks of an ungovernable pop
ulace." He adds that he is deeply.grateful 
to the pilgrims who came, and " to those 
who are prevented from coming by violence 
and iniquitous hatred" he sends his blessing. 
In writing to the archbishop of Aix, he de
plores that the Roman rioters were allowed 
"to indulge with impunity in every kind of 
license, profaning church, insulting the pon. 
tiff, and maltreating the pilgrims." He hopes 
&heae incidents will not lead to "some'hing 
more calamitous and lamentable." A Catho. 
He correspondent in Rome cnmplalns : '• The 
foreign Catholics cannot ·go abroad during 
the day in the city wherein resides their holy 
father. To cheer the name of the sovereign 
pontiff is a political offense and an insult to 
\he country.'' He concludes ironically: 
"The proof that the holv father ts free is 
that he cannot go out of the bastlick or the 
Vatican; the proof that he is free is that his 
children cannot come together to testify to 
him their s:ffection. Combined homage is 
forbidden. And how lor g will even individ
ual homage be tolerated ?" A Roman cardi. 
nal says: "You may be astonished at the 
folly of the government of the Liberals in 
driving away the pilgrims when it was to 
their interest to favor pilgrimages, and be. 
cause this source of revenue for Rnme and 
for Italy ts now ruined in spite of its eco
nomic decadence. But it is necessary to go 
to the bottom of the matter. It is necessary 
to know that otlicial Italy desired to teach a 
lesson to show that she has made up her 
mind to admit all excesses and to go to all 
extremes, and that, far frnm ad'l.pting herself 
to the new situation, she would prefer assas
sination or l'xiling of the p .. pe, and the pil
lage of the Vatican." Rev. Dr. Phelan says: 
" The anticlerical mob cannot be held in 
check by the soldier~, and bloodshed and 
ruin will result whenever it is aroused. The 
attacks which were made upon the French 
pilgrims is only .a sligltt f ruption of this m. 
subdued ferment, and it Is to avoid that 
whioh prompts the pope to consider flight." 

COD8 AND RELIGIONS 
OJ' 

ANCIENT J.ND •o»ERN TillES 
Vol. I. Give a l!'ull Accoun• of all ihe Gods, tn

oluding Jehovah, Satan, \he Bob• Ghoei, 
Jeeue Ohrtet, Virlrin Mal'}', and the Bible. 

avo, Sllfipp, Vol. D. Deecribee Fully all 
the Religious Syetema of the World. · 

'lvo,957Jlp. Oloth,S8pervol.; the 
ll vols., S5; leather, 17; mo-

roooo, gilt edges, ss. 
BY D. H. BENNETT. 

TBE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

;:> 

WORLD'~ ISA.6E~, THINKERS, 
AND REJI'ORJI.ERS. 

B1ograpblea of 100 of 5b" Leading l'hlloaopberl, 
Teachers1 Skeptioe, Innovator&\ Foudera of · 

New Bcnools of Thought. Eminent Boien
iieta, etc. (who were not Christiana), 

from the time of Menu to the pres-
en\. Svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, Sl; 

leather, 14; mor., g. e.,M.50. 
BY D. H. BENNETT. 

TBETBUTB SEEKER 00., 
liS LafayeUe l'l&oe, N. Y. 

·, 

' ' . I 

AoousToM a people to believe that priests, 
or any Other class of :men, c"n forgiv s\ns, 
and you wUl hav sins in abundance.-Pa(nll. 

TB:s law governing the relation of theology 
to disease is now ·before the world, and it is 
seen in the. striking fact that just in propor. 
ion as the world progressed from the sway 

of Hippocrates to that 
of the ages ot faith, so it 

· progressed in the fre- · 
· queocy and severity of 
great pestilences; and; 
on the other hand, just 
in proportion as. the 
world bas receded from 
that period when theo). 
ogy was an. pervading 
and al!-controllng, plague 
after plague has disap. 
peared, and those remain
mg hav become less and 
J eiS frequent and viru. 
lent.-Prof . .A. D. Whits. 

WHAT strange ideas of 
d lv in e justice must 
Christians hav, who are 
timght to believe that 
their God, in view of 
reconciling to himself 
the human race, "guilty, 
though unconecious, of 
the sins of their fathers, 
has put to death his own 
son, who was innocent 
and incapable of sinning 1 
What should we say of a 
king whose subjects 
should revolt, and who, 
to appease himself, 
should ·ftnd no other ex
pedient than to put to 
death the heir to the 
crown, who had not par
ticipated in the j.!enPral 
rebellion ?-D•Holback. 

TBBBB are Christian 
people groaning .in a 
triple slavery unrler 
monks who hav tsken the 
vow of humility and pov-

.JOB HEARETH THAT SATAN HATH BEGUN OPERATIONS.-Job i, 14-19. 
erty. You wUl ask bow 
governments su:ffer these 
fatal contradictions ? It 
is because the monks are 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experience. 
. By i. P, Putnam. 

25 cents. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. 
The Problem of the Universn, and 

it• ~C1ent1fl.o Solution. with some Ornioisms 
of Un versology. !'rice. 20 cents. 

Waifs and Wandtring~<. A N~·.v 
American Story. I' <ice, dotb, $1 oo; paper, 
50 o;-nts. "A prose epJC of the war, rich with 
incident and dramatio pol>er; bre~ezy froUJ 
fl.u;t page to last with the living ~pirit of to
day."-Jolin SWinwn•s Paver, 

Golden Thro'fle, A RJmance. ''The 
author t~ertainly has genins. The divine 
oreativ sp .. rk ill with him. The book is filled 
with manly thoughts, exprelibed in manly 
wor·•s-the transcript or a manly mind 
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'" 
-Ing•r•oZl. l'cioe, $1. 

In~ersoJl and J• sus A conver~aHon 
in rhyme betwe£>n the Nineteenth. Oentnry 
Infidel and the Ga.li•ean Reformer, wherein 
it iN showe there IS much in harmony between 
th~m. Price, 10 cents. 

Prometheus; A Poem. "It. is 
cramn•ed with life. thought, and profo11nd 
en>otion, poured forth, it seems to we, with 
PXtraordinary beanty,"-Dr. Henrv w. BcZZows. 
l'rioe, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and 
otlter Agnostic poeme. !'rice, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A uoetic VPrsioD 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
whioh its supE>riority to the mutilated ropy
the Genesis legend-is shown. Price, to cents. 
For all of the above R ildre~s 

THE TRU rH SEEKF.R 00 , 
28 LafayeUe Place, New Yorv. 

THE 

CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 
:rHBIB 

Crimes and Persecutions. 
avo, lol19PP. Oloth, ss; leather, 14; moroc.Jo, 

gilt edges, 14.50. 

· BY D. 111. BENNETT. 
Add:eaa THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

!8Lafayette Place, New York. 

FOR SALE. 
A Farm of 24 Acres. 

Splendidly located. Bich Boil-can ra;ae ""hPat, 
barley, etc. 0 'oha.rda vrodnoe largely Hon•e, 
barn. and 'l'ther building> in fl.r•t-cJass cooditiAn 
Is called" .. model f>trm." Within a Abort dis: 
tanca of N •w York city PrioP reasona.b P on eo.~y 
tAr!D~· 01\'De• (~n old TRUTH SBEKBS IUb!Crib~r) 
ret1nng OD account of old age. 

A,ddreu. 'l', WHil'E, 
lltld JJank, N.J. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST PUBLISHED. 

rich and their vassals are poor. It is because 
the monks, to preserve their Hunnish tights, 
make presents to the commissaries and to the 
mistresses of those who mi~~:ht interpose their 
authority, to put down their oppression.
Voltaire. 

There has just been published for general circu
lation a most :n~t:rcstmg pamphlet. containing a 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known wr~ters: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus E. Wakeman, B. F. Under- NoTHING is more sacred, or can be more 
wood, Matilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, !acred,thanthewell-beingofman;-IngersoZZ. 
Rev. Henry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons. A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman, IT is asked, If you take away the doctrin 
Capt. R. C. Adams, Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman of the inspiration aud infallible authority of 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Prin~le. Wm. the Bible, what foundation is left for moral. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. i ? T h k: 
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev.]. C. Grumbine, ty hose W 0 as the question believe 
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J. that morall.ty springs trom the Ten Command
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma · mente, instPad of the Commandments belng 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle the t>Xpression of human morality. Morality 
E. C. Walker. Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum: 
Voltairine de Cleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Rich- is the result of experience. That conduct 
ard Hodgson. which men hav found to produce the best 

The publication will be forwarded to any address results has been inculcated by maxims which 
in the United States or Canada on recetpt of an 
American two-ccntJ>ostage stamp. superstition ascribes to the fl.riger of God 

Address FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE upon stone tablets. The experience of ages 
Buffalo, N.Y. is compressed into the G >lden Rule, of 

---------------- which, when quoted by Christ, it is said, 
A 

SHORT HiS TO .. Y Of THt O'~lf 1 
BI!ING 

"F.1r this is the law and the prophets" (Matt. 
vi\, 12); and Moees give the precept, "Thou 
shalt JOve thy neighbor as thyself.'' This 
rule and most of the maxims ascribed to 
Christ are found in writings centuries before 
he lived, and a-re the in herttance of the ages, 
needing no thunders of Sinai nor suffer'ngs 

A POPULAR .AOOOUNT OF TH.M of Calvary to giv them authority -.Root. O. 
Adams. 

FORMATION .AND DEVELOP. 
Tn:s entire evidence for the antiquity of 

ME.N 1' OF THE O.ANON. the. Bible is of the most contradictory and 

BY 

BRONSON D. KEELER. 

CONTEN'TS -The Hebrew o~non. Tbe New Tes. 
t9:m~nt. 'l'ne l< arly Controversies. Tht< Books at 
Fnst not Coostdere<J Impireti Were the Fathers 
Oompeten~ 1 'l'he Fathers Q•xoted as s~riptnre 
B'o.l!s. whJCh are Now l!aiJbd Apocryphal. The 
Heretics. The Ohr1stian Uauon. 

Paper, fO cents; cloth, 75 cente. 

T h a ~ ! b I e a n d f v o I u I i o n. 
By -9-rthur B. Moss. 

New and Chfap Edition, • • 50 Cents. 
Menti·n,rth~'•'-.E G,,.d.tnneinbiswork "The 

Im_pr'l!'l"h'e R.~ok of H''IY Rortpture" ' 
G. W Foot;, 1n the /l'rRP.thinter renommenda it 

as an fXOelient text hook. H~ BILYS: " .. he 
manner: 1~ «qo:'l and the style JA bright. The 
rE>a~~r IB o•r:ned aJon11.0D an easy ftowing stream 
of R. IPUCP, htst.m·v. A h•n~. And common sense " 
Oba~. Watts 'n S,culnr Tt.oug••t pronounces it to 

be t-he be~t. work t-hA Pnr-hor lla• wri ten. 
And 1'BE TE.u • H S>EB:EB. RBYB: "This is an ex

cellent book wbt.-h "'e can rf'oommend to our 
reR.dH• as C'P.Br n la.n!luage, trns~worthy in 
st11.tement, and Irrefutable in reasoning." 

Order at 
THE TRUl'H SEEKER OFFIOE. 

rHE TRUTH SEEKER ANNUAL 
Price, 25 Oenta, 

unsatisfactory nature that it is possible to 
imagin. The ftrst part ·or it pretends to hav 
been writte:a by Moses some 1450 years before 
Christ, while Malachi, the last. nf the prophets, 
wrote so recently as about 397 years before 
Christ. Thus the writing of the Old Testa
ment extended over a period of more than a 
thousand years. And yet, in the face of this, 
scholars bear testimony that there is hardly 
any difference between the Hebrew of the 
Pentateuch and the Hebrew of Malachi. How 
is this if more than a thousand years elapsed 
between the writing of Genesis and the writ
ing of Malachi? How is it that there is 
really no difference between the Hebrew of 
the one and the Hebrew of the other? mas 
there ever, since the world began, a language 
that stood unaltered for a thousand years? 
What tyro in philology, acquainted with 
even· the barest rudiments of the origin and 
~rowth of languages, will atlirm that a living 
language ever stood still for even 800 years? 
Let even him who is no philologist at. all 
compare the English of to. day with the Eng
lish of Shak!pere, and see whether they are 
by any mean, identical. Or let him go fur· 
thPr back, and contrast the English of the 
Times newspaper with the Engl•sh of Chau
cer. It is not the half of a thousand years 
from T10W to Chaucer, and yet be cannot 
read Chaucer without a. glossary. This will 
place him in the true Hght in which to see the 
monstrous faat (?) t})at there is no difference 
between the Hebr11w of Genesis and the 

. Hebrew of !!&lll~ll.f.·~~alaaa. 
~ -~~ ;,; ~-' 
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FROZEN OUT-A COLD DAY FOR THE CLERGY. 

lfotls anti ~ligpings. 
THE Peter's Pence from England at the 

on shore. The Rev. Mr. Dorrance is a very all citizens shall hav an opportunity to visit members asked the county court to license 
pleasant party. · such Fair on such days as shall not conftict the drunkard-making business. A few nights 

IN the New York State Library are twenty- with their particular convictions." ago on the streets or ai10ther little Missouri 
six different portraits or Columbue. It was CLERGYMEN are not advancing very fast in town, the son of a prominent Ohio Methodist 

last gathering amounted to less than $2,500. · not believed until recently that a portrait of the direction or tolerance. The Rev. Dr. preacher, while drunk, shot down another 
The p')pe Is much displeased. Columbus that had been painted in his lite- Thompson, Paclftc coast secretarv or the young man, a member or the church. The 

BAM JoNBS was the driver or a public time was In existence, but Librarian Howell American Sabbath Union, spoke in Seattle shooter himself Is a member of the Presby
dray in his nativ town before he became a has announced that an original portrait has the other day and said : " French people are terian church. In this same town the saloons 
preacher. His outftt was a small, rickety, been round in the museum at Como. In the undoubtedly the most wicked in the world. were lately opened by the votes or church
rattlinp;, ramshackle wagon, and an old ~ixteenth century Paolo Giovio had a The reason is they hav no Sabbath. Boon ,members, one Protestant church giving 
sorrel horse. He was a familiar ftgure at the mup,eum of paintings and statuary near Lake we will hav no Pabbath here. Even three-fourths or its vote in favor or license. 
railway station, and his most profttable job Como, and it has been presumed that he now we hav seven-day newspspers, which The writer has seen a member of this church 
was hauling drummers' trunks to the hotel. thought Columbus was as worthy of a transgress and desecrate our Sabbath with go forward and, while beastly drunk, extend 

SAMUEL W. BROWNE, city missionary of portrait as or a statue in marble. It is Impunity. It was bad enough when we had the ' right hand or fellowship' to new mem
B!ddeford, Me., believes that salvation known: that the grand duke or Tuscany them six days in the week, but now these bers. He has known a pastor in one or these 
should be free. He has been trying for some directed Christofana to copy nearly three seven-day issues are sacrlleglotis. The only churches who lost his place and salary be
time to get the city to cut off his salary, but hundted portraits in the Jovian Museum for way we can put a stop to this Sunday dese- cause he opposed the saloons. One or the 
the authorities hav steadily refused to do so, the Florentine gallery, and that one of them cration is by combining all the churches in trustees of the Central Methodist Episcopal 
and now the parson has sent in his reslgna- was that or Columbus. The Massachusetts one society." What in the name of sense church, Stockton, Cal., whose pastor is the 
tion. The Biddetor~ people do not sppre- Historical BJciety has a copy or the portrait does the Rev. Dr. Thompson mean, asks a Rev. I. J. Carroll, a brother or the editor of 
elate their missioMry's disinterestedness, in the Florentine gallery. contemporary, when he says that "it was bad the New York lndeptl11.dsnt, is a police and 
however. They say he is crazy. A RBMONSTRANOB against closing the World's enough when we had newspapers !!IX days in fire commissioner of Stockton, and in this 

Nxw designs hav been made for silver sub- Fair on Sunday was circulated at Snoho. the week?" Does he contemplate a suppres- capacity regularly grants licenses to the 
sidiary coins, under authority or Congrei!P, mish, Wash., and over rour hundred signa- sion or all the newspapers and a return to dram.shops or the city. Another trustee is a 
and will soon be seen by the people. On turPs were secured on one street alone, cov- the good old times when priests were the Republican lawyer, whose name appeared in 
the halt and quarter dollar are the words, ering a length of thirteen feet or legal cap only repositories and disseminators or infor- print a few days ago with that or a saloon
" 'In God We Trust," which are omitted on paper. The petition reads as follows: ,, The mation-those times caller! the Dark .A.ges? keeper calling for the organization or a 
the dime. And yet five .dimes will be worth undersigned citizens or the United States or It looks that way. H Dr. Thomp~on Republican league. How is this for a church 
just as much as the half-dollar, showing that America, do hereby insist that the govern- wishes to see all Sunday labor cease, he which declares that to license the traffic is 
trusting in God never increases the value of ment of these United States is purely a secu- should set an example to others by refraining 'a sin?' The Non-partisan Temperance 
anything. lar government, in which all its citizens or from doing anvthiog on that day himself. Union, or Wilkesbarre, Pa., recently, as is 

A.T the Presbyterian church, Snohomish, whatever religious or non-religious beliefs But, by the way, who would hav heard of its custom, Invited the pastor of the leading 
Wash., two Sundays ago; the Rev. J, W. hav equal rights. That the absolute sepna. Dr. Thompwn but for the papers? Methodist Episcopal church to preach a 
Dorrance rode a tilt against the Freethinkers. tion of church and state ~hould in all matters Tms is the way the Voicli catalogs the sins temperance sermon before the union. Its 
He said that they had been driven from the under the direction or the government be of its fellow.Chr!stlans who will not vote request, however, was declined, the pastor, 
jEut and are now gathered on the Pacific maintalnee. That we insist upon the right for Prohibition: " At New Florence, Mo., not deeming it 'practicable' to preach before 
coast. Mr. Dorrance suggested that they or all cltizens feeling thus disposed having a rew days ago, sixteen church.membera the union. The superintendent or this aame 
should all be slid down the PacUI.c slope the right to visit such Exposition on Sundays petitioned for" qaloon. At Lees Summit, a pastor's Bund!ly-school has for ye~r~ r!l~ted 
rip~ tlw ~~ 'J'Pel-'~ w~ TJQ mom 'or ~pew .~sl!'ell l!r' p~ ptller p,,YII 9t the Wll9~• 1'hat vi~l"'~Q P!'rtr ~ans,al! _c~tr, ~ftllf~ .chl?-r~4· ~ ~o~l tor Iiq.u<,>r-,11?llbJ~·'' 
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~tltded. 

Possibilities and Impossibilities. 
Prom the Armo!tio Annuaz. 

In the course of a discussion which bas been going 
on duJ"ing the last two years, it has been m:.intilined 
by the defenders of ecclesiastical Christianity that 
the demonology of the books of the New Testament 
is an essential and integral part of tue revelation of 
the nature of the spirUual world promulgated by 
Jesus of Nazareth. Indeed, if the historical accuracy 
of the gospels and of the Acts of the Apostles is to 
be taken for granted, if the teachings of the Epistles 
are divinely inspired, and if the universal belief and 
practice of the primitiv church are the models which 
all later times must follow, there can be no doubt that 
these who accept the demonology are in the right. 
It is as plain as language can make it that the writers 
of the gospels believed in the existence of Satan and 
the subordinate ministers of evil as strongly as they 
believed in that of God and the angels, and that they 
had an unhesitating faith in possession and in exor
cilam. No reader of the first three gospels can hesitate 
to admit that, in the opinion of those persons among 
whom the traditions out of which they ara compiled 
arose,,Jesus held, and constantly acted upon, the 
same theory of the spiritual world. Nowhere do we 
find ihe slightest hint that he doubted the theory, or 
questioned the effioacy of the curativ operations baaed 
upon it. · 

Trius, when such a story as that about the Gada
rene swine is placed before us, the importance of the 
decision, whether it is to be aooepted.or rejected, c11n 
not be over-estimated. If the demonological part of 
it is to be accepted, the authority of Jesus is uilmis· 
tabbly pledged to the demonological system current 
in Judea in the first century. The belief in devils 
who· posBilSB men and can be transferred from men ·to 
pigs becomes as much a par~ ~f Ohristi~n dogma as 
any article of the creeds. If 1t IS to be reJected, there 
are two alternativ concluai!)ns. Supposmg the gos
pels to be historically accurate, it follows that Jesus 
shared in the errors respecting the nature of the 
spiritual world prevalent in the age in which be lived 
and among the people of his nation. If, on the other 
hand, the gospel tradition give us only a popular 
version of the sayings and doings of Jesus, falsely 
colored and distorted by the superstitious imaginings 
of the minds through which it has passed, what guar
antee bav we that a similar unconscious falsification, 
in accordance with preconceived ideas, may not bav 
taken place in respect of other reported sayings and 
doings 1 What is to prevent a conscientious inquirer 
from finding himself at last in a purely Agnostic po
sHion with respect to the teachings of J eaus, and 
consequently with respect to the fundamentals of 
Christianity? 

In dealing with the question whether the Gadarene 
story was to be believed or not, I confined myself al
together to a discussion of the value of the evidence 
in ita favor. And as it was easy to prove that this 
consists of nothing more than three partially discrep-

• ant, but often Vfrbally coincident, nreions of an 
original, of the source of which nobody knows any
thing, it appeared to me that it was wholly worthless. 
Even if the event described had been probable, such 
evidence would hav required corroboration; being 
grossly improbable, and involving 1:1cts questionable 
in their moral and legal aspect, the three accounts 
sank to the level of mere tales. 

Thus fill", I am unable, even after the most careful 
revision, to find any flaw in my argument; and I in
cline to think none has been found by my critics-at 
least, if they hav, they hav kept tba discovery to them· 
selvs. 

In another part of my treatment of the case I hav 
been less fortunate. I was careful to say that, for 
anything I could " absolutely prove to the contrary," 
there might be in the universe demonic beings who 
could enter into and possess men, and even be trans· 
ferred from them to pigs; and that I, for my part, 
could not venture to d£c1are a priori that the exist· 
enca of such entities was 11 impossible." I was, bow
ever, no less careful to remark that I thought the 
evidence hitherto adduced in favor of the existence of 
euch beings " ridiculously insufficient " to warrant 
the belief in them. 

To my &urpriae, this statement of what., after the 
closest rfflaction, I still conceive to be the right con
clusion; has been bailed as a satisfactory admission 
by opponE!llts, and lamented as a perilous concession 
by sympathiz"rs. Inderd, the tone of the ~ommenta 
of some canditi friends has been such that I began to 
suspect that I must be entering upon a process of 
retrogressiv metamorphosis which might eventually 
giv me a place among the respectabilities. The 
prospect, perhaps, ought to hav pleased me : but I 
confess I felt something of the uneasiness of the 

• tailor who said that, whenever a customer's circum
ference was either much less or much more than at 
the last measurement, he mt onee sent in his 

followina- passage from his writings : 11 Whatever is 
intelligible 'and can be distinctly conceived implies 
no contradiction, and can never be proved false by 
any demonstrativ argument or abstract reasoning a 
priori."* 

Now, it is certain that the existence of demo~.s 
can be distinctly conceived. In fact, from the earn
est times of which we hav any record to the present 
day, the great majority of mankind bav_ had ex~rem~ly 
distinct conceptions of them, and their practical hfe 
has been more or less shaped by those conceptions. 
Further, the notion of the existence of such beings 
"implies no contradiction." No doubt, in our ex· 
perience, intelligence and volition are always found 
in connection with a certain material organization, 
and never disconnected with it ; while, by the 
hypothesis, demons hav no such material substratum. 
But, then, as everybody knows, the enct relation 
between mental and phyaica] phenomena, even in 
ourselvs, is the subject of endless dispute. We may 
all hn our opinion!:! as to wbether.mental phenomeu 
hav a substratum distinct from that which is assumed 
to underlie material phenomena or not; though if 
anyone thinks he baa demonatrativ evidence of 
either the existence or the non-existence of 111 ' ' soul," 
all I can say is his notion of demonstration differs 
from mine. But if it be impoasible to demonstrate 
the non-existence of a "substance" of mental phe
nomena-that is, of a soul-independent of materiAl 
u substance;" if the idea of such 1o "soul" is" inte11i
gible and can be distinctly conceived," then it 
follows that it is not justifiable to talk of demons as 
" impossibilities." 'I'ne idea of their existence im
plies no more "contradiction " than does the idea of 
the existence of pathogenic microbes in the air. 
Indeed, the microbes constituh a tolerably exact 
physical analog of the " powers of the air " of 
ancient belief. 

Strictly spesking, I am un•ware of anything that 
has a right to the title of an "impossibility" except 
a contradiction in terms. There are impossibilities 
logical, but none natural. A "round square," a 
"present past," 11 two parallel linea that intersect," 
are impossibilities, because the ideas denoted by the 
predicates, round, present, intersect, are con~radictory 
of the ideas denoted by the subjects, square, past, 
parallel. But walking on water, or turning water 
into wine, or procreation without male intervention, 
or raisir.Jg the dead, are plainly not "impossibilities" 
in this sense. 

In the affirmation, that a man walked upon water, 
the idea of the subject is not contndictory of that 
in the predicate. N atura.liats 11re familisr with 
insects which walk on water, and imagination bas no 
more diffi!!ulty in putting a man in place of the 
insect than it has in giving a man some of the attri
butes cf a bird and making llln angel of him ; or in 
ascribing to him the ascsnsiv tsndencies of a balloon, 
as the "1.evitationiats" do. Undoubtedly, there are 
very strong physical and biological arguments for 
thinking it extremely improb11ble that a man could 
be supported on the surface of water as the insect 
is; or that his organizt.tion could be compatible with 
the possession arad use of wings; or thst he could 
rise through the air without mrcbmnical aid. Indeed, 
if we bad any reason to believe that our present 
knowledge of the nature of things exhausts the pos
sibilities of nature, we might properly say that tbe 
attributes of man are contradictory of Wli\lkiug 
on water, or floating in the air, and conse
quently that these acts are truly "impoaeibla" for 
him. But it is StJfficiently obvious, not only that we 
are at the beginning of our knowledge of nature, 
instead of having arrived at the end of it, but that 
the limitations of our faculties are such that we 
never can be in a position to set bounds to the possi
bilities of nature. We hav knowledge of what is 
happening and of what has happened; of what will 
happen we hav and c11n hav no more than expellta
tion, grounded on our more or less correct reading 
of past experience and· prompted by the faith, be
gotten of that experience, that the order of nature 
in the future will reaemble its order in the p:st. 

'fhe same considerations apply to the other ex
amples of supposed miraculous events. The chmnge 
of water into wine undoubtedly implies ll contradic· 
tion, and is assuredly '1 impossible," if we mre per
mitted to assume that the " elementary bodies " of 
tbe chemists are, now and forever, immutable. Not 
only, however, is a negativ proposition of this kind 
incapable of proof, but modern chemistry is inclining 
toward the contrary doctrin. And if carbon can be 
got out of hydrogen or oxygen, the convergion of 
water into wine comes within range of scientific pos
sibility-it becomes a mere question of molecular 
arrangement. 

Ae for virgin procreation, it is not only clearly 
imaginable, but modern biology recognizes it !IS am 
every-day occurrence among some groups of animals. 
So with restoration to life f!);fter deatb. O<r~ain 
animals, long as dry as mummies, and, to all mppear· 
ance, as dead, when placed in proper co:nd1tione 

bi!l; and I was not ~ons~led u~til I recol!ec~ed that, • "Inquiry Concerning the Human Understanding," P· 
thirteen years ago, ID drscussJDg Humes essay on 5. 1748. The passage Is cited and discussed in my 
"Miracles/' I bad quoted, ~ith entire assent, the, "'Hume," pp. 132, 133. 

resume their vitality. It may be said that these 
creatures are not dead, but only in a condition of 
suspended vitality. That, however, is only begging 
the question by making the incapacity for restoration 
to life part of the definition of death. In the abaenee 
of obvious lesions of some of the more important 
organs, it is no easy matter, even for. experts, to say 
that an apparently dead man is incapable of restora
tion to life; ~and, in the recorded instances of such 
restoration, the want of any conclusiv evidence that 
the man W&ll dead is even more remarkable than the 
insufficiency of the testimony &s to his coming to life 
again. 

It may be urged, however, that there is, at any 
rate, one miracle certified by all three of the Synop
tic gospels which really does"imply a contradiction," 
and is, therefore, " impossible" in the strictest sense 
of the word. Tbis is the wellknown story of the 
feeding of several thousand men, to the complete 
satisfaction of their hunger, by the distribution of s 
few loaves and fishes among them ; the wondrous
ness of this already somewhat surprising pedorm
&nce baing intensified by the assertion th1t the 
qu1mtity of the fragments of tba meal left over 
s;mounted to much more than the original store. 

Undoubtedly, if the opertAtion is stated in its most 
general form ; if it is to be supposed that D certain 
quantity, or magnitude, was divided into m11my more 
parte than the whole contained ; and that, after the 
subtraction of several thousands of such parts, the 
magnitude of the remainder amounted to more than 
the original magnitude, there dces Sfem to be an a 
priori difficulty about ftCCepting the proposition, 
seeing th~t it appears to be contradictory of the 
senses which we attach to the words " whole" and 
"parts" respechivly. But this d'ffi(mlty is removed 
if we reflect that we are not, in this case, dealing 
with magnitude in tbe abstract, or with "whole" 
and " parts" in their mathematical sense, but with 
concrete things, many of which are known to possess 
the power of growing or increasing in magnitude. 
Th~ thus furnish us with a conception of growth 
which we may, in imagination, apply to loaves and 
fish~s; just as we may, in im$gination, apply the 
idea of wings to the idea of s mtin. It must be ad
mitted that a number of sheep might be fed on a 
pasture and yet that there might be more grass on 
the pasture when tbe sheep left it than there was at 
first. We may generaliz9 this and other such facts 
into a perfectly definit conception of the increase of 
food in excass of consumption ; which thus becomes 
a possibility, the limitAtions of which 1ne to be di~5-
coversd only by experience. Therefore, if it is as
serted that aooked food has been made to grow in 
excess of rapid consumption, th~t statement cannot 
logically be njected as an a priori impossibility, 
however improbAble experience of the capabilities ct 
cooked food may justify us in holding it to be. 

O.a tha strength of this undenitlble improbabilit-y, 
however, we not only hav & right to demand, but 1ue 
morally bound to require, strong evidence in its 
favor before we even take it into serious considera
tion. But what is the evidence in this case T It is 
merely that of those three books which also concur 
in testifying to the truth of the monstrous legend 
of the herd of swine. In these three books there 
are five accounts of a "miraculous feeding." which 
fall into two groups. Three of the stories, obviously 
derived from some common source, state that five 
loaves and two fishes suffi~Jed to feed five thousand 
persons, and that twelve btukets of fragments re
mained over. In the ·two othere, mlso obviously de
rived from a common source, distinct from hhe pre
ceding, seven loaves and a few small fishes sre 
distributed to four thousand persons, and seven 
baskets of fragments are left. 

If we were dealing with secular records, I suppose 
no candid and competent student of history would 
entertain much doubt that the origim.Ie of the three 
stories and of the two are thamsslva merely diver
gent versions of some primitiv story, which existed 
before the thrEe Synoptic gospels were compiled out 
of the body of traditions current about Jesus. 
This view of the case, however, is incompatible with 
a belief in the historical aecuraoy of the first ~nd 
Bfcond gospels (Matt. xvi, 5-12; M•rk viii, 14 21). 
For these agree in m&king J <Jsus himself ep.,.,k of 
both the "four thousand" fi:ud the "five thousand" 
mir&cle. "When I brake the five loaves among the 
five thousand, how many bst>kets full of broken 
pieces took ye up? They say unto him, twelve. 
And when the sevEn 11mon~ the four thousand, how 
many b~a~ksta full of broken pieces took ye up ? 
And they say unto him, seven." · 

Thus we are bee to face with a dilemma the way 
of escape from which is not obvious. Either the 
"four thousand" and the 11 five thousand" stories 
are both historically true, and describe two separate 
events ; or the first and second gospels testify to the 
very words of A conversation between Jesus and his 
disciples which cannot bav been uttered. 

My choice between these !!ltermdivs is determined 
by no a priori speculations abou~ the possibility or 
impossibility of such events as ti:.ls feeding of the 
four or of the five thousand. But I ask myself the 
question, Whnt evidonca ought to be produced be-
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fo~e I could feel justified in saying that I believed 
such an event to hav occurred ? That q neetion is 
very easily answered. Proof must· be given (1) of 
the weight of the loaves and fishes at stp,rting ; (2) 
of the distribution to 4-5,000 persons, without tmy 
additio:nal supply, of th1s quantity and quality of 
food; (3) of the satisfaction of these people's appe
tites; (4) of the weight and quality of the fragments 
gathertta up into the basketf.'. Wbrfotever my present 
notions of probability and improbmbility may be, 
satisfactory testimony under these four heads would 
lead me to believe that they were erroneous, and I 
should accept the BO· called miracle as a new and un
expecte<l example of the possibilities of D@oture. 

But when, instead of r:mch evidence, nothing is 
produced but two sets of diEcrepant stories
originating nobody knows how or when-among 
persons who could believe as firmly iq devils which 
enter pigs, I canfess that my feeling is one of 
astonishment that enyone should expect a reasoneble 
man to taka such testimony seriously. 

I am anxious to bring ebout a clear understanding 
of the difference ·between "impossibilities" and 
11 improbabilities," because mistlkes on this point lay 
us open to the attacks of ecclesiastical apologists of 
the type of the late Oardinal N ewmsn; acute 
sophists, who· thiDk it :littiDg to employ their 
intellects as burglars employ dark-lanterns for the 
discovery of other people's weak places, while they 
carefully keep the light away from their own 
position. 

When it is rightly st~r~ted, the Agnostic view of 
11 miracles" is, in my judgment, unaesailable. Ws 
are not justified in tbe a priori assertion that the 
order of nature, 1111!1 experience has revealed U to us, 
cannot change. In arguing about the miraculous, 
the assumption is illegitimate, bf cause it involves 
the whole point in dispute. Furthermore, it is liD 
assumption which takes u!l beJ ond the range of our 
faculties. Obviously, no amount of past experience 
can warrant us in anything more than a corresP,ond
ingly strong expectation for the present and future. 
We find practically that expectations, based upon 
careful observations of past events, are, as a rule, 
trustworthy. We should be foolil!lh indeed not to 
follow the only guide we hav through life. But, for 
all that, our highest and surest generalizations 
remain on the level of justifiable expectations or very 
high probabilities. For my par~, I am unable to 
conceive of an intelligence sh~&ped on the model of 
that of m1n, however superior it might be, which could 
be any better off than our own in this respect; that 
is, which could possess logically justifi&ble grounds 
for certainty about the constancy o~ the order of 
thi11gs, and therefore be in a position to declare that 
such and such events· are impossible. Some of the 
old mythologies recn~nized this clearly enough. 
Beyond and above Z eua and Odin there lay the 
unknown and inscrUtable Fete which one de;y or 
other would crumple up them and the world they 
ruled to giv place to a new order of things. 

I siDcerely hope that I shall not ba recused of 
Pyrrhonism, or of Bny desire to weaken the founda
tions of rational ,'lertl!linty. I bav merely desired to 
point out that r~ational cart~inty is one thing, and 
talk about 11 impossibilities," or "violati9n of natural 
laws," anot,her. R~tional certainty rests upon two 
grounds-the one that the evidence in fAvor of a 
given statement is as gocd as it c~n be; the other 
that such evidence is plainly insufficient; In the 
former case, the statement is to be taken ss true, in 
the latter as untrue ; until something arises to 
modify the verdict, which, however properly reached, 
may always be more or l~'<ss wrong. the best informs· 
tion being never complete, mnd the beat reasoning 
being liable to fsllatcy. 

To quarrel with Mlis vncertainty that besets us in 
intellectual tdf~irs would be iiibout e.s reasonable as 
to objrch to liv one's Jife with due thought for the 
morrow, because no man can be sure he will be alive 
an hour hence. Such are tbe conditions imposed 
upon us by nature, sand we hav to make the besh of 
them. And I think that the greatest mistake those 
of us who are interested in the progress or free 
thought can make is to overlook these limitations. 
and to deck onrselvs with the. dogmatic feathers 
which ne the traditional ~dornment of our oppo
nents. Lat us ba content with rational certainty, 
leaving irrational certainties to those who like to 
muddle their minds with them. I cannot see my 
way to say that demons are impossibilities; but I am 
not more cert~in about anything than I ~m that the 
evidence tendered in favor of the demonology 
of which the Gadarene story is a typical ex
ample is utterly valueless. I cannot see my way 
to say that it is "impossible" that the hunger of 
thousands of men ebould be satisfied out of the 
food supplied by half-a·dozan loaves and a fi~h or 
two; but it seems to nie monstrous that I should be 
askiEd to believe it on tbe faith of the five storie~ 
which testify to such am rc~urrerca. It is true that 
the position tb~t. mirsclf s tue "impoaeible" CP..nn.ot 
be sustfiiined. But I know of nothing which c&lh 
upon me to qualify the grave verdict of Hnme: 
"There is lJOt to be foutJd, in all history, any miracle 
•tteated by a sufficient number of D!_en, of I!IUClh u:u· 

' 

questioned goodness, education, aDd learning as to 
secure us against all delusion in themselvs; of such 
undoubted integrity as to place them beyond all 
suspicion ·of any design to deceive others ; of such 
credit and reputation in the eyes of mavkind as to 
hfiiV a great deal to lose in case of their being de
tected in any falsehood; and at the same time attesting 
Jacta performed in. such a public manner, and in so 
celebrated a part of the world, as to render the 
detection unavoidable : all which circumstances 
are requisit to giv us a full assurance "in the testi· 
mony of men ·• (Hume, "Irquiry," sec. x. pent ii). 

T. H. HuxLEY. 
-------4~.-------

A Chicago Reporter J4'.i:nds Cvlonel Ingt~rsoll. 
From the Inter. OoeaTI. 

Ool. Robert G. Ingersoll yestet·day sustained his 
reputation for an ability to giv a thoroughly in 
touch talk upon any subject in which the public 
is or ever was interested. After his· labors on 
Oolonel Babcock's suit and the railroad case 
which brought him to the city, the genial pope 
stretched himself out in his room at the Grand 
Pacific, and found something worthy of urnest 
comment in every current topic from· womsn suf
frage to horse-racing. His opinion of the former 
topic will endear him to the suffragists whatever 
they may think of his religion. 

"I claim no right that I am not willing to giv to 
my wife and daughter and to the wives and daugh
ters of other men," he said. "We will never hav a 
generation of great men until we hav bed a genera
tion of great women. I do not regard ignorance au• 
the foundation of virtue, nor uselessness as one of 
the requisite of a lady. I am a believer in equal 
rights. Those who are amenable to the Jaws should 
hav a voice in making the Jawe. In every depart. 
ment. where woman has had an eq oal opportunity 
with man, she bas shown that she has equal capacity. 

11 George Sand was a ~reat writer, George Eliot 
Wl\11 one of the greatest, Mrs. Brnwning a marvelous 
poet-and the lyriE!l· beauty of her 1 Mother and 
Poet' is greater than anything her husband ever 
wrot£-Harriet Martineau a· wonderful woman, and 
Oilida is probably the greatest Jiving writer, man or 
woman. Giv the women ~& chl.\nce. '' 

The colonel's recent election as a life-member of 
the Manhattan Athletic OJub, due strangely enough 
to a speech of his denouncing certain forms of sport, 
w~s referrlid to and this led him to n.press his con
tempt for prize figh!.ing, and then he said on the 
subject of horse-racing: 

"The only objection I hav to boree-racing," he 
said,." is its cruelty. The whip and spur should be 
banished from the track. As long as these are used 
the race-trsck will breed a very low and heartless set 
of men. I hate to see a brute whip a11d spur a noble 
animal. The good people object to racing because 
of the betting. but bad people, like myself,·ol:,ject to 
the cruelty. Men ere not forced to bet. That is 
their own business, but the poor horse, straining 
e~ery nerve, does not 11:1k for the lash and iron. 
Abolish torture on the track and let tbe best horse 
win." 

Mr. Ingersoll did not think Blaine would be 11 
candidate, but beyond that he hld no information to 
giv. Apropos, however, of Blaine's conference 
yesterday with the president. in regard to the Ohilian 
insult to the United S~ates flag he expressed himself 
strongly. 

"In the first place I thiDk tba.t our government 
was wroDg in taking the part of Bslmaceda. In the 
next place we made a mist11ke in seizivg the Itata. 
America should always side with the right. We 
should cue nothing for the preteiJder in power, and 
Balrn8ceda was a cruel, tyrannical scou11drel. We 
should be with the pteple everywhere. I do not 
blame Ohili for feeling 1111ittle revengeful. We ought 
to remember that Obili is wealr, and nations, like 
individuals, are eeDaitiv in propcrlion tbat they are 
weak. Let us treat Ohili jast ms we would EoglaiJd. 
We are too strong to be unjust." 

To avoid talking of Harrison and BlainE~, Mr. 
Ingerson brought up the contest between the 
former's grandfather end Van Buren. 11 I oan 
remember two incidents of ihe campaign of 1840," 
he said. "One was a procession in wbioh tl:e ooief 
thing was a transparency rApresenting Van Buren 
a~temp!ing to pick the lock of an iron box which 
stood for the sub·treasury. while Harrison stood 
over him with a club. Another was Ill handbill 
which urged people not to vote for Van Buren 
because hA wtmted negroes to be given the ballot if 
owning $250 worth of property, 111nd claimed the 
vote of tna people for Harrison because lle bad 
signed el<oven petitions a~king that Indiana be made 
a slave state, and that was 'araDdfatber's bst.'" 

A Proposed Const.itntioml.I Amendment in 
Maryland. 

F om tl!e Bal imore SUn 

One of the objects of tbe fiftet>nth amendment to 
tbe covs~itution is to giv the legislature power to 
pass laws forever exel1lpting church property, paro
chial schools, convents, graveyards, c.nd parsonages 
trow ta.11:ation. 

Our present co:nstitution provides "'.rhat every 
pereon in the state, or person holding property 
therein, ought to contribute his proportion cf public 
taxes for the support of the government.'' 

The third section of Bill of Rights of the United 
States Oonstitution dec: ares: 1

' No man can cf right 
be compelled to nttend, erect, cr support any place 
of worship, or to mftidain any ministry agminst his 
con11ent." 

To ddeat such wise provisions as these the pro
posed fifteenth am~ndment is intended. Exemptiug 
churoh property and· church institutions is certainly 
contributing to the support of these institutions. 

The !'lt.•f.A •md cHy now m&ke an equivalent of ~iving 
about $3 000 A year to the support of Mount Vernon 
M. E. c'wrch, about $5 000 to support thA convent, 
corner of Park and o,mta- streets, about $2 500 for 
the Eut!llw place Bii!ptist church, and so co, undl it 
piles up a million or so for kindred corpor111tionll, but 
for humble little missions, siru@'gling in a modest 
way to " work for the glory of God," it· give only 
an exemption of a few dollars ! 

Is this fair to the general taxpayer T Is it equit-a
ble to those who sre cantent to worship God in an 
bumble temple~ Is it just to the non-church-goer, 
the Agnost'c, the Tutk, the Mongolian, and others 
who hn no etc red shrives here to worship~ Would 
a temple to J•JS!l be c::>nduciv to public morality T 
Yet would it not bav the Bl'lme right to claim ex
emption T 

Churches pllly their preacher!!, their organists, 
their rextons, lind their cboir·aingers, so why do they 
shrivk from paying their debt to the state 1 

They c!;im to tefch others to be honest, so why 
not set an example by being honest tbemselva T 

Two-thirds of the people do not atteDd any 
a'nurcb, and why should they be taxed to pay for 
the other third, pDrticularly when that other third 
is to a great(lr extent composed of a wealthier claes 
of the people? 

Why should the humble home of a struggling 
mechanic, or that of a wrehched widow striving to 
keep 81 roof O"\'er her fatherless little ones, be tned 
unto the very hilt, while 11 magnificent temple wcrlh 
$300 000 goes soot-free? Is God so poor that he 
11ccept u favors of the stde while. his poorest creat
ures are driven by Ule tax-gatherers out to beg their 
bread? Has hie church become so low as to be a 
pauper upon the state T By what right doea it 
ignore the teachings of him who taught bia follow
ers 11 to render unto Cro3ar the things tha~ f;lre 
Crogar's ?" Oan it be proven ·that the church is in 
Sl:ch a eordition as to i\Ctnally need the support of 
the state! 

It is now the richest orgtulization in the world. 
If the money spent for its support was need to feed 
the hungry li!nd clothe t,he n11ked there would not be 
a case of ~tclmal want in the whole world. A vote 
for the fifteenth amendment means a vobe toward 
tbe more dfectu~~;l union of church end state. While 
the defeat of the smendment will not force the vari
ous eGclesiastic~l institutions to stand a fair share of 
the public borden, it will nevertheless save our state 
from retrograding toward tbe tenible epoch of tbe 
world's history when cbnrch and stlilte were practi
cally united. The cburoh then t&ught t-hat " the 
powers that be are of God," but ~he forefathers of 
this country taught thilt " the power to govern 
comes from the consent of the governed.'' 

A. PARTLETT LLOYD. 

How to Helx1 The Troth Seeker. 

1. When renewing get a. friend to subscribe and 
thas save a half dollar apiece. 

2. Get your newsde~Aler to display it on. his stand 
or in bie shop window. Be sure that he du:;plsya the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one ~r 
more copies with your guarantee to take off his 
bands at the' end of ~be week any thnt remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extr!!l copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On you! request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies ft·ee. 

5. Leave a copy occr.sionally whel'e it "!ill be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, m the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-shop. 
Le~rve. it piot:ure-side up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of o~r cheap tracts 
and when convenient band one to a f~!end. . 

7. Get a new subscriber by pareuAdmg some fr1end 
~~b~ . 

WE will furt1iah freo Eil,mple pages-pictures snd 
text-of the "FreetbiDkere' Pictorial Text-Book" ~o 
1my friend who will distribu<e them where they Will 
do good, and to anyone who will becom!l R s~lling 
ap:ent a libert.<l diecount will be made. A. Freeth1llker 
of gcod i!ddret~s, m~n or womsn, out ~lf wotk, could 
mrke ~ocd t3Slttry aelli:ng this book many town of 
b.hly Li.benl inhabitlilliM, 

SEND for catalog of o~r publieationa. Sent fra.:. 
en applicr.tio:n, 
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Colonel Ingersoll Speaks of The Tendency of 
Modern Thought, and Other Things. 

Prom t'M OMoago Pl'tiJune. 

OoJ. Robert G. Ingersoll a:rrived in the city yester· 
day morning to try a case in the U aited States court· 
Tile. case went over until to-day, giving the doughty 
skeptic an opportunity to secure needed rest. A re
porter found him in room No. 33 at the Grand Pacific 
in company with his daughter Maud and a number 
of friends who had dropped in for the hearty hand
grasp and the . gennin welcome with which the 
apostle of the new faith invariably receives his visit
ors. A. trifliDg increase in the silver tint of his hair 
is the only reminder that Ool. Rob is advancing with 
the years. His voice is as fuiJ, his hand as firm, and 
his mind as vigorous and aggressiv as ever. The 
conversation naturally ran on theology and politics, 
and the colonel was asked : 

"Do you regard the Briggs trial as any evidence 
of the growth of L1beralism in the church itself!" 

"When men get together," replied Ool. Ingersoll, 
•u and make what they call a creed, the supposition is 
that they then say au nearly as possible what they 
mean and what they believe. A written creed, of 
necessity, remains substantially the same. In a few 
years this creed ceases to giv exactly the new shade 
of thought. Then begin two processes, one of de
struction and the other of preservation. In every 
church, as in every party, and as you may say in 
every corporation, there are two wings-one pro
gressiv, the other conservativ. In the church there 
will be a few, and they will represent the real intelli
gence of the church, who become dissatisfied with 
the creed, and who at first satisfy themselvs by giv
ing new meanings to old words. On the other band, 
the conservativ party eppeels to emotions, to memo
ries, and to the experiences of their fellow-members 
for the purpose of upholding the old dogmas and the 
old ideas ; so that each creed is like a crumbling 
castle. The conservative plant ivy and other vines, 
hoping that their leaves will bide the cracks and 
eroeiOBB of time; but the thoughtful see beyond 
these leaves and are se.tit;fied that the structure itself 
is in process of decay, and that no amount of ivy can 
restore the crumbling stones. 

WHEN A . OREED WAS FORMULATED, 

"The old Ptesbyterian creed, when it was first 
formulated, satisfied a certain religions intellect. At 
that time people were not very merciful. They had 
no cler.r conceptions of j astice. Their lives were for 
the most part hard; most of them suffered the pains 
and pangs of poverty ; nearly all lived in' tyrannical 
governments and were the sport of nobles and kings. 
Their idea of God was born of their surroundings. 
God, to them, was an infinit king who delight6d in 
exhibitions of power. At any rate, their minds were 
so constructed that they conceived of an infinit being 
who, billions /of years before the world was, made up 
his mind as to whom he would save and whom he 
would damn. He not only made up his mind as to 
the number he would save and the number that 
should be lost, but he saved and damned without 
the slightest referemoe · to the character of the 
individual. They believed then, and some pretend 
to believe yet, that God damns a man not because 
he is bad, and that be saves a man not be~ause he is 
good, but simply for the purpose of self-glorification 
and as an exhibition of his eternal justice. n would 
be impossible to conceive of any creed more horrible 
than that of the Presbyterians. Although I admit
and I not only admit but I assert-that the creeds 
of all orthodox Christians are subatantially the same, 
the Presbyterian creed says plainly what it means. 
There is no hesitation, no evasion. The horrible 
truth, so-called, is stated in the clearest possible 
language. 0Jle would think after reading this creed 
that the men who made it not only believed it but 
were really glad it was true. 

"Ideas of justice, of the use of power, of the use 
of mflrcy, hav greatly chan8ed in the last century. 
We are beginning dimly to see that each man is the 
result of an infinit number of conditions, of an infinit 
number of facts, most of which existed before he 
was born. We are beginning dimly to see that 
while reason is a pilot each soul navigates ~he 
mysterious sea filled with tides and unknown 
currents set in motion by ancestors long since dust. 
We are beginning to see that defects of mind are 
transmitted precisely the same as defec~s of body, 
and in my j adgment the time is coming when we 
will no more think of punishing a man for larceny 
than for having the consumption. We will know 
that the thief is a necessary and natural result of 
conditions, preparing, you may say, the field of the 
world for the growth of man. We will no longer 
depend upon accident, and ignorance, and providence. 
We will depend upon intelligence and scignce. 

&HOOKING TO THE AVERAGE MIND 

cc The Presbyterian creed is no longer in harmony 
with the averarze sense of man. It shocks the 
average mind. It seems too monstrous to be true ; 
too honible to find a lod~ment in the mind of the 
eivilized man. 'l'he Presbyterian minister who 
thinks is givillg new meanings to the old words. 
~he :f_resbJteri_p pl)Ais"~r ~h.P J~Jl~S Jl13Q live pew 

meaning to the old words. O.nly those who neither 
think nor feel remaJn orthodox. 

"For many years the Obriatian world has been 
eng1ged in examining the religion of other peoples, 
and the OhrisUan scholars hav had but little trouble 
in demonstrating the origin of Mohammedanism 
and Buddhism and all other isms except ours. 
After having examined other religions in the light of 
science, it occuned to some of our· own theologians 
to examin their own doctrin in the same way, and 
the result has been exactly the same in both cases. 
Dr~ Briggs, as I believe, is a man of education. Ha 
h nndoubtedb f_amiliar with other religions, and has, 
to some extent a~ least, made himself f•miliar with 
the saered books of other people. Dr. Briggs 
knows that no human being knows who wrote a line 
of the Old Testament. He knows as well as he can 
know anything, for instance, that Moses never wrote 
one word- of the books attributed to him. Be knows 
also that the book of Genesis was made by putting 
two or three stories together. He also knows that it 
is not the oldest story, but was borrowed. He 
knows that in this boek of Genesis there is not one 
word calculated to make a human being better or to 
shed the slightest -light on human conduct. He 
knows, if he knows anything, that the Mosaic code, 
so-called, was, and is, exceedingly barbarous and not 
oalculated to do justice between man and man, or be
tween nation and nation. He knows that the J swish 
people pursued a course calculated to destroy them
selva ; that they refused to make friend11 with their 
neighbors ; that they bad not the slightest idea of 
the rights of other people ; that they really sup
posed that the earth was theirs, and that their God 
was the greatest God in the heavens. He also knows 
\hat there are many thousands of mistakes in the O.d 
Testameni as translated. He knows thr~t the book 
of Isaiah is made up of several books. He knows 
the same thing in regard to the New Testament. 
He also knows tl\at there were many other books that 
were once considered sacred- that hav been thrown 
away, and that nobody knows who wrote a solitary 
line of the New Testament. 

INTERPOLATIONS IN THE TESTAMENTS. 

"Besides all this, Dr. Briggs knows that the O!d 
and New Testaments are filled with interpolations, 
and he knows that the. passages of scripture which 
bav been taken as foundation. stones for creeds were 
written hundreds of years after the death of Ohriet. 
He knows well enough that Ohrist never said~ ' I 
came not to bring peace, but a sword.' He knows 
that the same being never said, 'Thou art Peter, and 
on this rock will I build my church.' He knows, too, 
that Ohrist never said, ' Whosoever believes sh•ll be 
saved, and whosoever believes not shall be damned.' 
He knows that these were interpolations. He knows 
that the sin against the Holy Ghost is another inter· 
polation. He knows, if he knows anything, that the 
gospel according to John was written long after the 
rest, and that nearly all the poison and superstition 
of orthodoxy is in that book. He knows also, if he 
knows anytbinp. that St. Paul never read one of the 
four gospels. K'lowing aU these things, Dr. Briggs 
h•s bad the honesty to say that there waa some 
trouble about taking the Bible as absolutely inspired 
in word and punctuation. I do not think, however, 
that be can maintain his own position and still re
main a Presbyterian or anything like a Presbyterian. 
He takes the ground, I believe, that there are three 
sources of knowledge: First, the Bible; s6cond, the 
church; third. reason. It seems to me that reason 
should come first, because if you say the Bible is a 
source of authority, why do you say itT Do you say 
this because your reason is convinced that it is T If 
so, then reason is the foundation of that belief. If, 
again, you say the church is a source of authority, 
why do you say so T n mn~t be because its history 
convinces your reason that it is. Consequently, the 
foundation of that idea· is reason. At the bottom of 
this pyramid must be reason, and no man is under 
any obligation to believe that which is unreasonable 
to him. He may believe things that he cannot prove, 
but he does not believe thsm because they are un
reasonable. He believn them because be thinks 
they are not unreasonable, not impossible, not im
probable. But, after all, reason is the crucible in 
which every fact must be plal'led, and the~result fixes 
the belief of the intelligent man. I 

BEASON TO DEOIDE DB. BBIGGS.B P'ATE. 

"It seems to me that the whole Presbyterian creed 
must come down together. It is a scheme based 
upon certain facts, so called. There is in it the fall 
of man. There is in it the scileme of the atonement, 
1nd there is the idea of hell, eternal punishment, and 
the idea of heaven, eternal reward ; and yet, accord
ing to their creed, hell is not a punishment and 
heaven is not a reward. Now, if we do away with 
the fall of man we do away with the abnement; then 
we do away with all supernatural religion. Then we 
come back to human reason. Personally, I hope that 
the Ptesbyterian church will be advanced enough and 
ep:endid enough to be honest, and if it is honest, all 
the gentlemen who amount to a11ything who assist in 
the trial of Dt. Briggs will in all probability agree 
with him and he will be acquitted. But if they 
,ll.-_ow _JJ,Ii~e ~Jlt~i.r 1e.1so.n ... n4 J'e~tin })liudl1 Pl'~bP· 

dox, then he will be convicted. To me it is simply 
miraculous that any Ulan should imagin that the 
Bible is the source of truth. There was a time when 
all scientific facts were me1sured by the Bible. That 
time is· past, and now the believers in the Bible are 
doing their best to convince us that· it is in harmony 
with science. In other words, I hav lived to see a 
change of standards. When I was a boy science 
was measured by the Bible. Now the Bible is 
measured by science. This is an immense step. So 
it is impossible for me to conceive what kind of a 
mind a man bas who finds in the history of the 
church the fact that it has been a source of truth. 
How can anyone come to the conclusion that the 
Oatholic church has been a source of truth, a source 
of intellechual JightT How can anyone believe that 
the church o.f John OalYin has been a source of truth T 
If its creed is not true, if its doctrine are mistakes, 
if its dogmas are monstrous delusions, how can it be 
said to hav been a source of truth T 

"My opinion is that Dt. Briggs will not be satisfied 
with the step be has taken. He has turned his face 
a little toward the light. The farther be walks the 
harder it will be for him to turn back. The proba
bility is that the orthodox will turn him out, and the 
process of driving out men of thought and men of 
genius will go on until the remnant will be as ortho
dox as they are stupid." 

"Do you think mankind is drifting away from the 
supernatural T" · 

" My belief is that the supernatural has had its 
day. The ebnrch must either change or abdicate. 
That is to say, it must keep step with the progress 
of the world or be trampled under foot. The church 
as a power.has ceased to exist. To day it is a matter 
of iDfinit indifference what the pulpit thinks unless 
there comes the voice of heresy from the sacred 
place. Every orthodox minister in the United States 
is listened to j ast in the proportion that he preaches 
heresy. The real simon-pure orthodox clergyman 
delivers his homilies to empty benches and to a few 
at cient paople who kaow nothing of the tides and 
currents of modern thought. The orthodox pulpit 
to day has no thought, and the pews are aubstantiallly 
in the same C'>ndition. There was a time when the 
cUl'se of the church whitened the face of a race, but 
now its anathtma is the food of laughter." 

"What in JOur jadgment is to be the outcome of 
the preeent aeitation in reliaious eireles !" 

PEOPLE ABE ENJOYING THE PRESENT. 

" My idea is that people more and more are de
clining the postponement of happiness to another 
world. The general tendency is to enjoy the present. 
All religions hav taught me~ that the pleasures of 
this world are of no account; that tht~y are nothing 
but hnfkB, and raga, and cbtft, end disappointment; 
that whoever expects to be happy in this world 
makes a mistake ; that there is nothing on the earth 
worth striving for ; that the principal business of 
mankind should be to get ready to be happy in an
other world ; that the great occupation is to save 
your soul, and when yon get it saved, when you are 
satisfied that you are one .,f the elect, then pafk np 
all your worldly things in a very small trunk, take it 
to the dock: of time that runs out into the ocean of 
eternity, sit down on it, and wait for the ship of 
death. And of course each church is the only one 
that sella a through ticket which can be depended 
on. In all religion, so far as I know, is an admixture 
of asceticism, and the greater the quantity the more 
beautiful · the religion has been considered. Tile 
tendeDcy of the world to-day is to enjoy hfe while 
you hav it ; it is to get something out of the present 
moment ; and we hav found that there are things 
worth living for even in this world. We hav fon11d 
that a man cau enjoy himself with wife and children; 
that we can be happy in the acquisition of knowledge; 
that we can be very happy in assisting others; in 
helping those we love; that there is some joy in 
poetry, in Ecienoe, and in the enlargement and de
velopment of the mind ; that there is some delight in 
music, and in the drama, and in the arts. We are 
finding, poor as the world is, that it beats a promia 
the fulfilment of which is not to take place until after 
death. The world is also finding out another thing, 
and that is that the gentlemen who preach these 
various religions, and promis these rewards, and 
threaten these pnnishments, know nothing whatever 
of the subject; that they are as blindly ignorant 
as the people they pretend to teach, and the 
people are as blindly ignorant as the animal& 
below them. We hav finally concluded that 
no human being has the slightest conception 
of. origin or of destiny, and that this life, not only 
in its commencement but in its end, is just as mys
terious to-day as it was to the first man whose eyes 
greeted the rising suD. We are no nearer the solu
tion of the problem than those who lived. thousands 
of years before us, and we are jus~ as near it as 
those who willliv millions of years after we are dead. 
So many people having arrived at the conclusion 
that nobody knows and that nobody can know, like 
sensible folks they hav made up their minds to enjoy 
this life. I hav often said, and I say again, that I 
feel as tho~h I were on a ship not knowing the 
?ori f,OIIJ WtiiO~ n st,iled, DP. )QPWioJ .btl bfl'~OJ 
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to which it was going, not having a speaking ac
quaintance with any of the oftic~rs, aD;d I bav made 
up my mind to hav as good a time with the other 
passengers as possible under the circumstanees. If 
this ship goes down in midsea I hav at least made 
something, and if it reaches a harbor of perpetual 
delight I bav lost nothing, and I hav bad a happy 
voyage. And I think millions and millions are 
agreeing with me. · 

. . DOING AS THEY HUST. 

"Now, understand, I am noG finding fault with 
any of tb.ese religions or with any of these ministers. 
These religions and these ministers are the necessary 
and natural products of sufficient causes. Mankind 
bas traveled from barbarism to what we now call 
civilization by many paths, all of which under the 
circumstances were absolutely necessary; and while 
I think the individual does as he must I think the 
same of the church, of the corporation, and of the 
nation, and not only of the nation but of the whole 
human race. Consequently I hav no maliC's and no 
prejudices. I hav likes and dislikes. I do no~ blame 
a gourd for not being a canteloupe, but I like 
canteloupes. So I do not blame the old hard-shell 
Presbyterian for not being a philosopher, but I like 
philosophers. So to wind it all up with regard to 
the tendeney of modern thought, or as to the 
outcome of what you call religion, my own belief is 
that what is known as religion will disappear from 
the human mind. And by 'religion' I mean the 
supernatural. By ' religion' I mean living in this 
world for another, or living in this world to gratify 
some supposed being, whom we never saw and about 
whom we know nothing, and of whose existence we 
know nothing. In other words, religion consists of 
the duties we are supposed to owe to the first great 
cause and of certain things necessary for us to do 
here to insure happiness hereafter. These ideas, in 
my judgment, are destined to perish, and men will 
become convinced that all their duties are within 
their rea11h, and that obligations can exist only be
tween them and other sentient beings. Another 
idea, I think, will force itself upon the mind, which 
is this : That· he who livs the best for this world 
livs the best for another if there be one. In other 
words, humanity will take the place of what is called 
' religion.' Science will displace superstition, and to 
do j astice will be the ambition of men. 

" My creed is this : Happiness is the only good. 
The place to be happy is here. The time to be 
happy is now. The way to be happy is to make 
others so.'' 

"What is going to take the place of the pulpit T" 
A CHURCH ON A SENSIBLE BASIS. 

wonders of Revelation! Even it the religious scheme 
be true, it can be told a11d understood as well in one 
day as in a hundred years. The church says : ' He 
that bath ears to bear let him hear.' I say : ' He 
that hath brains to think, let him think.' . ' 

THEATERS DISPLACING CHURCHES. 

"So, too, tile polpili is being displaced by what 
are called places of amusement, whrcb are really 
plaeas where men go because they find there a some
thing which satisfies in a greater or less degree the 
hunger of the brain. Never before was the theater 
as popular as it is now. Never before was as much 
money lavished upon the stage as now. Very few 
men havmg their choice would go to hear a sermon, 
especially of the orthodox kind, when they had a 
chance to see Joseph Jtftaraon. The man must be 
a curious combination who would prefer an orthodox 
sermon, we will say, to a concert given by Theodore 
Thomas. And I may say in passing that I bav 
great respect for Theodore Thomas because it was 
he who first of all opened to the American people· 
the golden gates of musie. He made the American 
people acquainted with the great masters, and espe
cially with Wagner, and it is a debt that we shall 
always owe him. In this day the opera-that is to 
say, music in every form-is tending to displace the 
pulpit. The pulpits hav to go in padnersbip with 
music now. Hundreds of people hav excused them
selva to me for going to church, saying they hav 
splendid music. Long ago the Catholic church was 
forced to go into partnership not only with music 
but with painting and with architecture. The Prot· 
estant church for a long time thought it could do 
without these beggarly elements, and the Ptotestant 
church was simply a dry-goods box with a small 
steeple on top of it, its walls as bleak and bare and 
unpromising as the creed. But even Protestants 
bav been forced to hire a choir of u!flgodly people 
who happened to bav beautiful voices, and they, too, 
bav appealed to the organ. Music is taking the 
place of creed, and there is more real devotional 
feeling summoned from the temple of the mind by 
~rreat music than by any sermon eter delivered. 
Music, of all other things, givs wings to thought 
and allows the soul to rise above all the pains aud 
troubles of this life, and to feel for a moment as 
though it were absolutely free, above all clouds, des
tined to enjoy forever. So, too, science is beckoni!lg 
with countless hands. Men of genius are every
where beckoning men to discoveries, promising them 
fortunes compared with which Aladdin's lamp was 
weak and poor. All these things take men from the 
church; take men fr ilm the pulpit. In other worcb, 
prosperity is the enemy of the pulpit. When men 
enjoy life, when they are prosperous· here, they are 
in love with the arb, with. the fciences, with every
thing that givs joy, with everything that promises 
plenty, and they care nothing about the prophecies 
of evil that fall from the solemn ·races of the par
sons. They look in other directions; They are not 
thinking about the end of· the world. They hate 
the lugubrious and they e»joy the sunshine of to
day. And this, in my ja.dgment, is the highest phi
losophy: F.irst, do not regret having lost yesterday; 
second, do not fear that you will lose to-morrow ; 
third, enjoy to-day. 

"Astrology was displaced by astronomy. Alchemy 
and the black art gave way to chemistry. Science 
is destined to take the place of superstition. In my 
judgment the religion of the future will be Rsason." 

·" Well, c >lonel, having closed out the theological 
department, the :I ribune would like to know if you 
are still a Republican T" 

INGERSOLL ON POLITICS. 

" I am a protec~ionist and I believe in protection 
not so much on account of financial results, not so 
much because it makes or loses money, but I am a 
believer in a diversity of industries. I believe this 
nation should make everything that it uses, if pos
sible. We should be as nearly as the eircumstances 
permit a self-sustaining people. If we make every
thing that we use we will find employment for every 
kind of talent, for every aptitude, for all kinds of 
genius ; whereas, if we hav fewer industries, we will 
hav millions of people employed in vcc&tions to 
which ihey are not adapted. The greatest crop that 
a nation can raise is a crop of great men and great 
women; and we will never be a great success as a 
nation until we hav produced intellectually the high-

not been so very prosperous under free trade, and 
that the U oited States has not been such a terrible 
failure under protection. He states that in this 
country there are about eleven hundred paupers to 
each million inhabitants, and that in. England-a 
country that enjoys the fuH blessings of free trade 
according to St. Gladstone-there are to each mill
ion 26,250 pauper!.'. That is to say, in this country 
we h•v one-tenth of one per cent of our population 
who are paupers, and in that country the paupers 
number over two and six-tenths per cent. Now it 
seems to me that the.present condition of this coun
try is a demonstration that protection will !l.Ot de
atroy, and certainly the statistics as far as Great 
Britain is concerned do show that free trade will not 
of itself take care of the people. In this country 
this year we hav probably produced from the earth, 
from the mines, and from the workshops things to 
the value of $5,000,000.000. Of all people on earth 
we are the besli fed, the. best clothed, and the best 
housed, on an average ; and all this has .been done 
in spite of protection. But, as I said in the first 
place, the greater the diversity of industry, the 
greater, other things being equal, the development 
of brain. · 

HOW A NATION CAN GROW IGNORANT. 

" There is another thing, coming to the mere 
matter of money : The man or the nation that raises 
and sells rawmaterial will grow ignorant and poor. 
The raising of raw material does not require any par
ticular intelligence in the labor. The consequence is 
that it remains ignorant, because man as a rule livs 
in accordance with his necessities and opportunities 
-especially with his necessities. Now, if instead of 
raising and selling raw cotton we sell cotton as cloth, 
as car-wheels, and in every possible form in which 
cotton can be manufactured, then we get in our 
country not only the profits of the raw material, but · 
of the manuf&ctured article. In other words, we get 
all the profit out of- the eotto.n business that is in 
the cotton business. So, if we simply dig iron 1\nd 
ship it we remain poor; but when we put iron in 
every form in which it can be used we not only get 
all the profit there is in the iron business, but we de
velop the intelligence of the people; and there is m 
vast difference between the intelligence that digs the 
ore and the intelligence that makes tbe loccmotiv. 
There is a vast difference between the intelligence 
of the man who simply digs in the ground and that 
of the man who constructs an engin capable of forcing 
a ship across the Atlantic in six day1.1. So I might go 
on showing the thousands and thousands of thingEl 
made out of iron, not only in the making of which 
there ig profit, but the making of which develops the 
mind of the maker. 

[Here the colonel entered upon a f..trther applica
tion of his tariff doetrin, as well as upon opinions on 
the money and other questions, which utteratc~s we 
shall take pleasure in laying before our rea:lera next 
week.-En. T. S] 

Lectures and Meetings. 
N OVII:MBRR 18 .h Albert Chavannes speaks at the Manhat

tan Liberal Club, 220 E11st 15\h street, on "Practical 
Nationalism." 

W. S. ·BELL is now lecturing in Iowa. After finishing 
lecture engagments there and inN ebraska, he will go through 
Kansas, Texas, Arizona, over the S:mthem Pacific railroad 
to California. He wishes those desiring lectures by him to 
address him at Des Moines, Ia., 522 West Grand avenue. 

THE Chicago Secular U aion elected officers on the evening 
of October 25th for the coming year as follows: President, 
Horace Bennett; vice-president, J11mes Abbott; honorary 
vice-president, E. N. G~er; secretary, G3orge Bnst; 
treasurer, John F. Geeting. The Uaion will hereafter hold 
two Sunday evening meetings, one at F .>r.t Dearborn Hall, 
181 West Madison street; the other at 116 F.tth avenue. 

" I haY for a Jong time wondered why somebody 
didn't start a church on a sensible basis. My idea 
is this: There. are, of course, in every community 
lawyers, doctors, merchants, and people of all trades 
and professions who hav not the time during the 
week to pay auy particular attention to history, 
poetry, art, or son-g. Now, it seems to me that it 
would be a good thing to h-.v a church and for these 
men to employ a man of ability, of talent, to preach 
to them Sundays, and let this man say to this con
gregation : ' Now, I am going to preacb to you for 
the first few Sandays-eight or ten or twenty, we 
will say-on the art, poetry, and intellectual achieve
ments of tbe Greeks.' L1!t this man study all the 
week and tell his congregation Sunday what be baa 
ascertained. Let him giv to his people the history 
of such men as Plato, as Socrates, what they did; of 
Aristotle, of his philosophy; of the great Greeks, 
their statesmen, their dramatists, their poets, actors, 
and EClllptors, and let him show the debt th~t mod
ern civiliz•tion owes to these people. Let him, too, 
giv their religions, their mythology-a mythology 
that has sown the seeds of beauty in every land. 
Then let him take up Rome. Let him show what a 
wonderful and practical people they were ; let him 
giv an idea of their statesmen, orators, poets, lawyers 
-because probably the Romans were the greatest 
lawyers. Aod so let him go through with nation 
after nation, biography after biography, and at the 
same time let there be a Sunday-school connected 
with this church where the children shall be taugh~ 
something of importance. For instance teach them 
botany, and when a Sunday is fair, clear, and beauti
ful, let them go to. the fields and woods with their 
teachers, and in a little while they will become ac
quainted with all kinds of trees atid shrubs and flower
ing plants. They could also be taught et~tomology, so 
that every bug would be interesting, for they would 
see the facts in science-something of use to them. 
I believe that such a church and such a Sunday
school would at the end of a few years be the most 
intelligent collection of people in the U aited Shates. 
To teach the children all of these things and to 
teach their parents, too, the outlines of every science 
so that every listener would know something of 
geology, something of astronomy, so that every 
member could tell the manner in which they find the 
distance of a star-how much better that would be 
than the old talk about Abraham. Isaac, and Jacob, 
and quotations from Haggai and Z aphaoiah, and all 
this eternal talk about the fall of man and the garden 
of Eden, and the fiood and the atonement, and the 

est. I think America to·day stands at the head of 
inventors ; and had it not been for protection, had 
it not been for the fact that our manufactures hav 
been shielded by tariff. there would hav been, in my 
judgment, but few inventions. Men will not embark 
in any business unless they think there is a prospect 
of success, a chance of making money ; and had 
there been no tariff there would hav been but few 
manufactures, because it would hav been impossible 
for our people to hav competed with the Old World, 
where there were two cheap thin~rs, labor and capital, 
both of which were high in the U aited Shates. Then 
tbe O~d World bad capital. Interest was low. The 
Old World had thousands and millions of people 
on tb.e edge of starvation. Ltbor was low. I was 
reading yesterday a speea-3 by McKinley at Cleve
land, and in that speech be states that England bas 

MRs. MATTIE ·KREKEL will spend the month of December 
lecturing in Texas and the following four months in Kansas, 
Nebraska, and Iowa. Her address this month is 363 Third 
street, Portland, Oregon; after that, cue of Mrs. J. W. 
Grit, 448 Bryan street, Dlllae, Texas. Mrs. Krekel has been 
lecturing in British Columbia to large audiences. At Vic
toria and Nanaimo the largest halls were insufficient to 
accommodate the crowds who wauted to hear the gospel of 
freedom. The Victoria OoZan.ist, which usually will not 
admit anything complimentary of Freeth·mght, says of her 
lecture in that city: "She eloquently handled her theme, 
and evidently carried her audience with her, judging from 
the applause which she received. The speaker held that 
the salient points of ecc1esiasticllllaw were but the result of 
a high plane of morality which had been reached and taught 
ages before Judaism was recognized as a religion. Mrs. 
Krekel disputed the assertion that common law was heaven
born or of divine origin, and held it was simply a compact 
among men to do what was right and jr1st. Science, she 
maintained, had opened the book of fact, and the old 
doctrine of superstition were fast b9ing supplanted by the 
reasonable tenets of the present. The lecturess kept her 
audience interested during her remarks, and showed herself 
to be a cultured and deep-thinking lady. She will be 
welcomed by a l~~orge audience should she come again." 

• 
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against it." Now, does not reason prove to our I tion : 11 That the historical .and esoteric explanation 
minds who the true author of these words w•s ? It of the symbols of the serpent and the cross, as 
was a Roman Catholic pope, no one else.· We are given by Madam Blavabky,is both defectiv and mis-

·Religion and the Church. indebted to the church for all the damnation that leading, and therefore, instead of throwing true light 
we expect to receive in the future. Hell has been upon the signs and symbols of ancient and modern 

Where lgnora· ce Is bliss, pictured to the old and young in such vivid colors, religions, is calculated to deceive ·earnest seekers 
'Tis folly to be wise. and the torments of the damned described in such a rafter truth;'' To m&ke the subject more attractiv 

AU religions, 1ll creeds, are based on ignorance. soul-harrowing manner, that the only won:der t~ my litneligbt d~agra!Ds will be used a~ illus~rations. 
Superstition and bigotry are the twin children of ig- mind is that there are any sane people 1n th1s en- O.ne would 1meg1D that the debate wlll be lllterest
norance, and the three combined are the founders, lightened world. Can we wonder · that it has re- ing reading, and it ought to be published for the 
the pioneers, of all religions. quired hund-r"'ds of years to produce such men as benefit of those who cannot attend at the ball. 

Ignorance produces fanatics, and fsnatics create Humboldt, Voltaire. P•ine, IDgersoll, and other Another cause of excitement in London is a prose-
creeds and expounders of creeds. noble, brave spirits? Just think of the blind, igno• cution instit.uted by. the homa secretary, ~r. Mat· 

The various religions do not l!lppe!ll to man's rea- rant faith of a mother who could believe that hell thews, who IS, I behave, a Rlman Catholic~ The 
son or common sense, but they do appeal to his su- was lined with infant skulls ! And for such dAmna- point in dispute is the right tn send Malthusian lit
perstition, to his faith in the creed. Thus the entire ble doctrin liB this we as a people pay the clergy erature through the· post. You hav had similar 
religious structure is founded on faith, and his large salaries and big pew-rents, and thus enable troubles in Americt and will be interested in the 
(man's) faith is based on superstition, the offspring them to build costly edifices, which are untaxed, C!ourse of present events. I· hav Eeen the circular 
of ignorance. Without superstition, what would the while the poor are begging at the very doors of the compltined of 1nd found nothing obscene in it what
Obristian (or any other) religion be worth? Eradi- churcb, and the poor man who by patient indust.ry f'ver; although I can quite imagin that the R_ev. 
cate superstition from the mind of man, prove to •nd hard toil bas managed to secure a small home Q 11iverfull would shudder at the practical suggestion 
him that every cause produces a relativ effect, and or business is crushed to the earth by heavy taxa- to write for information as to how familifls may be 
that moment religion loses its hold on the mind and tion-yes, while the poor man and his wife deprive limited by means of prude-atial checks. O.n excel
man becomes free. He no longer believes in the in- thamselvs of many comforts that they may secure a lent authority I hav it that the whole business has 
numerable cruel acts of • man-creeted (so· called) hom~, the priest is presented with a p•latial man~ion !!lore in it t~an meets the paked e-,e. Mr. M~tthews 
merciful God. He no longer believes in the incon- · and hvs on the best that the earth a:tlords and r1des IS a Oathohc; Mr. Lushmgton 1~ the magistrate; 
sistent and unnatural acts and incidents recJrded in the finest. equipage. and Mr. Lushing~on's son is priyate se!lretary ~()Mr. 
in that greatest of impositions, the Bible. Reason What does he giv to the pAople for all the wealth Matthews. The real defendant IS not. the ~r. Young 
teaches him that if there is a personal God, an im- aud comfort which be e~joya 1 Does be giv health? who is put forward for trial. but D~. Alhnaon, t~e 
mortal creator, who has the power to endow man Does be giv happinessY No; for by his teachings well-known vegetarian and 1\blthusu.u. A pubhe 
with creativ attributes, this creativ power must he makes life a hell on this earth and givs man no meeting is to be held in the historic South v 'aae 
be inherent with God. If tbis is true. from positiv hope for any happiness in the future; in cbap<>1 (Dr. Stanton Coit's preaching-place) on 0 llto
whom did God inherit his crea.tiv power? Rsason fact, he cannot prove there is a future, but still be at- bar 23d. Most of thA leading Malthusians 1ne to 
teaches man the utter absurdity of a dootrin that tempts to describe it and tell us the vocation ·of its be present to protest 8t!l\inst this illegal interference 
claims a beginning and an ending to God's chief inhabitante. Every parUcle of the material of which with British rights. Oae would think we were in 
work, the earth, and yet claims no beginning or heaven is supposf!d to be constituted is taken from Baesia, or subject to the tender mercies of a Tony 
ending to God tbe creator. Reason clearly shows this sinful earth-!ltreets of gold, walls of jasper, etc., Oomstock, E~q.; but we are not, and mean to sbick 

· man that if naught existed prior to the priestly lliC· etc.; even the angels 1re represented as the most up for our rights. . . . 
count of the creation, then of a surety God must beautiful women. We see no bearded angels in the Most useful amongst the MtAtthueums IS that 
constitute a part of that chaotic nothing of Christian's illustrations, and the only vocation fol- st&nch old Fzeethinker, W. H. Rsynolds, of New 
which God made this world. It is reason that lowed is playing tb!)usand-stringed harps and sing- Cross. So far he has been the life and soul of the 
prompts man to rdhct and investigate. It teaches ing hosannas; 11nd to secure a passport to this in- party. By his energy be has kept the society afloat; 
him that books were produoed by man. It teaches dolent life we must renounce all our reason, all and his Dleasant manner has smoothed over many 
him that throughout thousands of year!! of tbis knowled~e of nature's true laws. and rely solely on small diffiaulties. Mr. Reynolds is a true-hearted 
world's history there never was and never will be a the words and the books of the church. What does Briton whom everyone likes, and who always means 
book produced unless produced by man. RGflaation the church giv to the people for the untold wealth the beAt. of business in whr.tever he undert&kes. Dr. 
shows man that just in the proportion that we are that tbe church receives Y Nothing. Nothing but 0. R Drysdale is the president of the Malthusian 
free of the galling chains ot superstition, just in that lies-yes, lies and misery. Did they ever build a League, Dnd works hard for the cause. Besides his 
proportion we strive to better our earthly conditions, railroad, or a tele~ranh line, or a steamship, or a col- nrofessional work, which ia heavy, the learned doctor 
and thus secure the many comforts that we enjoy to- lege of learning? No; not one. Their object is, :finds time to lecture on his pet uism," and is always 
day. We require better evidence than water changed and ever hall been, to keep the people in ignorance. ~~~d to prove to sinners the errors of their ways. 
into blood or wine to convince us thl!lt a man born of The penalty for eating of the tree of knowledge was His broad Scotch accent, added to his pleasant man
woman is the only begotten son of God. Man now death. ner, always makes him delightful in conversation; 
reasons that if this wonderful creativ power, God, And for centuries the church has waded to its but I do not remember to hav heard bim giv a set 
was all-powerful, it was just as e~sy for him to hav neck in blood to compel the people to observe its lecture, and cannot tell what he is like in the cir
mlde msn msle and female as it wa.s to be compelled teachings. History, as a rule, does not lie. Any cumetances. As editor of the Malthusian he is 
to use a rib.;....stolen from the man-from which to school-boy who has desired ~, know the history of the pretty well known; but he is not one of those men 
make woman; and the chances are, if be had not church from the days of Ezra to the present time who push tb.emeelvs much into public notice, and be 
noticed t}lat tb.e animals were male and female wilen knows her garments are dripping wit:U the blood of is generally beard· of in connection with the work he 
be paraded them before Adam, be would never hav the innocent. never ceases to hav in hand. Hbw useful Mrs. Bee
thought of poor Mother Eve at all. Again, it would Why do we support these drones, the clergy? ant would hav been in ~be present crisis ! She used 
bav been j oat as easy lor God to cause a deep sleep Why do we giv our hard-earned money for such to be a stanch Malthusian; but now, alas ! that has 
to fall upon Pharaoh and his people and thus liberate damnable teaehiogs? Would not the world be gone to the winds with her Socialism, Secularism, 
the children of Israel, as it was to open a passage better if we had a echool or college for every church and everything else which is not Theosophy. 
through a deep sea that hie chosen ones might go in the world and a teacher in .plsce of hypocrite Two more items concerning that gift£d lady. 
over dry-shod. To my r<'~Son it would hav been called preachers T I think we would. What is it First. she bas had a v~ry successful likeness taken 
much easier to hav held Jonah in Nineveh than to that holds the masses to the church? Nothing more by Messrs. Walter & Stead, of London. It is 
cause poor sailors to lose their cargo, and God be or less than eupsrstition...,.the fear of this imaginary 11 boudoir " size, eight inches by six, and the figure 
thus compelled to use great :fish as ferry· boats. God, this man-created being ; and jus~ as soon as is three· quarters length. Mrs. Bel!ant is standing in 
To my mind it is much easier to Jove lA pure man the phantom superstition is beaten back, the church a pansiv attitude; the right arm i!l at rest by ber 
than an immoral one; yet this God chooses such muat close its doors and discharge its preachers. side, whilst on the left, which is flexed, the massiv 
men as Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, Lot, DAvid, and It is strange, but neverthcaless a fact, that in the M&batma ring, the gift of Madam Blanteky, is con
Amnon, and we find his only begotten son was not state prisons of this state (Oalifornia) there are not spicuous on the third finger, all but eclipsing the 
much better in the choice of his companions. :qea- a dozen Infidels. No, they are all Ollristians; and wedding-rin·g. Second; on the authority of the 
son teaches us that life could not exist in a :fiery fur- the worst cutthroat carries the cross suspended L'lndon Star, "Mrs. P•rnell and Mrs. Beset are 
nace; yet God's word tells us of three men who around his neck in lieu of a halter; and what is two women who, in difterent ways, hav helped to 
lived in such a furnace, and-worse than all-that stranger still, the countries from whence they came make history. It is not generally known that they 
the smell of fire was no~ upon th·eir clothes, neither are the most religious, and at the same time the sre related. Both were Miss WoodP. Mrs. Parnell 
was their hair or shoes singed or scorched. Now, if most ignorant. I sometimes imagin that there was is a sister of Sir Evelyn Wood and daughter of the 
you do not acknowledge your belief in this lie, the a tree of ignorencs, as well as a tree of knowledge, in Rav. Sir John Page Wood. Mrs. Besant is dauRhter 
God-saved clergy, to whom the people pay large sal- the garden of Eden, and the :first couple must hav of an Irish doctnr who was :liret cousin to Sir Jobn 
aries, will tell you, in tones of assumed pity, that you eaten more· of the former than they did of the latter, P•ge Wood. Consequently Mri!!. Parnell and Mrs. 
1re lost, damned, yes, damned forever. Do they le1ving the latter to be eaten by the people of the Besant are second cousins." 
honestly believe what they preach? No, they do present century; for I tell you the world has not Lsst Saturday evening at the house of Mr. Hen· 
not; and, in proof of my assertion, we read accounts been :lit to liv in until the past one hundred years. ning, a well-known :figure st the F.insbury park aDd 
of the clergy voluntarily leaving their pulpits for I wish from the bottom of my heart that every Hall of Seience lecturee, I had the pleaaure of meet
opinion's sake, while others are asked to resign. Oan re-.der of this article would inflict a task upon him- ing Mr. Digby Basant and his eis.ter ~abeJ. A 
any free, reasoning mind believe th•t there ever wss a self by reading tbe Bible from beginning to end. pleaBantar couple can scarcely be 1magmed. The 
God who would giv such orders RS the Bible God is At the conclusion I am certain there would be a few daughter is a perfect counterpart of the mother, 
supposed to hav given to .T oehua! Can it be possi- leas church a\ld Bible-believing people j. and I will making due allowance for age; is a Theosopbiei, and 
ble that a creator would destroy his works simply feel that others by my aid hav cut •side the seales is studying music. The brother, a year or two older, 
bs~auae they carried out the law created within of superstition and hav eaton l')f ~be truq t.res of is somewhat quiet and reserved, like most chess-
them T knowled~Fe. PnoF WM PATTERsoN. players, but by no me-ans dull in conversation. 

Can any reasonable man or woman honestly believe San Francisco, Cal., S'lo'- 27, 1891. Miss Besant has much of ber mother's controversial 
that God was exalted through having bis son enter - nature about her, and bas taken the chair for the 
Jerusalem on the foal of an ass! If this man Christ Em::lish Notes. great Theosophist on more than one occasion at 
actually was the only son of God, did he not know DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: I see from the religious pa- MiHon Hall. They will both be heard of some day. 

·it? Did it become necessary to establish bis tme pars that Mrs. Besant is still a subject of profound One very useful memb~r ,.., the Freethought party, 
that he must a!k his diEclples in the coast of interest to many of your countrymen, Sind 80 I must who is too ofte11 overlookEd through his immoderate 
Cooaarea Philippi "whom the people thought he not dispense with her aud her Theosophy just yet modesty, is Joseph Mezzini Wheeler. I doubt 
was" (Matt. xvi, 13-20)? And remember it was not awhile. The debate I rec<~ntly referred to between whether we bav a more incisiv and accurate writer 
the people, but it was Patl'r, wbo en.id, "Thou art herself and the Rev. J. J. B. Coles, M.A. (Oxford), in our ranks. Hfl has none of the blustering criti
tbe Ohrist, the son of the living God." And what and who made himself" name in this controversv cism of John M. Robertson, yet is far more stinging 
was Obrist's answer, in the 18th verse? 11 And I say, und~r the pselldonym 11 Number Five," is to come off in bis remarks. Mr. Wheeler is not a big man, 
That thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will build on November lOth, at St George's HaU, Ltngham pbyeically, and is of a very retiring nature, and is 
my church, and the gates of hell shall not prevail place. Mr. Ooles will affirm the following proposi- easily lost in a crowd; but Wheeler's pen is known 
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wherever English Fteethought literature is read, and In reality there is no obj action to the 0 dental 
it would be a black day indeed for the party were theory of a l'lupreme mind governing the universe of 
he by any chance to be lost. Mrs. Wheeler is a mind and matter. :Nor is there a rational objec\ion 
musician of power, and has often delighted the to the idea that all life il! tending upward toward a 
friends with her performances on the piano at their state of perfect expression .of mentality either 
various feasts. through the old EgyptiAn idea of successiv incu-

Writing of musicians leads me to 8nother or two nations from the animal world to man, or the Hindoo 
who are realizing the hope of many-the introdac- theorY. of the redemption of the soul from animality 
tion of music into our " services." Miss Vance, of of thought to spirituality of ideas. Either of these 
Milton Hall, is in touch with folks who can do it. t~eories givs hope for the ultimate redemption of all 
Sne has her bands full of other m•tters as well. Ide from bondage to suffering, or, as we term it, 
The outdoor stations r.t Regent's park and Midland evil. . 
arches depend upon her energy for maintenamce. One criticism upon the assumption of many of 
Milton Hall regards her IllS the boss of their show, your writers relativ to there being no knowledge of 
and now the Hall of SBience looks to her to provide a spiritual life hv anyone upon earth. When such 
the mtisic~l portion of the~ solemnity, and she has n:inde as Alfr~d Russell Wallace stake their profes
done so wtth m~rked sucBess so far. Mr. Oi!born sional reputation on the demonstrable evidence of im
was the first pressetl into the service. He is the r mortality, such stateme!;ltB by any writers betray a 
adopted son of Mr. Henning1 already mentioned, rmd lamentabl1l state of ~gnorance regarding the discov
who is: by the w•y, an unsuspected relativ ~~ Mrs. er~es of science in this age. If it would add any
Besant s. Mr. Oaborn has a wonderful bc1hty for thmg thereto, I would say that in 111 series of similar 
~laying by ear, and plays many of his own .composi- experiments in tel.egraphy, photography, and inde
ttons. In former days he and Mr. Hennmg sang pendent slate-writing I found Professor Wallace to 
some German duets when Mr. J. M. Robertson and hav been substantially correct, and he who imagine 
I gave a three month&' course of lectures at the the world of science to be unable to cope with the 
Olaremont Hap. I believe they are now willing to problems of all forms of existence is one of the hope
sing and play for the new hall at Finsbury park, Iessly ignorant who needs several incarnations to 
where they are sure to be appreciated. raise the brain power to the grade of a rational ap· 

As another proof of the deGline of Secularism in prehension of facts. 
the suburbs of London, the Fteethinkera are nego- It is bec11use of this dense ignorance of the 0Boi
tiating for the hire of the beautiful hall at Edmon- dental mind in its devotion to material evidences ()f 
ton, six mi~es. f~o~ Londo:t;i and !•mous on account b.eing as. th~ only stage of e:~;istence, that the spiritus! 
of J obn Gdptn s r1de. Th1s hallts not at the noted s1de of life 1s so helpless in 1ts present status of giv. 
" Bell," b~t close by at the "Angel." It is luxuri- ing proof only to the few, instead of the many, as it 
ously furmshed r.nd the lectures are free ; yet we should be able and would be if the mind power of the 
hav a diffiBulty to get a decent audience. When we world desired it. 
can 12.rrange a debr.te with a '' Ohristian" the. hall is As it is, there is little desire or opportunity for it 
crowded to excess; but people dare not venture in to be manifest, and as a consequence the wol'ld goes 
for purely Freethought lectures. And eo this time blindly on groping for light in the darkness of 
they are to be lectures on "O.llristian Evidences," material conditions, and finding only what material 
though we shall ,be ra~her rough on them and those conditions ~an bestow. It mray be generations ere 
who profes~ to C'"~IDD"'" the fraud01. the strugghng mass of men will emerge from the 

London, 0Bt.. 20, 1891. SAM STANDBING. present strife of embryotiQ mentality of the spiritual 

What It .All Means. 
order ; but as all children must be born after gesta
tion, so we may confidently expect that all minds will 
eventurally emerge from the environment of spiritual 
gestation into the world of perfect knowled~P of all 
life and its destiny. GNCSTIO. 

Pardon the CJ Hicism, if it be one, of the writer, who 
claims to be, like yourself, 111 seeker after truth, wher
ever found, either in nature or any attainment of the 
human intellect in any age. 

Tbere seems to be some confusion of thought in M.ont~y • 
tbe mental atmospher~of many of the contributors to The word money can only be properly applied to 
these columns as to the interpretation ofthat Oriental coined metal, which is used as a medium of exchange 
book called the Bible, and wJth the literal construe- and a measure of value, To call cirt'ulation notes, 
tion placed upon its contents by the Oocidental mind i. e., promissory notes, wealth; etc., money .is a care
there is great danger of a total misconstruction of its less use of language. All circulating notes that I 
real signification. ever saw were not money but promises of money 

Civilization in the Oriental world followed the either t!>n demand or at some stated future time, and 
lines of what, to us, is an extravagant estimate of the their value depends upon the ability and in~egrity of 
spiritual side of man's nature. In fact, it took that the promisor and the tiD"" nf payment. When the 
bias from the earliest mges. This life was so evanes- united States issues • $10 demand note Wf' know 
cent that it was at best but a s~ries of shadows or that the government can and wiii pay the $10 in 
phantoms of the teBllife, which was eternal. Oonse- coin on demand, and said note will pass for $10 
qnently when we rea1 the Bible or other Oriental without any force brnind it to make it go. If the 
books we must alnys bear this in mind, viz., that it government issues a $10 note payable with coin at 
pertains to the mental states of man rather than to EH>me future time, without interest, it will be worth 
the literal conditione of the people of whom it speaks. $10 minus discount at tbe cnrrent rate of interest up 

The garden of Eden is but au allegory relativ to to date of maturity, audit will increase in value at a 
the state of marriage and adultery, and our first regular rate from the date of issue to t.be time of 
parents, through their animal proclivities, hav tainted maturity. The value of m coin is determined by the 
the race wHh the conditions of bestial lust rather quntity !lind the degree of fineness of the metal con
than rational desire in their sexual relations. The tained in the coin, and it will pass current at the 
redemption of the race is by a birth from the thought intrinsic, or bullio», value of the metal without any 
plane of the anime.l to the spiritual, or, in Oriental legal-tender act behind it to make it go. Any dollar 
phraseology, to the heavenly, state of ideality; and which requires a legal-tender act behind it to make it 
all the great teachers of India a1:1 well as other por- go is a fraud. Fiat money is force money, and if it 
tions of the Orient recognized this truth as the basic has force enough behind it to overcome the resistance 
principle of redemption from the power of the lower it will go. We can confine water in a barrel and 
or animal nature. put it on a wheelbarrow and push it uphiU; so we 

One thing we should never lose sight of in our can make slips of papet, with the dollar-marks 
studies of Oriental litera~ure, and that is the recog- printed upon them, pass in lieu of dollars, if we can 
nition of a supreme mentality, callen Brahm, Or- put force enough behind them to overcome the 
muzd, Allah, or, in the Hebrew idiom, Yahvah. resistance in front. 

That there is a basis for the thought is seen in The debtor class are now trying to get control of 
the necessity of mental power as a governing factor government and make it issue irredeemable, and 
in this world, as the creature with the most brain consequently wodhless, paper notes, and make them 
rules those with less mentality. In the Oriental & legal tender for debts, and loan them direct to the 
philosophy the necessity of a supreme ruler was d101btors at a low rate of interest for them to pay 
more apparent in the world of spirit than here, for off their debts and mortgages with. Such notes 
the theory of a spiritual universe without a mental would hav no value in them to make them go, and 
power to govern would be an absurdity, aa that no right but might behind them to make them go. 
world itself was a purely mental realm, where all This would be paying debts with force, and tbe cred-

. subordinate minds resided after their transition from itor class will resist with all the force which they can 
thA form which clothed them here. command. And it appears to me that, as the creditor 

Hance the idea of a God was not irrational to the class are the wealthy class, and the debtor class the 
believers in the immor~ality of the mind, and it wao poor claes, the force of resistance will be stron.zer 
but a step to the next theory, that this God was than the propelling force. The party in resistance 
really the author of all life in all worlds. will hav good dollars, whioh will go voluntarily, to 

Around these central ideas the Bible was con- make war with, while the coercing party will hav 
structed, and proportionate to the ignorance and only fiat dollars, which hav to be pushed to make 
animality of the people by whom it was written were them go, to make war with. :No prophet is n.eeded 
the ideas transmuted or perverted from their orig- to tell us what the result of the struggle would be. 
inal simplicity. It was from this grade of mind that Many people hav very exalted ideas of what govern
modern theology arose, and it is largely from the ment can do, and seem to think that government 
same unieve}opad mentality that it obtains its I possesses the power of working miracles. We hav 
strongest supporters. , adopted the name dollar for our unit of value, and 

Oongress hav provided that 25 8 urains of gold shall 
be called a dollar, and that 412i grains of silver 
shalJ be called 11 dollar. :Now, it could jn~t as well 
hav 10 grains of gold called a dollar and 100 grains 
of silver called a dollar, but if it could giv these 
two dollars equal purchasing power, or a purchasing 
power equal to our p:rPsent standard dollar~, it would 
perform a miracle. Now, it a paper note is a dollar, 
why is the promis printed on it t.hat the govern
ment will pay a dollar for it? Wby not print upon 
Hs face, If you are not satisfied with this dollar, the 
United Blates will Bwap you another dollar for it on 
demand? 

If a promissory note is money, why should anyone 
ever demand payment ! And if a promissory note 
was money, we could legally pay a note with a note. 

P .. F. BBUMA.KEB. 

A Voice From the West Indies. 
The anger of God has fallen upon the island of 

Martinique with such a wrath that it has completely 
devastated the whole island. 

Lately Martinique has been very unfortunate. 
The first visit from their creat()r was a few years ago 
when small-pox played havoc with the people. Then 
the big fire of Fort-de· France, which laid the whole 
town in ashes, and now a cyclone unparalleled in the 
his~ory of the West Indies. 

During the two hours that the cyclone lasted the 
whole population of the island was in terror an!l 
consternation-in instant fear of death. Tbe man 
who had, alone, during those hours to defend a 
family, women and children, from the incessant and 
multiplied dangers of the storm, can claim to hav 
passed ·through one of those hours of anguish the 
mere recollection of which disturbs the reason, and 
to hav endured a torture not dreamed of in the 
imagination of poets. The roofs crumbling ; the 
wreckage hnrled about with the violence of grape
shot; the shocks Clf earthquake; the bare walls rock
ing, beneath the timbers launched as if from cata
pults againsUhem, with a dull, ominous sound ; the 
lurid glare of fire; the deadly howling of the raging 
blast-to stand amid all this, straining in one con
vulsiv clasp, with instant death impending, the 
trembling loved ones whom reason has .abandoned, 
in abject terror imploring witb clasped hands the 
pitiless element to spare but their lives, though life 
should be but misery-oh I the horror of such an 
experience. 

The shipping is destroyed. Nothing remains of 
it. The city is gutted ; not a single house hut has 
been unroofed. 

Mach bas been said about it. They lay the blame 
on their God-who must be, in their opinion, a venge
ful creature to play such a game with. them--:-for 
causing an unparalleled cycloDe. All the elements 
were let loose by this divine protector. The thnnder 
on the occasion was terrific, the lightning constant 
and vivid, the flashes coming from every point and 
seeming to meet and battle furiously. 

Strong men lost their heads completely, and an 
offi.Ber in uniform, who had been dining at a hotel 
when the tempest burst and bad not been able to 
get away, became rning mad. He declared that 
the anger of God was being vented upon the coun
try on acconnt of the wickedness of the people, and 
could only be propitiated by a B11crifice i whereupon 
he drew his Bword, declaring that he would immolate 
the proprietor of the establishment and his family. 
He was mastered after a desperate struggle, and 
secured by his own sword-belt to (one of the legs of 
a billiard· table. 

So much for the ignorance and credulity of a 
large amount of the world's population, who Jay the 
blame of any of the laws of nature to an imaginary 
being called God. If by chance an earthquake 
happens, even if a very slight shock, thousands are 
found kneeling in the streets or in their houses, 
perhaps. under very dangerous walls, instead of 
clearing out. E. S. 

EMPEROB OaABLEMAGNE, in a digest of what be in
tended to propose to the parliament of 811, thus ex
presses himself: "We wish to know the duties of 
ecclesiastics, in order that we may not ask of them 
what they are not permitted to giv, and that they 
may not demand of us what we ought not to grant. 
We beg of them to explain to us clearly what they 
call quitting the world, and by what those who quit 
it may be distinguished from those who remain in 
it-if it is only by their not bearing arms and not 
being married in public-if that man has quitted the 
world who continues to add to his possessions by 
means of every sort, preaching paradise and threat
ening with damnation ; employing th~ name of G~d 
or of some saint to persuade the s1mple to str1p 
themselvs of their property, thus entailing want 
upon their lawful heireo, who therefore think them
selvs justified in committing theft ~d pillage-if to 
quit the world is to carry the pass1on of coveteous
ness to such a length as to bribe false witnesses in 
order to obtain what belongs to another, and to seek 
out judges who are cruel, interested, and without 
the fear of God--" etc. . 
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To the Friends and Snbseribers of Freethonght. 

I sincerely hope that all who bav supported Free
thought in the past will aid the work to which it bas 

been devoted by becoming subscribers to T!IE TBUTH 
SEEX:u. Tn TBUTH SDUB will carry on the work, 

but it needs your cooperation. It is a means by 

wbicla I can reach you and push on the Pacific coast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrears to pay 

what is now due to TBlil TBUTH SEBXEB and place 

their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 

the future. SAMUEL P. PUTNAM 

THlil Bible Picture Book, we take pleasure in say· 

ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soon 

this fall as the work can be done and done well. 

The price will be $1, and it will contain • great deal 

for that amount. In renewing for Tm: TBUTB SEEXo 

we hope ottr readers will not forget to inclose t.be 

dollar for it. 

The Presbyterian Ostrich Pnts Its Head In 
the Sand. 

The PreabyterianS:are afraid to make an issue on 
heresy, and bav dismissed, so far 111 the N 9W Y lrk 
presbytery can, the charges against Professor Briggs 
of Union Theological Seminary, which were to bav 
been tried beginning the 4r,b of this month. This 
is called a victory for Pr Jfessor Briggs, bat it is 
rather an avowal of religions cowardice and an 
awakening to the fact that any disturbance of Pres
byterian " standards " would probably result in a 
very unpleasant shaking up of the c\'eed and a final 
loss of many more men besides Mr. Briggs. 

The presbytery met on the 4th instant, and 
remained in session one day. After h<Jaring Professor 
Briggs's answer to the charges against him, which 
in substance amounted to a disclaimer of any heret
ical intentions, and an explanation of his speeches 
which allowed them to be twisted into orthodoxy, 
the presbytery, on motion of D~. V•n Dyke, and 
after a spirited debate, adopted this resolution by a 
vote of 94 to 39 : 
"B~ol'Oed, That the presbytery of New York, having 

listened to the paper of Charles A. Briggs, D.D., in the case 
of the Presbyterian church of the United States of America 
against him, as to the sufficiency or the charges and spe<'itl
cations in form and legal effect, and without approvin~~.: or 
the position taken in the inaugural address, and at the 
same time desiring earnestly the peace and quiet of the 
church, in view of the declarations of Dr. Briggs, touch
ing his loyalty to the church and the Westminster standards, 
and in view or his disclaimers or interpretations put on some 
of his words, deems it best to dismiss the case and does so 
dismiss it." 

The defense made by Professor Briggs was tech
nical. It traversed the form rather than the meaning 
of the formulated charges, and while he explained 
his position he retracted nothing, and is to-day a 
•elf-confessed heretic, and the presbytery, by dis-

missing the charges, allows a man who does not 
believe the Bible to be what Preabyterianism claims 
it to be, to remain in the church and to teach the 
young men who are to be the future defenders of 
their faith. A sample of Professor Briggs's defense 
is his reply to the specification of the charge that 
be does not believe in the Mosaic authorship of the 
Bible. He says: 

"It is a fact that I hav taught and most firmly hold and 
assert 'that Moses is not the author of the Pentateuch, and 
that ISaiah is not the author or half the book which bears 
his name,' but Specification 6 does not indicate by what 
method or reasoning it brings this fact under the charge. It 
is irrelevant to the charge. If it be a valid offense, it ought 
to hav been made a ground or a distinct charge, and it ought 
to hav been detlnitly stated what relation Moses has to the 
Pentateuch, and Isaiah to the. book that bears his name, ac
cording to the Confession, and in what way the doctrin stated 
by me contltcts therewith or with holy scripture." 

If the church c•n acBept that as • reply io the 
charge of heresy, and by dismissing the charge 
indorse the man who makes it, it shows very plainly 
that the church cares less for the substance of its 
faith than for the forms of church unity. It must 
be very much frightened at the prospect of • heresy 
trial. 

The comments of the secular press upon the 
result ()f ~his trial are not less significant than the 
result itself. They show that the press recognizes 
elearly the position in which the Presbyterians 
found themselvs, and they tell the Presbyterians 
plainly that as a matter of policy they bav done 
weiJ, but that they bav weakened their religion in 
strengthening the cbnrc'n. The Times also points 
out the difference between • trial for heresy now 
and in the day when the " spiritual" controled the 
secular arm. Of that time it says: 

·• A trial for heresy was a highly-interesting performance 
when it was certain that the tribunal by which it was con
ducted could control the temporal f&te of the culprit, includ
ing even his life, and generally believed that it could fore
shadow his eternal destiny. The worst that. could hav 
happened to Dr. Briggs was to deprive the Presbyterian 
church of any special or exclusiv benefit from his biblical 
scholarship in depriving him of his livelihood as a Presby
terian minister and a Presbyterian professor of theology. It 
is not by any means c&rtain that the tribunal could hav done 
so much as this. The recent termination or the Andover 
case indicates that, if the judg..'llent of the presbytery had 
invaded any interests of the culprit so tangible that a court 
of law could be invoked to protect them, the judgment 
might hav been nullified, and in that case Dr. Brij!'gB 
would hav continued to profess a liberal theology under the 
egis or a mandamus. There are not wanting evidences 
that some or the prosecutors or· this case look back with re: 
gret to the times when a trial for heresy meant something, 
.and when the founder or Calvinism was able tq wreak upon 
Servetus his sense or the requirements of logic as applied to 
the scriptures. But this regret will not bring back those 
times, and it is quite absurd to expect any moral weight to 
be carried by the judgment of a body in which it was only 
by a narrow maj )rity that tile culprit was put on trial, 
although his inaugural address was before the members in 
all its enormity. 

"Weighty as the address .is, it would, perhaps, be attrib
uting too much intluence to it to ascribe to its merits alone 
the result it has attained. The truth probably ls that the 
majority of the presbytery had already come to the conclu· 
sion that such 'heresy-hunting' as was involved in the trial 
or Dr. Brigg3 up)n his inaug11ral address would be even 
more formidable to the church itself than to the objects of 
the inquisition, and that they were entirely willing to hav 
a decent pretext for dropping the case." 

Tb.e H~rala saya what THE TRUTH SuxEB said 
three weeks ago : 

"For many reasons the presbytery or New York is to be 
congratulated on its decision to dismiss the charges of 
heresy brought against Dr. Briggs. 

"There would be much better grounds for congratulation, 
however, if the presbytery had reached this decision months 
ago. 

"It would not now be in the somewhat disadvantageous 
position of having deliberately undertaken what it has not 
carried out. 

"The good men who, like Dr. Birch, think they can 
not conscientiously suff~r Dr. Brig~a's views to go un
checked deserve, no doubt, every consideration for their 
honesty. 

" But a heresy trial is a bad thing for any church, and 
this trial would hav split Presbyterianism wide open." 

But the Sun diecusses the question more fully, 
and its logic must be unpleasant reading for the 
ninety-four who voted to get out of the scrape as 
best they could. It calls the reanlt an " evasion: " 

"The dismissal of the case against Dr. Briszgs by a 
large maj'>rity of the ministers and elders or the New York 
presbytery indicates that the body is afraid to go into a dis
cussion of the questions involved. It is an attempt to avoid 
a dangerous controversy and an effort to escape the neces
sity of expressing an opinion as to the specific teachings of 
the accused heretic. 

"The presbYtery dismissed the case by the great majority 
or ninety.four to thirty-nine, because it desires' the peace 
and quiet or. the church,' and' in view of the declarations 
of Dr. Briggs touching his loyalty to the church and the 
Westminster standards,' and' his disclaimers of interpreta
tions put on some or his words.' That is, it refused to 
defend the Protestant position from fear or· the trouble and 
danger involved in the contest, and it proclaimed the novel 
principle that the law is to be interpreted and applied by 
the individual accused and not by the autkority which 
makes the law. Whether a man's teachings are consistent 
with the doctrinal standards of his church is to be decided 
by'himself and not by the church. He is to be his own 
judge and jury and the sole authority competent to decide 
his own case. . That may be a very comfortable principle for 
the accused and a very convenient way or getting rid of the 
vexation or trying him, but· where does it leave the church ? 
When brought to the ecclesiastical bar the man has only to 
plead not guilty to be pronounced guiltless without trial. 

"The New York presbytery has announced practically 
that the fallibility or infallibility or the Bible is.a debatable 
question as to which a Presbyterian theologian may think as 
he pleases. The general assembly at Detroit last spring was 
or a dtlferent mind. It was not afraid or disturbing the 
peace and quiet or t'!J.e church by standing by its standards. 
It would not accept Dr. Briggs's plea or not guilty as a 
settlement or his c~se, but inferentially brought him in guilty 
by refusing to confirm his appointment as a professor in the 
Union Theological Seminary. Thus the supreme authority 
in the Presbyterian church condemned him for the offense 
which the subordinate authority now refuses to conaider. 
The whole· church, as represented at Detroit, came to the 
defense or the Protestant position, but the New York 
presbytery dodges .the responsibility. 

"This is a very remarkable contradiction, and it implies, 
of course, that the case of Dr. Briggs will not be shoved 
aside by the evasion of the N3w York presbytery. It will 
remain .to vex the councils of Pre3byterianism until it is 
settled on its merits. .Already the committee or prosecution 
in the prasbyt~ryhu given nJtice or an appeal to the synod, 
and instead or having been quieted, the controversy will 
grow more violent. Great principles cannot be evaded. 
The trial of Dr. Briggs by the Westminster standards, 
and coincidently the trial of tile truth ofhis,position by the 
test of reason and scholarship, must go on the same, and 
can end only whea the whole case has been submitted to 
the jury or the church and the public and a positiv verdict 
has been rendered. The objections or Dr. Briggs are or 
the nature of a demurrer only, and the ClloBe must be tried on 
its merits.'' 

The other secular papers take substantially the 
same ground. It is generally recognized-and the 
recognition is also recognized-that the ole! Obris
tianity is gone, and no m1tter how severely the sects 
may claim to stick to their creeds they do not dare 
~o make th~m an issue. The "Higher Criticism " 
and the "N !W Tb.eology" bav won, tnd if ever this 
case should be tried on its merits Dr. Briggs 
would be probably •cqnitted, though without qnes
tion be bas left the W astminster standards. John 
Oalvin would bav m11de m\~hty short work of him. 

A. Sanday-Sehool Story. 
Tile sorb of S11nday-school rot upoa which the 

average pietist feeds mentally, and is satisfi9d with, 
is splendidly sbowa in the following article headed 
"A Oommnnity Without the Bible," clipped from a. 
Western agricultural journal: 

"Few people hav much idea what kind or a world we 
should hav if the Bible was left out or it. There are lands 
enough, however, without the Bible, tilled with darkness, 
vileness, and barbarity. Tllere are plenty of histories of 
lands that had no Bible-duk places that are full of the 
habitations of cruelty-aud there are here and there families 
and communities which hav no Bibles, and which giv us 
little encouragement to hope for good where the word of 
God is ignored and rejected. 

"Some time about the year 1870, certain skeptics founded 
in the state of Missouri an Infidel wwn, called Liberal. The 
liberality of 'Freethought' was seen in the exclusion or all 
churches, Sunday-schools, or preaching. It was proposed 
to hav one community free from the intluence or priestcrart 
and superstition. What was the result? 

"About this matter there has been considerable dispute. 
Some persons hav given the place a very bad name ; others 
residing there hav denounced them as liars and pronounced 
their statements false. We hav no personal knowledge of 
the facts, but on the 29th of May, 1891, the writer was in 
Burlington, K'l.n., and a well-kaown business man there, 
Mr. Robert Williams, said to him: 

"• In 1879, as I was passing through Missouri, I saw on 
my railway ticket the name Liberal, and knowing something 
or the reputation of the place, I thougllt I would get off 
onto the platform and take a look around. But just before 
we arrived there the conductor passed through the train 
and said: "All who want to stop at Liberal go into such a 
car." He then locked the doors or every other car on the 
train but that. When the train had started on and got out 
or Liberal, the conductor unlocked the doors again and 
passed through the train. Some one asked him why he had 
locked the doors, and he replied : " Tills is the toughest 
town in all:Missouri.'' ' 

" ills language did not savor much of church or Sunday. 
school, but he evidently knew how to take care or his traia 
and his passengers. 
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"We giv this fact as a contribution to the history of a 
godless town. Mentioning the matter in a certain place, a 
man remarkEd that he had visited Liberal since that time, 
that there are now two meeting-houses and Sunday-schools 
there, and. that they do not now need to lock the doors or 
railway cars when they are passing through the place. 

"We giv these statements for what they are worth, 
supposing them to be· reliable, and believing that whoever 
undertakes to establish a community or nation without God 
will speedily come to the conclusion that Plutarch reached 
·more than 1,700 years ago, when he said that • a city might 
sooner be built without any ground to fix it on, than a 
commonwealth be constituted altogether void or any rellg
ion.'" 

The depth of ignorance or dishonesty which the 
writer of the foregoing ·has reached could not be 
lessened by any words of ours; nor could he be an. 
swered any better than by printing his story 
and letting the reader laugh at him. 

Catholicism in .M.iunesota. 
The Oatholics hav found themaelvs strong enough 

in Stillwater and Faribault, Minnesota, to take an9ther 
aggressiv step against the public school system. 
Tiley hav got the parochial schools in those places 
supported from the common school fund and the 
public sehools made parochial schools by the simple 
trick of uniting the two and furnishing the teachers, 
being able to do this through the town school board. 

An examination of the schools since the deal·was 
consummated reveals the objects of the church, 
which, of course, everyone ought to hav known. 
The teachers are nuns wearing their usual garb, 
with beads and cruci.fh:es and rosaries, and their 
main e1f.:>rts with the children are to convert them 
to Oatholicism. Tile walls of the school-rooms are 
decorated with Romish emblems, and over the teach
ers' desks hang large portraits of the pope. The 
town's superintendent of schools is 1 Protestant, 
and ordered these insignia to be taken down, but the 
teaehers replaced them, knowing the power of the 
prieets with the school boards. 

The citizens of the towns and in Minneapolis are 
greatly stirred up by this state of a:fft.irs, and pro
pose to teat t.he legality of the union in the courts. 
The 11 Patriotic Sons of Ameriea," an anti-Oatholic 
organiz•tion, held a convention in Minneapolis the 
last of 013tober and raised money for the fight. The 
legal proceedings will begin with the service of an 
inj11nction upou the offiaials of the state, county, and 
city, restraining the payment of any money to the 
.school boards of Stillwater or Faribault on the 
ground that the money is unconstitutionally usgd to 
support sectarian institutions. 

An Issue in England. 
The London Freethinkers are fighting over again 

the battle for the right of free speech and free mails, 
and it is on the same old issue as a text, whether a 
person has the right to write about restricting pop
ulation and send his essays by post. 

that that doctrin was a deadly sin;· so that Mr. 
Matthews, in carrying out this prosecution, was only 
carrying out the injunctions of his priestly advisers 
and the social purity party. They need not blame 
him for that. He was only doing what he considered 
to be his duty. 'But he (the speaker) hoped that 
they, as Protestant English people, were not pre
pared to admit his right of searching any packet in 
the post-office in order to satisfy the opponents of 
free speech. This was nothing but 1 nefarious at
tempt to stifle discussion on an all-important ques
tion. In the name of morality Mr. Matthews was 
inflicting the greatest blow on true morality that 
could be conceived. He (Dr. Drysdale) was autho
rized to read to them the opinion of the Malthusian 
League on Mr. Young's pamphlet. The League met 
on Tuesday to consider the matter, and their opinion 
was that it was 1 perfectly decent and unobjection
able pamphlet, and that it Wll!l 1 most unwarrantable 
interference with the liberty of the subject that such 
a tract should be stopped by the post-office, and the 
sender heavily fined for transmitting it. Would 
they submit to this kind of interference from such 
bigots as Mr. Matthews and those who had prose
cuted this pamphlet ? Let them agitate for 1 repeal 
of this dangerous act of 1884, that had been so 
terribly misused, and by t.ne1r sympathy and with 
their purses assist Mr. Young in his defense. 

Mr. Drysdale was followed by Mr. Foote, of the 
Freethinker. George.Standring, D. M. Bennett's old 
friend, .Dr. Allinson, Dr; Alice Vickery, Mrs. Heath
erly, and Miss Wade addressed the large audience. 
Mr. Young was himself present on the platform. He 
made an able statement of his case, and was very 
heartily applauded. Mr. Foote followed, and worked 
up the audience to 1 high pitch of enthusiasm. He 
pointed out that it was not a Malthusian meeting, but 
II meeting of defense of free speech and publication. 
On that basis, persons of all parties, so long as they 
valued liberty, could unite in supporting Mr. Young's 
right to use the post-office for the dissemination of 
his views. 

In his paper Mr. Foote states the issue still more 
emphatically. Freethinkers, he says, are all bound 
to resist the claim of the post-office authorities to 
open letters they are paid for eonveying. It is a 
perfectly monstrous claim ; only tyrants could make 
it, and only slaves submit to it. Freethinkers 
are also bound to defend the right of citizens to 
discuss every social problem in decent language. 
The question at issue is not whether Mr. Young's 
opinions are right, but whether he has 1 right to 
express them. Those who cannot see this are blind; 
those who will not see it are cowards. 

Opening letters is going farther than our post
office clerks admit they dare go ; but no doubt it is 
done here, and we hav before now made our protest. 
We sincerely hope our English brethren will not 
flinch from the fight. If Mr. Young or anyone else 
desires to warn young married couples against the 
burdens of a too large family and to ·send his 
warning through the mail it is nobody's business 
but his own and the people's he addresses. The idea 
that it is immoral and indecent to restrict popula
tion is a theological superstition iDclllcated by the 
priests, who naturally desire as many dupes as they 
can hav. It is mueh better to thwart the will of 
God than to bring puny and sickly children into the 
world to starve. But if it were not so the right to 
discuss the question should be maintained, and it 
is certainly intolerable that post-office officials should 
be allowed tf> open letters not addressed to them
sglvs. There is too blamed much ''government" in 
~his world. 

What We May Yet See Here. 
What we may expect to see . in the cities of this 

country when Roman Oatholicism becomes the 
power it is striving to be was· seen in Oork, Ireland, 
last week. 

bloody contests. Priests took part in the combats, 
armed with big sticks, and their political activity 
never ceased till the polls closed. They took up 
positions outside the polling booths, marking down 
their men, supervising their voting,..pap~rs, marshal
ing their own forces, persuading, hectoring, and 
intimidating Parnellite voters. Mr. O'Oonnor, M.P., 
appeared in one of these scenes. He protested 
against the bullying of voters by the priests, and the 
police had to interfere. As many as thirty priests 
were counted at· 1 single voting-place. Orowds of 
women from the slums of Oork aecompanied their 
spiritual pastors, aiding them in this holy work. It 
was never doubted that the priests were pollerful 
enough to bring in their men, and the confidence was 
not misplaced, for the priests won. 

When the Romish church gets sufficiently power
ful here Americans will witness something like the 
scenes in Oork. At present the priests do their 
work less openly, though their influence is given 
wholly to the party which will giv them the biggest 
fnors in return. 

----------~~.--------
Another Enemy Placated. 

If the former secretary of the American Secular 
Union were secretary now ehe would probably con
gratulate herself upon having won this glowing .en
comium from the Independent upon an enterprise of 
the Union: "'Oonduct as a Fine Art,' by N. P. Gil
man and E. P. Jackson, is a book composed of the 
two essays which shared equally the prize of $1 000 
offered by 1 Philadelphia organization for thtJ best 
manual to aid teachers in public schools to instruct 
ohildren in morals without dabbling in religious de
tails. We heartily recommend the Tolume as one to 
which the average school-teacher can turn with the 
certainty of gain. Both essays are clear and forcible, 
the one by Mr. Gilmsn is strikingly so." ' 

The Independent undoubtedly finds Mr. Gilman's 
essay the more congenial because its author is 1 

clergyman, refers his readers to St. Paul (who refers 
his to 11 God"), and aesumes that man possesses an im
perishable soul as surely as that he possesses 1 sole 
to his foot. With all these there was no need of 
11 dabbling in religious details." But dabbling fn 
religion at all was never contemplated by the donors 
of the prize· money to the Philadelphia organization. 

Editorial Notes. 
THB superiority or the Buddhist religion, or at least its 

emblems, over Catholicism has been demonstrated to our 
satisfaction. Three years ago Mr. George Newton brought to 
this office a Roman Catholic "miracle,'' in the shap l or a flat 
silver woman two inches long, presented to the Virgin Mary 
by a man whose wife had recovered in resp')nse to prayer 
to the Virgin. A priest of course took charge or the "mi
lagro," who sold it to Mr. Newton, with other trinkets, as 
old silver for the melting-pot. It now hangs on the editorial 
desk, useless except as a reminder or the superstitious igno
rance or Roman Catholics. But a "miracle" cl\me in the 
other day from a Buddhist temple in Kllani, Ceylon, or some 
utlllty. Like the other, It was a religious offering, in this 
case made to Buddha, and like the other taken care or by a 
priest. Mr. F. C. Dean, who has just returned from a trip 
around the world, coaxed it from the priest by a present or 
cash. It Is made or 11. 'l'e '' sacred " metals-principatly brass 
-is nearly stx inches higil, represents a man "affirming," 
has a symbol or the old serpent in the· top or his head, is 
evidently a devout and thanidulidol, and can be used as a 
paper-weight, or to strike matches on, and would be a 
handy thing to throw at the cat. So if we were to choose 
either religion, it would be Buddhism, because of its com
parativly greater usafulness. 

About six weeks ago Mr. H. S. Young was ar
raigned for advising poor married couples to keep 
their families small. The magistrate before whom 
he was taken allowed that his language was inoffm
siv, bat the bigots slandered every Englishman by 
saying that lear of consequencell is all that keeps 
them virtuou1:1, and that Mr. Y·lung's essay was 
therefore highly immoral and indecent. Oatober 
23 f the friends of Mr. Y lung held 1 meeting in 
Moncure Oonway's old church, South Place Insti
tute, and registered their protest against his prose
cubion. Dr. Drysdale presided, and in his speech 
stated why the prosecution of Mr. Young had been 
begun. It had been set on foot, he said, by Mr. 
M1tthews, the home secretary, for sending pam
phlets on the population question through the post. 
That prosecution was instituted under an act passed 
mainly to protect the post-offiae against senders of 
dynamite, but a very dangerous passage had slipped 
into it, ·which had been interpreted by Mr. Matthews 
and the social purity party as applying to Malthusian 
literature. Mr. Matthews, as a R'lman Oatholic, had 
endeavored in this way to stop the circulation of a 
most innocent tract. For a long time the R'lman 
Oatholic church had .held the most decided and ex
travagant opinions on the system of parental pru
dence which was so universally praeticed in Ftance, 
and which was now beeoming extremely prevalent in 
England, he was happy to say. Their doctrin was 
that the number of cbildren should be restricted to 
the powers of the parents to feed and educate them 
properly. The pope in couneil, in 1870, had decided 

For many days previous to the elections political 
feeling had been verybitter between the Parnellites 
and the anti-Parnellites. The latter faction was led 
by the priests, who took part in the many tights 
oecnrring in the streets, in which blackthorn 
.shillalebs played merry tattoos on opposing heads. 
One day the list of injured in the scuffias reached 
one hundred and ninety in number. The factions 
used stones as missile and the processions of each 
were stoned by the other. On election day troops as 
well as police were required to prevent still more 

TH.B Herald last Sunday published a symp::>3ium he>ded, 
what is this state called life? Naturally the reporter asked 
this question of Agnosticism's greatest man, a~d this is what 
Colonel Ingersoll said: "Ll!e is something I know nothing 
about. It is something that no one knows anything about 
except the ministers. They know all about it : the other 
smart men gave it up long ago." Mrs. Besant assumes to 
be wiser than Mr. Ingersoll, but we doubt if she explains it 
a bit more clearly in the following than he does : "The 
whole universe is a manifestation or central life which is 
present in every atom or matter. What we speak or as a · 
thing living or dead is simply arrangements or matter which 
vary the manifestations or life. E'l'en in a biological sense 
death involves new life. Doctors may be able to settle that 
any given body is dead quite to the satisfaction or a coroner's 
jury, but they don't even profess to know anything about 
the soul, and this is well. I am afraid their determinationg 
would not be satisfactory to everybody. N·::>, I cannot COL· 

cede that there is one absolute principle; at least this is not 
conceivable. There can be no life without love ; no love 
without a positiv and negativ-in fact, no thought or con
sciousness without this antithesis, this contrast, this compari
SOB. Besides, if science and philosophy will talk or an abso
lute principle, why not hav two absolute principles? It ia 
just as eas7 or as hard; you can take your choice.'' 
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Cltristhu Consideration Invited to Four Points. 
AusTIN, T!lx, Oct. 29, 1891. 

MR. EoiTOR: Being at leisure, I will drop you a few lines. 
First, the pleasures of heaven. Think of a mother in heaven 
with all th' pleasure~ Gor\ can gi v, looking down at her son 
in hell suffJring the agonies or'\ tho·;sand deaths. Would 
not that mother be happy? Second, the birth or Christ. 
Let som~ unmarried girl or to-day glv birth to a child and 
tell the public that GJd gave it to her. Would they believe 
it? No. Then why should we believe Christ his son ? 
'The girls or to-day are just as pure as those or olden times. 
Third, what became or the first Bible? It was burnt up in 
'a fire, so history says, and the Bible we hav now has been 
translated over twenty-five time~, but where dld the one we 
b.!l.v now originate? Fourth, why should we believe this 
Bible any more than Grimm's fairy tales? The. only differ
-ence is that the fairy tales hav not got the smut in them 
that the Bible has, and I do not think they are near as big a 

men many or whom turn unpolluted and cheerful homes into 
disreputable ones and then laugh at the ruin they hav 
accomplished. But Ohriatlane, like those who are not, are 
only human, and, I believe, just as liable to err as they were 
before. Their deeds convince me this is so, and I hav had 
experience with them I assure you. Professing a creed and 
praying to·unknown powers mark the intellectual status of 

. the one who does so. I believe with Jesus when he said, 

lie. Ever yours, LITTLE HELEN. 

On Talking Jackasses. 
Oswl!Go, ORE., Oct. 17. 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: lacloeed you wl\1 fl. ad $10, for which please 
rsend the tollo >Ving goorls : "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text. 
Book," price $2 50; "F Jrce and Matter," by Prof Ludwig 
Buchner, M.D., price $1.50; "Looking Backward," by 
E:lward Bellamy, price $1, and two subscriptions for TnE 
TRUTH 8ERKER, one for myselt and the other for a new sub· 
'Bcribar. I am very much interested in Tna: TRUTH SEEKER. 
JI like it better each week. I was just begin Ding to investi
gate Cuisth.nity at the time the founder or THE TRUTH 
Sa:a:KRR was in prison; it was one of Brother Bennett's 
'books that crippled n:.y theology. I like the pictures, too. 
They are excellent. I think they would be fine to illustrate 
the S:mday school lessons. Anyway, there Is more sound 
sense in one of THE TRUTH SEEKER's pictures than there is 
in a whole bundle or 8unday·school trash. Besides, there is 
lots of run in the pictures. Just think of Mordecai's good 
luck in.getting the laugh on Haman. T_hat, beats the Sunday
school charts or Joshua and the sun, Ellj ~h's fiery chariot, 
or Balaam and the jackass. Now, it is taxing one's credulity 
pretty heavily to believe those old stories-althoagh I hav 
heard several jackasses tq,lk abJut God killing himselt to 
spite the devil for telling the truth to Grandmother Eve ; 
therefore some jackasses are able to talk. 

. J. M. THOMPSON. 

A Liberal Association Formed at Aspen. 
ABPBN, OoL., Nov. 1, 291. 

MR. EoirOR: Allow me to say a few words to the Liberals 
of Aspen in regard to their organization which was to be 
effected after the lectures ot J.D. Shaw, of Waco, Tex. I 
was chosen on the committee to draw up the Objects and 
Aims tor the Liberal organization or Aspen, and at the 
·appointed time said committee did not meet. Iat my own 
:personal responslbtllty Fent a number or letters to those 
·who had signed the Objects for a. Secular or Liberal union, 
,and after discussion pro and con we adopted and indorsed 
'those which are the principles or the state of Texas Liberal 
;Association : . 

1. To encourage the study of man in all his relations. 
·2. To eeek to realize the truth in lite. 
:3 To aid in those movements that tend most to the im

'Provement or the individual and of society, and to the unity 
,anti freedom of mankind. 

4 To facilitate the association or those who hav at heart, 
,and hold dear, that absolute freedom of thought and expres
:slon whlcli is the natural right or every rational being. 

5. To Inaugurate a system or positlv, tolerant thought, 
'ethical culture. and practical benevolence, in which all 
Liberal-minded people can unite and work in harmony tor 
the moral elevation, intellectual improvement, social well
being, and constquent happiness or the human race. 

6 To secure to every child or this republic a secular edu
cation. 

These we thought were Liberal enough, and got no farther 
than indorsing the above. We hav not met since, and hav 
not yet rented a public hall, but on the birthday or Thomas 
Paine hav a grand ball and a short talk, when we hope to 
meet many or the Liberals or Aspen. ThoEe who wleh to 
know more abou\ the proposed organization can learn by 
calling on me at 787 Ute avenue. 

Liberals cannot do better than engage the Eervlces or J. 
D. Shaw to lecture for them. WM. MAsoN. 

Christians S1ww the Effects of Their Religion in Their 
Dishonest Lives. 
EAsT RANDOHH, N. Y , Oct. 25 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I see by your excellent paper that Rev. Mr. 
Talmage has repented-that is, he is "born again "-and 
now he thinks only good should be spoken about the dead. 
I wonder it Colonel Ingersoll converted him. It may be as 
Rev. Mr. Talmage nears the twilight, the purpling hill of 
life's uneven and zigzag path to the grave, he thinks it best 
tor him to reform and speak the praises or those who cannot 
spe!J.k back. Well do I remember how Doctor Talmage 
assailed the reputation of Paine, and Voltaire, and George 
Eliot. Well do I remember how the Christians cheered his 
abusiv and untrue statements. But Dr. Talmage is not 
alone; there are thirty-one million Christians in America, 
applauded by ninety thousand preachers who do nothing 
to increase the world's wealth, who acquiesce in this mean, 
contemptible business or speaking ill or those who do not 
patron\z ~ their gospel-shops or contribute to their support. 
And it is remarkable that so many women-intelligent, cult
ured ladles-will be hoodwinked and flattered by the very 

"A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a 
corrupt tree bring forth good fruit." And it makes no dif
ference how m~ny times you baptize a person, if they are 
dishonest they will be still. Ron. Mr. Holdridge sa'd the 
other day: " Robert, I thought when that young man was 
baptized he would pay that debt, but I guess he'll hav to be 
baptized again before he does." I said, "I think that will 
make no difference with him, Bon. Mr. Holdridge. It it 
will, the sooner you baptize him the better, then I'll admit 
you are correct." Truly, R. R. JoNEs. 

A Worker Against Our Intolerable Sunday Despotism. 
PoRTLAND, On~~:., Oct. 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Pursuing your suggestions as set forth in 
your paper of the issue or October lOth, relativ to the open
ing of the World's Fair on Sunday, I drew up a petition ad
dressed to the commissioners or this state, passed it among 
my fellow·employees or the Union Pacific System, and hav 
succeeded thus far in securing one hundred names; and 
mean to hav another hundred before forwarding it. I feel 
confident that if all our justice-loving friends would do as 
well there would be no hesitancy on the part of the directors 
to decide in favor or keeping the Fair open on Sundays. 
This is a:P. affair or national importance and as such ought to 
be treated regardless or the church, which cuts no sort or 
figure in our nation's ·affairs. 

I am an ardent admirer or your interesting paper, which 
comes to me regularly through the kindness of a relativ. 

I inclose you herewith a copy or the letters addressed to 
the representative or Oregon. Trusting that right will pre-
vall, I am " yours for the cause," A. G. CLARKE. 

PBTITlON. 
MRBBBS. MARTIN WILKINS AND HENRY KLIPPEL, World's 

Fair Commissioners for Oregon, Dewr 8irs: Intmmatirln has 
reached us. through a communication from Mr .. Benj. But
terworth, Secretary and Sollcltor-General of the World's 
Fair. that petitions will be received relativ to the closing or 
the Fair on Sunday, and which wlll receive due considera
tion when that subject comes up; therefore we, the under
signed, citizens and taxpayers of this city of Portland, Ore., 
desire to Pnter our earnest protest against the closing of the 
World's Fair on Sunday. In view of the Sunday closing 
thousands or our laboring classes who cannot possibly devote 
to it any other day or the week, will be deprived of a privi
lege that is their right as citizens, to view the display of the 
products or the art, agriculture, mining, etc., or not only 
our own country, but of the world. We hold that the 
churches as a unit hav no legal right to interfere in the affairs 
of state; therefore, we call upon you as our representative or 
this state to present, impartially, all the petitions you may 
receive bearing upon thl.s subject. Trusting that this may 
alRo receive your personal hearty approval, we beg to re. 
main, yours truly, A. G. CLARKE. 

(One hundred names, etc., to follow.) 

The Monster Catholicism Sharply Lacerated. 
ADRIAN, Mron., Nov. 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Copperheads can hardly be charged with 
meddling in our common schools and pulling down the flags 
-the school system does not interfere with that over
estimated class or people. The demonstration toward our 
school and flag matters is purely Catholic. If the Catholic 
religion is the simon-pure, unalloyed caper, and the pope is 
the vicegerent Christ on earth, and priests can for a pittance 
guarantett safe landing of souls, murderers or minor crimi
nals, into heaven, why do they squirm and expectorate such 
venom when they are referred to ? If their propaganda be 
infallible, why such uneasiness at what heretics may do or 
say concerning their sore.toeq Christ at Rome or subordi
nates-liars and thieves-who for a consideration of hard 
cash can avert the calamity or hell, horns, hoofs, tall, and 
all, and place the soul or the shrived in Elysian realms? 
The hypodermically (so to speak) applied unction to the 
soul or the penitent is administered through a source more 
criminal than the absolved one himself-ten times more cul
pable. Our institutions are menaced. The old flag of the 
republic, the nation's trade-mark, is being tabooed. Our 
educational institutions are being assailed by priest and 
minions. Ir you are not or them you are a target, boycotted 
in your legitimate pursuits. For a trifle or Peter's Pence the 
priest can absolve the false swearer, the incendiary, or those 
perpetrators of fouler crimes. Is such to be tolerated in the 
midst or this tree and patriotic people, the loyal Americans? 
That old incubus or cussedness at Rome is the devll.fish 
from which radiate tentacles gathering to its slimy embrace 
the unwary, as well as the vipers who prowl about seeking 
to absorb the life and liberty or this fair land. The pope is 
the head and center or infamy. He is not now absolute of 
all, as desired, but is wiggling to that distinction. The 
pope is the devll's kodak; he reflects his employer. The 
whole bent and aim or CatholLclsm is to exterminate every 
other moral or immoral faction that will not affiliate in its 
devilish method. The recent attack upon the flag, school, 
and teacher or an Indiana district was perpetrated by 
emissaries of the pope. You cannot lay the recent outrages 
to the door or the so-called Copperheads. I do not believe 
that there is a nativ-born Copperhead iu the North who 
would be guilty or pulling down the American flag from a 
Fchool-bulldlng, unless he be a Catholic. This monster, 
Rome; must be pruned or its grapnels and. consigned to 
Tartarean influence. This government must take heroic 
measures to abridge the encroachment or the hydra, Uathol
lclsm. It is fast assuming the long end or the teeter- board, 
and unless effectually squelched will soon be the fulcrum, 

basis, the whole teeter-board. Copperhea.dism is a trifle to 
pope or Catholicism. 0. 8. BARRETT. 

Will Spread the Good Word of Freethought. 
BuFFALO, N Y., Oct. 7, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please fl:~d $17, to be used as fol. 
lows : Apply $6 on my subscription ; then sand THE 
TRUTH BBRKER for one year to James H Penny and Charles 
W. ManJy.Deshon, Bailors' Snug Harbor, New Brighton, 
N.Y., also one year to Mrs. Elizabeth Lenaghen, Harriman, 
Tenn. I see In THE TRUTH SEEKER ot September 26Gb you 
say you will send it for $2 a year if some one will pay the $2. 
It some hav been quicker than myself and sent money to 
pay for the p!lper for these persons, then use this I send to 
supply some others who are in a similar situation. I hav 
been very busy or I would not hav taken ten days to mail 
this. The small draft or $5 send to the old veteran in Lib
eralism, Jeremiah Hacker. I am well pleased with THE 
TRUTH SEEKER as treating on Liberalism, until it comes to 
Spiritualism. When it gets to that point it or many or its 
writers attempt to write about what any well-informed per
son on the subjt>ct can BE'e at once they know nothing 
about. I sometimes wish D. M. Bennett could be in the edi
torial chair long enough to giv W ettsteln a piece or his mind, 
as he did T. Winter, or Cincinnati, 0., who was almost every 
week or two writing his anathemas against Spiritualism and 
Spiritualists. Ir Wettsteht would read the works of Pro
fessor Crookes, Wallace, ZJlner, and Robert Hare on Spiritu
alism, if he is an honest man he would not, in my opinion, 
be guilty or writing B'Wh an article as his In THE TRUTH 
SBBKER or September 26\h. He i~ much ll~e L!!.ncaster, or 
Eilgland, who attended two or three circles at Wallace's 
house and then gave his opinion or Spiritualism to the 
world. Not so with Wallace, who investigated the subject 
in every possible way tor six years before he published his 
views in his able work on Spiritualism. Since such lifelong 
Freethinkers as B. F. Underwood and wife, G. H. Walser, 
or Liberal, Mo., and many others I could mention, hav been 
able to see the truth or Spiritualism, there may be some 
hope for Wettstein and our good Editor, but I do not think 
there is any hope for Sister Blenker during her earth-life. I 
see quite a numbsr of our Liberalists are nearly ovsr tb.e bog, 
several of them editors or good Liberal papers. I think not 
one in a thousand has had the advantage I hav to investigate 
the subject or Spiritualism in all its phases or manifestation, 
as hundreds or medium,s hav been at my house from a few 
days to, in many instances, one month to a year or more, as 
previous to Mrs. Frank's death, which occurred seven years 
ago last month, I kept an open house for all mediums who 
came, free or any charge, for a term of something over 
twelve years, besides entertaining those who came from a 
distance to investigate. It was no uncommon thing that 
their stay extended to weeks, as they frequently came from 
other and distant states and from the other side or the Atlan
tic. Among the mediums were many or the most noted or 
modern times. It is some thirty-seven years since I com
menced to investigate the phenomena. I would like to state 
the circumstances and how I came to investigate, and some 
of my experiences, but my letter is already too long. 

A. H. FRANK. 

The Future. 
LEXINGTON, KY .. Oct. 30, 1891. 

MR. ED!TOB : Luther seemed to untie a Gordian knot, as 
he broke up a congestion of thoughts, p:>isonous and dis
eased, scattering the same to the winds (great is the man 
who can bear the contempt or the world for a good cause), 
but Luther only flirted with the Truth, after all-he did not 
win her noble heart. Bwedenborg remarked that. the future 
world was contained in the present, but alas, the greatest 
causes are hidden, and revealed often by disaster and ruin. 
Anarchy requires the complete perfection or individual~, 
who are to be a law unto themselvs. There will be no en
terprise or success in it without a leader or great abilities 
and courage, with that happy aggregation or intuitions so 
seldom seen-deep penetration into causes, with boldness to 
execute what he has the mr>ral audacity, the synthetic con
viction, to plan for the world's liberation. We want a genius. 
Voltaire says that customis stronger than nature. But all 
preconceived notions melt before the fascinating sagacitv or 
Li Hung Chang, the Chinese viceroy. A great military gen
eral must love life Hke the snail, and yet feel the burning 
ardor which may quickly consume the trail body. The 
world ill filled with impure An!l.rchy, from which it has de
rived no benefit-wild pulsations; heart and brains undis
ciplined; passions ungoverned; no sacred purity and moral 
principle, without which a seventh heaven would change ln. 
one day into a hell. No weeding or the infant mind, which 
by the merest chance becomes that or a highway rebber. 
This is free agency turned the wrong way. Education im
plies choice. 

But are freedom's pure expressions inc~~ontatlons, which 
can call forth every virtue ? Can the wings or Mr. Totten's 

·millennium rise from such a chrysalis ? Stronger motive than 
the world has yet seen will soon present themselvs, to satisfy 
the burning love of activity which givs life to the heart or 
man. What is our duty? To liv in luxury, greedy and 
degraded? The great mind or Tolstoi is not thus easily 
pacified. Love is the strongest cement known. He hal! 
plenty or that, and or course knows the secret or the uni
verse. 

How is it with the man who era wls at the teet or the 
powerful, which practice soon degenerates into baseness ? 

Stem, honest independence, hall l 
A man's a man for a' that. 

A groveling spirit is a mUlstone around the neck or· Lib
erty. U we hav not great leaders, or noble purposes, with 
a grand following, with everything useful in view, we shall 
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before long be astonished by the presence of mllltary com
maiitlerS::.Wfili their hosts, who like Tamerlane or Genghis 
Knan will swallow the fifth part of the world in their rage. 
The noble conceptions of art might save us. Then why 
sho1,1ld we stupidly listen to the news that there are parts of 
the world where armies are statloaed, perfect and unap
proachable, in.flrm drlll and experience, waiting tlll civillz~
tion has finished its Christian b:mq xet, gloated suffi.ciently 
ovel' its we11.k delusions, its fairy-like tales of holiness and 
heaven, its. vices and lies and murders; its feeding the rich 
and trampling the poor-waiting tlll the monster lies at 
their mercy supine and motionless like the boa constrictor ? 

ALRAZ,, 

A Christian Delegation Stopped This Man's Discussion. 
SALIDA, CoL., Oct. 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I should like a short editorial giving a con
cise statement of the·time that Josephus fimrished, and all 
his history is said to contain in relation to Christ. at~d 
whose history or histories would ba the most reliable to 
consult in establishing the claim that that chapter in Jose 
phus's works which relateg to Christ is a forgery. On 
looking over the lists of different publications I hav failed 
to fl. ad where his history cal!!. be obtained. Tnis, in discus
sions with Christians, is a very important fact to be 
acquainted with. Christians generally refer to Josephus in 
order to est~bllsb. the fact, a~ they claim, that contempo. 
raneous history sustains the New Testament account of a 
superior mln c"Uei Christ, and at the particular time when 

·it is said he lived. I am now having a tilt with some of the 
pious ones upon this point. I know that Gibbon and other 
historians state that Pliny, Benec;~,, and other ancient histo
rians are silent upon this point, but so far as I know they 
do not mention Josephus. 

Soma tim~ since, I held a dis~ussion with Christians 
through the local paper here, and when it grew too hot the 
editor of the p~per was waited on by a Christian delegation 
who claimed that their God had been insulted, and ordered 
Mr. Editor to desist, and he forthwith wilted. He cringed 
and fell at the feet of superstition, backing down into his hole, 
his teeth chattering. He meekly laid him down, submitted 
to b~ chained, and now reeds upon the crumbs that fall 
from Cil.ristian clnrity. This villag~ is notorious for its do 
nothing kind of Antichristians. Notwithstanding the ad
vancing intelligence and general progress that environs the 
peJple or a free governmant is constantly exerting itself and 
gr;~,dua\ly lifting the dark curtain of hereditary superstition 
from the eyes o! a progressiv race, the light must actually 
b~ forced up:m them and held directly in their eyes before 
religious bi~otry will admit a single truth. Inherited 
supernaturalism, the f.abuloua, the monstrous, that which 
neitb.qr the fool nor the wise man can possibly understand, 
is what the zealous supernatural religionists cling to most 
desperately. To undertake to persuade them that it is 
impossible to know the unknowable, is to them attacking 
an that is good and trying to demolish the superstructure of 
GJd and all that is ennobling. Having been nourished in 
the lap of credulity, I feel that I am capable of comprehend
ing its pern\ci ms eff3ct, and the great difficulty of freeing 
oneself from the bias of maternal instruction. 

H. MURRAY. 
LT;1is question is dealt with in an erHtorialin THE 'IRUTH 

BnK!i:R of April 18 1391.-Eo. T. S.l 

Rejected Communication. 
OHio AGo, ILL , ·Oct. 10, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I send you an article below just as it was 
returned to me from the Richmond press. After keeping it 
about two weeks they returned it to me without any com
ment. Here is success to you and your valuable paper. 
Givthem fits. Poke them up with a long pole. Some of 
them are too filthy to poke with a short one. 

As ever, yours, I. C. KuGORE. 
QUAIL ON TOUT. 

''And there went forth a wtnd from the land, and 
brought quails from the sea, and let them fall by the camp 
as it were a day's journey on this side and as it were a day's 
journey on the other side, round about the camp, and as it 
were two cubits high upon the face of the earth. And the 
people stood up all that day, and all that night, and all the 
next dav, and they gathered the quails. He ~hat gathered 
least gathered ten homers; and they spread them all abroad 
for themselvs round about the camp. And wnile the flesh 
was yet between their teeth ere it was chewed the wrath of 
the Lord was kindled against the people. And the Lord 
Pm'ltP. the people with a very great plague "(Num. xi, 
31-33). 

This Bible story of the quails beats Munchausen's wildest 
imagination. Suppose we make some calculations as to the 
probable number of quails brought from the sea to the 
children of Israel. A Bible day's journey is thirty miles, 
and as it was a day's journey on either side of the camp it 
woulrl he six•.y miles in diameter. Now, Equare this and we 
hav 3,600 square miles; and if we n<J.'Ctllate in circ·ular 
measure. as should be done, it would be more, hut we will use 
square measure only. Now, there are 27 878 400 Eq •1are feet 
in a square mile. nonsrquentlythere would be 100,362 240,000 
square feet in 3 600 equare miles. It says the quails were two 
cubits high. 'l'hat w mld be thirty-six inches. Now take a 
box one foot Equare and three feet h!gb. and you can put in 
at least fifty dead quails, but we will say tLirty live to be in 
reasonable limits. We now multiply the above number of 
eq uare feet nf Rurface covered with qua Us by thirty and wlll 
get 3,016,867,200,000-three trillion sixteen billion eight 
hundred and sixty-seven million two hundred thousand
quails, a number beyond human comprehension. There 
never has been this number of quails altogether on the earth 
in six tbotJBand years. According to Moses there 
were 600,000 people in camp, but B"~me commentators think 
that there were not more than 40,000. However, we wlll 
take the number given bv Mo~es. This would glv every 
man, woman, and child 5,018,112 quails. Now, what would 
you thi:ak of the wiedom of a creator who would send you 
over five million of quails, even if you were hungry as a 
bear? 

Then again, how could the people move about or do any. 
thing with quails three feet deep at every step? And just 
think how many would be smothered to death and die for 
want of water and food. Why, the dead ones would create 
such a stench that no human bemg could liv within miles of 
the place, let alone in the midst of them. It says the peop'e 
stood up two days and a night and gathered quails. 'l'he 
people stood up, that is, men, women, and ch1ldren stood 
up, two days and a night. Can anybody believe th~t all 
those people stood up for sixty hours? None but t.he most 
ignorant and superstitious could believe such stuff. 

Now, if you wlll look in the same ctl.apter you will see 
that the children of Israel were complaining to Moses what 
a good time they had when they were in Egypt, and what a 
bad time they were having in that desert land. Then it 
goes on to state that Moses promised them that he would 
call on God and see what could be done for taem: Well, 
Moses did call on God, and he came down and they had a 
talk:, and God promised the people meat. That was the 
food they wished f·Jr, and God said to the people, "You 
shall hav meat. You shall not eat one day, nor two days, 
nor five days, neither ten days, nor twenty. dayF, but even a 
whole month, until it comes out at your nostri's." Now, 
does he fulfill his promis to the people? And it say11 the 
le~st anyone gathered was ten homers. Now, a homer is 
a little more than eleven bushels, so that the poorest worker 
gathered one hundred and ten bushels. Buppoqe we say 
they averaged fifteen homers, that would be 33tl,OOO 000 
bushels of quails they all gathered. And it says, "They 
spread them abroad." Now, where did they spread them, 
seeing that sixty miles in diameter was covered three feet 
deep with quails? 

I; also appears that the L1rd treated these people with 
cruelty, entirely the opposit of wisdom, goodness, and 
power -the attributes of a creator-for after all their hard 
work gat}l,et:Ing the quails. cleaning, etc., and while the fle3h 
was between their teeth, the Lord got mad at them and 
smote them with a very great plague, and thous~~onds or 
them died 1\nd they never knew what for. 

It is just such Munchausen stories as the above in the 
Bible that outrage common sense and reas~n, and make thou. 
sands discard the book: altogether, notwithstanding there 
are m'lny good things in it. I. C. KILGORE. 

P S -Friend Holme, U you are not Liberal enough to 
p•1blish this, please return to the writer and oblige, 

I. C. K. 

Tllose Financial Questions Answered. 
CROOK, NxB., Sept. 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: My time being otherwise occupied sincere
ceiving THE TRUTH SEEKER of 12~h instant, I did not see 
friend Shumaker's answer to my questions till this morning. 
When I read, "Money and the mechanism of exchange is 
a science with principles just as flx:ed and deflnit as the rules 
of arithmetic," I expected to find on reading friend Shu. 
maker's answer some evidence of the truth of said statement, 
especially after being assured a little further on that the 
blaze of Colonel Ingersoll's " headlight" had flashed " upon 
the field." But lo, when I read that money was-" coined 
metal,'' I felt to exclaim, surely the "ignorance" of the 
writer "is simply astonishing." No political economist wlll 
bear you out in any such definition of money as that, friend 
Shumaker. One of the greatest statesmen that this or any 
other country has ever seen, Henry Clay, says : · '' Whatever 
the government agrees to receive as payment of public 
dues, iS money," etc. 

Encyclopedia Britannica says: "Money is the name given 
to the commodities or articles which the people use as 
eq,livalents for their services and for whatever else they may 
hav to dispose of." 

John Stuart Mlll says: "The functions of money are p~r
formed by a thing which derives. its powers of performing 
them solely from law, or the express wlll of the people, and 
this is quite sufficient to confer the powers, since nothing 
more is needful to make a person accept anything as 
money." 

Buckley, in his "English History of Commerce," says: 
" When it is once clearly understood that gold and silver 
are not wealth, but merely the representative of wealth, and 
that monev is of no possible uae to a nation except to meas. 
nre [pricP] and circulate its riches, all the old notions of the 
supreme importance of the precious metals wlll at once fall 
to the ground." 

Prof. John M11.guire says : '' Money is a token of sovereignty 
based on the powers of a nation to support its laws. The 
ques\ion of redeemablllty or convertiblllty is absurd. The 
power that issues money is supreme, and the idea of basing 
th11.t token of supreme powers on a commodity, as gold and 
silver, or anything less than supremacy of a nation, is 
ridiculous In the extreme." 

Charles Morgan, the great French writer and political 
economist, says: " When the laborer receives his wages in 
money he has not received an equivalent for his services or 
work, but only something which wlll enable him to get 

·what he wants." 
Money " is a medium of exchange, a representativ of 

value.'' All the value that money possesses is its legal value 
and what is given it by supply and demand. If money is not 
a creation of law only in the same "sense that a gunboat 
is," the flash of that headlight must hav knocked you 
crazy. I can build as many gunboats of the same dimen
sions as I choose, and no United States marshal or other 
officer of the law wlll get after me. But do not you go to 
monkeying or trying to ·make money. You see there is a 
big difference, after all, between the making of money and 
the making of gunboats. Money is a creation of law and 
nothing more. 

3 In your answer to the third question, you speak of 
different kinds of money issued by the nation. There are, 
there can be, no different kinds of money. It is either 
money, or else it is not money. When you talk of different 
kinds of money, you are talking unscientifically, and some
thing that would not square with any "r'tles of arithmetic." 

4. The act of April 2, 1792, made the European, Mexican, 
Central American, and South American coins a legal-tender 
money of the United liltates. Over fifty years thereafter 

Collgress passed an act withdrawing the money quality 
from all foreign coins. You see the law both makes and 
unmakes money, and it is clearly within the province of the 
gavernment. No "usurpa•.ion," nor no one "wronged." 

8. H "not called money," why, of course it is not money. 
Whether anyone would take it for what it was worth 
si~rnifles nothing. 

9 Bob's . headlight played the very devil with you here. 
The money of each country would hold the same relation to 
business that does the money of to.day, and prices would 
remain the same, and all exchanges made between each 
other would go on 'just as though there had been no change 
as to the material used in making their money impress, 
and all b'l!ances would be made with what the parties 
wanted, whether gold bars or white beans were used. 

10. Tile only pnsible me11.ns or way by which we Cin 
know the intrinsic value of any CJmmodity or product. is 
the uses it can be put to in advancing civllizitlon and adding 
to human comfort and happiness. 

11. In the comp~rison with other metals, zinc, lead, tin, 
copper, and iron all hav a much greater value intrinsically 
than gold or silver. Ia the manufacturing of implements 
and other uses they are much more conduclv to man's 
happiness. And your question, my dear sir, about the watch 
and spoon, if anything at all, is unadulterated sophistry. 

12. Tb.at "they are cain able," etc., no one will deny, bJt 
that "they hav a high intrinsic value'' is not true, nJr is 
it the reason for their being used as a representativ token 
(money). The first President Harrison nid: "If there is 
one measure better calculated thaa another to produce that 
state of things where the rich are dally getting richer and the 
pJor poorer, it is a metal currency." The reason, sir, is 
•hat the few who control the gold and silver can force the 
many (who-would hav no use for it were it not for the law 
m'l.king it money) to deliver up the products of their lab >r, 
because the law compels them to get it in order that they 
may make settlement with the tax.gatherers. 

13. "Iron is worth about three cents a pound," etc. 
Thunderation I Wnat wlll the boy ny now taking le>BJnB 
in "science" and arithmetic " rules?" There elm be but 
one CJrrect solutiO!l to any problem, m:~.sters, and you hav. 
already said th'l.t money was " coined matal." Try again, 
glvus a go:>d rel>On if you can, a!ld willie you are thinking 
about it see ir you Cin flgJre ou \ by those " rules " how the 
thing that represents so:net'ling Cin be the something. 

14. Yes, and one peck: of beans is w.>rGh ju:;t ag much as 
another peck: o! the same kind o! bea!ls, bIt th!l.t does not 
answer the question ag to their value by a darn site. 

15 "Just as m:~.ny dJl!ar.s a:; he can induce the other 
puty to giv him" Oil, ho, that" he!l.dligh~" says he w.Ju!d 
be getting g1ld and silvw for it. Alter le~rnei men solve a 
problem, they are of the nme oplnloa-thatthey hav re~ched 
a ftiCt. 

16. "No more tb.an the value of a bushel of wheat," etc. 
I never hav s.een any law that said wheat or any other prod
uct should be worth just so much par grain or pound, but 
It does fix: the nlue of 25 8 10 grains .of gold at 100 cents. 
Gre1ter or lesser dollars Is bJsb.. You are very unscientific. 

17. You do n>t an'IIVdr. You st~nd in need of a little 
more B()ience. 

18. You say, "I think not." More "ignorance." It is 
indeed " astonishing." It has been almost constantly fluctu
ating and changing. Bee Frederick Eden's " Table of 
E aglish Money." Also " Doubleday's "Financial History 
of England." 

19. Who said it was not worth. as much as coined gold? 
Coined gold wlll not buy one particle more of flour, potatoer, 
rice, butter, milk, sugar, postage stamps, or anything else 
in this country. A silver dollar is equal to gold in every 
spot or place. Somebody has been lying to you or else you 
hav run against another "headlight." 

20. More ignorance. Not "because the cost of coinage 
was higher," but because it was claimed to be nec~ssary to 
prevent exportation, lest the people be robbed of their small 
change. 

21. Ignorant as ever. The fellows that carry their money 
in "sacks" or " carts" were never afraid of being caught 
"a IVay from home." No, sir; it was one of the first steps 
to fasten upon us the British system of finance. Britain 
failed to conquer us with the sword and bayonet, but she 
will, with such fellows as you and Bob helping her, hav us 
cringing slaves to her tyrannous financial system, in leas than 
ten years. 

22. The rich man wlll never climb" Jacob's ladder with" 
or without them either. They were not made for him. 

23. Properly answered, would be : Stagnation of business, 
financial failures, in the one where leaving; a revival of 
business, thrift, enterprise, where going. 

24 Mv near sir, HI was trumping up a charge against you 
of a $10,000 debt when you did not OIVe me but $100, and 
yc>ur proof wa~ g<>od, you would be looking for a money of 
value made by law that you could make a tender before the 
court or a witness of that $100 legal value, and you would 
not care what that impressed legal thing was if it had the 
power to relieve you of all the costs of the case. As to 
which, you know, or ought to know at least, that unless you 
made that tender, though I only got the judgment for $100, 
you would hav all the cost to pay, and otherwise if yoar 
tender was a money of legal value the cost would be on me. 

Money, my dear Air, is of all things the most valuable, and 
all that value which it does possess is given to it by law. It 
is made the representativ or all value, and also of your 
Uberty. It frees you from debt with a kind of power that 
nothing else has or can hav. Money has many functions and 
much power. But, my dear air, you nor Bob never has 
seen a dollar of m'lney nor never will, and when you catch 
on to that scient!Jl.J principle of what is money, you will 
know more than you do now. W. P. BROOKS, 
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lld.lud br MISs suus H. Wo:01r, :~'all 
Bltw, Maa., to wlaOfll ail 0DfMIItiAwtlonsft» 

t\iB Oornw alaould bl ""''· 

" Between the dark and the da.YIIJrllt, 
When the night 11 beginning to lower, 

Oomel a. pause In the da.Y'I ooonpa.Uonl 
That 11 knowu a.l the Ohlldren•a Hour." 

Busybodies. 
It is a fact, a.s I've been told, 
•.rhat people in the days of old 
Got rioh in silver and in gold, 
No matter wh&t they bought or sold, 

By minding their own business. 
They did not try to wound one's fame 
Or slan!Jer one another's name; 
They oared not when yon went or oame; 
They pleased themselvs-yon did the same 
If it was our own business. 

And if a. man did what was right 
In his own mind and in the sight 
Of righteous law, by daY and night 
He went ahead and fought the fight, 

Determined in his bnsines~. 
But in degen•ute modern daYS 
There's quite a. change in people's ways, 
And what a. person does or saYS 
Mn9t be held up unto the ga!lle 

Of everY busybody. 
And if YOn do not tell them, too, 
Where YOn are going and what to do, 
They get into snob an awful stew, 
They'll even wa.toh and follow you-,-

Theae verY bn•y bodie,. 
But if we take the pains to see 
Who these same busybodies be, 
We find there's not a he or she 
Who has a. decent history, 

Among these busYbodies. 
But let,ns no more notice take 
or evil tongues; but for their sake 
We'll hope and pra.Y they soon may wake 
From wickedness, and moneY malle 

By mindinq their own business. 

The Results of Rnm. 
What doth result from this demon drink ? 

Mieery, mendicancy, woe, and want, and 
last, but not least, disease, despair, and 
death. Intemperance dwarfs our youth; it 
brings brutality upon the blushing cheek of 
beauty. It makes men murderers, and wives 
widows. It bears the iorch of Tophet, and 
its tendency is to trammel the thought. 

It makes fond fathers forsake their fire. 
sides, fair wives, and beautiful babies. 

This demon drink drives men to despera. 
tion, and women to be waifs and wanderers. 

This bottled beverage contaminates char. 
acter, aud manacles the mind. 

Alcohol is an abomination ! a curse to 
civil\zation, a foe to freedom, and a friend to 
famin. This demon drink drives the dagger 
to the heart of doting mothers. 

It brings beggary to our brightest and best 
boys. This spirit of Satan sends our sons to 
suicide, and makes our offspring outcasts 
and orphans. It drives our sisters to suicide. 
It makes our friends fear their fellow.man. 
It condones crime, and condemns character. 
It murders morality-a villain to virtue, and 
is pernicious to the pursuit of pleasure. 

It valls and veneers vice, and hates human 
happin;sP, and also execrates that which en
nobles and elevates. It is the shield of sad
ness which hurls men to madness. Its nox
ious result is the ruin of our nation. Rum 
ruins that which is royal and superb. It is 
tearless as it tears the white throat of youth, 
as they thoughtlessly totter to a premature 
tomb. IG is a torchbearer of treachery, 
thralldom, thievery, and tremens. 

It is the blood of burglary, the vim of viL 
lainy, the crumbs of crime, and incites the 
incendiary. It is the health of hlgb.waymen, 
the tonic of thieves, the guest of the gambler, 
and the rendezvous of rioters and robbers. 
It is the vampire of virtue, and cobra of 
crime. It severs affection from the soul of 
the suitor and hurries him to the gallows. 
It is the inspiration of insanity, the compan. 
on of crime, and the bosom friend of beg

gary. It is the fell destroyer of the family 
around the fireside. It is the will-o'.the-wisp 
of tatters and termagancy. 

It is a hemorrhage of the father's heart, and 
mlsery to mothers. It dissipates our daugh. 
ters, and defl.les our sons. Rum I It cor· 
rupts the citizen, pollutes politics, and de. 
stroys scciety. It is a libertin to our legisla. 
tors, and a gehenna to the government. 

Alcohol is an accurse_d stuff, and is Satan's 
phere. Rum is repugnant to reason. 
Rum is a rebel. 
Rum rots the velvety cheek of comeliness. 
Rum breaks the body, and paralyzes the 

•urse. 

.Rum degrades, deforms, and deals despond
ency and death. 

Rum means by its free use, misery, mean
ness, and malevolence. Oh I the tragediet 
that are daily enacted by this tophetic tip
plillg. This evil should be eradicated by the 
strong arm of society. A home is a heaven 
when its occupants abstain from this accursed 
abomination I Otherwise, to contrast the 
comparison, a home is a veritable hell (that 
pagan myth) when its occupants are addicted 
to this hellish habit I I would counsel the 
lassies contemplating the connubial state to 
reject the suitor if he indulges in a social 
glass. Would you tolerate a man to touch 
your rosy face and round form whose breath 
bespoke a bacchanalian? Would you plight 
your troth to a man who tarried about the 
tavern regaling his roystering ragamuffins 
with time-worn, worm-eaten, weather-betiten 
yarns? Boys, do not pawn your birthright 
for pauperism. Do not exchange your "in
herited excellences for the almshouse, the 
asylum, or probably the penitentiary or 
hangman's halter. CHAs. D. MoBBIDB. 
Bam~th, Ill. 

What Is a Fetich f 
" What is a fetich ?" asks one of our bright 

correspondents. 
To answer concisely and to the point : It is 

superstition. The little girl who hugs her 
doll and talks to it, believi11g it knows what 
she says, is a fetich-worshiper. Ancient un
civilized and unenlightened people were 
great in their various kinds of fetich wor
ship. High mountains, big trees, animals, 
goats, sheep, snails, crocoailes, great snakes 
and little ones, and other living creatures, 
hav been made use of as fetiches. 

These are natural fetiches. Then there 
are made-up fetlches of wood, stone, iron, 
copper, etc. They are rudely shaped, in im. 
itation sometimes of a human being. This sort 
of fetich is kept in houses and h1 temples built 
expressly for it. The silly worshipers think 
it can answer prayers, and carry presents to 
it as well as food ; but if the prayers are not 
answered, they fall upon it in anger, ·and 
break it in pieces; yet they will immediately 
make another to take its place. Great festi
vals and feasts are made in their honor, and 
sacrifices of living creatures are offered up 
to them. 

Fetich worship is yet carried on in some 
parts of the world among low, savage tribes. 
And many people among civilized nations 
still cling to fetiches, although they would 
resent the insinuation with indignation were 
one to tell them about their fetiches. 

S.H. W. 
--------~~-------

Blissful and a True Philosopher. 
Little Tim and· his widowed mother lived 

in a very destitute way and suffered fer 
many things needful. The bedding was 
scant and one bitter cold night his mother 
took down a partition door to cover his high
sided bunk, or bed ; after she placed it 
across the bed Tim said: "Mother, what do 
poor folks do who don't hav doors to cover 
up their little boys with ?" Take things 
philosophically-make the best of every-
thing. UNOLB JAOK. 

Her First Day at School. 
There was a very tlmjd little girl among 

the many new pupils who applied for admis
sion to the Brooklyn schools when they 
opened the other day. Sne was from the 
country. It wac:~ her first month of living in 
the city. The teacher took down the names 
of the new children. The little glrl from tl:e 
country gave her name shyly. No one heard 
it but the teacher. She also t')ld her the 
name of the street wherein was her new city 
home, but when she was asked the number 
she hesitated. She had never heard of num. 
bers to the houses. The houses in the 
country did not hav numbers. But a bright 
idea struck her, and she answered brlghtly, 
"If you mean the rent, we pay ten dollars." 
Then everybody laughea, and the little 
country girl colored and was sorry she had 
come to the city. 

Some Funny Answers. 
.For origintllity, not to say humor, com

mend us to the answers in examination 
papers. Here are two or three which an 
E aglish bishop vouches for. A child was 
asked to giv some account of Oliver Crom
well, and volunteered the information that 
tbe "Protector" was very unhappy and 
dreaded assassination. On his death-bed 
he cried, " If I had served my God as I 
served my king I should not thus be for
saken in my old a~~;e I" Another, evidently 

with temperance proclivities, defined syntax 
as "a dooty upon aplrits.'' One smart youth 
who was asked by an examiner " Could 
your father walk around _the world ?" was 
equal to the occasion. " No, sir/' said he. 
'' Why not?" "Because he's dead.'' 

The Stupid Boy. 
Never set a boy down as stupid because he 

does not make headway at school. Many of 
the most celebrated men that hav ever lived 
hav been set down by some conventional 
pedagog as donkeys. One of the greatest 
astronomers of the age was restored to his 
father by the village schoolmaster with these 
encouraging words : " There's no use paying 
good money for his education. All he wants 
to do is to lie on the grass on his back and 
stare at the sky. I'm afraid his mind is 
wrong." Scientific men hav often been 
flogged for falllng into brown studies over 
their books, and many an artist of the future 
has come to present grief for drawing all over 
his copy book, and surreptitiously painting 
the pictures of his geography. Your genius, 
unless musical, seldom proves himself one in 
his childhood ; and your smart and self· 
sufficient piece of precocity, who takes all 
the medals and is the show scholar of the 
school, often ends by showing no talent for 
anything beyond a yardstick. Sir Walter 
Scott was called stupid as a child, and it was 
not even considered at all to his credit that 
he was fond of " sich trash " as ballads, and 
could learn them by heart at any time. The 
boy who really worries you by being so 
unlike his bright brothers may be the very 
one who will make you proud and happy 
some years hence. Take that for your com
fort. 

Correspondence. 
SoUTH BR.UillTRB.B, MAss., o~t. 23, 1891. 

Da:AR Miss WIXON: We are all Freethmk
er~:~ 1n this family, and therefore we are not 
considered as good as other people ; but it 
makes no difference, we do not feel bad 
about it. I shall go to the high sohool next 
year if I am alive, but I shall feel badly, be
cause my present teacher is as Liberal as I 
am, and we hav fun in talking over different 
religious matters. There is a boy that goes to 
my school w.b.o told me the other day that I 
was going to hell. I asked him where it was, 
and he said it was under the earth. Now, if 
you can tell me where under the earth is, 
I should like to know. He is very sure that 
there is a place there. Yours very truly, 

CHAS. SUMN:U:R PAGB. 
[Ooly the ignorant and bigoted believe in a 

lit"'ral hell in these days ; and only the cruel 
and vindictiv desire that anyone shall go to 
such a place. Charley is worth a thousand 
such sllly believers. Study hard, learn all you 
can, and pay no heed to any foolish trash 
uttered by the unthinking and weak. Be 
worthy of your illustrious namesake-Charles 
Sumner.-En. C. C.] 
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A.. Erwin, Murray. 

ILLINOIS. 
Mra. B. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., ChicQgo. 
Post-ofil.ce News Co., 103 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State st., and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
J. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., C~ieag'>. 

UiiDIANA. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Far, South Bend 

LOUISIANA. 
Qeo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., Ne" Orlean6. 
AJ.. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

MAINR. 
N. G. Fessenaen 434 Congress st., Portland, 

IU.tiSACBUSBTTS, 
Colby & Rich, 9·Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bra's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78i Front st., Worcester. 

KIOBI&A.N. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
Chas. Bacht.... Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., 

Grand Hapids. 
C. Bolton &Co .. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 

IUS SO UBI. 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., St. Louia. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 

N.BW J.BRS.BY. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C1ty. 
NBW YOBX. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Bumton & Co. 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor. Essex& Grand sts., New York. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
R W. Turner. 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 320 West st. New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
G3orge Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts.. " 
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J . .King.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
I. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. · [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBGOI!l. 
B. F. Hyland, Corvallis. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st , Portland. 

PBNNBYLV A.NIA. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phlla. 
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. 1lu Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and :rriarket sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
BI'IOD.B ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSS.BB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXA.S. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Thea. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea, 1116 Main st .. Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 Elm st., E~st Waco. 

UTAH. 
John A. Jost, Ogdeh. 
Renry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

W ABHINGTON 1'BBBITOBY. 
Stine BTos., Walla Walla. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

•l!l&LA.ND. 
Watts & Co., 17 Johnlon'l Court, l!'leet at., 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. 8. W 

l!lBW ZBAL.A.ND. 
A. D. Willis, Waneanui. 

BING, B.BOTHI:GBB, BING" 
tTS.B THB 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In your meetings, to make them livelY and inter
esting, THB LmEB.U. HYMN-Boox contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It it hil[!!ly recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
!>anon. Wriaht, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. PricE~~ 
• GellllMI. Mdren 'llml 'l'atrm SuUJt Ow. . 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., says 

Kennedy's Medical Discovery cures 

Horrid Old Sores, Deep Seated 

Ulcers of 40 years standing, 

Inward Tumors, and every dis

ease of the skin, except Thunder 

Humor, and Cancer that has taken 

root. Price $1.50. Sold by every 

Druggist in the United States and 

MYTHS AND MYTH-M,KER\1
• BIBLE-WHENCE AND WHAT~ 

Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by 
Comparative Mythology. 

By JOHN FISKE, M.A., LL.R, of Harvard College. 
Price, $2. 

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B 

Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through 
Mrs. F. R .McDougall and Mrs. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] 
Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN.· 
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham. 

med, to which is added the Life of .Moham· 
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in Arabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 

By R. B. WESTBROOK, D. D., LL.D. 
Price, $1. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. 
By J om; STUART MILL. 

Price, $1. 

A. Legacy to tbe Friends of Free Dis
cussion. 

By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral Phi

Janthropi9ts, at l'ammany Hall, New YorK 
Price, $1. 

A.POCRYPIUL NEW TESTAMENT. 
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus 

Chnst and his Apostles, and not included 
in tile New Testament, 

Canada. Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia. 
Price, • - • • $1. 

logues on Natural Religion. A.STRO·THEOLOGICAL LECTURES. 

ThB Modem Science EssaJist s~~;~I;~;;~N IN A~~e, ;~;s, 
By REY. Ron'T TAYLOR. 

P1'ice, - - • - $1.50. 

Ten Oems Each. 
1. HERBERT SPENOEB : Hie life, writings, and 

philosophy, By Mr. DANIEL GREENLEAF 
THOMPSON. 

2. OHARLES ROBERT DARWIN : His life, works. 
a.ndinftnenoe. By Rev. JoHN W. OHADwrox. 

. SOLAR AND PLANETARY EVOLUTION: 
><ow suns and worlds come into being. BJ 
Mr. GABBET P. SERVISS. 

4,. EVOLUTION OF THE EARTH : The story o1 
geology, By Dr. LEWIS G. JANES. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LIFE : How lit• 
begins. By Mr. WILLIAM PoTTS. 

6. EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE: The orde1 
of zoological evolution. By Dr. BosSITEE 
RAYMOND. 

7. 'l'HE DESOENT OF MAN: His origin, antiQ· 
nity, growth. By Prof. E. D. OoPE. 

8. EVOLUTION OF MIND : Its nature and de
velopment, By Dr. ROBERT G. EOOLES. 

9. EVOLUTION OF SOOIETY. BYJA.MEsA.Sxu .. 
TON. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. By Z. SIDNE1 
SAMPSON. 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. BY DB. LEWU 
G.JANKS. 

12. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. By NELSON O. 
PABBHALL. 

lll. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUt' 
THOUGHT. BY JOHN w. tJHADWIOX. 

a. PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. By STABB 
HoYT NIOHOLS. 

15. THE EFFEOTB OF EVOLUTION O"N THl! 
OOMING OIVILIZATION. BY MINOT J 
SAVA!iE. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

FORCE AND MATTER; 
OR, 

Prluciplt>!! of tbe Natural Order 
of tne Universe, With a ~ys

tem of JlloraUty Based 
Theoeon. 

BY I'Bol!'EBSOB LUDWIG BUOI!NER, M.D 
00NTENT8: 

Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (TeleologY), 
Immortahty of Forca, Man, 
Iofimty of Mi!.tte"• Br&in and Mind, 
Y.fl.lne of Matter, Thought, 
Motion, Oonscionsness, 
Form, Sea.t of the Soul, 
Immutability of Natural Innate Ideas, 

Lawa, The Idea of God, 
Untversality of Natural Personal Oontinnance, 

Laws, Vital Forae, 
Tne Heavens, The Soul of Brutes, 
Periods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the Earth, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c In ding Observa-
Seonlar Genera~ion, tiona. 
Price $1.50. Address THE TBU'TH SEEKER 00 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
..6. .Nl/Jlt .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 

" TliiJ 8~ ituZf doth oall for instant 
remedy." 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

Cloth, $1; paper, :iO cents. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

LIFE OF 

By JEAN MESLIER (born 1678), T II E s A n B A T lf 
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 

Portrait. By :H. FARRINGTON. 

Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

.Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G, ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HA&Btl;)'I 

MaRTINEAU. 
Price, $1.50. 

------------------------
Infidel's or lnquirar'& Text- Book. 

Thirteen Lectures on the Jlible. 

By ROB'T COOPER. Price, $1. 

Origin and Development of Rell;
tous Idea~ and Beliefs. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observations on his Writings. 

By GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

& BITSINESS M.l.l~PS SOCii\.L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW-~. 

From ~t Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Pret-!ervative Against Religious Prejudices 

By BARON D'HOLBAOH. 
Price, - • - - $1. 

IT!timating in the Religion of Science. 
By HUDSON TUTTLE. [Spir.) 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents 1 cloth, 7 5 cents. 

Mortality or lhe Soul and the lm· 
mortality of I Is Elements. 

By A. s. DE l.>ELLEGIUNL 

Price, 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
Price, 35 cents. 

A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. ML B.BNIT.BTT. 

Price, 10 cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
Cilnrch Doctrlnu. 

A. Thorough Examination and Refutation of the 
Claims of tho Sabbatarians. 

Price, 10 cents. 

RKLIGION OF COMMON SENSE. 
By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICII, of Germany 

Price, 25 cents. 
---------------· 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION 
A Historical and Critical ReYiew. Witb Repi:e£ 

to an Objector. 
By GEORGE W. BRQ\YN, 11.D 

Price; 15 cents. 
---------------- --··-

A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS. 
By FRANCES WRJGIIT. 

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 
Greek philosopher, and the author. 

Price, 7 5 cents. 

AN EYE-OPENER 
"Citateur, Par Pigault." 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 
By ZEPA. 

. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Antiquity and Duration of the World 
By G. TOULllAN. 

Price, 20 cents, 

By GILBERT VALE. 
Price, 20 cents. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
Price, 15 cents. 

BHAGAV AD-GITA 
A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna 

and Arjuna. 
Tranelated by J. C. THOMPSON. 

Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN INDIA 
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 

· Revelation. 

By LOUIS J ACOLLIOT. 
Price, $2. 

BIBLE IN THE BALANCE. 
A Text-Book for Investigators. 

By REY. J. G. FISH. 
Price, $1.50, 

BIBLE INQUTRER 
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible, 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 
By .A.. JACOBSON". 

Price, 113 cents. 

By W. S. BARLOW. [Spir.] Price, !0 cents. B I B L E M y T B S • 
The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. 

BY HUBLBll"l and WAlDWAif. 
Price. I 0 oeDtA. 

Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Na
tions of Antiquity; Origin and .Meaning. 

Joshua Davidson: fCHABoD cRANE PAPERS. 

Copious Notes and Authorities. 
" Cyclopedia of Reference." 

Many Illustrations. 

:t.tODEIN IMI'l'A'riON or c:s:II.IS'l', 
A1 to his L!!e on Earth and his Communism. 

BY HB8. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Author of ••a. Protest ud a Plea,•• in Order or 
Creatwta. 

Cloth, 12mo, 279 pp., • • 75 Cents. 

W Thu book was suppres86d b1J th~ first Amer
ican publiBhw ... 

DaringlY witty and ine:~;pressib)y laughable 
• onslaughts on Ohristianity. 

Price, 10 cents. 

BLASPHEMY AND THE BIBLE. 
BY c. B. REYNOLDS. 

Price, 5 cents. 

For a.ll of the above boob address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00_,. 

118 LafaYO$te Pl., Newxorll. 

8vo, 600pp., price, $2.50. 

BIOGRAPHY OF SATAN. 
Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 

Fiery Domains. 
By KERSEY GRAVES. 

Price, 35 cents. 

T'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

IBLafaYOliie Pl •• NewYork 
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THE 

TRUTH SEElER liBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY, 

Subscl'ipt!on price, $3 per annum. 
No BOOKS ISSUBD. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

ers' Almanac ••••••.. • ••• •. · • • ••••••. · . . . . 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. Gar-

dener...................................... 50 
8 Age of Reason. Th_oma• Pame.... .... ••• 25 
4: Answers to Ohristum Queshons. D. M. 

Bennett .................................. . 
5. Ohristian Absnrditi~s. John P~ok •••••••• 
6. Victor Hugo's Orauon on Volta~re ....... . 
7. Ingersol.l's Address on Shakspere .•••••••• 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 

25 
20 
10 
25 

Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 
issued during the year. Single copies of each 
book sent upon receipt of Jilrioe. 

AddreeJ THE TRUTH SEEKER 00, 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Pretace b:v R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread Is the story or two yo11Jl8 

girls and a r,onnger brother who were left parent• 
less, with little money, fair educatlonhand mucn 
courage, to make their way tnrougn t e world bY 
g_oing to Ohicago. The antnoris also the heroin. 
'.rhe narrativ is, in the ma.in. a history of a work· 
ing girl's life and experience in the city of Ohioago 
among bluff business men, kind-hearted follts, 
and disreputable hypoorit·s. It is Just such a. story 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel Inger· 
soli to be interested in; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure tp be worth the attentioll 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
AND 

f Girard College Theology. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
Alii" ADDRESS 

B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

N6UJ York State Ba;r ABBociation, at .Albanv, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'rhe onlv Complete ana. Authorized Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TBUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Plaoe, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

AN EXPOS:&: 
Of the penersion of Stephen Gira.rd•smagnUI.oen' 

b~est to Philadelphia by the Ohristian 
- ohnrohes Qd Young Hen's 

Ohristian Assooia· 
Uon. 

BY BJOJI. Bo WESTBBOOll, D.D., LL.D. 
Priae S1, Address TllB TnUTH B!liBllllll. 

New Ellitlon, Revlsell\Bd Enlar&'ed. 

MEN, WO.MEN & GODS. 
BY HELEN H, ~ARDJiNER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Pri"e, (Jloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 llents. 
Tlw Trade Sunlied at I:Jp&JMl Discounts. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
ll8 Lafayette Pla.oe, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Price. 50 cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyZed," "The Real Blasphemers," " Spir· 

itnalism Sustained," ettJ., etc. 

Charles Watts's Works. ETHICS OF SCIENCE. The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in fni-nishin~ food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immeRse distribntioB it so riohl.v 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

The Teachings o:fSecularism Com· 
pared witlt Orthodox Christian· 
It}'. 96. pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea!!on, and Is It Sntncient to 
Meet the Needs of .uankt.nd 'l 
Debate between the Editor of the Halifax 
lilventng lfatl and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob Holyoake and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A. Kepi)' to Father Lambert's 
•' Tactics o:f In:lldels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Christianity: Its Origin, Nature~ 
and In:lluence. 32 pages. Price, 1o 
cents. 

The Horrors of the French Revo· 
Iutton : Tltelr Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con• 
structiv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontrad1ctory and Defeotiv ae an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

A=-nosticism and Christian Theism: 
\VblcBt utile More Reasonable 'I 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which 'l 24 
p_ages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The Superstition of the Christian 
l!iunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus. 
tioe. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glor}'" of IJnbel ef. 22 pages ill 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and tile Supernatural; or. 
Belief and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The A.mertcan Secular Union ; lh 
Necessit}'" and the Justice or IU 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo 
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages in cover, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumption : An Oper 
Letter to tbe Bqv, Dr. B. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. ,8. In this letter the following subjects art 
dealt with: 1. WI!¥ Do the (Jlergy Avoio 
Debate? · 2. The Position of Agnostioistt 
Toward· Christianity. 8. Freethonght ano 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference betwee1 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Ohrist and Heroism 
6. OhristiaJllty and Slavery. 16 Jilages. Price· 
5 cents. 

A.ddrs11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.faveU!> Pl •• New York. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT and win $748 CASH Prizes 
on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicines. 

Sample free. TerritGry. Dr. BrldKIDnn, 375 B'waytN• Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION. 
OB, TH.B 

Conflict between :U.eason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WI~DICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty . 
lll Literature . 

B)' ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Wal 
"Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents. 
lished at this omce. 

Pub 

BY 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Oritioal Review of the Religion 

of Man. 
OONTENTS: What is Religion 1 Fetichism. Phal· 

lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. Be· 
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo. 
lntion of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. <Jharter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
ciety to Oriminals. Duty of Belf-Onltnre. Mar· 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
B}' Edward Hellam}', 

Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book, and all wha arE 

free to receive new li!l'htwillfind in itsatisfa.oUor 
and inspiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The appeal iB a ways made to a man's reP.son. 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
ftshness.-[Boston Post. 

A suggestion of a really practicable and feast. 
ble social state great!}' in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrat1v is rich in its forecast oJ 
1\0tnal possibilities.-rBoston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; PaPer, 50a. 
Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FESTIV A.L OF ASHTA.ROTH. 
l tale of Pales ine, < onnded on the destruction of 

the Moa.bites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Price, 10 cents. 

DOWN THEY COl 
Best make American Btenwind Watches, 15 

jewela. aa~nsted, pat. rell'nlator, in ~ilv~>rine u••• 
onlY $11; m 3 onocA coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17 
(a. few years altO $60). In best 14 kt. fiiJ•d Jl"Old 
oases, open fstoe, $ ·o; hunting, f23 to $28: H kt. 
solid R'Ola. $40 to noo; sstme, not adjusted. f2 Jess: 
11 jwls. $~ ro. and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grad1 
watohE!B, !5 $4. and $2 50). 

THill PEBFi01'r.;D "OTTO WETfBTll'IN' 
W A.···oH, mnoh finer th~n "hove, full adjusted tc 
beat, cold, and position, 16 jwls, and all moder]) 
improvements, niokl"l movem .. nt, cased as above. 
$8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No one else in th1 
worJO sen<i~ out ~0 <>"OOd a watCh •t the pril'A 
LADI~~'S' GOLD BUNTING Al\IEBIOA~ 

WA""OHES, 1Mest styleP. best filled, 7 jwis. $ 7: 
11 jwls. $18 ro; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid R'Oid, ~10 
to flOO morP. All sent prepaid, kept inordfr on< 
year. ani! oo.•h refunded if not satisfactory. 

DI-'MONDS: in rinlls, nino. drops, stn>ls, etc .. 
$10: $15; u:;; $50: $HO to $1,000 per set. Oash re 
funded, if not 20 per cent below regular price 
anv time within nr~>• vear. 

WEDDING RINGS: Pla\n, chased, with pearls. 
emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnet-s 
tm·g_noioA, solitaires or combinat ons. a specialty. 

SUNDRIES : l{oR'ers Bros•. trip lA plated knives 
$1.75, forks,· 1.75; Tea spoons, n.so; TablAs, f8 43 
Best sneoto. in the world, $1: P•hbles, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $5 more (send line of finest print Yon oa:n 
read without gl••seR 14 inoheo from eYe~) ; Gol~ 
headed o~tnes, $8; $10; $15; $~0. :B•st razor-> 
lnxnrY-f2; Solid silver •PoonP, $1,70 per ounce. 
Ronveneir spoons, silver, '1.25 to $2; •rea SPt-s. 
$20 to f40; everything in tl e line of fanov tabl! 
silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gold pens. 
etc. All sent prenain (except cutlery) subj9ct tc 
exchange or cash back. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
Established 1857. B?obelle, Ill. 
Bend for nrioe l'sts, beautiful cards in color. 

and gold of my Freetbonght badges (large and 
smal'), tracts, pte. Free. 

Oloth, 12mo, Sl.. 

A.dcbeu THE TBUTH BEEKER. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OOLLEOTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and M'USic) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Scllools and the Home. 

OOliiPILED BY 

L. K. WASHBURN. 
PBIO.B, $1.50. 

Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

THE 

French Invasion of Irelan~ in '98, 
Leaves of Unwritten History That Tell of a 

Heroic Endeavor and a. Lost Opportu. 
nitY to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

B)' V A,LERIA.N GRIBA. YEDOFF. 
With a ma.p and numerous illustrations by well· 

known artists. HandsomelY bound in silk cloth. 
Ink and gold side stamps. Price, $1.50. 

The present volume is an effort to rescue from 
eomparativ oblivion one of the many extraordi· 
nary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war .•.• It points a moral that amidst repub
lican institutions like oars, will not fail r• oaive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand1 thA elevat
ing infin~nce of newly"a.oqnired ambision, • • . 
"'nd on the other the debasing effects of BeligionF 
.. nd "Political intolerance both on the tyrant and 
t.he victim. Oont.o.ins a heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Directory. 

$3 50PERDAY 
I ALL WINTER 

~:to; m;1S~E'" tsTOVEer~COiLiSH.'!. seW~g;r~~~~~;. 
qulrcd. No luu•d labor. .No du~t or dlrt. Alwny" 
ready for U@le. An :l.rtidc every hou;;ch'!pcr will buy. 
216,000 packages sold in Philadelphia. RxclU~lVC ngcnc.v for 
one or more counties given competent person. Write to-da.y 
enclosing stamp for par~icula.rs~ You will never rC!gret It~ 
4ddress, CHAMPION CO., ~6 N. Fourtb St., Philadclpbin, P~ 

A patiout writing from Da~enp~r-, Wasb., 
says: "Your r•mery is marvel1<'ns, and will 
aocc-moli•h w"•" '" said it will do. The vain, 
,.f which Is untold." 

IJ r, ~~[II~·'~ Ill•' 1 ~[ ~ ~ii~~ ~~~;~~:r.~;;~~~~ ~ _ Y, ~ \ -~ .1) '_ _ -~ [' J eortmcnt ct Views, illustrating .Ax.T, SciEJOcH, .BIS'l'onY, 
BELlaiOK, &nruTa.. il mense .. foromemu&eDlent and Parlor Entcrtulnmcnt, etc., notblng can i be found. as lnatruotive or amusing. Q:J Church Entertainments, l'ubllt! E.xhibi· 

tlon• und Pop· PAY wE L L o::J .A tJery profitable bu.sinus fur 
ular lUuatrat- a person with amall capitttl. We aro . 
ed Lectures • the ta.rgcet mnnuf:lcturcrs and dc·al· 

~:te~:~:~~~:: al~r p~.::r!~eo~0~~b[{cY0E~:~b~t!~~~~ 11e0:.,00 f~~d)i!KI~(J01J(~JJ.!~~ 
~:iiP!j~ nome this poper, and •end ror our 2 2 0 p A C E B O O K F R E E ':. 

McALLISTER, lllf"ir Optician, 49 Nall8au l!!treet. New Yol'k. 
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Tll.eu notices are for the benefit of Li~!!ls 
ttJho may be fJisitmg the pltUB8 ttJhere the&e socie. 
tks are located. Local Secular Unions and 
1! reethougkt Societies meeting regula!rly can 
ha'D their gatherings ad'Dertised. here free by f0'1'· 
ttJarding the nectJBBU/171 infO'I"'''UJtion. 

The .l.Uanhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every FridaY evening, at 8 o•olook, at Ger· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th street. Leot· 
nres and discussions. The pnblio cordiallY invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
Meets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock ai 
Liberal Lea~:.~e Hall, 177 Halsey st., cor. Market 
st., Newark, .N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
religions and social qneE~ions. Beats free and 
everYbodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Assembles every Sunday 
evening at 7:80. LectnreP, debates, and discus. 
sions on all important secular subJects. Pres· 
ident, HENRY BmD; Secretary, 00BA BELLB 
FLAGG. 

BrooklJn Pllllosophlcal A.ssocla· 
tlon 

Meets at Fraternity roomst.Beu.>~>rd avenue and 
Routh 2d street, Brooklyn, J!i, D., at 8 P.M., every 
Elnnday. Lectures folloll ed by discussion. Plat. 
form free. Oharles Monholland, secretary, 248 
B1·oadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pb.lladelpbla Liberal League 26·, 
meets every SundaY in Industrial Hall. Broad and 
Wood sts •• at 2:10 and 7 :ZO P.H. for lectures and 
free discussions on religions and sooial questions. 
Able spe&kersinterest the audience. N.B.-Trntb 
Beekerpnblioationsa.lwayson hand a toheap rates. 

The Secular Soclet}'" of Kent, o., 
Meets semi·monthly1 ftrst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M •• at the town nall. All friends of human 
onltivatioB are invited. I!IABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wrlg!tt Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bnn· 
days of each month at Independent Ohnroh, ai 
10:80 A.M. Free discussion on all Liberal subjects. 
Subscriptions to 'l'HE TBUTI!l BEEKER and rnvelt'· 
aator are solicited. B. G. SMITH. (lor. bb:l. 

Cllicago Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday FtVening at 7: ao P.H., e' 
Fort Dearb!>rn Hall, 181 West Madison street. 
and at 116 F1fth avenn~. Lectures and debates. 
Strangers from abro~> are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal CJiub 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening at 216 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture followecJ 
by debates. Th.e public cordially invited. 

San. Francisco, Cal., Freethough' 
Soclet}'" 

MeetR every Sunday evenfng at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Post street, at !l o'clock. A cordial invi· 
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY SundaY at 7;80 P.H. in Ma.odon
s,ld's Hall in Port Angele11, Wash. Leot· 
n~es, songs, and select reading. Discussion in
Vlted on all snbleots. Liberal literature distrib· 
nted free. FBANX MonsE, Oor. Sec. 

The West End Progressive Lib~ 
eral Union 

Of Los Angeles, 01\I., meets semi-monthly ftrst 
and third Bnndays,.at 8 o'clock, P.M.J_at Parr'l 
Hall. Everybodv invited. Mns. B. m.. BEBBA, 
·Pres.: J. H. McWILLIAMS, Beo. Sec. 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every SundaY at 2 P.M. in Grll.nd Arml' 
hall, Main street, Walla. Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Origjnal 
and Selected Beadings and Poems. A large val· 
nable library is at the service of members and 
friends. o. B. B&YNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. OALDEB, Sec. 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boed.er, Wash., meets every first and third 
Snnday m the month, at the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. The 
11reatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty." D. E. RICE, Pres.; 

J. W. BELL, Vioe·Pres.; 0HABLES SHEA, Sec. 

Fort Wortll. Tex., Liberal Club, 
Meets f!Very Pnnday at. Knights of J:i!'l;>Or Hall, 
1604 Mam street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. V1S1tmg Lib· 
erals invit~d to attend. OoL. A. RABBIS, Pres. 

IsAAc B. LEE, Sec. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

WUh J:l'jne Steel Engravt1111 or Senator Coni:ltng. 

Bound in black cloth, silver side stamp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Adilresa THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the Germ~~on by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
S"el engravings of this celebrated natnrallsi 

12Xl~inohes, Hnnabie 1<-• lf>-"-'""' • .~. .• vostpaid 
u .o ""'"'· lt.uartoll "J..I:lll. J .t;VLLl ii'l£.11.KEB. 
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A DISPAToH from Ireland says: " The 
priests hav infiaenced many of. the electors 
who are adherents of the opposing faction by 
telling them that they were not bound in con. 
science to keep the pledges which they had 
made to the Parnellites." 

8BLBOTION of the next pope from America 
Is talked of. 

'MORMONS will SOOn 
control the entire state of 
Chihuahua, Mexico. 

OwiNG to conspiracy 
to restore monarchy the 
BrazUian congress has 
been dissolved and mil. 
itary Jaw declared. 

TBB corruption of the 
Ruesian court of public 
ad ministration has been 
shown to be great, 
officers receiving five to 
twenty rubles a month 
being able to keep 
prlva te secretaries at 
one hundred rubles. 

0ATBOLIOB laud the 
late Bavarian· king, 
thouj.!h he was a foolish 
and bad man, because 
he resisted the extension 
Into his land of the Ger. 
man "kulturkampf "
that Is, battle f(>r culture, 
in opposition to Catholic 
echo ol control and 
obscurantism. 

0 

f. 

CODS AND RELICION8 WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 
ANCIENT aND OIODERN TI~s AND REFORJIEBS. 4 

JD..Jlj Bloera.pblea of 100 of the Leading Phlloaophera, 
Vol, I. Give a Pull Aooount of aU the Gods, In- Teachers, Skeptics, Innovators\ Pouders of 

eluding Jehovah, Satan, \he Hob' Ghos~. New Sonools of Thouht, Emtnen\ Seien-
.Jesus Ohrist, Virgin l!la.ry, and the Bible. Usts, eto. (who were not Ohristfans), 

svo, 885PJ>. Vol. U. Describes Pully all from the time of Menu to the pres-
the Religious Systems of the World, ent. svo, 1,075pp,, cloth, $1; 

6vo,957pp, Oloth,$3Jlervol.; the leather, til mor., g. e.,$(.50. 
2 vole., $5; leathef, $7 ; mo- BY D 111 BE""'""T'l' 

roooo, gilt edges. $8. • • ~,...,..,. • 
BY D.l!I.BENNET'l'. THE TRUTH BEEKEROO., 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 28LafayeUe Place, N. i'. 

JOB PREPARETH TO WORSHIP GOD. 

WB shoul!l do justice whether a woman 
was .made from a rib or from " omnipotence." 
We should be merciful whether the flood WBR 
general, or local. We sho-uld be kind and 
obliging whether Jonah was swallowed by a 
fish or not.-Ingersoll. 

FAR from being a check upon the passions 
or kings, religion, by its 
very principles, frees 
them from all restraint. 
It transforms them into 
divinities, whose caprice 
the people are never per
mitted to resist. While 
it give up the reins to 
princes, and on their part 
breaks the bonds or the 
soc'al compact, it en
deavors to chain the 
mind and hand@ ()f their 
oppressed subjects.
D'Holbach. 

STBIKING has been the 
history of hygiene In 
France; thanks to the 
decline of tbeolog'cal 
control over the univer
sities, to the abolition of 
monasteries, and to such 
labors in hygienic re
search and improvement 
as those of a succession 
of men like Tardieu, 
Levy, and Bouchardat, 
a wondrous change has 
been wrought In public 
health. Statistics care
tully kept show that the 
mean length or human 
life has been remarkably 
increased. In the 
eighteenth century it 
was but twenty-three 
years ; from 1825 to 
1830 it was thirty-two 
years and eight. 'llonths; 
and since 1864, thirty
seven years and six 
monthe.-Prof. A. D. 
White. 

WBNGBBIANG, U hi n a, 
reports that huge stones, 
tor lack of which it had 
had to pause in building 
a breakwater, hav been 
h u r 1 e d d o w n from 
heaven. The gov .. rnor 
of the district affirms 
their supematur(U origin 
proved by one of them, as 
big as a house, bearing 
seal cbaractere, two of 
which he has interpreted 
to mean " work " and 
"stone." 

Then Job arose, and rent his mantle, and shaved his head, and fell down upon the ground, and worshiped.-Jobi, 20. 
F J.NATIOISM ls,ln refer

encetosuperetltion, what 
delirium is to fever, or 

TBB faction which controls Chili Is Eaid to 
be practically owned by English commerc'al 
firms. The Chil!an press tJ>loks it feaa1ble to 

.procure EngliPh aid lf the United States de
clares war. Our cabinet's intentions are 
unknown. 

THIRD EDITION. 

Jtly Religious Experif'nce. 
By s •. P. Putnam. 

Price, 25 cents. 

Ol'HER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. 
ON the papal situation Dr. Phelan says : 

" No, I would not consider the exit of the 
pope a polit.lcal move, ae;upd'etat as it were, 
which would bring to thA immediate notice The New God. Price, 10 cents. 
ot the rowers his exact helplessness. If he The Problem of the Univers~>, and 
leaves Rome it will be only because he has its ~'~oientjfio solution, with some Crhioisms 
been forced to it to insure personal safety. of Un versology. Price. 20 cents. 
He will not leave Rome with the object or Waits and Wandfringl!', A Ne'.v 
returning to his ancient inheritance the more American story. Price, doth, $1 OJ; paper, 
speedily." 50 c•nts. "A prose epic of the war, rich with 

incident and dramatic power; brefZY from 
TBB German emperor 'has urged suppres- first page to last with the living spirit of to-

sian Of prostitutes and their·" ballies "-the day."-Jol!n SWtnton•s Paper. . 
Class known in France as " Alphonse" and 1 Th A R 1 Th Go den rone, omance. ' e 
in Germany BB "Ludwiga "-showing a author rertainly has genius. The divine 
commendable intention but advising un. creativ spa.rk is with him. The book is filled 
precedented and unwise measures. His with manly thoughts, expressed in manl:v 
Suggestions that lawyers refuse to defend wor•s-the transcrit>t of a. manly. mind. 

Every Liheral should read • Golden Throne.•" 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST PUBLISHED. 

There has jus~ been published for general ~ircu
lation a most mterestmg pamphlet, contammg a 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known wnters: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under
wood,_}:!atilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. t1enry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman, 
CajJt. R. C. Adams, Prof. A. L. Raws~m, Lyman 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pnngle, Wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev.]. C. Grumbine, 
J, J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J. 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum, 
Voltairine de Cleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Rich
ard Hodgson. 

The jJtiblication will be forwarded to any address 
in the United States or Canada on recetpt of an 
American two-cenU>_ostage stamp. 

Address FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE.,. 
'· Buffalo, N. JC, 

------------------------------
A 

rage to anger. He who 
Is Involved In ecstasies and visions, who takes 
dreams for realities, and his own imagina
tions for prophecies, is a fanatical novice or 
great hope and promis, and will probably 
soon advance to the h!ghe•t form, and kill 
man for the love of God.- Voltaire. 

MAN's ignorance has always taken refuge 
n the act of God as an explanation or what 

could not be understood. God wae supposed 
to cause cholera, plagae, and small-pox by 
direct exercise of his will, until the germ 
theory or disease showed that these calami
ties could be accounted for by natural laws. 
God made the lightning, in popular estima
ion, till Franklin flew his kite and brought 
t down from heaven to the realm of m.ture. 

-Robert a. Adams. 

immoral cases and that the public be ex- -Ingersoll, Price, st. 
eluded from such trials are condemned by Ingersoll and Jesus. A. conversation 
the press as distinct back steps in legal pro- in rhyme between ttle Nineteenth Oentnry 
cedure, imperiling the pure and independent Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 

CREDITING him with only ordinary talents 
and a school board education, Jehovah should 
hav produced a better book. There must be 
some reason, very real, but not very apparent. 
for his maundering imbecilities and slip shod 
blunders. After earnest but not prayerful llHQRT HISTOI) y Of THr B'.BlE•, studv, I think I hav discovered the reason I) ~ [. I of El Shaddai's literary aberrations. No 
man, and presumably no god, ca:ra produce 
a book that deserves to be read and to liv 
unless he be free from carking cares, the 
fight for bread and the mean little battle for 
boots. True, semi-immortal works hav been 
produced by those with thread. bare gar
ments and empty larders; but only when 
they hav been dowered with the rare gift of 
complete self-absorption, and hav been able 
to revel with kingly wealth in the dignity of 
their subject, utterly oblivious of common 
cares and domestic infelicities. Now, Jeho
vah.jireth may possibly not be gifted with 
the sublime self. absorption necessary to 
Btble-writing on severe and elevated lines. 
His domestic complications are, to put it 
mildly, strange. He had a son without hav
Ing a wife, and this sort or thing alone en
tails, as a rule, an amount of worry and 
moral unrest This worry and unrest is not 
likely to be minimized by the fact that the 
son of the author of the Bible is of the same 
age as himself, nor by the fact that this son 
had only a Ghost (a·'' Holy" one, however) 
for a mother, she being of the same age as 

administration of the law. it is show .A. there is much in h'armonybetween BEING 
ITALY concurs in Eagland's view that we them. Price, 10 cents. 

should not enforce or Chili a reparation Prometheus, A Poem. "It is A POPULAR .AOOOUNT OF THE 
whose counternart we denied Italy in the crammed with life, thought, and Profound FORMATION AND DEVELOP-
New Orleans affair. The Jtalia says : " The emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with 

Pxtraordinar:v beauty. "-Dr. Henru w. Bellows. 
United States hav one diplomatic r 11!e for Price, $1. 
Chili and another for Italy. All ~ankees D 't H L d H d" d 
unscrupulouslyfollowpolltic~ BB B business, Why on e en a an i an 
even when international affairs are con. ot.l!er Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents. 
earned. But the time may come when Adami and Heva. A poetic version 
Europe will lav aside petty differences and or the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
Call the United States to a more exact and which its superiority to the mutilated copy-

t.he Genesis legend-is shown. Price, 10 cents. 
precise notion of the law of nations." Fo~ all of the above Rildress 

h d h di f THE TRU rH SEEKER, 00., lN Rul!sia. BCOT~s oft ous\n B av ed o 28 Lafayette Place, New Yor!r. 
starvation and 32,000,000 are on the verge of 
it and will perish without f•,reign ald. 
"Such a situation," says a report, "is with
out comparable precedent In modern his. 
tory." And it is due solely to Christianity 
and despotism. In Orel outlawry prevails 
altogether. At Larvierze many splnn€rs and 
weavers rioting for bread hav been killed by 
soldiers. The population of all Astrakhan Is 
dyiog. Many vUl&ges in Perm are tnt,ally 
de 1erted Half the population of Bee z m Is 
dead. Poisonous herbs and earths are €&•eo. 
Samples of bread analyzed show seventy per 
c<'n\ sand and thirty per cent dele•erious 
v• g·table matter. A'wnman of Rat chine on 
re• ·I ruing from a search for food found all her 
c , q d ren d13ad, their stomachs filled with earth 
and rags. In Penza the body of a woman 
w o had died of heart disease was ~xhumed 
and eaten. Other cases of cannibalism are 
reported, especially of motherR eating their 
children In Nljni-Novgorod. FieldP, houses, 
and railroad card containing grain are 
despoiled. Trade is at a standstill, as the 
Jews are c~llin§ fq ~nry fl_cnt $? l_e~'v.~ t,lle 

flO»l1-t7f . 

THE 

CHAMPIONS . OF THE CHURCH: 
THEIB 

()rimes and Persecutions. 
svo. 1,119PP. Oloth, 13; leather, · U; moroooo, 

gilt edges, 14.50. 

BY D. Ill. BENNET'l'. 
Addre1111 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

28Lafayette Place, New York. 

FOR S~LIE. 
A Farm of 24 Acres. 

Splendidly looated. Rioh soil-can raise wheat, 
ba.dey. etc. Orchards produce largely. Honse, 
barn. and ~ther buildings in first-class condition. 
18 called "o. n>odel farm." Within a short dis
tance of N 'W York city. Price reasona.b'e on easy 
tqrms, Owner (\n old TBUTll8EEKEB subscriber) 
raUri~jt on account of old I!J&· 
• . _M!)_re~~ '&, WHJTE, 

P,!J »f.p~, ~. I. 

.M.EN1' OF THE OANON. 

BY 

BRONSON' D. KEELER. 

CoNTENTs.-The Hebrew Canon. The New Tes
tament. The Early Oontroversies. The Books at 
First not Considererl Inspireil Were the Fathers 
Competent T The Fathers Quoted as SeriptU\'e 
B.,oks which are Now Oalled Apocryphal. The 
Heretics. The Christian Oa.non. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

--------------------~---

1 h e B i b I e a n d E v o 1 u ti o n. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

New and Cheap Edition, • • 50 Cents. the rather and the son. And we can readily 
Mentioned bv W. E. Gladstone in his work," The 

ImprPgnF<ble Rook of Holy Scripture." 
G. W. Foote in the F'reethtnlcer recommends it 

as an exoe1Jent text- book. He sa.rs : "'l'he 
manner is good and the style is bnght. The 
reader is oa.rried alone on an easy flowing stream 
of s~ience, history, ethic&. and common sense." 

Chas. Watts in Secular Thougll.t pronounces it to 
be the best work tbe a.nthor has wri ten. 

And THE TBUTH SEEKEB says: "This is an ex
cellent book which we can recommend to onr 
reader~ as olea.r in language, trustworthy in 
statement, and irrefutable in reasoning." 

Order at 

surmise that domestic acrimony In heaven 
became more acrimonious still when the son, 
apparently dissatisfied with having a mere 
Ghost tor a mother, selected a human mother 
for himself and actually condescended to get 
born in a stable. Talk of an earl's daughter 
running away with her father's groom!
what is that to Jehovah's son being born in 
a stable among; a~ses and with a she-barber 
for a mother ?• Under domestic humiliation 
like this, I question whether Milton himself 

THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFIOE. co•1ld hav written much better than Jehovah 
--------~--------~---------
l'BE T:RUTH SEEKER A.NNU,A.L 

;rnce, ~ O@Jll· 

has done.-Baladin in God and Hi8 Book. 
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FELLOW-SCHEMERS.-THE ONLY TWO PARTIES INTERESTED IN 
,"FAIR CLOSED ON SUNDAY. 

KEEPING THE WORLD'S 

"HAV you anything new?'' askPd a cus
tomer of a recently e"gaged clerk In a Chi· 
cago store. "I'll see," replied the young 
man, as he swept his eye over the ehelvs. 
"Yes, here's' The NRW Testament.' Would 
you like to look at it P" 

" MBBRY· GO-ROUNDS and their Evil Infia
ence on the Community" was the snt j 1ct of 
the discourse of t.he Rev J. G. D'tmars the 
other night in Wtlllamsburgh, N. Y. The 
church Is in the vlclnity of one of the best pat
ronized carrousels in Brooklyn. 

TBBRB hav been many stories of 1 he origin 
of the word and practice of baptism, but I 
doubt whether this ingenious explanation of 
its derivation by an old darky preacher, .which 
will be appropriate to giv here, has ever 

· been printed. "It's des like dis/' he says : 
" De fust thing to do Is to splash the body 
into the water, and den dere's a sound bap; 
and den when de b 1dy rises and goes to de 
bank you hears de water a-dripping d'f like 
tism, tlsm. ttsm -and dere's the meaning of 
the word bap tism 1''-Ohicago News. 

MMB. BouLANGBR was b1p:oted, and wa• 
one of those French Catholics who imagln 
that the altar must, to pro•pe•, be fhnked 
by the throne. General B mlanger first broke 
away from her" at the H >tel da Louvre, be. 
cause the crowds of F.·eethlnklng R~dlcil!P 
who attended his levees there were shecked 
to see nuns, monks, and priests all the time 
going to see her or coming from lier parlor. 
She had a sad tem.per, the consequence of a 

ball liver, and set down to a higher morality 1 ranks of the cler.zy who c:>uld cast a ~tone at 
tha'l his aod to religious feeling her gloomy Petrarch on the score of s·exual derelictions. 
disposition.' The general Immorality of the church in his 

This charge was laid mainly at the door of 
foreign delegates, and the charge Is only too 
true. Many of them drank at the bars of the 
hotels where they were stopping, while others 
sought retired places where the sign, • Ladles' 
entrance,' adorned the side doors. Some of 
the E g Ish brethren did not appear to care 
who saw them drink, and went about it In a 
matter. of-fact wav. The 'New York Buf
fet,' on 10 :h street, was a favor it resort for a 
few of them. More th11n one applied at 
pollee headquartua to be directed to a quiet 
place where they could hav lunch ·and 
refreshments." 

To this great sovereign lord, Science, all 
men may appeal without distinction of race, 
birth, or condition, and they may wander 
and investigate within its courts withou• 
money and without price. The mandates of 
Science are inexorable and drawn entirely 
from the wellspring of eternal truth. No 
op\nion can alter its laws, no delusions 
change the current of its wisdom. It is the 
serene sovereign of peace, ruling in the em 
p1re of oiind, and sooner or later, all the 
world and the nniverse will acknowledge its 
entire sway.-Thl Jury. 

.Cii•LI is a great country for newsp11.pers; 
there are more than forty of them in V !ilpa
ralso and Sintiag·">, and there are others In 
all the head towns of departments. Chill 
bas many literary men, including a regimeat 
of poets, and also many scientific men and 
a multitude of statesmen and generals. The 
schooh are free and the educational system 
provides for provincial lyceums, normal 
schools, an agrlcultur~l school, schools for 
r.he arts and trades, military and naval acade. 
mlee, and a national university, all supported 
by the government. In some years there hav 
been one thousand students at the 8:1nt!ago 
university. 

"TBll fact that Petrarch wa!l an ecclesiastic 
nowise added to his faults in the eyes of his 
contemporaries,'' S!lys the Bun reviewer. 
" The celibacy of the priesthood was known 
to be a mere empty phrase. From the popes 
and cardinals down there were very few in the 

day Is manifest. from the clrcumsta~ce that 
when Petrarch's enemies sought for slanders 
with which to blacken his name, not one of 
them thought of mentioning his illegitimate 
children as a disgrace to him or to his pro
fession, although their existence was well 
known and acknowledged.'' 

UNDER a regf.me of extravagant fanaticism, 
such as exlsts in Hassla at present, no one 
outside the strictest pale of orthodoxy Is 11afe. 
A.ny chance word, a criticism of a drunken 
priest, may condemn its utterer to hopeless 
"xlle. F Jr under such a law as exists, what 
may not be construed as criminal? Article 
178 says thl,'t. whoever p 1blic!y uses worda 
with the object of casting obloquy upon 
the orthodox filth, or sco1f3 at the holy 
scriptures or the holy sacraments, is 
punishable with the forfeiture of all civil 
rights anti penal servitude for a period of 
from six to eight years. If this crime be not 

A FRBNO!I barrister, M. Desmarets, lately 
wt'ote to 81gnor Crisp! pressing him to take 
the lnltlativ in organizing the United States 
of E1uope. This was Criepl's reply: "The 
league of the three m'lnarcbles, Italy, Ger. 
many, and Austria Hungary, has been 
formed to guarantee tqe peace of the 
continent and without any desire of 
conquest. It Is henceforth the kernel of the 
EuropPan confederation. If France chose, 
she might join the three powers, who would 

commit-ted in a public place, but, nevertheless, receive her into their company wilh 
with the object of Impairing the faith of h 

1 
H 

1 
uld doubtle•s ent us asm. er examp e wo < 

those present, or of leading them into error, ! be followed by the other nations, and we 
the guilty person Is sentenced to loss of all Ahould hav at once and without d·fll.~ulty the 
civil rlgnts. and banishment to a remote United States of Europe. General disarma. 
district of S;berla. ment, the lightening of taxation, and the 

A SPKOIAL correspondent of the Yoiu writes welfa.re of the taxpayers would naturally 
to his paper: "The Philadelphia Eosning follow. In this great E uopean union, 
T.z,gram and other papers hav printed spe. removing all reason for the preponderance of 
cials from Washington relatlv to members of one state over another, the question of 
the ecumenical Methodist council, who nationalities would be quickly and amicably 
preached temperance In this city last week solved by the confederates. It would be a 
and then stood up before bars and sipped matter of internal organization and nothing 
mixed drinks or quaffed the foaming lager. more.'' 
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How Putnam Shakes Up Orthodox Belief~ 
From; the StocTcton, Cal., Inaepenae.nt 

· Samuel P. Putnam had • large audience in Turn
Verein hall last night. He spoke on "The Bible 
and Modern Thought." He saia : 

. "You cannot think God. God is the umknowable. 
. God is an object of f•ith and is found through the 

, human heart. I do not dispute with any man about 
his belief. You ean settle a question of knowledge, 
but not of belief. I deny that God is an object of 
human knowledge. Belief and knowJedge are differ-

--- -en'- states of- the mind.- -T-he theologian's argument 
for God's existence is the design of the universe
the universe was made and therefore there must be 
a God •.. Dasign is merely adaptation, order, and 

-~'-harmony~-- If the argument of design is good when 
applied to the universe it is equally gqod when ap· 
plied to God himself and we hav an Endless number 

. of Gods and creations. The tbeologilins eli!cape tbie 
conclusion by saying that God is infinit. The same 
argument applies to the universe then, for it is infioit. 
W3 don't need any God at all to explain the universe. 
It does not explain anythiDg to say that God made 
it. Theology is no more an explanation of creation 
than the old mytholo~y was. Theologians first said 
that tl:le earth was flAt ; that it was supported on 
the back of an elephant, which was supported on the 
back of a turtle, which in turn was supported on the 
broad back of Atlas. Who suppod£d Atlas was un· 
known until a bright newspaper man suggested that 
be must hav married a wife and that she supported 
him. 

"All that the human mind can explain is not the 
beginning, but the process of things. Suppose the 
universe were the outcome of an infinit intelligence. 
D 1es that suppose God T God is infinit love as well 
as infioit wisdom. If those qualities are working 
together there can be only a perfectly beautifal uni· 
verse .. If there is evil in it there must be a limit to 
the love of the creator. That there is an evil every
whEre experience shows. Saience dealares that the 
universe is an infinit battle-ground, life feeding on 
life. If we are in the path of uture's forces she 
destroys us as relentlessly as the stubble of the 
field, 

"The philosophy of Freethought is that we 
neither affirm nor deny; we simply say thlt we do 
not know. A Freethinker can be an Atheist or a 
Daist. Some of the foremost Freethinkers, like 
Voltaire and PAine, believed in God. Paine wrote 
the "Age of Reason" because he did believe in God. 
Oottld Thomaa P.aine stand at the chtuo1·doors to
day and proclaim his sentiments be would be wel
comed inside. The di1forence between P11ine and 
orthodoxy was not in reference to divine revelation, 
bf c1use he believed in that, but it was over the kind 

. of revelation. Ha tffirmed that the revelation of 
God .was permanent and universal, that it was in all 
nature, in humanity itself, in man's thought and as
pirati()n. Orthodoxy denies that and says that God's 
revelation was special and miraculous; that it wss 
disclosed eighteen centuries ago, and that eince theD 
no light has.come to humanity; that unless we be
Jieve. in the. special and miraculous revelation we will 
be forever condemned. ·It is a tremendous proposi
tion ~hat we must believe in the Bible to be saved. 
If so we ought to know it as certainly as that the 
sun shines in the heaven. Ohristian scholars of to
day grant that only twelve books of the Bible are 
genuin. Oaly one of Dnid's psalms is admitted by 
them to be genuio. Nobody knows who wrote the 
book of J)aniel. No Obristian scholar asserts that 
Moses· wrote the books of the Pent~teuch as we hav 

. . .. them ·to-day. . In those very books is an aecount of 
, , the death and burial of Moses. They speak of the 

kings of. Israel, yet there were no such kings Jintil 
five hundred years after Moses's death. Msny of 
the placu mentioned jn those books were not in 
existence till five hundred years after the death of 
Mosee. 

"In the account of the temple of Solomon it is 
· stated that the -Jaw- of God ·was written on two 

tables of stone. Those two tables were the only 
recorda in existence then. There was no Bible at 
that time, yet that was one thousand years after the 

• purported writing of the Bible. Not one single 
book in .the Old Testament was written earlier than 
eight hnnda:ed · years before the birth of Jesus. 
That is sn:mc:ently well proved. Moses lived fifteen 
hundred_ yeva before Jesus. The history of the 
J ewe ·during the intermediate seven hundred years 
was carried along l?.Y tradition, and unknown scribes 
then wrote the legend11 which h•d been preserved and 
attributed them to Moses. Ohristian ecbolars con· 
eider. only four books of the N ~w Testament as gen
nin. · L'ltber and Oalvin rFj;c\ed the epistle to the 

··Hebrews. N ob.ody knows who wrote it or the book 
of R3velation, or :when or where the bock of E,w. 
(dation was written. The four gospels it is admitted 
were written frc;>m thirty five to one hundred and 
twenty.five years aftfr the deatb of Jesus. What 
kind of history is that which is written from oral 

. tradition, from hearsay, thirty five years ~fter an 
.. ·event 1 What would a history of the war be worth 
' -if no· documentary evidence were preserved, if only 

the testimony of man's word of mouth were need 

thirty-five years after the close of the warT Sto~:ies and air population. As Huxley says, the order of 
are easily believed and accepted as facts. That tale science is absolutely irreconcilable with .that of the 
of the surrender of Lee to Grant under an apple- Bible. It is as if a man would say that the order 
tree was very pretty and was believed and is doubt- of states on this coast is California, · W at~_hingbon, 
less believed by many people to this day, yet Grant and Oregon. You would call him a colossal liar. 
in his memoirs said there was nothing in the apple- That is the same sod of lie as in Genesis • 
tree story. When we were boys we believed the "The Bible is part of man's history. We find 
story of William Tell as implicitly as we did the good things in it just as we find gold and silver in 
story of Je!ilus, but in Switzsrland in the last six the mountains, flinging the dross aside. 011r Chris
months the teaching of the William Tell story has tian friends insist that the dirt is j ast as good as the 
been forbidden in lhe sc'aools, because every scholar gold and Filver and equally valuable for human hap
knows it is a myth. The four gospels purport to be piness. D JBB anyone believe the story of Jonah 
the testimony of eye-witnesses, yet they are a mass "nd the whale to-day? Some clergymen do. Sam 
of contradictions, givjng different accounts of the Jones says that he does, and that if the Bible put 
life, death, burial, and resurreetion of J as us. That <he story the other way and said that Jonah swallowed 
shows that the gospels were a m1ss of traditions. I &he whale and kept it down for three days and three 
tffirm that the first gospel could not hav been writ- !lights he would believe it Take the B1ble through 
ten until at least one hundred and twenty.five years common &ense. My Ohristian friends cannot giv up 
after the death of Jesus. There is no reference to the B1b:e because they say it is su"h a consolation 
them in any other ·writing until at lust one hundred to them in the hope of immortality that it givs. The 

.and fifty years after the death of J es.us. I challenge nope of immortality is in other religions also.· It 
any clergyman to giv any evidenc_a of their existence never cAme from any book or any priesthood. That 
before tbat time. hope sprang from the human heart, from human 

"Our Ohristian friends say that the Bible is the love. The Bible simply expresses that hope. 
only revelation given by God to man. If so we In all the 0 d T~astament there is no doctrin of 
ought to hav the same Bible from age to age. I immortality ah all. It teaches that man dieth like 
deny that tho Bible of to·day is eighteen centuries the beast of the field and goes to the dust thereof. 
old. It is only a little over three hundred years old. The devil is the only one in that Testament who 
It was formulated by the council of Trent, and the rmggeats immortality. J esuo is the first one in all 
members of that cJUncU were DOt unanimous on the rcriptures to speak of immortality, but the 
what should be included in the Bible. Toe eally heaven of the New Testament is a little place- of joy 
Ohristian churc'les and Ohtiatian fathers d fflred as amid misery and suffering. I don'li want that ortho
to their Bibles, inchiding in them books which are dox heaven. I would rather roll forever on seas of 
excluded to·day, and excluding books which are now fire than ~urn ftom heaven to behold my loved ones 
included. Wby do Protestants accfi'pt this Oatholic in agony and thank God for sanding them to hell. I 
Bible from the council of Trent ? Why not select don't want asoullike that. Mine is the salvation of 
the books of the Bible with the enlightenment of to- ell mankind. 
day, instead of going back to the ignor~once and 1

' The Bible has not advanced civiliz1tion. Where 
superstition of the dark agee T Martin Luther re- the civilization of the BJble prevails they plow with 
jectt.d the book of E9ther, which he said wae full of the same crooked stick that waa used eighteen hun
heinous naughtiness; the book of Hebrewe, the dred years ago. The Bible is aecspted by eiviliza
epistle of St. James, epistle of S~. Jude, and the tion like anything else; it simply accompanies civili
book of R9ve1ation, which be considered almost zat.ion like the stovepipe hat. Wherever there is 
bad emougb to throw in the river Etbe. 011r ortho- civilization you will find the stovepipe hat; there
dox friends Bay they must believe in the Bible or be fore the stovepipe hat is the cause of civilization. 
forever lost. If God ever gave a book to humanity That is the way Obristians argue about the Bible. 
with sigvs and wonders and angels' voices we ought TheBible tHsnotions war, slavery,polygamy,intemper
to hav the bock God gave. If ever given, God's ance, theft, and other crimes. 
Bible has minaled with the duet of t.l:!e earth for 11 The Sermon on the Mount is not good enough 
thousands ol years. All we hav is man's copy, and for the world to-day. Ohristians cannot liv up to 
not the firs~ or the hundredth copy. The oldest it. Take no thought of to-morrow, it says. Such 
copy of the O'd Testament we hav was made in the a doctrin makes 111 man 11 tramp. It is forethought 
sixth century. SJholars to arrive at a correct read- and building for the future that produces farms, 
ing of the scriptures hav to consult fifle3n or six· orchards, and progress. Love your enemies, it says. 
teen copies. In the oldest copy of the N ~w Testil- Y m c~nnot do it Do you suppose there is any 
ment extant are included books which are declared Oorietian orthodox clergyman who loves me T The 
heretical by the Christians of to-day, the epistle of N aw Testament practically tells you not to love your 
Barnabas for instance. · father and mother and your frienda. You muat 

I; The Bible is crowded with mistakes. It was not abandon thsm. The teaching of Oonfucius to 1 Love 
divided into chapters and verses until foui' hundred your friends and your enemies treat justly ' was 
years ago. The monks in the thousand years in better. I don't accept the teachings of JeEUs as 
which they made copies of the scriptures multiplied common sense. I am an anti-poverty man. There 
them, putting in changes to suit their own notions. wiil be no real progress until poverty is destroyed. 
The nnly text which speaks of the trinity is declar€d In all the 1 Sermon on the Mount' there is not one 
by Ohristian scholars of to-day to be a forgery, and suggestion as to bow to destroy poverty. Jesus said, 
it has been thrown out of the new version. The 1 Btessed be the poor.' He considered poverty a 
L'lrd's prayer in the Bible of to-day is not corncUy good thing." 
given, and in the new version the closing sentences Rev. Mr. Oncldy, a traveling minister, interrupted, 

·of the prayer as repeated in Obristian churches and saying: "Why do you not quote all T" 
families are fluJJg out. In the Bible there are two Mr. Pntnam said that Mr. Ouddy evidently was 
hundred and thirty thousand admitted mistakes. not thoroughly familiar with the Bible, as _he had 

"If the Bible is true, that does not mab it divine, quot£d the sentence. · . 
for man's natural faculty is truth, but if it is false it Rev. Mr. Ouddy then read from Matthew, 
must be an imperfect and human production. If 11 B'essed be the poor in spirit." · 
fAlse in one particular its testimony is valueless in Mr. Putnam said that his text was in Luke vi, 
everything el£e accordiJJg to law. It says that the 18, "Bleesed be ye poor." · The audience waa evi
world was made in six days. N Jbody believes that dently in hearty sympathy with the lecturer, for it 
story to-day. The evidence is overwhelming of the applauded his reply and some satirical comments 
existence of man on this planet hundreds of thou- and everything that he said thereafter. He added : 
sands of years ago, instead of a few thousand year~ II I don't accept I Blessed are the poor in spirit' as 
ago, as in:Ucated by the Bible. There is not a board an improvement. I don't believe in being poor in 
of education in the country that dues pu~ this spirit. Tb.e more spirit the better. I don't believe 
Bible story of the creation in the £c'nool·books. in this mock Ohrietian humility. · If a man smites 
Obristian theologians of to-day reji!ct the literal me on one cheek I won't turn the other, but I'll giv 
biblical account of the creation, but bow ·do they him something else. If be take~ my coat I won't 
escape the dilemma T By saying that day did not giv him my cloak, but l'Jl send a police officer after 
mean twenty-four hours as used there, but an indef- him. Ohristian clergyman preach the doctrin of 
init period of years. Hebrew scholars smy that no poverty, but they do not believe in U. If a minister 
such meaning csn be given. What did the author is off~red $2 000 to go somewhere else and is ge~ting 
mean by the word whiah signifies day 1 We find his only $1 000, the extra $1 000 will be chockful· of 
meaning .in Es:. n:, where it is said that six days the voice of the Holy Ghost telling him to make the 
shalt thou labor and on the s 1venth rest. Tbe mean- change. 1 Tbe poor ye bav always with you.' I 
ing cannot be anything else but • day of twenty- don't accept or believe that. My faith is in humanity. 
four bonn. The commandment in Etodos is founded The world is better to-day than it was one thousand 
on the story in Genesis, which says that God made years ago, and hum•n genius and human endeavor 
tbe world in six days and rested on the seventh. will sweep pov~rty from the pathway of humanity. 
The terms are identi 3al, and what the word means How dot> a Christianity d~::al with poverty T By giving 
in Exodus it means in Genesis. If we ttke the -lms. Wh&t the poor man wants is not charity, but 
modern construction of the word as given in GaneBil! j11stice. When justice is enthroned there will be no 
we would hav ~he people in Exodus dirEcted to wo1 k need of alms; nary man wtll hav employment and 
six periods of a million years, for tbA word and the a home. Olmati!\nit.y teaches the poor man to starve 
meaning in Genesis is the same as in E todus. on this side of tile Jordan so that on the other he 

11 Tbe order of creation according to the Bible is may hav a Mach- and six and play on a harp with 
that the water population was created first, the Gould and V .mderbilt. The N:~w Testament tetches 
air population next, and the land population last. that poverty is in itself a virtue and wealth a crime. 
Soienoa has proved that the order was water, land, In the parable of Lazarus and Dives you don't read 
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anvthing' bad abou~ Dives, yet he goes to hell to 
suffer forever and ever because he is rich, while 
L•zarus goes right to Abraham's capscioas bosom. 
We do not read that Lizuus had a sin~le virtue. 
He was nothing more than a tramp. Wby did he 
go to heaven! Siwply because be was dead broke. 
I don.'li want that kind cf heaven. I believe in a 
heaven won by human endeavor and human genius. 
I believe in human kindness." 

The lec~ures were under the auspices of tbe Stock
ton Liberal L"•gue, of whicb · 0. F. Freemllin is 
president and v.ctor Hock pecret•ry. 

Some Economic Opmions. 
Colonel Inq•rtoll tn the Chicago Trilntne. 

" The f.uwer t.t:uu raises corn at.d SllllB it as corn is 
not so apt to get what they C~>ll fore-banded as one who 
sells his corn not as corn but as pork and bsef and 
horses. The latter makes all the profit that is made 
out of the corn business. Wilen we taka into con· 
sideration the dd!~renca between the raw matfrlial 
and the manufactured thing we see why this doctrin 
is true. Tne raw matetial of tt>e ·locomotiv is not 
worth to exceed $5 or Jet as say $10, and I mean by 
1 raw material' the ore in the grouud and the coal in 
the ground and the limestone UEed in the lurne~~e. 
N 1w, the difference between the $10 and the $10 . 
000 for wbicll tbe IO!lomotiv sells hi made by lat:wr. 
by ingenuity, by the dnelopment of the brain. S.J it 
seems to ms that in every point of view protection is 
good. Bat they say: 1 We crm get steel rails 
cheaper in E Jgland than we can Ret the :n here.' 
Well, let us sea. Supol'l&e we pay $30 for a too of 
steel rails made in the u aited s~atPS. To.en we open 
the books and the account is: 'TnQ United States; 
eredit by one ton of steel rails, $30 The U ;•ted 
S ;ates, credit by cash for one ton of steel rails, $30 ' 
That is to say, at t.he end of tbP transaction there is 
a ton of rails and $30 all in the U 1ited St.ates. 

HOW IT FIGURES THE OTHER WAY. 
11 N :lw, let us suppose ~h•t we c •u.d hav obtained 

lhe ton of rails from E 1gland for $25 Tben how does 
it stan~: 'The U 11tted S;atee, erAffit, one ton of 
rails, $25. Great Britain, credit, $25 for one ton of 
rails.' ~o that at the end of the opt~radon E Jghmd 
has $25 and we hav got a ton of rails ; but wit.b tbe 
other operation we hav got a too or r•iis a.nd $30 
It is all here. So I am for An Americ11u system, an 
American policy. And I am not so sure but what I 
would go much fartber than tbe protectionists hav 
gone. I am raot so sure but what the true theory 
would be to let into this country free anything we 
cannot make, aJJytlling that we cannot produce, and 
anything we can make and anything we c!ln produce, 
not to let it in at all. or couree, in this couatry 
there is a great diversity of interest. Tte men 

· · who import bav an idea that they want free 
trade. In that, however, they are miat~&ken. Let 
as hav free trade and their services tor the most 
part would be d s;:~ensed with. Aaother thin~ : 
their castomera would become eo impoverished that 
their business would amount to but little. So I am 
a protectionist." 

11 How do you stand on the money q!lestion ?'' 
11 I am with the Rdpublican party on the question 

of money. I regard money as a commodity, soma · 
thing that cannot be created by law any more than 
you em create whe•t or corn by law. I am also for 
the use of gold and silver b?th, but I want a dollar'e 
worth of silver in • silver dollar. I do not believe 
in light money, or in cheap money, or in poor money. 
'Tbese are all contradictions in terms. Oonr,ress 
·Cannot fix the value of money. Tb8 most h can do 
is to fix its debt paying power. It is beyond the 
power of any c mgress to fii the purchasing value CJf 
what it may be pleased ~o call 'money.' Nobody 
knows, so far as I k11ow, why people want gold. I 
do not know why people want silver. I do not 
know how gold came to be money ; neither do I 

. ·under11tand the universal desirA, but it exists, and 
we take things as we find them. GJld and silver make 
up, you may say, tbe money of the world, and I be· 
lieve in using the t.wo metals. I am a believer in 
silver because the u Jited s~ates is the greatest ail 
ver·producing country; and the valus of a thing, 
otber things being equal, is in accordance with the 
number of its usee; and if silver is used ali money 
it adds to its value. I do not believe in depreciating 
any American product; bnt as value cannot be abso· 
lutely fixed by law, so f.ar as the purchasing 
power is concerned, and as the value3 of gold and 
silver vary, neither being stable any mllre than the 
value of wheat or corn is stable, I believe that legis
lation should keep pace within a reasonab'e distance 
at least of the varying values, and thaft the money 
should ba k~pt aq o~<&rlv "'qHI •11 p'lRRible. 

ONE TROUBLE WITH MONEY TO DAY. 
11 01 course r.n .. ra Hl oue trouo ~ Witll money to-day, 

and tllat is the usa of the word 'dollar.' !G bas lo~: 
its meaning. S J msny governments hav adulterated 
their own coin and so maoy hav changed weij.!hh; 
that the word 'dollar' has nflt to tiay an ab~o!ute 
definit, specitla meaniog. L ka individuls, nations 
h.v been di~honest. To.e onty time the papal power 
had thq right to coin money-I believe it was under 
Pius IX., when Antonelli' was his minister-the coin 

of the papacy was so debased t.hat even orthodox 
Oatbolics. refused to take it., at d it had to be called 
in and minted by the French empire btfnre even 
the Italians recognized it as money. My own 
opinion is tbat either the dollar mast ba libsolulely 
defined-it mast be the wor!d over so many grains 
of pure gold or so many grains of pure si.ver-or 
we mast bav other denominations for our money, as 
for instance, ounces, ot' parts of ounces; and the 
~ime will elms, in my judgment, when there will be 
a money of the world, ~be same everywhere ; because 
each coin will contain upon its face the cert1fioate of 
• government that it contains such a weight-so 
msny grains or so many oanc .. s-of a certain metal. 
I for vns want the money of the U aited States to be 
as good as that of any other country. I want its 
gold an:l silver exactly what they purport to be; 
and I want the paper issued by this government to 
oe the same as gold. I want its cred1t so perfectl:v 
established tha~ it will be taken in every pad of the 
aabitable globe. I a_m with the RspubJican party 
on the question of money; aiso on the qt1estion or 
protectioD ; and all I hope is that the people of thie 
country will hav sanss enough to defend their own 
interests." 

"H•v you a word to say about the World's 
F~ir ?'' 

''I believe it. will be not only worhhy of Ohicago 
but of the U aited States. It will be in all proba· 
bility the greatest hir that ha, evar been held, and 
I balieva it will do an immensity of good in count 
iess ways and New Y.nk will be on exhibition with 
the rest." 

'l'be Three .Ages. 
Mark 2watn"s LeltfTB o the SUn. 

· A9 a result no~biLJg is left [at A;x lea-Bainsl of the 
handiwork of the remoter in.llabitants of the region 
excapt the constructions of the lake-dwellers and 
"'OWe Rlman·odds and ends. There is put vf a small 
R Jman temple, there is part of a R lman batb, 
Lttere is a graceful and bsttered Roman arch. I~ 
stands on a turfy level over the way from the present 
great bath-house, is surrounded by magnolia trees, 
and is both. picturepque and suggeativ object. It 
bas stood there sorne sixteen hundred years. 
Its nearest nsighbor, not twenty steps away, 
ia a Oatholia church. They are symbols of 
•ne two chid eras in the history of Aix. 
Y ~s, and of the E 11ropean world. I judge tbat 
Iitle venerable arch is held in reverent esteem by 
everybody, and that this esteem is its snffiilient pro. 
tEction from insult:, for it is the only public structure 
I hav yet eeen in France which lacks the sign, "It is 
forbidden to post bills he~e." Its neignbor, the 
cburoh, has that sign on more than one of its sides, 
and otber eigne, too, forbidding certain other sorts of 
desecration. · 

The arch's nexb nearest neighbor-jt1st at its 
elbow, l1ke the church-is the telegraph t:ffii)e. So 
there you hav the three great eras bunched toget~er 
-the era of War, the era of Theology, the era of 
Business. You pass under the arch, and the buried 
Cm 'ars seem to rise from the dust of the oanturies 
and :flit before you ; you paas by that old battered 
ctlurcb, and are in touch with the Middle Ages, and 
with another step von can put down ten franca and 
shake hands witb 0 lhkoah under the AtlantiB. 

It is curious to tbink what changes the last of the 
three symbols stand for; changes in men's ways and 
thoughts, changes in material civilizr.tion, changes 
in the deity-or in men's conception of the deity, 
1f th•t is au encter way of putting it. Tile second 
of tbe symbols arrived in the earth at a time when the 
deity's possessions consisted of D·small Eky freckled 
with mustard-seed stars, and under it a patch of 
landed estate not so big as the holdings of the fur 
to-day, and all his time was taken up in trying to 
keep a handful of Jaws in some sort of ord~:r
enctly .the same numbar of them that the C!Zar h s 
lately been dealing with in a more abrupt and far 
less loving and long.su:ffaring way. At a later time 
-a time within all old men's memories-the deity 
was otherwise engaged. He was dreaming his eter
nities away on his great wbite throne, steeped in the 
sof!i bliss of hymns of praise wafted aloft without 
ceasing from choirs of ransomed souls, Presbyterians 
and the rest. This was a deity proper enough to the 
s'z1 and condition of things, no doubt a provincial 
deity with proviL cial tastes. The change since has 
been iucooaeivably vast. His empire has been un· 
imaginably enlarged. To-day he is master of a 
universe made up of myriads npon myriads of 
gigantic suns, and among them, lost, in.that limitless 
seCl of light, fi:Jats this atom. Hts earth, which 
once seemed so good and satisf.cGory aDd cost so 
many days of patient labor to build, is a mere cork 
"dr1ft in the waters of a shoreless Atlantic. Tbia 
i' ·the business era, and no douM he is governivg 
ois huge empire now, not by dreaming the time 
a~ay in the b~zz of hymning choirs, with occasional 
expJo,.ions of arbitrary power disoroportioned to He 
s;z • of the anooyaoc£>, but by apphing Jaws of a 
sort proper and necessary to the lilat e and eoccesdul 
management of a complex and prodigious establish· 
ment, and by seeing to it that the exact and constant 

operation of these laws is not interf~red with for the 
accommodation of any individual or political- or 
religions faction or nation. 
Mi~hty h's been the advance of the nations and 

·the LiberaLzltion of thought. A remit of it is. a 
changed deity, a daity of a dignity and sublimity 
proportioned to the maj 3sty of his dn~e and. the 
magnitude of his empire, a deity who has been freed 
from a hundred fretting chains and will in time be 
freed from the rest by the several ecclesiastical 
bodies who hav these matters in charge. It was, 
without doubt, a mistake and a step backward when 
the Presbyterian synods of America lately decided, 
by vote, to leave him still embarrassed with the 
dogma of infant damnation. Situated as we are, we 
cannot at present know .with how much of anJ:iety 
he watched the balloting, nor with how much of 
grieved disappointment he observed the result. 

What li In .. idt~ of th.H E &rth! 
From Golctt1iwatte·3 Geograptdcal M~gaztne. 

Many scienttfiJ men ara davodng their .lives to 
fiading out all tbat CAn be learned about the interior 
of this wonderfal globe of ours. · 0 .1e of the inter
esting problems on which they are engaged is the 
depth and geological limits of tbe permanently frc zen 
soil. Tile British A•sociation has collected a large 
amount of ditll on tnis qusst.ion. I~ bas aire•dy told 
us eome curious things, such as the fact that excel
lent wilel\t lands nordl of M1nitobs overlie frczm 
earth that nEver tb.ws. 

Some geologists fiad sfrata of rock that they are 
ab,A to show must bsv been buried at a remote age 
10 000 feet. under the surface. These upturne.d 
edges of rock, which some terrib'e convulsion 
lifted to the air, g v aa a glimpse of the condition 
of the interior some way bslow the greatest depth 
to which we CAt\ attain. Tb.e workmen in t.he.deep· 
est mines in Euope swelter in almost intolerable 
heat, and yet they hav never penetrated over 
one seven-thousandth part of the distance from the 
surface to the center of the earth. In the low~r 
levels of some of the Oomatock mines the men 
fought scalding water, and could labor only three or 
four hours at a time, until the SJtru tunnsl pierced 
the mineB rmd drAw t :ff some of the terrible · heat, 
which had been 120 d ,grees. 

The dee;:~est b.>r,ogevarmadA-~\uhtSperent?A,r~ 
near Berlin-penetrat.es only 4 172 feet, about 1 000 
feet deeper than the famOUd artesian well at St. 
Louis. The result of this imperfect knowledge is 
that there are more theories and· disputes among 
scientifia men with rfgard to the interior of the earth 
t.ban about any other problem of physic~l science. 
S,me eminent physicists, for instance; like Sir 
William Thompson. hsv believed that the crust of 
the earth is at least 100 miles thick. The m~ j 1rity 
adduc~ good reasona for believing thrr.t the cruet is 
only 25 to 50 miles thick. All agree· that t~e 
temperature within the earth continass to increase 
as it does near the surface-•t the rate of 1 dfgr~e, 
Fahrenheit, for about every 55 feet of descent. All 
igneous rooks mast be fased at no gre•t depth. 

In fact, a~ tbiq r•~e of incre•l'le the temperature 
at 200 mileR is 28 000 degrees F .ahrenheit, which is 
Professor R lSetu'e estimate of the probable tem
perature of the sun. It is improb•ble, however, 
that this rate of increase is maintained for a great 
distance, and many phys'ciste believe that at some 
unkaown bat not very ~rtlat depth the increase in 
temperature ceases. 0 .:ae of the most wonderful 
things in the study of science is the fact that the 
mysteries d one science are sometimes completely 
or partly explained by knowledge gleaned in some 
other depar1ment of study. It is thus that the 
naturalists who bav investigated the fauna and 1lora 
of scores of Pacific islands bav learned how far south 
A.s!atie types prevail, and hav add~d great weight to 
the cone u.sions of geologists that these islands were 
once a part of the big cont.iDeot north d them. 

How to Help 'l'he Truth Seeker. 
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News and Notes. 

0 l'er the vasb rolling hills, amidst cloudY of dust 
glittering in the eveni~g sun-m~unted ~n the front 
seat of tt e stage, wh1cb tosses hke a billow to the 
swinging trot of the horsee, I arrive at Angel's 
Camp, remote enough to be the dwelling of celestial 
beings, but full to the brim of human life-a mining 
town, where all sorts of people do congregate, and a 
picturesque panorama is unfolded. Oa this especial 
oceasion a metropolitan aspech possessed the camp 
-a kind of Bowery air-for a dog-show "took the 
ranche" and filled the town to overflowing. Ttle 
dogs were numerous, and the retinue that 
acaompanied them was motley. Tb.ere were 
monkeys mounted on tiny ponies, and they held 
their seat with amiable dignity. Tbe b11d-a troop 
of negro minstrels-spread out ia gay attire and 
made mu•ic along the crowded thoroughfare. It 
was an exhilarating turn·ont-the greatest show ot 
the season-and of course undar the circumsta11ces 
no Freetbou~ht lecture could be given. R3served 
seats, even for b•biEB, were seventy·five cents each. 
At this jubilant combination of dogs and minstrels 
the house was packed. I reckon the outside show, 
however, was as good as the inside, and I saved m.> 
pennies and watched the procession in the open air 
It occupied the town for one night and then 
disappeared. After this there was an opportunity 
to apeak. I lectured on Tuesday and Wednesday 
evenings, 0Jtober 27th and 28;h. You always find 
plenty of intelligence in a mining camp. The 
deeper one digs in the . earth the lelS superstition 
he has, I believe. There are no ghosts and no Gods 
in the lower regions, and they hav not yet reached 
hell·fire. About a year ago I was at Angel's Camp, 
and then plunged down into the vast abysses from 
whence the gold is taken. The mines here seem to 
be almost endless. In. the U dca mine about six 
hundred thousand tons of ore are in sight. The 
shafts are over five hundred feet beneath the 
surface. The deeper down the more gold there is 
apparently. We might almost say that the mining 
industry of California is still in its infancy. With 
Rl'eater appliances and finer skill ten times more of 
the precious metal will be extracted than heretofore. 
I guess California will remain the wonder of the 
world with its vast variety of products, its gorgeous 
thwers and. many-colored fruits, its tropical 
luxuriance, its snow-capped mountains, its magnift 
cent nlleye, ita enormous trees and still unbroken 
forests, ita gold, silver, and tin mines, and eight 
hundred miles of coast to greet the wealth of the 

. Orient. 
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chae. D. Llne there 

Is always a cordial welcome for the Secular pilgrim. 
The fireside light glows here and the hospitable 
t 'ble is spread. Mr. L1ne is superintendent of the 
U *ica mine a~d has perhaps done more than any
body else to develop the rasourcea of this country. 
All over this vast territory he has experienced the 
strange and varied fortunes of a pioneer. Angel's 
Camp ia the place where Mark Twain used to locate, 
and his old 11 pard " still linR"ers among these hills. 
The scene of .some of Bret Harte's sparkling poems 
is here. T.lie early romance of California has not 
yet disappeared from these picturesque localities. 
Along the "tage route I traversed are the soJitary 
places where the "lonely highwayman" held uo the 
coach, leisurely opened the treasure.box, and then 
vanished a~ong the barren hills. A rocky pyramid 
with stunted growth of pine, a thousand feet high, 
towers along the roadside. Tais was the old-time 
rendezvous of J oaqnin, the famous bandit. He was 
secure in his isolation, for he could watch the country 
in every direction for miles around. A wonderful 
epic might be woven out of the memories that still 
hauut this mountainous land. 

0 ito D llling, of the Angel's Hotel, is on our list 
here. I lect.ured in his hall. Myron Reed, of the 
Mountain Echo, is an editor who has 1 mind of hie 
own among these heuen·kiasing bights. I hav 
to climb abou• five hundred feet to reach !:lie 
sanctum. It is •• lofty alii the eagle's eyrie. The 
11 mountain echo" is the voice of freedom. 

Our old friend Rlbert Nagles WIS at the camp-
• philosopher, an inventor, a pioneer of Utah, twenty
two years a miner there; over seventy years of age 
and still working away with che~>rful spirit. I must 
thank Professor Woods, Otto F.etcber, and Vasco 
Matson for the beautiful music furnished at the last 
lecture. Professor Woods gave a violin solo, whic'!l 
was indeed exquisit and delightful. He is blind, bot 
he plays the many-voiced violin with ma,.veloua skill. 
It sings like a bird, ripples like a brook, trembleR 
with human passion, and breathes the voice of wind 
and SeL 

I waa amused with the story of a Sunday-school 
acholar of this vicinity. His mother, a Liberal friend, 
told the story, and it has the smack of truth. Hie 
interpretation of the Bible is very much like the 
interpretations of the theologian-anything to make 
out your case. However, the boy was honest, while 
the theoJogian is not. The boy was taught the 
Golden Rule, with what impression the following 
d_,clares. He had a quarrel with another boy, and 

knocked him down and licked him. His mother ad
monished him, said it was wrong. ''Why," answered 
the youth with perfect sincerity, "they teach me the 
Golden Rnle at Sunday-school, to do unto others as 
others do to you, and, by golly, I'm going to do it." 
Tnia boy will make a ftrst·class B.ble commentator. 

I say good-bye to Angel's C~mp and the ma~y 
friends here on Thursliay morntng. A blessed ram 
came the night before, and the roads are in fine con· 
dition, and the journey from early morn through 
sunrise among the bills to the bright and boundless 
day forward to the sparkling ocean was simply en· 
chanting. 

Boulder Creek, among the mighty forests, is my 
next point. I am a few hours in SAnta Clara valley, 
the handsomest valley, I think, in the world, witll 
its emblazonry of soft mountain walls, gardenP, or
cb.ards, and vineyards making • rich tapestry upon 
Ghe lovely plains, with the Lick Observatory sbining 
•far, over whic'l nig~tly the stare pass in wonderful 
procession. I am at the Willows. I hope to ctrry 
on the campaign at San J ote when I return from 
Southern California. 

I ahvays I ke to come to Boulder Creek, rain or 
shine. n is raining tnis time. ·I believe it alwaye 
rains when I come to Boulder Creek. I wonder if 
~he dynamite of Fteethought makes it rain T I won
der if an IDfidel lecture creates a disturbance in the 
atmosphere and brings down Pluvius Jupiter! At. 
any rate, a rain-maker is a blessing in disguise and 
surpasses all the gods. 

Boulder Oreek has been burnt down since I was 
here, and is now being built up in handaome style. 
O.a this particular Saturday night that I gave my 
lecture there was a ball in honor of the new hotel, 
and I· dii not hav a very large attendanee. How
ever; I had a good attendance on Sunday afternoon 
and evening. 

Although a new church baa been built, the Lib
erals of Boulder Creek bold their own. Tbe outlook 
is improving. I must thank the Seculir U aion choir 
for their excellent music. This is a delightful aid to 
our work, and the fact that we can hav so many 
singers to voice the hope and aspiration of our hearts 
is a notable sign of the. world's advancement. Mre. 
Mamie Brimblecom contributed 1 beautiful bouquet, 
which graced the table daring the lectures. The 
pathway of Fteetbought begins to open into the 
land of song and ft.:>wers. The storm and tempest. 
of cor flint verges to peace and splendor. Boulder 
Creek. from the depth of its forest columns and ita 
mountain gloom and glory, fiings the forward signals 
of our noblest civiliz,tion. . 

M. S. Palmer, of Livermore, was with us and con. 
tributed one of his entertaining recitations. Miss 
J Assie Rldgers, on Sunday evening, gave, with floe 
• ff <at, the poem receJ!tly published in TBE TBUTB 
SEEXEB-" J ehovab." The points were skillfully ren
dered, and the audience applauded to the utmost. 

Again I enjoy the hospitality of W. S Rodgere 
and family; Dr. Allen and wife and sister, all ear 
nest Liberals ; Cbarlee Rodgers, who, in spite of sick
ness that would keep almost any man at home, attends 
the lectures; and Mrs. Walser and her children. 
Oillptain Brimblecom and family assist greatly in the 
work. 0. R. Harmon is always ready to lend a hand. 
Mr. and Mrs. Michenor, and others, are among our 
troops of friends. SQ with sun and cloud, miete 
upon the mountain-top and rainbow splendors there, 
with the dArk green woods, with voice of leaping 
wafers, the campaign rolls along. Thence, wit11 the 
whistle of the locomotiv, we take the memory of 
gleaming watch fires and generous comradeship. 

And whom should I meet as I strike the valley 
below but the hermit of Ben L~mond, J. H. Curtis, 
on his way to Sin Ftancisco T He bas just had a 
stroke of good luck and improves it with & two 
veara' sub"«~ription to THE TBUTH PEEXEB, an order 
for about $20 worth of books, and $10 for the Secular 
Pilgrim. Tnat is cheerful. Long liv the hermit of 
Ben Lomond, the pioneer Fteet!'linker, whose head is 
level and whose heart is in the right place. 

ment in some places. People will come to the dance 
and take in the leot.urlf, and maybe they will get 
something out of tbe ltcture to tbitk of. Lib,.,ral 
lecturing is something hka makiDg hare soup. Y .>u 
must fitsli catch your bare. S 1 the lecturer must 
first catch his audience. I~ won't do to talk to empty 
walls. We hav no "Holy Ghost" with us. We 
must depend on men a~d women-real folks, not 
spirits of the air. The dance is a good thing, and I 
b.ope that the lecture is equally so. Anything to 
make the world move, head or heels. 

Mayor P.Jole presides and the lecture and the 
dance are sand wiolled with a desultory declamation by 
a nondescript individual by the name of Taylor. 
Tae main point he made was that there was a hell 
about the earth twenty miles tbick, and that tbe 
bfidels had better be on the lookunt or they would 
cstoh it. Tne elements would m~lt with fervent 
neat. He would hav talked all night long without 
saying anything, but tbe mus;c of the violin 
interrupted his pathetic exhortation. He was greeted 
with roars of applause. Tbere was no need of a 
reply to his overwbelming ·statemfnts. 

D Buckingham is our sturdy right-band man at 
R .ymond. As long as be is here our ft.g will fit in 
ijnis remote corner of the world. I l1ke to come 
here. It is 1 kind of delicious solitude-a hermitage 
for the time being. The vaet mountains stretoll 
away, a blue Italian sky is above, 1 scft and sunny 
atmosphere surrounds. It is a place for dreams-an 
escape from the tremendous cotfltcta of life. Nature 
is here in wild, sweat, and mtjestic scenes. The bed
rock of humanity is here-no fashion, no pretense, 
no humbug, bat an intenee reality-a mingling of 
civilization with savagery that is refreshing. We are 
at least free from the polished barbarism and dam
nable iteration of "respectable" society. There are 
·• straight goods" here, be it man or beast, mountain 
or sky. Toe universe is frankly presented. To ere is 
no theatric performance. I like it. It is a breath of 
eternity on this "ba11k and shoal of time." 

I am sorry to announce to my friends that the 
Freethought cftitle in Stn Francisco must be per
manently closed. The debts are more than we can 
pay. Tb.e burden greater than I osu bear. I must 
confess that this is • most bitter disappointment. I 
hav hoped against hope. All my heart was in this 
paper. I hav devoted my energies to it for the last 
four years. It was the ambition and the joy of life. 
IIi was like a wound almost to death to surrender 
this splendid enterprise. There are times when we 
must giv up and let disaster trample upon us at will. 
But we recover, take breath, and resume the endless 
cotff.;ct ot human life. That cotflict will never cease . 
We are born to it, and must endure it, and we are 
cowards if we ever thiLk to quit the battle. 

I do not regret the enterprise. Good has been 
accomplished all along the line. Ht! is 1 poor 
soldier who givs up for one or a dczen defeats. I 
don't propose to giv up. It is simply 1 question 
of life and daatb. L~fe is worthless unlus it is 
devoted to an idea, a cause. A million· disasters 
won't make . that cause any the lees noble, any the 
less beautiful. 

I sav to my fri~nds, rallv, rally to the support of 
THI!: TBUTH SEEXEB, the Investigator, the Secular 
1nought, and otnt~r papers that still keep our fJ. •g 
flying. With more Parnestness, with more dettr
mination, with mere pertinacity than ever before let 
us enter into the might.y combat that bas been 
ragiDg for centuries and rages to day wit.h the same 
supreme interests at stake. Freethought has gone 
down, bat let its life· blood flow on in othf'r channels. 
We are human and mortal, and sometimes we are 
too weak for the forces that are arrayed against us ; 
but one thing is sure, weak and hum~n and mortal 
as we are, we can. atilt keep on trying ; we can fight 
to the bitter end; we can be true to each other; we 
can help and hope in the darkest hour. I expect to 
die in the harness, and I look forward yet to many 
a victory tor our cause, for Freethought the world 
over. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

Raymond, Cal, Nov. 6 1891. 

We hope that whenever a Freethinker sees an 
article in his local papPir in favor of opening the 
World's Fair on Sundays he will mark it and 
send a copy to .Ber1jamin Butterworth, secretary 
Roard of Directors of World's Fair, Rand. 
McNally buildi11g, Chicago, Ill, and to John ~I. 
Dickinson. secretary National Commission of 
World's Fair, at the same address. Let us make 
a vigorous and persistent fight in this matter. Our 
".tforts must not slacken till the final decision is 
made, which may not be tilll893. 

Circling by the Golden Gates, sweeping along the 
glittering bay, trending into the vast San Joaquin 
valley, on Wednesday, N Jvember 4;b, I reach 
Rsymond, at the foothills of the Nevadas. The 
stages leave here for the Yosemite valley. Tbere 
are immense quarries in the vicinity. Tne land is 
taken up principally for the wood, and large 
quantities are shipped. At present there is no t.ravel 
~o the mountli11s. Time" are hard, they say. About 
a dr zgo houses are about Raymond besides the hotel 
and statitln. Sometimes this is a lively point, and 
fashion ft~tters in gay colors when the grest stage
coaches are loaded and go thundering along the 
grade, the whip snapping in the air. To-day it is 
quiet. Scarcely a sound is heard, except when the 
train departs in the morning and returns at evening. 
Raymond is on 1 side-track, twenty miles from WE will furnish free eampl., pages-pictul'eB and· 
Berenda, which ill on the main line. It is forty miles text-of the "Freethir.kerfl' P.ctorial Text-Book" to 
from here t() the Yosemite valley. any friend who will distribute them where they will 

I giv two lectures at Rnmona. N lt a urea~. do good, and to anyone who will become a selling 
many are out at the first h c u •e. The hall is ft led agent a liberal discount will be made. A Freethinker 
at the second lecture, not simply on account of the 

1 

of good address, man or woman, out of work, could 
lecture, but because after the lecture there is a make good salary selling this book in any town of 
sociable and dance. This is a very good arrange- fairly Liberal inhabitants. 



D th f D J R -onroe county who had often winced under his excoria-ea £• r. • • .111. • 
tions, he numbered many of his warmest friends, the 

From the Ironclad Age. writer of tbiA himself falling in that category. 
Dt. Monroe wag • nativ of Monmouth county, In July, 1857, the dcctor removed his paper to 

New Jersey. His father was • nativ of Burlington S•ymour and changed the name to the Sdymour 
county, west -Jersey. He was an educated man and Iimes. In September of that year he removed with 
an extensiv historical and general reader. His fa- his family to Louisville, the better to pursue his 
ther and the grandfather of tbe subj oct of this medical ptudies, leaving his paper in oharRe of Sam
sketch served as • soldier of the Ravolution, having uel W. Holmes as editor, and Frank Williams as 
been • soldier in the British service bEfore the foreman. He graduated with distinction in the 
breaking out of the Rsvolutionary war. He was first yesr of 1858, in the Kentucky School of Medicin, 
enlisted in Maryland and by successiv enlistments then undt>r the control of such eminent men as Pro· 
served during the war or until the storming of Stony fessors Goldsmith, Bullitt, Bayless, Hardin, Oum-
Point, where he received saber wounds, breaking mins, an(l other1:1. · 
and mangling the shoulder, that disabled him during In 1861 the so;h regiment was recruited hPre, 
the remainder of his life. He was much in the im- and Dr. Monroe in its early formation (0Jt. 2. 1861) 
mediate command of General" Washin~ton, who received from Governor Morton a commission as 
Pmployed him in drilling new recruits. He died io su,.geon, it being the first commission issued to any 
B11rlington at an advanced mge, being entitled to ;;ffi.tler in the re11iment. He was mustered into thP 
large grants of land, which, however, by the destruc~ q~rvice of the Uaited States by O•pt. Obarles ·E 
tion of papers by fire, and the failure to properly Norrie nf the regular army, on the 22 j day bf Octo
prosecute, were never recovered by his heirP. ber, 1861. Oaptain Norris came here to mueter in 

D:. Monroe was taught to read by his mother and quch recruits as had collected. The mustering 
while yet a child he read the B,ble through and (swearing in) was done about where F1fth street lies, 
aloud at her knee, believing every word of it then, as "little west of the dwelling of Jesse Harris. L•ter 
be says, though we are sorry to say he r6jected ite ln the winter of that year difficulties between Dt. 
divine origin since, and seemed to regard it fiB a blun- }'{onroe and acHng-Oolonel Beffren, growing out of 
daring and contradictory history of doubtfulauthen- old politica1 animosities, perhaps, culminated at 
Ucity, or a "cunningly devised fable." In this thf' Bardstown, Ky., and the doctor demanded a transfer 
writer sees nothing to commend neept the doctor'" to another regiment. A resip-ration was accepted by 
boldness and candor and evident sincerity, which General Buell, and on the lHh day of March fol
the writer freely concedes. While yet a mere child nwing be was re-commissiolled as surgeon of the 
he was passionately fond of hisioriaal and poetical 49 ,h rflgiment, and immediately joined it at Oumber
books, which peA"ion was encouraged by his parents. land Ford. 

In October, 1838, his father came We_st with his The sickness among the soldiers of tbat command 
family and brought up at Louisville. The following in the Fpring and early summer of 1862 was frigbt
snring he came to this count.v, whl're be died near ful. Dr. Monroe labored unceasingly and with 
Vallonia, in the winter of 1839. His mother also scanty means for the relief of the brave and stricken 
died a few years 1at.Pr in L'luisville. , boys, and was 1 great favorit with all. His own 

In the fall of 1840 our lad, with a brother (lonll beslth finally broke down. He was attacked with 
since d~ad) and another boy of their at<quainlanaP, partial paralysis, affecting mostly and rendering al-
11 enlisted" on a fi1tboat at LC>uisville, and started most useless the left arm. It was that curious kind 
on a "perilous vo:yage" over tbe "ragintz falls" for of spinal trouble that givs t)le victim an irresiat1ble 
the far South. The voyage was most e1>jovable. es inclination to turn round in attempting looomotion. 
pecially to the sul:·j~at of thi111 notice, as Mr. Fols Tbis Effected the mi11d, and most of the month of 
bury (>hen of Auron) the owner of the boat, had • July end a part of Ar,gost of that year were almost 
splendid line of books, including Byron, Moore, and a blank to the dcctor. But in l!pite of his indisposi
otber poetical works, and the duties gave amp'e time tion he continued his labors among the sick in camp 
for study. Folebury was a splendid reader and de· until about the 1st of July. In this condition a 
claimer, ud from him our hero derived valuable resignation was reluctantly eent in, which reeeived 
lessons. the following response from Oolonel Rty, the gallant 

The boat and cargo (bay, flour, and other produaF) commander of the rl'giment: 
were sold at N .tcbEz, and on returning to Louisville 
in the winter "our "Ouno man" found emplo..,ment HlUDQUAFTBRs 4TF RRGT. IND. Vors., } 

"' e J CUMBRRLA}'D FnRD. KY., May 30. 1862 
for a while about the mills thrre. Getting a little Dn. J. H. MoNROE, Surgeon 49 h Re!Zt. Ind. Vola -Drar 
ahead be purchased aDd ran a furniture car, and • Sir: Your letter of the 29,h Instant., tenderlne: ym•r resign&. 
hafk for some time. Bilth were prcfi1able in that tion of the post of surgeon of the 49,h Regt. Im:L Vole., was 
city at that perind. Before gpi"R down the rive-r be handed me yesterday. 
h.d Wrl"tten ·" Wt'll OobbetL's y ,sion, or tbe D a vi In compliance with your request, I hav approved the same 

&Jld forwarded to General Carter. 
and Tom Paine," one of his earliest lituary 1 fforls I extremPly re!Zret that your health should require such a 
(which appeared in his volume published Jaet sum- couree. With pleaPure IJ.nd readiness you hav faithfully 
me1 ), and several ot.ber poetic pieces, many of which diEcharged the arduous duties or your rffice, and given 
appeared anollymously in the papf'rl!l of that day. entire s"tlsfactlon In every particular, and were It not that 

your falling health Is arparent to all, I would urge you to 
Bat prior to this be had set about to tequire a ncall yonr l•tter. Under no other circumstance" and for no 

medical education and wu devouring the contents of nther cauee than you hav assigned, would the resl~~;natlon be 
whatever medical bor k<~ 'toA could buy or borrow. apnrovtd and forwarded. 
L · L · "11 • 1845 h 1 d" d d" · 'tb You will bear with you the confclou~ness that you hav 'liVIng ::IUISVI e 1D P B u lf me IC!D Wt d<'ne your duty, and also the esteem and best wiPhes of the 
Dr. Stage and later witn Dt. WallacP, tf Olark , fficers and men or thiA reJZiment, who hav carefully noticed 
county, this state; and one Wiater •nd spring while and approved the 1 fficlent manner In which you hav dis
engaged in tesc'llinR school in Salem his valued charged your duties to the sffi cted members.of the 49 h. 
friend, D·. H. D. Henderson (then in copartDer- I am, sir, truly your frleT'd, J W. RAY. 
ship with Dr. Reed) k ndly gave him the run of their Colonel49.h Regt. Ind. Vole. 
offiae and medical books, from which he derived E•rly in J:uly his indisposition increasing and his 
great advantage. resign11tion not having been yet accepted, btt was 

In the spring of ~848 he purchased 111 small farm sent from Oumberland G1p to the hospital in Lex
of forty acres, near N ~wry, in this county. He """ ington, Ky., wh,.re l:le rFomained until his resignation 
mained there in a country practic3 until April, 1850, was accepted, August. n·.b, shortly after which he 
when be removed to Rl'.lkford and at once stt~pped returned home. The Iimeswas coDdncted by other 
into a lucrativ practiCA for that day. From this on parties durin~ the doctor's absence in the army. In 
unlit the winter of 1855 he found time to wrHe its isl!lue of August 2ht appeared the following, 
many stories and poems, and to furnish correspnnd which throws light on the nature of his ailment : 
ence for our county part"'"• and thnAe of N aw 

0 d 1 1 b b By the army eur!Zeons Dr. Monroe's disease was pro 
Albany and Madison. In 185 an 85 e pu · nouoced to be located In the brain and nervous system. His 
lisbed essays against the gra11d jury system which lEft arm has been partially p~ralyzed for a lorg t!me, and 
are pertinent and which if republished now would the senses of hearing and taste hav been entirely destroyed 
find twenty indnrsers where they bad scarcely one on the left side. He has but partial control over the volun-

H h t · t th · d tary muscles or the left side or the body. The memory and 
at that time. e was O agatDS e Isms an mental faculties generally hav suffered aod a distressing 
follies of that day, and published much in a bnr- sensation of fallhlg forward and to tbe right has been con. 
leeque style which be no doubt became ashamed · tlnually prerent. To this, almost total loss or appetite and 
d. Several of his poems and Atories attracted night sweats hav been accompaniments since the middle of 
much attention at that time, as Dr. Monroe was a May. 
zealous Whig and his opposition to the Damocratic Having measurably recovered, the doctor, among 
party partook of the bitterneFII "f gall and worm- others, was sent by Governor Morton on special 
wood; and so in February, 1855. be started tbe surgical duty to Murfreesboro on the oecurrence of 
Rlckford Herald, with a view d finally fqualching the battle of Stone River, where be labored amongst. 
that party in this county, if not in the wbole country. the wounded until the extra sur~ical force was no 
We are glad to report that be bas thus far failed to longer needed. He was also at Perryville on a simi
suppress it, and later, though he does not yet con- lar service. 
cede that it was fit to liv, hq seemed to think it In the winter of 1863 the doctor had another and 
about as respectable as the Republican party. He a worse paralytic attack. which confined him. to the 
always· bad credit for eincerity and candor, and bed for many weEks. Daring this he sold the Say. 
lived to gain the respeat •rd personal friendship of mour Times to Braxton L~ve and John R Jennings. 
the Jeadf-rs and h fiuential Domocrats in this county But after several months, on recovering, be bought 
(and many elsewher~) whom he had so often and so the paper back. 
unmercifulJy scored and lahored to dtfeat; and In March, 1869, having sold the I imes and his 
finally amongsb the leading Damocrats of Jackson farm near town, though not his town property, D1. 
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Monroe set out with six teama. intending to locate 
i '1 Missouri, in stock-raising and farming. Reaching 
Patis, Ill., be bec•me "mud-bound," and put his 
h•ams to farming there, intending to go on in the fall. 
But coming here on business, in complianoe wit.h a 
general desire bA decided to return, and in J aly, 1859, 
he revived the q tmes and again resumed his prac
tice. 

.i)r. MonroA built several good houses in Sey· 
mour. In 1873 be built the large and handsome 
residence be oconpied at the time of his death on 
Ohestnut street. · 

As a newspaPer writer Dr. Monroe long held a 
high position. Very manv good judges regarded him 
as one of • the most t1f chi'f political editors in 
Indiana, if not the very ablest. 

He was bitter and terribly sarcastic upon whatever 
he opposed, and while he was the bitter and im· 
placable partisan be alwar: had the warm personal 
friendship of his politica opponents, eepecially of 
those who knew him mo"t. intimately. · 

In the summer of 1875 the DJctor collected his 
dramas and poems and published them in a hand· 
some volume. 

Dr. Monroe was among the host of self-made men 
of our country. Without means and without friends 
he acquired 1 good education, and amidst poverty 
and hardship be arquired a knowledge of his pro
fession, and we can say in trutb, that as a physi
cian and surgeon he bad bat few if any superiors 
in the state, and bad he devoted his life and energies 
to his practice, unencumbered by any other pur
suits, he would bav had a reputation er: joyed by 
few of his professional brethren. As it is, be stood 
at tbe bead of his profession, and besides won an 
enviable position aa a political writer, and his genius 
and powers as 1 dramatic and poetical writer were 
acknowledged and quite ex~ensivly known. . 

It is the opinion of the writer that Dr. Monroe 
was one of the remarkable men of the times. 

ALMOST all men are guided by the understandings 
of others, not by their own; 111d may be said more 
truly to adopt, tban to beget, their opinions. 
N urees, parents, pl'dagcgs, and after them all, that 
univereal pedagog Oustom, fill tbe mind with notions 
which it bas no share in framing; wbioh it receives 
as paseivly as it receives the impressions of outward 
ot j acts; and which left to itself, it would never hav 
framed, perhaps, or would bav examined afterward. 
Thus pnjudices are established by education, and 
habits by 4!ustom •. We are taught to thiDk what 
others thiDk, not bow to tbir:k for ourselvs; and 
while the memory is loaded, the undtretanding re
mains uneurci11ed, in such trammels as constrain 
its motions and direct its pace, till that which was 
artificial beoomes in some sort natural, and the mind 
can go no other. It miy ·sound oddly, but it is 
t-rue, in many oa&l'P1 to say, that if men bad Jear11ed 
less their way to knowledge would be shorter and 
Pasier. It is indeed shorter and easier to proreed 
from jgnorarce to knowledge, than from error. 
They who are in the last, must unlearn, before they 
can learn to any good purpor.e; and the first part of 
tbiR double taek is JJot, in many respects, the least 
d\ffi.~ult; for which reason it is seldom undertaken. 
-Lord Boli11gbroke. 

A Double-Mf'aning Poem. 
[8ent by a Jersey City man to the Sun. Read the Jines 

firot s~< they are printed; then read them as they are num. 
bered.] 

1. The pomp or courts and pride or kings 
3. I prlze above all earthly things 
5. I love my country, but mv king 
7. Above all men his praise I'll sing 
9. The royal banners are diPplayed 

11. APd may success the standard aid 
2 I fain would bllnlsh far from hence 
4. The RiJZhts of Man and Common Sense 
6. Destruction to that odious name 
8. The plsgue or Prlnl'es, Thomas Paine 

10. DefPat and ruin seize the cause 
12. Of France, her liberty, and her laws. 

Specin1en of Religious Reasoning. 
The Datch were thus satirized, some hundred years ago, 

by the Spaniards : 
1. They rob God of his hon·or; 
Brcause they tolerate all religions. 
2 The king or his dues; 
Because they revolter! from the king or Spain, when he 

Wll-8 shout to set up an Inquisition among them. 
3 The fish of their quarters; 
Because they hav taken io part of the sea, in making their 

town, by strong bankA, piles, etc., etc. 
4 And burn up the earth before the day of judgment; 
Because they burn much turf, peat, and Clay tor bricks, 

tiles, etc. 

Mns. MATTIE KRBXBL will spend the month or December 
lecturing In Texas and the following four months In Kansas. 
Nebraska, and Iowa. Her address this month is 363 Third 
street, Portland, Oregon; after that, cue or Mrs. J. W. 
Grit, 448 Bryan street, D~llas, Texas. 

SDD for catalog of our publicationr. a., fm 
on application. 



THE T:UUTH SEEKElR. NOVEMBER 21, 1891. 

fommnnications. 

English Notes. 
DEAR TnuTH SEEKERS: The opening of lhe new hall 

at· Ftnsbu'ry Park, a Auborb of Londqn, was a grer&t 
enccess. Mr. G. W. Foote presided, whilst on the 
platform with him were Messrs. ToliZ3&U Parris. 
F.Jrder, WhEeler, Snell; Hell~ford, Stanlly Jones, and 
Geor~re Standring; and in the •udience were Mr. 
and Mrs. Samson, Messrs. R. 0. Smith, •.rruelove, 
Fagan, and others who are interested ·in the local 
Freetbooght movement. Ba~ter stilJ, U1e ball waf 
crowded to ex.eeRB by a most enthusiastic .concourse 
of people. 0 i S 11nday I delivered the fird leoturt 
there and had a good audienaP. ·The weatbPr wa1 
simply cruel. Awon~ those present were Mr. anc 
Mrs. S•mson, Mr. J. M Wheelfr, and Mr. Brumage 
of the Portsmouth school board. As an experiment. 

mouth he was well known and highly respected, the 
latter town placing him sisth among :fifteen success
ful ca11didates as. their r6presentativ upon the 
achoolboard. Mr. Brumage ia now Jivinl!' in Lln· 
don, and helping on th~ w~rk at Finsbory Par_k. 

L1st Ft'iday's meeting 1n support of the rrght of 
mailicg Malthusian literature WiS a great euct!ess, 
and ought to open the eyes of the government to the 
fact that the British public cannot be jumped upon 
at ple&sure. The British lion has a tail, and when it 
is trodden upon it sometimes discloses.the unwelcome 
intelligeDce that the tail contains a sting. Dr. Drys 
dale is to be congratulated upon the quickness 
with which his Malthusians took up the inqu;sl
torial gauntlet. 

assaulted declined, in obedience to his father's 
wishes, to stay after school boara and listen to a 
scripture Ieeson. The benefits of scripture readin~ 
in public schools are V'!ry great as .tbos exe~plifi~d,. 
and Secularists should now vote an a body for rts 
continuance. . 

a couple of rtcitations and some music were indulgec_ 
in, with a shorter lecture than is usually given, anc 
the result wa11 all onA could bav wished. 

It is unfortunate for me that my first letter tr 
TBB TRUTH SEEKER shouJd be the meal'ls d bringin11 
my good friend and col!eapuP, .John M R lbfrteon, 
about my ·ears. Ia h1s Natlonal R· ft)rmer, ht 
invites me to withdraw im expree11ion conoeroing thr 
Bradlaugb memorial scheme. WeJJ, I only wish I 
conld ; but as at present advised,. I fear I mostJeavf 
it'j 11st where it stands ~'X!lept tht I do not for on• 
moment. suggest that J JbD M. R >bertson and som• 
of his supporters are anythii!g but u;cellent Secular 
ists. · H1s weak point is an exceesiv Jo\)'e of 
peppery' criticism ( oever mind of whom or d bow 
small a point) and I fear that this very predieposi 
tion to opposition bas rua away with him in thi~ 
matter which should hav pro't'oked un!lnimity. In· 
atead of ''enemies" I might hav sa,id 11 opponents." 
'Tne outdoor work is cooling down now for thE 

winter, and indocr work sbnws up bet•er. N iVem
ber's list of the LJndo'l S3cuJ.r F~deration sbowP 
ten indoor stations at work. Tbat is the lareest I 
ever remember for L:mdon. In addition to tbe Son
day work, some of tbe ten are giving week-night 
le!ltures aa well. Oaly three. outdoor stations pro
pose to wrestle.wi&h .the fogs and fr.:>sts of chiiJ 
N o>vember; ·and one can scarcely bl11me them. It is 
always hard work to talk for an hour in a London 
thoroughfare, even under the best conditions; but 
to inhale • soapy mist, with one's fiogers too cold to 
turn over the pages of a bock, and the aodieBce 
trotting up and down to keep warm, is st~meihing as 
diabolical as most lecturers want to come in contact 
llLh. Ol eonrsa there are always a few outsiders 
who are speaking as well as our own lecturers, and 
there are also Ohriatiane who are willing to take up 
the cudgels even in mid-winter; and so the wotk 
rolls on. 

~eeping through my Wood Green audience I 
caught the face of a true v:eteran Ft'ee~hinker who 
may often be seen thflrP.. Mr. Truelove is president 
of the Wood Green braDch, and daspHa his long 
years and feeble health he does not think it beneath 
him or .too much troubla to take part in our outdoor 
prooagandL 

Mr. Truelove is a Fteethoogh' pubii>her, greatly 
honored by our E 1glish S ccularists. In· hill early 
manhood be was an enthusiastic followet' of R )bert 
0 .ven, of whom he tells m~&nv anectiotes. F Jr nine 
years be was secretary to th,. John St.\'eet Institution 
with whioh Thomas and R 1bert Oncper, Ollarles 
Bradlaugb; and George Jacob Ho1yoak1?- were activly 
connected. :P11ring thia period Truelove and hie 
wife j 1ined and removed to the community estAb 
lisbed by RJbert 0 .ven at Harmony H!!ll, Tytherly, 
Hampshire; and they remained there until the ex 
periment was abandoned. The other details of his 
lite would fill a biogrilphy, and eo I most l'lkip them~ 
S•,flhe to enumerate two incidents. I 1 February, 
1858, Truelove was arrested, upon a warrant, for 
pubJisbin~ a libel on N tpoleon III. in a pamphlet 
called 11 Tyranni"1,de." He was put into a vile 
dungeon, and after his case had been delayed from 
April to J aly, the governmeet absndoned the prose 
cution on the defendAnt d~claring that he bad no 
intention of inciting to aasagsination. The principle 
inv:olved in the pamphlet was tb .... ;qohl; to diseuse 
the q 11estion of tyrannicide. In 1877 1'-m•l~v .. was 
impr~so~ed for fou" mon}bs and fi •Pd £50 ($250) for 
pubhebrng R 1bt>rt Dde 0 ven's 1' M,ra1 Pay .. •o!o~ry" 
and anothEr work, '' Iodividual, Family, and N atinnal 
Povertv." On hia release be was·~ ed at the LJn
don Hall · of Science and prt>sentrd with an 
illumin~ted address, and a purse, beautifully worked 
by Miss BradlaUJlh, containing two hundrEd 
S'lvert>i~ns. M... Truelove was eighty.two last 
0Jtober, and is still a mrJre aAtiv worker than many 
one-halt his age. M•y he liv a Jon~ .time yet. 

A lesl! known man in th~ party, but one· to whom 
Secularists owe mucb, is Mr J .1hn Brum!!lge, referred 
to ab:Jve. Mr. Bmm•ge is bnt JJ:x~.y ~ears of ags, 
and h•"' lived most of his time ill E ~~lish dorkyartis. 
Ae a Freethinker he always found opportunity for 
e;xtending our sphere of labor hv exciting interllst in 
our doinss. At Pembroke, Woolwicb, and Ports-

Theosophy is r.till engagin~ t.he aUenti~n of our 
bigwigs. For instavce, FAther Ignahus, the 
A.oglican Benedictine monk, bas die.covered that the 
!reat M•batma is none otter than onr old friend 
Jesus Onrist. Mrs. B•sant dercribelf him as an 
[nitiate. · Maybe the Holy Ghost will settle the 
knotty point in due time. Anyhow, Mr. ·G. W. 
Foote has annouJ'jcad a course of three lectures on 
·his fruitful suhj•ct., to bs given at the LJndon Hitli 
of Science. You will probably like to hav the 
syllabus, so I append it: 

Tile R9v. Mr. Bader, who from his oft-repeatea 
false prophecies most bav some connection with 
those· prophets into whom . the Lord sent !' lying 
11pirit, bas recently charged his l!l&oretary wrth em
bt zzlemen b, but as the counsel for the defense sta~ed 
be was willing to go fully into tbe qnestioo, whrch 
was really only a d1:1l'~rence in accounts, the prose
cutor at ot:ca withdrew the charge, and c:ft'dred to 
pay the secretary's fare to Oanada. It was a pity 
tbe case was not carried. to the end, as some interest• 
inll disclosures mightc hav been made as to the vtay 
"Bstholan" was finanaed, and what income the 
. prophet made from it. 

Salvation Booth, who has o:lfdred to pay £10 000 
per •nnum for a site on the Thames embanlunent, 
... tt A'l'~'e~ a building as headquarters of the value of 
£100 000, ie not likely to get nis oit-3r accepted. The 
ptdormances now going on at lillstbourne hav not 
recommended the Army to general f•vor, _and as 
onQ of the members of the aorpotation of L lndon 
said Booth is! not the sort of nuan to keep any 
agr~ement if be thought it would advance his pur
pose to break ~t. It certai~ly _loeb as if some of 
his former ad '!lrrers are begtnnzng. to find out what 
Freethinkers hav said from the commencement of 
his cat'Aer. The refuges that he 'baa opened with 
such a flourish of trumpets to rescue the submerged 
tenth bav been sho;vn to be clmplete frauds, and it 
remains to be seen whether his business bas not 
already reacht.d the zenith, and in a few years will 

(1) Madam Blavatsky, the fir~t H!~~:h Priestess of Theoso
phv; her CarMr and her Writlngs-1\trs. Besant1 the 
•Pcond Rle;h Priestess-Mahatmas : Who, What. and 
Where ?-Occultism, or Theosophi<' Juggling; with Paral• 
le!P from History. 

(2) Bodv and Spirit-Sevenrold Man-MysteriOUR Nnm
h.,rs - Pr• Eil:lstence - R ·incarllat!on- AllegPd Proc fs : 
D'eams, Aypnot.i!lm, Gonlus1 Infant Prodlgies-Odental 
J<~.rvnn-Panthelsm .. 

(8) K,rma-The Path-Flesh and Splrit-Ascetlci~m
Ceubacy-Brotberhocd'-Generl!l Er.hical Criticism of The
osophy-Its Pretensions and its V .Uue. 

Wbatever Mr. Foote has to say is good, and he 
has wonderfully added to hi!! reputation as a lecturer 
during the past sis months. . If be maintains the 
standard· these lectures ought to be ~>spfcialiy 
interesting and even valuable; for Mr. Foote bas 
not only his own ability to trust to, but mlso the 
learning Cif his friend and colleague, J; M. Wheeler, 
than whom Dnne of the Freethougbt Party know!! 
more about 0 riental theology, nnl~u it h10 J. M. 
Robert~>on. Yanr" ''""~@r!Ja1Jy, Sur STANDRING. 

London, Oct. 29 1891. 

Our London Letter. 
.Our Roman Oatholic home sectetary has had an· 

other outburst of virtnA, and ba11 institutsd a nrose
cution against a Mr. Young for Bending M:altbueilm 
pamphlets. through the post. Of course, he easily 
found mn obsequious magistrate ready and wiilin~r to 
carry out his instructions, and impose a heavy ;floe 
upon the culprit. Ae the punishment is probably 
illegal, the jndge before whom the case will be nn:t 
taken may reverse it, and it is evident the magistrate 
·had some such apprehension, as he was extremely 
unwilling to state 111 case to a hillher court, and 
would only do his duty in this respect on being 
tbreatE>ned with a mandamus. The home secretary, 
who is as mueh detested by his colleagues a11 he is by 
the country generally, did not foresee what a hornets' 
nest he was stirring up, •nd no doubt by this time 
regrets his st.upidity. He has never been bold 
enough to attack the Malthusian Society, but thought 
he was perfectly safe in attacking an individu J. 
U afortunately for him and his party, be never does 
make • move in anv direction but wbat he blunders. 
The Malthusian S jciety mnd the Freethinkers who 
are in favor of its doctrine hav mo:ved in this 
matter, an-t public subsoriotions are invited and 
meeting with response, so that the necesearv funds 
will be provided to fi!fbt out the matter before jadaes 
who hav some knowledge of law. It is certainly a 
disgrace to any country that so much money must be 
expended before a person can get snything appro~ch
ing justice. Oourts of first instance are generally 
presided over by magistrates who obtain the position 
solely by f.voritism. and who are b.rristers who know 
nothing of law, and consequently failures in their 
profession. Tbey simply carry out the behests of 
government c:Oitliale and policemen, being incapable 
of examining the ri~hts of a case. 

The bishop of D Jver, who is not likely to dispar
age his own party more than possible, is fain to admit 
that Sunday-Pchools are something very much ekin 
to failorP. He states that ""., of one thousand con 
victs in Pantonville prison 757 bad at one time been 
Sunday. schoolscholare, their avPrage time of attend. 
ance being three years. He had personally tried to 
trate one hul'dred children who had passed throagh 
his school. He wae only able to trace seventy ~>even, 
and of that number thirty-nine were confil'msd 
drunksrds, and only two were now church attend
ants. Such an admis~ion must encourage parents to 
@end thl'ir cbi'dren f'r Pucb tuition. I wonder what 
the Sllnd•y-rcltool U aion will hav to say to such a 
eharge. Possibly they will exercise a wise discretion 
in pr•serving silence. . 

A 20dly board-school teacher has just been fined 
for the third time for assaulting children under his 
charge, witb a promis of imprisonment for the next 
o:lfense. His enuse this time was that the pupil 

be d&ad if not forgotten. J. D. 
London. 

In Re Abraham Lincoin and ~piritnalism. 
. To THE EDITOR oF THE Tnu'l'H SEEKER Sir : Your 
correspondent.. H. Wettstein. writing from Marengo, 
Ill in his tfbrt to stab Spiritua1.ism, under the 
he~d 11 Lincoln N Jt a Spiritualist," starts wide 
of the truth wben he declare3 . that '' Oolonel 
Bandy CO!lccoted the l11test · llliheme, with ' the 
notorious Miss Oolburn Maynard, to draw the 
easilY gulled into the Spiritualistic fold, said 
r;cbeme being embodied ~ a book reaently pub· 
Iisbed by them relating how Lincoln became converted 
to their dootrine,'1 e' c. . R ,ference is here made to a 
work just issued, "Was Abraham Lincoln!' Spiri~u
alist ?'' 'rhe I ruth is, Oolonel Bundy was an no wu1e 
concsrned in bringing out the work. had no id~etes' 
in it as a business venture, and therefore 1 don
coated 11 no PChE!me t.o gull the public. Tlle work was 
prr j ~cted by Mrs. Maynard, residing at White Plains, 
N Y and while it w_a.s in preparation· and she was 
caeti~g about how to publish it, baing of limited 
rneans, the m!.tter came to the knowledge of Mr •. 
R11fus 0. Hutrallfh, a reputable gentleman and pub
lisher of Philadelphia. He was not a Spiritualist, 
end as such did not seek sn inteniew with Mrs •. 
Maynard. H'3 believed the work would be a proper 
business enterpris3 to publish, and with an eye to 
business alone sought t.be aut.bore~s. ~a at once ~e-
o~ded to undertake the poblicfltlOn, rf the detailS 
should provA reliable, and forthwith began his inves
tigations. Afler a thorough examination of the hats 
as related by Mrs. Mtynard, !'nd l1l consultation wit~ 
numerous parUe!i, he wes sattsf!ed the work was reb
able. and took measures to bring it out, and has done 
110, John 0. Bundy having 110 more to do with it 
than the man in the moon. T aeaa are the facts lis to 
the publication of the work,. so .ddfdrent from. the 
shtement of H. Wettstein tbat I think he was mali
ciously f~lse or most wofolly ignorant. 

Aat~~in he obenc'sr'z~s the authores!J as the 
" ncitori~us Miss 0Jlburn Maynard," by this 
means ._pptarentlv hoping to blacken the char
acter of Mrs. Maynard and create a prfjlldice 
against her in the public mind. "Notorious," 
as used ~n this cJnnection, is a sinuous, slimy· 
snithet, evidence of 111o cowardly,· dastardly spirit. 
How is Mrs. 1\'hynard 11 notoriot!s T" If she was 
what the usPr of the same would hav the reader 
imply, why did he not manfully and "~uarely g!v us 
the facts whicb m1de her 1' notorious T Na; tnrs he 
did not do, for he h•d nothing which could in 
the lead compromise her aharaoter. I becam~ &C· 
quainted with Mrs. Maynard before her marraage, 
some twenty.five or more years ago, and was then 
impressed by her personality. She was a lady in the 
best sense of the word, and I am sure that with the 
lapse of years she bas lost none of the obaracteristics 
of a lady. I bav not seen her for some years, but I 
hav known of her through friends, some of whom 
saw b .. r in Washington when giving aittin~s to Presi
dent Lincoln. She bas bean an invalid fifteen years~ 
fer three years she h•e been confined to her bed 
throu11b a rbt>umatic t:ffdction, suff .. ring severe 'paine~ 
e1crociatiP2' in a high dPgree. And .she is "noto •. 
rioue I'' Wha~ shall bs said of a man who will stab & 
woman Jika Mrs. Maynard, no~ openly and bravely; 
but sneakingly by insinuation ! I might cite any 
amount of testimony from ladies and gentlemen 
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of r~pute touahing the ebaraater and reputation of One more aomes near to try his luak. Be was 
Mrs. Maynard, but it will ~e unneae~sary; besides, it auaye_d in a ~ather ~aphazard kind of mitigated suit 
unduly lengthens this article. I will, however, note of mall, fabnoated pieaemeal out of several devices 
what the family physician says. Be stated that he of plans for self-preservation, the whole o1faring a 
knew Mr:s. MaynaJ;d and .had attended her about fif. rather woebegone and weatherbeaten appearanae. 
teen years; that she is now 11 hopeless invalid, has And the lone ahampion took up a sledgehammer 
been aonfined to· her bed nearly three years, and aan called 11 unmitigated humbug," and laid him out 
not possibly recover; that during his experienoe and before be had time to protest against the use of 
aontaot with her he has always found her to be •n personalities or anything elee. 
exemplar_y .woman, but possesse.d of a peouliar organ· And nobody else being around, the viotor 
ism and. sensitivness of condition, and likewise of pumphandled the air and onae more aoilgratulated 
some peouliar power or magnetism, which, to say the himself, ·11 Egoism" being too far out west to do it 
least, was unexplainable, and that nothing within the in t.ime. 
soienoe of medicin could ·clearly explain her psycl:lic Knights errant must eat, however, like other folks. 
condition-or briefly in oommonplaoe words, ''We This seemed to be particularly the case with the 
confess there is something about Mrs. l:hynard that moralist champion we formerly mentioned. Nature 
we do not understand; we, however, believe her to bad fitted him with • great capaoity as a feeder, and 
be. a thorough Ollristian woman of irreproachable blessed him moreover with a fAmilv that wanted 
character and antecedents." euoporting in a knightly manner. With his utmost 

Appended to the letter of Mr. Wettstein is an arti- P1fJrts in the sham-battle line, it was impossible to 
cle from the Ohicago News, a letter from a Washing- prevent his exchequer from running low. Therefore 
ton correspondent, attempting to impugn the verity be bethought himself of his former antagonist, the 
of Mrs.·Haynard's book, in an interview with Mr. lonely cpampion of human liberty in re copyright, 
J. G. N colay, private secretary to President Lin· and resolved to become as sleek and well rounded a 
cola •. Tb.ere is nothing positiv in wh11t the corre- ebampion of the rights of men, regardless of conse
spondent puts into the mouth of Mr. N cJlay. It is quences. 
all I don't know, I don't believe things were so-tea. Be therefore had him made a large silken banner, 
timony uttf'rly neJZ"ativ, which would be ruled out in on which was embroidered in gilt letters the word 
court instanter. Oa the other band, there are scores "Expediency." And he hung it prominent above all 
who know the truth of the facts detailed by Mrs. May. the other banners that girdle the avenue leading to 
nard. Mr. Hartranft sifted the whole matter most his. castle's gate. And there were twenty-six of 
thoroughly before becoming the publisl:er. Be knew them, and they read somewhat as follows : A vaoant 
the book was absolutely true and governed himself hmd holder is a woman-starver and an orphan-robber. 
accordingly. I might quote attestations. by the t demand the repeal of all laws for collecbing debt~. 
score, but I willlene the matter in the hands of the Free speeob, free prells, free trade, free land, free 
public, as the book has· been issued, and whoever money. iand, Anthony Smut bag consenting, free love 
wishes can examin that and -leo.rn all tbA facts. also. There is no God ·J Government is a humbug ! ! 

WILLIAM FosTEB1 JB. etc. In aU, twenty-six well counted. 
---------- And on the ll&te he had affixed a beautifal shingle, 

The Battle of the Giantll. whioh read as follows : · 
And there were giants in those days. ·· Bee MoPes Turn hts coat. 

There once existed a race- of iD.tell~:ctur.l giants, Anarchist, E~otist, and Atheist! 
and much ado was there among tllem about a cer- Proft-ssion, lawyer. · Collections a. specialty. 
tain ·matter call£d copyright. The issue had to be Tax-titles bought and 11old for a reasonable profl.t. 
decided by a male 3 open to all comers, ending. with Divorces procured without publicity. 
the approved maxim of "Gld show the right," and And he diligently applied himself to the Jaw and 
to the victor belong the spoils. . waxed exceedingly fat and sleek. And he betook 

The lists presented a glorious sight. Six intel- himself to his former antagonist in re copyright 
lectual knights fightin'g in warlike array with waving and spoke to him thusly : ''See, I was wrong and 
plumes and glittering swords. The odds, however, ignorant, and knew Dot the ways of the world. 1 
appear unequal. Five •re ~itted against one. Bow wanted to reform. · Now, I followed thy example 
oat;J.·viotory be his! B11t faith in • good cause and and prospered fairly in the goods of this world, and 
tru.s.t bl his impenetrable armor of self-conceit, and laid bold of many chattels. I pray thee forgiv me 
the powers of the unconquerable club of selfish· mv rashness in fif;turing as a moralist champion, and 
ness, protect the lone ohampion. Wjtb desperate believe me I will henceforward travel 'he straight 

· valor charge after charge is made on him, but deftly pathway of selfishness and take all the benefits that 
he evades being touched, and at every stroke of his can be gathered there." 
ponderous mace a saddle is emptied or a weak spot And the lone champion in re copyrigM playfully 
·in .the npponent's armor penetrated~ Four lie patted his back and grinningly said: "Well done, 
wounded unto death, and the fifth ignobly turns tail my son, I now dub thee Anarchistic knight-errant in 
and Jlies from the lists, while the hero sends a barbed earnes~. As a true Egoist, be always true to thy 
javelin after him called fiakleness and arGhist. felt. . In token of my implicit faith in thy capabilitit'B, 

And the great hero is just shaking hands with I . will from now on intrust to thy care the legal 
himself on the result of the auspicious occasion, defense of my CCipyrigbt against· all persons whom
when lo and behold, the runaway giant returns, soever, who might bav the unspeakable stupidity to 
decked out in a hauberk several sizes too small for infringe on my edition of the Sahweitzer Tomato. 
him and 1 Spencerian plum~ stuck awry on his Bless thyself, my son, and the wolld will bless thee." 
casque, brazenly trying to o1far battle !!&gain by per- And ever since peres has reigned among the 
sonating another fellow. But the lone gi~anh hastily Anarchistic defenders of human liberty, also harmony 
puts up a parallel column, grabu W sbster's die ~ionary and brotherly love. · 
and. an encyclopedia lying loose in the lists, and And tbey are growing more and more Ohadbandly 
smites him sOre, very sore, with all the big words in demeanor and pot-bellied· in stature, and they 
therein c:mtained. And he said unto him, ''Go increased their submundane possessions exceedingly 
home, thou sucker, and take a nap" And he hied under the noble sb!'Adow of the bro"d bllnn"r of Ex-
him home, and bas been napping eve!." since. pedienoy. DE LxsPINASsE. 

And the great ·intelle~tual giant shakes ~ands 
again with himself and muchly cong!atulat~s himself The Effect of Opening the Art Museum on 
on his suaceasful defense of human r1ghts, tn re cJpy- Sundays. 
right, by his single arm laying out five ~ncb giants, Before the Sunday opening of the Metropolitan 
with no other help than Tak klik in the far rear. Museum, says the Sun, the arb gallery was the res or~ 

And the great intellectUiol conquaror sate himself of hysterical enthusiast~?. There were, of course, 
in his armchair, and he translated "booli of unpr£ c 3- thousands of visitors who wandered about in a nat
dented. dulness, written by a theological numskull urAl way, scores of artists and art-lovers with keen 
in an unpronounoeable language, and be had this appreciation ; but tue visits of these were made 
translation dubbed immoral and forbidden in the .weary by the men and women of the hysterical 
-mails and he sold it by express to suckers, and took school, who were original only in their sensational 
1 aop~right OL' it, and grQwe~h exoeedingly sleek and sdja~tivs. This sort of thing still goes on, but of a 
fat and rica in filthy luore. . · Sunday a new kind of art oritic is now admitted. Be 

Another champion appears in the ~rena. Be iB is always amusing, and at times instruotiv. This 
not fierce-looking and humbly cb.allenges the lone arit.io is the people. 
giant on the ground that a true knight-errant's Some time ago a paragraph appeared in the Sun 
deeds should codJrm to his professed utterances. It which set forth tba~ in the streets of Tokio it was no 
is rather a tight equeez~ for the v;otor, but as evsr uncommon· sight to see a crowd of Japanese day
he rises equal to the occasion. S hooping down from laborers at a window admiring a bit of exquisitly 
his saddle, he picks up a rock labeled JnOralist, and decorated pottery. It was not surprising when a 
hurls it with unprecedented force against the skull museum employee said that the Obinese and. Japan
of the new·oomer. And he tells him wHh 111 mi~bty ese were among the most persistent attendants at 
frown that he wants no meddling in his private the museum, and tbat they seemed to hav consid
a1fiirs, demanding ,a handsome apology on the erable taste and to get a good deal of elljoyment. 
ground that being an E,{oist, suoh indnuations savor B11t tha Ohinese and Japanese do not eome on 
'1f 'insult and personality, which the rules of the Sundays. They prefer the week-days, when the 
.• sts forbid. And the moralist champion vaouates crowds are not so large. 
the lists, rubbing the spot where the boulder bit The Sunday crowd, if it can be judged from the peo
biro, his physiognomy indicAting ths~ if not c:Jn· ple who went last Sunday, is a cmrious conglomerate 
sidering himself vanquished, yeh he feels considerably of poor Ameri~aus and foreigners, with here and there 
bulldo,ed. people who 11how in dress and lang~ge that they 

hav had superior surroundings and education •. The 
Sunday opening seems to be acoomplishing just 
what it was designed for. It opens the museum to 
those who cannot come on other days. and who enjoy 
and can appreciate paintings, statuary, and antiqui- . 
ties. To some it seems impossible that a man or· 
woman who has little of the learning of books 
should really care for· art. Yet classical music will 
nowhere in this city ge5 such applause as from 
Tompkins square's rough looking crowd. · 

L1st Sunday about five thousand people, at leash 
four thousand of whom showed in face and dress an 
intimate knowledge of the fierce struggles of life, 
visited the museum 'between 2- o'clock arid 6 an'(f 
seemed to enj 1y tbemselvs about as genuinly as if 
they had several generations of culture baek of them. 
They did not admire everything in the museum. 
They did not hav any tum~Ituo'!IB soul-heavings.· 
They did not compare di1fcJrent schools. In fact, they 
did no\ do much talking of any ll;in_d. They Jooked 
until they got tired, then they sat dow:U and rested, 
and in sitting down each chose a place where some 
pioture that pleased him well could be seen. There 
was a uniformed gentleman who moved about in this 
erowd almost on tiptoe and with his nose in the air. 
0 ne would hav thought he wall picking his way 
through a sewer. The writer joined him to learn 
about this delicacy of step and nostril. 

'·A good crowd here to-day !" 
''Plenty of 'em," said the uniformed gentleman; · 

"but-b~astly, simply beastly." 
"What's the matter!" 
"They think it's 11 dime museum. They look upon 

everything as freak!!. You ought to see 'em down · 
at the mummiea. They take on like it was a circus." 

"Where' a thli! harm T They're enjoying them-
selva." · 

The uniformed gentleman liUed his nose ! 
"This is a place where people oome for art 

These don't know nothin' about art." 
Nabody paid any attention to him, however, and 

the queer and sometimes striking art criticisms went 
on as before. It was pretty bad down by the 
mummy oases for a sensitiv person, but funny at 
times for one of another sort. Etrly in the after
noon • party from Hester street or thereabout was 
near the entrance. They seemed to feel shabby, and 
put on an air of impudence to hide their feelings. 
There was a girl with hands in the pockets of her 
jacket and a general air of complacency. cc Oh, Jim I 
come here once! Juss look at the body done up in 
cheese· c~oth," and· Jim and ~ll the rest came. They 
looked in soornful amazement at suob a poor show
ing for a corpse, and Jim said he auessed the body 
had been dead 11 good while. With this no one 
seemed to disagree. One of the girls saw the gal
lery for statuary afar o1f and steered the party away 
from it. After they had llOt well past, she and two 
other girls turned back. They were giggling a little 
and whispering, and looked about to see if anybody 
was watching. They walked through and baok and 
through and baek again, looking neither to the right 
nor the left. One of them caught sight of Power's 
Greek S'ave aDd nudged the two others. They nar
rowed their walk until it was • sort of circle around 
this. Their faces got very red, but their curiosity 
was too great.. They passed anll repassed unUI the 
appearance of the beautiful statue wall firmly fixed 
in their min de. As they passed in to join the others, 
one !laid: 

"Gee, Jen, ain't 11be pnrty !" 
"Out o' sight. None o' the girls is in it wid her.". 
The statuary hall was not popular, and the nuder 

pictures seemed to be avoided to a great extent. 
The lower ealilt side has too practical notions of the 
utility of the human form divine. And in this the 
lower eaet side joins hands with the good ladies of 
Philadelphia. · 

The pioture galleries were crowded the afternoon 
thron~h, and here the Sunday crowd stood the test 
very well.. Trne,one man mistook Oolum~us before 
Isabella for Mr. Edwin Booth •. "Heres Booth," 
said he, "and bEl's a plaJin' the part of Columbus. 
He is the discoverer of the United States. and that's 
wbv they are going to hav the Fair out West." 

Everybody recognizEd George Washington, and 
Stuart's picture alway! bad a group in front of it; 
0 ae woman in rusty blaok, with her hair neatly 
drawn to • knot under • little black bonnet, edged 
h~>r way in with: "What yer lookin' at T'' . "G. -
Wash " said the wit of the crowd. The womUl in 
black 'tooked awhile and then said, "Be must a' 
been drinkin' heavy when he had that toolr," which 
is a most natural remark, considering the very pink 
complexion in the picture. . • 

All things considered, the S11nday orowd was J?st 
as appreciativ as any other crowd, and the hysterical 
Plement was left out. The artists whose work was 
under inspection wordd hav been well content. 
There were many appreaiativ remarks, some so keen 
that the appearance of the critic made his oriticiam 
seem wonderfal. As for thoae who looked upon the 
whole thing es a show, they pointed the moral of 
the cry raised for the Sunday opening. When they 
shall baY come again and again, they will learn what 
the pictures.and statuary· mean. 
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WB are deeply indebted to the following persons 
for sending us from one to eighteen new subscribers 
each: A. J. Florey, E f. Stein, S P. Putnam, 0. W. 
G~:ff, A. L3wis, B. M. Hall, C. B. R!!ynolds, J. Mar
tin, J. Thompson, M. Kilborn, J obn A. J oat, B. 
Greenwood, J. Roe, and R. G11nt'ber. WDile we 
are writing of this we want to say that we need a 
great many more new subscribers. 0 ar list should 
be doubled this winter. Aud we want to say, too, 
that we are greatly in need of the amounts due oD 
subscription and will be thankful for the prompt 
payment of them. Oar dependenee for payment 
of bil11 is upon our subscribers and unless we get 
the money promptly our oredUors hav to wait
and they don't like to do that. 

TBB Bible Picture Book, we take pleasure in say. 
ing, is now under way, and will be issued as soOD 
this fill as the work ean be done and done well. 
The pries will be Sl, and it will eontain a great deal 
for that amount. In renewing for TBB TBUTH SEEXEB 
we hope our readers will not forget to inolose the 
dollar for it. 

To the Friends and Snbscribers of Freethooght. 

I sineerely hope that all who hav supported Free. 
ehoughg in the past will aid the work to which it has 
been devoted by beeoming subseribers to THB TBUTH 
S:uxn. To TBUTH SBBK.IB will earry on the work, 
but it needs your ecoperation. It is a means by 
which. I can reach you and push on the Pacific coast 
labors. Especially I aek those in arrears to pay 
what is now due to TBB TBUTH SEEUB and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supportfrs for 
the future. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM 

A Sectarian Victory. 
Judge Zane of the U aited States Oourt in the 

U Lab district has decided that the tithing offi.ce, the 
gardo house, the historians' cffi.ae, the chureb farm, 
and • half interest in valuable coal Jande, prt"per~y of 
the late corporation of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
L•tter D.ay Saints, escheAted to the United Slates. 
In reviewing these cases the cour~ said they came 
under the laws of Congress approved March 3, 1887, 
which prescribe that ib shall be the du~y of the 
attorney-general to proceed with sueh steps as are 
necessary to seize any and all property of the Mor
mon church in violation of the law of 1862, which 
declares that it shall not be lawful for the church 
to hold property in excess of $50,000. 

Thus is partly consummated the scheme of the 
popular Christian sects, using the U at ted States 
government to break up an unpopular Christian 
sect. It is • precedent that they may some time be 
sorry to hav established. 

'J'he ll.aited Si~te~ ~as ~o ~ore bqs~ess t9 intef· 

fare with the Mormon church tho it bas to go into 
partnership with the Protestant and Catholic 
churches in. educating the Indians. 

The Catholic church owns in U&ab more than fifty 
thousand dollars' worth of property, bat abe is 
allowed to hold it and evade the law, while the 
U aited States ()ffi.eials go clear to San Franeisco to 
seize cash which they think belongs to the 
Mormon church. Why is not the law enforced 
impartially T Why are Catholic bishops allowed to 
bold for their church ten times more property than 
the limit of the law! 

The answer is very plain. The Ohristians want 
to break up the Mormon religion because it is a 
practical application of their own religion -ID 

application they themselvs dare not. makt-and is • · 
alub for the £coftere. Christians, having outgrowJ!: 
Christianity, desire to destroy the evidences of their 
guilt. ................ 

Dr. J. R-. Monroe is Dead. 
On another page will be found a sketch, by an old 

friend of the deceased, of Dr. J.P. Monroe, knowL 
to all the Liberals of the country as the stanch ad· 
vocate of Atheism and the editor of the Ironclad 
Age. In his paper of the 14 •h his son tells tht 
story of his death, which, ih seems, was not nnex· 
pected. The son says: 

"Dr. Monroe died in • perfect consistency witb 
the Materialistie views he had so long and ably ad
vocated, and DO life-prineiples were ever more entirely 
and heroically maintained, even to the very depths 
of the dark river of death. 

"Dr. Monroe's sammons to go was no.t unlocked 
for, although it came suddenly and with no warning. 
He had for ten years been in • state of health far 
more serious than he would consent should be known, 
sayiDg that extended or frequent parading of his illl! 
might be construed by some to mean that he was 
aiming to pose as a mar6yr to the eauae of Infidelity, 
for fame or gain. 

"He was engaged in reading proof when death's 
bolt came, having only • few moments before passed 
from the breakfast room, where be had partaken of a 
very scant meai....:...a few spoonsful of soup and c~:ffae, 

"He was reclining on a sol , the members of thf' 
family passing in ud out of the room as usual 
Snddenly he made a cry for • younger daughter, 
who with other members of the family rushed at 
once to his aid. 

11 Be was found on the fbor, his arms and body 
resting on the sofa. The supposition is that be had 
attempted to rise for soma parpose, when the heart., 
thus suddenly overwhelmed, failed, and he sank down 
to the fiaor, dying almost instantly. 

11 Many will miss Dcc~or Monroe. He was in the 
highest sense one of nature's purest types of iUlted 
manhood. His leading charaateristioJ were benevo
lence, charity, and independence of spirit. If at 
times be appeared dogmatic and self-opinionated, h 
was for the reason that his excessiv zeal in his oppo 
eition to priestcrafl; brooked no donbtlnl expression 
or the occupancy of any middle ground in dealing 
with or discussing superstition. He was wholly and 
thoroughly emphatic. He went at o~ce to the root of 
things. While others may, he failed, to discern a 
di:ffarence in isms. He was an Infidel, pure and un 
defiled. 

11 As a writer our readers will bear witness that he 
combined • withering sarcasm with a romping. 
buoyant humor, which oTercame and routed opposi 
tion argument, while the opposition advocates were 
pleased rather than pained. 

''As a husband, he was tender and true, and a:ffac 
tionte beyond measure. As a father he was kind, 
loving and indulgent. 

11 The burial was under the direction of the 
George H. Thomas post, G. A. R., of this city, 
minus the Christian rHualistic exercises, which were 
kindly omitted at the request of members of the 
family, To this order Dr. Monroe was very much at· 
tached. In early life he was an 0 id Fellow, but he 
had evoluted away beyond and above that twenty-five 
years and more ago, and at the time of his death be
longed to no order save tbe G. A. R. and the North 
Ametican Oonfederation of Atheists, of which order 
he was the first president if not the founder, and 
which bad his warmest support and solicitude." 

So paases away another of the leaders of our 
band. Dr. Monroe was peculiar, bat he was honest 
and etanoh for Freethought, and his death leaves 

another gap in tbe ranks hard to fill. M •Y his 
children honor their father's memory by continuing 
the work he S'l beroic•Uy began and ably conducted. 

The Anarchists of the Corre10p.~ndents. 
A Philadelphia correspondent of a Pittsburgh pa· 

per is endeavoring to scare people by crying Athe
iam, Nihilism, Anarchy, and so forth, and claiming to 
find some mysterious powder (which the police 
handle gingerl:v) in the possession of a few poor 
Jews of Philadelphia. He .bas found a 11 blasphe. 
mons circular" which they distribute, and seen some 
mottoes printed on red paper, and he thinks be has 
discovered a mare's nest. 

Bat Freethinkers need not be frightened at this 
•ttempt to mak~ Atheism responsible for Nihilism. 
In the first place, most of the stu:ff written by these 
gensational correspondents is lies pure and simple. 
The basis of fact is that there are two sorts of R\111-

sian and Polish Jews-the orthodox and the radical. 
Whenever the latter attempt to meet, the orthodox 
fellows lie to the police about them, and as the police 
l!annot read the mottoes and circulars, aud as they 
like to break up "Auarabist" meetings, they beeome 
willing tools of the. orthodox Jews and commit acts 
of tJranny which really ought to land them in state 
prison. Then the sens•tional correspondent gets 
hold of the news, and the people ara told how bad 
the radical Jaws are, how good the orthodox ones 
are, and how heroic and shrewd and lynx-eyed the 
police are. It is all rot. 

A sample of the charges usually brought against 
these radical J ewi is given as translations of the 
mottoes found in thg ha\1 and of the circular dis
~ributed by the P.lliladalpbia 11 Nihilists." Here 
they are: . 

" There is no G()d; ·only th~ ignorant belleve there is." 
"The people should govern them1elvs." 
"Three hours a day is enou~h t'l work:." 
"The capi~allsts sue\: our life-blood. We hav the remedy 

in our hands." 
"The waole world is our country." 
" We want no ~rovernment, to be slaves." 

To a reasonable man there is nothing revolution· 
u:y about those, but the correspondent finds the 
language inadequte to express his horror of auah 
in1hmmatorvwards. There were two other mottoes 
printed in E aglish : 

" The whole world is our country; the good of the human 
fa.m\ly our religion." 

"G.1d is the im!!.glna.ry orea.tion of the h.utio to frighten ·~ 
the wea.lt." 

The first is an admirable senbim'3n~ from Tllomas 
Paine. The second is more traa tb111 horrible. T.he 
aircular is alleged to say : · 

" Pigbe&ds only believe in the existence of a God." 
"We di& and that ends the st'ng" 
"Where is the heaven of wnich the believers prate?" 
"Everything ha1 a beginning. Wo.at omnipotent being 

existed before G Jd in order to create God, and who created 
the omnipotent power that created GJd 1'' 

The inaacuracy of the state7lent of this Miterial
istio position is probably due to the ignorance of the 
~orreepondent. B.at there is nothinJC particularly 
bloodthirsty about the circular, and the breaking up 
by poliaemen of meetings in which 11uoh doctrins are 
taught is au outrage which should ba severely con· 
demned and resisted in the courts. A11 for " mys. 
terious powders," undoubtedly they exist in the 
imagination of thll writers of the reports oniy, 

The Anarchists ot the City of Chicago. 
Oa the evening of the 12 ;h instant one hundred 

p·olioemen in Chicago, not drunk nor on an irre· 
sponsible expedition, bnt under the leaderstip of 
their superior offi.ler, Inspe3~or Lvm•n, marched 
down upon a meeting of men they called Anarchists. 
" A crashing of glass and the bursting in of the 
street door, followed by the heavy tramp of the 
police aa they rushed in, was the first intimation the 
Anarchis~s had that the meeting was to be broken 
up. E rery pJii leman grasplld his club in his Jefb 
hand, and his right hand was buried in the breast 
of his greatcoat with • firm clutch on his revolver." 

The police had no warrants, they did not allege 
that the "Anarohists" had done anything i they 
simply went down there to 11 stamp the Anarchists 
out." But of C()nree the correepandents wrote the 
aft•ir up to the great glory of the police, and found 
reasons for the raid. These reasons were that 11 red 
bunting hung from the walls," which was dragged 
down by the police and carried to the station·house 
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as a trophy. "In a dark closet was found a trunk, 
and upon opening it two silk banners of a fiery red hue 
were discovered. Oll one was inscribed 'In union 
there is strength,' and on the other' O.u mar~yrs."' 
These were also taken to the police station, as was 
a man who wore 11 a 1l1ming red necktie." 

These are the crimes committed by the " Anarch
ists "-possession of red bunting, red neckties, red 
banners, one of which it was afterward discovered 
belonged to an organization of hod carriers, and an 
inclination to meet and talk. The correspondents 
add that " the police, it is said, are in possession of 
information of a most startling character as to the 
plans of the reds." Considering the chara:cter of. 
the police of Ohicago it is perfectly safe to say that 
this is a lie, bnt it works with the Ohicago public, 
as any outcry against the Auarchists is believed 
blindly and unreasoningly. The public even now 
does not stop to think that the cry is senseless, that 
the Anarchists whom they hanged were the victims 
of rascally policemen, who hav since been proved 
liars, gamblers; and in league with thieves, and that 
the Anarchist cry is the resort of the police to can 
attention to themselvs, or to cover up their mis-
deeds in some other direction. . 

However, this outrageous raid has proved a little 
too much for what the Anarchists call the capitalistic 
press, especially as it· turns out that the peopl9' 
arrested were not Anarchists at all, bnt stockholders 
and editors of a German Socialistic paper who were 
holding a meeting. The newspapers denounce the 
action of the police, and ex- Mayor Harrison in an 
editorial in the ~ imes said: " The people wish order 
maintained and the law preserved, bot they are noi 
willing to see violated the very c}!arter of our rights 
to enable ambitions blue-coa.ts to show theb' prowess.· 
Obief McOlanghey is quoted as saying that New 
York has sent Weisemann here to hurt the reputation 
of Obicago. If so, New Y Jrk has found in the 
chief of police a willing tool to help the Anarchist." 

The Herald, referring to Inspector Hubbard's 
order compelling Anarchists to hoist the American 
1l1g at a meeting November 1Uh in memory of the 
Anarchists hanged because of the Haymarket riot, 
says: "The duty to be performed was to arrest any 
speaker who promulgated treason against the com
monwealth of Illinois, to hav compehent and truthful 
witnesses to testify to his illegal words ; to take him 
to the station and hand him over to the courts 
lnstead of doing this simple duty, Mr. Hubbard 
ordered the president of the meeting to pnt an 
American 1lsg on the platform. Be had exactly as 
much legal right to . order hiffl to read the 
Oonstitntion of the U aited States to the meeting, or 
the constitution of Illinois, or the statutes on any 
subject, or the laws and ordinances of the city of 
Ohicago, or the Bible, or the spelling- book. Bad 
the chairman ejected Bubbud, had riot and 
massacre entmed, Hubbard would bav. been responsi
ble. One Haymarket is enough." 

The Anarchists of the city of Ohicago, U seems, 
are the police, not the " reds." . 

What Did the ~igners Sign ! 
The New YJrk Sun, whose editor believes in 

" God" and pretends to be guided by the immortal 
prirc'ples of the philosopher .J. :ffJrson, says: 

"The doctrine of the Auarchlsts, so far as they hav been 
eonsistently formulated, certainly contemplate the complete 
destruction of the exlstin!l; order of things, the overthrow of 
the customs and institutions that to most people seem 
essential to society, and, indeed, to any orderly life what
ever. In self.preserv~tion it may seem, then, that society is 
justified in treating the teachers and promoters of such anti
social doctrlns as the enemies of society they actually are 
by prohibiting their assemblages in public, and raiding 
their private meetings, as was done the other day in 
Chicago." 

If the editor really believes the latter sentiments 
of the foregoing to be truth, will he kindly explain 
what he thinks Thomas J e:tferson meant when he 
wrote: 

What was the tea pitched overboard fort Was 
King Gsorge justified in shooting the colonists t 
Was the Ddclaration of lndeoendence true J nly 4 
1776, bnt not true .Jaly 4, 18911 Ot did the signers 
sign a lie! 

A Want.· 
The Oolnmbns Olub, a Catholic organization in 

Obicago, is now demanding the dismissal of Sacre· 
tary Butterworth from the execntiv department 
of the World's F1ir because in ·response to a toast 
at a banquet Qf another club, in giving his impres
sions of the various states of Earope which he 
recently visited, :he said this of the expense the 
Italians are under : 

" What the church leaves the army takes. If I owned Italy 
I'd hold an auction a!ld invite all America, and I'd sell ten 
thousand crucifixes and ten thousand madonnas, and one 
thousand churches, 11-nd I'd establish schools in their stead. 
The power of the weak old man-1 speak it as reverently as 
I can-is waning.•i ' · · 

By the " weak old man" the O•tbolics I!JIY that 
Mr. Butterworth meant the pope-which he proba
bly did •. An:l now they want him to climb right 
down and ont of the oftlBe 'he holds in the FAir 
directory. The Catholics ·are getting so they don't 
want much. · 

Editorial Notes. 
THB Liberals or Aspen. Col., are preparing to celebrate 

the birthday of Thomas ·Paine. 

WB wish every one of our subscribers would think of 
some Liberal friend .who ought to but does not take THB 
TRUTH SBBKER, and then write to him or her about it. We 
need to double our list. ----'---CoLONEL INGBRBOLL gave his lecture on " Liberty for Man, 
Woman, and Child,"· in Chic~go on the 7th instant. 
Althou~h the Auditorium, in which he spoke, seats nearly 
six thousand persons, many were turned away, we are told, 
unable to gain admission. Our correspondent adds : "It 
seems. a pity we hav not a halllar&re enough to accommodate 
those who wish to· hear htm." DJeB anyone recollect of 
seeing any complaint of tha\ kind in behalf of any minister 
of the gospel now on top: or the earth p· 

8eiYU~ar Th1ught says of the late Congress of the American 
Secular U nlon : " The convention seems to hav been of a 
very depressing character, the dispute as to the policy the 
Union should pursue, which h'lB been waged ever since the 
last convention, having shown no signs or being ended, and 
leading to a good. deal of personal bitterness and recrimln'l
tiqn. We should be glad to hope that under the newly
el~cted dficers, the exPCutiv will set itself seriously to work 
to heal the breach and forward the great object of the 
Union, though the report. upon which we are relying would 
seem hardly suftlcient to justify such an optimistic view." 

THR attention of the real friends of lrel.and Is called to 
this dispatch from London last week: " United Irtlmd. of 
Dublin, to-day publishes an article •Couched in peculiarly 
strong -lan~uage in regard to what it terms the clericallnflu. 
ence exerted in Cork against the Parnellite candidate for the 
I!Pat in tbe House of Commons held by the late Mr Parm!ll. 
United lre~a-nd appeals to sturdy Irishmen to steel their 
hearts to the task of fi~~;htlng the priesthood. While they 
submit to priest and bishop, the paper declares, they will 
never be able to follow the dictates of their own political 
coDfclences, and the liberty of the land, so long d<;~sirerl, 

will never be gained " This Is what THB TRUTH SRRKRB 
told the Irishmen years sl?o. ------

THB Sioux City Journa~ of October 17th publishes the 
followl~'g prayer, and attributes it to a clergymau of Q Iincy, 
IlL: "0, Lord, we pray that the excursion train going east 
on the Hannibal and St..Joseph railroad this morning may 
not run off the track and kill any church-members that may 
be on board. Church·members on Sunday .excurs'ons are 
not in condition to die; aud in addition to this it is embar
rassing to a minister to oftl::ia.te at tbe funeral of a member 
of the church who has been .killed on a Snriay excursion. 
Keep the train on the track a~d preserve i~ from any 
calamity, that all church-members among the excursionists 
may hav opportunity for rePentllnCe, that their sins may be 
forgiven. We ask it for Cllr.ist's _sake. Amen." This Is 
evidently, as Artemus Ward would say," .writ nrkastic. 
But it is nevertheless a stirring "sermon ag_ainst hypocrisy. 

THB «Young People's Society of Chrlstlau E 1deavor " 
recently held a convention in Peoria, Ill., and one of the 
speakers was. the Rev~ Mr. Hunter, of Indianapolis. His 
Fermon was a denunctation of ChicagO' and the World's 
Fair mana~ement. He said that if it was decifled to open 
the F&lr on Sunday he woutd lead an army to Chicago and 

"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are pitch it bodily into L'lke Mlchigau. -Then he propGsed that 
created equal; that they are endowed by their creator with Illinois and Indiana secede from the Union and march their 
certain unalienable rights; that among these are lire, liberty, cohorts to the c&pltal, seize the government, and execute the 
and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, members of the national Fair commission. Mr. Hunter 
governments are instituted among men, deriving their just went on to tell the astonished young people how to close the 
powers 1rom the consent of the governed; that whenever Fair Sundays. He laid out a campaign for them by which 
auy form of government becomes destructiv of these ends~ it· they were to make iife a hhie.ous nightmare for everyone 
is the right of the pe"'ple to alter or to abolish it, and to prominently connected with the Fair, and then demanded 
institute a new government, laying its foundations on such that the society pledge itself to carry out his plans. A com
principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to I mittee proposed a resolution indorsing the closin. g movement, 
them shall seem most llkel,y to e:trect their safety and but the young folks were very quiet, and though they let it 
happiness." •· go through, the BOQiety did not pledge itself to pitch 

Ctlicago into the lake, secede from the nation, or massacre 
anybody. Tlle Rev. Mr. Hunter seems to be an amiable 
&Grt or person, but too conservativ fQr this age. He ough 
to hav l!een a co-worker with John C 1lvln, when his talen 
could hav had more scope. ------THB Oregon State Secular Union has some important work 
cut out for it by the bigots of Portland. A dispatch to the 
Seattle Telegraph relates that a committee of cltlzenil and 
clergy, headed by Archbishop W. H. Gross or the Catholic 
church, appeared in a body before the city council on the' 
4 ;h Instant and formally demanded the enforcement or the: 
state laws requiring the closing of stores on Sunday. They 
presented a petition signed by two thousand legal voters, 
among them some of the most prominent business men of 
the citv. Archbishop Gross made an address to the council 
to the e.lfect that the stability of the government of the st'lte 
depends upon the piety and virtue of its Inhabitants, there. 
fore S 11nday should be observed. The piltition was referred. 
The m1vemelit, says the correspondent, is stronglv backed 
and there is strong probab\lity that it will su,cceed, though 
the Sunday la WB hav not b •en enforced in Portland for m,any 
vears. At the annual convention of the Union held in Port
land last month it was voted to raise five hundred dollars for 
Liberal work for the ensuing y!lar and nearly two hundred 
dollars were pledged. A portion or this money could not 
be better expended than in bringing to naught .. this move-
ment of the fana~lcs. · · 

MR. E J. BoWTBLL, who will he remembered by TRUTH 
8Bl!KBR readers as formerly a fuqlent correspondent, and 
writer of some Interesting experiences of his life In a Trappist 
monastery, sends this nGte from Greenlleld, Massachusetts, 
to the Banner of Light: "On Sunday, the Sr,h instant, I 
bad the pleasure of making my first appeuance· in New 
Eogland as a Spiritualist lecturer. ·OJ that occasion I 
lli!dressed tbe society here in U oion Hall. Oa Tuesday, 
lO;h, at a special meeting C'llled for the purpose, I related 
my experiences in the Trappist order of R >man C.itholic 
monks. Oa· Sunday, the l5:h, I am engaged to speak for 
the society again.'' The edit"r of the Banner of Light adds: 
''We understand that Mr. B>wtell ill a recent convert to 
Spiritualism from a Materialistic belief. and that he has 
already done good work as a speaker at Elmira and Snatoga 
Sprinp:s, N.Y. We trust the friends wlll keep him busy in 
his new field of labor." Mr. Bowtell Is an Eaglbhman, 
formerly a member of the National s~cular S1clety, and an 
editorial. writer on the L'lndon Freltkink•r when Mr. FJote 
was In Holloway jail for blasphemy. While residing In this 
country he has been employed at his profession of actor, but 
has occasionally lectured upon .Freethought and literary 
topics. We shall be glad to heu from him now that he has 
round additional light to ~ulde his footsteps. 

THB Methodist Ohl•ist.-a'l. A~!l JO<Jte is a little alarmed at 
the prospect of an open W Jrld's Fair on Sundays. DJctor 
Buckley is evidently afraid that the devil will win, for he 
wails: "If the Sabbath is to be preaerTed from desecration 
under the authority of the government, and the world Is not 
to be advjlrti~ed that the AmPrican Sunday has glven place 
to a European Continental Sunday, much more Interest 
must bs aroused and energy.exerled. Local, political, and 
financial interests are combining in hvor of opening the 
Fair, and the politicians know that Christians seldom bolt 
when trodde,n upon, and sln,nerB are sure to do it. Every 
minister, Protestant and Catholic, and every lover of the 
S~bbath even from a p~triotlc point of view, should arouse 
himself and _all whom he can reach. Chicago Christians 
should be a un't. Christian exhibitors likely to _occupy 
large sp110e should address perBOMI letters to the members 
of the Exp1sUion" We urge the V.berals to be persistent 
in writing to their state commlssinne•s-a list of whom was 
given in THB TRUTH SBBKBB of Oc•.ober 10 h-protestlng 
against Sunday closing, to olf~et the elfJrtsof the Christians. 
Incidentally we hope our NJrth D1kota readers will be 
especially activ in this m'ltter, for one of the Congressmen 
of that state-a Mr. J'lhnson-has written Commissioner 
H. P. R11cker. of Grand Forks, insinuating that he wlll vote 
against any World's Fair business u"lesa the Cornml8slon 
stlall vote to close it. on Sunday. To overcome Mr. John
eon's opposition MT. Rucker should hear from the people of 
his state. 

THR Detroit E!lerting .Neios nas heard of Anthony Comstock 
and his wor.k, and thlB Is wh~t it thinks of him: "Anthony 
Comstock, .who has taken it upon himself to suppress im
moral literature, etC'., should be brought up with a round 
turn and quickly. Uc.der Comstock's power and Imperti
nence no autllor is safe if be should happen to hav in any 
way run up against the censor's prejudices. Last week he 
se'z~d the proofs of an unpublished novel, called the 'Du
plicity of Pa~slon,' af[er having already seized the plates. 
If th\s fellow's actions are within the law it is certainly an 
outrageous law. He does not hesitate to break open desks 
and do acts that wou_ld send a commoner thief to the peni
tentiary. The oftlce of lltenry censor to decide ·what is 
moral and what immotal is out of place In a coantry like 
this; How does Comstock know that a book or picture is 
immoral ? The question of morallt.y is one that t-he philoso
phers of all ages hav sought to define, and still the question 
Is an open one, and to put the "determination ot such a 
q •testion into the power of such a meddlesome and tyrannous 
old man as Comstock: Is almost unbearable. Already he 
has been several times rebuked by the cout'tsfor hts oftlcious
ness, but his act of seizing the unpublished novelle undoubt
edly no less than theft, and he should be treated as any·other 
thief. It is bad aud int.olerab\e enoup:lt to hav him meddle 
at .all with other _people's .morals and aff"irs. when he ha~ as 
much as he cau do well to take care of his own, but when it 
comes to sd i what is akin to theft on top or all that it is a 
wonder he does not meet the fate of a common highwayman. 
Toe Comstock& should be made to understand that the 
highesfmorality is to mind their own business and let other 
{lel>ple alone." 
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wheat by cultivation, and that it will-relapse back into chess I Freethought cougresses in the s~rlrig 'cotiid be brought to 
for the want of cultivation. I published the foregoing evi-- bear on political patties in the fall .. · , _ 
dences and COli elusions in Home tmd F~1n 18'76 in an_8wer __ I believe that R. B; West brook Btl d Miss Ida Craddock 

A Hit at Jfark vi, 6. to th~ question, "Does Wheat Produce ciuiss ?'' The. oid hav endeavored to wor~or. _t~e benefit of the U.aion and the 
P.uus, Tu., Oct. 15,1891. mati'Hardy, of Indiana, rapped me over the head with a cause, but hav· simplY:'been :mistaken as to the proper 

M:B. EDITOR: I had a little set-to wi·h one of the sky-pilots Bible. He quoted Paul and ~~esis on me, and. said, course. · . . 
the other day. He was teilli:ig -aboutYhe amount of power •• Now, dispute that, will you,_and mak~_Goda liar." The· The past can be forgotten. We must work for the future. 
that -Christ had-that he could do anything he liked. I scientitlc wiseacres and dogmatiitii spaife'reif me with ridicule Superstition must be destroyed. The gods must be put to 
asked him .how it was that Christ went to a_ certain place and claimed that chess is a distinct species. I did not wilt, flight, and in the places in the human brain occupied by 
and healed a few sick folks but could do no mighty works. but the editor did and closed his columna against me. A these mo:ttsters man, woman, !lnd chlld will .find consldera-
1 asked him what was the matter with him that he could few months ago I saw printed on the patented side of the tlon. ._ 
not do any great work, because they would not believe. If Winn parish Oomrad.e, which is printed by the Vincent, Blame for no one; justice for all. Always for truth, 
is so with all miracles. It depends upon the g.ulllbDlty of ·brothers, of WiDtleld, Kan., a statement that a head of · ·D. 0. WisMs:B. 
the lookers-on. God could not drive the enemies of Juda wheat had been found in the It&t!;! of Indiana with a chess 
out of the valley, .because they had iron chariots. Was he head growing out from, the side of -the head of wheat, .con
not a heavy God? I am not afraid of a hUDdred gods like \ainiDg three grains of perfect chess. Now, if this fact can 
him. Your friend, A. A. ~RADLBY. be veritled_, and suppose it can, it ''!lll knock the seat from 

·· uJider the species dogmatists and-"te\ them dowa. Dogmas 
A Crlticiser of Parsons and Love;r of Paine. and isms are seats prepared for ~ur brains to sit down upon 

GBAJ!IT'S PAss, 011~:., Oct. 25, 1891. and ~:est, at1d when a fact knocks_& man's seat from under 
MR. EDITOR: Please find ten cents, for which please send him and breaks bis rest, he gets angry and kicks like a 

me the book of poems containing " Why Don't He Lend a mustang. 
Band?'' written by Samuel P. Putnam. Since this gentle- I also know that ulmal hairs can be developed i}:J.to 
man's departure frcm Grant's Pass one of our clergy has wigglers, and I know how to do it. Mr. A. Moot may call 
trifd to reply to his lecture through the preas of our town. me a llar and make some liara believe it. He may call me 
Now, Mr. PutD&m c:IIered the· cletgy a chance to defend a fool and make fools believe it. He and Mr. B. F. Mont
their cause face to face, but not one did there appear to hav gomery are throwillg boomerang's ·at demonstrable facts, 
anything to eay untU this gentltmanly speaker was far away. which will not hurt me, nor the ~eta either. H they want 
It is simply a repetition of .the.paat,.and reminds me of " Once to investigate the hair-worm they_ get o:lf the gorgion.. The 
upon a time a donkey kicked a lion, but the lion was dead." hair-worm fa not there. According to Mr. A. Moot's own 
I am looking tor TBB TBtJTH SBHBR every mail. In the st11.tement, he tried to work a miracle and failed. He tried 
mean time am absorbed in Paine's "Age of Reason," and to; develop a living l!.~~mal_by feedt~g!' hair on water, which 
wish everybody else who has not would read It. OO,ntaiDs only two elements, ·hydrogen and oxygen. H I 

Yours for truth, WK. }1. RIOH.lJIDS. could believe that a living animal could be made out of 
Preachers, [heir Chickfns and Dimes. water alone, T could believe that wine could be made out 

o~ water without addillg anything to it. Carbon, hydrogen, TIPTON, CAL., Oct. 24, 1891. . d A_, 1 b 
MB. EDITOR : 1 am one of those who hav become sub- oxygen, and nitrogen are cane the org.uuc e em,enta, e-
rib f r Ur Paper Without their kn l d e ha . cause all organized matter contains those four elements, and sc era o yo ow_e g , v,ng 

been transferred from the list -of Freethought. Our little several earthy elements besides. Now, in order to develop 
a hair into a wiggler the water rllust contain all of the ele

burg contains one church with a very small congregation. menta of animal nutrition in a ltate. of solution. H it was 
The pulpit Is tllltd at various times by representative of all not for makiDg this article too long 1 would giv :Mr. Moot 
denomlnatfons, yet among them all they bav not made a 
single convert for years. We hav a large LiQilral element ~l>eciti.c instructions how \o make hair-worms (not gorgiom). 
among us, but they are mostly of the say-nothi.Dg and let- Tile hair-worm has not got into science yet, but it will get 

· there. I know that the farmera hav many superstitions, 
tllings-rip order. bqt che£8 and hair-worms are demonstrable facta, not super-

S. P. Putnam delivered a lecture here last winter, the only 
lecture -of the kiDd ever heard here, I believe: I hope he stltionil, and It hurts science for Ita representative \0 kick at 
will-visit us again this winter. facta. >; P. F. SHtJMAKJIB. 

Whfle pr.eachers ncelve but little encouragement in Tip. 
ton and giv our people a hard name (I should not wonder if 
one of them would hav the car doors locked while passing 
through here yet), they do not hav to go far from here to 
be made happy, for there is a community a few miles from 
here (in the Lake View school diatrlct in this Tulare county 
and state of California) where gospel sharps do love to tarry, 
for' there are chickens and dimes quite numerous, and the 
love of the lamb· and the fear of hell hav such a cinch upon 
the minds of the people that they closed their school a 
couple of weeks ago that the pious parsons of the United 
Baptist church might hold their annual lyiDg match (I. E. 
conference) in the public school-house-so much greater is 
the importance c-f things celestial than of thl»gs temporal 
in the minds of two of the three directors of the sChool and 
with a majority of the people of the district. The main 
thing to be decided at their la~t school election for trustees 
was the question to dance or not to dancd in the school
house, when the fanatics showed themeelvs to be in the 
majority. Then the Secularists In the district attempted to 
prohibit the holding of religious meetiDgs in the school. 
house, falling in which most of them got themselvs set o:lf 
into another district. They may hav the consolation of see
ing the school-hOuse which they hav helped to buUd turned 
into a church where the rchool-master may hOld his sway 
only subject to the will of the preachers. 

Consider me a permanent subscriber, thQugh the waste
basket becomes the tlnal resting-place of this. 

Yours for the truth, F. B. HAWKINS. 

Some ".Mooted" Questions. 
FLAT OBBB.X, LA., Oct. 26, 291. 

Proposes an American Freethonght Society. 
QuAKB:&TOwN, PA., Nov. 8, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Having been a close observer of the pro
ceedillgs of the American SecllJar Union, and wondering 
what the result would be, I waited, read, and refiected. 
The Union has certainly arrived at low-water mark and may 
be said to be at a stand, as the gathering in Philadelphia 
was unknown Undoubtedly to every newspaper published in 
the city, and if perchance it bad been discovered it would 
hav been a ridiculous bit of news for the public. 

About a year ago I believed that the officers of the Union 
were on the right track, and wrote an article in defense .of 
the movement, to hav it entirely free from teligioua or anti
religious subjection, but hav since discovered my mistake. 

Societies like the Spiritaa.lists, Unitarians, Seventh Day 
Adventists, etc., may giv kindly notices of a society's de
mands that are so evidently just, if said aocie\y comes with 
a piteous plaint and petition to be heard, and mentions not 
their fond dreams and delusions nor holds them up to public 
ridicule. But the American Secular Union needs tlnancial 
aid; .there is the rub. You-~~ imagin a conversation be
.tween the secretary of the Unibn and a Unitarian clergy
man. Secretary: " The American: Secular Union, a society 
with whose objects you are somewhat familiar, is in need of 
tunds to bring the matter of church taxation before our 
state legislatures. You cannot reasonably. deny the justness 
of our demands, as churches are protected by our govern
ment and should pay their pro rata of tax, so I hope you 
wlll call the attention of your congregation to the matter 
and take up a collection for~ the cause and forward the 
same to the treasurer of the- Union." Clergyman (dum
fo'flnded by the audacity of the secretary): "Ahem, well, 
as I hav a friend waiting for me you will hav to excuse me. 
I will think the matter over. Gocd day." Clergyman (solll. 
oqulzlng): "Ask my congregation to donate to a cause that 
would put an additional burd,en on them, waen I am scarce 
able to coax sufficient funds from them to giv me a respect
able Jiving and keep the church in a presentable shape I 
Whew I that is rich I Cheek unlimited I Gall in all Its in
nocence I Perish the thought!" He sees a friend, or 
thinks of thl11gs more congenial. 

We must look to our friends for the sinews of war; to the 
champions of Freethought; to- the men and women who are 
willing to forego a few pleasure!~ of life in order to help 
overthrow priestcraft and hypocrisy and make the churches 
honest and just and finally let" them die a peaceable and 

A. Chi'istian Lie Nailed. 
. UKIAH, CAL., Oct. 22, 1891. 

M.& EDITOR: The following is a copy of a· lettar just 
mailed to Rev. T. A~ Atkinson, who has removed to Selma, 
Cal.. Taos. MoCowBN. 

UKIAH, CAL., Oct. 22. 1891. 
T. A. ATKINSON, Rucsrend, Bir: I had not the ple•sure or 

the fortune to be present at the delivery of your two ser. 
mons on the exposition .of what you call " Infidelity" in 
July last, but a few prominent points being reported .to me 
by reliable men, I took it upon myself to investigate \he 
char~e you made,refiectlng very seriously and dlsp11.ragingly 
on thereputatlon·of Girard College, of Philadelphia, namely, 
that there had been six professors murdered in Girard Col
lege. This I Investigated by writing to dl:lfarent parties, 
.tlnally to the principal of Girard College, and received the 
following categorical answer: " Utterly false." I presume 
you are aware that I published the result of this investiga
tion, with such comments as I deemed appropriate to the 
case. This I cont~idered both proper and neceB8ary, as a 
matter of self-deferiee ; in defense of the reputation of one 
of the grandest institutions known- to civilization, namely, 
the Girard College,; and~ defense of the class of Individuals 
who hav proved by their works that they ar.e well forward 
in the· front ranks of the benefactors of our race-indeed, 
.nQt only of our race but of humanity in general-such men 
as Girard; James Lick, of the Lic.k Observatory and the 
public baths for the benetlt of the indigent of C~UfoTnia; 
Peter Cooper, of the Peter Cooper Institute, of New York, 
which consists of institutions, as Iundc.rstand It, principally 
for. the benefit of indigent orphans; to say nothing of the 
galaxy of patriots and heroes,· the immortal founders of ·the 
grandest government known to man, namely, Paine, Frank
lin, Je:lferson, Washi»gton, and the fifty-six signers of the 
Declaration, tlfty of whom were said to be skeptics-or 
"lvfideis," if you please. _ And you and I are to-day in
debted to these very men for the air of Uberty we breathe; 
and yet you denounce them as ~he most degraded of human-
ity. But" by their fruits shall ye know them.'' · 

;Now, friend ~t~nson, suppose we turn the tables a little. 
Who were the ~en in the front rank of our late Reqellion, 
the moat destructiv and bloody war of modem times, if not 
ofan9lent, and in defense and for the peroetuation of- that 
ptl(lullarly "divine institutlQn," which John Wesley de

. nominated the "sum of alf villainies?'' Were you ever In 
that category 1 'And. did you hurrah at the :llrlng on Fort_ 
S~mter "/. Or did you put up prayers for the success of the 
Rebel arms, or threw up your hat at the news of the· thou
sands starved and famished to death, the cords of human 
skeletone., in the Rebel prison-pens? A million of lives sac
ril~ced and billions of ·treasure; an untold amount of the 
best blood of the nation on -both sides poured out like water 
-now, which side were you on? And what part did you 
take In the manufacture of that very gorgeous costume 
" t.he bloody shfrt ?" · · ' • 

Now, In view of the position you occupy In a professedly 
Southern church, and so far as your sentiments and sur
roundiDgB are manifest, it Is fair to presume your sym
pathies at least, if not overt acte, hav been and are still 
with the men who. crossed the last ditch in that most 
.despicable enterprise, the disruption and blotting out of ex
istence-of the kraudest government (so acknowledged) on · 
the fsce of the earth. or course I am not. aware that you 
performed all these forementioned acts (hope you did not), 
but my object is to pobit to the fact that whfle you are 
assuming the privilege and acting on the assumption of deal
ing out vituperation and detractions on a class of mankiDd 
indiscriminately, including many of the grantlest benefactors 
ol this age as well as of bygone ages, it may be well for you 
to look about and Eee If you are not orcupying " a glass 
house," a quite transparently clear domicil, which may be 
in danger of collapse about your ears, ·as the result brought 
about by your own missile. But be this as it may. it is very 
evident that in 'your exposition of what you call "Infidelity " 
you hav allowed yourself to be led astray, quite w!de of the 
mari: of truth and justice; whether through mifl!lpprehen
sion, misunderstanding, or otherwise I am not able to say. 
But as your exposition ''was given in public, so were my 
comments and strictures, giving you the opportunity to cor
rect any errors, misstatements, or misrepresentations that 
I may hav pos'8ibly fallen into. But as yet my comments 
seem to stand undisturbed and Indorsed, -or at least ac
quiesced in ; therefore they need no correction on my part, 
but rather are proved to be a _ necessity in self. defense 
against aspersion on the character and reputation of Fr~;e
thiDkers. Now, whatever apology you may hav, if any, I 
cannot conceive of any more charitable and appropriate 
than that of Paul the Apostle, "I did it ignorantly." · 

Yours respectfully, THOMAS· M.oCoWBN. 
P S -Thinking it may be J>Oselble you bav not seen my 

comments on your exposition, I .penned the foregoing letter; 
thinking also, as the extracts which I received were second
hand from tj:J.e original, there might be a possibility of a 
misapprehension on my part. If such should tum out to be 
the fa.c~ I would wlllingly stand corrected. T. MoO. 

MR. EDJTOR: When I was a thirteen-year-old boy, my 
father sowed tlrteen acres of wheat. When this wheat was 
harvestEd I did the binding, and found but one or two 
bunches of chess in the tleld. My father having more land 
than he had labor to cultivate, this piece of land was neither 
pastured nor planted again for three or four years. The 
wheat came up voluntarily on it, and the Sfcond year it was 
about half chess. The third year It was all chess, and was 
thickly distributed all over the tleld. I had never heard the 
wheat and chess question discussed, but my eyes told me 
that the wheat had turned to chess for the want of cultiva. 
tioli. In 1866 Mr. J. B. Willis, of Greenwood county, Kan., 
broke a piece of prairie land in the spring and sowed whea\ 
on It in the-fall and dragged it in with a brush. He turned 
the ·sod with an ox-team, and there was a strip in the· middle 
of each land which was imperfectly broken. When his 
wheat was headed out I went with him to look at it. Neither 
wheat nor cheB8 had ever g~own on this laiid before, and I 
observed and called his attention to the fact that where the 
land was broken it had. made wheat, and where not broken 
it had made chess. I never saw any fact more clearly dem. 
onstratEd in my life tban It was here demonstrated tllat 
wheat would produce chess for the want of plowing. Now, 
I am cautious in using the expression, "I know," but I will 
here say that !f I know anythlrg (I do not claim to be a 
know. nothing) I know that wheat will produce chess for the 
want of cultivation. I am not much of a believer, but I do 
believe that whe~~ot ill evo}ulEd chess ; that man has made it 

unnoticed death. This must be done by arguments against Hair-Snakes and Chess Still Wagging. 
their creeds and idols; tlleir feelings for these must be in- LAK.B CITY, 14., Oct. 27, 291. 
jured and broken by the atoriila of truth and justice. MR. EoiTOB: I desire a little space in the good old Taum 

There are enough Freethinkers in this country to make 8BBKBR on a subject that appears to be much "Mooted." In 
the churches tremble. THB TBUTR S:uKBB of October lOth is a letter from that 

I am in favor of changing the name of the American good old intelligent brother, A. Moot, that appears to be in 
Secular Union to the American Freethought Society, If the a peck of half-bushels over the errors of his mistaken 
Union survives; if not, let a Freethought congress be called brothers. DJ not fret, my dear old brother; the world is 
and held some time in the coining March or April. And let full of mistakes, and although you hav seven years the 
Freethoright congresses be held -in the future In the spring advantage of me in age, being of seventy. seven years while 
instead of the fall of the year. The secular papers, not. be-l I am but seventy, you will tlnd there is still much to learn on 
ing so full of political matter, would hav more space to this much-Mooted question. Mr. Moot's advice in that 
devote to Freethought congresses. Reaolutiona paesed at hitter was good, and were he yet a yeung man~ h,Qw w,~c;h h~ · 
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might profit by .practicing his: own advice. This modern 
Doubting Thomas knows such a thing as hair-snakes do not 
exist, while I am just as positiv they do, and hav been 
seen by thousands. I was talking with one or our most 
prominent citizens yesterday, who says he has eeen· these 
little fellows by hundreds~ and put them under a magaifying 
glass, when he could. plainly see eyee, m'luth, and every
thing pertaining to m&ke up a first-class hair~snake-but not 
equal, or so ninch to be regretted, as the cuss appearing ia 
the garden .or Eden. But perhaps Brother Moot will moot 
this snake story also. The first little chap I wlll·swear to, 
having seen and e:umtned one at least sixty yearli ago. No, 
no,_ it wlll mot do to say we know a thing we simply do not 
understand. _ 
~he next thing in order, and more directly concerning 

myself, is his remarks on the chess question in reply to a 
letter or mine written some years ago. He is equally poaitiv 
in this case that he is right, as he was . in regard to the 
snake, but is it not possible he may be wrong again? All I 
halt to say i~, if he. could .put new life and vigor in chess 
Under hot-house treatment he has done What others failed to 
do in outdoor testli in thirty years, by men equally honest 
as himself and desiring to make a profit out or their chess 
speculation, but never getting a peck~ No, Brother Moot, 
it will not .do -to ·say these statements, trials, and facta 
reported in my letter were all made from traditional state
ments, not a word or which is true. If. they were it would
not refiect any great credit on myself. But I desire to giv 
another test of whe"t changing to chess, that I ·think wlll 
convince any man that is not stone-blind to reason. It is a 
very simple test, but conclusiv. The test was brought 
about by tying a calf in ea~ly spring on a patch of grass, the 
tope· being so long. as to reach from the stake to an adjoining 
piece_ or wheat. The eating done ·by the. calf would be in a 
direct circle. ·N:>w for the results. When the wheat came 
to heading-time this circle or half-moon-shaped ground pro
duced pure chess to the very line .where the calf had fed the 
wheat olf in the spring. Now will Brother Moot moot this 
test also? The wheat appeared perfect until heading-time,. 
when it demonstra•ed beyond question what thousands of 
able farmers already Jrnew-that wheat would produce chess 
under certain conditions. His remarks regarding timothy 
and tiniotby meadows wlll not weaken my case any as 
presented in my former letter, in the mind of those having 
seen tl;!e changes made in hundreds or cases or a dry season 
just as I stated. And I am not to blame ·if Brother Moot has 
not learned all the mysteries in. nature. And in fact, what he 
and I lack in that direction would make a large book. His 
uncomplimentary remarks in regard to one of the grandest · 
men-:-now passed away-that ever lived in Iowa I do not 
wish to reply to except to say that that good old man's 
writings will be kept fresh in the ~story of Iowa ages after 
he and I are forgotten. The rough terms used by our 
correspondent are hardly an indication of a refined mind; 
yet are excusable, as he is one or the positiv kind and cannot· 
believe facts unless they coincide :with his ow_n notion, as 
witnessed by his saying the fact or a horse eating o:lf wheat 
and chess coming on the same stools was no· evidence or 
wheat .turning to chess. I say reason teaches- us If that 

•· horae's neck had been ten feet long,· and he had eaten wheat 
at that distance in the field, every stool or spear so eaten o:lf 
at.that time would hav brought chess, just as the larger 
circle did that was eaten by the calf. This calf test was told 
to me by as truthful a man as livs in the state of Ohio. I 
would not fear to risk his reputation by the side or the man 
of cherlJ-tree fame, and this former man stlllllvs to verify 
my statement if desired. I do declare that had this calf 
eaten this wheat in the form of a figure 8 there would hav 
been presented there a figure Sin the place of a half-moon 
as in the former case. · · 

To change the subject-! notice some one has asked if the 
Freethinkers cannot hava place in the World's Fair. I hope 
so. All wlll surely be willing to contribute for a building, 
and if . the gates are to be closed ·on Sundays except for 
preaching, let us hav IIigersoll ordained as our first-best 
minister to proclaim the true gospel or science, liberty or 
thought and expression of the same ; love, hope, and char
ity for all the human race in every clime. The above will be 
a suftlcient text for the opening lecture or sermon, and 
ought not to be objected to by the pious Christian. 

My best regards for yourself and all the TRUTH SBBKKR 
family, Heston included. J. L .. ToMPKINs. 

Not So Cheerfol a Life as the Future Will Produce. 
NBwAnx, Nov. 1. 1891. 

held forth the doclrln that all mankind would be ~ned. I 
was glad when he was done, for I cannot see that any good 
can come from such appeals to the deity that Christians d~ 
clare is always near, and yet so far. Out or a family or boys 
and girls six in number-four boys and two glrls-1 am the 
only Fteethlnker. Our family is all dead but my br9ther and 
your servant, who is more dead than alive at present, for I 
feel that not far from now I wlll hand in my checks, and I 
am reconciled to go, for my life has been· very dark and 
stormy; full or peril~, toll, and hardship; very little sun
shine. Not t4at I hav done any great amount of good, nor 
yet hav I done an injury to my fellow-man. I do not think I 
wlll be. missed when I am e;one, for I am like the man who 
was bragging how well o:lf his wife would be when he 
slipped his cable. Horace Greeley said, "You remind me 
or a Cincinnati hog." " How so, sir?" asked tl;!e man. 
"Because," said Greeley, "you are worth more dead than 
alive." So that 1h~ me exactly. How many more men there 
are in this world that are dead to themselvs and mankind I 
All they waat is pushing over to end their B~:lferlng in t.hls 
beautiful world. But G-Jd help the man who attempts to 
push me, for I never was really scared but once in my life. 
That was over fifty years ago. I drove a four-mule team 
for Buckelew on the Delaware and Raritan canal. i was 
ordered by the boss to lead to Kingaton. The night was 
vety dark, not a star to be seen. L•uge black clouds were 
traveling at a lively galt in the horizon. Presently it thun
dered and lightened, and rain poured down the back or mv 
neck and through the soles of my shoes. As I sat on my in. 
telllgent shaft-mule I thought I saw his m&jesty Old N:ck 
with his toothpick and shovel waiting to brain any traveler 
on the pike that night. I, boylike, felt like turning tall to 
and riding back to the station. · Refiecting a moment I said, 
"Wesley, my boy, you are a born coward. If I was to 
meet the devil I hall better bid him good evening than a 
good morning." So I cracked my wh'p, as much to scare 
the devil as to wake up my mules, and said, " Whoa, gee, 
Rose I" and drove my mules as nigh to where the devil stood 
as I could get, and reachinv: out my ha!!d I felt a cold wet 
tree. I felt ashamed or myself, and vowed that silent tem. 
pestuous night that I nevermore would get scared at ghosts,' 
Gods, spirits, or devils, and I hav kept my word. I am 
more afraid of two-legged brutes-and their numbers are 
legions-and those ungrateful wrPtches hav no gratitude, and 
no remorse for their crimes·, and if they are caught and 
convicted and hanged the priest tells them they are sure or 
heaven. I answer: "It such people go to heaven, heaven is 
only fit for Christians and not for ·readers or THB TRUTH 
SBBKBR Voltaire, Huxley, Hobbes, Plilne, Darwin, Jelfer 
son, and hosts or other Infidels hav a parlor or their own, 
where no devils or devil-G:>ds exist." W. W. MoRRlB. 

Three Nights With the Spirits. 
NBWARKVALLKY, Sept 2, 1891.' 

clairvoyant, who has been .. s.aid . to· be .one .or • t'lte greatest 
mediums. in the world · for a long term of'yeus, together 
Wi~h her huBb!'nd, WhO _a) SO C!almJ to b3 ,a mediUI;ll Of_ fOrty 
years' standing. All-business trannctlonsor the_filo~;D.lly and 
all imp!)rtant eyents .are con~roled -and guid3d by the so
called spirits. Being on quite int\m'1te termJ, the gantlel;ll"ll 
importuned me to comstn and wltne3s the wo:tderful manl· 
festations •. Slones, from a psbble up to fourteen or fifteen 
pounds' weight, C!l.m!'l sa\llng into the room with doon and 
windows all closed,alnlettera from dead friead4, bluq·tets, · 
etc. Belnf( q·1\te lndi.lfuent !'nd also knowing how dltflcult 
it would be for a "·greeny" to attempt to ca\ch on to an 
expert's own g'lome, I gave very little attention to the 
matter. Finally the gentlemlD lntim1.ted th'l.t I wat afraid 
to witness_sucll wonderful m'lonifesta.tlons; "My dear sir," 
I said. "I ag1 neither afraid or Gld3 nor ·D3vlls [whv not 
write Davll wlt'l a C'lop\t.al as well as the other fellow?].. I 
do not see why I s\lotitd bs e.tra.\d of spirits. When do you 
hav another Eemce ?'' "ToJ-m'lrrow evening," was the· 
reply. "I'll be there," was my rejoinder. About 4 o'clock 
the next afternoon my wife and I put in an appearance.· We 
were all placed around the room promiscuously, alternating 
as much as possible in regud to sex. S l~;D.e eight or ten 
persons were present. It wu remuked th!l.t the m!l.n\festa. 
tlons would more readily appear if our minds were occupied 
With Ot.her thingith'loD the exp~cted manifestations, BO singing 
was introduced. Soon, while our minds were occupied with 
the song, sure enough a em 'loll object went .sailing over a long 
dining-table, striking on the fa.r end near a third medium 
who· happened to be present from a distance on a visit, aud 
bounded olf on the fi )Jr. 01 enmln!I.Uon it was round. to 
be a pill-box, inside or which W!l.~ C'lntalned a nicely folded 
note in an elegant hand from the ''spirit band" said to be 
continually abJut the family in attend!l.nce to this visiting 
medium. Soon after, another missU C!l.me from the same 
direction, performing the B'l.me, and passeel over the table, 
baing another note to another person in the room. During 
the _evening stones or a pound weight and letters and 
bouquets seemed to come from the wall or the house and 
drop in the middle or the room. The bouquets were quite 
likely to. fall on the ladies' laps. But these misslls seemed 
to come from the direction or e. certain gent.Iem'l.n present, 
who had seemed to be a soj 1urner from time to time in the 
hmily for several yeal"s or whom ·very little was known in 
the _neighborhood. I said to my wife, ''.These bouq•Iets 
seem mussed, as if they were pulle1 from somebJdy's 
pocket." · After the first night my wife and myself agreed 
that she should watch tlae medium and I this strange 
~entleman whom we believed to be the spirit, spirit band, 
or confederate. The notes seemed to be in one handwriting 
and elegantly done. Tbls gentl~mll.n I knew to be an 
excellent penman. Having had quite considerable expert-· 
ence as a teacher and in watching mischievous b:>ys fiipplng 
their notes and p~~oper wads, the third night I caught the 
gentleman toaslng three stones and fi ipplng three billets 
across the room, also the bouquets. The third evening there 
were about twenty persons present, but only four were able 
to catch on to the racket. He was so expert the balance 
preRent were inclined to think it all or a mysterious origin. 

The lady medium went into the clairvoyant state osten
~lbly, and was by turns controled by the spirit of Paul 
Castler, M D., a departed healing medium; Owosso, a 
celebrated Indian chief; Dr. Hunter, and LUly, an· ever
present Indian guide. But from the manner and language 
used and contradictory statements made, if ·space would 
permit it could be shown that the whole business was a 
stupendous fraud. Yet people love to be humbugged. But 
I must say th'lot I hav the be3t or raas'ln~ to bslleve the pl'O· 
prietor was an innocent victim or fraud and d3ceptlon. 

Spiritualists and Christians seem to be alike in one respect. 
They both, like the prairie dog, hav a "dodge -hole" in c~se 
of an emergency. If the manifestations do not appear 
according to the medium's statements, "Wby, the conditions 
are not right; there are lying spirits." With the healing 
medium, if the patient falls to heal, "Why, he hasn't faith 
eBough." This is the same old "creep-out" that Jesus 
resorted to. He didn't do m9.ny mighty works in a certain 
cltv because of their " unbelief." Tb.is is a mighty small 
hole for "God" to get out or or into. These dodge. holes 
are handy to h!I.V lying around loose. It is like picking up 
a cork just when you want one to stop your blttle. A·l the 
spiritual manifestations I h"v ever read or or seen do not 
compue with the jugglery I hav seen, and these latter per
formers do not claim anything but deception. D·.d not 
the Egyptians nearly six thousand years ago !mitate Moses's 
miracles or spirit manifestations as our sleight-of·hand per
formers do to-day? 

MR. EoiTOB: Since my last letter to TH:a: TRUTH SxBKBB I 
hav met with a very serious loss. My oldest son died on the 
8'h or September. He was not a church-goer. but a God. 
fearing man. In his last moments he said, "Father, I am 
praying for you.n I answered him, "My dear son, I am 
well enough. If there is any efilcacy in prayer, pray to God 
to raise you up, a dying man, .and make you well again." 
He then said, "It is !lingular that the doctor _can't giv me 
something to help me." I said, "My son, you' h~~ov spiU~p 
your lungs. There is no power 'in this world that can help 
you. You hav but a few days at the most-perhaps but a 
few moments!' " Oh, well, •• he answered, " everybody has 
got to come to it!' There was no minister at his deathbed, 
because he had to visit a man sixteen miles away, but there 
was a young colored woman, I am told, who was washing 
there. My daughter-in-law called her in and asked her to 
pray. I was not thare when he died, but I am toiL. by sev
eral that she fille1 the blll, and I answered, "Much more so 
than a great many who make it a business... My son shook 
hands with her in his last moment to show her he appre. 
ciated her kindness, and smiled and died. I was there when 
the minister ca111e the next morning. He preached a very 
common-sense sermon. He did not touch on In11.delity, as 
he did when he pr~hed· m.f mother's funeral sermon. He 

·MR. EDITOR : There has been so much written pro and oon 
on the subj•ct of Spiritualism that it would seem the people 
had already a surfeit or such reading. Bllt the subject or a 
future existence wlll no doubt be or tbe most paramount 
interest as long as life and thought exist. Four thousand 
years ago, Solomon's thrilling interrogatory," Who knoweth 
the spirit ot man that goetll upward, and the spirit of tile 
beast that goeth downw.ard to the earth?" shows that the 
question was then as now one or the deepest controTersy, 
When the young married lady from Maine-a zealous mem. 
ber or the church-on being brought face to face with 
''immortality" by the drowning or her husband said toR :V. 
M.. J. Savage, "I hav lost all faith in this all-important sub
ject; do you know anything_ abJut it?'' she expressed the 
doubt and heartache of millions of anxious souls. Mr. 
Savage, one or our most celebrated. divines and strongly 
leaning toward Spiritual phenomena, could giv her no 
decided answer, no comfort. So it has ever been. The 
wiseat, the most learned, the deepest thinkers hav been 
unab!e to giv us any knowledge from the other side of the 
dark veil-not even a whisper. And it can be safely stated 
that some or our' profoundest scholars and thinkers hav 
been deceived and victimized by the tricks of so-called 
mediums and pretended.clairvoyants as well as the ignorant 
and unlearoed. In very many instances they hav been· 
caught at their tricks and frauduleat pretensions, while on 
the other hand, in no instance has any Spiritualist, clairvoy. 
ant, or medium been able to establish, or prove, or demon
strate the truth or immortality or the existence of a spirit or 
a .being after death. From all the proof attainable, the ear. 
nest desire tor immortality is father to the theory. But the 
earnest desire of a thing is no evidence of its attainment. It 
it was, we- should all very soon make a fiying visit to the 
great fountain or light or to the ruoon. In other words, we 
should all be mlllionaires in a j lfy. For who would not 
like to be rich or take a trip to some of our far-olf lumi
naries? Craf y men and women in all ages or the world hav 
taken advantage or credulity, marveling, wonder, to do a 
thriving business. 

By the by, we must not exempt the priesthood. Indeed, 
they must stand for the largest share or fraud and deception 
Note the poor dupes now being led away to the expending 
or their last picayune to visit tne "Holy Coa~" in Germany 
-the seamless coat said to hav been worn by Jesus. Talk 
about your Cardllf giant or Yankee tricks, they all sink into 
insignificance compared to this Holy Coat business. This 
may be a digression, but this article is written to sho'\' how 
easily, through superstition and Ignorance, people can be 
deceived-how few people there are that hav the abllity to 
think and examin a subject in all its bearings. · 

Since the rappings at Moravia I hav always had the most 
intense desire to investigate the truth of spirit manifestations. 
An opportunity presented itself some thirty years ag'l which 
proved to be the slllfest fraud imaginable. But quite 
recently an opportUJlity was offered by a lady medium -and 

It would be very desirable if we could know for a · 
certainty that we could meet our loved ones after death, and 
so ever be with our friends; and so lone; as this desire eon. 
tlnues, and the crafty can drive a thriving business in luring 
on that desire, so long people wlll he caj >led and humbugl!'ed. 
It would also be very desirable if Jesus would or could leave 
the other two parts or his Godshlp and come down just 
below the clouds and remain in sight during one revolution 
of the earth and say to the people," I am Jesus or Nazareth; 
glv up all your doubts, ye ~keptics ;· I am he." How 
much anxiety and contention· it would save. -But he wlll 
never do it. So we wlll hav to struggle on in the dark anil 
doubt and die, and the gentleman below w!ll get the greatest 
share or us. Bo noted a Spiritualist f!! Mo~es Hull stated in 
the Better Way some two months ago that ninety-seven per 
cent of the· communications through mediums were frauds; 
that the desires or the applicants to get something from their 
deputed friends were so great and the temptation on the · 
part of the mediums so great that they would yield to fraud 
and trickery. When I read thle, I said, Put tile other three 
per cent in and let the whole business go together. 

E. W. COUNOILKAN. 
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IldUMJ bJ IIIsa Bus.ur H. Wa:oB, Jl'tJ l 
Bllw, JltJN., Co t~Titm~ tJll O~B/Ut 
t!&is 009'1Wt" tT&ould if .,.,, 

" Be$wesn the dark and the dayllght, 
When the night is bellinnlng to lower, 

ODmea a. Panse in the daY's o0011pa.tion1 
That 11 known as the OhUdren•a Hour. 11 

The Birds' Sunday. 
0Jtobar, wi\h har gemJ, m~~oie m:uai~s of the 

trees; 
A trn!l.nt from the South waa the morning's 

gentle breeze. 
The rounded hills were vailed by the autumn's 

purple h•ze, 
E"rtb was giving to her children Indian summer 

days. 
He who ainga first in springtime, whose coat of 

vivid hue 
Seems, to his eater watchers, a bit of heaV'n's 

own blue, 
Rehearsed hil olden carol till from the fields 

around 
The meado'll'·larks and robins in flocks came at 

the sound. 
The whiatlin<lr b!'l.okbirds Joined them, and from 

eacll maple bough 
The bird~ called to ea.ch other, "'Prepare for 

winter now. 
The monnta\n ash berries glow like cherries in 

the sun; 
Its cha.aging leaves are falling, their labor-life 

is done. 
"From countlesa ra.ya of sunshine, from ra.in, and 

mist. a.ud dew, 
They g'l.tbered all thla treasure and stored it up 

for yon. 
Aas3mb1e all your clans for a. long, adventurous 

flight; 
We m111t cron wa.stes of water, there'll be wil<J 

storms at nigM." 
Thm rose the robins• cla.mor: "Ere we go fa.r 

a.wa.y 
Onr wla~rs sltoa•d ba stronger ; we will ga.ther 

fruit to-da.y." 
Till cloqefi tlte 1utes of sunset they came a.ad 

went lite bees. 
Ohirping, working, singing, they robbed the tall 

a.sh trees. 
This wa.a told by a lea.fl.et that the wind floated 

down. 
It ouce was red a.nd golden bat now is faded 

brown. 
" The blrda," it said, "a. ~e heathens and keep no 

Sabba.th day ; 
Oan it be that their instinct tells them the better 

wayf" 

Mt. Co~.rrou. Ill., OJ\. 25, 'H"l. 

Ll'g~'~nd Continued. 
Dun YoUNG F&IBNDS: Ja.ne was admiring 

a wild fiower when an BJ;tent reqnested her to 
buy a book. "The object of this work," he 
said, "ill to fetch together some handsome 
Catholic sentiments." "But," answered 
Ja.ne, "whQt g1od do ymu books and 
churches do? Young men insult ladies BB 
they come out of churches. Seth curies a 
club with him for mv defense. What is thiP 
country coming to i''' " Yea," said a lady 
passing, "and in Christian asylums 'he rules 
of politeness are all laid aside. Gnod writers 
tell us that civility Is the best religion. 
including a sense of honor. In these asylnmp 
sometimes persons are near starved and no 
one regards it. Ouida'a lazy dog fare~ 
better. I know a la.dy whose dog was named 
Canar Augustus Washington Pompey, and 
when he died forget-me-nota were placed 
upon his grave. Christian customs. How 
much better to show some pity to poor race. 
horses who are ruined for lite that wmt> 
proud man may reap the benefit. I think we 
should be kind to insects, animals. and even 
lizards, fo.r they are so harmless and s:lfectlon 
ate. Pious ladies cou'd copy such gentle 
ness rather than the cruel ways of the wild 
cat and the wolf, which are wild perhaps 
from hunger." 

"I am trying to write a composition," 
said Seth; " will this do? 'When the spirit 
of liberty died out in Greece Rome was 
defendel} by savage snldiers, bllt a more 
noble method remains for us. Freethought 
children are able to p"rotect our sacred insti· 
tutions from the ruthless ha11d of tyranny. 
WP,iJe Qhristian young people are, in com. 
pany with their elders, sinking down rapidly 
into the mire of luxury and vice, low manners 
and ignorance ; while ganga of school. 
children make the street hideous with 
TUlgarity and brutal cooduct, the sons and 
daughters of Infidels will study and plan for 
a good aud a polite education. 

" 'In a few years the reins of government 
will fall into their hands, when they can 
show to the world that justice, morality, and 
civil manners can preserve inviolate the 
liberties and best interests ora nation. None 
can ~o)\estl.Y li~ny that Christians1 young and 

old, hav degraded instead of civilized our 
beloved countrv.• 11 ALBAZ 1.. 

Lea:ington, Kg , Oot. 98, 1891. 

Ea.oh Number l'en Oenta. 

The Modern Science Essayist 
When the steamer reached her destination, 

Nero received a regular ovation as he was 
leaving the vessel. SJme·one cried, "Three 
cheers for Nero!" and they were given with 

The True Story of a Dl'l'• a will. And "Good-bye, Nero I" "G1od- Popular Evolution Essays and Lectures. 
In the year 187- the steamship Swallow bye, good dog," resounded from every side. 1. HERBERT B'PENOEB: His life Rnd ]leiSolla. 

left the Cape of Good Hope, bound for Everyone crowded around to giv him a pat· ch~r~oter.stlCJ!: his views OJI_·educa'" ·n ;. his 
·. 1 reh1uoas ophuons. B:y Mr. DANIEL GBEEN 

E 1gland. Among the passE>ngers was a lady on the head as he trotted down the gang- J:EAJt'T'RolltPso:R. . · 
with a child of two years and a nurse. The plank. To all these demonstrations he could, 

1 
ll. 

0 11\~~ ~~~~j cf:r!~it~~ ~;e;!~ 
lady had also brought with her, a huge, of course, only reply with a wag of his plumy · W. OHADWioK. ·-· · 
handsome Newfoundland dog. tRil and a twinklepf his faithful brown eyes. 3• SOLA.R AND 'PLANETARY EVO~UTJO~d. 

The voyage had lasted about six days. He kept close to the nurse's side, and watched the materh.I universe ever have a bednnin.rt 
· I .t-·ow suns and worlds oomA into h"1nll. D 

N I d [ 1 ,_, littl. h • i al d Bv GABBET 'P. SuviBs. o an was visible and the island of St. anx ous y JUS e c arge s arr v on ry •· EVOLUTION OF THE EA.RTH: The stor:v of 
Helena would be the nearest point. The land. r,eology: How the world grew. By Dr 
day was a beautiful one, with a ·soft brerze He was_taken to the home of his little mls• 6• EV~t~~~iA~:sVEGETAL LIFE: How does 
blowing and the sun shining down brightly tress, where he lived, loved and honored, Hfe beqin; . The nroblem of spontaneous 
on the sparkling waters.. A large and gay untU he died of old age with his shaggy gray g<~nera~JOn. By WILLIAllt POTTS. 

' · ( 6, EVOLUTION OF ANIMAL LIFE : The evi 
company of the ship's passengers were head resting on the knee of the child . a 11enoes from geologv. geogra.pbica.l diotribu 
assembled on deck; merry groups of young woman now) that he had savfd, ~~~:n~'P'tPiJativezJology, By BosSITEB 
men and girls had clustered together; now His p'lrtrait hangs over the chimney.piece ·,.,THE DESOENT OF MAN: Beh.tfon of man 
and then a laugh rang out, or some one sang of an English drawing-room, beneath which to the brute nreat10n; his ancestral lise, 
a gay little snatch of song, when suddenly sits, in a low arm.chair, a fair-haired girl, ~~~~·8~P~ ~~~a.u llfd on tb~ Planet. B:v 
the mirth of all was silenced by the loud and who often looks up at Nero's portrait ag she 8, EVOLUTION OF MIND: The mind &'11 the 
piercing scream of a woman. tells the tale of how he sprang into the waters :nervous system: tbe n11.ture of mind. By R >BEBT G. EOOLEI.I, M.D. 

A nurse who had been holding a child in of the Atlantic ocean after her, and held her 9, EVOLUTION Oil' ROOIETY. Primitive man; 
her arms at the side of the vessel had lost up until help Mmfl. growth of tbe hmil:v, city, and. state: de · velopment of the domestia relat1ons; mar 
her hold of the leaping, restless little ope, riage. B:v JAKEs A. SnLTo:R. 
and it had fallen overboard into the sea-into Spicy Definitions, 10. EVOLUTION OF TfiF.OLOGY. Origin of re 

A t i h h d fi iti li!rious bPllefs; Ideas of primitive man. B:v the great, wide Atlantic ocean. The poor smar • P t y, or umorous e 0 on :6. ~IntoY BAlltP&o:R. 
woman, in her despair, would hav .!lung her. often furnishes a happy illustration of the 11. EVOLUTION Oil' MORALS. How altruiam 

bi 1 b it hich is th Soul Cf wit grows out of ego• em; the pro.er balance 
self after her charge had not strong arms prover a rev Y w e • B" 01l LBWIII G. lANES. 
held her back. Bat sooner than it can be Here are a few apt ones that are evidently 111. PROOFS OF l!lVOt.OTION. a, from geology; 

t b, from morphology: c, from embryoloR'Yi 
written down, something rushed swiftly past spon aneous: d, from m11tamorpboals: e, fro a• radilllAn 
h th l h 1' _, A boy once said that " dust is mud with ta y organs: f. from gMgrapbical d1stribu er; ere was a eap over t e vesse B Blae, tioa; g, from discovered link•; b, from arti 
a splash into the waters, and then Nero's the ju\ce Equeezed out." il.cia.l breeding; i. from rever·ion; k, from 

1 k A fan, we learn from another juvenil JBimicr:v. By NELSoN o. 'PARSHALL. 
b ac head appeared above the waters, hold· 18, EVOLUTION AS JHilLA.TED TO RELIGIOUS 
ing the child in his mouth. source, is "a thing to brush warmth o:lf THOUGHT. Br Rmv. JoHN w. tJaAnwtoK. 

The engins were stopped as soon as pes- with," and a monkey, "a small boy with B 14. PHILO~;!OPHY OF EVOLUTION. R~la.tion 
t il 11 salt " what makes your potatoes taste of the doctrine to preva,;Iitig Phiiosopbica.i sible, but by that time the dog was far a ; ' · sYatema. By STuB HoYT NioaoLB. 

behind in the wake of the vessel. A boat bad when you don't put any on." 16. THE EF~~'EOTI.'I OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
i kl 1 d d h hi A schoolboy asked to dEftoo the word OOMINGOIVILIZATION. Plansforaooia.l was qu c Y owere , an t e B p's surgeon, , rPgAue-ation as tested b:v evolution. BY 

taking his place in it, ordered the sailors to "sob" whimpered out: 'It means when a Rmv. \lrwnT ;r. ii&VAGl!l 

Pull ro th i li 0 Jd j t k feller don't mean to cry and it bursts out 16. TBE R OPltl • ND l'RINOIPL'EB OF THE 
r e r vee. ne cou us ma e FVOLU •'ION PHilO~OPHY. ByD.~<.LEwiB 

out on the leaping, danchg waves the dog's itself." G. JANER 
black head, holdlDg something scarlet in hls A youngster was asked to giv his idea of 17. THF. MOB\L A.ND R"LTGIOU~ AS'"'"o-s 

· the meaning of "responsibility," so he sa\ll: OF B~~RBER1'SPEN:OERS PJllL080'PHY mouth. The child had on a little j:1cket of B:v l:iYLVAN l1BEY. · · 
scarlet cloth, and it gleamed like a spatk of "We~l. supposing I had only two buttons on 18. THE REL,TIVIT¥ OF K'ifOWLlllDGl!l . .rhe 
fire on the dark blue waves. my trousers and one came o:lf-all the re- nat.nre of aeoae.pera~pLion ; s•gbt, sound 

ibilit ld t 0 th Oth b tton" taste, PmelJ, feeliDJl': th~>doctrineoftlle U.a 
The mother of the child stands on the deck, spons Y wou res 0 e er u · knowab'e. B• RoBE"-T G FcCLEs. MD. 

her eyes straining anxiously after the boat, To hit o:lf a jary as "a body of men or- 19, AS I UDY OF M 'lT'l'FR AND MOrJO:\f. An 
d ganized to find out which side has the smart- excellent digest of a muon v•x'd qaestioP, 

an the black spot upon the waves still w1th qaotdiouP from many autbor1ties. By 
holding firmly to the tiny scarlet point. How est lawyer" is to satirize many of our'' Intel- Po:R. A. N. Ann1s. . 
1 i · ligent fellow-countrymen." 20. 'PFIMITIVE MAN. Ma.n as revealed by 
ong the t me seems! . The- boat seems fairly archeological studies: evidences of ma.n's 

to creep, thoug ll it speeds over the waves as The word " suspicion II is, in the opinion. antiQuity: geological periods; man's anpear 
f jealous husband "a feeling that com anne in thll pliocene; naleohtbic and neo 

it never sped before. 0 B ' · lithic races ; the &lles of bronze and iron 
Sometimes a billow higher than its fellows pels you to try to find out something which cave men and Ja.ke-dw,.llers; dolmen a.nd 

d • i h t '- " mound bai•ders: primitive iinplem11nte a.nd 
hides for a moment dog and child from the you on t W B 0 ... now· too'A; nr of• of man's natural evolution 

I t i i 0 1 A good definition of a "Pharisee" is "a Bv Z SIDNEY BAlltPSoN. 
BDX ous, Bran ng eyes. .1111 can a most hear 21, GROIVl'H OF TRE MARRH.GE Rl!!L\TION 
the watchers• hearts then throb with fear lest tradesman who uses long prayers and sh-rt M;.rrial!'e a prim1tive mbtitution; its earlier 
the waters mny hav swallowed them up. But weights;" of a humbug, " one who agrees fot"ms; no eviden"e of oriRinal promi•cnity 

i h b d " d f t t "th th fXOI!'a.m:v and enr'og•m;r · groUP·marria.lle the boat comes nearer and nearer, near '"'t every 0 y, an ° a yran 1 e 0 er polygyu~, poly~~ondry aud m •noll'a.m:v: maT 
h t 1 t t 11 f ver~ion of somebody;s hero." riage bJ capture : moDogomy the hlgbes enoug B as o B ow o the surgeon's form of tbe relation ; divorcA aBd divorce 

reacll1ng over and lifting the child out of the A Parisian's idea of chess was "B humane l~~ows: ma.rri&Jl''l a. '"'otrAct; ft.• r""'nlation 
d • h substitute for hard labor." by •h" •tate, B- o SnNILAl<D w AXE. 

og 8 mout , then a sailor's strong arm pulls 2;a, EVnLUTION OF THE E!l'A.TE Tne crrowth 
Nero into the boat, and the ·men row swiftly Thin soup, according to an Irish mendi- of pulitlc .. t mstttutions; the natriarchal 
back to the ship. cant, is "a quart of water boiled down to a family: the tribe and clan. By JoHN. A 'J'AYLnB, . 

"Alive?'' is shouted from every lip as the pint to make it strong." 23 l!.VuLUl'ION OF L\W, Bow law begins 
b'lat comes within hail of the steamer; and Of definitions of a bachelor, "unaltered statUte-law aud jndae mode law: til" con 

man," "a singular being," and "a target for verRinn of cu.toms into law. By PBoF. RnFns as the answer comes back, "Alive I'' a !'!BELDON. 
"Thank G.>d •• breaks from every heart. Then a miss 11 are apt enough. 24. EVOLU rro'if OF MEDIOAL srJ1"NCEn. 

A lki ti k b d crlbed " th Bnoero a- ural idea." of disPa..e; fetichism i 
theboatcomesuptotheship'sside. Ahun- wa ng.s c may e es as e rnedich•e:t-h•bPilinn!OPsormedicalsclence 
d d h d t h d old man's strength and the young man's Bv 'If< BE T G. li'ooLl!s.M D. 

rt an 5 are B rete e out to help the 2,, EVOLU ION OF •nus AND AR' .. OR. The 
b d b d d weakness," and an umbrella as "a fair- and , .u .,. rave og on oar , an "Good Nero," J>ecesdty for anna and arlJlnr nuder the 
·• Brave dog," "Good fellow," resound OD foul·weather friend who has had many ups strallgle for ex1ateuce. By JoBN o. Krlll 

id B N and downs in the world.'' :B&LL. every e e. ut ero ignores the praise 26 EVO UTJON OF THE M!'lOH4NIO ARTS 
showered so pr.cfusely on him; he trots se- ~ evelopment of the human band; the A~>rli 
dately up to the child's mother and with B WATER OF LIFE r\r~~L~~~~plem!lnts and tools. By JAMES 

Is Doing Wonders lu Curi11g the Sick. 
wag of his dripping tall looks up into her Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 2T. EVOLU' ION OF THE WAGES lilYSTEM 
race with his btg, faithful brown eyes. 1, The t'efloi•ion of wa.ges: ec''D• m'c char-•c 

u 84 South Ma.in Street. Wilkesbarre. Pa. teristics of the waaes SYPtem; wallt'eS the 
was as if he BBJd, " It is all right., I hav oatcrrowtb of ala. very; origin and dAVPlop 
b •• WHY'' IJI<~nt of the wages 8Yotem. By 'PROF. GEO rought her back quite safe." GUNTo:R. 

The mother drops on her knees on the I speciallY want 600 orders for books within the 21. JiDUf14 'l'TON AS A. F 'OTOR IN OIVJLI 
deck, and taking his shaggy head in both next three months. Z TION. 'J'be beQ"innings of edacatin11 

F · d will 1 d t f i 111 d 'qrl:v m~thoila in Ellynt, PArsia, Olliua 
hands, kisses his wet face again and again, nen 8 P ease sen s amp or c ro · ars an Greece, and R1me: earlv Ohri~tian ideas of 
h ri WHY. edaca.tion; O>~.tholic aud Protest11.nt vifiWR 

t 6 tearr. pou ng down her face in streams. ELMINA DBAKE SL1i'NKER. the commo~ ""hool system. By M1ss.OABO 
There is, indeed, not a dry eye on board. ~o~nowv.ll<~. Va. LINE B. LE Row. · . · · · 
One old sailor stands near with the tears run- DON.•LD KENNEDY 29. EVOLTil'IOoq AND SOOU.L BEFO'RM". I "' The T~eo'og Cal M.,thod. By R11v. JJHN 
ning down his weather beaten brown face OBADwro\1:. · 
all tbe w· hU i h • Of Roxbury Mass Says. 80. EVOLUTION AND SOCI\L R'EFORM'. n e UDCODBC OUB t Bt he is Weeping · ' . ' • The l'lo~i"listia Met.bod By WILL~IIl POTTS 

Well, as one can imsgin, Nero was for the Stn.T'I>'<l ca.ses cared bY m:v M"DIOAL DIS· 81. EVOLUTION AND SOO[~L REFORW. III 
novEBY come to me every day. Here. i• one of d B H 0 

rest of the voyage the pet and hero of the P<~.ral:v• 1s BliJ>ilnesp-and th" Grip Now how Tbe A"arcbistic M.etno • · Y UGH 
whole ship Re bor hi h <'oe• m:v MliloiO~L DISOOVEIIY care all tbe•e' 'PKNTlW BT. 

. . • e 11 onors with quiet I don't know, unless it take• bold of the Hidden 32. EVOLU ~'ION A~D SOOI,I.L. B'Ell'OR'd IV 
modest dtgnity. It was curious, however, to P.Jison that makAs all Hamor. 'l'nP l::lcie~otoflc Method. B.v DAI'liEL GREEN· 

h r V 0 N 8 I 9 ~ L~AF 'I'BrMPS•l{, . 
see ow rom that time on he made himself ra<>JNIA ITY. ~vADA. •v • · .. , 1891 • •8. ABA GRA.Y ·.=is Lire and Work.· By ..... s 

Don,~IZ K•nne.av-DetJr Sir: I wilt sta~" m:v uase o "'- JU. • 

the sentinel and body guard of the chtld he to yon: A bun• n•ne years a.~ol was varalyzAd in MAuv I'BEAT 
had aved R 1 1 d m:v hft sidP, and the Milt doct.ors gave me no 134 EDWARD LIVmGS'fON YOU:I4:\NS., The 

s • e B ways P ace ·himself at the ~·lief fAr wn Years, a.nd I was 11.dvised to try your Man an~ his \Vo•k, B:v ,P.aoF .. Jotm FISXII:. 
side of the chair of any person in whose arms DISC'OV 17 RY, wbicn did its dat:v, and in a few 1131"" E•ch Number, Ten Oents • ., 
h h months I was restored •o hea.lth. Abontfour:ve,.rs .. 

s e was, lB eyes watching every movement Bgo 1 bec"m" blind m my left e:ve by a •uott.e~ Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
she made. Sometimes she would be laid on ca.tarect L ... t March [was t~tken with LaG ·ippA, · 28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

d k and was confined to my b d for three mo,tns. At • 
the ec , with Nero only to watch her, and the end of that time "" ;., tbe start. tben it straok SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE 
if inclined to creep out of bounds, Nero's me that Your DI iOOVFRY waa the tbinl!' for me: 

so I got a bottle, and before it wes half Clone I 
teeth, bstened tlrmly in the skirt of her was able to 1!'0 to mY W'>rtt tu the mmes. Now in 
frrck rom tl d h b k rE>crard to my e:vPs, a• I lost mY left BY"· 11.nd about 

• P P Y rew er ac • It was BB •'x month• aao my rigbteye bec,.meaft'ac<e<t wif.b 
though he thought, "I bav been lucky black PP·•ts over th• si .. bt as Md the left eye 

h M' b -perhaps e.-.me twpnty ~f fh~>m -but since I have 
enoug • tss Ba y, to save. you once from a bPen n•ing Your DISCOVERY +he:v all left my 
watery grave, but as I may not be 80 lucky rhrht "ve bat ~_>nP: a.urt, thank. God. the b·i~ht 

i · liRbt of ~>e~tven 111 once more D'lalung 1ts at>Peal'ance 
aga n, I shall take care you don't run any in my Zffr. pve I am wonil,.rfn •h A•+nnl•~>·~ ,.+. ·~. 
unnecessarv rlskll to, future n I &n~ thank Goda.ndyoarl'ti'EDIOALDI•OOVIIRY. 

" · . . • 1 Yours truly, HAN~ WBITI!l. 

lo EV'LUTIONo ANTIQTTI'I'Yo BAOTBliiA, J!:TO, By 
William Dnrbam. F.R S.E. · 

II. AsTPONOMYo SUN. MooN, STABS, ETO. By Will 
iam Durham. F.R.S.E. ·. -

Tb<~se -hand:v series of .volumes on science-of 
which the above works form the first two num 
bars. ot.bers to follow-are written 10 a wa:v that 
cannot fail to make tllem interesting to even the 
most casual reader. Th11:v snpply" popular nee~!, 

The prioe of each is oo·oents incl.~; · - · · 
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Brain and the Bible. MATERIALISM AID CRIME 
Conflict Between Mental ~cience and Theolog7. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Pre:face by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
:Unanswerable. . Price, $1. 

Crefd of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 
Complete in 1 voL, 12mo, 399pp., $1.60. 

WHICH: 
SPIRITUA.LISll OR CHRISTIA.NITYI 

By MOSES HULL {Spir.) and 
REV .. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

Price, paper, fi(\ cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 5 cents. 

AN OUTLINE OF THE 

French Revolution 
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

Bg W. B. BELL. 
.Paper, liim.o,. 115 cents. 

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS. 

:By A. S. de Pellegrini. 
Paper~ - - 111 cents. 

PHILOSOPHY of SPffiiTUALISM. 
AND TREATMI!lNT OF MEDIOMANIA. 

By F. B. M&rvin, M.D. 
. Oloth, 110 cents. 

HEBREW Mo!THOLOCY;: POCKET 'TH.EOLOGY. 
Tbe Rationale of' tbe Bible. By VOLTAIRE. 

~erse, witty, aud sarcastic definitions of theolog
ical tArms. 

Price, 115 cents. 
Holy Scriptures Treat ofNatural Phenomena Only. 

By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 
Svo, 613pp., - · - - - $2.50. 

Faith ·and 
PRIESTLY CELIB,CY FXPOSED. Reason. By REV. G. T. Fox. M.A. 

111 cents. 
ACCOU:!JT OF TilE 

Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. · Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Ulustrated. 

By JosEPH SIMMs. M D. 
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments 

and ftla.tures. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3.; leather, 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

AMB EALeY'S LIFE OF J ESU ~.' 
His Character and Doctrines. · 

From the "Analysis of Religious Belief." 
By VISOOUNr AMBEBLEY. 

Paper, .115 cents;. cloth, 50 cents., 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did 'Not Exist in the Reign of 
Tiberi us, but a Jesus ws.a Hanged a Cent

ury before, and Peter and Paul died 
·before the Christian Era. -

Full index, 446pp., - - ·· $1:50';. 
-

PRO AND CON OF 

Supernatural Religion. 
Ha.ve We a Supernatural, 'Inspired, Miraculous 

Religion 1 
By E. E. GUILD. 

Paper, 110 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

P YR.AMID 0 F G IZEH. 
Ancient EgYptian Oiviliza.tiim and Hebrew Narra- · 

tive in Genesis at:d Exodu11. 
By VA~ BUREN DENSLOW, LL.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 

QUESTION SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL ::.nd MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 

By MosEs HuLL. 
Price, 60 cents. · -----------------------------

Rational Communism. 
THE PRESENT AND FUTUBR REPUBLIO OP 

NoBrn AMEBIOA. 
Advocates a«sociate life and emPloyment as a pre

vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc; 
By A 0APITALIBT. 

Paper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1. 

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 
By A. C. LYALL. 

'l'HEoLoGY ANf! M.YT»oLoGY. Fruits 
Inquiry into the Claims . of Biblical Inspiration 

and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

Prica, 10 cents. 

of Philosophy, 
By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. 

Price, $1. 

----------------------------NATH.'-NIEL V&.IJGH:\.N. 
A Radie-zl. No'IJtl of lfarkdJ, Ability. 

:5I I'UDEBIXA MACDONALD. 
404 pages. • Price reduced to $1. 

A FEW WORDS A "BOUT the DEVIL. 
AND -

OTBBB BrOGRAPHIOAL SK.BTmme AND EssAYS. 
By CHA.RLIS BRA.DUUGH. -

With Portrait and AutobiographY. 
Extra clotb, gold b&ek an·d side stamp, liim.o, 

. 260 pp., $1.25. 

MONKS~ PO.PES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBEBGEB. 
3'16pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and 75 cts. 

' 
POPES .AND THEIR DOINGS. 

.. ACCOUNT Oll' -
Vicars of Christ at.d Vicegerents; of G~d. 

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 'j5 cents. 

CASE A.GAJNs·r THE CHURCH. 
A Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth,.50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 

Price, • • • • • 15 cents. 

ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus

trial Production and Exchange. 
By J. K. INGALLS. 

PricP, 25 cents. 

POPULATION QUESTION. 
By Dr. Knowlton. Edited by Oharles Bradlaugb 

and Annie Besant. 
IllS cents. ---------------TRU~rH. A Poem. By E. N. Kings-

ley. 10 cents. 

POVERTY: Its Couse and Cure. 
How the Poor M!!.Y Attain Oomfort andindepend 

ence. 
ByM.G.H. 

Price, 10 cents. 

RPligion of Inhumanity. 
With a Glance at the Religion of Hnmanity. 

BY FBEDERIO HARBISON. 
Price, 15 cents. ' 

RELIGION: 
l'he Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonatitnted. 

, By Gsorge T. Bondiea. 
W1th 

Excep11ons (O the Cha..-act~r of 
Chrbt Kif a Ueotaeman. 

JJy W. T. Purviance. 
11:1 cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER. 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Six Lectures. 
Decline of Faith. 

Protestant Intolera!!::e. 
Washington an Unbeliever. 

Jeiferson an Unbeliever. 
Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
Each, & cents; bound, pai)., 115 cents; per doz., 40. 

SABBATH BREAKINC• 
By JOHN E. BEMSBUJlG. 

Price, 2:1 oen ts. 

St. MatthEw Defore the Court 
FoR THB cRrMB OF FoRGERY. 

By SECULARIST> 
Price, 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD. SE'MIT'IO 
"'l'he Jews and their God stood on the lowes! 

10 cents. 

GODS AND 
BIBLE. 

THE 
l!lane." 

i'rlce, to cents. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. MARviN. 

Price, & cents. 

l'or ..n of ........ bove booka add..;1
0 00 'l'HE TBU'l'B S • 

. ftL&fft"FIUII'I.tJIIIWJ:OI'ko 

Inoludlnrt A.llah, Jehovah, Satan, Hol7 Ghost, 
Jeaua Onrist, Vi· gin Mary, Bible. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
01'rom Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.") 

8S3Pp., pap., SO ... ; clo.,$1. 

For aU of tho above .books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

~ Wue$te PL, New J:ork. 

D. M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDRESS THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE. 

A Truth Seeker ArollBd the World. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engravmg of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in· red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt· ed~es, $10.SO. 

The World's Sages ·Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,07Spages,8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; ·Their 
· Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 

. 1,il9 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00, 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. , 

rhe Gods and ReligiOnS of Ancien1 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written,.in prison. In cloth, $3.00 pe1 
volume, or $5;00 for the two volumes; ir, 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pager. 
Price $1.50. 

A. Truth Seeker in Europe. A aerie~ 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some accounl 
of the International Freethinkers' Con· 
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben· 
nett was a delegate, followed by a de· 
scription of what he saw in England. 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letter! 
from Rome alone are worth the pricE 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showin~ that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov· 
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1. 

Judaism, Christianity, and Moham
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeaJ:"ed. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to lon.n to Christian neigh• 
bars. 550 pall:es. Price. $1. , 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS. 
FOR BALli: AT THE TRUTH SEEKER OFFICE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing Jn, 
fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
Scientifie Materialism; Woman; Spiritual
ism from a Materialistic Standpoint; Paine 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Cruelties 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits; 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 
cents; cloth, $1. 

[nfluence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

lJhristianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

'lcientiftc Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. · 

\piritualism from a Materialistic 
Standpoint. 10 cents. 

l'aine the Po.:'.dcal and Religious 
Reformer. 10 cents. 

if ldman : Her Past and Present: Her 
Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents. 

1laterialism and Crime. 10 cents. 

\Viii the Coming Man Worship God 1 
10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo
logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess~Underwood Debate. A foUl' 
days'· debate between B. F. UNDERwooD 
and Prof. 0. A. BURtlEsB, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 
188pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-:Ma~les Debate. A foUl' 
nights' debate oetween B. ]'. UNDERWOOD 
and Bev. JoHN ::M.un>x.Es. Fully reported. 

_I'apv, 86 oeta; oloth,_!O_~~ 

' TRUTH SEEKER Ll BRARY I 

1'"1Jle World's Sages, Thinkers1 and 
Reformers. 'The BiogTaph1es oi 
tmce hundred of the most distinguished 
teachers and philosophers (who were not 
Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075pages, 
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather,.$4,00; moroc
co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
, Crimes and Persecutions. Bio

graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to " The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, ·$4.50 . 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full accoupt of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost,. Jesus 
Christ, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religious systems of tbe world, includ
ingJudaiqm, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETT. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco,· gilt edges, $8.00. 

.Supernatuml Religion. An inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the clai=- of supernaturalism 
ever written. 

J 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; Ieat'l··er, $5.0G; 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

Tile Great Works of Thomas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine~.- Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille dordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r • ·~ded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steel-plate, portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco; 
gilt edges, $4. 50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds, Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By Vm
oouNT AMBERLEY, son of the late Lord 
~ohn RusRell, twice Premier of England. 
Jomplete from the London edition. 745 
vages, 8vo. In cloth, $3.0,.?; 

;;:, - ~· 

The foregoing volumeg are called " 'l'he 
Truth Seeker Library." It all are ordered to. 
gather and sent by express, one dollar will be 
deducted from the price of each. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betweel\ 
D. M. BENNETT and Onus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator ot 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 

What \)l).jections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETT and 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the followmg 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new not 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
menta hav been as fully and truly ascribed· 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his mission 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history 

BENNETr affirms; MAin denies. This ia 
an exhaustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Unitea 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon Ma. BENNETT. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

L:terrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects 
PIUler. 50 eents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv
ing many church incidents and his evolu. 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

oloth, 75 cents. 

The Bock 1!-f Chronicles of the Pil
Jnims in the Land of Yahweh: 
Blso the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle w 
the ~'rrL.h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

The First Epistlr of Bennett· the 
Apostle to the Truth Seekers.. 
10 cents. 

The Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Ouen Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
- 111 cent.~~, ~ , _..· . 

···- --- . - --<!.-...~_:.:-~-- i'oOi: --~ 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIHRARY. 
.ISSUED MONTHLY. 

fiubscl'lptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No BOOKS ISSUIID. Prioe. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink· 

era• Almanao..... •• . •• • • •. .• • • .•••••.... . 2li 
s. Men, Women, and Gods. Helen H. GB£· 

dener..................................... 110 
a Age of Reason, Thoma.• Paine........... 25 
4: AnAwers to Christian Queiltlons. D. M. 

Bennet$ ................................. . 
5. Chnst1au Absurdities. John Peok ...... .. 
6. Vietor Ha«o's OrMion on Voltaue ....... . 
7 Ingersoll's addreBB on Sha.kspere ........ . 

OTB.llR NUMBERS IN PREPAR.ATIQN. 
YearlY aubsoriberB will reoe1ve all the books 

issued danng the :vear. Single coPies of eaoh 
book sent upon receipt of :~~rice. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Dail:v Bread 1B the story ot two young 

lrirls and a~ younger brother who were lett parent
fess, with little money, fa1r educa.tto~1 and much 
ooural{e, to make their waY through we world by 
gging to Chicago. The autnoria aleo the heroin. 
The narrativ ia, in the main, a hiatory of a work
ing Jrirl'elife and experience in the citY of OhiO{Io.BO 
amon!r bluft' bUBiueas men, kind hearted folkS< 
and dillreputable hypoorits. It is juat suoh a atory 
of human life as we should expect Oolonel lnger
aoll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is aure to be worth the attentioD 
of the rest of the world. Prioe 25 oontl!, 

Addresa THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
, . AND 

f Girard College Thoolou • 
. AN BXPOsi 

' . . 

CRIMtS AG,.INST CRIMINALS. 
u·A.DDRESS 

B,- ROBT. G, INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THlll 

N6tJJ York State Bar A88ocia«on, at .Albang, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'l'he onlv Com:plete and Authorised Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

Of the penerlf.on of BteJihen Girai-d•amalflillloent 
b~eat to Philadelphia by the Ohriaiian · 

· ohurohee and Young l![en'l 
OhriBtian Assooia-

tlon. · 
B:v BloB. ;B. W:UTBBOOJ:, D.D., LL.D. 

l»ftce $1, Addrlll T111i TBUTB So:DB. 

N&w Eilltloa, BeTisd pd Ealar&'ed. 

ON, WOKEN ~ GODS. 
aY HELEN H. CARDJENER, 

Inh'oduotion b:v 
BOBER~. G. INGERSOLL. 

Priae, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, GO Qentl. 
TM Tradl /Jv.Wllsd al lJp6dal IJIIDoutW. 

Addresll THE TBUTH SEEKER. 
18 LafaYette Place, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miaa Gardener are for 
sale at this oftioe. Prioe, 5u oents. ·· 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 

The lUanlaattan Liberal Club, N.Y. 
Meets every J!'rida:v avenin~, at B o'clock, at Ger· 
man Masonic Tem)lle, .IIllO East 15th atreet. Lect
ures and disoussiona; The.publiocordiall:Vlnvited. 

The New.iark Liberal League 
Meets every Bnnd!'.Y afternoon at 8 o•olook at 
Liberal Leaarge Hall, 17'1' Halee:v ,st., cor. Market 
st~\Newark, :N.J. Lectures and discussions on 
reugious and social. t~ne!Mons. Beata free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular IJnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. Aslembles ." every· Snnda:v 
evening at 'I' ,so. Lecture•, debatea, ed dboua; 
stona on an im_portant secutar subjects. Pres. 
ident, HEltllY BIBD; Seoret&r:v, COBA BJCLLJi 
FLAGG. . 

BrookiJD Phllosophleal Associ&~ 
tlon -

Meets at Fraternity rooma'-Be ... ~rd avenue ani 
South lid street, Brooklyn, J!i; D., at 8 P.x., ever 
Sunday, Lect.urea follo11ed bY dieoussion. Pia · 
form free. Charles Monholl&nd, secretary, ll4l 
B1'0&dwa:v, Brooklyn, E. D. . 

88 Lafa:vette Place, New York. 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., ·. Pblladelphla Ll))eral Leiii'UC ~G·~ 

R~LIGION OF MAN Author of "DeitY.. Analyzed," "The Bible Ana- meetaeveryBunda:vln Induatria1Hall,Broadali4 

AND 

Charles~ Watts's Works. ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 

I:vzed," "The Beal Blaspheme-~"" BPir· Wood 1t1 .. at .II :ao and 'I' :10 P.M. for lectures aM· d 
• .., free dis.ouaslons on relilrious and social questio , 

itualism Sustained," ett;., eto. A.bleaper.kersinteresHiie audJenoe. N.B.-'I'rli b 
Seekerpublioattonsalwa:vson hand atoheap rate,ll. 

The latest and best work of an analytic thinker, 
-who is gifted w:Uh thoae rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the ea11y property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and produotiv of 
good in furniahin« food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immeue distribution it Be riohi.Jr 
merits.-{The American Idea. 

The Tea<>hlngs of Secularism Com 
pared with Orthodox Christian~ 
u,-. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Bea .. on1 and 18 It Sutnclent to 
Meet tne Needs or ;uanklnd t 
Debate between the Editor of the Hali!a:i 
Evening flail aod Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jaoob Ho1yoaJ:te and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pagea, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father l~ambert's 
•' Tactics of Inftdels." 00 cents. 
Poat free. 

Christianity:·. Its Orl,;lu, Nature1 
and Inftuence. 82 pages. Price, 1o 
oents, 

The Horror• of the French Revo• 
lotion: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 oents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 
structtv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 oenta. 

Bible ltloralltJ". Its Teachings Shown 
to be Contra.dlotor:v and Defeotiv as an Ethical 
Guide. 24 p11.gea. Prioe, 10 cents 

A.;;-nostlclsm and Chrit~Uan Theism: 
Which ntne More Reasonable! 
24 pages· Price, 10 oentB. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 oents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which t 24 
page& in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The S~tuperstltton of the Christian 
sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pagea. Price. 10 oents. 

The Gloey of IJubel.ef. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 oents. 

Nature and alae Supernatural; or. 
Bell• f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Prioe, 10 oen til. · 

Tile American liecular IJnlon ; Its 
Neces-lty u.ud the .Justice or Us 
Nine Demand!J.- (Ped1cated to Colo. 
nel ·Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover, 
Prioe, 10 oents. . 

Theological Presumption: An Open 
Letter to the R ·v. Dr. B. F. Burna, of Halifax, 
N. S. In thia letter the following aubjeots are 
dealt with : 1. Why Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate 1 2. The PoBhion of Agnoatioiam 
Toward Ctirlatianity. 8. Freethought and 
Men of Solenoe, · 4. The Dllferenoe between 
Facts and Opinion&, 5. Christ and Heroism. 
e. Christianity and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
!I cents. 

Addrell THE.TRUTH SEEKER CO,, 
18 .,afavett.e Pl .. New York. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CEHTanddn$748 CASH Prize• 
on my COrsets, Belts,, Brushes and ~edicines. 

Sample free. Tdrltory. Dr.Brldeta~ri,375Bway,N. Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB, THB 

OonB!ct between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty Literature . • 1n 
B,- ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

. Address at tM Testimonial w Walt 
"Wn.itman. 

Price, 95 cents; cloth, 10 cents. Pub
\IBhed at this oftl.ce. 

B'! . 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 

· of Man. 
Ool'ITENTS : What is Religion 7 Fetichism. Phal· 

lie Worship. Man's Moral Progreas DePendent· 
on HiB Iatelleotual Growth. Tile Great Theolog. 
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Sobeme for his Redemption. Man's Poaition, 
Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Neoesaity. Be· 
s"POnsibility of the Individual. Genesia and Evo· 
lotion of SPirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
Tile Apostles. Selfish Provenaities, Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Bighta. Duties arid Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bight& of Government. Dutiea of So 
oiety to ·crimina!A. Dnty of Self Oulture. Mar· 
riage. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
- Br Edward Hellam,-, 

Author of" Dr. Heldenho:lf's Process," etc. 
it is a thought-breedJng book, and all who are 

free to receive new lia-ht will find in it satisfaotioD 
and inapiration.-[New York Tribune. 

The appeal iB alwaya made to a man's rePtSon. 
a.nd to his nobleat aentiments : never to his ael
ftahnesa.-[Boaton Post. 

A BUI{gestion of a reallY practicable and feall· 
ble soo1alstate greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic narrativ is rioh in ita forecast of 
actual possibilitiea.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, oloth, $1.00; paper~ Iilio. . 
Ac!dre11 THE TBUM REEKER CO. 

FESTIVAL OF A.SHTA.BOTH. 
! tale of Pales'ine, 'ounded on the deatrnotion of 

the Moa.bites by the Jews. 
By A. c; lllm»LETo:N. 

Price. 10 oenta. 

DOWN THEY COt 
Beat make American Bte'llwind Watches, 15 

jewel&. ad~asted, pat. reg'lllator, in Rilverioe o•P" 
oalY $;1; 1n 3 ouncA coin silver, $!6 4 oua~e. $17 
(a few yearB a~ro $60). Ia beet 14 ln. fit.•d g010 
oases, open face, $ 0: bunttag, 123 to $28 · H kt. 
solid ~rold. $40 to noo: same, not adjnstea. $2 tess; 
11 jw)B. ~~~ fO, a.nd 7 jwl&. $5 JeBS (tower grad< 
watches, 15 $4. and $2 50). . · 

THF. PERF,. 01'1!.D " OTTO WET fST'~~'IN" 
W A· CH, muoh finer th!l.n "hove; full adjusted to 
beat, cold, a.ad poaitioD, 16 jw!s, llnd all modern 
•mprovements, nick" I movemQnt, cased aa above, 
$8 more, gilt mov•t. $6 more. No one else in the 
world AArHls on~ on P"ood a. ..,atoh •t the pri"A 

LADT"S' GOLD BUNTING AllfER£0AIV 
WA...-OHES, l11.tes\ styleo. bist. filled, 7 jwts.·$17: 
11 i"''A. $18 ro; 15 jwls. $1!5; 14 kt. solid gold, SID 
to noo more~ All sent prepaid, kept innrdt"r one 
ypar, a. nil o"-•lt refunded if not ·sat,jafa.otory. 

Dl ~MONDS : in rings, nino. drops, stuils, eto •• 
flO: $15; f2;; $50: S1CO to $1,000 per set.· Cash re· 
funded, if not Ill Per oent below regular price. 
anv time wit.bin ono ..-ear, 

WEDDISG RINGS: Plain, chased, with pearls, 
emeralds, rabies, moonst<>neB, f'P&lB, garDeta; 
tn' g_nn;oA, solitaires or oombinat ons; a ~peoialty, 

SUNDRll!:S : l!ogers Bros•. trl"PIA plated knives. 
$1.75,fori<So •1.75; Tea. SJ)OOT>Bo t1.80; 'l'ab}PB, f8 4~: 
Best sneot•. in the world, $1: Pt-bhlea, $2: 14 kt. 
gold, $5 ·more (send line of finest print :von oan 
read.without gl .. Ases 14 inches from eyes); Gald 
headed ""nes, $8; $10; $1); $20. Bast raz01-" 
luxurs-t2; Solid silver •POono, $1.70 per ounoe. 
Rnu veDI•lr spoons, Bilver, t1 2> to Sll: Tea s~ts, 
UO to !'40; everything in the line of ra.uo:v table 
silver, noveJt.ieP, plusb, and art goode, gnld P·ens, 
eto. All sent preoaid (except cutlery) eubjgct to 
exchange or oash back. 

OTTO WETTSTFIN, 
Established 1857. R->ohelle, 111. 
Pend for nrioe ''sts. beautiful cards In oolor• 

and A'old of mv Freethought badges (large and 
smaJ.), traot.s, etc. Free. 

Oloth, 12mo, St. 

Addnlu THE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OOLLJro!l'ION 01' 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and .Music) 

For Liberal and Etklcal Societies. 
For Schools •ud the Dome. 

. L. 
PBIOB, 

Addre11 

OOIIIPILBD BY 

H.. WASDB11RN • 
tl.OO. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

THE 

French Invasion of Ire and in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten HilltoiY That Tell of a 

Heroic Endeavor and a Loat OPPOrtu-
nh:v to Throw Oft" England'S Yoke. ' 

B,-VALERIA.N GRIBAYEDOFF. 
With a map and numerous UlustnLtions b:v wen

known artista, Handsomely bound; in silk oloth. 
ln)J: and go•d side atamos. Pnoe. $1.59. 

The present volume is an e1fort to reooue from 
<lOmparativ oblivion one of the llll&ny extraordi· 
aary episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war • , . It Point& a moral that amidst repub
•ioan institutions like oars, will n•ot fail r• oeive 
i\PPrPOiation. It shows, on one haJ•d, the elevat
ing infin•noe of newly acquired am'bition, , •. , 
~nd on the other the dAb&~lng ·e1feotsof Rellgioup 
"nd Political intolerance both on 'the tyrant and 
tbe victim. Oontsins a heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the Fr~oh Directory. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 
10 CENTS TO 
I>'KLLOWS, 

VINELAND, N.J. 
for his book on youth
ful errors, early decay,. 
wasting weakness, lost. 
manhood &c. It sets. 
forth an External AP-· 
plication- a reliable 
home cure, with fulldi,. 
1rections for use. Its 'J.. 
(:f!rtainty, no failure. 
State_ where You savr 

_,this _advertis~ment:. : 

A "patiAIIt writing from Da-envl)rl, wa.:;.. 
~ays: "Your r me y '" • l&rvellnus, aDd "Will 
a,ellOJl!p:iab Whl!.t Is said it ~Will do. The valae 
afwhJilh 11. untolol." ~ 

The Secular SocletJ" of' Kent, o~, 
Meets semi-monthl:v1 flrlt and third B11Bda:vs, a~J 
P.x •• at the town nail. All frienda of hum..,.. 
oultivatioB are invited. !Lumls HBIGBTON, Seo •. 

IUizur Wright Secular tJnlon 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the 11rst and fourth Bun· 
da:vs of eaon month at Independent Church, •• 
10:so·.&:.M. Free discussion on ill Liberal subJeCts. 
Subscriptions to Tml TBIJTII BEJ:KD and In!H!Itf• 
gator are solicited. . B. G. BMITB. Oor. b~. ~ 

Chicago Secular 11nlon 
Meet• even Sunday evenina at '1':10 •·•·• at 
Fo•t DeiLrborn Hall, 181 We&t MadJson nrM,, 
and &$ 118 Fifth ·avenue. Lectures and debatel. 
8traneera from abroa' are welcome. 

ltlll'waukee, Wis.. Liberal Clab 
Holds mee~B even Bunda;p- evening at 210 
Grand ave., urraternit:v Hall). Lecture follows-' 
b:V debates. Tile public oardiall:v invited. , 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethou~ritt 
· Soclct,-

Mfletll every Sunda:r evening at Union Square 
Hall, 421 Poat street, at 8 o•o1001t; A oordial invi-
tation is extended to all Seats free. · 

Port Angele• Secular Union, 
Meets every SundaY at '1':80 •·•· in Maodon· 
ald•s Hll.ll in Port Angele&, Wash. Leot. 
urea. aongll, and aeleot readin&'· Dieoussion in
vited on an sub!eots. Liberal literature dJstrf.b-
uted free. Flulix Mo:ium, Oor. Sec; 

The West End Pro~rresslve Lib· 
cral ,1Jnlon 

or Loa Angeles, cai., meets aemi-monthl:v.1.1lrat 
and third 8nnda:vs, at 8 o'olook, •·•·.1-at rarr'f 
Hall. Everybodv lnvited. MBa. B. JD., BEBBA, 
Pre1.; J. H. MoWILLIAJ(IJ, Beo. Seo. 

The Walla "'"alia J.lberal Club 
Meet. every Bunda:v at :II P.X. in Grand ArmJ 
ball, Main street, Walla Walla, Washington. 
Science Leotures.-Free Diaoulisions.-Qrilrinal 
and Beleoted Reading& and Poems. A large val· 
uable libraur is at the· aervioe of members and 
frienda. C, B. BJIYN_OLDB, Prea.; A; W. CALDEB• Sao, 

The Roeder Secular 11nlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., .-eetll every ftrst and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Boeder sohool-houae, 
Leoturel, dJsoussions; reading, and poems, Thf 
~rreate&t freedom aooorded to all. Our motto, 
n Universal Mental Liberty •" D. E. BIOB1 Pres.; 
J. W. BBLL. Vioe-Pres,; CBABLu BBBA, Beo, 

Fort Worth. Tex •• Liberal Club, 
MeAts every Punda:v cat Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o'clock, A.K. Viaiting Lib·. 
erals invited to atsend. OoL. A. HAama, Prea. 

Is.uo B. LEB, Beo, 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Addrtss to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

wma .rme /R.e81.11'ngrallt1111 or Benator ~lffli7. 

Bound In blaok oloth, llilver aide ata.mp, 

Price, '1'5 oentl. 
Addresa THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

ESSENCE~ OF CHRISTIANITY 
BY LUDWIG FEuEBBAOlL 

Translated from the Gernim by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, S3. 
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Ban Francisco. 
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J. c. Scott, SS Third st., Ban Francisco, Oal. 
Estate of B. C. Blake, 503 .Kearny st., san 

Francisco. [cisco •. 
Richardson Bros., S1S Grant ave., Ban Fran-

0-'.JU.D.A.. 
'i':c.Allen&oo., 194 Granville st. ,Hallfax,N.B. 
James Foster, Weiland, On. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Oot. 
R; W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,. 

. COLORADO. 
J. c. Richey, 907 Harrison ave., Leadville. 
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las. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st., Jacksonville. 
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A. ErWbi, Murray. 
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Mrs. B. E. A mea, 169 Washington at~, Chicago. 
Post-om_ce News Co., lOS Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State. st., and Brentano 

Bros., Ohlcago. ~ 
J. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., Chleagl). 
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J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend 
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.FORCE AND MAIT ER; '!~~~~ a~~~pe~!!~:~~~-~~~t BIBL: R~~!~!o::, :.D~ AT-l 
Compar~~otive Mythology. Price, $1. 

OB, 

Principles of' the Natural Order 
of' tb.e 1Jnlverse, Wtth a I!IJ'I• 

· tem of' llloralltJ' Ba1ed 
Thet.eon. 

Br I'BoDIIIIOB LUDWIG BUOJINEB. ~;D. 
OOliiTDTB: ~ 

Foroe and Matter, . The li'itneaa of Things in 
Immortatil:r of Matter, Nahlre (Teleology), 
lmmortabi;r_of li'oroa, .Man, 
Ioilnit:r of M!lttef, , · Brain and Mind, 
V &lue of Hauer, Thoilsll s, 
M:>tion, · Ooni!OioUBneas, 
Form. . Se&t of Ule Soul, 
Immntabilit:rofNatur&l· Innate Ideaa,_ 

La.w•, The Idea of uod, 
Un1vers&lii:r of Natural :Personal Oontinnanoe, 

La.wa, Vital FoNe, 
Tile Heavens, The Sonl of Brute1, 
:Period& of the Orea\ion li'ree Will, 

of the Eanh, Moralit:r, 
Ori&'in&l Generation, a 0 n 0 1 n ding Ob~na
SeoUiar Generation, tiona. · " . 
:frioe $1.50. A.ddreu THE TBOTH SEEKQ 00 

.-!"...>.; 

IS THIS YOUR. SOl, MY LtRD ¥ 
.A N 1Glt NOY"RL, 

By HELEN H. GARDEN'tR. 

" TM ahamcl UNit doth call Jor Mmmt 
remedg." 

By J mm FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College 
Price, $2. 

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B. 

Randolph, aided by l:lwedenborg, through 
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs. 

_ Luna Hutchinson. [Spir,] 
Sieel E~graving of Randolph. PriCe, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
A. New English E_dition of the Koran of Moham

med,· to which is added the Life of Moham~ 
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in .Arabia. 

SALE's edition. . Price, $1.50. 

HUME'S ESSAYS. 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia. 

·' logues on Natural Religion. 
By DAviD HUME. Price, $1.50. 

SUP.EliSriTION IN ALL AGES . 
_ . By ,TEA.N' MESLIER (born 1678), 

A. Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. 
Portrait. 

Price, pap:, 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Socialism and Utilitarianism. 
. By .TOHN STUART MlLL.. 

Price, $1. 

A Legacytothe FriendsofFree Dis· 
cussion. 

By BENJAMIN OFFEN, 
Formerly Lecturer of the Society of .Moral Phi

lanthropists, at Tammany Hall, New York.. 
Price, $1. 

APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT. 
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus 

Christ and his Apostles, and not included 
in the New Testament, 

Price, $1. 

A.STRO·T HEOLOGIC!.L LECTURES • 
By REV. Ron'T TAYLOR. 

Price, - • • • $1.50. 

THE SAD DATI!. 
By M. FARRINGTON. 

A Thorough Examination and Refutation or' the 
Claims of the Sabbatiuians. 

Man's Nature and Developmen~. Price, 10 cents. 

N. G. Fessen!len 434 Congresut., Portland. A. 
ll-'.88-'.0RUBliTTB. 

~ By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARBllliT RRLlGION OF COMMON SENSE 
Fascinating Story of Radical~ on MARTINEAu. 

By PRoF. LIEBRECHT ULICH1 of Germany 
· Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro•s 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Dtlscoll, 78i Front st., Worcester. 

Religion and Boclal Mattera. Price, • • • · $1.110. 

metb, tt; paper, 30 cenll. Iufldel's or Inquirer'& Text· Book. 
Price, 25 cents. 
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B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 4615. · ss Lafayette Place, New York. 
Thirteen Lectures on the ~ible. THE SUNDAY QUESTJOJV 

Ohas. Bacht.... Woodbine Oottage, Coit ave., · ----------------
Grand Hapids. LIFE OF 

By RoB'T CooPER- Price, $1. A Historical and Critical Review. Witb Replie 
to au Objector. · 

C. Holton &Co .. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. , Orllfln and Development or Belle· 
Ions Idea!l and Belief's. 

By GEORGE W. BROWN, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

Herman Reif, 94 =~~~~7e., Detroit: :s oshua Davidson: By MORRIS EINSTEIN. -------------------. 
Phillip Roeder,SSSOlive iit..~Bt. Louia. 
R. T. Jett, 80S Olive st., St. t.ouil. . 

NBW JBRBBY. 
J'ohn Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C1ty. · 
OW YORK. 7' 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Bumtmi & Co;, 9S Fourth ave •• New,: York. 
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NEtwYork. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
N. w. Turner. 349 4th ave.; New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
R.' Cohn, SSO West st., New York. : 
Morrie A.Bh, lSO Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadwa:t. New York. 
L. Jonas, A.Btor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J.Vanden Broeck, 39'7 Bleeckerst.,NewYork. 
New York News Co.; SO Beekman st., " 
B. J. Klng.1'79 Bo. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. c. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

·OHIO. 
John ·Jacques, Akron. . 
N. Hexter, 80S Bul)enor street, Oleyeland. 
1. B. Hawley, 164 VIne at., Olncinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 819 Chillicothe stre.et, Ports-

mouth. '· [Olevelanq. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Da.y, 259 Superior st., 

ORBGO&. 
B. 1!'. Hyland, Corvallia. 
W. Wedeken. Portland, Ore. . 
Handley.& Kelly, 150 1st at , Portland.· 

PBNNBYLV-'.NI-'.. 
Dr .J .R. Rhodes, 7SS Spring Garden st., Phila. 
Georgc3 Lonldord, 29 Richmond st., P_lrlla. 
J. A.. Kirk.l>u Bola. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market stj!., Pqila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood ~nd 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
RllODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 Hlgh st.; Providence. · 
J. H. J. Reilly, 418 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSBllll. 
Wm. B. 1!'1Bher, 84 N. Oberry st., Nashvllle. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

Tll%-'.8. ~ 
L . .A.ridruaii, Denison. · 
T .. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. • .A.ridrea, 916 Main st .• Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 .Elm st., Elst Waco. 

liT .&.H. 
John A. Jost, OgdeL.. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan; 

1U8BIN6TON TBRIDTOB'J:. 
Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
0. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

li&GLAND. 
Watts &Co., 17 .Tohnlon'l Oourt, l!'leet at., 

London. 
C. Stocker, S9 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

. .A. UB'l'BALU.. -· .;; 
Cha!l. H. Bamford, 190 Little dorn.ts at., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. · ·. , · .· 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Bydnej, N. B. W. 

NBW ll:S.U.-'.ND. 
A.. D. Willis, Wan@D.ui. 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
UBlll TJill 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In. your meetings, to ma_ ke them lively and inter
ea~ •. Tml LiBEB.U. HYHN·BooK COiltainl aong1 
by the belit poets, adapted to _well-known tnnes. 
U il' hia_hlf recommended by MeBBrli Wakeman, 
Panon. Wl'IJ:ht, Green, UnderwoOd, Hrs. Slenker, 
and, indeed, b:r all who hav e:u,m.ined it. Price, 
• oanM. Addren '.llu TBUTB SuDll ()¢.. . 

KO:DDN lKI'l'A'l'lON OF C:lllS'l', 
.A FEW DAYS IN ATHE])IS 

LIFE OF. THOM.AS P.AINE. By FRANCES WRIGHT. 
AI to h1l :Edft on Earth an! h1l Comm~am, With Explanatory Observatians on his Writings. 'Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 

BY HB8. B. LYNN LINTON, By GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. Greek philosopher, and tile autllor. 
Anthor. of ".1. Preten &Rd a Plea," in Order ot 

~ & BIJSINESS M&N1.8 SOCIA.L A.ND 
RBLifiliOUS VIEW-~. AN 

Price, ~ 5 cents. 

EYE-OPENER. Oloth,lJmo, m pp., • • 7tJ Oenta. 
_. TAU book tMB 8Uf11W.SB«l 1lf/ 1M f&rat .Amw. l1rom a Poor Man's Standpoint. Pric6, $1: "Citateur, rar Pi-;;::.ult." 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels. 
illllft JHLblilw • .- . DEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS By ZEP.A. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
Sunday and_ the .. Sabbath. ~· A law 

re&'Ula.ttn:a: htliD&D oonduot on the. Sabbath ia 
. an imPQrtinenoe." · Prioe, 10 oenta.:· ' 

The Fuse Teaching· of the: Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-Dine 
A.rtiolea of ~he. OhriBtian ohuroh <are ~hirtJ'
nine poor, broken.,down opinions.•• 10 oents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer.~ "Think 
of a miniater'B praying God to kill &'l'&aBhop. 
pers, or $rying to indnoe- the Deiil' to nnder
t&ke a orusade .of one ag&in:st the Colorado 
·beetle I" Prioe, 10 oena. -, . 

Followers of Jesus. Frice,lO cents, 
Spiritualism: Islt a Faith or a FacU 

Prioe,li oenta. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents.' 
The ].»ubUe Schools ,and the Catholic 

· Church• Price, & aenta. 

LIFE A.ND CA.REER 
011 

; Price, ~loth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A. l'ft!servative Against Religious Prejudices 

By BARON D'HoLBA.OII. 
Nee, $1. 

CABEER OF RBLIGIOUS IDEAS. 
llltimating In the Religion of Science. 

' 

Price, paper, 50 cents ; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 

Antiquity and Duration of the World 
By G. TOULMAN. 

Price, 20 cents. 
---------------~-------------
A.STRONOMY A.ND 'VORSHIP 

OF THE A.NCIENTS. 
By GILBERT VALE. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE, (Spir.) ,, Price, . 20 cents. 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

---"'--..,...----------- Autobiography of Robert ~ooper 
LIFE OF PAINE. J Price, 15 cents. 

By J. E. REllSBUBG. I B H A G AvA D G I T A 
Paper, 50 cent~; cloth, U eents. - • 

A. Discourse on Divine Matters between :Krishna 

MortalltJ' of the Soul and the lm· I and Arjuna. 
mortalltJ' of lis Elementa. Translated by J. C. THOMPSON. 

By A. 8. DE l"ELLEGBtm. j Price, $2. 

Price, • • • • 111 cents. B I B L E I N I N · D I A 
CharleS Bta41augh JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 

BY Character of the J ewlsh Jehovah Delineated. 

Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian 
Revelation. 

George Jacob Holyoa~. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Grea• 
English 8eoul&tl8t, b:r the Father of Beoularism 

Prioe,11i oena. 'l'en oopie1, S1, 
Addreaa this Oftloe. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leoture• and DiBOUIIions before The Brookl:rn 
Ethio&l A.aiiOOiation on Evolution 

in Boienoe and &rt. 
No. 1.,.;;:-Alfred Bnssell Wallaoe, b:r Edward D. 

OQpe, rn.D.; with portrait. 
No. 11.-Erust Haeokel, b:r Thaddens B. Wake-

man ; with portrait. . 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For a&le at The Truth Beeker Oftloe. 

Price, 85 cents. 
By LoUIS J AOOLLIOT. 

Price, $%. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. BIBLE IN 
A. Treatise on the Population Question. 

By R. D. OWEN. 
.A Text-Book for Investigators. 

By REv. J. G. FrsH. 
Price, • • - 35 cents. $ 

A.N HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. I B IP;e~ E I N Q U T R 1;.R. 
BY D. M. BBNDTT. I 

Pri • • • 10 oena. 148 Striking 8e1f-Contradictions of the Bible, 
oe, and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 

THE B.AL.ANOE. 

BIBLE MYTHS. 
j 

,. By A. JACOBSON. 
Prioe, • • - ll'l oena. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
C'11urch Doctrine•. 

By W. S. BARLOw. (Bplr.] Price, 10 cent& 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply~ Their Parallels in Religions of Heathen Nu.-
Br BUBr.Btr.r and WAKDUJr· tions of Antiquity; Origin and Meaning. 

Copious Notes and .Authorities. 
Prioe. tO oenU. .. ·.: . " Cyclopedia of Reference." 

- fCHA.BOD CRANE PAPERS. I Many Illustrations ... 

All in a Lifetime. A LiberalBomallae; Darirlgl:r wittY and ine:r:~BBi~ lauahable I Svo, 600PP·· • • pnce, $2
·
50

• 

Miss Wixon's Works. 

1llmo, IOOpP., •1. onllanahts on.O i \:r. · : B I 0 G R A PH Y 0 F S A. T.A N 
1 ~ro~ I. 

Ap-ples of Go d. A:nd Other Storie& ---------------- Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 
for Bon and Girll. 1llmo, 188PP., ,1.85. BLASPHEJlY AND THE BmLE. ' Fiery Domains. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand- BY c. B. RnlfoLDS. ' By KERSEY GRAvEs. 
some and Interelliing Book'-Without Bnpersii· · l'rioe, & oenil. Price, 35 cents. 
tion for Children and Yontn. The ODIY l'ree· f 
thinkers• Children'!! Btor:r-Book ever i1sned. ~ --------------~· 
66 full-page illUBtrations and 85 smaller; larse For all of tha above book• addr&ll It, 

type, lleav:r, toned paper, broad mar&'ina, ill111- THE TBUTH SEEKEB 00 
uated covera; ,to, d4pp., boards, •1. · iS LafanUe Pl •• l!teWYork. 

A.ddrell TBB i'BUTH BEEDB 00. 

T'or all of the above boolut &ddren . 
THE TBUTH 8EEKEB 00. 

IILafa:re•tePl •• RewYork, 
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WORLD'S SAQES, THINKERS, GODS AND RELIGIONS 
A.ND RBFOR:UBS. ANCIENT. AND 

0
IODERN TillES 

AT the International Peal'e Congress in 
Rome resolutions w~ore ,adopted in favor of 

Bio~rrapb.tee of 100 of the Leading. Pbllosopherl, . · · · 
'J:'eaohers, SkeptiosThinnovatormhiB J'ouaders of Vol. I; Givl a J'ull Aooonni of aU ihe.Goda; in· . To explain where 1 come from what I am 

New Bohooll Of Ou•h• E ent 801"en olnding .Jehovah, Bat~ll• the Hol:r Ghost·, · • • 
. tists, etc. (who were ;;ot Ohriatians), • lesas Christ, Virlrin Mary, and the Bible. : and whither I go, is above my C()mprehen-

· partial mll1tary disarmament, the creation of 
an international tribunal of arbitration, and 
the~establisbment at Berne of a permanent 
International Peace Bureau. 

from 'he time of Menu ro the pres- · avo, 836PR· Vol. U. Describes~ aU sion·;. anll yet all that . is. . I am like the 
ant. svo, 1,076pp,, cloth, .a; · the Be aious S:rstems of the

1
!orld, watCh, that exists without posseeshig the 

lea•ber •• · mor g e ,. EO ~,115'1'pp. Oloth,tapervo ., the · . f _, llT l B. Mn. 
• • ·~· ·• • ·• ... u • 11 voiB., •5; leather, .-r; mo• consciousness o e .... stence.-.. ,apo aon. o ..... 
BY·D.M. BENNE1"1'. rocco, gilt. edges. •8. parte; 

Ts:s Ruesian synod has decided that no 
THETBU'l'B BEEREB 00., BY D. M. BENNE'l"l'. . 

118 Lata:reUe Place, R. Y. ·.THE TBUTB SEEKEB 00. IF the Jehovah of the Jews is the real God, 
ves~els beloDglrg to the 
chUJch or used at the 
church service shall be 
given to a Jewish artisan 
tor repair, and to impose 
a htavy fine upon the 
trustees of a church or 
the clerjl)man vrho em
ploy a Jew i.t any work 
belorging to their inati, 
tutil,l.:a. 

CATBOLIOB are jubilant 
over the dtclsltn of the 
Supreme Co u n c il of 
Canada pronounciDg un
constitutional the law of 
Manitoba abolishing sep
arate state-paid Ut.thOJic 
!chcola in that province. 
However ,Prex;nter Gree.n
way wm appeal from the 
decision to the London 
Privy Council and take 
the case before the queen. 

JAMBS DAVIDSON, of 
New .York c1•y, was 
aroused at 6 80 o'clock 
the other moullng by· a 
craeh of glass. He bur. 
ried dovrn atalrs and 
found a man in the par
lor pr&ylng. The man 
was in his shirt-sleeves, 
and had broken through 
the parlor window. "I 
was sent here b) SG. John 
to pray," said the· man. 
Mr. D"vidson sent for a 
policeman. 

SATAN MAKETH JOB; VERY UNCOMFORTABLE. 

I do not wish to be his 
friend. From him I 
neither ask, nor expect, 
nor would I be willing 
to receive, even an 
eternity of joy.-Ingw-
soll. · 

NoR bas the recent his
tory ofthe U aited States 
been le!!l! fruitful in les
sons. · Ytlllow ·tever, 
whtch tormerly swept 
not only Southern cities 
but even New York and 
Philadelphia, has now 
been almost e n t i r e 1 y 
warded off. Such epi
demica as that in Mem
phis a few years since, 
and the immunity of the 
city from such visitations 
since its sanitary condi
tion was changed by Mr. 
Waring, are.· a most 
striking object-leJ!son to 
the whole country. 
Cholera, which· agahi 
and again swept the 
couniry, has ceased to 
be feared by the public 
at large. Typhus fever, 
once so deadly, is now 
rarely heard of. • • • 
This development of 
sanitary science a n d 
hygiene in the United 
s-ates has been coinci
dent with a ·m a r k e d 
change in the attitude of 
the American pulpit as re. 
gards the theory of dis-
ease. In thh country, as 

IT is now doubted 
that there was any dan. 
ger of revival of the 
empire in Bru1l. Many 
say that Fonseca as
sumed his preeent posi
tion of dictator ·solely 

So :vrent SatBn forth from the presence of the Lord, and smote Job with sore boils from the sole of his foot unto 
in others, down to a pe
riod within living men's 
memory, deaths due to his crown.-Job ii, 7 -

from ambitiOn. He has suppressed bberty 
of writing and speaking. o~Jy a part of the 
navy is for htm, and the satguinary scenea of 
Chili may be duplicated. 

ABOBBISHOP COBBIGAN states that Dr. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experience-. 
By s. P, Putnam. 

Price, .25'cents. MlG,ynn can obtain from the holy see a read-. 
ing of a petHon for review of his case ouly 
b' complyi• g with these condi•iona : ·• 1. That OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM 
Jrlc.Giynn himself make the rt q •lest and state 
his grtevancu. 2 That he publicly condemn The New God. Price, 10 eents. 
all that he has sa1d and done or an Insulting The Problt>m of the Universa, &De 
character as against the archbishop and as itB l'totenllfio Soln•ion. witn aome On11oismt 
against the holy see. 8 That he be ready to of Un verso10gy Price 20 cents. 
abide by the orders and submit to tbe judg Waifs and Wand' ringa, A N e· .. 
mentot the apostolic see. 4 Tnat he promis American Story. pice, ~:~lotb,ll oa; paper. 
to abstain from any public utttrance or 50 o•nts. "A prose ep1o of the war, riob witb 
assistance at any meeting on the matter under Incident and dramatic po.,.er; breezy froo. 
Consideration." · first page to last with tbe living spiril of to-

day."-Jo~n Btotnton'B Paper. 

D:s. KIIMPBTBR, one of the United States Goidl'n Throne, A R>mance. ''Tb• 
commist~lo.r.ers to Europe to exam in our im- autbor ertatnly bas geniua. The diviot 
migration, says: •· Ttus J.,wish per~f'Cution oreativ spark lS wttb bim. I he book is filled 

with manly thoughts, expreaeed in manb 
is respon6ible for the poverty of the R11Ssian wor •s-the transoriot of a manly mind. 
peaPants, and the tamln which •hey are now Ev"rv Liheral sbou•d read • Golden Throne.•" 
auflermg. Heretofore ihe Jews hav gone -Inge.r•oU P·ioe,st. 
through the c,,untry buying the grain as it In~ersoll and J• sns. A converPatior 
stands in the field after being cut. This year in rhyme betwePu the Nineteenth Oentun 
the Jews hav been so busy geuiog away rrom Infidel and the Q.,Ji•ean Reformer, wherein 
Russian persecution that they bav been un. iti1 lhow• there is muoh in harmony between them. Price, 10 oenu. · able to buy the grain. The peasants cannot 
find a marke~ for it, a11d It lies rotting in the Prometheus, A Poem. 11 It i~ 
fields. Much of the suffdring might be alle- crammed with life, thought, and profound 
Vl.ated, were it not for t.lle priests." emotion, poured forth, it sePms to me, witb 

P:S.traordinary beauty."-Dr. Henf'fl W.B•Uoula. 
TBB anti-Catholic Indian ecbool commia- Price, Sl. 

stoner Morgan bas evoked fresh anger from Why Don't He Lend a Hand! and 
the priuts by directing an assistant: "Make o'aer A~rnodtio poems. Price,looents. 
sptclal 1I qutry into tbe cbar&cter and qrtali- .Adami a'~d Heva. A poetic version 
flca.ttons or the PmplO) ees [ 1f the con1ract or the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
Catholic schoole] Compatt~ th~ course of whtnh its supE"riority to the mutilated ~opy-
study in those schools with the course the Genesis lel!'end-is ~bown. Price, to cents. 

Fot'. aU of the above ~ildri"PB 
of study provldtcd. for the government TRlil TRU, H BEEK'FR, oo., 
schools, and pnint out any deftc·s or aBv 28 Lafayette Plaoe, New Yort. 
superiority whirh you may discover In it. I& 
is the purpose hereafter to promote pnplle 
from the contract schools to government 
schools wherever it is found that the course 
of study is def~ctiv or the faculties for 
industrial training are wanting, or • for other 
reaaons.'" 

THE 

CHA.IPIONS OF THE CHURCH: 

Crimes and Pel'8ecutiona. 
svo, t,lliPP. Oloth, sa; leather, tt; moroooo, 

Jrilt edges, M.50. 

BY D. Ill. BENNE'l'IT. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
JUST .PUBLISHE.D. 

There has just been published for general circu
lation a. most interestmg pamphlet, containing a 
gOod likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known wr~ters: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under~ 
wood,.J'datilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. nenry Frank, Nelly Bpoth Simmons, A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman, 
Ca~t. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Prinl\"le, Wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine, 
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase. Henry M. Taber, J. 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montg<:~mery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C •. Walker;,Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum, 
VoltairioedeCieyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. rum.; 
ard·Hodgson. · · 

The Qublicatioinvill be forwarded to any address 
jn the United. States~or Canada on rece1pt of an 
American twO-cent postage stamp. 

Address. .FREETHINKERS' MAGAZINE. 
Buffalo, N. Y. ,, ,' . 

-SHORT HISTOlY'OF THf 8lHH1 
BEING 

A POPULAR .AOO:UNT OF THE 
FORMATION AND DE.YELOP

MENT OF THE OANON. 

BY 

BRONSON D. KEELER. 

OoNTEN'TS.-The Hebrew Oanon. The :New Tes· 
tam .. nt. · 'l'he Farly Controversies: The Books at 
Firat not Oonsideren InPpir!"tl Were the Fathers 
Oompetent' Tbe Fathers Quoted as Soriptu?e 
B·olls which are Now Oalled Apocryphal. The 
Heretics. The Ohristiaa Oanon. · 

'Paper, to cents; cloth, '15 cents. 

The Bib I e and E r o I u ll on~ 
By Arthur B. Moss. PRB!§JDBNT HARRISON. has issued a procla

mation saying tllat our " marvelous pros
perity" bas been " so special tbat every home 
has felt its comforting iotluence. It ia too 
great to be the work of man's power and 
too particular to be. the device of his mind. 
To God, the bentficent and the aU-wise, who 
makes the labors of -men to be fruitful, 
redeems their los~es by his grace,. and the 
measure ot wllo~e giving is as much beyond 
the thoUghts. of man as it is beyond his 
deserts, the praise and gratitude of the people 
of this favored nation are j•Istly dae. Now, 
therPfore, I Benjamin Harrison. presidentof 
the Uaited Srates of A'l'lerica, do hereby ap
poin~ Thursday, the 26 h day of N-Jvember 
present, to be a day of joyful thanksgiving to 
God for the bounties of his providence.'' 

Addre11 THE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 
iS Lafayette Place, New York. 

New and ChPap Edition, • • 60 Cents. 
Mention~>d bv w. E Gladstone In bis work," The 

Im_pr~~tvable Rook of Holy !'lortpture " 
G. W J'oote in the /lreP.t'hfnker renommends it 

·-as an t:s.ce·Jent text book. He S&YB: ""'he 
------------------ manner Is ~rood and the style i~ bright. The 

tPader is OBrriP.d alon~r on an easy 1lowing stream 
FOR • aLE. of srienc,., bistor:v, e•hica. and common sense." 

,.. Obas. Watts In S•ouJar Thought pronounces itto 

A F f 24 A 
be the bPRt. work t.}>e author baH wri ten. arm 0 cres e, And TBE TBUTH 8EEREB says: "TbiB is an E'X· 
oellent book wbioh we oan recommend to our 
reader• as · clear 'n. language, trus\wo'rthy in Splendidly located. Bi~h soil-can raise ,..h,.at, 

barley. etc. 0 ·oltA•dq produce largely. llnu•e, 
barn, and 'ltber bu•lding• in tl1'd-o'asa oonditinn. 
Is calll'd " .. ""odal fq,nn." Within " abort dia
tano• of lll'•w Y"rkoity PrinA reailonab P on easy 
tArmB, Owner (\n old TBUTB 8EEEEB aubsoriber) 
retiring on aooount of old ~e. 

Address '1'. WHI'l'E, 
Bed Bank, N. 1. 

statement, and irrefutable in reasoning." . 
Order at · 

TB.E TBUTH'BEEKEJ;l OJ'J'IOE. 

rHE TRUTH SEEKER .ANNUAL 
Price, 25 0111111. 

want of sanitary precau
tions were constantly 

dwelt upon in funeral sermons as "results of 
nat'onal sin," or as "inscrutable provi. 
dences." That view has malnty·pasaed away 
among 'the clergy of the more enlightened 
parts of the country, and we now find them, 
as a rule, actlv iD spreading usefnl ideas as 
ro the prevention of diseaae.-Prof. A.. D. 
WhiU; 

DaJJBT is the father of knowledge.-B. 0. 
Adams. 

ALi. church councils are, do•t'ltlesg, 
infallible, be\Dg composed of men -Voltaire!. 

To guard aQ;ainst the enterprisos of · a 
haughty pontiff who wished to ni~n over 
kings, to shelter their persons from the 
attempts of credulous nations excited by 
the prieAta, several European princes hav 
pretended to hold their crowns asd rights of 

·God alone, and to be accountable only to 
nim for their actions. After a long contest 
between the civil and spiritual power, the 
'ormer at length triumphed; and the priests, 
hrced to yle d, acknowledged the divine 
right of klrgs and preached 1t to the 
people, reservmg the liberty of changing 
Lheir minds and of preaching revolt, when. 
ever the divine rights of kings clashed with 
the divine rlgltts of the clergy. It was 
always at the expense of nations, that peace 
was concluded between kings and pr1ests ; 
but tbe latter, in spite of treat!"&, always pre. 
served their pretensions.-:-D Holbf1!'h. 

ALTHOUGH Christ was to return before the 
end of the then generation, " all nations " 
were, by that time, to hav heard his gospel. 
But, tben, poor Christ, although he bad 
helped to''. create" the world, had no notion 
of what " all nations" or " all the world " 
meant. With him, " all the world " wu 
little more than the limited area in wnlch be 
had lived and moved as a planer of boards or 
a spinner of sermous. There were no maps 
on the wall of the Pchoolronm where he 
learnt his A.lep'i, Btth, Gimel, or A, B, C; 
and his schoolmaster never said to blm : 
"Well, Christ, my boy, take that P"'inter and 
point out to me Rhode Island, I~"brador, 
Patagonia, Au~tralla, and New Zlaland." 
•· Christ, my boy," and his fatner had 
" created " those places; but it waa so long 
ago that Christ had forgotten all about lhem, 
ar:d was of op1nion that he could see " all 
the kingdoms of the world" from the top of 
"a very high mountain,•• where he had a 
Ieeson in geography from the devil. If 
Oorist harl not fo>rgotten the extent of the 
world he had helped to" c·eate," he would 
likely not hav expec•ed tQ.at his gospel would 
cover the whole of it, "even as the waters 
cover the ch"nnel of the sea," before the 
generation be knew had passed away. Per
adventure, althongh he " c·eated" the 
world in six days, he has been devoting the 
last eigtJteen oundred years to c,.,smoQ;raphy 
and geography, so as to be cln. rapport when 
he comes again with the necessary attain-. 
menta of a'' Redeemer.''-8aladin. · 
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POliTICAL CORRUPTION, 
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IJotts anti flillings. 

IN Chili the Catholic is the religion of the 
state, but all others are protected by the con
stitution. The clergy are paid by the 
government. 

AT the convention of the Christian Alli
ance in Hartford recently the Rev. R. Kelso 
Carter announced the second coming of 
Christ within four years. 

IN London, according to the last official 
crim\nal returns, there has been a greater 
security· for property and persons in the 
metropolis during 1890 than in any previous 
year included in the statistical returns. 

AMONG the many hermits in Maine, John 
Bailon, of Key's Corner, in Wakefield, is the 
queerest. He believes in witches, and every 
night, despite his seventy years, he mounts 
guard with a shotgun to shoot any hob
goblins that may issue from the hedges. 

A LATB " History of Commerce " says that 
just as there always is commercial rivalry in 
the individual, individuals making the com-

. munity, so hav there arisen rivalries between 
states, and it has been trade as much as relig
kn which has been at the bottom of many a 
cruel war. 

A oaBBRY tree in a colony of negroes near 
Lake Contrary, Mo., bloomed recently, and 
an old colored woman, who is credited with 
supernatural powers, declared that it was an 
omen of the approaching end of the world. 
The colony became excited, held religious 
services, and waited for the end. But two 

A T H A N K S G I V I N G S E R M 0 N. 

weeks passed and the excitement began to 
subside. Then several trees bloomed and all 
the negroes in the ·colony packed their house
hold goods and left the place. 

WBILB the American Sabbath Union has 
been attempting to close the barber-shops on 
Sunday, the Wesleyans, in conference at 
Grand Rapids, Mich., hav solved the whole 
problem by deciding that the " mutilation or 
Nature's handiwork by trimming the 
whiskers is against the law or God," and 
instructing the reTision committee to 
" report a resolution against shaving." 

ONB great company has a monopoly or 
Paris funerals, the ldea that has led to its 
establishment being that enough money 
might be made out or the costly fu11erals to 
permit or a great many for little or noth.I.Dg. 
The funerals are divided into ten classes. 
The first six only are remunerativ. - They 
vary from 8,000 francs to 100 000 francs. 
The eighth class costs 22 francs; the ninth, 
8 francs. snd the tenth is free. There are 
about 35,000 annual free interments. There 
is talk, however, or aboli~hing the monopoly. 

"JsLLY·FIBB Christianity" is, in the" opin
ion of the bishop of Liverpool, the "great 
danger of these times." The jelly. fish, though 
pretty and graceful in the sea, is no socner 
cast ashore than he becomes a mere helpless 
lump. Jelly-fish Christianity makes an idol 
or Christian virtues, while it proposes to 
sweep awsy all denominational barriers. 
There are thousands of jelly. fish clergymen 
and countless jelly.fi•h sermc.ns every year. 
Legions of jelly-fish students are turned out 
or the universities, and there are myriads of 

jelly-fish worshipers; all or which, says the 
bishop, is the result of an unhappy dread or 
dogma. 

"IT is a great mistake," says an architect, 
'' to suppose that men are becoming smaller 
physically. When I was in Europe, in Mun
ich, we gave a grand ball and the city au
thorities decided to let the artists hav the use 
or the medieval armor stored in the museum 
there. There were only two suits or armor 
which could be worn by us. These were the 
suits or giants or that time. The rest, which 
belonged to the ordinary-sized, strong medie. 
val soldiers, were too small for us. Would 
this not tend to show that we are larger than 
our ancestors were ?" 

Lens OFTBDBL, a clergyman or Stavanger, 
Norway, lately accusEd himself or immorality 
from the pulpit or his church before a large 
congretzation, in the manner of a clergyman 
in the United States a few months ago. His 
family were in the congregation also. At 
the close or the services he rose with his 
confession and an appeal tor forgivness. 
Laments were heard on all sides. Upon 
asking those who forgave him to rise the 
whole congregation rose. Oltedel is fifty
three years old. In 1882 be was elected to 
the Storthing. He raised a great political 
agitation through the country by organizing 
prayer.meeti.Dgs, and he gained his great 
influence chiefly as an apostle or public 
morality. 

TaB Frenchman Max O'Rell says : " The 
American is the best· humored fellow in the 
world. The Westerner may pull out a pistol 
and shoot you if you annoy him, but neft.her 
he nor the Eastern man will wrangle for mas-
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tery. If such was not the case, do you be
lieve for a moment that the Americans would 
submit to the rule or the' rings,' the' leaders,• 
and the 'bosses?' The Americans are the 
most docll people in the world. They are 
the slaves or their servants, whether these are 
high officials or the ' reduced duchesses ' or 
domestic service. They are so submitted to 
their lot that they seem to find it quite nat
ural. The Americans are lions governed by 
bulldogs and asses. They hav given them. 
selva a hundred thousaRd masters, these folks 
who laugh at monarchies, for example, and 
scorn the rule or a king, as if it were better 
to be bullied by a crowd than by an indiv!d. 
ual." 

A PBIL.A.NTBBOPIO lady or the government 
or Tambov, Russia, who owns several Til
lages, has caused all the liquor stores in her 
villages to be closed, and established in their 
stead tea-houses, where peasants can get 
meat, rolls, and all the tea they can drink for 
a mere nominal sum. On Sunday she and 
her husband spend the afternoon in these tea
houses, reading useful books and extracts 
from the newspapers to the guests. The 
peasants are greatly pleased with this inno
ntion. The tea-houses are patronized, and 
drunkenness is almoat unknown in those vil
lages where they are established. As the 
scheme was a sug~estion of the novelist Tol
stoi~ the church authorities at once establish£d 
a supervision over them, with the special 
object or preventing the benevolent lady 
and her husband from reading Tolstoi's 
works, or any heretical books to the peas
ants on Sunday. But the philanthropic 
couple do not mind this, and continue their 
good work undisturbed. 
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all, in a way that woold terribly shock a sniffing 
Comstock. · - · 

:Uut hold ! ·the angel is not yet fi.nisbed. Geese 
and buzzu-ds bav wings; yet down to this time no 

Angels : What Are They t one bad thought of tacking them on angels. ·No 
It has been said tha\ imagination rules the world. angel had ever come on the stage with such appen

It is true, mueh that passes for knowledge is nothing dtges. The Christian world allowed the angela to 
but imagination. Along with other cognate fancies; get along somehow without wings for four hundred 
mankind· generally has entertained the notion that years from the time that Peter swore that he knew 
there esists somewhere in the realms of epaoe a race not the man Jesus. ·In the fifth century one N onnus, 
of celestial beings-mgels or demons-much superior ·~ Egyptian poet, suggested wings in addition to 
to man in knowledge &nd power of locomotion, who legs me a help to them in. flitting from one sunbesm 
can skip from star to stir as we mortals jump 1 to another. ·This poeUc wing idea was adopted and 
gutter. . . sanctified by the Christian church, and no angel ever 

The angels belongmg to Grecian theology are after was Cllirved or caricatured witboub wiDgs. 
called gods and gaddesses, thereby recognizing both The origin, obarac~er, and perform&nee9 of angels 
sexes, and many of them bearing individual names, were more discussed centuries ago than now. Some 
as Juno, Pallas, ?dinerva, Apollo, etc.-1oll subject as Ohristian fathers argued that they bad once IS man 
instruments to do the will of great Jove, the supreme lived on earth and had been transformed; while 
god. others held that much . scripture indioate3 their 

Oar old Mosaic seripture furnishes no clue to the priority to man. The Koran supports the latter 
origin, ee:r, or number of angels in its system. L1ke view; it declares that the angel commissioned to 
the Grecian, however, they are messengers •nd prevent Adam from eatiDg the forbidden fruit W&fi1 

instruments to execute the will of 1 Jehovah. The for neglect, changed to a stone. Bat this qaestion 
Israelites encountered them occasionally without of priority has not yet been settled by any tbeolo
mncb surprise. This should surprise the modern gian. It is one of those tbmgs about whicb. the 
believer. . more we learn the lees we know. -

The first appearance of an angel in Bible story is Bat we hav now in paint and marble-1ometimes 
when Hagar fleas from the j M~lous wrath of Sarah, meanly in wood and plaster-the conventional angel, 
who charges Abram with free love and makes it hot in form and size of a beautiful lass, with gamu-like 
for Hagar. Here an angel, instead of alarmiDg Hagar, drapery and the oid but neat psyche knot of hair. 
comforts her. This was the grut occlsion for the It is a pretty Grecian goddess, not a meddling Mosaic 
ftrst appearance of an angel in domestic aff•ira; but angel, that watches ove..- our graves. 
it was not the last, if there is any truth in the stories The vital question still remains : What is an angel 
of the births of Isaac, of Samuel, of J obn the Baptist, anyhow? Tb.e man whose mare has wou for him. a 
etc. ·No iDtimation is given that there were any thousand dollars in a race may call her hiE! ·angel ; 
female angels in those days, while meddling male the wooer will call his loved one an angel until abe 
ones bobbed up frequently. Tb.e next insti.nce discards him; and the poet may sing the depths of 
reported is of three angels, in likeness of men, his love to his angel sweet, his ideal dove; but it is 
comforting Sarah and making her Jaugh-\hough she the mother, when she looks upon and clasps her 
lied to Abram about it-while he went off to the first-born, who knows bes~ what an angel is. Has 
pasture and fetched a fat calf, bad it dressed, set it she not one of her own ' And when she looks at the 
before the angels, and then stood by a tree while father she may or may not think an angel sent it. 
they did eat. Poor Abram! F.rom ali which we lea\'n th1t we either make or fanoy 

Soon after this instructiv episode, two of these our own angels. L G. REED. 

angels, or two others, called on L.ot upon some angelic 
business. Io appearance they were comely young Respect for the Aged. 
men, and for that very reason, as the story gaes, the There is an idea prevalent among civilized people 
neighbors made a raid on Lot's cabin. The angels that the aged and infirm ekould be treated with 
Lntc~eeded, however, in abducting Lot and. his two respect; their services, if any, remembered to their 
d"ugbters; and then, when at a safe distmce, credit; their sbortc"omings overlooked; in ftne, that 
revengef11lly senh fire and brimstone upon all leU they should be objects of universsl cb111rity. 
behind. This was no feminin job. And it was no This is well, but we sometimes find individual 
feminin angel· that stopped B:alaam's ass. As few cases in which this rule is 1l•grantly disregarded. 
Chris,iaUR ever read the whole of that sacred story It is one of these to which I would call the atten· 
understandingly I. will epitomize it. A certain chief tion of TBE. TnuTu SEEKER family, many of whose 
of a belligerent triba, on· getting wind that Balaam members hav been guilty of rema~;ks about aut aged 
was going to lend his prophetic iv1l\lence to the and helpless being that were hflrsb. iand disrespectfnJ, 
enemy, secored the services of an angel accoutered as if Dot absolutely cruel. 
a knight-errant, to intercept and try to induce him to We do not cl&im to be innoeant. of the charges we 
return. But the DJn Q lixote rig of the angel braced are making against others, but, having repented and 
in the road, brandishiiJg a sword, frightened the ass, come to the confessional, we crave absolution for 
which shied off into the fteld. No instance is given of the past, and el:'e this spirit of contrition departs we 
ally woman being frigh~ened by &u aDgel, but in this would exhort other members of our family to follow 
case the ass is. . For some angelic reason the angel our lead, and cease to spurn the whims, however silly 
is invisible to Balaam, who wallops 111d goads his ass and childish, of a helpless being, whose race is nearly 
back into the road. This scene is twice repeated, and run, and who, ere long, will sleep with his fathers. 
then the ass, becoming at one 3 disgusted and inspired Bat who, we are asked, is the individual who bas 
lifbs up his voice and speaks or brays a protest. But been so badly treated ' 
the fright ot the ass saved Balaam's life · for the Well, ke hoe bad several names, bat 1r1 short sketch 
angel iDfQrms him that bad the ass ~ot ~hied be of his career will serve better than any name and 
would surely hav slain him. Faith in this angelic perhaps do more to cb.allenge the respect and enlist 
procedure bas no use for human reason; but let that the sympathy of charitable people than any number 
p•BB. The facb rem•ins, however, that in this little of names. 
drama the ass is the most interesting if not the The first really good ach be ever did was clogged 
principal character. with a bad one. 

There is no direct revel-tion in holy writ touehing Be put a man and a woman into a beautiful 
the sex function. of angels-whether they are male garden with privilege to eat of everything therein, 
female, hermaphrodite, or neuter-and we are left t~ excepting the fruit of one tree, which, if eaten by 
grope our way among the gendere. We don't know thsm, would giv them unlimited knowledge of good 
what kind of an angel J aoob wrestled with all that asd eviL 
ni(lht. Although we hav recommended him to your 
· 0 a reading our old scriptures, though some charity we are not trying to defend him, and we 

prophets throw out hints, one never thinks of such cheerfully admib that be should bav commanded 
a thing as a bad angel; bot when we get down to rather than hav forbidden them to obtain this 
apostolic times, the devil and his angels are spoken knowledge; but be chose to forbid them, and when 
of as legions. They bav increased prodigiously by beguiled into disobedience by a serpent, the la~d!ord 
some means, and still remain mascalin or neuter. gave the serpent a cussing and sentenced him to 
It was not till ChristiaDs were introduced to the crawl upon his belly all the days of his life (Gen. iii, 
beautiful specimens of Grecian art in sculptured 14). 
,zoddeese~ that the idea of a feminin angel draped We submit that this w•s aliUie rough on the first 
1d Ia ballet was evolved. And then, ee Christiane teac'b.er of hunan knowledge and education, but our 
~lwaya go to extremes, all angels of theirs ever after landlord was then in the palmy days of his youth . 
were beautiful and feminin. · be was a little conceited; be wanted· his own way and 
l Tben the Christians caught another beautiful idea did not hesitate to enforce his ~ishes so long ~s be 
from the Greeks. These so-called pagans already was able. 
1
enjoyed • belief in tbe existence of guardian angels. The first lesson was a good one, however, and it 
·.WJlen they UDdedook any enterprise, a friendly bore good fruit (Gen. iii, 7), but the landlord was 
goddess guided them; when they slept, an angel angry, and immediately ordarid them to le&ve the 
goddess guard.-d them from b1rm. The Christiane garden, feAriDg that they would eat some more and 
got hold of most of the stock of the guardian angel get so smart and strong that he couid no longer boss 
business, formed a trust company, and bav claimed them about as he pleased (Gen. iii, 22). 
a monopoly ~rom that day to this. He was generally acknowledged ~0 be the beet 

Then bega~ the pious work of painting and sculpt- maa in the crowd, for if he got his back up he would 
,uriog angels all in ~em.inin beauty, clad) if clad at eommU ~urde~ o~ the instant (G·en. JX:Uiii, 7, lQ; 
' '~--Yw.i~'"- ..... ,'"./ ..-· ' ' •, ,' ·:: ~ " .. ·· ,· i 

1 Sam. xxv, 38; 2 Sam. vi, 7 ; 1 Cbroi!. xiii, 10; 2 
Chron. xiii, 20). 

The time eame, however, when he found that he 
was not so yoDDg as be used to be and his power 
was on the wane. He received the firsb proof 
of this when be tried his battd on J teo b. He hid 
himself and waited until everybody else was gone. 
He then waltzed up to J aka and trie~ to liU him off 
his pins, bat ft&ding that Jake- was the best man, be 
took a foul and put the latter's thigh out of joint; 
but even with this great advantage, his antagonist 
wall still too many for him and be bad to squeal for 
Jake to let up, but J aka bad the deadwood on him 
and refused to let loose until be got satisfaction.for 
his dislocated thigh. He got it in the shape of' 1 
new name. 

Snob a licking should hav convinced our hero that 
he was past his prime, •nd while it cedainly did 
render him a little cautious, it did not lessen his im
pudence in the least. 

He did no_t again sttack anyone single-handed, but 
he wanted to redeem himself, and allowed he would 
kick the inhabitants out of a certain valley (Josh. 
:z:vii, 18) ; but when he . came to try it, he found that 
he W!\\:l not mt.n enough, even with the help of 
.Judah's army (Judges i, 19). . 

After this be kept himself pretty well out of sight, 
and when be wanted a11ybody thrashed or murdered 
he got up a conspiracy, and managed to bav his ac· 
complices do the work. 

He wanted some fun with Job, but alter sizing up 
the latter, and remembering the licking he got from 
Jake, he c:>ncluded not to tackle Job, but got another 
fellow to do it while he remained in the background 
and watched the fun. 

He used J eremirah r"ther badly, but he did not 
venture into the open grouDd .. He received Jerry, 
lied to him, shot :~rrows at him, 1lred stones at him, 
and dumped ashe3 on him, but always from 1 safe 
cover r.nd out of J arry's reach. 

He became more and more cautious as he grew 
older, but his desire for blood and dominion was not 
.e.bated. It is said th1t an accomplice of his went 
aUer dark into a C!lmp of sleeping Assyrians and 
cracked every one of their skulls. Tllere were one 
hundred and eighty-five thousand of them, and when 
they awoke early in the . morning, they discovered 
that they were all dead corpses, not a livi11a corpse 
among them (2 Kings xi:r, 35; Isa. s:rxvii, 36). No 
doubt they felli a Jittle cheap when they goG up aud 
found tbemselvs dead; bub we are inclined to doubt 
the truth of this story, and think it was told for the 
purpose of terrorizing people into the belief that our 
hero was as strong as ever, for he always took paine 
to bide his fAiling powers and always wanted to be 
ft1ared. 

We are inclined to the same opinion conoer.ning 
the wisdom and riches of S:>lomon. We thblk Sol 
was bribed by somebody to credit his wealth to our 
hero. We never knew in what his wisdom consisted, 
and there are no relics of his riches, froin which we 
conciude that he was rich only in his seven hundred 
better halves and three hundred sweethearts. 

These ruses succeeded among people generally, 
but there were e:raeptions, and some. of the smarter 
ones1 including Joseph, caught on to the racket. 

Mary was a nice girl ; she trusted Joe, and-but 
why repeat the old story of misplaced confidence T 

Joe tried to lay the blame on our aged friend, and 
agreed to marry Ms.ry if she would publish the sian· 
der. People believed it for twelve years, aDd might 
hav br,lieved it yet, had not the youngster slipped 
away from his parents, and when they found him 
Mary was so excited that she gave Joe away (Luke 
ii, 48). Since that time abul!e bas been heaped upon 
tbtl poor old fellow until governments bav been 
obliged to take measures for his relief. He bas be~n 
accused of arson with his mouth (2 Sam. xxii, 9). He 
bas been slandered and laughed at for havin!S horns 
on his hands (Hab. ii, 4), for spitting out swords 
(Rev. i, 16; xi:r, 15), for roaring and shouting (Jar. 
nv, 30), for wakmg up and shouting like a drunkard 
(PI!!, lsxviii, 65) for persecuting and killing without 
pity (L1m. iii, 43), for getting mad and indulging i.o 
1 little profanity (Ps. xcv, 11), for • mtle exercise on 
horseback ( Hab. iii, 8), for crying and roaring (lea. 
xm, 13), and for laughing when he was ticklQd (Ps. 
ii, 4) .. 

No wonder that we need laws for bia protection. 
He has been assailed at every point. Nobody re
spects any of his teachings (see "A Search for a 
Ohrietian "). Nobody obeys any of hie precepts. The 
serpent no longer crawls on hie belly, but walks 
about like a roaring lion, seeking whom he may de· 
vour (1 P~b; v, 8). Aud even members of TBE TnuTB 
SEEKEB family hav aided in his persecution, denounced 
laws enacted for hie especial benefit, and all becauae 
be is tottering on his last lege, almost ready to pass 
in his cberks. 

What cruelty. DJ not longer persecute him, but 
giv him strong drink, for he is ready to perish, and 
wine, for he is heavy of heart. L9t him drink an«l 
forget his poverty and remember his misery no more 
(Prov. xxxl, 6, 7). L1t him die in peace. 

lfotJ'/fB,t (JQr.rJ!)r, {/· ~;rH!l· p. ;HAJ!ES.-
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The Pleasantries and Absurdities of the Cou- consequently could not absolve her from eins. 0 :e 
fessional Box. declined another priest because be failed to que~>!ion 

Those serious o:>nfessing Catholics who might see 
an article thus entitled will most probably be aston
ished to see suc'b an article, and ·little think that it 
applies to the confessional-box of Catholicism ; but 
it does. Of course all of 1ls heretics well know that 
the confessional-box is another invention of ancient 
and corrupted politicians by compact with the priest
hood simply to ftnd out what was going on among 
the people. But there are millions of persons who, 
like that unfortunate nondescript book called the 
Bible, think that the idea of the confessional-box is 
·an inspiration, consequently a holy and sacred insti· 
tution. We are not prepared to say that it is not 
an inspiration, because there are good and bad in· 
spirations, j ast Is well as there are good and bad 
people. While the original ··uses for which the 
confessional-box was created are fast disappearing for 
want of a perfect system in maintaining it, and on 
aecount of the heretics who do not coJlfess, and of 
the other religions who do not recognize it yet, how-

. ever, like every other ''thing " on earth, it bas 
eyolved itself with many things and uses for good 
and bad purposes as well as for pleasantries. At 
first confessions were public. The guilty psrson 
would publicly accuse or acknowledge himself guilty 
of some df 3nse, and as publicly would retleive his 
penance. Some penancem W6re as ludicrous as were 
some of the offenses. While some of the cff•nsee 
were as black-hearted, and rewarded with the same 
black-hearted penances or penalties, such as the. 
famous pillory, an eye for an eye and a tooth for a 
tooth-in a word, it was ·the le:c talionis, the Jaw of 
retaliation. While some of the offenses confessEd at 
the present day are heinous crimes, the priestly ab· 
solution eradicates all traces of the act;, and rewards 
with a gentler penance of long prayers. Sometimes 
the confession of minor offenses meets a penance of 
the nme type. The Efl" Jct of the confessional-box 
on many minds is so absurd that if it was only to 
prevent the further stupidity of certain people it 
should be eliminated from Oatholicism, if Catholi
cism is sincere in keeping step with this progressiv 
age. 

To cite examples of the stupidity we mention here 
we will relate some incidents that are gathered from 
our psriJonal observations and some that hav been 
related to us by persons who were once under the 
baleful i11fhenee of that box, as well as observations 
related to us by persons of unimpeaohable veracity. 
In a certain parish of L'luisilllla, about fifty years 
ago, there was a little abandoned village where the 
priest passed only once in a year. Be would remain 
a few days, and during that time would receive the 
confessions of all, preparatory to the Sunday mass 
and communion. In that little deserted village 
there was a boy of eighteen summers who kappened 
to behave so · badly every year that his grandma 
considered him an unfH subject to go to confession, 
oom~union, or mass. Be therefore did not go to 
confession until he was eighteen years of age. Be 
wore his long drear-better explained by saying that 
it was a sort of 11 Mother Hubbard." Sunday came 
about; and having gone to co:ofession, he was allowed 
to go to mass for C()mmunion. His sister sat in 
front, his mother behind, his grandma after, and be 
behind this last good, pious old lady. In ipe c::>urse 
of the service his mother iltruck his sister in the 
back for some negligence, which was promptly 
reprimanded by a stronger blow on the mother by the 
grandma, with some words. 0 ilr youngster, seeil:g 
this, struek his, grandma in the back what be 
considered a!geptle blow, but as he was of splendid 
physique his gentle blow sent his grandma aprawli11g 
on the floor, sending his mother, in her fall, iil the 
opposit direction, while the young man stood up 
with both hands clasped in prayer as if he 
had uever moved. When the explanation of his 
conduct came about he very blandly said that the 
priest had told him in the confessional-box to sit 
behind his grandma, to watch her closely, to sit down 
when she sat, koeel as she did, and, in fact, to do 
everything he saw her do. Having seen his grandma 
strike his .mother, he simply followed instructions. 
We hav seen ladies go to church and wait a whole 
day, to the detriment of everything else~ to confess 
to 011e particular priest, because, as they expressed 
it, 11 Be was so stiff and always givs a good blowing 
up." 0 :hers hav almost blasphemed another priest 
because he put no questions, but only listened and 
granted absolution at once. 0 thers in the same case 
considered that· such 1 confession was wort bless; and 
immediately went to another church, where the priest 
would propound an endless series Clf que$tions and 

· scold them at each answer. 0 hhers again will refose 
to confess to ·certain priests because they " don't 
know bow to mtke you cry." We hav seen. old mea 
and women brutally push persons aaide to get tb.em· 
selvs in the coafessional bo;J: alone to hear mass, 
Jtying tJtat ~t brought them luck. Another says, "I 
wm pqt g()},q 't}l!l>t Jl'~~e~J pec~}l.l!~ ~e is t6o _gay, and 
~Jp ~.eofut,i!?p ,~~D~Ot ~'~ O/ t,bf:! ~~~d th~t ~s fo,r~iV· 
Jng.'f /f)ne 1n p~~t~cular ,dechJ;l~ A~ _g,Q ,t,o J1 prwst 
~"UJj~; 11~ ,!lvr,•Y,B bl!ld ~ ~~e ,Ol:J 

1 h~ '~~0 . 1~,1 
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her thoroughly on &mall matters. When aBkea liB in 
whether she had not told him all that abe thought 
was a sin, abe said, "Yis." "Well, theD, if you told 
him all and you rect<iVIild absolntion, why nnt be 
satisfied?" The answer spurted out with s tir;ge d 
anger that it is his duty to question, and she wants 
to forget nothing because she desires to !'!;ppeu 
before God with a clean conscience. Thifl slims 
person does absoiutely nothing but go to church Bt 
every opportunityJ and does little or no favors t0 ~uy 
one, besides living on the charity of strangers. Some 
of the abeurdities confe£i!'l€d are sometimes so foolish 
that the priests themeslvs, from the alt~?.' or the 
pulpit, speak them out and advise wh~t t:o confea~. 
From the pulpit a prieet once announced tlnd took 
up for his subj act an item of tbe co~:~fassior1 of en~:~ 
of his parishioners. She had confessed, r.s ~ ein, th:.t 
she had only • small piece of bread left for hereelf 
and children as a beggar passed by, !Uid befare she 
bad the opportunity of giving him a pieea, t.brough 
her negligence one of her children bl!ld ~~ken it out 
of her hand and eaten it before she conld stop.hhn. 
Silo asked if the gravity of her sin h10d :..wt been 
somewhat lessened by the u good bee;ting" sl'w hjljd 
given the boy. Another heavenly sJul hsd <nnftf.!Eed 
to refusing to giv money to a beggar beo~use ahe 
had only a twenty.five-cent piece ~nd she had no 
means of getting change. ·. 

An old country farmer Mnfe!!sed that he h&id tllke:n 
a few cocktails in the morning to br~Ga hirn up for 
communion ; th&~ he found out hia ein by Sin seci
dental conversation with his wife on his return fror.c, 
the churc·, which was msny miles awr.y. A young 
man of about twenty-five confilssed to having 
looked in • restaurant window and l.!avivg envied 
the good things therein. A boy of twel•;e confessed 
that he had eaten too many c12ke~:~, which he thought 
had made him eick. A. young l!i!dy of tweuty Otm
fessed to having said that she " loves her sweet
heart above all things in earth or he!l.·¥en." Au old 
moribund of seventy.five confessed, on hie delith
bed, that he always felt th•t he "loved wine bsl:.ter 
than anything else." An old maid, finding out th&t 
she h•li no more sins to codesa w,t the e!Jd of the 
year, because she had collfeased !!nd b.ken Mmrnun
ion every Sunday of the year, confessed mH hH' shw 
over again, and was indign1nt at tho priC3st rol:ld Mct
ually insulted him because he ~dusad to hear the 
whole story Ollca more; ehe actually chllirged him 
"with conspiracy to send her soul to hell." A blind 
man, on being told by the priest that hia Mnfell
sions were senseless, was overheard in the GOBfesaim.:· 
box to answer: "I don't want to go to purgdor:v for 
having forgotten anything that I think is lil sin.... A 
sm•rt and well-to-do young mercbsnt bidding good
bye to a company of visitors, asked them to enust'" 
him-that he was going to mass; thAt he hiid ntver 
missed his wau!s since he "was born." 0.1 beir.g 
asked what dl"~ct would it bav en him if he missed, 
be answered: 11 U's a· mortal sin, !lnd thw I'd bmv 
to confess this; I would not be so guilty for ~uy. 
thing in the world." 0 1e of the company accom
panied him on the way to maas, when the oonvt:~:~fi· 
tion turned on business. He started by bo~ating of 
a trans11cbion cfthe night previous in which he said: 
11 He was too sharp, and I C'lnld only ch.,n:ge hi(},) 
regular figures, but you bet I osught up on oU 'l'om 
Black. He clme in right l'!fter, ~nd, the bih;d old 
fi)ol, I charged him at least thirty per cr:;r;\; 111bo>e 
regular rates. I made up on him whst I loE~t on the 
other." Such is 111n idiosyncrasy of the confzesion~f. 
box, if W/3 are permitted to call it zn idio::;ynon5y. 
Oa being reminded that such bctice were somewhat 
irregular and apparently conh·Rry to the gocd t~llch
iDgs of his churcbJ he unhesitatingly raaid: "The 
church's got nothing to do with thi!!. This ia busi
ness. And any time I hav 111n adnntl!ge of mo,king 
money in that way, I'H do it." "Will you conf~sH 
this as a sin T" "Get out, m!iin I Tbsi'a a trick; a 
business trick." This confessing young gsntl~cm:or; 
must b~ a strong opponent of the "church and at:Ate 
doctrin." 

A negro, having gone to ecnfeeaioD, confessed to 
having stolen "only a rope," in the long Hat of theft!:< 
as to which his confessor questioned biro. H having 
come to the knowledge of the priest that this negro 
had stolen a horse, he waa astonished to hetn' the 
negro deny this theft. The idea etruek the cnnfeeBor 
to beat hard around the busb, and ho thn:dore 
pll&yed on the rope. He ~tsked him how did IJe 
happen to ~teal the rope. The nrgro 1mewered by 
saying that "de rope were tied around de tru:nk: ob 
A tree on one en' "-•nd stopped there. Th~ qum'J
tion came as to wb.,ther there was 111nything olsa t.i,~d 
on the other end c! the rope, which was besit5t.lngly 
answered with a "Y-e·s I'' but "I didn' took 'im, h11 
follered me, be did, the boss, so be did~ I jus' walbld 
and he tollered me, I never pull him onofJ, I kl.n 
swor to die." 

4,nothE'r Degro, having been qnestim1N1 f.lFI to U1ef•, 
was ~eked: "Hav you stolen =t.y c::i.;;hml, dt:th, 
geese, horses, mules, dogs, pigs. ~ggr, or l<liY kl;,;d 
of fowl?'' He anawend, "No, sirea; ns'n· :> 
'llllfnD"e .1" T~iB neg~:o met ~n old nei1gr.n y.rnmsll 
t.), :. ,:..: ;:. ~ • c' ' 

fri~::v.d d hia who !.lsksd him how about his confes
sion, !iil'l ~o wh5ther he luad made a good one, received 
a.beoluHor:, r•ud if he wlls gdng to communion. He 
'l'inswetEd, '1 Y as, indeed, deab; I'se made • fuse-claes 
co:;;fe~r;in:u ,,.;d got solution l!lnd all dem sort o' 
tiqJ?s.'' She s:;,ys: "Go w~y chile; yon's mistaken. 
Is de prc~a done lllak you to 'turn d11t turkey what 
you stole?'' ' 1 Why, no, deli\b. He dun ask me if 
I stole twe:ryt.hing down to a fowl au' I sai.d no. 
But; if be dun ax me ~s I stole turkey, I was gone, I 
W!fi!!, der.d giv w~:v. He never axed me turkey once, 
l:lfl nave.r did. I j 11s h]ld ~ fowl on him dis yer time." 

Speiilking about penance, we hav heard persons 
OOlnp!~iu th~t they hav bean ordered 11 only one set 
of b;;sds," l!l;lld F.llll'S tb111t l\'RS DO pen!liDI'iil at all. 
Auo~her hsd been ordered to recite the Rosary 111nd 
olle SeVflfl D:.>lores of the Virgin for tbirt.y days and 
!90nsidered t;his a r.eaaonab:e penmnce for :oot having 
bemJ to r:JD!!!estJiOIJ for six months. Some were con
damn!'d to f~r>Bt for forty df>ya, ~nd acknowledged this 
'' j aa!i pe:Pancr, fo"JB.' m:v !!ina.'' Some were ordertd to 
e•'<Y m dczsF~ "0 Jl' Fi!t.here" evsry day ~t 12 for a 
wr~ek ;t!ld .,(hrl:' r.E>d thi!i a light penance.· Some hav 
beN.l reiut~{!d abaolution and tent df for a month, illlld 
boMted of the severity of such o. aen~ence, as it was 
}Jigh!y compliment~~>ry. S:>me; having been forbidden 
~s ~ penance amusemen~s for a year, ha.v mnnounced 
i': to whomsoever wanted to listen to it and mt.de 
bats tbd ihey would keep it up. 0 ibers, being 
::li~k;;d whR>1; tbey liked beat, and al!SWHing "fruits," 
ware gi·n1n sa~ pemmce for severtd months abstinence 
from frulti'il. All uh~so pantn:c3a for the performance. 
of ~ny 1110~ mre 81 W3YB j Gin ad to a aeries of unending 
pr~~oyflrs, and espt<ciaily of those prayers that reaaU, 
almost at !",very word, the su:ff~rings of some of the 
E!'!.ints or J a suB Ghrist. In our observations we hav 
!'emukc~d tlul.t generr.;Jly t•be strongest penances are 
given to the most bigoted, or hnatics and foolish 
perso>;.B, 11nd the light penances to persons who, in 
our opinion, might not take so very much to dehch 
them fr.om EU1lh nonsensicill praotic:e3. Thus could 
we go on if it were not tiresome to even recount such 
senseless atupiditias, and no doubt some may find 
tbam so foolish Gllnot to l'ead this article to the end, 
only it does good to expose these things, either by 
writbP- m.· spe~king them. n will meet the eye of 
eome ~nd 11.rrest the l!O~tenticn of others, and when 
the time Mrnea to ll!b~tondoJl tmd overthrow these silly 
;hiv~ga of e\lll.l:ed, tmpHstition, everyone will be im· 
hued with ~ roore earne!lt desire to work a radical 
a!111<ngf'. JosEPH MAILLE. 

New Orleans 1891. ··-
Prt1!ii!itmt Schrm drT io Uw llt'mbers of the 

0 reg on 1J nion, 

ARAGO Co:Js Co .. OaE. Nov. 1. 1891. 
To THE lUEMBERs m· THE OREGON STATE BEoULAB 

UNION--.Dear P'ri,nd~: Y ,u, l:!>ror": . .,.ry, Mre. Bar:.u 
U. ·r,_.,i,;J, rncen• y uo,died me Lh~t.t il6t your last con· 
vm"~.)on '\'UU h~d hoaored me by electing me preai
de:1li of· your org'itnizJ.t.ion. The era use of m~ nbt 
ftttmJding the couveation I lelllrn was fully explaiDad, 
heDt:a it i;;; unnecessary to touch the matter here. 

While I s.m at ~~ony time willing to serve you and 
our jut:lt mmse in any position for which m:y ac
qnii't.Lnenta ~:~nd ability are auHed, I mUilt say that I 
ne.v never s"pired to f.lO exalted a position. . 

Then)dng you for the honor conferred I accept 
the figm!'J rcgretthJg, however, that some one better 
qu11lifi•d and more centrally lnaated wms not cho~en. 

Y Jilt'S frtJ.te:mr~lly, .J. HENRY E'oHROEDFR. 

AnAGO Coos Co., OnE, N Jv. 1, 1891. 
To THE Mnmms oF THE OREGON STATE SEoULAB 

U:lii'ION: i l::~v j ''" U.! '·lid 1 ~ OJ,:,. of Lf.I·J follu .vwg 

J".t'<i<' w G:;vecoor P0l.lnoyn. 
~L1;:re wE!.!! no time to loee to call attention to this 

mg,~,ter. 
I r1 quest eaah vica.presidsnb to wdte me th1t I 

mey •·ht&in hifl svJ.drass. 
Yilur.s f:~otern~;lly, J. HENRY SoaROEDER. 

AnAaC~, Or;oa Co ORE., Nov. 1, 1891 
To SYLVESTER FENNOYN. GovERNOR OF THE STATE OF 

0REGON-Dtar St.1·: T•i8 t~o.ll3 1e !J ... i a;!"'"·~ il.i 
,,,t•J ,, ;ou will )1') do:2bt itEUe the usuml ~nnua1 
'l't~:L k 'giving prcc .amaHon. I would, the~f~re, 
rer.per:tfttliy c~U your attention to the foli~IDg 
h.ct n : 

Tt:mt our constitution does not eutbo~ize any 
asnfllnt of tbe people to issue procla~atton~ of a 
re!iginm1 oh!lneter. 0 Jr gove~nment IS civil and 
should bs ,;a it w&a intended, stnctly secul111r. 

Evsry, oitiz;n should ~~.:V the right. whera, when, 
how, !Uld whom to worsu1p, ~nd thank, or not, ac· 
em ding to t.he dictstes of bis conllcience. 

I the~·f'fo:re re~;pectfully req ae3t that in the forth
comipg Thlwks~i-vin~ pro.cl~mation ~ou exclude the 
o1Hd;orwwy roe:utwn d rehgxoua _obsel.'vauce .. 

1~1 tmtkhl[; ~his X'f q ucet I vmee the eentu~£!n~ of 
'ha 0 .-..,.,w S' &te Ebmlar U .aioQ, an orgamutton 
k _..,,.. ,.u • d h" h h 
,·f r:n.:··c-•"'D. c'ed ~i~'z3'Jg of nuro!~.a, an W.Jc_ as 
; 2: icr' ~q .:;;; the~ (WITJ;•i(H:l B!'fl!i.~ill>tt,m of cl:ur•3h and 
,,~1!\l;e, Yotil'E re?.p'J<li.fuLy, ;Jo Jh:NRY SOHROEDEB. 
. Pies, or thfl tr),·El. R'!i>~n·Soc. Uau.p, 



News and Notes. over to his ample " mansion," where I am to lecture. not toleration taught by Christian preachers, and 
Aft tb 1 t 'h · d N h 11 ld b did not the FrfiAthinkers of France persecute and Tl:!e campaign for S"utbern Ctlifornia opened er e ec ure ., ere rs a ance. o a eon e 

D S d pre cured in Perris, and so we try this plan out in slay during the Raigo of Terror, and was not OUl' gov 
mo~t fnorably at Sen ;FgO llll ay evenivg, No· t.be country. We bav to initiate all sorts of ways to ernment mainly the result of Onl'istian eft'ort. I 
Vfmhr 8 b. A large a.udietce was present. The h A tt d answered that the Declaration of IndepeDdence and 
lfclure w•li oiv~>n uDder the auepit!es of the Sen get a hearing for Freetboug t. pre Y goo c t"t t· th F tb ht d 

L e U . h' h h numbel' sre present, snd I do the best I can. On the ons 1 n JOD were altoge er ree oug ocu· 
Diego \bfral Jnon, w lC as a membership of the whole the arraDgement is successful. We had • menta; there was not a particle of Christianity in 
about cne hundred and thirty. Mr. A. E. Horton is All · them. I affirmed thai the founders of the republic 
PrESI'd•nt, IDd Rt"'ford Wort.bJ"IIg secretary. Mr. ~=~plendid sociable time after the lecture. went 111 C . t· W b" F kl" J • ... f th • t • tb • Th · r d were non· .tms 11~s, as 1ngton, ran 1o, f.uer# 
Horton presid£d at lbe SnDday evenivg meetiDg. or e enJoyroen 0& . e occasion. e vto rn an son, and Thomas Paine. I told him that the Free-
The Pl•tform was beautl'fully ornamented Wl'"b t.be crgan made melody and youvg and old joined k f F t d • I t f .. • · b f t' · 1 It f• ·a · bL b f thin ers o ranee persecu e maiD y on accoun o 
1l1wers' furnished by Mrs. R~n•ord Worthl'Ilg an~ Jn t e es IV Ctrc e. was a .er mJ mg ~ e ore ff d f I' 

• £ u t\. • d d 'h t d ' d I political c dosee, an not on account o re rgious 
Mra. F. F. WrJ'gbt ....... rs. Ll'lan ScbmJ'dt sang I s·olo,.. . ·.t'e music cease en ~ e gues ,s epar~e • was • . h t Th p b" f 

" Jll "' bl' d t b t 5 • 1 k t t k th opiDIOns, and t a omas aine was the c 1e one, 
Plel•ant ,·ntrcductt"on·to the lecture, wh1'ch was upon ° Jge 0 8 up a 0 c oc 0 ~ e e morn- tb · k • h" lif t t t · t b. 

< • • • H ·t ft 6 ' I k b at e r1s O£ 1s e, o pro es aga1ns suo wrong-" The Demands of LibEralism." 1ng ,.ram. owever, 1 was 1 er o c oc e- • . • . 
fore any of us awoh; then there was bustling. dmng, wb1ch was not in accordance with the pr1nCl• 

In spite of "bard times" the Liberals of San There was about forty minutes' time . to make pies of Freethought •. I said, however, that the 
Diego will keep tbivgs on the move. They hav eon the train, a distance of six miles. The horses, French Republic in the Rei~u of Terror did not put 
fideree in the future, both of Freethought and the Amne and Weasle, got down to it finely and thun- so many to death as Qaeen Elinbeth did in order to 
beautiful oily wberein their lot is cast. I shall be dared away like the wh•d. Their nameg ehaJI be eshblieh the Episcopal church. The Episcopalian 
here for three Sundays more, aDd can hereafter chronicledinNawsandNotes,fortbeydidtbeirduty church of to-day is founded in the slaughter of 
write more fully of the prospects of this attractiv nobly. We rellcbed ti:Je_stmt.ion ten minutes ahead nearly a hundred thousand Christians. I said that 
place. of time. This shows that 0!'Iifornia horses can beat persecution was the logical outcome of the Christian 

On Monday I wended my way in a roundabout the world. There is somethiJlg in the Pacific atmos-. religion; that it was the direct result of the teach·. 
fashion to Perris and San Jacinto. The railroad is phere that give them vim. Among our friends to ings of Jesus and St. Paul. According to the 
wilshed away between Oceanside and Temecula, aDd meet us on this trip &re c. c. Reid and Mrs. Brown, Christian religion unbelief is the greatest of crimes, 
the Santa Fe company bav neglected to r£build, of Myrtle Point, Ore. Mr. Reid had the care of my and is worthy of the severest punishment. Unbe
ccJlsequently the passenger is compelled to go about friend, P. A. Olark, in his last sickness, and will re- lief is worse than murder-murder kills the body, 
tbree times as far by way of Orange and ERst River- main in charge of Mr. Olark's affairs at Diamond but unbelief kills the soul-the immortal soul, and 
side, and not only does he suft'er this extra travel, v II tha.t is an awful sin and must be crushed, even by 

t . . h • ey. . 
bot he mus pay for 1t, maktng t e fare three times Rsynolds, the senior, introduced me at the lecture. the slaughter of millions. 
what it should be. I must confess that I was 11 All the ReytlOldses were with us. I think there are I c:ftered to debate this question at 1 future time, 
Farmers' AlliaJJce man while taking this journey, about seventeen grimdcbildren in the family now, and to meet all of the clergymen of E3condido, and 
and fervently in favor of a little government control and every one will be 111 Freethinker. That is a good demonsGrate the proposition that by its very nature 
of theEe monopolies. It is bad enough to make one way to improve the world. the Christian religion is committed to the persecution 
travel a hundred miles instead of thirty according to There are quite 1 number of Liberals at Perris, of unbelievers. I hope some clergyman will hav the 
the regular route, but to make one pay for that extra Winchester, and vicinity, and I hope to come again courage to meet this challenge and demonstrate, if 
ride is simply an outrage. and keep things on the move. he can, that Christianity is a religion of peace and 

I was surprised and pained on my arrival Rt Perris Well-we hrav a rattling campaign at Escondido. good will to men •. It is a religion of war and 
to hear of the death of P. A. Olark, of Diamond The first time I came here u was as quiet as • grave bloodshed, I maintain, and I can prove this by history 
Valley. He died on Saturday, November 7tb, and at my lEc~ure. Not a smile was cracked. It was rmd its own sacred book, the Bible. 
was buried on Sunday. He had been sick for about like the day of judgment. Everybody held their The audience were intensely interested in the 
tan weeks at Dr. Wrieht's Hot Springs Srmiterium bremth. This time th~ hall was crowded, and the debate, and L\berals are satisfied with the outcome 
near San Jacinto. He died peacefully without 1. audience evidently enjoyed the discourse. Both and want more of it. Anything to set people to 
struggle at the last. He had· no fears of death. sides were represented. There Wls a fnsill•de of thinking. 
Bravely he lived and bravely he died-a Fr~ethinker. que;;tion and reply. I gave two lectures. On the I lectured Thursday evening at San Pa!!qual, but I 
He was respected by all who knew him. He was a first night the "Rsv." Mr. Stewart took the platform did not hav a large audience. Oar Advent friends 
man of enterprise, and did.more for the development snd made a few remal'ks highly interesting. He de- won't come unless I talk on the Sunday question. 
of Plamond Valley and vicinity than any other resi- clared that he indorsed a part of bhe Damands Then they will applaud, but they do not wish to 
dent. He was a stanch supporter of the l,iiberal of Liberalism. He WillS not in favor of a San- bear both sides of the reliaious question. Qar Advent 
cause. In him we bav lost a noble and generous day law, but he hinted that -qnless O:lle believed friends are good as far as they go. We hope they 
~omrade. His me~ory will be oherished with aft'ec· in the Lnrd Jesus Christ he were in dan· will go farther. Some of them do. This used to 
tion and honor. · ~er of bell-fire. The elements would melt with be known as the Valley of the Advents, but now it is 

I arrived at San Jacinto Monday evening. I fouiJd fervEnt heat. Where then would the Freethinker known r.s the Valley of the Infidels. The Freethougbt 
that Ml'. John Vernon had made all necenary ar- beT Would no~ be then wish he had believed and flag is :!lying. 
rangements for the lecture, and there wu a flOOd been bspti~ed so that he might keep cool amidst I spent the day at B. B. !lockwood's ranoh. Thi1 
attendance. G. W. Thurston, formerly of San Fran- these burning worldi! f · is 1 delightful place. The billa inclose it and the 
eisco, is now in this valley. G. W. Thurston, Jr, · This opened the balJ, and on Ftid!liV night at my land prodaees every variety of fruit. The wate1 
and wife and children care present; also the D@min~l'!, closing lecture the clergymen were on hand-several from the mountains sparkles through the grove and 
e•er ready to aid the work. Geo. F. Hunt., Gao. H. of ~hem. My enbjeot _wtilil "Freethought and Mo. orchards. This is a plaoe for comfort, quiet, and 
:P~Inatadt, G. W. Thurston, &nd S. A. Hubble join rahty." I t!h&lle:crzed discussion. The firs~ to re- poetic meditation. Rockwood is a philosopher. Be 
To TBUTB S:s:UE"B nllks. So I find that San Jacinto spond was Citizen Durand. He wma quite excited. b1s a large library, and plenty of Liberal papers and 
is still ill line, although many of the stalwar~ friends I thought 3t one time be wa.g goiDfl to climb the pamphlets, and he keeps them on the move. He baa 
I first met are gone away. John Vernon, and others, platform in his efforts to defend the f&ith. I asked converted half the valley, I guess, and there is no let• 
however, stand by the colors, whatever the fortune him if he wa8 e Ohrietia.n. He said he was. I asked up to the Freethoa~rht tide. It rolls on. 
of war. him il he was willing to stlmd the Bible test; would I also enjoyed at E2condido the hospitality of Mr. 

It is 1 beautiful evening after the leeture, and in he swallow poi!!on Qnd handle snakes. He said that and Mrs. Hindman. They are stalwart Freethiiikers. 
the mellow lueter of the queen of night flooding all was not in the Bible. I asked him if be hated ft.. Stevenson Brothers and John Eanes are on the roll 
the valley and billa and the forest, I paes, with Dr. ther and mother, etc., ms J eeus commanded. He of THE TnuTii: SEEXEB. Mr. and Mrs. Bates, the Olds 
Wright for my guide, and a pair of lively colts to said that was no~ in the Bible. By this time be was Brothers, Mr. Cravr.th, in whose hall the leeture was 
hurry ns forward, to the Hot Springs Sanitarium, wild and it; seemed 1M! if he would demolish the ~iven, Mr. Anderson, Mr. Frank Fleshman, W. L. 
and after • bath in the strengthening watere, I sle!'lp building. He said Freethinkers would come to Wilhite, of Valle~ Center, Mr. Latta, and others join 
until morning opens upon my view a duzling pan- nothing. I told him th&t was 110 great deal bet- in this campaign. I was pleased to meet with Miss 
orama. On one side a wide forest stretches to the ter than to go to hell-firt>. Finally I asked him Lillie Rowe, the daughter of W. E. Rowe, of San 
shining hills, in front the plains spread until they if he loved his enemieP. He said thAt he did. Diego. She is teaching school in the vicinity of 
are lost in the blue fringe of mountains. Farms, I asked him if he loved n:e, the bfidel lecturer. Escondido. Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Rowe 11nd James 
orchards, viDeyards, greet the sight. Along the "Of course I do," he anawerait "Dn you love Bidwell are among those to greet me at San Diego. 
horizon glitter crowns of snow. The lovely vallev, me!" be thundered b:.ck. "Yea," I answered. I enjoy the hospitable home of Mr. and Mrs~ Banford 
like an emerald sea, breaks against jagged walls and Thmt mollified him ~nd te good-n~turedly left the Worthing, where pork and beans giv the 1lavor of 
abrupt precipices, and out of its bosom tower fantas- field. Then the Rsv. Mr. E:lilc', I believe, of the South Naw Enghmd life. Oilr friends are from the vicinity 
lie mounds. If ever I get weary and worn, and de· Methodist church, pu~ 1Jl few questions, m~itJiy 18 of tbe "Hub," and radical Boston mingles with the 
sire repose and dreams, I guess I will c1me to Hot to my once being s. clerg,m;..n. I told bim I bftd magnificent scenery of this "New Boston" of thQ 
Springs Sanitarium. Tb.e doctor lind Mre. Wright been ~~o clergyman, and tbmt I wns j 11 at 10e- honest Coast. 
are genial hosts; they do take good care of the pa- when I waa in the pulpit as l!low-only I did !lOr. Also at the New Carle~on the Secular Pilgrim 
tient. The waters are exhilarating, whet,ber taken know as much. That ended hie attack. T.be R~v. Mr. fiods the same geni&l beats, Mr. and ·Mrs. W. A. 
inwardly or outwardly, and the scenery, from the Oarliele then took up the gl'luntlet~il> pretty Libsral- DJrrie. I bav not finiehd my story of -San Diego, 
rugged mountain wall behind, over the extensiv val- mindad msn. He does not believe in the imma!lu- where I find the beat of friends and generous assist. 
ley to the ezare rimof iuminoua bights in the chang- I~~ote conception snd aome other fbings :recorded in :anceo. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
ing silver and gold of dt.y and evening, is a delightful the scriptures. But bA seemed to think it was l!l bad San .IJiego, N JV, 15, 1891. 
panorama. Hfre one can gather health and strenJZtb, thing not to believe in God, that it, was necessary to 
aDd dream and hope in charming solitude. Too mormlity t.o b!lv !&ith in soma kind of supreme being. 
soon in the early morning I had to leave for other He &Eked If Atheism did not lead to Nihilism and free
fields of labor. love, etc. I told him no-th01t all morality sprang out 

I was pleast~d to meet in tha doctor's family Mr. of human reli\iions and bum~m sympathies. There 
and Mrs. M. G. Stone, who are Liberel comp111nions W!lB no need of any God to ml'lke a man good there 
indeed, and a.dded to the enjoyment o~ my visit. was nothing higher than hum!lln love, hu~~n j'\1stice, 
Tne~day morntng I sped my ~~Y to P~r1s. At the and hum1an virtue. If he was n:aksd end hungry 
s~at1on the world-renowned Topsy greets my· upon the bille:, no god \'J'ould ever help him, clothe 
Vl~W, the ~allant Dig· who bas born~ me fiver many a or feed him, but man, and mllin alore. We mu 't 
~~e of thts sunny la11d. My ~ld friend, R C. R•ed, depend upon one iiDOther and help one 8molher, m~ 
IS 1~ the buggy, &nd traneferrJng the luggage I am that ie the source of the highest, morl!.! 811tion. Then 
W~Irled away through the dust to my evening's ap- Layman Dixon bad his sey. Ha is kind of lawyer
porntment. F1rst, however, .we stoo at the halfway like lllnd Socratic in his methcd of aiEcusaion. He 
~ouse, the ranch of Mr. an~ Mrs. Graham, '?bo hav Asked questions in ro wroy th!\t was 1' childlike end 
JUSt moved up lrom ~an D1ego and are trying the bhmd." He &eked if genuin Obriati~uity ever per
com~orts !'f a rural hfe. After restiDg an hour or secuted ; if it is not A false form of the Christian 
two 1n thxs cheerful home A. L. Reynolds tabs us religion that tortured, imprisoned, and burnt; was 

State Organization. 
The necessity for a systematic propagandism of 

the principles of F.reethought is so self-evident that 
it will be ad.mitted at once, and it is indeed strange 
that JlO definit p}sn Of organized aation has been 
pursued among· Freethinkers. True, we hav had our 
organiZ!Ition, but through the despotic sway and 
fallacious policy of a self-elected dictator it Las been 
completely sold into the hands of its enemies. 
There hr.v been several suggestions made whereby 
an dficient orgenization could be maintained in our 
tnids!', but these suggestions, jointly or seve~ally, 
remam a dead letter unless they can be put into 
practice. Oar chief trouble in the past has been to 
open our doors to all shades of opinion, thereby 
rendering us incapable of exercisiDg any opinion of 



our own and that which we desired so much to 
teach to ~there has been grossly misrepresented rmd 
abused. What we want is leaders that are capabie 
of leading and followers who are willing to follow. 
Of the latter we hav an abundance, but for the want 
of the former not only ours but many other righteous 
causes hav gone to the ~all. 

With the object of effecting some concerted plan 
of action among Freethinkers the following circular 
will in a few days be spread throughout the Htate ot 
Oaio: 

To THB FRIBNDB OF FRRBTHOUGaT: Recognizing the 
necessity for an organized plan of action among Freethinkers, 
whertbY we may be enabled to carry on a spirited advocacy 
of our principles by a well.defined and systematic propa
ganda, I hav been advised by many prominent Free
thinkers in the state of Ohio to take steps toward effecting a 
closer consolidation of our party. Several friends hav 
already pledged their moral and financial support to help 
carry the scheme to a successful issue. With this object in 
view a mass. meeting of the Freethinkers of Onio will be 
held at Columbus on Sunday, the 5th day of April, 1892, to 
then and there organize and form a state Secutar Ui!iOn of 
Onio. The advantages to be derived from such an organiza
tion are many and may plainly be seen. F1rst, it would hav 
a decided tendency to stimulate and localize individual 
effort thereby resulting in more positiv good to your own 
localiiy; secondly, as an organization within the state we c~uld 
procure from the state legislature a charter of incorporatiOn, 
tbereby establishing ourselvs as a legally organized and con
stituted body, and which would enable us to demand and ob. 
tain those national rights and privileges so long denied us. 
All Freethinkers are earnestly invited to attend this meeting, 
and are asked to giv what assistance they can (fiaancial or 
otherwise) toward making this undertaking successful. 
Remember that upon your individual efforts to disseminate 
.the trutn depends the true salvation of the human race, and 
it you cannot take an activ part in the fight for human free
dom, you might at least ass1st and encourage those who can; 
therefore we urgently call upon you to stand by us in this 
project. It is certainly the duty o! every Freethinker to 
render what assistance he can to help to sustain an aggressiv 
and vlgotons Freethought propaganda. 'l'hose willing and 
ready to help are requestea to rorward what subscriptions 
they can reasonably afford to John R. Charlesworth, care of 
E. P. Wrigb.t, 638 N. Higb. st., Columbus, 0. All communi
cations wul be acknowledged in Ta:s 'l'RuTH SRKKBR and 
In'Destigator. Signed on benalf of the ('Ommittee, 
• . JOHN R. CHARLESWORTH. 

Committee in charge: E. P. _Wright, Columbus, 0; D. 
W. Smith, Alliance, 0; J. M. Putnt>m, Q~incy, 0; v. D. 
Manson, Jr, Snreve, 0; S. M. Bower, North Baltimore, 0.; 
P. H . .Me rosky, Carysville, 0.: Marius Heighton, Kent, 
0; C. c. Germann, B,nomdale, 0; L. B. S1lver, Cleveland, 
0.; Dan Prouts, Nashville, 0.; J. Onevetlard, Millersburg, 0. 

·I hav not taken this step upon my own responsi
bility b11t upon the advice of many prominent and 
idla~ntial Fteethinkers throughout the country, who 
recogniz~ the necessity of some such plan. Cer
taiuly we liv in the midst of an energetic organiza
tion for ecclesiastical purposes. T.b.e c!l:arcn with 
its rich endowments, Us fiae huildings, and imposing 
appliances for success, its coH~ges for. e~ucaLIOD1 its 
Bible societies, Its young men a assoc1at10ns, and so 
on down to the tea pariiies and other coteries, are aU 
activ and well supported for the ceaseless propaga
tion of the dire doctrins of supernaturt~lism. There 
is certainly 111 moat ample prepacation for J!preading 
error, but what means do we possess for propagating 
truth T HaY we al!l good 1 Or let one ask, Hr.v we 
any T And the answer must be, No. We hav no 
system, no endowiD:ent, and now we h~v no organi
zation. It is now t1me that the deceptton pract1ced 
upon us heretofore shall cease; ~ur movement must 
becl)me a power and not a mendtc1ty ; a great fact, 
and not a great sham; we must hav leaders who will 
work, and not sit idhng the ~ime away bf'gging for 
subscriptions to pay the salar1es of lazy offic:als; or 
it will dwindle into obloquy, and d1sappomt the 
hopes of many noble and weu-deserving men. Then 
let us bav an organization, IDfidel in character, and 
one whose principles shall not be hidden by the false 
gloss of honeyed phras_es, an.d one cap_able of rais
ing atten~ion to our v1ews 1n every mty, town, or 
hamlet from the Adantic to the Pacific. 

JOaN R. CHARLESWORTH, 

Women, ~ud Gad~ ls :t wed~: cf gr<at nlu~, $1, -aa 
ie Winwoo!l Ro&de'a Milrtyrdom of MaD, ·$1 75; 
~ibbon's History of Ohristi5nity. $2; D~rwiu't! 
Otigin of Species and D~~:ce11t of Man, and others of 
his works. A catalog containing these rmd hundreds 
more-Fr,;ethought, scientific,. medic&!, eoci11l, os 
well aa standard-will be sent on reeeipb of a r!quest 
for same. 

Send Stamp for printed LetteFs to Con. 
;:rll'ssmeu on th" l§unday opening of the 
'\Vovni's Fa r. When you receive them, ad· 
di;ess tllcm to your Con~1·e sman, §ign yo ltr 
name, a~ d scud tlitm ~:-· lt:In at Wa!!.hin~ton, 
D. c. And U you c&n afford to, J}U · h• some· 
thing for tile Literature Fund, whtcll enables 
us to print tltes~ letters. 

The American Secularists. 
From Secular 7'liought. 

to promulgate the Sacular philosophy as a means of 
securing Seculsr reforms and establiahing Ssowln 
morality and a Secular state. He is a most iin
pressiv and effactiv speaker and an antagonist thiit 
few would venture to meet in debate; unless very 
confident or their pQsition. . .. 

Dr. E. B ~oote, Jr., is well known, in connE(!tion 
with his father, as sustaining a large medi!'al pracHce 
in New York, publishing a l:!ealth monthly and 
several valuable books, promiment among. whioll is 
" Plain Home Talk," a book that tells people what 
t.hey ought to know about their bodies, but whjph 
Christi&n prudery keeps them in ignllranee of. Dr. 
Foote made a fine impression upon the convention 
by his conciliatory manner and courteous way of 
expressing dissent, though clear and uncompromising 
in his views. . . 

Another speaker, well known jn Liberal circles; 
was Edward W. Ohamberlain, of New York, a lawyer 
rand a gentleman of refined manners and cultured 
tastes. He has been prominent in his opposition to I 
Comstock's sneaking persecution of earnest reform- 1 

era, who bav escaped from the control of Christian ·\ 
obaceni~y and see purity in the human nature and 
orgemism, 111nd who in plain language are advocating 
some of the reforms that are most essential to the 
adv.ancament of society. He has been concerned 
with the defense of Moses Harman of K11nsas, who, 
for telling in plain words, with the best of motive, 
the outrageous ablJse of a wife by her husband, bas 
been sentenced by the efforts or the rightly cai!JQ. 
"obeceniats" to five years' imprisonment. He 1r.l': 
also cc operated wi~h the Doctors Foote in an un
successful attempt to liberate a victim of the pious 
Wanamaker, Ezra H. Heywood, comfioed in Charles
town prison for two years with six: hundred male
factors, for the use of plain words about sex: matters 
in a paper devoted to social reform. 

At a reporter's table eat E11gene M. Macdonald, 
stolid and silent, taking no part activly in the con· 
vention, but it could be said "a cbiel's lmang ye 
tt.kin' notes, and, faith, he'll prent it." The broad
side in THE TRUTH SEEKER of November 7th shows 

The" spicy report in Secular 'l'hought of the con
vention cf the Americl\n Secmlar Union, Jately held 
&t P.hiladelphi;.;, euggeats a few comments. Having 
had the privilege of being present during the pro
c ,edings, I can te8tify that THE TnuT:ir SEEKER's ac
count cf the meeting ia strictly accurate And not 
overdrawn. I shill not soon forget the interesting 
personality of each epe;aker, nor the forcible and 
sometimes blunt utterAnces with which they reg~lsd 
us. A brief sketch of the persona who took the 
prominent p~:~rt in the discussions may help toward 
"'n appreciation and ·better undsl'!ltanding of their 
position and .::ffurts. 

Dr. Westbrook, an ex-minister and Jawyer, is a 
handsome gentlem~n, with ~ strong, cle&n-shnven 
face &nd a well-shaped head, t.hiokly covered with 
iron-gray h11ir. Hia bee expresses the resolution 
and determinmtion, which were abundantly evidenced 
in his address 1111nd remarks; for. never did 11 presid
ing offiear make less Effort to conciliate opponents 
or harmonize conflicting elemen~s. His opening 
address bristled with thrust!'!, "straight from the 
shoulder," at adverse critics, who had expressed dis
content that the policy of· the Union bad been to 
discourage the work of Freethought propllg&ndism, 
and he gne lilcztbing rebuke to L1beral papBrB which 
ht:id on some occii!sions used very impolite lRnguge 
about the Chriatian God. The whole tenor of hie 
proceedings gave the impression that some deep
seated antagonisms had for the time usurped con
trol of his feelings and kept in ~&beyar.we expressions 
about the great work of Secular reform in which it 
is well known that he is deeply interested, of which 
be has given good proof by work in his own methods. 
However one might regret his strife-provoking 
utterances, one could but admire his resolution and 
pluck, and, not knowing ft-11 tbe griev~ances tbit.t im
pelled him to hlka this courae, one could but 
withhold critici~m in view of his manifest earnest 
sincerity. Dr. Westbrook is said to be 11 Theist, 
but is thoroughly rationolistic in bis views of the 
Bible and the dogmas o~ orthodox religion. The· 
SeculAr cause is fortunate in having such 8 fdend 
and advocate, and if be does not labor in the WillY 

soma would wish, the ClAUSe hillS so few workers and 
the need is so great, there is (ZOOd reason to r~j oice 
that so much lemrning, cultivation, .1md ability are 
enlisted on this side. 

that the pen ia m1ght1er tilan the tongue. . 
Another notable figure waa C. P. SGmerby, busi

ness manager of the Truth Seeker Company, long a 
publisher of Liberal literature and an earnest friend 
of Rationalism and economic reform. With him was 
his sister-in-law, Mrs. Ids M. Batchelor, who was 
proposed as a candidate for the secretaryship in case 
the headquarters of the U oion should be established 
in New York. Her business r;:~:.perience with the 
Truth SeEker Company, combined with her person~! 
qualifications, would hn made her a worthy suc
cessor of thA other gifted Ida. 

But the Union has gone to Chicago, and Judge 
Waite, author of "The History of Christianity," is 
the new pre&idant, and Mrs. M. A. Fceeman, the 
present sEcretary of the Chicago Secular Society, 
and a well-known worker for Liberalism, is appointed 
secretary. · 

My intention was to comment upon the attitude 
and prospects of the Union, but I hav used up so 
much l!lpace that t.bis bad better be deferred till the 
ne x:t issue of Secular Thought. What interested 
me most in the convention was to b~:come personally 
s"quainted with the Liberals, so well known to me 
already through their earnest words and works, and 
in these imperfect sketches of a few of them I hope 
to sb11re some of my enj'"'yment with the readers of 
Secular 'I hought. RonERT 0. ADAMS. 

Montreal, Nov. 12, 1891 

Lectures and .Meetings. 

Books in Fine B~ndings for Holiday Gifts. 
We hav a large number of books suitable for 

holiday gifts, many of them in extraordinarily fine 
bindings and we call the attention of our readers to 
them h~ping that when selection of presents is 
mad~ the list will be consulted and purchases made 
therefrom. Among them are Paine's works, com
plete in cloth. $3; leather, red edges, $4; morocM, 
gilt ~dges, $4 50; the Worl~'s Sages, i~ s~me style 
of binding and at same pr1ces as Pame s works ; 
Ingeuoll's P.roee Poems, in clot.b. $2 50; half mo
rocco $5 · turkey morocco, $7.50; tree calf, $9. 
Tbes~ are' magn1ficent volumes. Also his principal 
lectures bound in one volume for $5. Either of 
Miss Wixon's books, The Story Hour, Apples of 
Gold All in a Lifetime, is very suitable for a 
pres~nt the first particularly for children. Voltaire's 
Romall~es cloth, $1 50; half calf, $4, is a fine and 
uncommo~ work. D. M. Bennett's Around the 

·world in setfl of four volQmes, profusely illustrt\tEd, 
red cl~th $6 50 is a splendid present to a friend 
or to you~g me~ and women. It is full _of practical 
to·day information about other countries ~nd thA 
noted things therein. The latest book which the 
Spiritualists are discussing is, Was Abraham Lincoln 
a Spiritualist_? for $1 ,PO. Helen Gardener's Men, 

The first. question put to me when I l!ll~ted myself 
in the hall (by a lady. of Pours<") WliiS, "Do you think 
Miss Cr&ddock is pretty !" Bdore long. I had to 
say that she wme certainly cb~rming. Miss Ida 0. 
Ccaddock, who bros filled tha office of secretary, is " 
young l11dy of attractiv appearance, intelleotual 
gifts and nfined manners, who brings both orna
ment and aid to. the cause she bill!! espoueed. She ie 
said to be a sort of Liberal Unitarian in religious 
sentiment, though, IikB Dr. We!ltbrook, 111 thorough 
Freethinker in her rfj ~ation of what ort,hodox Chris
tians c11ll "revelation." She "WiB suffering from 111 
severe throat affection that prevented her from 
re"ding much of her report, which was • fine literary 
effort and gave a clear statement of the work done 
by the Union in the circulation of reform literature. 
But when the controversy began, the lady found 
means of utterance, and repeatedly sprang to her f€et, 
saying "I rise to a question of fact," correcting in 
hoarse' but ringing tones etstements that were iner
act. She invariably proved her claims and miDi
fasted both accuracy and courage. Her eager voic· 
flashing eye, expressiv fsce, graceful attitudee, and 
dramatic ge-stures were the most interesting features 

f the occasion; and when I w~s invited to go to 
the theater in the evening I declined for the reason 
that I would no~ obliterat~ . the impression of the 
genuin ac~ion of Idm Oraddock by witnessing th 
eigned aching of emy dramatic star. • 

Mr. T. B. Wakeman, of New York, who voiced 
he dissent of the sggreesiv Liberals, is an eminent 

lawyer in the prime and vigor of manhood, who, 
with an exceedingly distinct BLd fluent uttersnca, 
poseesses a remarb.ble facility of e1pression th~t 
evider ces a powerful mind and a clear head. He IS 
a Positivist in religious belief and one of tbe 
stanchest of LibPral reformers. Hie great conten
tion was that the Union ought to take activ measures 

MR. WILLIAM Q. JunG& informs us that Mrs. Besant is in 
this city on a short business trip, and will'speak three time3 
in Chickering Hall. She left Liverpool on the 18th and 
returns Dacember 9,h. November 30th she talks about 
"Theosophy and Reincarnation;" December 2d she dis
courses upon science, and on December 6th she speaks upon 
a subj,ct to be hereafter annoUI!Ced. 

JoaN :R. CaARL&BWORTH's lecture appointments are as fol
lows: November 15ih, Beloit, K<ln.; 16;h, 17th, 18th, Indus. 
try; 231, 24·.h, DJniphan; 26~h. 27~h, Eigle, Neb.; 29th, 
Hamburg, Ia.; December 6',b, O;tumwa; 16\h, Aurora, 
Ill.; 21st, 22d, Lnx\ngton; 23:1, 24\h, Strasburg; 27th, 28th, 
Centralia; 30,h, 31st, Waterloo, l"d.; January 10~h, Colum· 
bus, 0.; ll•h, 12;h·, Shreve; ·27th; 28th, Farmdale; 29th, 
P1ttsburgh, Pa. 

s. P. PuTNAM's lecture appointments in California: S!ln 
Dieg'~, November 8th, 15th, 22d, 29th; San Jacinto, 9th 1 
Perris, 10;h; San Pasqua!, 11th, 12th, 13th; l:!anta Ana, 
16~h; Anaheim, 17ch; Los Angeles, 18th; Monrovia, 19th; 
Savannah, 20th; Tulare, December 1st; Hanford, 2:1; Le
more, 3 J, 4\h; Oakdale, 5th, 6th; Lodl, 12th; Stockton, 
13th; Gridley, 15th, 16th, 17th. Mr. Putnam will l~~ture 
the first four Sundays of January in San Francisco on The 
Evolutioz;s of a Century." Subject of first lecture, "Evolu
tions-Theological and Religious;" of second lecture, 
"Liberalism Spiritualism and Infidelity;" of third lecture, 
" Industrial' Evolutions;'; of fourth lecture, " Political 
Evolutions." January 29th there will be a grand Paine cel
ebration at Union Square Hall. On thefoliowing Saturday 
and Sunday, January 30th ard 31st, will be held the stat~ 
convention. · 
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· Letters to W crkingmen. 
FREE TRADE, 

To illustrate how money ailould be free, I h&v 
likened its circulation to the blood of iha living 
organism. To make the simile more complete I 
would liken trade a.nd ita channels to the circuh.Hon, 
while money should constitute the liviDg protein of 
the blood, and society the organism. Tr!i.de !ilnd 
commerce build up society and money l!.lB a free 
medium of exchange facilit"tes the process. Ail 
should be free and unimpeded and a perfect :o!llturcl 
order would result. 

"When we assert," Btid B11atiat, "th~t &11 men'~ 
interests are harmoniouP, when wa thence oonclude 
that they naturally tend ~;nd gravit5ta townrd th 
realization of r6lativ fquamy and gelieral progree;;., 
it is surely from the pl•y and action of the lt~wa gr..v
erning human transactionP, !lOt from the pr·rtmba
tions and disturbances, that we eduile .h&rmony.'' :H 
has been said that the free trader bad n!il the tteorie;; 
while all the facts prove the benefits of Ill high t~ri:ff 
And w:bat are the facts? Wny, eimply H:;&t. gcv· 
ernment is enabled to tax foreign goods. 'l't~t is io 
say, make foreign merchants contribute h:rgely to 
the support of this government, when ~t1.riff is for 
revenue only. Protec~ion tariff enabi€a hc.me indus 
tries to combine and add 111 fiotitious vslue to tteir 
goods. In the first instavce it is "ts:ntion withcut 
repreF.entation." T.be highway robb~;ra t'ie<c:hr:d, 
11 Stand and deliver," while fi proteciion t~r:ff en
ables a horde of inland roblilers to impolla rnv. out. 
rageous tariff upon coDeume:rs. Tn:ff~, tuer, ~~;nd 
licenses levied or issued i.n bab111lf of gon:r<Jme:ot c~ 
for the bene1U of printe sn!erprise 1\l'e ii; hhJd>:~r cs 
and obstacle to trade, and a scurce of ur.:ei\n:Jed 
profit to the undeserving, the prop l!lnd ID;\ioa'!>Y 
of government-hence a detriment to !!cci.ety. Le' 
me call your attention to goverrment e~gain 2nd bfg 
your indulgence of my iteration of whM I believe to 
be a fundamental principle. Govenment b:?giln ~£ 
usurpation of men's right. It continues t!U eBbiib· 
liebed wrong. It is nonsense for men to speBk of it 
as "a function of society;" better cmH H ttn mb~cess on 
society. Neither is it made by tlC!liaty, but in !ipite 
of society. It ignores the individo!!i 8lld his inter
ests as mucb. tc-day aa when th9 robber chi.efa cttl!ed 
their lieutenants together to deviae m~?aus whereby 
they might increase their wealth mnd pows!'&. It ie 

.this confounding of society with goverDment that 
enab~ea government to pursue its Murs~:~ of usurpa
tion and oppression. II this government Wf1B rs. foreign 
power that took possession yesterdey, purauing fhe 
course they are now pursuing would e~use 10 socis1 
revolution within a month. H is the feelil'Jg th~t we 
hav had a hand in organizing the pr&sent fo:n:;e of 
governmemt and that we elipect to hke a hand in 
reforming it that allows thA monstrous wrongs to go 
"unwhipped of justice." Fa Cillsee tells us in h'is 
11 Letters to F•rmers' Sons," "WhG~tavez• restriotiv 
legislation there has been ag11inat the poor hM sue
ceeded wonderfully; whatever raat:rit~Hv l:rgiaiaiion 
there has been against the rich baa biled wondsr
fully," but he fails to see that wh&t ia true of ~·e
strictiv legislation is true of all Iegislatlon, ~nd 
must of necessity be eo so long BS . the poWiesl 
machine ill in the hands of the politicitn. -

" PI" Ohaee is a free tr~der like .hia te&cher Henr:v 
George, but his assumption that goverr;m0nt should 
monopoli:te the iseue of money fmd ;r~Bt nenr inter. 
fere with trade is only Equ!llled by the Prohibitionists 
who would prohibit tne importmtion !i!rtd S!!l!e oi 
liquors yet acknowledge men's right to drbk. The 
right to drink carries with it the rigM to Bell. T.be 
right to make money carries with it the right to 
regulate trade. 

While "Pa" Ohase has ernsncipsted hhneslf from 
maDy of the superstitions of government, his theory 
that money is a product· of government only, and ci>n 
be issued by no other power, diaplsys not only 10 p1•o 
found ignorance but proves him a victim of m aupar
stition which thro'Ws the gods of Inc!i!l into tbe 
shade. Of course he means a "legal knder," l!md I 
admit thiR is. an invention of government, signifying 
·• force suffi<nent to compel s man to aceopt it, but hl'l 
has no right to limit money to this definition. His 
idea that it Ahould be so limited shows his theory of 
a non-r~atrictiv government to be pecuiiar ~&t Ie~st
restrictJng money to a purely legal tender, thue 
obliging men to accept a pieca of papsr bes:riJ:Jg the 
stamp of government and the legen!l "This is a 
dollar" for real value to that amount. The idea thd 
government by ita fiat of 11 Thus be it en1cted" can 
tran&form a pieee of valueless paper to t.be equiv&leni 
of a sack of 1lour, a bin of wheat, or a house and lor, 
opens up, it seems to me, a vast field of enterprhe 
For if government can make a legal tender for debts. 
why not for potatoes or corn, and thus gvoid S!ll 
trouble in trade T This eterul hagglivg over the 
price of commodities would be at an end. By sll 
means let ns hav a leg111l tender for commodities. 
Let the government issue bills inscribed, "Tnis note 
is a full legal tender for one bushel of potatoes, one 

I bfi.lnel of fl:mr, or one yerd of calico, and all men 
!ilr&. b.sr;:;bv commanded to receive and acaept the 
r'~me.-Riler." l throw out this suggestion. If 
" Pi!. Oh~se" wieh~I<s to elaborate the idea in another 
series of "Letters to Farmers' Sons," he has my con
se~t, $nd I llhall interpose no obstacle to his obtain
ing " piitent on the procesli', even if he should rest~te 
his opi;;licm thmt "All writers of books and magazme 
l!rticlee ehould be ashamed to copyright them, for 
M !:bey freely received so ehould they freely giv." 
Still I aJm not disposed to condemn Mr. Ohase for 
taking r.dnntllge of l•ws of which he does not ap· 
prove, eveu 21s I would hold a man blameless who 
should ateal Bome of his property baek fror;a a thief. 

T&r::ff3, bx13s, and licenses disturb aud derange 
the tendencies of trade, which naturally would es
t~<blish re!!ip:roc~al relfltions. Instead, these robbers 
upon tha highw=ys d trade are taking from the 
pwdu~er, rendeling him no equinlent, and giving 
"o the rrcn· producer, thereby creating the great in
j.latiea in the distribution of wealth whieb we every
where behold-the idle in elljoyment, the worker in 
wee. Heney George i.Iluetrates these robbers along 
d::e :highway, pl~cillg at the end of the line the one 
who ;, take;a all that is left "-the land monopolist. 
But white he would cut t:ff aome of the robbers, he 
tleve~: thinks of putting 111 stop to the robbery. He 
does net propose to kHl the la.ndlord. Ob, no ; be 
would 'he< s him up in uniform and csll him govern· 
a eut. Bu!i the private landowner must die; tbis 
':ffic(;r !n uniform will tax him to de111th. Strange 
tbat people C!'!.nnot see that ths tlature of a principle 
is vet cl':ntvg!i!d by being enacted by govErnment. 
l'§xeoiio:J chtu'ged to rent would be tantion still, 
:md lu d valuea, the product of private own£rehip in 
iand, would not exist unless government f'Xercised 
the prHogativ cf private ownership. Llka "fiat 
.o:wney" the sivgla tax restB upon an ideal value; 
<me it; tte ~Jreation of government, the. other the 
~re111Uon of tha community ; both 111re a myth. When 
the sh;gle tuer h.lks of bee lend and bee trade 

Trust him not, he is fooling thee. 

Thu.·a mu1 ba no free trade under government. 
When govermnent celllf!es to ivlerfere with trmde, it 
will cer.ee to be governmen~. Neither can there be 
free 18nd or free money. Freedom is impossible un
der. ~ovHnment. Oan • man be govemed and be 
free? We taik of government c:fficials as servants. 
ThGy m~y be r;enants of govenm~nt, that is them
eelvP, but they sra masters of t.he people. ·The fach 
that we choose or elect them mikes (lur servitude 
none thi5 lee a real, and but for the tar; ff and indirect 
tnatir n gcvn-nment could not e:xia~. "It has been 
found," s:J~id Mr. Butterworth, of Ohio, "that the 
iropooilkn of !ll customs duty collected on goods im· 
ported from foreign cauntries into the United States 
presents fewel· otjsotionable features to the popular 
mind than &:tlJ oti1er system of taxation.". Why 
should it not T " The popular mi:t:id," not liking to 
pay tnee, is only too glad to "impose" upon foreign 
({OCids or s foreign people. And I see by Lucifer 
!hat l!!: Republican official of Kansas, in an address at 
Valley ]'.{lJs, m•de the boast t bat "thA tariff out of 
which t!Je lm.at Congress raised $1;000 000,000 in two 
yens to pooy the e:~peJ.Jses of the gover11ment1 was 
paid by foreign merchants ftnd producers, and that 
i.t w~s right ~nd proper to thus make them pay." 
A monf.!troua 11 impol!ition" truly. And this shows to 
wh~t a d0pth of dishonesty polities will lead a man. 
Nnw 2dd this robbery of foreign producers to the 
robbery of home producers, and !!Sk yourself what 
would bB the co:ru!Equence if. the people were asked 
to pay tl:u~t li!roount in ~ direct tu. I think their 
achion woald demonstrate that they thought .the 
gt1me not worth the ammunition. 

N ov1, the word tariff descends to ue from an old 
Sp~nieh town, Ttlirifs, in the straits of Gibraltar, 
where 111n old Mo()rish chieftain had inttemched 
himself ~nd wae enbled to demand a tribute from 
!ill passing merchant· ehips. It was robbery then, it 
is robbery now. The fact that it goes into the coffErs 
of government 'makes it no leaq e robbery. Strange 
~h1t ws wili make this distinction! It an individual 
do~ s this thing he is called a pirate and merits death 
liit the yardarm. A poor old woman passes my 
door, wllose trembling limbs can scarcely support 
her weight and the basket upon her arm. She has 
to p;iy the city a license for vending her notions and 
keeping heraelf from the poorhoulle. SuppoaP e 
i~dividu~l t~hould force this money from her. You 
would mob him. One of our police j11atices, 
di11gusted with the performance, has openly said that 
the city w~s receiving an income from prostitutes by 
the police "running them in" whenever they had 
'iiCCumulsted ii little surplus money. A tariff for 
revenue only+ H we trace bsck to Us source the 
rsvenua that sustains the city, state, and nation, we 
t'!hall discover it a thief along tbe route, taking from 
honP<~t toil its just reward-a vampire living upon the 
vitliility of the laborer. It vitiates trade at the start 
by preventing the producer from nceiving an 
f q uivalent for his toil. It thus disc.ourages produc
tion. It is beil:<g dieccVtred that moat if not all the 
famine of the world may be traeed, not to the soil 
)'ielding an insufficient production, but to the tariff 

taxation that deprives the husbandman of the little 
the earth givs him. Free trade is impoEsible so long 
as this little giant robber is enabled to levy his 
tribute upon all, but the rich can shift his burden 
upon the sl!.oulders of the poor, who, like Atlas of 
old, must bear the burdens of the world. 
Ye hav·sborn arid bound the Samson, and robbed him of 

learning's light, 
But his sluggish brain is moving; his sinews hav all their 
. . might. 
Look well to your gates of Gaza-your privilege, pride, and 

caste- . 
The giant is blind and thinking, and his locks are growing 

fast. 
A. L. BALLOU. 

------~~~-------
.My Lecture Trip. 

Oolnpleting my Iowa liet of engagements, I again 
resumed my journey westward, and arriving at 
Lincoln, Neb., I spent a whole week vainly trying 
to arrange for a series of lechuea; so finally I 
resolved to go straight on to DJrchester, my next 
place to lecture. I W"R down here for tw,., lectures, 
which I gave on the 28bh and 29bb of Oiltober. I 
was met at the depot by W. J. Jennings, a stanch old 
Freethought veteran, who immediately took me in 
charge and ministered to my material wants. Mr. 
Jennings and wife are an age~l: couple. They are 
earnest Freethinkers, and elroniJ:''I!dperents to the 
religion of hnmanity. Mr. Jennings has been a 
subscriber to THE TBUTH SEEKEB since its first issue 
by D. M. Bennett, and libey assured me that they now 
regarded it as a member of the family and could not 
do without it. Dorchester is 111 amaH agricultural 
town of about five hundred inhabitants, situated on 
the great roJiing plains of Nebrallka, It has a large 
and earnest Liberal element-according to popula
.tion-who had looked forward with great eagerness 
to my lectures. The meeti11gs were well attended; 
indeed, on the second night scarcely an empty seat 
could be seen, and at the least computation I had 
more than one-half of the inhabitants in attendance, 
and this notwitl:lstanding the fact that the Baptists 
had arranged a counter-attraction in the shape of an 
entertainment accompanied by an address from sottle 
diyine, illustrated with stereopticon views. A local 
Ecribe took down both of my lectures in short·hand, 
with the intention-as I afterward learned-of 
handing them to some ecclesiaitieal Goliath for the 
purpose of subjecting them to a tearing criticism, 
but after I had gone, of course, and circumstances 
would prevent me from defending myself. 

I was very pleased indeed to meet with llUOh 
earnest and generous Freethinkers as J. W. Gilbert 
and family, who had driven a distance of eight miles 
to hear my lectures. Mr. Gilbert's generosity has 
upon several occasions found its way into the columns 
of THE Tnurn SEEKEB. Many Liberal friends rode 
into town from quite a distaDce, whose names I aan 
not now recall. My efforts in Dorchester were at
tended with satisfactory results, and I hope that the 
friends of this districh are as well pleased thereat as 
myself. From Dorchester I went to Friend, where 
I enjoyed a few days' leisure at the hospitable home 
of Ftielld Gilbert. n is situated on a beautiful 
farm, which only a few years ago was rolling prairie, 
but now farm products can be seen in every direction, 
the. fruits of man's labor. I gave one lecture while here 
~the. district school-bouse on ''Bible Morals," which 
was very well attended, an:l for the first time some 
of my auditors heard a stern criticism of the teaahings 
of the Old and New Testaments. How strangely 
impressiv are such conditions as one meets with 
here I Only a few abort years ago this was a vast, 
idle wilderness, with the prairies stretching in every 
direction ; but now the tinkle of the cow-bell can be 
heard in the distance, the hum of the threshing
machine, denoting human acUvity, strikes upon the 
ear, which, with the plaintiv sighing of the wind 
through the vast rowa of corn, mingled with the faint 
gurgle of the .little stream which ripples past the 
house, formlla somewhat pleasant melody. It is now 
threshing-time; the farmers are busy preparing for 
the winter's storms, totally ignorillg the divine 
itJjonctions of Ohrist, to "take no thought for .the 
morrow.'' What an unchrilltian community they are ! 
Nevertheless, they found time to attend my lecture, 
and listened to what waa said very aitentivly. The 
journey to the school-honse was a strange and novel 
undertaking to me. We had to ride there in a 
buggy, with a party proceeding on foot leadillg the 
way with lanterns. Mr. Gilbert is indeed a true 
L\beraJ. He has served with credit as a county 
official and has fulfilled a term in the state Jegisla· 
ture.. . Although his religious opinions are known 
far and wide, he hall the respect and good feeling of 
everyone in the district. While here I had a tele· 
araphic correspondence with Oapt. A. D. Searl, of 
Leadville, OoJ., with reference to a series of lectures 
in that place, and which finally resulted in an agree
ment to visit Leadville for that purpose. So, taking 
a hurried leave from Mr. Gilbert and family, I 
started for a long ride over the great Rc cky mount
ains en route for LeadviJle. What impressions were 
made upon my mind during this journey I What 
scenes to stir the heart's best emotions I Wblit 
saenes to enehant the mind I What thought& are 



called up i What a change ·from the shaded hills and 
wooded glens to. the vast boundless prairies, with 
never "'n object to breAk the monotony of your 
visi()n ; noth!ng ~o be see~ bu_t the brown dried-up 

, gr~s s~r~to1nng 1n ever~·d!reot!On as far as the weary 
'~e caD-reach. Truly thts 1sa wol!derful country, say 

:;;awtiWfyou will; everything appears to the eye of the 
traveler on a grand and magnificent scale. Here are 
rivers which seem the outlets of ocean; vast inland 
lakes, almost seae; boundless prairies, and an almost 
trackless immensity of fores'ts. Here civilization and 
barbarism meet. Here in the depths of the forests, 
where once the red man knelt to the Great Spirit, 
cities hav sprung up, temples to 11 other gods " hav 
been built, colleges and ecbools bav been erected, 
and sources of countless wealth and iDoalculable 
progress hav been developed. Science, with daring 
hand, as if in defiance of all natural obstacles, has 
swung mammoth bridges across the rivers and 
creeks, and has carried over almost insurmountable 
mountains the steam railway. The Indian trail and 
hunting-ground hav given place to this great iron 
highway, binding together this great continent in 
bands of iron. Where the war-whoop of the savage 
once resounded the shriek of the looomotiv can now 
be beard. 

Hyar wunst the Injlns tuk thar delights, 
They fl.slied, fl.t, and bled; 

Now the inhabitants are mostly whites, 
With nary a Red. 

Daring this journey I experienced for the first 
time the joys and pleasures that fall to the lot of the 
Liberal lecturer ; owing to an accident to our train 
we were delayed three hours, so that by the time we 
reached Denver I found myself too late to make my 

. connections for the West, and I was consoled with 
:the assurance that I should hav to lie over in Denver 
, until next morning. Alas, with what means ! . It 
··was indeed a sad, disconsolate, aDd gloomy outlook 
., for me. For what consolation could be found in 
.shaving to stay over in a strange plsoe, with twenty 
"-eents in your pocket? This was my condition. Ob, 
, dlow. the voices of the hotel runners grated upon my 

· ,,,eus as they shouted out the names and rates of their 
~<respeotiv houses. It was • bitter cold night, but I 
. was .not going to die in a fog. In less than an hour 
ti was safely ensconced in comfortable quarters, 
, although " circumstances" will necessitate my return 
, :to Denver. I rose in the morning to catch an early 
, train, when a fresh difficulty beset .me. My train 
, bad gone, and they refused to recognize my ticket 
, on the route whose train was about to start, and 
· informed me tbat I could not leave Denver until 
~·'1 o'clock in. the evening. This would not do for 
me. At that hour I was advertised to speak in 

tLeadville. I had twenty minutes to spare, so 
. hurriedly disposing of IQY ticket at a small diE count, 
11 purchased another for the train that was just leav
dng, and had barely got seated when the bell began 
rto ring and the engin gave forth 1 consumptiv whistle 
ito announce its stArting. Words cannot describe 
:my feelings as the train slowly glided out of the 
<depot. Heaving a heavy sigh of relief, I looked 
!backward at Denver with feelings of pleasure and 
rmingled pain. Nine hours' ride over the great Rooky 
rmountains, first through a narrow gulch, then down 
ra great canyon, now up the mountain sides, over vast 
plains, then up another climb, finally brought 
me to Leadville. Here I was met by Oapt. A. D. 
Searl, who is acting IllS secretary to the Leadville 
Secular Union, undE-r whose auspices I was to giv a 
aeries of lectures. Upon my arrival snow was falling 
fast; the captain asked me why I had brought 
atiob weather with me. But I assured the gallant 
geotleman that it was already there before my arrival, 

· at least so I judged from the appearance of things. 
During my stay here I was the guest of Oaptain and 
Mrs. SaarJ, whose hospitality I thoroughly eDjoyed. 
Leadville is situated at an •ltitude of eleven thou
sand feet above the sea-level. It is built in 1 beauti
ful and luxuriant valley, and is entirely surrounded 
by high-towering mountains, keeping constant vigil 
as it were over the little city like grim and gaunt 
sentinels, whose tops are covered with almost per
petual snow. It has 1 population of sixteen thou
sand and is in the main a wealthy mining settle· 
ment. The air is exceedingly rare and' fine, and 
on a clear day one can see to an enormous distance. 
I experienced great difficulty in breathing when I 
first arrived her~, but this gradually wore t ff as I 
got more accustomed to the finer atmosphere. I 

· giv three lectures here. 
From Leadville I shall commence my homeward 

trip, and friends along the route desiring my services 
to lecture are rEquested to "'~dress as to date, etc., 
in care of E. A. Stevens, 498 W "!!t 1\l.dison street, 
Ohioago. · JoHN R Cmn:;:xswoRTB. 

Money. 
In the 1 rtiol~'~ nf Mr. Shumaker in THE TRUTH SEEKER 

of November 14th, there is apparently ail objection 
to a legal-tender _ac~. This seems to me. to ar_ise 
from his not hrmg~ng forward the oonstderat1on 

··which should be the basis of • legal-tender act. 
The object should be, not to force into circulation • 
currency which the people are unwilling to accept, 

but to facilitate the psyment of indebtedness with of th~ raae ~eapeoUng-general terms relating to con
money already accepted as the standard of the in- ·dt;c~, suoh a!! honor, truthfulness, duty, patriotism1 
debtedness. When a man incurs a deb~. he agrees eic. But this sort of generalizing is too v~gue. 
to pay so many dollars. It is the understanding Mr. Gilman eays that morality is progressiv-4hat 
that those dollars are coin. But if the debt is liU'ge, is, it is changing--'-but where then do you find a code 
the transportation of the coin is cumbrous. A legal- or standard of morality ? . In one instance ha makes 
tender note tranl!fers the ownership of a spEcified "right living" as synonymous with moralliving,.but 
amount of coin without necessitating the actual de· there's the rub, what is right living 1 I can under
livery of the silver or gold itself. When a man sells stand him as meaning the government of our lives 
a farm and delivers it to the purchaser, he does not according to the consensus of societ:r-=-in oth•r 
deliver the farm itself bodily, but the papt>r title words, to regulate our lives according to public 
whitJ~h transfers the ownership of the farm. The opinion. But we find public opinion the lowest 
treasury of the United States contains coined dol- standard of right that one can be governed by. It 
Jars; and a legal-tender act substantially provides, bas indorsed the crimes of the past, and upholds 
or ought to providE', .that they shall belong to the thoEe of to.day. "War, slavery, aud religions are 
bolder of the notes constituting the paper title; just the fruits of public opinion." 
loll a fsrm J>eloDgs to the person holding the deed. Mr. Gilman is unable to show us any code of 
A debtor who givs a good paper title to the amount moralf:~he could notestabliBh any standard ohtbias 
of coin that he owes, ought not to be burdened with -and why T I answer deliberately, because there is 
transporting the coin bodily ;and so long as the no code, no standard, to bn set up. He acknowl
government faithfully redeems its notes with the edges this in » ffirming tb"t , 'the essential spirit of 
s_pecifi:ed amou~t of coin, s~bjeo~inff th~ holder to as morality is self control by reason." ~his a.ta.tement 
httle moonven1enoe Ill possible, It IS. fatr to presume relieves him at one fell swoop of both h1s religion lind 
that it benefits the payee as well as the party making his morality. 11 Self-control by reason" does the 
the payment. It protects him from bein~ obliged business. 
to carry away and take care of the bulky and weighty The best that any human being can do is to liv a 
coin which the notes represent and may be converted temperate and reasonable life. There is nothing 
into at his pleasure. higher than that. And every man is to be his own 

rhesQ suggestions are made, not as contradietiog, judge of what shall constitute te~peranoe and _ra
but as supplementary to, those presented by Mr. tionality. And the guiding star to all his acts is 
Shumaker. HENRY M PARKHURST. their oonsequenoes-wbiob will bring him the high

T)le :Prize Manual. 
A book with shadings-one not altogether bad, 

and one not wholly good. It is the rESult of a com
petition for the best prize essay on morality adapt..,d 
to use in our public schools. The award of $1,000 
was given to two writers, both of whom, if I mistake 
not, sre ex-ministers. "The Laws of Daily Orlllduot," 
by Nicholas Paine Gilman, covering 149 .pages, 
consti~uteR the first part of the work, and the second 
part, by Edward PavRQn Jackso11. on 11 Obaraoter 
Building," embraces 230 pages. If these writers 
had kept their religion entirely out of sight the book 
would hav had more general and' permanent value . 
But they could not. Mr. Gilman _occupies large 
space in apologetio;,al explanations for his attempting 
a work of this kind. He says in his preface that 
11 The authors of both works are friends to religion," 
and Mr. Jackson repeats the avowal, declaring that 
11 both writers "-himself and Mr. Gilr.nan-'' wish to 
be known zs friends of religion." Now, why was it 
necessary for these gentlemen to make such confes
sions T Were they ool!scious of a despotic, intolerant 
public Ohristian sentiment which refuses to listen to 
moral doctrine T They had to make their bow to 
this Moloch, and I can see no reason for it unless it 
be that they did not bav moral backbone enough to 
say their say without cringing. 

11 But no one can properly say that the method 
here taken is either anti-religious or anti
theological." 01 course not ; but it is not difficult to 
see that it is anti-Freethought, anti-individual, and 
anti-moral in his implied higher morality. · 

He explains ~nd supports his idea in the following 
quotation: 

" Morality is here viewed as a practical art, which 
has of course a working theory that it is well to 
know; but it seems unadvisable to extend this 
theory, in the case of children in our public schools, 
by bringing in considerations which are distinctivly 
religious or theologies). Religion may later in life 
become one of the greatest inspirations to good con
duct. and ratiO'I'Ial theology may supplement a praO· 
tical science of morals most happily" (italica r.nine). 

Mr. Jt~okeon begins his work by quoting "Rsnder 
unto Coo~ar the things that are Cmsllr's, and unto 
God the things that are God's." And at another 
time be refers to 11 the eyes of an infallible judge." 
It is evident that these writers did not intend to lay 
down rules for " daily conduct " except for children
a kind of nursery morality, which is to be shed when 
the child becomes fully matured, lor then 11 religion 
may become one of the greatest inspirations to good 
conduct, and rational theology may supplement • 
practical science of morals most happily." 11 A 
rational theology I'' Is it possible that an author of 
a book on morality can speak of morality and a 
rational theology in the same breath? 

Alas I he has tried to work his rational theology 
too intimately in his work on m~rals. 

He begiQs laying the comer-stone of his moral 
superstructure in this fashion: "All our human life 
is lived under law." Then he proceeds to show that 
we must obey natural laws or euft'ar. Social condi
tions, too, are natural, and we must obey them or 
pay the penalty of violated Jaw. The social laws are 
moral, or part of them trl-11 that there are rules for 
social welfare, and individual happiness, which, as 
men hav diecovered by long experience, are entitled 
to be called laws of human conduct." The body of 
his work is given to the discussion of these laws, un
del' the headings self-control, truthfulness, justice, 
kindness, honor, d~ty, eta. But after all be haa 
said about morality be bas given us no definition of 
it. In a genera} way he has repeated the consensus 

est and noblest Anjoyment T 
When Mr. Gilman speaks of " self-control by 

reason" he is very near the kingdom. If be bad 
only taken one step further, as thousands of good 
people in this and other countries hav donE', and 
added to his 11 self-control by reason " . what Emer
son calls the iron string, 11 self-reliance," be would 
hav 'built upon solid rock. Substantially they do, 
but not ostensibly. They say, "Do not do this or 
that, beoausA if you do you will suffer painful eonse
quences." Yes, the consequences of our aeUons are 
tbeir test. This is tbe ~uiding star of the human 
race. Reason says, "Look ahead, see what the eon.
sequences are to be, and ach accordi11gly." 

It must not be inferred from what I hav said that 
I regard the book as of little or no value, for l do 
not. I think every intelligent teacher will receive 
valuable sugflestions from the work. For, notwith. 
standing Mr. Gilman's soothing remarks concerning 
the inspiring moral iD1!.uence of religion in after
life, the gist of all he and Mr. Jackson ba-r to say 
shows that living up to the highest human map~s 
leaves nothing for religion to do. A• the human 
virtues as they are called, are exhausted under self
oontroi by reason, with self-reliance attached. w. s. BELL. 

8nnday vs. 8atnrday. 
Five men were arrested here for hauling brick on 

Sunday. The facts wtre that the railroad managers 
insisted on a carload of bricks being unloaded so 
they could use the ell' ; and to save handling the 
bricks twice the men hauled the loads from the car 
to the building works and p~ssed ri~bt before t~e 
door of a meeting-house. Th1s, the p1ous folks satd, 
" disturbed them," and, under a statute forbidding 
labor on Sunday, the arrests were made. But look 
at it! The law applies to all persons o.r. corpora
tions. Yet no one dreams of arresting the railroad 
managers although freight-trains pass screaming by 
every te~ or fifteen minutes. And here are the 
Saturday observers, they are never disturbed, 
oh, no ! tho~gh all 'the Sundt}' worshipers keep 
up a perfect riot of labor and nou;e on Saturday. 

A great many well-meaning people, the mass in 
fact ·deem it all right to arrest any person-except 
rail~ay managers-in case the Sunday observers 
complain that they . were disturbed or wounded in 
their pious feelings by any labor done on Supday. 
If anyone should argue for the arrest of the Sunday 
observers for working on Saturday so as to disturb 
Sabbatarians bow amazed they would be I What an 
educator of our people is such 1 statute I It tea~hes 
them that the minority hav no rights. I bav hved 
where there were hundreds of Saturday observers. 
In pa.ssing through the streets ocoup!ed by them 1}1 
wae quiet, every business doo! of tbe1r~ olos~d, the~ 
meeting-houses full of worshipers. R1gbt 1n thell 
midst were a few Sunday observers who seemed to ~e
light in making more noise than usual or necessary In 
their business and enjoyments. No law was Tiolated 
by them. Bot if next day the others had dared to 
make similar noises, the law was violated, and t~ey 
who made the noise liable to heavy fine and Im
prisonment. Here the minority in a large commu
nity here even one person out of many thousands, 
it ~ay be, has a glorious privilege in our glor!ous 
country. He can insult, annoy, outrag~ th~ feeb~gs 
and prtjudioes of the thousands With tmpuntty, 
whereas let them dare to follow his example and 
they are made criminals of. 

Such statutes are atrocious. The sooner the 
whole system of Sund~y. observance by law and 
church property exemption from tax and •11 belong-
ing to it is annihilated the better. HoLT. 
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We are in sore need of the amounts dae on sub 
scription& and ask every()De who owes us money tc 
be e&peaially prompt in sending it. 

Thh also is the time ·of year when a great many 
subscriptions expire, and an immediate renewal will 
be a favor to us. 

OwiPg probably to the eleotions and the labor in· 
aident to gatheri11g •nd marketillg the great harvesb 

our friends hav De(lleated to forward what is dae 
us, and we are a'n&equently compelled to somewhat 
urgently remind. them of their remissness. As Hr. 
Bennett usEd to say under these circumstances, 
Friends, let ns hear from you. 

To the Friends and Snbscribers of Freethought. 
I sincerely hope that all who bav supported .Free 

thought in the past will aid the work to which it h111 
· been devoted by beooming subscribers to Tm: TBUTB 

SUKu. Tn TBum SDK& will carry on the work, 

bot it needs your cooperation. It is a means b' 

whick I aan reaah you and push on the Pacific ooast 
labors. Espeoially I ask those in arrears to pay 
what is naw due ·to TBlll TBUTB SDDB and plaat 
their names upon its list as cordial suppOrters fot 
the future. SuruEL. P • .PuTN.ur. 

A. Great Book. 
Oar Bible Picture Book will contain about four 

hundred pages, one-half of which will be full~page 
pictures and one·half reading matter, relating to 
stories which the pictures illustrate. The text will 
lead to 1 fall underatanding of the tale, even as the 
artisrs work Dlustratea it wUh an electric seirah
light brilliuee unsurpassed by the torah of the 
golden goddess Diana on the Garden tower. Young 
people can learn more about the 0 :d Testament and 
its heroes by reading this book than by reading the 
Old Testamentitself. Ih is muoh mer& easily·aom 
prehended, and is written in more chaste language; 

Thera will be twenty-six chapters in the. book, 
hrelv of which are oompleted, as follows : • 

I. Adventures of Adam. 
IL The Origin of the Young Men's Christian 

Association. 
III. Sustaining 1 Theory. 
IV. Some Giants. 
V. The Adventures and Work of Noah. 

. VI. A Ranting Aneadote. 
VIL Abraham, Christ's Great Anoes~r. 
VUI. A Q11eer Family. 
IX. Isaao and His '·Sister.'' 
X. One of'Twins. 
XI. J aaob ~d Esau. 
XU. Joseph, the Man of Dteams. 
The book wlll atrord many a hearty laugh, while 

I we hav no.t forgoUen to make ib a solid aUaok upon 
the superttition· whioh oan venerate and believe the 
tales told in. the 0 :d Testament. So far a_s it goes it 
•howa that book in its true aolors, though of aourae 
we hav omitted the Old Testament obscenity in 
order to make our work one admissible in all 
families and readable by all ages and sexes. 

The price of our work is $1. Orders will be 
cheerfully booked now and filled as soon as the work 
oomes from the press. 

------~~--------Subscribers. 
The holidays are almost here. Are you re.ay for 

them! A gift that would prove acceptable to any 
Liberal friend, and at the ume time keep you iD 
~onstant remembrance during the year, would be 
• year's subscription to Tm: TBUTH SEEXEB. Your 
rtwn renewal and the new 11ubscription will cost only 
$500. 

.Missionaries in China. 
It is pretty generally thought that the mission· 

tries to the heathen are not always the self-saarifioing 
individuals they profess to be, and thr~t their missio11 
is in itself IS much 1 fraud 1s they are humbugP, and 
ss supedlaous as the preachers are useless. This of 
oourse is denied by the missionaries and their su· 
periors who make money by sending them out, 'but 
it is never~heless fast becoming 1 settled belief. 

In the Hongkong ~ elegraph of Aagust 15th and 
24 \h there is correspondence whioh throws some 
light on this subjea~. pro and con, and the pro is 
nearly as convincing against the missionary system 
as the con. It was beA;un by 1 missionary who evi 
dently desired to scold the E!lropeans residing in 
Ohina aa well as to explain why he did not ·make 
more converts. U naonsaiously, too, he shows the 
•bsuraity of the system by alleging that the heatben 
ue better anyway than the Earopeans (except the 
preachers, of course); but it does not seem to hav 
(leaarred to him that if he wrote the truth he should. 
to be consistent and honest, at once pack his trunk 
and buy a ticket to his hailing port. His letter 
shows him to be 1 believer in hell for all his critio1, 
'tid his exouses are an unerring index to that of 
which be ia accused. He says to the editor of the 
:telegraph : 

which is also· claimed by the opponents of the sys
tem, viz.: that it does nol aaaomplish resulta.in pro
portion to the money and eftod spent upon it. He 
says: 

· " In the second place, we ar~ not successful as we wish, to 
be and as w., would be it we were supported here by the 
people of our own race. The 9urse of the ·foreign missions 
in China is the foreigner. Of every ten converts we make 
from idolatry to Protestantism, nine ·are dragged back to 
their old pagan wallow or to their deeper depths of Atheism, 
M11terialism and sensualism. Oar hands are tied and our 
voices stifled by the children of Belial of our own race. 
Nearly e.very European here Ia wickeder than a Chinaman, 
especially as he has the light, while the latter has not . 
Nearly every single .European and American has his 
concubine, mistress, or female slave, the same as the bestial 
mandarins. Nearly every E·uopean drinks to excess and 
incites the Chinese to the same vice-a hideous vice I am 
glad to say that is almost unknown to the poor heathen. 
Nearly every European is cruel, callous, and brutal to his 
Chinese Inferiors and shows more cleady than words can 
ever do that his Christianity is a sham and a fraud. Nearly 
every European is a hypocrit and goes to church hot from 
the bed of sin and damnation. A.nd worst of all nearly 
every European sneers at us missionaries and makes us 
laughing-stocks for their own base minds and for their 
heathen friends, companions, employees, and household 
servants. I know of. so-called gentlemen who are really 
blasphemous blackguards, who habitually· refer to our holy 
calling as 'Jesus-pigeon' and to the hideous mockery of 
Buddhism as 'Joss-pigeon,• as If the two were the same. 
They take their Moabitish women into their homes, but never 
Invrte us, our wives, and our daughters into their parlors 
nor show us the scantiest courtesy. Last week In a St:ang
hai paper they capped the climax by insinuatiug that when 
our noble inland apostles, male and female, when traveling 
in the north, were compelled to sleep together In wagons or 
beds, they were doing what they ought. not to do. A. mind 
that could frame such a thought is gangrened and rotten to 
the core. It makes my blood boil to see how we suffer and 
endure at the hands of our fellow-countrymen. Oh that the 
good people at home could know that the worst heathen, 
the wickedest idolators, the nastiest sensualists, the vilest 
scoffers, and the most sinful wretches in the E'lst were not 
the poor benighted Chinese but their own countrymen. But· 
let me warn them now and here that retribation will come 
in this life and in the next and that for them Is the hottest 
place in hell and a hapless and h9peless old age on earth. 

"Yours, etc., C. D. 
"Hongkong,.14th August, 1891." 

TBlll TBUTH SmEB is doing its best to let the 
good people at home know that the Ohinamen are 
not the ones who need conversion to honesty and " STR: I am a missionary and glory In my profession. I 

am but one of a phalanx of two hundred who hav given up morality, but the Christians themselvs. And .if 
home, ambition, preferment, social pleasures, dear assocla- these charges against the Elll'opeans and Americans 
tiona, kith 1!.nd kin to spread the light in the darkness and in Ohina-churah.members, as 11 0. D." claims-Ire 
to bring salvation to the four hundred million Chinese, who true he should oease his e:ffods among the heathen 
unless they are regenerated will be lost to all eternity. and attack the OhrisMans _ urg!! them to aease 

" We are 9PPOSed in our labors by the actlv antagonism of drinking and to mv up their aonaabines. 
the idolators, and much mo~"e by wicked and godless Euro- ~&• 
peens calling themselvs Christians but leading lives which Bat, notwiths~anding we h•! the word of I 
are an endless delight to every child of hell. preacher for it, we do not believe that all the 

"I believe in preserving a dignified silence under all or. Europeans and Americans in China are immoral. 
dinary provocation. But in the past four weeks, a number 0. D. says those who attend ahuroh do so hot from 
of newspapers, especially those in the north, ha.v been grati- L' Th" d t 
fylng their love of sin by opening as U!lCalled.for, unjust, the bed of sin and dlmDI~riOn. . IS we o DO 

mendacious, and malicious a war as it has ever fallen to the doubt, as aburah-members are apt to be I little wild. 
lot of Christian ladies and gentlemen, \VOlunteers in the But the other Americans and E11ropeans are, as we 
Lord's army. to be compelled to endure. · gather from several replies to t}lis excited letter, 

"A.s the Telegraph has not joined In the mad attack of pretty decent sort of folks even if they do not be
blasphemous Infidels and moral lepers upon the truest and Iieve in missionaries. In tbe ~elegraph of the 24th 
noblest souls that Christendom has ever dispatched into the 
lands of spiritual darkness, I write these lines, hoping that of August three correspondents write in response to 
you will giv them space, so as to show the public at large 0. D., and one of them touo}J.es upon this subject, 
that the missionaries are not to be insulted with impunity, saying: 
and that the stench of tb.e sins of the European colony in "There Is not the slightest doubt but what a few foreign. 
China bas risen up into the nostrils of every decent, Ge>d· ers in China do set the nativs a bad example, but that every 
fearing man, whose eyes and eare are open to what goes on one does so, and that nearly every single European or 
around him and especially to the flagitious ·and infamous American keeps a concubine, mistress, or slave, is a deliber-
llves of those who belong to our own race and civilization. ate falsehood, and is clt>ar and convin~ing proof that the ex. 

" In the first place, these mendacious miscreants accuse i d 
us of having a good time ip. China, of playing tennis, dom- perlence of C. D. fD Chinese treaty ports s most limite ," 
inoes, checkers, chess. backgammon, tenpins, and other Oa the subjeat of missionaries in general in their 
Innocent games, Gf living well, esting, drinking, and dress. relations to the foreigners in China engaged in mer
log like themselvs, of taking a vacation in the sultry months cantil pursuits he says : 
and of resorting to beautiful mountaln!l and lovely sea-
shores wherein to spend our leisure, thereby deceiving and "No one for a moment wishes to deprive the missionaries 
defrauding our societies at home. We do indulge in the of the wants of human life; but foreigners who hav been 
harmless and healthful pleasures named and we hav the years in China cannot help expressing tbemselvs in tb.e way 
right so to do. A missionary Is a human being with human • C. D.' complains of, and which they would not do were it 
wants. Good clothes, a fine house, good cooking, pleasant not for the missionary people themselvs, who go home and 
reading, and wholesome recreation are as necessary to him stand up in assemblies and make false statements of how 
as to anyone else. 'The laborer is worthy of his hire,' and badly they hav to liv, what poor food they are obliged ~o 
be to his salary aud its concomitants. A. m!lon' cannot work exist on, etc., etc., and wind up by asking for the usual sub
all the time. At the furthest in this hot climate if he tolls scription. 
four hours per diem he is doing very well, and becomes en. " People at home, who never go abroad, do not know that 
titled to the other twenty for rest and restful amusement. when they are thinking of half-starved missionaries, wander. 
Nor is there fraud or deceit about the matter. Our societies ing about and living in mud hovels, many are in reality 
are cognizant of all the facts I hav mentioned and sustain enjoying the best things of this life, living on first-class food, 
us In every regard. We do not come to China as martyrs under punkahs, lying back in long chairs, quaffing cool 
or the leaders of a forlorn hope, but as workers in the vine. drinks, or enjoying a trip up.country In a well-furnished 
yard, and to work well and successfully demands aU that house-boat, while the mercantil community are earning a 
has been said above." living by the sweat of their brow. 

" There are a lot of missionaries, and I hav had the 
After this spirited defense, which is a complete pleasure of meeting several, who work and toil at all hours 

admission of all alleged againsh him, he proceeds to and seasons, who honel!tly, earnestly, and quietly do what 
the aggressiv, beginning with the adtniasion of that\ they came out for . 

• 
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ci '0. ll.' claims that foreign· ate the onrae or mi33iJ ·.a cowmen~: ''We know General Jones, and it Ia a 
in Clllna: then why does the ni nary pester the Jf privilege we highly appreciate; bat if he doeen't 
every foreigner for the almighty d ',a_n~ three timel at 'go for' this partioul r . a·o a fi d e shall 
of four for some school where .nathtlegtttmate and \11. ltl· • 1 a llllS 1 D ry en W 
mate children are being fed, clothed, and educated, wnose. know him no more.' 
parents are in all probability· having a good time in an We commend this correspondence, the missionary's 
opium den, or worse. The foreigner nearly always stumps 'letter as well as the ~epliee, to the careful attention 
up, although if he should happen to hav children of his own of everyone who pays a dollar into any church fund 
he is compelled to run into debt or deprive hi~seltof the for the convereion of the heathen. And we aleo 
necessaries of life to send them home to school, oecause the • • • , 
missionary body will not undertake to teach foreign commend th1e thought to them: If the miasionary s 
children. A foreigner in China, unless he has a good statements are true the heathen are beUer than the 
income, has to think seriously of getting married and Ohristians, and therefore the heathen should be leU 
running the risk of throwing a family on the world, without to their own religion and the Ohristians labored with. 
means of subsistence; not so· the missionary, who gets a If the opponents of the missionary are right-of 
premtum annually for every ch1ld his family happens to be wh"ch th bl d ·bt th th 
blessed with. I ere appears no reasona e on - en e 

" 'C. D.' probably never heard or the action of a few of system breeds fraud and humbug, and should be 
his sort in connection with the Seamen's Club at Amoy. done aw9 with. And the way to do away with it 

" That the Amoy missionuies refused to hold services in is to refuse to giv a cent to missionary funds. Then 
the chapel on S:ID1ays, because they did not come out to the preachers will come tumbling home perhaps to 
preach to foreigners, and that divine se~vice was held in the earn an honest living. ' 
Amoy M~sonic Hall without their assistance. 

"In Nawchang they refused to read the burial service 
OTer a young m!l.n wh'l died suddenly because he had never 
a\tended church, and yet they will tell one that the burial 
servica is read more for the benefit of those standing round 
the grave thn for the body about to be committed to earth. 

"In a p!!.rt not a· thou~and miles froin Hongkong a well
known missionary many years ago owned a considerable 
number of Chinese houses, some of which were known 
brothels, from. which he collected rents, and at times 
personally. The gentleman has gone to his long home years 
ago, and it is to be hoped he is paying back the rent another 
way." 
Ano~her correspondent, calling himself "a good 

Presby~eritn," residing in Tamsni, supplements this 
with some fac}.s known to him. He writes to the 
editor of the Telegraph: 

" BIB : I don't quite agree with your correspondent, who 
calls missionaries ' frauds.' They are, simply, humbugs. 
As old Bunum B!l.id, ' the public love to be humbugged, 
and the churches at home are willing to pay well for fairy 
stories from the E"st.' Here is one of the best of them: 
A missionary in this place, who had 'not had any succees, 
hit upon an original idea and invited all the Chinese in his 
district to a' free lunch.' When the average Mongolian read 
the placud1, whic'l prooo.lsed 'free chow, free beer, free 
baccy, free gin, and free music,' he wouldn't at first believe 
his eyes; but when he was co~v!~e.d' that there was a free 
collation of sooo.e sort, he crowded'··the missionary's yamen 
and even packed the streets outside. The missionary, de
lighted with results, thus transmitted the fact to the people 
at home: • Glory to God ; fifteen thousand heathens throw 
down their idols and embrace . the cross of Christ ; hallelu
jah. Send me more money I' And the money came and 
has been coming ever since. How many converts were 
made by the free chow and free booze I know not. The 
congregation was no larger the day after the miracle than it 
was the day before. It is not much larger to-day, and ·con
sists, as usual, of the coolies of the missionaries &nd Euro
peans, with a handful of intelligent Chinese who want to 
learn English. The mission.'\ry who hag it in charge, is a 
nice man and earns his salary, but he always strikes me as a 
humbug, since his miraculous conversion of the fifteen thou-
sand heathen.'' · 

"A good Prasbyterian," it seems to us, draws too 
file a distinction between a fraud and a humbug. 
The missionary is both. He humbugged the native 
ana he defralildEd his supporters. But the good 
Presbyterian was no doubt more inclined to consider 
missionaries frAads after reading "A Shanghai Mer
chant's" letter in the same paper in which his own 
appeared, which. ran thus: 

" I hav been deeply interested in the correspondence 
about our friends of the foreign miPsions, and desire to add 
my mite .to the discussion. I belong to Shanghai, where as 
you know we haY had some trouble of late. The moment 
the rnmor came that there was danger, the missionaries 
made a masterly retreat to our city. Before the troubles 
were over, they had drawn up cla!ms for indemnity, and 
filed them in some instances with tJ!,eir consuls. Nearly all 
were outrageously extortionate, and a few were equivalent 
to highway robbery, pure and simple. Here is a sample, 
and one which was filed with General Jones, of Chlnkiang : 
Fare of myself, wife, child, amah, and servant, Chin-

. kiang to Shanghai and return ......................... $ 195 
(It is really .80.) 

Six weeks' board in Shanghai for ditto..................... 720 
(They were stopping with another missionary.) 

Salary of myself and wife, for us to account for to our 
Mission B)ciety ...•.•...........•... ,....................... 600 

Incidentals and extras.............................................. 175 
Value of property left behind, probably all destroyed. 3 000 
Injury to property taken with us.............................. 550 
Damage done to our gospel work........................... . 600 
Shock to my wife's feelings..................................... 5,000 

(We are willing to leave this amount to your 
discretion.) . 

Shock to my nerves (same as above) ........... : ............. 5,000 
Damage to our amah............................................. . 75 

Please collect this as soon as possible. 
$t5,915 

"Is there a business man in Hongkong, who could equal, 
much less surpass the above for ·mild effrontery?" 

The editor of the ~ el~graph joins in with this 

Work With Congressmen. 
The churches hav never been so united upon one 

subject, exoept perhaps their detestabion of and 
ornelty to heretics, as they are upon the effort to 
close the World's Fair on Sunday. The reason for 
this is plain enough. Sunday is the priests' day ; 
they own it, and on it own the people. It is the St 
A.ndrew's day of the week, when they hold the people 
up and collect their tithes. Without Sunday they 
would hav little influence in the community, and 
when the day goes they know, as Parker Pillsbury 
says, that with it will go their reverend and holy 
selva. 

The latest move of the Sabbatarians is a petition 
addressed to Oongr~se, a!!king that body to attach to 
a national appropriation of five mUlions for the ]j"air 
a condition that the show shall not be open on 
Sundays. The Sabbatarians regard this as neceesary, 
because they believe it to be the intention of the 
commissioners to wait until the Fair is about to begin 
and then to decide to open it on Sundays. This the 
Sabbatarians think would be "one of the direst 
calamities that could bef.all our country." 

Oongress will meet on the 7th of next month, and 
the work by the Sabbatarians upon the members will 
begin at oue. The Liberals should also begin their 
work. Every Freethinker in the country, every 
Liberal-minded man, should write to his Oongressman 
and urge that offi.oial to vote against any Sunday
closing condition going with any appropriation, and 
for the F&ir to be opened on Sund1ys. Write him a 
letter like this : 

" •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1891. 
"HoN ......................... , MBMBEB OF CoNGREss FOB THB Drs. 

TRIOr OJ!' ••••••••••••••••••: 
" Dear Sir: As one of your constituents I desire to call 

your attention to a matter of great importance. 
" I understand that the American Sabbath Union-an 

organization working for the revival of a Puritan Sunday 
observance-has circulated petitions asking yaur honorable 
body to attach to any appropriation for the World's Fair to 
be held in Chicago in 1893 a condition .that'such Fair shall 
be kept closed on Sunday. 

"I desire to protest against this condition being attached to 
any appropriation, and to say that if any condition at allis 
attached it shall be that the Fair is kept OPEN on every 
Sunday of its conUnuanee: And I respectfully ask you to 
vote to open the Fair on Sundays if that question shall come 
before Congress in .any shape. And I ask this for these 
reasons, which are given in a petition to the local directory 
and national commission, which petition has been signed by 
thousands of citizens and will be sent to the Fair authorities : 

"1. That the American principle of separation of church 
and state maybe maintained. 

"2. Tllat public morality may be subserved by providing a 
substitute for the immoral places to which men may resort 
when no moral amusements are available. 

"3. As a matter of justice to the people of Chicago who hav 
g:ven of their me!\nB to make the Fair possible, tens of thou
sands of whom can visit the Fair only on a general holiday; 
and as a matter of justice also to the visitors to the Fair, 
whose iime or means may be limited, and who certainly are 
entitled to great consideration at your hands. 

"4 F Jr the public good. The opening of the Fair on Bun
day wlll be for the benefit not only of Cnicago, but of the 
whole country. The rights of no one are infringed, the hap. 
piness of no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend can 
do so ; those· who do not can otherwise spend the day. This 
is a solely humanitarian question, a question of human rela• 
tiona and human welfare, and therefore the· only standard by 
which you can decide is that of the public welfare. 

"5. It will benefit the Fair, attracting a much larger at
tendance, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. 

"6. To the objection that Sunday opening of the Fair will 
destroy the day as a rest- day, we affirm that the tendency 
would be exactly the opposit. The more beautiful you 
make Sunday, the more attractiv, the more noble and varied 
in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it will be 

A. Christmas or New Year's Present. 
The" Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth 

binding ($2 50) is one of the best Ohristmaa o, New 
Year's .presents a Liberal can make to a friend. 
Ohristmas is a pagan'festival and Naw Yaat'a is only 
a mark of time, but the Text-Book is a thing of 
beauty and a joy forever, and will help to rationalize 
the festival and make your friend forget the fligM of 
yeare. 

The Original Liar Took It Back. 
Some years ago some preacher who tel's his Sunday

school scholars not to bear false witness started 
the story that Oolonel Ingeraoll had taken up the 
professien of prophet, and predicted that within ten 
years there would ba more theaters thau chn~ches. 

Recently a minister down in Tens repeated the 
story, and when .called to acoonnt persisted in main
taining its truth. Mr. B. 0. Murray, of the 
.Jenison Sunday Gazetteer, who ta.kes charge of the 
clerical liars about Infidels in that I!II!Otion of the , 
country, referr.ed the matter to this offi.ee for proof 
that the minister was wrong, and we refer1ed the 
matter to headquarter!'. Oolonel Ingersoll writes us : 

"Nxw YORK, Nov. 18, 1891. 
"E. M .. MA.ODONA.LD-M1/ Den.r Friend: or 'course I 

never said ' that in ten years there would be more theaters 
than churche1.' I believe that the preacher who first 
started this story has taken it back. 

"It never cocurred to me that in w Phort a period as ten 
years there would be more theatera. than churches. I know 
that eiviltzation is a slow process, and that it takes time to 
develop tlie minds and tastes of the people. Very little can 
be done !.D. ten years. Yours always, 

"R. G. bG.BBBOI.L." 

That ought to satiafy the preachers who bav been 
circulating the story. It remains to be seen, how
ever, whether they \\'ill hav honesliy enough to 
acknowledge their error. 
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fqr the truth. 1n view of. the.fact that Sl!Perstition has held unftt them .. for~work'Dext ilay. One minister would rather 
iberty in bondage for aaea let U'J welcome everye:lfort made' ,·Jmv'the Blue Laws return th!'n to hav the Exposition on Bun-

. "' . · day. Is there not some preJudice in this? Can a picture or 
to overthrow and eradicate its liberty-destroying irfluence. statue, which enlightens 011 six days of the week, do harm 
With that end in view let. the truth be made known, which on Sunday? Rest Is a new sight to see, a new thought to 
is only obtained through investigstion and reason. think. The· masses will never believe -in God until he is re-

O. B. WBBST. · vealed to them. The church which does this for the poor is 

Adds Insult to His Other Injuries. 
MAEnGo, Iu .. , Nov. 11, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: In yours of November 7th your compositor 
made me say under heading, "Lincoln :N0t a Spiritualist," 
that if Spiritualistic quacks were marked out (which should 
be marchtd out) accmding to 1helr deserts, i.e., in the or
rler of their capacity to hoodwink people, Colonel Bundy 
would lead the van. H. WBTTBTBIN. 

ThiS Closes the Discussion. 
LAKB CITY, lA., Nov. 13, 291. 

MB. EDITOR : Will you be so kind as to grant me a little 
space in THB TBUTH SnKBB to say a few words in my own 
vindication from charges made by Mr. w:P. Butler in THB 
TBlJTH BBBXBB of October 31st ? In his letter he makes rash· 

:A C~mtributor to literature, Lectures, and Anything charges against myself, all, 1 think, from a mistaken under~ 
to Keep the F!Bg Above tbe Cross. standing of my letter defending Mrs. Abbott. . . 

. Oct. 23, 1891. My first letter to TBB TBUTH 8BBXBB was written with a 
'MR. EDITOR: I now inclose $6-$5 tor my subscription true desire to find out what Mrs. Abbott was, but never be

:two yearr, and $1 to put where you think best to-keep the lieving for one moment that she possessed any supernatural 
'flag above the cross. I am not very rich, but I will giv $3 power. 1 am not built that way. M.y second letter was 
·toward three lectures, one in Marquette, one in Red Jacket, not written until 1 had a clipping sent to me, taken from a 
<>ne in Lake Linden. I thought to get one other subscriber, Manitoba paper, contradicting Mr. Butler's statements hi 
fuut failed. EzRA. GLADDING. regard to his exposure of the Georgia Magnet. That state-

A Mite of Counsel. ment was signed by four persons, I think, and appeared to 
. QuiNIAULT, WASH, Oct. 16, 1891. pe just as honestly done as did M.r. Butler's, and why he 

·· MR. EDITOR: Money is scarce at the present time, but as should denv it, unless he did not understand my letter, Is 
Tilic. Tl!u'rn SBEK.BR is the best Free thought paper 1 know more than I can tell. I am sure his charges made are be. 

neath the dignity of a gentleman in any other light. I was ·of;: I-wllf continue to take it as long as I am able to pa.y for 
,it. --Tile··pictures suit me, also the "Letters from Friends,"- r(quested to return the article or clipping taken from the 
a~d Peck's pecking the. Christian's god. Only just keep· .Manitoba paper to the gentleman sending it to me, or I 
cl(lar of ,politics. My best wishes to Heston and the Truth would gladly send it to THB TRUTH BBKXBB for publication. 
·seeli:er.Company. Yours for free thought and free .Prtss, But the report was seen here by those having read of. Mr. 

:' , , · · · WILLIAM THOMPSON. Butler's expo1e in the Abbott case, and as a matter of course 
people here are yet in doubt, and always will be unless M.r. 

l'fill Unpervert Hi$ Neighbors' .,Minds. Butler should take the back· track of M.rs. Abbott and per. 
. . . HuMMELSTOWN, PA., Oct. 30, 1891. form the great feats that she did, and explain just how they 

· :MB; EDITOR: I am sorry I cannot send two or three new are done, and in that case he will convince a doubting peo
subU:rlbers; names with my remittance, but it was impossible pie and make a nice little fortune for himself-:& thing I hav 
for· me to secure any, as I am not a fluent arguer; but if no doubt he much desires. I was talking with Mr. Rams
you will be kind enough to send me some Bible pictures I burg. He thinks the lady in the Chicago museum not the 
w1ll dl.jltribute them to the best of my knowledge where same as the Georgia Magnet, and says Mr. Bell saw 'her (the 
they will do the most gord. I will also send on for some Georgia Magnet) and considered her a perfect phenomenon. 
tracts to distribute in the ne11r future. Ia it possible such men can be so easily deceived? No, no, 

Since I hav been reading THB TI!UTB SBBKRR I could not it will not do. There is something wrong in some place. 
•handily do without it. Yours for F.·eothought, And M.r. Butltr must excuse us if we cannot accept his en-

CHAllLBS W. BABE tire statement as fact. When he says he can do all that M.rs. 

'We Reply, the Foremost Tax Reform is to Tax Churches. 
· · NRw Yrnx, Aug. 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: This association has sent you three issues 
of its bl'O&dside sheets, containing the principal comments 
o~ ourplatform, taken !rem over two hundred and fifty 
;papers hi this sfate. 
· ·I think that the question of personal property taxation 
·will be ·an issue in the coming state campaign. It therefore 
•behooves our public educators to post their constituencies 
~n th~ subject. So far we hav not seen anything from 
yp:ur P.eA· ;\Vhat this association desires Is discussion with 
:or-without rEference to ourselve. Could you not call atten
'ilon: to btir work by telllrg your readers what we want to 
~o 1· ·We-would esteem it a great favor if you would. Will 
you please send' us a copy of your paper when it contains 
anything relating to such matter? We would be glad to 
furnish you matter on the subject If desired. 

Yours truly, BoLTON HALL, 
S-ecretary New York Tax Reform Association. 

Inftdels, Veteran and Tfnderfoot. 
· ST. AN~GAR, !A., Nov. 7, B M. 291. 

· MR. EDITOR: A local committee. of fifteen Llberals and 
elastic orthodox secured three lectures by w. B. Bell, and 
almost all came out each with his own conception of liberty 
and Fr~ethought, wh\le a few stayed at home, taking care of 
their policy Gods, and a great number of outsiders were 
busy instructing their G:>d who said, Try all things and hold 
fast to that which is good. It M.r. Bell could haY brought 
with him a carved i.me.ge exllressing the conceptions of each 

. Liberal and orthodox he would hav had a valuable collec. 
tion for some progressiv museum. S:>me of us expected 
stronger doses, while others were thrown into spasmodic 
convulsions over the mild emulsion administered-but, 
then, the curdled milk of orthodoxy is still in our.stomachP. 
A number of TRUTH Sl!BXRBB h&v been left with us, and a 
few of Mr. Bell's ''Handbooks ofFreethought,'' and we will 
wait. for results. Yours for Liberty, A J. CLAUS:&N. 

Won't W.onder at the Georgia Wonder. 
MILBB CITY, MONT., Nov. 4, 1891.· 

MR. EDIToR: Permit me a few words which I believe are_ 
due and will not be considered inappropriate after reading 
tlie communications relating to the ·Georgia Wonder in. the 
columns of your valuable paper. It is very plai.Ji that the 
matter of the Georgia Wonder has been settled beyond· a 
doubt by Mr. W. P. Butler, of Aberdeen, B. D, to whom I 
sent the papers containing the articles mentioned in his 
communication in THB TRUTH SBBXBR of October 31st, &Jld 
to whom alJ lovers of truth and investigation are indebtEd 
for the facts that hav been presented by him, also to whom 
Mr. J. L. Tr:mpklps is indebtEd for the information obtained 
on that subject.· It.has been well sald, "Consistency, thou 
art·a jewel," and it seems to me as though Mr. Tompkins 
should prcfit thereby, for he desired a "problem solved" 
and when some one makes an f:lfort to ob\ain information in 
that direction he falls. to appreciate its intrinsic worth, but 
at once proceeds to " roast " said parties without cause ex
cept for obtaining information that should be considered of 
value. · I beg leave to inform Mr. Tompkins that reason 
will convince me of the truth a great deal quicker than any
thing else that I know of and that my_ p~rt in the contro
versy was actuaud solely by an honest motiv while seeking 

Emma Abbott could do, it is asking too much to expect a 
credulous people to believe it. If Mr. Butler will come to 
the capital of our state and do all he says he can, I will go 
one hundred miles to see the performance; and it he is 
successful and ftlls the bill here for one week as well as did 
oar Emma Abb:>tt he will hav made a nice little fortune, 
and I will be out my traveling expenses, and pay Mr. But
let's board bill for the week. There is none more anxious 
than I to know what Emma Abbott really is. To learn that 
is all the interest I hav in her case. This wlll be my last 
letter as regards this case, and others younger than I can 
a:lford to wait coming events. I desire ttuth, and truth only, 
as found in nature ; no supernatural power in mine if you 
please. Respectfully, J. L. ToMPKINS. 

A Sower of the Seed. 
KALAMAzoo, MIOB., Oct. 22, 291. 

MR. EDITOR : I eent and got two of your catalogs and 
gave them to parties. I wish I could do something for you, 
but the illiberal Liberals, as Green calls them, are very 
numerous here. M.y wife joins with me In kind rEgards and 
well wishes to you and the TRUTH BBII:XBR_family. I inclose 
a clipping from the Kalamazoo Ga:eett~. 

Yours for liberty, E. H. GAULT. 
Rev. Caroline J. Bartlett ably diEcussed the question of 

opening on Sundays the World's Fair at the Unitarian 
church Sunday evening. The question, being one of national 
interest, attracted a large audience to the little brown church. 
:Miss Bartlett spoke of the countless committees delegated 
to wait upon the World's Fair managers, with resolutions 
opposing the Sunday opening, and complimented them for 
their activity. The opposition base their argument on the 
scripture w:aich cites to keep the Sabbath holy. If this were 
lived up to, street. cars, carriages, etc., would not be seen 
upon the streets, and men would do no labor whatever. 
Coming again to the questipn of the World's Fair, Miss 
Bartlett stated that \t was upon religious grounds that some 
people wanted the Fair closed on Sunday. It is stated that 
the Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath .. 
But our question of to.day concerns not the Jewish Bab
b\\th but the Christian Sabbath. Sunday is never a. fast day 
in the Catholic or Episcopal church. We find nothing in 
the New Testament interdicting work on the Lord's day. 
Not until the time of Puritanism were innocent games on 
Sunday forbidden. How came the orthodox ideas of Sun
day? We hav the history of a man being stoned to death 
for picking up sticks on Sunday. 

:Miss :Bartlett believed in physlcal an_d mental rest on Bun
day. If Adventists keep Saturday, why then Sunday? In 
rt>gard to the question of keeping the Fair open on Sunday, 
1893, it seems to be a question of human good on human 
gronEds. In Chicago during that summer there wlll be 
two hundred thousand transient population. When Satur
day night comes, from factory and tfiice there wlll many 
more come to increase the congregation in that city. What 
is to be done with them? They cannot go to church all day. 
If a man kept a saloon, a.dance-house, or a brothel, he would 
be williDg to hav the World's Fair closed on Sunday. 

It is the brawn, the bone, and the red blood that cannbt 
go. As the matter now stands the people go out to Jackson 
park and Washington park on Sundays. They take their 
lunches and children and stay all day. These are t.he lungs 
of the city. We, forsooth, because we want an Exposition, 
would take away their one place of recreation, so that they 
could not hav it from now on and so they could not hav it 
in 1893. It would rEquire a less number of employees to 
keep this multitude in order if they are permitted to enter the 
Exposition than if they are shut out to turn themselvs into 
a mob. Why not invite the ministers to hav a meeting on 
Sunday and hav the best music? Some say that to hav the 
World's Fair open on Sunday would excite the people and 

the church of the futtire. We cannot by petition or statute 
make a Christian. 

'l'rumpet-Call Against Our Wonld·be Tyrants. 
TBRBB RtVBRs, MIOH., Nov., 1891. 

LADIES AND GBNTLBMBN : To each and everyone who may 
hav, or who should hav, the best well. being of our great and 
grand republic in view, it is to you I wish to talk and ask a 
few questions of !!Ieeming importance. I hear ominous sounds 
in the murky atmosphere of Christian priestcraft.and tanat
ical church communities, portentous of danger to the true 
commonwealth of these our United States of America. 
Indeed, the waters of peace are likely to be needlessly 
troubled by a few over. zealous, cranky societies about the 
propriety, or rather impropriety, as I should say, of thrusting 
their personal God into the Constitution of our natio11, 
wh'ch would simply be a stepp!ng-Etone to a detestable 
union of church and state. These hot.headed zealots or 
priests are striving to make a willing catspaw of ·the 
Woman's Christian Temperance Union and the Young :Men's 
Christian Association, re.creating or bringing to life the old 
musty, unreasonable Sunday Blue laws that were promul
gated bv early Connecticut Puritan Christians-an ignorant 
set of fanaticP, who profesEed to believe they were doing 
God service by wh_ippin~r, drowning, fining, and hanging 
so-called witches fl.nd Sunday trespassers, accused of some 
fancied wrong. I ask, were such diabolical proceedings 
done in order to Ecare honest, well-meaning people to take 
refuge in the church of those dreadful times, when misguided 
ministers of a questionable gospel or religion preached hell
fire and damnation to a persecuted people, whose daily lives 
were much better than those of their priestly tormentors? 
Is it possible that even now. we hav a national president, a 
postmaster-general, and many Congressmen who are willing 
to overlook the awful persecutions, too horrible to name, 
when church and state were united in many of the old 
nations beyond the briny ocean? Do they think to win a 
crown of glory by working to please themselvs and a fe_w 
millions of professed Christians, by gladly listening to. the 
clandestin requests $hereof to get laws enacted for the 
fining and punishing of innocent people,· whose business 
employment is such that Sunday is the only time they can 
hav for a little harmless outlet and needful recreation among 
the rural fields, forests . groves, and all Dame Nature's 
beckoning joys I · Som~'ohristlan fanatics presume to call 
this a Christian nation I Oh, shades of_ Parnassus I how 
dishonest and futil the claim I Only think of it-there are 
at most, according to our late census, only about 16,000,000• 
church. going Christian communicants of all denominations,. 
and half of that number at least are believed to be such 
only b.Y name or profession, the other half being infidel to· 
their profession, thus showing the worst kind of inMeiity ,. 
and reducing the abovesaid number who may be of the 
better class of Christians down to 8,000,000 out of the 
63,000,000 inhabitants of our nation, the most prop;ressiv· 
and truly the banner nation of the whole world. Yet, as· 
before noted, the comparativly small handful of Christians ' 
hav the audacity to claim ·a right to rule Go.d into the • 
national Constitution, over the shoulders of our wise fore-· 
fathers, who, foreseeing the ·imminent ~anger of placing: 
God therein, left him out on purpose, and wisely did they/ 
so. Praised be their hOD"rable names forever and ever. 

Now only 16,000,000 Chrlstians; good, bad, and indi:lferent;. 
are set o:lf against the vast number of 47,000,000 non-
professors, and yet the few hav the effrontery and brass to· 
claim this to be a Christian nation, and clamor for a God in: 
the Constitution; and for union of church and state ; also• 
for Puritan Sunday laws, and Comstockish stool.pigeon' 
arrests, and persecuting fines for what they are pleasEd tO> 
term obscene literature-literature that is white compared 
to a vast amount of Bible obscenity. 

Now, who will gainsay the truth of the foregoing open. 
letter ? '' I pause for a reply," as friend Piper would say. 

E. D. BLAKEMAN-

From the Seat of Our Coming Sunday Conftict. 
CmoAGo, ILL., Nov. 11, 1891. 

M.R. EDITOR: In accordance with the rEquest of TH.a: 
TRUTH 8BBKBR I sent to Secretary Butterworth a copy ot 
the inclosed protest against closing the World's Fair on Sun
day. I am the author of the communication. 

The Catholics hav been greatly disturbed by Mr. Butter
worth's utterance touching the madonnas and the cruch 
fixions. The power of the Catholics is gone so far as having 
any influence that would cause ~he removal of an Impor
tant officer like Mr. Butterworth. If he should be removed 
the Chicago L'berals would make Rome howl. I called on 
Mr. Butterworth to.da.y and he was not In the least dis-
turbed. B. RoBBBTs .. 

QUBBTIONB FOR MR. BLANOHARD. 
In Monday morning's issue of the Daily NeUJs the Rev. 

Mr. Blanchard is reported to hav said in the meeting held at 
Grace Methodist Episcopal church Sundav evening, under 
the auspices of the American Sabbath Union, that "the 
World's Fair should_ not be open on the Sabbath, because 
the law of God forb!ds work on that day." 

I wish to know it Mr. Blanchard can refer to any passage 
in the Bible which prohibits work on the first day of the 
week (Sunday)? I also wish to know by whose authority 
and when the first day of the week was substituted for the 
seventh day? Furthermore, I would like to ~ow it he or 
a.ny other preacher can point to any passage uttered· by 
Christ which commands that any particular day was holier 
than any other day. When Jesus was acriuaed by the 
Pharisees of breaking the Sabbath he replied that •.he son of 



man (not the son: of God) was even lord of the Sabbath. I 
ask the Pharisees of to-day if the sons of men (the people) are 
not also lords of the &abbath in this enlightened day. The 
orthodox minister~ It-seems to me, are very much alarmtd 
over what they terli!: t)le desecration of .their Sunday. 
They c'aim that it is ili: the interest of the laboring men that 
tliey are demanding the closing of the W odd's .Fair on 
Sunday;_ · · · . 

How is.it, I ask, that the laboring men are not ·making 
any move in .:the .same direction? Oo the contrary, the 
laboring people, at least the grt·at msj3rity of them, ate 
opposed to the closing of the World's Fair on Sunday. The 
reason iii plain enough. The working people hav only one 
day (Sund&v) in the week which they can afford to spend to 
attend the F"ir, whereas the ministers bav six days at their 
command; These preachers and their supporters are 
ex:ceedingly an~ous concerning the holy observance or 
Sunday. How many of them eat cold meals on that holy 
day? Perhaps they all do. If they do they do not publish 
it. Are not the servants of these modem Pharisees at work 
mofilt of the dav preparing as good meals on tha.t day as on 
any other day ? ' · · 

. How many pious church-members ride in their carriages 
driven by liveried servants ori the day when Mr. Blanchard 
says" God forbids work," besides the thousands who ride 
in the street and steam cars? If these preachers and their fol
lowers .sincerely believe that the work done in the runnbig of 
carriages, street and steam car11 is prohibited by God, why 
in the name of rellg;ion ·and common sense do they patro. 
nize them? Why do :not these preachers preach in favor of 
eating'cold meals and using their owri locomotion on Bun
day, thereby giving ·the thousands of people who are_ 

· now deprived of the rest they ought to hav time to attend 
divine services if th,ey wish ? 

I am a workingman·:m:yself. I hav also children who hav 
to work six days eacli week. Sunday is the only day we 
can afford ·to spend, and we hope to be able to make good 
-use ·or it during the holding of the WOJld's Fair; but if the 
preachers could hav their way myself and children as well 
as millions of others would be deprived of the opportunity 
of enjoying the grandest exhibition of . the works of nat11re 
arid man the world has ever seen.· I hav faith in the good 
sense of the American people and I believe the World's 
Fair directors will exercise their good judgment to that 

, .extent as to extend the opportunity to all the people to visit 
or not visit the World's Fair .every day of the week during 
its continuance. 

The people of the United States of America are the lords 
of even the Sabbath day and the voice of the people ie the 
voice of God. If the preachers of Chicago during the Fair 
will preach good common-sense sermons, something after 
the style of Swing and Thomas, I wlll guarantee that their 
churches wUI not be able to hold the people that will want 
to hear them. In conclusion I •ask Mr. Blanchard and his 
fellow.preachers to giv lis a rest on the-"W'6rld;sFairBundl!oY· 
closing business and giv us instead the kind of mental food 
that will enable us to better the environments and condition 
or-the pe.ople at lar~e. RIIGNANT POPULi. 

170 Washingtm 6treet, Oit". N'lvember 10;h. 

The Comparativ Morals of Christians and lng-ersollians. 
YPaiLANTI, Oct. 10, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Finding my subscription nearly out, and 
· myself stlll on deck, I thought best to renew, as the paper 
· is always a welcom~ visitor, helping me to while away what 

would otherwise be many a sad hour. I am in want of 
several more of your publications, laut find myself, like 
many of your subscribers, not only old but in limited c!r
ciumstances, making it necessary to deny myself the pleasure 
they would afford. ,Nevertheless, we old fellows hav one 
consolation, viz., "Ble!lsed are the poor, for theirs is the 
kingdcm of heaven.'' · 

I inclose a sl!p ,Q'\l~: from the Ypsilantian, stating the views 
' of the reverencl~;g(?ctor as to what this town would be" 

obliged to db in.~e it should adopt lngersollism. 
Now, I wlll '•state, for the information of the reverend 

doctor,' that I hav been a resident of Ypsilanti for forty. three 
years, . and in that time hav known a good many Inger
sollians, arid from anything that I now recall as to them the 
town would· hav been just as safe and orderly without a 
single policeman as with one hundred, aa the reverend 
doctor intimates; while during the same time I hav known 

· six or eight church o'fficials in disgrace. Some of them are 
now in Canada, and for prudential reasons not stron~ advo. 
cates of annexation, others of them nestling in Abraham's 
bosom by the side of that other fellow whose only qualifica
tion for the place seems to 1!-av been that he wa11 a beggar 
and full of sores. Whether they were of the same nature as 
those that the man after God's own heart complained of 
when he said : " My bones are rotten, my wounds stink, 
and my loins are tilled with a loathsome disease;" deponent 

:. saith not. From the communication in T:a:s TRUTH B:s.BKBR1 

October 3d, from B. P. Plitnam, of _the state of Washington,. 
it would seem verv appropriate for the reverend doctor to 
use his mighty induence in ,having one hundred policemen 
appointed in the town of Oakdale, in the aforesaid state, to 
protect, not Christians, but lngersollians from the murder
out hate of Christian fanatics. (A good place for Pasteur 
to locate.) The reverend gentleman seems-to insinuate that 
this· is a Christian government, ignoring the fact that the 

·men who framed it were not Christians themselvs, neither 
believers in Christianity, and that Washington himself in 
. our treaty with Tripoli declares that this is not in any sense 
a Christian government any more than it is a Jewish or 
Mohammedan government. Np, reverend sir, this, the 
best and most pro!!perous government in the world, is not 
such on. account of Christianity, but in spite of it. 
The reverend is very careful not to tell us that these same 
Christian governments, with millions of men ·under arms, 
are not expecting the millennium to be immediately ushered 
iri, but are looking, if not wishing, for the time to come 
when they can cut each other's throats on a more magnUI.cent 
scale than ever before k11own. JAB. P. DroxmsoN. 

Between twelve and fifteen hundred people g;athered at 
the corner of Washingwn and Ellis streets yesterday to wit
ness the ceremony of laying the comer-stone of the new 
Methodist church. 

Rev. L. R. Fiske, D. D., president of Albion College, 
opened his remarks with tHe statement that the Ohristian 
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church m• ana everything ·to a community There· is no 
inierest of man from the cradle to the. g~ve that is not 
furthered by it. While it is not the province of the Bible 
to teach science, yet science flourishes only in Christian· 
lands. Bo with literature; so with commerce where great 
highways are between Christian nations. The gove1 nments 
of the world that are of sufll.cient importance to be recognized 
in the establishment of· international law are Christian com
munities. Let this town become R representativ of Inger. 
sollism, where men believe in no God,.no heaven, no hell, 
no hereafter, no future but a blank, and a hundred pollee
men would be. needed to preserve the peace. 

Won't Hav IUs Brain Forced into Innocuous Desue• 
tude. 

MARINBTTB1 Wrs, Oct. 29, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : It is perhaps unnecessary tor me to aesure 

you that your excellent journal is in perfect accord with my 
theological views in almost every respect. I shall endeavor 
to send you a. new subscriber before my departure tor Texas. 
I hav thus far sold· six " Pictorial Text-Books " and think I 
will be able to dispose of several more. ' 

I hav forwarded to Governor Peck of this state a copy or 
Brother Reynolds's petition, protesting against the Thanks.' 
giving j>rpclamation mockery. I hav also sent a petition to 
my old home, Albert Lea, Minn., where it is being circulated 
among the numerous friends of "intellectmi.l hospitality" by 
Lyle H. Day, an earnest young Liberal and son of Hon. 
H~ G. Day, the able and heterodox editor of th'3 Albert Lea 
Standard. Of course I hav not the least Idea that these 
petitions will be instrumental in inducing our public 
servants to abolish the Thanksgiving proclamation absurdity, 
but they certainly can do no harm. I believe, however, that 
we could soon make ourselvs felt if every Freethinker and 
despiser of sham and hypocrisy in the land would emphatic
ally protest against our public servants thus prostituting 
their official powers. 
. I ani just in receipt of one of Brother· Wettstein's popular 
Freethought badges, and can truly say that I am more than 
delighted with them. Were I unable to get another one I 
would not· part with it for many times its cost, not merely on 
account of the glorious principles it symbolizes, but on 
account of its beautiful appearance. • 

and unfettered brain there would be no progress-that, ln 
the language of that grand m'ln, that splendtd intellectual 
colossus. Colonel IDgersoll~ ''in the intellectual air there is 
room for- every wing, and on the intellectual ilea there is 
rcom for ~overy eail." · 

You Fay you bav "investl~ated the subject ia question." 
Now, let. me in all candor ask you how many Infidel books 
snd periodicals you hav ever read- Hav you not invariably 
spurned them as though t.bey had been infecttd with some 
terrible. contagious disease? · · 

You say," Why think all Freethinkers perfect?" I never 
made such a claim, but is it not a fact that the leaders of the 
intellectual world ar\', and always bav been, Freethinkers? 
Th.is no thoroughly honest, intelligent; and well-read person 
will undertake to dispute. The reason that !JJfidels are 
more moral than Christians as a claFil is that they are vastly 
more intelll~ent and civlllzed. I he.v never said anything 

. against the rever.,nd ~tentleman to whom you refer, although 
I am reliably informed that he once swore to a lie in a court. 
of justice. However, be that as it may, I decline to attack 
11.ny man's private character, whether Christian or Infidel. I 
fi~tly refuse to deal in personalities. Judging- by my expe
rience at l~ast, such despicable and cowardly tactics are 
pEculiar to Christian~. Slander is now the only gun in the 
ars~nal of heaven which has not been spike'd, and I do not 
think that Infidels are at all anxious to gain possession of it. 

This city is a perfect hot-bed of superstition, Ignorance, 
and bigotry. Mr. Pecci, of Rome-! think that is the 
" infallible" gentleman's name-enjoys absolute sway over 
the benighted minds of a considerable majority of the people 
here, and from this fact ·alone you will be able to form some 
notion as to their intellectual condition. On account of my, 
radical and outspoken Freethought views, I am, to a consid
erable extent, a social outcast here, but this does not in the 
least deter me from whacking away at orthodoxy whenever 
an opportunity presents itself. 

You admit that 1\>lr.·lngersoll is a gn0d and pure man, 
but, youask,areall Freethlnkerslikehlm? Now, do.vounot 
know that statistics show that preachers furnish more crimi
nals in proportion to their number than ~ny other class of 
men, and it is a remark.able fact that a large majority of 
these crimes are crimes a~~:ainst women? Is not this a pretty 
record for a class of " holier than thou " professed teachers 
of public morality ? Do you not also know that it Is almost 
an lmpnsalbllUy to find an Infidel immured in a penitenti
ary? Judjl:ing by the statistics of other states, I undertake 
to say that io all probablllty there is not a single outspoken 
Infidel confined in the penitentiary of your state, and if you 
will ascertain from an authoritativ source the religious belief 
or the pri~on~rP confined therein, I hereby agree to pay you 
$5 for every IT fidel, provided you will agree to pay me ten 
cents for every Christian to be found there. This w!ll be a 
golden opportunity for you to help me Equelch the Christian 
lie that unbelief tends to produce crime and immorality. I 
challenJ!e ycu to show me a singiA Intlrlel who to your 
knowledge bas ever been convicted c fan offense against the 
lave of morality. Why, just look for a moment at the 
Infidels in your own community. ·Are they not among your 
most intelll~ent and respected citizens? Was there ever the 
faintest breath of scandal connected with them, and are not 
their charsc•ers a• far above reproach as any theologian 
that ever treatbed? You will find it the eame all the world 
over. Now, on the other hand, just look at the beautifully 
chEckered charncters of some of the devout believers In your 
fine religion. Every bum, cutthroat, vagabond, and sneak
thiEf in town, if you were to take the trouble to investigate 
the matter, you would find to be devout believers in the 
doctrine or forl!ivness for sin, vicarious atonement, future 
rewards and punishments, t:tc., and the least allusion to 
Freethou~bt would cause them to involuntarily hold up 
their hands In holy horror and their pious Ups to curl with 
an idiotic sneH that would remind yon of Darwin's "miss
ing link." Now, mind you, please don't misconstrue mv 
meaning. I know perf<Cily well that tllere are plenty of 
good Christians whose standard of morality is just as high 
as· that c.f Infidels. but taken as a class the unbelievers are 
far above thll Christians as fer as morality is concerned. 
A belief in some of the pernicious dcctrins of orthodox 
Christianity muFt tend to a dissolution of publlc morality. 

Not long ago one ·of my esteemed Christian friends felt 
called upon to write me a letter admonishing me to "turn 
from the error of my ways "-that is, to be content to 
remain in a state of mental stagnation, to·" sacrifice my 
individuality and become the living coffin of a dead soul." 
This led to a short but healed epistolary discussion of this 
subject. I handled the subject entirely without gloves, and 
I am inclined to believe that it will be some time before my 
superstitious, but perhaps well-meaning; friend will under. 
ts.ke to broach the subject of religion to me again. I append 
an extract from my last letter. JosJPH A. BANDBUllG. 

You say that, like myself, "you delight in debate." 
Well, then, why don't you at least make some attempt 
to answer at least somA of the arguments with which 
my letter fairly bristled? Why did you worm yourself 
around each and every one of them? You say, "·Debates 
and arguments &rll, all right." Do you not know that this is 
contrary to the teachings of the church? Do you not know 
it to be a fact that every time an Infidel lecturer comes to 
your town the preachers immediately start prayer. meetings 
in opposition to him, and that they warn their poor dupes 
with the stale and contemptible threat of hell. fire not to 
attend the lectures, for fear they might bA transformed frcm 
silly and unthinkir g orthodox sheep into Freethinking ~oats, 
and thus detract from their ill-~otten revenue, wrun~ from 
the cowardice, fear, and credulity of humanity? Do yo• 
not know it to be a fact that these soul-hustlers invariably 
make themselvs conspicuous by their absence from slltlb 
lectures; that they obstinately and persistently refuse to 
meet a brave and honest champion of universal mental Ub
erty in public debate; that they skulk behind the coward's 
retreat, the pulpit, but as soon as the "horrid Infidel" bas 
departed they immediately resort to their despicable tactics 
of lying, backbiting, and slandering? You know this to be 
a fact as well as I do, and were it not for the cloud or 
prejudice and bigotry before your eyes you would frankly 
admit it. · 

I am not trying to "make you admit that there is no God." 
It is a matter of utter iBdlfference to me whether you believe 
In a God or not, but if you are not a barbarian you ought to 
be willing to extend to all others tae·rights which you claim 
for yourself. I myself believe in a God which I know exists 
namely, force and matter-nature-bnt I certainly cannoi' 
stomach the personal God idea. However, that ia not the 
question we are discussing. I am simply trying to convince 
you that even an Infidel has rights· which Christians ought to 
be compelled to respect. I am simply trying to convince 
you that a book of the frightful character of the Holv Bible 
cannot be the wotd of an intlnitly good and just God. I 
am trying to convince you that we should not be asked to 
swallow all sorts of balderdash that the preachers attempt to 
cram down our throat!!, and then flaunt the scarecrow of an 
eternal bell before our eyes if we even make a wry face in 
attempting to swallow their absurdities. I am endeavoring 
to ~pake you admit that I should not be compelled to allow 
my brain to lapse into a condition of absolute " innocuous 
desuetude "-that the ex:pression of an honest thought can 
not by any pos6iblllty harm an all. powerful beb:ig. I am 
endeavorblg to convince you that the w&rld of thought 
should l;le absolutely free to all-that it should be without a 
fetter and without a chain-that it is a free and ul!ltram. 
meled exchange of ideas that makes us move onward and 
upward to a higher and nobler destiny than the wildest 
dreams ever pictured upon the brains of our orthodox fore
fathers-that'it is Freethought that has lifted us from the 
depth11 of. savagery up to our magnificent civilization of to
day. lam endeavoring to coavince you that without a freP 

You claim that you are not bigoted on this subject, and 
then with the next breath dtclare that "I need not worry a 
bit &b:mt tmancipatlng your mind, as your mind is all right." 
This shows c1nclusivly that you hav firmly resolved tore
ject all ar~ument& against the absurd and senseless doctrine 
of orthodox Christianity, therEfore I am led to infer that the 
time cccupled in writing this letter has been utterly wasted. 
In the language c f Th0mas Paine, "To argue with a man 
who has renouncerl h!s reason Is like giving med!cin to the 
desd" As Ingersoll says, these words ought to be written in 
letters of ~old and made to adorn the walls of every ortho
dox church. I am almost willing to wager that were the 
grPatest mator of our time, and perhaps all the time, to lect
ure in your city, you would refuse to even l111ten to this mag
nificent man; but, on the contrary, should the clownish 
and sensational soul-hustler of Brooklyn advertise himself 
to perform tt.ere, vou would almost fall over yourself in 
your frantic scramble to secure a seat. · 

If you must belleve in a God, why believe him to be 1hA 
cruel, merciless and bloodthirsty ~coundrel or the Bible? 
Why not believe him to be gocd and kind and just and mer
ciful ? Why believe in a devil and a bell ? If the devil 
continues to roam around "like a roaring lion, Reeking 
whom he may devour," in spite of everything that God can 
do to stop him, dres not this prn-ve that His Satanic Majesty 
is more powerful than his "daddy," and that the Lord can 
not be all-powerful-or can It be poFsible that these mon
strosities are In partnership? "If it h a fa<'t that the whole 
human family is In the hands of such a god and such a dt:vll, 
I would c~ll upon the angels to pity and to weep " If the 
Lord is 1>11-powerful, Is it not wicked in him to permit this 
old sooty rascal to thus roam around ? If this God is all
powerful and has the welfare of r is children at heart, in the 
name of common sense wbv dora be not arise in his wrath, 
of which according to the Bible he has a superabundance, 
and utterly annihilate this horrid devil, and thus forever 
banish sin, anil palb, and suffering from the world? 

I hope that I hav sa'd nothing in this Jetter which in the 
least cffends you. Even the truth is sometimes bard to 
swallow, and it dten rrquires courage to tell the truth. If 
you are disposed to" keep the ball rolling," you will at all 
times find me ready for the frav, and fully prepared to vin
dicate the reputation of this God, who is said to hav his 
abode somewhere beyotd the cloudP, but whom no one has 
ever yet beheld, although I believe it is claim( d by some 
that Brotner Moses carried on a convereatlon with him 
"face to face as a man sp1aketh to his friend," snd tbat he 
once indecently exposed himself, as related in Lev. xxxlii. 
23 If you are inclined to be angry with me at anything I 
hav said in this letter, I hope that you will generously and 
magnanimously cover all my ~upposed transgressions with 
the broad mantle of charity and forgivness, ns you will hav 
plenty of time to '' szet even"· with me. Remember that 
while you will be enjoying the society of. Lot, and David, 
and S0lomon, and Abraham (tbe man With the capacious 
bosom) and other old oatrlarch!l who ought to be in the 
penitenilary, you can enjoy the infinit pleasure of beholding 
me lllowly sizzle in the devU's frying-pan throughout all 
eternity. 

1 remain yours, etc., in the cause or Universal Mental 
Liberty, JoEBPH A. SANDBURG. 
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!ldit«J br Miss BuiW!I H. Waol!l, l'all 
ill•w, MfJII., Co wlltmt all OOJiDI&Utt~Mt4o7&afOt-

hu OOf'fllf' aTaouid 11• ""'· 

•i Between the dark and the daYllirh,, 
When the night 18 beginninlt to lower, 

Cbmee a pa'lille in the day•e oooupationl 
That tiJ known &e the Ohildren•e Hour." 

In Nature's Haunt~. 
I i<>ve to wander in the shade 

And revel 'mid some sYlvan soene, 
Where nature wears a. face serene, 

And Flora's gifts are all arrayed. 
Where twining tendril interweaves; 

Where \iny bud unfolds its wing& : 
Where woodland's sweetest songster sings 

On stately bou~?b, •neath verdant leaves. 
Where gentle breezes linger round, 

And watt sweet odors fro'» the ftow'rs; 
Where noon tide ann peeps th~ongh the bowers 

And kissea earth with beauty orowned. 
I love to sit beside the b•ook 

And watch its crystal waterslea"P 
O'er mossy stone and ragged steep 

From BUDDY pool to shady nook. 
I Jove to hear its soothing long

That m•lody so sort and low 
That ushers from its ri~pling ftow, 

As playfall:v it rolls along. 
Ilove to stroll along the brink. 

And gather pretty ~tones and •hells; 
Or pluck the daintY goln en bells 

Whose root1ets from its fountains drink. 
Mv verY heart is sweetly thrilled 

With solitary nappiness, 
To think 'hat I oan hav access • 

To nature' a haunts with beauty ftlled. 
Yes, nature holds within her bounds 

Bo manY thtngs that charm the soul, 
No wonder that the Indian's goal 

Was in the haliPY hnnting.gronnds. 
Thou~b o~hers look beyon-\ tha ekies 

For future ha.pplness and blios, 
I think I am content with this 

Sweet nature's radiant P .radise 
GEORGE J. Rl!l!IBBUEG. 

and tapers toward the top, the main: 
structure being about seventy-five feet high. 
The wings are eighty feet from tip to tip and 
are eleven feet wide. 

The top, which contains the main shaft 
through which the wings pass, is loose and 
revolves on a track, so that the wings can be 
turned to face the wind when blowing from 
any ppint of thli compass. The wings con. 
slat of a main arm, through which are passed 
slats, forming a latticework: on which the 
rails are spread so as to catch the wind and 
furnish the power. This mlll is the largest 
mill of its kind in the United States and cost 
originally a little over $13,000. 

It was first used almost exclusivly for 
grinding purposes but later it was used to 
furnish power for a plow factory; but now 
as its days of usefulness are over it is stand
ing idle, and as it has done good service it iB 
entitled to a rest. 

It has lately been purchased by the city 
charity committee and is going to be used as 
an art gallery, for the benefit of the poor, 
and it will be one of the most romantic art 
galleries in the country. 

This mill iB one of the landmarks of 
Kansas and iB to that noble state what the 
old ruinous castles on the Raine are to Ger· 
many, or the ruins of the Parthenon are to 
Greece. It the old mlll could talk what a 
tale it could tell of the people who visited it 
and left their autographs written on the 
board on the inside of the structure. 

1 This mUI iB such a curiosity that a large 
silver manufacturer has gotten up a souvenir 
spoon with a picture of the old mUI in the 
bowl and it is said that they can hardly keep 
up with their orders. The mill has been 
twice struck by lightning and been on fire 
once, but in spite of it all it still stands a 
noble monument to the memory of \he man 
who conceived and planned its building. 

WILLIAM L. PALM. 
DemJtr, Col, Nov. 11, 1889. 

'J.1he. Old Windmill. Earliest Methods of Jlrasuring Time. 
One of the greatest curiosities in the West The story is that King Alfred had no better 

is an old windmill located at Lawrence, way to tell the time than by burning twelve 
Kan. It stands on a high hill overlooking candles, e!l.ch. of which lasted two hours; 
the city or. Lawreiice, and appears like a and, when all the twelve were gone, another 
sentinel keeping guard over the destinies of day had passed. Long before the time of 
L!!.wrence and her people. There it h 1s stood Alfred, and long before the time of Christ, 
for over a third of a century, withstanding the shadow _of the sun told the hour ot 
alike the pleasant summer zephyr and the the day by means of a suri.dial. The old 
chilling gusts of winter's snow and ice which. Ohaldeami so placed a hollow hemisphere, 
blow across the K'lnsas plains. Little does it with a bead in the center, that the shadow of 
care whether it Is fanned by a gentle summer the bead on the inner surface told the hour 
breeze or a winter hurricane, as it is alike un. of the day. Other kinds of dials were after
conscious of both. ward made with a tablet of wood or straight 

Its history is the history of the little town piece of metal. On the tablets were marked 
which surrounds it. At the time it was built the different hours. When the shadow came 
there 'were but few marks of the city which to the mark IX, it was 9 o'clock in the 
has since grown up around it. · morning. The dial was sometimes placed 

Away back in the early part of the sixties near the ground, or in towers of buildings. 
my father conceived the idea of utilizing the The old clock on the eastern end or Faneuil 
steady winds and putting their great powers Hall, in Boston, was formerly a. dial of this 
to more use than waftin~ the dust across the kind ; and on some of the old church towers 
prairie. The men to build the mlll had to be in England you may see them to.day. Aside 
brought over from Sweden, as none here un- from the kinds mentioned, the dials now in 
deratood how to erect such a structure. The. existence are intended more for ornament 
Swedes had long since realized what a force than for use. In the days when dials were 
the wind is and had turned it to use to drive used, each one contained a mo.tto of some 
the millstones and other machinery. 'kind, like these: "Time 11.ies like th~ 

After the mechanics had been produced shadow;" or," I tell no hours but those that 
there were stlll many difficulties to be over- are happy." 
come, as Kansas was a new state, without a I But the dial could be used only in the day
mile of railroad, and with no other means of time, and, even then, it was worthless when 
transportation than the ox team. i the sun was covered with clouds. In order 

The great heavy timber for the structure to measure the hours of the night as well as 
had to be hauled from the Indian Territory, a the hours of the day, the Greeks and Romans 
distance of four hundred miles over the wild used the clepsydra, which means, "The 
prairie, with no road or trail to follow, and i water steals away." A large jar was filled 
every creek had to be forded or bridged, and i with water, and a hole was made in the bot 
often the teams were delayed for a week by i tom through which the water could run. 
the swollen streams. All the iron and heavy i The glass in those days was not transparent. 
machinery had to be brought from Fort . No one could see from the outside how much 
Leavenworth, as that was the nearest raU·i water had escaped. So there were made, on 
road point. • the inside, certain marks that told the hours 

The years when the mUI was being built as the water ran out ; or else a stick with 
were during the late war, when Kansas was I notches in the edge was dipped into the 
in the midst of bitter strife, as both sides 

1

. water, and the depth of what was left showed 
wished to claim it. the hour. Sometimes the water dropped into 

When Qaantrell raided our little town and
1 
another jar in which a block of wood was 

massacred half of our male population, and floating, the block rising as 'the hours went 
burnt all our houses and stores, he also at- on. Once in a while, some very rich man 
tempte~ to burn the mill, but did not snccl*ld, had a clepsydra that sounded a musical note 
as all the timber. was too green to burn and at every hour.-Popular Science Monthly. 
could not be Ignited easily, and Qaantrell and 
his men were loath to overexert themselva Wonders of the Body •. 
at anything which bad the appearance of Suppose your age to be fifteen or there-
work; so they gave up after one trial. abouts. You. hav two hundred bones and six 

When finally completed it towered up into hundred muscles; your blood weighs twenty
the sky like the fabled giants of old of whom five pounds ; your heart is five inches in 
we hav all heard so much. length and three inches in diameter ; it beats 

The structure has eight sides, so it would seventy times per minute, 42,000 times per 
glv as little surface as possible for the wind 

1 
hour, 100,800 per day, 35,792,000 per year, 

to bear against; it rests on a wide foundation At each beat a little over two ounces of blood 

is thrown out of it, and each day it receive11 - il&oh N11111ber r-lin::Oe11tl. · 
and discharges about seven tons of that won- . fLo· -M.odorn. ·s·. c·'·I·B_ n'c· 8 Es_s·a,i.·f. 
derful fluid. Your lungs wlll contain a gallon 11 0 
of air, and you inhale 24,000 gallons per day. 
The aggregate surface of the air cells of your Popill.ar Etolutibh Essllys il.tl.d Lectures. 
lungs, supposing them to be spread out, ex- 1. HERBERT SPENOlllR: Hi! life and personal 
cee. ds <>n,ooo square inches. The weight of · ch .. raQ,eristlcs;. W,s views o.q_,educatioil; hilt , 

""' reliltiouil opinions. By MD. DANIBL GBUIN-
your brain is three pounds; when you are a LlWI' THolltPBON. 

it will i h b t I ht more ll. OIUBLES BOBEBT DAB~~ His aneeatl'J', man we g a ou e g ounces · life, and personcl oharaotemtics. BY Jon 
Your nerves exceed 10,000,000 ill number. w. OJUDWIOJL · .. 
Your skin is composed of three layers, and 3, BOf:~:s~n~=~g~in~V~t~'J>ru 
varies from one.fourth to one-eighth of an inch the material 'nniverse ever have a beginning! 
in thickness. -The area of your skin is about BY GABBBT I'. B:uVISS. 
1,700 inches. . Each square inch contains 4

• EV~~gg?NH~: r~ :!a~:e~e ~rn~~ 
about 2,500 sweating-tubes or perspiratory Lxwu G.JANEB. 

lik d li I 5. EVOLUTION 01!' VEGETA:L LIFE: How does pores, each of which may be ene to a tt e life begin; The "Problem of spontaneous 
draining-tile one.fourth of an inch long, generation. BY WlLLI.UI l'oTTB. 

kin . te I th f th f t · 8. EVOLUTION OF ·ANIMAL LIFE : TJ!.e. evl-ma g an aggrega eng o e sur ace o dences frdm geolo~y, geographical diatribu-
your body of 88,541 feet, or a tile ditch for tion and compara.t1ve zoology, By Boasrru 

il RAYKOND, Ph.D -
draining the body almost seventeen m es 7• m:m DEBOENT OF MAN: Relation of ~an 
long. to the brute creation i hilt anceatral li»e 1 

Children's Quaint Sayings. 
A child seeing a bill on a telegraph post : 

" Oh, mamma, look I a message has fallen 
down.'' 

Tottie : "I wonder why dolls are always 
girls, Tom?" Tom: "Because boys hate to 
be made babies of." 

Little boy, learning his catechism from his 
mother: Q : '' What iB a man's chief. end?" 
A : " HiB head." 

A little girl, aged five, going to bed one 
night0 and kneeling down to say her pray(!rP, 
said : "0, mamma, may I only say amen 
to-night? I am so tired." 

Mamma : " And David waa able to kill that 
great big man Goliath because God helped 
him." Harry (aged six): ·'Well, I don't call 
that fair, mamma; that's two and one." -

Glrl'(yawning over lessons): "I'm so tired; 
I should like to go to deep.'' Boy : " I'll tell 
JOU what to do, then; get up early to-morrow 
and hav a good sleep before breakfast." 

Small boy, watching hiB sister iron a piece 
of work with bird'a neat of eggs done in 
crewels on it: "I say, slater, if you keep the 
iron so long on those eggs you'll hatch 'em." 

Jack (aged four, taking a walk) : " What 
becomes of people when they die?" Mamma: 
"They turn into dust, dear.'' Jack: "What 
a lot_of people there must be on this road, 
then~·· -

A little girl had a penny given her to drop 
in the collection-box at church." When she 
dropped in the coin she exclaimed, '· That's 
the way the money goes ; pop goes the 
weasel." 

A little girl, seeing two love birds billing 
and cooing, was told that they were making 
love. " Why don't they marry ?'' she asked; 
"then they would not make love any more." 

As we were talking one day about churches 
and their curious ceremonies, a ·little boy 
remarked that he had seen a christening, a 
funeral, and a wedding, but he had never 
seen a divorce. 

A precocious boy of 11ix years, listening 
wearily to a long-winded tale related by a 
prosy relativ, took advantage of a short 
pause to sa.y 1 slyly : " I wish that story had 
been brought out in numbers." 

"Little baby is very iJI, Charley: I am 
afraid he will d!e," "Well, if he does die, 
mamma, he won't go to the bad place." 
" Why, Charlie, how can you know that?" 
" Oh, I know he can't, mamma; he's got no 
teeth to gnash." 

A fond ~other said to her little son : 
"Tommy, my dear, I am going to giv you a 
little companion soon ; which would you 
prefer, a little boy or a little girl ?•• " Well, 
mother," replied Tommy, "if it is all tbe 
same to you, I would rath.er hav a little 
donkey." 

--~--~~~----
Correspondence. 

AEPRN, CoL. ,"Nov. 10, 1891. 
Miss SusAN H. WIXON: I thought tliat I 

would write you a letter, as it has been some 
time since I hav written to the Corner. I 
hav been studying shorthand and typewriting 
for two months and can write quite well. It 
is suowinll to-day. 

dnratlOD of )lUI!IcaU hfJ on ths planet. By 
E. D. OoPEo Ph D 

s. EVOLU'nON OF MIND: The mind and the 
nervous system: the nature of mind. By 
RPBEBT G. EOOLEI!o .M.D. 

11. EVOLUTION 011' SOOIETY. :Primitive man; 
growth of .the family, city, and state ; de· 
velopment of the domestic relations ; mar
riage. BY JAKEB A, SKILTON. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of re 
liglous beliefs; ideas of primitive man. l:Sy 
Z. 8IDNl!.Y 8A.ll[l'IION. 

11 EVOLUTION . OF MOBALB. How altrulam 
• growsont of e_goism; the pro.t.er balance. 

BY DB. LBWIS G. J..ua:s. 
IS. PROOFS OF EVOLUTION. a, fro111 geolou; 

b, .from morphology; c, from embryo.loay; 
d, from meta.morpho~ls; e, trow rudimen
t& y organs; f, from aeogra.phical distribu. 
tion; g, from discovered links; p, from arti
ficial breeding; i, from rever.1on; k. from 
mimicry. .Uy NBLSON O.l'AB.BJULL. 

18. EVOLUTION AB RlilLATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By REV. JoHN W.IJJUDWIOE. 

14 PHILOSOPHY OF EVOLUTION. R!lation 
· of the doctrine to prevailing philosophical 

systems. By 8TABB Horr NIOHOLS. 
15. THE EFFEOTI:!I OF EVOLUTION ON THE 

OOMING CIVILIZATION; , Plans for tocial 
regeneration as tested by evolution. BY 
R.Ev. MINOT J, SAVAGE. 

16. THE s-OP'Ii1 ~ND J'RINOIPLEB OF THE 
EVOLU riON PHILO:!OPHY. ByD.a. LEWIS 
G. JANES. ' 

17. TBF. MOR\L AND RlrLTGIOU-~ ASP"'O"'S 
OF HERBERT BPENOJ£R B PHILOSOPHY. 
By SYLVAN DBEY. 

:o. THE REL&.TIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. l'he 
nature of sense.percepr.ion ; s1ght1 EOund, 
taste, smell,Jeeling; tbR doctriDB or tbe Un
knowable. J:St RoBERT G. EocLEB, M.D. 

111, A STUDY OF M\TTER AND MOTION. An 
excellent digest of a much vexed question, 
with quotations from many author.ties. By 
FON. A.N;ADAMB. 

20. PlliMITIVE MAN. Man as revealed by 
archeological studies: evidences of man's 
antiqnitYi geol9gioa.l periods;_ m!'n's a'P)lear
anoe in tne pliocene; valeohtb1c and neo· 
lithic races ; the ages of bronze and iron : 
cave men and Jake·dwellers; dolmen and 
mound builders : primitive implements and 
toots ; "Proofs of · man's natural evolution. 
By Z. SIDNEY SAMPSON. 

21. GROWTH OF THE M:ARRt&.GE R'ELLTION. 
Muriage a primitive institution; ita earlier 
forms; no evi<lence of ortginal promiscuitY; 
exoaamy and endoaamy: group.marria.ae; 
·.polY&YDJ, polyandrY and. monogamy; mar
.riaae by capture : monogamy the biahe1t 
form of the relation ; divorce BBd di,.vorce 
laws: marriall'e a oontrsct; its re~rDlation 
by the state. BJ 0. 8TANILAND WAKE. 

22 EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. Tbe A'rowth 
of political ID8titutions; the vatriarchal 
family; the tribe and .clan. By JoHN A. 
TAYLOR. ·,·. 

28 l!.VvLUriON OF LnV; How law begins: 
statute law and jadge-matle law : thA con• 
version of customs into law. By P.aoF. RuFus 
BBELDON. 

24 EVOLUTION OF MEDIOAL SCIENCE. 
Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in 
medicine ;. tbe beginniDIZB of medical soienee, 
By HOBE, T G. ll:OOLES, M.D. -

2'1 EVOLU. ION OF ARMS AND ARMOR. The 
necessitY for arms and armor under the 

. struggle for existence. By JoHN 0. KtK• 
BALL. 

26 EVO- UriON OF THE ME.OHLNIO ARTS. 
J. evelopment of the human hand; the earli
est u•e of implements and tools. By JAMES 
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W Thi8 book was 8'111p]WU86Cl by the first Amer. 
Coan 'fi'Ubli8htlr._. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
~unday and the Sabbath. 11 A law 

regnla.tin~ human conduct on the Sabbath is 
a.n impertlUenoe." Price, 10 cents. . 

LAY SERMON. 
On the Labor Question. 

By R. G I~GE IUOLL. 
Price, I! cents; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 21!. 

-
ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S 

OPHNING BPEEOH TO THE JURY 
in the suit of the 

Banker•' and lllerehant.s' Tele· 
wraph Compan,-

against the 
Western Umon Telegraph Company 

Price, 10 cents. 

_BY M. D. CoNWAY •. 
l'rioe, · 5 cents. 

------------~------
EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GOD .. 

BY A. L. RA.WSON. 
Price. 10 cents. 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w 0 B. BELL. 

Price, 10 oenta. 

If Yon 'l'ake A. way My Religion 
What Will Yon Give Me Instead l 

BY MA.&T!No 
Price, - 1 o cen ta. 

THE STAGt AND THE PUlPIT. A PL~~H~eS~R!2'u:!EisM 
B,- R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price. 10 cents. 

Price, 8 oents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $ll per 100.· 
OHIO, 

John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports
• mouth. [Cleveland. 

The False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. 11 The Thirty,.nine 
Articles of the Ohristia.n church are thirty. 
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

· The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a. minister's praying God to kill gra.sshop

. pars, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a. crusade of one against the Colorado 
beetle I" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

-
THE TRUTH OF HISTORY 

By R. G. INGERSOLL. 
Price, 8 cents ; 80 cents per dozen; $2 per lfO 

Dialbglle Between a Christian Mis· 
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin. 

Ptice, 10 cents • 

Queries Submitted to the Bench of-Bishops 
by a Weak bot Zealous Christian. Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 2159 Superior st., 

OBBQOIII, 
B. F. Hyland, Corvallli. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st, Portland. 

PBIIINSYL V JJIIIA.. . 
Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Bt>ring Garden st., Phlla. 
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. Uu BQis. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
Rl'IODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr; 947 Hlgh. st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

. TBNNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBX.A.B, 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea., 916 Main st .. Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 Ehn' st., E~st Waco. 

UT.A.H. . 
Jo~ A. Jost, OgdeL. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

W.A.BBIN&TON TBBBITOBY, 
Stine Bros., Walla Walla. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BIII&L.A.ND, 
Watts&Co.,17Johnlon•s Court, Fleet 1t., 

London. 
C. Stocker, 519 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

.A.USTBALI.A., 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria.. 
W. Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. 

:NliW Zli.U.AliiD. 
A. D. Willis, Waneanuf 

SING, BROTHERS, BING" 
tJBB THE 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In Your meetings, to make them lively and inter· 
eating, THE LmEIUL HYMN-Boo:tt contains songs 
by thfil best poets, adapted to well-known tunes. 
It iP hi hl;r reool!lll).ended by Messrs. Wake~an, 
p n~ht, Gr~f,• UnderlfQq.l}• Mrl!. S,len]fer, 9·9r,ti 'II o~e~ed 1~. ~ 
,. .· . '· f ~ • r.r_:a~ !JP~KJ~~ .~ . r 

-
Prioe, 5 cents. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Religions Problems. Price, 10 cents. 
Was Jesus lnsane1 Price, 10 cents. 
The Public Schools and the Catholic 

Is the God of Israel the l rue God~ 
Narrative of the Five Books of Moses,Joshn:, Men, Women,and God&, 

Judges, and the New Testament. 

Church. Price, 5 aenta. 

LIFE A.ND CA.REER 
Oll' 

Charles Bradlaugh 
BY 

George Jacob Holyoake. 

Evf!rY Freethiqker wants this Life of the Great 
English t!ecnlanst, by the Father of Beonla.rism 

Price, 15 cents. Ten copies, 1i. 
Address this Oflioe, 

Price, 26 cents. 

Masonic V md1cation of Right 
PROTEST AGAINST PBBSBOUTION, 

By 0. B. WHITFORD, M.D. 
P ,ice, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P EOK. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Evolutio~ Series. ·ORDER OFmCREATION. 
A DISOtiBBIOH BETWEEN 

Lectures and Disonssions.before The Brooklyn GLADSTONE, HUXLEY, MULLER, 
Ethical Association on Evolution LINTON, REVILLE. 

in Science and Art. On the Oon1lict between Genesis and Geology 
No. I.-Alfred Bussell W a.llaoe, by Edward D. lllmo, 178 pages, paper, 110 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

OQpe, Ph.D.; with portra.1t. 

A.nd Other Leetnres. 
BY HBLEN H. GA.RDEHEB,. 

With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. 
Paper, 1!1 cents; cloth,. $1. 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and Present 1 Her Bights and 

Wrongs, 
BY B. F. UND.BBWOOD, 

Price, 10 cents. 

MATERIALISM: 
ITs HISTORY AND lTB lmrLUBNOB UPON 

BoomTY. 
8Y Da. LotJis BUOBNEBt Author of " Force and 

Matter," etc. · 
Translated from the German. 

Pa.perr1Bmo, 15 cents. 

Christian Absurdities, 
BY JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents ; six copies for .1. No. 2.7 Ernst Haeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake. 
man ; wtth portrait. 

Price, 10 Cents each. "Onr Father in Heaven." Confessional: RomishandAngliean. 
By Cua STEPHENSoN. An Expoee . 

For sale a.t The Truth Beeker Oflioe, • 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A LiberalRomancr. 

12mO, IOOpp,, 11. 

Apvles of Gold. AD,d Other Stories 
for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 888pp., 11.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Hand· 
some and Interesting Book\ Without Supersti
tion. for Children and Yontn. The Only Free
thinkers' Ol\il4ren•a Story-Book ever lSSJled. 
11.6 fnll-page illustrations anil 25 smaller: large 
~ype, hea.u, tpn,ed paper, broad mar111b~s. illus
ua.te.d opvera : d,o, 82-pp., boardS, IJ. · ' ·u 
; · M,~~.e~~:~ii~ TlJUT~ _s;m~JPl!R, p,Q, 

r-J·:.:_; ~_,:t- • . ;~~.:.:- .. > •· ~ .-- -.'<" -'. · :.'¥./:-

1 cent; 110 cents per hundred ; S8 per thonsud 
---------------- .BY SALADIN. Price, DOcents. 

PERSONAL JIJXIBTENOE 
AFTllR DEATH IMPROBABLE. 

By L. B. SmTu. 
10 cents. 

WHAT LIBERALISM OFFERS U' 
PLA.CE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UND.BBWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. 

For all of the above llooks address 
, TJPil TRUTH BEEKE» 00 •• 

: ~ ~av~tk J>J,, ~~~"lor~. 
>."·' • ~ 

; 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From the 
Dead t 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, ln Centa, 

WII!LTJIE COMING M!N WORSHIP GOD1 
By B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

l'rice, • • • 10 cents. 
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THE 

TRUTH SEEKER LIBRARY. 
ISSUED MONTHLY. 

Subsel'lptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS ISSUED. Price. 
1. The Truth Beeker Annual and Freethink-

ers• Almanac............................. 25 
2. Men, Women, and Gods, Helen H. Ga.£-

dener .................................... . 
8. Age of Reason. Thoma.R Paine ..... .-.... . 
4. Answers_ to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett................................... 25 
5. Christian Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Victor Hugo•s Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Shakspere......... 25 

OTHER NUMBERS IN PREPARATION. 
Yea.rl:t subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the rear. Bingle copies of ea.oh 
book sent upon reoe1pt of Jlrioe. 

Addrell THE TBUTH SEEKER CO. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL· 
For Her D&lly Bread IB the story ot two young 

girls and a_;v.ounger brother who were lett parent
less, with little money, fair educatlo!11 and much 
courage, to make their way through me world by 
going to Chicago. The author is also the hero!n. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the ma.in1 a. history of a. work-

. ing ll'irl'alife and experience m the city of Chicago 
a.monJ bluft' business men, kind-hearted folks, 
a.v.d disreputable hypoorits. It is Just such a story 
of human life a.s we should expect Colonel Inger
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and appreciates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER. 

GIRARD'S WILL 
f Girard Coll:e Theology. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
Alii ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE TBlll 

N6tD York State Bar .Association, at .AZbanJ~, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'rhe onlv Coml:llet.e and .Authorimea. Edition. 
PRIOE, TEN CENTS. 

'l'HE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
28 Lafayette Place, New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

AN EXPOBi 
O:f \he penenion of Stephen Girard•ama.gn:Uioen' 

beenest to Philadelphia by tll~ Christian 
churches and Young l!len•• 

Ohristi&n Assooia.· 
tion. 

B:r BloB. U. WBBTBBOOll:, D.D., LL.D. 
Price 11, Address THE TBUTII BBIIKIIB. 

New Edition, BeTisel mad .Enlar&'ed, 

1\IEN, WOMEN & GODS. 
•Y HELEN H. CARD.NER, 

IntroduotiGn by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

l'riee, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, GO '3Ants. 
Tll.a Trade &!!Plied at I:Jj)8daZ Discuunu. 

Addres& 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, 
as LafaYette Place, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this office. Frioe, 5U cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Tluse notices art! fO't' tke benefit of Liber!!Z•• 
who fM11 be oisitmg th8 placss where these BOCie
ties are looated. Looal SecuZOir Unions anal 
.firecthougkt Societies meeting regula;rly can· 
ha'IJ their gatherings adtoeTtiBed. here free by for. 
warding th8 nuessarg inf()'ffli,{J,tion. 

Tlte Manhattan Liberal f:Jinb. N.Y. 
Meeta everY Friday evenin,s, at 8 o'clock, a.t Ger· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 !!ie.St 15th atreet. Lect
ures and discussiona. The public oordia.llyinvited, 

The' Newark Liberal Lea;-ue 
M_eets every Sunday afternoon at 8 o'clock al 
Liberal Leag_"!le Hall, 177 Halsey st. cor. Market 
st.,)lewark, N. J .. Leoture.a and discussions on 
rehll'lous and socta.l QUeE~lons. Beats free and 
everYbody welcome. 

American §eeubn- linton, Newar~ 
Branch. 

124 l)larket street. Assembles every Sunday 
eyen1ng at 7:~0. Lecture•, debates. aEd discus• 
~1ons on all 1m:Jf:ortant secular subjects. Pres
~~fJ~. HENUY IBD i Secretary, CoRA BELLB 

BrcoklfD Philosophical A.ssoela· 
tlon -

Meets at I;·ra.ternity roomst.Be-. ·llrd avenue a.nc1 
South 2d street, .Brooklyn, !!i. D •• at 8 P.M., every 
Sun<1ay. Lectures follo\led by discussion. Pla.l· 
form free. Charles Monholla.nd, secretary, 241 
Broadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Charles Watts's Works. ETHICS OF· E2CIENCE. 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible A.na
l:yzed," "The Real Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," etv., etc. 

Philadelphia Liberal League 26·, · 
meet.s every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad a.n d 
Wood sts .• ~t 2:10 a.n~ 7.:80 P.M. for lectures and 
free discussions on rehg1ous &nd sooia.l questions.· 
Able sPet.kerstnterestthe audience. N.B.-Truth 
~eskervublioa.tionsa.lwa!son hand a. tohea.p rates. 

The Teachings of'-seeularlsm Com· 
pared with Orthodox Christian
Ity. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea8on, and Is It Sufficient to 
Meet th.c Needs of !Uianklnd 'f 
Debate between the Editor of the HaJi!a.x 
Bventngllatz and Oharles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob HolYoa.ke and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and a.n Introduction by 
Belen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father Lambert's 
''Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents. 

· Post free. 
Christianity: Its Origin, Nature, 

aod Inftuenee. 82 pages. Price, Hi 
cents. 

'l'he Horrors of the French Revo· 
lutlon: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism : Destruetlv and Con· 
struetlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 oents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.diotorY and Defeotiv ae a.n Ethical 
Guide. 24 p~~oges. Price, 10 cents, 

Al(nostteism and Christian Theism: 
Wllleh Is the More Reasonable l 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Slnners-Willch l 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 oen ts. 

Tile Superstition of tile Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 116 pages.. Price, 10 oents. 

The Glory of Unbelief, 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 oents. 

Nature and tile Supernatural; o:rr, 
Belief' and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular IJnlon ; Its 
Necessity and the Justice of' Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in cover, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theolo;;lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the B•v. Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. S. In this letter the following subjects are 
dealt with: 1. WhY Do the OlergY Avoid 
Debate t 2. 'I'he Poshion of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 8. Freethought and 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. Christia.Jnty and Slavery. 16 pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addreu THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 
98 La.fa.veUe Pl •• NewYorl!!. 

AGENTS make 100 PER CENT and ,·:in $748 CASH Prizes 
on my Corsets, Belts, Brushes and Medicin~s. 

Sample free. Territory. Dr.BrldJ:D~BDt37SB'way.N. Y. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB, THB 

Conflict between Ieason and Superstition, 
IIY T. C, WIODICOMBE, 

Phila.del'phia., P11.. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty in Literature. 
B7 ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Add,-ess a' the Tes,imo?J-.~9l to Walt 
W"hitman. 

BY 
HUDSON TIJTTLE. 

A Historical and Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 
ofMa.n. 

CoNTENTS : What is Religion 7 Fetichism. Phal· 
lie Worship. Man's Mora.! Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog
ical Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Man•s Position, 
Fa.ta. Free Will, Jj'ree Agency, Necessity. Re
sPonsibility of the Individual. Genesis a.nd Evo
lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Belftsh Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Booiety. Bights of Government. Duties of So 
oietY to Crimina.!@. Dnty of Self Onlture. Mar· 
riage. Cloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of'' Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding book, and a.ll who a.r< 

free to receive new liKht will find in it sa.tisfacUoJJ 
and inspira.tion.-JNew York Tribune. 

The a.p~ea.l is a. ways ma.de to a. man's rel\son 
a.nd to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel· 
fishness.-I'Boston Post. 

A su~geslion of a. rea.lly praotioa.ble and feasi
ble social state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic na.rra.tiv is rich in its forecast of 
·actual possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, S1.00; PaPer, 50Cl. 

The latest and best work of a.n analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the e!llly property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many idellll 
that will be new. to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishin~r food for thouKht. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it sa richbr 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Oloth, 12mo, $1" 

Addreu THE TRUTH SEEKER. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A. COLLECTION Oll' 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and .Musill) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Scllools and the Home. 

COMPILED BY 

L. K. WA.SHBIJRN. 
Pmos, $1.50. 

Addrell THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

DONALD KENNEDY 

Tbe §eeular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets seml-monthly1 11.rst and third Sundays, at 2 
P.M •• a.t the town nail. All friends of hum&D 
mltivil.tion are invited. IIIAlUUS HEIGHTON, Sec;. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union 
Of Alliance, 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Sun
days of each month a.t Independent Church, a.t 
10:80 A.M •. Free disoussicm on all Liberal subJeotl. 
BubsoriptlOnB to THE TRUTH BEEKER and lnvutt .. 
gator are J!Olioited. R. G. SMITH, Oor. 8~. 

Chicago Secular IJnlon 
Meets ever:v Bunday eveninll a.t 7:10 P.ll:., ali 
Fort Dearb«:~rn Hall, 181 West Madison street. 
~nd a.t 116 F1fth avenue. Lectures and deba.tea •. 
~trana"sr~ from abrm> are welcome. 

MUwaukee, Wls,. Liberal Club 
Holds meetings every Sunday evening a.t 218 
Grand ave., (Fraternity Halll. Lecture followe., 
by debates. The public cordially invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., Frect.houghl 
Society 

MAeh every Sunday evening at Union Square 
Ha~, 4~1 Post street, a.t R o•olook. A cordial invi
tatiOn 18 extended to all. Seats free. 

·Port Angeles Secular IJnlon 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.H. in Macdon
&id's H&ll in Port Angelea, Wash. Leot. 
urea.- songs, and select reading. Discussion in• 
vi ted on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
uted free. . FBANK MoBSE, Cor. Bee. _ 

Addres1 THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
Of Roxbury, Mass., Says: The West End Progressive Lib~ 

eral Union 

l tale of Pales ine, '"ounded on the destruction of 
the Moabites by the Jews. 

By A. C. MIDDLETON. 
Price, 10 cents. -

DOWN THEY COt 
Best make Amer.can Ste owind Watches, 15 

jewels. adjusted, pat. regu,ator, in silverine oa~e. 
onlY $11; in 8 O'fl.OCA coin silver, $!6: 4 ounce, $17 
(a. few years a~o $60). In best 14 It~. filt~d gold 
oases, open face,$ ·o; hunting, !23 to $28; H lit. 
solid ~rold, $40 to noo; sn.ma, not aajnstu<t, f2 less; 
11 jwls. $l [0, a.ud 7 iwls. $5 leas (!ower grade 
watches, S5 !;4, and $2 50). 

THlil PERF••Ori!>D "OTTO WETrBTll'IN" 
W A.'f'CH, muoh finer th!l.n "bove, full adjuated to 
heat, cold, and position, 16 jwls, and all modern 
improvements, nickAl movemqDt, ca.sed as above, 
$8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No one else in the 
world sends out so <rood a. watch R.t the Prioe 

LADJI'S' GOLD BUNTING AMERIOAN 
WA'I'OHES, latest style•- best filled, 7 jwls. $17; 
11 jwls. $18 EO; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid gold, 5<10 
to $100 more. ~llsent prepaid, kept inordfr one 
year. and ca•h refunded if not satisfactorY. 

DB.MONDS : in riDI~B. ninA. drops, stnos, etc., 
$10 ; $15; $25 ; $50; $1UO to $1,000 per set, Oash re
funded, if not 2' per cent below regular price, 
an:v time within one vea.r. 

WEDDING RI~GB: Plain, chased, with pearls, 
emeralds, rabies, moonstones, opals, garnet.s, 
tm·g_ noiRe, solitaires or oombina.t ons, a. ~pecialty. 

SUNDRIES: 'Rogers Bt·os•. triple plated knives, 
$1.75, torRs, >1.75; Tea. spoons. fl.SO; Tables, f8 4-J: 
Best spect~. in the world, $1; Pfbbles, $2; 14 Itt. 
gold, $5 more (send line o:f fimst prmt you can 
read without gl,.ssea 14 inches from eYes); Gold 
headed oaues, $8; $10; $15; $~0. B•ot raZOI-R 
luxnrY-$2; Solid silvPr •noon•• $1.70 per onnoe. 
Souveneir spoons, silver, f1 21 to f2/' Tea s:·ts, 
$l10 to f40; everything in tbe line of anc:v table 
silver, novelties, plush, and art goods. gold pens. 
et'o. All sent preoa.id (except cutlerY) subject to 
exchange or cash back. 

St.ranlte oases cured by my Mli'DICAL DIS· 
OOVEBY come to -me every day. Here i• one of 
Paraly~is-BlindnPss-a.nd the Grip. Now how 
does my ME.OIOA.L DIBOOVERY cure all these 1 
I don't know, unless it ta.kes hold of the Hidden 
Poison that makes all Humor. , 

VIRGINIA 0ITY, NEVADA,Sevt. 9'1'1, 1891. 
Don11Zd. Kenneav-Dear Btr: I will state my oase 

to you: Abouc nine Years a.•oi was Pa.ra.lyZBd in 
mv left side, and the best· doctors gave m!l no 
rr;lief for iwo years, and I was advised to try your 
DISCOVI!:RY, which did its duty, and in a. few 
months I was restored to health. About four:rean 
~go I became blind in m:V left eye by a. ~not ted 
oP..taraot. Last March I was taken with La Grippe, 
and was confined to my b~d for three mortlls. At 
the end of that time. ~tB in the stflort, then it struck 
me that your DBCOVERY was the thing for me: 
~o I got a. bottle, and before it was half gone I 
was a.ble to go to my work in the mines. Now in 
regard to my eyes, as I lost my left eye. and about 
six monthR ago my right eye became affected with 
black spGtB over the Biliiht as did tbe left eyf 
-perhaps acme tweut.y nf thAm-but since I have 
been using your DISCOVERY tbe;y all left my 
right e:ve but one; and, thank God, the bright 
light of heaven is once more making its appea.ra.no£ 
in my letr. eve. I am wonderfullr ll,!'tonislterl at it. 
and thank God and your MEDICAL DHOOV,li:RY. 

Yours truly, HANK WHITE. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 
10 CENTS TO 
J!'ELLOWS, 

VINELAND, N.J. 
for hfs book on youth
ful errors, early decay, 
wasting weakness, lost 
manhood &c. It sets 
forth an External Ap· 
plication- a reliable 
home cure, with full di
rections for use. Its "l 
certainty, no failure. 
State where you saw 

..,.~...::=!::::::~~--this advertisement. 

Of Los. Angeles, Ca.!., meets semi-monthly ftrst 
and thlrd Sundays, a.~ 8 o•oiook, P.'M.J_a.t Pa.rr'l 
Ha.ll. Everybodv inVIted. Mns. R. m.. BEBBA 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAMB, Reo. Seo. ' 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every Sunday at 2 l'.M. in Gra.nd·Arm:r 
ha.Jl, Main street, Walla Walla., Washington. 
Bo1enoe Lectnres.-Free Discussions -Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large va.l
n~bl~ library is at the service of members and 
fnends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. CALDER, Bee. 

The Roeder Secular IJnlon 
Of Roed.er. Wash., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday m the month, at the Roeder school-house 
Lectures, discussions, reading, and poems. Thf 
flreatest freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
'Universal Menta.! Liberty." D. E. BioE, Pres · 

J, W. BELL. Vioe·Pres.; C!lABLEB SHEA, Sec.'' 

Fort Wortlt. Tex •• I.lbcral Club, 
Meets £!Very llunda.:v a.\ Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Ma.m street, a.t 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. CoL. A.. HABBIB, Pres. 

IBAAO S. LEE, Seo. 

L~be:tol Association of' A us tin, 
Tex., 

meets every Sunday at 11 A.'M • at its hall, cor. 
Oong a.venue and 9 .h st. Visiting Liberals 
invited. J. P. Richardson, President; M. Ma.a.s, 
Secretary. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
Established 1857. R1ohe1le, Ill. 
Bend for vrice lists, beautiful cards in colors 

and gold of mY Fteetbought badges (large and 

A va.tiAnt writing from Da."envori, W&~~h.. Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
seYS: ·"Your r'medy is marveiTr.us, and wil y k 
a.~complish whe.t fa said it will do. '!'he vain' Or • 
of wbioh is unto!-'~." Wttl'l Pme stee! Enurall'tnu of Senator Coni:Ztnu. small). tracts, etc. Free. · 

PAY WELL 
Aoerypro)ltoble bullnm 

upersontoithlmall upilal. We aro 
• the lugest. mnnufa.cturers and de&l· 

"nt•r:t~l~min,. all parts Of the world. If you wish to know bow to order, how to conduct. Pnr1or 
:-: tor ple_..,.re, or Pub He ~xhlbltlono, etc., tor MAKIRG MONEY. 

paper,ondsendrorour 220 PACE BOOK FREE~ 
~CAL'-1$11;~ • .M4 ~vt!e,_, ~ -,;~ ,l!!_tteer, New Yt~rk~. 
... ' c ' ~ • • • • • ! ~ •• • ' 

Bound in black oloth, ailver side stamp. 
Prioe, 75 oente. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER CO. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY Luowra FEuE~tUAOB. 

Tran~la.tsd from the Gerlll'l.u by Geo_. )lJiot. 

p,'ri"e: $~, 
l_. • ; . 
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MBs CABP.BNTBB, of Bridgeport, Conn., 
grew despondent over prediction of misfort
une by a fortun'l· telling machine and bas 
become lneane. Bridgeport priests bav Co;,::}e 
out strongly against the machine, saying 
that fortune-telling is forbidden by their 
church. 

TB.B Emmett theatrical 
troupe has been arrested 
at Pittsburgh for parad. 
ing on Sunday. 

TB.B Chicago superln. 
tendent of police may be 
lmpeecbed for unwar
ranted Anarchist raids. 

· TB.B Austrian emperor 
Pays that the famln in 
Russia will tend to in
duce tb at nation to make 
war. 

HBLSINGFOBB, the Cap. 
ital of Fmland, is sup
pressing the Salvation 
Army. The papers bav 
been warned not to men
tion the Army's doings. 

G.BOBGB EDw ABD CUB· 
Tis, scientific assistant in 
the Smithsonian Insti
tute, pronounces Dyren. 
forth's rain-making at
tempts utterly futil. 

AT Los Angeles three 
Yuma Indians hav been 
sentenctd to death for 
murderlng,fn accordance 
with their laws, a medi
cln man who failed to 
bring rain. 

DODS AND RELICION8 WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS; 
ANCIENT AND ~ODERN TIJIES A.ND RE.Ir'ORJIERS. 

n BiozraPhies ot 100 of the LeadiB~r Philosophers. 
Vol. I, Givs a J'ull Accoun& of all the GodB, In· 'l'eaohers, Skeptic'!!.lnnovatorsl Jl'ouaders of 

eluding Jehovah, Satan, the Hol:v Ghost, New Schools of ·~·nou~~:M, Em nent Soien· 
lesns Ohriat, Virain Mary, and the Bible. Uats, etc. (who were not OhriBtians), 

~vo, 835PP. Vol. U. Describes Fully all from the time of Menu to the Pres-
~he ReligiouaSntems of the Wor!d. ent. Bvo, 1,07&pp,, cloth, ss: 
~vo, 957pp. Oloth, 18 per vol.;the leather, I'; mor., g. ~ •• 84.50 

8 vola., 16 ; leather, f1 ; mo• BY D u BENNETT 
rocco, ailt edges, ss. · .... • · 

BY D. M. BENNETT. t'HE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 
TliE TBUTB SEEKEB 00. . 28 Lafayette Place. N. Y. 
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IT cannot be doubted that, as emperor, 
the religious Incredulity which I felt waa 
favorable to the nations which I bad to 
govern. How could I bav favored equally 
sects so opposed to one another if I bad been 
under the influence of one of them ? How 
could I bav preserved the Independence of 
my thoughts and actions under the control 

of a confessor who would 

.• , .. : 

·~·~. 

~- :v~ 

bav governed me by the · 
dread of bell ? What 
power cannot a wicked 
man, the most stupid of 
mankind, thus exercise 
over those by whom 
whole nations are gov
erned.-Napoleon Bona. . 
parte. 

AFTllB the pilgrim riots 
France.infearofnat!onal 
embroilment with Italy, 
forbid its bishops getting 
up pilgrimages. Several 
bishops bav disobeyed 
and will be prosecuted. 

-·-····~ . 

R.BLIGroN, far from ac
knowledging the power 
of reason, boasted of 
h a vi n g subjected and 
humbled it. Po 1 it i c s 
considered as just what · 
had been consecrated by 
compact, by constant 
practice, and ancient 
customs. It was only 
in the sacred books, in 
respected authors, In the 
bulls of popes, in the re. 
scripts of kings, in reg
isters of old usages, and 
in the annals of the 
church, that maxims or 
examples were sought 
fo:r from which to infer· 
rights. The business 
was never to examin the 
intrinsic merits of a 
principle, but to Inter
pret, to appreciate, to 
support or to annul by 
other texts those upon 
which it might be fom~d
ed. A proposition was 
not adopted because it 
was true, but because it 
was writ· en in this or that 
book, and had been em
braced in such a coun· "CIVIL war, famln, 

pestilence, and conspir-
acy," says a dispatch,. 
are all l!:Oing on In holy 
Russia " In a way which 
must effect startling results of some kind 
very soon." 

A woMAN a!tling before a New York bouse 
In the rain replied to a question," The Lord 
bas told me to rest here. He bas made me a 
queen." She was committed for examination 
Pa to sanity. 

CARDINAL MANl!HNG says : " I am afraid 
that Sunday newspapers create Sunday work. 
Six days of the week are quite enough for 
the news of the world. I certainly think that 
the ruding of Sunday newspapers-or I will 
say bad Sunday newspapers, that I may not 
expose myself to any acUon for libel..:..bas a 
direct and powerful influence in corrupting 
the morals of people," 

A BRAZIL dispatch says: "-The republican 
form of government bas not panned out ae 
they' expected. There is a powerful faction 
desiring the reinstatement of the empire. 
They want Dom Pedrn's son or his nephew 
on the throne. Since the fall of the empire 
prices nf every commodity bav doubled. The 
government· has lmpoeed a high tariff; and 
the people bav the Idea that a large psrt of 
the money gets into private pockets instead 
of Into the state treasury." · 

CATBOLIOS are indignant at the attempt of 
Kirg Humbert of Italy to supplant the 
. religious marriage with the civil by decreei11 g: 
"We bav decreed and do decree : Article. 
For § 226 of the regulations for military. disci 
nlin in the army is substituted the following: 
§ 226 With no less fl.rmness and severlty 
should the commandants of the army corps 
take care to repress the earliest signs of 
concubinage, arising from improper unions, 
and too often the cause of scandals, of 
disordere, and of violence, Religious 
marriage, which is only a modification of 
concubinage, srould of itself be considered a 
g111ve crime deserving punishment when 
officially aecertalned. Given at Monza (the 
rnyal rPsidence) this 7th day of October, 
1891.-Umberto." 

MBS. CBUBoB, of Passaic, :ij. J., is dying of 
cavcer and uses no ameliorativ medicine. 
''When did I first believe in the cuting by 
!lith?'' she says. "Not until six years ago. 
or course I believed In the miracles of olden 
times, and I bad read some few books about 
divine healing, but never until then was it 
brought home to me that the L'>rd still had 
power to save. It happened that my husband 
fell sick. • • • I fell asleep. In the 
morning suddenly I awoke. A face radlant 
with happiness and holiness bad leaned over 
me and whispered in my ear : ' Whatsoever 
ye shall ask of the father In my name be 
will glv it you.' Three or four days afterward 
my husband began to recover. I hav taken 
no medicine. I do not intend to take any. 
My faith upholds me. The Lord will cure 
me." 

- .:::-:--- -.0 ·.~ •. ~_:,=~~~r:rili~ 
JOB PATIENTLY GROWLETH ABOUr HIS CONDITION.-Job ill. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religious Experifnce. 
By s. P. Putnam. 

25 cents. 

OTBER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. 
The New God. Prioe, 10 eents. 
The Problem of the Univers~ and 

ita ~cient11l.c Solution, witb some Orilioisms 
of Un versoloay. Price. 110 cents. 

Waifs and Wandtring~. A Ne·w 
American Story. Price, elotb, Sl.OD; paper, 
50 c•nts. "A prose epic of the war, rich with 
incident and dramatic power ; breezy frow 
first page to last with the liviDII: spirit of io
da.y."-Jol'ln Sto~nton•s PaPer. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. ''The 
author rertainly bas genius. The divine 
oreativ spark is with him. 'l'he book is filled 
with manly thoughts, exPressed in manly 
wor .. s-tbe transcrh>t of a manlY mind. 
Every Liheral should read ' Golden Throne.'" 
-Ingersoll. Price, $1. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST .PllBLI.SHED. 

There bas just been published tor general circu
lation a moat interesting pamphlet, colltalnlng a. 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles frol!l the following well-known writers 1 R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus 13, Wakeman, B. F. Under· 
wOOd~.!tfatilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. 1:1eney Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman, 
CaRt. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, L)'man 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringlel_wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine, 
l· J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J. 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum, 
Voltairine de Cleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Rich• 
ard Hodgson. 

The RUb!ication will be forwarded to any address 
in the United States or Canada on receipt of an 
.American two-cent~tage stamp. 

.Address fREt;THINKERS' MAGAZINE. 
•. Bu1falo, N.Y. 

A 

SHORT HISTORY Of THf BlnlE; Ingersoll and Jrsns. A conversation 
ln rhyme between tbe Nineteenth Oentury 
Infidel and the ·Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it is show a there is much in harmony between BBING 
them. Price,tocents. A POPULAR .AOOI..-UNT OF THE 

Prometheus, A Poem. u It is 
crammed with life, thought, and profound FORMATION AND DEVELOP. 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with M.ENT OF THE OANON. 
~xtraordinarybea.nty."-.Dr. Henrv W.BeZ!owB. 
Price, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Band 1 and 
ot.tter Aznostic poems. Price, lOcents. 

Adami and Beva. A poetic version 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
whinh its superiority to the mutilated copy
the Genesis legend-is ~hown. Price, to cents. 
:For all of the above aildrePs 

THE TBU t'H SEEKER, CO , 
28 Lafayette Place. New Yorlr. 

FOR BALE. 

BY 

BRONSON D. KEELER. 

OoNTENTs.-Tbe Hebrew Canon. The New Tea 
ta.ment. The Early Oontroversies. The Books at 
First not Considerert Inspired. Were tbe Fathers 
Competent 7 The Fathers Quoted as Sariptnre 
BT.oks which are Now Oalled APocryphal. The 
Heretics. The Ohristiaa Canon. 

Paper, ~0 cents; ciotb, 75 cents. 

W. S. BELL'S 
A Farm of 24 Acres. H db k fF tl· t 

Splendidly located. Biab soil-can raise whea.t, an 00 0 fee , 00gh 
barley, etc. Orchards produce largelY. Honse, ooNTAINlNG 
barn, and other buildings in first-class condition. 
Is called" a model farm." Within a short dis- In condensed and ~ystematized. form a vast 
tance of New York citY. Price rea.sonab eon easy am•uut ef 
terms. Owner ('\n old Tnuorn SEERE& subscriber) ~ • 
retiring on a.ooonnt of old age. 

Address T. WHITE, 
Bed Bank, N. J, 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Curllg the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. PERRY, 
84 South .Main Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. 

''WHY·, 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will Please send stamp for oircnlars and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE SLRNKER, 

Snowville. Va.. 

Evidence Against Christia·nity. 
Selected from th~ Wrl'tings of the 

Leading American and Europem< 
Freethinkers and 8cienti8ts. 

Of his work Mr. Bell 11ays: "I hav aimed in 
preParing this work to put into compact and 
oroerly form a. large amount of irrefragable 
evidence a"ain•t the snPerstitions of tne church. 
I hav often felt the need of snob a work for mY 
own nse. The matter herewith presented he.s 
been 011Uet1 from some of the ablest wrttersliving 
and dead. As a book of reference I hope it may 
be a valuable sid to all inve•tiga.tors ana truth· 
sePkers Its rnonin~ headlines, chaptor h·ads, 
Enbheads, and classified subjects make it a 'band
book:.'" 

Pr1ce $1. 2S. Address th1s office 

try and such an age.
D'Holbach. 

IT Is urged that " the 
acceptance of Christian~. 

Hyby a large portion of the generation contem
porary with its founder and his apostle was, 
under the circumstances, an adjudication a<J 
solemn and authorltativ as mortal intelll· 
gence could pronounce." If this is I rue, then· 
'' the acceptance of Buddhism by a large 
portion of the generation contemporary with 
its founder was an adjudication as solemn 
and authoritativ as mortal intelligence could 
pronounce." The same could be said of 
Mohammedanism, and, In fact, of every 
religion that bas ever benefited or curserl 
this world. This argument, when reduced to 
Its simplest form, is this: All that succeeds 
is inspired.-Ingerson. 

TH.B thing revealed is revelation to the 
person onl11 to tohom it is made His account 
of it to another is not revelation ; and who. 
ever puts faith In that account, puts It in the 
man from whom the account comes.-Palnll. 

IT bas become my great aim so to advance 
my own nature and that of others that the 
world may be better for my life. Not the 
salvation of men's souls from hell, but the 
elevation of their hearts and minds, and the 
bettering of their social condition, is now my 
desire.-Robert 0. Adams. 

PusHING aside all the major and minor 
prophets, from weeping Jeremiah to raving 
John of Patmos, we will take a solitary 
glance at the prophetic attainments of the 
only begotten son of the author of the Bible • 
Christ himself, it must be remembered, tried 
his band at prophecy. If be was no prophet, 
be was no fool ; for be took care that his 
great prophecy was to be fulfilled after his 
death. This Is always a wise precaution; 
for, If the prophecy be not fulfilled, the 
prophet is saved the hazard of being branded 
an arrant impostor. Christ, when be tried 
his hand at prophecy-having previously 
t.rled his band at the jack-plane-foretold that 
be would return to the earth for the seco~d 
time before the generation to which he.·ap. 
peared had passed away. His followers 
distinctly understooa tbispromls alld looked 
for him. He is now more than eighteen bun. 
dred years overdue. Even so, Lord Jesus, 
come quickly 1 It must be kept in mind that 
punctuality was never a cbuacterlstic of the 
L0rd. Perhaps lt was for lack of this valu
able quality be had to glv up the respectable 
call of carpentering to take to lay preaching. 
He took " no note of time." He prophesied 
that be would remain in the grave three days 
and three nights (seventy-two hours), and be 
remained In it· at most twenty-nine hours and 
a b&lf. He prophesied that he would come 
back to the earth before the demise of the 
then generation. That generation passed away 
elj!hteen cenluries a~o, and Christ has not 
yet come I Well may be be expected to now 
''come quickly." He bas, to this day, dupes 
who believe In his prophecy, and who possi
bly bav a cab constantly standing at ·the 
nearest railwav stat.ion " waiting for the 
coming or the Lord Jesus."-Baladin. 
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IJol•s and ~lippinns. 
MRS. LIZZTB F. DonGB, who was held guilty 

of profanity and other sins by a church in 
·Lyno, Mass , has written a letter of self

TBB differences .in character between ·the 
people of the various sections of Brazil, a 
country about as big as the United States, 
are very marked. The states south of the 
equator are industrious and enterprising, but 
the northern states, in which the heat is op-

press tv, and the mean.s of life can easily be I A I!'.IIMININ vegetarian of this city is. en
got, are languid and indolent. The natural! gaged in organizing a Vegetarian society, to 
resources of the northern section of Brazil take the place of the society of the saJne kind 
surpass those of tlie southern section, and yet that once existed here and waged war upon 
the southerners are more prosperous than the the horrible practice of devouring flesh, fowl, 
northerners. fish, and oysters. She says there are five 

defense to the church 
authorities. She quotes 
from an opblion that she 
has received from a Bos
ton lawyer, in which he 
says that the word 
" damn " has been held 
by the Massachusetts 
supreme court to be not 
profane. 

A. STltANGB custom 
among the Bayanzl, who 
liv along the upper 
Congo, has been de
scribed by explorers. 
Brass rings, sometimes 
weighing thirty pounds, 
are welded around the 
necks of the wives. At 
first the neck becomes 
raw by the chatl.ng of 
the ring, but after a 
while it becomes cal
loused, although a wo
man has to hold the ring 
up frequently to get 
relief from the weight. 
The riog is never put 
around a womau.'s neck 
until she has attained her 
full development. The 
women .are proud of the 
ornament, believing that 
it enhances their impor
tance and beauty. 

; i 

thousand· vegetarians in 
Boston and two thou. 
sand in Chicago, besides 
others in New York and 
elsewhere. She herself 
once lived on apples for 
several weeks at small 
cost, and there are peo. 
ple in Boston who liv 
happily on bread, vege· 
tables, and fruits at the 
rate of $3 a week. She 
says that vegetarianism 
is health-giving,strength
ening, and spiritualizing, 
especially if its disciples 
avoid such animal prod
ucts as milk, cheese, and 
eggs, as well as meats. 

TBK horseshoe super· 
stition still sticks, and 
junk dealers find it prof
itable to keep horseshoes 
in stock for sale to dwell
ers in the tenement-house 
region, where a horse· 
shoe over the door is still 
not uncommon. If all 
the money drawers of 
small shops could be 
rummaged, enough 
horseshoes co u 1 d be 
found to supply half the 
equines in town. The 
superstition iE that the 
shop will do a good 
business so long as the 
presence of the horse· 
shoe is known only to 
the shopkeeper. On a 
recent rainy afternoon a 
neatly dressed girl dam: 
lily picking her way 
across Fifth avenue at 
Twenty. eighth street sud
denly stopped,.stooped, 
picked up a wet and 
dirty horseshoe, tucked 
it away under her water
proof, and went on in 
smiling anticipation of 
good luck. 

FLOUNOK1 the actor 1 

once gave same advice 
to a friend in these 
words : " My Dear --: 

Tm&impracticablechar
acter of Count Tolstoi, 
the Russian novelist, is 
clearly shown by his 
manifesto to the Russian 
government, declaring 
that unless it guarantee 
to feed the people until 
the next harvest, and 
faithfully perform the 
pledge, there will be a 
revolution, in which he, 
Tolstoi, will take part 
himaelf. It may be im
possible even for the 
autocrat of all the 
Russias to save his people 
from the consequences of 
famin, for the means of a 
government depend on 
the product of loans, 
taxation, or confiscation, 
and if, as in Europe to
day, Russia's credit in 
the money market is 
broken, on what can the 
government rely but con
fiscation ? Can a human
itarian Anarchist like 
Tolstoi consistently fa
vor confiscation instead 
of voluntary charity ? 
And can Tolstoi, the 
preacher of peace at all 
hazards, consistently ad
vocate a revolution if 
confiscation fsils or is 
denied ? Surely such a 
manifesto is the act of a 
vague sentimentalist, not 

One gallon of whisky 
costs about $3, and con
tains about sixty.five 
ft tt e en-cent drinks. 
Now, if you must drink, 
buy a gallon and ~ake 
your wife the barkeeper. 
When you are dry, giv 
her fifteen cents for a 
drink, and when the 
whisky is gone she will 
hav, after paying for it, 
$6.75 left, and every 
gallon thereafter will 
yield the same profit. 
This money she should 
put away, so that when 
you hav become an ine-

A PAROCHIAL SCHOOL EDUCATION-FILLING THE CHILDREN'S 
MINDS WITH RUBBISH. 

briate, unable to support 
youreelr and shunned by every respectable 
man, your wife may hav money enough to 
keep you ·until your time comes to fill a 
drunkard's grave." 

of either a serious phil-
anthropist or a philosophic statesman. 

A CLBBGYMAN writes in the H6rald of the 
dangers of morality: "There is mo subject 
so hard to deal with in the church as that of 
morality. Tke danger is that in preaching 
morality those who receive and follow it are 
disposed to rely upon it for salvation. The 
Pharisees and Sadducees were moralists, but 
Mary Magdalene and the other woman that 
was a sinner, the Prodigal ~on, the thief on 

the cross, the publican in the Temple-these' tain an article by-to use that paper's words 
were the Christian types. Not a boasted 1 -"the matchless orator, Shaksperean 
morality, but a weeping penitence is the spirit I scholar, and giant of Freethought, Colonel 
desired." Robert G. Ingersoll." "H is seldom," says 

that journal, "that the public enjoys the op
portunity to read Colonel Ingersoll's splendid 
productions, and then only in the pages of 
the great reviews. But in our holiday num
ber he will write of a subject that deeply 
concerns the drama, the drama's votaries, 
and the play-going classes." 

A MAsTODON's tooth, ten inches long, seven 
inches from the crown to the roots, and 
weighing five and a quarter pounds, was 
found by a prospector on Goble creek, Ore., 
a few days ago. 

TBB Christmas Dramatic Mi'l'r(YJ" will con-

THB greatest revival that the church needs 
is a revival of true morality. There is no 
cause which operates so much to keep men 
outside the church as a knowledge of the fact 
that so many in the livery of religion are 
serving tlie devU.-Herald. 



leltcfttl. 

The Three Philanthropists. • 
I. 

Well, while I am a beggar, I will rail, 
And say there is no sin but to be rich. 

Mr. A. lived in the kirgdom of--·---. He was a 
sincere profe3sional pbilattthropisli. He W&B abao· 
lutely certain t.bat he loved his fallow-men, and that 
his views were humane and Pcient!fio. He concluded 
to turn his attention to tllking care of people less 
fortunate than himself. 

With this object in view be ir.vutigafeil the com
mon people thaG lived •bout him, and be found that 
they were extremely ignorant, that many of them 
seemed to take no particular interest in life or i~'> 
business, that few of them bad any theories of theh 
own, and that, while many had muFcle, thtore wa• 
only now and t.ben one who bad any mind wortt 
speaking of. N darly all of them were destitute ol 
ambition. Th~y were satisfied if they got eomethirg 
to eat, a place to sleep, and could now and tben in 
dulge in some form of dissipation. Tlley seemtd tc 
hav great confide ace in to morrow-.:.rueted to luck, 
and took no tbougbt for the future. Many of then,· 
were ~xtravaaant, moat of them dissipated, and & 

good many dishonest. -

After having oMaited this information Mr. A 
made up his mind to do what little be cou'd to batter 
their condition. He petitioned the king to assi&t 
him, and asked that he be allowed to take control of 
five hundred people in con~idtration that he would 
pay a certain amount into tlie r.reasury of the king 
dom. The king, being satisfi~d that Mr. A- coutd 
take care d thest. people better than they were tak· 
ing e •re of themaelvs, granted the petition. 

Mr. A., with the asr;istance of a few soldiers, took 
these people from their old homes and haunts to a 
plantation of his own. He divided them into groups, 
and over each group placed a superintendent. He 
made certain rules and regulations for their conduct. 
They were only compelled to work from twelve to 
fourteen hours a day, leaving ten hours for deep and 
recreation. Good and substantial focd was provided. 
Their houses were c:>mfor~able and their clothing 
snffieient. Their work was laid out from day to day 
and from month to month, so that they knew exac!ily 
what they were to do in each hour of every day. 
These rules were mad~ for the good of tbe people, 
to the end tbt they might not interfere with each 
other, fihat they might attend to their duties, and 
enjo:J themaelvs in a reasonable way. They were 
not allowed to waste their time, or to use stimulants 
or profane l•nguage. They were told to be respect
ful to the superintAndents, and especially to Mr. A.; 
to be obedient, and, above all, to accept the position 
in which providence had placed them, without com· 
plaining, and to cheerfully perform their tasks. -. 

Some denoQnced the entire proceeding as l!nwar
r~nted, as contrary to_ reason and justice. These 
insisted t;bat the five hundred people had a right to 
liv in their own way, provided they did not interfere 
with others; that they bad the right to llO through 
the world with little food and with poor clothes, and 
to liv in huts, if such was their choice. But Mr. A. 
had no trouble in answering these obj,etione. He 
insisted that well being is the only good, and that 
nary human being is under obligation, not only to 
take care of himself, but to do what little he aan 
toward taking care of others; that where five hundred 
people nejllect to take care of themeelvs, it is tte 
d11ty of somebody else, who has more intelligence 
and more means, to take care of them; that the man 
wbo takes five hundred people and improves their 
condition, give them on the average better food. 
bettf'r elothes, and keeps them out of mischief, is a 
benefactor. - · 

· Mr. A. also took the ground that providence, by 
giving him superior intelligence, the genius of cam· 
mand, the aptitude for taking charge of others, had 
made it bis duty to exercise these faculties for the 
well-being of the people and for the glory of God. 
Mr. A. frr q 11ently declared that he was G >d's 
steward. Ht~ often said he thanked God that he was 
not governed by a sickly sentiment, but that he was 
a man of sense, of force of character, and that the 
means f'mployed by him were in accordar.ce with the 
logic of facts. · 

. 
Mr. A. was very successful. In a few yeaJ'S be had 

l!l&veral thousands of men, women, and children work
ing for him. He amas•ed a large fortunP.. He felt 
that he had heen intrusted with this money by 
providence. He ther~fore built sever11l churches, 
and once in a while gave Jarae rmms to societies for 
the spread of civiliz \tion. He passt'd away rPgretted 
by a great many peop1e-not incJudit g tbof e who bad 

· lived under his immediate ado.inist1ation. He wa~ 
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b11ried with great pomp. 'he king being one of the 
pall-bearera, and on his tomb wa1 this 1 "He was 
the providence of the poor.•• 

II. 
And, being rich, my virtue then shall be 
To say there is no vice but beggary. 

Mr. B. did not believe in_ !!lavery. He despised 
tbe institution with every drop of bis blood, and was 
an advocate of unive,.sal freedom. He held all of tht. 
1deas of Mr. A. in supreme contempt, and fuquently 
speDt whole evtonings in denouncing the inbumanit;y 
and ir justice of the whole business. He eveu went 
so far as to contend that some of A.'s slave3 bad more 
tnte!Hgence than A himself, and that, whether they 
nad intelligence or not, they bad the right to be free 
He insisted that Mr. A's philanthropy was a sham; 
that be never bought a human being for tlle purpose 
·>f bettering that being's condition; that be weDt 
into the bu•iness simply to make money for bimsslf; 
•nd tb1t his talk about his slavE-S committing lea. 
"rime than when they were free was simply to j istif) 
he crime committed by himself in enslav1ng hit 

fellow men •. 
Mr. B. was a manufacturer, and be 11mployed eomt 

five or six thousand men. He used to say that these 
men were not forced to work for him; that they were 
at perftct libErty to accept or reject the terms; that, 
eo far as be was concerned, he would just as soon 
commit larceny or robbery as to force a man to work 
for bim. "Eyery laborer under my roof," he used 
tony, "is as free to choose as I am." 

Mr. B. had made a large amount of money. Man~ 
of hie workm.,n complained that their wages did 
not allow them to liv in comfort. Many had largP 
ramiliPe, and therefore but litt.Je to eat. Some of 
them lived in crowded rooms. Many of th childrtn 
were carried off by disease; but Mr. B. took ttJe 
.~round that all t.bese people bad a right to go, th•t 
he did not force them -to remain, that if they were 
not healthy it was not his fault, and that whenever it 
plea1.1ed providence to remove a child, or one of the 
pa"ente, he, Mr. B., wa~ not responsible. 

Mr. B. insisted that many of his workmen were 
extravagant; that they bought things that they did 
not need ; that they wasted in beer and tobacco 
money that they should save for funerals; that maLy 
of them visited places of amueement when they 
should hav been thinking about death, and that 
others bought toys to please the ehildren when they 
hardly bad bread enough to eat. He felt that be was 
in no way responsible for this extravagance, nor for 
the fact that their wages did not giv them the neces· 
saries of life, because he not only gave them the eem€ 
wages that other manufac~urers gave, but tbe sane 
wages that other workmen were williDg to work for. 

Mr. B. said-and be always said this as though it 
ended the argument-and he generally stood up to 
say it: " The great law of supply and demand is of 
divine origin; it is the only law that will work in all 
poesible or conceivable cues ; and this law fixes the 
price of all labor, and from it there is no appeal. If 
people are not satisfitJd with the operation of this 
law, Jet them make,a new world for tbemseivs." 

In a few years Mr. B. was the owner of many mill 
ion11. He also aonsidered himself as one of God's 
stewards ; felt that providet C9 had given him tbe 
intelligence to combine interests, to carry out great 
schemes, and that he was specially raised up to giv 
employment to many thousands of people He often 
regretted that he could do no more for his laborers 
without lessening his own prcfihs, or, rather, with
out lessening his fund for the blessing of mankind 
-the blessing to begin immediately after his deabb 
He was eo anxious to be tbe providence of posterity 
that he was sometimes almost heartless in bis deal
ings with contemporaries. He felt that it was neces 
~ary for him to be economieal, to save every dolla1 
that be could, because in this way he could increas~ 
the fund that was finally to bless mankind. He also 
felt that in this way he could lay tbe foundations of 
a permanent fam~>-tbat he could build, through hie 
executors, an asylum to be called the" B. Asylum," 
that be could fill a buil~ing with books to be called 
the 11 B. Libnry," and that be could also build and 
endow an institution of learning to be called the 
11 B. Oollege," and that, in addition, a lar~e amount 
of money could be given for the purpose of eiviliz;ng 
the citizens of Jess fortunate countries, to the end 
that they might become imbued with that spirit of 
combinatinn and mavufachure that results in putting 
larl(e fortunes in tbe bands of those who bav been 
selected by providence, on aceount of their talents, 
to make a better dist,ibution of wealtu than those 
who earned it could hav done. 

Mr. B., _like Mr. A., .was a man of judgment. He 
bad what 1s called a level head, was not easily turned 
aside from bis purpose, and felt that he was in ae
cord with the general sentiment of his time. By bis 
own exertions he rose from poverty to wealth. He 
was born in a hut and died in a palace. He was a 
patron of art and .. nrichfd his walls with the works 
of the master a. He insisted • hat others could and 
ehould follow his tnmple. For tbosewho failed or 
refused he had no sympathy. He accounted for 
their poverty and wretchedness by saying : 11 These 

paupers hav only tbemselvs to blame." .. ~~~ . di~d 
without ever having lost a dollar. His funeral W:as 
magnificent, and alergymen vied with eaoh other in 
laudations of the dead. Over his duet rises a monu
ment; of marble with tbe words : " He lived for 
others." 

III. 
But there are men who steal, and vainly try 
To gild the crime with pompous charity. 

There was another man, Mr. 0., who also had the 
genius for combination. He understood tbe value 
ot capital, the value of labor ; knew exactly bow 
much could be done with machinery ; undt:~rstopd 
the economy of things; knew how to do everythibg 
in the easiest and shortest way. And he,. toG, was 
a manufacturer and bad in his employ many thou· 
sands of men, women, and children. He wts what is 
called a visionary, a sentimentalist, rather wea.k in 
ois will, not very obstinate, had bnt little egotism ; 
and it never occurred to him that be hlld been se
lec:ed by providenoe. or any supernatural power, to 
hv1de the property of others. It did not seem to 
him that be had any right to take from other men 
their labor whbout giv1ng them • full Equivalent. 

He also insisted that we should not take advan
tage of each other's necessities; that you should 
not ask a drowning man a greater price for lowber 
than you would if he stood on the shore; that if you 
took into consideration the necessities of your fellow
maD, it should be only to lessen the price of th•t 
which you would eell to bim, not to incre·aee_it. He 
tnPisted that· honest men do not take adv-.nt,age of 
1heir feJ!owe. He was· so weak that be had not per
ft ct. confidence in the great law of supply and de
mand as applied to 1lesh and blood. He took into 
eonsideration another law of supply and demand ; 
be knew that the workingman bad to be 13upplied 
with food, and that his nature demanded someLhillg 
to e\t, a house to Jiv in, clothes to wear. 

A, tbe end of the first year he found that he had 
made a large profit, and thereupon be divided this 
profit with the people who had earned it. Some of 
his friends said to him that he ought to endow some 
public institution; that there should be a college in 
his nativ town; but Mr. 0. was of such a peculiar 
turn of mind that he thought justice ought to go 
before charity, and a little in front of E>gotiem and a 
desire to immortalize one's self. He said that it 
seemed to him that of all persons in the world en
liitl2d to this profit were the men who bad earned it, 
the men who bad made it by their labor, by days of 
aetual toil. He insisted th1t, as they bad earped it, 
it was really theirs, and if it was theirs, they should 
hav it and should spend it in their own way. 

Mr. 0. said: "I cannot be happy if those who work 
for me are defrauded. If I feel I am taking what 
belongs to them, then my life becomes miserable. 
To feel that I hav done justice is one of the necessi
ties of my nature.· I do not wish to establish col
leges. I wish to establish no public institution. 
My desire is to enable those who work for me to 
establish a few thousand homes for themselve. My 
ambition is to enable them to buy the books they 
really want to read. I do not wish to establish a 
hospital, bot I want to make it possible for my work
men to hav tbe services of the best physiaiane-phy. 
sicians of t.heir own choice. It is not for me to take 
their money and use it for the good of others or for 
my own glory. It is for me to giv what they hav 
earned to them. Afh r I hav given them tbe money 
that belongs to them, I can giv thfm my advic!-1 
can tell them how I hope they will use it ; and after 
I hav advised them, they will use it as they pleaee. 
You cannot make great men an.d great women by sup
pression. Slavery is not the school in which genius 
is born. Every humall being must make his own mis
takes for himself, must learn for himself, must hav 
his own experience ; and ·if the world improves it 
must be from choice, not from force; and every man 
who does justice, who sets the example of fair dealing, 
hastens the coming of universal honesty, of universal 
aiviliution ." 

Mr. 0. carried his doctrin out to the fullest extent, 
honestly and faithfully. When he died, there were 
at the funeral those who had workfd for him, t.heir 
wives and their childreJJ~ Their tears fell upon bis 
grave. They planted :flowers and paid to bim the 
tribute of their love. Above bis silllnt dust they 
erected a monument with this inscription: "Heal
lowed others to liv for tbemeelve." 

RoBERT G. bGIJ!BOLL. 

A Christmas or New Year's Present • 
The " Frfl,.tbinkere' Pictorial Text-Book" in a1oth 

binding ($2 50) is one of the best Obristmas or New 
Year's presen'B a Liberal can make to a friend. 
Obriatmas is a pagan festival and New Year!11 is only 
a mark of tim~, but the Tt1xt-Book is a thing of 
beauty and a joy fcrever, and will help to ra'ionaliz~ 
the festival and make you( friend forget tbe 1light of 
;teare. 

SoD for catalog of ocr 1 ublier.tion... Bent ·froi\ 
on application. 



Items of Foreign News Interesting to Free-
thinkers. . 

The Freereligioue societies of Vienna hav taken 
Up the social question. 

trad~s. The teaching of Ohriatianit7 is poaitlfly 
forbxddan, and what is more, this wish of the philan
tluopic Fteathinker is respeeted. Moral instruction, 
as taught in Oomte's system of philosophy, is 
given to the children. 

ts. 1801. 

all they oan, andllever leave their own sh~re of the 
work or coat to be borne by the willing burden:. 
bearers. , 

In 1870 the disciples of Ignati[\s Loyola numbered 
10,529 persons ; in 1880, 10,494; iu 1882, 11.058; A. Letter ot Farewell from Captain Otto 
and ar. the present time there are over 12,000 Jesuits. Thomson. 

The cause of Liberalism is making good headwaf 
in Britiah Oolumbia, and in no place. has it better 
prospects than in tbe thrifing city of Vanc~uv~r. -

0. B. REYNOLDS, 
Secretary Washington Secular Union~ 

Somehow or another Ohristians oan never make 
th6ory and practice work the same way. According 
to the Bev. Dr. S~rong, D.D., the odhodox Protest
~nts of this country hn estate valued at $13,075,· 
300,000. " Blessed be ye poor." 

The mpnument in honor of Mr. Mathat, the 
Belgian Freethinker, whose remains were insulted 
by the mayor of Waterloo, ia favorably commented 
upon by the Belgian secular press. It is the work 
of a brother Fceethinker, architect Allard, secrdary 
to the Fteethought society "Evolution," at S~. 
Gilles. 

The spirit of YRnkae enterprise has seized upon 
our Dutch contemporary .De .Dageraad. The pub
lishers propose to giv with each number of their· 
monthly magazine Bixtean royal octavo pages of 
Lecky's " History of Rt~otioneliam," and continue until 
the work is all published. .De .Dageraad is an ex
cellent magtzine, alwr.ys newsy and instructiv, and 
its publishers are to be congratulded. We hope 
the new eobeme will prove a success, and secure 
m1ny additional subscribers. · 

MR. EDITOR: Through the medium of Tn TRbTil: 
SEEKER allow me to say my farewell to my foreign 
correspondents and many friends abroad, now when 
I hav left, perhaps forever, the Swedish Freethought 
paper, Fritankaren, with the same ~ffectionate feel
ings of regret as when a parent takes a final leave of 
a beloved child. 

I sincerely thalik you all for the great many· testi
monies of sympathy and of acknowledgment for my 
poor but honest and ardent eifcrts for F.reethought 
and liberty of conscience. 

Though now an impoverished old man, you will 
nevertheless still find me a fellow-champion in the 
ranks of the international Fceethought army, and I 
do hope that when I at last drop down, our battal
ions will advance with a spotless, flying Freethought 
banner, unchecked and victoriously, conquering 
superstition and ignorance. . 

To those of you who will sometimes beguile the 
coming tedious hours of an old m1n with a few lines 
or with Freethought papers, I cannot heartily enough 
express my grtatitude. 

My warmest and best wishes to you all. 
Your forever &incere fellow-champion and friend, 
Stockholm, Sweden. OTTO THOMPSON. 

Through Methodist Eyes~ 
From'the Chrtstian .A avocate. 

' . ,. "1 

Question 8555, A minister a few days ago1 pre~tlhlng In ~ 
church which I ~ttended, used this exact .. expression i 
"Stephen Girard, in the establishment of Girard Qollege, did 
everything he could to make l.t thoroughly Infidel." He 
then quoted the clause in Girard's will forbidding any priest, 
minister, or missionary ever being connected with its man
agement, or even admitted ail visitors, and asserted, using 
these very words; that "the college never prospered until a 
Christian minister was elected pres!d€nt." Is there any~ 
thing to show that Girard purposed the establishment of an 
Infidel college? Has there ever been or is there now a fuin
ister at tbe head of the college, or represented on the boarli 
of Instructors ? 

Answer. The presidents of Girard Oollege from 
its foundation hav been these : 

1. Aleocander Dallas Baahe, · a desoe11dant of 
Franklin, Professor of Natural PhUosophy and 
Ohemistry in University of Pennsylvania. The col
lege did not go into operation under him. He visited 
the European educe.tional institutions in its interest, 
and published his observations. Dled as chief of 
the United States ooaet survey. 

2. Bon. Joel Jonee, well known as a judge in 
Philadelphia. 

In 1844 1,200. 000 persons undertook the pilgrim-
age to -the holy coe.t in Trier. This yemr the num- Send Stamp f"or p:riilted Letters to Con· 
ber swelled to 1,925)30; that is, 725,130 persons ;-res§men on ihe ~unda;y opentn;- of tile 
hav been added to tte number of self-confessed fools World's Fa~r. When you receive them, ad· 
sinc9 1844. In that year the Lua:emburger Zeitung dress them to your 4Jon~re<sman, sign y-nur 
annouDced five different kinds of mirs.cles to .bn mu~e, aLd send them to him at Wa~bin;ton, 
occurred; this year it announces net one. Hav the !''in· And It y~n1. can afford to, P?-t In some· 
miraculous powers of the coat been lot~t, or bas the- h ;- fo~ the Literature Fond, winch enables 

3. William H. Allen, LL.D. 
4. (Oolonel Richard S ?) Smith. 
5. William H. Allen, LL D. 
6. Adam H. Fetterolf, LL D. 
Dr. Allen's presidency was very long and wise. 

power of the devil increased, or does the Oatholic us to prmt thuo letters. . 

He was an honored layman of the Methodist Epis
copal church. None of these gentlemen was a min
ister. So far as we ean ascertain no minister has 
ever been upon the board of directOJ:s. The rules in 
regard to the admission of ministers even to the . church fear another seoession? 

The holy O)lt show at Trier is over, and now a 
holy house exhibition is to tRka place. In the year 
1291 the Holy GhoB~ hitched some of the angels to 
one of the celestial oh•riots ilnd drove to N uueth, 
from whence he brought as a load the house of 
Mamma Mary. No~ having a map with him showing 
the geography of the earth since it tlle!lsed to be :tl11t, 
he unloaded t.ha house in Dalmatia. Jehovah, M~Gry's 
husband, son, and papa (vide Nicene creed), dis
covered the mistake, and by the same means of trans
portation the holy sh1nty was removed to Loretto, 
where it is now found. The show is free, but a col
lection will be taken up. 

The Hungario-Americ~n weekly, Onallas (Inde
pendence), a newly bor11, well-edited, and patriotic 
sheet, which has m~ade its appsars.nce in H@zleton, 
Pa., tells us that there is trouble brewing in the 
R~man Oatholio church here in the United StatEs 
There are seven! thousands of Rutbeni<1ns (Hunga
rian Ruesian~) in this country. They belong to the 
R:>man Oatbolic church, but follow Greek ceremonies, 
use ancient Sla.v or modern languages instead of 
Lttin, and their priests prefer marrying to keeping 
• mistress. The Oatholic bishops do not like such 
priests, and hav petitioned the pope to call them 
baok. Hence the trouble brewing. We hope the 
pope will, so that the Oatbolics can hav " family 
quarrel just like the Protestants. 

Th13 Freethinkers in Belgium deserve praise for 
the activity shown by them. Ootober 25tb, their 
annual national congrese took place; November bt, 
l'Union Fraternelle, of Braine-le·Oomte, had a great 
rally on occasion of tha presentation to the union of 
a new and handsome b1nner. Our friend, M. Leon 
Furnemont, president of the Freethougbt !JOciety of 
B i.i ~eel and. editor of La .Raison, delivered an ora
tion on "The .i>sad Heroes of Freethought." Ten 
societies, with music and banners, partook in the 
celebration. We suggest that American Freethinkers 
follow the enmple set by their Belgian brethren 
and institute public celebrations on other days be
sides the birthday of Thomas Paine. We must let 
the people know that Freethinkers liv, that Free
thi:nkers work, that Freethinkers hav a TRUTH 
SEEKER, of which latter h1nd out your old numbers 
to them for perusal. 

U ader the title " Oak Een Weeshius-.Maar Geen 
Ohristelijk" (Also an 0 rphan Asylum-But Not a 
Ohristian) does Mr. Alexis Sluys giv the readers of 
.De .Dageraad a history of the orphan asylum erected 
by Hon. J. G. Prevost in 1861 upon an estate be· 
longing to him ir:i the department of Seine de Oem
puis, Oise, Franc~. He diad in 1875, and willed the 
institution to the above-named department. It ac· 
oommodates now ore hundred and fifty children of 
both sexes. Th9 children are admitted when four 
to six years of age and remain there until they are 
sixteen years old. They are taught the various 

Liberalism at Vancouver, B. C. grounds are strictly kept. The offioers hav many 
Vancouver, B. 0., is the terminal city, not alone of ministerial friends, but no one of them, so far as we 

the great Oana.dian Pacific, but of all railroad lines of can find, and our opportunities to know are good, 
the entire Puget Sound country, and is destined to be has ever invited a minister to enter his houl!le or the 
the great distributing point for the Oriental trade. grounds. The rule is to call these persons to the 
Ohina, Japan, and Australian lines are alre•dy lodge at the entrance, and a few minutes hn to auf
established, making a ferry across the Paci1lo from fice for a nephew, brother·in-Iaw, pastor, or friend. 
Vancouver to Yokohama like that over the Atlantic Dr. Allen once found on the grounds a minister who 
from New York to Liverpool. had been a pupil in tha college, and promptly con-

Vancouver is a young city with all of the Johnny ducied him out. No doubt there hav been occasion
Bull solid, sturdy growth, enthused and accelerated ally ministers who think it a clever thing to enter 
by Yankee genius, push, and enterprise. under false eolor8, but. we hope such lack of honor 

Oa October 2bt to 23d I delivered three lectures is l-Xtremely rare. The writer, though greatly in· 
at ~brket Hall, a most magnificent hall of colossal terested in Gerard Oolleg.e, and ac9-uainted wilh many 
proportions. . The weather was unpropitiaus-pour- of its graduates, nd though havmg the children of 
ing rain nearly the whole time of my sojourn in the friends there, and very curious to visit it, has never 
city, with the exception of about one-h11U an hour each oonoidered H compatible with a prOpSl' ,sense of 
evening, between a qun~er before 8 and quarter honor to do so. 
past. We had e.bout five hundred people on Services are held on Sunday, but always eond~ted 
Wednesday night, six hundred on Thursday, •nd by lay speakers. If anyone should so far forget tbe 
over seven hundred on Friday night. The interest proprieties of the place as to become a propagator 
increased and on Friday. night reached a furor of ol any particular form of religion, or the a~sailant 
enthusiasm. of any, or of any form of non-religion; his services 

I made my usual loving invitation for. any minister would be speedily dispensed with. When we inquire 
in good standing in the community to come forward into Girard's intentions, we oan only judge by his 
and defend his faith, expose my errors, and prove to actions. Girard had a pew in a churob, and r£quired 
the people present that the Bible is of divin~ the attendance of nephews or nieces who were living 
inspiration, and that Jesus Ohrist is the son of God in hio house. There is still, or was a short time 
and savior of the world, offering them one-balf the ago, living one annuitcnt under his will, Mts. Amelia 
time, or three· quart.ers it they thought half would not G. Taylor. Among many incidents, in conversation 
be fair; promising them if they could not afford to with a pupil of the college, she said that Mr. Girard 
do this for truth's sake, Ohriat's sake, or Jove of souls, said that '' he did not believe in any particular form 
that if they made a real earnest fffort I would take of religion, but if he ever ehould make any profession 
up a collection for them myself, giv them enry cent, it would be Qulkeriem." 
and if it did not amount to good pay for the time In the college religious services are held, morning 
expended I would add $10 from my own pocket; but prayers at 8, afternoon at 4, with singing-not in 
as usual no shepherd appeared to defend his fioek. the afternoon on Saturdays and holidays. On Sun
One gentleman, after asking some questions and day they •re held morning and afternoon, with short 
declaring that although he bad listened to all three addresses by laymev, say, twenty minutes; the after
lectures he was still somewhat of a Ohristian, said noon address omitted in June, July, and August. 
the cowardice of the ministry in failing to accept my There are also short readings in lower sectious, with 
very kind and liberal cifar shook his faith, if not in reading and prayer at retiring. 
Ohristianity, at least in the Obristian minis~ry. The objact of Girard, who as a Freethinking 

I endeavored to comfort the friend with the Frenchman was a great admirer of Voltaire's political 
assuranee that, when they were sure I was far away, and religious writings, was simply to train the pupils 
when in their coward castles, they would annihilate in the principles of morality, leaving them afterwarci 
me in grand style. He replied that was just what to choose their own religion; therefore it was that 
he objected to; one of the ministers whom he had he provided by will that ~o ecclesiastic, missiona!y, 
urged to accept my offer told him he intended to or minister of any sect IS to hold any conneohon 
answer me a week or two after I was gone. with the college, or be admitted to the premises 

The Market Hall is owned by the aity and rents even as a visitor; but he made • special request that 
for $35 per night, but the city Solons bad rented it the officers of the institution should instruct the 
to church folks for $10 per night. The Fteethottgbt pupils in the principles of morality. The manage
Society applied for its use at sante rates, and as ment of the college has assumed in general that a 
they comprise some of the most rflflpected and belief _in an all-w~se and just a~d merciful God is 
iv1luential citizens, are an organized body, and an essential to morality; but the will :ba~ b~en adhered 
election was near, the city fathers voted them use of to. as respects the letter and the restr1ot1ons of Mr. 
the hall at same rates as oinurch folks. G1rard. . . . . . 

The Freethought Society of Vanoou·ver fthould own I From the foregomg 1t appears th~t 1f any m.1mster 
a hall of their own, and hav regular r1oience schools made such a statement as the questiOn contaJDs he 
on Sundays, social and ball every n1oath, cultivate uttered what he could not know to bn true, and 
musical and dramatio ability of itf members, all do what was actually false. 
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News and Notes. 

Soulbern Oalifornia is a pnadise now. Sofli win.dll! 
are blowinfl, bright ekies are shinivg, Heeoy olonda 
roll over the splendid blue, but no s~orm is in their 
silTery depths. The mountains are· wonderfully 
lustrous against the glorious sky, and the vast plains, 
ribboned with sparkling streams and luxuriant with 
grove and orabard, extend like the fi·Jor of an enor· 
moue palaoe. It is "the j 'JY of life" indeed in this 
golden land. F;owera of every variety are in bloom. 

San Diego, like a queen city, fronts the sell that 
rolla its endless wealth upon tte circling shore. Tbe 
head of Liberalism b&ats here too in rhythm with 
the music of the uncbained billows. 

O.n Sunday evening, November 15tb, Louis Opera 
House is again crowded, aJJd I discourse upon "The 
Bible and Modern Thought." The audieDce was 
thoroughly appreciativ of radical ideas. 

Monday morning I begin my week's roule from 
S.an Dieflo to Ll'JS Angeles. S.anta Ana is the first 
point. Here is where Oolonel B•ker, of the Santa 
Ana Standard, makes things interesting for ortho
doxy. Be says what he thinks is the truth every 
time, and the people like it, and even those who are 
struek with holy borror read his lively columns. He 
likes to hav the Freetilought lecturer coma around, 
and always givs him a hearty clasp of the hand, and 
advertises without money and without price the 
gospel of the good time coroivg. 

Hope Ranch is glittering also, where my friend 
D. Edson Smith liVIl in happy tranquillity. " Ten 
Aarea Enough" is the title of one of his inslractiv 
articles, and he give a practical illustration of wha~ 
ten acres can produce in that lovely country. His 
home is a little paradise. n seemed so to . me 
indeed, as out of the duet of travel I came to it on 
that sunny morning. The beautiful fruit trees nre 
upon every side, and the squashes are eo big that it 
took the united efforts of Mr. Smith and :myself to 
lift some of them into the wagon. In tl:::itJ rural 
felicity one ctn evj oy life with a large margin of 
leisure aDd beauty. Mr. Smith is abreast of all 
reforms. Be is a valuable contributor to the pref!s. 
It is a wonder how he gets time to write so mncl:!. 
He is a Farmers' Alliance worker, and is organizing 
that party in Southern Oalifornia, tnd sometimes 
makes two speeches a day in advocacy of his cause. 
It Is a pleasure to meet this spirited ally and to spend 
1 day at Hope Ranch. It makes the heart beat 
higher in the warm delightful sunshine, and amid 
the delicious music of the trees. Mre. Smith is 
equally intelligent and interested in rt~dical advai!ce, 
and so amid the bloom of nature I find the sum
mons of tbe "world's great :field of battle." 

I hav a good audienee Monday evening, and ·• 
responsiv one. I :fivd improvement each time I come 
to this point. Mr. H. A.. Newman is our stanch sup. 
porter. Be dnotes himself to the euccess of the 
meeting, and is a generous contributor. I mliet 
many friends of the old time, and r.m eatisfied that 
notwithstanding every drawback F.reetbought is on 

· the forward move. 
Tuesday morning the.re is D confereue of the 

clergymen of the county at Santa Ana. I am 
invited to attend and did so. I thought poseibly 
there might be a chance for debate, but the talk was 
entirely one-sided, and there was no room for the 
lrlftdeJ. The first paper read was a . tremendous 
onelaught on the church of R Jme. This was good 
so far. It demonstrated the bitter antagonism of 
the eupreme church of tbe Ohriatian religion to t.be 
common schools. I was not sorry to see Ohristians 
fight among themselvs. Ther.ein is the safety of the 
republic. But I could not help noticing how feeble 
in Iogie ia the opposition of the Protestant churches 
to Rome. They do not seem to bav any basis of 
aotioD-no '()oint whence an dl'ectual attack might 
be made. It is Rome or reason. What is between 
muat flO to the wall when the final grand combat is 
on. The Protestants do not protest eDough. They 
want to exercise authority. To this I object. When 
the pope is overthrown Ohrist.ianity is ended. It 
has no further function. A paper wu read on the 
relations of the church to reform. It was not a very 
vital paper. It simply s11id, the church must leave 
politics and "preach the gospel." Well, what ia the 
gospel T That question was unanswered. 

R~ally the dasrussion by thEBe clergymen of the 
mighty questions of the day was tame indeed. It 
was like the talk of children. It was " words, 
worde, words,'' alter the fashion of Hamlet.· Not a 
stalwart thought was expressed. The great world 
was heaving and tumbling outside in enormous 
force, but these ministers did not seem to know 
anything about it. They launched their paper boats 
on a tiny inlet, where scarcely a breath wat:~ felt of 
the real universe. 

In the afternoon, by the kindness of MrP. H. A. 
Newman I was driven over to Anaheim. Mr. S. 
Littlefield arranged for our lecture here. I find 
quite a Liberal element. I was pleased to meet with 
Leonard Parker and his wife. Again the roses 
bloom. Ltfe sweeps on with sunshine and shadow, 
with memory and with hope. Over the soft dear 
stars of night the morning ftings its radiant fires. 

I hav a fair audience; meet old friends at Ana
heim, and I hope to come egain to this fruitful land. 
Anaheim is a quiet place at present. Yat the country 
round about is in vigorous growth. The warmth 
of the sun is refreshed by breezes from the sea. 
Almost l!mything can be raiFed in this section. It is 
an "all· round" country. Not only fruits of every 
variety, but grain and vegetables and grass, are 
abuLdantly produced. Mr. Littlefield baa planted 
ninety acres to orange trees, and llixty acres to wal
nut trees. They are in splendid condition. Ir1 • few 
years these lands will giv an income of $10,000. 
The real propedy of Oalifornia is now comi11g-tbe 
cultivation of its soil. The "boom cities" present 
a melancholy appearance; but groves and orchards 
are springivg everywhere into existence, snd from 
these shall come the wealth and entl>rprise that will 
bav no retreating tide. 

Mr. W. M. McFadden was chairman of the mset
ing 111t Anaheim. Mrt>. S. Littlf,:field contributed a 
be&utiful bouquet, which gave its " silent music " to 
the orcasion. Mr. McFadden bas a contest on band 
which I hope will help settle 11 most important 
question. The Bible is read with Rreat elaboration 
in the school hie children attend. The teacher reads 
a verse, and then has the whole school repeat it after 
him. The trustees indorse tbe teacher. Mr. 
McFadden proposes to take the matter to the courts. 
If so, a decision of the supreme court of the state 
will be the result. 

From Anaheim, Wedne11day, November 18hh, I 
burry on to Los Angeles. By a misi;ake of the mails 
no &rrangementa are made for a lecture. However, I 
see V 1UIB and Foley, hav· a good dinner with them, 
meet J. E Olark 1nd other friends, and arrange for • 
lecture Monday, November 30th, and I know I shaH 
hav a liberal attendo,nce in this splendid city. . 

I push on to Monrovia and meet a aordial welcome 
at the home of W. A. Chess. The Chess brothers, 
whom I met here four years ago, are now sczttered. 
One is in BuUe Oity and one in Portland, but W. A. 
Obese holds the fort here, through varied fortuneB, 
avd is ready to lend a hand. He arranges for the 
lec~,ure, and by his earnest work it is a great success. 
I thought Monrovia quite an orthodox town. H has 
six churches. When I was here the first time it 
rained tremendously and I had no audienee, a:ad did 
not lectur.... It was rather discoutagiiig. The 
olouds rolled up in masses this time and it looked 
as ,if I would hav the eame experience. Sunshine, 
howevtr, prevailed; but would anybody come to the 
Freethought lecture even if it was fine weather T It 
wu an experiment. Somebody thought if we did bav 
an audience it would be a sanctimonious one-that 
there would not be a ripple of laughter nor a cheer 
from beginning to end. However. the meeting wae 
a happy disappointment. The ball was filled with 
ladies slld gentlemen and the applause was exhilarat. 
ing. I hav never had a more appreciativ hearing. 
Monrovia wheels into line and from this momeiJt on 
Frpethought occupies a position of respect and 
iD 1l ueJJ ce. 

Monrovia is a handsome residence city. It lies 
along the foothills about twelve hundred feet above 
the sea. The air is brilliant. The mountains tower 
in splendor and variety. The wide valley spreads to 
tbe sea, which makes a white lustrous rim to the 
varied magnificence of the landscape. The oranges 
produced in this seoUon are of the :first quality. 
'.rbere is no frost. 

I was pleased to meet with MrP. Annette Nye and. 
her 'family, and to enjnv hPr hospitality. She is now 
in t.he ranks of TnE TnuTB SEEKER, a Liberal and • 
Spiritualist, and in sympathy with the gJ'eat reforms 
of the day. both for man and woman. I find many 
friends in Monrovia. I am sure of a generous wel
come here at any time. Mr. Ohesa's persistent Ja. 
bore hav produeE>d excellel't results. 

I am due at Savannah Friday night.. We drive 
over, amid the delicious sunset light, through lonr 
avenues of trees. The sun sinks in dazzling glory, 
and leaves behind, from horizon to zenitb, an intense 
glare, which makes a lingering and brilliant twilight 
aQainst the accumulating shadows of the night. 
'l'he lanterns are gluming merrily 11s wa come to 
Y .. ary's hotel, in whose hall the lecture is to be 
given. Mr. and Mrs. Yeary are stanch Liberals. 
They giv a generous welcome. The hall is filled ; 
good Ohristians attend, besides Liberals from Et 
Monte and the vicinity. This is the first lecture 
Aver given at this place, and it was well receivfd. 
Tht~ ,,, hject WAS " The BiblP," Will H. Baker and 
J. F. tt'ruh are our stalwart allies here. They were 
determined to pu&h the campaign at any cost. Mr. 
Baker tells me he is going to LJDglois, Ore. The 
Liberals there will :find him a true comrade. Mr. 
John Haddock introduced me at the lecture. Mrs 
F. D. Buttolph and Mrs. W. R Dodson are on the 
roll of TBB TBuTB SEEXEB. The intelligence of the 
community was well represented in . this successful 
gathering. 

Mr. Yeary is an old.timer. He bas been in this 
country forty-one years. He is well known in the 
state. He never goes back on his colors. Be is a 
Freethinker to the backbone. Be freely gave the 
uae of hit:~ hall, and Mrs. Yeary generously enter· 

tah1ed the speaker, and they promisei to do the 
same to all Liberal lecturers who happen along. 
Tbis is a good outlook for the pioneer worker. 

I am at 0 range to night, Saturday. This con
cludes a pretty good week's work. I h1v been 
greatly encouraged. I hav had one o, the best trips 
yet. The people come out. The lecture field never 
gave more prmnil!l than at preserit. 

Nov. 21, 1891. SAMUEL P. FUTNAM. 

Tbe Cause in .Michigan. 
To TJIE EDITOR oF TnE TBUTH SFEKEB; Sir: No 

doubt a few words from a disinterested person will 
be of interest to Jour many readers. While I am a 
disinterested person yet I bav been quite interested 
and observing. When we look at the condition of 
things at p,-eeent and meditate upon things of the 
pas~ we can truly feel et couraged at the progress Ra· 
tionali!!m is making as 11gainst that of pure Bible 
doctrine. One h11s a bard task before him to find a 
preaaher or Jay membEr who places much confidence 
in the strict interpretation of -the Bible. lt would 
not he difficult for a Rstionaliet, or, in fact, the 
whole body of them; to gain admittance into the 
churches of tue present timf'. 
Were~ to make applfcation to join a church, how

ever Fpiritual it may be, I would be aeked whether I 
believed the Bible to be the product of God's mind; 
whether I believed in the Bible account of pristin 
putHy and the fall ; whether I believed all men were 
sinners; whether I believed in the Bible idea of re
demption through an inearuted son of God; whether 
I believed OhriPt was a son of God only begotten 
by the Holy Ghost; whether I believed in any 
"good works" (Bible worh, of course); whether I 
would take the 11 word of ·God" as "my man of 
counsel," provided tlley waro in doubt as to whether 
a negativ answer would close my purse and infiu
ence agaitJBt them. 

They, with a few exceptions, h&v acceded to the 
Rationliets' declaration that there is nothing in a 
total change in the moral nature that will meke one 
bate what tb~ "worldling" lovea, cease to talk as 
he does, cease to look as he does, and banish 
the ill feeling and prFjudices he once possessed. 
They tell us God intended we should enjoy aU 
things be made-that there is notbirg in the old 
doctrin of self-denial. They hav •ocpnnged it from 
their creeds, and say, Drit1k au:d be merry, for to
morrow we die. The Nicolatians in the first cent· 
ury discovered the erroneousness of the self· denial 
and "good works" doctrin and the cburches are 
wisely taking up tl:e battle·cry egainst those who 
are eo far behind the times and still incul~ate the 
idea. 

They, with the R~tionalist, believe that the feel
ings they enjoy are simply an unmistakable evidence 
that they are all right; and these feelings are reliable, 
though the whole Bible contradicts, thus proving 
the absurdity of Rom. xii, 2. They hav also ex
ploded tbe impoeition upon men, that those who 
do what Obrist eDjoins will be satisfied-they do not 
desire anyt.bing the 11 worldling" give. They super
ficially condemn gambling and its attendants, yet 
they will become enthusiastic over a horse·race. 
They denounce the lottery tlusinees IS of the devil, 
yet they will engage in a sanctified church lottery 
with all the Ppirituality they possees. 

I hav taken soecial pains to look up the true 
state of affo~~irs. Within the last· five years I hav 
traveltd over several states, l!lelling books (Testa· 
menta of couree), that I might the better become 
acquainted with the workings of the clmrches as a 
general thing. I tock Ppecial pains to e:nmin them 
iB every detajl, and c•n truthfully say that the condi
tion of the first community visited waa a perft ct repre
sentation of every other one. To be sure, some com· 
munities had persons of such holy dispositions and 
stability of ebaractsr not four.d in others, but the 
opposition, prejndicet:~, and hatred were universally 
prevalent. 

Several years ago I came into post:~ession of 
several tracts, among which was one, " The House 
We Liv In," being a statement of the faith and 
practice of a small denomination. I had never h&ard 
of these people before, and could not find out where 
any of them lived. I asked a "man of God" where 
I could find some of them. He told me it was folly 
to flO so far to hunt them up; that they were so 
foolish they thought they ought to do things as they 
found them in the Bible, and had not tbe wisdom to 
do the more objectionable things in a spiritual way; 
that il!l, they could Dot take advantage of the part of 
the Bible we do not really feel like doing. 

This opposition of that " man of God " only 
strengthened my curiosity more than ever, and I 
finally found the people holding to the faith enunci
ated in the aforesaid tract. I found them all geDer
ous to a fault. I learned their ways, studied up 
their practices, and can really say I felt at home 
among them, though I was no more interested in 
their doctrine tban in any other. I often get into 
trouble with them, as they are wonderfully. defensiv 
when it comes to dealing with "God's word," and I 
can say in all candor that they are the only people 
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of whom I bav beard that R•tionalism is in direct 
opnosition to. . · 

You can go to the Baptist, Presbyterian, Method
ist, Ullited Brethren, Lutheran, Dleaiple, or Oon· 
gregationalist denominations and tackle them on the 
Bible and they will all stand up for its divine inspira
tion, and tell us they take it as a whole; but when 
you come to a Dunk&rd he will not only tell you 
what the rest tell you, but he will ssy he will accept 
it in detail as well as a whole. 

When you want to whip the Dankards you can 
enlist almost every denomination on er&rth and giv it 
to them in any shape you wieb. They literally 
despise the Dunkards. I hav attended several of 
their love-feasts. They hav tables enough in the 
church-house to accommodate all of their own belief 
present. They are spread with soup made from 
bread and the bro~h of beef, beef, and bread. Then 
they wash one another's feet-the men the men's 
feet, and the women those of their own sex. T.bey 
then eat the meal before them, after which they take 
the bread and wine. 

Though you read this in the Bible (so they hav not 
added to it) I hav heard the severest critiaiems and 
strongest proofs against this work made by very 
devoted men to the Bible. D,ffe~ent times I thought 
I was in company with Rationalists and would 
express my views in opposition to this part of " God's 
word " 11nd they would amen them with a zeal 
wvrthy the cause. You can easily imagin my sur-. 
prise when I found these of my hith were Oliristiana 
and believers in the whole Bible. 

Then when the men meet, they salute each other 
with a kiss, and the women also as do the male part 
of the ehureh. This is also in the Bible, but 1 hav 
heard ministere-men of God-ridicule this and say 
they would not kiss a man for $20 ; and another 
said if he could kiss the sisters he would like it, but 
that he would not kiss a man-a brother not excepted 
-for a kingdom. Now, with such holy leaders, so 
confident in the truthfulness of the Bible, to lead, 
you cannot go amiss in guessing what support 
Rationalism got from their devoted followers. 

They do not dress like the world, or unbelievers, 
prostitutes, etc. The women wear a neat sun
bonnet, and plain clothing, with a white cap or veil
ing under the bonnet. The men wear wide·rimmed 
hats with standing coat-eol1ar. It is almost 
incredible to hear of the Obristian mothers using lihe 
language about their daughters who choose to join 
this fraternity that they do. I hav heard a. story 
here of a Ohristian man and woman with their only 
·daughter and her husband going to meeting one 
night with the latter's conveyance. The language 
·used against that daughter and son-in-law was very 
strong, and is seldom equaled by those less favored 
by God. They were followed by three men snffi. 
ciently close to hear. Tae mother accused tbe 
&O!l·in·law of everything and ran these D11nkards 
down to the level of devils, hypocrih, etc , and 
wound up by saying that before she would belong to 
his church and wear a bonnet she would go to hell,· 
as horrid a place as the Bible says it is. Wben she 
spoke for Obrist she felt so good; the love of God 
was shed abroad in her heart, and she would do any· 
thing for Oarist because he bad done so much for 
her. · 

So it is wherever I go-wonderful opposition to 
these people. Oae man said that wera it not for the 
law there would be more Dnnlrard funerals than 
there are, for when these children join the Dunkards 
the love of God would swell up and derange their 
0)1ristian mothers and fathers and the spirit would 
inspire them to murder their wayward daughters so 
they would not do those naughty things in the 
Bible. 

In conclusion I will say, I am terribly bothered 
and cannot decide whether we Infidels are Obristians 
or whether Ob.ristians are Infidels. J. TAYLOR. 

Flint, Hick. 

English Notes. 
DEAn TBUTB SEEKEBS : F.reethought work is not 

without its interesting in.'lidents. Sometimes our 
workers are more enthusiastic than discreet, and in 
their enthusiasm do those things which we graver 
ones can scarcely commend. Stiil we most make 
some allowance for untrained minds feeliDg a desire 
for rennge against their unprinaipled · Ohristian 
enemies. Here is ·an example of what we hav to 
contend with, and how our converts CCllasionally take 
the law into their own hands. At Finohley, a suburb 
in the north of London, made famous by Ho~arth's 
painting " T~e March of the Gaards through Finch
ley," we hav been trying to popularize Freethought 
views. The result at first was highly satisfactory ; 
but the dear Lord sent down a batch of his lying 
prophets who declared us all to be immoral beyond 
imagination, and the people shrank from us like 
pr>ison. An underhanded pereecution set in, and our 
converts were afraid to go near us for fe1r of losing 
their employment. Time, however, wore cff the 
sharp corners of the Obristian reproaches and the 
Freethinkers established themselvs in Finchley. 
O.o. one occasion Mr: W. J. Ramsey, who shared 

Holloway j1il with Mr. G W. Foote and Mr- Kamp 
was I!IDBOUDCed to giv the Sunday lecture. By som~ 
preconcerted arran~-~:ement, apparently, ttae Ioaal 
Oburch Army and Salvation Army bands kept up a 
succession of instrumental dins, so that Ramsey had 
no alternativ but to stay his discourse. Then tho 
sequel. 011r leader in those parts, who is a navvy 
who has raised himself into the position of employ. 
i:vg other navvies, introduced a sm11U barrel-organ 
into the harmonic gatherings. It was no use for the 
allied bands to contend against that:; and for three 
weeks the Finchley outdoor serviaes were the chief 
amusement for the villagerP. Now came one Sun
day's rest to see how the Armies would beh!llve them· 
selva. That was followed by another ~ftort to speak 
and I went down at an unexpected time last Sunday. 
News of my arrival was swiftly curied round the 
suburb; and when the trap drew up to the preach· 
ing ground the Ohurcb Army was already there, 
_singing, praying, brasebanding to their hearts' con
tent. Within • toot of my trap a Ohristian converted 
fight6r with • tremendous voica raded at us and our 
teachings. Babel was reproduced. How I managed 
it I scarcely know, but for three quarters of an hour 
I shouted ever the heads of the tumultuous assembly 
and addressed a fairly large number who listened as 
attentivly as they could to their first Fteethought 
lecture in that out-of-the·way corner of Finchley. 
This week my voice is all sixes and sevens from the 
tremendous strain it underwent. As compensation, 
however, tracts and thoughts were distributed where 
they ar& sure to bring forth usefal fruit. 

Last Sunday evening it was my ~ood fortur e to 
listen to a lecture in the Finsbury Park hall, which 
not only threw considerable light on the Tbeosophic 
question, but, if . true, gave it a somewhat gloomy 
coloring. Mr. Oriefisld is a practical hypnotist, for 
medical purposes, at our London-on· Sea, Brighton. 
For several years he has treated his patients with 
the aid of hypnotism rand his. wife bas assisted him 
as a " masseuse." The result is that the doctor has 
not only had experience in the ar~, but that experi
ence has enabled him to giv both entertaining and 
very useful lectures upon the various phases of 
hypnotism. To one such lecture we were invited 
laet Sunday. After a learned di11:quisition, which, 
f()r accuracy's sake, he read, Mr.Oriefield invited some 
of his audience to mount the platform, and then 
mesmerised such as aared to ascend; This part of 
the show was interesting enough, and by the aid of 
the explanations already given, equally inatructiv 
to the more thoughtful portion of his audience. 
However, Mr. Orisfield clearly pointed out that hyp
notism ought not to be used for the purpose of ridicu
lous exhibitioms. Snch tbi:1gs ought to be sup
pressed. For medical purposes hypnotism was 
a boon and should be used more than it ie; On ·the 
other hand, by training one's body to subjection to 
hypnotic iJ:dlllences one or an audience of fifty per
sons can be brought under the lasting spell of the 
operator for good or evil. S~:ch, at least, I und,r
stood him to teach. That most crxtraordinary 
phase of mesmerism, post hypnotic sug"estion. 
renders patients aapable of believing that they can 
.see, whilst in their otherwi11:e normal waking co~
dition, those very things which they b~>lieved they 
saw whilst in the hypnotic state; and Mr. Orisfield 
seemed to think that having reduced herself to that 
condition, Mrs. Besant had believed to rec!'!ive the 
Mahatmas letters as a matter of fact; and be also be
lieved that now Madame Blavateky is dead, there 
is no one who can release these people from their 
present state. A hypnotizer would seem to hav 
power of his patients to such an extent that if he 
suggests that no one else shall hav power of hyp 
notiem over them, no other hypnotizer is able to in
:tlaence them for good or evil. My knowhidge of the 
subject is far too tiny to indorse Mr. Orit<field in 
any way, but if he be right in bi11 ideas and suitable 
patients, often those of strovgest will and keen
est intellects, can be made subjeali to post-hypnotic 
suggestions and made to believe what their master 
tells them to believe, it is one of the most melancholy 
things that I remember to hav learned. Of course 
Mr. Oriefield only uses the art in a general way for 
the removal of neuralgic pains, sleeplessness, indiges· 
tion, and so on; and when he hypnotizes people for 
amusing purposes he puts it out of other practitioners' 
power to do so without his consent. Mr. Orhfield 
is an out-and· out Freethinker who hae worked hard 
for the cause in Brighton, and is a total disbeliever 
in Spiritualism of any kind, being a stanch Materi· 
alisli. 

Most of our Amerioan friends will be familiar with 
the name of Robert Forder. Perhaps that good man 
does not come to the front so much aa do others ; 
but he certainly has done an enormous work for 
Fteethought aince he has been secretary of the Na
tional Seoular Scciety. Mr. Forder is now approach
ing middle age, that age when men hav had a fair 
experience of the world and are yet endowed with 
their· largest portion of mental and bodily vigor. 
At such period of life good men try to be useful to 
their fellows as well as to themselvs, and if they hav 
been careful, plodding men, they are generally in 1 
social position which enables them to leave their 
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business occalliOnally in o•her hands whilst tt:ey help 
a little in works of pnbJic k•nd. O;~r old friend has 
made a move in this direction and has wisely de
termintd to Eeek a serat on the London sahool board 
to repair in some measure, if he be elected, the loss 
the Progressiv party must sustain by the d~>oision of 
Mre. Besant to eacrifice the poor children of L:>ndon 
on her altar of Theosophy. That Mr. Forder will 
blow no uncertain sound may be gathered from his 
program, which I append. 

LONDON SCHOOL BOARD. 
To the R~t .• payers of the· Fins bury Dlvisicm. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 
I beg to offer myself as a Progrepslv candidate. 
Elementary education having been made, by law, compul

sory and free, it should, llB a logical conS£quence, be of a 
purely secular character. I shall, if elected, strongly advo
cate the exclusion of all rellglous teaching from the board 
schools. 

With regard to the general policy of the school board, I 
am in bvor of the provision of flrst.class building•; the 
maintenance of a sufficient and efficient stFff of teachers; 
spacious playgrounds, to be open to the children of the 
neighborhood at all reasonable times; management of the 
schools to be entirely free from sectarian influence ; and the 
proper and careful administration of the ratepayers' money. 

I am strongly in favor or· paying trade union rates of 
wages for all work done for the board ; and, whenever pos
sible, the labor-day for all employees of the board should be 
limited to eight hours. 

I am also in favor of the extension of evenlng schools,· 
with an attractlv and practical course of studies. 

My public work during the last thirty years in all move
ments of a Progresslv character will, I hope, justify me in 
asking your confidence and support. 

ROBERT FORDER. 
9 Coleridge Road, Islington, N., Nov. 4, 1891. 

. SAM STANDBING. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
Mns. MATTIR KRBKBL will spend the month of December 

lecturing in Texas and the following four months in Kansas. 
Nebraska, and Iowa. Her address this month is 863 Third 
street, Portland, Oregon; after that, care of Mrs. J. W. 
Grit, 448 Bryan street, Dallas, Texas. 

W. B. BBLL will lecture at Creston, Ia., December 1st; 
North Bend, Neb., 8d,4th, 5th; Friend, Neb., 7th; D&llas, 
Tex., 12th, 13th; Flatonia, Tex., 16 >h, 17th; Sin Antonio, 
Tex., 20th; El Paso, Tex., 231, 24>h, 25·h; Phreaix, Ariz., 
27th, 28th, 29ih; San Pasquale, Cal., January 2d, 3d. 

B. P. PUTNAM's lecture appointments in California: 
Oakdale, December 5th, 6th; Lodl, 12th ; Stockton, 
13th; Grldky, 15th, 16th, 17th. Mr. Putnam will lecture 
the first four Sundays of January in Ban Francisco on" The 
Evolutions of a Century." Subject of first lecture, "Evolu
tions-Theological and Religious;" of second lecture, 
"Liberalism, Spiritualism, and Infidelity;" of third lecture, 
" Industrial Evolutions;" of fourth lecture, ''Political 
Evolutions." January 29th there will be a grand Paine 
celebration at Union Square Hall. On the follqwing Satur• 
day and Sunday, January 30ili and 31st, will be held the 
state convention. 

JoHN R. CHARLESWORTH's lecture appointments are as fol
lows: November 15~h, Beloit, Kin; 16;h, 17Lh, 18th, Indus
try; 23i, 24th, Doniphan; 26;h, 27Gb, Eigle, Neb.; 29th, 
Hamburg, Ia. ; December 6c,h, O~tumwa; 16th, Aurora, 
Ill.; 21st, 22d. Laxington; 231, 24 ·.h, Srraeburg; 27~h. 28th, 
CentraUa; 30~h. 31st, Waterloo. I•d.; January 10;h, Colum· 
bus, 0 ; 11th, 12r.h, Shreve ; 24th, Kent; 27•h, 28th, Farm. 
dale; 29th, Pittsburgh, Pa. · 

J. CLEGG WRIGHT, the Infidel Spiritualist orator, will speak 
at the Manhattan Llberal Club, 220 East 15th street, on Frl· 
day evening, December 4t.h. His subject is "Individualism 
vs. Boclallsm-the real point of conflict in process of clvillza
tlon." Mr. Wright is a fervid speaker, of whom the heret~ 
lcall::lplrituallsts think a good deal, and will no doubt giv 
the Club something to debate. December 11th the mother 
of Llll!an Russell will de~cribe the "Evolution of Rea
~on." Following Mrs Leonard. December 18ili, Miss Mai 
Fal will talk about "Liberal Liberty." 

MBB. M. A. FBBBMAN writes: "011 November 14'h Dr. 
Juliet B. Severance gave an address before the Chicago Secu
lar Unlon to a JarJZe and appreclatlv audience. The subject 
was, • The True Healing An; atJd as usual she handled It 
with force and abillty. Bne was extreme'y happy in her 
illuetraUons, comparlng drug medlcat.ion to the vicarious 
atonement. and Phe eald of the hoineopathl~ts that they are 
about like tbe Umtarians, but that the danger was that one 
taking a little medicin or a little religion was apt1o indulge 
in more, that there was a constant. tendency in either case to 

·Increase the dose. The doctor, much to the satisfaction of 
her friE>nde, b regaining her old strength and is readv to 
answer calls to lecture In ac:ljaCE>IIt states. Liberals should 
remembf'f the wNk of this brave reformer, and write her 
for particulars at No.2 Warren ave., Cllicago, Ill." 

ANDREW HoGG, of Cincinnati, Ohio, writes to us 
under date of November 25th, as follows: "A number 
of Llberals met in Eureka Hall, northeast comer of 
Ninth and Walnut streets, Sunday, 15 h Instant, to 
endeavor to effect an organization of Freethinkers in 
this city. A meeting will be held on Sanday, 29th 
instant, in the same place at 3 o'clock P.M., to hav the 
organization perfected on a solid basls, and should 
this meet the eye of any persons in or around this clty 
interested In this movement for the destruction of super
stition and spread of the principles of Universal Mental 
Liberty it is expected that they will join us in this much· 
needed movement. When regular met>tings are held we 
will hope to hav a little space in THB TRUTH Buun 
reserved for notice of th" same if possible. Bnould. anyone 
not see this notice in time to join us on the forego;ng date 
the undersigned will be glad to see or hear from them a~ 
any time." Mr. Hogg's address is 215 West 7th. st. 
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The Bible in the Schools. 
A.t 1il'St thought the reading of the Bible in the 

publid SObools appears to be a very harmleBl!1 if . not 
beneficial, praoUoe. Those amo11g the laity who 
favor it do not, as a r:ule, intend any infrin['ement of 
othera' rights or the perversion of any of the func
tions of the common schools. They believe that the 
Bible '"inculcates good morals, that religious 
instruction is neoeesary to the young, and that, 
therefore, the reading or the Bible in the schools 
would be beneficial. · 

But this conclusion is a non sequitu,., It does not 
follow from their premises. A. book which contains 
sood maxima may also contain bad ones, and its 
g(lod influence may thus be counteracted. Religious 
instruction might be bfneficial to the young, and yet 
this instruction might not be most advantageously or 
most properly given in the public schools. 

There are several numerous and in:fiuential classes 
who object to the reading· of the Bible in the public 
schools, and for various reaso11a. Among these 
classes are the Oatholios, Adventists, and Free-

. thinkers. The Oatholios and their reasons will be 
first noticed. 
. It will perhaps be conceded by all that the 
Ostholio is the oldest and most numerous Ohristian 
denominatiQn represented in the U .aited States. Its 
literature extends back to and includes tl:le writings 
of what are known as the ~'fathers" of the obureb, 
from the time or the apostles to the present day. To 
it hav belonged, and in its bosom hav died, nine-· 
tenths or all the Ohristians who bav ever lived. 
What it may hav to say on the subj eot of religion is 
therefore entitled to some respect-, and what it may 
ask in the matter of oollectiv or individual rights is 
worthy of some consideration on the part of the 
pe~ple who comp~se the sovereignty or the United 
State&. A few bru~f statements alone will be neces· 
aary to show till position of this church on the sub-
ject. . 

":fllxamin the Bibles promiscuously distributed in 
sohool-rooms, and it will be found that certain por
$ions are soiled with muob use, and sometimes abso
Jutely worn away by leoberous-minded youths; par
$iollltr passage& are marked to aid in more convenient 
J"Sferenoe for others ; a special delight is taken by 
Jnany lads to call the attention of the female element 
jn mixed sobools to oertain verses, expresaions, etc., 
w.boae reading and atudy produl!es the u~moAt dis· 
order in both sexes" (Freeman's Journal and Oath· 
Qlic .Registc,., J~ne ~0, 1891). 

11 The Old ~eatament is not a religious book. It is 
rather moral than reliaious, but it ia the most 
Immoral book in print" (Sbatement of 1 Oatholic oiti
II&D of Hartford). 

u MIDJ thlnga are narrated in soripture, not as 
they really happened, but aoaording to the opinion 
prevalent at ~he age of the writer" (St. Jerome). 

Theae abatements impugn the morality, aoouraoy, 
aud reliabilUy of the Bible as a whole. This church 
tlao opposes religious instruction in the schools 
beaausa aueh instraction is usually given by Protest· 
anta out . of the Protestant Bible, and they do not 
believe that they ought to be taxed to pay for the 
aiving of snob instruction to their children as they 
do not wisk them to receive. A• we proceed we shall 
:find that other objeobors present substantially the 
same views. 

N oab Webster, of lexioograpbioal fame, says: 11 In 
no respect does the present version of the scriptures 
require amendment more than in the use of many 
words and phrases which aannot now be uttered, 
especially in promiscuous company, without violence 
to decency; further, many wordi! and phrases are so 
offansiv, especially to females, ae to create a reluc
tance in young persons to attend Bible classes and 
sohools in wbioh they are required to read paesages 
which cannot be repeated without a blush, and con
taining words whicb, on other oooasions, a child oan 
not utter without rebuke." 

The vulgarity referred to by Mr. Webster extends 
not to the words alone, but in many instances to the 
narrativ itself, DB witnessed by Gen. xn:viii, 2 s.m. 
x\ii, Judges xi:s, 2 Jam. xvi, GBn. xxxv, etc.; and 
bas led to the adoption of lesson leaves, in which the 
obscene passages are omitted, in nearly all of the 
modern Sunday-schools. 

Rsv. Oharles A. Briggs, professor of biblical 
theology in the ·Union Theologies! Presbyterian 
Seminary of New York, !lays : " There are errors in 
the scriptures which no one has been·able to explain 
away, and the theory that they were not in the 
original text is sheer assumption, upon which no man 
can rest with certainty." 

Rev. Daniel Oarry, D.D., Methodist, reviser of 
Olarke's Oommentaries, said a few years ago in a 
Ohicago preachers' meeting that the Old Testament 
abounded in old wives' fables, which ought to be 
discarded. 

Thomas Jefferson said in a speech before the 
general assembly of Virginia in 1785, that " to com
pel a man to furnish contribution• of money for the 

't, 

propagation of opinions which he diabelisvas, is sin- 11 When we love our brother for the sake of our 
ful and tyrannical!' brother," says Professor Olifford, " we help all men 

The New York Independent says: "Those who to grow in the rjght; but when we l~ve o~r ~rother 
insist that some species of religious instruction shall for the sake of somebody else, who JS very likely to 
be incorporated into our public school system, may damn our brother, it very soon comes to burning him 
not intend the result; yet they are taking just the alive for his soul's health!' · 
course most likely to destroy the system altogether, Hardly had the Ohristian religion become :firmly 
since they demand of it what it cannot consis~ently est&bliahed in the Roman empire when 11 the emperor 
do. Secular instruction is the utmost limit to which Justinian prohibited the teaching of philosophy, and 
the system oan be reasonably extended." cloeed its Bob.ools in Athsne, A D. 529" (Draper). 

The Wieoonsin supreme court has recently de- Under Valentinian and V.!ilens "every manuscript 
aided that the reading of the Protestant Bi'!:>le in the that O)Uld be seized was forthwith burnt. Through· 
public schools constitutes sectarian instruction; and out the Eut men in terror destroyed their libraries, 
of course the reading .of the O.atholic, or any oth.er for fear that some unfodunate sentence contained in 
version, would be Equally so. any or the books should involve them and their 

The Adventists are opposed to the reading of the families in destruction. The universal. opinion was 
Bible in the public schools, because, according to that it was right to compel men to believe what· the 
their views, the state has nothing to do with religion. majority of society had now accepted as the truth, 
The civil law and the ecc'eeiastioal law, in their and, if they refused, it was right to punish them. 
estimation, hav nothing in common. The word No one was beard in the dominating party to raise 
11 civil" comes from the L1tin civitas, meaning his voice in bebslf of intelleotn•lliberty.'' · 
"city," ancient states deriving ·their names from "The 10olenoe of the fathers was . essentially 
capital cities ; while ecclesiastical law is for the founded on the principle that the scriptures contain 
go-vernment of the church. As Ptesident James all knowledge permitted to m1n" (Idem). St. 
Madison said : " R 3ligion is not in· the ·purview of Augustine was one of the fathers. He asserted that 
human government. Religion is essentially distinct 11 it is impossible there should be inhabitants on the 
from government and exempt from its cognizance. opposit side of the eadb, since . no such race is 
A conneoUon between them is injurious to bbth." recorded . by scripture among the descendants of 
Tb.e sentiments of President U. S. Grant were simi- Adam." L~ctantius was another of the fathers who 
lar. He said : "L9ave the matter of religion to the fully believed in the Bible. He a9ked, 11 Is it pos
family altar, the ohuroh, and the private s~Jbool, sup· sible that men can be so absurd as to believe that 
ported entirely by private contribution. K9ep the the crops and the trees on the other side of the earth 
state and the churob forever separate.'' hang downward, and tbat men hav their teet higher 

The phenomenal growth of Freethougbt, which than their heads!" Bruno was burnt by Ohris
ohronioles a seventy-five per oent increase of adher- tian believers in the Bible in the si~teenth oentury 
ents in ten years, while the various ohurohes hav for asserting that the earth turned around. Galileo 
only gained from naught to six per cent; the intelli- ·suffered imprisonment, and only escaped burning for 
genoe of its people, in· whose ranks are such men as the same cause by recantation. Fteethought was 
Qharles Darwin, Herbert Spencer, John W. D.:aper, their only "rime. Va~ini, the Italian philosopher, 
Thomas Huxley, Ernest HaeokeJ, John Tyndall, had his tongue out out and was then burnt alive, in 
Alex. Von Humboldt, and scores of others of 1619, for daring to use his reason in opposUion to 
the world's leaders in science and philosophy; and the barbarian biblical and paf,ristic cosmogony of his 
the fact that the founders of Amerioau liberty, the day. And these are but a tithe of the martyrs who 
pioneers of the antislavery movement, and the agi· suff~red death for blessing the world with usefql 
tators of nearly every reform, come from its rankS, discoveries and inveutions, at the hands of those 
giv to the Secular demands of the Freethinkers of who taught the same 4'eligion that is taught to-day. 
the world a prestige whioh rises above the coDside-r- Luther also, with the open Bible bef9re him, 
ation of numbers. . bitterly opposed and ridiculed (JoperniQllS, aDd 

The Freethinkers of the world demand a -purely thought he hacJ don~ 11 l!lm • .-t thing when he had 
secular education for the rea&Ollll ab•aady addqead by called thtat imlijortld philosopher 1 poo~ fool. We 
the Oatholios and 4dventists; a11d also beoause the want our puhlio B4'hools dev~t~d. to reall!;nowled8'e, 
dootrin of scriptural infallibility, discarded by ev~ry to science "" opposed to auperst•t~on. lf peopl' "lin\ 
ellucated olerayman in fhe world, should no longer to tet(lh the•r ohUdren aboqt the &host~ and . hob· 
he allowed to bloek the progres1 of seientiie ~nowl- goblin•, the nympha a1u1· fair.@s, tbe fiYlllhs -~4 
edge in the schools of tliis eountry. . satyn""""thinga whioh e~ist only in the irgaainatlo~ 

Felix 1\ubu, a noted Lutheran Qlinister ot paris of the· ignor•n' an4 ~Qoonatru.ok-Iet the!Q teaob 
and hiatQrian of Luther, openly declares that " the them these things at home o:r at ohurob ; and it th&J 
old ideal harmoni1e no more with the requirements •re afraid that these gaUII!Y l:llms of tbeolory will be 
of· aoienoe.'' Edmund Stapler, author of a new dispelled by an aoquamtanoe with the faata of soienoeJ 
Fcenoh translation of the Naw Teatament, says em· let them forswear education altogether. :Paople uaea 
phatieally that amo»g :Protestants '' ii; must be aon· to shrink in terror from the exhibition of " God't 
leased in all fra11kneis that the belief in a direct thunderbolt "-the lightning-and ezeorate Ftanklin 
inspiration of the aariptures, making them of tu· and Morse, whose discoveries now giv ua the tale· 
thority, has passed its time, and is henaeforth no graph and electric rail ways. When an eclipse 
more held. A great number of Protestant Ollris· ooaurred the ohurahes and monasteries. used to be 
tians, the greatest number probably, still hold the crowded with worshipers, praying their God to driye 
infallibili6y of the holy books; but theologians do so the devil olf the sun ; bu• now scientific men travel 
no more." Ref. Dr. Briggs affirms that " Snpersti- thousands of miles to obaene eolipses and transits 
tion is no Jess superstition if i6 takes the form of of planets, and thus add to the world's knowledge. 
bibliolatry. The Bible is no better than a mass- A few centuries ago the windmill and the printing
book for stopping a bu!let., and is not as good as press were called the invention~,! of the devil; and 
holy water for putting out a :fire." The Unitarian Governor Berkeley of Virginia said be hoped the 
Ohristian Registe,. says: "Dt. Briggs never uttered new colonies in America would not hav any free 
• more wholesome truth than when he classed bibli- schools or prin~ing.presses for a hundred yesrs, 
olatry with Mariola~ry and other superstitions." Dr. because learning brought heresy and printing 
Buckley, editor of the New York Ohristian Aavo. divulged it, and the pious governor dreaded heresy 
cate (Methodist), admits that "there are no original worse th1n be dreaded ignorance. But by and by 
manuscripts [of the Bible] in the world; that the Thomas Jefferson came along to make old Virginia 
tranelatora were in the habit of adding words in the proud, and told the people to "question with 
English Tersion to make the sense clear, and that boldness even the existence of a God, because, if 
these are generally, but not always, placed in italics ; there be one, he must more approve the homage of 
that the manuscripts from which the translations reaeon than of blindfolded fear." 
are made differ among themselvs," eto. My religious neighbors are now telling me that it is 

Prof. Jsmes D. Do~na, LL D., who is said by Rev. wrong to explode dynamite to bring rain. They 
Joseph Oook to be the most or~hodox geologist in say God can only make rain, and all scientific 
the world, now says that, " Geology proves that appliances are both useless and sinful. This shows 
there are discrepancies between sllienoe and· the me why ProfeBBor Draper wrote his '' Oon:fiiot 
record; discrepancies with regard to the kinds of Between Science and Religion." It is only another 
plants which made up the :first life of the globe, and feebler mllnifestation of the spirit of superstition 
on some other similar points. If it states these dis- thlt crucified science and, when powerful, burnt 
crepanoies and explains them, it does its duty; and scientists in the past·. The clergy who are better 
it is very certain that any assertions it may make on informed owe it to truth and their oonsoienoes to 
the subject will be based on well-established facts.'' help eradicate superstition from our public schools, 

Says the Rav. Mr. Parkhurst, of New York city: that the rising generation may not bav their youth
" The church has always fought new ideas, never ful minds wei~hted down in their search after truth. 
subscribes to a discovery in science until U bas to, Hartford1 Kan., Nov. 9, 1891. A. H. DABBOW. 
always widens its conceptions grudgingly and 
sulkily, and when on the frontier between the known 
and the unknown it has always behaved afl though it 
were soaretl. The man who has a new understand
ing of a thing is always a hated man. No mattu 
what his character may be, no matter how willing be 
might be to lay down his life for the truth, as be 
apprehends it, he is a feared and hated man. They 
always try to kill him. They do U ali a part of their 
religious life." 

WE will furnish free sample pages-pictures and 
text....-of the "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" to 
any friend who will distribute them where they will 
do good, and to anyone who will become a selling 
agent a liberal discount will be made. A Freethinker 
of gooo address, man or woman, out ol work, could 
make good salary selling this book in -any town of 
fairly Liberal inh•bitants. 
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Iy Lecture Trip. 
My lectures in Leadville were attended with un

usual success. Each succeeding night my audiences 
· weme considerably augmented, and they gave w•y to 
" burst of greeting when I ascended the platform. 

..•. T~he miJ!,ers are. an exceedingly Liberal class of men, 
_wJiose Jl~asiv and generous hospitality strikes very 
forcibly upon one who has been trained in the stiJr 

· i~ujtto~~ aud habits of our E!lstern cities. I spoke 
1n the •c1ty l:iall, and my lectures were received with 
entbosieam. Oa Sunday night a resolution was 

. drawn up and offered to the meeting, condemning 
the action of the Sabbatarian organizations through. 

, . out: the country in their attempts to close the 
·World's Exposition on S110days. The resolution was 
nrst read to the audience, and its adoption was 
mo'!ed by L)uis Hoebel, seconded by A. D. Searl. 
Mr. W. Booth (viae-president) then put it to the 
meeting, and it was carried unanimously, the audi
ence also pledging tbemselvs to use every means in 

•their power to secure the opening of the Expoaition 
upon each and every Sunday during its cnntinuance. 
It was also decide~ to send a c~py of the resolution 
to the state oomauasioners and to hha local direct
ory of the Fair. 

During my stay here I was the honored gaes6 of 
O•ptaili Searl and family, who did their utmost to 
gif me a good impre'!lsion of the Ronky mountains 
and their inhabitants, and I am sure that I can never 
thank them sufti!liently for their extreme kindness to 
Die. The captain baa fi!lDJ:'ed quite largely in tbe 
historical aehievements of hia country. All engineer 

. by trade, he baa served with flreat usefulness in 
·f!l"veral milita'l'y expeditions. He was sent out to 
U .;all to ·aarvey portions of the territory with a view 
tP .ejfacting a gentile settlement therein, hoping by 
this Dleans to secure the overthrow of polygamy in 
that eountry. His orders were to found two colonies, 
the first of whieb be was to name "U oenh," mean
ing "one wife," and tb~ second '' Vtrtotto,"· meaning 
uvirtuoua mau.." ·B11t owing to the death of the 
_p'r~mott r of the s~beme, the project fell t)lrough, and 
now the only usA he hae made of the name~ is that 
he ba~. hitowed thPm upon two grandchildren, also 
giving t.be name "Vtrtoso" 'o a mine on the bills 
aild "U 1evah" to 1 ranob·or his a few miles frorn 
L 11d ville. I aoeepted an invitation to dine with Mr. · 
W. BJoth oli the· S11nday (• prominent business 
matt), and in the afternoon an attempt was made to 
drive aa far as the lakes on the mountain-sides to 
!Qspeot the flsh hatcheries. Bat we never reached 

-. tbere; it WIB too oold for Mr. Booth to aontinue 
tb• drive, 110 he turned back, although the ladiea 
. cleolared th1t it waa not the least bit oold, and· I 
clid not know whether to aoioeide with Mr. Booth or 

.. the ladies, but I must oonfeas that my face waa blue 
· before I go• baok. A large nom bAr of the iudieaae 

aigaed the oonatitution or the new U aion at the close. 
·.of tbe meetlaga, with the intention of beeoming 
aembera thereof, and now the proepeota are tbat a 

. good, strong, and earnest Freethought organization 
will be established in Leadville. They bav splendid 
opportunities. May they utiliZ9 them to the highest 
and may suooeas attend their t:ffarts to encourage 
mankind 

To worship in no temple of wood or of stone, 
To a man-made God on a creed contrived throne, 
But ever beneath the blue sky above 
To worship in Nature's great temple of love. 

There are quite a number of earnest and well· to-do 
Liberals in this city, and I was very pleased indeed 
to meet for the first time sueb as the gallant ctptain 
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Booth, Mrs. Denman, Louis 
Hoebel, J. Henry, and several others. All expressed 
regrets that my lectures had come to a termination, 
and I h•d to promis to visit L!!adville again in the 
near future before I departed. 

I ld~ L~adville Wednesday morning (when I aom
menoed my homeward trip) en route for Kansas, 
where I bav one or two engagements to leetn.-e. 
My first piece in Kansas was Industry, a little agri
cultural township, situated at a distance of eighteen 
miles from the railroads. I experienced consider. 
able inconvenience in reaching it, but having made 
the contract tiS lecture there, I was in duty bound to 
fulfill the same. A roundabout ride all day on Sun
day brought me to OJay Oenter, and here I was in
formed that the rest of my journey would hav to be 
made in an open mail-cart, which left this town for 
Industry at 6 A M There was only one altemativ
walk-but as you may naturally suppose I pr,.ferred 
the mail.oart. We got a start about 7:30 A H ·and. 
this ridE! will never be forgotten by me. Daring tbe 
\thole journey a forty-mile nor'wester was raging, 
and the biting cold made traveling under these cir
cumstances exeeedingly unpleasant. Mentally I had 
named our Mexican broncos "Deliberation;'' at least, 
this is what seemed to me a most suitable name for 
them at one time, but an incident oeonrred which 
caused me to change my opinion. The driver had 
ocaaaion to get out to deliver some mail, leaving me 
in charge of the team. He had scareely left us 
when the borse11 began to manifest an uneasiness. 

· 0 1e of them gave me an ominous look, as though 
'be knew tbat he ·now bad an inexperiencf:d 
hand to deal with, when suddenly they started 

oft. l cried out 11 Whoa" to them as bard !'as I 
.~ould, but it only seemed to make the :n go the 
faster. Finally, with a good deal of pulling and 
tugging, I brought them to a standstill, and found 
that they had cleared a barbed-wire fei!C9. There 
I was with the horses on one side of the fence and 
myself in the cart on the other. The driver soon 
came to my a11sistance, and began to extrioate me 
from my unfortunate predicament, talking to those 
horses 'be while in a strain known only to drivers, 
but which the horses seemed to perfectly under
stand. Of course I did not assist the driver in his 
vituperations, but they were exactly my sentiments 
Finally the little town of. Industry hove in sight. 
and I soon found myself before a warm stove, seated 
beside a wellft.lled table in the hospitable home of 
H. D. Ingraham, whose guest I remained while in 
this place. This town has a population of about 
t.bree hundred. The msjority of its inhabitants are 
Liberals. They hav a church in their midst, but ow 
ing to a strange feeling characteristic of all Ohristian· 
eburches at present, ita doors are closed and now it 
stands the silent monument of those internal Fquab
blea which seem to permeate the whole Ohristian 
world. "How these Ohriatians love each other." 
I gave two lechures here. Originally I was to bav 
given three, but our friends persuaded me to forgo 
one, so as not to Injure another Jeeture which was to 
be given on Tuesday night. An effort was made by 
a local sky pilot to i11jare mine, by arranging • 
series of praver-meetings in ord"" to prevflnt tbe 
faithfulfrom fa1ling under the h fltence of lrJfide'.
ity, but his tffl)rts were so moab wasted energy, for 
l had by far t"le greater audienc3, and which repre 
sented the most int.elli~teot and moat useful part of 
the community. My first J.:,cture oi:J "Bible Mo
rality" suoceeded in drawing. out a .rood. though 
Prratic criticiem by a local physician, Dr. L;ttlffield. 
The doctor displayed • habit of wandt-riog from the 
1mbj~ct, which neeeBBitated my e•lling him to order. 
He o~at'ged me with willfully mit q 10ting the Bible. 
and deelart~d th•t though the ~ib1e did ,. .. cord the 
moat bloodthirsty erim!'ff, be would d.fy me to 
briog forth one paseege wherein G 1d sanctinnPII 
them. I iY>At.antly referred him to N Jm. :nxi, 1 2; 
also ?erse 40 of the same chapter, at the c~nnln~ior, 
of wbieh the worthy doetor admitted that God did 
sanetion orime, thereby glaringly contradicting him· 
self and vindicating my position. The outcome of 
this was a chaiJeDI(e to debate, whiob was accepted 
and arranged for Thursday night. . 

My second lecture drew a Jerger audie11oe. !gain 
the doctor was preaent, and though he took copionl'! 
notes of my ltatements, he very wiaely refrainerl 
from making any oritiois'D, thinkbJg, no doubt, 
once bitten twio" shy, wbiab reminded me vPry 
forcibly of a remark that I OJJCe beard oo11cernlng • 
Libf!ral leoture, that 11A.t ftrati the fools rnab in, but. 
ifter, an.rela fear to tretd." Oonaid .. rable intereet 
waa arooaed in this usually quiet little town ; my 
Jeaturea were the sole topic of conversation, so that 
the debate between the doctor and myself was looked 
to with great eagerness. The snt-j~ct under discos 
sion wa111 ' 1 Ia there a God!" the doctor taking tbe 
aftlrmati'f, and myaelf the neg•tiv. Etch spoke twic", 
of one half hour duration. and the doctor was given 
ten minutes by way of rf'joinder to my last speech. 
Truly I was disanpointed in my opponent's attempt!' 
at re.Soning. E"idently he is not acnustomed to 
rudiments of a Freetbongbt d~>bate. Tb.roog'bout 
the whole disenssion he displayed a roving disposi
tion; he had no arguments, and his attemnted an· 
ewers were all evasions and assumptions. Upon one 
occasion he, turning to the audience, said unto them, 
11 You know there is a God, don't you T Of course 
you do," and that settled it. The greater part of 
his last address was taken up by reading a long ex 
tract from the Bible, another from J osepbus, and 
then be quoted from Thomas Paine. Bnt his closing 
remarks compelled me to rise with an objection. H" 
bad agreed not to introduce any new matter in hie 
last ten minutes, and it was only upon this condition 
that I gave my consent, for it gave him three 
speeches to my two ; bnt, notwithstanding this, he 
be~an a dissertation upon the idea of immortality; 
this, together with his Pquivoaations, compelled the 
ebairman-M. H. Price-who bad been eleeted by 
the audience, to call him to the subjeet, and further 
tell him that he most confine himself to the truth. 
Thill jastified ~y objections. However, on the wholP, 
the doctor is • very emiable and Liberal-minded man ; 
if all professing Ohristiana were like him, then tbe 
task of the Freetbougbt lecturer would be conside't'
ably lightened. He does not believe in the union of 
church and state; he helieves in an equal taxation of 
cburob property, and indorses several other features 
of our platform. We shook bands heartily at the 
conelnsion of the debate, and begged me to exchange 
photographs with him, which was done. 

Industry btts bad a flnod 11hakinfl up now, thank!! 
to worthy 1-ff Jrts of J. B. WiEIA, who, thoollh eome
what poor in circumstances, take~ a deeided aetiv io
terest i'l Freetbought prop•uanda, and is willing to 
do more than his share in t:ffaating it. I was veTy 
pleased to meet sueb a large class of earnest Lib 
erals in ibis liUle town, including J. B. Wise, H. D. 

Ingraham, Dt. R3nner, Ike Gihba, 0. Kassebaum, 
Rudolph Berger, F. Berger, M. H. Pr1oe, Joseph 
Blum, Mr. Brown, and Mr. Peterlfen. My efforts 
hera were thoroughly satisfactory, and all were well 
pleased. I next lecture in Doniphan. I am still 
open for 1 few dates along my homeward journey, 
and friends desiring lectureR. ftc., may address me 
in care of E. A. StE>vells, 498 W. Madison Bt.net, 
Ohicago. J onN R CuABLESwoBTB. 

Sub~cribers. 
The holidays are almost here. Are you ready for 

them 'I A gift that would prove aceeptabJe to any 
Liberal friend, and at the same time keep you in 
eonetant remembrance durinlf the year, would be 
a year's subscription to TuE TBUTB SEEKER. Your 
own reDewal and the new subscription will cost only 
$500. . . 

------~~.-------
An Edit•,rial and an lndilmant Protest. 

From the seattz• WIUh, Press-TimeB. 

It is q 11ite evident that tbe AnarcnJete are still aa 
strong and bot little more dietraet in Ohieago to-day 
than they were j uet preeedillg the Haymarket out-
br,.ak several ye•rs ago. .. 

Tne Anarchists represent tbe extreme repression 
of foreign countries. They come to Arnerict from 
lands where the slightest opposition to the rerogniBed 
'l'Overnment means imprisonment or banishment. 
In the plaee of their na\ivity they were more than 
~ratefnl to eke out t=J:iatenc" starving, cold, ground 
.iown, bru•ieh. Tile lib'lrty which former aasooia
r.ion should render pricelfSi is forgotten ·and 
despi~ed ; the abundance wbicb past beggarly life 
o.~bould magnify into content and heppinesa these 
<iisturbers or sooiety and assassins of order trample 
under their feet and spurn from them. 

There ought to be some way in which these 
wolves could be bunted to earth. Some method 
.,.bould be clevi~fld for their summary punishment. 
Toe laws of free Arnt~rit'la shcu\d be so amended that 
nbeee proft-a,ional Aoer lb.iats and midni~bt plotters 
against life and property would bs prevented from 
~ettin~r foot on the soil of this country. Ttley are 
rnore d•ngeroua than loathsome diseaee, and should 
b~ given no opportunity for transplanting thdr 
ol'i()ciples of deetrJction from the 0 d Wcr~.J to the 
New. Those men who were lrrdsted in Ohictgo 
~esterday evening while they were c lonaeling tbe 
death of the poliee and enClouraging eaCl 1 other to 
ieeds of tbe Rrea'qab violence are not ordiaary 
q:lmivala. Tbeir • ft'•nse oannot be measured by any 
aratute now on ti'e bocks ol this Ct uatry. Special 
law& should be made to lh the crtmea of inoomplete 
and une:s:ecated intent ona of those red bauded 
believer• in governmental cbaos. 

MD liEYNOLDB 8 PROTEST. 
To TRI EDITOB or '1'u1 TnuTu SBBI:IB. DuM' Sir: 

K town llo b" 'ne friend of 1a vr and order, I haY BO 
,ympathy with bomb-throwing Ohicago policemen or 
any other scoundrels, either in or out of t ftl!le. The 
wretoh who resorts to dynamite and iadiaariminate 
slaughter to avenge private or public wrong sbonld 
be S'31lUrely confined within alunatio asylum. 

Bat freedom of speeob, the right to assemble •nd 
to diseuse the acts of any government oftlcial 
( 11ervants of the people), from president to town 
constable, is guaranteed by oar Oonstitution. 

Governments deri't'e their just powers from the 
consent of the governed ; and whenever any form of 
government becomes deetruetiv of liberty it is the 
right of the people to alter or abolish it. So Bays 
the Dealaration of Independence. 

Of course the editor cf the Press-~imes has 1 
right to publish the insane ravings of an absinthe or 
opium idhmed brain, bot no lover of liberty, no 
good Ameriean citizen will help by advertiements or 
subscriptions a peper that will publish s':'eb 
atrocious desires as are expressed in the Mncludmg 
sentPnee of the foregoing editorial, " $pecial laws 
should ba made to fit the crimes of incomplete and 
une:cecuted intentions of those red handed belie~ers 
in governmental chaos " 

The czar of R11esia-any despot the world bas ever 
known-never conc~'~ived greater atroeity. Think of 
it 1 Make & law to punish "incomplete and 
une:cecuted intentions." · 

Tnis would padtock all honest lips, silence evEry 
tongue that dere attempt to utter protest again~t 
usurpation, wrong, or tyrenny, and make servd, 
abjeet slaves of the American people. 

S11ch • deelaration in the leading editorial of a 
paper published in the chief eity of Washington, 
that justly boasts of having the most Liberal and 
liberty·securing constitution of any state in the 
Union, is an immlt to her liberty-Iovin~ citizens. 

Ymrs frltly, 0. B. REYNOLDS. 

CoMPOSE odes in praise of lord S11perbus FitOU!I1 

madn~a1s for his mi~tress ; dedicate a book of 
~eogupbv tl) hie porter,-and you will be weU re
nAived. EJiiahten men, and yon will be erasbed. 
D~scartes is obliged to quit biB copntry; Gassendi 
i" c'lumniated j Arnaud passes his days in exUe.
Voltaire. 
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To Our Subscribers. 
We are in sore need of the amounts due on sub

scriptions and ask everyone who owes us money to 
be eEipecially prompt in sending it. 

This also is the time of year when a great many 
subscriptions expire, and an immediate renewal will 
be a favor to us. 

0 wing probably to the elections and the labor in
cident to gathering and marketing the great ha"ests 

our friends hav neglected to forward what is due 
·us, and we are consequen.tly compelled to somewhat 
urgently remind them of their remissness. As Mr. 
Bennett used to say under these circumstances, 
Friends, let. us hear from you. 

To the Friends and Subscribers of Freethought. 
I sincerely hope that all who hav supported Free

though' in the past will aid the work to which it has 
been devoted by becoming subscribers to To TBuTH 
Suxn. Tu TBUTB SDDB will carry on the work, 
but it needs your cooperation. n is a means by 

whick I cau reach you and push on the Pacific coast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrearo to pay 
what is now due to Tn TBtrTB SDXEB and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 
the future. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 

The Season to Work. 
We giv this letter more than ordinary prominence 

because it seta forth facts which all ahould heed : 
"BBBATHBDSVILLB, Mn., Nov. 24, 1891. 

" MR. EniToB: This season or the year offers an unusually 
favorable opportunity for Freethinkers to advance their 
cause. 

"In rural districts especially, subscribers for Freethought 
books and periodicals are now more easily obtained than at 
any other seAson, because the longer evenings and suapended 
outdoor work leave people more time for reading. 

"Expiring subscriptions to other publications also leave 
more opportunity to now supplant them with Freethought 
literature than at other times. 

''Helping the youth to organize debating and literary 
societies to be held of evenings in neighboring public school· 
houses is very beneficial. Among other questions, theo. 
logical ones can be discussed and ventilated. And when the 
young once form the habit of thinking for themselvs on 
other questions they will do it on religion also. This con. 
gregation also becomes a rival to the one at church, and to 
the extent that it increases, lessens that at prayer-meeting 
and the sermon. 

" Indefatigable effort judiciously directed will accomplish 
a world of good. And certainly we owe something to the 
cause for the Freethought privileges we enjoy. 

"Yours truly, D. WBBSTBB GBoa." 
Scatter papers and tracts, wherever you can, and 

always put in a good word for Freathought. An 
excellent method of opening the subject is to canvass 
among your acquaintances for signatures to the let
ters opposing Sunday closing of the World's Fair. 

Books in Fine Bindings for Holiday Gifts. 
We hav 1 large number of books suitable for 

holiday &inll, many of them in extraordinarily fine 
bindings, and we call the attention of our readers to 
them, hoping that when selection of presents is 
made the list will be consulted and purchases made 
therefrom. Among them are Paine's works, com· 
plete, in cloth, $3; leather, red edges, $4; mGrccao, 
gilt edges, $4.50; the World's Sages, in same style 
of binding and at same prices as Paine's works; 
Ingersoll's Prose Poems, in cloth, $2.50; half mo
roaco, $5; turkey morocco, $7 50; tree calf, $9. 
These are magnificent volumes. Also his principal 
lectures bound in one volume for $5. Either of 
Miss Wixon's books, The Story Hour, Apples of 
Gold, All in a Lifetime, is very suitable for A 

present, the first particularly for children. Voltaire's 
Romallcas, cloth, $1.50; half calf, $4, ie a fine and 
uncommon work. D. M. Bennett's Around the 
World, in sets of four volumes, profasely illustmted, 
red cloth, $6.50, is a splendid present to a friend 
or to young men and women. It is full of practical 
to-day information about other countries and the 
noted things therein. The latest book which the 
Spiritualists are discussing is, Was Abraham Lincoln 
a Spiritualist! for $1.50. Helen Gardener's Men, 
Women, and Gods is a work of great value, $1, as 
is Win wood Reade's Mart,Yrdom of Man, $1.75; 
Gibbon's History of Ohristianity, $2 ; Darwin's 
Origin of Species and Descellt of Man, and others of 
his works. A catalog containing these and hundreds 
more-Freethought, scientific, medical, social, as 
well as etmdard-will be sen.t on receipt of a request 
tor same. 

Are There Any Such Things as Innate Ideas ! 
There is au experiment going on in a Boston insti

tution which, if conducted scientifically, may result 
in enlarging the groundwork of metaphysics. A 
young female child, blind, deaf, and dumb since 
fifteen months of age, is being taught so much of 
the affairs of human beings as she can understand, 
but with a desire to find out how manyideas are 
innate, or inborn, she is watched with particular 
curiosity to see if she develops faculties not aroused 
by contact with others or by sensation. 

One part of the experiment with the child is to 
ascertain whether the idea of a supreme being ·is 
innate. The child was smitten at an age when, her 
keepers believe, it was impossible for her to hav had 
any ideas beyond hunger. and thirst. She has a mind 
of remarkable quickness and acuteness. AU religious 
ideas hav been kept away from her. Sho has never 
had •he word " God 11 or " J esns" or "Sunday 11 or 
" religion 11 or " hymn " or any other word which 
would lead to -inquiry upon religion. She knows the 
word " church," and she has been to church, and 
likes it, because of the sensation of people at rest 
which penetrates her, probably. Bat she does not 
know what a church is for, or why people go there. 
She simply has the word church. It is now proposed 
that this ignorance ahall continue, says the writer of 
the girl's history. "No more abont God, religion, or 
hereafter will ever appear in her reading or in. any 
conversation with her. In a few :years the world will 
begin to arrange itself to her and she will get many 
ahstract ideas. She will begin to reason about 
things, to ask questions. Then it will come out 
whether 1 human being with no aid from other 
human beings, with no suggestions from the sound 
of thunder, the :flash of lightning, with no view of 
trees and seas and mountains and skies, cDn yet rise 
to the thought of God. Most Theists hav held that 
11uah a human being could, beaause God has im
planted a knowledge of himself in every human 
hear~, a knowledge innate and intuitiv. If the child 
does some day aek after the great cause or address 
him under one of his attributes, it will be a atriking 
argument for the theory of innate ideas. According 
to some Ohristian creeds this keeping of the child in 
ignorance of God and the tidings of heaven and heli 
would imperil the salvation of its soul. But pe1haps 
Mr. Anagnos thinks there is enough difference of 
opinion on this point to justify his experiment." 

The Sun, which prints the story, has endeavored 
to anticipate the result by obtaining the opinions of 
theologians and anti-theologians as to whether there 
will develop within her an instinct which will teach 
her that there is a supreme being who rules over 
nature ; and if there does, or if there does not, 
whether the result of the experiment will prove any-

thing ; and whether her friends are doing right in 
keeping from her the opportunity to form uy re
ligions opinion by external iDflaence. 
~he answer to these questions obtained by • Bun 

reporter varied with the theological beliefs of the 
persona interviewed, though the theologians were by 
no means as certain as theologians once were that in· 
nate ideas, especially the idea of a God, are a reality. 
The first man interviewed was the Bev. Mr. :Park· 
buret, a Presbyterian, who said: 

" If this girl does not develop a religious instinct or giv 
some evidence that she possesses an innate conviction of the 
existence of a supreme being, it will not prove that there is . 
no supreme being. It w111, at the most, prove that the 
religious impulse is not inborn. A man, for instance, may 
hav an impulse, intellectual or artistic, and yet it may never 
assert itself without proper exterior incitement. You may 
be an artist, and yet your surrou~dings may be such that, 
although you hav artistic instincts and impulses, they may 
never develop. They are dependent upon outside excfta. 
tion. I assert this without qualification. The direction of a 

. man's life, the current of his thoughts, depend upon the in
fiuences which are brought to bear upon him. Take our 
ancestors who lived in the woods. They had the same im
pulses, possibilities, and instincts as you and I hav, yet they 
never exerted them because nothing was ever presented to 
them that tended to excite them. 

" I think the outcome of this experiment will be to show 
that religious light depends upon some kind of exterior 
excitation, and my opinion is that this girl will never 
manifest any religious d\l!position unless something exterior 
is brought to bear upon her.". 

Mr. Parkhurst, it will be seen, has gotten away 
from the doctrin of innate idea~. Ool. B'Jbert · G. 
Ingersoll, when asked for his views on the matter, 
expressed them very carefully and deliberately : 

"I do not see," he said, " how a child born deaf and 
dumb a~d blind could obtain many ideas on any subject. 
If, however, it should tum out that such a child had any 
idea of any supreme being, this certainly would throw no 
light on the naturalness of such a conception, by persons 
who can talk and bear and see. Supposing it had a concep 
tion, all it possibly could establish would be that persons 
born deaf and dumb and blind might hav sn idea of a su. · 
preme being. But whatever the conception of this. person 
real or supposed, is or may be, I do not see that it sheds the 
slightest light on the question as to whether there is or is 
not what is called a first cause. I remember once a man 
was shot in the stomach, and when the wound was healing 
physicians made experiments to find out how long it took 
food to digest. I said to a physician at the . time : 'How 
can I tell from the result of these experiments how long it 
takes my stomach to digest food? I could only guess at 
how long it might take if I had a hole in my stomach.• 

"My opinion is that the questions of origin and destinY 
are beyond the human mind; that no mind is great enough 
to know whether there is or is not an infinit being. Conse. 
quently, there is no mind that can tell whether any fact 
tends to prove or disprove the existence of .an ln:tlnit being. 
That is to say, if a man cannot comprehend a fact, he cannot 
tell whether any other fact tends to prove or disprove the 
fact that he cannot comprehend. · 

" The fact that a thing, an impulse, and instinct is natural 
does not prove anything. There wa, a time when almost all 
nations worshiped serpents and various wild beasts. There 
was a time when almost all people were cannibals. I pre
sume naturally so. This proves nothing with regard to 
cannibalism being right or wrong. Cannibalism now is held . 
to be wrong because many people object to being eaten, and 
they do not care :how natural it is if they are afraid to or 
want to eat. 

"The probability is that such a child as :vou describe 
would be more apt to be orthodox in its belief than one 
having the full complement of senses. It may be that a 
child that can neither hear nor talk nor see would be very· 
ready to adopt the orthodox creed. To men of the lowest 
degree of education an impulse which leads them to trust in 
a superior being is most natural. They see and hear things 
and are afraid, and their ignorance leads them to try and 
get solid with the fellow who's making thunder and light. 
ning. But as they advance and reach a higher plane of 
knowledge they begin to think, and want to hav things ex
plained to them and then the instinct ceases." 

When aeked what he thought abbnt the chances 
of salvation for the girl if she should die, he 
answered: "Oh, that's too silly for anything." 

But Dr. Hastings, president of the Union Theo
logical Seminary, still clings to the innateness of re· 
ligious ideas, if of nothing else. He said: 

" There is, beyond doubt, a kinship between the created 
soul and its creator, a union, a bond of dlvlne sympathy, 
which will at some time and in some way assert itself. This 
relationship, the assertion of the kinship, may be maJtifested 
in any one or tn many of a vast number of dl1ferent ways, 
some of which we may comprehend, and some we may not, 
but the union exists under all circumstances, and in this way 
every human being has a knowledge of God. We Presby. 
terians all firmly believe this. We believe that every 
human being has a knowledge of God. The heathen 
hav such a knowledge of God, an innate knowledge of the 
true character of the supreme being, which ia often shown 
by their reaching out and above their idolatry, and by tbis 
light they may achieve their salvation. This much is 
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acknowledged and held by even l.be most rigidly orthodox 
among representativ Presbyterian clergymen. The c)l.Ud 
may not be able to express this knowledge in a way that 
we can comprehend, but that may be our ignorance and 
not the child's. It would .be exceedingly hard to set up a 
standard by which to determin whether such knowledge 
existed or not.· But such an experiment would not a.:ffect the 
child's future salvation. The child would be sa.re. You 
know my position on this subject or infant damnation. 
And indeed we all hOld that idiots, insane people, and all such 
afflicted persons, are saved by God through Christ. If the 
cblld has no means or knowing God, and coming to him 
through the revelation or the scriptures, it wUl, of course, 
be saved. This is true or the heathen, who come to God 
through what light they possess." 

Robert Oollyer agreed substantially with Professor 
Bastings. "There never was a time," be said," when 
a human being bad no innate ideas. The germ of 
the idea of God is there ; it exists in one form or 
another, and some day it will :find expression. But 
how will these experimenters recognize the expres· 
lion of the idea when it comes ' It will depend 
altogether on their ideas of what the attributes 
of God are, and o()noeptions of this nature vary very 
widely different indeed. I cannot see that any good 
oan come of snob an experiment. Nothing of value 
that will be accepted ·generally oan be brought out." 

Dr. MoObesney, Methodist, said: 11 The ex peri· 
.ment oau leatl only to very doubtful conclusions. I 
believe every human being bas innate ideas of God. 
Every human being at some time diseems between 
right and wrong, shows the possession of a moral 
1ense, and is not this an attribute of the supreme 
being T Bow will they draw the line aPd determin 
what is an indication of intuitiv knowledge of God!" 

· Mr. E 11gene M. Maodoaald, the Editor of THE 
TBum SBUBB1 said to the reporter: 

11 No man can tell where the idea or a deity comes from. 
It would be the most natural thing•in the world for this girl 
to wonder who made her, and who made the water which 
she drank and the air which she breathed, and the proba.btl· 
ity is that she would come to the conclusion that there is a 
big man somewhere who can do more than her rather or 
her mother. She would reason within herself that a big 
man controls everything that sne cannot see, lind might even 
picture to her mind's eye how he looked, and then she would 
be just as well o:lf as other folks. 

11 I keep my own boy without religion, and do not allow 
anyone to tell him ab1nt God or Sunday-school yarns. I 
think it is a good thing to keep children without that 
knowledge. Bad habits or thinking as well as living are too 
easily acquired. Not believing that the girl haa a soul, I 
hav no opinion as to what wlll become or it." 

A Oatholio clergyman oonneobed with Mgr. 
Farley's ohurob laid: · 

11 The parents an.d friends or this girl are wrong. They 
are endangering her chances or salvation. What is the 
value or the experiment when compared with the child's 
soul? 

"l do not doubt that she will hav some ideas-imperfect 
ones, or course-about a superior being, but they will prove 
absolutely nothing. The origin or ideas is from sensible 
things p!l.ssing through a method or abstraction and becom
ing intellectual things. How, then, can a blind and dear 
girl conceive definit ideas about anything? : 

"As to the girl's salvation, that would depend upon her 
sins. Although she may not hav conceived sins in so many 
thoughts, yet she may hav had thoughts which, even to her 
own instinctiv notions, are wrong. If she were to die 
without a sin on her soul except, of course, the original sin 
or our first parents, the case reduces itself to one like that or 
infants dying without b!l.ptism. It is certain she could not 

• go to heaven. There is dispute, however, as to where she 
will go. Will she go to hell or is there a place specially 
ror those who hav committed no sin or their own? Her 
parents are sinning, and the value or the experiment is not 
sumcient to make up for the greatness or the sin. 'What 
shall it prodt a man if he gain the whole world and lose 
his own soul?' These words are peculiarly applicable to 
this case. 

" As to the experiment itself, I do not believe that God 
wlll create in her mind any other knowll3dge than that 
derived from sensible things by the method or abstraction to 
which I hav referred. That is the order or nature." 

This " experiment'' is more sensational than 
valuable, for it is by no means certain that the child 
will not be given hints in the direction desired by 
her teachers that her mind should take. The sense 
of touch alone will partially educate her. But the 
m1tter b 11 served to bring out the fact that, with 
the exception of the Oath olio clergyman, the dootrin 
of the damnation of all who know not God is an 
abandoned theory. 

A. Christmas or New Year's Present. 
The cc Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book " in cloth 

binding (12.50) is one of the best Ohristmas or New 
Year'1 pre1ents a Liber~ oan make to a friend. 

Ohristmas is a pagan festival and New Year's is only 
1 mark of time, but the Text-Book is a thing of 
beauty and a joy forever, and will help to rationalize 
the festival and make your friend forget the flight of 
years. 

.Mr. Peters's Idea of the Snnday Q11estion. 
The R3v. Madison Peters was asked to attend a 

sacred oonoert in Oamegie Ball the other Sunday 
night, with the offer of as many seats as be·wanted 
for his friends. The invitation was a general one to 
ministers of note, as the management desired to 
remove the impression that oonoPrts on. San:Jay 
evening are devices of the devil. Bat their mission
ttry spirit could not prevail with suob heathen ae 
Dr. Peters. He waxed indignant, and made the 
invitation a text for a sermon. "I would like to 
k:uow," he asked, "what these Sabbath desaoratore 
and God-insulters take us forT I am not an advo· 
oate of a Puritan Sabbath, but I would rather hav a 
Puritan Sabbath than a Europeanized Sabbath. The 
music may be the finest, but it is the euiering .wedge 
to the secularization of our Sabbath, which. will 
by and by make our holy day merely a holiday. 
The Sunday newspaper depletes our morning con
gregations, the open museums and the parks take 
the afternoon, and now the concerts propose to take 
the evening, and the world will bav the whole day. 
It 'Seems to me that if the people h•v six nights of 
the week for amusement that they should be willing 
to giv to God one night. If Andrew Uarnegie 
means to use that magnificent building to run oppo
sition to God and desecrate his Sabbath, then I say 
cursed be the day the ball was opened. This secu
larization of the Sabbath is a plain violation of the 
statutes of our state, and be who attempts to over
ride the laws of the state· insults every American 
citizen. It is time to call a halt. Are you cowardly 
enough to sit in sackcloth and ashes before the 
enemies of God, while they impudently strike at our 
most cherished institutions? In countries where the 
Sabbath is made a holiday, like Frarioe, Italy, and 
Bavaria, society is grossly immoral. In Sabbath. 
observing England, Scotland, and America society 
is found in its bigbeat moral tone. History's lesson 
is that morality and Sabbath-keeping walk band in 
band in inseparable affinity. Society is degraded as 
Christianity is corrupted; and Ohriatianity is vitiated 
as the Sabbath is perverted. The Sabbath question 
is a question of life and death in regard to Ohristi
anity. The enemies of religion could not destroy 
the gospel with the sword and the fagot. Ar~u

ment, ridicule, and sophistry were all in vain. The 
last weapon the enemy seeks to employ to destroy 
Ohristianity is to corrupt the Sabbath and make it 
a day of festivity. Voltaire truly says: 'There is 
no hope of destroying Ohristianity so long as the 
Sabbath is kept as a sacred day.' I call upon all 
Ohristian citizens and patriots to stand jrresistibly 
against this invasion of God's Sabbath. Will you 
not defend it as long as there is strength in your 
arm or blood in your heart T" 

The Rev. Mr. Peters may not be di[oreet, but he 
is forceful, and though be states many things which 
are not so, be also tells the truth as to the ohuroh's 
position on this Sunday question. The day is of the 
u~most importance to the preachers ; it is bread and 
butter to them, and it is no wonder they abuse those 
who would lesaen their trade by attracting custom
ers in other directions. 

But, in his wrath, ·Mr. Peters bas made some 
aBBertions which it is inaumbent upon us, in the 
interest of truth, 'and that people may not be deceived 
by words spoken in angry baste, to oorreot. Firstly, 
Sunday is not the Sabbath, but the day of the sun. 
The Sabbath was a J ewisb institution. The two 
should not be confounded. Secondly, God is not 
running the oburobes, and therefore Mr. Oarnegie 
cannot be in opposition to him with his concerts. 
Thirdly, state statutes are nothing unless the people 
desire their enforcement. Fourthly, It is the Obris
ties in Spain, Italy, France, and Banria who are 
immoral, as well as in England, Scotland, and 
America ; and it is a fact that Scotland, the most 
pious of all, is the J:!lOBt immoral, producing more 
illegitimate children and consuming more whisky in 
proportion to population than any other country. 

With these exceptions Mr. Peters's statements are 
about oorreot, especially that the Sabbath question 
is a question of the life or death of Ohristianity. 

Send Stamp for printed Letters to <:on• 
;-rel!ll!lmen on th"' Sunday openlnJ' or the 
World's Fa·r. When you receive them, ad• 
dress them to JOUr <:on-=re1sman, sl;rn your 
name, at. d send them to h1m at Wasbln;;ton, 
D.<:. And If yo11 ean afford to, pu 1 In some
thin;- for the Literature Fund, wllich enables 
us to print these letter!!!. 

Editorial Notes. 
7 . WB wish the Liberal lecturers would all follow Mr. 
Charlesworth's good eumple and get their audiences to· 
vote against closing the World's ;Fair on Bund!!.ys, and ha.v 
such resolutions sent to the loca.i directory or the F4ir and 
to the state commissioners. Such action would o:ff~et the 
votes or churches on the other side. 

Orro RoTSaH, or Carthage, Mo., writes or a. queer claim 
made by the Christians or his place, to wit, " That there is 
no such thing as a pua.ble to be round outside or the Bible." 
Inasmuch a.s any a.llegoricd relation or representation or 
something real in lire or nature from which a moral is drawn 
for instruction is a parable, the C!l.rthage Christi!l.ns ha.v 
revealed their limited information· rather than established a 
unique feature for the Bible. Every parent who tells the 
child in his lap a. little story beginning, 11 There wu once a 
man," and winding up with, "B:> you see little b)ys must 
be good," teaches in p11ora.bles, and q 11ite a.s usefully as did 
Jems. Christna., Apollonius or Tyana., and other religious 
teachers, used parables quite as freely as the Christian ex
horter or Judea.. 

I& concluding his articles on Italy and the pope in the 
North Anurican Rtflitw, Ex-Prime-Minister Crillpi says: 
" The pope does not consider himself free when he is not 
master, and he givs it to be believed that the state is oppress. 
ing him when it does not obey him. The Catholic priest is 
never satisfied with what is given him ; every concession is 
always beneath what he desires, and .his exactions grow in 
exact proportion to the benefl.ts he obtains. • : . The 
confessional and the pulpit disturb the masses, trouble the 
consciences or the people, and breed disorder in moments or 
war." These are words the voters or this country should 
learn by heart. Let them profit by the experience or Italy, 
and never let the priests get control or our government. 
They are ruining the public schools, as it Is, and ought never 
to hav the first concession made to them. 

lbv. MINOT J. SAVAGB recently lectured in Kansas City 
on" Immortality," j:Jolding that Spiritualism furnished the 
only proof we had or continued existence. This set the 
clergy of that city all agog, and Rev. J. E. Roberts, or All 
Souls' church, undertook the task, in next Sunday's sermon, 
or castigating Rev. Mr. Savage and repairing the damage he 
had done to the creed. But he only succeeded in m!l.king ~~_, 
bad matter worse. Fvr instance, he declared 11 that neither 
immortality or the existence or God was susceptible of 
proof. That they were both assumptions. That the true 
Christian never entertains doubt, never asks a. question, 
and never descends or condescends to evidence." We 
heartily commend the reverend gentleman for his frankness. 
An open confession is good for the soul. His admission 
that the Christian religion is built upon a foundation or 
assumption only is the first truthful utterance we hav heard 
from the pulpit in a coon's age. 

HARBISON GRAY Frsx:s, editor or the Dramatic Mirror, 
says : " Colonel Ingersoll Is a constant sufferer from the 
frauds of piratical publishers. Garbled and incomplete 
newspaper reports or the great orator's lectures hav flooded 
the market for years past, and Colonel Ingersoll has not only 
been robbed thereby or prodts on the sales or his works, 
but he has had to rather inaccurate and misleading repro
ductions or his most famous discourses. Mr. Clinton 
Farrell, who is Colonel Ingersoll's brother-in-law and pub
lisher, tells me that efforts to restrain these rascally publish
ers are practically useless. Like the play-pirates, they are 
irresponsible, pecuniarily, while they are too numerous to 
follow up with prosecution in every case. A few years ago 
Mr. Farrell sued one or the thieves in Chic~go. He got a 
judgment, it is true, but that was all he did get. The 
litigation cost thousands or dollars, and while it was pro. 
greasing a dozen fresh offenders came to the fore. Mr. 
Farrell a.IP'ees with me that the only way to s.cotch literary 
and dramatic piracy is to make it a misdemeanor by legisla
tiv enactment, with a penalty or fine and imprisonment for 
infraction or the law. In this connection I wish to say to 
Mirror readers that the only complete editions or Colonel 
Ingersoll's works are published by Mr. Furell; that they 
ha.v been revised and extended by the author himself, and 
that they are almost entirely diRBimtlar to the cheap and 
fraudulent editions gotten out by the pirates." THB TRUTH 
SBBKBB wu a pirate once, but it long ago repented and 
now sells only the editions published by Mr. Farrell, with 
the exception or a few pamphlets which Colonel Ingersoll 
authorized us to publish. 

Subscribers. 
The holidays are almost here. Ars you ready for 

them 1 A gift that would prove acceptable to any 
Liberal friend, ed at the same time keep you in 
constant remembrance during the year, would be 
a year's subscription to THE Taum SKEXEa. Your 
own renewal and the new subscription will cost only 
$5.00. 
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Calls lt a Ritual for Nature's Worship. 
GLADDENS, PA.., Oct. 19, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : Tax TBUTH SBBKBB accidentally fell into 
my ha~ds frOJD a subscriber in Kansas, and ten minutes' 
perusal satisfied me. It was just what I had been wanting 
for twenty years to help me worship Nature's god in the 
backwoods. How small and ineignifi!lant to me is all the 
hollow mummery of the Christian's worship of the ''Eternal 
Tyrant" in the clouds ! May Heston's artful hand never 
grow weary nor your vigor abate in the cause. 

Very ttuly yours, M. L. TAUBBB. 

More Such Willing Workers Would Get Us Our Rights. 
FoBT BRAGG, CAL, Oct. 29, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB: I am receiving Tax TRUTH SBBKBB as 
changed from Freethought, and as I shall be quite lonesome 
without the paper you had better send it to me. Please 
send me some of the specimen sheets of the "Freethinkers• 
Pictorial Text.Book" mentioned in Tax TBtJTH SBBKBB, and 
I will try to distribute them. If I can induce any of my 
friends to purchase the b)Ok I shall certainly do so. In. 
closed please .lind money for renewal and for one new sub. 

bread and butter draws near, that according to annual 
custom you hav selected your victims, and; as appears 
from your visit to our city last evening, are now preparing 
them for the sacrifice. For what? Is it, as you would hav 
people believe, from your superior love of virtue and 
morality, or is it not rather to show your zeal and activity to· 
earn your salary as the activ head of the society which you 
represent? My Qbject in writing is to suggest that by a 
little exercise of those peculiar smelling faculties which you 
possess it might be possible for you to ferret out in our 
bookstores, as well as upon most news-stands, many books 
which you in your learned wisdom hav decided to be 
hurtful to public morality. It is a fact that "Droll Stories," 
"Heptameron," '' Decameron," Reynolds's works, Smollett, 
some of Paul de Kook's, and many other similar books are; 
displayeq. in such a manner on our main streets that" he. 
that runs may see." Should you fail to act on my suggestion,i 
shall I attribute it to your Christlike humility and love of: 

Scriber. JAB. MABTIN. 

Christians -Mercilessly Cross Examined. 
PoRTVILLE, N.Y., Oct. 20, 1891. 

MB. EOITOB: I cannot go without the paper. I see some 
Bible .questions in .THB TBIJ'TH SBBKBB. so I would like to 
ask some of our so.called ''Christian'' enemies two or three. 
Where· was Christ born? !htthew says, in a house (see 
Matt. ii, 11); Luke says, in a stable (see Luke ii, 16). Now, 
was he born twice, or did God inspire one of those gentle
men to tell a lie? If so, which? And did Judas lecariot 
die twice ? Matthew says he hanged himself (see Matt. xxvii, 
5); Peter says he burst asunder and his bowels gashed out 
(see Acts i, 16). Will our devout friends tell us which is 
true? And if they do we will ask some more. 

Yours for truth, JOHN R. CoATS. 

To Owe Is Christlan, To Pay Is Liberal. 
. HURON, 0., Oct. 20 B ll. 291. 

. MB. EDITOR : To owe is human, to pay up is divine. So 
will remlt$2 toward the G. 0. P. (Grand Old Paper). 
In regard to your editorial I will say, Well done, thou 

good and faithful servant ; as thou hast been loyal to a few 
things, thou shalt be made proprietor over many. 

I am trying to boom THB TRUTH BBBKBB. I do not forget 
to drive a nail whenever I get a chance. 

Tell Mr. Heaton we don't want any of his monkeying, we 
want straight goods all the way through. An old' friend of 
ours wishes to know what the monkey: in Ta.1 T:QUTH Bnx~;B 
is for. Tell him that it is his great.great.great.gran<lrather. 
Here ia fifty ceuts for the Picture Fund. 

My motto ia, Do wbat ill right myself and persuade others 
o do the same. For Universal?ttental Liberty, 

Taox.AS GoDDARD. 

Literally ., Sows the Seed by the Wayside." 
FLAT CBKBX, L.L., Oct.17, • K. 291. 

MD. EDITOB 1 The faith guards (sentinels on the watch• 
tower or Zion) hav forestalled the minds of the people here 
against me and TaB TRUTH SBBKKB so that they will not 
receive from me and read that paper or any other Liberal 
literature. When I go to town or away from home with my 
team I carry some TBUTH SBBXBBS and lay one by the side 
of each public road that I come to, pictm:es up, so that no 
two will fall into the same hands. This is sowing seed at 
random, but perhaps some of them will catch, germinate, 
and bear fruit. I am getting too old to m~ke a living by 
following the plow. I hav no boys to help me and can get 
no labor here. I will hav to change my occupation. I 
would like to devote the balance of my life to the cause of 
Liberalism if I could obtain the means of subsistence by it. 

P. F. SHUMAKER. 
Perhaps I will take the lecture field. 

Yours fraternally, 

Detestable Oppression of Our Despots. 
ST. ELMo, TBNN., Nov. 4, 1891. 

MR. EDITOB: Atlanta, Ga., is holding an Exposition of the 
Advancement of the New South, Sllid to be an excellent 
showing of the industrial progress of the section. Last 
Sunday there was a cheap railroad excursion from Chatta. 
nooga to Atlanta, $1 for the round trip. There were one 
thousand six hundred and fifty tickets sold. They were 
sold to laboring men for themselvs and families to go on 
Sunday-the only day they could go-to see the great Ex
position. Arrived at Atlanta, behold the gates were closed. 
A madder lot of men, a more disappointed lot of women, it 
would be hard to scare up. Their curses were loud and 
deep. After all their effort they saw nothing, learned noth. 
lng, they had expected to see and learn. The pampered 
paupers, the preachers, did not gather in the coins they 
expected to. A positiv damage was done to the moral sense 
of a host . of honest, industrious people, and the pulpit. 
pounding idiots got no harvest. If the Exposition had been 
open lessons of wisdom had been learned, no harm would 
hav resulted, and the praise of Atlanta would hav been on 
every tongue. 

Let the Chicago show make a note of it. 
L. L. GooDwiN. 

Open Letter to a Hnmbng. 
PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 12, 1e91. 

your fellow-man? JoaN A. WILBON. 

A Kind of Bomb Thrower That We Approve. 
0LlV11 BBANOH, MISs., Sun's Day, Nov. 1, B M. 291. 

MB EniTOB: If I may run in for a short chat, I will not' 
be very noisy, but may be a little impudent, for I want to: 
make a suggestion-just a wee bit of an idea that I would 
see executed. Learning that the Bible pictures will soon 
come out in book form I want to ask that the volume con. 
tain a neat and convenient blank for family records. And 
my word f.or it, it will be duly appreciated by all good Lib· 
erals. Mr. Heston's artistic genius would come in well in 
this place, and I am sure we may look to him for an ingen. 
ious and fitting design. We skeptics would rather record 
the births and marriages of our families in this book than in 
the Holy Fish Tales. I hav a neat, new copy of the" Free. 
thinkers' Pictorial Text.B:lok" in boards which I wish to 
exchange for any Liberal works worth, the same amount 
($2) and in good condition. I also want to get a letter from 
every good Southern Liberal who can inform me about the 
Southern lecture field. When I get a moment's time I hav 
something to tell you. I hav been throwing more bombs in 
the orthodox camp and am having heaps of fuss and fun 
with the sanctimonious and superstVious. 

Our Burr has a good kernel about him. DJes he not 
strike of late? "GB&.Y." 

Box 92, Olive Branch, Miss. 

Some Deep Philosophy by a SpiritnllUst. 
SurquoiT, N. Y., Nov. 10, 1891. 

MB. EniTO:R: I often think of you, but never eJ~:pect to see 
you in this life; Bat it is quite possible to meet you on a 
higher plane of life's unfoldment. ~lfe lies back or aU 
organism ; it ~ows on beyond ally conceivable history of 
organisms ; it is e.n eternal function of the univel'Be. 

John :Qrown'a body lie& moldering in the grave, 
But his soul goes marching on. 

That aong is the. battle·cry of humanity, evolved out of a 
hundred centuries of aeU!shnesa. It i1 the voice of hutllanity 
triumphing not only over ita dead self, but over deatb itself. 
It typifies more than this-that the aoul of mania not only a 
product of evolution but is itself, above all things, obedient. 
to and dependent on eternally marching on. We must never 
lose sight of the point that the real problem is whether man 
can go on with nature without limit ; whether the evolution 
of life can be perpetually carried forward by and in him. 
For the moment he is perfect and there Is no more advance 
to be made byhim. There must be an evolution of a higher 
being or manifestation of life. This we know by the 
determined movement upward until man is reached. One 
form after another was flung aside, one creature after an. 
other, until the human creature. We must keep man on the 
track of evolution, or giv him up. Man is; as far as we can 
see, a finality in organism. Thenceforward evolution is the 
exaltation of ethical states. J.P. SMITH. · 

Liberal Love Feast at Auburn. 
AuBuRN, lA., Nov. 10, 1891. 

MB. EDITOB: We hav just had an awakening in the shape 
of three lectures by J. E. Remsburg, the "Ingersoll of the 
South." Qllite a. goodly number of ladies were present, 
among them some of Auburn's best. The place is consider. 
ably shaken up, as it was something entirely new to most of 

ANTHONY CoMSTOOK, 8ir : I notice as the time for the 
annual meeting of the society from which you draw :vour 

hose present ; so of course there is great divergence of 
opinion as to the subject.matter under discussion. The 
general expreBSion is that the lectures were grand, scholarly; 
full of thought; and more, that i I was an honest man that 
uttered his honest sentiments. By saying that there were 
several times each evening when one could hear a pin drop 
anywhere in the hall it demonstrates how intensely interested 
they were, and the hour seemed all too short. I do not 
doubt that many present did not know, could not hav told, 
what Infidels had done for the world u uti! his splendid 
delivery of "False Claims" gave these facts gleaned from 
modern as well as ancient history. "Bible Morals," which 
exposes the crimes sanctioned by the Bible, is too well 
known to need especial mention here. " The Sunday 
Qaestion" ought to rouse up every lover of liberty to do 
his duty whenever and wherever it is made apparent, 
especially in the coming warfare as to whether the World's 
Fair shall be open Sundays to the laboring classes in particu. 
lar of the United States. This reminds me of Brother 
Sidney J. Rosenthal's letter of September 22d, in regard to 
having a L\beral hall before we invite the Liberals of 
foreign nations to tlae Fair of 1893, and I will say that E. 
M. Carr will giv $10 to so' good a project. We hav G. N. 
Pratt's word that he will giv as much. J. L. Tompkins, of 
Lake City, has also signified his willingness to help in such 
an undertaking. Brother and sister Liberals, all that feel 
able, giv us an expression of your willingness. 

Yours for truth and justice, MBs. E M. CABB. 

A. P Jeasant, Forgiving Friend. 
BUTLBB, PA., Nov. 13, 1S9t. 

MB. EniToB : It is over a year since I called to see you in 
your ofiice in New York one pleasant day, and I shall hav a 
pleasant memory of your little nucleus of truth as lQng as 
I liv. I hope you will continue to spread the sunlight or 
truth and dispel the darkneBS of the past •. I hav just read 
the proceedings of the last Congress, anil am sorry_ there 
was not m::Jre peace and uniformity in the meeting. · But the 
tneeting was really a free pitch.in. There was nothing. tbo 
holy for Investigation; and tlie·result may be good after all. 
Keep the banner of liberty sfbat; and the pictures should 
be posted at every cross.roads. 

We hav a society here called the Twentieth Century Club. 
We hav a series of lectures, some Spiritual, som:e L\beri!.l, 
and some Materlalist,and we are living in.hope .of a brighter 
day. Our Spiritualists are among the best people in tQ.wn, 
and how sorry I ft!el sometimes that these people. a.re 
troubled with those visions of materialized spirits, ~nd the 
trouble with me is to tell whether they are pretended 'or real. 
One thing good about them-they pretend to nothing snper. 
natural, but attempt to account for everything by·nMural 
phenomena, or power imperfectly understood. But mir,1d is 
growing everywhere, and here and there we see a .sP,ackle 
fall, and sooner or later all nature will be free. Man~ p,Si-. 
ents that belong to the church hav too much respect for truth 
to tell the Virgin ghost.story to their children, but the filthy 
work is ·done by the paid hirelings who make shrines for 
Diana for a livelihood. SrMBON Nu:o. · 

A Tale of Torture -Compelled to .Learn Soriptore by 
Heart. 

.Cov.sJ.o, CAJ.., Nov.liJ, 1S91. 
MB. EDITOB: As long as I Uv I hope to be a sub~criber to 

the grandest paper I e:ver saw. I can hardly propose any 
improvement to the course you pursue, unle!la it be more 
pictures of Bible absurdities. · 

Reared as I was by a kind and pious mother, I was a 
strict attendant of church and Sunday-school in .my young 
days. I was compelled to learn large portions or the New 
Testament by heart. Now~ I suppose, bBcause God failed to 
place the proper amount of credulity in my natural 
co~position to believe- all the unreasonable absurdities 
imaginable by an ignorant, superstitious mind, I am 
everlastingly lost and doome<l to share the fate of my brother 
Infidels. But all the Christian threat of hell has no terror 
for me, and I glory in the name of Infidelity l Down with 
superstition and up with the fi ~g of . reason and liberty! 
Christians and preachers avoid me in discussion, and I am 
surprised to see so many fiually admit that the holy word is 
not all inspired. When cornered they flop and squirm lii{e 
a fish out of water. 

I am sorry to see so many lukewarm Liberals in this little 
community, who dare come but halfway. They willll11ten 
to Christian argument, though they do not believe in a word, 
They are too cowardly to say so, and silence is taken tar 
consent. One grand feature of your paper is •• Letters from 
Friends." I am ~!ways glad to hear from my many friende1 
and hope to hea.r from them often through our grand old 
medium, THB TBUTH SuxBB. 

I am happy to note the addltlon ofB. P. Putnam to your 
staff, as I consider hlm the ln~~;ersoll of the Pacific coast and 
a valuable addition to your force. Whea are we to hav 
Heston's Pictorial Bible? 

Yours for universal liberty and truth, Iu C. Hoxlli. 

"Teach Religion in Our Public Schools•'' 
. RooHBSTBB MINN., Nov. 16; 1891. 

·MB. EDITOB: Why n:>t m\lte free ide'l.s as" C!l.tching ;, as 
measles, mumps, or the very.old-L1rd (varioloid)?· ·It is 
true these elements are in the very atmosphere; and all·hail 
the day when we can in relllity become just, free, loving, 
and progressiv. We hav had a long relgn of G.1ds, L1rds, 
demons, and devils; now please let's hav a good agitating 
thunder.shower of Freethought raindrops and wash away 
forever old fossilized tellchings. · · · • 

Rev. Mr. Mills, sent out by the American Sabbath Ui1ion 
from Washington, D. C., has visited this city. A few of his 
comments are as follows : "The three main opposing 
elements against our S!l.bbath Union work are the· saloon 
men, the non.religious people, and the American Secular 
Union. It is the right of the government to protect her 
subjects in the\1:' right to attend divine services with their 
families on the S~bbath, and there are thousands of wage. 
workers ou duty while their masters are at church. It is the 
duty of the church, as it is also of parents, to indoctrinate 
their children, and make them honorable members. Teach 
religion in our public schools, as the schools and the Sab
bath will fall together. If our children are not taught to 
obey these teachings they will go to hell with the rest or the 
heretics. We now hav no national law upon the observance 
of the S!l.bbath. We do not intend to perpetuate the con. 
tinental Sunday. We must act as a combined force and 
compel all work to cease on the holy Sabbath, and to that 
end are we working and we want you to raise $25 to help 
us." The amount was subscribed. The Presbyterian min
ister arose and said : " I protest against the opening of the 
World's Fair on the S!l.bbath; and if it is opened, I hope 
our Minnesota exhibit will be entirely covered up. Oh, the 
sin of it I" Now, this is food for those self.confident Liberals 
who are sure there can be no cause for alarm about getting 
God in the Constitution. 

The Bible is read anrl prayers are delivered to G)d here 
in our schools. In some of the country schools the Catholic 
teachers hav the children learn the c;:atechism. We evidently 
need another C. B. Reynolds to carry such cases- to the 
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courts and secure a purlllJ' secular education to all 
students. 

Let no sects be taught In our public schools. 
We need thinkers, not educated fools
Men who will not be political tools, 
And women who can do right without rules. 

FLORA. M. Fox. 

Obituary-of the Gods. 
S.A.VA.NNA.H, GA.., Nov. 9, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : I hav been a constant reader of THE TRUTH 
SEBKBR ever since it has been sold In this city, and I find It 
one of the best Llberai and reform papers published In the 
country, 

It you hav space In your columns please publish a few 
remarks made In the Interest of liberty and for lpve of men-
tal, moral, and social freedom. . 

To those who hav given any thought to the study of the 
evolution of human knowledge, a!ld applied to It their own 
reasoning powers, it they happened to hav any, Instead of 
adhering to the self-constituted authority of the preva!llng 
but outgrown religions of the day, nothing can be more 
plain than the fact that man has made his own gods; for, 
although all nature seems to speak to us of tlxed laws and 
unknown powers governing the whole known universe, the 
moment we endeavor to fix their source and to Invest these 
n~tural laws and powers with a personality and an lndlvid
uallty and to say to others In the loud and violent voice of 
dogmallsm, "This he is and this he Is not," then does this 
Great First Cause, or whatever else we may call it, begin to 
be circumscribed by all of our Ideas concerning things 
which we really know nothing about. 

And, furthermore, as all of the social creeds and customs 
of all countries are supposed to hav orlgluated, if not by 
the authority, at least by the sanction, of this divine Indi
vidual ruler and superintendent of the affairs of men, It has 
followed that the. would- be monopolizers of the moral and 
Intellectual forces of humanity, the church and state, hav 
always used the Idea and Image of the!r offended God as a 
bugabo::> to frlghten·our race back Into the condltlon of the 
ages of Ignorance and faith, and to bind us to the Procrus
tean bed of ballet In the sacredness of customs and eonven
tlonallties which our present and more complex clvtllaation 
haa long ago outgrown. . 

I glv In the following verses some further thoughts con
cerning the beforementloned attempts of man to make for 
himself gods In hill own Image, creating them male and 
female and breathing Into their anthropopatklcally Imagined 
minds and bodies humanity's own unhappy passions and 
prejudices 1 the tales of their loves and llves always con
forinlng to all that Is worst and best In the life of the time 
lp which they are told ; until, as our ideas and Ideals be
come more retlned, there· Is born In the world of mind 
wh•t " Infldel Bob" calls II t~e no'ble!Jt work ot man, an 
BOIJeBt Qod." 

'fHB JA.TE OV THE GODS. 
The dear, dead gods of the olden days; 

Why hav they gone from the world away? 
t would sing a sona of worship tlnd praise· 

To the 1on• conceived ln our worlll's youni dllY· 

They were lovely and lovlna and tender and awaet 
4nd dear to the heart ot nature's Qhlld 1 

The footfalls of their fairy feet 
Were heard in those old woodlands wild. 

Their forma of beauty with glorious grace 
Shone fair In all those ancient ways, 

But now they are gone 1 not one of their race 
Is left to be loved these modern days. 

Strange new gods are In heaven to-day ; 
The world no longer remembers the old ; 

They ha:v all been cruelly driven away 
And their llves as fanciful fables are told. 

Beautiful and youthfully fair were they, 
Those wonderful, worshipful gods of old, 

But one by one,-ln a year or a day, 
*For one dead gibbeted god they've been sold. 

Humanity has coldly and cruelly killed them; 
Their graves are hidden In the marsh of the mind ; 

They did all that their worshipers willed them, 
Yet none that will worship them now can we find. 

Strange are the ways of the children of earth ; 
They adore to-day and forget to.morrow; 

The beings to whom their brains gave birth 
In an after time they regard with horror. 

But soon will all the gods be gone ; 
In the light of new truths they are vanishing fast; 

We will nee(l them no longer when science shall dawn 
On a race whose childhood Is over and past. 

LEON LBMA.IR. 

*No disrespect is felt or expressed for the N!!.zarene reformer, 
who, if be ever exillted, ha.s no kinship with that ridiculously be
gotten god found only in the fairY tales of the Ohristia.n myth-
ologY. . 

On Hell, Satan, Christ, and Otl1er Pleasant Things. 
N&WARK, N.J., N0v. 10, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: The Rev. C. A. A. Taylor, colored, has at 
last dlEcovered the exact location of hell. The place Is just 
fifty-two miles below the earth, at sea level, and has an area 
of 542,900,000 miles. I hope Old Nick has room enough to 
liv in to work and torture his unfortunate victims. The 
reverend gentleman does not Inform us which road Is ihe 
shortest route, but I suppose the theologians will hav a map 
printed before· many days. There ought to be a short cut 
across lots. The reverend discoverer also tells us God-

. forsaken sinners that Christ went to hell and stayed there 
three whole days. Now, I think that Christ must hav been 
a good-natured sort of a fellow to hav kept company with 
-his maj~sty and allowed Old Booty to sit down on him, 
turn him over first on one aide to toast him and brown him 

on the other. Now, my friend Mr. Hand said once In 
Liberal League Hall, when he answered a Christian phi
losopher, that when Jesus cast devils out of two-legged 
animals he just played and hugged them tor fun and r:ever 
offered to hurt them, and when they got the opportunity 
they ran down the throats of a farmer's hogs, who ran In 
the sea and were drowned. Now, if my friend Hand told 
the truth-and I believe he did, for he Is a truthful man
that accounts for Jesus being so docll. It I had been Jesus 
there would hav been a Donnybrook fair II! hell tor a few 
seconds. I should break up such a bawdy.house. It ought 
to h&v been raided long ago. It Our Bob ever gets there he 
will make short work of the Infernal regions, tor he Is too 
chicken-hearted to see anybody suffer. Now, I propose to 
write to Chauncey Depew, who has poesesslon of a part of 
the estate of my grandfather, Abraham Roll. He says he 
has had possession twenty-one years. Squatter sovereignty 
givs him the title. Might makes right all the world over. 
Now, If Chauncey will build a railroad to hell and glv me a 
few shares, I will sign off my share of the Mohawk property 
and giv him a clear title. Of course, he has not held poa. 
session of my property as long as the devil has held his 
acres, for the latter has owned them for over eighteen hun. 
dred years, and has never been dispossesse.:}, or squatted on 
()r disturbed by Gods, popes, cardinals, bishops, or prle8ts, 
for they keep him engaged pretty much all of his time. He 
has no time to go to target excursions or picnics, like our 
worthy mayor of Newark, who Is known as Picnic Joe. 
This mayor Is a bona-fi!U God-fearing Christian gentleman, 
a sky-pilot, uamed Sullivan, declares. Joe has, with the 
help of God, held Newark city hall six years, and with the 
help of Kruger he Intends to end his days In it, and I hav 
no doubt he will, for all Christians, when they get their 
paws or grapples on anything of value, never let go. Now, 
the Bible teaches the truth Is not to be spoken at all times, 
but our Joe speaks the truth always. I happened to be In 
the same car with our worthy mayor once, and he was on 
his way to a picnic, and a Freethinker took the mayor for a 
Cathollc priest and asked a gentleman where all the saints 
came from. He aEswered, "FroJn.East Newark." Joe 
said, " Mister, I can Inform you." "You will oblige me, 
sir, if you tell me." Joe answered; "H. 0. Penteco11t can 
inform you, for a few years ago he stood very near his God, 
but lately be has wandered far, far away." And a gentle
man said ~ruger was his Qod and savior; and it was 
his Samaritan saloon-keepers that elected the mayor-every 
time a man was thirsty gave him drink ; and if hungrv 
there was a free lunch on the counter. I hav almost lost 
sight of my friend the devil. l never knew the reason 
Old Nick held the fort so long. lt was because he was 
below sea level. lf hell had been Oil top of the earth 
Jay Gould and other monopolists would hav confiscated 
the devil'l domain long ago. God ln his lnflnlt wis
dom knew that Christians were no respecters of people's 
rights or property. It Chauncey will build that road he 
will be well patronlaed, tor he will carry nine. passengerl to 
hell to the Ohrilltlan'l one to heaven. Taere will not be 
any Tammany Catholicll to take a journey to the vale of 
aorrowa, for they are all booked tor purgatory, where God's 
dauahter.fn.law presides, and after so many masses are pa\d 
for the prleltl perauade Mary to let up on her sufferers, and 
at her command they all take a hop, skip, and a jump to 
Saint Peter's door, and if they hav the sign, grip, and paso
word, they are allowed to approach the God ·or good and 
evil, while the poor Protestant heretics remain in total 
depravity. I do not think that Is a square deal. I will close 
by stating that our colored friend Is just as certain he has 
dlsconred hell is a colored cook of a ship when he asked 
his c'Wtaln to go ashore to see Mount Vesuvius. " Well, 
cuff, what did you think of the place?" The C)ulstlan 
answered, " Well, captain, when I seed all de coals of fire, 
cinders, and smoke coming out ob de flukes of dat hill, It 
looked like hell, it smelt like hell, and I hope I'll never be 
damned but I believe It Is hflll." 

And finally I say, where there are criminals. there are 
the devils, and their homes are hell. W. W. MoRRIS. 

Mistakes of Genesis. 
BRA.DI!'ORD, PA.., NoT. 9, 1891. 

MR. EoiTOB: I hav recently asked some of our good 
followers some q uestlons In regard to the creation of the 
heavens and the earth-If they could glv me some lnforma. 
tlon by some account of how something could be made out 
of nothing, taking nothing as the raw material. And I 
honestly cannot find one of them that can giv me an 
answer anyway satisfactory. Some tell me that It was pro
duced out of a word. Some say It was In the will of the 
creator from all eternity. More said It was simply an om
nipotent Idea of God's from eternity, and about six thou. 
sand years ago he put It Into practice. Then they tell me 
that anyone that cannot see It In that light must necessarily 
be a fool-forgetting at the same time they are running 
their chances of hell-fire for so saying. I simply ask the 
question, Who were the progenitors of Adam and Eve? I 
would like to know how It Is possible for people to be gen. 
erated without a cause. It we had an Adam and Eve we 
must of necessity hav had for them a father and a mother. 
There Is no cause without an effect, and no effect without 
becoming a cause In Its tum. Reasoning from this analogy, 
then, we cannot stop at the Bible Adam and Eve. We 
must seek the evidence somewhere else. And all this his
tory of the human family Is comprised within the short 
period of six thousand years. Starting with a certain 
amount of "slime" as the fundamental principle, according 
to the second account In Genesis, Is In my opinion the pro
foundest kind of a failure. Why ? Because the necessary 
elements are not contained In "slime." It Is simply slime 
and It ClhlllOt rise above it. Ot course the.ee ideaa satisfied 
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the people In the times they were produced. But do they 
satisfy the heart and brain of the present ? Decidedly not 
We are a few steps removed from barbarity, ard theology 
cannot answer our questions. And if they are ever answered, 
and satl;;factorlly for all, believers and unbelieverd alike, we 
will hav to expect It from some modern science. Mr. Dar~ 
win, I believe, has thrown some light on thle subject In 
his "Descent of Man," and that ·doctrln Is good enough 
for me, and for millions of others. He had no " elime " 
to start his theory on. ln it there Is nothing that ter
rifies. No heaven for bell"-vers, no hell for unbelievers. 
He only tried to prove that man and woman came from the 
same source, and In the opinion of every Intelligent mlln 
that has ever read that work he has proved it concluslvly. 
He put no stress on It, asked no one to believe It, yet as 
far as I can understand he won only the abuse of the Chris
tian world. Aud notwithstanding, take all the theological 
professors In all the collegGII In the United States and they 
would not make one Darwin. And we would throw In 
Canada and Europe for ballast In addition, and the odds 
would still be In his favor. 

Now, then, the question arises, Where did .this being of 
lnfinit peculiarity come from? Back of the time he began 
to cre&te there was undoubtedly an eternity, it we may be 
allowed the term, in which he did nothing, sat there In Idle. 
ness and never took a thought, not even for" the morrow,• 
and It seems all at once the Idea occurred to lt-Jr him, and 
I believe there Is a question as to what It really Is-to make 
a world. So at the beginning, before there was any time 
yet marked, he brought this universe with all its attending 
planets Into existence. Is there a sane man anywhere ln. the 
world that can conceive of a time prior to time, as the 
starting. point? It looks some',hing like a string with only 
one end. And we haT been guided along that string until we 
hav r< ached the way. station "Darwin," and a few paces 
farther down the string Is the great union s;ation "Inger
soll," and here we take the different branches to the re!llms 
of thought, and on all these little branc1J.es there Is not a 
toll.gate. The scenery on all these diftdrent ways _Is on 
exhibition free. Take which way you will. You are your 
own judge. The motto is raised over the termini of all 
these different ways In large letters of bright gold, "Take 
whatever way you will, but giv to everybody the same 
privilege you ask for yourself." 

Back of "Let there be light and there was light," we say 
there must hav been an eternity In wilich this Glj kep~ 
himself, a wilderness of vacuum which he could not tell any 
more about the &J~:tent of thaD l could. And it he produced 
all we cu behold now witn the aid of the telesoope ou\ of 
nothing we simply say that It Is the grandest, the most pro. 
found move that was evel' Jllade. Did he do It 1 It so, 
when and how ? Can some theological professor work It 
outf It Is a question of vel'y grea,\ Importance, and the 
soonel' It Is answered the more oonvenient It wlll be tor a1l 
Inquiring minds. · 

I would aa,y for the benefit or all who may read this 
article, that we hsv found out all c'lnoernlng this ancient 
account of creation in Genesis. We find now that the 
writers of It took advantage or the Cl'edullty of those hr. 
away people and made them believe th!l.t all this Informa
tion came about by Inspiration. Let us see 1 "A.~urb:>n!. 
pal, king of Auyria In the seventh century before Onrist, 
took great pains to buUd up the royal library of Nineveh. 
For this purpose his agents mad_e thorough search In the 
yet-existing libraries of Ohaldea for copies of those 
ancient' books,' for so we may call them, of which the leaves 
were clay tablets. Such tablets were copied for Allurboni
pal's library." It must be remembered that those tablets 
were only copies of older B!l.bylonlm tablets, and In some 
Instances we find that even those are copied from old poems 
and oral accounts of the ancients, leading us back as tar as 
2000 B.a. In this library we find four different accounts 
of the creation. We find the very words copied In Genesis 
t~om them. Here, then, Is wher~;~ Moses got his Inspiration. 
We must remember that Moses was nised by Pharaoh's 
daughter and instructed by the Egyptians, and these tradi
tions would be easy for him to make out and understand. 

In the times that Moses copied his books-it he ever did, 
and my candid opinion Is that the church did It and then 
ascribed them to him, and gave them to the Jews-educa
tion was a ·scarce article, and but few people had command 
of it. Inspirations, miracles, and idiotic absurdities went 
nand In hand. Those that could read read them, and those 
that had ears listened while they were read. Nobody inves. 
tlgated. They were ·all followers, no leaders. Miracles 
were plenty, and easily performed. Credulity ran high. 
The man that could concoct the greatest crime and cause the 
most misery was consldere\1 after God's own heart. And 
they tell me that all those far.away home-wreckers, cut. 
throats, marauders, thugs, and evil-workers are now in 
heaven enjoying an eternity of peace. It so, why should an 
honest gentleman want to go there and take up with such 
associates? As for me I hav no desire to ever be an angel 
and keep the company of such a God. He Is a fiend un · 
worthy of a place In the mind or any Intelligent man. U ader. 
stand me, I do not mean to say there Is such a being any. 
where In existence. I simply say, it there is and he Is the 
author of all our misery, he must neceBBarlly possess aU 
the attributes In the make-up of a fiend. Understand me, 
nor do .I say there Is not. I only giv my honest opinion on 
this matter, and say I know nothing whatever upon the 
subject. And after all, I think I know as much as any living 
man. And I say to every good man, do your own reading 
and thinking, and one benefit you will derive from It
originality. Your own opinions are as good as priests' and 
preachers'. Do not be afraid, but do your own thlnkln~. 
Do It and you'll like it ten to one. lAs. BPBLLDT. 
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lldUAd bJ 1tiiss Busu H. W:a:o111. ltJII 
RC.W, Jl~.~a., to 11llom tJll OOMIIW"fMCfona Jot 
t \14 OOf'fiW should N ""'· 

" Be$Ween the dark and the da:vUaM. 
When the night is beginning to lower. 

Oomes a. pause in the day'S ooonpa.tiona 
That lnll:ilo'II'D as the Ohlldren'fi Hour." 

Only an Empty Cradl~>. 
Only a.n empty cradle 

In a. dark and lonely room; 
Only a. mother's pla.intiv sob 

HeMd in the deepening gloom. 
Only a. b&bY'B prattling voice 

Forever hushed in sleep : 
But the mother's hea.tt is breaking 

As she kneels by th'll cradle to weep. 
The tiny form, now cold and still, 

Is la.ld a.wa.y at rest: 
The lovely form was torn away 

From a. loving mother's brea.at. 
How those baby lips were pressed to hers 

In happy days gone by ! 
How tha t'ny arms had clasped her neck 

With a. glad and loving cry. 
She had sleot the sweeter in the embrace 

01nerba.by's arms a.t night, 
But now she must. lie awake a.11d weep, 

Longing for moming'B liaht: 
A.nd tile warm kiss. that thril!ei her so 

Will never be felt again, 
•l'is ihis that causes her tears to fiow 

A.nd her heart to throb with Pain. 
IDA AMELIA BALLOU. 

A Child's Conclusions. 
Heaven is filled with "glory," 

And gilded round with gold: 
The corners nailed with diamonds, 

A.nd there 'tis never cold. 
A.nd so, if I we?e Jeans, 

And owned that palace fair, 
I'tl make of it a poorhouse 

And oaU the freezing there. 
I'd run a. pipe from hell np 

A.nd warm the " area.t white throne," 
A.nd giv a. place to the ll ttle folks 

That ha.vn't any home. 
Heaven is filled with love, too : 

From j uper walls to a old 
It shines in all .the faces 

That stay there, so •tis told. 
A.nd so, if I were J esns, 

I'd call the unloved there
Thole that ha.v no mothers 

A.nd cry for want of care. 
And I would fill the earth 

ADd everY home with love : 
'Twonld.be so •ind to do so-

So like the" heaven above" (fl. 

A.nd there's other thing• in heaven 
That we want so much below : 

There's justice in the plea.snre-la.n~J, 
And mercy too, I know. 

A.nd so, if I were Jeans
Not just a. little e:irl-

I wonld giv earth all the blessings 
A.nd to hell the curses· hurl. 

I would aiv to life the pleasures
Not keep a.U for "by and by"-. 

For what if I a.m doo'lled to hell 
•Stead of heaven whe~ I die 1 

Yet I cannot Play .the golden harp, 
A.nd I cannot sing a. tune, 

A.nd I think it'll a.wfnllonely 
Just to gaze around a. room. 

Then I•ve got a few bri&ht pennies 
That I'm sure I want to keep, 

A.nd I•d ha.v co hold •em tightly 
If I ever went to sleep, 

For the thief that was with Jesus 
When he went np through the air 

Is sure to think that no one 
Would think of atealing there, 

A.nd so I believe I'd rather 
Go with papa. dowa to hell: 

It isn't half so hot there 
As I've often heard them tell. 

For I•va found out a.ll about it 
And my papa. sa.:n •tis true, 

That the ones that go to sheol 
Will be a. "chosen few." 

But I am verY curious 
For a. little maid of ten, 

A.nd want to know particulars 
Of how and where and when. 

I mar be all mistaken-
The preachers think I am

For I II now, if I were J tsns, 
I'd work heaven on a. better Plan. 

EUtnor ·, CaZ. EDNA HEALD. 

Concentration·. 
The power to concentrate the mind upon 

one subject and keep it so fixed that outside 
influences will hav no tffect is a great 
quality. 

Very few possess it. The concentrativ 
forces can be trained, however. Practice 
does much in that line. I was fully impressed 
with this the other day while visiting a room 
in a certain high school. 

The teacher bade the large class of sixty 
scholars prepare an example in addition of 
figures-ten rows of figures, five figures In a 
row. "Now," said he, "go to work and 
find the sum of these figures. Miss Wixon, 
we will make all the noise and disturbance 
we can, but scholars, you keep right on with 
your work and pay no heed." 

The teacher commenced whistling, while 
1 
shell; beads of beautiful blue turquols, cut 

I walked about the room talking and In artistic shapes and finely polished, also 
laughing. "Can you play the plano, Miss other curious beads, pottery pitchers, vases, 
Wixon?" biquired the teacher. "A little," canteens, bowls, jugs, basins, cups, etc., 
was my reply. "Uome and play a tuile, that cannot be described. Mr. Heister says 
then," said he, opening the instrument near that some are carved In relief or In a sort l'lf 
the desk. "I'd rather hear you play," I Indenture work, others are finished In black 
said, when he commenced banging away at or red enamel, and still others are striped, 
the Instrument. I struck the bell several checked, and zlgzaged with beaut!tul colors 
times, and chatted away ~errily. The pu- which hav defied the touch of time and are 
pils worked away at the figures with bowed as bright to-day as they were from one 
heads, for the most part as solemn as judges. thouund to five thousand years ago when 
The teacher called several names of the boys. the artist plied his brush. Many other 
sharply. "Can't you answer when spoken beautiful relics too numerous to mention are 
to?'.' he inquired. " What's the matter, being found by Mr. Heister and other 
anyway?" I tumbled the books around, and antiquarians. In my next I shall describe 
asked questions, and we kept up a general F.ome of the old ruins, and from time to time 
disturbance till the time of the exercise was acquaint the readers·of the Corner with old 
up. Beven of the class had finished the ruins and relics found in va;rlous parts of the 
example, and others had nearly finished country. Archeology is an Interesting study 
theirs. It was quite amusing, but a very and It is becoming more important all the 
useful lesson. time. GKOEGB J. RBMSBllRG. 

To be able to keep the mind fixed upon a 
given subject in a room where there is much 
talking and questions being asked, plano 
played and doors slamming, besides other 
annoyances, Is a great accompllshment. But 
It can easily be done by training and pr•ctlce. 
The teacher that day said he Intended to 
bring In some torpedoes some day, and he 
expected his class to pay no more attention 
to those explosions than If they were asleep. 

Concentration. It is a great thing. This 
is necessary in counting-rooms, in editors' 
sanctums, shops, etc , wherever busineBB is 
done and people liable to drop in at every 
moment. 

To keep the mind calm and fixed on the 
work in hand, undisturbed and undismayed, 
shows ability and firmness. B. H., W. 

Prehistoric .Man in America. 
In various parts of this country prehistoric 

remains are constantly being brought to light. 
In the fertll valley of the Mississippi, along 
the shores of the Great Lakes and the Gulf 
of Mexico, lm the canyons of the Colorado, 
on the plains of Texas and Mexico, in the 
valleys and mountains of prehistoric Monte
zuma{Arlzona), on the crests or the Rockies, 
In the gravel beds of New Jersey, Delaware, 
Ohio, Indiana, and Minnesota, beneath the 
lava beds of the Pacific coast, and in :niany 
other places, interesting archeological dis
coveries are being announced. In fact, evi
dences of a prehistoric race are found every
where ; but probably the most interesting 
fields for investigation on the American con
tinent are in southern Colorado, New Mexico, 
Arizona, Mexico, Central and South America, 
where the ruins of many millions of people 
are found buried by the dust and drift of 
ages. These people had their rude arts in 
which they were well advanced, such as 
weaving, mosaic, tempering copper, working 
in stone, making pottery, painting, etc. 
They were also well advanced in bu!lding, as 
their solid stone walls and structures will tes
tify, and they carr led on agriculture to a great 
extent. They expressed thoughts and in
scribed records by means of hieroglyphics. 
Their religion was a peculiar one ; they wor

An Easy Lesson. 
There were two very young women-aged 

five or thereabouts-and exactly of a siz~. 

One had long yellow curls tumbling about 
her round pink face and big, wide blue eyes 
that looked fearlessly at everything. The 
other was fair, too, but her eyes were dark 
and timid and there were little nervous whirls 
in her silky black locks. The pair were 
trotting along the wide pave of an uptown 
residence street at about 6 o'clock In the after •. 
noon. After tliree blocks of it Miss Blue 
Eyes said, in just her mamma's tone : 

"Now, Bessie, dear, I must kiss you good
bye. Your home Is just around the comer 
and nothing will hurt you. There Is a police
man right opposit; run home now, anQ. be 
sure you come again soon. I hav so en. 
joyed our talk about the dear little doggie 
and the dolls. Tell Julia my Estelle sends 
love to her, and come to-morrow. I am so 
glad always "-floating off in the middle of a 
sentence. 

Bessie went around the comer all a-tremble, 
and probably got safe home. Half way across 
the block her companion heaved a deep, 
world-weary sigh and said reflectivly, "You 
just hav to be polite-but my-ain't it awful 
tiresome sometimes ?''-New York Rec;rd6'1'. 

Comfort. 
There is a great deal in words. Some 

words giv us a glow of kindly feeling. Others 
fill us with love and sympathy, and others 
with patriotism, and still others with disgust 
and loathing. 

This morning as I sit here in the delightful 
sunshine of the Indian summer days· I feel so 
cosy and comfortable I want you to enjoy 
the word comfort with me. 

It brings up such a long train of enjoyable 
ideas; 

To comfort Is to cheer, solace, enliven, in
vigorate, and console. 

To feel comfortable in body is to be warm, 
well :fed, and perfectly at ease. 

To be comfortable in mind Is to hav a 
sense of satisfaction and ease. The comfort 
of friends, of love, and of home. 

To be free from worry and care. It Is a 
state of quiet, pleasant enjoyment. 

I would that all could be comfortable, 
comforted and comforting • 

. shlped the sun, and hence they were called 
fire or sun worshipers. They laid their dead • 
to rest In their buildings, always placing their 
ornaments, arms, and personal property with 
them. It cannot be ascertained how the race 
was exterminated. Some conjecture that it 
was by disease, or famin; others, that It was 
by continued cold winters, or prevailing hot 
wlnas, and some few that it was merely by 
speedy violence. A great many theories are 
given in regard to these people, but none of 
these theories can be readily accepted. We 
hav only the evidence of a prehistoric exis
tence, and it will take time to decipher the 
true facts, and there is probably much about 
these queer people that will never be learned. 
The antiquarian has a hope that time will 
bring to llg'ht many records that will help to 
lift the mysterious veil. These records 
engraved upon stone or copper, are un: 
doubtedly hid somewhere beneath the soil 
and it will take time, patience, and labor t~ 
.locate them. This we know, that these peo
ple were called Aztecs. The skeletons found 
show that they were larger than the people 
of to. day. They were not savages or barba
rians as some may suppose, but they were a 
progressiv, Intelligent race or people. 

Affectionately, AUNT ELMINA. 

.Almost Remembered. 
Ernest's grandfather is a doctor, and had 

been for some time treating a patient for St. 
Vitus's dance. 

Ernest had seen the sufferer from the 
strange nervous disease, and felt much sym
pathy for him. 

The other day he hurried from his grand
father's office to hie mother's room to say, 
"0, mamma, mamma, here's another poor 
little boy who has the-the-1 can almost 
think of the name-the Bt. Patrick's jump!" 
-Youth's Oompanim,. 

What Struck Him. 
Two eminent scholars were discussing 

educational questions In a very profound way 
not long since. 

" What was it," said one to the other, 
'' that struck you most forcibly in the course 
of your education?" 

"The scboolmast.er," said the other.
Youth's Oompanion. 

Correspondence. 
Dxs MoiNEs. lA, Nov. 16, 1891. I am indebted to Mr. A. L. Heister for the 

interesting facts recorded in this article. 
Mr. Heister is an indefatigable and enthusi
astic antiquarian and archeologist living In 
Magdalena, N. M. He has been working in 
the old ruins of that region for several 
months, and he is llnding relics of all kinds 
such as trinkets and ornaments of stone and 

DBAR MISs WixoN: This is my first Jetter 
to the Comer. 

We take THB TRUTH 811'BKBR, and I enjoy 
reading the children's letters, so I thought I 
would like to write for the Uomer, too. 

There are a goo!! many Liberals living 
near us. 

Most of my Sunday afternoons I spend at 
Sunday-school ; and I often question my 

teacher as to the proof of some of her Bible 
sayings. 

One Sunday I asked her If she hated father, 
mother, sister, and brot]ler, as is said in other 
words ln Luke xlv, 26, and it fairly astonished 
her.· 

She claimed that it did .not mean what I 
thought, but that it meant to hate them for 
not believing as a Christian. 

At another time I told her that I thought if 
God had power over everything, that he 
ought to either kill or convert the devil ; but 
she did not know about that. 

Neither did she know several other ques
tions which were asked not only by myself 
but b)' some of the other pupils, who are at 
times liberal in their views. · 

I would like to hav some girl write to me. 
Well, I guess my letter Is long enough for 
the first. I will try and write more next 
time. Hoping to see this in print, 

I remain your sincere friend, 
LAURA B. HUFFJIU.N. 

[A bright, intelligent girl is the writer of 
the above letter, and we shall always be 
pleasEd to hear from her.-En. C. C.] 

FITS.-Ail Fits stopped free by DB. KLINB'll 
GBFAT NEBVE Bl!STOBEB. No Fits after 1irst day's 
use. Marvelous cuTe•. Treatise a.n d 12.00 trial 
bottle free to Fit ca.!es. Bend to Dr. Kline, 981 
Arch St., Philadelphia.. Pa. 

SOIENO:E IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTBBIA, ETO. By 

William Durham, F.R.B.E. 
lL ASTRONOMY, SUN, MooN, STABS, ETO. By Will• 

ia.m Durham. F.B.B.E. · 
These handY series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a. way that 
oa.Iinot fail to make them interestin& to even the 
most oasna.l reader. They supply a. PopuJ,a.r neeil. 

The price of each iR t10 oen ts in cloth. 

WAS 

Abraham lincoln A Spirituals\~ 
OB 

Ourious Revelations from the Life of 
a 1 ranee Medium. 

BY MBB. NErTIE OOLBURN MAYNARD. 
Together with PortraitP, Letters, a.ud Poems. 

Illustrated with Engravings, and Fronti1111iece of 
Lincoln, from Oa.rpenter's .Portrah from Life. 
Cloth, $l.to. · 

THE 

French lnvason of lreand in '98. 
Leaves of Unwritten Histo~ That 'Pell. of a. 

Heroic Endeavor and a Loat Opportu
nhy to Throw Off England's Yoke. 

By VALERIA.N GRIBA.YEDOFF. 
With a. map and numerous illustrations by well

known artists. Ha.ndsomeJ;r. bound in sillt .. cloth. 
Ink and gold Bide stamps. ' Price, $1.59. 

The present volume is an effort to reacne from 
oompa.ra.tiv oblivion one of the many extraordi
narY episodes of the great French revolutionary 
war . • It points a. moral that a.midlit repub
lican institution& like oars, will not fail uceive 
appreciation. It shows, on one hand, the elevat
ing infiuence of newly acquired ambition, • • • 
and on the other the deba.sing: effects of Religions 
and 'Political intolerance both on the tyrant a.n d 
the victim. Oontains a. heretofore unpublished 
letter of Thomas Paine to the French Duectory. 

THE 

CHAIPIONS OF THE ·cHURCH: 
or om 

Orii'•les and Persecutions. 
avo. 1ollUPP. Oloth, t3: leather, S4: morooao 

&ilt edaes, S4.50. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Addre11 THE TBUTH SEEKER CO., 

IS Lafayette Place, New York. 

T h e B 1 b I e a n d E r o I u I i o n. 
By Arthur B. Moss. 

New and Cheap Edition, • • 60 Cents. 
Mentioned b:v W. E. Gladstone in his work," The 

Im_pr~gnable Book of Holy Bortptnre." 
a. W Foote in the Jl'reetlltnlter recommends it 

as an excellent text· book. He says : ""'he 
manner ia good and the style i~ bri&ht. The 
reader is carriEd a.IODJl on an easY fiowing stream 
of science, history, e• hic11. and common sense." 

Ohas. W a.tts In secular Tllouglit pronounces it to 
be the best work the an thor baa wri ten. 

And THE TBUTH 8EEXEB Rays: "This is a.n ex
cellent book whioh we oa.n recommend to our 
reader~ a.s clear in language, trns,worthy in 
statement, and irrefutable in reasoning." 

Order a.t 
THE TRUTH BEEKER OFFIOE. 

What Would· Follow 
THE 

Effacement of Ohristianitv·P 
BY GEORGE J AOOB HOLYOA.KE. 

Pri~e, 10 cents a. coJ.Jy; twelfe copies $1. 
Address THE TBUTH 8EitXI!iB. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
Steel enara.vingl of thiB celebrated na.tnra.liat 

12x15inch~a, lnita.ble for framing, Bent ·postpaid 
for 25 cen~s. . Addrell ~liB TBU~II .BBBKBil, 
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BIBLE-WHENCE AND WH.A.T~ MYTH·M AKER~. MATERIALISM ·AID CR I M ~. Brain and the Bible. 
By R. B. WESTBROOX, D.D., LL.D. Old Tales and Superstitions Interpreted by 

Price, $L Comparative Mythology. By B. F. UNDERWOOD. Conflict Between Mental Science and Theology. 

By JoHN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College. Price, II cents. By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Socialism an~ Utilitarianism. Price, $2. AN OUTLINE OF THE Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 

BEYOND ·THE VEIL. French Revolution Unanswerable. Price, "$1. 

By Jo~N" STUART MILL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of r. B ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. Creed of Christendom. Price, $1. Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through By W. B. BELL. Ita Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

.A. Legacy to the Friends of Free Dis-
Mrs. F. H. McDougall and Mrs . 

Paper, 11lmo, llll cents. Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.] By W. R. GREG. 
cussion. Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. Complete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

By BENJAMIN OFFEN, THE ·KORAN. lMKORTALITY oF ITs ELEMENTS. WHICH: Formerly Lecturer of the Society of Moral Phi-
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham- By A. B. de Pellegrini. 

lanthropi~ts, at Tammany Hall, New· Y orir. 
med, to which is added the Life of Moham- Paper, - - 111 cents. SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY! 

Price, $1. med, or the History of that Doctrine PHILOSOPHY of SPIRITUALISM By MOSES HuLL (Spir.) and 

APOCRYPHAL. NEW TESTAMENT. 
which was begun and carried 

AND TREATMENT OF MEDIOMANIA. 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

on by him ib Arabia. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 
The Gospels, Epistles, etc., attributed to Jesus SALE's aditio!!. Price, $1.50. By F. R. Marvin, M.D. 

Christ and his Apostles, and not included Oloth, 110 cents. 
in the New Testament. HUME'S ESSAYS. POCKET TH.EOLOGY. HEBREW MYTHOLOCY; 

Price, - - - - - $1. OR, 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia. By VOLTAIRE. Tbe Rationale of the Bible. 

ASTBO-THEOLOGICA.L LECTURES. 
logues on Natural Religion. 

Terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of theolog- Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atura1 Phenomena Only. 
By REV. ROB1T TAYLOR. By DAVID HUME. Price, $1.50. · ical tArms. By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 

Price, $1.50. 
Price, llli cents. 8vo, 613pp., - - - - $2.50. - - - . SUPERS riTION IN ALL AGES. 

TI-IE SABBATI-I. By JEAN MESLIER (born 16~8)1 PRIESTLY CELIB,CY FXPOSED. Faith and Reason. 
A Catholic Priest who Renounced Christianity. By REv. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

By M. FARRINGTON. Portrait. 
111 cents. ACCOUNT Ol!' THE 

A Thorough Examination and Refutation of the Pric~, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. PRO AND CON OF Christian and All Prominent Religions Before 

Supernatural Religion. and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred Claims of the Sabbatarians. Books of the East. 
Price, 10 cents. Man's Nature and Development. 

Have We a Bnpematnral, Inspired, Miraculous By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.110. 

RELIGION OF COMMON 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON; F.G.S., and HARB•ET Religion f 

SENSE. - MARTINEAU. By E. E. GulLi>. Nature's Revelations of Character. 
By PROF. LIEBRECHT ULICH, of Germany Price, - - - - $1.50. Paper, llO cents ; cloth, 80 cents. 

Physiognomy lllustrated. 
Price, 25 cents. In:fldel's or Inquirer's Text-Book. 

PYRAMID OF GIZEH. By JosEPH Srr.urs, M.D. 
. ·- Ancient Egyptian Oivilizat1on and Hebrew Narra- Individual traits indicated by the temperament 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION, Thirteen Lectures on the Bible. tive in Genesis ax::d Exodna. and fes.tnres. 
By VAN BUBEN DENSLOW, LL.D. 260 woodcuts. 8vo, 650pp., cloth, $3 ; leather, 

A Historical and Critical Review. With ReplieE By RoB'T CooPER. Price, $1. Price, 15 cents. $4;. morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 
to au Objector. 

Orl;rin and Development of Rell;r· QUESTION SETTLED. By GEORGE W. BROWN, ·M.D, AMBERLE.Y'S UFE OF JESUS. Ions Ideas and Bellefi. BIBLICAL and MODERN BPIRIT\JALIBM. Price, 15 cents. 
By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. By MosEs HuLL. His Character and Doctrines. -·-

A FEW DAYSIN ATHENS, 
Price, 60 cents. From the" Analysis of Religions Belief." .. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. Rational Communism. 
By VIBOOUNl' AMBERLEY. 

By ·FRANCES WRIGHT. 
With Explanatory Observatiens on his Writings. Paper, llli cents ; cloth, 50 cents. 

Embellished with the portrait of Epicurus, the 
Greek philosopher, and the author. .lly GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. THE PREsENT AND FUTURE RliPUBLIO Oil' REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIS'I . 

N OR:l'H .A.liBRIOA. Price, ~ 5 cents. 
A BIJSINESS MAN'S SOCIAL AND Advocates associate life and employment as a pre- PROVING 

EYE-OPENER. RELIGIOUS VIEW-Ii. 
vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, etc. Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Roign o 

AN By A CAPITALIST. Tiberius, but a Jesus was Hanged a Cent-

"Citateur, Par P~o..ult." l!'rom a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. l'aper, 49Spp., 50 cts.: clo., $1. ury befcre, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

LeBrun, Doubts of Infidels, DEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. Full index, 446pp., - - .. $1.50. 
By ZEPA. 

Price, cloth, 35 centa. 
By A. 0. LYALL. 

Price, paper,. 50 cents; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 
Price, 10 cents. THEOLOGY AND MYTHOLOG:t 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. Fruits of Philosophy, AN 
Antiquity and Duration of the World Inquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiratio 

By G. TOULMAN. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices 

POPULATION QUESTION. and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

Price, 20 cents, 
By BARON D'HOLBACH. By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Charles Bradlangb By A. H. O'DONOGHUE. . . . - Price, - $1. and Annie Besa.nt. $1. - - - . Price, - - -211 cents. 

ASTRONOMY AND WORSHIF CABEER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. TRUTH . .A :Poem. :By E. N. Kings· NATHANIEL VA1JGHAN. OF THE ANCIENTS. 
By GILBERT vALE. Ultimating in the Religion of Science. ley.· 10 cents. A Radical No'Del of M(JIJ'ked Ability. 

Price, 20 centa. 
. By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.) POVERTY : Its Csnse and Cure. Jill J'li,EDEBIKA MACDONALD. 

Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, ~5 cents. How the Poor M9.Y Attain Oomfort and Indepeud 404 pages. 
~ 

Price reduced to $1. 

Autobiography of Robert Cooper. 
ence. 

"LIFE OF PAINE. ByM.G.H. A FEW WORDS A 'BOUT the DEVIL 
Price, 15 centa. Price, 10 cents. 

AND 

.BHAGAVAD-GITA. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. Religion of Inhumanity. 0THEB BroGBAPmoAL S~TOHBB AND EsS.A.YI 

Paper, 50 centa; cloth, ~5 eenta. With a Glance at the Religion of Humanity. By CHARLES BRAD LA. UGH. 
A Discourse on Divine Matters between Krishna BY FBEDERIO HARRISON. With Portrait and Autobiography. 
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n 

and Arjuna. Mortality or the Sonl and the lm· Price, 15 cents. Extra cloth, gold back and side stamp. 12mo, 
Translated by J. C. THOMPSON. mortality of lis Elements. . RELIGION: 

260 pp., $1.llli. 

Price, $2. By A. S. DE PELLEGRINI. l'he Gibraltar of the World, as Now Oonstitnted. MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
Price, - - - - 15 cents. By George T. Bondies. POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

BIBLE IN INDIA. With 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. Exceptions (o the Chal'acur of By J. ALBERGER. 
Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and Christian Chrht a~ a Gentleman. 376pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 eta. and ~5 cts. 

Revelation. Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. B.Y W. T. Purviance. 
By Lours JACOLLIOT. Price, 35 cents. 2l cents. POPES AND ·THEIR DOINGS 

Price, $2. ACCOUNT OF - - - - - IMAGE BREAKER. MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. Vicars of Christ and Vicegerents of God. 
BIBLE IN THE BALANCE. A Treatise on the Population Question. By JOHN E. REMSBURG. Paper, fiO cents ; cloth, 711 cents. 

A Text-Book for Investigators. By R. D. OWEN. Six Lectures. 
CHURCH Decline of Faith. CASE AGAINST THE 

By REV. J. G. FISH. Price, - - - - 35 cents. Protestant Intolel'B!!.~. A Summary of the Argmneuts against 
Price, $1.50. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
Washington an Unbeliever. Christianity. 

Jeiferson an Unbeliever. Price, cloth, 50 centa. 
BIBLE INQUIRER. BY D. :M. BBN.DTT. Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
148 Striking Self-Contradictions of the Bible, Price, - - ·- 10 cents. Eaoh, II osnts; bound, pa;;>., llli cents; per doz., 40. NEW DISPENSATION 

and 152 Marvelous Occurrences. 
IF, THEN, AND WHEN. BREAKINC. 

By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 
By A. JACOBSON. 8ABBATH Price, - - . - - 111 cents. 

Price, - . - - ll5 cents. V""11.urch Doctrines. By JOHN E. REMSBURG. --
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BIBLE MYTHS. St. Matthew Defore 
A Compend of the Natural Laws of Indus-
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A. ll. Driscoll, 78! Front st., Worcester. 

KIOHIEUN. 
S.D. Moore, Adrian. Box 46~. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Colt ave., 

Grand Rapids. · 
C. Holton &Co .. 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 

JIISSOUBI. 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st., Bt. Loui1. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. Louis. 

NBW JBBSBY. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey City. 
NBW YOBX. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York. 
Burnton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts., New York 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 
H.. W. Turner, 349 4th ave., New York. 
E. Friedman, 72 Canal st., New York. 
H. Cohn, 320 West st., New York. 
Morris Ash, 120 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck, 397 Bleecker st., New York. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J • .Kin~J:.179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. . 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
1. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 319 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. · . . [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBeON. 
B. F. Hyland, Corvallia. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st , Portland. 

PBNNSYLVANU. 
Dr .J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phil a 
George Lonll:ford, 22 Richmond st., Phlla. 
J. A.. Kirk.1>u Bois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phlla. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
BHODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 High st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNBSSBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D. P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

TBXAS. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwlck, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 Elm st., East Waco. 

UTAH. 
Joe A.. Jost, OgdeL.. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

WASHIN6TON TBBBITOBY. 
Stine Btos., Walla Walla. · 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

BN&LAND. 
Watts&Co.,17Johnflon'l Cour,, Fleet 1t., 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

J..USTBJ..LIA. 
Chas. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W.Willis, 715 Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W 

NBW ZBALA.ND. 
A.. D. Willis, Wanp:anuL 

BING, BROTHERS, BING. 
USB THB 

LIBERAL HYMN-BOOK 
In yonr meetings, to make them livelY and inter
estmg, To LmEBAL Hnm-BooJt contains songs 
by the best poets, adapted to well-known tnnes. 
It iP hill!:!l;r recommended by Messrs. Wakeman, 
Pari.on. Wnght, Green, Underwood, Mrs. Blenker, 
and, indeed, by all who hav examined it. Price 
~ Mll!l(d. Mdrea& ~ '.i!:'BUTlll Su:DJt 0!1:. 

~. 180i.. 

FORCE AND MATTER·! tRUTH/ S[£KER l~BRARY. 
'· 1'1Jte World's Sages, Th1hkers, and 

OB, Reformers. The BiogTaphws oi 
Pt-ln~lples of the Natural Order three hundred o.f the most distinguished r U teachers and philosophers (who were not 

o tile nlverse, With a SfS• Christians), from the time of Menu to the 
tem of Morality Based present. By D. M. BENNETT. 1,075 pages, 

Theteon. iivo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4,00; moroc-
BY I'BolrBSSOB -LUDWIG BUOEINEB, M.D. co, gilt edges, $4.50. 

OONTBI!ITB: 
Force and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Natnre (Teleology), 
lll\_mortahty_of Force, Man, 
Inllnity of MH.tter, Brain and Mind, 
Value of Matter, ThOD!Jlu, 
Motion, OonBClOUBneBB, 
Form, Seat of the Bonl, 
ImmntabilityofNatnral Innate Ideas, 

Laws, The Idea of God, 
Umversality of Natural Personal Oontinnance, 

Laws, Vital Forae, 
The Heavens, The Sonl of Bnites, 
Periods of the Oreation Free Will, 

of the Ea:·\h, Morality, 
Original Generation, 0 on c 1 n din g Observa-
Becnlar Generation, tions 
Price $1.50. Address THE TROTH BEEKER 00. 

IS THIS YOUR SOl, MY LORD~ 
.A .NEYr .NOVHL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER· 

" TM shame itself doth call /fJT instant 
remedf.'' 

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on 
Religion and Social Matters. 

. Cleth, $1; paper, :iO cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafayette Place, New Yor.lt. 

LIFE OF 
Joshua Davidson: 

MODEII.N lMI'l'A'l'ION OF C:S:iiS'l', 
AI to h11 Life on Earth and h1a Communism. 

BY MBS •. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Anthor of ".A PreteB1i IUid a Plea," in Oraer ot 

~-. 
moth, 12mo, 279 pp., - - 75 Cent& 

tJF This book rDIJB 8'1V{JJW~ lYJI the firat .AmM'
llllln 'PUblisher._. 

L. K. Washburn's Works. 
.,unday and the Sabbath. " A law 

regnla.tin~ hnman conduct on the Sabbath is 
an impertmence." Price, 10 cents. 

'rhe False Teaching of the Chris
tian Church. " The Thirty-nine 
Articles of the Ohristian chnrch are thirty
nine poor, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. 

The Foolishness of Prayer. "Think 
of a minister's praying God to kill grasshop
pers, or trying to induce the Deity to under
take a crusade of one against the Oolorado 
beetle!" Price, 10 cents. 

Followers of Jesus. Price, 10 cents. 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 

Price, 5 cents. 
Religious Problems. Price, 10 centf. 
Was Jesus Insane1 Price, 10 cents. 
1'he Public Schools and the Catholir 

Church. Price, 5 cents. 

LIFE AND CAREER 
o:r 

Charles Bradlaugh 
BY 

George Jacob Holyoake. 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Secularist, by the Father of Secularism 

Price. 15 cents. Ten copies, $1. 
Address this Office. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

LectnreB and Discussions before The Brooklyn 
Ethical Association on Evolution 

. in Science and Art. 
No. 1.-Al!red Bussell Wallace, by Edward D. 

Oope, Ph.D.; with portrait. -
No. 2.-Ernst Haeckel, by Thaddeus B. Wake· 

man; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale at The Truth Beeker Office. 

lliss Wixon's Works. 
A.llinaLifetime. ALiberalBomancP. 

12mo, IOOpp,, $1. 

A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Boys and Girls. 12m11, 8B8pp., $1.25. 

Story Hour. A~ Exceptionally Band
some and Interestmg Book\ Withont Supersti
tion, for Ohildren and Yontn. The Only Free 
thinkers' Ohildren•s Story-Book ever IBBned. 
63 fnll-page illustrations and 25 smaller; large 
type, heayy, toned paper, broad margins, illnB· 
trateil covers; 4to, 224pp., boards. $1. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ThA Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. Bio
graphical sketches of prominent Chris
tians. A companion book to "The World's 
Sages," etc. By D. M. BENNETT. 8vo., 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Vol. I. givs 
a full account of all the gods the nations 
of the earth hav worshiped, including 
Jehova~ Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus 
Christ, virgin Mary, and the Bible. 835 
pages, 8vo. Vol. II. describes fully all 
the religions systems of the world, includ
ing J udaiJSm, Mohammedanism, and Chris
tianity; the latter occupying 372 pages, 
going fully into its merits. 949 pages. 
By D. M. BENNETr. Written in prison at 
Albany. In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or 
$5.00 for the two volumes; in leather, 
$7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00. 

Supernatural Religion. !n inquiry 
into the reality of divine revelation. De
cidedly the most thorough and exhaustiv 
work on the claiiDS of supernaturalism 
everwritten. ,, 

- .. 1 1,115 
pages, 8vo. In cloth, $4.00; leat'l-·er, $5.0G, 
morocco, gilt edges, $5.50. 

The Great Works of Thumas Paine. 
Including The Age of Reason, Examina
tion of Prophecies, Reply to Bishop of 
Llandaff, Letters to Mr. Erskine~,. Essay 
on Dreams. Letter to Camille .Jordan, 
The Religion of Deism, Common Sense, 
The Crisis, and The Rights of Man; the 
whole r· " •.eded by the Life of Paine, and 
a steei-plate portrait. 800 pages, 8vo. 
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco: 
gilt edges, $4.50. 

Analysis of Religious Belief. An 
examination of the Creeds; Rites, and 
Sacred Writings of the world. By VIS
ooUNT AMBEBLEY, son of the late Lord 
.,.ohn Russell, twice Premier of England. 
Uomplete from the London edition. 745 
vages, ~vo. In cloth, $3.0_D; 

The foregoing volumes are ca.lled " 'l'he 
Truth Seeker Library." If all a.r~ ordered to
gether and sent by express, on& dollar will bt 
deducted from the prioe ofeach. 

Bennett-Teed Discussion. Betwee11 
D. M. BENNETr and CYRus RoMULus R. 
TEED. Jesus the Lord God Creator of 
Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; 

What ~)bjections to Christianity 1 
A discussion between D. M. BENNETr and 
G. M. MAIR, divided into the following 
theses: 1. Christianity is neither new nor 
original, being borrowed or copied from 
much older systems of religion. 

2. Miracles and supernatural achieve. 
menta hav been as fully and trnly ascribed 
to other teachers and founders of religion 
as to Jesus. 

3. The story of Jesus and his missio11 
in the world is unhistorical; it is not cor. 
roborated by contemporaneous history. 

BENNETT affirms; MAIR denies. This is 
an exha.ustiv discussion. Price, $1.50. 

Trial of D. M. Bennett in the Unitea 
States Circuit Court upon the charge of 
depositing prohibited matter in the mail. 
This givs a. full history of this celebrated 
case, and shows what monstrous injustice 
was perpetrated upon M:a. BENNETT. 
Plice, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents. 

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 
5 cents. 

L:terrogatories to Jehovah. Being 
3,000 questions propounded to his J ewisb 
Godship upon a great variety of subjects 
Paper. 50 .::ents; cloth, 75 cents. 

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First 
Deacon of Zion Hill Baptist Church, giv. 
ing many church incidents and his evolu. 
tion from Christianity to Liberalism. Pa-

oloth, 75 cents. 

The Bock 1)f Chronicles of the Pil· 
~rims in the Land of Yahweh: 
also the Epistle of Bennett the Apostle tq 
the 'l'l'l.,+h Seekers. Cloth, $1.00 

rite First Epistlf of Bennett the 
Apostle to the Truth Seeker& 
10 cents. 

l1te Great Religions of the World. 
10 cents. 

Ouen Letter to Samuel Colgate. 
- lU oen111. 

., ......... 

D. H.. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
Ali:b:B.ii:ss T!rli: TlluTII !IElmEB OF:I!'lOE. 

I 

A. Truth Seek~r Around the World .. 
Four large volumes. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50: 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and. 
Reformers. 1,07 5 pages1 8vo. Cloth; 
$3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges; 
$4.50. 

The Champions of the Churcll; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.oo; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes: 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pager.:. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A series 
of letters written during a visit of ten 
weeks in Europe. Giving some account 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben• 
nett was a dele~ate, followed by a de
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Treating upon the gods of the Semitic 
·nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov· 
ers, 60 cents; clotn, $1. 

Judaism. Christianity, and Moham· 
medanism examined historically 
a:nd critically. It is thought to be the 
most damagmg exhibit of Christianity 
that has appea.re&. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Paper covers, 75 cents; 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. 1\L BENNETr and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a. very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh• 
bors. 550 paQ:es. Price, $1. 

B. F. UNDERWOOD'S WORKS 
FOB !!ALB AT THE TBUTH L'!ElmEB OFFIOE, 

Essays and Lectures. Embracing In, 
fl.uence of Christianity on Civilization; 
Christianity and Materialism; What Lib. 
eralism offers in Place of Christianity 
Scientific Materialism; Woman; Spiritual• 
ism from a. Materialistic Standpoint; Paino 
the Political and Religious Reformer; Ma
terialism and Crime; Will the Coming 
Man Worship God? Crimes and Crueltie& 
of Christianity; the Authority of the 
Bible; Freethought Judged by its Fruits· 
Our Ideas of God. 300 pp., paper, GO 
cents; cloth, $1. 

Influence of Christianity upon Civil
ization. 25 cents. 

Christianity and Materialism. 15 
cents. 

What Liberalism Offers in Place of 
Christianity. 10 cents. 

Scientific Materialism: Its Meaning 
and Tendency. 10 cents. 

Spiritualism from a Matm.ialistie 
. Standpoint. 10 cents. 
Paine the Po.:.dcal and Religious 

Reformer. 10 cents. 
W !dmau: Her Past and Present: Her 

Rights and Wrongs. 10 cents . 
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents. 
Wijl the Coming :Man Worship God 1 

10 cents. 

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.~ 
10 cents. 

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theo~ 1 logical. 20 cents. 

Burgess-Underwood Debate. A four 
days' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Prof. 0. A. Bu:aaEss, President of the 
Northwestern Christian University, In
dianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported.; 
188 pp. Paper, 50 cents. Cloth, 80 cents. 

Underwood-Marples Debate. A four' 
nights' debate between B. F. UNDERWOOD 
and Rev. JoHN :MA.lu>LBs. Fully reported. 

_Papv, ~ o~~; olotb, _1!,0 _•1!11-tl"-
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THE GIRARD'S WILL 
TRUTH SEEKER llBRARt 

ISSUED MONTHLY. ~ Girard Coll:e Theology e 

T~ noticeB ard f'o'r th6 btneflt of Libe1'!' &li 
toho may ~ viBittng th6 pZac4!8 tohere th&e sddd
ties are weated. LocaZ Secular Unions and 
F'l'tetlwugkt Socfeties meeting reft!J,lilii'Z11 can 
ha'IJ th#r gatherings ad/oertisea lie'J'e fr~ lYJI for. 
warding th6 neces81lf'1/ inJorfr!:a~~·- . _ 

Suhacrlptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No, BOOKS 188UED, Price. 

.1. The Truth t!eeker Annual and Freethink· 
era• A.l.Dl&n&o.... ............ ......... ... . 25 

2. Men, Women. and Gods. Helen H. Ga.r-
de;ner ..................................... 50 

s. Age of Rer.son. '1.'homa• Paine........... 25 
4. Answers to Christian Questions. D. M. 

Bennett ................................ .. 
o, Christian Absurdities. John Peck ...... .. 
o, Victor Hugo's Oration on Voltaire ...... .. 
1, Ingersoll's Address on Bhakspere ....... .. 

OTBEB NUMBERS IN PBEPABATION. 
Yearly subscribers will receive all the books 

issued during the year. Single copies of each 
book-sent upon receipt of llrioe. 

Addre1t THE TRUTH BEEKER CO, 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETEENTH CENTURY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Daily Bread ls tne story ot two young 

girls and &_younger brother who were lett parent· 
less,ll'ith little money, fair educatlonhand much 
oo'nrage, to make their way through t e world by 
g_oing .. to-Chioago. _Tlle autnoris eJso the heroin. 
The narrativ is, in the main, a history of a work· 
ing glr 1'8 life and experience in· the oi ty of Chicago 
among b!Wf bnsi:B.ess men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lnst snob a story 
of hllln&lllife as we shoUld expect Colonel In~~:er· 
_Boll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
a.nd &PPreoiates is sure to be worth the attention 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 oenta. 

Address THE TRUTH SEEKER 

CRIMES AG•INST CRIMINALS. 
Alii ADDRESS 

By ROBT~ G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE TBJII 

NtNJ York State Bar Association, at A.Zbanr, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Complete and Authorized Edition.
PRICE, TEN CENTS. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER 00 •• 
28 Lafayette Place. New York. 

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

Charles Watts's Works, ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
The Teachings of Secularism Com· 

pared .with Orthodox Cttristlan· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Rea,.on, and Is It SufHclent t:o 
l't.lcet the Needs of if!anktnd l 
Debate between the ·Editor of the Hali!ax 
-Eventng Kat! and Charles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Jacob HolYoake and 
Colonel Ingersoll, and an Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 Pages, 25 cents. 

A Reply to Father. Lambert's 
• 1 Tactics of Infidels." 20 cents. 
'Post free. 

Cln"lstianlty: Its Origin, Nature, 
and Influence. 82 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The'llorrors of' the French Revo· 
lotion: Their t::auses. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Con· 
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible l't.lorallty. Its Teachings Shown 
to be ContradictorY and Defeotiv ae an Ethical 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents. · 

A:;nostlcism and Christian Theism: 
Wbtch as the JJiore Reasonable l 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

. Saints and Sinners--Which f 24 
pages in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

'l'he Superstition of the Christian 
8unday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

The Glory of Unbel'el. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

.Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
BeU.-f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

'I he American Secular Union; Its 
Neccs111ty and the Justice of Its 
Nine· Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 32 pages In cover, 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Tlteolo;;lcal Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the RAv, Dr. R. F. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this letter the following_ subjects are 
dealt with : 1. Why Do the Clergy Avoid 
Debate 1 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Christianity. 3. Freethought and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difference between 
Facts and Opinions. 5. Christ and Heroism. 
6. ChristiamtY and Slavery, 16 Jll&ges. Price, 
5 cents. 

.6.ddre11 THE TBUTH BEEKER CO., 
98 LafaveU" Pl.. New York. 

SCIENCE VERSUS. RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Conflict between Ieason ad Superstltl.on. 
BY T. C. WUJDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

Price, iO cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

~iberty in Literat,ure. 
By R.,BT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address a~ the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, IJIJ cents 1 ·cloth, 60 · cents. Pli.b· 
};_shed at this omce. 

BY 
HUDSON TUTTLE. 

A Historical and Critical Review of the Religion 
of Man. 

CoNTENTS : What io Religion T Fetichism. Phal· 
lio Worship. Man's Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Great Theolog. 
ioal Problem. Man's Fall, and the Christian 
Scheme for his Redemption. Man's Position, 
Fate. Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity; Be· 
sponBibility of the Individual. Genesis and Evo· 
lution of Spirit. The Law of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Charter of Rights. Duties and Obligations 
of the· Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Rights. of Government. Duties of So 
oiety to Criminals. DutY of Self Culture. Mar
riage. Cloth; price, $Ui0. 

LOOKING BACKWARD 
By Edward Bellamy, 

Author of'' Dr. Heidenhoif's Process," etc. 
It is a thought-breeding book, and all wha are 

free to receive new light will find in it satisfa.oUon 
and inapiration.-fNew York Tribune. 

The ap~;~eal is a ways made to a man's rep,son. 
and to his noblest sentiments: never to his sel
fishness.-[Boston Post. 

A SU!fgestion of a really pra.otioable and feasi
ble soc1al state greatly in advance of the present. 
The romantic nsrrativ is rich in its forecast of 
aotnal possibiUties.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; paper, 5(1e • 

Address ~E TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

FESTIVAL OF A.SHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pales'ine, 'ounded on the· destruction of 

the Mou.bites by the J ewe. 
BY A. C. MIDDLETON, 

Price, 10 cents. 

DOWN THEY GO! 
Best make American Bte.,wind Watches, 15 

jewels, adjusted, pat. regulator, in si!verine cBee. 
onlY $11; m 3 ounce coin silver, S!6; 4 onn~e, $17 
(a few years a!l'o $60). In best 14 kt. fihPd gold 
oases. open face, $i0; hunting, $23 to $28; U kt. 
solid gold. $40 to noo; same, not adjusted, $2 less; 
11 lwls. $teO, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade 
watches, f5, $4. and $2 50). 

THF. PERF~CrmD "OTTD WETrBTli'IN" 
W A·•'CH, much fioer th!!.n above, full adjusted to 
heat, cold, and position, 16 jwls, and all modern 
improvements, nick" I movemant, o&Bed as above, 
$8 more, gilt mov•t. $6 more. No one else in the 
world sends out oo g-ood a watch o.t the prine 

LADI"B' GOLD HUNTING AMERICAN 
W A rrCHEB, lates~ style e. best filled, 7 jwls. $17; 
11 jwls. $18 fO; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid gold, 110 
to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kept inorder one 
year, and oa•h refunded if not satisfactory. 
DI~MONDS: in rin118, T>ino. drops, stnils, eto., 

$10; $15; $25; $50 ; $1CO to $1,000 per set. Cash re
funded, if not 20 per cent below regular price, 
any time within one vea.r. 

WEDDING RINGS: Plain, chased, with pearls, 
emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opa.la, garnets, 
tnrgnoioe, solitaires or combin&t ons, a specialty. 

SUNDRIES : 'Rogers Bros•. triple plated knives, 
$1.7S, forks, •1.75; Tea spoons, $1.80; Tables, !3.49; 
Best speot•. in the world, $1; Pebbles, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $5 more (send line of finest print you oan 
read without gl~sse• 14 inches from eyes) ; Gold 
beaded canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. B~st razor-a 
lnxun-$2; Bolia silver ijpoons, $1.70 per ounce. 
flnnveneir spoons, silver, •1.25 to $2; rea a .. ta, 
$20 to f40; everYthing in the line of fancy table 
silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gn!d pens. 
etc. All sent preoaid (except imtlery) subject to 
exchange or cash back. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN. 
Established 1857. Rochelle, Ill. 
Send -for llrioe Jlsts, beautiful cards in colors 

and gold of my Freethought badges Uarge and 
small), tracts, etc. Free. 

AN EXPOBi 
Of the perversion of Stephen Girard'smagnifl.oeut 

b!l""\eBt to Phila.delphia by the Christian 
churches and Young lllen'B 

Ohristian Assooia.· 
tion. 

BY 1110!1. B. WESTBBOOI. D.D •• LL.D. 
Prtoe Sl. Address THE TRUTH SJ:BI:J:n. 

New Etlltion, Revise~ mad Enlar&"ed. 

MEN, WOKEN " GODS. 
.y HELEN H. CARDJII!:NER, 

Introduction by 
BOBEBT G. INGEBBOLL. 

Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Paper, 60 'lent&. 
Th6 Tra<W Supp'lled at I:Jpuial1Ji8counta. 

Addre11 THE TlBUTB BEEKER, 
· 18 Lafayette Pla.oe. New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this ollloe. Price, 5U cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

An thor of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible Ana
lyzed," "The Real Blasphemers," "Spir

itualism Sustained," ew., eto. 

The latest a.nd best work of an analytic thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book contains many ideas 
that will be new to the world and prodnctiv of 
good in furnishin&" food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immeBse distribution it so riohl;v 
merits.-[The American Idea. 

Cloth, 111mo, $1. 

Adcbeu 'fliE TBUTB BEEKER. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OOLLEOTION OP 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Music) • 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For School8 and the Home. 

OOMPILED BY 

L. K. WASHBURN. 
PmOB

1 
. $1.50. 

A.ddre11 THE TRUTH BEEKEB 00. 

DONALD KENNEDY 

The lllanhattan L•beral Club, N.Y. 
Meets every FridaY evenin_g, at 8 o•olook, at .Ger·· 
man Masonic Temple, 220 East 15th atreet. liilot· 
urea and discussions. The public cordially invited. 

Tlte Newark Liberal Lea&"ue 
M.eets every Sunday afternoon a.t 3 o•olook at 
Liberal Leag_ge Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st., oor, Ma.tkel 
st., Newark, N.J. Leotnres and discussions on 
religions and social qne£~ions. Beats free and 
everybodY welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 J!larket street. Assembles every Snnda:y 
evemng at 7:80. Lecture', debates, aad diPons. 
sions on all imPortant secular subjects. Pres
ident, HElmY Bmn; Secretary, Cou BELLB 
FLAG~G~·~·-----------------------------
Brooki}'D Philosophical Assocla· 

tlon 
Meets at Fraternity rooms. Be ... 1>rd avenue and 
South 2d street, Brooklyn, E. D., at 8 P.M., every 
SundaY. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat. 
form free. Charles Monhol!and, secretarY, 241 
B1·oadway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal Lea~rue ~:i·• 
meets every Sunday in Industrial Hall, Broad aii'd 
Wood sis .. at 2:10 and 7 :10 P.m:. for leotnres and 
free discussions on religions and social questions. 
Able spe&kersinterest the "ndienoe. N.B.-Trutb 
SeekerPnblioationsalwayson handatoheap ratea 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 fl.rst and third Sundays, at 1 
P.M., at the town nall. All friends of human 
oultivatioB are invited. MABIUS HEIGHTON, Sec. 

Ellzur Wright Secular lJnlon 
Of Allianoe1 0., meets the ftrat and fourth Bun. 
days of eacn month at Independent Church, at 
10:30 A.M. Free disonssi9n on all Liberalsubjeota. 
Subscriptions to THE TnUTII BxEXEB and Invest•· 
gator are solicited. R. G. SMITH, Oor.l:l~. 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday evening at '1':10 P.JI[., , t 
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison stre,a\ 
and at 116 Fifth avenue. Lectures and debatea. 
Strangers from abro&' a.re welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis., Liberal t::lub 
Holds meeti_~s every Sunday evening at 218 
Grand ave., <Fraternity He.!!). Lecture fflllowecJ 
by debates. Tlae public cordially Invited. 

San FrancJsco, Cal., Freethoughl 
Society 

MeetA every Sunday evening at Union Sqnare 
Hall, 421 Post street, at I! o•oloo~. A cordial invi· 
tation is extended to all. Seats free. 

Port An;;eles Secular Union 
Meets every Sunday at 7:80 P.JI[. in Maodon· 
aid's Hall in Port Angela&, Wash Lect. 
urea, songs, and select reading. Dismission in· 
Vlted on all snbieots. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBANX Mo:aSE, Cor. Beo. 

Of Roxbury, Mass., Says: The West End Progressive Lib· 
Strange oases cured by my M11DICAL DIS· eral Union 

(]OVERY come to me every day. Here is one of Of Los. Angeles, Cal., meets semi·monthly llrs1 
Par&ly•is-Blindness-and the Grip Now how andllth1rd Bund&ys_, &~ 8 o'clock, P.m:.J_at Parr•a 
does my ME uiCAL DISOOVERY cure all the<e 1 _H& -. EverybodY mVIted. MBs. R. llJ., BERBA. 
I don't know, unless it takes hold of the Hidden Pres .• J. H. McWILLIAMs, Reo. Beo. 
Poison that makes all Humor. 

VIBGINIA CITY. NEVADA, Sept. 9th, 1891. 
Dona!!% Kenneav-Dear Sir: I will state my oase 

to yon: Abou' nme years &l<OI was rara.Jrzed in 
my left side, and the best doctors gave me no 
r~!ief for • wo years, and I was advised to try your 
DISCOVERY, whion did its duty, and in a few 
months I w .. s restored to health. About four Years 
ago I beo11-me blind m my left eye by a •Potted 
cataract. Last March I was taken with La Grippe, 
and waM confined to my b?d for three months. At 
the end of that time. as in the start, then it struck 
me that your DBCOVERY was the thing for me; 
so I got a bottle, and before it was half gone I 
was able to go to my work in the mines. Now in 
regard to JDY eyes, as I lost my left eyp, and about 
six month• ago my rigllt eye became affected with 
black spots over the si~ht as did tlle left eye 
-perhaps some twent.y ,.f thAm-bnt since I have 
been using your DISCOVERY they all left my 
right eye but one; and, tbauk God, the bright 
Ugh t of be&ven is once more making its appearance 
in my left eYe. I am wonderfuth aotonisheil at it. 
and thank God and your MEDICAL DII:lCOVERY. 

Yours truly, HANK WHITE; 

AN I.NFIDEL REMEDY. 
SENDlO CENTSTO 
llr. FJo:LLO\VS, 

VINELAND, N.J. 
for his book on youth
ful errors, early decay, 
wasting weakness, lost 
manhood &c. It sets 
forth an External Ap. 
plication- a reliable 
home cure, with fulldi~ 
rections for use. Its 'l 
certainty, no failure. 
State where you saw 

________ .;__,this advertisement. 

The Walla Waila Llb~ral Club 
Meets every Sunday at ll P.m:. in Grand ArmJ 
ha.ll, Main street, Wall& Walla, Washington. 
Bmenoe Leotnres.-Free Disonssions.-Original 
and Selected Readings and Poems. A large val· 
nab!!! library is at the service of members and 
friends. C. B. REYNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEBo Seo. 

Tlte Roeder Secular Union 
Of Roeder, Wash., meets every first and third 
Sunday in the month, at the Roeder school-house 
Lectures, dillonssions, reading, and poems. Thi 
{l:re&test freedom accorded to all. Our motto, 
'Univorsal Mental Liberty·" D. E. BraE, Pres.; 

J. W. BELL, Vioe.Pres.; CIIABLEB SHEA, Seo. 

Fort Worth. Tex •• Liberal Club, 
Meets every Rnnday at Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, at 10 o•o!ook, A.l!l. Visiting Lib· 
erals invited to attend. CoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

ISAAC 8. LEE, Beo. 

Ltbe~al Association of Austin, 
Tex., 

meets everY Sunday at 11 A.l!l .• at its h~tll, oor. 
Cong aveoue and 9;h st. Visiting Liberals 
invited. J. P. Richardson, President; M. Maa.B, 
Secretary. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

A patiAnt wrltiog f•om oa-enuorl, Wash., Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
8ays: "Your r medy is marvel',.us, and will York. 
6 ooomp!ish wha.t is said it will do. The vain( 
of which is nntoH." ll'tth Pine Bt.ee! En(lraflfiTifl of Senator Conl:!tng. 

Bound in black oloth, silver aide siamp. 
Price, 75 oent1. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

o;;:sSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBACH. 

Tr&ll81ated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
Price,$3. 
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AT Sholavandan, south India, to propitiate 
a goddess and remove small-pox, cattle 
plague, and ramin s man was swung by 
hooks through the flesh or his bac~ from a 
pole erected in a cart. The cart was. drawn 
ln proceBBion, and the supporting muscles 
were nearly torn through. 

FONSEOA, the would- be 
dictator or Brazil, re
signed in favor or the 
vice-president. 

N.11.w YoRK Jews will 
form a club for legal de
fense or members or their 
race against assaults or 
hoodlums. 

ENGLISH country doc
tors are complaining that 
parson11 swell their sal
aries by practicing medi
cln, though unlicensed. 

SuPERINTENDENT MAo
DONALD or New York's 
insane asylums refutes
by statistics the notion 
that Insanity is increas
ing. 

IN Persia the high 
priest or the Shia'h sect, 
the chief religious body 
or the land, fomented a 
revolt, but it was sub
dued. 

THE strongest oppo
nents or Canadian an
nexation are the aristo
crats who hold titles 
which would be lost 
were their country an
nexed. 

GLADSTONB says that 
the Liberals when they 
regain office wUl em
power local bodies to 
take land to distribute in 
small allotments among 
landless laborers. 

---

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERS, 1 COD& AND RELIQIONS' 
A.ND REFOBIERS. I ANCIENT AND 

0
IODERN TIIES 

Blo~rra.phies of 100 of &he Leading PhiloJJOPherl, _ ~ G ... 1 
'l'ea.chera Skeptics Innovators J'onndera of Vol. I. Give a. Pull A.g_cotmt gf allHohe o ... , n• 

New Bohoola of Thought, Emlnent Belen· olnding .Te!J.ova.h, 15atan, the ol:r BiGhoat, 
Usta, eta. (who were not OhriBtianal, .Jesus Ohnat, Virgin llla.r:r,l!ond the ble. 

from the time of lllenn to the pres- svo, 835pp. Vol. U. DeaonbeaWll'ullY all 
ent. svo, 1,076pp., oloth, u; the Religious BYsteml ofthe • orld. 

lea.~her ,. • mor g e s• ~o BVo,957lJp. Oloth,Silpervol •• the 
• • ~• ·• • ·• ~.u • g volll., 15; leather, 17; mo• 
BY D. Ill. BENNE'l'T. roooo, gilt edgea, ,8. 

THE TBUTH BEEKEB 00., BY D. Ill. BENNE'l'T. 
118 Lafa:vette Pla.oe, N. Y. THE 'l'BU'l'H BEEXEB 00. 

- -· -----·...:----- --
JOB BEL'EVJ£rH NEtraER IN Gf!03TS NOH RE'JURRECTION. 

MEN are imaginary invalids .• ~hose weak
ness empiri'cs are interested to encourage, 
in order to hav sale for their drugs •. ·They 
listen rather to the physician who prescribes 
a variety of remedies, than to him who rec
ommends good regimen and leaves nature to 
herselt.-D'Holbaeh, -

-~ .. , )1. 

~·· ----~ 

THB immense majority 
either never examin the 
opin!ons they hav inher
ited, or examin them 10 
completely under the 
dominating influeRce of 
the prejudice of· educa
tion, that whatever may 
hav been the doctrins 
they hav been taught, 
they conclude that they 
are so unquestioJJably 
true that nothing but 11o 

judicial blindness can 
cause their rejection.
Leckg. 

For hundreds of years 
the .church fought With 
all its power the sci~ce 
of medicin. Priests used 
to cure diseases by sell
ing little pieces of paper 
covered With cabalistic 
marks. They 1llled their 
treasuries by the sale of 
holy water. They healed 
the sick by relics,the 
teeth and ribs of saints, 
the finger-nails of- de
parted worthies, and the 
hair of glorified virgins. 
Infidelity said: . "Bend 
for the doctor." Theol
ogy said : " Stick to the 
priest." Infidelity:.....that 
is to say, science-said: 
"Vaccinate him." The 
priest said, " Pray; I 
wtll sell you a charm." 
The. doctor was regarded 
as a man who was en
deavoring to take from 
God his means of pun
ishment.-IngersoZZ. 

SoME Jews are urging 
their co-religionists to 
er€ct in New York or 

As the cloud is conBumed and vanlsheth away; so he that goeth down to the grave shall come up no more. He 
shall return no more to his house, neither shall his place know him any more.-Job vli, 9, 10. 

SPAIN shows the char· 
acteristics of a country 
where theological- con
siderations hav been all

Washington a monument inscribed, "0 
Am.erlca I without rlghteomness no nation 
can liv I" 

THE pious French-Canadians are, complains 
Abbe Dugas, being ruined by love or p1easure 
and dress, intemperance, idleness, demorali
zation from the-political system, and dista!te 
or agriculture. 

A JESUIT spy was discovered in the char
acter of servant in the household of the mar
quis of Salisbury, premier or England, where 
he had been placed to learn secrets concern
ing the Vatican. 

JEWISH leaders say that " the general intro
duction or 8unday services to the Jewish 
temples or America is bound to come," and 
that" any attempt to force the Jewish people. 
to attend services on Saturday wUl be futil." 

CoNVBilSION of Princess Sophie or Prussia, 
now wife of the crown-prince of Greece, to 
the Greek church, has introduced an element 
of discord between Germany and Greece, 
and strengthened Russia's Influence in the 
latter. 

THE Pennsylvania storm of the 23d ult. 
demonstrated the disfavor in which churches 
are held by providence by blowing down a 
remarkable number of those buildings. At 
Hecla children who had sheltered in one were 
kUled. 

Mns. SARAH BROWN was arrested for talk
ing wildly on religion In New York streets. 
She said : " I won't do it agatn, unleu I hav 
a summons from on high. Then what can I 
do ? I must speak-" She had beeome de
ranged by mission work. 

To the suggestion or some Catholics that 
Italy be made a federal republic with the 
pope as head of one or the states, Catholic 
leaders reply that •· it would not solve the 
papal question even if the pope were made 
perpetual president, and this is not talked of. 
As governor or a state in the federation, the 
pope would be in the same position theoretic
ally which he now occupies. He would be a 
citizen of Italy, not an independent sover
eign.'' 

AT the county hospital at San Francisco 
Mrs. White, in the surgical ward with a 
broken leg, converted Eeveral of the ward's 
occupants to belief in faith cure. The speedy 
knitting of her broken bone, she said, was 
due not to the proceBSes of the skilled sur
ge(ms, but to her belin!ng pra1 ers. She had 
her converts promis that at a certain hour 
they would leave bed, kneel in prayer, throw 
aside crutches and tear off such splints as 
any might hav, and walk home. At the 
hour attendants rushing in at cries of pain 
found Mrs. White and another lady writhing 
on the floor and others with their splints 
about tom o:lf ready to make the attempt. 
No one was seriously injured but M.rs. White, 
whose leg was rebroken and wrist sprained. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religions Experience. 
By s. p_ Putnam. 

25 cents. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P.-PUTNAM. 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. 
The Problem of the Universe and 

ita Scientific Bolu•ion, with some Oriliciams 
of Un·veraology. Prioe.llO cents. 

Waifs and WanderingR. A Ne·.v 
American Story. Price, eloth, $1.oo; paper, 
50 o•nta. "A. prose epio of the war, rioh with 
incident and dramatic power ; breezy from 
first page to last with the living spirit of to
day."-John BUJtnton'• Pa:Pilr. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. "The 
author ~ertaiuly has genius. The divine 
orea.tiv spark is with him. '!'he book Ia filled 
with manly thoughts, expreaaed in manly 
wori!a-the tranaorivt of a manjy mind. 
Every Liberal should read • Golden Throne.•" 
-Ingersoll. Price, St. 

Ingersoll and J•-sus. A conversation 
in rhyme betwePn tbe Nineteenth Oentnr:v 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it ia show a there is mnoh in harmony between 
them. Prloe, 10 oent.a. 

Prometheus, A Poem. "It is 
orammed with life, thought, and profound 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with 
f\Xtra.ordinar:vbeauty."-Dr. Henru W.BellotoB. 
Price, Sl. 

Why Don't He Lend a. Hand T and 
other A.~rnostio poems. Price, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A poetic version 
of tbe Indian storY of the Garden of Eden in 
which ita superiority to the mntila~ed copy
the Genesis legend-is Pbown. Prioe, to oents. 
J'ol' all of the above eildresa 

THE TRU·J'H BEEKER; 00:, 
28 Lafayette Pla.oe, New Yorlr. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST .PUBLISHED. 

There has jus~ been published for genera~ ~ircu
lation a most mterestmg pamphlet, contaltung a 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following weii-known writers: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under
wood.__Matilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. Henry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons. A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Caiman, 
Ca~t. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, LJ'DIAil 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringle, Wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry- Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine, 
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, J. 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C. Walker. Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum, 
VoltairinedeCieyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. Rich
ard Hodgson. 

The JlUolication will be forwarded to any address 
in the United States or Canada on recetpt of an 
American two-cent_jl<lStage stamp. 

Address FRE~THINKERS' MAGAZINE. 
- Bulfalo, N.Y. 

A. 

SHORT HISTORY OF THE BIBLE; 
BEING 

A POPULAR .AOOOUNT OF THJG 
FORMATION AND DEVELOP. 

MENT OF THE OANON. 

BY 

BRONSON D. KEELER. 

OoNTENTs.-The Hebrew Oanon. The New Tes
tament. The Early Controversies. The Books at 
Firat not Considered Inspired. Were the Fathers 
Competent 1 The Fathers Qnoted as Beriptnre 
B'!loks which are Now Oalle(l Apocryphal. The 
Heretics. The Ohriatia& Oanon. 

Paper, fO cents; cloth, 'I'll cents. 

FOR 8ALE. W. s. BELL'S 
A. Farm of 24 Acres. 1 - th · 

Splendidly located. Biehsoil-oanraisewheat, Handbooko Free ought 
barley, etc. Orchards prodnoe lar~rel:r. Honse, ooNTAINING 
barn, and other building• in firat-olaaa condition. 
Is ealled "a model farm." Within a short dis- In condensed and systematized form a vast 
tance of New York citY. Price reasonable on easy amou .. • of 
terma. Owner ("n old TBUTH BBEKBB snbsoriber) ... 
retirinll' on acx~~:.~f old 'l.ewHITE\ Evidence Against Oh'l'istianity. 

- Bed Ban~:, N • .J. Selected from the Writings of the 

WATER OF LIFE Leading American and European 
Ia Doing. Wonders ln Curi!lg the Sick. Ft"eethinkers and Scienti,sts. 

Write for pamphlet, to .J. B. PEBBY, Of his work Mr. Bell says: "I hav Aimed in 
84 Bonth lll&in Street, Wilkesbarre, Pa. preparing this work to put into compact and 

orderly form a large amount of irrefra~rable 
evidence avain•t the an_perstitiona of the chnroh. 
I hav often felt tbe need of such a. work for my 
own nse. The matter herewith presented has 
been oallM from some of the ablest writers liVing 
and dead. A.a a book of reference I hope it may 
be a valuable aid to all investigators and truth· 
seekers Ita rnnnin~r headlines, oba.pter heads, 
subheads, and cl&.Bsi:iled an Meets make it a. 1 hand
book.'" 

''WHY" 
I IPGclall:r want 500 ordera for books within the 

next three months. 
Friends will please send stamp for ciroalara and 

WHY. 
l!lLMINA. DBA.XE BLEN_XEB, 

Bnowvilli', Va. Price fl.BII. Address this otlloe. 

controling for centuries. Down to the 
interference or Napoleon" with that kingdom, 
all sanitary efforts were looked upon as 
absurd if not impious. The most. sober 
accounts or travelers in the Spanish peninsula 
until a recent _period are sometimes irresistibly 
comic in their pictures of peoples iniiisting 
on maintaining arrangements more filthy 
than any which would be permitted -in an 
American backwoods camp, while taking 
enormous pains to stop the pestilence by 
bell-ringings, processions, and new dresses 
bestowed upon the local madonna; yet here, 
too, a healthful skepticism has begun to 
work for good; the outbreaks of cholera in 
recent years hav done some little to bring in 
better sanitary measures.- Prof. .A. D. 
Whit~. 

IF mind can be followed down to the first 
instinctlv motions of the earliest forms of 
matter, and is proved to depend '--on the 
organism, may it not yet be shown that the 
first motion that signifies iutelligen~e is aa 
truly a development from the inherent nature 
of matter as is tlie growth of the structure? 
The assumption that there is an eternal dis. 
tinction between mind and matter, and that 
it was necessary at aome point for a God to 
step in and conjure the principle of mind 
Into matter, would thus be shown to .. be false 
by the proof of the theory that matter has 
always possessed the principle of determin
Ing the actions of matter which we call mind. 
-Robert a. Adami. 

As far as Jehovah is concemed,-~ary, it 
would seem, can be of advantage t() him in 
only one way. There are, or were, ii.o many 
bottles of her milk among the coQ.J'enta of 
Christendom that, undoubtedly, slie must 
be mighty in the lactation line. She very 
likely supplies Jjlhovah with milk, and saves 
him the expense of keeping an Alderney cow. 
But we may place as a set-o1f to this the 
report of a recent tourist in Italy, who asserts 
that 150 convents hav each the head-dreBS 
of the Virgin. What a sum she must hav 
run up for bonnets I T() suppose that a man 
in the position of Joseph the Carpenter paid 
for these bonnets is sheer nonsense. No 
doubt, when he discovered the extravagant 
character of "the Virgin," he inserted an 
advertisement in the J1rusallm Gautt8 and 
B~thZilum OO'Ur~r: 

I, JOSEPH, OARPENTEB AND WBI!lEL
wri~rht, of Jezebel St., Nazareth, do hereb:v ll'iT 
notice that. after the 18th of this month Nisan, 
I will not hold myself responsible for debta oon
tractedV b:r my wife Mar;v, uaua.Jbo nicknamed 
"The irll'in." 
No doubt Jehovah had to put his hand ieep 
into his breeches pocket and pay for these 
bonnets. Pestered with lais poor relations, 
and especially by thts horrible Mary, all 
things considered, Jehovah has written re
markably well. I am rree to admit it to be a 
wonderful thing, under the circumstances, 
that tll.e Bible is such a sensible book as ins. 
-Saladin in God •nd His Book. 
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A NEW CANDIDATE FOR BAPTISM-WHY CANNOT SATAN BECOME A SAINT? 

'l'HK OatkBlic Bef~Uw says that apart from 
political and commercial interests, religious 
hatred always holds a more important place 
in South American questions than Catholics 
imagin. 

WITH the de1ire of giving her husband a 
true picture of herself, a woman in Atchison, 
Kan., had her photograph taken as she ap. 
peared at daily housework in her kitchen 
dress, with a baby on one arm and broom 

. and dustpan on the other. 

RBMBNn, the violinist, was unable to keep 
his engagement at Seidl's concert Sunday 
evening becaJise Sunday trains, With one or 
two exceptions, are prohibited in Connecti
cut. It may be doubted, says the H~rala, 
whether any state has a right to interfere 
with the running oi through trains across 
its borders. The tr_ain service from Massa
chusetts to New York through Connecticut 
is interstate commerce, and the courts hav 
repeatedly held that such commerce is beyond 
the control of a state. Only Congress has 
the constitutional right to regulate it. 

DB. LBNZ says that when he went to Fez, 
one of the capitals of Morocco, he found a 
most unlocked-for custom among the women. 
Mohammedans are not supposed to drink 
spirituous liquors, but Dr. Lenz says the 
women in Morocco are universally addicted 
to the practice. The Jews make a brandy 
for which their customers are almost exclu
llivly Moorish women. While the men are 
strict prohibitionists, thawomen drink brandy 
lJllar~e quantities. Women who came to 

Dr. Lenz's house to see his Moorish servants 
never failed to ask him for a glass of wine or 
cognac, and he was surprised to see the 
quantitiss they could drink. 

ARB the country people wickeder than the 
city people ? The Sun truly kopes that they 
are not, but the proceedings of the Episcopal 
congress held in Washington last week, it 
says, show that one of the eminent divines 
who was a delegate to that body believes that 
they are. When the subject of " mission 
work" was before the congress, the Rev. 
Dr. Nicholls, of New Haven, made a speech 
urging the church to maintain its missions in 
the rural regions, and, according to the report, 
he " characterized the wickedness of the 
country as vastly worse than the wickedness 
of the city. He even went so far as to express 
his fear of the bad influence that the country 
exerts upon the city. This is not the ordinary 
view of the case, or the romantic, poeiic, 
idyllic, bucolic view, and we must await the 
evidence in support of it which the Rev. Dr. 
Nicholls, of New Haven, Conn., is doubtless 
prepared to present. 

I JBXBD a scholarly New Yorker, says a Sun 
writer, who recently traveled through Turkey 
in Europe under favorable circumstances, 
whether he had seen in the Mohammedau 
world any signs of the " higher criticism" or 
the Koran, or any challenging of the authority 
of Mohammed, or any evidence of the in flu. 
ence of science and of modern thought upon 
the popular religion there. He replied that 
he had not. He thought that the new spec
ulation of the age had not affected the Mol!
lem mind in any way; that ~ll such things as I 
had asked about were as far beyond the range 

of IslamiEm in our times as they had been in 
past centuries, and that orthodoxy and 
fanaticism still reign supreme in Turkey and 
in all its mosques. lt is to be said, however, 
that the opinion of this scholarly traveler Is 
not sustained by all other observers of things 
Turkish. One of these others alleges that 
there is a school of rationalists among the 
Turkish Mohammedans, though few outsiders 
become aware of its existence. The disciples 
of the higher criticism of the Koran find it 
advisable to refrain from bombUation. 

THB antagonism between state and church 
in Brazil is becoming acute. The govern
ment charges the clergy with having engaged 
in machinations for the restoration of the 
empire, and the clergy accuse the government 
of being hostil to the interests of the church. 
The clergy hav never liked the republic, and 
hav remained, with few exceptions, attached 
to the imperial house. Their feelings of 
hostility to the republic hav been intensified 
by irregularity in the payment of salaries. 
When the official connection between the 
church and state was 'lleclared abolished, the 
federal government engaged to provide for 
the payment of all salaries to the existing 
functionaries of the hierarchy and to support 
the chairs in the seminaries for one year, 
leaving it to the provinces to do as much 
more as they pleased in the interest of 
religion. Most of the provinces hav chosen 
to do nothing, and where priests hav died 
altars remain vacant for want of a salaried 
ministry. The Brazilians, unaccustomed to 
voluntary contribution for clerical support, 
are learning to neglect religion, and the 
church sees the people slipping away from it. 
These circumstances hav created a bitter 

feeling and tended to intensify the attach. 
ment of the clergy for the Catholic house 
of Braganza, which never nPglected them
The government, on the other hand, which 
had paid little attentioR to the signa of clerical 
discontent, now recognizes the clergy as 
politically hostil and possibly dangerous, and 
steps will doubtless be taken on the 
reassembling of congress toward abolishing 
any remaining responsibility of the federal 
government for the support of the church 
establishment. 

BssmBB the reason given a week or two 
ago why the admission of women to political 
functions is regarded by Mr. Spencer with 
profound misgiving, he has in view 
another feminin trait which has arisen by 
adjustment to the conjugal relation, to the 
necessity of making a wise choice of hus
bands under the social conditions that hav 
long prevailed. Power, bodily or mental, 
or both, is and· ever has been the masculln 
characteristic by which women are moat 
attracted. Hence in women an instinctiv 
worship of power under all its forms ; and 
hence a relativ conservatism. Authority, no 
matter how-embodied, politically, ecclesias
tically, or socially, sways women far more 
than it sways men. It follows that the sen
timent of reverence, which power and the 
trappings of power excite, must, if votes 
were given to women, strengthen all author!· 
ties, political and ecclesiastical. Ccoperating 
with their preference for generosity over 
justice, this power-worship in women, if 
allowed fuller expression, would increase the 
ability of public agencies to override indi
vidual rights in the pursuit of what might be 
thought beneficent ends, 
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Colonel Ingersoll On Liberty_. 
Last week the Ohioago Press Olub held the :first 

of its winter series of entertainments in the Audi· 
torium. Oolonel Ingersoll had been invited to de
liver an oration, and there were present nearly five 
thousand of the most intelligent people of Ohicago. 
The following appeared in the Ohicsgo Sunday 2 rib· 
une : Oolonel Ingersoll came on the platform a few 
minutes after 8 o'clock, and as his rosy face beamed 
on the Rudience the thousands responded with a 
generous burst of decorous app~ause. The lecturer 
was introduced by Henry D. L1oyd, and spoke as 
follows: 

FREEDOM DEFINED, 

L11dies and Gentlemen, what do I mean by liberty! 
L·at me explain myself. If a man is prevented from 
going where he ·desires by • range of· mountains, or 
by a swiftly :flowing river, or by wild beasts, he does 
not feel that he hes been enslaved. If he comes to 
the bank of a river which he wishes to cross, and 
there are tigers on thE' opposit shore, he does not 
feel that he has been robbed of his freedom. But 
if there is a man like himself on the other side with 
a gun, who says he shall not cross, be feels that his 
freedom bas been interfered with. In other words, 
the idea of liberty, the greatest and grandest that 
can enter the mind of man, is not to be interfered 
with by like intelligenres, whether on earth or in 
heaven; not to be interfered with by those who can 
gloat over the victory. And in the world of thought, 
in the world of speculation, there should be nothing 
but absolute liberty. [Applause.] In the world of 
aetion my liberty stops where the liberty of another 
commences, but in the world of thought there are 
no possible limitations. [Applause.] There is room 
in the intellectual air for every wing, there is room· 
out on the intellectual sea for every sail, and in the 
great republic of mind, one is a majority; every 
brain, every soul is a sovereign, robed and crowned 
absolutely free. And in that republic of mind all 
good citizens giv to every other human being every 
mental right they claim for themselvs. [Applause,] 
And in that republic whoever appeals to force is a 
traitor. So, to-night, for the most part, I wish to 
speak of the liberty of thooght, the right to investi
gate, the right to guess for yourself, the right to 
people the future aceording to your own fancy, and 
to paint such pictures upon the canvas of the be· 
yond as you want [applause], dictated to by none 
others. And if there be gods, I giv to them the 
same right that I claim for myself. [Applause.] I 
liv in a republican government, and 1 want to liv in 
a republican universe [applause], and if there is to 
be an arbitrary being who is to control the thoughts 
ud loves and passions of men by brute force, let us 
elect him. [Laughter and applause.l 

BELIEFS OF OLDEN TIMES. 
In the good old days-and not so very many days 

ago-our forefathers (and I bav no doubt they were 
honest) absolutely believed that it was necessary for 
all. human beings to think alike, especially on those 
questions about which nobody knew anything for 
certain, [Laughter and-applause.] Our good fore
fathers really believed that there was. somewhere in 
the infinit expanse a being whose happiness could 
be interfered with by some poor man crawling upon 
this obscure earth. They believed it; and they be-. 
lieved that this being had promised eternal joy to 
all who should think in a certain way; and had 
threatened eternal misery to all who had a mind of 
their own. [Laughter.] Now, so believing, our 
ancestorE-they are all dead, and that is the best 
thing I can say about them-[laughterl-our ances
tors, acting logically from the belief, logically from 
the premises, said we will make everybody believe 
the same-and they thought they could do it. And 
yet all the meebanics of this world, all the ingenuity 
that has ·ever been born in the subtle brain of man, 
cannot make two clocks that can keep time alike one 
minute. [Laughter.] It is impossible. All the 
ingenuity of the world, aided with all the machinery 
that has leaped from the brain of man, cannot make 
two things alike, and no one man can do it, and 
nature cannot do it. [A.pplause.J In all the foresis 
that clothe the world there are no two leaves exactly 
alike. .And now, when autumn has come upon us, 
and that wonderful officer called Daath has painted 
every leaf of all the trees, no two hav been painted 
alike. And yet our old forefathers absolutely 
thought they could make thousands •nd billions of 
human beingE-each clad in a robe of living, throb
bing, passionate :flesh, each driven by the storms of 
passion over life's sea-think exactly alike. Utterly 
impossible ! And if you could, what a stupid world 
this would be. [Liughter and applause,] 

INTELLECTUAL SPLENDORS BORN OF FREEDOM. 
I believe in the intellec~nal splendors born of free

dom and diversity insteid of the stupidity and or
thodoxy of force as applied to the brain of man. 
Yet our forefathers believed it and they acted on the 
belief. When I used to read the old stories about 
burning people and torturing them do you know~I 
could not realize it! It never seemed to me that"it 
was really so, and i6 never took hold of me until~l 
saw the instruments, the arguments that our for&-

fathers used. I saw, for instance, two little pieces But, after all, it is a question of intellectual de
of iron attached together by screws, and when some velopment. Tell me the religion of a man, and I 
man-well, when be said be didn't believe a fish know the point he bas reaehed ; I know what he is 
ever swallowed 1 sailor to keep him from drowning, intellectually; I know what his brain is worth. Tell 
then they put these two pieces of ~on on his thumb, me what he believes, and I know what he is as a 
and the gentlemen who loved their enemies began man. So it is a question of intellectual develop· 
screwing these two J>iecea of iron together. ment. · 
(L•ughter and applause.] They 11id to this man: BESULT OF IWTELLECTUAL DEVELOPMENT. 
·• You bav made a mistake in your logic-; you hav A little while ago I I!IIW the models of nearly 
dropped a link ; we do this to call your attention to everything man bas made for his use and for his 
the subject." , [Laughter and applanse.l So they convenience. I saw all the models of all the water 
kept on until finally the poor wretch, su:tlering the craft, from the · dugout in w~~cb., :float!3d . a . naked 
agonies of the fabled damned, said: 11 I bav made a savage-nne of our ancestors [laughter ]-a naked 
mistake" [laughter]; and I do not blame him. I savage with teeth two inches long, with a spoonful 
think I should bav done the same. I would hav of brains in the ·back of hia head; I say I saw the 
said : "Write it down, and I will sign it ; bav one water craft of the world from the dugout up to a 
god or 1 billion, but stop that." [Long.continued man·of·war tha.t carries a· hundred guns and miles of 
laughter and applause.] And do you know to-night canvas: from that dugout to the steamship. that 
1 wish therfl never bad been a martyr in this world! turns its brave prow from the port of New Yoik 
[Laughter.] A race that has to be raised from bar. through three thousand miles of billows, with a com
barism to civilization by the agony of martyrs had pass like a· conscience, that does not miss a throb or 
better remain in the mud where it started. And yet beat of its mighty iron heart from one shore to the 
there was now and then a fellow who was such a other, and saw at the same time weapons that man 
brave soul he would not recant ; and then these has made, from a rude club such as was grasped by 
gentlemen who were all forgivness screwed this that savage when he crawled from his den and 
down to the last thread. And bad it not been for hunted a snake for his dinner, from that club to the 
such men all of us would hav been barbarians to- boomerang. And I saw at the se.me time the musical 
night; all of us naked, with pictures of wild beasts instruments, from the tom-tom to the instruments 
tattooed on our :flesh, dancing around a dried snake of our day, that m11ke the air blossom with melody. 
-had it not beeil for that splendid spirit which said: I saw. these things, and I said to myself, after all, it 
11 I will be true to myself; I will never stain the is a question of intellectual development. And I 
whiteness of my soul "-and, understand me, I am saw from the rude daub of yellow mud up to the art 
sorry they did it. that :has enriched the galleries of the world with its 

OTBEB "ARGUMENTS 17 OF OUR FOBEFATBERS. paintingS and SCUlpture, from the rude god With 
And so I saw another of the arguments of our five or six heads and many ears and several rows of 

forefathers, " the collar of torture." Imagin a circle eyes, to the statue chiseled by genius with such 
of iron, and on the inside of that more than a hun- beauty and such a personality that it seemed almost 
dred points sharp as needles. This being fastened impudent to speak to it without an introduction. 
upon the throat the sufferer could not sit down, fLaugbter,] I saw these things. I saw books ; 
could not stand or walk; he could not stir without books written on leaves, on the shoulder-blades of 
being punctured by these needles, and in a little sheep, on the skins of wild beasts, up to the illus
while the throat would begin to swell, and in a little trated volumes of our day, that enrich the libraries 
while suffocation would end the sufferings of that of the world-and I do not say the word library that 
man. That argument was called the "Seavenger's I do not think of the saying of Plato : 11 The· bouse 
daughter," and when some man said, 11 I do not un- that has a library in it has a soul." I saw these things 
derstand your arithmetic; how can three times one and I said to myself: After all, this question of 
be one, and once one ·be three!. there is something religion it simply a question of intellectual develop. 
wrong in your theological multiplication table," they ment. A man with a great brain will not hav a mean, 
put him to this torture and kept him in that posi- selfish religion. [Laughter and applause.] Well, 
tion until insanity and death in pity . came to his now, bow is it we hav improved on the dugout ! 
relief. And this is done by the gentlemen who said: How is it we bav improved on the musical instru
" If smitten on the one cheek, turn the other." menta! How is it we bav improved in the arms of 
This was done for the purpose of spreading the gos- war, defensiv and offensiv! It is beeause the 
pel of "eternal love." Now, there is a mistake whole world has said we want better boats, and to 
somewhere. There is such a di:tl'erenee between the whoever invents them we will giv wealth and honor. 
argument used and the Object to be attained that NO PROGRESS IN BELIGIOUS BELIEFS, 
somebody has blundered. The whole world has slid, We Wlllt better books 

And so I saw the raek with windlass and ebains -in certain directions. The whole world has said, 
upon which the sufferer was laid; about his ankles We want better music. And so from the rude be
were fastened chains, and about his wrists also, and ginning, we hav the instruments of our day. The 
then priests began turning this windlass, and they world has held out all the rewards in i6s power. 
kept turning it until the ankle11, the shoulders, and But wben it came to religion, then they said nQ •. · That 
the wrists were all dis.ocated, and the sn:tl'erer was fellow in the dugout had a religion; he was ortl:l.odox 
wet with the sweat of agony. And they had a in his day; he believed in a devil,-tbe · same devil 
physician standing by to feel his pulse. What forT we believe in. LLanghter.] And let me say here 
To save his life! Yes. What for! What forT there bas not been an improvement made on the 
In mercy! No; simply that they might preserve Christian devil for thousands of years. LLangbter 
his life that they might hav the pleasure of racking and applause.] He has along tail, arms of :fire, and 
him once again. And that was done in the name of a cloven foot, such as many ministers suppose I am 
universal love, forgivness, and benevolence. Not possessed of. [Laughter and applause.] That 
done to one or two, but to hundreds of thousands. fellow in the dugout said: 11 My religion is good 
And when I saw this, I began to realize what bad enough," and others said the same. Now suppoae 
been done by superstition. we had pursued the same course in every other de-

WHERE MEN BAD BEEN BURNT. partment of knowledge that we hav in religion, what 
I also · saw two places where men had been would bav been the result 1 Let us be honest. Sup

burnt. What for T Michael Servetua had a differ- pose the kings and priests had said-and I presume 
ence ·with John Oalvin. Michael Servetus said: there was a priest, because U was a very ignorant 
11 Son of the eternal God." That was his description age of the world [Janghterl-that the dugout is the 
of J esns Ohrist. Oalvin said: "No, the eternal son best ship that can ever be built, that the model was 
of God; not son of the eternal God, but eternal son given to a pious sailor by Neptune, the god of all 
of God." And for that difference Michael Servetns the seas, .and any man that talks of putting a stick 
was burnt at a slow :fl.re of green wood. And when in the middle of it and some cloth on it is a heretio. 
the wind blew the :flames somewhat away from his I Laughter and applause,] He is a blasphemous 
body so that his sufferings were lengthened, he cried wretch, and he should die the death. What effect, 
out to put the wood upon the other side, that he in your judgment, would that hav had on the air
might die, and they looked and laughed, and would cumnavigation of the globe1 If the king or priest 
not answer his petition. Bot in the midst of :flame bad said, 11 The tom-tom makes the finest music of 
and smoke, true to his conviction, he said: " Ohrist, which the imagination can conceive ; that is the kind 
son of the eternal God, bav mercy upon me." His of music they hav in heaven, and an angel sitting on 
prayer was not answered. But I SIJ when I saw the edge of a wet and :fl.ee~y cloud playing upon that 
these things, then I realized it. When I looked at tom-tom became so entranced, so enraptured with 
these arguments it seemed to me as though I had her own music that she let it drop, and that is bow 
suffered all these things, as though I had stood . we got it [Jangbter and applause], and any man that 
upon the shore of exile and looked witjl tear-filled says be can improve it by putting a back and front 
eye towird home and nativ land, as though I had on it, and several strings, and talks about a bow. and 
been taken from my wife and children, taken to the resin, let him die the death." Do you believe if that 
public square with fagots piled about me, as though course had been pursued that human ears ever would 
:flames had played around me and scorched my eyes hav been enriched with symphonies of Beetihoyen, 
to blindness, as though my ashes had been scattered and with the operas of Wagner r applause]-tbe 
to the four winds by the band of hatred, by the band great music that carries the soul captiv on wings of 
of cruel priests, as though I bad stood upon the :fire ! 
scaffold and had seen the glittering ax fall upon me. BIGHTS BB woULD CLAIM. 
When I thus felt I swore that while I lived I would But the world has said: '' Giv us better music; 
do what little I could not only to preserve but to not better religion, but better music." And so all 
augment the liberty of man, woman, and child. through every development the world has said : 
LLong-eontinned applause.] "We want better." Now, I want to improve on the 
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religion of that gentleman in the dugout. AU I Abraham Li.tcol&-1n my judgment the grandest a cross man I hate above all things. What right hu 
want is the same right to improv& on his ideas of man enr president of the United States [continued he to murder the snDshine of the day T What right 
heaven and God, of law and of science, that the rest applaus~ ], and upon whose monument these words has he to assassinate the joy of life? When you go 
of the world has to improve upon the dugout or could truthfully be written : u Here lies the only home you ought to feel the light· there is in the 
upon the tom-tom. [Lsughter and applause.] But man in the history of the world who, having been houee; if it is in the niRht it will burst out of the 
suppose that the king and priest had said: ''That clothed with almost absolute power, never abused it doors and windows and illuminate the darkness. U 
crooked stick is the beat plow that can ever be except OTI the side of mercy." [Loud and prolonged is just as well to go home a ray of sunshine as an 
made; that was given in answer to prayer; and that applause.] Think, I say, how long we clung to the old, sour, cross curmudgeon, who thiok-s he is the 
twi1ted 1traw is th'e ne plus ultra of twisted thingP, institution of human slavery; how long lashes upon bead of the family. Wise men think their mighty 

· and any man who denies it we will twist him." the naked baok were the legal tender for labor per. brains hav been in a turmoil; they hav been thinking 
[Laughter.l Do you believe that the fields of the formed. . about who will be alderman from the fifth ward; 
great Northwest and of this our great and sp~endid THE LIBERTY oF BODY. they hav been tbinking about politics; great and 
country would hav been covered with wheat and And let me tell you to-night what I mean by the mighty questions hav been engaging their minds ; 
oorn T Now, all I ask, all I plead for, is the same liberty c,f body. It is to giv to every man what he they hav bought oalico at eight cents or six, and want 
right to improve upon his theology as upon his earns with his bands. [Applause] And this great to sell it at seVfD. Think of the intellectual strain 
agrieultural implements. That is all. And yet some question of division bas got to be settled even in the that must hav been upon a man, and when he gets 
peopte·go so far as to think that I am almost an In- United States. [Applause] Oapital takes too much; home everybody else in the house must look out for 
fidel [laughter and applause], because I am really ill labor gets too little. [Applauae.J Labor will not his eomfort. A woman who has only taken care of 11.ve 
favor of a sensible, reasonable religion, one that 1 always liv in a but with oapital dwelling in a palace. or eix children, and one or two of them may be siok, 
manean put his head and his brain into. I want a [A.pplause.] Flesh and blood aremore sacred than has been nursing them and singing to them, and 
God, if I bav one, who is 1 gentleman, bEcause I hav gold, and tbe time will come when the law willsee taking oare of them, and tryillg to make one yard of 
been taught that truth and justioe and virtue and that every man has the right to life, liberty, and the cloth do the work of twc-!he, of course, is fresh and 
generosity are tbe same in every star. pureuit not only of happiness, but the right to oatcb fine and ready to wait upon this great gentleman-

TBB BIGHT OF TBINKING FOB oNE"s SELF. some of it before he dies. LLaughtfr and applause.] the head of the family. LLanghter.] I don't like 
· Now, imagin for one moment the impudence of a I want to liv until there is finch a thing as the aria. him a bit. · 

human beimg claiming the right to think for "himself tccracy of labor. [Applause] I want to liv until I Do yon know another thing! I despise a stingy 
who will not giv it to other people. If I hav not the find an aristocracy of honesty, of generosity; an aria- man. I don't see how U is possible for 1 man to die 
rigllt, who has! Oan I get the right by uniting with tocraoy of intelligence; an aristocracv of heart and worth $50,000.000 or $10,000,000 in a city .full of 
a few other people in building 1 little church and brain. I am sitk of the old kind. [Applause] I want, when be meets almost every day the Withered 
putting 1 steeple on it and a bell in itT If each indi· want liberty for every man. I do not believe in the hand of beggary and the white lips of flmin. 
'ridual has not the right, then I say oombined they law of aupply and demand as applied to flesh and LITTLE OHILDBl!N AB s~AVIB. 
hav not the right. If each human being on the earth blood [Applause. J If they who toil cannot hav Now, if women hav been slaves, what shall we say 
has not the right to think, then the whole world some of 1\he good things of this world, then I do not · of little children! The obildren are j ast one shaae 
baa not the right to thought; [Applause.l AU I want anybody to bav them. [A.pplause] worse than the women. Most people hav an idea 
claim is that eaoh man be honest with himself. But if men hav been slaves, what about women- about bringimg up ohildren, instead of letting them 
There waa a gentleman, 1 nice maD, 1 minister, who the slaves of slavse T Let me say right here to· night, grow. [Laughter.] You furnish a climate in the 
asked me if did not believe the Bible, and I told I regard marriage as the holiest institution among houst>, and the ohildren will grow beautiful ; but you 
him frankly I did not; and he said to me: "If yon men. Without the fireside there is no human ad- must furnish the climate. In your house must be 
do not believe it you ought not to say it." "Pretty vancement; without the family there is no life worth the climate of kindness, of honesty, of justioe, and of 
good," I said. 11 Do you believe it!" He said he living. Every good government is made up of good generosity, and just as long as the climate e~ists 
aid. I said: 11 I do not know whether you 4o or families. The unit of government is the family; those children" will grow free and fair and beautiful. 
not; maybe· you are following the advice you gave anything that tends to destroy the family is per.featly I hav pity lor the ohildreJl-the children of the poor 
me.~'. [Laughter and app,lau,se.] And do yon know devilish and infamous. I believe in marriage, and I and of the ricb, the children of the gutter and of the 
I shall'die without knowing whether that minister bold in utter contempt the opinions of long-haired palaoe. I hav sympathy with them all, because they 
believes the Bible or not. · men and short-haired women who denounce the in- hav no liberty. If you want your ohildren to tell 

Now, I say to them, "Suppose I go to Turkey and . etitntion of marriage. [Great applause aDd laugh· the truth you must stop lyiDg to them. LLanghter 
they giv me the Koran and say, "Read it," and I ter.] Let me say right hert:-and I hav thought a and applause.] Over in Miohigan I heard 1 story 
read it oarefully, and they ask me, 11 Do you believe good deal about it-let me say right here the grand- about a little boy at Grand Rapids. His father and 
it!" Now, if I did not believe it what ought I to say est ambition that any man can possibly hav is to liv mother had often promised to take him out riding, 
-no matter whether I wanted·oftice in Turkey or not! and so improve himself iu heart and brain as to be but they always evaded him. One day he caught 
[Laughter.] What ought I to say and preserve my worthy of the love of some splendid woman [•p- them just as they were driviDg away, and ha said to 
manhood ! Why, of course you say, 11 Say that yon plausf]; and the grandest ambition of any girl is to the nurse who had brought him to the door: " There 
don't believe it." Well, off in the United States I be worthy of the love and a«<oration of rome magnif· goes the two worst liars in Grand Rtpids." [Laugh· 
read your book, and when I get through and don't ieent man. [Applause.] That is my idea, and ter and applause.] I do net believe tbat ehildren 
believe it, what ought I to say? Well, they say: 11 It there is no sueeess in life without it. If you are the oan be made honest thronRh fear. There is no re· 
will be better for you if you keep atill." Now, that is gra11d emperor of the world, you bad better be the fotming power in fear. You can seare a mau so 
all I olaim-liberty for every human being. When grand emperor of one loving and tender heart, and badly that he won't do a certain thing, but I will 
you aestroy liberly of mind, it has the same effect abe the grand empress of yours. The man who has take my oath. you oan't frighten him to that degree 
upon the progress of the worla that it would bav really won the heart of one good woman in this that be won't want to do it. [Laughter and ap
upon the progress of the Mississippi if you destroy world-! do not care if he dies in the ditch a beggar plause.] And as long as. he wants to ~o it there~~ 
allthe little streams that feed it. If you oould de· -his life has been a sucoess. [Applause.] I say it no reformation. · There 11 no reformmg power m 
atroy all the springs that feed the great ocean it took millions of years to oome from the condition of brutality. Ohildren will grow oaly in the cUmate 
would beoome sand; so it is with the information of abject slavery up to the condition of marriage. of kindnel!is in the climate of goodness. Giv them 
the world ; it comes from individual brains ; they Ladies, the ornaments you wear upon your persons a ohance to be honest. If your child tells • lie, tell 
are the springs and fountains. n is the duty of to night are but the souvenirs of your mothers' him yon hav told lots of them, and you hav found 
every man to tell what he knows, that he may add to bondage. The chains round your neoks and the out it is a bad polioy. [Laughter. J Don't ~rete~d 
the sum of human knowledge, to whiob all contribute braeelets clasped upon your wrists by the thrilling to be a saint, beoause after a while your ehild will 
and from·whioh •1! may draw. [Applause.] hand of love hav been ohanged by the wand of civil- see through your robes. rLaughter.] Let UB be 

HONEST UNBELIEF -vs. HYPOOBIBY. ization from iron to shining, glittering gold; but perfectly free and frallk with each other. Tell your 
If there is in heaven an infinit being he never will nearly every religion has aooonnted for the devil· boy "You hav never done anything worse than I 

be aatiefied with the worship of cowards and hypo- ment in the world by the crime of woman. What bav' done, and probably never will." [Applanse.J 
erita. 1 Applause.l Honest unbelief will be a per- a gallant thing that is I And if it is true I had When your child commits a wrong t~ke i~ in your 
fume in heaven when hypoorisy, no matter however rather liv with the woman I love in a world full arms, let i~ feel your heart beat ag11nst 1ts heart, 
reUgious it may be outwardly, will be a stench. of trouble than to liv in heaven with nobody but men. and let the obild know that you really, truly, and 
That is· all there is to it; giv every other human [Laughter and applause. J sineerely love it. 
being all the OhlnOe you -eJaim·fOr yourself j tO keep WOMAN THE EQUAL OF MAN. DIJ!'FEBENT VIEWS OF SUNDAY. 
your mind open to the voices of nature, to new ideas, Now, my friends, ib seems to me that the woman is In the old times Sunday was too ~ood • day for a 
to new thoughts, and to improve upon your dootrin the equal of the man. She has all the rights I hav obild to be happy in. [Langhter.l That ia what 
whenever you oan. That is my dootrin. ana one more, and that is the right to be protected. this gentleman in the dugout thought. [Langhter.l 

But we are advancing, and we are beginning to That's my doctrin. You are married; try to make He said 11 You ought on Sunday to giv your entire 
hold all kinds of slavery in utter eontempt; ao you the woman you love happy; try to make the man you mind tC: the goodness of God in so arranging mattera 
know that f And we are beginning to question love happy. Whoever marries simply for himself· that nearly everybody is to be eternally damned. 
wealth and power; we are questioning all oreeds and will make a mistake; but whoever loves a woman so [Laughter.] Yon ought to go and hflar • sermon of 
all dogmas; and we lll'e not bowing down to a man well that he says, 11 I will make her happy," makes lihat kind preached and call it reoreation. If Y_OU 
as we used to do, simply because he is in the robe of no mistake. And so with the woman who sayl!, 11 I work all the week in the dust and the heat, and WISh 
a olergyman; and we are not bowing down to a man will make him happy.'' There is only one way to be to be built up so that you shall be strong enough 
now simply beoause he is a king. No I ~e are not happy and that is to make somebody else so, and for another week, ftO and thank God that yon are 
bowing down simply beoause he is rioh. you can't be happy oross-lots; you hav got to go still out of hell." [Laughter and applause.] In 

When I thillk of how mueh this world has suffered the regular turnpike road. [Laughter. J · those old days they believed in the dootrin: 11 Be 
I am amuled. When I thillk of how long our fathers If there is ~y man I deliest it is tbe man who miserable, Sunday. Don't walk out. Stay at home. 
were slaves I am amazed. Why, just think of it I thinks he is the head of the family-the man who Go to church if you go anywhere. ~e sad. W.ear 
This world has only been fi~ for a gentleman to liv: in thinks he is the " boss I" [Laughter.l That felltfW the longest possible face. If there IS a beautiful 
for about twenty-eight yearl!. [Laughter.] It was in the dugout used that word 11 boss" [laughter]; pioture don't look at it. If there is any music, don't 
not until the yetr1808 that Great Britain abolished that was one of his favorit expressions; that he was bear it.' If there are any flowers, don'~ be tainted 
the slave trade. Up to that time her judges sitting 11 boss." [L1ug!der.] Imagin a young man and a with their perfume. Think of hell. [Laughter.j 
upon the benoh ia the name of justice, her priests young woman courling, walking out in the moos- Think ibout oorpses [laughter], and sbronds, and 
oooupying the pulpit in the name of universal love, light and the nightingale singing a song of pain and epitaphs, and worms [laughter], and graves, and the 
owned stook in slave-ships and luxuriated in the love, as though the thorn touched her hearl-imagin worm that never dies. [Laughter. I Improve your 
profits of piraoy and murder. It was not until the them stopping th.ere in the moonlight and starlight minds. And if there happens to be • fair in JOur 
year 1808 that the United States abolished the slave and song and saying: 11 Now here, let's settle who's neighborhood, espeeially if it is • World's Fair, don't 
trade between this and other countries, but pre- 1 boss!'" [L~ughter]. I tell you it is an infamous "go near it on Sunday." [Tremendous and long· 
served it as between the states. It was not until werd and an infamous feeling. A. man who is continued applause.] They would say : 11 What 
August 28, 1833, t at Great Britain abolished 11 boss," who is going to govern in his family, and shall it profit a man to lock up?n the landsca~s ~~ 
human slav~>ry in her colonies; and it was not until when he speaks let all the rest of them be stil, some a great artist those beant1fnl, tender, pathetle 
JannarJ 1, 1862, that Abraham Lincoln wiped from mighty idea is about to be launched from his mouth things! What' shall it profit a man to 11ee the 
our flag the stigma of disgrace. [Great applause.] -do you know I dislike this JDan unspeakably; and (OontintUd on page 790.) 
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News an~-~-0~~;:--------------eost~~an about five hundred dollars to die I mountain reee~s. He is a born ~believer, he says. 
decently. This is ruinoue, and it seems as if the L'k.e Abe Line~In, he can tell stories by the ho~ of 

Orange, mmong the onnge grove£~, is somewhat.in time was coming whlln only the rich man can hav t~e var10!1s happenmgs. H~ says one n~~d not believ~ 
the shadow of orthodoxy, but the sunshine of Ltb· luxury of death and burial. The poor man must hv all bts stories, but the coon story one must b~ 
eralism is there mlso, and an appreeiativ audience on somehow. He cannot afford to take his last lieve. He killed three coons at on~ shot. Th1s 
greeted me Saturday rveniJJg, November 21st, and it breath. The Indians selected a very delightful spot beats the record. The coons were ~p m a tree .. As 
looks DB if the work for the future in this place for u the old ones'' and no doubt they went to their he looked, the aeons arranged in triangular fashton, 
would be Oil tlle front linE>. Tka;re 11re stanch Lib- eternal sleep in 8 'happy frame of mind, with summer it occurred to him that if he shot at t~e hole be
erals bere. O.n roy &rrival I was invited to the winds about them, and lofty and glorious mountains tween the~ the shot would scatt~r and h1t all thre~
g£-nisl home of Mr. and Mr!l. Ohas. Baker. Mr. pointing to the dr zzling sky. He tried 1t, ~nd suceeeded ad~~rably; and tha~, IS 
Baker. is a newspaper man of wide experience in this Beyond this lalley we mount npward on a vast the way he killed three coons at one fell stroke. . 
Western country, but he does not find that the or- winding grade nearly five thousand feet above the Buckman is seventy-two years old, but he ~eeps 
dinny journal givs sufficient l!cope for gennin re· level of the sea. It ia here that one of the most hard ~t work. Mrs. ~uekman and M!s. ~ary Pierce, 
form. Like many of our friends in this s£ ction he magnificent prospects in the world stretches before her SJster, are of 'h1s pleassnt family Circle where 
is infereeted in the Nationalist movement and the the eye. It is a scene of m•rvelous splendor. Below Fceethought pr~vaile. I could n?t hav passe~ a few 
People's party. He seee, however, that Freethought is the valley with sparkles of water here and there days of rest amidst more congenial ~urroundmgs. 
is neceesny to political advance, that reform is not a in its green bosom. This valley unfolds into other But I must hasten to work. Fr1day I return to 
matter of sentiment but of science. Mr. and Mrs. shining valleys among glittering mountainl!-hight Deeclllso, ready to take the st~ge on Saturday morn
Joel Parker, Mrs. Handy, Mr. J. H. Pnker, are also on bight-until the luminous and mighty land- ing. I enroll John Ooombs .ID. Tm: ~BU!B SEEXEB 
amorg our allies here, and with &.uch to stand by the seape is lost in the effulgence of the sea, which, like rank~, and I hope t~ take~ tr1p 1nto .this wll~ and at-: 
colors I •m sure that O.:amge will be a pleasant 11 vast di~;mond, shines with blinding glory against tract1v country again. I~ IS an exp~riellce unique and 
csmping·ground for the soldier of Freethought. the horizon. Point Lama advances its glowing front interesting. Saturday IS •. glor1~us golden day. 
The firaf! will not go out into the fiood of light. The Ooronado islands dimly From Dascanso we mount the hills, a~d from Ill 

I arrive in ~~n Dlego Sunday noon; Sunday even· tower . the hotel along the far-oft" beach appears !:light of five thousand feet, in the morning's glory, 
ing a huge andianre greets me st the Opera House. like a fairy palace; tbe gigantic peaks, clothed with gsze n_pon the wonderf?l panorama sp~ead out to the 
Tbe EUl'ject is "Freethonght and Mora!Hy," and I gold, 81 hundred miles in view, surround with. I!l•s· sparkling sea fifty. miles away. Swdt~y we ~peed 
could not find a better ueeption for radical ideas. siv and tremendous shapes the soft and . brllbant through the ch.armtng v~Ueys. At 4 o clock 1n the 

On Monday evening I hav the pleasure of meeting beauty that lies at their feet. It is worth a whole afternoon I am ~ San DJe~o. . • 
several friends of vr.rious schools of thought at the day's jonrney to look upon this gloriously colored Saturday evenmg there 1s a delightful _gathermg 
residence of Mrs. Oalhoun and Mr. and Mrs. Sur- and immense panorama. •• the ~ouse of ~udge Thomas, and the umvers~ and 
plee. Mrs. Oalhoun and her danghter, Mrs. Snrplee, From the bight of these moun~ains we plnnge hum1n1ty are discussed ~rom lllm~st every pom• of 
were formerly residents of New York city, where I rapidly to Descansc-•t place of rest" is what it view by broad a!ld cultivated mmds. I hav thus 
met them in literary and social circles. It was pleas- means in Spanish. I suppose here is where the old- had a w~ek of v~ried work and pleasure. I hav s~en 
ant, after so many years of change and travel, to meet time pilgrims used to halt and find a night's rest nature 1n her wildest, grandest, and most beaut1fnl 
them· again. Mrs. Oalboun is well known in the beneath the folding hills. form~, an~ h~v touched the bights of human reaso_n 
journalistic world, being a contribntor to many of Descanso is not 1 very large place. It wollld not and 1magmation •. The pathway of Freetbought IS 
the leading papers in the way of corresponder:ce and even be called a village in this Western conn try. It hard and ru~ge~ •n. m~ny respects, but a!ter all what 
descriptions of trzvel in America and. the old coun- consists of a storP a house a barn the stage-coach a wealth of JOY 1t g1vs 1D the contemplatiOn of nature 
tries. On this Monday t.vening I was favored with twice a day, and john Oo~mbs p~stmaster. John in its real magnificena~ ~d aet~al grace~ a~~;d. in 
the comp&my of Rev. Mr. McDaniels and wife. Mr. Ooombs is a character fitted to this wild and unique association with hnman1ty_ID sublime and msp~ng 
McD~niele is the Unihrian minister Of San Diego. territory. He doesn't hav much religion about him, t~oughts, an~ sympathy Wit~ every hope and aspira· 
He ie of t.he broad church. He has very little of the bnt plenty of human nature. He greets you in bluff t1on that sprmgs from truth 1tself. 
thwlcgical bias. He looks at things from the hn- fashion, but heartily, givs you a night's lodging if San .Diego, Nov. 29, 1891. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. 
manitarian standpoint. He is doiJJg an excellent you want it and a good square meal. He has a big · . 
work here, and his cbnreh is for ge:nerons and pro- family, of all sizes. I don't know how many he has, At the Ma~hattan Ltbe~al ~lob. . 
grusiv principles. · and Ooombs himself does not know nntil he counts. The Manhattan Liberal Olub still hvs, but 1t has 

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Horton were also present. I eDjoyed myself at this ranc~e over night. There been along time since a TBUTB SE~~ report~r pai~ a 
They r eprest<nted the Spiritualist element in this were three other travelers besides myself, and I had nickel to Treasnre" Allen for the privilege of hstenmg 
corgtc gation which makes no discord. Mr. Horton as lively a time as if I had been in 1 metropolitan to the wisdom of Wakeman and Weeks and the fool
is c&llrd tile "Father of San Diego." He once hotel. · ish remarks of everybody else. That is, according to 
cwxed nenly all the l~nd upon which the city now This was. Tuesday night. On Wednesday morn· Messrs. W. and W. The club has slightly changed 
stands, and has nobly aided in building up and ad· ing the air was so delightful, the prospect so allur- its characteristics within two or three years. In· the 
vancivg the interests of this community. His Lib- ing, that I struck out afoot for Buckman's Springs, days of the presidency of Horace Greeley, Oourt
eulhm extends nen to the orthodox churches, and eleven miles away-my point of destination. There landt Palmer, and James Parton, though Mr. Padon 
he hu helped them to erect " temples d worship." is no stage-line to this place. Ooombs rather thought was never there, the club was almost wholly Amer
He g1ne iht~ Methodist church a lot valued at $100,· Buckman wonld be in to Descanso, and it was my ican. Last Friday night most of the speakers were 
000, 11nd the ministfrs of that denomination de- hope to meet him on the road. Five miles on my born across the oaean, and some of them were rather 
voutly thanked God for the giH, but they never journey I reach Pine valley. This was the bed of an recent, though desirable, importations. Two-thir~s 
1 bought of thankillg Mr. Horton. H would never "rcient lake. The pines skirt it all round, and the of the audience bore a foreign stamp upon their 
do for the church to be gratdul to an lLfidel. Mr. prospect as you come into the valley is a lovely one. faces. It looks as if Ameriaans are too busy chasing 
Horton is not afraid of the word "Infidel," lind is Herbert Emery bas a ranehe hert>, the only habit•- the almighty dollar to pursue the search for Trnth 
always true to his convictionf:l, and expreHes them.· tion but one between Descanso and Buckman's. I which alone leads people to frequent the Manhattan 
He can be generous to Obristians, but the Ohristians made a fortunate gness, for just as I entered the Liberal Oiub. A few of the old attendants were 
do not seem able to appre·ciate the spirit of his act. valley I met Buckman. We knew each other, of there, however. Mr. Allen took t~e shining five-cent 

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Thomas and Mrs. WilEen of course, for Buckman is a Liberal of the old time, a pieces at the door; Dr. Foote smiled down npon all 
U.e T.beosopliical Society represent this beautiful and pioneer in this country. We shook bands. Buck- &like; Mr. Eckert, with his chum John, was in the 
tra:r>ncendenlal philoeophy, and if I were to coDsult man was on foot leading his horse. He offered me same old northwest corner of the hall,lookif!g plump 
simply my feeling in the mattfr I might revel in this the nee of the animal, while he took my method of and prosperous as becomes a landed proprietor and 
rc mantic cued. Judge Thomas is president of tbe locomotion to Descanso. I was glad of the exchange, capitalist; Mr. Ohamberlain was there, reminiscent 
T1eosophieel Society of Ssn Diego, and is an able and went onward. Beyond Pine valley I came into ofthe recent Secular Union congress at Philadelphia, 
ard brilliant exponent of its doctrine. He mingles the wild canyon, where one might imagin himself a and George Francis Train sat at the reporters' table, 
more common sense with his ideas than I tbillk is thousand miles from ci-vilization, so desolAte and a big bouquet in his buttonhole, an,d a pencil fre
geli(,rally the case. He presents his side of the uni- solitary is the outlook. If I got dfthe trail I might quently in his hand to ask paper questions and make 
verse in a very attractiv manner, and would rE'ach wander over into the deserts of Arizo:na. However, suggestions to the scribe. Dr. Gnnn was in t~e 
his eoiJclu~ions through ecience and not in spite of I am fortunate again. I do not meet this time a chair, and he, too, looked prosperous. Perhaps h1s 
it. ThE're are subtle questions in Theosophy, and just "solitary horsemaD," but two.' ladies, Miss Winnie connection with Joe Britton, Oomstoek's discharged 
where reason ends and imagination begins it is diffi- Buckman, and Miss Meda Grigsby, of the house of spy who has set np in bnfiiness for himself, has 
cult to detumin. Where is the supreme genius who Buckman-danghter and granddaughter-and soon brought him wealth if not reputation. 
has yet dffi~ed the exact limits of human knowledget I am at the famous springs, famous in Southern Olegg Wright's subject was "Individualism versns 
This was a deHghtfnl evening of social and intel1ect- Oalifornia, and many visit them, although it is an Socialism." He did not think, he said, that he could 
ual f ntertair.ment, and I must thank my old New York out· of-the-way place. Buckman discovered these instruct the Manhattan Liberal Olub, but should 
friu:ds for this ha)Jpy reunion on the shores of the springs about fifteen years ago. i'his will be a consider himself fairly successful if he said anything 
Pacific. popnlar resort some day when the eonntry is de· to arouse its intellectual acuteness, and to that end he 

Tueeday morning I leave this elegant city, and veloped, Th~ canyon opens into a broad valley, and hoped the .club would on this eveniDfl be blessed 
take my way toward the wild mc.nntaills of Oalifor- beyond are the vast m0untains. From the bights with a copious measure of divine •fi:htus. Mr. 
nia. It is delicious weather. Sea a:nd 1ky roillgle in abont there are magnificent views. The ocean can Wright is a small gentleman with a four.s~~ry h~~' 
exqui£it luster. The hills are bri1liant alOllfl the nat be seen on one side and the great desert on the of nervous temperament, and an ardent SpmtualiStle 
horizqn. The iron horse carries me as far as L1keside, otber. One cannot spend a vacation in a more de· orator. He is an evolntionist, inclined to religions 
tweDty one miles from the city. I ps.n through the Hghtfnl11pot. There is always company. I found a heresy. Sometimes he speaks under con~rolt but on 
vallt-y of Ei Lajon, one of tbe lol'elied plaoe.s on the lllerg:yman here, Rev. Mr. Ohilds, of National Oity. this oacasion he spoke as himself.· Has discourse 
eoast, notable for its production of raisin•, a1 wen as Be did not talk theology or religion. He was was an affirmation of evolution of ~he race through 
other fruits. sensible and good.natnred-a genial companion. A natural selection. Nature, he said, was a great 

At Lakeside I take the stage for De11canso, twenty- peddler, a kind of universal genins, a Yankee from butcher-shop. Between death and birth there was a 
three miles away, but it is a six bcur11' drive, for Halifu, a traveler in every state in the Union, persistent coDfiiet. To liv we bay to.fight, and the 
most of the road is uphill. Twelv miles distant is happeiJed along about evening, and after supper he man who cannot fight well goes to the wall. But 
Alpine, a pretty place, the rcenery aronnd which sa11g and told many stories, comical and romantic, this struggle for existence js net:>essary for the devel
migbt remind one of the mountainous bosom of nntil hedtime. It was quite an entertainment. opment of the beet and highest e:zistence-civiliza
Switzerland. The Emerys are bert>, and keep the Buckman retnrned the next day-Thanksgiving tion, by which he meant the development of the 
store!> ud the post-officr-Lillerals from away back. day, recording to the president's proclamation. artistic and philosophical in man. Primitiv man was 
From AlpiLe up t.he monntai:ts we go on to the Bockman is a philosopher. He has been fighting not a philosopher, as he had probably descended 
"VallE-y of the O;d Women," cr "the O;d Ones."" his way in this country for nearly thirty years. IJis from an ancestor who lived in a tree. · 
This is thE:: English c,f it. The Spanifh is more mu- career is a varied and adventurous one. He is pretty Mr. Wright considered it necessary to remove the 
sica!, tut I l:lav not got tile spell of it yet. It is said well known throughont Oalifornia. He dis.1lovered theologiealidea of God from the world, because God 
that the II dans used to bring tl:eir aged here to die the famous Napa springs, but lost possession was used as a sort of big policeman to keep folks 
-• very HDVEnier.t tustcm. It saves the expense through "legalized robbery." Afterward he dis- in subjection-some one to make people pay their 
of burialtnd tombstones. In a civilized country it covered these springs and made his home in this rent promptly. This idea pleased Landlord Eatert, 
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greatly, but he didn't like it when the speaker said 
that all rich men should join the church, as a church
membership certificate was a sort of diploma which 
made people stand better in this city. For Infidels, 
said the orator, are regarded as bad men, there not 
being a respectable One in the world. And the 

·general Social Intellecl said of a man with a new 
idea, Look at that fool! But the new idea buzzes 
and bvzzss and buzzes, and finally the victory is 
achieYed. The new idea becomes the thought of the 
world. 

In the religious change from poll theism to mono
theism there has been no idea not shot out of the 
,gun of individualism. But you mey m&ke ten thou
sand ballot· boxes and you csnnot throw out a great 
man ; and it is doubtful if a ballot· box can even find 
·a great m&n. Religion is the mother of politics. 
Each shapes the other. They rise end fall together. 
Oar religion is one God with three heads on substi
tuted for polytheism. Mills grind shoddy when 
brains are aearce. The country claims to be a re
public, when it is really 111 theocracy. We stand to
day in tha midst of a gigantic contradiction. The 
Puritans were bad fathers of liberty. They were 
narrow, theologically over-baked--:-destitute of im-

• agination-tbeological lawyers. They h~d hump
backed minds. They were elongated creatures with 
a theological squint. New England WlliB formed on 
that squint, and- it is !!q uintiDg still. Oonservativ 
divines are now whittling and whittling o.way upon 
their. theology, but when the ladies get votes they 
will probably put their God into the Constitution of 
the country, for when woman gets God wound round 
her brain, it is poor God, poor Oonstitution. The 
ne:d priesthood we shall hav will probably be that 
of woman. But we shall never go bsck to darkness 
as long as the New York World can Jiv and we can 
bav the M~anhattan. Liberal Olub. No form of gov
•rnment can remain permanent eo long as a quack 

· doctor can suggest changer!. But could Bellamy 
bellow one thousand years it would still be neces
sary to bellow ten thousand more. Fools and phi
losophers cannot be placed on the same footing. 
There is no law by which a lazy man could be made 

. as useful as an energetic -and thrifty one. A. man 
must hav something to hope for 111nd love. Man's 
strongest sentiment is honor. It is the fountain of 
glory. All instituti_ons must be based on it. It is 

· the basis of inorals. The standard of honor, how
ever, in Washington is not the same as in Timbuctoo. 
You can't found society upon philanthropy, for a 
criminal may be a better helper of progress than a 
philanthropist. The sentiment of charity is weaker 
than the sentiment of honor. New York city is an 
epitome of the Wf)rld, but you could not control the 
industrial conditions with the most extravagant 
militarism of the world. 

Mr. Wright was cat times considerably hazy and 
mixed, and it was difticult to tell what line of argu-

-ment he was pursuing. In general it was individ· 
ualism against Socialism, es individual effort was a 
law of nature by which the fittest survive. LioDs 
and tigers didn't coiperate, but fought with tooth 
and claw. But his discourse, it eeems, was intended 
to be euggestiv to the philosophers and others of 
the Olub, as when the lecturer concluded he r,aid 
that if he had not givc;n them a chance to say some
thing be did not know how. But be desirad mercy 
from his critics as he expected none from nature. 

Mrs. Donlevy, a fine little old lady with Literal 
instincts, said the lecture was O!le for an uitra radi
cal audience. Of course those not so very, very, Yery 
Liberal would disagree with Mr. Wright. She did 
not believe that our first ancestor had a creed. If 
Genesis was a fable, if man came from monkeys, then 
man bed been aoming up all the time, and had made 
great improvements in his surroundings. We had 
railroads that would take us to Washington in four 
hours. Think of our elevated railroads! slle enthu
siastically exclaimed, but the audience, most of whom 
had had cinders dropped in their eyes from the 
street-slraddling monstrosities, did not applaud. 
People could see no more with spiritual l'yes, refer
ring to Mr. Wright's clairvoyant powers, than with 
natural eyes. We must depend upon the Eyesight 
above. Mrs. Donlevy defended the Purif ans, regret
ting 'he dege~eracy of the I ace since their. day; 
asked the L\berals to be good to the Obristiane, and 
procure a national prohibition constitutional amend
ment, as there was no use legislating against indi
vidual cider-mills and kegs of beer, and then passed 
down to the music of the chairman's gavel. She is 
a very pleasing lady personally, but she lacks the 
power of expressing coherent and ccordinating idea~:~. 

Marie Louise, the Anarchist, went up the right
hand side of the platform as Mrs. Donlevy came 
down the left-hand side. Miss Louise's remsrks 
were, she said, to be but complementary of the lectur
er's. A government must of necessity be theocratic,. 
because it was based on -fear, and real fear is of some· 
thing not seen of men, but superhuman, of spooks, 
as Mr. Wakeman would say. You can overcome the 
fear of mere human force, of bayonets, but not this 
fear of God. 

The next priesthood she thought might partake 
of the cbtracteriJtics of woman, her lovely nature, 

for instance, but ibe priests WOUld not be femRlee. 
Her s~;x wouldn't hav it. She had read in a book 
that some one asked Jesus Ohristwhy he was 11 man 
and he answered them, saying he was not: only i~ 
outward form was he a man : his essence, or quintes
sence, w&s of woman. 

Mr. Wakeman ssid Mr. Wright's lecture was_ 
thoroughly bad, and, if inspired at all, was an 
dihtns from hell. He llad thought that Mr. Wright 
really knew something, but his discouue was an 
apotheosis of demonism-of cannibalism. He.must 
be j c king with us, for no civilized man would say 
there is no morality higher than the acts of tigers 
and snakes. He never wanted to hear any inore of 
thia rot about natural selection and the survival of 
the fittest as -applied to man'a social conditions. 
This perfect snageism ought not to be toltrated. 
We should learn from the b~avers, the bees, and the 
ants, not from the lions. The higher animals are all 
ccoperativ-why didn't the lecturer mention that 
fact? It is inf!imous to say that might makes right. 
Mr. Wright ought to stop preaching this ~ermon, 
for Marie Louiee was right in asserting that love is 
the basis of life. The man always believing in ·''my 
destiny" was an infamous egotist. Napoleon was an 
example of the "my destiny" doctrin, and be was a 
bad, bad man who divorced his wife to furtl er his 
llimbition. Government -when in absolute control 
must be based on fear, but when government is. but 
an administrativ function it is based on Ion. The 
true sense of honor waa not what Mother Grundy 
said, but. it was 111 devotion to the effurt to be artistic 
and scientific, to be civilized and to civilize; and it 
is the E~ernal Woman which leads us on to heaven. 
The lecturer was aw.•y behind the age. Marie 
Louise ought to tell him something and let him 
write another lecture. 

Mr. Ohavannes, of Adair Uret>k, East Ten:nPssee, 
said there are a great manv fools in New York. 
There is also one in the Vanderbilt family, who 
posseeaed much more- cash and property than he 
deserved. It ia such rich folks who .are m&king con
ditions for tigers. The world is built upoB might
it is the law. Organization should be based on 
intelligent sympathy. The Nationalist movement 
is the dllve!opment of the sympathetic part of 
society. 

Dr. Weeks, upon hearing tbl'.'se diverse and dis
cordant opinions, cried out, 1' 0 for ten minutes 
of the Great Reconciler!'' meaning the Pantaroh. 
Borrowing one of the G. R.'s expressions t·he 
doctor added that all partial truths are lies till 
the counterpart ia heard. In the doctor's opinion 
what troubled Philosopher Wakeman about the 
lecture was, the speaker was a medium, SpookF 
being Mr. Wakeman's great bugbear. As for him
self he imagined Mr. Wright's control was some 
crusty logician-it might be Webster, for certainly 
the lecture was one of the finest pitces of composi
tion that Dr. Weeks had ever heard. The fool and 
the philosopher, be thought, were not so very far 
apart. The philosopher often wtts a foolosopher. 
Socrates, supposed to be a great philosopher, rever
enced law ; but the doctor hoped there was no fool 
in this club who did that. We are all at times, 
confessed the doctor, in our fool moods, and the only 
men. and women who do not at times make fools of 
themselvs are those who are such consummate 
fools by nature that they can make nothiJJg of them
selva anyway. 

Mr. Whiting said that if Sccialism were a doctrin 
of love he would drop it. In his opinion it was a 
mere economical theory. Oompare, he said, the 
construction of the West Shore railroad, private 
enterprise, and the new aqueduct, public enterprise, 
even with twelv per cent added to the cost of libe latter 
for stealing. There is stealing everywhere. Social
ism is 11 matter of economy only. Sympathy and love 
are trash, utopian ideas. 

About this time it occurred to some one that George 
Francis Train had kept quiet loDg enough, and calls 
for the Madison square philosopher were loud. Mr. 
Train rose to his feet, l:!esitated a moment, and then 
went coyly forward to the platform. Mr. Train bad 
bGen embarrassed aomewbat, he said, by Dr. Weeks's 
differentiation between fools and philosophers. The 
doctor had mentioned fools and then looked at Mr. 
Gunn, then at Mr. Wrjght, and finally at Mr. Train, 
till the latter was puzzled to know who was me&nt. 
Mr. Train sided with the lecturer of the evening. 
Mr. Wakeman could not deny that life is war. In 
the ocean fish are against fish. Molecules are against 
molecules. In the air blood for blood is the course 
of nature. In forest animal is against animal, 
and nowhere is it worse than man against man on 
earth. Mr. Wakeman had been 6t4refui in naming 
the cooperativ animals not to mention that red ants 
always kilJed the black 111nts, and that the working
bees killed the drones. Love, represented by Marie 
Louise, certainly ie beant.ifnl; but out on the 
prairies bisons bad been fighting for cows on account 
of this love, till there is not a bi30!l left. The Roman 
Oatbolics had slw~ays bad a priesthood ot women
lady superiors of convents for iii thousand years. 
The priestess was the head, the Virgin Mary, of 

religion. As tor. the Purit!ins, they were the dam· 
nablest lot of old vill&lins that ever were. 

At this point Dr. Gunn dropped the gavel and 
Mr. Train dropped cff the platform. Mr. Wright 
said in reply to his critics thl!lt sometimes a lecturer 
is misunderstood bec~use of tis ivc!p&cily to put his 
thoughts plainly and sometimes because cf tha 
i!lclpacity of the audience. There WAS in this 
instance no doubt of the iz;c~pacity of the speaker 
to mske himself plain. When we had ra better breed 
of people we would haw be~ter brains, and with 
better brains better reasoning. 

The reporter was assured th&t Mr. Wright is a 
superior apeabr to those immediately preceding 
him, but probably next Fridiily night, when the 
mother of LUlian Russell moves onto the platform, it 
will re&cb. the zsni.tb of its oratoricg,J eplfndor. 

Sad Bereavement of a Stanch LiberaJ. 
_ The following Jett~r tells with piteous brevily • 
tale of sorrow II!;Ud bereavement thsr;t cannot fail to 
call forth thr. aympathy of :!lV8l.'J Liber:ol who nads 
TBE TRUTH SEBKEB: 

ST. PETER's HosPITAL, OLYMPIA, WAsH., Nov. 25, 1891. 
DBAR MR. REYNOLDS: Mv little baby girl Mabel, six 

months old, died here the 21st, and my wife the 23d ; my 
eldest daughter Bertha, aged six, is convalescent. 'l'his sad 
blow leaves me with t-hree little ones. 

My dear wife died as she had lived, a Freethinker, 
believiDg-In the brief daytime of life, love; and in the long 
night of death, oblivion. 

Please announce in our papers, and beg for me the- con. 
sideration of those who hav sent orders for Cl'ayons, for 
delay in executin~ work. 

Yours in distrese, EowAim E. GORE. 
We reaFzs tht sll must dia. No matter how 

fondly cheriBhed, how precioua to our heartll, bow 
beautiful to our eight, &ll that livs must die. Love 
alone is immortal. · 

Death is the inevitable ls.w of nature. A few 
more yeare-it ma.y be deys with some of us-and 
we too must fold around us the somber mantle of 
the grave. 

From the dtrk chaos cf the pset we epnDg into 
existence. Euth that ncnl'ishes us shall soon claim 
us, and we be resolved br:ck t.o the elements from 
which we evoluted. All shall share onr destiny; 
yet a very little while snd we shall sleep beneath 
the sl:!adow of the clouds, oblivious slika of sUDshine 
or storm. 

Our loved ones die. We mourn =nd weep. We 
do so pity them, but ab! 'tia we who liv-we who 
are left to carry on life's fierce battle-who are 
left to struggle with povuty, to endure and suffer, 
bereft of those who mtde our toil a joy, and sweet
ened all our labor by their appreci~tion of our efforts . 
to uromote'our loved onea' comfort. . 

Not for. the once bright, beautiful, darling baby 
that is calmly sleeping the never. ending sleep; not 
for the dear loved wife, sweetly resting-all pain 
ended, never more to know c;are, suffering, or aorrow 
-need he weep. 

Our dead-in any case all is well with them. 
But the living, th8t sorrow-etrickan artist left 
to care for his three poor mot.berlees li~tle oneE-he 
indeed bas occasion for mourning and tears. Time 
alone can heal the grief·crnsbed, bleeding heart. 

No need to beg consideration of those who hav 
sent him orders for cr~yon worlr, on account of 
delay in its execution. Every Liberal reader will 
feel to giv practical evidence of the reality of their 
symp.athy; and exert themaelvs to procure him 
abuDdance of work, that he may not h~v ailded to 
his afiliction and anxieties tke cruel fear of doubt as 
to obtaining means to supply the needs of his po~r 
motherless babies. 'ro add l&ck of work to h1s 
already great troubles .were to bereave him of hope, 
reason, life. 

Address him, Edward E. Gore, Olympitl, Wash. 
0. B. REYNOLDS, 

Secretlry Wmshington Secular Union. 

Lectures an·d Meetings. 
W. s. BBLL will lecture at Dallas, Tex., December 12th, 

iSth; Flatonia,-Tex., 16th,-17th; Se.n Antonio, Tex., 20th; 
El Paso, Tex., 23d, 24th, 25th; Phmnix, Ariz., 27th, 28th, 
29th; San Pasquale, Cal., January 2d, 3d. 

JOHN R .. CHARLESWORTH'S present lecture appointments 
are as follows: November 29th, 30th, and December 6th, 
Hamburg, Ia.; 13t.b, Ottumwa; 14'h, 15th, Manchester; 
17th, Aurora, III.; 21st, 22d, Lexington; 23d, 24t,h, Stras
burg; 27th, 28th, Centralia; so~.h, 31st-, Waterloo, Ind.; 
January lOth, Columbus, 0.; 11th, 12th, Shreve; 24th, 
Kent; 27Lh, 28th, Farmdale ; 29th, Pittsburgh, -Pa. 

s. }:'. PuTNu(s lecture appointments in California 
are as follows : Lodi, December 12th ; Stockton, 13th ; 
13th; Gridlty, 15th, 16th, 17th. Mr. Putnam will leQture 
the first four Sundays of January In San Francisco on "The 
Evolutions of a Century." Subject of first lecture, "Evolu
tions-Theological and Religious;" of second lecture, 
"Liberalism Spiritualism, and Infidelity;" of third lecture, 
"Industrial 'Evolutions;" of fourth lecture, ''Pol\ tical 
Evolutions." January 29th there will be a grand Paine 
celebration at Union Square Hall. On the following Batur• 
day and Sunday, Je.nuary 30th and 31st, will be held the 
state convention. 
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( Oontin'U«l from page 787.) 
works of Rllmbrandt, that Shakspere of painting T 
What shall it profit a man to look upon the great 
marble• of the world-that marble of Venus de Milo, 
so perfect that it cannot be marred even by mutila
tion [applause]-~hegrandest tribute that genius has 
e•er paid to woman [applause]: what shall it profit 
a man to gaz~ upon these works of genius! What 
shall it profit a man to hav his family carried aloft 
by all this beauty, to sea all these things, and then 
lose his own soul! [Applause.) Do you think that 
God can calmly contemplate a workingman enjoying 
himself on. Sundays T I tell you no. Let hi.t:n stay 
at home in a tenement house, or let him go to 
ehuroh. L gt him there learn that his chances are 
ninety-nine in a hundred of faring worse in the 
next world than he has in this." [Applause and 
laughter.] Oall that recreation I 

THE WORLD'S FA.m. 
In this city we are going to hav the greatest F.dr 

ever witnessed by modal men. [Great applause.] 
A Fair worthy of Ohioago-that is saying enough 
[applause}; a Fair that will not only represent your 
progressiv spirit, your great attainments, bat there 
is to be a Fair here worthy of the great republic. 
And I want that Fair open to every human being 
that comes. I want that Fair open every day in the 
week. (Applause.] I want . it open Snnday. 
[Tremendous applause.l I hav no objection to 
nerybody going to church Sunday who wishes to, 
but I do not wish them to go to chureh for the same 
reason that the man had who went home about 4 
o'clock in the morning. His wife said to him: 
11 John, wh•t makes you come home this time of 
night f" Be says, 11 Mary, to be honest with you, 
every other place is shut up." [L1ughter and 
applause.] I want every man to enjoy himself in 
the best way he oan without interfering with the 
enjoyment of his neighbor. If Mr. Smith wants to 
go to hear Mr. Brown preach, what harm is it if 
Jones is looking at some glorious work of art T 
LApplause.] Bow does it hurt Brown T I say that 
any man who says that another man shall not visit 
sueh a place on Sunday is simply a monument of 
impudence. [Applause.] Be livs two hundred 
years after he should hav been dead. He should go 
back to the days of the Itlquisition. Now, another 
thing: It is just as bad to go to the Fair Sunday as 
to want to go. [Laughter and applause.] See? 
[Laughter. I Because if you are imprisoned at home 
and think entirely about the Fair, how does that help 
the Lord T There is no day too good to be happy. 
There is no day too good for enjoyme!lt. Yet when 
I was a boy most people thought ·Sunday was too 
good for a c'hild ; and when everything else looked 
out, when the :fleeey clouds fioated in the sky, and 
when, maybe, some bird Bitting on a blossoming tree 
was singing, and the songs of joy were tangled in its 
tiny throat, some little child would be Jeaniog against 
a tree and was supposed to be thinking about the 
worm that never died. 

THE DOOTRIN OF BELL. 
Now, where did the doatrin of hell oome from! 

n came from this fellow in the dugout, IUld he got 
it from his animal forefathers. This dootrin of bell 
was born of the grin of hyenas. It was born of 
the eyes of snakes-snakes that hung in feuful 
coils watahing for their prey. n was born of the 
obscene chatter of baboons, and I despise it with 
every drop of my blood, and defy it. I make my 
choice now to-night. If there is any hell I want to 
go there, rather than to go to heaven and keep the 
coJOpany of 1 God who would damn his own children. 
[Applause.] I heard a little story the other day 
about bell which is somewhat cheerful. [Laughter.] 
There was a man who died and went to heaven. In 
1 day or two afterward he came to St. Peter, and 
1aid: 11 Do you know I hav had a great desire to see 
1ome men I used to hear talked about in the world. 
I was 1 member of the Young Men's OhrisUan 
Association Llaughter], .and I used to hear about 
these men. There was a good deal of discussion 
about whether they were in hell or heaven. The 
most of us thought they were in hell." 

" Whom were you talking about T" said Peter. 
"Why," said the applicant, 11 there was Voltaire, 

ud Humboldt, and Darwin." [Laughter and 
applause.] 

"My dear man," says Peter, 11 they are all in 
helL" 

"Yes," he says, 11 I thought so, but I've kind of 
got a desire to see them." 

So Peter says: 11 You ean go down there any time 
you want to and see 'em. Trains run regularly 
every day. All you hav got to do is to buy a round-
trip ticket and go there." [Laughter. J · 

"All right," says the fellow, 11 I'll go .to-day." 
So he got his ticket and went. All at once the 

brakeman or the conductor hollered out : 11 Hell !" 
He looked out and he thought tbey were fooling 
him. It was a nice-looking country, but he didn't 
think he had got there yet. So he sat there while 
the others got out, and finally the brakeman came to 
him and says: 

"Get out! This is the -plaoe [laughter), and~we 
don't ruB any further." [Laughter and applause.] 

A SOJOURN IN BELL. 
Be got out, and be says to himself: '~What a 

magnificent place ! Grass everywhere-billows of 
it ! Trees, birds singing, and fiowers blosso~ing! ~nd 
fountains playing, and gentlemen and ladaes radang 
around-0, everything beautiful. This is the most 
wonderful thing I ever saw." Then he saw 1 very 
tall man, and he went up to him, and he says : 
"Mister, excuse me, but what placa is this!" And 
the man says : "It is helJ." · 

"Well, you know I was up in the o~her place, and 
I came down here, and my particular object was to 
see thr~e men-Voltaire, Darwin, and Humboldt." 

"Well," said the man, "young man, I am glad to 
see you. My name was Voltaire when I lived in the 
world." [Laughter and applause;l 

The young man says : "You bav no idea how 
deligbted I am to see you, Mr. Voltaire, but is this 
bell 1 [Laughter.] It doesn't look anything like 
what we thought it was." 

"You ought to hav seen it when I came here," 
said Voltaire. 11 It was horrible-brimstone, fire, 
smoke, and everything horrible~ but you know every 
scientist for the last hundred years or so has come 
here. [Ltughter.] AU the genius of the world is 
here, and about fifty years ago we set to work to 
improve the plaee. [L,nghtsr and applause.] We 
turned the lake of fire and brimston~; we conveyed 
it in pipes, and it does our cooking. [L1ughter and 
applause.] We bored artesian wells, and we hav got 
millions of water [Jaughter and applause], the finest 
you ever saw. [Llnghter.] The whole c?untry is 
splendidly irrigated, and we are having what you 
would call in your country a real-estate boom. 
[L•nghter and applause.] We are getting ahead of 
tbe other plaee. I see by the papers that • lot was 
sold on the corner of the Square of Public Glory for 
taxes.'' [L1ughter.] 

The young fellow said to Voltaire: " Do you 
know anybody that would like to buy my return 
ticket 1'' [L1nghter and applause.] 

FREEDOM IN ALL WOliLDS. 
I hav insisted that in this life and 'in any other 

man will hav an everlasting opportunity of doing 
right, and that there c1n be no hell in whicll a man 
will not hav the privilege -of behaving himself 
[laughter], and that tbe\'e can be no heaven in which 
a man will not hav t~e liberty of aotiog like the 
devil [laughter]; in other words that there must be 
freedom in all worlds. That is my dootrin. One 
tear of pity has in it more refreshing power than all 
the fires of perdition Lapplause]. There is more 
goodness in one ray of light than in all the hells that 
hav been coDjnred, more goodness in kindness than 
in all brute force possible to conceive. This dootrin 
of hell-:as long as lliv 1 shall denounce it. I shall 
do what little I ean to get that fear out of the 
human helll't, out of the breasts of mothers. 

Coming baok to the question of Sn:nday, there is 
no day too good to be happy, and you cannot con
ceive of a sacred space of time any more than you 
can conceive of a holy vacuum. lL1ughter and 
applause.] That day is the holiest day in whioh the 
most good has been done, in whioh the most people 
hav been happy ; and I want o'hildren to hav liberty 
that day. The laugh of a child will make the holiest 
day more sacred still. Remember that it is as· easy 
to wake your children in the morning with a kiss as 
with a olub. 

Let us enjoy ourselvs in this world; we are .not 
sure about that other one. That boy was a great 
philosopher in 184:3, when the world was coming to 
an end, and his mother said to him : 11 John, the 
world is coming to an end to.night." "Well, then," 
he says, 11 let us eat the remainder of the mince 
pie.'' [Long-continued laughter and applause.] 

I don't believe in drinkiDg skimmed milk in this 
world, with a promis of butter in some other world. 
LLaughter.] Let us get the cream here. Let us 
giv our children an opportunity to eDjoy a little of 
life, and when your ohild aaks you a question you 
cannot answer admit it. Then you and the boy in· 
vestigate that matter together, and the first thing 
yon know you will be intellectual comrades [ap· 
plause] and you will like eaoh other. [L1ugbter 
and applause.] Just treat them as yon would like 
to be treated. Let them grow up in the sunshine 
of kindness. Let every man treat his wife as though 
she were a splendid :flower and there will be a home 
filled with the perfume of joy. A home where virtue 
dwells With love is like a lily with I heart of fire
the fairest :flower in all this world. 

OBIGIN AND DESTINY OF 'MA.:N. 
After referring to the fach that the northern con

tinents hav produced nearly all of the great men of 
the world, and a statement of his belief that men 
came up from the lower animals, Oolonel Ingersoll 
concluded as follows : 

I do not pretend that I know how this thing is. 
I do not pretend to hav answered the questions of 
origin and destiny. I do not pretend to hav floated 
level with the highest thought. I simply say to that 
man: "Pat down your whip;" to this man: 11 Un
lock the prison door;" to this other man: "You hav 
no right to stand at the edge of the tomb and 
prophesy evil for the sons of men." I 11ay to this 

other man: "Giv to others every right that you 
claim for yourself." All I say is : It is too early to 
write a creed. Wait until we hav at least one gen
eration of free men, one generation of great and 
splendid women. It will be time enough then to 
write a creed. Let us hope, however~ that we are 
going up instead of down. I remember that o6ce 
when I delivered. this lecture in New Haven 1 man 
waited in the lobby of the theater to get even with 
me when I came out, and as I came out he put him
salt prominently forward and said: "And so you 
think your grandfather was a baboon!" I said: 
11 You are entirely mistaken, my friend, but I do 
think your grandson will be one!" [L•ughter -and 
applause.] . 

Now, it after all this, we are satisfied that the hu
man race is progressiv, and that all ought to be 
happy, then it is only a question of time. I wut to 
do what little I can while I liv to increase the libedy 
of the world, to hasten the coming of that great day 
when all men will be civilized enough not only to be 
free, but not to interfere with the liberty of others. 
I want to hasten the coming of that day when men 
will know that you cannot be religious without lib
erty, that you cannot worship without freedom ; 
when. men will be civilized enough to know that love 
cannot be foreed, that it must rise like perfume from 
the heart-,..absolutely free. [Applause.] I want to 
liv lo11g enough to know that men think more of deed 
than they do of ereed, more of what a man does thu 
of his theories, and I want to liv long enough· to see 
universal and eternal liberty on the throne of this 
universe. 0, Liberty! Dwell not forever in the 
dream of enthusiast, in t}Je hope of palriot, in the 
prayer of philanthropist, but come and take up your 
abode with the children of men I I know not what 
inventions may spring from the brain of the future. 
I know not what garments of glory may be woven 
in the loom of the years to be; but I do kaow that 
ooming from the inflnit sea of the future there will 
never touoh this bank and shore of time a greater 
blessing, a rarer gift, than liberty for man, for wo
man, and for child. [rremendous applause.] 

Obituary. 
Samuel GraY, of Das Moines, Ia., died October 

27Gb, after · a few days' illness, aged eighty years. 
He was born in Ftanklin co., Pa., in 1811, and came 
of this place forty-three years ago, and was conse
quently one of the oldest and best known citizens 
of Das Moines. 

Be was a subscriber for To TBUTH SDXBB ever 
since it started, and was not only a liberal·minded 
but also liberal-handed-a liberal-hearted man •. 

Be leaves • wife and sueral sons. 
The attendance at his funeral was very large. 
The writer, after reading Bryant's 11 Thanatopsis," 

made a short address. It seemed strange to many, 
if not most, of the people to listen to remarks on 
the occasion without any prayers or religious 
flummery. W. S. BELL. 

To Our Sleepy Liberals. 
A wake I arise I the sun ls up, 

While you lie dreaming on; 
And others hav donned their armor 

And forth to the fight ha'f gone• 

There surely must be a place for you, 
And it's time you were on your way; 

The past will count for but little 
If nothing is done to-day. 

There's a work to be done for the future, 
Though mountains stand ln the way i 

Then waste no more time in dreaming, 
But up and be girt for the fray. 

The yoke and fetters are being forged 
To bind both the young and old, 

And they're weaving webs of gorgeous hues, 
And reaching out for gold 

To gild the fetters with which to bind 
The hand and heart and brain, 

And blind the eyes to the real truth 
Till only tyrants reign. 

Nov.10, 1891. :Mns. A. W. LAD. 

How to Help The Truth Seeker. 
1. When renewing get a friend to subsorlbe and 

thus save a half dollar apieee. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take oil his 
hands at the end of the week any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On your request, we 
will send yon back-number sample copies free. 

5. Leave ·a copy occasionally where it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store, in the barber-1hop. 
Ler,ve it picture-side up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tract• 
and when convenient hand one to 1 friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading 1ome friend 
to take it. 
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Land-Robbery. 
Friends of justioe, listen to the truhh. The tneat

est curse from which the human race has suffered 
has been land-robbery. The earth is one of the ele
ments from which we must draw our support, and 
every man, md woman too, has just the same natural 
birthright to land enough to build a home and raise 
their food on that they hav to sunlight, air, water, or 
life itself. ·. And any man or government that robs 
any man of that right is as guilty of crime as the high
way robber that takes you by the throat and robs 
your pocket. If the working-people had arisen in 
their might and hanged the first president that ever 
sold an aore of- land in this country, and every 
Oongressman that consented to it, higher than 
Haman, and thus put an end to land-robbery· at 
onoe, the nation would now be millions and billions 
of dollars better o:ff, and the aot would hav been 
more justifiable than any murder the government has 
ever committed. 

Forty-five years ago, after lecturing some years 
on. the subjeot, I wrote and published the first 
article I ever saw in print on free land, and then 
without a word. of help from any paper in Main~ 
except my own, I got a law enacted to giv every 
landless man that would occupy it, one hundred and 
sixty aores of the wild land for fifty cents an tore 
all to be paid .in labor, making their own road~ 
-the same as free-and now that seotion is 
settled by thrifty farmers that never would hav 
owned an acre if I had not got that law; and that 
county is oalled the garden of the state; and last 
spring, away here in Jersey, one of our groceries 
advertised thirty barrels of potatoes brought from 
that place ; and while there hav been strikes among 
the laboring classes in almoat every other town in 
the nation, nothing has been heard about strikes on 
that free land. Land monopoly was the enormous 
buzzard that hatched slavery. If no man had been 
allowed to occupy more land than he and his family 
could cultivate, there never would hav been any room 
for slavery; but land-robbery hatched slavery, whieh 
after generations of humm theft, robbery, and abuse 
came home to roost. It slew near a million of the 
most robust men of the nation, and wasted uneounted 
millions of money, and is now spending millions 
every year in the shape of pensions, while the country 
is overrun wHh Afrioans, who ought to be in their 
owri clime, but will hatch out another buzzard, a war 
of races, in the future. Thel!e things are but a small 
part of the brood that has been batobed out by land· 
robbery, and more are to come. I oan trace to land
robbery ali their cause nine-tenths of all the poverty 
vice, and crime in the nation; and here in this village: 
where the church bells are ringing, I can find men, 
women, and children suffering for food, while all 
around and in sight of them are thousands of aores 
of land covered with brushwood, whioh they cannot 
cultivate because it has been stolen from them by 
government and sold to shylocks. 

There are more buzzards now brooding under the 
wings of land-robbery and slavery. 

The people are now learning that all hav a right to 
land, and the time is coming when all will hav land, 
and if the government does not soon stop all· men 
from owning or holding more land than they and 
their families oan cultivate, there will be another war 
as bloody as any in the past. 

Then look at the slavery caused among the whites 
by land-robbery ; three-quarters of the landless 
white laborers are now just as much slaves as the 
colored people were before the war. For want of 
land on which to raise food, they hav to go into the 
market and underbid each other to get employment, 
and most of them barely get enough to keep their 
families alive. If land was free, a part of them could 
go to farming and giv the balanoe an oppodunity to 
get jnst wages. 

Yes, a bloody land-war is coming unless govern
m~nt changes i~s course soon, and the government 
will be responsible for it, and when that comes I 
would rather be in a pauper-house than the shy look 
owning or claiming a thousand acres of land. 

Vineland, N J., Nov. 20, 1891. J. HAOXEB. 

Send Stamp for printed Letters to Con· 
sressmen on th"' Sunday opcnln.- of the 
World's Fa'r. Wilen you receive tllem, ad· 
dress them to your Con~:retsman, sign your 
name, at. d send tllem tn 111m at Wa8bington, 
D. c. And If you can afford to, put In some· 
tllln;- for the Literature Fund, wlllcll enables 
us to print these letters. 

A Catastrophe Coming. 
No man can deny that the wealth of our nation is 

gradually being piled into lofty mountains of gold 
and that the masters of these mountains are daily 
gaining more absolute despotism over those who liv 
ia the vales of poverty. The few Iiv in opulenae 
upon the golden mountains ; the many inhabit the 
valley. The sight of the golden mountains is 
beooming obnoxious to the eyes of those living in 
the valley, who once dug all the gold piled in the 
mountains, but no.w oan claim no ownership unto it. 

Were. the. people of the valley fools they would 
~ub~tt. qutetly forever, but they are not. Education 
IS driVIng the clouds of superstition out of the 
valley, and men behold the selfishness under a dis
guise that explains to them the reason why the 
golden mountains hav arisen. Some time the valley
dwelle~s may tunnel the golden mountains, plant 
explos~vs under them, and the accnmalations of 
centurtes may be scattered in an hour. 

Cathlamet, Wash. DB. 0. E. BoYNTON. 

Subscribers. 
· The holidays are almost here. Are yon ready for 
t~em f A ~ift that would prove acceptable to any 
Ltberal frtend, and at the same time keep you· in 
consta,nt reme~b~ance during the year, would be 
a years subscr1pt1on to THE TnuTH SEEXBB. 'Your 
own renewal and the new sabsoription will oost only 
$5.00. 

The Devil At Ease. 
Old Satan sat in his. easy .chair 

Smoking his pipe of clay ' 
While his soot-smeared angels, with busy care, 

Were stowing the coal away. · 
A big tom-cat, with iron. gray fur 
By the side of the chalr was purring his purr. 
Old Satan laid his hand on his knee 

While a smile o'erspread nis face! 
He thought of a priest he'd roasted'that day 

For leading a girl to disgrace, 
And he laughed a laugh in fiendish glee 
While he gently stroked his gray goate~. 
He tho11ght of a preacher in upper life 

Who had skipped to Canada's shore ! 
Of a Sunday-school teacher, who, with another man's wife 

Had left by the open backdoor. ' 
And he rubbed h!s hands, as he thought with a smile 
"I'll roast them all in a little while;" ' 
A mouse-colored bloodhound lay stretched on the floor 

Amid the soot and the dust · ' 
The iron-gray cat by the side of the chair 

Was sleeping the sleep of the just 
" And the old brass clock on the ma~tel-tree 
Had plodded along to almost three." 
Still Old Satan sat in his e~sy.chair 

While close to his heaving breast' 
The blackened clay and curved reed stem 

Of his half-smoked pipe were pressed· 
His head bent down tow'rd the cat so gr~y 
"Fast asleep were they both on that sum~er day." 

----... -.:J:..:.•.:C:.:L=A=RB=NOB SAURLBY. 

Opposit Economic Opinions. 
Under title of 11 Some E"onomio Opinions," THE 

TBUTH S:eEXEB of November 21st contains an article 
copied from the Ohicago ~ ribune, giving some of 
Oolonel ~ngerson:s eoonomic opinions which oertainly 
add nothmg to h1s great reputation as a logical and 
lucid writer. . 

How strange that he whose sound logia and 
matohless .eloquenoe hav led thousands out of the 
s~ough of theologioal sup~r~tition should .yet be 
h1mself enthralled by pohtuaal Bnperstition and 
worship the protection fetich. 

Had Oolonel Ingersoll subsutated the word 
Oatholios for United States and conformed his argu
ment to that sect instead of to the United States' as 
in the following rehearsal, the absurdity of 'his 
position would probably hav dawned ·upon him 
before this utterance. 

Thus, trade, like a labor-saving machine, enables 
us to transform the less expensiv exchangeable 
equivalent of an article into the more expensiv thing 
itself, with a saving to us of $5 worth of labor. And, 
as it is the· fruits of labor, not labor itself (for the 
mere sake of toiling), that we want, why should we 
not as readily welcome the labor-saving e:tlected 
through trade 19 that effeoted through maohinery T 

Even when we pay gold or silver for English 
steel rails it is exchanged, not as money, but es a 
commodity-bullion-being weighed just as iron or 
steel is. For · foreign ooins do not circulate in 
England any more than they do here. And gold and 
silver are valuable only because it requires the ex
penditure of so muoh labor to mine and smelt them. 

If gold and · silver could be procured from the 
earth as rapidly, in as large quantities, and with as 
little labor a9 iron, they would be worth no more 
than iron. So it is the labor cos~ prinoipally that 
givs even to gold and silver their value. 

Hence, when we oan, with less labor, produce the 
exchangeable equivalent of • ton of steel rails, and 
thus purohase tbem, to legally prevent this exohange 
is as unwise as to legally preven• the use of labor-
saving machinery. D. WEBSTER GnoH. 

Breathedsville, Mel., Nov. 23, 1891. 

Books in Fine Bindings for Holiday Gifts. 
We hav 1 large number of books 1euihable for 

holiday gifts, many of them· in extraordinarily fine 
bindings, and we call the attention of our readers to 
them, hoping that when selection of presents is 
made the list will be consulted and purchases made 
therefrom. Among them are Paine's works, com
plete, in cloth, $3; leather, red edges, $4; morcc"o, 
gilt edges, $4:.50 ; the World's Sages, in same style 
of binding and at same prioes as Paine's works ; 
Ingersoll's Prose Poems, in cloth, $2.50; half mo
rocco, $5; turkey morocco, $7.50; tree calf, $9. 
These are magnifioent volumes. Also his principal 
lechures bound in one volume for $5. Either of 
Miss Wixon's books, The Story Hour, Apples of 
Gold, All in a Lifetime, is very suitable for a 
present, the first particularly for children. Voltaire's 
Romances, oloth, $1.50; half calf, $4:, is a fine and 
uncommon work. D. M. Bennett's Around. the 
World, in sets of four volumes, profusely illustrt\ted., 
red cloth, $6.50, is a splendid present to a friend 
or to young men and women. It is full of praotioal 
to-day information about other countries and the 
noted things therein. The latest book which the 
Spiritualists are discussing is, Was Abraham Lincoln 
a Spiritualist! for $1.50. Helen Gardener's Men, 
Women, and Gods is a work of great value, $1. as . 
is Winwood R~ade's MArtyrdom cf Man, $1 75; 
Gibbon's . History of Ohristianity, $2; D.&rwin's 
Origin of Species and Dascent of Man, and others of 
his works. A catalog containing these and hundreds 
more-Freethought, soientific, medical, · sooial, as 
well as standard-will be sent on receipt Of a request 
for same. 

A Christmas or New Year's Present. 
The " Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" in oloth 

binding ($2 50) is one of the besh Christmas or New 
Year's presents a Liberal can make to a friend. 
Ohristmas is a pagan festival and N aw Year's is only 
a mark of time, but the Text-Book is a thing of 
beauty and a joy forever, and will help to rationalize 
the festival and make your friend forget the :flight of 
yeare. 

Suppose 11 Oatholics" pay $30 for a ton of steel 
rails made by 11 Oatholics." Then we· open the 
books and the account · is: 11 Oatholios," credit by 
one ton of steel rails, $30. 1

' Oatholicst'' credit by 
oash for one ton of steel rails, $30. That is to say 
at the end of the transaotion there is a ton of steel THE same principles of argument Applied to dis-
rails and $30 all owned by 11 Oatbolics." : ease.. The devil had afil.icted Job with horrible dis-

Now, let us suppose that they could hav ob~ainea eases, and might .therefore afil.iot others. Grea~ 
the ton of rails from 11 non-Oatholioa" for $25 pestilences were constantly described in the 0 ;d 
Then how does U stand? ''Oatholics" credit one Testament as the acts of the angels; and the devil, 
ton of rails, $25. 11 Non·Oatholics," cr'edit $2S for by the permission of the d~ity and by virtue of his 
one ton of rails. So at the end of the ~per~tion angelio capaoities, might therefore easily produce 
11 non.Oatholios" hav got $25 and "O•tholios" hav them. The history of the d3moniacs proves that 
got a ton of rails ; but with the other operation devils oould master and derange the bodily func-
11 Oatholios" hav got a ton of rails and $30. It is tiona; and, therefore, to deny that they could pro
all among" Oatholics." duce disease would be to impugn the veracity or 

By substituting for the United States instead of these narrative; and the later ecolesiastioal testi
Oatholio the word Ohristian, or Freethinker, or even mony on the subj<ct, if not unanimous, was, at least, 
family, the same conolusion will be reached so that extremely strong. A~, therefore, the more striking 
it must logioally be as injurious for familtes and atmospheric disturbsn"es were ascribed. generally to 
seats to trade with eaoh other as for nations. the devil, and, when the injury was spread over a 

The New York Standard, of November 18th oom- small area, to witches; so the pestilenc~s which 
menting editorially on this Yiew of Oolonel :inger- desolated nations were deemed supernatural, and 
soH's, shows "that the United S~ates does not buy, every strange and unaccountable disease that fell 
nor England sell, steel rails, but that n is individuals upon an individual, a result of the malice of a sor-
who transaot this business." · cerer.-Lecky. 

But, if Oolonel Ingersoll wants to keep books that ____ ......,. ___ _ 
way, he should hav said : WE venture OMe more to oall the attention of our 

readers to THE TRUTH SuKBB as a good advertising 
United States, debtor, to the expenditure of $30 worth medium. Many papers subsist on advertisements, 
Unit~~l~~~{~~;·~~edit~;;·by$25';~~-or'b'~;~:~~d~-~~~1$30 without having a half or a quarter of our circulation; 

ralls .................................................................... 25 and the reason why we get eo few is simply the 
-- general prejadioe against Fteethought journals. 

Deficit, $5 worth of wasted labor ........................ $5 Those who hav not tried the experiment are invlted 
In buying steel rails from the Englieh, we pay for to do so. This journal, it should be borne in mind, 

them with Amerioan oommodities, whioh oost us $5 . is not glancetl at and east aside; it is read carefully 
w~rth less labor than would the making of the steel( and is often preserved, and its adverUsements are 
r11ls themselvl!l. sure to be noticed. . 
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To the Friends and Subscribers of Fraethought. 
I aincerely hope that all who hav supported F,.ee· 

fhought in the past will aid the work to which it has 
been devoted by becoming subscribers to Tn TRUTH 
SUJ[EB. Tn TB'D'TB S:uua will carry on the work, 
bat it needs your ooopention. It is a means by 
whioli I can reach you and push on the Pacific ooaat 
labors. Especially I ask those in 1rrears to pay 
what is now due to THE TBU'l'H SBBXEB and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 
the future. SAIIIUBL P. PuTNur. 

To Our Subscribers.· 
We are in sore need of the amounts doe on sub· 

soriptions and ask everyone who owes us money to 
be er.peoially prompt in sending it. 

This also is the time of year when 1 great many 
aubsoriptions e:s:pire, and an immediate renewal will 
be 1 favor to us. 

Owing probably to the elections and the labor in
eident to gatheri»g and mirketing the great harvests 
our friends hav neglected to forward what is due 
us, and we are c::>neequently compelled to somewhat 
urgently remind them of their remissness. As Mr. 
Bennett used to say under these oircumatanees, 
Friends, Jet us bear from you. 

A Great Book. 
Our Bible Picture Book will contain about four 

hundred pages, one-half of which will be full-page 
pictures and one-half reading matter, relating to the 
stories which the pictures illustrate. The te:s:t will 
lead to 1 full understanding of the tale, even as the 
artist's work illustrates it, with an electric search
light brilliance unsurpassed by the torch of the 
golden goddess Diana on tho Garden tower. Young 
people can learn more about the Old Testament and 
its heroes by reading this book than by readi»g the 
Old Testament itself. It is much more easily com
prehended, and is written in more chaste language. 

There will be twenty-si:s: chapters in the book, 
twelv of which are completed, as follows : 

I. Adventures of Adam. 
I[. The Origin of the Young Men's Christian 

Association. 
III. Sustaining a Theory. 
IV. Some Giants. 
V. The A.dnntures tnd Work of Noah. 
VI. A. Hunting Anecdote. 
VII. Abraham, Christ's Great Ancestor. 
VHI. A. Queer Family. 
IX. Isaac and His "Sister." 
X One of Twinll. 
XL J aoob and Esau. 
XII. Joseph, the Man of Dreams. 
T.b.e book will a.tford mllly 1 hearty laugh, while 

we hav not forgotten to make it a solid attack upon 
the superl!tition which can venerate and believe the 
tales told in the Old Testament. So far as U goes it 
shows that book in its true colors, though of oourse 
we hav omitted the Old Testament obscenity in 
order to make our work one admissible in all 
families and readable by all ages and se:s:es. 

The· price of ou.r work is $1. Orders will be 
cheerfully. booked now and filled as soon all the work 
comes from the pres£1. 

A Sabbath Orator and His Oration. 
The dlicial God-in-the-ConstituUonists who liv in 

Indiana held 1 Sabbath convention at Indianapolis 
wmathing over two months ago, 1 partial report of 
which h;;s just been made public. The convention 
WII!B vuy small. The most interesting speaker, both 
for the facts he cited and the lies he told, was Mr. 
J.P. Mills, who spoke upon the" Aims and ~talus 
of the Movement." The aims are to shut up every
thin~ but the churches on Sunday, to prevent all 
excursions from cities, all trains and boats runnillg, 
to suspend all necessary labor and puni2h all un
necessary work-in short to make Sunday as pious 
and stupid as U was in Puritan times and to giv the 
people over to the clergy exolusi'Yly one-seventh of 
the timt>. 

But the status of the movement, it seem11, is not 
so srotiefactory to the pietists as its aims. Mr. Mills 
stated that he visited the millionaires of Chicago to 
see what they would do in behalf of olosiDg the 
World's Fair on Sundly. He found them all in 
favot of Sunday opening, and that I every daily paper. 
in Ohioago was with them, as was the local committee 
of the Exposition. .This, of course, grieved him 
mightily, and from the contemplation of its sadden
ing aapeot he turned to what he called the foes of 
the Amtirioan Sabbath. These foes, he said, were 

u (1). Worldliness growing in the church. The 
church has become riob, opulent, and sensual. In 
the more stylish and rich churches the services were 
turned into theatrical performances. 

" (2 ) Love of pleasure. 
" (3 ) Greed. The American father teaches his 

eon this ma:s:im, not as Solomon taught, 1 With all 
thy getting get understanding,' but 1 With all thy 
getting get money.' 

"(4) The American Secular Union, whose ob· 
j ~r t is to destroy faith in God, and secularize the 
Ssbbath. 

"(5.) L!lSt, but not least, the brothels of this 
country.'' 

Mr. Mills said also that 1 large part of Congress 
was twirled around by the brothel power, the Con
gressmen desiri»g Sunday for dissipation. This 
atJsertion will probably help the Sabbatarians when 
they appeal to Congress this winter. But we should 
like to see the religious statistics of the brothels 
before putting all the inmates down as enemies to 
religion. As 1 matter of fact, so far as the figures 
bav been collected, depraved people like prostitutes 
and thieves hav keen religious instincts, are even 
superstitious, and always require the 11 consolations 
of religion " when in trouble. Corroborativ of this, 
read any prison statistics, of female prisoners in par
ticular, for it is tolerably safe to asserh that the female 
inmates of oor jails hav been e:s:tremely unchaste 
before incarceration. We think that if the vote ·Of 
the brothels were taken religion would get many 
times more votes than heresy. 

Of the other forces cited as working against 
Sabbat!ll'ianism, no doubt there is much fact on 
which t~ base the citation. . The people are evoluting. 
The churches are largely social clubs, and it is the 
social life which holds the members together. Most 
of them would not know their creed or disoiplin from 
an e:s:traot from a sermon if read to them. They 
make their services costly as their purses can buy, 
enrich thsm with music, liturgical rodomontade, 
and call the conglomeration religion. E:s:cept it 
were the fashion these folks would not be Sabba· 
tarians. 

The American Secular U oion is not at present 
trying to destroy faith in God. We wish it were. 
Faith in " God " is what makes Sabbatarians. It is 
the moving motiv of the God-in-the-Constitutioniats. 
It ought ~o be destroyed. But the ne:s:t to the last 
president of the Union was 1 Theist-.a believer in 
God-and the present president maintains that the 
teachings of Christ are divine and impress upon the 
mind and heart the highest and purest morality, and 

will, even after the systems of theologians hav passed 
away, stand forth shining brighter and brighter even 
unto the " perfect day.'' What the "perfect day" is 
we are not told, though it is usually tbougllt to be 
the" judgment day.'' B11t of eourse Jesus was not 
" divine" e:s:cept as he was the son of ·rc God," so the 
U aion, as represented by its chief oftilsers, cannot be 
accused of destroying faith in God. 

And again, as a matter of fact, the Union has done 
nothing to burt the Sabbatarians. Nor has· it done 
anything else e:s:cept provide 1 position for 1 secre
tary who put in all her time oollecLing her pay, a 
folly likely to be repeated this year. E rerythiBg . 
that baa been done to ·oppose the Snnday-olosing 
people has been done by individual workers, and M:r. 
Mills need not be afraid thet the Union will 'be any 
obs.tacle to his sobemes. B~tt he batter look.out for 
the Freethinkers. They wm be found pretty near 
to him at the World's FAir and in C;mgresa and they 
do not propose to let the A1Ilerican Sabbath Union 
ride roughshod over them. 

Judge Zane's Opinion of the M.orinona. 
Reoently. we recorded the decision of Chief Jus

tice Z \De· of the Utah territorial court oontlsoating 1 

considerable amount of property belonging to the 
Mormon ohoreh under the !aw that no church in 
Utah shall bald property e:s:ceeding $50,000 in value. 
The chief j11stioe was bound to obey the lt~,w, but 
about the same time he was writing his decision be 
was also writing for the Forum an account of the 
Mormons which shows oonolusivly that applying the 
law to them and not to other Christian sects is an 
act of infamous injustice. 

The only reason that the authorities can giv for 
breaking up the Mormon church is that its members 
were immoral in practicing polygamy. With any 
other dootrin of the church the state has admittedly 
nothing to do. But this inatitution has been aban
doned, and the Mormons are now like other sects, 
except that they· are a little batter morally than 
most Christians. Listen to Judge Zme: "There 
are probably one hundred and fifty thousand Mor
mons in this territC?ry, but of that number many are 
only nominally so. Amid the contentions between 
them and the gentiles, many hn sided with the 
church in which are their parents, relative, and 
friellds, without embracing its faith. It is idle now 
to think of disfranchising the Latter Day Sainta. 

·They are an industrious, temperate people, as a rule ; 
and my observation has led me to believe that they 
are law·abidi»g since the church took its stand under 
the law against plural marriage. I am aware that 
now and then individuals will report violations of 
that law since the manifesto; bot upon investigation 
such charges are seldom sustained. It would be 
strange if there were no breaches of U; there are 
some suob oases among non-1\lormons. I do not 
believe t~at such marriages hav been authorized or 
sanctioned by the oftioers of the Mormon oburoh 
since the manifesto." 

These are the people whose property is taken away 
from them, while •be other sects, noh 1 whit more 
virtuous, may keep theirs in peaoe. The Catholics, 
Episcopalians, and Methodists each own several 
hundred dollars' worth of property in Salt Lake City 
alone, but no effort to eonfisoate it is made by the 
prosecuting attorneys. 

The treatment the Mormons receive politically is 
thus described by Judge Z•ne: "Wnh the e:s:ception 
of a oomparativly few polygamists, the male Mor
mons of proper age, who are citizens in the United 
States, hav the right to vote, and do so. They will 
not vote for liberal candidates. They must divide, 
as the members of other churches generally do, or 
all vote the Democratic or Republican ticket. They 
ought to divide on national party lines, aud, if they 
choose to do so, no man or set of men is authorized 
to say that they shall not. Who shall say that any 
number of American citizane. having the right to 
vote shall not organize • Republican party in Utah, 
nominate a tiClket, vobe for •nd eleot it, if they can 
by fair means? The rights of snob men are as 
sacred as the rights of those who would deny them. 
Gentiles hav said to the Mormons : 1 When your 
church abandons polygamy, and you take 1 stand in 
faTor of obedience to tbe law and disband your 
party, we will welcome you in with us politically.' 
Bat when the ohurcb declared against polygamy and 
in favor of obedience to the law and the 1 Church 
parliy,' as it was termed, disbanded and ita members 
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proposed to unite with the national parties, the 
Mormons were eharged with hypoerisy in so doing, 
and were told that they eould not be believed, and 
that their objeet was politieal a1eendeney for the 
cb.ureh through statehood. 

" They were asked to do what wag patriotic and 
right, and when they did as asked-withou~ an op
portunity to show by their conduct that they were 
in earnest, and without any evidence sinee then that 
they were not-they were charged with sinister de 
signs upon the rights of those not of their religion; 
in fact, with a purpose to gain politioal power that 
they might deprive the gentilell of their political and 
civil rights, and heap wrongs and indignities upon 
them. In view of the multitude of couneeJ, of the 
disapproval and denunciation that the Lstter D.ay 
Raints were receiving, the venerable man at their 
head remarked to his brethren that he often thought 
of what Lorenz\l DJw once said of thA doctrin of 
election. ' Said he, " It is like this : You can and 
you can't, you will and you won't, you shall and you 
shan't, you'll be damned if you do rand you'll be 
damned if you don't." That,' he continued, 'is 
about the coBdition we, as L'Uer Day Saints, are in.'" 

This treatment of- the Mormon shows conclusivly 
that polygamy was not their only sin. They op
posed the Ohrietian church by being more Ohristi1n 
than the Ohrietians, and they had to be put down. 
Polygamy was a good club to beat them down with, 
but now that it bas been removed the Mormons 
ought to be given the same chance that other seots 
hiv, and let the beet superstition win ! .. 

To Improve the World. 
The Ohristian Register, of Boston, the Unitarian 

organ, quoheg wibh great approval cerlain sayings of 
Rav. M. J. Savage, of which this is one: " It seems 
strange that it does not occur to Hr. Bellamy that 
merely rearranging the relations among imperfect 
units is never going to result in a perfect organiza
tion. . • . A church, in making its highest and 
grandesb aim the perfection of human character, is 
doing more than all other institutions to rearrange 
and purify the world." 

This proposition is not original with Mr. Savage, 
but bas been frequently reiterated by various 
prophets who delight to call themselvs " Liberal 
Oil.rhtia,.s." Tiley think they hav stolen a march on 
their orthodox antagonists by making " charaBter" 
instead of " belief" the leading religious c~otchword. 
And here Mr. Savage holds up that ·word as the 
sovereign cure-all of every form of social evil, 
ineqa.,ality, distress, or wrong. Men must go to 
work and change their characters before they can 
expeot relief from the ba.rdens that weigh them 
down. We wiJl test the proposition in the light of a 
few facts. 

It is more thin three centuries since Charron 
reminded the French people that whether a man 
would be a Mohammedan or a Ohristim was deter
mined by the accident of his having been born in 

· Oonstantinople or in Paris. But though this thought 
, has been before the world so long, Mr. Savage does 

Rot seem to hav learned that a change in the 
relations of a inm.n to his family and birthplace 
would hav made any change in his religions position. 
That is, he does not see that instead of character 
determining the condition, the condition determine 
the character. 

Helen Oampbell and others· hav of late years been 
exposing the horrars of the slam.s in this city, 
Boston, and other places, where men and women are 

. herded . together like bea11ts ; where ~oys and girls 
are growing up in indecent contact, never knowing 
the real meaning of a mother's care and love, or ever 
having the joy of a birthday gift, and where the 
reeking atmosphere of moral filth is corrupting 
every pure in9tincb. After these disclosures, the 
obvious and general conclusion has been that to 
check the vice bred in these lazar-houses it is indis
pensable that the conditions be changed which pro
duce the pestilence. But Mr. Savage would hav us 
believe that these victima of unhallowed circum
st•nces must ch1nge their characters before they 
can hope for any improvement in their condition. 
In other words, if the>e ''prisoners" of squalid 
poverty had dwelt in decent homes, if these children 
had enjoyed proper comfort; and care, they would be 
in charac~er what they are to- day. Oharac~er makes 
the oondition, not the condition the cba·rMter1 we 
repeat, by the gospel aoaQJ:~in~ to ~1vage •. 

. . 

The iniq,tity of obD~tel slavery once overshadowed 
this Jand-a condition for the slave in whioh his man
hood and his will was annihilated, in which marriage 
was impossible and unknown, 1 system under which 
men bred slaves for the market, and under which, 
too, if the infamous hot mnst ba retold, the mastsre 
begot the slaves they sold. Men and women toiled, 
!\mid reproach and persecution, for thirty weary 
years, to abolish this horrible system, and succeeded.' 
The freedmen hav not had since then as flir a chance 
in life as they ought to hav had. But who will deny 
that it is still better for them to be freemen than to 
be slaves T But Mr. Savage talks as though the 
Abolitionists made • great mistake in attempting to 
t'eilrrange the relations whicb. held the slaves in 
chains. They should hav addressed these victims in 
bond!ilge in the dulcet tones of "liberal Ohristianity," 
and told them distinctly there was for them no hope, 
and their shackles could never be thrown off, till they 
had changed their characters. They would hav to 
become virtuou£1, au2 learn to respect the marriage 
vow, and cetse to liv in fornication, before they could 
enjoy Any of the rights of human nature. It is by 
such philosophy that Savage attempts to overthrow 
Bellamy. 

The facb appears to be that the preachers of this 
school find themselvs in a straU. They are between 
two fires. They cannot help hearing the cry of 
discontent going up all over the land They c&n 
not help seeing that great sooial inequality and 
injustice exist,. of which thousands or millions are 
the viotims. They doubhless feel that some ameliora
tion of the hardships of the poor should be attempted . 
But what can they doT The men by whom they are 
in the main supported are shernly opposed to any 
change in social conditions, because instinctivly 
feeling that they then should not fr.re as well as they 
do now. It is by the present system they got ~heir 
wealth. So the preachers east about for a compro
mise-for a safe position where their salaries will not 
be endangered. And they find it in the word "char
acter." They say to the mourning multitudes, "Do 
not seek to break up trusts and overthrow monbpo· 
lies; do not try to get what you ear11; let things go 
on as they are ; simply improve your characters, and 
1ll will be well. Perhmps the next life will giv yon 
some compensation for the hardships of this." But 
there i61 one man bold enough to show his colors. 
Brooke Herford, an English minister who has been 
for soma years in this country, and who, about to 
return to his own land, thinks he may escape the 
consequences of his words, is brutal enough to s11y 
that his message to the lowly poor would ba "Boot, 
hog, or die.'' Does he dream of tbe indignant exe
crations hhat will follow him aeross the Atlantic ! 

A church after his pattern, says Mr. Savage, is 
doing more for the world than all other institutions. 
If a church can do snch mighty things, why should 
the world need rearranging and purifying T We 
hold the churches largely responsible for existing 
unhappy conditions; and shall look. to some other 
agency thAn that which has brought us into the pit 
to get us out of it. 

Christianity Not Now BO$nning. 
The Mormons are making converts in Michigan at 

a rate tha\ is alarming the real-estate dealers, as they 
are emigrating to Utah and Idaho as soon as iheir 
bith gets fully settled. Hard-headed and stolid 
farmers are among the enthusiasts who announee an 
unalterable determination to repair 'to Salt Ltke 
Oity, there to ba enrolled among the L1tter Day 
Saints. 

At the otber side of the world 1nother superstition 
is being revived. The Baddhiats mre trying to 
convert IndiA again. A few weeks since there met at 
Ba.dh-Gaya, a town in Beh1r, about two hundred 
and fifty miles northwest of Oaloatta, delegates 
from the .Buddhists of Oeylon, Bnrmah, Siam, 
Ohittagong, Japan, and Thibet. The object of the 
congress was to recover the spot where Siddar
tha sat when he attained the perfect wisdom of 
Ba.ddha. To the Ba.ddhists this place is like the al
leged sepulcher of Ohrist, and like the Ornsaders 
they desire its recovery and the conversion of the 
country, for like Obristianity it is a stranger in the 
land of its birth. One of the newspapers of India, 
speaking of the new movement, aays: "Under a 
benign and tolerant government, it seems, Ba.ddhism 
is destined to find a place again in the land of its 
birth. Though its teachings hav been misunderstood 

for a long time, and denouneed as nlli!ltika, a flood of 
light has been thrown on this religion of love-the 
religion of Pnj11hdaai, tba 'balond of the gods,'-• 
religion which inculcated such good and gentle 
teaehings as ' that a man should honor his personal 
creed, but not blame that of his neighbor. He who 
acteth otherwise impaireth his own creed and inja.reth 
that of others,' and we are now in a position to 
comprehend its teachings in their true light. Edu
cated Hindoos need not hesHate to sympathize with 
their Buddhist brothers .in the object of the proposed 
meeting of their representative in India." 

Meanwhile Ohriatianity is trying to revise its 
creeds, conceal the Mormon example of its own 
avclent religion, ~and become respro~:r;ble ~nd accept
sble to civilized peoples. But it is not just now 
enjeying a boom to any grest extent. 

A Clerical Ally. 
A year or two ago Rev. Mr. Jardine, a clerical star 

of the first magnitude, of Kansas Oity, Missouri, fell 
from grace-that is, was " round out" and "fired 
out " by his church. He died soon after-some say 
by suicide. Just recently another distinguished 
divine of thllt city got caught out on the Ay. Oaly 
one papsr in the place dared to espouse his eause, as 
there was nothing in his CASe to call ior clemency~ 
He not only transgressed the Decalog, but broke up 
a family, told lies about his own wife, and converted 
the church into a house of assignation. But the 
Kansas Oity Sunday Sun flies to his rescue and 
devotes cola.mns, week after week, to defending him 
and roasting his prosecutors. The following is a 
sample: 

"The pack of mangy curs barking on the trail of Rev. E. 
T. Bowers might cease their howling long enough to make 
a note hereof. Father Jardine was hounded to his death by 
another but larger gang. In fact, the GIS ll!ll!ght be 
likened to some hunted stag, finally brought to bay' with all 
the hounds of the forest at his heels." 

At this point is inserted a graphic illustration 
showing "Father" J atdine pursued by a " pack of 
mangy curs" with ravenously distended jaws. Under
neath is the legend: "Some of Jardine's Enemies." 
Again: · 

"Goaded to desperation he one day, toward the end, 
cursed the crowd of calumniators who were pursuing him 
so vindlctlvly. And It Is interesting to note, by way of co
Incidence, the careers of Jardine's chief enemies. The 
Times fairly led the van, and It has been In bad straits ever 
since and is now-virtually on its last legs. Dr. Mumford 
has met with manifold misfortunes since: and lost every
thing." 

In this manner the Sun calls the roll of about a 
dozen of the " mangy curs" to show that heaven is 
wreaking its vangeanc9 upon them to fulfill the 
stipulations of Jardine's carse. In closing its eulogy 
of the deceased clerical rake the Sun says: 

" Still he had a small and noble band of friends wi~hin the 
church who stood by him with rare fidelity and sublime self
sacrifice .. " 

Jardine's case was even more reprehensible md 
aggravated than Bowers's, for in addition to all the 
rest he was proven to hav had a penchant for thrust
ing his hands ander the clothes of little girls. This 
is the loathsome clerical leper that the Sun is 
engaged in making a martyr of. 

It is just as well that Freethinkers should not 
•llow their love of fair phly and ja.stice to commit 
them to the defense of any man or publication until 
they know the htlts in the case. 

WB are receiving copies of a great many papers contain
ing splendid protests against closing the World's li'air on 
Sundays, We hope our friends are also sending them to 
the members of the National Commission, whose names 
and addresses were printed in THB TRUTH SBBKEB of 
October 10th. The local directory, we ·are informed, is all 
right on this matter, but it is fel\red that the. national com
missioners are conservative. SJ send to as many of them as 
you can afford time and stamps all the articles favoring 
Sunday opening, and draw a big mark around the articles. 

A uw weekE ago Archbishop Gross, of the CathCI!l!c 
church, appeared before the city council of Portland, Oregon, 
and demanded the enforcement of the Sunday laws. He had 
a petition signed by about two thousand persons. B"lt up to 
the present time the demand has had no effect, as the chief 
of pollee has too much sense to try to close the stores on 
Sunday. The Oregon Sta.•,e Secular Union, too, will oppose 
the archbishop in tills matter, 11nd President J. Henry 
Schroeder has asked Mrs. Sue R. Keenan, the vice-president 
at Portland, to watch the churchmen, and Henry Addis of 
this city will help. Liberals in the state should correspond 
with them. Documents on the Sunday question hav also 
been procured for distribution, and President Schroeder 
feels that If the Secularists of the state support him success 
is assured and he also desires to make Sunday lawa and 
church ta~ation an !esue in Oregon's next elec"lon. His 
address is Arago, and every L\bera.l in his state should put 
himself In communic'ltion with him. 
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In Union There Is Strength, 
Rousxs PoiNT, N.Y., Nov. 23, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : There are quite a few Freethinkers in this 
place, and we are trying to organize for mutual protection 
and so that in case of death those who desire can be buried 
according to the beliefs they hav lived. Will you please 
answer a few of the following questions? 

1. Hav you printed rules for the formation of societies? 
. 2. Are there forms of burial services for Freethinkers? 

3. What are the conditions for securing Liberal lectures? 
Please giv any other information you can on the subject. 

Please answer through your valuable paper. 
CHARLBS W. Wuxs. 

[" The Truth Beeker Collection of Forms, Hymns, and 
Ceremonies" will be found the book desired.-ED. T. B.] 

Laments Our Lack of Organization. • 
BALTIMORB, Mn., Nov. 28, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: I send inclosed my usual amount, which 
please place to my credit. I hav been behind in my remit
tance, but that is only attributed to carelessness. I regretted 
to read in your paper the unpleasant turn the affairs of the 
American Secular Union took at their last meeting in Phil
adelphia. It looks to me as if Liberal-miBded people East 
are not for consolidation, but every man for himself. I 
hardly expected this state of affairs after reading the 
inaugural of Dr. Westbrook a year or so back in your 
paper. There appear to be too many heads, and each 
wants his own, and if that cannot be accomplished, then 
the downfall of the organization is the result. I trust, how
ever,· that the new officers will accompllsh more in the 
future. Wishing THB TRUTH BBBKBR success and a pros-
perous future, I remain, CHAs. MxmGABTBN. 

Fond of the Pictorial Method of Propaganda. 
PITTBBUBGH, PA., Oct. 15, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : In June last I sent you $1 for THB TRUTH 
BuuR in order that I might become acquainted with the 
paper, and I being pleased with it, you will find inclosed 
a check for $4 to pay a year's subscription to the paper and 
$1 for the Bible Picture Book when ready for sale. Heston's 
pictures truthfully exhibit 'the absurdities, superstitions, 
falsehoods, selfl.slniess, hypocrisy, rapacity, and persecuting 
disposition of the Christian church in such a manner as to 
strike the observing and thoughtful mind with great force. 
We look on them and laugh, because with the wit of their 
conception there is also exhibited in their execution just 
enough of the ridiculous prete.usions of the church to make 
them laughable. Pure wit is not, per se, laughable, but 
when mingled with more or less of the ridiculous it becomes 
so. Hence the pictures are both pleasing and instructiv, 
and frequently attract attention when without them the 
paper might not. Truly yours, KRATAIGOs. 

Has Bound-Ups of Christian Calves. 
PANAMA, NBB., Nov. 17,291. 

MB. EDITOR : Please find inclosed $4.25. Giv me 
credit for $3, and use $1 for the Bible Picture Book and 
twenty-five cents for the TRUTH BRBKBB ANNuAL for 
291. Watson Heston's picture in THB TlrnTH BRBKBB of 
Nov. 7, 291, is a dandy. Go on, Mr. Heston I Long 
may you and THB TRUTH BBBKBR liv I The churches 
hav full sway here. I hav a round-up with them every little 
while. I tell them to giv the Lord a rest-he must be tired 
out listening to their nonsense. But they think it is smart. 
We got in an argument at camp-meeting, and one man said 
he had seen Jesus Christ, and knew when he was born. He 
said he was born on the 1st day of January. Bo he is tl:e 
fl.rst man that I ever hav seen that claimed to know so much. 
He said all such folks as I would go to the hot place. I told 
him that we would· hav lots of company, for he would be 
there to keep us company, and he got mad. I rebuked him 
for getting mad. He said he was just talking in earnest. 

Yours, ALI!'RBD H:&NDBB. 

If Our Sins Are Becorded, the Books Must Be Whop· 
pers •. 
ADRIAN, MxoH., Nov. 18, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : Bible cranks, orthodox hoodoos, cling to the 
absurd nonsense of a record being kept by one of God's angels 
of the sins of man. The serio-comic posing and imposing is 
ludicrous in the extreme-silly and impossible to anyone 
who is not pickled with superstitious monstrosities. It is only 
the effete and knaves that indorse the fake. The whole 
religious structure is a hydra concern. It was conceived of 
hoodooism. It has neither father nor mother. Like Topsy, it 
"growed." Its origin is not known. It is a clear case of 
innocuous desuetude to record the sins of mankind to date. 
The mathematical quantities cannot measure the magnitude, 
and for the so-called Javah to keep the figures in his head, 
why, it would giv omnipotence a big head such as never oc
curred to the devotee of debauchery. Printers' type spread 
iill over the universe would not be sufficient to print the evils 
enacted from the Bible creation down to the flood. Noah 
himself could compile a very large record of himself. The 
book kept in the vestibule of God's sanctum must be a whop
per. Why, his bookkeeper cannot read. He never went to 
school a day in his lifetime. My Christian brother, a record 
of this siilful world cannot be recapitulated, even by your 
supposed infinit God. The so-called evils of creation are be
yond computation, and why should the legions of man's in· 
fl.rmities be raked up, when a moiety of them condemns him 
to everlasting displeasure? This beautiful structure, the 
human body, fashioned after godliness, to be the victim of a 
benign, omnipotent, omnipresent, all-wise, all-powerful 
being we know not of, and whe11 we do know him he to 
plunge us into eternal woe, because we performed just 

what he expected us to do-would not that be the quint
essence of arbitrary cussedness? worldly enactments of 
such treatment would be considered very barbarous and 
not tolerated, but with omnip6tence it is legalized. He 
made us, it is said, !Lnd can he not do as he pleases ? I 
claim he has no right with my body or soul, if I hav· 
any. Death will demonstrate the soul business. We hav 
no cause to worry. Our information as to our fl.nal dis
posal is demonstrated every day by the deaths in our 
midst; that Is all we w!ll ever know about it. Bigots, can 
you cipher out the problem? 0. S. BARBBTT. 

One's Creed Should Be, the Dominion of Truth. 
G:&oBGB STATION, PA., Nov. 15, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: Find inclosed $4. Bend me . the " Free
thinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" and others as named. Giv 
Heston $1 for making the pictures. I am F omewhat of a 
reader, and like common sense in preference to the Bible or 
theology. I became a Freethinker by reading the Bible. I 
take a great deal of notice of the sermons of preachers of 
the d!:t'ferent denominations, and hav nothing to say against 
them as far as they discourse moral precepts. I see in 
Blowhorn Talmage's last sermon that he is at a loss to know 
the exact location of heaven, whether it is on this side of 
the stars or the other. If it is on the other it will be a long 
journey. I would llke to visit you and Heston and hav a 
talk with you on general principles of Freethought. 
I like the pictures of THB TRUTH S:&l!KBR. They hav great 
bearing and Impress the mind. Success to you all. 

A man's whole complex nature is subject to his reason. 
His creed should be the dominion of truth. Wemustjudge 
all religion by its fruits. I would say, the religion that 
would develop the highest q11alities of human nature and 
further the continued improvement of society would the 
nearest approach to religious truth and progress. 

Yours respectfully, . ALBX. BTORBY. 

A Hard-Money Man Writes Ironically, 
BALmA, CoL., Nov. 20, 1891. 

MR. EDlTOB : I would like to make a simple suggestion 
for the consideration of our government officials, after read
Ing so many able letters from Mr. Brooks thtough your 
columns upon the question of money, exchange, etc. There 
being no Intrinsic value in money except the cost of govern
ment stamping, I can see no reason why the people should 
be taxed for the support of the government when it could 
gather in the old clothes from the country, at a nominal 
cost, strike it off into money, retaining about five per cent 
for cost of making a good solid paper note, and g!v to each 
man, woman, and <'hild $50,000, and hav one of the riche~t 
naiions the world has ever known. What a cheap navy we 
could hav built up .and paid for in this wise way. This is 
certainly the grandest scheme ever contemplated. I wonder 
why the world has been filled so long with beggars, and 
starvation looking into the pale faces of so many millions of 
human beings, when the earth produces a bountiful yield 
only waiting and ready to enter the houses of the poor and 
hungry upon the presentation of rags called money, with 
nothing but the govemment stamp, which costs nothing, to 
impress it there. Can the gentleman of profound financial 
ability solve this problem? H. MUBBAY. 

An Explanation Wanted, 
MABBNGo, ILL., Nov. 22, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Replying to William Foster, Jr., I would 
simply say that H he can offer a plausible explanation why 
Mrs. Maynard waited twenty-five years before "projecting" 
(I) her book, as he expresses it, revealing to the world that 
Lincoln was a Spiritualist, which "projections " were 
corroborated by Colonel Bundy at this late hour, I will take 
my insinuations all back, and admit that they are above the 
weakness to which the average " medium " (?) is subject. 
One slight discrepancy I must note In your correspondent's 
communication, however, namely, that "there is nothing 
positiv in what the correspondent of the Chicago News puts 
into the mouth of Mr. Nicolay." That "It is all, I don't 
know, I don't believe things were so-testimony utterly 
negativ, which would be ruled out of court instanter." A 
greater prevarication than this, or a more willful perversion, 
cannot be conceived of. Let the reader look over Mr. 
Nicolay's declarations and see whether there is anything 
ambiguous or evasivabout them. On the contrary, they are 
most. positiv and emphatic, and such expressions as Mr. 
Foster places. into his mouth, as "I don't know," or "I 
don't believe this or that," do not occur in a single instance. 
Let Mr. Foster and his fellow-Spiritualists confine themselvs 
to the truth, and no one will then impugn their assertions. 

H. WBTTSTBIW. 

An Agricultural Dispute-Milder Than tlte Theological. 
MAKANDA, ILL., Nov. 28, 291. 

MB. EDITOR : As your correspondents are now discussing 
the chess or cheat question, and as science settles all disputes 
by an appeal to facts, to this end, with your leave, I will con
tribute one fact that came under my. observation. An intel
ligent neighbor built his house on a hillside. Wishing to 
hav a nice lawn in front of his dwelling, he built a stone 
wall some distance below his house, eix or eight feet high, 
and hauled clay and filled up the depression below, until he 
secured the conditions desired for a beautiful lawn. On this 
made, virgin soil, in which there was scarcely a seed of any 
kind, he sowed one gallon of pure timothy seed, which was 
ttm times thicker than that seed is generally sown. When it 
came up, the lot presented the appearance of a beautiful 
lawn. The next season the grass grew finely, making a good 
appearance till harvest, but when it headed out there was 
not a single stalk or head of timothy in the lot. It was all 
cheat I Now, if this chess was not produced from the tim
othy, whence came it, and what became of the timothy? I 
could giv many other similar facts that, like the above, hav 
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come under my observation, but I will not ask space for 
them, as a scientific solution of this one will solve them all. 
It is an open question. Let us be courteous, and not over
positiv nor dogmatic. We havmuch yet to learn. It would 
require a much smaller volume to record what we know 
than what we do not. There is no special hurry. Let us 
wait till facts are sufficiently in to justify fl.nal conclusions, 
then we can arrive at them deliberately and intelligently. 

W. W. WALXBB• 

Shameful to Pay lllen for Deluding Us. 
WEtLAND, ONT., CAN., Nov. 14, 1891 . 

MR. EDITOR : I hav evoluted or outgrown much of the 
i~norance and mental darkness in which I was brought up 
from the year 1806 of the Christian era. But the great bulk of 
Christian rellgion!sts appear to stick to it tenaciously. But 
that it should be so is not surprising; for we are all what 
circumstances hav made us. Bi!th, early training; and 
surroUnding· influences hav all gone to help for!Jl our 
characters, and the Christian church with its organi
zations and arrangements upon so large a scale forms a 
busineBB so lucrativ to its advocates that it is well calculated 
to keep the · people in that state of mental darkneBB and 
Ignorance that our ancestors were in eighteen hundred years 
ago, who were ready· to listen to and believe any miraculous 
or romantic story. Nothing was too hard for them to giv 
credit to-Joshua stopping the sun and moon, Samson's 
jawbone and fox story, Jonah and his whale adventure, and 
many other legends that fairly outdo Mr. Gulliver or Baron 
Munchausen( And to..day in this nineteenth century we are 
told by educated men from their pulpits that those stories 
are true1 and asked to believe them on pain of eternal pun
Ishment, and to pay them for keeping us posted in this kind 
of sacred literature. And I am sorry to say, they hav been 
and yet are being successful in thus keeping the mass of 
the people deluded, not to call it by a worse name. 

JoHN RAY. 

A Plenty of Such Generosity Would Attract Workers. 
HAllBINGTON, P. E. IsLAND, CAN , Nov. 24, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Inclosed fl.nd $10,.-$2 to encourage the 
Editor in his noble work of emancipation from the fetters of 
prlestcraft ; the balance you will mark for the present to my 
credit, as I hav not a list on hand of the books I will order 
next month when I send in my renewal. I am not able to 
send you a new subscriber, although the signs are 
improving. I hav a good call for THB TRUTH SBBKBR and 
some are quite interested in it. I am the only outspoken 
Infidel in this section. I hav many a lively time. I am 
always ready for a fight, and flatter myself that I hav 
the be!it of it. I hav had two sky-pilots come at one time 
on purpose to· show me the error of. my ways. That is three 
years ago. They hav not come since, and I am not liable to 
hav their company again·. I fl.nd it no inconvenience to be 
an lnfl.del. ('Tis true, the court refused my evidence on one 
occasion.) I am on friendly terms with all my acquaintances. 
I make it a point to do just as 1 agree to, and all hav 
implicit confidence in me. 

And now, Mr. Editor, I will say THB TBUTH S:&BKlliB is 
grand. It suits me better than anything else I ever read. 
It is my ideal paper. There is but one thing lacking, and 
that is, we hav not enough from the fertil brain of John 
Peck. Go on with the good work. I wish you every 
success. Very truly, PBTBR BTBWABT. 

A. Bigots' Directory. 
282 3D ST., DBTBOIT, MtoH., Dec. 1, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Many thanks to THB TRUTH BBBKBR for 
valuable information imparted. In the issue of Noven:.ber 
7th, page 715, you publish the sad experience of a Dr. 
McCormick in the town of 'Aurora, Neb. Two of my 
brothers, a brother-in-law, and myself hav been negotiating 
with parties for a block of lots in that enterprising (?) town, 
upon which we intended to erect a boot and shoe factory, 
in which we expected to employ about two hundred persons, 
but after reading the above "rticle we concluded to invest 
our funds elsewhere. 

I hav traveled over a quarter of a century, and during that 
time hav found many just such towns; and I hav noticed 
that whenever a town is governed and controled by a lot of 
pirates and bandits like Aurora, sooner or later traveling 
men will shun it as they would a skunk, and will go all 
around it to leave it severely alone ; and from that time 
on the town will grow smaller instead of larger. Property 
can be bought at a song .. Let me giv you a few samples of 
that kind. 

Let us begin with your neighboring city, Orange, N. Y.; 
Phillipsburg, N. J.; Easton, Pa.; Wheeling, W.Va.; Steu
benville, 0.; Williamsport, 0.; McArthur, 0.; Georgetown, 
0.; Dresden, 0.; Piketon, 0.; Woodsfield, 0.; Barnesville, 
0 ; Cumberland, 0 ; Powhatan, 0.; Greenfield, 0.; and by 
no means must we forget Uarrollton, 0.; Newark, 0; and 
Z"nesville, 0.; La Porte, Ind.; Coldwater, Mich:; Adrian, 
Mich.; McGregor, Ia.; Wapun, Wis. 

I rlould name many more of the· klad, where people will 
say, "Oh, if we could only sell our property for half of ita 
cost how glad we would be to get out of this God-forsaken 
town." CA.BL BLITZ, D. D. 

Christians Would Make Us Believe in a Monarchy. 
Nov. 28, 1891. 

MB. EDIToR : What is meant by the term, " a supreme 
being?" The Farmers' Alliance has barred its doors against 
thinkers by making faith in a supreme being a quallfl.cation 
for membership in that organization. This shuts me out. I 
know nothing about any supreme being. I am a republican 
and want no supreme being. The constitution of the state 
of Texas makes faith in a supreme being a qualifl.cation for 
office-holding. Now, it appears to me that a man is required 
to believe that the universe is an autocracy to obtain mem-
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bership in the Farmers• Alliance ·or to hold office in Texas. 
According to theology it takes three persons, combined in 
one, to make a supreme being. Neither F~ther, Son, nor 
Holy Ghost is supreme, but the three rightly put together 
make a supreme being. According to theology heaven is a 
kingdom and nature an autocracy, and the ecclesiastics· 
want to establish governments here· among men of the 
heavenly form. They would make of the world a kingdom, 
and proclaim Jesus, a dead man, its king; then they will 
elect vicegerents from among themselvs to rule in the stead
of the dead king during his absence from home. Ecclesias
ticism is the antithesis of republicanism. The two systems 
are like oil and water-they can be mixed, but they hav no 
affinity for each other and will not combine, and ecclesiasti
cism being the lighter material will keep coming to the top. 
The F~rmers• Alliance was born in Texas where a man is 
required to believe in an autocrat to hold office, and a man 
has to believe in an autocnt to be admitted to member
ship in the Farmers' Alliance. Can you see no evidences of 
a conspiracy between the churches and the FArmers' A.lli-

. ance to establish' an autocracy? None are so b\ind all those 
who will not see. P. F. SHUMAKER. 

The Fiat Money Doctrln Lucidly Defended. 
SAN FIU.NOisoo, CAL., Nov. 26, 1891. 

MB. EDiToR: In youl' issue of ·November 14th, P. F. 
Schumacher, in an article entitled" Money,'' says: 

" The word money can only be properly applied to 
coined metal, which is used as a medium of exchange and a 
measure of value." 

These are the words with which the gentleman opens his 
article, and it seems to me that if it can be shown that the 
statement has no foundation eith.er in reason or in fact, all 

. his subsequent reasoning falls with the fall of the premia, 
and needs no attention here. 

Looking at the matter in this light, and for the sake of 
brevity, let me, then, ask : Why is " coined metal " 
money? · Is it because it is mstal, or because that metal is 
coined, or both? If it is because it is metal merely, the 
justification must be shown by the enumeration of a quality, 
or a' list of such, as is not common to other materials. If 
it is because it is coinable, it must be shown that no other 
material than metal can be coined. This, as every sensible 
person knows, cannot be shown, ~herefore the assertion that 
" money can onl!/ [recollect he says " only"] be properly 
applied to coined metal " fails of proof. 

.lJut the ground upon which the gentleman predicates his 
reasoning' regarding " coined metal " as money, may be 
owing, not to any quality of or in the metal, but rather to 
something incident to it as such; value for instance. Well, 
"metal" has no monopoly of" value;'' other materials that 
I could name-diamonds, for instance -are even more 
valuable, and, therefore, according to Mr. Schumacher's 
argument, can ldy ~laim to be put upon the list as being 
available for money. The thing does not hang together,you 
see; it does not '·hold water" as it were. 

(I wish here to state, by way of digression, that the 
~rcpedkncu of tis\ng for money one' material to the exclusion 
of another falls under another category, and should not, 
therefore, be now discussed.) 

Now for the fact, the experience; and I will cite but one 
historical instance from many such : 

The Bank of Venice,.which was established ln 1171, did 
business for six hundred and twenty-seven years, or until 
Napoleon captured the city in 1798, without any specie 
basis. When the Man of Marengo descended on this bank 
he found not a ducat in its vaults. Yet so prosperous were 
its affairs, so flourishing its business, that the premium of 
the paper credits over gold had to be fixed by· statute law 
at twenty per cent, showing the superiority of the govern
ment flat over precious metals, which Mr. Schumacher 
would hav us believe hav the sole prerogativ of being money. 

In conclusion, permit me to state that the idea that money 
can be made out of certain. materials only is a barbarism and 
a auperstiti01i unworthy of Freethhsking men, and of which 
they should rid themselva as they would a pestilence. For 
of all the crimes that hav been perpetrated upon guileless 
humanity, those committed in the name and interest of the 
metal money fetich hav been the most appalling and dis-
astrous. P .· Ross MABTIN. 

The Famln·Strlcken In Christian Russia. 
Los A.NGKLRB, CAL., Nov. 26, 1891. 

)l:a. EDITOB : Millions upon the verge of starvation, thou
Bands already dying from starvation, and how many dead 
from starvation we do not know. A. mighty ruler of a 
mighty nation powerlesa to bridle the giant. Millions of 
Christians flooding every ch•Uized. land upon the face of the 
earth. · Thousands of God's ordained ministers called out, 
separated from common humanit:t,lifted above their fellow
beings, through a call from the divine master to do his 
work-the work of one who said, " If ye hav faith the size 
of a grain of mustard-seed, ye shall be able to remove 
mountains." Is 'here not faith enough among all those that 
profess. to be sent by him to do his work, to remove this 
mountain, or at least reduce its size? Or hav they forgotten 
to say, Let us pray ? Is tkis the work of almighty God or 
the work of science? Is it the production of God's 
governing, or is it the lack of wisdom in man's govern• 
ment? We are taught from God's profesaed word that he 
sends the rain upon the just and upon the unjust, that he 
Jnaketh his sun to shine upon the good and upon the evil. 
He saith that not a sparrow falleth without his notice. And 
he says we are of much more value. Lives are sacrifled, 
hardships e:adured, death faced in every conceivable form, 
in the desire to find gold, or in resisting the · enemy that 
attempts the invasion of our f\tronghOld, or in the enforcing 
of principles upon mankind contrary to their belief, or in 

the endeavor to eradicate principles opposed to a creed, or to 
establish belief. But when the true principle of humanity 
calls for action it is of such a very different color from any.thing 
we hav been called on to believe in as such that we fail to rec
ognize it. A. call for war is easily responded to; a call for peace 
is easily acceded to if the weaker yields ; but a call upon the 
bare principle of humanity, and that alone, seems not to be 
so easily acted upon. The sacriflce of our personal comfort 
or of our accumulated wealth, the disposal of our personal 
effects, comes harder upon us than the sending our neigh
bor's son to· war. There are millions of dollars' worth of 
diamonds in our land to..day worn for the express purpose 
of pa~pering vanity, and not one of those that wear them 
ever experiences a feeling that there is ever a call for them 
to dispose of them, not even to feed the starving thousands 
that hunger had driven to eating the bodies of the dead. 

These same wearers of diamonds would sit in the pew of 
a fashionable church and. hear a sermon preached fJOm the 
words, "Go and sell all thou hast and giv to the poor," 
without the remotest idea that it applied in any way unto 
themselvs. A.nd he who gave forth the discourse, at the 
end of the 'sermon perhaps would ask for money to adorn 
that church or perhaps to· help build a finer edifice. Great 
GOd, is there not in this world of ours to-day a heart that 
responds unto the divine principle, Do ye unto all men as 
ye would hav them do unto you? Is there none to respond 
unto the wall of anguish arising from the agony of millions 
of starving beings? Is there none·among all humanity that 
can devise a way to reach them ? Why not send directly 
to the czu all that can be raised, with the prayer that he see 
that it reaehes them ? Is he so far out of the pale of hu
manity that he would not accept ? . I may not be in con
formity with the principles that govern mankind, but so 
long as there is one upon the face of this earth that comes 
within the radius of my knowledge cold, naked, or hungry, 
I shall never decorate myself with tlne apparel, but every 
penny above the actual needs of life shall go to the destitute 
that surround me. Mns. CoY. 

Beautiful Language On Our Future State. 
EAST RANDOLPH, N.Y., Nov. 18, 1891. 

MB. EDITO.B: I hav read with· great interest the "Letters 
from Friends," especially so Mr. A.. H . .Frank's, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., of Oct; 7, 1891. This gentleman wishes "D. M. 
Bennett could be in the editorial chair long enough to giv 
Wettstein a piece of his mind." Three years ago I visited 
the grave of this noble man in "the beautiful cemetery, 
Greenwood, and standing there I could but admire the 
grandeur and purity of D. M. Bennett's character and un
selll.sh life, and above his excellent picture genius had 
chiseled in stone these words : " Erected by one thousand 
friends ;" below which I read : " D. M. Bennett, the 
founder of THB TRUTH SuxBB, the defender of liberty and 
its martyr; the editor tireless and fearless ; the enemy of 
superstition as of ignorance its mother ; the teacher of mul
titudes; the friend faithful and kind ; the man honest and 
true, rests here.'' "Though''dead he still speaks to us and 
asks that we continue the work he left unfinished." "When 
the innocent is convicted, the court is condemned." ,No, 
friend Frank, humanity's friend will never return to us. In 
his windowless palace of peace he slumbers, careless alike 
of sunshine or storm. Earth may become red with •.he 
blood of religious wars and rent with earthquakes, but no 
vicissitudes of time can awake him from his dreamless sleep. 
His career is finished, his conscious life ended. He belongs 
now to that vast realm whose monarch permits no sound, 
not even, friend Frank, a whisper .or a sigh, to break the 
silence that reigns throughout his wide domaiB.. Our friend 
Bennett is dead l He will not heed the conflicts and com
motions; the convulsions of nature and the world's disso.. 
Iution will be no more to him than the decay of the flowers 
I saw on his remembered grave, or the moldering of the 
grsnit that tells the stranger who rests there. Hearts of 
dust do not break, and our dead do not weep. Within the 
tomb no veiled and weeping sorrow sits, and from that 
voiceless realm the sea of trouble casts no wave. But, oh, 
haw different with the living. Sobs and tears, sorrows and 
disappointments, cast their dark drapery and shadows into 
the sunlight of every day, and at its close how often we 
wonder in amazement, and ask the often-asked question, 
" Is life worth living ?" But why grow melancholy ? In 
this world there is much to rejoice over I A.nd it is the best 
world I know anything about. This is a real world ; yet 
the imagination often soars into the '' ideal world where 
spirits dwell," the "promised land." I do not take much 
stock in" a house not made by hands eternal in the heavens." 
It is all imaginary, that is all. I had rather hav a house on 
earth here and now than a pl'omis of one above the blue and 
the stars. Giv me even a little cabin, like John McGinnis's 
on the lonely banks of the Conewango-a cabin built by 
myself and daubed with blue clay ; let me liv there alone, 
with the picture of the only girl I ever loved ever in my 
heart ; let me wander down the winding path she often 
added beauty to that leads to the spring where the water 
bubbles out day and night, whispering a poem to the white 
pebbles, from the heart of the earth-a little cabin with some 
hollyhocks my dear matie planted at the corner, with their 
blossoJnB open to the sun, and a thrush making joyous the 
common air-I had rather liv there all alone in that little hut, 
with wild flowers blooming fragrant and beautiful, than hav 
ali the promises all the Spiritualists can ever giv of a" home 
above the clouds." 

A.s a matter of fact, has any Spiritualist ever investigated 
their home that they claim awaits them above ? I will giv 
tlOO to shake hands with my sister, brother, father, or any 
friend dead. I will giv any Spiritualist that amount who will 
produce the spirit of any of my friends and hav them ~alk to 
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me. A.nd if they can convince me, prove to me, that the 
cabin I hav pictured on the Conewango is nothing compared 
to the beauty and magnificence of " the hqme above," I will 
then be willing to swap homes, giv big bonus, and forever 
relinquish all claims here below, jump off the Brooklyn 
bridge at midnight, go down an unbeliever, and when the 
mournful waves wash me with the ebbing tide to the shore 
I will proclaim to the world I was mistaken, get on my 
wings, fly to the spirit land, and receive my harp and take 
music lessons of the Spiritualists. But until that time ar
rives I am perfectly willing to remain in my Conewango 
cabin. Truly, R. R. JoNES. 

The Pious Lie In· Josephus. 
Howwx, QUE., Nov. 19,1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Will you insert this for the benefit of Mr. 
H. Murray, of Salida, Cal.? 

Josephus was born in the first year of the reign of Caius 
C:mar, reckoned to be the year 37 A.D .. He is believed to 
hav commenced writing history at the age 9f thirty-eight. 
Jesus Christ is mentioned only once in his whole work. In 
.his nineteenth book of "Antiquities of the Jews," chap. in, 
v. 3, is found the article that bears all possible marks of an 
interpolation. Here it is: "Now, there was about this time 
Jesus, a wise man-if it be lawful to call him a man, for he 
was a doer of wonderful works-a teacher of such men as 
received the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him both 
many of the Jews and many of the gentiles. He was [the] 
Christ; and when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal 
men amongst us, had condemned him to the cross, those 
that loved him at the . first did not forsake him, for he 
appeared unto them alive again the third day, as the divine 
prophets had foretold these and ten ptousand other 
wonderful things concerning him ; and ·the .tribe of 
Christians, so named from him, are not extinct at this day." 

Note the language used. First : " Pilate, at the suggestion 
of the principal men amongst us "-indicathig an act of 
very recent occurrence. A.nd then: "A.ud the tribe of 
Christians, so named from him, are not extinct !'t this day" 
-showing that the writer forgot that he was personating 
an ancient historian, and instinctivly used an expression 
that could not hav been used by Josephus while writing an 
event of very recent occurrence. It is also noted that this 
chapter iii looks more sensible with this piece left out, 
Again, it is impossible to believe this piece g~nuin without 
also believing that Josephus, the learned and authentic 
Jewish historian, the celebrated warrior and governor of 
Juda, was·such an ineredible fool as to admit that Jesus was 
God and yet refuse his religion. Indeed, some zealous 
Christian writers call Josephus an Ebionite Christian, but 
there is absolutely nothing in aU ·his writin~s to warrant 
such an assumpUon. The interpolator hims-elf could not 
believe Josephus a Christian, or he would not hav made 
him say, "The tribe of Christians, so named from him, are 
not extinct to this day." Again, it is quite sure that if 
Josephus had known Christ he would hav said much more 
about him. He would hav mentioned some of his 
wonderful works.· He woultl hav mentioned the great 
earthquake, the wonderful darkness, when he., was crucified. 
Josephus shows no partiality for the tyrannical Herod. He 
givs us a very complete enumeration of his misdeeds. If 
there was any truth in the Christian claim that he put all 
male children to death under two years of age in order to 
destroy Jesus, Josephus would hav recorded that cruel act 
along with the rest. · 

In an appendix, the translator, a zealous Christian, has 
three dissertations in which he tries to prove the real 
existence of Jesus Christ, and he only succeeds in showing 
that Josephus never mentioned Jesus at all. He quotes 
Tacitus, who wrote A.D. 110; Justin Martyr, A.D. 147; 
Origen, ·A.D. 230, and another who wrote about A.D. 2.50, 
none of whom knew anything abo!Jt the contested verse in 
Josephus. Then he quotes Eueebfus, A.D. 324, who for the 
first time makes mention of the contested verse. E'idently 
he, the zealous instrument of Constantine, the perjurer and 
murderer, was the interpolator. It is quite evident that 
Josephus did not know Jesus, consequently Jesus was not 
there at the time alleged, unless he was l>nl},c.of the many 
thousands whom Pilate put to death for sedition and was, 
like the rest of them, too obscure and insignificant to be 
mentioned by name. 

Judging the origin of Christianity by the works of Jo
sephus, it would seem to hav started about 100 B.o. in a 
sedition by a Jew named Sadduc. His desellndants kept 
stirrf.Bg up the same political and religious innovations, 
called seditions, all along down to the days of Josephus, 
The same Sadduc is given in the· gospel of Matthew as 
the seventh ancestor of Jesus Christ. This would bring the 
Christian date about right, but it is not indorsed by 
Josephus. I do tlnd in Josephus that one., of Sadduc•s 
descendants was named Jesus, but he· lived too early to be 
Matthew's Jesus; besides, he was not the son of Joseph, but 
was the son of Sapphias; otherwise he might answer the 
description pretty well, as Josephus says that he was the 
leader of a seditious tumult of mariners and poor people, 
and took with him certain Galileeans to set the palace on 
tlre. Josephus also mentions "John" beheaded by Herod, 
not under the circuJn.Btances mentioned by Christians, but 
simply on aceount of a political difference. In mentioning 
John the Baptf.&t, tM Bllptist is in italic, indicating that it ia 
added by the translator; and James the Just, the brot'Mr 
of Jesus called Ohrist, is also in italic. 

In the aforesaid contested piece I see two words-" divine 
prophets "-which cannot be found again in all ,the works of 
Josephus. The expression was undoubtedlycoliied after the 
days of Josephus. 

There is no other mention of Christ or his religion than 
what I hav stated in all the works of Josephus. 

Yours truly, CHA.s. LA.PBBOHB• 
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TraveRfy 
ON "BUSYBODIES," IN THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOV. 

- • 14. 1891. 

It is a. fa.ot, a.s I'Ve been told, 
Tha.t people in the da.Ys of old 
Got rich in silver a.nd in gold
Their Mtrers fnll a.a they could bold-

By minding others• business. 

They did ttlel~"worst to wound the fa.me 
Of a.ll, no.'!lla.tter wha.t his na.me; 
They filched from a.U who went a.nd came ; . 
They plea.eed themselvs-a.ll did the same, 

As if •twas proper business. 

And if a. ma.n did wha.t wa.s right 
From da.y to d~f with a.ll hi~ might, 
He'd soou be put in sorrY phght 
By some old pug-nosed blatherskite 

Who ha.d no other business. 

And now, in onr more modem da.ys, 
There ls.eome change in people's wa.ys; 
Thon~rh men a. hne a.nd cry ma.Y ra.ise 
•Bout fO~Pler limes, a.nd pa.ra.phra.se 

•Bout "mipding onr own business." 

We ha.v a. ~gilt to come a.nd go 
And •find out 'liha.t onr neighbors do, 
And buy fine thin II'S to ma.ke a. show; 
And; Jeh~like, nin to a.nd fro 

To mi!H\.QDr neill'hbors1 business. 

So, if we ta.ke the pa.ins to see, 
•Twill n()t.ll~ l.ong ere .we'll a.gree 
Tha.t, thi>Uirh there WICkedness ma.y be 
'Mong a.ii the hnma.ns, he a.nd she, 

B >me tend to their own business. 

But let ns no more notice ta.ke 
Of evil ~~~nes, for goodness's sake ; 
Nor fret onrselvs a. fuss to ma.ke. 
Let•s PD'.l! rigpt on, keep wide a.wa.ke, 

And mind ea.oh other's business. 

Now, let this controversY close, 
And mini\ onr own a.nd others' woes. 
Though ~here be friends a.nd there be foes 
Who trea.d upon each other's toes, 
Though every ma.n maY stick his nose 
In othefi' business, a.nd disclose 
A selfish Jiatnre, a.nd oppose 
Mn·:h of the good a.s this world goes, 
And-well, rea.llY, I suppose 

We'll ha.v to tend to business. 
B. F. R1BBINS. 

A. Chapter trom Life. 
Although l am an old man, upward of 

eighty, I Hl'te,·: when THE TRuTH Bnxu 
comes and I take a glance at its solid con
tents, to run down into the Corner and romp 

When we got to a nice level piece ot road, he 
said to the horse: "Now, Duncan, show .Mr. 
B. how you can trot. O:lf you go!" And 
o:lf he did go. Bei~;~g a farmer nearly all mY, 
lite, I hav raised many.horses, but they were 
not fast, and when Duncan started he 
ne!lrly frightened me out of my wits, for, as 
the profane would say, he went as if the 
devil was after him. Mr. Heaton, seeing I 
was scared, said : " There, Duncan, that 
will do," and the :b.orse quieted down to a 
commr'Jn galt. 

In process ot time Mr. Heaton sold this 
horse and got another; and several years 
elapsed, when a curious incident occurred 
which is worth relating. Mr. Heaton was 
on a visit to Philadelphia, and on walking up 
Chestnut street one day in company with a 
friend, with whom hQ was conversing in his 
usual loud arid emphatic way, he heard. the 
whinny ot a horse, hitch~d to a doctor's 
buggy on the other side of the street, and in 
a moment more, to the surprise ot the 
spectators, the horse and buggy, without a 
driver, came over to where Mr. Heaton was. 
It wasDmican I He had heard Mr. Heaton's 
voice, and recognized it as that of an old 
friend, and came over to renew the acquaint
ance. Mr. Heaton recognized him also, and 
was patting him on the neck and talking to 
him, when the doctor coming down from his 
patient, and finding his horse and buggy on 
the other side ·Of the ·street from where he 
had lett him, went over to the crowd to see 
what had happened. Then Mr. Heaton ex
plained the phenomenon by saying that he 
lived in Ohio, tour hundred miles from 
Philadelphia, and once owned the horse, and 
that, having been mutual friends, they had 
accidentally met after years of eeparation to 
renew, tor a few moments, their old friend
ship. 

I hav frequently been asked by visitors 
why I ao not sell my farm and go with my 
family to a city, where I can hav plenty of 
company, hear good music, and see persons 
and things which I cannot see in the country. 
But I tell them that a city to us would be 
what an unbroken forest would be to them
a penitentiary. It is I who, as a farmer, llv 
in a large world filled with the most beautiful 
and wonderful things to see and study. The 
bock of Nature has a thousand pages, and 
every one is full of interest and instruction, 
so that a farmer's family, it they be 
intelligent, and hav the divine hunger tor 
knowledge, are never troubled with what 
the French call ennui, which means 
weatiness and disgust with having nothing 
to do. Some years ago we had a visit from a 
city lady, who had been a schoolmate of 
Mrs. B., and who tad seldom or never seen 
either a sunrise or sunset. It was in the 
month of May, and the time for hatching 
chickens. One ot the children had brought 
from the barn a tully matured chick, which, 
not being able to break the shell, had died. 
The child oprmed the shell and put the chick 
into the lady's hand tor· examination. She 
was in raptures over its beautiful feet, and 
observed with astonishment that its head was 
beneath its wing. Then she finished her 
silent musing by .expressing her wonder
just as a well-educated city ignoramus would 
-how in the world the chick got inside the 
shell! 

On another occasion, standing among a 
flock ot turkeys and chickens, the lady was 
struck with their keen eyes, and was sur
prised when she was told that neither a 
turkey nor a chicken ever winked with its 
eyelids from the moment in the early 
morning when it removed its head from 
behind its wing till it went to roost at night. 
Then one ot the girls took up a hen and 
showed how in the corner of its eye there was 
a nictitating membrane, with which, like a 
weaver's shuttle, but with the quickness ot 
the lightning's flash, the hen could keep her 
eye moist and free from dust. 

(OONOLUDED N!IXT WEEK) 

· a while with Susan Wixon and her bright 
family ot boys and girl~. I am always glad 
to see anything in her school which tends to 
bring her scholars into closer communion 
with our Mother Nature as she shows herself 
in the plant and animal worlds. I say 
oommuniO'!Ii beCJ'USe we human beings who 
ptand at 'he head of the list, hav all our 
things !.a common with the plants and 
animals, 10 that I mean no indignity to the 
human race when I say' that man is no more 
than an animal who, because he is highly 
improved in .his intellect, looks down upon, 
and exercises control onr, all the rest ot his 
fellow-beings. I think the flowers, and the 
trees, and indeed the whole family ot plants, 
hav more or l&s mind according to their 
needs ; for their bodies are as well organized 
as ours and they do everything we do except 
one. They are anchored fast in the ground. 
They cannot leave their homes and travel on 
horseback or in· the railroad cars, as we can. 
But they send their children abroad as 
representativs, many of them on the wings of 
the wind, and in divers other strange ways. 
The world or animals, as we still call them, 
we know more about, since we can look into 
their eyes, and, having vocal organs, we can 
hear thedlJalltlafter their manner, and hold 
conversaUona with· them. Jacob Heaton, a 
lire-long friend ot mine, who lived and died Legend Continued. 
at Salem, 0., always became very much DEAR YoUNG FBIBNDS: Seth, Jane, and the 
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son, while disgusting scraps were sent to the Correspondence. 
rooms ot the helpless, su:lfering persons. E01oN VALiBY, PA., Nov. 20, 1891. 

Nothing could exceed the elegance of that MY DBAR Miss Wu:oN: l send you a com-
dining-room; but even the most holy and munlcatlon tor.the Corner. It it be too long,. 
hardened trembled when they saw the out- cut it in two. pieces. What a field ot labor· 
line ot a skeleton seated in a shaded place you hay f The Se!!d you are sowing is taking 

root, but it will not spring forth and bear 
with costly china, silver, and .crystal before fruit until you pass away. What th'lugh ?' 
him. Mr. Brown came in, boasting loudly You can be happy in the foresight of the, 
of benevolence, who had erected a cheap, result. You will prevent many from the 
showy building, into which the poor were necessity of unlearning in later years the 

false teachings ot childhood. 
driven like cattle, and kept. in a hungry, Hoping this will find you well and happy, 
wretched condition. The throng of visitors and with my sincere admiration tor the work 
was. so great the most industrious persons you are doing, I remain your well-wisher and 
were unable to earn their living •. All they humble co-laborer, A. B. BRADFORD. 
thought of was to get away from such a [Wethank our friend tor his kind apprc
useless, savage place. Sweet manners and elation. .Such words are always an inspira
pollteness would hav made it splendid tor tion and help.-ED. C. C.] 
business ot an kinds. 

But to return to our pious dinin~t-room
the sobblug and weepin~ of su:lfering people 
outside was distinctly heard by all, but no 
attention was paid to it, except that the re
mark was made that street beggars ought '.to 
be arrested and put in jail. Two mi.llionaires 
were contending about points of faith and 
religious ceremonies, men ot vast wealth 
were abusing the poor, when the raven flew 
into the room, gilded and richly decorated, 
and landed in the center. ot the table. 

Glancing round upon the splendid com-. 
pany, glittering with jewels, with fire in his 
eye, he seemed suddenly endowed with the 
power of speech, addressing them with 
weird and tearful emphasis.. Every word was 
a hoarse and terrible sound. 

"Shame on you I You are feasting, trying 
to excite your jaded appetites, while the 
poor who cannot recompense are not invited 
to the banquet. But your houses will soon 
be made desolate, and fearful calamities shall 
dog your footsteps. The curse of Cain will 
be light in comparison to what fs in store tor 
you. Even now," shrieked the infuriated 
bird-but the ghastly, frightened company, 
thinking that the raven was an evil spirit, 
rose from their seats and tried to scramble 
from the room. Many dropped down dead 
from some awful and mysterious cause, 
while others O.lled the doorway with corpses. 
Despair and horror seemed holding a jubilee. 
One man, worth ten millions, took his seat in 
a richly embroidered chair, cursing the needy 
in a vehement manner. He fell torwaril, 
dead, upon the costly carpet, like a slaugh. 
tered beet (a tact). He also forgot himself, 
and with his last breath cursed Christ and 
the Holy Ghost. A spirit seemed to enter 
the house, and with the help of kind servants 
piled baskets with provisions and other 
articles. Some of them glided swiftly to 
Seth and Jane. One was placed in the 
raven's bill, which he bore through the air, 
though it was very heavy. 

Faint and hollow-eyed, he placed it before 
the children, who, forgetting themselvs, 
spent the evening caressing and feeding him 
the little that he would allow. Beth held him 
in his arms, entreating him to rest. Then 
Jane took him gently, and he slept awhile. 
Said she, "I wish-even if it had kUled me.'' 
Said Seth :. "I must go and find what to do 
with these things. They do not belong to 
us." "Certainly," said Jane; "dear Ravy 
thought he was doing right ; he meant no 
harm." "I wish," muttered Jane again, "I 
had carried that basket, even it it had killed 
me." Ravy opened his eyes and looked 
happy and well. - ALHAZA.. 

The Sacred Bo-Tree. 
When I read or hear something interesting 

or instructiv I like to share the pleasure, so 
now will tell you about the bo-tree ot 
Ceylon, which is said to be one hundred 
years older than the great China wall. 

It is old and tee'Ble and gnarled, but thou
sands ot pilgrims still flock to worship it, 
and each one is eager to l!lecure a leaf from 
its venerable branches. 

These leaves only possess full virtue when 
they tall of themselvs, ripe and mature, from 
the tree, so there is always an eager watch 
and scramble for them. 

The bo. tree is said to be the oldest histor
ical tree in the world, and therefore has an 
interest for us all. 

' cJ 
HELP TBE UNFORTUNATE. 

LA.wRRNo.a:, KAN., Nov. 26, 1891. 
DEAR Miss WIXON : It is a long time since 

Ilast addressed you, but I noticed a letter 
from Mr. Cook in the Lttoifer last Sunday 
while reading that paper. The extreme 
poverty he livs in urged me on to writing to 
you, in hopes some boys and girls could be 
persuaded to giv him a Christmas present to 
help him out. 

I am now teachl11g school, and thus making 
some money tor myself, so will send him 
$2 50 from mother and I to help him to liv. 
He has done so much tor Freethought and 
humanity, it seems strange that he is lett 
alone and neglected, while there are so many 
well-to-do Freethinkers, who should assist 
him to pass his last days in comfort and 
plenty. I will send more in the future, as 
will my mother and sister. 

When I last wrote to· you I was a school
girl, but now I am teaching, although I feel 
as though I am only a school-girl yet, as I 
am only seventeen years old. Many of my 
pupils are larger than I am, one older and 
several about the same age. It seems im
proper tor me to direct those older and larger 
than myself. This letter, I tear, is too long, 
so I will close and hope a pl.easant and happy 
Christmas and New Year tor you. 

Ever your friend, A.NNBTTA C. PALM. 
[The charitably disposed may send con

tributions· to our fellow-traveler who is in 
need, directing to Prot. J. H. Cook,Columbus, 
.Kan. He will receive them with a grateful 
heart.-ED. C. C.] 
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attached to his horses and they to him, raven continued to work very hard tor rich 
because ·he was very kind and considerate to Christians without collecting any funds. 
them. He would hold long conversations Puor, hungry Seth was lying under a tree. 
with them, especially about oats, and grass, "Dear Ravy," said he to tke raven, "could 
and sometimes about the taste ot sugar, con-· you not frighten them a little?" " I will 
cerning which most horses hav decided try," thought the good bird, his eye growing 
opinions, When in harness, Mr. Heaton, as bright. 
every driver ought, controled his horse more He flew to a palace, almost where the 
by his 'IIOiqe than by the rein or whip; tor dinner was ready. Mr. Smith was there, 
although .~t.loud, it was very emphatic. He who took the sacrament three times a month. 
had a hoHe named Duncan, who could go He was keeper of an asylum, with a large 
as fast, or as slowly, as his OW!'er pleased. salary, but no vacant seat at his table for the 
On the occasion ot one of my frequent visits, poor; tb.e rich were present there every day, 
he took me out for a ride in his buggy. ! to share with him all the luxuries of the sea-

Its worshipers carry o:lferlngs of cocoanut 
oil, palm blossoms, champac flowers, and 
the bloom ot the temple-tree, and the ground 
is. saturated around its roots with the oil 
ot its anointment. One might marvel at 
worshiping a _tree, but why not as well 
worship a grand and noble specimen of nat
ure's growth, as ~he old myth of a Bible 
God whom no one has ever seen, and ot whose 
existence there is no shadow or proof. 

The tree is there and all can see and love it, 
AUNT Ewl.W4, 

G. W. Foote in the ll'reethCnJcer recommend& It 
a.s a.n excellent text· book. He B&}"S : '"l'he 
manner is good a.nd the style is b~?~rht. The 
reader is carried a.long on a.n easy ftomng stream 
of scien~ historY, ethics, a.nd common senae." 

Oha.s. w a.tts in Secular Thought pronounces It to 
be the best work the a.nthor ba.s wri ten. 

And THE TRUTH BEEKER B&YB : "This is a.n ex
cellent book which we ca.n recommend to our 
readers as olea.r in la.ngna.ge, trustworthy in 
statement, and irrefutable in reasoning." 

Order art 
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'l'he onlv Complete and Authorised Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 

THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 Lafa.:veUe Plaoe, New York. 

Preface b::v R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her'Da.ll:v Bread 11 the story or two young 

girls and a.~ :younger bro,her who were lett parent
leas,_ with HUle mone:v, fair educa.tto:a, and much 
oourage, to make their wa.:v through the world by 
l@ing to Ohioaro~ The a.utlloris &lso 'he heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the main, a. history of a. work· 
lng girl's fife and ex.perien~ m the oit:v of Ohioa.go 
IUDOnJ bluft bUBiBeBB men, kind-hearted folks, 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is Just anoh a. story 
of human fife a.s we should expeot Oolonel Inger. 
soll to be interested in ; and whatever he admires 
and• a.ppreoia.,es iB sure 'o be worth 'he a.tten,ioD 
of the res' of 'he world. Prioe 115 cents. 

Address THE 'l'BUTH BEEKER. RELIGION OF MAN 
Charles . Watts's Works. ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 

Of 'he penersion of Bte.llhen Girard•smagnifloen' 
beQ!O.Bs' ~ Philadelphia. b:v 'he Ohris,ia.n 

ohurohes and Young l!len'l 
Ohristia.u A.asooia.-

Uon. 
BY B10B. & WliBTBBOOJt. D.D .• LL.p. 

l'r!ce U. Address THB TBUTH S:u:a:u. 

New Etlltlon, Bensel Wld EDI&r&'ed. 

MEN, WO.MEN & GODS. 
• ..,. HELEN H. ~ARDIENER, 

Introduotion b:v 
BOBEBT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priae, Oloth, 1.00; Paper, 50 ~ents. 
Tl&tl Trad6 [Ju,pplied at tJptlcial IJiBwunta. 

Address THE TBUTH BEEKER, 
!18 La.fa.:vette Plaoe. New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale at this oftiop. Prioe, 50 oents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Ana.l:vzed," "The Bible Ana.o 
i:vzed," "The Bea.l Blasphemers," "Bpir· 

itua.lism Sustained," ete., eto. 
The TeachlnG"I of' Secolarlslil Com· . 

pared with Orthodox Christian BY The latest and best work of an ana.lytio thinke~, 
DlJDSON TlJTTLE. who is gifted with those rare powers that rendar ItT. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It · Founded on 
Rea1on1 and Is It Sofftclent to 
Meet tne Needs of Mankind t 
Debate between the Editor of 'he Halifax 
»ventng JratZ and Oha.rles Watts. With Prefa
tory Letters b:v George J a.oob. Holyoa.ke and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, . and a.n Introduotion by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 oenb. 

A. Historical and Oritioal Review of the BeHgion the subtle&' conoeptions the easy property of the 
of Man. ordinary mind. The book oonta.ins ma.n:v idea.a 

OoNTBNTB : What is Religion' Fetiohism. Phal· that will be new to the world and produotiv of 
Ho Worship.· Man•s Moral Progress Dependent· good in furnishin~ food for thought. We trust U 
on His Intellectual Growth. 'l'he Great Theolog. will ha.v tho immeBse distribution it so riohl,)r 
ioal Problem. Ma.n•s· Fa.ll; and the Ohristia.n merits.-{The A.merioan Idea.. 
Boheme . for his Redemption. Man's Position, · Oloth •• 
Fate. Free Will, Free Alleno:v, NeoeBBit:v. Be· 'll!mo, '"· 

.&. ReplJ' to ·Father Lambert's 
''· Tactic• of' In:D.dels." 20 cents. 
Poiltfree. · 

ChrlstlanltJ': Its Orlpn, Nature.! 
and Inlloence. 82 pages. Price, 10 
oen,s. 

The Horror• of' the French Revo· 
. lotion: Their Cau•es. 24 pages. 

sponaibilit:v of the Individual. Genesis and Evo
luUon of Spirit. The Law. of Moral Government. 
The· Apostles. Belftih Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rterof Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of ihe Individuli.l. Duties and Obligations of 
Booiet:v. Bights of Governinen, •. Duties of Bo· 
oiet:v to Oriminala. Duty of Belf·Oulture. Mar· 
ria.ge. Oloth; prioe, S1.50 • 

Prioe, 10'oents. LOOKIN' G B ac"IT"IIT & DD 
Secularism: Destroctlv and Con· . . 4. .IL II A..D 

stroctlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, ~T Edward. Hellam,-, 
w~~ h 

Bible Morant,-. 1ts Teachings Shown Author of "Dr • .neidenhoff's Process," etc. 
'o be Oontra.diotory and Defeotiv ae a.n Ethioa.l It is a. thought-breeding book, and all whe are 
Guide. lK p~~oges. Prioe, 10 oe:Dts, · freeto reoeive new Ught Will :ftnd in it sa.tisfa.otion 

A. .... ostlclsm and Christian Theism·. a.ndiD.BPira.tion.-,[New York Tribune • .. ~ . The appeal is always made 'o a. man's re~~o~on. 
W.blch Is the More Reasonable f and 'o his .noblest sentimen'B: never 'o his sel· 
114 pages. Prioe, 10 oents. flBhness,,...[BOston Post. . . 

Evolution and Special Creation. A. BUI{gestion of a. reall:v pra.o,ioa.ble and fea.si· 
10 oents. · ble so01il s'a.te grea.t/.f in a.dvanoe of the presen,. 

The romantic na.rr&,lV is rioh in Us foreoa.s' of 
Saints and Slnners-'Whlch f 24 a.omal possibilities • .,.,.[BOston Traveler. 

pages in oover. Prioe, 10 oents. 1Bmo1 olo,h, S1.00; paper, IillO. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
A OoLLBOTIOI!I OJ' 

Orir:inal and Selected Hymns 
( WordB and M'UBio) 

For Liberal and. Etlllcal Soctet1e1. 
For Schools and the Home, 

OOMPILBD BY 

L. K. WASHBlJRN. 
PBIOB, $1.50. 
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TheM noticu artl for thtl lJen.eflt of LibM-t~la 
who may btl fliBitin.g thtl plactls wliws tlla6 BODU
tiu ar6 locat«Z. LotJal BeeuZ0/1' Uniom and 
Frutlwugkt Bocietiu fiUIJting r6[JUlarlg ean 
liae thdr go,tkeringB ai!A!ertised liw6 fru b1J for. 
tDOII'ding thtl n6C6B80II'1J informu.tion. 

The Manhattan Liberal Clob,N.Y. 
Meets every Friday evenin.if, a.' 8 o'olook a.' Ger. 
man Masonio Temple, 11110 Eas' 15th streel. Le.ot. 
uresand disoussions. The publio oordia.ll:vinvited, 

The Newark Liberal LeaG"oe 
Meeia every Bunda.:v afternoon a.' 3 o'olook a.' 
Libm-al Lea~rne Hall, 1'1'7 Ha.lse:v st'!J. oor. Market 
st ... J!!:ewa.rk, N.J •. Leotures and QlBoussioris on 
relimoua and BOOlal questions. Beata free and 
everybody weloome. 

American Secular lJnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 ~rket s'reet. A.asemblea every Bunda.:v 
evemng a.' 7:80. Leoture&, deba.les, a.Bd disoua
'iona on all ~porta.nt aeoula.r aubjeots. Pres
Ident, HBNBY BmD; Beoreta.ry, OoB.\ BliLLII 
FLAGG •. · 

BrooklJD Philosophical A.s1ocla• 
tlon 

Meets a.t Fra.temi':v rooma1.Beu:,J11rd avenue and 
South Bd &tree,, Brooldyn, J!l. D., a.' 8 P.liL, every 
Sunday, Leo,ures followed by diaoua&ion. Plat
form free. Oha.rles Monhollind, aeoreta.ry, 241 
Broadway, Broold:vn, E. D. 

Phlladelphta·Llberal Leque ~~h· 
meets every Bunda:v ln Induahia.l Hall, Broa.da11 d 
Wood Bts •• a.' II :10 and 7 :10 P.H. for leo, urea and . 
free disoussions on religious and sooia.l questions. 
Able spe&kersinteres' 'he audienoe. N.B.-'l'ru'h 
Seekerpublioa.tionaalwa.:vaon hand a.' ohea.p rates. 

The· Secular Soclet,- of' Kent, o., 
Meets aemi-monthly1 flrs' and third 8UBda.J'B1 a.' 2 
P.H., a.' 'he town na.ll. All frienda of human 
oul,lva.tioB are invited. MAlmJB Hl!IGJITON1 Beo. 

Ellzor WrliJht Secular lJnlon 
Of A.llia.noe, 0., meets 'he flrs' and fourth Bun· 
da.:va of ea.on month a.' ,Independen' Ohuroh, a.' 
10:80 A.M. Free disouasi11n on ill Liberal subjeo,s. 
Bubaoriptions to ·TK• TBUTll BBBII:EB and Int~UCC· 
gator are aolioi,ed. B. G. BIIIITJI, Oor. Stil: • 

Chicago Secular lJnlon 
Meet1 ever:v Bunda.:v eveninll at 7:10 P.H., at 
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 Wei' Madison •'ree,. 
and a.t 116 Fifth avenue. Leoturea and deba.,81. 
Strangers from abroad are weloome. 

Milwaukee, Wl1., Liberal Club 
Holda meeti_~B every Bunda.:v evening a.' Ill& 
Grand ave., U!'ra.,emi':v Hall). Leo,ure followecJ 
b:v debates. The publio oordfall:v invi,ed. 

San Franelsco, Cal., FreetboOG"hl 
SocletJ' 

Meets every Bunda.:v evening a.' Union Square 
Hall, ~1 Pos' street, a.t 8 o•olook. A. oordfa.l in'ri
'a.tion 11 extended to all. Seats free. 

Port· A.ngele1 Secular lJnlon 
Mee's every Bunda.:v a.t 7:80 P.H. in Ma.odon• 
aid's ' Hall in Port A.ngelea, W aeh. Leot
ures, song_!!, a.lid seleot reading_. Disouaaion in· 
vited on all subleo,a. Liberal lltera,ure distrib· 
uted free. hANK HoBSB, Oor. Beo. 

The Superstition of the Christian Address THE 'l'BUTll BEJ!!KEB 00. 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
'ioe. 26 pages! Prioe, 10 oents. FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 

Of Roxbury~ Mass.~ Says: The West End Progres1tve Ltb~ 
eral lJnlon 

The Glor,- of' lJnbelief. 22 pages in A. tale of Pales'ine, founded on the destruotion of 
oover. Prioe,10 oen,s. · the Moabites b:v the Jews. 

·Nature and the Supernatural; or, 
Belief' and KnowledG'e. 24 pages. Prioe. 

B:v A.. o. l'rlmDLETON. 
10~nb. 

Pri~, 10 oen,s. 
TheA.merlcanSecolar lJnlon; Its DOWN THEY GOT 

Necesstt,- and the .Justice of' Its .. · t 
Nlile Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pages in oover, 
Prioe, 10 oenb. · 

Theoloatcal Presumption : An Open 
Le,tsr to 'he Bev. Dr. B. J!. Burns, of Halifax, 
N. B. In this le,ter 'he following subjeots are 
deal' with: . 1. Wid Do the Olerg.v A. void 
Debate f 11. 'nle Position of A.gnostioism 
Toward OhrisUa.nit:r,. 3. Freethought and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Differenoe between 
Fa.ots and Opinions. 5. Ohris' and Heroism. 
6. Ohristia.nit:v and Bla.ver:v, 16 pages. Prioe, 
5 oents. 

A.ddreu THfs ~:!i!MR~!~/t~~\:. 

lJNIT ARIANISM. 
Statements sent free on a.ppHoa.tion to Wor· 

oes,er P. 0. Miaaion, Woroester, Mass. BOoks 
loaned. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Oontllct between Beason ant! Superstition. 
BY T. 0. WIDDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., :fa, 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty . 
1n Literature . 

B,- ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

.Addresa at the Testimonial to Walt 
W'hicman. 

Price, B5 cents; c~QtA, ~ ceDta. Pub
ltlhed at this omoo. 

Best make A.merioa.n Btemwind Wa.tohes, 15 
Jewels. adjusted, pat. reeula.tor, in silverine oase. 
onlY Sll; 1n B ounoe ooin silver, S16; 4 ounoe, $17 
(a. few :vea.rs ago $60), In best 14 kt. filled gold 
oases, oPen fa.oe, $~0; hunting, $28 to $$ ; H kt. 
solid gold. $40 to $100; same, not adjusted, SfJ leBB ; 
11 ;iwls. suo, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade 
wa.tobes, S5. S4. and $2 50). 

THE PEBFJ!lOTJ!lD "OTTO WETl'BTl!liN" 
WA.'I'OH, muoh flner th~n "bove, full a.djuated io 
heat, oold, and position, 16 jwls, and all modem 
improvements, Jrlokel movem .. nt, oa.sed a.s above, 
$8 more, gilt moV't. $8 mora. No one else in the 
world sends out so Rood a. wa.toh at the J!tioe 

LADIRB• GOLD HUNTING A.MEBIOAN 
WA.TOHEB, latest styles. best ftlled, 7 jwls. $17; 
11 jwls. S1UO; 15 JwlB. S25; 14 kt. solid gold, S10 
to $100 more.· All sent prepaid, kept inorder one 
:vea.r, and oash refunded if not aa.tisfa.otory, 

DIAMONDS : in riugs, nina. drops, s'udso eto., 
S10; S15; $25; $50; S100 to $1,000 per set. Oa.sh re· 
funded, if not 110 per oent below regular prioe, 
anY time within one vea.r. 

WEDDING BINGB : Plain, oha.sed, with pearls, 
emeralds, rabies, moonstones, opals, ga.mets, 
tur_quoise, solitaires or oombina.t'ons\ a. speoialty, 

SUNDRIES : Ro_gers Bros'. triple pmted knives, 
S1. 7111 forks, tl. 75; Tea. apoons, $1.80; Ta.blel, $8.49; 
Best speots. in the world, $1 ; Pebbles, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $5 more (send line of finest print :von oa.n 
read without glasses 14 inohes from e:ves) ; Gold 
headed oa.nes, $8 ; $10; $15; $20. Best razor-a. 
luxury-52; Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per ounoe. 
Bouveneir spoons, silver, 11.25 to Sll; Tea. sets, 
$20 to $40 ; everything in the line of fa.no:v table 
silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gold pens, 
eto. All sent preoa.id (exoept ou_tlery) subjeot to 
exohange or oa.ah baok. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. Boohelle, Ill. 
Bend for l!rioe-Jists, beautiful oards in oolors 

and gold of my Freethought badges (large and 
small)• tra.ots, eto. Free. 

Btrang_e oases cured b:v m:v MBDIOAL DIB· 
OOVERY oome to me every da.:v. Here is one of 
Para.lpis-Blindnns-and the Grip. Now how 
does m:v MEOIOAL DIBOOVERY oure all these t 
I don't know, unless it takes hold of the Hidden 
Poison 'hat makes all Humor. 

VmamiA. 0ITY, NEVADAo8eJ>t, 9th, 1891, 
Donauz Kenneav-Dear Str: I will state m:v case 

to :von : About nine years a.~ro I was para.l:vzell in 
my left side, and the best dootors _gave me no 
relief fnr two :vea.rs, and I wa.o advised to try your 
DIBOOVEBY, whioh did its dut:v, and in a. few 
months I was restored to hell.lth. A.bou' four :vea.rs 
ago I beo!'me blind in m:v left eye by a. RPOtted 
oata.ra.ot. Las' Ma.roh I was taken with La Grippe, 
and was oonfined to m:v bed for three months. A.t 
the end of tha.ttime. a.s in the start, then it strnok 
me t.lia.t :vour DISOOVEBY was the thing for me ; 
so I got a. bottle, and before it was ha.lf_gone I 
wa.s able to go to m:v work in 'he mines. Now in 
regard tom:v eyes, a.s I lost mv left eye, &Bd about 
six months ago m:v right e:ve beoa.me a.ft'eoted with 
bla.ok spots over the si~eht as did the left eye 
-perhaps some twenty of them-but sinoe I have 
been uain~r your DIBOOVEBY they all left m:v 
right e:ve but one; and, thank God, the briaht 
light ofbea.ven is onoe more making its appea.ra.noe 
in m:v left en. I a.m wonderfully astonished a.' it. 
and thank God a.nd:vour MEDIOA.L DISOOVEBY. 

Yours truly, HANK WmTII. . 

plication-a 
home cure, with fulldi
-tections for use. Its a 
certainty, no failure. 
State where you saw 

____ ..;;,. _____ ,this advertisement. 

Of Los Angeles, Oal., meets semi-monthly flrat 
and 'hird Sundays, a.' 8 o•olook, P.H..,_a., Pa.rr'l 
Hall. Everybody. invited. JIIBS, B. m., BDBA, 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAJI[S, Beo. Beo. 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets every Bunda.:v a.' II P.H. in Grand ·~ 
hall, Main s'ree,, Walla. Walla Washington, 
Boienoe Leotures.-Free Disousidons.-Original 
and Beleoted Beadings and Poems. A.la.r.re val· 
uable Hbrllol'Y is a.' the servioe of members and 
friends. 0, B. BBDOLDB, Pres.; A.;W, 0ALDD1 Beo, 

The Roeder Secular lJnlon 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every flrs' and 'hird 
Bunda.:v in the month, a.t the Boeder sohool-houae, 
Leotures, disouasions, reading, and poems. The 
Krea.tes' freedom a.ooorded to all. Our mo,to, 

Universal Meqtal Libert:v." D. E. BIOB, Pres.; 
J, W, BELL, V1oe-Pres.; 0JJABLEB BHBA1 Beo, 

Fort Worth, Tex •• Liberal CJlob, 
Meets every Bunda.:v a.t Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Main street, a.' 10 o'olook, A.H. Visi,inJr Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. OoL. A.. BABBillo Pres. 

lsAAO B. LBB, Beo, 

Liberal Association of' A.o1t1n, 
Tex., 

meeta every Sunday a.' 11 A.H .• a.t its hall, oor. 
Oong avenue and 9~h at. Visiting Libera.ll 
invited. J, P. Bioha.rdson, Presiden'; M. Ma.a.a, 
Beo~eta.ry. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

A. pa.tiAnt writing from Da.,enport, Wasb., Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
sa.:vs: "Your r•med:v is marvellous, and will York. 
a.ooomplish what Is said it will do. The value 
of whioh Is untol<J." 

• 

WUh Jl'tne BteeL Bn(Jratl1.ng of l/6ni1J,or Ooni:Zfng. 

BOund In blaok olo,h, lilver lfde 1tamp, 
Prioe, 75 oenta. 

A.ddreSI THE TBUTH BEEXEB 00 • 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LllDWIG FBUERBAOJJ. 

Translated from the German by Geo. Eliot. 
PriOOt$3. . 



soo THE TRUTH SE::E:tK~R. 

· ON the attempt of the Italian government 
to suppress the religious marriage ceremony 
L'Os881"Dat0'1'6 Romano says: "Such out
rageous cynicism would disgust the most 
uncultivated, the most savage people on earth, 
for the marriage form of all Is accompanied 
with some degree of religious ceremony." 

DoM PBDRO is dead. 

C.A.THOLIOS deny that 
they forced children into 
convents in China. 

BELGIUM forbade pub. 
lie exhibitions of hypno· 
tlsm and its practice ln 
any way but by doctors. 

IN the trial over the 
pilgrim riots at Rome 
there are over 50 detend. 
ante, 65 accusations, and 
350 witBesses. 

§THE Bayonne, N.J., 
school board, composed 
of six Catholics and nine 
Protestants, is quarreling 
over prayer and Bible
reading. . 

THE earthquake· in 
J a p a n October 28th 
killed fifteen thousand. 
ManJ heathen and Chris
tian churches crushed 
their inmates. 

Y!ll-1. t. I""''.· . · 

WOlnD'S 
A.ND 

tU.QES, THINKERS, GODS AND. RELIGIONS 
REFORMERS. ANCIENT AND 

0
IODEBN TIMES 

Bfo~rra.phiel of 100 of the Lea.din1r Phllosopherl, · 1 ~h G 1 
~~~aohen1 ·Bkeptio~ Innova.~:inl!'onnderl of Vol, I. Givs a. Pull A.ooonnt of a.l • e · ods, n• 

New Bonools of 'J:hought, ent Belen- olnding .Jehovah, Ba.ta.n, the BolJ' Ghost, 
tists, eta. (who were not Ohristia.ns), iJesu Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible. 

from the time of Menu to the pres- 8vo, 885Pll· . Vol. IT. Desoribes l!'nllyil.ll 
~ 1 ~h the Beli~rious Systems of the World. eno. 8vo, 1o075pp,, 0 Oo • Sl; svo,957PP. Oloth,$8pervol.;the 

leather, St; mor., g. e., $4,50. 11 vols., $5; leather, S7; mo• 
BY D. M. BENNET'!'. roooo, gilt edges, S8. 

i'BE i'BUi'B SEEKER 00., BY D. M. BENNET'!'. 
118 La.fa.y.eUe Place, J!l'. Y. i'HE i'BUi'B BEEXEB 00. 

No man in, the wprld.Js learned enough, 
nor has he time enough; even if he could ltv 
a thousand years, to find :what books be
longed to and constituted the Old Tes•ament. ' 
He could not ascertain the authors of the 
books, nor when they were written, nor what 
the}' mean. Until a man has sufficient time 
to do all this, no one can tell whether he 

bell eves the. Bible or not. 

JOB:-·" The takentacles of robbers prospe1"J--; 
zndth~ that-provoke dod w·e secure; into 
whose hand dod l.Jri ahundanl-'.!1 .'" 

It is sufficient, however, 
to say that the Old Tu
tament is filled with 
contradictions as to the 
number of men slain in 
battle, as to the number · :rob. XI/. 6. ) .. --< 

-~~-- _--:._-:=-~--~ ··~--- ---::.-:....=.._. 

-- __ -- .·---.::::;:::::;: 
------

~~-

of years certain kings 
reigned, as to the num
ber of a woman's chil
dren, as to dates of 
events, and as to loca. 
tiona of towns and cities. 
Besides all this, many of 
its laws are contraillc
tory, often commanding 
and prohibiting the same 
thing.-Ingersoll. 

A MAN in Vienna with 
religious mania drove 
seven three-Inch nalls In 
his skull. His being 
still alive is attracting 
medical notice. His 
suffering Is awful. f{""ff I -=====----

IT is doiD.g quite 
enough to compare the 
different objects which 
the Bible presents to us 
to perceive their inutil
ity, absurdities, and'con
tradictions. We there 
see, continually, a wise 
God conducting himself 
like a madman. He de. 
feats his own projects 
that he may afterward 
repair them; repents of 
what he has done; acta 
as if he had foreseen 
nothing, and is forced to 
permit p r o c e e d in g s 
which .his omnipotence 
could not prevent. In 
the writings revealed by 
Urls God, he appears. 
occupied only in black
ening his own character, 
degrading himself, vtli· 
fying himself, even in 
the eyes of men whom 
he would excite to wor-

A REV 0 L U TIOl( .A.RY 
army Is on the march In 
Chiu. Christian mis· 
sionarles are fleeing trom 
its path. Foreigners 
and nativ Christians are 
everywhere in danger. 

WILLIAM II. on admin· BILDAD AND JOB DEBATE ABOUT GOD. 
i s t e r i n g the oath to 
recruits of the guard 
Eaid : "Recruits, you ===========================================r===============================7=======7== ship him and pay him · , h o m a g e ; overturning 
hav, before priest and altar, sworn fealty to 
me. That meant that you hav given your
selva to me, body and soul. In. the present 
Socialist agitation I may order you, which 
God forbid, to shoot down your relativs
your brothers, even your parents-and you 
must obey without a murmur." 

Russ:u.Ns are dying of starvatio!l whole
sale. Epidemics due to famin are making 
ravages. Shopkeepers and landowners hav 
barricaded their houses. Foreign aid is 
declined by the. bureaucrats. Prince Krapot
kln says that " the Russian nation Is now 
passing through a·period of calamity which 
has had no precedent in history, not even in 
medieval times." 

A MANDARm in China s~ys in reply to re. 
proaches as to the persecutions of Christians 
there : " Why should Russia do the same 
thing? That empire, which enjoys the Chris
tianity which you are trying to toist upon u~, 
is cioing just as bad as we are, if not worse. 
Its government is expelling foreigners whole. 
sale, partly because they are foreigners, 
partly because they profess a different relig. 
!on from the czar. It is massacreing, robbing, 
and exiling the Jews wholesale. Why don't 
the powers . interfere ? They are sending 
their warships to threaten our ports because 
some of our people hav m.treated a few 
Christians. Why do they not send their ships 
to Russian ports ?'' 

ON the 4t.h a man entered the office of 
Russell Sage on Broadway, New York, and 
told that millionaire that he would drop a 
dynamite bomb on the floor if not instantly 
given $1,250,000. Sage backed away, and 
the man dropped the. b·mb. Sage was 
slightly injured, others were severely. A 
stenographer was kllled. The dynamiter's 
head and limbs, and pieces of flesh of his 
body, were picked up by the police. The 
face is tbat of a typ'cal madman. This, and 
the folly of expecting Sage to hav so much 
money at hand, stamp the fellow a maniac. 
His identity is unknown. The office was 
wrecked and holes were blown into adjacent 
rooms. Sage will hereafter be attendeii by a 
body guard of detective. 

BoMB ladies of the Northwest. protest 
against the Isabella statue at Chicago In con
nection with the Fair. They declare that 
Isabella did not believe in the theories of 
Columbus, and made no sacrificeg, not even 
a finger-ring, but tha.~ his friend, the court 
Intendant, borrowed from the treasury of 
Aragon the seventeen thousand florins to 
equip his three shabby little ships. More
over, they say that the queen, who exiled one 
hundred and fifty thousand wealthy and In
telligent Jews, the manufacturers, artisans, 
and learned men of the land, ought not to be 
canonized in marble by the women of a free 
republic. These sentiments will displease 
Catholics, who on the score of the supposed 
generosity of the fanatical queen hav been 
taking great credit to themselvs. 
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Evidence Against Christianity. 
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Of hi,s work Mr. Bell ilays : "I ha.v aimed in 
preparing this work to put into oompaot and 
orderly form a. large amount of irrefra.~ra.ble 
evidenoe &ll&inst the superstitions of the ohuroh. 
I ha.v often felt the need of suoh a. work for my 
own use. The matter herewith presented has 
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seekers. Its rnnnins:c headlines, oha.pter heads, 
subheads, and classified subjeots make it a. 'hand-
boo~.'" · 

l'r10e t1.25. Address this offioe. 

and confounding the minds of those whom 
be had designed to enlighten. What has just 
been said might suffice to undeceive us with 
respect to a book which would pass better aa 
being intended to destroy the idea of a deity, 
than as one containing_ the oracles dictated 
and revealed by him.-D'Holbach. · 

IN the past, the doctrins of Calvinism ha'Y 
been a pall upon my joy. If I was happy, it 
was in spite of them ; and often, after a 
period of delight in innocent recreation, an 
accusing conscience has reproached me with 
the inconsistency of mirth while the vast 
procession of human life was marching by to 
hell. It was not enough that I was saved ; I 
wanted my equally good frien.ds to be saved 
also. But they would not believe the dcc
trins; and, therefore, nothing remained to 
them but " a fearful looking for of judgment 
and fiery indignation." God, of his own free 
wlll, had elected me to be saved and had left 
them to pPrish. I hav no desire to be made 
so marked an exception to " the wrath of 
God." I am glad to cast in my lot with the 
great mass of intelligent believers in and 
practicers of goomness. I desire no better. 
future than what they deserve, and what a 
just God would giv them. I feel like apolo
gizing for having wronged them in the past, 
by estimating some of the best and noblest 
of earth as being among the damned.-Robert 
0. Adams. 

You hav, 0 Adona!, made man" only a 
little lower than the angels." If this be so, 
how high are the angels? . Talking of angel~, 
I hav never seen one, 0 Lord ; and I hardly 
hope ever to be one. But I hav seen pictures 
of them in religious prints and on cathedral 
windows. A. species of them at least seem 
to me simply flying heads. When an angel 
of this sort is tired of flying how does it sit 
down? I can see nothing he has got to si~ 
down on, except the crown of his head. 
Still, if by sitting on the crown of his head he 
glorifies the Lord, it is not, of course, for me 
to enter any objection. Well, you hav made 
man only a little lower than the angels. Do 
the angels eat one another ? Man eats you 
or your son every year in tons, and drinks 
hogsheads of your blood ; and some men 
(you hav made them only a little lower than 
the angels) eat one another. An English ship 
of war, the Nelson, recently visited New 
Guinea, also a newspaper repm:ter, from 
whom we find that Milne Bay is peopled with 
cannibals. They are constantly at war, one 
tribe with another, and those who are killed 
or taken prisoners are cooked and ea!en. • 

Between eating you and eating each 
other, men should surely, Jeshurun-llke, wax 
fat and kick. I mention this, 0 Lord, as you 
may not yet hav found out that there is such 
a place as New Guinea. You are likely so 
busy numbering the hairs of our heads and 
putting the tears of saints into bottles that 
you hav no time to dev!)te to geographical 
research.-Baladin in God and His Book, 
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A' SENSIBLE SANTA CLAUS, OR COMMON-SENSE HOLIDAY PRESENTS. 

in the minds of the members of divi11e com
mands. The :planchttte' is, therefore, a kind 
of oracle, and has played an important part 

Tm: Freeman's Journal (Roman Catholic) in many Chinese associations. 
says: "Let us hav schools supportea by the OBJEOTION will be taken by some, perhaps 
communities in which the teachers of religion by many, to the legend 'over the head of 
may instruct accord!Jig to the wishes of the "Liberty," "In God We Trust." This rev. 
parents and guardians of the pupils." erent sentiment is universally respected, but 

IN the letter of a missionary in:India that it is as much out of place on our coins as it 
has been recently quoted a suggestion is made would be on the cartridge-boxes in our army. 
with most innocent gravity that seems full of It is carefully omitted from the dime-a 
painful possibilities to the poor Hindoos. The small coin that occasions· more ~titude in 
railroad cars there; says the good missionary, the hearts of millions than the dollar does in 
are so built as to ajJord a splendid opportu- the minds of many. Ignorant foreigners, 
nity for preachers, and the people cannot run too, may confound the "In God We Trust" 
away as they are apt to do when the speaker with the "E Pluribus Unum" on the reverse 
indulp:es in overmuch speakmg. So he advises and set us down for a polytheistic people.-
ratlroad evangelism. Sunday .Ad'D6'1'ti86'1'• 

A CATBOLIO paper says: "It looks now as ALTHOUGH the Christians pray daily for the 
if Ron. Benjamiu.Butterworth, secretary of coming of God's kingdom on earth, the 
the commissioners of the World's Fair, would Christians of this country act as if they had 
hav cause to regret that he ever indulged in sworn to prevent the advent of the Lord's 
that stupid language he recently used before dominion. They hav driven Christ out of 
the Standard Club of Chicago, and in which public affairs with the cry that "There must 
he insulted the whole Catholic flement of the be no religion in politics;" they hav expelled 
country. His resigaatipn is being demanded him from the public schools, which, they 
by all the Catholic societies throughout the affirm, " must be devoted exclusivly to 
country, and the demand is nothing more secular education;" they hav shut the door 
than proper." of legislation in his face, for, they insist, 

THB Kolao Hui society in China is believed '' there must be no partnership of church and 
to import the mysterious and supernatural state;" and, in their anxiety to thrust him 
into its proceedings by the use of the plan- out of his place everywhere in the world, 
chett~-a pencil being suspended over a board they will not even consider that he has any 
sprinkled with sand in such a way that when business in trade.-Oatholia .Re'Diew. 
moved the point leaves marks in the sand. Tm: Rev. Dr. Ryder, of Gloucester, has 
The mo'llement is attributed to occult infiu- astounded the members of his church, 
ence, and the leader of the society prlaent several of whom are fish-dealers, by preach
interprets the signs, which then take the form ing a sermon on the question : " Can a fish-

dealer be a Christian ?" He described the 
" tricks of the fish business," as practiced in 
Gloucester, in a way that musthavconvinced 
his hearers that the alarming question can be 
answered only in the negativ, provided they 
believed that Christianity is synonrmous 
with honesty, and he painted the fish-dealers 
~n a way that ought to scare them. Yet, 
says the Bun, he did not prove conclusivly 
that they are any wickeder than butchers, 
grocers, or milkmen. 

THBRB is plenty of enthusiasm and no lack 
of fun during election times in the United 
States, but we are icy and austere when com
pared with our neighbors in the· Southern 
republics on similar occasions. In a general 
news diSpatch by man from Guayaquil to a 
Panama newspaper, the election in the 
capital of Ecuador is fully covered and curtly 
dismissed in this brief paragraph : " It is 
reported from good authority that the 
elections in Qllito and Latacunga hav been 
very well fought on both aides, that more 
than two hundred persons were either killed 
or wounded in the fracas, and that the 
Oppositionists were victorious." 

TuB object of a considerable part of the 
Catholic clergy is notoriously and, indeed, 
avowedly to secure a division of the fund 
raised by . taxation for the support of the 
public schools, and the diversion of part of 
this fund to their own schools. They are 
not making much progress toward attaining 
this object. The American people in general 
are very much alive to the necessity of sus
taining the public schools, and are very well 
aware that a division of the fund would crip. 
ple them. Moreover, the notion of devoting 
money raised by taxation to the support of 

sectarian schools is entirely revolting to them. 
There is no chance that a division will be 
effected until there comes to be a state in 
which the Catholics are in a numerical ma
jority, and in which also the majority are 
better Catholics than they are Americans. 
In that case the school fund would not be 
divided, but would be devoted entirely to the 
support of 'cathoiic schools. That state of 
affairs would occur, doubtless, if we were to 
annex Canada and make a state out of the 
province of Quebec.-Times. 

ABOUT a year ago, on a miserably cold and 
wet afternoon, a little dog crept through the 
basement door of 400 Fifth avenue, New 
York city, and stretched himself before the 
kitchen fire. He eluded the nervants who 
tried to eject him and ran upstairs and 
jumped into the lap of Mrs. R. G. Ingersoll, 
who was sitting in the parlor. His utter 
misery appealed to Mrs. Ingersoll, and she 
determined to keep him. After breakfast on 
Sunday Fritz went for a run on the sidewalk 
in front of the house. He bas not returned 
yet, and Mrs. Ingersoll is inconsolable. Colo
nel Ingersoll believes that the dog is seeking 
a happier home. He has not dared to tell his 
wife his theory, but he talked about it freely 
at his office in Wall street. " Fritz left the 
house," he said, "just about church time. 
Probably he heard some one talking about 
going to heaven through the church, and 
then he went to church to learn the way. 
Perhaps, poor fellow, he did not understand 
what was said there, and wandered about 
from church to church, receiving different di
rections at each one. Then he became be
wildered and lost his way, and though I'm 
sorry, I'm not surprised at it." 
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The Ascension llyth. 

this announcement or remission ·has grown into tlie cury, the a;onunciator of the gods, in the act of heal
power of the keys, and the apostles are distinctly iDg the virsin queen alid announcing to her that she 
told that "whosesoever sins ye remit, they,. ~re re· is to giv birth to the coming son. lD the next-scene 
mitted unto them: anci whosesoever sins ye·retliin .the god Ki:lepi_(fficonjunction with Hathor) givs the 
they are retained/' _ _ new life~ This is the Holy ~host, or ~pi~~t, that 

Three days after the alleged cruc'fixion, aUer pir- Nor is anything f!iid in the o~her g~spe!s ~~ the "~~l}~es the_ I~~~tllate _<Jgrceptton, Kuep1 betng the 
taking or a sumptuous meal of broUed fish, Jesus is gesture or sign which ·aaoompan1es the 1tnpartiDg of sp1r1t by name 1n Egyptian. The natural effects are 
said to hav suddenly risen in the presence of a few or their power in the J ohannine story, It_ cannot, in- made appar~nt in the virgin's. sw~ll!ng form. Next 
his disciples and as.cended up, up, up into the alouds deed be too carefully noted that according to the the mother 1B seated on the midWifes stool, and the 
and finally disappeared from the view of the specta- evangelist, the apostles, as Jesus breathes on them, new· born child is supported in the hands or one of 
tors. then and thereby receive all the eflluence or the Holy .. t~e nurses .. The.~o~th scene is that~~ the ad_ol,'a-

But the question is, Who saw him fiy' And by Spirit which they need for their exalted office; and t1on. Here the ch1ld IB. enthron~d, rece1v1n~ ~o~a~e 
what means was a solid body enabled to defy and thus the fourth gospel virt!'ally excludes thr.t _flto~y fr~m the ~ods !!oDd 'dts from me~.. . BehJDd · the 

·contravene the law or gravitation! of the Pentecostal outpour1ng which we hav only 1n de1ty Knep1 on the r1ght, three spmts-the three 
About fifteen years ago a man in London tried the Acts or the Apo~tles. !l'agi, or kings o_f the l~gen~-are kneeling a~d oa:er-

an experiment or a very interesting character. He ,, It' must further be remarked that as in Luke so IDg presents w1th their r1ght hand and Ide w1th 
endeavored by the employment of an ingenious here, all the manifestations of Christ take _plac~ at their left. The. child thus announc~d, incarnate~, 
apparatus to 1ly in the air. I was one of a crowd o~ J ern salem, and not a word is mentioned about jour- born, and worsh1~ed was the Pharaonic representa~1v 
l!llJectators who watched him in his aerial1light. He neys to or appearances in Galilee; and thus we are or the Aten sun ID ~gypt, t~e god. Adon of Syria, 
fl9W about in the air lor about ten minutes, then one brought to the ,question of the genuinn~ss of the and Hebrew Adona1; the chi~d-Chr1st of the ;A-t~n 
of the wings refused to act and down came the twenty- first chapter of John. For us th1s question Cult; the miraculous co~cept1on or the ever v1rgm 
HflJing man" with ~errible .velocity from an immense resolvs itself into the simple inquiry whet~er it 'Yas mother, personated· by Mn~em-na, as. n;aother or the 
alt1tude, and soon h1s rema1!ls, a shattered and bleed- written by the author who drew np the precediDg ' only one,' and representahv of the dlVlne ~other or 
ing mass, were taken up ID one of the streets of . qbapters ; and the topic is certainly one of very the _ y_outh!ul sun-god. These_. s~enes, · which were 
Chelsea. . . slight significance or interest. .. The utterly unhistor- myt~Ical,ID J!lgypt, hav be~n copied or reproduced 

Thousands of ·people w1tnessed th1s scene. The ieal ohar•cter of the whole gospel has been amply as historical m the canonical gospels, where they 
dying man 1lapping his great wings was as clearly ob- shown aftd it matters little whether a few more un- stand like four corner-stones to the historic structure, 
servable to all P~?ple in London '!ith eyes to see historical statements are or are not appended, and.p~ove _that the foundati~ns. are myt~ical" (Has
as any b.alloon saihng through the atr. . whether by the same or by another hand. Nor se:r; Historical Jes11s and .Myth1cal_Ohrlst, p. 5)~ ~-n 
. Now, d Je~s ascen~ed to heaven-If he went up must it be forgotten that our task was virtually polllt of !act, the whol~ c~ree~ of JesuP, from h1s 

hke a balloon ID the au-he must hav been observed ended when we found that the accounts given of the alleged btrtb to the oruetflxion, IB based upon Egyp-
by hundreds,, nay, thousands, of unbelievers, Jews as resurrection were thoroughly irreconcileable, and tian myt~olOIJY· · . . . 
well as gentiles. Consequently there should hav that in such tales as that' of the Sanhedrim and the Jesus IB s11d to hav been hom of a vug1n, and so 
been no difficulty in getting evidence to establish guard we hav to deal with transparent fictions.· If were many of the mytbical PIIID· godP. In the 
this point ; lor there would be no lack of witnesses. we hav no evidence whatever for the carnal or phys· Egyptian mythology the virgin was also called the 

Bat what kind of evidence hav we regarding this ical resurreetion there described, it is manifestly a harlot (see Massey; Ibid, 5), beeause she represented 
extraordinary occurrence ! . . work ot supererogation to examiil. acooun~s :Wh~!- the monogamic stage of intercourse; Jesus, more-

Matthew says not a word about 1t. And yet, 11 desaribe appearances after that_ event. Th1s super-' ~-over, deseen()ed from _four forms of the harlot
it happened, this ascension was one of the most im- 1luous task we hav undertaken, and the result is only Thamar, Rlhab, Ruth, and Bathsheba. Jesus is al~o 
por~ant miracles connected with the career or Jesus. to show that the later stories are as shadowy and said to hav been col!ceived before aU worlds; 'he 1s 

In Mark we hav an account of the ascension, and sell contradictory 18 any that hav preceded them " also alleged to hav said, " Before Abraham was I . 
the writer says that, when Jesus :t}nished his charge (Thomas Scott's English Life of Jesus, pages 826 am," and as son of the vir~rin~mother, of course, it ia 
to the eleven as they sat at meat, he was received and 327). true that he preceded his father. 
into heaven and sat on the right hand of God What then are the conclusions to which the The birth of Christ is purely astronomical ; and 
(Mark xix, 20; L~ke xxiv, ~8)-~~o, beipg a spirit; rational' mind' is irresistibly driven in relerenee to so in my judgment is the cruci~ion. The syn~ptic 
has no hand to Bit upon-m thiS tmplYJng that the the alleged resurrection and aBcension T gospel says that Jesus w•s cruc1fied on the 15 .h of 
ascensiou took place on the same day, soon after the 1. That the resurrection is not a historical fact. the month Nisan. John affirms that it was the 14;,~ 
resurrection. 2. That the alleged miracle is not properly at- of the month. According to Gerald Massey th1s 

Luke's account differs somewhat from . that of tested. difference as human history cannot be explained, but 
Matthew and Mark. Luke says that alter the resur- · 3. That the supposed witnesses were really not proves the mythos, for he says : " The cruc;fixion (or 
rection two of the . disciples went to 1 vill~ge ca!led witnesses at all, since they do not profess to hav crossing) was, an~ stil~ is~ determined by the :full 
Emmaus; that while there they had a dtscns&IOD, seen the resurrection take place and merely reeord moon of Easter. This, 1n the lunar reckon1ng, 
and in the middle of the discussion Jesus drew near the traditional belief respecting it. would be the 14~h of the month of twenty-eight 
to them, but they could not recognize him. , 4. That the records we hav cannot be shown days ; in the solar month of thirty days it was reck-

O.a the same day they returned to Jerusalem, where to hav been in existence earlier than the mi<ldle of oned to occur on the 15th or the month. But 
they fo~nd the eleven gathered together, and heard the second aentury. unite, and the rift clos~s ~ provin' the c_rncifixion 
fr!Jm Slf!10n that he had ~een Je&!JII- When th~y Now, I hv sought to demonstrate in a previous to hav been astronomical, JUI!t, as ~twa~ ID Egypt 
heard th1s th~y related their. expertenoe, and _while chapter that Christianity grew out of sun-worship where. the two dates can be 1de~tdied, . And the 
th.ey were doiDg so Jean~ h1mself app~ared 1n the and nature-worship, and I hav no doubt whatever ascens1onha.s an eq~aur ~yt~olog1cal beanng._ 
m1dst and greeted thet;a w1th tha salutation. of peace. that the myths or the resurrection and ascension are ~~e mythical Christ 18 stmdar. t? the Horus 10 the 
Sof!le of them appeanng to doubt the ev1denee of taken from ancient Egyptian mythology. Indeed> O~man myth~~; the Bar Kbup1 _111 the _Bu~-Typho
~hetr senses, Jes~s gave the_m ocula! proof by call- Gerald Massey, the poet and scholar, maintains in m1m; Kbuns1 ID the A~en R1; and Chr1st IB called 
1ng upon them ~o handle ~1m and JU~ge for them- his great work, "The Not ural Genesis," that the real the " Good Shepherd; 
selva. After th1s .Jesus dtned on bro1Ied fish and historical Jesue-Jehoshna Ben-Pandira-was born So was Horus. . 
honeycomb; and having delivered a brief address, in Egypt at least one hundred and eighty years be- Chri~t was called "The lamb of God, which taketh 
Jesus led them out of Jerusalem as far as Bethany, fore the alleged birth of Ohrist of the New Testament. away the -sins of the world;" 
and in the presence of them all ascended up to " The Jews," says Gerald Massey, " do nnt identify So was Horus. _ 
heaven. . . Jehoshua Ben-Pandira with the gospel Jesus, of Christ w~s "The bread of life;'' 

Luke agrees w1th Mark that the asaenslOll took whom they, his supposed contemporaries, know So was Borns. 
place on the same day as the resurrection. In the nothing, but protest ag*'inst the assumption as an Christ was "The truth of the life ;'' 
fourth gospel, however, John, we hav another ao- impossibility; whereas the Christians do identify So was Horus. 
count-an account which is distinctly opposed to their Jesus as the deEcandant of Pandira. It was Christ was " The Lord;'' 
that of the other gospels. - he or nobody; yet be wls neither the son of Joseph So was Horus. 

In J obn, Mary Magdalen is urged not to touch nor ~he Virgin Mary, nor was he crueified at Jerusa- Christ also bears a great resemblance to Buddha 
Jesus, because he had not yet ascended to his lem. n is not the Jews, then, but the Christians, (Gautama). 
lathe!-'; but he informs her that he is ascending- who· fuse two supposed historical characters into Christ was born or a virg.in ?lamed M.ry . 
. that Is, that he meant shortly to do so ; later on, al- one. There being but ·one history acknowledged Gautama was born of a vtrg1n named Maya. 
though he does not requed all of his disciples to or known on either side, it follows that the Jesus of Christ was baptized by water and afterward by 
handle them, Thomas-who evidently manifested a the gospels is the Jehoshua of the Talmud, or is not the Holy Spirit. 
heretical spirit-was reqneete,d to etreieh forth his at all ali a person. This_ shifts the basis altogether; So was Gautama. 
hand, to examin the wound-prints, and be convinced. it antedates the human history by more than a hun- Christ fasted forty days and forty nights. 
Thomas Soott; t!Jink~ ~hat all the evidene~ adduced dred years, and ~t at once destroys the historic char- So ~id Ga_utama. . 
by John leads Irresistibly to the conclusion "that aeter of the gospels, together with that of any other Chr1st dehvered a sermon on the mount. 
the ascension must hav taken place at some time be- personal Jesus than Ben-Pandira. In fact the Jew• So did Gautama. 
tween these manilestatio~e, or, ~ other words, that ish histor.r of the matter _will be found to c~rroborate Christ w•s tempted by the devil. 
some of the several CJmstophunes tQok place after the mythical" (The Historical Jesus and the Myth· So was Gautama. 
the ascension" SSoott'~ Life of Jesus, page 326). ical Christ, by Gerald Massey, page 4). _ Christ was crucified and on tttt. third day rose 

The same '!fr1ter pomts out the scsne desorib~d i_n How has the mythical character or the Jesus of again. . 
John _xx, 1~, IS appare~tl:v the same as th~t wh1ch IB thegoilpels been built up! Let Gerald Massey, who So wail not Gautama-but so was Kt1stna, another 
descr1b~d ID Mark XVI, 14, and Luke XXIV, 36-the is a master of the subject, speak again : "The myth- mythological God. 
time be1ng the same_in eaoh, viz., the evening of the ical messiah was always born of a virgin mother-a The whole of the evidence, therefore, leads directly 
day or the resurrection. factor unknown in natural phenomena, and one that to the conclusion that the Jesus or the gospels is 

But lhe expression in the Johannine narrativ that cannot be historical, one that can only be explained not a historical character at all, but is built out or 
_ "when the doors were shut where the disoiple~,t were by means or the mythos and tho11e conditions of materials composed largely of Egyptian mythology, 
as~embled, .Jesus came and stood in the midst," im- primitiv·sociology which are mirrored in mythology which was based upon supposed astronomical phe-
pbes, seemingly, that Jesus entered through •he and preserved in theology. The virgin mother has nomena. · Anmun B. Moss. 
olo~ed doors. A_t this vi~it Jesus givs his apostles, been represented in Egypt by the maiden queeu, 
as 1n the syno_pttcs, cer~am final commands and en- Mnt-em-na, the future mother or Amenhepi III., 
dows them With certain powers, but the mode in some sixteen centuries n.o., who impersonated the 
which they are gi~en differs altogether. .There is eternal Tirgin that produced the eternal child. Four 
no command to go 1nto all the world and preach the consecutiv scenas reproduced in my book ('The 
gospel to ev~ry creature; not the lea~t hint th~t they Natural Genesis ') are found portrayed upon the in
are to exm:c1se the power or wo!kiDg physical or nermost walls ~f the Holy or Holies in the Temple 
palpable miracles; and even th.e ~h1rd go~pel tells us of Luxor, wh1ch was built by Amenhepi III., a 
only that. repentance and remiSSIOn of BIDs must be Pharaoh of the seventeenth dynasty. The first scene 
preached 1n the name or Jesue. In the fourth gospel on the leU hand shows the god Taht, the lunar Mer-

Send Stamp for printed Letters to Con· 
;,;-ressmen on th ~ Sunday open in~,: of the 
World's Fatr. When yon receive them, ad· 
dresi them to your Conr;retsman, sian your 
name, a'll d send the~ to him at Was'hln;,;-ton, 
D. c. And U yon can afford to, pot In some· 
thin& for the Literature Fund, which enables 
us to print these letters. 
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English Notes. 
DEAB TBUTB SEEKEBS: Last Sa~day found me 

again at Manchester, where the weather was dirty, as 
usual. There must be some good reason why one 
seldom finds a pretty day in that huge city. Nobody 
counts on fine weather, and if it ooml', why, it is a 
pleasant surprise; that is all. But the work itself in 
Manollester is right bonny, and the members of the 

. branch are as enthusiastic as anyone could well wish 
them to be. By the time this letter is in print I 
hope to hav taken up my residence there for a year 
or two, with a Tiew to federating the county of L\n
oashire, where many towns and several branches of 
the National Secular Society exist. Of course it is 
n~t safe to prophesy; yet the thing is so nearly oer· 
tun that I am now selling df my business here in 
order to devote myself exolusivly to Freethought 
organization. · There· is room for half a de zen men 
in England. U.afortunately we hav not got beyond the 
experimental stage yet; and if the scheme collapse, 
I can still resume commercial life. · 

and thicker letters than the body of the book. In 
the course of sixty-four pages he makes his compari
son, and I think that the Secularist program proves 
too strong for the Ohristian antagonist. Much tha.t 
he says is good, and usefal to ponder over; but the 
fact remains that, whereas the Freethought position 
needs no begging of questions, the Obristian theo
ries hav to take an unpleasant number of found. tion 
arguments for granted. 

The second volume I saw in Eliot Stock's window 
and hav not seen its contents. "Agnosticism Found 
Wanting" is its title and one requires a spare dollar 
to p-qroh•se it. Unfortunately, the probability is 
only too great that there is nothing fresh within 
its c~vers, for all these Ohristian apologists seem to 
run In . the same groove, and to argue against a 
thing with which $hey hav no inti_mate acqaaintanoe. 
On their own side they condemn the lett"er and plead 
for the spirit of so\'ipture; on ours they condemn us 
remorselessly on the bare letter without even at· 
tempting to enter into the spirit of our creed. Very 
well ; each to his taste; but most of us hav bad and 
hav survived a very bad attack of Ohristianism, and 
in ~ghting agaiDst it we are fighting against that of 
wh1ch we know muob. When our clerical friends 
hav tried Secularism as long as we tried Ohristianity, 
their refu~ations of our principles. will ba far more 
interesting and profitable than they can be under 
present circumstances. · 

Just now we are greatly agHated by the school
board elections, and are filled with a longing to get 
one or more Atheists upon eaoh d the numerous 
boards now being chosen. Mr. Forder is Viinning 
golden opinions from the London press :md is almost 
certain of success. Should he get in we shall hav a 
practical and businesslike man on the Thames em
bankment, who not only can but will speak his mind, 
and from whom we shall expect very, very much. 
Next week I shall be able to tell yon the result. 

London, Nov. 20, 1891. SAM STANDBING. 

R~turning to the metropolis by way of Birming
ham, I bethought me to call on our mutual friend, 
Oharles· Watts. Since his return from America Mr. 
Watts bas settled .in Birmingham as Freethougbt 
bishop -of that city, and a commodious hall with 
house attached has fallen to his lot. The house was 
long used as a sort of workmen's club, the result 
being grievous dilapidation and general dirtiness of 
the··. building. :Painters, however, hav been set to 
work upon the premises ; and now our old friends 
are all oJmfortably domiciled and appear to be very 
happy amongst the go.od people of Birmingham. 
Naturally the conversation turned upon the work in 
general. Mr. Watts criticised one and another with 
. perfectly good taste, giving the palm to Mr. G. W. 
Foote, whose lec~ure on '·' Who Made the Bible ?" 
- ;vbioh friend Ohatles heard the other evening at 
·Deptford-he described as being "simply grand." 
:Perhaps testimony of grelter value was that which 
Mr. Watts gave to the skill and untiring energy 
with which the president is working fort·. e National Items ot Foreign News Interesting· to Free-
Secular Society. thinkers. 
· Whilst roaming in the Midlands I made a brief 

stay at Leicester to see what is being done there. 
Another veteran and his family were full of informa
tion as to the progress of this prosperous society. 
Mr. Slater is an old lecturer, once well before the 
public, but who is now of a more retiring frame of 
mind. He live with his son on the premises of the 
Leicester Secular Hall, and ~ongeide of the local 
Freethought publisher, Mr. HQlyoaJr, whose hand· 
some ·shop forms part of the S cular premise!!. 
Oace upon a time Mr. G J, Holyoake seems to hav 
had thoughts of settling in this town, though I think 
he never did so. Leicester is famous in the Free
thought world for its uaelient hymn-book. Would 
that more societies used it! For some insufficient 
reason this society stands aloof from the parent 
society, sharing its unpleasant isolation with Ohat
ham and Sheffield. If they abstained from National 
Secular Society lecturers I could understand them 
better. However, there are always dissentients from 
every wise purpose, and Leicester shows the way in 
this deplorable respect. 

Fancy ~etting Seo11larism preached in a financial 
paper! Yet that is the latest phase of our 11 mori· 
bund ~· Secularism. The Weekly Bulletin, which 
deals principally with stocks and shares, now devotes 
considerable attention to Atheistic matters, and 
speaks in no uncertain tones. One writer has given 
the bishop of London a dressing anent episcopal 
incomes, although he falls into the not uncommon 
error of supposing their lordships make a nice little 
pile by their profession. Ae a matter of fact, epis 
copaoy is an expensiv luxury wherever the bishop is 
atall hospitable. Now and again you find a lord 
mayor who saves something during his year of 
office; but he has to he very niggardly to do it. The 
same applies to the bishops. If his lordship is never 
11 at home," and refers his numerous callers to the 
nearest hotel for their lunob, a bishop may pocket a 
hunilred or two per annum; only I do not know of a 
bishop to whom that applies, aud I incline to think, 
knowing something about it, that the bishops, in 
common with many of the subordinate clergy, spend 

The pious government of Bavaria seems to be in 
favor of a bill recently introduoed by the Ultra· 
montane (Oatholic) party. ·The bill calls for the 
erection of chapels on all railroad stations, but the 
framers of this document forgot to state whether 
these chapels shall be for the use of everybody, or 
for Oatholios only. 

The daily papers of south Sweden are getting to 
be quHe Vberal. Orisundaposten, Yetad's .Alle 
handa and .Jjolkets ~lidning in L'liid are among 
those who show tbemselvs as true newspapers. In 
a recent num~er the latter states: "We therefore 
advise our readers not to neglect this opportunity of 
becoming acquainted with a teaching which already 
now numbers millions of adherents in the highest as 
well as lower classes of society." 

The Freethinkers of Sweden are getting aggressiv. 
It has been resolved that the Freethinkers of • city go 
in a body to the different churches and there listen 
to sermons given, taking one church one Sunday, 
another church another Sanday. Through the daily 
papers or by bills it will be announced that such or 
such a society will attend a certain church, and that 
the worshipers in same, especially the minister, 1re 
invited to be present in the anernoon at the society 
rooms to listen and partake in a discussion of the 
forenoon sermon. 

Ab the receRt Methodist congress, held at Wash
ington, D. 0., statistics were produced, says .Die 
Freidenker, which claimed that there were in· 

Ministers. Church-members. Believers. 
Europe ............ 4,481 ....•••..•••••... 315, 284 .................. 420, 960 
Asia .................. 538 ................... 34 334 .................. 115,000 
Arrtca ................ 294 ................... 7l,000 .•••.•••.•••.••••• 283,000 
Australia .......... 785 ................... 93,000 .................. 496 000 
America ......... 36,601 .............. 5,350,494 .............. 20,000,000 

Hence, in the whole world there are 44,695 Method
ist ministers, 6,494,399 persons who hav been fooled, 
and 25.000,000 who are said to hav been fooled. 

much more on their work than they receive, however We hav on several occasions called the attent-ion 
large the figures may appear to the uninitiated. of the readfrs of THE TnuTB S:eEKEB to the Inter· 
None the less it is a sign of the times when such national Oommittee on Moral Laws, which, under 
matters are discussed from a Fteethought standpoint the auspices of the Ftenoh Freethought Federation, 
in so worldly a journal as the Weekly Bulletin. has endeavored to produce a code of secular morals. 

Whilst writing about the press I might mention The committee's work is far from finished, yet it has, 
two other proofs of Secular vitality, as shown by the thanks to the energy of its president, M. Jean PAul 
anxiety of ~he clerical party to crush out the general Cee, and the plurality of its members, succeeded in 
aspiration. for felease from theological subjection. presenting the essential '' :Principles of Secular 
The first is a twelv-oent pampfule.t, tastefully bound, Morality and Education." The writer of these 
published by the Religious Tract Society. It is items, as corresponding member for the U oited 
called 11 The Secularist :Proj!ramme," and is written States, received tbe other day a volume entitled, 
by the Rev. W. B. Harris, of Vic~oria Docks, London. 11 Principes de Morale et d'Education Lalgues," 
In a few "friendly words to the working classes" and will, in one of the first numbers of this paper, 
the reverend gentleman makes • comparison of the devote an article to this book, which, in our opinion, 
Secularist and the Ohristiln views of life. To do is decidedly preferable to the semi-orthodox " :Prize 
him credit, he endeavors to state our case fairly by Manual." 
taking as his text for the various chapters the I 
various clauses ol the 11 principles and objects" of From the last number of Nordisk Missionstids
the Natio~al Secular Soc;,ety, printing them in larger krift we gather the following statistics regardiDg the 

missionary doings among the heathen. We think 
this item timely, following ·as it does the excellent 
editorial, "Missionaries in Ohina," whieh appeared in 
THE TBUTit SEEE:EB of November 28hh. Since 1845 
the Scandinavian mission baeiness bas increased as 
follows: Number ol male missionaries, four times; 
female missionaries, twenty-six times; nativ priests, 
nine'een times; nativ helpers, six times; schools, 
five times; scholars, six times as many; and at 
pruent (1890) the number of missionaries of both 
sexes is 5,878; of nativ ministers, 34,012; of schools, 
12,928; of scholars, 6~3,276. (These figures, except 
those of the missionaries, mast be salted consider
ably before taken in.) Fully reliable, however, are 
the following, which denote the amount of money 
collected to the support of foreign missions : 
Year. Norway. Denmark. Sweden. Finland. 
1845 ......... 8,470 cr ....... 2 098 cr ....... -- cr ....... ---cr. 
1859 ....... 23 540 " ....... 3 740" ....... -- " .......... 7,676" 
1875 ...... 154,757 " ...... 26,179 " ........ 90,561" ........ 34 410" 
1889 ...... 441,011 " ... -~06,903" ...... 261,583" ........ 63,372" 

While contributions from the whole world amounted 
in round figures in 1845 to 11,090,000 crowns, 
in 1859 to 16 600,000, in 1875 to 28,500,000, in 1889 
to 40,900,000 crowns. 

A Christmas or New Year's Present~ 
The 11 Freethinkers' :Pictorial Text-Book" in oloth 

binding ($2.50) is one of the best Ohristmas or New. 
Year's presents a Liberal can make to a friend. 
Ohristmas is a pagan festival and New Year's is only 
a mark of time, but the Text-Book is a thing of 
beauty and a joy forever, and will help to rationalize 
the festival and make your friend forget the flight of 
yearu. 

Dt>ath of Thomas Winter. 
Trom the C'tnotnnal~ Inqu-trw of December 7£11. 

A notable cremation took place at the Orematory 
yesterday morning at 11 o'clock. 

The deceased was Thomas Winter, who had died 
Friday at the residence of his son Riehard, at 22 
Gsst street. · 

The family moved into that house only three 
weeks ago, and hav had much misfortuu sinc.e. 
Two weeks ago Riohard's wife died, and he himself is 
now confined to hiil bed with sickness which pre
rented him attending his father's funeral yesterday. 
The cremation was the one hundred and forty-ninth 
at the institution, and was under the auspices of the 
Ohio Liberal League, an organization of some 
seventy-five members, which was formed only one 
weE'k ago. There was a very large &ttendance of 
friends and relative of the deceased. Many attested 
their affection by bestowing a last farewell kiss ere 
the body was committed to the flameL'. Servi"es 
were held in the Orematory chapel, but they were 
wholly of a s~oular natur~. There were no prayers, 
and nothing that was at all religious. An eloquent 
oration was delivered by a prominent Freethinker, 
in which he gave a tketoh of Mr. Winter's long life, 
and paid a glowing tribute to his miDy virtues and 
amiable qualities. Thomas Winter was nearly 
ninety-one years of age, having been born in Bath, 
England, June 20, 1801. He has resided in OinciD· 
nati over half a oentury. He was a hatter by trade, 
and for over thirty years kept a ha~·repairing shop 
on Eighth street, near Central avenue, and he was a 
familiar figure in that locality. The people around 
got accustomed to seeing the little old man with a 
long whUe beard and his back bent with age. 

Daring the past two years he had his shop at 407 
West Seventh street. He had been identified with 
Atheism and Materialism for the last seventy-five 
years, and was one of the oldest Materialists in 
America. He has written for philosophical and 
Liberal papers for tbe last five years and was an 
aotiv Abolitionist at the time of the war, having 
labored beside such persons as :Parker :Pillsbury, 
William Lloyd Garrison, Lucy B. Oolman, and 
others of similar role. He was a wealthy man at 
one time and owned considerable property on Sixth 
street, but lost most of his money in the fifties, dar· 
ing the financial panics and bank failures. He was 
a man who never used tobacco or alcoholic liquors 
in any form and many of his friends attribute his 
longevity to his abstemious habits. 

He had been confined to his bed for over a week · 
on aocount of weakness due to old age, and last 
Thursday he had a prese~timent that he was going 
to die. He thereupon sent a communication to the 
Ohio Liberal League requesting to be cremated 
under the auspices of the Laague. Another req,uest 
which be made a little before his death was a smgu
lar one. He wanted to be cremated in his old Eng
lish suit which he had brought to this country over 
fifty years ago. It was a broadcloth suit, linj!d·with 
doeekin and was very old fashioned. In accordance 
with hi~ request, he was attired i.!l this suit afte~ his 
death. Tli.e pall-bearers were Mr. Geo. E. L1ght, 
:President of the Eureka Heating and Ventilating 
Oompany, Samuel Silberman, Andrew Hogg, and 
Ralph Taylor, all oftieers of the Ohio Liberal 
League. 

.. 
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News and Not• s. 
The last lecture in the course at San D:ego was given 

on Sunday evening, November 29 ib. A. fine musical 
program was presented, which added greatly to the 
interest of the occasio». Mrs. L. R9icherbaugh, 
assisted by Mr. Fred Biker with the violin, 
evoked from the piano its most brilliant strains. 
Mrr. G. H. Schmidt and Mr. Frank s~hmidt received 
applause for their beautiful solos, and then a charm
ing dnet was given by Miss Stella Oase and Miss 
Mabel Johnson. This made a delightful introduc
tion to the mora solid matter of the lecture, which 
was npon "Evolution and Creation." I hav not 
found anywhere a more generous welcome than in 
San Diego. It seems as if the sunerb climate itself 
was conduciv to Liberal ideas. 0 ne cannot believe 
much in hell-fire in so lovely a.world. n has been 
like a summer's day ever since I arrived. While I 
read of storms in the East, cyclones and snows, here 
is the balmy air, here is the blue sky, here are the 
gems of mountains softly glittering in silver and in 
gold-here are-the fruits and :flowers still glowing be
neath Apollo's smiles, here is the broad, bright sea, 
the shining beac"h, the waves ever singing, leaping, 
and :flashing in merry music and dancing foam-the 
ocean far away with gorgeous islands towering in 
the mellow distance. They say that this is really the 
site of the Garden of Eden, that here are the rivers 
that ran underground, that here is the apple that 
any woman would eat if she had a c"hince. Whether 
it was that garden of the olden time, it certainly 
is to be an Eden in the future, and for the sick and 
weary there are certainly no more exhilarating sur
roundings. 

I shall always return to San Diego with good 
heart. I am sorry that I did not hav a longer time 
to Yisit with friends; but during the week-days I was 
busy in the vi6inity. I did not even hav a chance 
to visit Ooronado Beach and the magnificent hotel. 
I meant to hav called upon my Liberal friends, Dr. 
and Mrs. L. B. Oomings, who are located on the 
beach. I was pleased to meet, after many years, my 
artist friend, Mr. F. E. Sturgis, with whom I for
merly had a rather tough campaign in Ohio, on the 
picket line where there were but few to help. We 
both survived and renew our comradeship upon these 
sunny shores. Mr. Sturgis thinks he will find new 
health and new hope in this land, which is now his 
home. A college classmate I also greet here-Mr. 
Benjamin MoLaran and his family, and I find that 
trom the orthodox shades of Dartmouth be has 
traveled like myself into the sunlight of Liberal 
faith. It was a pleasure also to meet Mrs. Susan 
M. Brady, who ia always ready to aid the 11 forlorn 
hope." · Her generous contributions to the cause 
are well known by our workers in the field. I shall 
not forget the pleasant, hospitable table of Mr. and 
Mrs. James Bid well, nor our friends Mr. and Mrs. 
W. E. Rowe, Mr. ana Mrs. Ranford Worthing. Mr. 
and Mrs. F. F. Wright, and many others. I shall not 
forget the genial Theosophical circle, nor the fellow
ship of the L1bera1 Spiritualist, nor· the cultured 
Unitarian, who is not afraid of the Infidel. San 
Diego has a fine literary spirit pervading its society. 
I shall not forget the New Oarletoil Hotel, with its 
genial proprietors Mr. and Mre. W. A. Dlrris. Here 
with the good things of this world and ele~Jant 
entertainment, ie a kind of Liberal center. Free
thinkers seem to come here by a natural affinity, 
and form an attractiv circle. 

Thns San Diego is a camping-ground where the 
fires blaze brightly and we feel that we are not upon 
the picket line, but in the grand army, with music 
and banners :floating and comrades marehing on. 

Early Monday morning I speed away. I lecture 
at Los Angeles Monday evening. I hav the pleasure 
of taking dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Bruce, and get
ting acquainted with their 3plendid little baby, whose 
name is Robert Ingersoll. I meet John Riggin, still 
bright and chrerful, with renewed health. J. E. Olark 
is also at the post. I meet 0. Severance, our valiant 
comrade, Ool. J. M. Voss, the Schroeder&, Will H. 
Baker, and others. 

Frank 0. Young and J. A.. Hill are enrolled in 
TRUTH SEEKER ranke. A. fair audience is present at 
New Opera Hall. A good six months' campaign is 
what is required at Los Angeles. There are many 
Liberals here, but it takes time to bring them into 
action. I think I shall arrange to be here for at 
least a month after the state convention. Those 
whom I did meet at this present time are earnest and 
enthusiastic lor the advance of the cause. The As
sembly of Progress still maintains its ground, is in
creasing in membership, and promises to be a valua
ble aid in Fteethought comradeship. 

I am obliged to leave Los Angeles Monday night 
IDd push on for Tulare City, where I lecture Tues
day evening. I find improvement here. The Liberal 
guard is gaining. R. G. Parker is the veteran of our 
forees, and there are with him William Manske, A.. 
G. Woodward, L. McK,y, G. W. Forbes, Mr. Dewey, 
formerly of the Valley Enterpri8e, J. T. Axley, 

and others. It happened that thr Farmers' Alliance 
appointed a lecturer for the same night. A.s we had 
secured the hall it was arranged that he ·should 
speak from 7 to 8, and after that I would lecture. 
Mr. Redstone and Mr. O!app were t~e speakers ~f 
the Alliance. The program was earned out and It 
proved to be a happy hit. Mr. Olapp is a pretty 
live speaker, and at the close of my lecture I ga!e 
him an opportunity to discuss my points. He did 
so, and we had a rattling debate for about 
an hour, and the audience eeemed to be quite im
partial in their applause. I didn't know exactly how 
to locate my critic. By the way he pit~ed into 
Oonstantine I knew he was not an Episcopalian or 
papist. He condemned Sam Jones and. I knew be 
was no Methodist. I was assured that he was some 
kind of a heretic. He didn't take an orthodox view 
of the Bible by any means. He .said he didn't want 
Christianity with any devil in it. He seemed to be a 
Deist somewhat after the manner of Thomas Paine, 
and yet withal a kind of a Ohristian believer. I 
finally foand out that he was a Mormon elder. Now, 
Mormonism is auch a mixed-no a:ft'&ir-a mingling of 
Spiritualism, Universalism, Unitarianism, Rational
ism-that it is pretty difficult to know how to take 
it; for half the time it is on your own side. H was, 
as McKty says, like the Frenchman who· tried to 
fight an Irishman, both armed with swords. The 
Frenchman fought with the usual rules of fencing, 
but the Irishman, not knowing the rules of fencing, 
used his sword as he would a shillala, and th111t was 
a puzzler to the swordsman. It was t~e first time 
he had ever experienced ihat method of warfare. 
This was the first time I bad struck a Mormon elder 
in debate, and he was so heterodox that it was pretty 
puzzling to know just where to hit. It w~s impossi
ble after all to more than skirmish in the short time 
we had, and I challenged the elder to a week's debate. 
He accepted the challenge, but as he is busy now 
in the county as the lecturer of the Farmers' Alli
ance, and I hav about three months' work ahead, the 
time for such debate cannot be arranged. I shall be 
ready for it, though, if it takes all summer. I would 
really like to debate with a Mormon elder. It would 
be a new sensation. It would be like catching eels 
-the sport would be exciting. A. Mormon is not so 
easily handled as the orthodox Ohristian. He does 
not believe in hell fire or a vicarious atonement. He 
doee not aecept the Bible as an infallible revelation, 
but as a book of records ; the history of a reveiation, 
but not the revelation itself, as the orthodox hold. 
I hope the debate will come oft'. It will giv a 
chance to elucidate many things concerning which 
the public is very ignorant. The Mormons are not 
fools, not ne•r so big fools as the orthodox, at any 
rate in theokgy. . 

The campaign at Tulare went oft' in good shape, 
.and the way is open for something batter in the 
future. Anything for agitation to make the people 
realize that there is something new and different. 

Ilene Tulare Wednesday morning for Hanford, 
where I lecture Wednesday evening. I find that 
Hanford is a growing place. There hav been two 
big fires since I was here two years ago, but hand
some buildings are taking the place of the ruins. 
The country about Hanford is excellent-one of the 
best in the state-and Hanford is in the way of 
permanent prosperity. The Liberal element is 
some.what scattered, but on the whole I find a fair 
field. We are disappointed in,regard to the hall
the one originally secured being rente-d to other 
parties by mistake. The Methodist church having 
been 11 sold ont" it was hired for the ·occasion of the 
purchasers, but when the Methodists found out 
what was to be done they immediately arranged 
matters so that the Infidel would be left out. Not 
until I arrived was a hall secured-Biddle's H1dl. 
This gave but little time for 11dvertising. A. larger 
number were present than I expected. It was a 
most appreciativ audience. The subject of the 
lecture was "Evolution and Oreation." H. 0. 
Tandy is our main support here. He is not afraid to 
stand in the front rank. I found a welcome at the 
hospitable table of Dr. and Mrs. Mickle. Some of 
the friends I met before are loeated in other places. 
The Liberal element, howenr, is pretty strong, if 
only there is an opportunity for expression. Under 
more favorable circumstances I am sure of a large 
audience at this place. 

Thursday I come on to Lemoore, where I always hav 
a cordial welcome, and I like to visit here. I lecture 
here two nights, Thursday and Friday. I lectured 
last night, Thursday, to a full house. I was introduced 
by Mr. Cunningham, now member of the legislature. 
I lectured on the ''Evolutions of a Oentury-R'.llig
ious and Theological," and to-night I lecture on 
" Spiritualism, Theosophy, and Infidelity." To day 
I am writing these notes; to-morrow early I I. eave 
for Oakdale, where I lecture Saturday and S11n 
day. I guess I hav written enough for this week, 
which bas been quite a lively one, and I will ~ell my 
story of Lamoore next week. I am at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. Fox-Mr. Joel A. Fox, m veteran of the 
antislavery eauee and a lifelong Infidel, now Beventy
three years of age, Mrs. S!lrah G. Fox, his wife, a con
tributor now and then to Tp TBUTB SBEKEB. Mr. 

Frank B. Fox, their son, has married since I was 
her&, and I _congratulate him on his good sense and 
taste. I enjoy myself in this delightful home. I 
can read books and papers to my heart's content, 
and write these notes while the wind blows its stormy 
music, and the sunshine glints on the mountainous 
clouds and the green earth and bending trees. It is 
like an Indian summer to-day. There was rain last 
night, and th,!'l SC?enery presents a fresh and splendid 
aspect. Amid such surroundings of nature and 
humanity it is easy to believe in the 11 good time 
coming." SAMUEL P. PuTNAM, 

Lemoore, Dee. 4, 1891. 

Arbitration Instead of War. 
Mr. Frank B. Carpenter's picture, " International Arbi

tration," has been presented to the queen of England, and 
will reach Windsor Castle before Christmas. At a dinner 
given the artist recently, at which the picture was unveiled, 
the conversation turned upon th.e event, Among the famous 
men present were Colonel Ingersoll, Robert Collyer, Andrew 
D. White, and many others prominent in law,literature, and 
art. Colonel Ingersoll's speech was upon Art. He said : 

I presume I take about as much interest in what 
that picture represents as anybody else. I believe 
that it has been said this evening that the world will 
never be civilized as long as differences between na
tions are settled by gun or cannon or sword. Barba
rians still settle their personal difterences with clubs 
or arms, and finally, when they leave their differences 
to their peers, to a court, we call them civilized. Now, 
nations sustain the same relations to each other that 
barbarians suetain ; that is, they settle their differ
ences by force; each nation being the judge of the 
righteousness of its cause, and its judgment depend
ing entirely-or for the most part-on its strength ; 
and the strongest nation is the nearest right. Now, 
until nations submit their differences to an inter
national court-a court\ivith the power to carry its 
judgments into e:ft'act by having the armies and 
navies of all the rest of the world pledged to sup
port it-the world will not be civilized. Our differ
ences will not be settled by arbitration until more of 
the great nations set the example, and until that is 
done I am in favor of the United States being 
armed. Until that is done it will giv me joy to know 
that another man-of-war has been launched upon our 
waters. A.nd I will tell you why. 

GENERAL .GRANT. 

Look again at that picture. There is another face; 
it is not painted there, and yet without it that pict
ure would not hav been painted, and that is the face 
of U. S. Grant. The oliv branch, to be of any 
force, must be o:ft'sred by the mailed hand. It must 
be offered by a nation which has back of the oliv 
branch the force. It cannot be offered by weakness, 
because then it will excite only ridicule. The power, 
the imperial, m~Eit offer the branch. Then it will be 
accepted in the trne spirit; otherwise not. So until 
the world is a little more civilized I am in favor of 

. the largest guns that can be made and the best navy 
that :floats. I do not want any navy unless we do 
hav the best, because if you hav a poor one yon will 
simply make a present of it to the enemy as soon as 
the war opens. We should be ready to defend our
selva against the world Not that I think there is 
going to be any war, but because I think that is the 
best way to prevent it. Until the whole world shall 
hav entered into the same spirit as the artist when 
he painted that picture, until that spirit becomes 
general we hav got to be prepared for war. And we 
cannot depend npon war suasion. If a :fleet of men
of-war should sail into our harbor, talk would not be 
any good; we mnst be ready to answer them in their 
own way. 

Another proposition has . been put forth this even
ing that the world would be made good by doing 
away with the tariff. Well, I am in favor of doing 
away with the tariff on everything that we want; 
things that we don't want I would not allow to come 
in at any price. So I substantially agree with Henry 
George. I do not believe in raising revenue in that 
way. Everything we should make we should make; 
everything we cannot make we should buy as 
cheaply as it can be sold. And I am also in favor of 
protection, as they call it, but only for one thing ; 
not for the money, but for the purpose of diffusing 
and advancing the industries of this country to the 
end that we may use all the brain we hav; that we 
may make bigget' men and women. Any nation that 
sells its raw mt.terial will remain poor and misera
"ble, and any nation that manufactures it will grow 
intelligent and rich. 

INGERSOLL ON ART, 
Now, having shown that a tax is not necessary, 

I will come to the question, and I suppose I hav 
been selected to speak on art because I can speak 
on that subject without prejudice, knowing nothing 
about it. I hav on this subj act no hobbies, no pet 
theories, and consequently will giv you not what I 
know, but what I think. I am an Agnostic in many 
things, and the way I understand art is this: In 
the first plaee, we are all invisible to each other. 
There is something called soul ; something tkat 
thinks and hopes and loves. It is never seen. It 
ODcupies a world that we call the brain, and is for
ever, so far as we know, invisible. Each soullivs in 
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a world of its own, and it endeavors to communicate 
with another soul living in 1 world of its own, each 
invisible to the other,· and it does this in a variety of 
ways. That is the noblest art owhich expresses the 
noblest thought, that givs to another the noblest 
emotions that this unseen soul bad. In order to do 
this we hav to 111ijze upon the seen, the visible. In 
other words, nature is a vast dictionary that we use 
simply to convey from one invisible world to another 
what happens in our invisible world. The man that 
livs in the greatest world and succeeds in. letting 
other worlds know what happens in other worlds, is 
the greatest artist. 

I believe that all arts hav the same father and the 
same mother, and no matter whether you express 
what happens in these unseen worlds in mere words 
-because nearly all pictures hav been made with 
words-or whether you express it in marble or form 
and color in what we call painliing, it is to carry on 
that commerce between these invisible worlds, and 
be is the greatest artist who expresses the tenderest, 
noblest thought to the unseen worlds about him. 
So' t!J,at all art consists in this commerce, every soul 
being an artist and every brain that is worth talking 
about being an art gallery, and there is no gallery in 
this world, not in the Vatiean or the Louvre or any 
other place, comparable with the gallery in every 
great brain. The millions of pictures that are in 
every brain to. night! . The landscapes, the faees, the 
groups, the millions of millions of millions of thingl! 
that are now living here in every brain; all unseen, 
all unseen, all invisible forever. Yet we communicate 
with each other by showing each other these pict
ures, these studies, and by inviting others into our 
galleries and showing them what we hav, and greatest 
artist is he who has the most pictures to show to 
other artists. 

WHAT IS BEAUTIFUL! 

I love anything in art that suggests the tender, 
the beautiful. What is beautiful! Of course there 
is no absolately beautiful. All beauty is relativ. 
Probably the most beautiful thing to a frog is the 
speekled belly of another frog, or to a snake the 
markings of another snake. So there is no such 
thing as absolute beauty. But what I call beauty is 
what suggests to me the highest and the tenderest 
thought; something that answers to something that 
is in my world. So every work of art has to be 
born in some brain, and it must be made by the un· 
seen artist we call the soul. Now if a man simply 
copies what he sees he is nothing but a copyist. 
That does not require genius. That requires indus
try and the habit of observation. But it is not 
genius ; it is not art. Those little daubs and shreds 
and patches we . get by copying are pieces of iron 
that need to be put into the dame of genius to be 
molten and then cast in noble forms ; otherwise 
there is no genius. 

The great picture should hav not only the tech
nical part of art, which is neither moral nor immoral, 
but in addition some great thought, some great 
event. It should contain not only a history but a 
prophecy. There should be in it soul, feeling, 
thought. I love those little pictures of the home, 
of the fireside, of the old lady be>iling the kettle, the 
vine running over the cottage ·door, scenes suggest
ing to me happiness, contentment. I think more of 
them than of the great war-pieces, and I hope I 
shall hav a few years in some such scenes, during 
wh'ch I won't care what time it is nor what day of 
the week or month it is. Just that feeling of con
tent when it is enough to liv, to breathe, to hav the 
blue sky above you, and to bear the music of the 
water. All art which givs us that content, that de
light, enriches this world and makes life better and 
holier. 

That, in a gener•l kind. of way, as I said before, 
is my idea of art, and I hope that the artists of 
America-and they ought to be as good here as in 
any place on earth-will grow day by day and year 
by year independent of all other art in the world, 
and be true to the American or republican spirit al
ways. As to this picture, it is representativ, it is 
American. There is one word Mr. Dougherty said 
to whiah I would like to refer. I hav never said 
very much in my life in defense of England, at the 
same time I hav never blamed England for being 
against us during our war, and I will tell you why. 
We had been a nation of hypocrite. We pretended 
to be in favor of liberty and yet we bad four or five 
millions of our people enslaved. That was a very 
awkward position. We had bloodhounds to hunt 
human beings and the apostles setting them on ; and 
while this was going on these poor wretches, lighted 
by the Northern star, sought and found liberty on 
British soil. Now why not be honest about it! 
We were rather a contemptible people, though Mr. 
Dougherty thinks the Eaglish were wholly at fault. 
But England abolished the slave trade in 1803 ; she 
abolished slavery in her colonies in 1833. We were 
lagging behind. That is all there is about it. No 
matter. why, we put ourselvs in that. position of pre
tending to be a free people while we had millions of 
slaves, and it was only natural that England should 
dislike it. · 

THE WICKED CONSTITUTION. 

I think the chairman said ~hat there had been no 
great historic picture of the signing of the Consti
tution. There never should be, never ! It was fit, 
it was proper to hav a picture of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence. That was an honest 
document. Our people wanted to giv a good reason 
for fighting Great Britain, and in order to do that 
they had to dig down to the bed-rock of human 
rights, and then they said all men are created equal. 
But just as soon as we got our independence we 
made a Constitution that gave the lie to the Declara
tion of Independence, and that is why the signing 
of the Constitution never ought to be painted. We 
put in that Constitution a clause that the slave trade 
ebould not be interfered with for years, and another 
clause that this entire government was pledged to 
hand back to slavery any poor woman with a child 
at her breast, seeking freedom by 1light. It was a 
very poor document. A little while ago they cele
bnted the one-hundredth anniversary of that busi
ness and talked about the Constitution being such a 
wonderful thing ; yet what was in that Constitution 
brought on the most terrifio civil war ever known, 
and during that war they said, '' Giv Ull the Consti
tution as it is and the Uoion as it was." Aud I eaid 
then, 11 Curse the Constitution as it is and the Union 
as it was. Don't talk to me about fighting for a 
Constitution that has brought on a war like this; Jet 
us make a new one." No, I am in favor of a paint
ing that would celebrate the Adoption of the amend
ment to the Constita.tion that deelares that there 
shall be no more slavery on this soil. 

GETTING FREER EVERY DAY 

I believe we are getting a little more free every 
day-• little more sensible all the time. A few 
years ago a woman in Germany made a speech, in 
which she asked: ''Why should the German mother 
in pain and agony giv birth to a child and rear that 
child through industry and poverty, and teach him 
that when he arrives at the age of twenty-one it will 
be his duty to kill the child of the French mother ? 
And why should the French mother teach her son 
that it will be his duty some·time to kill the child of 
the German mother ~" There is more sense in that 
than in all the diplomacy I ever read, and I think 
the time is coming when that question will be asked 
by every mother-why she should raise a child to 
kill the child of another mother. The time is coming 
when we shall do away with all this. A man has 
been taught that he ought to fight for the country 
where he was born ; no matter about that country 
being wrong, whether it supported him or not, 
whether U enslaved him and trampled on every 
right he had, still it was his duty to march up in 
support of that wretched country. The time will 
come when the man will make up his mind himself 
whether the coantry is worth while fighting for, and 
he is the greatest patriot who seeks to make his 
country worth fighting for, and not he who says I 
am for it anyhow, whether it is right or not. Taese 
patriots will be the force Mr. George was speaking 
about. If war between this country and Great 
Britain was declared, and there were men in both 
countries sufficient to take a right view of it, that 
would be the end of war. The thing would be 
settled by arbitration-settled by some court-and 
no one would dream of rushi11g to the field of battle. 
So that is my hope for the world ; more policy, more 
good, solid, sound sense, and less mud patriotism. . 

I think this country is going to grow. I think it 
will take in Mr. Wiman's country, and I think there 
is only one air enough in this country to float one 
1lag. I do not mean that we a.re going to take any 
country. I mean tliat they are going to come to us. 
I do not believe in cotq nest. Canada will come just 
as soon as it is to her interest to come, and I think 
she will come, or be a great country to herself. I 
do not believe in these people, intelligent as they 
are, sending three thousand miles· for information 
they hav at home. I do not believe in their being 
governed by anybody except themselvs. So if they 
come we will be glad to bav them; if they don't want 
to come I do not want them. 

WE ARE GROWING. 

Yes, we are growing. I do not know how many 
millions of people we hav now, probably over sixty· 
two if they all get counted. And they are still com· 
ing. I expect to liv to see one hundred million 
there. I know that some say that we are getting 
too many foreigners, but I eay that the more come 
the better, We hav got to hav somebody to take 
the places of the sons of our rich people. So I say 
let them come. There is plenty of land here, every
where. The territory now drained by the Missis
sippi, nature's protest against secession, can support 
five hundred million. Just the valley of the Missis
sippi. Yet we hav but sixty-two or sixty-three 
million, and you say we hav enough. I s•y to the 
people of every country, come, do your work here, 
and we will protect you against other countriee. We 
will giv you all the work to supply yourselvs and 
your neighbors. Then if we hav differences with 
another country we shall hav a strong navy, big 
ships, big guns, magnificent men and plenty of them, 
and if we put out the hand of fellowship and friend-
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ship they will know that there is no foolishness about 
it. They will know that we are not asking any 
favor. We just say: We want peace, and we tell 
you over the glistening leaves of this oliv branch 
that if you do not compromise we will mop the earth 
with you. 

That is the sort of arbitration I believe in, and 
it is the only sort in my j odgment th&t will be 
·eft"eetual for all time. And I hope that we may still 
grow, and grow more and more artistic, and more 
and more· in favor of peace, and I pray that we may 
finally arrive at being absolutely worthy of having 
presented that pieture with all that it implies to the 
most warlik~ nation in the world-to the nation that 
first sends the gospel and then the musket immedi
ately after, and says : 11 You hav got to be civilized, 
and the only evidence of civilization that you can giT 
is to buy our goods and to buy them now, and to 
pay for them.'' I wish ue to be worthy of the pic~ure 
presented to such a nation, and my other prayer is.:_ 

COLONEL INGERSOLL'S PRAYERS. 

Mr. D .ugherty (interrupting):. Wna 1 You pray! 
Colonel Ingersoll: Yes, sir; I pray, too, just the 

the same as you do. Yoo koow there was a minister 
who orca rebuked a man for swearing, and the 
man replied: 11 0 b, that's all right. I swear and you 
pray, but neither of us mean anything." And now I 
will go on to my second prayer. First, I pray 
that America may be worthy to hav sent such a 
token in such a spirit, and my second prayer is that 
England may be worthy to receive it and to keep it, . 
and that she may receive it in the same spirit that it 
is sent. , 

I am glad that it is to be sent by a woman. The 
gentleman who !!POke to the toast, 11 Woman as 1 
Peacsmaker," seemed to believe that woman brought 
all the sorrows that ever happened, not only of 
war, but troubles of every description. I want to 
say to him that I would rather Jiv with the woman 
I love in a world of war, in a world full of troubles 
and sorrows, than to liv in heaven with nobody but 
men. I believe that woman is a pe1cemaker, and so 
I am glad that a woman presents this token to an· 
other woman. And woman is a far higher title than 
quee11 in my judgment ; far higher. There are no 
higher titles than woman, mother, wife, sister, and 
when they come to calling t.hem countesses, and 
duchesses, and qa.eens, that is all rot. . That adds 
nothing to the unseen artist who inhabits the world 
ca!Ied the brain. That unseen artist is great by 
nature and cannot be made greater by the addition 
of titles. And so one woman givs to another woman 
the picture that prophesies war is finally to cease, 
and the civilized nations of the world will hence
forth arbitrate their differences and no longer strew 
the plain with corpses of brethren. That is the 
supreme lesson that is taught by this pichure, and I 
congratulate Mr. Carpenter that his name is 
associated with it and also with the ''Proclamation 
of E cnancipation.'' 11;1 the latter work he hu 
associated his ·name with that of L\ncoln, which is 
the greatest name in history and the gentlest 
memory in the world. Mr. Carpenter bas associated 
his name with that and with this and with that of 
General Grant, for I say that this picture would 
never hav been possible had thera not been behind 
it Grant; if there bad not been behind it the 
victorious armies of the North and the great armies 
of the South, that would hav ttuited instantly to hav 
repelled any foreign foe. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
W. s. BBLL will lecture at San A.ntonio, Tex., December 

20th; El Paso, Tex., 23i, 24-h, 25·h; Phre:~ix, Ariz., 27th, 
28th, 29\h; _Ban PaEquale, Cal., January 21, 3d. 

THB Pittsburgh Secular Society meets every Sunday after
noon at 3 o'clock in Curry University Hall. Sixth street 
near Pennsylvania avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

JoHN R; CHARLESWORTH's prePent lecture appointment• 
are as follows: December 21st, 22d, Lexington; 231, 24th, 
Sttssburg; 27th, 28th, Centralia; 30;8, 31st, Waterloo, J·,d., 
Jsnuary lOth Columbus, 0; 11th, 12~h, Shreve; Uth, 
Kent; 27th, 28th, Farmdale; 29th, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

MR. PuTNAM will lecture the first four Sundays of January 
in San Francisco on" The Evolutions of a Century." Subject 
of first lecture "Evolutions-Theological and Religious;" of 
second lectur~ " Ltber&lism, Spiritualism, and Infidelity;" 
of third lectur~, "Industrial Evolutions;'' of fourth lecture, 
"Political Evolutions." January 29th there will be a grand 
Paine celebration at Union Square IIall. On the following 
Saturday and Sunday, January 30th and 31st, will be held 
the state convention. 

THB Elcondido, Cal., Tlmes says: "S"muel P. Putnam 
the Freethought expounder, lectured at Cravath Hall on 
Wednesday and Friday evenings of last week, and created 
considerable interest. The attendance was good both even
ings and a number of citizens fired questions at, and de
bated with, the speaker. Mr. Putnam has the reputati?n of 
being one of the best debaters in the country, and our Judg
ment is that said reputation is well earned." The joy that 
his advent into that part of the country created is thus de
scribed : "B. B. Rockwood was over from San Pasqual 
Monday shaking hands with his large circle of friends, and 
said he ~ever h&d eo much fun, or felt better in his life, than 
for the past two weeks. Mr. Putnam's visit and lectures 
had been for him a very feast of reason and freethought, and 
which accounts for his jubtlant spirits." 
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~trmm•nitaiitrns. 

Hav Men Souls t 
Some ye&re ag~, shortly before the great b:izzard 

of 1888 I wrote an article for THE TRUTH SEEKER 
under ~be above heading. I remember it as being 
in my ow.a judgment the most uneatiefactory artiol6' 
that enr proceeded from my pen. It left the ques
tion unanswered. It arrived at no conolueion except 
that that question was, so far as I could discover, 
unanswerable. I hav no copy of it by me, but to the 
bast of my remembrance it ended by leaving the 
subject in the same condition of uncertainty in which 
it found it. 

A few days after it appeared I left New York. 
The uncertainty of my whereabouts from week to 
week, and even from day to day, rendered it impos
sible for TRUTH SEnna to reach me. Some time 
afterward I was informed, whether truly or not I 
cannot say, that there had been a considerable amo~nt 
of discussion in the columns of this paper concerniDg 
the matter. I had known nothing of it, and had 
therefore been unable to take part in it at the time. 
B11t now that I am invited to rtflect some of the 
light I hav eince received I gladly respond to the 
call, and will endeavor to tel! those who may feel 
interested in my cbange of views, and whom I can 
reach in this manner, whether men hav souls. 

What do we mean by souls ! D&J we mean imma
terial substances (whatever they may be) which each 
individual may imagin he poseesse11, which hav 
separate individualities, distinct from auy material 
embodiment, which can continue to exist as eep 
arate individualities, freed from· all connection 
with matter, which can think without brains, play 
upon harpe without fingers, sing alleluiahs without 
voices, wear golden crowns wi~hout heads, and 
clothe themselve in blood washed garments without 
bodies! . Hav men such souls as these ! My answer 
in the new light as in the old, is no I 

But ia there in the universe one inflnit soul, the 
cause of life in all the living, the souroe of thought 
in all the thinking, the power of strength in. all the 
working, the harmony of will in all the loving! Is 
there one omnipotent principle acting throughout 
nature, more or Ieee imperfectly according to the 
ctharacter of the VII:ioue organisms through which 
it acts, ever raising up the present is to A higher to 
be ! Has each man, each beast, each . bird, each 
insect, each flower, each blade of grass, hie or its own 
share of this prin(Jiple, without which it could never 
hav been! When its present material environment 
has been thrown off, has it still another material 
environment in which its individuality is preserved! 
To this, the question for which I had no reply before, 
I answer in the new light-yes I 

Now I hear 1 ahorue of voices exolttim, "How do 
you know T" I will endeav!;)r to inform you how I 
know, although the fact of my knowing will not help 
you to know, unless you obtain like evidence for 
yourselve. You will ~tot, and ought not to, believe 
on my authority. Oreede and dogmas are my old 
enemies with whom I will make no peace, neither in 
this world nor in the world to come. The only pos
sible proof of spirit existence aft~r taie life is in 
spirit return. He who has had personal evidence of 
this, indisputable, beyoniJ all possibility of delusion 
or deceit, knows it. He who has not had this per
sonal evidence, whatever he may believe or disbelieve, 
knows JIOUling about it.· 

I hav already given in the cnlumne of the Better 
Way 1 relation of the chief incidents which occurred 
to me convincing me of the fact that those whom I 
had known, or of whose existence I had known, on 
earth, still lived. Many readers of THE TRUTH 
SEEKER may hav seen it, and it is unnecessary to 
repeat it in detail. I will mention very briefly some 
few of these incidents which wi I serve to explain my 
change of position. A few months ago no one in 
America, perhaps no one in the world now living, 
except myself, was aware of the fact that before I 
was born a brother of mine was drowned. I very 
much doubt if it had been present to my own mind 
within the last forty years. When 1 medium, in a 
strange town, and whom I had never met before, 
sent for me, told me of this, and when I through her 
received a message from my departed brother, cor
rectly explaining a matter concerning which I was 
in doubt, I could not disguise from myself the fact 
that this was 1 real communication from an unseen 
intelligence. If not from my brother, from some 
other spiritual being who was aequainted with the 
facts and personated him. In either case spirit ex
ietenee was equally well proved. When through 
the same medium I received such 1 history of the 
earlier portions of my life as I could scarcely hav 
written from my own unaided memory, including 
names, and some very unusual and foreign-sounding 
ones, of people I had met at various times and in 
different countries, with almost the entire list of my 
own relative, I was compelled to admit that the infor
mation came from other sources than the brain of 
the medium or of any living person with whom she 
could hav had conversation. When I travel to other 

tOWDB1 IDd other facts kOOWD to DO ODe but myself 
are told me through other mediums, who are for the 
most part members of private families, not exercising 
their m( diumistio powers publicly,. I know that the 
information c'mes from spirit sources. These are 
not inetances of mind-reading, for the circumstances 
alluded to are never in my mind at the time. The 
beet mind-readers require physical coll(act, or at 
least a connecting wire, with the thinker, and can 
read only the thoughts then present in the bra}n. 
Their power is within themselvs, something on wh1ch 
they can on all ordinary occasiolftl more or less rely. 
Between these mEdiums and myself there is s~ldom 
any alosa proximity, and never can they giv any
thing beyond what is givPn to them. 

Even in this very britf summary of some of my 
recent experiellcas I think I hav given sufficient rea
sons for acknowledging the truth of spirit existence 
and spirit return. The evidellce I hav personally 
received direcUy from spirits I say nothing of, be
cause, good proof as it is to me, it can be none to 
others. But to the old question, "Hav men souls !" 
it enables me to reply that each man has hie own 
share of the one universal soul, and when his physical 
body is worn out or destroyed he will still hav a spirit 
body in which his individuality will be preserved, 
and in which he will continue to exist as he does 
now, but under better and ever-improving conditions. 

When 1 man realizes that he knows nothing there 
is a chance of his learning something. If he dog
matically asserts that nothing can be known, he is 
making a creed for himself which will bind and fetter 
his intellect as much as church-made creeds bind and 
fetter the intellects of orthodox believers. It is im
portant to know the actual value of our own posses
sions. It is worth while ascertaining, if we can, 
whether our lives are to last for 1 few short years 
only or whether they are to continue for ever. There
fore the subject is worth investigating fairly. It is 
some encouragement to struggle on in this world if 
we are al!sured that our intellectual and moral de
velopments will be the starting-point of our future 
existence; It is some consolation to reflect that the 
knowledge and experience we gain here will not be 
lost, but will be the foundation on which our future 
conditione will bs erected. He must be strangely 
infatuated with his life here who is not desirous to 
know whether or not he has another. Ot, on the 
other hand, he mn'!!t be extremely dissatisfied with 
life altogether who is not willing to continue it with 
the advantage of all the experience he has already 
g•iDed, 

The Spiritualist does not expect another life such 
as the orthodox promie, but be knows that this life 
goes right on, with the same desires, interests, and 
purl!luite that it has here, gradually becoming more 
and more elevated with his ever-increasing knowl
edge. This is surely not unreasonable. The ekep
t' c is usually too easily disgusted if in the commence
ment of hie investigations he meets with uneatis
hctory resulte. He is 'oo apt to regard the physical 
evidel!cae as the. whole of Spiritualism. If he de
tects deception in one or two instances he is likely 
to cor c~ude that all are frauds. The physical evi~ 
dences may be strong proof if they are above 
suspicion, but they are valueless except under 
strictly teet conditions, and as 1 rule no oue is eo 
anxious to Pnbmit them to the most rigid scrutiny 
as he who ht e most belief in the philosophy of 

,Spiritualism. E. J. BowTELL. 
Greenfield, Mass • 

.My Lecture Trip. 
Upon leaving lnqustry for ~oniphan, the journey 

of eighteen miles in that open mailcart, behind those 
little Mexican broncos, had again to be undertaken ; 
a drizz'ing rain fell during the ride, which, perhaps, 
had the effact of dampening the spirits of our 
team, for, although I had to be left in charge of 
them again, we reached Olay Oenter without any 
adventure to liven the monotony d the j Jurney. 

K&nsas is not only noted as a Prohibition state, 
the home of new and somewhat short-lived political 
parties, but I believe it is also well known by travel
ing men as affording the most wretched train service 
in the Union; owing to the latter inconvenience it 
took me two days to cover about one hundred and 
forty mHee, consequently I did not reach my destina
tion until Monday morning, although I left Industry 
on the Friday previous. When I arrived at Doni
phan fresh difficulties beset me. The town was sit
uated at 1 distance of two and a half miles from the 
railroad, and there being no hack service I bad to 
take" that other aUernativ" this time and walk. It 
is not very pleasant traveling under such circum
stances as I had to contend with, for snow lay on 
the ground to a depth of eight inches, and in many 
places it had drifted more than knee-deep, which was 
indeed progress under difficulties. An hour's struggle 
through mud and snow brought me to the little town, 
better, perhaps, in health than temper, but 1 few 
hours before a warm stove, and a regaling of the 
inner man, soon restored my former complacency of 
spirits. Doniphan ia • small town of about five 
hundred inhabitants, and is (or was) situated upon 
the bulks of the Missouri river, but heavy rains and 

swollen streams hav caused the banks to cave and 
the river to change its course, and which compelled 
the railroads to change theirs also, consequently 
Doniphan has euffared somewhat from these natural 
changes, and although it once bid fair to become 1 
rising and popular town, it has . met with re
verses that hav rendered it incapable of any greater 
developments. Its chief industry is the distilling of 
wines and liquon, upon which it does 1 somewhat 
thriving business, notwi~hstanding that the sale of 
such commodities is forbidden wiJ;hin the confines of 
the state. It has a very large Liberal element in 
proportion to its population, eo much eo that 
scarcely any church can succeed in their midst with 
hhe exception of the Roman Oatholic. I gave two 
lectures here before -very good audiences-in fact, I 
was told that I had been favored with the largest 
audiences that could be got together in this town, 
except at political gatherings. My hearers seemed 
well pleased at what was said, and expressed general 
satisfaction at the result of my lectures. I was very 
pleased to meet with snob an earnest worker and 
advocate of human liberty as H .. Bender, also Dr. 
E. F. Moore and Mr. Meyer, all of whom expressed 
a desire that I should visit them again in the near 
future. 

Oa Wednesday morning I started again on my 
jo11rney for Eagle, Neb., where I was down for two 
lectures, and during this journey I. was involved in 
the most serious railway acllident of my life. A few 
miles from. 'Troy Junction the tie-fod of our en gin 
broke, which caused the train to giv several severe 
jumps, but fortunately it. settled down ~gain each 
time upon the f,racke, aBd when they had succeeded 
in bringing the train to 1 standstill the passengers 
had received nothing more than 1 severe shaking, 
and eome,of them 1 severe fright. The engineer, how
ever, had been hurled from hie cab and was found 
ahnoet buried in the snow and seriously iojured; 
the fireman had escaped with 1 slight scalding. 
Upon examination our en gin was found to be in such 
a dilapidated condition that we were unable to pro
ceed, and this produced the· necessity of 1 five-mile 
walk to the nearest depot to telegraph news of the 
disaster and call up 1 relief engin. We had to wait· 
five hours on the track before help came. The train 
eventually arrived in Lincoln with 1 cargo of hungry 
passengers, who found the nearest lunch counter in 
lees time than it takes to record it. I reached Eagle 
next morning, and for the first time I realized that 
this was Thanksgiving-It least, Benjamin Harrison 
had ordained it eo. 

Thanksgiving, for what?
And he muttered a curse

For the poorest of food, 
And an empty purse; 

For a life of hard work; 
And the shabbiest clothes, 

But it's idle to talk 
Of a poor man's woes. 

Let the rich giv thanks, 
It is they who can; 

There is nothing to thank 
For a laboring man. 

At Esgle I was met by J. Q Ad11me, the presidfnt 
of the Eagle bank, and I soon found myself amon~ 
warm-hearted and generous friends. I met here H. 
M. Dopp, Steve Benton, and several other radical 
thinkers. I gave two lectures here, my first audi· 
ence being very slim indeed, which was hardly 1 
matter for surprise, the town only numbering about 
one hundred and forty inhabitants. The smallness of 
the population, and a severe storm which commenced 
just before the time of meeting, had, no doubt, 1 
disastrous effect upon my audience. However, I did 
not curtail my lecture, for I gave the twenty or more 
present substantially the same as if they had num
bered twenty thousand. My second lecture was 
attended with better results. The inhabitants, no 
doabt having recovered .from the digestiv inconvr
niences attendant on Thanksgiving, turned out in 
larger numben, so that the hall was nearly filled 
this time. The audience was very attentiv, and at 
the close of my lecture 1 local genius attempted to 
criticise my remark!!, but as he insisted upon criticising 
something that I did not say, and declined to discuss 
what I did say, he was promptly called to order, 
and as he was not allowed to hav his own way the 
discussion fell thrOnRh. There are quite 1 num-ber 
of good and earnest Freethinkers in this little 'own, 
among whom are those previously mentioned, also 
Dr. Davis, P. Frolich, and others, all of whom were 
well pleased at the general result. Immediately 
after the lecture I had to take a nig\lt train for 
Hamburg, Ia., where I was engaged for two lectures 
on Sunday, November 29ih. Friends wm continue 
to address me in care of E. A. Stevens, 498 W. Mad-
ison street, Ohicago. JoHN R. <lHARLESWORTH. 

Subscribers. 
The holidays are almost here. Ars you ready for 

them! A gift that would prove acceptable to any 
L\beral friend, and at the same time keep you in 
constant remembrance during the year, would be 
a year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Your 
own renewal and the new subscription wil.l cost only 
$1).00. 
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Why There A..re Church M.embers. 
People are nothing if not sociable. It is 

sociability which causes the mass of humanity to 
attend church once Qr twice a week, and the human 

· being who does not wish to meet with o~her people 
in some gatheriog oUen, is not a true and good man 
or woman. Many, and in fact the majority, of the 
people in civilized oountries would rather attend some 
lectur~, opera, or public gathering other than a 

0 church; but in many little towns there is absolutely 
no other place which they can a~tend, so what are 
they to do T Must they, in order to satisfy that 
thirst for social intercourse, attend and wink at 
what they believe to be positivly nonsense in order 
to be sociable T If they d~ no.t believe in the Bible 
and its teaching and yet attend church they are in a 
measure hypocrite ; but if they do not attend some 
church or gathering on Sunday they are considered 
unsociible and odd. If they do attend church in 
order to save themselvs ftOIIl the scorn of . their 
fellow-townsmen they must also contribute to the 
support and thus ·help to strengthen an enemy to 
progress and civilization. . 

The average young people of this age realize the 
immensity of the holy humbug, but if one of them 
sees fit to step out of l'n:e and declare independence, 
they are at once the shining mark for holy slurs and 
&coial boycott, and m.ore especially is this true in the 
case of young ladies. Let a young lady in a small 
town snow her contempt of the prevailing religious 
fad and she might almost as well commit a crime. 
Tbe old women, at the instigation of the minister and 
deacons, will at once commence a systematic process 
of lying and social ostracism calculated to, and almost 
always soooessfully, too, drive her back into the fold 
of the holy fools. 

was a God, which is mor.e than the ayerag~ man with 
a _mind of his own will testify to now. Almos' all 
WISe and careful men will say, 11 We do not pretend 
t!' know anything about it, but ~e always willing to 
hsten to any intelligent discussion of the subject." 
And that intelligent discussion of all subjects in 
every town and community is exactly- what is most 
needed at the present time. Some one in eaoh c Jm. 
monity should see to it that a society is organized. 
Appoint one of your own number to write a lecture 
for Sunday reading, or read some one's else leo\ore. 
T1ke it turn about if you hav no 1eader;:bat do not 
compel your. childre~ to attend church bec·ausa they 
hav 110 other protection from the slanderous tongue 
of superstition. · : 

If all the liberal societies could be combined into 
one and operated on business prin~iples, it. would 
not be many years until a lecture-hall could be built 
in every town, furnished with a good standard 
library and a lec~orer, an.d onr children as well as 
onrselvs be protected. What a pride you would 
take in your beautiful hall, the arrangements, and 
furnishing the oh~ioe library which you would be 
const~tly·adding·to. Organize a Liberal society in 
your bttle town and the churches will lose power 
at once. To prove this look for a moment and see 
who the po,pular mbiisters are.. Are they not the 
men who deliV'er scientific lectures with just enough 
r.eli~ion interspersed so that they may not be 
arraigned for heresy T Even then they are ,tried for 
h:ereay; and ~hen they go right on, their ~o~grega
tion stands by them and they are entirely independ
ent of the church. Humanity is curious to le.arn. If 
we were not we would never learn. The Bible fixes 
the date of the creation at about six thousand ye~rs 
ago, so that when a man of ~cienoe says, "We hav 
the Ohinese history of an eclipse which too.k place 
before ;~hat tim~, ,and which cold figures ·also show 
to hav _taken place at exacUy the time state~," we 
ar!' curious to learn more about the Bible creation. 
The only astronomieal event noted in the Bible for 
a landniark other than the creation of the earth in 
six c;l,ays and the ~f!3&tions of the sun and moon and 
stars one afternoon when there w~s nothing else to 
do, was the great performance of J oshoa when the 
good book says he commanded the sun and moon to 
stand still. If this ridiculous event took p.laoe, and 
the sun and moon really appeared t~ stand still by 
the earth ceasing to r,evolve on its axis, then figures 
lie, for we cannot find any such jog in the universal 
machinery. The figures fail to show it. There is 
no emotion in flgores, no romance but truth, no 
fiction, no fable. Snob truth interests the present 
generation more than fit!ltion. "Truth is l!tranger 
than flotion," and ,we would rather lis~en. to troth 
than to fiction, because it is true, The L1beral 
society which takes the lead should ba the center 
of all learning as it is learned, and the· halls should 
be the local centers through which that learning is 
taught and explained. It will be at moat bot a few 
years until some snob state of society will exist, and 
why not bring it about as soon as possible, so that 
some of us older people may die with .the peaceful 
assurance that superstition died before us, and our 
children are safe from its blight' DJwn wUh ignl)
ranoe and the institutions which dare teach it or op-
pose the truth of science. T. H. HEALD, 

Elsinore, Oal. 

It is noticeable, however, that where a town is 
large enough to possess some kind of a society of 
progress which meets at church ;hours on Sunday 
aU trouble of that nature is overcome. Where there 
is strength enough to form even a small society it· is 
sufficient to put a stop to the boycott plan, and, being 
of a more· intelligent order than churches usually are, 
soon takes the lead in the average American town. 
:What a pity then that the.Secular Union or some other 
society of progress cannot be represented in every 
town, village, and hamlet. There is no mistake but 
what every town in the U nHed States contains more 
people who do not believe in the · absurdities of the 
Bible than are represented by any church in the 
same town or community, and yet there are few towns 
bot what hav several churches, which are also largely 
kept up by the liberal people, who are too timid 
to organize a social circle of their own. No doubt 
the reason for this is that ministers organize 
churches as a means of obtaining revenue, putting 
all their time and talents to work to make their 
business profHable. Bnt why not Liberals do the 
.s1me T We would surely rather pay a few cents to 
hear a good lecture than to pay the same or more 
to sit and be insulted week after week by ignorant 
assertions about God and his holy methods of deal
ing with the worms of the eadh. By organizing we 
for less money receive the benefit of two good lect
ures eaoh Sunday, we escape the finger ·of scorn 
which the church points at the man, woman, or child 
who has the true nobility of character to stand up 
alone against superstUion. By organizing we giv our 
children a chance to obtain useful knowledge, we 
save them from the foul breath of superstition and A.. Concise and Forceful Letter. 
ignorance, and we elevate our neighbors and friends Prom the New Yort sun. 
as well as oorselva by ,giving them the opportunity It is stated that fifty thousand gospel ministers 
to listen to scientific discussions, lectures, and good hav been served with blank petitions for their re
muaie, and good morals. A quarter of a century ago spectiv flocks to sign, praying Oongress to enact 
such a plan would not hav been accepted so easily as unconstitutional 11 religious legislation" to close the 
to-day. Twenty-five years ago hell was still blaz;ng World's Fair upon the Uonstantine-Heathen Sunday. 
in all its glorious w~ath, burning up the ung.odly, If the American government were a church and 
the scientists, the Liberal thinkers, the enemies of state government., which it is not, and if all the 
God's numberless inhuman creeds, and the little un- world who are invited to the Fair knew that this was 
baptized infants. What a change now, with hal'dly a Ohristian nation with a 11 Obristian government," 
a carl of blue smoke or a smell of brimdoae issuing which ita father, Washington, declared it was not, 
from that .dreadful inquisition of God. They are and that, if they eame .. from India, frvm South 
endeavoring to fix the date of creation earlier, they America, from Spain, Ohina, Africt, Turkey, Rassia, 
are making each day's work represent an age, and FranoP, and England, they would be compelled to 
some of them even want to represent the day of rest lose one-seventh of their time in the observanre of a 
by an age. · · · sectarian unsoriptuul Sabbath, in addition to their 

Republican forms of government require that the own Sabbath, coming upon another day, and they 
people think, and we most notice that kingdoms and still choose to come, well! Bot, being invited to 
empires and monarchies are falling in all parts of come, not to an Illfide1, an eoc1esiastioa1, Ohristian, 
the world and giving place to republics. The gov- nor even to an American fair, but to a World's Fair, 
ernment with the greatest number of rulers is the open to Anabaptists, Jews, Buddhists, Mohammed
government which is the most liber•l and broad- ana, who hav their own Sabbath days, to say noth
minded, and it is entirely impossible to hav an ing of the millions of non-sectarians, or the religious 
established government religion where the people people who, like Shakers, regard all days alike, to be 
are the rulers. It is only such an absolute one-man kept holy by ceasing thereon to do evil and learning 
monarchy as Russia which can in the very face of to be and to do good ! 
science compel ita people to bow the head and ·bend Infidels, to church and state governments, like 
the knee in submission to one man's superstition; P1ine, Franklin, Washington, and Jefterson, wrote 
and soc:h a state of atl'ai!l can hardly la.st through and signed the Declaration of Independence and 
the twentieth century 1n any part of the earth. framed a Oonstitution that expressly forbids all 11 re
Twenty-five years ago, the memory of that good old ligioos legislation." The "Age of R~ason" hadar
Qilaker, Thomas Paine, wae made a by-word and a rived, the 11 Rights of Man" were boldly set forth, 
sneer upon the lips of all churoh people; to-day they and, when 11 The Orisis ".came, the troth prevailed. 
are talking of putting flowers .on his grave, beeause All men were legally equal and had inalienable right 
they say he was a deil\t-that is, he believed there to entire liberty of conscience, e't'en down to the 
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priests of Balaam, . who, for their salaries, seek a 
:onion with Balak. 
; Religipus freedom, perfect exemption from priestly 
,role and .doqtination, is the great honor and glory of 
the secular government of these United States. Bot 
" eternal vigilance " will alone maintain H. Under 
God, we are all indebted to the skeptical classes for 
our secalar government. The Autichristians ought 
:to be thankful to them, for they hav r.sturned good 
,for evil. 

Paine was the master spirit of the Amerit!an Revo
lution. Waehing•on; whose private secretary he 
,was, declared that Thomas Paine had done more 
with his pen for the ultimate success of the American 
Revolution than he had done with his sword. 
· The priesthood hav whitewashed Washington, who 
never would .go into a steeple house-a church, and 
, hav blackballed, belied, and vilified Paine, as the 
rebels in our civil war slandered and contemned 
·Lincoln. 

. By what the church and state Ohristians hav done 
in Tennessee without law, we may judge what they 
will do when they hav the law in their bands. They 
tore a· good American citizen from his home and 
family, imprisoned him, worried, browbeat, a»,d tort. 
ured him to death. His soul in the spiritland is 
11 marching on" to vengeance upon his il:quisitors. 
He was doing what he and all of us hav a perfec~ 
United S~ates constitutional right to do, plow our 
fields whenever we choose. Wbere is the E celesias- · 
tical court to determin upon which of the seven 
Sabbath days we moat not plow T Oould there be a 
greater absurdity than the stamp upon our coin, 
"In God we t~ost," when thousands of good citizens 
do not believe in any God at all' Yet their inalien
able rights remain intact, as do the ri~hts of tbose 
who profess to believe there are three Gcds, all mas
colin, ignoring woman. Are there any Ohristiana 
except Shakers' Ar.d are there any human beings 
in the spirit world, in heaven or hell, or upon this 
earth, who may not become Ohristians T · "A great 
company of priest(! were obedient to the faith." 
And if the inquisition clergy may become Ohristianl!l, 
wbo shall despair of being saved! Belief is the re
sult of evidence. There is no virtue in it, nor is 
there any vice in unbelief. It is want of evidence; 
having evidence, belief is the result. . 

Jesus said: "My kingdom is not of this world, 
therefore my sen:ants will not fight." If the chap. 
lain is a Ohristian, what is he doing in a sel3nl~r, 
worldly legislature that is spending the principal 
revenues of the country in manufacturing war mate
ri!ll 7 And what pl1ce has he in tbe army and navy 
or on the bloody battlefield T , Ia it not thirty thou
sand Balak priests who are going to move heaven 
and earth to fill their churches and increase their 
iroomes? 

Lincoln was an Infidel and became a Spiritualist, 
so; according to 11 Free Thought," the Jesuits killed 
him. Let u111 hav peace, but not the '' peaca of War
saw." Let Infidel, Jew, or Turk be left in perfect 
liberty of conscience, to do by others as they would 
be done by. Did Jesus ever denounce _the skeptical 
Sadducees as he did the believing Pharisees T 

For untold ages the wise of this world thought 
that the earth was flat. One n:ian arose who said it 
was round and that it turned around. The Obristian 
priests arrested, imprisoned, and torlured him to 
death, j 11st as they hav arrested, imprisoned, and 
killed King, of Tennessee, who kept the tr oe Sab
bath-Saturday-and plowed his field on their Sab. 
bath. Either open the World's F•ir upon the seven 
S.abbath days, or close it upon the 11even Sabbath 
days and tax the church and state fifty thousand 
Balak .priests to pay the outlay and all losses to the 
exhibitors. F. W. EvANS. 

Mount Lebanon, Columbia County, N. Y, U. S. A. 

How to Help The Trnth Seeker. 
1. Wht!D renewing get a friend to subscribe and 

thas save a half dollar apiece. 
2. Get your newsdealer to display it on his stand 

or in his shop window. Be sure that he displays the 
pictures. 

3. Get your newsdealer to keep in stock one or 
more copies, with your guarantee to take off his 
hands at the end of 'he wet>k any that remain unsold. 
If he exhibits them the pictures alone will sell them. 

4. Take a few extra copies and circulate them 
among your acquaintances. On your request, we 
will send you back-number sample copies free. 

5. Leave a copy occasionally w~ere it will be 
picked up-in the train, in the factory, in the 
meeting-room, in the cigar store,·in the barber-shop. 
Le11ve it picture-aide up. 

6. Keep in your pocket some of our cheap tracts 
and when convenient hand one to a friend. 

7. Get a new subscriber by persuading some friend 
to take it. 

IN the rational study of na\ure lie the secrets of 
knowledge, and every admission of the existence of 
supernatural influences is a barriEr to prograsP.
Robt. a. Adams. 
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WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED 1 

fl80 
100 
108 

100 

700 

110 

10 00 

In the first issue of To TRUTH SEEKEB for the 
New Year we shall print an arUole with the foresoing 
question for its title, by 

Austin Bierbower, 

author of 14 The Socialism of Ohriat " and 11 The 
Virtues and Their Reasons," • Sy11tem of Ethios for 
Sooiety and .Sohoole. 

THE TRUTH SEEKER will put on its new dress on 
New Y ;ar's, and appear also in • more modern make
up, with all of its old and some new features. 

The make-up will be so arranged that the subscrib
ers who desire to forward the paper to semi-Liberal 
t·iends but are deterred beoause of • fear that the 
pioturea will offdnd their semi-religious sensitivness 
oan remove . the objectionable matter without de
stroying any of the reading matter. And we sin
cerely trust that those who hav retrained from doing 
missionary work with the paper on this aceount will 
feel their interest revived and inten11i1led and aot 

aooordiDgly. • 

To Our Subscribers. 
We are in sore need of the amounts due on sub

scriptions and ask everyone who owes us money to 
be eipeoially prompt in sendiDg it. 

This also is the time of year when • great many 
subscriptions expire, and an immediate renewal will 
be • favor to us. 

0 wiDg probably to the eleotioDs and the labor in
cident to gathering and marketillg the great harvests 
our friends bav neglected to forward what is due 
us, and we are coD&~quently compelled to somewhat 
urgently remind them of their remissness. As Mr. 
Bennett used to say uDder these oiroumstu.oes, 
Friends, let us hear from you. 

To the Friends and Subscribers of Freethought. · 
I sincerely hope that all who hav supported Ii'ree

flwught in the put will aid the work to whioh it has 
been devoted by becoming subscribers tO Tn TBuTH 
SDKEB. Tn TBuTB Snua will oarry oa the work, 
but it needs your cooperation. It is a means by 
whiola I oan reach you and push on the Paoi1lo ooast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrears to pay 
what is now due to THE TBUTB SBBDB and place 
their names upon its list as oordial supporters for 
the future. SAHUEL P. FUTHAH. 

Letters of Protest. 
We hn delayed sending out copies of the letter 

to Oongressmen, urging the Sunday opening of the 
World's Fair, whioh all are reques,ed to sign and 
forward, in order to get a oorreot list of the repre
sentativs to be printed oil the back, so that. all may 
know to whom to send it. For the benefit of those 
who prefer to write direot we append the list here : 

Alabama-:-First district, Richard H Clarke; 2d dis, Hilary 
A Herbert; Sd dis, William 0 Oates; 4th dis, Louis W 
Turpin; 5th dis, James E Cobb; 6th dis, John H Bank
head; 7th dis, William HForney; 8th dis, Joseph Wheeler. 

Arkansas-First. district, William H Oat&; 2d dis, Clifton 
R Breckinridge ; Sd dis, Thomas 0 McRae ; 4th dis, Wm L 
Terry ; 5th dis, Samuel W Peel. 

California-First district, Thomas J Geary; 2d dis, 
Anthony Oaminetti; Sd dis, Joseph McKenna; 4th dis, 'John 
T Outting; lth dis, lllugene F Loud; 6th dis, William W 
Bowers. 

Colorado-State at large, Hosea Townsend. · 
Connecticut-First district, Lewis Sperry; 2:1 dis, W F 

Wilcox; · Sd dis, Charles A Russell ; 4th dis, Robert E De 
Forest. 

Delaware-state at large, John Williams Causey. 
Florida-First district, Stephen R Mallory; 2d dis, Robert 

Bullock. 
Georgia-First district-Rufus E Lester; 2d dis, Henry G 

Turner; Sd dis, Charles F Crisp (Ppeaker); 4th dis, Charles 
L Moses; 5th dis, Leonidas F Livingston; 6th dis, James H 
Blount ; 7th dis, Robert W Everett; 8th dis, Thomas G 
Lawson; 9th dis, Thomas E Winn; lOth dis, Thomas E 
Walson. 

Idaho-State at large, Willis Sweet. 
Dlinoia-First district, Abner Taylor; 2d dis, Lawrence lll 

McGann; Sd dis, Allen 0 Durborrow; 4th dis, Walter 0 
Newberry; 5th dis, Albert J Hopkins; 6th dis, Robert R 
Hitt; 7th dill, Monroe J Henderson; 8th dis, Lewis Steward; 
9th dis, Herman W Snow; lOth dis, Philip S Post; 11th dis, 
Benjamin T Cable; 12th dis, Scott Wike; 18th dis, William 
M Springer; 14th dis, Owen Scott ; 15th dis, Samuel T 
Busey; 16th dis, George W Filhian; 17th dis, Edward Lane; 
18th dis, William S Forman; 19th dis, James R Williams; 
20th dis, George W. Smith. 

Indiana-First district, William F Parrett; 2d dis, John 
L Bretz; Sd dis, Jason B Brown; 4th dis, William S Hol
man; 5th dis, George W Cooper; 6th dis, Henry A John
son ; 7th dis, William D Bynum ; 8th dis, Elijah V Brook
shire; 9th- dis, Dan Waugh; lOth dis, David H Patton; 
11th dis, Augustus N Martin ; 12th dis, Charles A 0 
McClellan; 18th dis, Benjamin F Shively. 

lowa-J'irst district, J'ohn J. Seerley; 2d dis, Walter I 
Hayes ; Sd dis, David B Henderson ; 4th dis, Walter H 
Butler; 5th dis, John T Hamilton; 6th dis, Frederick E 
White; 7th dis, John A THull; 8th dis, James P Flick; 
9th dis, Thomas Bowman; lOth dis, Jonathan P Dolliver; 
11th dis, George D Perkins. 

Kansas-1st dis, Case Broderick; 21 dis, Edward H 
Funston; 3d dis, B H Clover; 4th dis, John G Otis; 5th 
dis; John Davis; 6th dis, William Baker; 7th dis, Jerry 
Simpson. 

Kentucky-First district, William J. Stone; 2d dis, Wm 
T Ellis ; Sd dis, Isaac H Goodright ; 4th dis, Alexander B 
Montgomery ; 5th dis, Ashur G Caruth; 6th dis, W W 
Dickerson; 7th dis, Wm 0 P Breckinridge; 8th dis, James 
B McOreery; 9th dis, Thomas H Paynter; lOth dis, John 
W Kendall; 11th dis, John H Wilson. 

Louisiana-First district, Adolph Meyer ; 2d dis, Matt D 
Lagan; Sd dis, Andrew Price ; 4th dis, Newton 0 Blanchard; 
5th dis, Charles J Beatner ; 6th dis, Samuel M Robertson. 

Maine-First district, Thomas B Reed; 2d dis, Nelson 
Dingley, Jr; Sd dis, Seth L Milliken; 4th dis, Charles A 
Boutelle. 

Maryland-First district, Henry Page; 2d dis, Herman 
Stump; 3d diRt, Harry W Rusk; 4th dis, lsidor Raynor; 
5th dis, Barnes Compton; 6th dis, William M McKaig. 

Massachusetts-First district, Charles S Randall; 2d dis, 
Elijah A Morse; Sd dis, John F Andrew; 4th dis, Joseph H 
O'Neill; 5th dis, Sherman Hoar ; 6th dis, Henry 0. Lodge; 
7th dis, William ·Cogswell ; 8th dis, Moses T Stevena ; 9th 
dis, George T Williams ; lOth dis, Joseph H Walker ; 11th 
dis; FrederickS Coolidge; 12th dis, John 0 Orqaby. 

Michigan-First district, J Logan Chipman; 2d dis, James 
S Gorman; 3d dis, James O'Donnell; 4th dis, Julius 0 
Burrows ; 5th dis, Charles E Belknap ; 6th dis, Byron Gray 
Stout; 7th dis, Justin R Whiting; 8th dis, Henry M You
mans; 9th dis, HarrisoD. H Wheeler; lOth dis, Thomas A ]II 
Weadock; 11th dis, Samuel M Stephenson. 

Minnesota-First district, William ·H Harries; 2d dis, 
John Lind; 3d dis, Osee M Hall; 4th dis, James N Oastle; 
5th dis, Kittle Halvorson. 

Mississippi-First district, John MAllen; 2d dis, John 
0 Kyle ; Sd dis, Thomas 0 Oathings; 4th dia, Clarke 
Lewis; 5th dis, Joseph H Beeman; 6th dis, Thomas R 
Stockdale; 7th dis, Charles E Hooker. 

Missouri-First dis, William H. Hatch; 2d dis, Charles 
H Mansur ; Sd dis,. Alexander M Dockery ; 4th dis, Robert 
P 0 Wilson; 5th dis, John 0 F Tarmey; 6th dis, John T 
Heard; 7th dis, Richard H Norton; 8th dis, John J O'Neill; 
9th dis, Seth W Cobb; lOth dis, Sam Byrns; 11th dis, 
Richard P Bland ; 12th dis, David A De Armond; 18th dis, 
Robert W Fyan; 14th dis, Marshall Arnold. 

Montana-Btate at large, W~liam Wirt Dixon. 
Nebraska-First district, William J Bryan; 2d dis, Wm 

A McKeighan ; Sd dill, Omer M Kem. 
Nevada-State at large, Horace F Bartine. 

New Hampshire, First district, Luther F McKinney; 2d 
dis, Warren F Daniell. 

New Jersey-First district, Christopher A Bergen; 2d 
dis, James Buchanan; 8:1 dis, Jacob A Geissenhainer; 4th 
dis, Samuel Fowler: 5th dis, Cornelius A Cadmus; 6;h dis, 
Thomas D English; 7~h diE, Edward F McDonald. 

New York-Flrst district, James W Covert; 2d dis, Al
fred 0 Chapin i Sd dis, William J Coombs; 41h dis, John ¥ 
Clancey; 5th dis, Thomas F Magner; 6th dis, John R Fel
lows ; 7th dfs, Edward J Dunphy ; 8th dis, Timothy J o 
Campbell ; 9th dis, Amos J Cummings ; lOth dis, William 
Bourke Cockran; 11th dis, John D Warner; 12th dis, Jo
seph J Little ; 18th dis, Ash bel P Fltch; 14th dis, William J 
Stahlnecker; 15th dis, Henry Bacon; 16th dis, John H 
Ketcham; 17th dis, Isaac Newton Cox; 18th dfs, John A 
Quackenbush; 19th dis, Charles Tracey; 20th dis, John 
Sanford; 21st dis, John M Wever; 22d dis, Newton M 
Curtis; 28d dis, Henry W Bentley; 24th dis, George Van 
Horn; 25th dis, James J Belden; 26th dis, George W Ray; 
27th dis, Sereno E Payne ; 28th dis, Hosea H Rockwell ; 
29th dis, John Raines; 80th dls, Halbert S. Greenleaf; Slat 
dis, James W Wadsworth; 82d dis; Daniel N. Lockwood; 
SSd dis, Thomas L Bunting ; 84th dis, Warren B Hooker. 

North Carolina-First district, William A B Branch; 2d 
dis, Henry P Cheatham ; Sd dis, Benjamin F Grady ; 4th 
dis, Benjamin H Bunn ; 5th dis, Archibald H A Wtlliams ; 
6th dis, Sydenham B Alexander; 7th dis, John~ Henderson; 
8th dis, William H It Cowles ; 9th dis, William Thomas 
Orawford. 

North Dakota-State at large, Martin N Johnson. 
Ohio-First district, Bellamy Storer; 2d dis, John A 

Caldwell ; Sd dis, George W Houk ; 4th dis, Martin J 
Gantz; 5th dis, Fernando .0 Layton; 6th dis, D D Donavan; 
7th dis, William E Haynes; 8th dis, Darius D Hare; 9~h dis, 
Joseph H Outhwaite; lOth dis, Robert E Drane; 11th dis, 
John 14 Pattison; 12th dis; William H Enochs; 18\h dis, 
Irvine Dungan; 14th dis, James W Owens; 15th dis, 
Michael D Harter; 16th dis, John G Warwick; 17th dis, A 
J Pearson; 18th dis, Joseph D Taylor; 19th dis, Ezra B 
Taylor ; 20th dis, Vincent A Taylor ; 21st ·dis, Tom L 
Johnson. 

Oregon-Btate at large, Binger Hermann. 
Pennsylvania-.First district, Henry H Bingham; 2d dis, 

Charles O'Neil; Sd dis, William McAleer; 4th dis, John E 
Reyburn; 5th dis, Alfred 0 Harmer; 6th dis, John B Rob
inson; 7th dis, Edwin Hallowell; 8th dis, William Mutchler; 
9th dis, David B Brunner ; lOth dis, Marriott Brosius ; Hth 
dis, Lemuel Amerman ; 12th dis, George W Shonk ; 18th 
dis, James B Reilly; 14th dis, John W Rife; 15th dis, 
Myron B Wright; 16th dis, Albert 0 Hopkins; 17th dis, 
Simon P Wolverton; 18th dis, LouisE Atkinson; 19th dis, 
F E Beltzhoover; 20th dis, Edward Scull; 21st dis, George 
F Huif; 22d dis, John D~zall; 28d dis, William A Stone ; 
24th dis, Andrew Stewart; 25th dis, .Eugene P Gillespie; 
26th dis, Matthew Griswold; 27th dis, Charles W Stone; 
28th dis, G F Kribbs. 

Rhode Island-First district, Oscar Lapham ; 2:1 dis, 
Charles H Page. 

South Carolina-First district, William H Brawley; 2d 
dis, George D Tillman; Sd dis, George Johnstone; 4\h dis, 
George W Shell; 5th dis, John J Hemphill; 61h dis, Ell T 
Stackhouse ; 7th dis, William Elliott. 

South Dakota-state at large-John J Jolley and John A 
Pickler. 

Tennessee-First district, Alfred A Taylor; 2d dis, John 
0 Houk; Sd dis, R 0 Snodgrass; 4th dis, Benton McMillan; 
5th dis, James D Richardson; 6th dis, Joseph E Washing
ton; 7th dis, Nicholas N Cox; 8th dis, Benjamin A Enloe; 
9th dis, Rice A Pierce; lOth dis, Josiah Patterson. 
· Texas-First district, Charles Stewart; 2d dis, John B 
Long; Sd dis, Constantine B Kilgore ; 4th dis, David B Cul
berson; 5th dis, Josepk W Bailey; ith dis, Jo Abbott; 7th 
dis, William H Crain; 8th dis, Littleton W Moore ; 9th dis, 
Roger Q Mills; lOth dis, Joseph D Sayers; 11th dis, Samuel 
WTLanham. · 

Vermont-First district, H Henry Powers; 2d dis, William 
W Grout. 

Virginia-First district, William A Jones; 2d dis, John W 
Lawson; Sd dis, George D Wise; 4th dis, James F Epes; 
5th dis, Posey G Lester; 6th dis, Paul 0 :Edmunds; 'lth 
dis, Charles T 0 Farrall; 9th dis1 Johu A Buchanan. 

Washington-state at large-John L Wilson. 
West Virginia-First district, John 0 Pendleton; 2d dis, 

William L Wilson; Sd dis, John D Alderson; 4th dis, James 
Capehart. 

Wisconsin-First district, Olintou Babbitt; 2d dis, Charles 
Barwig; Sd dis, Allen R Bushnell; 4th dis, John L Mitchell; 
5th dis, George H Brickner; 6th dis, Lucas M Mlller; 7th 
dis, Frank P Coburn; 8th dis, Nils P Haugen ; 9th dis, 
Thomas Lynch. 

Wyoming-state at large-Clarence D Clark. 

The address of all these is cc House of Represent
ativs, Washington, D. 0." The letter whioh it is 
desired to hav sent to eaoh by as many of their 
constituents as are in favor of its purpose is as f()l
lows: 

" .............................. 189 • 
11 HON .......................... MBMBBB OF OoNGBBSB FOB THB DIS· 

TBIOTOF .............................. : 

"Dear Bir: As one of your constituents I deaire to call 
your attention to a matter of great importance. · 

"I understand that the American Sabbath Union-an 
organization working for the revival of a Puritan 8und~y 
observance-has circulated a petition asking your honorable 
body to attach to any appropriation for the World's Fair to 
be held in Chicago in l893 a condition that such Fair shall 
be kept closed on Sunday. 
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" I desire to protest against this condition being attached 
to any appropriation, and to say that if any condition at all is 
attached it sha1l be that the Fair is kept OPEN on every 
Sunday or its continuance. And I respectfully ask you to 
vote to open the Fa.ir on Sundays if that question shall come 
before Congress in any shape. And I ask this for these 
reasons, which are given in a petition to the local directory 
and national commisr.ion, which petition Jus been signed by 
'thousands or citizans and will be sent to the Fair author
ities: 

" 1. That the American principle or separation o~ church 
and state may be maintained. 

" 2 Ti:J.at public morality may be subserved by providing 
a substitute for the immoral places to which men may 
resort when no moral amusements are available. 

"3· As a matter of justice to the people of Chicago who 
hav given or their means to m'l.ke the Fair possible, tens or 
thousands or whom can visit the Fair only on a general 
holiday ; and as a matter or justice also to the visitors to 
the Fair, whose time and means are limited, and who 
certainly are entitled to great consideration at your .hands. 

"4 For the public good. The opening or the Fair on 
Sunday will be for the benefit not only or Chicago, but or 
the whole c~mntry. Tile rights of no one are infringed, the 
happiness or no one disturbed. Those who wish to attend 
can do so; those who do not can otherwise spend the day. 
This is a solely humanitarian question, a question or human 
relations and human welfare, and therefore the only standard 

·by which you can decide is that or the public welfare. 
"5. It will benefit· the Fair, attracting a much larger 

attenda'lce, interesting more people in it, and increasing its 
receipts. 

"6. To the objection that BUilday opening or the Fair 
will destroy the day as a rest day, we atlirm that the ten
dency would be exactly the opposit. The more beautiful 
you make Sunday, the more attractiv, the mo}'e noble and 
varied in its pleasures and instructions, the more difficult it 
will be to change its character, the less danger there is that 
employers will ever hav the power to transfer it from its 
present position to the days or toil. With choice or Sunday 
occupations reduced to attending church or visiting a 
saloon, the average workingman would choose to keep on 
laboring. . 

"'1 Finally: Opening the World's Fa.ir on Sunday will 
harm no one but the keepers of immoral places, while it 
will benefit the Fa\r itself, the people or Chicago, and the 
visitors to the Fair, thereby conducing to municipal pros
perity, individual education, public morality, and the 
dev~lopment and good of the whole country. 

"Hoping that these reasons will ha.v weight with you for 
good, and that you will ever be found on the side ot freedom, 
I remain, Yours truly, - --" 

We will forward oopies of this printed on note
paper to anyone sending stamps. E tab letter may 
be signed by as many as ohoose, but it would hav a 
better e:tfeot to hav them sent· separately. The 
Sabbath Union, whioh baa • large fund at ita dis
posal, baa sent oat arty thousand oontrary petitions 
to the preaohers, who will get them signed and sent 
to Coagraas, and the Liberals should be aotiv in 
their work of opposition. 

------~~------
Still Another Chance. 

If the Sabbatariana are dishonest in their argo· 
ments in support of their fad, what shall we say of 
the remainder of the Christiana ! · And how shall we 
ftbly deaoribe the 11 prominent gentleman" who fig
urea in the following from· the Dayton, 0., Evening 
Herald: 

"The following letter was addressed to a prominent gen
tleman or this city by Col. R. G. Ingersoll. The gentleman, 
though often requested, has up to this time refused to make 
it public. In his own language, it is now given for publica
tion for the reasons given herewith : 

" 'But siu.ce he has sold out to the devil in his Chicago 
speech on liberty, where he ignores the marriage rite, and 
advises universal divorce, where parties can find some one 
they like better, and many other things which would be a 
disgrace to a Christian nation, etc., you are at liberty to 
publish the following letter : 

"' NBw Yorur, -. 
"' M't'-. --,Dayton, 0.: 

"'MY DBA.B BIB: It is very gratifying to know that my 
books are being read in India-glad to know that they are 
in the way of the hypocritical and idiotic missionaries who 
are endeavorii:J.g to get these people to exchange one super
stition for another. 

' "You may rest assured that while I liv !shall do what little 
I can to destroy what is known as " orthodox religion." In 
my judgment it has covered the face or the world with 
tears, and the greatest possible good would be its utter de
struction. 

"'You say in your letter that you hope some time I will 
" do something for God." I never shall; but I do intend to 
do something for humanity. n God is infinit he does not 
need my help. I believe in living in this world for this 
world, and doing what little we can for ourselvs and our 
rellow.man. n there is another world, when we get there 
we can do the same. Very truly yours, 

"' R. G. INGBBSOLL, 
"'Per B.'" 

Every reader of the Herald who does not see the 
report of Colonel Ingersoll's Chioago speeoh
Liberty for Man, Woman, and Child-will think. that 
he has been advitdng people to break down family 
ties and liv like animals, when, as another matter of 
faot, he advised just the oppoait. Here is what he 

reaily said, aooording to the best report made of his I II. The Origin of the Young Men's Cbrlatian 
apeeoh: "Let 'me say right here to-night, I regard Assooiation. 
ma'l'f'iage as the lwliest institution among men. III. Sas6aining • Theory. · 
Withoab the fireside there ia no human advanoement; IV. Some Giants. 
without the family there is no life worth living. V. The Adventures tnd Work of Noah. 
Every good government is made up of good families. VI. A Banting Aneodote; 
The unit of government is the family ; anything VII. Abraham, Christ's Great Anoeator. 
that tends to destroy the family i• perfectly devilish VIII. A Queer Family. 
and infamous. I believe in marriage, and I hold in lX. Ieaao and His " Sister." 
utter oontempt the opinions of long-haired men and X. ODe of Twins. 
abort-haired women who denounoe the institution of XI. Jaoob and Esan. 
marriage. Let me say right here-and I bav though• XII; Joseph, the Man of Dreams. 
• good deal about it-=let me say right here the Tb.e book will a:tford many • hearty laugh, while 
grandest ambition that any man oaB possibly bav is we hav not forgotten to make it • solid attaek upon· 
to liv and so improve himself iB heart ind brain as the superstition whioh oan venerate and believe the 
to be worthy of the love of some splendid woman • tales told in the Old Testament. So far as it goes it 
and the grandest ambition of any girl is to be worthy shows tha6 book in ita true oolors, though of oonrse 
of the love and adoration of some magnifioent man. we hav omitted the Old Testament obsoenity in 
That is my idea, and there is no aaooeaa in life wUh- order to make oar work one admissible . in all 
out U. I say it took millions of years to oome from families and readable by all ages and sexes. 
the oondition of abjeot slavery up to the oondition The prioe of oar work is $1. Orders will }Je 
of marriage. Woman is the equal of the man. She oheerfnlly booked now and filled as soon •• the work 
baa all the rights I hav and one more, and that is oomes from the preae. 
the right to be proteoted. That's my dootrin. Yon ----------
are married; try to make the woman yon love A. Chance for Reform. 
happy; try to make the man yon Jove happy. The moat diahoaeat folks in the world in argu.ment 
Whoever marries simply for himself will make a mia- are the Sabbatariana. Their one great oontention for 
take ; bat whoever loves 1 woman so well that he Sunday •• the Sabbath ia • moat prepo1terona false
says, 'I will make her happy,' makes no mistake. hood, and with this as • base, they rear atruoture 
And so with ·the woman who says, 'I will make him after atrnotare of transparent lies. 
happy.' . There is only one way to be happy and that A writer in the Christian Statesman says the 
is to make somebody else so, and you can't be happy liquor-dealers of Cbioago desire Sunday opening of 
cross-lots ,; you hav got to go the regular turnpike the Fair and also the opening of museums as allies 
road." of the saloons. We suppose these statements are 

And this Christian, who professes not to believe made to disparage the movement for Sunday opening 
in bearing false witness, says Colonel Ingersoll ig- by throwing its supporters into bad oompany. 
, norea the marriage rite t . The :ftexibili ty of the man's This is as dishonest as it oan be, for as • maUer of 
. oonsoienoe seems to be proportioned to his piety, fao• saloon-keepers generally do not want plaoes of 
whioh is deep. resort other than their own opened to the pnblio, and 

____ ....,____ the Chioago saloon-keepers are pretty generally 
Books in Fine Bindings for Holiday Gifts. known to be, as • matter of business, on the aide of 
We hav • large number of books suitable for the Sabbatariana. 

holiday gifts, many of them in extraordinarily fine We wish the fanatios would reform their morals. 
bindings, and we oall the attention of our readers to 
them, hoping that when seleotion of presents is 
made the list will be oonanlted and parohaaes made 
therefrom. Among them are Paine's works, oom
plete, in oloth, $3; leather, red edges, $4; moroooo 
gilt edges, $4:.50; the World's Sages, in same atyl~ 
of binding and at· same prioes as Paine's works ; 
Ingersoll's Prose Poems, in oloth, $2.50; half mo
roooo, $5; turkey moroooo, $7.50; tree ollf, $9. 
These are magniftoent volumes. Also his prinoipal 
leotnrea bound in one volume for · $5. Either of 
Miss Wixon's books, The Story Hour, Apples of 
Gold, All in • Lifetime, ia very suitable for a 
present, the first partionlarly for ohildren. Voltaire's 
RomiUloea, oloth, $1.50; half oalf, $4, is • fine and 
unoommon work. D. M. Bennett's Around the 
World, in seta of four volumes, profasely illustrated, 
red oloth, $6.50, is • splendid present to a friend 
or to young men and women. U is full of praotioal 
to-day information about other oonntriea and the 
noted things therein. The latest book whioh the 
Spiritualists are disouaaing is, Was Abraham Linooln 
• Spiritualist! for $1.50. Helen Gardener's Men, 
Women, and Gods is • work of great value, $1, as 
is Winwood Reade's Martyrdom of Man, $1 75; 
Gibbon's History of Christianity, $2; DArwin's 
Origin of Speoiea and Desoent of Man, and others of 
his works. A oatalog oontaining these and hundreds 
more-Freethonght, aoientifio, medioal, sooill, as 
well as standard-will be sent on reoeipt of a request 
for same. 

Editorial Notes. 
CITIZBNS who sell their votes at election are the vermin or 

politics. They must be exterminated. So says the Oatholio 
Ret~~w; but a practical application or its determination 
would lessen the membership or its church wonde11ully. 

WB wish our readers would send us the names and 
addresses or all the Liberals they know who do not take 
THE TRUTH BBU:BB, in order that we may forward them 
sample copies. It is our earnest desire to double our sub
scription list, and we ask the kind cooperation or all friends 
or Freethought. 

AND now the Catholics want to boycott the World's Fair 
because or the secretary or the local directory. The Oatltolic 
Ret~uw says : " While Mr. Butterworth remains secretary or 
the executiv committee or the ColumbianExpos!tion, Catho
lics will want to ha v nothing to do with it. His continuance 
in otlice will be a detriment to the Fair." 

Tim only advice or exhortation that we hav seen in a long 
time in a Catholic paper with which we could agree is the 
following : " For the long winter evenings get books. Fifty 
good volumes that could be procured for tl.rty dollars would. 
be or more benefit to a ramUy than a piano costing five 
hundred. They would be more ornamental than brlc.a-brac 
or pottery. They would be more profitable than money in 
bank. A home without books is like a house without 
windows. Get books I" And if this advice were followed 
judiciously there would be fewer Catholics in the world. 
Books stating facts are the enemy or religion. 

THB Chicago l!lt~ening Journal says: "One of the best 
institutions or Chicago is the Secular Union, with its two 
courses or Sunday evening lectures. One course or lectures 
is given at Dearborn Hall, near the comer of West Madison 

A. Great Book. and Halsted streets. At this course, after the lecture an 
Our Bible Piotnre Book will oontain about four hour or so long, a discussion is held for forty minutes, 

giving each speaker five minutes' time. There are many 
hundred pages, one-half of whioh will be full-page present at each meeting who represent the advanced and 
pioturea and one-half reading matter, relating to the radical thought or the times, and their comments on the 
stories whioh the pio•ures illustrate. The text will lecture or the evening, whether approving or criticising, are 
lead to a full understanding of the tale, even as the instructiv and or interest. The other course is given at 
artist's work illustrates it, with an eleotrio searoh- the hall116 Firth avenue. At this place discussion does not 
r ht b il • follow the lecture, which is expected to be a more elaborate 
lg r hanoe unsurpassed by the torah of the presentation or the speaker's opinions on the subject which 

golden goddess Dian• on the Garden tower. Young he discusses. It is greatly to the credit or John F. Geeting, 
people oan learn more about the Old Testament and Esq., that to his interest in popular questions and his public 
ita heroes by reading this book than by reading the spirit is due the organization of this society, and the estab
Old Testament ·itself. It is maoh more easily oom- lishment or this double lecture course. The lecturers take 
prehended, and is written in more ohaste language. no pay, and there is no charge for admission. A collection 

Th "ll b L .,., • h t • th b k, is taken up each evening simply to pay the hall rent, there 
ere WI. e .. we._y-BIX o ap era ID e oo I being no other expenses. A Sunday evening cannot be 

twelv of wh1ah are oompleted, IB follows: better spent by any thoughtful mind than in attendance at 
I. Adventures of Adam. one or these lectures." · . 
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Unselfish revotion to the Cause. 
. FoRT MAGINNIS, MoNT., Nov. 21, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am an old Infidel, who has taken the 
ln'Destigator from its start, and formerly took THE TRUTH 
SEEKER, but, having more papers than I had time to read, 
stopped taking it, and only take it now to help the cause, as 
I hav not always found it to my liking, particularly the 
coarseness of its illustrations. The last received, however, 
"The Sacred Scarecrow," from my standpoint is good. 

Yours for Universal Mental Liberty, JAMBS FERGUS. 

Our Reward for the JJefense of Liberty. 
RAOINB, Wrs., Dec. 5, 1891. 

JA.NTB 
I am sorry to see free thought advocate beipg simpatlzer 
wrached arnarchi sone your sheet is daterment to free 
thought to avry libaler man women in Country you make 
more firm blevers stupid orthodoxy the pulpid is now Clas
ing all freethinkers as blody anarchist your kind sheet is the 
couse of such. I am subscriber of Boston Investigator 27 
years I never had seen a artickel ware that paper woe In 
aney simpathy with those brainless daingarius wrathches I 
dont wont your sheet no more in mine house I wont you 
sand me statement wot I oue you even I did not subscribe 
you sand it with out mine orders. I am born in Europe. bot 
not anarchist down with oil that afens our American Flag 

I am all wayes for Truth Justice M M SJWOR 

On God and Other Spookish Creatures. 
PHILADELPHIA., PA , Dec. 10, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : The three books came duly to hand, and giv 
entire satisfaction. The '' Freethinker's Pictorial Text
Book " is immense. It is a complete exposure of Gods, 
priests, preachers, and prophets. It shows plainly the man. 
ner of men who foster superstitious fancies against right, 
reason, and science. 

I notice on the editorial page of your issue of the 5th inst. 
a subject which seems to be in controversy, as to whether 
the idea of God is innate or not. I think it highly probable 
that the idea of Gods with the human family is innate or 
inborn. The idea of God with man is but a superstitious 
fancy. Just as readily one might hav an idea of any other 
kind of spooks. It may be said, and correctly so, too, that 
superstition is inborn, from which fiL<'t man can think Gods, 
angels, devils, ghosts, hobgoblin~, witches, banshees, and 
a thousand other supernatural beings of a like bad character. 
Superstition abides with ignorance, and God abides with 
superstition. Therefore, if the idea of God is innate, it does 
not prove the fact that Gods do exist. It cannot be said that 
the knowledge of truth is Inborn, yet we know that truth 
does exist, and when ideas and beliefs are confronted with 
the truth, Gods and spooks disappear. If God's existence 
is a truth, then that truth should fit with every truth, but 
many truths already discovered point against the existence 
of Gods. · 

It is a notable fact that as soon as learning has banished 
superstition from the mind the Gods go with it. Super
stition is a disease which learning cures. Superstition is 
the first cause, a belief in the Gods and their families of 
apooks is the eJiect ot this cau.se. 

Ignorance and superstition are with mQ.n at his birth, 
from which fact we freely admit that we always hav same
thing to learn. Gods and every manner of hobgoblins must 
be classified under the one head-the spook species. 

Religion, take heed, for the bright li~ht of learning 
Illumine the world's sluggish night, · 

And reason's proud billows, in majesty swelling, 
Are drowning the creed's horrid blight. 

For the right and the wrong the battle's now waging ; 
The steed of progression is shod ; 

The crisis is coming, and learning shall conquer, 
For truth is more mighty than God. 

Joe. SOHAFFBR. 

The Donkeys Kicked the Dead Lion. 
AuBURN, Nov. 29, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: We hav had a death in the family-of the 
head of the house, one whom we loved and adored, wh.ose 
memory we hold sacred. :jle was a stanch Agnostic and 
died firm in that belief. His death was calm and peaceful, 
making all the arrangements for his funeral, calling no min
ister to administer any last rites, nor wishing none of the 
Christians' prayers. The Christians were wild-sadly dis
appointed, their hopes blasted. They contented themselvs 
by saying everything possible about him. The preacher 
preached on it. T.ney gathered in groups and talked of hiin 
being in hell. Not one cheering word did they hav for the 
poor sick widow who probably will soon follow her husband. 
The Christiana reported that he cried and yelled for mercy 
dllring his last hours, all of which was false and simply" told 
to carry their point. But there were those of the orthodox 
belief at his bedside who are truthful and honest people 
and they hav pronounced it all a malicious falsehood. He 
was a man of great intelligence ; far ahead of hili race; had 
great reasoning faculties. Charles Grifibt-for that is his 
name-was far in advance of his race, and it will take half 
a century for them to understand what he was talking about, 
much less catch up to him in knowledge. He was my foster
father, and his wife proves to be a dear mother to me. I 
miss him every time I take up THB TRUTH SBBKBR. Then 
it is I miss him to read to, and some one to comment upon 
the subjects we read. Be being a man of seventy-five years 
and having had poor health for six years, and his wife for 
five yeats, all has fallen upon me. My burdens st the pres
ent are very heavy. But I will pull through in time. 

Nevertheless, the paper must be paid for. Not seeing any 
way that I can remit at present I will be obliged to ask you 
to stop it until l am able to catch up. But I may hav a 
chance to do so sooner than I expect. But I will surely re
mit and take the paper again, as it is impossible to be con
tented without it. It Is sad and lonely amongst these howl
ing Christians. But we shall remain firm and unshaken. I 
am more determined than ever. I will send you one of his 
pamphlets written to enlighten his race. But they were 
afraid of it. The ministers told them they would be damned 
it they read it. MARY J. JONES. 

may there not be some good and truth in Spiritualism ? I 
am a Liberal, not by name alone, but by practice. To call a 
man a fool and dupe and credulous simply because he has 
traveled a different road tl;an I hav, and necessarily found 
different evidence, and has come to different conclusions, ia 
not the right . kind of Liberalism; not the. kind that will 
make the human race any better than it is to-day. 

Yours for more Liberalism, G. E. MoULTON. 

Are We on the Eve of a Great Discctvery f 
D.11:s MoiNBs, !A., Dec. 2, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav noticed several letters in your col
Sunday in the Land of the Free and Home of the Brave. umns in regard to the "Georgia Magnet," and having been 

Nov. 28, 1891. one of a committee of twelv to test her power, I will make 
MR. EDITOR: The following note I was induced to write a brief statement or two favoring the side·of the "Magnet." 

on account of the increasing demands of pietists for laws to Our committee gave her fair tests, and all were of the 
force their views on the vast majority of the people. I .asked opinion that she possesses a power, not supernatural but 
one of our local papers to publish it, but they declined. natural. Some of her feats were so plain as to be beyon!l 
Why, I do not know; but I suppose, in this case, the question. Mark this one: A little boy nine years of age 
press is afraid of the pulpit. placed his hands in hers at arm's length .. Now, what this 
]t strikes me very forcibly that it is about time to call a power is, or just how it works, I am unable to say; but I 

halt on our " unco guid " people. They are so anxious tore- do know this-a number of the committee, the writer 
form the world that they seem to hav no idea of the rights included, could not lift him from the floor. This is a fair 
of others. In many towns they hav come to the conclusion test. The boy had no skirts which might be used to hide 
that common, every-day people hav no rights that they are any mechanical contrivance to fasten him to the floor. It 
bound to respect. In many places they hav so terrorized 
the people that they dare not sell a glass of soda water or was a clean-cut feat, and is sufficient of itself to prove that 
milk or a cigar on Sunday, for fear of fine and imprison- A.nnie Abbott has a remarkable power. The writer lifted 
ment. And now they are trying to stop the sale of Sun- the boy from the floor easily as soon ·as Mrs. Abbott let go 
day newspapers, and all this in the land of the free and the his hal'l.ds. Now, is this not sufficient? Why be so 
home of the brave. Why is it that so brave a people wi\1 skeptical? I. am a Materialist. I neither believe in Gods, 
allow themselvs to be bulldozed by so small a minority? 

Now they are striving to shut up the World's Fair at Chi- spirits, spooks, or devils, but I do know that she possesses a 
cago on Sunday, knowing that, it being a day of rest, thou- phenomenal power not common to other human beings, and 
sands of people that could not afford to lose time to visit I think it consists of elements which-in some cases
that grand exposition of the progress of the world, would nullify the force of gravity. One more feat: She placed 
be. deprived or the opportunity by so doing. These '' unco her hand on either side of the writer's head and lifted him 
guirl " people who pretend to be such enemies to the saloon from the chair without either pullino upward or pressing 
would giv the masses no other means of amusement but "' 
that the saloon furnishes, on the day of all others that they against the face. Allowing that she exerted a force of five 
could spare time to see the wonderful ingenu~ty of man. pounds in. this way, then I ask, by what means were the 
0 hypocrisy l where is thy shame? remaining one hundred and fifty pounds lifted? Through 

I think the Protestant leaders hav the least tact of any spirit agency? No, no. She &aid to me, "0! all the 'isms,' 
set of men who profess to want to gain the good will of the Spiritism is the farthest from explaining my power." Yet
outside world, as they term it, in doing all they can to make she produced the so-called spirit raps almost instantly. An 
l:)unday miserable to all but themselvs. The Catholics show understanding of this force would doubtless explain much 
their superior tact by riot curtailing the innocent pleasure of the phenomena of Spiritism. 
of their people. It they only attend church once on Sunday The best explanation that I can giv is that she possesses a 
and pay their assessments, they (J!ln enjoy tlJ.emselvs in their · power over electric attraction in animate beings -fish 
own way the balance of the day, and if they pay when called excepted-to nullify it or ·change its direction. Another. 
on very regular attendance is not ins'sted on ; but some or point worthy of thought-she cannot exert her power to any 
most of the Protestant churches would deprive the people extent with women. 
on that day of all social pleasures, and make the day a day I hav read two pamphlets written by scientific men ·in 
cf gloom, and the people look upon them as their enemies. explanation of this force, and I learn from these men that 
No wonder their pews are empty, and men prefer the Sun- she possesses sufficient electricity by which, with proper 
day newspaper to the bill of fare offered by the churches. appliances, messages could be transmitted a c:msiderable 
They must try another way and try to brighten Ute on Sun- distance. 
day, instead of making it more gloomy, before they will get I hav also read from a Manitoba paper a long- article 
the mass of the people to believe they are their friends. exploding the South Dakota man's explanations, and I think 
They must quit this thing of closing museums, parks, pict- it was effectually done. The lady in Chicago to whom 
ure galleries, World's Fairs, etc., on Sunday to the people reference has been made is not Mrs. Abbott. The papers 
whom they profess to want to improve and draw under their state that she is in England, and that the. prince of Wales 
influence, it they are to hav any influence In forming or re- has recently" given her a lift by failing to lift her." 
forming the character of this great nation. J. DowNES. N. ZEDIKBB. 

Paine-Freethought at the Fair-Spiritualism. 
BA.NDON, ORB., Nov. 28, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: Thinking you might want to hear from this 
part of the vineyard, I will "write you a few lines. 

I got into the TRUTH SBBKBR family 'Dia Fr~thought. 
We are going to hav a grand celebration on Thomas 

Paine's birthday, and I hope that all the lovers of liberty 
will meet in their respectiv places and do honor to his 
memory. I think it is !l.B little as we can do to blot out'the 
stigma that has attached to his name for the past hundred 
years. I believe he did more to weaken the structure of 
orthodox Christianity than any other man, and when we 
consider the age in which he lived, hemmed in on all sides 
by bigotry and superstition, his courage and fidelity to 
truth cannot be over-estimated ; so let us ever revere his 
memory. 

I see that there is some talk already of a Freethinkers' 
gathering at the World's Fair. What a treat it would be 
to see all the for~most liberators of humanity from dogma 
and superstition from all over the world, and hear them giv 
their experiences in their different fields of labor. I would 
suggest that steps be taken at once to secure a suitable 
place for the occasion. 

I notice in ''Letters from Friends" that quite a number of 
your correspondents are finding fault with Spiritualism. 
Now, while I hav never had sufficient evidence of a 
conscious existence after the death of the body, I do not 
find fault with my neighbor who has, or thinks he has. It 
the phenomena of Spiritualism do not demonstrate a future 
existence of mankind, science and investigation will discover 
the fact; while ridicule and non-investigation will accom
plish nothing. I would like to ask you or any of your 
correspondents to name one thing that is free from fraud of 
some kind. It we are to condemn everything or reject It 
because a few mercenary and unscrupulous persons will 
practice fraud, I do not know what we could accept. We 
would hav to giv up eating and drinking, for fraud is prac. 
.ticed in our food and drink. There is fraud practiced in 
medicin, in land transactions, in railroad bonds, also in 
law. We should be compelled to· giv up all kinds of 
government because fraud is practiced by a few individuals. 
Almost anything that you can B~~D.tion that is in existence is 
fringed more or less with fraud of some kind, yet under
lying all this there are both good and truth in them all, and 

Miscellaneous. 
LExiNGToN; KY., Nov. 21, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Much is said at the present period of 
individual improvement, but Christian thinkers do not 
recognize the idea that Freethought is more congenial to 
the noblest mentality than a constant reference to lucubra
tions of great thinking men who are supposed to control the 
human mind and g\v tone to society views. It Herbert 
Spencer fails to direct us right, we cannot attribute this 
want of success to the fact that he fawns upon the maast.s 
instead of instructing them. But what shall we say of 
Gladstone, who cannot relinquish the idea that the Je.ws hav 
had a holy mission on earth ; that their sin and repentance 
is the great Pecksniffian piece of strategy, the stupendous 
lesson, which has profited our morals as much as Greek 
culture has our minds? Nehemiah also, I suppose, might be 
said, according to Prideaux, to elaborate luxury upon the 
most approved and sinless plan, as a Hebrew Turveydrop 
might be expected to d<!l. -The fact, however, is patent with 
us that the kindness of the Jews is more to be depended on, 
in business, than ·their conscience. We will not refuse to 
admit that a power in society like Gladstone, it not a power
ful mind, wlll occasionally stumble on something great and 
admirable. So it is when he speaks of the- great laws of 
kindness and justice, telling us they are written upon the 
human mind, and nothing can efface them. This suggestion 
is depreciated by Cardinal Gibbons, another leader toward 
the gate of heaven. Does he forget, as he thinks upon his 
knees to some higher authority (if such process could be 
called brain-exercise), that justice could not breathe in the 
air of slavery in which we languish-that the great borrower 
cailed religion could not suggest anything to elevate the 
mind which had not been previously ground into us by some 
lover of equal rights? Can a person who has known nothing 
but servitude originate a luminous idea, when the truth 
exists that there is no aristocracy of thought ; when the 
beggar over his crust can wear brighter· gems of intellect 
upon his brow· than a besotted king, most C.b.rlstian, even 
upon his throne ? 

Herbert Spencer imagine that women hav not the talents 
of statesmen, although it is well known that the best of them 
hav an intense hatred of tyranny and partial· reforms. One 
rift in the lute mars the most -exquisit music--one impure 
stain upon a system of morals drags it back to infamy. 

" Tolerably moral." Bo of a loaf of cake : the sugar was 
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not very good, the flour, eggs; and spice were defectiv-do 
you want any or it? Dr. Cams has much to say of the 
weakness of women; so had St. Paul. There is no nationality 
about the thoughts of the highest range of philosophers such 
as Hegel, Kant, Goethe, Plato. Let us cling to their 
generalizations. An opinion is not to be swallowed ; it must 
be put to the test. But our Ingersoll-yes, he is ours-flung 
a handful of diamonds into the columns of the glorious 
TBUTH S.BBXBB when he declared that with regard to men 
·and women he believed in equal rights I 

Plato, as well as other great thil!kers, would never hav 
discountenanced woman li she had knelt at his feet and 
implored him, at least, to glv her a chance to exercise and 
improve her talents which bear upon the welrare of tp.e 
human race. A.LB:AzA. 

A. Stirring Antipapal Appeal-None too Strong. 
· . NBw YoBx, Nov. 30, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I am convinced that we Liberals reading 
THB TRUTH BuxBR cannot be satisfied with the progress of 
Liberalism in the United States, arter reading the fifteenth 
annual report of the American Secular Union. My object 
in writing these few lines is to make some inquiries, and 
offer one suggestion. 

Why cannot the Liberals or the United States unite in 
gaining one point at a time ? For example, -the abolition of 
the parochial EChools or the United 8\ates. Our public 
schools are state institutions, established by the state and 
supported by the state, institutions from which tbe rising 
generations are to fill up the ranks of citizenship, institution!! 
.the citizen should look upon with satisfaction to hlmselr. 
· The rising generation should emerge hence, sustaining our 
Constitution as the founders of this republic intended it 
should be, free from creed and ever affording !til citizens 
equality before the law whatever his ilo.called religious con
victions may be. 

These institutions are sacred to all lovers or justice and 
equality, and any interference therewith must be disloyalty 
to the citizens of the United States, disloyalty to our institu
tions and general government. Our Constitution reads, 
"Congress shall make no law establishing religion or pro. 
hlbltlng the free exercise thereof." Parochial _schools are 
not prohibited by Congress (church schools, as they hav their 
origin in the church, and under dictation from the church 
they are conducted). There, is an establishment of religion, 
as Congress permits it; while the Constitution orthe United 
States forbids the same. 

From the fact religious schools are unconstitutional a 
. permission to establ!sh the same must be an establishment 
of religion. . 

I ask, when orders from Rome were issued to the priest
hood in the United States to establish -parochial schools 
throughout the land, was there no protest? Was there no 
protest at this gross imposition thrust upon our government, 
and ·in violation of our Constitution ? 

By this imposition they are practically saying to the 
American people: "Your public schools are not good 
enough fQr the adherents or our cb.urch. We ignore your 
Constitution and deliberately establish church schools in 
your midst. Our church is above your institutions, and we 
intend to sustain it, and increase its faith in America in 
spite of your Constitution. And ou~ premeditated design is 
to withdraw the patronage from your public schools to the 
extent of our influence and power, for the sole purpose of 
building up the power and influence of the Catholic church 
in the United States.'' 

Arter tolerating this much can we wonder w-e are asked 
for the public funds to support these schools? Is it not 
high time we hav pr_otested againat church schools? We 
·want none but state schools. I ask, Why can we not 
preserve the Constitution against this religious interference ? 

I ask !J.ow Liberals expect to bring about new laws for 
taxing church property, etc., when we are unable to keep 
the old ones from infringement. Could not all our force be 
concentrated to one point-that of sustaining our Constitu
tion as it is, free from religious interference? Hav we not 
the right to abolish the church schools as unconstitutional ? 
Can we draw up a petition to be signed by as many citizens 
as can be reached who indorse the separation or church and 
state, and forward the petition to Congress protesting 
against Congress allowing the establishing or parochial 
schools in the United States? If we fail in a petition, why 
cannot this question of separation of church and state be put 
to a vote before the whole people of the United States? If 
this government is a democracy, why cannot this be done? 
We want no foreign institutions established in this country, 
We are Americans, and capable of establishing institutions 
for America and the American people without dictations 
from Rome, or any other country. Cannot every intelligent 
citizen be self-convinced that this establishing church schools 
in the United States by the Catholic church is a premeditated 
disloyalty to our government? 

Are we going to tolerate it? And how long? 
A few years ago while attending a public marriage at a 

Catholic church in a New Jersey town, the priest officiating 
seemed to take advantage or (while having a number of 
Protestants present) the situation, and informed his listeners 
emphatically: "We [the Catholics] were before govern
ments and will be arter governments." Such is the language 
of an exiled priest from Germany-exiled for disobeying the 
law of the land by persisting in esta'6lishlng parochial 
schools in his 'Own natlv country. A nwilber or priests were 
exiled from Germany and settled here in our Western states, 
where they can establish parochial schools, so we can toler
ate what Germany would not-disloyalty to the government. 
Liberals, this is strong language: "We are above govern
meDts ; were before governments and will be after govern-

menta." Liberals, are the people or the United States going 
to stand this disloyalty to our government? and how long 1 
Under the teachmgs or the Catholic church Catholics cannot 
be good citizens. Their church is first, and citizenship· a 
second consideration. Is this not enough to stir every Li~ 
eral citizen to effort to keep our institutions free from any 
religious interference, the only way to keep the enemy out? 

Yours for equality of citizenship, K. 

Ironclad Reasoning. 
. INDIAN GRovB, Mo., Nov. 12, 1891. 

MB. _EDITOR : Having been an aggresslv Agnostic for 
about . twelv years, and having been many times engaged 
discussing the numerous points at issue between myself and 
the advocates and defenders of the Christian religion, I hav 
arrived at the conciuslon, relatlvly spr:aklng, that the 
dl:lference between . us is not so great as might at first sight 
appear to the superficial observer. Now let us see. 

All must admit that there are a multitude of religions extant 
in the world. The Christian religion rejects them all but 
the religion of Christ. We are both of the same opinion 
with regard to the religion of Mohammed. We agree that 
the Prophet was an impostor, and that the entire system is 
of human origin, and that the Koran is not a divinely 
inspired book. And yet, though the religion or the Prophet 
sprang up eight hundred years after Christ, it rules 
supremely over the hearts and consciences of two hundred 
million souls. All the arguments advanced in support of 
Christianity may with equal potency and effect be offered 
by the followers or Islam in support of the religion of 
Mohammed. The Koran to them is. the only book that 
offers a solution to the grave and complex problem of 
human destiny. AnDihilate that book and you blot out the 
only star or hope that ever cast its beacon-light across the 
turbid waters of the dark river. Destroy that book and 
the last vestige of buoyant hope dies out in the heaving 
breast of the grief-stricken survivor and friend, and is 
burled forever with the lonely occupant of the silent tomb! 

Buddha lived and taught his disciples on the historic 
banks of the Ganges six hundred years before Christ, and to. 
day his followers number four hundred millions and 
upward- near one-third or the entire population or the 
whole world. They hav their saci·ed writings that profe&s 
to make known the final destiny of man. They, like the 
Mohammedans, can submit· as good reasons why I should 
become a Buddhist as can be offered in support of the 
claims of Christianity. In fact, about the same can be said 
of all other known systems of mythology. But I do not 
believe in the religion of Buddha. Neither does my Christian 
friend. He rejects all known theories and systems of 
religion except one. I just take one advanced step and 
reject them all. I .reject them all on exactly the same 
principles that my Christian friend rejects all but Christ. 
Some religions, though, as systems of ethics, are superior 
to others. A great many Infidels, Atheists, and Agnostics 
acknowledge Christianity to be a superior religion, though 
of purely human origin. But we must not forget that the 
Caucasian race is a superior race. Their arts and inventions 
are superior. T.lteir social, educational, and political insti
tutions are supei:lor. And their system of ethics is superior 
to that of all others. Is it strange, therefore, that they 
should develop a superior system of religion ? Intelligent 
persons, if inclined to be religious, generally embrace 
Christianity. If superiority is an evidence or inspiration, are 
not the thoroughbred shorthorn or the f&mous Hereford 
breeds or cattle, that are so much superior to the old grades 
of scrub stock, divinely inspired? If not, why not? 

Christians undertake to picture the consequences that 
would ensue should it be discovered and become generally 
known that Christianity is not true; and they spread on the 
canvas of man's elastic imagination a scene of anarchy and 
chaotic confusion of moral principles, and consequent 
degradation and social depravity, such as never before 
existed on earth, and then boldly amrm that Infidels to the 
Christian religion hav brought about the result; ignoring 
the fact that the perpetrators and abettors or this infamous 
humbug, Christianity, by their unscrupulous mendacity hav 
contributed 1argely to the cause of this unfortunate state or 
a:lfairs. The true source, however, of all this contemplated 
disaster and woe may be found not in the fact that men 
hav been infidel to the Christian religion. No, a thousand 
times no! 

But it is to be found in the more significant fact that man 
in his fidelity to the Christian religion has been unfaithful 
to the duties and obligations or an honest, upright !He. It 
is remarkable that Christians can rely with such confidence 
on the opinions of such men ail Webster, Jackson, Adams, 
Carlyle, and others expressed in attestation or their belief 
in the divine inspiration or the Holy Queer. Not one or 
these men ever claimed to know anything at all about the 
alleged inspiration of the Bible. With them, as with all others, 
it was purely a matter of faith predicated on hearsay evi
dence. They did not know, but simply gave their opinion. 
But me1;1 dl:lfer largely in opinion with regard to thbags that 
come under their immediate observation. Looking at 
thii!gs from different standpoints they arrive at dl:lferent 
conclusions. In fact, it is the most difficult thing on earth 
to settle anything definltly before the bar of publi6 opinion. 
No, sir, your witnesses canDot be depended upon. They 
know nothing about the case in hand. Were they present 
to-~ay they could not for the life of their souls settle the 
question. Christ may hav had an actual existence, but they 
know not whether he was human or divine. They know not 
whether he was slain on Calvary, or killed at the battle of 
Bull Run. Men's opinions cannot be accepted as evidence 
in the case. Regpectfully, W. E. W A.LTON. 

P. B.-On last Sunday the skeptic Hume was quoted from 
the pulpit as saying, That Socrates died like a philosopher, 

but Christ died like a god I Is this a correct statement? 
Has anyone a conception or how a god would die ? 

w. E. WA.LTON. 

Unforto.nate Honesty-Lawyers -Preachers' Extortions 
-Chess -Halrworms-Finance. 

HARTFORD, KA.N., Nov. 23, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I like THB TBUTH BuxBR better than any 

other periodical I know of. I am so poor that I can no 
longer afford to take a newspaper, and hav to borrow the 
most of my reading. I will tell you why I am poor. I was 
born a sickly, puny child, and took vast quantities of 
medlcln. Up to my sixth year I was constantly under the 
doctor's care. From 1880 to 1883 I traveled· about through 
three or four states for my health. From 1878 to 1884 I was 
not able to do any work. I hav a large family, and for a 
number or years paid considerable money annually to the 
support or the church, besides medicln and doctors' bills. 
My rather at last helped me to purchase a small farm here, 
but I hav no team, and am not able to cultivate it, although 
I hav performed an immense amount of labor on the place, 
improving, repairing, and tending small fruit and garden
truck patches and fencing. Last month a prairie fire came 
along and swept through my farm and orchard, burning up 
crops and doing damage to trees. By friendly help my 
hpuse was saved. The people of Kansas are whole-souled 
and liberal, and always ready to lend a hand to help a 
neighbor: I hav studied law and been admitted to the bar. 
but I began the study too late in life ever to hop a to reach 
eminence. Besides, the people here say I am too honest for 
a lawyer. Perhaps I am like the young man who was 
about to become a candidate for office on the Alliance 
ticket. He was objected to because he was a lawyer; but 
his rather told them that his son was not lawyer enough to 
hurt him any. My health since 1884 has improved so much 
that I can do a day's work occasionally; and if I do not get 
something to do here that will make me a living soon, I 
shall sell out and go where I can get a start. I once made 
money at stock-raising in llllnols, but _the preachers and 
doctors hav got all my money away from me, and my 
forty acres of land brings me very little money after taxes 
and repairs are takea out. If I sell out I will invest $5 in 
THB TRUTH BBBKBB anyhow, to keep my mind free from 
prlestcraft while I do liv. 

I want to tell you something about what the churches are 
doing here. The Methodist church has about three hundred 
members, and the pastor, A. R. McLean, is a young man 
and a bachelor, and gets a salary of 11!1,000 a year with par
sonage thrown in; but there seems to be some difficulty in 
raising the aforementioned salary. Brother Welch, an aged 
pilgrim of over elghty-llve years, an exemplary old gentle
man who has probably given a good-sized fortune in his 
lHetime to support the clerical lazzaronl, has recently been 
turned out in the cold and barren regiong of the excommu
nicated, because, owing to a decline in his finances, he was 
not able to contribute to the full extent of his assessment 
for the s'upport of this strong and healthy young pastor. A 
young lady who is trying to support herself by the trade or 
mUliner, Clara Jewett by nama, has been required to pay 
$25 this year to oil the tongo.e of the aforesaid dispenser or 
free salvation. These are only specimens of numerous cases 
illustrating the fact that the preaching of the gospel means 
"deliverance of captiva," "loosing the bonds of servitude," 
and " the poor hav the gospel preached to them," etc. I 
told a young Democrat the other day that the churches had 
all climbed on the Democratic platform now. "Why," said 
I, " the tarl:lf plank of your platform says ' for revenue 
only,' and that is the principle which rules the churches." 

Concerning the wheat and chess question, I hav a narrativ 
to relate. Mortimer Buck, my wife's father's ·uncle, who 
resides on a large farm near Fort Madison, Ia., and whose 
veracity will not be disputed by those who know him, gave 
me the following account of his experiment. Mr. Buck is 
now over el~rhty.five years or age, and the statement was 
made to me nearly twenty years ago. Mr. Buck said that 
he had occasion to sow into wheat a large field upon which 
wheat had never grown. He took the wheat to the mill in 
Fort Madison to hav it cleaned, and when he was about to 
sow it severs! persons remarked that they had never seen 
wheab so thoroughly cleaned fro~ chess and every other 
ingredient except pure, full-grained wheat. This wheat was 
sown in the fall, and a wet, open winter followed. In many 
places the water stood in pools, and much of the wheat in 
those places was drowned and frozen out. At harvest time 
the low places bore chess, and nothing but chess; while in 
other places no chess could be found. If there was chess in 
the seed (which Mr. Buck says there was not), I do not see 
how it could all gravitate to the low places, since chess (or 
cheat as it is usually called in the West) is a much lighter grain 
than wheat. That it would float more readily th'l.n wheat is 
doubtless true; but the top or surface or water is a poor 
pla~ to sprout wheat or any other grain. 

In regard to those hair-snakes, I hav never observed any, 
bu~I think that there is one fact related by Mrs. Blenker 
which goes far toward proving the transformation, and that 
is, the finding or a bllJ;lch or bunches or twisted horsehair 
in pools of water by the roadside partially transformed into 
living animals. I can discover no lntrlndc improbability in 
the theory to anyone who believes in the possibility of spon. 
taneous generation. 

I wish that Mr. Hertwig would elaborate his silver views 
for .the benefit or THB TRUTH SBBKBR readers. It seems to 
me that there is some of that famous " sweet reasonable
ness" in his theory. At least it cannot be disputed that .any 
considerable coinage of depreciated silver dollars, even the 
present rate of coinage, is a dangerous experiment. Making 
a silver dollar to contain a dollar's worth or bullion silver 
would most likely cause it to be exported to even gold 
standard countries, and render our gold circulation more 
independent of foreign control. A. H. DARRow. 
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" Between the dark and the da:Vlllth$, 
When the night is beginninlt to lower, 

Oomea a pause in the da:V'B occupationl 
That is known aa the Ohlldren'l Hour." 

Bessie's "Prayer. 
I know a. little girl some five years old or less, 

Bright, careless, and happy, good, bad and bed: 
Onrl:v hair and brightest eyes has little Beas, 

Mischievons and nanghty, bnt a sweeter child 
was ne'er caressed. 

Good to BJver-" Here, doggie! some bntter to 
make :von fat !" 

Bad to me-Bhe has pnss and six kittens in m:v 
best hat. 

Best to her mamma, for the philosophical elf 
Has fnl!:v impres1ed her with forgivness itself. 

Once when Bess climbed to the tempting, bnt for-
bidden shelf, 

Just to look at the fruit cake by herself, 
And at the very edge a juicy plnm 
Was soon displaced by Bessie's 1ln~rer and thnmb. 

Bess had eaten the plnm and jnst climbed down, 
When mamma. came and with a frown, 
For she the broken cake did discern. 
And to the cnlprit spoke with deeP concern, 

'It'd strange," said mamma, "that in this honse 
I can't keep a cake-for .that tronblesome monse 
Gets the first monthfn\ and the big plnm
Bessie, what is on :vonr first finger and thnmbt" 

'Oam:v finner an• tnm, mamma: which one t" 
'Yonr right one, Bess." "Dis one t" "Yes!" 
'Oh, da.t is des from m:v chewing gnm. 

Mamma., de monsey eat de cake: I seed him 
rnn l" 

'Bess, :von are altogether too sl:v-
Jiow dare :von stand and face me with a lie' 
And still :von stick to it-can't you tell the 

truth t 
Yon are a poor pattern for a. Bible Rnth." 

' Well, mamma, oo is bigr,rer, so was Bnth, 
An• if I tole all :ve tmfe, 
Oo wonld be mad as mad tonld be, 
And I des lies so oo wonldn•t pnnis• me." 

'Yon na.u~rht:v girl, to :vonr closet and prepare, 
And toJesnsoffer a. penitent prayer: 
Ask his forgivness for stealing this cake, 
And close the petition with amen for' his sake." 

To the closet went Bessie.not whollY impressed 
With discretion, or valor, or the way to get rest: 
Thns her petition of reason poured forth, 
And to the reader nnvails its valne and worth. 

She closed up the door, which made it all dark, 
But kept her eyes open his presence to mark : 
'Desns, is oo wea.ll:v here t Where is oo D"esus t 

Des take me on oo lap, dat is forgivness; 

'Den I tan pnt m:v arms arollnd yonr neck 
An• hng a.n• tisa oo, jess so jolly, 
Like I do papa, an• oo dn~t love me a. whole peck, 
And tell me :von 'ittle angels and 'ittle doll:v. 
"0 shaw ! dare is nobody here, not a. monsey; 
What he stay here fort .rhe dark makes me 

sleepy, 
And I'll tell mamma dis de pl"ce to pnt de cake, 
For if it is in de dark I tan•t see it; Desns sake

Amen." 
The mother, who, close to the door, still brooding 

the sin, 
With ideas of atonement and hard disciplin, 
Was moved with comPassion from her :liercer 

despair, 
While in thDnghtfnl conviction she sank down in 

a. chair. 

Bess, as directed, had closed her petition, 
Then from the closet emerged, bnt not satisfied, 

And with new dispensation and ready conviction, 
She climbed into her mother'S lap to decide. 

"Mamma, dare is no one in dare, did oo fink de 
wast 

Bnt dare ain't I Tans I talked and felt all, 
And dare is no Desns, nor nnftln else: tans 

I felt all :ve room, on de fioor an•_de wall: 

'And mamma., :von dess :von pnt cake in de dark 
closet, 

If I don't see it I won•t tonch it a.t all; 
Bntdess div me a. 'itt'e piece 'fore oo pnt it away, 
And send me to papa when :von want me to pray." 

UNCLE JAOK. 

A Chapter from Life.-(Concluded). 
On a third occasion this lady noticed that 

the fowls, all of a sudden, stood still, 
turning an eye upward, and gazing intently 
on something, and she asked the meaning of 
it. She was told there was a hawk sailing 
among the clouds, and that the cock, having 
seen it first, sounded tke note of alarm to his 
numerous family. The lady stepped out from 
under the shade of· the tree where she was 
standing, and when -it was pointed out, saw 
the hawk, apparently no bigger than a speck. 
ID. a moment a piercing scream was heard 
among the hens, and down came the vora
cious hawk, picked up a little chicken, and 
away he went. Then the lady could not be 
made to believe that the hawk, being so high 
up in the air, could possibly see so small an 

object on the earth as a little chicken; But 
one of our Country lassies explained the fact 
to the interesting ignoramus by saying to her 
that the eye of the whole hawk family of 
birds was both a telescope and a microscope 
-a telescope half a mile up in the sky, and 
able to change it into a microscope by the 
time he descended upon his victim. The lady 
was a very pious Presbyterian, and thought 
it strange that a benevolent God would ar
range things so that hawks should prey upon 
helpless little chickens, and form their talons 
and beaks expressly for the purpose of catch
ing and tearing them oo pieces as food. But 
our country girl reminded her that either 
God was not benevolent, or that he had Jio. 
power in the case, for that in the air, upon 
the earth, and in the sea, the stronger ani
mals all lived by devouring the weaker. 

This lady was a Philadelphian, and before 
her month's visit was ended she found that 
farmers liv in a great big world of plants and 
animals, the study of which is a school of 
delight to all those who are endowed with 
inquiring minds and like that 1leld of re
search. With a good library in the house, 
and· countless object-lessons outside, minds 
that are alert are never subject to lonesome
ness. Even in winter, when the plant world 
has undressed and gone to sleep, we can 
study the habits of the horses and colts, thu 
cows, calves, and sheep, who receive their 
daily food at our hands. The only draw
back to this pure pleasure is, that when the 
butcher, or the horse.dealer, comes along 
these personal friendships hav to be broken· 
up ; for man is a carnivorous as well as gram
nivorous animal. 

There are two things which all boys and 
girls ought to do as soon as they cut their 
eye-teeth. First, to settle upon a plan of life 
whereby they will be able to earn an inde
pendent living. A cold hell may be as un
comfortable as a hot one, and those persons 
are bound to experience it who allow their 
youth and middle age to.pass away without 
laying up their surplus evenings so that when 
old age comes with its infirmities, and they 
are no longer able to work, they can hav 
around them the substantial comforts of life 
in their own houses, and owe nom.a:n any
thing in the shape of money. To execute this 
determination should be the ambition of 
every young man and woman. 
~en, secondly, all young people should 

store their minds with knowledge as food for 
future thought and their memories with 
stores of beautiful poetry, so that, when they 
are driven in from the activ world without 
doors to their ll.resides within, they can en
joy these treasures of delight and not suffer 
the hell of ennui. All pleasures not enjoyed 
in moderation hav a residuum of pain. But 
the conscious posseBBion of knowledge for 
re1lection, and a storehouse of poetry in 
the memory to draw upon at will, is the only 
unalloyed happiness we hav in this world. 
A certain old man of my acquaintance, who 
has been a hard-working mechanic all his 
life, knows by heart most of the dramatic 
writings ascribed to Mr. William Shakspere, 
and fully appreciates them for their profound 
wisdom, as well as their unequaled beauties. 
A friend visiting him after he had been laid 
off by old age, found him living in his own 
house, from which no sheriff could oust him, 
reciting to himself and commenting on the 
text of "Julius Cresar," a production which 
has done more to giv the English people all 
their high character for courage, for the 
sentiment of honor, and all the rest of the 
natural virtues, than all the sermons that 
ever were or ever will be preached. He had, 
during his youth, laid up the stores of intel
lectual wealth in the book of his memory, 
which nCll thief could _steal from him, and 
was now checking them out as he needed 
them. He cashed his own checks. He was one 
of the happiest aad most independent men 
alive. Had he been blind as a bat, or deaf 
as a p~st, it was no matter, so far as his re
sources of happiness were concerned. What 
a contrlf!lt between this case and that of 
thousands of other old men who sit with 
their toes in the ashes of their hearthstones, 
whose memories are empty, a:u.d whose minds 
are as incapable of thought as so many 
mules•. Boys and girls I .do your duty while 
you are young, and lay up the treasures of 
knowledge for old age. A. A. B. 

Early Use of Soap. 

More than two thousand years ago the 
Gauls were combining the ashes of the beech
tree with goat's fat and making soap, When 
Marius Claudius Marcellus was hastening 
southward over the Flaminian way, laden 
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with spoils wrested from the hands of Virid
omar, the Gallic king lying dead by the banks 
of the Po, his followers were bringing with 
them a knowledge of the method of making 
soap. The awful rain of burning ashes which 
fell upon Pompeii in 79 buried (with palaces Socialism an~ Ulilitarianism. 
and statues) the humble shop of a soapmaker, • 
and in several other cities of Italy the busi
ness had even then a footing. In the eighth 
century there were moy soap manufactories 
in Italy and Spain, and fifty years lllter the 
Phmnicians carried the business into France, 
and established the first factories in Mar
silles. Prior to the invention of soap, fullers• 
earth was largely used for cleansing purposes, 
and the juice of certain plants served a sim
ilar purpose. The earth was spread upon 
cloth, stamped in with the feet, and subse
quently removed by scouring. It was also 
used in baths, and as late even as the eigh
teenth century was employed by the Romans 
in that way. 

--------~~-------
Biographical Sketches. 

Vm.-SHBLLBY. 

Percy Bysshe Shelley· was born at Field 
Place on August 4, 1792. His earliest edu
cation was received at home with his sisters. 
At the age of ten he was sent to a school 
near Brentford, and three ·years afterward 
transferred to Eton. He was. a shy and sen
sitiv child, though self-willed and deter
mined. He suffered much from the rough 
treatment of his schooll!lll.ates and the de
grading experience with the teachers. The 
11rst demonstration of Shelley's hatred and 
aversion to all authority was his refusal 
while at Eton to " fag." This fagging con
sists chiefly of the undergraduates doing the 
duty of a servant, or servants, for that mat
ter, for their tutor. Sometimes the "fag
gers" had to smuggle gin and other things 
for their tutor, which was prohibited in-the 
school. And if they were unlucky enough to 
get caught they must bear the punishment 
wliich rightly belonged to the master. 

Shelley 1latly refused to do such work at 
all, aqd left the school in 1808, and went 
thence to Oxford. He did not stay there 
long, however, as he then published a little 
pamphlet, entitled" A Defense of Atheism," 
for which he was expelled from college. 
This so angered his father that he declared 
that he would hav nothing farther to do with 
his welfare at all. He was, however, more 
angered about his son's marriage with an 
innkeeper's daughter, which took place 
shostly afterward, than his college scrape. 
All commu~ication was shut off entirely 
from the poet and his father now, save a 
small yearly allowance, which was the poet's 
right. Shelley's marriage was, however, 
both infelicitous and tragical. Shelley soon 
tired of his wife, whose only gift ·was her 
beauty. Perhaps they would havbeen happy 
at the end of the chapter had Shelley never 
met Mary Wolstonecraft Godwin, a distin
guished authoreBB. A separation soon took 
place between Shelley and his wife, and the 
latter, taking her children with her, went to 
her father's house. About three years after
ward she drowned herself. Shelley tried to 
obtain possession of the children, but he was 
lawfully thwarted by his father-in-law, who 
claimed that Shelley was un1lt for the chil
dren because he was an In11.del. But even 
the sternest moralist could not blame 
Shelley when they knew how happy Shelley 
lived with his second wife. There was such 
intellectual sympathy between the two, and 
they were reported as having spent as many 
happy years together as would be only nat-
ural. · 
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During the month of March, 1818, Shelley 
left England-forever, as it proved-for 
Italy. During the voyage he wrote )lis 
famous play of " The Cenci." During a tour 
through Switzerland he made the acquaint
ance of Lord Byron. And the two poets, 
whose taste agreed in so many ways, soon 
became fast friends, although it was destined 
not to last long. The winter of 1822 Shel
ley spent at Plsa, and in the following spring 
he went farther to Lucci; near the gulf of 
Spezzia. Like Byron, ~elley was intensely 
fond of the water, and his fondness for boat. 
ing amounted almost to a passion, which, 
however, led to his death. In July 8, 1823, 
he sailed with his ex-naval friend, Mr. 

Wil~ms, to welcome his friend Mr. Leigh B I O G R ap BY OF S a T a N. 
Hunt to Italy. On the return homeward, 4 4 4 

during a sudden storm, Shelley was drowned. Historical Exposition of the Devil and his 
Some time afterward hili body was washed Fiery Domains. 
ashore and burned, as the quarantine law By KERSEY GRAVES. 
demanded, in the presence of Lord Byron i Price, 35 cents. 
a!l.d other intimate friends. The aehes were~-------------------
carefully preserved and buried at Rome. T'or aU of the above bookl address 
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BoBEBT G. EccLES, M.D. 

9, EVOLUTION OF SOOIETY. Primitive ma.n: 
growth of the familY, city, a.nd state ; de; 
velopment of the domestic relations; ma.r· 
ria.ge. By J..un:s A. SXILTO!I. 

10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Origin of re 
. ligious beliefs; idea.& of primitive ma.n. B:v z. BID!ii.Y SAllll'IION. . 

11. EVOLUTION OF MORALS. How altruism 
grows out of egoism ; the proper ba.la.nce. 
BY DB, LEWIS G. JANES. 

12. PBO.OFS 011' EVOLUTION. a., from geology;· 
b, from morphologY; c, from embryology; 
d, from metamorphosis; e, from rudimen
t& y organs; f, from geo.~traphical distribu
tion; g, from discovered linkd; h, froin arti
:ficia.l breeding_i i, from rever~ion; k, from 
mimicry. B:v J.IIELBOR o.l'ABBIIALL. · ·· 

13. EVOLUTION AS RELATED TO RELIGIOUS 
THOUGHT. By REV. Jo11!1 W. UIIADWIOX 

a. PHILOSOPHY . OF EVOLUTION .. Bela.tion 
of the doctrine to prevailing philos.ophical 
systems. By STABB Horr NICHOLS. . . 

15, THE EF.I!'ECTI!I OF EVOLUTION ON THE 
COMINGOIVILIZATION. Pla.nsfor social 
regeneration as tested by evolution. BY 
BEV. MI!IOT J, SAVAGE. 

16. THE SCOPF. lND PRINCIPLES OF THE 
EVOLU fiON PHILOSOPHY. By DB. LEWIS 
G. JANES. 

17. THE MOR!L AND RlllLlGIOUl ASPF.O.,.S 
OF HEBBEBT SPENCERS PHILOSOPHY. 
By SYLV4!1 DBEY. . 

Hl. THE BELLTIVITY OF KNOWLEDGE. .rhe 
na.ture of sense-perception ; sight1 sound, 
taste, smell Jeeling; the doctrine or tbe Un· 
knowable • .l:IY BoBEBT G. EccLES, M.D. 

19, A STUDY OF HLTTEB AND MOI'ION. An 
excellent digest of a much vexed quesUon, 
with quotations from many a.uthor1ties. By 
If OK, A. N. ADAMS. 

20. PBIMITIVE HAN. Ha.n a.s revealed by 
archeological studies ~ evidences of m&n.'il 
antiquity i geologica.! periods; man's a.ppea.r
a.nce in tne pliocene; paleolithic a.nd neo· 
lithic ra.ces ; the a.ges of bronze and iron ; 
ca.ve men a.nd la.ke·dwellers; dolmen and 
mound builders : primitive implements and 
tools; proofs of ma.n•s natura.! evolution. 
By Z, SIDNEY SAIIIPSON, - " . . 

21. GROWTH OF THE HARRIA.GE BELA.TION. 
Ma.1·riage a. primitive Institution ; its earlier 
forms; no evidence of ortgina.l promiscnit:v; 
exogamY and endogamy: group.ma.rriage; 
polygynJ, polyandry and monoga.my;·mar· 
ria.ge bli capture ; monogamy the higheat 
form ot the relation ; divorce a.:ad divorce 
laws: marria~ a. contract; its rellula.tion 
by the state. BY C. STA!IILAND W AXE, 

22. EVOLUTION OF THE STATE. The growth 
· of polinca.I institutions; the patriarcha.I 

famil:v; the tribe a.nd cla.n. · By JoHN A. 
TAYLOB. 

23 EVOLUTION OF L\.W. How law begins; 
statute law and judge-made la.w : the con. 
version of customs into la.w. By PBOF. RUFUB 
SHELDON. · 

24. EVOLUTION OF MEDICA-L SOIENCE. 
Supernatural ideas of disease; fetichism in 
medicine; tbe beginninllS of medical science. 
B:v ROBE•T G. EOOLES1 M.D. 

25 EVOLU , ION OF ABMS AND ARMOR. The 
necessitY for arms and armor under the 
struggle for existence. By Jolla: C. Km· 
BALL• 

26 ·EVO'UTION OF THE MEOHA.NIO ARTS, 
.._ eve!opment of the human ha.nd; the earli
est u•e of implements a.nd tools. By JAMEB 
A. SKILTON, 

27. EVOLUfiON OF THE WAGES SYSTEM. 
The ile:finition of wages; economic cha.rac· 
teristics of the wages system ; wages the 
outa:rowth of sla.ver:r; origin a.nd develop. 
ment of the wages sy11tem. By PBoF. GEo. 
GU!ITON. 

2!, EDUClATION AS A FA.CTOB Hi CIVIL!· 
Z ~TION. The beginnings of education , 
• •rlY methods in Egypt, Persia., China., 
Greece, a.nd Rome: earlY Ohristia.n ideas of 
education; C ~otholic a.nd Protestant views; 
the oomrno.., school sYstem. By MIIiS CABO• 
LIRE B, LE Bow. 

29. EVOLUl'IO~ AND SOCIAL REFORM. I. 
The Tbeo'og ca.l Method. By BBv. JoH:N 
CBADWIOX. 

30 EVOLUTION AND SOOUL BEFOBM. II. 
The Socialistic Method By WILLIA.II[ PoTTS. • 

81. EVOLUTION AND SOCIAL BEFOBM. III. 
The A'la.rchistic Metnod. By HUGH 0. 
P.E!ITEOJST. 

32 EVOLUPION AND SOCIAL REFORM. IV. 
'foe Bcieotiflo Method. By DA!IIEL GBEE!I 
Ll:AF 'fllOHPSJN, 

38 ABA GBAY: His LiCe a.::td Work. By MEB 
MAR11 '!.'BEAT. 

84 EDW ABO LIVINGSTON YOU:\IA.NS. The 
llhn a.nd his Work. By PBOF. JOH!I FISXE. 
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FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A NINETJmNTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
AN ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVERED BEFORE THE 

New YO'I'k State Bar .A88ociation, at .A!bt.mfl, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

'I'he onlv Com:plete and Authorind Edition. 
PBIOE, TEN OENTB. 
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RELIGION OF MAN
Charles Watts's Works. ETHICS OFD SCIENCE. 
The Teachings ofSecugarlsm Com 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
For Her Da.ily Brea.d ls the story ot two young 

girls a.Jid a. r.ounger brother who Wllre lett parent• 
less, with little money, fa.ir educa.tto~1 a.nd much 
ooU:ra.ge, to ma.k.e their wa.y thrOugh me world by 
g_oing to Ohioa.go, The a.nthor is a.lso the heroln. 
The na.:rra.tiv is, .in the ma.in, a. history of a. work· 
i'ng girl'S life and experience in theoitYof Ohioago 
a.mong bluff bn~iness men, kind-hearted folks, 
&nd disreputable hypoorits. It is Just such a. storY 
o. f hnma.n life a.s we should expect Oolonel Inger· 
soli to be interested in; a.nd whatever he admires 
a.nd a.ppreoia.tes is sure to be worth the attention 
of. the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. 
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. tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It SnfD.clent to 
Meet the Needs or >tlanklnd 'I 
Debate between the Editor of the· Ha.lifa.x 
Eventng HatZ a.nd Oha.rles Wa.tts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Ja.oob Hol.YO&ke a.nd 
Oolonel •Ingersoll, a.nd a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Ga.rdene.r. .60 pa.ges, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father l.ambert's 
. "Tactics o:f In:ftdels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

CJ•rlstlanlty : Its Origin, Nature, 
and In:ftuence, 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. 

The Horrors of the Frencl• Revo
lution: Their Causes. 24 pages. 

BY 
HUDSON TUTTLE. 

A Historical a.nd Oritioa.l Review of the Religion 
of Man. 

OoNTENTB : Wha.t is Religion 1 Fetichism. Pha.l· 
lio Worship. Ma.n•s Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intelleotna.l Growth. Tke Grea.t Theolog. 
ioa.l Problem. Ma.n'B Fa.ll, a.nd the Ohristian 
Boheme for his Redemption. Ma.n's Position, 
Fate, Free Will, Free Agency, Necessity. · Re
sponsibility of the Individna.l. Genesis a.nd Evo. 
lntion of Spirit. The La.w of Moral Government. 
The Apostles. Selfish Propensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rterof Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the lndividna.l• Duties a.nd Obligations of 
SocietY. Bights of Government. Duties of So. 
oiety to Orimina.ls. Dnty of Self Culture. Ma.r
ria.ga. Oloth; price, $1.50. 

Price, 10 oenta. TOO N 
Secularism: Destructlv and Con· U Kl G BACKW .A.RD 

structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, By Edward Bellamy, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morality. Its Teachings Shown Author of "Dr. Heidenhoff's Process," etc. 
to '>e Oontra.diotory- a.nd Defeotiv as a.n Ethioa.l 
Gu,de; 24 pages. Price, 10 cents 

A.Q"nostlcism and Christian 'l'he:lsm: 
Which Is the More Reasonable 'I 
24 pa.ges. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Slnuers-Whlch 'I 24 
pa.ges in cover. Price, 10 cents. 

The ~uperstltion of the Christian 
l!tundsy: A Plea for Liberty and Jus-
tice. 26 pa.ges. Price, 10 cents. • 

It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll who a.re 
free to receive new li~rht Will find in it sa.tisfa.oUon 
and inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. 

The appea.l is a. wa.YB ma.de to a. man's rei\Son. 
a.nd to his noblest sentiments : never to· his sel· 
fishness.-[Boston Post. · 

A snl{gestion of a. really pra.otioa.ble and fea.Sl· 
ble so01a.l sta.te greatly in a.dva.nce of the present. 
The. ·roma.ntio na.rra.tiv is rioh in its foreoa.st of 
a.otua.l possibilities.-!Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; pa.per, 5!lil. 
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FESTIV A.L OF ASHT.A.ROTH. 
The Glory of Unbel·e:l. 22 pages ·in &. ta.le of Pa.les'ine, 'onnded on the destruction of 

cover. Price, 10 cents. the Moabites by the Jews. 
~ature and the Supernatural; or. 

Bellef and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETON. 

Pries. 10 cents. 
Price, 10 cents. 

The American Secular Union; Us DOWN THEY CO f, 
Necessity and the Justice o:f Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pa.ges in cover, 
Price, 10 cents. 

Theological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the Bqv, Dr. B. F. Burns, of Ha.lifa.x, 
N. S. In this letter the following snbjeots a.re 
dea.lt with: 1. Wh_y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Deba.te7 2. 'l'he Position of Agnosticism 
Toward Ohristia.nity. 3. Freethonght a.nd 
Men of Science. 4. The Difference between 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5, Ohrist a.nd Heroism. 
6. Ohriatia.nity a.nd SlaverY. 16 Pages. Price, 
5 cents. 

.\ddreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 •• 
98 La.fa.veue PI .. New York. 

UNIT ARIA.NISM. 
Bta.temeDts sent free on application to Wor. 

oester P. 0. Mission, Worcester, Mas&. Books 
loaned. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 
OB1 THB 

Conflict between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WIODICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa.. 
• 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH SEEKER CO. 

Liberty 
. 
In Literature. 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at the Testimonial to Walt 
Whitman. 

Price, 25 cents; Gloth, 50 oents. Pub
Uahed at this offi.ce. 

Best make Amerloa.n Bternwind Watches, 15 
Jewels. adinsted, pat. regulator, in silverine oaee, 
only Sl1; lD 3 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17 
(a. few years a.go $60). In 'best 14 kt. filiFd gold 
oases. open face, $20; hunting, !23 to $28: H kt. 
solid gold. $40 to $100; same. not adjusted. $2 less; 
11 jwls. $UO, and 7 jwls. $5 less (lower grade 
watches, $5. $4, a.n d $2 50). 

THE PEBFlf.Cl'IJD "OTTO WETI'BTEIN" 
WA'~'OH, mnoh finer th!l.n A.bove, full adjusted to 
hea.t, cold, and position, 16 jwls1 a.nd all modern 
improvements, nickel movem<>n~, oa.sed a.s a.bove, 
$8 more, gilt mov•t. $6 more. No one else in the 
world seDds out so ll'OOd a wa.toh at the price 
LADI~~'B' GOLD HUNTING AMERIOAN 

WA"l'OHEB, latest styles. best filled, 7 jwls. $17; 
11 jwls. $18 50; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid gold, $10 
to $100 mortl. All sent prepaid, kept inorder one 
year, a.nd oa.sh refunded if not sa.tisfa.oton. 

DIAMONDS: in rings, pins. drops, studs, eto., 
$10 ; $15; $25; $50; $100 to $1,000 per set. Oa.sh re
funded, if not 20 per cent below regular price, 
anY time within one Yea.r. 

WJ!lDDING RINGS: Pla.in, chased, with pearls, 
emeralds, rubies, moonstones, opals, garnets, 
tnr9..noise, solitaires or combinat ons1a. specialty, 

SUNDRIES : Rogers Bros'. triple P a.ted knives, 
$1. 75, forks, tl. 75; Tea. spoons. $1.80; Tables, $3.49; 
Best speots. in the world, $1; Pebble,, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $5 more (send line of finest print you oa.n 
rea.d without glasses 14 inches from eyes) ; Gold 
headed canes, $8; $10; $15; $20. Best razor-a. 
luxnrY-$2; Solid silver spoons, $!. 70 per ounce • 
Bonveneir spoons, silver, tl.25 to $2; rea. sets, 
$20 to !40; everything in the line of fa.noy table 
silver, novelties, plush, and art goods, gold pens, 
etc. All sent preoa.id (except cutlery) subject to 
exoha.nge or cash baek. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. Rochelle, Ill. 
Bend for price lists, beautiful oa.rds in colors 

a.nd gold of my Freethonght badges (Ia.rge a.nd 
small), tracts, etc. Free. 

AN EXPOS:&: 
Of ~he pe"ersion of Stephen Girard•sma.gnitloent 

beQ'!'Iesi io Phila.delpi!ja. by the Christian . 
churches a.nd Young 1\len•s 

Ohristia.n Associ&• 
iion. 

BY BlOB. B. WBSTBBOO:I., D.D., LL.D. 
Price 11. Address TBB TBUTB BBBII:J:B. 

New ~41tlon, Reviset nad Enlarpd. 

MEN, WOMEN " GODS. 
BY HELEN H. ~·ARDJENER. 

Introdniltion by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Oloth, 1.00; Pa.per1 50 oents. 
TAl Trade Bu:ppZied at ~~ DiactnJ,nu. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
liS La.fa.yette Pla.oe. New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Gardener are for 
sale a.t this office. Price, 5U cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
BY JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed,, "The Bible Ana
. lyzed," "The Rea.l Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," et&, etc. 

The la.test and best work of a.n a.na.lytio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the ea.sy property of the 
ordinary mind. The book oonta.ins ma.ny idea11 
tha.t will be new to the world and prodnotiv of 
good in fnrnishin~r food for thought. We trust it 
will hav the immense distribution it se richly 
merits.-[The Amerioa.n Idea.. 

Oloth, 12mo, sa •• 
A.ddrelt THE TRUTH BEEKEB. 

Cosmian Hymn BoQk, 
A COLLECTION OF 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(WO'I'dB and MUBio) 

For Liberal and Ethical Societies. 
For Schools and the Dome. 

,COMl'ILED BY 

L. K. WASHBURN. 
PBIOB, $1.50. 

A.Mrau THE TRUTH SEEKER 00. 

DONALD KENNEDY 
Of Roxbury, Mass., Says: 

StraDg_e oases cured by my M'FDIOAL DIS
OOVEBY come to me every day. Here is one of 
Pa.raly•is-Blindness-and the GriP. Now how 
does my MEIJIOA.L DIBOOVEBY cure all theBe 7 
I don't know, unless it takes hold of the Hidden 
Poison. that makes all Humor. 

VmGINIA 0ITY• NEVADA, Sept, 9t7&otsil1. 
Donald. Kenneav-Dear Str: I will sta.te m:v case 

to yon : About nine years a.vo I wa.s paralyzed in 
mY left side, and the best doctors gave me no 
relief for iwo years, and I wa.s advised to try your 
DIBOOVERY, which cUd its dnt.:v:, and in a. few 
months I was restored to health. AbontfonrYea.rs 
ago I became blind in my left eye by a Atlotted 
oata.raot. Last March I wa.s ta.ken with La Grippe, 
and wa.s confined to my b?d for three moDths. At 
the end of that t.ime. as in the sta.rt, then it struck 
me tbat your DISOOVERY wa.s the thing for me ; 
so I got a. bottle, and before it was half a:one I 
wa.s a.ble to go to my work in the mines. Now in 
regard to my eyes, a.sllostmyleft eye. and about 
six months a.go my right eye beoa.me affected with 
black spots over the sight a.s did the left eye 
-perhaps some twenty of them-but since I have 
been using your DIBOOVERY they a.ll left my 
right eye but one; a.nd, tha.nk God, the bright 
light of heaven is once more making its appearance 
in my um eYe. I am wonderfullY astonished at it. 
and tha.nk God a.nd your MEDIOAL DISOOVEBY. 

Yours truly, HANK WmTE. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 

VINELAND, N, 
/w.~~~·"T~ -for his book on youth· 

ful errors, early decay, 
wasting weakness, lost 
manhood &c. It sets 
forth an External Ap
plication- a reliable 
home cure, with fulldi· 
rections for use. Its a. 
certainty, no failure. 
State where you saw 

-~..:~::::==::::~~-·this advertisement. 
~ 

A pa.tiAnt writing from Da~enpori, Wa.sb., 
sa.YB: "Your r medy is ma.rvelk•nB, a.nd will 
accomplish what is sa.id it will do. The va.lne 
of which is nntol~." 
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~ notic88 are for tM btmsflt of Liber!1lB 
toho may b6 eisiting tM pZac68. tohere th686 soci6-
ti68 are Zooaua. L()(J(JZ S(J(JUZar Unions and 
Fr~tlwugkt Societies m66ting regularly can 
hatJ their gatherin.gs OAltoertised here fr~ by for. 
toarding the 'MC688011'1J information. 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.y. 
Meets every_ Friday evening, a.t 8 o•olook, a.t Ger. 
man Ma.so~no TE!mPle, 220 Ea.st 15th street. Lect
ures a.nd disonas10ns. The public cordially invited. 

The Newark Liberal League 
M.eets every Sunday afternoon a.t 3 o'clock a.t 
Libera.! Leag_g.e Ha.ll, 177 Ha.lsey st., cor. Market 
st .. )~~ewa.rk, N. J .. Lectures a.nd discussions on 
rehg10ns and soo1a.l qnettions. Sea.ts free a.nd 
everYbody welcome. 

American Secular lJnlon, Newark 
Branch. 

124 l)larket street. Assembles every Bnnda.y 
evenmg a.t 7 :lJO. Lecture•, debates, a.nd disons
~ions on a.ll 1mporta.nt seonla.r .subjects. Pres. 
!dent, HII:NBY BIBD; Secretary, OoBA. BBLLB 
FLAGG •. 

BrooldJn Plallosophlcal A.ssocla· 
tlon 

Meets a.t FraternitY rooms~... Be .... urd avenue a.nd 
Bonth 2d street, Brooklyn, .l!i. D .• a.t 3 P.lll., every 
Sfnnda.Y. Lectures followed by discussion. Plat-

B
orm free. Oharles Monholla.nd, secretary, 241 
l'Oadwa.y, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Pblladelphla Liberal League !1~·, 
mweets every Bnnda.Y in Indnsiria.l Hall, Broa.d and 

ood.sts .. ~t 2:10 a.nd 7.:80 P.H. for lectures a.nd · 
free dlSOUSBlons on religions a.nd sooia.l Q.nestions 
Able spe&.kerstnterestthe audience. N.B.-Trnth 
Beekerpnblioa.tlonea.lwa.yson ha.nd atohea.p ra.tes. 

The Secular Society of Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthly1 first a.nd third Bnnda.ys, a.~ £ 
P.lll .• a.t the town nail. All friends of hnma.n 
oultiva.tiOB &re invited. MABIUB HEIGHTON, Sec. 

.Eilzur \Vrlght Secular Union 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the ftrst a.nd fourth Bun
days of ea.on month a.t Independent Ohnroh, a.i 
10:80 A .. M .. Free disonssion on a.ll Libera.! subJects. 
SnbBOrlptions to THE TRUTH BXEKEB a.nd IntJelt'· 
gator a.re solicited. B. G. SMITH, Oor. f:l.,;:, 

Chicago Secular Union 
Meat8 ever:v Bnnda:v ~vening at 7:30 P.lll., a.t 
Fort Dearb~rn .Hall. 1E1 West Madison stree\. 
and a.t 118 Fifth avenue. Leotnres a.nd deba.tel. 
Stra.nl!'ars from abro& a.re welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meetings everY Bnnda.y evening a.t 216 
Gra.nd a.vo., (Fra.ternity Ha.ll). Lecture followe" 
by debates. Tbe pnblio cordially invited. 

San Francisco, Cal., Freethoughl 
Society 

MAetR every Bnnda.Y evening a.t Union Sqna.re 
Ha~, 4~1 Post street, a.t B o'clock. A oordia.l invi
ta.tlOn lB extended to a.ll. Bea.ts free. 

Port A.ngeles Secular Union 
l\leets every Snnda.Y at 7:80 P.l!!. in Ma.odon· 
aid's Hall in Port Angeles, Wa.sh. Leot· 
nres. songs, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vited on a.ll subjects. Liberal literature distrib· 
nted free. FnANK MOBSE, Oor. Beo, 

The West End Progressive Lib· 
eral Union 

Of Los. Angeles_, Oa.l., meets semi-monthly first 
a.nd thud Bnnaa.ys, a.t 8 o•olook, p,M.J.a.t Pa.rr'l 
Hall. EverybodY invited. MRs. B. m.. BEBBA 
Pres.; J, H. MoWILLIAJIIS, Beo. Beo. . 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Meets ev:ery Bnnde,y a.t B P.M. in Gr~nd Armr 
ha.!l, MaiD street, Wa.lla. Walla, Wa.shington. 
Boienos Leotnres.-Free Disoussions.-Origi.na.l 
a.nd Selected Beadings a.nd Poems. A la.rge va.l· 
na:ble library is a.t the service of members a.nd 
fnends. 0. B. B&YNOLDS, Pres.; A. W. 0ALDEB, Sse. 

The Roeder Secular lJnlon 
Of Boed~r, Wa.sh., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday 1n t.he mo.nth, a.t the Roeder sohool·honse. 
Lectures, disonss10ns, reading, a.nd poems. Thf 
Krea.test freedom accorded to a.ll. Our motto, 
'Universal Mental Liberty •" D. E. BIOE, Pres ; 

J, W. BELL, Vice-Pres.; 0HABLES B:E!II:A1 Beo.' 

Fort Worth, Tex •• Liberal Club, 
Meets even RnndaY a.t Knights of Labor Ha.ll, 
1604 Ma.in street, a.t 10 o•olook, A.lll. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. OoL. A. HARRIS, Pres. 

lsuo B. LEE, Beo. 

L\beral Association o:f Austin, 
Tex., 

meets every Sunday a.t 11 A.M , a.t its hall, cor. 
Oong avenue and 9th st. Visiting Liberals 
i•vited. J.P. Richardson, President; M. Ma.as1 
Beoreta.ry. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Roscoe 
Conkling, 

Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
York. 

Wtth Pine BteeZ Bn{lratlt'TI{l of Senator Coni:Ztnu. 

Bound in· bla.ok cloth, silver Bide sta.mp. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY. 
BY LUDWIG FEUERBAOH. 

Translated from the Genmm by Geo. Eliot. 
Price,$3. 
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TBB London Btand.artl. publishes a com
munication in regard to the recent so-called 
aggressiv action of Russia in Pamir, which 
says : "It is high time for England to un. 
sheathe her sword in Asia. TheRussian tide Gf 
conquest which has fiowed steadily eastward 
for fifty years must be sent sweeping back to 
the Caspian. Russia has boldly pushed on 
until she now stands at 
the very outposts of In
dia." 

A RussiAN dispatch 
says : " Over thirty mill
ions of human beings are 
dying of hunger." 

ANNIB BBSANT praises 
the American people for 
"the clear. sighted inter
est they take in Theo
sophical questions." 

TBBBB is outcry in 
radical quarters against 
the effort of the Barbers' 
International Union to 
hav all legislatures pro
hibit Sunday shaving. 

A HBBBBW in Syra. 
cuse, N.Y., has brought 
a libel suit against a pa· 
per for bringing him into 
disgrace among his peo
ple by c a Ill n g him a 
Christian. 

ENGLAND is thought 
by some to be secretly 
working in the difficulty 
between Italy and the 
pope, expecting profit 
from a quarrel which 
would lead him to take 
refuge in Malta. 

WORLD'S SAGES, THINKERs, coDa AND RELICION&j· ff'l" •I PonJhl. 
AND BBFORIERS. O:V 

Blo~rraphles of IOO of the LeadiD~r :Phlloeophm, A.NOIENT A.ND JIODEBN TillES I ============== 
Tea.ohera1 Skeptlo!!,.Innovatorat Founders of Vol, I. Giva a l!'ull Account of all ihe_ Gods, In· 1 TBJ:BB is no prophecy hi the Old Teetament 

New Sonoola of 'J:nought, Emmenl; Solen- cludlng Jehovah, l!latan, the Hob Ghost, 
Uats, eto. (who were not Ohristlans), lesua Ohrin, Virlrin lllary, and !;he Bible. foretelling the coming of Jesus Christ. 

from the time of Menu to the pres- avo, 885pJ1, Vol. II. Deaoribesl!'ully all 1 There is not one word in the Old Testament 
ent. avo, 1,07&pp,, cloth, •a; the Religious Synema of the ~orld. 1 referring to hiin in any way-not one word. 

leather,f'; mor., g. e.,S4,50, ev~• 96fPP·, ~1ftht:&Pil~i?1·• the 
1
. The only way to prove this ·is to take your 

BY D.lll. BENNETT. io"c,g;;, 6gil~a e~~'ea, ',~o- Bible, and wherever you find these words: 
THE'l'BU'l'HSEEKEBOO,, BYD.III.BENNETT. "That it might be ful1illed," and ''waa 

BSLafanUe :Place, l!l. Y. 'l'BE 'l'BU'l'H SEEKEB 00. spoken," turn to the Old Testament anti find 
what was written, and 
you will see that it had 
not the slightest possible 
reference to the thing 
rEcounted in the· New 
Te:s tam en t-not the 
slightest.-Bobt. (}; In. 
gersoll. · 

IF there be any ill in 
the universe from mere 
chance, then a designing 
principle or mind, 
whether good or bad, 

. CRnnot be the cause of 
aU things ; and conse. 
quently, if there be sup. 
posed a designing prin. 
ciple, who is the cause 
only of good, but cannot 
prevent the ill which 
happens from chance, or 
f r o m a contr-ary ill 
design, then there can 
be supposed in -reality 
no such thing as · a 
superior, good design, 
or mind, other than 
what is impotent and 
defectiv ; for not to cor. 
rect or totally exclude 
that ill of chance, or of a 
contrary ill design, must 
proceed f'ither fro m 
impotency or ill.UJill.
D'Holbach. 

THB new-made friend
ship between France and 
the Vatican is about 
broken. The bishops 
exclaim against the gov
enment order thatthey 
shall not go to Italy lest 
the pilgrim riots be du
plicated. The corre-

THE LORD TELLETH A FISH STORY THAT KNOCJKETH THE CONCEIT OUT OF JOB.-(See Job xli and xlii, 6.) 

IT often happened, 
that the specific gravity 
of epileptics, w h o s e 
fibers and muscles 
withered away, was 
lighter than water, and 
that they fioated when 
.put into it. A miracle I 
was instantly exclaimed. 

spondent of the London 
Times, Mr. Stillman, foretold, on the com. 
mencement of the present year, that 1891 
would be celebrated by the rupture between 
the French republic and the holy see. Al
though the customary derision of a prophecy 
was not wanting, late events hav done much 
toward the fulftllment of this correspondent's 
forebodings for the future. Everything 
seems to tend toward the separation of the 
Vatican and the Elysee. A dispatch from 
France says: "The circulaire pra;ing the 
bishops to abstain from visiting their chief 
in prison, and the prosecution of the arch
bishop of Aix, was a beginning of the end 
perhaps, for has not the French parliament 
now proposed the separation of church and 
state?" 

MBXIOO is trying to keep the Central 
American republics from confederating. J eal 
ousy of Guatemala and fear of that state as a 
powerful and dangerous neighbor are the 
cause. 

"HB is a tine-looking fellow," said an 
Austrian lady not long ago, as she looked at 
his highness the Archduke Franz Ferdinand 
In his carriage. Her remark reached the ear 
of the public prosecutor, who, deeming the 
word " fellow " disrespectful, ordered her 
arrest, and she was sentenced to six months' 
imprisonment. The lady was rich enough to 
appeal to tbe supreme court in Vienna, which 
ordered her release. 

ON the Italian king's proposal to make the 
religious marriage ceremony null, Catholics 
say: " How will Umberto receive in future 
those ladies whose marriage he has denounced 
as criminal ? Those whom he has insulted 
on the most delicate question involving social 
and family relations ? How will the crowned 
heads of Europe bear the stigma? Will 
Germany and Austria, and even the Turk, 
resent it? Probably not; the interests of the 
Trlple Alliance are paramount." 

ON the proposal to distribute aid for starv. 
ing Russians through the British and 
Foreign Bible Society, a good judge says: 
" The proposal is crassly stupid. Agents of 
the Bible Society are beings accursed in the 
eyes of the Russian government and of the 
all-powerful orthodox church. Their prose. 
lytizing labors are distinctly illegal and they 
are only allowed to remain in the country on 
sufferance. All their movements would be 
watched and their schemes frustrated." 

TBEBB is much reason to suppose there 
will be a famln in Russia next year also. The 
autumn wheat has been seriously injured by 
the rain, and it is very probable that the 
spring crops in many of the eastern govern
ments will turn out no better than they did 
this year. The outlook in holy Russia is very 
gloomy. Nihilist agents are working activly 
to persuade the peasants that the czar can 
and ought to supply them with food. The 
large factories at Lodsi are stopping work 
for want of orders, leaving the operative in a 
destitute condition. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religions Experit DC! 
BJ' s. P. Putnam. 

25 cents. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P. PUTNAM. 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. 
The Problem of the Universe au 

its Scientific Solution, with some Orilicisrm 
. of Universology, :Price,llO cents. 

Waifs and Wanderings, A N ' 
American Story. :Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 
50 cents. "A prose epic of the wa.r, rich with 
incident a.nd dra.mMic power ; breezy froru 
first pa.ge to la.st with the living spirit of to
da.y,"-John Stotnton'B Paper. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. '' Tht 
. author oerta.inly ha.s genius. Th& divine 
crea.tiv spa.rk is with him. The book is filled 
with ma.nly thoughts, expreased in ma.nly 
words-the transcript of a. manly mind 
Every Libera.lahould read' Golden 'l'brone.'" 
-Inuerso!!, :Price, $1. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation 
m rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury 
Infidel a.nd the Ga.lilea.n Reformer, wherein 
it is showB there is much in harmony between 
them. Price, 10 cents. 

Prometheus A Poem. u It is 
crammed wi?h life, thought, ·a.nd profound 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to me, with 
extra.Ordina.ry bea.uty."-Dr. Henrv w. Be!!otos. 
Price, $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand t and 
other Agnostic poems. :Price, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A poetic version 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
which its superiority to the mutilated oopy
the Genesis legend-Is shown. :Price, to cents. 
For a.ll of the a.bove address 

TBE TRUTH BEEKEB; 00., 
28 Lafayette :Pia.oe, New Yort. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
I, EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIA, ETC. By 

William Durham, F.B.S.E. 
11. AsTBONOlii:Y, SUN, MooN, STABS, ETa. By Will· 

ia.m Durham, F.B.S.E. . 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the a.bove works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a. wa.y that 
cannot fa.il to ma.ke them interesting to even the 
most ca.sua.l reader, 'l'hey supply a. popllla.r need. 

The price of ea.oh is 60 cents in oloth. _ 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wonders in Cnrl.Zig the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. B. :PEBRY, 
34 South Ma.in Street, Wilkesba.rre, :Pa.. 

' 'WHY" 
I specially wa.nt 500 orders for books.within the 

next three months. 
Friends will please send sta.mP for ciroula.rs a.nd 

WHY. 
ELIIIINA. DRAKE BLlllNKEB. 

Snowville, Va. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST PUBLISHED. 

There has jus~ been published for gene raJ c;ircu
lation a most mterestmg pamphlet, contaiDiOg a. 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known writers: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. 'Under• 
wood,_}datilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. nenry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman. 
Cal't. R. C. Adams Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringle, Wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine, 
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase, Henry M. Taber, I . 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. LUJ!I. 
VoltairinedeCleyre, Lewis G. JanesaAd Dr. ruw;, 
ard Hodgson. 

The P.ublication will be forwarded to any address 
in the United States or Canada on recetpt of aa 
American two-cen~stl!ge stamp. 

Address FREUHINKERS' MAGAZINE. . 
Bu1falo, N, 'Y • 

A. 

~~HURT HISTORY Of THE 8l8LE; 
BBING 

.d. POPULAR .AOOOUNT OF THE 
FORMATION AND DEVELOP. 

MENT OF THE O..d.NON. 

BY 

BRONSON D. KEELER. 

OONTENTS.-The Hebrew Oa.non. The New· Tes· 
ta.ment. The Ea.rly Oontroversies. 'l'he Books a.t 
First not Oonsidered Inspired. Were the Fathers 
Competent 1 The Fathers Quoted as Beripture 
Blloks which are Now Oa.lled A.pocl'Yllh&l. 'l'he 
Heretics. 'l'he Ohristian Oa.non. 

:Pa.per, 50 cents; cloth, 'I'll cents. ., 

W. s. BELL'S 

Handbook of Freetlronght 
CONTAINING 

In condensed a.nd eystematized form a vast . 
amount of 

Evidence Agains' Christia-rtity. 
Selected from the Writings of the 

Leading American and European 
Freethinkers and Scientists. 

Of his work Mr. Bell sa.ys : ''I hav aimed in 
preparing this work to put into oompa.ot and 
orderly form a. la.rge amount of irrefragable 
evidence a.ga.inst the superstitions of the church. 
I ba.v often felt the need of such a. work for my 
own use. The matter herewith presented ha.a 
been culled from some of the ablest writers living 
a.nd dea.d. As a. book of reference I hope it ma.y 
be a. valuable a.id to a.ll investigators a.n4 truth· 
seekers. Its running headlines, chapter heads, 
subheads, a.nd classified snbjects ma.ke it" 'h"nd
booi~:.'" 

l'noe 11.25. Address thil oflioe. 

It was pronounced that 
such a person must be a 

demoniac or a sorcerer; and holy water or the 
executioner was hnmediately sent for. It 
was an unquestionable proof that either the 
demon had become master of the body of the 
1l ~ating person, or that the latter had volun
tarily delivered himself over to the demon. 
On the first supposition the person was 
exorcised, on the second he was burnt. 
Thus hav we been reasoning and acting for a 
period of fifteen or sixteen hundred years, 
and yet we hav !he effrontery to laugh at the 
Caffres 1-Voltcure. 

WHBBB the press is free and every man 
able to read, all is safe.-Thomas JejferBon. 

IT is a source of great satisfaction to me 
that that distinguished litterateur, the Ghost 
-usually yclept the Hol11 Ghost, for some 
reason I hav been unable to make out-has 
quite given up the literary profession. No
body else would hav had any chance against 
him. He has written one book only, or 
rather a series of small tracts tacked together 
by nothing else but the binding. And, 0 
Jerusalem, what a sale the work has 1 The 
Ghost's prlnc'pal publishers in London are 
in Queen Victoria street, and his book goes 
oif in hundreds of thousands of tons 
annually. Its sale seems to be, in great part, 
attributable to the fact that the work is 
written by the King of Heaven and dedicated 
to the King of England. All books proceed
ing from royal pens are, in character, quite 
exceptional, from the olden royal volume that 
treats of Abraham down to the recent 
volume that immortalizes Brown. Any 
ordinary mortal would hav supposed that the 
Ghost would h&T found his publisher in 
Holywell street; but the Ghost is no 
ordinary mortal. He had the effrontery to 
offer his book in a far other locality; and 
effrontery was rewarded with its frequent 
concomitant, success. The profits out of his 
book alone must render the Ghost the 
wealthiest member of the Trinity. Some 
optimists, including myself, are sanguin that 
he may yet buy out the other members of 
the firm. Much might reasonably be ex
pected from this antiqipated transaction. 
The Father's character is exceedingly 
questionable; the Son, to put it mildly, is' 
generally suspected to be somewhat queer in 
the upper story; while the Ghost has many 
negativ merits. True, he got into some sort 
of scrape over a girl in Palestine; but 

-generous minds will not make too much of 
this ; and all else that is known of him is 
that he once transformed himself into a 
pigeon, and that he once, on a pentecostal 
occasion, took the form of " cloven tongues 
as of tire." Those who hav observed a pile 
of Paysandu tongues in a shop window can 
easily gather what the Ghost is like by fancy. 
ing each tongue to be of red-hot iron, and 
cloven-that Is, split, as boys split a magpie's 
tongue with a sixpence to make it speak.
Baladin in God and His Book. 
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HOW IT WORKS-THE BEAUTY OF A BLOOD ATONEMENT. 

lfolts and ~Ii,pinfs. 
THE pope complains of being forced. by 

antipapal violence in Rome to remain im· 
prisoned in the Vatican. 

LAws against Sunday work for barbers are 
in force in Tennessee, Minnesota, Colorado, 
Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan. 

A GIRL in Dexter, Me., possesses a faculty 
which mystifies her friends. When blind
folded and provided with a photograph she 
can. describe the person or object portrayed 
in the picture, and she will also describe the 
objects in any picture or print after merely 
running her finger-tips over the surface. 

AN extensiv find of rich deposits of 
alumhtum was made last week in the San 
Mateo mountains, about forty miles west of 
Albuquerque. Three miners brought to the 
latter place samples of a material they had 
found and with the nature of which they were 
unacquainted. It was assayed in Denver, and 
found to contain twenty.five per cent of 
aluminum. The men say the metal exists in 
great abundance. 

THE Colorado Graphic says : " Stop the 
&treet.cars on Sunday and see how quickly 
the threadbare members of the Law and 
Order League who cannot afford the luxury 
of a horse and carriage will interpose In their 
own behalf." Certainly they would : the 
persons who are so ready to dictate to others 
as to how they shall spend Sunday do not 
expect to be restricted i:a the least in their 
own ac\ions. n a law were passed that in 
any way restricted their movements on any 

day, it would be promptly denounced as an 
unwarrsnted interference with their sacred 
rights. Indeed, they are so bigoted and so 
wrapped up in self that they think all the 
world should ao on Sunday just as they say ; 
and they cannot be happy until they hav it 
in their power to compel this very thing. 

ONoE upon a time, says the 8un, when a 
man had a narrow escape from threatened 
calamity; he showed his gratitude to provi. 
dence by making a pilgrimage, by giving 
alms to the poor or gifts to the church. But 
times hav changed. Leonard Patterson, a 
young man of Bangor, Me., had a very nar. 
row escape from death recently. An im, 
mense safe fell on him, but for some reason 
he escaped with but ~light injuries. He an
nounces in the newspapers that " in honor of 
his miraculous escape" he "will giv a dance 
in Union Hall" one evening this week. 

THB horror . of the great Russian famin 
is all implied in these few words of Count 
Tolstoi in his public letter of November let : 
" In out-of-the. way death-stricken localities, 
such as the one from which I write (the 
Dankov district), there is no rye for sale. 
Flour cannot be bought for money. And 
this is not an exceptional phenomenon; it is 
of constant occurrence everywhere." And 
yet, while the Russian government is dis
tributing alms with one. hand to the peasants, 
with the other armed with a knout it exacts 
taxes from the same starving.wretches. 

FEw of the Protestant churches in Maine 
can hold their flocks without offering liberal 
feeds on all possible occasions, and even 
then the faithful complain of the &Carcity of 
oysters and criticise the cooking. All ol 

the new churches hav kitchens, and as winter 
approaches the local newspapers hav an. 
nouncements of oyster· suppers, bean sup. 
pers, antique suppers, New Eo gland suppers, 
coffee suppers, and pink and lemon teas. 
The multiplication of loaves and fishes would 
hav to be carried to the last extreme to satisfy 
all of those who find piety in provender. 

ONE of the latest religious frauds was 
founded in 1884 by the Abbe Buguet, of 
Montligeon, France. It is an association to 
" aid the forsaken souls in purgatory-those 
for whom no one eire was praying and who 
had no hope of coming to the end of their 
sufferings until they had themselvs satisfied 
the justice of God." Every month the asso
ciation has three thousand masses said for 
its object. Its members contribute one halt
penny yearly to its funds, and they share in 
all its merits and may gain special indul
gences with which it has been endowed. 

THE 8un thus pointedly comments on the 
action of the barbers' convention at Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: "Why should the Barbers' 
International Union ask the state legislatures 
to enact laws prohibiting all the barbers of 
the United States plying their razors on 
Sunday? There is no law. in any state re
quiring barbers to engage in Sunday shaving. 
Every barber in the country is at liberty 
to refuse to shave anybody, or trim any
body's beard, or cut anybody's locks on 
Sunday. Any barber has the right to close 
and bar his shop every Sunday of the year. 
The International Barbera' Union had better 
let the legislatures of the states attend to 
public affairs while its members regulate 
their own busilless. The proposed legisla-

tion would not reach the root of the matter. 
What the legislatures must do, if they would 
giv genuin relief to the barber, is to pass 
prohibitory laws or constitutional ame:nd
ments forbidding beards to grow on Sunday." 

A WRITER in the London Pall Mall Ga~etu 
says that he and others fathomed the secret 
of the wonderful feats of Lulu Hurst, the 
original Georgia Wonder, during her first 
performances, and after she had retired from 
the stage he learned the facts frpm the 
lips of Miss Hurst herself. Sbe simply 
made the investigators do all the work. 
When she wanted to lift a chair on which a 
heavy man was seated, she put her palms to 
the sides ot the back and tilted it forward. 
The person seated in it involuntarily grasped 
the side rungs or the seat, and to save him
self from falling raised the chair himself, his 
toes never leaving the ground. The whole 
thing was done so quickly that it required a 
quick eye not to be deceived. The thud 
with which the ch~ir came to the floor when 
the forward pressure was relaxed helped the 
illusion. When the investigator grasped the 
umbrella handle, and was requested to hold 
it very firmly, he unconsciously braced him
self so that his center of gravity w~s easily 
disturbed, and pushed hard in a direction 
oppposit to that in which he judged the 
umbrella would move. A slight pressure on 
the part of the Georgia Wonder acted as a 
lure, and when this pressure ceased a strong 
man would involuntarily run forward in the 
direction in which he was pressing. All her 
tricks were simply the application of power 
in such a fashion as to deceive the onlooker 
into the belief that it was being exerteQ in 1\U 
exactly contrt~ry direction, 
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Christianity at the Bar of History •. 

aaused by many priests, who, pretendiqg to liv lives 
of aelibaay-whiah in all ages of ignorance bas ap 
peared to the superstitious to be purer than 111arried 
life-were rea1ly living in wanton immorality. Aa 
cording to Gibbon, many who had resolved to adheJ:e 

It is sometimes contended that the truth of Chris- to celibacy 11 formed connections with those women 
tianity is demonstrated by the faat of its wonderful who had made Tows to-perpetual abastity; anti it was 
history. No religion, it is alleged, has succeeded in an ordinary thing for an eaalesiastia to admit one of 
aeaomplishing so moab for human well-being; in these fair saints to the participation of his bed, but 
other words, no religion has contributed so largely still under the most solemn declarations that nothing 
toward the happiness and progress c.f mankind. passed in this commerce that was contrary to the 
No religion, U is olaimed, bas produoed 11uch benefi rules of ahaeti~y and virtue" (Gibb:m's Daaline, 
aial efteats upon the nature of its believers and sup- page 73). · 

·emperor, who 'aiced sole authority over the Roman 
empire in the yelr !}61. showed his dislike of Chris
tianity in so marked 1 degree in his writings and in 
hili aonduat that·h.is Ch~istian·oppoilents designated 
him 11 Jo,Jian the Apostate." Yet, despite all, Julian 
displayed 1 higher degree of fairness than his pre
decessors, and by. decree gave't>erfeat equality to all 
creeds in the empire. 

porters as the religion of Christ. To test the value It must be remembered that in the first century 
of these staterqents, it ia necessary that we should of the Cnristian era nothing whatever is known of 
turn over aome of the pages of early ecclesiastical the existence of a Christian ahurah. N J doubt a 
history and see what these pages reveal. And what number of vain persons set themselvs up as teachers 
shall we find T Inatead of Christia!lity being all that or oracles. Indeed, we hav only to refer to the New 
is pure and noble and good, unhappily for huma11ity Testament to find that 1 number of persons went 
we find that its early history was anything but ered about proclaiming themselvs to be "Chri~t," and • 
ihble to ita upholders; and, moreover, that it was 1 number of 11 false teachers" appear to hav found it 
eorrupt and persecuting religion, which in many an easy matter to pet 1 large following. . 
aaee1, so far. from elevating its early believQrs, only In this century Knostiaism, which is 1 compound 
converted them into the willing and wieked instru- made up of Cbristianity and Oriental philosophy. 
menta of its tyr1011y. Its bishops, clergy, and mis prevailed to a very large extent, and caused a good 
sionaries were low-minded, ignorant, and supersli deal of disaussion, being, as it was, diametriaslly op
tioua, and manifested ill their aationa aome of tbe posed to many of the most important doatrins of the 
worst vices of men. 11 orthodox" portion of the community. 

In the first century after the alleged death of Jesus There was also another important division among 
the conduct of Christians was at its bed; they be- the Christians: a division between Jewish and gen. 
baved with commendable heroism and self-restraint; tile Christiana. The former developed into what 
but 11 soon as Christianity got power and began to were called "Ebionites." and ''Nazarenes;" the 
spread throughout the Roman empire, Christianity others called themselvs the true Christians. The 
began to display 1 tyrannical and persecuting spirit more the doatrins of Christianity were discussed the 
which grew and grew until it culminated in what are greater became the dift"erenae of opinion, and so 
now known as the 11 Dark Ages of Christianity "-one Christianity, in 1 very early peri"od of its growth, 
of the saddest and most terrible pages ill the history found its believers divided into a multitude of seats. 
of the world. In the early portion of the third century there ap-

It is sometimes said that the base and brutal men peared a remarkable man named Manes or Mani
of these ages, the men who inspired all kinds of at mus, a Persian magus. • He propagated a Chris
aruelty, who deluged the earth with human blood, tianity of his own. Like many other religiQus 
who enslaved the bodies and minds of millions of · teaa~ers, he held that lJlln's body was evil ; that 
people-that these men could not hav been Chris- man aould neither think nor do a good thing of 
tians. himself ; that 11 his thoughts were evil continually ;'' 

But during the early centuries of the Christian and that only by mortifying the desh could he hope 
ohurah the perseautors were representativ men; tbey to get supreme happiness. He also taught that tbe 
were the men in authority; and if it is said that they highest Jife was only to be reached by those who ab
were not Christians, the obvious retort is, Where stained from intoxicating drink, abstained from desh, 
were the Christians during those ages' And if the fish, eggs, and milk, and who lived a life of the 
time of Constantine down to the Reformation was strictest celibacy. 
marked by viae and corruption, surely the impartial They were to liv on the simplest of foods, and deny 
student of history may question the soUDdness of themselvs everything pertaining to luxury. Seats, 
the tree which bore such bad fruit. such as the N ovatians and others, then arose and 

If Christianity failed to induenae its believers for before the end of the third century a multitude of 
good from the fourth to the sixteenth century, surely divisions existed among the Christians, and learned 
we may attribute the virtue of Christians since controversies raged as to the person of the godhead, 
that date to some other and more powerful agency? which led to quarrels and persecutions of a bitter 

But let us turn over the pages of history and ex- and malignant ahauater. . 
amiD the evidence. In the fourth century (under Constantine) the first 

We find ill the third oentury Cb.ristianity, ha:ving great aounail at N'ee was summoned, and by a large 
extended ita in1l11enae and power to Rome, began to vote deoided that 11 Christ was of the same substance 
assume importance as 1 political factor, which re. as the father," and condemned the heresies of Arius. 
quired to be counted upon and taken into aooount Constantine having now gained undisputed au
by those who sought to rule the destinies of the thority over the whale Christian community, he soon 
Boman empire. demonstrated that the religion of the 11 meek and 

Remember this fact: A contest took place betweeJI lowly Jesus" in his hands was not altogether a doa
nrious Roman emperors with 1 view, on the one trio of "peace and good will to mankind," but that 
hand, of establishiug it as the state religion, and, on he was capable of using in his serviaa the sword 
the other, of extirpating it altogether; but the without mercy or remorse to sustain his pol!ition in 
Christians ultimately succeeded in ~aiuing Constan- the Boman world. By this means thousands were 
tine over to their side, and in A.D. 314 an ediah was trepanned into 1 quiet aaquiesaenae in Christianity. 
issued from Milan from Constantine and L=ciniue, Gibbon says: " The hopes of wealth and honors, 
which granted " to the Christians, and t.o all, the the example of an emperor, his exhortations, his irre
free ahoiae to follow that mode of worship which sistible smiles, diffused conviction among the venal 
they may wish; that no freedom at all shall be re- and obsequious crowds which usually fill the apart
fused to Christi~ns to follow or to keep their observ- menta of a palace. The ~ities which signalizod a 
anaes or worshtp; but that to each one power b~ forward zeal by the voluntary destruction of their 
gran'ed to devote his mind to the worship which he temples, were distinguished by municipal pHvi1eges 
may think adapted to himself 11 (Ease bios, Eealesias- and rewarded with popular donative; and the new 
tical History, page 431). Soon, bow~ver, Liainius capital of the East gloried in the singular advantage 
showed his former hostility to Christianity andre- that Constantinople was never profaned by the wor· 
newed the war against Constantine, who thereupon ship of idols. As the lower ranks of society are 
embr.aed the Christian religion, and, with the sup- governed by imitation, the conversion of those who 
port and sympathy of Christians, succeeded in de· possessed any eminence of birth, of power, or of 
feating Liaiuius and became emperor in his stead. riches, was soon followed by dependent multitudes. 

With Constantine at the haad of the empire, Chris· The salvation of the common people was purchased 
tianity became the state religion, and under biB reign at an easy rate, if it be true that in one year twelv 
all sorts of ~ruelties were perpetrated, and "future thousand men were baptized at RJme, besides a pro
tyrants," as Gibbon says, 11 were ena Juraged to be- portionate number of women and abildren, 11;1d that 
lieve that the innocent blood which they might shed 1 white garment, with twenty pieces of gold, had 
ill 1 long reign would instantly be washed away in been promised by the emperor to everv convert 11 

the waters of regeneration" (Gibbon, Daaline and (Gibbon's Decline and Fall, vol. ii, pp. 472, 473). 

After Julian came a long line of Christian em
perors. and it is natural that, under their rule, 
Cnrietianity made rapid progress, many, no doubt, 
professing the faith from fear of the consequences. 
Mosheim says that very disreputable methods were 
adopted in order to induce people to embrace Chris
tianity, fear, fraud, forgery, and force being among 
them. His words are : II The endless frauds of those 
odious impostors, who were so far destitute of all 
prinaiplt s as to enriah themselvs by the ignorance 
and errors of the people. R11mors were artfully 
spread abroad of prodigies and miracles to be seen 
in certain places (a trick often practiced by the 
aeathen priests), and the design of these reports 
was to draw the populace in multitudes to these 
places and to impose upon their credulity. • • . 
Nor was this all ; certain tombs were falaely given 
out for the sepulchers of saints . and confessors. 
The list of the saimts was augmented by fictitious 
names, and even robbers were converted into martyrs. 
. • • A whole volume would be requisit to contain 
an enumeration of the various frauds which artful 
knaves practiced with success to delude the ignorant, 
when true religion was almost entirely superseded 
by horrid superstition" (Ecclesiastical History, 
p 98) The bishops wrangled respecting their po
sitions and the extent of their j11risdiations, and 
trampled the rights of the people under their feet; 
they also lived extrav11gantly, and in their aonduat 
were arrogant and overbearing toward one another. 

In this age the first heretic of whom we hav any 
reaord was put to death ill Rome. Theodosius, one 
of the worst emperorP, was the bitterest of all the 
perrecutors of heretiaP, and in his reign issued no 
less then fifteen edicts against the heretics; 
" heretical teachers were exposed to the he•TY 
penalties of exile and confiscation if they presumed 
to pre1a't the doatrin or practice the rites of their 
accursed sects. Their meetings were proscribed and 
the ground or b11ilding forfeited to the imperial 
domain." And Gibbon adds:. 11 The sectaries were 
{lradually di£qualified for the possession of honor
able or luarativ employments; and Theodosius waa 
satisfied with his own justice, when he decreed that 
as the Eunonians distinguished the nature of the 
son from tbe father, they should be incapable of 
making their wills, or of receiving any advantages 
from testam~>nt•~v donations" (Decline and Fall, 
vol. iii, pp. 412, 413). 

Draper, in a few terse sentences. sums up the 
efteat of Constantine's reign by affirming that it 
11 marks the epoch of the transformation of Chris· 
tianity from a religion into a political sy·stem; and 
thougl>, in one sense, that system was degraded into 
an idolatry, in another it had risen into 1 develop· 
ment of the old Gret>k mythology. The maxim 
holds good in the social as well as in the mechanical 
world that when two bodies strike the form of both 
is changed. Paganism was modified by Christianity, 
Christianity by ptganism" (Condiat Between 
Science and Religion, p. 52). 

Up to the end of the fourth century we find that 
the clergy were prodigate; that heresy was put 
down by the strong arm of the law; that heretics 
were persecuted and ill-treated, and that Christianity, 
having become a powerful political forae, waged 
incessant war against all other forces for supremacy. 

· ABTmm B. Moss. 

English Notes. 

Fall ~f the Roman Empire, page 472). The same high authority tells us that the sons of 
Daring the third and fourth centuries the wealth of Constantine were veritable chips of the old block, 

the ahurah increased immensely, and many of the and followed the same aourse of action as their 
ahief dignitaries lived in great pomp and style; father, 11 continuing to abrogate and eft" ace the an· 
some, of coarse, manifested the best spirit of piety, aient superstitions of the Romans and other idola
and their aonduat was worthy of admiration; but for trous nations, and to accelerate the progress of the 
the most part the bishops and clergy were character· Uhristian religion throughout the empire. This zeal 
ized by their arrogance, vanity, and ambition, and was no doubt laudable; its end was excellent ; but 
oared little for the well-being of those over whom in the means used to accomplish it there were many 
they had control. The example of the bishops was things worthy of blame" (Ibid., p. 88). 
imitated by the presbyters and others in subordinate In the year A D. 360 Julian succeeded to a part of 
positions, and this led to indolence on the one hand the empire; though educated as a Christian he re· 
and viae on the other. verted to philosophical paganism, evidently failing 

DEAB Tnum SBEXEBB: This is a funny world I 
Sometimes that fact is brought home to us in round
about ways, but I don't remember to hav had so 
quaint an illustration of it as one I had to-night over 
a, cup of tea. My companion was a youth of nine
teen, not overburdened with wits, yet sharp enough 
in many things. Apparently hopelessly incompetent 
for anything else, he was gladly pounced upon by 
his eaalesiastiaal superiors to train the young in his 
lc cal Sabbath-school. His business was to be there 
betimes each Sunday, and sh.,uld 1 teacher be absent, 
to caeupy the vacant chair. Last Sunday the third 
class fell to his lot. L1ds of nine or ten years of age 
were his disciples, so that his intelligence was taxed 
to tbe utmost. With what result? The teacher 
was dilating on the efficacy of prayer (which, by the 
way, be called the "eft"asy" of prayer), and one little 
fellow wanted to know what "eft"asy" meant. Our 
young professor was unequal to the occasion and 
decided to leave the knotty point to a tract he had 
in his pocket, which he read to the class. That 
tract sealed his fate as 1 teacher, for the superin
tendent happened to pass and looked at the pamphlet. 
Imagin his horror when he saw the title-page, "The 
Folly of Prayer," by G. W. Foote. Very few words 
sufficed to explain to the teacher that his services 
were henceforth dispensed with; that they would 
rather go without a teacher than trouble him any Daring the third century, too, 1 great scandal was to believe ill the teachings of Christianity. This 



more ; and that they had decided to a hav a properly 
qualified teacher for the future. Thus is Secularism 
decaying in England; the wonder to the Ohriatians 
is how the Secularists manage to saturate their most 
cherished lambs with their diabolical teachivgs, 
Perhaps they will pray to God the Father, Son, and 
Holy Ghost for the necessary information. If that 
fail they can come to us and we will gladly tell 
them. 

Soma Ohristians get quHe frantic over our work~. 
Last Snoday afternoon at Tottenham I was lecturing 
to a large audience on 11 St. Paul the Apostle." A 
miserable band of Ohtistians held a few devotees 
enthralled close ay. Soon they drifted one by one 
to my side to hear the good news of Secularism. 
The preacher's heart sank within him and he turned 
toward me, shouting at the top of his voice that I 
was leading them all down to the lowest depths of 
damnation. The crowd roared and so did the 
preacher. A eeaond evangelist joined the chorus 
and ·the gesticulations became wild in the extreme 
and an immense concourse assembled. At last a 
friendly policeman interfered as they began to close 
upon the chair from which I was speaking; for U 
was obvious that the hitherto amicable preachers hlod 
lost their heads entirely ii!. the freDzied efforts to 
save their poor lost brothers' souls from an eternal 
hell; only the brother a sluok to me and we reaped 
quite a decent C.lllection of pennies at the close. 
· Now again we are asked whether we really make 
any impression by our outdoor lectures, or whether 
we merely amuse the idlers. Well, to be candid, rm 
not quite sure of the ~ffect, save that it must be batter 
for men to be listening to something educational than 
for them to be chatting vulgarities or worse. But 
on S11nday morning, after we bad baen holding a 
meeting on the famous Olerkenwell green (where 
never a blade of grass grows and aU is cobblestones) 
in smpporh of R'>bert Forder, I noticed that the 
goodly audience who supported us fl.i)cked all one 
man to the SJcial Democratic Fuderation orator as 
soon as we were through; and it looked remarkably 
like they bad boncred us and voted as we asked for 
lack of other occupation on that S11nday morning. 
Be that as it may, it is a cause for congratulation 
that we are able to get hold of such men, and if they 
cannot enter very heartily into what they hear we can 
at least hope that some of it m•y stick and help 
them to be better parents and citizens. I believe it 
does; the shaking of bauds, the greed for literature, 
the desire to hear more on some eubjec~s, cannot all 
be vain; and the more I struggle on in this out· 
door missionary work amongst the ignorant and 
thoughtless the more I am convinced that we are 
doing what we c•n to improve the masses, and that 
when our worll; is done and we retire or die we shall 
leave the world better for our lives and p~rsonal 
sacrifices. 

0 .1 Thnrsday night Mr. R'lbert Fo.>rder had a very 
handsome illuminated testimonial presented to him 
in recognition of his excellent and faithf11l services 
rendered as secretary of the National Seoular Society. 
The occasion was. made one of singir:g and dancing 
at the Hall of Science, L')ndon; and it is scarcely 
necesnry to 'dd that many of t e leading S ~cularists 
jQined their less known cJJleagues in the mirth. 
Mr. Furder, as lion of the evening, wa3 in great re
quest. Anothtr, rarely seen among us now, though 
a veteran in the cause, was Mr. John Austin, who 
designed and executed the artistic gift to Mr. Forder. 
The same artist worked the testimonial given years 
ago, in the same hall, to D. M. Bennett. Pdrhaps 
there was another reason why Mr. Forder provf'd so 
interesting to all. During that Thursday, from 8 AM .. 
till 8 p M, the voters of the Fi.nsbnry Division had 
been recordiog their votes for and against our 
worthy friend. All was suspense, and all hoped 
rather than believed that he had won his seat on the 
London School Board. What a pity it seemed that 
the result of the elEction could not be known right 
then to giv further emphasis to the gift! Well, 
perhaps it. was best unknown, for Fordtr failed to 
score. ·With 8,943 votes in his favor, he was still 
137 behind the last of the· successful candidates. 
For all that, the poll was better than had been 
hoped for. n was fondly believed that 6,000 would 
carry a seat if he could only get them; he succeAded 
in getting half as many more, and was over 2,000 
ahead of the next comer and he a popu1ar clerg;r
miUI. 

I wonder what our W13sleyan Methodist friends 
are up to now. John Wesley would not know him· 
self amongst them, and would probably be voted a 
heretic. Anyhow, several of the L')ndon chapels 
(they call them ''churches" now) are getting quite 
ritualistic. I could go to half a dozen well on the 
road to R Jme; and now I read with startled eyeballs 
that the world-known Oity Road chapel which Wes
ley built, and which is now to be known as John 
Wesley's chapel, has an altar. raised on two white 
marble steps, with fittings to match. I once went 
into a Wesleyan chapel just outside of L'Jndon and 
found a raised chancel, swee~ altar up ever so many 
steps from the fl.Jor, perfectly Oathohc designs in 
the apse, and two brass gas brackets, tall and digni
fied) shaped like the candlesticks so dear to Oatholic 

heuts, with gas-jets where· one npec~ed tallow 
candles. Hngh Price Hu~hes, the discoverer of the 
Atheistic shoemaker, has some poor imitations of 
Sisters of }Jercy in the neighborhood of Oxford 
street, and many of the ministers hav all the outward 
appearance of real clergymen. All this is of im· 
portance to us only in so far as it points to the 
reunion of Ohristendom in the direction of Rome, 
and to the coming struggle in which Secularists will 
hav to play so prominent and painful a part. Do 
let us set to work earnestly for this struggle for 
truth I 

.Another interesting fact is that the church people 
are beginning to find that average people do not go 
to church at all nowadays. Naturally they ask why. 
Nobody knows, unless it is that religion has less hold 
on the people's mind than formerly. This the OhriS· 
tians are slow to admit Liverpool, with half a mill
ion of souls, has just canvassed the churches on a 
S11nday morning, and the good bodies who under
took the work hav been chagrined to find the results 
much below their e:spectatione. Next they tried the 
evening services, for good Protestants do not trouble 
their God muc'u till after tea time, and put in a 
church on Snndays much as they put in a theater or 
dance on week days. The total who went to church 
on that given S11nday evenipg wae 164 610, or about 
one·quarter of the inhabitants of that city ! If the 
Liverpool Secularists were livelier than they are, 
there certainly ought to be more than one small 
branch; do yon not think soT 

Ah, well! Secularism ia forging ane~d in Eng· 
land; and if we do not rake all our cor.v rts into the 
National Stcnlar Society, it ie comfor•ing to feel 
that we are turning the nGtion int) a land of Sacu· 
lariats pure and ~imple. SAM BTANDIUNG. 

Some Other Economic Opinions, 
In reply to an article on ''Some Economic Opin· 

ions," which appeared· in THE TaUTH SEEKER of 
November 2ht, I would like to state llhat a short 
e:s:perienca in farming in the .West will correct some 
views therein upressed. 

Wheliber or not yo a can aff Jrd to sen·corn in bulk or 
in tbe form of pork, beef, or hors~s, depends on the 
relativ price of corn, and pork, beef, and horses; 
also the regnh; ity with whioh a crop can be raised. 
And farmers, as a usual thing, understand this quite 
as well as anytody else. In this vicinity corn is at 
present selling for forty cents per bushel, and hogs 
are worth from $2 85 k $3 per one hundred pounds. 
The raw matt rial in a bushel of corn is not worth 
one-tenth of a mill (and for that matter raw material 
is worth nothing without labor applied to it), and 
the diffc!rence between one tenth of • mill and forty 
cents is made by labor. and ingenuity; and so why 
would it not be a good thing to giv a bounty for 
every bushel of corn or wheat raised in the Uaited 
States? It strikes me that the resistance to man 
c.:ff~red by nature is sufficient to develop his brain, 
and to add artificial diffioulties is worse than super· 
fl.ilOUS. 

To say that a ton of steel rails manufactured in 
the United States makes this country's account to 
read, 11 Tne United States credit by one ton of steel 
rails, $30; the Uaited States credit by cash for 
one ton of steel raile, $30," is not unlike the story of 
fEeding thousands on a few loaves and small fishes, 
and having more left than when they commenced. 
In the U .1ited States during the Y~'~"r 1880. the 
account must bav stood, "Oredit $5 000 000 000 
worth of produce, $5 000 000,000, plus $5·000,000,-
000, the selling price," which is w.baurd. Snppose, 
for simplicity, a ton of steel rails is sold for seventy
five bush~ls of corn; in opening up the account the 
writer of the article I am criticising would experi· 
ence the same difficulty that they will at the resnr· 
rection in c1se some cannibal sinner has swallowed 
a missionary s:.int. 

The general trade of a single country is not 
carried on by exohanging the-goods of the producer 
for the money of the consumer, but by bartering the 
goods of one for the goods of the other ; and money 
acts only as a clearing-house in settling balances. 
Much the same transaction takes place in the trade 
between foreign countries, with this exception, 
instead of having any international money with 
.which to settle accounts, they make use of a com· 
modity which is divisible, and contains great com
mercial value in small bulk, and for which there is 
a ready and steady market. This commodity is 
usually gold or silver. Diamonds would do just as 
well were they divisible without detriment. 

It is rather laughable to hear men talk about an 
"American system" anll an "American policy." It 
is much nearer the historical truth to speak of a 
protectiv system a~ an Eaglish policy; which, like 
some of her old fashioned machinery, she has shipped 
and sold here, because in the markets of the world 
it was long out of date. 

26. 189:.L 81.9 

The agricultural !abortr of this country is as 
intelligent as any in the world. How can he com
pete on even terms with the Rnss'lan wheat-raiser 
when his own countrymen charge him nearly twice 
as much for the machinery they sell him, as they do 
his rivals for t.lae machinery they sell them! And 
yet they talk of protecting the American laborer ! 
Abraham protected his son I lhmael in just the same 
way. 

The other class of men among free traders is 
those who bav made the l:jUbject their particular 
study; for I know of scarcely a repu~able writ~r on 
political economy (who has no ax to grind) but who 
is a free trader. It is true political economists are 
called theorists, visionaries, and such names, but if 
calling names wouJd kill a man some of our best 
men would hav been dead long ago. The best way 
to kill off a philosopher !a to successfully refute his 
philosophy. It will hardly do to say your theory is 
all right but you cannot nut it in practice, for 
theory is simply the classification of facts put in 
concise language. 

It is most strange language to say that if there 
were free trade importers would hav nothing to do, 
and that their customers would be impoverished; 
for the opposit, protechion, would dismiss impJrters 
to innocuous desuetude, and how paying lesa for 
sugar would· impoverish the cons11mers thereof ia a 
mystery. 

If money is not. created by li.w I am at a lose to 
know how it is created. If you were to place a $20 
gold piece on an anvH and defa~e the supersoription, 
though in quality and q 11antity it were not one whit 
less, its money nlue is gone. Its tender will no 
longer pay a debt of $20 If money is not created 
by law, then weigMs and measures are not created 
by law, which we know to be the case. The value 
of a dollar is its compulsory debt-paying q11ality, 
and Oongrees can and does fix it. 0! course it is 
beyond the power of Oongress to fix the purchasing 
power of money, for that would be setting a price 
on a man's goode, a price at which he is compelled 
to part with them. I do not believe in light money, 
or cheap money, or poor money; but in discussing 
the money question it is desirable to state what we 
mean by the t'!lrms " light," " cheap," and "poor." 

To speak of a dollar's worth of silvet' in a silver 
dollar without stating a unit of measure, ia purest 
nonsense, lnd to advocate the use of silver as money 
because it is produced in the United States would 
apply to wheat and corn. · H is said that next year 
Mexico will equal this country in its product of 
silver. 

To sam up all in a few words, value is an 'ideal 
quality and is regulated by the owner or the one 
who desires a thing. (This has been decided by the 
Supreme Oonrt.) And CODBEqnently the value or 
anything depends on the extent to wbioh men think 
it ministers to their happiness. These things are 
termed wealth, and money is wealth only to the 
extent that it ministers to the happiness of man
kind. This it does by effdc~ing an exchange cr 
settling a debt. ·If a man "bas got any doubt about 
the meaning of a dollar he can settle that dQubt by 
attempting to make one and to purchase wit.h it. 
The United States defines its position quite definitly· 
on that point. 

As a matter of fact there is no such thing as gold 
money or silver money; .bat there is such a thing as 
United States money and British money made of 
eold, silver, and other metals. And sinoe 1856 or 
1857 the value of foreign coins in this country is 0. 

Taking into consideration the condition of things 
in this country-viz, tile enhanced prices resulting 
from a tari:ft:_the extra amount of money required 
by the extensiv division of labor and exchanges
the addition to our wealth of more than a billion 
and a half per year, with the infinitesimally S!flall 
ratio of increase in our money-taking these thiDgs 
into eonsideration I am free to say the money of 
the United States is working the hardest of any in 
the world. 

Freethought is a good thing, but to giv to a man 
a Freethought tract with one hand and with the 
other to assist in impoverishing him, will not aid 
the cause to any appreciable extent. I suppose this 
at least to be the case. So to be candid with yon, 
Mr. Editor, I do not think Mr. Ingersoll ever wrote 
the above-mentioned article, for so "'grand a man 
would not make such ~rand mistake3. 

Kiowa, Dec. 3, 1891. Z. A. GLEASEN 

·A. Christmas or New Year's Present. 
The "Freethinkers' Pictorial Text-Book" in cloth 

binding ($2 50) is one of the best Christmas or New 
Year's presents a Liberal can make to a friend. 
Ohristmas is a pagan festival and Naw _Year's i.s only 
a mark of time, but the Text-Book 1s a th1ng of 
beauty and • joy forever, and will help to rationaliza 
the festival and make your friend forgeh the flight of The importers are not the only persons demand

ing free trade. Free traders are mostly men who 
sre obliged to sell their products in the markets of yeare. 
the worid and boy tbe supplies th~o~y noneume in · 
raising the. products they sell in open markets, in I BEND. for. catalog 
the high-priced protected markets at home. on apphca~10n. 

of our pubar;a~ionr. 6eB\ fr~ 
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A New Society of Freethought. 
I hav been urged to undertake the establishment 

of a new Liberal and independent society for the 
propagation of Fteethought and to set forth the 
grounds upon which I .think such a society ought to 
rest. I hav not yet consented to commit myself to 
the taek; for the problem that presents itself is 
truly a formidable one. A meeting is called (else
where announced) for the launching of such a move
ment. If at that meeting the material foundations 
for the same are successfully laid, then I will plunge 
into the allotted labors with all my ability ; but if at 
that· meeting the experiment seems futil and worth
less and no assuratlces of success seem forthcoming 
then my connection with the affair ceases. I speak 
plainly now, that I may not afterward be accused of 
halting or inconsistency. · 

For the society thus founded I should hope to enun
ciate such principles as would afford a common plat
form for the coalescence and fraternization of the 
various schools of reform, secular and religious. 

I am well aware of the perils of such an undedak
ing. Nevertheless, I believe cartain common prin
ciples can be declared upon which all schools will be 
willing to unite. 1 will here state 11 few of the prin
ciples upon which I believe we can coalesce and co
operate. 

1. Theabsolute and unqualified separation between 
ohurch and state. · 

2. l'he abrogation of all Sunday, sumptuary, and 
religious laws. 

3, The unqualified non.:censorship of the public 
press. 

4. The abrogation of the authority of the church 
in the morals of the individual and the nation. 
Oommon sense, the noblest instinct of the race, is a 
safer vigilance committee than a band of preachers 
nurtured in the effete wisdom of the medievalists. 

5. The disuse of the Bible and theological or 
religious hymns in any saared or devotional se.nse 
in the curriculum of eduaation pursued in the public 
schools. • 

6. The abrogation of all laws exempting from 
taxation available ahurch property, whereby millions 
of dollars are yearly extorted by indirection from the 
hard-earned coins of the unohurahed masses, for the 
gratification of the luxurious patricians who aonsti
tut.e fuhe religious aristocracy of Christendom. 

7. E \ernal vigilance against every overt or sur
reputious attempt to weave into the declarations of 
our national Constitution any religious vestment or 
theological insinuation. 

8 The abrogation of all laws whiah are unjustly 
pr,.iudicial to the interests Of the wotking c1asses. 

9. The development of suah praatical Ecbemes for 
the eduaation of the unfortunate and the dignified 
relief of their crying wants as shall be compatible 
with good sense and the ameliorating environments 
of the age. (Preach down all wrong into the ears 
of those who are its beneficiaries; but while doing 
so alleviate the wants and pains of those who are its 
unpropi~ious victims I) · 

10. The gradual modifi~ation of the present social 
order and economic situation, from better to better, 
step by' step, and persistent education along the line 
until the attainment of the distant era of peace when 
the rights and liberties of the individual shall be 
recognized as harmonious and aoordinate with the 
ri(rb.tS and liberties of the coUectiv body. 

11. Absolute and untrammeled freedom of thought. 
Energetic and defiant protests against all bigotry 
and intellectual narrowness, whether they come in the 
frock of the priest or in the livery of the libertarian. 
Whatever our biases or preconceptions, we shall 
never be loath to accept that as truth to-day which 
yesterday we regarded as error, if the facta shall 
compel us to such conalusiQ11s, believing with Emer
son that " coasistenay is the hobgoblin of little 
minds." 

Why should not a great popular movement based 
upon such purely humsnitarian principles and 
wholly devoid of theolagictl bias or religious super· 
naturalism suaoeed in this age 1 

In spite of the atrocities and barbarities of her 
career, in spite of her bloodguiltiness and undis
guised repudiation of the simplicity of her so-called 
savior's teachings, the ahurch of Christ has developed 
from a mere handful of men till to-day she controls 
the entire wortd. 

Why? 
Because she has behind her some mysterious and 

undiscarnible force which she blandly calls God, and 
assumes that the hierarchies of heaven are subj.ect to 
her beck 1 

Not at all. 
Simply because,·in spite of her vapid supernatural

ism and diaphanous hypocrisy, she has touched the 
chords ol humanity and played upon the sympathies 
of the race. She has aggregated, organized, and 
utilized the human and Bocial forces which pervade 
the race, ·and holding these aa in a leash has guided 
the world whithersoever she chose to lead it. 

Here, then, is the keynote of success for all purely 
natural and humanitarian movements. Devoid of the 
thin gauze of the supernatural and the false hope of 

poBt mortem redemption, such a movement must 
plainly and proudly manifest to the age that potent 
force which, utilized by the race, will result in its 
uplifting and amelioration. 

Liberalism has too often failed because founded 
upon negation. Negation is a vacuum. The human 
mind cannot feed upon a vaauum. Liberalism must 
assert and affirm, if it hopes to abide. Liberalism 
has too often foundered mid-sea upon the rook of 
disputation, beating the empty air with the fisticuffs 
of vain discussion. Liberalism must seize the forces 
that conserve, coalesce, and fraternize the race, if she 
hopes to escape disaster. Liberalism must ·do as 
well as damn; must rear as well as ruin ! Marbly 
to 4issipate the clouds will not suffiae unless 
thereby the sunlit heavens are revealed. Therefore 
the platform upon which Liberals build should bs 
free as the air, broad as the world, and clear as the 
daylight. Let every problem be disaussed, every 
thought analyzed, every philosophy penetrated. 
Let the mind be free to saar whithersoever it will in 
search of intelleatual food and the pabulum of 
wisdom. 

But let not Liberalism forget the heart of man. 
The soul of sensibilities is the fathomless reservoir 
out of which must pour the flood of human consola
tion and human amelioration. Weak is the heart 
and strong is the head ; still ever is the heart the 
leader and the head the laggard. · 

Methodism succeeded despite her fatuous theology 
and her medieval vestments, beCAuse she discerned 
this secret of the raae and based her religious 
enthusiasm upon the sympathies and necessities of 
the human heart. The yezrnings of the race are not 
anaahronisms or anomalies, to be shattered by the 
iconoclast's alub ; they are potenaies and prophecies, 
which intelligently nudured beaome the restorers 
and saviors of mankind. · 

The New Liberalism, the Liberalism which is to 
sweep the age, and establish the Ohurch of Freedom 
or Church of Truth, is the L1beralism which, building 
upon the intellechual triumphs of the pas~, shall unite 
~he proud philosophy of the age with the plodding 
practiaaliUes of life-ahall hitah stars to common 
cart-wheels and cause comets to course the paths of 
earth. 

Dafying the dead past and the moribund present 
with all their biases and hypocrisies, their foibles 
and fallaaies, the New Liberalism lifts on high the 
torch of knowledge for all the world, that men may 
walk wisely, that the race may be knit together in 
aommon brotherhood, and that the love of. truth 
may be · the universal genius guiding the human 
kind amid the unaertainties of existence. 

Such is the proclamation upon which I would 
seek to found the new Society of Human Progress. 
If there are enough to ccoperate with me, to en
aourage me, to build with me, I believe this child of 
hope may be born in the travail of enthusiasm in a 
single night, if all who are of one mind will congre-
gate. HENRY FRANK. 

Our London Letter. 
The National Sunday League is doing grand work 

in making the first day of the week more cheerful 
than it used to be. . Now that the seaside excursions 
promoted by the society during the summer months 
are over, Sunday evening entertainments are given 
in various parts of London, consisting of lectures 
by able men, followed by music and singing by those 
who understand their work. It is quite possible the 
churches· suffer by such superior attractions, aonse
quently the preaching community is greatly dis
turbed, and has put forward 111 ahampion in the person 
of the secretary of the Lord's D.ay Observance 
Society, who threatens to take action again'st those 
responsible for all secular entertainments given on 
Sunday. An act of Parliament passed a century 
ago will be hauled out of its obscurity as an instru
ment to wreak vengeanae against the pMson's · ene
mies; but whetner the threat will be carried out 
remains to be 11een, as the league has the means and 
will make a stiff fight, and it will cost the bigots no 
inconsiderable trifle even if they succeed in getting 
a conviction. There is a large and increasing num
ber of Londoners who are heartily tired of the clerical 
party, and will not readily submit to the priestly 
yoke being placed upon their necks now that they. 
hav tasted the sweets of freedom. 

Considering the continual exposures of clerical 
doings, it would be the better policy of the tribe to 
keep quiet for a time. Dt. Clutterbeok, just sentenced 
to the ridiculously short term of four Tears' penal 
servitude, for embezzling about £40,000; the Rev. 
S. J. Cotton, aommitted for trrial on charges of bru
tality to children and manslaughter; S. Whalley, a 
pious solicitor, so pious that he had a little oratory in 
.his office where he "had passed many happy hours in 
silent communion with his maker," as he told a con
fiding alient, has swindled to an enormous extent, 
and might hav gone on still further in the same 
direction if death had not claimed him-are three 
instances made public in the space of a few days as 
to the powerful effect for good a belief in Christ bas 
upon man. These disclosures, thanks· to the press, 

are not confined to the country in which they are 
made, but soon become universally kno'wn, and it is 
therefore little to be wondered at that Christian 
missionaries are not so favorably received in " heathen 
lands " as the missionary societies would wish. The 
Chinese are by no me•us to be aommended for kill
ing the Christians in King Chou and elsewhere, but. 
they may think that is the only way of ridding them
selva of people who111e religion covers so many 
rascalities. Persecution is always bad, whatever 
orm it takes, and it is never resorted to in Christian 

aountries. S ~oning the small band ol Mohammedans 
in Liverpool, imprisoning Freethinkers and Sooialists, 
is not to be considered as persecution, but only 
a mild form of a:.;gument used for the bene&t of the 
recipients of these little Christian attentions. 

The vicar of Old Buckenham, Norfolk, has appealed 
to the archbishop of Canterbury to make an imme
diate effort to seaure some additions to the incomes 
of the poor clergy, in order that they may not be 
redut'led to bankruptcy. The first suggestion natu
rally is to appeal to the public, and the fourth and 
last is for the bishops to contribute acaording to 
their means, but no doubt when the saheme is fully 
formulated this last one will ba excluded, although 
it is the only one that should be reaognized. 

There is a building at the east end of London known 
as the Red church, and this having been declared 
structurally unsafe, the vicar has been summoned 
for disobeying the order to put it in proper repair. 
The vicar said he was uot the owner, and no one 
knew who was. The parson had appealed to the 
parishioners, who said they would see him a long 
way oft' first, as they had already, muah to their dis
gust, to pay rates to support two other churches in 
the district, so things are at a standstill, and will no 
doubt remain so till it falls down and kills a few of 
the callous parishioners. 

The " Little Georgia Magnet," otherwise Mrs. 
Abbott, is doing well with her tricks, and seems able 
to bamboozle large audiences. A reporter on the 
Star newspaper claims to hav discovered how it is 
done, and has arrived at the same aonolusion as your 
correspondent, Mr. W. P. Butler. In the mean time 
the lady draws well, and secures a salary of £150 
per week. The exposure has done her no harm, and 

. h1111. really been a good advertisement. As usual, 
the majority of people believe in her "magnetia" 
powers. What a good thing it is for fraud that 
there are so many fools with money. J. D. 

E:ll:ect of the World's Fair on the Human 
Race. 

Jl'rom tll.e Illustrated. World.'s Jl'atr. 

The great Fair should be for the intellectual, me
chanical, artistic, political, and social advancement of 
the world. 

Nations, like small communities, are in danger of 
becoming provincial, and must become so, unless they 
exchange commodities, theories, thoughts, and ideals. 
Isolation is the soil of ignoranae, and ignorance is 
the soil of egotism; and nations, like individuals who 
liv apart, mistake provincialism for perfecbion, and 
hatred of all other nations for patriotism. With 
most people, strangers are not only enemies, but in
feriors. They imagin that they are progressiv be
cause they know little of others, and aompare their 
present, not with the present of other nations, but 
with their own past. 

Few people hav imagination enough to sympathize 
with those of a different complexion, with those pro
fessing another religion or speaking another lan
guage, or even wearing garments unlike their own. 
Most people regard every difference between them
selva and others as an evidence of the inferiority of 
the others. They hav not intelligence enough to put 
themselvs in the place of another if that other 
happens to be outwardly unlike themselvs. 

Countless agencies hav been at work for many 
years destroying the hedges of thorn that hav so long 
divided nations, and we at last are beginning to see 
that other people do not difi'r from us, except in the 
same particulars that we differ from them. At last, 
nations are becoming aaquainted with each other, and 
they now know that people everywhere are substan· 
ti•Hy the same. We now know that, while nations 
di:ffar outwardly in form and feature, somewhat in 
theory, philosophy, and creed, still, inwardly-that 
is to say, so far as hopes and passions are concerned 
-they are much the same, having the same fears, ex
periencing the same joys and sorrows. So we are 
beginning to find that the virtues belong exclusivly 
to no raae, to no creed, and to no religio!l ; that the 
humanities dwell in the hearts of men, whomever and 
whatever they may happen to worship. We hav at 
last found that every ereed is of necessity a provin-
cialism, destined to be lost in the universal. · 

At last, Scienae extends an invitation to all nations, 
and places at their disposal its ships and oars ; and 
when these people meet-or rather, the represent•· 
tivs of these people-they will fi ad hhat, in spite of 
the accidents of birth, they are, after all, about the 
same; that their sympathies, their ideas of right 
and wrong, of virtue and vice, of heroism and honor, 
are substantially alike. They will find that in every 
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land honesty is honored, truth respected and ad
mired, and that generosity and charity touch all 
hearts. . . 

So it is of the greatest importAnce that the inven
tions of the world should be brought beneath one roof. 
These inventions, in my judgment, are destined to 
be the liberators of mankind. They enslave forces 
and compel tbe energies of nature to work for m•n. 
These forees hav no baekl! to feel the lash, no tears 
to shed, no hearts to break. 

The history of the world demonstrates that man 
becomes what we call eivilized by inereasing his 
wants. As his necessities increase, be becomes in
dustrious and energetie. If his heart does not keep 
pace with his brain, he is erilel, and th~ physicalJy or 
mentally strong enslave the physieally or mentally 
weak. At present these inventions, while they hav 
greatly inereased the. countless artieles needed by 
man, hav to a certain extent enslaved mankind. In 
a savage state there are few failures. Most anyone 
succeeds in hunting and fishing; The wants are few 
and easily supplied. As man becomes civilized, 
wants inerease; or rather as wants increase man be
comes civilized.. Then the struggle for existence be
comes complex; failures increase. 

The first result of the invention of maehinery has 
been to increase the wealth of the few. The hope 
of the world is that through invention man can 
finally take sucb advantage of these forees of nature, 
of the weight of water, of the force of wind, of 
steam, of electrieity, that they will do the work of 
the world ; and it is the hope of the really civilized 
that these inventions will finally ce:!se to be the 
property of the few, to the end that they may do the 
work of all for alL 

When those who do the work own the maebines, 
when those who toil control the inventions, then, 
and not till then, can the world be civilized or free. 
When these forces shall do the bidding of the indi
vidual, when they beeome the property of the 
mechanie instead of the monopoly, when they be
long to labor instead of what is called capital, when 
these great powers are as free to the individual 
laborer as the air and light are now free to all, then, 
and not until then, the individual will be restored 
and all forms of slaTery will disappear. 

Another great benefit will come from the Fair. 
O~her nations in some directions are more artistic 
than we, but no nation has made the eommon as 
beautiful as we hav. We hav given beauty of form 
to machines, to eommon utensils, to the things of 
every day, and hav thus laid the foundation for pro
ducing the artistic in its highest possible forms. It 
will be of great benefit to us to look upon the paint· 
ings 11nd marbles of the Old World. To see them is 
an education. 

The great republic baa lived a greater poem than 
the brain and heart of man bav as yet produced, and 
we hav supplied material for artists and poets yet 
unborn ; . material for form and color and song. The 
republic is to-day art's greatest market. 

Nothing is so well calculated to . mAke friends of 
all nations as to really become acquainted with the 
best that each has produced. The nation that has 
produced a great poet, a great artist, a great states
man, a great thinker, takes its place on liD equality 
with other nAtions of the world, and transfers to all 
of its citizens some of the genius of its most illustri
ous men. 

This great Fair will be an object-lesson to the other 
nations. They will see the result of a governmeDt 

· republican in form, where the people are the souree 
or authority, where governors and presidents are 
servants-not rulers. We want •ll nations to see 
the Great Republic as it is, to study rand understand 
its growth, development and destiny. We want 
them to know that here, under our :thg, are sixby
five millions of people and that they are the best fed, 
tb.e best clothed and the best housed in the world. 
We want them to know that we are solving the great 
social problems, and that we are going to demoD
strate the right and power of man to govern himself. 
We want the subjects of other nations to see a land 
fillled with eitizens-not subjects; a land in which 
the pew is above the pulpit_; where the people are 
linperior to the state ; where legislators are repre
sentative and where authority means simply the duty 
to enforce the people's will. · 

Let us hope above all things that this Fair will 
bind the nations together closer and stronger; and 
let us hope that this will result in the settlement of 
all national difficulties by arbitration instead of war. 
In a savage state, individuals settle their own diffi
culties by an appeal to Ioree. After • time these 
individuals agree that their difficulties shall be set
tled by others. This is the first great step toward 
civilization. The result is the establishment . of 
courts. Nations at present sustain to each other tbe 
same relations that savage does t(' savage. Each 
nation is left to decide for itself, and it generally de
eides according to its strength-not the strength of 
its side of the ease, but the strength of its army. 
The consequence is that what is ealled the Law of 
Nations is a savage code. The world will never be 
civilized until there is an international cond. Sav
ages begin to be civilized )Vhen they submit their di:ffi· 

cnlties to their peers. Nations will become eivilized 
when they aubmit their di:fficulti~s to a great eonrt, 
the judgments of which can be carried out, alj nations 
pledging the cooperation of their armies aftd their 
navies for that purpose. If the holding of this great 
Fair shall result in hasteniDg the coming of that time 
it will be a blessing to the whole world. 

And here let me prophesy: The Fair will be 
worthy of Chicago, the most wonderful city of the 
world-of. Illinois, the best State in the Union-of 
the United States, the best country on the earth. It 
will eclipse all predecessors ia every department. 
It will represent the progressiv spirit of th~ Nine
teenth Century. Beneath Us ample roofs will be· 
gathered the treasures of Art, and the aeeomplish
ments of Science. At the feet of the Repnblie will 
be laid the triumphs of our race, the beat of every 
-land; RoBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

The American Secular Union. 
J. D. Shaw in the rnaepenctent Pulptt. 

Ftom THE TRUTH SEEKER's report of the Phila
delphia Congress of the American Secular U oion, we 
conclude that the organization is almost defunct. 
This congress is characterized in that paper as the 
shortest and meanest one yet. 

We hav never had any faith in the e:ft'ectivness 
of the Westbrook·Craddock policy. Not that we 
are wanting in respeet for Judge Westbrook and 
Miss Craddoek, who hav for some time been its 
president and seeretary, but beeanse we could see no 
element of success in their methods. 

We believe they bav done what tbey thought 
was for the best, but time has not shown it to be 
the best, and long ago we felt sure it would not. 
In their desire to· enlist certain half-hearted, con
servativ Liberals in its behalf, whieh of course we 
would be glad to hav done, they bav antagonized 
the only real, out and out, aggressiv friends the 
U aion ever bad. • 

We are now to hav a new administration and we 
ho-pe it will adopt a new policy, for if it does not 
the organization might as well disb1nd. The new 
offiaers are: President, C. B. Waite; vice-presidents, 
J. F. Geeting, Dr. Greer, W. S. Andres, and E. M, 
Greer; s~>cretary, Mrs. M. A. Freeman; treasurer, 
M. Reiman. 

Of these we know very little, except that Judge 
Waite, the president, is an able lawyer and the 
author of a nlnable book, ''History of the Christian 
Religion to the Year 200 A n." Mrs. Freeman, the 
new secretary, is a leeturer, of whom we hav seen 
many favorable t:eports, and tl!J.e present secretary of 
the Chieago Seeular Union. So far we hav bad no 
intimation of what policy this administration will 
pursue, and await future developments with a good 
deal of anxiety, earnestly wishing for it greater suc
cess thm has ever yet been realized by those preeed
ing it. 

We hav never lost our interest in the sueeess or 
the U aion, nor our faith in the j astice of its de
mandfl, and whatever may befall the present organi
zation, we mean to work for a Seenlar government, 
and we believe this will some day be accomplished, 
if not by the American Secular Union, by some other 
organization. 

We would be pleased to hav the joint coopera
tion of Spiritualists, Free Religionists, Unitarians, 
and Saventh Day Adventists, in working for the 
Nine Damands of Llberalism, and there is no good 
reason why this may not be realized, but the Lib
erals must not seek such alliances by compromising 
with orthodox religion. But for the bigotry and 
selfishness of religion there would be no occasion 
for those demands, and the nearest, if not the only 
way to their aecomplishment is by the overthrow of 
superstition. · 

Those so-called Liberals who bold themselvs aloof 
from ali antagonism of orthodoxy are not entirely 
useless to us in the struggle for Freethottght, but 
they are of very little use. Compared to the aggres
siv L1berals, in the army of Freethinkers, they 
remind one or the ebaplairis and hospital " rats " that 
always find shelter in the rear d a fighting army. 

If the principles of the American Secular Union 
ever prevail in this country, it will be when Liberal
ism triumphs over superstition, and that it c~n 
never do by a half.earnest, half-hearted compromiB· 
ing policy. We must not hesitate to meet orthodoxy 
in open fight ; we must come to blows with bigotry, 
and hit superstition from the shoulder. 

We make no war upon other and more conservativ 
Liberals nor do we war upon Liberal Christians. 
0 nr fight is with enperstitio», and with it we make 
no compromise. We • make it, too, on intelleetnal 
grounds, and for weapo~s nee . reason, facts, ~nd 
arguments, drawn from seu~nce, b~story, ~bservat~on, 
and e:s:perienee. We abhor IDvechv and vitope!ation. 
For the victims of superstition we bav a feeling of 
pity and kindness, but for superstition itself we hav 
loathing and contempt. It is superstition we fight 
and not the people who are enslaved by it. We hav 
been so enslaved attd owe our present freedom to 
reason, hence by reason we seek to emancipate 
others. 

The 11 let·orthodoxy-alone" poliey will never over
throw superstition. H must be met with an 
aggresaiv spirit. It must be overcome by rational 
methods, and no organization ean expect to seenlar
ize this eountry that opposes sueb methods. The 
faet that a man or an organization is Liberal eounts 
bot little in the fight with superstition. Such men 
and organiz\tions should oppose superstition. 
Tbey should show its unfitness to thrive and resene 
from it the people upon whom it preys. When this 
is done Secnlaril!m ean :flourish, but not until then. 

Lecturer Putnam Banqueted. 
Prom the Stockton, aaz., Dail!l Inaepenaent. 

At a reception which was given last Friday 
night at the residence of Charles Haas to Samuel P. 
Putnam, the L\beral League lecturer, progressiv 
encber was played and a repaet was then served. 
W. F. Freeman, who presided at the table and acted 
as •oastmaster, said, when the ladies and gentlemen 
sat down: 

11 Giving thanks before meals is not yet an obso
lete custom. Personally, I believe in it, and if by a 
miracle this elegant and sumptuous repast was pro
vided I should deem it appropriate to thank God for 
it. But as the eatables and decorations were pro
vided by the ladies and the wine presented by A. 
Sehell, I shall, on behalf of those present, revarenMy 
and eft'actionately thank them for it." . 

The toasts and those who responded to them 
were: 

"Onr honored guest, poet and author, soldier and 
lecturer, a symposium of talents, whieb can edify and 
please us in om homes, defend us upon the battle
field, and represent Liberalism upon the platform." 
Responded to by Mr. Putnam. · 

11 Freetbought, national, its growth and in:flnenca." 
H. B. Loomis. 

11 Freethonght local, a retrospeet of its history." 
Dr. A. T. Hudson, first president of the Pioneer 
Liberal Society of Stockton. 

" Germany, its people and its literature, true to 
the prineiples ot Fteethougb~." Dr. A. T. Hudson. 

II Organizltion and methods of presenting our 
opinions to the publie." Victor Heck. 

"The Liberal press and literature." Putnam. 
11 The society of Turn Verein, although an o:ft';pring 

of a government of kings, is an exemplar cf civil, 
politieal, and religious liberty in its broadest sense, 
ever ready to ec operate for their promotion or 
defense.'' Charles Wagner. 

Lectures and Meetings. 
W. S. BELL will lecture at Phanix, Ariz., December 27th, 

28th. 29~h; San Pa~quale, CaL, January 2d, 3d. 

JoBN R. CHARLESWORTH's present lecture appointments 
are as follows: December 27th, 28th, Centralia; 30;h, 31st, 
Waterloo, I~d.; January lOth, Columbus, 0; 11th, 12th, 
Shreve; 24th, Kent; 27th, 28th, Farmdale; 29th, Pitts
burgh, Pa. 

TB:e regular Ftlday evening meeting of the Manhattan 
Liberal Club will be held as usual on Friday, December 
25th, which this year happens. to be Christmas. Instead of 
the regular form of lecture and debate, there will be an flus
trated (lantern) lecture on "The Beven Wonders of the 
Human Body and B')me or Its Freaks," by E. B. Fvote, Jr., 
M.D. Visitors are requested to be in their seats before 8.15, 
at German Masonic Hall, 220 E. 15~h street. 

Evening and the Grave. 
Another day, on fading ray, 
Now wings his !light from earth away; 
Another sun his course has run, 
Another day of toil is done. 

In peace the day comes after night ; 
In peace it givs Its midday light; 
In peace let dav depart and go, 
And with it all its care and woe. 
Blessed be the sun that glvs the light; 
And blessed t~ shadows of the night. 
In glory came the sun and day; 
In glory pass they both away. 

The phantom night, in hasty flight, 
Up from the east comes Into sight; 
On shadowy wings it darkness brings 
O'er living forms and lifeless things. 

Come, starry ni~ht; come, moonlit sky; 
A longer night comes by and by 
When In death's garb the soul is dressed, 
And sleeps the sleep or endless rest. 
Then shall this being cease to be 
A wave upon lite's troubled sea; 
This whirlwind cloud of dus~ and force 
Shall end its being and its course. 

No specter ~ight in shadowy night, 
More than in day of sun and light ; 
No fairy host, no golden ghost, 
Comes to the brave from deathland's coast. 

No mysteries beyond the grave 
More than in life. Be true and brave; 
Each day you meet the unforetold, 
Yet fear not what the morrow holds. 
Night is the absence of the day, 
And death is naught but life away. 
Blessed be the day that brought us lite, 
And blessed the day that ends its strife. 

0. L. CALLBOOD. 

Son for eatalog of our publicationP. Ben~ fr~ 
on application. 
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News and Notes. 
A bright evening, a full house, closed the campaign 

at Lemoore. The lateh-string is always out here, 
and a cordial invitation to come back. My friend 
Dr. Moore, one of the founders ol the place, is now 
absent. His wife has died since I was here. The 
memory of these friends is delightful, mingled with 
the d•kness that is inevitable the starlight shining 
with remembrance and hope. 

I enjoyed the pleasant little home of Mr. and-Mrs. 
P. Ting, who are now located her~. They were f~r
merly in the Kaweah colony, wluoh has met With 
such pathetic tailore. It is difficult to decide j11et 
where the bJame lies for this ending of so many 
bright hopes. Bot I guess it is in the faults and 
frailties of human natu:re as it is. Cooperation and 
individuality seem to be oonfiicting elements. It will 
probably take ages to unfold the wisdom that will 
harmonize these splendid possibilities without de-
stroying the glory of each. . . 

My somewhat hermit friend, Dr. Morse, en] oys 
philosophy and poetry in his modest cabin. Sbak· 
spare, Shelley, Pope, Voltaire, Paine, make golden 
light in the shadowy evening hour. The splendor 
ol genius illuminates the veteran's path. 

Fox and Sweetland, comrades true and generous; 
the Cunninghams, bold reformers, who believe. in 
labor's coming triumph; Dr. B. Hamlin and w1fe; 
W. M. Gill, of the L~moore Leader, and others 
make up our genial forces, and there will always be 
sunshine for the Freethought toiler in this fruitful 
region. . • 

Saturday morning early I leave the '!arm fire~1~e 
of my friends the Foxes, where the L1beral sp1r1t, 
both of the here and the hereafter, prevails. 
Whether there are spirits or not I do not know, but 
my friends behold their shining garments, and I am 
sure if there is anything in the "unseen universe," 
U :fi~ng its beauty upon that sunny morning of my 
departure. 

Rapidly away to the oriptoral land of Goshen, 
and thence to Modeston, and thence by stage 
in the cool and brilliant evening air over the vast 
plains to Oakdale, stretches my far and winding 
journey. Oakdale bas quite a lively element of Free
thought. The camp· fires glow here and the heart 
warms. I lecture on Saturday night to a full house. 
Dr. J. M. Endicott makes a stirring introductory 
address which givs the key-note of the campaign. 
On Sunday afternoon I lecture on " The R ~ligious 
Conspiracy." Dr. Endicott !Dakes an excell~nt 
speech on II Knowle~ge ·~d Behef." Io the eventn~ 
every seat is occop1ed w1th one of the best audi
ences I hav addressed. 0 akdale is on the front line 
of the Liberal movement. Fifty. one names are on 
the list of those who contributed to the expenses. 

The Free Methodists made a dash at Freethought, 
with true chivalrous devotion to their cause. They 
sang in the cold night air, and the clarion voice of 
the preacher was heard. They summonad to the 
walla of Zion. 11 Don't be cold and indifft~rent," said 
the exhorter; 11 i~ves~igate, inve~t!gate.". I att~nded 
the Sunday services, and was wllhng to Investigate; 
but I do not believe the preacher came to my lecture 
to investigate what he declared was correct-if he 
would only investigate both sides. I do not know 
whether any souls were saved, but our ranks remained 
undiminished. 

Dr. J. M. Endicott and Dr. R. H. Endicott 11re 
our accomplished supporters. here. O~cup)'ing a 
high position in their professton, they are still free 
and independent, and giv Liberalism a cbaractc,r in 
the community. I am under obligations to them for 
their generous cooperation and for social and intel
lectual eDjoyment. I am in hopes that J. M. 
Endicott will some time hafthe leisure to devote his 
services to the Liberal lecture field. He bas the 
points well mastered, and can deliver them w~th 
vigor and effect. He has had a lively experience in 
politics and bows bow to make a rattling campaign. 
I think' be can knock out theolouy as easily as St. 
John was knocked out, whom the Kansas politici•ns 
dubbed equal to Jesus, but who was buried never· 
theless beneath a stupendous majority, whicb. the 
doctor helped to make. There is one question the 
doctor propounds which would certainly p~zzle ~he 
astutest theologian : 11 Where was the devil dunng 
the flood!" The fountains of the great deep were 
broken up, hell was submerged, the fires were put 
out · what in the devil did the devil do with himself 
during this racket T John Hubbell, H. Dickeon, 
J. R. Horseley, Jr., Prowse brothers, and many 
more are on the roll. I mark Otkdale as one of the 
shining points in the pathway of reform. 

Monday I visit Red Mountain Vineyard, twelv 
miles from 0 1kdale. I am glad to meet again Mr. 
A. Schell, who has been such a valiant warrior for 
Freethougbt-always at the head of th~ c~lum_n 
when there is anything to do or dare. H1s mmd 1s 
clear and bright, fetrless of death. I hope it will be 
many a loDg day bffore the stars of memory shine 
uer the 11 windowlees palace" of rest. Mr. Schell 

and Mr. and Mrs. Herrick SBhell I also meet in this I · The Cause at Large. 
beautiful home and other friend!!. It is I lovely INDIVIDUAL EFFORT THE DUTY OF EVERY LIBEBAL 
da:t's journey f;om Oakdale to Knight'~ ~erry and Infidels despis.e those who. fail to l!v up to their 
return. The distant snowy peaks are sh1n1ng. The professions. 0 Jr whole creed, faath; code of 
soft green hills with fringe of woods roll a:w•~ from morality, role of life, is all summed up in one wo~d-;
the meandering river. I start when morntng s sun- justice. Knowing our duty, able to_ ~erform 1t., IS 
shine floods the landscapes with warm delight, and there any j11stice in shirking it-in leav1ng to others 
come to the finish while evening's changing s~len~or or leaving undone the work we can ~nd ought to 
drops into the immeasurable night, and the twmkhvg doT 
lights of Oakdale merge into the glory of the count There is no longer any shadow of prete:d for 
less stars. · . depending on the so-called national organizttion. 

On Thursday morn'ng I speed in lhe eunshme and The American Secular Union never proved 1 brillia-;t_t 
fresh breua to Modesto, where I giv three lector.es. success. For years it has "kept t:tJ,e word of prom1s 
This is a pioneer town; Colonel Kelso used fo resid~ to our ear, only to break it to our hope." As a 
here and shake up the dry bones of orthodoxy ; \m · pansy or Theistical-U aUarian society . i~ wa~ a 
for many years the light of Fteethought has glowf'd wretched failure. Under the last admmistration, 
dimly and it is difficult to rally the old guard. No claiming to be an organization of Li.berals, it sailed, 
wond~r-there are seven churches in Modesto,. and. or, to speak more c~rrechly. i~ "sta~nated ".under 
they want· no Infidels on the ranch. HowevEr, false eolors. The L1beral U 010n d1ed long ago ; 
Modesto has great capabilities; there are ~tancb feeble attempts ha.v been made to galvanize it into 
Libfrals, and our Spiritualist friends stand ID the seeming life but decomposition was too far advanced. 
front rank. . " The o:ffe~se was rank and smelled to heaven." 

Captain James, one of the euliest.settlers of t~1s L 3t us be thankful-without proclamation-that at 
country initiates the movement !or the present serurs last it is buried. . 
of leoto~es. It was an experiment and on the whole It is useless to lament the past, to denounce the · 
something has been gained. · errors of the dead, or rehearse the wrongs per-

I gave three lectures in Good Templara' Hall; the petrated only as we refer to them in order to profib 
first evening was stormy and not • great many were by the e~perience and avoid similar mistakes. 
out. R~v. Mr. Brigge, of the Christian church, pu!. More real service was rendered to the cause, more 
in an appearance, and took notee. I spoke opo~~; t.be actual good was accomplished, by the· few dollars 
"Demands of Liberalism," and when I had expla!ned sent to THE 'rRum~ SEEXEB fund for free distribution 
them called for 'debate. Instantly Rev. Mr. Br1ggs of L;beral literature than by all the thousan~s of 
was upon his feet. Instead, however, of a doughty dollars contributed to the American Secular Uoton. 
warrior I had only a genial critic who admitted that Organization is absolutely necessary to success ; 
all I s~id was about right. He did not make any bot it must be real, practical, efficient, with clearly 
issue upon tbe Sunday question. He frankly de- defined aim and objects, and definit practical plan 
clared that if it had been in order he would have of work, ways and means steadil:y: . employed to 
cracked the ceiling with his amen~ in indorsement. of secure those objects, and zeal, ab1hty, and s~lf
many things I Slid. He was not 1n. favor of a union sacrificing devotion to the cause on the pad of 1ts 
of church and state. I told him that as we agreed officers and prompt regular payment of dues by its 
on the question of human rights, it was now profit- members. . • 
able to proceed to our points -of difference, namely, Having no longer the scapsgoat of ~be natt~n~l 
the Bible, was it divine or human T I challenged union on whicb. to lay the burden of our work It IS 
him to a discussion on that question. He expreEsed self-evident that if the car of progress is to roll 
his regret that he could not be present at my follow- onward individual effort must· giv the impetus. 
ing Jeetores on '1 The Bible 11 and 11 Fteethought THE TRUTH SEEXER SUGGESTIONS. 
and Morality" but declared his readin~ss to meet The suggestions of the E::iitor of THE TBuTH 
me at some f~tore time. At the close of the meeting SEBXEB commend them selva to every intelligent 
he came forward and shook hands. I guess he h~s worker for the cause, and should meet appreciation 
the courage of his convio~ions, and will defend h1s testified by prompt respon:Je. 
faith. I had largely increased numbers at my sue- A\l know the importance attached to a personal 
ceeding lectures, and am hopeful of the progress to letter. The Editor of THE Tnu~ SEEXEB has 
be msde at this point. At the last lecture of_ the drafted a letter to members of Congress admirably 
series I read my public challenge to Rev. Mr. Bn~rgs adapted to thA purpose in view (published in issue 
to debate the following some time in January: "Re- of November 28th) giving suggestions as to what to 
solved That the Bible is the divinely inspired word write that will prove of great help to many. 
of God." If the debate takes place it will stir up the Reader do you desire to defeat the S11nday 
orthodox pulse of Modesto, and light will flash. fanatics 1 Do you desire to promote jusiioe by hav· 
The Liberals of Modesto are anxiously waiting to ing the World's Fair open on Sunday T Do you 
see if the reverend champion will stand by his word wish to prevent the passing and enforcement of 
In his own pulpit he has fiung down the gauntlet to rigid Sunday iaws T . Do you 1 The~ prove it ~nd 
the In fide). Will he dare to meet him on • fai~ fie!d show your appr~ciat1on of the admuable practical 
with no favor 1 Evidently he has plenty of fa1th m suggestions of the Editor of THE TRUTH SEBXEB, 
himself-bot bas he su:ffiBient faith in the Bib1e? and at once write letters to your members of 

I hav had a most agre•ble social intercourse in Congress and Senator. Write in your own style, 
Modesto. I enjoyed the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. use your own phraseology; you cannot be too 
C. Lee. Mr. Lee is a contributor to many journals. urgent. But the 11 affair cries haste and speed must 
He is a Liberal Spiritualist and wields a trenchant answer." · 
pen against the old theology. Professor and Mre. If you think you cannot compose a letter yourself, 
Twombly were with us at the same time, and I f~und then copy the first three paragraphs, No. 7, and U!ie 
them agreeable friends. Professor Twomb1~ IS to last paragraph. 
giv a series of lectures on anthropology and k1nd_red Do not put this duty off till to-morrow. DJ it to-
subjects after mine. He seems to be a sensible day, dolt now, and mail it at once. 
lCientific reformer. THE PRINTED LETTEBS 

S. L. Hanscom, of the Modesto Heralrl, is an Having written and mailed your own letter. to the 
editor who dares to tackle wrong wherever he sees member of Congress from your district, puroha11e a 
it. He bas experienced rough times, and mst danger's twenty-five-cent, fifty-cent, or $1 postal-note and 
front. His enemies hav tried to hang him and to shoot inclose it in a letter addressed to the Truth Se_eker 
him but he stilllivs, and his attackS are as vigorous Company, 28 Lafayette place, New York, asking 
as e~er. - All the Hanscoms are Liberals. them to send you copies of letters to Congressmen 

I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. urging opposition to ~losing the. Wo!ld's Fair on 
Thompson at their home. Mr. Thompson was not s11ndays. Soon as cop1es are rece1ved mdace every 
able to be at the lectures on account of sicknese, but friend with whom you hav any influence to fill o~t 
his heart is with us. Mr. and Mrs. L•pbam, Mr •. blanks and mail to the member of Congress of their 
Geer and sons, Judge Catron, are stanch friends. district one of those letters. . 
Mr. E. M. Bemis is on the roll of TBE TRUTH SEEXEB. Ol course if you meet any avowed Liberal who 
I believe the fires are beginning to burn around has not already done so, you will urge immedia~e 
these seven churches, and the cold shadows will dis· ac~ion, nor cease your importunities till the letter IS 
appear. \Vritten and mailed. 

ModestO is I pretty place With twenty-five hun- ANOTHER IMPORTANT DUTY SUGGESTED BY THE TRUTH 
dred inhabitants and an excellent country about it. sEEXEB 
Grain has been the Rreat commodity in the past. 11 We hope thab whenever a F£eethinkeJ; sees an 
The land is farmed on a large scale. There are but article in his local paper in favor of opening the 
few small holdings. Fruits, however, are extensivly World's Fair on Sundays be will mark it and send a 
cultivated, and the immense acreage is being broken copy to Benjamin Butterworth, secretary Board of 
up into orchards and_ "Yineyards, and a h"!lndred Directors of World's Fair, R~nd-McNally buildi~~;g, 
homes will one day sh1ne where now there IS only Chicago Ill., and another copy to Jobn T. D!ckm
one. The material prosperity of Modesto has been son sec;etary National Commission of World's Fair, 
hampered by monopolies, but tbe day of the people at the same address. Let us make a villoroos and 
is coming. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM. persistent fight in this m~t~er .. Oo1r e:ffort_s most 

Modesto, Dec. 11, 1891 not slacken till the finsl de01s1on IS made, wh1oh may 
not be till 1893 " 

FIGHTING is a soldier's religion; I never changed I IN ADDITION. • 
that The other is. the affair of women and priests. And so there shall be. plenty of s~oh articles t~ 
-Napoleon Bonaparte. send, let every L\beral wr1te short arbclea for thelt 
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loaal newspapers, not alone on the Sunday-alosing 
question but on anv, eaab, and all of the Nine 
Demands. . (Those who laek ability to do this aan 
persistently aoax and urge those who are aompetent 
to do so.) 

This is the surest, most eaonomiaal means of. 
reaoh\ng many devout Christians who really think 
t h~t ta r~ad an lr,fi iel book or paper would be a 
hemous BID. 
. It is prejudice honestly engendered, instilled in 
IDfanoy, that hrs grown with their growth. They 
hav never questioned or e:umitl ed the . reason of 
their faith and hope. Yet suoh ~eople will eagerly 
read and seriously ponder and discuss artiales on 
the subje~t in t~eir own loaal,papers, and onoe they 
are led to IDvestigate, the more holiest and intelligent 
they are the more quickly the ohuroh loses and we 
gain • most consistent, earnest, zealous worker. 

If we claim to love liberty, to rejoice in our escape 
!~om .the ~nares and mire of superstition, let ns prove 
1. by maktng efforts to help others to evolute to the 
plane of mental liberty, love, and peace, where we 
find so muah of happiness. . · 

. SEND IN THE NEEDED FUNDS. 
Let all who. oan ·Bend in aontributions to the 

Truth Seeker Company, so that the Editor oan 
send out L\beral pamphlets to the right persons at 
the right time. The Editor is experienced ever 
vigilant, able, and willing to do the work a~d will 
do !t, .a in the past, ·without salary, fee, o~ reward. 
It Is our duty to supply the funds to pay for the 
publications. Now, knowing our duty let ns do it 
and do it at once •. Let our acts pro;e that we are 
genuin Liberals. . C. B. REYNOLDS, 

Secretary Washington Secular Union. 
Fremont, Wash. · 

Spiritism. 
In giving her experience iJl what is called spirit 

phenomena, Mrs. Underwood says the presence of 
her husband is necessary before she gets connected 
"!riting, and at one sitting asks the following ques
tton: '' Q .,..._What is your chief desire in regatd te 
ut~ and your communications!" The reply is: "A.
Snow you . that your ephemeral state of exis•enoP, 
with all the little troubles whieb seem so terrible to 
you, are bat transitory and yet necessary to spirit
ual development. Every hour of sorrow will in 
some future stage of being blossom into flowers of 
many happy experieaces." 

Now, if this be truth, it should be ouraim to make 
everyone as miserable as possible, so they may hav 
a rapid 11 spiritual development." Begin with the 
little children and systematically work for their sor
row and trouble. What are fiUy or one hundred 
years . of misery here to fifty quadrillion of years 
11 of blossoming into flowers of happy experiences" 
in the summer-land! If Mrs. Underwood and her 
husband believe this, they should at onoe· begin to 
liv a oat-and-dog life, and do all they aan to add to 
the 11 transitory" troubles of others. At least, this 
is how it all looks to me. · 

ELMINA D!j.AKE SLENKEB. 

Into and Out of In:fidelity. 
I hav reaaived a neat little pamphlet from Elijah 

P. Brown, editor of the Ram's Horn, of Indianapolis, 
Ind., whiob bears the title, "Into and 011t of Infi
demy." In the thirty-three pages of this book Mr. 
Brown give au aaoount of his 11 conversion" to 
Christianity. 

Mr. Brown says he beoame an " Infidel " beaause 
he was poor and his life was full of continual hard
ship. That is his reason. He seems to hav believed 
the heinous stories of orime in the Bible were all 
right ; that the world was made in six days was to 
him a probable oaourrenoe; the story of the ark was 
believable, but beaause he was poor he became an 
Infidel. 

Well, time went on, and he beesme 1 prosperous 
publisher. He was no longer poor, God had 
showered his aifts upon him, so Mr. Brown went to 
one of D. L Moody's sermons. He listened to the 
famous evangelist, and, wonder of wonders, he be
a,me suddenly a Christian. That is the story of 
. M:r Brown's conversion, as told by himself. To me· 
it is utterly silly. 

Mr. Brown DOW claims that drunken Noah is his 
model of sobriety, licentious Lot his model of chas
tity, lying J aoob his model of truthfulness, and 
murderous David his model of brotherly love, and 
aUhoagh he was once an " Infidel," he is awfully 
down on them now. 

The Ram's Horn, Mr. Brown's paper, is a weekly 
religious oomia journal. The main feature of each 
issue is 1 drawn-out continued story oalled 11 Meetin' 
Matters on the Ciderville Sirkut." There may be 
muoh of 1 highly moral and elevating nature in· the 
11 yarn," but I confess that to me it is nearly as vul
gar and low ae one of Moody's sermons, and the 

· grammar, which is • purposely " off," is no more so 
than the speech of evangelist Moody, who '' saved " 
Mr. Brown's soul from the endless tortures of hell. 
Every unbeliever should read Mr. Brown's fanny 
little pamphlet, and his great religious oomio weekly 
(weakly). F. C. J. 

Queer Logic. 
Mr. Ingersoll! in his lecture ·before the Chicago 

Press Club,· tell10g what he meant by liberty of body 
a~id : " It is to gi~ to every man what he earns with 
lus hands, and U11s great question of division has 
got to be settled even in the United States. Capital 
takes too much; labor gets too little. L1bor will 
not always liv in a hut with capital dwelling in a 
palace. ~lesh ~nd blood are more sacred than gold, 
and the t1me will aome when the law will see that 
every man has the right to life, liberty and the pur
suit not only of happiness, but the rfght to oatoh 
~ome of it before he dies. I want to liv until there 
•s s!'oh a ~bing as the aristooraoy of labor. I want 
to hy until I ~nd an aristooraoy of honesty; of gen
erosity ; an . ar1stoaraoy of intelligence ; an aristoc
racy of ~eart and brain. I am sick of the old kind. 
I want hberty for every man. I do not believe in 
the law of eupply and demand as applied to flesh 
and blood. If they who toil cannot hav some of 
the good things of this world, then I do not want 
anybody t~ hav them:" And yet, only a short time 
ago, he sa1d he was In favor of compelling people 
to pay $30 1 ton for steel rails, even though they 
were worth but $25 1 ton-not in these words but 
that is w:hat it amounted to. If, reckoning th~ oost 
of mater11l and labor, steel rails-or anything else as 
to that matter-oan be produced at as fair a pr~fit 
as other things, the products of iabor for $25 the 
perso!l w.ho givs · $30 is mulcted out of $5; 'and 
mank10d IS no better off for the transaotio:o. And 
if any person is deprived of the liberty of purchas
ing where he oan exchange the value of the products 
of his labor for the value of ·the products of other 
labor, he bas not that libedy which will bring about 
the aristooraoy of labor. 
. Seems. to me Mr. Ingersoll uses queer Jogio. His 
tdea of bbert:v seems to be somewhst limited. 

Rutland,. Vt. A A. 0BOUTT. 

-Send Stamp for printed Letters to Con
&Tessmen on th" Sunday openlncr of the 
World's Fa'r, When you receive them, ad
dress them to your ~~nr:rea·sman, sign ycur 
name, all d send them tn htm at Wasldn;-ton 
D. C. And It youcan aft"ord to, put In some~ 
thing for the Literature Fnnd, which enables 
us to print these letter!!. 

English and American Protestantism. 
Prom the New Yor.t Trtlnme. 

L1st summer a distinguished American clergyman 
preached a sermon before the International Congre 
gational Conoil in London so intensely Calvinistic in 
its tone as to •~aze even the most oonservativ of 
English Congregationalists, who did not imagin that 
any representativ clergymen to-day held suoh viewl. 
And when the Ecumenical Methodist Conference was 
held iD Washington last Ootober the theological lib
erality of mrany English Methodists amazed their 
American brethren, who would classify as heretios 
men in this country holding similar opinions. These 
two incidents emphasize a faot not generally under. 
stood, namely, that. English Protestantism has left 
American Protestantism far behind in its attempt to 
adjust itself to the needs of modern life. "We hav" 
says Dr. Conder, one of the most distinguished ~f 
E~glish Co!lgregationalists, "lost orthodoxy, but hav 
gamed Chr1st. The old theology did not perish uader 
the assault of a rival system : it did not not quail be
fore a logio more rigorous than its own. It expired 
because an atmosphere had been created in whioh it 
oould not breathe." Similarly Professor Simon an
oth_er distinguished Engli~h Congregationalist: de 
scribes the results of th1s revolutionary reaction 
against dogma : 11 Soaroely is 1 passing reference 
now made tp the. di!ine sovereignty; the divine de
crees and predestmat1on hav been exorcised · eleation 
has ~een m_etlf!10rphosed. In dealing with' man, our 
sta~lmg-pomt _IS less. and less distinctly the fall, in
herited depravity, guilt, and moral inability· instead 
we dw~ll on ~is fili•l relation to God, eithe'r by nat· 
ure or 1n Clmst, on the good that ie to be found even 
in the worst, on his weaknese, conflicts sorrows 
misfortunes, and asser6 either his freedom 'or blame: 
lessneas for the laok thereof. 011 the question of 
man's future destiny we are in the main divided be
tween U aiversalism, the dootrin of life in Christ the 
Larger Hope, and various phases of a non-aom~ittal 
position-the sterner views of a generation ago seem 
to hav well-nigh disappeared." 

oonsoiousness of the age. When we tum to the 
great Presbyterian braaoh of Britisll Protestantism, 
we find the revolution in thought and belief equally 
startling. In all its divisions it has so radioaiJy 
ohauged its theology that, as Dr. Bradford recently 
said, such 1 controversy as that over Professor 
Briggs would be laughed off the stage in Great 
Britain. 

Now, why is it that while British Protestantism is 
thus moving forward, or backward, if you will-at 
any rate, it is moving-American Protestantism 
is virtually standing still intellectually! There 
are mey answers . to this question. For onP 
tbi!l~· Europe is t~e oenter and source of all original 
rehg1ous speoulahon, and so we get fresh religions 
ideas in this country only after they hav teoome 
oommonplaoes there. Then agaiu, as Dr. Munger 
well points out, Eogland has revised its theology be
cause its social problems hav made snob a revision 
necessary. American sooial problems hav not :yet 
reached a stage where the good CJftioes d religion 
seem necessary. And so our preachers go on preach
ing the Old theology, whioh is almost wholly OOU• 
oerned with the personal salvation of the individual 
and his happine1s in the world to oome. The English 
preachers say muob less about the divinity or Christ 
than about bis humanity, beoause in England, with 
its congested population and its terrible contrasts 
between wealth and poverty, they need 1 Christ who 
is human. Theology, howevrr ·true speculativly, is 
utterly unr;ble to solve the sociological problems 
whioh now confront E!!glish Christianity. . 

-Bnt 11 orthodox" Ameriaan Protestants must not 
suppose that this state of affsirs will oor.tinue indffi
nitly. The Li.beral drift has already gained 1 good 
headway in this country, and before many years the 
revolutionary reaction against dogma will be quite aa 
marked among us as it iA t.o day in Great Britain. 

What Colonel lnl{ersoll 'rhinks of Missionaries. 
P'rom !lie Cle11elana Pl•ess. 

Col. R'lbert Ingersoll is staying at the Forest Oity 
H'.luse. Also at the hotel are Bishops Foster, Fow
lt r, Hurst, and a host of other dislingniehed Method
ists on the general missionary committee of the 
Methodist Episcopal ahurob, whioh began business 
Wednesday morning. It is 1 part of the work of 
this committee to distribute the funds gathered to 
missions all over the world, and a large part goes 
annually to Asia, Afrioa, and other heathen climes. 
n WIB regarding foreign missions that Colonel In
gersoll had a word to say. He spoke as follows : 

" In th., first plaoe there seems to be 1 pretty good 
opening in this country for missionary work. We 
hav a good many Indiana who are not Methodists. 
I hav never known one to be cr nverted. A good 
many hav been killed by Cbristiar s, but their souls 
hav not been saved. M•ybe the Methodists had 
better turn the·ir attention to the heathen of our own 
country. Then we hav a good rr any Mormons who 
rely on the truth of the Old Testament, and follow 
the example of Abraham, Ieae<', and Jaoob. It 
seems to me that the Me~hodists better convert the 
Mormons before attacking the tribes of central 
Afrioa. There is plen·y of work to be done right 
tere. A few good bishops might be employed for 
a while in converting Dt. Briggs and Professor 
Swing, to say nothing of o~her heretiotl Presby-
terians. · 

11 There is no need of going to China to converh 
the Chinese. There are thousands of them here. 
In China our missionaries tell the followers of Con
fucius about the love and forgivness of Christian•, 
and when the Chinese oome here they are robbed, 
assaulted, and often murdered. Would it not be a 
good thing for the Methodists to civilize our own 
Christians to suoh a degree that they wo.uld not 
murder 1 man simply because he belongs to another 
nee and worships other gods ? · · 

11 So, too, I think it would 'be a good thing for 
the Methodists to go South and persuade their 
brethren in that country to trett the colored people 
with kindness. A few efforts mlght be made to con
vert the 'White Caps' in 0 1io, Indiana, and some 
other states . 

" My advice to the Methodists is to do what little 
good they oan right here and now. 

cc It seems cruel to preaoh to the heathen 1 gospel 
that is dying out even here and fill their poor minds 
with the absurd dogmas and oruel oreeds t'lat intel
ligent men hav outgrown and thrown away. 

11 Honest oommerca will do a thousand times more 
good than all the missionaries on earth. I do not 
believe that an intelligent Chinaman or an intelligent 
Hindoo has evqr b3en or ever will be converted into 
1 Methodist If M~thodism is good we need it here, 
and if it is not gooi d'l D'lt fool the heathen with it." 

Now, what these gentlemen say of E1glish Con
gregationalism is true in 1 measure of the whole of 
British Protestantism, including the Augli6an ohurch. 
Mr. Spurgeon's denunciation of the Liberal drift in 
the ~~~tiat ohurohes as. the " down grade in theol
ogy Will be recalled by all, and beaomes especially 
~ignifiaant when it is remembered that Mr. Spurgeon 
IS almost the only oonspiouous Eagliah Baptist who Subscribers. 
adheres to the old views. The Liberali1m of tfue The holidays are almost here. Are you ready for 
English Methodists has already been referred to. them? A gift that would prove aoeeptable to any 
Broad Churobism in the English establishment is Liberal friend, and at the same time keep you in 
rapidly growing in power and inflnenoe and· the constant remembrance during the year, would be 
younger wing of the High Church party, r~presented a year's subscription to THE TBuTB SEEKEB. Your 
~y t~e _au.t~ors of "Lux Mundi," is busily engaged own renewal and the new 11ubsoription will oos~ onl7 
ID muumiZmg dogmas that are unaooeptable to the . t5 00. 
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About S_nnday Observance. Fallacy Gobbling. 
The Sabbatarians are· early at work upon Congress How in the name of wo .. der could the dogma of 

in the matter of Sunday opening of the World's election and foreordination as expounded by Calvin
Fair. In the Senate last week memorials against ~sm ever hav originated! He was a bold, independent 
snob opening were presented, and favoring the loan thiDker, who pioneered the way. It is derived . 
or gift of five million dollars only upon that oondi- obie:fly from the epistle to Romans.' Seeing that 
tion. Christ bad repeatedly replied to questions like this : 

We again urge the friends of freedom, justice, " What shall I do to b a saved T" 11 Love God and 
and fair play · to be aotiv in opposition to the thy neighbor as thyself-this is all ;" seeing that all 
bigots. Our oironlar letter is now ready, and will hip injunctions accorded therewith, snob as, " Sell all 
be sent to all who apply for it. Every reader of thou had and giv to the poor," etc., it is not a little 

PUBLISHED EVRRY SATURDAY AT tB.OO PER YEAR. T S HE TnuTH BBXER certainly ought to fill out one, strange that a professed follower of his could derive 

.AddrMB all OommunlctJUofta to THII TBUTB BIIJIKJIB 
OOJI.P .ANY. JJCalrA all DrtJ(tB, ()Mckl, POBt-o:lfc' M&d Jla, 
pr~u JlO'Mf Ordlra fHJfabl~ to fJH.ABLIIB P. BOJlJIBB Y 

and see that his friends fill out others, and send to !' dootrin in direct con!l.iot with those announced by 
his representativ at Washington. snob an authority. How would it seem to him who 

We are also exceedingly glad to be able to state had given all to the few, when he learned that snob 
that the American Secular Union at last recognizes other and impossible conditions were attached to 

SATURDAY, DEOEMBER 26, 1891. the importance of intervening in this matter. The his prospeohs for eternity! T.he matter will not 
=================== board of directors hav resolved to bold a p~blio stand argument for one moment. But to see on 

SUBSCBIP.l'ION B.l.'l'B8a 
Bingle anbscliption in advanee ............................. . 
One subscriptio• two yean, 1a advance ................ .. 
Two new subscribers .......................................... . 
One anb8Cription with one new 1nblcriber, in one re-

mittance ...................................................... . 
One subscription with \wo new IDbiCribera, in one 

remittance ............................... : ................... . 
One subscription with three new lublcribera, in one 

meetiDg to ask for Sunday opening of the Fair on what baseless foundations snob mighty edifices may 
•• 00 the evening of February 281h. It ought to be be erected, just let anyone, divesting himself of all 

6 oo • rousing gathering. The cause is grand, the prejudices, take up that epistle and study it. Re
I 00 necessity imminent. Let every Liberal within peatedly does the author say that the heathen, and 

hailing distance make it his business to attend and all those who never knew the law, shall be judged 
I 00 aid by his voice and presence the most pressing without law. As plain as words can make it he says 

1 00 work of the day. The settlement of this question all mankind that ever hav been or shall be are saved 
means • great deal. It is the drawing of the line- by the sacrifice made by Carist. He imagine some 

remittance ................................................... . 
One subscription with four new lnbiCribera, in one 

8 60 the decision whether this country is to be governed auditor disputing with him, and asking why, then, 
by American principles or lapse to the semi· need anyone try to conform to Christian ordinances; 

10 00 barbarism of Puritan days. and answers him. Bearing in mind the belief fre· remittance .................................................. .. 
Any number over tl.ve a\ the lame rale, invariablJ 

with one remittance. 

WAS CHRIST CRUCIFIED! 

In the first issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the 
New Year we shall print an article with the foregoing 
question for its title, by 

Austin Bierbower, 

author of "The Socialism of Christ" and "The 
Vjrtnes and Their Reasons," a System of Ethics for 
Society and SBhools. 

THE TnuTH SEIIKER will put on its new dress on 
New Year'li, and appear also in a more modern make
up, with all of· its old and some new features. 

The make-up will be so arranged that the subscrib
ers who desire lo forward the paper to semi-Liberal 
friends but are deterred because of a fear that the 
pictures will offend their semi-religions sensitivness 
ean remove the objectionable matter without de
stroying any ·of the reading matter. And we sin
cerely trust that those who hav refrained from doiDg 
missionary work with the paper on this account will 
feel their interest revived and intensified and act 
accordingly. 

To Onr Subscribers. 
We are in sore need of the amounts due on snb· 

soriptions and ask everyone who owes us money to 
be e~peoially prompt in sending it. 

This also is the time of year when a great many 
subscriptions expire, and an immediate renewal will 
be a favor to us. 

0 wing probably to the elections and the labor in
eident to gathering and marketing the great harvests 
our friends hav neglected to forward what is due 
us, and we are consequently compelled to somewhat 
urgently remind them of their remissness. As Mr. 
Bennett used to ·Bay under these oironmstanoes, 
Frie~ds, let us hear from yon. 

The present president of the Union is also 1 more qnently expre.ssed by Paul and 9ther apostles, as 
logical reasoner on the Sunday law controversy than well as the prophecy of Christ, that the end of the 
his predecessor. At the board meeting at which it world was near at hand, we see clearly what this 
was determined to hold the public meeting here dootrin of election means. The millennium is near 
announced Judge Waite said he should move to at hand. We were chosen from before the fonnda
amend the Demand regarding Sunday laws. The tions of this world were laid to liv in this happy 
section now advocates 11 the repeal of all laws time; we are the elect, chosen to liv so near to 
enforcing the observance of Sunday as 1 religious Christ's time and to plant the seeds of the gospel. 
institution, rather than aD economic one, justified by Seeing that the dootrin of degrees of happiness runs 
physiological and other secular reasons." J ndge through all the sayings of Christ, the elect may ex
Waite desires to strike out all after the word Sun- peat· higher plMeS or conditions in the future state. 
day. " I hold," he says," that the state has no right T.he thing is so plain that he who runs may read and 
to establish a day of rest uy more than it has to 1ix understand. Bishop Colenso, with all his prejudices 
the hours of rest at night. If the state is to enforce and preconceptions, was induced to giv • most care
any day of rest it ought to be some other day than fnl, critical examination of this one epistle. His ob. 
Sunday in order to avoid giving the sanction of the jeot was to settle • question as to whether there were 
1Iaw ·to a day observed as a religions day of rest. any Christians in Rome when the epistle was· pnb
'Bnt I deny the right of the state to establish any lished to Romans first .. Like others, before this ex
<l•Y of rest." That is the correct position to take- amination of every verse, he had read here and there 
that no day of rest shall be observed by law-that is, • chapter or a few texts. After reading the epistle 
its observance forced. The state may rightfully thus carefully and comparing translations with the 
make a legal holiday-that is, when commercial Greek copies to see if any errors had crept into the 
paper shall not be endangered by lack of opportunity former, he was perfectly aatonnded. He came out a 
to attend to its provisions-but all should be believer in universal salvation, in oonseq aenoa of the 
absolutely free to work or play without regard to dootrins so clelli'rly declared in that epistle. As to 
the day. Every Sunday should be 1 Fourth of JnlJ. the election dogma we may illustrate it by supposing 

But the important work of the Union now is not Thomas Jefferson making 1 speech at about the end 
verbal quibbling, but real efforts to preserve what of the Revolutionary war, and congratulating his 
liberty we now enjoy on Sundays. The stove- hearers because they had been chosen to·liv and be 
polishing statesman of Massachusetts, Mr. Elijah A. actors in the great work, and assuring them that 
Morse, will not only be the Honse spokesman for the they would go down through all the ages of eternity 
Sabbatarians for the closing of the World's Fair, in this world and the world to come is glorious and 
but he will make an attempt to secure what Mr. honorable. 
Breokbaridge failed to obtain-a Sunday law for the Priests are the greatest fallacy-mongers of all 
national capital. In this, aa in the Fair question, he people. For example, they will read in Isaiah : "A 
is backed up by our Presbyterian exeontiv; and virgin shall conceive and bear a son," and forthwith 
while from the present Honse there is less danger of apply it to J esns Christ, said to hav come some 
snob • bill passing than in the last Congress it still seven hundred years later, when the slightest peru
behooves the Freethinkers and their allies to oppose sal of the contexts would show that the whole affAir 
the iniquitous measure strenuously. was enacted within a few days after the sign was 

In regard to the World's Fair, if any argument giTen to the ki11g. Isaiah says he went with a wit
were necessary to show the importance of attempt- ness right up unto the priestess, the virgin, who then 
ing to iD:flnence the representative, it is furnished by . and there conceived and bore a son, and he goes on 
the action of the Pennsylvania World's Fair com· to relate how rapidly the whole prophecy was fol· 
missioners. The Ohristian Statesman reports that filled. And yet . men . of most profound learning, 
• few weeks ago the commission, by a vote of nine- good sense, and Liberal views hav read that "eight· 
teen to thirteen, refused to ask the national com- word text," and declared that it is the grand con
mission to close the Fair on Sunday. But last week 1irmation of Christianity. A like instance is seen in 

To the Friends and Subscribers of Freeth ought. the meritorious action was reversed and the Penn- the description of the ·II Book of Moses," now going 
sylvania commission voted unanimously to ~e this the rounds of press and pulpit. A learned, wise big
rEquest of the national body. The reason for the wig of Oxford, Eng., journeying in tbe desert, says 
change is that the advocates of Sunday closing had he has actually found the rook M?ses struck for 
labored with the state commission, talking to them water. " It its eighteen feet square, has a channel two 
and presenting memorials, and urging their friends inches deep and a few inches wide. There are sev
to write to them upon the subject. In this way, eral holes in it two inches in diameter. From this 
and because opposition was not heard, the oommis- rook, along this channel, :flowed jhe waters to quench 
sion <Came to the conclusion that tlie people of Penn- the thirst of the thousands standing around." A fair 
sylvania really wanted the Fair closed on Sundays, example this of the stupidity of snob writers and 
and, as faithful representative, they voted as they average readers. Six hundred and four thousand 
supposed the people wanted them to. The Liberals men fit for war, 4' with all their women and children 
of Pennsylvania ought now to take the matter up. and much cattle," were led out by Moses as per the 

I sincerely hope that all. who hav supported Free
thought in the past will aid the work to which it has 
been devoted by becoming subscribers to To TBuTH 
SEEKER. To TBuTH SDUB will carry on the work,. 
but it needs your cooperation. It is a means by 
which I can reach yon and push on the Paoifio coast 
labors. Especially I ask those in arrears to pay 
what is now due to THE TBUTH SBBXER and place 
their names upon its list as cordial supporters for 
the future. SAMUEL P. PuTNAM:. 
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Arabian Nights tale of Exodus; that is; over three 
million- souls quenching their thirst at 1 two-inch 
stream I And their "much cattle" also I 

I was amused at an article in 1 late paper by some 
one, on the text about the sparrows and wild creat
ures, Cl how our heavenly father provideth their food 
in due season." Red in tooth and claw with the 
blood of each other, even the least and most harm
less being 1 terror to bugs and insects, the writer 
thinketh the father ought not to take much credit to 
himself for such provision. · "Go forth ye dear little 
ones and sport-when hungry just gobble·each other 
up. Bless ye, my children !ij. 

To Advertise a Book. 
The following interesting document was received 

at this office one day last week: 
COMPLAINT. 

NEW YORK SUPRBMB COURT, KINGS COUNTY. 

l 
I 

JOHN c. BUNDY, 
Plaintiff. 

against ~Complaint. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER COMPANY, I 
· Defendant. _________________ j 

The plaintiff by Messrs. Dailey & Bell, hie attorneys, for 
his cause of action against the defendant alleges and shows 
as follows: 

1st. That the plaintiff is, and for a long time has been the 
editor of a public journal known as the " Religio Philo
sophical Journal" published in the _City of Chicago, Dlinois, 
and widely circulated throughout the United States and in 
foreign countries. 

2nd. That the defendant at the time h'ereinafter men
tioned was, and at the present time is, as plaintiff is informed 
ar:d believes, a domestic corporation duly incorporated 
u:ader the laws of the State of New York, engae;ed in the 
publication of a public journal known and designated as 
"The Truth Beeker." The defendant has its office and 
general place of business-in the City of New York, and said 
Journal, as plaintiff is informed and believes, at the time 
hereinafter mentioned was widely circulated and read by 
various persons, and was exposed for sale and sold in 
public places throughout the United States. 

3. That in. its issue bearing date November 7d~ 1891, the 
defendant printed, published, and exposed for sale, sold, and 
circulated a large number of copies of said journal, wherein 
i printed and published of and concerning this plaintiff the 
following false and malicious libel, to wit: 

LINOOLN NOT A SPIRITUALIST. 
MARENGo, ILL., Oct. 2.2, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: When that prince of Spiritualistic humbugs, 
"Colonel" Bundy, of the Reltgio-Philosophical Journal, con
cocted the latest scheme with the notorious Miss Colburn 
Maynard to draw the easily gulled into the Spiritualistic 
fold, said scheme being embodied in a book recently pub
lished by them relating how Lincoln became converted to 
their doctrin, they probably felt safe in so doing under 
the impression that "dead men tell no tales," but when a 
living one appeared in the person of Lincoln's private sec
retary, Nicolay, they must hav felt as though they had 
reckoned without their host after all. I inclose an extract 
from the Chicago News showing how their " little game " 
was spoiled, which will probably be read with great interest 
by your readers, as this latest invention has been published 
in numerous public journals, especially Eastern ones. The 
fraud, howeTer, would hav been apparent even if Nicolay 
had not exposed it, for it is not at all likely that a quarter of 
a century would hav passed before Spiritualists had ut!llzed 
the report that Lincoln attended seances if there was any 
truth in it. And yet thie Bundy has the monumental cheek 
to introduce a law to put a stop to fraudulent mediumistic 
practices. It would be a pity if he were not caught in his 
own trap. If all bogus mediums and Spiritualistic quacks 
were expelled from their ranks, methinks there would be 
few, if any, left to bury the carcass of this greatest of all 
modern delusions, and if they were marked out according to 
their deserts, Bundy would lead the van. H. Wettstein. 

That by the words " 'Colonel' Bundy" contained in said 
libelous publication, defendant referred to this plaintiff, and 
the defendant in its said publication intended it to be under. 
stood that the plaintiff concocted a fraudulent scheme with 
a notorious and unreliable woman to gull and entice people 
into a belief in Spiritualism by relating how that Lincoln 
had been converted to :their doctrin, and that the plaintiff 
was engaged in the promulgation of the greatest .of all 
modern delusions, and that of all persons so engaged this 
plaintiff was the most culpable and unworthy. 

4th. That said libel was, as plaintiff is informed and 
believes, widely read, and was published in connection 
with various other articles and illustrations tending to dis
grace, and bring into ridicule and shame this plaintiff for 
his religious convictions and belief, to his great damage the 
sum of Ten Thousand Dollars. 

Whereas, the plaintiff demands judgment of this Court in 
hls favor and against the defendant for the sum of Ten 
Thoueand DollarP, besides the costs of this action. 

DAILEY & BELL, 
Plaintiff •s Attorneys. 

Om d Post-l"ffice Address } No. 16 Court Street, 
ce an ' Brooklyn, N. Y. 

The book designed to be advertised is by Mrs. 
Maynard, entitled "Was Abraham Lincoln • Spirit
ualist T" It is a good stroke of business on the part 
of 11 Oolonel" Bundy on behalf of his friend who 

wrote it and we hope the publishers will giv him 1 

good share of the profit. 
For our own part, we may say that if Mr. B. will 

waive his claim to that ten thousand dollars we will 
endeavor to induce Mr. Wettsttain to say that he is 
not the prince of Spiritualistic htimbugl!-that he is 
not, indeed, 1 prince of any sort, nor even 1 Spirit
ualist. This latter ought certainly to repair any 
injury done to his religious beliefs. 

In the mean time we hav the book for sale-price 
$1.50. . 

A Great Book~ · 
Our Bible Picture Book will contain about four 

hundred pages, one-half of which will be full-page 
pictures and one-half reading matter, relating to the 
stories which the pictures illustrate. The text will 
lead to 1 full understanding of the tale, even as the 
artist's work illustrates it, with an electric search
light brilliance unsurpassed by the torch of the 
golden goddess Diau on the Garden tower: Young 
people can learn more about the Old Testament and 
its heroes by reading this book than by reading the 
Old Testament itself. It is much more easily com
prehended, and is written in more chaste language. 

There will be twenty-six chapters in the book, 
twelv of whieh are completed, as follows : 

I. Adventures of Adam. 
II. The Origin of the Young Men's Ohristian 

Association. 
III. Sustaining a Theory. 
IV. Some Giants. 
V. The Adventures tnd Work of Noah. 
VI. A Hunting Anecdote. 
VII. Abraham, Ohrist's Great Ancestor. 
VIII. A Queer Family. 
IX Isaac and His " Sister." 
X One of Twins. 
XI. Jacob and Esau. 
xu: Joseph, the Man of Dreams. . 
Tb.e book will afford many a hearty laugh, while 

we hav not forgotten to make it a solid attack upon 
the superstition which can venerate and believe the 
tales told in the Old Testament. So far as it goes it 
shows that book in its true colors, though of course 
we hav omitted the Old Testament obseenity in 
order to make our work one admissible in all 
families and readable by all ages and sexes. 

The price of our work is $1. Order~ will be 
cheerfully booked now and filled as soon as the work 
comes from the press. 

~~--~ .. ~------
Books in Fine Bindings for Holiday Gifts. 
We hav 1 large number of books suitable for 

holid~y gifts, many of them in extriordinarily fine 
bindingP, and we call the attention of our readers to 
them, hoping that when selection of presents is 
made the list will be consulted and purchases made 
therefrom. Among them are Paine's works, com
plete, in cloth, $3 ; leather, red edges, $4; morocco, 
gilt edges, $4 50; the World's Sages, in same style 
of binding and at same prices as Paine's ·works ; 
Iogersoll's Prose Poems, in cloth, $2 50; half mo
rocco, $5 ; turkey morocco, $7 50; tree calf, $9. 
These are magnificent volumes. Also his principal 
lectures bound in one volume for $5. Either of 
Miss Wixon's books, The Story Hour, Apples of 
Gold, All in a Lifetime, is very suitable for a 
present, the first particularly for children. Voltaire's 
Romances, cloth, $1.50; half calf, $4, is a fine and 
uncommon work. D. M. Bennett's Around the 
World, in sets of four volumes, profusely illustr!\ted, 
red cloth, $6. 50, is 1 splendid present to a friend 
or to young men and women. It is full of pracfical 
to-day information about other countries and the 
noted things therein. The latest book which the 
Spiritualists are discussing is, Was Abraham Lincoln 
1 Spiritualist? for $1.50. H~len Gardener's Men, 
Women, and Gods is a work of great value, $1, as 
is Winwood Baade's Martyrdom of Man, $1 75; 
Gibbon's . History of Ohristianity, $2 ; Duwin's 
Origin of Species and Dascent of Man, and others of 
his works. A catalog containing these and hundreds 
more-Freethought, scientific, medical, social, as 
well as standard-will be sent on receipt of 1 request 
for same. 

MR. PUTNAM will lecture the first four Sundays of January 
in Ban Francisco on" The Evolutions of,jlCentury." Subject 
of first lecture, " Evolutions-Theological and Religious ; "or 
second lecture, '' Liberalism, Spiritualism, and Infidelity ; " 
of third lecture, "Industrial Evolutions;" of fourth lecture, 
"Political Evolutions." January 29th there will be a grand 
Paine celebration at Union Square Hall. On the following 
Saturday and Sunday, January 30th and 31st, will be held 
the state convention. 

President Schroeder to the Oregon Liberals. 
To THE MEMBEBB OF THE 0BEGON STATB SEauLAB 

UNION, GREETING: 0 ar object should be to mab our 
Union as effectiv an· organization as possible. Tnis 
can only be accomplished by thorough organization. 
We are banded together for 1 purpose. Our aim 
should be to accomplish that purpose. We must 
realize that we hav a duty to perform artd should not 
shirk it. 

A cause worthy of espousal is wodhy of every 
assistance we can render it commensurate with our 
means and ability; We will accomplish little by 
meeting annually in convention unless it be for the 
purpose of discussing and perfecting plans for future 
work and devising ways and means to carry out 
those plans, making provisions for emergencies, and 
returning home with the full determi~ation to do 
our part and solicit the aid and iD:flnenee of every 
friend in our neighborhood, and especially inviting 
attention to our cause by encouraging discussion 
and distributing information relativ thereto. 

We bav now met with an emergency which affe0ts 
fundamental principles-the effort of Sunday closing 
at Portland. Portland is the heart of our state. If 
Portland is compelled to close on Sunday it will not 
be long before every town and hamlet in the state 
will be compelled to do likewise. Realizing the ne
cessity of immediate action in this matter, and that 1 
local committee would better serve the interests and 
purpose of our Union, I hav constituted Mrs. Bue R. 
Keenan, Mr. Rohrabaker, and Mr. Addis a vigilance 
committee to attend to the same. Mrs. Keenan is 
president or chairman of the committee. Mr. Addis 
has been appointed assistant secretary of our Union 
and is ea: officio secretary of the .eommittee. 

Friend 0. B. Reynolds, secretary of the Washing· 
ton Secular Union, has kindly furnished us gratis 
three hundred copies of " Facts." 

The Portland committee . will distribute these 
where they will do the most good. · I respectfully 
recommend that every county in the state organize 
on the same plan and therefore reqJ,Iest each vice
president to call a meeting of the members of our 
Union in his county, and invite all others interested 
in the cause to affiliate. Elect a secret11ry and one 
other, who, with himself as ea:-ojficio president, shall 
constitute a vigilance committee. The duties of this 
committee will be to watch the encroachments of our 
opponents and combat them if necessary, and if at 
any tiine the assistance of the Union be needed to 
report the same to the secretary, Mrs. Sarah 0. 
Todd, Forest Grove, or to me, stating the nature of 
the case and such suggestions relativ thereto as in 
the opinion of the committee will best serve to secure 
success. These committees will hav supreme juris
diction in the county for which they are appointed, 
in any move the executiv officers of the Union may 
decide to make, and shall solicit aid to help the 
Union in its work. They should report all their do
ings to the secretary, that 1 complete report of all 
work done may be made to the next convention ; or if 
preferable, make a special or separate report direct 
to the convention and relieve the secretary of this 
labor. These reports may be made a happy feature 
of future conventions and we will all gain by one an
other's experience. 

This plan may be further extended. The county 
committees may appoint sub-committees ol one or 
more at each post-office in the county to help them 
in their work; better still, let each neighborhood se
lect its own committee. This will create 1 greater 
interest. Every neighborhood will then hav 1 voice 
and share some of the responsibility. 

I attribute the indifference and disinterestedness of 
Liberals principally to the fact that the work is not 
brought home to them. The further we extend our 
organization the more interest will be taken and the 
more practical and effectual will be our work. 

I also wish to call attention to another important 
matter. · Our last legislature ignored • petition of 
over ten thousand signatures asking for the repeal 
of our laws exempting church property from taxa
tion. It is about time our political strength is felt. 
We must use our influence in the primaries and con
ventions to secure an "Equal Taxation, No Exemp· 
tion" plank in the platforms, and see to it that 
men of sufficient stamina to stand by this principle 
are nominated and elected. The county committees 
may take this under advisement. There are several 
counties for which there has bll!en no appointment of 
vice-president made. 0 ar secretary was given au
thority to make these IJ!pointments. I request w~en 
vacancies occur the resident members of our Un1on 
either to elect or recommend some one for that posi
tion and notify the .aecretary. 

I recommend the 29bh day of January, Paine's 
birthday, as a very appropriate time to hoi~ the 
meetings above suggested, and where practicable 
make the meetings interesting with 1 literary and 
musieal entertainment free for all. 

In conclusion allow me to admonish you to make 
all fights strictly on principle. Our cause is just; it 
must prevail. Yours fraternally, 

Arago, Ore., Dec. 6~h. J. HENRY SaHBOEDEB. 
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A. Stanch. Old Campaigner Against Fran d. 
. GoLDTBWAIT, TB:x: , Nov. 30, 1891. 

MR. EoiTOR: I love THB TRUTH BBBKBR, and mean to 
help sustain it as long as I am able to read it. I hope for a 
long time yet, thoug'a I am now nearly seventy-five years 
old. AU hall, Freethought and THB TRUTH BBBKBB. 

A. LBWie. 

Make Them Earn Their Living in a Useful Way. 
W ANBHIP, Una, Dec. 4, 1891. 

MR. EoirOR : THB TRUTH BBBKBB, Heston, and your Con
tributors are none too radical for me. Priestcraft is such 
balderdash that it does not deserve rational treatment. May 
TaB TBUTH BBBKBB liv to shatter its foundation, and com· 
pel the sky-pUots to earn their living In some useful way. 

JACOB LUNDBIIRG 

Certainly-Free Discussion Will Right Economics as 
It Is Righting Theology. 

DKADW lOD, li D , Dec. 12, 1891. 
MR. EDITOR : I see ·you are giving us some thoughts on 

the money question at times: That is right. No reform 
paper can ignore economics and be successful now. The time 
has come when people want to hear something pertaining to 
this life as well as, or more than, the improbable n~xt. 
Money, transportation, and land questions are the issues that 
catch the thoughts of men now and will more so In the near 
future. Hoping you will get into the work, I remain, 

Yours, as ever, FBBD Z•PP 

Will Establish a Freethought Library. 
N.&w 0&LBANB1 LA., Dec. 8, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hav distributed ninety-odd of the one. 
hundred copies you sent me. Whether you hav received 
new subscriptions or not from this quarter I know not, but, 
somehow or other, on close observation I find that there are 
thousands here who hunger for the light of truth. I am a 
perfect blunderer at soliciting, and thus it was hard for me 
to discover who was Liberal or not. I am planning an 
organization, and when I a.m. ready one of the first moves· 
will be to establish a Freethought library and subscribe to 
all such papers. as the indomitable 1 RUTH BBBKBR. 

Yours in liberty, JosEPH MuLLB. 

Truly a Good Joke. 
CHBMAWA, 0BB., Dec. 7, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR: I hardly know how to begin this letter, as 
this is my first attempt. My father takes THB TRum BBBKJ:R, 
and we all like it the best of any paper we take. There was 
a crazy man escaped from the asylum at Salem about a week 
ago. He made his way about twelv miles down the Willa. 
mette river to a small burg called Wheatland. He went to 
church that evening. After prayer, he got up to preach 
them a sermon. Some of the good Christians shouted and 
took on and never knew the dtlference between him and the 
preacher till some outsider came to their rescue and told 
them the man was crazy. They took him back to Salem the 
next day. I thought this was a pretty good joke on the 
preachers and the church, so I thoughf I would tell you 
about it. Yuurs for truth, WILL BBATY. 

Each Picture Shonld Make Priests Hide Their Faces. 
HooPKR, UTAH, Nov. 30, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR: I wUl write a word to the fearless, out
spoken paper foundeil by the illustrious D. M. Bennett, and, 
I might say, truthfully run by you ever since his infamous 
imprisonment and death, caused by the notorious Anthony 
Comstock & Co. I think TaB TRUTH BBBKBB is as good to
day as ever. If there is any change it is ·better. Every 
illustration is a lesson that would cause every priest to hide 
his face and tongue in shame, had he not the cheek and 
impertinence of a brazen monkey. 

I love the paper very much. I shall remain your and THB 
TRUTH 8BBKBR's friend as long as I liv, for it was some of its 
first numbers, and small ones at that, th<J.t led me from 
theological Christian darkness into the glorious light of 
truth as it is in science in this our day. 

Yours fraternally, EDWARD F. MUNN. 

The Unwondrons Wonder and the Unmagnetic .Magnet. 
LBAVBNWORTH, KAN 1 Dec. 11,18111. 

MR. EDITOR: The Abbott discussion has been quite 
amusing. It takes all kinds of people to make a world. I 
witnessed a performance given by the Georgia Wonder 
(Hurst); I witnessed one given by the Georgia Magnet 
(Abbott) and participated in another by the same lady. I 
was fully satisfied-thoroughly convinced-that it was 
a matter or acquired skill and strength, but in order to 
convince some of my friends I not long since wrote to a 
gentleman with whom I was acquainted who traveled last 
season with the Abbott show. I hav his answer confirming 
my conclusion. He states explicitly that the show is a fake 
and a fraud when viewed in the calcium light of science and 
honesty, but that on business lines purely it is a good show 
and worth the money,. and that Abbott and his wife are fine 
people. The moral which I seek to impress upon the minds 
of THB TRUTH BBBKBR fraternity is this : Never bet on 
another person's game. If you do you will surely get left. 
Mrs. Abbott is a most sweet and charming little lady, and 
Mr. Abbott is a gentleman of polish and learning, and I hope 
every reader of this will see their " wonderful " show when 
opportunity o:lfers. Myself and wife spent $4 on it and we 
do not regret it. Dr. Winship raised his lifting power from 
four hundred to three thousand pounds by "practice." 
Practice is a big word. " Practice makes perfect." 

B. R. !;HBPHUD. 

Brazenly Intends to Langh at a Bible. 
Dec. 12, 1891. 

MB. EDITOR : In rene wing my subscription with a "V," 
send me the book by Helen H. Gndener, "Is This Your 
Bon, My Lord ?" Take $3 for THB TRUTH BBBKBR- The 
other dollar wUl giv me that long-looked-for Pictorial. Book, 
$1. I am a hearty chap at a laugh, and I think that will !jtiV 
me a dose that will make my sides ache. 

I do not think much of o~r pious Secular Union. I suggast 
we get some other kind of material for ofllcers. I had rather 
hav Stevens's ghost or Samuel Putnam's old coat than all the 
pious cl'que in Philadelphia. I am in for showing no mercy 
toward superstition. The church and its holy followers hav 
not been very lavish in that article called mercy, and they 
will not get any from me as long as I can shout. Their im
pudence is amazing. Their ignorance is an established fact, 
and the Indolence of the priest is a matter of history. The 
only science they can show is their faculty for lying. 

You may put my name on tke long list that demands the 
opening or the World's Fair on Sundays. " Bob" has done 
them up in good shape, and his voice is worth more than 
ten thousand signatures of these pious Polly-wants-a. cracker 
lads. They intend to ride there on a half.fare ticket and to 
enter the grounds free and then beat their board while they 
are there. These little Methodist boys think the Fair got up 
for them to hold a big camp meeting. But they are mis-
taken, as usual. Yours for justice, J. E. CoY. 

Catholics and Theosophists Lead Him a Sad. Life. 
FuBT WAYNll:, IND., Nov. 31), 1891 

·MR. EDITOR: I get THB TRUTH SBBKBR each week at one 
of the news-stands here, and it is the only copy that comes 
here through that medium. I hav been trying during the 
past two months to get the .. newsdealer to keep an extra copy 
for sale, but without success so far, though I told him l 
would pay for it if not sold. 

Catholics are very numerous here, both German and Irish, 
and most of the Liberal-minded people are deeply interested 
in Theosophy-another form of superstition. Annie Besant 
lectures here to-morrow. evening. In an article published in 
the Press of this city, Mrs. Besant tells "How I Became a 
Theosophist," in which she speaks of" new truths." I do 
not possess one.eighth the learning of Mrs. Besant, and per
haps it is because of this fact that I cannot conceive of a 
" new" truth. According to my way of reasoning, there 
are no " new "truths, though there may be newly discovered 
truths. She also says : "And for the Freethinker to do this 
[referring to the stand taken by some of her Freethought 
critics] is to be false to his creed," while further on she says, 
"Freethought, in fact, is an intellectual state, not a creed." 
(italic mine). It seems to me that Mrs. Besaut is becoming 
rather inconsistent in every respect. She says further, that 
if a person accepts Christianity after having once discarded 
it, it shows mental weakness (or words to that e:lfect) 
Christianity and Theosophy are superstitions-at least, so I 
think. Mrs. Besant has turned from Freethought to accept 
a superstition. No comment is necessary. 

Success to TIIB TRUTH BBBKBR If I can be of service to 
you by distributing circulars, or anything of like nature, if 
you will send them I wUl do the best I can. 

Yours for truth, F. G. BALL. 

The Thinker. 
LBTCHBR, CoL., Dec. 1, 1891. 

MB EDITOR: It is an old proverb that " he who hi creases 
knowledge, increaseth sorrow." Thoughts, like. living 
things, are born. Their origin, or from whence they come, 
it is difllcult to determin. The most plausible theory is 
that of the indestructibility of thoughts-that they are phon
ographed, so to speak, on the eth, or interior substance of 
the atmosphere, subject to a law of mental, or psychic, at
traction from minds in search of the knowledge these thou~ht
germs contain. Susceptible minds recein these as the earth 
doe~ invisible seeds of plant life, when prepared to grow 

·and mature them; the mystery of their lodgment and devel-
opment being but little understood, but becoming plain to 
the unfolded. perceptions. 

The human·mind is beginning to ask questions as never 
before. The earth has been explored and made to answer, 
and to rectify the interrogation as to man's origin and its own 
development, in a way that none can successfully dispute. 
Were the minds of both men and women open to conviction 
and free to investigate, the whole world could be so changed 
in its ideas of civil, social, and religious Institutions and the 
true ways of living, that soon it would become far superior 
to- any fabled paradise. But now, when a bright thought 
strikes the mind, as a meteor does the earth, filled with the 
diamond dust of truth, it has often to lie hidden for long 
years ere it comes to light. A thought is matured by a proc
ess of menta.! gestation, and the trouble is when it is born 
into the world it is met by ignorance and superstition; es
pecially if it is of a n•ature to overthrow or change these 
conditio:D.s, as there are always Herods to seek the young 
child's life. The world can make no progress without the 
thinker and his thought. As well expect to run an engin 
without steam or other power. 

The best way for the thinker to do is to prove his thoughts 
to be truth, then fearlessly and freely speak them for the 
benefit of the world. 

The trouble with new and advanced ideas is, that they are 
compelled to run in old ruts of worn-out paths wherein they 
are soon changed by the rude contact of the old. The 
thinker. must pav~ the way for new thou~jthts and should be 
free to make improvements upon the hedged-up ways of 
progress. A free press is the power to overcome all ob. 
stacles, and what we most need are more Liberal-minded, 
fearless editors to help guide and form public sentiment. 

L. HUTCHINSON. 

Some of His Tracts Meet the A.uto.da·fe;. 
Us::u.H, CAL., Nov. 8, 291. 

MB. EDIToR : BJe.lng you o:lfdr free sample pages-pictures 
and text-of the "Freethinker's Pictorial Text-Book," if you 
will take the trouble to forward the same to me, I will try 
to distribute to the best advantage. For some ten years 
past, while taking the Boston. lniDestigattn-, ~t each annual 
renewal of subscription I hn made it a point to accomp~ny 
it with a small remittance for pamphlets and tracts, whtc4 I 
carry in my pockets as missionary ammunition to .be 
handed to this one or that. Oa the more important 011~8 
I write, "Please return when called for." This opens tile 
door for a little discussion or remarks at the·second meeting, 
and ratheu. indemnifies the little "intruder " from tlie 
Auto dd fe, although it occasionally fails to prevent this 
calamity. As you may betaware, our beautiful mounh\n 
town of Ukiah is subject to· fiery freaks and occasiona1ty 
g.ets on the Bodomitish warpath at the advent of Ftee
thinkers' visits. HowcTer, send me a few specimens and I 
wUl see what I can do. 

I came near forgetting to tell you we· hav been favqred 
for· a month past with a couple of Salvation lassies-quite 
good-looking, rather young ladies. They are holding forth 
nightly in the upper story of our old Methodist Episcopal 
church building, with crowded audiences; and good lively 
singing and tambourine accompaniment, and young ~nd ·old 
joining in the chorus, make quite lively pastime .a substitute 
for theatricals; therefore our young folks enjoy it hugely. 
The audiences are always forcibly reminded of the cheerful 
giver, therefore the evening contributions are from $2 !o $4, 
making from $20 to $25 or $30 per week, so they must be 
making a pretty fair living-and of course a good de•d 
better than doing worse, although they migl!-t engage in 
some other branch· more worthy of their time and of. sub
stantial benefit to the community. But such is life, and 
these young ladies hav just the same right to get their 
living In this line as the most talented divine with b.ls 
$10,000 or $20,000 a year. They labor more persistently and 
apparently as sincerely as the most popular preachers 
of the day. While holding forth one evening in the 
the street in front of a meat-shop a wag stole in and sprung 
the sausage-grinder, with a tearing and rattling like the fall
Ing walls of Jericho, operating like a thunderbolt, with an 
instant stampede of the. Army as fast as their limbs could · 
Qarry them, unhappily forgetting. they were in the radius of 
the hand of the almighty and that the righteous are never 
forsaken. Yours respectfully,- Taos. McOowBN. 

Philosophical Musings. 
LEXINGTON, KY., Dec. 13, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Can we say that we are without hope in the 
world wl5:en we hav Colonel Ingersoll's ''Mr. C." to c'aeer 
us? He would not seize the lion's share ; he would divide 
his profits with the laborer. We hn also the "Emancipa
tion of Women," by Mrs. F"wcett, in the l!'ortnigktlg for 
November. These are rays of sunlight which shall gild 
future scenes ; not a mist called God, which is the baseless 
fabric of a vision. 

There is rich dust enough in the universe to cause a wise 
cell to sprout beside an inferior one. Good brain material 
did not come from God ; the process is too slow to hazard 
such a conjecture. People who iag along transmit no 
thoughtful proclivities to their children, for nerve must be 
shaken up as well as muscle. If there was a God, such 
lovely sprays of being would appear, because atoms never 
stand still. Strange, lawless, Ariel music, with lovely, fra
grant, impossible buds, would awaken in every shade. 
Nature deified and ennobled would be God, for mentality 
could not exist without experience of mistakes corrected, 
which is true progress. A great 6od is a great conflict, not 
like a certain old woman or human sponge, who does nothing 
but eat, backbite, and talk of heaven. Spiritualists are 
reaching up to such a deity, for I think they talk no more 
of materializing (kind heaven 1). Presumptiv evidence, like 
circumstantial, hangs the innocent, but cannot create a full
blooded God. Clergymen are preaching splendidly of the 
"infinit wisdom" of this. vagary of being, but the great 
Hegel only hints at a proceeding influence, alternately pass
ing through space and retreating to its own nature, although 
medical men, psalm-singers, and soothsayers may hav a 
different opinion. The progressiv Dr. G:ifllss, of Boston, 
remarks that the great renais11ance of Q 1een Eliz<J.beth's 
time was heathenish. I am glad of it. Farew .ll to a creed 
outworn-election and total depravity. Rather giv us 
Bacon's deep thoughts and Bhakspere's sweet musings like 
" Triton winding his en wreathed horn." 

But to return to the intl.nit wisdom. of GJd. " And all 
his failings leaned on mercy's side." Which, Jehovah or 
Jupiter? Jehovah was a warlike God; his people spent 
their time in blaodshed and licentiousness. Jupiter was 
more refined and peaceable. Under his rule the fine arts 
exalted the minds of men and softened their manners. I hav 
an engraving of an exquisit statue of Hermes, the protector 
of orphans. A forlorn infant is clingin~t to his shoulder. 

"The divine and inflnit wisdom of God" causes helpless 
young women to be ruined and disgraced. Need I say 
more ? ALHAZA. 

A. Lady's Sharp Words to the Deceivers. 
BBBu, ABK., Dec. 8, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Please mall to my address the free sample 
pages-pictures and text-of the " Freethinkers• Pictorial 
Text-Book," and I will gladly distribute them. I will do 
my utmost to make sale of some copies. Something of the 
kind is sadly needed in this church.ridden community. 
There are seven churches here-two blacli and five white 
joa~housea. A more ignorant, superstitious lot, of Meth<Xl· 
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ists in particular, you wUl not find anywhere. There are 
about sl.x:ty Liberalists here now. When we·came here three 
years ago, there was but one in the town-a dentist, who 
had a hard· row to hoe all alone. One or our number died 
last · month, and remained stanch to the last. He passed 
away like the true hero he was. He would not accept the 
proffered religious services or the Methodist Episcopal par
so~, or "Jesus pigeon." We Inftdela gave him an Inftdel 
burial. The dentist read a part or Graves's" True Religion" 
over his grave_- No prayer was said nor hymn was sung 
A Methodist spectator remarked that it was the poorest fu. 
neral he ever ~tnessed. To which our dentist replied that 
"it was none or his funeral." The Methodists or this state 
are the most aggressiv or any denomination. • They would 
.like to hav the old Blue laws or ConJlecticut reeJtablished 
itg~in. They come out of the canebrakes and -swamps and 
p1ss right· into the pulpits, and begin .to slaughter the Eog
lfsh language without mercy. U a Liberal lecturer would 
cgme here, I am sure we could raise enough from among the 
Infidels alone to pay him any moderate compensation. Will 
not some one write me concerning an appointment, and I will see what can be done? The seed has been sown here. 
Who will help me in the good work? Let everyone who 
reads this letter send me any Liberal literature that they can 
!])are, for distribution. Just think, the Campbellite minister 
here said he would rather be an Inftdel than be a Methodist. 
That shows how they are despised even by their own class 
or parasites. The following verses expreu pretty freely 
what I think or them Do not forget the samples. I 
am almost sure I can sell some copies. 

Yours fraternally, MRs. En. ARBllY. 

TO TIIB MBTHODIST Or.BRGY. 
Hav done, you human parasite, 

You devil-fish without a squl. 
Too long you've fed on hquum 1lesb, 

Abetted by your pious fold .. 
In·atiate is your holy greed; . 
· With open mouth you swallow all. 
To rob by lies is all your creed-

A" blowing" viper as you crawl. 
Your long-drawn visage makes one laugh; 

Fol" we can read your saintly pangs 
When from the sting or scorn you chaff, 

And men do see your poison fangs. 
Your voice, a bass barometer,· 

By which your 1looks do watch the signs 
Of COm\11g Storm in long.meter 1 

That terrifies their simple minds. 
The "soul's physician," if you will-

But from such bleeding save us, Moses. 
And as we do not need your pills, 

Excuse us from your hell-fire doses. 
Your pious drawl, "The Lord bless thee," 

Is your exchange in trade, your stock. 
For all the world can plainly see 

You wear the bell and lead the 1lock. 
You wrestle hard with sin, no doubt, 

But Satan beats you in the strife; 
For with the funds. you will skip out 

And take along the deacon's wife, 
Who hopes to hang on your coat-tails 

When called to take th~_ypper route. 
But all regardless or her wails, 

You will ascend in roundabout. 
To catch '' the fair " you la~or most ; 

Yea, verily, then haqte to teach her 
'Bout Mary and the Holy Ghost, 

Whose earthly name was, Reverend :aeecher .. 

Some Election Tactics. 
Dec. s, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : In every town and city or any importance 
in Kansas I presume this scheme was practiced. What they 
are pleased to call a committee sent out by the Republicans 
-but I call them a gang of political brigands-waited upon 
business men who were known to favor the People's party 
and said, "You don't want to vote against your own best 
interests, and if you do you can't do busineu in this town." 
I know three instances of this kind, and the returns are not 
all in yet. But did they really mean a boycott? Yes. The 
same three were boycotted. I would giv their names, bat 
I do not think it fair to advertise one friend's business and 
not another's. But suffice it to say, oae was a barber and 
the other two were merchants. After boycotttng the barber 
they taunted him by asking, "Well, how many farmers did 
you shave to-d&y P'' One of the merchants kept a bakery 
and the day after election or course he sent out the usual 
amount that it had taken to supply his trade, and there was 
brought back $25 worth, the greater portion or which 
spoiled on his hands. The only reason I could assign why 
he did not sell his usual amount is that the townspeople got 
so full on the day or election that they did not want anything 
more for a week-either that or a straight-out boycott. The 
other merchant had been getting a portion or his goods at 
wholesale houses on time, but a committee either waited 
upon or wrote them that the aforesaid party was insolvent 
and it was not safe to let him hav any u:.ore goods without 
the cash accompaBying the order. I had a good chance to 
.test the truthfulness of the last case. I went to him ant:! 
wanted to buy a certain brand of soap, but he did not keep 
it in stock, and after finding out the wholesale price he and I 
agreed upon the price I was to pay for it, and then he gave 
me an order, the money accompanying it, at retail price, and 

·sent me to the wholesale house after the soap, which would 
ieave a balance to his credit, showing that he had been get
ting goods on time, and was still owing them. And to test 
then whether his credit was still good, I· presented the order 
and asked them to point me out the soap, but a fellow that I 
presented the order to went to the manager and said some
thing, to which he shook his head in the negativ, whereupon 
I began to reach down in my pocket. Then he aaid low to 

the manager, "I guess h~ is a-going to pay-for it," and I 
counted him out the money and got the soap. Now, then, l 
think it wrong to boycott, and . I also think it wrong to 
murder, but either is justifiable in self-defense. But whom 
will we boycott? Now, there could not be a very effectiv· 
boycott without its being given out officially by same or
ganization. So it is plain the persons above-mentioned were 
dealt with by a well-organized boycott. Now ,in self-defense 
the . question arises, Bad we, the Alliance, better make an 
{.fficiil.l boycott against all dealers not friendly to our order, 
or let each individual do as he pleases in regard to the 
m&tter? We know that it injured the Kllights or Ltibor by 
declaring an official boycott, but they could not come at us 
b>cause we are in no way dependent on them, whereas the 
K11ights or L'bor are generally dependent upon the cities 
for employment. 

Whtre was this base conspiracy hatched? It was hatched, 
fathered, and nurtured by the Young MeB's Christian Asso
ciation and the church, and aped by the Republican League. 
"It is the progenitor or discord, hatred, and bitterness; 
the instigator or contention, enmity, and rancor, and the 
propagator or strife, dissension, and violence. It is a base 
conspiracy of raving cranks, rrot~ing fanatics, gibberisg 
lunatics, frenzied bigots, designing. knaves, rotten dema
gogs, and unprincipled politicians who would apply the 
torch or conftagration to the glorious temple or liberty 
bfq creathed us by our fathers, and dance in fiendish revelry 
around the smoking ruin." And this by the party or" great 
moral ideas " who preach a "full ballot and fair count." 
Ought they not to hav been satisfied with their boodle to 
buy votes, whisky, and treacherous, traitorous editors to 
write editorials on the eve or election against pensioning 
the soldier? Would not any reasonable man think that 
was going far enough for a Prohibition and a God and mo
rality party? The fellows who delight to be called·" Honor
able " and hold the offices engineer these schemes, and hand 
them over to the dupes, tools, and puppets or ·the order to 
be executed by those who hav not an honest, original idea 
or their own, while they would be ashamed to hav it known 
that they had anything to do with anything so low and 
mean. Hav others no rights that they artt bound io respect? 
Let me ask this great question, What is a ward politician? 
He is unprincipled, a gambler, a boodler, a beer-guzzler, a 
whisky.drink~r, a defaulter, a conceited simpleton, who has 
a mania_ror showing o'f at e'l!'ery election. The ward poli
tician must go. 

My plan would be in all cases to come right out and tell 
the public, especially or anv or our opponents' unfairneu, 
because the public generally has a great love for justice and 
fair play. 

Our mission is to educate the people so that the boodle and 
whisky politician cannot vote the ignorant at will. I am 
willing to trust the man or settled convictions or doing his 
duty. And then the other fellows will find that "Othello's 
occupation's gone." · 

I would suggest that our national committee, and so on 
down to the state and county, should issue a warning to all 
persons that undertake to carry an election otherwise than 
by fair. means that such persons will be closely watched, and 
that we will inflict such punishment as an outraged people 
hav within their power, and I think that if we glv them a 
little foretaste, which some or us are determined to do, they 
will think twice before they acf once. And if they still 
insist on making the election or a sovereign people a rarce, 
the first thing they will know will be that a cyclone has 
struck them, and they will wish that they had emigrated to 
some monarchical government where they justly belong. 

· JoHN W. ABBoTT. 

Showing How .Much Christians Know About Free
thinkers. 
PBILADBLPBIA, PA.1 Dec. 5, 1891. 

MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed a copy or an article I 
sent the.lum, edited in this city, which was returned with 
a short but implicit refusal to publish the same: 

JOSH BILLINGS ON INJ!'IDBLITY. 
Did you ever· hear or a man's renouncing Christianity on 

biz death-bed and turning Infidel? . 
Gamblers nor Freethinkers havn•t faith enu11 in their 

profession to teach it to their children. 
No Atheist, with all his boasted bravery, has ever yet dared 

to advertise biz unbelief on his tum-stun. 
I notiss one thing : when a man gits into a tite spot he 

don't never &end for his friend, the devil, to get him out. 
I had rather be an ideot than an Infidel; if I am an Infi. 

del, I hav made myself one, if an ideot, I wuz made so. 
I never hav met a Freethinker yet who didn't believe a 

hundred times more nonsense than he kan find in the Bible 
ennywhere. 

It is alluss safe to follow the religious belear that our 
mothers taught us-there never was a mother yet who taught 
her child to be an Infidel. 

A man may learn In1ldelity from books, and from his 
assosshiates, but he kant learn it from his mother nor the 
works that surround him. 

Unbelievers are allus so reddy and anxious to prove their 
unbelesr, that I bav thought they mite be just a leetle doubt. 
ful about it themselvs. 

The Infidel in his impurdence will prove to yu that the 
1lood did not occur, whea the poor ideot himself kant prove, 
to save his lire, what makes one apple sweet and one sour, 
er tell whi a hen's egg iz white er a duck's egg blue. 

When I hear a noisy Infidel proklaiming biz unbelief, I 
wonder if he will send ror some brother Infidel to cum see 
him die? I guess not. He w1ll be more likely to send for 
the orthodox man wllo engineers the little brick church just 
around the korner.-Ram's Horn. 

Now, this paper published this article, upon which I wrote 
a few criticisms, and they refused to hav anything to do 
with the other side.or the question (Freethinker's), but at the 
same time it devotes column after column to dedications of 

Romish churches, consecrations or Romish bishops, edits 
full accom1ts of all Roman Catholic miracles, and all such 
silly trash as the location ot hell, but refuses to hav any
thing to do with a Freethinking article. This paper is more 
commonly known among the newsboys as the Bladder, and 
in my opinion it is rightly named. · 

By their refusal to publish my article, it shows what a 
hold the churches hav to hold the muzzle upon the preu, 
and some people say the press is untrammeled by any 
church. The article was written by Josh Billings, now de
ceased, entitled "Infidelity." I wrote my criticisms in the 
saine person as if Josh was alive, so as to compare with hie 
gxsmmatically. I append my article containing my crit-
icisms. Yours respectfully, GJniGR M. FlUNK. 

Josh starts out saying: 
'' Did you ever hear or a man's renouncing Christianity on 

his death-bed and turning Infidel?'' 
If any such thing occurs it is never brought to light, if 

a Christian can suppress it, for lt would ·damage the cause 
of Christ, and is therefore promptly suppreued by the 
fanatics, and no newspaper would dare to make any com
ment upon the same for rear or the pious indignation raised 
by bigots. . 
"G~mblers nor Freethinkers han't faith enu11 in their pro

fession to teach it to their children." 
Gamblers and Freethinkers classed together; this, I sup. 

pose, is a sample or Josh's religious tolerance. A man who 
has not faith enough in his own honest convictions to teach 
the same to his children is not a Freethinker but a hyp:>
crit, and not worthy or the name or man. 

"No Atheist, with all his boasted bravery, has ever yet 
dared to advertize his unbelief on his tum-stun." 

I would recommend him to the monuments or D. M. 
Bennett and Horace Beaver, who were both editors or Free
thought journals, and let him see for himself. The cemeteries 
would hav quite a few, if they were allowed to expect the 
same, but they are forbidden, for Christ Jesus's sake, and 
well Josh knows it. 

" I notiss one thing, when a man g1ts into a tite spot, he 
don't never send for his friend, the devil, to get him out." 

The Infidel or Freethinker neither believes in nor has any 
use for a devil. The whole Christian church is rounded on 
the theory or a hell and a devil; without this, the church theory 
would not stand ten minutes i therefore the devil (Christian) 
Is the Christian's best friena, not the Infidel's. Josh inti
mates that the Freethinker would call upon his God (who
ever or whatever that is) to help him out. Be could not do 
that even, for while a Freethinker or Infidel does not deny 
there is a God, he does not believe in one. 

" I would rather be an ideot than an Infidel ; if I am an 
Infidel, I hav made myself one; if I am an ideot, I was 
made so." 

I am glad to see Josh would rather associate with those 
he is best fitted to judge-idiots. An idiot could not be an 
Infidel ; it requires brains. A man can no more help being 
an Infidel than he could help being born. God makes 
idiots, according to Josh's ideas, and I hav no use for a G Jd 
that will create such beings, but would hav every respect for 
one that creates beings with brains enough to think for 
themselvs, if I believed in a God. 

" I never hav met a Freethinker yet who didn't believe a 
hundred times more nonsense than he kan find in the Bible 
ennywhere." 

In the name or common sense where can one read more 
nonsense to the square inch than in the holy Bible? Evo
lution, astronomy, zoology, geology, and all the different 
sciences, are to the great and only Josh" nonsense." There 
is none so blind as those who will not see. 

" It is allus safe to follow the religious belief that our 
mothers taught· us. There never was a mother yet who 
taught her child to be an Infidel." 

Here, again, Josh is wrong. I know or several mothers 
who at the present time are teaching their children Free
thought and Iofidelity. Josh does not believe in Mohammed. 
anism, yet he says it is safe for those children whose mothers 
embrace that system to follow it; and as a Christian he aids in 
making Infidels according to the Mohammedan idea, by 
helping to send missionaries to convert them into Chris
tianity. 

The venerable Josh is not consistent. 
" A man may learn Infidelity from books and from his 

assosshiates, but he kant learn it from his mother, nor the 
works that surround him." 

By investigating the works that surround us, Infidelity 
had its birth, and by the complete understanding of the laws 
or nature, the religions of to-day will meet their death. 
How did the man who wrote books on Infidelity gain knowl
edge in the same ? From his associates ? If so, how did his 
associates gain that knowledge? and ad infinitum! The 
best book I know or to make Infidels is the holy writ ? 
(wrot). 

"Unbelievers are alluss so reddy and anxious to prove 
their unbelear, that I hav thought they mite be just a leetle 
doubtrul about it themselvs." 

I wonder if Josh can tell positivly just what he believes 
in. U he can, he can do more than any man I ever met. 

'' The 'Infidel in his impurdence will prove to you that the 
1lood did not occur, when the poor ideot kant prove to save 
his life what makes one apple sweet and one sour, er tell 
whi a hen's egg is white era duck's egg blue." 

Proof, conclusiv proof in geology that the fiood did not 
occur is too abundant for any comment; and if a person is 
an "ideot," how can anyone expect him to go into scientific 
demonstrations to prove why a sweet apple is not sour, and a 
white egg blue and flice f!ersa1 Let Josh pray to his God 
and let scientists work out an analysis or the same, and see 
who comes to a sensible conclusion first. 

" When I hear a noisy Infidel proklaiming biz unbelear, I 
wonder if he will send for some brother Infidel to cum see 
him die. I guess not. He will be more likely to send for 
the orthodox man who engineers the little brick church 
around the corner." 

Whenever I hear a "believe or be damned" blatherskite 
sky-pilot preaching hell-fire and brimstone and a place 
called heaven, of which he knows absolutely nothing, it 
always makes me think, will he preach hell-fire to a dying 
parishioner? I guess not. He will tell · him he is ~~:oing 
straight to heaven to sleep (P) on the bosom or Jesus. Every 
one who does not think or believe just u the pious Josh 
does is an idiot for not believing that nine-tenths or all man. 
kind are going to be eternally sizzled, for the edification of 
the righteous (?),for not believing in a man-made God and a 
silly lot of nonsensical nonsense or Ignorant men who lived 
in the dark ages of the world. Great thing, this Christian
ity, but I will none of it. 

Yours courteously, GBoRGB M. FluNK. 
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.llditld 1Jr Miss Busu H. Waoa, lftJll 
Bltw, JC1111., to wll0t11 tJll 00Mfllltl'f&WfMm&/Ot 

t Us Oor1&W •llould lid ""'· 

"Benreen the dark and the da:vU.rb.t. 
When the nigh~ ie belrinninK to lower, 

Comee a panse in the daY'! occnpaUonl 
Tbat ie known aa the Children's Hour." 

Old Santa Come to Stay. 
Who is old Banta, papa, 
That far in the night 
Drives so hard his pretty reindeers, 
Foaming, almo!t flying, 
Panting, as from fright 1 
And we lie awake to see them, 
Listening for the bells as they pas~. 
With the sleigh, eight reindeers tandem, 
And we miss the pretty sight. 
Last night I thonght to watch him; 
Bo I made a peep-hole in the glass, 
Breathed the frost off the window, 
With my fingers rnbbed it bri2ht. 
Little • ister was beside me; not a donbt 
Bnt we wonld snrely see him. 
Yet a fear ·Came o'er me ; the room seemed verY 

cold, 
For the fire in the grate had gone ont, 
And old Banta comes in by the chimney we are 

told. 
In onr night-clothes by the window, 
Throngh the peep.hole we looked &nd listened. 
Like the diamonds b1 the snow, · 
Nellie's eyes, how they sparkled, glistened. 
While we listened not a word was nttered, 
For fear we shonld miss the tinkle of the bells. 
In onr bare feet on the carpet-
For onr stockings on the mantle, 
In expectancy, we'd hnng-
In the cold we stood and shivered, 
Waited, watched, and Jist'ned 
For the bells that never rnng. 
Close npon my breast 
Nellie's cnrlY head was nestled, 
And hEir chin did qniver, 
Tremble, shiver with the cold, 
While her eyes grew dark and deep. 
She grew tired of watching, listening, 
Tired, sad, and weary, and she fell asleep. 
Then I raised her np so gently, 
And I started to the beil. 
Tiptoeing o'er the carpet, 
As the night had nearly fled. 
And my head 
Jostled np thE) pendants of the lamp, 
As they mingled, thns they tingled, 
And they jingled as the bells. 
Up ronsed my little sleeper, 
And she tells-
" 0 ! he is a tnmmin', brover Willie, 
Tamp, tamp, tamp, 
Hear ile yeandeer wiv der hoofs, 
O, de bells, bells, bells !" 

Wild in glee she clasped her hands ; 
Then she threw them np to pat them, 
Then aronnd my neck her arms, 
As she hngged and kissed me. 
"Dear old Banta, I deas love oo. bet I do," 
And slnmber then again crept o'er her. 
As her loving arms relaxed, 
Across my face the soft hand wamtered. 
While she mnrmured -faintlY whispered
" Where is oo whiikers, Banta 1 
Why oo tnt •em off !'' 
Then to onr bed I bore her, 
And I trembled, hnddled, nestled, 
To g~t warm. In my brain it wrestled. 
And tl,ie tiny form beside me 
Was still dreaming of old Ban t!l. 
In her mnrmnr she did say, 
"Is oo tummin' here to Jiv? 
It wonld be so nice and jolly if oo do
If oo dess wonld tnm and stay." 
In that last mnrmnred " papa," 
My misgivings she expressed-
Is ft all a snperstition and a jest 1 
Somehow it seems so empty, 
And children need a Banta every day, 
Not for nnts and sweetmeats, 
Bnt to brnsh their little hnrts awaY. 
Let ns hav onr Bantas all the year, 
And to onr mammas and onr pa.pas 
Giv thq love we g!v to him. 
Don't yon think •twonld make all better, 
To be loving while we're growing 1 
And to overcome the fear 
Of provoking or offending 
For along and dreary year 1 

A'l night I thonght about it, 
And I reasoned o•er and o'er. 
Oh,let me tell to little Nell, 
For it cannot break the spell 
Of her dream-Oh, it's trne, 
Nellie darling, waken, 
Brnsh the tear away, 
Listen to the news I tell you, 
Banta's come, and has come to stay. 
Reader, there are millions of these little hearts 

awaiting, 
Throbbing, breaking, straining in their tension, 
For snch comforts as they may, 
Let ns hav onr hnman Bantas-
Hav them with ns every day. __________ U::.::,l'I'O:.:LE:; JACK. 

To Our Friends, Both Young and 
Old. 

We take this opportunity to thank our 
frieuds and correspondents for their generous 
favors during the past year. 

To all who hav helped by their contribu· 
tions to make the Comer interesting and in· 

structiv we would say that we are deeply 
grateful for their kindness and solicit a con
tinuance of the same. Our family in the 
Comer is a large, interesting, and growing 
one. 

Year by year its needs are greater and 
more imperativ. More and more we see the 
necessity of a larger Comer for the little 
ones. We need more space for scientific, 
historical, and interestin~~: studies. "Just as 
the twig is bent the tree's inclined," and, if 
we would hav a nation of fair-minded, in
tellectual,. Liberal men and women, we must 
begin their training in that direction when 
they are young-the sooner the better.· 

Freethinkers of this country need as much, 
or more, than anything else, a paper for the 
young, for their good ·especially-a strong, 
lively, wide-awake journal devoted to their 
interest. 

Capital is needed for such an undertaking. 
There would be little use to start without it, 
for failure in such .an undertaking would be 
most disastrous. The editor of the Comer 
hopes that some generous-hearted individual 
may, erelong, see the necessity of caring for 
the children in this way and provide for it. 
May the good time soon come, but, soon or 
late, it will be welcome whenever it may ar
rive. 

With these few thoughts at the close of 
the year, we wish, not only our children, 
but everybody, health, happiness, success, 
and prosperity, not alone for the coming 
year, but for all succeeding years. En. C. C. 

The Wonders of an Egg. 
Everyone who eats an· egg eats a sermon 

and a miracle. Inside of that smooth, sym
metrical, beautiful shell lurks a question 
which has been the Troy town for all .the 
philosophers and scieatists since Adam. 
Armed with the engine of war-the micro
scope, the scales, the offensiv weapons of 
chemistry, and reason-they hav probed, aud 
weighed, and experimented, and still the 
question is unsolved, the citadel unsacked. 
Professor Bokomy can tell you that albumen 
is composed of so many molecules of carbon, 
and nitrogen, and hydrogen, and can persuade 
you of the difference between activ and pas
siv albumen, and can show by wonderfully 
delicate experiments w:hat the aldehydes hav 
to do in the separation of gold from the com
plicated solutions; but he can't tell you why 
!rom one egg comes a "little rid hin," and 
from another a bantam. 

You leave your silver spoon an hour in 
your egg-cup and it is coated with a com
pound of sulphur. Why is that sulphur there? 
Wonderful that evolution should provide for 
the bones of the future hen. There is phos
phorus also in that little microcosm, and the 
.oxygen of the air, passing through the shell, 
unites with it, and the acid dissolves the 
shell, thus making good, strong bones for the 
chick, and at the same time thinning the 
prison walls Chemists know a good deal 
now about albumen, and if they cannot tell 
us why life differentiates itself therein and 
thereby, they can tell you how not to spoil 
your breakfast by overdoing your egg. 

Training a Boy. 
I am writing the scrappy sort of letter 

which is particularly obnoxious· to the soul of 
the editor, says Arlo Bates in tlw Providence 
Journal, and therefore take occasion to tuck 
in a story with a moral, which was told the 
other day in a discussion on the training of 
children. A gentleman who is regarded as 
eccentric by the more conventional of his ac
quaintances, and whose management of his 
son, a lad of some seven summers, is especially 
amazing to the gossips, returned home the 
other evening to be met with the news that 
the boy had cut a hole in the drawing-room 
sofa. . 

"Well, my son," the father said, after be
ing informed by the lad that he h.ad done the 
damage under the pressure of an irresistible 
desire, such as is usually the plea of children 
in si~ilar circumstances, '' I am very sorry 
that you should spoil my sora. I hav just 
paid seventy-five dollars to hav it recovered, 
and I cannot afford to hav that done over 
again. The only thing I can see is for you to 
sit on that cu~ place when anybody is here, 
so as to cover it. I know you don't like com
pany very well, but I know your mother 
would be ashamed to hav callers see that 
hole." 

The small boy knew his father too well to 
protest, and, indeed, for the moment, he was 
probably only too happy to get off so easily. 
When, however, he had been summoned to 
sit on that cut two or three times things wore 
a dl.iferent aspect. He heard the door-bell 
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ring with apprehension, and when he was 
ca.lled fpr to run to the drawing-room he 
burst into walling and weeping .so violently 
that his presence had to be dispensed with • 

"Now, my son," his father said to him," I 
did not make any fuss when you cut my new 
sofa covering, and I can't allow you to make 
a fuss about bearing the consequences of 
what you did to please yourself." 

The poor little wretch was reduced to a 
condition of despair pitiful to behold, when 
his father said to him : · 

"Now, Willis, I am going to make a 
proposition to you. You may do just as you 
please about it. I promised·you a soldier's 
uniform at Christmas ; now, if you had 
rather I took that money and had the sofa 
mended, I will put enough with it to get the 
thing done." 

The lad chose to hav the sora· mended, 
and at Christmas he bore his disappointment 
like his father's son. He did hav, it is only 
fair to his father . to add, a good deal in the 
way of alleviations of one sort and another. 

Corner Gospel. 
NO ROYAL ROAD TO .KNOWLEDGE. 

. You cannot acquire knowledge but by spe
cial effort. It matters not, pl'ince or peasant 
alike must dig and delve for .the golden ore 
of learning. Money can put many th.ings in 
your hands, but it cannot instill knowledge 
in your brain. That comes by trying. Over 
and over must the lesson be conned, thought 
exercised, and the reasoning faculties be 
duly used if one would gain an entrance to 
the fields of science. Knowledge is power. 
It is strength to the weak. It is true royalty. 
He is a king who has knowledge and wis· 
dom to apply it. The earth is a great school
book. Its pages open to the earnest seeker 
after ligl,J.t. It offers a feast to all, rich and 
poor, lowly and lofty, precisely the same. 

When a king asked Euclid, the mathema
tician, whether he could not explain his art 
to liim in an easier manner, he was answered 
that there was "no royal road to geometry." 
Other things may be seized by might or pur
chased with money, but knowledge is to be 
gained by study, and study is to be prosecuted 
only in retirement. 

The wise person will improve the present 
hour. Its wings are of wind, and when once 
gone it. com.es not back. Store its .flying 
minutes with the honey of knowledge, is the 
admonition to all. B. H. W. 

An Ingenious Schoolboy. 
An ingenious Engiish schoolboy, who 

wanted an answer to an arithmetical prob
lem, dropped into a grocer's store on his way 
to school and said he wanted certabt com
modities at certain prices. A.fter exhausting 
his list he said : "Now if I giv you a half 
sovere1gn, what change shall I get back ?" 
The grocer told him, whereat he thanked the 
shopman and turned to go. " Wait for the 
things," called the grocer; and his disgust 
can be imagined when the urchin told him he 
was late for school, and, as he hadn't learned 
his arithmetic lesson, he had adopted that 
method of getting the problem worked for 
him.-Exchange. 

Thanks to Lora Flick. 
Lora Flick will please accept thanks for 

beautiful specimen of moss and a lovely 
agate. En. C. C. 

Correspondence. 
CoNOORniA, KAN., Dec. 9, 1891. 

DEAR MIBB WIXON: I thought I would 
write to the Children's Comer in order that 
its readers may know there is another Free
thinker growing up. Pa takes TH:a: TRUTH 
Buxn. I like to read the Comer, and 
also enjoy looking at the pictures. I am 
twelv years of age. I go to school. I like 
my teacher very well. Her name is Miss 
Garfer; she is a Christian and opens schaol 
every morning by reading a chapter from a 
book that teaches a flat and four-cornered 
earth. That may be right, but it doesn't cor
respond with my geography. I hav six 
studies, reading, writing, spelling, geogra. 
phy, arithmetic, and history. I hav a 
brother nine years of age; his name is Roy. 
He will write :to the Comer some time. I 
will close with best wishes for the Comer. I 
will write again if this escapes the waste. 
basket. From your Liberal friend, . 

G:a:ORGB BoWLING. 
[A.nother bright boy added to our family. 

Welcome.-En. C. C,] 

BALTIMORE, Mn., Dec. 15, 1891. 
D:a:AR MIBB WIXON : I am ten years old and 

this is my first letter to the Comer. There 
are letters in the Comer that I like very 
much. Papa takes TH:a: TRUTH BBBKBR and 
In'Destigator. We enjoy both papers. We 
hav been here three months and hav not 
made the acquaintance of a Liberal family 

. - . . 

yet. There appear not to be many Liberals in 
Baltimore. Papa was here. three weeks be
fore he found one. 

Perhaps I am taking up too much of your 
time, so I will close, Wishing you and your 
little correspondents a Merry Christmas and 
Happy New Year. 

Sincerely, EDWIN R. FRIBND. 
[We &J,'e pleased to welcome Edwin and 

hope to hear from him often •. A big city like 
Baltimore ought to contain many Liberals. 
We trust some of them will take the trouble 
to find the new-comers and ba,sociable. It is 
lonely to be sirangers in ·a. large city, with 
none of our own way of thinking to speak 
to.-En. 0. C.] 

D. :M. BENNETT'S WORKS. 
ADDBESS TO TBUT.I[ SEEKER OFFIOE. 

A TrUth Seeker Around the World. 
Four large Tolumss. With a steel-plate 
engraving of the author in Vol. I., and 
each volume illustrated with forty-seven 
cuts. Handsomely bound in red cloth, 
$6.50; in leather, red edges, $9.50; in mo
rocco, gilt edges, $10.50. 

The World's Sages Thinkers, and 
Reformers. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, 
$3.00; leather, $4.00.; morocco, gilt edges, 
$4.50. . 

The Champions of the Church; Their 
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 
1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; 
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

The Gods and Religions of Ancient 
and Modern Times. Two Volumes. 
Written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per 
volume, or $5.00 for the two volumes; in 
leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, 
$8.00. . 

From Behind the Bars. A series of 
letters written in prison. Over 700 pages. 
Price $1.50. 

A Truth Seeker in Europe. A. series 
• of letters written during a visit of ten 

weeks in Europe. Giving some acc6nnt 
of the International Freethinkers' Con
gress held at Brussels, to which Mr. Ben· 
nett was a delegate, followed by a de· 
scription of what he saw in England, 
France, Holland, and Italy. The letters 
from Rome alone are worth the price 
of the book. With a steel-plate portrait 
of the author. 850 pages. $1.50. 

The Semitic Gods and the Bible. 
Tree,ting upon the gods of the Semitia 
nations, including Allah, Jehovah, Satan, 
the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin 
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 
pages are devoted, showing that book to 
be a very inferior production for a first
class God. 333 large pages. Paper cov· 
ers, 60 cents; cloth, $1. 

Judaism. Christianity, and Moham· 
medanism examined historically 
and critically. It is thought to be the 
most damaging exhibit of Christianity 
that has appeared. 500 large pages. 
Price, $1.50. 

Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories, 
Essays, and Lectures. 700 pages. 
Pap~r covers, 75 cents; 

The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. 
A. debate on Christianity and Infidelity, 
between D. M. BENNETT and Rev. G. H. 
HUMPHREY. This book has had a very 
large sale, and is a splendid work for 
Freethinkers to loan to Christian neigh· 
bors. 550 paJ;tes. Price. $1. 

The Agnostic Annual 
FOR IS9!!. 

Posaibilities and Impossibilities, 
T.H.HuxrBY, M.A., LL.D. 

The Growth of A.rnosticism.J. .. p 
R. J:SITHELL, B . .,c., h.D. 

EarlY Verses, 
. The Late CONSTANCE NADEl'!.· 

Snnilays and Holydays, 
SAMUEL LAil'IG. 

Ecclesiasticism, 
ALFRED MOME.RIEo M.A., LL.D. 

Christ a Religions Creation, 
F. J. GouLD. 

After Many Years: A Poem, 
W. B. McTAGGART. 

The Activities of Agnosticism, 
AMOS W ATUB. 

Religion Withont Superstition, W 
CliABLEB ATTS. 

Mr. Gladstone and Bnpernaturalism, 
H. J. HADDWIOKEo J!'.R.C.B. 

The Land of Death : A Poem. 
SALADIN (W. STEWART Ross). 

The Trinmph of Rationalism,FUDE.RIOK MILLAB. 

An Agnostic Homily, HoN. a. K. TuOKE.RliiAN. 
Eternal Life: A Poem, G H. .... 

EO.RGE El'I.RY .w.ABTil'l. 
Addreee THE TRUTH BEEKER CO., 

. 28LafaYette Place, NewYorll:. . 
WAB 

~braham lincoln A Spiritualist~ 
OB 

Curious .Revelations from the Life of 
a ~ranee Medium. 

BY Mil B •. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD. 
Together with Portraits, Letters, and Poems. 

lllnstrated with Engraving&, and Frontispiece of 
Lincoln, from Carpenter's Portrait from Life, 
Oloth, suo. 
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SISTER LUOY 
Al'I'D 

HER AWFUL DISCLOSURES. 
As TO N:mw HALL CoNVENT. 

And a Ji'ew Words mi Auricular Confession. 
Pric~. 10 cents. 

POSITIVISr. CALENDAR. 
Each day and month of the year bein~t named 

· after the great benefactors of the race, . 
whose rrortra.its are given. In-

sti nted by Aug. <Jomte. 
Oard8,11x14; printed on both sides, 211 cents: '>n 

two cards, 35 cents; 

FALSE CLAIMS 
OF THE OHUROll. 

J. E. RE!lllBUBG. 
Price, 10 cents; per dozen, '15. cent11. 

BIBLE TEMPEBANCE. 
LiquoraDrinking Commended, De-

fended, and 
the 

Enjoined by 
Bible. 

By E. c. WALKER. 
10 cents. 

ECONOMIC IEQUITIE!. 
A. ColllPEND OF THE. NATURAL LAWS OJ 

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND 
ExcHANGE. 

_By J. K. INGALLS. 
Price, ll5 cents. 

Science and Theology. 
.ANOIENT .AND HODBBN. 

By J, A,Ji'ROUDE. 
Price, . 211 Jeninl. .. 

Ingersoll on. McGlynn. 
83., 306. per dozen, $i per 100. 

LAY SERMON. 
On the Labor Qneetion. 

By Ro G. INGEIUOLL. 
Price, 5 cents ; 50 cents per doz.; $1 for 25. 

ROBT. G. INGERSOLL'S 
OPJINING BPJIJIOH TO THJI JURY 

in the suit of the 
B ankere' and lllereJJants' Tele· 

paph (Jompa~J' 
against the 

WesteNa Un,on Telegraph Company 
Price, 20 cents. 

THE STAGE AHD THE PULPIT. 
BJ" R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 8 oents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 100. 

TH; TRUTH OF HISTORY. 
By R. G. INGERSOLL. 

Price, 8 cents ; 80 cents per dozen ; $2 per 1r0. 

s lhe God of rsraer fho True God~ r 
N a.rra.tive of the Five Books of Moses, Joshua, 

Judges, and the New Testament. 
Price. 26 cents. . 

Masonic Vindication, of Right. 
PROTEST AGAINST P:a:RBEOUTION, 

By 0. B. WmTFoBD, M.D. 
Price, 15 cents. 

MIRACLES 
AND 

MIRACLE- WORKERS. 
By JOHN P EOK. 

· Price, 0 . 10 cents. -
!'HH 

0 RDER OF CREATION. 
A DISOUSSIO.l!! liETWEE.l!! 

GL.ADBTONJJJ, HUXLJJJY, MULLJJJR, 
LINTON, BliJVILLJJJ. 

On the Oon1lict between Genesis and Geology. 
mo, 1'1'8 pages, paper, 110 cents; cloth, '15 cents. 12 

' 'Our Father in Heaven.'' 
By CHA.S. STEPHENSON. 

1 cent; llO cents Per hundred; $8 per thousand. 

PJJJRBONAL EXIBTlJJNOJJJ 
.AFTBB DEATH IMPROBABLE • 

By L. R. SMITH. 
10 cents. 

WH AT LIBERALISM OFFERS n' 
PLACE OF CHRISTIANITY. 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Ji'or all of the above books address 
THE TRUTH SEEKER 00., 

n lralv~ l"i.ol(ew York 
• 

Brain and the Bibl~. 
Conflict Between Mental Science and Theolog:J. 

By EDGAR C. BEALL. 

Pre:face by R. G. INGERSOLL. 
· Unanswerable. Price, $1. 

Creed of Christendom. 
Its Foundation Contrasted with its Superstructure. 

By W. R. GREG. 

Comp!ete in 1 vol., 12mo, 399pp., $1.50. 

WHICH: 
SPIRITUALISll OR CHRISTIANITY! 

By MOSES HULL (Spir.) and 
REV. W. F. PARKER (Chris.). 

Price, paper, 50 cerits; cloth, ~ 5 cents. 

HEBREW MYTHOLOCY; 
OR, 

Tbe Rationale of the Bible. 
Holy Scriptures Treat ofN atural Phenomena Only. 

By MILTON WOOLEY, M.D. 
· Bvo, 613pp., - . - - $2.50. 

Faith and Reason. 
ACCOUNT OF THE 

Christian and All Promineut Religions Before 
and Since Christ. Extract from Sacred 

Books of the East. 
By H. R. STEVENS. Price, $1.50. 

Nature's Revelations of Character. 
Physiognomy Illustrated. 

By JoSEPH Srnnrs, M.D. ,. 
Individual traits indicated by the temperaments 

: and features. 
260 woodcuts. Svo, 650pp., cloth, $3; leather, 

$4; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. 

AMB~Rl£Y'S UFE OF JESUi. 
His .Oharaeter and Doctrines. 

]!'rom the" Ana.iysls of Religions Belief." 
By VISCOUNT .AMBERLEY. 

Paper, 25 cents ; cloth, 150 cents. 

REVELATIONS OF ANTICHRIST. 
PROVING 

Jesus Christ Did Not Exist in the Reign o) 
Tiberius, but a Jesus W8.B Hanged a Cent-

ury befcre, and Peter and Paul died 
before the Christian Era. 

Full index, 446pp., - . , $1.50. 

THEOLOGY AND M.YTHOLOG:t. 
AN 

Iriquiry into the Claims of Biblical Inspiration 
and the Supernatural Element in Religion. 

By A.. H. O'DONOGHUE .. 

Price, . . - $L 

NATHI\NIEL VAlJGH\.N. 
A Radical Novel of Marked . .Ability. 

!ii :rul>ERIKA. MACDONALD. 
404 pages. . Price reduced to $1. 

A FEW WORDS ABOUT the DEVIL. 
AND 

OTBBR BioGRAPmOAL BKBTOBBs AND EsSAYS. 
By CHARLES BRAD LAUGH. 
With Portrait and Autobiography. 

Extra. cloth, .gold back P~d side stamp, 12mo, 
260 pp •• $1.25. 

MONKS, POPES, AND 'fHEIR 
POLITICAL INTRIGUES. 

By J. ALBERGEB. 
3~6pp., $1. Soiled copies, 50 cts. and ~ 5 cts. 

POPES AND THEIR DOINGS. 
ACCOUNT OF 

Vicars of Christ a.nd Vicegerents gf God. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. 

CASE AGAINST THE CHURCH. 
A. Summary of the Arguments against 

Christianity. 
Price, cloth, 50 cents. 

NEW DISPENSATION. 
By D. W. HULL (Spir.). 

Price, . . . . - 15 cents. 
--
ECONOMIC EQUITIES: 
A Compand of the Natural Laws of Indus-

trial Production and Exchange. 

By J. K. INGALLS. 
£>rice, 25 cents. 

THE JEWS AND THEIR GOD. 
"The Jews and their God stood on the lowes( 

plane." 
i'rice, 10 cents. 

LITERATURE OF THE INSANE. 
By F. R. ?r1ARvm. 

; P:.tice. . 5cen,s. 

I For a.1l of{ \o :1. bove bookl address 
00 · ~HETRUTR • I 18LafAYIUel"l.oJI11t'lork, 

MYTHS AND MYTH-MAKER~. 
Old Tale!! and Superstitions Interpreted by 

Comparative Mythology. 
By JOIIN FISKE, M.A., LL.B., of Harvard College, 

Price, $2. 
~-

BEYOND THE VEIL. 
Claimed to be Dictated by the Spirit of P. B 

Randolph, aided by Sweden borg, through 
Mrs. ]!'. H. McDougall and Mrs. 

Luna Hutchinson. [Spir.) 
Steel Engraving of Randolph. Price, $1.50. 

THE KORAN. 
A New English Edition of the Koran of Moham. 

med, to which is added the Life of Moham-
med, or the History of that Doctrine 

which was begun and carried 
on by him in Arabia. 

SALE'S edition. Price, $1.50. 
--

HUME'S ESSAYS. 
Essays and Treatises. Autobiography and Dia· 

logues on :Natural Religion. 
By DAVID. HUME. Price, $1.50. 

SUPERSriTION IN ALL AGES. 
By JEAN MESLIER (born 16~8), 

A. Catholic Priest who Renouneed Christianity. 
Portrait. 

Price, pap., 50 cts.; clo., $1. 

Man's Nature and Development. 
By HENRY G. ATKINSON, F.G.S., and HARBlET 

MARTINEAU. 
Price, . . . . $1.50 • --

Infidel's or Inquirer's Text-Book. 
Thirteen Lectures on the llible. 

By Ron'T CooPER. Price, $1. -Ori;;in and Development of Rell~· 
lous Ideas and Belief's. 

By MORRIS EINSTEIN. Price, $1. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. 
With Explanatory Observatiens on his Writings. 

.By GILBERT VALE. Price, $1. 

A. BIJSINESS MA.N'S SOCI1\.L AND 
RELIGIOUS VIEW-~. 

From a Poor Man's Standpoint. Price, $1. 

KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS 
Price, cloth, 35 cents. 

LETTERS TO EUGENIA. 
A Preservative Against Religious Prejudices 

By BARON D'HOLBACH. 
Price, . . . . . $1.. 

CAREER OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS. 
Ultimating in the Religion of Science. 

By HUDSON TUTTLE. (Spir.] 
Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 71i cents. 

LIFE OF PAINE. 
By J. E. REMSBURG. 

Paper, 50 cents i cloth, 7 5 eents. 

Mortality of the Soul and tJJe Im· 
mortality ot lis Elements. 

By A. S. DE PELLEGIUNL 
Price, . . - - 15 cents. 

JEHOVAH UNVEILED. 
Character of the Jewish Jehovah Delineated. 

Price, 35 cents. 

MORAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
A. Treatise on the Population Questiop. 

By R. D. OwEN. 
Price, . . . - 35 cents. 

AN HOUR WITH THE DEVIL. 
BY D. M. BENDTT. 

Price, . - - 10 cents. 

IF, THEN, AND WHEN. 
(f'Jlurch Doctrines • 

By W. S. BARLOW. (Spir.] Price, 10 cent& 

The Liberty of Printing, and Reply. 
Br HUBLBtn and W AKDU.JI, 

Price. 10 cents. 
~ 

iCHABOD CRANE PAPERS. 
Daringly witty and inexEressiblr, la.n11hable 

onslaughts on C ristiamty. 
Price, 10 cents. 

-· 
BLASPHEMY AND THE BffiLE. 

BY c. B. REYNOLDS. 
Price, 5 cent1. 

Vor all of the above book& address 
THE TRUTH SEEKE\CO. 

iB LafanUe J.>l., ewYorl, 

DID MANFALI ? • 
r. The Location and Topography of the Ga 

den of Eden fl. Fact. 
·IS THE GARDEN ALSO A FACT? 

$6,000 REWARD. 
By ISRAEL W. GROR, Author of "Is the 

of Iarael the True God t" 
Paper, 10 cents. 

The Candle from Under the ~ush el 
(Mark iv, 2l); or, 

1,306 Questions to the Clergy 
And for th~;; Consideration of Others. 

Imtruotive, Interesting, and Laughabl,e. 
By WILLIAM HART. 

Price. . . . . 50 cents. 

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS 
- OF 

THE BIBLE. 144 PROPOSITIONS, Theological. Moral, R" 
torical, and Speculative, each proved a. 

IS· 
f.' 
m 
st 

ne 

firmatively and negatively by quotations fro 
scripture, without comment; embodying the mn 
palpable and strikinll: self-contradiction& of i 
so-called inspired word of God. 

By W. H. Bmm. 72 pages. Price, 15 cents. 

DANIEL THE DREAME R. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Specimen of The Bible. Esthe 1'. 
BY A. HoLYOAKE •• 

Price, . 10 cents. 

Acts of The Apostles. A. Farce 
BY A. HoLYOAKE. 

Price, 10 cents.-

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianit y. 
B~ A. HoLYOAKE • 

Prioe, . 10 oents • 

LIBERTY AND JJIORALIT Y. 
BY M. D. CONWAY. 

Price, - . . 5 cents. 

EVOLUTION OF ISRAEL'S GO D. 
BY A. L. RAWSON. 

Price, . . 10 cents • 

THE NEW AGE. 
BY w. s. BELL. 

Price, . - 10 cents. 

If You Talre Away My Religi 
What Will You Give M.e Instead 

on 
1 

BY MAJ>TINo 
Price, • . . 10 cents. 

A PLEA FOR ATHEIS M 
BY CHARLES BRADLAUGB. 

Price. 10 cents. 

Dialbgue Betwe~n a Christian M.i S• 
sionary and a Chinese Mandarin. 

Pl'ice, 10 cents. 

Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bisho ps 
by a Weak but Zealous Christian • 

Price, 10 cents. 

Men,Women,and God 
And Other Lectures. 

BY HELEN H. GABDENE:a, 
With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll. 

Paper, 110 cents; cloth, $1. 

WOMAN: 
Her Past and' Present a Her Rights an 

Wrongs. 
d 

BY B. F. UNDERWOOD. 
Price, 10 cents. 

MATERIALISM: 
ITS HISTORY AND ITS lNJ!'LUENOE UPON 

SOOIBTY. 
dY DB. Loll'IS BUCHNERo Author of "Ji'orce a nd 

Matter," etc • 
Translated from the German. 

Paper, 12mo, 15 cents. 

Christian Absurditie s. 
BY JOHN PECK. 

Price 20 cents ; six copies for ftl. 

Confessional: Romish and A.nglic an. 
An Expose. 

.£1y SALADIN. Price, 80 cents • 

Did Jesus Christ Rise From th e 
Dead 1 

BY SALADIN. 
Price, . . . 25 Cents. 

WIIiLT11E COMING MAN WORSHIP GO 
By B. ]!'. UNDERWOOD. 

Price, 0 10 cents. 

Ji'or all of the above beoks address 
TBE TRUTH SEEKER CO., 

118 Lafayette Pl •• New ·ior~ 
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4 gents for the Truth Seeker. 
ALAB.UU. 

Star News Depot, 2,003 2d ave., Birmingham. 
OA.LUOBJIIIA. 

I. B. Clark, Los Angeles. 
Ball & McCarter,. 7 W. First st., Los Angeles. 
Edwards & McKnight, 12 W. 1st st., Los 

Angeles. 
Freethought Publishing c~., 888 Howard st., 

Ban Francisco. 
Max News Stand, 1st & Main sts., LosAngeles. 
J. C. Scott, 22 Third st., Ban Francisco, Cal. 
Estate of B. C. Blake, 508 Kearny st., Ban 

Francisco. r cisco. 
Richardson Bros., 218 Grant ave., Ban Fran-

. OANADA. 
T .C.Allen&Co.,124 Granville st. ,Halifax,N.B. 
.James Foster, Weiland, Ont. 
Thos. Moffatt, Orillia, Ont. 
R. W. Wheeler & Co., Hamilton, On,. 

OOLOBADO. 
J. C. Richey, 207 Harrison ave., Leadville. 

li'LOBIDA. 
las. Douglas, 46 E. Bay st.,_ Jacksonville. 

IDAHO. 
A.. Brwin, Murray. 

ILLINOIS. 
Mrs. B. E. Ames, 169 Washington st., Chicago. 
Post-omce News Co., 108 Adams st., Chicago. 
G. E. Wilson, 417 State at.·, and Brentano 

Bros., Chicago. 
I. W. Howe, 48 B. Halstead st., Chleag'l. 

IIIDIANA. 
J. R. Monroe, Indianapolis. 
Wm. E. Fa r, South Bend 

LOUISIANA. 
Ueo. Ellis, 11 Decatur st., Nen Orleans. 
A.l. J. Dwyer, 226 Baronne st., New Orleans. 

• MA.INB. 
N. G. FeBBen(!en 434: Congress st., Portland, 

KASBAOBUBBTTB. 
Colby & Rich, 9 Bosworth st., Boston. 
Johnson Bro's 5 N. Main st., Fall River. 
A.M. Driscoll, 78§- Front st., Worcester. 

KlOM&A.N. 
B. D. Moore, Adrian. Box 465. 
Chas. Bach, Woodbine Cottage, Coit ave., 

Grand Rapids. 
C. Holton &Co •• 87Woodward ave., Detroit. 
Herman Reif, 94 Gratiot ave., Detroit. 

KlBBOUlU. 
Phillip Roeder, 822 Olive st.~,. Bt. Louis. 
E. T. Jett, 802 Olive st., St. JJouis. 

NBW JBBBBY. 
John Hossack, Danforth and Ocean ave., 

Jersey C:ty. 
BBW YOBlt. 

Brentano Bros., Union Square, New York •. 
Bumton & Co., 92 Fourth ave., New York. 
H. Adler, cor.Essex&Grandsts.,NewYork. 
Mr. Kelly, 1243 Third ave., New York. 

~: :ielnur::.r7~~a!~ ::.~-N~:'Y!r<;.k. • 
H. Cohn, 820 West st. New York. 
Morris Ash, 100 Broadway, New York. 
George Gross, 1693 Broadway, New York. 
L. Jonas, Astor House, New York. 
J. H. Russell, Fulton & Nassau sts., " 
J. Vanden Broeck, 897 Bleecker st., New York. 
New York News Co., 20 Beekman st., " 
B. J. King. 179 So. Pearl st., Albany. 
E. C. Weidman, 126 State st., Rochester. 

OHIO. 
John Jacques, Akron. 
N. Hexter, 808 Bupenor street, Cleveland. 
J. R. Hawley, 164 Vine st., Cincinnati. 
Benj. Woods, 819 Chillicothe street, Ports-

mouth. [Cleveland. 
Larwood, Bartlett & Day, 259 Superior st., 

OBBQ05. 
B. F. H..Yland, Corvallia. 
W. E. Jones, 91 Alder street, Portland. 
W. Wedeken, Portland, Ore. 
Handley & Kelly, 150 1st st, Portland. 

PBNNBYL V A.NIA. 
Dr.J .H. Rhodes, 722 Spring Garden st., Phila. 
George Longford, 22 Richmond st., Phila. 
J. A. Kirk. DuBois. 
H. Heyne, lOth and Market sts., Phila. 
Roman Staley, cor. Wood and 4th ave., 

Pittsburgh. 
BI'IODB ISLAND. 

H. Carr, 947 H gh st., Providence. 
J. H. J. Reilly, 413 High st., Providence. 

TBNNJIBBBB. 
Wm. B. Fisher, 84 N. Cherry st., Nashville. 
D.P. Henderson & Co., Chattanooga. 

. TBXAB. 
L. Andruss, Denison. 
T. Theo. Colwick, Norse. 
E. A. Andrea, 916 Main st., Dallas. 
E. L. Merrill, 624 Elm st , E!1.st Waco. 

UTAH. 
Joi!n A. Jost, OgdeL.. 
Henry Booth, Stockton. 
J. W. Wilkinson, Logan. 

lf ABmB&TON TBBBITOB"I. 
Stine Btos., Walla Walla. 
C. B. Reynolds, Lock Box 5 Freemont. 

•N&L.UID. 
Watts & Co., 17Johnaon'a Court, 1!'leet at., 

London. 
C. Stocker, 29 Vauxhall Road, Liverpool. 

AUSTRALIA. 
Cl;las. H. Bamford, 190 Little Collins st., East 

Melbourne, Victoria. 
W. Willis, 71fi Haymarket, Sydney, N. B. W. 

NBW ZBALA.BD. 
A.. D. Willis, WanBanui. 

FITS.-All Fits stopped free by DB. KLINK's 
GBBAT NERVE RESTOBEB. No Fits after first day'S 
use. Manelous cure•. Treatise a.nd $2.00 trial 
bottle free to Fit oases. Bend to Dr. Kline, 931 
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.. 

ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT 
S~eel engravin111 of tllll oelebrated na.~ura.lili 

12x15inohes,sulta.ble for framing, len~ POI~paid 
for 25 cents. A.ddren THE TBUTB BBBXEB, 

FORCE AND MATIER; The y;~r~ic~;tEssayisl, MATERIALISM AID CRIM~ 
OB . B:v B. F. UNDERWOOD. 

' Popular Evolntion.Essays and Lectures. Prioe,li cents. 
Principles ot" the Natural Order 

or tb.e Universe, With a l!l)'"s• 
tem or lllorallt)'" Based . 

Theteou. 
BY I':BonssoB LUDWIG BUOEINEB. M.D. 

00NTENTS: 
Foree and Matter, The Fitness of Things in 
Immortality of Matter, Nature (Teleology); 
Immorta.ltty_of Foree, Ma.n, 
Infinity of Mattel', Brain a.nd Mind, 
Value of llla.tter, Thou~ht, 
Motion, Oonsotousness, 
Form, . Seat of the Soul, 
Immuta.bllityofNa.tura.l Innate ldea.s. 

Laws, The Idea. of God, 
Universa.lity of Natural Personal Continuance, 

Laws, Vital Force. 
Tbe Heavens. The Soul of Brutes, 
Periods of the Orea.tion Free Will, 

of the Earth, Mora.lity, 
Original Generation, 0 on o 1 u ding Obsena.· 
Beonla.r Generation, tiona. 
Price $1.50. Address THE TRTJTH BEEKER 00. 

1 BEBBEBT BPENOEB: His life and petsor.al 
· oh .. raoterlstlOB: his vieY!I 0.11 education ; his 

relilrions opinions. By MB. DANIBL GBEEN· 
LEAl! "i'ROIIIU'BON. 

2 OHABLEB BOBEBT DARWIN: His a.noeatry, 
· life, a.nd personal oha.ra.oterilltios. By JOliN 

w. OliADWICK. 
3. BOLAR AND PLANETARY EVO~UTION: 

t<ow suns a.nd worlds come into bemll. D a 
the ma.teria.l universe ever have a. beginning! 
By GA:aBBT P. 8DVISB. • 

4. EVOLUTION OF THE EABTH: The story of 
geology; How the world grew. By DB. 
LEWD G. JANES. 

5. EVOLUTION OF VEGETAL LII!'l!l : How does 
life be~in; The Problem of spontaneous 
generatiOn. B:v WILLIAll!: POTTS· 

1. EVOLUTION Oll' ANIMAL LIFE: The evi
dences from geology, geographical distribu· 
tion a.nd comparative zoology. By Bo&BITBB 
BAYKOGo Ph.D. 

7. THE DEBOENT OF MAN: Relation of ma.n 
to the brute orea.tlon; his ancestral liue; 
dura.tton of human lif J on the planet. By 
E. D. OoPEo Ph D 

- s. EVOLUTION OF MIND : The mind a.n<l ths 

Is THIS YOUR ~01 MY LORD Y lWi'~:d;il:~~Jc:~~.Y>~ture ~f _mind. By 
.l J I 11. EVOLUTION 01!' SOOIETY. Pmmtive ma.n; 

growth of the family, city, a.nd state ; de· 
.A .N./C"W .NOVEL, 

By HELEN H. GARDENER. 
I velopment of the domestic relations; ma.r-

ri&Ke. By JAliUiS A. SKILTON. 
10. EVOLUTION OF THEOLOGY. Orilrin of re 

ligions beliefs; ideas of primitive ma.n. By 
l!t. 8IDNI!.Y BA.IIIU'BON• 

11. EVOLUTION Oll' MORALS. How altruiam 
" T"M s"ll.lr.fM itulf doth call for instant grows out of e_.oism; the proper .balance. 

BY DB. LEWD G. JANBS. 
12. PROOFS Oll' EVOLUTION. a., from geology; 

b, from morphology; o, from embryo_logy; 
1 d, from metamorphosis; e, from rudunen· 
I t& y organs; f, from geographical distribu-

A Fascinating Story of Radical Truths on tion: g, from discovered linkd; h, from a.rti-

1 
fioial breeding; i, from reveraion; It, from 

Religion and Social Matters. rr.imiory. By l!IELSOI!I o. PABBliALL. 
13. EVOLUTION AS BELATED TO RELIGIOUS 

Cleth, $1; paper, 60 centr. . THOUGHT. ByBEv. JoliN W. OBADWICK. 
u PHILOSOPHY Oll' EVOLUTION .. Relation 

· Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., I · of the doctrine to prevailing philosophical 
ss Lafayette Place, New York:. systems. By 8-r.um Hor.r NicHoLS. 

15. THE E1!'FEOTS OF EVOLUTION ON THE 

LIFE OF 
.Joshua 

I 
OOMING OIVILizATION. Plans for aooial 
r~>gene•a.tion a.s tested by evolution, BY 
Bxv. M:D!OT J. SAVAGE. 

DaVl•dson • 16. THE srOP"F. 4ND PRINCIPLES OF THE 
a EVOLU riON PHILO.:!OPHY. By DB. LBWIB 

KO:DEB.N IKI'l'ATION OP CIB.IST, 
I G. JANES. 
17. THE MOR~L AND BlllLlGIOU~ ABP"R"O~s 

OF HERBERT SPENOJ!;B'S PHILOSOPHY. 
AI to hll Life on Jilarth ancl h1a Comm'lmllm. B.v SYLvAN DBEY. 

18. THEBEL\TIVITY OF KNOWLiilDGE . .l'he 
nature of sense-perception ; &Ightl sound, 
taste, am ell Jeeling; tbA doctrine 01 the Un· 
knowable. l:IY BoBBBT G. EccLES, M.D. 

BY JIBS. E. LYNN LINTON, 

Au~hor of ".&. Preten ud a. Plea.." in Oraer ot 
~. 19, A STUDY OF M&.TTEB AND MOriON. An 

n:oellent digest of a. much vexed question, 
Oloth, 12mo, 2'79 pp., • • 75 Cent& j with quotations from many a.utbornies. By 

PoN. A.N.AnAMB. 
W Thl8 book flltiB 8'Ufl1W6886d ~ th' first .Amsr 20 p:r IMil'IVE 1\IAN. Man a.s revealed by 

lean 'Ptibliahw • .- · a.ro!J.eoJogioal stu_dies; ~videnoes of man'B 
antlQUlty; geolollloal penods; man's a.ppea.r
a.noe in the pliocene; paleolithic a.nd nea-

L. K. Washburn's Wor .... s. lithic races: the a.11es of bronze a.nd lron: 
A oa.ve men a.nd lake·dwellers; dolmen a.nd 

--- mound builders : Primitive Implements a.nd 
ctnnd d the S bbath cc A. 1 tools; Proofs of ma.n'@ natural evolution. 
;, ay an a • &W By Z. SIDNEY 8AllPSON. 

regulatinl{ human oon~uot on the Sabbath is 111. GROWTH OF THE MARRH.GE BEL~TION. 
a.n impertinence." Pnoe, 10 cents. , Ma.rria.ge a. primitive institution; its earlier 

The False Teaching of the C.b.ris-1 forms: no evidence of original promisO!lity: 
t

• Ch h cc·Th Thirt • exoga.mJ· a.nd endoga.m:r: group.ma.rna.ge; 
Ian nrc • e y-nme I polygynJ, polyandry a.nd monogamy; mar-

Articles of the Ohrilltia.n church a.re thirty. rialle b~ capture : monogamy the higheat 
nin.J!.POOr, broken-down opinions." 10 cents. . form of the relation; divorce a.:ad divorce 

The J!'OOlishness of Prayer. "Think la.ws: ma.rriag_e a. contract; its resrnlation 
of · • t 'S • g God to kill h by the State. B V 0. STANILAND W AXE. 
per:, ~~g tJlr~oe the Deity f~S.:~d~~= 22. EVOLUJ'~ON OF 'J:'Hljl Bl'ATE. Tee growth 
take a. crusade of one against the Colorado of ~olitlO!!.l m~t1tnt10ns ; the pa.trl.aroha.l 

F 
bUeetle I" Prifoe,JlD cents. P • 

10 
I ~~~~- the tnbe and ola.n. By JoHN A. 

o owers o esus. nee, cents. 2s l!.VOLUriON OF L\.W How Ia.w begins: 
Spiritualism: Is It a Faith or a Fact 1 . sta.tt;~te la.w and jn_!lge:ma.de la.w : t-hA COil• 

Price 5 cents. 1 vers1on of customs 1nto la.w. By PBoF. RuFus 
Reli •' Pr bl p • 10 t SHELDON • . giOU8 0 ems. nee, cen B. 24. EVOLUTION OF MEDIOAL BTFNCE. 
Was Jesus Insane! Price, 10 cents. SUPf!r!la.tura.lidea..s of disea.ae; ~ettohismin 
fhe Public Schools and the Catholic I w:~~:;Tt~-~~~~~ft. fl. medioalsoienoe. 

Church. Price, 6 cents. 25. EVOLU. ION OF ARMS AND" ARM:OR. The 
------------------~ necessity for arms an:l armor under the 

I 
struggle for ex1stenoe. By JoHN 0. Km· 

LIFE AND CAREER BALL· 
26 EVO UfiON OF THE MEOH~NIO ARTS. 

OJ!' I .1. ovelopment of the human hand; the earli-CharleS Bradla ugh X'\~i~L~~;~plements a.nd tools. By JAMES 
. 27. EVOLUriON OF THE WAGES SYSTEM:. 
BY The ileftonion of wages; economic char o 

teristios of the w&Kes system ; · wues the 
George Jacob Holyoake. outl(rowth of slavery; origin and devAloo 

ment of the wages system. By PBoF. GE' 

Every Freethinker wants this Life of the Great 
English Seoularillt, bY the Father of Seoula.rism. 

Price, 111 cents. Ten copies, $1. 
Address this Office. 

Evolution Series. 
-o-

Leotures a.nd Disonsslons before The BrooklYn 
Ethical Assooiation on Evolution 

in Science a.nd Ar~. 
No. I.-Alfred Bussell Wa.llaoe, by Edward D. 

Qc:!pe, Ph.D.; with portrait. 
No. 2.-Ernst Ha.eokel, by Thaddeus B. Wake· 

ma.n ; with portrait. 
Price, 10 Cents each. 

For sale a.t The Truth Beeker Office. 

Miss Wixon's Works. 
All in a Lifetime. A LiberalBomanoe. 

ll!mo, IOOpp., Sl. 

A.pvles of Gold. And Other Stories 
for Boys a.nd Girls. ll!mo, 188pp., $1.25. 

Story Hour. An Exceptionally Band
~me a.nd Interesting Book, Without Supersti 
tt~~kfor Children a.nd Youth. The OD!r Free 
t ers• Ohildren•s liltory-Book ever I&sued 
66 fnll-pa.ge illustrations a.nd 25 smaller; large 
type, "hea.yy, toned paper, broad ma.rldns, illus
~ra.~ed covers ; tto, Utpp., boards, ,1. -..lllllilll.'l 

Aclclreu THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

GUNTONo 
119. EDUOATION AS A F~OTOB Hi OIVILI 

Z '-TION. The beginnings of eduoa.tiou; 
PA.rly methods in Egypt, Persia., Obina.1 Greece, a.nd Rome : earlY Ohristia.n ideas oi 
education; Oa.tholio and Protest~~ont views; 
the comma'~ school system. By Mtss 0ARO• 
LINE B. LEBow. 

29. EVOLUTION AND BOOIAL REFORM". I.
The Theo:og!oa.l Method. By BBv. J >Hl'l 
0HADWICJ[. 

30 EVOLUTION AND BOOHL BEFOB!tf. H. 
The Booia.listio Method By WILLIAIII PoTTS. 

81. EVOLUTION AND BOOUL BEl!'OB W. III 
'£he A'>a.rchistio Metr:od. By HUGH U 
PENTEC ST. 

32 EVOLUTION AND BOOIAL REFORM IV 
•.rot- ldoieo tifio Method. By DAl'IIEL GBEEI< 
L"I!AF THCMPB1N. 

38 ABA GRAY: His Li~e a.nd Work. By M. s 
MAnY .'fBEAT. 

84 EDWARD LIVING81'0N YOU~UNB. The 
M!ln a.n't his Wo•k. By PBOF. JoHN FISKE 

lF" Ea.oh Number, Ten Oents ... 
A.ddrell THE TRUTH BEEKER 00 .• 

SSLa.fa.yet~e Pla.oP. New Yo,.Jo-

THB 
CHAMPIONS OF THE CHURCH : 

THBm 
Orines and Persecutions. 

&Yo, lolliiPP. Olo~h. ••; leather. U; morocco 
ail~ edges, •t.5o. 

BY D. M. BENNETT. 
Adclre11 THE TBUTH BEEKEB CO., 

ISL,taye\t\l Plfto~, :S\lw l'otk. 

.AN OUTLINE OF THE 

French Revolution 
ITS CAUSES AND RESULTS. 

By W. B. BELL. 
Paper, ll!mo, llli cents. 

MORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 
IMKOBTALITY OJ' ITS ELBIIIBNTB. 

B:v A. 8. de Pellegrini • 
Paper, · • • lli cents. 

PHILOSOPHY of SPffiiTUALISJl 
AND TBEATMI!ll'!"l' OF MEDIOJIL\NIAo 

By F. B. Marvin, M.D. 
Oloth, 110 cents. 

POCKET THEOLOGY. 
By VOLTAIRE. 

Terse, witty, aud sa.roa.stio definitions of theolog
ical terms . 

Price, Ill oen ts. 

PRIESTLY CELIB~CY FXPOSED. 
By B:mv. G. T. Fox, M.A. 

lll cents. 

PRO AND CON OF 

Supernatural Religion. 
Ha.n We a. Supernatural, Inspired, Mira.onlons 

Religion 1 
By E. E. GuiLD. 

Paper, 20 cents; cloth, 80 cents. 

PYRAMID OF GIZEH. 
Ancient Egyptian Oiviliza.tlon and Hebrew Narra

tive in Genesis and Exodue. 
By VAN BUBEl'! DBN!ILOW, LL.D. 

Price, 15 cents. 

QUESTION SETTLED. 
BIBLICAL and MODERN SPIRITUALISM. 

By MOSES HULL. 
Price, 60 oen ts. 

-------------~-----------------

Rational Communism. 
TBB PBBBBNT AND FtrruBB RJU>UBLIO 

NoB~H AlmBIOA. 
OJ'. 

Advocates a.ssooia.te life and employment as a. pre
vsntive of vice, crime, poverty, eto. 

By A 0APITALIBT. 
l'a.per, 498pp., 150 ot,s.: olo., $1. 

Relation of Witchcraft to Religion. 
By A. O. LYALL. 

Price, 10 cents. 

Fruits of Philosophy& 
POPULATION QUESTION. 

By Dr, Knowlton. Edited by Oha.rles Bra.dla.ugh 
a.nd Annie Besa.nt. 

Sli cents. 

TRUTH. A Foem. 
ley. 10 cents. 

:By E. N. Kinrs-

..fOVERTY : Its Cause and Cure. 
How the Poor May Attain Comfort a.nd lndepend· 

ence. 

Price. 
ByM.G.H. 

10 cents. 

Religion of Inhumanity. 
With a. Glance a.t the Religion of Huma.ni~y. 

BY FBEDERIO HABBiliON. 
Price, 15 cents. 

RELIGION: 
.rile Gibraltar of the World, a.s Now Oonstitllted. 

By George T. Bandies. 
Wtth 

Exceptions (o the Character of 
Chrlat R~t a Gentleman. 

ByW. T. Purviance. 
2S cents. 

IMAGE BREAKER. 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG . 

Six Lectures. 
Decline of Faith. 

Protestant Intolera!!~. 
Washington an Unbeliever. 

Je1ferson an Unbeliever. 
Paine and Wesley. 

Christian Sabbath. 
Each, 5 cents; bound, P&OJ., llli cents ; per doz., 411. 

SABBATH BREAKINC,; 
By JOHN E. REMSBURG. 

Price, 115 oen ts. 

St. Matthew Before the Couft 
FoB TBB CBIMB OJ!' FoBGBRY. 

Price, 

SEMITIC 

By 8ECULAlliBT. 
10 cents. 

GODS AND 
BIBLE. 

THE 

lnoindinsr Allah, Jebovaho Satan, Hol:r Ghost, 
Jesus Ohrist, Vi,gin Mary, Bible. 

By D. M. BENNETT. 
<From Vol. II. "Gods and Religions.''). 

888PP ., pap., 80 o.; clo., $1. 

For a.ll of the above books address 
THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 

II La.fuetk PI •• New 'fort. 
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. DEOEMBEH. 26, 1891. 

THE GIRARD'S. WILL 
AND ·1 RUTH SEElER l \ 8 R A R 1. 

ISSUED MONTHLY. I Girard College Theology. T1I.IM noUcl& cwtJ (Of' fhtJ lHrruflt of Lilut-!! ~8 
t11ho fMY btJ riBlting flu plac68 tiiMrtJ thatJ socU
titJB artJ loeatsd. Local Sef/U~M Unions and 
Frut1W'ugkt BIHMtitJB muting regula!r~y oan 
hae tMir gatherings adlllertisllll MrtJ fru by for. 
t~~Mding tll.6 ~Mfl information. 

Subscl'lptlon price, $3 per annum. 
No. BOOKS l88UBD. Price. 
1, · The Truth Seeker Annual a.nd Freethink· 

ers' Alma.na.o ...•.•.•••••...•••.....•.... , 25 
2. Men, Women, a.nd Gods. Helen H. Ga..t· 

dener..................................... 50 
a. Age of Beason. Thoma.a Paine........... 25 
4. Answers to Ohristia.n Questions. D. }1, 

Bennett.................................. 25 
&, Ohristia.n Absurdities. John Peck........ 20 
6. Victor Hnsro•s Oration on Voltaire........ 10 
7. Ingersoll's Address on Sha.kspere . . . . •• . • 25 

OTHBR NUMBBRS IN PRBPARATI6N. 
Yearly subscribers will receive a.ll the books 

issued during the rea.r. Bingle copies of ea.oh 
book sent upon reoe1pt of Jilrice. 

Addre11 THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FOR HER DAILY BREAD. 
A !ITINETEENTH OENTUBY NOVEL. 

Preface by R. G. INGERSOLL
For Her Dally Brea.d ls the story of two young 

lrirls a.nd a. ;v:ounger brother who were lett pa.rent· 
less, with little money, fa.ir educa.tloaha.nd much 
ooura.ge, to make their wa.y through t e world by 
going to Ohica.go. The a.utnoris a.lso the heroin. 
The na.rra.tiv is, in the main~ a. history of a. work 

· ing girl's life a.nd experience in the city of Ohica.go 
among blu:ft' business men, kind-hearted folks. 
and disreputable hypoorits. It is lust such a. story 
of human life a.s we should expect Oolonel Inger
soll to be interested in; a.nd whatever h!l a.dmiref 
and &PPreoia.t!IB is snr11 to be worth the attentior 
of the rest of the world. Price 25 cents. · 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 

Charles Watts's W erks. 
The Teachings o:f Secularism Com 

pared with Orthodox Christian· 
tty. 96 pages. Price, 25 cents. 

Secularism : Is It Founded on 
Reason, and Is It Sumctent to 
Meet the Needs of' Mankind Y 
Debate between the Editor of the Ha.lifa.x 
Bventna Kat! and Oha.rles Wa.tts. With Prefa
tory Letters by George Ja.oob HolYoa.ke and 
Oolonel Ingersoll, and a.n Introduction by 
Helen H. Gardener. 60 pages, 25 cents. 

A. Reply to Father Lambert's 
"Tactics o:f InO.dels." 20 cents. 
Post free. 

Chrlstlanlty: Its Orlglu, Nature, 
and Inftuence. 32 pages. Price, 15 
cents. · 

The Horrors o:f the French Revo· 
Iutton: Their Causes. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 cents. 

Secularism: Destructlv and Von· 
structlv. 22 pages in cover. Price, 
10 cents. 

Bible Morallty. Its Teachings Shown 
to be Oontra.dictorY a.nd Defeotiv aa a.n Ethioa.l 
Guide. 24 pages. Price, 10 cents 

A~nosttctsm and Christian Theism: 
Which Is the More Reasonable Y 
24 pages. Price, 10 cents. 

Evolution and Special Creation. 
10 cents. 

Saints and Sinners-Which t 24 
pa.ges in cover. l'rioe, 10 cents. 

The Superstition o:f the Christian 
Sunday: A Plea for Liberty and Jus
tice. 26 pa.ges. Price; 10 cents. 

The Glory or Unbel'ef. 22 pages in 
cover. Price, 10 cents. 

Nature and the Supernatural; or. 
Bell e:f and Knowledge. 24 pages. 
Price, 10 oen ts. 

The .American Secular Union ; Us 
Necessity and the Justice o:f Its 
Nine Demands. (Dedicated to Colo
nel Robert Ingersoll.) 82 pa.ges in cover, 
Price, 10 cents. · 

Theological Presumption : An Open 
Letter to the Bqv. Dr. B. F. Burns, of Ha.lifa.x, 
N. B. In this letter the following: subjects a.re 
dealt with : 1. Wh_y Do the Olergy Avoid 
Debate 1 2. 'J'he Position of A.gnostieism 
Toward Ohristia.uity. 3. FreethongM and 
Men of Boienoe. 4. The Difterence between 
Fa.ots a.nd Opinions. 5. Ohrist a.nd Heroism. 
6. Ohristialuty and Slavery. 16 pa.ges. Price, 
5 cents. 

Addren THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa.vetie Pl .. New York. 

UNIT .ARI.ANISM. 
Statements sent frea on application to Wor· 

oester P. 0. Mission, Worcester, Ma.s1. Books 
loaned. 

SCIENCE VERSUS RELIGION, 

• 

OB, THB 

Conmct between Ieason and Superstition. 
BY T. C. WUJDICOMBE, 

Philadelphia., Pa. 

Price, 10 cents. 
THE TRUTH BEEKER CO. 

Liberty Literature. 
. In 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL. 

Address at tlu Testimonial to Walt 
'Whitman. 

l1lu, 25 cents; clotb.1 !iO cents. Pub
lished at this offi.ce. 

CRIMES AGAINST CRIMINALS. 
Alii ADDRESS 

By ROBT. G. INGERSOLL, 
DELIVEBEI> BEFORE THE 

N6tJJ York Btats BM A88ooiation, at Alban,, 
N. Y., Jan. 21, 1890. 

The onlv Complete and Authorllled Ed!tlon. 
PBIOE, TEN. OENTB. 

THE TRUTH BEEKER 00., 
28 La.fa.yette Pla.oe. New York. 

R~LIGION OF MAN 
AJ!!D 

ETHICS OF SCIENCE. 
B'! 

HUDSON TUTTLE. 
A Wstorical and Oritioal Review of the Religion 

ofMa.n. 
Ooi!!TBI!!TS : What is Religion t Fetichism. Phal· 

lio Worship. Ma.n•s Moral Progress Dependent 
on His Intellectual Growth. The Grea.t Theolog
ical Problem. .Ma.n•s Fall, a.nd the Ohristia.n 
Boheme for his Redemption. Ma.n•s Position, 
Fa.te, Free Will, Free Agency, Neoe!!BitY. Re
sponsibility of the Individual. Genesis a.nd Evo
lution of Spirit. The La.w of Mora.l Government. 
The Apostles. Bel1!.sh Prot~ensities. Love. Wis 
dom. Oha.rter of Bights. Duties and Obligations 
of the Individual. Duties and Obligations of 
Society. Bights of Government. Duties of So· 
oiety to Orimina.ls. Dut:v of Self Onlture. Mar
riage, Oloth; price, $1.50. 

LOOKING BA.CKW ARD 
BF Edward BellamF, 

Author of " Dr. Heidenholf's Process," etc. 
It is a. thought-breeding book, a.nd a.ll whe a.re 

!re!) to receive new li~rht will:fl.nd in it sa.tisfa.otion 
a.nd inspira.tion.-fNew York Tribune. 

Tbe a.p~;~eal is a. wa.:vs ma.de to a. ma.n•s reason. 
and to his noblest sentiments : never to his sel· 
1lshness.-£Boston Post. 

A SUI(gestion of a. really pra.otioa.ble and feasi
ble soo1a.l sta.te greatly in a.dva.noe of the present. 
The roma.ntio na.rrativ is rich in its forecast of 
a.otna.l possibilities.-[Boston Traveler. 

12mo, cloth, $1.00; pa.per, 500. 
A.ddreBI THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. 
A tale of Pa.les'ine, 'onnded on the destruction of 

the Moabites by the Jews. 
By A. 0. MIDDLETOJ!!. 

Price. 10 cents. 

DOWN THEY COY 
Best make American Btemwind Wa.tohes, 15 

jewels, adjusted, pat. regulator, in silverine oa~e. 
onlY $11; 1n 8 ounce coin silver, $16; 4 ounce, $17 
(a. lew yea.rs ago $60). In beet 14 kt. filled gold 
oases, oplln face, $20; hunting, $23 to $28; a kt. 
solid gold, $40 to $100; same, not adjusted. $2less ; 
11 jwls. suo. a.nd 7 jwls. $5 less (lower gra.de 
watches, $11. u. and $2 50). 

THE PEBF.IlJOT.I!iD "OTTO WETl'BTI!liN" 
WA'l'OH, much finer thsn above, full adjusted to 
heat, cold, and position, 16 jwls1 and all modern 
Improvements. nickel movem"n~, oa.sed a.s a.bove, 
$8 more, gilt mov't. $6 more. No one else in the 
world sends out so stood a. wa.toh at the price 

LADI11'S• GOLD HUNTING AMEBIOAN 
WATOHES, latest styles. best filled, 7 lwls. $17; 
11 jwls. $18 60 ; 15 jwls. $25; 14 kt. solid gold, 110 
to $100 more. All sent prepaid, kept inordEr one 
year, a.nd oa.sh refunded if not satisfactory, 

DIAMONDS : in rings, tJin11. drops, studs, etc., 
$10; $15; $25; $50 ; $100 to $1,000 per set. Oa.sh re
funded, if not 20 per cent below regular price, 
a.nY time within one yea.r. 

WEDDING RINGS: Plain, ohaalld, With pearls, 
emeralds, ru.bies, moonstones, opals, garnets, 
tnr11.noise, solita.ires or combina.t onsia. SPI!Oia.lty. 

SUNDRIES: Rogers Bros•. triple P a.ted knives. 
$1. 75, forks, u. 75; '!'ea. SPOOns, $1.80; Tables, $8.49; 
Best speots. in the world, $1; Pebbles, $2; 14 kt. 
gold, $II more (send line of finest print Yon can 
rea.d without glasses 14 inches from eyes) ; Gold 
headed oa.nes, $8; $10; $15; $20. BPst razor-a. 
Iuxury-$ll; Solid silver spoons, $1.70 per ounce. 
Bouveneir spoons, silver, 11.25 to $2; Tea. sets, 
$20 to WI; everything in the line of fancy table 
silver, novelties, plush, a.nd a.rt goods. gold pens, 
eto. All sent preoa.id (except cutlery) subject to 
exchange or oa.sh ba.ok. 

OTTO WETTSTEIN, 
Established 1857. Rochelle, Ill. 
Send for t~rioe·lists1 beautiful oa.rds in colors 

and gold of mY Free~honght badges (la.rge and 
sma.lt), tra.lits, eto. Free. · 

~ .. 

AN EXPOB1i: 
Of the pe"erllion of Bte.Phen Girard'ema.pi:fl.cent 

bl!ftlelt to PhiladelPhia by the Ohristia.n 
churches and Young ll[ea'l 

Ohristian Assooia.· 
Uon. 

BY BJOJI. & WBBTBlWOKo D.D., LL.D. 
Price $1, Address TKB TB"UTJI 8BBIEBB. 

New Efltion, ReTisd cad Eal&r&'ed. 

UN, WOKEN A GODS. 
•v HELEN H. CARD~NER, 

Introduction by 
ROBERT G. INGERSOLL. 

Priee, Cloth, 1.00; Pa.per, 50 '3enta. 
TM TradtJ Bu:pplied at ~z Discott:n.u. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER, 
118 La.fa.:vette Pla.oe, New York. 

Photo-engravings of Miss Ga.rdener are for 
sale at this oftloe. Price, 5J cents. 

THE 

UNIVERSE ANALYZED 
B.Y JOHN R. KELSO, A.M., 

Author of "Deity Analyzed," "The Bible A.na.. 
I:vzed," "The Bea.l Blasphemers,"" Spir

itualism Sustained," et&, eto. 

Tbe latest and best work of a.n a.na.lytio thinker, 
who is gifted with those rare powers that render 
the subtlest conceptions the easy property of the 
ordinary mind. Tbe book contains many ideas 
•hat will be new to the world and productiv of 
good in furnishinc food for thon~rht. We trust it 
will ha.v the immense distribution it se riohbr 
merits.-{The American !dea.. 

Oloth, t~o, $l, 

A.ddnll THE TRUTH BEEK"EB. 

Cosmian Hymn Book, 
.& OOLLBCTION 01' 

Original and Selected Hymns 
(Words and Music) 

For Liberal and Ethical Socletle11. 
For Schools and the Home. 

OOliiPILJIID BY 

L. H.. WASHBURN. 
PBIOB, t1.50. 

Addrell THE TRUTH BEEKER <JO. 

DONALD KENNEDY 

The Manhattan Liberal Club. N.Y. 
Meets every Frida.Y eveninst. a.t 8 o•olook, a.t Ger
man Ma.sonio TemPle. 220 East t5tb &treet. Lect
ures and discussions. The public cordia.llY invited 

The Newa-rk Liberal League . 
Meets every Sunday afternoon a.t 8 o'clock a.t 
Liberal Lea.g_oge Ha.ll, 177 Halsey st., oor. Markel 
st .. Newark, N.J. Lectures and discnssiona on 
religious and sooia.l queg~ions. Seats free and 
everybody welcome. 

American Secular Union, Newark 
Branch. 

124 Market street. ·Assembles every Bunda.:v 
evening a.t 7:80. Lecture•, debates, and di~ous
sions on a.ll im_llortant seonla.r subjects. Pres· 
ident, IIENBY BmD; Secretary, OoBA BBLLB 
FLAGGL. 

Brooklfll Philosophical .Associ&• 
tlon 

Meets a.t Fraternity rooms1.Beu.!Ord avenue a.nd 
South Bd street, Brooklyn, J!l, D., a.t 8 P.M., everz 
Sunda:v. Lectures followed by discussion. Pia 
form free. Oha.rles Monholla.nd, secretary, 24.8 
Bl'oa.dway, Brooklyn, E. D. 

Philadelphia Liberal League ~3-, 
meets every SundaY in Industria.! Ha.U, Broad a.Ji d 
Wood sts •• a.t 2:10 a.nd '1 :10 P.ll. for lectures a.nd 
free discussions on religion& and social questions. 
Ablespe&kersinterestthe audience. N.B.-Truth 
Seekerpublioa.tionsalwa.:vson ha.nda.tcheapra.tee. 

The Secular Society o:f Kent, o., 
Meets semi-monthlY1 ll.rst a.nd third Sundays, a.t 2 
P.ll_., a.t the town na.ll. All friends of human 
onlnvation a.re invited. MAaros HEIGBTOI!!, Seo. 

Ellzur Wright Secular Union· 
Of Allia.noe1 0., meets the ftrst and fourth Bun
da:vs of eaon month a.t Independent Ohuroh, a.t 
10:80 .A.M. Free discussion on a.ll LiberalsubjeotJ. 
Subscriptions to To TRUTH BEBXEB a.nd InveltC· 
gator a.re solicited. B. G. SllllTll, Oor. bb;:. 

Vhlca&ro Secular fJnlon 
Meets everY Sunday evening at '1:10 P.ll., a.l 
Fort Dearborn Hall, 181 West Madison street 
a.nd a.t 116 Fifth a. venue. Lectures a.nd deba.tel. 
Strangers from abroa.~ are welcome. 

Milwaukee, Wis •• Liberal Club 
Holds meeti!!.K'S every Bnnda.y evening at llle 
Grand a.ve., (Fraternity Hall). Lecture f'lllowe., 
by debates. Th.e public oordlall:v invited. 

San Francisco, Val., Freetllonghl 
Society 

Meet1 every Sunday evening a.t Union Square 
Ha.ll, 421 Post street, a.t 8 o'clock. A cordia.! iBvi· 
ta.tion is extended to all. Beats free. 

Port .Angeles Secular Union 
Meets everY Sunday at '1':80 P.M. in Ma.odon
ald•s Hall in Port Angeles, Wa.sh. Leot· 
nres, songJ~, and select reading. Discussion in· 
vited on all subjects. Liberal literature distrib-
uted free. FBAI!!K HoBBB, Oor. Beo. 

Of Roxbury, Mass., Says: The West End Progressive Llb· 
eral Union Stranl!'e oases cured by my MFDIOAL DIS

COVERY come to me every day. Here is one of 
Pa.ra.lpis-Blindness-a.nd the GriP. Now how 
does my MEDIOAL DISOOVEBY cure all theee t 
I don't know. unless it ta.kes hold of the Wdden 
Poison tha.t makes all Humor. 

VmGINIA OIT'!, NEvADA, Se'Pt. lith, 1891. 
Donald Kennea11-Dsar Str: I will state my oa.se 

to you : About nine yea.rs &lfO I was paralyzed in 
my left side, a.nd the best doctors gave me no 
relief fnr I wo years, and I wa.s advised to try your 
DISOOVEBY, which did its dut.Y.• a.nd in a. few 
months I wa.s restored to health. About four years 
ago I became blind in mY left eYe by a ~potted 
oa.ta.raot. Last March I wa.s taken with La Gript~e, 
and waa confined to my bPd for three months. At 
the end of tha.ttime. as in the start, then it struck 
me that your DISOOVERY wa.s the thing for me ; 
so I got a. bottle, and before it was ha.lf gone I 
wa.s able to go to my work in the mines. Now in 
regard to my eyes, a.s I lost m_y left eyp, and a.bont 
six months a.eo my right" e:re became affected with 
black spots over the sight as did the left eye 
-perhaps some twent:v <>f thAm-but since I have 
been using your DIBOOV"EBY they all left m:y 
right e7.e but ene; a.nd, tha.nk God, the briaht 
light of heaven is once more making its appearance 
in my ~ft eye. I a.m wonderfullY astonished a.t it. 
and thank God a.nd your MEDIOAL DISOOVERY. 

Your& trulY, HANK WHITE. 

AN INFIDEL REMEDY. 

on youth· 
errors, early decay, 

wasting weakness, Jost 
manhood &c. It sets 
forth an External Ap. 
plication- a reliable 
home cure, with fulldi .. 
rections for use. Its 'l 
certainty, no £'lilure. 
State where you saw 

-~....::=::::::::~~-this advertisement. 

Of Los Angeles, Oa.l., meets semi-monthlY.t.ll.rst 
a.nd third Sundays, a.t 8 o'clock, P.M., a.t .l:'a.rr'l 
Ha.ll. Everybody invited. Mas. B. M. BEBBo\ 
Pres.: J, H. MoWILLIAM:s. Reo. Beo. · 

The Walla Walla Liberal Club 
Me~tl everir Bnnda.:v a.t B P.M. in Grand Armr 
hall, Ma.in street, Wa.ll& Wa.IIa, Washington. 
Boifimoe Leotures.-Frea Disoussions.-Origina.l 
a.nd Selected Beadings a.nd Poems. A la.rge va.l· 
uable library is a.t the service of members a.nd 
friends, A. BosBNow,Prel.; A.W. OALDBB, Beo, 

The Roeder Secular Union 
Of Boeder, Wash., meets every first a.nd third 
Sunday in the month, a.t the Boeder school-house. 
Lectures, discussions, reading, a.nd poems. Thf 
Krea.test freedom a.ooorded to a.ll. Our motto, 

Universal Menta.! Liberty," D. E. BioB, Pres.; 
J, W. BELL. Vice-Pres.; 0BABLES SHEA, Beo. 

Fort Worth. Tex •• Liberal Club, 
Meets every Pnnda.y a.t Knights of Labor Hall, 
1604 Ma.in street, at 10 o'clock, A.M. Visiting Lib· 
era.ls invited to attend. OoL. A. HABBIB, Pres. 

Is.uoB. Ln. Beo. 

Liberal .Association o:f .Austin, 
Tex., 

meets every Sunday at 11 A.M .• at its hall, cor. 
Oong avenue and 9th st. Visiting Liberals 
I•vited. J.P. Richardson, President ;'M. Ma.a.s, 
Secretary. 

COLONEL R. G. INGERSOLL'S 

Memorial Address to Rosooe 
Conkling, 

A t~a.tiAnt writing from Da~ent~ori, ash., Before the Senate and Assembly of New 
8a.ys : "Your r•medy is ma.rvellons, a.nd will Yor.,. 
a.ooomt~lisb what Is sa.id it will do. The va.lue .a. 
of wbioh is untol "-'' 

Bound in bla.ok cloth, silver &ide stamtl. 
Price, 75 cents. 

Address THE TRUTH BEEKER 00. 

ESSENCE OF CHRISTIANITY 
BY LUDWIG E'EUEBBACJJI. 

Translated from the Germ~n by Geo. Eliot. 
Price, $3. 
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DEPEW says that if Blaine wishes he will 
get the presidential nomination; if he does 
not wish it, Harrison will get it. 1 

IN the Cork riots one Gf the priests fight
ing on the McCarthyite side knocked down 
and badly hurt a Parnellite, and then, as the 
latter was thought dyinl!", kneeled and ad-. 
ministered the last rites of relig! on. ·1 

HENRY REQUA hanged himself on the 16th. 
He, like his mother, had religious mania. 
He was activ l,p Sunday-school work. On 
the morning of the 16th he visited Rev. Dr. I 
Bourne and said, " There is no redemption 
for me." He could not be reassured, but left 
despondent. 

THll: German government district of Wies
baden has drawn up regulations for " pre
venting injuries to health resulting from 
circumcision." Persons desirous of circum
cision must obtain a certificate from the 
royal d.istrict physician. The method of 
operation is minutely prescribed. 

JoHN W. MAoK, a madman, was ignorantly 
released from Bethany Home, a " Divine 
Healing" institution, and went to Bolivar, 
Pa., on the night of the 9th and murdered 
a married couple, and was beating in a door 
to kill the three children and grandmother 
when overpowered. 

Ex-PRrBBT GREGOIRB is meeting great diffi 
culty in delivering his lecture, " Why I Left 
the Church of Rome," at Montreal. On one 
occasion the church was partly wrecked and 
people were injured by stones, police clubs, 
and crushing arid stiffing The reserves from 
six police stations were unable to quell the 
rioters till reinforced by Protestant students 
from Bishop's University. 

LAsT Sunday during services at St. Mary's 
Anglican church at Newry, Ireland, eleven 
vestrymen advanced to the altar and seized 
the communion cloth. The rector also seized 
it, and both sides tugged and scuffled till the 
vestrymen got it, when they cut off and 
burnt the lettering" I. H. S.," to which they 
had long objected. Police were summoned 
and took their names for prosecution. 

ON the 15th a young man in Berlin imitated 
Russell Sage's assailant. He demanded of 
Banker Hermann ten thousand marks on oain 
of instant destru.ction by dynamite. -Mr. 
Hermann called loudly for help to arrest the 
man, who fied but was caught. He had on 
'him gunpowder and a white powder of 
unknown nature. His identity is unknown. 

CHARLES HBNRY WILLIAM HoGG, a crank, 
has been arrested at Washington for annoying 
President Harrison. He is lately from Home
stead, Pa., where he had visited all the 
clergymen and said that society h on a wrong 
basis and can be reconstructed only by a new 
church which he proposed. He was to be 
head ap.d all who helped were to be saints. 

ERNST JAcKSON, who represents the New 
York Bible Society at the Barge Office, gave 
a Bible to Barbette Weimann, a German girl, 
who landed from the steamship Trave. 
Father Geyer, in charge of the Le·o Haus, on 
State street, an institution for German immi
grant girls of Catholic faith, took the Bible 
from Barbette when he learned that she was a 
Catholic. Jackson resented the interference, 
and in the quarrel that followed the clerical 
gentlemen all but came to blows. Pastor 
Simons, a Methodist missionary, took a hand 
on Jackson's side. Father Geyer refused to 
giv up the Bible, and, but for Landing Super
intendent John Simpson, there would hav 
been trouble. 

A MEETING of the Mahars.stra Hindoos was 
held recently in the Thakordwar temple, 
Bombay, to consider what steps should be 
taken in protest against certain libelous band
bills distributed among the native by Chris
tian missionaries. The chairman, Mr. Dhondu 
Shamrao Garud, said that handbills J)earing a 
gross libel of the great Hindoo god Krishna 
had been circulated by the Bible Tract Soci
ety. A slur was cast on their god Krishna, 
and such misrepresentation wounded the re. 
I!gious feelings of the Bindoos. He advised 
them to memorialize government praying 
that the missionaries should be stopped from 
interfering in their religious matters and de
faming their gods. 

Muon evidence has been discovered that 
the man who exploded the bomb at Russell 
Sage's office was Henry L. Norcross, a Boston 
note-broker. The head has been identified by 
his parents in SomervUie, a suburb or Boston, 
and by many friends. Norcross's tailor has 
identified the clothes. But Norcross's dentist 
finds the dead man's teeth unfilled and not 
requiring filling, while many of Norcross's 
teeth had been filled. And some of Norcross's 
friends declare the head not his. Norcross is 
described as a Freethinker, a believer in 
economic reform, an abstainer from liquor 
and tobacco, honest, and tender to his parents. 
He had long desired a capitalist to fioat an 
elevated railroad plan of his with which he 
could make a fortune, and anxious pursuit of 
this end perhaps crazed him. Medical men 
hav found clear siJ.(ns of insanity in the bomb. 
thrower's brain. Russell Sage has published 
a card thanking those who ha.v sympathized 
with him, concluding: "Further, I beg to 
add that we should increase om faith, our 
love, our hope, our trust in the God that 
created us, the God of our salvation. Grate
fully, Russell Sage." 

WILLING BUT UNABLE.-DOES JESUS WANT TO BE KISSED? 
Kiss the Son, lest he. be angry, _and ye perish from the way, when his wrath Is 

kindled but a little. Blessed are all they that put their trust in him.-Paalms ii, 12. 

ONLY 2 CENTS. 
:JUST PUBLISHED. 

There has just been published for general circu
lation a most interestmg pamphlet, containing a 
good likeness of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll and arti
cles from the following well-known writers: R. G. 
Ingersoll, Thaddeus B. Wakeman, B. F. Under
wood,._Matilda Joslyn Gage, Helen H. Gardener, 
Rev. tlenry Frank, Nelly Booth Simmons, A. B. 
Bradford, Parker Pillsbury, Lucy N. Colman, 
Car>t. R. C. Adams, Prof. A. L. Rawson, Lyman 
C. Howe, Susan H. Wixon, Allen Pringle, Wm. 
Emmette Coleman, Harry Hoover, Mrs. M. A. 
Freeman, Sara Underwood, Rev. J. C. Grumbine, 
J. J. McCabe, Lydia R. Chase. Henry M. Taber, J. 
C. Watkins, Dr. Edward Montgomery, Emma 
Rood Tuttle, Dr. Juliet Severance, Hudson Tuttle, 
E. C. Walker, Judge C. B. Waite, Dyer D. Lum, 
Voltairine de Cleyre, Lewis G. Janes and Dr. rucn;. 
ard Hodgson. 
. . The publication will be forwarded to any address 
m the United States or Canada on receipt of an 
American two-ceiit_j)()stage stamp. 

Address fHEI::THINKI::RS' MAGAZINE. 
, Bufialo, N, Y. 

W. S. BELL'S 

Handbook ofFreethonght 
CONTAINING 

In condensed. and systematized. form a. vast 
amount of 

Evidence Against Christianity. 
Selected from the Writings of the 

Leading American ancl European 
Freethinkers ancl Scientists. 

Of his work Mr. Bell says : "I hav aimed in 
Preparing this work to put into compact and 
orderly form a large amount of irrefragable 
evidence a.gainBt the superstitions of the church. 
I hav often felt the need of such a work for my 
own use. The matter herewith presented has 
been 011lled from some of the ablest writers living 
and dead. As a book of reference I hope it may 
be a valuable aid to all investigators ana truth· 
seekers. Its running headlines, chapter heads, 
subheads, and classified subjects make it a 'hand
book.'" 

Price ~1.25. Address this office. 

SOIENOE IN PLAIN LANGUAGE. 
I. EVOLUTION, ANTIQUITY, BAOTEBIA1 ETC. By I 

William Dnrham, F.R.S.E. 
II. AsTRONOMY, SuN, MooN, STABS, ETC. By Will· 

iam Durham, F,R.S.E. 
These handy series of volumes on science-of 

which the above works form the first two num
bers, others to follow-are written in a way that 
cannot fail to make thein interesting to even the 
most casual reader. They supl'lY a popular need. 

The price of each is 50 cents m cloth. 

WATER OF LIFE 
Is Doing Wond.ers in Curing the Sick. 

Write for pamphlet, to J. R. PERRY, 
34 South Ma.in Street, Wilkesbarre, :ra. 

THIRD EDITION. 

My Religions Experience. 
By s. P. Putnam. 

Price, 25 cents. 

OTHER WORKS BY S. P.PUTNAM. 
The New God. Price, 10 cents. 
The Problem of the Universe and 

its Scientific Solution, with some Oriiicisms 
of Universology. Price, 20 cents. 

Waifs and Wanderings, A New 
American Story. Price, cloth, $1.00; paper, 
50 cents. "A prose epic of the war, rich with 
incident and draxnatic power ; breezy from 
first page to last with the living spirit of io
da.y."-John swtnton's Paper. 

Golden Throne, A Romance. "The 
author oerta.inly has genins. The divine 
creativ spark is with him. The book is filled 
with manly thoughts, expressed in manly 
words-the transcript of a. manly mind. 
Every Liberal should read' Golden Throne.'" 
-Ingersoll. Price, $1. 

Ingersoll and Jesus. A conversation 
in rhyme between the Nineteenth Oentury 
Infidel and the Galilean Reformer, wherein 
it is show .a there is much in harmony between 
them. Price, 10 cents. · 

Prometheus, A Poem. "It is 
crammed with life, thought, ·and profound· 
emotion, poured forth, it seems to· me, with 
extraordinarybeauty,"-Dr. Henrv W.Be!!oWs, 
Price; $1. 

Why Don't He Lend a Hand 1 and 
other Agnostic poems. Price, 10 cents. 

Adami and Heva. A poetic version 
of the Indian story of the Garden of Eden in 
which its superiority to the mutilated copy
the Genesis legend-is shown. Price, to cents. 
For all of the above address 

THE TRUTH SEEKER; 00., 
28 Lafa:vette Place, New Yorlr. 

' 'WHY" 
I specially want 500 orders for books within the 

next three months. 
riends will please send stamp for circulars and 

WHY. 
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, 

Snowville, Va.. 

CODa· AND RELICIONlB 
0.1' 

ANCIENT AND IODEBN TUl:ElS 
Vol. I. GivB a. J!'ull Acconni of all ihe Gods, in

cluding Jehovah, Satan, ihe Holy Ghosi, 
Jesus Ohrist, Virgin Mary, and the Bible, 

Svo, 835pp. Vol. II. Describes Fnllya.ll 
the Religions· Systems of the World. 

evo, 957PP. Oloth, $3 per vol.; the 
2 vole., $5; leather, $7; mo-

rocco, gilt edl'!es, $8. 
BY D, M. BENNETT. 

'l'HE TBUTB SEEB:EB CJQ, 

PLBABUBB is Nature's test, her sign of ap
proval. When man is happy, he is in har
mony with himself arid his environment.
OscOII' Wilde. 

THB whole system of sacrifices in the Old 
Testament is calculated to harden the heart. 
The butchery of oxen and lambs, the kUling 
of doves, the perpetual destruction of life, 
the continualshe<lding of blood-these things, 
if they hav any tendency, tend only to harden 
the heart of childhood.-Rolit. G. Ingersoll. 

WHEN we coolly examin the opinions of 
men, we are surprised to find that even in 
those opinions which they regard as the most 
essential, nothing is more uncommon than 
common sense; or, in other words, nothing is 
more uncommon than a degree of judgment 
sufficient to discover the most simple truths, 
or reject the most striking absurdities, and 
to be shocked with palpable contradictions. 
-D•Holliach. 

How wUI you treat the impious man, the 
daring blasphemer, who says to you-See 
only with my eyes; do not think yourself ; I 
proclaim to you a tyrant God, who ordained 
me to be your tyrant ; I am his well-beloved ; . 
he wUI torment to all eternity millions of his 
creatures, whom he detests, for the sake of 
gratifying me; I will be your master in this 
world, and will laugh at your torments in 
the ne:x;t ? Do you not feel a very strong in
clination to beat this cruel blasphemer.
Voltaire. 

PERHAPS I shall be told in the cant-language 
of the day, as I hav often been told by the 
Bishop of Llandaff and others, of the great 
and laudable pains that many pious and 
learned men ha v taken to explain the obscure, 
and reconcile the contradictory, or, as they 
say, the setminglY- contradictO'I"JJ passages of 
the Bible. It is because the Bible needs such 
an undertaking, that is one of the first causes 
to suspect it is NOT the word of God ; this 
single reflection, when carried home to the 
mind, is in itself a volume.-Paine. 

AMONG the slaves of the Scotch kirk-tyrants 
the long-continued suppression of all health
ier pastimes contributed its share to the in
crease of intemperance. On the day when 
the laboring clasees found their only chance 
of leisure, outdoor sports were strictly pro
hibited. Dancing was considered a heinous, 
and on the Sabbath almost an unpardonable, 
sin. The tennis-halls were closed from Sat
urday night to Monday morning. Bathing 
was sinful. Mountain excursions,. strolls 
along the beach, or in the open fields, were 
not permitted on the day of the Lord. Die
tetic excesses, however, escaped control, and 
thps became the general outlet for the cruelly 
suppressed craving for a diversion from the 
deadly monotony of drudgery and church
penance. "Nature will hav her revenge." 
-Projes&O'I" Felix 0Ewald in the Bible of Nat
ure. 

"THE powers of the heavens shall be 
shaken" (Matt. xiv, 29). Who are "the 
powers of the heavens?" Say Jehovah is 
the principal power : who is to shake him? 
Is the Son to catch the Father by the nape 
of the neck and somewhere else, and shake 
him as a terrier shakes a rat? And, with 
celestial courtesy, is the Father to recipro
cate, and so shake the Son till all his teeth 
chatter? And then is the Ghost to try 
his hand at shaking the two of them, 
and to finish off by knocking their heads 
together ? This is the most rational mode 
of shaking the powers of heaven that 
occurs to me. The shaking should hav 
taken place some eighteen centuries ago; but 
quite likely it wtll be all the more terrible 
when it does take place. The tribes of the 
earth are to mourn when they see the Son of 
Man coming in tlae clouds. Well may they 
mourn without ceasing if his second coming 
Is to be as prolific as his first has been in hate 
and bloodshed and ignorance and misery 1-
Baladin. 

THE records of nature hav now been found 
to reveal an orderly and progressiv system of 
the development of matter and mind into its 
present forms, extending through vast ages, 
proving the Mosaic story of creation to be 
untrue, and placing it among the myths of 
earlier days of the human race, which are 
found to abound in the traditions or litera
ture of all people. This orderly progreBB of 
nature reveals an :unvarying method, which 
makes every effect the result of preceding 
natural causes ; and, the violations of its 
methods, called "miracles," are unsupported 
by sufficient evidence to warrant their be
lief. Every miracle of which circumstaqces 
hav permitted a scientific examination "has 
been disproved, and shown either to be a 
fraud or to be the result of a law of nature 
known or fairly supposed. The miracles of 
our days are now on the eve of solution by 
the discovery of the laws of psychology and 
animal magnetism, which many learned men 
believe will in time solve all that is not fraud
ulent in the phenomena of Spiritualism. 
• · • . • The Christian scheme of theology 
must therefore take its place in the order of 
the development of human thought, and in 
time giv place to the next system which the 
advancing mind of man evolves ; that, in 
turn, to be improved upon as knowledge of 
nature and the control of her forces increases. 
-Robt. C. Adams. 
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